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SESSION, FIFTH PARLIAMENT.-47 VIC.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Tns»unAr, 17th January, 1884.

Taz PARLIAMENT, which had been prorogued from time
to time, was now commanded to assemble on the 17th day
of January, 1884, for the despatch of business.

Tas SpeIra took the Chair at fifteen minutes befbre
Three o'clock.

PaaÂrhas.

A Message was delivered by René Edouard Kimber,
Esquire, Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod:

"Er. 8mrn,.....
"His Excellency the Governor General desires the Immediate

attendanee of this Honorable House ln the Senate Chamber."

Aocordingly the louse went up to the Sonate Chamber.

And the House being returned,

CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that he had received
from the Hon. Mr. Justice King, one of the judges selected
for the trial of Election Petitions, pursuant to the Dominion
Controverted Elections Act, 1874, a judgment relating to
the election of the Electoral District of Albert, declarg
the election of the respondent, John Wallace, null and voi

Als, from the Hon. Mr. Justice Rigby, a judgment
relating to the election of the Electoral District of Lunen-
burg, declaring the election of the respondent, Thomas
Twining Keefler, null and void.

Also, from the Hon. Mr. Justice Galt, a judgmnt relating
to the Electoral District of Kent, declaring the election Of
the respondent, Henry Smyth, nuil and void.

Also, from the Hon. Mr. Justice Armour, a judgment
relating to the election of the Electoral District of Lennox,
declaring the election of the respondent, the Hon. Sir John
Alexander Macdonald, null and void.

Alseo, from the Hon. Mr. Justice Armour, a judgment
relating to the election for the Electoral District of West
Middlesex, declaring the election of the respondent, George
W. Rosa, nuit and void.

Also, from the Hon. Kr. Justice Amour, a judgment
relating to the election for the Electoral District of Wet
Huron, declaring that the respondent, Malcolm Colin
Clameron, was duly elected.

Als, from the Hon. Mr. Justice Armour, a judgment
relating to the eleotion for the Electoral Distriot of South
Simoce, declaring that the respondent, Richard Tyrwhit,
was duly elected.

VACANOIIE.
Mir. SPEAKER also informed the House that ho had

received the following notifications of vacancies which had
occurred in the reprosentation:-

Of MArmI il. Rour, squit. "ber for the Electorsl District of
the Oitj and Oounty of Halifr.x, 1> the aceptance of an office of emolu-
msnt under the g gf L e utnant.overnor of the

i

Of QGus Axsu Gouis, Esuire, Member for the Electoral Dis.
trict of Kent, New Brunswick, b resignation•

Of JoisN MOK.AN, Usquire, Kember for tiie lectoral District ot the
South Riding of the âonuty Haron, by resignation;

Of RàouL 8. DuBuAuar, E#quire, Member for the Electoral District
cf Soulanges, by the amoeptance of an oice of emolument under thé
Crown ; and

Of Jou PoKÀaW, Esquire, Member for the Eleotoral District of Tork,
New Brunswick, by decease.

He also informed the House that he had issued his
several warrants to the Clerk of the Crown in Ohancery,
to make out new writs of election for the said Electoral
Districts, respectively.

He also informed the House, that the Clerk of the House
had received from the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, a
copy of a Warrant, showing a vacancy which had taken
place in the representation of the Electoral District of Lvis,
by the acceptance of an office of emolument under the
Crown by the Hon. Joseph Godéric Blanchet, and that the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery had, by virtue of the Act
41 Victoria, Chapter 5, Section 14 sub.section 2, insued a
new Writ of Election for the said Bleotoral District .

NEW MEMaERS

Mr. SPEAKER further informed the House that, during
the Recess, the Clerk of the House had recoived from the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery, certificates of the eleotion
and return of the fiblowing Members:-

Of JoHN WiutLou, Esquire, for the Eleotoral District of Albert;
Of Joua FITE-WILLUA BrIs, Esquire, for th Eloctoral Distilet of

the City and County of alifax;
Of OuAnxas Ewvx KAuLiÂON, Esquire, for the Eleotoral District of

Lunenburg;
Of Prane Axim Là,awr, Esquire, for the Electoral District of

Kent, New Brunswick;
0f IsIDOna NouL BaLuu, Esquire,-for the Electoral District of Lévis;
Of DAvm WiGrT ALLisoi, Esq aire tor the Electoral District of Lonnoz •

Of DoXiuL MACKaONII CaIMOX, Üquire, for the Electoral District oi1
the West Riding of the Coanty of Midilesex;

Of the Hon. Sir RIoiRaD Jou OAÂrwaUrea, K.O.M.G., for the Elec-
torail District of the South Riding of the County of Hron; and

Of Jes W. Bàur, Esquire, for the Electorai District of'Souliages.

MEMBERS INTRODUCED.

The following Members, having previously taken the
Oath according to law, and subscribed the rol containing
the saine, took their seats in the Houae:-

Jouî WtL.Lo, Member for the Electoral District of Albert, intro-
duced by Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Leonard Tilley.

Ismeoa Nont Bamz.Au, Member for the Electoral District of LUvis,
iatroduced by 8ir Heotor Langevin and Hon. Ur. Caron.

&m Rîosàno J. OàarwaeT, MeNmber for the Electoral District of the
South Riding of the County oi Huron, introduoed by Mr. BIakeand Mr.
Cameron (Buron).

Praan A. LenR, Member for the Electoral District of Kont, New
Bruanswick, introduced by Sir Léonard Tilley and Sir Hector Langevin.

DAvm WameuT Azuaox, Nember fer the lectoral District of the
County of Lennoz, introduced by Sir Richard Cartwright and Mr.
Paterson (Bra).

Jamas W. BImx, Member for the lectorat District of Soulanges, ltro-
dueed by Sir Hector Langevin and Hou. Kr. Chapleau.

Joas Prs-Wmr.rx Sras, Member for the Electoral District of the
City sd o Hfa, introdnoed by Sir Oharles Tapper and Sir

Oiasam E. Ksm&ais, Mmber for th. Electoral District Of Lumen-
burg, litrodu.ed by itr Sharls Tupper and Bir John Uaodonsl

SECOND

oust. 01 imas thafts



COMMONS DEBATES. JANUARY 17

ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS OF OFFICE.

Sir .OHN A. MACDONALD introduced Bill (No. 1)
respecting the Administration of Oaths of Offlee.

Bill read the first time.

SPEBOH FROM THE TURONE.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have the honor to inform this louse
that when the House attended His Excellency the Governor.
General this day in the Senate Chamber, Ris Excellency
was pleased to make a Speech to both Houses of Parlia.
mqzg, and, to prevent mistakes, I have obtained a copy of
the Speech, which is as follows: -

Honourable Genemen of the &nate:

Gustlemas qf the House of Commonu:

la fulfilment of the important trust committed to me by Ber Majesty,
I have recourse for the firet time to your advice and assistance. It is a
source of the deepest personal satiefaction to me, that I should have
bel U.ed by Ber Majesty to an offce in which, as Her Representative
I am. enmlad to take a part in the public affairs of the Dominion, and
to asociate myself with you in the performance of the honorable duties
wbich yon ae about to approach.

I rejoiee to learn that although the lat harvest bai been less produc-
tive than its predecessors, and although there are indieations that the
rapid expansion of your commerce bai, te some extent, been followed by
over-trading, the general condition ofthe Dominionis such as to justify
me in congratulating you upon its prosperity.

The marked success attained by Canada at the International Fishery
Exhibition in London, muet be very gratifying to you, and has, I doubt
not, been of great service in showin g to the world the wealth of our Fih-
crles and the extent of our marine industries and resources.

Tbe Oomilainners appointed by my predecessor for the purpose of
.onsolidating the Statutes affecting the Dominion, have pursued their
tauk with idiligence, and I am enabled to lay before you for examination
abontuixty chapters of the propoeed consolidation. The remainder of
he work will be prepared, and the whole of it revised during the present,
year, so that the final report will be ready at your next Session for your
approval.

Tb* aumber of immigrants te Canada during the pat seasen hAe, I am
glad to say, been greater than in any previous year, and is a proof that
tbe better Canada is known the more it is valued by those seeking a
ke inthe new Vorld.

Asasagemeots are in progress todminish the ooet of inlan tMnsport,
and I have reason to believe that the result will be a steady increase of
valuable settlers, in the future.

During the recess, negotations were resumed with British Columbia in
regard te several matters upon which differences had for some time ex-
itsd between the two Governme nts. One of my Ministers visited tha
Province last summer on a speoial mission with a view te the adjust-
mat of al questiocs in controveriy, and I efforts have happily been
suooesful. Should your sanction be given to the arrangements then

.zads, ail-ooesions of dispute will have been removed, and the moateor-
dial relations established between the Dominion and Provincial Govern-
Usejts.. The papers will be laid before you and your consideration
iavited to measures enabling me to give effect to the agreement

The rapid inrease of population in the North-Weat rendera some
ameadmenti in the North-West Territorles Act expedient, and your
ateA#on wil be called to this important matter.

The progress of the Indiana in Manitoba and the NorthWeSt during
last year ha been, on the whole, satistactory. The BEads iuelided in
the seyeral Indian Treaties have for the most part betaken themaplves

te ghir uegves, A Bill for the further prouimoI of he ixtereats
will be submitted to you, as well ai a meaure applicabl.,te ie ole
Ddla len, fer the purpose of enooraging thesassadvaakludian
oomMtuixIles to assume tie resposibilutis f e -goverasut.

r, SPUArER,

The Billlaid before yon laut Session for the representation of the
people in Parliament and the assimilation of the eleetoral franchises
existing in the several Prývinoe, bau now been befose the.ouxtry for a
year. The measure will be re-lntroduced and I commend it to your
attention.

I would also urge upon you the expediency of providing for the regula-
tion of faetory labour and the protection of the workingman and his
family. The measure submitted last Session, with some amendments,
will be laid before you.

The rapid progrfes ef diie <sandian Pacifie Bj,*ily has been main-
tained throughout the past year. Of the 2,833 miles of the main line
between Pembroke and Port Xoody, 1,738 miles are now eonstructed,
rendering practicable the completion of that great work within the

ne;t two years. Although the time within which the Railway Company
is bound to finish the road will not expire until 1891, my
Go vernment as thonght it of the greatest importance for the
settle.ment of the North-West and the development of our
trade, that its completion from sea to sea should be has-
tened and the Company enabled to open the line throughout by the
spring of 1886. With this view, and in order to aid the Company in
procuring safficient capital for the purpose by the disposal of its unsold
share, the Government agreed te receive a deposit of money and soeur-
ities sufficient topy a mininmum tbree per cent. dividend for teu years
on sixty-five millions o the stock. That arrangement was made
on the belief that it would give steadinens and& insaeod value
to the ahares on the market. A combination of unfarorable
circumstances bai prevented the fulfilment of these expeeta-
tions, and the Company has not been able to obtain the
required capital by a sale of its stock. The best meanu of preventing
any delay in the great object of the early completion of the railway, de-
manda yoer earnest consideration.

I am pleased to be able 4o state thatthe operationof that portion of
the-railway already opened, affords the most gratifying evidence-of its
soundness ai a commercial enterprise and of its great value to Canada.

The large increase of the volume of traffic on the Intercolonial Rail-
way over that of any previeus year, without involving any burden upon
the country, is a satisfactory proof of the continued developtnent of
trade between the eastern and western portions of the Dominion.

A provisional arrangement made with the Government of Nora Beotia
for the retention of the Pictou Branch and the acquisition of'the Bastern
Extension Railway to the Strait of Oanso, will be submitted for your
approval.

,enUam o] the Heva4W/ <Jmen
The accounts for the past year wini be laid before you. You willfiud

that the expen liture has been considerably less and the receipts larger
than the estimates, the surplus exceeding that of any previons year.
The revenue of the firt half of the current year, notwithatanding the
large importations of lait season, have been such that we may reson.
ably expect that the estimates for the year will be fairly maintained.

The estimates for the ensuing year ill aise be submated toyou.
They will, I trust, be found to have been prep.red with due negardAo
economy.

Honourable (.ntUemen q f the Senate:

Gentlemen of the Bouse f Commna.:
I feel assuredtàattyon will doete yourselveavithearnmtnessaaassl.

duity to th-oeonsideration of the subjeetu I hais mentlened,uad te aIl
mattersa1teeting the publie interests that may bebroughùtbefor e y.

On motion of Sir John A.Macdonald, Ris Excellency's
Speech wss ordered to be taken into consideration, to-
norrow.

SELRf STANDN%G (OXMMTif .

Bir:$0 N. M30« umXd

be appointed for the fnowiag purpos.s-1. Ø0F hMfugs amut' e.
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tisi. -. On Uping Lav. . On Railw Canabs and Telogiesh
lanes. 4. OaXnibelimaeou Private hal. & on Stading Order. o
Priting. O. On Publie Acoùnats. 8. On Banklng and Oommere.
9. On ad!mgt.Uon and Ooloniistion; hich Uaid Colitnittees #hall
eistaIy beý4mpowered to exae nd inqire ito sl snob maSters

and hihms asamu be referued o them by the House, and to report, from
tdi~ to tme, thear obserytdte sud opinions thereon ; with power ta
snd for permen, paper3an~rod .

Motion agreed to-.

REPORT.

Mr. SPEAKER laid befbre the House the Report of the
Librarian on the state of the Library of Parliament.

AD3OUR.NXENT.

Sir JOEN A. MACDONALI> moved the adjournment of
the louse.

CANADIAN PACIFIO RAILWAY PAPERS.

Mr. BLAKE. Ma ask the hon. gentleman if he pro.
poses to lay on the able, without motion, the papers con-
nected with the Canadian Pacifie Railway arrangements
referred to in the Speech ?

Sir JOHN A. MAUDONALD. They will be sent down
as soon as the Speech is answered, by Messages trom the
Crown.

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:50 o'clock p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FaIDAY, 18th January, 1884.

The SpaAsxa took the Chair at Three O'clock.

ParÂTÊR.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO HIS EXCELLENCY'S
SPEECH.

The House proceeded to the consideration of His Excel-
lency's Speech at the opening of the Session.

Mr. àAOKASTER Mr. Speaker, the first clause of the
Speech from the Throne is one to which hon. members will
gire their very ready assent, and I am sure that not only
this House, but the country generally, will endorse the wise
choie. made by Her Majetty of Her representative in this
country. We know that the noble lord who has been ap-
pointed'Governor-General of Canada, though yet compara-
tively a young man, ha achieved a high position in the
publie life of the7 Mother Country, and that e has been a
member of Mr. Gladstone's Administration. We further
knew that he belougs to a distinguished family whieh bas
eontributed te Great Britain not only a Chancellor of the
Eohbequer, but also a Prime Minister. I am sure the
Canadiaw people will extend to the Governor General a
hearty weleome, and I have no doubt his administration in
this coutrY will boas suceossful as those of his immediate
Prdecessr. We have had the advantage of late years,
not merely of having the seleetion of Goverlors Gen-
eral wiely made, and the benefit of the eminent
services rendered by these Imperil oefiers in the colony,
but also the unoficial services of many of those gentlemen
after tbeir term of office and their connection with this
constry proper have coeaed li this respect Lord )Dufferin
aM th. Marquis of -1mne thougk acting/ un.

offlcially, have been our most valued amba@sdors
in Great Britain, and have not ceased to take an Intereet
in our country's affaire long after their terms of office ex.
pired. I may say, with respect to Lord Lorne and hie royal
wife that by their devotion to duty, they became endsared
to the Canadian people, and will long be remembered with
grateful affection by the inhabitants of this Dominion. In
the case of Lord Dufferin, he equally won the afection of
the people of Canada, and the contributions made to the
Dominion's welfare, not only while he held office here but
since his return te the Mother Country, will be gratefully
recorded and remetnbered by our people. I am sure that
in the great diplomatie triumphs achieved by Lord Dufferia
since his departure from amongst us, no one has taken a
greater interest than the people of Canada, no matter
whether those eoffrts were directed te the pacification of the
Egy tian, to the over-awing of the Czar, or the outwitting
of tie Turk-in all hie endeavors he bas had the sympathy
and interest of the Canadian people. And I am sure that
after the term of office of the present Governor General,
though it is rather premature to refer te that now, he, by
hie efforts here and wbrk hereafter, will have equally suo-
ceeded in winning the best opinions of the Canadian people.
The Speech from the Throne, Mr. Speaker, is of an
eminently practical character. It may be divided into two
main hoadings: firet relating te administration, and second
relating to proposed legislation. - In this country the peo-
ple and the representatives of the people are ocoupied with

ractical questions-questions intimately connected with the
evelopment of the country, with the building up of pro-

vinces, with the paeifie work of civilization. In older coin-
tries, like the Mother Country, great interest may be excited
over the more discussion as to whether there shotild
be an extra penny imposed on a quart of malt,
but iere our questions for discussion are broader, and I
would fain believe, are more important, because I think it
is more important te have a part in the moulding of a new
and great nation than in discussing what are in many
respects the petty affaire of older nations. I do not mean
te disparage the important concerne of the Mother
Country, but I do say that many of the warmest debate
in ber Parliament are upon subjecte which, in this country,
would appear of comparatively trifting moment. Among
the subjects of administration upon which the countrmay
fairly be congratulated are, firet, the success which
had at the In ternatiornal Fisheries Exhibition, in Londeo.
It certainly should be a subject of congratulation for the
Canadian people that by the indefatigable exertions of the
Government, and more especially of the Minister who had
charge of the Canadian exhibits, Canada obtained the second
highest nuinber of medals in that important competition-
the United States obtaining first place-.our country there-
by acquiring an advertisement before the world of her
great wealth and the great extent of her fisheries. The
work of the consolidation of the Statutes afeeting Canada
bas steadily progressed. This is a work which will greatly
facilitate the labours of those who have occasion te refer to
these Statutes, and I am sure that the assurance that it
will be completed by the next Session of Parliament
is one which will be received. with feelings of gratifistion
by all who take an interest in this subject. During the
year, provisional arranqemente have been made by the
Government with the Governments of Nova Seotia and
British Columbia, respectively; the first relating te the
retention of the Pictou Branch of the Intercolonit Raiilwuy
And the acquisition of the Estern Extension Railway to
the Strait of Canso. It is believed that ths section of the
road may be more efficiently managed in conneotion
with the Intercolonial Railway, and that by this
arrangement, which is favourable not only te the pro.
vince of Nova Scotia, but also te the Dominion,
a more effcient train service will be secared to the ppl

18841.
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of Nova Scotia, and cheaper rates both for fares and
freights. Of the arrangements with the Province of Bri-
tish Columbia, I have little personal knowledge; but we are
well aware that for some time differenc*s have existed
between that Province and the Dominion of Canada. These
it would appear, are now happily adjusted, and a measure
will be submitted to Parliament by which they will be
finally terminated. It is to be borne in mind that that
outlying Province has not yet fully reaped the benefits
which were anticipated from Confederation. The full
benefits of union with the older Provinces will only be
realized when our great Interprovincial Railway is finally
constructed. Then British Columbia will fully realize the
advantages of its union with the older Provinces; and,
in the meantime, to that distant Province we must give our
sympathy and our generous support; and I trust that the
anticipations which the people of British Columbia reason-
ably entertain may, by the action of the Canadian Parlia-
ment, be fully and speedily realized. It is also a matter for
congratulation that the Intercolonial .Railway, as evidenced
by the returns for the last year, is no longer a burden on
the public exchequer, but that there is a surplus of
receipts over expenditures. Among the subjects which are a
fair matter for congratulation, there is noue more Important
than that of immigration. In 1878 the number of immi-
grants who came into Canada and settled was 30,000; in
1881, 47,000; in 1882, 112,000, and in 1883, 133,000, show-
ing a steady and unprecedented influx of people to settle in
tis country. With regard to the immigrants who arrived
last year, 34,000 were from the United States, and 11,000 of
those were returned Canadians. A very important trade,
connected with cattle and sheep, has been developed in the
lest five years. The statistics of1878 show no rèturns of the
importation of pure bred cattle into this country; the year
before last the importation of thorough-bred cattle amounted
to 12,000, and lest year to 21,000. This fact is one
which will contribute to the improvement of our stock, and
the increase of our agricultural resources, while it will also
tend to stimulate the important trade which has sprung up
in connection with cattle and sheep. Within the last five
years this cattle trade has assumed almost enormous dimen-
pions. In 1878 there were exported from Canada 19,000
cattle and 46,000 sheep, almost entirely of American pro-
duct. During 1883 there were exported from Canada
56,000 cattle and 114,000 sheep, entirely of Cana-
dian product. This industry will contribute greatly
to the increase of the agricultural wealth of the country,
and will afford the farmers and all who take an interest in
the progres of agriculture, a new field for investment and
increased op rtunities for enterprise. I may say in this
connection, at the Canadian cattle trade with England
enjoys advantages over the trade of any other country.
TIe United States are put upon what is called the scheduled
liât, and cattle exported from the United States to Great
Britain must be slaughtered at the port of entry immediately
after landing. But by a wise provision of the present
Government, arrangements have been entered into by which
(anadian cattle are not placed on the schedule list; they
need not be slaughtered at the port of entry, but may be
driven or carried to any of the British markets and treated
in the same way as British cattle. This is a great advan-
tage to the exporter of Canadian cattle, an advantage which,
in money, ie euivalent to one or two pence r ound of
beef. Dri last year an incident occa which de-
montratedthe patriotism and ability of the Minister of
Bailways, 1 am sure, not merely to the great natisfaction of
his own political party, but to all people who prise the
progress of this country, and who are interested in the
prompt and efficient discharge of public duty. On one
occasion three ship loade of cattle were condemned

the veterinary surgeons at home, but the Cana-
&ia High Commissioner seeing that the Canadian
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trade might be injured by these eatde being condemned,
and Canada put on the scheduled list, repaired immedi-
ately to the scene of action, with an order for the re-
examinatioií of these three cargoes. The skili which that
hon. gentleman possessed in his knowledge of the physique
of that other great animal, man, enabled him to-have a
supervising eye over the acts of the veterinary surgeons
and by his prompt and vigorous action, by devoting his
personal attention to the matter, he succeeded in getting a
re-examination, which resulted in showing that these
cattle had been improperly condemned, and procured
the removal of an order which would not only have
damaged the cattle trade but the shipping trade as well,
and impaired the success of this great Canadian industry.
I think the thanks of the Canadian people, irrespective of
politics, are due to the hon. Minister of Railways for the
promptness and the efficiency with which he performed this
duty. I do not desire to trouble the House with much
detail, but I may say that the receipts for the year
have been in excess of the estimates, and the expendi.
ture las been less than the estimates. The result
is, that on the transactions of the year there is a su 'lu
of 87,060,000; and this is apart from the sum of a ut
81,000,000 realized frem the sale of lande in the North-West.
These two make a total surplus of upwards of 88,000,000,
the largest sums united since Confederation. Now,
Sir, a large portion of this surplus has been derived from
importations-and with reference to that, I may say that
there las perhaps been over-importation. Perhaps it would
have been better for the prosperity of the country if our
importations had not been so large; but that is a matter
which will, in time, correct itself. However, a large surplus
is not at all a bad thing to struggle with; and when we
take into account the various circumstances to which I have
referred-the large amount in our Tresury and the pros-
perous state of our fdnances-we may fairly congratulate
the country on the substantial degree of prosperity it
enjoye, notwithstanding the fact that the last harvest las
not been so productive as its predecessors, and notwith-
standing the over-trading which prevailed to some extent
during the past year. Xow, Mr. Speaker, referring to the
legislation which is proposed, I would say that our experi-
ence in the North-West bas demonstrated that changes can
be made in the laws relating to that country with advan-
tage, and a Bill is proposed to give effect to those changes.
The growth of manufacturing establi4hments in the country
will necessitate the introduction of legislation with the
view of making better provision for the well-being of
artisans and their families, not onlyrin their own interest,
but in the interest of the community generally. I am sure
that the measure which it i proposed to introduce, in order
to assimilate the laws relating to Dominion elections, will be
favourably received. A measure of that nature was intro-
duced last year, and was left over until the present Session
for fuller consideration. It is an anomaly that the standard
of qualification for voting at Dominion elections should be
the diverging standards prevailing in the different Provinces.
An effort should be made at the earliest day to render
as nearly uniform as possible, the standard of qualification
for voting at Dominion elections in the several Provinces
of the Dominion. . Then, Sir, it is proposed to legislate with
regard to the Indians who are our heritage, and whom, by
gond faith, by fair dealing, and by keeping our treaty obli-
gations, we have succeeded in retaining as our fri.nds and
allies, instead of making our vigorous enemies, as has been
the case in the United States. The disappearance of the
buffalo in the North-West, owing to his rapid slaughter,
las induced the Indian to give up, to a great extent, hie
nomadic habits, and to betake himself to the more ordinary
avocations of life. The Indians have, to a large extent, set-
tled themselves on their reserves, and provision should be
made for them in their new mode of life. Then, with regard
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to the Indiana who are most advanced in civilisation, and who
have lived for a long time in clos. proximity to the whites,
it is proposed to concede to them ome measure of self.
goverament, somewhat similar to the municipal system
that prevaile among the whites. I am sure that an
enlightened Canadian Parliament will welcome a species of
e-ome «Rule for the aborigines of this country. There is no
question, Sir, in which the people of this country have
greater interest at this time, or indeed, have had a greater
interest for a considerable time, than the oopstruction of
the Pacifie Railway. That work is a national work;
it is a Canadian work in which the whole people of this
country are deeply interested. The construction of the
road, as we are all aware, as been relegated by the Gov-
ernment and by Parliament to a company. That company
has, with an energy unprecedented in this country, set
itself diligently to work to fulfil the great contract it has
undertaken, and I think there is united testimony from
both sides of this House, and from all sections of the coun-
try, that the company entrusted with the construction of
that great work has been honourable in its dealings
and has faithfully and energetically endeavoured to carry
ont ils agreement. The progress made with the road
hias been unprecedented. Of the total length from Pem-
broke to Port Moody, 2,833 miles, 1,738 miles have been
constructed, leaving 1,095 miles yet to be constructed; and
it must be a gratifying circumstance that the portion of
the road constructed and put into operation has proved not
only a commercial success to the contractors, but also of
very great advantage to the country. I will not weary the
House with lengthy details or many figures, but I may state
that, in addition to the portions of the road constructed in
the older Provinces, in addition to the portions taken over
from the Government, in addition to the sections separated by
a gap to the north of Lake Superior, the road to-day extendà
west of Winnipeg to the summits of the Rocky Mountains, in
full operation a distance of nearly 1,000 miles. At the present
time, what is literally a small army of workingmen, num-
bering 9,000, with all the appliances for the construction of
the railway, in the shape of machinery and horses, are en-
gaged in th work of lessening the gap that separates the
two portions of the road north of Lake Superior. Now, it
will bperfectly obvions, not only to hon. members in this
House but to the whole country, that the prompt construc-
tion of that road is of the first importance to the Canadian
people. We know that the Northern Pacific road has been
just completed. That road will become a vigorous com-
petitor for the trans-continental trade. And there is
another road, the Union Pacifie, in active operation. The
rapid development of the North-West and the settlement of
the country, the expansion of our trade, and a variety of
other circumstances, will make it necessary that the Cana-
dian Pacific road should be completed, both in the intereît
of the country and the company, at a period long antece-
dont to the date originally tixed, 1891. It was the recent
e±pectation that thi road would be completed in 1886, and
I am sure that if that expectation should b. realized, it would
result in the greatest advantage to this country. Let us not
overlook the advantage which that road, when completed, will
confr upon this country. When we recollect that the two
Americar Pacifie roads are not through lines, that they
are onl prtially through lines, that they have to connect
wit ot r lines in order to reach the seaboard, and that
OUrs will be the only trans-continental road extending from
s to sea under one management, and that it will be

hundrede of miles shorter than either of the other Pacifie
roade with any connections they can possibly make, I
think it will be perfeetly self-evident to every hon. member
of this House and to the country, that great advantages will
acerne to tis country and to the Canadian Pacifie road
when it i completed. That road will possess other
in"idental advantages which are not to be ignored. in the

firet place, it will pas through a larger area of ounivable
land than either of the American Pacific roads. The agr'ul-
tural lande on the western portion of the Candian Paeanc
Railway extend from longitude 96 to longtitude 114, equal
to 18 degres; on the Northern Paciteic Railway from
longtitude 94 to 105 degrees, equal t 1 t degrees; on the
Union Pacifie Railway, from longtitude 96 to 105, equal te
9 degrees-showing the vastly greater extent of cultivable
land that will be placed under tribute in close proximity to
the Canadian Parifie Railway when it will be completed,
than in traversed by the other roads. Furthermore, the
mountain section of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is vastly
shoi ter than that of either ofthe Americau Pacifie roade. For
instance the Canadian Pacifie Railway is embraoed within a
mountain section of 600 miles; the Nortbern Pacifie Rail.
way, within a mountain section of 900 miles; and the Union
Pacific Railway, within a mountain section of 1,225 miles.
From these facts, it is perfectly evident that our road will
have a decided advantage in the competition for
the trans-continental freight and passenger trafie,
and that the sooner it eau be put into operation
the sooner will these advantages which I have fore-
shadowed resuit in great benefit, not merely to the compeny
but also to the country. It was not to be expected tiat a
road destined to become so* formidable a rival to its com-
petitors would be permitted to be built without vigorous
opposition. Combinations have consequently been formed
against the Canadian Pacifie Railway by these inter-
ested roadq. In self protection, its American rivals en-
deavoured to obstruet its progress, and the result of their
combinations and machinations bas been te prevent the
Cansdian Pacifie Railway from disposing of its stock at a fair
market value-at such value as they had fair reason te ex-
pect to so realize in order to apply the proceeds to the com-
pletion of their great work. Unfortunately a great depre-
ciation took place in the value of American Railway seca-
rities, not merely in the New York market, but also in the
other great money markets of the world-in Amsterdam,
Paris and London-and this depreciation occurred at the
very time when the Canadian Pacifie Railway needed the
proceeds which they expected te obtain from the sale of
their stock. To meet this difficulty, tbe company approached
the Canadian Government and deposited with it a snu of
money and securities sufficient to previde for the payment of
three per cent. of the five per cent. promised by the railway
company on a capital stock of $65,00,000. It was supposed
that this provision for a limited amount of the interest
promised by the Canadian Pacifie Railway would have the
effect, not merely of steadying the stock in the Amerioan,
English and French markets, but also of giving ineressed
value to the stock, and that thereby money would
be realized from the sale applicable to the prosecution of the
work. Through a combination of circumstances this result
has not been achieved, and the company ha not been able
to realize from the sale of t6pir stock the stadunt they might
fairly have contemplated. Under these circumstances, it is
evident that it will be the duty of Parliament to apply its
best wisdom and give its mont patriotic consideration to any
measure that in the interest of the country the Government
may find it necessary to submit with the view of preventing
any delay in theconstructionof the Canadian Pacifie Railway
that may result from the causes I have indicated. Parlis-
tuent will, no doubt, give its best wisdom andoonsideration to
this subjéct.That the Canadian Pacific Raiiway aould be built
well built, and wisely built and built it muet be. The Roman
Senate once said, and the voice of the Roman ibole re-echoed
the fiat of the Sonate, delnda st Carthago, aarthag must be
destroyed "-and Carthage was destrøyed. I se the leader
of the Opposition smiling at the Latin, and I hope it will
give him the proper inspiration under the circumstanoes to

hvich I am ailuding. The Canadian people have announced
to the world that the Canadian Pacifio Railway muet be -en-
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struct&d and that no unreasonable delay should be allowed to
hinder thei' completion of this peat national work, which
will tend to etimulate trade, encourage settlement, promote
the devàlopment of the North-West, unite the several Pro-

inces ofthe Dominion more closely together, and advance
the rosperity of the 0whole country. I do not know that it
would be wise for me to enter into any particulars. As
Cicero once remarked in his address on the Manillian
liaw, I am embarrassed with the variety of argument that
might be presented on this subject. I think it is sufficient
to state the proposition substantially, in order to commend
it not only to this House but also to the Canadian peo-
ple. I wish to thank you, Mr. Speaker, and hon. gentlemen
on both sides, for the kind indulgence extended to me while
I have made these remarks. I suppose I would not be act-
ing according to tradition if I did not apologize for the
imperfection of my utteranoes, and I have neither reason
nor desire to depart from tradition in this respect. I know
that none more readily than hon. members who belong to,
my own profession will extend their sympathy to one who
speaks without instructions on bis brief, or the inspiration
of a fee. I thank hon. gentlemen for the kind courtesy
they have extended to me and I wish to thank the Prime
Miniter,and through him, the Government, for the compli-
ment Implied in asking me to move the Address in reply-
a compliment I highly appreciate and which, on behalf of
the constitueny I have the honour to repreéent, I acoepted.
I have much p eure in moving the following Address in
reply to the Speech from the Throne

That an humble Address be presented to Wis Excllency the Governo
General, to thank His IzcelIency for his gracious Speech at the open-
ing ot the precent Besàion, and further to aiure Bis Excellency

That we recelve with gret pleasure His Ecellency' kiad assurance,
that hn iaeng ecerse f dr he fret time te our advres and assivaneee
la1nUftm t the important trustcommitted to:hm by Her Mjeuy, il
la a apurce of the deepeat personal satisfaction to him that he 1bouid
have hten called by Ber Majesty to an office in which, as Ber [tepresen-
tative, he ti enabled to taki a part in the public aftairu of the Dominion,
and to asseciate himself with us in the performance of the honourable
dutie whicb we aue about to approach.

Tha we rejoice to know that although the last harvest has been leu
productive than its predecessors, and although there are indications

thae. rapid expansion cf our commerce rias to some extent been fol-
loed bover-tradn. His Excellenc fels that the genteral condition
<f the D on is sc as to uatify him in congratulï&ing ns upon its

That the marked suces attained by Canada ut the International
Fsery Eztdbitiotn in bondon ie very, gratifing to us, aud bas, ve
donhb sot, beenof great service in showing to the worl the wealth of
our fisheries and the extent of our marine industries and resourceS.

That we are glad to learn that the Commissioners a;pointed by Bit
InselUlenç's predecesor for the purposes et consolidating the Statutea
agecting the Dominion, have pursued their tabk vith diligence; that Bis
Excellency la enailed to lay before us for examination about sixty
ohatma oftte propaed consolidation, and thst the remainder of the
w' wilU b. epc i and the whole of it revised duriag the present
year, so " al report will be ready at our next Session for our
approrVal

That Itaffoidm *s much satisfaction to be informed that the number
of lmmigrasts to Canada during the put seson bas been pester than
la lm. preions year; that w. agtee with Bu xeeinoy tiathis is a
; e_*Mathe better Canada je knoen the more it is valued by those
s.kmagahome in the new world.; and tbat we trust the-remultof the
uivasguauts which he infurmas us are in proe to diminish tho cost
dialsud uansport, vii be a steady inctase c valuable sett#ers iu the

Thatvwe teel that the rapid inress. of population ln the North-wes t
a render some amendments lu tht North-West Territories Aot e-

pednt, and that our attention shall be willingly given to this im-
portant matter.

That vs learu vlth plesure that the progisuM of the. ludima in
Manitoba and the North-West during lam r bas been on tIe
whole satisfactory, and that the Bande incladed in the eteral Indian
Treaties have for the most part betaken themselves te their reserves;
sud that any Bill.for the further promotion of their Interests which may
be submitted to us, as well as sny measure applicable to the viile
Dominion for the purpose of encouracing the more advaneed Indian
communities to assume the remponsibilitiem of<mlf-governmeut, will be
willingly considered.

That the Bill1aid before us lat Session for the representation of the
people in -Parliament sud the assimilation of the electoral franchises tx-
i"ting ln th® etra® Provincee, which has nov been before the country
for a year, wiii, vian re-introduced, receive the attention te, which EBis
Excellency commende it.

That we are fullv aware of the expediency of providing for the reg
lation of factory labour and the protection et the workingman and ha
family, sud that we are glad te know that the measure submitted last
Session, vith rome amendmnents, will be laid before s.

That we learn with great interest, that the rapid progreas of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway has been .maintained throughont the past
Pear, that of the 2,833 miles of the main lin. between Pembroke and

ort Moody, 1,138 miles are now constructed, rendening practicable the
completion ef that great work within the next two years, and that
although the time within which the Railwaly Company is bound te
finish the road will not expire until 1891, His Exceièny's Government
bau thougit it cf the greateat, importante for the settiement of the
North-West sud the de relopment ot our traie, that its conpletion from
ses te ses should be hautened sud the company enabled te open the lino
throughout by the spring of 1886.

That we thank His Excellency for informing us that with this view,
sud in order te aid the Company lu procuring sufcient espital for the
purpose, by the disposai of its unsoldehares, the Govermmentagmred te
receive a depoait of money and securities suiMotent teptya minna
three per cent. dividend for ten years on $65,00,000 of the stock, ttîat
arrangement being made on ihe belief that it would give steadiness and
increased value to the shares on the market, although a combination ci
unfavourable ciremastanees has prevented thé fulflment of theu S
tations, and the Company 'ias not been able to obtatn the To àfre
capital by a sale of its stock; and that we feel that the best mens of
preventing any delay In the great object of the early completion of thé
railway, demande our earnest consideration.

That we share the pleasure expressed by Ris Excelleney In belug able
te state, that the operation of that portion of the railway atready
opened, affords the most gratifying evidence et its soundne as a com-
mercial enterprise and of its great value to Canada.

That we think, with His hEeelny, that the large inerese of the
volume of trafic on the Intercolonial Kailway over that of any previous
year without involving any burden upon the country, is a satifartory
proofof the continued developiment of trade between the easiern and
western portions of the Domimion.

That we shall willingly consider the provisional arrangement made
with the Government tf Nova Scotia for the retention of the Pietou
Branch sud the acq uis-ition of the Eastera Extension Railva to the
Strait of Canso, which, Bis Excellency in pleased to say, wiii be sab.
mitted for our approval.

That ve thank ffia-Excellency, for informing us that the accounts for
the past year will be laid before us. That we shall be glad to find that
the expenditure bas been considerably les and the receipta larger than
the estimates, the surplus exceeding that of auy previou.year1 and that
the revenues of the fit half of tht current year, notwitauding the
large importations of last sason, have been sucb that we may resonIably
expect that tht Estimates for the year will be fairly 1tsiued.

That we shall respeetfally onsider the estimates for the eusvlngyear
to be submitted te us, sud whlch vii, we trust, be foud to hav bean
prepared with due regard to eeouomy.

That Bis Excellency may rest assured that we will dvote oursilies
with earutness and duity te the onderatien eo f- sabjects
he mentioned sud to al maltters afetiang the publiintoet*U may

That we. thast 'His Exeellency for informing us tbtl during the
recesu, ai vere resumed with British Columbia l gard to lir BRLLEÂU (TransLion). Mr. Speàker, tit. *àk

omevt uttrsspcn which diferences had for ome time existed
bctwsaa~~~~~~~~ hhtoQvrasts etote isEcl.t' uister vhich devolves upon me of ppongfor the oonùUdertiouùbetarean the.two. aowments ; that one ef ait 'Excellen 's à*inistese

v.sito4 that Provinoe last summer on a spec missi mn vi a view to ofthe RlOuse the adoptmu of thé Âddres, it s e wir
fie »Outaseaofall qu«atin in controvesy, and t his elbrtsehave one whith 8110uld he beent md which alWiy onght tob,
hsppl been stusful; that we trust that we shall be able to sano-

the sarrangements then made, and that by our se doium. *l ocea- e te soif hm member of tsis Roni, «hm
sis et dispute will have been removed, sud ta mot ordial relations peree in put legisiption would afford Wim evul ni
ests d"'betweeu the Dominion and Provincial GoaveramemM aal
âstuey p lere aid before us and any mesures for -nabling e is ar.qlcation

etrmatter no thmdgr smderan, .i I emssi øn re thataria

Mr ,ELEU Trnlaio).M te s



fqndationis of a new political organisation, that it should rank. The gold and silver medals which we won were not,
bEog to one of our veteran politeans, to one of those who it is true, as numerous as those obtained by the United
hae traced thegreatlines of our Constitution, to come before States; but this is explained by the fact that the Amercans
you agi explain hç!w the legielation, now asked of this figored at. the exhibition both as a nation and:a- individuals.
parliamiet, is oneatal with pat legislation; to explain For this reason the number of medals was greater in favour
to you its real meaning, and make you understand its of the United States; but I believe there is au ateord of
obiracter. h Seee to me that this task should not have public opinion that the Canadian exhibition, in itg:ettireLy,
devolved on a young member, who, like myself, appears as in its details, was superior to that of our ne ihbaars aitoms
or the Ars time within.these precinots. Nevertheless, Mr. the line.. If we refleet, Mr. Speaker, that we haveas apital

Speaker,,I welI understand that it is not for me at the début of more than $3,000,000 invested in this industry, that we
of my political career, on my entry within these precincts, have a population of about 30,000 persons engaged ln our
to oriticise an old custom which has always been adopted, fisheries, and nearly 800 ships and 11,000 fishing emaoks;
and which miaut have Bome good reason for its existence. if we reffect that this industry yields to the country a
This is thereason why I accepted the difficult task which revenue of $6,00U,000 to $8,000,000, we will understand its
has been assigned to me. Oonvinced as I am that, if I eau- importance and the great necessity to Qontribute to its
not instruct you.by my experience, I will have at lest the development. And I venture to think that the result ofour
advantage of edifying you by the good disposition which I efforts willbe to make known to the wprld the valne of our
have manifested in. accepting my share of the duties which fidheries, and, at the same time, ameliorate the.moral, intel.
an, i»posed o.ma s one of the members of the national lectual and material condition of our fiashrmen. I
represfetatiçs. The document which is submitted for our think, Er. Speaker, that it is my duty ere > ifom this
enaAiwerion, Mr. Speaker, embraces matters which may subject, to bestow my congratulations, my cp limenta on
beelased:in three cotegories of different subjets; firet of the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries, for ie uCs
all, ihpeotains a retrospective reviaw of past legislation, which has attended hie efforts at the exhibition. It is a
aud makes known its result on the general condition of the worthy raward for the zel ad energy whieh h. las ds.-
eouStry. Seeondly, it details the subjects which are to be played ; and I think it is oly just to easiate with hisame
submitted for our consideration and which may be divided that of the hon. member from Gaspé, who is sometimes
into two classes: firstly, subjects which refer principally to called the King of Gaspesia, a title which :ho justly
the.material prosperity of the country, and secondly, àub. deserves by reason of the devotion which he manifesta in
jects-whiiç refer to the. moral and intellectul condition of the interests of that section, and by the legitimate iuluenoe
thepopulsion~. The trst sentiment waich I see expressed which he has there açquired. I observed a few moments
ix, '~ xhg gg's Speech, is also one which this House ago that the tipes are favourableto push the work of emi-
siunld mae it a duty to express in the name of the gration. In referring to statistics, and according to the in"
cQyntry, that is the satisfaction which we experience formation which I have been able to gatber, I calculate,
witJuthe.selection of the new Governor General called to as the hon. member from Glengarry (Mr. Macmaster) has
pasi4 oe the detizdes of the country for some years to remarked, that the number of emigrants this year bas been
oome, In appointing His Exwcllency the Marquis of Lans- three times as-great as it was two years ago, and-this ami-
downe to this important trust, the Home Government has gration has two special characteristics : firstly it embraces
given, us another proof of the interest which it takes In the a considerable contingent coming from the continent of
material development of the country. The choice of the Europe, which is one of the beat proofa of th# interest taken
Most distingpished men, who have attained eminent positions in our country; and this will the more induce as to hope
in the Mother Country, gives us an estimate of the interesit that this emigration directed to our contineut, stimulated
which the Imperial Government takes in us, and of its by the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Radway, by the
desire tosee the material progress of this country keep pace resources *hich will be found in our oountry, will go on
with that of .the United Kingdom. B'fore passing from increasing, and will eventually fil up the vast plains wbilch
this ubject I believe it is my duty, and in so doing, I but we reserve for European emigration. Another oharacter-
echo I voieofthisChamber and of the country, to thank istic of this emigration, is that of those 433,000 erniggants,
theête RovàrmoriGeneral, the Marquis of Lorne, for the spe. nearly 40,000 came from the United States; and among
cialitere*t which hb manifest in. our behalf, in England, to- these40,000 there were 12,000 French (anadian who re-
day. During his beneficent administration ofthe affaire of the turned to the North-Wet, which means to our country. It is
country, the Marquis of Lorne took the means to identify well understood Mr. Speaker, that not only in this House,
himself with our intprests, to familiarize himself with our but also in the Legislature of the Province of Qubec, a
resources and wants ; and now that he bas returned to the desire has been expressed that the Government should
Mother Oouîntry, I see that ho seems to consecrate all bis make some effort to repatriate our fellow subjeets. i think
effort, and aIl hie energy to make known, on the Continent, that one of the most efficacions means which the
theprogr*a of our country, and to induce the surplus Government could employ to attain this end, is to deion.
Erou population to corne and settle amongst us. I strate to them that they have a better future in this coun-
thani hm ti n ame of this House and in the name of the try than in the United States; that bere they an
country. The time is well chosen to commene this propa- find the means to mautain themselves and their fam-
ganda. There hue just been held iuLIondon a Universal ilies, and that, at ail events, if they cannot -And these
Fishery RhUibition, in which our country had a most favour. means in the Provinc, cf Quebe., that they da, at
able and spesial om.rtunity of makinmg known its resources. lest, in the.North-Wet. There, at leat,they willhave the
This hibtion,,w eh was. opened in the middle of lat consolation of being at home and of living.ander their owu
July, IstedIv, months, Twenty-five nations took part i laws, and under the constitution of their native en0try.
it., lItwa opened by the Prince of Wales in person,an Al this, Mr. Speaker, points to a.very satisfat state of
evi4nfe Qf tii. into-estwhieh the English Government thinge, and we.are not surprised to ee, he So the
takes, notnely mu the 4evelopment of ber colonies, but aleo Throne anonuce that the financial state of t oenoutry is
in th. develOpmenmt of the intereSts of the entire world. in a most prosperous. stte, and that thaeurplus for the pat
Nealy 40,000 p»pons were preseut at the opeuing, and ear amoants to over 87,000,000. Ti. S'peech from the
fealy.4,00,00: viited it danfur ite contiuanoe.. Mr. hrone alludes in a few words. to tlhe qestion of the

Smealrsin ea important sn exhibitiop, in ,he nildat of so Canadian PacîA Rasilway, aud at tsieiie shoud desire
ii o teitis agrat plssenre snd âgreathonour to have, for this tquestion, the, .expsrienoe wiil tii.h
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like at this moment to speak with his experience and attain-
mente, but I believe that hon. gentlemen in this House
who have sat here before me, have already been made
familiar with the resources of this great enterprise as well
as the means to accomplish this undertaking, and I will not
aford jthem any new information in telling them that in
the year just ended the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
has made wonderful progress. In reality it has constructed
not les than 693 miles of railway, of which 553 miles are
on the main line and 140 miles of branch lines. On the
Western Division they have laid rails on 377 miles, bringing
the line to the summit of the Rocky Mountains, a distance
of 96U 'miles from Winnipeg. The company now proposes,
at the commencement Of the coming summer, to constract
and put in operation a line of steamboats from Lake
Ruron to Thunder Bay, on Lake Superior. This will
enable them to distribute the tide of emigration for a
distance of nearly 1,100 miles from Por t Arthur. These
results could not b. more satisfactory for the country; and
if the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has not suoceeded
as well as it expected in fdoating its bonda in foreign markets,
the energy whieh it as displayed, the devotion which it
has manifested in the execution of this enterprise which
has been entrusted to it by the country deserves from
this House, that its efforts should be aided and seconded,
and as my learned colleague from Glengarry (Mr. Mac-
master), remarked that we make it apparent that we can
masure the success of our national enterprises even against
the hostile forces arraigned against them. We are also
happy to learn, Mr. Speaker, that the Intercolonial Railway
bas been a source of revenue this year to the country.
Constructed at firet in a military and political point of view,
the Intercolonial Railway becomes to-day a success as
a commercial enterprise, and thii is a subject for congra-
tulation. Nevertheless I might remark, and I believe the
Goverament will perfectly understand its duty in the matter,
that this rpad, whilst a commercial success, must not cease to
be a publie enterprise, an enterprise for the benefit of the
p rovinees which it traverses as for the whole Confederation.

We muet not forget that each Province has contributed alike
to its construction, that each contributes to its maintenance,
and that each Province ought to have the benefit of its
naatral advantages in the arrangement of its tariff. I will
not further extend my remarks on what refers to the legis-
lation relative to the material interests of the country, and
I will briely review the other subjects which are submitted
for our consideration. The Speech from the Throne in-
forcs us that the Government has the intention of sub-
mitting to this flouse a measure, whiclh has, for its object,
the assimilation of the electoral laws in ail the Provinces.
It always seemed to me that it was an anomaly to leave the
electoral franchise of the Dominion in the bands of the
Local Legislatures, and if, so far, this state of affaire bas
not produced serious inconveniences, I think, neverLheless,
thata measure of this kind is most opportune; if up to to-day
tis" state Of things ha. not caused serious enibarrassinents,
one thing is certain, it is that our electoral franchise is in
the hands of Provincial Legislatures which can change or
modify them entirely, and determine that we the members
of Federal representation in going forth from these precincts
may mnd ourselves face to face with an election law
altogether difeïrent from the one under which we were
eloted. I think it is the duty of this Legislature to take up
the question of our electoral franchise, and all that I can
may is that for my part whilst the legislation seems to me
timely, i have only to express a hope that the Government
in conoeding to popular liberty, will at the same time bear
in mind and make due allowance for the conservative
character of our population. The development of manu-
aclureS in -this country necessitates legislation for the

tction of persons therein employed, we ought to profit
t elxpefinoe of other countries; that zper.ne

X4 d-d

teaches us that the development of manufactures in a great
number of States, especially in the great manufacturing
centres, has had the effect of injuring the moral and intel-
lectual progress of the people; this Legislature will act
wisely in taking, at the earliest possible moment, the means
to protect women and children, who are generally the per.
sons employed in the factories. The consolidation of the
Statute is an important sei-vice which the Legislature is
rendering to the country, and we learn with a great deal of
pleasure that this work is so far advanced, the reort which
will be submitted to the House will be received with a great
deal of pleasure and we hope thatit wilU b. soon accomplished.
Mr. Speaker, we also learn with a great deal of pleasure
that certain administrative difficulties which might have
arisen between the Central Government and one of the
Provinces are on the way to an advantageous settlement.
There is one feature of English statesmen which I have
always admired: it is to find a solution for all difficulties,
and settlement of all political differences by the means of
diplomacy. There is an old adage " that for every evil
there is a remedy." I think that this adage applies to
politics as well as .to other things; and I see with pleasure
that our Canadian statesmen follow the noble example of
English diplomatists. It is of the first importance that our
rulers adopt, from the start, this manner of overcoming
difficulties which may arise between the Provinces or be.
t*een the Central and Provincial Governments. These,
Mr. Speaker, in a few words, are the important subjects
whichl are submitted for our consideration, and to which
Ris Excellency the Governor General invites our attention.
The appeal which is made is addressed to ail hon. members
of this House, no matter to what party they belong. We
corne from different parts of this great Confederation. We
represent different intereste, counties in Provinces whose
resources and whose wants are different; but there in a
common ground on which we can ail meet. This ground
is the general interest of this Confederation. We, Mi•.
Speaker, the members of the Province of Quebec,
occupy a special position, a somewhat unique position, in
this flouse and in the country. We are the minority ; we
have interests different from yours; we have our own
language; we profess a different religion from you; our
institutions, our usages, our customs, differ from yours;
bat I think you will bear us testimony that so far we have
resolutoly, loyally and generously embraced the idea which
predominates in the organization of the new political con-
stitution under which we live. Indeed, from our youth,
from our infancy, we have learned from our public men to
imbibe this idea; we have learned to defend and protect
our own rights; but we have also learned to respect those
of others. I need not mention any names, but there is one
man whose memory is still fresh in this House; it is that
of Sir George Etienne Cartier. That man would not for
the whole world have abandoned one iota of the inheri-
tance which his predecessors left him; but, Mr. Speaker,
you can, at the same time, pay this testimony to him, that
never, no never, was he backward when it was a question
of defendiug, of protecting, of respecting the
rights of those who were not his fellow-citizens.
This flouse and the country has just rendered him a worthy
tribute in decreeing that a statue shall be erected to him
in front of these precincts. Well, Mr. Speaker, we, the
members from Quebec, we have no other ambition than to
follow this model-to follow the example set us by this man
-example which is so well followed by thosewho represent
him at te head of the political institutions of the country.
We embrace these ideas, and we are here, within these pre-
cincts, with the sincere desire of loyally 0 operating, of
faithfully working for the material, moral sad intellectual
development of ths beautiful country. MXr. Speaker, I
thank you for the indulgence which you have extended
tom e, I ank also, this honorable HOüSforthe atio
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they have bestowed on me, notwithstanding the fact that
I speak a language which ie not understood by a great
number of the members of this House. Before taking my
seat I humbly ask permission to second the motion
now placed before the House by the hon. member from
Glengarry (Mr. Maomaster).

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, although the hon. member
for Glengarry (Mr. Macmaater) closed his address to the
House by declining to tender the traditional apology, I will
not so far follow bis example as to decline to tender the
traditional compliment, and I will assure you, that so far as I
could judge, h. bas not merely,on this occasion, been provided
with that which he seemed to think essential to a gentle.
man of his profession-a brief-but he stuck to it with
very eommendable accuracy of thought and attention, and
ho paid, it seems to me, a poor compliment to those who
entruated him with the honor of moving the Address when
ho declared himself to be in want of that essential prelimi-
nary to an advocate's speech. My hon. friend, if he
will allow me to call him so, who seconded the motion,
opened hie observations by complaining of the task imposed
upon him as a young member, and be said that he thought
from hie point of view, as I understood him, it ought to be
mome of the older hon. members, who were more accus-
tomed to these matters, who had bad more to do with them,
who were more responsible for them, who should be called
upon to explain, in a fuller and more authoritative manner
than he could hopè to do, the topics which were under dis-
cus-on. But the hon. gentleman, after having made that
apology, which the hon. gentleman from Glengarry dis-
dained to make, proceeded to discuss those matters in a
manner which indicated, I think, that he was also fully
equal to the task imposed upon him. There was, it is true,
on one occasion at any rate, some slight discrepancy in the
statements of the hon. gentlemen, but, generally speaking,
Mr. Speaker, I may say that both of them adhered toler-
ably well to the text of the document which they were
asked to give their assent to, and to which they were
inviting the assent of this Chamber. That document is long,
but, though long, it is, perhaps, quite as remarkable for
what it omits as for what it contains. I entirely
agPee with the paragraph, and with the expressions aIpon
that paragraph, which have reference to the nobleman who
has been lately appointed to preside over us. It is a for-
tunate circumstance that for many years we should have
had a succession of distinguished gentlemen as Viceroys
of Canada, and it is a fortunate cireurastance also, I think,
that they are men who, having already approved them-
selves to be fit for that position, by the place they have taken
ia public affaire of the Mother Country, were yet men in the
prime and vigor of life, fully equal to an energetie and
active discharge of those fanctions which devolve even
upon a constitutional Governor here, and of whom we mayfairly expect that they cone here to improve au increase
their credit and reputation ; to approve themselves capable
of still higher positions in that public service to which they
have devoted themselves; and, therefore, there is evr in-
dacement to their discharging, as those in the past Ive
discharged, to the ful their duty to the country. We do
not expect, as I once before observed bere, from those who-
ceme to rale over ue, indiscriminate praise and eulogy, but
we are entitled to expect, and I am glad to say we do re-
ceive, marks of an abiding attachmeat on the part of those-
who have remained among us for five or six years, towards
ti country, and a public exhibition of that abiding at:-
tachment and interest in tke country, which certainly muet
b, as th. hon. gentlemen have observed, of great advan-
tage to us in the country to which we look for so much, in
reference to our development, and our relations with which
aS so important. I feel, Mr. Speaker, very glad indeed to,
leaen that sMm rMranments have beea made, which thea

Governinent think they may with confidence submit to Par-
liament, for closing all questions at issue between
the Province of British Oolumbia and the Dominion
of Canada. It would be entirely premature to dis-
cues, in any detail, the particular arrangements
with respect to which the papers are not
before us, but which, we are informed, we shall certainly
receive full information about within a very short time. I
was a little amused to observe, however, the prineiples
upon which this settlement, in its main feature, was bsed,
as publiely announced by the envoy of the Administration
in the Province of British Columbia. I should have sup-
posed that the settlement was based upon a fair and liberal
consideration of what the claims were of British Columbia
upon Canada, but I find that it was not se-that it was upon
other considerations-upon the considerations of the claims
of the city of Victoria upon the First Minister. I quote
from the report of the speech of the Minister of Justice at
Victoria, in which he announced that result:

" With reference to the Settlement Bill, as it is called by the Local
Administration Sir Alexander Campbell assured the deputation,
reiterating the language of his colleague, Sir John Kacdonald, that the
Government of the Daminion has every inteution to se# that the lino
between Esqnimait and Nanaimo le constracted. This, Sir John A.
considers a debt which he owes to Viotoria, for the eonfidenoe placed in
him by the e1ectors, when they returned him as thhir repreenutative."
Mr. Speaker, an honest man pays his debts, but h. pays
them with his own money. But the bon. gentleman pro-
poses to pay his debts, incurred in the constituencies which
honor him with their confidence, at our expense, and this
is formally announced in the course of the discussion which
results in the settlement which is to be brought before us.
I was a little amused, aiso, to observe that the arrangement
involves a surrender to the Americans. I find that a large
company is incorporated for the construction of the Island
Railway, and that it is omposed of sundry magnates who
are very well known to fame, and who are interated, the
hon. member for Glengarry may be surprised to hear, in
the hostile railway-the Union Pacifie Railway. I find
the name of C. B. Hluntingdon; I find the name of Mr.
Gregory; I ûnd the name of Mr. Stanford. I find
names familiar to most of us, as magnates of the Pacifie
coast-kings of that country virtually by reason of their
connection with the Pacific Railway-with whom hon.
gentlemen opposite are contracting, and to whom they
propose to surrender the coal lands and various privileges
connected with the construction of the railway. They are
useful persons to deal with, I have no doubt, as the publi-
cation of the recent correspondence in conection with the
Pacific Railway proves, and I hope the hon. gentleman was
extremely careful to caution his colleague when he dealt
with these gentlemen-whose letters are before me in part,
and I would read them if I had no other matters of imprt-
ance to discuss-to caution him that such things sho not
happen in Canada as happened in railway negotiationswith
the same parties in the neighboring country. Now, the
Speech alludes to the North-West, and the only reference
that is, made to the general condition of that country is a
reference to the rapid inerease of population which ha
taken place, and which is said to necessitate some further
amendment of some of the laws affecting the territory. But
the hon. gentlemen who were supplied with the brief on
this occasion had, I think, in this partieular, somea reason
to complain, because upon former occasions the brief con-
tained the figures for the immigration to the North-West.
Upon former occasions we were told at an early day, by
the authority of the Government conveyed to those hon.
gentlemen, what the figures were for the year. We have
not got them for this year. Total fgures have been given
us ; figures bave been given us with reference to immigra.
tion from -the United States, but we are not told what the
imremse to the population of the North-West was. I it

in me to eonjeeture that it is beoua.m the

1884.
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?gures given last year have not been verified by
results? le it because there would be an unpleasant
contrast between the figures of 75,000, exclusive
of the suggested Irish immigration en masse, which
we were told would enter the North-West last year, and
the results ? I think we might know, even to-day, whether
those steps were taken which for two or three years have
been pressed on the hon. gentleman, and which last year he
promised me very faithfully he would see fulfilled, for the
admeasurement of the actual settlement in that country.
Up to this time my opinion is, as I have said before, that
the principle of calculation upon which he has proceeded is
one which is purely conjectural, and which does not actually
measure what the settlement in the country was.~ Well, we
have not, as I have said, the figures, and so, althoagh the
Speech has told us that there is a rapid increase of popula.
tion; aithough the hon. gentlemen were instructed as to the
figures in other parts, we were not told how rapid that in-
crease has been which interests thie legislation. Now, there
is nothing more, as I have said, on the Noi th-West, but
much more ought to have been said, and here it is that I
complain a little of the silence of those who have proposed
to asent to this Speech, as well as of the absence of a state.
ment in the Address itself. We know that there is more to
be said about the North-West; we know that there is disap-
pointment; we know that there is discontent; we know that
there is agitation and difflcutty there ; we know that many
things which a year ago we pointed ont, which for severai
years we bave been pointing ont, would tend to create dis-
content in that country, are creating trouble and discontent,
and that no word is said as to the task which is to devolve
upon this Parliament of considering these great questions,
and of taking care that so far as they may be remediable
the causes of that discontent may be remedied. Hon.
gentlemen may say, no; it is nothing, it is merely a tempest
in a teapot; it is something that is not serions. But I
observe the Prime Minister of that Province, a friend of
hon. gentlemen opposite, only the other day, at one of the
banquets that are given to Members of Parliament in
Winnipeg, and of one of which I believe the hon. Member
for Provencher (Mr. Royal) was the fortunate recipient,
followed immediately afterwards by a banquet, participated
in by the hon. member for Wellington-I observed so late,
as the 9th of January the Prime Minister of the Province
is reported to have said:

" At present we are on the verge of a criais from which we muet
emerge in a botter or worse condition. Not, however, until the masses
were made aware of the situation would they stand up and maintain
their rights. The time had arrived when Manitoba must be placed on
a Javel with the other Provinces of the Dominion."

He referred to the cry that Manitoba was petted and
pampered, and said:

I Not one new arrival had been in the Province three months before
he who before was loud in its denunciations was equally lond in de-
manding its rights. The eyes of the farmers had been opened, and
they were alarmed at the prospect. These matters would shortly en-
Fas»the attention, not only of the Provincial but of the Dominion

That i the statement which îhe First Minister made
at a recent period in reference to the condition of that
country, but of it we have heard no word, either in the
Speech delivered to us or in the observations of the hon.
gentlemen who have indicated the general run of the dis-
cussion for this Session. Now, we know that the policy of
the administration in that country-one particular part of
their administrative policy-could not be effectively criti-
cised during last Session for the reason that the papers
which were demanded were not brought down. I refer to
the papere connected with the cloeing of land in southern
Manitoba. They were asked for, and the order was pro-
mised, but they have not yet reached the House, and by
consequence, it was impossible to engage in a discussion upon
that subject. It is enough to say that that order bas been
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reversed, and that at a very late period the policy which
had dictated, most improperly and wrongly, the closing of
southern Manitoba to settlement, has been changed. I have
observed that the ordinary sources of information on the
part of newspapers which support the Government bave
praised each of these transactions. When southern Manitoba
and the mile belt were closed, it was a wise and statesman-
like thing. When it was attempted to sell, by public auc-
tion, these lands, that also was a wise, etatesmanlike and a
proper thing. But when the policy for closing was reversed,
when the policy of selling was reversed, and when once
again they were opened, that was the wisest and most
patriotic, the most sensible thing of all. Well, I believe
it was. But it seems to me hon, gentlemen are easily satis-
fied if, with all these varions policies in the course of a
short few months, they are equally pleaed as each one is
presented. Sir, the policy did not last a long time, but it
I asted long enough to do a great deal of harm. There were
numerous persons who had settled upon homesteads in
southern Manitoba who had a right to expect that the
keeping of that country open would be continuons; who had
a right to expect that the neighbouring lands would be
opened for homesteading; who did expect, and who went
there on the faith of it; who communicated with friends to
go on and join them, and who were disappointed in their
expectations, as were many of those who did go and
attempt to join them, by the closing of the reserves. Of
that step no explanation has been given. I think an
explanation is due to the country, because I believe it is to
be one of the not unimportant causes of the difficulties in
the North-West, and to have created a set-back which will
last much longer than the policy itseolf has lasted. Well,
thon, there were other difficulties which were attracting the
attention of the people of that country, and have attracted
the attention of the constituted authorities of that portion
of it which extends beyond the bounds of Manitoba. We
complained of the policy of locking up lands by the lavish
arrangements which were made as to the acreage to be
granted to varions colonization companies. We pointed out
the hon. gentleman was repeatedly informed that the
practical results of the arrangements was that the companies
asserted in some shape or other, and effected in some
shape or other-whether by law or without law was
immaterial to the purpose-some sort of control or check
over those lands which were said to continue open to home.
steading, and the general settlement was interlered with to
a much larger extent than hon, gentlemen indicate. It was
not very long after this policy was adopted that it, too, was
reversed by the Government itself. It is not many months ago
since, I believe, an Order in Council was passed suspending
a further grant of lande for colonization purposes, and we
know that the very great bulk of the companies which were
organized have utterly failed. But there, too, their policy and
the consequent opening of these lands for settlement or sale
has not prevented a mischief from being done, becanse at a
time when the eyes and expectations of numerous people
were upon that country, and when there was a strong
desire to settie, difficulties were thrown in the way of
settlers and the progrese of the country was seriously
checked. I have said that the constituted authorities of the
North-West have protested against the companies which
were in active operation, and I believe amongst the
remonstrances which were forwarded to the Government, is
one which is from the North-West Council, in reference to
the operation of the policy and the operations of a particular
oompany. Woll, there were other causes of discontent, to
which also we have referred. We pointed ont that the
settler in that country, although when ho firet came there
he would treat as part of his capital expenditure, as part of
hie investment, the expenses of transport and the necessary
incidentais to the first settlement, yet would he be found
seriously inconveienced, as a rul, by these neoessary
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expenses; that in that country, having the great advantage
of the settler being able to plough without clearing, there
were other initial expenses-expenses connected with build.-
ings, fences, &e., which were to be set, to some extent,
against that advantage, and that the remoteness of the
country, the expenses of transport, and these initial
expenses, certainly demanded the greatest consideration on
the part of the authorities who believed, as I think
this House at large believes, as I think the country
belieïves, that what' is really for the interest of the
country ie that the North-West should, at the earliest
moment, be settled with a thriving, industrions,
prosperous, and contented agricultural population. We
pointed out that there would be financial difficulty in
the way of the settler; and yet, in the face of that difflculty,
great as it was, with the financial burdens imposed on him,
the Government took the ste of increasing those tarif
burdens at the last Session . ?ben there was the further
difficulty in connection with the disallowance of the Pro.
vincial railway charters within the bounds of the old Pro.
vince of Manitoba; a course which, as I have pointed ont
more than once is, in my view, a derogation of the rights
of the Province as a member of the Confederation, is not
called for by the contract of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, and is opposed to the express declaration made
on the subject when the contract was being passed through
the House. And the result of this difficulty, of the check
in looking elsewhere which the Government bas interposed,
bas been that the people of that country have now their
eyes turned towards the Hudson Bay, and they are anxious,
even desirous, that their boundaries shall be extended and
their large obligations increased by the Government and
Parliament, on the faith and credit of the people of a new
Province, already struggling under considerable difficulties
necessarily incident te the settlement of a new country, in
order that a railway may be built te that Bay, and they
may thus obtain some means of escape from the greivances
which they feel to be se serious in regard to railway com:
munication. I will net enlarge on the consequences of the
schome if it be succesaful. I am sure that after what has
been said in regard to the Pacific Railway contract and the
means of outlet and inlet to that country, the hon. Minister
of Railways will be found assisting te the utmost of his
power the IIudson Bay Railway; and 'whatever the conse-
quences may be te us in the est, it is impossible that we
can refuse to those people any means of ingress or
egress open te them in that direction. It is quite
true with respect to this very question of the monopoly and
consequent high rates, that some redress has lately been
accorded. Within a few days a very important reduction
has been made in the tarif on grain carried over the
Qanadian Pacifie Railway. And I am glad te know it ; it
is a fortunate omen. It indicates that the company is ac-
cessible te the remonstrances of the people, when suffici-
ently loudly expressed; but it indicates also that those
complainte which were made as to the tarif were sound
complaints. It indicates that the Tarif was too high ; or
else Why was the reduction made ? It indicates, therefore,
that the grievance which we said would arise has arisen,
and at any moment may recur. On the whole, this sub.
ject, te which the hon. gentleman has thought fit not to
give any attention in the Speech from the Throne, and
which the hon. members who moved and seconded the
Address in reply, thought unworthy of notice, seems te
be a very serions one, one of the most serions which we
have before us. It seeme to me that history is repeating
itself, and that the same Government, presided over by the
same hon. First Minister, which a number of years ago, in
the early history of our connection with the North-West,
imperilled that connection by its coure of administration,
bas done much to thwart the progress and check the feel-
ings of cordiality and kindnees which ought to exist

between other people of that district and the people of the
rest of the Dominion. With respect te the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, the hon. gentlemen who have spoken
have indicated that the Speech contains matter
in truth on which we ought to congratulate our-
selves. We have beard much of the immense exertins
which the company have made, of the great work which
they have done, and we are told it is of the lslt conse-
quence that the railway should be completed within two
years from the present time. Mr. Speaker, I consider the
statement made in the Speech to be one of a grave and
alarming character. It informe us that during the recess
of Parliament the Goverument took the responsibility of
arranging for the guarantee of the interest at a certain rate
upon Ï65,000,000 of the stock of the railway, on receiving
cash and securit·es. That was a transaction which, as I
understand it, was net authorized by the law. The Gov-
ernment, no doubt, has power te self terminable annuities,
but their power te sell them is contained in legielation,
which enables them to do that for the purpose of obtaining
cash te pay our debte; and I do net understand that they
have power te issue terminable annuities in exchange for
anything else but that; and, therefore, in se far as this was
a transaction in which what the Government received was
securities and net cash, 1 am net familiar with any clause
of any Act of Parliament which justifies that step. But if
it were justified, it was a very grave stop te take. It
involved a very large transaction, and we have net yet
before us any indication whatever as te what the securities
were; what the quid pro quo was, what the consideration
was, in respect of which the Government undertook this
particular obligation. The transaction is said te have been
justified, accomplished as it was within a comparatively
brief date of the meeting of Parliament, by the importance
te the country of steadying and increasing the value of the
stock of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. And I
have no doubt, as bas happened before with other Govern-
ments-and it is the ordinary recourse under such circum-
stances-had it succeeded, its justification would have
been said te have been its success ; but it has not got
that poor justification for a step of this des.
cription ; for, instead of having succeeded it is
said te have failed. And, indeed, I am unable te per-
ceive how, if it wore true that for every dollar guaranteed a
dollar of tangible and available securities was handed over
by the company, which might otherwise have been used,
the transaction, although it might enhance the price of
existing stock for the purpose of buying and selling, could
net be said te have the elements of permanent success. If,
on the other hand, we are te give without getting, that is a
different transaction. But no new plan je indicated. We
are told the particular plan which the Government adopted
has failed, and we are told that we are to expect somethmg
Or other in substitution for it. The reason that is given for
this is a single reseon: It is said that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company are about te anticipated the period at
which it wa te complete the work, and that in order te
anticipate that period the company require, at an earlier
date, I suppose, and perhaps te a larger extent, cash than it
would otherwise require. We all recolleet the boasts that
have been indulged in for the past two years, as te this
anticipation of the work. We recollect the glorifications
in which hon. gentlemen opposite indulged as te the stand-
ing and financial strength and connections of the corpora-
tors of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. We recolleet the
sense of relief which they expressed ithmselves te feel and
in which they asked the House to participate, and the coun-
try ta indulge, as te the burden lifted offour shoulders and
placed on the shoulders of men who were able, willing, and
ready te bear it; and then when they came te be, as hon.
gentlemen said, " botter than their word"-wben it was
allegod that the company were going to anticipats the
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fermination of the contract-we were told that while this
would be good for the country, it was done in the interest
of the company, because it would be good also for them ;
because they believed it was a wise policy to anticipate the
period fixed for the completion of the Railway. They said,
we rejoice at it and call upon you all to rejoice and
fall down and worship the great Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the Government which bas created it and
which is overshadowed by the glory of its doings.
For two years it has been dinned into our ears that this
corporation was about to complete the road. Now it turns
out that the Parliament of Canada is to be called on to
enable them to do it; that it is to the Parliament and the
people of Canada they are to look for further assistance of
an indefinite character to enable them to execute their con-
tract in the form and manner which they deem to be most
advantageous for themselves. Now, I have, on former
occasions, standing here, pointed ont from time to time
what the position of the Canadian Pacifie Railway was
from the statements of the Government themselves, and
from the statements of the company themselves. I bave
pointed ont what the cost of their road would be, accord-
ding to their own calculations; what the value of their sub-
sidies of varions descriptions was, according to their own
calculations ; what the balance would be, according to their
own calculations. And hon. gentlemen opposite have said,
well, it is very important, it is extremely valuable-we
hope these speeches will receive a wide circulation ; they
are extremely favourable to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company. I, however, have been obliged to point out, and 1
did so last Session on more than one occasion, that it was
not the magnitude of their subsidies or the excellence of the
position accorded to the company under the contract which
would relieve the enterprise from risk if prudent manage-
ment did not attend its execution, and amongst the points
of difficulty was this very one of a too rapid prosecution of
the work. Speed means cost, and you cannot press a work
beyond a certain point, as was proved in former discussions
on this very subject, and as shown very clearly by the
report of the former Chief Engineer of the road, without
the cost being very largely enhanced. We are told that
the speed has not only been great but that it b has been
unprecedented in the history of railway building; and if
speed means cost what does unprecedented speed mean? It
is clear that the work has cost more than it would have
cost had it been prosecuted more slowly. You
cannot suddenly obtain the supply of labour required
for such a purpose to an extent double or treble
what would be required for slower progress, without raising
the cost of labour, and in that regard, as in other regards, as
I have said, I repeat, speed means cost. The early comple-
tion of the work, its completion at so early a date as is
talked of, of course accelerates the period of less profitable
working. We have not all of us yet forgotten the state-
ments by which the price to be paid the company was
juatified. It was said, there is to be a long period after
the completion of the road before you can get any settle-
ment and develop the traffie, during which the working
will be unremunerative, and for which we have to com-
pensate, in advance, by paying a larger price, and that is
umcluded in the sumn of the price we paid. But accelerated
construction, accelerated completion, means, of course, the
acceleration of the point of that very unprofitable working
to which hon, gentlemen allude. It means more. It does not
merely accelerate the point of commencement, but it inten-
sifies the character of the unprofitableness of the working,
because the faster you build, the fewer years you allow for
the development of the country, the development ofthe trade,
the introduction of a population to sustain the railway when
it is built, obviously the greater are the difficuhies of work-
ing when you complete. Nor am I able to agree that the
extreme rapidity which has beoen used and which is in-
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tended to be used, has done real good to the country. I am
not able to agree in that view, and I think if the hon. gentle-
man would enquire in the North-West he would find that
that sentiment is largely entertained. Amongst the diffi-
culties of settling that country, is the difficulty of isolation,
the sparseness of the settlements; and what bas been done
by the extreme rapidity of construction bas been to in-
crease that difficulty as well. People have been scattered
over a wide expanse of country in which their difficulties
have been made greater by this cause; and they have been in-
duced to look rather to the chance of some fortunate location
turning out to be a town site, or a mine, than to the steady
development of the agricultural resources of the
country, upon which its future must, after all, depend; which
steady development will begreatly favoured by comparative
density of settlement, and as seriously hindered by sparse-
ness of settlement. Now there is a defence of course, and
that defence is the boom; but I do not know that the boom
has done the North-West much good either. 1 do not know
that the great balloon which the hon. gentlemen set filoating
in the air, which looked so splendid and to which they
directed all eyes, presents the same flourishing appearance
to-day; and I believe the future of that country ras, upon
the whole, not merely not been helped, but bas been seriously
retarded by the course of inflation and speculation which
their policy in this and other respects invited and
encouraged; and that, therefore, it cannot be said in respect
to the boom any more than in other respects that
this rapidity of construction which induced the boom,
and which we now learn is to be had at our cost
instead of the cost of the company, was an advantage
to the North-West. Hon. gentlemen say in the Speech that
the reason of the guarantee is tbe need to seU the unissued
stock. Without entering, on this occasion, into details, I
must say that I do not find that statement very much in
accord with the statements which are officially made by
the president and by the vice-president of the company,
from which it appears that their other resources, irrespec-
tive of the unissued stock, would bel adequate to the con-
struction of the road. It is said that the stock is not sale-
able at its fair market price. Now, I moved for, and the
House ordered, papers on this subject, but the information
which was ordered has not been brought before us. It
should be brought before us. We know that the stock
nominally is $ 100,000,000. We know that the original
issue was said first to be sixty, but I believe that later
information is more accurate, which places as the prioe
at which the syndicate, to whom it was entrusted, received
it at fifty, and therefore the stock is issued at some-
where about one half its nominal value. We know from
the newspapers, if the market reports are to be trusted, that
it bas been selling at a preminm which has varied from
fifty to sixty, occasionally going up above sixty, meaning a
premium of from ton to twenty or twenty-five. Hon. gentle-
men opposite say that is not enough, that it should sell at
the highest premium on its issue price, and as it will not,
let us make up the difference. Now, I maintain that amongst
the information which is essential in order to Parliament's
intelligent consideration of any plan or scheme for the
relief of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, is the full-
est information of all transactions in connection with this
stock. We have discussed the subject before, and I have
pointed ont the inferences which are to be drawn from
such meagre information as -we have. We have called for
further papers, and I ask that tires. papers should be
speedily brought down, and that, as part of the coue
justficative of this proposed transaction, we should know how
it is that $45,000,000 or$55,000,000 is the actual sum of what
has been received for them. But that is not the only diffieulty
which, as it seemed te me, was brought on the company
by the policy of that corporation, aided and encouraged
and backed by the Governme.t of the day, in taking tiat
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course. I have pointed out before, and I repeat, that this con.
tract, large and liberal as were the subsidies that were,
granted, and extensive as were the privileges which were
allotted to the corporators, was one of great magnitude-one
wbich required the undivided energy and devotion of those
engaged in it, to the completion of the contracted line;
and I have pointed out that the time, the energy,
the capital, the credit and the resources of the
company have been largely devoted to objecte not
embraced within the limits of the contracted line.
Some of these are more justifiable than others; but ot all of
them it is to be said that they are transactions in respect
of which, if the company entered into them at all, it was
to be expected that they would not be entered into to the
detriment of any one of the elements of success to which I
have referred, in the contracted line. Take the Canada
Central ; the Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental; the Lauren-
tian ; the St. Lawrence and Ottawa; the Atlantic and North-
Western; the Ontario and Quebee; the Credit Valley; the
Toronto, Grey and Bruce; the Hamilton and North Western;
tbe London Junction; the South Eastern ; irrespective of
the Algoma Mills Branch, the North-West branches, and
North-West lines-in most of these it is established that
the company have meddled in one way or other;
and in others it is asserted, and I believe rightly,
that tbey have also meddled, in some to a greater,
in some to a less extent. The capital involved in the
acquisition of these various lines runs into the tens of mil-
lions, amounting to probably as much as $30,000,000 ; and
I attribute a great portion of the difficulties in which the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company are now confessedly
involved, to the circumstance that they have engaged in
natters not contracted for in their contract, and that with

the capital which was directly due to the performance of
the contract, they have done much more than the contract
demanded, and have done that more in their own interest. I
pointed out also that the course which was pursued in pro-
posing to construct another railway in competition with
the other great railway of the country, through Ontario,
would almost inevitably have the result it bas had, and
would invite the hostility of that other railway, to the
detriment of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. I
regretted, and I repeat the regret, that that hostile attitude
should have existed. I know not whether it now exists;
but I maintain that it was hardly expected that it could be
avoided when this competition, whioh was not necessary to
the oompletion of the Canadian Pacific Railway proper, was
engaged in. In ail these things, and for all these things, the
Government have had a large part and have assumed a
large responsibility; tbey have promoted, encouraged, and
aided them; they have supported them by granting ail the
assistance, all the legislation that was desired to give these
additional powers ; they encouraged them by the method of
distributing the subsidies in the original contract-by
granting an inordinate amount towards the prairie section
intead of reeerving it for those difficult ends of the; work
which are yet to be completed, and in respect to which we
are to be asked to deal still more lavishly. We contended
that the subsidies should be distributed in accordance with
the oost of the respective portions of the work. Hon
gentlemen opposite said: no, we want to put the
company into a first-clasa position, and we will give them
what is admitted to be a disproportionate part ol the
subsidy at the beginning. That is what they did, and the
results have been just as we predicted. And, Sir, while this
is au, while at this early period, after making the contract,
the Government are obliged to make the melancholy state-
ment contained in the Speech, we did not hear one word in
connection with that statement in reference to the invita-
tien to be given to eus to modify the terms of the contract,
or any proposal to annez any condition for the relief of the
oeunty by the removal or mitigation of thoe obnoxious

portions of the contract which are more oppressive to the
community than profitable to the corporation. Sir, I will
not enter into other topics connected with the Railway.
But as I take a view entirely opposite to that taken by the
hon. gentlemen who have moved and seconded the Addresa,
as to the condition of things deveioped by the paragraph, I
felt it necessary to say so much. The Speech refera
to the condition of the country, and it telle us that the
harvest bas been less productive than some of its prede.
cessors, and that thero has been, owing to the rapid expan.
sion of our commerce, some little over-trading; but it
asserts that there is a general condition of prosperity. I
congratulate the hon. member for Glengarry upon the
dexterous manner-borrowed, I dare say, from hie avoca-
tions in the other sphere to which he alluded-in whioh he
slipped over this remark. H. did it very well. He felt
that the least said the soonest mended, and he got on the
ice and off of it as fast as possible. I do not know that he
got upset, but it appears to me he ran a considerable risk
of it. We remember the admirable exhibitions made by
speakers on former occasions, when they were developing
this part of the usual Speech from the Throne. If we re-
member the beautifuil exhibitions afforded to us, first by
the mover, and thon by the seconder, as late as lst Session;
if we remember the longth of time they took in their perform-
ance; if we remember the ease and grace, and-the apparent
delight and joy with which they dwelt upon the condition of
the countr on that occasion, and contrast it with the hon.
gentleman s dart.in and dart out again, we muet feel that
in this particular he knew hie business; but we muet also
feel thaL the contrast is a little more serions-a little more
serions, in fact, than even the Speech from the'Throne has
told us. In truth, the high Taritlf policy of hon. gentlemen
opposite has proved itself largely a failure. The period of
good times, to which we were naturally entitled, came to us
a little later on account of the policy of hon. gentlemen op-
posite, and it has left us much sooner than it onght to have
done. We had twO or three years of it, during which
there were good crops, good market@, a good lumber trade,
large railway and other expenditures ; during which
the people grew more wealthy, the importations crept up
and the circumstances were sucb as hon. gentlemen were
pleased to dilate upon in the debate on the Address. Now
the conaitions are changed. Thev are s:tdly changed.
Why are they changed? And why are they changed so
soon ? I agree with hon. gentlemen opposite as to the
deficient harvest ; I agree that they did not incorreetly ex.
press the degree of depression which is due to that cause.
There has been a very good harvest in very many parts of
the country. There has been an abundant harvest in many
parts of the country. In one section of the Province from
which I come-over a large region of it--one of its main
staple crops bas, no dou bt, lamentably failed; but other
crops have done well in that section, and in the eastern
portion of Ontario even that crop, so far as it was grown,
has done fairly well. In, Manitoba, as we know, owing tO
an unfortunate circumetance which we must al deploie, a
portion, although not a very large portion, of the cereai
whose cultivation is to be the staple of that country, was
frozen, and there difficulty ensued; but barring theie two
pointe, there is no doubt that although the crop is not to

e described as equal to its predeceesors, we hav not been
subjected to the calamity of a very bad orop ail over the
Dominion. The crop is inferior, but ot a&failure, and has
followed a very brief period of prosperity, during wbich we
had good crops and good prices, and a good lumber market.
Surely then, the great policy which was to do so much for
this country; which was to give us steadiness of prosperity,
steadiness of employment to our working men ; which was
to ensure to us a permanent condition of prosperity, in so
far as anything can ensure it, ought to have carried us
over one partial failure of a orop. But what bas happened
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is very serious, and it is not to be accounted for by the crop. check which was administered by some leading men, who
It is due to other circumetances more in the control of had a better knowledge of the signe of the times than the
the Administration than is the crop. I have observed on hon. gentleman, who were better able to judge the course
former occasions, that while hon. gentlemen opposite, of events than he-I say, the check they endeavoured to give
addressing the people in the country, would not absolutely the administration one and a half years ago, and have been
tell a farmer that the crops were in their own hands, that repeating ever since, has mitigated the disaster which
they could cause the sun to shine, and the rain to fall, and the might otherwise have occurred. I trust it is limited
crop to grow, they had yet said-and the hon, gentleman to a period of stringency and dullness without being
who is now laughing has himself said :-ater all, you had advanced as it would have been to a period of crisis and
better vote for the Government that the sun shines on; collapse. If it ho so, it is due to others and not to the
Providence is kind to us: support us. " When the Grits Finance Minister; and even as it is, it-is bad enough. It
come in," said the hon. First Minister, " the weevil will come was only lst Session that the hon. gentleman who moved
in with them." Thus they have told the poor people of the the reply to the Address adverted to the list of bankrupt.
c"untry who have, some of them, confided in them, that cies as an indication of the continued prosperity of the
there was some sort of high compact and alliance between country. I pointed out to him that I thought
them and the supernal powers under which, by means not he had not referred to the authorities or he would
to be disclosed to vulgar ears, yet none the less effective, have followed, by anticipation, the prudent course which
good crops were coincident with the existence of a Tory has been taken on this occasion and omitted refer-
Administration. I do net suppose they will take credit for once to the subject. Although there was last year an
that any longer. Even although they have failed so inerease instead of, as the hon. gentleman supposed, a dim-
slightly, even although the crop has not been so very bad, I inution, still the amount was moderate. Though enough
believe they are now rnuch more disposed to attribute the to warn people and cause them to be cautions, it was not
alternations of prosperity and adversity to conditions beyond enough to indicate a thon existing condition of a very
their control, and a crop beyond their control, than they serious character. What is the roll call to day ? You find
were in former days. But I deny that the change in that the number bas enormously increased,;about doubled,if
affaire is to be mainly, thongh to a considerable extent it is, I remember aright. You find that the amount.of liabilities
to ho attributed to such causes. It is to bo attributed to is between two and three times the amount of last year,
the policy of the Administration- a policy, in the first according to one of the commercial reports, and between
place, of extravagant expenditure under which they four or five times as much, according to the other; you find
took and spent; a policy, in. the second place, of ex- that, comparing our condition with that of the neighboring
travagant collection under which they took what even Republic, we have nearly twice as many, in proportion to
their extravagance could not enable them to expend, those engaged in trade, wbo have succumbed under the exces.
under whieh they determined to abstract from the sive load which whey were carrying under the hon. gentle-
people of the country, in these years that have lately passed man's advice, as they have on the other aide. The hon.
and the current year, about 820,000,000, which will cost the gentleman lias adverted on former occasions to the
people of the country-the consumers-by the time they pay bank stocks as an indication of the prosperity of the coun-
it, something approx imating to $30,000,000, and which try. He said the other day, out in the country, that he did
they used in order to pay for this same Canadian Pacifie not do so during his Budget Speech last year, because ho
Railway that once more dresses the Speech from the thought they were rather high. What does he think now?
Throne; a policy, under which, instead of borrowing at four What does lie think of the loss of some ton or twelve mil-
per cent. the 820,000,000 they wanted, they have caused lions at least-I have not actually counted the figures, but
the people to pay $30,000,000 at something like seven or that at least-in value since they touched that point ?
eight per cent. They thus abstracted froin the people, at What does that indicate in relation to the condition of the
the period they wanted it, something which made the country? What did a rise in stocks indicate ? He said
difference between a good and a bad crop. In addition to advancing prosperity. What does a fall so serious indicate?
a partial failure of one crop which we suffer from I leave it to him to answer. And thon we might make an
Providence, they have brought on us what is equiva. enquiry as to the condition of the pet industries. Pride
lent to the failure of another crop. They took what and rejoicing were manifested in past years on the ground
they did t*te unjustly and unequally. They did more. of thoir vigour and prosperity. The hon. gentleman spoke
They invited and encouraged over-speculating and over- of them as things of which the country ought to be proud.
trading. They -fomented the North-West speculations by It is true the people might ho paying a little more, though
the land arrangements which they made. The hon. they disputed that, but what was that when you found mon
Minister, instead of being a prudent pilot, told his engaged so vigorously in home production, and employing
crew that if te were only as young as they and in trade ho so many hands, and paying such liberal wages, and giving
would clap on full sail for a period of ten years of as- such constant omployment, andmakingsuch largedonations
sured prosperity and thon take in sail. Row many of hie to chai itable objecte, and generally prospering so much ?
crew have laken in sail since, although the ton years have What is the condition of the pet industries to-day ? Has
noL elaþeed? How many of his crew have gone down under that unhealthy stimulation which we said would take place
the sail which he told them to hoist and keep up for a ton under the hot-bed Tarif of high prices, done good or harm ?
years' voyage? They unduly stimulated every pet industry. Has it net had the resalt we predicted, and are we not
What of the cotton industry ? the sugar industry ? 1he iron reaping at an earlier day than even we predicted, and at a
industry ? and the glass industry ? and a half a dozen other much earlier day than ho expected, when ho made hie pro-
things I could mention which hon. gentlemen placed under phecies, the bitter harveet of hie policy ? What is the con-
their hot-bed system, and in respect of which they brought dition, under the National Policy to-day, of the great
up numerous plants, and which have now largely withered. industry of flour.milling in Canada ? How does it stand ?
Their policy reeulted in over-investment in manufactures, How does the Tarif affect it? ias the hon. gentleman
over.produetion, over-trading, over-importation; and had accommodated his little difference with the millers ? I he
not others been wiser than the hon. Minister of Finance; about to relieve them from the difficulties under which
had not others set that caution signal which ho de- they say they labour and which prevent them, they say,
clned to set, the consequences would have been much more. from grinding American fleur in Canada ? Ras the result of
serions than tbey actually were. If they were not more ' this Tarif proved itself to be a result sound and just as
seriom it -- due to this ciroumetance. I trut that the applied tohi country in that regard? How is it with
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reference to the balance of trade ? Why, I remember when
the hon. gentleman pointed out with pride and glory, I
think only two years ago-

An hon MEMBER. Three years.
Mr. BLAKE. Three years was it ?-that for the first

time in the history of Canada the balance of trade was in
its favour, that we had exported more than we imported,
and he told us what he had accomplished, and he told us
how he had accomplished it. And before that he had
pointed out what hie duty was in that regard. He told us
at an earlier period that we had to attain to a different con-
dition of things from that which had existed before. It is
true it was not very bad. It is true the amount of our im-
portations was not very large. But the hon. gentleman, in
1879, said: " Regarding the matter as I do, I think it is to
be regretted that the volume of imports has not been
materially reduced." Reduced from its volume then, re-
duced from the small volume that then existed. " I look
upon the large importa ever since the Dominion was
organized, showing a large balance of trade against
it, as one of the causes of trouble with which
we have to contend, one of the difficulties that
it is our duty to remedy. They have been decreasing
to a certain extent, but are still very large "-how do they
compare with those of last year ?-" showing distinctly and
clearly, in my judgment, that they ought t hobe till further
diminished. I think then, without entering into a dis-
cussion of Free Trade and Protection, so far as they affect
England and the United States, we may fairly conclude
that the prosperity of the one country, at this moment, is
caused in a great measure by the large surplus in its favour,
and the depression in the other, by the large deficiency."
He then gives the figures, and concludes: " Under these
circumstances, it appeai s to me that we should turn our
attention to the best means of reducing the volume of
importe from all parts of the world." Having declared his
duty, having proposed to perform it, having rejoiced three
years ago in the success which had attended his efforts, I
want to know, to-day, what has happened to the National
Policy? Io it asleep? Has it gone upon a journey? How
is the balance of trade now ? How was it last year and
the year before together ? How does it compare with the
balance of trade in the year when he complairied so much ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Very well.
Mr. BLAKE. I know, Mr, Speaker, what the hon. gen-

tleman will do. I know him of old, Sir. He will take a
lot of averages. He is great on averages. He does not
mind the story that the figures tell, if you look at their con-
secutive order, but he will tako them back and forth, and
wili take the average of a number of years. But we are
speaking of the year 1879, when he spoke of the then
existing condition of things, and the subsequent years,
when lie spoke of what it was his duty to do and what he
hbad accomplishod. and we are comparing the year prece-
ding 1879 and the condition of things to-day, as to the
volume of importe and the balance of trade; we are com-
paring it in its progressive manner. He had obtained per-
fection three years ago, but now I suppose ho wili average
the three years, andaay " What have you to do with the re-
turne of lut year? at the average."

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; we will take both.
Mr. ]BLAKE. Thon, besides the other progeny of the

on• gentleman, ho brought forth a little domestio loan
this year. HRe thought the people did not know what to do
with the rest of their money. After he had taken $20,000,-
"() or &W,000,000, as I have pointed out, from them more
than was zequired, ho said, "Gentlemen, there is some-
thing left in your pockets, and I believe that- yo
had bto#r lot me hae it at four per cent.," and the

hon. gentleman's organs pointed out with a great flourish
of trumpets what a wonderful and prescient Government
this was, that proposed a domestie loan at four per cent., and
how wise a stop it was. 'Well, the advertisement issued,
and the time elapeed, and there was what they call " an
awful pause," and the newe came out tbat the loan had
failed; and thon the hon. gentleman's organs said, " What a
wonderful Finance Minister this is ; he knew it was botter
for the country that the loan should fail, and it is a most
fortunate circumstance that the loan has failed." But the
hon. gentleman was not content with that, ho was deter-
mined te give a crowning proof of his titles to
our confidence, and, as the people would not take
the loan at par, ho put up the rest at a premium of
two and a half per cent., and the organs said, " This is
the wisest thing of all." Well, Mr. Speaker, I am inclined
to believe that the farmers of the country are beginning to
perceive the hollowness of the hon. gentleman's plane for
making them rich. I am inclined to believe that the work-
ing men are beginning te see that his Tariff is not a Tariff
which protects labour or which gives continuity of employ-
ment, as was promised. Why, if the hon. gentleman wouid
enquire as to those operatives who have been dismised
during the last few months from some of these various pet
industries, I dare say they would tell him some plain truths
which would do him a great deal of good. It is quite true
that his organs, true to their duty to him, to prove that ho
is always mindful of the workingman above all, pointed
out that the workingman had been working too hard for
some years, that ho actually had become overworked and
run down and wanted a holiday, and that it vas the best
thing that could happen to him, just as it was the best thing
for the country that the hon. gentleman's loan failed, to
have a littile slack time at the mill, so that he might go
home and repose himself in the bosom of his family, and
spend some of his surplus earnings; but I have not beard
that the workingman lias sympathized much with that view
of the case. In Toronto city, from which I come, there is
a very great deal of distress; there is more distress than I
have known there for many years, due in part to special
and exceptional circumstauces, to which I will have to
refer, and due aiso very largely te other ciroumstances
to which I have alluded, and if hon. gentlemen would
read the reports ofthose who interest themselves in the
charity relief organizations of that city, they would find
an account very different from that which they ma be
disposed to gve us Sa of Montreal, in which the on.
member for Glengarry (Kr. Macmaster) I believe, resides.
It was but the other day that I was reading a report of a
St. George's Society, as to the condition of things there.
As to London, I do not know what the hou. Postmastor
General will say about it, but I find, positively, Mr .
Speaker, I find that they are proposing te estabhsh-
what industry do you think, now ? Wby, Sir, a soup
kitchen, and who do you think propoeed it? Why, it is
the han. gentlemau's organ, the Ieading Conservative
paper in the western part of the Province, the London Free
Pres, which, on January 5th, remarked:

" The present cold weather must be severely felt by many. The poor,
'who are always with as,' have certain means of relief fromx the publie.
For many years past the fund provided for asistting the des rving poorhas been ample and sy tematie in its administratioa."
Then they procoed to point out that there are immigrants
who have come in, and thon they say:

" The dead of winter is a period of peculiar hardship to the stranger
without means. The case of these men suagestei the establishment of
a soup kitchen, and this is being done in Toronta Why can't the same
thing be done hee. It is a simple, efectual and inexpensive way of
feeding the hungry, and, we think, a natural and necesar part of the
relief system for the winter monthi. The existence of a publie soup
kitchen would protect householders from the importunity of tramps,
while it might geatlyassistin the neral relief work o the city. Once
before a soup kitehea was estabhed here with exoellent results, its
oposation wus regMrded as bleing, and laraambas tok tiz. bes
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ft of it. We throw out the suggestion at this time, because any such
attempt at Christian charity on an organized scale, in view of the hard
winter weather, and the presence of many strangers, as well as citizens
to whom iuch aid might be welcome, would seem to be in order.'

Why, havn't I been at meeting after meeting in which I
was tlid "no soup kitchens now 1 " Havn't I often heard
Ministers of the Crown pointing to the circumstance that
there were no soup kitchens now ? I am not at all certain
that the hon. Postmaster General himself, in some of those
orations with which he has enlightened the Western
Peninsula, has not alluded to the paucity of soup kitchens
and to the faut that that industry no longer existed. And
now, in the very city which he represents, his own organ
proposes, as a necessary thing, as a sort of pendant to the
National Policy, the establishment of a soup kitchen. And
I observe that one of the aldermen bas stated that there
are at this moment in that city between 1,300 and 1,400
immigrants out of employment. I am very glad to bear
that, although the sum stated of immigration does not come
up to the moderato expectations, as thoy were called, in-
dulged in last Session, it reaches so large an amount, We
were told that we would have at least 150,000, and that, we
were told, was an extremely moderate estimate; we are
told to-day that the sum is 133,000. This is a very satis-
factory approximation to the estimated amount. I am not
quite so certain how these figures will stand scratiny. My
difflulty is increased by the discrepancy of the statement
to which I alluded awhile ago, because the hon. momber
for Glengarry told us, that there were 34,000 of these who
had come in from the United States. The hon. member
for Levis stated there were 40,000. Where the 6,000 are, I
do not exactly know. But, Sir, I pointed out last Session
-and I will not enter into the figures to-day
at all, as I will have occasion to deal further
with the subjoct later on-that there must be
somothing radically wrong with these returns or with the
result deducible, from what imformation we can obtain.
Whether you draw it fron the census, or whether from the
municipal returns, there is, to a large extent, a displace-
ment of the native by the immigrant population, and the
immigrant population, instead of being stationary, is, to a
large extent, transitory. I;say it is impossible to draw any
other conclusion from the statistics which are before us,
than that with reference to the figures which have been
given. I repeat,.also, what I have said upon a former
occasion, that the yearly returns from the Province of
Ontario, which are the only yearly returns to which I be-
lieve we have access, indicate that the ratio of increase of
the population, during the four years which preceeded the
last four years, was much greater than in the last four
years. And it is an extraordinary circumstance, that that
holds good, not merely with roference to the rural popu-
lation of Ontario, but with reference to the urban popu.
lation also; and that during these feur years, in which it
bas been said the prosperity of that Province was so greatly
increased by the operation of the Tariff policy of the
Goverament, the ratio of increase of the urban population
is markedly lower than it was in the preceding four years
that were stated to be years of retrogression. Now, thls
subject .is ti eated in the Speech in a rather , perfunctory
manner. We are told, there has been a large immigra-
tion, and we are told further that improvements in refer-
ence to the facilities for inland transportation, or the
cheapnesi of inland transportation, will help tu in the
next year. But, Sir, I expected much more upon this sub-
ject in» the Speech, and I am sure that the hon. member
fbr lAvis, who spoke so strongly on the importance of re-
pariation, muet himself have feltl-though he did not deem
it loyal to express it-a sentiment of disappointmont in
the fact-that so little has been said upon this subject in the
i5p.eh. Mr. Speaker, of late years it is net only in
tg- h froim the Throne that we learn of the

intentions of inisters as to the legislation of the
Session. The hon. Minister of Public Works, at a bannuet
that was given to him in Montreal in October last, pointed
out what was to be done in this particular regard. I pro-
pose to supplement the information conveyed to Parliament
in the Speech from the Throne by a few passages from this
ministerial pronouncement. The hon. member declared
that there wore three great questions upon which the
Government claimed the confidence of the community,
three great measures of policy-the Confederation itself,
of which h. claimed sole credit for the Conservative party;
the Canadian Pacific Railway, which he did not thon tell
us required our further assistance, and the National Policy.
Let me read. The hon. gentleman says:

" And, gentlemen, this demonstration is also an approbation of the
great measures which have been adopted by the administration of
which 1 am a member. First, there was the Confederation Act, and
since we returned to power, we have adopted the National Policy, and
the great Pacifie Railway measure, and finally, we have adopted an-
other measure scarcely less important In respect to the encouragement
of immigration into this country."

Adverting then to the history, according to his version,
of the other three measures, ho recurs to the immigration
measure, and he says:

" But, gentlemen, our mission would be but half accomplished if we
forgot that we have on the other aide of latitude 45 a great number of
our fellow-countrymen who would like nothing better than to return
home and sit down to the fam-ly table and eat witt. us, and t # earn
their living under the institutions now existing in Canada. (Loud
cheers) I need not say, gentlemen, that it is with the greatest satis-
faction and pleasure that [ am able to announce to you this evening that
the Government of Canada intend to take measures, and energetic
measures, to recal into the limita of our own territory all our fellow-
countrymen in the United States wio desire to return and live with us.
You will understand, gentlemen, that in a banquet like this I muet be
excused if I do not give all the details of the ministerial measure that
we propose to bring down next Session. But in any case it is well that
you shotld know that our compatriots in the United States, whether
tbey be of French origin or of any other origin, they are not forgotten,
and all that eau be doue to bring them back to this country we shall do
most heartily."

This was heralded in October last by the Minister of
Public Works as the fourth great claim to the confidence of
the country, and he placed it upon a par with those three
other claims to which I have referred : Confederation, the
National Policy, and the Canadian Pacifie Railway. He
announced the formation of a scheme, the decision
of the Government, the determination to bring
down some scheme this Session to produce this
end. Is this little peddling paragraph about cheap
inland transportation the hon. gentleman's great
scheme? Is it, or is it something else? And if it be
something else-if it be something at all commensurate
with the grandeur, not to say the grandiloquence ofthe
language with which the hon. gentleman announoed the
scheme to his friends at Montreal, wby do we hear o cheap
inland transportation and hear nothing at aIl of the hon.
gentleman's great scheme of repatriation ? Why is the less
inserted, and the greater omitted ? Why, to anassemblage
of Conservativesin Montreal, is a measure equal in import-
ance to the National Policy, the Canadian Pacifie Railway
and the Confederation of the Provinces to be announed,
and Parliament itself not to be told a word in regard to it
in the Speech from the Throne ? Mr. Speaker, I said that
there was distress in the city in which I live, and that it
was partly due to special circumstances, not due altogether
to those circumstances to which I had alluded. It is due to
immigration. I am not about to discuss at this moment
who is responsible for those circumstanoes, but I say that
it is lamentable that the number of people that are there
should be there under the circumstances under which they
are there; and I repeat what I have stated on former
occasions, that while this country ought to devis. and
enoourage a systemn of immigration, whle we ought to se
that those whom we want are umma nd and weloeaod
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here, yet discretion is to be used; and the hon. gentleman's
echeme of assisted passages, which he professes Io us-
though some of the documents I have seen do not appear to
bear him out-is confined to agricultural labour, is, so far as
I can make out, in its practical operation, extended to the
bringing into the country, by virtue of Government funds,
certain classes of people for whom we have not room, viz.:
mechanics and artisans. I believe that a considerable
number have been brought into the country under the
auspices, and partly by means of the assistance given by
the Government, who had been better in the country from
which they were brought. The hon. gentlemen who have
spoken, have referred to the proposed legislation of the
Session. It is not very new to us, because we had those
Bills before us last Session. I do not intend to say a word
upon either of them that I said last year. At the opening of
the Session I pointed out what I thought was the true view
with regard to the Franchise Bill; I will not repeat those
words to-day. The Bill has been before the House, it bas
been before the country, but it bas not yet received the
advantage of explanation and vindication at the hands of its
proposer, and I will reserve, for the present, any remarks I
may have to make, until we hear from him, his vindication
of the varions provisions. This only I will say, that when
I spoke last Session I did not and could not know that the
measure would contain a provision so objectionable, so
arbitrary, so unheard of, as a provision which the hon.
gentleman proposed then, and which I hope he does not
propose to embody in the Bill he is about to introduce,
namely, that with respect to the appointment of revising
barristers. With regard to the Factory Bill, there is another
1eason for saying nothing just now, because the hon. gentle-
man states it is to be introduced with further amendments.
I only express the hope that when introduced it will bc
found to give as efficient a measure of protection to artisans
of whatever age or sex in this country as is given to
artisans in England. There is an omission or two in the
Speech to which I must refer. The Fishery Exhibition is
mentioned, and the hon. gentlemen who have moved and
seconded the Reply have spoken with great and lively
admiration on the success of that Exhibition, and of the
triumphs which Canada there achieved. But we have some
fishery interests which are to be promoted in other ways
than byattendingExhibitions; therearesome fishery clauses
in a treaty, which clauses have been denounced, and which are
to come to an end at no remote period; and I think some
reference to that circumstance and to an intention to take
the House into the confidence of the Government as to the
course proposed by them, and to indicate what the Govern-
ment have done in view of the approaching termination of
the Fishery Çlauses of the Washington Treaty, would have
been at least of as much consequence as the paragraph
which has been inserted in the Speech. It is very well
known that within the last two or three years more parti-
eularly, the chief market for our fish bas been the United
btates, and it bas become of very pressing importance that
we should know what the results are to be of the termina-
tien of these Fishery Clauses. It is of importance that the
treaty should not terminate without an earnest effort in
advance to make proper arrangements, so that there shall
be no gap, if it can be avoided; and I will add that it is of
great consequence also, and the times appear to be more
propitious now than in former days, that in those negotia-
tiens due attention shall be paid to arriving at some mole
of restoring freer trade relations between us and our neigh.
bours than have for some time subsisted. The hon. gentle-
man (Sir John A. Macdonald) last year adopted the plan of
referring to the judgments of the Privy Council in the
Speech from the Throne, and we had a Ministerial exposi-
tion of a judgment of the Privy Council. But I an. sorry to
observe that that good custom is not followed this year.
SOmeyears ago, the Government, of which I happened to

is

be a member, finding a decieion of the Court of Queen's
Bench of Lower Canada in favor of the Provincial right to
escheats, decided to abide by that decision - which
was in accordance with my own view of the
respective rights of the Provinces and the Dominion-
and acting accordingly we made no effort at that time
to assert any right on the part of the Dominion.
At a subsequent poriod that decision was concurred in and
adopted by the Appelate Court of the Province of Ontario,
and so strengthened, the case came before the consideration
of hon. gentleman opposite. They decided to alopt
another course. Çentralizing, as I have often charged the
hon. gentleman with doing-centralizing wherever ho
can, with his eye set always upon that one object of drawing
to the goneral legislature and government, all the powers
and functions which ho can by any possibility draw to it, the
hon. gentleman said, although the former Government
adopted this view, although the highest court of Ontario
adopted it, although the highest court of Quebec adopted it,
we will fight them and endeavour to secure for the
Dominion the right to escheat. - He took up the case, ho
instructed the counsel, he paid the feos, the case went to
the Privy Council, and the hon. gentleman was beat-
en. The result has been to establish the Provincial right in
this regard contrary to the views ho entertained, and in
accordance with the views and judgment of the twco Pro-
vincial Courts to which I referred. I congratulate those who
are levers of our Federal Constitution upon this vindication
of one of its important elements-not that the question
of escheats itself iii of much consequence, but because it
was, as I have said, the means of vindicating one of the most
important elements of our Constitution. I congratulate them
on the failure of the hon. gentleman in attempting to
arrogate to this Administration and this Legislature, a power
which was not its right. But when we have an important
decisiôn of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council sett-
ling a question of this kind finally and conclusively-not
settling it in a manner susceptible of discussion, but settling
it absolutely-why should not we be informed that our
constitution has been definitively settled and expounded in
one important matter ?

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
MR. BLAKE. Another omission from the Speech, yet

more inexcusable, baving regard to the language of the
Speech last year, is the failure to refer to the judgment
ofthe Privy Counil in the Hodge case, bearing upon the
license question. And as the First Minister adverted to the
speech in which he made the statement with roference to
the effect of the decision in Russell v8. The Queen, I suppose
I may without impropriety myself refer to it. The report
of his speech which was delivered early in the month of
June, 18S2, from th Mail newspaper, is as follows:-

," The following qestion in writing was here banded to Sir John:-
'What is your opiion of the constitutionality of the Ontario License
Act?,

"Sir John sai.1 that since Confederation his decisions had often been
given as Minister of Justice on constitutional questions, and in no single
case had hie judgments been reverse 1. He believed that the Act was
not worth the paper it was written on. The whole system of the Gov-
ernment appointing license inspecters te compel men to vote under
penalty of louing their licenses was wrong and indefensible. Whenever
the licensed victuallers brought the matter before the courts it would be
decided that the Act was an usurpation, and had no force whatever,
and he was surprised the question had not been pressed long before this.
If he carried the country, as he would do, ho would tell Mr. Mowat,that
little tyrant who had attempted to control public opinion by getting
hold of every little office, from that of a division court bailiff to a tavern
keeper, that ho would get a bill passed at Ottawa returning to the
municipalities the power taken from them by the ijcense Act."
Well, in the course of the debate on the Address, I took
leave to point out that there were some serions questions
to be settled before the views expressed in the Speech from
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the Throne onght to be adopted by Parliament; and in
answer to the position which I thon took, not in detail,
because I pointed out that the judgment had not then been
eirculated, the hon. gentleman made some remarks, I had
charged the Govern mtent with a centraùzing tendoncy. I
had charged them then, as I charge them now, with a desire
to draw in here whatever they can of power and jurisdie-
tion, and of diminishing so far as in them lie, the power
and jurisdiction awarded by the constitution to the Pro.
vinces. In answer to me the bon. gentleman said :

IlThat subject was not willingly undertaken by the present Govern-
ment. Theywere qui'e satisfied that the law as it obtains in the differ-
eut Provinces should be continued. They were quite satisfied that each
Province should, so far as the law would allow it to enact such statutes,
deal with the subjeet ofr hop, tavern and saloon licenses. Neither the
Government nor the Parliament tif Canada, I take i-, v'ished to interfere ;
and itwas only when the decision whirh was given in June last on the
Sott Act, a Dominion Act, and the subje't was forced upon them, that
they thought it their duty to bring it before Parliament. I neer ald
any doubt that when the question was brou ght befIre the courts. it would

0 decided that the diffeîent Provincial Legilatures had no right what-
ever to deal with that subject except for revenue purposes-for the
purpòse of impouing taxation for Provincial or municipal p'trposes. I
expressed the opinion in Parliament years ago, and last year I expressed
it at a public meeting in Toronto or its vicinity. But while that opinion
was strongly impressed upon my mind 1 took uo stepg, nor did tb Gov-
ernment of which I was a memîber take any steps, for the purpose of
interfering with the legislation of the different Provinces, or forcing
Dominion legislat ion on the country, or trying to centralize Fuch powers
in this Parliament. On the contrary, 1 he only centralization on tbat
subject-the only time in which that question was in any waydealt with
by the. Dominion Parliament-was when the late Governinent wts in
power, and when they introduced the Scott A et."

Thon the hon. gentleman procecded to saiy, with referonce
to Russell vs. The Queen :

Il It is quite clear to every lawyer, and any maRn who is not a lawrer,
who reade that ju'lment, will see that the very reasons on which the
Privy Council aecided that this Parliament lied the right to deal wi th
the Scott Act, are the reasons showing tbat the Provincial L-gislature
of Ontario had not a right to deal with that sulject under the Crouks
Act, except as a matter of revenue formunicipal or Provincial purposes.
The hon. gentleman says that we should have allowed the matter to
stand over until it was final ly decided. Sir, if there be any value in that
decision, and the e is every value in it, because it is the law of the land,
there im no check at this moment in the Province of Ontario against the
unlimited, unrestrained sale of iritoxicating liquors. This is not a matter
we can play with. Itis nota matterof policy ; it is a matter of necessity.
If we wish to prevent the unrestrained sale ofintoxicating liquors we
must legislate inmediately; for I take it, that any imau in this citv or in
any other part t f Ontario can open bis sa!oon and sell liquors, and there
is not a court in the world can preve-nt bis doing so."

In answer to these views, I took leave to say:
IlHo said that any lawyer, or aiy other man who is nota lawyer, who

chose to read that judgment must see plainly from it, that the unavoidable
reault was no power was le ft with the Local Legislatures to restrict the
number of licenses. Now, I do not draw that conclusion fcom the deci-
sion in Russell vs. The Queen. In the fi at place, that judgment dues net
deal in the slightest degree with, does not touch in any way upon, that
very large part of Provin cial rights which is comprised il the subject
of municipal institutions. The decision is expressly stated to be upoun
the consideration of whether the power to pass the particular law which
vas before the Privy Council, viz.: 1he Scott Aet, u as vested in a Local
Legislature-in either of the tnen headings: the heading of property and
civil rights,the heading ofshop, taverà antd saloon licenses, or the hedigof local and private matters. The Judges expressy say that these were
the pointa which were raised before them, and upon wbich they juiged.
They do not say a word about municipel institutions having been sug-
gesated or argued. Now, Sir, if hon gentlemen sitting in this Par]a-
ment, ifMinisters of the Crown, chosen frm aIl the different Prcvines
donot know what are the local laws touchîng the sale of Y quor, what

e re ave been gven to the diferent municipal bodies in that regard;
s!ve requir. to-da>' ta tairs the firat step in order to inform our minas

uposthe mized question of law and fact as t,> what are the lawd and
whatmean thelaws; ean we suppose that the Judicial Committes of the
Pai-VyOoUnil was inspired to know ail about those municipal institu-
tions Md local laws which were not even alluded to in theargument
sud the judgment? Can it be seriously argued before a Canadian
Parliament, thatî he cingle de cision of four or five men-when the great
question of municipal institutions was never even raised or discussed- has
s inUy concluded this question that it is no fuither arguable? It is

absurd tu say s0. I maintain, that in the absence of a decision in which
the whole question of municipal institutions shall have been brought up
expressly, im which that mass of statutory learning which is required in
orer to know what the position of the municipal institutions of each
Province wasat the time of Confedejation was not called for, in which
the trwe construction of this phrase 'municipal institutions' was not
N >' debated ad deciéed -no man, in the absence of snch a decision,Mr. BLÂK.

cen say that this question, which, in the largest of the Provinces, in
the next largest of the Provinces and in two or three more of them, was
dealt with before Confederation, and for years after, as a su>ject of
municipal institutions, is not to be found in the Confederation Act."

Once again I proceeded to point out what was done in the
old Province of Upper Canada, under the heading of muni-
cipal institutions, and also in Lower Canada; and I said:

'I deny his construction of the decision in Russell s. The
Queen, and the argument in Russell vs. The Queen. I have read
the stenographer'a notes of the whole argument, and it seems to be
unfortunate that in a constitutional case of this high consequence, the
senior counsel, a man whose knowledge sud power and eminence,
everybody knows and respects-Mr. Benjamin-should have been
absent, and that the brunt of the argument should have been borne by
the junior counsel. Mr. Benjimin appears only at the close in deliver-
ing a short and a concise argument. I Bay the argument is not satis-
actory ; and the judgment is not satiýfactory, even as far as it goes.

But the question is, how far it ges ? We are not to take it as far as the
hon. gentleman says it is to be taken. The hon. gentleman says no
lawyer reading that judgement w IL come tu any other conclusion; lie
says no layman would come to any other conclusion. But lawyers
have come tu a differeut conclusion ; jid ges bave come to a different
conclusion ; courts have come te a different conclusion ; and what the
bon. gentleman declares no man wuld say. some of the highest and
most respectable and esteemed judgea cf this lani have already said."
And I pointed out in detail what the judgments were which
bore out that proposition. After doing so, I said:

" For myself, i never will consent that one cf the greatest powers
given te the Provinces, shall be swept away by a court before whom
this question ot our municipal institutions was notargued or cortsicered,
before whom it was not contended that our powers in ihat respect were
in question, and of which they knew no more than the messengers at
the Table-I will not consent that the Parliament of this countryshall,
without my protest, arrogate to itself the power to take away from the
Provinces that great right, until we fiid, on full argument and con-
sideration, that such is the meaning of our Constitution."

Well, Mr. Speaker, making these observations upon the
motion of the bon. gentleman to initiate this legislation,
which I opposed on this and other grounds, I was answered
from the âilnisterial benches by an hon. member, who said,
speaking for the Government :

"t Thy do not ask this House to consider whether the license question
may be dealt with by the Local Legialatures or by the Dominion Parlia-
ment. That is a foregone conclusion, and His Excellency says, h is
advised upon that question that ihe Provinces have no right te deal
with-the question ; and, therefore, this House being seized with the case,
and being satisfied that the opinion of the hon, the First inister is the
true one, is asked ouly to assimilate the laws of the several Provinces
and to see that an Aet is placed on the Statute-book, which sball satisfy
the several Pro-iLces."

A gain, ho said, referring to rny point, that the only excuse
that the Govern ment badl for introducing the measuro was
the speech the hon. gentleman made in Yorkville:

I Weil, what better evideuce dos this country want of the great con-
stitutional knowledge of the right hoa. gentleman than the fact that he
predicted, three weeks before the decision was given, that the jurisdic-
tion lay alone in this Legislature ; that the Local Legislaturea had no
con trol over that question. That shows bis greai constitutional know-
ledge and his opinion of what the law really was, because, a few weeks
afterwards, we fiad the Privy Council endorsing his fiew."
Ilowever, although we voted against the initiation of
this legislation, and declare I that it ought not to bu com-
menced, at a luter day, wheni Ihe Bill was to be read the
third time, we recorded another proposition, to which I
desire to refer. That proposition was contained in a
motion, movod by the hon. member for Peel (Mr. Fleming)
in amendment to the third reading of the B11l, to leave out
the words for the third reading, and insert these:

" The Provincial Legisltuttres have since Coufederation exercissd
Legislative powers in the regîlation of the issue of licenses for the sale
of intoxicating liquors, ad tue h>urs and certain other incidents of the
sale.

" That ihe Appeal Courts of Ontario and Quebec have each decided
in favor of the exercise by the Provinces of the Dominion, of the.juris-
diction, and this Appeal Court has further determined that the judg-
ment of the Privy Council in Russeli and The Queen does not deciae
that the Provincial Legislattures bave not 7this jarisdiction.

" That the questions involved are now under the consideration of the
Supreme Court of Uanada, and will shortil be brought uader the counsi-
deration of the Paiy Council.

"-That the Parliament of Canada should not assume jurisdiction as
proposed by the said Bill, until the question as been settied by the
Court of last resort."
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That motion also was defeated. Now, Mr. Speaker, let us
understand clearly what determination we were called upon
to take, for what reason and upon what -plea. We were
called upon to interfere with the regulation of licensing in
the varions Provinces upon the plea-not that it was a
politic thing for this Parliament to assume that jurisdiction,
not that it was a measure of policy or expediency at all, but
upon the plea of necessity-that in or4er to prevent the
unrestrained sale by anybody who pleased of intoxicating
liquors wherever he pleased, it was necessary for this Par-
liament to intervene; not upon argument, for argument was
not resorted to in this House to prove the necessity, but
upon the plea that the necessity was proved and established
by the judgment of the court of last resort, which the hon.
gentleman said was the final law of the land-upon the
plea that the local laws were not worth the paper they
were written upon-that they were usurpations ; and in
order to prevent these dreadful evils over which the hon.
gentleman wept, resulting from the unrestrainel sale
of intoxicating liquors all over the country, he said we
must act at once and act decidedly, else the country would
go to rin over the quantity of liquor sold by everybody
and drunk by everybody else. Well, Sir, we pointed out
that the hon. gentleman's interpretation of the judgment
in Russell vs. The Queen, was erroneous; that it did not
establish the proposition he laid down; that it could not
establish it, because an essential element to a conclusive
decision upon that subject was that the < uWstion of Provin-
cial powers in municipal institutions should have. been
brought under the consideration of the couç t, and adjudged
upon by the court, whereas that question was not con-
sidered or adjudged upon at al. Ihowever, the hon. gent] e-
man who answered for the Government said that they took
the opinion of the First Minister, that tbey wore willing
to take his opinion on trust, and that as ho wished it, not
merely as an expounder of the' law, but as a prophet, it
was particularly unfortunate that I should have challenged
his judgment. But time brings about its revenges. There
were allusions in the course of the debate, and in this motion
to cases thon pending - to a case before the Supreme
Court of Canada at that time standing for judgment, in
which judgment has since been delivered, and in which
three of the judges, those who expressed an opinion on the
question of jurisdiction, expressed the opinion that the Local
Legislatures have regulative jurisdiction. There was a case
alluded to which was about to be heard in the Privy Council.
It was pointed out in a late stage of the debate that it was
entirely unnecessary for the hon. gentleman to proceed. so
hastily, for ho himself proposed that his Act should not come
into force until May next, at any rate so far as the licensing
power was concerned, and that ho might well wait until
the decision of the Privy Council was rendered. But ho
had some purpose to serve, and ho insisted on Parliament
coming to a conclusion. Parliament came to the conclu.
sion he desired, and since then judgment has been delivered ;
and this is the second complaint I make of omissions.
Surely this judgment has more importance upon the ques-
tion before us last Session than the judgment in Russell
vs. The Queen. The question which was before us
last Session was, What are the powers of the
Local Legislatures with 'reforence to the issue and
regulation of licenses? That was the question. The
hon. gentleman said they have no powers to regulate
licenses-that they had no powers except with reference to
the raising of revenue for municipal or Provincial purposes;
and ho said: I prove it by saying that a particular judg-
ment goes to show it. Now, we have got a judgment which
shows this precise point, which is on the point which,
touches it, which deals with it, and, in spite of the hon.
gentleman's infallible nod, concludes the point. And as the
hon. gentleman would not put this judgment, which does
not go to.show, but wlich does show, into the Speech I do

not propose to move in amendaient that it be inserted, be-
cause that would be contrary to the biens6ance of parlia-
mentary life, as we understand it to-day, but I will read it.
After explaining, or attempting to explain, the decision in
Russell and The Queen, and the principles on which that
decision was founded, and coming down to the point in
question:

" Their Lordships proceed now to consider the subject matter and
Legislativecharacter ofSections4and 5 of therevisedStatutes ofOntario.
That Act is so far confined in its operatiois to municipalities in the
Province of Ontario, and is entirely local in iti character and operation.
It authorizes the appointment of License Oo.nmissioners to act in each
municipality, and empowers them to pag, under the name of Resolu-
tions, what we know as By-Laws, or rules to define the conditions and
qualifications requisite for obtaining tavern or shop licenses for sale by
retail of spirituons liquors within the municipality; for limiting the
number of licenses; for declaring that a limited number of persons qua-
lified to have tavern licenses may be exempted from having al the tavern
accommodation required by law, and for regulating-licensed taverns and
shops, for defining the duties and powers of License Inspectors, and to
impose penalties for infraction of their Resointions. These seem to be
ali matters of nerely a local nature in theProvince, and to be similar
to, though not identical in all respects with, the powers then belonging
to municipal institutions under the previously existing laws passed by
the Local Parliaments.

ITheir Lordship consider that the powers intended to be conferred by
the Act in question, when properly understood, are to make regulations
in the nature of police or munreipal regniations of a merely local char-
acter, for the good overnment of taverns, &c , iicensed for the sale of
liquors by retail, an such as are calculated to preserve in the municipa-
lity, peace and public decency,and repress drnnkenness and fdisorderly and
riotous conduct. A s such they cannot be said to interfere with the general
regulation of trade and commerce which belonga to the Dominion Par-
liament, and do not conflict with the provisions of the Canada Temner-
ance Act, wbich does not appear to have as yet been locally adopted.

" The subject of Legislation in the Ontario Act of 1877, Sections 4 and
5, seem to come within the heads Nos. 8, 15 and 16, of Section 92 of
British North America Statute, 1e67.

I rheir Lordships are therefore of opinion that in reiation to Sections
4 and 5 of the Aet in question, the Legislature of Ontario acted within
the powers conferred on it by the Imperial Act of 1867, an4 that in thi,
respect there is no conflict with the powers of the Dominion Parliament.'

Now, what the hon. gentleman averred was that it was the
case according to his opinion, and that it was judged by
Russell and The Queen that a Local Legislature could not
regulate tavern licences at all, that they could not pass any
law to decide who should have a license, or .how many
licensos should be issued, or with reference to hdrs, &c.
-that all they could do, was to impose a license fee for
Provincial and municipal purposes, and that any body who
chose to pay that fee, so far as the Local Government was
concerned, must be entitled to a license, and could not be
restricted. That was the hon. gentleman's proposition.
I say that proposition is condemned conclusively by the
judgment I have just now read. As I have said before,
the hon. gentleman is a centralizer. I dare say he may
ask this Parliament-having passed this law under his
misleading, as a question of necessity alleged by him to
prevent a great calamity, which more than any one in the
Dominion he is desirous should he averted ; having
asked Parliament to pass this law, on the plea of
the absolute nullity of the local laws regulating
the sale of licenses-be may now ask Parliament to
say : Oh, well, after all, it is not necessary, but it is ex-
pedient; it is politie; and as a matter of policy it is better
we should keep the Power which, under another pretext,
we took in our hands last Session. But I hope-it having
been now ostablisned that tliat large measure of power
which h&s been exercised by Local Governments since
Confederation, is embracel in its intrinsic and essential
principles, within tie phrase " municipal institutions, " and
therefore devol vos e , pressly, by virtue of the British North
America Act, upon the Local Parliaments-the' hon. gen-
tleman will acknowledge that he did not lead Parliament
correctly on a late occasion, that there was not that neces-
sity arising from the nullity of the local legislation which
he asserte3, that there was not therefore any fact or cause
which was alleged for that law, and that he will not seek
now to draw us into cnflict with the Iocal Legisltatres 94
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some other pretence of concurrent, paramount, enhanced,
or mystical power. It may be that he will. He
always desires to centralize, but lot those who are lovers
of the Federal Constitution, who admire the Federal prin-
ciple, who believe that the well-being of this Confederation
depends upon the large measures of local liberties reserved
to the different Provinces, in this widely extended. dif-
ferent circumstanced, and sparsely populated Dominion.
Let those who entertain these sentiments resist the proposi-
tion which the hon. gentleman himself, last Session, dis-
claimed, the proposition that we ought to endeavour to
intrude upon this question, to touch 'it'at all, except from
the necessity which he alleged, but which has now been
proved not to exist. The hon. member for Glengarry made
a quotation, and ho said I smiled when thei made it. I did
smile. I think delenda est Carthago was not a very apt
quotation on a proposition for the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and I will venture to say to the
hon. gentleman what occurred to my mind when he made
his quotation. Whether unwittingly, I have no doubt, for
I am sure ho desires with the rest of us, the good of his
country-whether all unwittingly by bis undeviating sup-
port of all these measures to which I have been referring,
by the course ho has insisted on being pursued with the
results 1 have indicated-he may not have been uninten-
tionally but none the less assuredly, accomplishing his
motto with the slight change delenda est Canada. The hon.
member for Levis called, in the course of bis address, for a
consideration of the peculiar condition of the Province of
Quebec. He pointed out its special condition, its special
relations to the rest of the Dominion, and called for a liberal
consideration of its special rights. I would say to the hon.
gentleman that when he has adorned this Parliament a little
longer, ho will find that if there is one thing this Parlia,
ment is disposed not to do, it is to meddle with Quebec;
and lie will find any danger which Quebec runs, is because
it is not always the case that the hon. members from that
Province-and I have one of them now in my eye-who
are or make themselves the special guardians of its rights
in this Parliament, are equally careful of the application
of the same principles which they would desire to see ap-
plied to their own Province when the question concerns
some other Province. I would desire him to remember
that it is by a firm and careful adherence and a uniform
and undeviating application to all the Provinces of the
same hon. gentleman's principles of respect for the Federal
principle of respect for the local rights, and by resisting, as
endangering the whole fabric, any attempted
infringement upon) them in any one Province, that
the views of my hon. friend will ultimately prevail;
and that, so long as we find jealousy in respect of those
rights when they affect a particular Province, and indif-
ference, or even a disposition to assist in their impairment,
when only other Provinces are concerned, so long it is im-
possible to say that what the bon. gentleman wishes,
iamely, the maintenance on a sound and immutable basis
of the Federal principle, bas yet been attained. Now, Mr.
Speaker, when we met last year- for the first time, I adverted
to the many changes which had taken place in the consti-
tution of the Parliament from the time we met before.
Since that time several changes, even in this brief interval,
have taken place-some of them expected, some of them
unexpected. To one or two only I wish to allude. The hon.
gentleman opposite has been relieved of the disagreeable and
embarrassing necessity of making an election. He finds
himself free from the necessity ofchoosing between the two
devoted constituencies which claimed his band, and both of
which would have been delighted to stick to him if the law
of this country had permitted. But that spouse of his, so
faithful while she gdbered to him, has been unfaithful
since, and another man sits for Lennox. I regret exceed-
ingly, and I am sure the hon. gentleman regrets, what his 1

Mr.IBLAKE.

Toronto organ, with a fine appreciation of the fitness of
things, calls " the temporary triumph of vice over virtue,"
which resulted in this election. Other faces we miss, and
other faces reappear amongst us. I shall allude to one only.
We have lost John Pickard, a man firm in bis political
opinions, but who possessed the rare good fortune, I believe,
of not having a single person on unfriendly terms with him
in this House, who was a friend to -everybody and
to whom everybody was a friend, who had
the singular happiness of evoking during his life
those universal expressions of affection and sympathy
which are too often suppressed until the heart they would
have gladdened is cold in death. I feel that I speak the
sentiments of every man on both sides of the House when I
say that we mourn his loss. As I have said before, and as
I said last Session, tbis new Parliament, changed as it was
greatly thon, changed as it is now, had before it a future, a
future which it had to make; and I ventured to express the
hope which I forced myself thon to entertain that that future
would be a bright one. That future has since become, in
considerable measure, a past, and those hopes are dim.
But, though much be taken, much romains. There is yet
time, and even now, after the experiences of last Session, I
will repeat the expression of the hope that we shall take
heed to the lessons of the year, that we shall endeavour to
repair the errors of the past, and, if we cannot now achieve
all that might have been achieved, we shall yet endeavour to
do for our country what may, under present circumstances,
be done for its best.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, if I cannot
agree in all that my hon. friend, if ho will allow me to cali
him so, has stated in his interesting speech, I can agree
with him in the opening sentences in which ho paid a just,
graceful, I may Say an eloquent compliment, to 'the mover
and seconder of the resolutions which are now before the
House. These are not merely ceremonial compliments, on
the present occasion at all events, because, from the speeches
of both gentlemen, we can perceive what valuable members
they are of this body. I can also agree with the hon, gen-
tleman in his remarks as to the illustrious individual who
represents 11er Majesty in Canada, and to his two prede-
cessors. It is not, perhaps, the best taste, or would not be
the best taste, for an adviser of the Crown to pay compli-
ments to the Governor General who accords the Ministry
his political confidence; but I may be permitted to say
with the hon, gentleman, and to believe, as I do, that, when
the term of office of the present representative of the Sov-
ereign is ended,' ho will enjoy not only the affection
but the confidence of the people in as great a degree
as bis predecessors. The hon. gentleman has spoken at
greater length than is usual on the opening of a Parliament,
and in answer to a Speech from the Throne. It has become
in E ngland, and is becoming in this country, the practice to
consider the Speech a formality-a necessary constitutional
formality, but still a formality-and to address ourselves
with as little discussion as possible to the business for which
we are called. The bon. gentluman bas, however, much to
the instruction,.much to the amusement of the House,
addressed us for some considerable period, and he com-
menced by stating that tbe Speech was remarkable for its
omissions. Now, a Speech from the Throne is made for the
purpose 1 of conveying to Parliament an idea of the
important measures that are expected to be . sub-
mitted for their consideration. It is not expected
to enter into all subjects that are not to be con-
sidered, that will not be considered, and that cannot be
considered, that have been settled, or are so far aside from
the business of the day as not te cali for the attention of
Parliament during the thon Session. I can congratulate
my hon. friend on the style in which he bas addressed the
House. It is a new departure, a new appearance of my
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bon. friend. Why, in days of old;even in the last Session, Dominion wiII accept, also, by a large majority, the baliof
ho assumed the tone of a grave. statesman, of a sedate that really Victoria di1 confor a benefit upon the Daminion
politician, or rather a stern political economist. Now ho by enabling me to appar bore in my preiont condition as
has taken quite a new rô!e, broken out in a new place, as Minister ofthe Crown. The hon. gentisman tok occasion
the saying is, and instead of a speech on the varions subjects -it was quite proper for him to do so, thore is no reïson
of importance, he bas treated us to a good deat of very wby he should not-to nllude to the parties wbo are, it ii
pleasant badinage. I could not at first nnderstand the said, going to build the hland Railway, and ho spoke about
reason for ail this jocosity. i could not understand why the Mr. lIuntingdon, and other Amorican magnates wlî are
hon. gentleman had taken a new tone, had L:dopted a new coming in to baud that roid. Weil, 1 bolieve I have tho
rôle; but, as the speech went on, I began to understand it, same sources of information aî the hon. gantloman, and
when I heard him bring out, in the first place, the sugges- peihaps a little more. I beliove that there are somo Amer-
tion that there was a short crop; thon that the Speech iean magnes coming in, ad that Mr. 1ansmair, who isa
showed that there was over trading; then that there was Canadian millionaire, a British sabjeot by bitth, and one of
discontent in the North-West; then that the Premier of the moet enterprising mon of the whole Do-ninion, ii goîng
the Province of Manitoba had expressed bis discontent; tojon them. 1 ar very glad that such is the eit of
then, still further, that the speech showed some indications Canada ail over, and snch is the crodit of that particular
that there mnight possib!y be a failure in the construction of portion of Canada which is called Britiih Columbia, ihtwo
the Canadian Pacific Railway; and, Sir, more than can at last, undor the pro3ent Govornmont, geL American
ail, when the hon. gentleman alluded with snch magnates te core in and invest their money. But, Mr.
gusto to the fact that there perhaps might be a series Speaker, 1 am qnite sure that those same American mag-
of bankruptcies in the country. le revelled in the idea, Mr. natos, daring the reign of the hon, gentleman opposite,
Speaker. Oh! with what unction he brought out the fact would not have core in; not a shilling, not a cent, net et
that thore was a proposal in the Mail to establish a soup nickie woald they put into any Ganadian fund of any
kitchen to help the starving poor. The hon. gentleman kind so long as the Governmont, itsrevenues, its future, and
got what ho bas been wishing for, ho got what his party its present, wore under the patornal guidance of hon.
has been praying for, the bon. gentleman got the country gentlemen opposite. An hon. friand noar me says I muït
at last to the only position in which by any possibility ho remember that the dcbt was croated by bon, gentlemen
or his party can get into power. lie thinks the country opposite. h vas an obligation creatod by hou. gentie-
will get into a wretched position and then, when it is i rin opposite; a promise made by them, an engagement
such a position-and ho revels in the misfortunes which his made by h»n gentlemen opposite, which we are now carry.
press had predicted, which bis press had desired, and which ing out. I do not choose to dwell upon that, because if we
it exults in-then ho thinks there will be some chance for cannot prit everything into the Qneen's Speech, neither can
the bon. gentlemen opposite. The jocosity, the smiles, the we put evvrything into the (lbate on the Addres's nol-
badinage, the little pleasantries of the hon. gentleman arc withstanding the bon. gentleman'eloquent exertions to do
quite understood, and I have no doubt will be appreciatel so. But, Sir) that is the fact: that this same Island Rail-
by this House, and by the ceouniry. The hon. gentleman way, this same obligition, was created by the Govornment
was a little erratic in his taking up the various topici of of which the hon, gentleman was a membor. The hon.
the Speech. He did not follow them paragraph by para- gentleman iben altuded te the paragraph relating te the
graph, and I must to Eome extent follow him. I had net North-est; that me legielation would be reqaired in
the opportunity that the hon. gentleman had of preparing coneequence of the rapid development of that portion of
these elaborate sarcasms, of making quotations of one hon. fer Majesty's Dominions; and ho took occasion w say that
member from this side in Novem ber, another in October, thore was a greet omission in the Speech when thee was
aud another in August. I have not an opportunity of no notice taken etthe diecontent that, ho says, exi-t4 ther'
preparing any impromptues like the hon. gentleman, so that He specially quoted with the greateet pleasure-bo ha IL
I have to follow him ini he way that he bas taken. fie carcfally tn bis drawer, thero it was pastel, with the iw-
alludes to British Columbia. IIe does not say -that ho dstry, with the cure that would do houer te my lio.
objects to all that he bas heard, or that he knows of the friend from Lincoln (Mr. Rykert)-there ho bal iL, ir.
settlement made by the Government, the provisional settle- Norquay's speech, and ho says, flore is tho evideuce 0f
ment made.with that Province. He is glad of course-he pro- diEcontent; bore is the evidence ef the want of pelicy; here
fesses gladness-that ail sorts of causes of quarrel, or dis- is the evidencoe the rntgernmont ef that country.
cussion between the Province of British Columbia, and the WVy, Mr. Norquay is coming down-I believe ho bas cotne
Dominion have ended. I do net k now that arn able to down-to ask for botter terms. I rmembor the btimelwhe
answer my hon. friend. Ie have lost a good many, as the Nova Setia cane toe ask for botter trunm, wheu iL wii
hon, gentleman snys, in this Ilouse. We have lest the only reprosented te this liuse, and te the Parliament nt thut
man that conld answor hiw-my friend Mr. Bunster. lie time, that Nova Scotia wa diecontented, that Nova Scitoi<
-took careofBritish Columbiain hie dayand hoe threw back tho was rcacitrant, that she was about t e secpdo. Tkre was
taunts and sarcasms of the hon. member when ho chose te an imminent danger ofthat, wA wre told. Yet, w think ao
attack British Columbia. 1, in xny feeble way, must bon.gent! eman ocelled himeolfin Opposition-and the bon.
assume the position of Mr. Banster. The bon. gontle, gentleman e powerf l in Opposition-wheon, notwithstand-
mnan doos ]not objecte as I nndorstand it, te any of ing that discotent, notwithetanding the dissatisfaction that
the terme of settiernent, se, far as tbey have appeared oxisted in Nova Scotia, notwitbstanding the groeat danger
in the public press; and ho quotod a speech of the thoa was from the beginning that she wpldsiecede, th at
Minister of Justice, my colleague, stating that thC particular bon. gentleman oppoed strogly, ably and vigrrouly, the
arrangement of building the Island lailway wae the pay- granting of botter terms. Why, et course, Mr. Norqnay
ment of a debt due te 'Vtctoria because they elected me. cornes down hore. le je not eoming, te use a vei'y ce155
Well, the hon, gentleman ays vry truly, that hnet mon bratod expression, te cry la tinking fLsh." i1te exagdor-
pay their debta, but they pay their debte with the ru ir owni ates, if Possible, or, rather, ho presses a.,3etrongly a-i ho
money. Well, Mr. Speaker, 1 think the people of British can, all the varions ressens why botter term thoald ho
Colubia, at ail events, thinkpthat the Dominion owes tem rgrantod. I have n doubtthat we will consider thtm. We
a great debt for returning me te be head of the Governrent will net treat the application fer botter tern, in the same
instad of handingitovertothehongentleman; nul n have matner tho on. gentleman did that of Nova Scotia. Woe
ne doubt that net oly British Columbia, but the whole will givo it every consideration-not frightened hy threatm,
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nor yet prevented from doing jistice, if wo think town sites and valuable spots along the lino should be sold
justice demands any action, by being told that we are at their value for the purpose of forming a fund to build the
conceding improperly the demands of the Province, railway. The hon. gentleman pressed strongly upon the
as we were told in the case of Nova Scotia. flouse the propriety, expediency and justice Of selling
The hon. gentleman says there are varions causes of dis- the land along the line, so far as town sites were
content, and these should all have appeared in the Speech. concerned, certainlv, for the purpose of building the
Among other things he says it was very improper to road. Everybody who has gone through the country-I
roserve the lands lying in the mile blt; and yet the hon. have not had that experience-knows that from Red River
gentleman, forgetting that portion of his speech, attacked to Calgary there are few points which nature indicates as
the Government afterwards for making too rapid progress being certainly the site of a town. The country is one
in railway construction and for building the road so quickly vast prairie and there are only one or two points marked
that the population became scattered. The hon, gentleman out by nature, I say, as future town sites, and as a general
urges that the people should not be allowed to scatter all rule it is mere accident as to whether a place becomes a
over the North-West, but sbould bo kept in one place, all town or remains a mere rural section. It would there-
of which would have been accomplished if bis railway fore be quite impossible for the Government to find out
policy had been carried out. lf we had only had the water- where the town sites would most likely be. But there was
stretches system and the vigorous action of the Sir W. P. another reason, which I had occasion to elaborate to some
Ilowland Syndicate, then the hon. gentleman would have extentlast Sossion. When the boom to which the hon.
Lad what ho wanted, not the scattering of a vigorous gentleman bas referred prevailed in the North-West, there
population all over the country, but the concentration of was a rush of speculators all along the lino, and there was
people in one place. They would have been compelled to great danger of the honest and bondfide settler, who wanted
have hung round Winnipeg, to have bought the land held to obtain a homestead in the vicinity of the railway, being
by Winnipeg speculators .-t speculators' prices; they would crowded out by paid agents of speculators who sent out
not have been allowed to isolate themselves, for there would hired myrmidons by the dozen and even by the hundred to
have been no railway to have carried them out to Brandon, put up false, fictitious and fraudulent evidence of settlement.
Regina, Moose Jaw, or Calgary. The few people who would While the boom existel it was quite impossible to doe,<le
have gone to the country would have been obliged, I Eay, between the honest settler and the pretended settler in
to have remained near Winnipeg for want of railway com- the pay of a speculator. Thesepaid agents were scattered
munication. The hon. gentleman would then bave been all over the coun ry, as was admitted by the hon. member
satisfied; all bis anticipations would have been realized. frorn Hinitoba who spoke last year. Thon men, under the
Instead of a population rushing in, 25,000, 50,000 and 100,- pretence of being honest settlers, went upon land and
000, they would have gone in in few numbers under the put nii a fece or threw up a few rods of soil in a perfuno-
wonderful managoment, groat foresight and vigorous admin- tory manner; these were the paid servants of speculators
istration of lion. gentlemen opposite. Yes, Mr. Speaker, who were receiving a commission in addition to monthly
the hon. gentleman says he objecte 1, and objects now. to wages, and there was danger that land would remain in
the policy of locking up the mile belt. l the first the same stateasthe land in theimmodiate vicinity ofWinni-
place, both bis Government and our Government were peg romains, namely, beld by speculators for advanced
pledged that the North-West should pay the cost of its own prices, greatly to the loss of that section of the country, and
railway. We saw and felt that there was no reason why to the di-ndvantage of the city itself as well as to the
the taxpayers of the Maritime Provinces, or of the old honest ier. With respect to the land between the
Province of Canada should, out of their own pockets, pay railway ad the boundary lino, not one single honest
for railway construction in the North-West. Those hon. settler, not one single bond fide immigrant who bas
gentlemen felt, as we felt, that in order to develop that settled on any one lot, bas been dispossessed, not
groat country, we should make an advance, borrow money one man bas been disturbed, There must have
and loan it to the North-West, which was rich enough been some little uncertainty in men's minds while a
when its resources were developed to repay principal and reserve existed ; but that must, and will exist until the
ilorest for the advance wbich they wi.shed Parliament to whole country is settled. That section was the most
lute. We did ask Parliament to make the grant. Par- profitable and valuable portion of the whole of the North-
I ament made the grant, but under a solemn pledge given West; that was the portiôn we had desired and intended
by myself and my colleagues, that we believed and knew to commence selling for the purpose of recouping the loan
that by a proper and vigorous administration of the afrairs made by the people of Canada to the) people of the North-
of that country, not one farthing would be takon out of ihe West. Sir, that boom is over, the inflation was excessive;
pockets of the rest of Canada, and that the North-West the reaction was correspondingly great for a time. I am
should pay for and budid its own railway. l pursuance of happy to believe that is over now. I am happy to believe
that policy, Parliament, in its wisdom, bet aide 100,000,000 that prices have resumed their normal condition, that land
acres of land for the purpose of repsying to the rest of is now beld at fair priceo, not at fictitious or speculative
Canada the temporary advance of 8-5,000,000 to build that values. The moment the time came when the Government
great road. In carrying out that policy we were obliged, were satisf&d, when the Department of the Interior had
of course, to take care that while opening up the country the evidence before it ibat the time had passed for specu-
and providing amply sufficient areas of land for all settlers, lators to rush in and put on the land agents, and thus
the plan should be carried out so that old Canada should procure a fraudulent settlement, and that those speculators
not be obliged to be out of poket ultimately. With res- had enough to do at home to meet their engagements with-
pect to the mile b'elt 1, being thon Minister of tho Interior, out seizing on new lands and dispossessing bond fide settlers,
adopted, to a very great extent, the advice and suggestions that moment the Governmont, not a moment too soon and I
of my bon. friend who has just spoken. My hon. friend do not think too late, withdrew their reservation.
said-it will be found in -lansard, but I have not Eansard And what is the consequence ? The consequence is that
before me, for I am not a collector 'of speeches like the hon. the real settler now goes in, not the agent or the specu-
gentleman or like my hon. friand bebind me-but I remem- lator, not the land jobber or the land shark, but the real,
ber bis remark well, and I am quite sure ho will not deny bond fide settler, and whether he comes froni the Mother
it-that while every settler should have the right toget his Country.or from older Canada ho is certain to find his
homestead, there was no reason why ho should become a homestead, to choose his homestead, to enjoy his homestead.
millionaire, and Government should take great care tha Tb#t Sir, is my answer to the atitac rea4e on the policy

Sir Jo1N A. MACDONALD.
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of the Government. I c>nsider that I am responsiblo
personally for that policy; I arn responsible also for the
opening up of the lands; I am respdnsible in every way, and
I am quite satisfied that the Government actod wisely in
keeping out the land shark at the time it did, and equally
wisely in opening up these lands for the settler at the
proper time. Then the hon. gentleman attacked the
colonization companies, as I believe ho did on former
occasions. Well, Sir, the colonization system was not
initiated by the present Government. The colonization
system, the granting of lands to capitalists for the purpose
of inducing settlement, was inaugurated and carried out by
our predecessors-carried out noL to a very largo extent,
bocause they had not the opportunity, they had not the
country, but they began the system and we have carried it
on, and we have no reason to regret our having done so.
lu the first place, if we compare the Northern and Western
States with the position of our own North-West, at the time
we undertook the administration of affairs, we willfind that
the chief lands of the American North-West were granted
te the American railways ; that these railways have had
agents all over the world, the best agents in tho world, for
the purpose of selling their lands. We had no large rail-
way companies heavily subsidized at thattime. The Govern-
ment were using ail the machinery they could possibly use, in
the way of an Immigration Department, for the purpose of
encouraging immigration. They could not do what private
individuals or railway companies, or colonization com-
panies could do. The Government carried out, to a
very considerable extent, the policy of their prede-
ce>sor4, and that poliey has, on the whole, been success-
fui. There has been many and many an immigrant and
settler who bas gone in there through the agency of the
colcnization companies, who would not have gone in there
but 1or these companies. Besides that, we had the com-
mencement of the fund, and a very large and eatisfactory
commencement of the fund, out of which we have to repay
to the Dominion Treasury the $25,000,000 1)ledged to build
the Canadian Pacific Railway. The assertion that in any
way settlers were kept out of the country included in the
col>nization grants, is nistaken. Everybody knows who
bas looked at the regulations and the Government system,
that the even-numbered sections in every colonizition grant,
are open to the homesteader just as much as if the land h'd
not been included in the griant. Any honesteader can go
on the land of any colonizationî company, and say
this is No. 8 or No. 4 or No. 6, or any even-number-
ed section, and despite the company he can sit down
on his land and eau claim his patent and obtain bis
patent for it. The plan of the Government is simply this:
that so far as the odd-numbered sections are concerned,
they should get a price for them; that the money should
bo put in the Public Treasury to pay for the subidy, and
that the colonization companies, in order to make it a
natter of interest to them to act as immigration agents

and tind settlers, should get the odd-numbered sections at
liait price if they found settlers to settle on the even-num-
bered sections. The consequence is, that some of the com-
panies have failed. Sone of them were, I am afraid, merely
speculative companies, had not a bona fide intention of
looking for settiers, but merely went in fo>r the purpose of
making something out of it. Some of them, on the other
hand, have gone to great expense, have laid out large sums,
of noney, and have agents traversing England. Ireland and 1
Seotland for the purpose of bringing out immigrants to
settle these lands. That is the poliey of the Govern ment,and I believe it lias been successful, and I have no doubt
that within three or four years more-because these com-
panies have scarcely had time, to work out this system or
generate the capital in order to do so-but in a few years
the country will acknowkdge that the system was a good
one, and that such Of the companies as were bond fde- i

as many of them were- became active, earneet, zealous,
and successfut agents in settling the North-West. The
hon. gentleman alluded as one cause of discontent to the
disallowance of certain local railway Bills, I would only
ask the hon, gentleman to go to the people of Winnipeg
and ask them whether they want any local railways run-
ning from the Canadian Pacifie -Railwaywest of them down
to the Province line. Lot him ask the people of Win.
nipeg, the place whore the excitement bus arisen, and
he will find that any man who would venture to state
that he was in favour of that systern Of allowing
local railways to run wherever they ploased from the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway to the frontier, would have very little
chance of representing Winnipeg or the electoral district
of which it is the centre. The hon. gentleman bas said that
one great cause of discontent is the high Tariff, Well, that
is the old question of Protection against Free Trade. The
people tiere are taxed no more by the high Tariff than the
people in the other parts of the Dominion. The people of
the other parts of the Dominion-1 am sorry for the hon.
gentleman's sake to say it, because I know it is a disappoint-
ment to him-are submitting to the National Policy in a
spirit of Christian resignation and a spirit of Christian hope
and expectation. Besides, when we talk to the people of
the North-West we can say to them, Would yon rather
have Free Trade and a deficit and no railway, or
Protection and a high Tariff, with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway and a surplus? and I think the
people, en masse, if the question were put to them, would
decide in favour of Protection and the surplus and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway i*nstead of a deficit, no railway,
and Free Trade. There wou!d be the glorious privilege of
buying American manufactures at their border, if American
manufactures could be carried or transported by toboggans
or waggons across the plains, in the absence of a railway.
Tho bon. gentleman said that he did not wish to commit
himself in any way with respect to the cry for a Hudson
Bay Railway. There is a natural impatience in the North-
West for want of transport, of course, and hence the cry for
the Hudson Bay Railway. That Parliament is anxious to
assist.such an enterprise is shown by its chartering two
companies. These two companies, I am glad to believe,
are about to amalgamate, so that they will unite their
strength to build a railway from the Pacifie Railway-I
suppose in the vicinity of Winnipeg-to Hudson Bay.
That is the action of Parliament. The action of the
Government bas been this: in order to encourage that rail-
way, if it bas any vitality-and I do not mean to say that
it lias not vitality and a great future before it-I am not
competent to speak as to that; but the Government, in
order to encourage it, have agreed to give a larger land
grant to that railway and at a lower price than to any
other railway4hat has been subsidized in the North-West,
except the Cànâdian Pacifie Railway itself. They have
agreed to give twice the quantity of land, and at half the
price, that they have given to the Manitoba and South-
Western, and the other railways which are projected through
that country. Well, there is a natural feeling of impatience
in the country, because the people cannot get their crops
out ; hence the great agitation for the immediate construction
of the Hudson Bay Raitway. They are now obliged to send
their grain by foreigu railways to eastern Canada. They
are obliged to send it to the boundary lino and there tako
Lhe American railway4. The Ameriuan railways, of course,
3onsider only their own interest. They have no interest in
conmmon with those people, and do net care whether they
suffer or not. They put on just what tariff they please for
their own purposes. But, Mr. Speaker, in two years the
scene wili be changed. 'lhere wili be two routes through
Canada. There will be the all-rail route running from
Calgary through the whole of the wheat district and to the
north of Lake Superior, direct to Montreal and the sea; and
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there will be, besides, the subsidiary line running from
Winnipeg to Prince Arthur's Landing, and thence by staam-
ors put on for the purpose, to eastern Canada; -two lines
to carry off the agricultural wealth of the North-West. If
those two lines are found to be insufficient, I have no
doubt other linos will be establishedl, and the Hudson Bay
route, if it be the route, will have its turn. Tnat is all i have
to say with respect to the remark iande by the hon.
gentleman as to the Hudson Bay Railway. Now, Sir, I do
not know why it is that the hm. gentleman is always
against the interests of the Canadian Pacific dhilway. I do
not understand why, from the beginning of the proposition
until now, he has been its steady opponent. le was opposed
to building the lino to the north of Lake Superior at ail. At
ail events, he was strongly in favor of postponing it for
years and years-it was to be built in-the distant future, in
the days of* our grandchildren; whereas, Mr. Speaker, if
you now ask the men most interested in the building of that
road-if you ask a man like Mr.Yan Horne, the ch ief manager
of the company, a man who has had as large a railway
experience, both in the United States and Canada, as any
man on this continent, he will tell you that of all the por-
tions of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, from one end to the
other, there is no portion so important in the view
of the company as the lino that runs to the north of
Lake Superior-no portion so absolutely necessary to make
this line what we wish to make it, a gr eat arterial line,
carrying the produce of Canada from one end to the other,
from sea to sea; no portion more important than that part
of the lino which the hon. gentleman opposed with all bis
might and main, and with ail bis eloquence. And, Sir, as ho
failed in that, ho he as never firgotten) bis opposition. His
opposition is consistent, steady. Lis amourpropre seoms
to be interested in fighting this railway. le cannot allow
himself not to be infallible; he cannot allow himself to have
ever made a mistake; ho cannot allow himself to have been
mistaken in the two groat positions he used to take-first,
that there should be no railway, in our time, north of Lake
Superior, and second, that there should be no lino through
British Columbia to the Pacific Ocean. He cannot forget
that he took these two positions; and, as they are both car-
i led against him, as bath of these portions of the railway
are going to be built and are going to be the most profitable
portions-

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman says
heur, hear. He says the road has been built too rapidly.
lie did not want the road built rapidly. He wanted it to
go on slowly, casily, with the.old, honest jeg-trot of a hun-
dred years ago. He says it is going to cost a groat lot
of money. So it is. Be says that immigrants are
going Vo be scattered. They are going to opttle in little
quiet communities. They are going to bò scattered over
half that immense continent. They will be sitting around
their fires, enjoying their domestic happiness, within
easy range of the municipal institutions of Winnipeg,
and listening to the church-going bell that rings along the
Red River. Sir, supposing the hon. gentleman's plan had
been carried out-and if the second syndicate had got the
contract, it would have been carried out-what would have
been the price of conl in Winnipeg at this moment ? Why,
Sir, by building that railway, by forcing it through to
Calgary, by pushing it across the continent, the coal
reqisite for comfort, almost for life, which formerly cost
$2à a ton in Winnipeg, is now sold at $7. The wealth of
that western country is now shown to be so great that it
has been the most favoured portion for the immigration of
the past year, and will be stilI more the favoured cauntry for
seulement and enterprise in the year 1884. It is a country
for cattle, for horses, for sheep; a country for gold, for silver,
and more important, it is a country for coal; and that
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country would not have b3en opened, not a ton ofcoal, not a
nugget of gold wauld have ben taken out, not a horse or cow
or tl>ck of sheep woull have been hrded on those plains
and those declivities, if it had not beeu for the rapid progress
of that railway-that wonderful combination of wealth and
skill and disinterestedness which is called the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. Bat the hon. gentleman says that the
company have not only built the main lino too fast, but
have gone into other enterprises which they should not
have undertaken. They should have confined thomselves to
building from Callendar to Calgary. S, far as the
Government are coucorned, and Governmont aid is con-
cerned, i can tell hon. gentlemen in this House that
not a dollar of mDney, not an acre of land, has been
given to the Canadian Pacifie Railway except on the cer-
tificate of the Chief Engineer that the money has been ex-
pended on the main lino. Not one farthing has been ex-
pended, or one acre of land granted, except for that purpose.
I cannot go over ail the particulars the hon. gentleman bas
montioned, bcauso I do not know thom all, when lie quoted
half a dozon of railways. What the interest of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway may bu in those, I am not able to spo-
cify. The time will come when this subject will bu before
the House and thon full particulars will be entered into, but
I say that the Canadian Pacifie Railway would have been a
failure, would have failed in its great purpose of connecting
the Atlantic with the Pacific, if the road had stopped at
Calgary. Of what use would have been the road unless it ex-
tended from Calgary to Ottawa and from Ottawa to Montreal.
Of what value would it have been to the people of the North-
West, if they did not know that their produce would be carried
across this lino without breaking bulk, withou t intermission,
without delay, at the cheapest possible rate, and in the
shortest possible period, from the place of growth to the
ships that are to take it to England from Montreal or Quebec.
The bon. gentleman has been unable to grasp the magni-
tude of this question. He has been unable, even with lis
mighty mind, to seize the importance of building this rail-
way in one straight lino from the Pacifie Ocean to Montreal
and Quebec. The hon. gentleman has cavilled at every stop
that has been taken by the Government in building this
great road. He objected to building it north of Lake Su-
perior; le objected to extending it from Calgary to the
Pacific Ocean ; ho now sneers at this company for their
enterprise, for the grand idea they are carrying out, in a
grand way, in order to make this country a grand country,
instead of giving them'his sympathy; instead of forgetting
party; instead of forgetting lis old and mistaken policy;
instead of remembering that he was a Canadian first,
before a Leader of the Opposition, and granting his
support, and his voice, and his great and deserved
influence, in making this great Canadian line a suc-
cess-thi greatest lino belonging to any one country
in the world. If you consider the straightness of the lino,
the healthfulness of the country it goes through, the fer-
tility of the land it traverses, and the energetie people who
are sottling on both sides of it, I do not know that on
oither continent there is any railway with the present
magnificent position or with a future equal to that of the
Cainadian Pacific Railway. The hon. gentleman thon
hacked back as to the bad harvest and the over-trading. We
did not, in the Speech, desire to say-it would be untrue if
we did-that this country was not prosperous. This
country in the present year is prosperous. If you look at
the am )unt of money deposited in the savings banks in
1883, you will find it is greater than in any previous
year. If you will consult the wholesale merchants in
the great centres of commerce, Montreal, Toronto, St. John,
or Halifax, you will find, by their unanimous voice, that
payments have beeu promptly made by the country mer-
chant who supplies the agriculturist, and that they have
been made with greater regularity than in previons years,
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We have all the indications of prosperity. The mere ests, our national honour, but they applied to Her uajesty
chance-the misfrtuneit is, ertaiWy-of having an unsatis- the Queen te grant the title of Knight Commander4f
factory crop, for the hon. gentleman says it is no worse, St. Michael and St. George te the Minister who wa at the
together with the fact that, in some instance3, in our early head of the Department that got 4he money. Now, Ir.
experience, the manufheturers have made an over-produc- Speaker, I want te call the attention of my hon friendto
tion in some .ettain branthes,has furnished the occasion of one particular omission, which ho dwelt on with great
a cryj and there has also been ten or fifteen per cent. of unction, which ho dwelt on with speoiâl anetion, Md
frosted whegtin the North-West. It is a very strange thing that is that, in -my desire to etpalise ever«tâig
that whilethat same frost eut down the crops in Minnesota in this Government and the Parliament of Cadm,
and' Daota, and destroyed the whole of the corn crop I expended the money of -the-people of Canada in lghting
through a.Jarge region in the Western States, you do not out in England the claim of the Dominion -ailiamntie
flndthe American prese,.the American statesmen, or Ameri- the escheats-estates forfeited by individuls'leaving ao
con politicians, publishing to the world, and gloating heirs or representatives. That is the statement of thehom.
over on the stunip, the fact that their country has gentleman. He said I was sa anxious te eentralize etery-
suffered in its production, and is not so prosperous thing that I insisted. upon that doctrine being etried
as it has been in pat years. It has been left to the Grit3 out. Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman did not design,
and the Grit press te defile our own nest. Much good may I am quite su-re, intentionally to mierepresent me, but there
it do thom. If they can persuade the farmer or the work- is a most unfbrtunate lapse in hie memory. They say Me.
man who, fron over-production in a given mill or mamu- Gladstone has the same failing. H. always believes any-
factory, has been obliged to work- short time, that lhe thing he-states at the time is true. Sometimes it ià prwed
Nationsl Policy is wrong, what caire they-what care they thait it is not true, but at the same time everybody know,
about rnining the character of the country, depreciating its that Mr. Gladstone is a great statesman, and.a sint, and
credit in the marketsof the world, if they can onty dis p lace a good man; and he is, no doubt. He i8 just as oten as not
the National Policy Goverament and take its place? hon. wrong in his statements ofifet, but he believes ho is right
gentlemen opposite, like, the individual depicted by Milton, when he makes a statement of any kind. The hou. gentte-
who sys it is botter to rule in bell than to serve in man says it is the Goverrnment of which Im a menmer
heaven, would rather rule over a ruined country than sit that took up that question of eseheats. Sir, from 1987 éto
quietly on the bonches 0f the Opposition, seeing meh 1873, wheh we went et, the Government tooknot one
againet their will a people properous and a developing single stop with regard te escheats. Theynever epressed
trade. But there. are sone wonderful omissions in this an opinion in regard te that question where the es"ha"te
oelebrated Speech delivered by Lord Lansdowne the other would go, and, ålthough the hon. gentleman has e a lot
day. Among other things h. says the Washington Treaty of extracts, I challenge him er any man te state at any-
ends in two yems It is of the very greatest importance to where from 1867 te now, at any time, ho
Canada that that sûbject should be dealt with by us now. ever heard me express an opinion as to that
Why, -Mr. Speaker, I remember the time when every contested question, whether the eseheats went to
man In the Opposition called me Judas Iscariot the Provincial Government or the Dominion Govern-
and Benedict Arnold; I remember the time when I was ment. I say I challenge the hon. gentleman ér »y-
hounded down ; when .I was called a traitor to the country, body te prove that, on any occasion, in Parliament or out of
a traiter te its best interests, because I was in some Parliament, I ever expressed any opinion on tha tquestion.
degree, as one of the Commissioners, responsible for It is a matter of little importance, as 'the hon. gente-
the Washington Treaty. It was called theI "Wash- man truly says. It did not give the Treasury saything,
ington Surrender,"-why, the surrender of Cornwal- because everybody knows it is the practice, whenêevr there
lis was nothing to it. I was told I was a traitor. has been an escheat, if any relative, legitimate or igegiti-
Benediot Arnold was a seraph to me. For the whole time mate, if any friend, if any creditor of a persOn leaving an
from May, when the Treaty was signed, to the following estate behind, eau be found, the money is givem up readily
winter, when we asked Parliament to confirm it, I was the and willingly; it never -ias been eeneidered a rtionof -the
victimr of continuons attaek. The language used was as revenue of the eoantry. It never has for a portion of
plain and as henest Saxon as ever was used. There was ne the revenue of the country. I do not believe that 45,00,
mincing; there was no circumlocution in the phrases I do not know that oven $ 1;000, bas ever Iouvd its way
apphe& te me. Of all the scoundrels who ever betrayed a mince Confederaâtion into the Publie Treaury froM, ýay
country, I wu the worst. And now I fnd the escheat; therefore the charge that in any way whatever i
Leader of the Opposition, one of those gentlemen, desired in that instanee to centralie the matter hre i-alto-
'who, nodoubt to seme extent, though always in a gentle- gether erroneous; but, Mr. Speaker, iwillago a littlefurther.
rnanly way, joined in these attacks npon me, says it is of Vhile no opinion was given by me as Minister of Justice,
great importance that that Treaty-should-not be allowed te which I was from 1867 te 1873, strange 10 eq, tha the
drop. W. muet take it up, because there are great inter- whole question arose on the decision of Mr. bmzie's
ests eencerned, and ho actually charges me and the Gov- Government; that the ease ame On an opinion given by
ernment of which I am the First Minister, with being Mr. Laflamme, as the Minister *fJesti»eof Mr.>Iskosi's
gu7tyof a Sriminal omission, an omission he thinks ho Administration, dee4ating that the eseheats belonged to the
of= tobring up in the House in hie place as a member Dominion Government.

ee i the intereste of Canada, beease Mr BLAKE. Mr. Fourner.
we av nira»nnSd that we are Xoing to take steps to

contimue thatpprobrious Tre1ty. I remember the time Sir JOHN A. MAODCONALD. Yes. Mr. Fournier; not
when he 0then leader of the Opposition said, «And yen Mr. Lafnamme. It was Mr. Fourmier, now ajudge, made by
haveo'ldLtheterritorial ights of Canada; you have given the ion. gentleman, a Jidge of the Supeme Court atana-

upth.etl rial rights of Canada for money, for money." da; and a very geod jadge, I ýbeIevo, Mr. ÆOarmrlis-a
Baid , <'leathe the idea-of -te money we get or will man who does honour;to.the; Benh;-, butdhe.gave hiassmpiid,
get unfder that Treaty." Tel we gLot 4;500OO0. Non s Minister of Justice that ai the esoheated money wnt
olet if -1he hon. gentleman wilI allow me to gemte into the- Dominion Treasury, and mot intoh Frvinsial
latin, konIgli àe objected4o tmy hen. friend doing it, the Treasury. AndMr. Speakery wheave me daamd hie
money 1id not nll badly. ;They not only took the eelebrated Mereer ese oese, Mr. Moat >he. 'to
"»nrwhieh the7 otltJd as a bribe tee or bet inter- knew what we woald do about itd amagnS-
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ment that h. might dispose of the money subject to the
final decision of the question. Now, the question was raised
by the Government of hon. gentlemen opposite. We had
cme to an arrangement carrying out the decision of the
previoeus Government, and paying respect to that decision.
We said: very well, you can keep the money and dispose o
it in this Mercer institution or in any publie way you like,
subject, of course, to the final decision. It was absolutely
necessary-we had not raised the question, it was sent
home, not by the Government, we did not want to raise it,
we never had raised it, but one of the persons supposing
himself to be interested in the Mercer estate carried it to
England-it was of great importance that the question
should be settled, and our only intervention in the matter
was that, in order that it might be finally settled and wel
argued, we agreed to support and stand by the decision o
the previous Government, of which the hon. gentleman was a
member-I do not think he was a member then-but of the
previous Government, the Liberal Government; we agreed
to stand by their decision. We could not, as a Govern-
ment, I think, set aside the solemn decision of our
predecessors, and we agreed to pay a fee to competent
counsel, in order that the case might be fully argued.
That will show the justice of the line of argument taken by
the hon. gentleman against the Government. Then
there was the great Hodge case. The hon. gentleman has
quoted my speech and h has quoted his own speech. Well,
Mr. Speaker, in my speech I went a little too far, there is
no doubt. I am not like the hon. gentleman, infallible. But,
Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman has never ventured to say
that the McCartby Act is ultra vires. The -hon. gentleman
has never ventured to say we had no right to pass that Act;
he as never ventured to say that Act, when brought into
full operation, will not have the force of law. His friend,
political and personal friend, I have no doubt, Mr Bethune,
hasgiven a very strong opinion on that matter, and I
think my hon. friend-not in his political capacity, but in
bis professional capacity - especially if he has got a
hint of the fee that my hon. friend, the mover of the
Address spoke of, would keep to his opinion that at all
events the McCarthy Act was constitutional, and was not
ultra vires. I am quite satisfied the hon. gentleman will
not get up without a fee, and say that it is not the
law of the land. Well, the lodge case, I have no
hesitation in saying, is not the last word of the question.
I have no hesitation in sayin that the Privy Council, for
tome reasons known to those hind the scenes, from the
absence of those hon. members of it who usually take up
questions under the British North America Act, avoided a
decision, and the decision was this: that the Ontario Gov-
ernment, first, could make by-laws and regulations for the
regulation of licenses; and, second, if they could do that
themselves they could give that power over to the munici-
palities. That is simply the decision, but it in no way
affects the decision in Woodward and Russell; in no way
affects the decision in the Scott Act; in no way affects
the language used by the Government of which the hon.
gentleman was sometimes a member and sometimes not a
member; sometimes a supporter and sometimes not a sup-
porter. In 1878, when they put this language into the mouth
of the Governor General-" It is very desirable,". those
hon. gentlemen said: they wanted to get up some new
cry, not to say it is expedient, or it is right, or it
is just, but something new, and they said: "It is very
desirable that there siould be uniform legislation
in all the Provinces respecting spirituous liquors." Hitherto,
that trade had been regulated by Provincial laws or laws
existing before the Confederation of the Provinces,
although there Lad been lately a confliet of authority as to
the jurisdiction of the local authorities. That was the
announcement made in 1878, in the Speech from the Throne,
by the hon. gentlemen opposite, and the same language

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD,

may be applied to the McCarthy Act, that it is expedient
that there should be one general law for the traffic of
liquors over the whole of the Dominion instead of its being
as heretofore regulated by different Provincial laws. We are
going to carry ont exactly what the hon. gentleman in

f 1878 gave his support to. But the hon. gentleman says we
ought to have put this in the Speech. Mr. Speaker, if it were
proposed to put a clause in that we were going to repeal the
McCarthy Act, then there would be some sense in it, but the
Government has no such intention. The Governmentknow,
as far as infallible man can know, that it is the law of the land,
that it is expedient there should be one general law, that
it is of great importance for the well-being of the community
that there should be one general law, and they will, sub
judice, take the chance of the courts disagreeing with us.
I do not think the hon. gentleman will say that the courts
ought to disagree with us, and that we had not every right
and competency to pass that Act; and as to the expediency
I only quote their language against themselves, that it is
expedient. Now, Mr. Speaker, I am afraid I have tired
you, at all events, I have tired myself. The hon. gentleman,
perhaps, had better not have said much about the county of
Lennox. That is sub judice, and, perhaps the hon. gentleman
will find that neither he nor those who would like to have the
support of the hon. gentleman who sits for that county now,
will be so proud of it if the courts have a chance to get to a
trial of the question. As for the gentleman who now holds
the seat in this House, all 1 eau say is that I
wish him no harm. I know him, I know hie friends,
and I believe he is a very kindly gentleman, a
gentleman liked by bis neighbours, popular, ard justly
popular, as shown by the strong vote Le as got. But
whether he is going to hold the seat from which I was
obliged to unwillingly to vamose, is a question for the
courts. I think the hon. gentleman had botter have
avoided an allusion to that matter. It brings up other
questions. I will venture to say this, that if we had a
sworn commission to try the validity of the seats of every
man in this House, small in number, though strong in
ability as the present Opposition is, their number would be
decreased and ours on this side would be increased. I have
no doubt of that, and if it was seriously challenged I would
not fear the test.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Try it over again.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not want to lose

my hon. friend. What would be the opposition from
Lower Canada without my hon. friend? Why, the rouge
flag would be paled, and those unfortunate degene-
rate bleus would be coming back her like a flock
of sheep, not regulated, not controlled, not over-mastered
by the great intellect, and the great morale of my
hon. friend who wishes to have a new election. Now,
my hon. friend in his speech wound up with an effective appeal
.to the hon. gentlemen from Lower Canada, saying, Take
care if you desire Protection for your own institutions to
see that the institutions of other Provinces are not
attacked. Mr. Speaker, I went into Parliament in 1844, I
became a Minister in 1854, and I have been supported by a
French majority ever since that time. They have never
failed me, and they have always had confidence in me, sud
I have, I believe, proved myself worthy of their confidence.
Sir, I have suffered obloquy on their behalf; I have been
attacked by those hon. gentlemen opposite in days gone by,
when it was convenient for them to ride the Protestant
horse, when they called me a slave to French influences, a
slave to Romish influences, a slave to Lower Canada
influences. It won't do, Mr. Speaker. Ail the blandish-
ments of the hon. gentleman, if he put on twice the smiling
countenance, and if he used twice the» eloquent language
that he has done and that he is able to do, will not make
the people of the Province of Quebec beliove that they are
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safer in hie hande than in the bands of John A. MIac-
donald.

Resolutions agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That the said resolutions be referred to a Select Committee composed

of Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir Leonard Tilley, Sir Hector Langevin,
Sir Charles Tupper, and Meurs. Macmaster and Belleau.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, fronm the Committee, re-

ported the draft of an Address, which was read the first and
the second time and ordered to be engrossed, and to be pro-
sented to His Excellency by such members of this House as
are members of the Privy Council.

SUPPLY.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved:

That this House will, on Tuesday next, resolve itself into a Com-
mittee to consider of a Supply to be granted to Rer Majesty.

Motion agreed to.

WAYS AND MEANS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved :
That this House will, on Tuesday next, resolve itself into a Committee

to consider of the Ways and Means for raieing the Supply to be granted to
Ber Majesty.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 10 o'clock, p.m.) the Ilouse
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MoNDAT, 21et January, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRaYERS.

-MEMBER INTRODUCED.

The following Member, having previously taken the Oath
according to law, and subscribed the roll containing the
same, took hie seat in the bouse:-

Donald M. Oameron, Merber for the Electoral District of the West
Riding of the Oounty of Middlesex, introduced by Mr. Blake and Mr.
Fairbanc.

REPORTS.

The following Reports were laid upon the Table
Annual Report of the hon. Minister of Public Works for

the fiscal year 1882-83.-(Sir Hector Langevin.)
The Public Accounts of Canada for the fiscal year ending

30th June, 1883.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)
Report of the Auditor-General of Canada for the fiscal

year ending 30th June, 1883.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)
Report, Returne, and Statistics of the Inland Revenue of

the Dominion of Canada for the fiscal year ending 30th
June, 1883.-(Mr. Costigan.)

Trade and Navigation Returns for the year onding 30th
June, 1883.-(Mr. Bowell.)

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Messago from

His Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows
Luxsowwu.

The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons an
SVenet iiade at Victoria, on the 0th day of Auguat, 1883, relative
O ViOu Pointh r ofain P n e ttoed be w i h the Govermeat of theDminion and that cf the Province, together with the contraet for the

construction of a Railway on the Island of Vancouver, and aocompanying
papers. and recommends the same to the favourable consi-leration of
your Honourable House.
GoTENNUN? Hous,

OrTAn, 7th January, lasU.

BITS INTRODUCED.

The following Bille were severally introduced and road
the first time :-

Bill (No. 2) to amend the Criminal Law, and to extend
the provisions of the Act respecting Offences against the
Person.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Bill (No. 3) to further amend the Law of Evidence in
criminal cases.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Bill (No. 4) respecting Carriers by Land.-(Mr.
McCarthy.)

LAND AGENT FOR CALGARY SECTION.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) enquired, Whether a Dominion
Land Agent has been appointed for the Calgary section of the
North-West ? If so, when ? His name, former residence and
occupation; amount of salary; when did salary commence;
where is hie head office located; has ho entered on the
discharge«of hie duties ? If so, when ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. William H. Hillyard,
of Brandon, Manitoba, was appointed by Order in Council
on the 23rd June, 1883, at a salary of $1,200 per annum.
His head office will be at Calgary according to present ar-
rangements; ho has not entered upon the discharge of hie
duties because the surveys were not sufficiently completed
to enable him to do so. Since the beginning of September
ho has been at work at the Brandon Land Office, and from
that period hie salary commenced to be paid.

LAND AGENT FOR ASSINIBOIA.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) onquired, Whether a Dominion
Land Agent has been appointed, with his head office at Troy,
or at any other point in Assiniboia? If such an appointment
has been made, when was it made; what is the name of the
appointee ; hie former residence and occupation ; where is
the office now located; what is the Agent's salary; when
did it commence; has the Agent entered on the discharge
of his duties ? If so, when ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Dominion Land
Agent has not been appointed with hie head office at Troy.
An Agent hae been appointed for the Regina district with
hie head office at Regina city. The Agent's name is J. Mac-
Donald Gordon. He was appointed in March, 1882, at
which time he was residing in Ottawa, and occupying the
position of a clerk in the Department of the Interior. He
opened an office in a tent for a time at Troy, but since a
building was prepared ho removed to hie present quarters.
Hie salary is 8 1,200 per annum, and dates from the 1st of
May, 1882. He entered on the discharge of hie duties in
the early part of June, 1882.

SALE OF SUPPLY FARM No. 20.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) enquired, Whether Sup ly
Farm No. 20, on Fish Creek, near Calgary, has been soid;
when, to, whon4 and for what price, and whother by private
sale or public competition ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Supply Farm No. 20 has
been sold to the Hon. Dr. Robitaille at a price of $3 per
acre, by private sale, and not by publie competition.
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STATE MENT OF IMPORT8.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In the absence of Mr.
Barpee, of St. John, I wish to move for a return similar
to tliat which has been moved for by that hon. gentleman
on two or three occasion,-a summary statement, similar
to No. 2 in the Trade and Navigation Returns, of the goods
imported for consumption, dutiable and free, in the
Dominion of Canada, the amount of duty collected, and the
rates of duty levied thereon, during the six months ending
31stoember, 1883; also, a similar statement to No. 5, in
the Trade and Navigation Returns, of the goods the pro-
duce and manufacture of Canada, exported, from the
Dominion of Canada for the six months ending 3Sst
December, 1883. This, I think, has been regularly moved
for and'obtained during the last year or two.

Mr. BOWELL. Before the motion is carried, I would
say to the hon. gentleman that some little time, as ho well
knows, muât elapse before it will be possible to mako out
the desired return. We have to wait for all the papers
from thedifferent Provinces, and as the hon. gentleman
very pvoperly remarked in introducing the motion, the
samu resolution has been passed almost every Session for
the lat *ur or five years. But we have never been able
te prepare the return and bring it down before the end of
the Session, so that really it has been of very little use for
the purposes to which it could be applied during the Ses-;
sion. I wiil, however, if possible, have the- retrn brought
down this Session at an earlier period, and see that it is
made out with all possible despatch, but the- hon. gentie.
man must not expect it for some weeks.

Motion-agreed to.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That a Special Committee of seven Members be appointed to prepare

and report, with aIl convenient speed lists of Members to compose the
Select Standing Committees ordered by the Bouse on Thursday, the
17th instant, and that Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir Leonard filley, Sir
Olsarlea esp Te, Sir Hector Langevin, Messrs. Blake, do compose the

Mr. BLAKE asked that Mossrs. Cartwright and Yail't
naInS be substituted for Messrs Mackenzie and Laurier.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DE BATES.

Mr. BOWELL moved:

TEat Select Committee, compriaing Messrs. Béchard, Bergin, Charl-
ton y, jsrdis, McDonald (Cape Breton), Srriver, Somerville

rdwel), bea Committee to supervise the Ofcial Report
6f*the Debate duing the prosent Soion.

Motion agreed to.

sented to the Dominion Arbitrators.; also of ail -the record
of proôeedings lefore the said Arbitrators, inicluding the
evidence, accounts, protesta and judgment in the said case
and forming part of the said record.-(Mr; Amyot.)

Return of the Receipts and Expenditur¥ ixrdltuil; charge-
able to the Consolidated Fend, from the F day of July,
1882, to the 20th day of January, 1883, and fieôn the 1st
day of July, 1883, to the 20th day of January, 1834.-(Sir
Richard Cartwright.)

Return in the form used in the statement usually pub-
lished in the Gazette, of the expoÈts and importe from the
lst day of July, 1882, to the lt day of Jannary, 1883, and
from the Tht day of July, 1883, to the lst day of January,
1884, distinguishing the products of Canada and those of
other countries.-(Sir Richard Cart'Wright.)

Statement showing the amount of Government money on
deposit on the lt day of January, 1884, whether in Canada
or elsewhere, together with the names of the Banks where-
in the said moneys are deposited, with the amount in each
Bank respectively ; also the amount at interest and the rate
of interest, if any, allowed on the said deposits in each case.
-(Sir Richard Cartwright.)

Return showing (approximately) the number of immi-
grants who are supposed to have settled in the Province of
Ontario in the years 1879, 1880, 1881, 182 and 1883,
respectively.-(Sir Richard Cartwright.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjountument of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:45 o'cloek, p m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TUEaDAY, 22nd January, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Thrce o'clock.

PRAYERs.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time

Bill (No. 5) to consolidate and amend the Acts respeeting
the elections of Members of the House of Commons.-(Mr.
Cameron, Huron.)

Bill (No. 6) to provide for the punishment of seduction
and like offences.- (Mr. Charlton.)

MINISTERIAL CHANGES.

RETURNS. Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gpntleman
opposite as asked me to give an explanation of the Minis-

Knioin for the following Returna wore severally agreed terial changes which have takien placé since last Session.
'The only change which has taken plaé is this: The Hon.

A dnly certified copy of the eomplaint or petition of *Mr. Macpherson, who was Speaker of the Upper Kolnse and
Eugène Gosselin, of St. Charles de Bellechasse, farmer, pre- a member of the Government, resigned his Spegkerahip and
sented to the Dominion Arbitrators; also of ail the record was appointed Minister of the Interior in mny place, l taking
of proceedings before the said Arbitrators, including all evi- the office of President of the Council. There is a change in
dence, accounts, protesta and judgment in the said case and the administration of the Department of the Interior in
forming part of the said record.-(Mr. Amyot.) this regard: that the Indian Departinent, instead of being

A duly eortified copy of the complaint or pétition of Louis under the charge of the Minister,-is now uWer thecharge
C!,h , of St. Charles de Bellechasse, farmer, presented to of the President of the Couneil, myself. The Mounted

he minion Arbitrators; also of ail the record of pro- Police Branch which is connected with the Indian Depart-
ceedings before the said Arbitrators, including the evidence, ment, is also transferred to the Department et the Presi-
accounts, protesta and judgment in the said case and form- dont of the Council under the Statute. The Hon. Mr. MIa.-
ing part-of eli. said record.-(Mr. Amyot) pherson is now Minister of the. luterior, and Lam-Pseaident

A duly certified copy of tbe complait or petition of of the Council and Saperintadont neral of -iduia
Oharles Chabot, of St, Charles de Bellecasse, farmer, pre- Af2ir.

ir JoN A. &cODONALD.
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Mr. BL A X E I am very glad that the hon. gentlema

bas thought nt to disassociate himself froin the vefy heavu
office, adequately filled, of Ministerof the Interior. 1 thini
that all of us who have been for some years in Parliamen
must have felt eonvinced that the olice of First Minister i
quite sufficiently exacting in iteelf without the addition tc
it of extremely onerous departmental duties, and that the
necessary result of snch addition.is that one or other of th
functions of the person filling that position must be more o
less neglected. I hope that in the comparatively smaller
sphere of departmental duties to which the bon. gentleman
is now devoting himself, he will find it possible to adminis-
ter with more successful result, in point of economy, at any
rate, the Indian Department. We all know the mode in
which our expenses have swelled for some years in that
Department, and I look with some degree of hope to the
exercise of greater economy in that branch now that the
hon. gentleman is no longer embarrassed with the nominal,
if not actual, control of the Ministry of Interior. But, while I
say so much in approval of the course the hon; gentleman
bas wisely taken, 1 must renew the suggestion I have made
once or twice with reference to Ministerial changes that
have taken place under this Administration. The work of
the Department of the Interior bas very much to do with
the revenue of the country, and is very largely of an ex-
ecutive and admiistrative character, in respect of whieh
there ought to be the most immediate and active responsi-
bility as between the Minister and the Commons. It is a
description of work lu which, particularly as the hon.
gentleman has moulded and executed the Statutes, we have
mainly but the privilege of obtaining information and of
criticising the administration'; but it is also important
that should be done with the Minister lu this House.
It seemts, therefore, unfortunate, that this important
Department sbould have been transferred from this House
to the other Chamber. The hon. gentleman bas said .that
ibis is the only Ministerial change, and therefore, I pre-
Eume, he tbin.ksh-and I do net intend to object to his mode
of viewirig the subject iu that regard-that it is net fitting,
under an enquiry as te Ministerial changes, te make any
explanation with reference te the anomalous conjunction
Of Offices witnessed since last Session in respect of his
colleague sitting beside him; and I suppose it is in some
other form we must ask explanations that are due this
House and the country in that respect.

Sir JON A. MACDONALD. With respect to the
Indian-Bepartment I can only say I will give it the same
attention I have given it hitherto. The House knows per-
fectly weI, or they did not listen to the remarks and lucid
explanationsI bave made on many occasions in other cir-
camIstances, that the expenses of the Indian Department
were necessarily very great. The Indians were thrown on
the Treasury in a destitute condition, and we could not
allow then te starve; but I am glad te say, in the language
of the Speech, that the reports this year are most
satisfactory. The India have confined themselves to the
reserve, and if they have net been as energetie as white
men, they have made and are making rapid progress te.
wards self-maintenance, which means a very considerable
reduetion in t" annua expenditur With respect to the
Depaxtrneut- et tih Interior I quite agre. with the hon.
gentleman that the office of First Minister, extending
over al th4 Departments, involves mo many miscellaneous
duties, it is iMportant that h should be free from beavy
departnental work. In 1878, wheu I took the two oMcoe
Of First MiniOter and Minister oftt h e Interior, the reason 1
did so wa that the country was going to be the icone of
large operations, and that some system had to ho laeldown
fer 1mgato, settlement of the new popuktion, and
opening up of the North-Wet generajyi; and this involved
large principlue and a vast policy r which the First

n Minister muet be held prinarily responsible. For that
y reason I accepted the double duty. Subsequently, when the

work became more distinctly departmental, I obtained the
t able assistance of the Speaker of the Upper House, who
e relieved me in a most disinterested wsy of the excessive

pressure of work, and he, with his usual thoroughness, bas
become thoroughly acquainted with the business of the
North-West and the Department. It is truc it would b.
well if arrangements could be made for the Minister to be
here, but the next best thing bas been done; all my present
colleagues being actively employed in their Departments.
Having initiated in a considerable degree the policy of the
North-West, being acquainted with it, I shall be here as
First Minister, taking the responsibility of meeting the
House on all matters connected with the Department of the
Interior, and I hope I shall receive-I do not ask the con-
fidence.-but the support on all proper occasions of my hon.
friend opposite. W ith respect to the fact that the hon.
Minister of Railways is acting just now as High Commis-
sioner, I have no occasion to allude to that. Tbat is not a
Ministerial change. If any discussion is to arise on that
point, both he and I had better wait until the subject is
brought properly before the .House.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I was goin to congratulate my hon.
friend on the promptness tas shown in calling us
together early in the Session so that we might be able to
adjourn by Easter; but if we begin at this rate of despatch I
will have towithdraw my compliment. There are numerous
subjects to which the attention ofthe Government might be
directed at once, for instance the Bothwell or the Megantie
elections, or the Government might show the same interest
towards the other Provinces that they displayed last Session
towards Ontario, when they devoted six weeks to the
Ontario elections, by giving their attention to the state of
affairs existing in Que ec. There are many other subjects,
in fact, which we might discuss. Take, for instance, the
Shields matter, and many other subjects which I could
suggest. I will furnish any number to my hon. friend
opposite, in order that he may set us to work. For my own
part I am ready to work. I speak on my own account on1,
and, rather than adjourn now, t pro pose that we should d
something on any kind of subjeet tbat the hon. gentleman
might bring forward, and I would take in preference the
Shields matter.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man should move that we do something.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I was taken by surprise; I never
anticipated this.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That would be a newstep
in the hon. gentleman's career, thatwo should do something.
He bas not yet suoceeded iu doing anything, and, if he wants.
to do something now, let him move. I shall move that the
House do now adjourn.

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:45 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

IIOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNZSDAt, 23rd January, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Threo o'clock.

PRLATERs.

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, from the Special Com-
mittee appointed to prepare and report liste of members 10
compose the Select Standing Committees, ordered by t1e
House on the Ilth instant, reported lista as follows.-
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No. 1.-ON PRIVILEGBS AND ELECTIONS.

Messieurs
Abbott,
Amyot,
Belleau,
Blake,
Bossé,
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Victoria),
Casgrain,
Colby,
costigan,
Ourran,

Daly,
Davies,
Desjardins,
Ball,
Laurier,
Lister,
Macdounald (Sir John),
Mackenzie,
Macmaster,
McCarthy,
McIntyre,

McIlsaac,
Ouimet,
Patterson (Essex),
Robertson (HamiltoD),
Royal,
Shakespeare,
Tupper (Pictou),
Weldon,
Wells,
White (Cardwell) and
Woodworth.-. 3.

No. 2.-ON EXPIRING LAWS.
Messieurs

Allison (Lennox),
Armstrong,
Bain (Soulanges),
Benson,
Billy,
Cameron (Inverness),
Campbell (Renfrew,
Campbell (Victoria),
Casey,
Cochrane,

Coughlin,
Daoust,
De St. Georges,
Desaulniers,
Dodd,
Fréchette,
Guillet,
Mackett,
Barley,
Hesson,

Labrosse,
Melntyre,
MoMillan (Vaudreuil),
Paint,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Hastings),
Tyrwhitt,
Valin,
Wheler and
Yeo.-30.

And that the Quorum of the said Comittee :do consist of Seven
Members.

No. 3.-ON PIAILWAYS, CANALS, AND TELEGRAPH LI.SES.
Messieura

Abbott,
Allen,
Amyot,
Bain (Soulanges),
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Missisquoi),
Barnard,
Beaty,
Béchard,
Bell,
Belleau,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergn,
Bernier,
Blake,
Blondeau,
Bolduc,
Bossé,
Bourassa,
Bryson,
Burns,
Bnrpee (St. John),
Burpee tSnbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Inverness),
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
casey,
Casgrain,
Chapleau,
Chariton,
Cockburn,
colby,
Cook,
Costigan,
Coursol,
Ourran,
Davies,
Dawson
De 8S. 4 eorges,
Duejardins,
Dickinson,
Dundas,
Pairbank,

Perguson (Welland), Orton,
Fisher, Ouimet,
Forbes, Pain t,
Fortin, Patterson (Essex),
Foster, Pope,
Gault, Ray,
Geoffrion, Riopel,
Girouard, Robertson (Hamilton),
Glen, Robertson (Hastings),
'Gordon, Robertson (Shelburne),
Haggart, Ros,
HallRoyal,
Hawkins, Rykert,
Hay, cott,
Hickey, Scriver,
Billiard, Small,
Holton, Sproule,
Irvine, Stairs,
Ives, Sutherland (Oxford),
Kilvert, Sutherland (Selkirk),
King, Tassé,
Kinney, Thompson,
Landry (Kent), Tilley (Sir Leonard),
Landry (Montmagny), Trow,
Langevin (Sir Hector),Tupper (Picton),
Laurier, Tupper (Sir.Charles),
Li ringstone, Vail,
Macdonald (Sir John), Valin,
McDonald(CapeBreton),Vanasse,
Mackenzie Wallace (&lbert),
Mackintosh, Wallace (York),
Macmaater, Watson,
Macmillan (Middlesex),Weldoni
McOallum, Wells,
McOarthy, Wheler,
McCraneyp White (Cardwell),
McDougald, White (Bastings),
McGreevy, White (Renfrew),
MeIntyre, Wigle,
Melsac, WilliaMs,
McLelan, Wilson,
Mcillai Vaudreuil), Wood (Brockville),
McMnllen, Wood (Westmoreland),
Méthot, Woodworth and
Mitchell, Wright.-137.
Mulock,

No. 4.-ON MISCELLANEOUS PRIVATE BILLS.

Messieurs

Allen,
Aflison (Hanta),
Amyîot,
Baker (Missisquoi
Bell,
Benson,
Bourassa,
Brecken,

Sir JONq

Geoffrion,
Gillmor,
Girouard,

), Glen,
Guilbault,
Hawkins,
Hay,
Hickey,
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Méthot,
Montplaisir,
M ulock,
Ouimet,
Pinsonneault,
Ray,
Reid,
Robertson (Shelburne),

Burs,
urpee (Sunbury),

Cameron (Victoria),
Caron,
Casey,
Catudal,
Cockbirn,
Outhbert,
Daoust,
Desaulniers,
Dodd,
Farrow,
Fleming,
Foster,
Fréchette,
Gagné,

And that the Qaor
Members.

Holton,
Homer,
Ives,
Jamieson,
Kinney,
Kranz,
Labrosse,
Landry (Kent),
Landry (Montmlgny),
Laurier,
Lesage,
Lister,
Macmaster,
Massue,
McIsaac,
McMullen,

Scriver,
Small,
Springer,
Sproule,
Stairs,
Tassé,
Taylor,
Thompson,
Tupper (Pictou),
Vanasse,
Wallace (Albert),
Weldon,
Wells,
Wheler and
Wright.-71.

um of the said Committee do consist of Seven

No. 5.-ON STANDING ORDERS.

Auger,
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Victoria),
Beaty,
Bergeron,
Bourbeau,
Burnham,
Cameron (Middlesex),
Casgrain,
Coughlin,
Dawson,
De St. Georges,
Dodd,
Dundas,
Dupont,

Messieurs
Ferguson (Leeds&Gren)Landerkin,
Ferguson (Welland), Livingstone,
Giault, Macdonald (King',),
Gigault, McDonald(Oape Breton)
Gillmor, Macmillan (Middlesex),
Gordon, Massue,
Grandbois, Méthot,
Gunn, Moffat,
Hackett, O'Brien,
Houde, Paterson (Brant),
Murteau, Patterson (Essex),
lnnes, Rinfret,
Irvine, Sutherland (Oxford)an 1
Jackson, Wood (Brock ville).- 4.
Kaulbach,

And that the Quorum of the said Committee do consist of Seven
Members.

No. 6.-ON PRINTING.

Messieurs
Baker (Lissisquoi),
Bergin,
Bourassa,
Bowell;
Dejariins,

Foster, Somerville (Brant),
Houde, Tassé,
lunes, Thompson,
Landry (Montmagny), Trow and
McDonald(CapeBreton),White (Cardwell)-15.

No. 7.-ON PUBLIC ACCOUNTS.
Messieurs

Baker (Victoria), Farrow,
Béchard, Fergason (Welland),
Bergeron, Grandbois,
Bergin, Holton,
Blake, Ives,
Bolduc, Kilvert,
Bowell, King, .
Brecken, Macdonald (Sir John),
Burpee (St. John), Mackenzie,
Cartwright(Sir Richard)Massue,
Charlton, McDougald,
Colby, McLelan,
Costigan, Mulock,
Coursol, Pope,
Davies, Rinfret,
Desaulaiers, Riopel,

Robertson (SheIburne),
Rykert,
Scrirer,
Somerville (Brant)
Sutherland ($elkirk),
Tilley (Sir Leonard),
Tupper (Pictou),
Tupper (ziir Charles),
Vail,
White (Cardwell),
White (Bastings),
White (Renfrew),
Wood (Brockville) and
Wood (Westmoreland)

-46.

And that the Quorum of the said Committee do consist of Nine
Members.

No. 8 -ON BANKING AND COMMERCE.
Messieurs

Abbott,
Allison (Hanta),
Allison (Lennox),
Béchard,
Bernie,
Blake,
Bossé,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Bryson,
Burnham,
surpee (St. John),
Burpee (8unbury,
Cameron (Huron),
Camona (Middlesex),
(ameron (Victoria),
Campbell (Victoria),
Carling,

Dundas,
Dupont,
Fairbank,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Fortin,
Gault,
Gigault,
Girouard,
Guillet,
Guan,
Hackett,
Harart,
Ha"l,
Hesson,
Hilliard,
Houde,
Innes,

McCallum,
McOarthy,
McDougald,
MeGreevy,
MeMullen,
McNeill,
Mitchell,
Mofrat,
O'Brien,
Orton,
Onimet,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Beid,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Rykert,
Scott,
bcriver,
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Cartwright(Sir Richard)Tves, Shakespeare,
Casgraîn, Jakon, Somevle(rc)
Jatudal, Jamieson, Sutherland (Oxford)
Charlton, Kaulbach, Tilley (Sir Leonard),
Cimon, Kilvert, Vail,
Cochrane, Kinney, Vanasse,

CookKirkWallace (York),
Coursol, Kranz, Weldon,
Curran, Landerkin, White (Cardwell),
Cathbert, Lesage, White (Renfrew),
Daly, Macdonald (Sir John), Williams.
Davisn, Macdonald (King's), Wood (Westmoreland),
Dawqon, Mackenzie, Wright and
Deejardins, Mackintosh, Yeo -100
Diekinson, Macmaster,
Dugas, Massue,

And that the Quorum of the said Committee do consist of Nine
Members.

No. 9.-ON IMMIaRATION AN) COLONIZ ATION.
Messieurs

Allen,
Allison (fiants),
Allison (Lennox),
Armstrong,
Auger,
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Victoria),
Barnard,
Béchard,
Bell,1
Benoit,
Bi" 7
Blondean,
Bolduc,
Bourassa,
Bryson,
Burnham,
Burns,
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Renfrey),
Catudal,
(Jhapleaui,
(limon,
Cochrane,
Cockburn,
Doghlin,
Daly,

And that
Members.

Dawso, Mcfeei11,
Dicinson, Montpliisir,
Dugas, Orton,
Fairbank, Paterson (Brant),
Parrow, Pinsonneault,
Fergason(Leedý&Gren.) Platt,
Fisher, Pope,
Fortin, Ray,
Gagné, Robertson (H1astings),
G-randboio, Ross,
Guilbanit, Royal,
Harley, S0ott,
Hawkins, Somerville (Bruce),
Hay, Springer,
Hesson, Sproule,
Rickey, Sutherland (Solkirk)'
Homer, Taylor,
Houde, Trow,
Hurteau, Tyrwhitt,
King, Watson,
Kiriç, White (Hlasting),
Kranz, White (Rtenfîel4>,
Labrosse, , "igle,
Landry (K-3nt), Wilson,
Mackintosh, Woodworth,
AcCraney, Wright and
MeMillan (Vaudreuil), Yeo.-81.

the Quorum of the said Committee do consist of Nine

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the said report
be concurred in.

Motion agreed to.

RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS OF TUIE HO USE
OF COMMONS.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have the honour to lay before the
House a statement of the receipts and disbursements of the
Accountant of the House of Commons, for the year ending
30th June, 1883.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON TIE LIBRARY.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That a Select Committee, composed of Messrs. Blake, Brecken,

Cameron (Huron), Colby, Daly Davies, Deejardins, Fortin, Houde,
Laurier, Ouimet, Scriver, Tasse, Weldon, Wells, and Wright, be
appointed to assist Mr. Speaker in the direction of the Library of Parlia-
ment, mo far as the interests of this House are concerned, and to act as
memb.rs of a Joint Committee of both Houses on the Library.

Mr. BLAKE. Is this the same as last year?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Motion agreed to.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved :
That a Meesage be sent to the Senate, requesting Ihat their Honours

willunite with this Hons. in the formation of a Joint Committee of both
Houses on the subject ot the Printing of Parliament, and that the
members of the BelectStanding Commitee on Printing, namely, Meurs.
Baker (Missquol), Bergin, Bourassa, Bowell, Desjardins, Foster,
Houds Ines, .an1drY (Montmagny), McDonald (Cape Breton), domer-ville (Brant), Tassé Thompeon, Trow, and White (CJardwell), will act
as members, on the part of this Bouse, of the said Joint Committee on
the Printing of Pariament.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before that motion is
passed, I would like to make a suggestion to the hon. the
First Minister. I think that Committee, if I remember
aright, regulates the number of copies of our Sessional
Papers that are issued in the year; at loast, that is my
recollection. The matter is one which, I think, would con-
mend itself to him, and probably to most of us. I would
suggest that, in future, we adopt the rule which I understand
is adopted in England, that all gentlemen who happen to
bave been members of this House, and who choose to apply
gfter leaving this House, or being unable to regain seats in
this House, should have the various Sessional Papers sent to
them,-should have that privilege on application. My
attention was called to the matter during the last year. I
had no cause to complain in my own instance, as my friends
kept me admirably supplied with the Sessional Papers ; but
I know that many gentlemen who have been members of
this House have made collections of these papers, and would
like, without troubling their friende, to have them sent to
them from year to year; and it would not add much to our
expenditure in this direction if this were done only on
application, as some gentlemen do not care to have them.
[ think it would be a very proper courtesy to extend to
gentlemen who have had the honour of being members of
this House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is a suggestion worthy
of all consideration, and I would commend it to the best
attention of the Committee on Printing, when they meet.

Motion agreed to.

ELECTORAL FRANCIISE BILL.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Spoaker, by the
consent of the House, in order to expedite business, I will
move for loave to introduce Bill (No. 7) respecting the
Electoral Franchise. The Bill is substantially the same
as that of last Session, and will be distributed as soon as
possible.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the amendments are too trivial
to deserve detailed mention on this occasion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They are not so i im portant
as to warrant me in taking up the time of the House in a
long discussion.

Bill rend the first time.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill· was introduced-and road t!e firmt
time:-

Bill (No. 8) for constituting a Board of Railway Com-
missioners for Canada, and to amend the Consolidated Rail-
way Act, 1879.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

INDIAN AGENT AT TENETANG UISLIENF.

Mr. COOK enquired, Whether any Indian Agont has
been appointed at Penetanguishene ? If so, when, his name
in full, amount of salary, when did salary commer.ce, and
what is the extent of his district ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; an Agent was ap-
pointed by Order in Coancil of the 31st of January, 1883; his
name is Henry Horace Thompson ; the salary is $500 per
annum; payment of the salary commenced on the 21st
March, 1883, when Mr. Thompson commenced his duties;
the Agency embraces the Christian Islands in the Georgian
Bay.

INSPECTION OF NEWFOUNDLAND HER aNG.

Mr. FORTIN, moved for an Address to Iis Excellency
the Governor General for copies of all correspondence
between the Government of Canada and the Government of
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Newfoundland, and between the former and some fish mer.
chants or others on the subject of the inspection in Canada
of Newfoundland pickled herring, imported into Canada;
statements showing the quantity of Newfoundland
herring imported in ditferent ports of Canada,
in 1883, the number of barrels and half.barrels
of the said fish that have been submitted to our official
inspection, and the result of such inspection. He said:
Before putting the motion, I would like to address a few
remarks to the House. I put this motion on the paper a few
days ago and as it happened to stand alone on the Order paper
it was remarked ontside the House that it was a very small
affair. Well, from one point of view it is a very small affair.
I dare say, if I had spoken of salmon, trout, or of fly fish-
ing, or of something relating to sport, many people perhaps
would have been pleased. Bat, Sir, the herring fishery, from
a commercial point of view, and from an economical point of
view, if not from a political point of view, is of very great
importance. History is a great mentor and tutor, and I will
recall some facts of history. Some centuries ago, the famons
Dutch Admiral Van Tromp swept the British channel, and
dictated peace to the English; and Ruyter and other Dutch
Admirais, for a century, had command of the sea. And who
had they on board their vessels as seamen ? Herring fish-
ermen, and no one else, and they were recognized to be the
best seamen in the world. It is weil known that theherring
fisheries of Holland gave to that country the mastery of the
sea for centuries-not because of that particular branch of
trade, but because the famous Dutchman, Beukels, had dis-
covered a means of preserving herring by pickling them.
At first sight this would not seem to be of much account.
But, Sir, [et me remind you that it created a revolution in
the herring trade; let me remind this fouse that the great
Charles V, the great King of Spain, and great Emperor of
Germany, when ho visited loliand, expressed his opinion
that Beukels, who discovered' this process of pickling
herring, was one of the greatest benefactors of humanity;
and he did not consider it beneath him to go and pay
bis respects at his tomb. Now these poor, humble,
herring fishermen on our coasts and bays are well worthy of
our attention. When we look at the statistics we find that
in Norway no less than 750,000 barrels of herring are taken
annually. In Scotland there are about as much more,
that is to say 1,500,000 barrels of herring for the two
countries, being equal to 300,000,000 lbs. of food. If
we look at Canadian statisties we find there were taken
Iit year on our coasts, 193,361 barrelà of herring,
that were pickled; 159,505 boxes of smoked herring,
and 2,800 boxes of frozen herring, worth altogether over
8800,OO. Those figures prove that herring is a very
important factor in the fisheries of this country, and
the Government, having introduced the National Policy, is
bound to protect and develop that industry as much as
possible-as much as any other industry or branch of
manufacture. Well, I had the honour to speak in this
House several times in regard to the inspection of herring.
The inspection of herring not only enables the buyer to
know what ho is buying, but it obliges the fishermen to do
their very best to have good fish, and, as a consequence, to
get a botter price for their fish. When I spoke in this
Hiouse on a former occasion it was to aak the Government
to repeal a law passed by the Free Trade Government, in
1874, whieh permitted Newfoundland herring to come into
this country, not only free of duty, but free of inspection,
whilst our herring was obliged to be inspected. We know
that the inspection of herring in Canada costs from 20 to
40 cents a barreL. Now we know that inspected herring
cannot be all classed as No. 1 ; sometimes il is classed as
No. 2, or 3, or even less than that-and it Ia -not always
becaiuse the fishermen did not do their duty- by the fish, but
because the fish was small, not fat enongh, or tresh enough.
Sometimes the captain of the vessel whici carriod these bar.

Mr. FoRTIN.

rels did not take proper care of them, and the pickle was
lost, and the fish damaged. That law not only allowed these
Newfoundland herring to come in free of the Canadian
inspection, but it obliged our own inspectors to give it a
certain character. They were obliged to stamp it Newfound-
land, so that Newfoundland herring which came to this
country to the extent of from 15,000 to 30,000 barrels every
year, and bearing the mark of the Newfoundland inspection
and all stamped No. 1, were sold as No. 1. The buyers in
the western Provinces not only bought it as No. 1, but paid
for it as such, while our own herring had to be inspected;
and as a groat many barrels could not rank higher than
No. 2, our fishermen lost · that way $1 a barrel,
the difference of price between No. 1 and No. 2 herring,
while the Newfoundland herring all sold as No. 1.
Well, this state of things constituted a grievance, and the
matter was brought before the House. It was sometime
before our fishermen got redress, but they did get it.
A law was passed which went into effect last spring, by
which iNewfoundland herring were submitted to the same
inspection as our own-there was not the slightest differ-
ence. The Newfoundland fishermen and merchants pre-
tended that their herring was inspected in Newfoundland ;
but our fishermen said their inspection was a fraud, and we
proved that it was a fraud. During five or six years the
Newfoundland merchants and fishermen were able to take
advantage of that fraud, and to do great injury to our
herring trade; and I know for a fact that several vessels,
and a groat many fishermen, went ont of the trade.
Formorly the Montreal market was supplied by Labrador
herring, and by herring taken by people on the Magdalen
Islands, or on the north shore, which state of things
continued until they were driven out of the market, by the
Newfoundland herring. I will now give the House figures
te prove that the Canadian herring trade has been proteoted
to our fishermen by the recent Act. As I stated before, New-
foundland fish was inspected by the official inspec tors of that
colony; but as I mentioned in the speech last year, and also
two years ago, any man could get a commission as inspector
in Newfoundland-the captain of a vessel, the fisherman
himself, and, of course, when ho inspected his own fisb, ho
marked thom all No. 1. The fish came into Canada and wero
passed by the law of 1874. The new law was proclaimed
in the month of June, 1883, and about35,000 barrels ofherring
from Newfoundland came into Quebec and Montreal last
fall. Some were inspected, not all, and I will give the
House a statement of the result. I will begin with Quebec,
to which only one cargo came. Hore is the statement
given by the inspector himself :

"Statement relating to the inspection of Newfoundland herring
itnported at Quebec,in 1883, by H. Grenier, Inspector of Fish andOil, au
Quebec."
Only one lot was importod in that port by Mr. G. Pat-
terson. Al the barrels and half barrels were ofiUeially in.
spected in Newfoundland and were all stamped as No. 1 her.
ring. The lot was composed of 1,226 barrels and K7jhalf
barrels, and the result ef the-inspection was thefollowing:-

"No No. 1 herring were found.

No 2. No 3. Rusty. Sour. Total.

Bris. B1Bri 3. Bris. .Bris. Brs. .Bris. Bris.

810 45 163 17 218 13 5 0 1,301

The inspetor examined the barrels in the same way as
he inspected Canadien herring, with the result I have
described. A large lot came to Montrea. The lbttewing
is the statement :
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S34,283 barrels and 2,617 half barrels of herring were imported int

the Port of Moutreal in 1883, ctil besring the official1 inspection o
NewCoundand and all stamped No. 1 herring. Of these 18,435 barrel
and 2,061 half arrels were inspected, and the following is the result:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. Rusty. Rotten. Empty. Small.

B. j B. B. f B. B. IiB.I B. Ji B B. B. B. kB. B. i B
557 117 14912 1695 1,5721 137 456 40 26 3 1165 18 ý7!7 51

These facts, in my opinion, and in the opinion of the fisher
mon, prove that justice at last has been obtained at last for oui
fishermen. Look at the stato of affairs before this Act came
into operation this spring. Our fishermen supported the
National Policy, and they think many things arc
very high. On the other hand, the Government must
give to all industries the protection they require. I
do not hide my opinion; I never did I would not have
gone for protection alone, but I supported the National
Policy. Our fishermen, I say, have supported the National
Policy. The fishermen of Newfoundland have no National
Policy. The fiscal laws there are only to collect a revenue
sufficient for the Government noods, and consequently the
people can live cheaper than we do. The Liberal Govern-
ment, in 1874,-and it was a Free Trade Government acting
according to their ideas-allowed Ncwfoundland fish to come
into the Dominion, not only without paying duty, but with.
out inspection ; and, of course, plenty of herring came in,
but it was Newfoundland herring. Our fishermen were
thereby placed in an unfair position, because the market
was glutted with Newfoundland fish. But this year buyers
found the Nowfoundland fish so bad, that they gave large
orders for Canadian herring, and several cargoes of Canso
herring, which is properly inspected, were imported into
Montreal. If a merchant wants No. 1. or No. 2, he can order it,
and he is sure of getting it no w. This is the result of the Gov-
ernment measure. I approve of it,and the fishermen also ap-
prove of it, and 1, and they, hope the Government will stick
to their policy. I know there are merchants, espocially
commission merchants, who would like to see that law
revoked, because a commission morchant is essentially a
Free Trader. The more barrels of fish that pass through
his hands, the more money he makes ; ho does not care
much about our fishermen. I emphatically say that all
those who have studied this matter-and all the fishermen-
endorse the Government's measure, and hope they will
stick to it. In making this request we do not ask much.
At the present time Newfoundland levies a pretty heavy
duty on flour and other products sent from Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, and other parts of the Dominion. The only
product they can send here is fish. They say : I We allow
Canadian fish to come in Newfoundland duty free." But to
send fish there would be like sending coals to Newcastle. So
I hope the Government will maintain the attitude they have
taken, and do something in other directions-to aid the
fishermen and give them means to live and properly
support their families in this country. Let me add these
few words. There is in no other part of the world a fishing
population so hardy adnd patriotic as is the Maritime popu-
lation of Canada, and it is matter for regret that at the
present day many of therm have to resort to the neighbour-
ing country to get their living. I regret to have to state
that such is the case, although so many do not go as is repre-
sented. Let the Government not only protect the herring
.trade, but promote, in every possible way, the fishing in-
dustry, se as to furnish employment to our people.

Mr. KAULBACH. The position in which we in this
Dominion have been 'pla in respect to the article of
pickled fish in packages coming from Newtoundland, bals
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m
o been a source of serious dissatisfaction for some time to our
sf fishing industry, fishermen, and fish traders; and it is very

desirable, in the interest of the Maritime Provinces, that ail
Newfoundland pickled fish, imported into this Dominion,
should be subjected to the same laws and regulations as
respects our own catch-whether they had been inspected
previously in Newfoundland or otherwise; orin other words,

- that they should undergo inspection. This is neocessary,
otherwise the imperfect inspection of the imported article
would interrere materially with our own prices at home, and

. when re-shipped and competing in a foreign market with
our own, would naturally tend to very injuriously affect the

. price of our fish, notwithstanding our own being a genuine
and botter article. Apart from the reasons thus advanced,
one would naturally ask what reasonable right have we to
admit their fish into our ports free of inspection, when they
tax us in the shape of duty upon every article of produce
we transmit to them from our shores. It will be remem-
bered that, under tho Mackenzie Government, pickled fish
was imported free of inspection and free of duty as well.
Whilst speaking of the inconveniences from the importa.
tion of uninspected pickled fish from Newfoundland, I would
ask this House if it would not be advisable to logislate also
on the article of dried fish imported into this Dominion froma
that island, and have it subjected to an inspection as well;
my object being to limit or lessen the importation of the
article to our own ports, and thus to a certain extent pro-
teot the prices of our own in our home markets. Last year
Newfoundland exported largely to the port of Lunenburg-
a part of the constituency I have the honour to represent-
and which materially reduced the prices of the article in
our own market to the sacrifice of our poor fishermen. I
might say, whilst on my feet, that I made a request in the
last Session of the last Parliament, or the Session that I st
attended, for a fish bounty to the fishermen of the Maritime
Provinces. And I made an appeal to-day that the sum for
distribution be increased. I feel satisfied that as the Gov-
ernment accorded me the request in the first instance when
I asked it, they will treat me similarly in this case, and thus
confer on the hard worked sons of toil, the fishermen, sub-
jected as they are to so many risks and privations, a right
as well as a benefit they so richly deserve.

Motion agreed to.

TREATISES ON AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY.
Mr. GIGAULT, (Translation) in moving for copies

of all 'petitions to the Minister of Agriculture, pray-
ing that prizes be awarded for the best essays, treatises
or other literary works on agricultural industry and
mechanical arts, and that pamphlets and essays on agri.
cultural industry and mechanical arts be circulated among
the farmers and artisans, said: Mr. Speaker, it is an
acknowledged fact that the existence of our agricultural
schools has had a good deal to do with the improvement
of the art of agriculture in this country; but, unfortunately,
only a very limited number of students are admitted to
these institutions. Could we not-ought we not to
generalize, to a larger extent, the study of the agricultural
science ? Such is the question which I submit to the louse,
and which, owing to its importance, I should like to have
discussed by others botter able than I am to do it justice.
In 1876, the French Government ordered an investigation
to be mde on the state and wants of agriculture. Infor-
mation was gathered in foreign countries, and it was found
that wherevor agricultural science had been diffused, agricul-
tural industry had progressed In proportion to the diffusion
of that science. in fact, it is to be remarked that all the
most enlightened Governments of Europe are trying to
propsgate this science. Thus, it is seen that in Germany
there are 158 agricultural academies and 55 experimental
farms. The managers of thse farms distribute among the
farmers, reporte of all the experiaents MadQ o4 sch rarms,
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In Austria, we find 69 agricultural schools; in France,
3 colleges; in Scotland 43 agricultural schools. This last-
named country is the most advanced in agriculture, and a
publicist rightly says that in the most humble college in
Scotland, you will find a treatise on agriculture, and that,
the Scotch farner owes to the fact of his reading such
essays, the skill which he displays in his agricultural
pursuit. In the United States there are to he found 33
agricultural colleges besides several model farms. In 1862,
the American Congress, which occupies a position somewhat,
similar to that of the Federal Government in Canada, passed
a Bill granting about 9,000,000 acres of land to the different
States in the Union, on condition that each State should
establish a mechanical or an agricultural college. As every-
body knows, a board has been establisbed in Washington to
gather every information and take cognizance of every new
discovery relating to agriculture. In Massachusetts a
similar board exists, and it is so with several other States
in the Union; and the French Consul in his report, made in
1867, to the agricultural investigation held in
France, said that the diffusion of agricultural science in
the United States had had a great deal to do with the
improvement and increase of the agricultural production
in the United States; and he remarked that this increase
in the agricultural production was felt, not only in the
western States, but also in the eastern States, where
farming has been going on for many long years. Could
not the Federal Government lond a helping hand to the
Local Governments te propagate agricultural knowledge ?
I do not wishto say that agriculture has made no progress
in this country; in fact, if I ventured to make such an
assertion, statistics and facts would contradiet me. Our
agriculture bas been enriched by the cheese industry, which
has wrought a very happy transformation in our mode of
culture. In fact, in 1867, we only exported cheese to the
amount of $193,554; in 1871, our export of this commodity
amounted to $1,109,906 and in 1881 it amounted to
85,510,443. Now if we examine our exportation of farm
produce we find also that the increase of the agricultural
production has been a great deai more rapid than the in-
crease of the population and of the aereage of farms im-
proved and tilled in the country. In 1871 our exportation
of farm produce only amounted to $22,436,071; in 1881,
ten years later, it amounted to $42,628,546. If we refer
te the census which was taken in 1871 and 1881, we
find that the total number of acres of improved land in
Canada was, in 1871, 17,336,288 acres, and in 1881,
21,899,181 acres, or an increase of a little more'than one-
fourth, while our agricultual production has more than
doubled during that period often years. Our Local Govern-
ments have done a good deal towards the improvement of
agriculture by circulating agricultural newspapers and also,
by giving subsidies to schools; but, owing to their limited
pecuniary means, I think that they have not done all that
could have been done to promote to a larger extent the im-
provement of agriculture, I think that our Federal Govern-
ment might do well to imitate the American Congress and
to annex a Board of Agriculture te the Department of
Agriculture. The direction of that Bohrd might be put into
thehands of our best agriculturalists, who would gather the
information and distribute reports giving the new inven-
tions and all information, generally, considered by them as
useful to promote greater improvement in the system of
culture heretofore followed in the country. Far from me
the idea of pretending, Mr. Speaker, that theory alone will
make good farmers, I Eay that skill in agriculture, as in any
other calling, lies in a combination of practice and heory.
I know that a theorist, having no knowledge or practice,
is greatly inferior to a practitioner without theory. But on
the other hand, it seems to me that the Government, by put-
ting at the disposal of our farmers all the resources of
modem science, would furnish to the farming community

M. GIoAULT,

the means of giving back to the soil, exhausted as it often is,
the elements of fertility of which it has been deprived by a
production often too active, or by exhausting crops. It
has been proved, Mr. Speaker, that often, and I may say
always, the fate of the merchant or of the manufacturer is
intimately connected with the success or reverses of the
farming community. The crops have hardly sproutéd from
the ground, when both the merchant and manufacturer are
figuring on the prospect of the yield; and according to the
appearance of the crop, according to the hopes of the far-
mer, the merchant regulates his importations, and the
manufacturer the production of his manufacture. Thus it
is shown, that the interests of agriculture are the first of
social interests. Thus it is clearly proved that agriculture
is the basis of public prosperity, and when we find that
to be the case, it seems to me that we ought not to be afraid
to sacrifice something in order to improve the condition of
those who till the land. The prosent Government has cer-
tainly done much for agriculture by favouring the construc-
tion of railways. By so-doing, they have given to farmers
great facilities for the sale of their products. They have,
moreover, encouraged agriculture by the fostering of our
industries, and by so doing they have given to the farming
community a greater number of buyers and consumers; but
it seems to me that they might crown this very patriotic
policy by encouraging, in a larger measure, the diffusion of
agricultural science. While discussing this question, lot us
not forget that four-fifths of our population belong to the
farming class; that our agricultural resources are immense,
and that to be developed they only want strong arms and
intelligent labour to largely increase our public wealth. Mr.
Speaker, the idea to which I now give expression is not a
new one; it is contained in severai of our Statutes authoriz-
ing agricultural societies, boards of art and boards of trade,
to circulate and distribute books and essays on the agricul-
tural and mechanical arts; but, unfortunately, owing to the
want of means, it has been impossible to give effect to the
provisions of those Statutes. I hope that the Federal
Government, with the mighty resources at its disposal, will
find the means to propagate the agricultural knowledge of
which our farmers are in such great ned, to increase the
fertility of our soil.

Mr. LANDRY (Translation). Mr. Speaker, the state-
ment just made by the hon. member for Rouville (Mr.
Gigauli) makes it unnecessary for me to enter into the dotails
of the question. However, I feel that it is my duty to say a
few words in support of his speech, and to ask, on behalf
of the farming community, that the Government may bu
pleased to direct some of their energy towards the progress
of agriculture in Canada. Each year the Government prints
a large number of pamphlets. We, the representatives of
the peopie, receive a certain number of these to distribute
among our constituents, and I think we might will-
ingly dispense with some of these pamphlets, whose place
might be taken by other works on agriculture and the
mechanical arts. I am satisfied that these pamphlets would
be received with much more satisfaction by our farmers
than the reports on explorations or trips made in the North-
West. I remember that not very long ago we had the
report of the Scotch delegates who, at the request of the
hon. Minister of Agriculture, visited the prairies of the
North-West. These delegates have certainly done their
duty, and they have made, on the incidents of their journey,
a report as accurate as could be. But I have observed, not
without wonder, that they had commenced their observa-
tions on the border of the Province of Quebee; they have
not found it in their power to say one word in favour of this
Province. To mako up for this, they have praised up,
perhaps beyond measure, Manitoba andthe prairies of the
North-West. I have seen one of these documents, the
shrewd writer of which had discovered that in otr rural
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districts, churchos were larger than bouses. Whether up
to this day he has been able to find out for what reason, I have
not yet learned; and while travelling in one of our country
places ho was very much surprised to find that there were
stiIl some stumps in the ground-at first sight ho took them
for natives of the place. Perhaps we do not deserve such a
high compliment, but, at all events, this betokens the depth
of his observations. I think that documents of this sort
might well be left aside, and that our farmers would find
mach more benefit by receiving works on mechanics and the
various agricultural industries. From this point of view,
I think that the Government should grant the
motion just male by my hon. friend. While
we are discussing this matter, there is another ques-
tion which I will submit to the Government. A few years
ago professors of agriculture were appointed for Manitoba
and the North-West. In the appointment of these profes-
sors an important element has been forgotten altogether,
and the farmers of our nationality, who do not understand
the language of Shakespeare, should have bad some reason
to ask, for themselves at least, the appointment as a profes-
sor of some one able to express himself in the language of
Bossuet and of Racine. I have no doubt that the Govern-
ment, now that they are aware of such a want in this pro-
fossional staff, will, with their usual impartiality and the
good will which they have always shown, give to the
French element of Manitoba and the North-West, the cou-
>ileration to which it is entitled.

Sir IIECTOR LANGEVIN (Translation). In answer to
the hon. member for Rouville (Mr. Gigault) I beg to say, on
behalf of my colleague, the hon.Minister of Agricultur'e, that
if there are in this Department any petitioris of the nature of
those mentioned in the motion just made, such petitions will
be laid before the House; but h is under the impression that
there are none. As to the remarks made by the hon. member
for Rouville and by the hon. member for Montmagny (Air.
Landry), I beg to state also, on behalf of my colleague,
that he concurs fully in the idea of circulating documents,
treatises, or essays on agriculture and the mechanicai arts.
Quite often such treatises are not within the reach of our
population and have not the practical bearing which those
hon. members would wish to find in them ; but the inten-
tion of the Goverument is certainly to act in the way these
bon. gentlemen have just pointed out. As to the documents
sent into Manitoba and the North-West, or in other parts of
Canada where the -Prench language is used, it is the inten-
tion of the hon. Minister of Agriculture that these people
should receive therein the language with which they
are most familiar, to wit, the French language; and I am
convinced that it will be sufficient to draw his attention to
the matter to cause him to avail himself of the first oppor-
tunity to comply with the desires of the hon. member
who made this motion.

Motion agreed to.
THE EXCHANGE BANK OF CANADA.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT moved for a statement,
in detail, of the account of the Government of Canada with
the Exchange Bank of Canada, showing the various sumo
deposited by Government with, and withdrawn from the
bank, with the dates of such deposits and withdrawals,
and the amounts and dates of ail payments of interest
thereon, and the present state of the account, with a
statement of the termas on which such deposits were made,and ail correspendence, tel,egraphs, Orders in Council,bonds or other securities relative to any such deposits or
withdrawals. He said: Before this motion is put, I dcsire
to say a few words. I do not propose to enter into any
discussion of the position of the affairs of that unfortunate
bank, partly because the matter is now before the courts,and partly also because I dare Bay that if even a portion of
the information I have received be correct, the attention
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of the Government may not improbably be directed to the
state of the present law, and they may find it necessary to
give some further security to the publie in connection with
banks. That, of course, is for the consideration of the
Government themselves; but with regard to the Exchange
Bank, I may say that it had a record which certainly
called for considerable caution on the part of the Govern-
ment i a making additional deposits with it. I do not know
how those deposits were secured-that we shall hor
presently ; but there is one point on which, I think, some in-
formation might be properly asked now and given by the hon.
Minister of Finance ; that is, with-regard to the statement
made-with respect to which some official explanation, or
apology, or whatever it may be called, was offered
apparently on behalf of the hon. gentleman-that a fur-
ther advance was made to that bank, and that a bond for
a large amount was taken from the gentlemen connected
with it to secure that advance. I need hardly say that
that is a very unusual proceeding, and one which is, I
think, to be regretted-a proceeding which might lead to
various complications, both local and otherwise; and in
any case, I cannot suppose, that the hon. Minister of Finance
wants to add to bis other duties that of deciding upon the
personal solvency of gentlemen who come to ask for
advances to banks. I should be glad if the hon. Minister
would, on the present occasion, put the country into pos-
session of some of the facts in relation to this matter ; at
any rate,* so far as the advance made on this particular
bond is concerned. The minor details can, of course,
be had later, and, if necessary, somo action may then bo
taken.

Sir LEONAID TILLEY. I think it would be more
convenient to have this subject discussed, if a discussion is
considered desirable, after the papers are laid on the Table
of the Ieouse, becauso those papers will contain a report of
the maUtcr, which I do not wish unintentionally to misre-
present. I may state, however, that the bank was in
difficulty-there was, I think, an anticipation of something
of the kind before Parliament rose last year-and a very
considerable pressure was brought upon the bank and a
corsiderable amount of money withdrawn. The bank
applied to the Government, and the Government, after con-
sulting the Deputy Minister of Finance, and looking into the
matter, thought it safe, and in the interest of the public, to
advance $200,000 to the bank at 5 per cent. interest, and on
conditions similar to those on which advances were made to
the Ontariu Bank two years ago, and the Consolidated Bank.
Some time elapsed, and it was found that the run continued,
and it was doubtful if the $200,000 would carry them
through. They made application to the Government for
another $100,000, offering personal security in addition
to the stcurity that would be hold under the
Banking Act ; and after considering the matter
the Government accepted that additional security for
the advance of another 8100,000. A cail was made for
$100,000 of the $300,000 before the bank suspended. A
second call was made, but before the day expired on which
that call was made Ibe bank suspended, or closed its doors.
But I say nothing further until ail the papers are laid before
the House.

Mr. BLAKE. I presume, after the hon. gentleman's
statement, that he will take care that the papers are laid
on the Table of the Housg at a very early day.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Very early.
Motion agreed to.

THE STEAM ER PRINCESS LO UISE.

Mr. WELDON, in moving for copy of contract and specifi-
cations entered into by the Government with Jotham O'Brien
for the building of the steamer Princess Louise; statement
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of all amounts paid on account of the building of the said
vessel; copies of all orders and instructions relating to the
towage of the said steamer from Maccan to Halifax, and
also any contracte, correspondence or doëuments in refer-
ence to the procuring and building of engines for the said
steamer, said: Before this motion passes, I wish to say
a few words regarding this vessel and the mranner in
which it was towed into the harbour of Halifax; and
I think it is a matter which requires investigation.
By a return laid on the Table of the House, last year, it ap-
pears tenders were invited for the construction of the hull,
spars and rigging of a vessel of 500 tons, for the use of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries. A number of tenders,
varying in amount from $15,000 the lowest, to $72,000 the
highest, were submitted. The lowest tenderer failed, and the
contract was subsequently awarded to Mr. O'Brien of Mac-
can, for the sum of $29,000. At the time the return was
laid on the Table, the contract was not signed, owing to the
illness of the contractor, although the work was in
progress. Whether it has since been signed, the hon. Min-
ister can inform the House. So far as Mr. O'Brien is con-
cerned, he is known as a ship builder of considerable ex-
perience, who has built some of the largest ships that have
sailed out of the Bay of Fundy. The vessel was launched,
I think, on the 30th November, and a tug boat, the Bercules,
was sent from St. John for the purpose of towing ber
down the river to meet the ]Vew/ield, which took her in tow
on the morning of Sunday, the 2nd December, tO bring ber
to Halifax from Maccan, a distance of 300 miles ut Jeast,
along a rocky and dangerous coast, and at the worst sehson
of the year. In the afternoon a gale sprung up, and the
result was that close at Digby, within sight of the light and
within a few miles of the entrance to Annapolis Basin, the
hawser parted on account of inferior equipment, and the
vessel was cast on the rocks. Not only was she entirely
dashed to pieces, but the melancholy loss of eight lives was
added. I venture to say that no owner of a vessel in Nova
Seotia, or New Brunswick, would have risked bringing a ship
in tow in that condition irom Maccan to Halifax at that
Eeason of the year when that coast is exposed to severe
and violent gales, nor would any underwriter have
been willing to take such a risk except at an enormous
premium. That the vessel was not properly equipped for
the voyage, we have the statement of the captain of the
Newfield made before the Board of Enquiry. One of her
anchors was unshackled, of course, for the purpose of
enabling the hawser to be used, but when the port anchor
was attempted to be used it was found also to be unshackled.
Tbe crew were unable to bend the sails, and when they
attempted to get up the jib and a maintrysail, it was too
late, as the vessel tad already gone on the rocks. What
makes this want of proper equipment more extraordinary
is the fact that nearly opposite Maccan is the port of St.
John, where the vessel could have been properly fitted out
with all facilities, as well as in Halifax, and then have pro-
ceeded to England for her engines if necessary; and even so
far as the engines were concerned they could have been ob-
tained at the port of St. John as well. I admit that with
regard to engines for ocean service, England stands un-
equalled but as regards engines for the working service con-
nected with our bays, I think our makers compare favourably
with the English makers. I need only mention Fleming &
Sons, of St. John, and Burrill & Johnson, of Yarmouth,
N. S., both of whom are now building engines for vessels
employed on the same waters in which this one was intended
to be employed. With regard to the equipment of this vessel,
Capt. Guilford's statement is this:

"She ought to have been better prepared for the voyage before she
left Uumberland Basin. Her bow anchars should have been shackled
and her silEs bent."

Again, in violation of the law she was sent out without pro-
per aide li hts, and burning a bright light which the captain
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had caused to be put up in direct violation of the Statutes.
She was also sent out on a dangerous unnecessary course of
navigation, without being properly equipped, although tho
voyage was one which required that the vessel should be
thoroughly.equipped. The consequence was that when the
hawser broke the crew were helpless. I hope the Govern-
ment will tako steps to ascertain without delay the causes
whereby not only loss of property, but also loss of lifo, was
occasioned.

Mr. McLELAN. All the papers in connection wih
the matter will be brought down. The hon. gentleman liai
referred to the contract, and to the delay that occurred ln
year in signing it. Subsequently it was signed, aud it was
carried out in a manner that elicited the commendation of
the inspector who reported she was the best vessel that had
been constructed in the Maritime Provinces. The latter
part of the hon. gentleman's remarks refers more par-
ticularly to the next quoâtion that he bas on the paper,
respecting the unfortunate loss of that vessel. When al
the papers are brought down the bon. gentleman, and this
House, will be in a better position to understand and discuss
this question. Owing to the melancholy loss of Capt.
Brown, in whose charge the vessel was at the time, there
are many questions put by the hon. gentleman that cannot
be very well answered. The vessel was placed in charge
of Capt. Brown. The Minister of the Department had
every confidence in bis skill and experience, and relied on
his seeing that the vessel was equipped in such a manner
as to be, to all appearances, safe. The captain's attention
was called on the day of the launch to the fact that the
chains coming on board had not been coupled together, but
he replied that he supposed the operation of the windlass
was quite sufficient to check it when he desired. The
windlass did not work as expected, and the chain went out
and was lost. I believe the whole equipment of the vessel
was on board, and a few hours work would have bent the
sails and placed her in a position to be managed by sails.
Why the sails were notbent I am unable to say, and, owing
to the sad loss of Capt. Brown, we cannot a:certain why
he did not attend to this before starting. The hon. gentle-
man bas referred to the fact that we have good mechanics
in this couiitry, and he asked why we could not h.ave
got the engines built here instead of in Glasgow.
The hon. gentleman bas stated that Great Britain is
unrivalled in the construction of, marine engines, and
it was because we desired to have engines that were
perfect, that were built by manufacturers who stand
unrivalled in that work, that we decided to have these built
at Glasgow; and we found that we should have less expense
to send the vessel there to have them put in than to pay the
freight thut was demanded by shippers, the owners of
steamships or sailing vessels, to have them brought to this
country and placed in here. It was for the purpose of
having the best possible engines that could be placed on
board of her, and to have it done more economically, that
she was sent over. The original intention was to have the
engines brought to this country and put in here; but, owing
to a failure on the p>,rt of the contractors to have ihem
completed within the time agreed upon, it was decided
to send the vessel over there, and this made it
that period to which the bon. gentleman referred as a late
period in the season. It was unfortunate that the w-ork
was delayed so long that it became late in the season and
the stormy season ofthe year, but the whole matter was en-
trusted to Capte. Gilbert and Brown, mon of long experi-
ence, and tbey were consulted upon this matter before any
action was decided upon. Consultation was held with these
gentlemen, who were the most experienced officers of the
Department, who had had experienco both in sailing vessels
and steam vessels, and upon their advice the course was
decided upon of towing the vessel to Halifax in order to
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sail to Glasgow to have the engines put in thore. It was
represented that the Newfleld, at the close of her season's
work, before laying up, could call for the vessel, and it was
expected that she would call at St. John for the vessel ut
the close of her season's work and take her to Halifax ;
and there the new vessel could watch an oppor-
tunity for favourable weather to get clear of the
land and sail for Glasgow. It was upon the advice
of these gentlemen, who had long experience in
matters of ihis kind, that the courEe was adopted which
unfortunately resulted in the loss of the vessel and of the
lives of most of those on board. The papers connected
with this matter will be brought down at a very early day,
and then the hon, gentleman will b in a position to discuss
it more fully and with a better understanding of the case
than can be done at present.

Motion agreed to.

LOCATION OF TiE NORTII-WEST CAPITAL AT
• REGINA.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Mr. Speaker, there was a
motion made during last Session of Parliament, by my hon.
friend from West Elgin (Mr. Casey), asking for some of
the correspondence and information referred to in the
motion I propose submitting to you. That correspondence
has not been brought down, although it was moved for at
a very early period of the Session ; and those of us who take
some little interest in the North-West, and especially in the
Regina region, were very anxious to sce the correspondence
that was moved for, and understand exactly the terms
upon which the town of Reginua was put in the market in
the latter part of 1882. The hon. gentleman will recollect
that some discussion took place upon this subject during the
last Session of Parliament, and the hon. leader of the House,
in his reply to the hon. member for West Elgin, if my recol-
lection serves me aright, stated that the land was the
joint property of the Government, the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, and the North-West Land Company,
and that it was put in the market for the joint benefit of
the three parties to whom I refer. My hon. friend com-
plained of the mode in which the town of Regina was put
upon the market, that it was put there by a lottery. The
hon. First Minister repudiated all responsibility in connection
with the mode in which the town site was put upon
the market-that is, as to the lottery part of
it. Now, I know that, however it may have
been put upon the market, or by whose authority
it was se put upon the market, it was put upon the market,
and people were induced to buy upon certain representa-
tions made by the agents of the owners of the property, that
is, the agents of the Government, the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, and of the North-West Land Company.
Those representations were made at the time of the sale; they
were made both before and after and at the time the land
was sold by this lottery process and otherwise. One of
the representations was that Regina was to be the future
capital of the Province of Assiniboia ; another representa-
tion was that itrwas to be a divisional terminus ofthe Cana-
dian Pacifie iRailway ; another representation was that the
'North-Wcst Mounted Police barracks would be stationed at
Regina. These representations were clearly and distinctly
made, and made with a view of inducing persons to purchase
property there. I do not complain that the representations
were not made in good faith at the time. Possibly they
were made by the agents in good faith; but whether they
had authoity for making those representations or not
from the Government here is one of the points
I just wish to know, and I desire to know by the motion
which was made during last Session of Parliament. Now,
it ia quite clear that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
have not made Regina a divisional terminus. The divi-
sional terminus is at Moose Jaw, forty4ive miles west of the

town of Regina. It is quite manifest that, to a purchaser of
property at Regina, it would be of the first possible conse-
quence to have the railway company intorested in the
town of Regina, to have it a division al terminus, with build-
ings and repair shops, and things of that kind there. Now,
there is nothing of that kind. The largo buildings-and
they are large and valuable buildings-erected by the
Canadian Pacifie Railw'ay Company are erected at Moose
Jaw, and thero is nothing at ]Regina except a emall
country station. It is equally clear, Sir, that the
North-West Mounted Police barracks are not at Regina;
they are two and a half miles from the limits of the
city of Regina. The Governor's residence is a mile from
the city of Regina. and the North-West Council fully a mile
from the city of Regina. Now, upon the representation
that the divisional terminus would bo at Regina, that the
North-West Mounted Police barracks would be at Regina,
the Governor's residence there, and the North-West Council
there,.these people were induced to purchase-so they say.
I have in my hand a petition signed by nearly every pur.
chaser of town lots living in the city of Regina, ail making
that representation, that they were so induced to buy, and but
for those representations they would not have purchased, and
those representations have not been carried out. Now, I
am not complaining of the Governmont in this respect. I
do not know how far they are responsible, or are not res-
ponsible, for the matter; I do not know how far they have
control over the location of the terminus. I know nothing
about that, therefore I make no complaint against the Gov-
ernment on that head. I simply state the facts as they are
represented to me by the purchasers of lots at Regina, and
I state their ground of complaint. As to tlieerection ofthe
barracks for the Mounted Police there, I prosume that was
under the control of the Government, and if so, and if the
representations to which I have alluded have been made by
the authority of the Government, then these representations
have not been carried out, and these people have not been
dealt with in good faith. Now, we can easily understand
the importance to the people there of some expression of
opinion on the part of the Governmont, at all events, as to the
course the syndicate, or the joint owners of the property
take with respect to the completion of the contracts
of parchase. They say they have been dealt with in
bad faith, they repudiate the sales that were made,
and there were large sales made, involvingconsiderable sums
of money. They repudiate those sales altogother, and they
ask the Government to deal with them in a generous and in a
liberal spirit. They ask this syndicate, the joint owners
of this property, not to compel them to pay for land that
they purchased under certain representations, which repre-
sentations have not been carried out. I ask for the papers
that have been referred to here, in order that we may be
able to understand the whole matter from beginning to
end. If the Government have arrived at any conclusion on
the matter, I shall be glad to hear it. If they have arrived
at any definite conclusion I am quite sure the people in the
neighbourhood of Rogina will be glad to hear it, bocause the
action of the Government, and the action of the railway
company in not carrying out those representations, have
very seriously retarded the progress and injured the
prosperity of that place. We can easily underatand that if
a man goes up there to locate himself, under the belief that
Regiua was to be a divisional terminus and that
the North-West barracks would be established there, and
be finds it two and a half miles from the town, and the
terminus at Moose Jaw, of course ho is disappointed. A
blacksmith, or a carpenter, goes there on the strength of the
representations that the divisional terminus of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway is to be established there, and ho finds that
terminus forty-five miles west of Regina, ho is not likely to
settle at Regina. Now, it is unfortunate that the repre-
sentations should have been made, if they were not in-
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tended to be carried out-it is unfortunate they should have
been made at all. I know, as a matter of fact, that people did
purchase there, solely on the faith of those representations,
and one can easily understand how grcat an attraction to
any place would be the establishment of a Capital, like that
of the Province of Assiniboia, where the divisional terminus
of the Canadian Pacific Railway would also be, as well as
the North-West Mounted Police barracks, the Governor's
residence, and that of the North-West Council. -Now, those
are all gone, and the people there fcel very much disap-
pointed, grieviously disappointed, and they trust that, in
some way, relief will be given to those who invested their
money on the strength of those representations. In moving
for these papers, I hope the Minister who bas charge of this
Department will see that the returns moved for last Session
are brought down, as woll as the papers I now ask for.
1, therefore, move for:

Copies of ail Orders-in-Conncil. respecting the location of the Seat of
Government for the North-West Territories at Regina

C opies of correspondence having reference to the selection of Regina
as the Capital of the said Territories.

Copies of ail correspondence between the Canadian Pac*fie Railway
Company, the North-West Land Company, or the Agents of the said
Companies and the Government respectingihe said Town Site.

Copies ofany agreement or agreements between the said Companies
or either of them and the Government respecting the sale of lots in said
town, showing the interest each of said parties to Eaid agreements had
therein; the conditions on which the Government'agreed to the said
selection ; the terms on which the lots in said town were to be sold.
Also, a Return showing the number of lots sold, the sggregate price, the
amountpaid, the amount unpaid, the Agent acting for the Government
in effecting sales, the instructions to such Agent, bis reports; all cor-
respondence from any of the parties aforesaid during the year 1883; all
complaints or remonstrances respecting the violation of the conditiqus
on which aid lots were sold.

Sir JOUN A. MACDONALD. I ain sorry the papers
were not biought down last Session. I do not really know
now why they were not. There was a great amount of
work thrown upon the Department in the way of making
the returns that were so largely moved for last Session, and
were so very generally granted. I shall sce that the papers
are brought down at once. I stated generally last Session
that an arrangement was made between the Canadian Paci-
fic Railway Company and the Government that they should
have a joint interest in it. The Canadian Pacific Railway
Company being a commercial company, and of cpurse, it
being their interest to got as large a sum of money for the
lots in the city as possible, the Governtnent thought that
they might well be appointed instead of an o! dinary Gov.
ernment Land Agent, to lay ont the town sites, in a joint
interest, the expenses teing in common, andthe net pro-
ceeds being divided. Of course, I cannot speak as to the
representations made at the sales on the spot, but after the
statement made by the hon. gentleman I shall fol it my
duty to call upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway to
get a statement from their agent as to what representa-
tions were made by themselves, by their agents, or by any
official,or anyone that may have been employed in the matter.
So far as the Government is concerned, the only understand-
ing which was entered into and the only statement made
was that the town of Regina should be the capital of
Assiniboia and of the North-West until, in process of time,
that country was divided into different Provinces, each of
which would, of course, have its own capital. That was one
statement or promise, and that has been carried out. The
seat of Government is at Regina; the Lieutenant Governor
is at Regina. I understand the hon. gentleman says that
persons complain-he des not nake the complaint him-
self-that the Lieutenant Governor's residence is in the
environs, in the vicinity of Regina, and is not situated
within the town plot or the locality which is at present
laid ont into town lots. But that complaint will not hold
water for a moment. The residence is in the immediate
vicinity of Regina, and Regina is made the capital. I
do not think there was any breach of the pledge

Wr. CAmERoN (Huron).

made by the Government of the day and by Par-
liament when H1er Majesty selected Ottawa to be the
seat of Government lor the Dominion, because the
Governor General's residence is at New Edinburgh, not in
the city of Ottawa. And the same remark applies to Regina.
It is contenient that the Lieutenant Governor's house should
not be in the commercial part of the town, but should have
some ground attached to it; and I suppose that the Gover-
nor's bouse with its grounds well laid out, will prove a sub-
stantial ornament and advantage to Regina. So with respect
to the Mounted Police. It was stated that whenever the
railway should be built, the Mounted Police, instead of being
stationed in small detachments all over the country, should
have their hoadquarters at Regina. And that has been
carried out. The largest body assembled at one place is
assembled at the Regina barracks. These are not within the
town site, because it was found necessary for the efficiency of
the force that there should be a very considerable tract of
land about the barracks. The barracks are on the lino of the
railway, and all the promises made by the Government in
this regard have been carried out. As regards repre-
sentations that have been made and correspondence
betwcen the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the Government,
and representations made by any officer of the company,
these constitute an important matter. I will see that the
papars are brought down without any delay, and then the
hon. gentleman will have an opportunity of discussing with
myselfaud in the IlIouse, the whole subject to which his
motion refers.

Motion agreed to.

IMPORTATIONS OF WIIEAT AND FLOUR.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think the flouse should

have information at a very early date with regard to the
quantity of wheat ani flur that has been imported into
and exported from the various Provinces of the Dominion.
Judging from a remark maIe by the Minister of Customs
the other day, I thought that a motion asking for this infor-
mation up to Docember 3 lst, might involve a little delay,
as the returns might not have been received from all the
Provinces. I have, therefore, prepared two motions on the
subject, in the hope that the retura asked for in the first
motion may be given to the House immodiately and the
other as soon as practicable. I beg to move for a return
showing the quantity of wheat and flour imported into and
exported from the various Provinces of the Dominion,
during the five nionths ending 30th Novembor, 1833.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I further bag to move for a
return showing the quantity of, wheat and flour and corn
and cornmeal imported into and exported from the varions
Provinces of the Dominion, during the month of December,
1883.

Motion agreed to.

DRAWBACKS ON GOODS MANUFACTURED FOR
EXPORT.

Ir. PATERSON (Brant). I have had occasion at differ.
ent times to make a motion similar to the one I am about
to place in your hands, Mr. Speaker. I make this motion
for a two-fold reason. In the frast place, I desire that this
return may be a continnous one, and I move it, therefore,
from the date when the last one was presented to the
louse till now. In the second place, I move it for the pur-

pose of bringing before the notice of the Minister of Ous-
toms a fault of which I think he has been guilty, with a
view to its being remedied, though I certainly thought it
would not have been necessary to have brought this subject
again before the House. The hon. Minister muet be aware
from the returns placed in our hands for the past year, that
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the exports of our manufactured giods have deereased; that
they have never since ho has been in the position ho now
occupies roached the extent they did in 1878. I have
pointed out repeatedly that our manufacturers have
been hampared by additional duties being placed
upon their raw material, which have enhanced
the cost of the inanuficturel article, ani that
to compete successfully in the markets of the worll with
goods, the prices of which wore so enhanced, becomes a very
difficult matter. I have also pointel out that our manufac-
turers have to compote in foreign markets with mannfac-
turers who are aided in their eff rts by Consuls representing
the nations to which they belong, an advantage that only
those engaged in promoting a foreign trade can understand.
I think it is too bad when our manufacturers are under the
disadvantage of not having the assistance of a Consul of our
own to take them by the hand as the Consuls do the manu-
facturers of other nations, and in addition to that, when our
manufacturers are harassed in the importation of goods
entering into the manufacture of articles to be exported,
that the relief promised them by the Customs Department
by wayofdrawback of the duty upon the articles se entering
into the manufacture, has not been giron them. Last Session
I found that the Minister bad varied the regulations with re.
spect to affidavits which ha1 to be made in favour of certain
parties, and I pointed out a remarkable coincidence in the
case of those parties, and I 'sked him-I did not charge
him with having done anything wrong, for I thought his
concession in their case was a right one-to exterid those
concessions to all other mintifacturers, and I thought I bal
bis promise that the regulai ions would b. so alterel. I am
informed that this has not been done, at all events with regard
te all manufacturers, and I call his attention to it now in
order that, if ho has been so much occupied with other
matters in his Department that ho has been unable to
attend to this particular item, which is one of considerable
importance, he may find time ore long te remedy iL. I
beg to move for a return of all claims presented for draw-
backs on goods manufactured for export (not incladel in
the last return made to this House), showing the names of
all applicants, their place of business, the articles on which
the drawback was claimed, and the amount of each claim,
distinguishing between the claims which have been allowed
and thoso which have been disallowed, and those under
consideration and not yet decided, and giving the reason
for such disallowance: also copies of all rogulations made
by the Dapartment with reference to sach claims, together
with a copy of one allowed claim and the sworn declaration
thereto Of each exporter.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no objection to bringing down all
the information for which the hon. gentleman asks, The
louse is now tolerably well versed, I think, in the complaints

which have made at varions times by the hon. gentleman
who bas made this motion. We have bard it ia the same
language, I think, soma seven or eight timos, and I have
no doubt we shall have it repeated again once or twice
before the Session closes. I am quite aware that he pointed
Out, or attempted to point out, that the exportation of
certain manufactures had not been increased since the
imposition of the present duties, which have been levied
under what is better known as the National Policy. I
thought I answered that question tolerably weli on a
previous occasion, when I pointed out the large outlet which
had been provided for certain manufactures of the older Pro-
vinces in the North-West Territories and Manitoba, and also
by means Of the great interprovincial traie which his baon
created and worked up between the different Provinces;
that though my hon. friend did not deny that the
manufacturers were all busily engaged and bal been sO for
the last three or four years the output of each of these
manufactur-ers was greater than on previous occasions;

and that the reason their goads had not been exported to
the foreign market was the faet of a greater market
existing within our own borders. I pointed out that we
had in fact croted a home market by this interprovincial
trade, an 1 als> by the fact of keeping out to a certain
extent those manufactures which otherwise would have been
brought into the country. At that time 1 gave the figures
as they thon presented themselves to me, and had I
supposed that the question was about to be muoted again,
I think the statements which could be laid before the House
w'ould.show that the trade has marvellously increased the lat
two or three years. I do not know what the hon. gentleman
means whon ho speaks of the harassing of the importers
in the importation of the raw material which enters into
the various manufactures made in this country. I have
simply to say that every case that has been brought under
the notice of the Department, and under my own in par.
ticular, in which the manufacturers or the importers consi.
dered themselves aggrievod, bas received my personal
attention, not only by communication with them bv the
D ipartment, but where they were of a very serions charac-
ter, [ have gone to the localities personally, and I have
never yet failed to satisfy the people that the action of the
Departmen t has been nnder the law, and that whatever has,
been done has been done in the interest solely of the honest
importer. I do not pretend to say-it would be absurd to
suppose-that in working out a complex Tariff like ours,
and with so many ports as thore are in this Dominion,
we could have perfect uniformity where we havé so
many collectors who take difforent views of even common
orders thit may bo issued, which to an ordinary man
one woul I suppso woul I bo porfoctly plain. I do not pro-
ten or expect that the Departmont or its officers will ever
arrive at that state of perfection in which they can issue
orders which will be thoroughly understood by every oneof
the officýers who have to put the law in force. With regard
to the remark made by the han.gentleman in reference to
the varied affidavits, I have simply to make this statèmont,
that every claim for drawbacks has been judged upon its
own merits, and just as far as the law would permit the Du.
partment, just so far have they gone in order to encourage
to the fullest extent the exportation of every conceivablo
kind of article manufactured in this country. I do ne know
to what particular case the hon. gentleman refers ùt the
present time, but I do say that no manufacturer has made
application for a drawback, or for information which might
lead him te increase his manufactures or to make
contracts for the foreign market, to whose case
my attention has not been given, and in which
I have not put the most [iberal possible construction
upon the law as it formerly existed and as it now
exists. If there are any cases which my hon. friend has in
bis mind's eye, or of which ho has any knowledge, in which
this bas not been done, I should be glad, on the part of tho
Government, te have my attention called to them. The hon.
member is altogether mistaken wlien ho says I have not
given personal attention te all those matters. I do not
hestitate to say that in every case in whieh these drawbacks
have been asked for, or in which any difflimity bas arisen
between the manufacturers and the officers of my Dapart-
ment, my attention has been called to it, a'd t have
investigate: and real all the papers c3nnected with it. I
have yet to learn of any case that has not had the attention,
not only of myself, but of the officers of the Department. I
say farther that the papers will show that even in the case to
which the hon, gentleman referred daring last Session, if ho
had not interrupted me in the manner he did, I would have
shown that letters were sont to that particular manufacturer,
asking him to amend hie laims and the Department would
meet his case sO far as the law would permit, and that no
answer was ever made to that request. Yet the hon. gon-
tleman having this particular case in his min4's eye at atl
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times-for it seems to haunt him on every occasion ho ad-
dresses the House on this question-did not allow me to
proceed to place him and the House in possession of these
facts. Nor bas that manufacturer yet made any applica-
tion to amond the demands ho had made, and which 1 ave
repeatedly pointed ont could not be acceded to in the man-
nor in which they were made. I can assure the hon. gen-
tieman that no change has been made which would be
dotrimental to the manufacturer or that would hamper
him in any way in croating a foreign trade, if ho
can find a foreign market for the output of his
establishment. As we have no Foreign Consuls we have
adopted the principle of accepting the declaration and
certificates of the British Consuls at the different foreign
ports, and also of the American Consuls where there are no
British Consuls, so that the House will see that every
facility has beon offered that can possibly be offered in
order to create an export trade. I shall be very glad to
have all the information which my hon. friend has asked
for, not only in this motion, but in the other, brought down
at the earliest possible moment.

Motion agreed to.

RETURNS.

Motions for. the following Rturns wore sevérally agroed
10

Copies of all Departmental orders and advertisements
as to the proposed Canadian Loan of four millions, wit h
statement of the offeors made with rates and amounts, the
offers accepted, with rates and amounts, the amounts since
taken and the rate, and also the rate at which balance oz
the loan is now held.-(Sir Ri-hard Cartwright.).

Report of Capt. Scott, R. N., and assessors, upon the loss
of the Steamer Princess Louise, and the evidence taken
on the enquiry into such loss.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjourument of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 5:30 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuuasDY, 2tIh January, 1881.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three O'lock.

PRAYERS.

PETITIONS FOR PRIVAT iE BI LLS.

Mr. BEATY movod that the time f r roceiving Petitions
for Private Bills be extended to Saturday, the 9th of
February next, in accordance with the recommandation of'
the Select Standing Committec.

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, of conese every Session we
decide that next Session we won't have these extensions,
and thon the first thing we do is to make them. Now, it
doos seem to me that the hon. gentleman, by proposing an
extension for so long a period as to the 9th, is inviting the
promoters of Private Bils to wait till somewhere about the
7th or 8th before putting iu their petitions, and that it
would be much botter to extend, if it is necessary to extend
at all, for a week than for a fortnight.

Mr. BEATY. The view of the Committee was that to
extend to the 9th and make that final, would be botter than i
to extend to an earlier date, and thon extend again. This
is intended to be the last extension as well as the firat, as
far as the Committoe are concerned.

Mr. BoWELL.

Mr. BLAKE. If my hon. friend says that is an inten-
tion which is to become operative this Session, I shall be
botter pleased.

Mr. BEATY. Yis.
Motion agree I to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills wore severally introduced and read
the first time :-

Bill (No. 9) to amend the several Acts relatine to the
Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 10) further to amend the Act to incorporate
the South Saskatchewan Valley Railway Company.-(Mr.
Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 11) respecting the Union of certain Methodist
Churches therein named.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

Bill (No. 13) to repeal An Act tio render embers of the
Legislative Councils and Logislative Assemblies of the
Provinces now included, or which may hereafter b
included, within the Dominion of Canada, ineligble for
sitting or voting in the House Commons of Canada.-(Mr.
Ouimet.)

FRA.UD IN RELATION TO PUBLIC CON î RACTS.

Mr. CAM ERON. I bave beenrequestod by Mr. Casgra'n
to move for leave to introduce Bill (No. 12) to amend the
Act for the botter prevention of fraud in relation to con-
tracts involving the expenditure of public moneys.

Bill read the first time.

BAYFIELD HIARBOUR.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT enquircd, Whother the
attention of the Minister of Public Works has been called to
the injury doue to the Harbour of Bayfield by recant storms,
and whether it is the intention of Goverunment to provide
-i Iim in the Estimates for its repairs?

Sir HECTOR LANGE VIN. In answer to the hon.
gentleman I may say that my attention has bean called to
the injury done to the harbour at Bayfield by the recent
storms. The question of providing a sum in the Estimates
for its repairs is now ongaging the attention of the Depart-
ment.

SALARIES OF JUDGES.

Mr. McMTULLEN enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Governmont to introduce, during the present Session,
a Bill for the purpose of equalizing and increasing the
salaries of the Judges of the several courts in the Dominion ?

Sir IHECTOR' LANGEVIN. I am sorry to say that the
Government is not in a position to give an answer to the
hon. gentleman just now.

G HAVENIIURST AND CALLANDER RAILWAY.

Mr. COCK BURNin moving for copies ofall oorrespondence
with railway companies or individuals, respecting the con-
struction or subsidizing of the preposed railway link
between Gravenhurst and Callander, aio copies of any agree-
ments or pro osals affecting the sane, said: In making
this motion 1 wish it to be understood that I am not
actuated by any desire to embarrasa the Government or to
pry into the private affairs of companies or individuals.
Circumstances that have taken place regarding this impor-
tant scheme, constrain me to make some enquiry respecting
t. Hon. gentlemen do not need to be told of the impor-
ance of this link or branch of railway whieh is intended to
serve most important interests. Hon. gentlemen will recol.
oct that this scheme has already boe received with very
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great favour by the House, and a very han dsome subsidy was
cheerfully and unanimously voted for it by members on
both sides. This scheme is so well known te the majority
of people throughout the country that I need not enlarge
upon iL. It is one of very great commercial promise, both as
a through line and as a local line, and a great many people
throughout central and western Ontario, more particularly
in the newer settlements of the northern country, are be-
coming very impatient, and are beginning to feel uneasy,
about the subject. Notwithstanding that a handsome
subsidy of $12,000 per mile was granted te this
scheme some time ago, we find that nothing has yet
been done-the first sod bas not yet been turned, therefore
a great number of people throughout that region are becom-
ing very uneasy about it, and it is desireable that the
Government and the House should take some steps to
get the road constructed by making an arrangement with
some company, or some person or other. I am not
speaking in the interest of any party or railway company;
all I wish is that this vexatious delay should be put an end.
to, and that something may be done as soon as possible. I
stated before that this scheme is one of very great
promise, not only as a through lino, but as a local line;
and I should think it would offer great inducements for
any railway company to undortake, as there are already
important settlements along the proposed line, much
larger than most persons have any idea of. The line is
upwards of 100 miles in length, and I know of no scheme
so well calculated to produce so much benefit, at so small
an outlay, as the scheme in question. I trust, therefore,
that, if no private company is prepared or willing to
enter upon the construction, the, Government themselves
will at once undertake the work as a Government work.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say that there is no
objection at all to the motion made by the hon. gentleman.
The Government will be very glad to bring down any
papers connected with this matter at an early day. I may
say, however, that negotiations are going forward with a
view to secure the construction of the road, and, perhaps, it
would be better to have those completed before the papers
are laid upon the Table. The House will require no evi-
dence of the importance that the Government attached to
the construction of this line, when it is remembered that
a proposition was submitted to, and approved by, the House,
last Session, to grant a very large subsidy to this lino.
It will be remembered that we stated at that time to the
House our determination to make no arrangement for the
construction of this very important line of communication
between Gravenhurst and the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
that would not preserve the entire independence of the
line, and prevent its usefulness being interfered with by
any local interest, as we wanted that line to remain entire-
ly independent. The delay in securing its construction, I
may say, bas grown out of the difficulty of carrying out
that assurance that was given to the flouse, and which the
Government regarded so binding as to prevent their mak-
ing any arrangements that would not meet that view of the
case. I am in hopes, however, that at an early period we
will be prepared to submit to the House proposals that will
accomplish the object in view.

Motion agreed to.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Mr. LISTER moved for a return giving the name of cach
city, town and village, in the Dominion of Canada, in which
public buildings, consisting of Post Office or Custom House
or both, have been erected since 1st January, 1879; a'so
giving the name of each city and town in the Dominion in
which such. buildings are in course of erectior, .ether

with the cost and estimate4 cost of each,o

Mr. MACKENZIE. I move that the following words be
added to the motion:-

With a statement showing the population of each suh city, town or
village, and also a statement showing the revenues derived from the
publie offices of each such city, to wn or village.

I hope the hon. momber will have no objection to adding
these words.

Mr. LISTER. I have no objection.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I see no objection to the

motion made by the hon. member, nor to the amendient,
but I desire that instead of the date being lst January,
1879, it should be lst January, 1874. If the hon. gentle.
man will amend his motion to that effoct, 1 shall not oppose
its adoption.

Mr. COOK. I request the mover of the motion to make
it also cover buildings in course of construction.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

UNION JACQUES CARTIER RA.ILWAY.

Mr. II UDE. Some weeks ago the press announced
that a new railway line, small in length, but great in im-
portance as a connecting link, had just been opened at the
*back of 'Montreal, between Sault au Récollet and Lachine,
the Union Jacques Cartier Railway. The city of Quebec
and the country lying between the north shore of the St.
Lawrence and Montreal, particularly rejoiced in that fact,
because it was to the people there the beginning of an era
of through traffic, that is traffie without transhipment, with
the west and New England States at all seasons of the year.
But a few days later there came other news which spoiled
the rejoicing caused by the first announcement: the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company had out off the communica-
tion between the Union Jacques Cartier Railway and the
North Shore Railway. If I am not mistaken, an appeal
was immediately made to the Federal Government,
praying them to try to have that difference settled.
It is iii order to have the nature of that appeal made
better known to this House and the public generally, that I
move the motion of which I have given notice. As the
case is now before the courts, I do not wish to say anything
to prejudice it; but I believe I may be allowed to cali tho
serious attention of the Government to the great injury
done to many business men and farmers, by the fact that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have caused traffic to be
stopped on the Union Jacques Cartier Railway, by refusing
to carry the cars of te North Shore Railway from St.
Martin to Sault au Récollet, and vice versa. The result of
this is that the morchants of Quebec cannot have flour and
other produce of the west shippod through to them, nor
can exporters of hay, &c., on the north shore of the St.
Lawrence, especially between Three Rivers and Montreal,
have their cars sent through to New England, their usual
market, which causes annoyance, and, in several instances,
within my personal knowledge, heavy loss. It seems to
me the Government would be fully justified in interfering to
induce the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to better
respect the public interests, while guarding their own, and to
assent to some roasonable compromise. For instance, they
might very well carry the cars of the North Shore
Railway from St. Martin to Sault au Récollet and back,
keeping a record of the number of cars so carried, and wait
for the judicial authorities, now seized of the case, to finally
decide as to the remuneration claimed for the service. If I
am well informed, and I think I am, the other contending
party would assent to snob an agreement, which would
surcly be a fair one. The Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company ought not to object to it. At all events the
Government should justly and legitimately protect a large
portion of the publie by making that great and prond
concern, which I suppose they have some means of inuf4
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encing, show themselves in a little more favourable light
with respect to this matter. I hope, therefore, the Gov-
ernment will see their way to interfere, with the public
interest in view, and that with the least possible delay. I
beg to move for correspondence exehanged between the
Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
and any other railway company, with regard to the
opening of the Union Jaques Cartier Railway.

Mr. GIROUARD. The motion which bas been made by
my hon. friend is one which interests a portion of my county.
This railway runs from Lachine to Back River, passing
through a very important parish at the back of the city of
Montreal. It was built I do not say mainly with the inten-
tion, but certainly with the intention, of affording communi-
cation with the city of Montreal, and thence by railway in an
oasterly as well as a westerly direction. It so happons that
in consequence of the decision of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company no trains are running on the road although
it bas been completed for some months. I think it is con-
tended on the part of the Union Jacques Cartier Railway Com-
pany, that they bave running powers over the tanadian

acific Railway, and I believe this right is denied by the lat-
ter Company. I do not wish to say one word in favour of or
against the pretensions of cither party. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company may be right,or the Union Jacques Cartier
Company may be right. But it seems to me it is a very ex-
traordinary power to exorcise on behalf of a company like the
Canadian Pacifie Railway,which to a certain extent is a na-
tioial company, to say: We will not allow any trains to pass
over ourroad ; and I think that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
should allow these trains to pass, reserving to the courts of
justice to determine the rates to be paid that company
under the general provisions of the Railway Act, or under
some special provisions which are alleged to have been made
in the sale effected by the Quebec Government to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I do not know whether this
Parliament bas or bas not jurisdiction in the matter, but
whether it bas or not I hope the Canadian Pacifie Railway
will see the impropriety of refusing to allow the trains of
this company to pass over their line, though they may
reserve the detormination of their rights in the manner I
have stated.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. . I may say with reference to
this question, that there can be no objection to bringing
down any correspondence in the hands of the Government.
It is very unfortunate that the difficulty should have arisen,
and that the trade of a very important section of the country
should have been so materially interfored with, owing to
the want of accord upon the question batween the two
companies concerned,namely,the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. The Grand
Trunk Railway Company made communication to me point-
ing out that they were unable to carry on their trafflc
through inability to run over a portion of the road built
and owned by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and
I immediately referred the question to the Department of
Justice to ascertain if the Government had any power to
interfere. The answer of that Department was that we
possessed no power whatever; that this Parliament alone
was in a position to give running powers to any one com-
pany to run over the lino of any other company. That
neither the Government nor the Railway Committee of the
Privy Council wore clothed with any power which would
enable us to interfere. Having received that answer as to
the question of law, I used my best offices with the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway Company in the matter, by suggest-
ing to them my anxiety that there should be no interruption
of this traffl. The statement made by the company was:
We are quite prepared to allow traffic to run over our lines,
but for the protection of our rights we require that the
parties should agree to pay us a certain amoant, subject to

Mr. HgPUDZ.

the final adjudication of what rights they may have. We do
not wish to obstruet the traffie for a single moment, but the
course we are taking is indispensible to protect our legal
rights and enable us to obtain the consideration to which
we are entitled. I am sorry that no means were found
either by adopting that mode, or of allowing traffe te go
on, subject to compensation by the Grand Trunk Railway
Company, or by any other mode, until the matter should be
finally determined. I believe it bas been taken to the
courts, and the only p>wer which, under the circumstances,
bas any means of dealing with the question is this Parlia-
ment.

Motion agree: to.

DISALLOWANCE OF PROVINCIAL ACTS.

Mr. MULOCK moved for copies of all Orders in Council,
reports and correspondence not already brought down, in
reference to the exercise or non-exercise of the power of
disallowance as to any Provincial Acts; 'with a statement
of the dates of prorogation of each of the Provincial Assem-
blies; and of the dates at which the Acts of the Session were
received at Ottawa; and copy of the despatches addressed
tothe Lieutenant Governors on the subject of the trans-
mission to the Government of Canada of Euch Acts.

Mr. BLAKE. In this connoction I would call the atten-
tion of the Government to the laxity of practice which so
far as I can understand bas grown up with reference to the
transmission of the Acts of the Local Legislatures. lt was
found when I had the responsibility in this regard, that
there were very considerable delays in the transmission of
the Acts, and during that period an Order in Council was
passed under which instructions were sent te the Lieu-
tenant Governors of the varions Provinces requesting, and
so far as might be, enjoining them within a fixed period-I
think it was six wceks after the conclusion of the Local
Assembly-to transmit their Acts for the consideration of
the Executive. It is very clear that at the earliest con-
venient moment, after the Acts bave been assented to, they
should be so transmitted, because, if an indefinite period is
to elapse before the transmission, during all that time these
Acts upon which the power of disallowance may ultimately
be exercised'remain valid, and, strictly speaking, until trans-
mitted it is not possible for the Government to act upon them.
Now, I am informed that in more than one instance a much
longer period than six weeks, a period approximating to a
year, bas elapsed without the Acts ofthe Local Logislatures
having been transmitted to the Secretary of State, and that,
in consequence, it is stated, and I dare saycorrectly, that it
is impossible for the Goverument to consider of these Acts
whether or no they sh ould be allowed. I would, thorefore,
in connection with my hon. friend's motion-which I have
no doubt will pass, because except as to the latter part it is
a customary motion, and as to the latter portion it is a
proper one-call attention to these facts and suggest the pro-
priety of the Government reminding their officers, the Lieu-
tenant Governors, of the Order whichi was passed, and calling
thom to perform it so far as practicable.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think the Dominion Govern-
ment have a year from the receipt of the Bills in which to
act.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly ; but what I pointed ont to the
hon. gentleman was that, until received, an Act which may
ultimately be found to be objectionable and disallo wed, re-
mains valid, and by delaying forever to transmit the Act, yon
delay forever the exorcise of the power.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Oh, e
Motion agreed to.
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MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

Motions for the following Returns were severall
agreed to:-

Statement sohwing for the time elapsed since the perio
covered by the Order of the louse of Commons of las
Session with reference to the Superannuation Fund : 1. Th
number of persons on the list for the year as entitled to th
benefit of the Act; 2. The number superannuated during th
year under the Act; 3. The num ber retired during the year or
a gratuity under the Act; 4. The total amount paid into th
fond from the beginning by those who were during the
year superannuated, or retired on a gratuity; distinguishing
between those whose superannuation was caused by the
abolition of office, those who were superannuated other
wise, and those who retired on a gratuity; 5. The numbers
of persons on the list for the year who died in the service;
and6. The total amount paid into the fund from the begin
ning by those who during the year died in the service.-
(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of judgments of the Supreme Court of Canada, no
already brought down, on the question of the legislativt
power with reference to the regulation of the sale of intoxie
eating liquors, and of the judgment of the Judicial Con-
mittee of the Privy Council in the. case of Hodge against.
the Queen on the same subject, and of the shorthand
writer's notes of the proccedings before the Committee, and
of any correspondence in connection with the case; and
also, for copies of the shorthand writer's notes of the pro-
ccedings before the Committee in the case of Russell and
the Queen.-(Rr. Blake )

Sir LEONARD TILLEY movcd the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed to ; and (at 4:05 o'clock, p."m.) the House
adjourned.

HIOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 25th January, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Thrce o'clock.

PRAYERS.

REPORT.

The following Rieport was laid on the Table:-
Report of Minister of Railways and Canal.-(Sir Charles

Tupper.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The following Bills were severally introduced, and read

the first time:-
Bill (No. 14) to amalgamate the Board of Trade of the

City of Toronto and the Toronto Corn Exehange Associa-
tion.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 15) to limit the jurisdiction of the SupremeCourt in Appeal.-(Mr. Landry, Montmagny.)
Bill (No. 16) for the declaration of titles to land and tofacilitate its transfer in the Territories of Canada.-(Mr.3McCarthy.)

MANITOBA PUBLIC SCIIOOLS.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that this House do, onTuesday, resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to con-

sum notexceeding $30,000, being S15,000 for each of the fiscal years
1881-82 an i 1882.83; the said suma to be ad vanced out of the Consolidated

y Revenue Fund and to be repaid thereto with interest at the rate of 5 per
cent. per annum, out of the first proceeds of the sales cf "School
Lands" in the said Province under the Dominion Lands Act, 183.

Motion agreed to.
e
e OFFICIAL REPORT OF TUE DEBATES OF THE

IOUSE.

Mr. BOWELL, in .moving to add the names of Messrs.
Foster and Royal to the Select Committee for the supervision
of the Official Reports of the Debates of this House, said :
My attention has been called to the fact that it would be
botter to have another gentleman representing the French
language upon the Committee, and also one from the
Maritime Provinces; and looking through the list of
members of the House, we thought the two members sug-
gested would be, perhaps, as eligible as any others for the
position. I suppose the louse will have no particular
objection to this motion.

Mr. BLAKE. This Committee, which is a louse Con-
mittee, to discharge duties which are important, and may
become delicate, with respect to the publication of the de-
bates, has been, I believe, always, and I know certainly is
to-day, composed of proportions which, as is proper, give
the Ministerial side of the House a majority, but in the pro-
portion of five to four. The hon. gentleman now proposes that
these proportions should be changed to seven to four. I think
that is objectionable for many reasons. It would be vory
much better to allow the proportions to romain as at pre-
sent, and the hon, gentleman might, at least, have adopted
the name of another member from this side of the House.
1, therefore, suggest that the name of an hon. member from
this side of the House be substituted for one of the two
names proposed-I do not object to the names otherwise-
in order to keep the majority as it is, and the two sides of
the House as nearly as possible on an equality.

Mr. BOWELL. I did not hear the hon. gentleman sug-
gest uny name. There can be no possible objection to
adding another name to the list, Lut I think the two names
I have suggested should be placed on the Committee. If
the hon. gentleman thinks bis side of the House will not be
sufficiently protected, there can be no objection whatever to
adding another name.

Mr. BLAKE. The addition of another name, when the
hon. member is proposing two additional names, will not
retain the proportion. That is the rcason I proposed a
substitution instcal of an addition.

Mr. BOWELL. If the hon. gentleman will reflect, ho
will remember that the representation of his side of the
flouse on that Committee is much greater than on any
other Committee of the House.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly, and for obvious reasons.
Mr. BOWELL. I frankly confess I thought nothing of

that matter. I suggested twonames as being those of mem-
bers who should representrthe House on the Committee. If
the hon. member will suggest a name I will move that it be
added; but I do not feel inclined to withdraw oither of the
names I have suggested.

Mr. BLAKE, , I suggest the name of Mr. Innes.
Mr. BOWELL. A very good name; and I move the

addition of the naime of Mr. Innes to the names mentioned
in the motion.

Motion, as amended, agrced to.
aider the following Resolution :-

That it is expedient to provide that the Governor in Conneil may I
authorise the advance, to the Province of Manitoba, in aid of the Public MSchools therein, Of the Oum Of Sie,eoo, the advance whereof, in the fiscal R a
year 1880-81, was authorized by the Act 4t Vic., Chap. 13, and a further Government, during the present Session cf Parliament, te
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introduce and pass an Act relating to the mining of gold and
other minerals, excepting coal, in the North-West Terri-
tories ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In reply to the hon. gentle.
man, I would say that section 42 of the Dominion Lands
Act, 1883, provides that lands containing coal or other min-
erals shall be dispose: of in such manner, and on such terms
and conditions, as may from time to time be fixed by the
Governor in Ceuncil by regulations to be made in that be-
half. The regulations relating to the mining of gold and
other minerals, except coal, have been prepared, and are
awaiting the consideration of the Governor in Council. They
will be laid on the Table early next week. The regulations
respecting the mining of coal have already been laid on the
Table.

MINING ON BAKER CREEK, N. W. T.

Mr. LISTER enquired, Has any person been authorized
by the 'Government to grant mining licenses in the
North-West Territories? If so, name, date of appointment and
salary. If no such appointment has been made, has a grant
of land been made by the Government to the Healy or
Dennis Company, on Baker Creck, or on the south side of
the Bow River, south of Silver City ? If so, when was the
grant made, what quantity of land is covered by it, and what
was the consideration ? If no such grant made, has
the said company or any other company, or any person or
persons, received a license or been in any way authorized to
mine for minerals in the North-West? If so, the date of
each license and the quantity of land covered ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Department of the
Interior is aware that Measrs. Dennis and Hoaly have made a
discovery on what is known as Baker Creek. We have now
an application from them in the Departmont for a mining
location. No grant can b made to them, or anyone else,
until the mining regulations are in force; then their case
will be dealt with under the regulations. No person has
been authorized -to grant mining licenses in the North-
West.

CANADIAN IMMIGRATION.
Mr. BLAKE enquired, What is the estimate of the Gov-

ernment as to the number of immigrants who have settled
in Canada during the last year; of the number of immi-
grants who have settled in Manitoba and the North-West;
and of the num ber of immigrants from other parts of Canada
who have settled in Manitoba and the North-West ?

'Mr. POPE. The number of immigrants whocame into
Canada during last year and expressed their intention of
settling here, was, according to the returns of our agents and
others, 133,303. There were also reported on the line
between Emerson and the Rocky Mountains, 1,000 people. In
my opinion this number is underestimated, and such is the
opinion of our agents. As to the number of immigrants who
havesettled in Manitoba and the North-West, that is placed
at 50,400. I am not in a position to answer the last clause
of the hon. gentleman's question, but I will Land him an
answer.

BANK RETURNS.
Mr. MASSUE enauired, Whether it is the intention of

the Government to introduce, during the present Session,
a measure to provide that the returns mado by banks shall
be examined and controlled by inspectorsa?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In answer to the hon. gentle-
man's enquiry, I may say that the subject to which he as
called attention is now cngaging the consideration of the
Government.

SUPPLY FARM No. 20.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved for a return showing

all Orders in Council or Departmental Orders respecting the
âfr. LISTER.

sale of Supply Farm No. 20 on Fish Creek, near Calgary,
or authorizing the sale of said farm. Also, a return sbow-
ing: 1. The number of acres under cultivation in said farm
at the time of sale. 2. The buildings thereon and the cost
thereof. 3. All applications for the purchase of said farm.
4. A copy of ihe conveyance or agreement entered into
between the Government and the purchaser. 5. The price
agreed to be paid for said farm, and how paid or payable.
6. And all correspondence between the Government, or the
Department of the Interior, and any person, respecting said
farm and the sale thereof. He said : On Monday last I
drew the attention of the Government to this farm by
making the following enquiry of the Ministry:

" Whether Supply Parm No. 20, on Fish Creek, near Calgary, has been
sold ; when, to whom, and for what price, and whether by pri vate
sale or public competition? "
In reply to that question the hon. First Ministor answered:

" Supply Farm No. 20 has been sold to the Hon. Dr. Robitaille at a
price of $3 per acre, by private sale, and not by public competition."

I must say I was somewhat surprised to hear from the hon.
First Minister that this valuable property had been disposed
of by the Government by private sale, and at $3 per acre.
The farm, as I understand, is a large and valuable farm,
consisting of, I think, some 5,000 acres, established some
years ago by the Government as a supply farm; the
object being to raise upon it grain to supply the
instruction farms and the Indians. The farm has been in
operation, and, so far as I cau understand, in successful
operation, for some years. A large number of men have
been employed upon it, and a considerable amount has been
expended in improving, cultivating, and building upon
it. It is situated within a few miles of Calgary,
in what is said to be one of the very best portions
of the North-West Territory; the land is said to
be first class land. Now, the exact amount expended upon
the farm it is difficult to ascertain from the public docu-
ments. It is stated in one report that in 1880 there were
465 acres under cultivation, most of which was fenced ; that
there were buildings of some value on the premises; that
other improvements had been made theroon, but to what
extent it is a very difficult matter to gather from the
reports submitted to the House by the Minister in charge of
Indian Affairs So far as I have been able to ascertain, I
should say that we have expended at least over $ 10,000 on
that farm which has been sold for $3 per acre by private
sale to the Lieutenant Governor of the Province of Quebec.
Now, as I said, Sir, the farm was established for a particular
purpose, and, so far as one can gather from the reports, it
has been a successful farm, adapted to the purposes for
which it was intended. Judging also by the documents to
which we have access, there was no reason whatever why
the farm should have been sold, and certainly no reason that
I can see why it should have been sold by private sale to Dr.
-Robitaille, the Lieutenant Governor of Quebec. The first
report I could lay my hands upon was a communication
from Norman T. McLeod, one of the Indian Agents in the
North-West, to the Lieutenant Governor. In that report
Mr. McLeod speaks of this farm, and of various other farms ;
points out the difficulty of operating them ; and, of course,
one would casily understand how, at that time, in 1880,
there was considerable difficulty in operating them, isolated
as they were and difficult of access. In Sessional Paper No.
14, of the year 1881, I find that Mr. McLeod, among other
things, makes the following statement:-

"I regret having Io report the almost total failure which bas attended
the operations on the two supply farms, at Fish Creek and at Pincher
Creek, greatly owing to unavoidable causes. The spring was cold and
late, and vegetation slow. The land was not ina state to expeet a full
crop from it, the greater part cf it having only been broken for the first
time in the spring, which caused the seeding to be backward. The
seed intended for them was not delivered in time, and on the 23rd of
August a heavy snow storm, followed by severe frost, cut of the late
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sown grain. The farm at Fish Creek was alo visited by a severe hail
storm in July, which damaged the growing crops considerably. These
storms are said to be usual in this country. Notwithstanding these draw-
backs, the farms in the neighbourhood, where the land was properly
prepared and sowed early, have yielded fair crops of barley and oats,
showing that these grains may be raised successfully ; peas will also
yield good returne, but there being no demand for them at present they
are not cultivated te any extent. They would make a valuable addition
to the food supply for the Indians. Wheat is more uncertain; but, I
think, more from the inferiority of the seed used, and the want of care
in preparing it before sowing so as to prevent smut, than from the
unsuitableness of the climate and soil."

We find, however, that as the reports come down year after
year these difficulties disappear, and in the end they are
able to grow crops successfully; and this property is said by
the Inspector of Indian Agencies to be a valuable proporty. I
find that Mr. Wadsworth, Inspector of Indian Agencies and
Farms, in his report to Lieutenant Governor Dewdney, dated
on the lst of December, 1881, and appearing in the Ses-
sional Papers of 1882, speaks of this farm-in these words:

" I next visited the Fish Creek Supply Farm, arriving there on the
5th May. Mr. J. J. McHugh was in charge, baving reached there from
Rivière Qui Barre some ten days previously. He was actively engaged in
putting in the seed, grain, roots, &c.; although in some degree hampered
by inexperienced workmen and lack of borse power he was making good
progress. The quantity of land broken here is 465 acres, most of which
le fenced; that the farmn is very badly equipped for extensive operations
is apparent. In a country where wages are bigh, and food enormously
dear, it stands to reason that to farm profitably labour-eaving machines
must be extensively used, also that horses should be used instead of
oxen."

You will observe that this report is dated on the lst of
December, 1881, and has relorence to the proceedings of
that year. You will also observe that the report speaks of
465 acres having been cultivated, nearly all of which was
fenced. I find in the Sessional Papers for 1883 a report
from the same gentleman to Lieutenant Governor Dowdney,
having reference to the year 1882. le says:

" The crops on the supply farmas have not been very good. There
will be between one and two thousand bushels on the Fish Creek Farm,
also a large crop of peas and barley. The peas I shall send for seed
te the reserves next spring, as I think they.will be good te grow for food.
The Indians can make soup of them • • • At Calgary, the
Barcees were not so successful, but we managed to take in a good many
potatoces and other seed for next spring from the Fish Creek Farm, and
I hope, next year, to make a good showing on this reserve."
There is nothing there that would indicate that the authori-
ties up there, who had supervision and charge of this farm,
communicated to the Government that it was desirable that
the farm should be sold or disposed of in any way. Mr.
Wadsworth, in the same report, further says:

"Under the management QI Mr. Doyle, this farm was in fine order;
a large erop had been Bown which promised well. Miy remarks upon
the discontinuance of Pincher Creek Supply Farm will ais t apply here.
I may state that it is a very valuable property, and shuuld, if sold,
realize a good sum cf money."

Now, that is the report male by Mr. Wadsworth, the
Inspector of Indian Agencies, to the Department, which must
have been known to Mr. Dewdney, and to the Minister in
charge of the Department; but there is no suggestion that
the farm should be disposed of. On the contrary, in a pre-
vious portion of the same report Mr. Wadsworth speaks of
the continued success of the farm, and says that ultimately
it would prove of great advantage to the Indians of the North-
West. Now, we were told by the hon. First Minister that
the farin bas been sold; that it has been sold to the Lieutenant
Governor of the Province of Quebec, and sold at the magni-
ficent sum of $3 an acre. It has been sold privately ; the
publie were not aware that this farm was to be put on the
market; nobody, so far as I am aware, knew except Mr.
Robitaille and another Lieutenant Governor. I do not
know why the Government sold this farm. I am not now
enquiring why. They May have had reaons, but nobody
knows what theso reasons were. But what I do com-
plain of is that this farm was sold at private sale,
and for at least one-third of its value. That is the
estimate of gentlemen who live in the neighbourhood

of the farm-friends of hon. gentlemen opposite, men who
live in the city of Calgary. These gentlemen have stated
to me that the property was worth three times what the
Government got for it. The hon. First Minister tells
us that it was sold to Lieutenant Governor Robitaille
by private sale. Will the hon. gentleman say that there
is no other Lieutenant Governor interested in that sale ? I
am prepared to give the hon. gentleman my authority that
another Lieutenant Governor is interested in this farm. I
state, without fear of successful contradication, that
two Lieutenant Governors went out to that farm, inspected
it, and made an estimate of its value. I know, further, that
one of the Lieutenant Governors, whose name the hon. gen-
tleman did not give to the House, was in negotiation for
the sale of a portion of that farm after it was
bought from the Government. I say that if that
farm was sold nonignally to Lieutenant Governor
Robitaille, there is another Lieutenant Governor as
deeply interested in it as Mr. Robitaille. I say that if
that is so,it is an outrage and a scandai which the Governmont
ought to get rid of. I do not say now that the hon. First
Minister, or the Governmont, were aware of all the circumn-
stances; I cannot say, until the papers come down, whother
they were in communication with the other Lieutenant
Governor, or not; but I do say that it is not consistent with
the duty that hon. gentleman owes to the Government and
the public, that a man in his position, who gets the first
report about a particular piece of property, should avail
himself of that information, and, either for himself or any
other person, secure an interest in the property. Nobody,
except the officials, is aware of what these reports contain
until they are submitted to Parliament; and there is no
doubt that he had full knowledge of the fact that tbe
Inspector of Indian Agencies reported to the Government
that this was a valuable property and would realize a large
sum of money, else lie would not have joined in purchasing
it by private sale. I say no more until the documents
come down. I state, not what has been told me by my
political friends, but by friends of hon. gentlemen opposite
in the city of Calgary, who complain bitterly of the sale of
that property without public notice, and without the public
having an opportunity of bidding for this valuable property.
I contend that it is not a proper way of dealing with the
public domain of this country, especially with such a pro.
perty as this, upon which the Government had spent a
large sum of money in cultivation, in erecting buildings,
and in making other .improvements. I ask the bon. gen-
tleman if he knows that $ 1,500 was spent in building a
bridge across Fish Creek, which rurs through the property,
in order to benefit the farm ? Did the Government take
this into account when they sold tho property to Mr.
Robitaille for $3 an acre ? Does that cover the cost of all
the improvements on the property ? Even if it does, the
Government have not received the value of the land, and
they have practically given it away. Now, I say,
in the first place, that it was unfair that this property
should have been sold in this secret, underhand way-tho
public should have had an opportunity of bidding for it
when it was put on the market; I say that it was sold for a
great deal less than its value ; I say that it was sold under
circumstances whihh demand from the Government, if not
from Parliament, a thorough enquiry; and I say that it was
sold to Lieutenant Governor Dewdney, and another Lieu-
tenant Governor, I believe, was interested in the purchase.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. There can be no objection
to the motion boing adopted, and the papers will be brought
down at once. I rather regret the hon. gentleman
did not pursue the usual course of reserving any remarks
antil he had the whole case before him. Hle has not had
that advantage. He evidently considered it was important
to~himself, and the rest of the House, to get these papers
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down in order that they might make up their minip on the soon as his term of office is over lie is going to transfer him.
subject, or he would not have moved for them. Ilf he had self to the North-West to settle thre-
all the information requisite to form an opinion, there was
no necessity for his motion; but if n< t, he should have Mr. COOK. Is he going to take bis piggery with him?
reserved comment until ho could have spoken with some gua S:r JOI A. MACDONALD. I dare say my hon. friend
rantee of correctness. Thore was evidently not a parlia will find a very hospitable reception if he visits him thero
mentary animus actuating the hon. gentleman, when in the North-West. It could not be sold as a whole farm,
ho said there are two Lieutenant Governors con- and Mr. Robitaille was told he could make his own bargains
cerned in this, and that he would give their names if I with the Canadian Pacifie Railway for their lands; but that
asked for them; and wound op by saying that one of them as far as the school lands were concerned he could not get
was Lieutenant Governor Dewdney. He does not assoit, tbem, as they must be kept to be deait with under the law
but ho insinuates, that Lieutenant Governor Dewdney is which prescribes the mode of selling school land@. It can
the purchaser of this place; and ho insinuates this because only be sold by public auction, and only when it has been
two Lieutenant Governors drove out together and went surveyed, and at a price equivalent to the price which is
over the farm together. That isthe evidence he adduces to obtained for the neighbouring lands. Therefore ho did not
show that Lieutenant Governor Dewdney had an interest in get this 4,500 acres. le only got those portions of it that
the purchase of this farm. The hon, gentleman should belonged to the Canadian Government. lie did not got tho
remember that the Lieutenant Governor of the North-West, Canadian Pacifie Railway lands; he did not get the school
Mr. Dewdney, is the Commissioner for the management of lands; ard ho only got the oven-numbered sections when
Indian Affairs, and it was his duty to visit the farm. le surveyed. Now, these buildings were, as I have stated, of
was instructed to do so, and to report tothe Governmentand comparatively littile value, and we could not put them up
the Department, as Commissioner of Indian Affairs. There- to auction. It was of great importance to get some person
fore, in the performance of his duty, not as Lieutenant Gover- who would buy the whole farm, Mr. Robitaille said: "
nor,but as Commissioner,he went,in obedience to instructions, have seen the Canadian Pacifie Railway authorities, and I
to make a valuation, and he did make it. That is the whole think I shall be able to make a bargain with them ; [ will
basis of the attack on Mr. Dewdnoy. Why this gentleman, run my risk of that." I will read, Mr. Speaker, from a
because he is a public official, should be held liable to report ofthe Deputy Minister. When I saw, yesterday, that
insinuations of that kind from an hon. member in his the hon. gentleman showed symptoms of making a speech,
place, I do not see. It is a grave thing to make those charges. I brought the papers over here, though it is rather incon-

le bas said that he heard from hon. gentlemen on this side venient to quote papers higglety-pigglety in this way, when
that the people were very indignant over the matter. Well, they are not before the louse. On June 28th, 1883, the
this farm, a good manyyears ago, in the earlysettlementof Deputyof the Minister of the Interior, Mr. Burgess, mado
that country, whon there were tew or no settlers, no means this report to me as Minirter of the Interior :
of getting provisions, and no railways, was laid out as a DEPARTMENT OF TH& INTERIOR,supply farm for the Indians. It was considered as a ten- " OmAA, June 28th, 1833.
tative matter, and the previous Government, I believe, laid "sta,-havethebonourt) directatten1ion tothefacttbat the Deputy
this place out as a supply farm for Indians-the Blackfect, of the Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs has notified this Depart-
and all those tribes stretching across the foot of the Rocky ment that the tract of land known as the Fish Greek Farm, situated near
Mountains. The farm was not surveyed, but the site was the junction of the Fia Creek with the Bow River, in the District of

. Alberta, North-West Territories, is no longer required for Indian pur-taken up as an eligible one by the officers of that day, with- poses, and possession of the same bas been surrendered to this Depart-
out reference to future surveys of any kind. The hon, ment, to be dealt with as may be deemed proper.
gentleman will find, by the report of Mr. Wadsworth, that " The Deputy Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs further states
rom some causetht it is proposed to dispense at once with the services of the person

an inani suocecase. The hime ias passe oth eees omritalo now in charge of the tarm buildings and premises.
and financial success. The timehaspassedfor thenecessityof " Permit me respectfully to submit that. in order to dispose of this
a supply farm ofthis kind, and the authorities of the Indian property to the best advantage, it is desirable that it should be sold at
Department thought necessary to close this bill of expense once, as every day's delar means deterioration of the farm buildings and

rt ogt rdecrease in the value of the breaking and all the other improvements.
which was annually a loss. It was closed, and the farm was " Moreover the tract of land attached to the buildings having, up to
transferred back to the Indian Department, ceasing to be an this period, been cultivated as one farm, it would be in the public
Indian farm. Then we had to consider what was to be done interest to sell it in one blnck intact, -so that the full value of the im-

provements made thereon by the Indian Department may be realized.with it. It is a farm of some 4,500 acres more or less-I am I "I have, therefore, the honour to recommend that the authority of ais
not sure whether it has been surveyed yet or not; perhaps Exeellency the Gover nor General in Council, as required by section 24
it has; but the moment it went back to the Department of of the Dominion Lands Act, 1833, be asked for the sale by this Depart-ment ïf the farm (with the buildings thereon) known as the Fish OreekInterior, it became, like other public lands in the North- Indian Farm, as shown on the tracing herewith, and more particularly
West, open to homesteading and pre-emption, and also described as follows:
giving the Canadian Pacifie Railway a claim to the odd num Here follows the description-
bered sections, a portion being within the twenty four mile " Subject, however, when the 'surveys of the land have be n made andbelt. They had a right to their land, and if there were any confirmed, toany rig'its therein which may accrue by law to the Hudson's
school lands included, as I suppose there would be in those Bay Company "
4,500 acres, they were to be dealt with under the law relat- Yoe, the Hudson's Bay Company-I said the Canadianing to school lands. Over this farm were scattered build- Pacifie Company-
ings, principally of logs and of some years duration, whieh "And the sehool endowment; and subject also to such rights, if ary,would be of littie or no value if the farm were broken up in the oid numbered sectioas therein which may accrue to the Canadian
in quarter-sections, except for the material they would Paciie Railway Company, under 44 Via., chap. i.
afford the homesteader, who, mind you, was to get the land " The price to be not less than $3 an acre.
for nothing. If this land was not sold as one farm, it would That -is tho report of Mr. Bargess. Subsequently that
have to be broken up into quarter-sections, and any home- report was adopted, and'I may say here that we considered
steader could get land under the law upon entering himself that $3 an acre was a very good price indeed. The nominal
for it as sach. The hon. gentleman says this place ought price of land by the Statute was 81 an acre, and to get 82
to be put up at public auction. «Well, we could not put it an acre additional for the old log buildings we considered
up as a whole farm at public auction, because the Govern- was a very good bargain. The hon. gentleman says the
mont did not own it as a whole farm. Lieutenant Governor lard is worth more now. Well, Mr. Speaker, I believe
Robitaille, who took a fancy to the place, and who says as th ere is just now a boom at Calgary, something like the

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.
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boom that existed at Winnipeg a couple of years ago; but
my hon. friend who sits behind me from the West Riding
rf Durham (Mr. Williams) has been over the ground, and
says he would not give half the money for it. He has been
over the ground, and on' the farin, and bas seen the improvo-
ments. On the 17th July, 1883, there was this further
report from the Deputy Minister:

"DEPARTMENT OF THE INrERIOR,
' OrTAWA, 17th July, 1883.

"Sin,-With reference to the Order in Council of the 7th inst., trans.
ferring to this Department the Indian farm situated on the Fish Creek,
in the District of Alberta, North-West Territories, and authorizing the
sale of the land, with the buildings tbereon, as one farm, at a price Of
not les than $3 per acre, I have the honour to call your attention to the
fact that the papers from the Department of Indian Affairs, which are now
on record in this office, disclose that the Hon. Theodore Robtailla, of
Quebec, made an offer of '$10,000 some time ago for the property, and
Mr. Dewdney, Indian Commissioner, who bas had the best means of
arriving at correct conclusions as to the value of the farm, recommends
the acceptance of the offer.

The area is 4,733 acres, and I sugg est that Mr. Robitaille be given
the opportunity ofpurchasingat the upset price named in the Order in
Council, namely $3 per acre. As the land is not surveyed, and the
respective rights of the Hudson's Bay Company, the school endowment,
SUd the Canadian Pacific Rai way Company, cannot at presentha ascer-
tained, I further recommend that for the purposes of the sale the area at
the disposal of the Government be, for the present, comput5d at one
half ihe whole area, or 2,36EJ acres; that the terms of payment h one
fonrth of the purchase money of that area in cash, and the remainder in
three equal annual instalments, with interest at the rate of 6 per centum
per annum.

i When the survey is male. and the interests of all the parties men-
tioned in this letter have been as -ertained, the payments to be subject to
readjustment, by increase or reduction, as the case may be.

" This would not accord exactly with Mr. Robita lle's offer, as it is
evident he expected for $10,00U to acquire the whole property from the
Government direct, and the rate per acre would be higher than he con.
templated. The proposition I make, however, is consistent with the
policy of the Department, and in accordance with the provisions of the
Order in Coancil transferring the farm.''

This is a report from the Deputy Minister to myself. I
believe it was the very best disposition of the property that
could be made; I balieve there lias been a full value got for
it and for the buildings; 1 believe that it would have only
caused delay, without any good purpose whatever, to have
advertized it, and put it up to auction. I am quite certain
of that; we have had experience of that; we have been
trying to sell the buildings at Fort Pelly ; we have adver-
tized ther very largely, and we have not been able
a get a bid for them, and the buildings are crumbling
down. It is quite clear that the same result would have
followed in this particular instance. This is the explanation.
I am quite satisfiel that the Lieutenant Governor of
Quebec has not made bis fortune out of this speculation; I
am quite satisfied that, for the 2,000 and odd acres that the
Government have sold to him, they are getting a high
price, and much more than they would have got if it had
been broken up into sections and homesteaded and
pre-empted. The whole of the papers will be brought
down with full particulars, and I shall have the opportunity
of discussing the matter with the hon. gentleman again. ln
the meantime, I have not-the slightest* objection to the
motion.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. It doecs not appear to
me, Mr. Speaker, that the hon. the First M1inister has quite
met the statement Of my hon. friend behind me. My hon.
friend's objection was--and a most just objection it is-that
sales should be made by private contract to gentlemen in
the position of the Lieutenant Governor of Quebec, or any
other party. Now, I hoard something about this transac-
tion myself. It was very freely canvassed and discussed in
the North-West, and I will tell the hon. gentleman this :
that I was credibly informed, and I believe it is the case,
that one man, resident in the immediate neighbourhood of
this same property, offered S 10 an acre for auy 200 acres of
this 4,700-not to the Government, but to the gentleman
to whom the Government sold it. I was informed of that
on authority which I am inclined to believe was correct,

I have not seen the property myself-I do not. know whether
the bargain may be a desirable one or not ; but I do believe
that the people in the North-West, and the people in the
country generally, will agree with me in thinking thit it is
not expedient that private sales should be made by the
Department of largo portions of the public property to
Lieutenant Governors or any other parties. It may be ail
right; the Government may have got ail this property was
really worth; but itis quite clearto me-and 1 think will be
clear to everybody who considers the subject fairly-.that to
allow this to be done opens wide the door to ail nianner of
jobbery and to an improper kind of speculation ; and that it
is much to be regretted that a transaction of this kin I
should have occurred between a gentleman occupying the
position of a Lieutenant Uovernor and t1he D»partment of
the Intorior.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I understand thon, Mr.
Speaker, that Iho hon. gentleman desires the inauguration
of a new policy. ie desires that the lands in the North-
West should be sold by publie auction. Wby, Sir, not an
acre bas been sold by publie auction. It is in accordance
with the law that every acre has been sold*by private sale.
The only exception-and it is made a spocial exception-is
in regard to the school lands.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think that at any
rate the public ought to have known that that land was to
be disposed of by private sale. Those people in the neigh-
bourhood did not know that-no man appears to have known
il, except tho Lieutenant Govirînor of Quebac, and, perhaps,
a11o some others.

Mr. BLAKE. It is quite one thing to talk of land boing
sold as this was, and another thing to talk of land being
sold by private sale, in the way in which the hon. gentleman
mentions. Whon ho says this land was sold by private sale,
and that land was sold by private sale, he knows perf<ctly
well that the sales he speaks of were of properties whieu
have been announced to the publie as open to any man to
take at a fixed price. Was that done hore ? Was the
public made aware that this farm was open to anybody who
chose to apply for it at $ an acre ? We knov it was
not. We know, therefire, this case differs from the rule in
the North-West Territories entirely-unless, indeed, there bu
other exceptions which we have not yet learned.

Mr. COOK. There is one thing that must be taken into
consideration. The lion. leader of the Government has stated
that if I went to the North-West, no doubt I would be
entertained at the .Lieuteaant Governor's residence. I want
him to understand that I do not go te the North-West. A
great many of his own friends go there, and probably ho
had given tbem an opportunity of getting entertained ut
the hands of the Lieutenant Governor of th Province of
Quebec. Probably, aise, ho is just paving the way for that
bon. gentleman for another appointment as Lieutenant
Governor of that Province. I wish to give my hon. friend
to understand that I do not require to be entertainei, nor
shall I have the oppirtunity of being entertained at the
hands of the Lieutenant Governor, even if ho should come
down to Ontario with his farm and the piggery upon it.

Mr. ORTON. I do not know that I can throw much light
upon this subject; but a matter came to my knowledge
that I think will go to show how difficult it is
for the Government to obtain fair prices for buildings
erected on the public lands in the North-West. 1 under -
stand that at Livingstone, some time ago, something like
$40,000 was expended by hon. gentlemen opposite in orcet-
ing police barracks. A short time ago the presont Gov-
ernment offered by public tender the section of land which
was to form the town of Livingstone, on the old route of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and all the buildings, which
cost something like $10,000. They were offered to publie
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competition, and the highest tender received for these
buildings and the wholo section, was $2,000. The Gov-
ernment thought very properly, I think, that it was so
small a sum compared with the immense amount that had
been exponded, that they did not sell that property to any
of the tenderers. Now, Mr. Speaker, I think that experi-
once goes to show that the Government were justified in
thinking that if a large area of land were given to any one
individual, it might approach nearer to reimbursing the
money they had expended in such public buildings as were
erected on the fairm at Calgary. However, it seems
very strange to me to hear mày hon. friend from West
Huron (Mr. Cameron), and my hon. friend from South
luron (Sir Richard Cartwright), say anything as to the
possibility of any gentleman making any money out of the
lands in the North-West, when we so well know that these
very gentlemen took advantage-I do not rsay improperly
at all-to speculate in lands in the North-West to a vory
large extent, under the land regulations, which, I believe,
were in operation during the regime of the hon. member for
East York-

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.
Mr. ORTON. Under Mr. Mills, as Minister of the Interior,

when the regulations were somewhat as follows: That
anybody could buy land at $1 an acre, and pay for it at
the rate of 10 cents an acre for ton years. If I am properly
informed, those hon. gentlemen together obtained no less
than 30,000 acres of these lands-the most valuable lands
in southern Manitoba; and they sold those lands at 89
au acre very shortly afterwards, realizing the very hand-
soe sum et something like $200,000-so I am informed.
I think that when these gentlemen have made so large an
amount of money themselves, they ought not to be so very
jealous if a few friends on this side of the House undertake
to speculate in tiat country. I know very well a great
many of those gentlemen who have speculated iu that
country have lost money by it. It is well known to-day
that many people in Ontario, both friends and opponents
of the Government, who have invested in lands in
that country, have lost very seriously by it-though I hope
it will not be so with these gentlemen. But it eeems to me
to be a fact that lands to-day are not as saleable in that
country as they were under the boom, though I believe
they are gradually improving. Though a healthy state of
atffiris beginnin*g to exi-t in that eountry, J think at the
the same tine that good lands south of tho railway, prime
lands, could not under the present depression bring a larger
Pum than $3 per acre. And when we recollect that
those lands in question are bituated so very far away from
any possible market, it doos not seem to nie that the sum. is
so extremely smali, and I think the Government, on the
whole, have made a very good sale.

Mr. CAM ERON (Euron). The lion. gentleman has
stated that my hon. friend in front of me (Sir Richard
Cartwright) and myself Fpeculated in western lands under
the Goverument of my hon. friend from East York. I wish
lo state that I never bought an acre of land while my hon.
fuiend from E:st York was in power-aot an acre of public
land.

Mr. ORTON. I did iot sny you did.

Mr. CA JERON. I wish Io state to the hon. gentleman
that his information is incorrect-that I never had an
interest in 30,040 acres, nor one-half 30,000 acres, of land.
I wish to state to the hon. gentleman, further, that,
to the best ot' my recollection, all the lands I ever
bought in the North-West directly from the Govern-
ment, were two sections, and I bought then from the
Government of the lion. gentleman who sits before me on
the other side of the louse. I w ish to state to the hon. gen-
tk m i, for his information, in order that he may be better

Mr. OsT-N.

informed in the future, that if I did buy land in the North-
West, out of which I am glad to say I made a little honest
money, I bought a large portion of it from a son of the
colleague of the hon. gentleman opposite, who was
in the Government of Oanada - for a number of
years. I bought it of him second-hand; I paid a fair price
for it; and, of course, as lands went up, I made a little
honest money out of it. Now, I do not think the hon.
gentleman has any ground of complaint against me. I do
not think he ought to have made that statement without
being botter informed as to what the real facts were.
I am sure if ho had known that the lands that I bought
were bought fron a son of a colleague of the present
First Minister, he would not have said anything on the subject
at all. I bought no lands fron the Government except two
sections; I bought no lands from the Mackenzie Govern-
ment at all; whatever land I did buy there, I bought
seoond-hand, and perhaps to better advantage than some
hon. gentlemen on the other side have bought. I did not
buy any timber limits at 85 a square mile and sell them for
$2,000. The hon. First Minister complains that I have made
a statement of the facts on making this motion, whereas
I ought to have waited until the papers cane down,
and thon have made my statement. Sir, I have tried
that over and over again in this House. There were, at least,
twenty motions made by me last Session in connection
with the administration of public affairs in the North-West,
and to this day thore is scarcely one of these returns brought
down. It might suit the purpose of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site for these motions to be made without a word of comment,
and then-wait for the papers coming down until Parliament
is about closing. There were, perhaps, a hundred motions
made last Session, most of them hav.ng refere nce to the
affairs in the North-Wert, and not a single one of them
he been submitted to Parliament as yet.

s - 1ICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I may also request the
attention of the flouse for one moment. I am not going to
trouble the House with any narrative of my private affairs.
Those affairs are my own business, and not the business of
my hon. friends opposite. But I will just say this, as a
matter which is due to myself, and, perhaps, due to the hon.
gentleman, as he has alluded to it-that I bought no land
at all from the Government of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
and I should have considored myself guilty of a very gross
dereliction of duty, if I had bought any land at all while I
was a member of the Cabinet. What f did do, if the hon.
gentleman desires to know, was to purchase some lands on
which the Government, 1 believe, had first mortgage, and
which I took good care to pay for promptly. That is all
the transactions I had with the Government--and I do not
think that any one would suspect the Governmont of the
hon. First Minister ofgiving me any undue or unfair favours.

Mr. ORTON. I did not accuse the hon. gentlemen of pur-
chasing land from the Government of which they were
supporters at that time, nor did I accuse them of buying
land from the present Government. All I did state was
that thoy had bought from a number of individuals large
areas of land bought from the Government under the regnla-
tions in force under the previous and present Government
for a short time; and we know very well that a great
many in that.country bought land at 10 cents per acre,
as a first instalment, at $1 per acre. These gentle-
men were very sharp in looking up individuals all
over the country and securing land from thom, and they
made lots of money. I congratulated them on the fact, and
I said, under those circumstances, they should not be so
jealous of other individuals who paid a comparative good
price to the Government for lands and made some money
out of them.

Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
stated that the hon. member behind me and myself had
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boughitunder the regulations laid down by Mr. Mills. We did
nothing of the kind. At the time at which we purchased,
Mr. Mille' regulations had been all abolished, and certain
regulations adopted by hon. gentlemen oppcosite introduced.

Motion-agreed to.

REPORTS OF THE HIGI COM4ISSIONER ON
IRMIGRATION.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all reports of the Ilgh
CrmnWissioner on the subject of immigration to Canada, not
already brougLht down, said : We have heard some-
thing of the doings of the High Commissioner with respect
to the transport of cattle from Canada to England, but as
yet not much information has been vouchsafed to the House
as to what has been done in regard to immigration to
Canada since last Session. Two gentlemen have filled that
office, and have dealt with the important subject of emigration
to Canada, on which hon. gentlemen opposite were so
inflated las Session; and witti respect to which I was
glad to hear the statement of the hon. Minister of
Agriculture a short time ago in support of the state-
ment of the hon. member for Glengarry (Mr. Macmaster)
made during the debate on the Address, that there had
been a large immigration to this country. We kno;v that
during this period negotiations of an important description
with the Home Government, uni with corporations and
individuals who were discussing varions plani for immi-
gration on a large scale, have been progressing. Such, at
all events, is our public information, and 1 cannot doubt, as
was the duty of the last and the presont Hi;gh. Commis-
sioner, some reports have been seit to the Department,
under whose instructions they have acted in this regard.
They should come down-and come down early-and with
this view I move the motion. Are there soma such
reports?

Mr. POPE. I do not know; 1 will bring thom down if
there are any.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry the reports of the iigh Com-
missioner are of such little consequence that the hon.
Minister does not even know whether they exist or nt.

Motion agreed to.

PERSONS ENTERING MANITOBA BY RAIL.

Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement of the number of
persons entering Manitoba by rail, during each month of

-the last calendar year; and of the number of persons leaving
Manitoba by rail duriug each such month; also, for copies
of all correspondence, reports, data and statements on which
are based the estimates made by the Goverament of the
number of immigrants who have come from specified
countries, and settled in each Province of Canada, and in
the North-West Territories, during the year; and of the
number of Canadians who have left each province or terri-
tory or the Dominion, 4uring the year. He said: I do not
propose to enter at any length into the grounds of this
motion. I stated them briefly last year when I made a
similar motion, to which the hon. gentleman acceded. The
motion passed ; but, as happened with some other motions te
which the hon. gentleman alluded a moment ago, it was
frrilless in any other result.

Mr. POPE. I told yon it would be so at the time.

Mr. BLAKE. No. The hon. gentleman said he could
not give mach information, but he could give some, and I
did not even get wbathe could give. The hon. gentleman
stated there would be a diffiulty-or at all events at some
period during the Session he etated that-in getting the
number of persons entering and leaving Manitoba by rail,
and h. promised he would make an effort to seenre that
ipermation for the current year. trqs‡ ho has maie that

7

effort, because I will repent to-day what I have said on
various occasions, that I dispute the accuracy of the calcu-
lations which he has made, and I dispute the accuracyof the
data on which the calculations have beon based with respect
to immigration into Manitoba and the North-West. I stated
that the hon. gentleman himself had resorted te a similar
mode of ascertaining, approximately, the immigration into
the United States fron Cainada, as that which I proposed he
should resort to in obtaining his information in regard to
immigration into the North-West. Ie did that for a
purpose. Far a purpose, he was able to ascertain the num-
ber of persons who had passed one way or the other by the
great railway of the country-a particular point as to
which there was a dispute. With respect to Manitoba ani
the North-West, the hon. gentleman's plan has been, as I
understand it, to obtain a return from somebody who gets
aboard the trains and is supposed to count the passengers,
those who go in, and a certain percentage of deduction is
made for those going out. With respect to the return of
those who go in, I have conversed with several -persons who
have travelled to the North-West by train, and they have
told me that on the occasion on which they travelled they
did not discern this enquirer and the counting to which the
hon. gentleman referred; and, therefore, I do not myself
believe that it bas takea place upon all occasions. I
believe it is loose; that the plan does not accurately
represont the number of those who have gone in ; and if it
turns out to bit, approximately, the number given by the
railway returns, it will be the result of a happy guess or
conjecture, rather than of a really accurate detailed account.
Then with respect to the doduction made for those who go
out. The hon. gentleman has persisted up to this year-I
do not know what he will do this year-in assuming that
17 per cent. of those who have gone in is a proper
calculation in order to arrive at the number who have left.
This is based upon the supposed ascertained results of an
early years when the movement of persons in and out was a
very few thousands-I forget the number, but a number
quite inadequate compared with recent numbers. It was
before what was alluded to to-day, and so often in this

louse, by the First Minister and others, as "the boom,"
before the speculative period, bofore thore was a very
large number going in and out ; and we all
know that sinco that time many pcrsons have
gone into that country two or three times a year and re-
turned. We know that a large number, even of those
intending to settle, have gone into the country to prospect
and have roturned. We know that the calculation of 17
per cent. is wholly inadequate; and, therefore, even if you
assume tho calculation with regard to those going into the
country to be correct, the deduction which the hon. gentle-
man has been making for the last two or three years is
wholly inadequate, and so the results are inaccurate. For
this reason it is I have been porsevering for some time past
in my efforts te obtain more accurate information with
respect to those who actually have gone te settle in the
North-West, I feel great interest in obtaining a return cover-
ing this information, for which, as I have said, I obtained
an Order of tho lionse last year, but without saccess, so far as
obtaining the resalt of that Order. It is impossible te under-
stand wbat tIl. calculations of the Government are. It was
only, I think, on 10th January, that a statement obviously
official appeared in the Toronto organ of the Government,
the Mail newspaper, giving the details of the movement of
the immigration of the year, and stating it in the various
details with the general resiult-I cannot say for a 1,000 or
so, but if I rightly remember, a result of 110,000. Now, the
movement h. gives us to-day is 130,400, or 20,000 more.
Of course, I do not know where the inaccuracy is, whether
in the later or the earlier statement.

Mr. POPE. We gave you the returns we had at that
time, and we give yoI4 the returns at the e4d of the year,
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Mr. BLAKE. But the return was stated te be on the

10th of January, and that it was a return for the operations
of the year.

Mr. POPE. Many of them were net in.

Mr. BLAKE. But the return was as I have stated. I
once again insist on the importance of our having the
opportunity, as a House of Parlianlent, of investigating the
material on which the Government is acting-the data, and
statements, and papers from which they draw these general
results. Nothing can be more important te us than to be
able te establish, as a fact, that there is flowing into this
country as a permanent immigration of settlers here any-
thing like the figures which the hon. gentleman states; and,
therefore, it is of the greatest consequence that the material
should be before us, so that we should be able te verify and
speak with confidence in favour of the calculations of the
Government. The hon. gentleman says, to-day, in answer te
my question, that some 50,400 were the entrants uto
Manitoba. Even according te bis own calculation of the
deduction to be made, which is 17 per cent., that would give
us something like 41,000 or 42,000 as bis estimate of the
emigration te Manitoba for the year, or of the settlement in
that Province for the year. I do net believe there bas been
any such settlement from all I can ascertain. I believe that
if there did go in the 50,000 that he speaks of, a great deal
more than 8,000 left the country, if yen calculate the varions
sources of exit and the various purposes of exit which
applied during the year. From ail I can hear, the figures of
the bon. gentleman are exaggerated as te the settlement,
if I am te assume that ho is to apply te the calculation of
50,400 the deduction only of 17 per cent., and assume that
the balance remained settled in the country. But even se,
that balance of 41,000 or 42,000, contrasts but very
unfavourably with the account which ho gave us last
Session: Last Session ho stated with great confidence that
altogether irrespective of the supposed immigration from
Ireland en masse-the discussed arrangement for the coming
out of 5,000 famihes-there would be 75,000 settlers in
Manitoba and the North-West, for the year which has just
elapsed. He declared that ho expected te get in 40,000
from other countries than Canada-from European coun-
tries, and the United States practically-and the 35,000,
being the balance of the 75,000, were te come
from the old Provinces. His figures-assuming we
apply the old deduction, which ho has always applied-
are net much more than one half this amount, and I
believe those figures, se miserably contrasting with lis
promises for the year, are themselves, as I have stated,
exaggerated. The hon. the First Minister declared that the
estimates of the hon. gentleman were correct, that they
were very moderate, that they were net at all exaggerated,
and that ho was quite satisiled that they would be realized.
These were the statements, first, of the Minister specially
charged with the matter, and secondly, of the hon. First
Minister upon his particular responsibility, and this is the
result of these statements, so far as theyapply to the settle-
ment of Manitoba and the North-West, according te the
calculations of the hon. gentleman himself. 1 trust,
Sir, that at au early day we shall have before us an
answer te this motion. I trust we shail be shown
what are the data upon which the Government brings down
this general statement; that we shall b. prmitted te
verify them; because I repeat what I said in the debate on
the Address that all the calculations whichb are te be made
from the various figures which are given-the figures of the
census as contrasted with the bon. gentleman's figures of
immigration and settlement year after year, the figures of
the municipal census Of Ontario-all the data we can obtain
indicate that it is not possible that the results which ho
suggests can have actually been realized ; that we can have
added se much to the Permianent settlement in our cointry,

Mr, Poer,

as ho declares we have added, unless that permanent settle-
ment bas been effected by displacement of the native
portion of the population approximately equivalent to it.
That is not the case from these very figures. There has
been a displacement, and a very considerable displacement,
but not an equivalent displacement; and from all I can
conjecture-and I desire to approach the subject with the
assistance of the papers I now ask for-there bas been no
such permanent settlement from abroad-no such addition
to our population otherwise, by the introduction from
abroad cither of Canadians or of citizens of other countries as
the hon. gentleman calculates.

Mr. POPE. I might say to the hon. gentleman, as I said
last year, that it will be impossible to give all the particu-
lars asked for, but I will be happy to give him all the in-
formation I can. When that information is given, I sup-
pose I shall find him doubting, as I find him doubting to.
day. Hle will believe nothing that comes from the officers
of my Department-nothing but what ho sees with his
own eyes. These returns are from disinterested parties;
they are a count of the people going into that country and
the people coming into this country. The people who
make this count have no reason te exaggerate ; still, the
hon. gentleman will not believe them. it is true that I
said last year that in my opinion there would be a larger
immigration, and I believed so. I can appeal to my
hon. friend as to the reasons which have prevented immi-
gration-the reports and speeches which have been made
by hon. gentlemen on the other side. ,I can appeal te the
nowspapers of these hon. gentlemen, and to what has been
written in them, and ask him if that has not been enough
to discourage people from going into the country. There
has not been a single day in the whole season when any
labouring man coming into this country could net flnd
employment. In fact, Sir, I have not been able te half
supply the demand of farmers for labourers; and yet
reports are going to the other side of the water, daily and
weekly, that peo ple coming to this country cen find noth-
ing to do. That is quite sufficient to account for the fall-
ing off in the immigration into the North-West. But,
upon the whole, the immigration has been nearly as large
as I expected it would be.

Mr. BLAKE. Oh no, no!
Mr. POPE.- Yes, nearly as large. There is a difference,

but it is not a very large difference. Last year, thore left
Manitoba a considerable number; but thera came in 15,060
more than left. I am not able to state exactly how the
matter stands this year, but I shall be able te bring down
the figures, and I hope I shall be able to remove some
doubts from the hon. gentleman's mind as to the num-
ber of immigrants who came into the country. But
lot me point out that there is a difference between
the immigration into the country and the actual set-
tiers. There are labourers who also are immigrants,
and when you take all together, yon wili find that we have
not over-estimated. Every man who comes across the
border reports to the Customs officers, in order to bring in
bis goods as settler's effects ; and there can be no mistake
about those entries. Thon, we receive from our own agents
invoices of the number of passengers in every ahip ; and
there can be no mistake there. Whether there may be some
of those who leave the country, I cannot say. Some may
leave, but I cannot speak exactly as to the movement of
population. If it should happen to turn out that the
number who have left is not half of 17 per cent,, that
there is a very small percentage of the people coming out,
I know the hon. gentleman would be pleased. I know ho is
a patriot, and regards his country above all party; I
know ho would be delighted to hear that no people have
left that country at all. I am afraid I cannot say that there
4ave not been a few ; but J thin 1 sbal bo able to show
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the hon. gentleman that '17 per cent. have not gone
out this year.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman must remember that
a new mode of exit from Manitoba bas been adopted of late
years; that there is a way of going out by rail, and I am
sorry to say, a way of going out by trail; añd be must put
these two together before ho arrives at his percentage.

Mr. POPE. I am not sorry that there is a way of going
thore by trail as well as by rail. I wish there were a thoa.
sand trails by which settlers could go into that country.

Some hon. MEMBERS.
Mr. POPE. I am not o

Order.
ut of order.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is ont of order in that
he is speaking twice. I was replying to the motion and ho
misconstrued a material part of what I said. I asked him
to remember that there were two ways of leaving the coun-
try, not of entering it.

Mr. BOWELL. I suppose settlers can go in by trail also.
Mr. POPE. I was replying to the hon. gentleman. I hope

I did it effectually ?
Motion agreed to.

CUTTIXG TIMBERON INDIAN LANDS.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all Orders in Coun-
eil, correspondence and departmental orders, with refer-
ence to the granting, cancellation and suspension of licenses
to eut timber on lands of the Indians, near Fort William, on
the Fort William .Reserve, said: The reason I make this
motion is that a letter las been transmitted to me which
was addressed by a number of the Indians of the reserve to
a friend of mine, in which they make a statement on which
I base the motion, and to which I would call the attention
of the Government. They say:

"It is necessarywe should exposebefore you the whole case as clearly
and concisely as possible. Some twelve years ago, that is the year the
Red River Expedition took place, a certain Mr. William Plummer came
te our reserve, when all the men, except three or four, were absent,
having accompanied the soldiers. He exposed the object of bis visit te
those he found here. He had cone, he said, te ask the Indians their
consent te a license te cut timber on their reserve. Two of the men
put their names te the surrender. A third one, as he declared after-
wards, under oath, gave his name, but daid net make his mark or touch
the peu, saying he would do se if, after their return, he fouud bis fellow
Iudians favourable to the petition. None of the signers had any
authority in the band. The surrender form, with these three names
on it, was left in the bands of the Rev. J. P. Choné, 8.J, Missionay at
Fort William. Then Mr. Plummer returned te Ottawa, after having
given the Indians fleur and tobacco, and told them te make their brethren
sigu the surrender when they had returned. Some time after, the absent
came home and were called te the house of the missionaries,where the Rev.
Father Ohoné told them of Mr. Plummer's visit and holding in bis bands
the urrender form, translated it and explained it te them. When they
had consulted together for a few minutes they unanimously answered
negatively, saying they would put their nanes te no paper, as they had
net received wbat they bad been promised before. Tbey were told to
reconsider the matter, but answered a second time in the same manner.
Towards the fall, Mr. Plummer returned te Fort Willam and gathered
together the Indians at the Hudson Bay Company post, the meeting
taking place in presence of Mr. G. McIntyre, the then agent of the com-
pany at Fort William. Mr. Plummer proposed te all what he bad pre-
viousl proposed te a few. The consent asked for was unanimously
denied or refused. He insisted several times, but invariably received
the same answer. William Crow, who was then our First Chief,
having remarked that his name was on the surrender, said toàMr. Plum-
mer: ' Who bas given you my name? Yen have stolen it.' Plummer
blusbed and answered nothing. ThoughOrow can write his name, another
person bas written it down, and nobody has witnessed the writing.
Plummer, seeing bis failure, became very angr, and throwing with
violence on the table the surrendr form b. thsf in bis band, siid:
' Sa I cannot obtain anything. Weii, notwithstsnding yonr opposition,
the Government shall take yc Ur timber.' All returned home; two
years elapsed before anything was heard about Plummer's threata; then
we were told that a hcense had been granted by the Government to a
man named Monk to cut timber on our reserve. Immediately we pro-
tested against it, and sent our protest te the Government. Our Chief
bas in bis possession the draft of the protest drawn by Father Ohoné.
Prom 1874 te the.fall of 1882, three or four persons trespassed on our
reserve, but all were easly.stopped, exce pt Mr. Oliver, who used te own
a saw mill at Fort Wilham. Be cut a great number of our pine trees.
Time and again we spoke te Amos Wright, who was then our agent,

and to S. J. Dawson, the member for Algoms, begging of them to see
that Oliver sbould psy damages for his trespasses. Finally, Mr. Dawson
told us that Oliver had used the Monk license when he made timber on
our reserve. We did not understand what be meant. In the fall of
1882, Mrs. Farijana, of Montreal, Mr. Henry Valières, of Three RiverF,
and Mr. Thomas Marks, of Port Arthur, formed together a partnership
called ' The Thunder Bay Lumbering Vompany.' The news was then
spread that they were to begin to work on our reserve, using the
Monk license which had corme down to them, It appears. as
follows : Monk before ever having made any use of bis license, adver-
tized in the papers thathe would sell it. A man named Stewart bought
it. He then took the late Farijana as bis partuer. When Parijaua died,
his widow became the owner of one-half the license and bought the
other half from Stewart. Then she took Henri Valières as partner, and
they both formed the said company with Thomas Marks. We thesn
protested against their entering on the reserve, and signified our
protest to Thomas Marks. They, nevertheless, began to work. We then
deputed to Ottawa J. B. Binesi, who was then our Chief, with au inter-
preter. On their way, they took with them Mgr. Jamot, Bishop of
Peterborough. When they had reached Ottawa, they had an interview
with Sir John Macdonald, and presented him our petition, begging of
him that he would cancel the Monk license, granted under false allega-
tions, and stop the Thunder Bay Lnmbering Oompany from cntting our
timber and our trees. One point was immediately obtainel, namely,
that they should make no more cordwood, as the license had been
granted only tor merchantable timber; but Sir John said
that, before cancelling the license or stopping the company, an
enquiry about the facts of the case should have to be made. T. J. Dawson
was proposed by Sir John to do the work, and accepted by the deputation.
But Mr. Dawson refused to act and was replaced byMr. Caddy, aGovern-
ment offier, residing at Fort William. This latter one immediately pro-
ceeded te make the enquiry, examining under their oaths a good mauy
Indians, Mr. MeIntyre and some others. All testified accordng to what
we have set above. Mr. Oaddy made bis report without delay, and
placed it before Sir John. We, therefore, expected an early decision, but
on the contrary those we complain of were allowed to work during the
whole winter, cutting about 10,000 loge per week. However, the right
Rev. Bishop Jamot, and we ourselves, often asked Sir John to give bis
decision, considering that our case was so clear, but, nevertheless, we
could not obtain justice. We saw that Sir John was favouring Marks on
account ofthe support bis party received from him in the elections,
Marks having a great deal of influence in these parts. So we told Sir
John in one of our letters we hoped that this question, having
nothing to do with politics, would net be influenced by them, but
our remark had no effect. Last spring, when the company's work was
over, the time for renewing the Monk license came, but Sir John
did not renew it, saying he wished first to examine our case. Mr.
Donrelly came here to tell us he had notified Marks and others,
on the part of the Department, not to cut any more timber
on the reserve. However, towards the middle of the summer,
seeing that no decision was given, we began to suspect they
wanted to play us a trick; namely, that Sir John being afraid to see
another deputation from us in Ottawa, had ordered our agent to warn
us as we stated above, but that when navigation was closed, and we
could no longr travel, then he would again allow Marks to work on
the reserve. Oonsequently, we decided to send another deputation te
Ottawa, and wrote to our Bishop about it. He answered us not to start
before he wrote us again. Meanwhile, he corresponded with Sir John
and Mr. Vankoughnet. The matter was delayed fromt week to week,
until navigation had closed, and now that we cannot travel easily,
Vankoughnet has written to Mr. Donnelly to allow Marks and his part-
ners to usesgain the Monk license and they are hard at work. It is in
this way that we are treated by him who should protect us. Evidently
politic have a great deal or rather everything to do with the case.
Marke is now being rewarded for the help he gave the Ottawa Govern-
ment in the last Algoma election. We were told, some years ago, that
the Government of Mr. Mackenzie was defeated, partly on account of
the Neebing Hotel or Town Plot Affair. We do not know how far the
charges made against it may have been true, but supposing they were,
then on the other side, on the Kaministiquia River, just opposite the
Town Plot, on our reserve, is to be found a pendant te the Neebing Hotel
case Once more, hon. Sir, we ask your help ir. order that we may
obtain justice. if it were absolutely necessary to send oe of us to
Ottawa, we would try te do so, though our poverty would make it hard
for us, especially in winter.

We subscribe ourselves, bonourable Sir,
Your most humble servants,

JOHN PIERR, lst Chief.
bis

MICHEL + ST. GERMAIY, 2nd Chief.
mark.

The House will excuse my attempting to read all the other
names. I trust the hon. gentleman will see that these
papers are brought down early and that he wili do some-
thing to restore the confidence of those poor people in their
protector and guardian. I understand that although they
are not here, Marks is.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will be very glad to
bring down all the papers at once. I do not know whether
this will assure confidence in the signers of this letter, but I
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know that the Government and the Departmont have acted
according to what lhey considered te be the best intere-ts
of the Indians. I bave seen a statement similar to this
before. One of the statements was that a Mr. Plummer
went up there while most of the tribe wero away at led
River, during the time of the war, and had succeeded in
securing a surrender of this timber. Thie Mr. Plummer was
the Indian Agent at Toronto, a bighly resjectable perscn,
who had been an officer cf the Department for many years,
and whom, no doubt, the hon. gentleman knows very well.
Instructed, I presurme, by the head cf the Department of
that day, he went te get a surrender of this timber, in order
that it might be put in the market and sold for the benefit
of the Indians. The hon. gentleman knows that unless the tim-
ber is se sold, the Indians wiIl connive at a trespass on their
own property either for a little money or a little spirits, and
thus their property is wasted. Mr. Plummer, at that day,
went there and got this order for the purpose of putting the
timber in the market for the benefit of the Indians. This Is
a matter of every day occurrence iii the Indian Department,
and is in fact the only way by which the Indians get any-
thing out of their timber. Mr. Plummer has been, in con-
sequence of these statements, called on to make a report.
As far as I eau learn, lie had no interest in the matter, but
merely did his duty as agent in getting this surrender. To
show that the recollection of Indians, or their regard for
vei-acity, is not very accurate, or that they have been mis-
led by parties into signing documents of which they do net
understand the value, I need only state this simple fact:
The Red River Expedition took place in 1870 and the state-
ment is that the Indians were all then absent at Red River,
except the three or four who signed this surrender. Upon
looking at the papers you will find that these poor people
have only been misled by a year. The surrender was
made in 1i7l, when the whole thing was over and the
Indians had all returned. This excuse is got up for theFe
people by some interested persons, most likely those -who
are plundering the Indians of thoir limber and do net desire
that any person should get possession of it, but that it
should remain as before, subject to be trespassed on by any-
body. The surrender was made by these Indians in the
usual way, according te the Indian Act of that date, the
year afterthe expedition was made, when every Indian had
returned for a whole season from this war, at which they
said they had al[ been absent. I will bring down the
papers and the papers will show that fact.

Mr. DAWSON. Mfr. Speaker, no doubt it was very
unfortunate that the license was granted in the first place,
but it was net supposed at that day that the timber was se
very valuable as it bas now become, from its proximity te
the railroad, and there is no doubt that, if the arrangement
had been carried out, the Indians would have been great
sufferers; their timber would have gone for very much less
than its real value. In the statement the hon. gentleman
has just read, there is a great deal that is true, and a great
deal that is very much exaggerated. it is truc, as the
Indians say, that thoy have been the losers by this license,
but it is utterly incorrect that they have tried to give a
pelitical character te it. It was this Monk lieenee, which
Mr. Marks had a perfect right te buy if Mr. Monk had a
right te sell; but I believe the Government bas now looked
thoroughly into the matter, and that there is some new
arrangement made-I only heard of it the other day-by
which the Indians are te be remunerated by those who are
taking the timber, and I am told that the Government bas
arranged matters se that the Indians now get $12,000 for
the timber on the reserve.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, bear ; that is se.

Mr. DAWSON. From all that I can hear, the parties
who bold the license, Messrs. Farijana & Marks, between

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.

them have te pay the value of the timber te the Indianz,
and I think that is a very fortunate arrangement.

Mr. COOiK. I sbould like te ask, Mr. Speaker, wbether
this license was not withheld last year, or cancelled ? I
know Mir. Marks was here looking after the interest of his
license, and he was very much annoyed that the Govern-
ment had cancelled his license. Now, I would liketo know,
Sir, if that license had been granted for the support that
Mr. Marks gave te the Opposition candidate in Ihe Algoma
election for the Local Legislature. I would like te know
if $12,000 is the price that the Government of the Dominion
paid for the support of the candidate of the Opposition for
the Local Legislature. That is a point that should be cleared
up by the Government of the day. We know that, il)
different parts of the Province of Ontario, in the last e ec-
tien for the Local Legislature, they undertook te defeat iee
Government of the Hon. Mr. Mowat. We know by the
courts what means were adopted for the defeat of that hon.
gentleman; and, Sir, I shal be able te show in a few days
how other men were brought forth as candidates in the
Tory interest by the Dominion Government, by which
they got subsidies and Governmont positions from this
Government of the day here. I should like the hon, gentle-
man te clear up that one point: if $12,000 was the price of
one individual supporting a Tory candidate in the Local
Election for Algomna, how much did they ail cost?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
of an enquiring mind, and I am very glad te see le is. He
says he wants te know whether the $12,000 of which my
hln. friend from Algoma (Mr. Dawson) has spoken, was the
price paid te Mr. Marks for his support. As I understand
the statement of my hon. friend, the $12,000 is the sum
paid by Mr. Marks for the timber. It is $12,000 pad by
Mr. Marks te the Crown. It is not very often that a per-
son is bribed by being obliged to pay money. People are
sometimes bribed, I am told, and nobody understands it
botter than my hon. friend (Mr. Cook). Persons sometimes
are bribed by getting money, but I never before heard of
their being bribed by being obliged te pay money.
This case, I may sny at once, was a very troublesome
one. There was a great deal of conflicting evidence.
Some of the evidence was either wilfully, or inad-
vertently, or ignorantly inaccurate; but still it was
my duty te see that the Indians should be protected,
aod the papers will show that the parties have been con-
pelled, notwithstanding their strict legal rights, perbaps, if
it were pressed, to have that timber under the terms of the
original license, to pay a further sum of money. I will
ask the House net te prejudge the case, because it is wrong
that people's interests should be diseussed without a full
understanding of the case. The papers will be brought
down at once.

Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Speaker, I am obliged te my hon.
friend's assistant in discharging the duties of hie office for
vouchsafing some further information than the hon. gentle-
man chose te vouchsafe, or perhaps than he knew. I am
sure none ofus supposed, from what the hon. Super intendent
General of Indian Affairs stated, that the. question was
settled. We were told that Mr. Plummer, in consequence
of these representations, had been called upon te make a
report, and that we would hear all about il. Now, it
appears that the whole matter is settled, the eum has been
fixed, and, on the payment of ibis additional sum, Mr.
Marks and his colleagues are to have this license continued.
Perhaps it was indiscreet for the hon. gentleman te botter
the instructions and give more full information that the
somewhat older Parliamentarian who assista him in the
discharge of the duties of the Indian Deatment was dis-psed te give. At all events, we are obliged to him for
etting us know that there eis no necessity for the poor

Indians to come down te Ottawa, bcause the hon. gentle.
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man bas decided the case, whethcr fairly or unfairly to
them, I do not know. It is true that it is not very easy to
bribe persons by making them pay money, but it is very
easy to give them a great favour by letting them have pro-
perty at half or a quarter its price.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LOCATION.

Mr. BLAKE. I will move a motion which is similar to
the motion I moved at an early part of last Session, with a
view of obtaining the information up to this time, showing
the condition of the railway. I move for a map or maps,
showing:-1. The location of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
so far as approved or constructed. 2. Its location so far as
proposed to Governmont, but not yet approved. 3. The
location of any branches constructed, and of any now con-
templated by the company, so far as the Government is
advised. 4. The lands set apart for the company, but not
yet granted. 5. -The lands granted. 6, The lands applied
for, but not yet set apart. As I said, it is verbatin thp
motion of last Session.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Mr. Speaker, the information
asked for in this motion will be promptly furnisbed.

Motion agreed te.

ALLOWANCES TO CANADIAN M-MANUFACTURES
REQUIRED BY THE CANADIAN PACIFIC

IRAILWAY.
Mr. BLAKE moved for all correspondence, reports and

Orders in Council not covered by the Address of last Ses-
sion, relating to the allowances proposed to be paid to the
Canadian manufacturers of certain goods required by the
Canadian Pacific Railway; of all applieations for such
allowance, and correspondenco in connection therewith; a
statement of the calculations on which the allowances have
been based, and the estimate in detail of the probable sums
payable out of the Treasury in respect of each class of goods,
assuming them to be made in Canada, to the extent of
the company's requirements, and of the ad valorem per-
centage of all allowances on each such class. He said:
This also is a copy cf a motion which the House approved
of last Session, but to which no return bas yet been
made, and to which, I presume, the Minister of Customs
will lay the return on the Table at an early day.
He bas been good enough to make the intimation to
me that what is proposed in this Address would be
somewhat bulky, and I venture to make publicly the sug-
gestion which I made to him privately, in anbm et ing that
intimation, that if the other return is ready, as I presume
itis, and if it is laid on the Table at once, I would be able
te arrange for the elimination of aiy portion of the inform-
ation sought by this motion which would not be essential
to the obvions publie purpQse, whieh the motion is designed
to serve.

Mr. BOWELIL. There is no objection to the motion
As intimated by the hon. gentleman who m'ade the motion,
it would take some little time to propare th papers. I
was under the impression, if my recollection serves me
aright, that I did furnish a synopsis, if I may so term it, or
extract of the information askegl for by the hon. gentleman
at the last Session of Parliament. It has escaped my recollec-
tion as to whether fall details were presented, but if not, I
will make enquiry at once and see that it is attended to.
But if the bon. gentleman requires, as ho bas intimated,
al the information asked for in the motion just
made, it would taka some little time to prepare the
return. I may mention to the House, as I
did to the bon. gentleman, that there are no less
than 220 of tiese claims, and in connection with many
of them there has been a great deal of correspondence. So

far as the Department is concerned, we should much prefer
that the whole correspondence should be laid before the
louse, as it will then be seen that the greatest possible care

has been taken, and that no more has been aid under those
claims than they are absolutely entitled to law.

Mr. BLAKE. I am a little disappointed at the hon.
gentleman's statement, because ho will remember that at
the close of last Session be showed me what was called a
return to the last motion, and it was found there was some
misunderstanding on the part of some of his officers by
which they had misapprehended the motion, and it was
really no answer at all-it was not presented. The under-
standing was that the recess would b utilizod-I think the
expression was to the prejudice of ail other business-to
prepare these returns. I am afraid the recess bas not boon
seo utilized, and 1 do hope we will get the papers early this
Session.

Mr. BOWELL. Just as early as they ean bo written up
and copied.

Motion agreed to.

GRINDING IN BOND.
Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all Orders in Council,

departmental orders not covered by the Order of last
Session, on the subject of grinding in bond, or of the regula-
tions for grinding in bond, or for the import of wheat and
flour of United States growth or manufacture; also for al[
correspondence with the authorities of the United States on
the subject of transport of Canadian wheat into or through
the United States, and of all regulations of the United
States Customs authorities affecting snch transport. And
also, for copies of all correspondence not covered by the
Order of last Session, with reference to frauds upon the
Customs in the export of Canadian wheat or flour, in satis-
faction or bonds given on the importation of United Statcs
wheat or flour; all reports, evidence and departmental
action upon such frauda ; statement of the extent thereof,
names of the parties concerned, and a statement of the
action of the Department thereon. He said: This also is a
consolidation of two motions which were made last Session,
to one, and perhaps to-both, of which I believe returns are
yet wanted.

Mr. PATEBSON (Brant). Would the hon. Ministor say
whether there is any change in the regulation with refer-
ence to the equivalent of bushels of wheat to the barrel of
flour from what existed some time ago; and if so, what
the equivalent is now ?

Mr. BOWELL. There has been no change in the Ordcr
in Couneil since it was brought down last Session; conse-
quently, the. equivaieLt in flour has not received any con-
sideration.

Motion agreed to.

TUE HIGI COMMISSIONER OF CANADA.
Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all Orders in

Council, correspondence, commissions and instructions
touching the appointment of the present High Commissioner
of Canada in London ; and touching the discharge of the
duties of the Minister of Railways during hia absence
in England as High Commissioner; and touching
the discharge of the duties of the High Commissioner
during his absence in Canada as Minister cf Railways,
said : It will be within the recollection of the House that
during the course of last Session it was considered an open
secret that the Minister of Railways was to becomeHigh Com.
missioner. I made enquiry on that subject, and the right hon.
gentleman answered me in a diplomatie manner, by inform-
ing me that no offer had been made to the hon. genttleman,
and consequently there had been no acceptance of the offer.
Of course, an understanding had been reaobed, because,
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sortly after, the hnmn. gentleman himself, at an entertainment
which was given to the gentleman recently -deposed,
I regret to obserre-I refer to Mr. Mousseau, late Prime
Minister of the Province of Quebec-quite sufficiently
indicated that bis existing relations with the party to
which he is an ornament, were about to be severed. Well,
that was the state of tbing!, so far as the public were
informed, at the close of the Session, and immediately
after the close of the Session an announcement was
made that that state of things had been changed;
and that while the hon. gentleman was about to
assume the office of High Comnmissioner, he was also to
retain the office of Minister of Railways. Now, I think,
that when an arrangement of this kind was made, it was
not an unreasonable thing to expect that the earliest oppor-
tunity would be taken of making an explanation to the louse
of the reasons for the change-if it was a chango-and the
arrangement which was substituted for the original one, for
no doubt it was an important substitution. We may differ as
to the constitutional propriety, as to the convenienco of that
arrangement ; but, whether we differ or no, thore can be no
doubt whatever that it is an innovation on our practice, and
one of sufficient consequenco to entitle us, I think, to
explanations upon it. I do not intend, at the present
moment, to do more than to ask for those explanations, and
to indicate, in the briefest possible way, the points
upon which 1 think, mainly, they ought to be given.
lIt seoms to me that is the more proper course. In the first
place, there is the question of the relation of the High Com-
missioner of Canada to the particular members of thc Ad-
mninistration. He is the agent of the Administration at
large, but ho is also the agent of the various Ministers to
whom, individually, ho bas been in the habit in the past of
referring. Wc have before us instructions given to Sir
Alexander Galt, as High Commissioner. It wili be remem-
bered that witi respect to the negotiations with France,
and I rather think with Spain also, ho received instructions
from the Minister of Finance. The Minister wrote the
Commissioner a letter, which is published, instructing him
what to do. The Commissioner went and did not do it, but
I suppose the failure was not his fault-he tried to do it.
The Commissioner reported to the Minister of Finance what
he had done under bis instructions. He reported to the Minis-
ter of Agriculture what he had done upon the subject of immi-
gration, and I dare say to other lon. Ministers also, with res-
pect to matters on which, under their direction, he had acted
for their different Departments. It seems to me it is
unfortunate that lion. Ministers should pay so little regard to
those reports that, as we have learned to-day, they really
do not know whether they have been made or not; that an
hon. Minister was not in a position, although two days' notice
was given of the motion for the production of the Lord
Iligh Commissioner's reports, to tell whether thereare any
reports or not. We do not know whether some subordinate,
some deputy-chief, has put reports from the Commissioner
away in some dusty pigeon-bole. Whether the memory
of the hon. Minister of Agriculture has become oblivious,
we do not know; but the fact romains that ho does not
know whether reports have been made by the High Com-
missioner cither to various hon. Ministers or to one
hon. Minister. As to the Commissioner acting un.
der the directions, and carrying out the views of
varions hon. Ministers, I suggest that the position of
an hon. gentleman who is also himself one of the
hon. Ministers, is exceedingly peculiar. It is an
inconsistent position, as it sems to me; it is a position of
servant and of collcague as well. As a Minister, ho is
equally responsible, according to the theory of our Cc astitu-
tion--however imperfectly that theory may work in
England and with us to-day-with other members of the
Government for all that is done; but as Commissioner, he
acte under orders; ho is told to go, and ho goes; do this, and

Mr. BLAK3.

lie does it-or ut all ovents lie tried to do it. Thon, as I
have said, our system is one thooretically of undivided
responsibility, unless that responsibility is purged, of course,
by the Government at large declining to accept it, and we
know in that case the result to individual members; and I
have said that this system is imperfectly worked both in
England and here. Practically our system of responsibility
is largely a departmental one. Both the flouse and the
country at large are very much disposed to hold
individual Ministers very largely responsible for the
conduct of their Departments. Large questions there are,
as the First Minister said the other day, in regard to which
therefore, it is not inconvenient he should often direct; but
a First Minister bas a very special 1-osponsibility, and whicb,
this statement of the hon. gentleman is incidentally a proof
of my present proposition, that there is a great number of
questions in respect of which a Minist or acts independently,
and in respect to these, noither the flouse nor the country
is disposed to look very harshly upon undivided responsibi-
lity but is disposed to judge of the individual Minister. The
punishment to-day for breach or neglect of duty, for error
or misjudgment and for whatever may bo called political
crime or political action, which is objected to, is a loss of
confidence by the House and the country; and it is, there-
fLre, of great consequence that a Minister should be, as far
as circumstances will at all permit, in a position in which
he can discharge the duties of his office, that ho
may do them, and be held to that responsibility to which I
rofer. I may be told that when lie does not perform them,
somebody else does. It is quite true there are acting Minis-
tors. The Minister of Agriculture knows how that is dbne
-that it is donc in a perfunctory sort of way. We know
how it was done with respect to the location of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway last summer, during the absence of the
Minister of Railways temporarily. We know all about it: I
should not say we know al about it, but we know enough
about it to be able to judge with regard to it. It is a mode
of doing business which is unsatisfactory. It is fitting that
the Minister of Agriculture should take charge of immigra-
tion and statisties; that the Minister of Railways should
take cure of bis own Department; and arrangements by
which acting Ministers take charge are arrangements only
to be tolerated as arrangements of a temporary cha.
racter, due either to illness or temporary absence on publie
business, necessitating the non-performance of the duties
of the office by the hon. Minister who is responsible. It is
quite different to make an arrangement of this description
under which an hon. Minister leaves the House and the
country b3fore the Session is over and returns just about in
time for this Session, being absent during an interval in
which important questions with respect to the great rail.
way which forms the main subject of this Department,
were to be eettled ; questions of the route through the
Rocky Mountains, for instance; the settlement of the passes,
of the financial standing of the company, of the guarantee
-the papers in regard to which we hope will be brought
down in a fow moments-and other questions of very great
importance, all of which we have not fully before us at this
time. I say it is of great consequence for the practical
good working of the Constitution, for the realization of
that measure of responsibility upon which the efficacy of
re-ponsible Government depends, thathon. Ministers charged
with Dipartments should, as a rule, subject to as few excep-
tions as possible, perform the duties assigned them; and
the absence of the Minister of Railways during the whole
recesa practically is, in the circumstances under which he
has been absent, not consistent with the Constitution as we
understand it, and its practical good working. Then the
Session com'es and this dual officer cannot be in two places
at once, not being an Irishman or a bird, and he leaves
London and comes here. What is to become of the High
Commissionership ? We are told it is a very important
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office, and one of growing importance; that it is an office
which requires the ablest men and their utmost energies to
discharge the duties. But the High Commissioner deserts
his office in the month of December, comes out to Canada
and will remain here some months, four or five months, no
doubt, elapsing from the time of his leaving his
office until his return. There is nearly half the
year, therefore, during which we have no Commissioner. We
have not an acting Commissioner, and there is only a clerk
to discharge all the important duties. What! Are all the
eggs addled ? What about ail the commercial treaties we
have heard about during recent years ? Is nothing going
to happen ? When I ventured to make a suggestion in re-
gard to the office, I was told that there was not a moment
on which a treaty was not on the carpet ; that it was noces-
sary to have a man ready to take advantage of the first
opportune moment, and that an important concession by
France had been lost by twenty-four hours delay. Yet the
High Commissioner is here and can only act in London by
cable. Thus, I have stated as briefiy as possible, the diffi-
culties, and the House is entitled to explanations as to the
arrangement completed after the close of last Session, and
now in force, under which the same person fille the office of
Minister of Railways and High Commissioner of Canada.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There can be no objection,
of course, to this motion, and the Government will be very
glad to bring down any papers covered by it. The hon.
gentleman objects very much to my hon. friend holding the
two positions. One, that of hon. Minister of Railways, will,
I bolieve, be a tolerably permanent position-for I think he
may be expected to hold it for some years, if ho chooses-
and the other of a more temporary natura. When Sir
Alexander Galt sent in his resignation as H1igh Commis.
sioner, it was found absolutely necessary that some person
should be on the spot in England, on account of some mat-
tors which were of pressing importance, or threatened to be
of pressing importance, and that, therefore, the Government
should have an officer there at once. The Government
asked Sir Charles Tupper to go to England for that purpose,
and go be did. The arrangement in the first place was of
a temporary nature, and it is not yet of a per-
manent nature ; but it was of very great importance
that ho should go to England, as I have already stated. I
think that the fact-the happy fact, the accidental fact, for
which, of course, we cannot take any credit-the happy
accident of my 'hon. friend having accepted the office of
High Commissioner at my request, enabled us by bis
peculiar knowledge, professional and otherwise, to save the
trade of Canada from a very great loss. I think we cannot
over-estimate the value of the assistance rendered by him
as High Commissioner in the saving of the cattle trade of
Canada. As we are perhaps the only country which con-
tinues that trade with England, the gain has undoubtedly
been a very great one. It is quite true that a Minister is,
as a general rule, bound to perform his duties by person and
in person, but after all it is a question of confidence in the
Government. So far as the Government is concerned, it is a
question for them to sce that theduties of the different Depart-
monts are thoroughly well performed. I believe the Minister
of Railways, enjoyed, and still enjoys, the confidence of the
country and of the majority of this House as Minister of
Railways. I believe also, that my hon. friend, the
Minister of Agriculture, who performed the duties of Acting
Minister of Railways, enjoys that confidence. We
knew perfectly well that when this important business
called .way Sir Charles Tupper, for a time, from Canada,
my hon. friend the Minister of Agriculture, on account
of his well-known acquaintance with everything connected
with railway matters, was peculiarly fitted to perform the
duties of the Department of Railways in Sir Charles Tup-
per's absence. I believe that the results have shown t

every duty ias been attended to; that there las been no
injury or prejudice to the public service in. the hande of
my hon. friend, the Acting M:nister of Railways; that
ho has performed his duty well ani wisely; and
I have no doubt that the Minister of Railways, when he left
Canada, knew he was leaving lis Department in the hands
of a colleague in whom le had the utmost and most thorough
confidençe. When the papers are brought down, I have no
doubt that this discussion will be renewed. I do not see,
however, that thore is anything in the argument of the in-
consistency of my lon. friend being a member of the Gov-
ernment as Minister of Railways, and being an officer of
the Governmcnt, while in England as Lord Iligh Com-
missioner.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, bear.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As the hon. gentleman

opposite bas conferred the peerage upon my hon. friond
the Ministor of Railways, I can only give my humble
sanction to the bestowal of that bonour. It would, porbaps,
be improper to unite these two offices for a series of years,
but for a temporary purpose there is no inconsistency. The
hon. gentleman knows that it is a matter of practice in
England. Thore was no inconsistency in Lord Beacons-
field, or the Marquis of Salisbury, going to Berlin, or in
Lord John Russoll, a member of the Administration in
England, taking part in the Treaty of Vienna, after the
Crimean war, when he was Prime Minister and Minister of
Foreign Affairs,. and when, as we all remember, lis ac'ion
as Minister at Vienna was repudiated by the Government of
which ho was a member, the result being that the Vienna
Treaty, which was ratified by him, was not ratified by the
English Government. The question of inconsistency was
never raised, for it was frequently the case in England.
My hon. friend's knowledge of parliamentary and govern-
mental history will enable him to supply from his memory
innumerable instances of members of the Cabinet going on
such missions, some of rather a protracted character, and
keeping their positions in the Government of England
while acting as servants or officers of the joint Administra-
tion abroad. It really, after ail, is a question of fitness-
each instance muet be governed by its own circumstance.
It may be that the Minister is, perbaps, the very best
person in the public interest to relieve these officers for a
time, and allow them to leave headquarters and go
abroad on special missions for the good of their country.
In this case, it is simply a question of whether it was really
in the interest of Canada at the time, that my hon. friend
should consent to go to England. I do not wish to draw
on discussion just now, but I shall just read a portion of the
Minute of the Council under which my hon. friend was
appointei.

Mr. MACKENZ[E. Des the hon. g ntleman know of
any case in which a British Minister was sent as rosident,
ambassador to a foreigu court?

Sir JOIDNI A. MACDONALD. As a resident anbassa-
dor ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. Yes. The hon. gentleman was our
ambassador.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I recall one case, that of
Lord Castlereagh, a member of the Government, who went
in 1814 to Tienna and remained as Minister during a wholo
year. le was not nominally a resident ambassa-
dor, but he was resident there for a whole year,
settling the treaties consequent upon the falil of
Napoleon. There are other instances, though I- cannot re-
call them to my recollection at this moment, but I am sure
I can furnish my hon. friend many instances Qf the kind.
T#e Minute of (Cuneil states;
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4 On a report of the 30th of May, 1883, from the Right Hon. Sir John

Macdonald, stating that it would be necessary to app'int a High Com-
missioner in London in place of Sir Alexander Galt, whose resignation
takes effect on the 30th of June, and that Sir Charles Tupper had con-
sented to go to England to perform the duties of the office at present,
without salary, Sir John Macdonald recommends that Sir Charles
Tupper b. arpointed High Commissioner."

The commission framed on that Order in Council will be
brought down, together with all the papers on the subject,
and then if the hon. gentleman wishes to discuss the con.
stitutional point and the expediency of carrying out the
cast-iron rule that a Minister should not leave the country,
then I will quite willingly discuss the matter and abide by
any decision which the House may arrive at.

Mr. BLAKE. I nover proposed to lay down the cast-
iron rule that a Minister should not leave bis office for any
purpose. The hon. gentleman knows that ho may challenge
the opinion of the House on the question, for I do not know
that a year has elapsed when Ministers have not left their
offices; and we know that last year there was a perfect
galaxy of Ministers in London at one time. For that reason
I purposely abstained from raising that point. I do not say
that there should not be a temporary absence for some par-
ticular purpose of health or public business; but the hon.
gentleman has obviously felt that there is a difficulty-in
fact, an impossibility-of justifying this arrangement as a
permanent arrangement, for ho bas told us that it would be
inexpedient as a permanent arrangement, and he justifies
it only as a temporary arrangement. He says further
that it is perhaps inexpedient that thore should be
an absence for a year, or during the whole period of
the recess; but he says it is a question to ho decided
in each case by the circumstances; and whon
very serions public reasons called for the selection of a
successor to our late High Commissioner, who was to
proceed to England at once-and called, of course, for the
selection of this particular person as the successor-he was
justified in bis opinion in procoeding. But the hon.
gentleman went on to say that he would give us informa.
tion as to the reasons for this appointment; and he
read us an extract from an Order in Council which gave
no such information. When ho came to state the results of
the hon. gentleman's mission, they were such as ho
described them to-day; and great as they may have been,
rmarkable as they may have been, wonderful as they may
have been, they wero those which the hon. gentleman
did not take credit for foroseeing when ho sent
Sir Charles Tupper to England. It was not because
he foresaw that there would h a difficulty about
the live cattle trade that ho sent the Minister
of iailways-1 beg Lis pardon, the .igh
Commissioner; I am afraid we shall get into a number of
difficulties of this kind this Session-that he sent the High
Commissioner to England to display his knowledge of ana-
tomy with relation to four-footed as well as two-footed
animals. What was it for, then ? What were the public,
moving causes which led to au arrangement which the hon.
gentleman indicAtes is merely temporary, to bejustified only
bysomespecial reason ? We have not beard them yet. But the
hon, gentleman says: I will give you plenty of precedents-
Lord Beaconsfield was at Berlin, Lord Salisbury at Berlin,
and Lord Russell at Vienna, and Lord Castlereagh was at
Vienna at an earbior period. But all these cases wero diffe-
rent. As the bon. mem ber for East York (Mr. Mackenzie)
pointed out, nnre of those gentlemen took offices under the
Government, at all capable of being likened to the office of
Canadian ligh Commissioner, as created by our Statute,
and as related to the Departments of Government. When
Lord Beaconsfield went to Berlin, was ho to make a
report to the analogue of the hon. Minister of
Agriculture, who shows sili 'ittle respect to our
IIigh Commissioner that he does not knoW whethor

,ir JDWN A. MACIDONAL».

ho has received his report or not? Did either Lord Russell
or L:rd Castlereagh occupy such a position that a single
Minister was to tell them what negotiations they were to
undertake, or what they were to do ? They ocupied the
highest places which a man can fill in the service of his
country, except that of First Minister-and one of them
was First Miniter-the position of plenipotentiary acting on
behalf of the country to complete a treaty-a transaction
temporary in its nature, and of the highost possible con-
sequence. The hon. gentleman says one of the members
remained a long time. It is true, Lord Castlereagh re-
mained a long time-bcause we know the condition of the
continent at that time, when the question of the Holy
Alliance was under consideration ; we know the great con-
vulsions that appertained to that time; wa know the difficul-
ties of the settlement over the Napoleonie relations; we know
that there were great difficulties about precedence ; we know
there was a great deal for that diplomatist to do, and ho
took a great deal more time in which to do it than would
be required to-day. -Not at this conference, but et one in the
Low Countries, were the difficulties such that it had to
ho held in a room with twelve entrances and a round table,
so that there should ho no question of prece h*ice. But
what we have to deal with is something of a mor modern
time; and if the hon. gentleman eau furnish no apter pre.
codent for the duties ho bas imposed on the High Commis-
sioner of Canada than those ho has cited, ho has entirely
failed in justifying, by precedent, if precedent were to justify,
this transaction; and I doubt very much whether, wheu
the papers come down, they will furnish more justification
for it than bis oral statement bas doue, or whether
a further ventilation of the subject will prove this to have
been a more expedient or constitutional course than it is
shown to have been.

Mf ion agreed Vo.

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all correspondence
relating to any payments, claims or allowances on any
account whatever in respect of the office of High Commis-
sioner, not already brought down, and separate statements,
in detail, with dates and sums of ail payments made on any
such accounts in respect of the officte, during its tenure by
Sir A. T. Galt, and by the present incumbent respectively,
and an estimate, in detail, of all sums payable on any such
accounts, up to this date, and yet unpaid; also, for copies of
correspondence as to the letting of a residence for the High
Commissioner, and statement of the terms and of the eums
payable for rent, taxes and other charges, i n resp et of such
residence and the date of the letting.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RZAILWAY G UARiANrEE.

Sir CIIARLES TUPPER presented a message fiom His
Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPE.AK ER read the Message, as follows -

L4&seowNc.

The Governor General transmits to the House of commons for its
information, correspondence relating to the guarantee by the Govern-
ment of interest on the stock of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
na the means might be provided for the completion of the work by
May, 1836.
GovseVNrxT HouRE.

UT w* 25*,h Jaiuary, 1834."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the a jourrmnt ot
the House.

Motion agreed toe and (at G o'clock, p. m) the Iouse -
journed.
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MONDAY, 28th January, 188.

The SPEAKaR took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaAYsu.

LANGTRY vs. DUMIOULIN.

A Petition was read from O. and H. D. Gamble and
ethers praying that the Clerk of the House may be ordered
to attend wtih certain Journal3 and Records before the
Master in Chancery in Ottawa, in the matter of Langtry, et
al, vs. Dumoulin.

Mr. WILLIAMS moved that the petition be now read
and received.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. WILL[AMS moved that leave be given to the proper

officer to. attend in accordance with the prayer of the
said petitioners.

Motion agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and read the first
time:-

Bill (No. 17) to repeal an Act respecting the Sale of
Intoxicating Liquors, and the issue of Licenses therefor.-
(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. BOWELL. Before the Orders of the Day are called
I desire to explain that I misunderstood the question put to
me by the hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) on Friday
last, in reference to the equivalent of wheat for a barrel of
four. I understood him to ask whether any change had
been made in the Order in Council with reference to the
exportation of Canadian flour as an equivalent for American
four, and consequently the answer which I gave was not
correct. A change was made incre'tsing the quantity whicb
would be Ltken as an equivalent for the American flour, and
this was done on account of representations which were
made to the Government that the wheat of this year would
not produce as mach four as that of former years.

Mr. MACKENZIE. What was the change?
Mr. BOWELL. I think the difference was about ten

pounds.
SBCOND READING.

The following Bill was read the second time:-
Bill (No. 9) to amend the several Acts relating to the

Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

PAYMENTS ON SETTLERS' LANDS.

Mr. FARROW enquired, W ill the Government extend
the time for payment to the settlers on lands in
Manitoba ? If seo, what length of time will be given, and
what rate of interest charged ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is not the present
intention of the Government to change the time, but each
case will be dealt with on its own merits.

GOVERNMENTAL EXPRESS SYSTEM.
Mr. FARROW enquired, lIs it the intention of the

Goverument to mature a scheme whereby they will take the
express business of the country into their bands in con-
neotion with the Post Olliee business?

s

Mr. CARLING. It is not the present intention of the
Government to mature such a scheme.

TWO CENT LETTIER POSTAGE.

Mr. FARROW enquired, Is it the intention of the
Government, this Session, to reduce the rate of postage
on letters from three conta to two cents, as adopted in the
United States?*

Mr. CARLING. The matter is now under consideration.

THE VOLUNTEERS OF 1837.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) enquired, Has the Govern
ment had under consideration -e valuable servioes ren-
dered to the country by the Volunteers of 1837, with a view
of recognizing in some substantial way such services ?
If so, what conclusion has been arrived at ?

Mr. CARON. The Government have not yet arrived at
any conclusion on the question.

GREAT AMER[CAN AND EUROPEAN SHORT LINE
RAILWAY.

Mr. MoISAAC enquired, Whether any arrangement has
been made between the Government and the Great
American and European Short Line Railway Company,
to settle the unpaid claims of contractors and labourers for
work done on the line of railway between Oxford and New
Glasgow for the said company? If so, when will such
claims be paid ? If no such arrangement has been m.de, is
the Minister of Railways in a position to state whether and
when payment can be expected ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Government have not
made any arrangement to seule these clai ms, and I am not
in a position to state whether or when any such payments
can be expected ?

NEGOTIATIONS OF COMMERCIAL TREATIES.

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all Orders in Council,
correspondence and despatches- touching the negotiations of
commercial treaties, conventions or arrangements in which
Canada is interested, and of all reports of the High
Commissioner on the subject not already brought down;
and particularly of all such papers relating to France,
Spain, Brazil, Cuba or the United States. He said: It
will be in the recollection of the Blouse that during
last Session, in the debate on the Budget, the hon. the
Minister of Finance adverted to this general topio. He
pointed out that, within three or four weeks before the
time at which he was then speaking, an influential deputa-
tion had waited on the Government in reference to the
extension of our trade with the West Indies. fe said :

''Instead of asking Parliament, at the present time, to reduce the
duty n n sugar or.molasses, we propose to continue the enquiries ve
entered upon some time since witL the view of extending tradewith the
West India Colonies. We have, in the past, exrienced considerable
difliculties, because these Colonies have very lite revenue to spare. We
find them anxious that we should give favourable conideration to their
productions, but when we ask for a reduction of the duty on Canadian
products, they hesitate, becanse they find it difficuls to surrender the
necessary revenue. l reference to Cuba, we proposedt toh -
Government, through the Hligh Commissioner in London, to ask lia-
ment for a subsidy for a steamer to ply between Canada and
Cuba under the French flag we gthe subsidy, if te roduets
of Canada would be admitted on the terme which are extended to im-
ports under the 8panish flag. That proposition, after some considera-
tion, was refused. Other propositions have been before 1he h
Government for some time, an down to the present time they bave not
been successful, althong, unlike the proposition in reference to sub-
sidizing a steamer under the French flag, they have not refused them,
and they are still under consideration. I can say, on behalf of the
Goverument, that it is their intention during the reess to enter mio
negotaation with the West ladia Isands, and other sugar producing and
coee producing coutrie, to see whether ay arrangement a be
made by which we would b. justified in submtting to P. .Mt, Wheu
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we neit assemble, reducing the duty on sugar and molasses on receiv-
ing as an equivalent for it a reduction of duty on the natural products
and manufactures of Canada. In addition to that, we have been endea-
vouring to negotiate arrangements with France by which the products
of Canada may be admitted on more favourable terms than they are at
present. Down to the present time, while the negotiations are not
broken off but are otili continued, we have net been -suocesaful, and I
desire here and at this time t, state, on behalf ofthe Goerment, that, if
we fail to make satisfactory arrangements with Governments that do not
place the products-the natural products and manufactures-of Canada
on equal terms with those of any other country, we will ask Parliament
at the nert Session to impose a duty of 10 per cent. additional on their
products until they grant us such terms. This is the policy of the Goy.
ernment with reference to these questions."

For some time past we have been moving for papers indicat-
ing the progress of the various negotiations which preceded
those which the hon. gentleman has mentioned in this
speech ; and a motion was also made for papers with refer-
ence to the negotiations down to that time. That address
has not been answered, so far as I can ascertain, and I hope,
we shall have a clean breast of it, and a statementjmade of
the papers with reference to any such negotiations as are
closed temporarily or permanently. Of course, I can under.
stand the inconvenience of bringing down papers with refer.
ence to negotiations which are actively pending; but if they
are practically, if not formally, abandoned, there would seem
to be no difficulty about bringing down the papers ; and it is
important that we should know how we stand. I hope, also,
that the return will embrace all the papers consequent on
the declaration of war which the hon. gentleman thought
fit to make in the concluding passage of this speech ; and
that we shall learn, by the papers, or otherwise, how far the
step which he announced in this public manner he was
about to take bas been productive of a more favourable con-
sideration of his propositions than they had heretofore
received. I thought then, and I think still, that it would
have been a more prudent and politic course on his part
to inform the Governments of these countries privately that
helwould feel it his duty to propose such a step in case he
did not conclude the negotiations by next Session, than to,
make a public statement in Parliament of the character to,
which I have alluded. But it is possible that the course
taken by the hon. gentleman may have produced effects
which milder measures would not have produced. With
these views I make this motion.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There can be no objection to,
the general proposition contained in this motion; but I
would call the attention of the hon. gentleman to a paper
laid on the Table of the House last Session showing the
negotiations which had taken place wi th Servia, Belgium,
and Germany, Roumania, Ecuador, Morocco, Egypt, Mon.
tenegro and Jamaica. At that time the Secretary of State
for the Colonies, in answer to a communication from the
Governor General, stated:

There exista no objection t the publication of correspondence that
has taken place with reference to commercial treaties concerning
Jamaica, Germany and Belgium. As correspondence is never furnished
which has reference to negotiations still under discussion without the
uonsent of the Foreign Power with whom the treaty is being made, it
would be necessary to obtain from the Governments of France and Spain
their consent to the publication of any correspondence which bas taken
place on the subject of trebties, and I suggest that the placing.of such
papere on the Table of the Dominion House of Comons be delayed
until the matters still under discussion are brought to a fial conclusion."
I may state to the hon. member that the negotiations
-with Spain have not yet been brought to a conclusion.
Further negotiation took place between theI High Commis.
siener and the Government of France, which for the time
being did terminate the correspondence; but there is no
doubt that, on the return of the High Commissioner to
England, the negotiations with Spain will be continued, and
the negotiations with France will probably re-open. How-
ever, I think it probable that the correspondence with
France may be in such a position that, without violating
the conditions laid down in this despatch, it may be laid
bobfore Parliament.

Motion agreed to.
gr. BLAKXr

JUDICIAL SALARIES.

Mr. VAIL, in moving for copies of any correspondence
on the subject of the increase or re-adjustment of the
judicial salaries, said: It will be remembered by all who
were present last Session, when the resolution providing for
the salary of an additional Judge of the Appeal Court of
Ontario was before the House, that the hon. First Minister
stated that some pressure had been brought to bear on the
Government for the increase of the Judges' salaries of
Ontario and Montreal; and I inferred from that statement
that some correspondence had taken place on the subject.
The hon. First Minister further stated that the Govern-
ment, during the recess, would take the matter into
their consideration, and that they would be prepared,
at this Session, to introduce some measure, or make some
proposition with regard to it, for the approval of Parlia-
ment. The right hon. gentleman led us to believe that
the salaries of the Judges of Ontario and Quebec were
too low; and he rather intimated that there was a difficulty
about increasing the salaries of those Judges without pro-
viding for similarly increasing the salaries of the Judges of
the different Provinces. I can easily understand that. I
can also understand that some of the Judges of Ontario may
be very much overworked; but increasing their salaries
will not remedy that. I find, by the Public Accounts, that
the amount paid during the past year for the Administration
of Justice, including pensions and miscellaneous, was about
8670,000. Now, that appears to be a very large sum,
and asum which, if properly distributed, would provide
satisfactory salaries for the Judges of al the Provinces. Of
course, the right hon. gentleman did not intimate to us
what measure he proposed to bring down to Parliament
this Session; but I am rather inclined to think
that the country will hardly be willing to submit to fur-
ther taxation to increase the gross amount now paid to the
judiciary. It is just possible that if some of the Judges in
the larger Provinces are overworked, there may be some
who are underworked ; and I hope that the Government,
in any measure which they bring before the House,
will consider whether, without increasing the sum
total, they cannot-and I have no doubt it would
be a very popular move, by reducing the salaries
of those Judges in the larger Provinces, who have
not a great deal of work-increase the salaries of Judges in
the Maritime Provinces, in, order to put them on a proper
and fair footing with the Judges of the larger Provinces. I
never could see the reason why the Judges of the Supreme
Court of Nova Scotia should be laced in an inferior
position to the Judges of the other Provinces, with regard
to salary. I do not make this motion with the view of
bringing on a debate at present. If the correspondence is
in such a state that it can be brought down, or if there has
been further correspondence since the last prorogation of
Parliament, I think the House ought to be put in possession
of it, so that hon. members may see on what the Judges
base their clain for an increase of their salaries.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My hon friend's motion
is very general. He moves for any correspondence on the
subject of salaries. I suppose there ought to be some limit
as to date.

Mr. VAIL. Any correspondence which has taken place
sinoe last Session and since the Session previous.

Mr. BLAKE. Since the 1st January, 1882.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very well. The ion.

gentleman says it would be very popular in the country if a
slice were taken off the salaries of the Judges of Ontario
and attached to those of the Judges of the Maritime
Provinces. I dare say it would be popular in some portions
of the Dominion, but I am not quite sure &at it would be
popular in the Province of Ontario. The hon. gentleman
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says he could never understand why the salaries of the Nova
Scotia Judges should be less than those of the Judges in
Ontario and Quebec. I do not know that it is necessary for
us to discuss that point now, for it was fully argued and set-
tled-and they, no doubt, gave good reasons-by the Govern-
ment of which the hon. gentleman was a distinguished
member.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

HOME AND INDIAN INSTRUCTION FARMS.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I desire to get some informa-

tion f rom the Government with respect to the management,
for the last few years, of the home and instruction Indian
farms of the North-West Territories; the measure of
success which has attended that experiment, and the coSt,
as near as possible, to the country. I observe, in the report
of the Department, that severai of the agents have pro.
nounced the farms a failure, and have recommended that
they be closed up, and also that some of them have been
closed. For instance, the farm- at Rivière du Barre was
recommended to be closed one and one-half years ago; the
farm at Saddle Lake was also recommended to be closed by
Mr. Wadsworth, in his report to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs in the North-West Territories made in 1882; farm 24,
on Fish Creek, is also, I believe, closed, although it has been,
in some measure, a successful one. Mr. Wadsworth does
not mention the grounds of this recommendation, but if my
miemory serves me right he has recommended the closing
of this farm. Mr. MacDonnell, Indian Agent at Regina,
says he has closed up farms nuinbers one and two under
Treaty number four. Upon the whole, I gather from the
report that all the farms, or a large number of them, are
either closed up or about to be closed. I have not been
able to find in the report what reasons actuated the
North-West officials in recommending this line of action,
and am therefore desirous of getting information on the
subject. I am told that the farm at Dudley, and the farm at
Battleford, and that at Qu'Appelle, have been closed this
last year. Now, I desire to know the reasons for this
course, and how far the experiment made-in my judgment
a good and wise experiment-has been successful; and what
has become of, or what is intended to be done with the
large staff of officials necessarily connected with those
farms. I am also anxious to ascertain how many
Indians have been employed on them, and to what
extent, if any, the Indians have been induced to settle down
to agricultural pursuits. The last clause of my motion I
have put in, because I understand Mr. Wadsworth has not
yet made a report to the Department. He had not, on the
lst December, inspected any of the agencies south of the
railway, and 1 doubt whether he bas been able since to
overtake that work. I desire, if this information be not in
the volume itself which we expect to receive shortly, that a
supplementary report be brought down among the papers
asked for. I, therefore, beg to move for a return showing
the number of home farm and Indian instruction farma
closed, or .that have ceased to be worked, since the 1st
of Jannary, 1882. 2. The location of such farms, and the
name and designation thereof. 3. The reason why closed
or ceaed to be worked. 4. The name of the Superintendent,
Manager and Instructor. 5. The number of men employed
on each farm in 1882 and 1883, the names and nationality
of such employés; speeifying particularly the number of
Indians so employed. 6. The cost of each farm for said
years separately. 7. The report of T. P. Wadsworth,
Inspector of Indian Agencies and Farms for 1883, or any,
supplementary report made by him.

Motion agreed to.

CHARGES AGAINST JUDGE HUGHES.
Mr. WILSON moved for copies of all petitions and other

communications preferring charges in regard to the oM"eial

conduct of D. J. Hughes, County Judge of Elgin, and asking
for an enquiry into the same ; also, for a opy of the report
or judgment on enquiry into the conduct of the said .Tdge.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, I do not
object to the first part of the Address, asking for petitions
and other communications; but, in reference to the lat limb
of the motion, I may say that there is no report or judg-
ment on the enquiry into the conduet of the Judge. If the
hon. gentlemen will strike that ont, the first part can go.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Speaker, I certainly was led to
understand, and verily believed, that there had been a com-
mission and a report after a thorough investigation-a
report by the Court of Impeachment prior to the time of
Confederation; and it is for that I move.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh I I did not under-
stand.

Mr. WILSON. I suppose the hon.the First Minister will
not objeoct to bring that down ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh! no. I was under
the impression that there was some late petition that was
referred to, and I asked the Minister of Justice, and he said
there was no report on the matter.

Mr. BLAKE. There are two things-there are late
petitions, and there is a former enquiry. The bon. gentle.
man remembers the old proceedings in the Court of
Impeachment in Toronto years ago. That is obviously
what the hon.. gentleman refers to in the last limb of his
motion; but there are also late petitions.

Motion agreed to.

INSPECTION OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
STEAMBOATS.

Mr. DAVIES. Mr. Speaker, last Session I made a motion
for some documents and papers as to the state of repair in
which the Northern Light was, and the contracts for the
conveyance of mails and passengers between Prince Edward
Island and the Mainland. I was not fortunate enough to
get the papers, thongh I asked for them several times. I
regret it very much, because I think that, if they had been
brought down and a discussion had taken place upon the
matter, some of the trouble which has since arisen would
have been avoided. Since last Session, the Steamboat
Inspection Act has been brought into operation in the
Island, and the result has been the stoppage of the com-
pany's steamers and of the whole trade of the Island for a
time, throwing the whole thing into confusion, and
to the endiess annoyance of the merchants and traders
engaged in that trade. At the time, there was a
general outcry against the whole proceeding, and
even the Government prese denounced the ,whole thing
as an outrage of the worst kind. Whether it is so or not
we shal see when the papers come down. I prefer pasing
no judgment until we have the full particulars; but it is
absolutely necessary to have the facts at the earliest possi-
ble moment. The hon. Minister who has charge of the
Department of Marine will recollect that the Steamboat
Inspection Act of 1882 was brought into effect in the Mari-
time Provinces by the appointment of Mr. Coker; and the
Act provides that he shall inspeet all steamboats that carry
passengers, and that they shal not carry passengers with-
out his certificate. The facto as to the inspection of the
steamboats between Prince Edward Island and the Mainland
are these: Last year no inspection was made by Mr. Coker.
The winter passed without his visiting the Island; but I
am informed, and I believe credibly informed, that ho
wrote to the company instructing them that, if Mr.
Sleggett, Lloyds' inspector on the Island, would inaspect the
beats that winter, ho would be satisfied. That, I believe,
ýwas doue. If Mr. Sloggett made a=y report to Mr. oker,
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or to the Department of Marine-I suppose he would make
it to Mr. Coker, by whom he was employed-I hope it will
be brought down, and will be considered to come within
the language of the motion I have made. Mr. Coker, the
inspector, never came near the Island that summer,. until
the season was very far advanced. In the latter end of
August-on the 28th, I believe-the gentleman paid a visit
there, and it is charged, with what truth the papers will show
when they come down, that he did not make any proper
inspection of these boats, but simply came over in the boats
from Shediac to Summerside, and from Charlottetown to
Pictou. He made no report to the company of his inspec.
tion. Whether it was a cursory or a complete one I do not
know, but he made no report to the company, stating any
requirements which, in his opinion, were necessary to
make these boats thoroughly rea-going; and it wa
not until the last day of September, or about
that time, that the company received from Mr.
Coker any certificate whatever of the capacity
of their boats or of their right to carry passengers. Now,
I do not wish to attack the Inspection Act at all. The
principle of that Act I think to be an excellent one. It bas

n already passed upon by this House, and it bas been
received with universal approval; but the details of that Act
are capable of being improved upon very much, as I think
the unfortunate facts connected with this unfortunate
service between the Island and the Mainland will show. On
the 28th September, Mr. Coker forwarded his certificate,
and, to the astonishment of the company and to the loss of
everybody engaged in the carrying trade there, it wasfound
that the certificate enabled the boats to run for only one
month, that it expired on the 3.st October. It is charged-
and I think there is some justice in the charge-that the
inspector should have made his inspection, if he was not over-
burdened with work, early in the spring, se that any repairs
whiohmight, in bis opinion, be necessary to make the boats
thoroughly sea-going, should have been made before the heavy
part of the season came on. I believe his district comprises
al the Maritime Provinces, and I am told, by those who under-
stand these matters botter than I do, that that is too large a
district for any one to properly fulfil the duties of Inspector
of Hulls. If ho chose to roly on the report of the local
inspector, then it was wrong, grievously wrong, of him to
go there in the month of September, and stop the boats
running altogother. If he did not choose to rely upon the
local inspector's report, I think it was his duty early in
the spring to have made such a report as would have
enabled the company to put their boats in proper order
for the fall work. As between the company and the
Government, of course, it is a smal i matter. What I
wished to speak about are the interests of the public at
large. The public at large had no control over the inspec-
tor; the Department had, but I am not aware whether any
orders were given to Mr. Coker, the Int-pector, to go to the
Island and inspect these boats early in the summer, or not;
or whether he was left to his own discretion. If he was
left to his own discretion, he exercised it badly and injuri-
ously, so far as the general public was concerned. The
result, so far as the publie was concerned, was
that the boats stopped running at the very time when
the ex rts of the Island had to be carried abroad,
when d.e passenger traffic was increasing, and when
hundreds of people wanted to cross daily. At the very
time that all our produce was ready for exportation, the.
two boats stopped running. I am instructed that application
was made to the Minister to allow the boats to run, as
freighted, and I am told that application was refused. I do not
know-I do not say-that the Minister of Marine was to
blame inthe matter. As the matter now stands, heis obliged
to receive the report of his inspector, and will either
have to dismiss the inspector or else adopt his report.

he boats were not only refusoed the privilege of carrying
e, DYAWM.

passengers, which may or may not have been right; but
they were refused the privilege of carrying freight, and the
whole communication between the Island and the Mainland
was thrown into great confusion. The Department sent
down the Napoleon II. to do the best she could; but
the Island members know very well that the construction
of that steamer is such that she is not capable of being laden
and unladen with the same facility as the other boats,
and consequently she could not do the work at all. Fortu-
nately for the merchants there, a new steamer was purchased
by the navigation company there from Glasgow, and she
aided the Napoleon IIL in doing the work. Now, my object
in moving for the papers is chiefiy to ascertain whether the
reports published in the papers are correct. The repairs
required by Mr. Coker to be done to the two boats, it is
stated in the press, are, first, that the St. Lawrence should
be strengthened by having two arches placed from one end
to the other in the boat; and, that as regards the other
boat, her guards should be raised three or four feet. That
has been stated in the papers to be the language of Mr.
Coker's report. If that is the language of his report, I
believe there is a very unanimous opinion on the part of
shipowners, ship-builders, and shipwrights-of everybody
who knows anything about the Island-that such repairs
cannot be carried out with safety. As regards the St.
Lawrence, there are two arches in her already, and I am
instructed the third one cannot be put in. So far as the
Princess of Wales is concerned, il her guards are raised three
feet, constructed as she is, carrying her cargo
altogether on dock, I am informed by those who
undorstand the question thoroughly, that it will end in
her upsetting. fHowever, we will see when the papers comc
down. But I wish chiefly to call the Minister's attention to
Mr. Coker's report. No matter what it might be, no mat-
ter how harshly it might reflect upon the company, his
report is practically final, and from it there is no appeal. It
is true, the Act gives an appeal to th, Minister, but even
that appeal must be practically worthless, because the
Minister of the day is but a more puppet in the hands of
the inspectors-he must take thoir reports and act upon
them. Practically, there is no appeal from the order made
by these inspectors. No matter how arbitrary their orders
may be, no matter how uncalled for the repairs which they
insist upon may be, the ship-owner is entirely at the mercy
of the inspector. In the case to which I especially refer
now, the public also are at his mercy, because when these
two boats were stopped the trade of the Island was stopped
for a time. The Minister, as I said, sent down this other boat,
and it did some good in bel ping us over the difficulty. But I
wished particularly to call bis attention, in the first place, to
the absolute necessity that exists for amending that Steam-
boat Inspection Act, and providing for appeal somewhat simi-
lar to the provision contained in the British Merchants' Ship-
ping Act of 1876. I believe the Government of Canada at that
time wore instrumental in having those clauses inserted in
the British Act. It was felt it would be an intolerable
hardship that Canadian ship-owners should be bcbjected to
the arbitrary order of a simple inspector in England, and
at their instigation, I believe, a court of appeals was estab-
lished in every port, to which every ship-owner can appeal
if he is dissatisfied with the order of the inspector. This
court of appeal consists either of a stipendiary magistrate
and two shipwrights, or of a local commissioner and two
shipwrights-the latter to act as assessors. Now, if we
had such a court established here in the chief ports of'the
Dominion, there would be no hard 5hip, because even if the
Government Inspector required very heavy repairs to be
made, unless the facte jstified it, the ship-owner could
appeal to this court. This is not a local question; it is not
confined to Prince Edward Island, but extends over the
whole of Canada. Every ship-owner, every steamboat
owner, is completely at the mercy of these inspector.,
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therefore, submit to the consideration of the Minister
those two points: Whether the area of the district which
is given to the inspector is not entirely too large; secondly,
whether there should not be, in common justice, an appeal
from his decision to a competent court. iNow, as regards
the inspector, the hon. Minister knows well, I believe, that
at present he resides in St. John. These two boats are
now being repaired in Charlottetown, but the inspector does
not cross over-he cannot very well cross over at this time
of the year in the ice-boat on account of his size and

,age, to inspect these boats-and the result will be that in
the spring we may be in just as bad a plight as we were last
year. I submit there should be an inspector appointed for
the Island itself as one district, and one for Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick. That is not too much to ask;
and I think it is a necessity that such an officer should
exist. The hon. Minister himself is a ship-owner, and he
knows how absolutely impossible it is to make a thorough
inspection of a steamboat in the summer. Last year, I am
toi, the inspector never opened a seam, never took out a
plank of the steamboat he condemned in his report as
worthless. I took occasion to go to a captain of one of the
steamboats, who has been in service twenty years, and
whose record is one of which any captain may be proud.
He bas never had an accident on his boat during those
twenty or twenty-five years that ho has been cariying the
mails and passengers across those Strais. Hie never had
an accident, and he reported to me, in conversation, that the
boat never was in botter condition than she was then when
she was stopped-so far as he knew, and ho made a
very close inspection. It appears the inspector acted in a
very arbitrary manner, from what I am told-I should be
sorry to make a charge against him until I have secn all
the papers. The inspector is known to myself and to the
public, as a good shipwright, and he was for many years
Lloyds' surveyor of the Island. I am simply stating the facts
as I ascertained them in conversation with those who ought
to know; and it is perfectly incomprehensible to me how
the inspector came to the conclusion that these boats should
be stopped. However, I hope the Minister will agree with
me that it is high time the Steambout Inspection Act, giv-
ing, as it does, those extraordinary and aroitiay powers lto
the inspectors, should be amended, so that ship-owners
should have the privilege of appeal, from what they consider
an unjust decision, to a court of appeal. I do not believe
there is another Act in the world vesting a more arbitrary
power in one man, than that Act does. The Minister knows
that, according to Lloyds' raies, if a ship is to be inspected,
in order to be re-classed, it is not left for one man to do.
Lloyds' surveyor h:-s to take another man with him.
The repo-t of two inspectors is necessary before a vessel can
obtain her class. The same raie prevails under all British
classification. There is a body to which appeal can be
made if the report is considered 'unjust. The committee of
Lloyds is behind that. Besides, under the Engiisîh Act, it
is provided that if the inspector makes an improper report
and detains a vessel improporly, so that the owner loses
money, the owner can recover damages in the civil courts.
Here, vessel owners are entirely without remedy. The
inspector goes over to the Island for a couple of days and
gives what is charged to be a most cursory examination of
the boat, goes away, sends a report stopping the vessel
from running, and there is no remedy againit him or the
Departmont, and no appeal to any person whatever. The
principle adopted in that Inspection Act is a good one. The
travelling public have a right to have it guaranteed that
the steamers on which they travel have been properly
inspected by a competent officer. I think that is a capital
provision; 1 only suggested one or two amendments to it-
but I should like to see that provision applied to steamboats
belonging to the Government when used for the same pur-
poses as private stemboats. Tbe Steamboam Inmpeteon

Act specially exempts from its operation steamers owned by
the Queen. The Minister sent down the Northern Light to
take the place of private steamboats. He stopped the
private boats from running because they had not got inspec-
tors' certificates, an.1 he doclared they were dangerous to
life and property. The hon. gentleman not only stopped
those private bouts from running, but he filled the place
with a steamer which the Government Inspector ordered to
be placed on the slips for repaire only last summer. The
same inspector who stopped the boats ordered that
Government vessel to be placed on the slips at Pictou. She
went there in pursuance of that order, but in consequence
of instructions issued by the Department, she was taken
away and the repairs, though deciared to be necessary to
make ber safe for passenger traflic, were never carried out.
The result was that the boat, which was considered unsea-
worthy, was used during the fail months, the most stormy
portion of the year, in carrying passengers to and from the
Island. I do no know whether the Minister of Marine is
prepared to take full responsibility for the continuance of
that state of affair. 1 hope the reports will be brought
down and that the Minister, at the earliest possible day,
will take steps to have that boat placed in a proper state of
repair. She is doing work now, or at least she was up till
last week, and as the Straits have been pretty open,she lias
dor'u fairly good work. It was stated in the.public press,
and also by the inspector, that she needs
repairs to put her in a seaworthy condition. It
is no secret, it is talked about openly by the people
in that part of the Dominion, thit the boat requires
repairing, and that immediately. What I complain of on
the part of the Government is, that while they stopped the
bouts of the Navigation Company, when the inspector's
certificates expired-and for that I do not blame them,.as
I think under the law, they were bound to 'o so-they
substituted a boat which does not possess a certificate, a
boat which it is acknowledged is unable to possess one, and
which hais already been removed from her class at Lloyds ;
and this fact should be a strong reason to convince the
Minister that she is not seaworthy or fit to carry passengers.
I do not desire to detain the House further in regard to this
matter, but I hope the papers for which I muve wilt be
brought down this Session. I think I made six or seven
applications for similar papers last year and never obtained
them. There is a large class of people interested in these
papers, and it is neoessary to obtain thom in order that we
may be able to judge whether the inspector has or has not
properly discharged the duties which belong to his office
during the past season.

Mr. MoLELAN. The papers asked for by the hon.
gentleman will be brought down with atl dispatch. I am
not aware that there were applications made to my Depart-
ment for papers last year which have not been complied
with.· I will, however, ascertain if there are any returns
for last year which have not been brought down. The hon.
gentleman seens to think that the inspector for the Lower
Provinces has too mach work to perfori. I have not had
any complaint from the inspector that he i overworked or
that thore is more work than ho can overtake. I will make
enquiry into that matter and see whether additional assist-
ance is required. If the certificates of the previous year
had expired, it was the duty of the company to have made
application to the inspector to have the boats inspected.
It seemas that, according to my recollection and
the statement of the hon. gentleman, they were not
inspected until August. The inspector then gave a
certificate to run until 31st October. In that certificate the
inspector notified the owners of the boats that they could
run to that date only, and that surely should have been
sufficient notice to the parties to have provided other boats.
The 6team Naviption 0ompany roive a large subsidy
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from the Government, about $10,000 a year, for performing
thé service. There is a large freight and passenger
traffiec by those boats, and with the receipts of that traffic
and the Government subsidy, the company should have
provided boats fit for the service. The hon. gentlemian,
I think, will admit, and the whole people of the Island
will admit, that the Government are doing all that is
necessary, by furnishing that subsidy, to enable good and
satisfaetory boats to be placed upon the route. Such
being the fact,and the company having the notice of the
inspector that those boats could not be permitted
to run after 31st October, ne complaint can lie against
either the inspector or the Goveriment. It cai lie only
against the company, who should have provided other boats
to have taken the place of those which were declared by the
inspector to be unsafe to run during the stormy season of
the year. The hon. gentleman bas complained of the lack
of satisfactory inspection-that the inspector did not satis-
factorily perform his duty in examining the boats. These
are wooden boats which were built twenty years ago, and
have run without accident so far. The inspector wasfamiliar
with them and made a passage over in one of them, and
from his examination and his knowledge of the effect
of twenty years' wear upon wood, he knew they were
unsafe to run during the stormy season of the year.
Late in October, the steamboat company made application
to me to be permitted to carry freight after the 31st of
October, and stating in that application the repairs that were
necessary, and that they intended to make those repairs on
the boat during this winter. The Board of Steamboat In-
spectors, both of machinery and hulils, was sitting in Ottawa
at the time I received that application. I reforred the ap-
plication té Mr. Coker, and through him to the board, and
the answer came, as I expected, that they could not permit
theur even to carry freight, and the company was notified
of that fact. The hon. gentleman says that the steamboat
owners are entirely at the mercy of the inspector. I do not
consider that to be the case. Under the law, there is an
appeal to the Minister, and if the owner of the steamboat
presents a case to the Minister in which an evident injustice
has been done hi m, it would be the Minister's duty, either on
his own motion or by calling in other inspectors or other
aesistants, to consider the case and rectify the wrong, if a
wrohg had been done. But in this case, the gentleman who
made the application stated that their boats requit ed re-
pairs, and that this-winter, after the season of navigation had
closed, they proposed to make ail those repairs whieh the
Inspector had stated would be necessary in order to render
them seaworthy ; (but neither myseif, Mr. Coker, nor the
Board of Inspectors considered that it was wise or prudent
that the boats should run either with passengers or freight
d-uring that month. The promise to make them more
seaworthy afterwards would do them no good, so far as the
month of November was concerned, and so the permission
even to carry freight was withheld. I am not in a position to
state whether Mr. Sloggett knew anything about the position
of those boats during the summer; he made no report to
me offiiaHy, though he may have made a report to Mr.
Cokör, I had an opportunity of knowing Mr. Coker's opinion,
and he did not go further than to say that the boats might
berun with a halt cargo. Even Mr. Sloggett, who is sup-
posed to be more familiar with the condition of the béats
than Mr. <Coker, did not go further than to say that possibly,
an arrangement might be made to run them with half loads.
That could not be acceded to, and the only course that could
be taren was té stop. I think the company, which bas-
enjoyed the profits of the GovergmeLt subsidy and the
profita coming from that traffie for: year, after having the
nwtiée which was given by the inspector, Mr. Coker, should
ha*e put other boats on the route so that the people of the
I81atd should suaffér no inconvenienee by even a temporary
ii#tpjM oi the pa&enger: nd freight tramEe. Whn
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found that they were not supplying other boats, I sent down
the steamer Napoleon III. to give such accommodation as ber
capacity afforded to the traffic between Pictou and Char-
lottetown, and I believe that, with the assistance of the
Northern Ligkt, she succeeded in keeping up the traffle and
carrying it all without any great inconvenience to the
people. I know there was a good deal of excitement at the
time, bu t the Napoleon III. was sent down almost immediately
on the stoppage of the other boat, so that no great incon-
venience resulted. As to the Northern Light being put on
the slip, Mr. Ooker found that from her peculiar construction
he could not examine her without her being placed on the
slip, and without any communication with the Department,
she was sent to Pictou for that purpose. When I ascer-
tained that that had been done, I sent down Mr. McElhinney,
a Government Inspector, who had sailed the vessel
in the winter of 1882, and in the summer of 1882 had
superintended the repairs made upon her, and who had aiso
examined her last spring in the slip. After an examination of
her, he was satisfied to give her a certificate without the neces-
sity of putting her in the slip, and I ordered the vessel back
to Charlottetown without being put in the slip at Pictou.
Whatever repairs the Northern Light may require, from the
difficult service in which she has been employed, will be
effected so far as possible. The papers will be brought
down immediately.

Mr. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.I.) I am glad the hon.
member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) has amended bis motion
by including the Northern Light; and I trust that when the
papers come down we shall find that that ship is reported
by the inmpector, as stated by the lion. Minister, to be in a
good state of repair. She has heretofore been rendering
very important service to the Province by keeping up the
communication in seasons when ordinary boats could not do
so. But if reports speak truly, she is not altogether up to
the mark in many respects. We know that she has to meet
a great many difficulties in prosecuting her work, by encoun-
tering ice, and she requires to be a more than ordinurily
strong boat. Report says that such is not the case at pre-
sent; that she is considerably weaizened, owing to the very
great difficulties she bas to encounter; and seamen who are
acquainted with ships, and the working of' ships, say that
the oakum, after a certain number of years decays, and that
nothing has been done for the past few years to see whether
it requires to be renewed or not. I am also informed-
though I cannot say how correctly-that in lier last passage
to the Island she got a grip in the ice which showed that
she is evidently become somewhat weakened. I trust tha6
the hon. Minister of Marine will take the earliest-oppor-
tunity, when the season arrives next year, to sec that the
vessel is thoroughly overhauled. I am told that to do that in
a competent manner, it will be necessary to have her machi-
nery and engines removed in order that she may be properly
strengthened. I am glad to be informed that such is
the intention of the Department. With respect to the
Steam Navigation Company's boats, I bave not much to say,
lurther than that heretofore thèse boats have done their
duty to the satisfaction of the travelling public, withont
any accident or mishap whatever. There is no doubt that
a great deal of inconvenience has been suffered by the
people of the Province, owing to the unseasonabie time at
which they were stopped running; but the Government, I
am glad te say, showed a disposition to assist the public as
far as possible, by putting on other boats to take their place.
Their certificate having run out, the Government had no
other course to take, consistent with their duty to the
public in seeing that thèse boats were run under proper
inspection. I trust that these boats beimg now thoroughly
overhauled, the Government and the company may be able
to resume a contract which they have heretofore carried out
to the atisfaction of the people of oar Province, at least.
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Mr. MoINTYRE. I am glad to see, from the remarks

of my hon. oolleague, that bis opinions with regard to the
Northern Light have undergone a complete change. I ie.
member, prior to 1878, what the opinions of that hon.
gentleman, as well as his friends, were with regard to this
ship. I must congratulate the hon. gentleman on his
change of sentiment, and in doing so I hope I congratulate
some of his friends also. With regard to the condition of
the Northern Light, I would refer to a.statement made last
year by Capt. McElhinney, before the committee ap-
pointed to consider the question of navigation between
.Prince Edward Island and the Mainland. He said that he
considered the Yorthern Light, after the repairs she had
undergone, as strong as she had been when new. Under
these eircumstances, I do not see why she cannot be
run now as well as she was five or six years
ago. As soon as there is any appearance of ice, the vessel
is laid up, and that is the way our terms of Union are being
carried out, which provided that constant steam communi-
cation should be maintained both winter and summer. I
thought, when the committee was appointed last year, that
we had heard the last of this discussion for some time. The
Chairman,the hon. member for Prince County (Mr. Hackett)
*was anxious that the report should he presented as soon as
possible, before the Supplementary Estimates were brought
down. That was done, but I regret to say that we were
disappointed when they did make their appearance, because
no appropriation was made. Last faull matters were in
a worse position than before. The Steam Navigation
Company's boats were taken off, and for some reason the
place of these boats was supplied by nothing less than a
war ship, the crew of which werc dres>ed up in navy blue
and brass buttons, who seemed to have come down there
more for the purpose of overawing these troublesome
islanders than carrying their freight and passengers, which
was uppermost in their minds. As soon as winter set in, it
became too cold for her to run, but I think she got heat
enough in Halifax, where she took fire. As usual, we had
to fall back on the Northern Light, which did remarkably
well until the close of navigation, and would do well yet if
kept on the route. I have nothing to say with regard to
the Steam Navigation Company's boats being taken off,
until the papers are brought down; but as long as there
are gentlemen here who are willing to give excuses for
the shortcomings' of the Government in this respect, we
may expect that nothing will be done in the future, ho
more than in the past, towards the amelioration of our con-
dition. As for our future prospect, I do not see a glimuer
of hope as long as the preent Government is in power.

Mr. McLELAN. I would say for the information of
hon. members from tlhe Island, that in addition to exercising
care that the Northern Light is 'kept in as good a state of
repair as possible, considering her age and the hardship of
the service in which- she is ergaged, we provided a new
boat to take the place of the steamer Glendon, and in view
of this peculiar service, I had a vessel constructed of wood
instead of iron, so that in case of accident to the Northern
Light, by which that vessel might become disabled, the new
one could be put on for this service. It is my intention to

* ask Parliament to provide means for so strengthening her
that she shall be able to take the place of the orthern
light in case that vessel should become entirely disabled. I
am told that with but very little additional expense, and
very little change in the model, she eau be made as fit for
going through the ice as Newfoundland whaling ship3.
I think a vessel thas constructed will be able to attend to
the summer navigation, and in case the Northern Light
should become disabled, wil be available for winter service.

Mr. DAVIES. I desire to correct one misapprehension
into which the hon. gentleman fell, when he expressed the
opinion that the inepeotor had given the ompany -ample.

notice as to the repairs to be made. I think the hon.
gentleman cannot have read the papers, or he would :not
have given the inspector that endorsement. In the,winter
previons, the company repaired those boats at Mr. Coker's
request, under Lloyds' inspection, at a cost of about 49,000
each. Having complied with bis request, they had a right
to assume, when Mr. Coker found no fault during the
summer months, that the work was done to lis satisfaction.
But when Mr. Coker came to the Island in August, he did
not do, as most inspectors would do, and as Lloyds' required
to be done-make his report to the owner of the ship at once;
but he delayed lis report and certificates for a whole month,
and it was not until the last day of September, when it became
impossible for the company to make the repairs which Mr.
Coker instructed them to make, that he furnished a report to
the Minister, which only extended their certificate one month.
I submit that lis conduct is wholly indefensible, .and all
the inconvenience and loss occasioned the Island merchants
during the last summer, are due to lack of duty in this
respect. I may possibly be wrong, and after full explana-
tions may alter my opinion, but I entirely dissent from
the statement made by the hon. Minister, that because
Mr. Coker made a trip across in the boat, he .was competent
to give a report as to her condition. The lon. Minister, as
.a ship-owrer, knows very well that an inspection cannot be
made unless the boat is opened up and properly examinqd,
and I am sure he would not give a fig for the report of an
inspector who, after merely walking about the deck, pre-
tended to give an opinion concerning her seaworthinees. I
hope that the hon. Minister does not really believe that an
appeal made from the inspctor to hinzelf i; sufficient. I
read a report, made by the President of the Board of Trade
in England, upon the nocessity of appeals, and upon that
section of the English law which gives the right of appeal
to the President of the Board of Trade. Hie deolared, as
the result of his experience, that the President of the Board
of Trade was a mere puppet in the hands of his inspecters.
The experience of the Board of Trade in England, as regar s
the inspectors there, must necessarily be the same asthat
of the Minister of Marine here. If au inspector made a re-
port on a ship in British Colu mbia, how is the hon. Minister
here to judge, when appealed to, whether that report be
correct or not? The hon. Minister, as a ship-owner, knows
well that an appeal should le made to persons duly qualified,
who would make a personal inspection of the boat them-
selves. This is not a local question, but one that affects the
entire shipping of the whole Dominion, and which the late
Sir Albert Smith and the late Government thought so im-
portant that they sent a special deputation to England for
the purpose of having such an appeal placed in the
EnglishAct. There it has worked admirably. I know an
instance where the inspectors at the Port of Liverpool
stopped a Canadian ship from sailing, and on appeal bping
taken to the local board, withdrew their stoppage order.
It would be an intolerable nuisance to invest :oe man with
the arbitrary power of decreeing whether a ship or steamer
is fitted to carry freight and passengers, without giving the
option of appeal to some competont tribunal-a tribunal in
each shipping port of the Dominion, composed aflter the
manner prescribed in the English Aet. i hope the hon.
Minister will consider this matter before the Session is over.

Mr. HACKETT. It was not my intention to spy any
thing about this matter, had the hon. member for King't-
not made a remark reflecting on the committee pf which he
was a member. When that committee was ,n session, it
was considered important that it should make a report be-
fore Parliament closed, so that the Government might take
action. I am elad to find Lhat a great many of the re-
commendations made by the committee are being carried
ont by the Government. :The railway has been bI4t
to Clape Traverse, addition.al ves *vqen pJlso.494
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route between the Capes, additional hands are employed
and the Government are using every exertion to carry on
the mail service between the Island and the Nainland. in
accordanee with the terrms of the Union. With regard
to the boats running for the last fifteen or twenty
years between the Island and the Mainland, at a very
inconvenient season, I have not much to say. I do not see,
when the malter was referred to a competent inspector, and
when, on the 29th August he made an inspection and
reported these boats to be unfit for the service, that the
hon. Minister could do otherwise than prevent the boats
fron running He was bound to do so in the interest of
the public. While I am willing to give credit to the com-
pany for what they did in the past, I agree with the
hon. Minister that when they knew, last December, that
the boats would not he allowed to run after the 31st
of October, they had sufficient time to make arrangements
to replace their boats by competent craft. But this company,
which bas received a large subsidy from the present
Government, and a subsidy previously from the Island
Government, did nothing except make overtures to charter
the Northern Light as a substitute for their boats. In so
doing, they were not looking to the interests of the Island.
The stoppage of communication at that time was a serions
matter to the people, and caused a good deal of indignation.
As is well known, the spring season on the Island is late,
the seeding is late, and the harvest is late; so that the
farmers have to bring their produce to market in the
months of November and December. Therefore they were
very indignant that communication with the Mainland, by
the bouts which formerly kept up that communication,
should be stopped on the lst of November, and this stop-
page resulted in great loss both to them and the merchants.
I must, however, admit that the Government
did the best they could under the circumstances.
They placed the Northern Light on the route
between Georgetown and Picton and Charlottetown,
and then sent down the Rapoleon III. for the purpose of
assisting the Northern Light and the new boat, the
Summerside, between Summerside and Shediac. The
hon. member for King's makes light of the fact that the
.Napoleon IIL. was sent down for the purpose of keeping
up communication, and wants to make it appear that she
came down as a war ship. Well, it would be a compliment
to the people of the Island that a war ship should be taken
fromn her legitimate course, and placed on the route between
the Island and the Mainland. But this steamer-a vessel
of 700 tons used for the purpose of carrying supplies to the
different lighthouse-is not engaged in warlike, but in

paceable operations, and is adapted to the carriage of a
arge quantity of freight, as well as a considerable num ber

of passen gers. The greatest inconvenience resulting last
fall, was between Summerside and Shediac. The company
placed a new ship, the Summerside, on that route, which
was not adapted to the carriage of passengers at all. She
was brought thero for the purpose of carrying freight, and
thus sunplementing the other two boats in that respect.
Every one acquainted with the geography of the Island
knows that people travelling west go to the Mainland, cross
from Summerside to Shediac. and thence to Moncton, where
they take the train, so that the great traffle is at Summer-
side. This boat is not fit for that traffl, and consequently
great hardships were suffered by the passengers; many of
whom, I believe, preferred to cross in small sailing vessels
and open boats, and as many as twen ty and thirty men, women,
and children, have been hnddled in these small boats, crossing
over to the Main land. This is not what the Government
should do in carrying out the terme of Confederation.
It was guaranteed by the terms that efficient steam com-
munication should be kept up between the Island and
the Mainland, and, when the people found that they had to
take the samelold;means of oonveyanoe, the same old ves-
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sels and boats that were used in this way some fifteen or
twenty years ago, for the purpose of doing their business on
the Mainland and crossing over, they were naturally very
indignant, and there was much excitement on the Island at
the time. That excitement has pretty well subsi led, and I
trust the Government will make some arrangement for a
permanency of the service. It will be difficult for them to
do that until they have completed the railways to the
Capes, but those railways should be completed at the earliest
possible moment; piers should be built on both sides, and I
believe a ferry established there would be the means
of keeping up communication pretty satisfactorily.
This is not a mere local matter. It affects the whole
Dominion of Canada, because the people of Prince
Edward Island are large consu mers of the manufae-
tured goods of the other portions of the Dominion.
I think from $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 worth of the
products of other portions of the Dominion are sold in
the Island every year, so that it is not a mere local matter,
but one extending to the whole of the Dominion of Canada;
and it is to be hoped, therefore, that the Government will
take steps to place proper boats between Summerside and
Shediac, and establish them permanently, so that there
shall be no doubt as to their movements, as to when this
boat is going out or that boat coming in, and that continuons
and efficient communication shall be kept up between the
Island and the Mainland, as guaranteed by the termas of
Union. The people believed that, when once they became
a portion of the Dominion of Canada, these terms would be
carried out, and that they would be able to take advantage
of the whole system of raitways of the Dominion; and,
while this is undone, while there is no satisfactory
arrangement made, there will be excitement on the Island.
There will be discontent, and it will be a fruitful source of
trouble to the Government as well. I hope, therefore, that.
this is the last we shall hear of the matter in the liouse for
some time, and that energetic action will be taken for the
purpose of carrying out these terms.

Mr. YEO. I am very much pleased that this question
has come up, of communication between the Mainland and
Prince Edward Island. Summerside harbour is the great
west port for freight and passengers of the whole Island,
and we expected something better to be done latterly than
was done in the past. If the Government had notified the
steamship company in time to get other ships to.take the
place of those they had, the Government would not be to
blame; but if they did not do so, they were to blame. I am
very sorry for it, and it is a great pity: At the time the
lai e Government was in power, the only thought was to get
a change and get this present party in power, and the
Island would be amply provided for in the shape of steam
communication; but instead of that, we have suffered more
latterly than we ever did before, and it looks as if it was
going to be worse. It is very surprising that a gentleman
like Mr. Coker could condenin two ships an order another
on the slip, and as soon as she got on the slip order her off
agair ; that his eyesight could condemn one ship and could
not see through the other. There must be something in
this Mr. Coker not condemning the JNorthern Light, because
she has only run a short time, and either the company or
the captain of that ship, who is a very fine man, must be
afraid to run her; perhaps he knows the danger he is in.
Last year we had an investigation here, and we were pro-
inised a railway, and we were to have it right away. That
is a railway. The people of the Island have been working
on it all the summer, and, when they expected to get their
pay from the contractors, or sub- contractors,
they were knocked out of their pay. I do not
understand how it is. There is nothing this
year has hurt Prince County so much as not being able to
get its produce away. The Government has no intereSt at
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all in Prince County, it is true. There is communication
from Charlottetown, but the greatest trade is trom Summer-
side, where there is no provision whatever, only it is left to
passengers t go in sailing vessels. Twenty passengers
went out in a emall vessel fron Summerside in the morn-
ing; they were on board that vessel all day and all that
niglht, and had te land back in Summerside again, the wind
being ahead and it being calm. I think that is a shameful
state of affaire, and I hope the Government will lose no
time in attempting te carry out the terms, which I do net
not believe they have -ever t;ied te do. Either give us
botter steam communication or, as I wanted them to do last
winter, commence a tunnel without any further delay.

Motion agreed to.

COAL CARRIED BY THE INTERCOLONIAL
RAILWAY.

Mr. McMULLEN. In moving the resolution of which
I have given notice, I may say that I have been induced to
do se by looking over the Trade and Navigation Returns. I
find that during the year 1883, there have been imported
into this country 400,000 tons more ceal than the previons
year, and I find that that there has been $225,000 more duty
paid. I am anxious to know how it is that the Nova Seotia
coal mines have net contributed to a greater extent than
they have, te the coal trade of this country. When the
National Policy was inaugurated, hon. gentlemen opposite
declared that by putting a duty upon coal, the coal miners
of Nova Scotia would obtain the entire coal trade of this
Dominion, and that the coal of Nova Scotia would find its
way as far west as the cities of Hamilton and Toronto. I
have been making enquiries with regard to the coal that has
been brought te this city of Ottawa, and I find that the only
parties bringing it are the Government, for the
purpose of heating the Parliament Buildings. I do
net think that any other person has brought coal te this
city from Nova Scotia. All coal dealers west of here are
buying their coal in the States, and paying a duty of 60
cents per ton, while Nova Scotia miners are simply supply-
ing the trade east of here. I am anxious to find out why
the miners of Nova Scotia have not made more effort to
send their coal further west, and that is the reason I am
asking for the returns mentioned in my resolution. We
may possibly find that it is owing to the fact that the lon.
Minister of Railways is imposing such very heavy tariff
rates upen coal coming over the Intercolonial, that it is
impossible for the Nova Scotia miners to pay those rates
and compete with American coal. I will not say that is
the case. I am not prepared, either, te insinuate that the
hon. Minister of Railways would be guilty of such an act,
when he as been such a strong advocate of the National
Policy. I should rather infer that ho would do everything
in his power te encourage the shipment of coal further west.
On the other hand, possibly, we might find out that we are
not only paying Nova Sceotia miners 60 cents duty per ton
in order te encourage them to ship their coal westward,
but that we are also giving them greater facilities over the
Intercolonial than the ordinary expenses of running the
road will warrant-though I am net prepared te say that
such is the case. I want, also, te find out how much coal
has been shipped over the In tercolonial, what rate par ton
ias been charged, what bas been paid and everything of
that nature. I certainly hold that before the hon. Minister
of Railways makes his railway statement te this louse, we
should be put in possession of the information my motion
asks for. We want these facts, to be able intelligently
to understand and discuss the coal question. I may also
say that within the last few years a large amount of money
hias been expendedby the companies themselves to improve
the facilities for the movement of coal over the Intercolonial,
and I desire to know how far that expenditure has resulted
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in securing the object sought for. I hope the hon. Minister
of Railways will allow these papers t be laid before the
House in good time, se that we may be able intelligently to
discuss the whole question when he makes his statement.
I, therefore, move for a return of the number of tons of coal
carried by the Intercolonial Railway, from pointa along tho
line, during the year ending 31st December, 1883, showing
the place where delivered and the rate per ton per mile for
the carriage thereof; also, the special rates granted, if
any, te whom granted, from what place, to 'hat place,
the distance and the rate per ton per mile.

Mr. WOODWORTH. The hon. gentleman whohas made
this motion does not seom to have included in it the num-
ber of tons of coal that have been oarried from the mines
of Nova Scotia te the different ports of the Dominion by
steamboats and sailing vessels. If lie had supplemented
bis motion by adding that, I am sure there would have been
no objection to the remarks he has made, for he would then
show much more clearly the extent of the interprovincial
trade in coal. 1, therefore, beg leave te move, in amendment,
that the following words be added :-

" And also the number of tons of coal carried from Nova Scotia by
steamboat and sailing veuel to the different ports of the Dominion."

Mr. H ESSON. I think that it is quite right we should
get all the information the hon. gentleman asks for, in 'order
te discuss this question intelligently. He appears, however,
to be under the impression, from all the knowledge ho
possesses, that Nova Scotia coal has not been carried farther
west than the city of Ottawa, and that the only coal brouglit
bore has been brought by the Dominion Government for
the purpose of heating the Parliament Buildings. Now,
Mr. Speaker, as the lion. gentleman is of an enquiring turn
of mind, le may be interested in learning that coal fron
Nova Scotia has been delivered very largely as far west as
the town of Brockville, and has been consumed there by
Grand Trunk engines. It has also been carried as far west
as Toronto, in barges, where it has given great satisfaction.
If the hon. gentleman desires to get information as to the
working of the National Policy, and its effect in developing
that very important industry in Canada, I think he ought
to allow bis mind to grasp the conclusion that it is also
possible to expert coul from Nova Scotia and Cape Breton
by water as well as rail. Therefore, I second the amend-
ment just proposed.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

SUPERANNUA.TION FU ND.

M. McMULLEN, in moving for a return of the total
amount paid into the Superannuation Fund during the time
of service by each of those superannuated during the year
ending the 31st December, 1883, said : The information
asked for in this resolution is the only item required, in
addition to the returns presented to the House, ,regarding
superannuation, to enable us intelligently to understand the
operation of the superannuation system.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR1 RETURNS.

Motions for the following Returns were severally agreed
to :-

Copies of all despatches from the Imperial Government
net yet brought down in relation to the Vice-dmizalty
Courts in the Dominion, and the change of procedure süd
practice therein.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Copies of all correspondence between the Local Govern-
ment of Nova Scotia and the Department of Bailways and
Canais, respecting railway matters, in the Province of Nova
Scotia, of a date since the 6th March, 1883.-(Mr. cDon-
aid, Cape Breton.)
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Statement of the amount expended in connection with
the publie building at Antigonish, from lst November, 1881,
to the 15th January, instant ; giving the names of ail per-
sons to whom any portion of the expenditure had been
paid, together with the amount paid to each, and for what;
also copies of all correspondence relating to the building
between the said dates.-(Mr. Mclsaac.)

Return showing quantity and value of wheat at d wheat
flour (separately) and duty collected thercon, imported
from the United States and entcred for consumption, for
six months ending 3lst December, 1883-(Mr Dundas.)

A eet iiled statement with dates, items and vouchers of
the expenditure of the sums of $5,000 and $2,68S.74, under
warrants issued by the Governor General, dated 7th Novem-
ber 1883, and 17th January, 1884, for the payment to Le
Courier de St. iyacinthe of the said several sums; aiso, for
similar particulars with reference to the expenditure of
83,329.20, under warrant dated October 27tb, 1883, for
publication of the proceedings of the Royal Society.-(Mr.
Somerville, Brant.)

fReturn showing the expenses in detail,with dates, incurred
by the several mniembers of the Government, and any other
person or persons in the service of the Government, sent to
England or elsewhere, on behalf of the Government, from
2nd April, 1883, to the present date.--(Mr. Somerville,
Brant.)

Copies of any official memoranda of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company of public letters or memoranda of any of
the officers of the company relative to its position and pros-
pects and transactions (including the recent guarantee) not
already brought down; statements showing the amount
of the subscribed stock of the company, with the date and
amount of each subscription, and the amount paid up and to
be paid up on such subscribed stock, with tho date of each
payment in cash, and the rate of discount at which any
such stock was issued by the company to the subscribers or
to any syndicate or parties who undertook its issue to the
public; statement of the amount paid out of capital for in-
terest on the capital stock, and the rate of such payment.

Statement of the tacts as to the acquisition by or on be-
half of the compapy, of any interest in or by any of its
officers or any person on its account, or in any shares or
securities of any of the following railway companies:-
Credit Valley, Ontario and Quebec, Atlantic and North,
Western, Toronto, Grey and Bruce, Hamilton and North-
Western, South Etstein, Montreal, Portland and Boston, St.
Lawrence and Ottawa, or in any companies having lines in
Manitoba or the North-West (r elsewhere, with the dates,
amounts and particulars, and copies of the documents relat-
ing to such acquisition, and to the obligations of the corn-
panies thereunder.

Statement of the various matters required to be returned
under " The Consolidated Railway Act, 1879," and amend.
ments thereto:-(1) For the fiscal year 1881-82; (2) for the
fiscal year 1882-83, in eadh case separately, as to (a) the
line of railway specifically provided for by the contract of
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company; (b) the branches
and extensions already acquired or controlled by the com-
pany.

Like statements with like particulars, separatcy, as to
(a) and (b).

The Eatern and Western Divisions of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. -

Statement of the total sum expended up to the 30th June,'
1883, by the company under their contract: (a) For work
of construction on the line to be built by the company, as
particularly specified in the contract; (b) for rolling stock
for the line of thé Canadian Pacific Railway, as particularly
specified in the contract; (c) for works of construction on
extensions and branches and lines controlled by the com-
pany, not embraced in the railway particularly specified by

Mr. MOMULLmz.

the contract; (d) for rolling stock for all extensions and
branches not so embraced.

Like Statements to those bereinbefore mentioned, up to
the 31st December, 1883.

Statement of the reccipis of the company up to the 30th
June, 1883, on account of: (a) Cash subsidy ; (b) land
grand bonds; (c) bonuses; (d) lands sales or transactions
not embraced in the operations connected with land grant
bonds ; (e) number of acres of land subsidy ; (f ) amounts
of bonuses agreed for though not paid. Like statements
up to 31st December, 1883.-(Mr. Blake).

Address to His Excellency the Governor General, rep e-
senting that on the 5th March, 1883, an humble Address tts
presented to His Excellency the Governor General, praying
amongst other things for a statement showing the amount
of the subscribed stock of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, prior to the authorization for an increase of its
capital stock from $25,000,000 to $100,000,000, and of the
amounts paid upon such subscribed stock, with the date of
each payment in cash, and also of tho amounts (if any)
satisfied by the acquisition of property or otherwise, speci-
fying in such case the consideration therefor, and the
amount of stock given and the date. Representing further,
that the reply furnished by the company, with a view to
answering the said Address, omits the information asked for
as above stated; and praying that His Excellency will be
graciously pleased to cause such information to be obtained
and laid before this louse.-(Mi-. Blake.)

Address to His Excellency the Governor General, repre-
senting that by the Act of 1881 to amend the Consolidated
Railiway Act, 1879, it is provided that the several ra'lway
companies shall furnish yearly returns to the Minister of
Railways, containing certain information specified in the
schedule of the said Act; and in a Idition such other infor-
mation and returns as shall, from time to time, be required
by the Governor in Council; representing farther that among
the returns specified in the schedule, is the following:
" Statement containing copies of ail contracts made by the
company for the construction of any part of the railway."
Representing further, that the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company bas net as yot complied with the law in this
respect, in so far as regards the returns made to the Minister
of Railways and laid before tbis House. Representing
further, that it is of high public consequence that the law
should be complied with and the information furnished; and
praying that Mis Excellency will be graciously pleased to
cause stops to be taken with a view to secure complianco
with the law and the supply of the information required,
namely, copies of all contracts made by the company for
the construction of any part of its railway.- (Mr. Blake.)

Copy of the instrument of incorporation or association of
a construction company, called the North American Con-
tracting Company, or by some similar name, with which a
contract bas been made for the construction of part of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and for a statement of the names
of shareholders or associates thereof.-(Mr. Blake.)

Statement showing the revenue and working expenses of
the Intercolonial Railway, accrued for the six months of the
year ending 31st December, 1883, under the several divisions
similar to annual statement B, Intercolonial Railway, in
the Public Account.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Return showing the quantity of rolling stock purchased
for the Intercolonial Railway during the year ending 31st
December, 1883, giving each kind of rolling stock, and
whother purchased under contract or otherwise, the parties
from whom bought, and the cost of each kind. Also, a
statement showing what has been built during the year in
the Government workshops, giving each kind.-(M-.
Weldon.)

Copies of aIl Orders in Couneil, instructions to and cor-
respondence with the Commis-ioners under the Commission
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issued in connection with the claims arising out of the con-
struction of the Intercolonial Railway, and statement of the
matters referrod to them, and of the moneys paid to them
and to the secretary, and of the number of days during
which the commissioners sat, ail subsequent to the period
covered by the return to the Address of last Session.-
(Mr. Weldon.)

Return giv:ng a full statement of ail coal entered ex-
warehouse, fr,;e, or for exportation, *during the years end-
ing 30th June, 1882 and 1883; showing the quantity so
entered at each port, the names of persons having entered,
the quantities ex.warehoused, by each person, and if ex.
ported, the name of the vessel or railroad by which
exported, the place to which exported, and copies of the
cancelling certificates, showing that such coal has been
landed in the ports to which exported -(bir. Weldon.)

All memorials, petitions of any kind, not covered by the
Order of last Session, asking for a drawback on sugar re-
fined in Canada, when exported to any foreign country, the
party applying, their statement of drawback proposed, and
any answers of the Government thereto ; also, copy of any
regulations made for such drawback.-(Mr. Weldon.)

All claims presented for drawback on materials used for
sbip-building for the year ending 30th June, 1883. Also
for the six months ending 3lst December, 1883, giving the
name of the applicant, the name and tonnage of the vessel,
the amount claimed and the amount, paid.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Statement showing name, ton nage, and owner or owners
of each vessel that received bounty during the years 1882
and 1883, under the Act appropriating $150,000 "to aid in
the development of the sea fisheries," the amount paid to
ench vessel; alto, the name, tonnage, owner or owners of
vessels applying for same, and refused, and the grounds of
refusal.-(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne.)

Return showing quantity of spirits, beer and all other
intoxicating liquors imported, manufactured and entered
for consumption in the Dominion of Canada, during the
year ending 31st December, 1883, by Provinces, with the
Customs and Excise duties accruing thoreon, and the total
cost thereof.-(Mr McCraney.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the Ieouse.

Motion agrecd to; and (at 5:40 o'clock, p.m.) Iho Ilouse
adjourned.

11OUSE OF COMMONS.

TUzSDAr, 291h January, 184.

The SPEAKER took the Chair ut Three o'clock.

PRAYRzs.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The following Bills were severally introduccd, and read

the first time:-
Bill (No. 18) to incorporate the Pilots engaged in the ser-

vice between Montreal and Quebec.- (Mr. Amyot.)
Bill (No. 19) to grant certain powers to the Commercial

Cable Company.-(Mr. Rykert.)
Bill (No. 20) to amend the Act incorporating the Ocoan

Mutual Marine Insurance Company.-(Mr. MacDongald.)
Bill (No. 21) respecting the Grand Trunk Railway Com-

pany of Canada.- (Mr. Curran.)

SELF GOVERNMENT AMONG INDIAN
COMMUNITIES.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in introducing BiIl (No. 22)
to provide for the introduction among Indian com-

munities of a systeim of self government, said: This
is a Bill intended to meet a difficulty connected with the
more advanced bands ot Indians whose self govern.
ment is now carried on in coancil, where they can
dicuses matters affecting their communities and where
the chiefs have the principal power. In some of
the more advanced communities the Indians are
civilized to ail intents and purposes, and it is thought well
that there should be something more than a mero informal
council where tbey cannot speak authoritatively. The Bill
is tentative to a considerable extent. It provides that in
such Indian communities as the Governor in Council thinks
fit for the operation of this Act, the Indians shall meet on a
certain day and elect six councillors; that those six coun-
cillors shall clect a chief councillor, who shall be what
would be called a reeve among the white communities in
Ontario; and that they shall have the same powers as are
given to the chiefs under the Indian Act, and also certain
additional powers of arranging among themselves for the
improvement ot their reserves. These are, shortly, the
provisions of the Act.

Mr. BLAKE. This is not the title which was given to
the Bill in the notice paper. I suppose that the title was
perhaps thought rather more extensive than the purpose of
the Bill warranted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, It was because I bad not
the Bill before me when I gave notice.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon, gentleman had not seen
the Bill, then.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. Well, as I propared the
Bill, I ought to have accn it.

Bill read the first time.

AGREEMENT WITH BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House do, on
Friday next, go into a Committee of the Whole House to
consider the following Resolutions :

. That it is expedient to make provision for giving effect to the
agreement entered into between the Governments of Canada and
British Columbia laid before this House by Message from His Excellency
tLe Governor General.

2. That it is expedient ta grant and appropriate seven hundred and
fifty tbousand dollars in aid of the construction of a railway and line of
telegraph trom Esquimait -to Nanaimo, according to the terms and
subject ta the conditions of the said agreement.

3. That it is expedient to grant and appropriate the snm of two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars for the purchase from the said Pro-
vince of the dry dock at Esquimalt, and such further aum as may be
required ta repay to the said Province the amounts expended by the Gov-
ernment thereof or remaining dne at the passing of the Act authorizing
this grant for work or material supplied by the said Government sinoe
the 27th day of June, 1882.

4. That it is expedient to authorize the grant to " The Esquimalt and
Nanaimo Railway Company," incorporated, or to be incorporated, by
the Legislature of British Columbia, for the construction of the said
railway, of the lands and the appartenances thereof, or rights con-
nected therewith, that are or may be placed in the hands of the Gov-
ernment of Canad a by tbat of the said Province in aid of or for pur-
poses relating to the construction of the said railway, subject to the
terms, limitations, reservations, and conditions mentiDned in the
agreement aforesaid.

5. That it is expedient ta authorize the importation, free of duty,
of ail steel rails, fish-plates, and other articles of iron or steel, timber
and materials for bridges to be used in the first construction of the rail-
way and lints of telegraph mentioned in the preceding Resolntions.

6. That it is expedient to provide that the said railway and ine of
telegraph and the lands, franchises, and other appurtenances thereof
shall, upon the completion and equipment thereof, sud subject to the
conditions, limitations, and reservations mentioned in the agreement
aforesaid and the schedules thereunto annexed, and so far as Her
Majesty shall have power to grant the samu, but no farther, be the
property of the said company.

7. That it is expedient to provide that the Goverament of Canada
may pay interest at the rate of four per cent. per annum on any
money deposited by the Esquimait and Nanaimo Riulway Company, as
security for the due performance of their contract with Her Majesty
respecting the said railway.
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i. That it is expedient to make legislative provision for giv-

ing effect to the areement aforesaid, and thst the moyer of thee
Resoition have eave to bring in a Bil for that purpose.

Mr. BLAKE. I had supposed that the hon. gentleman
on this motion would have given some general explanation
of the arrangement and its effects, and particularly of that
point as to which one cannot very well judge from the
papers which have been laid before us, viz., what the real
cost to the Dominion of the dry dock will be under this
arrangement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I shall be prepared on
Friday to give full explanations; and, of course, at this early
period of the Session there will be no object in hurrying,
and the matter can stald over de die in dien.

Motion agreed to.
REPORT.

The following Report was laid on the Table:

Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for
the year ended 31st December, 1883.-(Sir John A.
Macdonald.)

MANITOBA. PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY noved that the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider a certain
proposed Resolution (page 43) with respect to aid to Mani-
toba for Public Schools therein.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the hon. gentleman intends to
make some explanation of this.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes. It will be in the memory
of many hon. members, that some three years ago a pro.
posal was made to Parliament and accepted by it, to make
an advance of $10,000 a year for three years, to assist the
Government of Manitoba in providing the necessary means
for the education of the people of that Province. The first
and second payments of $10,000 a year were made under
the authority of that Act. The third payment was not
made within the year, but lapsed ; and therefore it is con-
sidered advisable that we should ask Parliament, not only
for authority for the payment of that sum of $10,000, but
also to advance $15,000 for each of the years 1881-82 and
1882-83, to aid the Government of Manitoba in defraying
the expense of education during those years. Owing to
the sparsenes of the population, it has been very expensive
to carry on the work of education in that Province; and the
Government have thought it desirable to delay the sale of
the lands reserved for educational purposes until they would
bring reasonably high prices, and to ask Parliament to
make these advances in the meantime, the Government of
Manitoba paying the Dominion Government 5 per cent.
interest until the advances are refunded from the proceeds
of the sale of the lands. The Government assented to the
proposition of the Government of Manitoba-in fact, the
latter asked something more, but this is the arrangement
we agreed to submit to the House.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gentle-
man state how much land has been sold, and what amount
has been realized therefrom ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I am speaking from memory,
but I do not think any lande have been sold. The Govern-
ment proposed to sell some at auction lat spring, I think,
but the Government of Manitoba, if my memory serves me,,
advised us to postpone the sale, and I do not think any
lands have since been sold.

Mr. 3LAK~E. From the hon. gentleman's statement, I
understand that this Resolution is the reult of a proposition
imade by the Government of Manitoba to this Govérnment,Sir Jomt A. MACDONALD.

to which they have either wholly or partly assented. I
think when a financial or other proposition is made by the
Government, based upon negotiations between them and a
Provincial Government, it is the duty of the Government
to bring down the papers which evidence the bais of
the negotiations. If the Government of Manitoba have
made a suggestion, and there as been correspondence which
results in this proposition, we ought to have the papers, so
that we could see what the views of that Government and
of this Government were, and how far it has been the wish
of the Dominion Government to meet the views of the Pro-
vince. With regard to the proposition itself, I do not think
any member of this Houe will be found to say that an
arrangement arrived at with a just degree of prudence, for
the education of the young people of Manitoba at this
early period, should be received otherwise than with favour.
No doubt we should, at the earliest moment, devise a gene-
ral system of education for that Province. But with
reference to the fund which we are creating, with reference
to the lands which we believe we cannot trust the people of
Manitoba themselves to administer, I think the hon.
gentleman las not wholly recollected the circumstances as
they have occurred to my own mind and as they have
appeared in the public prints. I think that serious difficul-
ties have been, and probably will be, encountered in carrying
out the policy of the Government with reference to the
school lands. If the hon. gentleman -would refer to the
Department ho will find-at any rate the newspapers have
said so-"that the difficulty in the way of selling has been
the fact of squatting on the land. A great many claims
have been made by individuals that their rights, as they
call them, as squatters on the school lande should be
respected, and they complained that il was a hardship to sell
these school lands by auction. In consequence of repre.
sentations of that description, the sale which was advertised
was postponed and bas never been resumed. What I have
to say is this, that .if the system be continued of keeping
the school lands locked up, and at the same time of allowing
people to squat on tîem, you are just breeding trouble. The
same objections which have been made before will certainly
b. made again with added force if you permit these lands
to be so occupied. There, therefore, ought to be some
business-like adjustment of the question as to the terms
on which school lands should be opened for settlement,
and some immediate arrangement of the business, so far
as regards those persons who have squatted on school lands,
should be arrived at, for this is one of those things that
time will not heal, but will make worse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
correct in a certain ser-se in his recollections. The Gov.
ernment, under the Dominion Lands Act, advertised a
publie sale, and the bon. gentleman will remember that
the Statute provides for the selling of school lands by
public auction snd in no other way. Some two or three
years ago they were advertized for sale. As regards the
major part of the lots there could b. no objection, but with
regard to others there were claims of persons who had
settled on them, some of whom said they did not know they
were school lands, and others that they had settled under
the terms of the Dominion Lands Act of that day, which
enabled them to settle, and gave them certain inchoate
rights. In addition to all that there was a communication
from the Manitoba Government, which i3 primarily inter-
ested lu the sale of these lands at the highest priee, that
they did not consider the time an expedient one for putting
these lands on the market. ln consequence of these two
difficulties-in the first place the claims of certain mdi-
viduals, and in the next the remonstrance of the Manitoba
Government-the sale was postponed; and I believe the
Manitoba Government are now sorry that the sale was
postponed. I think they would have got as good prices
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thon as they are likely to get now. That is the position of
matters. Under the Dominion Lands Act of that day, a
doubt arose as to whether these parties entering upon un-
surveyed lands, which afterwards proved to be sehool
lands, had not certain rights, and that their rights would
override the clause of the Act providing that all school
lands shall be sold by auction. Those indivdual cases are
now being judged by the officers of th2 Department, and
the law was so amended that by no possibility, after the
passing of the last Dominion Lands Act, could there
be any claims set up for occupation, nor anything
against the right of the country to have these lands sold by
auction to the highest bidder, for school purposes. There
has been no communication since, that I at this moment
remember, except that the individual members of the Mani-
toba Government have stated that they are now of opinion
the opening of the season next spring would be a good
period for putting a limited portion of these lands on the
market, and it is the intention of the Government to do so.
My hon. friend understands, no doubt, the reason why the
last $10,000 was not paid. It was more neglect of the
Ontario Government to demand payment, and under the
strict terms of the Stalute the money could not be paid. As
rega:de the other terms of the Resolution, it provides that
there will be a further assistance of $15,000 a year for two
years. There was no written communication, for Ibis rea-
son, that Mr. Desrivières, a member of the Manitoba Gov-
ernment, came down especially to Ottawa and was heard in
Council. Of course, the Government said they had no doubt
Parliament would grant the $10,000, and after hearing him
we came to the conclusion we should make these two addi-
tional grants ; lie expressing the opinion of his Government
that next season would be a favourable opportunity for
putting the lands on the market, from which might be
expected sufficient to go far towards furnishing the whole
amount of the advance.

Motion agreed to; and the House resolvcd itself into Com-
nittee.

(In the Committee.)

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the hon. gentleman will bring
down at an early stage any correspondence there may be
on the subject.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I thinkthe leader of the Govern-
ment ias stated that a representative of the Manitoba Gov-
ernment appeared before the Government. I have no
recollection of any written communication.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Premier was quite right in say.
ing that the Minister of Finance had explained about that
810,000, and that no objection was made to it at all. In fact
this is not the first time the hon. gentleman has aEkod for
$10,000 to educate the people of this country.

Resolution ordered to ho reported.

SALARY OF CAIIIBOO COUNTY COURT JUDGE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Legislature of the
Province of British Columbia passed, in 1883, an Act estab-
lishing five County Courts, and of course it was expected
that Parliament here would provide salaries for the five
Judges. However it was thought by the Government here,
especially by the Minister of Justice, Sir Alexander Camp.
bell, that this was perhaps premature, that we lad just pro-
vided two salaries for two additiOnal Judges of the Supreme
Court and that with the sparse population of British
Columbia there was no necessity for five Supreme Court
Judges and for five County Court Judges in that Province.
When Sir Alexander Campbell was in Victoria this summer,
he discussed that with the Government, and they came to
an agreement that, for the present, they would only want
the salary provided for one Judge-the Judge for the

Cariboo distriet-the difficulty being that there' was a
difference between the Government and the Bench. The
law as passed there provided that the Judges of the
Supreme Court should live in various districts-should be
distributed over the whole of British Columbia. They
objected very strongly to that, and they have now come to
an arrangement, a sort of compromise, by which the major
part of the Judges are to live in Victoria, to form the Bebch,
and two of the Supreme Court Judges are to live in outer
districts. Those two Judges of the Supreme Court, with
this one County Judge at Cariboo, will, it is believed, bp
sufficient 1or the purpose, and, therofore, instead of pro.
viding salaries for the five County Judges under the Act of
1883, this House is only now asked to provide for the
salary of one Judge. There will be or bas been, I am not
sure which, corresponding legislation altering the County
Court Act in British Columbia, and doing away for the
present with the necessity for four other Judges. I move
that the flouse do now go into Committee of the Whole to
consider the following IResolution :-

That it is expedient to provide that the salary ofthe Judge of the
Couniy Court of Oariboo, in the Province of British Columbia, shall be
$2,400 per annum ; that he be paid such travelling allowances sa the
Governor in Oouncil may from time to time determine and that the
said salary and allowances be paid out of any unappropriated money
forming part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada.

Mr. BLAKE. Move it for Friday.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Now.
Mr. BLAKE. There is no object in that.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Thore is no (,pposition.
Mr. BLAKE. I said there is no object at this period of

the Session in going on without the usual notice.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very well; Friday.

Mr. BLAKE. It is rather amusing, Mr. Speaker, that the
hon. gentleman should teil us to-day that in effet we are to
be thankful for his saving us the salaries of four County
Court Judges.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I did not say so.

Mr. BLAKE. I said in effect. The hon. gentleman said
that, instead of being cal!ed upon to provide the salaries of
five County Court Judges, we were called upon to provide
the salary of only one County Court Judge, and ho inti-
mated that that was a very small demand; but moct of us,
who recollect the discussion which took place whon the
re-arrangement of the judicial system of British Columbia
was made, and we were called upon to sanction it by the
late Minister of Justice, will remember that this result was
predicted at that time. Thon there were five Stipendiary
Magistrates, who had been discharging their functions in
these districts, and they were pensioned off at an expenso
of, I think, about $8,000 a year, which pensions we are still
paying. They were pensioned off in order that a system of
Superior Court Judges, and Superior Court Judges alone,
might be provided for the Province; and it was said that no
increased expense would be caused, because that staff of
Superior Court Judges would be wholly adequate to the dis-
charge of the duties. I pointed out that the circumstances
of the Province were such as to require, in the remote and
interior part especially, loca.l Judges, that there would bu
this difficulty to which the hon. gentleman has reforred,
that we would be called upon at an early day to replace by
somebody else the persons we wore pensioning off, and that,
instead of the scheme being one of a permanent character,
not involving a large additional expenditure, it was one that
would have to be supplemented so as to cause that addi-
tional expense. That was in 1880, and now, in 1884, ho
proposes that we should in effeet replace under another name
a County Court Judge, one of those pensioned four years ago.
I believe it is impossible, as I stated before,to satisfactorily
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carry on the Administration of Justice in that Province showing the arrangements under which such sums wer
without local judges. I believe that a Judge, in one sense of paid, said: I asked the hon. gentle man last Session to giv
inferior grade, such as these Stipendiary Magistrates or some information upon this subject, but no information wa
County Court Judges, would be probably quite adequate to vouchsafed. It seems from the papers we have that thes
the discharge of the duty at those points, but I think it is to sums were paid to cover remuneration and expenses i
be much regretted that the judicial system of that Province, connection with the boundaries dispute between Ontario an
by the conjoint action of the British Columbia Government Manitoba, but we have bad no return of what the partiecala
and this Government, which holds the purse strings and services were, or what the expenses were. So far as on
pays the money, was at that time re-arranged as it is now, can judge it seems to be an arrangement by which a pro
that thon the County Court Judges were pensioned, and now vision of about $8,000 a year was made to a gentleman fo
a proposal is made to re.establish one of those County Court whom the hon. gentleman thought it convenient to provid
Jadges. for otherwise than by placing him in the Administration.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is Motion agrccd to.
quite mistaken, Mr. Speaker, in supposing that 1 was appeal-
ing to his gratitude for only asking the salary of one Judge. NOVA SCOIfA COAL IMPORTATIONs INTO T111
My hon. friend is like Prince Schwarzen burg, who proposed IJNLTED STATES.
10 astonish the Czar Nicholas by his splendid ingratitude.
We do not get any gratitude from the hon. gentleman for r. LA , n moing or of any dspathos or or
anything we may do for the good of the country. We do tepndce oncernn r an ru ins o reol
the good notwithstanding, and virtue is its own reward; but the United States nr ih Nova Uo
we are not rewarded by the gratitude of my hon. friend. u ed in the Uit State s, is pme
le says he predicted some years ago that we would have to eused or ocate ahifrp aio t the psenl
return to the County Court system; but years progress, of the aidettmet on the ioeseio
Provinces grow larger, populations increase, and, if I remem- t
ber aright, the chief objection taken by the whole of the informed there have beon for the Iast twelve mot iI1 rogula
bar and bench there was that the local gentlemen, the tione made by the Government of the Unite 1 states, or
stipendiary magistrates, who had looked afier the miner in some of iLs Dpartments, undor which coal imported fromin
early days and were gold commissionere as well during the Nv ctait hs ot o h ups fbigue
rush there, were all laymen, that there was not a lawyer on ocean steamboats abroad, is taken out of bond and
among them, and it was not thought satisfactory that they ported-I cannot say, peihaps xported, but placed on
should have such large jurisdiction. I am not sure that they board those steamships lor fuel purposes in their trade.
could not try capital cases, but at all events they had the Ti is a e an o p with re ere te N a
jurisdiction of Superior Court Judges in their several sections, Sc ca t re and on o e r e
and it was notthought satisfactory. These gentlemen were
pensioned off, I think, under the agreement with British Motion agreod to.

Jlua.I
Mfr. BLAKE. No; it was agroed that fey should be JIRON BONTIES.

pensioned if they retired from office, but the pensionfingi'. BLAKE. I observe by the Ga:-ette that tho Act ofT
arrangement was only carried out the other day. hai Session on the subject of a bounty on iron, lias been put

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL~D. I believe neariy ail the in force, and that must bave been done on soine Order in
salaries of those who are pensioned are being saved. Judge Council regulating the amoun t. I also observe that the
(iReilly le now the Commissioner for settling the Indian hon. Finance Minister, o ing the other day in the city of
reserves, and ho gete the salary of hie predocessor, Mr. Toronto, was kind enoug, or recoive a deputation of iron
Sproat, and hie pension is aved. I tbink Mr. Elliott, manufacturers and poersons interested in cstablisbing in
asiother of these gentlemen, is in the same position, lie is that city works for the manufacture of pig iron, who repre-
employed otherwise, and therefore bie salary je saved. Mr. sonted to hin that eis calculations were somewhat erroneous
Truteh neyer was a Stipendiary Magistrale, but heýwa>s one and that a larger encouragement was absoluteiy necessary
of the pensioners, and he is aso an officer of the Gover- in order to their e tablihing and carrying on in the publie
ment and hie pension is saved. I am ot sure about tho good, and for the publi s inuerect, that important manu-
others. Hlowever that may be, bore is the systen which facture. oberve that the hon., gentleman rather disputed
wu adopted, and I fancy in the future it will be a good the accracy of the statements and calculations of t e
system. It is the ysytem of the Province of Ontario that gentlemen frmiDg the deputation, and doclared, as the
there should ho a Supreme Court for superior jurisdiction, nNwspapers report, that ho would, on hie retur to Ottawa,
and County Court Judges. The Supreme Court eonsists of cause their caiculation to b esifted by some of ie own
five Judges. Two of them are to act for the present, un i officere, and would communicate the reseult. I atr axioe
the country increases edull more than it bae-and I am to know what the hon. gentleman's final calculatione are
happy to believe that it j going te increase very rapidly in upon that subjet, and with a view te obtaining that cor-
the future-three of the Judges will romain in Victoria and respondence as well as the Order in Counil, c., I move
sit in banc; the other two Judges will bo on the Mainland, for copies of al Orders in Couneil, correspondence,
and b. District Judges, and in addition to these there wiIj memorials and reprosentations on the ubject of the
be this Oounty Court Judge, ta hc etationed in Cariboo. 1 bounty on manufactures of iron.
do Mot tbink ihere wil bo, do not conceive that there eaR Sir LEONAOD TILLEY. The Order in CoEnSil relative
be, any objection to the granting of this proposai. e i te bounties, whih bas been passed under the action of

Motion, as anended, agreed to. ohParliaerent das Session, will be brought o down. With
Sir JOHNA. MAT O Nl al t respect a the interview with the gentlemen at Toronto, the
sais of ID those w H re N. JOHN OCONNO. statemonts wre not made in the exact terme whica the
'r. BLAKE, in moving for a statement lin detail of any hon. gentleman bas stated. I was not ayserted that the

enme paid o the on. John O'Connor since the period calculatione of the Government were wrong.
oover.d by thoe Addre of last Session, with dates and Mr. ILoKE. Not at ail. I said the Minister doclared
particular; also copies of Ordors th Cone and papers that the calculati s of those gentlemen wcr wrong.

Mr. BLAKE.,
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Sir LEONARD TILLY. Exactly, The facts were those:

Certain gentlemen were very anxious to establish iron
works in the city of Toronto, and made certain statements
to me, in order to show what it would cost to produce a ton
of iron in that city; and I thought the calculations they
submitted were of an exaggerated character. I asked them
to give me the statements in order that they might be in-
vestigated, and said that if I found them erroneous I would
report to thom. They said they would have the statements
prepared and forwarded; but they have not honoured me
with themr up to the present time, so I have not had an
opportunity of enquiring into them or giving any answer.

Motion agreed to.

SEIZURES AT PORTS OF ENIRY.

Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement showing the number
of seizures made at each port of entry in the Dominion during
the last fiscal year ; also during the six months ending the
31st December last; the amount of fines exacted at each
port during each of the said periods ; and the manner in
which the said fines were disposed of, giving the names of
the officers receiving any portion thereof, and the amount
received by each of such officers of the said fund. Ho said:
I am told this branch bas been poculiarly active during the
past season.

Motion agreed to.

FISHING IN ONTARIO WATERS.

Mr. MULOCK in moving for a return of all regulations
now in force under the provisions of " The Fishery Act " pro-
hibiting fishing in waters situate in the Province of Ontario,
said: In making this motion I beg to call the attention
of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries to a certain Order
in Council which 1 am informed bas been passed and in
force for some years. I am told tCre is an Order in Coun-
cil prohibiting fishing in any waters of the Province of
Ontario without a license or a leaso from the Department
of Marine and Fishories, and that under this Order in
Council certain convictions bave been made, contrary
to what is understood to be the true spirit of the regulations,
and that parties have been put to the trouble of applying to
the Department for a remission of the fines, great expense
and delays at times occurring, and sometimes even their
petitions were not favourably considered. I am informed that
the Department do not intend to enforce that Order in
Council to the full letter; but yet they have delegated the
authority to abuse the privilege to persons probably not
well informcd as to the true policy of the Government in
regard to the matter in question. From this it appears to
me that it would be possible to modify such Order in Coun-
cil, or, if thought advisable to preserve the sweeping
character of the Order, it would at least be proper to instruct
the fishery officers throughout the Province as te what acts
the Department consider offences ogainst the fishing
interest.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

Motions for the following Returns were severally agroed
to:

Copies of ail applications for Ealc3 or leases, and all cor-
respondence or reports touching, ani also statement of al]
sales orleases made of coai lands in the North-West, not
coverd by the returns already ordered, and of the particulars
of all conversions of leaseholds into freeholds of coal lands;
and statement of the payments made under any leases, sales
or conversions.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of all correspondence between the Government of
Canada and the Imperial authoritices, or with the Govern,
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ment of Manitoba, or any other parties, on the subject of
the navigation of the Hudson Bay, not already brought
down.-(Mr. Watson.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD mod the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agrce.l to; and (at 4:15 o'clock, p.m.) the louse
adjourned.

BOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 30th January, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PR \YERs.
PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. COU RSOL moved that, as the time for presenting
Private Bills to this House will expire to.morrow, the
same be extended to Saturday, the 9th of February next, in
accordance with the recommendation of the Select Standing
Committee on Banking and Commerce.

Mo' ion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introdnced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 23) to incorporate the Vaudreuil and Prescott
Railway Company.-(Mr. MeMillan, Vaudreuil.)

Bill (No. 24) to incorporate the Halifax Steam Navigation
Company, limited.-(Mr. Stairs.)

SALE OF INTOXICATING LIQUORS.

Mr. HOUDE, in introducing Bill (No. 25) to repeal the
Liquor License Act, 1883, said: A Bili forý a similar'pur-
pose has been introduced by the hon. member for Huron;
and as there are, in the preamble of that Bill, recitals
that I prefer would not be there, I have, therefore, intro-
duced another Bill repealing purely and simply the Act
referred to.

Bill read the firstitime.

FRAUD IN THE SALE OF PATENT RIGHTS.

Mr. MULOCK, in introducing Bill (No. 26) for the botter
prevention of fraud in connection with the Sale of Patent -
Rights, said: The provisions of the Bill are similar to those
of the Bill introduced last Session, and are not, I believe, at
all obnoxious. I will explain them if the House desires.

Bill read the first time.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RIAILWAY AGREEMENT.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Which are the clauses of Statutes
under the authority whereof the Government made the
arrangements of 26th October and 7th November, and
executed the agreement of 8th, 9th~ and 10th November,
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, laid on the
Table?

Sir LEONARD TILtEY. i will, perhape, give a more
complote answer to a portion of the hon. gentleman's ques.
tion by reading the memorandum placed in my hands by
the Deputy Minister of Finance:

"The power possessed by the Government of Canada to borrow money
are spread over several ACte, but for convenience of referenoe are
brought down each year in the Supply Bill. The manner in which the
Government shall borrow money is set forth by 85 Vic., eap, 6, au
amended by 38 Vic., cap. 4, which manner i also set forth fa the Supply
Bil. k3etting aside 38 Vic., cap. 4, which simply reduees tIte rate of
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interest which the Government are authorized to pay on Dominion
stock, the borrowing powers and the manner in wbich the money can
be borrowed are cortained in the Supply Bill o! last Session and in the
Act 35 Vic., cap. 6. By the Supply Bill of last Session (46 Vie., cap. 2)
in addition to the powers possessed of borrowing for specific purposes,
the Government of Canada had power to borrow for general purposes
as on the 31st December 1882, the sum of $19,676,443.57. This amount
on the 30th June, 1883, increase of savings bank deposits and other
causes, had been reduced to $18,280,234.27 ( Vide General 8tatements,
Public Accounts, 1883, page lii.) The amount of principal money
mentioned in the agreement with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany to represent $975,000 half-yearly for ten years, was $15,942,645,
and so far as that amount goes the Government of Canada were it
appears to, me withii their borrowiug powers. 1 find, ou refereuce te,
35 Vie., cap. 6, that, as I said before, the manner in which tre Govern-
ment can borrow money is detailed, and for convenience of reference I
may recite the varions modes as follows : a. By the issue of debentures.
b. By the issue of Dominion stock. c. By direct terminable annuities.
d. By the issue of Exchequer bills and bonds. On the debentures and
stock a sinking fund may or may not be provided. In addition, the
Governor in Council is empowered to raise loans in any of these ways 1
have mentioned, or partly in one and partly in another or others thereof.
The Act ln its preamble sets forth that it was expedient to amend and
consolidate the enactments then in force respecting the public debt and
the raising of loans authorized by Parliament, and so avoid the necessity
of inserting any such provisions in the annual Bills of Supply ; and up
to the present time this Act has been taken as 'the basis on which ail
Moans have been effected. I also find that in addition, by clause 3, the
Governor lu Council bas power, as the exigencies of the public service

eureteraise temporary boans ru certain caes. It will be neted
nothing lu the Act was to alter the provisions cf the Act respect-

ing Dominion notes or the priority or rank of the changes then in
existence."

That covers one part of the hon. gentleman's enquiry. As
regarde the acceptance of securities from the Canadian
Pacifie Railway for deferred payments, the Government
made the arrangement trusting to the support of Parliament,
4s the case was urgent.

ONTAITiO AND QUEBEC ACCOUNTS.

Mr. 3LAKE enquired, What is the amount claimed as te
balance due on the account between Ontario and Canada,
and on which side ? What is the amount claimed as the
balance due en the account between Quebec and Canada,
and on which aide ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman has a
notice among the Notices of Motions with reference to copies
of the statements rendered to the authorities of Ontario and
Quebe, as to their accounts with Canada, &c. There will
be no opposition offered to that motion, and the documents
will be brought down, showingexactly all the circumstances
under which that statement was made. There is, therefore,
no necessity to enter now into details which would not be
as complete as the statement to which I refer, and which
will be laid on the Table the moment the resolution passep.

THE CENSUS.

Mr. BLA.KE enquired, When will the remaining volume
of the Census of 1881 he distributed ?

Mr. POPE. Next month.

CANADIAN PACIFIC GUARANTEE.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether there bas been any
further correspondence with the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company on the subject of the guaranty than that already
laid on the Table; and if so, whether the same will be forth-
with laid on the Table ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not aware of there
being any other correspondence than that already brought
down.

it will find difficulty in meeting, its obligation under the
recent arrangement to pay a sum in cash on the lst of
February; and whet lher the Government expects to receive
that sum as agreed ?

Sir CHAIRLES TlUPPER. I may say, Mr. Speaker, in
answer to that question, that I do not think it would be in
the public interest to prematurely enter upon a subject that
I intend to submit fully for the consideration of the louse
at a very early day.

TIE ARRANGENIIENT WITII TRE CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether any understanding has
been reached with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
or any of its officers, as to any modification of the arrange-
ment lately made by the company; or as to any further
concession to the company ?

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. I must ask the hon. gentle-
man to accept the answer which I have given to the last
question as the abswer to this.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY POSTAL SUBSIDY.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether any arrangement has
been made with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company as
to the sale or amount of their postal subsidy or remunera.
tion for transport service ? If so, when; and will the
paper be laid on the Table forthwith ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Speaker, that subject will
be fully submitted for the consideration of the House ; but
it is understood that the same postal subsidy and remunera-
tion for transport service will be given to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, as to other railways similarly
situated.

REPORTS ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
GUARANTEE.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether there was any report
or memorandum on the subject of the recert Canadian
Pacific Railway guaranty other than those laid on the
Table ? And if so, whether the same will be laid on the
Table forthwith ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am not aware, Mr Speaker,
of there being any other report of that kind.

DEPOS1T OF CANADIAN PACIFIC RtAILWAY
SECURITIES.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, On what day the sums of money
and securities mentioned in the Order in Council of 7th
November, 1883, were paid to and deposited with the
Government and charged with the sums mentioned ? In
what bank or banks and to what amount in each bank
was the money paid ? With whom were the securities de-
posited? Where are they now? Was any instrument
evidencing the terms of the deposit and charge executed;
and when ? Was an instrument creating a charge on the
postal subsidy and transport service charges executed; and
when? Will any such instrument be laid on the Table
forthwith ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The deposit recei pt of the
Bank of Montreal, Ottawa, is dated the 16th November.
18c, anu ifr aM 01u ol:f>,561Q,7o, and a iurtner SUM of

PAYMENT BY THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY $148,507, being the equivalent of interest at 4 per cent.
upon $15,942,645 for 85 days, from 17th August to 1OthCOMPANY TO THE GOVERNMENT- November. Although the deposit receipt is dated at Ottawa,

"Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whother the Canadian Pacifie the 16th November, the transfer to interest account was
Railway Company, or any of its officers, have intimated j dated the 14th November, and the orders to purchase ex-
to the Government that it cannot or will net meet, or that change for transmission to England were sent from

Sir LzoNAaD TILLEY.
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Montreal to New York on the 13tIr of November. We
purchased at that time in New York Exchange to the
amount of £825,000 sterling. When I was in England,
owing to the large claims that were made by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, from the expoditious manner in
which the works were being constructed, which exceeded
my estimate, I made arrangements for a temporary loan of
about $1,000,000 or £200,000 sterling. This £825,000
was to pay back that temporary loan, and to redeem 8 196,200
of 6 per cent. debentures due on the Ist of January, and
$3,000,000 was deposited in the Bank of Montreal at 4 per
cent. interest. In relation to the postal subsidy referred to
in the latter paragraph, the company made a proposal to
the Government on this subject, which proposal was
accepted and embodied in the agreement.

CONSOLIDATION OF THE STATUTES.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquired, Whether the Gov-
ernment have appointed a French Canadian as a member of
the Commission for the Consolidation of the Dominion
Statutes; and if not, whether it is their intention to make
such an appointment, and when ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Alphonse Ouimet,
who is, I believe, a French Canadian, has been appointod a
member of the Commission.

SALE OF LAND OR TIMBER IN TIIE BOW RIVER
DISTRICT.

Mr. JACKSON enquired, Has the Government sold
to an American syndicate, or to any other syndi3ate,
person or persons since the 1st of March last, a tract of land
or timber limits in or convenient to the Bow River country
in the North-West ? If so, the date of such sale, the
name or names of the purchaser, or purchasers, the num-
ber of square miles sold, and the prices or consideration
received by the Government for the same ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There have been no such
sales of timber lands, but the Government made leases of
certain timber berths in the North-West during last sum-
mer for disposal by public tender, and awarded them to the
highest bidder in each case. Some of those who acquired
berths are American lumbermen doing business at Eau
Claire, Wisconsin. As Io the last part of the question, if
the hon. gentleman will make a motion the information
will be brought down.

DAILY MAIL FOR ST. GILLES.

Mr. RINFRET enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to grant a daily mail to the Parish of St.
Gilles, County of Lotbinière?

Mr. CARLING. I may say to the hon. gentleman, that
the matter is now under tho consideration of the Govern-
ment.

ACCOUNTS BETWEEN TIIE DOMINION AND
ONTARIO AND QUJEBEC.

Mr. HESSON enquired, Whether the accounts standing
between the Ontario and Quebec Governments with the
Dominion Government have yet been finally settled ? If
not, why not ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Mr. Speaker, the hon. mem-
ber will obtain the information ho desires when we lay
upon the Table of the House, in a day or two, a statement
ofthe accounts between the two Governments.

PASTURE LAND LEASES.
Mr. CHARLTON movod. for a return showing the num-

ber of pasture land leases granted in the year 1883, the
10
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name of each léssoe, the estimated number of acres covered
by each lease, the term of each lease, the sumn roceived and
to be recoived upon each lease, and the total numbeo of
acres leased, and total recoipts from leases during the year.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no objection to
that, nor to the other motions of which my hon. friend bas
given notice. I have a communication from the Depart-
ment of the Interior stating, with respect to ail these
motions, that the information called for is to be found in the
annual report which is now boing printed. At leuat, in
respect to the public lands, there will be no difflculty in
giving the returns at once if the hon. gentleman wants
them.

Motion agreed to.

LICENSES FOR TL{E SALE OF LIQUORS IN TUE
NORTH-WEST TERRITOR[ES.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all despatches and
correspondence on the subject of the issue of licenses or

Prermits for the importation of liquor into the North-West
Territories; and particularly with referonce to the tax or
feo thereon lately imposed, and for copies of the forms of
licenses ; and statement of the number issued, with names,
quantities and dates, and amounts collected, said: There
are two points which require attention with reference to
the subject of the motion I am about to move. First, I
have read numerous accounts, and many circumstantial
accounts, of what seem to be gross abuses of the
power to issue these privileges or permits to parties
entering the North-West Territories. I have no per-
sonal information on -thé subject, and speak only
from the ordinary source of public information; but
it is alloged very circumstantially that blank permits have
been issued, permits for an indefinite quantity. A story
was narrated in one of the papors of that country of an
occasion on which the offleers charged with the duty of
searching the train found several persons in possession of
moderato sized packages of prohibited liquors without
pormits; but after those persons were told to romain quiet,
another gentleman on the train produced one of the blank
or indefinite permits, and said all the liquor belonged to
him, and the efforts of the offlcer to carry ont the law were
frustrated by that impudent declaration, under cover of a
permit entirely indefinite as to quantity. The next clause
in the resolution is with respect to the recent order or
declaration-I do not understand by what authority it has
been done-under which a tax or fee is charged, based
upon the quantity and description of the liquor. I kn>w
not whether this has been donc for revenue purposes or for
the regulation of the traffic, with a view to paying the ex-
pense cf the searchers, &c.; but it seems to me open to
several considerations of no small magnitude in connection
with this whole matter. I think, as I have taken occasion
to express more than once in this House, that the power
which has been granted and exercised by the Lieutenant
Governor of the North-West, as to granting permission to
bring liquor into the Territory, is one which should be very
carefully guarded indeed, and the exercise of which should
be restricted within the narrowest passible limita, and in
respect to which, instructions should be given as to the
mode in which it is to bo exercised; and returns in detail of
the number of permits, the persons, the quantities, &c.,
should be furnished to the Executive here, and by them to
Parliament, in order that the practical operation of the Act,
which is supposed to secure the prohibition of intoxicating
liquors in the North-West Territory, may be ascertained.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Ail the papers on this
subject, at the disposal of the Government, wil[ be brought
down. I believe there has been, in days gone by, a good
deal of improper lioensing in the North-West. One cause
was that permits issued were not returned. A person who
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held a permit used that permit to bring in several quanti.
ties. That practice bas been stopped. There bas been, I
have ascertained, within a day or two, a further limitation
in regard to the permits, and a tax bas been imposed. I.
read only this morning a report on the North-West gener-
ally made by the Lieutenant-Governor, and it embraces this
subject among others in conne2tion with that territory,
That report will be laid before the House at once. There
is no objection to the motion being adopted.

Motion agreed to.

MATI'ERS OF ESCIIEIT.

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of the shorthand writers'
notes of the proceedings before the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council in the case of the Queen and Mercer, and of
the judgment of the Court in that case. Also, copies of all
correspondence in connection therewih, and a statement of
the costs incurred by the Government in Canada and in Eng.
land in connection therewith. Also, for a statement of any
proceedings taken by the Government since Confederation,
in the nature of inquisition or otherwise, in matters of
escheat in any of the Provinces, giving the dates at which
the Government first intervened in each of such matters;
the nature of the intervention, and a statement of the action
of the Government,with dates; and for copies of all petitions,
correspondence, Orders in Council and papers connected
with all applications to the Govern ment as to escheated lands,
since Confederation, not already brought down. He said:
The first part of this motion, is framed with a view to ascer-
taining the particulars with respect to this case of constitu-
tional importance which bas come before the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council; and the latter part is inserted
in consequence of a statement made some time ago, which
I do not intend further to discuss now, but which I thnk
will be sufficiently discussed when the return is brought
down-from which it would appear, if my memory serves
me, that during the early years after Confederation there
were numerous proceedings on the subject of escheated
lands taken by that Government, under the auspices of the
hon. First Minister, whowas then Attorney Gencral, in which
he claimed and asserted the authority of this Governmcnt
to interfere with those lands.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Har, hear.
Motion agreed to.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES.

Mr. GIGAULT (Translation) Moved that a Select
Committee be appointed to enquire into the best, means of
encouraging and developing the agricultural industries of
Canada, and to report thereou to this House ; with power to
send for persons, papers and records; the said Committee to
consist of Messrs. Bain (Wentworth), Orton, Foster,
Landry (Montmagny), lienoit, Fisher, levine McDougald
and the mover.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will have no
objection to indicate the precise object he proposes to
accomplish by this Committee ; whether it is in the direction
of improving and developing the tariff, or in the way of
protecting and devoloping the agricultural industries, or in
some other way.

Mr. GIGAULT (Translation). My motion itsecif ex-
plains the object which I propose to attain. The Com-
mittee whose formation I now ask, wili have occasion to
study the operation of the various departments of egricul-
tare in other countries, to enquire if tho results accomp-
liahed by such departments have been satisfactory, and
having completed these investigations they make such sug-
gestions which may appear to them to be useful in the in-
terest of the farmning community, and with a view to pro-

Sir ToHN À. MACDONALD.

moto the improvement of agriculture in Canada. In
Washington, the department was formerly organized on the
same principle as ours; they simply dealt with the census
and statistice, and it was not until after 1860 that it was
thought expedient to make a change. A special Board of
Agriculture was organized, a Commissioner was appointed,
and from that time they commenced to distribute seeds
imported from foreign countries. Works on the art of
agriculture were also distributed, and the Commissioner on
Agriculture, together with a great number of farmers, were
perfectly enthusiastic in their appreciation of the usefulness
and effliciency of the services rendored by the Depattment.
Several new kinds of culture have been implanted in the
United States, thanks to this organization, whose beneficial
influence did a great deal towards improving the state of
agriculture. A gardon or experimental farm is also attached
to the Department of Agriculture in Washington. These
changes have wrought most satisfactory results, in the
opinion of the officers of the Department and of a great num-
ber of persons. It will be the business of this Committeeto
enquire into the possibility, on the part of the Department
of Agriculture in Ottawa, to adopt the system in part of the
system followed in Washington. To improve the condition
of those who tilt the land, it scems to me that it is im-
possible to make too many researches and enquiries, because
our welfare and the f uture prospects of our commerce and
industry both depend upon the increase of our agricultural
production. Therefore, I hope that ibis House will favour-
ably accept my motion and that the work of this Committee
wilil b such as to promote the improvement of agriculture
in our country.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I hope there will be no objection to
adding the name of the hon. member for .Richelieu (Mr.
Massue), Presid cnt of the Agricultural Association of the
Province of Quebec, to the Committeo. I move that his
name be added.

Mr. FOSTER. In seconding the motion of my hon. friend,
I would only hope that the information which ho bas given
bas been satisfactory to the bon. gentleman who asked for
it. Presuming that information has been sufficient, I shall
not foIlow in the line of remarks made by my hon. friend,
but shall trouble the House with only a very few words
with reference to why I second this motion. It is not neces-
sary to say that the agricultural interest is, if not the
most important, among the most important interests of
Canada. Not only is it a very important interest, but it is
more nearly related in the way of supplying a stimulus to
all the other great industries of Canada, than perhaps any
other one wemight mention. The Dominion of' Canada bas
expended a great deal of money and a great deal of energy
in developing these very great interests-the shipping
interest, the interest of railways and canals, and the
manufacturing interests of the country; and yet it is not
too much to say that all these different interests have as
their object, and look towards, the development of the
agricultural interests of the country as a source of supply
and feeder for the trade and traffic which shall pass over
them and be carried by them. Although it cannot be denicd
that these different interests have an effect on the agricul-
tural interests of tlie country, it is possible for a Govern-
ment, and it is possible for our own Government more
directly, to aid the development of our agricultural interestis
by the gathering and diffusing of coitain information
which can be gathered and diffused as well in no other
way. Another consideration wbich leads me to favour the
appointment of this Committee is this: We all know that
the Dominion of Canada occupies a very different position
to-day from the positions occupied by the different Pio-
vinces before the Union. Those Provinces had different
interests, were under different commercial tariffs, bad a
certain trade rivalry with each other, and did not possess
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that commercial standing in the markets of the world that
they now possess after having been united in one Dominion.
In addition, the Union has brought into play a keener com-
petition. The United States have been spurred on to
greater efforts to extend their trade and commerce in
competition with the Dominion of Canada as a whole, than
they were by any one or two of the Provinces taken
separately. We find that the people of that country have
taken very great pains to assist, by the collection and dis-
tri bution of information, the agricultural development of the
country. They have a well organized agricultural depart-
ment, which has its various branches-agricultural, entomo-
logical, chemical, and others-each of which has its experts,
whoee knowledge and energy are devoted to the collection
and dissemination ofinformation in relation to those various
branches. If, then, we are subjected te a keener com-
petition with the United States as a Dominion than we were
as several Provinces, it behoves us to do as much as we pos-
sibly can towards aiding our agricultural interests, by gather-
ing and disseminating similar information. It must be
borne in mind, also, that we possess singular facilities for
carrying on this work. We have already a Department of
Agriculture under the chargeof a competent, able and prac-
tical Minister. We have all the methods for work organized
and ready; and ail that is necessary for us to do in order
to arrive at what I am sure is the o1ject of the mover
of this resolution, is to have those methods brought
into play for the collection of agricultural statisties,
and for the dissemination of the information so col-
lected for the benefit of our people. It may be said,
Sir, that the agricultural interest, if left alone, can take
care of itself. I do not believe, however, that such inter-
ests should be left to take care of themselves. The great
difference between Governments at this age of the world's
history, and Governments in former times, is that by the
latter the great interesis of the country were left to take
care of themselves, while now they are not. Old Govern-
ments directed their attention chiefly to two objects-one to
gather the taxes, and the other to carry on the wars. All
the really great interests of the country were allowed to
take care of themselves. Now-a-days, Governments take it
as the rule of their conduct that all these interests should
be gradually drawn within their purview, and should be
assisted by all thetalentand skill theydemandfortheir fullest
development. I think, therefore, that it eannot be urged, as
a valid objection to this motion, that the agricultural interest
can take care of itself. Neither do I think it fair to suggest
that it should be left te Provincial supervision solely. In
the first place, a great many of the Provinces do not possess
Agricultural Bureaus. But even if all the Provinces had
weil organized Bureaus of Agriculture, yet we form a
Dominion, and it would be highly desirable to get a view
of the resources and capabilities of our country as a whole,
and not simply of several Provinces in detail. It is from
these considerations, Sir, that I am moved to support the
motion of my hon. friend from Rouville ; and 1 hope the
Government will see fit to agree to it. I have much plea-
sure in seconding the resolution.

Motion, as amended, adding the name of Mr. Massue,
agreed to.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIAL ADMINISTRATION.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved for copies of all

Minutes or ail. Orders in Council, all resolutions or repre-
sentations of the North-West Council sent to the Govern-
ment of Canada, or the Minister of the Interior, on the
subject of the administration of the affairs of the North-
West Territories, and the complaints made by, and the
grievances of, the inhabitants of such Territories; and all
correspondence between the Government of Canada und
the North-West Council, or the Lieutenant Governor of the
North-West Territories, or any other person, on the same

subjects. He said: The North-West Council is composed of
thirteen members-six nominees of the Crown, six repre-
sentatives of the people, and the Lieutenant Governor; and
this Council is invested with certain power and authority.
It is said that these gentlemen are friends of the Government.
I think there is no doubt but that three-fourths of the
gentlemen, at all events, composing the North-West Council,
are friends of the Government. Not long ago, the Council,
after due deliberation, having satin solemn conclave, passed
certain resolutions, preferring certain charges or indictments
against the Government with respect to the management of
affairs in the North-West and the policy the Government
have been pursuing in regard to the North-West. It is
said the indictment contains sixteen distinct charges, every
charge levelled against the Government. How far that is
true or untrue, of course I do not know. I only know what
bas appeared in the newspapers. It is said in the news-
papers that such an indictment has been preferred against,
and transmieted to, the Government in Ottawa. I desire to
know if such is the case ; and, in common with the whole
mass of the people, I desire to know distinctly the charges
made by the North-West Council against their friends in
Ottawa.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection to
bring down this indictment, or these indictments, which the
hon. gentleman speaks of, and shall brinig them down. The
bon. gentleman says they have been preferred by friends of
the Government. My hon. friend has no confidence in the
Government, nor in those who have ; and having no con-
fidence in the friends of the Government, he cannot have
much confidence in these complaints. No doubt, when
these complaints are laid before the House, I shall have the
support of my hon. friend against those attacks made on us
by our own friends.

Motion agreed to.

LAND AND TOWN RESERVES.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I make this motion more for
the purpose of endeavouring to elicit from the Government
a declaration of their policy with respect to the land and
town ieserves, than for the purpose of obtaining these
returns, should they be very voluminous. The hon. First
Minister knows that Moose Jaw, at all events, is not yet
open for homestoad 'or preemption. He may know that a
large number of settlers from Ontario settled in Moose
Jaw region, and, I believe, in the city or town reserve,
before the railway was completed; that some of these
people settled in good faith and have made valuable
improvements; that owing to the lands not yet being open
for homestead or preemption, these peoplo are placed in a
very difficult position. I know several young men from
my own county-active, vigorous and intelligent-who
went up two years ago for the purpose of settling in the
North.West, and, having cast their eyes on the Moos Jaw
district, settled down there in good faith, believing that
their claims would be properly recognized, and that they
would be dealt with in a liberal spirit. I know the cases
of several young men whom I met while up there last fali,
who have made valuable improvements on their property.
One bas fifty acres under cultivation, has built a
valuable bouse, and bas surrounded himself with all
the comforts < ne could expect in a new region ;
but although he bas been settled there two years,
he bas not yet been able to get his homestead or pre-
emption. When 1 .4aw him, he consulted me, as an old
friend of his father, as to whether it would not be advisable
for him to give up ail his improvements and leave the
country altogether. I advised him strongly to romain, saying
the Government could net fail to deal properly and fairly
by him if his claim was represented to them. What I de-
sire to know, as far as I can ascertain it from the hon. First
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Minister, is how are men of that class to be dealt with ? I
saw, by an article in the Mail, which appeared shortly after
the new regulations were issued, that it is the intention of
the Government to ch arge 85 an acre for the land in the
town reserve. If this should be done, it will prove a great
hardship and injustice to the early settlers, the pioneers,
the men who went in there when there was not a soul in
that section, and who have toiled there for a period of two
years. If they will have to pay $5 an acre, they are clearly
in not as good a position as the men who went in at a more
recent period. There was no idea in the minds of the
young men of whom I have spoken that the Moose Jaw
Creek was to be one of the termini of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, nor could they bave known that it was to
be one of the Government towns, though any one
with eyesight could see that Moose Jaw was
destined ultimately to be of considerable importance.
But, apart altogether from one's observations, there was no
other information to lead these people to settle there,
except that the country was good, that the land was good,
and the situation was a favourable one. There was no
railway, and the railway was not located there. These
young men to whom I have referred were there in the
month of April, 1882. Well, the railway was not located
at Moose Jaw Creek, or at Thunder Creek, until away on
in the fall of that year, in August or September of that year.
When I was passing through that country in August, the
railway was not thon located across Thunder Creek. The
surveyors were there, but it had not been finally located.
These men from my county located there-some of them,
I may tell the bon. gentleman, are friends of the Govern-
ment, if that makes any difference in a matter of this kind,
though I don't think it does-and have remained there
sinc, and by my advice remain there still, in the hopes
that a measure of justice will be dealt out to them; and
that they will be able to make their entries for homestead
and preemption within a very short period. I cannot
understand why the Moose Jaw region should not bave
been opened for homestead and preemption long ago. It is
said that there was some mistake in the surveys. That may
be so, and that may have retarded it to somo extent the
right to get entry; but it should not have retarded it for a
whole year. The Regina region has been opened for
homestead some time ago; the Moose Jaw region is not
yet opened for homestead and preemption, and these mon
are there in this uncertain and equivocal position. If the
policy of the Government is to charge the people who bave
settled in good faith in the town reserve $5 an acre, it is
not a good policy. The railway passes to the north of the
township on which Moose Jaw is located. If a man gets bis
land abutting on the railway for $5 an acre, it is not fair
to make a man five miles from the railway pay the same price
for it. I cannot see the reason why those settlers who went
in in good faith, and have made valuable improvements
on their land, and built louses on their land, should not get
their homestead entries as other people in Manitoba have
got theirs, by paying a nominal fee, and should not get their
preemption entries on the same terms as others. It may
have been their fortune, it may have been their good for-
tune, to have got there in good time, but that is no reason
why they should be cut out of that good fortune by the act
or policy of the Government. I hope the hon. gentleman
will se. that the region of Moose Jaw is put in such a posi-
tion that the settlets will be able to get their homesteada
promptly before the spring opens for industrial pursuits,
and upon the same terms as others who have gone up into
the new region have been able to get their land. I move
for this return, not, I say again, with a view to ask the De-
partment to bring down voluminous returns, if they are
voluminous, but rather with a view of letting the people in
that section of the country know to some extent what course

Mr. Causson (Huron).

the Government propose pursuing with respect to the land
in the Moose Jaw region. I move for:

1. Copies of all Orders in Council or departmental orders, regula-
tions and correspondence with the Land Commissioner or other Agents
of the Government respecting the withdrawal from homeatead and re-
emption of a!l lands in what is known as the Town Reserve at Regge,
Moose Jaw, and other places in the North-West Territories on the line
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and respecting the rtepening of said
lands for homestead and preemption, and the terms and conditions on
which so re-opened.

2. All Orders, regulations and correspondence as to the claim of set-
tiers and squatters on such lands, the name of the claimant, the nature
of bis claim, and how disposed of, and what disposition was made of the
land claimed.

3. Al Orders in Council or departmental orders or regulations and
correspondence respecting the sale by public auction or private sale of
such lands, to whom, when, and for what price sold. and how paid or
payable, the upset or fixed price for each section.

4. Al regulations and decisions of the Department rcspecting the
claims made by settlers or squatters on such lands.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, 1 am glad
the hon. gentleman has explained what Le wants under this
motion. A return made in the terms of it would be, as the
hon. gentleman will see, a very voluminous and expensive
one, would take up a great deal of time, and perhaps defeat
the object the hon. gentleman bas in view; but I shall call
the attention of the officers of the Department to the state-
ment made by my hon. friend in the Hansard, and they
will see exactly what ho wants. Ido not believe, in the first
place, that any one person who has settled in any of these
town sites or in the Mile Belt has been removed or evicted.
The claims of every person there, will be examined and
judged on ther own merits. Of course it is a matter of no
consequence to the Government or the Department of the
Interior whether A or B gets any specified lot. If the
party who settles there bas a legal right, of course that
legal right must be maintained. if any party bas an
equitable right-and I do not mean an equitable right
in the technical sense, but a moral right, a right in justice-
to hold this land, that right will be maintained. The Gov-
ernment policy was announced, and met the approval, I
think, of the other side, that, while the homestead system
was a beneficial one to settle the country, there was no
ground for making a present of a town site to a person who
happened to cross it, and that the Government should fairly
get the profit of these town sites to meet the expenditure
which Canada has made in that country. The claims of
these parties will be fully considered and adjudged accord-
ing to justice and according to equity. Of course there is
an infinity of cases-the hon, gentleman has been in that
country and ho knows-there are an immense number of
bogus claims, where persons who have gone on, looking
around wherever they thought there would be a town site,
or a water privilege, or a crossing, or a ford, or a trail,
or any chance of a town, have made merely nominal
settlements and set up claims. Well, these have got
to be carefully considered. It is of very great import-
ance that the bond fide settler, going in there with
with a real honest desire to become a settler, and settling
down upon any one lot, and commencing to improve it,
should get, and I think ho deserves to get, every encourage-
ment; and, if he happons to have the good luck to settle
on a property which afterwards proves to be a valuable
one, that is bis good fortune. The Government, of course,
do not grudge him that good fortune. But, if they find that a
place that is really known to every one to be a town site is
claimed by a party who goes there really to keep ont the bond
fide honest settler, that man must be dealt with accordingly.
As regards the delays at Moose Jaw, I think the surveys
were not finally approved-the hon. gentleman perhaps
knows more about it than I do, as to when the survey
was finally approved. It is of very great consequence that
no settlement should be made under a survey until that
survey is a legal one, because it is known to everyono
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familiar with the old surveys in the Province of Ontario,
what an immense amount of litigation and trouble and loss
has been caused to varions sections of the country by the
existence of erroneous surveys, and by settlements under
these erroneous surveys. The first thing is to have a
correct survey, and then immediately afterwards, when the
survey is approved, the patents should issue. I may say,
Mr. Speaker, while I am on this subject, that the amended
system of issuing patents which was introduced by the law
of last year, has been perfectly successful. The previous
process was a long, circuitous and expensive one-going
from one Department to the other. Now, the Department
bas during the whole of this autumn been issuing patents at
the rate of from 7 to 100 per day.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I wiould like to ask
the hon. gentleman one or two questions if he would permit
me. I am speaking under correction-I am not certain of
the fact-It was stated to me, however, that a proclamation
had been issued with reference to this same Mile Boit, sta-
ting that parties would be evicted from it some time ago.
If I amcorrect, and that was actually done, I should like to
know whether that proclamation bas been also formally re-
scinded. The First Minister will understand the reasons
why I ask, because, no doubt, althougb, as he bas now
explained, it is not, as I understand, the intention of the
Department to eviet any honest settlers, still, if I am rightly
informed, it was claimed, or officially stated in sorne way,
that all parties on the Mile Beit would be evicted at one
time.

Sir JOHN A. MAC)ONALD. There' was no notice of
the eviction, but there was a warning to the parties that
the Mi'o Boit was reserved, and that they should not seule
on it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH P. They so construed
it-I dare say they may have construed it wrongly. I
would also like to ask whether he thinks those matters can
be taken up within any reasonable time, and if so, what
time? and who is specially charged with deciding those
cases? Everything which lies along the Mile Belt, at any
rate, is comparatively within easy access of the Commis-
sioner, or bis deputies. The hon. gentleman will under-
stand it will be a matter of great importance to these people
that they shoulI know at an carly moment what the
policy is.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That process is now
going on and has been going. on for some little time. All
these matters are to be decided by the Land Boards-The
Land Boarda consisting of a commissioner and a surveyor,
or inspector; Mr. Walsh and Mr. Pierce. These gentlemen
are besides inspectors of homesteads, and travel, not only
along the Mile Belt, but elsewhere, for the purpose of verify-
ing the settlements of each person and seeing if they have
really'been residents for three years, and whether they have
made such substantial improvements as to entitle them to
their patents. The patents are now issuing very rapidly.

Motion agreed to.

SALES ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL WAY
B ELT.

. Mr. WRIGHT, in the absence of Mr. IVEs, moved for a
roturu showing the average price obtained by the Govern-
ment (exclusive of town sites) for land sold within the limita
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Belt.

Mr. BLAKE. With reference to that motion, I under-
stand that the great bulk of that land the hon. member
refers to in -bis motion, is held for homestead and pre-
emption. It would not be reasonable to take an average
price on the whole acreage that bas been disposed of by
he Goeernment under the homestead and preemption

systemt, and that which may have been actually sold by
them during either period, while they were selling land in
that quarter. The hon, gentleman stated, I think, the
other day, that very few sales had been made.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very few sales.
Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps it would not be mucih trouble,

urder those circumstances, to give the sales.
Sir JOLN A. MACDONALD. I have no oljo ti ins.

Mcticn agreed to.

SECTION B, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. CASEY moved for copies of any agreement betwoen
the Government and the contractors for Section B, Can-
adian Pacifie Railway, and the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, in regard to the transfor to the latter of the
contract for said Section B, and of any Orders in Council
giving effect to said agreement; aise copy of report of the
engineers appointed to re-measure the work on said con-
tract previous to said transfer, and the report of the Engi-
neer-in-Chief in regard thereto; also, copies of all corres-
pondence and agreements with the said contractors in regard
to measurement and classification of work on said contract;
or to compensation for the transfer of said contract, or for
the right to run the said portion of the railwayduring con-
struction, and of all Orders in Council in relation to any of
these mattus; aiso for statement, in detail, with dates and
amounts, of all payments made to said contractora or to the
Canadian Pacifia Railway Company on account of the said
contrac. le raid: The motion calts for some information
suggested by the remaiks of the hon. Minister of Railways
during the debate on the Supply for this item last Sesion.
The hon. Minister thon stated that that contract had been
transferred from the original contractor to the Canadian
Pacifie lailway Company-practically on the same terms-
that a re-moasurement had been made of the work, and a re-
classification, as I understood. I suppose by this time the
reports spoken of are made, and hliese arrangements must
bo concluded.

Motion agreed to.

FURTIIEIR SUMS PAID TO CONTRACTORS
SECTIÔN B.

FOR

Mr. CASEY movod for copies of estimates of further
sums required to be paid to the contractors for Section B,
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, on account of contract
for construction, or of any subsequent agreement.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I was net present when the
hon. gentleman moved the preceding resolution, or I would
have stated to the HIouse that I had already given instrue-
tions to have those papers prepared and laid on the Table.

Motion agreed to.

PULLMAN PALACE CARS ON TUE INTERCO-
LONIAL RAILWAY.

Mr. W ELDON, in moving for any correspondence, docu.
ments, contracts or agreements with the Pullman Palace
Car Company in relation to the company's cars runnirng
over the Intercolonial Railway; also any contract or agro-
ment with express companies as to conveyance of express
matter over the said railway, said : I understand t hat lie
contract with the Pullman Palace Car Company will hortly
expire, and I desire to know whether it is the int-ntion of
the Government to continue the agreement with that com-
pany or not. There are grave causes of com plaint in regard
to the manner in which passengers are treated on those cars.
I can speak from my own experience. On one cecasion I took
a through passage in a Pullman car, and when we roache4
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Moncton I was told the car would go no further, and that I
would have to go to Montreal to have the money refunded.
A short time ago some passengers took passage on board one
of these cars from St. John to Quebec. An accident
occurred to that car, and they were refused accommodation
in the other Pullman unless they again paid the full fare.
These cars are, no doubt, outside the control of the Depart-
ment; but I think in making any further arrangements
some control over them should be given to the Department
of Railways, so that improved accommodation and better
attention may be paid to passengers. The same remark
applies to express companies. If a company has a mono-
poly of the carrying of express matter over the Inter-
colonial Railway, the Government should have some control
over-the tariff of rates, because complaints have been made
in regard to irregular charges imposed on such express
matter. J, therefore, make this motion with a view to call
the hon. Minister's attention to the subject.

Motion agreed to.

MAIL CONVEYANCE IN NEW BRUNSWICK.

Mr. GILLMOR, in moving for any correspondence,
memorial or other documents from the Board of Trade in the
city of St. John or other parties, in relation to the conveyance
of mails on the night train on.the St. John and Maine Rail-
way to St. Stephen and Woodstock; also, as te conveyance
of mails over the Grand Southern Railway to St,. George, said:
I make this motion in order to bring before the notice of the
Postmnster General the inconvenience which arises from the
mode in which the mails are carried through a part of St.
John county and Charlotte county. The Postmaster
General is, no doubt, aware that the Grand Southern Rail-
way runs from St. John to St. Stephen, in the county of
Charlotte, a distance of eighty miles, and that this railway
passes through several centres of population in both coun-
ties. The Postmaster General will perceive the inconve-
nience occasioned when I state the manner in which the
mails are carried. The mr ail leaves St. John for St. George
by stage at 8 a.m., arriving in St. George at 6 or 7 p.m.,
if the weather is fine. If the mails were sent by railway
they would leave at the same hour, 8 a.m., and ai-rive at
Il a.m., being three hours instead of ten or twelve hours.
So with respect to the correspondence of commercial men,
which is very important, with another commercial centre,
S. Stephen. The mails now leave St. George, go to
St Andrews, twenty miles distant, lie over at night and
arrive at St. Stephen next day at 8 or 10 a.m. If they
were smnt by tiain, they would go to St. Stephen in an
hour and a-half, instead of from twenty to twenty-four
hurs. The mails rom St. Stephen to St. George leave St.
Stephen ut 2 p.m., go to St. Andrew, remain all night, and
arrive the next day at 9 or 10 o'clock. If sent by railway
they would reach St. George in an hour and a-half. The
mails leave St. George for St. John at 8 a.m., and arrive
there ut 6 p.m. If sent by train they would leave St.
George at 11 a.m., and arrive at St. John at 1 p.m., being
two hours on the way, instead of ton hours. I am sure the
Postmaster General, when he looks into the matter, will
sec that he will confer a great favour on a large
population in both counties by having the mails carried by
railway instead of by stage. I do not think he ceost will be
much increased to the Department, while at the same time
the public would be accommodated. The railway could
accommodate some dozen offices right along the line-St.
John, Spruce Lake, Prince of' Wales, Musquash, Leanprean,
Pennfield, St. George, Upper MiHs, byers, Dambarton,
Oakbury and St. Stephen. The mails by stage to Dyers,
Dambarton, Upper Mills and Pennfield, which involve con-
siderable expense to the Department, could then be dis-
pemsed with. This change would be a great convenience to
merchants who get supplies at St. Stephen and St. John,.

Mr. WELDON.

and ev'en now the railway is utilized for the sending of
letters by parties who desire to getfreight the next morn-
ing. I am quite satisfied that if the Postmaster General
will look into the matter, he will find that the carriage of
the mails by railway will be in the public interest,
and will afford improved accommodation to a large popu-
lation, and that, practically, without additional cost. I
am confident the hon. gentleman will consider the subject,
and I hope he will sec that it will be in the interest of the
public generally to make the arrangement I have sug.
gested.

Mr. WELDON. I desire to call the attention of the Post-
master General to the carriage of mails to Woodstock and
St. Stephen by the St. John ald Maine Railway. There
is at present only a day mail, and yet there is a night train.
I understood there was an arrangement to carry a night
mail. This is a very important matter to those corres.
ponding with people on the upper part of the river. I also
direct the attention of the Postmaster General to the fact
that complaints are made that while there is a railway run-
ning into Richibucto, the mails are carried by stage. At
this season of the year particularly, the mails are very
irregular and much time is wasted on account of the roads
leing b!ocked. I submit that the mails on that section
should be carried by the branch railway running ii om the
Intercolonial into Richibucto.

Mr. CARLING. Arrangements bave already been made
to carry mails on tie night train from St. John to St. Ste-
phen and Woodstock. With regard to the mail on the Grand
Southern Railway to St. George, an officer of the Department
is now making an enqury and will shortly make a report.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
Motions for the following Returns were severally agrecd

to:-
R bowing the total numberof acres of public lands

enteil as homesteads during the year 1883. The number
of such entries, and the number of e.tries cancelled during
the same period, with the total number of acres covered by
such cancelled entries. Also, a return showing the number
of preemption entries in the year 1883, and the total
number of acres covered by such entries.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Return showing the numbor of acres of public lands
surveyed in Manitoba and the North-West Territory, in the
year 1883, and.the cost per acre of such survey.-(Mr.
Charlton.)

Return showing the total number of acres of public
lands sold in the year 1883, the average price per acre
received and the total amount received from such sales.
Also, a return showing the number of applications under
colonization plans numbers one and two, under regulations
of December 23, 1881, the number of acres granted under
each application, the amount received under each appli.
cation, the total number of applications granted, the total
number of acres granted, and the total amount received.
-(Mr. Charlton.)

Copies of all regulations or orders issued by the Deçart-
ment of the Interior concerning the sale or management of
agricnltural lands, timber lands, pasture lands, mineral
lands and town sites, not covered by the order of last
Session.-(Mr. Charlton.)

Return ehowing: lst. The total number of timber
licenses or pernâits applied for and granted or refused,
since Ist February, 1883; the estimated area covered by
each license or application, and the total number of square
miles estimated to be covered by the timber licenses itsued
during the period named. 2nd. The amount of bonuses or
premiums per square mile, and on the aggregate paid to
and received by the Government on each such license, and
the total amount of bonuses or premiums received. 3rd.
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The name and residence of each applicant for a license. 4th.
The date of applibation for each license and the number of
years each license is granted for. 5th. The Crown duos or
stumpage charged or chargeable on each license, and the
kind and estimated quantity and quality of timber on each
area so liconsed. 6th. Whether in each case, where a
license or permit was granted, the berth was put up at
public auction after public notice inviting tenders was
given, and was sold to the highest bidder, or whether
granted upon application or tender from the grarntee, with.
out inviting public competition. 7th. Copies of all claims
made on the Government for any such area or timber by
any persons, and all petitions, remonstrances, or communi-
cations sent or made to the Government respecting such
areas, licenses or timber,and ail correspondence had with the
Government respecting such claims, or in any way respect-
ing such areas, lands, licenses or timber, and the action of the
Government therein ; also, a copy of ail maps and plans show-
ing the location or areas of such licenses or permits.-(Mr.
Charlton.)

Copies of correspondence botween the Dominion Govern-
.ment and the Government of Quebec, in relation to the
claims of the Province of Quebec against the Dominion of
Canada.-(Mr. Coursol.)

Copies of all Orders in Council, despatches, correspond-
once and telegrams relating to the negotiations botween
Canada and British Columbia, not already brought down ;
and for a statement of the estimated net cost to Canada of
the dry dock in British Columbia.-(Mr. Blake.)
- Copies of the statements rendered to the authorities of

Ontario and Quebec as to their accounts with Canada, and
all Orders in Council and correspondence in connection
thorewith.-(M r. Blake.)

Copies of all letters, correspondence, reports, memoranda,
Orders in Council and other documents not laid on the
Table respecting the guarantee for the Canada Pacifie Rail-
way Company; and respecting any proposed modification
of that arrangement; and any proposed further concession
to the company; and of all papers relating to the postal
subsidies and remuneration for transport services of the
railway.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies: 1. Of the oath or oaths required to be taken by
Governors General of Canada, and taken by them. before
entering upon the exercise of their office as Governor. 2.
Of the oath or oaths required to bo taken by Lieutenant
Governors of the Province of Queboc, and taken by them
before entering upon the discharge of their dutics as such.
-(Mr. Landry, Montmagny.)

Return of casualties to trains on the Intercolonial Rail-
way arising from collision, broken rails, or otherwise, from
March lst, 1883, to January lst, 1884; the respective causes
and dates; the amount of damage (if any) in each case to
property; the amount of compensation paid to owners of
proporty destroyed or damaged, as well as amount of claims
for loss or damage to property (if any) unsattled.-(Mr.
Weldon.)

Copies of all Orders in Council, regulations and corres-
pondence, with the agents of the Department, respecting
the withdrawal from homestead and preemption of the
lands south of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 2. All Orders
in Council, regulations and correspendence, as to the claims
of settlers dr squatters on such lands. 3. All Orders, regu-
lations and correspondence respecting the sales of such
lands by auction, the quantity so sold, the terms on which
sold and the.price per acre obtained therofor. 4. All sales
effected by private sale up to the 1st January, 1884, the
conditions of sales, the price obtained. 5. Ali Orders in
Council or Departmental orders, regulations and correspon-
dence respecting.the re opening of said lands for homestead
and preemption.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Copies: -L Of all Orders in Council, or de part-
mental orders and correspendence with the and

Commissioner at Winnipeg or other Land Agent
respecting the withdrawal of lands in the Mile Boit from
homestead and preemption, and respecting the opening of
said lands for homestead and proomption. 2. AIl orders,
regulations and correspondence as to the claims of settlers
and squat s on such lands; the name of the claimant, the
nature of the claim and how disposed of, and what disposi-
tion was made of the land claimed. 3. AlI Orders in
Council or Departmental orders -or rogulations and corre3.
pondence respecting the sale by public auction or private
sale of such lands; the quantity of such lands sold ; to
whom, when, and for what price, and how paid or payable.
4. All regulations and decisions of the Departmont respect-
ing the claims made by sottlers or squatters on such land.
-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournmont of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 5:15 o'clock,_p. m.) the HIouse
adjourned.

IIOUSE OF COMMONS.

TIIURSDAY, 31st January, 1884.

Tbo SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY TARIFF OF RATES.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether any tariff of rates to be
charged on any part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has
been proposed by the company since that laid before the
House last Session; and if so, when ? Whethor any tariff
bas since that so laid before the House been approved by
the Government; and if so, when ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I have been requeted by
my colleague, the hon. Minister of Railways, to say that no
tariff of rates has been proposed by the company since
the tariff that was laid before the House.

AMIIERSTBURG PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Mr. LISTER enquired, Has the Government let the.con.

tract for the erection of public buildings at Amherstburg ? If
so, were tenders for the work invited ? Who were the ton-
derers and what was the amount of each tender ? Whose
tender was accepted ? What is the price to be paid for the
work ? Has the successful tenderer given security for the
performance of the work? If so, what is the name of his
surety and the amount of the liability ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The contract for the erec-
tion of public buildings at Amherstburg has been let.
Tenders wero invited for that work; five tenders were
received. The names of the tenderers are: Patrick Navin,
Wm. Toms, J. E. Askwith, C. J. O'Doherty, and Henry
Lindock. The amount of oach tender is as follows, in the
same order in which I have read the names: The lowest,
$17,909; the next lowest, $18,790; the next, $20,000; the
next, $22,973; and the highest, $25,000. The tender which
was accepted was that of Patrick Navin, of Amherstburg,
Ontario, for $17,909, that tender being the lowest. The
price to be paid for the work is the price mentioned. The
successful tenderer has given the security required. He
has deposited a certifiod and accepted cheque, amounting to
five per cent. of the amount of his tender.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT.

Mr. CAIMERON (Huron), in moving the second reading
of Bill (No. 2) to amend the Criminal Law, and to
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extend the provisions of the Act respecting Offences against
the Person, said: I propose to move the second reading
now, for this reason-this is precisely the same Bill that
was up last Session and the Session before. On both oc-
casions the First Minister gave his assent to the principle
of the Bill, so that I propose to take the second reading to-
day, and leave it for Committec of the Whole at a sub-e
quent day.

SirlHECTORL LANGEVIN. I thought my colleague, the
First Minister, would bave been here, and I know that
ho wished to ask the hon. gentleman to be kind enough to
postpone the second reading cf the Bill to another day,
Monday or Wednesday, as ho thought proper, in order that
the First Minister might have the op>ortunity of
seeing the Minister of Justice in relation to the. Bill.
It may be the same Bill, nevertheless I know the First
Minister wishes that, and I hope the hon. gentleman will
consent to postpone the Bill.

Mr. CAMERON. Of course I h we no objection ; but the
Minister of Justice himself in the Sonate last Session
assented to the principle of the Bill.

Order allowed to stand.

with a vie w to advance the fishing interest, or, in other
words, to render fishing prosperous and abundant, and
to improve the preparation of fish. I think, Mr. Speaker, that
the fishing industry cannot be overrated, and, in a country
like Canada, where the agricultural element predominates,
and will always predominate, I think it is not useless to
make known the opinions of great thinkers and writers on
the subject ; and the following words of one of the greatest
men of the age, Mr. Lacépôle, I hope will not be found out
of place here

I The prosec ;tion of fishing," said Lac-pède, "preceded the culture
of the fielda. It is contemporary with hunting, but there is this differ-
ence betwe-en hunting and fishing, that the latter is natural to a
civilized people, and that, far from being opposed to the progress of
agriculture and of commerce, it assisted lu multiplying their happy
results. If, during the infancr of society, the prosecution of fishing fur-
nished to a half-civilized people a means of saubsistence at once sufficient
and nourishing, if it accustomed them not to dread the dangers of the
sea, if it made them sailors, it gives to a cultivated nation abundant
homes for the poor, varions tributes for the luxurious livers, preparations
for the necessities of distant commerce, rich manures for less fertile
lands; it leads men to cross the seas, to brave the ices of the Poles, and
bear the fires of the Equator, to battle with tempests, it launches on the
seas forests of masts, experienced marineis, foreigu trading, and
intrepid genius."

I will also read a citation from P. L. Simmnd-, of
London, also a great writer, He says :

FRAU IN ELATO-N O PULIC O-NTÂCrS Il I is not our purpose to speak of the inhabitants of the ocean
FR AUD IN REL ATION T O P UB IC CON TRACS. ge erally, but only to restriot ourselves to the investigation of those

which are of some use to man. Pliny enumerated ninety-four species
On the order for the second reading of Bill (No. 12) to of fish. Linnoeus increased the number to 478; but recent naturalists

amend the Act for the prevention of' fraud in relation to have described over 13,000 species, one-tenth of which confine them-
contracts involving the eenditure of public moneys, being selves to the fresh waters. The human race derives almost incalculable

benefits from them as is evidenced by the extent and value of the river,read, coast, and sea fisheries of the world."

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) said: That Bill stands in my And, Sir, may te not hope that at present, in this Rouse
name. I approve of the principle of the Bill, but it is not and in the country, there is a proper appreciation of the
my Bill. It should be changed. value of the fisheries of Canada and of the trade to which

Mr. SPEAKER. Yes ; it is Mr. Casgrain's Bill. tey give rise? According to ail accounts this London In-
Mr A ERN oe h i3 odn nMr. ternational Fisheries Exhibition was a great sueceas, and
Mr. CAMERON. I moved th first reading in Mr.proud to knw that Canada figured

Casgrain's absence. there with sucb preeminent honour. Thanks te our Govern-
Mr. SPEAKER. As the hon. gentleman moved the ment, thanks to the bon, Minister of Marine, and te the

introduction of the Bill, it must stand in bis name. Commissioners who were sent there, the exhibits from
Mr. CAMERON. I stated to the House that I wa Canada were nuerous and very interesting, and enablod

only doing it in the absence of Mr. Casgrain. us to show the variety and quality of the fish we possees.We sbowed bow the fisheries are carried on ia this country,
Mr. SPEAKER. The bon. gentleman moved the ibtro- and wé showed how we prepare fish for home corisumption

duction of the Bill. Mr. Casgrain bas not been in his place and for exportation. We aise showed the world the extent
since thon, and it could not bo put in the name of an absent of our trade, and our processes of preparing isb, and we
member. know that many visitera atthat exhibition made enquiries

Mr. CAMERON. Cannot it be put in the name of Mr. as te our method of preparing fish, and especially in refer-
Casgrain now? once te our pickled fish. But I wish te say that one of the

Mr. SPEAKER. He is not here. principal objecta of this fishery exhibition is te enable per-sons engaged in the fiaing business te study it in ail its
Mr. CAMERON. Lot it stand. details, te observe the exhibits of other countries, and te
Order allowE d to stand. discover wbat individuals and what nations practise tho

best mode of fisbiag and the best mode of preparing flsb,
INTERNATIONAL FISIIE RIES EX IIIBITION. go that our merchants and our fishermen aight adopt al

the imprevements that have b-en made, in se, far as the
Mr. FORTIN, in moving for copies of the reports on circumstances of the country would allow. But in order

the London International Fisheries Exhibition by the Com- that we might benefit by this great show, our Goverument
missioners of Canada who attended the said exhibition; should place withia reaoh of our fishermen, and fish mrch-
with a list of the exhibits from Canada and the prizes ants, and of the publie in generai, ail the information that
obtained at said exhibition, and for all papers or corres- could be gathered at that show by the hon. Miaister him-
pondence relating to the said exhibition, said : Mr. Speaker, self, and by the Commissoners who were sent there, and
before the motion is put, I should like to address some that is the reason wby I make this motion. To oversee. the
remarks to this House. The London International Fisheries Canadian exhibit the Goverument appointed three Commis-
Exhibition may be said to have been worthy of the great sioners-one, Mr. foneyman, a well known soientiflo man,
nation which organized it, worthy of the nations which sent who was te conduot the scientiflo part of our exhibition;
exhibits to it, and worthy of the object for which it was r. Wilmot, who was entrusted with the part relating te
got up, which was to put in a centrai place, where they pisciculture, and te river and lake fisheries; and Mr. Joncas,
could be seen and studied by persons who are in' the fishing Who was commissioned te look after the maritime fisheries,
business, and by commissioners and representatives of their organization, and the trade te whieh they might give
different Governments, articles of all kinds relating to the rise, &c. I must net omit eue fac4 which is very creditable
fhheries, relating to the preparation of fish, and all that te the hon. Miaister of Marine and Fisheries. While at

Mfr. CÂMERON (Huron).
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London he contributed to the organization of conferences,
which were given in the hall of the great exhibition, on
subjects relating to fisheries and the fish trade of the world.
On the 2nd of July ho presided at one of those confederate
conferences, and I will read the following extract of a re-
port thereof published in the London Canadian Gazette of
the 5th July:-

"At a conference held on Monday, the 2nd Julr, at the Fisheries
Exhibition, under the presidency of the Hon. A. W. McLelan, Minister
of Marine and Fisheries of Canada, a remarkably comprehensive and
interesting paper upon the various fisheries of British North America
was then read by Mr. L. Z. Joncas, one of the Canadian Commissioners
at the exhibition.

" The subject is a large one, but Mr. Joncas' practical knowledge of
it enabled him to do justice to ail of its branches, and he concentrated
in ie paper much information of great value upon ail sections of the
trade."

I hold in my hand a copy of this conference, which is
well worth reading by al Canadians. I do not think I
should do justice to the hon. Minister if I did not read to
the House some of his remarks at that conference. He
said:

"In commeneing the proceedings, the chairman said Canada was
comparatively a young country, and might not be supposed to be as
much interested in fisheries as some of the older countries ; and some
persons who had heard of Canada, and the extent of the country, and
the diversity of employments, would wonder why, with so sparse a
population. there were any fisheries or fishermen to speak of, when
fishing, as had been already shown, was so much more dangerous and
involved Bo much greater risk to human life than any other occupation.
It was true that they have a large extent of country, and there was
empidyment for ail those who were there, and for ail the millions who
might come upon the land, but it was also true that, although they had
mining industries, and although in the North there were vast forests
from which lumber was sent to various parts of the world. Although
it was true that only a small portion of the soil was cultivated, yet it
ielded abundance of the choiceet food in its harvests, and flocks and
erdo for ail the people of Canada, and a large surplus ta ex Dort; and

the men who lived by the sea aide, and on the banka of the riveray and
by the lakes, fonnd so great a temptation to engage in fishing that they
could not withstand it. He believed they had as large a proportion of
their people engaged, in that occupation as any other country in the
world. In the British hles where population was teeming, and every
pursuit was crowded by people desiring to work that they might have
bread, a large number were engaged in fisheries, but yet in Canada with
their sparse population there were four .times the percentage engaged
in fisheries as were found here in the British Isles."

Those are the patriotic words of our hon. Minister at that
great exhibition, whore Canada figured with such high
honour. Perhaps, Mr. Speaker, I ought to say also that
this great London Fishery Exhibition was not the first
exhibition of the kind. There was one held at Havre in
1868, which lasted six months, and which was patronized
by the French Government. Ail civilîzed nations sent
exhibits te this great exhibition with the exception, I am
sorry to say, of Canada, which took no interest in it. The
only Canadian who sent exhibits there was the hon. member
for Montmorency, hon. Mr.alin, who, of course, sent models
of vessels, as that hon. gentleman is a shipbuilder and ship-
owner. WellI attended that exhibition myself, where I
learned a great deal; and I must say that it was there I
learned for the first time of the extent and importance of
the Norwegian fisheries, and of the extent and importance 8
of the competition they were making to us in foreign i
markets where we send our fish ; a competition that has
increased even to this day, and that is threatening our
foreign trade. I hope that the hon. Minister and the Com- t
missioners who have reported will treat that question and t
other similar questions, especially the trade question, so
that ourÉ merchants may be able to export to foreign coun-
tries and carry on a trade which will be profitable to them
and profitable also te the fishermen. I think I have touched t
on every topic relating to that great exhibition, and in
conclusion, I hope the Government will give te the House i
and the publie copies of the report. t

Mr. KAULBACH. For the information of this House, t
the country and myself-I representing the largest fishing t
constituency in the Dominion-I am desirous of seeing all s

Il

papers in connection with the great International Fisheries
Exhibition, held in London in July last, laid on the Table of
this louse, as I believe an invaluable amount of very ser-
viceable information can be obtained from them. Little
comparatively has been known to the world, up to the time
of holding this exhibition, of the value and extent of the
fisheries of Canada, and of the class of men who prosecute
this industry. Happily can 1 state that in no part of the
world is there to be found a class of mon more zealous, per-
severing and courageous, than the fishermen of Canada.
Men of undaunted courage, Peady to buffet storms, suffer
privations and face all difficulties. And whilst referring
with pleasure to the fishermen of Canada, I eau with equal
delight and pride refer to our fishing fleet-a class of
vessels unrivalled in style of architecture and beauty, pre-
senting in fact at a distance the appearance of American
pleasure yachts rather than vessels for profitable service,
ranging in size from 60 to 120 tons, with all comforts on
board pertaining to health that are required. One grand
feature that I must not omit to mention is that the fisher-
men not only sail these vessels during the fishing season,
but they assist during the winter months in the conatruc-
tion of them, thus enabling them to have an idea of,
and a supervision over, the entire work, and a
confidence that they need fear no difficulties as
to their safety in the event of a storm. Our
fleet in the Port of Lunenburg has grown so enormous
within the last few years, that I was compelled last autumn,
through the want of harbour accommodation, to ask for the
use of a dredge to deepen its waters, which is now doing
thf work, and I hope it may romain till it is completed. The
encouragement given by the Government to the ship build-
ing industry, and more particularly to this class of shipping,
is invaluable not only to ship-builders, but to lumbermen,
farmers, fishermen, traders and mechanics ; and I hope the
hon. Minister of Public Works will see the necessity
of allowing the dredge to remain for the purpose mon-
tioned, otherwise we will have to lessen or stop altogether
the building of this class of vessels for the want of harbour
room. The Canadians have made rapid strides during the
past few years in building up our commercial greatness, we
ranking at present fourth amongst the maritime nations of the
world; and to whom is due in a great measure the praise ?
To our Canadian fishermen. .Review the history of England
and enquire the cause of her greatness, and we will find
that the source of her unrivalled success is her commerce,
and the basis of this success, the fisheries. Then, England
owes her present naval greatness to her hardy fishermen
employed in her fisheries. We have in this country 60,000
hardy mon (one half of whom are Nova Scotians) who
devote their time and their labour to the development of
our fisheries, and as a result of their labours, spend millions
of dollars of their hard earnings annually in our midst-a
medium of ready cash-building up our merchant marine,
and advancing our trade. Then we may reasonably look to
the fisheries as the cradle for our future commercial
trength. While speaking on the fishing and shipping
ndustries, I would refer to a mafter which would tend very
nuch te the interests of the fishermen, and that is the
pening up of a reciprocal trade between this country and
he Brazils and West Indies-a matter which has been long
alked of, and which, if carried out, would give a larger
rice to the fishermen for their fish, and a reduction in the
rice of sugar, molasses, &c. I have made some remarks
n the same subject on a previous occasion, and I hope and
rust that the Government will take such measures as will
ring about its accomplishment. Canada took a deep
nterest in this exhibition and feels satisfied ftat owin to
he active efforts put forth by this Government in sening
he hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries (Mr. McLelan)
e advance our ends, and whose services were invaluable,
ho is better known this day te the world tian she ever
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was before, and the people will be glad to obtain an amount
of knowledge in fishing matters from the exhibition papers
to be brought down, which will probably be of great value
to the fishermenof this country in developing this great
industry.

Mr. McLEL AN. The papers called for by the motion of
the hon. member for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin) will be brought
down at as early a date as possible. I may state that owing
to the ill health of the chairman of the Commission he bas
been unable to complete hi.s portion of the report, and some
time may elapse before it wili be banded in. It is very
gratifying indeed to me to know that the exhibition wbich
Canada made has been satisfactory te ber people, and
especially to those who bad opportunities of seeing the
specimens that were preparel and sent to the exhibition.
We had very grave doubts, on undertaking the vork, as to
whether it would prove successful. The mover of the resolu-
tion has referred to other exhibitions, but in those Canada
did not take part; and we felt we were at a disadvantage
with the United States, England, and many other countries
as they had large quantities of exhibits on hand from
old exhibitions which needed only to be added to in
order to make large and beautiful collections, while
our time would be occupied in getting up an entirely
new collection. Our efforts were mainly directed to making
an exhibition of the food fishes of the Dominion, of which
we have a great abundance and variety. I am happy to say
that we presented a collection ùf food fishes which bas not
been excelled in the world, and obtained for that collection
the highest prize given, and it was stated that if any higher
prize could be given we were entitled to receive it for that
collection. We were enabled to make this display by the
labours of the various ofieers of the Department in diffèrent
portions of the Dominion, and -we ha also the aid of the
hon. gentleman who moved this resolution (Mr. Fortin) in
collecting some of the commercial fishes of the gulf, and the
fishes thus collected under his guidance obtained the gold
medal and first prize. I was sorry that we could not have
had the hon. gentleman's services to a further extent, as one
of the honorary Commies'oners, as I know that his atten-
tion has been much given to matters of that kind. I think
he would have found that we had not a very great deal to
learn at that gathering, for in my opinion and in the opinion
of others who were connected with the exhibition, we are
fully up to the rest of the world and up to the time. The
papers will bo brought down at as early a day as possible,
ihough perhaps not so soon as the hon. gentleman might
desire on account of the illness of the chairman.

Motion agreed to.

EXTRA CLERKS IN THE DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC WORKS.

OF

Mr. LISTER moved for a statement giving tho names
of all persons in the Public Works Department, as extra
or copying clerks, whose salaries are or have been charged
to particular works, since 1881.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no objection to this
motion. The return te this Address wili be brougbt down
at the same time as a return which is hbing prepared in
reply to an Address moved for by the leader of the Oppo-
sition, and another moved immediately after. The answers
to the three are all on the same subject and will be given at
the same time.

Motion agreed to.

THE PROPOSED FACTORY BILL.
Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all representations

by and correspondence with the Maanufacturers' Association,
or the Trades and Labour Council, or any one on their
behalf, or any other individuals or organizations on the

Mr, KAULBACH.

subject of the provisions of the proposed Factory Bill, said :
I observe from the reports of a late meeting of the Man u-
facturers' Association that there had been some correspond-
ence with the hon. gentleman on the subject of the Factoi y
Bill before or during the last Session of Parliament. I also
observe from the reports of the Trades and Labour Coun-
cilthat there had been a communication by that body on tho
same subject. For these reasons I make the motion.

Sir LEONA.RD TILLEY. I think there was a commu-
nication from the first named association during last Session,
either in writing or by a representative from the Assoei-
ation-I am not quite sure which, but I think in the latter
way, but if so we have a memorandum or statement of tue
subject. About ten days or a fortnight since the members
of the Trades and Labour Council asked me for copies of the
Bill, but 1 have had no communication fromu them since. If
I should receive any within the next few days I will bring
it down with the representations from the Manufacturers'
Association.

Mr. BLAKE. I know there was a communication cither
oral or written from the other organization last Sessior,
because one of the gentlemen was good enough to call on
me at the samo lime.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I recolicet thoir calling at
my house-I was iII at the tine-and I think they had
verbal communication with me but none in writing.

Motion agreed to.

DUTY ON FRELGHT CIIARGES.

Mr. BLAKE moved for copies of all Orders in Council,
dopartmental regulations, circulars and correspondence
with reference to the question of duty on freight charges.

Mr. BOWELL. Would the hon. gentleman state for
what period he would like this correspondence, because I
can assure him there is a very large quantity of it.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will understand that
I do not ask for correspondence with reference to isolated
or individual cases of duty on freight charges. The hon.
gentleman knows, however, that a difficulty has been
raised-a circular bas been issuel from the Department on
the general question. There were representations made, I
think, by the Toronto Board of Trade, or by soine one
on their behalf, with reference to circulars which have been
issued from the Department, or instructions understood to
be conveyed different from those which the collectors at
the diffèrent ports were subsequently told to act upon. The
bon. gentleman, I think, had the pleasure of passing an
afternoon with the Board of Trade of Toronto, and this was
amongst the subjects discussed.

Mr. BOWELL. The bon. gentleman's motion is certainly
much wider than his interpretation of it. I am very much
afraid that had I brought down simply the circular issuied
by the Government, without accompanying it with the cor-
respondence, lie would have called me to account. I bave
had correspondence during the last threo years, with Man-
chester, Liverpool, Montreal, and every port in the Domi-
nion with reference to this matter. If the bon. gentleman
will define what he wan's, I shall be gtad to lay it before
him.

Mr. BLAKE. I endeavoured to explain that I was not
anxious that the Ion. Minister should bring down letters or
complaints of particular grievançes relating to duty on
freight charges, but such correspondence as would elucidate
the general principle on which the Department was acting.
I presume that some of the correspondence the hon. gentle.
man has referred to might be important as elucidating that.
But it is not a question as to the quantity in any particular
case or package of goods, but rather as to the principle
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pursued in reference to those clau3s in the lawa which dea
with the subject of freight charges.

Mr. BOWELL. I will endeavour to bring down such in
formation as is indicated by the hon. leader of the Opposi
tion; but almost all the correspondence, whether from
individual importers, or importers collectively, or Boards ol
Trade, bas treated on this question. I will include the
memorial presented to the Government Irom the Board ol
Trade, if the boa. gentleman desires; but that has more
particular roference, I can assure him, to modifications in
the Tariff and to changes in some çlauses of tho Cu.toms
Act, than to this particular question. I will, however, bring
down the circulars, together with the reasons why they were
issued.

Motion agreed to.

EXPENDITURE FOR SESSIONAL RETURNS.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for a statement of the sum
expended in each year, since the change of the system, by
each Department, out of the lump vote for sessional returns,
such statement to be under the same sub headings under
which revious to the change such cost was included, said:
It woUd be convenlent, I think the House will agree, for
the purpose of comparison with former years, that the
charges for preparation of sessional returns should not
appear in such a form as to make the comparison inaccurate.
For a great many years-l thi ik unil two years ago-the
mode was to charge each Department with the cost of pre-
paring sessional returns therein; but after that it was
charged in a lump sum. The object of this motion is to
obtain a statement, under sub-headings, of the expenditure
in each Department.

Motion agreed to.

COST OF HEATING PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for a statement for each year,
since the change in the systom, of th- cost connected with
the heating of public buildings (including wages as well as
fuel) now paid under a lump vote, such statement to show
the cost under the same sub-headings As those in which it
was formerly included in the Public Accounts before the
change of the system, said: This motion is for the same
purpose, and I think there is reason to justify it.

Sir HECTOR LIANGEVIN. The change in the system
was only, I think, for the prosent year, and that is most
likely the reason why the statement which the hon. gentle-
man wishes has not been laid before the House; but cer-
tainly the intention is that such a statement should appear
every year in the Report of the Minister of Public Works.
Still, the motion may pass, and any information I can give
up to this period will bo brought down.

Mr. BLAKE. I think the change in the system bas
been gradual. I think the hon. gentleman the Session
before last had charge of the fuel, and last Session ho took
charge of the engineers. He is progressive, but ho pro-
gresses by degrees, according to my memory.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Well, it is a good thing to
prograes, even by degrees. But I think my hon. friend is
mistaken. The engineers were, to a great extent, in my
Department, and were appointed by my recommendation;
but with reference to the fuel, the change ouly took place
sinee last Session.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

Motions for the following Returns were sercrally agreed

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first timo:-

Bill (No. 27) to incorporate the Halifax Mutual Marine
Insurance Company.-( Nr. Daly.)

Bill (No. 28) to incorporate the Canada Temperance and
General Life Assurance Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Middle-
sex.)

Bill (No. 29) to iacorpDrate the Bank of Winnipeg.-
(Mr. Ross.)

Bill (No. 30') to extend to the Dominion of Canada the
powers of the corporation called Do Nederlandsch-Ameriean-
sche Land Maalschappij (The Netherlands-American Land
Company).-(Mr. Abbatt.)

Bill (No. 31) Io incorporate the Lake Nippising and
James' Bay T: ilway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 3.) lo confirm the lease of the Ontario and
Quebec Railway to the Canadian-Pacifie Railway Company,
and for other purposes.-(Mr. Abbott.)

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Alberta Railway and
Coal Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 35) to incorporate the Pictou Marine Insurance
Company, limited.-(Mr. McDougald.)

Bill (No. 39) to incorporate the Provincial Bank.-(Kr.
Macmillan.)
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Return giving the name of the person or persons Who

offered to sell lands at Amherstburg to the Government for
Custom House and Post Office Buildings, the quantity of
land offered and price asked by each. The name or names
of the person or persons from whom the Government
bought, the quantity of land bought and price paid.-
(Mr. Lister.)

Copies of all correspondence between tho Superintendent
of Indian Affaire in British Columbia, or any other person,
and the Dominion Government, respecting the recent
troubles with the Indians atMetlakatla.-(Mr. Shakespeare.)

Copies of all correspondence and agreements between the
Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, on
the subject of immigration to Manitoba and the North-West,
together with a statement showing the amount expended by
the company in promotiiTg such immigration, givingamounts
paid, with dates, to whom paid, and nature of service
rendered; also, estimate of the company of number of
persons from foreign countries who have actually settled
thero in each year since date of charter.-(Mr. aterson,
Brant.)

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment ot
the House.

MONTREAL CARNIVAL.

Mr. GAULT. Is it the intention to adjourn for two or
three days during next week to enable us to attend the
carnival in Montroal? I know many hon. membcrs whose
intention it is to be present at the carnival, and as in Eng.
land the custom is to adjourn for the Derby, I do not see
why the House shouild not adjoura for the carnival.

Motion agreed to ; and (at 4:25 o'clock, p.m.) the Houes
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 1st February, 1884.

Tho SrEKiEa to>k the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.
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T7HE NORTH-WEST COAL AND NAVIGATION COM- of construction proceeds, in the same proportion as that which is hereby

PANY (LIMITED.) provided for the paymeL t of the balance of the money subsidy.
5. That as security for the repayment of the said loan, with interest

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria) moved for leave to introdice as aforesaid, an; as additional security for the payment of the said'sum
of seven million three hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred and

avi- twelve dollars ($7,380,912) and interest, falling due on the 7th day
gation Company (limited) to construct and operate a of November, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight (1888),
railway from Medicine Hat. the Government shall have a first lien and charge upon the entire pro-

perty of the Company, real and personal, now owned or hereafter to be
Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says to construct and acquired or owne t by them, including their main line of Railway, the

operate a railway from Meicine Hat. May I ask the hon. extensions thereof, their branch lines of railway, the whole of their
gt.' .equipment, rolling stock and plant, and inclding all steamers and

gentleman where to ? - vessels ; and also upon the land grant of the Company, earned and to

Mr. CAMERON. To a point named in the Bill. be hereafter earned ; saving always, however, the rights of the holders
of the existing mortgages on the extensions of the line of the railway

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. All around the bat. from Callander to Brockville and Montreal, as security for the unpaid
balances of the purchase money of the lines constituting the said

Bill read the first time. extensions ; and subject to the mortgage upon the land grant, executed
by the Company to secure their issue of land grant bonds. That the
Government shall continue to hold and retain the entire amount of

CANADIAN PACIFIC R AILWAY. land grant bonds now in its custody or possession, subject to redemp-
tion under the terms of the said land grant mortgage, and with all

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the louso do remedies as to interest, voting power and all other matters in respect
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole on Tuesday next, thereof, which would be held or possessed, or could be exercised by

t any purchaser of the said bonds : That all moneys received by theto take into consideration that portion of the Speech from Government from the Trustees of the land grant bonds in redemption
the Throue at the opening of the present Session, in which of such bonds shal be applied as follows, that is to say: All moneya so
Ris Excellency informs us that Jis Government has thought received in respect of ten million dollars of the said bonds shall be

- applied : Firstly, in extinction of the interest accrued and due uponit of the greatest importance, for the settlement of the the said loan, and upon the said sum of seven million three hundred
North-West and the development of our trade, that the and eighty thousand nine hundred and twelve dollars ($7,380,912);
completion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway from sea to sea Secondly, on account of the capital of the said sum of seven million
should be hastened, and the Company enabled to open the three hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred apd twelve dollars

linothrughut b th Spingof 186;tha wit ths vew,($7,380,912), and Thirdly, on account cf the capital of the ssidlino throughout by the spring of 1886; that with this view, loan :-And that the Government may make such arrangements as it
and in order to aid the Company in procuring sufficient shall deem expedient, for securing the payment to it, after the redemp-
capital for the purpose by the disposal of its unsold ehares tion of the land grant bonds, of the proceeds of all sales of lande

e granted or te be granted te the Company under the contract, te be
th e Government agreed to receive a deposit of money and applied to the purposes and in the order aforesaid. And that the
securities SUfficient to pay a minimum 3 per cent, remaining five million dollars of land grant bonds and money received
dividend for ton years on sixty-five millions of the stock from the said Trustees lu redemption thereof, shal contiue te be
that arrangement being made in the bolief that it wouldl n the conditions and for the purposes mentioned i the said
give steadiness and increased value to the shares on the 6. That the Goverument shall cause a deed of agreement to be exe-
market; that a combination of unfavourable circumstances cuted by the Company, and ou behalf of the Government, providing for

as prevented the fulfi such remedies, terme and conditions for securing the application of the
eflient of these expectations, and the said loan to the purposes for which the same is hereby authorized, and

Company bas not been able to obtain the required Capital the repayment o the said loan, and of the said sum of seven million
by a sale of its stock; and that the best means of prevent- three hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred and twelve

dollars ($7,380,912) the whole with interest (including interest on anying any delay in the great object of the early completion of interest in default); for the release of the said lien and charge upon
the railway demands our earnest consideration: And to süch repayment ; for continuing the sale and realization of the value of
consider the following Resolutions the said lands, atter the redemption of the land grant bonds,-the pay-

ment te the Gover ment of the proceeds of such sales, and the dis-
1. That the Government may return te the Company the securities charge of such lands from the said charge upon payment of the price of

now held under the third section of the Act 44 Victoria, Chapter 1, sale thereof ; as the Government shall deem expedient, such pree not
intituled: "An Act respecting the Canadian Pacific Railway," and under te be less than $1.25 per acre :-
the second section of the construction contract referred te in the said Provided always that, among such remedies, terme and conditions,
Act. it shall be agreed and provided that upon default for twelve months in

2. That the money subsidy hereafter payable to the Company, may be the payment .ot any half yearly instalment of interest upon the said
paid as the work on either the Central or Eastern Section of the railway loan, or upon the said sum of $7,380,912, or either of them, or in the
proceeds, in the proportion which the value of the work doue on such payment of the principal of either of the said sum, when the same shall
section, and for which payment ie demanded, bears to the value of the become due, in accordance with the provisions hereof, the right of the
whole work now remaming te be done, under the contract, on such Company under their contract hereinbefore mentioned, to demand or
section. receive any further cash or land subsidy shall cesse and determine, and

3. That the time for the payment by the Company of the sum of two the said railway and extensions thereof, brancher, equipment, rolling
million eight hundred and fifty-three thousand nine hundred and stock, plant, including steamers, and all lands and property of the
twelve dollars ($2,853,912) agreed by the said Company to be paid on Company, and all land grant bonds then in the possession of the Gov-
or before the lot day of February, one thousand éight hundred and ernment, shall upon the occurrence and continuance for the said perod
eighty-four (1884) as part of the fund referred 1o ia their agreement of twelve monthe of such default, ip8oJacto, and without any notice or
with the Government of the 7th day of November last, shall be proceeding whatsoever, vest in Her Majesty, and shall forthwith there-
extended to the, 7th day of November, one thousand eight hundred upon, be taken possession of by the Minister of Railways and Canals,
and eighty-eight (1888), when the sum of four million five hundred on behalf of the Government of Canada, and each and every employee
and twenty-seven thousand dollars ($4,527,000) being the lait instal- of the Conipany shall, from and after the expiry of the said period of
ment of the said fund payable by the Company te the Government will twelve months, become and be the employee of the Government durng
fall due, the whole with interest payable half yearly at the rate of 4 pleasure, and shall hold and possess any matter or thing appertaining
per cent. per annum as agreed upon at the time of the execution of the to the said Company then b his custody, as and for the Government;
said agreement, and that the ame shall then be paid to the Government, and the rates of interest, and the terms of pay ment hereby fixed, absalil
together with the said last mentioned amount; forming together the not be disturbed or altered by the terme of such agreement. *
Oum of even million three hundred and eighty thousand nine hundred 7. That the said Company be authorized te execute an agreement of
and twelve dollars ($7,380,912), bearing interest at the said last the nature and purport hereinbefore provided foi, and to charge its
msntioned rate until paid. entire property and assets, in manner and form as hereinbefore

4. That the Government may, out of any unappropriated moneys described ; and in such agreement to sgree upon such further and other
forming part of the Conmelidated Revenue Fund of Canada, make a loan conditions as the Governmont may prescribe ; provided that authority
to the said Company of an amount in money. not exceeding twenty- to accept the provisions of the Act to be passed in this behalf, and te
two million five hundred thousand dollars ($22,500,000) te be repaid the Board of oirectors of the C ampany te execute an agreement cou-
to tþ»e Government on or before the lst day of May, one thousand taining the charges upon the said railway and property and the other
eight hundred and ninety-one (1891), with interest at the rate of 5 conditions required or authorized by such Act, shall be granted. by the
per centum per aum, payable half yearly, until fuli payment of the shareholders of the Company, either by a resolution passed at a special
pri eiali sad-that as part cf the maid oan the Government may pay to general meeting of such shareholders, called fur the purpose, by a vote
the Company forthwith, such amount not exceeding ieven million five of at least two-thirds in value of such of the shareholders as shall be
hundred 0thousand dollars ($7,500,000), as shah he required by the present or represented at such meeting, or by an instrument or iatru-
iompany te extinguish its present floating debt, the amount of snch ments executed by at least two-thirds in value of the whole Of the

debt te be established te the satisfaction cf the Government: and that shareholders of the Company, in person or represented by their
the remainder of the said loan shall be paid to the Cozpany as the work attorneys or proxies respectively duly authorized in that behalf.
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8. That until the pa eut in full of the indebtedness of the Company

to the Government wih interest, all moneys earned and to be earned
by the Company s postal subsidy and for transport service shall be
retained by the Government and shall be applied on account of the
interest to become due from time to time upon the loan hereby authorized,
and then to the pa ment of the principal. 

9. That the stoek of the Company, amounting to thirty-five million
dollars ($35,000,000), now in the hands of the Government, shall be
held by the Minister of Finance, and ma be sold by the Company, with
the consent of the Government, on condition that the proceeds of such
sale, less the amount required to be paid to the Government to secure a
half-yearly dividend therein, at the rate of 3 per centum per annum,
up to the seventeenth (17tb) day of August, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-three (1893) inclusive, shall be applied, under the
direction cf the Government, either to the improvement or extension of
the railway, or its eqnipment, or to the repayment of the indtbtedness
of the Company to the Government; and that if at any time the stock
of the Company should reach a price which, in the opinion of the
Goverament, would render it expedient to sell the said stock, or any
part thereof, then and thereupon, on notice being given to the Company
by the Government, requiring that the said stock, or any part thereof,
be sold, and specifying the minimum price at which the same shall be so
sold, the Company shal cause the sane to be offered tor sale, and sold
in conformity with such notice; and in default of their doing so, within
a reasonable delay (which delay shal be in the discretion of the Govern-
ment) the Goverament shall have the right to sell the same or any part
thereof at or above such minimum price, and shall apply the proceeds
thereof as it is herein provided such proceeds shall be applied in the
event of the sale of such stock by the Company.

10. That so long as the said several sums of money loaned as aforesaid
or any part thereof, or the interest thereon remain unpaid, no mort gage,
lien, or charge of any description shall be created upon the railway,
property or assets of the Company, or any part thereof; nor shaIl any
stock be issued by the Company, ending such repaymen t, above or
beyond the amount one hundred million dollars ($100,000,000) to which
the-same is now limited.

11. That legislative provision be made for giving effeet to the said
Resolutions, and that the mover thereof have leave to bring in a l3:l
for that purpose.

Motion agreed to.

MANITOBA PUBLIC SCIIOOLS.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the report of the
Committee of the Whole on resolution with respect to
advance to the Province of Manitoba in aid of the public
schools therein, be received.

Moti n agreed to; Resolution reported, and concurrel in.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 36) to
authorize a further advance to the Province of Manitoba in
aid of the public schools therein.

Bill read the first time.

SALARY OF CARIBOO COUNTY COURT JUDGE.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the House
resolve itself into Committee of the Whole to consider a cer.
tain proposedresolution (page 69) respocting the salary and
travelling allowances of the Judge of the County Court of
Cariboo, n the Province of British Columbia.'

Motion agreed to; resolution considered in Committee,
reported, and concurred in.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD introduced Bill (No. 37) to
provide for the salary and travelling allowannes of the Judge
of the County Court of Cariboo, in the Province of British
Columbia.

Bill read the first time.

PETROLEUM :IN MASKINONGE AND ST. MAURICE.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquired, Whether the
Government has given orders to the Geological Survey to
nake borings in the varions localities nf the Counties of

Maskinongé and St. Maurice where considerable disengage-
ments of natural gas have been detected ? If it has done so,
have its labours resulted in the discovery of petroleum?
If nothing has been done, is it the intention of the Govern-
ment to charge the Geological Snrvey with the making of
borings during the present year ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Last summer, at a depth
of some 48 feet, a ridge of limestone was struck, from the
fissures of which, as in some other localities, an inflammable
gas, carburetted hydrogen, issued. This is a local rather
than a strictly publie matter, but the subject is referred to
in the Geological Branch of the report of the Department
of the Interior.

ESQUIMALT AND NANAIMO RAILWAY.

Mr. GORDON enquired, Whether advertisements were
published either in the Dominion or Great Britain, inviting
tenders for the construction of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo
Railway; if so, whether the attention of capitalists was
calied, either to the quantity of lard to be given in aid of
said railway, or to the reports of the late Mr. Richardson,
of the Dominion Geôlogical Survey, as to the value of said
lands, especially as to the reported value of the productive
coal measures of that portion of the railway reservation
extending from Nanaimo to Seymour Narrows, and why
the system of alternate sections in aid of railways bas
been departed from in the contract entered into by the.
Goverrment with Messrs. Dunsmuir, Huntingdon, and
others ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No advertieement has
been published by the Government or any Department
thereof, inviting tenders for the construction of the
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway. We are not aware
whether any advertisementswere published by the British
Columbia Government, under the authority of the Legisla-
ture, or otherwise, for this purpose; nor whether they have
called the attention of capitalists to the quantity of land to
be given in aid of said railway.

NON-ENFORCEMENT OF PROVISIONS
INLAND REVENUE ACT.

OF THE

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether any, and if so, which
of the provisions of the Inland Revenue Act of 1883 have
been directed to be left in abeyance, or not to be cri-
forced? And if so, under what authority of law bas this
stop been taken ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I arn not aware that
visions of the Inland Revenue Act
been directed to be left in abeyance.

any of the pro-
(f 1883 havo

CERTIFICATES TO OFFICERS OF COASTING AND
INLAND VESSELS.

Mr. BLAKE enquired under what authority of law were
Collectors of Customs recently instructed not to enforce
the provisions of the 7th and 8th sections of 46 Victoria,
Chapter 28, respecting certificates to masters and mates of
ceasting and inland vessels ?

Mr. McLE LAN. The regulations required to bc pro-
vided under the Act were adopted by Order in Council in
July last, and were placed in the Customs houFes, and hie
necessary officers for examinations were also appointed. In
the Mariti me Provinces it was found, towards the close of
the season, that very few had applied for examination, and
that very few certificates had beon issued. It was repre-
sented by memorials from St. John particularly, and
Halifax, that there was a liability of blocking the whole
coasting trade unless some little extension were given ; and,
under the necessities of the case, I directed that an exten-
sion of three months should be given. In the meantime
certificates have begun to come in for signature, and a
large number have been signed and furnishel to the paties
who have gone for eramination, so that vory few will
require to go without a certificate. We have no authority
for acting as we did, but the law of necessity.

1884. 85
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TRANSLATION OF THE DEBA TES.
Mr. LESAGE enquired, Whether it is the intention of the

Government to make provision, as respects the translation
of the Debates, that the translation may be as little delayed
as possible, and may be completed within one week after
the Prorogation ?

Mr. BOWELL. This question is one which belongs alto-
gether to the Committee appointed by the House te super-
vise the publication of The Debates. The ottention of the
Chairman has been called to this matter, and he has assured
me that he will take every means possible to ensure the
tra:slation of The Debates into French ut the earliest pos-
sible moment after the House rises.

SAMUEL E. ST. ONGE CIIAPLEAU.

Mr. CAMERON ([Juron) enquired, Is Samuel E. St.
Onge Chapleau, who has recently been appointed by the
Government a Sheriff in the North-West Territories, the
same person who was for merly an employé in the Department
ofRailways and Canals? If so, Was he relieved ofhis duties
as such employé, or was it intimated to him that he should
resign ? What salary or allowance does ho now receivo as
such Sheriff ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This gentleman, who has
recently been appointed a Sheriff in the North-West Terri-
tories, is the same person who was formerly an employé in
the Department of Railways and Canals. He voluntarily
resigned his office in the Department on bis own mere
motion. The salary and allowances ho now receives are
those provided by the Statute for Sheriffs in the North-
West Territories.

KINGSVILLE IIARBOUR WORKS.

Mr. LISTER enquired, Has the contract for the Kings-
ville harbour works been let? If so, who are the contrac-
tors ? What is the contract price ? Have the contractors given
security for the due performance of the work ? If se, who are
the sureties, where do they live, and what is the amount of
their liability ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The contract bas been let;
the contractor is Mr. Geo. J. Wilson; the contract price is
833,500. There are no sureties except the ordinary deposit,
which is 5 per cent. of the contract price.

COLCHESTER REEF LIGHTHOUSE.

Mr. LISTER enquired, Has the contract for the Col-
chebter Reef Lighthouse been let? If so, were tenders
invited for the work ? Who tendered ? What was the amount
of each tender? Whose tender was accepted? What is the
contract price? When is the work te be completed ? Has
-ecurity been given for the due performance of the work ?
If se, who is the surety, and what is the amount of the
liability ?

Mr. McLELAN. Tenders for this work were publicly
invited and received up to the 1lth March, 1882. There
were in all seventeen tenders, ranging from 815,500 up te
$37,555. The lowest tender, that of James Moore, was
accepted, and the contract awarded te him ut $15,500. Mr.
Moore was notified te accept, but declined, and the contract
was then awarded te Mr. Frederick Thomas, Civil
Engincer,. of Ottawa, who had tendered for the work at the
same amount as Mr. Moore. Ile accepted, and entered
into bonds with the Department for the due fulfilment of
the work. The sureties were Charles Magee and Edward
Perkins, both of Ottawa, who are bound with Mr. Thomas
for the sum of $31,000. T'he contract was afterwards
assigned by Mr. Thomas te Mr. George Wilson, of Ottawa,
who roceeded with the work, which, by the terms of the
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contract, was te be completed by the 15th of November,
1882; but owing to difficulties, caused by a storm, it is not
yet completed.·

TH E CITY OF QUEBEC AND THE INTERCOLONIAL
RAILWAY.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government te give this year to the
City of Quebec, the Capital of the Province of that name,
the advantage of having an office of the Intercolonial Rail-
way?

Sir CRARLES TUPPER. I have already been in con-
munication with the hon. members for Quebec Centre and
Quebec West on this subject, and the matter is engaging
the attention of the department.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquirt d, Whether it is
the intention of the Government te take any steps, either by
the construction of a bridge ut Quebec, or by building ferry
bouts, to connect the Intercolonial Railway with the general
railway system of the West, vid Quebec?

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. That subject is rec3iving the
consideration of the Government.

PORPOISE FISHIING.
Mr. BLON DEAU (Translation) moved for c)pies of

the reports, correspondence or papers respecting the 1 or-
poise fishery at Rivière Ouelle, county of Kamouraska.

Mr. CASGRAIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I will
take the liberty te ask my hon. friend why he makes this
motion. I have already heard of this affair, and I believe
I might help him in his deman:1. If ho wouldexplain, in
a few words, the object of his motion, I believe I would
concur in the object he aima ut. Therefore, I beg of him te
give some explanations to the House on this subject.

M BLONDEAU. (Translation.) In answer to the
imember for l'Islet (Mr. Casgrain), I must say that as

isuu as I will have seen the documents asked for by this
motion, I shall give him the explanations ho desires.
Until then, I could net say anything, asI have no informa-
tion.

Motion agreed to.

UNITED STATES DESERTERS.1

M-r. G UILLET movcd for copies of all paper, Orders
in Council and correspondence relating to the arrest, in
Canadian territory, by a detachment of United States
soldiers, of Henry Watson, said to be formerly a resident
of the Province of Nova Scotia, and Franklin Switzer, said
to be formerly a resident of Kingston, Ontario, and a person
surnamed Ellsworth, who were alleged te have deserted
from the United States Army.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We shall have very great
pleasure in bringing down the papers and correspondence
as regards the case of Watson and Switzer. As regards the
case of Ellsworth I know nothing about that. I am glad
these papers have been moved for because they will show
that these two men were taken on British territory as
deserters, and that upon representation to the American
Government they were most properly surrendered by the
&merican Government to the British Ambassador.

Motion agreed te.

MISSION OF THE MINISTER OF FINANCE.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT moved for papers or
orrespondence relative to the mission of the Minister of
Finance to England, in 1883, for the purpose of making
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arrangements for the issue of a new loan, together with his
report thereon to Council, if any were made.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Order in Council boaring
on this subject will be brought down ; but there was noth-
ing in writing with reference to what bas taken place on
the other side of the Atlantic. It was arranged with our
agents at that time to place on the market, in November or
December, which was considered a favourable time, £2,000,-
000 sterlirg, a portion to be used in the redemption of the debt
which falls due January lst, 1885, and the balance as might
b required, for the payment of subsidies to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway or on Publie Worka chargeable to revenue.
A subsequent arrangement made with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway rendered this loan thon unnecessary, and it was con-
sidered desirable to defer it for the present. In making my
financial statement, I will enter fully into explanations with
reference to this matter.

Motion agieed to.
POSTAGE REDUCTION.

Mr. CHARLTON, in moving for copies of all- correspon.
dence and papers relating to any proposed or suggested
reduction in letter postage in the Dominion of Canada, said :
In reference to this matter I may say that although a three
cent postage rate is undoubtedly a moderate rate for a
country situated as Canada is, yet the reduction of letter
postage in the United States to two cents rendors it desir-
able, if not expedient, that we should adopt the same rate
in Canada. It will be interesting to compare the postal
returns to the United States prior to the reduction of the
postage rate with those after the reduction; and if the cir-
cumstances here be similar to those there, the loss to our
revenue by such reduction would not be so great as one
would be inclined to imagine. The law went into operation
in the United States in October, 1883- or it was in operation
one full quai tei of that year. Comparing the last quarter
of 1883, from Uctober, with the last quarter of 1882, in the
United States, I tind that the revenue of the latter was
$5,837,000 against $5,651,000 for the formor, or a reduction
in revenue, under the new law, of $183,000, almost 3¼ per
cent.-this in the face of a reduction of 33J reduction in
the rate. If the same circumstances would hold good in
Canada-namely a red action of 31 per cent. in the revenue
upon a reduction of 33½ per cent. in the rate-as in the
United States, the loss to our revenue would b a matter of
small consequence to the hon. Finance Minister. The
expenses of the Postal Department for the fiscal year 1883,
amounted to $2,176,000, and the receipts to $1,801,000,
showing a deficiency of $375,000. If the reduction of a
three cent to a two cent postage rate would bring about
here, as in the United States, a reduction of only 3î per
cent. in the gross receipts of the Dôpartment, the deficiency
would be increased by the sum of $58,500; making a defici-
ency of $435,000 instead of $375,000. No boon the Gov.
ernment would give the people of Canada would be more
widely appreciated and generallydistributed than a reduction
in the rate of postage; and I am firmly convinced such reduc-
tion would not bear heavily on the revenue-the loss to
the revenue being nearly compensated for by the largely
increased amount of correspondence. I lay these figures
before the Government; and I believe that upon full consid.
eration of the matter they will find it expedient that the
rate should be made similar to that in the United States.

Motion agreed to.
INDIAN ISLANDS IN LAKE ONTARIO.

Mr. PLATT moved for a return showing name and location
of such islands in Lake Ontario, and other inland waters,
as are held by the Government of Canada as Indian lands,
together with a statement showing the area and valuation of
each island, name ofpresent lessee, amount of annual rental
paid, and date of expiration of leese in every case.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would say to the hon.
mover of this resolution that a return of this general kind
will involve a great deal of labour and expense; that is, if
we are to give all the islands included in the Thousand
Islands, and the name and valuation of each. I do not
suppose the hon. gentleman would desire this. If he hias
any specific desire in making this motion, if he desires that
it should embrace any particular islands in any particular
sections, I would prefer it, for the reason that this would be
a laborious compilation, and a somewhat expensive one.

Mr. PLATT. 1 would be satisfied to add "such islands
as are occupied by tenants or lessees," or, if the hon.
gentleman prefer, I would be satisfied with sucb as are in
Lake Ontario.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very well.
Sir RICHARD CARITWRIGHT. And the River St.

Lawrence, perhaps.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, there arc a good

many islands in the St. Lawrence.
Mr. BLAKE. Not many leased, are there ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A good many. lowever,

I have no objection, if it is pressed.
Mr. BLAKE. I think that is really a matter of publ:c

interest, the St. Lawrence islands.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would be glad to

know from the hon. gentleman what ho proposes, as head
of the Indian Department, to do with the Thousand Islands
that belong to the Indians. If 1 am rightly informed, the
Indians preferred claims more or less valid to all the
Thousand Islands that belong to Canada, and two or ihreo
years ago the Indian Department undertook to lease these
islands. I do not mean to say that the hon. gentleman was
responsible for it ; but in one case, to my own knowledge,
advertisements were made, thon withdrawn, thon very sud-
denly renewed again, and thon some of these islands
weie disposed of, which was not a desirable thing, because
I know of several persons who had been disposed to bid for
them, and who, when the advertisement was withdrawn,
naturally lost sight of them, and the public, or the Indians,
were to a certain extent deprived of good customers. If
the hon. gentleman could state briefly what his policy is,
or what the policy of the Department is, in respect to these
Thousand Islands, it would be satisfactory to those mem-
bers at any rate who roside in the neighbourhood. I do
not object myself to the policy of the Department, because
I have seenwith great regret,that many of the most beauti-
ful of those islands have been stripped, utterly stripped, of
the timber which grew upon them, and afterwards fires lit
upon them which converted them into heaps of charred rock,
which for hundreds of years to come will not bear a shrub or
a tree, I bolieve. Therefore, I approve of the principle'on
which the Government bas acted, but I think the
hon. Minister will agree with me, that, if these islands
are to be leased, full noice should be given, for the sake of
the Indians and for the sake of the public at large. There
is quioe a compotition springing up for the possession of
the best of these islands, and under proper restrictions it
would be as well to gct something for them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will be much obliged
te the hon. gentleman if ho will give me a memorandum on
this subject. He says ho is aware of advertisements being
issued, and thon recalled, and thon re-issued.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I think it was about
three years ago, in the months of August and September.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will look that up.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will endeavour to get
the detailed particulars.
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The policy of the Gov-

ernment was, and is now, to offer annually a certain
number of these islands for lease. As the hon, gentleman
says, our islands åre often stripped of their timber. People
land-boatmen, and fishermen, and raftsmen-and there is
no means of protecting these five or six hundred islands,
little rockeries some of them, with one single tree perhaps,
very picturesque, and adding a great deal, no doubt, to the
beauty of the river. We had some local opposition, at
Brockville and Gananoque and other places, to the disposal
of these islands, but we hav.e come o a pretty good under.
standing. For instanee, the town of Brockville will have a
certain number of these islands under lease for a sort of
marine park attached to the town, and they will pay a
rental to the Indians, and look after the adornment of the
islands, perhaps erect picturesque buildings, cottagos and
chalets, as on the American side. The policy of the Gov-
ernment has been to offer a certain number of these islands for
lease every year by auction. We triec it some three years
ago for the first time, and, much to my surprise, because I had
heard that there would be keen competition, there was
scarcoly any competition, and two or three islands were
leased at a very small rate. I do not remember as to the
results in detail, but I will look into it, and give a full
answer to the hon. gentleman; and, if it is satisfactory to
the House, the Government will continue the policy of
leasing a certain number of these islands every year, so
that those who dosire to obtain a summer residence can bid
for them.

fires there ; as to the larger islands, I perfectly agree with
the hon. gentleman.

Motion, amended by the addition of the words "such
islands as are leased in Lake Ontario and the River St.
Lawrence," agreed to.

PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICERS.

Mr. PLATT moved for a return showing the names of
public health officers appointed in the varions cities of Can-
ada, the salary paid to each, copy of instruction issued to
such officers by the Government, and all or any reportts made
by such officers to the Department.

Mr. POPE, There is no objection to the motion.
say, however, that the health officers are named
city corporations and appointed by us.

Motion agreed to.

I may
by the

AGRICULTUR XL FERTILIZ ERS.

Mr. MASSUE movol that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole to consider the following Resolu-
tion :-

, That it is expedient to pass an Act to prevent fraul i the aufc -
ture and Sale of A gricultural Fertilizers.

Motion agreed to; resolution considered in Committee,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. WiLh the permission reported, and concurred in.

of the House, I would lIke to make another suggestion to
the hon. gentleman. As well as mysolf, ho knows the Mr. MASSUE introduced Bil (No. 38) te prevent fiaud
character of these i'lands. There are somne of them till, I in the Manufacture and Sale of Agricultuiral Fertilizers.
think, in the bands of the Government, of pretty consider- Bill read the first time.
able extent. Now, it is the habit of almost all the people
from Brockville, and lower down, and from Kingston, and SECOND READINGS.
considerably above it, to make frequent summer excursions
to these islands. Camping parties are continually going The following Bills were severally read the sccond
ont there, and it would, I think, bu quite in time :-
accord with the policy usually followed to reserve Bill (No. 10) further to amend the Act to incorporate
a reasonable portion of the islands, under supervision the South Saskatchewan Valley Railway Company.-
of the Fishery Inspectors or other suitable parties, as (Mr. Kilvert.)
a sort of public park, or public camping ground, if Bill (No. 14) to amalgamate the Board of Trade of the
the hon. gentleman likes to call it so. That would be eity of Toronto, and the Corn Exchange As§oeiation.-(Mr.
much appreeiated by many persons who are in the habit Of Boaty)
using these islands as a place of summer resoît. It is not
desirab!e that all these islands should be leased to private MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
parties, who will naturally exclude all stray excursionists,
or stray campera, of the kind I have mentioned. I do not Motions for the following RPeturns were severally agreed
know exactly how m4ters are on the American side, but I to :
think the islands there have Leen mostly disposed of, and so Copies of all Orders in Council, reports, correspondence
no camping or excursion parties are permitted to land at all. and papers respecting the grant or payment of any subsidies
I think it would be much to be regretted to put an end to to railways, not already brought down; and statements in
them on this side. By exacting soma trifling fee, the detail of all such payments to ht d.-(Mr. Blake.)
hon.gentleman might reimburse the public for the cost of one Copies of all correspondence, despatches and Orders in
or two caretakers to look after them. Council in referenee to subsidies or grants for the Province

of Manitoba, the extension of its boundaries, the territorySir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With respect te the disputed between it and the Province of Ontario; its school
larger islands, I think the remarks of the hon. gentleman lands; the publie lands within the Province, and railway
are worthy of every consideration. Thora are many questions affecting the Province.-(Mr. Blake.)
excursions there-some education.al, some religious, somc Copies of the claims of Eustache Dorion, of the village
without either education or religion, of Lauzon, pilot, and Moise Leclerc, of the village of

Sir RICHAR D CARTWRIGHT. IIcahli excursions. Lauzon, bailiff, presented to the Dominion Arbitrators, in
December last, of all papers, documents and evidence form-

Sir JOHN1 A. MACDONALD. And it would bu well ing part of the record in the cases, with a copy of the

p erhaps, in the larger islands at all events, to give them a awards rendered by the said arbitrators.-(Mr. Belleau.)
camping ground. In regard to the smaller islands, that Sir JOH1N A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
would aot do at all. The spirit of proprietorship must b the House.
roused before you can get any price for them. A person
who wishea to lease an island and make it a sammer resort Motion agreed to ; and (at 4:40 o'clock, p.m.) the House
does not want persons to land and camp on 'it, and make adjourned.

Sir RtcmiAD CARTWRIGHT.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, 4th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first tine:-

Bill (No. 40) to amend the Act incorporating the Ottawa,
Waddington and New York Railway and Bridge Company.
-(Mr. Hickey.)

Bill (No. 41) to incorporate the Saskatoon and Northern
Railway Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Welland.)

Bill (No. 42) to incorporate the Commercial Bank of
Manitoba.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

Bill (No. 43) to incorporate the Union Trust Corporation
of Canada.-(Mr. Hesson.)

Bill (No. 44) to authorize the transfer of the Welland
Railway to the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada,
and for other purposes.-(Mr. Bergin.)

SECOND REAI5INGS.

The following Bills were severally read the second time
Bill (No. 11) respecting the Union of certain Methodist

Churches therein named.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
Bill (No. 18) to incorporate the Pilots serving between

Montreal and Quebec.-(Mr. Amyot.)
Bill (No. 19) to grant certain powers to the Commercial

Cable Company.-(Mr. Rykert.)
Bill (No. 20) to amend the Act incorporating the Ocean

Mutual Marine Insurance Company.-(Mr. Tupper.)
Bill (No. 21) respecting the Grand Trunk Railway Com-

pany of Canada.-(Mr. Curran.)
Bill (No. 23) to incorporate the Vaudreuil and Prescott

Railway Company.-(Mr. MeMillan, Vaudreuil.)
Bill (No. 24) to inoorporate the Halifax Steam Naviga-

tion Company, limited.-(Mr. Stairs)
Bill (No. 33) empowering the North-Western Coal and

Navigation Company, limited, to construct and operate a
Railway from Medicine Hat.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 39) to incorporate the Provincial Bank.-(Mr.
Macmillan, Middlesex.)

PORT OF L1ANDING FOR EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS.'

Mr. LANDRY, in the absence of Mr. BELLEAU, enquired,
Whether the Government has made, or is on the point of
making, any arrangements whatsoever for the transport to
Montreal of European immigrants; and whether, in accord-
ance with the said arrangements, the immigrants will be
landed at Lévis or at Montreal ?

Mr. POPE. In answer to the hon. gentleman, I would
say that some of the steamships, usually the smaller class
of steamships, have for some years brought immigrants to
Montreal. The Government have not made any arrange-
ment of that kind; but, as I have said, some of the steam-
ships do it. I presume the great part of European immi-
grants who arrive in this country will be landed at Point
Lévis au usual.

OVE RSEER OF FISHERIES FOR DIGBY COUNTY.

Mr. VAIL enquired, Whether an additional overseer
of fisheries has recently been appointed for the county of
Digby? If so, what is the name of the person appointel ?
What is bis salary? By whom wae he recommended, and
what are the bounds of his district?

12

Mr. McLELAN. An additional overseer of fisheries
bas been appointed for the county of Digby. His name is
James A. Collins, of Westport, and his salary is 8120 par
annum. He was recommended by the Inspector of Fisheries
for Nova Scotia, and the bounds of his district are the western
division of Digby county, including Long and Brier Islands.

LETTER POSTAGE RATES.

Mr. THOMPSON enquired, Whether it is the intention
ot the Government to amend the Postal Law by provid-
ing that letters not exceeding one ounce may be carried
at single postage rate?

Mr. CARLING. The matter is under consideration.

MAILS ON THE GRAND TRUNK, GEORGIAN BAY
AND LAKE ERIE RAILWAY.

Mr. LANDERKIN enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Government, this season, to give two mails daily to
those post offices north of Palmerston, on the lino of the
Grand Trunk, Georgian Bay and Lake Erie Railway ?

Mr. CARLING. The matter is now under the considera-
tion of the Government.

SURVIVING VOLUNTEERS OF 1837-38.

Mr. TYRWHITT moved, that it is expedient that the
Government take steps to ascertain the number of the
Voluntecrs of 1837 and 1838 still living, their names, ages,
and corps in which they served during said time, and their
respective places of residence.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I presume that if this infor-
mation is obtained and brought down, it would be to found
a subsequent motion upon it, something like the motion
which stands next to it on the paper, proposing to recognize
the services of those volunteers. The volunteers of 1837-38
served some in Upper Canada and some in Lower Canada,
and in both Upper and Lower Canada there were volunteers
on both sides. I do not think, unless the House considers
that there should be a grant made by the Dominion Parlia.
ment, or a recognition in some way of the services of the
volunteers, that a case has been made out for the expendi-
ture which would be incurred in collecting this information.
It occurs to me, and to the Government, that the recogni-
tion, if it comes at all, should come from the several Pro-
vinces-that-is to say, the Province of Ontario, formerly
Upper Canada, should recognize the services of its volun-
teers, and the Province of Quebec, formerly Lower
canada, should recognize the services of its volunteers. I
do not think the Dominion Parliament can be called upon
to recognize the services of men who served, not only before
Confederation, but before there was a United Canada, when
there was an Upper and Lower Canada and no prospect or
idea of their ever being one Province. This is a disappoint-
ment to myself, as I was one of the volunteers, and carried
my musket, and I suppose I fought as bravely as moat of
my confreres.

Mr. BLAKE. I quite agree with the hon. gentleman that
this is entirely a Provincial matter-a matter for old Canada
or the Provinces of which it was composed. In the Legis-
lature of Ontario in former days, during the régime of the
first Government, a question connected with this matter
came up, and the only person whose services were recog-
nized, was one named Montgomery.

Motion withdrawn.

INGONISH BREAKWATER.

Mr. CAMPBELL (Victoria), in moving for all corres-
pondence and all engineers' reports for the past twoyears,
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regarding the Ingonish breakwater, said : I think it a
matter to be much regretted, for the sake of the locality in
which it is situated, that this breakwater should bave
been carried away. I think this occurred once when my
hon. friend opposite (Mr. Vail) had sometbing to do with
it; and I believe the same fatality occurred since my hon.
friend beside me (Sir Hector Langevin) has had charge of
the Department. At all events, between them they have
made a bad job of it. It is only right that those who were
connected with it should be hauled over the coals, whether
they are on this side of the House, or on the other. Besides,
it is necessary to consider whether it is worth while to
replace the work or not. .

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Of course, these papers will
be brought down. I must say, however, to my hon. friend,
that it is true that the storms which partly destroyed the
breakwater when hon. gentlemen opposite were in power
have continued to destroy it, and that my intention was to
drop the work altogether. It is evident that the breakwater
cannot be maintained there without an expenditure so large
as to be entirely out of the question.

Mr. VAIL. I rise to correct a misapprehension into
which the House might fall from the remarks of my hon.
friend from Victoria. The grant for this work was first
made by the Government, of which my hon. friend opposite
(Sir Hector Langevin) was a member, in 1873, and was
merely continued by the Government of Mr. Mackenzie up
to the time they left office.

Motion agreed to.

TIMBER LIMITS IN THE BOW RIVER DISTRICT.

Mr. JACKSON moved for a return showing the
number of acres of square miles of timbered lands or timber
limits sold by the Government since the lst of March last,
in or convenient to the Bow River country in the North-
West, giving the name or names of the parties sold to, and
the prices per acre received by the Government for the
same. le said : I read in an American paper not long ago
that a syndicate of American lumbermen have acquired a
large tract of timbered land, or timber limits, containing
a total of about 500,000 acres, in the Bow River district, in
the North-West Territories. The same article stated that
these gentlemen were very jubilant over their purchase,
saying that they had bought those timber lirnits for very
much less than their value. I desire to know who have
been obtaining timber limits in this way; and, therefore, I
make this motion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection to
bringing down this return; but I would suggest to the hon.
gentleman to add the words, "and the manner of sale,"
whether by public auction, or by private sale.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

EMIGRANT BUILDINGS AT LEVIS.

Mr. LAURIER, in moving for copies of all correspond.
ence between the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and
the Government for the removal of the emigrant building
and quarantine station at Lévis from Lévis to Montreal,
said: Ramors have been circulated of late that negotia-
tions are pending between the Government and the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company for the removal of the
emigrant buildings from Lévis to Montreal, with the view
of gradually forcing ail immigrants to land at Montreal
instead of Quebec. These rumours have found their way
into the press, and have caused constant uneasiness. I hope
the Government will be able to say that they are absolutely
without foundation.

Mr. CAMBLL (Victoria).

Mr. POPE. I may say to the hon, gentleman, that the
Governrnent do not wish to force immigrants either to go
away from Quebee, or to remain there. There is not, and
has not been, any correspondence with the Pacifie Railway
Company, or any one else, respecting the removal of the
emigrant buildings or the cattle quarantine from Quebec.
It is, however, to be stated that steamships, that is the
steamships of some of the 'lines, have landed immigrants
at Montreal, instead of leaving them at Point Levis.
It is most important that we should have a cattle
quarantine that is appreciated, not only by our own
people, but in foreign countries. The importance will be
understood when I say that whereas five years ago 900
cattle were brought there annually, the number now
is 2,400. We have expended a large amount of money
on these buildings, and no place in Canada can be more
suitable for them than the place where they now stand,
at Point Lévis. Never, with my consent, will they be
removed.

Mr. LAURIER. I am quite satisfied, Mr Speaker, with
the lon gentleman's statement, and I beg leave to with-
draw the motion.

Motion withdrawn.

POSTAL STATISTICS.

Mr. HESSON moved for a statement showing the
total number of post offices in operation in the Provinces
now comprised in the Dominion for the year ending 3Oth June,
1867, the miles of mail route and totaL number of miles of
travel, the number of letters and postal cards, the gross
revenue and expenditure, with a similar statement for the
years 1878 and '79, with the percentage of increase or
decrease in each year,as the case may be. He said: In making
this motion, I desire to make some observations. Through
the kindness of some of the officers of the Post Office
Department, I have been put in possession of some of the
information I required, as tending to show what effect on
the revenue we might expect from a further reduction in
the rate of postage. After some careful enquiry, I have
obtained a few particulars with reference to the revenue and
expenditure of the Post Office Department in the Provinces of
Upper and Lower Canada previous to Confederation. In
1859 the rate was fixed at three pence currency per half
ounce, and at Confederation it was further reduced to three
cents. So far as the Public Accounts show,the total receipts
from post offices in 1866-after deducting a grant of 864,000
that had been made by Order in Council to cover the cost
of legislative and departmental postage that had formerly
been free-amounted to $813,726; the expenditure was
8834,561, leaving a deficiency of$20,835. Coming to the first
full year after Confederation, and after the introduction of
the three cent rate, I find, from the Public Accounts, that the
mileage was 21,920 000 miles,that the revenue was 8973,056,
and the expenditure $1,097,828, leaving a deficieney of
$106,772. To get a fair idea as to the actual loss arising from
the reduction of the postal rate during the first full year of
its operation, we must take into account the deficiency that
existed in the operation of the Department during the last
full year ending 1866 prior to the reduction. That amount
of $20,000 deducted from the $106,772, left 185,973 of a
deficiency for the first four years after the reduction, repre.
senting about 10 per cent. of a loss accruing from that
reduction. In addition to this it will be very interesting to
note what the Postmaster-General said on the subject in his
report of 1869-70:-

" The postal revenue for Ontario and Quebec for the quarter ending 3Oth
September, 1869, was $215,036 as compared with $20&.841 in the corres-
pouding year of 186s-both under the reduced rates of postage-and
if a continuance of this rate of improvement in collections could be
counted on, the loss temporarily sustained in reducing the domestio
postage charges would be soon recovered. "
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We have also to take into account a further reduction mad
in parcel postage which, in 1869, was reduced from 121
cents per eight ounces to 6 cents per four ounces; and i
will be found that this accounts for a large portion of th
deficit I have mentioned. Glancing over the results of th
last five years, we can safely conclude, I think, that it ii
quite within the power of the Government to go stil
further towards meeting the wants of the people of Canada
by a still further reduction from a three cent to a two cen
postage rate per half ounce. In 1875, the number of posi
offices was 5,606 ; in 1883 it was 6,395, an increase of 689
In 1879 the mileage amounted to 39,598; in 1883 the posta
route covered 44,643 miles, an increase of 5,045 miles, or
about 1,000 miles a year for five years. The total miles o
travel on all these routes was, in 1879, 16, 56,034,, and, in
1883, 19,465,121, an increase of 3,309,034. Again, in 1879,
the total number of letters and postal cards carried was
21,930,000; in 1882, the lastyear for which we have published
returns, it was 69,950,000; at the same rate of increase, the
total, in 1883, should amount to 75,000,000, or an increase
over 1879 of 23,120,000. These are very gratifying figures,
showing, as they do, the very rapid growth of that very
important Department. But when we look at the returns
of revenue and expenditure, we find the comparison still
more interesting. In 1879 the revenue was $1,534,363; in
1883, 82,264,384, or an increased revenue for five years of
$730,000. Hon. gentlemen may say that the deficiency is
very large, and may quote this deficiency as showing the
undesirability of perhaps still further increasing it by a
roduction of the present rate. But any hon. gentleman who
wilil look at the Public Accounts will see that the expendi-
ture, in 1879,was $.,167,266 and, in 1883,$!,687,391. While,
however, the deficiency in 1879 was $632,903, in 1883 it
was but $423,006. It will, therefore, be observed that
while the growth of mileage of travel and the consequent
increase of expenditure has been very large, we have still
more than overtaken this increase of expenditure by our
increasing revenue. Thus, while the deficit in 1879 was
$632,903, in 1883 it was only $423,006, showing a reduction
in deficit, caused by the increase of revenue in five years, of
$209,896 ; or at the rate of $42,000 a year. Taking this
into consideration, it seems to me that the Postmaster
General would be justified in undertaking to bear this
additional burden, if we can call it se, of reducing still
further the postal rate. Bon. gentlemen will recollect that
the celebrated Sir Rowland Hill estimated the cost of carry-
ing a letter from London to Glasgow to be 1i6-d. If that
is the case there is no reason 'why two cents may not be
sufficient to carry a letter from one end of the Dominion to
another, and still leave a fair income to the
Departmenl. It is not in the carrying of mail matter of
that description that any loss is sustained ; and besides,
post offices are not established for the purpose of providing
a revenue, but for the convenience of the people. They
have been established on the same principle as that which
has guided us in undertaking public works, not with the
hope of obtaining a revenue, but in the view that the general
business of the country would be so promoted by them that
indirect advantages would ensue which could not be
expected from a direct revenue. The necessity of a postal
reduction is not probably felt so much in the towns and
cities as in the country districts. No one who bas had any
experience of the early years, the pioneer life of Canada,
can fail to remember how cheering it was to hear the sound
of the postman's horn, how it seemed to revive
in his heart memories and recollections of home,
and how dearly ho appreciated this means of
communication with his friends in bygone years.
I think, Mr. Speaker, that the hon. the Postmaster Generai
would favour this move, and if his colleagues will only sus-
tain him in it, as I hope they will, the people will receive
the advantage which i think they ought to receive from

e this reduction. I may observe in passing that, although a
very large reduction was made by the iemission of the tax

t upon newspapers posted from the place of publication,
which amounted to something like 860,000, still we find the

e deficiency has been very materially lessened by the opera-
s tions of the past year. If you deduct the $60,000-which
i was allowed, I might say, to the press of Canada, because it

was a tax more directly upon them ihan upon the readers of
t the papers-from the surplus amont of 84 3,000, you get

about $350,000, or $360,000 in round num bers; consequently,
I do rot think we have anything to apprehend from a

l reduction. I might just refer for a brief moment to some
figures that I was enabled to obtain from the American
reports, which show that the deficiency in the working of
the Post Office branch of their Govern ment was no less than
$10,582,543 for the year 1860. Sir, in the face of that, we
find that the service has since grown up to sneh an extent
that it bas produced a surplus revenue for them, and they
have now been enabled to reduce the rate of postage for tho
people of that country to two cents. As we express a
willingness to reciprocate with the Armericans in other ways,
I hope hon. Ministers will not be behind in meeting them
on the same ground; and that it will not be said that it costs
three cents to send a letter to the Americans when theycan
send ene to us for two. In reference to the expense of
operating the Post Office Department of the United States,
I have gone into a calculation, and I find that it costs them
e&ghty cents per heai to manage their Post Office Depart-
ment, whereas the cost to us hore in Canada is only
about sixty cents. I think that is a very favour-
able showing, and we have to congratulate ourselves
upon it. I do not presume that it would be at all
necessary for the Postmaster General, even in view of the
reduction which is asked for, 1 believe, by this House and
by the country, to starve the postmasters in the country ;
it will not be necessary for him to withhold a liberal
increase in the Post Office staff in the great North-West which
we are opening up so rapidly ; and it wili not be necessary to
withhold the addition of a number of miles of postal travel
during the coming year. The gradual increase will cover
all that ; and, taking the very worst view-and I have taken
the worst view which is possible, keeping at all near the
mark-the outside loss to the Department will not be more
than $175,000 in the first year; and in three years it will
disappear altogether. I think, then, that the House ani the
country will accept such a departure on the part of the
Governiment as a great boon. They have given. other
remissions. They gave a remission of the duties on tea
and coffee, articles which enter into every household ;
and that bas been recognized by the people as
a liberal movernent on the part of the Government.
Although our revenue has, perhaps, in consequence, been
somewhat less than it was, I do not look upon that
unfavourably. We know this bas been a disastrous year; but
we know things will revive again, and botter crops and
botter times will come soon. Idesire for a moment to call
the attention of hon. gentlemen to thi- fact : that, although
it may be said tbat we have a great North-West to supply
with postal facilities, and that the probability is that the
revenue there will be very much less than the expenditure,
and a large loss will fall upon the country in consequenoe, I
have tabulated a statement from the Public Accounts of 1882,
showing that Manitoba and the North West Territories in
that year were, I might almost say, self-sustaining in their
postal service, the deficiency being only $22,868 for the
postal year-a very small item indeed; and I am glad to
learn, from information I have obtained and believe to be
correct, that that country is so largely settled with an enter.
prising people, an educated people, a business people, that
they have a large correspendence, and the more it is
settied the more that correspondence must be increased ;
and I have every confidence that within five years the
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revenue from that part of the country will equal the expen-
diture, if not exceed it. I understand that the city of
Winnipeg takes only the third place to-day-I question if
it does not take the se ýond place-in the postal service of
the Dominion of Canada. That is a favourable showing.
The Province of Ontario, for 1882, shows a deficency of only
$31,773. I might give some of the others which are less
favourable, but it is not necessary to weary the flouse. I
trust I have said enougli on this matter to show that it is
within the power of the Government to do this without very
much affecting the general revenues of the country. I have
tried to impress hon. members with this fact: that there is
nothing which more goes home to the settlers occupying
different parts of Canada than the postal service of the
country. I observe that a reduction was made on postage
between Canada and the United States in 1869 from ten
cents to six cents, or at the rate of 40 pur cent., and yet
would it be believed that the revenue only fell short $41,653
for the year following ? Now, we ask a reduction of 33J
per cent. as against 40 per cent., and in my estimate, I bave
given the worst feature of the case when I said it could not
exceed 10 per cent. of the gross revenue from the postal
service.

Motion agreed to.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT ST. THOMAS.

Mr. WILSON, in moving for copies of all tenders,
reports and correspondence relating to the construction of
the Post Office and Custom house at St. Thomas, giving
the amount expended to date, also the names of all persons
to whom any portion of the expenditure has been paid,
together with the amount paid to each, and for what, said:
In making this motion I dosire to ask the Government the
resons why the work on these buildings at St. Thomas
bas progressed so slowly. I may say that during the last
Session of the last Parliament the work on these buildings
was commenced at St. Thomas. During the subsequent
election campaign we were given to undlerstand by the
Government that they intended to prosecute the work
as rapidly as possible, and that in a year or two
we might expect to see a beautiful building erected there.
During the campaign, however, a rumour obtained
circulation-without, höwever, any foundation, so far as we
could ascertain-that if the constituency was so unwise as
to send an Opposition member to represent them in Parlia-
ment, we would very likely not have a Post Office and
Custom house built there. The hon. First Minister, when
appealed to on the subject, stated that of course the amount
voted for that purpose would be expended, and that the
buildings would be erectcd. Well, the constituency did
return a member opposed to the present Government ; and
we find at the present time that the work is not progressing
as rapidly as we think it ought. It may be, and I have no
doubt of it in my own mind, that the Government is doing
everything they can consistently do. I think the contractor,
perhaps, is doing everything in his power to prosecute the
work as rapidly as he eau conveniently do so, though he com-
plains that he found a great deal of difficulty last summer
in engaging skilled labourers, for the reason that whenever
the Government found any good workmen they were care-
ful to engage them and pay them larger wages than we
co-ald afford to pay, and employ them on Government works
elsewhere. It is with a view to obtain information on the
subject, that I make this motion.

Sir HECTO R LANGEVIN. I was sure the hon. gentle-
man would attach no importance to those sinister rumours
that the Government would only erect those buildings at
St. Thomas, on condition of that Riding returanng a sup-
porter of the Government. Of course, we would never do
anything of that kind. The bon. gentleman himself gives
the reason why the works bave not been carried on with

Mr. BEssoN.

the same vigour that he could have wished, and that is, that
the best workmen were engaged elsewhere, and the con-
tractor was not able to proceed faster. I hope the con-
tractor will be able hereafter to find better workmen, and
to fulfil bis contract. The intention of the Department is
that the contractor shall go on with bis work with all due
expedition. Of course, it is useless to drive a contractor to
the point of causing him either to throw up hie con-
tract or lose a large sum of money. We must exercise a
reasonable forbearance, but we must require him to use
such diligence as will secure the work being completed
within a reasonable time. The intention of my Depart-
ment is that the contractor shall fulfil his contract, and 1
have no doubt that when the building is erected, the hon.
gentleman will find it a credit to his county as well as to
the Government.

Motion agreed to.

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron), in moving the second reading
of Bill (No. 2) to amend the Criminal Law and to extend
the provisions of the Act respecting offences against the
person, said: This is substantially the same Bill as was
before Parliament in the Session of 1882, and again in the
Session of 1883. The Bill was last year assented to by the
First Minister, who thought it was a proper Bill, and that
it ought to pass the House and become the law
of the land, and that the offence mentioned
in the Bill should be punished as a criminal offence.
The Bill was referred to a Select Committee composed of
several lawyers of both sides of the House, who reported in
favour of it. It was referred to a Committee of the Whole,
passed with some slight amendments, and finally received
its third reading. The Bill was then sent up to the Senate.
It was introduced, received the second reading without
opposition, referred to a Committee of the Whole, and passed
without any opposition, and without any amendment; but
on the third reading, the Bill was rejected-and rejected, as
I understand, because the hon. Minister of Justice, although
assenting to the principle of the Bill, intimated that it would
be better to let it stand over, because it might be consolidated
with the criminal law that is now undergoing consolidation.
That would be quite satisfactory if the clauses of this Bill
could be made to form part of the criminal law, but I do not
see very well how it is going to be consolidated with the
Criminal Statutes that are now undergoing 'consolidation,
unless it first becomes law by Act of Parliament, and.it is for
that reason that I introduce this Bill for the third time. I
know there ~ was considerable objections taken to
the Bill last Session, especially upon the third reading.
There were no objections upon the second reading; there
was some slight ones in the Committee of the Whole; but
on the third reading, considerable objections were raised by
hon. gentlemen on the other side of the House. Now, I an
not going to enter into the details of the Bill. As I stated
upon that occasion, I believe the Bill ought to become law.
I believe it is not creditable to us that this offence bas not
been made a criminal offence long ago. The offence is one
that does not bear a detailed discussion in the House, and
therefore I do not propose to discuss it in detail. We know,
Sir, that in almost every State of the Union the offence
mentioned in this Bill is made a cri miùal offence, punishable
by terms of imprisonment, varying, according to the law
of the State, from one to ten years. In some cases there
is fine and imprisoument ; in others, imprisonment alone.
We know that in England, although there is no Statute Law
prohibiting the offence and that it is not an offence under
the common law, stili it is an ecclesiastical offence so to
speak, and is taken cognizance of by ecclesiastical courts.
In Scotland it is a crminal offee-it is there made a serious
offence-it is a capital felony, the punishment for which
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bas been reduced within the last few years to banishment
for life. Now, I see no reason why it should not be made a
criminal offence in this country. It is said, and was said
last Session by the hon. member f)r Hochelaga (Mr. Des-
jardins) that this Bill should not be placed on the Statute
Book because we cannot assume that any person will be
guilty of the offence. All I know is, that sucb offences are
committed. One cannot travel a circuit, I believe in either
Province, without having cases of this kind occasionally com-
ing up; and you, Mr. Speaker, know perfectly well from your
own experience as a lawyer, that such cases do occur in the
courts, that offences of this kind are committed, and that,
with a view to punish the guilty parties, cases do come
before the courts. At present, however, there is no way of
punishing such parties unless the offence is committed by
force, unless in fact it arnounts to rape. I propose making
the parties guilty of a crime if the offence is committed. I
do not think we should be satisfied with the law as it
stands ; that is, that the person committing the offence of
which I have spoken, unless rape is committed, shall go
unwhipped of justice altogether. I see no reason, I say,
why this should not be made a criminal offence. It
is also said that we ought not to spread out this Bill on
the Statute Book because it is, to a large extent,
pandering to a sort of prurient curiosity which very
often arises when investigations of this kind take place.
If that were so, and if it were a good answer to a Bill of
this kind becoming part of the law of the land, there are
half a dozen offences which have been made such by Statute,
the laws in regard to which should not appear on the
Statute Book. It is impossible to deal with cases of the
kind to which I have referred unless there is exposure in
the courts, which, of course, one does net want; but it is
far better to have the exposure than that criminals should
escape justice altogether, As I have already said, I do not
care about discussing the matter at length. The First
Minister, than whom no one is bettor able to judge of the
propriety of a law, from his long experience in Parliament,
has given his assent to the principle of the Bill, and I con-
tent myself by moving that the Bill be now read the second
time.

Bill read the second time.

EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) in moving the second reading
of Bill (Žho. 3) to further amend the Law of Evidence in
criminal cases, said : This Bill, which was also introduced
during the last Session of Parliament, is substantially the
same as that introduced last year. The provisions of it are
simple and brief. It provides that in all cases of misde-
meanor the defendant and his wife shall be competent wit-
nesses, under certain restrictions and conditions specified in
the Bill. Last Session the Bill received the assent of the
First Minister, was referred to a Select Committee, which
reported it with some slight amendments. I now propose
to have the Bill read the second time, and referred to a
Select Committe, composed of Messrs. Cameron (Victoria),
Ives, Wood (Brockville), Fleming, Hall, and the mover.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have no objection to the
Bill going to the Committee, the names of which were
shown to me by the hon. gentleman. I suggest, however,
the addition of Mr. Ouimet.

Mr. TUPPER. I desire to oppose the second reading of
this Bill. I do not intend to delay the deliberations of the
louse for any considerable time in speaking on it, and the
only reason that prompts me in asking the House to refuse
to pass this motion is, that during last Session, when the
principle of the. Bill came before us, there was a very
decided expression of opinion given in regard to it The Bill
went into the Committee and never came out. Subsequently,

the hon. gentleman who had charge of the Bill thon, as he
bas now, made a separate motion in order to restore the
Bill to the Order Paper. The expression of the opinion of
the Hlouse was as pronounced thon as it had been before;
and my point is, without going into the questlon again,
because on that occasion hon. members from Quebec and
myself discussed the principle of the Bill and the whole
question. We shall be losing time in further considering the
Bill, if the opinions of hon. members are the saine as they
were last year. In addition to the matter discussed then, I
took the opporLunity of alluding to the fact that this Bill was,
if anything, in favour of unduly assisting prisoners to obtain
their acquittal. I contended then, and I contend now, that
the advantages which surround prisoners are such as to
completely secure for them justice in any court in the
Dominion, and in any court where British laws are in
force, and there was no reason, and no reason has been
shown, for changing the present system which has so long
prevailed in England and here. In that opinion I am
borne out, to a certain extent, by the hon. gentleman in
charge of the Bill. In 1880 ho shared that opinion, and if
bis opinions then were correct, there is no necessity to pass
this Bill. In opposing the introduction of the Bill to give
prisoners certain advantages in calling witnesses before a
magistrate in preliminary examinations, he said :

" We know well, at all events, those of us who have had auy expe-
rience in the administration of the Criminal Law, that as a general
rule it is a difficult matter to obtain the conviction of accused parties
now, and we should not, by experimental legislation, enhance the diffi-
culties of obtaining convictions."

Again, he said:
" It is well known to the practitioners in Oriminal Oourts that the

chances are all in favour of the prisoner, and that for one innoeeut man*
convicted, 999 guilty men escape. As a general thing, the prisoner is
tried by his peers, and he has the advantage of every technicality of the
law that is open to him."

Now, of course, the hon. gentleman might contend that bis
object is not to give the prisoner any additional chance, but
to enable the Crown more speedily to secure justice. But
I conteni, and any lon. gentleman who wili look at the
Bill muet see, that it is a measure in the prisoner's favour,
and, as I believe, unduly in his favour; that under the
administration of such a law, an additional and improper
chance is given to the guilty man to escape. I rose simply
for the purpose of calling attention to the character of the
Bill, and I shall conclude by moving in amendment: that
the said Bill be not now read the second time, but that it be
read the second time this day six months.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman who has just moved
the six months' hoist gives as one reason why his amend-
ment should be accepted, that a certain number of members
last Session voted against the principle of the Bill; but ho
seems to have entirely forgotten the possibility that between
last Session and this, hon. members may have changed their
minds. I do not agree with the reasons which the bon.
gentleman has given for declining to support the Bill. On
the contrary, I think the Bill should become law and that in
this age it would be well if its principles were enforced. We
find that, in the United States, a precisely similar Act is in
force in nearly all the States of the Union. We find that in
England,within the last few years, parties to civil suits have
been admitted as competent witnesses, and precedents set in
England have become the law of this country. Ouly a few
years ago a party to a suit, who was possibly the only per-
son who was able to give any information upon the subject-
matter in dispute, was excluded from the witness box,
and, perbaps, his rights were thereby entirely ignored. The
injustice of such a law was discovered and it was changed so
that at present parties in civil suits are competent
witnesses in their own behalf. I need only refer the
hon. gentleman to the Scott Act, and to many other
A&cts of a semi-criminal nature, in which the parties chargOd
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are competent and compellable witnesses. As I said before,
a similar law has been in force in the United States for
many a year, and I assert without fear of succesftul
contradiction, that criminal law is as well administered in
the United States as in our own country. The bon. gentle
man, I think, takes a narrow, contracted view of the case;
he fears that some man who should be punished will
escape. All who have had experience in criminal cases
know that it frequently happons that the very man who
could throw most light on a case is excluded from giving
his evidence. I contend that there would be no difficulty
in a cross-examination, in sbowing« whether or not the
prisoner had perjured himself. I think the Bill should at
least receive a second reading, so that it might be calmly
and dispassionately considered by members of this House.

Mr. IVES. As I understand, this Bill proposes to extend
still further a principle which, for the last two or three
years, bas been acted upon in cases of common assault: that
is, the examination of the defendant. I think it would be

: rtinent if some bon. members of this House, who have
rge experience as criminal lawyers, would state what bas

been their observation with respect to the working of the
Law which we now have on tho Statute Book, and in which
we have admitted the principle of this Act. If this Bill
applied, as I think last year's did, to all offences, both felo-
nies and misdemeanors, I certainly would not vote for its
second reading; not for the reason mentioned by the hon.
gentleman, that it would give the prisoner a botter chance
to escape, but because I believe it would be a serious
injury to a prisoner charged with a capital offence. The
second section provides that if the prisoner does not
ask to be examined, that fact shall not be commented
apon either by the prosecution or the judge ; but it
would be utterly impossible, Ly any legislation, to pre-
vent a jury drawing their own conclusion if a prisoner
decined to offer his evidence under such circumtances.
I think it would be very dangerous to extend thiý
principle to felony; but so far from agreeing with the
hon. gentleman who moved the amendment, that it would
be an additional means of escape for the guilty, I believe
it would be much more likely to operate la the other direc-
tion, and that a prisoner stepping out of a dock into a wit-
ness box would be much more likely to injure his case than
to help it. In my own experience, the present law, permit-
ting defendants in common assault to testify ia their own
behalf, is practically inoperative; but I should like to hear
the opinion of lawyers who have large experience in cri-
minal matters.

Mr. OUIMET. It is admitted that it would be dangerous
for a prisoner not to give evidence when the law allowed
him to do it; and though the law may say that the jury
and the court should not be prejudiced by that fact, it is
quite certain that there always will be juries who are sure
to be prejudiced by it. And bere comes in a higher con-
sideration which sbould be taken into account by this House:
you force a man practically to give bis own evidence in bis
favour, and, consquently, you will force him, in a great many
instances,to perjure himself. Is not perjury sometbing which
should be carefully avoided in the community. I say that
the sancity of the oath is the very basis et our society.
If you make perjury a common thing, an every day occur-
once, the sanctity of the oath will be gone, and the whole
administration of justice will suffer. What will be the con-
sequence if perjury comes to be regarded by most people as
of no particular consequence, moi e especially if we pro-
claim that a man must perjure himself if he does not want
to h sent to gaol? This law will not aid a prisoner if he
is not guilty; but if he is guilty, ho will be induced to per-
jure himself, and that is a greater evil than the conviction
of one innocent man out of a large number of guilty ones.
I sy that this Bill contains a very unsound principle, and

Mr. LersTa.

one which we&ought not to put on our Statute Books without
careful consideration. For these reasons, I will vote for the
six months' hoist.

Mr. WOODWORTH. My hon. friend lays great stress
upon the theory that, if the person accused does not go on
the witness stand and give evidence, his refusal will pre-
judice him in the eyes of the court. He, therefoi e, argues
that the Bill would operate unfavourably to the prisoner. On
the other hand, my hon. friend from Pictou (Mr. Tupper)
enlarged on the idea that it would be undonbtedly in a
prisoner's favour to allcw him to testify in his own behalf.
The two arguments bardly agree, and yet both hon. gentle-
men intend to vote on the same side. I tell my hon. friends
that they are both wrong. The practice would not be un-
duly in the prisoner's favour by any means ; neither would
it prejudice him if he did not go on the stand, because the
second clause of this Bill provides :

" In case an acrused person,tried before a jury,does not tenderhimself
or herself as a witness, or become a witne ss on the trial, no observations
shall be allowed to be made at the trial by the prosecutor or by the
counsel fo- the prosecution, as to his or ber not so tendering himself or
herself as a witness. or not being a witness, nor shall the judge presiding
at the said trial make any observations respecting the same."

Therefore, a prisoner's refusal would not prejudice him in
the least. But how would the Bill operate unduly in favour
of the accused ? Every man is supposed to be innocent
until he is proven guilty; but many a man is placed in a
dock and tried for a crime of which h e is not guilty, is
environed by a lot of evidenco got up for the occasion and
untrue in many particulars, while ho stands there with his
lips closed, unable to tell the jury all he knows, and thereby
relieve their minds of much doubt and difficulty, and
enable them to arrive at a verdict according to the truth
of the matter involved. Go into any court room, hear the
evidence against a prisoner, and look at the prisoner. The
natural mind of man tends to assume that a person who is
placed in a dock and accused of a certain crime, is guilty of
it. I have seen instances of this over and over
again. But take that man from the dock, and place
him on the witness stand, where the jury can See
his demeanor, the play of his features, the light
of his eye, and ho is at once relieved from the
imputation that would have rested upon him if ho had re-
mained in the dock. Cannot everybody who bas attended
our courts of justice confirm what I say? And certainly
there can be nothing unduly prejudicial to the Crown in
allowing a man to testify, when he is subjected to the most
rigid cross-examination possible. If his evidence breaks
down under it, the interests of justice are served. But
would you have a man convicted when, by simply allowing
him to open bis mouth and testify, he could prove bimself
to be innocent. The object of the law is not to convict a
man if he is innocent, but to convict him if he is guilty, and
to find out the truth; and it is not possible for a guilty man
to get free if he goes into the witness box to testify, under
tbe cross-examination of experienced counsel. But my
hon. friend says: oh, you are going to put a premium on
perjury. Does not everybody know that in cases involving
large amounti of money, people are now allowed to testify on
their own behalf ? And in such cases the incentive to ava-
ricious people to perjure themselves is nearly as great as in
cases of misdemeanor-in some cases greater; and no man of
any sagacity or good sense dare go on the witness stand to tes-
tify falsely when he knows that he is going to be subjected to
a rigid cross-examination. You cannot put down pei jury in
that way. Why, there is more perjury committed in mak-
ing up the electoral lists of the various Provinces in one
year than there would be in ton years under this law; and
yet my hon. friend, who has been long in political life and
seen all this, bas a great horror of perjury. It is only a
phantom raised by hon. gentlemen who are opposed to this
Bill. We are not here, proposing this Bill as an experiment.
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The same practice has been pursued in the United States
courts, and yet in nine cases out of ten there is no suspicion
of perjury. Of course, a man would give the best evidence
he could for himself-he has a right to do that; but if ho
goes beyond that, be is liable to be convicted of perjury. If
the only objection my hon. friends can urge against this Bill
is that it will be provocative of perjury, they have a very
small case to rely on. It applios only to misdemeanors, not
to felonies. I know of cases now pending in the courts of
Canada, in which, I believe, men are indicted for offences
they never committed, who, if allowed to testify, under this
Act, would sweep away the cobwebs of falseh od surround-
ing them and vindicate their innocence. I was not present
last Session when this Bill was before the House; but I shall
now have great pleasure in voting for it, in order that it,
may have a trial.

Mr. DALY. I take an entirely different view of the
question from that expressed by the last speaker. The
sympathies of a judge and jury, and of those ln court are
generally, I behieve, directed in favour of, rather than against
the prisoner, when lie is seen at the bar. Such is the nature
of most people, that when they see a man placed in that
unfortunate position, their sympathies naturally go out
towards him, and they are far from being inclined to con-
demn him unheard. This Bi! should not become law,
because it is the introduction of the thin edge of a wedge
which, if driven home, will render impossible the proper
administration ofour criminal jurisprudence. The English
practice, which we have followed for years, has stood the test
of time, and I can see no reason now for altering it. If we
admit the principle, that a prisoner under charge for misde-
meanor can be permitted to give evidence in bis own behalf,
why should we stop there ? Why should we not extend the
same privilege to a man who is under charge for having
committed felony ? The principle is an erroneous one and
should not be put on the Statute Books. I agree with the
hon. member tor Laval, that it will give a direct premium
and an undue incentive to the commission of the crime of
perjury. A prisioner charged with misdemeanor bas, I con-
eider, in spite of what bas been said, a greater inducement
to withhold the truth, or to state what is false, than one
who is interested in a civil suit. His right to give evidence
in a civil suit is, I consider, a totally different affair. While
I believe the latter is right and proper, I do not believe that
a man charged with misdemeanor should be allowed to
testify in his own behalf. It must also be remembered
that ia every case the prisioner at the bar is asked to state
what reasons he bas to give, so that, although ho is
not allowed to give evidence, he can generally state bis own
case ; and if he tells his tale with the appearance of truth, the
judge will give to it all proper weight, although the state-
ment is not given under the sanction of an oath. He bas,
therefore, the opportunity of showing to the judge his
innocence, fully as much as lie would have were lie per-
mitted to give evidence under oath. I think the criminal
administration of justice would be botter served by allowing
this Bill to stand over for six months than by permittiug it
to paso.

Mr. BRECKEN. One of the arguments the hon. mem-
ber for Halifax brings forward against this Bill is, that the
old rule declaring a criminal. not competent to Uc a witness
in bis own case, is found to work well. We know that the
law of evidence is being continually improved. Not more
than thirty years ago, before the passage of Lord
Campbell's Act, the parties to a civil suit could not be
competent witnesses, nor could any one in any way
interested in the suit be heard. Every objection
urged against this Bill. was urged against Lord
Campbe1's Act.. In the first case tried at Westminister
under that Act, I am not sure whether the Lord Chief
Baron Pollock was not presiding judge, one of the

parties to the suit was committed for perjury, and I
believe the practice of committing such witnesses for per.
jury was continued for some short time. We might as
well say that Lord Campbell's Act was a premium on per-
jury, because it furnisbed inducement to parties interested
to deviate from the truth, and therefore should be repealed,
as urga the same objection to this Bill. This Bill confines
itself to misdemeanors. I have had, as Crown prosecutor in
the Province I have come from, during many years, many
opportunities of judging, and my experience is that this
proposed law will lead to and conduce to the better
administration of justice, by admitting parties tried for
misdemeanor to be competent witnesses. The first thing
to which we should dirent our minds is the most efficient way
of eliciting the truth. Whenever you have witnesses brought
into a court of justice, no doubt perjury is committed; and
I venture to say that in prosecutions under the Scott Act,
scarcely a case comes before a court of justice in which
perbaps the e is not some deviation, more or less, from the
trutb, on the part of witnesses. If any line is to be drawn,
we would have to be very careful and select in determining
what men are competent to give testimony in a court of
justice. As far as the person on trial for misdemeanor is
concerned, it is obvious the nrosecutor cannot compel him
to be callod as witness. The hon. member for Laval has
stated that if, in the course of defence, a prisoner declined to
be examined, though the counsel and judge are prohibited
by this Act from making comments, still bis refusal would
have a prejudicial effect on the minds of the jury. Probably
it wotild. 1 cannot conceive a case in which a man placed on
his trial and competent to give evidence in bis own behalf
would decline to do so, thereby admitting that he as
nothing to say in bis own defence and no doubt such refusal
would go against him. I can very readily understand tbat,
where the evidence is very finely balanced and it is a diffi-
cult matter for the jury to make up their minds as to the
credibility of witnesses on either side, if the prisoner
declined to go into the box lie would croate an impression in
the minds of the jury hostile to bis case, but I do not think
such an impression will run counter to justice. It is im-
possible to conceive that a man would sit quictly at the
bar and decline to give evidence in bis own bhoalf, if it
were in bis power to say anything in extenuation of or in
answer to the charge for which ho was indicted, If in a
civil case, where a man's property and reputation may be
at stake, lie is considered competent to be a witness, I do
not sec why bis mouth should be closed when a charge of
misdemeanor is made against him. It will not do for us to
go back to the venerable processes of law, as the law
was administered in former days, in the coniuct of
criminal procedure. Not many years ago a criminal
was denied the privilege of having counsel to defend
him, and there are many other rules of law which
have been applicable to the conduct of criminal prosecu-
tion, that, to-day, we almost blush to acknowledge.
True, it is possible this may, in some cases, be an
inducement to a man to deviate from the truth-to perjare
himself; but that is a thing which legislation has not been
able to guard against, and I do not sec how this proposed
law can injuriously affect the prosecution, since the prosecu-
ting examiner las the power of cross-examining the prisoner.
I remember once, and once only, seeing an instance of it.
1 was in a court of criminal justice in the State of haine,
listening to the trial of a young man for robbery. The
prisoner stepped from the dock into the witness box and
was examined, and, after lis examination was through, if I
had been on the jury, I would not have hesitated for a
moment to give a verdict of guilty against him. I think it
would not be detrimental to the administration of criminal
justice if this Bill were placed upon our Statute Book.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I want to say one or two
words in reply to what has been said in this debate. I
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would have discussed the question more fully had I not ex-
pected that the Bill would receive a second reading, would
have been referred to a Select Committee, would have been
reported by that Committee, and that, upon the report of
that Committee, when we knew the shape the Bill would
assume, we would be botter able to deal with the whole
question. The hon. .gentleman who moved the six months'
hoist based bis opposition to the Bill upon two grounds.
He said that last Session the same Bill was rejected by the
louse-that is, the Committee rose without reporting, and
therefore the Bill was rejected by the House ; that I moved
to reinstate the Bill and the motion was lost, and that,
therefore, Parliament having pronounced upon the Bill, it
was losing time to discuss it again. The hon. gentleman is
entirely mistaken. The House never pronounced upon this
Bill. It was an entirely different Bill. You will recollect,
Mr. Speaker, that I moved the second reading of the
Bill last Sesion, that the Bill was then referred to
a Select Committee at the suggestion of the First
Minister, and that upon that suggestion five other Bills,
two of the same kind and three of an entirely
different kind, were referred to the same Committee. One
of them, which was objected to by several hon. members of
this House, was a Bill to enable Agnosties to give evidence
in Courts of Justice. The Committee met on these Bills,
and, though I think it was not wise of us to do it, we con-
solidated them into one Bill. When that Bill came before the
House, some were opposed to the provision to give Agnos-
tics the right to give evidence; some were opposed to allow-
ing the defendants in cases of misdemeanor to give evidence,
and some were opposed to other provisions of the Bill. The
result was that all the opposition was combined, and the
Bill was defeated. That it was ever before the House in
the lorm in which it is now presented, I utterly deny; so
that ground entirely falls from under the hon. gentleman's
feet. It is said by the hon. member for Laval (Mr. Onimet)
that the Bill should not pass because it will offer a premium
to perjury. That was always the argument when changes in
the law of evidence were proposed. In the Province of
Ontario and in England, when the law was changed to enable
the defendant and the plaintiff, the parties te the suit, in civil
actions, to give evidence, wiseacres like the hon. gentleman
from Pictou (Mr. Tupper) and the hon. member for Laval
rose and said the tendency would be that every single man
put into the witness box, plaintiff or defendant, would com-
mit perjury; that it was giving a premium for perjury-
giving them a certain amount of cash to swear
away their immortal souls. The Legislature was net influ
enced by that argument; and now, after so many years' ex-
perience, I would ask the hon. gentleman if he would go
back to the old law, which existed before he was called
to the bar, nay, were in existence before he was born,
and prevent plaintiffs and defendants, in civil suits, from
giving testimony. I ask you, Mr. Speaker, with your ex-
tensive experience at the bar, if you would go back to the
practice of old days, when the men who could tell all about
the case had their mouths shut and could not say a word.
The cases I have provided for are of a quasi civil kind. They
are not felonies, though I think it would not be ill to ex-
tend the provision to felonies; but I believe in progressing
slowly, and that first we should try how the Bill will work
in the case of misdemeanors. It is not a new principle in
England or in Canada. The hon. gentleman knows, as my
hon.' friend from Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives)
stated, that we have it in the case of assaults
and batteries, that the defendant can go into
the witness box and testify and tell his story,
and, when the jury have heard bis story, they can judge
whether or not it is a true story; whether or not he himself
has been able to do away with the impression formed by the
evidence given on the part of the Crown. We have it
also in the Election Law, passed in 1874 by hon. gentlemen

Mr. BucKEN.

on this side when they were on the other side of the House.
We know that, in penal actions, under the Election Law, a
defendant has a perfect right to go into the witness box and
tell his story, and the ja ry then have to judge whether or not
the story is a correct one. The House assented to the
principle of the Bill last Session. My hon. friend from
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) introduced a Bill which contained
stringent clauses and imposed severe penalties, but allowed
the defendant to go into the witness box and tell his own
story. It has been recognized by Parliament over and over
again. It bas been recognized in England, where in
certain cases the defendant is enabled to go into the
witness box and tell his own story, If we have
recognized it in civil proceedings and in criminal proceed.
ings, if it is recognized in England to a limited extent and
here to a limited extent, what reason has been urged
against its extension to all cases coming within the tech-
nical class of misdemeanor ? I know of none. As my hon.
friend from King's (Mr. Woodworth) stated, a defendant is
put into the dock, is tried before his peers for a criminal
offence; a story is told by the witnesses for the Crown;
it is a circumstantial story, perhaps clearly circumstantial ;
perhaps not a link is missing in the whole chain of evidence,
and the evidence is sufficient to satisfy any reasonable man;
but the man who can tell the whole facts is not allowed to
do so; his mouth is closed. He desires to call himself, and
tell lis own story, and corroborate bis statement by the
evidence of his wife. What is the answer? The answer
of common sense is, let them tell their story; but the
answer of the law is that you cannot tell your story
because, no matter how trivial the offence may be,
you cannot say a word in your own behalf. Counsel
may suggest doubts and raise difficulties and point
out discrepancies, but the man who eau tell all about
it cannot say a word in bis own bebalf. I ask, I
appeal to hon. members, if that is fuir or just to a man
who is perhaps being tried for a trifling offence that
might be followed, if he were convicted, by a fine of
$10 or twenty-four hours in gaol. Yet the law now says
that man cannot tell his own story. In the Session of 1880,
I gave some instances of the extreme hardship under which
prisoners tried for these trifling offences laboured. I stated
a case of an English Church clergyman, who kept a boarding
school for young ladies. A conspiracy was formed by two
or three of them to charge the gentleman with a criminal
offence. Some of them went into the box and told a plain
story, and all the ingenuity of counsel could not shake their
evidence in the slightest degree. The unfortunate
clergyman was convicted, and sentenced to a long term of
imprisonment. Circumstances arose afterwards which led
him to believe he could fasten the charge of conspiracy
upon them. A charge of perjury was made against them,
and evidence was given which showed, as the judge stated,
beyond the shadow of a doubt, that the evidence given
against him was false. The sentence was commuted, but
the harm bad been done. The clergyman's reputation was
ruined. He had been in the common prison for six months,
and, although he went there upon perjured testimony, he
ought net to have been there at all. If ho could have given
his evidence in the first instance, that would never have
occurred. H.e would have told a story which the jury, per-
haps, would have believed, and he would not
have been placed in that unfortunate position. I remember
another case which occurred some twenty years ago, the sub-
ject of which was an unfortunate lawyer, and perhaps my
hon. friends on the other side, when they hear the story, will
change their opinions as to the propriety of calling the defend-
ant in a case in lis own behalf. In London, England, two
persons went to an eminent solicitor and consulted him
about obtaining letters of addiinistration to a large and
valuable estate. The lawyer gave his advice, relying on the*
plain and apparently honest story they told him, and the
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parties obtained the administration of this intestate estate
But after they got possession of the property,they abscondec
with it-at all events, they got out of -London where they
could not be discovered ; and it turned out shortly afterwardk
that they wqre not entitled to the estate at all ; that it was
an entire fraud in their behalf. The owners of the estate
the real heirs at law, the men who were really entitled to
it, instituted a prosecution against these two men and
against the unfortunate lawyer. They were tried, evidence
was heard, and they were convicted, and the lawyer was
sentenced to ten years' transportation. An investigation sub-
sequently took place, and the Home Secretary was entirely
satisfied that in so far as the lawyer was concerned he acted,
·as all lawyers do, with perfect honesty and uprightness; that
he ought not have been joined in the prosecution at all, and
ought not to have been convicted. The Home Secretary at
once ordered the release of the unfortunate lawyer. But
he had already served six months of hie banishment; hie
character was blasted, his reputation was ruined, and his
professional prospects destroyed. The man's whole life
was blighted and blasted because he bad been convicted by
false testimony, which he could have disproved if he had
been allowed to go into the witness box. Now, Sir, if that
man had been allowed to go into the witness box and tell
his own story, as he was entitled to do, there could have
been no conviction against him, for he would have been able
to satisfy the jury, as he was able to satisfy the Home Sec.
retary, that he was innocent of fraud. Therefore, I say
that upon every principle of fair play, upon every principle
of justice, we ought to carry the principle we have
already incorporated into our Statute Law a
little further, and allow defendants, at all events in cases of
misdemeanor-those that are not of a felonious character-
to go into the witness box and tell their own story. It is
only simple justice that they should do so, and there is no
danger to be apprehended from it. The hon. member for
Laval (Mr. Onimet) fears that every man who goes into
the witness box, when he is a defendent in the case, will
commit wilful and corrupt perjury. As I said before, the
same argument was adduced by men such as my hon. friend
from Laval, when it was proposed to make men competent
to testify on their own behalf in civil actions. The same
argument is always used, no matter what changes are
proposed in the law. You will always find men who are
fifty years behind the age-twenty-five years ut all events
-Rip Van Winkles, who are asleep while the world is pro-
gressing. But, Sir, the world will go on in spite of them,
and will accept the principle that it is only fair and just that
men should be allowed to give evidence in their own
behalf in such cases as I have pointed out-that it is
only fair and just that we should legislate in that
direction. And, Sir, 1 ask this House to-day te
do justice in the premises; I ask them to take only one
step further in the same direction we have already gone.
I could cite dozens of similar cases that have come under
my notice in reading, where it was of the utmost possible
importance that the defendants in these quasi civil cases
should be allowed to tell their own story. I think, how.
ever, I have given enough to satisfy reasonable men that
this Bill is not a dangerous one; that it contains no vicious
provisions, and that there is no more danger te be appre-
hended of men committing wilful and corrupt perjury under
this Bill than under the Bill that enables them te give their
evidence in civil cases. Will my hon. friend tell tbis
House that a man is more liable to commit wilful and corrupt
perjury if he is charged on indictment with having ob-
tamied, perhaps, a dollar's worth of goods by fraud,
when, if convicted, he would get twenty-four hours
in jail, than another man is who commits fraud and in a
civil action involving a million of money, and who, if con-
victed, would -lose every dollar he as uin the world ?
Surely there is just as much reason to apprehend that a man
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Mr. CAMERON. Ie ought to be allowed.
Mr. TUPPER. Before the question is put, I would like

to remind the hon. gentleman that when he charges
with being Rip Van Winkles, those who object te this
legislation-

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman cannot make a
second speech. Only the mover of the motion can do that.

Amendment (Mr. Tupper) six months' hoist, negatived
on the following division :-

Abbott,
Amyot,
Bell,
Bergin,
Billy.
Blondeau,
Bolduc,
Bryson,
Burns,
Campbell (Victoria),
Carling,
Chaplean.
Costigan,
Cougblin,
Coursol,
Cuthbert,
Daly, -
Daoust,

YBAS :

Messieura
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Dugas,
Dupont,
Fortin,
Fréchette,
Gagné,
Gigault,
Grandbois,
Guilbault,
Guillet,
Haggart,
Besson,
Hurteau,
Jamieson,
Kaulbach,
Labrosse,
Landry (Kent),

Landry (Montmagny),
Langevin,
McDonald(C. Breton),
MeDougald,
Montplaisir,
Orton,
Ouimet,
Pinsonneault,
Pope,
Royal,
Stairý',
Tupper (Pictou),
Valin,
White (Cardwell),
Williams,
Wood (Brockville),
Wood(West'land).-53.

NATS:

Messieurs
Allen, Fleming, McCraney,
Allison (Hante), Forbes, Morntyre,
Allison (Lennox), Foster, McIsaac,
Armstrong, Geoffrion, McNil,
Auger, Gillmor, Monfat,
Bain (Boulanges), Girouard, Mulock,
Bain (Wentworth), Gordon, Paint,
Baker (Victoria), Gunu, Paterson (Brant),
Beaoit, Hackett, Platt,
Benson, Hlall, Ray,
Bernier, Harley, Reid
Blake, Hickey, Robertson (Hastings).
Bourassa, Hilliard, Scott,
Brecken, Homer, Shakespeare,
Burnham, Innes, Bruall,
Burpee (Sunbury), Irvine, somerville 4Brant),
Cameron (Huron), Ives, Somerville (Bruce),
Cameron (Inverneses), Jackson, Springer,
Oameron, (Middlesex), Kilvert,' Sproule,
Campbell (Renfrew), King, Sutherland (Oxford),
Cartwright, Kinney, Taylor,
Casey, Kire Th>mpaon,
Oasgrain, .Kranz, Trow,Charlton, Landerkin, Vail,
Cochrane, Laurier, vanasse,
Cockburn, Lesage, Wallace (Albert),
Davies, Lister, Wallace (York),
De St.Georges, Livingstone Watson,
Dodd, Macdonald (King's), Wheler,
Dnndas, Macdonald (Sir John), White (Hastings),
Fairbank, Mackintosb, Wile,
Farrow, Macmillan (Middlesex), Wi so,
Ferguson (Welland), McCallum, Woodworth.-100.
Fisher,

Bill read the second time.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved that the Bill be referred
to a Select Committee, consisting of Mesurs. Girouard,
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would commit perjury in the one case as in the other; s0
that I say there is nothing to be apprehended from the

i argument advanced by my hon. friend in extending the
principle that is already laid down. I, therefore, trust that
this Bill will be allowed to go to its second reading, and
when it gets into Committee, iff there are any objectionable
clauses in it, they can be eliminated.

Mr. OTIMET. My hon. friend does not seom to be
aware that in the Province of Que bec, a party is not
allowed to give evidence in his own bebalf, even in
civil cases.
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Ives, Cameron (Middlesex), Hall, Lister, Fleming, and
the mover.

Motion agreed to, on a division.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment
of the Huse.

Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman say what busi-
ness he proposes to take up to-morrow?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway resolutions.

Mr. BLAKE. I have pointed out to the hon gentleman
that much of the information ordered with reference to
that railway bas not been brought down, and what has
been brought down has not been distributed; so it is
extremely unreasonable to press those resolutions now.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Minister of Rail-
ways has given notice of his resolutions, and I believe he
intends to proceed to-morrow.

Motion agreed to; and (at 6 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,
TuESDAY, 5th February, 1884.

The SPEAKEa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PAm s.
REPORT.

The following Report was laid upon the Table:
The Annual Report on the State of the Militia and Defense

of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ending 31st
December, 1883.-(Mr. Caron.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Speaker, in moving that
thefHoue resolv4 itîself into Committee of theWholeon certain

ç proposed Resolution (page W) respecting the CanadianPacific
Railway, I dosire to make a goneral statement as to the posi-
tion of that great work. I am deeply impressed with the
importance of the decision at which the House may arrive
in regard to the Resolutions that I now have the þonour to
propose. A year ago, when discharging a somewhat simi.-
lar duty, making a statement to the House in regard to the
position that the Canadian Pacific Railway then occupied, I
ventured to say that the most sanguine expectations of the
promoters of that great enterprise in Parliament had been
more than realized; that the work performed by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company had been unprecedenied in
rega, d to tie vigour with whi -h it had been prosecuted,
and the success that had attended their efforts. I am glad,
Sir, to be able on the present occasion to reiterate that
statement, gnd to say that the position occupied in respect
to the progress ot that great work is still stronger, still
greater, to-day, than it was when I made that statement a
year ago. At that time I ventured to affirm that if the
Oanadian Pacifie Railway Company made the sane pro-
gress in the future that they had made in the past, we had
every reason to believe that the line would be open from
ocean to ocean by the end of 1886. I am now glad to be
able to say that, in consequence of the vigour, the unabated

* vigour, the increased energy, with which that work has
ben pushed, we are able to say that if in the future the
same progress is made as in the past, we will be
able to shorten the period for its completion by
something like a year; that it is now believed to bq
quite practicable to complete the whole of that gieat
enterprise by the end of the year 1885, and open the lino

Mr. CE soN (Huron).

for travel and traffic in the spring of 1886. I need not say,
Sir, to the House that those who have watched the progress
of that work, as I am sure every hon. member of this House
has done, will feel the immense importance to this ccuntry of
that which is practicablo being realized at the earliest pos-
sible day. The contract entered into less than three years
ago-becanse it is not quite three years since, Parlia-
ment ratified the contract made with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company-provided that the Government should
complote 428 miles of road from Port Arthur to Red
River, and 213 miles from Port Moody to Kamloops, a
total of 641 miles, by the time stated in the contract for
their completion, which was July, 1885. I am glad to be
able to say that that which the Government undertook to
do in relation to the portions of the work that stil remained
under construction by the Government will be fully realized.
As I stated to the House when last addressing it upon this
subject, in order to open the lino for traffie in the spring
of last year, it became necessary to transfer to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company a portion of the work which re-
remained to be done on contracta 41 and 42, and work required
to be performed on contracta 13 and 25, the first contract from
Port Arthur, and on which a considerable amount of work
remained to be doue, in consequence of the long
period that had elapsed after it was completed, the work
required to be performed being nocessary to place it in the
condition in which the Government agreed to hand it over
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. I stated to the
House that it was intended to transfer those works to the
Canadian Pacifie Rail way Company in order that the road
might be operated at the same time that the works
of completion were in progress, and as the only practical
means by which that important result could be at-
tained. Those arrangements, as you, Sir, are aware from
the contract which I have laid on the Table, were carried
out. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company took over
all the works requiring to be done by the contractora of
section 42 at the prices contained in their contract, less 15
per cent. on the train work that the former contractors had
undertaken and proposed to do, and to which, as it lessened
the cost of the work which was to be done, the Govern-
ment and the Company both agreed the contractors were
entitled as a matter of justice. That work has consequently
been completed, or is being completed by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company upon the same terms as it would
have been completed, and at the saine cost to the country,
under the contracts that had been made with the contractors
for section 42. The portion of the worx that remained to be
performed on sections îs, 25 and 41 was alsoagreed to be done
by that Company upon the lowest terms, and at prices which
similar wor k had cost in connection with those contracta.
The sum of $286,000 had been paid in relation to that work
performed by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company en-
tirely outside of their contract for the whole line. I may
mentiun here that I do not take that question into consider-
ation at all, because that contract with the Company is pre-
cisely in the same position as contracts with any other pri-
vate individuals or conti actors, and has no relation to the
ques ion we are now about to discuse. 1 may say in refer-
ence to the works upon the 213 miles from Port Moody to
Kamloops, that the progress kra been of the most satisfac-
tory character. As the flouse is well aware, the contrac-
tors for those 213 miles were Mr. Mills and Mr. Onderdonk,
the latter being engaged in both. Of something over
89,000,000 of au estimate for the work on that section over
$7,000,00 have already been executed, and with the forceat
their command and the progress they are making, we have
every assurance that the work will be completed within the
time stated in the contract; in fact the track will be laid
from Port Moody to Kamloops, through the whole distance
in September next; and within the time-and I think I
might say considerably before the time-named in the con-
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tract the entire works will be completed. I am glad, Sir,
to be able to say that the further information which wo
have acquired, down to the present time, when, as I have
already stated, over $7,000,000 of the $9,000,000 proposed
expenditure has been completed, shows that the cost of that
work will not excoed the estimate which I have already
given to the House. Then, Sir, the Company were bound
under the terms of the contract to construct 650 miles from
Callander to Port Arthur, and also to construct a lino from
Red River to Kamloops, a distance which by the present
line is ascertained to be about 1,250 miles, making 1,900
miles in all, as nearly as possible. Trains are now running
on 1,131 miles, although it is not yet three years since
Parliament ratified the contract under which they are
wdrking. These facts have reference to the main line;
but the Company have also constructed 239 miles of
branches on which trains are running, making now in oper-
ation of main line and branches no less than 1,370 miles.
A large amount of work bas also been executed upon 160
miles of the lino (in addition to the 1,131 miles) of the very
heavy works north of Lake Superior. The Company have
at this moment over 9,000 mon employed in the construc-
tion of the portion of the line that remains to be completed
in that region ; and, as I have already stated, with the force
at their command, and the appliances with which they are
prepared to execute the work, we have every reason to
believe that it is entirely practicable to complete that road
from end to end by the close of the year 1885. Now, Sir,
I may say with reference to the char acter of the work, that
when the contract was entered into with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, it was feared
by some gentlemen in this House that a
sufficiently high standard was not created whereby the
Government would secure the construction of
that work in as perfect and thorough a manner as it was
desirable it should be constructed. My answer to those
criticisms was that as they were constructing it for them-
selves, and as the cost of operating the line for all time to
come would depend on the mode in which the work was
performed, we had in these facts a better guarantee than
any possible standard of construction, that the work would
be well executed. I think, Sir, it is not necessary for me
to say to this House that the manner in which the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have exec&ted the
work which they have performed is so satisfactory as to
command, as it has commanded, the unqualified approval
and admiration ofevery person who bas visited and inspect-
ed this road and who knows anything of railway con-
struction either in the adjoining States or in Canada. A great
number of gentlemen, thoroughly qualified tojudge of the
quality of railway works, have gone over the lino, and
from them there bas been but one opinion, and tiiat
opinion is that not only bas the contract been
fully and faithfully carried out but that it bas
been exceeded in every particular, and that on
any part of this continent there is not to be found a finer
road running through a similar country. The Chief
Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway bas visited
the works from time to time, and he affirms, in the
fullest possible manner, as also does Mr. Sandford Fleming,
formerly Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, that it would be impossible to find a work
executed in a more satisfactory manner than this work bas
been by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. It might,
perhaps, be desirable for me to give a slight glance at the
character of the work which remains to be done. Prom
Sudbury Junction to Michipicoton the work is said to be
light, the grading for the greater part is of a sandy nature ;
this distance is 210 miles. On the 140 miles from Michipico
ton to Pic, the -work is said to be moderately light, the eut-
tings generally of clay or sand with some rock. From Pic to
Within 35 miles of Nepigon, the work is excessively heavy,

the grading being composed chiefly of bard rock; distanpe
95 miles. It is upon this heavy work, to a very large
extent, that the stronig force which I mentioned are now
concentrating their eff>rts. The work for the remaining 35
miles to Nepigon is moderately light ; the, grading is
about completed. Then, as regards the work in the Rocky
Mountains, from the summit of the Rocky Mountains to
the foot of the Mountains, the work may be classed as gene-
rally heavy, with some short distances very heavy ; distance,
45 miles. From the foot of the Rocky Mountains to
the foot of Selkirk Mountain the work is described as
being light, the country being fiat; distance, 30 miles.
Prom the eastera foot of the Selkirk Mountain to the
mouth of Eagle Pass, the work may be considered mo'erate
for mountain work, the grading being largoly through
gravel ; distance, 64 miles. The remaining distance from
the mouth of Eagle Pass to Kamloops, 161 miles, is
described as medium, the cuttings being rock, clay and
gravel. This makes in all 780 miles remaining to be con-
structed north of Lake Superior and the part to connect
the end of the track at the summit of the Rocky
Mountains with the works which are in progress by the
Govern ment at Kamloops. The summit of the Rocky Moun-
tains is 5,300 leet, and of.the Selkirk Mountain, 4,316 feet.
I may say, Sir, that down to the present bour the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company have prosecuted their work with
unabated vigour, and have, so far as carrying out the con-
traqt into which they entered with the Governament is con-
cerned, left no ground of complaint as to the mode in which
they have proceeded. It is well known, Sir, to the House
that in October last the Company applied to the Govern-
ment for the purpose of obtaining their support to guaran-
tee the interest on the outstanding stock of the Company-
some $65,000,000. The first proposal, as the House is aware,
was to obtain a guarantee on the whole 8 00,000,000 of
stock issued, and it was supposed by the Company at that
time-in fact, I believe they had reason to suppose-that
no difficulty would be experienced in obtaining the amount
of money necessary to guarantee the payment of a 3
per cent. dividerd on the whole of thoir stock, th entire
8100,000,00'. That was subsequently found to be imprac-
ticable, axid an amended proposition was submitted to
limit the guarantee to all the outstanding stock, the $q5,-
000,000, and to provide that the remaining $35,000,000
should be depo>ited with the Government, and no more
stock issued except as the Company deposited the money
necessary to furnish the guarantee of 3 per cent. It will
not be necessary for me to discuss at any length the reasons
which obliged the Company to adopt the course they did.
It is perfectly familiar to the House that a demoralization
in railway stocks occurred in New York in regard to all
the trans-continental lines of raiiway. and everything
connected with them, which rendered it impo-sible for the
Company to sell the remaining stock-upon which they
depended to obtain the money to complete the Canadian
Pacifie Railway with the promptness and vigour with which
they were performing that work-except at a ruinous
sacrifice. I do not intend, Sir, on the present occa-
sion, to go at length into the causes that especially affected
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I want, in making a calm,
dispassionate, business statement of the position of that
great work, and of the question as it now stands before this
House-I want to avoid, as far as possib;e, raising any
matter of a controversial character. But, Sir, I may say
to the House, what is very woll knowi , that in the United
States, parties connected with the Northern Pacifie Rail-
way, the Central Pacifie Railway, and the Uni>n Pacifie
Railway-in fact, all the trans-continental linos of railwuy-
parties, who a few years ago regarded the proposal to
construct a Canadian Pncific Railway by the people of the
Dominior as entirely illusory, and as a matter that need
give them littie concern-have gradually, but latterly very
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rapidly, been changing their opinions with regard te
that great work. They have found that the vigour with
which the work has been prosecuted hias rendered the early
completion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway a ques-
tion far removed from the region of the merely
theoretical; and, Sir, they have learned, upon enquiry and
examination, when their attention was drawn to the subject,
that Canada possesses advantages with respect to a trans-
continental railway that would render it a formidable rival,
either of the Northern Pacifie, or the Union Pacifie and
Central Pacific Railway. And the result of the discovery
of the greater advantages which a Canadian Pacifie line of
railway would possess, has been a great increase in the ac-
tive hostility of ail the trans-continental lines of railway-
and, I may say, of all the lines in the United States con-
nected with those trans-continental lines-towards the Cana-
dian project. And, Sir, I wish I was able te say that the
hostility te this great national work-for national work it
is-was confined to those lines of railway that might be
considered rival lines in a foreign country. I say, I wish I
was able to say that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
and this great national enterprise had not suffered from any
hostility within, as well as without, our borders. But, Sir, it
is well known that attempts to decry this great work, at-
tempts to break down this great enterprise-aye, Sir, even if
it involved breaking Canada down, as far as possible,
along with it-have been entered upon, not only in the New
York, but in the London markets, with very determined
vigour; but, as I said before-and I do not intend to detain
the House longer on that subject-the result is well known
-the value of the Canadian Pacifie Railway stock became
so impaired and weakened as to render it impossible for the
Company to obtain money from that source sufficient to
enable them to prosecute to rapid completion their great
enterprise. Now, Sir, the liouse will remember that when
Parliament was providing for the means of constructing
this great work, the Government who submitted the pro-
position to the House were told that we were granting an
unduly large subsidy for its accomplishment. We were
told that, in addition te the work we were performing to
cost 828,000,000, we were giving $25,000,000 in money, and
an inordinate quantity of land, when we added a grant of
25,000,000 acres, as so great a subvention was not neces-
sary in order te provide fully for the completion of the
work. Well, Sir, that land was estimated-I think I may
say without much controversy-as worth about $2 an
acre. Assuming, therefore, that that was all true, it would
involve to the people of Canada, for the construction of'
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, a cost of $103,000,000.
But our answer was this-and it bas been thoroughly
established by subsequent experience-that great as
was the quantity, valuable as was the character of those
lands, valuable as they would be rendered by the con-
struction of this great line of railway and the
branches which the Company proposed to construct in con-
nection with it, it would not be possible for them to realize
from those lands the money that would be required to carry
on the work. That, Sir, bas been abundantly borne out by
the facts. With every effort that was possible being made
te realize on the lands, the time came when it was apparent
that, great as was the value of the property of the Company,
it would be impossible alone by issuing the stock of the
Company, te obtain the means to carry on the work. As I
stated before, the resources of the Company became impaired,
and if they threw the additional $35,000,000 of thoir
stock on the market, it would be sacrificed without their
obtaining the means expected. Now, Sir, it will not be noces-
sary,with the papers before you,for me te refer te the mode in
which the dividends guaranteed on the stock were provided.
You are aware that the Company provided over.$3,000,000
in cash, and you are aware that tbey provided for the pay-
ment of all the remaining money required te warrant the
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Government in giving the guarantee, by securities of the
most ample description. I do not think there is any persen
in this House or out of it, who will be disposed to question
the desirability, on the part of the Government, of securing
the prompt completion of this great work, by giving their
assistance in the form that was proposed. The Government
has scarcely transcended the usual borrowing powers of a
Government. Se far as the $8,710,240 providing a gua-
rantee for five years was concerned, of course no question
can arise. That was entirely within the borrowing powers
of the Government, and it was but a slight excess of that
power-although certainly one requiring the approval of
this flouse, and one which the Government felt every
confidence in asking this flouse te approve - te
accept undoubted securities for the payment of a
portion of that money at a deferred period; thus enabling,
as was te be desired, this work te be prosecuted with the
same vigour as that which had hitherto characterized its
construction. There is another point te which I might be
expected te draw the attention of the flouse for a few mo-
ments in connection with the guarantee, and that is that in
addition te the land grant bonds that were deposited te
secure payment of the entire amount required te provide
the guarantee for the whole ton years for which the Gov-
ernment became responsible, a postal subsidy estimated at
83,000,000 was taken as a part security. i am quite cer-
tain those who will take the trouble te look into that ques-
tion will find that the Goyernment were amply warranted
in doing this-that in fact it was no novelty te use a postal
subsidy in that way. It was known that we were now paying
at the same rate to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as te other
railways, a large postal subsidy; and that in a very short
time, assuming the work to be completed, and even in the
absence of the completion of the work, we should
be paying over $120,000 a year for postal subsidy,
which would represent the $3,000,000 that were taken as a
security, without regard to the transport service they would
perform for the Department of the Interior in connection
with the management of Indian Affairs and the Mounted
Police. But, I say, altogether apart from that, it is known
that, at the same rate paid te other railways, they will
become entitled te a subsidy of no less than $204,000 a year
for theftransmission of mails on the completion of the road,
representing at an early day a much greater amount than
the $3,000,000 that was estimated te be covered. Taking the
second lien upon the $5,000,000 of bonds deposited with the
Government tosecure the operation of the line for ton years-
and as I shall show by-and-bye a security that certainly we
now know never will be required te be called into operation, a
first lien upon a further sum of $5,250,000 in bonds-abundant
security was taken, independently of the postal subsidy, for
the entire amount that the Government were required
te guarantee. It thus became a question with the Govern-
ment whether for the purpose, not ol enabling the Canadian
Pacifie Railway te complote their contract-I wish the
House te understand at the very outset that no change is
proposed by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in re-
gard to their contract-that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, taking into account the proporty they own, the
lands that they possess-putting a more moderate estimate of
value upon them than that of hon. gentlemen opposite,
and one in which I think the House will be pre-
pared to concur-putting the most moderate estimate on
the value of their lands, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany feel that they are able te carry their contract te com-
plotion without the alteration of a letter. There is no pro-
posal now submitted te the House te change a single line of
the contract with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. It is to
stand now as it stood on the first day when we laid it on
the Table of the louse. Instead of its value having
decreased, every one knows that with every suc-
ceeding year the Canadian Pacifie Railway has
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established itself in a stronger and stronger position.
Every one knows that the experience in the sale of a por-
tion of their lands-between three and four millions of
acres already sold by the Company-leaves no room to,
doubt that in that subvention they have ample means for
the completion of the work, with the additional means
which they themselves have already provided in connection
with its progress and construction. But the question that
was submitted for the consideration of the House, and that
was submitted for the consideration of the Government
when the Company asked for this guarantee by the Govern-
ment, upon depositing money and securities to represent
every dollar of it, was whether that step should be taken,
not to enable the Canadian Pacific Railway to fulfil their
obligations and to carry out the contract they had
made with the Government, but for the purpose of antici-
pating the time provided in that contract by over five years;
and the Government believed they were consulting the
best interests of Canada in adopting measures which,
without cost and risk to the country, would accomplish so
great and desirable an object as that of opening to the people
of this country ail that trans-continental line of communica-
tion from end to end in that brief period. It is well known that
the Northern Pacifie Railway Company, by making a great
effort, have completed their line running from Lake
Superior to the Pacifie Ocean. It is well known that traffic
once established in a groove is very difficult to be drawn from
it and placed upon another line : and we regarded it,therefore,
as the first consideration in the interests of the country-
looking at this as a great trans-continental line of railway
-that at the earliest possible moment there should be a
line of communication for travel and traffic extending across
this Continent on Canadian territory, and enabled to draw to
its support all that travel and all that traffic which could
possibly be drawn to it from our own oountry and the
country which lies to the south of us. Under these circum-
stances, the Government adopted, with some modifications,
the proposals made by the Company and provided for the
guarantee. I need not tell the House that it resulted in
failure-that all the expectations that the Company had
formed, and that the Government had formed-and I am
able to say capitalists without exception in Qanada, in the
United States and in England,had formed-to the effect that
the result of that guarantee would be to give all the means
required to the Company to enable them to carry on
thoir work with such vigour and promptness as would secure
its completion by the end of 1885, signally failed. They
were found to be erroneous. But if the Company were wrong,
if the Government wore wrong, the error was one in which
financial men and capitalists without exception on both sides
of the Atlantic shared, because no doubt was entertained as to
what the result would be. The war, however, against trans-
continental railway stock was intensified, the efforts to bear
the sjock of the Canadian Pacifie Railway were intensified,
and then the result was that the project ended in signal
failure-not only in failure but in disaster. Because, as it
will be readily seon, the Company found themselves in this
pos ition: that having failed to obtain such increased value
or their stock, as every person supposed they would obtain,
they were left without the $8,710,240 of their cash deposited
with the Government, an amount locked up which otherwise
they would have had at their command for the purpose of
going on with the construction of the line. So that
instead of obtaining the object expected, the very contrary
occurred, and the embarrassment and difficulty that had
before been experienced by thom in providing for a rapid
and vigourous completion of the line was intonsified.
Under these circumstances, the Government submit the
Resolutions that are now on the Table for the consideration of
this louse. And I think, after I have had an opportunity
of placing in the most frank and open manner before the
House al the questions connected with this Company,

every transaction so far as I am able to judge that is inter-
esting to this House in regard to their position, that the House
will corne to the conclusion that the Government are not only
warranted in submitting, but that they would fail in their
duty to the House and to the country if they did not submit
the propositions that are now placed before you, not with a
view to enable the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to
derive advantage, or to realize largèr returns for the pro-
perty that they possess, but for the purpose of enabling the
people of Canada to have finished within two years this
great trans-continental line of railway, and to derive all the
advantages that are calculated to flow from the prompt and
vigorous completion of this work. Now, Sir, the Company
ask that we should postpone, or rather I should say that
the Resolutions before you ask that the Company may post-
pone, the payment of $7,380,912 for the guarantee for
fivo years. But they leave with the Governmcnt ample
security, as provided for under the original arrangement,
for that postponement. Practically the proposal before the
House is only a change of the payment of the $2,853,912
that was to be paid on the first day of thi month. That is
the change from the arrangement already! made in relation
to the guarantee. It is proposed to postpone the payment
of that guarantee for five years, and to loan the Company
$22,500,000, to be repaid on the first day of May, 1891.
The conditions ot that advance may briefly be etated as fol-
lows: In the first place, it is proposed that in future the
payment for work done shall be placed upon a different
bais from that which was contained in the contract. That
is not a real but simply a nominal change in the terms of
the contract. When the contract was made, it was
provided that, upon the completion of every 20' miles,
the Company should receive payment, according to the
terms of the contract, on the 20 miles completed ; but it is
now found that, owing to the character of the work which
romains to be done, it would be impossible, with any jus-
tice to the Cumpany or to the Govern ment, to carry on that
mode of payment. Take the country north of Lake Superior,
the whole distance is easy until you come to the 95 miles
of enormously heavy work, and, if you paid them pro rata
according to the contract for the number of miles done, you
would not have loft the money that would be required to
perform the work on the 95 miles where it is inordinately
heavy. So, in the Rocky Mountains, the 30 miles that is
comparatively easy would not bear any proportion to the
other work that remained to be done ; and it is only pro-
posed to make a change that is based upon the principle
upon which payments are made by the Government in
relation to almost all the other contracts-I think I may
say to all the other contracts, on the canals, on rail-
ways, and on everything of the kind-which is to pay for
the amount of work done. The whole section from Sud-
bury Junction, to which the lino is now completed, to
Nepigon, north of Lake Superior, it is provided shall
bo covered by a certain sum of money, and, instead of
paying for each 20 miles as it proceeds, which, as I
say, would leave you without the means of completing
the 95 miles of the heaviest portion of the work, it is
proposed to adopt the same prnciple that is adopted
in relation to the payments on ail similar contracts and
almost all the works under the charge of the Govern-
ment, to pay them pro rata as the work proceeds, accord-
ing to the value of the whole work. In the whole distance
there is a certain sum of money to be paid. The Chief En-
gineer makes hie estimate of the cost of the work in order
that payment be made for the work done in proportion to its
value to the whole; and, having arrive d at that con-
clusion, ho gives his certificate that the work done, in
reg&rd to that which remaine to be done, warrants
the payment of a certain sum of money. As I
have said, it was indispensable, in the interests of
the Government as well as in the interests of the
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Company, that that change should be made, in order to pro-
vide pro rata, as was the intention, for the work performed
by the Company for the Government. Then, Sir, it is pro-
posed to advanee this $22,500,000, noV to pay a dollar of
it to the Company except as the work is performed,
in i elation to the whole work remaining to be done ;
and so that, when the $22,500,000 is exhausted, together
with the $12,710,788 of cash subsidy remaining in the
bands of the Government, the Government shall have
the certainty of the work being completed from end
to end. The conditions on which it is proposed to
give that advance may be briefly stated in this way.
First, there is the charge already described for securing the
payment of the guarantee at the end of the five years.
Then, there is the forfeiture, upon default of the interest or
principal for twelve months, of the entire property of the
Company. There is the prohibition of any further charge
upon the property, except for the sole purpose of repaying
the advances. It is quite possible-and it may be necessary
more specifically to provide for that, to enable the Com-
pany to realize the means of promptly paying the Govern.
ment, when the opportunity may present itself-it may be
found, in fact, quite desirable to provide that they shall
have the authority to establish a charge upon the land
grant, for the purpose of providing the means of wiping ont
their indebtedness to the Government, whenever a suitable
opportunity may present itself. Then, there is the removal
from the market of the balance of the $35,000,000 of
stock remaining to be issued. ThaL remains in the hands
of the Government, and, with this entirely under its control,
not a dollar of that stock, even if they provided the amount
as arranged in the first agreement for the guarantee of
3 per cent., can be issued until such time as the Gov.
ernment agree, and then it can only be issued with the
consent of the Government, for the purposes of the road,
or for the purpose of repaying the loan to the Government.
In order to take entire control of that matter, in order to
place the Government in the position that if the value of the
stock rose to a point where we thought it ought to be sold,
and the money returned to the treasury by the Company
that had been advanced, we have power to secure the sale of
that stock and thus recover the amount of indebtedness to
the Government. I need not refer to the proposal to relin-
quish the security of 81,000,00 for construction ; because,
Sir, I need not remind hon, gentlemen opposite that the
object of taking $1,000,000 security for the construction
of $100,000,000 worth of work could only be òf one kind,
and that was for the purpose of getting an effective guaran-
tee of the bond fides of the Company, and securing ourselves
against the possibility of their failing to go on with the
work. The flouse knows that in every contract that we
make, as the work advances, it is customary to give up the
security that has been deposited for the construction of the
work-5 per cent. the security deposited is given up to
the contractors as the progress of the work warrants the
Government in the conviction that the work will be car-
ried to completion. So in this case, seeing that a large
amount of money not received from Government sources
has gone into this work, the Government feel that it would
ouly be unnecessarily hampering the Company to
lock 'up, without the slightest cauee or necessity, this
$1,000,000 that, to a very large extent, they are
already entitled to receive back according to the
principle we have adopted in the contracts of all
kinds with the Goverument. Now, Sir, I may say
that is the proposal-to postpone with ample security for
its payment already placed in the hands of the Government
by the Company, to postpone the payment of the $7,3M0,912
for the guarantee, and to advance, as the work proceeds,
$22,500,000. Now, Sir, I will, no doubt, be asked if the
Company have shown the Government that they have a fair
and a legitimate right to ask for that assistance in order to
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ensure the completion of this work within two years. And,
Sir, in regard to that matter I will lay before the House a
frank state ment of the affairs of the Company, as given by
themselves, which, I think, will remove all doubt as to the
position they have placed themselves in so as to entitle
them to the confidence of the Goverament in regard to this
application. I propose to give a statement of expenditures
made by the Company, and the source from which they
have obtained their money aud receipts, which, I think, will
satisfy every hon. member in this House how baseless are the
statements that have been made broadcast over this
country, that the moneys received from the Government,
and from Government sources, have been used by the Com-
pany outside the contract for the construction of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway; and that, instead of taking the large,
liberal, and generous subvention that this Government
asked Parliament to provide for the construction of that
road, and putting it into this great work, they have
used those means derived from the Government for the
purpose of engaging in outside enterprises apart from the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and are thus not entitled to come
to the Government and seek for any assistance, even for so
desirable a purpose as that of securing the construction of
this great work five and a half years before the time pro-
vided in the contract. The statement placed in my hands
by the Company shows as follows:-

EXPENDITURE.
Works of construction on main line, west of Callander

embracing 1,131 miles of completed road ......... .... , ......
Works of construction on Branch Lines, west of Callander,

embracing 269 miles of completed road-295 ............
Improvements of Government Lines, west of Cross Lake. ...
Materials, rails and supplies .................. $4,364,839
Less advance on rails........................ ......... 339,235

Rolling stock ........ ................... $6,130,792
Lake steamers ........ .............. ................. 552,251
Plant tools and outfit for construction 187,002

Five per cent. dividend on stock ............... ..................
Interest, &c., on land grant bonds............... ......
Deposit with Government on gnarantee ................
Extension from Callander to Montreal and Brockville......
Rolling stock for above ........ ......... ...... ....... .... ...... ......
Shops.................................................
Tools and machinery .. ................
Real estate for termini...... .....................

Total expenditure from Montreal to Kamloops and Brock-
ville ...... ......... ...... ......... .............. .......... .........

Advances and Accounts Receivable for Extension to the
Seaboard, <-c.

South-Eastern Railway ..... ......... ..................... .. ......
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Railway............... ..................
Atlantic and North Western do ...............................
Canada North-West Land Company ............................
Advances to contractors in construction ............ ...........
Sundry advances and çarriers back charges and other

matters incidental ...................... .....
Paid in respect of securities deposited with the Government

in lieu of $1,000,000 cash...........................

REOEIPTS.
Met receipts from sale of stock . ...
Loan on $10,000,000 of stock-................. ......
Cash subsidy .... ..... ..................... ........
Land grant bonds...... ......... .........................
Sale of town sites ........... ................. ...........
Net revenue $1,115,574 received..................

$25,356,828
4,950,000

12,289,212
9,029,012

477,775
891,875

$23,078,929

3,759,793
353,606

4,025,604

6,870,045
2,128,000

372,880
8,710,240
3,270,351

900 000
516 032
353,230
390,790

$54,728,500

1,582,327
69,900

156,646
600,097
600,000

473,281

484,614

58,695,363

--- -- 52,991,702

Excese of expenditure over receipts...........$5,700,863
Deduct advances, &c., as above.. ...... 3,966,865

$1,733,798

Now, Sir, I propose for a moment to review the eharacter of
those expenditures. But before doing so I may be asked :
what evidence I have that this is an accurate statement of
the expenditures and receipts of the Company? And anti.
cipating this question, although of course I was bound to
aocept'the statement of the Company as a fair and honour-
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able exhibit of their actual receipts and expenditure, I felt
it was right, on a matter of so much importance, to be in a
position to give Parliament the most abundant and accurate
information, and to show beyond the possibility of
question that there was nodoubt as to the accuracy of the
statements placed in my hands as to the expenditure and
revenue of the Company. And for that purpose the Govern-
ment nominated one of the ablest accountants in the publie
service, a gentleman who had been employed by the late
Government on financial questions of the gravest impor-
tance, as one of the ablest gentlemen whose services they
could command-Mr. Miall, Deputy Minister of Inlani
Revenue, was asked by the Government to go to Montreal
in connection with Mr. Sebreiber, the Chief Engineer,
whose familiarity with the whole question would be of
great value in an investigation of that kind, for the
purpose of making such an investigation of the books and
statements of the Company as would assure beyond ques-
tion the accuracy of the statements they had placed in my
hands. I will read an extract from the report of those
gentlenien, which, I think, will be found to be entirely
satisfactory en that point.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose the hon. gentleman intends to
lay that report on the Table.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do; I will lay the paper
on the Table. I think, perhaps, Mr. Speaker, as this is an
important paper, I may as well read the correspondence.
The following is the letter addressed by me to those gentle-
men

"OTTAWA. 28th January, 1884.
" Du&aSs,-I have to requestthatyou will, with ail eonvenientspeed,

proceed to Montreal, with a view to investigate the books and accounts
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company so far as such examination
may be necessary to enable you to verify certain statements of revenue
and expenditure whieh have been laid before my colleagues and myself
by that corporation.

"I am aware that an exhaustive and detailed audit would entail the
labour of weeks, if not months. This is not expected. But you are
required to make such examination as a prudent business man would
desire to make before lending capital to or entering into terns of ce-
partnership with a respectable commercial firm. A copy of the Com-
pany's statements is transmitted herewith.

"1 am, yours faithfully.
(Signed) "CHARLES TUPPER."

The following is the report made by those gentlemen on
their return:-

"OTwÂA, 2nd February, 1884.
"To the Bon. Sir OiRLEs TOPPR, C.B., KC.M.G.,

"IMinister of Railways and Canais.
'Sra,-In obedience to your letter of instruction (bearing date the

28th ait.) we proceeded to Montreal on the morning of the 281h ult.
'*On arriving at thet offices of the Canadian Pacifie aailway Company

we were iaformed that the President was temporarily absent from the
city; but upon communicating to Mr. Drinkwater the nature of our
errand, herat once placed a room at our disposal, and stated that aIl
the books, accounts and vouchers would be cheerfully produced for our
inspection.

"I e then summoned the Chief Accountant of the Company (Mr.
Ogden) and requested him to hold himself and staff in readiness to fur-
nsh any assistance o information required, when we forthwith proceeded
with our investigation. We fLund the books of the )ompany under Mr
Ogden's able supervision, to be faultlessly kept. both as to system and
detail ; so that lar less difficulty than we anuticipated was experienced
in establiahing an independent trial balance as the basis of further
operattouns.

" Working backwards from this point by a process of analysis familiar
to accountans, sufficient detail was obtained not only to cheek the
figures presented by .Mr. Stephen, but also to examine into the details
of each snb-head, where such examination was deemed to be necessary,
and to prove tbat the general results were arrived at without the aid of
any improper manipulation of accounts, directly from the original entries
Imade in proper cbronological order from the various subsidiary books.

"We do not wish to convey the impression that the nature of the
expendlture under each sub-head has to any cousiderable extent chal-
lenged oar attention Such an examination would, necessarily, occupy
a considerable longer time than was at our disposal and would have
trans' ended the limite of our instructions. Neither did we examine into
the matter of the distribution of stock.

"As the reuit of our investigation, however, we have no hesitation
Vhatever in submitting our opinion that the statements furnisbed by

the President and placed in our hands for verificaton, reprement truth-
futl tae actual eodition of the Company's a airs as portrayed by the

ofc(he Company.

"It is understood that if any further information is required in respect
of specific items, the books are still open to our further scrutiny, when-
ever you may so determine or require.

' The books of the land grant bond trustees were also placed before
us, for investigation, and were fouud practically to agree with the state-
ment made by the President.

"We have the honour to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servants,

'"C OLLINGWOOD SORamB1R,
(Signed) " E. Mar.L."

Now, Mr. Speaker, having shown to the louse the stops
that have been taken to verify the Company's staternent, I
may ask the indulgence of the House for a few moments
while 1 draw attention to the character of those expendi-
tures. In the first instance, there can be no question as to
the expenditure, $23,078,929, on the main lino
from Callander to the crest of the iRocky Mountains.
Then we come to the expenditure of 83,759,793,
being for Algoma Branch and Western Division
braches, 295 miles being under construction in ali.
[ think, Sir, that there is no hon. member who will not say
that in the interests of Canada it would be impossible to
find any expenditure to whichLithe Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company could apply their money more important to
the success of the enterprise, more important to the charac-
ter of the work itself, or of more vital importance to the
settlement and development of the great North-West.
Every mile of those branches, constructed without any aid
whatever from the Government, is calculated, I say, to -
serve the purpose that the Government had in view in
making the contract-the development and advancement of
the country, perhaps to a still greater degree in many in-
stances, than a portion of the trunk lino itself. I need not
detain the House upon this item of 64,025,604 for supplies.
These supplies are rails and other materials for'the purpose
of carrying on the -construction of the work. Rolling
stock, $6,130,792, is, of course, part of the contract on the
main lino between Callander and Port Moody, demanded
under the contract, and every dollar is expended directly
for the purposes for which the contract was made. The
expenditure of $552,251 for lake steamers is aiso an expen-
diture made for the purpose of facilitating the development
of the work of carrying on the traffic and business of the
country; and of, at the same time, promoting the construc-
tion of the portion which romains to be completed. The
plant, tools, and outfit for construction are, of course, inci-
dental to the construction, $187,000, making for that ser-
vice $6,870,045, upon which, I think, no possible question
will arise. Thenwe have dividend on stock, $2,128,000,which
was, of course, incidental to the sale of the stock, and neces-
sary to enable them to realize the *.;5,356,828 obtained by the
sale of the stock, for the purpose of constructi ng tho road. The
interest, &c., paid on land grant bonds, $372,000, was, of
course, a necessary expenditure to realize the money they
received from the land. The deposit of $8,7 10,240 with the
Government on the guarantee was an expenditure also made
directly for the same object as the payment of the dividend
on the stock-the object of furnishing money for the com-
pletion of the contract. The extension from Callander to
Montreal and Brockville, 83,270,351; rolling stock, $9C0,000;
shops, $516,032; tools and machinery, $352,230, aind real
estate for termini, $390,790, will be admitted, I think, by
every person familiarwith this question, to be expenditures
of the most valuable character to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. Every person is aware, Sir, that in the construe-
tion of a great trans-continental lino, it was of the greatest
importance to the character of the undertaking and
to its standing, its position, and its success, that
instead of commencing at an unknown point, such
as Callander-which it would be impossible to make
the financial mon of the world understand; it was
of the most vital consequence to the suocess of the work, in
order to obtain the confidence of the public to carry it on
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to completion and to make it successful after it was com-
pleted-that they should bring that terminus at Callander
down to the city of Montreal, where it could be fairly and
honestly claimed that there was an inter-oceanie lino, ex-
tending from the Atlantic communication on the one side
to the Pacifie on the other. I think, Sir, it will not be ne-
cessary for me to say one word to show that, in the interests
of Canada and of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, it
was impossible to make an expenditure which was more
calculated to benefit the country and benefit the enterprise
than the expenditure involved in carrying the termi-
nus from Callander to Montreal. This makes an
expenditure upon which, I think, there will be no difference
of opinion of $54,728,500. Then, there are further items
covering in all the sum of $3,966,865, for advances and
accounts receivable ; and these stand in a somewhat dif-
feront position. It is quite true they are embraced, and
they may be all held to be fairly embraced,within their char-
ter. It provides for an extension to the seaboard, and the
expenditure in connection with the St. Lawrence and Ottawa,
and the South-Eastern are for purchases of the bonds of
those roads and are, of course, a good asset held by them for
the purpose of reaching the Atlantic seaboard from Montreal.
The acquisition of the Atlantic and North-Western charter,
and the expenditure under that charter of a considerable sum
of money in connecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway with
the Grand Trunk Railway by a line around the mountain
at Montreal, is, of course, embraced within their
charter. The expenditure to secure a controlling
interest in the South-Eastern Railway was, of course,
for the purpose of enabling them t> place themselves in a
position to draw traffle to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
from the Atlantic seaboard, whether at New York, or
Boston, or Portland, or St. Andrews, or St. John or Halifax.
We, looking àt it from the Maritime Provinces, are extreme-
ly anxious that they should go to a Oanadian port; and
I am glad to know that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Con-
pany attach the greatest possible importance to getting the
shortest lino to the seaboard that they can, by an open winter
port in Canada. The expenditure in connection with that
matter-whether by connection with the International Rail-
way, and thus making the shortest line that can be obtained,
from a Canadian port, open at all seasons of the year--is an
expenditure which IL believe evdry person who wishes to see
this great trans-continental line of railway successful in
drawing down traffie and travel from every section of the
country, would be only to glad to see them make. It
may be said that they aim also at obtaining access to
Portlknd, Boston, and New York. Suppose they do.
I say the Canadian Pacifie Railway would fait in their duty
in the great enterprise in which they are concerned, wouldi
fail in their duty to Canada 'if they did not take every
practicable and feasible measure of drawing every pound of
traffic they can draw from any port in the United States
upon a Canadian lino to be carried across the continent.i
Under these circumstances, I say, the expenditure which is
made in that regard is one which, I believe, will commend
itself to business men-and I am sure it will to railway
mon-as a sound and prudent consideration. I only regret
that they did not when acquiring a railway to the city of
Montreal go on to the real ocean port of Canada in summer,
the city of Quebec; and I believe that it wiil be found
necessary by that Company, notwithstanding that
they have reached ocean communication at Montreal
-I believé the interests of the Company wilr involve
the necessity of their securing direct and com-
plote through communication with the great ocean port of
Canada, for the summer season, at the harbour of Quebec.
I have no doubt that every measure wilt be taken that can
be taken to attain that important object. I trust that, by
the shortest lino to the sea, reaching ports in the Maritime
Provinces by a shorter line than the Intercolonial, and by
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connecting the links which have been shadowed forth,
in connection with this matter,they will never rest until they
have come, not only to the harbour of Quebec for summer,
but that, looking to the vital importance of having, as they
will have, a great ocean port there in summer-the vital
importance of having a Canadian port open throughout the
whole year, winter as well as summer-they Will never rest
until they have established a route of communication to St.
John, to Halifax, to St. Andrew's, and ultimately to Louis-
burgb. I say, Sir, the fact that when they have reached
the harbour of Louisburgh, they will make it the interest of
every man who has a letter to send or who wishes himself
to pass in the shortest period of time from London to New
York to go through that harbour, will compel the Company,
in the interest of this great national work, not to rest short
of attaining even that point as the ultimate object. But I
have no hesitation in saying that the distance between
Montreal and Halifax in winter can be so shortened by the
measures that are in contemplation as to give every reason
to believe that the Company will find it their interest, untit
Louisburgh is reached, to make Halifax at all times-in
the winter at any rate--the great grain shipping port for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, Sir, with reference to the
86(0)000 ot stock subscaibed by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
in the Canadian North-West Land Company, that stands
upon the same footing as many of these other measures. Why
did they subscribe $600,000 of stock in the North-West Land
Company ? Every person knows, who lias been watching
the proceedings of the Company, that they made a large sale
of land to the Canadian North-West Land Company, and it
was of great moment that the stock of that Company should
be subscribed-should be placed in such a position as
its inherent value deserved, for the purpose of rendering the
Company's land operations successful, and thus giving them
the means for promoting the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway. The advance to the contractors in conF-
truction of $600,000, I understand to stand thus: A con-
struction company was formed, embracing a large number
of the members of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
if not the Company itself, with a number of outside individ-
uals who were prepared to go into a construction company,
and the works were carried on by it. I expect, in response
to the application of the hon, leader of the Opposition, to
lay on the Table of the House, in the course of to-morrow,
the contract with that Company, which will disclose its
exact character; but I may say that, so long as the means
were found by the construction company- and the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company combined, to vigor-
ously carry on the work, it was carried on 'in that
way. But, when the time came-when, owing to the
stringency of the money market in New York, and the
depreciation of the property of the Company, it was
impossible to obtain the means to carry on the work-
they fell back on the principle of aguarantee in order to obtain
funds from another source,and they closed their accounts with
the construction company, to whom it appears they had made
advancesat that time of $600,000. Then there is an item of
sundry advances, carriers' back charges, and other matters,
amounting to $473,281, which are incidental expenses coa-
nected with every great undertaking of this kind. The next
amount is the sum of $184,614 paid in respect of securities
deposited with the Government, in lieu of the $1,000,000 cash
deposit,to secure the corupletion of the contract. As theffouse
is aware, the Government agreed to release the $1,000,000
in cash, and to accept in its stead, $1,680,000 of CreditValley
Railway bonds. It was found by my predecessor, the late
hon. Minister of Public Works and has been found by- my-
self and the hon. Minister of Publie Works beside me,
necessary-in order to give additional facilities to contract.
ors to complete their work-to exchange the original cash
deposit for real estate or a security of some other kind ; and
this action of the Goverument was simply in conformity
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with the usual plan, adopted by the late Government as
well as by this Government, in relation to all other contracts.
And I presume--in fact I know-that this payment of
$484,614 represented stock belonging to Mr. Stephen in the
Credit Valley Railway, and if that deposit is released, this
money will go back to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, to be used in prosecuting the enterprise. Now, Sir,
baving given as briefly as I could the character of these
expenditures, I propose to show a littie more in detail how
the account will stand. On the main line, between Callan-
der and Port Moody.-on the eastern and central sections-
with improvements made on the Government line west of
Cross Lake, the expenditures have been as follows:-
Nain Line, betuaon Callander and Port Moody, Eastern and Central

Sectiona, with improvements made on the Governmens Lne, weat of
Cross Lake.

EIPEUNDITUR3.

Contruotin--Nipissing Division ... ........ $3,249,971
do Lake Superior Division.. ........ 2,299,783
do Western do .......... 17,529,175

- - $23,078,929
Equipment-rolliDgstok.... ..... .. $6,130,792

do steamers ........ ... ...... 552,251
do tools and planta . ...... ........ 187,002

-- 6,870,04&
Mateeials on band-fuel .4............................ $459,66

do generai Stores ............. 843,907
do railo, tia, &c.. ......... 1,39,792

Supplies for construction ........................ ........ 1521,474

$4,364,839
Ilas advance on rails ................. ........ 339,235

-- 4,025,804
Improvement on Government Unes west of Oross Lake....... 353,606
Five per eent. dividend on stock ............. .... $2,128,000
InteOe&M , on land grant bonds ............ 372,880
Deposit wui Government on guarantee . 8,710,240

---- 11,211,120

Total expenditure ............ ..... ........ $45,539,304

0Ass REcOrvYD,
Cash anuidy paid by Government .................. $12,289,212
Prooeeda,.ot saisi of land grane bonda. ......... 9,29,012
Prosaedu f sa le ot town s .......... 4 7 35

Excess of expenditure over receipts ....... $23,743,30b

Maip Line and. Branches between Callander and Port Moody, Eastern
and Central geetions, Brancheswitd i*protementa made on t Govern-
menLie,ws Ciwsp1ake.

EXmDITUR9.
Maiu ling, as before . .......... ,539,304

lgemna Branch .............. ...... , . $77,324
WieaspeDisiMaBracb ............... .......... 1,882,46v

- - 3,759,793

Total expenditure .............. .................... 149,299,097

.Qff RIOULVID.
Main lins, as before st&ted.... .. ... ........... ........... 21,795,999

zeesa of expenditure over receipts............... $27,503,098

Nain Lime and Brancha, batwen Montreal and Port Noody, Eastern and
centra4 &giens, a;;qirç4 Lines, Branchu and Improvements, on
Gouernment Lins West of Cross Lake.

Main line and branches, west of Callander, as
before atated .............. .. $49,299,097

àeoired lines-
a a centrailIway ..... .................. $ 2,251,242

Q.1,0. & O. Railway............ ......... ........ 180,853
Improvements thereon............................. 770,956
Mie Lnd and Broekville Loop Lins Branches 67,300

Roiug stck ....... ........ .. ...........................

xentrea. ......................... 362,820
Parth........ ........ ...... .......... 115,628
Osa.rlstoa.pag............... ................... 37,584

Tools and macbinery.....................
Amal eatate for toemini and &hop#............

516,032
352,M9e
0,789

Total expenditure..... .....-..... ........... 324,7*8,soo
14

OAS RuOmpes.

Main lins and branches veut of Callander, as
before .......................... . ... S 21,795,999

Net revenue-1,115,574 received .... ... .891,875

Exeesa of expenditure over receipts .............. ..... 32,040,26
Main Lano, Branches and xtansion, from Seaboard to Seaboard, Eastern

and Central Sections, acquired Linos, Branches, ImprovemenO in
Gô"ernsnt Lin', W'at of Cros Lake, and advanees on Lim te t.
8eabOar4ý 4-c.

.xrhmDasUU.

Main line and branches betweea Montreal,
Brockville and Kamloops, as before stated.......... $54,728,500

South Eastern Railway................................. $ 1,582,327
St. Lawrence à Ottat Railway ........ .9,900
Atlantic A; North-Western do............... 156,646
Canada North-West Land Co......................... 600,097
Advance to contractors on construction ........ 600,000

undry advanoes and carriers for back charges
and other matters incidental to traffl, &c... 473,281

Paid in respect of securities deposited with the
Government in lieu of $1,000,000 cash 484,614

- 3,966,865

Total expenditure......... .............. ... ...... 58,695,85

CAsE RacarTS.

Main line and branches between Montreal and
Brockville and Kamloops, as before stated......... ........ $23,687,874

Excess of Expenditure over Receipt.. ......... 36,007491
Deduot advances, &c ..... ............. 3,966,865

$32,040,626
I trust under these circumstances we have heard the lat,
either in this House or out of it, of the unfounded statement
-as I have proved it to be from the figures that I have sub-
mitted to the House-that this Company has taken the
money received under this contract from the Government
for the purpose of b.uilding a line of railway from Callander
to Kamloops and expended it on outside enterprises, apart
from and without any reference to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. If we have not, I think we ought to have reshed
that point in the discussion. I may draw the attention of
the House for a moment to the property that is to be oov-
ored by the lien. The Canadian Pacific Railway have
property which, if realized at its fair value, is
abundant to complete their contract without any asuist-
ance from any source. Having an enterprise on
hand that ha establîshed itself beyond ontreversy
as an enterprise based on a sound commercial foundation,
they are in a position to say that with anything like a fair
realization of the value of the property they possess they do
not require assistance from any person. They are in a
position to say to the Government, we can fall back upon
our contract, we can disband our force of 9,000 men now
operating near Lake Superior, we can draw in our expendi-
ture, and by lst May, 1891, we shall be enabled to sell land
enough to provide with the net revenue for operating,all that
we require. We shall have the means of completing our con-
tract ; but if you want that great work completed by the
end of 1885, we ask you, not te give us an additional dol-
lar, but to advance to us as the work proceeds the amount
of $22,500,000 for that purpose. I have told the House in
the first place that they do not ask an additional dollar of
subvention for the purpose of completing the contract they
have made with the Government. I have told the House
that the Company have the strongest confi-
dence in the value of the subvention already given;
that with the amount that can be obtained from the
outside public, and that has been obtained from the outside
public, they have the means of completing their contract.
Bnt while they do not ask the louse to give them a single
additional doillar they ask us to use the credit of this
country-which, thanks to the management of my colleague,
the hon. the Minister of Finance, never stood in a
higher poition-to obtain the means of amomplishing this
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great national work by the end of 1885; and that without1

imposing the slightest shadow of a shade of additional
burthen upon the Government or upon the country for the
repayment of every dollar by the time the contract was to
be completed, the 1st May, 1891. I say that if this is the
position in which they are-and I think, I may venture to
say, that hon. gentlemen opposite will not con-
trovert the soundness of that position, will not question the
fact that the security offered to the Government securing this
temporary advance in order to quickly complete this great
national work is abundant-we should not hesitate a
single moment in giving that measure our support.
Let me draw attention briefly to the property that is
tovered by this lien by the Canadian Pacific Railway.
I have already said that, if there is either one year's
default in the payment of interest or default in the payment
of the $7,300,000 at the end of five years to cover the
guarantee, or of the amount on the first day of May, 1891,
if, by the first of May, 1892, every dollar of interest and
every dollar of principal is not refunded to the Government
of this advance, they propose that we shall become at once
the possessors of the entire property of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. What does that embrace ? That em-
braces the entire property from the ocean terminus at
Montreal to Port Moody on the Pacific, it embraces the line
on which they have paid over $3,000,000 between Montreal
and Callander, it embraces the lino on which they have
expended over $2,000,000 the branch to Algoma
Mills, it covers the 269 miles of branches in the North-West,
it covers the three magnificent steamers that they are
placing upon the route between Algoma Mills and Port
Arthur, and it covers the entire 21,246,000 of acres
of land that remain at the disposal of the Govern-
ment. I shall not elaborate this question, because I do not
anticipate that any hon. gentleman in this liouse will say
for a single moment that the security is not so ample, that
the value of the property pledged is not so enormous, as to
place the possibility of failure or the possibility of our not
baving every dollar of principal and interest advanced to
this Company refunded, beyond a question of any contin.
gency or of doubt. I may say that this road will embrace,
of the main line from Montreal to Port Moody, 2,886 miles,
it will embrace 112 miles of branches belonging to the lines
betwcen Montreal and Callander, and it will embrace 395
miles of branches in the North-West, making a total of 3,393
miles of road. Let us look for a moment at the character
of that security. The entire charge to which the road
botween Montreal and Callander is subject is $5,323,333.
The land grant earned by the Company and unsold
at this moment is 10,002,305 acres, and the land grant un-
earned 11,244,295 acres, or a total land grant to which the
Company is entitled when the road is finished of 21,246,600
acres, over the portion that they have sold. This land is
subject to a lien of $5,000,000, charged as sectuity
for the operation of the road, and, as I have already told
the House, -we do not propose in these Resolutions to
release that lien. There is a very great misapprehension, I
find, in some quarters on that point. There is no proposai
in these Resolutions to release that $5,000,000 of land
grant bonds held by the Government as a security for the
operation of the lino for ten years. I may say that that is
rather a matter ofsentiment than otherwise, so far as the
Government is concerned. We wish the contract to re-
main intact as we made it, and we, therefore, do not pro-
pose to release that lien, although we feel the most
confident assurance that it is unnecessary to retain a single1
dollar of that $5,000,000 of bonds for the security of a
road when it is already shown that, with its unconnected
portions, labouring under the greatest possible difficulty, its'
net earnings have been some 8978,000 within the last ninej
months. That the road when constructed will be a valuable1
property there can be no reason to doubt. That the roadi
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this coming year will earn a very large amount of not
profit over and above the expenses of its operation there
cannot be a question; and, when opened from end to end, it
is perfectly obvions that the Canadian Pacific Railway will
be placed upon a thoroughly sound and complete commer-
cial foundation, as one of the best lines of railway communi-
cation that is to be found in the country. Let ns look
a little more closely at what this 3,393 miles of road
presents. I have already said that the entire land
grant of the Company, the 21,246,000 of acres in
the hands of the Government, over and above the small por-
tion required to deal with the outstanding bonds, will be a
security to the Government; and all the money derived
from that source will come directly to the Government.
The land grant bonds issued are $10,000,000. Of this
86,667,000 have been destroyed or cancelled. There are
beld by land companies, against instalments of purchase
money not yet due, $846,000, making $7,513,000 of bonds
that are either cancelled or held by land companiesuntil they
make payments on the lands purchased, and they then come
in. That leaves the balance in the bands of the public
$2,487,000. The balance of purchase money ofland bought by
individuals not yet due, applicable to the redemption of this,
is 81,363,500, leaving a balance of issue not provided for of
81,123,500 in all. So that, when this $1,123,500 of land
grant bonds that are outstanding is provided for, the whole
21,246,600 acres of land stand in the position of simply
representing securities in the hands of the Government, or
money that is to come into their hands as the land is
sold. The extent then of the property placed in the
hands of the Government is 21,246,600 acres of land and
3,393 miles of road. Suppose an improbable contingency-
I will not say improbable-I will say an impossible contin-
gency. There is not an intelligent man in this country
who does not know that it is not within the range of possi-
bility, with a lien of such an insignificant character upon a
property of snch magnificent proportions as I have shown
this property to be, that any other result can happen than
that every dollar of the principal and every dollar of the
interest will come into the hands of the Government before
a default of twelve months is made. I might dismiss that
subject at once and forever from any consideration,
were it not that it is juat as well to look ut a phase
of this question that I think bas not, perhaps, attract-
ed public attention, and that is, he position the
Government would be in, the position this country
would be in, if this Company made twelve months'
default in the payment of the last dollar of ,this
money advanced for their assistance, or of the interest
upon it at5 per cent. Now, Sir, I havespoken of the lands
and the railway. What will that road cSt us, assuming
that to-morrow after this arrangement is made, assuming
that to-morrow they make default, assumingthat to-morrow
the Company were to abandon the work, what would be
our position ? And, Sir, it does not matter whether default
is made now or at the end; the position, so far as these
figures are concerned, will stand the same. I will show yon
what this 3,393 miles of road will cost the people of this
country in case of the impossible contingency of default.
I will put the land on both sides of the accòunt, the land
which they have sold, and which netted them $2.36 an acre
on 3,753,400 acres. But, for the purpose of meeting
the views of hon. gentlemen opposite as closely
as I eau regarding the value of these lands,
I will call them worth 82 an acre. If we cal
the subvention that goes to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company of 25,000,000 acres of land worth
$2 an acre, it makes, with that which we pay in cash,
and that which we paid in completed road, $103,000,000;
and that, I think, was the favourite calculation of hon.
gentlemen opposite. Now, Sir, I will charge onreelves
with the 3,753,400 acres of land sold at 82 an are,
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making $7,506,800; I charge the advance on rails of
$339,235; I charge the cash subsidy paid, $12,289,212; I
charge the proposed advance of 822,500,000; I charge the
lien on the Canada Central and the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa
and Occidental Railway, $5,333 333, assuming we will have
to pay it if the road came into our bands; I charge the
guarantee dividend on stock postponed, $7,198,460; I
charge the iand grant bonds sold with no sales to redeem
them, 81,123,500; I charge the estimated cost of the work the
Government has to build ut $28,000,000; I charge the balance
of cash subsidy, $12,710,788, and what is the total ?
I challenge the scrutiny of hon. gentlemen opposite; I
will lay this paper on the table, and I invite the closest
scrutiny and investigation as to whether this is not a fair
statement of the position we would be in if, to-morrow, or
ut the end of two years, they made default, or if at any
period they made default. In regard to this question, I say
that is the account; every dollar is charged there that by
any possibility the people of this country would have to
pay for that 21,246,600 acres of land and 3,393 miles of
road, without any charge upon it of any kind from end to
end. The whole total is 897,001,328. That is what the
road would cost the people of this country. The paper
is as follows:-
STATMENT showing that should the Company fail to fulfil the terms

upon which the loan je made, the Goverment will be seized of pos-
session of the following prope-ty for the sum named below

Extent of Property.
L and ............... . ..................... ......... 21,246,600 Acres.
Railway and branches ................. ................... 3,393 Miles.

Which will Cost.

3,753,400 acres land (sold) say its;value at $2 per acre.. ...... $ 7,506,800
Advance on rails ................. ...... . 339,235
Cash subsidy paid........................................................... 12,289,212
Proposed advance . ..................... 22,500,000
Lien on Canada Central and Q.M.O. k 0. Ry...... .. ........ 5,333,333
Guarantee dividend on stock poetponed ........... 7,198,460
Land grant bondi sold, with no sales of land to redeem them 1,123,500
Estimated oost of Government work................................ 28,000,000
Balance of cash subsidy... ...... ................... 12,710,788

Total..... .............. .......................... $97,001,328

AEsuming the lands to be worth $2 per acre, the following would be
the position:-

21,246,600 acres at $2 per acre...... ...... ......... $42,493,200
3,393 miles of railway at $16,065 ... ......... 54,508,128

Now, Sir, what more? What shall we do with the lands? I
have charged the land they have used at *2 per acre, and put
it on the other side of the account, and showed equally what
the lands have realized, and what our position would be,
and what the road would cost us. I credit the road with
the 21,246,600 acres of land at 82 per acre, maki.ng $42,-
493,200 of cash that will come back to us out of the 897,-
000,000 ; and I take the completed road of 3,393 miles
without a charge of a dollar upon it, from Montreal to Port
Moody, costing the people of this country $54,508,128.
That is the total. So, Sir, I say that in that position there
is no intelligent man who will say, in the first place, that
there is a shadow of ground for supposing that every dollar
of this principal, and every dollar of this interest, will not
be roturned, as -provided for in these Resolutions, te the
coffers of Canada. And r say, further, that in case of that
impossible contingency arising, we would stand in the posi-
tion after selling the lands-at the value these gentlemen have
put upon them, the lands that would come into our hands,
along with the 3,393 miles of main line and branches from
Montreal to Port Moody-at a cobt to the people of this coun-
try of $54,508,128. Well, Sir, what will the Canadian Pacific
Railway proper cost us ?-that road, Sir, that hon. gentle-
men opposite declared would cost $120,000,000. I need not
remind the liouse that when we were discussing this question
before, the hon. leader of the Opposition gave to the House
a careful calculation of what it would coSt the Government of
this country to build a rond from Callander to Port Moody,

with not a mile of branches-the simple line from Callander
to Port Moody; and the hon. gentleman stated tiat he had
submitted the careful calculation in regard to this matter of
his colleague, the former Minister of Public Works, who
had been for years examining this question, and dealing
with it as a Minister; and, Sir, these two hon. gentlemen
came to the conclusion that the lowost amount for which
the Cacadian Pacifie Railway could be built from Callander
to Port Moody was-the hon, leader of the Opposition
stated it-S120,000,000. He submitted the calculation of
the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) my dis-
tinguished predecessor, containing the result of that hon.
gentleman's mest careful and accurate calculation, which put
the cost of the road from Callander to Port Moody at, mre
accurately, $121,700,000, Now, Sir, that is the value of
the road, as stated by hon. gentlemen opposite-the lowest
cost ut which it could be built. It was true, Sir, I had
estimated the cost of that line from Callander to Port
Moody ut $84,000,000, and my hon. friend, the leader of
the Opposition, took the opportunity of reminding me that
that was not a railway, it was nothing but a tramway. That
was after I had stated to the House the character of the
road we expected to be able to construct, and I was unable
to controvert the statement of the hon. gentleman b.cause
it was true. I had stated that, in the position in which we
were placed, we had no alternative but to go forward and
do the best we could, and I. showed that the smallest
amount for which we could construct the most inferior lice
of railway that would give us communication from Callan-
der to Port Moody, wouild be $84,000,000. I could not
controvert the soundness of the hon. gentleman's calcula-
tion that the lowest cost for which a railway worth the
name - as he called it - could be constructed
was $120,000,000, or, to state more accurately
the calculation of my distinguished predecessor,8 121,700,O00.
Now, let us see what that is going to cost the people of this
country under this Administration:

STaTrMENT ehowing what the main line between Callander and Port
Moody would cost the Government in the event oi the Oanadian
Pacifie Railway falling to repay the loan :

3,393 miles of main line branches and steamers cost...... ...... $54,508,128
The 457 miles of main line and branches between Montreal,

Brookville add Callander, cost $23,550 per mile,
amounting to ..... ........................ ......... $10,762,736

The 395 miles of branches west of Callander at
the cost shown by the Company's accounts... 3,759,793

The steamers cost ........ ...... ...,......... 552,251
-- $15,074,780

Making a total of $15,074,780, which should be dedncted
from the above sum, 54,508,128, to arrive at the cost of
the main line between Callander and Port Moody,
showing the cost to Government of line between
Callander and Port Moody...... ......... ........ $39,433,348

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman says

"hear, hear;" but I will invite him to place his finger upon
the slightest flaw or error in this calculation. I will stake,
Sir, my standing in this House on the accuracy of the
statement I have presented; and if the hon. gentleman can
show that I have net given a fair, frank and unvarnished
statement of the figures and facte as they stand out in the
public records of the country and the documents before the
House, then I will admit that I have no claim to the
confidence of the House in regard to the statement I am
making on this question. I have said there is only one
point which is a question of estimate at all. There are two
points. The one is the estimate that the work with the
supplies on hand can be completed for $27,000,000. Well,
allI eau say is that the Chief Engineer of the Department
bas gone carefully into that question, and, as the House is
aware, bas committed himself to the statement that he
believes the figures of the Company may be accepted as
accurate. With respect tg the $28,00,000 of expen-
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dituxes on works still under construction, I have
given the House the figures down to the present
moment, and I have no reason to believe they
will be, to any considerable extent, increased. But I think
the louse will agree with me that there is a great differ-
ence between these amounts and $120,000,000, the estimate
of the hon. gentleman opposite (Mr. Blake). And 1 may
say, in giving the opinions of hon. gentlemen opposite, that
the hon. member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright)i
gave, on an important occasion, his estimate, saying there
was no reason to suppose that the construction of the lne,
even if due time were given, could be brought within
8100,000,000. I think, Sir, I have shown the House that
between the estimates of the cost of this work on the part
of the hon. leader of the Opposition, the leader of the late
Government, and the Finance Minister of the late Govern-
ment, and this amount of $39,433,348, there is a pretty large
margin. Under these circumstances, the line from Callander
to Port Moody, 2,541 miles, would cost the people of this
country about $15,520 per mile, with ample equipment for
service after completion. I need not discuss, I think, at any
length, the question of the value of the land. I have placed
the value of the lands sold. by the Company at 82 per acre
against the road, and have credited the Government with
the remaining lands at 82 per acre, which hon. gentlemen
opposite will not be likely to question. By reference to the
speech made by the hon. leader of the Opposition itwill be
found that he estimated 11,500,000 acres of choice lands-
as will be seen by .Hansard, 1880, page 13-as worth $4.04
per acre, making $45,450,000; at $3.18, $35,Vi5,000 and,
addressing your humble servant, he saidI: "At your misera-,
ble $2, -$&2,500,000." So that the entire amount we are
asked to advance to the Company by the proposed Resolu-
tions for which there is not other ample security, is
$22,500,000, which sum the hon.leader of the Opposition de-
clared that 11500,000 acres of land at my miserable figure of
82 would produce. So, I think, under those circumstances, the
hon. gentleman is not likely to question the accuracy of the
caltulation which I have submitted to the House in whieh
those lands are placed as worth $2 per acre. On 17th
December, 1880, the hon. member for South Huron (Sir
Riebard Cartwright) gave the House the benefit of his cal.
culation, and (page 16, Uansard), he said : " And
18,750,000 acres of selected land worth to-day, as lands are
selling in the North-West, at least $37 500,000." And no
person knew the value better than the hon. gentlenan,
bcause h was giving his attention to that question ; and I
am not at all certain, if I had been as free as the hon. gen-
tleman.to deal with lands in the North-West, I would not
have been alongside him endeavouring to get the benefit of
his judgment in making my selections. I am quito
certain that from whatever quarter objection may
come as to making this advance of $22,500,000
it will not come from that hon., gentleman who has
himself declared, so long ago as 1880, before the contract
for the rapid construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
was put in operation, when that country was comparatively
dormant, when there was 100,000 less people
located in the North-West than there are to.day, that
18,750,000 acres of selected lands were worth $37,500,00f0-
that hon. gentleman, I say, will not question the ample cba-
racter of the security, when instead of 18,750,000 acres we
have 21,246,000 acres to cover any advance. There is no
doubt that, however valuable the lands were then, they
are much more valuable to-day. No person in this country has
been more enthusiastic in regard to the value of lands in the
North-West than myself. I never was more enthusiastie in
regard to their value than I amto day. I say that the value
those lands had when the hon.member for South Huron made
the speech to which 1have referred, is much greater to-day,
when there are facilities for access, not only by the construe-
tioni of the trunk line, but by 289 milis of branch

Sir CO iaes TUjPizE.

lines now in operation in the North-West. The hon.
Mr. Anglin, your predecessor, said, on the 3Mst
of December: "If the land is worth anything, if
the country is worth settling at all, 82 must be a low
average indeed." I may add that, so far as the sales of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have gone, they fully
justify and corroborate the statements made by hon. gentle-
men opposite as to the value of the lands, because, on the
3,753,400 of acres already sold, they have received
a net price of $2.36 per acre. Now, Sir, I shall not
have much more to say in regard to this question, except as
to the value of the earnirgs of theiroad. I need not say to
any person in the least degree acquainted with railway
matters that, after ail, the vital point, when you come
to the question of value, is, what can the rond earn ?
As to the , ability of the Canadian Pacifie Riailway
Company to earn money, there was no doubt
a large field for difference of opinion, for speculation, for
calculation, as to whether the road would or would not be
able to pay its working expenses. I will say nothing of
those who were most despondent on that subject, but I will
say that those who were most sanguine in this House and
out of it, in regard to the character and position of the
Canadian Pacifie lRailway as a commercial enterprise, were
not prepared for the evidence which is already furnished,
of the fact that all question as to the sound and commérial
basis upon which that great national work is placed is
completely set at rest. With the evidence already given of
the power of the road to earn money, it is settled at once and
forever that from this time forward, as the road advances,
the reccipts will be advanced ; and that when we have this
great trans-continental line completed from ocean to ocean
we will be in the proud position of finding not only a great
volume of traffic and travel drawn over the line, but that the
railway will be in a position to make a more satisfactory
-return than was expected to those who had the. enterprise and
the courage,when it was a question of doubt,toputherime«4ns
into this work and grapple with so gigantioanentrprie. i
hold in rmy hand a statement of the grose earnings for 1883;
and I find,estimating for the month of Decem ber, the amourt
not to be less than $5,420,931. It is true this includes an
amount for the transportation of construction materials and
'supplias of $1,274,000. But there is no person at all acquain-
ted with the development of the North-West who does not
know that the development of that country, which is in its
infancy at present, must be in the nature of things very
rapid-so rapid that in every ensuing year more will be
required in the way of transport to supply the demands
of the population by the carriage of freight and
passengers than the amount which is charged in this
account for the transport of materials. But even deducting
that amount and taking the actual traffie revenue, we have a
sum of $4,146,9 13 as against42,449,824, in 1882, an increase
of $1,697,0>9, on the earnings of the road during the past
year over the preceding year. Then, as I have already
said, the earnings of the last nine months, and which Ihave
treated as the receipts of the Company, are no les than
$978,660. The announcement of that fact will show the
House that the most sanguine expectations of the people
who had most confidence in the construction of the Cnadian
Pacifie Railway have been much more than verified by the
actual facts as they are now beforo us. I shall only refer
again for a single moment to the enterprise of the pro-
moters. I refer to the gentlemen who originally formed
the syndicate of the Canadian Pacifie Railway; and I say,
Sir, that the very difficulties with which they are now
struggling, the very position in which they now flnd them-
selves placed, notwithstanding all that energy and
enterprise and skill could do, eis the best evidence of the
courage with which they have grappled with this enter-
prise. It lhas been asked what moMPy these gentlemen put
into the Canadian Paciea Railway? Well, Sir, I have
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sbown that if you deduct the last dollar received from
every source, there is a large balance standing against the
Company for money contributed, after all they have received
from eash subsidy, from sales of their land and their town
sites, from the net profits of operating the line and from
the stock they could seli even at the low price at which it
sold-deducting it all, you have a balance still standing
against these gentlemen. And what is the fact ? Of course
thereis no syndicate now ; the syndicate ceased to exist,
when they organized the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
and subsequently put the stock of the Company on the
open market then it ceased to become their property, and
it is now with the shareholders that we have to deal
But I cannot forget that there would have been no Canadian,
Pacific -Railway Company, there would have been no such
gigantie progress as there now is if these gentlemen
had not had the courage, the energy or the enterprise to
risk their own money to the extent of $10,000,000, before
asking the people of this country to put a single dollar into
the purchase of stock. I say, that they had such confidence in
this work that they imperilled their own capital; and if we
bad not had the good fortune to make this contract with
men of great wealtb, great resources, great energy and
enterprise, and great experience, we would have had a most
disastrous collapse in connection with this work, and all
the progress and advancement and development which has
taken,place in connection with the rapid prosecution of this
enterprise would not have existed to-day. I do not rest
these Resolutions for a single moment on the low ground of
any claim that these gentleman have, They have no elaim
They made a contract and they reccived by the terms of that
contract a magnificent subvention for the work, g'at
as it was, that they were undertaking to deal with,
and they have, no doubt, prospective profits of a large char-
acter before them. I do not ask for a moment that these
IResolutions shall receive the consideration of the Rouse on
any such claim. I say, that if there was no disposition on
the part of this louse to meet their wishes and their inter-
este in the slightest degree, these Resolutions must stand on
the broader foundation of the interests of Canada itself.
But, Sir, unless it can be shown, that apart from any claim,
these gentlemen have that, in the interests of Canada, the
means should be provided which are required te prosecute
this work with the unabated vigour with which it has been
prosecuted, then the Resolutions cannot commend tbem-
selves to the House. You will allow me to glance at a few
figures-distasteful as they are tu myseif and to the louse
-*hich wilt show what has been the effect upon Canada of
the prosecution of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Speaker, when the House,

roeat six o'clock, I had drawn attention te the important!
fast-that in case, from any cause, the Company should fail to
pay every dollar of the $22,500,OOO to be advanced as the
work proeeded, and for the purpose of carrying it to com-
pletion, or the interest thereon, the people of Canada would
obtain the construction of the entire Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way-from Callander to Port Moçdy, for which Parliament
provided a subvention (counting the land at $2 an acre) of'
$103,000,000-for les than $40,000,000; and I assumed
that that being the case, such a contingency was entirely
impossible-that under no circumetances could it be
supposed that a Company, possessed of a property which
I have shown te be of such immense value, would fail te
provide for the payment of a comparatively smail sum of
money such as is provided for by these Reso-
lutions; and. assuming that they did pay the money,
Parliameut and the country would obtain the construction
of 4he Canadian Pacifie Railway on preisely the terms

provided in the contract originally made with the Company.
I showed further that such was the result of the operation
of the line-yielding, as it has, a net profit of 8978,660
within the last nine months .from the disjointed and discon-
nected sections of the road, as tbey now are-that I might
assume, as I think I had a right to do, that all question as
te the commercial value of the eiterprise was entirely set
at rest, and that we might fiirly come te the conclusion
that the Canadian Pacifie Rai lway might be regarded hence-
forth as placed upon a thoroughly sound oommercial basis.
I showed that the present Government had adopted the
policy of their predecessors in regard te what is called the
monopoly in the Province of Manitoba; that when the late
Government undertook to carry on the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway as a Government work, they felt
bound to protect the traffic oi the road from being drawn off
to lirées to the south of us in the adjoining Republie, and had
consequently refused te issue a proclamation which would
charter lines within the Province of Manitoba to connect
with American lines te the south. I said that the present
Government, when we came into power, adopted that
policy; that we felt, as our predecessors did, that, grappling
with so gigantic a work as the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, we were bound te adopt every possible
means of protecting our own line against having its traffio
drawn to lines te the south-and, mark you, this was at a
time when we did not contemplate at an early day carry-
ing the Canadian Pacifie Railway further than Port Arthur.
I said further that when we made it obligatory upon the
Canadian Pacifici Railway Company te extend at once the
line north oi Lake Superior, giving us an al-rail route from
Montreal to the Pacifie Ocean, or from Callander te the
Pacifie Ocean, we felt obliged to give te that Company, upon
which we imposed such onerous obligations, all the security
that we had considered necessary, and that our predecessors
in the Government had considered necessary, for the
protection of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. But
I am glad to be able to state te the flouse that, aihhough,
true to that policy, the Government refused te give assent
te the construction of linos within the Province of Manitoba
te connect with American railways to the south, such is
the evidence presented by the operation of the line so far
as it bas gone, such is the conclusion arrived at by the- Cana-
dian Paci ie Railway Company itself in regard te the ability of
a through line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway te take care
of itself, and by the inherent power of its own advantages
to maintain its position notwithstanding any competition te
which it may be subjected-athough we have no power, under
the contract, te touch any portion of the country in the. North.
West Territories, we are now in a position to review and to
reconsider the policy of the late Government, and the policy
of the present Government, as to the continued neoessity for
any long period of protecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway
against competition. I am glad to be able to statete tohe flouse
that such is the con fidence of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Companyin the power of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to
protect itself, that when the line is èonstructed north
of Lake Superior, the Government feel it will not be in-
cumbent upon them te preserve the position they have
hitherto felt bonnd te preserve, that of refusing te consent
to the construction of lines within the Province of Manitoba,
connecting it with American railways to the south. Ican
give no better evidence te the House and the country of the
advanced position which we consider tis great enterprise
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has attained, than when I
say that I feel it is consistent with what we owe to the
people of this country and te that great national work,
that the Government should not deem it incumbent on them-
selves te pursue the restrictive policy witbin the Province Of
Manitoba, which we havehitherto been obliged te maintain.
When the House rose, I was about te draw its attention for
a few moments to the effect the rapid construction of the
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Canadian Pacifie Railway has bad upon Canada, and I feel because, under that Act, we established what 18 called i
that it will not be wasting your time if, instead of giving Maine Liquor Law throughout the North-West Territories,
you my own opinions in relation to that question or the which prevents the manufacture or Bale of intoxioating
general public sentiment with regard to it, I should for a liquors in any part of those Territories. The resuit of that
few momeuts call your attention to figures and facts which enactment bas abandantlyjuslified it. Itwaswithnesmall
place, I think, upon a foundation that nothing ean shake, degree of Fatisfaction that I found, when it was proposed te
the evidence that the progress of Canada, under the rapid takea section of the North-West Territory within the bounds
construction of this Canadian Pacifie Railway, has surpassed of old Manitoba, that the people arose en mase against it,
anything that the most sanguine promoter of that great and protested against being earried inte the Province of
enterprise ever could have anticipated. Let me give you a Manitoba on'any other terme than that tbey eould take
statement of its effects upon the sale-of land in the North- the exclusion of intoxicating liquors which they then
West. Our predecessors were engaged as actively as they enjoyed in the North-West, and retain that provision when
felt was in the interests of the public service in the pro- they becare part of the Province of Manitoba. But in that
motion of the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Province, as you ai e aware, the Excise Department bas had
When we succeeded them we felt obliged, in accordance sornet.hing te do, and the Excise revenue of 1879-80, was
with the opinion we had always professed, to grapple $65,841, with81,567 for starpsin addition te Excise. The
somewhat more vigorously with that work ; but we were Excise revenue rose from $65,000, in 1879-80, and $96,000, iu
not able, down to the time that it was in our power to make 1880-81, te $184,750, in 1882-83, and te 884,257 in the firat
this contract with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, to take six months of the fiscal year freinJuly let te December 3let
such energetic action as I am glad to know bas been taken 1883. Frem 1873-74 te 1879-80, six years, the Excise ce
by that Company since it received the approval of Parlia- lcted was $215,000, whereas, from 1880-81, te DecembeL
ment. I hold in my hands a statement showing the 3lst, 1883, twe years and a bal?, it was $530,328. Then, jr
amount received on account of Dominion lands, home- we cere te another indication ofthe condition ofthe peoplef
s;teads, pre-emptions, sales, colonization companies, timber, and a very striking indication of the condition o? the masses,
grazing, minerals and miscellaneous receipts in Manitoba of the people, the balances at the credit of depositors in the
and the North-West Territories, and I asked the hon. Min- Goverument Savings Banks, we find additioual evidence al
ister of the Interior to divide this so as to show, as far as pointing in tbe same direction. On December 3lst, 1880,
possible, by contrast, the effect upon this important ques. there were balances ef $153,589. On December 3lst, 1883,
tion ot the contract made with the Canadian Pacifie Railway. the balance had risen te $615,354, an increase sinee the
From the 1st July, 1870 to the 30th Jane, 1880, ten years, contract was ratified with the Canadian Pacifie Railway
we recei% ed from all these services the sum of $817,426; Company of over $400,000 o? b.lanccs due te depositers iu
from the lst of July, 1880, to the 31st December, 1883, we the Savings Banks. Then, if yen take the evidence whieh
recoived $3,572,836, giving the most palpable evidence pos- the Post Office Departmeut afferds, you find the like
sible to be given of the effect upon the development of the gratî?ying indication of the remarkable progress of the
North-West Territories of the rapid construction of the country. I hold in my hand a statemeut showing the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. There is due during the next ameunt of mail matter pested at offices in Manitoba sud
three years on pre-emptions, since 1880, in addition to the the North-West during the period of eue week in 1881,
$3,572,836 received since the first of July, 1880, no less 1882 and 1883, aud I am obliged te confine it te ene week
than $4,393,070. It would be impossible for me to give to because I could net obtain the same general statisties in that
the House more striking, more incontrovertible evidence Department as I was able te obtain lu the-others.
of the effect upon the development of the North-WestIlaasingle week in 1881, the letters and post cards raUed
Tierritories caused by the rapid development and construe were 42894, and the newspapers, books and samples, 6,552.
t on of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, than that furnished by Fer a week in March, 1882, there were 62,89' letters and
the statement I bave just submitted. Then, if you turn topost cards mailed, and 12,053 newspapers, books and
the Department of Customs, what is the effect shown there samples. For the corresponding week iu Mareh, 1883, it
upon the trade of that country by the rapid construction of had risen iu a single year from 62,000 te 89,847, with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway? In 1880, the Customs 18,193 newpapers, books and samples. The meney erder
receipts in Manitoba were 8 379,766, and in the North-West business in Maniteba aise exhibits a very striking illustra-
Territories, outaide of Manitoba, $21,856; or a total receipt tien lu the same way. The issues of money eiders in
of Customs revenue in the North-West, including Manitoba, 1875 were $26,452.85; in 1876, $29,139.13; iu 1877, stili
of $319,622. In 1882, the Customs receipts in Manitoba less, $28,350.25. Lu 1878, wben of course the change ef
were $1,054,601, and in the North-West Territories, $51,755, Administration gave new life and impetus te the people,
or a total of $1,106,356. In 1883, they had risen from they rose te $44,75 1, in 1879 te $69,986, iu 1880 te 8172,396,
$297,000, in 1880, to $1,764,805 in Manitoba, and $68,137 and in six menths te the Blst December, 1880, te 8107,101,
in the North-West Territories; or a total of $1,832,942, in making a total from the 301h June, 1875, te the 3lst
1883, as compared with $319,629, in 1880. It would be December, 1890, of $480,000 issues of money orders-in
impossible for any evidence to establish more conclusively the Maniteba. The amount of money order business
enormous and rapid development of any country, consequent doue in Manitoba and tbe North-West Terri-
upon any action taken by a Government, than theso figures tories from the lst o? Jannary, 1831, te tbe Blet
establish. The total amount of duty collected in Manitoba and December, 1883, was as follows: For the six months ended
the North-WestTerritories fromJanuary lst, 1881, to Decem- June 3th, 1881, 8114,270; for the year euded June 3Oth,
ber lot, 1883, was $1,831,167 more than the total sum col- 1882,$398,241; for the year ended June3Olb, 1883,$677,122;
lected from June 30th, 1870, to December 31st, 1880. So and for the six months euded December 3lst, 1883, $347e854.
that you have the striking evidence of a single year cover- Frei the 30th June1 1875, te the 3Ist December, 1880, the
ing a larger amount of duties than the ten years previous. total issues were $480,000, while lu the six months euded
Now, Sir, I will draw your attention for a moment to the the 31lo December, 1883, they amounted te 8347,000, or
evidence given by another Department of the public service nearly as much as lu the whole of those pre*eyaud
-that of Iuland Revenue. It will hardly benecessary for me tbe tbtal from the lst Jauuary, 1881, te the 3lst December,
to allude to the fact that, under an Act which I had the 1883, was $1,538,088. Now te meut strikin illustration
honour of submitting to Parliament when Minister of Cus- perhaps of ail, the most striking evidence et aile the rapid
toms, in 1873, the Inland Revenue Department has not much development o? the North-Weet, thal in which we are al
to do, I am happy to say, in the North-West Territories, 1 the moot interested, is the number of immigrants that w.
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are enabled to attract into the country. We all know that
we have in Manitoba and the great North-West Territories
an unbounded field for development. We all know that in that
country we have the great remaining wheat field not only of
British North America but of North America itself.
We all know that Mr. Consul Taylor, the American Consul
for the last twenty years at Winnipeg, and a high authority,
has publicly declared tlhat three-fourths of the remaining
wheat belt of North America lies to the north of the
boundary line. We all know, in the first place, that the
soil of that country exceeds in fertility the soil of any part,
I may say, of the known world-certainly there is in the
wheat bearing States to the south of us no parallel to be
found to the fertility of the soil in the Canadian North-
West. We know now, Sir, thjt we have 25,000,000 acres
of magnificent farming landT that for fertility cannot be
surpassed on any portion of the civilized globe. But, Sir,
notwithstanding that we have that unbounded field for
development, we wore able to accomplish but little, and we
never would have accomplished much, towards its develop-
ment, but for the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. Now, Sir, the best evidence we have that
at this moment the eyes of the world, the eyes of
those who, in the older and more thickly populated
countries of Europe, are looking for a newer and better
field for their labour and their exertions, is what is taking
place now across the water. We know that their
eyes are concentrated upon the North-West of Canada as
they never would have been, and'never could have been
concentrated, but for the construction of a Canadian Pacifio
Railway. And, Sir, we know, not only that we have a field of
boundless extent for development, but that in addition to
the fertility of the soil, the character of the wheat that is
grown in that northern clime surpasses in excellence the
character of the wbeat that can be grown in any southern
or more genial clime. So, Sir, from every point of view
from which we may be pleased to look, we see boundless
possibilitios in that country. We all regard every means
for the development of that country as the means, and the
only means, by which Canada can rapidly become a great and
prosperous country, and attain such a position as every true
Canadian must desire to see her attain, and that at a very
early date. It would be impossible to over-estimate the
effects that this rapid construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway and the measures taken by that Com-
pany to diffuse throughout the world information in regard
to that country, have had in drawing immigration into it.
Now, Sir, let me give you the figures touching immi-
gration, and what do they show? Why, Sir, they show
that the total number of persons who entered the North-
West during the ten years previous to letting the contract
to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, that is, from
1871 to 1880 inclusive, was 64,755. The total number who
entered the North-West since the contract with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company was signed, that is, during 1881,
1882 and 1883, is no less than 149,560 immigrants. The total
value of the money and effects brought to the Dominion-
and that is an entirely secondary consideration to that
which is more valuable than money-that industry and
labour which is necessary to create great national wealth-I
say, even in that regard there is great progress, for the total
amount brought in by settlers in 1875 to 1880 inclusive, as
nearly as it eau be ascertained in six years, was some
86,000,000; while during the pastthree years the sum taken
into the North-West, at the Iowest rate, can be placed at
over $15,000,000. I leave these figures to the louse as
evidence of the effect produced in the development of the
North-West Territories by the rapid construction of the
(Canadian Pacific Railway.. Now, Sir, a very important
point in connection with immigration is the cost of carry-
Mn immigrants into the North-West. The firet question
sked by an immigrant in any part of the continent of

Europe or in Great Britain, when he proposes to come to
this country is, what is the cost of rmy being able to get
there ? And the question of a few dollars in the difference of
cost very frequently, as any gentleman who has any know-
ledge of the subject knows, diverts the immigrant from one
line to another. Now, Sir, the published charge onthe ail.
rail route from Quebec to Winnipeg, at the present moment
is 831.50; the charge via the lakes and Duluth on the all-
rail route from Quebec to Winnipeg is $25.50. The figures
I have given are those that prevailed for some years,
but an arrangement. that has been in operation for
the last two years, has reduced the charge from Quebec
to Winnipeg to $21.64, and via the lakes and Duluth
to $16.64. I believe, Sir, these rates have never been pub.
lished. But, in consequence of the rapid progress made by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, it is now in our
power to say to the immigrants on the Continent of
Europo, and in the British Isles, that the rate from Que-
bec to Winnipeg, via Port Arthur, will be reduced this
spring from b31.50 to $12, and from Montreal to Winnipeg,
via Port Arthur, to $10. I need not say te the House what
an enormous impetus this change in the cost of carrying
immigrants into that country will naturally produce upon
the volume of immigration that will be thrown into it.
I desire, Sir, to say a single word here in regard
to a point that bas attracted some attention in a portion of
the press of this country, and that is: that an arrange-
ment has been made at a comparatively low rate for immi-
grants coming by New York, over the Brie Railway, and
making connoction at Brockville, thus reaching Winnipeg
via the port of New York, at an unprecedentedly low rate.
I may say, Sir, that the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany had nothing whatever to do with that arrangement.
My hon. friend, the Minister of Agriculture, is responsible
for that arrangement ; and I will make a statement to the
House that will satisfy every man in Canada that he would
altogether have failed in his duty to the country if he had
not adopted that course. Every person wilt acknowledge
the immense importance of reducing the rate for immigrants
from Quebec to Winnipeg from $31.50, the published rate,
down to $12. Every person will see at a glance the enormous
tide of immigration that will be brought into that country
by that change. But, Sir, there was this difficulty, that if
you made that low rate by the Allan steamers to the port of
Quebec, and did not provide for a correspondingly low rate
to the port of New York, the effect wou~ld have been this:
At this moment, as you are aware, on the Continent of
Europe, all the emigration service is performed by agents
of steamships lines, and the moment that the rate was cut
down to that low figure by ithe Allan bne of steamers to
Quebec, and there was not a corresponding reduction by
New York, you would enlist the services of every emi-
g ration agent on the Continent of Europe and throughout
Great Britain also, who was in the interest of the lines
of steamers running to New York-not against the Allan
line of steamers-for they dare not do that, but to
denounce and docry Canada, as the only means by which they
could serve the interest of the Allan steamers sailing to New
York. It thus becameabsolutely essential in the interests of
Canada that we should have not only this low rate of
passage and this communication from Quebec, but that in
order to retain our hold, and to strengthen our hold, -which
we are most anxious to do, upon the immigration from the
Continent of Europe, we should prevent that which was
otherwise inevitable, and that was that every agent for
every line of steamships sailing to New York from Great
Britain or the Continent, would from Monday morning to
Saturday night, year in and year out, would have been de-
nouncing Canada for the purpose of holding immigration to
the port of New York. Under these circumatances, I arm sure,
Sir, there are no men in this country who would not feel that
our poliy wua in the interta of Canada and in th
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interests of Quebec, for the moment you set every immigrant
agent on the Continent of Europe agairst this country
and thus prevent people coming by the Canadian Lines
of steamships, yon take most effective means to prevent the
great tide and volume of immigration which, under
existing circumstances, will naturally flow to Canada
through the port of Quebec. Of course, we all know the
importance of saving the distance as well as lowering the
rate. Men who were obliged to go by Chicago to Winnipeg
had not only to pay $31.50 instead of going through Can-
ada for $12, but they were obliged to run the gauntlet of a
long journey through the United States, during which every
possible induaementcould be used by agents of land and rail-
way companies to prevent them ever reaching the Canadian
North-West. That is one of the great objects attained by
the rapid construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
That is one of the great objects attained by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company in obtaining a line from Montreal
through to Winnipeg, and in that way we have
not only avoided exposing immigrants, who would
otherwise be liable tO be taken off our linos to
other sections, by carrying them by a route entirely
through Canadian territory, as they will be carried next
spring; but they will avoid a circuitous journey of 500
mites longer and be taken by a direct line f rom Quebec to
Winnipeg, through our own territory instead of round by
Chicago. I want to place a very condensed calculation
before the House in respect of the capabilities of the North-
West. I am not going to deal with the question of a little
difficulty that has occurred in consequence of the frost
during the past season. It has boon greatly magnified,
greatly to the disparagement of the North-Wost and
(anada. But they had frost in Ontario, Dakota and
Minnesota, and even in New York State, and those who
were not fortunate enough to get their crops in early have
suffered to a greater or less extent. It only requires a
1#le. more prompt and energetic action on the part
of the farming population in getting their crops
in early in spring to avoid any contingency of that
kind in the future, and of course it was au entirely
exceptional year. But I may say that I believe there are
few members of this House, much as our attention has been
turned to the development of the North West, who have
begun to contemplate in ail its fulness what the capabilities
of that great country are. I have spoken of its enormous
extent, of the unexampled fertility o the soil, of the splendid
desription of wheat that can only be produced in these
more northern and colder climes. But let me just ask the
attention of the House for a single moment to a few figures
which wilt indicate what the capabilities of that country are
in regard to the production of wheat. One hundred thous-
and farmers, each farmer cultivating 320 acres of wheat
land-has any hon. member made the calculation of what
they would produce ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am glad the hon. gentleman

hua donoeo. I am glad his atteqtion has been drawn to the
fact that 100,000 farmers cultivating 320 acres each, or
200,000 farmerd cultivating half that quantity each, and
taking the product at only 20 bushels to the acre, instead
of 27 or 30, which is the average in the North- West in
favourable years, would give 640,000,000 bushels of wheat,
or-0 per cent, more wheat than the whole United States
produces to-day. You have only to look at those figures
for a single moment to see what the future of Canada is, to
see what a magnificent granary for the world is placed in
our Ganadian North-West; and when you remember we
have sx beita running through that fertile country that
would each give 3Z0 acres eaoh to 100,000 farmers, you can
underband te mome littie degree what a magnificent future,
awits usin the developmnt of t" great country. And

Sir O Akua TuM ,

Sir, I say that I bellieve Canada has just reason to be proud
of the fact, and all history will give credit to the people of
this Dominion, because they had the courage, the daring I
may say, to grapple with the construction of a Canadian
Pacific Railway. Sir, when the United States had a popula-
tien of over 38,000,000, the world was astounded at the fact
that they undertook to secure the construction of a trans-con-
tinental rail way. It attracted the attention of the civilized
world, and day by day it was heraldd in the press as an as-
tounding fact, that the United States had undertaken to con-
struct the Union and Central Pacific Railway. Why, the
Union and Central Pacifie all told were nothing like as long as
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The Union and Central Pacifie
only covered some 1,900 miles of road, while the Canadian
Pacifie Railway proper covey 2,54t miles; and yet four and
a half millions of Canadians, which we were then, had the
courage to undertake a greater work than that which was
undertaken by 38,000,000 of people in the United States, and
which attracted the admiration of the world. I say, and I
say it fearlessly, that history does not furnish to-day an ex-
ample of a more courageous, a more daring and more
energetie enterprise than that which was undertaken
by the Government of Canada, when they said: We have
a magnificent North-West to develop. We have a great
country, half of the continent of North America, placed
under our control and management, and for which we are
responsible; and with these responsibilities we will do and
dare what only men who feel they can rely confidently upon
the resources of a great country, half a continent, ought to
dare and undertake; and if the present generation do not
give us credit for it, in all time to come it wili be regarded
as one of the greatest accomplishments of the century in
which we live, that we had the vigour and daring to grapple
with that great enterprise. Providence has favoured us.
God and nature have marked out on the face of the Can-
adian Dominion the shortest and best route for a trans-con-
tinental line of railway. Providence has marked ont and
placed within our borders and within our reach a line ofcom-
munication from ocean tooceanthe shortest that can belound,
a shorter connection with the east and the old. world than
any other. Providence has placed within our borders a lino of
railway, a larger portion of which runs through a more fertile
country than is tobe hfound on the continent of America.
Providence has placed in our hands and under our manage-
ment a line of railway in which the pass through the Rocky
Mountains is lower, the Rocky Mountain section is shorter,
and the snow-fall is lighter than on either the Sorthern
or Union and Central Pacifie. This road, when completed,
makes it shorter for the man living in Chicago-to say
nothing of our own people-who wishes -to reach the
Pacifie Ocean, to take the Canadian Pacific Railway by the
nearest approach he can obtain and pass to Port Moody,
thereby obtaining a shorter line of travel than he could
take to San Francisco within his own country.
Under these circumstances the Government of Canada have
discharged what they believed to be their duty to their
country in grappling as they have grappled with this great
question. I say, Sir, with the evidence that we have before
usof the unexampled and unpiecedented development which
has followed our efforts in this regard, we would be faithiesu
to our obligations and to our country if we neglected to
adopt the simple means which are now propounded for the
consideration of Parliament, of accomplishing the rapid and
early completion of that great national enterprise. I know
too well how thoroughly this question of the Qanadian
Pacifie Railway has sunk into the hearts and minds othe
people of Canada, to have the slightest doubt or hositation
in assuming that this Parliament will, on the present oo-
casion, as it has on previous occasions, give a hearty and
generous response to the proposai of the Government.
We would be unworthy the position we ocupy-the
advaned position we ooupy-on thi cotinent in regardto
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this great national measure-if having put our hands to the
ploughi we were to turn back, or for a single moment shrink
from the plain and obvions duty which devolves upon us ol
carrying this great national work to completion at the
earliest possible moment in our power. Let us contem-
plate, .for a moment, what would be the effect of turning
back at this juncture. We have obtained a position in the
estimation of the mother country and of the world, we have
obtained a status by the rapid construction of this gigantic
enterprise that Canada could not have obtained in twenty
years by any other means. With that fact, patent and
lying on the surface, in regard to this great question, the
people of Canada will demand at our hande that when the
opportunity presents itself of obtaining without the cost to
the country of a single dollar of additional subvention,
the completion in two years of a work which other-
wise would take until 1891-they will demand that
without hesitation we should, in the interests of Canada
adopt the course which is indicated in these Resolu-
tions. As I said before, I ask this not in the interests of
any body of gentlemen-not in the intereste of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company-I ask it, Sir, from this flouse,
as the people of this country will demand it from'us
in the interests of the country to which we belong,
of Canada of which we are so justly proud. Mr. Speaker,
I move that you do now leave the Chair.

Mr. BLAKE. I believe that whatever other predictions
the hon. gentleman may have made in respect to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway in the past, which have hardly yet
come true, whatever other predictions he may have made
to-night, which may yet be falsified, one prediction ho bas
made, which, I dare Eay, he bas taken steps to see shall be
verified, namely, that the Resolutions shall not be lost, but
shall carry. Notwithstanding, it is my duty to point out to
an Assembly, which, I am well aware, does not receive with
acceptance the views which I entertain, some positions
which, I think, are fit to be considered by the Flouse, fit
to be considered by the country, before a decision is
reached on the important question which is submitted
to us. It is an important question. The hon. gentleman
has treated it as one of very small moment to
a country of such ample extent, of such large
resources, with a glorious present, with such a wondrous
future as he has depicted, to enter into additional engage-
ments involving thirty millions of money-as really not of
rnuch consequence. And when it is so absolutely certain,
as the hon. gentleman has pointed out, that the engage-
ment is only nominal, formal, temporary, sure to be re-
deemed, it is of less consequence still. But, Sir, I think the
people at large will believe that before Parliament should
have been called on even to take the initiatory step which.
the hon, gentleman proposes we shall this night take, it
was right that we should have been placed in possession of
more information-more detailed information; that more
light should have been thrown on the situation in many
respects than that which has been vouchsafed to us. It is not
to be forgotten that for years past we have been moving for
information upon important particulars connected with the
progress and operations of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, answers to which have not even now been vouch-
safed. It is not to be forgotten with reference to that
the price which the stock realized, the mode in which it was
distributed amongst the corporators, the values actually ob-
tained for it, the prices in stock which were paid for cer-
tain works: it is not to be forgotten that with reference to
the contracts which the Company have entered into, infor-
mation has been asked, not this Session only, but in pre-
vious Sessions; guaranteed, so far as the Government were
concerned-in words-guaranteed, so far as assent by
this House was given-in words-but not followed by
any effectual reeuit; and that to-day we are asked

la

to go into Committee in the face of these repeated
and ineffectual demands for that information, which, in
part under the law of the land, the Company was bound
from year to year to supply, and in part, under the
powers which this House and Government possess, it was
on demand also bound to supply. Information has been
given us this Session with reference to this proposal, and
the usual papers have in part been laid on the Table. But
the hon. gentleman presses forward the consideration of hie
proposal before these papers have been printed, before
they become accessible to hon. members. I happen to have
been able to read in manuscript some portion of it, and only
some portion. I am not aware that any other member of
the two bundred and odd who compose this Chamber and
are supposed to take an interest in this question, have read
any portion of these papers, save the letter of Mr. Stephen,
which has appeared in public print. Of course I except
hon. gentlemen who belong to the Administration
and who had previous opportunities for reading,
as they were responsible for these papers ; but those
of us who have not had that advantage are called
upon, as I say, to take the initial step without having had a
fair opportunity of seeing what the grounds are. The
statement which the hon. gentleman himself has made to-
night-the maze of figures into which lie entered-varies in
some particulars-not, perhaps, of any very great conse-
quence, but sufficiently so to derange the calculation some-
what-from that which is presented in the letter of the
President of the Company; and some more light, it is true,
he has thrown on some of the details, in the speech he has
made to us. But that light-partial though it is, dim
though it is, microscopie though the gleam is that i thrown
on the subject-is all in respect of points on which informa-
tion bas been repeatedly demanded, and, up to this time,
practically refused. Now, Sir, the proposal is one of extreme
gravity. To those of us who remember the dis-
cussion which took place when this contract was
entered into-to those of us who remember the observations
which from time to time were made by hon. members
who sustained that contract, it comes as a very unpleasing
surprise. Why, were we not told that tho country felt
uneasy as to the unknown quantity of the possible demands
in reference to the Canadian Pacific Railway ? Were we
not told that the country was decided, and that Parliament,
expressing the views of the country, was determined, that
once for all it should be definitely settled what the limit of
our obligations was ? Were we not told that it was better
for us to know how much it was, even though it was a
large sum, and make up our minds to it, and have an end
to the matter? Why, it was only a Session or two ago that
an hon. member-I think the hon. member for West Toronto
(Mr. Beaty)-recurring to the subject, then perhaps some-
what stale, said that the people were satisfied about it,
because they feit such an ease at knowing the limit of their
obligation. There it was, and we buckled ourselves to the
work, and braced our shoulders to the enterprise, knowing
the price of the Government sections and the amount of
the cash subsidy, and knowing perfectly well that we should
not be called upon for any more. Well, some two or three
years have elapsed since the contract was made, and we are
called upon to advance $22,500,000 cash-a sum
very nearly equal to the original subsidy, and to pledge
our credit for nearly $7,500,000 more ; so that the
element of finality, which was so paraded as one of the
things which was to cause the contract to be favourably
received by the House and the country, bas pretty well
vanished from the scene to-night. Were we not also told,
time and again, of the enormous resources, wealth, and credit
of the syndicate with whom the contract was made-that
this was a consideration of the utmost consequence-that it
was so important to enlist not merely Canadians, but
capitalistn ' other countries, in the etates, in England, in
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France, with such ample means that they were themselves
able to build a Canadian Pacifie Railway ? Were we not
told time and again that we were ensured in the successful
completion of the contract by the enormous resources of
credit, and of capital, and of confidence which had clustered
round the corporators to whom hon. gentlemen opposite
entrusted the work ? It is not so long ago that this state-
ment was very emphatically repeated. It was not merely
at the time of the passage of the contract that it did good
service; it was not merely in that House which I always
thought-and I say it to its credit-was somewhat
reluctant to accept the contract, that this statement was
made; but at a later period-some time in November,
1881-the hon. leader of the Government made this state-
ment at Toronto:

" What have we done? We went to England; we opaned negotia-
tions with capitalists of France, England and New York. We did not
want to have only one string to our bow, We made a selection from
these three great markets of capital, and we have formed the strongest
and most enterprising body of capitalists that ever built a railway from
the beginning of railways to the present time."

Sir JOHN A. MAODONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, Mr. Speaker, it appears they have a

sleeping partner, the Dominion of Canada.
"The whole country sees it. The whole country knows it. At this

moment they are laying down a mile and a half of railway every day,
and should no unexp ected aceident or misfortune happen, they intend
and believe they will have the whole railway constructed from the Red
River to the foot of the Rocky Mountains before the snows of 1882 fall."

Well, they did not quite do that. They did not quite carry
out the scheme which the hon, gentleman was sanguine
enough to hope they would carry out, namely, complete the
railway to the foot of the iocky Mountains by the end of
1882.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very nearly.
Mr. BLAKE. Well, they did not do it; and you may

conceive how gigantie were their plans when that was
their hope, although what they did do is set forth as
wholly unprecedented. Now, it seems that this great combi-
nation of capital,the strongest that was ever formed-compris-
ing the strength of Canada, of the United States, of England
and of Franco-yes, the strongest that was ever formed
from the beginning of the world to to-day-comes-to do
what ? Comes to ask us for some more money, in order
that they may-earlier, it is true-but in order that they
may implement the work which they contracted to por-
form; and it seems that the bost which, for the last year
or two, bas been resounding continuously in our ears-the
statement which we have heard repeated time and again,
that the Government and the Parliament which passed the
contract were vindicated-vindicated triumphantly--because
of the wonderful display of capital, of credit, and of energy
on the part of the corporators-because they were going 80
fast and so far-because they were going to complete the
railway at such an early date-is a statement which is to
be taken with this rather large grain of allowance, that1
they will do it if we pay for it. Now, there is an-
other point which was much discussed at the time of
the contract, and in respect to which also this night vin-
dicates our position. We heard the hon. gentleman pointi
cut-with an appreciation, some three years late, of whati
the interests of the country require-that it was important,(
in the interest of Canada, that there should be a new allo-
cation of the subsidies for the construction of the road. It
has now dawned upon bis mind-he has now after three
years of reflection and experience ascertained-that it isi
positively dangerous to Canada that the road should be paid
for not bya pro rata but by a mileage rate. He says that
in the interest of Canada-not at all in the interest of the1
Conpany, oh no J-it is important we should take care that4
the Company does not get an excessive subsidy for the lighter1
work that remains to bedone, bocause if that shouk happe.,1
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when they come to the heavy 95 miles of which he spQke,
where would be the money to build it. He forgot that
they were already at the 95 miles, that they were stoppe4
there and that the difficulty was not in the present con-
dition of the contiact, that the money would be gone in
the lighter work before they came to the heavy, but that
they were at the heavy work and they wanted to get p.rt
of themoney allocated to the light whieh is to omeaf.er.
But, as I said, it is about three years too late, nd I am sorry
we could not persuade the hon. gentleman at an earlier
period of the soundness of the view he takes to-night. We
argued that the subsidies should be distributed in proportion
to the whole cost of the work. We declared that it was
important, in the interest of the country that, if certain
lands and certain moneys were to be paid to this Company
for the work, they should get it in proportion as the total
amount of subsidy was to the value of the work to be done
at a particular point. We pointed out that the hon. gentle-
man was applying a different prinoiple-and to that very
portion of the work which would be earliest done he gave a
wholly disproportionate part of the subsidy. We pointed ont
that thus the resources which were to be retained for the
heavy work would be gone before the heavy work was
roached, and we begged that the principle of pro rata distri-
bution should be applied at a time when it might have
been usefully applied. But the hon, gentleman oould not
be Fersuaded by us. Oh, no, he said, we admit that the
subsidy is wholly diaproportionate for the prairie part
relatively to the subsidies for the other part of the work.
There is no doubt, that we might arrange to pay acording
to the proportionate value of the work. But wo deliberately
decline to adopt any such principle. We intend that the
earliest and lightest work shall have far more in proportion
than that which is to be given for the late and heavy work.
Now that the Company have come to the heavy work they
want the position reversed. They have had all the benefit
practically of the other position, of getting a diapropor-
tionate share of the subsidy on the principle of mieage
rates assigned to the different sections, and having come to
the heavy work, it is now proposed that another principle
shail apply which shall help ther out of that difflculty.
I have said the resources which were due to the ends of tie
work are gone, and it is necessary to see that full inquiry is
made, as to how it is that these resources have disappeared.
That is the prime duty of this luse before even approaching
the consideration of the question whether it will give more.
It was the prime duty of this House to watch -that subjet,
altogether apart from the question of giving more--it was
the duty of the House to watch it, having, as it had, the
right to see what the contracts were and to consider how
the work was really going on; but to-day, when it is indi-
cated that to carry out the plans into wbich the Company
and the Government have entered, it is necssary that this
enormous advance should be made, it becomes obviously
an i mperative duty on our part to ascertain how the account
for the past really stands; how it happens that so large a
sumibas been expended in the work which has been doue,
Now, for the prairie in the North-West, rougbly calculating
what the hon. gentleman's figures gave, I apprehond that
independent of equipment, and, I presume, without ballast.
ing, the road in the North-West, the main lin, muet have
cost something close upon $18,000 a mile; and I bave
never been able to see how such a figure "ould be iustified
as the fair cost of constructing ithat lino throgh that
country. If you look at the price which the hon gentle-
man bas afixed to the branches in the rth.West,
you will üind a very different statement as to the mileage
cSt there. I said te other day, and I repeat now, that a
large portion of this expense is probably due to speed. You
cannot build a railway at the rate at which this has beeu
built without payiing more for its ce.etruction than you
would if it were built at là# ordiary spoed,a#ào4aAed
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not so extraotdinary as to be called " abaolutely nprece-
dented." I repeat such speed as this means cost, and that
it was quite impossible, whether with reference to
location, whether with reference to economical arrange.
mente for construction, whether with reference to the
supply of labour or materials, the road could have been
built as cheaply at the rate at which it was built, as it could
be if a more moderate rate of speed had been adopted. But
there is another question, and it is a question to which I
have directed attention several times. How has it
been built ? By whom has it been built ? I have
called for infbrmation upon that subject. The law called
for it. The Consolidated Iailway Act made it the statutory
duty of this Company to return te the Minister of
Railways in each year, on the 30th of June, the contracts
which had been made for the construction of the railway.
That law was violated by this Company. They deliberately
disobeyed it. They did not return those contracts. Par.
liament was informed of that violation. I asked repeatedly
for the contracts. Eventually I moved for one contractand
the instrament of association of the North American Con-
tracting Company, but Parliament doclined te have the law
enférced and would not order the production of these
papers. Parliament preferred to be kept in ignorance as to
these things which the law had said should be disclosed.
And to-night, although Parliament has recanted rather that
view within the last few days, although we unani-mously
passed Addresses calling for the production of those con-
tracts and representing that it was of high public
consequence that this law should be obeyed and
those contracts should be produced, still the law is
not obeyed, still the contracts are not produced ;
and it is only in the speech of the Minister when he invites
the House to go into Committee of the Whole te consider
the proposition that we are lot, te a small extent, into the
charaetier of the arrangements for construction. And
the hn. gentleman now informs us that the work has been
de»e by a contracting or construction company, in which
were many members of the syndicate. So that the corpora-
tion has been contracting with its own members for con.
struction. He tells us that that arrangement has now
terminated, that it terminated when the supplies terminated,
that it terminated when théy could no (onger find money to
keep the construction Company going; and amongst the sums
embraced in the total of $58,700,000, which the President of
the Coempay claims credit for, as having provided for the
constretion of the road, is a debit balance against the cons-
truction company, and in favour of the Syndicate, of $600,eO0;
so that bdthough they stopped operations bocause there was
no money te pay them with, they did not do work within
S@M),000 of the money that was in their hands alroady, paid
in advance. And it sooms these were the arrangements, so
far ns light has already been thrown upon them, between the
Company and its construction company. Now, Sir, I do
net think I do injustice to the Company and its corporators
in assuming, since the hon. gentleman has said that many
members of the Gompany were oorporators in this Company,
that several directors of the Company wore corporators in
it. I may say I have no knowledge on the subject. I have
mrd repeatedly and-I have been unable te obtain the
information asyet. The hon. gentleman indicates that he
Wit lay iten the Table, shortly: I suppose after we have
decidedwhat we shaHi do.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. To-morrow, I hope.

Mr. BLAK E. To-morrow. Thon we are not going t<*decide
to-nght, I hope. Whether Ido injustice ornot,Ishall assume,
in the absence ofthe information, that several of the directors
of the Company are also members of the construction com-
pany. Now, what relation does a director of the Company,
whko contracts with the Company, whether as a member of
the construt¶on ompny, or not, ooenpy As a director

of the Company he is bound te consider whether the con-
tract is a favourable one for the Company or not.
As a member of the contracting company ho is bound te
consider whether the contract is favourable to the contracting
company or not. lt is a somewhat difficult task which he
undertakes te decide, to hold the balance just, te do no
injustice to the railway company, and te do no injustice te
the contracting company, under such circumatances.
Parliament has thought that men ought not t. be plaoed in
such an invidious position, and for fear that in the conflict
between their interest and their duty, interest might prevail
over duty, it has forbiddon such arrangements; for in the
Consolidated Railway Act of the hon. gentleman, it is
provided that :

"'No person holding any office, place or employment in, or being
eoncerned or interested in any contract under or with the Company,
shall be capible of being chosen a director or of holding the office of
director : nor shall any person being a director of the Company enter
into or be directly or indirectly for hie own use or benefit interested in
any contract with the company not relating to the purchase of land
necessary for the railway, or be or become a partner of any contractor'
with the company,"

And -if, therefore, it be the case that this con ract
ing company is composed practically,. to a large extent--to
any extent-of directors of the railway company which
made the contract, I approhend they have violated not
merely the spirit, but also the letter of the law; and that
we may look with not unnatural suspicion upon any such
contract. The law also provfdds that no contracts for work of
construction or maintenance, etc., shall be entered into until
after tenders have been invited in advertisements given at
least four weeks in some newspaper published in the place
nearest to that at which the work is required te be done.
I do not know how many hon. members saw the advertise-
ment published by the Canadian Pacifie Company calling
for tenders. I do not know in what newspapers it was pub.
lished. I dare say it was published ; but I dare say
it was published in newepayers which do net receive
a very extensive circulation. I know 1 was never able
to hear of any invitation te the general public te tender
for the works of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ;
and I am net surprised if, as a matter of fact, the works
constructed by the railway company have been constructed
by a contracting company composed largely of the directors
of that corporation. Now, we pointed out when the contract
was being discussed in Parliament the possibility of arrange-
ments of this description, the possibility of a larger price
being thus obtained for the work than the work really cost;
and I say again that we are entitled,-especially are we
entitled, in view of the refusal te inform us, in view of the
defiance of the law to which I have referred, in view of the
statement made at this last moment by the Minister,-
we are entitled te full and searching enquiry into this
matter as a preliminary to considering what further and
more intimate relations we shall engage in with this
corporation. It may be, although the contracting company
bas been dissolved, or bas ceased its operations, that, if
the fountains of Canadian liberality are opened once again,
inasmuch as the hon. gentleman said it had stopped because
the supplies had stopped-when the supplies are re-opened
the company may be reorganized, and we may find that
just so long as our liberality lasts the contracting
company will be ready te spend the moneys which we
liberally provide. But, I do net think that will be satisfac-
tory te the people of the country, and I maintain that full
enquiry upon this subject, searching enquiry, exhaustive
enquiry, rigid enquiry, should precede, if this House
is te do its duty, any recognition of any demands made by
the Company, or any suggestion by the Government, that
we should further involve ourselves with it. Thon, Sir, the
hon. gentleman ha said that it is demonstrated that the
public funds have been used, have been used altogether-
and far mon than the public funds-on the contracted
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line ; and he seems to think that it is wholly
unnecessary to enter into many considerations
which bave been urged as pertinent to the
present position of the Company, in view of the figures
which he laid before us. I pointed ont in the past, I
pointed out the other day, and I point out to-night, that
there is much more than the question of cash in
this matter; that there were two important questions
besides; that if you ally to cash, credit, there was the
question of the responsibility involved in the various
other enterprises, to which the hon. gentleman has not
made an allusion. There was also the question of
the energy, the time, the labour involved in conneetion
with those other enterprises; and besides all that,
there was the grave question of policy involved,
in a company in the position and obliged to make the
demands upon public confidence, which the Canadian Pacific
Railway was to be obliged to do, according to the pro-
gramme now before us, in involving itself in enterprises
not connected with the original enterprise at all, so discon-
nected with it that, large, wide, ample as were their corpo-
rate powers, they were not adequate to enable them to
engage in those enterprises, but, having engaged in them
in some sort, through the medium of their directors or other-
wise, in the way in which we know companies often do in
matters beyond their corporate powers, they were obliged
to corne here-I think it was last vear-for legislation to
enable them to engage formally and ostensibly in those other
enterprises ; and even that legislatiop, it seems, bas not been
fouLd adequate to the occasion, for we bave before us at this
preseit mom(nt another Bill togive them additional powers
to go on further in this direction of enterprises not con-
templated by, nor embraced in the original charter.
I say, Sir, that you cannot conclude by any arrange-
ment of the figures-even if they were accurate, as I think
I shall point out that they were not, presently-you can-
not conclude even by such an array of figures as he bas put
forward, if they could be maintained, that everything we
were entitled to expect from this Company bas been accom-
plisbed. We do not know that the difficulties in which they
find themselves are not due to something by them don. Now,
Sir, it bas been my fortune upon more than one occasion-
upon three or four occasions-to point out since this contract
was let, what the position of the Railway Company was under
it, according to the statements of the Government, accord-
ing to the statements of the Railway Company itself, and
as I conceived them. I have pointed out that they had, as
I thought they had, a magnificent contract, that they stood
in a wonderfully good position. But, I also pointed out,
lately, that no matter how magnificent the contract, no
matter how admirable the position, the enterprise was one
of such magnitude as to require the undivided energy and
devotion of those concerned in it, as to require great pru-
dence, wisdom and capacity in the conduct of it, else these
elements of fortune which, as I conceived it unquestionably
possessed, might not avail to prevent results disastrous to the
corporation. And I pointed out, before, where I thought
dangers existed in the course and conduct of that corpora-
tion, and to some of these, in a vague way, the bon. gentle-
man alluded this evening. We contended against the wide
powers with reference to the extension of branches. I
quite agree with the hou, gentleman that more railways
than one in the North West Territories are a necessity. I
have always said so. 1 told him so when he was proposing
the Canadian Pacifie Railway measure. I agree with him-
though I was a little surprised to hear him say so-that
some of the branch lines this Company has built are of more
importance than many sections of the main trunk line.

ow he reconciles that with bis general notions as to the
trunk line, I do not know ; but however he may reconcile
it with them, I quite rgree with the sentiment which he
expressed I think, twice this evening, that there are branch
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lines that are more important than some sections of the
main line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. But I contended
with reference to the extension of the Canadian Pacifie
.Railway, and with reference to its branches, that it was
important that we should keep our control, and that we
should decide for ourselves whether, and where such exten-
sion and such branches migbt be authorized. I felt that
otherwise the funds which might have been devoted, and
which prudence might require to be devoted, to the cons-
truction of the contracted line, might be diverted to other
purposes ; and I felt that each time the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company,while this contract was yet incomplete, came to
Parliament to obtain power to acquire or build an extension,
or to acquire or build a branch, it would be pertinent to
enquire, how are you getting on with your main contract ?
What is being done ? How is the money holding out ? Or,
is it certain that this enterprise in which you are proposing
to engage will not involve you in one way or another in such
sort that the conditions of your contract may be imperilled ?
All that was cast to the winds, and Parliament decided, at
the instance of the hon. gentleman, to give a practically un-
limitted power with reference to extensions and branches
-not absolutely an unlimited power to build in all directions,
because it did not include power to run up through the
eastern part of Ontario, as bas since been done--but short
of that, an unlimited power. Well, now, it bas been said
that what bas been done, in so far as the hon, gentleman
discussed what bas been done, is all right; that it was
important for the country, and that it was important for
the Company, that the money should be judiciously
expended, and has been so--and upon that subject I will
trouble thei louse a little later. With reference to the
route, however, the hon. gentleman has not touched upon
that subject to-night. Although he announced that ho
was about to make his general statement as to the progress
of the work, he did not think fit to embarrass the discus.
sion by details upon the subject ofroute. We contended that
too wide powers were given as to the route, that they would
probably be used in a way which Parliament might not
approve, that the road would probably be deflected too far
to the south for the national interests, and that the special
interest of the Company, as a monopolist and a cheap con-
structor, might be found to overbear those considerations
which had up to that time fixed the route in another direc-
tion. Those interests have prevailed, ard the road has been
run very far to the southward. At a very early period, the
Company decided upon running the road by Calgary,
which meant upon running it vid Kicking Hlorse Pasa, or
some route in that neighbourhood. They decided upon so
doing before it was found that any pass was feasible; they
have stuck to that ever since, and we have not yet
had laid before us such information as serves to show
that even now a pass within the contract is feasible.
On the contrary, the information laid before us indicates
that no road can be constructed by that route within the
meaning of the Canadian Pacific Railway contract; that
the lowest maximum grades that can be obtained far exceed
those maximum grades which are accepted as the standard
grades, those, namely, of the Union Pacifie Railway; and I
maintain that without an Act of Parliament it is not within
the power of the Executive to sanction the passing of the
road by a route which does not give the grades which were
prescribed in the contract, else the Executive alters, and
does not execute, the contract. Well, thon, Sir, much
trouble has arisen already, and more trouble wili arise,
from tlw. use of another power to which we objected, namely,
the power of issuing stock for less than its cash par value.
We pointed out that under this plan stock might
be issued to an amount in excess altogether of the real require-
menta of the road, for considerations much less than its
par and nominal value; that opportunities for the creation
of speoulative interests, for arrangements disadvantageous
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to the country in many particulars, might result from the has been emitted at 46 net to the Company as near
exercise of such a power, and that ultimately the road as may be. Ought we not to know to what extent
would be loaded, as too many roads are loaded, with nomi- the syndicate has increased its nominal holding of stock.
nal capital far in excess of the money really required for They were to pay $5,000,000 in cash, the original
its construction ; and we find that that is so. It is true capital. I have no doubt they did so. But what does
that no one, I do not believe that the hon. Ministers them- that now represent in stock of the Company ? No doubt it
selves, had the slightest idea of the extent to which that represents much more than $-,000,000. How much more?
power would be used, because they would have been want- What did they take before they emitted the $30,000,000 ?
ing in their plain duty to this House if, baving the slightest What arrangements were made for the disposition of the
idea of it, they had allowed the contract to go as they did. $75,000,000 of stock, the only originally authQrized capital ?
$25,000,000 was named as the maximum capital, and At what rate was stock taken, if stock in fact was taken,
all our calculations and discussions were predicated for the purchase of some part of the Canada Central Rail-
upon the idea that that was the largest capital way? All these are questions which are of deep interest to
this Company would issue, the largest nominal capital. us, because we want to know what the Company has really
It might represent a mnch smaller sum in cash. But avail- obtained in cash for its stock, which is the measure of our
ing themselves of a general authority in the Railway Act, liability, at least of our limitation as to the reduction of
which was made applicable to them under the hon. gentle- tolls. And we want to know it further, because it bears
man's provisions, they not long after incorporation in- upon the considerations which are addressed to us in invit-
creased their nominal capital to $100,000,000. Now, no ing us to sanction this loan to the Company. I have seen
one pretended that they wanted $ 100,000,000 of money. some organs of public opinion Bo ill-informed as
It was with the view of issuing stock at a discount; it was to declare with respet to this proposition that the neces-
in order to float the stock at something about fifty that sity of doing sometbiug for the Company was made mani-
$100,000,000 were created. It was not because they wanted fest because its stock was actually selling at fifty-five, only
$100,000,000, but because for certain purposes they pre- fifty-five cents for a dollar, and when the stock had fallen
ferred issuing a large amount of nominal capital to secure so low it was quite clear that we never could allow the poor
a comparatively small amount of real cash. Well, one of fellows to issue any more at such a rate as that. But, as I
the incidental difficulties arising upon that was much dis- have said, those organs of public opinion were ill informed ;
cussed. For some time the hon. Minister of Railways held they were deceived by the character of the operation. The
very strongly that they were entitled to pay 10 Company emitted a nominal amount of stock far beyond
per cent. upon the whole nominal amount of capital, what was required at a discount. They preferred to call
but ultimately he receded from that position ; the the capital $100,000,000 instozd of $50,000,000-it sounded
threatened split in the Cabinet on that subject was better. They feit botter to know that they had $100,000,000
healed, and the hon. gentleman acknowledged that instead of $50,000,000, and it gave them certain collateral
it wk s what the road really cost, and not the nominal advantages in issuing a large dividend or interest
amount of capital that should govern, so far as we were con. during construction and gave groater opportunities
cerned. But in the meantime difficulty had grown out of it, for a rise, because it was easier to get stock
because the Company announced that they were about to up from fifty towards par than if it was issued at
agree to pay interest upon their capital during construction par to secure prices considerably above par. I have shown
at the rate of five per cent. The law says that interest may the House that the stock of the Company has been emitted
be paid during construction at a rate not exceeding 6 per at an average price net to the Company of forty-six, and upon
cent. upon the amount actually paid up; and the stock being this they have agreed to pay interest at $ý on the $100,
issued as paid up stock, the Company assumed itself to be which means a rate of almost eleven per cent. per annum, pay-
entitled to pay interest at the rate of 5 per cent. upon the able half yearly. These po>r people whom you are asked to
amount paid up. I maintained before, and I maintain assist-these energetic people who want to push this railway
now, that that is an illegal operation; that the on for you so fast-tDok sufficient care of themselves to
Railway Act, which is the only authority for arrange at an early day that on these sums which they had
their taking the capital of the Company, and put into the enterprise they should get about eleven per cent.
applying it to the payment of interest during construction, while construction was going on; and stock is to be sold and
expressly li mits that somewhat d angerous power te a six per subsidies are to be obtained and advances are to be gathered
cent. dividend upon the amount actually paid upon the in, and land grant bonds are to be realized, in order that,
stock, and that to agree to pay $5 on every $100 when $46 during construction, eleven per cent. interest may be paid te
or $50 only have been paid, is to evade-not to evade, but the Company. Presently, they decided that they would
really to violate the law. Another difficulty growing out finish construction very quickly, and then they decided
of this mode of the emission of the stock was the uncertainty they would have a guarantee as te interest. And
as to what the real capital of the Company was. The they announced an arrangement whereby, even after
country was deeply interested in that, because the obliga- construction, for a long period of years, the bulk of this
tion which we had entered into as to the non-diminution of dividend is to be actually guaranteed. It seems to me that
the tolls was dependent upon that, and yet upon that until to- when you find a nominal stock proposed to be emitted of
night, we have been utterly unable to obtain any information, $100,000,000, when Parliament supposed $25,000,000 would
and Lhe.information which we have obtained to-night is very be extravagant; when you find that a part of that stock has
general and not at all satisfactory. Suggestions were made at been emitted at an average price of forty-six only ; when you
an earlyperiod that thestock was being emitteJ at sixty. I find arrangements made for the payment of a dividend
afterwards saw a statement that the issue price was really upon that average price of about eleven per cent.; when you
fifty to the syndicate which undertook the issue of the find the Company asking, in calculating the sum of this ex-
$30,000,000. 1 called the attention of the hon. Minister of penditure, that you should give it credit for making that
Railways to that statement, and he said he had never heard provision for eleven per cent. upon its investment, it must be
any thing of the kind and indicated his own want of cre- evident that these things require to be enquired into ; that
dence in the report. But, to-night, we learn for the first they require to be sifted and analyzed, and that we ought to
time what $55,000,000 of stock bas realized, and we learn get at the bottom of them. If we are to do that which the
that itlhasrealized only $25,358,000; or if you are te assume hon. gentleman not inaptly described in the instructions he
that none has been distributed, none has been issued at gave to his engineer and the Commissioner of Inland
a greater discount than another part, the stock Revenue-if we are going to enter into what he put into
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the alternative of either a large transaction of mortgage or
a partnership with a firm; if we are to go into partnership
with a railway company, we ought to see how it bas
handled its business, what it bas doue with its stock, how
it has been distributed; we ought to discuss this question
of dividend and ascertain its result. I shall show presently
that our position is not to be quite so advantageous as that
of a partnership. We may be exposed to the risk,
but it is not likely we shall have any of the profits.
Then we objected to the monopoly, and I think
events have vindicated that objection. It has
been shown to be a very serious obstruction to the settle-
ment of the North-West. It bas been shown to be a very
evil thing in the present and for the future of that country.
We objected very strongly to what we believed was a
wholly unauthorized and unconstitutional extension, in
practice, of the monopoly which the hon. gentleman in-
augurated-I use the phrase advisedly-when he advised
the disallowance of certain railway charters upon the
principles upon which he did so. The hon. gentleman is very
fond, when ie ean, of sheltering him«lf under the ægis
of those whose past, as a general rule, he busies himself in
reproaching and reviling and despising. But upon this oc
casion, he is entirely wrong in saying that the policy of the
preceding Government furnishes an authority for his
policy. There are two reasons against it. The first is,
that what was done at that time-though it was not dis-
allowance, but even supposing it equivalent to a disallow-
ance-was done at a period when neither the route of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway nor the system of construction
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway-whether it should be by a
Government or a Company-nor the terms of construction
were settled; and I maintain, as I have maintained before,
it is an entirely different thing to say you wiIl control the
railways of a country, through which yon have a Govern-
ment railway worked by the Government, and to say you
will control them when you have handed that railway over
to a private corporation. As long as it is a Government
railway it is the people's railway, and the people cannot
have a monopoly in its own concern-not an offensive or
objectionable monopoly-because the interest to be served
is that pf the community that possesses the railway.
Does any one suppose that rates too high for the good of a
country could be charged by a Government having a rail-
way? Why, look at this Dominion. Take tho twoends of
it, cutting off for the moment British Columbia-und I hope
no hon. gentleman will suppose I mean permanently,
but just for an instant-take the North-West at the
one end and the Maritime Provinces at the other;
take the Government railway, extending from Quebec
to the Maritime Provinces and the private corporation's
road extending through the North-West, and ask upon
what system the services are regulated respectively,
by what rules the rates are established, what are the
practical results to the communities respectively through
whicb those railways pass, and tell us, if you can, without
a 8mile, that you will put both in the sane category. Again,
such a policy was a revocable policy. It might be modified
and changed. The same public opinion which would control
the rates would decide, at the moment, when more access
should be obtained. What the hon. gentlemen did was, as
far as they could. in the contract, to render it impossible
that access should be obtained, and what they could not
do in the contract they did by violating the spirit and exe-
eutingthe letter of the law, in diaallowing all other railway
charters in Manitoba. The contract itself says that in the
North-West Territories, in those parts in which the Domi-
nion of Canada has jurisdiction, no railways running in such
a direction and within such limits shall be chartered for the
next twenty years, and it says that in any new Province
hereafter to be erected in the North-West, this prohibition
shall be ontinued, obviously meaning that in the existing
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Provinces, no such prohibition could be made or was
intended, obviously indicating that if such a provision had
not been in the contract, the instant a new Province was
formed it could exorcise the constitutional right of charter-
ing railways free of control. To prevent that, the contract
contained the extraordinary provision that the consti-
tution of a new Province, as yet unborn, should be ham-
pered and restricted by a provision prohibiting it from
exercising its constitutional right. In the face of that and
in the face of the statement made by the hon. First Minister
in the debate often adverted to, that we cannot check
Ontario and Manitoba, he has been checking Manitoba ever
since. Now, he tells us he is glad ho is able to inform
us to-night--I suppose he hopes to gild the pill for the
North-West, as in another way he attempted to gild the
pill for numerous persons to the eastward ; but I think the
gild ing was put on pretty badly; I think I saw the pill show
itself in several places, and I arn surprised that the hon.
gentleman, with all his old experience, was net able to accom-
plish the task more deftly than ho did-he hopes to gild the
pill by saying that, as soon as the railway is actually built,
the Government will be able to review the question of
reconsidering the policy, and they really think they will be
able to stop oppressing Manitoba and violating the constitu-
tion at some period two or three years hence. Why? He is
kind enough to tell us why. Because the Company think
they will ho able to do it safely. They think by that time,
what with their powers, and their privileges, and their
exemption from taxation, and the claws they will bave
strotched over the whole of that country, they will have it
so entirely in their grip that it is really of no consequence
what power you give the poor people. 1-Live horse and you
will get grass;" but the hon, gentleman proposes that the
horse shall die, and thon ho will put a feed of hay before him.
As soon as the people of Manitoba are completely under con-
trol, ho will grant these concessions, and he calls on them to
fall down in thankfulness for the concessions he proposes to
make. Now, Sir, we contended that the monopoly was a grie.
vous one, inasmuch as it was calculated to produce high
rates and to produce the usual results which are produced
by monopolies ; and that it was important, in the early set-
tiement of the country, that power, free power, should be
given to construct railways. Since that time, argument
has, been addressed to us to show that the rates were
extremely moderato; that they were very reasonable; that
they were all that could be expected; that, in a new country
like this, it costs a great deal-as no doubt it does-to run
a railway; that, in a country with not uich return freight,
it necessariy costs more; that, in a country the climate of
which is somcwhat severe, it necessai ily costs still more;
and that, therefore, the rates should be high in order that
the railway might be remunerative. But these arguments
are all lacking in this, that those who use them forget that
it was one element of this contract that the road would be
run at unremunerative rates for a long time after it iras
opened, and that, in consideration of that circumstance,
large moneys and lands were added to the public aid that
was to be given to the owners of it. We were told, when
we contrasted the price with that which was to be done,
" Oh, but you don't take into account the circumstance
that the Company will have to run the road at a loss for a
great many years; we've taken- it into account as, as honest
men, we should, and we are paying them in advance for that
unremunerated running." Well, having paid them in
advance for that unremunerated runing, it is now argued
that the rates should be such as to remunerate thom, and
therefore they are to be paid double, first in advance under
the contract, and thon by the people of the North-West-or,
according to the statements which are made, the people
of the North-West are to pay in both casesi because, if those
statements are to be credited, the North-Wýest is to paythe
whole contract price out of its landse, o that it pays fi*tin
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advance under the contract for cheap rates, and thon pays
dear rates after the contract has been accomplished. Now,
I have been unable to observe that the speed with which
this enterprise has been conducted has conducod to its suc-
ces. I have been unable to observe that those who have
been concerned in it have had such miraculous powers of
intuition and of judgment and decision as to reach conclu-
sions more rapidly than they need have been reached, and
at thesame time rightly. Hasty decisions have been taken,
different plans have been adopted ; and these have indicated,
from time to time, the absence of that careful consideration,
that prudence of action, which was essential to make this
enterprise a success. Take for example what was called
the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. At a very early period in the
history of the undertasing, it was annonnced that the Com-
pany was about to build a branch to the Sault Ste. Marie.
At that time other companies were thinking of striking for
the Sault Ste. Marie, but the great Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company announced that it was going to build a branch
to the Sanlt Ste. Marie. It was announced in public, and
the hon. Minister told me, "Your views are about to be ful-
filled; you aid the Sault ought to be reached, and they are
going to reach the Sault." Well, a little while later, the
hon. gentleman received a communication to the effect that
they had altered their views. They had sent in their plans
in which they called this the Sault Ste. Marie Branch. They
had now decided to make the main lino by the Sault Ste.
Marie; and they asked that their plan, which was called
the plan of a branch, might be made the plan ot the
main lino so far; and they announced that their
engineers had gone over the road and found a practicable
route, and it was a much better thing, although more ex-
pensive, for other reasons much botter than the former
route; and the hon. Minister acceded, with the reservation
advisd by his engineer that, until they had established on
the ground the possibility of connecting Port Arthur with
the Sault or the neighborhood of the Sault, the subsidy
should be retained. Well, they were going on, and, at
that sanie demonstration at which the hon the First Minister
made the observations to which I have alluded, ho spoke at
lengt. upon this subject, and he told what a great thing it
was for the country, what a great thing it was for Ontario
in particular, that it was now arranged, and that the change
of route was about to reduce the period of construction on
the north shore ot Lake Superior by many years. Not
long after, the whole collapsed. Thore is no lotter brought
down-I know not whether any such exists-explaining
it, but, without any explanation given to Parliament or
the public, the plan is a[tered, and they determine to carry
the main lino through the interior, they go back to the old
route; and thon they determine to build a branch to Algoma
Mills; and that is the plan upon which they have been
working since; thus showing no less than three changes of
plan, and indicating, as I have said, that this extreme
haste of execution is very apt to lead to hasty, and very
possibly, to imprudent and erroneous decisions. And we
were told that it was of the last consequence that the
Algoma Milis Branch and the connecting link to the east-
ward of it should be early built. We were told that it was
going to be a great thing for us this coming year, that the
immigrants should go by this short and speedy route to
Port Arthur. We were told we should see the Canadian
Pacifie Railway carrying the immigrants by that
route, a splendid route, so many miles from Montreal
to Algoma Mills, then the twenty-four hours' voyage from
Algoma Mills to Port Arth ur, and so on. But the newspapers
tell us-and I believe in this case they tell the truth-that
that is not to be the route at ail; that the steamers are to
sail from the port of Owen Sound for Port Arthur, that the
business is to be done from the port of Owen Sound and not
from Algoma Mille this year; that the immigrants are to be
carrid by te Onturio and Qiqeb, and the Toronto, Qrey

and Bruce to Owen Sound, and tiat the voyage is to be
from that port to Port Arthur, and not by the other route
at ail. So it appears that, for the practical purposes of getting
a route to the North-West within our own territory for
immigrants, there was no necessity for that great expedition
which was used in building the branch to Algoma Mlls. If
the branch to Algoma Mille is not to be the immigrant
route to the North-West, what was the object of hurrying
that branch and of expending the close upon $2,000,000
which have been expended in its speedy construction ?
If you find that the bulk of your immigration next year,
that the bulk of your transport of passengers and gooda
iext year goes, not by Algoma Mills at ail, but by Owen

Sound, will you not find that once again speed, rapidity of
decision, has resulted in premature expenditure, in expendi-
tare which, having regard to th other obligations of the
company, and to the difficulties which it was possible
would surroand them, and which it turne out
have surrounded them, had botter have been deferred?
Thon Sir, the decision with reference to the southern route,
to which, I have adverted, was, I greatly fear, a mistaken
decision on another ground. I have never said anything
upon this subject in public before, but I have collected such
information as I could ask of everybody whom I met, who
had passed over the western part of the railway, and I am
obliged to say that the opinion unanimously enitertained-I
never was ableto elicit any contrary opinion from any gentle-
man I approached-was that the appearance of the country
along that southern route in the western part, west of Miose
Jaw to the foot-hills of the Rocky Mountains, was far inferior
to the a ppoarance in other parts (far inferior to the territory
that would have been passed through by the central
route) and considerable apprehensions were entertained and
expressed by every one to whom I spoke, as to the results to
the Company of the inferiority of that land in quality and
the difficulty with reforence to want of water and to the
dryness of the climate. Now, with reference to those east-
ern operations, which the hon. gentleman ias not partiou-
larly alluded to-at least, to most of which h has not parti-
cularly alluded-I think they fall into different categories.
There can be no doubt that there was a great amount of
reasonableness in the view that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way should seek to extend its direct control as far eat as
the city of Montreal. There can aiso be no doubt that
the contract itself, in terms, indicated the probability
of such an extension. It refers to that extension
particularly. It deals with the Canada Central. If I
recollect aright, it deals with the other railways ; but
at any rate it indicated pretty plainly an intention, if pos-
sible, to get to Montreal. However, it is one thing to say
that that intention was a sound one, and it is another thing
to say that the means adopted, the bargains made, the
arrangements entered into, were such as were prudent and
wise. I have not been able to ascertain, from the informa-
tion which has been laid before us, with an approach to
absolute accuracy, what the cost of the railways which the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has acquired in the
oast is. I have made a conjecture, to which I will refer
later on; but, I say, that it is obvious that the purchase in-
cluded numerous branches not very material at all to the
main lino, and that upon the main lino expenditure and the
main hue mileage between Callander and Montroal, the cost
of these railways, treating thom as acquired for the pur-
poses of the main lino communication, will be an extremely
heavy cost. The hon, gentleman has not on this occasion
alluded to one of those purchases, which is generally treated
as absorbed in the great purchase. I refer to that of the Lau-
rentian Railway, a separate railway bought about the same
time, and, as I showed last Session, from such information
as I could obtain, purchased from Mr. Senocal at a price
which realized to him an enormous profit, and which was
tar in exos of the mercantile value of the ruilway. I do
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not believe it has been any value to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way at all; and whatever value it may have to anybody,
the price which I believed was paid was a price far in
excess of the value of the concern. I pointed out the details,
of that transaction last Session. I maintain, when we are
called upon to decide that this Company has so well and
wisely expended its funds, that we have a right to lend it
$30,000,000 more, that that transaction ought to be ex-
plained. I maintain ihat we ought to have information
upon it. I maintain we ought to be told why it was that this
link of railway was purchased, and at what price and under
what circumstances. I believe it to have involved the
throwing away by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
of something about $400,000, as near as I can conjecture.
Now, sir, so much for the moment with reference to that
which is ordinarily put together under the heading of Cal-
lander to Montreal. But with reference to other roads, not
much information is given. It is true that, with trifling
exceptions, the funds of the Canad ian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany have not been directly expended in the Credit Valley
enterprise, so far as is shown. It now appears that $484,000
of the Company's money bas been spent in Credit Valley
bonds, which are at present held by the Government as
security for $1,000,000 of money. It is made plainly to
appear, that there is $484,000 of its money spent in the
purchase of these bonds. But, Sir, upon an occasion of this
description, when we are called upon to consider what the
obligations of that Company are, to which we are to ]end
money, I maintain that the hon. Minister has not dis-
charged bis full duty when he has failed to tell us how the
Company stands in relation to the Credit Valley, the Ontario
and Quebec, and that whole system. So far as the general
sources of information and the Act of Parliament enable
us to judge, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany is becoming the lessee of those lines on
terms which oblige it to guarantee five per cent
upon the bonds which are outstanding. The bonds which
are outstanding were sold, in the case of the Credit Valley,
at, I fancy, somewhere from thirty to thirty-five cents on the
dollar, and tbey have been made worth par-if the Canadian
Pacific Railway guarantee will make them worth par-by
the guarantee of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, the
Canadian Pacifie Railway has agreed, in effect, that those
roads shall earn five per cent. on their whole cost; and
legislation is before us this Session (as well as I could
understand the Clerk at the Table, who was reading the
petition) for power for this Corpany te extend its rail-
way through the western peninbula of Ontario, to the
border ; and other proceedings are being taken to enlarge
the bonding system of the Credit Valley Railway. I do
not know-we have no information at all before us-as
to what the real extent of the obligations of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company are, with reference to this enter-
prise. Those obligations may be light or they may be
heavy-it depends upon the results of the traffic of these
.oads when they are completed. But I need hardly say
that we may fully expect the completion of the oporations
through Ovtario, of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
to result in a temporary advantage, at any rate, to a consi-
derable portion of the community. I believe there will be a
very severe competition there; I believe there will be very
low rates of fare for some time; I believe the Ontario and
Quebec system will be forced to run at rates, and under cir-
cumstances, which will render it extremely difficult for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, out of its earnings, to
pay five per cent. upon the complete cost of that system.
If so, the general assets and. capital of the Company
will be responsible for the deficiency. It is, I presume,
responsible for the deficiency to-day, in the case of the
Credit Valley Company, be that great or small. Then
there is an arrangement made with the Toronto,
Crey and Bruce Railway Company, under which that rail-
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! way is leased by the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Nothing
has been said about that; we have not heard what the
extent of this obligation ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railway is;
we know not what the traffie account of the Toronto, Grey
and Bruce Railway is ; we know not whether the probable
traffic of that road will pay the expense of it. If it doos
not, that, of course, becomes an onerous obligation to the
extent of the deficiency. Then there is the Atlantic and
North-Western Railway, in which the h-n. gentleman
said a sum-l have forgotten exactly what it was, some-
thing under two hundred thousand dollars--had been expen-
ded by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company in acquiring
the charter, and so forth.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And building a road.
Mr. BLAKE. How much was built ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Round the moantain at

Montreal.

Mr. BLAKE. I don't know how many miles were
built. It would be interesting to know how much was paid
for the charter. We pass so many charters, Mr. Speaker.
Our hands are so full of them So many hon. gentlemen
are engaged busily during the Session in passing railway
charters. We pass them with so much freedom. It is so
very little difficult to pass a railway charter, unless it be in
Manitoba, that what the worth of a commodity of that kind
is, after it bas received the valuable imprint of this House
and the Senate, and the assent of the Executive, it would be
interesting to know. I suppose the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company, itself; would bave no difficulty in getting
sucli a charter as that of the Atlantic and North-Western.
But some one else got it. How much did the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company get it for, and for what purposes ?
Doubtless, in order to secure connection with the South-
Eastern. There the hon. gentleman folt himself treading on
somewhat tender ground, because he said that it was very tm-
portant for-the Canadian Pacifie to acquire an intereast in
the South-Eastern. From his description of the road, it
appeared to me to run almost everywhere. It seems to
furnish the most direct means of connection with Boston,
Portland, New York, Halifar, St John, St. Andrews and
Louisburg-I do not know whether I have got them all ;
but it seems that the Montreal, Portland and Boston
Railroad was the one thing needful, or one of the things.
needful, to get to these different places. It seems, also, that
they have to build a railway to get to Quebec. The hon.
gentleman saysthey will build one immediately'. I hope he
wilt give his bail for that. It seemed to me the South-Eastern
was of an extraordinary character, and from the capacities
it possesses, I am not surprised thatthe Canadian Pacific gave
$ 1,600,000 or $1,700,000 for a controlling interest in it. It
is a valuable thing, and they seem to have got it very cheap.
The hon. gentleman said it was important that we should
have the Canadian Pacifie Railway run to a winter
port in Canada. Ho said, also, that the Company were
of the same opinion. In point of fact, I do not
know but that they have been expressing their
opinion on that point to some members of this louse
very recently. in order to do it, it was necessary they
should secure the Montreal, Portland and Boston Railway.
It was probably with the same admirable intentions they
were engaged a little while ago, in the City of Portland,
negotiating with the municipal authorities of that city, for
the purpose of acquiring the Portland and Ogdensburg
Railway, which also, I have no doubt, possesses the same
admirable faculty of being capable of being used to give
connection with St. Andrews and the other Maritime
Province ports. The hon. gentleman explained, with that
lucidity and clearness which distinguished his utterances
to-night, and which particularly distinguish his Parliamen-
tary utterances upon this subject, how they were to rach
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these ports, except St. John, which he left out, or almost
left out; and I observed, when he dilated on Halifax,
how -the jaw of the Finance Minister fell, as if he were
saying to himaelf: " This will never do, he is making an
awful mess of it; he is making too much of Halifax. The
idea of setting Halifax up i He should have put all the
ports on au equality. He should have mentioned them all
several times, so that each one might be mentioned first."
The hen. gentleman having gilded the pill for St. Andrews,
Halifax and St.John, and having told the people of Quebec
that they were to have a third railway-I wonder on which
bank of the St. Lawrence, or whether in the middle of it-
to reach their port as a summer port-having satisfied the
different members, in that way, he went on to say that the
Canadianf Pacifie Railway would have failed in its duty to
Canada if it had stopped there. It ought to have gone further,
and he there pointed out that admirable faculty which
the South-Eastern posseses, namely, that it would not only
reach these ports, but the United States ports as well. He
said they ought to reach there in order to be in a
position to take the commerce from the port of New
York, to take the commerce from the port of Portland,
to take the commerce from the port of Boston, and cause
it to pass over their great railway, and that they would be
wanting in their duty to Canada if they did not provide,
the facilities. Mr. Speaker, there was -once a man who was
asked if he would contribute towards a bonus to a road to
run out of his town, and he said, " Never; I will contribute
towards as many boruses as you like for roads to run into the
town, but out of it-never." Duos the hon, gentleman suppose
that if traffc comes from New York, Portland and Boston
towards. the west, over the Canadian Pacifie Railway, the
traffic will not go eastward to New York, Portland and
Boston ? Does-he suppose his railway will run only ono way,
like the man with the bonus ? It may be right-I do not say it
1s notright-but it would be trifting with theintelligence of
this H.ouse tsuppose thisisother than aseriousquestionwith
reference to the terminal point of the Canadian Pacifl Rail-
way, aud we may as well face it. We may as well understand
distinctly whether it is part of the policy of the Government
and of Parliament that the resources which this Company
possesses, by virtue of this contract, are to be applied-while
yet. we are to be ongaged in pouring out of the public
treasury $30,000,000 more-to creating an Atiantic ter-
minus in the United States for the Canadian Pacifie
Ra.4ilway. Now, Sir, this was not aIl. With reference
to the expenditures, it turned out that the sum of
8700,000 had been expended in what the hon. gentle-
]amalls-I believe it is the technical word of the market-
" sustainiug " the stock of the Canada North-West Land
Oompany.; and there are divers other large items mentioned
il the hon. gentleman's statement but not explained. But
the hon. gentleman said: I felt it my duty, in dealing with
this matter, to procure thorough, sound, good information.
He felt it his duty to ascertain, to the bottom, how things
stood, and so ho employed his engineer and the Commissioner
of Inland Revenue to go to Montreal and make an investiga-
tion inte the aceounts of the Company, such as would be
suitable in case somebody else was going to advance them
alarge sum of money upon their property, or to become
a-partner in their businese. That order was issued on the 28th
of January, and the report was made, if I understood the hon.
gentleman aright, upon the 2nd of February. What were
they sent down for? To inform the hon. gentleman's mind ?
To enable him to understand what they were doing? To
enable him to get that information which was necessary for
him and his collengues to arrive at a decision ? Oh, no i
Because they had already reached a deeision. They reached
a decision before the report came. Au announcement was
madel; we had their poliey declared to us, and therefore it
wMs net for that purpose. But I suspeet that it w beeause
itwa4 tha-ght that we would aooept ths stement, ad
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the hon. gentleman's officers and the officer of the Minister
of Inland Revenue, were sent down to make a report with
reference to the transaction under this state of things. The
Ministers under whom they serve, concluded that they would
enter into the partnership, thatthey would make the advance,
and Parliament should have, they agreed, such information
as would enable it to agree with the Ministers. The officers
come down and they make enquiry, and it is expected Par-
liament will agree. They make the enquiry in two, or three,
or four days into these transactions, involving so many
millions of money; they make it in reference to a decision
already arrived at. Is it not the most surprising thing in
the world that these two subordinates of the hon, gentleman
did not flnd that the accounts were all wrong, and that the
transaction was one that he would not accept? I am amazed!
It was so probable that they should have found differently
from what the hon. gentleman had decided; it was so prob-
able they should have differed from the Cabinet with refer-
ence to the proposition they were about to submit to Parlia-
ment, that it is really extraordinary we shoulii have from
them the report we have heard from the hon. gentleman to-
night. Now, Sir, in that report they tell us that they did
not enquire into the distribution of the stock; they
teil us that they did not investigate the expendi-
ture on the line; and if we are lending money
upon the faith of a wise dealing with the stoek,
and upon the faith of wise expenditures upon the line,
,they did not investigate things that were extremely
material. I have no doubt that these accounts are not
falsified; I have no doubt that these a0counts are kept as
these gentlemen said they were kept; I have no doubt that
there has been no falsification or fraud in the keeping of
the accounts of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
But the question is, what their transactions have been?
The question is, whether they have been prudent, whether
they have been wise, what the naure of them has been
These were the questions which were to be entered into-
these were the questions which were to have been investi-
gated. But the investigators tell us: We did not enquire
into the distribution of the stock; we did not enquire into
the expenditures of the Company. Then, Sir, everything went
well as long as the money held out. As I have said, the
Company was lauded by everybody holding views consonant
with those of Ministers, as possessed of ail those capacities
and faculties which Ministers credited them with. They
could make no mistake, they did make no mistake; they
were building faster than any one had ever built before ;
they were building better than any one had ever built
before; they were building cheaper than any had ever
built before. The road was improving all the time in its
prospects; the work was becoming easier ; and it was found
from day to day and from year to year that the difdiculties
were disappearing; that traffic prospects were becoming
brighter. Everything pointed more and more to the
extreme excellence of the enterprise. With this joyful
news we weré regaled in season and out of season, until the
time arrived that another story was told ; until the time
arrived that the country was startled, in the month of
October last, by the statement that the Government had
agreed to guarantee the stock of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company to the extent of three per cent. for the period
of ten years. In the meantime the possessors of the
fortunate contract, of this magnificent enterprise, had been
dealing just as you would expect them to deal; they had
been acting with reference to it just as you would expect
them to act; and now suddenly, without a moment's notice,
we are told that they are to get a Government guarantee.
The first announcement was on the 27th of Oetober, and it
was. that the Government had guaranteed the intereet upon
$100,000,000, and that they had received 815,000,00 in
cah, and 05,000,000 was to be received on the lst of
Pehruary laut, and $4,500i0S in undoubted soourity. Tha$
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was the announcement when the details were given, but in
the first instance, there was a simple announcement that
the Government had male the guarantee as stated. Now,
Sir, I have never been able to understand, and the hon.
gentleman has not explained to-day, how it could be that
if the Company gave cash, or the equivalent of cash,
to an amount representing the present value of that
guarantee, they would be any the botter for the operation.
It is not in the nature of things that they could be. It is
impossible that they could be improved by simaply taking a
certain portion of their available assets and locking them up
at a fair price to represent dividends for ten years. The
hon, gentleman tells us that the greatest financiers of
Canada, of New York, of London, ail agree that this opera-
tion would have the effect of increasing the value of the
shares of the Canada Pacifie Railway Company. Well, all
I can say is, that I should like some explanation as to how
it is possible, on the assumption I have named, that tangible
assets of the Company, fairly representing the worth of the
guarantee, and which were handed over for the guarantee,
could increase the value of the shares. He might
as well tell me that by taking your money out of'
your own pocket and putting it into your bands to
keep, you were increasing your wealth. fie might as
well tell me that by looking up a portion of your
funds in certain investments producing only four per cent.
you are better off. It is quite true that if that had taken place,
which was for some time thought to have taken place; if the
Government had given that gratuitous guarantee, if the
Government had engaged the credit of the country for cash
or its equivaient, that night have been an advantage ; the
then holders of the stock might have realized more for it,
because persons might buy more readily when they under-
stood that the Dominion of Canada was good, at any rate, for
three per cent. upon the nominal value of the stock for ton
years; and that would cost the company nething. But, if that
was the assumption, it was speedily to be disturbed. That
was, apparently, the assumption, for the stock rose. ln
England, a cable was received by Morton, Rose & Co., the
agents for the Company, announcing that the Goverument
had guaranteed three per cent. on the $100,000,000 for ten
year, and announcing also that the earnings of the Com-
pany were left free to supplement this dividend with inter-
et at three per cent. That cable was, no doubt,
unintentionally, very unfortunately worded, because the
impression that it would convey-that it conveyed
to me, and that it conveyed to others-was, first of
ail, that the guarantee was gratuitous-not that it was
simply a deposit by the Company with the Government,_
of assets which the Governmont was going to hold, but
that it was a gratuitous guarantee. I certainly did sup.
pose when I read that cable, which declares that the
earnings of the Co mpany were lef t free for ton years to
supplement the dividend, that no part of the earnings
of the Company was charged to pay this three per cent. ;
but I find, when the papers come down, that the postal and
the transport serviceq, two elements of the Company's
revenue are expressly obarged to pay the dividend, although I
am unable to ruconcile with my reading of the agreement, the
statement made upon the London market, and I presume
upon the New York market, that this arrangement was
such as left the earnings free. However, upon this
understanding, the stock rose, and it rose to somewhere
about sixty-four in New York and London. There was a
considerable amount of speculation, and I believe that
the market was what they call milked, and that
a good many people lost a good deal of money
in Canadian Pacifie Railway stock. Who profited las not
yet been disclosed. In a few short days it was found the
Company had made a mistake. They said in their letter,
written about eight days, I think, after the first proposal,that
they did not want this arrangement. They proposed that
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the guarantee should extend to this $5,000,000 only, be-
cause they said they did not want to sell the 835,000,000 at
once, and they said, also, it would cost them too much money.
Is the House surprised, are the Government surprised; is
the country surprised that some financiers, although not
perhaps so wise as those who thought it was an excellent
arrangement, should have declined to believe that the va-
lue of the stock was raised by a transaction of this des-
cription ? The stock shortly fell, and full disclosures were
made-no not full disclosures, but more disclosures as to
the character of the arrangement. It was discovered that
a certain amount of cash was paid, that more cash was to be
paid, and that securities were given for the rest. The se-
curities were not disclosed. According to the explanations
of the hon. gentleman himself, the check and fall in the
stock is attributed to the mystery and want of openness
which had characterized the transaction; and I
must say that so far as regards the Company
itself and the Government in connection with this tran-
saction, it was unfortunate in the last degree that it should
have been carried out as it was carried out-carried out in
a manner which enabled the imputatian to be made with
too much apparent reason, that negotiations with the Gov-
ernment had been made use of to profit private persons who
were aware of them. I maintain there should have been
absolute secrecy as to this arrangement, and no dabbling in
the stock of the Company by any one acquainted with it,
and that when completed it should have been made
known, in all its particulars, to the public. The
whole arrangement should have been made known.
I say, so that the public could have become aware exactly
what the Government were giving, and what the Company
were giving to the Government, and judge for themselves
what the effect upon the stock would be. But
the First Minister, as the Montreal Witness informed us
some time ago, is said by Mr. Drinkwater, Secretary of
the Company, to have told the Company not to speak, and to
have declared that he himself intended to make a full expia.
dation in a few days, and in the mean time they should be
silent. And silent they were. But the First Minister did not
speak ; he does not speak now. The transaction affected the
Government otherwise. What a chorus of laudations were
heard. It was described as a magnificent transaction, one
in which the Government had achieved a financial sucess;
an operation of a character capable only of being achieved
by the present Finance Minister. Why, the failure of the
domestic loan turned out to be a blessing in disguise,
because the hon. Finance Minister did not want money,
for the Syndicate would provide him with it. What
did he want with $4,000,000 when $24,500,000 were to be
provided by the syndicate of the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?
What a lucky thing it was that he had not taken up a loan?
He would not have known what to do with the money,
because of those $24,500,000 he was going to get
from the syndicate. Not merely was the money to be
supplied which was intended to be taken from the pockets
of his fellow-countrymen by making a loan, but the loans
which were about to expire in eleven months, were also to
be largely met. The situation was easier. The hon. gentle-
man would have to go to England, it is true, but only for
a fraction of the sum for which he would have otherwise
had to go, because the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, adding one more to the immense bles-
sings which it had already conferred upon the country,
was pouring out of its abundance into our coffers those
sums, to enable us to redeem our indebtedness. Did those
who described this transaction as admirably beneficial to
the Government and the country, ever consider that if it
was so good for them, it could not really be so very good
for the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company too; that it
really could not advantage the Government so enor-
mously and be also a great good to the other party to the
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bargain. A mere money transaction of this description
cannot possess those conflicting characters. How changed
the situation now is. In Novenber last, we were congratu.
lating ourselves that we had $24,500,000 of solid cash ready
to be furnished by the Company to redeem our debts, and
to-night we are discussing a proposition that we shall
advance $22,500,000 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany. If that is not a turn-about-face, from November to
Ee bruary, I do not krow what a turn-about-face is. It was
a splendid thing for the Company and the coun-
try that the former should furnish $24,500,000; it
is now a splendid thing for the Company and for the
country that the latter should loan them $22,500,000.
The hon. gentleman stated that this transaction was
almost warranted by the law. We have a new idea re-
specting the sanctity of Acts of Parliament, and the power of
the Executive in these later days. It was only the other
day that a solemn Act of Parliament passed by hon. gentle-
men opposite, and which provided certain things impera-
tively, was dispensed with by those hon. gentlemen, and when
I asked under the authority of what law I was told it was done
under the law ofnecessity. We know that necessity knows no
law, and as the hon. gentleman represented necessity, I, do
him no injustice in saying that he knew no law on that
occasion. There was actualty no Order in Council passed,
but a Departmental Order was issued, informing
Collectors of Customs throughout the country that
they were required to disobey the law. In that
view I am almost surprised to learn that the hon.
Minister of Railways admits that they have a little tran-
scended the power of the Government in making this
arrangement. I am surprised he did not say that they
wsre fully clothed with authority for it. Why should he
not have done so? There is a law which authorizes them,
in case they require cash to pay our debts or meet our
obligations, to borrow that cash and issue terminable annui-
ties in return therefor; and baving that, is it not almost
within the law that they should issue the securities without
getting the cash ? It is true that inconvenience would
arise ; because the object for which the transaction was car-
ried out was to obtain cash, aud if the cash was not obtained,
the debts could not be paid. The hon. Minister says that
the Government, in taking this action, but slightly tran-
scended their powers. I say it was an exceedingly grave
act; that it was an act to be done only under a sense of the
gravest responsibility; an act to be done only in some
emergency which would be of itself a justification for the
breach of the law; that it was an aat which is calculated, if
slurred over as this act is slurred over, to throw doubt
upon all the. securities of the Canadian Government;
an Act as to which the Ministers, before they entered into it,
ought to have been satisfied, first ofall, that it was absolutely
required by some pressing emergency, and secondly, that it
would have met the emergency. But, Sir, they were
not satisfied that :it was a pressing emergency, nor did it
meet the emergency after all; for the hon. gentleman tells
us that the resuit of his great coup was not merely a failure,
but positive disaster; that it was disastrous to the Company
that the transaction should have been entered into, because
they did not improve the price of their stock by a dollar,
and they did pay into the hands of the Government the
88,700,000. And they come down to Parliament and in the
Speech from the Throne they tell us that they made this
arrangement in October. They do not tell us that they
transcended the law under the pressure of necessity and
that they are about to ask us for a Bill of indemnity
for that transgression of the law. They do not propose any
bill of indemnity, but they say, we will treat this as an
ordinary transaction and we will ask you to make it a little
botter for the Company. You will go into the committee,
treat the agreement as a valid agreement, and the Company
'ot being able to implement the agreement iteolf, we will

ask you to agree to a postponement of the February cash
to the end of five years. I say that that is no constitu-
tional, no proper mode of treating transactions of this kind;
and this Parliament will be wanting in its duty to the peo-
ple it assumes to represent if it does not insist on transac-
tions of this enormous magnitude, created in defiance ofthe
law, being at any rate dealt with, with such due re-
gard to their gravity as to call for that formai and
full sanctioning of them on that ground of noces-
sity which can be their sole ground of justification.
The Government, however, were certainly persuaded, and
they put the shareholders of the Company in a pretty good
position. They agree to guarantee the dividends to the
stockholders for ton years, and to do that to a large extent
on credit, after having received the cash which was the
price of the dividend. Here again is a little inversion of
the order of things, as it existed. We were told when the
Canadian Pacifie Railway contract was passed, that we were
obtaining from the Company security that they would com-
plete the line ; but now it seems it is proposed to us that
we should give up the security to complete the line, and in
lieu of it give them security to pay their dividends.
This is an arrangement which is highly satisfactory, I
have no doubt, when accomplished on credit, to the
shareholders; but if it is not an alteration of the
contract with the Company, I fail to understand
what an alteration is. Now, Sir, the present proposal is that
we should guarantee to the extent of a sum which is equal
in cash to a present value of 7,300,000, and lend them
822,500,000 besides. Thus we are to engage $30,000,000. In
doing so we are also to abandon the security for the com-
pletion. The Government is to occupy a very peculiar
relation to the Company-a sort of double and inconsistent
relation. First it is to guarantee dividends to the stock-
holders, and secondly, it is to be the mortgagee of the road.
It is to guarantee the profits to the stockholders of the
Company for ten years and to be the mortgagee of these
very profits out of which the dividends can alone be paid.
What is the result of that position ? Very little cry for
lowering tolls after this will be listened to by this Parlia-
ment, because the answer of the Company would be. Ah !
gentlemen, very good. You are of course aware that you
have guaranteed interest on our stock to the extent of
three per cent; you are aware that you have lent us
$22,500,000 for which we agreed to pay interest, and the
only funds out which we can pay interest are the profits
of the enterprise. If you choose to cnt down the tolle, you
understand that you cannot get-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. There is the sale of the
lands.

Mr. BLAKE. Of course there is the sale of the lands, but
what has been said about the sale of the lands. The divi-
dend is to be paid all the time, and the interest. How will
the Government be in a position, under these circumstances,
to meet the suggestion of the company; that the interest of
the country requires high tolls in order that the obligations
entered into may be implemented without loas to the company
by reason of the Company having a deficient revenue?
Now, I do not intend to go into a great many of the esti-
mates which the hon. gentleman has made. There will be
ample opportunity for fully discussing these figures, which
are not the same in some particulars as those which are
given in the Çompany's own statement. Tho hon. gentle.
man has introducod, and t rightly introduced, certain ele-
ments which were omitted Vo be expressly set forth in the
Company's statement, as for example, the element of cash
received for town sites, and the element of the income
received from the earnings of the road. There are other
items which should also be added, amongst them being the
Winnipeg bonus of $200,000, which was received in the
lut year. It is botter that the statement should be
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made once for all, with a full appreciation of the bear-
ing of the hon. gentleman's additions and changes
on the statement of the Company themselves-
that it should be made in the most perfect form to night
and repeated afterwards. A few general observations, how-
ever, may be made with reforence to these calculations.
Last Session I pointed out to the House the estimate of the
Company, according to the report of December, 1882, of
what the road would cost, embracing the line from Mont-
real to Port Moody and the branches, exclusive of the
Government sections. What the Company said thon was
that the road would be built for 25,000,000 of subsidy, for
land grant bonds to the amount of $20,000,000, and for $90,-
000,000 stock, which, at sixty, was equal to 854,000,000 in
cash ; that is, for in all, $99,000,000 of money. As late as
April, 1883, the President of the -Company published a letter
in which ho said that the cost to the shareholders of the
3,260 miles fully equipped, -would be the #54,000,000, which
ho assumed would be realized for the $90,000,000 of stock
against which they would have 17,000,000 acres of the
finest wheat lands on the continent. This same estimate,
practically repeating in April what had been stated in the
December previous, was, that the·whole lino from Montreal
to Callander and the presently contemplated branches
would cost the Company $99,000,000, of which the Company
would have to provide $54,000,000. Now, last Session I
showed, analyzing that statement, that from this should be
taken to get the cost of the main lino contracted for, for the
extensions and branches, about $3,000,000. I was unable
to speak with exact accuracy, but that was the nearest
approximation I could make, and I am not yet persuaded
that there was any material error in that approximation.
If there was, it was against the figures as I now present
them, That would leave the cost of the contracted lino
$91,000,000, according to the estimates of the company in
1881. Now, in January 1884, a frosh estimate is presented,
and that estimate is really worth the attentive consideration
by Parliament, when it is called upon to rely upon this new, es-
timate as proving that funds are now being provided with
which the road will be completed. This estimate embraces
these figures: Mr. Stephen states that the total expenditure
of the Company has been 858,700,000 ; and that it will cost
to complete, $27,000,000-and I add for equipmOnt, $2,800,-
000 to that estimate; making a total cost of 888,500,000 to
complote the whole railway.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It includes equipment.
Mr. BLAKE. I am very glad to hear it. Thon the

present estimate is that the total cost will be $85,700,000.
Now, that amount is $13,300,000 less than the estimate of
April last for the whole road; so that, if we assumed the
estitnate of $85,700,000 to be for the same subject-matter as
the estimate of December, 1882, and April, 1883, we find a
diminution in the cost of something like $13,000,000.
But that is not all; for this new estimate of 885,700,000 em-
braces much more than the old estimate. It embraces the de-
posits for future dividends for years after the completion of
the work. I leave, as supposed to be embraced in the old
estimates, those dividends until the period estimated for
completion-the two years remaining; but there are many
years after completion for which the Company has already
provided dividends out of this $58,700,000. For that,
85,000,000 is to be deducted. That sum embraces also that
multitude of items-the seaboard extension items-te
whieh the hon. gentleman referred, amounting to $3,500,000 ;
and it embraces also the Credit Valley bonds of, say
$500,000, making in all 84,000,000 in round numbers-that
ise, $9,000,000 altogether, of items which are embraced in the
transactions eontemplated by the last estimate, and not in
the former ones. Deduct, therefore, $9,000,000 more, and you
get a sum of $76,700,000 as the cost now estimated of the
mne wrork -which ws estimated4t $99,000,000 ainemontha
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ago. Now, I want to apply these -tonsideraticns!to the esti-
mate for the contracted line. I have shown what they were
as applied to the whole lino ;now contemplated. Mr.
Stephen's figures with ·reference to the contracted line are
these, in round, numbers : Work done on the main lie,
$23,080,000; proportion of equipment-for I assume that
the _equipment was:fer the whole line, and therefore 4eduot
some for the branohes-$6,000,000 ; materials,44,600,000 ;
to complote, 827,000,000 ; and I add-for interest and divi-
dends, no less than $6,000,000 ; which, omitting the equip.
ment, would give me 866,000,000 as the present estimate
for the contracted lino. The Company now think that the
contraeted line from Callender to Port Moody willoostthetn
$66,000,000, as against $90,000,000, their estimate of so late
ago as April last ; that is, a saving of $24,000,000 on what
they had agreed and are bound to this country to do,-
including, as I said, in that estimate, ýthe large
sum of $6,000,000 for dividends ont of capital, irrespeetive
of earnings altogether. Now, these discrepanlies are
entirely confounding. It is impossible to understand them.
The hon. gentlemen has not attempted to grapplewith them.
He has not taken up -the estimates which we were given
last Session, and which we discussed and dealt with, arid
compared them with the estimates ýwhich ho now -brings
forward, and told us how it is that 824,000,000 less ls
required to finish the contracted lino than was required ten
months ago. I think an explanation is required, and
enquiry should be made on that point. I am not-e;tisged
with these estimates. I am not satitfied with 4he-state-
ments made without a single particular given to us,-except
what is contained in a few linos which the hon. gentleman
has read to-night. Now, thon, if the contracted lino is to
cost only $6 6 ,OO,000, the Company are to receive $25,000,00
in cash; from land grant bonds, $9,200,000--of which it has
received over $9,000,000 ; bonuses 'and town sites, already
received, $700,000-and they will probably receive further
on that account, ý$500,000-making atogether $35,400 000.
And they are to get from us now 422i500;000, -making
858,900,000 from the public, as against a total expenditure of
666,000,000 on the contracted lino. And they have already
in their hands 10,000,000 acres, and are to get, during the
progress of the contract, other acres to the amount
of over 11,000,000 more-over 21,000,000 acres in all. Thot
is the proposition, Sir. We contracted with them to
build this railway. They tell us now that this con-
tracted railway, the suject of the contract,,is going
to cost them only the sum which I have named. And
we say that they have received from public resources over
835,000,000 and the loan is almost to make up the
whole of the rest-and besides they are to get 20,000,000
acres of land, and what they may make out of their stock,
while what they got out of their original stock, their first
$25,000,000, would be enough to complote the work. It is im-
possible, under these circumstances, to contend against pro-
position that it is not the contracted line that has caused the
difficulty. IL is impossible, under these circumstance, to
contend that if the energies of the Company had been lim-
ited and prudently appliedto the contracted lino, there eould
have been any question of this kind. The leanoffl2,500,000
is not required for the contracted lino under these circum-
stances; it is wanted in consequence of the generai
engagements into which the Company has entered. Now,
as I have said, I cannot, without explanation, aequiese. in
these altered estimates. I cannot understand upn whatthey
are based. It is Arue that we are told tlat the-woVk
is much lighter than was expeted-that the contMet -is
going to be much more profitable than wasexpeeted. fTese
do not appear to be extremely valid reasons for advaneing
more public money to the fortunate contractors, but 1he
question, whether they account for so large a sum as would
be represented by this stimate tof only i2W,00ï)000, being
irequired to complete, is a veyserious one, >ewiffu
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appy .the -new proposition to the contracted line, as I have
said, you will ind that on any calculation of any moderato
advanee or application of the Company's own funds to that
lino, the public resources are adequate to carry on the work
with reasonable rapidity. And the truth is, that under the
proposed arrangement, it is not the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way,-onpany, but the Government.-praotically, which will
be providing funds to built the contracted lino. The

president says that this $58,700,000, which ho bas provided
inludeathe various items-which I do not challenge-which
come from the public viz.: subsidy, about $12,300,00 ; land
bonds, ýfor which ho gives credit for only a littie over
$9,O00,000,but the account says that $9,200,000 have been re-
coived by the Companyand i suppose the rest is in the bands
of the Government ; bonuses and town sites, whioh ho omits,
$690,00 ; and the earnings to the 30th of June last, which I
presume to be about 61,400,000, would make $23,600,000.
And thon ho inserts as part ofwhat the Company bas provided
their floating debt,the debt whichthey cannot provide for,and
for which we are called upon to provide-for which we are
goi4g to give 87,500,000 of this $22,500,000 at once to meet
this part of what the Compa ny bas provided, and which is
included in the $58,700,000. Why have they not provided it ?
It is because they have not provided it that we are bore to-
night. We have to provide it. We are to lend them the money
and take a mortgage for it. 1:Ie includes also the 88,700,000
for future dividends. I do not think myself, that it
is an absolutely necessary expenditure upon the Cana,
dian Pacific Railway, so far. It may have been a
very prudent thing for these corporators to say to us;
" As our stock is at forty-six what it cost us, we would
like to get 11 per cent. more while the work is going
on, aad we will asure ourselves three-fifths of that amount;
but in order to insure ourselves that we will deposit it ; we
could potdeposit it ourselves in a bank, because if any
diculty arose it would be taken away from us, but we
we will get the Government of the country to take it
from a#, and hold it for us, and pay it ont to us in dividends
frok tmife to time, as the years roll on. We will band
over 4,70,000 of the presont assets which other-
wise ,ould have been used in the work, in order
that we .may provide against a rainy day, in order
that the Governinent and the country may provide
for us-dole it out to us-from year to year, so that we
may be secure of something." After having made that appli-
cation of $8,700,000 of what ha been raised one way or the
other,-to include it amongst the $58,700,000 provided for
the purposes of the railway, seems to me to be rather a
broad proposition. Well, now, I deduct these two sums,-the
floating debt we have to provide for, and the $8,700,000,
which is locked up for the benefit of the shareholders in
futuro ; and I find that this, added to the $23,600,000 of
public resources to which I formerly adverted, makes
$391800,000, leaving a balance of $18,900,000 alone as
provided for by the Company for the work.
And from this - dealing wiLh the contracted
line-there ýare other deductions. The expenditure
from Montroal to Callander includes the varions items which
the hon. gentleman gave us to-night in that connection-
45,400,000; for branches, $3,800,000; sundries, 83,600,000;
and Credit Valley Bonds,8500,00 more,which gives us a total
of*13,300,000 to be deducted ; leaving, dealing with the
contraeoed lino alone, cnly somewhere about 65,000,000 of
nioney grovided :by the Oompany out of its own resources.
Now, Sir, that is the state of things with reference to the
contracted lineand that, sliglitly modified, is the state of
things with refernce. to the whole lino. And these consider-
ations -once again show how ridieulous it is to say
that ths -money would have been wanted had the Com-
pany dealt with this enterprise in the true spirit and with
referune te Uw obligations of the contract. 1-t is because
tht spiitmadi hoe t obligations have .Ien departed frs

and because other things have been entered into, which
may be usoful, which may be profitable, and may bo in the
interest of the country, but which ought not to have been
entered into to the detriment of the ability of the Com-
pany to perform its obligations to the public, that this money
is required. The first thing for them to consider was : Can
we perform our obligations to the public ?-before
launching out in these varions ways ; but the first thing
they did was to launch out. They cannot perform their
obligations, and they come to us to enable them to do so.
if, however, it be the case that thore is no satisfactory
explanation of the reduction in the estimate of
cost ; if the cost is still to be estimated at
what it was estimated only nine or ton months ago, thon
it is clear that the calculations of the hon. gentleman
entirely fail. It is clear, also, that bis suggestion as to tho
financing entirely fails. If you only apply these calcula-
tions of debit and receipt to the present estimate, you
produce one result, but if you apply them to the estimate
of cost of ton months ago, you produce quite a different
result. According to the present estimate of cost, which
reduces the cost of the railway so very far below whatever
it was estimated to cost before, you find this result: The
company owes 87,500,000; it wants, to complote the rail-
way,$i7,000,000, and it wants to pay its floating debt. It there-
fore wants $34,500,000 of money. What is it to get from
the Government? It is to get its subsidy, $12,700,000, and
a loan of $ 22,500,000, or $34,500,000 in money. It is there-
fore, according to the present estimate, to get every shilling
that is necessary to complote the road from the country.
It is to givo, not merely every shilling necessary to coin-
plete the road, but every shilling necessary to puy off the
floating debt besides. That is the statement; and these
results being ascertained, it is possible, and I put it forward
as a subject for enquiry, that this floating debt does not
itself include the 85,000,000 temporarily borrowed on $10,-
000,000 of stock; and if so, the result of the payment of
the floating debt would be to free the $10,000,000 of stock
at the disposal of the Company. But meanwhile the hon.
gentleman is able, triumphantly, to say, the road will be
finished with this money-that is to say, if those estimates
are correct. Why, the hon. gentleman who offered, with a
lavish hand, to provide every dollar which is estimated to be
nocessary to finish the lino from the beginning to tho end,
and to puy the floating debt, may well say, " I am making
adequate provision for the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie IRailway." Yet if the estimates be under-estimates, if
they be not perfect estimates, if something like the cost of
last year be the real cost, the account is quite on the other
side, and large sums will have to be provided from some
other source to meet the further demands. The hon. gentle-
man will say: Oh, they will get it out of the lands or fur-
ther issue of stock, out of something from which they have
failed to get it hitherto. But you, Sir, know the state-
ment we have as to the condition of the road indi-
cates there is no ground for believing in that result, because
the loan is not to be repayable until 1891, which means it is
not expected that very large resources will come from .any
other quarter before 1891; certainly not within
the next two years ; and if large resources are
not to come from any other quarter within
the next two years, then it is clear that if this estimate bean
underestimate, if the estimate of last year be the correct
estimate, more money will bu wanted, and I think this
night's proceedings will tell where that money will be
asked from. The information we have had is, as I have
stated more than once, wholly defective. I have pointed out
enormous discrepancies in the estimate of the cost,
extremely convenient in order to persuade Parliament to
the view, that now at leat, il provision is being made for
the construction of the railway; extremely convonient in
ordr to persuade Parliamant teI view tba At W8n aM
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risk of being applied to again. But no explanation is given
of bow it happens that those conveniently low estimates are so
much lower than the estimates of only ton months ago. Of
that we are entitled to some ex planation. Then as to the sales.
In 1882 the report made to Parliament was that there were
6,450,000 acres of land sold. The report made to Parlia-
ment was that thero was $ 17,300,000 worth of land grant
bonds to be redeemed by those sales. The report made
was that there was $18,500,000 worth of land grant bonds
sold. Up to June, 1883, in the statistical return for the
year, laid upon the Table of the louse yesterday, the rail-
way Company report their sales of land grant bonds at
$ 18,500,000. The paper laid before us reports the total
sales of lands, instead of 6,450,000 acres, to ho 8,75),000
acres; instead of $18,500,00 bonds sold, 810,000,000 only of'
bonds were sold-fewer acres by 2,700,000 ; fower bonds by
$8,500,000. This change in the circumstances of the Com-
pany is a great source of weakness. I attribute their diffi-
culty to the failure their expectations in regard to
those transactions which resulted in the former flou-
rishing report. And what I complain of is, that
with allegations on the part of the hon. Minister that ho was
coming forward to give a perfectly frank statement of the
transaction, that he felt it his duty, and the Company felt
it their duty, to let the whole cat out of the bag and give
the flouse the whole story, a large part of the cat's tail has
remained inside the bag. Eight millions of cash which was
expected, bas not been realized in this branch alone. The
reason is the failure of the Canada North-West Land Com-
pany to fulfil its contract; and we hear now, what I was
about to have referred to even without the hon. gentleman's
statement on the subject, how intimately associated the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company has been with the
Canada North-West Land Company. This corporation,
which is known, unfortunately, to too many Canadians,
was created with a view to assisting the Canadian Paci-
fie .Railway Company, and was composed, in part, I believe,
of some of its corporators. The people of this country,
were told it was going to be the best thing of the boom.
It was the real thing-the cream of the North-West. They
were. told-the people bore were persuaded-that indi-
viduals in Fngland were to take two-thirds of the capital, or
$10,000,000, and Canada was to be piivileged to have
$5,000,000; but they were told that the demand was going
to be so great that any man who wanted $5,000 must
subscribe for 810,000, because ho would never get what he
wanted unless ho subscribed for double the amount. By
this means they procured subscriptions of $10,000,000,
instead of $5,000,000, in Canada, and they were told the
deposit was all that would require to be paid, and thé greedy
1Britisher would ho so anxious to swallow the stock
that Canadians would be able to send it across and
sell it at an enormous premium. Subscriptions for
$10,000,000 were got here, and the list was sent to England
and subscriptions, not for $10,000,000, but for $5,00o,000,
were obtained there. How much was obtained by others than
the projectors I know not. The concern dragged. In my
opinion this was because it was founded upon a talee basis-
upon a false opinion as to the amount of capital required to
work transactions of this description. The subscribers ex-
pected that sales would be made so quickly that they could
pay for the lands without calling upon the stockholders ;
and the public of England did not take to a company in-
volving such a large amount of liability which they thought
would be called upon. The stockholders here, who had
been told that if they wanted $5,000 they would have to
subscribe for $10,000, were told they had subscribed for
$10,000 and not for $5,000, and some of thom paid as long
as they could, and then sold for a fraction of the $ 10,000;
and the loss to the capital of Canada by the operations of
this Company was several millions of dollars. Now, we learn
hat our money given to the Canadian Paofie ailway
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Company to build this railway, has been expended,
to the amount of $600,000, in "sustaining" the
stock of the North-West Land Company; that opera-
tions which, when they occur in banks, of bankers
sustaining their own stocks, are treated very harshly.
have been going on with respect to that Company.
And the hon. gentleman says it was quite natural and proper
and within their charter, because everybody knows how
deeply interested they were in sustaining the stock. I do
not think that was a proper application of the money at all.
It was an application of the money which was to lead the
investing public to believe the stock was worth more than it
really was; to believe that there was a demand for it that did
not exist. It was a mis-application of the funds of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. Mr. Stephen says nothing at all in
his statement of the oatside land sales or of the bonuses, but
the return to Parliament shows $),0G30 of bonuses at
Winnipeg, and I think $490,000 for town sites already
realized. Then we did not get from him--though the hon.
Minister has given some information-any information at
all as to the working account, or as to the net earnings; and I
was at a loss to understand whether the $2,128,000 which
he represented as paid for dividends was provided for
partly by the net earnings, or whether it was exclusive of
the net earnings. I gather, though I am not sure I am right,
from the hon. gentleman's statement, that the net earnings
are included in the $587,000 spoken of by Mr. Stephen, and
therefore he bas given credit for them. But the statement
would appear to show that that was money provided by the
Company, though it was money accrued from the running
of the road and ought to be set off against the interest paid
on the capital so far. The hon, gentleman says the returns
are satisfactory. I am sorry I cannot agree with him, and I
am of the opinion, also, that on this subject we ought to
have much more information. If I rightly read the return
of the Canadian Pacific Railway for the year ending the 310th
June, 1862, its profits on work over expenditure to thia» date
are placed at about $840,000 ; and I see by the re-
turn laid on the Table of the H[ouse, its profits over
working expenses last year are placed at somewhere
about $537,000 only. The letter says nothing of
that for a complete year, but it gives an account of
the nine months which have elapsed immediately preced-
ing, showing soie $9i0,000) odd as he oearaings of those
nine months. One would like to know what this means.
One woald like to know what the true running account is;
how far these nine months overlap the previons year;
what is the meaning of the discrepancy in results between
the complote year ending 30th June, 1883, and the com-
plete year ending 30th June, 1882, Then it was not until
this evening that, for the first time, we learned anything as to
what the stock had realized. The letter gives no informa-
tion about it. As I have already observed, we do not know
now how the stock has realized that amount; at what the
$3),000,000, issued to the public, was sold; how much the
syndicate took, at what rate they took it: what, in other
words, are the real merits of a transaction in which we have
a very deop interest. Not one word is said in the statement
furnished to the Government and by the Government to
Parliament as to the relations of the Company with
all the other roads to which I have referred, or
their relation to the Hamilton and North-Western
in which, in their interest, a large quantity of stock and
bonds was purchased, as I have been told by those concerned
in that transaction. No explanation whatever, either, is
given by the president of the Company of the transactions
with reference to the Laurentian Railway and the Canada
Central, and the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental.
The statements are rather difficult of apprehension. One
statement is that there has been paid by the Company on
those roads, 83,200,000. I think the hon. gentleman to-
night said $3,333,000, and I presume the utatement of the
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president was made up to the 31st of December.. But last fall to find reported the opinions of t he general manager
iaking 83,200,000, round figures, there are mortgages for on this subject; and they correspond so admirably with
five and a half millions of dollars, it is said, which would results as they are developed here to-night, that I propose
apparently make a cost of $8,700,000, for these roads. But if to trouble you with some statements made to a reporter by
yon will look at the statistical railway returns you will find the general manager some tirne about the period when the
there a statement that there is unpaid by the Canadian company reached the foot of the Rockies, this fall:-
Pacifie Railway on the Canada Central, in round figures, 4A reporter of the Montreal Star recently interviewed Mr. Van Borne
$4,000,000, and on the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occi- with the following resuit :-' We are,' said Mr. Van Horne, 'at this sea-
dental, $3,850,000, a total of $7,850,000. Add to Ihis the son of the year at the very heiglit of our expenditure, and it is safe to
$3,200,000 that have been paid and you find $11,000,000 as say that we are spending $100,000 a day.' "
the cost of those roads, instead of the smaller sum to which Then he states what they are doing and where they ex-
I have referred. To this has to be added, I presume the pect to be. Hie @peaks also of the pass across the Selkirks,
equipment and other charges. The payment of $2,300,000 and so forth.
as interest on deposit and purchase money, equipment and I ' Our Une is now located through from Montreal to Kamloops, and,other charges, will bring the cost up to a very high figure; with anything like good luck,we will be through to that point where we
but, of course, it includes the nugget of gold which the Com- jin the Government work in about two years.' ' How much will it cost
pany is se delicatein speaking about-the Laurentian Ra- per mile through the Rockies?' 'We don't know.' 'Have you not

.y . ilestimate: the amoutnt beforehand ?' 'The Canadian Pacific Railway,'way. We had no information until the hon. gentleman replied Mr. Van Horne, bracing himself ap and speaking as if he wanted
vouchsafed it to us to night, as to the particulars of the the reporter to understand that he meant every word he said, 'bas
'expenditure of $3,500,000 for roads towards the seaboard never estimated the cost of any work ; it hasn' t time for that ; it's gotanad for other purposes within the charter. We find n abigjb on baud, and ia's going eo put it through.' 'Well,' said the

and or the pupose wihinthecharer.We indnoWreporter, "'but if you havea't estimated the costoftbe construction
that it is considered a purpose within the charter to spend through the mountains, how do you know that you have sufficient funds
$600,000 in sustaining the stock of a land cor- to push the road, as you are currently reported to have?' 'Well, if we
poration, or to buy stock in a United States railway; and i do haven't got enough, we will get mre, that's all aboutit.'"

not know what are the undefined purposes yet within And so it is getting more. We are providing for it to-night.
the charter, when I find these are the defined and avowed The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, Mr. Speaker, has not
purposes which are alleged to be included in it. There is time to make estimates; it has got a big job on hand, and it is
much information which it would be important for us to going to put it through; it does not know what its road will
receive with a view to really ascertaining the value of the cost through the mountains, and if it has not got enough
statistices given-how much of the sum which is said to money it will get more. These are the views of the manager,
have been spent on the main line is due to tho incompliete and thesearetheviews whichwe find bavocominnded them-
lino and what the finished lino has cost. A large sum is said selves to the prudence and judgnent of the Ministry, and
to have been expended on the line which is not yet com- which are to be realizud by this proposed resolution.
pleted. It will not do, of course, to divide that indefinite '9' And how about your eastern connections? What about the
amount over the mileage of that which is compluted, be- North Shore?' ' That and aIl other matters in the east are for future
cause that would make an extravagant cost of the mile- consideration. I think we will do well if weget througbfrom Montreal

to the Pacific in two years.' And how about your bridge and easteraageofthe completud road. But we have ne statemnt of connection to the Atlantic' Now, come,' "said he, and i think he
what the completed railway has cost in its different sections. must have repeated this to the Min-ster just before he made his speech,
We ought to know what each separate section or link bas "' It does not do to give too rnuch publicityto all our schemes, and
cest, so far as it has been completed. We ought te know inight d i us harm.' 'lumor says you willi get to the Atlantic by thes. o uth-Eastern,' "-1 suppose it is the South-Eastern, unless that road
what are the arrangements with reference to the is south-west as well as south-east-"&and that, as a matter of fact,
more easterly part ; we ought to know the class you now control that road?' 'Not to my knowledge.' 'Then you will
of arrangements with reference to the central part want the North Shore?' The question faile 1 to elicit a reply, and the

reporter, seeing that he had probably obtained a3 much information asand those entered into with the North American Company possitile from the general manager, retired, forcibly impressed with the
with reference to the work recently terminated. Last year resolute frankness of character displayed by the man who is the admin-
some information was given to us. We were told what the istrative head of this great Canadian enterprise."
embankment was in the prairie section ; we were told That is grand, Mr. Speaker. That is glorious. That is
that the enormons quantity, for such a line, of 15,300 cubie just what any of us would do if there was no bottom to
yards of embankment to the mile had been made, but our purses, if money wal no object ; that is just the way
we did not know what was done in the other places this we would manage if we had the Dominion of Canada to
year. When we are called to advance $23,500,000 and to back us, to bank for us, to give us a guarantee without
pledge our credit for nigh $7,500,000 more, we are not the authority of law if we wanted it, anud to give us
given so much information as was vouchsafed last year twenty-two millions and a half more if we wanted it. What
when iye were told no demand would be made upon us. We is the need of estimates ? What difference does it make
see nothing in the president's letters about the contracts how much it costs ? We have a big job and wu will put it
made. We have not the instruments of association of these through. We have the Government at our back, and between
contracting parties. Only two days ago I huard there were the Government and ourselves wu shaîl put it through. They
more than one. Iheard there were two, perhaps three, dif- will find the monuy; we shah find what we can, and they
forent parties operating at different times; and since one of will find thu rest. The president new says it je profitable
the frms has unhappily dissolved, owing the Canadian te change the mode of etimatiug the 8ubsidy. 1V was
Pacifie Railway $600,000, put in as providing for the work. proper before to taku the mode laid down in the coutract.
It is really important for us to get at the bottom Now it le quite proper te adopt a mode which is the
of the relations of the Company with its contractors. contrary Vo that laid down lu the contract, the prusident
What dependence, under these circumstances, with no de- beliuviug it te bu geod for the Company, nnd the Goveru-
tailed estimate, with no division even of the cost, with no ment believing it Vo bu geed for the Government, and both
statement of how much of what is expected to bu paid will buing agrued that iL ought Vo bu doue. 1V dees suem te me
ho required for the eastern end, and how much will be re- that thesu statements furnish the ground for the propo-
quired for the mountain end-what dependence can be placed sition that wu have net hud sufficient information. I say
on the allegation that the road will be completed fur the that 1V was the duty of the Govornmerit, before they cein-
estimated amount of $27,000,000, contradicted as this is by l mitted themselvus te the proposai te advanc this mouey
the estimates of :ast year? I doubt the estimates. I doubt and to agrue te this guarautue, to have had a thorough
their accuracy. I doubt their definitena. I was startled i investigation into the affairs of the Canadian Pt oifi Rail-
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way Company, right to the bottom ; 1 say it was their duty
to have investigated most thoroughly the past, the present,
and the future; I say it was their duty to have obtai ne] full,
ample information, to have got ah the details, to have
obtained the detailed estimate of the expenditure for com-
pletion, to have ascertained how it was that that estimate
ran so very far short of the estimates of ten months ago,
and to have established, to their own satisfaction first,
and as a preparation for submission to Parlia
ment, all the particulars to which I have generally
alluded to-night, as a preliminary to their reachirng a deci-
sion. They did nothing of the kind. They decided first, and
then they sent down two gentlemen to report as to whether
they were right in coming to a decision or not; and that
report is made while Parliament is sitting, within a day or
two of this time, as I say just in preparation for this reso-
lution being brought before the House. The hon. gentie.
man has said that the main lino-in one of his numerous
calculations, the only one which in this connection I will
refer to-would cost $49,300,000, but in this is included the
floating debt of $7,500,000, and the future dividends of
88,700,00, and therefore it would not cost that amount
according to any fair estimate of funds provided by the
Company. He said also that in case of default the
country would get the road for, I think he said,
$54,000,000, and he staked his reputation upon the accuracy
of that statement, and he repeated it time and again ; and
after the reoess he repeated it once again, saying he had
pointed out that we would get it for this sum-[ forget
exactly what it was-of forty or fifty millions, and that he
had prowed that fact, while it would cost ninety-seven or a
hundred and three millions, for at one time he usod the one
figure and at another time the other. The hon. gentleman
was wrong. He made a calculation of a most peculiar
character. In summing up what the road cost to the
country he charged, as a proper thing to be charged as pa d
by the country, the value of the lands that were sold, not
indeed at the price they had realized, but at his assu-med
estimate of two dollars, and he put in seven millions and a
half for the three and three-quarter million acres as fairly
chargeable as part of what the country has paid, and, with
that item introduced into the calculation, he ran his figures
up to something approximating to a hundred millions. He
did not put in, however, the land that was unsold as any
part of the cost. Then, when ho came to ascertai n the
ultimate cost to the country, he ook the land unsold, con-
verted it into cash by a wave of bis band, made $42,000,000 or
"43,000,000 out of it, and deducted that from the cost ho
had estimated before. Sir, wher#did the land come from?
If it came from us, it is to be charged as part of the cost
before he can make his calculation. Sir, the caleulation is
defective, and he had better submit it to Mr. Miall or Mr.
Schreiber. The hon. gentleman adverted to estimates
which had been formerly made of the cost of this road. It
is quite true that I submitted to the House, as the result of
the calculations of my hon. friend the member for East
York (Mr. Mackenzie), based upon the estimates of the
engineers up to that date, the probable cost of a first-class
railway, from Callander to Port Moody, at the
sum he mentions-$120,000,000. That is perfectly true;
I do not understand that the hon. gentleman now fin<ls
fault with that estimate. He did find fault with it-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, Do.
Mr. BLAKE. Yes, he said to-day that he could not con-

trovert my argument about his estimate being too
low because my estimate was true. I venture to say that
I heard a great deal of complaint against my argument
when I used it. I was told that it was extravagant, and
the hon gentleman thought it was too much altogether.;
but neither my hon friend, from York, nor myself, wa
repSible for more than this, that the -estimate were
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the fair results of the estimates of the engiaeerslaid on th.
Table of the House and printed in the'Sessional Papers. I
believed thein to be so, and that was all we said. I
say that the estimates of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company last year came exactly to that figure. They were
to spend $91,000,000 on the road from Callander to Port
Moody. The Government sections were te cost $28,000,000 ;
and if you add $28,000,000 to $9 1,000,000, youget just about
$120,000,000, as nearly as possible; and if you allow a
trifle-if the hon. gentleman would be bending enough
to-night to allow a trifle or so for the $5,000,000 for surveys
-you will find that the estimate of the Company last year
does accord with the estimates of the engineers made so
long before. But while J felt pretty confident, under the
circumstances, that the Company were probably right, my
confidence as to their present attitude is altogether
shaken, because they are departing froin their own
estimate and the estimate of the engineers. They say
it will cost $24,000,000 less, and that $24,000,000 is not
on a capital of $120,000,000, but on a smaller capital of
$91,000,000. The hon. gentleman adverted to some of my
estimates of the price of the land, made in 1880. I did not
think he would have done it. I was prepared for a good
deal, but not for that; because I thought ho would have
remembered-unfortunately he forgot-that this was a cal-
culation applying to the proposal of the Government, and
the esti mate of the Hon. First Minister, as to the price to be
realized from the land situate within certain distanoe
of the railway. We applied these figures of the hon. First
Minister, and out of his own mouth we convicted
him of an extravagant contract. Now the hon. gentle-
inan says, you estimated theso figures. The hon.
gentleman says that the earnings of the road are
most satisfactory. Well, I do not know whether they
are or not. I should be glad to think they were; I hope
they are. But in order that we may know whether the
result is satisfactory or not, we should have the earnings of
Lhis eastern or disconnected portion given by themselvesi
as well as the earnings of the other part, given by then-
selves. We want to understand the progression, the cause
of the difference between the receipts of last year and this;
we want to understand to what extent these earnings -are
due to the very bigh rates which were charged,-rates
ad mittedly so high that they were lately reduced by 25 or
30 per cent. for east-bound grain. The hon. gentleman
says there will be no default at all, and that if there is
a default, what a good bargain the country will have.
Well, as I have said, we have no proper data before us to-
day to justify the reduced estimates of cost that are given
us. Without verifying and establishing those redueed esti-
mates of cost, we have no proof that the funds provided are
of themselves adequate to finish the road in two years. It
bas practically been stated to us that the lands will not
realize much in the two years, and it is not expected that
much of the Company's stock will b sold in the two years.
Other thinga are required to be done. More branches have
to be built; an expenditure of that description is wanted;
and the Government takes authority, under this contraet,
to apply the proceeds of the stock, &c., in extensions- and
other things on the road. I say, therefore, that the whole
calculations depend emphatieally on the nceuxacy of
the surprising estimates which, unvouched and. diserep-
ant from former estimates, have been laid before us.
There is a third alternative. The hon. gentleman says it
is either pay or hand over the road. I say that you may
and probably will find the Company knocking at your doors.
again for farther aid. I say that if you set them the exam-
ple of theeo lavish subsidies, dealing as they have with
outside enterprises, going on in the magnificent method ln
which they are going on, committed, as you are, not merely
by taking this mortgage but by giving these guarantSe,
you a» powerles tO eloum year hands against thfir-fmtime
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demands; and I say that although you may put in all these
terrible clauses about the Company ceasing to own the road
if they make defàult; of the road being ipso facto the
property of the Government; of the employees of the
Company, by some wonderful process of transmutation,
becoming the employees of the Government-though you
may make all these propositions, which are in themselves
enough to appal the stoutest heart, if he did now know
the ways of a Canadian Government, yet the Company may
make default and may not lose the road. We have had
other companies which did not lose their roads under similar
circumstances. We had the Grand Trunk, to which we
made advances on a first lien, a very first lien, a splendid
first lien, and where is that lien now ? It is away down
among the dead men. I believe it is seen in the Public
Accounts and in our balances, but it is visible nowhere
else. So it might be here. It is impossible not to recognize
the lesson and the story of the past, when looking at the
present, and trying to forecast the future. And in what
position would the Government and Parliament be if
at the end of these two years default should be
made? Are you going to sacrifice the interests of those
shareholders--those poor people who have spent money on
the road, who have done so much good to the country, who
have built a road faster than ever a road was built before
and spent more money upon it than ever was spent before ?
Your charity and confidence and sympathy are immense:
are you going to foreclose, hard hearted usurers that you
are? You, who said yourselves that the security was worth
two or three times the sum advanced, are you going to shut
down and turn these people out of louse and home, strip
them of their palaces, take away their lordly equipages?
Surely yon will not behave so badly! That will be the appeal
which will be made; that will be the appeal which will be
listened to. The past tells us what the future will be. Now,
then, the hon. gentleman has stated that the prosperity of the
North-West is due to the rapid construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and lie gave us a number of most interesting
figures with reference to the development of that country in
the last three years. We all rejoice in this development, and
we are all familiar with the figures. We have had them be-
fore us many times. We know that the North-West bas
grown, but the question is not without another side
to it. For example, the bon. gentleman told us that
he had received from lands, from the first of July,
1881, to the 3lst December, 1883, $3,572,000. We
know that that included the early payments on coloni-
zation schemes, and therefore it does not represent anything
like a permanent source of income from lands. But we
know also that in the same period during which he gave us
those large receipts from land?,, we expended the following
sume in the North-West : On Indians, $3,096,000 ; on
Mounted Police, $1,135,000, and on Dominion Lands,
$1,340,000, making a total of $5,571,000 in three items only,
to be put on the debit side of the account. If, therefore, we
are getting, we are also paying. If it were proved that this
development was due te the extreme rapidity of con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, I could have per-
ceived some force in the hon. gentleman's argument as
indicative of the proposition that this entitled the
Company to consideration; though ho does not say
that. H1e says it is simply because it is in the country's in-
terest that he is now moving. But, Sir, I have denied be.
fore, and I deny to-night, that the extreme rapidity of con-
struction did tend to this development. I maintain that it
has tended to produce certain evils in that country rather
than benefits, and that a reasonable rapidity of construction
'would have been conducive to more permanent good,
entirely irrespective of the enormously increased expendi-
tures occasioned by that extreme rapidity. Then, it was
urged as important that we should go fast in the future-
nlot for the development of the North-West. We have gone
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through the North-West already, and what is important for
the North-West is immediate froedom of railway communi-
cation-moderate rates and more railways. That is what is
wanted for the development of that territory-low rates
and more lines; but what is proposed to hurry on is the
building of the railway on both sides of the North-West
-on the Columbia side and on the Ontario aide-
and therefore, even if you could argue that the great deve-
lopment of the North-West was due, not to the construction,
but to the very rapid construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, it would be nonsense to argue that there would be
increased development in the North.West by the rapid con-
struction of lines lying far outside of that Territory. The
hon gentleman has said that the cost of transport is enor-
mously reduced. I was glad to hear ±hat cheap rates are
to be given ; but when the hon. gentleman compared the
old all-rail rate of $31.50 from Quebec to Winnipeg with
the new rail-and-water rate of $12, I do not think it was
a fair comparison. In the first place ,of took the old rate
instead of the present all-rail rate, wLich is $16.64, and
compared it with the new rail-and-wat4 r,.te, which is
$12. It is not an important thing, but every pound or two
of expense counts to the immigrant.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman must
admit that I gave those figures.

Mr. BLAKE. Certainly, the hon. gentleman gave all
the figures, and having given them, made this unfair com.
parison.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I gave the figures, but I
said it was not a published rate.

Mr. BLAKE. Why was it not a published rate?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I gave the only published
rate.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman say it was not
an effective rate? The Minister of Agriculture likes to ask
us for a large vote, but he says: I wlt not tell you what I
am going to do with it. That is the sonse in which this
was not a published rate ; but the agenL of the
bon. gentleman at home know that they were able
to offer this rate of $16.64 for the last two
years. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman says a new rate
is being established. That is a good thing ; but he takes the
responr.i bility off the Pacific Railway Company and lays it on
the Minister of the Agriculture, whose shoulders are broad,
and who is apparently willing to carry it. I was glad to
hear of this move being made. It is of the last conse-
quence, we have heard, that we should keep Canadian
immigrants on our side, for fear of their being diverted to
the United States. I am glad to hear that there is no
danger of their landing at New York, or, while travelling
on their way, of being intercepted at Buffalo or elsewhere
by the Yankee agents, but that steps will be taken to pro-
tect them against having any preference for the United
States over Canada, and we shall be able to keep them in
our own country. I have always felt a certain amount
of humiliation myself that we should be obliged to bring
in our own immigrants through a foreign country;
though I had thought that the merits of our own country
would have been safficient, even in that case, to induce
them to go through to their destination in spite of the
efforts of American agents. How much advantage there
might be, however, in bringing our immigrants by way
of New York and Buffalo, I do not know. The hon.
gentleman has told us that the capabilities of the North-
West are enormous : which is true, and he as given us
an estimate of them. He has told us that a -hundred thou-
sand farmers would produce 640,000,000 bushels of wheat. I
should certainly be glad to see his figures realized ; but it
is new to my experience that a man puts every acre of
his farm into wheat; and although the North-West is
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a great wheat country, I hardly think it is of such a
character that every acre of every man's farm would
produce an average yield of wheat every year.
And I fancy that if it did so, this roturn of 640,000,000
bushels is a return which would be rather laughed at than
otherwise by those who know practically how many acres
it takes in a large country, with varied climate, to produce
a given quantity of wheat. However, it is not necessary
to publish fantastic statistics of that character to establish
to the world (on the contrary, I think it is injudicious) the
true merits of the country. What we want to do for that
purpose is to get authentic statements from practical men
of what the country can produce. Nothing can be more
convincing than the statement of a man himself, who has
gone there as a farmer, who has met with the initial difficul-
ties, whatever they are, who can speak from his own exper-
ience of what the sofi can produce, and who sees himself a
happy and prosperous man, accumulating property. But,
on the other hand, nothing can be more unfortunate, nothing
can be more calculated to do detriment to that country than
to find people discontented, gathering together and com.
plaining of oppressive taxation, vexatious regulations, high
railway rates and elevator difficulties, and who find that pro-
gress and prosperity are not being attained. It is not fan-
tastic calculations, made on a magnificent scale, on a desk
in an office, which only requires a pencil and paper to
work out-it is only the actual life of the people
living there, that will tell; and it is, therefore, deeply to be
regretted, that we should have such actual results detailed
as have, to.a large extent, been published to the world during
the last few months. I agree with the hon. gentleman in
his remarks on the frost. That, no doubt, was an affliction
which extended over a very large extent of territory, where
it was more exceptional than in the North-West. We may
fairly conclude that that was an unexpected contingency on
a recurrence of which we need hardly count if due precau-
tions, such as the hon. gentleman bas referred to, are taken.
Though we cannot deny that there is a liability to frost in
some portions of that country, still that such a calamity, on
a large scale, should recur is not to be expected; and I
think it right to say that casual and unexpected as it was, it
was extremely unfortunate, and if the expectations of the
Government and of the country at large as to immigration
are not fulfilled to the extent we would wish, I dare say it
will be largely due to that unfortunate accident for which
they are not responsible. But I do regret that while that oc-
curred at a critical period, ever to be regretted, which we
could not help, so many things have happened by our acts
in this House and the acts of our Executive in the Council
Chamber, which could have been avoided, and which, concur-
ring with this unfortunate accident, have damped the hopes
and weakened, to some extent, the energies of the people in
that country, and diverted to a large extent the immigrants
who would have settled in our North-West to go elsewhere,
and give their energies to building up other interests. The
hon. gentleman will remember that if the North-West wants
anything, it wants reasonable rates, the right to build rail-
ways, and more railways, and that as speedily as possible.
That is the kind of development that is wanted there, and
that country is not so deeply interested in the construction of
the ends. Now the whole object of this proposal is placed on a
very simple basis by the hon. gentleman. He says that it is
not because the Company want this money to fulfil their
contract. Ie says, speaking somewhat more strongly than
Mr. Stephen does in his letter, that it is certain that the
Company do not want anything whatever to fulfil their
contract, and by 1891 the road will be finished according to
their contract, and will be operated afterwards, if we reject
this proposition. .But, ho says, we want this road to be finish-
ed by the end of 1885. A while ago it was to be finished at
the end of 1886; now we want it to be finished at the end
of 1885,-and why ? Partly to develop the North-West,.

Mr. BLAxz.

partly to obtain, or earlier obtain, power to compote with
the Northern Pacifie Railway for the trans-continental
traffic. Well, as to the grooves of trade, and so
forth, I think that to-day they are much more easily
changed than they used to be. I think if the
Canadian Pacifie Railway is built so as to offer a
good access, a shorter line, and shorter communication
altogether between the one side of the continent and the
other, it will be very easily able to obtain its share of the
traffic, no matter whether it is constructed a year or two
earlier, or a year or two later. I do not at all believe that
the traffic will be prevented from going there, if it is the
best oad, from the simple circumstance that its com-
pletion is delayed a year or two; and I say, by bending all
your energies now to the construction of the railway to the
north of Lake Superior, and from the Rocky Mountains to
Kamloops-by straining every nerve to do that, you are
preventing yourselves from doing what is most important
in the interests of the North-West ; and you are making
arrangements to enter into a combination with the Company,
identifying the Government as the endorsers of its dividends,
as the mortgagees of its road, to such an extent and so inti-
mately with the Company, that instead of securing the glori-
ous result of October last-the Company assisting the credit of
Canada-it is extremely probable that your arrangements,-
which involve, the raising by this country, and the paying'
by the Canada Pacifie Railway Company, within a period of
two years, of something approximating $20,000,000 a year,
because we have the unpaid subsidy to pay as well as the
823,500,000-will do much to depress and damagq'
the stocks of Canada, instead of to improve them.
There is really no tangible argument given for this extra
ordinary haste; there is no argument upon which we
can rely; there is nothing that you can lay hold of and
say: this is a reason why we should guarantee their stock;
this is a reason why we should advance them $22,500,000
of money. On the other hand, the hon. gentleman holds
out no hope of compensation; he holds out no hope of
relief from the monopoly. He says, indeed: As soon as the
road is finished, I think that I shall no longer unconstitu-
tionally veto Bills passed by the Legislature of the Provin ce
of Manitoba-I think I may promise you I will no longer do
that. But, ho says, the contract must n>t be touched ; we
a-re determined not to interfere with or limit the contract
in any way. But, Sir, the contract is being interfered with.
The security for the completion of the road is being handed
over. The mode of paying the subsidy is being altered from
the terms of the contract. A guarantee of stock is being
given, which was not a term in the contract; $22,500,000
ot our money is being loaned, which certainly was not
embraced in the contract. Suppose these terms had been
put in the original Canadian Pacifie Railway contract, would
you have voted for it, Mr. Speaker? Therefore, are we not
changing the contract? And yet the hon. gentleman
is right in saying that the contract is not changed
in one particular. Ahhough this enormous aid is given
in order that the road may be completed by 1885,
it is not provided that the road shall be completed by
1885. You are providing them with all the money to doit,
but they are just as free as they were before, in case it is
not finished by 1885. Now, Sir, whatever might have been the
cee before now, particularly when Parliament is called upon,
as I have shown,'to alter the terms of this contract, in favour
of this Company, and to grant them great concessions-to do
great things for them-now is the time when we may fairly
say: If you ask, you must also give; and when we should
cal upon them to give up that odious monopoly, which is
going to do more than any other thing to injure the North-
West Territories in the years to come. I say that this is an
opportunity when such a stipulation may fairly be made,
and when we may fairly insist upon the resources which we
are providing and enabling to be provided by all thcse
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arrangements, not being applied to extensions, not contem-
plated by the contract, to the American seaboard to the east.
The hon. gentleman bas said that history does not show to-
day a more courageous or daring instance of action on the
part of a company or government than that of this Govern-
ment when they entered into this coutract. Well, it was
audacious; and the very promises upon which they induced
the IParliament of the country to assent to it, were audacious
also, and this, night is the falsification of those promises
-as I show you wben I point out how utterly and com.
pletely the company has failed to realize those expect-
ations on the faith of which this contract was made;-
because I do not believe the country will agree for a moment
that it is simply in order to finish this road in two years
that we are asked to engage Canada's credit for $30,000,000.
When it is found that the work has been handled unfortunate-
ly, as it has been ; when it is found that the Company, by its
imprudent management, bas excited animosities and hos-
tilities which bave been very unfortunate for the Company;
when itis found that the road has been proceeded with, on
account of this very speed, in an unfortunate manner; when
the creation of its capital stock bas been unfortunate, and
the Company bas deprived itself of the confidence of the
world of capitalists, it must be evident that the object of the
Company is not speed to complete the road, but to get the
money from us. The bon. gentleman bas made out a case
which is daring, which is audacious, but let us be prudent in
our action. Let us decide that no case bas been made out for
this transaction, that it is better to go on, on the terms of the
contract as it is, without engaging the capital and crcdit of
Canada to. this enormous amount, when no advantage will
ensue from the alteration of our position and the entangle-
ments in which we will be involved by this proposal that
is not contained in the alternative now before us. I affirm
first, the ]ELouse has not been treated with due respect in
reference to the obtaining of information and det-Ils whiAh
ought to have been laid before us, in order that we might be
able to judge ; and secondly, upon such facts as baye been
laid before us it is plain further enquiry is necessary; that
those things to which I have adverted with reference to
the contracts, the stock, the acquisition of oiher rouds, ought
to be searchingly enquired into. It is botter, in the
interests of the Company, that * they should be fully
brought to light, and that all should understand exactly how
the case stands, and that the system of mystery, of conceal
ment, of balf truths, which bas gone on sbould not continue
further. It would bave beon better for the Company if we
had known the exact facts as to the guarantee when the
guarantee was given, as to the stock when the stock was
issued, and as to the acquisitions of other lines when the
acquisitions were made; because what we did know imper-
fectly was magnified and a worse construction put upon the
things than they might bave borne if the truth was known.
The directors of the Company are also contractors for the
execution of their works, and we have no returns showing
the particulars of those contracts or estimates of the cost of
construction of the different scetions. Even those friendly
to the proposal must see that it is unadvisable to accept it.
We are face to face with a condition of things, financially,
iwhich will be the subject of discussion in a few days, anid
it behooves us to be prudent-to pause before imposing ad-
ditional engagements at this time on the country. Face to
face with this state of things, we are asked to enter into
those large engagements for which no reason has been
given, and for which I pretend no countervailing advan-
tages are offered. 1, therefore, cannât give my assent to
this proposal.

Mr. IVES moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the adjournment of the

House.
Motion agreed to; and (at 12:30 o'clock, a.m.) the House

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 6th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time :-

Bill (No. 45) to incorporate the Owen Sound Dry Dock,
Ship Building and Navigation Company, limited.-(Mr.
Allen.)

Bill (No. 46) respecting the Ontario and Québec Railway
Company.-(Mr. Wells.)

Bill (No. 47) respecting the winding up of the Spring
Hill and Parrsborough Coal and Railway Company and the
sale of the property thereof to the Cumberland Coal and
Railway Company.-(Mr. Tupper, Pictou.)

Bill (No. 4b) to incorporate the Atlantic Mutual Marine
Insurance Company.-(Mr. Daly.)

Bill (No. 49) to incorporate the Nova Scotia Mutual
Marine Insurance Company.-(Mr. Daly.)

Bill (No. 50) respecting the International Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Hall.)

Bill (No. 51) to amend the Act incorporating the Bell
Telephone Company of Canada.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 52) further to amend the Consolidated Railway
Act, 1879.-(Mr. Mulock.)

COMMITTAL OF A BILL.

Mr. AMYOT moved:
That the Order of this House of Monday the 4th inst., referring the Bill

to incorporate the Pilot3 serving between Montreal and Quebec to the
Select Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce, be discharged,
and that the said Bill be referred to the Oommittee on Miscellaneous
Private Bills.

Mr. SPEAKER. 1 think the proper procedure in this case
would be for 'the Committee to whom this Bill has been
referred-numely, the Committee on Banking and Commerce
-to look at it; and if, in their opinion, it did not affect the
subjects referred to them, they could soi report to the House,
and the louse would then refer it to the Committee on
Micellaneous Private Bills. I think in former years the
practice has beeti that when a Committee bas received a
Bill which the members of the Committee believed was not
properly referred to them, they have so reported to the
House, and the House has acted on that report. But, of
course, it is in the power of the House to act upon the motion.

Mr. AMYOT. I have followed the precedent of two years
ago. On the 17th of April, 1882, on motion of Mr. Haggart,
seconded by Mr. White, it was ordered:

" That the Order of this House of Friday the 10th March lait, refer-
ring the Bill to incorporate the Saskatchewan, Qu' Appelle and Assini-.
boine Navigation Company, to the Select Standing Oommittee on Bank-
ing and Commerce, be discharged, and that.the Bill be referred to the
Select Standing Committee on Railways, Canals and Telegraph Lines."

The reason I make this motion is that this Bill does not
affect banking and commerce at all. It is only a private
bill, to enable the pilots to regulate their affairs among
themselves, with the unanimous consent of themselves. I
may quote as a precedent the Act to incorporate the pilote
below Quebec, passed in 1860, which was referred to the
Private Bills' Committee. I may also refer to the Act to
amend the same in 1862, and to the Act further to amend
the same in 1866, as well as to the first Act passed incor-
porating the pilots, in 1852-53, all of which were referred
to the Committee on Private Bills. I do not see why we
should trouble the Committee on Banking and Commerce,
who will have so much to do this year, with a Bill of this
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kind, which ought to go to the Private Bills' Committee. I
have been told by old Members of the House that 1his Bill
should be referred to that Committee; and as this House is
the supreme master of its own decisions, it might propi ly
grant the motion.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I understand from the hon.
gentleman that this Bill is only to enable the pilots to make
their own private arrangements among themselves.

Mr. AMYOT. Only.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Therefore it does not affect

trade, and the hon. gentleman desires that it may be
referred to the proper Committee-the Committee on Private
Bills.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman, of course, runs his
risk; but after all it is the action of the House. The Bill
has been read the second time. We are presumed
each to have read the Bill, and to be able
to render an intelligent reason why it sbhould
be referred to one Committee, or to the other. I think
the hon. First Minister it was who suggested a referernce
of the Bill to the Committee on Banking and Comme ce,
and it was so referred. I confess my impression was that
it was a matter for the Private Bills'Committee to deal
with, since it proposed an incorporation which was not
designed estensibly, at any rate, to interfere with trade and
commerce, but which was simply a mere benevolent asso-
ciation of individuals. The hon. gentleman is quite iight
in making his motion to destroy the Order and have Ihe
Bill reterred to the other Committee. The real, substantial
question was whether we were in error the other day, or
not.

Order discharged, and Bill referred to Committee on Mis-
cellanceous Private Bills.

HUDSON BAY ROUTE.

Mr. ORTON enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to send out an exploratory expedition to the
Hudson Bay and Straits, with the object of ascertaining
the feasibility of the route vid Hudson Bay to Europe?

Sir IHECTOR LANGEVIN. The best answer I can give
is, that I am under the impression that when the Estimates
come down the hon. gentleman will be satisfied.

OYSTER POND BREAKWATER.

Mr. KIRK enquired, Whether the Government has
expended the grant of $2,000 made last Session for Oyster
Pond Breakwater, in the county of Guysborough, N. S. ? If
not, is it the intention to expend it before the termination of
the fiscal year ? If not, why not?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Joseph Hedley, sen.,
has been appointed foreman. He has been furnished with
plans and specifications for the work he has to do, and bas
instructions to proceed with the work, which will be com-
pleted on or before the 30th June next.

NEW HARBOUR AND INDIAN HARBOUR.

Mr. KIRK enquired, Ras the Government caused, during
the recess, an engineer to visit New Harbour and Indian
Harbour, and report upon the probable cost of constructing
a breakwater at each of these harbours, suitable to the
wanta of the fishermen, as promised last Session ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am afraid the hon. gentle.
man has made a mistake in saying " as promised last
Session." Last Session the hon. gentleman enquired
whether it was the intention of the Government to pro-
ceed with the works at New Harbour and Indian Harbour.
He was informed that "when the time came to use the

Mr. AMrOT.

vote of $2,000 appropriated by Parliament, enquiries were
instituted as to the total amount required to make it a
really useful work, and it was found the amount was so
large that the Government were not prepared at that time
to proceed with the work." The hon. gentleman might
refer to the answer given last Session, on page 78 of
liansard, 1,483.

MORPETH HARBOUR.

Mr. JACKSON enquired, Has the contract for harbour
improvement at Morpeth, in the county of Kent, Ontario,
been let? If so, were tenders invited for the work; if so,
who tendered for the same; what was the amount of each
tender; to whom was the contract awarded, and what is his
post office address ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The contract for harbour
improveient at Morpeth, Kent county, has been let. Ten-
ders were invited. There were six ter ders received, viz. :
John McIl agh, John Bruntren, John McKenna, J. W. Din.
woodie, Hlarry Buckner, John E. Askwith, and W. J. Douglas.
The anounts of the tender were from $17,400 to $38,850. I
would ask the hon. gentleman not to insist on having the
amount of each tender, for the reason that the contract is
now being prepared ; and it is proper the contract should be
preparcd Lefore we g ive the amount ofother tenders. The
successful tenderer is the lowest, Mr. John E. Askwith, of
Ottawa.

EXCISE AT PERTH AND AT QUEBEC.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagiiy) (translation) enquired,
What is the amount of the sums coliected by tLe Excise
Officers at Perth during the fiscal year 18b2-83? What is
the amount collected at Quebec during the same period ?
What is the salary cf the Collector of Revenue at Perth ?
What is the salary of the same officer at Quebec ?

Mr. COSTIGAN (translation). Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the honorable member, I must say that the arnount of the
sums collected by the Excise Officers at Perth during the
fiscal year 1882-83, is $17,111.20 and that the amount col-
lected at Quebec during the s-ame period is $447,727.28;
that the salary of the C.>lector of Revenue at Perth is
$1,200 and that of the Collector at Quebec is $1,450.

THE AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS COMMITTE E
OF 1882.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury) moved for a statement of all
expenses incurred by the Committee, appointed during the
Session of 1882, to enquire into and report upon the opera-
tion of the Tariff upon the Agrieultural Interests of the
Dominion, comprising the following: 1st. The names of
the parties summoned and examined by the Committee, and
the amounts paid to each such person for travelling and
other expenses; 2nd. The names of the reporters and clerks
employed to report evidence and prepare report, &c., of
said Committee; 3rd. The party employed to print the
same, the number of copies printed, and the whole cost of
publication of the report, evidence and other expenses in-
cident to the same; also, how and when said reports were
distributed.

Mr. GUILLET. I cannot assume that this motion is made
from any unfriendliness to the Committee, or its report. I
cannot assume that ; but I wish to point out that the report
of that Committee was unanimously accepted, that there
was no adverse report by the minority, that there was no
adverse expression of opinion in this House; and I think
that no expenditure authorized by the House has been more
acceptable than that devoted to obtaining the information
which that report furnished. It was a remarkable cir-
cumstance that there was no opposition to this report when
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it was presented, and it was also a remarkable circumstance
that, when a motion was made to authorize the publication
of 5,000 copies of that report in English, and 5,000 in
French, it was opposed by the friends of bon. gentlemen
opposite, and the motion was lost; and it was only at a sub-
sequent meeting, when the supporters of the Government
were in greater strength, that it was carried. It did seem
as if hon. gentlemen opposite desired to suppress the in-
formation obtained by that Committee as to the operation
of the Tariff. I desire to direct the attention of the House
to the lact that there was opposition to the publication of
the report and also to the fact that, at the ensuing Session,
so satisfactory has that report been to the country, a desire
was expressed that the evidence should also be obtained and
published. A large number of copies were distributed
ihroughout the Dominion, and I believe with the result of
greatly increasing the knowledge of the people with
respect to the operation of the Tariff on the agricultural
industries of the country. I think, therefore, that the
return is desirable, as showing how great an amount of
information bas been imparted to the country at so small
an expenditure.

Motion agreed to.

APPOINTMENT OF HON. J. A. MOUSSEAU TO THE
BENCH.

Mr. LAURIER moved for: Ist. Copy of the petition
conLsting the election of the Hon. J. A. Mousseau,
i 1b8, to the Legislative Assembly of the Province of'
Qaebec, for the Electoral District of Jacques Cartier, and
particulars delivered in connection therewith ; 2nd. Copy
of the evidence adduced, and of the admissions made by the
parties to the said petition, at the trial ; 3rd. Copy of the
judgment and report of the Conit ; 4th. Copy of the
petition contesting the election of the said Hon. J. A.
Mousseau, in 188 , to the Legislative Assembly of the
Province of Quebec, for the Electoral District of Jacques
Cartier, and particulars delivered in connection therewith;
5th. Copy of the Commission appointing the said Hon.
J. A. Mousseau, a Judge of the Superior Court for the
Province of Quebec. He said: My motive, Mr. Speaker, in
making this motion, is to put the House in possession of all
the facts bearing upon the appointment of Mr. Mousseau to
the Bench of the Superior Court for the Province of Quebec.
Many of these facts are already of common notoriety, and
have been widely circulated through the press. I am sorry
to say that some of them are, in my humble judgment, such
as to render the Governmont liable to the gravest censure
for laving appointed Mr. Mousseau to that high judicial
position, at such a time, and under such circumstances. I
hope the House will understand that, in speaking as I do
upon this matter, I do not in any way
impugn the professional qualifications of Mr. Mousseau
for the high position to which he has been
called. As to those qualifications I have not one word to say,
either.for or against the appointment; but I desire to allude
to the very grave accusation which rested upon Mr. Mnus-
seau at the time of his appointment, and which, until it bas
been removed, ought, in the opinion of all those who value
the honour of the. Bepch, to constitute a perpetual and
effective bar against hie appointment. It is a matter of
common notoriety that at the very moment he was appointed
a Judge of the Super ior Court of Lower Canada, he stood
before that Court charged with violations of the Election
Law, and, moreover, with personal bribery and corruption.
And now, Mr. Speaker, since this appointment bas been
made, we find this most extraordinary state of things in the
Province of Quebec-that a Judge of the land is liable at any
moment to be called upon to step down from the Berch
Sbei e he bits, and to take his trial under the bar, like any
other man, charged with a violation of the law which he has

been appointed to administer. It is certainly a demoralizing
state of things when a Judge of the land, who holds in his
hands the life, liberty, honour- anrl property of his fellow men,
may be at any moment declared by the Court of which ho is a
Judge, to be unworthy of the rights of citizanship. It may
bo said, porhaps-and I do not know that any other defence
can be made-that accusation does not imply guilt, and that
no one is to be presumed guilty until he has been tried and
found so by competent authority. We know, Mr. Speaker,
that the maxim that no one is to bo presumed guilty until
he bas been Iound so by competent authority,is a very stale
maxim, and one of daily application; but, in my opinion, it
would be a sad misapplication of it to invoke it in favour of
a Judge of the land under the;e circunistances, and is the
last excuse which ought to be' made in his favour. It is
true, also, that if the prosecution that is brought against
him is continued, he may be honourably acquitted; it is pos-
sible the charges may be dismissed ; and it is cqually possi-
ble that they may be brouight home to him. But, Mr.
Speaker, I ask any one who cau give an unbiassed judg-
ment on the matter, whether, to say the least, it was not an
act of most indecent haste on the part of the Government
to appoint Mr. Mousseau as long as ho was iable to be
tried, and before he had cleared bis own character which
was impugned in the Courts of' Justice. In speaking as I
now do, I take what I conceive to be the most favourable
view of Mr. Mousseau's position. I speak as if the petition
against him had been just brought int, Court, as if no
evidence bad been addurol, and no facts elicited. But,
unfortunate:y, evidence Las been adduced upon the petition,
facts have been elieited, and that evidence and those facts
made it al the more necessary for the Government to
insist upon Mr. Moueau clearing bis character before ho
was appoitted. I t has been Mr. Mousseau's misfortune,
since ho left this HIouse, to undergo two elections. When
ho ceased to be a member of this House and became
Premier of the Province of Quebec, ho had naturally to
seek a seat in the Legislature, and he elected to run for the
county of Jacques Cartier. As I said a moment ago, ho has
had to seek election twice, and upon both occasions ho was
oppo:sed-not by a political adversary, bt by Ône of his
on n political croed and peruasion. It was a sort of family
quarrel, and, like ail family quarrels, it was an intensely
bitter one. Well, the result of the elections wasapparently
in favour of Mr. Mousseau. -He was elected on both occasions,
but on both occaisions his election was contestod. The first
decision was given in the first days of May last. Now, it is a
fact ofcommon notoriety, which has been cireulated through-
out the lengt h and breadth of the land, that Mr. Mousseau
was charge I with a very grave offence, an offence which
exceeds ordinary oltences c:>mmitted in elections, and one
which he was charged with comimitting while running as a
candidate in the county of Jacques Cartier. A short time
previous to the election threo different parties had been
prosecuted fr a violation of the Revenue Laws in selling
liquor without a license. These three parties had been
fined and convicted, and their stock of liquor confiscated.
It was charged against M1r. Mousseau, that in order to gain
the support of these three per>ons, he had promised them
that lie would have their lines remitted and their liquor
restored to them. Ilt was furtber charged that the corrupt
bargain was carried out, so far at ail events as Mr.
Mousseau was concern. d in it ; and that ho, being then
Premier of the Province, and Attorney General as weil,
had, in fact, caused the fines to ho returned to thome men,
and their btock of liquors restored to them. Every one will
agree with me that no graver charge could be brought
against Mr. Mousseau, in his position as Attorney General,
than such a charge as this. The trial came off, as I bave
said, in the first days of May. On M3ay 3rd, one of the
parties, who had thus been fined, was put in the witness
box and examined. I now quote from the report published
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at the time, not by a partisan newspaper, but by an inde-
pendent newspaper-the Star-and the repart read as
follows:-

'' Andrew Leger, proprietor of Rapin's Hotel, Lachine, stepped into
the witness box to be examined on behalf of the pe itioner. Mr. Leg-r
being one of the parties who had been fined on ibree occasions for selling
liquor without a license. and whose fines were subsequently remitted by
the Government, coniderable interest was naturally manife.ted in the
evidence to be given by tis witn-ss. His testimony was given in a
calm, collected and straigbtforward manner, and was considered to be
of a most damaging nature by all the legal gentlemen present. He
deposed to keeping Repin's botel, Lachine; to being fined on two
occasions $75, and on a third. $ 0 and costs for seliing liquor without
a liceuse, which fines were subsequently reanitted by order of Hon. Mr.
Wurt- le, Provineial Treasurer. Vitness had seen Hon. Mr -Mousseau,
the respondent, several times in connection with this matter.

l Q. Ycu hai always, prevous to this election, been a Liberal,
queried Mr Mercier?

" A. Y-s, but I voted blue this time, laughingly replied the witness.
"Q. Did yon ever speak to Mr. Mousseau ab ut the elections ?
"A Oh! yes, when he came to my place with Mr. Wurtele he asked

me my name, and asked me if I was a Liberal or a Conservaiive.
"Q. An d you rephed ?
" A. That 1 could be a Conservative if it was necessary, op a Liberal.
'Q. Did .Mr. Mousseau say anything about remtting the fines then?
"A. As he -aid good-bye to me he turned to Mr. W rtele and told him

to do what he could f r these gentlemen (meaning the three tavern
keepers who had been finel.)

" Q Did this have any infl ience upon you in causing you to change
your political views and vote for Mr Mousseau?

"A. Of course it always influenced me.
"Q. When you so voted for Mr. Mousseau, did you believe your fine

would be remitted ?
" A. Yes, I did, and I told my friend that I was going to vote for him.

My brother-in-law, Mr. Chapman, also had conversations with Mr.
Mousseau and Mr. Wurtele about my fine."

And the report continues in this way:

"The cross-examination of this witness was adjourned until to morrow
to allow him to produce the letters he received ,from the Provincial
Treasurer remitting the fine."

As stated in the concluding words of the report, the cross-
examination was adjourned to the following day for the pro-
duction of the letter of Mr. Wurtele, Provincial Treasurer,
who had remitted the fines and returned the stock of liquors.
Yet, strange to say, that letter never was produced, and
that witness never was cross-examined. What is the reason
why those most damaging statements made by this witness
never were contradicted, and why was tb witness never
cross-examined ? Tbe reason is that another witness was
shortly afterwards put in the box, and ho occupied the same
position as Mr. Leger. 11e was another man who had been
fined, and he proved that a similar promise made by Mr.
Mousseau had been carried out by the Provincial Treasurer.
After that Mr. Mousseau threw up the sponge. -He offered
to resign bis seat if the petitioner would not press his dis-
qualification. I now quote from the report of another paper,
the Montteal Gazette of 5th May last, which runs as
follows:-

" At this jancture Mr. Lacoste rose, and addressing the Court stated
that, on bis advice, lis client Mr. Mousseaa had resigned the contested
seat and moved the remaining witnesses be discharged.

" Mr. Mercier objected, and asked to be allowed till to-day to decide
whether to continue this prosecution.

" Hon. Justice Torrance ordered that the witnesses be in attendance
this morning, at 10 o'clock. The Court was adjourned till that hour. His
Bonour expressed the intention of the Court to maintain the hearing of
the case with the strictest regard for fairness. The English Election Law,
he stated, required proof not only of transgression of its letter, but also
of its spirit, by the party accused, and such a case had therefore to be
deals with 'n a spirit of the utmost equity."

On the following day the petitioner had concluded not to
prosecute further the investigation of the charges of per-
sonal bribery and corruption brought against Mr. Mousseau,
but to rest the case on his resignation of the seat. I again
cite from the Star newspaper of May 5th :

"A fter going to press yesterday afternoon, Pierre Godin, hotel-keeper
of Lachine, testified that he had been sued by the Revenue Department
ihree tiues and bis liquor confiscated, but that the fines and liquor were
afterwards remitted him about election time.

" A large number ot politicians and others were present in Court this
morninu wlier Mr. Mercier intimated to the Court that ho wished to add
the following declaration to his record;-

Mr. LwAiEa.

" ' Consilering th- declaration made yesterday in open Court, by the
defendant, to the effect that he agreed to have the election annulled
with c sts, the petitioner waives that part of lis conclusions asking the
disqualification of defendant.'

" This closes the case,which will,however, he called on Monday next."

I must say that Mr. Mercier subsequently declared, in a
public discussion to which I shall have to refer shortly,
that he had abandoned the prosecution of Mr. Mousseau's
disqualification at the urgent request of Mr. Mousseau's
friends, who had appealed to his sympathy and his mercy.

Mr. OUIMET. Five thousand dollars ; that went a good
way in sympathy.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). That does not improve the
case very much.

Mr. LAURIER. If the hon. member for Laval (Mr.
Ouimet) thinks that a man who says he bas bribed another
is fit to be a Judge, ho is entitled to bis opinion ; at all
events, we do not think so. I will come to that point in
due time. The warmest friends of Mr. Mousseau, instead of
setting up the plea, which he afterwards set up himself,
that be had bribed an adversary to prevent his disqualifica-
tion, should be sorry that Mr. Mousseau did not cause the
lbtter to be fyled, the witness to be cross-examined, and
especially that the gentleman himself failed to go into the
box and give bis explanation of the transaction. Ail those
circumstances-the failure to produce the lettor, the failure
to have the witness cross-examined, and the failure on the
part of Mr. Mousseau to enter the witness box and give, like
a man, what explanation he had to furnish, left a most
painful impression that the charge was true beyond con-
troversy, and that Mr. Monsseau dare not face it. Another
election took place, and again Mr. Mousseau was back in
his position. He was again elected, and again bis election
was contested; and his election was contested not only for
personal bribery and corruption at the last election, but
also-I say it in so many words-for the very charges
which had not been investigated at the first trial.
It may be said, perhaps, that these charges having been
formulated in a former election, could not again b3 re-
opened and bereme the subject of a second cntioversy. It
may be a debateable question whether they should or
should not be permitted at a subsequent trial. I have no
doubt that the report of the judge would assist materially
in settling that point. But what I do leave to the common
sens e of the members of this House is that, in view of the
subsequent conduct of Mr. Mousseau. in view of the subse-
quent charges and allegations, he could not easily prevent
the petitioner from enquiring into the charges which were
brought on bis first contestation and were not fully investi-
gated. And what is the reason ? The reason bas just been
given by the hon. member for Laval (Mr. Ouimet) that
Mr. Mousseau says that if the charges were not enquired
into it was simply because there was collusion between him
and the other side. AI the new election Mr. Mousseau was
met by the same adversary as on the first occasion. On the
second election trial Mr. Mercier, leader of the Opposition
in the Legislative Assembly, and counsel for the petitioner,
who had also been engaged in the first contestation, was
squarely accused by La .Minerve, the chief organ of the
Conservative party of the Province of Quebec, with having
received a bribe of $5,000 for not prosecuting further the
disqualification of Mr. Mousseau on the first petition. In
justice to Mr. Mercier, I am bound to say that he has
denied the charge, that he las instituted an action to vindi-
cate his character, and that that action is still pending in
the Court. But here is an assertion on the one hand, and
another assertion on the other; and I shall put J.he case
fairly in the interests of Mr. Mousseau himself. Here is the
assertion of Mr. Mousseau, that he paid $5,000 to bribe Mr.
Mercier, and lare is the denial of Mr. Mercier;
but in what manner does it help Mr. Mousseau in the pre-
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sent case? What benefit can Mr. Mousseau receive from his
own assertion, if he should come into Court and produce
witnesses to prove that a corrupt bargain had been made by
himself in bis position as Attorney General ? Will ho say :
It is true I have accused him, but I have accused him
falsely? But whether he accuted him falsely or truly,
there is the allegation that ho .committed a fraud againLt
the law in order to prevent enquiry into the question of his
own disqualification. Will he himself come before the
Court uttering the self-accusation that ho bas himself con-
mitted a corrupt bargain; that he bas committed anothoi
crime? If such a position as that can help him, I cannot
understand it, for I never saw a case of a man being allowed
to come into Court to prove bis own villainy, or of a man
entitled to derive benefit from allegations of bis own fraud.
Now, all those facts are notorious. They are all publicly
known. They bave been stated and reiterated in the press
over and over again. I ask if it is not under such circum-
stances an outrage on public opinion to appoint a man lying
under such a self-accusation to the bighest judiciat office in
the Province ? I say that the conduet of the Government is
without excuse. I do not say that they should not have
appointed him under any circumstances, but I say that they
should not have appointed him until he bad vindicated his
reputation, and come out clear of any such imputation
against his character. Moreover, if I am to speak iny own
mind as to the motives of the Government, I say candidly
that I do not believe the Government would bave made such
an appointment under such circumstances, if they had not
had a plotting hand in the deplorable state of affairs which
now exists in the Province of Quebec. If the Government
had not been plotting in order to keep their friends and
minions in power, I do not believe they would have appointed
Mr. Mousseau. I believe that the sense of propriety whieh
bas always animated the Premier, in making judicial
appointments, would have been such that ho would have
insisted that Mr. Mousseau should not have been appointed
until bis character had been cleared. I do not pretend to
affect any Puritanism; I do not parade ostentatiously any
pretension of superior virtue. I know the failings to which
even well meaning men are liable. I know that the Election
Law is stringent and severe, and that many a man bas boen
unseated and disqualified for offences which could not be
strictly called offences against morals, but which were
offences against .the statutory law.

Somo hon. MEMBERS. Hear, heur.

Mr. LATJRIER. Do hon. gentlemen pretend to say that
a man who is called to be Her Majesty's Attorney General,
who abuses his authority and commits offences against the
law, in order to promote bis own corrupt ends, is not guilty
of an offence against the moral law ?. I say it is an un pardon-
able malfeasance of office, when a man charged with an
offence prevented the investigation and refused to take bis
trial by offering a bribe to the other side. Sucb a man only
seeks to palliate one offence by committing another. I say,
furthermore, that the appointment of such a man under suuh
circumstances is an attempt upon the dignity and efficiency
of the Bench. Against Mr. Mousseau, personally, I have not
the slightest feeling. I would not do him the slightest
injury, but I do not afftet to be indifferent to the conse-
quences which would follow if such conduct on the part of
the Goverament were not brought to the bar of public
opinion. We owe it to ourselves to preserve the dignity
and efficiency of the Bench. There are certain things which
should never be impugned, and the honour of the Bench is
one of those things; and I say it is mot sufficient that
the Bench should be pure, but It must also be
above suspicion. It is not so many years ago
that the Conservative party were of opinion that a crime
committed, not by the man himself, but by bis friends, was
a suMcient cause for his exclusion from a judicial office. It

is within the recollection of all that a few years ago, at the
General Election of 1878, the ballot boxes in the county- of
Jacques Cartier were interfered with by some over zealous
friends of Mr. Laflamme. It is also within the knowledge
of ail that Mr. Laflamme himself was not privy to that
offence, that he did not even profit by it, that it was done
without his >an iwpation; but a fv days afterwards one of
the leading Conservative organs in the Province of Quebec,
the Montreal Gazette, speaking of reports which were then
circulating that the Government of Mr. Mackenzie intended
to make Mr. Laflamme a Judge, spoke as follows:-

"Whatever may have been Mr. Mackenzie's intentions in the past, we
feel confident that he will never so outrage the public sentiment of the
comnunity as to make Mr. Laflamme a judge, after the exposure now
made of the means by which his pretended election for Jacques Cartier
was secured."

Now, Mr. Speaker, if gentlemen on the other side still
adhere to the opinion which was expressed in their leading
organs five years ago, they will not have condemnation
strong enough for the present Government of Quebec. As
I said a moment ago, that offence was committed-for
offence it was-not with any sanction of the man for whose
benefit it w-as intended. In this case Mr. Mousseau himself
bas been charged in a Court of Justice with having entered
into a most corrupt bargain, with having prostituted
the office with which ho was entrusted; and you have it
from bis own mouth that bis friends bribed the other side,
and ho benefited by it. Under such circumstances, I
repeat that if bon. gentlemen still adhere to the opinion
which was expressrd in one of their leading organs, they
cannot bave censure strong enough for that Government ;
and 1 hope-it is perhaps a delusive hope-that they will
suppoi t me in obtaining these papers at the earliest moment
possible.

Mr. OUI M --T. Mr. Speakar, if I rise to say a few words
in answer to the hon. member for Quebec East, I do so not
precisely to justify the Government-I suppose they do
not need my voice to justify them, for I am sure they will
justify themselves at the proper lime-but I rise as a
friend of one who bas been one ot us for many years, and
wboi a great many members of this House have learned
to esteem and respect as a man of high abilities, and of high
personal character. I am glad, Sir, that the hon. member
should have had the courage-I might say the weakness-
of ending bis speech by saying that he had no personal
feelings against the Hon. Mr. Mousseau, against
whom, however, ho had beforo made a strong
appeal to the prejudices of bon. meibers of this House,
who do not happen to know that bon. gentleman. I say
that the personal character of Mr. Mousseau is high above
ail attacks that may be made upon il in this House, especially
in his absence and behind bis back, when ho is unable to
defend himself. I am satisfied that all the members of this
IIouse who have known that bon.gentleman, would willingly
raise their voices in bis defence. Although ho has been
persecuted and dragged before Courts of Justice for pretended
infractions of the Election Laws of the Province of Quebec,
although these accusations have been hurled against him
for months, and have politicay ruined him, I say that
many of these hon. members who are around me now would
gladly rise and testify to Mr. Mousseau's honour and
respectability, and say they know botter. They would
say that, although ho might have happened to come
under the extreme severity of the Election Law, Mr.
Mousseau, by bis legal attainnents, by bis respectabil-
ity, by bis known honesty and high character, was well
worthy of being made a m-ermber of the Supreme Court of
Lower Canada. Now, Sir, lot me say, in answer to some of
the insinuations-I will not qualify them-made against
the character of Mr. Mousseau, that this evidence which is
so much spoken of has been submitted to a Judge of the
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land, the Hon. Judge Torrance, who, after having heard all
that the witnessos had to say, rendered bis judgment, and
stated emphatically that if the case had been presented to
him, evei with the accusations which have been stated by
my hon. friend, ho would not only not have disqualified
Mr. Mousseau, but not even voided his election. That, Sir,
is enough to vindicate Mr. Mousseau's legal honour, because
his personal character, as I said before, does not require to
be vindicated, at least in this House. It is not
necessary that I should go any further; but I want to
go as far as the hon. member has gone. Not more than
two days ago we were discussing in this House a Bill to
amend the law of evidence in criminal matters- The object
of the Bill was to allow a prisoner to give evidence in his
own behalf; and every hon. gentleman who spoke in favour
of the Bill-and the hon. member for Quebec East,
although he did not speak, voted in that way-claimed that
the fact of a prisoner not offering bis evidence was not to
be taken against him-that it was not even to raise the
least suspicion of bis guilt. We pretended, on the other
hand, that the Judge, and more especially the jury, would
consider such a refusal as an admission of guilt ; but those
hon. gentlemen said with the greatest emphasis: "Oh! it is
nothing of the kind, the prisoner is not obliged to give his
evidence ;" and the fact that he does not give bis evidence
will not, in the mind of an intelligent man, be taken as a
presumption of guilt. What is the argument now before
us ? Lt is, that because Mr. Mousseau did not think proper, or
convenient, or consistent with bis dignity, to step into
the box and under oath give his evidence against a man
who the hon. gentleman had to admit-although ho
said ho was a Liberal, a member of bis own party-
boasted of having sold bis vote ; boasted that he had been
corrupted by the friends of Mr. Mousseau-because Mr.
Mousseau did not choose to lower himself to the level of
that man, an hon. member is found in this House who
will say that such refusal by Mr. Mousseau is a presump-
tion of guilt. Evidently the bon. member has forgotten the
vote ho gave the other day. H1e bas forgotten what ho
sanctioned only a few days ago; and although he pretends
he bas no personal feelings against the Hon. Mr.
Mousseau, although he says he gets up only for the purpose
of vindicating the honour and dignity ot the Bench, I say
that passion has made him forget tie principle be laid down
a few days ago. In bis own mind, and in bis own beart, he
bas forgotten to apply in practice the very principle he would
like to see applieu to the lowest grade of criminal on trial,
who may be put in the box. The bon. gentleman bas
spoken of what he calls notoriety, or notorious facts. T here
are a great many notorious facts in this-I will not say trial,
or contestation-but in this persecution, that has been fol-
lowed up day by day against the Hon. Mr. Mousseau
since he was sent down to Quebec to take the leadership of
the Government there.

Mr. CA.SGRAIN. Who sent him ?

Mr. AMYOT. Public opinion.

Mr. OUIMET. Who sent him ? I suppose thut the hon.
gentleman who abked this qestion will never be requested
by any party to be sent there or anywhere. The hon.
gentleman, citing from old respected maxims of law, bas
said, with reference to the suggestion that $5,000 had been
paid by the friends of Mr. Mousseau, to have the contestation
discontinued, that ho never knew a man to plead bis own
villainy. The hon. gentleman forgot again to apply the
principles ho advocated the other day. When he declared
that the Hon. Mr. Mercier, the acknowledged leader of the
Liberal party in Quebec, had accepted as a bribe $5,000 to
discontinue these proceedings, he ought to have been
possessed of this indignation which bas been shown by
him against the enormous guilt of Mr. Mousseau. In insinuat-
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ing that these 85,000 were paid by the friends of Mr.
Mousseau, and by a particular friend of the hon, gentleman,
a leading supporter of bis in the county which ho bas the
honour to represent, Mr. Trudel, the bon. member bas
pleaded the villainy of his own party. It is a family
quarrel. I do not know what the bon. gentleman would
call it, but ho is certainly quarrelling with bis own friends,
branding bis own friends in the same way that ho bas been
branding a man of lower standing-that man Léger-whom
ho pretends Mr. Mousseau bribed. The hon. gentleman says
that the leader of bis own party has been bribed,
and he brings that up bore and pleads the villainy of his
own party. Not only do I regret the speech of
the hon. gentleman, for the sake of the dignity of the Bench
in our Province; not only do I regret it from a national
point of view; not only do I regret it as a member of this
House, and a friend of Mr. Mousseau, but I regret it for the
sake of the hon. gentleman, and for the sake of bis friends.
On what basis does ho make bis charges ? On papers which
are not even before this House; in violation of the first rules
of Parliament that nobody is to be allowed to speak, ciling
papers which are not produced. He ought not to stand up
bore and make these charges when ho knows that Mr.
Mousseau cannot be brought before this House, except on a
motion for impeachment, when ho knows that we cannot
try him. But the hon. gentleman's view was to try and
strike an old opponent, for, while Mr, Mousseau was a
member of this House, he fought against the hon. member
for Quebec East successfully. As I have said, we cannot
try the Hon. Mr. Mousseau, unless we bring
him before us on a motion for impeachment.
I say that although there is a moral guilt in the
act, if the charge is true; although there is something
which the law condemns, the hon. gentleman knows very
well that if all the hon. members of this louse were to be
brought up here and reproached with all the acts they have
been committing, wittingly or unwittingly-I say it with
intent-how many tiraes during an election contest are we
not approached by parties who have nothing else in view
than to try and compromise us, than to try and commit us
to compromising words, and afterwards, as was the case
here, bring them against us. That was another villainy of
the party to which the hon gentleman belongs. Mr.
Mousseau was supported by the Liberals in Jacques Cartier;
he was supported by Mr. Mercier, Mr. Laflamme, and the
lecading men belonging to the Liberal party in Montreal,
and they gave letters to their friends in the county, not
only telling tbem to support Mr. Mousseau, but urging them
to work for him. After they had employed their own
agents in favour of Mr. Mousseau, those very
agents, with a few exceptions, were the men
who turned round and came to declare ihat there
had been corrupt acts committed during the election.
And I say, Mr. Speaker, that the hon. member bas very bad
grace to come up haere and bring before this House all the
villainy that his party was guilty of in that election. I
return to this fact, that the Hon. Mr. Mercier himself gave
letters to his frienIs to support Mr. Mousseau; the Hon.
Mr. Mercier himself was the man who helped to get Mr.
Mousseau elected, and, after that, ho, with his friends, turns
round; ho takes the case as counsel, ho persecutes Mr. Mous-
seau; and I heard Mr. Mercier say on the hustings, during
the last election in Jacques Cartier, that ho had been fol-
lowing Mr. Mousseau step by stop, and that, if Mr. Mous-
seau was again elected, the persecution would continue ;
and Mr. Mousseau would know that, if Mr. Mercier could
not impose his terms uoon him-because ho wanted to be a
member of Mr. Mousseau's Government-Mr. Mousseau
would pay to the bitter end the penalty for bis resistance
to accepting him as a colleague and as a Minister in
bis Cabinet. Well, Mr. Speaker, that is only one of the few
features, one of the few disgusting features, of all that per-
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secntion. thatias been going on against Mr. Mousseau ; and
I say, again, that wo cannot interfere in that matter. I say
that, from his legul attainments, from bis personal abilities,
from his high character .as a man, as a citizen, Mr. Mous-
seau was worthy of being elevated to the Bench to which
the Govorhinmet chose to elevate him.XJ say that the
Bench hras acquired a worthy member, and, although his
election is still before the Courts- and although 1 suppose a
few httndred or a few thousand dollars might get him rid
of that-bcause my hon, friends from the other side are
always open to conviction, are always open to receive any
nice offer-although Mr. Mousseau' ould get ont of that
very easily, the Bench is not disgraced, and will never be
disgraced, by the presence of the Hon. Mr. Mousseau. And
I feel, Mr. Speaker, that, in 'speaking in that way, I have
the sympathies of all the hon. members of this Rouse, not
only on this side but on the other side, who have known
Mr. Mousseau, and I for one congratulate the Government
for having made the appointment.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Mr. Speaker, I have listened with a
great deal of attention to the speech made by my hon.
friend from Quebec (Mr. Laurier), and I bave also listened
to the answer which las been made by the hon. member
fôr Laval (Mr. Ouimet). I do not know if that is the lino
of defence the Government intend to take upon the
subject; but -whatever may be the merits or demerits
of Mr. Mousseau, tho reputation and the name that
ho has before the Dominion at the present moment is the
name he bas acquired by his own acts. That these acts
urged againist him are true or false, is not the point at
present for public opinion. There they are, and they are
notorious at present before the public. Therefore, Mr.
Mousseau enjoys, either rightfully or wrongfully, the name
which ho has before this Dominion to-day. NQw, Sir,
it is no use .disguising the fact that the lino of defence
adopted by my hon. friend from Laval, of bribery on the
part of the Liberal side, and that bribery made at
the instance ofhis own friends, would in no way at all pal-
liate what I may call, to repeat his expression, the disgust-
ing bribery that bas been made from his party on our side.
Nowi wih take things on another standpoint. The hon.
member for Laval hasleaked out-the fact is that, as we
say, ho:has let the cat out of the bag-he bas said that Mr.
Mousseau was sent down to Quebec; and in fact we had Mr.
Mousseau, who was then a Minister bore, sent down to us
from tho Treasury Benches in Ottawa to the Province of
Quebec to sueceed whom ? To succeed the hon. Secretary
of State, whom I do, not see in his place at the present
momen, and who I think ought to be there. If I have
anything to say in reference to him, he ought to be there,
but i will not.berdeterred. What was the effect of sending
Mr. Monsseau down? It is a notorious fact, and I call the
attention of this House and of the country to this : that it is
a continuation of this undue interference by the Federal
Government in the affairs of the Province of Quebee.

Somolhon. MEMI BERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. -CAS&G-RIN. Gentlemen on the other side may laugh
at it, but they may believe me when I say so, for it is so.
We have hadithe pleasure of havîng Mr. Mousseau sent down
to us as iPrime Minister. lie bas been excessively success-
ful in the mission he was sent there to fulfl, so much so
that, at the moment whea his administration was crambling
tO pieces, it erumbled down -of- itself. Then the Federal
Government interferes, and says: " We will take Mr. Mous-
seau .nadr Qureproteeiouand find a niee little berth for
him,in lorder that we maiy see as to the appointment of his
successor- also." Inidependently of the direct question as to
the sppointment of àr. Moussea, say that it was an
-und »> interference with our affairs, and it is a continuation
-o the iaterference which took place last year in Ontario.
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This Government has a decided- hostility, and shows it, to
the Local Government of Ontario, and a decided affection
for, and care of, the Governmont of Quebec. I think, wheu
hon. gentlemen on the other side, who boast so much of their
Confederation, rellect that this Governmont is trying to
centralize all the power in themselves, and not to have a
continuation of the Confederation, but to bring us gradwal1y
to a Legislative Union, they will see that they are following
the due course which they had in view, or some of t, m.
had in view, at the time. Now, I object on this grond to
this interference, bocause, if it continues any longer, it will
destroy the bonds of this Confedoration. There is nothing
so well calculated to break up Confederation as this inter-
ference on the part of the Federal authorities.

Mr. LANDRY. Question 1 Question 1
Mr. CASGRAIN. Well, if it is- not the question I think it

comes pretty near home to you. Now what have we son?
Take the previous Administration, that of Mr. Chaplau
it was merely what we might call a succursale, merely an
agency of this Government. It is true that they came into
power under circumstances that, constitutionally, did fot
quite meet the views of my hon. friend the First Minister;
but then ho laughed in bis sleeve when ho saw howwell
the game succeeded. Now, Sir, lot me refer to the record
of the leader of the Government with regard to judicial
appointments. I readily grant him that up to this timé lie
bas maintained the dignity of the Bench, In one or two
cases, perhaps, bis appointments did not realize
his expectations, but I will not blame him for
that. On the whole, I can congratulate him upon having
respected the dignity of the Bench but on this unforturiate
occasion, ho made, I must say, in my opinion, a grave
mistake. Now, as my hon. friend from Quebec East
observed, these charges may be brought home to Mr.
Mousseau, and then what shall we do in the Province of
Quebec ? Shall we impeach Mr. Mousseau before this
House, in face of the appointment made by the hon. gentle-
men opposite, and in face of the large majority ready to
support the hon. First Minister ? Mr. Mousseau will go on
administering justice, but so long as ho romains under the
imputation of these charges, he will be, in my opinion, a
disgrace to the Bench. Therefore, I must demand that ail
those papers be brought down in order that we may obtain
possession of all the facts.

Sir IIECTOR LLANGEVIN. I regret exceedingly that
the hon. member who made this motion did not think
proper before doing so, to refer to the record in the Court,
and thus do justice to a gentleman whom he has so
unfairly attacked in this House when he is not here
to defend himself. The hon. gentleman has
made an ex par;e statement, he bas only produced
certain documents, and relied upon them to'make a charge
against the Hon. Judge, Mr. Mousseau. 1 will not aAy the
ion. gentleman's neglect was a wilful and deliberáte
one; but certainly before ho brought so grave a charge
against a Judge of the land, and before he eharged the Gov-
erniment, and especially the hon. First Minister, with havitg
made an appointment which was a disgrace to the Bench, I
say the hon. gentleman ought not to have f4iled to consuit
every paper in the record, from the first to the last, and
not produce bore a portion only of the papers. My hon.
friend from Laval has quoted the remarks of the hor.titdge
Torrance whon he rendered his judgment in the- case.
That was a very important point in the case, and ought net
to have been omitted. It shoald have been laid before the
House as part cf the evidence, so that Mr. Mousseau mught
have benefited by it. But, Mr. Speaker, there is a great
deal more than that. The hon. gentleman takes the redord
in the first trial; he takes the petition and the evi-
dence, but ho does not speak of the judgment. The
judgment was favourable to Mr. Mousseau, but that iO
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omitted. Then the second 'trial took place; that is to say,
the contestation of the second election, and another petition
is brought forward against the Hon. Mr. Mousseau, the
elected member. That petition contained everything that
is considered to be a violation of the law, and certain
charges, I have no doubt special ones, were made. Well,
the hon. gentleman refers to them, and he says : "These are
the accusations." But, it is said, while these grave accusa-
tions, these accusations of personal corruption, are hanging
over his head, and while the matter is pending in Court,
and before any decision is given, this Government elevates
1fr. Mousseau to the Bench. But why did the hon. gentle.
main go and look at the record and neglect to consult a very
important part of it? If he had looked over the whole
record he would have -found Mr. Mousseau's answer, under
oath, to the charges. He would there have found Mr.
Mousseau's affidavit, which he ought to have laid before the
House, as he has the petition. He ought to have
spoken of that, and why did he not ? I will
not say that he concealed it purposely, because
I cannot suppose that the hon. gentleman would do such
a thing, but at all events lie comes here, he, a member of
Parliament, as if he had a brief from the opponents of Mr.
Mousseau, to make against him, in this High Court of Parlia-
ment, the same charges that were made before the Superior
COurt of the Province of Quebec. Mr. Speaker, I say that
is very unfair. It is very unjust towards the Hon. Mr.
Mòuseau-I will not say that it is unjust towards us; but
the House will decide whether the hon. gentleman was
warranted in bringing these charges before the House-
because, of course, we will ask the louse to reject this
motion. I am sorry that this affidavit is not in English
so that every hon. member of this louse could understand'
it It was drawn up in French, and signed by the Hon.
Mr. Mousseau, and is attested by him. before the Court.
Now, tliis afidavit, in answer to the charges brought against
him must go into the Bansard: it must go before the public.
I think that ie due to the hon. gentleman accused, it is
du to this Itouse, and it is lue to us s a Government. The
affdavit read as follows:-

(Translation).-The said.defendant, Joseph Alfred Moussoeau, Queen's
Counsel, member of the Privy CounoiI, Attorney General and Premier
of the Province of Quebec, and member sitting for the electoral dis-
trict of Jacques Cartier, being duly sworn on the Moly Evangelists,
depoqeth aud saith:

d h in the dofendant in this cause, and that on the 28th of Sep-
tember he was elected to represent the electoral district of Jacques
Cartier, in the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Quebec, by a
majoity of from 100 to 110.

T he ias carried one is eloctionrloYal
1 ? and honestly, without

9nfrlnin in any way whatover the. lectoral law-without infringiug,
u a w , any of the laws enacted against corrupt practioes in Parlia-
m.utary elections.

That , linview of the unoeag nand implacable war waged against
hlm ever ine, th e mouth of A.~il now luit paite be will be obligea to
follow himself the trials of ths ease, stop by stop, and day by day,
wherever sch trial will take place.

That it is now imposible for him to attend to the present electoral
petition, because the measures which he has to prepare, as leader of the
Qabide, for the next Session, will necessitate almost constantly bis
pressnee at the Seat of the Goiverment.

Thot, uithouthaving the least deuire to oomplain, heois bound tosay:
Thot when the first electoral tition was introduced against him, as a
m"er representing the ee ctoral district of Jacques Oartier, on
.idòôufit of his .ving no time to deal with such petition, statements
hme bo imade of wEch ho bu since discovered the inaccuracy and

Tlilat luthis be alludes specially to the eridence adduced about certain
t%' bpreànd d te haie been said by him at Lachine, in Léger's Hotel,

n kaguat, 1882, at which time he was a candidate for election, as a
apier te repr eait the electoral district of Jacques Cartier, la the

ffle, mmblyof Qpebec.
ebl Ëro :thesewords tributed to said deponent, it would appear

tmh4 theuld deponent had promised to remit to the said Léger, the
sait pf a penalty whieh htLad been sondoemed to paysif he, thei
ma3ldoZappent vas elected, wbicii aid romittanéo teck place smre time
tbereafter, and which said pretended evideâce would have, it would
aeaj dstified even the disqualification of the nid deponent.

Thatrtb. eal fatta relative to this incident are that the defendant has
;ver uttered the words attributed to him; that on the contra, he has

tW L6panot to speak to him aboutthesethngs with wh heh
e ExoToa LÂexvmi.

nothing to do; that in election times it was always dangerous, and that
if afterwards the Government remitted to Léger, and to twenty-five or
thirty other hotel-keepers of varions counties in the neighbourhood of
Montreal, it was merely au act of sound policy and of wise administration.

That, in fact, twenty-live or thirty hotel-keepers, açainst whom there
was nothing in the police records, and who had applied in proper time
to get thoir certificates,had been the victins of the slowness with which
the Municipal ouncils Lad granted them their certificates, and from
the time when these hotel-keepers had no made their application until
the. time whien the municipal bodies Lad se ranted them the. certilcates
aplied for, they had been proaecuted for selng without hoense,

bnder sucb circumstances the Government was bound ln honour, in
justice, and in equity, with such evidence of good faith on the one baud
and of surprise on tho other, not t avail themielves of their position
and not to exact from honest hotel-keepers, who had acted ini good f'aith,
both the price of a lices. and the price of a penalty for an infringement,
whichi, lu reality, vas only apparent and not charaeterized by any evii
intention.

Tppat, in the case ofmger, as lu that of soeral other otekeepers,

alication ad e n adete he ornsentluthoutmenoful po

cedi g, for a rebate of the amount of the penalty; that the certif ate of
.th grantring of the license by the municipal tody had been sont to the

Treasury Department, aong wth certain other documents, represe ting
that the Municipal CJouncil of Lachine alone vas responsible for the
delay, and that the former Government, that of t.h defendant, l ad
already decided inm fact that l such cases the Government ought not te

cexactfo ebt f h m to the penalty;ta h etfcbc

eThat, conseqnty ilui case that tho defendant wouldi be obliged to
meet the facti of the firt electora petition above mentioned, it becorte
more important for him te be at liberty to follew tho present cause, as
Le has already said, stop by stop and day by day.

That the said defedanti as also dscovered, siace the first lectoral
petition, a great number of other most important facts which iecnable
him to come ont victorious of the new electeral petition ui ths
cause, inasmuch as it wil be alowable to mingle withi it the facts ofthe

Thattthe erenses of the defendant during t.e last election have
amounted to 340.65, as appears by the statement rescived front Lis
agent, M. Louis Ailard, by the t~fcual Gazette, and whichi statement is
obe pased by te sai Ofial Gazette next Saturday, to vit: the

That the defendant Las made no other expnSets for Lia election, ad
if, a6ainst ail probability, ho has forgotten any, they muat le perional
ane insignmc at exponses, cas toegraphi despatches ad o fher un-

fers eeexpnses of th kiendan ud ii. aboe hai eecin rav e-

ponent hathsigned. ta. IOUs8nÂi.

Sworn befoe me atîQauebc, a e trd

day o Janary stoaegh

hu dred and eg lity-four.
T. H. OLIVE R,

Gonmmissioner of the Supremoe ourt,
District of Quebe.

Mr. Speaker, this affidavit of the hon. Mr. Mousseau should
at least weigh as much in the scale as the accusation that
was brought against him in that petition. It should weigh
a great deal more, because he is a man of position; and
when he made this affidavit he was not only a Queen's
Counsel and a Privy Councillor, but Attorney General oj
the Province of Quebec, and First Minister of the Province;
This affidavit is dated 3rd January last. It is made under
oath; and we know the meaning ofthat. If Mr. Mousseau
dared to state under oath what ws found out to be an un-
truth, he would be prosecuted for perjury, and he would
deserve it. But tue hon, gentleman has not hesitated, but
hais met the accusation brought against him, eapecially
that accusation in the firet petitio, and for which three
witneese were brought in tie firt trial. Mr. Mousseau asf
he never uttered those words, and never did that
act, and that he could prove such by witnesses. The hon.
member fbr Quebec Est (Mr. Laurier) would not give Mr.
Mousseau the benefit of that document, and allow it to go
before the House; and that is the reason whyI say that
the hon. member has not been fair-I do not say he las
done it wittingly, or that ho did it purposely with the
intention of wronging Mr. Mousseau, but whether he had
that intention or not, he has wronged him most grievously.
He brings these accusations against him and dos not allow
a word said in his favour in the documents. He bringe
not only this motion before the House but all the chargea,
and does not allow a line in fvour of Mr. Mousseau. He
does not allow the judgment of Judge Torrance to weigh i
the soale with the House snd the ublic who wil rend ths
debwte to-morrow, md hodoes n$ alow U *
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gentleman to have the benefit of it. 4nd, moreover,
the hon. member for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier) should
surely have brought this important document, this
affidavit here. He must have known of it, and lie will be
glad, no doubt, that I have brought it before Parliament,
and that it will be published, and will be the justification of
Mr. Mousseau, and show, et All events, that there are two
sides to this question, and that Mr. Mousseau was not afraid,
and is not afraid, of the trial. The fact that the hon. gen-
tleman failed to lay this document before the House shows
that the idea is that the trial shall not go on before the
Courts, but that as much damage as possible must be done
to the reputation of the Hou. Judge Mousseau. I hope
this louse, after hearing the contents of this document and
the explanations offered, will say that Mr. Mousseau should
not be blamed, and that the Government has done nothing
for which it should be condemned. They have appointed
Mr. Mousseau; there is nothing against him. The charge
brought against him was laid by one or two individuals, as
is the case with ail election titions ; and no doubt the hon.
member for Quebec East (M. Laurier) has also suffered
from petitions brought against him, and indeed, I have
suffered myself. We ail suifer from petitions
being brought against us; but in the long run the public
find that these petitions are in very many cases only brought
to try and damage the member or prevent him going on an
Election Committee, because that was the idea at that time.
If a member's seat was contested, lie could not be placed on
an Election Committee; it was an easy way of getting rid
of a .strog man ; but that was the way it was done. To-day
these trials are held before Courts of Justice; but never-
theless if you want to persecute a man you persistently
contest his election. This was evidently the case in regard
to Mr. Mousseau. His election was contested in the first
caserand it was annulled. In the second case Mr. Mous-
seau states under oath that the case of Léger could never
have been upheld if the contestation of the election had
been continued. I will not answer the hon. member for
L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain), who has thought proper to have a
filing at the Secretary of State, in hie absence. I hope the
lon. gentleman will reserve his attack on my colleague, the
Secretary of State, until he is here ; then let the hon. gen-
tleman attack him face to face, and my colleague will be
able to answer him, no doubt. I hope, after theseexplana-
tions, that the motion will be rejected.

Mr. GIROUARD. I do not rise for the purpose of
adding anything to what has been said with respect to the
high character of Mr. Mousseau. Whatever may have been
bis political faults, I think everybody will admit that lie is
an honest man, and not only that he is an honest man, but
also an able lawyer, and those are at least two qualifications
of a good Judge. I rise_ to corroborate a portion of the
affidavit of Mr. Mousseau, which has just been read by the
hon. Minister of Public Works. It has been my good or
bad fortune to represent in this louse the county which
Mr. Mousseau represented in the Quebec Legislature.
Although I took no part in his first election, being
then in the iNrth-West, and although I took no public part
in hie lait election, I think it is dueto, Mr. Mousseau, not as
a friend of hie, for we are not speaking here as friends, but
as an sct of justice, to mention that the story of this Mr.
Léger is wrong and that I know it personally. The first
contestation of Mr. Mousseau's election took place, I think,
at the beginning of May, 1882. This Parliament was sitting
when I arrived home-it was, I believe, the very day that
Mr. Mousseau had resigned his seat before the Superior
Court, and thon we heard of this story of Léger's. I was
one of the first to mention to Mr. Mousseau that Léger was
examined and the .settlement of his case was made long
before there was any question of Mr. Mousseau coming to,
Jacques artir-was made, in fact, a few days before -

my election in 1882, in my own presence, by Mr. Lecavalier,
tien the local member for the county. I :say this
not only on my word as a gentleman but as a member
of the House, and I assert that these are the facts. Léger
had been sued for selling liquor without a license in the
preceding winter. The Council had been deliberating
whether five, or eight, or ton licenses should be granted in
the village of Lachine; and when I speak of Lachine, I knew
what I am talking about, because I reside there. When
the Council was deliberating whether the same number of
licenses should be continued, this man, who kept hie house
open as before, was fined at the Police Court for selling
without a license, as were others in that oounty and in
other counties. We found that, under the cirsumastances, as
he had finally got a certificate, it was a case for the
Crown to remit a portion of the fine; and about the
beginning of July, ton or fifteen days after the
20th of June, 1883, the day the Federal Elections
were held, Mr. Locavalier settled the case in my
presence. I may say that I know Léger as well as I know
any member of this House. I would not say that he om-
mitted a perjury, but I simply think he made a mistake.
He may have alluded to the fact of his fine being remitted,
but it is impossible that the language which is said to have
been used, could have been used, under the cir cumstances. I
say this as an act of justice in favour of a man who :has
been much persecuted for the last few years-a man who
holds an important position in the country to-day. I think
it is unfortunate that the member for Quebec East should
have brought forward this motion. It is very important
that the judiciary should have the reputation, before ,the
whole public, of being pure, and unless a member of the
House has the proof in his hande that a Judge is not going
to do justice to his fellow countrymen-a member who is
not prepared to take that responsibility, should bring suchb
a charge as the one which has been brought forward by the
hon. member for Quebec East.

Mr. LAURIER. It must.be within the recollection of
the House that the gist of the charge which I bring
against the Government is, that they have appointed a man
to be a Judge who is actually liable to be tried in the Court of
which he is to be a Judge. It seems to me that this is the
first time in the history of a civilized nation that a man
actually charged, if not under trial, before the Court for a
violation of the law of the country, bas ever been put upon
the Bench. It may be possible that Mr. Mousseau le
perfectly innocent of ail imputation against him, but
until that is shown, why should the Government be
in such haste to appoint him ? Why should not the
Government!give him the chance of clearing his character
before the Courte, before putting him on the Bench?
In my judgment, and I believe in the opinion of the public
of this country, the appointment of a man to a judgeship
under such circumstances is a public scandal. Ln my
opinion it is a scandai to bring a Judge, as Mr. Mousseau
may be brought to-morrow, from the Bondh and have him
called down into the bar to answer the charges brought
against him: to be examined and crossa-examined. I say
that this is lowering the dignity and efficiency ef the«ench.
This is the gist of the charge which I bring against the
Government. I wish there were no more, but w t makeS
the charge still more strong Is that, se far, the presumptions
are against Mr. Mousseau. The hon. Minister ofPublic Works
said that I presented a garbled report to this House. I am
not aware that I garbled any statement, and I am sure I
have said nothing which was not a matter of public notoriety,
and I have brought forward everything that was known.
The hon. gentleman said that I did not bringbefore the
House the utterances of the Judge, but he knows very-well
that any remarks made by a Judge in delivering judgment
do not form part of the resord. I have moved for the jig-
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ment of the Judge and the report made to the Speaker; and
all the utterances of the Judge which I have been able to
find will be found in the newspapers, and so far as I know, I
have given them all to the House. They-do not bear out
the construction which has been put on them by the hon.
Minister of Public Works and the hon. member for Laval
(Mr. Onimet.) If we are to believe these hon. gentlemen,
Judge Torrance, in giving hisjudgment, said that if the trial
had been prosecuted further there was nothing in the evi-
dence adduced even to avoid the election, to say nothing of
disqualifying Mr. Mousseau. I do not know what may
have been the views of Judge Torrance, but if such were his
views, they were not the views of Mr. Mousseau and bis
counsel, since, if we are to beliere them, they bribed the
other side to prevent a judgment being given. If the charges
were so frivolous, if there was nothing in the evi-
dence to avoid the election or disqualify Mr. Monsseau,
why should tbey say that they bribed the other side?
Why did he resign his seat afterwards ? Why did he not
go further ? Why did he not wait for the judgment, after
whieh the Government could have appointed him a Judge
without objection from anybody ? The hon. gentleman
also said that I should have given the affidavit of Mr. Mous-
seau himself. This affidavit was not given at the trial.
What was the object of it ? When Mr. Mousseau was
petitioned against the second time, he applied to the Court
for a postponement of the trial, and then it was that he pre-
sented bis affidavit. He stated to the Court that the busi-
ness -of the country would not allow him to go on with his
trial at that time. In that affidavit he attempts to justify
himself to some extent ; but in my oppinion his explana.
tion is somewhat lame. In speaking to Léger he said, "Do
not apeak to me now, because there is an election ; waiL
tili the election is over." These are the words, so far as I
remember the affidavit, and if they mean anything, they do
not bear a favourable construction. There is in them an
inuendo which is not altogether in favour of the Judge. And
what took place? The motion of the hon. gentleman was
granted; the trial was postponed; the investigation was
not to take place; the charges were not enquired into; and
in the meantime the hon. gentleman was appointed to the
Bench. Under such circumstances, I think the affidavit will
not go far towards justifying Mr. Mousseau. Tho hon.
gentleman said that this motion should not be made,
because the trial was not to be continued. I do not know
what the intention of the petitioner is, but it is open to
Mr. Mousseau to have a trial if he thinks it is
botter for him. Before I sit down, I wish to say a
word with reference to the remarks of the hon. member
for Laval (Mr. Ouimet). The answer he made was not even
an attempt to jastify Mr. Mousseau ; but he tried to cast a
slur upon the Liberal party. He said the Liberal party
had accepted a bribe, and that I condemned my own
friends as much as his. 1 do not care whether, in saying
what I did, I condemned my own friends or not. I say if
the Libiral party are guilty of bribery, the sooner it is in-
vestigated and proven, the better. The hon. gentleman
says we are always open to conviction. The Liberal party
from Lower Canada is not numerous in this House, but if it
iss ot, it is because the weak-kneed in our ranks have found
setse -onthe other side. If they can get any more of the
Same kind, they are welcome to have them.

Motion negatived on the following division
YIAe:

Messieurs
Alleti,
Allison (Lennox),
Auger,
Bain (Wentworth),
Bechard,
Bernier,
Blake,

Mr. LÂAIRIER

Fairbank,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,1
Geoffrion,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Jackson,

McMullen,
Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Serier,
Somerville (Brant),

Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,
Casgrain,
Catudal,
Charlton,
Davies,

Abbott,
Allison (Hants),
Amyot,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baker (Missisquoi),
Bell,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bryson,
Cameron (Inverness),
Gameron (Victoria),
Campbell (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Cochrane,
Costigan,
Coursol,
Curran,
Onthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,

Motions for
to :-

King,
Kirk,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
McCraney,
Melntyre,
Mclsaac,

Springer,
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail.
Wells,
Wilson, ad
Yeo.--47.

NAys:
Messieurs

Diekinson, McMillan (Vandreuil)
Dugas, McCallumi
Dundas, McCarthy,
Dupont, MDougald,
Farrow, McLelan,
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren.) McNJeil,
Ferguson (Welland), Massue,
Fortin, Méthot,
Gagné, Moffat,
Gigatlt, Montplaisir,
Girouard, O'Brien,
Grandbois, Ouimet,
Guillet, Pinsonnea.ult,
Hackett, Pope,
Hall, Reid,
Hay, Robertson (Hastings,
Bickey, Rykert,
Hilliard. Shakespeare,
Houde, Sproule,
Jamieson, Stairs,
Kranz, Tassé,
Labrosse, Taylor,
Landry (Kent), Tilley,
Landry (Montmagny), Tupper (Picton),
Langevin, Vanasse,
Lesage, White (Hastings)e
Macdonald (King's), White (Renfrew),
Macdonald (Sir John), Wood (Brt ckville), and
McDonald(CapaBreton), Wright -89.
Mackintosh,

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
the following Returns were severally agreed

Statem ent showing the number and the amount of fishing
bounty claims which have been paid in 1882; and a similar
statement for 1883; also, a statement giving the names of
the fishermen and owners of boats who received the said
bounty, the fishing places they belong to and the kinds of
boats or vessels for which they received the said bounty.
Also, a statement of the expenses attendiug the distribution
of the bounty claims, aid all correspondence relating to
these bounty claims.-(Mr. Fortin.)

Return showing receipts and expenditures out of the
Consolidated Revenue Fund to the 10th day of February, in
each of the fiscal years 1883 and 1884.-(Sir Richard
Cartwright.)

Copies of all correspondence between the Government
and any person or persons, respecting the filling of the
vacancy caused at Morristown, Nova Scotia, aince last
Session, by the death of Archibald McGiliivray, late
Preventive Officer of that place, together with all other
papers and documentts relating to the same.-(Mr-Meisaac.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD move'd the adjournMen of
the louse.

Motion agreed to; and (at 6 o'clock, p. -n.) the Rouse
adjourned.

IJOUSE OF COMMONS.

THuRSDr,,7th February, 1884.

The SpEAKR. took the Chair at Three o clock.

PRAyERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The following BIlls were severally introduced and read

the first timue:
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Bill (No. 53) to anthorize the Royal Canadian Insurance

Company to roduce the number of their directors.-(Mr.
White, Cardwell.)

Bill (No. 54) relating to the New Brunswick Railway
Company and the railways leased to the said company.-
(Mr. Burpee, Sunbury.)

Bil (o.55) to incorporate the Live Stock Insurance
Company.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

Bill (No. 56) to empower the Bondholders of the St. Law-
ronce and Ottawa Railway Company to vote at meetings
ofthe company, and for other purposes.--(Mr. White, Card-
well.)

Bill (No. 57).respecting the Northern Railway Company
of Canada.-(Mr. Smail.)

Bill (No.58) respecting the Gananoque, Perth and
James' Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Taylor.)

Bill. (No. 59) respecting the Northern and North-
Western Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 60) to increase the harbour accommodation of
the city of Toronto, to extend the Esplanade, and to provide
for the control of the use thereof by railway companies.-
(Mr. Small.)

SÇIIOOL OF NAVIGATION AT QUEBEC.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether it iq the intention of
the Government to establish a school of navigation at
Quebec; and if such is the intention of the Government,
whether the school will go into operation during the course
of the present year.

Mr. MclELAN. That is a matter which is now being
considered by my Department and by the Government, and
an answer cannot be given at the present time, it being
under consideration.

PUBLICATION OF DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS IN
NEWSPAPBRS.

Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders are called, I desire
to call the attention of hon gentlemen opposite to an irre-
gularity whiclênow seems to have become chronie. A few
days ago the Minister of Militia presented the Report
on the Militia for the year, and in one of the Ministerial
papprs appeared, the day previous, a statement that the
report had been presented on that day, and a résumé, written I
suppose by prescience, of that report. To.day, the Minis-
terof Railways and Canais haspresented some most important
papers to Parliament, and I fihd in the same Ministerial
paper a despatch, dated yesterday, containing the substance
of those returns. That, Sir, does not do. Either these re-
turns are to be kept sacred from thejournalists of both poli-
tical parties until they come before Parliament, or an
arrangement must-be made by which all the journalists
of both parties shall have a£cgs to them. When I find the
Report of the Minister of Militia in a newspaper one day,
and these very imaporta t returns another day, I think it
time to daw attation te an impropriety that is growing
into a practice.

Mr. CAROl. Mr. Speaker, I quite agree with the
remarks which have falein from the hon. gentleman, and I
hope the'hon, gentlena will understand that the irregu-
larity to which -ho bas drawn the attention of the House
can only have Ihappened by a misunderstanding. My
attention was drawn to it, and I ascertained that, in the
Department, from the fact of my having been away one
day, it was supposed that the Report of the Minister of
Militia had been placed upon the Table of the louse, the
day, before it was really ptaced upon that Table, and, in
consequenee, a copy of te report was given one day sooner
than it should have been given.

Mrs ZLA KR To T no persou

Mr. CARON. Well, the hon. gentleman has asked for
explanations, and I take it for granted that he will believe
the statement I am making. The mistake occurred, and I
hope ho will net consider that I meant any diarespect what-
ever to the House of Commons.

Mr. BLAK E. There is one other subject to which I wish
to call the attention ofhon. gentlemen. I moved some time
ago for papers with reference to the appointment of the
High Commissioner, and also for some information witb
reference to the contingencies and expenses attached to that
office. 1 intimated the intention, and the gentleman
said ho expec ed, that that question would become the sub-
ject of further discussion when the material was bronght
down. I asked that it might be brought down early; but
it has not been brought down. I find that the Minister of
Railways and the ligh Commissioner are at present both
in the flouse. I hope there is no difference between them.
If there bo, I hope they will agree together and settle it,
and that the papers will be brought down to the House.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. They are ini perfect
accor dI.

PUNISH MENT OF SEDUCTION, &c., BILL.

Mr. CHARLTON, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 6) to provide for the punishment of seduation aud like
offences, said: Mr. Speaker, in rising to move the second
reading of this Bill, I am free to confess that the Bill bas
i mperfections. It is not a Bill covering as wide a scope as I
should dosire. It is confined within narrow limits,
and applies only to two or three of the most grievous of a
class of crimes that ail, in my opinion, should be dealt
with by the Criminal Code. The Bill provides for the
punishment of soduction under promise of marriage,
of a feigned or moek marriage, and of enticement into
bouses of prostitution. I think the Bill perhaps is
also deficient in the fact that possibly too much
care bas been taken to shield the male offender froma any
possible charge that is ill-fouuded. It may be doubted
whether ho, as a criminal, hould be allowed to give bis
evidence whether the proviolons in regard to corroborative
evidence are not too strong, so strong as in a measure to
defeat the purposes had in view by the Bill. However, if
the House accepts the Bill in its present shape, the princi-
ple, at all events, is admitted, and, in future years, experi-
once and the wisdom of the House will dictate such change
asomay be necessary in the law. This Bill, two Sessions
ago was referred to a Special Committee. It was then a
Bill of much wider scope than at present. That Special
Committee reported the Bill in substantially the same shape
that it is presented to the flouse to-day. Last Session the
Bill was again introduced, and again referred to a
Special Committec, whose labours were completed
at a singLe sitting, and who reported the Bill with
very slight amendments to the termas in which
it was introduced. The Bill, as now subrîitted,
bas one or two trifling changes from the Bill of last
Session. There are two additions, one making feigned or
mock marriage a crime, and one making kubsequent
marriage of the parties or a bond fide offer of marriage a
bar to conviction. The latter clause was in the bill as
reported last Session. It was struck ont in Committee of
the Whole in this House, but I find the advocates of the Bi11
in the Senate were almost to a man in favour of this pro-
vision. I have inserted it again. If it does not meet with
the approval of the House, in the event of the Bill passing
the second reading, it eau be struck out in Committee of the
Whole. There is one change made, one clause dropped out
the clause with reference te the punishment of teachers
There was perhaps no feature of the Bill that met with.
more universal approvai of the CommitWe than did thig
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feature. It was held that, teachers having peculiarly
intimate reltions with their pupils, it was proper to
incorporate in the-Bill a clause making the seduction of a
pupil by a teacher a criminal offence. This clause, Sir,
seeme to have met with the disapproval of that respectable
and honourable class of the Canadian public, and some meet-
ings were held denouncing it. I must confess it bas a
somewhat invidious look, although it was not aimed at the
good teachers, at those who had never been guilty of the
offence, but at those who abused their privileges and trust
as teachers. Horever, the clause has been struck out. I
would have .hen glad to insert a clause with reference to
guardians, a clause with reference to overseers, a clause
with.reference to minors, but the same objection might be
urged. In the case of guardians, it might be said it was an
invidious attack upon them, and the same in regard to over-
seers, andàperhaps, it might be a difficult matter to insert
a clause with reqpect to the seduction of minors. There-
fore, the Bill is presented in the shape it now stands
The Bill provides that the evidence of the female, in
respeot of whom the offence is alleged to have been com-
mitted, shall be corroborated as to the offence first men-
tioned, both as to the promise of marriage and
the sqdaotion; as to the offence secondly mentioned
in the first section, both as to the feigned or pre-
tended marriage and the sexual intercourse, and as to the
second seetion, concerning inveiglement or enticement,
by other--material evidence. The fourth section pro-
vides:

"In every case arising under this Act the defendant shall be a com-
p*ntwitnegs in hie own behalf upon any charge or complaint against
hims.duppi hie trial lor much offence may, on such charge or com-
plaaat, inset that hie evidenee be taken."

The ffth seotion provides :
" No prosecution under this Act shahl be commenced after the expi-

rasion aon-year from the time of committing the offence."

The punishment provided by this Act is that any person
who shall be convicted of any offence declared to be a mis.
demeanor under this Act, shall be imprisoned for two years
in a penitentiary, or for a less term in any other prison or
place of coninement. It will thus be seen, Mr. Speaker,
that the term of imprisonment, the degree of punishment, is
in the discretion of the court. The imprisonment may be
for a limited period-the maximum is two years, the mini-
mum is in the disoretion of the court. The other features
of this Bill met with the universal approval of the House
last Session, and it is unnecessary for me to deal at length
with them upon this occasion. Varions objections have
been urged, Mr. Speaker, against this Bill. One of the
objections urged against it is that both parties are neces-
sarily guilty. Well, Sir, I cannot conceive that in any case
both parties are eqaully guilty. The man is the
active, the woman the passive, agent to a great
extent; and I muet hold that in almost every
case the man is much the guiltier party. How-
ever, the Bill provides only for cases of seduction un-
der promise cf 'marriage, for cases where the most cruel
deceit is practised, and for punishment in cases of feigned
or pretended marriage. Another objection that bas been
urged is that this Bill may compel a man to marry a woman
of loose character. Now, Sir, the Bill provides punish-
ment ouly for the seduction of a woman of previously
chase character. If she is a woman of loose character the
provisions of this Bill will not apply. That provision
punishes a man who seduces a woman of chaste character
under the promise of marriage. If the woman i good
enough to be engaged to him, she is good enough to be
married to him ; and this objection certainly does not ap-
ply against the Bill. I am one, Mr. Speaker, who believes,
whether rightly or wrongly, that women are, as a rule,
better and more virtuous than men. I believe that they
have a hh mora organisation, that they are not ex-

posed -in the sme degree to the temptations that beset
men in life ; that they grow up in a more refined con-
dition, and that their natural tendencies are botter
than the natural tendencies of men, Ibelieve this to be the
case, and I think that society believes this to be the oas.
Society, moreover, demands that woman shaL be purer
than man. It demands, on the part of the woman, greater
care in her conduct than it does on the part of the man.
Men may do with impunity many things that would blast
the character of a woman. Society recognizes the fact that
the good of the community, the good of society, the;well-
being of the family, rest upon the virtue of the female por-
tion of society. And this being the case, society inflicts a
sterner punisliment upon the female than it does upon the
male, in cases of the infraction of the seventh commandment.
A female, if gnilty of a violation of the seventh command-
ment, is driven from society. Her character is blasted; she
has no place for repentance, even though she seeks it with
tears. An offence of this character on the part of aman is
considered one of a venial nature. He may still hold
up his head in society, and with a certain class of
men this offence is even considered creditable to
him. But society visits its vengeance upon the woman;
she never eau recover her position. This is probably right,
because society appreciates the necessity for female virtue;
it appreciates the necessity that those who educate our
children, that those who preside in our home, should be
above suspicion. The estimate that society instinctively
places upon this matter, Mr. Speaker, is very correctly in-
dicated in the feelings that are evinced when a man becomes
the avenger against one who has committed an outrage
upon female virtue. Where a huband, or a father, or a
brother girds himself to avonge the- seducer of his emnale
relative, the instincts of society prompts it to take that
man's part. I do not believe, Mr. Speaker, there can be
found a single instance in the history of Canada, or in the
history of Great Britain, or of the United States, or of any
other civilized community, where a man who has avenged
a dishonour of this kind has been punished. There was a
case in an adjoining township last year where a
woman, seduced by a man under promiseof marriage,
and betrayed, and deserted by him, shot that man dead.
She was tried for murder and the jury pronounced ber not
guilty. A few days ago a case occurred in the State of
Pennsylvania, where a young man shot the seducer of his sis-
ter on a public street, shot him repeatedly. He was tried for
murder, ut the sentiment of the community was such that
the man was acquitted upon a flimsy plea of emotional
insanity. But in no cases of thia kind that have ever
come under my observation, has punishment been inflicted
upon the man who has visited with vengeance the seducer
of a female friend. I saw the other-day a case in our Cana-
dian newspapers, of a young woman of attractive appearance,
a Swede, an orphan girl, witbout friends, and without
knowledge of the customs of society in this country, who
was betrayed in this manner. After betrayal she received
a letter fron her heartless seducer, informing her that he
had concluded not to marry her. This girl, after the birth
of her eWid, became insane, and was brought before the
court and committed to an insane asylum. Now, Sir, that
young man goes at large, there is no law in this land to
punish him; but, - Sir, the, equatorial regions of interno
are too cold for his eternal residence, or the resi-
dence of any such dastard. It is a shame upn our civili-
zation that there is no law upon our Statute Book that will
punish cases of this kind. Lt has been urged against this
Bill that you cannot make men virtuous by law. Well, Sir,
if that is au argument againsts law cf this character, it is
an argument against any law of, the Criminal Code. The
object of laws providing for ,the punishment of crime is
not, primarily, to make men virtuous, but it i to hold up
the terror of punishmeut oer-thet»whe may be -dispeeed
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tobe otberwise than virtuous. We do not make men vir- law much more severe·with respect to seduction than any
tnous by enacting lawsa against the crime of murder, against law upon any modern Statute Book. The Roman law
the crime of theft, and we do not make men virtuous, provided, and that law remained in force for Centuries,
primariWy and necessarily, by a law against the crime of that the -puni8hment of ordinary seduction shouli Ibc the
seduction under promise of marriage ; but we propose to confiscation of half the estates of the offender, if lor the
punish those who are guilty of this offence in order to deter better class, and if of the lower class, it should be cor-
others from committing it. The hon the Minister of Justice; poral punishment and imprisonment. The canon law
in the other Chamber, when this Bill was under discussion, provided that the seduced should maî'ry or settie a dowry
gave it as his opinion that women who deserve sympathy upon his vîctim. The law of France contains the same pro-
would not enter court. Well, I think, Mr. Speaker, that that visioD, that either the victim of the seducer shail be mtr-
cannot be urged as a suffieient reason why a woman ried by him or that he shall sette a dowry upon ber. The
who deserves sympathy should not have a remedy previded law of Germany punishes seduction with hard labour and
for ber by law in case she did choose to enter uourt. I am imprisonment for six months. As I said in the course of the
able to understand why the Bill should be opposed by the last discussion on this Bil1 last year, twenty-seven States of the
libertine, by the man who believes, as the Mahommedan American Union-I do not know about ail of them, but this
does, that woman is an inferior being, that she was created number, at least-have laws with respect to offences of this
as the legitimate prev of main, created for his gratifica- character. These laws vary in their nature in the different
tion that she, perhaps, is destitute of a soul. I can under- States, but there is not a solitary State in the whole number
stand how a man holding sucb sentiments would trample that does not punish offenders of the character mentioned in
upon a woman's rights, upon a woman's life-who would this Bill. In the State of New York, a law of this character
cruelly betray her and then ruthlessly cast her aside-I was placed on the Statute Book thirty-six years ago, and it
can understand how that man would oppose this Bill, and I was placed there after years of agitation. One of the most
would naturally expect to have him criticise it in a sense potent arguments in favour of making this a crime, and the
the reverse of complimentary. But, Sir, I am unable to un- offender subject to punishment, was the fact that crimes of
dereIand how a father, whose daug-hter is the pride of his this character were usually avenged by the murder of the per.
life, t he hope of his family, beautiful and beloved-how a petrator of the outrage; and it was felt that when no jury
brother whose sister fills the horizon of his hope, who is ail could be found to convict those committing such murders, it
that is iovely in womnanhood-I say, Mr. Speaker, I cannot was proper and just that the lawshould reach the crime of
undersland how either that father or that brother can vote seduction, and aceordingly the Statute was passed. That
against this Bill, can vote against the clause which pro- Statute in New YorkState provides apunishment for seduc-
vides that a m&n who cruelly seduces the daughter, tion under promîise of marriage, by imprisonment for five
or the sister, by deceit, under promise of marriage, years and a fine of $5,000, one or both, in the discretion of the
or after a mock marriage, should vote against a pro- court; and this law has been upon the Statute Book, as I have
vi-ion o this kind, proposing to fix a penalty to that crime. said, for thirty-six years. The constitution of the State which
I noticed the other day in a newspaper which offered some embodies that law has formed the model for the constitutions
criticisms upon this Bill, an assertion that it is a Bill to of various States to the west of New York. Very many of
encourage the brazenness of disreputable females. On the the western States have framed their constitutions on the
contrary, it is a Bill to discourage the manufacture of brazen constitution of the State of New York, and in all those
females; it is a Bill to discourage those crimes against States this provi-.ion is incorporated in the law. If this
society that result in making females of that character. It law were open to the objections urged against it, to the
is said that this Bill renders mon peculiarly liable to falee objection that it lcads to false charges for blackmailing pur-
charges, to charges made for the purpose of levying black- poses, that the interests of the male are not sufflciently
mail. Well, Sir, I suppose that mon are liable to false protected, and that the male is made the victim of adven-
charges in other cases, they are liable to be charged with turesses and procuresses-if cases of hardship had occurred
other crimes they have never perpetrated. I can name under this law, are we to suppose there would be no move-
an infailible preventative, if men will live pure, chaste ment seeking for -its appeal ? And yet there bas not been
lives, it they will live in accordance with the seventh a breath urged against the law, no movement for its
eonmandment of the Docalogue, there will be very repeal, no demand for its repeal, no sense of hardship felt
litdI danger of their being exposed to false under its operation. 'he law lias been just, benefici-al and
-har-ges ard attempts to levy blackmail. The salutory in its operation in ail those States, and after 36

paper to which I referred a few moments ago years' experience in one of the g-eatest States of the Union,
<-riticises my views with reference to this matter as and many years' experience in other States, we are war-
the '- crystalization of the meanest form of cant." Well, ranted in the assertion that the law in its operation was
Sir, I will set ove- and ;against the opinion of the eminent conducive to the public good. We have in Canada alaw
editor whà. wrote those lines, the opinion of an editor with regard to seduction, a law providing that seduction on
sca cely less eminent--that of Horce Greeley. Horace shipboard shall be punished. i am unable to understand
Greele gave it as bis deliberate opinion that the man who why seduction on shipbourd should be more heinous than
tWI "aiIihd i6'maE *ws wtrthy 6f the ,Nishent seduction on Iand. I am unable to understand why a pro-
o0*d&à'& OWthe6 one harid, *e h1we th -opniÔ1r of the vision applicable to ships on the hig b sea should not alo
flagellator of bull-pus and sluggers; on the other hând, 'we be ma le applicable on land i and the fact that the Govern-

h of th- prifee 6f oditoisin 4he Wiièteènth ment bas passed such a law with respect to offences of this
cemry,; and soniewhere ýbetween the two extrême views nature on shipboard on the high seatà, is a sufEfcient reason
represented by those two men, are the provisions of this for making it applicable to cases of a similar character
Bill. This Bill is about-as far removed -from the opinion of occurring upon land. One of the opponents of this measure
the one as the opinion of the other; it is a compromise b- in the Senate last year, stated it as his deliberate conviction
tween the extrieme opinions of those who believe that se- that, if this Bill became the law, the first attack which
duction under ail forms should ho most severely punished, would be made against it would be on the part of mothers,
and those views bld by the editor of the Mail. whose innocent sons lad been made the prey of designing
But Ilorace Greeley was not the Only man who did not females. I think the hon. the First Miniét cr of the Crown in
believe that such opinions were the " crytalization of the this House made a statement of a somewbat similar charac-
neanest forn of cant." The Roman Senate did not hold ter. He said, I think, that within -bis own practice ho had

that View. Tbe :oman Senate centuries agü, provided a 1 known numerous instances where young men had been ke117
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hÀras4ýed and drW"'n ro thrntv idby the fear of members of theiL01jiil T-ieg 4atuesto sib is H*ae, inithg
fhle a uatisoin the P-art 6fdesigning 1enls.Jm~ way f theè nr4 eis'rni6gpvit!4nlen~V

~ie~tnyrhv ena ëasï? ôf tfhat kinid. J' hatve seen Piýredôifate, inu thiË Parliàament. *,Anothorý reaAen whyll
~eF3e howeV6r, -of "quite a diffërent'dha!raeýter J Ihave> a gihould fifre, this, 'bné-b~~Own, part kt -Me:
CASe 11 m.y - mina at this mùoment of on villfit *ho be lof wybenîèflt, for as Ih1epai, Iïotýapproa'te
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Uld" hiim coaÏnt-ty, 'prôb1îb1 i n fe~ àcif hii harasýsed- by tékeetromtýhiàflouse, in 'momnentsa bf mrnymebr

aiemstsatiink mi thé- part of iboseoriwli. 'Stncbis -usua1lly f lie whôo ild rendorsoe rvcteten.n the te ad
,lk!ýater o? the ff~ne eom mitted by yug en hoit wi ffl ~ne bà;j men who bleve t/cry haitve gotù«,digposito-n

àbeindon tbeir ýeountry; but 1 have no'-fear wvhatêvéîr ftt fi - bi life -to -devotê tbemélfveî entirely'to politios. -ýI
iïïïoe~teiunerthe operation 6f tht4 ta P w, 111hae shoeld ,àay;1 ýà1thoùgh 1wer l str6,ng epÉejudiüeý againat

i~s<lit r~rtits nasage.ý J eiv h fe sWhut we cîïll poiianha man whô givee himsgêlf
in iBis iBf ire> "erns blie thery Ére entirely te ppltei hlaâ- tir other ýquSlitits hieh

of gàm4t or raIty àha lar&entes -cr robbeiesg. eae hmtel renader ýsëeiee IlÔ hià obnuntry, if ho le
I el~' t saifeit6 narciiiair ts hr einvliet'aet n atite ilh nb to'rende>r

n g'ad1eqnatoeteo 'the pnishm'eht- o? offeces of this getrsri&t6e ,his 'connry. te makb»hibm1lf more
~h~roter andbelivingthi8te > the case, be4ievýing- that pronaiiùont, mnore learneêd 'in' the ifrnousin he

~iùstièCe demWands that offenres: cf this 'kind sliýould be made interd4t thée Dominfion or,thý "Proêvilnees,;and therefore it
ceffninn" l, oe flie second readi ng of the Bill. #îlt 1giie t our 'oonntry a greater numûber of, men eorn

t1~oeecod tme pteïi tedeal -witbý politica quetibns and,-proot Vhs
p roe -iy of -the ,ýpeopl.O th he had

»tFt fEPRSF~~ÀTON.mliy sày hat ifther nb&;r o? men «who areý draggôtt
ino dhtosbyneosity, 'som etimeîs by; party noeSg-

Mfr. >Olu 1MIE, - i mviig The isecon d readn c1 "f Bill (No. sity,- wer6e essýned it wiould'ý ho botter for theý country.
13 '-tô riepeatýan Act te ronder meruabers 'of the Legisilative At present, ism cite, tho ope frhgteiiet
Oouindils'anýd-legistative Ass;embleýs cf the Provinces' n ow cf. choosing- a candidate Iimited by theý afbolitionof dual re-

ilcueor whieh may hereafter be irîclnded, within the pres4entation, are> veryoften obli odl tesèleût monn who do eùt
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~didao for ore oelected to, this House. 1 may ýsay A.though'thie ar -ietyhfe ih are, willingý te --Mke
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rlý#fbeig lected as nmmbers of'this flIuse, and if they th erc are too manye le Politic»s, efther as candidates or i
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zi>eurrnng any risk the ives. lIn 1873, anothèrt Aetwas Small population o?6 tî-Dcominiointhe fact e? the being
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~ide, itinthe Dominion of Canada, ineliýgibIe for sitfu limit -that' ev 1ll, Ït *euôldý-b bofre- greate good' of-the
Pr votin> à tbe flouse cf CIomimons of Canada." Thsa e côunftry. -i s8, tWp, epl~ao *yLs hsIos
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f* reýa-tàà1resentaio'n bu pIrevented o-nttrely Gee~etwhttirvea r o biiprat
ime 6? tilla Iiôouso The Bill, whose Etàoi ;elg-lea uair

4m Dow M'oIving,. only repeals, the Iast Actý whiclhI halve $rOEÀMUOAI.ItfkhM~s iJb
nit iond , hati. te 0 ayx, aes the Provýinces te say, for vo- ac rtfidteea iopinion i: o~o.e~e

theme Vo whth or if t le botter, -in thei r inte-rests, 1 man.

1be ~peetBill paàsses, other ket -aholishing'- fr.eododn ogfvdo u olwi
d~lreprosentatiôn for the Provinces -in whih, ii is not rgi

11lie wI romain in force. Thus the Provinceswilh E~
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sld'4havpedual representai*on or no-t Týhe reas.on for
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FRAUD IN SALE OF PATENT RIGHTS.

Mr. MULOCK, in moving the second reading of Bill
(No. 26) for the better prevention of fraud in connec-
tion with the sale of patent rights, said : I would
desire to mention some of the considerations which
induced me to introduce this Bill. It muet be within
the knowledge of many hon. gentlemen that for a
long time frauds have been perpetrated throughout
the country, especially in the rural districts, in connec-
tion with patent rights, whereby many innocent and trust-
ing people have been serious losers. The patent laws were
never intended to provide an instrument by which fraud
might be perpetrated; but the patents themselves,
although in many cases most useful, open the way
to fraud, and often they have no practical value,
but are only useful in the bande of designing agents.
Artful men are able, frequently, by the use of cunning argu-
ments, to make use of the rights they have acquired from
the Department, to receive valuable securities from people
not sufficiently skilled either in law or in fact to determine
whether these patents have in themselves any legal or prac
tical value. The course commonly pursued in such cases
by the agent who desires to stll-not the article patented,
but the more right to use this patent right-is to tempt an
utu-pecting person into a purchase, giving him, as an in-
ducement, credit for payment, and as part of the designed
fraud, he takes security that is ultimately negotiable. He
sells his right to make use of the patent, and receives in
return a promissory note from the purchaser, perhaps under
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circumstances that between the two parties would be
sufficient to prevent the vendor ever recovering on the note,
but he is still able to negotiate, and as a rule does nego-
tiate, such note before maturity and defeat the purchaser in
any defence he would otherwise have. I do not think it is
necetssary to further argue the merits of the question than
to simply say that in regard to this class of transaction the
Bill provides that notes, given for such consideration, shall
be marked acrose the face with the words, " given for a
pat. nt right," so that such notes shall bear on their face
evidence as to the consideration for which they have
been given. If, thon, any valid defence should exist
against payment, it will be continued against the pur-
chaser, who, in fact, takes the note with such notice.
In order to enforce this measure, there is a clause in the
Bill providing that it shall be the duty of persons so
transacting business to so mark the notes taken in security,
and in default of so doing be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Mr. POPE. I suppose it is the intention of ry hon.
friend that this shall go to a Select Committee, is it not ?

Mr. MULOCK. Yes.
Bill read the second time.
Mr. MULOCK moved that the Bill be referred to a Com-

mittee consisting of Messrs. Haggart, White (Renfrew),
Hall, Laurier and the mover.

Mr. POPE. I would ask my hon. friend to put the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier on the Committee.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

THE ESTIMATES.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY presented a Message from His
Excellency, the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message, as follows:-

LANSDOWNI,
The Governor-General transmits to the House of Commons

Estimates of sums rcquired for the service of the Dominion for the year
ending the 30th June, 1835, and, in accordance with the proviaions of
the British North America Act of 1867, he recommends these Estimates
to the House of <ommons.
GovERNMENT OUsE,

Ottawa, February 7th, 1884.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the Message, with
the Estimates accompanying it, be referred to the Com-
mittee of Supply.

Motion agreed to.

APPOINTMENT OF MR. S. J. ST. ONGE CHAPLEAU.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Mr. Speaker moved for: 1. Cop-
ies of all Orders in Council or departmental orders, and all
communications and correspondence respecting the appoint-
ment of Samuel J. St. Orge Chapleau as a sheriff in the
North-West Territories; 2. Copies of all complainte or
charges made against the said Chapleau while he was an
employé in the Department of Railways and Canals; 3.
Copies of all Orders, decisions or resolutions of the said
Department dismissing or dispensing with the services of
the said Chapleau; 4. Copies of such portions of the evi-
dence taken before the Railway Commission, as relate to
the conduct of said Chapleau while he was such employé;
5. Copies of all correspondence between the said Chapleau
and the Government, or any member of it,respecting the said
complaint and charges, or respecti ng in any way his conduct
while such employé, respecting his quitting the public ser-
vice and respecting his appoiitment as such sheriff. He
said: I would ask to have the motion amended by the addi-
tion after "Railways and Canals" of the words "Public
Works." I am not sure, from the evidence given before the
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Royal Commission, whether the official was an employé in
the Department of Railways and Canals, or in that of Public
Works, or both, because one of the witnesses states he
was a clerk in the Department of Public Works, and also
a corresponding clerk in the Department of Railways and
Canais. I suppose there can be no objection to adding the
words I bave just mentioned. Now, Mr. Speaker, it will be
in the recollection of those of us who were in Parliament in
the Session of 1879, that the Government advertised for
tenders for the construction of a portion of the Canadian
Pacific Railway. They called for these tenders for that
portion of the road between the English River and Keewa-
tin, and that portion of the road was divided, as I gather
from the publie documents, into two sections, and the
tenders were in three different aspects. There was Section
< A " extending from English River to Eagle River, Section
" B" extending from English River to Keewatin, and Sec
tion ''C " embracing both sections in one contract. That
was the advertisement calling for tenders for the
construction of the work. Now, the parties tendering
were required to fill in two columns. The first
column was for the completion of the work by the lst July,
1883, and the second column for the completion of the work
by the lst July, 1882. Several parties, in pursuance of the
advertisement submitted to the public by the Government,
tendered for the construction and completion of this work.
I only propose referring to three of the tenders, and I only
do that with a view of leading up to the question
that I propose very shortly discussing before the House.
Th3 lowest tender for the work, as I observe, was that of a
firm called Morse & Co., who agreed to finish the whole
work by the 1st of July, 1882, embracing the two Sections
" A " and " B" for $5,699,707; or to finish it bv the lst of
July, 1883, for 65,937,732. You see that they charge a
larger sum for the completion of the work at the earlier
period. Now th:s firm of Morse & Co., for some reason un-
1inown to me-and that I do not propose to discuss at pres-
ent-were passed over by the Minister of Railways; and the
only tenders that were considered were the tenders of the
other parties which I shall refer to in a moment. Now, the
next lowest tender, and that for the whole work, was of
Andrews, Jones & Co. Their tender was for $6,062,559, and
the work was to be finished by their tender on the Ist July,
1883. These were the only tenders for the whole work
that I propose to refer to. Then there was the tender for
section ''A " by a person named Marks for 82,203,896.
There was also a tender from a certain firm of Nova Scotia
contractors, called Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, for $4,130,707,
for Section 'B." Now, these two tenders for Sections "A"
and "B" separately, in the aggregate amounted to $6,334,603.
You will recollect I mentioned that Andrews, Jones & Co.'s
tender was for $6,062,559-in other words, Andrews, Jones
& Co.'s tender was less than the tender of Marks & Co. for
Section "A" and of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado's tender for
Section "B" both together, by the sum of $272,044. Now,
this being the fact, one would naturally suppose-the usual
course would be-that the man making the lowest tender
would get the contract. I apprehend that is the way an
honest Government always does-that it gives the contract
to the man who puts in the lowest tender. Now, Andrews,
Jones & Co.'s tender was $272,044 less than the other two
tenders combined, but they did not get the contract. You
will not find, perhaps, the reason why they did
not get the contract, but you will find a sort of histor-
ical sketch of the facts in the publie documents. From these
we learn that on the 26th of February, 1879, the Minister
of Railways and Canais notified Andrews, Jones & Co. that
their tender was accepted, and he gave them a period of
three days to put up their security. The cash deposit
that he required as a security was $200,000. Now, Sir,
these men appear to have been Americans, and their
backer, that is, the financial man of the concern,

Mr. CAMERoN (buron).

was a person named Smith, who, I believe, lived in
the city of New York. The Minister of Railways, as I
gather from the documents, though I may be wrong in
my impression-but I gather that he was aware of this faet,
aw.are of where they lived, aware of who the man was that
was putting up the money, and aware that communication
had to be held between Ottawa and New York, aware that
word bad to be sent frotm Ottawa to New York, and from
New York to Ottawa, before the sum of $200,000 could be
put up. That these men were acting in good faith, I think,
is beyond doubt; and the Minister must have been aware of
ail these circumstances. Now, Mr. Fraser, of Nova Scotia,
the Minister's own friend, when he was before the Railway
Commission, swears that the moment the contractors, that is
Andrews, Jones & Co., received the notification, Mr.
Jones started for New York to make arr angements
to put up the money. The House will understand that the
very moment they were notified by the Department that
they 'were to get the contract, the business man of the
firm-not the money man, because the money man was in
New York, but the business man--starts for New York.
He goes there with a view of having this money put up in
time. Now, the Mini.4ter must bave known that perfectly
well, and anybody must have known jast as well that ai-
lowing a man three days to go from Ottawa to New York
and to come back again, for the parpose of 'getting his
money, was an unreasonably short time. Mr. Fraser again
stated in his evidence before the Railwav Commi-sion, that
three days was a very short time. Now, Sir, I say that the
Minister must have known that the time was short. He
must also have known tha' these men were acting in good
faith; because, in the three days allowed by the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals, they put up $48,950 security,
and they asked the Minister for two or three days
longer time to put up the balance. They did not
get an hour; they could not get an hour ;
but within the three days that they asked for
they put up an additional sum of $48,450, nearly $ 100,000
altogether, within four or five days; and tbey asked for
two or three days more to put up the balance, but they did
not get an hour. Well, I am not going to discuss at this
moment why they did not get it, that is a matter that,
perhaps, deserves discussion at a future period. Now,
these things must have been known to a large extent to the
Department. The facts that the money could not be put
up within so short a time, and that these men asked ior two
or three days longer, must have been known to the De-
partment. I do not suy that the hon. gentleman knew it,
I do not say the Government knew it, but it is a singular
thing that at the very moment these men were beg.ging for
three days further time to put up the additional becurity,
Fraser, Grant & Pitblado were negotiating for the sale of
this very contract to McDonald, Manning & Shielde,
of Toronto, for the sum of $50,000: and they did, 1
believe, sell it to them for that sum. Now, Sir, you
will understand that, in the first place, the two
contracts-that of Marks & Co., and that of Fraser, Grant
& Pitblado-amounted together to $2;2,044 more than that
of Andrews, Jones & Co.; but Fraser, Grant & Pitblado sold
their contract to McDonald, Manning & Shields, ard the
very moment Andirews, Jones & Co. were begging for time
to put up the balance of the security, that very moment
this negotiation was going on. Now, as I have said, there
are some things that must have been known to the Depart-
ment. There is something that, perhaps, was not knowrrto
the Department, but it turns out to be the fact all the same,
by subsequent investigation. 1 presume, however, that
the Minister at the head of this Department knew nothing
about it. But it appears to be the fact, nevertheless, that at
the very moment these negotiations were going on for the
sale of this contract, at the very moment when these men
were begging for two or three days further time to put up
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their security, an employé, high in the Department oi
Public Works or in the Department of Railways and
Canals, or in both of them-this confidential servanl
of the Govern ment, was doing- what, Sir? acting
in the interest of the Government ? in the interest
ofthe Department ? in the interests of the country ? Not
at all, Sir. At the very moment, I say, when these men were
begging for more time, and when the other mon, Fraser,
Grant & Pitblado,were ncgotiating for the sale of the contract,
at that very moment, this emyloyé in the Public Works
Department, was'secretly, behind the back of the Govern-
ment, and, perbaps, behind the back ofthose he was pretend-
ing to be friendly with, namely, Andre-s, Jones & Co., was
secretly colluding with a rival company to prevent what ?
To prevent the man that was putting up the money for
them, their firancial man, from coming to the Government
and putting upthe $200,000. That is the fact disclosed by
the evidence, Sir. The individual to whom I have
referrrd was an ordinary employé of the Government,
who was in one of the Departments as confidential
clerk, a corresponding clerk in the Department of
Railways and Canals, a man who was living at the public
expense and feeding at the public crib, who owed un-
divided allegiance to the Government wbich appointed
him, and to the Department which ho was called on to
serve, a man whose sworn duty was not to betray the trust
the Departmentreposed in him-that man at that very time
was negotiating with Mr. Smith, the financial backer of
Andrews, Jones & Co. to prevent him putting up the money,
and have the contract pass to Fraser, Grant & Pitblado,
and from them to Manning, Shields & Mc Donald, by
which the country wculd lose $272,041. That is what he
was doing, and what I stte the evidence shows lie was
doing. Lot us see what is the evidence upon that sub-
ject. I refer to the evidence taken before the Railway
Commission as it is called, and, at page 105, you will find the
account given by Mr. MeDonald of this transaption. The
evidence was taken in question and answer from .under
oath ; and I am going to trouble the House by taking up a
little time in reading some of the questions and answers,
because I think this is a very serious and important case,
and one which the country should understand. Mr. Me
Donald is asked the following questions:-

"4622. Have you knowledge of anything being given to any person not
connected with the works?-Yes; 1 have promised to give something to
a person myself.

"4623. In what shape ?-IfI succeeded in doing the work I would do
something for him.

"4624. Have you succeeded in doing the work ?-If Isucceeded in get-
ting the contract

"4625. h what shape were yo i to do something ?-I was to give him
something.

"4626 What was thesomething?-A certain amount of money, if I
succeeded.

"4627. Wh-re does he live ?-He lives in Ottwa.
"4628. What is his name ?-Chapleau.
"46J9. Which Department is he in?-Re is in the Public W3rks

Department. It was for nothing in the Department that I was to give
it to him.

"4630. What were you to give him ?-$4,002
"4631. Then, according toyour promise you would now pay him $1,000

for having got the contract ?-He was a personal friend of Mr. Smith's
in New York. He told me that Mr. Smith could not come to put up
the money, and I said: ' Well, if he does not come to time and put up
the security, I will give you $t,000.' Wtiether he saw Smith or not,
I do not know, but I know they were personal friends. He used to
stop with him in New York, when he was there. I do not know
whether he had any influence over Smith or not; I was led to expect
Sa, as I was told that they were personal f-iends.

44632. Was there more than one chapleau in that Department? -No;
flot in that Department. He is the Secretary of Public Works at pre-
Bent, so it is very easy to know who he is. At that t'me he was cor-
respondence clerk, I think, in the Raiiway Department, or copying
clerk, or something, I do not know exactly bis position, but he was in
one of those De, artments, writing all the lime.

4633. That was before the change of Department?-Yes.
"4634. So that, at that time, he was connected witb the Department

'which had charga of those contracsB?-Yes. He was in the Depart-
ment, but not in the office where tenders were opened. He had no
Connection with the Department where the tenders were opened. Thetenders neyer came before him.

"4635. Ymu mean that your romise had no effect upon the rat king of
the tenders?-No ; what I did it for was : if Stnith did not appear there
(because I knew he was a moneyed man, or I understood so)-if he did
not put in his appearance there the others would not put the money un,
and I knew Chapleau to be a personal friend, and I asked im if he
could do something forme.

l4636. Did he inform yon that he had any reason for supposing that
$1,000 would silence Smith ?-No; he dld not lead me to be1ieve thit.

"4637. It was by way of a proposition ?-T do not far a moment sup-
pose that Smith was getting any of this money.

I 4638. You supposed it was for Chapleau's own benefit ?-Yes ; if ho
would influence 8mith not to come forward.

I 4639. From his own personal friendship ?-Yes; that is it exactly.
4 4640. Have you paid any part of this money to him 7-I gave him

$500.
"l,4641. No more ?-No.
i 4942. When was that given ?-It was given perhaps within the last

six months. I cannot say exactly the date. I could tind out by hunt-
ing up my cheque book."

Here is the whole story out of the mouth of Mr. McDonald.
He says that ho agreed to give Mr. Chapleau $4,000, and the
service ho was to render for that sum was to prevent
Mr. Smith putting up security for Messrs. Andrews, Jones
& Co. This was given for an improp3r parpose, for a
corrupt purpose. Why should a clerk, an employé in
one ot the Dopartments, lend himself to any contractor to
use his personal or political influence with another man to
prevent a firin from putting up money as secu'rity on a
contract. That is not all. We have something further.
We have the evidence of Mr. Chapleau himself, out of his
own mouth. Lot us see what ho says on the subject.
He says:

" 12744. What do you say was the effect of this offer from other per-
sons ?-They were telling me that if I would only use my influence in
that way with Smith it would be worth my while to do it-that t had a
chance to make $5,000, and might as well do it,

" 12745. Proceed with the evidence.-On the 26th day of February,
Andrews, Jones & Co. were informed that their tender was accepted
for section B, and a stated time was given him to deposit the acquired
5 per cent. security. Smith immediately left for New York. I may as
well a ate here that previous to bis leaving for New York he sent for
me and asked me to inform him of the decision which the Government
should arrive at in the matter of the application which ha had made for an
extension of time ta put up that 5 per cent. securit>'. -

12746 Was it arranged how you were to be informed of the decision
on that 8ubject?-No; as I was in the Department he asked me if I
would ascertain whether the time was extended or not, and to telegraph
him accordingly.

"12747, Hjw did he suppose that you were to ascertain ?-By en-
quiring.

"12748. From whom ?-Prom the Secretary of the Department."

I do not think it was any part of his duty as an officer to
go to the Secretary of the Department and fish out informa-
tion, and communicate that information to an American ir
New York, who had put in a tender here. Hle undertook
to do that, and according to Mr. McDonald he was to
receive $1,000, and according to his own testimony, $5,000,
for doing so. This witness further says:

" 12765. Proceed.-I have never entered into any agreement with
McDonald for any compensation for dissuadin g Col. Smith to with-
draw from the tender of Andrews, Jones & Co. When I returned
from Washington, however, he told me he would see that bis flrm
should pay me $4,000, which I regarded as an expression of the ex-
uberant feelings of a contractor at having secured a large contract,
causing him to profusely scatter promises-the probbility or possibility
of the fulfilment of which he ha I probably never cousidered at ail.
Some months later, when I had received a cheque for *500 from him,
there was no explanation accompaJying it at all.-

" 12766. Was that from him personally ?-Yes.
"12767. He banded it to you ?-e sent it ta me.
" 12768. I mean was it from him peraonally or by letter 7-It was sent

by letter."

lere is an employé of the Department acting in collusion
with one contractor against another contractor, and obtain-
ing a pi-omise of $4,000 for bis services, of which he got $500
at the time; and ho tells us in his innocent way that this was
given in the exuberance of the feelings of the firm of con-
tracto>rs who had put in a tender which happened to be
$272,000 more than another tender for the work. One is
not surpriscd that there sbould be a little exuberance
upon the part of the contractor at the prospect of thus soeur-
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ing the contract, because $272,000 are not picked up every
day on the streets of Ottaiva. The promise was made to
Mr. Chapleau, and the promise was implemented; and this
servant of the Government, this man who owed allegiance
to the Government and the country, was guilty of that
which, in my judgment, was a grave and serious offence.
That is not all. We have the evidence of a member of
Parliament on the same subject, who tells us something of
the character of the operations in the Department.
Mr. Haggart, the hon. member for South Lanark, gave
evidence as follows:-

"14792. Are you aware of any person in any'ofthe Departments of the
Government being benefited by any transactions with others con-
nected with the Pacifie Railway ?-No.

l 14793. Either as Minister, Member or clerk or secretary ?-No;
nothing that I have heard of, except Mr. Chapleau'a matter.

" 14794. Do you know of anything, as far as be is concerned, beynnd
what bas appeared in the papers arising out of the evidence before this
Commission ?-Nothing.

" 14795. Have you any other information wbich you could give us by
way of evidence concerning the transactions of the Pacific Rtailway or
any of them ?-Well, I am pretty thoroughly acquainted with the whole
o< the transaction, I should say, in reference to it between Winnipeg;
and the letting of the contracts, the manner in which they were awarded
and everything of that kind, I know everything pretty generally
about it.

" 14796. Is that knowledge which you bave derived from investigating
the records of the Department ?-Partly so, and partly f rom conversa-
tions from Ministers and other taings that way.

" 14797. Was there any particular conversation that you think you
could enlighten us upon ?-Well, no; nothing particular.

" 14798. Have you beard any Minister say anythingabout the letting
of those contracte, about which there have been rumours of impro-
prieties?-I have had conversations with tbem on the subject. There
are charges of improprieties in reference to the letting of contract B. I
have had converiations with Ministers on the subject."

Mr. Cbapleau, I understood, from some of the contractors
in Section B, had made a demand upon them for
some money that had been promised him by
John J. McDonald before the evidence was given.
It is clear from this evidence that the hon. member to whom
I have referred had the run of the Department in the way of
getting information. Now, there is the evidence and the
statement from the B!ue Book, given on oath, that this man
was in the pay of these contractors, that he w as colluding
with one of them for the purpose of getting the contract
out of the bands of the other man. I ask you, Mr. Speaker,
what you would expeot of a man whose duty it was to
deal fairly and honestly with the public, and yet who acted
in the manner I have described.? But that is not all, though
it is enough to damoge the reputation of any man. It is
enough to prevent this man from ever being received into
the public service again, enough to have severed his con-
nection with the Government and the service of the
country, but it is not all. Not only was this Mr. Chapleau
in the pay of McDonald & Co. receiving or being promised
$1,000 or 85,000 to prevent another firm of contractors from
putting up their money, but at that moment he was paid
a monthly salary, he was a feed official of an American
contractor to give information from Ottawa to that Ameri-
can contri ctor of what was going on bore. What was the
evidence on that subject ? lere is the evidence of Mr.
Chapleau. I am quoting out of his own mouth; I am not
giving hearsay evidence, for he was called upon before that
Commission to disclose the startling condition of affairs
which was existing in connection with these contracts, a
condition of affairs which aroused the indignation of every
person of the country-not simply of every person opposing
the Government, but the indignation of their own warmest
friends and most devoted organs. What does Mr. Chapleau
say about bis being a paid monthly salaried clerk of an
American contractor? He says this:

"12816. Do you kno v any person who manufactured explosives living
in the United States ?-Yes.

"12837. Who is that ?-I know a Mr. Mowbray.
'<12838. Where does he live ?-He lives at North Adams, I believe.
"12839. Has he had auy business transaction with any coni ractors

of the Pacifie Railway as far as you know ? -From bearsay I under
stood that he had.
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"12840. Had he some arrangement with you at one time about help-
ing him in his connection with these people ?-Yes.

"12841. What was the nature of the arrangement ?-The nature of
that arrangement was that whenever a contract was given in which
there happened to b 3 a great deal of rock work I was to notify him, so
that he could come to meet the parties and try to mike arrangements
with them.

" 12842. How did he compensate you for that ?-1 do not exactly
remember. He gave me so much a month for a while, I believe.

"12843. Do you remember how much ?--I cou!d i ot exactly say-
$30 or $40, may be.

"12844. $75 has been mentioned ?-I am sure it was not that much.
"12845. How did you get the information for him ?-After the con-

tracts were awarded.
''12846. I did not know that they had been awaded : how did you

know ?-As soon as a contract is awarded it is publish-d in the press.
"12847. That is not answering my question, Mr. Chapleau. I am

asking you how you know the particulars of the information which he
desired to get from you, and I suppose he desired to get them as early
as possible ?-The information I was to give him was this : that when
any work was awarded to anybody I was to notify him, and give him
the names to whom the work was given.

" 12848. Don't you know why be selected you in preference to some-
body else ?-1 have not the slightest idea.

"12849. Don't you tbink it was your connection with the Department
which bad to let the contracts 7-It might have been that.

" 12850. Do you not understand that that was supposed to give him
an advantage over people wbo did not derive their information from
the Department, and that it was for that advantage he w:s payiog you
$40 a month ?-I do not know that it would. Other parties had the
same opportunities to find out that I had.

" 12851. How much do you think you have received from bim alto-
gether for those services ?-That I could not exactly say.

" 12852. About how long has it been continued?-It ia only three or
four months probably."

There is the admission of this employé of the Government
that ho was in the monthly pay of this American, Mr.
Mowbray, a manufacturer of explosives, and the duty he
was called upon to perform for that monthly dole which ho
was getting from a foreign contractor was that he should
give him notice of when the Department should have any.
thing to set afloat before the people in the shape of con-
tracts. Now, why should Mr. Mowbray get Chapleau and
employ him at a figure ranging from $30 to $75 a month ?
Might he not have got in the newspapers the information as
it appeared there? No, Sir. Everybody knows perfectly
well, and nobody knew it botter than Mr. Chapleau, that
the object for which he was employed was that ho might
get the figures from the Department, so that ho
might reveal them to this foreign contractor.
This is a position of affairs not creditable to any
man, and not creditable to any man or set of mon who
would tolerate it. I am glad to say that the Government
did not tolerate it, but put an end toit as soon as it came to
their ears. Now, whatever may be said of Mr. Chapleau,
there is one thing that can be said of his evidence : it is
plain, it is open, it is above board, but it is daring and
audacious. He deliberately discloses that he got this
money f rom those contractors, and apparently ho justifies
the transaction. There is that merit if there is none else.
When this matter became publicly known throughout the
length and breadth of the country, it excited the greatet
possible indignation ; in fact so strong and powerful was
that indignation that it reflected itself in quarters where
you never heard of indignation being reflected against the
Government before -I mean the Montreal Gazette
and the Toronto Mail. Nobody ever heard of the
the Gazette or Mail saying anything against the Govern-
ment or against any action of the Government except
on this occasion. Let us see what they said on this subject.
I shall firet quote from the Mail, because it is the more
modest of the two. The Mail says:

"Mr. St. O. Chapleau bas tendered his reaignation In the face of
the late revelations, in the face of his own evidence before the Com-
mission, it was impossible that be could bave' remained in the service.
His cause may serve as a warning if there are any who need warning."

Just here let me ask what was the result of these disclo-
sures? Was he dismissed from the Department ? Were hi s
services dispended with, or did ho leave of his own motion,
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as the hon. gentleman says? Or does the Montreal Gazette, The attack ho has made on the Government is simply this:
which is always posted on such matters, tell us the truth that Mr. Chapleau, who was formerly Secretary of the
aboutit ? Lot us see what the Gazette says: Public Works Department, and who resigned his office, was

" Mr. Chapleau was entitled ta the fullest opportunity of making afterwards appointed sheriff in the North-West Territories,
explanationsý on oath before the Commission. The moment he made and that it was im proper to make that appointment. I have
them, it became evident that the transactions in wh*ch he had been no hesitation in saying that Mr. Chapleau was guilty of a
eagad haesi ion a he cold continue in t e pubhe ser' grave and gross indiscretion in bis acts, when he was Sec-

]Required by whom ? Now, we have these contradictory retary of the Public Works Department. It is truc that on
Rtaictory cu looking at the papers you will find that ho betrayed no con-statements-the Mail says it was impossible that he could fidence, gave rio evidence, was of no assistance to any of thehave remained in the public service; the hon.Ministersays innumerable contractors running about the Department-ho left of his own motion; the Montreal Gazette says bis that he gave no information that was in any way of anyresignation was required. Which is right ? I leave the value to any one who was trying to be a contractor. We.Mail and the Gazette to reconcile between themselves this know that it is an improper practice, but we know it islittle difficulty, leaving out of consideration the other parties proved-I have known, and I have no doubt tbat bon. gen-connected with the matter. Hlowever, it appears tdat he tlemen opposite have known -that employés in the Civil Ser-ceased to be connected with the publie service. One would vice have been occasionally giving information that they picknaturally suppose that that would have been the pro- up in Ott awa through various sources. We know, for instance,per conclusion of the whole matter, and that the and the hon. gentleman opposite knows, of various clerksp!ace that once knew him would know him no more. who have been paid correrpondents of newspapers in NewBut he turns up again-where ? As the high York and elsewhere, and have been giving information tosheriff of the great Province of Atssiniboie. After those papers. We know that, and they know that; and theyhaving been either dismissed as unworthy of the know those mon have not been removed, but it is an im-confidence of his employer, or having resigned because ho preper practice which should net be encouraged but which

could not help himself, this man is promoted to one of should be suppressed. But the gravamen ôf the charge againstthe most important offices in the gift of the Crown, and Mr Chapleau which, I think, rendered me warranted in
ho is up there now. I should like to know what stating that ho committed a grave indiscretion, was that he,the people of the North-West Territories have being a clerk in the Public Works3 Department, alloweddone that they should have inflicted upon them, a man who these contractors to approac b bim, and Le renderedwas not considered fit to serve the publie in Ottawa. I want to himself liable t, the charge, and the supposition that hoknow what ail this means. Is there any truth in therumours was open from pecuniary and mercenary motives to givethat we heard in the corridors and in the streets of information which ho ought not to have given. In anyOttawa, last Session, that this man Chapleau knew so much other Department J do not approve of it, still wethat it was not safe for him to be at large ? Is it truc that know it has been done, and perhaps is going onin order that the Department of Railways and Canals might now, for all we know, and cannot be checkced, thatbe carefully and properly managed, it was necessary that any clerk would write to a newspaper or to a New York
Mr. Chapleau should be appointed to a high and important contractor that such and such events are going on here.office ? What does it all mean, I ask again ? Do the And Mr. Chapleau, being in the Department of Public
Government rely upon their numerical strength in Works, ought to have kept himself aloof from the very
this Hlouse-do they rely upon their supposed popularity suspicion of giving to anybody information, even informa-
in the country, to set at defiance with impunity tion which was open to the public, as ho himself says this
every rule and every principle of honesty and honour't was open to the public. I shall not trouble the House with

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order. reading Mr. Chapleau's long explanation. It is in the

Mr. CAMERON. I know this does not suit hon. gentle- evidence and hon, gentlemen can read it. I would invite
men opposite. I know that if there is a vote on this ques- the members of this liuse te look at bis long statement. Iene ftbm wîl vte t sutaintheGoven- hink it shows thi,, that hoe was guilty of a grave indiscre-tion, every one of the will vote to sustain the Govern-approach hm t al. t is
ment in what they have donc. But that does not lessen clear from the whole volume etevidence that be did net
the heinousness of ,he offence in the slightest degree. I betray ene single confidence of the Department. li- did
say that no Government is justified in placing in a high not convey any matter or thing that could ho of
office in the North-West, a man who has been guilty of the the most remote assistance te any one of the con-
conduct proven against Chapleau; and I shall be very much tractors that wcre ut ail interested in those contracts.
surprised, not at the vote in this louse, but if the senti- The charge ag.tinst him is that aithough ho did not
ment expressed outside of the House does not convey aîmentexpessd etsid oftheBlose des ot onvy agive them. assistance, these mon theught that they might
solemn warning to the Government that this sort of thing be getting bis assistance, migbt geL behind the scene and
is not to be repeated, and if the appointment of Chapleau as i
high sheriff in the North-West Territories is not universally net pen. s iv as a g ve indiscre t My hon
condemned. nthpei tl twsagaeidsrtoi ybncendened.friend wbo was at the bond of thut Department censured

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There can be no objection to him in conversation very severely. le spoke to him la
granting this motion and bringing down the papers. The bon. such a manner that Mr. Chapleau thougbt it well te resigu.
gentleman was good enough to tell me that ho was going to Re did resign, or most prebably wonld have been removed
make some observations upon the appointment of Mr. Cha- from the situation ho held. Re is a man of great ability,
pleau, or rather on the occasion of making this motion. When a valuable public servant, a man of tamily, and it was ruin
ho commenced bis speech, I thought the hon. gentleman was te him witb bis ability, with bis position, the important
about to use the motion as a means of bringing up the sub- position of Secretary of Public Works. He had every
ject of the contracts on the Canadian Pacific iRailway. I chance-a yeung, able, active, energetic man-of rising as
find, however, that that is not the case; the hon. gentleman high in the Civil Service a the civil Service can allew.
says that is to be reserved for a future occasion. We shaîl Though ho resigned f bis own motion, tbough there was
be very glad, I have no doubt, to hear the hon. gentleman on -ne communication that hi md8t resiga ho knew perfectly
that as on all other subjects. lie is so kindly and pleasant well that tbe matter was before the Government and ho
lu his manner that even those who do not agree with him sont in bis resignatien, te use bis own words, in order te
always listen te his speeches with pleasure and instruction. avoid the necessity e a y furtyer in vestigation, adY
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further embarrassment with respect to bis appoint-
ment. He was thrown upon the world. He was under
the censure of the world. There he was with bis family
thrown on the world, and i think bis punishment was as
great as ho deserved. For two or three long years ho was
thrown upon his own resources. He had committed a grave
indiscretion and bis punishment was very severe, and after
that warning the Government did not think that man was
beyond the pale. -He had committed grave indiscretions,
but ho had committed no crime ; and the Government thought
the punishment quite sufficient for the offonce and they sent
him to the office-the hon. gentleman says to the high and
important oifice-of High Sheriff of Assiniboia. He was
sent up there to the office created by the bon. gentie.
man. But there was the small salary ot $1,OO-$1,000, up
there; $ ,0t0, to live at Battleford-the salary was not
nearly equal to that ho had at the time ho resigned.
Not only is the salary inferior but ho bas no hope of any
further salary trom holding that office. It is a sinecure
which was created by hon. gentlemen opposite.

Mr. MACKENZ'[. Why did you not abolish it ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Because we are Conser-

vatives and we desire if possible to have no great innova-
tions in matters introdueed by such a Reformer as the bon.
member for East York. Mr. Chapleau succeeded Mr. Richard,
a gentleman who sat in this Hlouse, a most respectable re-
presentative of the people, and ho recieved bis reward. He
went up there to the iNorth-West. He lived a little while at
Battleford-the seat of Government of the North-West. He
did not like the place and as there was nothing to do ho saw
no necessity of remaining there. He removed down to
Winnipeg and when we came in we found that ho was
living there. After making a few enquiries we found
that during the three years ho had been in office, ho
had never been there. He found there was nothing to
do except to draw his salary, and ho came dowa to Win-
nipeg and made bis fortune by speculating in town lots.
So that the office is not so important as yet, it is not more
important than the salary-a salary on which a person
could drag out a miserable existence in the North-West.
Though by-and-bye, I dare say, there will be some
duties attached to the place. At this moment ho lives at
Regina where ho may have some processes to serve, for
contraots are being made there, and ho will not have occa-
sion to give information as to them. He will have to serve
writs and attend to the different functions of a sheriff as the
country advances. But, Sir, we considered that this officer,
by the ruin of bis hopes, by bis practical dismissal from
office, bis resignation to avoid disnissal, by bis remain-
ing for two long years without anything to live on, had
been sufficiently punished, that it was a sufficient warning to
him, it was a sufficient warning to the whole public service,
to the Civil Service; and yet it was not acting, I think, with
undue lenity to give him one more chance of supporting his
family. And I repeat that it was with very great regret
that the Government ascertained that ho had committed
these fiults which have been mentioned by the bon. gentle-
man, that ho had acted as ho had done, because those who
knew bis abilities looked forward to his being of the very
greatest service to the public, from bis energy, bis ability,
his wonderful skill and talent. The advantalle of ail that,
he lost, and the Government are quite willing to take the
responsibility of saying that, while that man was punished,
while he was dismissed from a responsible office, and eut off
from all chance of rising in the future, yet ho was not to
be made an outcast for the remainder of his life, and had
received a sufficient punish ment in the loss of bis hopes,
the loss of his salary, the loss of bis office, the loss of bis
position. We did not think that we were committing any
great sin, that we were committing any sin, in saying, " Go
and sin no more; go up there: try and earn your position

Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.

back again." He bas got that position, and Ihave no
doubt, whenever that office becomes, with the growth of
the country, an important office, ho will be found equal to
the performance of the duty, and I do not envy those who
sneer at the conduct of the Governmont in taking that
charitable course towards this man. At ail events, we are
able and willing and capable of receiving that censure. The
hon. gentlemen sneered when I said, "Go and sin no
more." I would not give them that advice, bocause I do
not think they would take it. They have no confidence in
me, and they would have no confidence in the advice, how-
ever good it might be. We considered the man had been
sufficiently punished, that the country had not lost any-
thing by the impropriety of which ho had been guilty.
Therefore, after a very severe punishment, we have given
him one chance more, and I believe it will be found here-
after that ho bas taken advantage of the warning, and will
prove an able officer, ready and willing to perform bis
duty, and that he will never again appear liable to the
censure of this House, of the hon. gentleman, or of the
country. There cai be no objection to the motion.

Motion agreed to.
It being six o'clock, the Spaaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

READJUSTMENT OR INCREASE
TO PROVINCES.

OF SUBSIDIES

Mr. OUIMET (Translation), in moving for an address
to His Excellency the Governor General, for copies of all
correspondence between the several Provincial Govern-
monts and the Dominion Government, respecting the read-
justment or increase of the money subsidies, paid by the
latter to the former, in pursuance of the Confedcration
Agreement, or of any other arrangements since made; also,
copies of all petitions fiom the several Provincial Legis-
latures to the Govern ment, or to the Parliament of Canada,
and of any memorials received by the latter from the sev-
oral Provincial Governments, asking for aid or assistance in
money, or otherwise; also, a statement showing ail that
bas been granted, in money or otherwise, by the Govern-
ment of Canada to the several Provinces since 1867, said :
Mr. Speaker, before delivering this motion into your hands,
I beg to crave the indulgence of this louse, while I submit
to their consideration certain remarks respecting the finan-
cial arrangements entered into at the time of the inaigur-
ation of Confederation, between the Provinces and the
Govern ment of the Dominion of Canada. When the Pro-
vinces agreed to the Federal compact, when they consented
to associate, so to speak, they agreed to vest certain powers
in the Fedoral Governlment, but to retain all the other
powers, which they, the said Provinces, had previously
enjoyed. In order to carry out this agreement, it was
necessary to provide for the division of the revenue thon
accruing to each one of these Provinces. The main
sources of this revenue were the Customs and
Excise; but, as these sources formed the most
important part of the revenue of the various Pro-
vinces, and as what remained was inadequate to meet
the requirements of legislation, and other expenses of the
Government, it was agreed that a proportion of those
revenues which were to be collected by the Foderal power,
should be remitted to the different Provinces, to be used
towards defraying thoir expenses. I have not with me the
statement of the total amount of receipts for the year 1867,
but after the first fiscal year, in 1868, the revenue of the
Dominion, in Customs and Excise duties, amounted to
$11,580,968.25, which sum, apportioned to a population
numbering 3,090,561 souls in 1861, made $3.75 paid per
capita by the Provinces to the Federal Government. It
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was agreed that the Provinces would receive ont of the
revenues a sum of 80 cents per head, which made an average
of 21J per cent. paid back to the Provinces by the Govern-
ment of the Dominion. This proportion was established
for two reasons, the first of which was based upon the fact
that it it was feared that, after the establishment of Con-
federation, the expenditure of both the central Government
and that of the different Local Governments put together
would greatly execeed the revenue then raised by each of
the Provinces. Oi the other band, it was feared that the
increase in the expenditure would involve an increase of
taxation. Actuated by these two motives, which we find
reported in the debates on Confederation, and especially in
the speeches delivered later on at Quebec and at Sherbrooke,
by Sir Alexander Galt, who was then Minister of Finance,
the Government decided that the proportion granted to the
Provinces ont of the revenue of each of them would be 21J
per cent., that is to say, 80 cents jer bead. I think I am
justified in saying that the Provinces expected this pro-
portion to remain always the same. In fact, Sir Alexander
T. Galt, speaking at Sherbrooke, in answer to those who
complained that the new system would necessitate an in-
crease in the tariff, and that the Provinces would then
be called upon to furnish to the central Government a
greater proportion of revenue, pledged his word that such
a thing would never happen. Well, I now wish to point
out that this proportion bas since been changed ; that the
revenue arising from Customs and Excise bas greatly in-
creased ; that the lai iff bas been increased and that the pro-
portion paid by the people of the Provinces bas also
increased. If we take the amounts stated in the Public
Accounts, we find that in 1883 there bas been collected in
Customs and Excise duties, a total amount of $29,269,q98, so
that each person in the Dominion of Canada, according to
the figure of the population, fs stated in the census of 1881,
that is to say, 4,324,810, contributes to these two sources o
Federal revenue the sum of $6.80. As will be seen, Mr.
Speaker, these sources of revenue to the Federal Govern-
ment have increased in a proportion which is surprising.
Now if we try to explain the increase of that revenue we
find that it is due mainly to two causes: first, the rise in
the Tariff and secondly, the increase of the population and
of the amount consnimed by the population. I submit that
in both cases the terms or rather the conditions of the agree-
ment entered into by the Provinces and the Federal Govern-
ment in 1867 or 1865, are changed. Against their expecta.
tions, the Provinces are now paying a great deal more than
they expected to pay and receive a great deal less than they
expected to receive ; thus, instead of receiving, as I said at
the beginning of my remarks, a percentage of 21J per
cent. on the revenue of the Confederation, in 188 the
Provinces only ieceived 10 per cent., or a little less than 10
per cent. of this revenue. Well, Mr. Speaker, when we
find that to be the case, it seems to me that the Provinces
have a right to ask themselves if, in view of this change of
circumstances, they have not the right to alter the terms of
the agreement entered ino between them and the Federal
Government, especially when these Provinces find that the
population of the country as well as the increase of the
Federal revcnue, must be attributed to the expenditure
made by them to develop their resources and to increase
their population and their trade within the limits of their
respective teiritories. I will say even more, when we
know that in proportion as the Provinces make sacrifices
to increase their own resources and revenue, that
same revenue is diminished more and more, as it does not
increase in the same proportion as their expenditure. For
instance, this rate of 80 cents per head, according to the
language used by the Minister of Finance, ought to be used
especially towards defraying the cost of the administration
of justice, the maintenance of hospitals and the subsi-
dies granted to charitable institutions. Well, Mr.
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Speaker, it is useless for me to tell this flouse that, as the
population inereases the expenditure must increase in pro.
portion. In 1867, for instance, when the Province of Que.
bec had only a population of 900,000 and some hundred
souls, the cost of the administration of justice in that Pro.
vince was $322,236.24, and the maintenance of asylums
only cost $97,946. It will be easily understood that in 1881
-which is the mostrecent date covered by whatever accur-
ate data are in my possession-when our population had
increased to 1,350,000 of inhabitants, that expenditure
naturally increased also. It is found that in 1881, the cost
of the administration of justice was $437,000, and that for
asylums the expenditure had increased from $97,946 to
$213,828, so that during that period there had been on
these two branches of the administration an increase of
$231,135. Now, if I may be allowed to say a few words
with regard to what the Government of the Province of
Quebec bas done towards the increase of population within
the limits of their territory, the development of colonization
and agriculture, the increase of trade generally,
and the building of its varions railways, I will say that
the Province of Quebec las, perhaps, contributed in a
greater measure than any of the other Provinces towards
the increase of the Federal revenue, and during that time,
what we received out of that revenue, which wo enlarged
through our sacrifices, practically decrcased constantly,
inasmuch as this resource remained always unchanged,
while our expenditure con-tantly increased. I shall speci-
ally mention the expenses which the Province was obliged
to incur for the special object of colonization. Oir Pro-
vince is not altogether in the same position as the other
Provinces. Immigration, for which, however, we are payi
ing our good share, yet without begradging it in any way,
the position of our Province is such that we reap but littie
benefit from the immigration coming from foreign courntries
into the Dominion of Canada, and in fact our Province bas
hardly been increased by immigration since 1868. So that
we Quebecers are left to ou-selves, and thus our Province is
obliged to incur heavy expensos to open out new farms and
improve those already cultivated. Now, thon, those expen-
ses necessitated by immigration and which have a direct
and beneficial influence on the increase of the revenue of
the Federal Government, do not hardly yield any profits,
or rather any compensation, to our Province on the paît of
the Dominion Government. Well, the consequence which,
to my mind, evidently flows from the facts I have just mon-
tioned is this, that we have a right to compensation in pro-
portion to what we furnish to the Confederation as a whole.
And I speak from a general point of view; I
make no exception in favour of the Province of
Quebec. I do not ask for that Province anything that
could not be fairly granted to hAr or to any of the other
Provinces. I may say here, with a feeling of pride, that
although our Government may be at the present time in a
rather difficult position, the Province of Quebee is not
obliged to come begging at the door of the Federal Gov-
ernment. We simply come here to ask what we consider
to be our rights, and we are ready to uphold in any circum-
stances whatsoever, what we consider to be the rights of
other Provinces. Cons idering that there bas been a change
in the circumstances under which the Government of the
Dominion were to pay the subsidy to the various Provinces,
I say that the subsidy ought to be changed also. I main-
tain that this subsidy ought to be increased so as to enable
the different Provinces to command the resources required
to maintain their independent existence, to develop
their resources, increase their wealth, and by so doing in-
crease the wealth of the Dominion. The practical sugges-
tion I intend to submit, is not to ask the Governmeit to
give us the same proportion of 21k per cent. of the revenue
of the Government of the Dominion, but I should ask that
the small proportion of of 14î per cent. of this revenue be
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assigned to the different Provinces. This proportion is
equal to $81 per head of the population, as given in the last
census. This amount should b paid per capita, and
should be made liable to change every ton years,
according to the changes in the population, as it increases
or diminishes. I believe, Mr. Speaker, that it is useless for
me to draw the special attention of the Government on this
matter. I shall utter no complaint. I will only say t hat the
old Provinces of the Confedration have an undoubted right
to claim such an increase, the more so since to-day, more
than ever, we make enormous sacrifices to develop the new
territories which form part of the Dominion. It is useless
for me to say that I do not begrudge what is paid for others.
We pay it because we think that it is in the interest of the
Dominion of Canada, and we do not complain, but " charity
begins at home," says the old French proverb, and I thirnk
the Government ought to consider it to be an act of justice
towards the old Provinces, who are making such heavy sac-
rifices in the interest of the new ones, to give them a small
share of the iicrease of taxation with which they are now
burdened, so that they may use it to promote the develop-
ment of their own resourcos. And, Mr. Speaker,
while giving my views here, or rather while
pleading for the old Province-, I think I may speak
from a general standpoint. Is it not desirable
that these Provinces should have the means to increase
their population, and to increase their wealth, so as to be
able in the future to control, and offer a resistance
sufficiently strong against those influences which we are
creating in the new Provinces of the North.West, by pouring
in our millions and pouring in ail the immigration which
we bring from abroad ? I presume, Mr. Speaker, that these
new Provinces will have enough of courtesy and of common
ense to gratefully bear in mind who were the people who
made those pecuniary sacrifices on which will be based
their future prosperity and welfare; but, in politics, as in
many other transactions in life, it is not prudent to depend
too much on the gratitude of people to whom we have
extended a helping hand, and we may have occasion to
regret, by and by, that after having diminisbed our resources
in the old Provinces,we shall have expended too much of our
surpluses and of our rmoney for the advancement and
improvement of the new Provinces. From these various
points of view, I think the House will receive with favour
the idea I now express respecting the readjustment, on a
fuir basis, of the Federal subsidy to the different Provinces.
It is not, as some of the newspapers have put it, a raid we
are making on the Federal Treasury. We simply come
to ask what belongs to the old Provinces, what
they have a right to claim ; not what belongs to other
Provinces but what belongs to the new ones, because it is
they who are paying the enormous amount which go to
make up the Federal revenue. Another consideration is
that the various Provinces now have to drain ail the
sources of revenue at their disposal. One of these sources-
I am speaking especially of the Province of Ontario and of
the Province of Quebec-consists of what is drawn from the
price of timber limits to meet their necessary expenses.
They are obliged to overdrain them a good deal more than
would te consistent with prudence, and I think I may
safely say that the same thing is done in the Province of
Ontario as well as in the Province of Quebec. .Well, would
it not be desirable to put at the disposal of the Provinces a
little more resources so that they may save the important
source of national wealth contained in our forest lands?
From a general point of view, speaking for the Dominion,
I think that it would be very important that the Federal
Government should take it upon themselves to give to the
Provinces the means of avoiding and imprudently pushing
to the extreme limits the sale and cutting down of timber in
our forest lands. If we continue to drain this source of
revenue as we are doing to-day, in ton years hence the ex-
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portation of lumber will be a thing of the past; in ten years
from now our forests shall have ceased to exist. and this
source of national wealth of which we now boast so much shall
bave disappeared from our country. Taerefore, 1 think,
that having in view the best interests of trade and the
prosperity of the Dominion, it is important to give the
old provinces their due, viz., the fair proportion accruing
to them from the revenue they have helped to create.

Mr. LANDRY (Translation). Mr. Speaker, I take great
pleasure in seconding the motion just made by the hon.
member for Lavai (Mr. Ouimet), because, if the views ex-
pressed by him are adopted by the Government, and if they
are followed by the practical measure they suggest, they
indicate a sure way of reestablishing the equilibrium sought
to be created in the early days of Confederation, and which
is now disturbed by the addition of certain new Provinces
and by the very material changes in the Tariff. In 1867,
when the four Provinces joined together to lay the basis of
Confederation, it was agreed that the Federal Government
would take upon themselves a certain fixed amount of their
indebtedness. If we refer to the Federal compact we find
that this sum amounts, for the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec, to $62,500,000; for Nova Scotia, to $8,000,000, for
New Brunswick, $7,000,000. But as these two last mon-
tioned Provinces were not really indebted for these amounts
there was 'nserted in the Act the following proviso:-

" In case the public debts of Nova Scetia and New Brunswick do not,
at the Union, amount to $8,000,000 and $7,000,000 respectively, they
shall respectively receive, by half-yearly payments in advance from the
Government of Canada, interest at 5 per centum per annum on the
differences between the actual amounts of their respective debts and
such stipulated amounts."

By this provision of the law, Mr. Speaker, all the Provinces
of Confederation have been put on an equal footing. By
dividing each provincial debt, thus assumed by the Confede-
ration, by the number of the inhabitants, we find an
average of so much per head, which is about the same for
each Province in the Dominion. But this equilibrium was
soon disturbed, and as far back as the following year we
see by 32-33 Victoria, chapter 2, that Nova Scotia has
filed a claim here, and by this legislation, instead of being
put at $8,000,000, as had been stipulated hy the Union at
Confederation, the debt of Nova Scotia was fixed at
$9,186,756. Apart from this increase in the amount of its
debt, Nova Scotia was to receive, during a period of ten
years, beginning on the 1st July, 1867, a subsidy of $82,698
per annum over and above all other sums payable to that
Province under the Act of British North America ; and it
was enacted as follows

"And such allowance shall hereafter be paid by half yearly payments
in advance from the first day of July, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-nine, the arreara thereof, up to the day lastmentioned, being
capitalized either in whole or in part, as the Governor in Council may
determine, and the interest on the part capitalized being payable until
the end of the said ten years, when the principal shall be paid."

Later on, in 1870, Manitoba entered into the Confedoration.
The Act which was passed on this occasion, 33 Vie., chap.
3, lays down the following conditions for that new Pro-

"Inasmuch as the Province is not in debt, the said Province shall be
entitled to be paid and receive from the Government of Canada, by
half-yèarly payments in advance, interest at the rate of 5 per centam
per annum on the sun of $472,090."

That was the amount required to put Manitoba on an equal
footing as regarded the debt whose burden was felt by the
other Provinces, and for which the Confederation had be-
come responsible. There was also given a sum of $30,000,
payable yearly, by Canada to the Province for the mainten-
ance of its Government and Legislature. lere is what is
said in clause 25 of the same Act:

" The sum of thirty thousand dollars shall be paid yearly by Canada
te the Province for the support of its Government and Legislature, and
an annual grant, in aid of the said Province, shall be made, equal to
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eighty cents per head of the populatîon, estimated at seventeen tho-
sand souls: And auch grant of eighty cents per head shall be augu-
mented in proportion to the increase of population, as mîy be shown
by the census that shall be taken thereof, in the year one thousand
eight hundred sud eighty-one and by each such subsequent decennial
census, until its population amounts to four hundred thousand souls,
at which amount such grant shtll remain thereafter, and such su m shall
be in full settlement of all future demands on Canada, and shall be paid,
half-yearly, in advance, to the sail Province."

This last part of the clause I have just quoted, and which
relates to the sum of $30,000, is similar to what we
find in all the legislation made, as one Province after
another joined the Confederation. As to the annual subsily
destined to the maintenance of the Local Legislatures, it
already existed as far as the other Provinces were con-
cerned. In the Act of British North America we find that
Ontario received for its legislation expanditure $80,000;
Quebec, $70,000; Nova Scotia, $60,000; New Brunswick,
$50,000. Later, on in 1871, British Columbia joined us, and
among other conditions of its admittance, we find the
following:-

"1. Canada shall be liable for the debts and liabilities of British Co-
lumbia existing at the time of the Union.

" 2. British Columbia not having incurred debt3 ecual to those of the
other Provinces now constituting the Dominion, shall be eititled to
receive, by half-yearly payments in advance, from the General Govern-
ment, interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum on the difference
between the actual amount of its indebtedness at the date of the Union
and the indebtedness per head of the population of Nova Scotia and
N w Brunswick ($37.77) the population of .British Colambia being
takun at £0,00O.

" The following sums shall be paid bY Canala to British Columbia
for the support of its Government and Legislature, to wit, an annual
subsidy of $35,000, aud an annual grant equal to 8C cents pur hesd of
lhe said population (60,000) bouth half-yeary in advan ce, such grant of
80 cents per head to be augmented in proportion to the increase of
population as may be shown by each subsequent decennial census,
until the population amounts to 400,000, at which rate such grant shall
thereafter remain, it being understood that the first census be taken in
the year 1881."

Ainong the other conditions imposcd by British Columbia,
when it entered into Confederation, let me mention the
building of a railway to conneet that Province with the
the other Provinces of the Dominion, a half-yearly postal
service, between Victoria and Olympia, a naval station at
Esquimalt, an additionalyearly subsidy of $100,000, in con-
sideration of twenty miles of land given to the (overnment
on each side of the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The Government agreed t- build a graving-dock at Esqui-
malt-at least they gave theoir socurity at 5 per cent. 011 a
sum of £100,000 sterling for the purpose. Later on, by 36
Victoria, chapter 30, ail of these original conditions were
modified. There was a surplus to be divided between the
Provinces of Quebec and Ontario amounting to over
$10,000,000. Tthe Provinces could not came toan agree-
ment, and in 1873 the Government, by an Act sanctioned on
the 23rd of May, assumed this debt of $10,506,088.84. The
assumption Of this debt by the Government rendered it
nccessary fonthen to give a compensation to the other
Provinces which formed part of the Confcderation, and bore
is the clause which provides for this compensation:

In the accounts between the sevra g Provinces of Canada and the Do-minion, the amonuts payable to and chargeable against the said Pro.
vinces respectively, in so far as they depeud on the amount of debt with
which each Province intered the Union, shal be calcalated and allowed
as if the sui fixed by the one bundred asd twelfth section of the

Brs1*181 Norih Amîerica Act, 18700," w-are increased fromn sîxîy-two
million five hundred thousand dollare to the suma ot seventy-three mil-
lion six thouzand and eighty-eight dollars and eighty-four cents, and asif th amnoounts flxed as aforeaid, as respects the Provinces of NovaScoia and New Brunswick, the Il The British North Am-rica Act) 1867,"-
and as respecté the Provinces of British Columbia and Manitoba, by theterms and conditions on which they were admitted into the Do:nin>n,
Ware increased in the same proportion."
Prince Edward Island had not Vet entered inte the Con-
federation ; but it was not long before it came to ue, and on
the 28th of June, 1873, I believe, an Order in Council was
Passed decreeing its entry into the Dominion, and under its
provisions Prince Edwards Island was entitled to a debt
equal to $50 per head, that is to say $4,701,050. The Gov-
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ernment agreed to pay to that Province the interest on that
amount, besides aun annual subsidy of $45,000, of which sum,
however, the Governmont was to deduct the interest at 5
per cent. on a sum not exceeding $300, 00, which the Gov-
ernmont was to pay for lands, as Prince Edward Island
had no publie domains. Bat as long as the amount was not
paid, the Government wus to pay the whole of the yearly
subsidy of $45,000. Thie was a second subsidy of $30,000
for the maintenance of the Legislature; thon there was the
annual grant of 80 cents per head, the population of the
Island being estimated at 32,020. This grant of 80
cents per head was to folbw the increase of the popula-
tion as long as the poulation did not exceed 400,000
souls. We must not forget the interest on $4,701,050, the
amount accepted as being the debt of the Island. There
were also other conditions to which the Government accoded.
At the present time, Mr. Speaker, if we refer to the last
Public Accounts, we find that the Province of Ontarin
bas received $1,196,872.80 as a. Federal subsidy.
If we divide that sum by the number of the inhabi-
tants we find that Ontario receives 62 cents per
head. This amountof $1,196,872.80 comprises not only Lte
grant of 80 cents per head of the population of 1861,
but also the sum of $80,030 for the Local L'3gislature. The
Province of Qaebec has received $952,252.80 for her share
of the Fedoral subsidy, that is to say $839,252.80 for the
grant and the balance $70,000 for the maintenance of its
Legislature. By dividing this amount by the actual number
of the population we find that the Province of Quebec
receives 70 cents per baad. Nova S-otia has received
lately, according to tho accounts for the fiscal year ending
the d0th of June, 1883, the sum of $393,753.01. If we
divide the amrount by the number of its population we find
that it is now receiving 89 cents per bead. New
Brunswick has received $45G,971,23. Divide this amount by
the number of its population and you will see that it has
received a proportion of $1.42 per head. Prince Edward
Island, the sum of $161,674 07, which makes a proportion of
$1.51 per head if you divide this amount by the number of
the population of the Island. British Columbia has received a
sum of $207,995.66, divide that sum by the figure of its popu-
lation, and you will fini that it receives annually a suam of
$4.22 por hoad. Manitoba is now receiving $3.47 per head,
that is to say the total amount of $327,153.01. Such, Mr.
Speaker, is the actual proportion of the sums re-
ceived by each Province forming part of the Con-
federation. At first sight, the discrepancies seem some-
what largo; thus you have Ontario receng 62
cents per hcad of its population; Quebec, 70; Nova
Scotia, 89; New Brunswick, $1.42; Prince Edward
Island, $ L.51; British Columbia, $1.22, and Manitoba,
$3.47. I know that l several of these Provinces, as New
Brunswick for instanc, a certain amount bas been allowed
bv virtue of the 36 Viet., ch. 41, because, by the Treaty of
Washington, the duty on the exportation of lumber has
been abolished, and to indemnify New Brunswick for tho
loss it then sustained, there was voted for that Province
out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, over and above the
subsidy to which it vas entitled, an additional subsidy
amounting to $150,000 per annum. At the present moment
we have yet to !earn what different other moneys have
been expended for each of tho Provinces. I have a motion
on this subject, and I think in a few moments I shall give
new figures. But taking the question from a general stand-
point, as the hon. member for Laval has done, I
think the Government ought to do something for us.
Lot them examine the figures I have just givon and they
will see that the thing is becoming necessary. The position
in which the two oldest Provinces of the Dominion now find
themselves is such, that it scoms to point Out the necessity
of a remedy. While I consider the question from the
standpoint taken by the hon. momber for Laval, I think
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that the intention of the fathers of Confederation, when they The fact is that the more this Dominion grows the more it
established the amount of 80 cents per head, was to remit developes in extent, the more do the expenses of the Local
to the Provinces the 211- per cent. on the revenue which Governments increase. On the one side their revenues
Canada could obtain by means of the Castoms and Excise diminish, and on the other sido their expenses increase.
duties. Well, as the hon. member bas said, and said so For instance, we have to support the provincial offices, and
truly, this proportion is completcly destroyed, and instead to provide for their officers; make arrangements for tho
of giving this amount to the different Provinces forming sale of the public lands; establisb, maintain and manage
part of the Confederation, the Federal Government public and reformatory prisons; establish, maintain and
only gives them 10 per cent. What the hon. member for manage hospitals, asylums and charitable institutions i n and
Laval wishes to do is to striko an average, and I hope and for the Province, other than marine hospitals; establish
trust that the Government will comply with the demand municipal institutions, &c. The Local Government is also
of the hon. member, a demand which, I hope, will be upheld charged with the administration of justice, including the
by every member of this IIouEo In view of this act of maintenance and organization of provincial courts, both of
justice, whose beneficial effects would be felt, not only by civil and of criminal jurisdiction, inclading procedure in civil
the Province of Quebec but also by ail the other Provinces matters in those courts, and ail the other matters of a merely
of the Confederation. I sec>nd the motioi made by the local nature in the Province. I need not remind you, Sir,
hon. member for Lavai, thatpari passu with the increase of population is the

increase of expense of the civil and criminal administration
Mr. AMYOT. I do not rise for the pleasura of speaking of justice. I need not remind you that with the extension of

in English, but I think it only fair and just to those hon. commerce there is an increase in litigation, and in the conse-
gentlemen who do not undestand the French language, that quent expense of the civil administration of justice. In the
1 should explain to them in a few words the position of first years of Confederation our expenses were not so largo
affairs as they have been set forth by the mover and secon- but that they were covered by the ordinary revenue; and
der of this motion. When the Province of Quebec entered the Province of Quebec even had a surplus for a few
our great Confederation-and I may say that I am very years of somewhat over $20),000. Bat in spite of the
happy to sec before me tho fathers of Confederation-it strictest economy and the utmost care, notwithstanding
was understood between the several contracting Provinces the efforts of the best men of b>th parties, our pro-
who joined the scheme that suffiient revenue should be vincial expenses have become too large for the revenue;
allowed the Local Governments to enable them properly and it appears by the Public Accounts that for
to perform the functions which were alloted to them by the several years the provincial Bidget has shown a growing
Confederation Act. The amount of 80 cents per head of the deficit. I mny, perhaps, b3 told that if the Provincial Gov.
thon population was thought sufficient for that purpose. At ernment had not undertaken to build railways this difficulty
that time it represented about 21- per cent. of the total would not have occurred. Weil, Sir, last year wa passed an
revenue, and for the first years of Coniederation that amount Act in this House declaring that all those railways were for
proved sufficient. Lot us first enquire, what are the sources thegeneral good of the Dominion. But, the revenue would still
of revenue for the General and Local Governments respec- have been insufficient, even if we had not built those roads.
tively. To the General Government was given the power It must be admitted, also, that ail those railways conti ibute
of raising money by any mode or system of taxation. To to the wealth and prosperity of the whole Dominion. Every
the Local Governments were given 80 cents per head from piece of iron that was used in their construction, ail the
the Dominion revenues, aun besides, the power of direct articles that were consumed or used by the workmon on
taxation within the Province in -order to the raising of a those roads, contributed to the trade and general prosperity
revenue for provincial purposes; also the revenue arising of the whole country, and assisted the Federal Exchequer.
from Crown Land-. Now, Mr. Speaker, by giving to the That, Sir, is the position to-day that the Province of Quebec
General Government the power to raise imoney by any mode occupies under Confederation. Our revenues are diminishing
or system of taxation, we abandoned the Customs and Excise and will continue to diminish ; our expenses are in.
duties-that ver y easy and amp!e means of raising a reve- creasing and will continue to increase. Ail the successive
nue-while we reserved an income of 80 cents per head Governments in that Province of both political p1arties agreo
and the power of direct taxation for provincial purposes. as to the incrcasing cost of the administration of justice,
But since then the Courts of Justice have frequently Now, what is the position ? Bafore throwing our millions
declared that the Local Governments have no such power, into a new country, undoubtedly for the good of the whole
or at least have practically so decided, and the Dominion, before creating new Provinces and bringing in
Provinces have been to a large extent deprived of that ten, twenty or perhaps thirty millions of people, who will
source of revenue wbich was supposed to be a very fruit fui overwhelm the inhabitants of the old Pros inecs, we should
one for the Local Governments. As to the Crown Lands, pause a moment and look at this great work of Confedera-
it is a well known fact that in Ontario and Quebec the tion, and ask ourselves in the face of the country-is our
revenue from that source is constaritly diminishing. Allow work good and is it sufficient ? If we find it good, ail right;
me to remark bore, Mr. Speaker, that I am not speaking as if we find it not sufficient, we should make it sufficient.
a repreEentative ofihe Government of Quebec, but I come The time bas arrived to do so, when we see large surpluses
here as a member of this Iouse, elected by a county in the and prosperity ; when we sec the hope of good years
Province of Quebec, and I may be supposed to bo botter in the future. When wo see that some Provinces of
acquainted with its affairs than with thoso of the other the Dominion have not under the Confederation Act the
Provinces. Iu Quebee, as I said, the revenue from Crown necessary means of doing their work lin the Confederation,
landsais constantly diminishing, and it will be especially the we should pause and remojiel that Act in such a way as to
case this year. The position of affairs is this: The revenues render it possible for them t do what they have bcen-
of the Local Government are constantly diminishing; the directel to do by the C>nfederation Act. We have said to
payment of 80 cents per bead is still made on the basis of the them: administer justice. Let us give them the means of
census of 1861; the power of direct taxation is declared doing so. We have said to them; take charge of gacis and
illegal; and the revenue from Crown lands is diminishing. asylums. Let us give them money for that purpDse. We have
Now let us look at the expenditure. If you take into consid- said to them, look after the elucation of the people. Let
eration, Mr. Speaker, the nutnerous functions and duties that us give then money to do it. What would this Govern-
have been left to the Local Governments, you will find them ment do if the Provinces had not the necessary means to
to require great and constantly incrcasing expenditure. teach their people ? What would become of Canada if the
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Local Governments had to close their schools ? What would
become of this great Confederation if we had to shut our
asylums and leave the unfortunates without help ? Arc we
in such a position, at this stage of the Confederation, that we
are not able to repair a certain mistake that may have been
committed ? I do not accuse the good faith of the fathers
of Confederation, of the great work which will always be
quoted as the product of genius, but so long as man is man ho
will fail. It was not foreseen that when our expenses would
be expanding our revenues would be diminishing. We
address the fathers of Confederation and ask them to pause
a moment in order to remodel the subsidies given to the
Provinces, on a fair and proper basis, so as to give to every
Province of the Confederation the means of accomplishing
the objects for which they wero created. I do not, Sir,
appear here as representing the Government, only as a repre-
sentative of my country, and I state hero publicly in the face
of the House and the country, the policy which I think should
be adopted by this HQuse. We must save every Province
of the Confederation ; we must save the Confederation i tself.
We have accepted the great scheme on the understanding
that each Province will have sufficient means to carry out
the objects for which it was established. That was the un-
derstanding. The good faith of the whole country was
pledged to the Provinces, and we ask to-day the necessary
means to carry that understand; i i-)to effect.

Motion agrood to.

THE EXCIIANGE BA.NK OF CANADA.

Sir l[CIAIRD CART WRIGIIT moved the followintr
lesolution :-

That it appears from papers laid befire this House, that tbe Minister
of Finance on the 12.h and 16 h days of April, 1833, advance ithe sum
of two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) to the Exchange Bank of
Canada, and thereafter, on the 12th day of 1lay, 1883, advanced a fartber
sum of one hundred thousand dollars to the said Bank, for which latter
amount a letter of guaranty was taken from the Hon. A. W. Ogilvie, a
member of the Senate of Canada, agreeing t> indemnify the Government
lor any loss arising from the said advance.

That it further appears that the Minister of Finance was aware at the
time of making the said advance that the said Bank was embarrassed.

That the said Exchange Bank of Canada had already within two vears
previously, been compelled to suspend specie payments and to reduce
iti original capital by one-haif.

That it does not appear that the Minister cf Finance took proper pre-
cautions or instituted adequate enquiries int > the affairs of the sai Bank
prier to making the said advances.

That the saia Exchange Bank of Canada bas since become insolvent,
and that a large sum of public money has in consequence become im-
perilled and will probably be lost.

That it was net expedient that the Minister of Finance shouli have
advanced the said three hundred thousand dollars.

Thit it was net expedient that any sum of money whatever should
bave been advanced upon personal security, and eEpecially on the
security of a member of the Legislature.

He said : Mr. Speaker, I do not think it will be very easy
to surprise me by any act of omission or commission which
hon. gentlemen opposite may choose to perform; but I am
free to confess that on the present occasion I am very much
astonished indeed at the facts which the papers that have
been laid on this Table disclose. I believe, Sir, that that
feeling of astonishment, when the facts come to be thoroughly
understood, will be shared by every man of business in this
louse, and by every man of business in the couutry. Now,

Sir, I want il to be thoroughly understood as to the fault
which I think the Minister of Finance has committed. Had
this act been done in the ordinary course of business, had the
Minister, aftor enquiry, after taking fair precaution and
satisfying himself that it was consistent with public safety,
made a deposit in this bank in due and ordinary course of
business, and had thereafter a loss ensued, I would not for
one have been disposed to censure him too severely, because,
by reason of an error in judgment, an injury had happened
te the publie. But I contend that the case in the present
instance is wholly and entirely different. What the Minister
has done, as these papers disclose, as the official returnsi

disclose, and as the whole evidence shows, is this: The
Minister of Finance chose, after full knowledge and warning,
to rsk a large sum of public money in the attempt to
maintain a bank w'hich ho w'as thoroughly aware was in a
most dangerous position. From that, two very cvil results
have occurred: A serious loss to the public; and, as I shal
presently show, I fear considerable loss may have ocurred
to innocent parties who, trusting the .knowledge and
experience which the Minister of Finance might
naturally be supposed to possess, have, on the
faith of the Govornnent deposits, imperilled their pro.
perty in this bank subsequent to the date of this advance.
Now, Sir, the facts are substantia1ly recited in the motion in
your hands ; but in order that there may be no mistake, I
desire to call tho attention of the House to a statement
coming from the Departmcnt of the hon. Minister himself,
which I find in these very papers. I find, Sir, that on thU
13th of November last-the Deputy Minister of the Depart-
ment of Finance addressecd the following letter to the
Department of Jusiceo:-

" Orw November 13th, 1883.
Sin,-l have the honour to call your attention to the following

facts:-
" On the 12th April last, the Exchange Bank of Canada, Montreal,

being in ditticulties, Mr. Gieene, one of the Directors, came te Ottawa
to ask for assistance, and it was agreed that the sum of $100,000 should
be advanced the Bank on deosit, and if that proved insufficient another
$100,000 should be advanced it. Accordingly on that same day the sum
ou $100,oo0 was placed in the Bank on Special derosit withdrawable on
thirtv days' notice and bearing interest at 5 per cent., the Bank sending
its deposit receipt No. 323 ona the receipt of the amount. This sum did
not, however, prove sufficient, and accordingly on the 16th April the
president wrote asking for the advance of the other $100,000, which was
paid te the bank on the 17th through the C. & D., Montreal, on the
same terms aï the first advance, and for this deposit the Bank sent its
deposit receipt No. 328. On the 21st of the same month the President
of the Bank wrote to me asking for the advance of another $100,000, t>
which I replied on the 23rd that the Government had fixed the limit at
$200,000, and that I could net exceed my instructions. Afterwards Mr.
A. W. Ogilvie, one of the Directors of the Bank, came te Ottawa, and
on his written guarante, herewith enclosed, the Government on the
1lth May advanced another $100,000 te the Bank on the
same terms as the previous advances. and the Bank sent its depos t
receipt No. 346 in return for the same."

Then he goes on to narrate certain transactions of the bank
not immediately pertinent to the matter, and proceeds:

' I have now received a letter fron the President of the Bank asking
foi the return of the guarantee of Mr. Ogilvie on the ground that the
amount guaranteed by him bas been paid, and I have to request you to
advise me whether under the circumstances above cited the guarantee
has been discharged and sbould be returned, the amount paid by the
Bank being applied by the request of the President thereof to the pay-
ment of t0e first and unsecured advance given to the Bank, deposit
receipt No. 316 representing the amount secured by Mr. Ogilvie being
still beld by us. "I have the bonour te be, Sir,

" Your obedient servant,
(Signed) " J. M. COURTNEY,

"Deputy finister of Finance.
" The Deputy Mluister cf Justice, Ottawa.'

Now, Sir, here we have the facts stated on the authority of
the hon. gentleman's own deputy, confirmed in every detail
by the other letters which have been brobght down, and I
want the 1oiuso to consider what these facts disclose. It
is perfectly clear that before the first initial transaction
took place the Minister of Finance was doubly warned of
the un, ound condition of this bank. The president of that
bank does not, nor do ihe directors who had interviewed
the hon. gentle-nan, at all appear to have concealed thefact
that they were in difficulties. It is apparent that the hon.
gentleman knew right well that thedeposit bewas asked to
make was not a dep-it in the ordinary course of business,
but that, le w as asked to interpose the credit of the Gov-
erinment cf Canada to save the Exchange Bank from closing
its doors. This is perfectly plain and clear-no man with
these papers before him will deny, nor, I think, can ho pre-
tend to deny it. I might say that the confession of the
president contained in these papers was quite sufficient.
But, Sir, there were other means in the hands of the hon.
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gentleman of ascertaining, and ascertaining thoroughly
and correctly, what the true condition of this bank's affairs
were. That, I fear, was thoroughly concealed from all
parties untit that bank closed its doors. But, Sir, there was
most ample proof in the bands of the hon, gentleman, pub-
lished in the Gazette of the 7th of April, a week or
nearly so before these advances were made, in the official
statement open to all the world, and specially brought
under the cognizance of the Minister of Finance, that this
bank was in a most desperate condition, and I use the words
advisedly. This official statement of the Canada Gazette
shows that at the time the Minister of Finance was called
upon to aid it, this bank with a paid up capital of $500,000
owed $2,980,000 liabilities, all told, or as nearly as
possible, $3,000,000, and that it had in specie and
Dominion notes, to pay this $3,000,000, the sum of $78,000.
Now, Sir, I need not tell the House, I need not tell the hon.
gentleman, I need net, I think, tell bis supporters, that a
bank which owes $3,000,000 and runs down its specie and
Dominion notes to $78,000-and anything it had available
was very small, as these returns show-that such a bank
was in an exceedingly perilous position. The hcai. gentle-
man must have known that fact. IIe must have seen that
in the ordinary, natural course of circumstances that
bank, on the very lightest demand made upon it, would
probably have to close its doors. I say the hon. gentleman
was doubly warned. But there was more than this. Had
that bank's previous record been one of a kind te inspire
the confidence of the public, I might have understood
better than I do the course which the hon. gentleman saw
fit te parsue. But this bank, which came with such an
exhibit as I have pointel out; this bank, as the hon. gentle-
man right well knew, within about two years previous, had
suspended specie payments, and reduced its total capital by
one-half. I have here the Statute passed under the special
inspiration and direction of the Minister of Finance, to
whose office it specially belonged te see if this was granted,
that it was a proper demand to grant ; and I find that tbis
Act, chap. 36, of the Statutes of 1881, states:

'' Whereas, the Exchange Bank of Canada, by its petition, bas repre-
sented tbat it bas sustained heavy losses in the course of its business,
whereby the value of the paid up capital stock thereof bas been largely
reducel, and that in order to enable it advantageously to continue its
business and to realize the largest possible return for ils shareholders,
it is necessary that it should be authorized to reduce its capital stock
by reducing tue number of its subscribed shares."

There is the Statute showing that two years ago that bank
was in difficulties and was obliged largely to reduce its
stock. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman under these circum-
stances was in all conscience bound to take very special and
extraordinary precautions, if he were convinced that it was
clearly in the public interests that the public credit should
b pledged te sustain the Exchange Bank. In the few words
of explanation which the hon. gentleman gave on the occa-
sion of moving to bring down these papers, ho made use of
an expression which I was sorry to hear from him. The
hon. gentleman intimated that this was done- because tbat
was the natural construction which ought to be placed on bis
words-under the advice of bis Deputy Minister. Here is
what he said:

" The bank appliedito the Government, and the Government, after con-
sulting the Deputy Minister of Finance, and looking into the matter,
thought it safe, and in the interest of the public, to advance $800,000 to
the bank at 5 per cent. intprest, and on conditions similar to those on
wnich advances were made to the Ontario Bank two years ago, and the
Uonsolidated Bank.el

Now, Sir, that is a remarkable statement. It is remark-
able iu two ways. The hon. Minister, in the first place,
attempts, or appears te attempt-I should be very glad
indeed te hear him correct me and say I am wrong in se
understanding him-attempts to shield himself by in timat-
ing that this was done after consultation with bis deputy. I

Sir RouuD CAaRTWarUT.

Now, Sir, I do not think it is fair or right for a gentleman
in the position of Minister of Finance to attempt to throw a
responsibility of this kind upon any subordinate; but, Sir,
having chosen to do so, I say, as a matter of practice, as a
matter of sound constitutional precedent, he should at least
have taken the precaution of officially instructing his
deputy to report on that bank, and that report should have
been put in writing and laid before us. Now, Sir, I ha7e
a high opinion of the hon. gentleman's deputy. I believe
lie is a very efficient and very excellent officer. But I say
it is not a lair thing to ask a Deputy Minister to report
upon a matter of this kind. It is outside of his proper
province. It is a thing which requires an export. It is
not a thing which could be done by any man, no matter
how competent, in the course of a short trip from this eity
to Montreal or elsewhere. But we do not find one word to
show that there was any report at all. I cannot admit that
there would have been a sufficient excuse for this-which is
the very highest exercise of Ministerial responsibility-
even had the Deputy Minister officially reported that he
thought the bank was safe and that the Government might
risk this deposit-particularly, under the circumstances,
which were patent to the hon. Minister of Finance-which
I conclude must have been before him at the time he made
this special advance; and, Sir, I think the House and the
country will agree with me.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hcar.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Possibly the louse

may not. It is my business to lay the case, with the facts
and arguments, before the House. Hon. gentlemen must
vote as their consciences and their ideas of duty te their
constituencies require them, and I hop- they will.

Mr. RYKERT. So they will.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No doubt. In theso
remarks of the hon. gentleman there is an allusion made to
a matter which I think requires the attention of the House.
Apparently, Sir, this is not the first time that the Minister
of Finance bas interfered to protect banks. He states in
the extract which I have read that this was done in the
same way as it had been donc twice before,-in the cases of
the Ontario Bank and of the Consolidated Bank. Now, Sir,
if that was done-if the bon, gentleman, under similar
circumstances, believing that those banks were in peril,
advanced, out of the ordinary course of business, large sums
of money to them to assist them over a crisis, all I can say
is that I think the bon. gentleman should have told the
House that he found it necessary to do seo; and he should-
for reasons which I shail presently state-have asked
indemnity for having se donc. What the hon. gentleman
has doue in tbis matter, I repeat, is wholly and entirely
apart from the ordinary course of his duty-is an exercise of
a responsibility of the very gi avest kind, and not at all a
thing to ba lightly donc or to be lightly passed over by the
House when it is done. I do not aI all desire to deny that
occasions may possibly arise when, to prevent great publie
disaster, the Minister of Finance and the Government may
find it their duty to interpose, for the protection of a
particular bank or banks; and I will say that if, after
sufficient enquiry, and after sufficient cause shown, the
Minister should do a thin of that kind, and should after-
wards come down to the louse and state the case fairly, I
would be the last to oppose unnecessarily granting to the
Minister or the Goverument, such indemnity as might be
necessary in such a case.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am aware, Sir, that
hon. gentlemen opposite are in the habit of treating the
public funds of which they are the trustees, not as trustees
usually treat funds entrusted to them, but for the advance-
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ment of their own private ends and purposes. We had an
example this afternoon of the sort of way the hon. gentle-
man regards the charge of great sums of money belonging
to the people of Canada. But what I am now discussing is
a totally different question. I am discussing what ought to
bo the course of a Minister in an emergency when it
may be proper to interpose the public credit for the'preven-
tion of public disaster. First of all, I say that is a case of
rare occurrence. I soy that no Minister should inter.
pose the public credit unless on very grave grounds. In so
doing, he undertakes abiut as grave a responsibility as any
Minister ever can assume; and 1 am sorry to say, appar-
ently, from the demeanor of the First Minister, that
neither he nor bis coliengue properly appreciated their
responsibility in this matter. As a rule, it is far botter for
a Minister to let a bank lilke this alone. As a rule, if
banks make mistakes, there is no reason wby the Govern-
ment should interfere to save thom an I their sharoebolders
froin the consequences of their mistakes. Like private in-
dividuals, they must bear the penalty of their misdoings-
and in time past, that was the practice of the Government
of Canada, as no one knows better than the hon. gentle
man who sits opposite me. I say that the Minister of
Finance should intoifere only in cases of very great gravity.
I say, too, that if this vas a case of very great gravity, ho
ought to bave consulted bis c3lleagues, and have obtainel
the sanction of an Order in Council.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. IIear, hear.

Sir RICHARD (A RITWRIGIIT. Did he consult his coh-
leagues ?

Sir LEONARD TILLE Y. I consulled my colleagues.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. Did ho obtain the sanc-
tion of an Order in Council?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No.

money, not to speak of deposits, hold as socurity for con-
tracts, deposited in this bank, whose total capital was only
$500,00. Did the hon. Ministor consider this ? Did he
consider that when he, the Ministor of Finance, the man
who has special opportunities of knowledge, who is sup.
posed to be thoroughly conversant with ail those affairs,
more than any other member of Parliament, came forward
and deposited the large sum of money-a doposit whieh
was at once blazoned abroad-did he reflect that ho was
thereby-innocently perhaps, but still that lie was-
contributing to doceive all the other creditors of that bank ?
Did ho consider that ? I am afraid that did not occur to the
hon. gentleman. I would be most unwiliing to supose
that the bon. gentleman had contemplated the results of his
action. Now, all the time, as this very correspondence
shows, large sums of monoy were being paid into that
bank on deposit, and the result of the hon. Minister's action
was this, in all human probability, that a largo nurmber
of persons put in money after the 12th of April,
who never would have put their money 'm jeopardy but for
the exampleo(,h. hon. the Minister of Finance. Now it
is quite possible that some, well advised, withdrew thoir
money alter that deposit. Such instances have been mon-
tioned to me. As I say, I ami not at all disposod to charge
the hon. Minister with intentionally misleading the public,
but I point out to him and the louse, that the inevitable
effect of his action was to deceivo the public. The public
thought, on seeing this deposit of $300,000 made, that the
hon. Minister had surely satisfied himself that everytling
was correct in the case of the Exchange Bank. They could
not avoid drawing that conclusion. Why, the hon. Minis-
ter's cyes ought to have been opened, I think. by the
language that was used by Mr. Craig himself on this very
subjoct. I notice that on the 21st of April Mr. Craig writes
to the Deputy Minister as follows

"I find that I shal require another sum of $100,000 to place me in an
independent position. I have paid $365,000 on deposits since the first
o tîhe month and have notices of withdrawal of $80,000 more. Most of

Sir RICHARD CAITWRiIG[lIT. 1 do not think ho did - 1 e money withdrawn has gone into the Bank of Mntreal, at icast Iwo-
dû not sec evidenco of it in theso papers; but I think that third3 of it. The drain on ordinary deposits has stopped,"-
in a case involving the credit of the Dominion of Canada, lie Remember this was tho 2lst cf April--
might have obtained the sanction of an Order in Council, "but I muit meet the deposits of whichî I have ruceivt d n )lice, tber-
which is necessary for the appointment of the most petty fore 1 wili have to trespass on your hindnesi once more. The k 'w-
official in the Civil Service. Ilowever, I am glad to hear- ledge that the Government we.e ass;stingme has had a wondeifti cffoct
as from these documents I thought he ad acted upon bis quieting matterî."
own account alone-that he took even iho moderato amount Natui.-ily, ne man can vonder that the that the
of caution which he says he did. But, Sir, my point is this Gevernment cf Canada had chosen the Exchange 13ank b
-I say there was no sort of reason why the credit of deposit $300,000 bad a wonderful efcct on ile îninds cf
Canada should have been pledged iri the case of thc the depoqilors. But what las been the ro.ult? S> far Ii
Exchange Bank. This was not a grent batik, having very it is possible te sce now, the rosult of ihat unbippy
extensive transactions. It was a bank with a total capital action on the part cf tle hon. the Finance Min-
of $500,O00. We have, I suppose, at present some forty or ister on the 121 cf April was Ibis, that lienablcd
fifty banks scattered thoughout this Dominion. Is the hon. the bark te stay open until abont the cnd of October;
gentleman going to establish the precedent that whenevera that ln the interval very lago sums cf money Nveio squaîî-
bankgets into trouble, through mismanagement, as in this dered by thc officiaIs cfthat bsnk, atd thoso people wlo
case, the Minister of Finance is to rush to the rescue, and cbtaincd devosit receipts afier the 12th cf Aptil might mo>t
interpose the credit cf the Dominion in order to save the justly say --o hie bon. the Finance Minister and the &ern-
bank from the consequences of its own misdoings? ment, that they wcîe doceived by their action. More han
We must remember, that on the face of it, at the time this this, tbere is the strengest proof possible, in lookiîg ut tic
advance was asked for, that bank was within an ace of sccui<tios cf that unluuky batk, that bad that batik bcî
closing its dors. No man who knows anything of banking wound up on or about the l2th cf April, many bundrcds ot'
affairs can look over that statement without seeing that the tlousands cf dollars would bave boen savcd t the depositors
bank was in extremis, and if the hon. Minister chose to which have been sinco lest by the shrinkggo in stocks and
interfere in such a case, it was his bounden duty to have securities which they held, apart from tho misconduet cf
taken extraordinary precautions to avoid loss 'resulting tbe officiais That was a mislertune. I àrn bure tho lon.
therefrom to the public. I do not believe that the Minister will agrce with ae in deplering that tlat bould
Minister of Finance fully understood the effect of his action. have occurred, but those are precisoy mi.fertos which
It is a grave thing for a Government to interfere; it is a constantly happen when retten batiks are enablod, by
grave thing for a Govern ment to deposit a very large sum adventitieus assistance cf this kind te keep open thoir doors
of money, and this is a very large sum of money relatively after tley ougît te be SUSDended. Ner doos if mond tho
to the capital of the Exchange Bank, because I see that, matter very mach when we recollect that several cf those
at the tirne thc Minister Lad about $350,OOQ cf publie whe are most intirtately connct d with the affairs cf this
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bank were prominent supporters, two or three of whom I
believe had seats in this or the other Chamber. So far the
case is very bad, but it remained with the hon. the Minister
of Finance, with marvelîcus ingenuity, to contrive to make
the case considerobly worse, and this was the way he
selected to do it. After the $200,000 had been paid into the
bank another demand was made. Now it is quite clear that
by that time there must have dawned on the mind of the
hon. Minister the conviction that he had been rash and
reckless in making this advance to the Exchange Bank. We
have proof of that here in the fact that he refused to advance
another farthing without taking personal security-a letter
of guarantee from Ihe hon. A. W Ogilvie, Senator of this
Dominion. Now, let me pause for one moment to ask the bon.
Minister what he considers his plain duty as a publie man was
when, on or about the 11th of May, Le came to the conclu-
sion, as ho evidently did, that the $200,000 of public funds
he then had put in the bank were imperilled and that the
security of the bar1 was not good enough. IIis duty was
to do bis best to save for the public the $200900. Instead of
that, lie advanced another $100,000, and t&make himself
safe he takes a per soral guarantee from a member of the
other Chamber. I say that was a most improper transaction.
I say that if there be any man in the whole connection who
deserves pity, it is Senator Ogilvie. 1 believe that he is a
very heavy sufferer by this unfortunate bank. I believe he
is a large stock holder and that the double liability is not
likely to be enough to pay off the depositors, and in that way
he will be a very Leavy sufferer. Ie wilI also, if the opinion
of the hon. Minister of Justice prevails, be a still heavier
sufferer on account of this bond, this letter of guarantoe.
Does the bon. Min:ster of Finance think that is a proper
position fora member of the Sonate to occupy towairds the
Government, that lie should be the guaranty cf an advance
of $100,000 from the Government of Canada to a bank ? I
do not know how far Mr. Ogilvie bas imperilled Lis
seat by Lis action. I do not know whether he
is liable for legal proceedings in having become
the guaranty or the surety of the Government. That
is a matter for the legal gentlemen of the IIouse to
settle. But I say there is no use having an independence
of Parliament Act on the Statute Book if such transactions
as this are to be allowed to take place between the Govern-
ment and their supporters. I say that the Minister bas set
a most mischievicui precedent and that it is in the highest
degree in the interest of the Hlouse and the interest of good
Government that that principle should be reversed by the

etion of this iouse and by I he tone of public opinion which,
I have no doub,, whaever will condemn even more severely
than I have denounced it-the placing of a member of
Parliament and a member of the Sonate in the position
of guaranteeing ilbat advance to the Government. I do
not want to insit on the legal difficulties which nay
arise. That is an accident of the transaction; but, whether
Mr. Ogilvie prove responsible or not, 1 say that the whole
relation is utterly improper as between a member of the
Senate and Ibo Government of this country. Now, Sir,
there is another consideration, fnot of so much importance,
perhaps, as the considerations I have alluded to, but yet of
some importance. llere we have about $237,000 of the
public money locked up in the Exchange Bank. When are
we going to get ihat back ? Te bon. genIleman, I fear,
does not know. I do not think the liquidators know. We
have not, that I am aware, any special lien on the assets of
that bank. On the contrary, the circulation, by an Act of
the hon. gentleman, is a first mortgage before all claims.
That, I believe, is the position. Now, Sir, at this present
moment, I believe, the deposit receipts ofthat bank, that is
to say securities of exactly this clas4, are selling at 65 cents
or 60 cents on the dollar on the streets in Montreal. That
may be taken as a fair criterion of what is the general value
of our deposit; and, if that be the case, we have to pay for

Sir RICHAIZD CARTWRIGHT.

our folly in tHs transaction--besides utterly failing to save
the bank, besides hurting these unfortunate depositors as I
have shown -a fine of not far short of $100,000. Do3s the
hon. gentleman tell us that he believes that the bank is
going to pay i n full, or that he thinks that, in that case, their
deposit receipts would be saleable on the street in Montreal
at some 65 cents in the dollar? That, of course, we know,
will await the pleasure of the lawyers who have got the
matter in charge. Years may elapse before the actual
results are ascertained. Some of us can recollect what was
the fate of other Government deposits in other banks that
suspended long ago, and I do not think that I am much out
of the way in saying that the bon. gentleman will be very
fortunate indeed if ho escapes with a loss of only $100,000 on
this transaction. Now, Sir, this is a plain question. This
is a matter that any business man eau understand and
express an opinion upon. I do not think that the
members of the Government-gentlemen who have anything
to do with banks, gentlemen who have anything to do with
large business transactions-I do not think that any of them,
after looking at these papers, after hearing what the posi-
tion of the bank was when this advance was made, will say
that due or proper precaution was taken to prevent a
serious loss arising to the public. I do not think tI it, on the
question of policy, many will be found to riso anJ ,ly that
it was a wise thing for the hon. Minister to step in in such a
case, and to pledge the public credit for the purpose of sus.
taining a small bank like the Exchange Bank under those
circumstances. But, Sir, [ point out that, if the hon. M inister
is to bo allowe I to deal with the public money in this
fashion ; if this is to go unchallenged; if it is to bo under-
stood that a Minister of Finance is at liberty, when a bank
is in trouble-when prominent supporters come to him,when
they plead that they or their friends will beruined if ho does
not assist them-if we are to understand that the hon. Min-
ister of Finance considers it part of his daty to come to
the relief of banks which get into trouble, ho will add a
very grave responsibility to the already grave enough
resj)nsibilities which attacli to his office. I repeat, the
hon. Minister of Finance, in dealing with public moneys, is
simply a trustee of thoseo public moneys. He bas no right
to deal with them as if they were his own, or rather to deal
with them as he would never dream of dealing with Lis
own; for 1 have fur too great an idea of his acutenoss to
imagine that ho would have put any of his own into the
Exchange Bank under the circumstances. He is simply
and solely a trustee of the publie funds. He lias no right
to do with those public funds, to assist this or that friend,
or this or that political supporter, anything which a
trustee could not lawfully and rightfully do in dealing with
trust funds put into his hands. What would the courts say
to a private man who, having trust funds in his hands, had de-
positedtheminthe Exchange Bank with the full knowledge
of the facts which the hon. gentleman possesed, which the
Gazette returns alone disclosed ? It may be creditable to
the hon. gentleman's good nature, it may be creditable to
his kindness of heart. I know well enough that it is a
difficult thing, when friends and supporters come to a man,
when tbey press him and appeal to his generosity, I know it
is hard te refuse; but that is part of the duties of his office.
A Minister of Finance must learn how to refuse to allow
public funds to be endangered, and it is a very great mis-
fortune that the hon. gentleman, on this occasion, was not
sufficiently determined in so doing. Now, Sir, it seems to
me that there is only one atonement possible for the bon.
gentleman. I do not think, in such a case, that he is going to
better himself by throwing the responsibility elsewhere.
That is a responsibility which most properly and necess-
arily belongs to the hon. Minister himself. It is one of the
highest exorcises of his ministerial responsibility. I think
that when, as these papers show, he chose to risk the
publie money in dealing with a bank which ho knew to be
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in unsound condition, the least he could have don(
would have been to come forward, state the case frankly
and honestly, and ask the House for a Bill of Indemnityfoi
the error le had committed; and, if he had done that, Sir, I
do not think that the House, particularly the hon. gentle
man's supporters, would have dealt very hardly with him,
or been difficult to persuade to grant it to him. Now, I
hope-against hope, perhaps, but I hope-that the hon.
gentleman is going to do that. I hope, as I say, he is going
to make what atonement he can; that he is going to promise
amendment; that he is going to submit to reasonable ad.
monition in the matter; that Le will pledge himselfnever to
do itagain. I hope so. In the hope that that may be the
case, I have worded this motion in the miidest possibi
shape that the well-known facts will admit. I advisc
him to take example by the hon. gentleman who sits beside
him, who told us this very afternoon that it was best to
encourage men to sin no more. True, I did not quite
agree with the hon. gentleman in thinking that
we were to carry our ideas, in the way of
encouraging men to sin no more, to the extent of looking
upon it as a qualification for public ofioe that a man who
was selected for an important office in the ost inportant
section of the Dominion-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL ). O:der, order.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIT. IIa I conspirc ) to rob
the country of $260O000.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALI). Ordier, o,der.

Sir RICHARD CARpWRJIGIIE If I an ont of order, [
apologize, and that may b3 onsidered unsaid ; but I
entirely agree with Lm that this is eminently a case in
which he may apply to the colleague beside him the advice
ha was going to apply to a subordinate-the advice to sin
no more.

SirLEONARD TILLEY. Mr. Speaker, I think this House
will have concluded, when they heard the clo.ing remarks
of the ho-n. member, feeling that it was necessarv to
abandon the question tiat ha had brought before the louse
to rater to wiut took place before wo adjournel, that bis
case was not a veiy strong one. Mr. Speaker, it has been
said by the Opposition press and by gentlemen in the
Opposition-we have leard it before Pariamnt met
and since Parliament mnet-that 1ts was to
be a stormy Session and a long S ssion. WelI,
we had one vote of want of confidence vesterday.
We had the foundation laid for another vote of want of con-
fidence this afternoon, and an intimation that a third was to
follow shortly aflter; and now, Sir, we have a motion of want
of confidence in the Government at present, and especially
in the iFinance Minister. I think, Sir, I will be pardoned
by the louse if I take a somewhat different course in replying
to the hon. gentleman from what I would have taken under
other circumstances. I had sent to me to-day a cablegram
from London-nîot from the High Commissioner's repre-
sentative there, not from Sir Alexander Galt-but from
a gentleman eccupying a hig.h financial and important
position, referring to a telegraphic despateh that was sent
by Reuter and publishod in ondon to-day, that I was to be
impeached to-day in Parlianent, and vanting to know
what answer I had to give, wbat explan ation I could make.
And this party says:

"These telegraphie despatches, coming through these sources, and
from the United States, are always unfavourable to Canada. Some steps
sauld be taken to prevent this unfair representation of the alftirs cf
Canada on this side."7

Well, I could not undorstand it; but w-hen I left
the House I was told that a telegraphic message had
been sent here after the papers were laid on the 1
Tabla, and after I had made my remarks here-reflecting j
Upon me personally. The whole lino that has been taken
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by the hon. member is of a somewhat personal character.
le says ha is very glad to hear that I did consult my col-
ceagues; but w-en the hon. member got a little excited,
when ha got angry, ho said just what the press in New
York bas been saying, and what the telegraph in England
Las been saying

Mr.BOWELL. And just what he woul do himself.
Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY-that advances for private ends

and purposes were made. Now, Sir, under these circum-
stances, I feel called upon to narrate what took place with
referenco to this matter, and the reasons that influ-
enced the Governrmont in taking the course they did. I
think on tho 10li or lith of April, Mr. Greene callod at
my bouse. I was il], and was detained in the house oir two
or three days. le uame to me early one mornin!
and stated to me the objct of his mission. lIe stated
that owing to one or two circumstances that had taken
place in Montreal, there was soma distrust on the part of
the depositors and note holders with reference to the con-
dition of the bank; that it was expected there would be a
run made upon the bank that day and probably the next
day, and ho came up Lare to see if soma arrangement
could not be made with the Government by which their
position would be strengthened, and by which the run
would be prevented. le aiso stated that the run might
reach half a dozen other institutions of the same kind in
the city of Montreal and in the Dominion of Canada, by
which the public interests would be imperilled--by which
the trade, commerce and business of the country would bc
imperilled. And I suppose, Sir, judging from the anxiety
of the hon. mamber and others on the opposite side, that they
wou Id like to have seen that state of things, and would like us
to have refuscd any application that would prevent such a
calamity under such circumstances as these. Sir, I said to Mr.
Greene: "I am confined to my be'd; I cannot deal with this
matter today; you must leave it a day or two; I hope to ba
out in a couple of days, and I will thon bring this matter
under the consideration of the Govarnment." HEa then
went on to explain the position the bank was in, its perfect
solvency, and the returns the Ion. member bas referred to.
I said: " WelJ, I cannot, without a)mmunicating with my
colleagues, do anything " ie said: "But to-morrow the
difficalty might have occurred, the crisis might havearisen,
arid a delay of twenty-four hours may be most disastrous."
I said: " Under these circumstances, I will send for the
Deputy Minister of Finance and consult with him about it."
I did send for the Deputy Minister of Finance; and I do
not desire to avoid,--nor did I in the remarks I made-any
responsibility, or shield myself in any way from any respon-
sibility. I repeat bore that my motive in sending for him
was to obtain information as to the security, he having
had more direct communication of these matters than any
body else; and I wished to get his views with reference
to the safety of the step which the Government was asked
to take. 1 sent at once for the Deputy Minister and con.
ferred with him upon the subject. I asked him, is this a
proper policy ? Is it quite safe ? at least, is thera any doubt
about this money being repaid ? In conversation with him
I recalled the circumstance that two years previous the
President of the Bank of Ontario, and the President of the
Consolidated 3ank, came to the Government and stated
their position. It was then in the month of February or
Mai-ch. They spoke of the difficulties they were in, and
said they would be relieved the moment navigation opened.
This was the representation they made to me. They said
that if we could give them assistance for three or four
montha, until navigation opened, they would be able to tide
over their dilliculties. That representation was made
to the Government, and the Government gave the
advance. The Bank of Ontario did go through, and
paid back the advance with interest at 5 per cent.
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The other bank also later on p id back every
dollar and the 5 per cent. they agreed to pay us. Yes,
and talk about our political frieids! These woro gen-
tiemen that had no claim upon us as political friends. Sir
William Howland was the gentleman who came here repre-
senting the Bank of Ontario. We did not look at it from a
political standpoint; we looked atitin the lightof the inter-
e2ts of the country, and we gave that assistance. In mak-
ing my statement in regard to the Exchange Bank, I threw
no responsibility on the Deputy Minister of Finance; I
shirked no responsibility on my own pai t, nor on the part
ofthe Government, inthe matter. But I said, and say still,
that I sent for the gentleman who had the mears of know-
ing far better even than I did, the condition of those banks;
who had been in confidential communication with them two
or three days previously; who possessed the most reliable
curces of information-I consultcd him, and what did he
say ? He said that he thought there was no danger,
whatever, in our making this advance. I thon sail : "I can-
not leave my room. You go with M1r. Greene to the leaJer
of the Government ani communicato to him your views
with reference to this matter, and ho will confer with bis
colleagues and be able to decide as to what it is best to do.
And you may say to the leader of the Government, aind to
my colleagues, that if they think that it is in the interests
of the banks of the country, in the public interest, and in
the interest ofthe commerce and trade of the country, that
Ihis assistance should Le given, they have my support with
ieferenco to it." The Depufy Minister did go to the leader
of' the Government. I have not communicated with him
since, but I have no doubt that he stated to Lim, as he
stated to me, bis perfect confidence in the safety of the
bank ; because he had said to me: " There is $500,000 of capi-
tal ; there is $300,000 of a reserve "-though I see by the
returns it was $100,000 at that time. " Then you have the
double security of the stociholders;" and he considered, and
I considered, that there was no risk. That money was
advanced. It was understood that $200,000 would be the
maximum that would be given. The hon. member says
we ought to know that that bank was in difficulty; that as
a member of the Committee on Banking and Commerce, I
ought to have known it. Wedid know that they came Io that
Committee, and asked that their capital stockz should be
reduced. In order to assure ourselves of the position of the
bank, we appointed a sub-committee of four or five Iead-
ing men. Mr. McLelan, Mr. Weldon, Mr. McCarthy and Mr.
Dlesjardins, Ithink,were on that sub committee, together with
the Chairman of the Committee on Banking and Commerce.
They were instructed by the general committece to send for
persons, papers and documents in connection with that in-
stitution, and ascertain whether the reduced rate at which
the stock was placed was one which was perfectly safe; and
that sub-committee reported---and the hon. gentleman op-
posite was a member of that committee- -and its report was
adopted by that committee on the report of the sub-com
mittee, which bad made a most searching and thorough
investigation. We had reason to suppose, such being the
case, that with $500,000 of capital and 8400,000 of rest, it
would be perfectly safe to make that advance of $30j,0 :0,
which the Government agreed to give at that time ai a
maximum. $100,000 were paid with the understanding
that the bank should not come back if that amount would
carry them through. But sooner than the obiect for wnich
those $100,000 were advanced should fail through,
the Government wouhl extend the amount to
$200,000. A few days afterwards they came
and said the bank was still in a tight plaae,
though the pressure had been checked, and they obtained
another $ 100,000. The effect of that ad vance was, no doubt,
to quiet public anxiety ; at aH events, they met all demands
made on circulation and deposits, and things went on. The
pressure afterwards increased. Thon the bank applied Vo

Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.

the Government, asking for another $ 100,000. Its repre-
sontative came to myseif personallv-Seanator Ogilvie, who
was a'director of the bank-and Mr. Buntin, I think, came
with him. They said thev krew all about the bank, be-
cause they were directors-I am sorry to say they did no(
know ail about it, and I mention this as evidencing that
they thought they knew all about it-and they were prepared
to give their personal socurity for $ 100,000 over and above
the security we had under the position-we would
occupy as having a claim on all assets under
the double Iiability, which amount they said would
carry the bank successfully through. Those gen-
tlemen spoke in the most confident terms re-
specting the bank, and offered, as I have said, to give
their personai security for $100,000. When Mr. Greene
came to me, I said this was a matter for which I cannot
assume responsibility. I said that this was outside theordi-
nary transactions of the Finance Department. Oir money
comes into the different banks in a variety of ways, reach-
ing in the shape of revenue either from Customs, Excise,
Post Office or other sources, the banks doing our business in
difforent parts of the Dominion ; or, as has been the case in
the last year or two, when the Canadian Pacifie Rilway
Company paid in $3,200,000, for which we agreed to give 4
per cent. interest, and it became our duty to see that we
did not lose anything, then we souglit deposits in the banks
and obtained 4 per cent. to cover the interest we were pay-
ing on the money of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany, and in that way a considerable amount of money was
on deposit in the banks. When this advance was made
to the Exchange Bank, it was felt, on the part of the
Governrment, that it would sustain the institution and carry
it through, prevent a crisis and relieve the pressure on
other baniks in the Dominion ; for we all know how sensitive
public opinion is respecting the stoppage of a bank. The
hon, gentleman says a bank may suspend for a time. It
may; but will ha say that a bank may not be placed in a
sound position afterwards ? Another bank which suspended
and had its capital reduced, stands to-day in the position
that its stock is quoted at 100 per cent., though unfortu-
nately that institution was some time ago in difficulty.
Under those circumstances, tlie advance referred 1o was
made, and it was supposed that it would carry the bank
through, und that the Government would be perfectly safe.
I do not entertain the opinion that the Government is not
safe now. It is true the money may be locked up for
some time, though we might desire to use it three
or four months bence. When I left for England
wo had $300,000 deposit in the shape of Canadian Pacifie
land grant bonds which we had to pay out as they were
earned. We had to pay, owing Vo the rapid progress made
with the work, large sumQ, and accordingly we had to
draw on our deposits. I telegraphed to the deputy that :
" The moment you reduce the deposits, not paying interest,
down to a safe sum, call on the banks having money at
interest." The IIouse is aware that we cannot take it all out
with safety, ai we are always open to a call for $500,000 or
$ 1,000,000 of gold. In statements made in New York
and elýewhere, it is asserted that when a difficulty occurs,
when it was found that the Government were being cen-
sured for having moneytherej called on this bank to pay up
whon it was too late, and in order to accommodate my poli-
tical friends, I gave them the opportunity of paying the
amount by $5,000 and $10,000 at a time. This was done
when I was in England, and it was done by the deputy,
who took a lenient view of the case, and accepted $5,000
and $10,000 payments instead of demanding $50,000. And
yet I am charged, though I was in England at the time, with
having used my political influence to let the bank off, and
thu3 sacrificing the public interest. Sir, this is a- matter to
be regretted. Knowing all that has transpired, the circum-
stances in which the bank is placed are to be regretted. We
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made the effort to save the bank and to prevent the difficulty
that occurred. I will tell the House what was one of thE
results of the Government's action. The trouble arose iE
April and May, before the opening of navigation, and by
postponing the crisis until later in the season-August,
September and October-the difficulty was less than it would
have been otherwise, because the other banks were stronger
and in a botter position than they would have been earlier
in the year, when their liabilities were maturing and their
creditors were not in a position, before the opening of navi-
gation, to sell Exchange. The very fact of postponing the
crisis a few months made the difficulty less than it
would have been if the crisis had occurred in April.
I never attempt to take responsibility, except in concert
with my deputy, of placing money at interest and adopting a
course to make the country safe. If we are paying interest
to Savings Bank depositors, we endeavour to be recouped the
4 per cent. by making arrangements with the banks-to a
large extent with banks possessing a large capital-because
if we require the money they can repay it with less diffi-
culty than small banks that have their funds loaned out to cus-
tomers, and which would have to recall those amounts to
inake repayment. For the sake of safety, and other reasons,we
seek banks with large capital, and endeavour to obtain
interest on the deposits. There bave only been
three cases in ton or eleven years, and in those
cases the Government felt they were perfectly safo, and in
two cases they obtained one per cent. additional. But the
money was not deposited for that reason, and when Sir
William Howland, representing the Consolidated Bank,
came te us, we thought, though we wcre obtaining 4 per
cent., we should ask something more, and we asked 5 per cent.
We obtained in the other two cases the principal and inter-
est, though one was delayed somewhat, and in the other
case I am not without expectation that every dollar, with
i nterest, will be repaid to us from the securities we have, and
the position we occupy with respect to the loan.
I admit, with the hon. member, that it is not desirable to do
it in every case, and I do not hesitate to say that, in cases,
the Government hesitated considerably and reflected a good
deal as to whether, in the interests of the whole Dominion,
and of the commerce and trade of the country, as well as of
the banks of the country, they should take the stop which
they finally decided to take. Before many days we will
have an opportunity of discussing the effect of the failure of
that bank on the stocks of other banks throughout the
length and breadth of the Dominion, but I say that when
you touch one of these banks we know how sensitive all the
other banks are in matters of this kind. I think, however,
that the House and the country will sustain the Govern-
ment when, under such extreme circumstances, and
for the purpose of preventing a run on the bank
we took this step ; because we all know, by look-
ing at the returns, that if, to-day, two-thirds of the banks in
the Dominion were suddenly called upon to redeem their
circulation, where those banks would be, and where the busi-
ness ofthe country would be. UnIer these circumstances,
we felt that we were perfectly justified-feeling, at the same
time, that we were safe in doing so-in endeavouring to save
the country from the consequences which would follow from
the breaking down, it migbt be, of two, or three, or four, or
five of the banks. I feel the matter the more keenly b-
cause it has come more as a direct attack on myself. That,
however, I can bear, but I know there is behind it an attack
upon the Government Though the bon, gentleman and
myself are represented in Grip as rushing so lovingly into
each other's arms upon his return to Parliament
-I say, notwithstanding these cordial relations which
exist between us, I do not think the bon. gen-
tleman would strike me if lie did not think ho
was striking the Government and those who are
bebind us. Under these circumstauces and after this
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explanation, I feel confident that the House will consider
that these resolutions should be voted down, and that the
Government-whatever may have been the misfortunes of
the bank - feeling that they were perfectly safe, as I believe
now they are, were perfectly justified in dealing with the
funds at their disposal in the best interests of the country
and in the best interests of its banking and commerce.

Resolution negatived on the following division:-

Allen,
Allison (Lennox),
Armstrong,
Auger,
Bain (Went wortli),
Béchard,
Bernier,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Burpee (Snbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Catudal,
Charlton,
Cockbu:n,
Davies,

YsÂs:
Messieurs

De St. Georges,
Fairbank,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Geoffrion,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Harley,
Holton,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kirk,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Mackenzie,
M cIntyre,
Mclsaac,

Nsrs:
Messieurs

MeMcUen,
Mulock,
Paterson (Braut),
Platt,
Ray
Rintret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Somnerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxfor 1),
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Wells,
Wheler,
Wilson,
Yeo.-60.

Abbott, Farrow, MeI4elan,
A llison (Hants), Forguion(Leedak Gren) Ni il,
Amyot, Pergus3n (Welland), Masue,
Bain (Sonlang ýs), Fortin, Moffat,
Baker (\l1ssisqtioi), Foster, Paint,
Baker (Victorin), Gagne, linsonneault,
Barnard, Gigauit, Pope,
Beaty, Girouard, Reid,
Bell, Gordon, Robertson (Hlstings),
Benoit, Grandbois, Rykert,
Bergeron, Guillet, Shakespeare,
Bergin, Hackett, Small,
Blondeau, Hay, Spronle,
Bossé, Hesson, Stairs,
Bourbeau, Hâmer Tassé,
Bowell, ionde, Taylor,
Bryson, Jainieson, Tiliey,
Cameron (Invernesp), Kaulbach, Tupper (Pictou),
Campteul (Victoria), Kilvert, Tyrwhitt,
Carling, Kranz, Valin,
Caron, Labrosse, Vanasse,
Cochrane, Landry (Kent), Wallace (Albert),
Coughlin, Landry(Montmagny), Wallace (York),
Coursol, Langevin, White (Cardwell),
Curran, Lesage White (Hastings),
Cuthbert, Macdonald (Rings), White (Renfrew),
Daly, Macdonald (Sir John), Wizle,
Dawson, MeDonald(CapeBreton)William!,
Desjardins, MeMillan (Vaudreuil), Wood (Brockvillg),
Dickinson, Mccallum, Wool (Westmoreland),
Dugas, McDougald, Woodwortb,
Dundas, McGreevy, Wright.-97.
DupFrnt,

WORIiS IN" EACII 0F TIlE PROVINCES 0F TflE
CO.NFEDERATION.

Mir. JJANDRY (MontGmagny)-(Translation)--in ving
for a statement settiug forth, ia separate.'celumans:-1. The
amount ef meney expended in each of the Provinces since
Conferatien, er thoir entry into Confederation, up te the
3Oth June, 1883, on worki ef a strictly general character,
distinguishing the sums chargeable te capital frem those
chargeable te inceme; 2. The amounit of money expended
in each of the Provinces ,since Cnfederation, or their entry
into CoHfederation, up te the 3pth Juner 1883, for works of
strictly local character, distingtiishing the ais chargeabl
te capital from those chareable te income; the state-
meut te show for Lach nf the Provinces a the Confedration,
separaLtely, the exact aeunt expended Wi each thm,
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said: Mr. Speaker, I do not intend to make a speech in sup-
port of the motion I have just made, but the explanations
just given by the Government, in anwer to the hon. member
for Laval, have encouraged me so much that I think it my
duty, in the present instance, to call the attention of the
Government on the motion 1 am now making. I have net
been able to procure all desirable details, but by referring
to the documents of last Session, vol, 17, page 143, I find
the following figures indicating the amounts expended since
Confederation, in public works, chargeable both to
capital and to revenue: For the Province of Ontario,
$39,019,673.46; in the Province of Quebec there has been
expended $27,356,324.37; in Nova Scotia, $16,669,231.56;
in New Brunswick, $23,768,019.61; in Prince Edward
Island, whose entry into Confederation took place on the
lst of July, 1873, there bas been expended since that
date 82,301,561.51; in Manitoba, which entered Confedera-
tion on the 15th of July, 1870, there was expended since
that date the sum oft 6,802,038.18; in the North-West,
which entered at the same date, $2,984,828.03; and in
British Columbia, which came to us on the 20th of July,
1871, there bas been expended $5,454,207.09. Thus we
have a total of $124,656,743.32. If we divide this amount
by the population of the Dominion, which amounts to
4,324,810 souls, we find that there bas been expended on an
average a sum of $28.82 per bead. Now, if we examine in
detail the amounts expended in each of the Provinces, we
find that they average the following sums per head: In
Ontario, $20.30 ; in Quebec, $20.12; in Nova Scotia, $37.83;
in New Brunswick, 677.41; in Prince Edward Island,
$21.13; in Manitobe, $103.12; in the -North-West, $52.78;
and in British Columbia, $110.28. Among these works are
comprised the construction cf the Pacifie, of the Intercol-
onial, the improvement of our canals, and all public under-
takings of a general interest to the country. From this
standpoint, the Province of Quebec would still
be entitled to an additional su:n of $12,823,534.90,
which should be expencaed within its limits.
We do not intend qo ask this amount tonight, but we
hope that demands will be made to the effect that the Prc-
vinceof Quebec may have in the distribution of public patro-
nage the fair share to whieh it is entitled and which rightly
belongs to her. Now, if we consider those expenses from a
mere local point of view, if we deduct from those expenses
what bas been expended until ihis day for the Pacifie Rail-
way, if we deduct the cost of the Intercolonial and of the
improvement of our canals, we have as a result the follow-
ing figures: There has been expended since Confederation
ina the Province of Ontario for works of a strictly local
nature a sum of $6,289,035.94, which, in proportion to the
population, makes a sum of $3.27 per bead; in Quebec, for
the same object, there was expended $1,b71,094.83, or an
amount of $1.37 per head ; in Nova Scotia, $774,823.82, or
$1.75 per head; 'in New Brunswick, $757,461.81, or $2.35
per head; in Prince Edward Island, $139,304.03, Dr $1.27
per head; in Manitoba, $256,593.89, or $3.89 per head; in
the North-West, $141,799,97, or $2.51 per head ; in British
Columbia, $226,928.19, or $4.58 per head. By adding to
gether these various amounts, we arrivo at a total sum of
$10,497,625.64, and if we divide this amount by the popula-
tion of the Dominion, we have $2.42 per head. Now, the
Province of Quebec bas only received $1.37 per head, or in
other words, for works of a purely local nature we are en-
titled to an additional sum of $1,426,978.35, or to a sum of
$1.05 per bond. ThiF, Mr. Speaker, comprises al[ the ex-
penditure made since Confederation, up tg the 30th of June,
1882. My motion asks for a statement of that expenditure
up to the 30th of June, 1883, and it is to obtain this state-
ment that I put the motion into yonr bands. I hope that the
papers will establish the justice of the claims of our Pro-
vince ani that the Government will remember it in proper
time.

Mr, LaÂDt (Montmagny).

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I may state to the House,
that the return asked for by the hon. gentleman will be
brought down as soon as possible, but it is one which must be
prepared with great care. I suppose each member will have
to seo in each case, whether the work is of a local or of a
general character. As I said before, the roturn will be care-
fully prepared and brought down as speedily as possible.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD inoved the adjournmenit of

the louse.
Motion agreed

adjourned.
to ; and (at 11 o'clock, p.m.) the Iouse

HIOUSE OF COMMONS.

FIDAy, 8th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER tooh the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PRESENTATION OF PRIVATE BILLS.

Mr. BEATY, in moving that the time for presenting
Private Bills be extendedto Friday,15th February, in accoid.
ance with the recommendation of the Select Standing
Committee on Standing Orders, said: I may mention that
ihe time for presenting petitions expires to-day; but, from
a misapprehension, the Iianking and Commerce Committee
recommended that the time for presenting Bills be extended
only tilt to-morrow, and we now recommend that it be
extended till Friday next. The time for presenting peti-
tions expiies to-day, and will not be further extended.

Mr. BLAKE. This is also to be the last extensior, I
suppose ?

Mr. BEATY. That is the end of it.
Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduccd and iad
the first time:-

Bill (No. 61) to amend the Act to incorporate the Synod
of the Diocese of Saskatchewan, and for other purpjoses
connected therewith.-(Mr. Wiliams.)

Bill (No. 62) to incorporate the River St. Clair Tunnel
Company.-(Mr. Macmaster.)

Bill (No. 63) to consolidate certain railways therein
mentioned under the name of the Eastern Railway Com-
pany of Canada.-(Mr. Macmaster.)

Bill (No. 64) to amend the acts relating to the Manitoba
and North-Western Railway Company o>f Canada.-(Mir.
Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 65) respecting thelamilton and North- Webtei n
Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 6i) to reduce the capital stock of the Maritime
Bank of the Dominion of Canada, and to make other pro-
visions respecting the said bank. -(Mr. Wood, Westmore-
land.)

Bill (No. 67) further to amend the Act to incorporate the
Ontario Pacifia Railway Company.-(Mr. Bergin.)

Bill (No. 68) respecting the Kingston and Pembroke Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Gunn.)

Bill (No. 69) to incorporate the Quebec Railway Bridge
Company.- (Mr. Bossé.)

Bill (No. 70) to extend the jurisdiction of the Maritime
Court of Ontario.-(hr. Allen.)

Bill (No. 71) to provide for the distribution of assets of
insolvent debtors.-(Mr. Curran.)
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CANADIAN PACIFIC R&ILWAY. method and in the same mode. Both parties have declared

it to ho their preferenme that the raiiway should be con.
The Order for resuming the adjourned debate on the mo structed by a company, subsidized by Parliarent; and

tion of Sir Charles Tupper, " That the House resolve itself both have declared, both by word and act, that in defauit of
into Committee of the Whole Io consider certain proposed a company strong enough to construot the railway, the
Resolutions (page 81) respecting the Canadia-i Pacifie Lii. Governmcnt should continue the work t compltion as a
way," being read, Government work. The Government of Sir John A. Mac-

donald, in 1818, entered into an arrangemnent with Sir flugli
Mr. IVES. Mr. Speaker, in continuing the debate upon Allan, and his associates, for the construction of this

the important Resolutions before the HouseI shall endeavour railway. Sir 1iugh made an effort to raise the
to avoid, as much as possible, touching upon those points necessary cipitaI; but, as cvery one knows, ho
which were so ably and exhaustively treated by the hon. failcd. fie was met by nuch the samo opposition which
Minister of Railways in his speech of Tuesday last. But if, bas turned up against the present Company, and ho had
Sir, for the sake of the continuity of my argument, I should aise te contcnd with this: that the country was then a cern
have te touch briefly upo a some points to which li parativeiy unknown wilderncss. Soon after bis failre the
alluded, I trust I -shalh have the forbearanc o f Governmont ofSir John A. Bacdonald resignd, and tce
the lieuse. It wil be my endeaviur to lay before the Government ofMr. Mackenzie was formed, and continueod
lieuse some additional reasens why the IResolations in powr for a periol of five years. Mr. Mackenzie's Gev-
should be adopted; and, at the same time, I shal rment at once set tot work tr fnd acempanythat would
refer te sema portions of the speech of the hon. member undertake t p constructio gf this railway. tIe asked the
who last addressed the flouse upon this important subjoct. public for tenders for cis construction li offered a large
Sir, the statesmen wlo premeted tle great seheme of Con- amoen in land and mTney, a asked how much additional
federation bal in view a manch more important ebjdt than assistance 1a t8 e way of guaranteed bonds any ee would
the union of the four Previnceî origiaally confederated. require te undhrtaoe iLs construction. But net recoiving
Trey had in view, Sir, the foundation bore on the northern Sny offer, he cantinued the work, during the whole terni he
half of this continent, of a great of a grent people, beld the citalf powor, as a Goverymont wrk. On a

apower and a people that at som future day might be in a change ou G aovernmnt taknr place in 188, and the
position te take rank among the great powers of the earth. retur to powte w f Sir John A. Macdonald, our
Confederation, itself, the constructLion of the Intercelonial presont i er, bis Goverment ai once set t h work
ailway, Ihe acquisition of the North-West Territories from te fnd a cmpany that would undertake ta con-
the Hudson Bay Company, e encouragement of immigraM struction of this railway; and fn or e Session of
tien, the improvement of our canais and water ways, le 188081 Parliament approved of a contract whicnhad been
adoption of a national trade poicy and the construction of made botween thc Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and
a Canadian Pacifie Railay, are ail stcps in the sane dirc- the G-ver ment for the construction of ibis railwa y. The
tion, and mile stones, as it were, m aiking the progress leading features of that contract were, that the overnlent
we have made towards the acme og our ambition. It wore te complete and hand over te île Company, as part of
was early seen and recornized that îe resources their subsidy, 432 miles of completed road between Thun-
cf the four original Provinces, and le arcea of der Bay and Winnipei, 213 miles between Kamloops and
Those Provinces, were net sufficient to justify our hope Port Moody, and 6t miles of the Pembina braneh.
of being able te accompish the great objeet of our ambition. which was then completed, and in addition a cash subsidy cf
a wae early recognized that it was ncessary that we $2,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres cf land. Th Company
shoun bave additional territory and additional resources. was te complete, equp and operate the lin from Callandor
Looking teo ne history f the unexampled success of the te the Pacifie Ocean, 2,555 miles, befre tho nd of 1891.
United States te the souiti of us, our statesmen could net 0f tîot total distance the Company lad to build 1,910 miles
fail te recognize Ce great element o presperity which of a main lno. I have made this brief résumé of history for
teir great West ad been teo the nation at large, as afford- the purpose r emphasizing thc statementthat this railway
ig a field for tle development ocf great agricutural reo is an enterprise in which Canada is specially interested,
sources, and offcring a market for the manufactures of tNew an enerprise for the Dominion of Canada and ail
England. And, Sir, ardly had Confederation been parties in Canada are speciahly pledged toe com-
consummated when our statesmen, who bl chai e plete. A very obvious criticisin upon the speech of the
f affairs, took Up the question of acquiring athon. mermber ho last addressed the Couse (Mr. Bpake),

great West for Canada. Though was noet a arises rigt here. Si, le trceated this question as if This
publie man at that time, I remember very we that a large railway werean ordinary raiway; eue te which, perhaps,
number of publice men did oppose, and mos istreuous y île Governmen ad given somo assistance, a whibr ahe
oppose, the acquisition of the Hudson Bay Terriory; but, couniy was in a measure interested; but le did net speak
Sir, I ventura to say anat you could net find, to-day, a cf it as a railway which is a national ncessity, as railway,

ingle man of those who opposed that measure ai thet the completion cf which, and île early corpletien of whic,
Unie, wSo would h t wiofing to stand up in this ouse, is a national necessity; ter did o Spaak of it as i it were
or r any publie assembly lo Canada, and acknowledge that a railway to whieh the counry was pledged for its comple-
ho lad opposed the purcha e of e tudson Bay Territory. tien. 1 undertake te Say Chan if s prangers, unacqainted
Wel, Sir, after acquiring oe great Nort-West, it was with t history cf this enterprise, lad been in the lieuse the
soon e.a tat Si would be cCmparaoively useless tp Canada othar nigrt, ani Icard the hon. gentleman's Speech, tey
until it was peopled ; and it was at the same urne discovered would lave gone away with îhe impression that this woi-k
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what they would if it were an ordinary railway, a railway
in which Canada had some, but no especial interest. I under-
take to say, therefore, that these Resolutions commend
themselves to our favourable consideration ; because, by
some way or other, either by assisting the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, or by doing it as a Government work,
Canada is bound to complete this railway. The Compauy
at once set to work in 1881. The first year they con-
structed 165 miles west of Winnipeg; in the summer of 1882,
420 miles; in the summer of 1883, 377 miles, and 66
miles of siding ; making the total of main lino in the West,
already completed, 962 miles, or, with sidings, 1,028 miles.
And this lino has been well constructed, constructed not as a
cheap colonization railway but as a first.class railway,
as high in character as any railway ever estimated upon
by any hon. member in this House. I was surprised to
learn on investigation that the work west of Winnipeg for
900 miles had been as heavy as 16,320 cubie yards to the
mile; thib, of course, being caused by the determination of
the Company to construct the railway high enough above
the level of the prairie to render its operation not affected
by the snow. The very greatest care has been taken in the
construction of the railway to prevent difficult grades, and,
except one short grade at the crossing of the Saskatchewan
River, the maximum grade of the lino west for 958 miles is
only 40 feet to the mile; and the very best of material, in-
cluding rails, bas been used. In the West, also, the follow-
ing branches have been completed: From Winnipeg to
Pembina Mountain, 100 miles; from that lino to Gretna,
13 miles; from Winnipeg te Selkirk, 22 miles; and from
Emerson to the Pembina Branch, 23 miles, being a
total of 158 miles, which with 1,028 miles, including
the sidings, gives a total of 1,186 miles of railway
constructed west of Winnipeg. At the close of
the present season the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
constructed and laid track for 101 miles from Port Arthur
east on the eastern division, and aiso from Callander 100
miles; leaving the gap remaining to complote the eastern
section only 447 miles, and the western division 290 miles.
It is gratifying to know that even during the course of the
present winter the work is being vigorously prosecuted; no
less than 9,000 mon are being actively engaged on the con-
struction of the railway. The rate of progress which bas
been made justifies the House in the hope that the whole
work, if thore is no suspension, will be completed by the
autumn of 1885. In addition to what I have mentioned on
the eastern division, the Algoma branch, 96 miles, bas been
built, and three steel steamships placed on Lake Superior
for the purpose of doing business between Algoma
Mills and Port Arthur. Now, Sir, while the
Company have been so energetie and active in the
prosecution of railway construction, they have
not been less active and energetic in their endeavours to
induce immigrants to come to the North-West. I find, Sir,
on investigating the matter, that an office has been estab-
lished by the Company in London in charge of Mr. Begg,
who reports that during last summer alone ho answered no
less than 18,000 letters of enquiry about Canada; distri-
buted over 2,000,000 of maps, folders, and pamphlets,
printed in twelve different languages ; that ho bas estab-
iished 5,000 centres for the distribution of immigration
literature in Great Britain alone; that ho has four travel-
ling agents constantly upon the road, and that the Com-
pany is advertising in four hundred different news-
papers, and are themselves gratuitously publishing an
illustrated newspaper. Another very efficacious step
was taken by the Company during last season, and
that is they have exhibited the products of the
North-West at important publie gatherings, notably at
Amsterdam, the Royal Agricultural Show at York, the
Highland Show at Inverness, the great Liverpool and Man-
chester faire, the fairs at Birmingham and Smithfield, the
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Fisheries Exhibition at London, at Canterbury, and at a
large number of county fairs. All the work which bas
been done so thorough[y and efficiently in Great Britain,
by a London office, is being done on the Continent by a
continental office established thero. Further, as if to
carry the warinto Egypt, the Company have kept agents
travelling in New England and other portions of the United
States, circulating immigration literature for the purpose of
inducing immigration from the United States to the Cana-
dian North-West; and I am happy to leai n that at the exhi-
bition of North-West products, made at the Boston
annual exposition, last fall, much interest was excited,
and good resuits are likely to follow. All this,
with the unprecedently cheap rate which has been
arranged for going into that country, should in-
duce a very large immigration to the North-West.
Now, Sir, 1 propose for a moment to make a com-
parison between the progress made by the Governmont on
this railway, and the progress made by the Company. The
Government commenced work in August, 1874, and, on the
Ist of July, 1882, a lino had been completed from Win-
nipeg to Port Arthur, a distance of 435 miles, which, with
the Pembina Branch, which had been completed in
1874, a distance of C5 miles, made a total of 500
mile3. West of ]Red liver, the Government had com-
pleted 6) miles, which the Railway Company after-
wards tore up and built on a new location, making
altogether completed by the Government in eight
years, a total of 560 miles, or 70 miles por year.
The Company commenced wo-k in the spring of
1881, and have completed to this date, of main lino,
1,155 miles, and or branches, 256 miles, making a
total of 1,411 miles, or an average of 470 miles
a year. But the hon. gentleman who last addressed
the House makes an objection here. He says that
the rapid construction of this railway necessarily means
increased cost. I do not believe that, under the circum-
stances of the case, the rapid construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway has meant increased cost. It is true that
larger wages have been paid to the workmen and the
navvies who have been employed on the railway. It is
quite possible that the largo domand for labour has raised
the price por day per man above what it would have been
if there had been a smaller demand. But that, Sir, is in
keeping with our policy of increasing the price of the
labouring man's wages, and on our side of the House we
are not accustomed to object te anything which has that
effect. But, Sir, there have been large offsets, large
savings, by the rapid construction of this railway. It is a
well known fact that steel rails have been cheaper during
the last three years than they were ever known to bo
before, or are likely to be again. If the construction of
the road had been procecdel with slowly, if the Company
had intended to spread the work over the whole period
covered by the contract, they would either have had to
purchase rails at a cheap rate and hold them and pay inter-
est on the cost, or to purchase them as they required them,
in which case they would most likely have had to pay a
much larger price. I contend that there has been in the
saving upon rails alone, a sufficiont sum saved to more than
cover all the increased cost which bas resulted from the
more rapid construction of the rail"vay. But, Sir, there has
been a much greater saving than this. There has been the
saving of six years of interest during construction-
interest which amounts on the capital stock to no less than
about $2,500,000 a year; and I claim, without fear of con-
tradiction, that the saving in interest on construction for the
six years, during which the road will be completed before the
contract required it to be completed, is a much larger amount
than anything which eau bo made out as the increased
cost of construction. But surely, Sir, the House should not
complain that the road bas been constructed more rapidly
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than the contract required-this IIouse should not complain
even if there has been some inceased cost to the country.
The country will certainly settile more rapidly with a com-
pleted line than with a partly completed line; and it is
perfectly evident that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
with a complete line, with an independent communication
between Montreal and the West, cari give better rates out of
and into that country than could be obtained when we had
to use the United States system in connection with
the Canadian Pacific. Then, Sir, there is another point of
advantage in the rapid completion of this enterprise. We
have been observing, many of us with alarm and certainly
with sorrow, evidence of-discontent in the Province of
British Columbia, over the fact that the railway was not
going to be completed as soon as had been promised
in the original conventi'>n ; and surely it is a
matter of congratulation that an carlier connection by six
years between the remainder cf the Dominion of Canada and
British Columbia is obtained. Thon, Sir, as was said the other
evening by the hon. Minister of Railways, the phenomenal
rapidity of the construction of the road is of itself a valu-
able advertisement, and draws the attention of the world,
rot only to the railway, but to the country. Another
advantage is that we have six years sooner a -continuous
road, over which our immigrants can go from the east to
thewest; and though the bon. gentleman who last addressed
the Bouse said he felt huniliated when ho heard this argu-
ment used, I am obliged to use it again to-day. He seened
to think it was spe:aking Lut lightly of the attractions of
the great we-t, to ýay that immigrants coming from Eng
land or Scotland cou d be induced by American agents to
stop short of Winnipeg or the North-West. I undertake to
say that when a man living in the old country cornes into
this country, of the geography of which he is ignorant, not
understanding in many cases the difference between
the United States and Canada, it is possible for
him to go to Dakota instead of to Winnipeg.
It is saying nothing against the advantages of the North-
West to say that our immigration is not safe so long asit is
sifted through United States routes. Thon, Sir, the last
reason I shall mention why this House should rejoice at the
early completion of this railway, is that it furnishes an
earlier opportunity, by six years, for the commencement of
the development of the trans-continental trade between
China and Japan, and America and Europe. In six years
sooner it gives us an opportunity of beginning to find an
outlet for our manufactured goods in the world of demand
which exists in Asia. There is no question but that a very
large trade, in cotton goods especially, may be done in
Japan and China by our merehants and manufacturers when
they have equal facilities with the merchants and manufac-
turers of other countries. Sir, for a moment compare
our position with the lino completed throughbout Canadian
territory, with what it would be if we were
building this railway slowly during the next six years.
We are saving expense in sending immigrants to the North-
West; we are saving the danger of losing them; and we
are also saving the risk of the trade of the North-West
being handed over to United States cities and United States
merchants. To my mind, this of itself is a very important
consideration. It seems to me that if we compel Winnipeg
merchante, and the other merchants in the North-West, to
open up accounts in Chicago, St. Paul and New York, it
will be more difficult than the hon, gentleman seems to
think to dissever that connection, and afterwards obtain
the trade for our own merchants and manufacturers. Sir, I
ask, who should find fault with the early completion of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, in fact as well as in name-that
is, of a railway north of Lake Superior ? I eau understand.
that the Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company and
it8 ehareholders, would find fault; I can understand
that the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, the Chi.;

cago and North-Western and the Grand Trunk, and
their shareholders, would not like this arrangement. I
can understand that the citios of St. Paul, Chicago
and New York, the New England manufacturers, and the
people of the United States, would not rejoice; and I can
understand that the hon. gentleman himself would not re-
joice, provided he is acting in the interests of his clients-the
Grand Trunk Railway Company. But, Sir, if ho is acting
as we are to presume ho is, in the interests of the Dominion
of Canada, he is bound to rejoice at the carly completion of
that road, as are the Parliament and people of Canada, and
as are our merchants and manufacturers,at securing a direct
connection with the rapidly increasing population of the
North-West. The hon. gentleman contended that if the
Company bad proceeded more slowly with the construction
of the railway, they might possibly have completed
it from the proceeds of the sale of their lands,
without coming to Parliament for this loan. That is quite
probable. It is quite probable even now that, by suspend-
ing operations for six years, they might accumulate enough
money from the sales of their land to complote the railway
in two years, and thus fulfil their contract. But do the
people and the Parliament of Canada desire to see a sus-
pension of that work for six years? Do we desire to sce a
check to the progress of the country for so long a period as
six years ? There is no use in saying that if the Cornpany
had not donc this, they might have donc that. They have
not proceeded slowly ; they have proceeded rapidly and
energetically, and they need assistance ; and the question
before the House is, shall we render them that assistance ?
The hon. gentleman also objects that they have been reaching
out in different directions, obtaining connections east and
west; and that if they had not done se, they would have
had sufficient means in all probability to have com-
pleted the railway without coming to us for further assist-
ance. I shall treat more fully that objection later on; but
I must say here, that surely the people of Ontario ought not,
to object to a second trunk lino through the peninsula of
Ontario. The people of Ontario should not object to that
which must furnish them with a relief from the monopoly,
not in the North-West but in their own Province -a mono-
poly that bas existed for the last thirty years. It seorm
strange to me that the hon. gentleman should soeloquenlly
champion the cause of the peoplo of the North-West, shoul1
so eloquently oppose a monopoly in the North-West, and
yet so valiantly defend 9 monopoly in his own Province of'
Ontario. But should the House of Commons disapprove
of an effort on the part of this Company to obtain
additional business for the eastern division of their
line ? IL is a well known fact that if the business of the
eastern division of the lino can bo increased, even from
Ottawa to Montreal by the Ontario business, lower rates of
freight can be given by the Company to the Manitoba
farmers than ean be given if a small business is done on
the ea;tern division of the lino. It is also evident that,
without feeders, reaching out into the older parts of tho
Dominion, the railway would have but a smal1 chance of
obtaining a fair share of the westward busines- ; and thero-
fore what the hon. gentleman blames the Company foi-,
namc!y, the reaching out into the eastern part of the
Dominion, for the purpose of obtaining business for their
lino both in the east an: in the west, is something this
H1ouse should not disapprove, but should certainly approve.
I have now shown, or have tried to show, that the construe-
tion and completion of this road is a national nocessity, and
being a national necessity, the Resolutions before
the Chair are to be considered in a very different
light from that in which they ought to be considered
if this railway were a more ordinary enterprise.
I have also shown, I trust, that the Company on thoir part
have done their share thoroughly and well. They have
built a botter line than they agreed to build. They have
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built it much more rapidly than they undertook to build it,
and certainly, in that respect, commend themselves to the
favourable consideration of the House. J now propose,
with the permission of the House, to adduce an additional
renson why we ought to come to their assistance. That
additional reason is the character of the opposition from
which they have suffered, and against which they have
contended. That opposition has been of a variety of kinds.
There has been the opposition of the Liberal party in this
House, and that opposition-I do not say directly, but in-
directly-has been directed to prevent capitalists from buying
the stock. I maintain that the opposition which has been
directed by hon. gentlemen opposite against this enterprise
bas directly tended to depreciate the securities of the Com-
pany and to prevent capitalists from investing in these
securities. That opposition, also, has the tendency to pre
vent immigration to this country-not that hon. gentlemen
opposite intended it should, for I do not believe that, wit-
tingly, they could take so unpatriotic a course-but the
course they bave taken bas bad that direct result. How
have the members of the Liberal party in this House pre.
vented capitalists from buying stock ? They have done so
by exaggerating the cost of the construction of the railway;
by under-estimating the area of the fertile portion of the
country; by magnifying the extent of the mountain portion ;
by teliing us, day after day, that British Columbia is a sea
of mountains; by minimizing the volume of emigration;
by magnifying the so called exodus, and by under-estimat-
ing the probable receipts from thc sale of lands in the
North-West. IIow have they prevented immigra-
tion to this country ? They have done so by preach-
ing that such high rates are charged by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, under the monopoly clause,
and that such.high rates will be charged by that Company,
that it is a matter of indifference to any one going into
that country whether ho raises a good or a poor crop; they
have done so by preaching that the Government land
regulations in the North-West are so unjust that it is
impossible for immigrants to prosper under them, and that
those who go there invariably leave for Dakota and
Minnesota; and they have doue so by lauding the beauties
of Dakota and the delights of Texas. Even the other
evening, the Ion. gentleman, no doubt unintentionally,
used some arguments which must have the effect of bearing
the stock of this Company, when he told us, for example,
that the land through which the railway actually passes
-the prairie-is much lefs valuable than that through
whieb it would have passed if it hal gone further north.
Well, I am not going to take ip the time of the louse with
arguing that the land is as good where the railway actually
runs as it would have been had it gone further north. I
merely mention this to show that the effect of such an
assertion will naiturallv be to lead the capitalists of the
world to believe that this railway Company have in their
land grant, in the railway belt, an inferior character of
land. But it does notseem to me at all probable that, with
the whole country before them to choose from, a country
not covered by timber, but peifectly open for observation,
and whieh had been fully surveyed, this Company when it
had perfect liberty to go anywhere, would have located
their lino so that tneir land grant would be useless. The
bon. gentleman, in the course of bis argument the other
evening, said that the competition between the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, as the lessees of the Ontario and
Quebec Railway, and the Credit Valley Railway and the
Grand Trunk Railway, would be so keen that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company would find their rent charge to the
Credit Valley Railway a very serious drain upon their net
earnings. Without stopping for a moment either to attack
or to condemn the statement which the hon. gentleman made,
it is perfectly plain that that is no reason why the Resolu-
tions before the Chair thould or should not be adopted, but
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that the sole effect of a statement of that kind going abroad
from such a source will be to lead the investing public to
think that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are likely
to be compelled to use the whole of their earnings in paying
therent upon their leased lines. The hon. gentleman also
expressed his sorrow that ho could not agree with the state-
ment of the hon. the Minister of Railways that the earnings
of the Company so far had been satisfactory. That is not
a reason why these Resolutions should be adopted or re-
jected, and the effect of that must be, as I said before, to
bear the stock of the Company. The hon. gentleman
also referred to a supposed interview between the
General Manager, Mr. Van- Horne, and a reporter
of the Montreal Star. I am informed no such interview
ever took place. When the hon. gentleman read the state-
ment I was unable to discover whether his object in so
doing was to have an opportunity of creating a laugh in
the House, or whether bis idea was that this had some im-
portant bearing upon the Rosolutions before the Chair. It
is plain that whàt other effect it may have had, it must
have had this effect, namely, that this road was being built
in a haphazard manner through the country, without any
reference as to whether it was going througlh good or
bad land, -and without any estimates whatever. If the
Gencral Manager said the Canadian Pacific R-iiiw vy Com-
pany had not time to make estinates, what ho meant was
this: that the Company was proceeding so rapidly that,
after they had ascertained the best location for the line, they
went to work to build it without taking a great deal of time
to estimate whether it would cost $1,000,000 or $2,000,000.
For my own part, I do not see what difference it makes. I
do not see what advantage it would be for the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company to have estimated the cost of any
particular mile of road they have constructed in the prairie
section. The important thing for them to settle was the
best location. laving settled that, and knowing that they
must build the road, 1 do not know what particular advan.
tage careful estimates would have been. Thon, Sir, besides
tho opposition of hon. members in this House, there has
been the opposition of the Liberal press, which has been
iterating and reiterating the arg'uments of hon. members
in this House, on the points I have mentioned, and, being
under less restraint, have gone one botter, and have given
the world the earliest information of blizzards and droughts
and frosts in the North-West ; and, for fear that the
world would not observe these reports, they have
always given them a prominent place on the first page, and
have drawn attention to them by hcavy head-lines. Besides,
there has been the publication of bogus experiences of sup-
posititious individuals in the North-West; and these have
been eut out and sent to a foreign press, subsidized for the
purpose of discrediting the country and discrediting the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Why, Sir, articles have been
written, I am sure, for the very purpose of being repub-
lished in foreign newspape's. Take the Globe of the 5th
of the present montb, and yon will find in it a letter sup-
posed to have been written by a workman in that city out
of work. I am not going to read the letter, but the writer
makes the statement that 40 per cent. of the workmen in the
city of Toronto at present are unemployed, and ho says the
Government are only betraying workmen by bringing
immigrants to the North-West when fully 40 per cent. of the
workmen in Toronto are at present unemployed. The
Globe of the 6th, the following day, as if to giv-e
time for this letter to have its full effect, las an
editorial beaded " betrayed workmen," in whieh it calls
special attention to the letter of the day before, and gives
the impression to the public that this particular workman
was one of those who were inducod to corne to this country
to settle here. That was not the intention of the writer of
the letter, but the impression is conveyed that 40 per cent.
of the workmen in this country are out of work, and that it
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is the height of folly for any immigrant to come to Canada
to-day. What could bo more injurious or pernicious than
this ? If the Li beral papers of this country would only take
a leaf out of the book of their neighbours to the south, they
would never publish such articles. The political parties in
the UnJited States fight with all the rancour of the political
parties in this country, but there is one thing thoy never do
-they never foul their own nest, they never decry their own
country. Why, Sir, if you will look at the Globe of the 5th,
you will find the most astounding cablegram fi-om England,
headed "British opinion on the new bargain with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway-Investors in railways alarmed:"

" The terms of the Canadian Government's proposed new arrange-
ment with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have been announced
here. They are receiving much attention from the press. The opinion
is expressed that the Canadian Government is taking a course likely
to damage the country's credit by linking its fortunes so closely with
the railway. It is also thought that the proposed arrangement is in
efFect a gross breach of faith towards British capitalists who have in-
vested in other Canadian railways. The subsidizing of the road in
respect of works east of the original main line is taken to be an act of
hostility towards investors in railways in Eastern Canada. This feeling
appears to be gaining ground, and already it is rumoured that steps will
be taken to express formally opposition to the scheme."

What these people are going to do, it is diflicult to say.
Whether a portion of the 3ritish army is to be sent here to
turn us out, as Cromwell did the British Parliament years
ago, it is difficult to say ; but this much is certain-that the
Parliament of Canada will maintain their right to manage
Canadian interests without the assistance of the Glhbe cor-
respondent in London. What is the pretence here? The
pretence is that it is a breach of faith to t he shareholders
of the Grand Trunk Railway Company for the Government
of Canada to assist in the completion of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. Why, pray? For the simple reason that
the Canadian Pacifie RFailway, by means of the Ontario and
Quebec Railway and the Credit Valley Railway, are likely to
be competitors with the GrandTrunk Railway. I presume that
the men who are making this objection, the shareholders in
the Grand Trunk Railway, if they were shareholdersin any
other railway-in the London and North-Western Railway,
for instance-would consider it a great breach of good faith
if the Parliament of Great'Britain were to allow a compet-
ing lino with the London and North-Western. I was un-
der the impression that there was more than one lino of
railway from London to Liverpool, and more thian one line
from London to Glasgow ; and what, pray, would an Eng-
lish shareholder in ilie Grand Trunk Railway say if it were
contended in England that it was a breach of faith to per-
mit more than ene lino of railway to connect the same
places ? Yet, because people in England are shareholders
in the GrandTrunk Railway Company, we are never to be
permitted to construct any railway which by any possible
chance can compote with that lino. And these are the
views of hon. gentlemen in the Opposition. They are sup-
porting this view, that, although a monopoly is wrong in
Manitoba, a monopoly must be preserved to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company in the Province of On-
tario. Sir, where are the reporters of the Globe, who used to
go down regularly to the station, and observe the arrival of
the train, and report in the Globe of next morning how
many hours late the train was ? Where are those report-
ers who used to give us suchli harrowing details of every
accident that happened on the Grand Trunk Railway ?
Why, at the present day, you would not suppose such a thing
as an accident ever happened on that railway lino ; and I
cannot help asking where that sweet singer of Israel is who
composed that ballad : "Ontario, Ontario?" It seeme to
me that, when an effort is made to rivet the bonds of the
Grand Trunk Railway upon the Province of Ontario, when
it is supported in this louse by the whole force of the
Liberal party, and is supported in the country by the whole
force of their press, and after they have swallowed up the
Great Western without dissent, and the Midland system, it is
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time that singer should compose another ballad in which
the refrain would bo: " Ontario, Ontario." 1 undertake to
say, and it is evident from the course the Globe is now pur-
suing, that it is as mucli a part of the equipment of the
Grand Trank Railway as the rolling stock of that railway.
Then we have the opposition of individual Liberals. We
have the opposition of the party in this House, we have
,the opposition of the party press, and we have the oppo.
sition of individual Liberals; and the effort of the latter
seems to be to foment discontent in the North-West by
getting up meetings and getting up agitation among the
people, leading them to suppose that they are being abused
by the Canadian Pacific Iailway Company and by the
Governnent. And, besidos all this opposition, which we
should not have at all, opposition lrom within, opposition
which has done more harm to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company and to the cause of immigration than
all other opposition; besides all that, we have the oppo-
sition of overy American lino of railway to the con-
struction of the eastern division of the Canadian Pacifie.
What do we see ? We see Mr. Hill, one of the
leading owners of the Minneapolis and St. Paul Railway,
taking a prominent part in the formation of the Syndicate,
taking stock in the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
and taking the most active part in the organization of the
Company, and in furnishing the money to organize it-up
to a certain moment. From that moment ho leaves the
Company, ho takes his money out of it, and ho commences
to fight it. What is the cause ? The moment ho lcft was
the moment when ho discovered that it was the determina-
tion of the Company and of the people of Canada that we
should have a Canadian Pacifie Railway in fact as well as
in name-a lino completed from ocean to ocean upon Cana-
dian territory. Then we have the opposition of all the
cities in the United States to this enterprise, all the cities
which are interested in foreign shipping or in railways,
the opposition of every railway in the United
States that has a land grant to soli or is interested in the
carrying of immigrants, and, as I have said before, the
special opposition of the Grand Trunk Railway and its
shareholders. And we even hear the credit of the Dominion
itself attacked. These gentlemen have got so ambitions that
they are not satisfied with bearing the stock of thn Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, but are commencing to attack
the credit of Canada itseolf; and I noticed the other day
that the Mai-quis of Lorne, at a meeting ho was attending
in the interests of Canada, was obliged, as an initial stop,
to contradict a message from the city of New York to the
effect that the financial affairs of the Dominion of Canada
were in a very critical position. These opposing influences
have been favoured at the same time by an almost unprece-
dented condition of weakness in the stock markets of Lon-
don and New York, and this rendered it impossible for the
Company to dispose of their stock except at an enormous
sacrifice. IIere is an additional reason why this House should
receive with favour the propositions of the Governmont.
The road is a national necessity; its early completion is a
national nccessity; the Company have perforned their
part of the contract well and thoroughly, and the hon. gen-
tleman does not find a word of fault with the rate of;pro-
gress they have made ; and they have been opposed by
forces which rendors it in our interest, and renders it our
duty, to support thom. In November last, this state of
things being represented to the Government, the Govern-
ment made an arrangement by which they received a certain
deposit of money and undertook to guarantee a3 per cent. di-
vidend upon $65,00,000 of the capital stock of the Company.
Under any ord inary circumstances that should have sent tho
stock of the Company at least above 75 cents on the dollar;
but under tbe circumstances actually existing, it not only
did no service to the Company, but was actually injurious, in-
asmuch as it deprived them of the deposit of cash which they
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had made with the Government. Sir, with the permission
of the lieuse at this point, 1 would like, for a moment, te
diverge from the lino of argument in order to e nsider the
value of Canadian Pacifie Railway stock as an invostmernt.
At its present price of fifty-six the interest paid on the
stock at 5 per cent. per annura is equal to a dividend of
about 9 per cent. on the moncy inveted ; and taking the
guarantoed dividend alone it is equivalent to an intorest of
5ý per cent. Now, Sir, I propose, for a moment, to examine
the question of a probable dividend after construction
has been completed. To do this we ought to con-
sider, first, the volume et dividend bearing istack;
secondly, the probable earnings ; and, thirJly, the
income likely to bo derived from the sale of tho
land grant ; and we should enter inte this investi2aticn by
making comparison with other Pacifie roads. The road,
when completed, is expected te have out a capital stock
of $90,000,000, and it will owe as a funded debt about
$5,000,000, making a total of debt and dividend bearing
stock, of $95,000,000, for a total mileage of 3,304 miles.
Now, Sir, compare this with the other Pacific railways.
Take, for example, the Central Pacifie Railway. Their main
line, from Ogden to San Francisco, is 883 miles ; the funded
debt amounts te $61,258,680; the capital stock amounts
te $59,275,500, and the total liability is $ 120,534,180. The
Union Pacifie Railway, from Council Bluffs te Ogden, is
1,042 miles; the funded dobt is $75,l12,512; the capital
stock is $36,7 62,300 ; making a total of $l1,894,812. The
Union and Central Pacific combined have a funded debt
and capital stock amounting to $232,428,d92. The Northern
Pacifie has a mileage of 1,951, a funded debt of $68,850,000,
a capital stock of $100,00,000, making a total liability
of $168,850,000. Now, Sir, for a moment, compare the
position of the Canadian Pacifie Railway with these various
other lines. The Canadian Pacifie Railway, according te the
figures I have given, would have to pay a dividend on about
$28,000 te the mile; while the Central Pacifie is required
te pay interest and dividend, on about $136,000 ;
the Union Pacifie on $107,000 to the mile; and the
Northern Pacifie on $86,000 te the mile. Or, te make
it more plain to the House, the Caradian Pacifie Railway
will pay dividends with one-fifth the earnings per mile
that the Central Pacifie would require, one-fourth the earn-
ings that the Union Pacific would require, and one-third
the earnings that the Northern Pacifie would require to
pay the same dividends. As to the past -earnings, I claim
that the result has been encouraging, if you consider the
disconnected condition of the lino and the extra expense
entailed in its operation on that account. The gross earn-
ings for the year 1883, were $5,420,913, with a mileage of
1,100 miles at the beginning, and 1,900 at the end of
the year, ort an average of, say, 1,530 miles for
the year. This is an average of $3,536 per mile,
nothwithstanding, as I have said before, the in-
complote and disconnected condition of the road,
and the fact that it has been pusbed somewhat in advance
of settlement. On the eastern division the earnings for the
year were at the rate of $3,461 per mile, or, less construe-
tien material, at the rate of $3,301 per mile. This bas
been secured entirely on the local traffie without any assist-
ance from through traffic whatever, and iL can easily be
seen how largely the earnings will be increased when the
whole of the lino is connected. Now, as to probable eara-
ings after the completion of the road. We have to take
into consideration the Canadian business, in which I incl ade
the eastern movement of grain, and the western movement
of manufactured goods, the movement of lumber from both
west and east to the prairie section ; and the distribution of
fuel, together with the foreign businesq, such, for example,
as the Chineso and Japanese trade with Europe and
America. As te the latter business, there are three
important advantages which the Canadian Pacifie
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Railway will onjoy over any of the other Pacifie
lines-tirst, it will have a mach shorter dis-
ance; sec)ndly, it will have mach casier grades; and,
thirdly, it will have an independent position, the whole
milcage being mide upon one line of railway without
change of cars. To illustrate the advantages that the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway wil. enjoy, I will give you the follow.
ing distances:-From Yokohama to Liverpool by the Cen-
tral and Union Pacific Rtilways, the distance is 11,990
miles ; by the Canadian Pacifie Railway the distance is
10,977 miles, an advantage in favour of our lino of 1,013
miles. Now, as to the matter of grades. The Northern
Pacifie bas grades of from 118 to 130 feet per mile, fre-
quently, over the mountain section, extending for 900 miles.
On the Union and Central Pacifie Railways you find grades
of 116 feet to the mile, frequently, over mountain soections
of 1,225 miles in extent. On the Canadian Pacific Railway
there will be one maximum grade of 116 foet going west
for a distance of twenty miles, and two of 116 feet coming
east. From the summit of the Ricky Mountains te Lake
Superior, coming eastward, the maximum grade will
be 40 feet, and going westward 5218, fot to tho
mile. Betweon Montreal and the summit of the Rocky
Mountains, either way, the maximum will not exceed
52/8 feet te the mile; and the mountain section, instead of
being 900 miles in length, as in the case of the Northern
Pacific, and 1,225 miles, as in the case of the Union and
Central Pacifie, will be covered by a distance of 125 miles.
In addition te this, and quite as important as either of'
these considerations, the Canadian Pacifil Railway Com-
pany will be able to run its own lino-to run its own cars
from one ocean to the other; and I claim that these advan-
tages are sufficient te draw to our lino a very considerablo
part of the Chinese and Japanose trade. Now, coming back
to the question of the movomont of grain and cattle, I have
no doubt that there will b3 a surplus for exportation. I
have great faith in the possibilities of that country. I be-
lieve that it is now fully and clearly establishel beyond
dispute that thera is a very large area of country thero,
which is, at least, among the best wheat-producingcountris
in the world. Now, Sir, I hav* been curious to enquire
what acreage of wheat and oats would be sufficient te
furnish a paying business for the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and what acreage the Canalian Pacifie Railway will have
te reach out for. Well, Sir, the railway belt alone contains
22,000,000 acres of good wheat land; and when you add to
that the additional country which will be made tributary to
the lino by the branches of the railway Company itself,
and the indopendent branches, you can forma an idea of the
immense area of country that will be served by this road.
Now, Sir, supposing that three-fourths of the grain is
exported, and one-fourth is retained in the country for con-
sumption, at moderate rates for freight, how much grain
would be required te be raised in Manitoba and the North-
West te furnish a paying business for the Canadian Pacifie
Railway? Supposo, for example, that 20,000,000 bushels
were raised-anl that is a very much smaller amount than
the hon. Minister of Railways mentioned the other night. Sup-
posing that 20,000,000 bushels are raised, and that 15,000,000
bushels would be exported; that would furnish, at 400
bushels per car, 37,300 car-loads of grain te bc moved east-
ward, this with the other business that would necessarily
follow, such as the carriage into the country of manufactured
goods, the distribution of lumber, and the distribution of
fuel, would furnish, beyond all question, a dividend paying
business for the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, Sir, it
doos not require se large a country te produce 20,000,000
bushels of grain as some hon. gentlemen might suppose.
Making a moderato estimate, supposing each farmer will
have fifty acres in grain and that is not a large estimate for
a western country, but a emall estimate it will only require
20,000 people to b3 ongaged in farming in the North-West
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and Manitoba, to produce a paying business for the Can
adian Pacific Railway. And, Sir, the acreage last yeai
under crop is estimated by good authority to have been
500,000 acres, or one-half the quantity under cultiva
tion that is required to furnish business for the road. I
estimate the probable acreage under cultivation next year
at 625,000 acres, and say, in 1885, 900,000, or within 100,000
of the acreage necossary to be under cultivation to furnish
a business that will pay a dividend on the stock of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. It is easy to see,
if a population is settled in that country, that there
must be a large business in the western movement
of manufactured goods. There is an exceedingly large
business already. It is easy to see that the distribu.
tion of coal and lumber will also make a large business,
to say nothing about the mining boom in the moun-
tains, of which we are beginning to hear, and the pro-
duction of cattle and sheep on the North-West ranches.
Not only will our lino have the advantage over the other
Pacifie roads, as regards trade between Asia and Europe, but
it will have the advantage in the transport of grain to
Liverpool in point of distance. A comparison of distances
to Liverpool, by the different Pacific railways, shows that
our road bas a very large advantage. For instance, by the
Central and Union Pacific the distance is 6,762 miles; by
the Northern Pacific, 6,841 iniles; by the Canadian Pacific,
5,941 miles, or nearly 1,000 miles shorter than by any other
Pacific road. What dividends do these other Pacific roads
pay on their stock? The Central Pacifie, with a debt
amounting to $136,000 per mile, with a debt which re.
quires the Company to earn $5 to pay a dividend where
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com pany would be required
to earn only $1, actually pays a regular dividend of 6 per
cent. and has paid as high as 10 per cent. in one year.
The Union Pacific pays 7 per cent. on its capital stock
regularly. Besides all this, an additional comparison might
be made with other railways in the United States running
through a prairie country. The bonded debt of the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy amounts to $51,000 per mile; of the
Chicago and Alton to $54,000 per mile; of the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific to $47,000 per mile. These roads
aire all paying roads, they are all competing lines running
betwoen the same points, and thoir bonded debts are two or
three times as much as that of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
w ty Company; and they all run through a prairie
coantry and depend on the same class of business as the
Canadian Pacific Railway will depend upon. Then the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have the sale of thoir
land grant to steady the rate of dividend. An idea may be ar-
rived at of the income that is likely to be derived from the
sale of the lands by the following statement: The average of
past sales has been $2.36 per acre. At the same rate the
balance of the land grant would yield $50,000,000, against
which there would be a charge of about 816,000,000, land
grant bonds, $5,000,000 of which are deposited with the
Government. This would leave say $40,000,000 which
would be available from time to time after the loan from the
Government has been paid off in steadying the rate of divi-
dend until such time as the earnings of the Company from
other sources would be sufRcient. Then Isay that, consider-
ing the 3 per cent. dividend guaranteed by the Government
for a period of ten years, considering the fact that this rail-
way is the great artery through an agricultural country
Of unrivalled extent and fertility, considering that it will
have little or no bonded debt when it is completed,
considering its advantages in point of grades and
distances, considering its independent position, considering
the value of its land grant-I think in a fair market, and
without the opposition that we all deplore, this stock
should bear a high price in the market as an investment.
But,Sir, the guarantee did not avail in strengthening the
market. It is a fight between the enemies of Canada onM

- the one hand, aided by the enemies of the present Govern-
ment, and Canadian interests; and the time has come when
the Canadian Government and the Conservative party

- supporting that Government, have to take a hand in the
struggle. And the question is, what course shall we adopt
with respect to the lResolutions now submitted for our appro.
val or rejection ? There are three alternatives: we may
suspend operations on this railway; we may oblige
the Company, perhaps, to sell their stock at a sacri-
fice, or we may make the loan as proposed by the
Government. There is one consideration which comes
in right here, and that is, that we cannot under the
contract, compel the Company to sell their stock or
sacrifice their lands. We cannot compel them even to go
on with the work. They have a perfect right, as I under-
stand the contract, to suspend operations for five or six
years, if they choose to do so, and then go on with the
work, provided they complete it within the time mon-
tioned in the contract. What would be the effect on
the country if they suspended operations ? It would be, in
the first place, to discharge about 12,000 mon, in mid-winter,
and throw them upon the country for support. It would be
to weaken the already somewhat weak nerves of bankers
and capitalists, to put it mildly, and it would throw a
blanket, and a wet one too, over every interest and indus-
try in this country; and it would stop the wheels of
progress as regards settlement, immigration and progress
generally for an indefinite period. What would be the
effect on the Conservative party, which is always an
important consideration to the country ? It would be
this: The people would say, and would have the right to
say, you approved of a contract, in 1881, for the construction
of this railway; you came back to us for our approval or
rejection ; and we returned you by an overwhelming majority ;
then, you were not satisfied. In the Speech from the
Throne, at the opening of the Session, it was plainly indicated
that additional assistance must bc given the railway
Company ; and at two bye-elections, taking place at
points Jar remote from one another, which occurred
after this declaration was made in the Speech from
the Throne, we gave most uninistakoable approval of
the proposition to further aid the Company; still,
notwithstanding these unmistakeable declarations, you
have come up to the hedge and refused to take the
step which prudence and reason require you to take.
The Liberals themselves could not have done worse
or have acted less in the interests of the people.
But what would be the result of selling stock at a sacrifice ?
It would be to add very largely to the proprietory interest,
and it would make it impossible for the Company to give
as fair and low rates of freight and passage as they would be
able to give provided the stock is kept at a reasonable
figure. What would be the resuit if this loan is made and is
repaid, as we have every reason to say that it will be?
The result will be that we borrow the money at 4 per
cent. and lend it at 5, a transaction which would b. a
profitable one to the Dominion from that point of view.
But supposing the loan should not be repaid, I desire to
submit a statement to the House which I have prepared
with some care, as to what the roai would cost us
in case it came into our hands under a foreclosure. I
make the cost of the main lin. $75,891,900, in this
way: Expended by the Government, $28,000,000; cash
subsidy, $25,000,000; loan, $22,500,000; and 3,753,400
acres of land, actually sold, at 81 per acre, $3,753,400; land
grant bonds sold and uncovered by sales of land, & L,123,500;
allowing twelve months' interest for the default, $3,215,000,
making a total of $83,591,900. From this should be de-
ducted the branch railways, say, $4,500,000; for payments
made in the purchase of the lino fron Callander to
Montreal and Brockville, $3,200,000; total, $7,700,000,
which deducted from the total, leaves as the
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cost of the railway, $75,891,900. But besides this
there is qnother consideration which must not be forgotten.
We have a line and an equipment at least e1OO0O,000
more valuable than the line and equipment which were
estimated by the hon. Minister of Railways in 1880.
in addition to all that, there is a saving to the Government
of six years' interest during construction upon their cash-
subsidy of $25,000,000, and upon the money expended by
the Government in railway construction, of $28,000,000; that
is to say, the saving of interest for six years upon $53,000,-
000 amounts to Ç12,720,000. I do not mean to propose the
reduction of this $10,000,000 and this $12,000,000 from the
figures I have given as the cost, but I do mean to say that
it is a fair subject for consideration. The Government are
supposed to have got value for what they gave their money
for when the road is completed, and if the road is
completed six years before 1891, we are entitled to
mention the fact, and thore is a saving of interest
during construction of six years on this amount. I will only
refer to the fact that the cost of this road is going to come
far under any estimate which bas hitherto been made either
by hon. gentlemen to my right, or hon. gentlemen in front
of me. The estimate of the hon. member who last ad-
dressed the House, of $120,000,000, made in his speech of
1880, was not for a botter road or a botter equipment than
that which the Canadian Pacific Railw ay Company bas
built>; and certainly the road and equipment, as I said
before, is much better than were estimated for by the hon.
Minister of Railways. Another important consideration is
the value of the lands which Parliament in 1879 set apart
and consecrated for the purpose of the construction of this
road. We, by formal resolution in 1879, set apart, for the
purpose of completing this road, no less than 100,000,000
acres of land ; and whether you take the price at
$1 or at a -higher figure, it is certain that the cost
of this railway, if it falls into our hands under
foreclosure, will be largely within the value of the
subvention which the Hlouse made for the purpose of the
construction of this railway. I now come to the considera-
tion of some additional points in the speech of the hon.
member who last addressed the flouse on this subject. i
took pains in reading his speech, alter getting possession of
Jiansard, to distribute it under different heads, and I found
when I had got the points distributed, that they fell under
the following heads: Criticisms of the Syndicate; criti-
cisips of the Government, and roasons why the Resolutions
should not be adopted; and I am bound to say that, by far
the largpst part of the speech will be found under the heads
of criticisms of the Governmont and criticisms of the Com-
pany. The first ground of criticism of the Syndicate was
that the hon. member had no means of knowing
how much stock had been given to the members
of the Sy4dicate for advancing the $5,000,000 ne-
opssary to be paid in by the Company in organizing.
Weil, I have no means of knowing, but the hon. gentleman
4mself told us sufficient to lead us to know that there had
not been a very large advantage given to the Syndicate in
the sale or distribution of this stock. ie told us that the
net proceeds of this stock, aftor deducting all commissions,
arpiounted to about 46 cents on the dollar; and we ail know
that the price at which it was emitted to the stockholders
bas been about, on an average, 50 cents on the dollar.

Mr. BLAKE. Sixty cents on the dollar.
Mr. IVES. Some at 60, but more of it ut less than 50.

Therefore it is perfectly evident, by the hon. gentleman's
own showing, that there cannot have been any particular
advantage given to the members of the Syndicate
in distributing the stock allowed to them for the
$P,000,000 of capital which they furnished in the
oiganization of the Company. I may say that in this

gter Parliament has no interest except to know that an
Mr. Ivus.

inordinate amount has not been given-an amount which
would largely ineroease the proprietory interest of the road,
and largely affect the question of dividends and rates. If
the hon. gentleman is able to figure out that the stock, in-
cluding all that was given to the Syndicate, bas yielded an
average of 46 cents on the dollar, instead of making
out a case against the Syndicate, ho has made out a case in
their favour. I am aware that it has been usual *ith other
great lines of railway, particularly linos constructed to the
south of us in the United States, for the directors and pro-
moters to make a large grab in the way of profits and
stocks ; and that having been the case with reference to
almost all the American Pacifie roads, it having been the
case in respect to the Grand Trunk, I was not much surprised
that the hon. gentleman directed attention to this subject.
I am, however, exceedingly happy that ho did not find the
mare's nest that ho was looking for. It is to be observed
that the best evidence that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, and the original promoters of that Company,
have not been after a grab of stock, or of profits, out of this
undertaking, is the character of the road they have built,
the way in which they have carried on their work, and the
fact that the stock has realized, under all the circumstances,
as much as 46 cents on the dollar. Then the hon.
gentleman objects to the fact that a construction company
was organized; and he points his objection with the remark
that the construction company ceased operations as soon as
the funds gave out, and argues from that that its object was
to rob the railway Company. ln this matter also, the
Government bas no interest, unlessthe construction conpany
was used as a means of robbing the railway Company.
Now, Sir, it bas been found necessary to carry on
all great enterprises of this kind by means of construction
companies. I am quite prepared to admit that there have
been cases of abuse-cases in which the directors of a con-
pany have had an interest in the construction company, and
have made their steal by that means; but it is none the less
true that a construction company is useful, and, under
certain circurnstances, necessary. For example, the pro-
moters of a great work like this have not money in band
with wbich to pay for construction. They have a right to
omit stock and bonds for that purpose; but it is almost
always impossible to induce the general public to invest in
their stock or their bonds until a certain amount of
progress bas been made in construction. lt is, as a rule,
necessary to organize construction companies, giving them
certain advantages in order to induce them to construct rail-
ways, and to hold ba ,k the stock and bonds until there is a
market for them. In this case it so hAppens, not. as the hon.
gentleman stated, that noue of the directors 9f the Canadian
Pacifie _Railway were directors of the construction com-
pany, and it also happons that they had no more interest
in the construction company than every other shareholder
in the railvway Company had. It is a fact, as I am informed,
that a trustee for the railway Company represented it on
the board of the construction company, und that that was
the only interest anybody connected with the Canadian
Pacific Railway had in this construction conmpany. It is
also true that only a small portion of the road has been
constructed by a construction company-only one-third of
the distance between Winnipeg and the summit of the
Rocky Mountains. And I may here say that the object of
organizing this construction company, was to induce certaip
capitalists, not members of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, to lend their strength and their financial credit to
the enterprise, for the purpose of carrying on
the work of construction ; and it is an open secret
that so careful were the railway Company of the
interests of the railway- so impossible did those
gentlemen who went into the construction compaVy
find it to make any money out of it, that they gave up their
contract-not because the funds ran eat but because t
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was no money in it-owing, when they ceased, the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, the sum mentioned by the hon.
Minister of Railways. It is another reason why the Com-
pany should receive the favourable consideration of this louse
-that these gentlemen have nlot allowed any grab, or made
any grab, at the expense of this Company, or at the expense
of the country. The hon. gentleman next argues that the
Syndicate increased their capital stock from $25,000,000 to
$100,000,000, and that they got the Government to guarantee
a 3 per cent. dividend, in order that they might get
11 per cent. interest on the money they put into the
stock. One word, I think, is sufficient in answer to .that.
If these gentlemen did that, they must have entirely
changed their minds, because, instead of using the
time until 1891 to draw that interest, they have
so hurried construction as to eut off six years of that
high rate of interest. But the hon. gentleman himself, in
another part of bis speech, furnishes an answer to this same
objection. He tells us that it is perfectly childish to sup.
pose that the guarantee could have appreciated the stock,
or could have been of any advantage to the stockholders.
If so, it is perfectly evident that his objection, which I am
now commenting upon, is unfounded. The hon. gentleman
next objects to the acquisition of the Atlantic and North-
Western charter, and to the purchase of a controlling
interest in the South-Easterh Railway. Now, Sir, the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have an interest that
the freight which they bring from the west to the city
of Montreal, particularly in the winter season, should
be carried to the seaboard at a reasonable rate ; be-
sides, the Grand Trunk Railway controlled the only bridge
that crossed the St. Lawrence, and, at the time the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company invested in the South-East-
ern, controlled every line of railway leading from Montreal,
except the South-Eastern. It is an open secret that it was
a race between the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific
to obtain a controlling interest in that rond. Although I
arn prepared to admit that it is a question about which
something can be said on both sides, yet I think the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company have an interest that their
freight, brought to Montreal and proceeding to the sea-
board, should not be left entirely at the nercy of the Grand
Trunk fRailway. But the bon. Minister of Railways gave
.1not her reason, and an exceedingly good reason, why the
Company invested in a controlling interest in the South-
Eastern Railway. It was thatthey desired to attractto it and
to their own line business coming from the seaboard and going
westward. It is perfectly evident that if the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company confine their interests west of the river, or
wcst of the city of Montreal, everything going from the east
to the west will pass over the Grand Trunk; and therefore
if the Canadian Pacific is to obtain any business south of
iMontreal, it is necessary that it should have feeders to
bring that business to it. And for my part, I consider that,
interested as the country is in assuring a large volume of
busin ess on this Canadian line, interested as the country is
in low rates of freight on that line, we can at least pardon
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for having had the
foredght to prevent the Grand Trunk from controlling the
last avenue from the east, and thereby securing all the
freight going from the east to the west. But the hon. gentle- i
muan made merry over the idea that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway could not use the South-Eastern as a i
feeder without it becorning at the same time a sucker; or, in
other words, that if the Canadian Pacifie Railway took busi-
ness coming westward, from the Soutb-Eastern, they must i
necessarily give other business to the South-Eastern. I do
not see anything particular to laugh at in the statement of the
bon. Min isterof*Railways. Take, for instance, the case of the
Central Vermont which runs alongside the South-Eastern.
The Central Vermont is under the control and in the
alliance of the Grand Trunk Railway. It is a feeder of the

Grand Trunk Railway. The business brought to Montrèal
from the west over the Central Vermont goes to the Grand
Trunk Railway; but, because the business coming from the
east goes to the Grand Trunk, it does not follow that
the Central Vermont carries the freight of the Grand Trunk
Railway to the seaboard. It is merely a branch of the
Grand Trunk Railway, which carries its own traffic over the
main line to Portland via Island Pond. So far as the Atlantic
and North-Western was concerned, that charter contained
the power of bridging the St. Lawrence, and ift was a matter
of importance to the Syndicate to obtain the right to bridge
that river, and to obtain an interost in the South-Eaasern.
I now come to a question about which I hesitate i aing
anything, because it seems to me a matter entirely unworthy
of mention in this House. I refer to the statement of the
hon. gentleman that the gentlemen of the Syndicate had
built lordly palaces and made magnificent benefactions, the
insinuation being that they built these lordly palaces and
made these magnificent benefactions out of their profits
from the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I claim that such a
statement, unless founded oD fact, is one which should not
have been made here, and which should not attract attention
here. It is a matter of fact well known to all that ýhese
gentlemen were wealthy before they ever had anything to
do with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, that they were in a
pesition to build good houses and make large benefactions
independent of the Canadian Pacifie Railway ; ând it
is also a matter of fact that the contract for tËhl
lordly palace, which the hon. gentleman thought worthiy of
mention here, had been let for some two years before its
owner ever had or thought of having anything to do with
the Canadian Pacific Railway. I think it is to bo regretted
that gentlemen of wealth cannot make benefactions to a
worthy object, such as McGill College or a hospital, with-
out mention being made of it in this House in the manner
in which this has been referred to. The hon. gentleman
next objects that the prairie section has cost more than any
recent estimate; and the inference which he draws is that an
excessive expenditure was made in its construction. What
did it cost? It cost only $17,000,000 for the whole 958
miles, or an average of less than 318,000 per mile. I do not
know whether an estimate of 1880 woufd be considered a
recent one; but in his speech of 1880 the hon. gentleman
estimated that this section of the road would cost $42,000,000,
as against $17,000,000. The hon. gentleman also noticed a
discrepancy in the estimates of the cost of the railway. He
referred to the official memorandum issued in December,
1882, by MNr. Stephen, the President of the Company, and
to a letter from Mr. Stephen to the shareholders of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company in 1883; and ho commented
at very great length upon the fauct that the estimate of the
cost made by MIr. Stephen in this official memorandum and
open letter to the shareholders of the Grand Trunk Railway
was largely in excess of what is now estimated would be
ieeessary to build this railway. Of course, that was a matter
)f considerable importance; but it so happens, on examination
of this official memorandum and this letter to the share-
holders, that there was no estimate of cost in it at all.
[t was not gieen as an estimate of cost. It was simply
a statement by Mr. Stephen of the amount of pro rietory
nterest in the shape of stock that- would own the com-
pleted line and the unused land grant. It was simply a state-
nent that $90,000,000 stock would own the eompléted line,
ind would own the unused land grant. The hon. gentleman
also called attention to the fact that there was a discrepancy
n the statement made by Mr. Drinkwater some months ago,
and that in January last, as to the bonded debt of the Cana-
han Pacifie Railway Company from Callaüder to Moitreal,
I am not in a position, at this moment, to answer the hon.
gentleman on that point, but I have no doubt that some
one else who will follow me will be able to do so, This
much I have ascertained, that in the Railway Statistical
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Returns of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, sworn
to on the 11th January, 1884, by Mr. Drinkwater, the Secre-
tary of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the follow-
ing is set down as the debt :-Canada Central bonds assumed
by the Company, first mortgage bonds, $850,00 ; second
mortgage bonds, $973,333; and the amount due the Province
of Quebec on the purchase of the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa
and Occidental Railway, $3,500,000; making a total of
$5,323,333, as stated by the lon. Minister of Railways. A
discrepancy was also noticed by the hon. gentleman in the
return of lands sold by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com.
pany on the 30th June, 1883, and the present statement.
Th hon. gentleman himself explained the reason for that
discrepancy. The reason was: that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company took back from the North-West Land
Company 2,000,000 acres of land which had been previ-
ously sold. This was included in the return of June,
1883, but is not included in the statement
now before the House. The hon. gentleman also com-
mented on the fact that the Canadian Pacific Railway had
expended a sum of money to sustain the stock of the North-
West Land Company, thus giving an impressio which
is not founded on fact. I do not suppose ho intended to do
so, but the impression he conveyed was that the Com-
pany had gone on the market and had purchased sh ares
to prevent the stock from falling. That is not the case.
The Company never purchased a share directly or indirectly
of stock in the North-West Land Company on the market.
The amount put down, and which was mentioned by the
hon. Minister of Railways the other night, is the original
subscription of the Company at the time the prospectus was
first issued. They never owned an additional share of the
stock, they never purchased or sold one. So much for, the
hon. gentleman's criticisms of the Company. We now
come to his criticisms of the Government. He comments
upon the change of policy in the manner of paying the sub-
sidy. He says he is happy to see that the Government
have come to his views with regard to the correct method
of paying the subsidy to the Company. There was
excellent reason why the subsidy during the first years of
construction should be paid out by a mileage rate.
That reason is this: that, in the first years of construction, it
was necessary for the Company to purchase railway
plant, railway material and rolling stock; it was necessary
for them te make large expenditures which would apply to
the whole work, and it was necessary, therefore, to pay
them more than a pro rata amount of the cost. But
that time has gone by; they now have the plant and the
rolling stock; and the Govèrnment, whon the proper
time has come to make the change-for, when the reason
for the former state of things has ceased, the effect
also ceases-the Government now change the policy, and
adopt a policy which shall secure the completion of
the railway, for the loan which it is now proposed
should be made. In fact, it is a question of a prac-
tical and common-sense policy, a practical and com-
mon-sense Government, as opposed to a theoretical
opposition. The next objection of the hon. gentle-
man is that the progress of the North-West has been
retarded by the so-called monopoly clause, and the dis-
allowance of Manitoba railway charters. I shall not take
up the time of the flouse on this point, but I wish to
observe that the only thing in which the country is
interested is that there should be reasonably low rates, that
the business should be done by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, and that the business should be held for the benefit of
Canada. A sound National Policy applies as much to rail-
way construction in the North-West as it applies to trade
matters here. It is as necessary to have a National Policy
in the matter of railway construction in the North-West as it
is to have a National Policy in force for the benefit of the

mnanufacturers and people of the Dominion of Canada. Sir, the
fr. IyEs.

older Provinces of Canada have been called upon to pledge
their credit in large sums for the benefit of the people of the
North-West, for the benefit of the immigrants who
are going in there, and it is not too much to ask that
such a policy should be pursued as will preserve to
the manufacturers of old Canada the advantages of the mar-
ket of the North-West. The hon. gentleman made a dis-
tinction between the railway ceonstructed and owned by the
Government and the railway constructed and owned by a
company. Sir, there is no distinction whatever. The same
policy should be pursued as it would have been necessary
to pursue if the Government had owned the road ; and, the
moment that the line is completed, the moment that we are
put fairly in connection with the people of the North-West,
the moment that our merchants and manufacturers are
given a fair chance with the manufacturers and merchants
of the United States, then the time will come when this
monopoly clause may be done away with, whon the country
may be opened to fiee railway construction and free railway
competition. The hon. go itlemen bad a good deal of sport
cver the idea that anybody, much less a Government, could
have supposed that the taking of a certain amount of money
and placing it in the hands of the Governmont would
be of any advantage to the stock of the Company. His
idea was this: that the amount of money necesary to
socure the Governmont woull be the same amount, whether
it was in the bands of the Government or in the bands of
the Company. Well, Sir, I cannot dispute that proposition ;
but I undertake to say that that money, in the bands of the
Company, might porsibly be expended in paying their float-
ing debt, o'r in railway construction, and it would not very
likely be reserved for the payment of a dividend for ten
years to come; whereas, if it is placed in the hands of the
Government, a 3 per cent. dividend is assured. If the
hon. gentleman made a wagor with me of $1,000, I should
not be any botter able to pay that wager if I put the money
into the bands of a third party, than if I kept it in my
pocket; but I do not hesitate to say that he would feel safer
in regard to getting his bet if I placed it in the bands of
another person than if I kept it in my own pocket. And
the same principle applies to the setting aside of this money
for the purpose of paying a dividend. The hon. gentleman
aiso held that it was a mistake for the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways to reckon, amoag the moneys furnished by the
Company, the amount of their floating liability. Welf,
where should he have placed it ? Should he have placed it
amongst the moneys furnished by the Government ? The
Minister of Railways was giving an. account of the
moneys furnished by the Government, on the one band, a ;i
the moneys furnished by the railway Company on the
other. le naturally did not put it down as having been
furnished by the Government. Of course, the money bas
not been furnished in one sense, but it bas been procured,
it bas been expended on the line, and, if the lino fell into
the hands of the Government, it would be as useful as any
portion of the money that has been expended by the
Company. What I mean to say, with respect to these
floating liabilities and the right of the bon. MiLister of
Railways to reckon them as moneys f urnished by the
Company, is this r Suppose that liability existed to a man
who had been *constructing the railway in the North-West ;
the man continues to the last to be unpaid, but the railway
falls into the bands of the Government; I ask if that
is not as useful expenditure to the Government as any other
expenditure that the Company could have made ? So much
for the hon. gentleman's criticisms of the Government. We
now come to the reasons he urged why these Resolutions
should not pass, for you will agree with me, Mr. Speaker,
that the points which I have mentioned, which I have been
trying to comment upon, are not reasons why these Resolu-
tions should be rejected, or should be adopted. The hon,
gentleman, however, said that ho had bis doubts whother
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27,000,000 of money would be sufficient to complete the
road. -He says, however, that, if 27,000,000 of money
would be sufficient to complete the road, we are asked
to actually furnish all that would be necessary, because
the balance of our cash subsidy and the loan will make
up the amount. He also says that, if the amount is
not sufficient, we shall see the Company back asking for
more money. Now, if the 827,000,000 is sufficient, it will
complete the railway ; and it is not a reason why we should
not adopt the Resolutions, that it is not sufficient. It is a
reason why we should increase it, or, if the amount is too
great, it is a reason why we should diminish it; and the
fact that we are furnishing nearly all the money that will
be expended to complete the road, according to this esti-
mato, is no reason why the Resolutions should not be adopted.
What should we do ? We are taking over into our hands
the control of all the assets of the Company; we are depriv-
ing them almost entirely of the power of raising money,
and surely, doing that, we are bound to make a loan ade-
quate to the completion of the railway. The hon. gentleman
told us a great deal, but there were two or three things
he did not tell as, and which it was important he should tel]
us. He did not tell us he would like to see the work
suspended upon this line, nor did he tell us of any
other or botter way of providing the money to continue the
operations. If the hon. gentleman could satisfy us that it
is better to suspend operations, or could show us some other
or botter way of providing the money, lie would have
adduced an argument which would have very great effect
upon my mind, at any rate, and I believe on the minds of all
the hon. members in this louse. That is the important
question. It is still time for some hon. member of the
Opposition to show us a botter way of pioviding the means
of completing this railway. If they can do so, it will not be
necessary to use the influences of the lobby, which the
Globe referred to in its issue of yesterday, and it will not be
necessary to take the measures that these Resolutions
shall pass and not be lost that the hon. member for
West Durham hinted the hon.Minister of Railways bad taken.
Sir, the hon. gentleman's criticism of the speech of the hon.
Minister of Railways amounts to this: the hon. Minister of
Railways asserts that the work upon this line should not be
suspended, and that this is the only feasible means of pro-
curing the money to go on with it. The hon. gentleman
answers to that : the road has been built through poor land ;
it might have been built through better land. The hon.Minis.
ter of Railways repeats that this road must be built ; that it
will not do to suspend operations upon it; and that this is
the only way of procuring the money. The hon. member
answers that there bas been too large an issue of capital
stock. The hon.Minister of Railways repeats the same asser-
tion over and over again; and the answer of the hon. member
is: that the Company have been building lordly palaces
and making princely benefactions. That is the style of the
answer which the hon. member who last addressed the
House made to the propositions ofthe hon. Minister of Rail
ways which are submitted for our consideration. Sir,
in conclusion, what is the duty of the House in
respect to this important matter? We should bear in
mind that we are laying the foundation of an empire. We
should bear in mind that the one great object for which we
are sitting here is to advance the interests of the country.
We should bear in mind that the North-West is the portion
of country which we are to look to for development and
growth. We should bear in mind that it is essential, and a
national necesity, that th*at road should be built, and that
the country should be populated. And, Sir, we should ask
ourselves this question : Do we desire to see a suspension
for six years of the progress of that work and the progress
of the country ? If we do not, is there any other or botter
way of procuring the money than the way proposed by
the hon. Minister of Railways ? If there is not, if the credit
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of Canada is sufficient to procure this money at a reason-
able rate of interest, and if it is necessary to complete the
road, thon by all means let us complete it. Let us not put
our bands to the plough and then turn back. Sir, in 1880, in
addressing this House I ventured to express tho ho pe that our
great and respected chief would live to see the completion
of that great enterprise. Since that day he bas lived slower
and the work has been progressing faster than I expected ;
and I think I may express the hope that he may not only
live to see the railway built, but that when he laves us, his
deepest mourners will be a million of happy prosperous and
grateful people sett!ed in this North-West.

It being six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Billis were severally read the second time:-
Bill (No. 27) to incorporate the Halifax Mutual Marine

Insurance Company.-(Mr. .Daly.)
Bill (No. 28) to incorporate the Canada Temperance and

General Life Assurance Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Middle.
sex.)

Bill (No. 29) to incorporate the Bank of Winnipeg.-(Mr.
Ross.)

Bill (No. 30) to extend to the Dominion of Canada the
powers of the corporation called De Nederlandsch-Ameri-
canPhe Land Maatschappij (The Netherlands' American
L wd Company.)-(Mlr. Abbott.)

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Lake Nipissing and
James' Bay Railway Company.-Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 32) to confirm the lease of the Ontario and
Quebec Railway to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
and for othor purposes.-(Mr. Abbott)

Bill (No. 34) to incorporate the Alberta Railway and
Coal Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 35) to incorporate the Pictou Mutual Marine
Insurance Company, limited.-(Mr. McDougald.

Bill (No. 40) to amend the Act incorporating the
Ottawa, Wadd ington and New York Railway and Bridge
Company.-(MIr. cHickey.)

Bill (No. 41) to incorporate the Saskatoon and Northern
Railway Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Welland.)

Bill (No. 42) to incorporate the Commercial Bank of
Manitoba.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

Bill (No. 43) to incorporate the Union Trust Corporation
of Canada.-(Mr. Hesson.)

Bill (No. 45) to incorporate the Owen Sound Dry Dock
Shipbuilding and Navigation Company, limited.- (Mr.
Allen.)

Bill (No. 46) respecting the Ontario and Quebec Railway
Company.-(Mr. Wells.)

Bill (No. 47) respecting the winding-up of the Spring
Hill and Parrsboro' Coal and Railway Company, and the
sale of the property thereof to the Cumberland Coal and
Railway Company.-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 48) to incorporate the Atlantic Mutual Marine
Insurance Company.-(Mr. )aly.)

Bill (No. 49) to incor porate the Nova Scotia Mutual
Marine Insurance Company.-(\Ir. Daly.)

Bill (No. 50) respecting the InternaLional Railway Com-
pany -(Mr. Hall.)

Bill (No. 51) to amend the Act incorporating the Bell
Telephone Company of Canada.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH T, Mr. Speaker, I agree
entirely with the hon. mover of these Resolutions, and also
with the hon. gentleman who bas last spoken, in thinking
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that we have rarely, probably never, since Confederation,
been called upon to deal with a subject involving more
serionsly the whole future destinies of this country than in
the motion which is now before you. And, Sir, in the first
instance, befoi e I proceed to review the remarks of the hon.
member who bas just spoken (Mr. Ives), permit me to bring
back the House to a consideration of the main questions
which appear to me t- be involved in these Resolutions.
These, Sir, as I-understaad them, are two. First of all, are
we really, fairly considering our position, looking at the
demands upon us, looking at our true financial position, in
a position to incur the risk of spending $30,000,000 more in
assisting the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company ? And, in
the next place, granting that we are in a po-ilion to spend
this high surn, or to risk this high sum of money,
has a sufficient case been made out by the mover of
the Resolutions to warrant our assuming so grave a
responsibility. To wbich may be added, perhaps, this
third question: Have the extraordinary variations which
have aiready been shown to have taken place in the calcu-
lations of the bovernment and the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company, been so far explained as to warrant implicit
confidence in th, .accuracy of those gentlemen's future cal-
culations ? Now, Sir, the hon. Minister of Railways, when
introducing these Resolutions, put bis whole case, I may say,
on this one jlea: that the Company required no aid at our
liands, they were quite able to fulfil their contract accord-
ing to its terms; but for the sake of shortening the time for
the construction of the railway, it would be, in his judg-
ment, well woi th our while to undertake this great liability.
The bon. gentleman who succeeded and supplemented him
took a somewhat different view, but still not differing so
materially from the hon. mover as to make it apparent
to us that there was any cause assigned for increasing
this great liabi!ity, other than the expediency
of constructing the road within a period of two years.
My lon. friend tho leader of the Opposition, on the
the other hand, asked, and he asked with very good reason,
why the whole policy of the Government should be so sud-
denly inverted. He asked why, instead of, as we were
informed some six months ago, being about to receive a
very large sum of money from the Company, we are as
suddenly called upon to lend them an equally large surm.
We asked why we are required to do this in such indecent
haste; why we are denied necessary information on which
we could base a judgment of the expediency of this pro-
coeding. le pointed out that papers containing that infor-
mation, moved for by himself a whole year ago, had not
been laid on the Table of the House; that documents of the
most important character had been placed in our hands
within a few hours and not yet printed; he showed in every
possible way that the House was not in the possession of
information which the House itself, by ordering the infor-
mation to be brought down, had shown that it believed to be
necessary to the proper discussion of this question.
The hon. Minister was good enough to tell us that what we
were called upon to do was a more formality. All we had
to do, he said, was practically to endorse the Company.
Well, Sir, most of us in our private transactions have heard
that story before. Most of us know to our bitter cost that
we had botter thon and there have made a present of the
money than to have put our name on the back of our
friend's bill; and I am much afraid that something like
that-in spite of the hon. gentleman's assurance, in spite of
all the pledges and precautions that can be taken-will be
the result to the people of Canada if these Resolutions pais.
The bon. gentleman behind me said, and said most truly,
that the whole value of the Canadian Pacific Railway to the
people of Canada lies in its being the moans of the develop-
ment of the .S orth-West. I entirely concur with
that hon. gentleman; and my charge, and our charge
against the Governmont of Canada, is, that by their

Sir 2IoHaA CARTWaIQHT.

misconduct in regard to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
by their misconduct in regard to the land policy
and divers other matters, they have contributed most
seriously to impede the proper development of the
North-West, and to prevent the people of Canada from
reaping a tithe of the benefits which they ought to have
reaped from the possession of that magnificent country.
With all that the mover has said, with all that this hon.
gentleman has said as to the resources of that country, as to
the extent to which they might be developed, I fully and
entirely concur; although, Sir, I think that the hon. gentle-
ffian, who I believe bas been in the North-West himself, when
he hinted that the members of the Opposition-and I think
he alluded to my hon. friend here-were in the habit of allud-
ing to Dakota and Texas at the expense of the North-West,
might have recalled to his mind that it has been stated-
rightly or wrongly, 1 do not know -that he, himself, after
having examined the North-West, after having been so fully
convinced of its magnificent resources, actually became a
large proprietor in Texas. I do not blame my hon. friend.

Mr. IVES. I was probably convinced by the hon. gentle-
man and his friends.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. As I say, I do not
blame my hon. friend; but in this case, as in many others, I
think, perhaps, that practice is a little botter than precept.
No, Sir, I am more liberal to my hon. friend than some of
his friends are to friends of mine. I do not think it is a
high crime and misdeneanor on his part that lie should
have invested a little of h*s money in American property, or
American securities, particularly when I say that the
Americans are likely to make a good thing, as many of them
have made already to my knowledge, ont of this same
Canadian Pacific Railway. Then, Sir, my hon. friýnd
proceeded to what ho would call an historical narrative of
the affairs of the Canadian Pacifie Railway; and listening
to my hon. frieud, I recalled a piece of advice once given to
me many years ago by a very eminent practical politician.
I was once called upon to draw up a statement of the affairs
of an institution. This practical politician suggested to me
that I had better do it by way of an historical narrative; and
upon mv asking him what an historical narrative really was,
the practical politician remarked that an historical narrative
was the best way to tell a story. Sir, it has dwelt in my
mind ever since; and when I hear a gentleman refer to an
historical narrative it always returns to my mind that an
historical method is the best method to tell a story.
Now, Sir, I do not want to complicate this
discussion by a reference to the unhappy events of
ten or eleven years ago, which we all deplore, and which
ought to be deplored ; but I think so good an advocate as
my hon. friend would have done well to say nothing about
Sir Hugh Allan and the causes of his failure. These
causes were not creditable to Canada, but I will not dwell
on them now-I do not want to dwell on them now. If,
however, we find, Sir, that too much is said as to the causes
why the Canadian Pacifie Railway, instead of being an un-
mixed advantage, has been a source of danger and peril
to the people of this country, we too, Sir, may have recourse
to certain past events, and we may havé occasion to re-
mind gentlemen that there were éatseé why the original
contract for the Canadian Pacifie Railway did not prove a
success, which are not attributable to any act of the gentle
men on this side of the flouse. The hon. gentleman says
that this road is a national necemsity. Well, Sir, that is
true; and no man ever recognized that fact more than my
hon. friend beside me (Mr. Mackenzie). But when my
hon friend was at great cost, and under circumstances of
extraordinary difficulty, engagedin en deavouring to open up
that country, in a way which everybody, as this hon. gen-
tieman truly said, now sees was his plain and bounden duty,
we, on this side, eau recollect how ho was denouned-zot
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to do him justice,by the hon. Minister of Railways,but by the
very men who are n w the colleagues of these hon. gentle-
men-for bis extravagance in going on with the road
between Prince Arthur and Winnipeg.

Some lion. MEIBERS. No, no.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, some of them
did; and the press did pretty extensively. More than that,
the Pembina Branch was denounced. It was said that he
was going to make a connection with American railways ;
and I soc before me some of the hon. gentlemen who speci-
ally denounced my hon. friend, because, Sir, he was going
to create a monopoly by leasing the Pembina Branch for
seven or eight years to certain gentlemen, who, if I remem.
ber aright, now have a monopoly for twenty years. It is
true that this rond is a national necessity; but it is a non
sequitur that we are bound to construct this rond at all
hazards, within a time shorter than the contract calls for.
But, Sir, if it be so all-important that this rond is to be
built in two years, how comes it that in the ROsolutions
before us, that in the speech of the hon. Minister of Rail
ways, and in the >peech of this hon. gentleman (Mr. Ives),
we hear nothing about any obligation being imposed on th
Company to build it in two years? I do not see the clause.
Is it to be put in at a subsequent stage ? We are told that
the Company will build it when it suits the Company's
convenience. I sec plenty of obligations on our side, but
none on the part of the Company; but if it is so important to
build it in two years, wby should not some obligation be
imposed by.these hon. gentlemen on the Company to do
so ? My hon. friend very properly pointed out that the
grades of this road for some considerable distance west of
Winnipeg were good grades, that they do not exceed 40 feet
to the mile. But my bon. friend beside me (Mr. Mackenzie),
if I remember aright, had laid out a lino on which the grade
would hardly have run to 40 feet, at least for a long dis-
tance west of Winnipeg. The question is not what are
the grades over the prairie section, or even close to the
summit of the Ro'cky Mountains; but what I should like to
know, and what the House and the country would like to
know ii, what are the grades you are going to get when
crossing those difficult passes in the neighbourhood of the
Kicking Horse Pass ? We have been informed-I hope
incorrectly-but we bave been informed, and it bas been
publicly asserted over and over again, that the grades in
that region range to something as high as 116 feet to the
mile for several consecutive miles ; and I am informed
by my hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) that the hon. Minister
made that statement hiniself last year. That is a serious
consideration. I should be glad if it should be found
that this is a mistake, and I hope that better grades may be
obtained; but if such grades are required it is a very serious
argument against the propriety of the southern route, and
against the propriety of baving taken that particular Pass
through the mountains. The hon. gentleman tells us that
on the eastern section there was only a gap of 447 miles to
be ceonstructed. Well, Sir, only a gap of 447 miles may not
alarm him; but it does seom to me-recollecting that that
is about the length of the Intercolonial Railway as originally
constructed by us-that a gap of 447 miles is a rather seri-
Ous gap; and I may be pardoned in hinting that there is a
possibility that that road will take a good deal more than two
years more in construction. Now, Sir, I do not suppose that
the bon.Minister or the engineers would deliberately deceive
the House on this point. Every one of us, who bas seen
these great public works going on, knows that this question
of time is a difficult question, unless, indeed, in the case of
work done in an open country like a prairie country; and I
submit that, even if we grant this large sum which is asked
Of us, there is little absolute certainty that the road will be
finished in two, three, or even four years from this date.
The o,àb. gitleman gave, as one reason for the increased
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cost of constructing this road, that there was a great
increase in the wages of labouring mon. Sir, there ought
to be a great increase in the wages of labouring men, see-
ing that everything these labouring mon bave to purchase
is, by the p)licy of hon. gentlemen opposite, greatly
increased in prico; and I wish, with ail my heart, Sir, that
at this present moment it were truc that the labouring men
of Canada, from one end to the other, were in receipt of
increased wages, instead of-as I fear too many of them are
-without wages at ail, or living on half wages.

An hon. MEMBER. They were in your time.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, they were in

my time. There is no doubt that at that time, when a great
wave of commercial depression had spread over this con-
tinent, and when things were ten times worse in the United
States than in Canada, we shared in that depression; and
there is no doubt alsoif the hon. gentleman wants to know i,
that that depression was greatly aggravated by the miscon-
duct of hon. gentlemen opposite, who piled up the expendi-
turc of the country to many times more than was required,
and left behind them many obligations to be carried out by
my ion. friend beside me when ho came into office.

Mr. RYKE RT. What about the shield ? Which aide of
the shield is that ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGLT. Sir, the hon. gentle-
man asks, do we desire to check the progress of Canada for
six years? No, Sir, we do not desire to check it; and it is
for that reason that we object to imposing these uncalled-for
and monstrous burdens on the people. We can recollect
what followed that insane lino of policy in times gone by.
We do not want to see it repeated now. Sir, the hon. gen-
tleman was good enough to tell us that there were grave
reasons why Ibis road should be in difficulties; and foremost
among these was the opposition which the Liberal party
have given to the Canadian Pacific rad. The Liberal
party, Sir, neither in office nor out of office, have ever given
opposition to the construction of the Canadian Pacifie road,
to the development of the North-Wet, or to the acquisition
of that territory; but they bave opposed, and always wili
oppose, those measures which, undor pretence of opening
and developing that country, are calculated to strangle and
retard it. That is the position of the Liberal party ; and it
does not lie in the mouths of those ion. gentlemen-who,
as I recollect, were very slow, even in 1867, if the testimony
of one of their own colleagues is to be believed, to take any
steps to acquire the North-West Territory-1 say it does
not altogether lie in their mouths, or in those of their sup-
porters, to say that the Liberal party were ever indifforent to
the acquisition of that territory. He says the course of the
Liberal party has aggravated the cost of the road. Sir,we will
discuss that question by-and-bye. He says they found fault
with th high rates chargod all over the North-West. He
says they found fault with the land policy and the Tariff
policy of the Government. Sir, it is true that we said, and
say, tiat the land policy, the Tariff policy, and the high
rates combined, have done a great deal to check the develop-
ment of the whole North-West. We say that we are pre-
pared to maintain it, we believe it, and it is true; and there
is no better proof of it to be found at this moment than that
all over the North-West, thinly scattered as the people are,
we have soen them during the past three months meeting
together in every village and hamlet, to formulate their
demands for just that policy which the Liberal party have
advocated. The ion. gentleman cannot see that it at ail
impairs our security, or injures the position of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, that the Company should
have undertaken great obligations with respect to other
roads -obligations not properly coming within the limits
of their contract. Now, Sir, that may have been a wise, or
an unwise policy; but if Lhese roads are not going to be
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profitable, if large sums are going to be drawn year by year them significant, but because of the somewhat elaborate
from the resources of the Company in order to pay obliga- character of those details-to go over them now. But he
tions on that score, I would like to know from the hon. said one or two things which, I think, slipped out of my
gentleman, as a man of business, how it is no concern of hon. friend's mouth in the hurry of argument. He hinted
ours, or how it doe not, pro tanto, more or less impair our to us that there were other very important reasons why this
security. Sir, the hon. gentleman said one thing that I measure should pass. Why, ho told us you nust pass this
thought might well have been spared, if my ears served me measure because, if you do not, look at the effect--not on
correctly. He spoke of my hon. friend here as a man who the country-but the effect it will have on the Conservative
had the Grand Trunk road for a client. Does the hon. gen- party, so-called. Thore, I think, is the explanation, na
tieman think that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company doubt, of a good deal of the hurry and anxiety which has
have no paid advocates on the floor of this House-no gen. been displayed to saddle the country unnecessarily with an
tlemen who are concerned to promote the interest of the expenditure of $30,000,009 of money. Then ho went into
Canadian Pacifie Railway-that the Canadian Pacific Rail- a little calculation which, I confess, I was astonished the
way Company have no friends in court or in Cabinet ? hon. Minister of Railways did not favour us with. Why,
Does the hon. gentleman think that my hon. friend here is cannot any man see what a profitable transaction this
likely to be affected in the discharge of his public duty by is going to be? The hon. gentleman opposite showed,
what either one or other of the great railway corpora- by a process of his own, that this railway,
tions can say to him ? If so, ail I eau say is on which we are spending about $103,000,000, as ho
that he might have learned better during all said himself, is not going to cost us that after all, but is
the years that they have sat together in this Parliament. only going to cost us $30,000,000. I am not going to
But ho admitted that although the attacks of the Liberal analyze that statement, but I am going to point out this to
party were bad, they were not a circumstance to the attacks the House. This is going to be, no doubt, a very practical
of the Liberal press. As to the Liberal press, he had transaction. We are borrowing at 4 per cent. and are
hardly any words too strong to convey his disapprobation going to lend out at 5, so that there will be $300,000 a
of their conduct towards the North-West and towards the year on a capital of $7,500,000 to the good. Iam astonished
railway. Now, Sir, I am not responsible, nor are my the hon. Minister of Railways did not include this $7,500,000
friends responsible, for ail that the press of Canada choose in the profits we are going to get out of the transaction, but
to say. I do not think hon. gentlemen opposite would like no doubt ho will do so afterwards. The hon, gentleman
to be held responsible-at loast, I hope they would not -for behind me tells us that, according to his calculation, the
ail that their press choose to say about the North-West, or railway will cost $75,000,000. Well, it may cost somebody
about other public subjects. But let me point out this: $75,000,000 ; but all I can say is that I can see no way by
that if the Liberal press have feit it their duty, in the which, supposing we spend these $30,000,000, and the road
interests of reform, to expose the defects in the policy afterwards should fall into our hands, it will
of hon. gentlemen opposite, all the reforms which have cost us less than $98,O00,000. It will cost us
taken place in the North-West, and aIl the reverses $28,000,000 for the sections we shail construct,
in the policy of the Government-and they have been only 85,000,000 for the surveys and other incidental expenses,
too few and far between-have cone because that same $25,000,000 we are going to pay in cash subsidy, $ 10,000,000
Reform press have exposed the misgoeernment of the from our own lands-not the Company's lands-and add to
present Administration and called out for reform; and the these the $30,000,000, and you will find that whoever will
people of the North-West are indebted, and know that they build the road for $75,000,000-if it be built for 875,000,000
are indebted, to the action of that press for rnany of the -the cost to the people of Canada will not be one penny
bonetits wbich they have thus far reueived. Sir, these bon. less than $98,000,000. If the lion. gentleman wants to
gentlemen have curious notions of publie duty. To listen know where [got the caleulation of $100,000,000, ho vill
to them, one woulM suppose that, no matter what facts find that bis own statemonis brings eut the result aiiio,
come to our knowledge, we are bound to remain silent, exactly and identicatly with this aum which I named some
because, if we say anything it may not suit the pleasure ton ortwetve years age. The hon. gentlenan tela us that
or the plans of hon. gentlemen opposite. Sir, we are the coat la geing te ho farbelow his calculation. Weil, it may
bound, both in this House and in the press, not to say one or it may net. In aIl those matters I would reeommend
word falsely against hon. gentlemen--not to say one word the bei. gentleman te wait tilt the road is finished, and
untruly in derogation of that country; and Ido not believe until the bil is paid. Thon, and net until thon, witl we knew
the Liberal press, knowingly at any rate, have ever done what the Canadian Pacifie Raiiway has cost the people of
so; but we are not to keep silent as to the misdeeds of the Canada. But tho hon, gentleman advances ene rather
hon. gentlemen. On the contrary, we are sent here as cxtraordinary proposition. Re tells us that the country
members of Her Majesty's Loyal Opposition, for the express has ne interest iu knowing what the construction cempany
purpose-and it is no sinecure-of exposing those hon. may have recoived for this road. Wel, I cannet agree with
gent lemen's iniquities. that. I think, on the other hand, that the country has the

Mr.areatest intereat in knowing what the construction cert-

here. rany as received -ad what the road was ikely te costwhad the term made with the construction company been
Sir RICIIAiRD CARTWRGIT. 1 do net thiuk se. Hon. farried eut. iNow, made the calculation which I now

gentlemen opposite are good enough te elear tho way for submait, under correction. A very few heurs ago, for the firat
us. They resign, we are told, after the samo way that some tim, had piaed il my and thoso important documents
public servants resigu vhen they get a broad hint te, quit. which how the termag of the ontract with the construction
Now, my hion. friend was gd enough te hold up t the company. Weitl, if I have made a mistake, if I have erred
American press as ai example te us. It is creditabie te the in this important particular, I muat say that it l scarcely
American presa that thoy always have a keen sense of the fair, on the verge f a great dobate, te cai upon any of us
boneur of America. I would, with alu my heart, that the t make som what intricate calculations in ordor t e se
wholo Canadian press had tbe same sense eof what a duo te what were really the erma whiPh were accorded by the
the honour ef Canada, for if they had we would nover sec Canadian Pacifie Railway te this construction company.
the hon. gontlemen sitting where they now sit. My hn. But as far ais ea se , that Con pany wereto have received,
friend gave us many +aluable details which I propose tei aycording te thestatement plaed on the Table by the hon.
study atmy eisure. I have nettime -nt becaue I think Minister-alth ugh I a sorry te say notyet printed for the

Sir RIHARD CATWIGIIT .
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use of hon. members-for what they call there the
eastern section-which is not precisely the same
as the eustorn section mentioned in the contract-the
$14,000,000 in cash and $20,000,000 in paid-up stock of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. That distance I make 610
miles. There again I am open to correction, if wrong.
Assuming the stock to be saleable at 60 cents on the dollar,
that would equal $26, 100,000 to be paid the construction com-
pany for the construction of that part of the eastern section
to which I have roferred. I find that we shall have built
the western section, which extends from a certain point
near the Saskatchewan to the Kamloops. I find that for
that, the construction company were to receive $17,800,000
and 825,000,000 of stock in the Canadian Pacife Railway.
Now that distance is 605 miles, as I make it, and the sum
which, for the western section, the Company were to receive
amounts, taking the stock as before at 60 cents, to 832,880,-
000. We are, as I say, at a great disadvantage. These
papers have been given to us only within a few hours. We
are called on to analyze them, to compare them, and
without the proper information, to enter on this debate.
But it appears from the statement of the bon. Minister
himself, that the construction company were paid, for
the work they did on the eastern section, the sum of
846,500,000, allowing the 40 miles west of Callander pre-
viously constructed, and allowing for Ihat at the price of
the Algoma Mille Branch, which was $20,000 a mile. There.
fore, this follows: that the cost of finishing this castern sec-
lion, as described in this contract, would amount, taking the
stock, as I say, at 60 cents, to $21,360,000, while in the same
way we find that they appear to have received for the
work theydid on the western section, which again I observe
is not the same as we would call the woztorn section in the
old contract, the sum of $91,300,00, assuming that the
prairie work for 615 miles from Winnipeg had cost about
814,000 a mile. The result is this, and here I am going on
the figures of the hon. Minister of Railways, that
the total cost of the western section in money and
stock, would have amounted to $32,880,000 ; the balance
to build it would have amounted to $22,530,000 ;
the balance to complote the eastern section would have
amounted to $21,360 000, or a total to complote the two
sections, and finish the railway, of $43,890,000, to which
should be added for oquipment, not included in the above,
a sum of about $2 ,700,000, so that it would appear that, to
carry out the contract with the construction company they
would have to have received, according to that very contraet
laid on the Table, $46,590,000 more than they have received.
Now, Sir, this follows: We are told that, including equip-
ment, the present estimate is that the whole thing can b.
finished for $27,000,000 and, including the real value of the
materials, les fuel and general stores, which appears to
amount to $2,720,000, all the work could be done for
$29,720,000. Now, Sir, there is a difference thore, between
the sum the construction company were to have received and
the sum which the present estimate shows is required to
close the road, of just about $17,000,000 ; and I have
this question to put: If this contract with· the con-
struction company was a fair and reasonable contract,
how are you going to finish this road for $29,720,000 ?
If this contract was not a fair and reasonable bargain,
then the Company wore going to get about $17,000,000
too much, whieh would have remained practically a
permanent first charge for ever, a source of high rates
and a source of continually increasing difficulty in
dealing with the road-a charge against, practically, the
people of the North-West. Now, I do not say that that
calculation is correct. I say that that is what appears to
be the case on the face of the documents which have been
laid on the Table to-day; and I say, if noeded, there is az
fresh verification of those discrepancies to which my hon.
friend called attention between the statements of the Presi-
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dent of the railway and the hon. the Minister of Railways
and the estimates now submitted. Looking at the state-
mente in that contract, I do not see, I confess, how this
matter can be evadod. Ono of two things is clear. Either
the cost was hugely under-estimated when the con-
tract with this construction company was let, or else, if
that statement be correct, the cost of this road will vastly
exceed tho $27,000,000 which the Minister and the
president now think is all that is likely to be called for
from us. The hon. gentleman also raised a question, if I
remember aright, as to what profit the original holders of
the stock were going to get if the stock was given to them
ut 40 cents in the dollar. Well, Sir, I observe that the
statement is that they issued thirty millions so as to net
52J cents on the dollar. Now, if this thirty millions were
sold at 52½ cents, and1 iho Syndicate got their twenty-four
millions for forty, it doos appear to me that there was a
reasonable profit on the transaction.

Mr. IVES. Forty-six.

Sir RICHAIRD CARTWRIGHT. No; forty-six was the
average on the whole fifty-five millions, and these papers,
which I presume tb hon. gentleman had as well as myself,
admit that the twenty four millions were issued at forty. As
I said before, not having had the documents printed, and
only having had a chance of looking at therm two or three
hours ago, I am open to correction if I make mistakes, but
that is how I read them and that is how ho will find it is
written there. And, if this price, which is now fifty-six, is
so disastrously low and ought to go up to sixty, let me
remind him that there would bo at sixty a moderate profit
of about 50 per cent., if you make the purchase atforty. Now,
Mr. Speaker, I think that, unless that discropancy in the
accounts of the construction company is explained, we have
made out an extremely strong case for investigation and
enquiry into this matter. As I said before, I do not know
whether those statements are absolutely correct or not, but
I do say that, if it appears prima facie, on documents laid
on the fable of this louse, that, apparently at any rate,
the construction company wore going to receive
about $17,000,000 more than the road is now esti-
mated to cost, we have great need to be carefui
and prudent in our dealings either with the Company
that were going to put their affairs in the hands
of this construction company, or of the Governmont which
sanctioned that procedure and, until to-day, refused us ail
information as to what that company were doing or who
that company were. And now, Sir, 1 come to what appears
to me to be another and a more serious reason for pleading
for delay. It is not merely the marvellous summerset
which the Government have contrived to make in this
matter. Ten weeks ago, we were told that, among the
other wonderful evidences of the financial genius of this
Government, was the fact that they were going to extract
$24,500,000-I like to be particular-from, the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, which would put them in
the proud position of saying to English capitaliste,
when the Minister went there to refund the Canadian
debt of 1885: We can do without you ; we and the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company have provided $24,500,000
with which to redeemn all the debt that comes due in 188 .
Now, a wonderful change has come over the spirit of the
hon.gentleman's drea m. Instead of borrowers of $24,000,000,
we are to be leaders of $30,000,000, with results
which, I fear, will not be altogether to his liking
when ho goes, as ho shortly must, to visit the
London mark et in the capacity of a borrower. I think
it is quite right and quite proper that the hon. Minister of
Railways should have, at an early day, laid these Resolu-
tions before the Iouse. I think we should have fult dis-
cussion of them; but I think the Government owe it tO
the House, owe it to the country, and owe it to themselve
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that, before they go f urther in this matter, they should also
have the regular annual financial discussion and exposition
of the real state and position of this country. All these
gentlemen, through the press and in the House, have been
dwelling long and loud on the magnificent surplus which
the hon. gentlemen had piled up last year Well, if that
surplus was properly obtained, on which, later on, though
not to-night, I shall have something to say, it would have
been just cause for congratulation; but the House knows
now, and the country knows, that the surplus is very fast
vanishing from us. The returns which were laid on the
Table of the House, scarcely two weeks ago, show that our
revenue on the 20th January was 82,000,000 less than our
revenue of the corresponding period last year, and our
expenditure $1,000,000 more. If that process goes on for
another six months, the hon. Minister will have no
very great amount of surplus to dispose of. More, Sir;
we are asked to incur a great liability, and we ought in all
conscience to know where to stand. To many, if not to,
most people, the situation appears to have elements of
serious risk. Sir, we have seen within the last few years
the most extraordinary fluctuations in the trade and com-
merce of this country. We have seen--not once but twice
over-fluctuations, within a couple of years, of the imports
to the extent of 834,000,000. We have seen the imports
reduced from a sum even larger, I believe, than they now
are likely to attain-we have seen them reduced by about
$6,000,000. And, Sir, the hon. IMinister bas over and over
again declared that his policy is to reduce the imports. He
bas told us many times that the object of his policy is to
make our exporte exceed our importe. If he succeeds in
that policy-if, during the next year or two, our exporte
do exceed our imports, thon the hon. gentleman,
though he may be proud of the success of bis
policy, will have to confess to a reduction of
many millions of Customs receipts. To have large Cus-
toms receipts you must have large imports, and it ie part
of the hon. gentleman's policy that we should not have
large imports. He has constantly told us that the importe
are too great, and they must be reduced. He bas pointed
to it as a source of danger; he bas pointed, I repeat, to a
year in which the imports and exports balanced, as a period
in which he takes the most pride, as proving the success of
his policy. And, Sir, I say that if bis policy does prove
successfal, if he does succeed in effecting the balance of
trade, which he bas spoken of so often and so long, then the
hon. gentleman will find himself with a largely increased
expenditure, and a vastly diminished revenue. Moreover,
Sir, I say that this is a time specially inopportune for going
on the Englieh market with a very large loan. The House
will remember that, on the first of January next, we have
to provide for the redemption of nearly $30,000,000 debt.
That debt is at a high figure, and the hon. gentleman
ias publicly announced, and very properly, his inten-

tion of redeeming this debt. He went over to England
last year to make arrangements for the redemption
of this debt, and the issue of a Canadian loan on better
terme. Now, I want to point out how dangerous a thing he
is doing if he is going to assume all these liabilities within
a period of two years. He bas got, as it is, to pay
$30,000,000. He as got, as it is, to provide the sum of
$12,000,000 or $13,000,000 additional subsidy; and he now
proposes to add to that a further loan of $22,500,000. Well,
Sir, 1 do not mean to say that the hon. gentleman cannot
borrow this $65,000,000 or thereabouts, within the space of
two years; but I do mean to tell him that he will strain his
credit Eomewhat in the operation, and that it is scarcely
within the bounds of possibility that he will borrow these
large sumo of money within the time he requires on any-
thing like as favourable terme as ]he could if he were to let
this transaction alone, and borrow in the market as it stands,
undisturbed by bringing in this further loan. Now, that is

Sir RiCARD CARTWRIoT.

a proposition so plain that I am quite sure no hon. gentle-
man opposite will be disposed to dispute it; and it shows that
this advance of $22,500,000 is, therefore, likoly to cost us a
considerable sum more than its nominal amount. He will
fail considerably, I believe, of obtaining as good terms as
we do obtain, and as we might obtain. I was in hopes the
hon. gentleman might have been able to place our new loan
on terms which would have involved a considerable reduc-
tion in the permanent charge to this country. He may, and
I hope he will be able to do it still. But I point out to him,
and I point out to the House, that his success in doing so
will be greatly imperilled by assuming, first, the necessity of
providing this additional $ 13,000,000 within two years, and
next, of the necessity of needlessly borrowing $22,500,000
more. Sir, the House will recollect that for the last four or
five years we have been piling up exponditure after expendi-
ture at the rate, very nearly, of $2,000,000 a year. Now,
Sir, yon cannot go on doing that for ever. You may, under
certain favourable circumstances, succed in doing it without
injury for two or three years together, but the end of
that thing comes very soon. We have also been
piling up liabilities. We have had to meet all sorts
of demanda. An Act was passed last Session which, I
will venture to say, unless it is taken off the Statute
Book, will cause ultimately an addition f many other
millions to the indebtedness of the country. Thon, we sec
from declarations in this House-we see in the newspapers
of a certain Province, we see in every direction, that one of
the great Provinces of the Dominion is seriously dissatis-
fied with its financial position, and that it is not likely to
consent to this $30,000,000 being given unless other and
greater concessions are made, unless other and still greater
liabilities are incurred. If we give this $30,000,000 we
shall have to give many other millions to satisfy the
demands-it is not my purpose to discuss them now-which
are likely to be made upon us by the supporters of the
Ministry coming from that Province. Now, what is the
pretext for all this haste ? Surely this road, as
Lord Lorne truly said, was as richly dowered as
ever railroad was on the earth. The late Governor
General of Canada, speaking, no doubt, as ho had been
inspired by his Ministers-and, perhaps, with the High
Commissioner at bis elbow, or not far off it-that noble-
man declared publicly that he had unbounded faith, I
think he said, in the future of the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way, and ho instancod, in proof of that, the extraordinary
concessions-and ho rightly called them extraordinary-
the extraordinary donations that had been granted by the
Government to that railway. Now, Sir, we have a right to
ask, what has become of this 810,000,000 for land sales, of
this $20,000,000 for stock sales? I have shown, with
reference to the construction company, where some, portion
of that may have gone. Surely every supporter of the hon.
gentleman opposite who chooses calmly to consider these
matters, must see that we are needlessly imperilling what
they say is a most excellent financial position, that
we are needlessly taking very serious burdens upon
ourselves, and I may recall to their minds, Sir, an
offer from gentlemen who were quite as good as
the gentlemen of the Canadian Pacifie Railway-although
1 have a very high opinion of most of the gentlemen wbo
form that Company-an opinion which is not always shared
by hon. gentlemen opposite. I say, Sir, we can recolleet
when another company came down with an offer to build
that road for many millions less money, and for maify
millions less land. They were refused, and the reason
assigned was this: That the men with whom the Govern-
ment were dealing were mon of such unlimited and unboun-
od resources that it was wise to give thom many millions
more than the other company asked, and to give them most
extraordinary concessions, and privileges, and monopolies,
which bave justly excited so much discontent, not merely
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in the North-West, but through the whole of the old parts
of Canada. Now, Sir, I am froc to confess that the energy
which has been displayed by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company has been very great. I am free
to confess, Sir, that those gentlemen have shown won-
derful spirit in the prosecution of their enterprise. But
I cannot go the length of saying, with hon, gentlemen
opposite, that they have committed no error. 1 think, on
the contrary, they have committed the very common error
of grasping at rather too much and thereby imperilling
the very excellent bargain which I still maintain they
originally made with the Government. What is the prac-
tical result of all this? Suppose we granted those $30,000,-
000, we know, everybody knows, that wo bind up our
credit to a great extant with that Company, and what is
equally clear is this, that we encourage that Company to
run all manner of unnecessary risk, to make a very unneces.
sary degree of haste, and in all probability to spend a great
deal more money than it would otherwise really require to
pend. I look upon this present demand, I say frankly,

timply as an instalment-the first instalment; but I very
much fear that there may be a second, a third and
perhaps a fourth instalment that Canada may have to pay.
Sir, I wonder if hon. gentlemen opposite ever look at the
Public Accounts, or do they put implicit faith in their
leaders, because if they ever do condescend to look at this
document which I hold in my hand, they will find among
the assets of the people of Canada a sum of $25,607,393.33,
which, to my knowledge, bas stood there for twenty years,
and which represents a certain advanco made to the Grand
Trunk Railway Company of Canada. Sir, if this goes on,
let a second lino be put there with plenty of room below it,
and begin with the advance of $30,000,000 to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company of Canada. Now, my friends
from the Maritime Provinces may not be as well aware of
the past history of old Canada as I am, and my friends
around me; but there is a lesson there for us on which we
will do well to ponder. It is just tliirty years ago, as nearly
as I recollect, since the Grand Trunk Railway Company
was applying to the old Parliament of Canada for conces.
sions, almost exactly identical, demanded for almost the
same rcasons, and in almost the same language, from
gentlemen wbo then acted as the Government of
Canada. Sir, I can recollect myself seeing in the pub-
lic prints-I was not then a member of Parliament-how
the men who advocated those claims pointed out the vast
importance it was to Canada to have that road pushed
through at railroad speed, the vast importance and
immensely good results that would flow, and how safe the
people of Canada were in going through the more form of
endorsing the Grand Trunk paper and of lending their
credit to the Grand Trunk Company; and we can all
recollect what the result of that liberality on the part of the
people of Canada was. It is true that the Grand Trunk has,
in the long run, been of very considerable benefit to the
people of Canada. But the carly years of the history of
the Grand Trunk show that it was terribly disastrous, not
merely to the shareholdors, but to the peoplo of Canada.
And why ? Because of the ruinous extravagance and
because of divers political complications into which it
had got, and it was only whon the Grand Trunk ceased
to be the mileh cow of certain political adventurers that
it had a chance of restoring itself.

An hon. MEMBER. Hear, hear.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not think the

Grand Trunk is likely to be the mileh cow of bon, gentle-
men opposite, or of other gentlemen. As the hon.
gentleman beside me remarked, they have other cattle on
hand. The hon. Minister was good enough to quote my
calculation asto the cost of the road to the country. Sup-
pose the road is foreclosed ; suppose that, after advancing
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$30,000,000, we have to take it, what is the result ? It is
this : Upon the hon. gentleman's own showing, that road
will cost the country within a fraction of $100,000,000,
which I estimated would be the cost under very much
more disadvantageous circumstances. And here let me say
as to all those calculations, that it is utterly absurd to apply
a calculation made ton, eight, or even five years ago to the
cost of construction to-day. Everybody who knows any-
thing about the progress of the North-West knows that a
few years there will do more than three or four times that
length of time in an ordinary forest country, and conse-
quently even if the estimate were incorrect, it would be no
reflection on my hon. friend here (Mr. Blake) or my hon.
friend beside me (Mr. Mackenzie) that we overstated the
cost under a contract which was to be completed several
years ago. But there is another very serious consideration
which I commend to the attention of hon. members,
especially of the North-West representatives in this House.
It appears to me it bas been so far utterly overlooked by the
hon. Minister. That hon. gentleman stated, and stated
most truly, that the construction of branch linos in adequate
quantity in the North-West, was a matter of first rate im-
portance. He said, and ho said truly, that branch linos were
often of greater importance than many portions ofthe main
lino, and there again I entirely concur with him. This point,
it seems to me, bas been wholly overlooked. I do not
believe if you insist on the Company rushing the road
through within the next two or three years, the Company
will be able to spare a thought or a dollar, except on com-
pulsion, on the construction of any branch lino. You have
taken away most improperly, as I conceive, from the people
of that country, the power of constructing the branch lines
for themselves, and the advocates of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway say, and there is truth in that plea, that by what
you are now doing you will deprive them of any power to
do anything else than go on with the prosecution of the
main lino. Judging from what we hear and know, if these
Resolution pass, and if the Company is to construct the
lino within two years, then there appears to be no reason-
able prospect whatever of the North-West being supplied
with those branch linos which they have a right to demand
either from the Company or the Government, bocause the
Company and the Government had absolutely prevented
the construction of those lines, except by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company themselves. Moreover, I say if
you are going to do this, you should cortainly readjust all
the other terms of the contract. I cannot accept the con-
cession indicated by the hon. Minister of Railways as a
concession at all. As the hon. gentleman truly said, two or
three years hence ho proposes-he gave no pledge and put
the Government under no binding obligation-to cease ille-
gally and unconstitutionally exercising the veto power to
the detriment of the Legislature of Manitoba. That is DO
concession at all. There is nothing in that which the people
of Manitoba can accept as a boon or as something for which
they should be called upon in any degree to be thankful; it
is giving back what is justly theirs, and what should never
have been taken away from them. Sir, probably the House
will pardon me for going back on a subject on which I have
recently been speaking. I feel very strongly the risks
to which hon. gentlemen are committing this country. I
have seen this country once or twice in a very good Anan-
cial condition. I have seen that financial position atterly
thrown away by reckles and insane expenditure, and by
the reckless and insane incurring of liabilities.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I say that hon. gentle-
men who support a Finance Minisier who, in six years,
from 1867 to 1874, added $10,000,000 a year to the annual
expenditure, and left a further liability of $60,000,000, and
who has since added 88,000,000 a year to the annual
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erpenditure, should know well what great risks the
country rans from such insane expenditure. But, Sir,
these gentlemen have a record, at least some of them have
-which it is well for the House to remember. Canada in
185-54-56 was in a good financial position. It was in as
good a financial position relatively then, as the Dominion is
to.day. Sir, as I say, we chose to incur, rashly and rek-
lessly, claims and liabilities for the great railway enterprises
of that day, and what was the result? The result was that
in 1853 the receipts of old Canada were $5,250,000, and the
expenditure of old Canada $8,600,000 ; that they had a
large deflit of 60 per cent in proportion to their expendi-
ture ; that in 1859 they had a deficit of $1,500,000. That
condition of things went on through 1860 61-62, and only
ceased when the present leader of the Honse was, for
that and other offences, turned ont of the Government
of that day. There we all saw written, in pretty large
characters in our history, what was the result, even in a
very prosperous condition of things, of incurring those un-
parallelled expenditures. But hon. gentlemen can find out
for themselves what would be the position of affairs if these
same results are repeated to-day, as they are not unlikoly
to be repeated. It is our duty on this side of the House to
warn them and the people of Canada, that althongh wo do
not undertake to make predictions either of seven years'
prosperity or of seven years' depression; although we have
not.the spirit of prophecy descending upon us in that
matter, still it is sometimes safe, as a warning, to point out
what has actually occurred in the past, and that wise and
prudent mon would not altogother overlook thos3 lessouis,
particularly at a time like this. Sir, I say that the whole
business is a fitting climax to the antecedents of this rail.
way. I have always held and I now repeat, although a
great continental railway was a very desirable thing in itself,
althongh I agree with the hon. Minister of Railwaysthat we
require a railway, that it is worth considerable sacrifices for,
stili Isay that the terms of the original bargain with British
Columbia, which was opposed by me, opposed by Ion. gentle-
men here present and others who are not now bore, was an act
of such indiscretion and folly that it has hung like a mill-
stone ever since around the necks of the people; that it has
led to national disgrace in one or two instances, and that
at the present moment it is likely to entangle us in embar-
rassments of which no man can reasonabiy expect Vo sec
the end. I say, Sir, that there was nover such a sacrifice of
ends to means as was manifest in the poleicy of the present
Government with respect to the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
The object of that Railway was and is - the one thing for
which it was worth a dollar to the people of Canada-to
assist in the development of the North- West. The policy
of the Government with respect to thnt railway bas been,
intentionally or not, such as to make that railway almost a
greater source of injury to the North-West than of advan-
tage. I say, Sir, that so fur as the people of the North-
West and Manitoba are concerned, with the exactions, the
monopolies and the restrictions whieh have been imposed
upon them, it would have been botter for them if
that railway Lad never advanced a foot beyond Winnipeg,
and that they had been allowed, by the aid of their own
land, to construct their own railway. This is my deliberate
opinion as regards the people of Manitoba and the North-
West. I do not ignore the fact that we were bound at a
reasonable rate, and on reasonable torms, to go on with our
obligation and build the road for the bonefit of the people
of British Columbia, and also to connect it with the older
Provinces. I do not ignore that fact; I do not underrate its
importance. But as regards the people of Manitoba and
the North-West, the impolicy of the Government, not only
in regard to the railway, but their general land policy and
their tariff have been such that it is doubtful, to thos who
know the country best and prize it most, whether the people
wronld not have been better off had that railway not gone a
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foot beyond Winnipeg; if only they had been allowed any
reasonable aid from their own lands to build their own rail-
ways thereof. Moreover, I say this: when you are asking to
vote these $30,000,000, that does not measure your liabili-
ties. We will suppose that there are no more instalments to
pay, that this is the only demand made upon us, although if
it b, it will be the first instance in the history of Canada
in which such a thing las happened ; but I say-and
every man knows that 1 say the truth-that the Gs'overn-
ment are not going to carry it through without making
compensations in various shapes and forms to a great many
other interests in this country ; and I shal deem it my-
self a fortunate chance if the $30,000,000 which we pay to
the railway do not require before long to be supplemented
by as much more in concessions to the other claimants on
the public purse, who sec the opportunity and are deter-
mined to use it, and who are now attempting, as we all
know, to use it. I repeat again, that if ever there
was a case for caution, for prudence, for hesitation ; if
ever mon had reason for demanding delay, if ever we
we had the right to be fully informed as to the
exact financial position of the country, as to the exact
financial position of the institution which seeks our aid, it
is now; and we shall be blind and deaf to the lessons of our
past history and of our dearly bought experience in old
Canada, if the House consents to pass this measure without
fuller and more searching enquiry, and much greater intr-
mation than it now possesses.

Mr. WIIITE (Cardwell). I an quite sure those of us who
have been in the habit of listening to the hon. gentleman
when ho was in Parliament before, and who have contrasted
the speech he has delivered to-night with the speeches ho
delivered thon, must have come to the conclusion that
ho was arguing against his own convictions, from the time
he rose until the moment he sat down. We all expected-in
fact it was announced to us by the leader of the Opposition
in the closing sentences of his speech-that the financial
aspects of this question were to be dealt with by some one;
and as the hon. gentleman who bas just taken his seat has
been brought into Parliament again, by the confession of
the present leader and the ex-leader of the party, in order
to deal with financial questions, we had right to assume that
he was the person who would so deal with this particular
subject. Sir, those who have listened to him to-night will
agree with me, I think, in saying that he was certainly not
doing himself justice in the manner in vrhich ho has treated
this question. From the opening sentence to the close of
his speech, we have had haphazard statements-statements
which were evidently not the result of reflection; and, for
one, I have come to the conclusion that the hon. gentleman,
against his own convictions, believing that the scheme
which is now before Parliament is, in the position in which
we stand, the best scheme that could be adopted for the
completion of this railway and for the interest of this coun-
try, was forced to implement the promise made by his
leader, and to deal without preparation with the
subject to which ho has just addressed himself. Sir, what
have we heard from that hon. gentleman? With the single
exception of his reference to the construction company and
the great profits that company would have enjoyed, had
they gone on with the work, which they did not do, we have
had scarely a re f erence to the Canadian Pacifie Railway at
all. We have had references to other subjects. We have had
references to the conduct and character and career of the
Conservative party. The hon. gentleman bas gone back to
the history of old Canada. For the benefit of the hon. mem-
bers from the Maritime Provinces lie has gone back to 1852,
in order to establish that from that date downward the
career of the Conservaive party, its policy in the
administration of the affairs of this country was
a policy to the detriment of the country and tending
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to extravagance in the expenditures of the country.
And yet, Mr. Speaker, what will our friends from the
Maritime Provinces say when I tell them that during the
whole of those years that hon. gentleman was a humble
follower of the Conservative party?

Sir RICHAJRD CARTWRIGHIT. I would just s:ay that
it is not true.

Mr. WHITE. Not only a follower, but a traditional
Tory in this country-one of those old blue-blood Tories-
one of the men who had nothing but contempt for those
common-place people who are commonly called Radicals-
that this hon. gentleman from the day ho entered Parlia.
ment, and for many days after-until the leader of the
Government committed the heinous offence of believing
that another hon. gentleman would make a botter Finance
Minister than himself-until that day that hon. gentleman
supported the party whose policy, he says, from 1852 on-
wards, was a policy tending to the injury of this country,
and to reckless and extravagant expenditure. Sir,
we had also some referenco to the Grand Trunk
Railway. The hon. gentleman alludedto the early history
of the Grand Trunk Railway, and he held up the fact that we
have notyet got back the guarantee which was given to that
Company,. as a proof that it is utterly impossible that we
canget backthis guarantee. Does the hon. gentleman know
anything of the history of the Grand Trunk Railway ? Does
ho know anything of the circumstances under which that
guarantee was given ? Will he pretend to tell this hon.
House that there is any similarity whatever between the
guarantee given to the Grand Trunk Railway and the
advance now proposed to be made to the Canadian Pacific
Railway ? Sir, in 1852, the Grand Trunk Railway Company
got its charter. At that time, as everyone knows, we were
in the midst of a fever for railway construction. The then
leader of the Conservative party, the hon. gentleman's
leader at that time, declared that his policy was railways,
sitting, as he did at that time, as leader of the Opposition.
The Government issued, through Lord Elgin-and I pre-
sume the Government were to some extent responsible
for the utterances of Lord Elgin, even in the des-
patches he sont to the Home Government-issued
a paper setting forth the great prospects of this
country. A prospectus was issued bearing, if not the
direct, certainly the indircet endorsement of the Govern-
ment of this country, pronmising to those people in Eng-
]and who should put their money into the Grand Trunk
Railway, a dividend of Il per cent. at least. The
Government guaranteed £3,000 a mile for the rail-
way, and took a first lien upon it as security. But we
all know that when the road came to be built, when the
results came to be ascertained, it was found that instead of
its paying the 11 per cent. thon promised, there was no
percentage at all for the people who had embarked their.
money in the enterprise; and when the question came before
the people and the Government of Canada, as to what was
to be done with regard to that guarantee, it presented itself
in this form : Here were men in England who,
on the strength of a prospectus practically issued
by Canada-backed, as it was, by the Governor
General, by Her Majesty's representative in this country-
put their money into that work, without any hope of get-
Ling it back again, and without any interest whatever, ex-
cept the interest which they expected to get in the form of
a dividend from the working of the railway. There was
Canada, with a railway built with English money, and
benefited by the rapid development of every interest in
the country which followed immediately after its construc-
tion; and the question which presented itself to us, as hon-
est men, was this: ought we to exact the pound of flesh ?
Ought we, who have derived, and are deriving all the di-
rect and indirect advantages resulting from the expenditure

of that money in our midst-from the expenditure of the
money itself, and the development of the country through
that expenditure-ought we to exact our interest before the
people in England get u dollar? And the people of Canada
did what I am satisfied, if the conditions existed, they would
do again-what I believe, as honest men, it was their bouinden
duty to do-they took the ground that they would wait atany
rate until the Company were able to pay dividends to their
shareholders before they -would exact thoir claim from the
Company. It is true, that amount stands to-day among the
public assets of this country; and I am not certain that, with
the magnificent development of that railway-as a Canadian,
I sincerely hope that that development will go on-the time
may come when that Company will pay dividends to its
shareholders, and when the claim of the people of Canada,
under the circumstances, will revive. But what comparison
is there between our position with reference te that matter
and the relation in which. we stand to this advance? Wby,
Sir, what is it which is proposed at this moment? It is
this: We have a railway, a large proportion of which is
built; its net earnings amount to nearly 81,000,000
a year ; we have already given large subscriptions
to it; we are under no obligation to anybody
connected with it, and either directly or indirectly,
to treat that Company otherwise than the terms of
their contract require; and when we place this money
at their disposal, taking security for its return, I say we do
it without laying ourselves open to the danger that the
people of Canada will not be repaid. But we have given
to other roads, as well as to the Grand Trunk. The hon.
gentleman knows that the Great Western got an advance at
the same time, and ho knows that a great portion of that
advance bas been repaid.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That lias all been repaid.
Mr. WHI1TE. I do not know wihether it has all been re-

paid, but a great part of it has been. Ilt was the subject of
correspondence between Sir John Rose, when ho was
Finance Minister acting for the Government of Canada, and
the Great Western Railway Company, and a large portion
was certainly repaid. The Northern Railway Company
also received an advanco and we got back the
money or a large part of it-why ? Because both of
these railways were paying interest-were successful rail-
ways-and we wero therefore in a position to enforce our
claim. But in this particular case we stand in a position
of advancing money to ap organized company with a
large mileage of railway already completed, and the only
question which arises is this,-is the security upon which
we advance it sufficient to guard us against the possibility
of loss in the future? That is the only question before
us at this moment. I do not propose, Sir, to deal with
the question whether it is or is not desirable that this
road should be speedily constructed. We know that the
people of Canada have committed themselves to the con-
struction of this railway. We gave out this contract in
1881. We have had a general election since that lime. I
do not know how it was in other constituencies, but I
know that in mine I had the pleasure and the honour-
and I esteemed it an honour, and it certainly was
a pieasure-of a visit from my hon. friend, the
member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), accompanied
by the Premier of the Province of Ontario. We discussed
for a whole afternoon the public affairs of this country ; we
had the Boundary Question, the Streams Bill, the Gerryman-
dering Act; we had from the hon. member for East York
some remarks with reference to the administration of rail-
ways by the hon. Minister of Railways, and with reference
to some matters of detail connected with the publie expen-
diture ; but I think I am within his knowledge when I say
that from the beginning to the close-I was not there at the
opening, but a gentleman who was there told me what took
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place-this question of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which
was to have been the question that would hurl the Conser-
vative party from power as s>on as the people should have
the opportunity of dealing with it, was not once reforred
to. I did not hear many opposition speeches, I admit,
because, with the exception of that meeting, my politi-
cal opponents for some reason happened not to
be at the meetings I held in the constituency.
But what I have to say is this, that, so far as I can know,·
that question had practically passed out of the arena of
discussion altogether, and the people of Canada were thor-
oughly satisfied that the best thing bad been done that
could bo done in the contract which had been let for the
construction of the railwav. Under these circumstances-
the people of Canada having determined that the railway
should be built-do hon. gentlemen opposite think that
lhey are going to have the people with them in saying that
it is a matter of indifference when it is built, and in saying
that it is a matter of no conseque n ce, now that a very large
portion of the railway bas been constructed, whether the
links between them are left uncompleted or not. I venture
to say that there is no man in Canada who looks fairly at
the future interests of this country, who desires the devel-
opment of every interest in this country, who will
not say that it is a matter of the very greatest
consequence, now that the railway bas advanced to its
present stage, that it shall be completod at the earliest
possible moment. Remember that when this contract was
made it was a ten vears' contract. I an not going to say
that if the Company had gone on-as possibly that second
syndicate might have gone on, had they been awarded the
contract-slowly, carefully, tentatively, just spending the
dollars as they happened to get them, waiting for the whole
ton years to build the road, everybody might not, to some
extent, have been satisfied; because no one believed, before
this time, that a railway of this kind could have been built
in five years. But we have learnt differently during the last
two years, and to stop the construction of the railway to-
day, to even lessen the speed at which it is being con-
structod, would be an admission of failure, and failure
to the Canadian Pacifie Rbailway cannot take place
without resulting in disaster Io the peiope of C nada.
. do not say that the Governient or the pope
of Camada should feel themselves bound up in the
interests of the gentlemen who compose the Company or the
directorate of the Canadian Pacifie Railway; but 1 do saV
that we are so situated in Canada, that the construction of
this railway bas been so identified in the public mind, not
only here but in Europe, especially in Great Britain, with
the prosperity and progress of the Dominion, that the stop-
page of the line mist mean disaster to the country itself.
The hon. gentleman told us that we on this side of the louse
had complained of the conduct of the hon. member for East
York, when he was head of the Government, in building
the lino from Port Arthur to Winnipeg. That was not the
complaint. What we did complain of-what was com-
plained of evorywhere-was that the hon. gentleman built
the two ends and left the centre sectioni untouched-
not that lie built, but that ho did not build a railway.
That was the cause of our complaint; and what
we complained of in him then we feel ibat the pub-
lic would be entitled to complain of us now, if, alter
baving gone so far with the construction of this
railway, we were to stop the work or lessen its speed,
or to refuse, with reasonable guaranteo for its repayment,
such an advance as might ensure the desired speedy con-
struction. Then wo are told by the hon. gentleman, con-
trary I think to what overybody lias thought heretofore,
that the railway is not such a railway as we ought fairly to
expect, and we have a reference made to the gradients in
the Rocky Mountains which, ho says, are somewhere about
116 feet to the mile. That seoms a very heavy gradient, I
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admit. 1 believe it extends from the summit to the Columbia
river, somewhere about 10 miles in length; but it is not
as Ligh a gradient as is to be found on the American
Pacifie Railways, nor as high as that which you will find on
a railway which is to-day almost a controlling line in east-
ern and western transport-the Baltimore and Ohio road.
On that railway there is a gradient much higher than this
116 feet. But I think that everyone will admit, who has
been through this country-that is at least the testimony of
everyone I have heard speak of it-that the railway bas been
substantially built, that the Company have built it in a
manner indicating their intention to work it, and indicating
their interest in its oconomical working after it, is built. In
that respect, at any rate, the people of this country have
no reason whatever to complain. Thon we are toll by the
hon. gentleman-and that, I admit, is a point upon whieh
we require to have the most complote assurance and guar-
antee-of the difficulty of determining the time in which
the railway may be completed through those difficult sec-
tions. lIe pointed out, very properly, that on the prairie
section it is not difficult to determine how the railway
might be built, and in what time it might bo built, with the
experi once we have to-day; but that these sections which are
now to b constructed are the difficult sections, and that
therefore it required close calculation to determine whether
we could build them within the time mentioned or not. I
sincerely trust-I do not know what'the intentions of the
Government in the matter are-but I sincerely trust that
when this bargain is implemented, that when this agree-
ment is made, we will have in it some guarantee
that the railway is to be completed in the shorter time
proposed ; and further, that provision will be made, by special
supervision on the part of the officers of the Government it-
self, to see that the road is being constructed and the money
being expended in such a way as will secure its construc-
tion within the stipulated time.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman will
allow me to interrupt him, I will say that it is never pos.
sible to embrace within Resolutions of this kind everything
connected with thom, but it is the intention of the Govern-
ment, as is indicated therein, to provide bythe Bill which will
authorize the agreement for the most adequate security for
the completion of the road within the time stated by me to
the House, and also to provide that not a single dollar of'
the money advancel by the Government to the contractors
for the worlk shall be advanced except upon the evidence
that -uch monoy has gone into the road.

Mr. WHITE. I arn quite sure that the assur-
ance of the hon. Minister of Railways on these
two points will be exceedingly satisfactory, not
only to this louse, but to the country, becauso the only
reason, as I can understand it, for undertaking this new
obligatioi-and obligation it undoubtedly is-is the im-
portance of having the railway completed within the
shorter ine specified in the letter of the president of the
railway Company, and affirmed in the statement of the
hon. Minister'. The hon. gentleman has relerred to this
construction company as affording positive preof either
that the Company gave a great deal too much to the construc.
tion company, or that the amount now estimated for the com-
pletion of the railway is an amount altogether inadequate.
We have not, at this moment, I quite agree with the hon.
gentleman, ail the papers we would like to have for a dis-'
cussion of a subject of this kind ; but I do not regard
that, as I shall show you presently, as a matter of
so great consequence as the hon. gentleman does.
But, Sir, I believe the fact to be that the contract with this
construction companywas entered into on the 12th Decem-
ber, 1882, that is, about fourteen months ago. Now, Sir,
at that time it is well known that the Company were
desirous of floating their capital, of floating their scheme ;
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that it was, therefore, a matter of consequenco that they
should have a contract made, so that the public
who would invest their money in this enterprise would
know reasonably what the enterprise was going to cost.
There has been since that time nearly 600 miles of railway
built. There have been very considerable surveys made;
there have been remeasurements, and there is very
much better evidence and information now than could pos-
sibly have existed at that time. We know that, so far as
this c:nstruction company is concerned, they were to have
taken a certain portion in cash and a certain portion
in stock; but, as I believe to bo the fact, so far as their
work went, the expenditures which they made were
simply made for them by the Company, and when they
were unable to float the stock which it was thoir business
to float, the contract was abrogatcd, I think in the month of
October last, before there was any question whatever of
applyingto Parliament for an advance such as is applied
for tc-lay.

Mr. BLAKE. About the end of Novembri'

Mr. WHITE. I am told the deed was signed in Novom-
ber. But, whether it be the one month or the other, what
I say te the hon. gentleman is this : that it was before any
question of this kînd could have arisen. It was just at the
time that the Company expecte'I that the arrangements
which they had made with the Government for the guar.
antee of 3 per cent. for ten years, would have carried
them through, and that they would have been able to com-
plote the contract by the sale of the stock on the open
market. That was the position at the time they abrogated
the contract. Now that contract is abrogated. It is not
a contract to-day, and under the circumstances, 1 do not
think it is a matter of so great consequence that we should
have all the details of a contract which existed for only a few
months comparatively-for less than a year-under which,
as I understand it, money was paid only for work actually
done, which was abrogated on account of the failure of the
contractors to implement their contract by selling the
shares, and which is therefore a matter which, in so far as
this particular arrangement is concerned, is of no value or
effect whatever. What we know is this, that we have the
statement of the Chief Engineer of the Department of Rail-
ways as to what the cost will be of the completion of this
railway. What we know further is this, that the money
which is te be paid for it, the money which we are
voting, is to be paid pro rata as the work proceeds,
having regard to the amount required for the ab-
solute completion of the road; and that therefore,
we have, in these arrangements-first, in the report
of the Chief Engineer, which confirms the reports of
the engineers of the Company itself, and next in the fact
that the money is only to be paid out as the work proceeds
-a sufficient guarantee that at any rate the money will
complote the railway as is proposed. But we have further
than that. I believe that the difficulties which the Con-
pany have had up to this time in selling their stock upon
the open market have been due very largely to the doter-
mination on the part of rival companies to prevent the
completion of this railway. The moment you prove to
these rival companies, and to ali interested in these rival
companies, that this railway is going to bo built, the
moment you prove to them that the Company have been
able to make arrangements by which they are practically
independent of the stock market altogether in the comple-
tion of the railway, that motive at least is gone for the
depreciation of the stock, and, that being the case, the
investing public will have the opportunity, quietly,
without influences of that kind surrounding them,
of investigating the character of this enterprise,
its commercial value, the probability of its paying
dividends upon the stock it has issued, and how it stands
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in relation to other trans-continental railways of this con-
tinent; and I believe that, before the two years are up
within which this road is to be built, the stock will bc at
such a rate that it will be a question for the Gaverameut
whether they will allow the $35,000,000 to be sold on con-
dition of the $22,500,000 baing repaid to the Government.
But, independent of that, the assurance we have from the
Chief Engineer of the Company, and the assurance we have
had to-night from the hon. Minister, that there is to be proper
supervision in the expenditure of this monoy, in such a way
that it shall only be spent having regard to the completion
of the railway within the anount voted, affords to us the
most perfect guarantee that can be afforded in any butsbn
transactions, that the railway will bo co-npleted withri
that time, and for no further sum of morey than is
here proposed to be voted. Now, Sir, the question,
and really the only important question is, what guarantee
have we that this money will be repaid ? Are we simply
launching out $22,500,000 or $30,000,000-if the hon. gentle-
men choose to assume that the second instalment of
the purchase money of the annuities will not be paid-
are we simply spending that $30,000,000 without any
prospect whatever of getting it back? Sir, we have,
first, the lands of the Company. Now, I think, in view of
what hon. gentlemen opposite have said as to the value of'
these lands, in view of the extravagant statements they
have made as to the enormous subsidies which have been
given to this Company, based upon an estimate all the way
up to $5 and $7 an acre, we may fairly assume that the
average price received up to this tine will be realized in tho
fiiture for these lands. We find that the Northern Pacitie
R:ti1way, wicih runs through a territory very rnuch liko that
of our own North-Wost, inferior to it as it seems to me-
because they have to take the land irrespective of whether
it is fit for settlement or otherwise-during the last year sold
upwards of 750,000 acres of land at an average price of $t
an acre, not counting in their town lots at al], for which they
reeeived something like $332,000. We have the evidence
of our own Canadian Pacific Railway Company, which has
solid up to this time its land at $2.36 an aere. They
have sold up to this time land to the value of nearly $9,000-
000.* If we receive but $1,250,000 a year from the sale of'
lands-and remember that every dollar received from the
sale of lands goes into the hands of trustees for the re-
payment of the interest and principal of the loan we are
now advancing-we have the interest upon this 822,500.000
paid to us, and the loan is not a charge upon the people
of this country at all. We are practically buying back, if the
worst came to the worst, about 21,000,000 of acres of the
lands in the North-West, which lion. gentlemen, in esti-
mating the subsidies given to the Company, have told us
are worth $5 an acre, and giving 622,500,000 for thern.
That is practically the first security we have. You
will remember, Sir, that, when this contract was let,
one of the charges made against the Government, one
of the complaints made with regard to the contract
was this : When it was compared with the arrangements
proposed by the hon. member for East York (Mr.
Mackenzie) while at the hed of the Government, for the
construction of this railway by a company, that gentleman's
answer was : it is quite true we .offered largo sub-
sidies, but we made a provision in the Act by which we
could buy back the railway after it was built, at 10 per cent.
over and above the cash that had been paid for it, less the
subsidies in land or money which had been given to it by
the Government. Now, Sir, suppose the worst came to the
worst, what would be our position in this ? We would prao-
tically be carrying out the very policy which l.on. gentle-
men opposite embodied in the Act of Parliament of 1874
-we would be buying back the railway at very much
less than the money put into it, deducting the subsidies re-
ceived from the Government, whether in land or money.
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Because, Mr. Speaker, until this money is paid back, as comparel with the current year. Thon what are we to
until the country stands in the position in which it do? What is this money to be obtained for? It is true,
stands to-day, before we have voted this grant-until the hon. the Finance Minister bas to go to England, but ho
that is the case, not one single dollar eau go from the goes there to redecm $33,500,000 of the debt of Canada
sale of these lands into the pockets of the Company. which bears to day 5 per cent. He will be able to make
It goes altogether into the Troasury of the Dominion. an arrangement by which it will be .no additional charge
Under these circumstances, therefore, I think the land must upon the country. It is simply an exchange of 4
be regarded as a valid security removing the arrangement per cents. for 5 per cents., and if ho succeeds in doing
altogother fron the class of arrangements which we have it, ho will further reduce the annual charge upon the people
made in the past. Then, Sir, we have, in addition to that, the of this country by $134,470 by that transaction. Is that the
$35,000,000 of stock. When the bon. gentleman was deal- thing to be alarmed at ? Is that an evidence that this
ing with the contracting company he chose to assume that country is over-burdening itself, is increasing its debt in
stock at 60 cents on the dollar. If that is a fair estimate, we such a way as seriously to imperil its future ? On the con-
have in that stock enough to repay us for the advance of trary, Mr. Speaker, as regards $33,000,000 of that
this $22,500,000. And thon, Sir, we have in addition to all $50,000,000, to obtain which the hon. Finance Minister will
that, a mortgage upon all the property of the Company, in have to go to England, it will not be an increase of our debt
addition to the property which we ourselves have con tracted -measuring our debt by the annual charge upon the people,
with them to build-because it should never bo forgotten which is the true and proper way to measure it; it is
that the contract between the Canadian Pacific Railway actually a transaction by which we are to reduce, by over
Company and the people of Canada is for the construction of $400,000, the charges of that debt upon the people of this
a railway west of Callander to the Pacifie Ocean. Every- country. And, as to this $22,500,000-the balance of this
thing they do east of that is done simply as an ordinary money-that is a sum for which we are actually to
business corporation, and larliament has, in fact, little or receive five per cent. I attach n. importance to
nothing to do with it. We have contracted with them to build the fact that we may ho able to borrow mrniey
westofCallander, butwewill have amortgage,notonlyupon at 4 per cent. and loan it at 5 per cent. Tn'at
what we contracted with them to build west of Callander, may be an incident of this bargain. But what 1 do
but upon everything else which they have obtained, includ- attach importance to is that this advance of $22,500,000 ;
ing their eastern extensions down to Montreal and Brock- that this $33,000,000 which bas to be borrowed on the Eng-
ville, with their branches and everything connected with the lis aiket; that this addition to our debt of $50,000,000
railway. That I think would bc looked upon by an ordinary whi b we are asked to contemplate with horror by hon.
loan company as a tolerably good security for $22,500,000 geniernen opposite, is an addition to our public debtwhich,
-anything better it would be difficult to imagine. We are, so far from increasing our annual burdens,will reduce them
therefore, simply advancing that money, and holding in our by about $500,000. That is the position in which we stand
bands the assets which, from year to year, as they are real- financially, and I challenge the hon. gentleman to find a
ized in the sales of land, must pay us interest upon them, flaw in any single statement in connection with it. He may
and of which, ultimately, the socurities that we take say: What evidence have you that you will get your 5 per»
are certain to secure the absolute payment. Under cent. on the $22,500,000 ? Sir, we have the evidence of
these circumstances, Mir. Speaker, are we in a position 21,000,000 acres of land to ho sold to settlers who may
te enter into this bargain ? Tho hon. gentleman who last go into ihe country, the money coming into the Treasury of
addressed the louse referred to the financial position of the Dominion, to bo appliod to the interest upon this
Canada. He referred to the difficulties, to the dangers, money. So that, Sir, there is nothing, as it seems to
as ho- said, in which we stood of running too much me, in the financial position of the country
into debt. He told us the old story of how rapidly the debt to cause us any alarm ; but, on the contrary, I think we
of Canada had increased front 1867 to 1873. le told us of the may congratulate ourselves, and I think the bon. the Fin-
terrible extravagances which had characterizol that in- ance Minister may congratulate himself, upon the prospect
ereased expenditure. le did not, of course, quote to us the that when ho goes to the elections of 1887, with this rail-
fliitIous circular issued in England, in which he pointed out way completed, and running through the Dominion to
to investor's in that country tlat all thice expcnditures the Pacifie, Po that people who take the train at Halifax
inured to the advantage of the countrv, and wero ait prac- may go to Port Moody over Canadian territory without
tically money-producing investmuents, directly or indiruetly. changing cars-when ho will be able to show that accom-
But, ho told us of the position in which we stood, and ho plished, while the annual charge for interest upon the
referred to the fait that the lion. the Finance Minister public debt is less than it was in the elections of 1882 -I
would be compelled, within the next year or two, to raise say I think ho may fairly look forward te a position
by loan something about $50,000,000 in the English stronger than that which any public man has ever occu-
market. Well, Sir, what is that $50,000,00J to bc raised pied before the people of this country. Sir, that will
for? We know that this year, by the Estimates that form a striking contrast to the position which
have been laid on the Table, in spite of all the large expon- the hon. gentleman occupied when he left office in 1878.
ditures which have been made, in spite of this enormous He talks of increasing the public debt. Does ho remember
increase of the debt-which I find has even been tolegraphed that during the five years ho controlled the finances of this
to England and p'ublimhed in the Standard, to warn people country the public debt increased about $40,000,000 ?
there from baving, anything to do with Canadian invest- Does ho remember that every charge connected with the
tuents- public debt increased enormously while ho was Finance

Sir LEONARD TI LLEY. That was a fahe statement, too. Minister ? Does he remember that the people of this
country were compelled to do without expenditures foi

Mr. WHITE. Of course, there are no statements tele- those useful objects which a new and growing country
graphed to England but faise statements through the Ameri- like this always roquires, because of the manner in which
can press just now, and through the ordinary channels of the finances were administered, and in which a policy was
communication. As I was saying, we find that in spite of carried out of annual delicits instead of annual surpluses, as
all this increase of experditure from year to year, the esti- we have had since that time ? The hon. gentleman tells us
mates show a reduction in the charge for interest upon the that in this country sometimes we have a great revenue
people of Canada in connection with their debt, of nearly and sometimes a small revenue. That is true. I think we
$250,000. That is the position we will stand in next year had, for a while, a too great revenue. I do not hesitate for a

Mr. WHITE.
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moment to say Fo, and1 I have not hesitated to make
that assertion. I was among the first to warn the
merchants of Canada, as a journalist, against the danger of
over-importing, and the possibility of that great boom in the
North-West collapsing, as unfortunately it did collapse-but,
1 hope, only for a short time. But I think we may fairly
say, with the prospect which the completion of this railway
holds out to us-with the prospect of the settlement which is
certain to take place in the North-West-we may fairly look
forward, under our present Tariff, with a continuance of
those reductions which the hon. Finance Minister has been
able to make almost ever since the Tariff was introduced in
1879, to having such resources as will enable us to carry on
those reasonable works of public improvements in every part
of the country, which it must be the interest of the people
of Canada at large to have. One of the objections, and it
'seems to me the objection of which I have heard most, to
this arrangement, has been that this Company has busied
itself with other enterprises; that it has overburdened
itself by undertaking a number of other enterprises
I have no hesitation in saying that, as regards the
Ontario and Quebec Railway and the Credit Valley
Railway, I think it would have been better off if it
had not touched them; but I am not responsible for
its having touched them, for, as an independent member
of Parliament, I did what I could list year to prevent the
arrangement under whieh those lines wore taken over. I
cannot, however, overlook the argument of the hon. mem-
ber for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr Ives), which is not an un-
reasonable one. Of those railvays, the Crelit Valley was
already built, and the Ontario and Quebec was advancing
towards completion. It was really not a question as to
whether there should be opposition to the Grand Trunîk or
not. The Canadian Pacifie Railvay Company, as I under-
stand their arrangement, have not put one single dollar of
capital into either of those enterprises. The only enterprises
into which they have put capital are those which properly
bolong to their great enterprise-ihat is, the enterprises
which bring the trafe 'of the Canadian Pacifie Railway to
the seaboard at AIontreal and Quebec. Thoy have leased
the other railways mentioned. They think they are advan-
tageous to them. They believo this year they will be able,
by the Ontario and Quebec, and the Toronto, Grey and
Bruce, which they have ilso leased, to carry the traffic
and the immigrants to the port of Owen Sound, and
make of that port, what it has no.ver been to the
same extent, a great port for the transhipping of immi-
grants and freight between tho great West and tho castern
Provinces. The Company think that is advantageous, and
they have gone into it. To my mind, having regard to this
particular scheme, it is a matter of no consequence whether
they acted wisoly or unwisely in doing it. They have done
it. The Parliament of Canada bas sanctioned it. The
j>eopie cf Canada wili get the advantage of competition
through a great corporation, rot througi a miserable,
small, struggling corporation, whose owning of a railway is,
perhaps, one of the greatest curses which can befall the
country through which it passes, but by this great
corporation they will bo saved from the monopoly
which hon: gentlemen opposite fear so much in the
North-West ; and so far as we are concerned, in
connection with this particular enterprise it is a matter
whieh does not affect it in the slighest degree. But the hon.
gentleman (Sir Richard Cartwright), tells us that the con-
struction of' this railway h'as done more harm than good to
the North-West; that the farmers of the North-West would
have been botter off if the Company had simply built the
railway to Winnipeg and there stopped, and we had
allowed them, with their own lands, to go on with be
work and build the railway beyond that point. W"hy,
we have. been giving lands to privato companies to
build railways through that country; we have been
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affording opportunities to railway companies by grant-
ing subsidies of a valuable character to build railways
there, and I am not incorrect when I say that the
experience, so far as the rhpid construction of the rail-
ways is"concerned, and as regards affording railway facilities
to settlers, bas not been a very assuring one. It surely is
little less than an insult to the IIouse and to this
country that any hon. gentleman should rise and say
he believes that the farmors in that North-West côuntry,
with whatever grievancos they may have to complain of,
would bu botter off if thoy had not had à, railway running
from Winnipeg to the Rocky Mountains, as' they have to-
day. It has boen a matter to them of the greatest possible
consequence. It is quite true they complain of their griev-
ances, and doubtless they suffer the incidents of settle-
ment in a new country. Bat it seems to me, whenI look
back at the early history of this country, when I remem-
ber, as I have had recounted to me personally, the records
of the fathers of some of the mon who have gone into the
North-West .and are now meeting in convention foi- the
purpose of doclaring their grievances; when I remembor
how those sturdy pioneers went into the backwoods of old
Canada with an axe over their shoulders and hewed out for
themselves a home; how these mon had to carry
on their own backs thoir- bags of' grain to the
mill, eight or ton miles distant, in order to have
it ground and take back the fiur with which to feed
their families; whon they had to go miles and miles
and leave their wives and children in the forest clearing
to get the nearest doctor in order that they might have
the advantage of his attention whon sickness occurred;
when they were removed from all the advantages and
associations of civilized life, and yet when you go to
Ontario to.day and find those old men with their families
round about them, and hear thom tell the story of their
settlement, one cannot but feel alinost indignant that
their sons should be grumbling because they have not
a railway to their owu doors. The grievances in the
North-West, what are they ? IIon. gentlemen opposite
have manufactured the most of themn; hon. gentlemen talk
about the land policy and the evils connected with it and
about people loaving the North-Wost to go to Dakota, say-
ing, they might there find botter land regulattions than in
their own country-those hon. gentlemen have done more
to stir up a sense of greivance among the people of the
North-West than any others. One would imagine, hearing
ther speak, even during this debate, that the land regula-
tions of the North-West contrast most unfavourably with
the regulations in the Unite: States. Do they Eo contrast?
What is the fact ? lIere is a comparison botween the Home-
stead Policy of Canada and that of the United States, which
will show which is more favourable to settilers. In Canada,
the head of a family or any male person not less than eighteen
years of ag is entitled to a homstead himself. In the
United States he must bu twenty-one years of age before he
is entitled to a homestead entry. ln Canada, such entry
may be for any quantity not exceeding 160 acres in any
land open therefor; the oven-numbered sections on about
80,000,000 of the most fertile lands being free for selection.
In the United States, within the railway belts, a man is only
entitled to a homestead of 80 acres. In Canada a man is
entitled to a pre-emption of 160 acres. In the United States
pre-emptions have been abolished. ln Canada he obtains
his patent at the end of three years rosidence.
In the United States not until the end of five years.
In Canada ho may have a second homestead ontry. In the
United States ho cannot have a second homestead entry.. In
Canada ho may commute, by purchase, after a year's rosi-
dence.. In the United States ho may commute by purchase,
but it is rocommended at this moment that that privilege
should be restricted. Now that is a contrast between the
land regulations of the two countrie3. We hear -hon. ger-
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tlemen telling us, and in such a way as to induce settlers to
believe it, that the people are leaving the North-West be-
cause of the land regulations, and are going into Dakota,
where, presumably, they will enjoy better regulations.
Let these hon. gentlemen say that something might
be improved, that the Government might do differently
from what they are doing ;. but in the name of all
that is patriotie, in the name of ail that is true, in
the name of all that is decent, lot them not say-or make
theirstatements in regard to our country in such a way as to
imply, when they say that people are going into a foreign
country to escape the conditions here-let them not make
them in such a way as to leave the impression that the con-
ditions there are better than in our own country. The hon.
gentleman was kind enough to say that the American press
always had a keen sense of the honour of their own country,
and I believe the public men of the United States always
have a keen sense of the honour and prosperity of their own
country. You do not find them complaining to the world
of the character of the land laws of their own country; you
do not find them giving to their enemies opportunities of
quoting from their journals paragraphs which tend to pre-
vent people from coming to that country. I heard of
an editor at Fargo, in the northern part of Dakota, who,
when driven from the lower flat of his office
by the floods, went up to the upper flat and sitting
on a bigh stool, and putting bis feet on a chair, in order
to keep them dry, proceeded to write. And how did
lie write: " Magnificent overflow of the lied River!
Splendid prospect of the crops for the comiug seuson !"
That is the kind of spirit which makes the American
North-West, and the opposite of it is the kind of
spirit which is doing so much harm to our country.
We have much more to fear to-day from the feeling which
seems to prevail with hon. gentlemen opposite, that their
only chance for success as politicians in this country depends
on the ruin of the country. We have muchi more to tear in
regard to this country from their doing everything they
cau do to depreciate the country and alai rm the people who
may be proposing to come here and share our lot-I say we
have much more to fear from that than from the financial
position of the country, or from our loaning on good
security to the Caradian Paòific Railway $22,500,000, which
we *are certain, by the conditions of the bargain, to get
back; and for one, Sir, I have no hesitation in saying -and
I have no doubt whatever what the result will be when the
matter comes to be discussed by the people.of this country
in future-that the Government would have been recreant
to their trust if, having so favourable an opportunity to
secure the completion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, they
had, from timidity, from fear, from the danger of meeting
with opposition to their scheme, failed to put forward their
hand and secure for the people of' Canada the carly con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Mr. CASGRAIN. It was not my intention to tako part
in this debate this evening, but I made certain calculations
upon the figures which have been laid before this House by
the hon. Minister of Railways, and I have found some dis-
crepancies which I shall submit to the consideration of
bon. members. I believe I shall be able to show that the
figures whieh he bas laid befoie us and which ho bas chai-
lenged us to examine contain grave errors. I find, in the
first place, that there is a discrepancy between the figures
of Mr. Schrieber and the bon. Minister of Railways as to
the total receipts. The total receipts admitted by the hon.
Minister of Railways are $52,994,702, while those admitted
by Mr. Schreiber are only $-1,318,222, making a difference
of $32,676,480. It may be said that this discrepancy arises
from the fact that he only gives the assets had from the
Government. I take the whole assets and I take them and put
them at $53,000,000, as they surn up in round numbers.

1fr. WmTE.

From the figures which I have, and which I believe to be cor-
rect, 1 intend to demonstrate that this Company are going to
build the railway without expending one dollar out of their
own pockets. If we deduct, out of the total amount of the
$54,728,500, which is the amount given by the hon. Minister
of Railways as the total expenditure from Montreal to Kam-
loops, we find that out of these sums must be taken a num-
ber of others for different purposes, among thom being the
extension from Callander to Brockville, $3,270,351; the sum
of $900,000 for rolling stock for that extension, for shops and
machinery, $â16,032; for tools and machinery for the same,
$352,230. Thon there is real estate for termini, 6390,790, as
mentioned by the hon. Minister, and forming together the
sum of 85,428,403. Now, Sir, there is another item for
extensions and acquisitions east of Callander-that is
to say the Atlantic and North Western, the Canada
North Western Land Company, advances for construc-
tion and sundry advances in respect to securities deposited
by the Government, making another sum of $3,966,865
to be added to that, making in round numbers the
sum of $9,395,268 of moneys expended east of Cal-
lander. Another sum of money which has not gone into
the construction of the railway is the amount deposited
with the Government on account of the guarantee,
$8,710,240, and another sum of $2,128,000, retained for
a 5 per cent. dividend on the stock. These divers sums
amount altogether to $20,213,508, which are to be deducted
from the iotal amount of the expenditure, that is to say,
$58,695,365. Well wbat is the balance that now remaius in
the hands of the Company ? It shows a surplus of
$ 14,532,834, which the Company would have had if they
had not made any acquisitions east of Callander. I main-
tain that with this amount-and their investments east of
Callander which must be profitable, and must yield them
a certain amount of dividend-and with the other amounts
that they wilil receive, over and above their total
receipts of $52,994,702, they have sufficient, apart from
the loan, to build the railway within two years. But
why do they come here? They come because they have
sufficient influence to get what they want. They come
because they want to save the interest on their money-
because they want to build the road as fast as they can, and
have the revenue of the road for themselves. These gentle-
men want to build the road without spending one dollar out
of their own pockets, and I am going to demonstrate that
they are going to do so. Now, Sir, we have already given
them, in round numbers, $53,000,000. Wbat are they
going to'get in the next two years, either in value or in cash ?
Perhaps the bon. gentleman will be astounded at the differ-
ence between his figures and mine, but I contend that inves.
tigation will lead the public to accept mine as true. In
the first place, they will have the balance of the
subsidy, $12,210,789. They will have the Government works
now being carried on, which the hon. Minister of Railways
places at $28,000,00, supposing that no extras will be
added to the amount. They will have the proportion of
$5,000,000 or $6,000,000 expended for surveys, of which
I apportion to that part of the railway given to them,
$2,500,000. They will have the net revenue of the road for
two years, which I place at the same figure as my bon.
friend who has just sat down-61,250,000 a year,or $2,500,000
for the two years. Assuming .that they will only get 5
per cent. dividend from their investments east of Callander-
which in reality amount to $14,000,000, but which I place
only at $10,000,000-they will get from that source
$1,000,000. From postal subsidies, taking the amount given
by the hon. Minister of Railways himself, they will get
$3,000,000, as the value set thereon by himself. There is a
small bonus of $200,000, an advance of 8339,235 for rails
not credited, anyl a further sum of $286,000, which has been
paid on one of the contracts which the Government hias
turned over to them. These different sums, added together,
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make, in round numbers, $51,000,000, which, with the
853,000,000 already mentioned, make the total sum of
$ 104,000,000, which the Company are going to have within
twoyears ; and yet they come before this House and say
that they want money, No, they do not say that they want
money, but they say they can get it, They say, we can
build the railway, but we want to build it at once, and will
build it in two years, provided yon give us 830,000,000. I
do not know whether they will build it or not if
we give them the $30,000,000. Most likely, as it is
their interest, and as the Company are powerful
enougb to do so, they will build it in that time.
But there is more than that. They get their $104,000,000
at the end of these two years, and they want more. They
want to build the railway without spending any of their
own money. That is what they want. Now let us see
wbat additional guarantee the Governmnnt is going to give
them, or the guarantee they ask for, and which the Govern-
ment is willing to give them. The Government is to give
them 3 per cent. on $65,000,000 of their stock for ton years.
Rightly calcolated, this interest will be, for the ten years,
$19,500,000. But now I would not place tliat full figure
against them, because they place in the bands of the Gov-
ernment a certain sum in order to guarantee the payment.
of this interest. I put this amount at the sum of only
$7,300,000. I put against them also Lhe present loan which
they ask, $22,500,000, and the sum released to pay their
floating debt, which will amouut to $7,500,000. All
these sums together mako up the small amount of
$141,000,000 bosides the $1,000,000 of guarantee returned
to them. The hon. the Minister of Finance is accus-
tomed to make calculations; but 1 think that my calcula.
tions, in this respect, are quite as correct as any that are
made in his office. They are going to get $141,000,000, and
they may be called upon to return bereafter-what? To
return perhaps $30,000,000. Therefore, they will be, in
cash, ail round, in the receipt of $111,000,000 for the cost of
the road. After having the road paid for by the Government,
what more romains in their hands ? There romains in
their hands a quantity of land which they value at $2.36 an
acre, and which, according to thoir own assumption, will
give an aggregate value of $50,142,920. 'That is not all.
They leave in the hands of the Government a further
amount of $35,000,000 of stock. Well, that stock must be
worth something. Take it, say at 50 ets., that will be what
will romain in their hands-17,500,000 when sold. The
consequence will be that they will have, all around in
cash, land and stock, the sum of $188,747,920, out of which
they must repay $30,000,000. Now, that is a
very large sum of money for the building of this
road. They have expended, they say, so far, in its construc-
tion, $58,695,365, and they say to build it they have only
to add $27,000,000, making in all $85,685,365, to complote
the road. It is very singular that this estimation was the
first that was made, even four years ago, by the hon. Min.
ister of Railways, when he said in the Hansard, page 59,
vol. 1, of 1880, that the cost of the road would amount to
684,000,000. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
bas said that the railway will cost about that sum. But if it
will cost $85,000,000 in round numbers, these gentlemen of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway will have, ovor and above the
road itself, which will romain in their hands, a sum more
than equal to its cost. This is the deduction that I make
from the figures given by the hon. Minister of Railways.
It is true that ho has a peculiar mode of showing that this,
railway will not be paid these large amounts.
But I maintain that each and every item that
I have prepared in that statement can bear the
same challenge that the hon. gentleman has asked for
his own statements. The hon. gentleman pretends, with
regard to the quantity of wheat that may be raised in the
North-West, that were we to give him an army of 100,000
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men he would repeat the miracle of the loaves and
fishes, he would feed both continents for 'one year with
100.000 farmers cultivating 320 acres each. There are
probably 10,000,000 farmers in the United States, and they
do not raise half that amount.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The bon. gentleman probably
found that in my speech. That is exactly what I said. I
said that amount was 50 per. cent more than the entire
yield in the United States.

Mr. CASGRAIN. Does the hon. gentleman believe what
he says ? I do not intend any offence at al], but the thing
seems to me so preposterous that I may express my
opinion that the hon. gentleman does not believe
it. Tho hon. gentleman may be able to perform miracles,
but we only road of the miracle of the loaves and fishes once
in the Bible, and it has nover been repeated since. The hon.
Minister's calculations are made for school boys, not for
reasonablo mon ; and on the same principle as the advice
given to children to make their figures on the black-board a
little larger, I would tell him also to do so that his
amount may look bigger. I may say also that the
little letter of instructions to Messrs. Miall and Schreiber
to scrutinize the books, iiiight as well have beon
dispensed with. That little coremony need not have been
gone through at ail. The hon. Minister might as well have
accepted the books and returns sent by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway without sending these two officials to go over them
and report that they were all right. They may be very
expert book-keepers, but I must say that if they pretended,
in two or threc days, to make a full and satisfac.
tory report of the whole transactions of this com-
pany, they must believe us to be green horns.
Now, Sir, there is another thing which strikes me also in
the manner of introducing this measure. It reminds me of
the Pacific contract when it was first introduced some three
years ago. It was made first, as we then said, in the dark.
It was put on the Table of the House at a particular period
of the year, at a special time at which we were assembled
bore on purpose, and it was intended to pass it through in a
hurry. Well, I see that the same dodge is resorted to on
the present occasion. This good Government has been
kind enough, during the recess, to enter into tiis bargain
with the Syndicate, and now they come before the House
and say to their friends and to the members of this House:
We have passed this little bargain; you have got to take it
as it is; in fact, you have got to swallow it. Grip gives a
very good description of it. Shut your eyes and open your
mouth, and swallow it. That is what gentlemen on the
other side have got to do, and they cannot do otherwise. It
is true that some of the Canadian members do not like
the pill at ail. If I may believe the rumors
we hear in the lobbies, some of them are cabris;
they are baulky on the subject; some of them
are kicking in the traces; but they will soon cool down.
I never knew these Conservatives giving a bad vote to
their party. They will swallow it.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says
some hon. members are kicking in the traces, but are going
te swallow it. What are they going to swallow? are they
going to swallow the traces?

Mr. CASGRAIN. They will swallow everything, like
the motion of yesterday. They say the motion is lost and
the money too. That is what their friends say. Well, I
admire the hon. gentleman; I admire his magnetie talent,
of course I do. lie has got a great deal of magnetism in
him. Now, Sir, there is another characteristic in this loan
which appears to me to be very singular. I
always understood that, when a party wanted to
borrow money, he would take the sum he wanted
to borrow and not give an equivalent sum. He
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would not return at once the amount borrowed. But the
Syndicate want to borrow a sum of money, and they say,
out of that sum we will give yeu at once $8,000,000; we
will leave it in your bands. Why do they not borrow at
once the difference ? It would simplify the matter very
much in my opinion. But this would be rather unimpDr-
tant compared with the fact that, in spite of this fine bar-
gain made by the Syndicate with this good Government, the
value of their own stock, and the credit of their own Company
bas not been enhanced one farthing; on the contrary, it has
been depressed. I think the Government must have had a
very baneful influence upon the stock. The more idea that
the Government was going to help them, or going to be
partner with them in some way, had the effect of depreciat-
ing the stock at once. It is no credit te 'the Government
that, in spite of promising something like 11 per cent.
upon stock, it would not realiza anything at all. There is
another point that struck me in the speech of the
hon. Minister of Railways and Canals. The bon.
gentlemen told us that the interest of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, was to have a terminus on the
Atlantic, and a terminus on the shores of the Dominion,
and ho went as far as Louisburg: in faut, I suppose he will
find another way of crossing the Gut of Canso easily-it will
be the same way, i suppose, as the production of wheat; it
will be done by a miracle. Well, we are not going so far as
Louisburg. We will remain on the main shore. We will
go only as far as Halifax or as far as Quebec. It was hinted,
and, I think, it may be received as a very broad hint of the
future demands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, that, as I
inferred from the speech of the hon. Minister, it is the
intention, and not only the intention, but a matured project,
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, to extend their line as far
as the Atlantic; and by what route ? Will it be by the
International Railway, which is owned in part by the Min-
ister of Agriculture, or will it be by the Intercolonial Rail-
way, that they will reach the Atlantic? If they reach
the Atlantic by the Intercolonial Railway, it must be with
the connivance, or rather with the agreement, of the Gov-
ernment. Well, there are two ways of making this
agreement. They may either lease the road or buy the
road. As far as I eau see, the intent of the Pacifie Railway
Syndicate or Company would be te buy the railway, or per-
haps, as they have had already many presents from the Gov-
ernment, to ask the Government to code them that railway.
Perhaps they may be powerful enough to exabt something
of the kind from the Government or get it for a nominal
sum. It does not, at the present moment, give a great
revenue to the Dominion, and perhaps the hon. Minister of
Railways would find it advantageous to the country and
very advantageous to the Pacifie Railway Company to sell
them the Intercolonial Railway; and perhaps also they
might induce the Syndicate to buy the North Shore Rail-
way from the Grand Trunk Railway Company. Perhaps
we might have the help, in that respect, of the present
Secretary of State, who understands how to make a good bar-
gain in respect of railways. Having that aid, i do not doubt
the Canadian Pacifie Railway could make a first rate bargain.
It is all well enough to speak of patriotism, and all that. We
may say this in this House to ourselves, but in regard to the]
Syndicate, which is composed of acute Americans, steady
English capitalists, very close French capitaliste aiso, a few
Germen also, I would be at a loss to fnd any patrioti ein-
timent ie anIfof them u towards Canada. I do not believe
one of them cares a rap for Canada, except about the money
they are going to make in this country-not one of them.
I do not ouppose'that Mr. Kennedy or Mr. Hill cares at all'
whether tis Dominion increases or not, provided
their railway progresses, and provided their railway pays.
They will exact from us all they can, and, moreover, they
will not be at all thankful. They have shown, up to the
present moment, what the power of money can do-that to
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receive they have only to ask; and they will get this, and
more too. I have read, for the first time this afternoon, from
the papers laid on the Table of the House, about this con-
struction company, which appears to be also a part of the
Syndicate, or composed partially of the shareholders ot the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. . observe a statement
made by Mr. Schreiber to the hon. the Minister of Railways,
recapitulating the expenditure of $58,000,000 and the
receipts of $52,000,000. There appears to be an excess of
expenditure of $5,790,000. Although this expenditure may
appear in the books of the Company, I would like Mr.
Schreiber or Mr. Miall, who are such good auditors, to tell
me whether Ihis amount has not been made up
already by the profits which the construction company
ias made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway. If we were
to look closely ino the account, we would probably
find that this $5,000,000, which appears as an expenditure,
would be covered by the operations which some of the com-
panies have made by the contract. Now, Sir, there is an old
proverb which bas been often quoted-festina lente-make
haste slowly. This proverb has not been followed by the
Company, and their course has proved, not exactly disastrous
to the country, but certainly not favourable. As i said before,
it is not because they want money at present, but because
they say they cannot now command the money for future
use. Suppose they did not get the money at all that they
are asking of us, i have not the least doubt that those great
capitalists would soon find elsewhere the $27,000,000 which
they want. They could sell their stock, or they could wait
a little while until they found the paltry sum of $27,000,000.
But they command the situation, and they say : We want
money, and we arc going to have it; we will get our
$30,000,000; we will build the railway, and when it is
built we shall not have disbursed one cent of our own
money. That is the long and the short of it, and it
shows that they are more acute speculators than we sus.
pected at first. I would also like to know in what position
the second syndicate would have been, had they obtained
the contract, if they had come before this Government and
asked the same favour. Would the hon. Minister of Railways
even have listened to them ? Would ho not say to them:
You have made a contract and you must abide by it? But,
Sir, we are told that if this railway is not built within two
years, disastrous consequences wili result. Well, I cannot
see it, but perhaps I cannot see so well through my spec-
tacles as others can. I cannot sec how, by enhancing the
privileges of this Company-which may be said to rule one-
half of this Domiion-how, by increasing its privileges,
we are going to benefit the Dominion. I think I see in this
proposition, rather, an arrangement by which the Govern.
ment hope to sustain themselves in power and to bolster
up their National Policy. That is the view I entertain
of the project of the Government in helping this Com-
pany to such a large extent. Now, Mr. Speaker, if I had had
more opportunity to examine these papers, I might have
made a stronger case. This is a very grave matter, indeed.
The hou. Premier, I fear, has not realized its gravity. He
bas been leader of the Government for a long time, and ho
might have profited by this occasion to retrieve his many
sins of omission and commission, which he as already con-
fessed before this iouse. I will not say that he is at the
end of his political career-and certainly I do not wish, per-
sonally, to sec him out of public life-but if he had taken a
statesmanlike view of this great matter, he would not have
treated it as a more party politician. He ought to treat this
Company as he would~treat any other company coming beforo
this House, and then he would not have succumbed to the
influence of this great Syndicate, On the contrary, ho
would have improved the occasion to retrieve his past on ors,
to render to the country its due, and to exact from this
Company the odious monopoly, the vexatious privileges, that
they are now to enjoy for twenty years to come. With
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these remarks, Mr. Speaker, I Icavo the matter beforo the
House.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I do not intend to address the
House at very great length, but I think it my duty, as repre-
senting one of the countios of this Dominion, as a member
of this HIouse, and as a Canadian, to give my opinions
upon this question to the House and to the country.
I am not sure that they will throw much additional light on
this question, and I do not expect to make the case any
more plain than it has been made; but I wish to place on
record the reasons why I am about to give a vote, the most
important I will likely be called upon to give during
the term of the prosent Parliament. The Railway question
is one that is not new to this House or the country.
This is in regard to assisting a Company which bas under.
taken the stupendous work of building a railway across
the Canadian half of the continent of America. This
question has occupied the attention of the best minds
in Canada for many years. 'It bas occupied the
attention, not only of the present Government -and their
supporters, but of niembers of the House generally; and
very particularly the members of the late Government, who
are now sitting on the Opposition benches and are leading
the Opposition. In 1873, it is well known that the Allan
contract, so-called, was made. That contract gave 54,000,000
acres of land and $30,000,000 to a company to build a railway
from Lake Nipissing to Burrard Inlet. Everybody knows
the fate of that contract. Everybody knows how it col-
lapsed. Everybody knows the reasons why it collapsed,
and that we were unable to gain what all parties in the
State declared was a very great object to gain, namely, a
railroad to the Pacifie Ocean on Canadian soil. I need not
dilate any further on that matter, but I wish to state as
succinctly as I can, the history of this question as it is in my
mind. In 1873 the Government of Sir John A. Macdonald
was hurled from power and the Reform party, with the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) and the lon.
member for East York (Mir. Mackenzie) as leaders, took
their places in this House. They placed upon the Statute
Book without the slightest delay, in the Session of 1874, an
Act whereby they were to give to any company to build
this great road that the previous Government had
been unable to build, $10,000 per mile and 20,000
acres per mile, for 2,797 miles, and they
were also to give 4 per cent. for twenty-five Years
on such balance as was necessary to complote the road.
Everybody knows, who has looked at the question a' all,
that that represents the following amounts: $10,000 per
mile for 2,797 miles would amount to $27,970,000; the land
at $1 per acre, to $55,940,000, and 4 per cent. upon such
iiecessary balance, taking the Foster contract as the test-
and I have the authority of the hon. member for South
Brant (Mr. Paterson), in the Session of 1881 (see page 362
Hansard, 1881, vol. 1), for doing so- would amount to
$20,997,500. I have bore his statement that the hon. Min-
ister of Railways had not taken an unfair test when he took
the Foster contract, and it was well known that Mr. Foster
was not able to make anything out of his contract and had to
abandon it at 87,500 per mile with a guarantee of 4 per cent.
for twenty.five years. Adding those amounts together, they
make the sum of $104,887,500. This was the amount which
hon. gentlemen now in opposition, and who were leading
the Reform party, placed upon the Statute Book as that
which they would give to any company which would
build a railway to the Pacifie, a distance of 2,797 miles.
That is a clear statement and it is a true one. Those
gentlemen advertised in the public press of the day. In
1877, they advertised all over Europe. They tried their
best to get a company to build the road, and I will give the
hon. member for East York, thon the Leader of the Govern-
ment, the fullest credit for having endeavoured to get a
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company that would construet the road on those terms. But
he failed, and he came to this House in 1879, and stated
frankly that he had failed, that ho could not get a singlo
bona fide offer. Ilere are his words:

" The hon. gentlemen opposite, and the whole c3untry, are aware
that we solicited tenders in England for some months up-n this ground,
before hon. gentlemen opposite came into office ; also that Mr. 8andord
Fleming, the Chief Engineer, was instructed, while in London, to place
himselfin communication with contractors and financial men, and also
toobtain the assistance ofSir John R se, who, in many things, had been
the active, energetic and patriotic agent of the Dominion, with a view
to the carrying out of this scheme. But I am informed ihat, notwith-
s'anding all our efforts, we signally failed in obtaining one single offer
(there was one imperfect offer made) for the construction of the rai lros 1
on these terme, '%hich were, the grant of 20,000 acres3 and $10,000 caih,
per mile, with a guarantee of 4 per cent. upon such balance as night b'e
represented as necessary."

These words are very emphatic and very specifie, because
they are not confined to the Foster contract at $7,500 per
mile. Any sum which a company tendering with sufficient
bonds would accept to build the road, they were prepared to
give, whether it was $7,500 per mile, or $15,000 per mile.
The then Premier then said: "No terme could be more ex-
plici t; it would be difficult to mention terms more favourable."
think the House will agree with me that it would be diffi-
cult to mention terms more favourable than 4 per cent. for
twenty-five years, when the amount might be $10,000 or
$20,000 per mile. That speech was delivered on the occasion
when the present hon. Minister of Railways asked the House
to pass resolutions in which the Government of the day were
asked to hand ov er to trustees 100,000,000 acres of land to
sell, at not less than 62 per acre, the proceeds to constitute
a fund for the purpose of building the Pacifie Railway.
Time passed on, The Government were utterly unable
to get a single offer to build the road on these terms.
They passed out of power; tbey were scattered to the four
winds of heaven, when they went to the elections of 1878.
They came back with their shattered forces, and the
" sulky leaders of the chase," to use an expression
borrowed from Sir Walter Scott, came to the House
to face their former opponents, who took their places
on this side of the House. Again, the Government
which I have the honour and pleasure to support, grappled
with this question, and in 1879 they asked the House to
pass certain resolutions setting aside 100,000,000 acres of
land to build this road. Thon, Sir, the hanl of the Opposi-
tion was seen. The lion. member for East York (Mr.
Mackenzie) in 1879 complimented the Right Hon. Sir John
Macdonald and Sir Charles Tupper, whom ho mentioned by
their names, as having supported him in his arduous
duties and in the efforts he had made in regard to
that road. I believe that these words werh honest and
sincere, and I believe that the hon. gentleman did make
energetie efforts to build the road. These words are
on record in the fansard of to-day. But, what was
the course of these hon. gentlemen? We would have
thought that they would have endeavoured, as pat-
riotie Canadians, to strengthen the hands of the Gov-
ernment in endeavouring to build this road which had
challenged their greatest energies. They were appealed
to and asked to lift this question above the mire of
party; they were asked if there were not enough sub-
jects for fighting in the National Policy; if tbere were not
other chances which the Roform party might take without
dragging this great question which affected every man,
woman and child in the Dominion, and had baffled the
energies of two strong Governments into the mire of politics
-the bitter party rivalry which prevails in this country.
They were asked, in language which I shall quote, and
which, to cite another author, "should ho written on the
door-posts of every deliberative assembly," not to make
this question one of narrow, party bigotry. The bon. Min-
ister of Railways and Canals, speaking in 1880, said:
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" We have sucb a question in the National Policy without a dragging

Pacific Railway. If we are defeated on that issue, hon. gentlemen oppo-
site will take our places, irrespective of the policy of the Pacifie Rail-
way. Having that line of demarcation between us, let us, on the great
national question of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, unite as a band of
broi bers, irrespective of old parties, showing not that we are Liberals
or Conservalivee, but that we are Canadians, and that in every word
thatis uttere'd, whether we sit on the Treasury benches or on the Oppo-
sition side of the House, we feel we owe it to Canada, to ourselves,
and to our children, to do ail that men can do ta strengthen the hands
of thoze who are engaged in a great national enterprise, upon the
succesa of which thd rapid progress and prosperity of our common
country depend."

Never did more pati iotie words issue from the lips cf a public
man,, and they came from the lips of the man who was
complimented by the ex-Premier as having given him every
nid and assistance when ho eccupied bis place on this side of
the louse. Look at the difference to day between the
Reform party and the Liberal Conservative party on this
great question. las the Government reccived on any
single occasion, aid or comfort from hon.gentlemen opposite
in dealing with this question ? No, Sir, the moment they
came back from the country, unexpectedly to themselves,
but not to us, for the by-elections had given forth -the flat
that their days were numbered, they came back disgusted,
dispirited, savage, not with themselves, so much as with the
people. They wcre angry and they did notallow their better
judgment and reason to prevail, but they allowed them-
selves to be swayed by the narrow prejudices and
bigotry of party and of disappointed abmition, even
in the presence of this gieat question. Accustomed
as they were to publie warfare, they not only refused
to strcngthen the hands of the Goverinment on this
question, but they employed scribes all over this country to
uecry the credit of the country, so as to render it impossible,
if they could do so, for the Government to build the road.
These resolutions of 1879 proving abortive, the Government
again came down to the House, in 1880, and asked for leave
to build the 125 miles from Yale to Kamloops. The Oppo-
sition said, no, you shall not build a mile of road. The leader
of the Opposition, who said he had been resurrected, that he
was a polbtical giost, with his great power of debate, with his
practice at the bar, with al[ the powers of his mind, went to
work in a six hours' speech, to show that it was impossible
to build the road, and that after it was built, itwould not be
worth anything. It is the most melancholy sight that you
can possibly sce to witncss ihe powers cf a great mind
prostituted to the task of isinking, if possible, a great
public work and cndeavouring to destroy the prospect
of ever building this railway. I huavo taken the pains to
look over thelansard to see what thiesegentlemeu said, my
pen refused to go furtber in extracts. Tho effect is
something like the man with the load of apples. le was
asked why he w-as not profane, and ho replied, that he
could not do the thing justice. i do not believe there is a
pen or a voice in this country that can do itjustice. I have
waded through the lansard to find if there was, from these
hon. gentlemen, one word of comfort, of patriotism, of
assistance to the Government in the undertaking, but I
failed to find it. I did, however, cull a few expressions
which they made use of, and I might have culled eoughto
occupy the time of this flouse for a week, but I shall only
ask ibr a few moments to read them. I want it done for all
time. I wish to have them placed together, in order that
when we come to the next elections they may answer, like
a lawyer's brief when he olays it away for other cases of a
similar character. When I am at a public meeting I will
not have to cull them again, but I will be able to read them
at once, or some one else can do it foi-r me. The hon. member
for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) stated, in 1879 (you will find
this in the Bansard of 1879, vol. 2, page 1969):

"[I believe that, if the country is to be settled, if a certain breadth,
say twenty miles on each side, is to be made available, other lands must
be given cheap, or for nothing, to attract people into the country.
Because, after ail, the money obtained for the land is not equivalent for
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the labour and prosperity proiuced by a large influx of immigrants.
Those people will do far more to enrich the country than will the hold-
ng of the entire land for land settlement, at a high price."

Again, ho said, on page 1905, vol. 2, of Jansard, 1879:

"We must, therefore, make up our minds if we are to settle that
country that it will be done only at the expenditure of a large amount
of money to aid settlers in going in and giving them land free atter they
get in. That is my conviction."

Again, in the same volume, on page 1970, he says:

"I am, therefore, very nuch surprised that the hon. the Premipr
slhotuld have declared that the late Government had lost five years. We
siall see what the next five years will bring forth, and the result of the
right hon. gentleman's engineering and planning."

Why, Sir, his words were hardly read by the peoplo before
there was a contract laid on the Table, declaring that there
was a company ready to build this road for a certain sum of
money. The hon. gentleman also said, on page 1901 of
the same volume:

" He (Sir Charles Tupper) bas not hesitated a moment to say, in the
face of all this, that he expects to go to Eagland and get the active
sympathy of the British Government. As a Canadian, I fervently
trust that the British Government, notwithstanding the ill-behaviour of
Canada to Britain, will show us that consideration which they have
always hitherto been dispo3ed te show ; bat, at the same tim , t must
say that if I were a British statesman, and were to act in th- i terest of
British commerce and British workmen, it would be impossible for me
to extend a parti le of consideration to the hou. gentleman's
proposal."

Ebat was sent to England. I need not stop Io say how it
was met. I ncel not stop to show that, side by side, almost,
with bis utterances, went over that famous despatch of the
ilien Governor-General, or to show how the leader of the
Government suddenly eut the debate short by saying to the
thon leader of the Opposition : W.y, the Governor
General is the agent of Ier Majesty bore; ho is an Im-
perial officer, and lias a right to send what despatches he
pleases to his Royal mistress, and this House lias nothing
to do with them; and the hon. member for East York sat
down and said nothing more, because ho knew that it was
true constitutional doctrine. What was that despatch? It
was that owing to the fact that fifty-two millions of people
in the country lying contiguous to our south had a pro-.
tective, almost a prohibitive policy, he, as a free trader of
the Cobden school, believed that it was noecessary in the
interest of the Canadian people, that we should possess a dif-
ferent Tariff from what we had prior to 1879. That despatch
was sent home, and hon. gentlemen were very curious to
know what it was, but were not so anxious to sec it when it
was published in all the newspapers. On page 1899, vol. 2,
of the Jlansard of 1879, the bon. gentleman says:

"I was glad te hear the Minister of Public Works declare that those
initial contracts which we gave out tg secare a railroad from Lake
Superior to Red River were as much in the interest of British Columbia
as if the expenditure had been incurred in that Province itself. I have
no dount the hon. gentleman is correct in that statement It must now
be quite evident te every person that the railroad must be a lamentable
failure, unless means be adopted, in the first place, to throw a very large
population into that country, in the centre of the continent ; and,
without means of access to those western prairies, equivalent to that of-
the United States to theirs, we never could hope to get a large popula
tien into that country."

Mr. Mackenzie, on the railway, page 1967, vol. 2 of the
Hansard, says:

"The fact is I have been personally and polit'cally a devotee te the
settlement of that country and the promotion of the interests of Canada
there. I have looked upon the North-West as the place that was to
give solidity and power te us."

I will just refer again to the speech of the hon. Minister of
Railways in 1879, when, in the glow of enthusiasm which
has always characterized him, ho spoke on this question-
and I believe there is not a political opponent of his in
Canada or elsewhere who will not say that on this great
public question he has never swerved one single iota from
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the principles he enunciated when ho first entered sides. I say honestly now, in my place in Parliament, that
Parliament, and that he as been, in senson and out of were the people to take the time to read this
season, the patriotic advocate of this road and of his country; record of the speeches in Parliament they would,
and although, Sir, it may be said that he has used extrava- I am confident, whether Grit or Tory, provided they
gant language in regard to Canada, ber capabilities and her had the love of their country in their hearts and sound
immense resources-although that may be said by persons intelligence in their heas, come to but one conclusion
not acquainted with the country-I, for one, do not believe and that is, that the Refôrm party have not dealt with this
that it is in the power of any hon. gentleman here to use question in a manner creditablo to them as Canadians. Had
language which is too extravagant in regard to the future they done so, they would to-day hold a position far higher
of this great country. But, Sir, even if he had used in the estimation of the people of this country than the one
language which was extravagant, wouldhe not be pardoned ? they now occupy. Side by side with this declaration, I wish
Is not the Scotchman pardoned when ho declares that the to read, in order that it may go down in Ifansard, a statement
thistle is softer than satin ? Is not the Irishman pardoned qui te as authoritative mace by the distinguished nobleman
when ho declares that the shamrock is the most beautiful who is now in the Mother Country doing hi-s very utmost to
emblem in the world? Is not the Frenchman pardoned make Canùda better known abroad and to direct the stream
when ho takes pride in bis fleur-de-lis ? Sir, the extrava- of immigration to our shores. For five years ho occupied the
gance of any man, on an occasion when lie speaks of his most exalted position that a man can occupy in this coun-
country, would be pardoned as readily as when he speaks try. During this time ho mixed freely with our people, he
of his mother; and there is no man who has the sympathy loved our winter sports, our northern clime, he enjoyed our
of bis race, and the love of his country, and who thinks for glorious summers, and on bis return to England gave the
a single moment, who would not almost let a tear fall when great weight of bis social position, of bis Parliamentary
he hears one speak of bis love for his country and his love authority, bis prestige as the eldest son of the
for bis mother. The hon. Minister of Railways, speaking House cf Argyle, his great experience of our country,
in 1879, on page 466, of the Hansard, referring to the hon. to the advancement of Canadian interests. I want to place
gentleman-the hon. Mr. Cartwright-he wili pardon me this language alongside that of the ex-Premier, who, I am
for mentioning his name-I forget what constituency sure, would now like to see what ho said then expunged
ho was from at that time, he is from so nany; they from the Ifansard, althouglh the statement he made, ho made
allwant him--the hon. Minister of Railways said: as a public man, as the leader of a great party on the floor of

"I say the language the hon. gentleman used-the language that be this louse, and however ho may dislike the comparison, ho
unfairly, unpatriotically, and dishonestly used, because, Sir, it is not cannot now object to having his words contrasted with those
true-I say that language was unwortby the mouth of any Canadian of this distinguished nobleman who lately governed ourstatesman. I say that declarations on the floor of the Parliament of ..
Canada, going to-morrow morning down to New York and Washington, country. lera is what the Marquis of Lorne said in hi
that we are at Lbe feet of the Americans-the declarations that we are speOch at iBirmingham
as clay in the hands of the potter, that we live by their favour, that they
have it in their power to adopt a policy that will crush us-I say that " The great bugbAar-for it is nothing more-present to the minds ofthat was an unpatriotic statement, and I repeat that it is not true." many in contemplating a move to Canada is the alleged great and try-
One would have thought that the party of which the hon. ing cold of that country. This is a fear which is not justifi3d by the
member for East York was the leader, astray though they character of the climate. The climate is exceedingly healthy. Fevers,. fwhich are only too common in parts of the United States, are unknown.were, would have had patriotism enough to lift him far Men attain to great ages ; and where, as is the case of some English
above the imputations of the bon. Minister of Railways. and many of the French, many generations have livel on Canadian
One would have thought that the lehder of the Reform soil, we see the race more vigorous, if possible, than in the days of. the first settlers. Cold it certainly is during fire or six months ofparty would have got up and said: No; I mean no reflection the year, but the cold is dry, and, except upon the sea coasts, is less felt
on the credit of Canada, or on its capabilities as a home for than is cqld here. The saying of the old Scotchwoman is literally true. She
immigrants. He did not sav that he p-ofesed that wrote home t, her people to say, 'it was fine to see the bairns play

in the snow without getting their feet wet.' Throughout the winterlie wanted te sce Ihis road bulif, and 10 seo tIis eauntry the snow is dry and powdery. The Canadian seasons are very cer-
peopled. Now, what he said was this, as reported in Han- tain. It is sure to be steadily cold in winter and steadily warm in
sard, page 467, of the sanie volume from wich I have summer, and throughout the twelve months a light sun gives cheer-

fulness to the scene. In any case, what we desire is that the advan-already quoted tages of Canada should be known, so as to induce men to weigh
"But the hon. gentleman says that the truc policy is pro lounded for them as compared with the United States. 1, from personal know-

the promoting the prosperity of the country ; he sava that a Protective ledge, believe th t Canada can hold ber own in the comparison. In
Policy is the one thing needful in order to make the nation great and cmliate she has in her varions Provinces vast areas as agreeable to
glorious, and he bas pictured tohimself and to the House a great and men cf our northern races ai any America can offer. Ber soils are
magnifieent country, flouriehing and prosperous with protection. Ile as rich, ber Government is more free, and the opportunities presented,
says we have the best halfof the continent; I only wish it were true, not only for making a comfortable living, but for the attainment
but the statement is rather an extensive one for the bon. gentleman of comparative wealth, are as good. Sudden fortunes are, it i true,
to make. Every one knows, at least I supposed every one knew, tbat not sa often made ; but, on the other hand, there is far leas poverty.
we have the worst half of the continent. We have a very good There is an eqnality of fortune, taking the people as a whole, which
country, which we can make something of; but not by such exaggerated can hardly b. matched elsewhere.'
statements which only.make us the laughing stock of other people."

This is what the hon. member for East York said in i.ask if biny Canadian can cite thnt bfore any assembly of
answer to the Minister of Railways, a gentleman who ih is truc overy word cf it, and yet the hon the ex.Premior,
had only just left-who bad quitted, as it were, only ti lea er f is party, lad the honrdihood te state
a few hours before, his position as Leader of the Gov. that lee on. Minister cf ailways, in declaring that tea
ernment, with eighty-five of a majority in this House-who Dominion was a f of nRailig
had been entrusted by the people of this country with theaDomnon s a ne country to hva in, that it had great
wielding of its destinies, the shaping of its public opinion, advantages and great prospects, and was destined to be the
and its advancement in influence and material prosperity- home of a great and prosperous people, was making his
an hon. gentleman who, in 1874, had entered office amidst the country the laughing stock of the world. In 1880, the hon,
plaudits of the ple and who, down to 1878, led a large member for East York, as quoted in ilansard, vol. 2, page
majority in this, fouse. I was not then a member of this 1530, said:
louse, but I desired to understand this great question, to I when the operations of 1877 were completed, and the profile of Bur.

see exactly what position it occupied in the public mind, rard Inlet Route wis obtained, the completed profile was transmitted to
to ascertain what has been done and said on both sides, and England. • • . In the meantime we compiled in one volume, a

mass of information about the country, its flora,fauna, soil, climate,
read carefully the speeches of the leading men on both 1 geology, minerals, &c., and sent copies to all parties who might enquire
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concerning the work. We also had the Act of 1874 reprinted, and sent
a sufficient number of copies to London, and distributed others here.
We, in short, did everything in our power to make the country known."

That was very patriotie, but that was when the hon gen-
tleman was Minister. Why did lie, in such a short time
afterwards, make the statement I have shown he did make ?
But in 1877 he had a powerful coadjutor when ho was send-
ing that work abroad, employing geologists, having the
flora, fauna and soil of the country examined and spending
tons of thousands of dollars in advertisements under bis Act
of 1874 to build the road. His Finance Minister thon was
the hon. gentleman who dolighted the House to-night,
the bon. member for South Huron. I shall show you
how ho assisted him. He assisted him to the utmost
of his power, in the same patriotic strain that the
hon. member for East York and the hon. member for
West Darham assisted in 1880. The hon. the Minister of
Railways, was speaking again, and on the question nearest
his heart, and that is the development of this country by an
iron road on our own s -il. I read from page 149 of the
Debates of 1877:

"The hon. gentleman opposite, in his statement to-night-and I was
sorry to hear him do so-'"

That was the hon. Finance Minister of 1877, the hon. mem-
ber for South Huron I think he is now-
"bas spoken in terns of disparagement of the railway un1lrtakings of
this country."

This was the very year the leader of the Governmont, the
hon. member for EKast York (Mr. Mackenzie), was spend-
ing$10,000 in advertisements to get somebody to build this
road for nearly $105,000,000, taking the Foster contract as
a cntrieon:

" The hon. gentleman intimated that the people who invested their
money in promoting the railway enterprises of Canada would lose it.
I say it was an unpatriotic statement for the hon. gentleman to make."

Would you not have thought that the thon hon. the Finance
Minister, occupying the exalted position he did-the custo-
dian of the finances of this country, tho man who was,
above all othors, to shape its fiscal policy, who was directly
responsible for it, and who was sitting side by side with
his leader, with an Act upon the Statute Book to build this
road under the extraordinary rates they then estirnated,
though they tell adifferent story now-would you niot have
i hought that he would have jumped to his feet and said:
- 1 did not make any such unpatriotic statement; if I said
so, I will withdraw it; I never thought so. We are
advertising in England, we are advertising all over
Europe and in America for people to build ibis
road ; we are spending $10,000 in advortisements,
and I would never have said anything unpatriotic. I would
nover have said that men who invested their moncy in rail-
ways in this country would loose it because it is not
truc." He did not do it. ie jumped to his fett-
but it would hardly bc believed, it would not bo believed
by the hon. gentleman's own constituents that he said
it, unless the book wero bere to prove it ; they would
not believe it if they heard bis .speech to night -lie
jumped to bis foet and said: "They have lost it." That
ended that affair. That went over to England, and it was
no wonder that, in the bitterness of bis beart, the Premier,
in 1879, said that, although no terms could be more explicit
or more advantageous, they failed to got one single offer,
though they employed Mr. Sandford Fleming and Sir John
Rose as their agents. The hon. the Finance Minister was
saying at that very time that any one who invested a dollar
in railways in this country had lost it. Nice mon to build
a road. While all these statements were being made, while
Canada was being decried as a country not to live in, while
they wore working might and main ns party mon to obtain
a party advantage, not, seemingly, caring what became of
Oanada during thetime, only to obstruet the Government in

Mr. WOODWOaTH.

building the road, the yery leaders of the Go.vernment who,
they said, had helped them when they were a Government
and wantel to build it-I say that, before the people were
done reading the BTansard, if they had it, or reading the
newspapers with these statements in them, the statement of
the hon. member for East York as, pointing his finger tothe
hon. leader of the Government, the right hon. Sir John A.
Macdonald, he says: "You say we have lost five years; we
will watch you for the next five years and see what your
engineering and planning will do; I tel[ you you cannot
build the road; $120,000,000 will only build a colonization
road ; $121,000,000 ho said-ho went one million botter;

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.
Mr. WOODWORTH. Vice versa. I will prove it.
Mr. 13LAKE. You will prove it vice versa.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I am obliged to the hon. gentle-
man for the interruption, for now I will prove it though it
will take some little time.

Mr. BLAKE. You had better ask the hon. Mininter of
Railways whether you are right or not.

Mr. WOODWORTIH. I will not ask him. I will stand
on my own feet and make my own speech, and, while I
honor the hon. Minister of Railways, and am proud of him
as a Canadian, I do not think ho would ho proud of me if ho
thought I came before Parliament without being prepared
for an interruption from the hon. Member for West Durham.
Ihavegotit here, Sir. I said he either made it $121,000,000
or the hon. member for East York made it $120,000,000.

Mr. BLAKE. For a colonization road.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I did not say so.
Mr. BLARE. Yon did.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I beg pardon. I am aware that

the hon. gentleman said that $81,000,000 would only build
a colonization rond, but ho did not say that $120,000,000
would build a good. road. Mr. Mackenzie stated as follows:-

"I am sure I am within the Uine in stating that these figures
($12150,000). and that it will be impossible to construct anything
that can be called a railroad, notbing else than a mere tramway, for the
amont now given ($,869,618), as the2 on. gentleman says by the
cLt engiueer."-( Page 1532, Hn., vol. 2, 188o, MeKenzie.)

Mr. BLAKE. eIcar, her.
Mr. WOODWORTH. This is not the first time the hon.

mermber for West Durham bas interrupted me. He had
the distinguished pleasure, and I do not doubt it was a plea-
sure to him, when I first spoke in this House, when I was on
my feet in this House for the first time, to show that ho under-
stood mon and understood their feelings; that ho had fine
feelings himself, that ho was an excellent leader, a great
man, and to show that ho could succossfully lead, looking
at an hon. member,very muchb is inferior in debating talent,
ho, the old parliamentarian in the House, the trusted leader
of his party, when 1, the member for King's, Nova Seotia,
was making a statement which was perfectly true-and the
hon. member for Queen's, P.E.I., got up just after and said
it was truc, and look at the Blansard-ho, the leader of
the Opposition, said "order." The hon. member for King's
sat down, as it was his duty to do, and the member for
Wost Durham said:

I I do not rise to a question of order because the hon. gentleman bas
used any unparliamentary language, but because he is making a state-
ment which is not true. If it were true the member for Queen P.E L,
could not be in this House; he could not be the retained couase of Mr..
Robertson, and have bis seat in this louse."

And Mr. Davies got up and said: "Yes, I was Mr.
Robertson's counsel until I came into the House"-
of course ho was not in the House, acting as counsel-
the very thing I had said. I did net get up and get
into a rage with him, and say, I was a young mem-
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ber. I did not care about saying that. If I stay hore
long enough I will be an old member, probably. I hope
always to see the hon. gentleman before me. We cannot
]ose him in our debates. le is too able a man to lose. I
say that the hon. member admits that the sum of
$120,000,000 would suffice to build the road, and the hon.
member for East York mentioned $121,000,000. Then they
spoke of another calculation entirely, which was $84,000,000.
odd. But, after speaking of these other large sums, they
did not discriminate and say that the $120,000,000 would
build a first-class road, but they said: "You can only make
a colonization road with this money." If the hon. mem-
ber from West Durham had discriminated, if he had
wished to be as fair as he was finical and emphatic,
he would have distinguished between them and said
that $84,000,000 would only build a colonization road,
but that $120,000,000 would build a first-elass road.
But he failed to do it, and he, as -a chancery
lawyer, with reference to a suppressio veri of that kind,
knows what he would say to a witness who was gui[ty
of it, and to the court he was practicing before regarding
such a witness I say that before their words were scarcely
read by the people of this country, when they promised
to watch and see what five years would do, the House was
suddenly called together in the fall of 1880. The contract
was laid on the Table of the House, and the Government
said : " Yon said that $7,500 per mile for the whole length
of the road, vjz.: 2,797 miles, and 20,000 acres of land per
mile, and 810,000 per mile, would build this road but you
could not get a man to invest a dollar in such a contract.
lore is a contract that provides that for 25,000,000 acres of

land and for $25,000,000 more money, and $28,000,000
worth of roade constructed, including the Pembina Branch,
all making $78,000,000, a first-class road in every particular
can be constructed." Did the hon. gentleman say then: " I
have watched your engineering plans for five years to sce
what yon would do and you have certainly astonished me.
You are going at last to build this road that we could
not get a man to tender for, although we offered
nearly $105,000,000." No, he did not say that. Why, Sir,
they made speeches by the hour, by the day, by the week
-I was going to say, by the month. They declared this
country was in a state of rebellion. They sent their mis-
sionaries-and very able men they were-to Halifax, St.
John, Montreal, Toronto. Everywhere they took the
stump. Did they get anybody to respond ? No, Sir; and the
hon. member for West Durham will tell us why ? In a
long speech, and an able speech, which I read with the
greatest care, ho told the reason why; and, Sir, let me
say, as a Canadian, I feel proud of bis abilities as a debater,
and would be sorry to lose him from this liouse, or from
public life. We are all proud of his abilities; but at the
same time, he might learn some lessons in patriotism and
statesmanship, and some lessons in conducting the affairs of
this country, from bis great opponents opposite. I flud on
page 99 of the Kansard, for 18O, that ho uttered the fol-
lowing words :-

"I shall be very much pleased if the hon. gentleman is able to obtain
a declaration from the members of the dyndicate that what is
intended is that they are to get not less than 10 per cent. of the money
they thiemselves put into the railway. That nothing that comes from
the country-that. the Thunder Bay Branch " for instance, is not in-
cluded-that the railway in British Golumbia or the Pembina Branch is
not included-that the proceeds from the sale of lands is not included,
that only that which, after the public resources are exhausted, they
take out of their own pockets, is to bear this 10 per cent. if the hon.
gentleman will say so, he wili remove a large part of my objections
to hie contract. But he cannot aay so; it is not in the agreement; it
1s not the contract; it is not the law.'
The hon. William Macdougall, whon a member of this
House, also made a very able speech. This struck him in
the contract as a very objectional feature. He was inter-
rupted by the right hon. Premier, who told him that there
Would be an amendment to the tailway Act of 1879, pro-
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viding for that very thing, and meeting the whole of this
great objection. True to their promise, the Government
amended the Act, and here is how it reads:

"The said word ' Capital' as used is the said sub-section (sub-section
2 of section 17 of the Railway Act of 1879) meant and meanus the paid up
stock and share capital of the Company, with interest added for periods
during which no dividend is paid, to the exclusion of all subsidies and
bonuses, and as regards the Canadian Pacific Railway, of any debt of
the Company contracted on the pledge thereof, or of any part thereof."

One would have thought that the member for West Durham
would have said : " My objections have vanished ; I will never
say another word against the contract. I have already
stated on my honour às a member, that if you would amend
the contract in that way my objections would be removed."
Well, after the Act had been amended according to promise
why did he not say: My objections have vanished. He
promised that a large part of bis objections would be taken
away. I do not know what the other part was; but this
was the big part, and it was taken away from him by this
Act. It is amusing to hear that hon. gentleman to-day com-
ing to the House and saying that this country is going to be
in a blaze on this very contract. Why, Sir, he and his
friends Laid so before. They said so before, and in the most
beautiful language that can be used. The hon. leader of
the Opposition spoke of what the people were going to do
with the Government the moment they could get hold of
them-they were going to show them that they could not
make a contract like this and be returned by the people.
This is what the hon. member for West Durham said, on
page 106 of the Debates of 1882:

" This contract is worthy, in my opinion, only our rejection. I shall
not venture to hope that this House will reject it, but I do think
that an indignant country, although you will not give it time now to
raise its voice, will take the earliest opportunity to inflict a summary
penalty upon those persons, offenders for the second time, who have
once betrayed, when entrusted with power, their country's honour, and
having been forgiven, have now taken advantage of the opportunity
which a too confiding people conferred upon themr, to betray, in the
sarne transaction, her most vital and material interests."

And he sat down. He did not fall into the arms of any
beloved friend, as Sheridan did in the Begum charge. He
did not throw any dagger on the floor, as Burke did in the
debate on the French Revolution. He did not get down on
his bended knees, as Lord Br-ougham did in the Ho.uso of
Lords in the debate on the Reform Bill. He did not make
any such theatrical exhibition at ail. He made a most
pleasant and dignified address, and he sat down and looked
around him, prophetie like, after he had uttered those
oracular sentences. He did go to the country, and he
came back again-" but not the six hundred." Well,
the hon. member for Cardwell wondered to-night
why they had not said somothing about it. Why, how
could they ? They can say a great many things and
say them well, but in the light of these facts it was
a little too much. They could not say anything after
the experience of 1882. I was sitting in the gallery,
listening, and I could not help smiling, remembering the
result of the elections of 1882, to hear the then hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell declare, standing beside the hon. momber
for West Durham who had sat down: "Why," said he-
and bis words are there in the Hansard, page 1002 of the
Session of 1882-" as true as the sun rises and sets, when
the election comes we, on this side of the House, will be
sitting on that side," and he bas not sat on either side
since. And the hon. the ex-Minister of Finance, now the
hon. member for South Huron, followed his leader, the hon.
member for West Durham, and with the splendid rhetoric
he bas ever at bis command; with those flowing and
rounded periods, he declared that the hon. the Finance
Minister would never come back to this HIuse again, and
he was supported by the lamented Sir Albert Smith, whose
demise we all regret. The Arabian Nights entertainment
is not half so eutertaining as this. Look back a little.
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They declared that the hon. member for St. John would be or that the Company will not be back again with another
buried politically; but he has come back with an increased application to Parliament, or that they will expend the
majority, and his majority is constantly increasing-more money on the road ?" I think every member of the House,
power to his elbow. Some of the occupants of the Oppo- and every man ini the whole Dominion will feel relieved when
sition benches have not returned. Some are, however, here, they read and hear that the hon. Minister of Railways to-
thanks to the hon. leader of the Government, who looked night, in the course of tho speech of the hort member for
after their confort, and gave them constituencies which Cardwell (Mr. White) said that the Company would notob.
could not help returning them. And I would sayjust here tain a dollar until they could show that the money would be
that he is badgered and abused by gentlemen opposite more spent on the work; that ample security would be given in
about the so-called infamous Gerrymandering Bill than the agreement that they would build the road in the time he
anything else he ever did, and yet he was the warmest stated they would build it in his speech in this House.
but secret friend of some of those hon. members who I think that should have been an answer, and was an answer
never otherwise would have returned to this House. It is to the spirited speech of the hon. member for South Huron
the lot of good and great men that their deeds live after (Sir Richard Cartwright). I think that was as effectual an
tbem, and that bistory and posterity will do them justice. answer to everybody as the Premier gave to the objections
I now come to speak of the $22,500,000 proposed to be of Mr. Macdougal the then member for Halton, when he
advanced to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. I stated that 10 per cent. was only on their own capital. It
have no doubt that hon. gentlemen opposite are more was a complete answer and should be as satisfactory as it was
pleased than even I am, that I am able to do so. There to Mr. Macdougal; and now I expect to hear the hon. member
are, however, a good many members from certain consti- for West Durham and lis party say that, as the Minister of
tuencies, who know very little about the bistory of this Railways bas made this authoritative statement, since the
matter. But it is very necessary that those hon. members Government has given this pledge, they will not debate this
who have been anxious to hear their political leaders make matter further, as itis quite as satisfactory as their explana.
speeches, and those who cheered to the echo anything said tion in 1881 was, in regard to their amendment of the Rail-
against the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company or the way Act. We are asked to lend the Company 822,500,000.
credit of the country, should recollect the history of their The member for South Huron says we know what endorsing
party on this question and be thankful for the partial and paper is. He says that we know that to put our names
imperfect glance I have given it. The contract of 1880, on commercial paper means that we generally have
after receiving the assent of this House, as it bas since to pay it. I do not think that everyboby will en-
received the verdict of the people of the country, was car- dorse that statement; I do not think the commerce of
ried into effect by the Railway Company. They proceeded the country is carried on in that way, and I do not think a
with the most marvellous rapidity known to build the rail friend would be a real friend who ýwould refuse to endorse
way. They were engaged, as bas been well said, in the from any such cause. Besides the cases are not parallel.
greatest enterprise on the continent of America. There is We are not endorsing their paper in the sense of their
no other trans-continental railway in America. After having nothing to pay. I will read the words of the hon.
having proceeded with such vigour and built with such mar- Minister of Railways as to what security we have:
vellous rapidity so many miles of rond and expended such
large sums of money, they come to this flouse and solicit a "That embraces the entire property, from the ocean terminus at Mon-
loan of $22,500,000. I must confess that when it was first treal to Port Moody on the Pacific; it embrac 5s the Une on which they
announced I was apprehensive that the Company bad failed have paid over $3,000,00, between Hfontreal and Callander; it embraces

the line on which they have expenied nearly $2,000 000, the branch toand the Government was about to give th-em $22,500,000. A1gona Mills; it covers the 29 miis of branches in the North-West;
I confess that I felt we had not succeeded in getting a it covers the three magnifice .t steamers that they are placiag upon the
Company that could finish the road with the means at route between Algoîma Mills and Port Arthur, and it covers the entire

21,000,000 of acres of land that remain at the disposal of the Govern-their comrnnnd, and tint the Company had utteriy col- ment."
lapsed and failed. I had occasion to say not long ago,
that if they had failed or should fail, there was neither tongue I think that is pretty good security ; and if they make one
or pen that could paint the desolation and despair over year's default in the paynent of interest, the Government,
Canada. It is said here, in the aile speech of the hon. without notice, can take possession of the whole vast pro-
member for West Durhsm, and it was cheered to the echo perty. I t here a member of this Parliament who dare in his
by his followers, thÂ the Government were silent partners, place, if he knew that bis speech would have the effect of stop.
or sleeping partners, whicb, I think, was the expression ping this work, make such a speech? Why, Sir, the credit of
used.Ido rot think the Government are sleeping partnors, Canada would be gone, and we would be in a most humiliat-
for they seem to ne pretty well alive to the interests of the ing position in the eyes of the world. A vast number of
country. They have had a watchful eye on the Company, men would be thrown out of employment on the road which
and it behooves them as partners, so far as the national wel- the hon. member for South Huron d escribed as a disgrace
fare of Canada is concerned in tbis great work, which is to and a disaster to the North-West, and the desolation over
build up the Dominion, that they must he, from their posi- this country, which would ensue, if that road should cease
tion, not sleeping partners, but very active and energetic running, no tongue could tell. Why, Sir, it stopped for ten
partners. As a strong party man, and as a Cana days on account of a strike out in the far west, and every-
dian in sentiment and act, as I have always been, body knows that in those ten days the greatest consterna-
and hope to die, I was afraid that the Government, tion prevailed. I could not help remarking when I read
of which I was a supporter, had made a mistake, and the newspapers in the North-West, both Grit and
we would be called upon to give to the Company Tory, and when I bard what was said by the people of
822,500,000, and trust our luck as Io whether we that country, that they no longer spoke about monopoly or
should ever get it back again. I expressed myseif about the fearful exactions of the railway. On the con-
thus to several of my friends. I thought the hon. trary, their whole attention was centered on the question:
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) was perfectly justi- When will the road resume running? There was a body of
fled and right when he stated in bis speech: "How do we engineers on this road who belonged to a certain secret
know that the Company is going to build the road with that combination, and who were like the. old Highlanders
money; or that the hon. Minister of Railways is correct when they heard the cry of -the slogan or siw the
when he says the road will be finished by the end of 1886 icroes of fire calling a gathering at Iianrick-Mead. The

Mr. Woowoam,
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plough stopped in the furrow, the bridegroom left hi
bride at the door of the church ; for these men lef
their engines without going to the stations for whihl
they were destined; they left their engines on the oper
prairie, and did not care what became of the passengers
Sir, we did not hear anything thon about monopolies
about the tariff of rates, or the cruelties of the Govern ment
I think that if the hon. member for South Huron
with the interests he has in the North-West, who
bas given such fearful accounts against the Govern.
ment against these monopolies, had been in the country
at the time and had been told that the road would be stopped
for three months, he would have been ready to give hiE
solemn promise that he would not make another speech
against the Government if the road would only go on. While
I admit that there are grievances-as there will be in al]
newly organized countries, grievances which will be
remedied-we must not forget that there are also benefac.
tions. The people must not forget what has been done for
them, or the energy which is being displayed to satisfy their
wants, and to make for them comfortable and happy homes
in that country. I was rather amused to hear the speech of
the ex-Finance Minister. I like his dash and his fire.
There is fight about him. There is a wild rush but not a
great amount of judgment, from our point of view-from
our national, Canadian, standpoint. But still he fights his
battles like a fighter. He does not care very much whom
he bits or whete he bits. His mind and heart are in the
work, and it is natural that they should be. I never
knew a man who had cut the ties that bound
bim, to bis former friends who did not feel
that he would like to fnive thm a ]Roland for au
Oliver at every opportunity. This is history repeating
itself, and undoubtedly he has a marvellously forcible and
clever way of hitting, and I listened to him with great
satisfation. But he made a very injudicious speech to-night,
and he certainly got a very powerful and eloquent answer
from the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr, White), to which
he could not make a rejoinder. He even attacked the
friends of the Canadian Pacifie Railway in this House; he
said they, the Railway Company, had paid counsel sitting
in this Houss; Well, I was called to order by the hon.
mnember for West Durham last session when I suggested
such a thing as that an hon. member in this House
was counsel for a suppliant for a seat in this House ;
but I did not hear any one call the hon. member
for South Huron to order when ho said there were
mon who were the paid counsel for the Company in this
House. For my part, I do not believe that a man, because
ho enters Parliament, can throw off or is required
to throw off, his professional obligations to bis clients.
Did he not know-I think he did, for he reads the papers very
carefully-that there was an hon, gentleman sitting very
near him who occupied the position of the paid counsel in this
House of another corporation-of a rival corporation-of a
corporation against which I do not intend-because I do
not wish, and I would not if I could-to say one single
word, for it is doing good work in this country. I believe
the Grand Trunk Railway should be protected in its legiti-
mate rights. I believe that everything that can reasonably
be donc for that Company should be done; but it is a rival
of this national road-naturally so, commercially so-and I
believe it was very largely, if not entiroly, instrumental in
preventing the Canadian Pacific Railway Company from
getting a quotation on the London stock market until last
summer. Well, I was wondering, with the Globe
newspaper filled, as a party organ, with this great
outrage on the people, of lending this money
to this sonlless, bowelless, heartless corporation, that the
hon. member for West Durham, being inspired with infor-
mat:on from that source, did not make a more spirited
speech than ho di4, He made an able speech, but there was
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s not in it the fire of even the hon. member for South
t Huron. But I wish to read somothing to show why it was
1 injudicions in him to speak of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
1 having paid friends in this House. The shareholders of the
. Grand Trunk Railway Company have half-yearly meetings

in London, and the President is called upon to make a
. statement of the affairs of the railway. His name is

Sir H. W. Tyler, M. P., and he made a speech there
on the 25th of October last, in which, after speaking
of the prospects of the road and of a good many
other things, he refers to certain arrangements made for the
the use of the international bridge, and of a dispute which
the Grand Trunk Railway Company had with the Canada
Southern Railway Company with reference to tolls. Ho
goes on to say:

I "A, you know, that question has been ra litigation ij all the court.
It was decided against them in the first court. Tbey went to the se-
coud court, and it was again against decided against them; and they
then went right up to the Judicial Oommittee of the Privy Council.
Mr. Blake, our counsel in Canada, came over, h'aying prepared a suitable
speech to deliver before the Judicial Comnittee of te Privy Countiltal

This is not the authority of a reporter of a newspaper, who
goes up to the manager of a railway, perhaps when ho is
a little busy and a little irritable, and gets a story all wrong,
and sticks it into a newspaper, from which the leader of
the Opposition afterwards reads it on th floor of Parlia.
ment as Gospel truth. It is not that case. It is the case
of a member of the British Parliament and the President of
the Grand Trunk Company saying, that they, the Comnpany,
have a distinguished counsel, a standing counsel, in Canada-

Mr. BLAKE. It is nt truc that I am a standing counsel
of the Grand Trunk lRailway.

Mr. WOODWORTII. You are standing now. Well, sup.
pose he is not a standing counsel. The President of the
Grand Trunk Railway calls him "our counsel in Canada."
J do not think ho sbould get annoyed at me-

Mr. BLAKE. I am not annoyed. Nothing the lion.
gentleman can say can annoy me.

Mr. WOODWORTEI. The hon. gentleman smiles. I like
to see him smile, he has such an innocent, pleasant and
assuring smile. I am not saying a word against this; but I
say that the hon. membor for South Huron, with his wild
dash and rush, does not see where he is firing. Looking over
the Debates of 1880, I found on one page where the hon. mem-
ter for West Durham, with all the ability of an Engliish
chancery lawyer, that this Government had given the Can-
adian Pacific Railway Company a fearfully advantageous
bargain. -He showed in two pages after that that this Com.
pany were impecunious, and that they had got everything
from the Government to build the railway. It reminded
me of the old woman's answer about the tub. In the first
place, she said, she had not a tub; secor'dly, the hoops were
off, it was full of suds; and thirdly, she lent it to a neighbour
who had not returned it. The hon. gentleman takes care te
leave nothing out. He reminds me of what a friend of mine
said of a sportsman, who was se ardent that ho did not See a
feather without shooting at it. It is a wonderful speech, as
the speech of a lawyer, but is it the speech of a statesman ?
Is it a speech upon which ho would like his fame to rest as
a statesman who took hold of a question and wanted, like a
strong man, to carry it to the end. While it is an able piece
of reasoning, it begins nowhere and ends nowhere, but ro-
mains as a splendid exhibition of what a man eau do with
his powers of reasoning on any given question, no matter
how he mixes them up or how inconsistent with himself-
that is all. I am sorry I had to read this extract from Sir
Henry Tyler's speech, but I was forced to do it. I beg par-
don for saying standing counsel; I will say "our counsel in
Canada." 1 do not wonder that the Grand Trunk Railway
Company succeeded so well against the Canadian Pacifie
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Railway when they had such a man for their counsel.
They have a right to do it, and I do not think the hon.
member for West Durham should have called me to order
last Session, when he knew that he himself was a standing
counsel. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not intend to take up the
time of the House to any very great extent, further
than merely to recapitulate what I have said; for I have
made these extracts within the last three or four days,
and I had not looked at them until a few min-
utes before I rose, when I was asked to speak.
My remarks are imperfect, but they have the element
which I would like the speeches I have heard on the other
side to-night to have-the element of trutb. I challenge any
hon. gentleman opposite to point to one statement I have
made that is not true, for the simple reason that I have not
travelled into deep water, but have confined myself to thoir
utterances, as recorded in Ifansard:

"Little barks must keep the shore,
Larger ships can venture more."

I have kept very near the shore on this occasion. I wish
to recapitulate what I have tried imperfectly to evolve out
of the multitude of speeches and political utterances, viz.:
that the great Canadian people have declared that this road
must be built from Lake Nipissing to the Pacific Ocean;
that the Liberal Conservative party failed on that question
in 1873; that the Reform party assumed office in 1874,
with a large majority; that they passed an Act, and adver-
tised for tenders under that Act, offering nearly $105,000,000
to any company to build the road, but without success;
that in 1878 they went out of power and their opponents
came in; that the moment this Government came in, at
their very first Session, they put on record a Resolution
placing 100,000,000 acres of land in the hands of trustees
to build this road; that in the fall of 1880, they called
Parliament togethor and submitted for its approval, a con-
tract giving altogether in money and lands $78,000,000 to
this Company to build this road, as against the $105,000,000
which the Reform party were prepared to give, but under
which they could not get a tenderer; that this Company,
under this contract, and notwithstanding the hos-
tility it met, and all the efforts of hon. gentle-
men opposite, and other people not responsible
to this House, in the public press and on the
public platform to decry Canada, they have been able to
place upon record an advancement in railroad building
unequalled in any other part of the world ; that this Com.
pany were obliged finally, owing to the difficulty of obtain-
ing funds on account of' the depression of railway stocks
all over the world,to ask Parliament to lend them 822,500,000
on a security no man can impugn ; and finally that at
the end of two years we will have a road from one- end of
Canada to the other. This is, briefly and tersely, a recapi-
tulation of what I have so imperfectly said. At every turn
this Company have-been met by the hostile criticisms of
hon. gentlemen opposite. Had they confined themselves to
statoments, and charges in this House, where they could be
met by the Government and their friends, nothing very
dangerous or evil could result; but they resorted to insidi-
ous means. Scribes, with facile pens, but little
patriotism, sent broadcast through the world, wherever
the financial pulse beat, statements against Canada,
its clime, its soi], and its laws-in every
corner of the civilized world, wheo ever a telegram or paper
could reach, such unpatriotic and injurions statements were
sent; yet, notwithstanding all this, the Company have been
in a great measure successful. I believe in my heart that
had the same patriotic consideration been extended to this
enterprise that the hon. the Minister of Railways displayed
in a speech which will do him honour and his children after
him, as long as Canada has a history-if they had shown
that patriotie consideration, or a particle of it, which the
hon. Minister called for and which they were bound to give,
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by their own record, in common gratitude to the men who
helped them in many trying situations in the past, when
they were professing their solicitude to build this road-this
Company would never have been obliged to ask for this
advance of $22,500,000. They would have been able to
build this road without any assistance from this Parliament.
The walls of Jerusalem were built by the Jews with one hand
on the sword and the other on the trowel, but the enemies
they had to deal with were enemies from the outside. In
building the walls of our Jerusalem, our enemies are not out-
side. Our Amorites, Hittites and Amalekites, and all the
other ites, are in Canada. It is they we have to dread more
than any enemies of the outside, more than the people of the
United States, though they are naturally our opponents,
and naturally try to keep the tide of immigration from our
shores. We have within our borders gentlemen who seize
on every failure, who note every person who falls from
affluence to absolute penury-in most cases by their own
speculations and want of prudence and foresight-who gloat
over every disaster, who would bail the darkness and black-
ness of poverty with the greatest satisfaction, rather than
prosperity and happiness under the men who now
administer our affairs. This was unmistakeably evident in
the speech of the hon. member for West Durham at the
opening of the Session. It showed itself in the glow that iit
up his face every time he spoke of depression, every time
he referred to a fall in bank stocks, or to the closing
of a factory. On those occasions the faces of himself and
his followers beamed with delight, but the moment he had
to acknowledge there was some cause for congratulation,
they looked as if they had suddenly lost their best friends.
Party politics have driven us to this pitch in Canada.

An hon. MEMBER. It drove you to that five years ago.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Yes, it drove us to the polls, and
if the people had not spoken out against them they
would have driven the country into the jaws of the
American Republic before they stopped. It has come to
this: that with four or five millions of people occupying
half a continent; with the resources depicted by the
distinguished nobleman, whose speech I have read, with
a soil and climate unsurpassed, with a population of
sturdylmen and women, for it is well known that the mon
and women of nortbern latitudes have more courage, per-
sistence, and energy, than those of southern, tropical climes.
We have in our midst men who refused to see those advan-
tages, and who, instead of aiding our country, decry its
resources. You will look, Sir, in vain in Hansa d to find
a single statement from any hon. gentleman on this side
of the Bouse made during the five years of deprossion, when
we were in opposition, in depreciation of our own country.
You will look in vain, Sir, to find one single sentence or one
single word, and, though they say : "When you were in
power, you took advantage of us "-it is not true. When
the hon. Finance Minister bas to stand up in the louse,
and, in answer to a question of taking the duty off tobacco
amounting to half a million: I have nothing to replace it
but direct taxation; if I knew of a law to tax these
people directly I would do so-

Mr. RYKERT. The income tax.
Mr. WOODWOIRTH. Yes, the income tax-who was it

decrying Canada then ? Was it the Oppoition-now the
Government ? No; it was the men entrusted with power,
who were appealed to.again and again from the benches
where they sit now to alter their Tariff, to cease supinely
lying on their backs, or sitting in their seats, and saying
we are flies on the wheel, only to try to do something.
Who'ever heard of them going to a factory ? Whoever
heard of one of them leaving his comfortable room in
Ottawa and going to a factory and shaking a workman by the
hand and asking him how he was getting on, and shaking
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the master by the hand and asking how he was getting on,
and how he could assist him ? If they had shown some
sympathy, if they had done something they would have
earned the gratitude of the Canadian people and their
opponents. If the National Policy had done no good to the
country, which could be shown by facts and figures, which
the advocates of it can show that it has, I say that if this
Government had done no more than for the hon. Finance
Minister, and the hon. Premier, and the hon. Minister of
Railways and Canals, and the efficient and able Minister of
Publie Works, and the Postmaster General, and the hon.
Minister of Customs, and the whole Government to visit the
different factories and industries of Canada-yes, all o4
them have sometime or other, not just before an election,
Mr. Speaker, to catch the people's votes; but after they
had been entrusted with power, they immediately showed
the faith that was in them and went to the factories and
saw these people and did their best to help them-1 say the
hope they inspired in the breasts of those managers of the
different factories who were hardly and sorely pressed, the
hope they inspired in the breasts of the workmen that their
wages would not bo discontinued and they would not be
out of employment; if they had done no more than make
the enquiries they made and show the sympatby unto our
struggling industries that they showed, they would receive
and deserve the gratitude of the people of Canada. I say
that these men, having attempted to repair the walls-and
I will use the wails again for a simile, and for fear some of
my hon. friends opposite may think this is in Shakespeare,
I tell them it is not in Shakespeare; and while they are
building and repairing the walls of this great British Con-
federation they are opposed by the mon within who should
help them. Our foes indeed are those of our own house-
hold. -Ias it come to this, that, with a sparse population
comparatively to the great area that is ours, ours by
heritage-is it come to this: that we are driven by
party politics to-enter Parhiament, and, from the moment
that the Speaker takes his Chair down to the moment
of Prorogation in the spring, it is one continual bitter
party strife, decrying the interest of the country, because
somebody else happens to be sitting on the Treasury
benches ? While Y believe that the systen of party is the
best that can bedevised, with ail its imperfections, yet I say
that wo cannot afford, in the infant history of our country,
to have as much politics as we have got, and to have men,
merely for office-for it can be in no other interest, merely
for the purpose of turning the ins out, to have therm on a
great national question like this sinking their patriotism,
doing discredit to themselves, and injuring the country as
they must and are doing. Suppose the hon .members
opposite-the hon. member for West Durham, and the hon.
member for East York-had risen in their places in 1880,
when the contract was placed upon the Table of the House,
and, in answer to the eloluent, fervent and heart-burning
appeal of the hon. the Minister of Railways, had sunk all
party polities in the presence of this great question, as he
had done in Opposition. and had said: " We will help you,
we will watch the Company, and we will help to build the
road as best we can, and fight out, on party lines, the rest
of the question belonging to the region of politics,"
these men would have risen and would have stood
100 per cent. better in the estimation of their own
friends and the people of the country. Their supporters
are not so much to blame. Party politics have whipped
them into line, but they should not forget that we are
Canadians first and politicians after that. You find in the
louse of Commons in England, when a great question is
brought before that House, you often find the Conservatives
and the Liberals-not the Radicals, but the true Libe als-
working hand in hand. They do not take a parly advantage
when they can, because it might be disalvaatageous to
England and to the Empire, and the statesman there who

forgets the voice of patriotism and seeks only a party
advantage sinks into insignificance, whoever he may be, in
the estimation of the people. But I repeat this again,
that during this Session I am afraid you will find the same
tacties revived ; I fear, they have commenced now. I
will close by saying the lines-I will not go to the reading
room and copy them-they are not Mr. Smith's-but lines
which I know my hon. friends, or some of them, have read
when they were but schoolboys, and learned, and that are
applicable to the state of things I would wish, and that we
all would wish, to see. I will quote the lines of the old
dad poet, Longfellow, on the building of the Ship of State,
as it occurs to me at the moment, and in the line of thougbt
that I have followed for the last few moments. The
building of this great ship, this great Confederation, was
the work not of party, but of patriotie Canadians of both
sides of pohtics; but, having had it bailt, as I have said
before, they should seek to be Canadians first and politi-
cians afterwards. Without any more preface I will here
recite those lines-

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, bear.
"Thou, too sail on, O, ship of state 1

Bail on!1 O union stron gy and great!1
Humanity with ail its ears--"

An hon. MEMBER. Louder.
Mr. WOODWORTII. What does the hon. gentleman

say ?
Some bon. MEMBERS. Louder.
Mr. WOODWORTHI. That reminds me of a short

story. It is said that John Randolph, of Roanoke, who
was a very witty man, and a very plain, blunt man, was
interrupted, as I have been interrupted, while he was
speaking as loudly as it was necessary to speak, and he
stopped in bis speech, and looked at the man in the crowd
who had done it purposely for interruption, as of course I
have not had it done to me, and he said: "When the
archangel Gabriel shall place one foot on the sea and one on
the land, and, with bis silver trum et, shall proclaim to
the living and the resurrected dea , that time shallh be
no longer, there will be some long eared, long-nosed, wizen-
faced, saffron-hued, sallow, lanky-shaped, knock-kneed,
contemptible, sunken-eyed, son of a nobody, singing out
'louder.'" This is all in a parliamentary senso-and in a
very parliamentary way I hope:

"Thou, too sail on, O, hip of state I
sail on 1 ô union, troug and great I
Rumanity, with al1 i s fears,
With all its hopes of future years,
Ishanging breathless on thy fate 1
We know what Master laid thy keel;
What workmen wrought thy rib of steel;
What anvils rang, what hammers beat,
In what a forge and what a heat,
Were shaped the anhors ofdthyshope
Fearnot each sudden ound and shock I
'Tis of the wave and not the roçk;
'Tis but the flapping of the sail,
And not a rent male by the gale.
a spitte orrok ahd tempest's roar,

Iu spite of fkae lights on the shore,
Bail on, nor fear to breast the sea,
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee.
Our hearts, ur hopes, our prayer, onr tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,
Are all with thee I Are all with thee I

I believe, Sir, that these lines are applicable now, and if we
would fain bush our party strife but for a moment, and let
the strong tide of Canadian patriotism call out the best
feelings of our political hearts, we would respond in the
words of the dead, great American poet, that-

'Or heartq, our hopes, our prayers, our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,"

are all w;Lh this great Ship of State, no matter
who is at the helm of it. I thank you, Mr. Speaker,
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and I thank the House, and I thank my hon. friends
-opposite for listenling so patieutly and attentively to
these somewhat erude remarks, for w bich I must apologize,
because, as I said, fifteen minutes before I spoke, I had not
time to look at my voluminous extracts from the speeches,
and remarks of my hon. friends. 'I have not quoted one-
half of them now, and no doubt the House will pardon me
for not referring to the rest of them. But I could not
give a silent vote on this question, and I felt constrained to
give to the Hfouse, crude and imperfect though they were,
some of the reasons why I meant to vote in favour of the
Resolutions, why I believe the great party with which I am
allied has the good of this country at heart, and have
shown it by their measures that they have inaugurated and
by the executive action they have taken.

Mr. DAVIES moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

RETURNS.

Mr. BLAKE. I wish to call the attention of the hon. Min-
ister of Railways to what I have already spoken to him
about privately, namely, that the return brought down the
other day does not contain the enclosure that he professed
to have brought down.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say. with reference to
that, that the Secretary of the Department informs me that
the application of the hon. gentleman was communicated
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and the Secre-
tary of the Company has written to say that they had not
the Act of Incorporation which. I think, has the names and
addresses of the corporators. But they have comnmunicated
with the members of the Company in the United States,
and as soon as the information is received it will be laid
upon the Table.

Mr. BLAKE. The statement contained in the record is
an extraordinary one, and I would ask the hon. gentleman
to cause his officers to reconcile the statement they have
now made with that statement on the papers of the House,
which is, that the papers are closed. The hon. gentleman
will see that in the margin.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman did call
my attention to that. I have a note from the Department
stating that the return contains all that was furnished by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in answer, to our
request.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With the consent of the
hon. gentleman opposite, I beg leave to move:

That from and after this day, the Order of the Day for the considera-
tion of the Resolutions moved by Sir Charles Tupper, respecting the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, 'sbali have precedence next after Routine
Proceedinga, and the disposal of Queàtions put by Members.

Mr. BLAKE. Oh, no. The hon. gentleman knows that
ho cannot move that now, after the Order was called this
afternoon.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would like very much
to do so with the consent of the hon. gentleman. I intended
to do so before the Hlouse adjourned.

Mr. BLAKE. I am quite sure the hon. gentleman did
not intend to move it, or ho would have done so at the
opening of the flouse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I must say that it is for
the best interests of the country that a decision should be
come to as speedily as possible upon this question, To a
great degree, delay paralizes the action of the Company; it
introduces an element of uncertainty as to the future action
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of the Company, and affects every person concerned on the
road, ineluding the employees. Therefore, whatever may
be the fate of these resolution-, it oecurs to me that if the
hon. gentleman would think for a monment of the interests
that are at stake, le would allow this motion to pass.

Mr. BLAKE. I dare say it is for the best interests of the
country that a decision should be arrived at promptly.
I think it is clearly and more obviously for the best inter-
ests of the country that that decision should be wise and
sound-be based upon full information, full consideration,
and with full time for discussion. We have not full infor-
mation, we have not had opportunity for full consideration
tpon that information, and wo have not had time to discuss
it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well thon, of course,
if the hon. gentleman objects, I cannot go on with it, but I
throw the responsibility upon him and the Opposition.

Mr. BLAKE. No; the hon. gentleman cannot throw the
responsibility upon me. If the hon. gentleman, having an
opportunity, according to the Rules of this fHouse, to move
his motion, has not done so, he is himself responsible. He
has let it stand instead of moving it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I want the hon. gentle-
man to move now and ho says-stand.

Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman would not move
whon ho could, and now he cannot move whon he would.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
tho House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 1:10 o'clock a.m.,) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, llth February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clook.

CONTROVERTED ELECTION.

Mr.'SPEAKER informed the House that the Clerk of the
Househad received from the Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
cery a certificate of the election and return of Henry Smyth,
Esq., as a member to represent the Electoral District of
Kent, in the Province of Ontario.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The followieg Bille were severally introduced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 72) to incorporate the Guelph Junction Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Innes.)

Bill (No. 73) respecting the Central Ontario Railway.-
(Mr. Platt.)

Bill (No. 74) to incorporate the Ranchers' Bank of
Canada.-(Mr. Ross.)

Bill (No. 15) respeeting the Manitoba South-Western
Colonization Railway Company.-(Mr. Rose.)

Bill (No. 76) to incorporate the Alberta Bridge Company.
-(Mr. Ross.)

Bill (No. 77) to incorporate the Calgary Waterworks
Company.-(Mr. Ross.)

Bill (No. 78) to incorporate the Calgary Omnibus,
Tramway, and Transfer Company.-(Mr. Ross.)

Bill (No. 79) for the equitable distribution of Insolvent
Estates.-(Mr. Beaty.)
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SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read the second
time-

Bill (No 53) to authorize the Royal Canadian Insurance
Company to reduce the nuniber of their Director.-(Mr.
White, Cardwell.)

Bill (No. 55) to incorporate the Live Stoèk Insurance
Company.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

Bill (No. 57) respecting the Northern Railway Company
of Canada.-(Mr. Siall.)

Bill (1o. 58) to incorporate the Gananoque, Perth and
James' Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Taylor.)

Bill (No. 59) respecting the Northern and North-Western
Junction Railway Company.-(Mr. Small.)

Bill (No. 60) to increase the Harbour Accommodation of
the city of Toronto, to extend the Esplanade, and to pro-
vide for the control of the use thereof by Railway Com-
panies.--(Ifr. Small.)

Bil (No. 61) to amend the Act to incorporate the Synod
of the Diocese of Saskatchewan, and for other purposes con-
nected therewith.-(Mr. Williams.)

Bill (No. 62) to incorporate the River St. Clair Tunnel
Company.-(Mr. Macmaster.)

Bill (No. 66) to reduce the capital stock of the Maritime
Bank of the Dominion of Canada, and to make other pro.
visions respecting the said Bank.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Bill (No. 68) respecting the Kingston and Pembroke
Railway Company.-(Mr. Gunn.)

AMOUNTS OWING BY QUEBEC AND ONTARIO.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquired, What is the pre-
cise amount owing by the Province of Quebec to the Govern-
ment of Canada ? What is the nature of the Dominion
claim, and for what objects was that debt of the Province
of Quebec contracted ? How long has the said debt existed,
and what has been the annual increase thereof? lias the
Dominion claim been contested ? If so, what is the nature
of the contestation ?

Sir LIONARD TILLEY. l reply to the hon. member,
I may say that the nist complote answer that can be giv3n
is furnished by the papers just laid on the Table of the
louse.

Mr. LANDRY (Mhontmagny) enquired, Wiat is the
exant amount owing by the Province of Ontarin to the
Govern ment of Canada? HRas this Federal claim been con-
tested,:and for what reasons ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have to give the hon. mem-
ber the saie answer-the papers farnish the best answer
to hie question.

SALE OF LIFE ANNUITIES.

Mr.HALL enquired,Whether it is the intention of the Gov-
ernment, in addition to the Savings Branch of the Postal
Service, to introduce any system of receiving deposits in
connection with the sale of life annuities ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In reply to the hon. member,
I may say that the Government are considering the sub-
ject; and I wull be happy to have communication with the
hon. member in regard to it, if he will afford me the
opportunity.

JOHN CORBETT.

Mr. LISTER enquired, Is John Corbett an employé
of the Government ; if se, in which .Department employed,
and nature of employment or service, date of appointment
and salary 1If not so employed, when and why his connec-
tion with the Government esoed ?

Mr. MoLELAN. In reply to the hon. gentleman, I
may say that John Corbett is in the employment of the
Department of Marine and Fisheries; that he attends to
the reparing of lighthouses and inspecta new lighthouses ;
that he has been so employed since June 18th, 1880, at a
salary of $100 per month.

ELGIN ROAD, COUNTY OF L'ISLET.

Mr. CASGRAIN enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to erect a station-hoise at the Elgin Road
Station, county of L'Islet, on the Intercolonial Railway?

Sir CEIARLES TUPPER. I may say, in answer to the
hon. member, that I have received a number of petitions
and communications from various members of Parliament
on this matter, and it is now under the consideration of the
Department.

COLCHESTER REEF LIGHTHOUSE.

Mr. LISTER enquired, Has the contract for the Col-
chester Reef Lighthouse been taken off the hands ofthe
contractor? What amounts have been paid to the contraetor
on account of the work ? When were the payments made ?

Mr. McLELAN. In reply to the hon. gentleman, I may
say that the contract for the Colchester Reef Lighthouse
bas not been taken out of the hands of the contractor.
$5,0c0 have been paid to the contractor on account of the
work: $3,000 in October, and $2,» 0 in August, 1883.

SICK AND DISTRESSED MARINERS.

Mr. KAULBACH enquired, Whether it is the intention
of the Government to amend 45 Victoria, Chapter 19 of the
Acts of 1882, intituled: "An Act to exempt vessels
employed in fishing from the payment of duties for the
relief of Sick and Distressed Mariners," so as to enable the
fishermen of the Dominion to participate in the benefits of
the fund, and the advantages of the Marine Rospital ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I have been collecting information from
the representatives of fishing counties in Nova Scotia, and
have obtained such infor-mation as I think will enable us to
remedy the evil. I have a Bill in course of preparation,
which I intend to submit, and which, I think, will meet the
requirements of the case.

SECURITY FOR ADVANCE TO THE EXCHANGE
BANK.

Mr. HOLTON enquired, Why did the Finance Minister
not accept the persor al security of Mr. Alexander Buntin
for the last advance of 8100,000 to the Exchange Bank of
Canada when offered, as well as that of the Hon. A. W.
Ogilvie?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Government decided to
accept security from either of these gentlemen. Mr.
Ogilvie came and tendered his security, and it was
accepted.

LEASE OF GOVERNMENT MILLS IN NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) enquired, Have any of the saw
and griot mills, erected by the Dominion of Canada, in the
North-West Territories. been sold, leased, or otherwise dis-
posed of ? If so, how disposed of, when, to whom, at what
price, how paid or payable ? Was the disposal by publio
auction, or private sale ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The saw and griLt mills
at Old Man's River was sold by the Indian Department to
1Mr. Peter MoLaren, for 810,000, on October 22nd, 1181. The
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sum of $5,000 was paid down; the balance is to be paid by
annual instalments of one-fifth, with interest at 6 per cent.
The disposal was effected by private sale. Besides the
pecuniary price the sale has been made subject to the fol-
lowing conditions: That the purchaser is to keep both
mills in perfect running order; that he will grind Indian
and Government fairm produce at one-half the rate charged
to other parties; that he will make the lumber required for
Government and Indian purposes at $20 por 1,000 feet for
five years ; that the grinding of the grain and the making
of the lumber for the Government and Indians shall have
preference over any other work done at the mill ; besides
which, he was to take over the servants of the mill from
the time of the contract.

SUPPLY FARM ON PINCHER CREEK.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) enquired: Has the Home or
Supply Farm on Pincher Creek, North-West Territory,
been sold, leased or otherwise disposed of? If so, when,
and to whom, and at what price ? Have the stock, plant,
and farming implements on said farm been sold or other-
wise disposed of ? If so, to whom, when, and at what
price ? Were such sales or other disposals by public com-
petition, or private sale?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Pincher Creek Indian Farm
was leased on shares on the 8th of March, 18S3, to Jas. L.
Chipman, for one year from the lst of April, 1884. The lessee
is to have three-fourths and the Department one-fourth for
that year. The stock, plart and farming implements were
transported to the Indian Reserve in the McLeod District.
The lease was a private transaction, and was not made by
auction.

IMPROVEMENT FUNDS DUE THE TOWNSHIP OF
WALLACE.

Mr. McMULLEN enquired, Whether any sum of money
accruing to the Township of Wallace, county of Perth, as
Improvement Fund money was, on the arbitration between
the Provinces, paid over to the Province of Ontario; if so,
how much ? if not, is there any sum or sums of money due
the said township on account of said fund?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. An answer to the question
of the hon. gentleman will be found in the papers which
have been laid on the Table of the House.

MEMBER INTRODUCED.

HENEY SXiir, Esq., Member to represent the Electoral
District of the County of Kent (Ontario), having previously
taken the oath, according to Law, and subscribed the roll
containing the same, was introduced by Mr. Patterson
(Essex), and Mr. Wigle, and took his seat in the House.

QUEBEC SCHOOL OF NAVIGATION.

Mr. AMYOT (Translation), in moving for copies of all
correspondence between the Dominion Government and the
Government of the Province of Quobec, and of all other
correspondence, in relation to the School of Navigation at
Quebec, and asking for a subsidy from the Dominion
Goverument for the sald school, said: Mr. Speaker, some
twelve years ago, thanks to the intelligent efforts of the
gentleman who now represents the county of Gaspé (Mr.
Fortin) a School of Navigation was established at Quebec.
This school was subsidized du ring a couple of years by the
Dominion Government. Later on, for one reason or an-
other, this same Government decided not to continue this
allocation. There was, and with good reason, quite an
agitation among the trade and shipping interest of the
country, and earnest entreaties were made praying the Local
Government to continue to subsidize the school, This

Sir Joax A. MLonoxN».

Government, true to the devotedness which they are known
to have always shown towards ail that can aid the advance-
ment and progress of science and arts, extended a helping
hand to this institution. They gave it the rooms, furai-
ture, maps, stationery, and all that was required
to keep such a school. They also granted to the insti-
tution, during a certain time, a yearly subsidy of 81,000.
For the reasons we have explained the other evening, the
Government of the Province of Quebec is not willing to
continue to subsidize this school. However, we have the
proof that the school has given excellent results. Thus, in
April last, seven candidates attended the examination;
three received certificates as masters, and four received
certificates as mates, and since the establishment of the
school at Quebec, eighty-two candidates have attended the
course of study with the following result: twenty-nine
applicants received master's certificates, tbirty-four received
mate's certificates and three received pilot's certificates; the
other cadets are continaing their nautical studies and
making the voyages required to obtain their certificates.
Since the Local Government bas ceased to subsidliz-3 this
school, it has become necessary to close that institution, but
we have deemed it our duty, in the interest of
trade and navigation, to approach the Faderai Gov-
ernment and to ask them to subsidize this school,
whose existence is indispensable to our marine. We
must bear in mind that it is the Ottawa Government who,
during last Session, passed a law requiring, under a penalty
of $100, that every ship of a certain tonnage should have
on board a master and a mate having certificates. The
Act 46 Vic., chap. 28, sec, 7, says, among other thi'r-,:

"After the first day of January, which will b3 in tha year of 0 arLord,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, n) sailing ship registered
in Canada over one bundred tons register tonnage, nor any steamn ship
so registered, shall go from any port or place in Canada on a voyage to
any other port or place in Canada, or in Newfonndiadd, or in the United
Stites of America, or on a fishing voyage, or be licensed or allowed to
ply on any Canadian water, unless the master thereof has obtained and
possesses a valid certificate of competency or service as master for in-
land, or (as the case may be) coasting ships of the class and deser; i, s
to which such ship belongs, from the Minister of Marine and Fisheies,
or a valid certificate of competency or service as master for sea-going
ships, from Lhe said Minister, or a valid certificate of competency as
master, for foreigi-going ships, from the Board of Trael in th Unitel
Kingdom, or a valid certificate of competency as master, granted in any
8ritish possession and declared by order of Her Majesty in'Council, pub-
lished in the " Lonion Gaxette,' under the provisions of the Merchant
Shipping (Colonial) Act, l86i, or ot any Act of the Parliament oftkh
United Kingdom, containing such provisions, to be of the saine force as
a certificate of competency, as master for foreign-going ehips grante d
under the Acts of the Parliament of the lUnited Kingdom, relating to
merchant shipping; nor shall any ship registered in Canada and over
two hundred tons register tonnage, nor any steamseip so registered
and allowed by law to carry more tha forty passengers, go from
any port or place in Canada, on a voyage to any other port or place in
Canada, or in Newfoundland, or in the United States of America, unless
such ship carries aiso a mate who has obtainel a valid certificte of
conpetency or service as snch mate, granted by some such authority as
aforesaid."
The same section also requires a certificate for mates, and
provides that any person violating this law will be liable to
a penalty of $100. I do not pretend that this law is unwise.
I know that the legislation of a country cannot be too
anxiouq to ensure the safety of navigation, both as regards
passengers and as regards the freigbt carried on shipboard;
but on the other hand, if this Parliament bas deeme i it
thoir duty to impose on the owners of ships having a
register tonnage of over 100 tons, the obligation
to have on board masters and mates having obtained cer-
tificates of competency, it also becomes their duty to put
the sailors in such a position as to enable then to follow
the course required to pass that examination. This law
was useful; it was even neoessary and its necessity was
shown by the somewhat numerous disasters which took
place in our Canadian waters, involving the loss of several
ships. I am also glad that this law bas been passed because
it compels our sailors to acquire sufficient training to
obtain certificates of oompetency. It i a guarantee for the
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public, an advantage to the sailors and a legitimate cause
of national pride for our Canadian navy. This school
will open out a new career to our young men, and will
make them competent to be good sailors .in the waters
of any country in the world. At a given moment, our
navy may acquire a great importance in a military point
of view, and it is well kown that in case of war, England
recruits a great number of her best naval officers and
mon among the sailors of the merchant navy. The same
thing will take place here, and even from this point
of view only, we could not do too much towards favour-
ing the development of the nautical science. But it
may be said that this is within the province of the Local
Governments. This objection is somewhat serious, and I
comprehend %ll its gravity; but if the hon. Ministers and
the hon. members of this House will only lend me their
attention for a spell, they will understand that it is un-
founded in fact. We have the land militia, which is wholly
dependent on the Federal Government. Well, Mr. Speaker,
has that Government ever entertained the idea that it was
the duty of the Local Governments to establish military
schools or to maintain them for the defence of the Dominion
of Canada. I think this rule applies, and with much more rea-
son, to the navy. If the instruction of the land militia is en-
trusted to the Federal Government, it follows that the
instruction of the navy must also be entrusted to them. The
sailors trained in the schools devote the remainder of their
life to sea service. Could a similar statementbe made
respecting the services o tho cadets of our military schools ?
Perhaps I may be told that the schools of navigation
in various parts of the country are self-supporting. I
know that such a thing may exist in certain Provinces,
where the navigating season is a great deal longer and
where the number of sailors is far greater ; but it is not so
with the school of navigation at Quebec, where the navi-
gating season is shorter, and where for the time being, the
number of sailors is too small to make it possible for a
school to support itself with its own revenues. This may be
realized when our navy shall have become more extensive,
when our international trade shal have increased and shall
have become fully developed under the influence of 'our
National Policy; but, for the present, we have to create this
kind of calling for our young Canadians in opening out to
them this important and lucrative career. It may also be
said : if the Government grants this subsidy to the Province
of Quebec, they will be obliged to grant it to the other Pro-
vinces also. Well, Mr. Speaker, if the other Provinces need
a subsidy, and if they ask it, 1 do not see why they should
not get it. We have, in the Province of Quebec, only one
school situated in the principal seaport. We have sus-
tained. it by dint of the greatest sacrifices on the part of the
Province. Quebec, althougb it was not obliged to do it, has
paid the expenses of the institution. As this expenditure
ought naturally to be borne by the Dominion, Quebec ceases
to make those sacrifices. But we ask Ottawa to continue
the necessary work and to subsidize this *school.
The importance of this question, for the present, as for the
future, is such that the Government ought to undergo this,
to them, very triffing expense. It must be borne in mind
that all we ask is the sum of $1,000, to pay the salary of a
professor, chosen by one of the most competent men, the
hon.ý member for Gaspé (MIr, Fortin), who has always
taken such a deep interest in maritime questions. There-
fore, let the Government place us in such a position that we
may carry out the law passed by them, the law whose existence
only began last year, and which has, already, been the
source of great difficulties to the navigation between Que-
bec and Montreal. Even now, the owners of schooners are
at a loss to know where to find masters and mates holding
certificates, ar>d it is probable that many of their schooners
will be retained in the ports of Quebec and Montreal, for
want of the certified sailors, which, by law, they aré obliged
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to employ. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, it is high time that
we should facilitate the opening of this new career to
second the efforts of the Local Government of the Pro-
vince of Quebec, and to enable our young sailors to
receive what training is necessary to put them in a
position, *not only to fulfil their duty in the merchant
navy, but also, at a given time, to aid the forces of the
country by furnishing the officers and crews needed by
our war ships. The sum we are asking is not large
and the Local Government, if I am rightly informed,
is ready to give the rooms, maps and everything necessary
for the school, except the salary of the professor which
salary they are not now able to furniah. Being already
aware of the good will of the Government of the Dominion
towards all that concerns the training of our Canadians, both
from a naval and from a military point of view, I have no
doubt that our request will be well received and that we
shall obtain for this school the subsidy to which, it seems to
me, we have an undoubted right.

Mr. RIOPEL. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, after the
remarks so ably made by the hon. member for Belle-
chasse (M. Amyot), there is hardly anything left for me to
say, except that I fully concur with what he as just said
respecting the motion which I now second. I shall,however,
take the liberty of stating that if a School of Navigation is
destined to produce a desirable improvement in one of the
main branches of our national industry, it behooves
the present Administration to see that such a school is esta-
blished. It must be admitted, notwithstanding the high
position held by our navy from an international point of
view, that there is still room for improvement in the prao-
tical training of our Canadian sailors. There existe in this
respect a want which, in my opinion, should be filled as
soon as possible. The Government has already done much
towards protecting and developing our shipping trade.
Each year large sums are expended for the improvement
of our harbours and rivers. We have one of the most com-
plete semaphore systems known; our telegraph linos, esta-
blished on the remotest coast, all render important services
to navigation. And still what is the position of the Cana-
dian sailor ? He is left to his own resources to acquire the
knowledge necessary for his calling. Is it not evident that
he is often in an inferior position, and that ho las great
difficulties to attain the rank which a botter nautical train-
ing would give him? Therefore, it is very desirable that
the Government should come to his relief and afford him an
opportunity to become initiated with the secrets of the
hard work he is called upon to perform. Besides, the Par-
liament has already'recognized the necessity of elevating the
position of our sailors, and by virtue of an Act passed
in 1870, and of another passed in 1883, all masters and
mates serving on board Canadian vesséls must be holders of
certificates of competency. Now, whoever wishes to attain a
certain end must be willing to take the necessary means, and
the only way to have first-class sailors is to give them the
advantagf of acquiring that special knowiedge which they
require to succeed in their profession. We have heard with
great satisfiaction the statement of the hon. Minister of
Marine and Fisheries, when ho said the other day that the
Government had under consideration the question of estab-
lishing a school of navigation at Quebec. We hope and
trust that the Government will not stop there, and that the
estimates for the next fiscal year will contain an appropriation
with a view to the improvement of the condition of a class
so useful to our fellow citizens-the hardy toilers of the sea.

Mr. VALIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I fully endorse
all that has just been said by the hon. member for Belle-
chasse (Mr. Amyot) and the hon. member for Bonaventure
(Mr. Riopel). However, I muet add a few words. It often
happons that for want of a school of navigation at QuebeO
we are unable to find mates and masters, and very
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frequently ships are delayed in Quebec harbour, as it is im-
possible for them to pass the Custom fHouse for want Of
mates and sometimes for want of masters. The Federal
Government bas already taken a step in favour of this
school by appointing, last year, a good Canadian captain of
the merchant navy to examine the candidates. As to the
school itself, I do not know whether the Government has
helped it or not, but I join my colleagues to ask the Govern-
ment to put their shoulder to the wheel, because the French
Canadians are in need of such a sochool, and because the
want of it is deeply felt by the shipping interest of the
country. This want is felt not only at Quebec, but also at
the port of St. John; if we had this school we could furnish
to the navy a greater number of persons whose services are
indispensable, and we would probably also have a greater
number of vessels, because the fear of not being able to flnd
captains, stops the building of ships.

Mr. LANDRY. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I do not
intend to discuss the merits of this question; I simply wish
to join my voice to that of the hon. members who have just
spoken. As I represent a county the population of which
is partly composed of sailors, I have at heart the interest of
that class, and I think it my duty to ask the Government
to favourably receive the just demands made to-day by the
Province of Quebec. Not very long ago, I was glancing
over the report of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and
I found, if I mistake not, that we were the fourth or fifth
maritime power in the world ; but if this powerful navy of
ours bas not even a school supported by the central Govern-
men, I do not see how we can boast of it to our neighbours,
If we wish to have a real navy worthy to be set up as a
model for other nations, we must at least be able to educate
sailors who will also be models among their kind, and from
this point of view I think that the Dominion of Canada
ought to have for the navy what already exists for the land
force, that is to say, schools where the young mon who
intend to devote their life to sea service may acquire ithe
necemsary knowledge to attain this end. 1 am satisfied
that schools of that kind would have a direct influence on
the general welfare of Canada, by giving us mon able to take
the lead in our merchant navy and, at a given moment, to
take a place in our military naval force.

Mr. McLELAN. A few years ago, I think in 1870, a
grant of $1,000 each was made by the Dominion Govern.
ment for the purposes of these schools, which was subse-
quently supplemented by the Local Government; but owing
to the decrease of foreign shipping at Quebec,the number in
training for masters and mates became gradually so reduced
that the grant was discontinued by the Dominion Govern-
ment, and by the Local Government, last year. The effect
of the Act passed last year will no doubt be to bring in a
large number of applicants. I may say that I bave been
gathering information bearing on this question for some
time, and as soon as that information is obtained I will be
able to- decide whether or not I can recommend a grant
from the Dominion Government.

Mr. -BLAKE. I might mention that II have just learned
that there is a fine vessel of the Imperial Government to be
had very cheap. She is at Halifax, and I believe ahe will
soon be broken up unles we decide to take her back again.
I mean the Charybdis.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That would be silly.

Mr. FORTIN. As I had something do with the estab-
lishment of the first schools of navigation by the Federal Gov-
ernment, I wish to make a few remarks to the Flouse. When
the Federal Government, I believe in 1870, brought in a
nleasure which England permitted us to pass here provid.
ing for the examination -inCaadaof mateiros andmat seaad

)i. Vàr.

thereby enabling them to take command-not only of Cana-
dian but of British vessels, I told the then Minister of Marine,
(Mir. Mitchell) that if they did not establish schools ofunaviga-
tion, such as they have in every civilizèd country-those
boards of examiners would be, if not useless, without the
influence that they would have if it were kno'wn all over
the world that our marinera had not only passed a suecessful
examination, but were trained in a good school of naviga-
tion. Well, the schools were established, notwithstanding
some difficulty from the other aide of the flouse; and I re-
member the leader of the Opposition opposing the passage of
a vote of money for the schools because things were not in
proper order. But afterwards we triumphed, and I was proud
of our triumph, because we established good schools of navig-
ation in the principal ports of the Dominion; we had good
professors, and marinera were enabled to have every facility
for study, and to pass excellent examinations. The result
was that they were able to go into every port of the world,
hold up their heads, and feel that they were as good masters
or mates as those in any other part of the world. But it
appears there were private schools in some of the ports which
were jealous of the public schools ; and, at alt events, by
some means or other, a kind of opposition sprang up against
the Government schools in the Lower Provinces, and the
Federal Government determined, in 1872, to abolish them.
Hearing that that was the intention, I went at once to the
hon. member for Three Rivera (Sir Hector Langevin), and
complained very strongly against the action of the Govern-
ment. Tke hon. gentleman was pleased to promise me that ho
would communicate with the hon. Minister of Marine, and I
am glad to be able to say that our efforts were successful in
getting him to keep the schools open, until hon. gen-
tlemen opposite came in power, when they were
abolished. I was not in the House at the time ;
I was in the Local House. What did I do? I went
to the hon. Mr. DeBoucherville, who was thon the
Prime Minister of the Province of Quebec, and he was not
long in learning that it was necessary for the Province of
Quebec to have a school of navigation. He, therefore, re-
established "the school as a provincial school under Pro-
fessor Seaton, one of the most suitable mon in the world
for his position. And sailors who had served their time could
come to the school to be educated as first mates, as second
mates, or as masters, and they found Mr. Seaton to be a
good friend and a good professor. Now, I am sorry to see-
I arn much grieved when I see-the poor Province of Quebec
unable to support a school, and obliged to come here and beg
for $1,000 for the purpose. I am ashamed of it, but it l
so. Now I have given these explanations, and the Govern-
ment, and the House,and the country, will judge what ought
to be done. My opinion always haubeen that the Province
of Quebec should be able to give $1,000 for the education
of a class of men wbo labour so hard, and whose lives are
exposed to so many dangers. But still I would urge upon the
Federal.Government, as I have done before, to reestablish
schools of navigation as they were in 1873-one at Quebec,
one atßalifax, one at St. John, and one at Yarmouth. No
$4,000 could b. better employed, and I would tell the Gov-
ernment that they could do it if they had the will.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. As my hon. friend the
Minister of Marine has answered the hon. members who
have moved and supported this motion, perhaps I may be
allowed to add a word or two. 1 regret that my hon. friend
the member for Gaspé should have used the expression
which he used just now about the Province of Quebe. The
Province of Quebec has not come to the Parliament of
Canada as a beggar. We are not bogging here; the repre-
sentatives from that Province have asked for this sehool as
a right ; and my Province is not bore begging. The
representatives of Quebec come here because they think
they have a right to iay their grivane befoetheGovern-
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ment of Canada and the representatives of the people. Thal
is the position which I understand has been taken by my
hon. friends who have spoken on this subject, and I have n
donbt that will be the spirit in which this Government will
receivetheir representations. I have no doubt that my
hon. friend fromn Gaspé used this expression unwittingly;
but as this is the first time it bas been used in this House
thougi it has appeared in a certain section of the press,]I
felt that I should protest against it, because the Province
of Quebec is large enough, and proud enough, and strong
enough, not to come here as a beggar, but to come as
Ontario, the richest Province of the Dominion comes, to lay
its grievances before this Parliament, and to receive that
attention which it considers itself entitled to.

Mx. FORTIN. Allow me to make an explanation. The
hon. gentleman is very hard on me; but Iwill not with.
draw My expression, because it is the truth. I do not say
that the Province of Quebec is a beggar, or that the people
of the Province of Quebec are accustomed to beg; but I sa
that the people of Quebec are obliged to'come here and ask
for 81,000 to keep up this school because they say the Gov-
is so embarrassed that they are not able to do so. Under Mr.
Chapleau'A Government the school was abolished, and when I
learned it, I wrote a very strong letter to Mr. Chapleau to
indece him to keep up the school, and he did so; end I am
pretty sure that if Mr. Monsseau had remained, he would have
kept it ifp too. But now it appears they will not keep it up,
and they come bore to ask for 81,000.

Mr. AMYOT. No, they do not come bore.
Mr. FORTIN. Well, Sir, I always call things by their

right names; I tell the truth, and I close these remarks by
telling the Federal Government, what I told them in 1873,
and many other times, that their duty is to keep up schools
of navigation in all the chief porta of the Dominion.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I arn very sorry the hon. member for
Gaspé has brought in my name, saying that during my
administration as Premier of Quebec I had abolished that
school. My hou. friend's memory is failing a little, I am
afgaid-because I am sure he tells the truth, ho says it him-
self, and we all believe him-when ihe- says there never was
objection in the Province of Quebee to keep up the school
of navigation. The hon. gentleman- should remember that
the first time that.,he mooted the idea, as a good patriot, as
we know him to be, I said that it was no, more the duty of
the Province of Quebec to keep up a school of navigation
than it was for that Province to keop up a school of gun-
nery or a school of artillery. We hield that since naviga-
tion was a matter within the juriîsdiction of the Government
in Ottawa it should be taken care of by that Government.
Had the Quebec Government asked the Dominion to keep
up a normal school in Quebec, the latter would have
repl.idtlat education was under thie protection of the Pro-
vincial Gavernments, whose duty it was to keep sach schools
open. The great anxiety my hon. friend displayed induced
the Government for a while to keep that school open,
mesnwhile aking the Ottawa Government to take charge
of it. My colleague the hon. Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries made a slight mistake in saying that the subsidy
was dropped by the Federal Government when the school
was kept by the Provincial Government. No ; it was
because the subsidy had been dropped by the Federal Govern-
ment that the demand of the hon. member for Gaspé had
been made. I was thon Provincial Secretary in Qaebec, and,
strange to say, the school of navigation was under my
Department. There were many students attending that,
school in Quebec, and my hon. friend knowsthat when ho
wrote mue to prevent the school being abolished I told him
that the Quebec Government could not in justice keep up
that sciool, becaue it was not our duty todo so. When my
bon. friend saw thIt I.was threatening to tell the Federal
Government we would no longer maintain the school, he

t ingisted again very strongly on our continuing it, and, good
F naturedly, I yielded. The Province of Quebec did not ask,
o nor had it any right to ask, anything in that matter, except
l that the Fedoral Government should take care of an insti.

tution whieh properly came under its protection. I am sure
; my hon.*friend will coincid6 with me in saying that I have
, stated the facts as they are.

Motion agreed toi

HUDSON BAY NAVIGATION.

Mr.ROYAL, in movingthat a SeleetCommittee be appointed
to consist of Messrs. Scott, Ross, Watson, Dawson, Abbatt,
White (Cardwell), Baker (Victoria), Woodworth, Foster,
Paint, Brecken, and the mover, to take into consideration
the question of the navigation of Hudson Bay; with
power to send for persons, papers and records, said:
Every hon. member of this Hlouse is aware of the agitation
that bas been going on for some time in the Province of
Manitoba with respect to the navigation of the Hudson
Bay. This agitation arose in October last, when the farm-
ors of Manitoba, after the frost of September, saw their
grain run down in price by a combination of millers. After
discussing many questions in connection with their griev-
anes, or so-called grievances, it seemed to be the general
opinion that the best way to escape what was called the
monopoly of freights of the Canadian Pacific Railway
would be to build a railway from Winnipeg to the Hudson
Bay. This agitation led to a large meeting called lately in
Winnipeg, at which speeches were made and resolutions
carried, embodying the strong opinion of all present in
faveur of the construction of this road. The agitation also
extended south of our own borders. The farmers of Dakota
and Minnesota, as well as the farmers west of those States, had
stronger grievances than ours, and at the Farmers' Conven-
tion held at Grand Fort a few weeksago, which was attended
by delegates from Manitoba, the project of constructing the
Hudson Bay Railway was discussed. There was but one
feeling on the subject, and that was a feeling of enthnsiasm
in favour of the project. I believe it was there said that if its
feasibility was established not only would the Manitoba and
South-Western draw every bushel of wheat grown as far as
three hundred miles south of Winnipeg, but would also
bring into our border the wheat grown in some of the
western States of the Union. This question should be ven-
tilated by this House and an authoritative decision respecting
it obtained through the formation of a Committee such as
the one I propose. My object in having this Committee
formed is to get from the most authentic sources all possible
information respecting the navigation of the Hudson Bay.
It is my object to bring before this Committee any
persons who may have records of importance respect-
ing the navigation of Hudsan Bay. Of its navi-
gability there is no question. The only question
is during what period of the year it is navigable. Upon
that question there is a great diversity of opinion: soie say
that the immense icebergs and the peculiarity of the tides
will be a permanent obstacle to the establishment of any
permanent communication by sea between ports in the
Hudson Bay and the seaports in Europe. On the other
hand, it is asserted that from 1610, or during 274 years
since the bay was discovered, shi have navigated it every
year aecording to reports furnis by the Hudson Bay
Company employees. This would tend to establish that
there is at least a period in the year during which
the waters Of the bay are just as safe for naviga-
tion as the waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Now, Mr. Speaker, it is within the knowledge of every
hon. member of this House that, before the system of
navigation of the St. Lawrence was fully established, before.
thei oestruetion of our lighthouses, of thé storm-signals, of
the marine charte, and lately the establishament of the
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admirable system of telegraphy, due in great part to the
patriotic energy of the hon. member for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin),
the navigation of the Gulf of St. Lawrence was considered
just as difficult as that of the waters of the Hudson Bay is
at this time. I am sure that it has come before the eyes of
every one who reads history that, in the 17th century and
during the last century, writers*ln many instances 'showed
that the Gulf of St. Lawrence was impossible to navigate.
In fact, it was only due to the persevering energies of the far
traders and of the adventurers seeking a north-west passage
that the Gulf of St. Lawrence was opened. In fact, we find in
someauthorsthestatementthat, during the winter months, the
River St. Lawrence, and part of the Gulf of St.Lawrence, was
but one solid mass of ice. No doubt to-day these assertions
seem to be rather exaggerated, but what can prevent us
from thinking that many of the statements made in connec-
tion with the navigation of the Hudson Bay are also cither
beyond or inside of the truth ? The Hudson Bay occupies
in our history a very prominent place. It was discovered,
as I stated, in 1610. Champlain had founded Quebec twoyears
previous, and in that year he left Quebec and ascended the

t. Maurice in order to discover that great sea of the north,
as it was then thought the Hudson Bay was, and to find a
north-west passage. In the same year, an English sailor
of long experience and daring energy, Hudson, who dis-
covered also the Hudson River which flows past New York,
discovered the bay, and made the entrance by the straits
which to this day have borne his name. Well, from
that year the bay was frequented every year, and you
know very well that it bas been the theatre of naval
engagements which have left in the history of our
country more than one brilliant trace. Years after the
discovery, it was of course between the two nations-
England and France-that the contest took place for the
dominion of those seas; and at the end of the 17th century
we all know that D'Iberville, that giant of our history,
wrote to the King of France: "Sire, I have grown tired of
being obliged to conquer the Hudson Bay every year"-
Je suis las de conquérir la Baie de Rudson tous les ans. A
bloody strife was then raging for the possession of this
mare clausum or mare ignotum, as it is even at this time pre-
tonded in some quarters that it is. That Hudson Bay,
that inland sea, that sea of the north, attracted more atten-
tion in those days, or 140 years ago, than it has attracted
until some five, ten, or twenty years ago. I remember that,
being a member of the Provincial Government of Manitoba,
and deputed here to see the paternal Government of Canada,
in order to get some assistance in one way or the other, I was
once laying before (the right lon. Sir John Macdonald our
views of what our frontier should be in the north, and I made
mention that Manitoba might be some day a Maritime Prov-
ince. ILsee still the smile of incredulity which appeared on the
face of the right hon. gentleman at that time. 0f course,
it might have passed like a dream to have thought of such
a thing, but the agitation whieh las been going on for three
or four months has led people to study the question, and to
look up documenta, las led many to make searches which
have not so far proved conclusive; but, with the striking of
this Committee and the authority that will be given to its
decision, will, I hope, Mr. Speaker, set this matter at rest.
Sir, apart from the historical interest that may be attached
to that portion of Canada, the cause of the agitation that
has been going on in the North-West with reference to this
question is the fact that we are wheat producers ; that we
occupy the centre of North America; are therefore very
far removed from the sea-board; and that we are obliged to
seek the best outlet that will enable us to reach the market
the most quickly and the most cheaply; and, if the
navigation of the Hudson Bay, that is to say, if the

reiod during which the waters of the Hudson
y are open, is established to be three or four

or perhaps fve months, thon the farmers nlu the North-West
Mr. ROYA

will benefit on the rates of freight on the whole distance so
economized, as between the port of Churchill and Liverpool
and between Liverpool and Montreal. Let me give you
some figures, and I will conclude these few remarks. The
distance between Winnipeg and Churchill is about 630
miles. By railway route it will very likely be some 710
miles. From Churchill to Hudson Straits is 650 miles;
the Straits 450 miles; and from the Hudson Straits to
Liverpool 1,830 miles. The whole distance is then 2,930.
From Montreal to Liverpool the distance is 2,765 miles.
That is the shortest summer route; the old route was 2,990
miles. The exports of grain by Montreal last year were
something like 10,498,265 bushels, that is to say, 5,798,496
bushels of wheat, 596,104 bushels of corn, a million bushels
of peas, and so on. In 1881, the exports of grain reached
the figure of nearly 15,000,000; in 1880, it was over
23,000,000; in 1879, 19,000,000; in 1878, 16,000,000. Now,
to show how much, if the possibility of the project is once
established, the farmer of the North-West will gain by the
saving of such a distance, I will give you the rate of trans-
port. A bushel of wheat from Winnipeg to Mon.
treal, according to summer rates, costa 28 cents;
according to winter rates, 49 eents; from Winnipeg
to Liverpool via Montreal, a bushel of wheat by
the summer rate 38 cents, and by the winter 59 cents.
Now, Sir, according to the distances I have given, if the
carriage of a bushel of wheat from Churchill to Liverpool
will cost, say-from Winnipeg to Churchill, about 15
cents, and from Churchill to Liverpool, 10 cents-in ail
25 cents-you will see what a saving of money
farmers in the North-West will be able to make by having
such a route-if, of course, the feasibility of the project turns
out to be assured. Now, Sir, the average price of wheat in
Montreal, in 1882, was $1.33 per bushel. This price, of
course, was governed by the price in Liverpool, and if we
can save fifteen or twenty cents a bushel in the transporta-
tion to Liverpool through Hudson Bay, the farmer will, of
course, obtain just that much more for his wheat. Churchill
is about six degrees further south than Archangel on the
White Sea, in Europe, and we know that Archangel is a
place of large trade and is frequented by a large number of
English vessels. You must remember, Mr. Speaker,
that Archangel is situated in the 64th degree of latitude
north ; and Churchillwould be situated south of Edinburgh,
Christiana and Archangel. We all know, of course, that places
situated in the same latitude in both hemisVheres have not
always the same temperature, owing to certain geographical
and other causes; but, in this case, I believe that the ports
of Hudson Bay would be just as accessible, at least for the
same period, as are those European porte which I have
mentioned. If we can only establish that there is safe
navigation for a period of, say, three or four months in the
year, then our point will be gained, and we will have another
Gulf of St. Lawrence to the. west of us, and other Maritime
Provinces. Sir, I believe that the untold wealth and the
illimitable possibilities of that land are something beyond
any human conception. I hope, therefore, that the House
will agree to the motion, and that the Government will
assist the Committee to their utmost in elucidating the
feasibility of this scheme, and finally in setting at rest this
momentous question of the navigation of -the Hudson Bay.

Mr. DAWSON. In seconding the motion of the hon.
gentleman from Provencher, I may say that it is very
desirable that something more should be known about the
Hudson Bay. Last year I called for some papers, which
were brought down, and the information which was obtained
went to show that the bay itself is open for at least six
months in the year-in act, it is open through the whole
year, except for a certain distance along the shore where it
is always frozen in winter. But the information we obtained
last year certainly was not very favourable as regards the
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navigation of the straits. We had reports of sailors and
fishermen who had spent the year in the bay, and they all
went to show that in someyears the straits were so blocked
with ice that it was barely possible to navigate them. IHow-
ever, so little is known on that subject that it is highly
desirable that further information should be obtained. I
believe there is a channel not hitherto followed leading f rom
Hudson Bay to Ungava Bay-the latter bay being not very
far from the entrance to the straits. This channel
is said to be free from icebergs, but the currents are said to
be so strong as to make navigation impossible. Now, I
think it is worth while exploring those straits and ascer-
taining whether, now that steam can be used, this channel
could not be navigated. It is certainly highly desirable,
in the interests of the North-Wost, that an outlet for
its commerce should be found through Hudson Bay. So
far as settlement has yet gone I believe that the trafflc
will go by Lake Superior, but another tract of country
will be opened up which will need another outlet. Another
reason for opening up a route to Hudson Bay is the
very great resources existing in that region, from all
that we can learn about it. Along the East Main coast,
from the entrance of James' Bay to the straits, a dis-
tance of over 600 miles, there are numerous large
rivers emptying into the bay from the eastward. It
has now been ascertained beyond doubt that those
rivers abound in salmon, and that fish of many kinds
abound in the bay. Now, what a field for enter-
prise would be opened up if there were a line through
by way of Michipicoten, or Lake Nipissing, to Hudson's
Bay, what a field for various industries would be opened up
to Canada, if this bay were made accessible. Not only does
the bay abound in salmon and white fish, but cod fish has
been found in great abundance in the straits, and we do not
yet know what Vther elements of wealth may exist.
Therefore, the opening up of this region would afford a vast
field for industrial occupations, besides affording a channel
for the North-West trade; therefore, I think it is highly
desirable that we should have a Committee to obtain
information, and to get all the knowledge we can concerning
that great inland sea-that Mediterranean of the North.

Mr. WATSON. I agree with my hon. friends who have
just spoken, that it is very important that the problem ofthe
navigation of the Hudson Bay should be solved. The
farmers of the North-West have especially a vital interest
in the question, for they need most of all to have cheap
freight rates, which, I am sorry to say, they do not possess
at present. Ever since the last crop was taken off, and for
the last four or five months, the people of the North-
West have been discussing the problem of the navigation
of the Hudson Bay. As has been stated by the hon.
member for Provencher, this matter has not received
proper attention from the people of the eastern Provinces ;
though they have also a great nterest in the opening up of
the Hudson Bay for navigation, we are now beginning to]
look to that bay for our future seaport. I believe some
people regard the scheme as impracticable, but the
people of the North-West who have conversed upon the
subject with mon who have practical knowledge of Hudson
Bay, believe thatit is navigable for a considerable season of
the year. Last year I conversed with an engineer who
had spent the preceding winter on Nelson River. He had
been sent ont there on a surveying party for one of the
railways for which a charter was granted by this House,
and he states that the Nelson River was not frozen over
laist year until the 1st of January. It broke up last summer
on the 4th of June, and on the 8th of that month the river
was clear of ice. That would give about six months to
navigation on Nelson River. Of course, there remains the
question of the navigation of Hudson Bay, but when we
knowthatold fshinedtubs,old fhshiondsailingv.uaesehavel

been able to navigate the straits for the last 250 years, we
need haveno doubt as to the possibility of navigation byocean
steamships of the present style which should be able to navi-
gate that channel easily, because they have not to overcome
the difficulties encountered by sailing vessels which have to
wait for time and tide, and which could not attempt to run
the channel if ice floes were coming in the opposite direc-
tion. I believe it is of the utmost importance that a Com-
mittee should be struck, charged with the duty of obtaining
all possible information on the subject, and that the Domin-
ion Government should send a vessel to exan¾ine the route
as soon as possible. We in the North-West depend alto-
gether on growing grain, and our success depends in a large
measure on the facilities we have for shipping that grain to
the outer world. At the present prices of grain in the
North-West, farming will not psy. The freight rates are
excessive, and I think they are higher even than the figures
given by the hon. member for Provencher (Mr. Royal).
During last fall the freight rate from Winnipeg to Toronto
was 42 cents per bushel of wheat, and, of course,
that reduced wheat to a low value in the North-West, As
has been explained by the bon. member for Algoma (Mr.
Dawson), the opening of Hudson Bay will bo beneficial in
more ways than that of creating an outlet for the North-
West. Its mineral wealth and fisheries are valuable. If
we have a seaport at Nelson River, I believe it will stimulate
the people of the North-West; and the opening up of a
Hudson Bay route, and the construction of a railway from
Winnipeg or some other point to Hudson Bay, would cause
farming land in that country to advance 50 per cent. There
is no count' y, I believe, in the world which produces grain
of a higher quality or a larger number of bushels to the acre
than the North-West, and if we are afforded sufficient
outlets and cheap freight rates it will come to the
front and become one of the most prosperous Provinces
of the Dominion. We trust the Dominion Government
will give this matter their seriQus . consideration, so
that in the near future the problem as to whether
Hudson Bay is navigable or not will be settled, and
that by practical tests made by the Dominion Govern-
ment. We hope the Government will not occupy three or
four years in exploring the bay, because we in the North-
West want immediate relief, so much so that the people
would be willing to have a direct tax laid on them for the
construction of a Hudson Bay Railway. We have the
assurance of gentlemen who have made it their business to
make enquiries that there is a company in Liverpool pre-
pared to place on the route a fleet of ton steamers each of
3,000 tons burthen. They have no doubt as to the possi-
bility of navigating Hudson Bay, and what they want is
that a railway should be constructed to the shores of the
bay to carry the grain to the port of shipment. It
is well known to hon. members that two charters have
been granted by Parliament to companies for the build-
ing' of that road, and this House has agreed to
allow the companies to amalgamate. It is of the
utmost importance to the country as a whole that the
Government should endeavour to give the Company build-
ing that road not only lands-because it has been stated
witlin the lat few days that lands will not build railways,
and that you cannot always sell the bonda-but also a por-
tion of the money proposed to be voted to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company which would be quite sufficient
to build 600 miles of railway, for it is estimated that the
whole road from Winnipeg to Churchill will only cost
$22,000,000 when completed. The construction of a rail-
way over that route would not be more difficult as regards
the greater portion of it than is the building of a prairie
section. We trust the Government will be able to afford
the House such information as will show that Hudson Bay
is navigable, that the recommendations of the Committee,
when made,will be aOt on by the Hou, and that at a
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day in the near future we will have a seaport in close
proximity to our whoat fields in the North-West.

Mt. CASEY. We have beard from two hon. members
who have just spoken for the Province of Manitoba; we
have also heard from an hon. member who does not seem to
be quite certain as to the Province to which his constituency
belongs, and I think it will not be out of place that some-
thing should be heard from a representative of Ontario. I
happen, Mr. Speaker, to agree with all the hon. members
whe have spoken. In the first place, I admit the vast
importance of the question as to whether Hudson Bay is
navigable or not. The importance of the question to the
Province of Manitoba is beyond all doubt. It goes without
saying that a measure which will bring Winnipeg within
600 miles of Montreal must be of the utmost advantage to
that Province. The practical effect of this scheme, if carried
ont, will bu that the port of Hudson Bay will be as
near Liverpool as Montreal now is, and Winnipeg will
be only from 600 to 650 miles distant from that
port; that is to say, that the people of Winnipeg
will occupy as favourable a position for shipping grain
as do those who live on4y 500 miles west of Montreal.
The vast importance ofsecuring such a result would justify
even stronger language than has been used by the hon.
members representing Manitoba in urging the scheme. The
importance of the matter to other western portions of the
Dominion does not, however, stand out so clearly, perhaps,
at first sight; but I quite agree with the hon. member tor
Provencher (Mr. Royal), and the hon. member for Algoma
(Mfr. Dawson), in declaring that it is of importance to the
rest of the Dominion. The hon. member for Provencher
has very aptiy said that it would create a new Maritime
Province, or at all events a new seaboard, and it would give
an outlet by a new direetion to the grain markets of the
world. The mineral wealth, the valuable fisheries, and
the agricultural capabilities of the country along the
shores of Hudson Bay have been lately brought before
public attention by Dr. Bell and others who have explored
that region, and whose declaration as to the natural resources
of that section have startled the people of the older Provinces.
We know there are prosperous and thickly settled communi-
ties in Europe living at a much higher latitude than this, and
there are no special conditions in the Hudson Bay district
to render it more unfavourable for settlement than those
places to which I have referred, and to which the hon.
member for Provencher adverted by name. The only
possible ground of objection on the part of hon. members from
the older Provinces to the adoption of the proposed motion
can be an unworthy fear or jealousy that some trade which
othrWise might pass through the older Provinces might
seek the -udson Bay route. I call this an unworthy fear,
for, although we muet look after our own local interests, I
consider that Parliamentary legislators must view these
questions from a Dominion standpoint, and consider
whether the proposal is advisable in the interÉests of the
Dominion as a whole. Even on the ground of localinterest,
there is no greater roomn for jealousy in regard to this
scheme than to other schemes to whieh the Dominion iîf
cornmitted. We are aware that the great trunk
line- of the Dominion, the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
is seeknlg outlets at points outside Canadian territory.
We are aware that it has been securiig connection with
Portland and Bbston. We are awaré that this has been
done by money advanced, in part, if not entirely, by the
Domiiioi, aàd that in spite of that fact the Dominion is
proposing to;advance further sumo to thatrailway company.
It seetMs to me aifhet which will be generally admitted, that
the Dbmiiion, as a whole, should have no graund for being
jealis of any railway company, because-it seeks outlets to
th*eMt oth0r than those which have hitherto been looked
upd MI ieMtra outleta foi, th-tdo' of tt'aDbiinioti,

Kr. WAoU.

In this case, the wealth which would be added to the
Dominion by thé opening of this. outlet, would be wealth
added to the Dominion as a whole, not only from fthe
increase of commerce at the port itself, but by attracting
trade and commerce and navigation to that great
inland sea, and developing and increasing the tax-
paying power of the country as a whole. I wish
to say a word with regard to the means to be adopted to
carry ont these objecta. The appointment of a Comnmittee
is no doubt an advisable and necessary step, but it can
hardly be a conclusive one, because all it can do is to obtain
the best possible evidence now in existence, with regard to
the navigability of the bay; and I think it will be admitted
that that evidence is not conclusive. The experience of the
steamers which have plied upon the Hudson Bay was not
conclusive, because they were not provided with modern
appliances for such a service; and I do not think there has
been any systematie attempt at the steum navigation of the
bay. In this direction is to be songht the only conclusive
settlement of this question. During the debate on the
Estimates, I ventured to urge on the Government that they
should take early means to secure a vessel, built perhaps in
the same way as those which ply from Newfoundland and
Scotland, and manned by a crew accustomed to cruia-
ing in the ice. This vessel should be kept cruising
in and out of Hudson Bay through the straita; it should
be allowed to be frozen up until 'the navigation is imprac-
ticable in the spring, and the days and months during which
navigation is practicable should be reported. By keeping
this up for a whole year we would have a conclusive test of
the navigability of the bay; because it is not certain that
the greatest obstacles exist in winter. In fact, many scien-
tific men think that it is more easily navigable in other
seasons than in summer-that is to say, before the ice and
icebergs become loosened from the shore. This, at first
sight, seems a reasonable idea, and it is certainly endorsed
by scientitic mon of the greatest experienee with rqgarrd ta
that region. I am sorry that the Government haveu not
seen fit to carry out the suggestion which was made, not
by myself alone, but by others, that they should adopt
a practical means of finding out how long the bay is
navigable. I think the importance of the question would
justify a much largor expenditure than would be incurred
in such a test. The amount expended would be only a
small fraction of the amount which we have spent from
time to time in deciding on the practicability of particular
routes on the Canadian Pacific Railway and the Interco-
lanial Railway, and we would then have decided, positively
and perbaps forever, the question of the feasibility of such
a scheme. The labours of the Committee, no doubt, will be
valuable in ascertaining on what points there is no doubt,
and as to what other pointa further enquiry may b. neces-
sary; but the work of the Committee will be valueless if
the Government do not supplement their labours in some such
way as I have suggested.

Mr. ORTON. Thé subject before the House is so
important that 1 may be excused for making a fe*
remarks in the way of urging the Governmeut
to use every possible means o! ascertaining fully the
feasibility of the route in question. If the route
should b. feasible there is no doubt that it will perfectly
revolutionize the future prospects of this country. Net
only has the Dominion a deep interest in this question, but
the British Empire is also interested in its solution. The
distance between Yokohama mand Liverpool, by way of Port
Moody and the Hudson Bay Railway route, is 1,824 miles
ehorter than the route by New York and San Franciaco.
The route to Melbourne would be 2,214 miles shorter by
Port Moody and Hudson Bay thau 4y San Francico. a id
New York -and tie distance. to om wquldci
'oâteed' 224O milee by tlUs 'ioiffe IoPbthat the ee
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of the labours of this Committee will be to elicit sufficient
information to justify the Government in taking such steps
as will result in solving completely, and, if possible, forever,
the feasibility of that route. I have no doubt the Govern-
ment would be justified in seeking the assistance of the
British Government in carrying .out the exploration, which
mayprobably requiretwo or-threeyearstoaccomplish. While
there is a diversity of opinion as to whether the bay is open
around the north shore or the south, there seema to be a
wide feeling in favour of the view that the straits themselves
are open the whole year. If the navigation ot the Straits
can he made with safety, no doubt a route may be established
for a smufficient length of time to make it very valuable to
the future of this country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I congratulate my hon.
friend for the manner in which ho has laid this matter be.
fore the louse, as well as the others who have taken part
in this very interesting debate. The Government and Par-
liament have shown their desire to assist in the construc-
tion of a railway connecting Manitoba and the North-West
with Hudson Bay. Parliament has granted two charters,
One for a road to Nelson River, ard the other to Churchill.
These two companies applied last Session for power to
amagamate-a very wise proceeding, as it is clear two
railways could not be built, and that a union of
energy and capital and resources would be required in
order to have any chance of constructing such a road.
As those two railways, having Hudson Bay termini,
varied very much in route, the Government treated thom
as separate lines, and granted tbem the same ]and subsidy
in aid of construction as was granted to the other railways
-6,400 acres a mile, but at a less rate. The other com-
panies got their land at $1 an acre; the land was given
to these two companies at 50 ets. an acre; and when the
companies amalgamated, the Government considered the
matter of so much importance that they decided to give.the
amalgamated companies the separate land subsidy at 50
ets. an acre. That is, of course, a substantial aid to the
railway. It cannot be expected, however, that capital will
be found for the construction of this railway unlesa it is
ascertained that Hudson Bay and Hudson Straits are acces-
sible for a considerable portion of the year. As lias
been said by the hon. gentlemen who have spoken, there
is a great diversity of opinion regarding thu
length of time during which the straits can be success-
fully navigated. It may be true that a vessel can get through
almost every month in the year; but that is not the gues-
tion to be decided. The question to be decided is, whether
for a reasonable number of months in the year there is a
probability, amounting to a certainty, that the navigation
of the bay and straits can be regularly carried on, so as to
be profitable in a commercial sense? I am old enough to
remember the truth of the statement made by my hon.
friend, the mover of this resolution, that formerly the navi-
gation of the River St. Lawrence itself was considered as
doubtful, uncertain, hazardous, and unprofitable, commerci-
afly, ahnost as Hudson Bay now is. The idea prevailed,
especially in England, that the river was practically not
open for more than four months in the year. That idea has
been, by slow degrees, dissipated. The number of months
for navigation bas increased, and the introduction of
steam hias rendered the navigation more independent
Of casual obstructions from ice than formerly, when the
whole trade was conducted by sailing vessels. I have
no doubt it will be found, when the question is worked
out by experience with steam vessels, that the period
during which the straits can be profitably navigated
will be considerably extended beyond the present idea.
My hon. friend the Minister of Marine and Fisheries has
had this subject under bis earnest consideration, and has
obtained fem the Hudson Bay Company log books of

voyages made by their vessels for a series of yeas, which
he is now having collated and examined carefully. From
these log books, most valuable information will be obtained,
which my hon. friend will place at the disposal of the Com-
mittee, showing what the variations in the seasons are, and
whether in one year the navigation is open longer than
another. Thus some approximation may be obtained to
the fact as to how long, in au average numiber of years,
the navigation eau be considered to he fairly open in a
commercial sense. The Government, I may say, has been
pressed by several gentlemen in this House and by depu-
tations, to consider the propriety of sending at once .a
vessel to examine the straits. One .deputa.tian proposed
that we should send a sailing vessel very early this
spring. That matter is now under the consideration of the
Government. But it is quite true, as my hon. friend the
Minister of Marine lias stated, that the report of a casual
vessel for one season will not give sufficient evidence to
be conclusive as to the profitableness of the navigation of
Hudson Bay and Straits. It would be necessary, I think, to
bave a steam vessel fitted out, as for an Arctic voyage, and
that would involve the necesity, I think, of more that one
season's exploration. As the hon. member for East Elgin
(Mr. Casey) has said, it might be well to have the vessel
remain and be frozen in, and have parties stationed at dif-
ferents parts of the coast, for two or perhaps three seasons,
in order to ascertain what really is the nature of Hudson Bay
and Straits as navigable waters. The Government have now
this matter under their special consideration. This will be
a matter of very considerable expense, but it is one of so
much importAnce that I think the result will be that the
Governrnent will feel themselves authorized in coming to
the House and submitting a proposition for a vote for the
purpose mentioned. The importance of opening up atrade
there, I think, cannot be exaggerated with respect to the
future of the North-West. Not only will it be the means
of access to Europe for the general produets of the North-
West, but it will be exceedingly valuable on aeoount of the
known mineral wealth and the wealth of the fiheriIes that
have been alluded to by my hon. friend from Algoma
(Mr. Dawson). All accounts seem t go to show that
the mineral wealth is very large, and I have little doubt
that, with further explorations, our present knowledge
of the mineral wealth of that region will be greatly enhanced
and increased. The fisheries in these great northern waters
must be valuable; therefore, the importance of opening up
these waters and the trade through them, is obvions, and I
do not think can be well exaggerated. I would say to my
hon. friend who has made this motion, that I see that Mr.
Abbot is the only Lower Canadian whose -name is on the
list. I would suggest the addition of the namea of Mr. Des-
jardins and Mr. iopel. Mr. Riopel comes from the coast
of Gaspé, and is acquainted with the winter navigation of the
Lower St. Lawrence.

Mr. BLAKE. I am very glad to hear the announcement
of the hon. gentleman as to the probable intentions of the
Government with regard to this question. I think for some
time it has been made very plain that, in view of the great
interests involved, we should obtain that more exhaustive
information which the hou. gentleman intimates ha
will ask as to provide lhe means of obtaining. My
own opinion bas ben for some time past that this is a
matter for the joint action of the Imperial and the Cana-
dian Governments, and in view of Ihe circumstanoeithat the
Imperial Government has not unfrequently utilized vessels
of the Navy for such purposes, I think that an application
of the Canadian Govern ment for the use ofa vessel, indioating
their readinesa to pay any extra expenses which would be
involved in the prosecution of a survey by a vessel of the
Imperial Navy beyond those required in ordinary stations,

;and making arrangements for a lenhtened inesgties,
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would be probably satisfactorily received. There is another
point of view in which it is not unimportant that an
effort should be made in that direction. No doubt the
capital which may be required to secure the execution
of this great scheme, involving, as It does, the creation
of a new lino of communication across the Atlantic
as well as the railway lino, must principally be obtained
in England, and great credence will be placed on the
reports of the officers and scientific persons appointed
or accredited by the Imperial authorities. In that respect,
it would tend to the advantage of the scheme that, if possible,
such arrangements as I have suggested should be made. I
would suggest also, that no delay take place, as the emer-
gency in the North-West is pressing. The suggestion of
the hon. member for West Elgin, that the vessel should
remain a very considerable time will, I hope, be adopted.
Much bas to be done in the way of indirect exploration, irre-
spective of the simple question of the ice, which is, in one
sense, the more important one. More information should
be obtaiuied as to the various harbours and other subjects of
enquiry in an exploration of this kind, and the time spent
in the bay, although not devoted to the single question of
the ice, will be well spent if arrangements are made to
have scientific persons form part of the staff especially
chosen to undertake the work. With reference to the
statement of the hon. gentleman as te the liberal provision
which has te be made for the railway, certainly 50 cents
an acre is a price only half that which has been set down for
the land of other railways in the North-West. But if I
rightly understand the arrangements made-,although I am
sorry totsay the details have not been laid on the Table-I
believe the grant for the railway in this direction is of lands
in the neighbourhood of the railway itself, and that they
are not supposed to be quite so valuable as those through
which the other railways run.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is so.
Mr. BLAKE I think the hon. gentleman's statement has

to be taken with a certain discount, with which we are
accustomed te take bis statements. The ordinary assump.
tion will be that the lands through which this railway runs
are net worth half as much as those through whieh other
railways run.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Quite true, the lands are
net supposed to e so valuable as those lying further south.
Therefore, the grant bas been doubled in quantity and the
price diminished by half.

Mr. ROYAL. As other names have been suggested te
be added te that Committee, I would, with the consent of
the House, suggest that Mr. Macmaster's name he added te
it, as he bas given some study te the matter.

Mr. BLAKE. There can be no objection te the admission
of the name proposed. But the hon. gentleman bas net
shown the usual courtesy observed in the constitution of
such a Committee, since out of the fifteen names selected
only two are from this side of the House. I am sorry the
hon, gentleman should have felt himself se separated from
us in a question of this kind that he would net trust some
little share in the deliberations of the Committee te this
side of the louse. I think as the hon. member for West
Elgin has paid some attentidn te this subject, bis name
ahould be added.

Mr. ROYAL. I have net the least objection that the
name of the hon. mem ber for West Elgin be added.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The rule cannot be dis-
pensed with and the number made more than fifteen.

Mr. BAKER. I can assist tbe hon..gentleman by asking
that my name be withdrawn. I have had twenty-five years
of navigation and I do not propose to have any more.

Mr. BLm.

Motion agreed to, with the addition of the names of
Messrs. Casey, Maemaster and Riopel and the withdrawal
of the name of Mr. Baker.

COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, NAPANEE.

Mr. ALLISON, in movingw for copies of papers and
correspondence relative to the appointment of a Collector of
Customs at the Port of Napanee, said: I move for these
papers because there are several worthy young men in my
county better fitted in every respect for this position, whose
claims could not have been properly represented to this
Government :atthe time this appointment was made.

Mr. BOWELL. There is no correspondence in connec.
tion with this matter and I do not see what object the hon.
gentleman can have in having his motion carried. I may
say to the hon. gentleman, that in this case, as in other
appointments, there are always others desirous of obtaining
the positions filled who think they are better fitted for and
better entitled to them. Before the hon. gentleman has
been many years in politics, he will find this feeling in all
parts of the country.

Mr. ALLISON. If there are no papers I withdraw the
motion. But there must have been something to guide the
hon. Minister verbally, or otherwise. I have no doubt that
there are worthier men in Lennox whose claims could not
have been properly presented. As there are no papers, I
withdraw the motion.

Motion withdrawn.

FAIRFORD RIVER (MAN.) IMPROVEMENTS.

Mr. ORTON, in moving for copies of all reports, corres-
pondence, memoranda Orders in Council and other docu-
ments in reference to the improvement of Fairford River,
the outlet of Lake Manitoba; the removal of the sand bar
at the môuth of Red River, and the obstructions in Nelson
River, the outlet of Lake Winnipeg, with a view to draining
the submerged lands in the Province of Manitoba,
said: The object I have in asking for these papers is to
acertain what the Covernment ie doing in reference to this
very important subject. It may not be known to the hon.
members of this House that this involves the reclaiming of
an immense tract of some of the best land in the Province
of Manitoba, which is submerged in consequence of the
overflow of Lake Manitoba and the Red River, westward
from the city of Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie, by which
a very unfavourable opinion le given to the people who travel
in that direction. Again, there is an immense tract to the
south of the Assiniboine near to the town of Morris, com-
prising some thirty townships, in what is called the Boyne
Swamp. On the west of Lake Manitoba, there is also an
immense tract of land which is submerged and the land
rendered almost useless. Also, between the two lakes, Lake
Winnipeg and Lake Manitoba, there is another vast tract.
I may be allowed to explain some of the causes why this
land is submerged. The waters in the varions streams in
the North-West during the high water time are loaded with
vegetable matter and with the soil of the country. When
the rivers overflow, this vegetable and earthy matter is
deposited upon the banks of the rivers, and also upon the
banks of the lake, causing the banks to be very much higher
than the surrounding country. The result is that, between
the Assiniboine and Lake Manitoba, there is a basin, and,
when the water overflows, it cannot get at low water either
into therivei or into the lake. The same occurs on the south
of the Assiniboine, though the banks are higher, and the
water overflows. l consequence, I maysay, of the overflow-
ing of Lake Manitoba, the waters of the Assiniboine are
very much increased and the overflowing of the Assiniboine
is greatly more than it would otherwise be. The result i,
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that an immense quantity of water overflows the south
bank, and forms what is calied the Boyne Swamp; the
same holds good with regard to the lands submorged
between the northern and southern portions of the Assini-
bome before it turns westward to the Red River. There
is an immense basin betwen the lake and the river and
even on the borders of Lake Winnipegoosis as well as Tiake
Manitoba. There is a complete basin between Lake Mani-
toba and the Assiniboine, to the west of that lake. This
will explain why these marshes exist and are not drained
during the low water time. I may mention that there is a
fall between Lake Winnipegoosis and Lake Manitoba of 19
feet, and between Lake Manitoba and Lake Winnipeg of 41
feet. The Fairford River, or the Partridge Crop, as it is1
commonly called, is the outlet of Lke Manitoba and also
the outlet of Lake Winnipegoosis. In some seasons, this
river is comparatively narrow, and in consequence the outlet
is more or less impeded. In some seasons, when the water-
shed is very great, it fills the streams which empty into
Lake Winnipegoosis, and Lake Manitoba becomes very
high, and lands, which some years ago were excellent farm
lands, occupied bysettlers, are now submorged. One ofthe
improvernents that is required is the enlargement or
deepening of Fairford River, and, f rom what 1 can learn, it
will not be a very expensive undertaking. The bed of the
river is somewhat hard, it is true, but not rocky. It con-
sists ofwbat is commonly called buckshot earth, that is, it is a
mixture of lay and gravel, with perhaps some boulders.
IDredging alone, perhaps, would not answer the purpose, but,
from what .1 can ascertain from those who seem to know some-
thing about it, the river can be improved, perhaps, by dredo-
ing alone, and certainly by the use of some nitro-glycerine
which would loosen the earth, so that very little difficulty
would be found in deepening tho Fairford River, and so
preventing the overflow of Lake Winnipeg and the Assini-
boine River. An improvement might also bo made by
straightening the course of the Assini boine River. The ice
jambs that occur there, in consequenco of the tortuous
winding character of the river, increase the overflow very
much, and, if the Government would straighten some of the
bends in the Assiniboine River,by cutting a channel through,
that could be avoided. I may say, in connection with this
subject, that it is thought by some that, in order to con-
pletely and thoroughly drain the Province of Manitoba, it
may possibly bo neessary to make some improvements
also on the Nelson River. Thero is no doubt that on the
Nelson River, 30 or 40 miles from its source at Lake Win-
nipeg, there is a bar which prevents the waterfrom flowing
out freely into the Nelson River. However, that, doubtless,
will be a matter to be considered in the future. The bar at
the mouth of the Red River is another impediment which it
is absolutely necessary, in the interests of the navigation
Loth of the Red River and Lake Winnipeg, to remove, and
1 believe something is being done there. The rapids at St.
Andrews also form an impodimont on the Red River where
improvements might advantageously be made. Now, though
the expense incurred in making these improvements may
be considerable, when we recollect that thero is an amouit
of land which is estimated at closely upon 3,000,000 acres
whieh can be reclaimed, tho expense is a mere bagatelle
compared with the benefit which will be derived from
the expenditure, and I trust that the Government
will take this matter up very seriously. Indeed, I
may say, that the people of the Province of Man-
itoba, especially in that part surrounding these marshes,
fPel that this is one of their great grievances, and
they believe that they bave not the remedy applied bocause
they have not the control of the lands of the Province,
and the Provincial Logislature have not the revenue to
make the improvements, which may appear to be of a local
character. It is my opinion that a great deal would be done
by the Government to allay the dissatisfaction in that
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country were they to take up this question seriously and
show that they have a deep interest in the welfare of that
Province. From another point of view, I think you may
say that it is important to the whole of the settlement of the
North-West that the Province of Manitoba--the gateway,
the entry into our great North-West-should be made to
appear as presentable as possible to those who are emigra-
ting into that country, and those who pass through for the
purpose of ascertaining the value of our great North-West.
1 know very well, that in consequence of the damage
caused by the overflowing of the Assiniboine, there has
grown up a strong feeling ln favour of the Province obtaining
the lands under its own control. But, whether the Govern-
ment sees fit or not to give the Province of Manitoba the
control of its lands, I certainly think the proceeds of their
sale, after giving a reasonable share toward the construction
of the public works that are being made there, should b
devoted as much as possible to the improvement of that
Province. This is one of the most important and urgent
improvements that are required at the present time in that
Province. There is no doubt the people also feel the want
of railways ; but that is a question of a different character.

Mr. SCOTT. This question of the lowering of the waters
of Lake Manitoba was brought before the Government somo
years ago. The hon. Minister of Public Works sent ont a
corps of engineers to ascortain the cost of lowering the water
of that lake; but nothing has been donc since. In addition to
the large quantity of lands that would be reclaimed by this
procoeding-to the amount of between two and three
million acres-another very important improvement would
be effected. Lake Winnipegoosis emrpties into Lake Mani-
toba through the Water;Hlen River. On Lake Winnipegoosis
thore are some very valuablo timber limits-the most v4au-
able in the Province of Manitoba. Some of the limits
wore disposed of about six years ago, but up to the present
time the purchasers have not bon able to use that timber
by reason of the impossibility of navigating the Water Hen
River. In the Session of 1881-S3 the hon. Minister of Public
Works, f.,om representations made to him, placed the sum
of $5,000 in the Estimates for the purpose of having a
thorough survey made of this Water Hen River. The report
made was that it would be unadvisable to improve the navi-
gation of that river, as by so doing a larger body of water
would flow from ;the Winnipegoosis into Lake Manitoba.
Therefore, I claim that the Government would not alone
receive the bonefit of reclaiming the two or three million
acres of land which would then be available for agricultural
purposes, but that it would receive a great amount of royalty
yearly from the owners of the timber limits on the cast
aide, and principally in the islands in Lake Winnipegoosis.
I trust, therefore, that the Government will resume this
enterprise, which has now been delaye: for a number of
years, and will speedily take some means by which the
Fairford River may be opened up, so that the waters of Lake
Manitoba may flow more readily into those of Lake Win-
ipeg.

Mr. WATSON. As I have some considerable knowledge
of the question under consideration, I may perhaps, be per-
mitted to say a few words upon it. I am gtad to see that
the hon. gentleman from Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton)
has taken up this matter. I brought it up last year, and got
some information from the hon. Minister of Public Works as
to his intentions with reference to the improvement of the
Fairford River, or the Water ien River. My hon. friend
from Centre Wellington is a little astray in what he bas
said regarding the flooding of the lands. There is no basin
existing botween the Assiniboine River and Lake Manitoba;
on the contrary, there is a% good deal of fall between the
river and the lake. When the wind is from the north, the
waters flow round on the south shore of Lake Manitoba,
and when the wind is from the south, they flow back again.
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The tide rises in this way about 2 feet on each side of the
lake, and consequently a good dcalofland is overflowed. A
great portion of the land on the south side of Lake Manitoba
is marshy, owing to this reason; and the wet season of the
past year has doubtless made it worse. An encouraging
feature in the case is the fact that the water of the lake has
gone down about 2 fect within the last few years. I do
not think the deepening of the Fairford River is what is
required to remedy the evil complained of, because the
deepening of that river would spoil the navigation of Lake
Manitoba in a dry season. What is required is a channel at
the mouth of the Fairford River to carry off the overflow in
wet seasons. If this is done, I think the result will be to
reclaim the lands and to keep the water at a certain height
in both wet and dry seasons of the year. Concerning the
improving of the Water Hen River, I have some information
derived from the captain of the steam tug which has navi-
gated Lake Winnipeg the last three years. He thinks it
will not be a very difficult matter to improve the navigation
of the Water Hen River. That river is abôut 30 miles
in length, and a connection can be much better and cheaper
made by cutting a canal about a mile and a-half in length,
and by putting in a lock. This would shorten the route
between Lake Winnipegoosis and Manitoba by somo 30
miles, and I think this could bo donc cheaper than by im-
proving the navigation of the Fairford River.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Where would the lock be ?

Mr. WATSON. At a point bctween Winnipegoosis and
Lake Manitoba. The Water Hen River runs in a north-
easterly direction, and turns right round and comes back to
nearly the same point. A canal of 1 miles in length would
cut off 30 miles of distance, and consequently would do away
with the excessive flow of water out of Lake Winnipegoosis,
though athigh water it would probably overflow the shores
of Lake Manitoba. I trust this matter will receive the
early consideration of the hon. Minister, not only for the pur-
pose of reclaiming the lands on the shore of the lake, but
for the purpose of improving the navigation between Lake
Winnipegoosis and Lake Manitoba. As has been stated by
the hon. member for Winnipeg (Mr. Scott), there are large
timber limits up there that cannot be successfully operated
at present. We have t ied alrcady to navigate the Water
Hen River, but without success. That river runs for a
distance of about 12 or 15 miles into -wbat is called the
Water Hen Lake. It is almost impossible to run logs down
that stream, owing to the fact that the Water len Lake
lias a rough, stony bed but 2 or 3 feet deep.
There is a great deal of shallows in the Water Her River
and at no period of the year would it be of any use for
running logs for more than about 4 miles. The captain
of the steamboat whom I have already mentioned, tells me
that the water is 2 feet lower in Lake Winnipeg now
than it was four years ago; but the channel in the narrows,
between the north and south ends of the lake, romains
about the same depth-it is 6 feet now, and it was 6 feet
deep four years ago, notwithstanding that the water is 2
feet lower in Lake Manitoba. Apparently the current
between both ends of the lake keeps the channel clear. The
widening of the mouth of the Fairford River will not inter-
fore with the navigation of Lake Mabitoba at the narrows,
the only place where the water is shallow. I trust the
hon. Minister will give this matter his attention at once. It
will not only open up the timber limits, but greatly im.
prove the facilities for trade. The operation of these limits
would also give cheap lumber for the plains in that vicinity,
which is another point well worth consideration. This
would require the improvement of the White Mud River,
which would need to be dredged in order to allow the
passage of vessels as far up as the Manitoba and North-
Western Railway. If this were done, it would -open up a
route for navigation from Lake Manitoba to points in the

r. WATSON. •

Province, and the North-West, up to the Saskatchewan. I
hope the Government will allow the motion to be adopted.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There is no objection to
these papers being brought down, but I want to call the
attention of the House to the fact that in the report of the
Public Works Department for 1881-82, at page 96 of the
appendix, there are 20 pages of a report from the Chief
Engineer of the ODepartment, and Mr. Geddes was
specially sent to the point in question to investigate this
matter. I would ask the hon. member not to insist on hav-
ing these reports brought down again, as they have already
been printed. I will bring cown papers that have not al-
ready been submitted. I am not in a position to say what
the Government may do; but I may remark that we are
now building a dredge for the purpose mentioned in this
motion, and to meet other requirements in the North-West,
at Red River and Lake Manitoba. I cannot go further,
because the matter las not yet been decided by Council.

Mr. WATSON. Do I understand that the dredge is in-
tended to open the river ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position to
say that. If the hon. gentleman will refer to those reports,
he will find the matter is not so simple as some hon. mem-
bers believe. Jt is a very difficult matter, and is an
engineering question, which engineers will have to deal
with. Besides, it is a matter which will cost something
like $300,000.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The hon. Minister says the Govern-
ment are building a dredge: where is it being built?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is being built on the
shores of Lake Manitoba, I think, and I understand it will
be ready next season.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I understand a diedge is being built
on Lake Winnipeg.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I am not in a position to
say exactly the spot where the dredge is being built, but I
will give the information to the hon. gentleman subso-
quently. Of course we will not be able to send it every-
where, but we will send it where we can. This whole
matter, which is one of importance, will have to be consid-
ered as to whether we will undertake it or not; but there
are engineering difficulties that have been pointed out, and
which appear in the report to which I have referred.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the chair.

After Recess.

M-. ORTON. I desire to offer a few rernarks before the
motion is submitted to the House. The hon. member for
Marquette (Mr. Watson) thought I was incorrect when I
stated that there was a basin existing between the Assini-
boine River and Lake Manitoba, but I think if he remem-
bers the position of Long Lake he will agree that I was
correct; and also in regard to Fairford River, that hon.
member also took a somewhat different view. From what
I can learn, not only is there a bar which requires to be
remove:, but other work is necessary. If the bar were
removed it would do a great deal of good undoubtedly, but
it is generally considered that such would net be sufficient
to cover all that is required, in order to give a sufficiently
froc outlet to Lake Manitoba.

Motion agreed to.

BANKING FACILITIES.

Mr. ORTON moved that a Select Committeo be appointed
consisting of Messrs. Wallace (York), Sutherland, Taylor,
Thompson, Hesson, Landry (gfontmagny), Benoit, Auger,
Kinney, Landry (Kent), Scott, Gordon, and the mover,
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to enquire as to whether cheaper and easier banking and
other financial facilities cannot be afforded Canadian agri-
culturiets; with power to send for persons and papers.
Ie eaid: Mr. Speaker, in ordor to make clear to the House
the object I have in view in asking for the Special Com-
mittee mentioned in the resolution, I desire to refer briefly
to our present banking system and its operation upon our
industrial population. The general banking Act provides
apparently, by a certain clause, that money can be loaned to
the general public at no higher rate of interest than 7 per
cent. ; but so vague is that clause it would seem to require
another Act of Parliament to interpret what the meaning
of that particular clause is: or, in other words, I do not
think it has ever been found practicable to recover from
banks any amount charged over 7 per cent. So I desire to
try and see if some plan cannot be adopted by which farm-
crs can get money cheaper. I do not sec how it can be donc
by the general banking system as it at présent exists, and I
may refer further to that system in order to show that
it is utterly inadequate to the wants of this country.
The capacity of our present banks to accommodate the peo.
ple by crodits is limitedi. IL is limited, in the first place, Iy
the limit placed upon their circulation. Our banks are
prohibited by the genoral banking Act from issuing $2 of
their own promises to pay, for every $1 they possess in the
form of specie or Dominion securities. They are also
hindered by the amount of their deposits. It is well known
that during periods of depression from almost any cause,
and especially the depression which may, and always does
arise to a greater or less extent, from a failure of the crops,
the deposits in our banks are withdrawn. Lgrge deposits
do not find their way to our banks under such circumstances,
and their capacity to give the necessary accommodation to
the business public is curtailed at the very time whcn
it is most needed, and the result is gencral commercial
disaster and distress amongst our people. I am sorry to
say that, according to the system which now exists, the
burden of these disasters falls eventually upon the agricul-
tural class. We know that whcn the deposits are reduced
the banks are obliged to curtail their accommodation to the
public; they cannot discount the paper which they have
been accustomed to discount. Business mon who base their
business on a belief, which appeared when they entered it
to be well grounded, that they would receive n certain
amount of accommodation so long as they wore able to
present paper which is considered good, find that, notwith.
standing that their paper may be of the highest standing,
they cannot always get a lino of discount. The resitlt is
that the wholesale men have to press the retail men for
early payments. Manufacturers have also to press the
middlemen who are engaged, like the retail rer-
chants, in dealing with the farmers, and the consequence
is that the farmers are pressed just at the time
when there should be be some means of enabling them to,
tide over the misfortune of a bad crop. My own opinion
with reference to our banking institutions is, in the first
place, that the system is neither a safe one for the public
nor one which should exist in a country like this. We
know very well that as long as the banks are alldwed to
issue their own paper, a commercial panic is likely
to occur, in consequence of the banks becoming afraid
that a run may be made upon thom by those who hold their
paper. I have always believed-and I believe a great many
people of this country believe with me-that the basis of
our financial banking system should be the Government of
our country. The Finance Department of the Government
should be more completely and thoroughly than it is at the
present time, at the head of our banking institutions.
It should also have in its possession the latest and
most reliable statisties in reference to the trade
of our country-not only as to the condition i
of our industries, but in reference to our mineral wealth

and our agricultural resources, as well as in reference
to the markets both domestic and foreigo, so that they
might be enabled to gauge and regulate the amount of
money in circulation by the wants and requirements of the
people. As the first stop in that direction, I think the
plan might be very wisely. adopted of giving to those who
are engaged in creating the largest amount of wealth-and
of course I mean the farmers- casier banking facilities, by
the establishment of farmers' banks for the purpose of
lending out money to farmers at short dates, and at reason-
able rates of interest. Hlence, my request for a Committee.
I wish to trace a little further the unjust position in which
the Canadian farmers are placed. When their crops fail
and they are pressed by the retail mon and the middle.
mon for payment, they have no facilities for getting
temporary accommodation and tiding them over until they
can either get a botter crop, or are enabled to overcomo
other misfortunos which may bofall them through losses by
fire, sickness, or other disaster. When such a misfortune
happons them now, the only way in which they can got
the accommodation they require is to go to a private lender
of money, or a private bank, or, if the sum needed be a
large one, they are obligod to go to the Joan societies, all of
whom charge the highest possible rate of interest. As a
matter of fact, therefore, the farmer is really obliged to pay
a very high rate of interest in order to get temporary
accommodation, and ho is thereby crippled very much in his
efforts to produce wealth from the soit. We find that pri-
vate banks are springing up in every portion of this Domin-
ion. They may bo useful institutions, but thore is
one thing very certain : they are extorting very
large rates of interest, and chiefly from the farm-
ing population. Not only are they charging high rates
of interest to the farmers, but they are crippling the ability
of our banks to accommodate the business public. We find
that a private banker, with a capital of $20,000, can get a
lino of credit in the chartered banks for double that amount,
thereby, I maintain, taking from the business public the
money which is required to carry on their business, and
lendirg it again to the farmer at a much higher rate of in-
terest than is paid to the bank. Thon the stockholders of
our banks are not always men living in our country, and the
profits which are made by our banking institutions are
largely taken away from Canada to a foreign country, the
wealth of this country being thereby, to a certain extent,
reduced. Loan societies are institutions to which the
farmers have to resort when they are obliged to borrow a
larger sum than they can get on any security they can offer
in the shape of endorsed notes or chattel mortgages.
They arc often induced by those loan societies to borrow a
larger amount than they require. They are also put to
enormous expense in searching titles, papers, &c., and are
put to heavy legal expenses. The resuit is that almost
every farmer in this country who borrows from a loan
society, sooner or later looses his farm. Happily, the
farmers are not so thoroughly in the power of the loan
societies as they were a few years ago, before the Bill was
passed which I had the honour of introducing here, limit-
ing the time to which their mortgages could extend to five
years instead of twenty years, as was the case formerly.
One of the greatest difficulties the farmer had to contend
with at that time was that ho could not get any release at
the time money was cheap, and could not sell his property.
With the five years' term, that evil is not so great; but
through the operation of our banking system, ho is forced to
borrow money when it is scarce, and when the rates of
interest are at the highest point. When the banks press the
wholesale merchants, the wholesale merchants press the
rotait merchants, and the retail merchants press the farm-
ers, and money is scarce in the country. Thon is the time
that our agriculturalists are obliged to go to the loan societies,
who charge them the highest rates of interest that can be
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obtained. To-day, in Manitoba, we find the loan societies and the basis would be a perfectly sound one. The effect of
lending money and taking mortgages right and left from this would be, in my opinion, to increase the agricultural
the farmers of that country at 10 and 12 per cent. If wealth produced in this country to an enormous extent, and
these mon had some facilities for obtaining temporary loans thereby increaso our exports and bring into this country a
from farmers' banks, such as I think might be established very great increase in gold or in gold's equivalent.
in this country, they would not be obliged to become the This would, consequently, prove a safeguard, to a
slaves of these loan societies, as unfortunately, many of very large extent, against the recurrenca or depres-
our best farmers have been in the past. One of the objec- sion or stagnation in trade, and further cause the greater
tions I have to loan societies is that a great deal of their part of the business of the country to be done on a cash
capital is British capital. Thus a large portion of the interest basis. The farmer, instead of having to go on credit, would
which is paid by the agriculturalists of this country is sent to at the end of the year, have paid bis debt. At prosent we
a foreign country, and thereby our country is impoverished know that merchants, if not paid at the end of the year,
to that extent; and we all know that in a very few years are obliged to carry over the farmers, if possible, and charge
the principal is eaten up in interest, so that the farmer, them interest. lu some parts of the country the custom is
after paying back what ho originally borrowed, still owes still-I know it is in my county, and the hon. member for
the principal. Now, Sir, I shall just ask the House to listen North Wellington, I have no doubt, knows it well-to
briefly to an outline of my crude ideas in reference to how charge on a running account 10 per cent compound interest
I think farmers might receive botter accommodation. It every six months, sometimes every three months-not only
is not my intention to place these ideas before the fouse in to charge the farmer the highest credit price for lis goods,
the expectation of their receiving the endorsement of this but also, if he cannot pay, compound interest every six
House, but they are such as have appeared to me to be months at 10 per cent., thus increasing the amount ho owes
feasible. The object of the Committee will be to consider, to a very large extent over what ho would have to pay for
not only my views, but what views other hon. members of the samo goods had he paid cash. I think that all classes
the Committee may have upon this question, in order, would be benefited by the establishment of these farmers
if possible, to arrive at some means of remedying one of banks. We all know that our manufacturing population
the greatest evils that exist in this country. If the Gov- and our commercial population, the residents of our cities
ernment should see fit to charter farmers' banks, subject and towns, largely depend for their prosperity on tho
to all the inspections and all the regulations success of farming operations, and if the business of farmers
that are imposed on other banks, and give them could be done for cash, not only would merchants and
a basis of circulation such as I shall indicate, providingthat manufacturers of every kind succeed better and fewer
money should be lent to farmers at no higher rate than failures occur, but all our labouring population would
5 per cent., such a meaure would be of great advantage reccivo more employment. Wo have another weakness in
to the whole country. I maintain that 5 per cent. is as our present system which I think this would, to a certain
high a rate of interest as any farmar can afford to pay. If extent, obviate. We all know that commercial panics have
ho pays more than that, and has his farm mortgaged for a very serious effect upon our present banking institutions.
one-half or one-third of its value, ho is virtually not the Even when such depressions occur in the country bordering
owner of the farm; for hoeis paying as much in interest on ours, or one with which we have considerable dealings,
as that farm would bring if rented. I think the Govern- they are very apt to produco moie or less commercial
ment should give to these chartered farmers' banks the depression in our own country. There is another danger
privilege of obtaining a Government issue of Dominion under our banking system, to which I wish to refer, that this
legal tenders to the extent of one-half of the assessed value would also obviate. We know that under the present system,
of the improved farms of stockholders or borrowers; that at times when money is scarce, when deposits have been
is, any farmer desiring to borrow or to become a stockholder removed from our banks, when our exports have not been
in such a bank might deposit in that bank a first lien on as large as usual, banks are obliged to refuse to discount
his land to the extent of one-half of its equalized paper; but they have the power of selecting to whom they
assessed value, which could be verified through the officers shall refuse credit, and it frequently occurs that banking dir-
of the various municipalities. I think the Government ectors receivo large amounts, or that, through the offices of
ought te give the same privilege to these banks as they give banking directors, favouritism is shown and money is lent
to other banks-of issuing 82 in legal notes for every to those engaged in the most risky, and in perhaps, illegiti-
dollar they hold in specie or Dominion securities. mate kinds of businesses, while those engaged in legiti.
These banks might also be utilized by placibg under their mate business, are stillref used accommodation. I think that
management the savings bank business of the Dominion. farmers' banks would have a tendency to obviate difficulties
One-half per cent. might be given to the Government for arising in that way. With regard to the basis upon which
the expemng of the legal tender issue, and one per cent. or farmers' banks should be estabhîshed, I think that those who
one-half per cent. would amply pay all the costs of manage- advocate a gold basis cannot object, because it is well known
ment, Ieaving with the farmer, who desired to deposit in that the gold loaners of Groat Britain are roady
the bank, a lien of 3 per cent. on the latent capital which to-day to lend to any extent to the farmers of
ho holds in his farm. I would propose, also, to limit the our country-to a larger extent than I ask as
amount of money that might be loaned by these banks. In the basis of this issue of Dominion legal tenders.
the first place, they should b limited to loan only to far- We know that our farmers, at any rate in Ontario,
mers, and in the second place they should be limited to are not assessed for much more than half of the roal value
loan on notes or endorsed paper, to a limited amount, say of their property, whereas loan societies or, i n other words,
$1,000--that is, upon notes at short dates, such as two, the gold loaners of Great Britain, are willing to lend their
three or four months, renewable if required, at 5 per cent. gold te our farmers to the extent of one-third, even one-
They should also have the power to loan, year after half of the real value, which is much more than 1 ask as
year, at 5 per cent., to any farmer who desires to borrow the basis for this circulation. There is another reason
money and place in the bank a first lien or mortgage on his why this circulation can never depreciate in value, and that
farm to the extent of one half of its assessed value. By this is, that it is botter than a simple Government issue. A
means those that are well-to-do would not only derive a con- simple Government legal tender issue would not b as good,
kiderable profit from their saved wealth, sufficient to pay for the simple reason that in the case of any war complica-
their taxes and any other incidental expenses, but they tions or threatened invasion, it would depreciate very much
would aid their fellow farmers to get money at a cheap rate, in value, whereas an issue which depended for its basis
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upon the important landed property of the country
would not depreciate. Capitalists well know that if
this country should ever be conquered, and I am
sure, with our hardy population, it never will, the
land would not change its proprietorship. Money based
on the landed property of a country is perfectly safe.
It may be said that farmers are very poor business men,
very careless, and that great deal of trouble will arise if
money is loaned to them through banks. I must acknowl-
edge that perhaps it is truc that farmers are not accustomed
to business, as ordinary business men, but we have amongst
our farmers some of the best business men of the country,
and I believe all our farmers can and would very soon
acquire business habits. Therefore, that ccfuld be no pos-
sible argument against this scheme. To show that it is not
altogether a wild idea, 1 will read a telegraphie dospatch
from Great Britain which I noticed in a recent paper. On
the 8th of this month I noticed in the ]ail the following
despatch :-" Irish Lands Mortgage Bank project-the
establishment of a land mortgage bank, backed [y the
Government, is projected in the North of Ireland, to assist
the occupiers of the soil to become owners of their farms."
Now, Sir, in reference to the scheme, of course I desire to
lay my views before the Committee, and to have the whole
question considered and all the information we can possibly
acquire obtained, so as to give this important question very
careful consideration, in order that the Government may
be in a position to know of any facts that can be obtained
that they may not be in possession of at the present time.
I may add that the Torrens system of transfer of land would
be a very great bor n, and would simplify any banking
scheme of this kind very much indeed. I hope that the
scheme may be cari ied out, as the expense would be thereby
very much lessened. I do not imagine that our legal friends
in the House will, perhaps, view with as much delight as I
do the possibility that that law may corne into effect.
I know that it could be very easily, in my
opinion, carricd into effect in the Province of
Ontario, for J do believe that, through our county
council system, the titles of all the property in our
counties could be obtained very cheaply and readily, so that
the titles could be settled for all time to come. In the
North West the Torrens system would be an immense boon,
and this farmers' banking system, in co-operation with the
Torrens system in that country, would be an immense boon
to the agricultural population that is going into the North-
West. I shall not detain the louse any longer, but I do
hope that this House will not consider this question in a
light manner. I believe, Sir, that nothing eau possibly con-
duce to the welfare of this country more than to afford our
farmers better facilities for developing the wealth of the
soil, and anything in that direction should be welcomed by
those who desire to sec this country prosper.

Mr. SPROULE. Mr. Sp)eaker, the object sought for by
the hon. member for Welfington (Mr. Orton), if it eau be
accomplished, I think ls worthy of every consideration,

return for thoir labour in the year. The crop had to be
sown and then, after it was grown, it hal to be cut and
taken te market, and thon they got the return once in the
course of the year; consequently, the interest lhey
paid ought to be at most a very low annual rate.
1 have no doubt that inany hou. meinbers of this
IIouse have given some attention to tbis, and have bee,
disposed to invest monoy in farms. If they tried to reit
any of those farms, they would bo unable to realize more
than 3 to 5 per cent. on the money invesel, after sot ting
apart a reasonable amount for fencing and for keeping hie
buildings in repair. If monoy invested in that line, by men
with moncy to spare, cannot realize any more, it cannot bi
expected that farmers can exorcise any more cconomy or
greater prudence in the affairs of their homes that wou'd
enable them to realize more than men engaged in those
lines of investment. Again, if a merchant is investing his
money, though he may recoive only a small rate of interest
every time ho turns it over, ho bas the advantage of turning
it over three to four or five times in the course of the year;
and, if ho receives only 2 per cent., it amounts in the year
to 8 or 10 per cent. The farmer is deprived of this.
Again, it may be said that the security is not good,
but I ask, if a merchant's security given to a
bank is good, with the peculiar nature of bis
transactions, that ho may be a rich man to-day and a poor
man a week hence, is it not more probable that the security
given by a farmer would be a great deal botter, seeing that
it is landed security and cannot change hands so readily and
cannot be disposed of so easily as the property of men in
other lines. I be:ieve that, if any principle couid be devised
-1 do rot pretend to tsay the sebeme is a practical one,
but it seens it has been thought of by men who have been
ongaged in devising means for relieving the necessities of
the agriculturists of the country, finding their returns
annually were not sufficient to warrant thom in paying the
large amount of interest they are paying now to banks or
loan companies-if this Committee could devise any moans,
or find any other way by which a banking system could bo
established that would give farmers thoir money at a lower
rate of interest, it is worthy of every consideration, and I
hope the hon. gentleman who bas this in charge will con-
tinue, as ho bas in the past, to show an interest iii be.
half of the agricultural class ia this country, and that ho
will finally accomplish something in the direction of being
of great service to them, and ameliorating the hardships
many of them have to contend with. The fact that the
Grangers have taken it up shows that it may be made a suc-
cess, and the fact that men in Ireland and England are pro-
posing to-day to establish banks on a somewbat similar system
-we have not the minutiS of their system before us, but
it appears to be something of this sort-is presumptive evi-
dence that there can be such a thing. 1- hope the bon.
gentleman will go on with the Committee, and put the
scheme in a practieal shape, so as to b of use to that large
and deserving class who represent the agriculturists of this
country.

and, afthough it might at first appear to be somewhat
of au impracticable scheme, it seems that others who Mr. IIESSON. Mr. Speaker, I rise te express My views
have given a good deal of attention to banking business witb referenco te flue very important question, ant
entertain the idea that it cau be carried out. The Grang- I thii.k it will ho conced generally by the luse
ers-a very large class of the people, especially in Ontario, that it is a verý important question and wortby
belonging to the agricultural class-also hold the same idea ef the consideration cf a deliberativo bo3y like thîs.
as the hou. member for Contre Wellington. Some two or I hope it wiil net ho rogarded hy the fluse ln a
three years ago they proposed a scheme for the purpose of trivial way, and fIat they will net bok upon it as a matter
raisiig money amongst farmers to land to farmers, and, in of very smail censequeue te tbe farming iutcrest cf this
their prospectus, I find that they proposed to lend at a country. We know that it le the great interest cf this
much lower rate of interest than was demanded either by country and will always romain so, ant ovory facility that
banks or by loan companies. They said that farmers were can bo affordet te the toilera and workers on the farin and
a distinct class, and could not afford to pay as high a cf the sou must ultimately ho te the atvantage ofevery
rate of interest as those ongaged in mercantile pursuits or business man ant every citizen ef the country. Now I helt
in manufacturirg or other linos, ecauso hey hati only eue that there e nce asis, net cven a gei basis, superior n, aven
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equal in any respect to that of the real estate of the
country. There can be no botter basis than that. Gold
may bo carried away, may be squandered, may be misap-
propriatel by the parties entrusted with the management
of it, but the freehold romains, if not to the original owner,
at all events to the country; and it is, as my hon. friend
the member for Centre Wellington says, truc that
a large anount of capital is invested in this way
which is apparently lying idle and yet is in
itself intrinsically of greater value than the gold.
Now, Sir, if the crops fail, the result may be disastrous to
the farmer, and compel him to go to some of the money in-
stitutions of the country and borrow at a high rate of inter-
est which, instead of mending matters, only make them,
worse. He is compelled to go to some of those sbaving
institutions with the history of which, in very recent days,
we are all supposed to know something. The farmer may
borrow on good terms indeed, but it very ofton results in
the loss of his farm, as the chartered banks do not like to
discount farmers' notes. They profer tradesmen's notes-
that class of paper that they can turn over quickly, and
that is not so likely to be renewed from time to time. But
that kind of accommodation is not what the farmer wants.
le wants accommodation that may help him through a bad
harvest, and which may sometimes extend from year to
year. As a rule, their capital is invested in real estate,
in machinery, houses, and things of that sort-their
whole capital is so locked up that they have
not a dollar that can be deposited as the kind of secu-
rity that the chartered banks are permitted to issue notes
upon. They are in a difficult position; their farms are
locked up, and they have only to rely upon the produce of
their farms when sold, or to rent their farms for about 3 or
4 per cent. of their value. Now, Sir, if we will just take a
glance at the position of the Province of Ontario with re-
gard to its farming interest, we will be able to understand
the question botter. While the hou. member for Centre
Wellington was making bis remarks to the louse, I made a
little calculation which will enable me to show to thellouse
that there is an immense amount of capital of the very best
kind that could be given to the Government as security for
the circulation of Dominion notes-which I hold the Gov-
ernment alone have a right to issue. There are about 410
townships in Ontario, leaving out towns and villages. I
would average theso at a value of about $2,000,000
each. The assessed value, as the hon. member
Jor Centre Wellington says, might te a little over that;
but, within my own knowledge, $3,500,000 or $4,000,000
is the assesscd value of the townships in my own
part of the country. But, for the sake of being within
the mark, I will say $2,000,000. Multiply 440 townships
by $2,000,000 each, a-nd you have $t80,0O0,000 worth of
real estate for Ontario in farms alone. Now, suppose that
ouly one-fourth cf that number would be free-would be
such a property as the Government might prefer to hold as
security for this issue. One.fourth of $880,000,000 would
be $220,000,000, as the property that would be free from all
claims whatever. The owners of this property would be
the absolute freeholders of the country; they would be the
only portion of the farming community that would have
sufficient confidence in this institution to become stock-
holders. I will assume that only oee-fourth of the whole
number would be counted as freeholders, without a
mortgage on their property, ard who might become stock-
holders in such a tank. That would roduce the
amount to $55,000,000, a sum equal almost to the
entire paid up capital of the chartered banks of
the country. Tho entire paid up capital of these
banks is a Jittle less than $61,500,000. Now, when we
come to deal with the chartered banks of the country, we
shall see that they are not doing business upon a gold basis;
and I have no hesitation in saying bore, Mr. Speaker, that
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the theory that they are is a fallacious one, and I wish'that
hon. gentlemen on both sides of the flouse would divest
their minds of that theory, and that proposition, that the
business of the banks of Canada is boing done upon a gold
basis. No such thing exists. When you take the total li4-
bilities of the banks, these liabilities ought to comprise their
paid up capital, because every stockholder must feel that ho
is interested in that stock to the extent of his paid up cap-
ital, and that ho may draw gold for it if ho chooses. The
circulation amounts to $34,000,000 of their paper issue;
each holder of that feels that ho is secure for his gold.
Add to that the $61,000,000 of paid up capital,
and you have $94,000,000 of liability to start upon,
to the stockholders and billholders. Now, come to the
depositors, and where are they ? About $11,500,000 are
deposited in the Dominion and chartered banks of Canada
to-day; about $97,000,000, leaving out fractions,are deposited
by the general public. Leaving out the paid up capital, if
you do not wish to protect the stockholders, or to put them
in the same position, of being secure for their gold if they
chose to draw it, leaving that out of the question alto-
gether, you have $142,000,000 of liabilities in gold. Now,
Sir, it will be just as well for us to look this question
squaroly in the face. Let us remember that any day we may
have such a state of things as that which existed n a bank
whose case we were considering only a few daN s ago-
a state of things which may exist even under the most
careful management. Banks may, under bad management
on the part of the directors, find it impossible to meet
bose liabilities if they are pressed, and they may be pressed,

as any private individual may be pressed. In that
caze what will b the result ? Mr. Speaker, the
entire specie hold by all these chartered banks is
less than $6,500,000 to-day. If you call this $6,500,000 a
firm basis for $ 142,000,000, leaving the poor stockholder
out of the question altogether, I ask you it that is tho kind
of basis you want for a gold issue ? If so, thon I would
prefer the farms as security. i say, that if we deal with
these mon as honest reprosentatives should deal, who pro-
fess to have the farming community at heart, we should at
Ieast place them upon an equal footing with the chartered
banks of the country. I believe my hon. friend from Contre
Wellington will be satisfied with very much less. He doos
not ask that they should be permitted to issue their promise
to pay, as is granted in the case ofthe chartered banks; and I
quite concur with him there. I think that privilege should
not be extended to the banks. I go further, and say that the
Government ought, within a reasonable period, and from
timo to time, as it is possible, cause ail the present
bank circulation to be withdrawn and substituted by
a Dominion note issue. That is an honest basis. Thon the
property of the public will be responsible for the circula-
tion. Crises could never arise thon, such as we have wit-
nessed from time to time, when the depositors, under the
iufluence of excitement or fear, have withdrawn their de-
posits. These emergencies could not arise if that bank
circulation was entirely withdrawn. My hQn. friend, the
Finance Minister, would not be called upon to redeem that
circulation by the people coming to him and demanding
gold. There would be no other circulation to take its
place. We have no gold circulation, and we might as well
honestly face that fact. The hon. Finance Minister would
not have five, or ton, or twenty million dollars of notes
presented to him for redemption by the people : if they did
it would be for the purpose of investing in Dominion bonds
at 4 or 5 per cent. It would be only an exchange that they
would be asked to make. What is the position of the
tradesmen and the merchants of the country to-day,
elsewhere ? The Government do not find any difficulty
when they buy their foreign bills of exchange.
It is well known that those who do business abroad are
obliged to buy at the chartered banks or at private banks,
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sterling bills to pay drafts abroad. That can be done with security would b botter than gold, and the farmers would
Dominion notes as well as Bank of Montreal bills. It has thon be enabled to handie their crops, because every farmer
been suggested that if I went to Japan to buy a cargo offtea might hold stock up to 50 por cent. of the assessed value of
or to the West Indies to buy a cargo of sugar, I could net his farm, and would have the advantage of obtaining 3 per
carry out the transactions with Bank of Montreal bills or cent. interest on the stock, which is almost equivalent to
the best bills ever issued by private banks; but would have the rental of a farm. Again, a poor, unfortunate farmer,
to buy exchange, which would depend on the value of ex- who is compellod to borrow money, either from misfortune
change in other markets. The difficulty which the hon. or bad management, would b placed in a botter position.
Finance Minister may have to face some day is in danger of I suppose four out of overy five farmers in the newer parts
being greatly intensified. The Act of Parliament compels of the country, when disastrous crops have been the resuli
private banks to hold a certain percentage of Daminion of the year's operations, have to borrow money under very
notes, to the extent of 40 per cent. of their entire cir- trying circumstances. They cannot go to the banks and
culation. There are from ton and a quarter to ton and a obtain it at 7 per cent., or secure it at that rate from
half millions of Dominion notes locked up in the chartered private individuals, except in wealthy communities, but
banks of Canada. What is to prevent those great have to pay the banks high rates. Those parties who own
monetary institutions from accumulating Dominion land could give such satisfactory socurity to a farmers'
notes by issuing thoir own bills in lieu of them, bank as would cause them to lend monoy at 5 per cent., and
until some fine morning they come and ask the this would enable them, probably, to redeem their bonds,
Finance Minister to redeem a large portion of that circula- and place themselves in a proper position, and not sacrifice
tion. That could never arise if they were compelled, like the fruits of their toil. I hope the Governmont will grant
other persons, to deal with their own resources and not the Committee, and that the result of the Committee's
trade on the credit of the country. It may be said that efforts may be in some way to devise a scheme which will
farmers would not be capable of managing banking institu- assist in giving to this country botter security than exists
tions. What are the facts with respect to the private banks to-day in the hands of the chartered banks. We may fairly
in Canada to-day ? They are quite as successful as the say that when British money lenders loan out their funds
chartered banks; but they are of that class of institutions to farmers bore, and pay agents commissions, we should be
which are more likely to shave a little, and those banks will prepared to take the same security. I hope the Govern-
take paper and securities which other banks will not accept. ment will allow the motion to pass, and that the Com
There are sharp business men at the head of those institu- mittee's report will bo such as will provide a boon to the
tions, and to a large extent they trade on their own capital, farming community.
unless they have the confidence of the public, and deposits Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. I have listened with
are made with them; while, at tIc same time, they have ne great interest to this debato, and especially to the speech
power te issue a circulation. That class of mon right very of my hon. friend who moved the resolution; but I must
profitably be absorbed into the management of'farmers' confess that I am not yet convinced by the arguments
banks, and if the Government took the responsibility of which I have heard. However, as I am not a financier, I
issuing Dominion notes for the circulation of a farmers' have no objection to our having a full opportunity of ex-bank, under a charter granted by this House, these gentle- amining into this subject, but I do not think we can agree
men would be found to give good satisfaction in the manage- to have a Special Committee on the question, when we have
ment. I feel the time must come, and the propositions a General Standing Committee on Banking and Commerce.
recently placed before the House show its necessity for the I think to that Committee the subject can be safely referred,
Government to make a new departure. We can never look more especially as my hon. friend who moved the resolu-
forward for the time to arrive bore, under the present con- tion and the hon. gentleman who spoke last have joined todition of things, when we shall bave an honest gold basis this subject cf the establishment of agricultural banks
for.the circulation of the country. So long as we are ex- secured on the real property of the country, a scheme for
porting $7,500,000, the balance must go out either in the the alteration of the present general banking system-
shape of increased indebtedness abroad or ia sterling bills in fact, calling on the Government te assume the
or gold, which is equivalent to them. A ncw loan will whole of thecpaper circulation of the country and
be placed on the market shortly, according to the proposition become the bankers of the Dominion, as well for all
made, and the effect will be to increase still more the demand purposes as for agricultural banks. The subjects
on our gold resources. The time has come when that should are so closoly allied that they cannot be treated bybe changed, and the Governmentinstead of going abroad to two separate committees ; they can boas well dealt with byborrow money, should take the securities of our own people one large Committee. The bon. gentleman who moved the
and not borrow anothr dollar abroad. The loan of resolution is a member of the Banking Committee, and I622,000,000 should be in Dominion notes, and the Govern- have no doubt, after the instructive discussion we bave had,ment should have 5 per cent. profit out of it. I am not that the hon. gentleman will move in the Banking Com-
afraid to say that the Government should obtain as good mittee to have a special sub committee to examine and
terms as wholesale men and buy exchange for that circu- report upon this branch of the subject, and that the general
lation ; that it should b provided bore, and it would be committee will br only too glad to grant a sub-committee,
the best circulation ever offered. It is but a short time and to make my bon. friend its chairman. On the report
sinée I made a trip in the United States, I took Bank of the sub committee being made, the whole subject will,
of Montreal bills to Chicago; but the people thera did not no doubt, bo fully discussed and considered by the Banking
want them, for they said they could not look into the bank's Ceommittee. I hope my ion. friend will be satisfied with
affairs and see whether the managers were doing their this statement and will not press his motion.
business in a proper way or not, and whether the
circulation was good. I thon pulled out Dominion $2 Mr. ORTON. I am satisfcd.
notes, which were accepted, for the Dominion is pledged to Mr. BLA-KE. I do not understand that the Committee
redeem them as the United States are pledged te on Banking and Commerce can doal with questions which
redeem the circulation of their country. When you are not referred to them by this House.
Come down to private banks, the matter is entirely
different. As the hon. member for Centre Welling- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The whole question of
ton (Mr. Orton) has mentioned, the Government should banking and commerce is referred to the Banking Com-
issue the paper and take mortgage as security, and that mittee.
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Mr. BLAKE. No, no. Only such bils as are sent by

this flouse.
Motion withdrawn.

DELAYS IN THE TRANSMISSION OF NE WSPA PE RS
AND PERIODICALS.

Mr. SPROULE in moving for copies of ail correspDn-
dence or complaints to the Postmaster General relative to
delays or neglect of postmasters in transmitting news.
papers and periodicals to ihe office of destin-
ation, since January 1st, 1883, said: I do not make
this motion so much for the purpose of getting the
returns printed and laid before the House, as to draw
the attention of the hon. Postmaster General to the fact that
numerous complaints are being made, from time to time, on
this subject. I find in my part of the country that every
week or two complaints are made in some ofthe papers that
in certain post offices papers are not delivered to subscri bers.
Others say that postmasters think that papers and periodi-
cals and other printed matter, are scarcely worth attending
to like letters, and that consequently they romain in the
post office for a length of time before they are delivered.
My attention has been drawn to the matter by several pub-
lishers in my part of the country, and some of them have
supposed that if the hon. Postmaster General's attention was
drawn to it he might send a circular to postmasters generally,
which would have the desired effect. I believe that plan was
adopted to meet similar complaints in the United States,
and that it had a good effect. If, as I am informed, it would
involve considerable trouble to get copies of this correspon-
dence, I would content mysolf with simply calling the hon.
Postmaster General's attention to the subject and leaving
it in his hands.

Mr. CARLING. I am not aware that any correspondence
has taken place with regard to the distribution of news-
papers, but as the hon. gentleman has drawn my attention
to the matter, I will have it enquired into, and, if an evil
exists, will endeavour to have it remedied.

Motion agreed to.

KINGSVILLE HARBOUR WORKS.
Mr. LISTER, in moving-for a copy of all poiti ons respjet-

ing the Kingsville Harbour Works and all communications
and correspondence between the (Government and any person
or persons relating to the same, said: I may say, in the
first place, that I make no charge against the Government
as to the subject-matter of the.motion. What I have to say
is, that upon information received from that part of the
cuntry, I am led to believo that the expendituro at
Kingsville is altogether an improper expenditure. I
am led to believe that the Government, before the expendi-
turo was undertaken at all, had been petitioned by the
people of Leamington, and by the masters of vessels, asking
the Government to make the proposed expendituro there
instead ofat Kingsville. I am told that theexpenditure at
Kingsville will not be of any practical benefit to the owners
of vessels or to vessel men. I am given to understand that
the hon. gentlemen who represent the North and South
Ridings of Essex, instead of considering the advantage of
the owners and captains of vessels, were influenced by
political considerationd-that, for the purpose of benefiting
these hon. gentlemen in their elections, the public interest
was overlooked, and the works were commenced at Kings-
ville instead of at Leamington. When the papers come
down, may have an opportunity of speaking further on
this subject. I trust that this charge is not truc; but it
seeins to me from my informant's letter, that the evidence
tends very strongly to that conclusion.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). When the papers come
down, I am of the opinion, from what I know of the sub-

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD.

ject, that the hon. gentleman will never bring the subject
up again in this House, because, after ho has examined the
papers and knows the facts, he will not have the audacity
to gat up and presume to make such a charge as he dares to
make this evening. He will thon find that it has been upon
the recommendations of engineers, covering several yenrs,
that Kingsville has been preferred to any other point. Hle
will find that the greatest pains have been taken to ascer-
tain the best harbour. -He will find that it would have cost
six times the amount to construct a breakwater at Leam-
ington than it will at Kingsville. He will find that
Leamington is too much exposed to be of any use as a har bour
of refuge, but that, owing to the natural bar at Kingsville,
a very good harbour of refuge can be constructed there a t
a very small expense. It is immaterial to me, as the mem-
ber for North Essex, whother the harbour be at Leaming-
ton or at Kingsville, or anywhere else. It was at my
instance that it was placed at Kingsville; but if I had
wished to serve my friend, the hon. member for South
Essex, I would have had it at Loamington, where it would
have been of much service to him, and the fact of its being
at Kingsville has been an injury to the hon. momber for
South Essex. W hon the hon. gentleman sees the papers, I
am satisfied that his mind will be quite set at rost as to
whother or not there was any political intrigue in connec-
tien with that harbour.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gontleman who has just spoken
uses very strong language indeed when he talks about
audacity. He seeks to take the responsibility for these
improvements off the hon. member for South Essex, and
seoms to assume it himself, in order, if possible, I suppose,
to prevent the feeling which exists against these works
from turning against the hon. member from South Essex.
As I stated, whon I made this motion, I did not do it from
any personal knowledge of the work which I had mysolf.
It may be that it has been properly done or improperly
doue; when the papers come down they will show. In the
meantime, I do not think that the hon. gentleman was jus-
tified in using the word audacity. I suppose any hon.
member in this House has a perfect right to bring any
matter he thinks proper before the attention of the House.
I am sure the bon. member for South Essex must be very
grateful to the hon. member for North Essex for taking from
his shoulders the responsibility of this job, if job it is. I
oaa only say that the hon. member for North Essex seems
to take great interest in the affaira of South Essex. I know
that bofore the clection ho promised the people of South
Essex that if they would support the Conservative candi.
date they would get a post office. Strange to say, a post
office has been commenced. So it seems that the hon.
member takcs great interest in the public affairs of the
South Riding.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). If the hon. gentleman had
been desirous of obtaining information, he would have
waited to make his attack after he had obtained the papers.

Some lion. MEMBERS. Order.
Motion agi eed to.

SICK AND DISTRESSED MARINERIS.

Mr. KAIULBAÇH, in moving for copies of all Orders in
Council, or departmontal orders, and all communications
and correspondence respecting the passage of the Act 45
Vie., chap. 19, of the Acts of 1882, entitled, "An Act to
exempt Vessels employed in Fishing from the payment of
Duties for the Relief of Sick and Distressed Mariners," and
all correspondence for the repeal of this Act, said: I regret
having to occupy the time of this louse with any commenta
upon this motion; but in the intereste of the fishermen of
this Dominion, who have suffered in some instances very
severely, I am constrained to offer some few remarks to
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show how unfairly this class of people have been dealt with
by the amendment of the Act of 1868. Since 1868, and
previous to the passage of the Act amending the same,
fishermen, as well as mariners engaged in foreign trade,
were entitled to the benefits of the Sick and Distressed
Mariners Fund, which they considered an inestimable boon,
and which privilege they exercised whenever occasion re-
quired. But through the intervention of unwise promptings
on the part of some person, with the view to economy, and
at the same time to prevent American fishing vessels with
sick seamen entering the ports of the Dominion, paying
the required sick mariners tonnage dues, and there-
by obtaining the bonefits alike with our own fish-
crmen, the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries
was induced by 45 Vic., chap. 19, of the Act of
1882, to amend the same by an Act intituled " An Act
to exempt vessels employed in fishing from the pay-
ment of duties for the relief of Sick and Distressed Mari-
ners." By using the word "exempt "-only a polite and
mild way of putting it-little, it appeared, was thought of
the amendmeat at the time, but when this Act was brought
to practical use, it was found to be extremely harsh, re-
strictive and oppressive. I would give sone instances as
to the position in which some of the por sick and dis-
tressed fishermen of my county were placed last year in
consequence of the restrictions of the Act referred to ; but
the hon. Minister of Marine and Fisheries having given so
favourable an answer to my enquiry on the notice papers to-
day, when I submitted it to the House, he stating that a
Bill would be prepared to meet t'h requirements sought
for, and submitted to the louse for approval, I will not
occupy the time of the House with further comments, ex-
cept to say that bal the would-be representative who
occupied a seat in this House last year, discharged bis duty
fairly and honestly in the interest of the mariner and
fisherman, he representing, or pretending to represent, the
largest and finest fishing constituency in the Dominion (I
mean Lunenburg) gone to the hon. Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, and stated bis case, ho (the hon. Minister) would,
in his willingness-whieh ho has ever exercised to do what is
right-have given as a result a favourable answer, and the
fishermen of this Dominion-not alone Lunenburg-would
not have been inconvenienced to the extent they were last
season, but their sick would have had the medical troat-
ment and kind attendance th marine hospitals offer to the
sick and distressel mariner. The party who came bore
last year, I have no hesitation in saying, occupied that seat
most illegally, as was proved by the court in October last,
lt the trial before Mir. Justice Rigby in the Superior Court.
le occupied that seat against the wishes of the people, not
having a majority of votes--

Somo hon. HIEIBEIRS. Order.

Mr. KAULBACII. Tho question was asked -

Mr. SPEAKER. The non, gentleman wül pliase confine
himself to the question.

Mr. KAULBACII. I think I un quite il, order when I
say to yon that I arn desirous of placing this inatter in a
position to show that bad the party representing the con-
stituency of Lunenburg brought the matter to the notice of
this House, the request would have been grantel in the way
I mention, lie having becn placed in that position by a par-
tisan judge.

Mr. SPEAKER. I hope the hon. gentleman will accept
My ruling and confine hniself to the question.

Mr. KAULBACII. I bow to your docision, Mr. Speaker.

Motion agroed to.
2s

LIGHTS ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.

Mr. VALIN, in moving for eopies of correspondence, in
relation to the placing of gas floating lights in the River
St. Lawrence, below Quebec, for the botter guidance of steam.
ers and sailing vessels navigating the said river, said:
Not only the Province of Quebec, but the other Provinces,
are interested in this important question, and I hope, there-
fore, that what I have to say will recoive the attention of the
Hlouse. A large sailing vossel or steamer coming from sea,
on arriving opposite Pointe des Monts, experiences difficulty
in navigation, owing to the fact that the great attraction
from the iron deposits in that vicinity has a considerable
effect on the compass. It will, thorefore, be obvions that
owing to this, considerable risk is run by vessels as they
pass Bic Island, and proceed up the St. Lawrence, pass-
ing White Island, Re Island and Green Island, where
there are dangerous reefs. Thence, they come to St.
Roch's traverse, where the channel is very narrow
and dangorous, and higher up many places have to
be passed where the water is very shallow. Suppose,
for instance, a large vessel like the Parisian, with
from 800 to 1,000 passengers on board, is making this pass-
age during a very dark night and with a heavy sea, so that
the buoys are invisible, how is the poor pilot to guide the
vessel between these buoys through these shallow waters
when it is impossible for him to sea them? With the
gas floating buoys all danger from that cause would be
obviated, as they would show very plainly the water edge,
thus enabling the pilot to judge the distance and avoid the
bad leakages that to day very often take place. Often the
poor pilot is broight before the board and bas no defence
te ofíe, because his only reliance was on the lead which he
bad ordered to be cast overboard by one of the sailors, who
often has not reported correctly the number of fathoms.
The poor pilot consequently is condemned to lose his
branch and renderod unable to su pport bis family. Sometimes
ho is suspended for months and sometimes for years. Tho
safety of our river would be greatly increased by the ostab-
lishiment ol these gas buoys. Lai ge steameis, such as the
Allan's, which are not insurel at ail, in order to give con fi-
denco to the passengers, and some of which cost as high as
$450,000, arc greatly exposed owing to the want of thoso
improvenonts which are now the order of the day in Eng-
land and elsewhere. We should place these improvements
on our rivers in order to give confidence to the under-
writers, who always believe they have a very bad risk in
the St. Lawrence, and by placing those gas buoys wu
would destroy that bad reputation. I hope, there-
fore, the Government will give due consideration to the
matter, and see that these gas floating buoys for tho
guidance of these large vossels are placed in the St.
Lawrence.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In the absence of the bon. the
Minister of Marine, I may say to my hon. friend the member
for Montmorency that the correspondence in reference to
the placing of the gas floating lights in the River St. Law-
rence will be brought down. I must say that the hon.
gentleman takes a great interest.ira these matters, with
great propriety. le understands the position that these
vessels are in when they go up the St. Lawrence, but ha
must not forget, on the other hand, thiat the Government, as
well as Parliamont, has provided for the lighting of the St.
Lawrence, especially in the last fifteen years, in such a way
as to reduce the liability of these vessels to wreck to a
minimum. At all events, if these floating lights are con-
sidered botter than the others, or if, instead of gas, it might
be eloctrie floating lights, of course the Department of
Marine will give to this matter all consideration, and the
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hon. gentleman may rest assured that the Department will
not fail to do its duty in that direction.

Motion agreed to.

LIGHTS ON THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER.

Mr. VALIN (Translation), in moving for copies of
all petitions or papers asking for the placing of lights
on the River St. Lawrence, north of the Island of
Orleans, in the county of Montmorency, in order to
-protect and facilitate navigation during dark nights,
as there are many boulders in that part of the river,
which is visited by a great number >f vesssels doing
the local traffic, said : Mr. Speaker, I hope the Govern-
ment will give to that part of the River St. Lawrence the
few lights that are absolutely necessary when nights are
dark. Sea-goirig vessels do not come to this part of the
river; 'the traffic goes on the other side of the channel, op-
posite the Island of Orleans, but we have a large popula.
tionon this side-that is to say, north of the Island of
Orleans. We have a great many boats which are used to
carry building stone to Quebec. These boats are constantly
moving up and down the river, so that, night and day,
very often, these boats so laden witb stone, are exposed to
seriot dangers, and it will be easily conceived that such a
boat is soon broken up and shattered to pieces if she meets
with an accident, for I know that at that spot the shdals
are very wide and covered with boulders. The poor boat-
man frequently sees bis craft, which composes bis whole
property, completely destroyed because he bas not been
able to guide it safely through this intricate channel.
For this reason ho needs a little protection. Moreover,
we have in that part of the river a great num-
ber of steamboats doing service botween Quebec and
Ste. Anne, this last place beinga resort of pilgrims, visited by
large numbers of pe)ple. In fact, last year ovor 80,000
pilgrims visited this place, and on one day we had the sor-
row to see a steamboat stranded on the boulders, and so
badly shattered that it could not be repaired and was a total
loss. It is very true that most of the steamboats which
travel in these parts are doing day service, but if it should
happen that they should have to pass there during the
night, such steamboats would be exposed to such accidents
as may befall vessels of any other kind. Therefore, I hope
that the Government will take into consideration the motion
I now make and that they will be pleasel to grant our
request.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation). The two
last hnes of the motion of the hon. member will have
to be taken off, as they express an opinion. Such re-
marks go very well in bis speech, but not as well in
his motion. I must tell the bon. member that his request
will be granted. I have observed that ho had pretty
well strewn bis speech with big boulders, probably in
order to throw them at my back while I was listening to
him. These boulders come under tny Dapartment, and have
nothing whatever to do with the Department of Marine. I
am happy to sce that my bon. friend has only used imagin-
ary boulders, and that ie has called my attention on this
matter. He may feel sure that I shall not forget what lie
las just said, and that if anything cai bo done in the
direction pointed out by him, it will be done.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

CIVIL SERVICE APPOINTMENTS.

Mr. IRVINE, in moving for copies of all correspondence
which passed between any Deparment of the Government
or member thereof, and any person whomsoever in relation
to the appointment of James H. Jacques and Càarles i
Kearney, of Carleton County, New Brunswiok, both or either 1;

Sir HJECToa LANGEviN.

of them, to positions in the Civil Service of Canada; and
also, copies of all correspondence and enquiries made by the
Government in relation to their positions in the Civil Ser-
vice, said: I moved a resolution similar to ibis on the 10th
of ADril, 1883, and 1 received the following answer on the
4bh o7f Fcbruary instant:

" In returning to you the enclosed Address from the House of Com-
mons, bearing date 10th April last, calling for corrEspondence re
appointments of James H. Jacques and Charles Kearney,in the Civil
Service, I beg leave te state that there is no correspondence iii relation
thereto on record in this Depat-tment.

(Signed) "1J. JorNsoN,
"Commissioner of Customis."

in reforenco to the appointment of Mr. Jacques, the reason
I moved last year was that the office was created
by the hon. Mr. Mackenzie's Government, and a
Liberal was appointed to it by that Administration.
During the time ho had that position, the Con-
sorvatives in the county declared that the office was a
sinecure, and, in some way which I am not able to
declare, the Liberal resigned; the office remained vacant
for a time, I cannot state how long, but the prosent incum-
bent was appointed by the present Administration, and he
is a Conservative. I beg leave to say that the Conservatives
and Liberals in the county now agreo that the office is a
necessary one, and ail are agreed that the officer who was
removed was a very good man, and all are agreed that the
present incumbent is a capable one. We are all agreed
upon that, that the office is necessary, only it is
now fillod by a Conservative instead of a Liberal. I
can piomiso this, so lar as I am concerned, that
i am perfectly satisfied with the way in which
the duties of the office are being performed, and when
my party get into power, which they will very soon,
judging from the result of the York election, I will not
remove him or recommend his being removed. There is
another sign that I see on the political horizon, that the
political crib will soon be empty, and the Tories never like
to feed at an empty crib. In reference to Mr. Kearney, I
have a stronger objection to make. On the 19th April, last
year, I made the statement that.the office was a sinecure,
that there was no need of the appointment. I make the
same statement here now and, if he is not removed, I will
make it next year; and, if be is not removed, I will, if I am
spared, make it the year after. I have not the power to
make reccmmendations to the present Administration, but
I have the power to protest when they abuse the power
invested in them, and by virtue of the power vested in me
as the lawfully elected member for the county, I protested
last year and I protest again now. The grounds et my pro-
testation are that it is not necessary to have an officer there.
I live within four miles of this very road, and I know that
the distance between the American boundary and the
St. John River is about eight miles. As I said last year,
the Mackenzie Administration created an office, and
appointed a collector of Customs as well as a preventive
officer, and gave him a salary of $300. In 1982 the
Government collected $700 there; and in 1883, I think,
they collected $500. They give this gentleman, appointed
by the Mackenzie Administration, 8300, and they give the
gentleman appointed by the present Administration $200-
I think in the whole $500, jast the amount collected; so il is
a square thing. I have not any objection, because I think
the money might just as well go that way as any othor.
That is not exactly my strongest point. I made tho
statement last year that he was the most extensive
merchant in the village, and I do not fear contradiction in
that statement. The hon. Minister of Customs did not seem
to be aware of that fact; ho did not know the gentleman ho
appointed, and, strange to say, there is no correspondence
in the office. I do not know what little bird made the
recommendation for the appointment, but some person did
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make the recommendation. Last year the hon. Minister of
Customs gave me the following answer, which I find on
page 507 of the first volume of the Bansard: -

" But, I must confess, this is the first time that I have heard that this
gentleman is one of the largest importing merchants of that village, and
thatis a matter, I assure him, that is worthy of consideration."
Now, I take it for granted that, owing to the great amount of
energy displayed by the hon. Minister of Customs,it certainly
did not take him a year to ascertain whether this gentleman
is just what I stated him to be or not; and if he disputes my
statement, al lie has to do is to consuit the hon. Minister
of Inland Revenue, his own colleague in the G>vernment,
who knows that gentleman as well as I do. I make
the statement bore again, without fear of successful
contradiction, that this gentleman is doing the largest
business of any man in the village, and 1 say it is an
injustice, a glaring injustice, first, to appoint him, and
secondly, to keep him in office after the expose I had made.
It is a flagrant piece of injustice, an outrage on the rights of
the people there, to keep a merchant in that position. I
have not power to remove him, but I have power to protest,
and I will continue to hurl my protest at the hon. Minister
as long as this man remains in that office. You can keep
him in if you like, but there is a limit to your power; for as
there is an end to all things, there must be an end to
your power. You can keep bim in if vou like, but I dare
you to do it. I use that strong languas, and I shall con-
tinue to protest till you dismiss him. Ife is a wcalthy man
-worth more property than I am. Lc was not appointed
bocause he was poor, but he was appointed just before my
election, for a certain purpose-a purpose, however, which he
did not accomplish. And still you keep him in for a paltry
sum of $200 a year-a man that reckons his wealth by tens
of thousands. In return to the enquiries, 1 shall be glad to
sec the papers in reference to the enquiries made by the
Government on the subject last year. I would be glad to
have my statement contradicted-no; I would not, for I
know it is incontrovertible.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIQ RAILWAY.
Mr. BLAKE moved for a statement: 1. Of the cost of

the first forty miles west of Callander, built by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company; 2. Of ihe mileage, built
by, and the payments in detail, with dates, made to the
construction company in respect of the lino west boyond
the above forty miles to Sudbury Junction or beyond; 3.
The cost of any work done by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company on tihis section sinco the cancellation of the cou-
tract with the construction company up to 31st Decembor
last, and of such cost up to the date of the accounts given
to the Minister of Railways; 4. Of the names of the per-
sons with whom the contracts of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company for such work were made; 5. Like particu-
lars as in numbers 2, 3 and 4, in respect of the line from
Port Arthur, eastward; 6. Statement of the cost of the
Algoma Mills Branch, divided into the usual headings
under which railway construction works are divided.
He said : I suppose the House will agree that fuller infor-
mation than has beau already brought down, is material for
us to have. The first branch of this proposed address is
for a statement of the cost of the first forty miles west of
Callander, built by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
The hon. gentleman, in the interesting financial sttement
he made to the House, lumped together the wholo of the
expenditure upon what was called the Nipissing division,
thus including the expenditure made by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company before giving the contract to the
construction company, with the expenditure made under
the contract with the construction company, and conse-
quently made it impossible for us to ascertain, either what

the company's own work cost for that forty miles, or what
amount was paid tothe construction company. The second
division of this address is " for the mileage built by, and the
payments in detail, with dates, made to the construction com-i
pany in respect of the lino weÀ beyond the above forty
miles to Sudbury Junction, or boyond." We are not
informed of the extent to which the surms, which the hon.
gentleman specified as having bon oxpended on the Nipis-
sing division, are added to the completed line, and
the extent to which they are due. Therefore, we do
not know what the cost of the completed lina, beyond the
forty miles, is. Thon it is aiso necessary, in order to under-
stand what was paid to the construction company, to know
"the cost of any work donc by the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way on this Eection since the cancellation of the contract
with the construction company, up to the 31st of December
last." There is someconfusion between the financial statement
and that which was laid on the Table of the House. The
latter mentions the date of the 21st of Docember, while the
statement made by the hon. Minister the other day, in one
instance, ut any rate, brought the payments up to a more
recent date. Therefore, it scems impossible to reach con-
clusions without obtaining a statement-if there be any
variation-of what the amount of payment was up to the
date of the company's own statement of the 31st of Decem-
ber; and of the other statement-if there be any variation-
up to the date at which the hon. Minister made his statement
to the Uouse. Then I ask for the names of the persons witb
whom the contracts for said work were made. I find that
has bon omitted-although I do not say by error of the
officer, because I am not certain, but it may have been my
own error. It is niaterial, and the House ought to be in-
formed what contracts have been made by the Govornment
itself on other poriions of the work, and copies of the con-
tract are also material for obvious reasons, and for
another roason which may not be so obvious. It was but
to-day that I learned, upon what I believe to be retiable
information, that one, at any rate, of the contracts which
have been made upon eithcr the Lake Superior or the
Nipissing division, contained a bonus for that rapid con-
struction of which we heard a good deal of talk, of half a
million of money. And, as we have been told that no ap-
preciable increase in the cost of this enterprise is ccasioned
by the rapidity with which it has been, and is pro-
posed to be, constructcd, it would bo not unimportant
to sec the contracts, to ascertain whether they contain
a large provision-as I am informed this one does-
for extra price in respect to extra speed. Then I
ask for the same particulars as in Nos. 2, 3 and 4, in
respect to the lino from Port Arthur, eastward. The other
day I was desirous of knowing how muêh was claimed by
the construction company, and what like particulars as
those just described, as applicable to the Nipissing division,
aro applicable to this other division. Then I ask for a state-
ment of the cost of the Algoma Mills branch, divided into
the usual headings, under which railway construction works
are divided. There we have a different piece of work built
by the company itself, of which the hon. gentleman has
given us the total costs. That total cost sums up to about
620,300 per mile. Of course, we are familiar with the usual
sub-headings, into which railway construction works are
divided-oarthwork, for instanceties, building culverts,rails,
&c. No doubt the accounts have been kept in the usual way,
and we cau ascertain what the general run of that work
has been with much more accuracy and satisfaction by
obtaining ti division. That is important to us, because as
far as one can judge from the general statements made with
regard to the work on Lake Superior and Nipissing divis-
ions, a very considerable portion of the mileage which has
been constructed, and a very considerable portion which is
yet to be constructed, will be not very unlike, in point of
cost, to the Algoma Mills branch, running through a
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somewhat similar country, being in the same vicinity, so to
speak, and being somewbat of the same character. To
know the divisions of the sub-heads will be, I say, not
unimportant. I have endeavoured, as far as possible,
from the very imperfect iatatements which we now
have, to ascertain what amounts have been paid to
the construction company upon the Nipissing and
Superior divisions. For that purpose I have estimated,
in absence of that information which I asked from the hon.
gentleman to furnish, that forty miles west.from Callander
has been built by the company, and I compute the cost at
the same rate as for the Algoma Mills branch. Deducting
that amount, $812,000 from $3,250,000, and $2,300,000,
which are the sums the hon, gentleman gives as the total
expenditure on the Nipissing and Superior divisions, I have
arrived at the conclusion that about $4,750,000 will be the
amount paid the construction company, subject however
to a further deduction, as to the amount of which we have
no idea. How much of the total sum has been expended
by the Company itself since the construction company
ceased its operations, I cannot make a conjecture until this
return is granted. Inasmuch as the operations of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and particularly
its operations with the construction company, are of
very considerable importance to us, who are now called
upon to decide whether a case bas been made out for the
continuance of this work under the Company's super-
vision and by Government assistance, to a very large
amount, I do not assume for a moment that the hon.
-Minister will decline to accede to the proposai that we
shall be further informed, as this motion proposes we
shall be.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not object to the pas-
sage of this motion, and I will obtain, as far as I am able,
the information asked for. I do not know how far I shall
be able to comply with the wishes of the hon. gentleman
in obtaining the information asked for; all that can be
obtained will be laid before the House.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. BLAKE moved for statements: 1. Of the mile.
âge built by and the payments in detail, with dates,
to the construction company, in respect of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway lino, from the point forty-five
miles east of the Saskatchewan going westward; 2. Of
the cost to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company of the
line from the above point to Calgary, and also from Cal-
gary to the summit of the Rocky Mountains; 3. Of the
estimated cost to complete that part of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway left unfinished by the construction com-
pany, between Callànder and Port Arthur, and, separately,
of the equipment for this part; 4. Of the estimated mileage
cost of this part divided into the usual headings, and that
of the very heavy section of 100 miles so divided; 5. Like
statement as in numbers () and (4) to complete that part
left nnfinished between the Rocky Mountains and Kamloops.
He said: The construction company's contract for the
western part of the lino terminates at the point mentioned
in the first sub-section. We have no details at ail about
the division of the work from Winnipeg west. The hon.
Minister gaye us a sum of $17,530,000 in round numbers, as
the expenditure of the Company from Winnipeg westward,
that is to the summit of the Rockies; but there is no divi.
sion at ail of that great mileage and very large amount.
This motion proposes to obtain what the mileage built bas
been and what payments have been made to the construe-
t'on company in regard to that part; and another motion I
am about to make, will deal with the part east of that
point. I ask for a division of the amount paid by the Cana-
dian Pacifie IRailway Company to the construction com-
pany, from the point forty-five miles east of the Sas-
katchewan to Calgary, and also from 'Calgary te the

AMr. BLAKE.

summit of the Rocky Mountains. As I am informed the
part of the line from the eastern point to which
I have referred, to Calgary, may be treated as a
prairie line. Within a fbw miles of Calgary, some
two miles, thera occurs some heavy rock cutting, and
although there is some very easy work between that and
the summit, yet, upon the whole, the character of the
work may be said to somewhat change there, and I thought
it was not an inconvenient division to make of the question
of expense. So much with regard to the statements of the
past. The first and second portions of the motion simply
require information as to what bas passed. The third,
fourth and fifth portions-are with respect to estimates, and
these are very important. The hon. Minister bas stated to
the House that $27,000,000 is the estimate which is made
by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company as the cost to
complete the whole unfinished Pacifie Railway, including
the two main portions-that portion from the point beyond
Sudbury Junction to Port Arthur, and from the summit of
the Rocky Mountains to Kamloops. He bas said that this
sum includes all equipment ; but we have.no statement as to
what amount is estimated for equipment, and as it now seems
the $27,000,000 is rather that portion which belongs to con-
struction rather than to equipment, and is divided between
those two great sections-the section whose eastern terminus
is a considerable distance to the east of Port Arthur, and the
section whose western terminus is at the summit of the
Rocky Mountains. It is obvious that those amounts were
lumped together. They are different works with many
hundreds of miles between them, but the estimates have
been separately made. Those estimates are of very great
consequence. Tpon them depends, to a considerable extent,
the decision which will be reached as to the financial stand-
ing of the Company, as it is, and as it is proposed to make
it, under the proposals of the Administration. It has already
been pointed out to tbe House, on more than one occasion,
that the estimates in gross given to us without any
detail, vary very considerably from the estimate made some
ton or twelve months ago, of the cost of those works,
and therefore it is of more importance that we should know
what these estimates are. So far as I can judge of the
estimates to the west of the summit, they must be of the
vaguest possible character; for I do not believe that the
road bas been located through the Selkirks for a consider-
able portion of the distance, and what description of esti-
mate it is, which bas been submitted, and based on what
principles, it is difflcult to conceive. My own conjecture,
from the meagre information which has been furnished to us,
is that to the portion of the work in the prairie country
east of the point at which the construction contract com-
mences, at a cost of $14,000 per mile, there is left of the
construction company's work in the western section
$9,130,000; of which the part to Calgary might have cost
something over $3,500,000 ; from Calgary to the summit,
$3,000,000, Icaving $2,500,000 unaccounted for. As my
ion. friend from Huron pointed out the other.
day, the estimate at present given as the estimate,
and the estimate under the contract with the
construction company, differed by something like
$ 15,000,000 or $18,000,000-the contract with the construc-
tion company affording resulits for unfinished work for
$16,000,000 or $18,000,000 more than the unfinished work,
it is said at present, will cost. These figures are large, and
it is important that they should be checked. It is impor-
tant that the material from which a conclusion could be
reached, should be furnished us. The bon. gentleman said,
with reference to the motion which bas just been passed,
that ho would let it go, and he would procure the informa-
tion if possible; but I need not tell the hon. gentleman
that it is quite possible for him to get the information, as
such returns are ordered to be furnished by the Railway
Company, and, as the Raiilway Company is a suppliant for
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aid, whatever Parliament requires in the 'way of informa-
tion before giving that aid should surely be vouchsafed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have only to repeat what
I said before, that I have no objection to the motion, and I
will do the best I cau to obtain the information required,
as early as possible. I may say, however, that I do not
consider, in the least degree, that the Resolutions before the
Bouse at ail depend on any answer that can be given, or
upon a proper consideration of any answer that might be
given, in response to these motions. The Resolutions have
not been submitted to the House on estinatos made by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company at all. Before the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company intimated to me what
their estimate was of the work remaining to be donc, I had
taken up that question with the Chief Engincer and had
gone carefully into it, and it is on the statement of the
officers of my own Department that these resolutions are
based-statements upon the accuracy of which I have the
bestreason to rely, because I am in the judgmentof the House
when I say there bas never been a Minister of Pu blic Works
or a Minister of Railways who bas found the estimates of
his engineer more thoroughly and constantly verified from
year to year, than I have found the estimates made by Mr.
Sehreiber, in relation to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. 1
challenge, without fear of contradiction, a comparison
between the accuracy of bis estimates and the reliability of
their character with the estimates made by any Govern.
ment or Minister in regard to any public work. It is upon
that which I relied in accepting tho estimates which I bave
accepted from the Canadian Pacific Railway. I have not
arrived at these conclusions iltogether from information
which they have furnishcd to me, but because I found, on
the closest examination, that they were verified by my own
officers-those who had the best means of obtaining infor-
mation on the subject. I should have felt it necessary to
have gone into much more accurate and extensive details on
the statement of the Company, if it had not been thaut I had
botter means, as I considered, of arriving at a conclusion
than depending on the statements of any parties who might
be interested in making those statements. I repeat, that I
shall take pleasure in furnishing, as early as possible, all
the information which the Department can furnish, and in
obtaining, further, that which is not in the possession of the
Government, so far as we are able to do so.

Mr. MULOCK. I am glad that the hon. Miinster of
Jrlailways bas said that the Department bas certain data
showing upon what thèse estimates are based. I would,
with the consent of the mover, ask that the motion be
amended by adding the words " and ail data on which the
said respective estimates, as to cost of construction, are
based." It will be interesting to know whether these data
are from some actual surveys or from something of a vaguer
character.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would be glad to
know from the hon. Minister of Railways if we are to und or-
stand from his recent statement that Mr. Schrei ber bas made a
full examination of the western section which is to be
built to Kamloopsýif I remember aright. Heretofore, most
of us have been under the impression that no final survey
of that route has been made. Are we to urderstand from.the
hon. Minister that we were in error ; that an actual location
survey has been made, and that Mr. Schreiber has estimated,
with the minuteness which is usual in such cases, the cost
of constructing the rond from the summit of the Rocky
Mountains to KamloopL ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon, gentleman knew
perfectly well, when he asked the question, that no such
location survey bas been made.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. That shows how much
the estimates are worth.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose there i; no objection to the
amendment ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. BLAE. I have only this obsrvMatima to nako to

the hon. Minister-that I did not at all intend this proposai
with reference to estimates to bo confined to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company's estimates. 1, myself, attach
very much more importance to the estimates Vo which ho
has alluded. Nor was I ignorant, or forgot the fact ho stated,
that he lad estimates in his own oflice on thbu ject. Th 
hon. gentleman will observe that the ostimato ho gave to
the Bouse was an approximato esti mate of about $27,o0 J000.
My anxiety was to have that amount divided, so wi to loairn
how much belonged to the R>cky Mountain section, how
much to the other part, how much to equipment, and
how much to construction. Thei-efore, 1 accedod to the
amendment, and hope we shall get the informroi >n which is
in the bon. Minister's control.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.
Mi. BLAKE moved for statemroints: 1. Of the mileage

cost of the Canadian Pacific Railway lino for the 615 miles
west of Winnipeg to a point forty-fivo miles east of the
Saskatchewan; 2. Of the mileage cost of each 100
miles of this part going westward, separately stated; 3. Of
the mileage cost of the above, divided into the usual head-
ings; 4. Of the names of the contractors for any works on
this part ; 5. Copies of the contract for such works, includ-
ing Shopperd & Langdon's. le said: Analyzing the hon.
Ministei-'s statoment with reference to the branches, I find
thiat he sttes that 219 miles of branches altogether have
been completcd, of which nineoty-th-ee miles bolong Vo the
Algona branch, leaving 176 miles to the North-West. It
is stated also that there is another amount of mileage under
construction, but there is no information, in connection
with the sum which the hon. gentleman states is for the
branches: as to how much is applicable to the part under
construction, and how much to the part whieh has boen
completed, assuming that the whole amount, $1,882,000, is
applicable to the 176 miles that we give as the ascertainel
cost of the North-West branches, some $10,700 per mile.
But we have no information as to the cost of the praiii
part of the lino-I mean that part of the lino construcied
under contract by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company-
the 615 miles which bring us to the point at which the
construction company's work commences. Tho only infor-
mation, therefore, upon which we can proceed at present,
in making an estimate, is the Company's own statement of
what it cost to build 170 miles of prairie lino, and the
general information one bas upon this subject. You have
in last year's report an announcement that the earthwork
up to that period of the prairie lino had been, I think, as
much as 15,300 yards a mile. We have the usual state-
ment about the ties, and some infprmation about the rail,
from which one might direct a calculation, as I undor-
stand that the earthwork cost about $3,060 ; the ties about
$ 1,300; the rails, including the whole costof transportation,
about $5,000; making, in these three items, the suin ot
$9,360. What the other items are, or how far the whole
cost is, if any, in excess of the $1,882,000, 1, of course, have
no means of judging. But it is important that we sbould
understand whàt the cost las been, and also that the cost
should be divided. Iere, again, it bas been intimated to
me that very large prices were paid for extra speed of con-
struction-that the conditions were arranged in such a way
that a sum very much in excess of what somewhat slower
progress would have entailed, was paid to the contractors of
the line. In these and other ebvious views, I ask for copies
of the contracts, as well as other information which is
applied 1or in this motion.

Motion agreed to.
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Mr. BLAKE moved : 1. For statements, in detail, ofthe

sums of money payable and the amounts of stock deliverable
to the construction company under its contract with the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, for the work done
thereunder; 2. Statement of the moneys paid, with dates,
and the amounts of stock delivered, with dates, to the con-
struction company under the contract; 3. Statement
whether moncy was paid to the construction company in
lieu of stock; and if so, to what extent; and at what rate
was money substituted for stock in such payments;
4. Statement of the circumstances under which the con-
struction company was overpaid $600,000; 5. Copy of the
settlement and release between the construction company
and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company on the closing
of their contract. I1e said: iBy the contract with the con-
struction company, which the hon. gentleman brought
down the other day, it was to receive for the eastern section
-that is, the part east of Port Arthur-$ 14,100,000 in cash,
and $20,000,000 in stock of the Company. From the state-
ment, which the president made in his letter of April,
1883, and conjoining those statements with the copy of
the circular of December, 1882, we may assume, in
the absence of information, that, as between the construc-
tion company and the Company itself, the stock was rated at
about 60 cents on the dollar,which would give the 620,000,000
of stock a cash value of $812,000,000. But, as I say, this is
only conjecture, and it is important that we should know
what the truth is, and what makes the contract price for
the Lake Superior-Nipissing section equivalent to some
$26, 100,000 in cash; but the cash to be paid by the Com-
pany to the construction eompany for the work on this
sectionwas to be paid in proportion as the work piroceeded,
the railway company retaining 10 per cent. It is im-
portant to know what sums were payable, and what stock
was delivered to the construction company for the work
done. The same observation applies to the western
section, for which $17,800,000 in cash and $25,000,000
in common stock was to be paid, which, rating the
stock at 60 cents on the dollar, would give us
$32,180,000 in ail for the work between a point forty-
five miles cast of the Saskatchewan and KaAoops.
This was to be paid for in cash and in stock, in proportion
as the work proceeded. There wYas no agreement to pay for
the work, carliest done, in cash, and that latest done in
stock; and yet we find that ail the work which has been
d ane, as far as we can judge, has been paid for in cash, and
that no part of it has been paid for in stock. It is impor-
tant that we should know at what rate the stock was taken,
when cash was substituted for toek by somue ar--angernent
of which we know nothing, between the Canadian Pacific
Railway and the construction company, for upon this
question, of course, depends the aseertainment of what the
real nature of the contract was, as interpreted by the two
parties to the contract. it is aiso to beobserved that this
contract, as far as we can judge, scems to have been depart-
od from almost from the time of its initiation,
because the Company declaros that no further amount
of stock than the $25,000,000 and the $30,000000,
of which $25,000,000 were issued to the original
subscribers and $30,000,000 to the New York syndicate, has
been subscribed at all; that is to say, ia other words, that
no amount of stock at ail was i.ssued to thé construction
company, because it was the remainder of the stock,
$15,000,000, which was to be swallowed up in the operations
of the construction company. Yet none had been issued.
Therefore, it would seem, f-rn the very beginning, this con-
tract was departed from, siince the terns and exigencies of
the contract called for the payment of only a comparatively
small proportion in cash, less than one-half, and more than
one-half in stock. The result las been, thecash of the com-
pany as been exhausted in paying the construction com-
pany, contrary to the terms of the contrart. That is not all.

Mr. BLAKE.

A 10 per cent. deduction is provided by the contract, but it
seems it was not made. Besides not making the 10 per cent.
deduction, it seems $600,000 has been paid the construction
company in actual excess of the value of the work done.
These considerations render it important that we should get
further information with reference to this construction
company, about which we can learn so little. The hon.
gentleman has not yet been able to supply us with what he
undertook to procure-a copy of the articles of association
and the names of the associates of the company. Ve do,
however, find some little information about it. We find
that it is located, by the terms of the contract, at Walton,
in the State of New Jersey. I asked an hon. friend to find
out where Walton, in the State of New Jersey was. Ie
searched all the gazetteers and the postal directories, but it
seems to be a place too large and important to render it
necessary that its name should appear in the gazetteer and
postal directories, so that those who are obliged
to resort to those sources of information to
find where Walton is, are unable to ascertain its where-
abouts. But, no doubt, some day or other we will
ascertain where Walton is. I do not know whether there
be two Northern American Construction Companies in the
State of New Jersey Or not; but if there be twn it is a
curious cincidence ; and if there be but one, it vould
seem we have had something eise to do with the North
American Construction Company, for I find in the letter of
explanation which iMr. Snow, the chief engincer of the
et he favourite enterprise of the hon. gentleman-the great
En opean-but I will not trouble the louse with trying to
rep;eat the long name of that very short lino-Mr. Snow,
in making an explanation of certain discreditable circurn-
Itances wiich had occurred with reference to that enter-
prise, to Mr. Macdonald, says :

" In September last the North American Construction Company, was
duly incorporated under the law of the State of New Jersey, by capital-
ists in the States for the purpose of building railroads and makinginvest-
ments in the Maritime Provinces, but'more especially for the construct.ion
of a thr n zh line from Montreal to Newfoundland.

" The Short Line Railway Company entered into a contract with this
construction company to build its railway, which it proceeded to do, by
sub-letting the grading, bridging, and furnishing sleepers and timber to
different contractors.

" The North American Construction Company has therefore, been at
work in this Province for the last ten months, has expended and paid out
for work, material and supplies, over $200,000 of its own money, as
shown by its receints and vouchers. has not received or asked for any
aid or subsidy, and has fully completed and graded, bridged and cross-
tied twenty-one miles and over half graded fifty miles additional.

" On or about the 20th of July, the president of the Construction Com-
pany notified me that there would be some delay in meeting the requi-
sition of the June estimates. He said there were various reasons for
this-the disturbed state of the money market in New York, the uncer-
tainty of perfecting the necessary arrangements for obtaining continuous
and connecting rights and powers froin Montreal through. That the
seeming hostility of tlie different Governments and cities and the apparent
apathy of the press, had tended to create an impression that the road
was not needed, and also there was a great disinclination to invest in a
road lying in Nova Scotia alone. That he hoped that this association
would soon change their views, and future requisitions would be as
promptly met as heretofore. That the contractors need have no fear
about the final result or ultimately receiving their pay in full."
I do not know whether this is the same North American Con-
struction Company or whother we are fortunate enough to
have two North AmericanConstructionCompanies engineered
byUnited States capitalists,located in the state of New Jersey,
and taking an active and benevolent interest in the con-
struction of railway works throughout Canada. If we have
two, they seer to be cin many respects identical. They
have the same difficulty in getting money, and they stop
working readily as it suits them. This company intimated
to the chief engineer that they intended to stop payment;
I suppose the other company intimated to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway that they intended to stop payment. On
the whole, it is important we should know, having at
length, after great difficulty, obtained this contract of the
North American Construction Company; finding it is of a
peculiar character; finding its mixed transaction in stock
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and cash; finding that no stock has been paid over at all; and
that, contrary to the contract, all that is done has been paid
for in cashthus exhausting the cash resources of the Company
and placing them in a position which obliges them to apply
to Parliament earlier than they might otherwise have
applied; finding that the Company has been actually over-
paid in cash for the cost of its works; not being able to
find a local habitation for the construction company, or
anything more than a name; finding that it is suspiciously
identiflied with the company which las been operating with
the hon. gentleman's pet contract in Nova Scotia and
elsewhere, I think we may fairly ask for further information
as to the relations between the Canada Pacifie Railway and
the construction company. We can ask that with the
greater freedom and certainty of this iiotion not boing
denied, when we remember that from the hon. gentleman's
statement, the two companies are, to a large extent, identical,
because ho said very many members of the Canadian Pacific
Railway are members of the construction company. I
shall not enlarge upon that topic. I have referred to it
before and will have occasion to refer to it again, but it fur-
nishes us good reason why we should have the fullest infor-
mation as to the dealings between these wholly dissimilar
corporations.

Motion agrecd to.

Mr. BLAKE moved: 1. For a statement of the con-
sideration paid by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
for the St. Lin Branch or Laurentian Railway; of the
payments made on this account with dates; and of the
payments yet to be made thereon, including interest as
weil as principal; 2. For a statement of the particulars,
with dates of the payments made by the Canadian Pacifie
RaIlway Company, in respect of the Canadian North-West
Land Company's stock ; and of the names in which it
stands ; 3. For a statement of the particulars, with dates
of the payment made by the Company in respect of the
securities or property of the South-Eastern Railway; of the
persons to whom it was made, and of the persons in whose
names the securities ýand property stand ; 4. For a state-
ment of the particulars of the payments made by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. for the purchase of the
charter of the Atlantic and North-Western Rýailway Corn-
pany, and of the names of the payecs, said: Last year,
Sir, in the course of the annual discussion upon the subject
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I made a statement of
such information as I w is able to gather with reference to
the purchase of the Laurentian Railway, or St. Lin Branch,
which is the first branch of this proposed address, and I can
do no better than repeat the information I then communi-
cated, which was the best I was able to obtain :

" Then I see that they have made anotherlittle purchase. They have
bought the Laurentian Railway, together with the St. Lin Branch, and
there again you find a purchase which I cannot connect with the true
interests of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, but for which,
notwithstanding, we will have to pay. This small road, runnng froi
Ste. Thérèse to St. Lin, somewhere about fourteen miles, they made a
bargain for apparently about the same time at which they bargained for
the large road. They bargained for the large road through the then
First Minister of Quebec, the present Secretary of State, and they
bargained for the small road through L. A. Sénécal, the president and
practical proprietor of the road. Now, that little branch was built on a
financial scheme, and it received about $60,000 in aid from the Quebec
Government. It was to have got some $50,000 from municipalities, and
thtere were shares to the amount of $45,000 subscribed for, making a total
cf over $160,CO. Still the road only cost about $140,000, and the con-
tract was made on terms for the bonds, stock, etc. ; but unfortunately,
things took such a shape that the contractor handed over the bonds to
Colonel King and Mr. Hurteau, at two different times, and apparently
all that was advanced by those unto whom the bonds ultimately fell was
a sum cf about $60,000. Mr. Sénécal became the proprietor of al of
tiem I believe, or of ail but a fraction of them, for somewhere about
$60,000 or $70,00o. In tat position, at the same time when the large
sale was made, the emall is made; and the Canadian Pacifi-, Railway
Company acquires the Lauretian railway, as it is called-a fine title, by
the way, fora branch fourteen miles long-and agrees to pay these bonds
in full with interest upon them calculated at 7 per cent., which, as far as I
man ue, has not been paid for a long number of years; so that the price
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to be received would ne nearly $400,000 for the St. Lin Branch, repre-
senting an investment ta the fortunate proprietor ani vendor of $60,000
or $70,000, for which he receives nearly $400,000 for a road costing
perhaps $140,000 to construct, and being worth nu more."

Then I ask for a statement of the particulars, with dates,
of the payments made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, in respect of the Canadian North-West Land
Company's stock. It appears, from the explanation given
by the hon. member from Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives),
the other day, that the statement of the hon. gentleman
that these moncys were expcnded in sustaining the stock,
was not critically correct. I suppose that ho had not been
thoroughly accurately informed by the Company upon it.
It was not connected with sustaining the stock, but it was
connected with an operation for obtaining an issue of that
stock upon the market. The Company, finding that the
public would not take up all the shares, took up shares to
an amount which was, of course, much larger than this
sum of $600,000, that would represent $1,200,000, suppos-
ing the whole were paid up, because it was only half paid
up-a sum of $1,200,000 upon which they have paid
$600,000. I cannot agree with the view that that makes the
transaction an unexceptionable one. I am sure it would
not have had a very good offect upon that stock if
it had been known that the vendors of the ]and of
which the projected company were to be the pur.
chasers had themselves, in order to complete the opera-
tion, taken up a very considerable portion of the stock.
It would have been an indication which would have been
rather looked upon by the public as one suspicious, and as
one calculated to preverit them from investing in it if that
had been ascertained; and I dare say that ail concerned
may now regret that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany did take up these shares in order to float this com-
pany, which it appears was not capable of being floated,
but has rather sunk. Then, one wants to know the names
in which the stock was taken up and the names in which
it stands. If $600,000 of the Company are invested in
stocks of this description, it is important that we should
know how they stand. Thon, no particulars or dates have
been given, although it was promisel and agreed that they
should bc given, by resolutions which passed tho
liouse, as to the payment made by ta Company in
respect of the securities or property of the South Eastern
Railway, or of the persons to whom it was made, or
of the persons in whose names the securities or
property stands. This is an enormous transaction,
or at least it would be enormous if we were discussing it
irrespective of the much larger figures in connection with
this Company, but it involves something like $1,582,000,
and as $ ,582,000 of money is now standing ont in some-
body's name in connection with this purchase or advance,
it is important we should know in whose name, and all the
particulars of it. The hon. gentleman stated that this
transaction, like all the other transactions which are in-
cluded in the sum total of the $3,50.0,000 of the
statement of the affairs of the Company, was only one
of a nurmber which were advances, and would result in
being only advances, and would be returned ; but, if my in-
formation is correct, this payment is made-in one form, it
is true, as a possible advance-but substantially in connec-
tion with an option purchase of the South Eastern Railway,
the Montreal, Portland and Boston Railway, and another
railway, and I apprehend it will be found to be something
of much greater consequence than a simple advance,
although an option is reserved, I bolieve, to
the purchasers to treat it as such within a period which
may or may not have expirei. The remaining branch of
the motion bas reference to the payments made for the
purchase of the charter of the Atlantic and North Western
Railway Company. A lump sum of $149)000, if 1 remem-
ber aright, is given us for payments for charter and for
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works, and it would be well to distinguish between these,
and to let us know how much is pald for charter, and how
much is paid for works.

Motion agrecd to.
Mr. BLAKE, in moving fur a staement : 1 <Of the net

price received by the Canadian Pacifio Railway Company for
each lot of $ 10,000,000 of stock comprisi ng the $30,000,00a
issued to a syndicate, with the dates of the payments
made in respect thereof; 2. Of the date on wbich the
.30,000,000 remaining of the original stock of $25,000,600

was taken; and of the dates at which the $,00000
paid in respect thereof was paid, said :It ap-
pears, from the statement laid on the Table of ihe IIouse,
that the stock which was issued to the Syndicate was
issued in three different lots of $10,000,000 each, or rather
it does not wholly appear from the statement, but it appears
from that statement and also from the information pub-
lished at the time. The return, howevcr, is not full. 'fThe
return indicates the average price which was received for
that stock to be 52j, from which, if we deduct certain com-
missions and other expenses which have to be deducted, the
net returns seom teobe 51, but that is averagcd over the
whole lot of $30,000,000, whereas what is important to krow
is the rate at which each lot of $ 10,000,000 was issued under
the contract. It is also important to know at what rate
the $20,000,000 of the original stock of the $25,000,000, re-
maining unsubscribed after the subscription of $5,000,003, re-
quired by the contract was taken,and at what date the moncys
paid in respect ,f ihat stck were paid. The return develops
some peculiar arrangements in respect of that $25,000,000.
The chartered contract of the Company requires that they
should have taken and paid up in fuli $5,000,000 of stock,
that is to say, that they should show that there was
$5,000,000 subscribed and $5,000,000 paid upon that
amount. Well, they did that. Thoy took up $5,000,000
of stock and they paid $5,000,000 upon it; and then, some-
time afterwards-I do not know how long-that is some
of the informotion I asked for-but some time afterwards,
they allotted themselves other $20,000,000 of stock at a rate
of 25 per cent.. paying $5,000,000 for $20,000,000
of stock; and then they prescribed 5 pcr cent. per annum
on the nominal stock as the interest which they should
collect froin themselves during construction, thus taking a
rate of interest of not les3 than 20 per cent. upon their
investment in respect to the $20,000,000 of stock which
they secondly subscribed. Their statement in the returns is
that the $20,000,000 was issued at a prico which made the
average price 25, that is, Ihat the 20 and the 5
they had already taken, had paid up at par an
average price for the whole lot of 40, and it is from
that I deduce the result that they paid 25 per cent. to them-
selves-charged themselves only 25 per cent. for $20,000,000
of stock. This arrangement, I think, is of a very question-
able character. Its result was, practically, according to
their view, to turn the first $5,000,000, instead of being
stock paid up in full, into stock on which 40 only was paid
up. But if that is not the result, we find 820,003,000 upon
which 25 p. c. only is paid up, and which yet is treated as paid
in fall, and which is to receive interest and diviJends as if
paid up in full, and upon which, as I stated awhile ago, no
less than 20 per cent. interest is payable during construc-
tion, and no less than 20 per cent. is payable out of the
capital, of which we are providing the largest part by the
arrangement lor the guarantee that has been already made,
and the rest of which is to be provided for out of the capital
accountof the company during the remainder of construction.
That is rather a handsome interest for the patriots to charge,
who, f cm great public 'and national considerations, are
constructing the railway for us, and who have pointed out
to us so earnestly the reasons why the interests of the
country require us to furnish thrm with further funds that
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they may the more rapidly construct that work. Then, if
you take it at 40 per cent., which is the way they put it in
the returns themselves, averaging the cost ut $25,000,000,
you find the rate of interest for which they have stipulated,
even ut that rate, is 12 per cent., and that we are te secure
to them some 7 per cent. for ten years; and as in the other,
they were securing much more, so we are now securing for
ten years 74 per cent.; and they expect to raise a consider-
able sum afterxwards of the capital on their ]and grant bonds.
Then, Sir, we soll $30,000,000 to the Syndicate ut a price
which, as I have pointed out, we do not as yet
thoroughly understand, because an average price is
givon-but no doubt- it was ut a price lower, for
some means or other, and for a net of 51. Well,
that issue even to the Syndicate itself, was an advance
of 100 per cent. on what we paid for $20,000,000-more
than 100 per cent.-and 30 per cent. on the average price
of their own stock. They charged ho Syndicate-their
friends in the Syndicate-that mueh; and they arrange
with the Syndicate that the public should be invited to take
it at a still further advance, at a price of 60 per cent., which
woull be an advance of 140 per cent. or nearly two
and a-half times as much as they paid for the 820,000,000,
and 50 per cent advance on the average price of theirwhole
$25,000,000 stock. Now we have heard a good deal of
disaster, and about the low price of this railway stock, and
about the public not absorbing that stock at what is really
a fair and intrinsic price for it; but when the public learns
that the original projectors of the enterprise took 620,000,000
of this stock, at 25 per cent, or, taking their whole invest-
ment, the $25,000,000 ut an average of 40, and them-
selves sold the first lot of $30,000,000 at a net of 51
-1 think when the public learns thit, they will
think, perhaps, that they are, considering the prices
which the Company themselves value the stock at what
the' original corporators valued the stock at when they
were taking it for themselves-paying a pretty fair price for
it. I find the average prices of Canadian Pacifie Railway
stock in New York or the week ending 28th April, 1883,
591; 5th.May, 67 ; 12th May, 62%; 19thiMay, 6 i; 26th
May, 61; 2nd June, G6I; 9th June, 621; 16th June, 63;
23rd Juno, 63½ ; 30th J une, 63M ; 7th July, 63k ; 14th July,
62-; 21st July, 59 ; 28th Juily, 59½; 4th August, 59,
to 561 ex-div ; 1 ith August, 5-4; 18th August, 55J; 25th
August, 56; Ist Sepîtem ber, 56; 8th September, 57 ; 15th
Septnber, 57½; 22nd September, 58; 29th September, 57;
Gth October, 5G6½; l4th October, 55Q; 20th October, 52;
27th October, 56; 3rd November, 62%; 10th November,
621-; 17th November, 62 ; 24th November, 60; 1st Dacem-
ber, 59% ; 8th December, 583%; 15th December, 56 ; 22nd
December, 5-; 29t iDecember, 54; 5th January, 1884.
55î ; 12th January, 56 ; 19th January, 57 ; 26th January,
54ï to 54a., ex-div. ; 2nd February, 55%; 9th February, 55g.
Thus, yon will sec that the stock kept for a considerable time
ut or about the price that the public was invited to believe
it was worth, or some where about 60, and that it has been
hanging pretty steadily since that period at about 56 on the
average, although, of course, those weekly averages do not
represent the fluctuations which, in that stock as in nu-
merous other stocks-as in all Pacifie stocks during last
summer-have existed. I have given you the averages for
each week ever since the stock was first placed on the
market of New York, from the 28th of April to the 9th of
February. Yon will sce that, putting te one side the
periods during which this stock ran to 60 and 61, it runs
ut an average of about 56. We are called upon to deal with
this Company in order te prevent disaster-in order to help
them to keep this stock at about 56. Now, what is 56 ? We
take $20,000,000 at 25, so that 56 would be about 124 per
cent. in advance of what they themselves take. What
is 56 again ? Compare it with the average price of the
whole $25,000,000, and it is 40 per cent. advance-even 56
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is 40 per cent. advance upon the average price to the Syn-
dicate of the whole stock they took. What is it compared
with another thing ? It is 10 per cent. in advance of the
price they themselves attributed to tbe stock when they
sold the first 630,000,000. They sold i t for 51 net, and
they complain that 56 now is a disastrous price. Under
these circumstances it seems to me to be important that we
should ascertain what the operations of the Company have
been with reference to this stock-this Company's subscrip-
tion for the stock, its payments upon stock, and its arrange-
ments with the Syndicate, to whom they issued the
$30,000,000 of stock, with some greater degree of minute-
ness in detail than as yet they have favoured us with.

Mr. MULOCK. I observe, on looking over the returns
made to the House in obedience to an order of 29th January
last, that the terms on which the $20,000,000 were issued
are not given ; but it is stated that the $20,000,000, together
with $5,000,000 were issued to realize, in all, 40 per cent.
on the gross amount. We know the $5,000,000 were issued
at par, and it leaves it to be simply a mathematical calcu-
lation in order to determine at what price the second issue
was mad. lowever, in the statement furnished by the
Company, it is not stated specifically what were the terms
on which the $20,000,000 were issued. No doubt they
were issued on the terms stated by the last speaker, namely,
at a discount of 25 per cent. I may correct the last
speaker, as far as I can from the information I have been
able to gather from the return furnished. I find it is stated
in the return that' the rate of 6 per cent. was
paid until last December. Now, the last issue, $30,000,000,
was made on 29th December, 1882, according to this
return, and the $20.000,000, therefore, were issued prior to
29th December, 1882. The 6 per cent. interest was paid
for a period up to that date. Accordingly, (;per cent. was
paid on the par value of the $20,000,000for a certain length
of time; in other words, instead of 20 the rate was 24. I
think it is material to know to whom the allotment of
$30,000,000 was made. It is stated in the return that it
was made to a syndicate, represented by one W. L. Scott.
It is important to know who constituted the syndicate;
who are the persons who received the $30,000,000. I think
it is also due to the House that the return asked for should
have been made more formal and complete. The return
asked that the House should be informed as to the terms on
whieh the respective issues were made, and it is no answer
to say that one $5,000,000 issue was issued at par,
and that it, with another issue, realized a certain
sum; that is not a business-like statement which a
man would enter in his own books. I am bound to say
that if the books of the Company are kept in proper form,
and no doubt they are, the terms will be explicitly set
forth, that $5,000,000 was subscribed on certain terms,
another $20,000,000 on certain other terms. In order,
therefore, that this information may be placed clearly on
the records of the House, I ask leave to inove the following
amendment :

At the conclusion of the first paragraph of the motion, add the
words "and the names of the persons comprising the said syndicate, and
of the respective amounts of the said stock taken by such persons."
Also add the following words at the close of the second paragraph "and
the rate at which the sane was issued."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I offer no objection to the
adoption either of the motion or the amendment. I do not
intend to allow myself to be drawn into a discussion of side
issues raised in connection with the very grave question
which is now before the flouse. I can well understand,
finding the position they occupy with regard to this debate,
that hon. gentlemen opposite should feel very anxious to
raise side issues, and attempt to draw the attention of the
House from the position they occupy in the discussion of this
question. The hon. member who has moved this resolution
no doubt felt a little uneasy when he found that the hon.
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member who performed the duty of replying to him had
left him without a single inch of ground to stand upon; that
point by point ho took up every question raised by the hon.
gentleman, anc disposed of them in such a manner as prao-
tically to have termiuated the debate in this House. That, I
say, is the position in which hon. gentlemen find them-
selves; and I am not aIl surprised, under those circum-
stances,that by a series of resolutions asking for minute infor-
mation,asking for a variety of matters which have no practical
bearing upon this question whatever, they should endeavour
to draw off the attention of the House. But I would
like to ask the hon. gentleman, the leader of the Opposition,
how ho supposed the original promoters of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company were going to obtain money?
That they require to obtain money, everybody knows.
Every person knows thatsthe House bas before it evidence
as clear and indisputable as possible, that outside of ail the
money they received, and all the assistance they received
from the Government, they required a large amount of capi-
tal in order to engage in this enterprise, and to start it.
Now, what is the fact? The hon. gentleman first takes
exception to the subscription by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company of stock for the purpose of floating the
North-West Land Company. Why, the hon. gentleman
knows that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company had
engaged in that transaction; that on the success of that
scheme of selling a large quantity of their lande to the
North-West Land Company was the very foundation of
their making the lands they had received from the Gov-
ernment available for the purpose of getting money in
order to carry on the work ; and yet the hon.
gentleman throws doubt on that transaction. He wishes
to deny them thc ncans of assisting in organizing
a company upon a sound, substantial basis; upon a
basis which would give them an ample return for their
money; but of course the hon. gentleman and his friends
in this louse and out of it had undertaken to decry and
discredit the North-West Land Company and every other
enterprise connected with the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
No doubt the hon. gentleman gloats over the fact that his
speech tended to depress, and ho hopes that his remarks to-
day will further depress the stock of the North-West Land
Company, although ho knows hundreds of good men in this
country interested in that Company will be injured thereby.
But great as is the interest of large numbers of our people
in every section of the Dominion in that enterprise, the
hon. gentleman adopts thesame tone as is adopted by the
press supporting the party, and is ready to throwdiscredit
upon that and every other enterprise in this country, if it
will only embarrass and injure the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company in the great work in which they are engaged.
The bon. leader of the Opposition first wished to deny them
the means of getting money for their lands. Take this state-
ment as he makes it to-night, and what does it amount to ?
It amounts to the fact that this syndicate-these gentlemen
who made a contract for the purpose of constructing this
great national work for Canada-put $810,000,000 of their
own cash into the enterprise, before they asked a dollar from
the outside public. Sir, the hon. gentleman admits that they
paid 85,000,000 down in cash, and notwithstanding that
admission, first, he says, they paid the $5,000,000 in cash to
start the Company; thon, that they subscribed the whole
stock and took it; and thon, ho says, they took $20,000,000
more at twenty-five cents on the dollar. Putting down
$5,000,000 in cash in the first instance, and $5,000,000 in
the second instance, and letting the stock stand at forty cents
on the dollar-assuming that to be true-what does it mean ?
It means that they took out of their own pockets, before they
asked a dollar from the people of this country, or
any other country, $10,000,000 of their own money
and put it into this enterprise; and yet the hon. gentleman
would undertake to throw discredit on them for doing so.
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I ask the hon. gentleman what ho would have given for the
stock at that stage of the proceedings ? Suppose the
320,000,000 stood at forty cents on the dollar, there is
not a gentleman in this House, there is not a man with a
head on his shoulders in this country, not a man connected
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway heré or elsewhere, who
at that stage of the proceedings, could have sold that stock
for ten cents on the dollar, or could have obtained it from
the public. Why, Sir, the press, representing a great party
of this country, were telling the people then, as they are
telling them now, that those who were putting their money
into the stock of the Canadian Pacifie Railway would never
see it again ; that all they could hope to get would be the
interest which was obliged to be paid during construction
on the original issue of stock. Take the Globe
newspaper since this debate commenced, and what do you
find ? You find it declaring to the people of this country
and to the world that this road will fnot pay expenses whcn
it is opened from end to end; that the men who have taken
stock at forty and fifty cents to the dollar will never see a
farthing of their money. I ask the hon. gentleman,if bis own
statement is to be accepted, if these men put $10,000,000
of their own cash into the enterprise when it was in a
condition when it could not be offered to the outside public,
I ask him whether it is a crime in his estimation, or
whether they are to be held as having done anything
which was not creditable to them and advantageous to the
people of this country? I say again, but for the fact
that men of great wealth, great resources, men who could
put down $10,000,000 to start this enterprise, and who
had the courage to deal with it in spite of the
hostility they met with in this Flouse and elsewhere-
but for that fact we should have no assurance, as we now
have the most complote assurance, that at an early day
Canada will be crossed from sea to sea by a great national
line of railway, of which any Canadian will be proud. I
say, taking the hon. gentleman's own statements, as ho sees
the opportunity of making them ; accepting them to be
accurate and true, they will reflect the highest credit on the
gentlemen who expended $10,000,000 of cash before they
asked one dollar from the outside public, and when, if they
had done it, no one would have got ten cents on his stock.
Why, Sir, the organ of the hon, gentleman, the organ of bis
party, the paper which is giving from day to day to the
country the sentiments of the Liberal party, says that the
stock is not worth ton cents, much less twenty-five cents, on
the dollar to-day, and that people who have invested in it
after the two years of construction are completed-for that
is the term of the guarantee of interest-will not get a
single farthing of interest or principal. Now, Sir, the hon.
gentleman bas read us, and I wonder that he did so at so
late an hour in the evening-he bas kept us out of our beds
listening to him as if ho was anxious to waste the time of
the House-he read quotations of the sales of stock which
have been made week by week, month by month and day
by day over a long period. Does he not know that every
man is intently watching the sale of this stock every day,
and that we all knew as much of the matter before he
dragged us through all these weary details of monthly,
weekly, and daily quotations as we do now? Why
did not the hon. gentleman, when he was speaking of
the difference between forty cents on the dollar, when
the enterprise was in its infancy, and its price now of fifty-
five or fifty-six cents- why did he not have the candour to
tell the louse that in the latter case the stock has the
guarantee of money, put up by the stockholders, that it bas
$16,000,000 behind it, and that that is the reason of the
difforence? Instead of their being a just comparison be-
tween forty cents on the dollar, when according to his own
showing these gentlemen invosted their monoy in the pur-
chase of stock when no one else would touch it, instead of
this being a just comparison with the fifty-five or fifty-six
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cents which it now brings, le should take into consideration
the $16,000,000 deposit for the purpose of getting that
value; and if he takes that off, ho will find that, so far from
their havi ug any such price, the stock is actually at a lower
figure than it was issued at to the Syndicate, who first pur-
chased before that deposit was made, and which deposit is
made out of the pockets of the shareholders themselves.
I said I did not intend to be drawn into this discussion, but I
merely wished to draw the attention of the Flouse to the
measures taken by the hon. gentleman for the purpose of
relieving himself before the Flouse from the position in
which everybody knows le and his friends stand in ·this
debate. I ask, notwithstanding all the ability which las
been displayed by the hon. gentleman, by the ablest mem-
ber who can deal with it from that side, what have we heard ?
Instead of the hon. gentleman being able to controvert a
single point or question I raised, ho kept us hour after hour
dealing with long, wearisome details, without raising a
single point that would induce a person to take bis
pencil and make a single note. One would suppose
that the hon. gentleman was speaking against time,
when hour after hour ho dragged us along in rgard to
one of the most important questions ever submit-
ted to the deliberation of a Canadian assembly, with-
out offering a sentiment or a proposition which was worthy
of engaging its attention for a single moment. And when
the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) had
torn away the fiimsy covering and left the hon. gentle-
man's speech in tatters, he had not an inch of .ground to
stand upon; but sitting down, with his wonderful industry
for examining a question through a miscroscope-a ques-
tion big enough to ho seen and recognized by every intelli-
gent man in this country-he applies bis microscope and
draws up a series of resolutions to distract the attention of
hon. gentlemen from the real position of a question,
upon which, looking at it from a debating point of view, the
hon. gentleman las made the most pitiable exhibition that
*was ever witnessed in this louse. I do not wonder, I do
not blame the hon. gentlemen; it is because they feel and
know, on this great question, not only that they are speak-
ing in opposition to their own inward convictions, but in
opposition to the pronounced public sentiment of the
intelligent people of this country of all classes. They are
paralyzed by the fact that party exigencieà are driving
them into opposition to this scheme, for no other purpose
than to discredit the Company to whom they feel hostile,
and at the same time discrediting the country of which they
form a part. I say that I am not surprised, under these
circumstances, that overpowered by the fact that in the
three years which have elapsed since the contract was
made, Canada bas witnessed-what the most sanguine
man in the louse never believed ho would see-the
progress and advancement, not only of this gigantic work
but of the country itseif, that surpasses anything to ho found
in the past history of Canada. Under these circumstances,
Sir, the bon. gentleman of course feels that Othello's occu-
pation would be gone were he to do that which I believe he
would have done, if he consulted bis own interest as the
leader of a great party, if he consulted the interest of that
great party, if ho consulted, above all, the interest of bis
country, if le had the magnanimity to say : I admit that in
the past I took an erroneous view of this question ; I did
not believe that such progress could have been made, that
such results could ho achieved-as every man who will not
shut his eyes and close his ears from every kind of evidence
muast admit-as have been achieved in this country;
and, finding what it has done in the past, feel-
ing what a shock would be given to ever commercial
and financial enterprise in the country if this
gigantic work were not procoeded with at the same rate of
progress as in the past, I am bound to say that a case has
been made out, in which it is perfectly plain and obvious
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that Canada, that the Government of this country, that the
Treasury of this country can secure, without the contribu-
tion of an additional dollar, the completion of this great
national enterprise, which is to give us a great line of inter-
communication, binding the Provinces of this Dominion
together, giving them free intercourse, one with another,
giving free current to the trade of the country from one
end to the other, opening and developing the great prairies
of the North-West and the great mineral resources of
British Columbia, and carrying from sea to sea the people
and the products of this Canada of ours; and the time has
come when I feel that I cannot ask this louse to
hesitate for a single moment when it has the opportunity
of securing the completion of this great enterprise at
the same rate of rapid progress as it has shown in the
past, and I must give the proposition my hearty support.
I say if the hon, gentleman had adopted that course, he
would have stood higher in the estimation of the people of
this country; he would have had a more solid and united
party at his back than he has to-day. Why, Sir, what is he
doing ? He is obliged to compel every man who is
giving a support to the hostity which lie bas evinced
towards these resolutions-rvery man who lends his sup-
port to this continued systematic obstruction to the grandest
enterprise Canada was ever engaged in-be is compelling
every one of those gentlemen to take the position, in the
eyes of an intelligent people, of doing all he can to prevent
the advancemeit and the successful completion of a great
national work, which has already shown to the people of
Canada that it can accomplish for us more than it has
accomplished, and more than has been accomplishecd
by any other enterprise in which this country bas ever been
engaged.

Mr. BLAKE. The bon. gentleman, Sir, bas not been ad.
dressing himself to the Opposition; he bas been addressing
himself to his own followers. Where there is so much
smoke, there must be some fire-is it truc fire ? The bon.
gentleman obviously was touched. He suffers from the
passion of anger slightly. He is excited. He is aroused.
He says he will not be drawn aside to discuss the question-
it is not the time to discuss it; and immediately he proceeds
to discuss it. Hie proceeds to a comment and a criticism on my
speech, and to a comment and a criticism on the speech of the
hon. gentleman who followed me. We may perhaps differ
in opinion as to the respective merits of those two speeches.
Perhaps neither of us is the most dispassionate and disin-
terested judge of their resDective merits. I do not cer-
tainly, on my part, intend to apply any epithets, either
condemnatory or otherwise, to either of those speeches,which
are not now before us. But I mean to say to the hon. gentle-
man that he will not dictate to me to-day, any more than I
have suffered him to dictate in the past, what my course shall
be. At one moment he declared that :I felt myself driven
by the exigencies of party leadership to oppose the resolu-
tions, and the next moment he said i should have stood
higher as a party leader if I bad not opposed tbem at all.
Well, I have told the hon. gentleman before that my ideas
of party exigencies and of party leadership entirely differ
from his; I have told him that I do not consider myself
under any obligation as a party leader in opposition to this
Government to oppose any measure whieh I believe on its
merits ought to be supported. I have told him that I never
asked any of my friends to join in opposing any measure,
except on its merits. I believe that we are not bound to
oppose measures because this Government proposes
them, and I believe we are not bound to support
measures because this Government proposes them. it
is because I conceive the hon. gentleman's proposi-
tion to be indefensible that I oppose it, not because he
proposes it. I am quite free to admit, from the hon. gentle-
man's long course, that I look with some degree of suspicion

on whatever he proposes; yet, notwithstanding the quarter
from which it comes, if lie brings down a proposition, and
the reasons for supporting it be sound, I will support it.
.But the hon. gentleman would not give me credit even for
support ing the proposition to build the railway through the
prairie country. My reward was, two Sessions afterwards,
an indignant attack for presuming to oppose him in the
construction through the prairie section. The hon. gentle-
man says I have denoun ced and embarrtssed and obstructed
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and have oppressed
and depreciated the value of their stock. Will the hon.
gentleman but recall my speeches in the last two Sessions
of Parliament? Will he but recall his own and his leader's
utterances witb reference to those speeches? Will
he recall tbe statement made by both of them, that
those speeches were exceedingly important in the
interest of the Canadian Pacific Railway-that they
did not wish to say one word against them-that they
did not wish them criticised, because they were anxious
that they should have have all the weight that theycould
have in foreign markets and elsewhere in favour of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway? Will the bon. gentleman remember
that i have repeatedly stated what J have affirmed to-night
-that the contraet was a contract which had in it the ele-
ments of a magnificent fortune ? Will he remember
that my position was that the Company got too
much and gave too little-that they had this road for
nothing, with millions besides; and how those statements
could have oppressed the stock, obstructed the progress,
and injured the prôspect of the Company, perhaps the hon.
gentleman wcl explain at some future day. It was not
until the last SesÀion of Parliament-even then, when I
made two speeches to which the hon. gentleman and the hon.
First Minister gave the character I have just now described
-that I indicated the position that the launching outlinto
the other enterprises into which the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company have launched out, and the speed with which
they were rushing might be the forerunners of difficulty
and even of disaster; and I think the House will agree
with me that if I committed an error it was in delaying
until last Session to so speak, and in speaking so moder.
ately instead of more decidedly last Session, because
the fruits of that policy which I indicated as contain.
ing the seeds of disaster have ripened to the extent
involved in tbe Resolutions now before the House.
For all that, the hon. gentleman cannot point to one word
said by me which would be otherwise than a word in favour
of the prospects of the *Canadian Pacifie Railway. What
I say now is, that because the Canadian Pacifie Railway
cornes before us askinr aid, and because, as the hon. gentle-
man bas himself admitted, they have put themselves before
us, and the Government has put itself before us, in such a
position that it was its bounden duty to give a frank and
full statement of the affairs of the Company to that Par-
liament and to that people from which he was demanding
so much in their interests, we have a right to insist on that
statement being given. The hon. Minister said he was not
going to take the Company's statements. le must have a
formal investigation; he must. have, not one, but two ac-
countants go down to whom the Company must submit
their books to be investigated ; the books are to
be audited by two officers of his, who are to make
just such investigation as would be necessary to con-
vince the persons about to lend money, or to go
into partnership with a respectable firm of the sound-
ness of the firm's affairs and the accuracy of its state-
ments. We get some information, and that information I
do not criticise, but draw from it statements and infer-
ences, and the hon. gentleman is touched. H[e gets up and
makes this speech, which, I suppose, was brewing in his
mind this last hour, for while, during four or five motions,
he restrained himself and kept quiet, he could not remain
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quiet until the end. Twenty per cent. fetched him, and he
must give us this diatribe, in which ho went over a great
number of things, but did not touch the subject. ot my
remarks. He said that I had been answered fully in my
speech of the other evening. Well, I did not repeat my
speech of the other evening. I am not discussing this
question now. But he says I have shown you that the
Company paid $10,000,000 of their own money before .they
asked the public to subscribe. No, the hon. gentleman
has not. They may have done so, but they have not
yet shown it. We asked for particulars relative to these
statements, and the period at which the company paid
their subscriptions on the stock they took and the
relative dates of issue to the Syndicate He says the stock
would not have been worth ton cents on the dollar at the
time the Company went into it if that stock had not been
backed with their own money. I deny the statement
My opinion is the system is an erroneo'us one-one not con-
templated by Parliament at all, I do not think there is a
man in the louse-except perhaps the hon. Minister of
Railways himself, who may have had more intimate know-
ledge than the rest of us-who had the slightest idea that the
stock of the Canadian Paciflc Railway was at the
furthest to be raised beyond $25,000,000 when the contract
and the Act of Parliament was passed. We discussed the
contract throughout on this basis. We discussed the ques-
tion of tolls upon the idea that the maximum of stock would
be $25,000,000, and I say that a system of finance under
which a $100,000,000 of stock is raised, when Parliament
assumed that the maximum would bo only $25,000,000-
not because the road wants $100,000,0 0 0, but because this
affords an opportunity for stock watering and stock specula-
tion which would not be afforded if the much smaller amount
had been issued at par, and a dollar of money given for every
dollar of obligation given by the Company-because this
change takes place after the fashion I have mentioned of giv-
ing stock to the new syndicate at twenty-five cents, and then
saying they are meeting with disaster because the public will
not take the balance at fifty cents-I say that operations of
that description entered into for the purpose of stock watering
and stock speculation, is an operation not contemplated by
the contract, not calculated to be really beneficial to the coifrn-
try but calculated to involve us as a people, so closely
allied as the Government is becoming, by virtue of these
resolutions, to the Company-not merely by the creation of
the Company, but also by the relations of the Government,
the Parliament and the people with the Company-in all
the discredit which belongs to the system of stock watering
as it exists in the United States. If you will consult the
statistics, you will see that in the United States the total
expenditure upon railways in the preceding year, if I
remember aright, was something like $1,000,000,000; you
will see that the addition to the nominal stocks and bonds
of the railway companies approximates to $2,000,000,000;
so that in a certain period in which $1,000,000,000 has been
added to the real value or the real work, $2,000,000,000, or
nearly twice the amount, has been added to the nominal
stocks and bonds and capitals assumed to represent the
expenditure of these various companies. That is the
description of operations to which we are now asked
to give our assent-to give facility for speculation-
because the stock is at a low ebb. I ask is it not relevant
to know what the Company themselves valued the stock at;
the price at which they took it themselves, the price at
which they issued it to the Syndicate, and the price at which
the Syndicate sold it to the public. As to the hon. gentle-
mans statement that the stock was sustained by the
guarantee, and that you must deduct a certain amount be-
cause of the guarantee, I say it is not so. The stock was
sustained at the prices which it has since attained, and the
prices were higher before the guarantee than those which
it hasattained in some instances since. The publie was,

Mr. BLAKE.

unable to perceive what was so very plain to all the capi.
talists and financiers in Europe and America, that if the
Company took off its resources a very large sum and in-
vested it at 4 per cent. to secure a dividend for ton years,
it would add enormously to the value of the stock of a
Company engaged in a large enterprise, and want-
ing all the money it could get to complote its work,
instead of putting it aside to pay a dividend. All the
capitalists of Europe and America, the hon. gentleman said,
were of that opinion. But what the capitalists thought, they
would not baok by their money and not one of them would
take hold of it. That is the state of things to which the
hon. gentleman alludes. The hon. gentleman turned back
to the old motion, to the motion which is not now before
the House, and he said I took exception to the creation of
the North-West Land Company and threw doubt on it
though I knew that Company would be injured thereby. I
have stated the arrangements made by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company with the North-West Land Company is
an excellent good one for the Company, but not so good for
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. But 1 will say again that
if the Canadian Pacifie Railway, being themselves the
vendors to the North-West Land Company, had an-
nounced to the intending investing public that they them-
selves were taking shares, he may judge for himself what
effect that would have had on the intending buyers. Wbat is
worthy of complaint and of observation is that these shares
were taken, as I believe, unknown to the public, by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway and had according to the statement
of the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe, in order to
prevent the proposed subscription failing. To avoid
failure, the Company took $1,O,200,000 of stock and so
the enterprise was fbxed. That transaction was not right;
and whether it tells for the Company or tells against the
Company, if such a transaction as that takes place with
reference to a Company with which this country is so
intimately connected, and with which it will be so muoh
more intimately connected, I shall at all events avail my-
self of my privilege on the floor of Parliament to state my
opinion about it,

Amendment (page 225) agreed to.
On the main motion being put,
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Speaker, I do not

intend to detain the House, but I must make a single obser-
vation in regard to the point which the hon. the leader of
the Opposition made, as to the speeches which he delivered
in favour of tho Canadian Pacifie Railway Company's
enterprise, and which he thinks should entirely
absolve him from any charge of obstruction
or hindrance of that great work. I quite admit, Sir,
that the hon. gentleman did speak, on the occasion when
the contract was submitted to the House and again a year
ago, in very extravagant terms with regard to the great
value of the subvention that was given to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and the great wealth which the parties
engaging in it were about to receive ; but he forgets that he
had discounted that speech by the speeches he had made
for five long years, when he was connected with the late
Administration. He forgets that he is capable one day,
when it suits his party exigencies, of declaring that the
land in the North-West is of no value, and a year after-
wards, whon the party exigencies demand it, of saying that
it is worth $4 an acre for 25,000,000 acres. The
hon. gentleman must remember that it is not very easy to
give value to statements made by an hon. gentleman accord-
ing to the demands of the exigencies of the party, and
regardless of the facts upon which they are based. If the
public and the country did not attach such great value to
the exaggerated statements ho made as to what the Canadian
Pacifie Railway were receiving and the great fortunes
the Company were likely to make out of their con-
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tract, it was becanse they knew wbat the hon. gentleman's
opinions were, as expressed year by year during the five
years' Administration of the hon. Mr. Mackenzie. They
knew, Sir, that the value that that hon. gentleman and his
colleagues, and the late hon. Finance Minister, who sits by
his side, placed upon the land in the North-West was not of
a very exaggerated character. They knew that the late
hon. Minister of Finance had stood up in his place in this
louse and declared that Foster could have carried out his

contract, and came to them and said: I can carry out my
contract for the eighty miles of the Georgian Bay Railway,
for which you have given me, among other things,
20,000 acres of land in the North-West per mile, if you
will take the land and give me twenty-five cents an acre for
it. And they refused. Why did they refuse ? Not that
they did not want the contract that they had made to be car-
ried out, but because the twenty-five cents was, in their judg-
ment, more than the land in the North-West was worth. We
have that in evidence. We have the statement made
by the late hon. Minister of Finance, and given to
the world as their estimate of what the land in the
North-West Territory was worth, until we made a
contract to give 25,000,000 acres of it to the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company as a subvention. Then all
their views were changed. Then all the values and calcu-
lations of this hon. gentleman as to the land in the North-
West were entireiy changed, and he found it convenient to
give to that land, which he had given the best evidence in
ihe world lie did not consider worth twenty-five cents an
aci e, a value of $4 an acre. Now, Mr. Speaker, is the hon,
gentleman surprised that he was not able to raise or assist
t'e Ccnmpany much by any statements ho might make in this
fIouse as te the value of the subvention they had ? He
knows that the statements now submitted to the House,
which cannot be controverted, prove the utter fallacy of all
the calculations he made, and all the statements he put
fioth as to the enormous wealth this Company were
going to acquire. What is the fact ? The fact is
that, after obtaining all the money they can obtain
by the sale of $55,000,000 of stock, after first putting
$10,000,000 of their own money into it, and then all the
money they could obtain ont of the disposal of $65,000,000
of stock, they find that they are unable to obtain
the money from the lands, to obtain the money
from the sale of stock, after having resorted to
a measure in which they had advice from gentle.
men whose opinion on financial questions, I do not
hesitate to say, will be held to be quite equal to that of the
leader of the Opposition. I think that hon. gentleman
would hardly put his opinions on a question of finance
against the opinions of a gentleman who was distinguished
as one of the most successful managers the Bank of Mon-
treal ever had-Mr. Angus. I think he knows that Mr,
Stephen, who had been president of that bank, and
Mr. Angus, who had been one of its most suc-
cessful managers, would be able to form as valuable an
opinion on a financial point as the hon. gentleman
could form ; and although it was a disaster, and although
it utterly failed in accomplishing its object, it was in con-
seqiience of the renewed attacks upon the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and the condition of other similarly situated
stocks in the New York market-a crisis in regard to ques-
tions of that kind which had been without parallel for
many years in this country. Otherwise, I think everyone
will agree that that effort would have been successful. I
say that, when the hon. gentlernan now quotes the price of
the stock, he must do so in the light of the fact that it does
not stand in the position of the stock when they gave forty
cents, according to his statement, but it stands with the
guarantee of the Government of Canada of 3 per cent.
ou that stock for ten years. The hon, gentleman was
not candid when ho was treating the present prices of

the stock and its value in the mnoney market, and con-
trasting that with the unguaranteed stock which ho said
they had taken at the rate of forty cents on the
dollar. I showed the Hlouse that there was no parallel,
because, in tLe one case, you had a great com-
pleted road, earning monoy, and in the other, the works
in their infancy, when no one could predicate anything in
regard to them; and, I say, Sir, that the price paid, if the
hon. gentleman is corrct, on the first $20,000,000 at
forty cents on the dollar, is a higher price than that at
which, with the works in their prosent position and with
the guarantee of the Government of Canada, they are now
quoted on the market. I will not detain the House further
on the matter, as that was the only point the hon. gentle-
man made in relation to it. But I say that he did not under-
take to meet the point I made in regard to the organ of his
party and the press sustaining him. I say that, when the
hon. gentleman makes his statement, in the payment
of forty cents on the dollar for stock, they benefited them-
selves unduly, in the infancy of the enterprist, ho ought to
take into consideration the fact that, whatever speeches he
may make hore-and, as I have shown, the hon. gentleman
is equal to the occasion, whcther it is to depress the value
of the lands in the North-West or the value of the enter-
prise, or anything else, and the hon. gentleman knows the
course ho took when I asked the House to give 100,000,000
acres of land in the North-West to secure the construc-
tion of the railway-he ougIht not to forget that at this
moment the organ of bis party, the paper to which his
friends in and out of this House look for the sentiments of'
thc Liberal party, is now Leralding to the world the decla-
ratiou tat the persons wlo y a dollar's worth of stock in
the Canadian Pacifie Iailway will never find their monoy
again. They heralded all over this country, from end to end,
the declaration that the stock is entirely worthless; that the
Company will not be able to pay working exponses when
the lino is built. The hon. gentleman, although he made
some strong statemehts in regard to the position of the
country and the value of their enterprise, must not forget
that all the time ho was confining himself to the great
importance of coastructing the prairie section only, instead
Of giving us the Canadian Pacifie Railway by con-
structing the two ends, which two hungry ends would
more than devour all that the centre portion of the line
would make. That was the position of the hon. gentleman,
and it was not very well calculated to enhance the value of
this enterprise. I say that the course of the hon. gentleman
has always been obstructive; I say that the course of' his
party around him, in regard to this great enterprise, las,
under all circumstances, been obstructive; I say the posi-
tion these hon. gentlemen have taken, whether in power or
out of power, bas been to do all thoy could to prevent the
construction of a great Canadian Pacifie Railway, for the
purpose of sustaining the views to which, unfortunately,
they committed themselves in regard to this great ques-
tion, and to do which they are compelled, in order to dis-
credit this enterprise, to discredit the country itself.

Sir RICHARD CARI'WRIGIT. I take issue in the
most express terms with the last statement made by the hon.
Minister. I say, Sir, if there are any mon on the face of
the earth who have dishonoured or discredited Canada from
the day that the Canadian Pacific Railway was first- talked
of, they are those bon. gentlemen sitting befere me. The
effrontery of these men is incredible ! After my hon.
friend bas stated his objections in as calm and dispassionate
a speech as could possibly ho made, we have this hon.
gentleman and his friends coming up here to say that the
obstacle to the construction of tho Canadian Pacific Railway
is the unpatriotic conduct of member.s of ho Opposition. I
ask again, Sir, have those hon. gentlemen forgotLenwho made
the name of Canada discredited throughout the whole
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civilized world by their infamous conduct of ten years ago ?
Now, Sir, if those gentlemen want to discuss this question
fairly and impartially, we are preparcd to do it. If they
want to go back to the past history of this question, if they
want to have ail the infamy-I repeat the word, ail the
infamy-which they brought upon the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and which hieY brought upon Canada-if they
want to have all these tîwings recapitulated, we are prepared
to go through it. We are prepared to show why it was that
bon. Mr. Mackenzie met with difficulties in the construction
of this road. Ai 1 I say this, Sir, that no man could have
done more in the time and with the means at his disposai,
than- bon. Mr. Mackenzie did in the construction of that diffi-
cuit portion of the work which he, and he alone, carried
through; and when we recollect, Sir, that this hon. gentle-
man tried his hand at it, and ail he ever did was to lay
down 100 miles of railway, so badly planned, so badly
engineered, that the first thing the Canadian Pacifie
Railway engineers did was to pull it ail up, bir, the less
he talks to ,us about obstruction in constructing the
Canadian Pacific Railway the better for himself, and
the botter for his party. But, Sir, he tells us just
now that we were setting ourselves against public
opinion. Does he know enough French to read the French
press of this country ? Has he ever looked at the organs of
the gentlemen who support him-or of the gentlemen who
usually support him-and does he see what they are saying
about these Resolutions? Does he not know, as Isaid here
a few nights ago, that for every dollar you give to the Can-
adian Pacifie Company you will have to pay another dollar,
in ail human probability, to meet the demands of his fol
lowers who won't be drazge 1 through the mire unless they
get a consideration for i ? Si, the hon. gentleman, if he is
going te discuss this inatter, if he i: going, contrary to his
own declarations, to forec us agaiinst ur will to discuss this
matternow, ho would be intindiely better employed in re-
conciling the manifest discrepancies which my hon. friend
bas pointed out to him. Lot him explain, if he can, these
suspicious features in the construction company's ac-
counts; or, if he cannot do that, let bim hold his peace
until he bringi us the information we have asked
for. Now, the hon. geuntleman alluded to a statement
I made-or that ho says maide-with respect to a demand
of Mir. Foster about ton years ago. Sir, it is perfeutiy true
that land in the Non h Meet in 1874, ten years ago, before
any railway commuican on was made with it, eiher by us
or by the Manitoba, St. Paul and Minneapolis Railway
Company, was not of any practical value. That land was
not assigned. Nobody ever supposed-I never supposed,
no man ever supposed-that land in the centre of the con-
tinent could be made valuable till that railway went there.
Sir, what these men did was this : They waited till there
were two railways into that country, until the land had
become of great value, and then, when the land had become
of great practical value, they, by same bargain made in
defiance of the then law, gave away the most valuable sec-
tions of that land. That is what they did. That land in
1879 had become very valuable indeed. No man disputes
it; every man knows it; and what was the case in 1879
could be no rule for the value of unassigned land in
1874. No man knows that better than the hon. gen-
tleman, although I think I beard him, who now
complains that we valued the land at $2 an acre-I heard
that hon. gentleman, I think, unless my memory deceives
me, rate those lands at $5 an acre eight or nine years ago.
Sir, I repeat, we are -perfectly willing to discuss these
qirestions lairly and reasonably; but we will not submit to
be told-Dy the heroes of the Canadian Facifie Railway
Seandal, atany rate--that we are obstructive of the progress
of this work; that it is our fault if transactions of this
doubtful character are lookcd on with suspicion by the
capitalists of the world. I do not know what capitalist it (

Sir RiomAan CAaTWRIeIT.

was, or what financier it was, who told him that if you had
$45,000,000 of stock to sell, which you expected to sell for
some 80, it was -going to strengthen your case te take
$24,000,000 and place it in the hands of the Government of
the day to secure a guarantee of 3 per cent. for ten years.
I have never yet heard any reasonable explanation, either
by himself or by his friends, or his press, showing
that after 855,000,000 of stock had been issued and sold,
as they said, it was a wise measure to guarantee the
whole $100,000,000 to the extent of 3 per cent. for ten years.
I could have understood that being an advantageous
measure, had it been done when the stock was first emitted ;
but I do say, that done when it was, it was not a wise thing,
and the result shows, under whatever advice it was done,
that I am right. It was not a thing that was calculated in
any way to raise the value of the stock. Any man who
saw the original memorandum, the original declaration,
emitted by those gentlemen, which intimated that
$1.00,000,000 were going to be guaranteed, that the Com-
pany were going to deposit $24,500,000 of money or money's
worth, must have seen that it would cause a more formid-
able strain on the resources of the Company, far more
than any pi ices they could expect to get for the re-
maining $45,000,000 of stock, could have warranted.
That bon. gentleman might do well to address him-
self to the task of explaining these things, if he is able to
do so. No explanation bas been offered of that yet, no
more than of the discrepancies to which I have referred.
Now, Sir, I do not want to detain the House, but I must say
this to the bon gentleman, that we are not going te submit
to be told that we are unpatriotic, and that we have gone
out of our way to injure the Canadian Pacifie Railway or the
North-West. I repeat again, that the North-West has been
most m iserably misgovernec-has been greatlyinjured; but
i lie causes, Sir, are: first, the Tariff policy; next, the land
policy; and third, the railway monopoly of this present
Government.

Motion agreed to,

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
Motions for the following Returns were severally agreed

to:-
A return showing in detail the amounts expended from

1st January, 1880, in repairs on the Pelée Island, Long
Point and Rondeau Light Houses; also showing the date of
each payment, what the payment was for, the amount paid
and the persons te whom paid, together with a copy of
each voucher ;-also, copy of ail correspondence between the
Government and John Corbet, and the Government and Wm.
Grubb, or any other person relating te the Pelée Island
Light louse, since lst January, 1880.-(Mr. Lister.)

Copies of arrangements made between the Dominion
Goverument and the Quebec Central Railway Company,
whereby the said Company enjoys the right of way over
that part of the Intercolonial Railway known as the St.
Charles Branch.-(Mr. Landry, Montmagny.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the flouse.

Motion agreed to; and (at 12:20 o'clock, a.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TusDAY, 12th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYERs.

FRAUD IN SALE OF PATENT RIGRTS.
Mr. MULOCK, from the Select Committee on Bill

No. 26), for the better prevention of Fraud in connection
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with the sale of Patent Rights, reported said Bill with
amendments.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 80) to amend the Act incorporating the
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Railway Company.-
(Mr. Bell.) . -

Bill (No. 81) further to amend the Act incorporating
the Souris and- Rocky Mountain Railway Company, and to
change the name of the Company to the Battleford and
Peace River Railway Company.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 82) to legalize a certain agreement between the
Village of Parkdale and the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany of Canada, and other Railway Companies, and for
other purposes.-(Mr. Wallace, York.)

Bill (No. 83) to incorporate the San Francisco, Winnipeg
and Hudson's Bay Railway Çompany.-(Mr. Royal.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

The Order for resuming the adjourned debate on the
motion of Sir Charles iTupper, " That the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider certain pro-
posed Resolutions (page 84) respecting the Canadian Pacifie
Railway," being read,

Mr. DAVIES. Mr. Speaker, the bon. gentleman who
spoke last in thigdebate (Mr. Woodworth) concluded with
a few remarks expressive of how deeply important he felt
the subject matter to be. As I anticipated, having realized
the importance of the subject so much, ho did not dovote
much attention to its discussion. I regret exceedingly
that he should see fit to take up so much time
with matters entirely foreign to the Resolutions whieh
had been submitted by the Minister of Railways.
Ris speech in some instances -was amusing ; and in others
it was not. I agree with him as to the impoitance of
the vote which hon. members are called upon to give, and I
hope during the rest of the discussion those who take part
will confine themselves more closely to the real point which
we are called upon to discuss and decide. Historical reviews
are very interesting at times; but I think if the hon. gentle-
man wished to make a speech for his constituents, and he
said that was his object, he should have taken an occasion
when there was a less interesting and important debate
in progress. I have one complaint to make against
him, and one only, that when he introduced in the
debate an old and venerablo friend in the story of
John Randolph, of Roanoke, and told the story which
has been in every one's mouth for the past twenty yeares
-and the story has stood me in good stead many a
time, as it has no doubt other hon. members - he should
have so altered the phraseology and clothed it in such
coarse and vulgar language that I think I would be
scarcely able to recognize it. I will, if he will accept a
suggestiop which comes from a very b umble source, recom-
mend the hon. gentleman, whoso power of elocution are
very great and whose memory is remarkably good, when
he desires to recite those little piecei of poetry, to adopt
the plan of reciting them at those interesting penny read-
ings established from time to time by church societios and
others for the purpose of supplementing their exhausted
revenues. It is hardly fair to take up the time of the
House in reciting Longfellow's « Ship ofState." Nor do I de-
sire to follow the hon. gentleman in the long review he gave
of Canadian Pacifie Railway matters, eight, ten or twelve
years ago. His historical review was more extensive
than that made by any other hon. member who has taken
part in any debate since I have had a seat in th
House, for it oommenced with the building df the walls of

Jerusalem and ended with Longfellow's " Ship of State."
There is one remark made by the hon. member, and only
one, to which I feel called upon to call attention and contro.
vert, and that is the statement-and I do controvert it
because he made it, as he declared, so that it might go on
the record as a matter of history-that the right bon. gen-
tleman now at the head of the Government had been
driven from power, in 1873, because he introduced a policy
for the construction of a railway from ocean to ocean.
Sir, if the hon. member knows or has read anything of
the history of those days, he ought to know that
the right hon. gentleman was not driven from power
because he proposed any such policy. The right hon.
gentleman ,was driven from power for a political
crime, and not because of any particular policy.
I am not going to take up the time of the House in follow-
ing the bon, gentleman, but at the same time i am not
going to sit silent when I hear our political history
travestied by hon. gentlemen opposite. We were satis-
fied to let that matter rest in oblivion for the present,
at least; there was no occasion for introducing it here,
and its introduction does not add to the kindness of
our debates in any way. But, Sir, if we are challenged to
put on record our disapproval of the course which the hon.
gentleman adopted on that occasion, I think it will be found
that no one on this side of the House will shrink from his
duty in expressing his disapproval, or voting his disappro-
val, if required to do so. I think, with all due deference to
the hon. gentleman, he might have spared himself, and
spared the louse, the attack which Re made on
one of the most respected and venerable members
of this House. fe undertook to charge the hon.
member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) with disloyalty,
with want of patriotism, with being a man who has decried
the country of his adoption, and done other things in the
way of sacrificing his country at the shrine of party. Sir,
if there is one man in this Parliament, one man in all Canada,
who deserved less than any other man the aspersions which
the hon. gentleman attempted to cast upon him in that
respect, it is the hon. member for East York. Sir, that
bion. gentleman bas spent the best part of his life tighting
on behalf of principles whieh we on this side, at any rate,
hold very dear; and I do not think an expression ean be
quoted from his lips, either in this Parliament or out of it,
which could be construed by his most virulent opponent
into a charge of want of loyalty or lack of patriotism.
He needs no defence from me; his name and fame
and reputation will live in the hearts and history
of his country, when the names of thôse who would
be bis detractors have long passed into oblivion. I
was not surprised that the hon. gentleman attacked the
leader of the Opposition, but I think that he might
have had the grace-when that hon. gentleman rose
in his place and denied the charge made against him, that
he was the standing counsel for the Grand Trunk Rail way-
I think he might have had the courtesy to accept the denial
and withdraw the charge.

Mr. WOODWORTHI. I did ; and I said I our counsel."
Mr. DAVIES. No, Sir, the hon. gentleman did not with-

draw it; the only remark he made was a very contemptible
attempt at wit. Now, Sir, what arguments did ho and the
two hon. gentlemen who preceded him on that side of the
House, advance in favour of the proposition which the hon.
Minister of Railways has submitted in the form of these
Resolutions ? They charged the Liberal party of this House,
and of this country, with want of patriotism. The hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) started the
cry. The hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) repeated
it, and the hon. member for King's County, Nova
Scotia (Mr. Woodworth) joined in this chorus of reci-
procal malignity against the party to whom I have the
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honour to belong, and the press of that party, for the action
they have seen fit to take in regard to this question. Sir,
I do not think anything in their actions or in their past
history justified such a charge. What is t he cause of this
repeated attempt to denounce -the Liberal party for want of
patriotism and for decrying the country ? . Is is because
they have preferred truth to exaggeration ? Is it because
they have refused to bow down to the political idols which
hon, gentlemen opposite have set up for us to worship ? Is
it because the hon. leader of the Opposition refused to
adopt the traditional role of the 4th of July orators, and
proclaim that Canada is the best and the most beautiful
country in the world, and is able to whip all
creation? The hon. leader of the Opposition when
he speaks of the resources of his country, speaks
in tones and in language which commend themselves to
the opinion of reasonable men; he does not adopt the role
of exaggerated nonsense; lie does not degrade the praises of
his native country into a farce; he does not besmear it with
praises which do not belong to it, but he proclaims what
her resources are in language as eloquent, and more
eloquent, I venture to say, than any other bon. gentleman
of this House is capable of employing.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. DAVIES. Hon. gentlemen say "hear, hear," but I

would ask them is it for that that they denounce him for
want of patriotism? is it because we have dargd to raise
our voices and proclaim that a high system of taxation is
not conducive -to the welfare of our people ? Is it because
we have toldi hon. gentlemen, time and again, that the trade
relations of this country should be made as free as the law
can make thom ? If not for these things, then I do not
know for what we are denounced. But I can tell
hon. gentlemen that the country at large, I believe,
thoroughly understands that there is as deep a love
of country, as strong a desire to ad'vance the interests
of this Canada of ours, and perhaps a more honest desire to
advance lier interests among the leaders of the Liberal
party, than exists in the breasts of many hon. gentlemen
who are so loud in their proclamations of their own patriot-
ism. Now, Sir, while these charges are being made from
time to time by hon. gentlemen, a btranger listening to
them would imagine that they had always adopted the role
which they say the members of the Opposition should now
adopt. I say, Sir, that that has not been their past record
or their past history. 1 say that these charges come with
peculiarly bad grace, from some of those who preceded
me in this debate-men who only five years ago made day
and night hideous with their wails, as to the condition into
which this Canada of ours had fallen. I remember when a
pic-nie could not be held from one end of Canada to
the other without the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr.
White) being present, and decrying the condition
of the country, and deploring the state into which it had
fallen, in lamentations, compared with which the lamenta-
tions of Jeremiah were feeble. There was no depth to
which the country had not fallen, according to that hon.1
gentleman; and I am sure that if any intending immigrants,k
lrom the old country had read any of the diatribes deliveredÉ
by that lion. gentleman, they would not have thought of com-
ing here. Fortunately, however, people abroad did not read
those speeches, though, I am sorry to say, that too manya
people at home were induced to listen and to give heed to
his seductive tones. The hon. gentleman laughs, but I
fancy a great many people are getting their eyes opened
on that subject. I wish to say a word or two as to the
remarks made by the hon. member for Cardwell-not thatr
I think he grappled with the question before the House,t
or with the arguments of the hon. member for Huront
(Sir Richard Oartwright), but because he made one or two
statements which should, I think, not go unchallenged. Sir,

Mr. DAVIES.

he spoke in the first place of the hon. member for Huron
-and so far as bis personal altercation with that hon.
gentleman is concerned, as it is none of my business, I shall
leave them to fight it out themselves-but he spoke of lis
having left the Conservative party. Well, if he did, I
know the hon. gentleman well enough to believe that he
had good reason to leave it ; and it would be interesting to
me, though perhaps not very interesting or palatable for
some hen. gentlemen opposite, iC some day he took the
opportunity of stating the reasons, which induced him to
leave that party. I do not know whether the hon. member
for Cardwell would consider those reasons very palatable;
but, at- any rate, I will leave that question to him and the hon.
member for Huron. The hon. member for Huron made use
of an argument which, to my mind, seemed a strong one.
11e said there was a very strong analogy between the posi-
tion in which we are now placed with reference to the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway and the position in which the country
was once placed in reference to the Grand Trunk Railway.
He said we had to give a large amount of money to the
Grand Trunk Railway many years ago, under circum-
stances very analogous to those under which we are asked
to make this grant to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The
hon. member for Cardwell challenged the accuracy of that
statement, and I listened very attentively to bis remarks,
because I supposed that I was going to hear him show the
particular point in which the analogy did not hold good ;
and I must say, Sir, that the explanation given by the hon.
member for Cardwell thoroughly convinced me,if I had any
doubt before, that the statement made by the hon. member
for South Huron was strictly accurate. Why, Sir, no
enquirer who desires to know the history of this matter,
need do more than take up the hon. member for Cardwell's
own speech. Every line of it, which las reference to this
particular branch of the subject, bears strong evidence that
the position in which we are now placed is just the position
that Canada was in then ; and reasoning by analogy, I con-
clude that the position of Canada ten years hence, with re-
ference to the Canadian Pacifie Railway, will be just the
position we now occupy with reference to the grant made
to the Grand Trunk Railway. I do not want to use a
stronger argument than is conveyed by the hon. gentle-
man's own language with reference to the loan male by this
country to the Grand Trunk Railway. He says :

"l A prospectus was issued bearing, if not the direct, certainly the in-
direct endorsement of the Government of this country, promising to
those people in England who should put their money into the Grand
Trunk Railway, a dividend of 11 per cent. at least."

Has the hon. gentleman ever read the official memorandum
published by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and
signed by Mr. George Stephen, the President? That
officiai memorandum-which bears almost the direct officiai
endorsement of the hon. Minister of Railways and of him.
self, Sir, a very strong supporter of the Government, both
in this House and in the press-makes statements
almost precisely Eimilar to those made in the pro-
spectus issued by the Grand Trunk Raitway Com-
pany, and promises a dividend of 11 per cent., the very
sum promised to those who would invest their money in the
stock of the Grand Trunk Railway. Then the hon. gentle-
man goes on:

" The Government guaranteed £3,000 a mile for the railway, and took
a first lien upon it as security."

We have paid so much a mile, and we are taking a first lien
upon the railway as our security. lu everything the two
cases are precisely similar-

" But we all know that when the road came to be built, when the
results came to be ascertained, it was founi that instead of its paying
the 11 per cent. then promised, there was no percentage at all for
the people who had embarked their money in the enterprise."

Whether that will or will not be the case with reference to
the Canadian Pacific Railway, is a question which the
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future alone can divulge; but I know, and the hon, gentleman Canadiaa Pacifie Rallway. Now, Sir, there was another
knows, that the opinion of those who are very competent to argument advanced by the hon. member for South Huron
judge, is that there will be a very similar state of things as which strnck my mmd as a very strong one. Thatwasthe
the result of our advance and of our mortgage on the Cana- argument with reference to the estimates of the probable
dian Pacifie Railway. The hon. gentleman knows very cost of finishing this road. One very important question
well-and if he now affects lie does not, ho can turn which every hon. member who votes on these Resolutions
to his own speech and those made by bis leaders and bas to ask himacîf is this: Is this sum whieh we are now
lie will find-that when the Canadian Pacific Rail- giving a final sum? Is this the last time we shah be called
way contract was first introduced, it was strongýy urged on to supplement the enormous sums already voted to that
that for years that road could not pay. One of the argu- railway? And the hon, gentleman arguedto this effeet:
ments then made use of to justify the enormous sum which That if the estimates which the Canadian Pacifie Railway
was voted was, that for many years after it was built, that Company had already made were correct, this sum could
railway would not be able to pay its way, and therefore it not be a final sun, but that we should be called upon to
should be endowed to the enormous extent that it was with vote many millions more before many years
moneys and lands; and I say, judging from the facts and rolled by. low did li make that out? Ho
reasoning from analogy, that the future of the Canadian said that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company had
Pacifie Railway will be just what the past of the Grand contracted with the construction corpany for the latter
Trunk Railway has been, so far as our relation to it is con- to build the remaining portion of the road and to build it
cerned, and I fear very much that the moneys we aie ad- for the sum-I arnot going tîrougl the details of lis cal-
vancing to supplement the enormous subvention given culation at ail, but simply take tle results as lie brouglt
before will be money lost to Canada just as the advances to them out-for tIe sum of $23,000,000 odd for the western,
the Grand Trunk Railway are lost. The hon. gentleman, and $21,000,000 odd for the eastern, whidh, adding oost of
in picturing the position of the Grand Trank Railway, equipment, would make a total of $48,000,000. The Cana-
goes on: dian Pacifie Railway Company contracted witl tle

'' And when the question came before the people and the Government construction company to pay them $48,000,000 to
of Canada, as to what was to be done with regard to that guarantee, it bud the unfinished portion of that road. We are
presented itself in this form: Here were men in England who, on the now told by hon, gentlemen opposite tîat the same
strength of a prospectus practically issued by Canada-backed, as it amount of work, which a very few months ago it
was, by the Governor General, by her Majesty's representative, in thiî was estimuted would cost over $48,0,000, can now
country-put their money into that work, without any hope of getting
it back again, and without any interest whatever, except the interest be donc for about $29,000,000. The différence between
which they expected to get in the form of a dividend from the construc- these two sums is $ 18>000900; and one oftwo resuits fohlow:
tion of the railway. There was Canada, with a railway built with
English money, and benefiting by the rapid development of every in-
terest in the country which followed immediately af tr its canstructiorn; $18,00J 000 too mach or that tbe estimates new being pro-
and the question which presented itself to us, as lionest men, was thiî: sented to this luse, aif whîch we are asked to vote, are
ought we to exact the pound of flesh? Ought we, who have derived,
and are deriving all the direct and indirect advantages resulting from
the expenditure of that money in our midst--from the expenditure of gentleman take? Neither is very palatable to him, because it
the money itself, and the development of the country through that ex- bas already bccn said oflicially in this Bouse, in unequivocal
penditure-ought we to exact our interest before the people in England terms by the hon. the Minister of Railways, that this
get a dollar?' construction companyembraced the leadng members of the

The conclusion he came to was that the country ought not Syndicate themselves. Therefere, if they were paying
to do so. It did not; and, Sir, we shall probably stand in themselves, in the form of a construction cempany,
exactly the same position in a few years hence. People in $18,000,000 more than properly tbey ought te have paid
England have, in the two pastyears,been asked to invest their theinselves, they were guilty of something that was very
money in this enterprise, on the faith of statements guar- reprehensible. But the hon. member for Cardwell takes
anteed by the Governor General in his speeches delivered the other position, that they were net paying themselves
to this Parliament, guaranteed by every speech which the enough. Ie says that thc construction company aban-
Ion. Minister of Railway makes, guaranteed in every way doned th-t centract because they were net getting enough.
in which an official guarantee can be given; and if the time If tbey abandoned it, I put this question te the hon. mcm-
comes when that railway shall fail to pay any dividends, ber, and I would like te get an answer from the other side
the question will be asked in this House, just as the Ion. of thc fouse: If those railway contractors-men wlo are
member for Cardwell says it was asked in the case of the mudl more capable ef estimating the cost of the work
Grand Trunk Railway : What, are you going to exact the than , or pessibly any ether member of tus fouse-
pound offlesh ?-are you going to foreclose your mortgage, if they, baviug tIc experieuce of many mentIs in partially
and take the money which we have put into this enterprise? constructing the road-came te the conclusion that
Before that time comes the magnates who now hold this $48,000,000 was tee litte, with what face can we be askcd
stock and.control this Company will, in all probability, have te declare tftat $18,000,000 less tîan 848,000,000 is sufficient?
slipped out, and the holders of the stock will be the unfor- To my mmd thc estimate now prcscnted is too littie. Rail-
tunate people who have invested their money in it. I do way men, engineers, men of experience, abandoncd-
not say that this will take place, but it is probable ; and if it according te tic Ion. member for Cardwell-tîcir contract
does take place, it will be a perfect analogy of the case of of $48,000,000, because thc amount was too littie; yet wc
the Grand Trunk Railway. Therefore, so far fron meeting are told we eau build it for $18,000,000 leu. Does any lon.
the argument advanced by the hon.member for South Huron, gentleman believe that? I do not. I believe that $18,000,000
the hon. member for Cardwell confirmed it; and I regard and somctîing more will be askcd from this Parla-
it as a remarkably strong argument. We have a right to infer ment, before many years go round, to finish that road,
what will take place from what las taken place, under which the construction company undertook at one time
similar circumstances; and so reasoning, 1, for one, have te build. The bon. member says tle scrity is ample.
come to the conclusion that the day will not be far distant We arc net discussing a mere matter of security. the
when the representatives of the people of Canada in this Gernment of Canada las not become a ban company
House, will have an appeal made to them, not to exact their te lend money te every one wlo wants te borrow
pound of flesh, not to foreclose their mortgage, but to make it, simply because tic security may lappen te be
their lien for what we are now advancing secondary and sufficient. That is net the purpose of a Government. If
subservient to the stock which the investors hold in the tIc ban is so'good, if thc scrity is 80 ample a the mcm-
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ber for Cardwell, following the statement of the hon. the
Minister of Railways, wishes us to believe it is, how came
it that no financial company in the world could be found to
advance the money ? How is it the security is not looked
upon as good by financial men, who have money to invest,
either on this or on the other side of the Atlantic ?

Mr. HESSON. Yes, it is.
Mr. DAVIES. The hon. member for North Perth says

it is. I hope to hear his argument. I hope he will be able
to show why it has been necessary for the Government to,
make the advance. I was a little surprised and sonewhat
grieved that the hon. member for Cardwell, occupying the
prominent position he does in this HouFe, and occupying a
prominent position out of this Hlouse, as editor of a news-
paper, should have taken the responsibility in the
speech ho made-a semi-official speech made, I take it,
almost at the suggestion of the right hon. the
First Minister himself-of stating, in the language he
used, that the farmers of the North-West ; those men who
have gone in there to carve out homes for themselves, and who
as we have heard through his paper and the other news-
papers of the country, have been clamouring against the
land regulations and the other grievances under which
they have suffered for years past-l was sorry to hear him
make the declaration that they were a spoon-fed lot, and
had no grievances. Was that a well-weighed statement, or
simply a haphazard statement which ho now desires to
withdraw? He compared their hardships with those of the
pioneers of Ontario. I do not wish to decry the hardships
which the pioneers of Ontario and the pioneers of the Mari-
time Provinces had to undergo. They had their hard-
ships to undergo when they came to settle the country.
But I fancy that if the hon. member for Cardwell
were to leave his editorial sanctum and his seat
in this House, and go to the North-West and
there build Lis little shanty, and live there through the
cold winter with the thermometer at times down to thirty
degrees below zero, lie would find it was not all plain sail-
ing. There are hardships to-day in the North-West as there
were years ago in Ontario, when Ontario was being settled.
It would,indeed,be most surprising to me that those men who
know w'hat politics are, for many of them are emigrants
from the older provinces of Canada-it would, indeed, seem
to me most extraordinary that they would leave their work,
at the busy season of the year, assemble in their thousands
and proclaim that they had serions grievances which
demanded redress, if they had none. Is that all sham ?
Does the hon. gentleman wish the House to believe that the
large meetings held in the North-West during last autumn
-the conventions representing 30,000 farmers there, in
which their grievances were set forth-does ho mean to
state that is all moonshine ? Does he mean to say that
these men were only repeating the cry of the wolf when
there was no wolf ? I do not think he substqntiated his
bold assertion that there were no grievances in that country.
Is it no grievance to them that the lands of that country
were to a large extent locked up in colonization companies.

Mr. HESSON. No.
Mr. DAVIES. If the hon member came from the colony

I come from, he would think differently. He would find
in the early history of that colony that it was locked up in
colonization companies. That it was divided up into 67
townships, and those townships were owned by the
favourites of the then Government of England. It was
peopled by pioneers from the old country. He had better
ask those people, some of whom I myself have seen driven out
from their happy homes, and reduced almost to starvation,
because they could not pay the rents these landowners
exacted-he had better ask them if there is any hardship in
introducing the old landlord system of Engand into this
country. That is just what these colonization companies

Mr. DAVais.

mean-the introduction of the landlord system, in one
shape or another, into the North-West. It was a grievance
to lock up so many acres of land, as was attempted to be
done by the organization of these land companies.

Mr. HESSON. Will you answor a question ?
Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman will, I am sure, have

full time to speak, and this House will be only too glad to
listen td him. I am answering the reckless statement made
semi-officially by the hon. member for Cardwell, that the
people of the North-West had no grievances to complain of.
I have stated one. I will ask the hon. gentleman whether
there was no grievance in locking up the mile belt from
homestead and preemption along the line of the railway ?
I will ask him whether it was no grievance that the whole
of the lands in Southern Manitoba were locked up from
homestead and pre-emption ? 1 will ask him whether the
constant and ever-recurring changes in the laad regulations
of that country were no grievance-ehanges which were
made so frequently and so often that no settler knew, and
no pioncer knew, what land he could take, or what regula-
tions lie was serving under ? Are these no grievances ?
The uncertainty produced by these frequent changes was
one of the greatest grievances, and, last, not least, bad as
the land laws themselves were, the administration of those
laws was worse. Although we have not visited those lands
ourselves, we know that those grievances exist. I have
heard from numbers who have visited the North-West from
the Province from which I come, and I know the statements I
have made are wellwithin the bounds of truth. It was unbe-
coming of the hon. gentleman to make the assertion he did
in face of the fact that, almost at the time he was speaking,
a deputation from those very farmers, representing 20,000
or 30,000 of them, was here interviewing the Prime Minister
and asking that some of their grievances should be removed.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). If I may be allowed to inter.
rupt the hon. gentleman for a moment, I would say that
the hon. gentleman las entirely misrepresonted what I said
-unintentionally misrepresented, of course. I did not say
that the farmers of the North-West had no grievances, but
I said that they Lad the grievances incident to settlement
in a new country, that they applied to both sides of the
line, that they were not to be compared to the grievances
of persons who settled in the old Provinces and the corn-
plaint J made was that, by the manner in which they were
discussed, in relation to persons moving from the North-
West Territories into Dakota, the impression was left that
they were greater than prevailed in the States of the
neighbouring republic.

Mr. DAVIES. Sir, the glossary the hon. gentleman has
put upon his language is intended to minimize that language,
but I am going to read what the hon. gentleman did say, as
reported in the Blansard. The hon. gentleman, after refer-
ring to the grievances of the pioneers who settled in Ontario,
said: " When you go to Ontario to-day and hoar them tell
the story of their settlement, one cannot but feel almost
indignant that their sons should be grumbling becanse they
have not a railway at their own doors and are not spoon-fed
by the Governmont. The grievances in the North-West,
what are they ? "-and the hon, gentleman turned round and
faced his party when he asked the question-" hon. gentle-
men opposite have manufactured the most of themr."

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Hear, hear.
Mr. DAVIES. Does tie lion. gentleman imagine we

manufacture things which exist, real grievances ? Did we
manufacture them out of nothing ?

Some hon. MEMBERS. Yes.
Mr. DAVIES. Had we the promulgation and formation

of the land laws ? Did we lock up the land belt ? Did we
prevent men from settling on the best land for preemption
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and bomestead ? Did we form those colonization companies?
Did we croate one of the grievances under which the coun
try has been suffering for the last three years ? Not one;
and the hon. gentleman knows it well. What member o
the Opposition has gone out to incite the farmers of the
North-West to rebel ? Their meeting in convention and
the statement of their grievances were spontaneous.

An hon. MEMBEU. Oh!

Mr. DAVIES. Were they not ? Then I say that the
laugh of the hon. gentleman is a very bitter slur upon the
intelligence and ability of the 20,000 men who were repre
sented in that convention. And, mark you, the pioneers
who go to settle in that new country are generally the
very best men; a man who leaves his home in Ontario or
in Prince Edward Island, or in the Maritime Provinces,
with all its comforts, and goes out to face the North-West,
is generally a plucky, stalwart man, and to say that 20,000
of these men can be led by the nose by the hon. leader of
the Opposition, and induced to say that they have grievan ces
when they have none, is to insult my intelligence and to
insult their honesty. Now, I wish to make a fow remarks
upon the speech delivered in this House by the hon. mem-
ber for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives). Ho followed the
hon. the leader of the Opposition in reply to his speech,
and I think I may fairly say that he had no reason to make
the complaint which was made by one of his profession in
this House a short tiume ago, that he was called
upon to speak to a subject without a brief. I
think, Sir, the hon. member had been supplied with a
remarkably extensive brief by those for whom ho spoke-for
whom he officially spoke. He did not scruple to say that
he spoke on their behalf, and I have no hesitation in saying
ho had been supplied with an excellent brief. In one thing
I can agree with him. I will join most heartily in the
expression of hope which ho used that the right hon. gen-
tleman at the head of the Government will live to enjoy
health and strength when the North-West Territories are
filled with a million people. I hope ho will do so; but I
hope he will do it as the leader of Her Majesty's Loyal
Opposition, and not in the position into which he stands
to-day. What is the language*which the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company put in the mouth, as I understand it, of
the hon, gentleman from Richmond and Wolfe? He comes
here, Mr. Speaker, whining like a spoiled child-I can use
no other language-whining that this scheme of theirs has
gone astray, and that scheme has gone wrong, and some-
thing else has happened which oughtnot to have happened,
and all because there are some naughty people in this
House and some naughty rivals out of it, who will not
do exactly what they want ; because there are specu-
lators on the New York market, who will not "bull"
their stock when they want it"bulled," and will not "bear" it
when they want it " beared," and they come here whining
that the country ofthe North-West is being decried by every
one, and that they have rivalry to endure which it is im-
possible for them to endure. What nonsense I They knew
weil, when they undertook this large contract and went
into the stock markets of the world, that they had to en-
counter rivals as well as anyone else who goes there. They
ought to have been prepared for it ; and, if their schemes
bave gone wrong and have not turned out as they expected
they would turn out, they have to thank not those who,
they allege, were their rivais altogether, but they have to
thank their own want of foresight, their own want of judg-
ment, their inordinate greed, which forced them to go far
outside the bounds of their contract, which induced them to
go away beyond the bounds of the legitimate contract
they entered into with this Parliament, and to in-
dulge in speculation, which might have turned out
well, but of which, having turned out badly, they
have a right to take the results without coming

here whining about it. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman made
- a statement which I think he ought not to have made. He
; made the statoment that the Opposition in tis House had
f done what they could to prevent the sale of the stock. I
e venture the assertion that the hon. member cannot lay his
i finger upon one sentence used by any responsible leader of

the party to which I belong in this House, from which the
most violent opponent of the party could draw a deduction
that this party had any desire or intention, or that it was
their wish, to decry the stock of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company. Was it by proclaiming in this House, as

. the party did proclaim, was it by re-echoing it in their
press and proclaiming on every platform throughout the
length and breadth of this country, that the Canadian Pa-
cifie Railway Company had made the grandest and most
lucrative bargain thât any company which ever existed in
the world had ever made, that they decried their stock ?
Was it by telling the world that the contract was so grand,
so magnificent, so weaith-producing, that, if carried out
prudently, it would leave millions to the good in the ex-
chequer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway ? If that was the
way to decry thoir stock, I acknowledge the charge.
I think any sensible man will say that the language
used by the leader of the Opp-isition, by his supporters in
this louse, and by the press out of it, was language calcu-
tated to advance the monetary interests of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, to send their stock up higher on the
market, to lead foreigners to place confidence in the Com.
pany, and to breed hope and a belief in those who were
going to invest their money that they would have a hand-
some return for that investment. If, as I said before, their
stock has not gon up as they expected, if their schemes
have nol turned out as they thought they would, they have
but themselves to thank, and their own greed. But more
than that. When they introduced their scheme into this
House it was pointed out to them-not by one hon. mem-
ber, but by several-it was put on record by resolution ema-
nating fro m this side of the House, that the very monopolies
they were socking would be the means of retarding the
advancement and the prosperity of the great North-West,
in which they were going to build their railway, and on
whose prosperity their own was dependent. Sir, if they had
come forward and given up the monopolios which they had
claimed at the hands òf this Parliament, and which they
unfortunately received; if they had said that, having the
richest country in the world, as it has been termed, and as
I have no reason to disbelieve-the richest grain growing
country in the world, that they were going to build their
road into it, that that country was going to be opened for
settlement on fuir and reasonable terms, that the farmers
who settled there would have a reasonable ground for
believing that after growing their grain they could carry it
to a fair market ut reasonable rates-thon, I say, they would
have done much to build up the North-West, to put money
in their own pockets, and to raise the value of their own
stock. But they have chosen another course. They chose
to hold on to their monopolies; and, Sir, because the result
has not been as they expected, they have themselves to
blame and not the Opposition in this House. If they
had taken the advice tendered them by the leader
of the Opposition, from time to time-and I am not
going to state it in my own words, because it was put into
much better language by that hon. gentleman sometime
ago-if they had taken his advice one short year ago, and
refrained from launching out into those enormous specula-
tions which have been almost their ruin-I will not say their
ruin because I have no right to say so, but their great loss-
they wouldnot have found themselves in their present position.
if they had taken his advice, and confined themselves to the
legitimate operations of the contract they made with this
country, thon, Sir, they would be in a position where their
stock woald command a botter price in the market; they
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would be in a position to go on with the contract without
having to come te this Parliament and ask for more help.
But, Sir, the hon. gentleman for Richmnd and Wolfe (Mr.
Ives) stated that the Opposition in this House have been
magnifying the exodus from this country for the purpcse
of hurting the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I do not
know why ho made that statement. There is no
occasion, I regret to say, for the Opposition to
magnify the exodus from this county; it is too well
known to every bon. member, whether ho cornes from
the Maritime Provinces or from Que bec. That exodus is to
be deplored, and, I think, Sir, that nobody can say that the
Opposition have ever attempted to magnify it. Now, Sir,
the hon. gentleman says-speaking, I presume, with
authority-that three dire results wou'ld follow if this House
did net vote in support of the Resolutions which the
Minister of Railways has tabled. These results were:
First, that the Company would stop their works for
five years; secondly, that some 9,000 men would
be thrown out of employment ; thirdly, and what
seemed uppermost in the hon. gentleman's mind, and
which he desired to press most strongly upan the minds
of his colleagues, that the Conservative party wouid loose
prestige. Now, Sir, let us examine these three proposi-
tions which ho has laid down somewhat in detail. le said
the Company would stop work for five years. What
authority had the hon. gentleman to make that statement ?
Sir, it was not in the contract. The hon. gentleman has put
forward a statement opposed to that which was made by the
hon. Minister of Railways, when ho moved bis Resolutions
bore. He told us, if I understood him aright, that the Com-
pany were quite prepared to go on with the con tract and
carry it out to the letter-quite prepared to carry it out
within the time they agreed upon a year ago-quite
prepared to do everything that they had contract-
ed to do, but that they wanted simply to do it a
little more hurriedly. And now the hon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe comes in as the mouth-piece of the
Company, with a very different story, saying: If you do
not give ns the money we are going te stop work entirely
for five years. la that a statement calculated to advance
the interests of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in
the stock markets of the world-that thay have no money
to go on with it ? Why, Sir, ho could not have made a
more damaging statement. No more damaging statement
could have been made than the one he las made, that
unless they get so many mililions more the works are going
to be stopped and 9,000 men thrown out of employient.
That was not the language of' the hon. Minister. What
did he say? You will pardon me for reading a short
extract:

I wish the House to understand, at the very outset, that no change
is propoued by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in regard to
their contract. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, taking into
account the property they own, the lands they posses, putting a more
moderato estimate of value upon them than that of the hon. gentleman
opposite, and one which I tihink the House will be prepared to concur
in-putting the most moderato estimate on the value of their lands,
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company feel that they are able to carry
through the contract to completion without the 'ýalteration of a single
lutter."I

That is the declaration made by the hon. Minister of Rail.
ways; and in the face of that declaration, Sir, his eupporter
comes in and tells us that so far from their being able to
carry ont their contract, these 9,000 men will strike employ-
ment to-morrow, and work will cease for five years, because
the Company have no money to go on with it. How do
they reconcile these statements, and which one are hon.
members to believe, when they are called upon to vote for
or against these Resolutions ? But, Sir, I do net think the
argument ho used, that 9,000 men would be thrown out of
employment, ought to have any weight in this House. Is
this House to vote $20,000,000 or $30,000,00i to any cor-

Mr. DAviUs.

poration whatever, for fear that certain men might
be thrown out of employment ? If the vote cannot be jus-
tified on proper, on reasonable, on just grounds, in heaven's
name do not justify it on this ground ! Do not hold the threat
over this flouse by telling us: If you do not vote the
$30,000,000 we will throw 9,000 men out of employment in the
middle of the winter. It is an argument unbecoming those
who speak in this House on behalf of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. It is an argument unworthy of them, Isay, and
one which ought not to have weight for a moment in the
minds of those who have charge of the people's
money. But, Sir, in his innocent guilelessness the hon.
gentleman let out the true secret; the real reason why we
are asked to vote this money is because the Conservative
party will lose prestige if you do not vote it. Their pet
contractors will fail; thoir contract will not be carried out;
the magnificent promises the hon. Minister of Railways
made us last year will not be realized; the predictions he
made will be falsifiod; the Conservative party will be placed
in the position of having told the people that certain things
were going to coWpe to pass which have not come to pass,
and, therefore, they will lose prestige ; and that is the
reason wby this House is asked to vote 830,000,000 of the
people's money in order to maintain the prestige of the
Conservative party. Sir, that is not a very good reason for
hon. gentlemen on this side of the House, at any rate; and
I fancy there are those on that side of the louse, too, who
have sufficient manliness and fidelity to the interests of their
constitutents, to require some more substantial reason for
voting this money than that advanced by the hon. member
for Richmond and Wolfe. -Now, Sir, when that hon.
member made his statement and rend from his brief,
ho was supposed to be replying to the speech of
my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition. That
hon. gentleman has stated that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company had, from time to time, made estimates of the
cost of constructing this great work, so different was the one
from the other that he felt it difficuit to place reliance upon
the estimate which they now submitted; and the hon.
member turned round and denied that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company had made different estimates. He saidno
estimates of the cost were ever made before by that Com-
pany; and ho denied the statement inade by the lion.
leader of the Opposition, the amusing statement, of an in-
terview which took place between Mr. Van Horne, manager
of the road, and a newspaper reporter in Montreal. While
ho denied it in one breath, ie admitted it in the next. Mr.
Van Horne, ho said, never made the statement; and if h
did make it, all ho meant was that they had not time to
make accurate estimates. You will observe, Sir, that ho
did not deny Mr. Van Horne's statement that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company had no time to be bothered with
estimates, they had a big job on hand, and were going to
carry it through and get the money somehow. Oh, says
the bon. gentleman, it is true that Mr. Van Horne said they
had not time to make accurate estimates. We will take
his own version: $1,000,000 or $2,000,000, ho says, do not
amount to anything. Such a sum may not amount to any-
thing to a company which deals in such vest sums as
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company deals in,
but $1,000,000 or $2,000,000 mean a good deal to
my constituents, and I think they mean a good
deal to the constituents of every hon. member. But I
contend that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Compahy have
made estimates. I find in the Sessional Papers brought
down last year, in the official memorandum to which I re-
ferred a short time ago, made on December 12th, 1882, and
signed by George Stephen, President, that estimates were
made by that Company of the cost of constructing the
road. Those estimates were not carelessly made, but
were made under the gravest responsibility under which
they could be preparedi they were made to be scattered
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broadcast over the world, so that those who examined then
and had monoy to invest might obtain an accurate idea of
the position and prospects of the Company. If ever there
was a time when a gentleman issuing estimates should be
careful and accurate, it was when he stood in the position
which the President of that great corporation occupied
when he issued his official manifesto inviting capitalists to
invest money in the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
The President, in that document, went on to show what a
good contract the Company had obtained, and the docu-
ment I may say is ably drawn up. He shows there are
millions in it for the Company-vast.sums of money which
the mind can hardly grasp. It goes on to say:

" The proceeds of the $20,000,000 of land grant bonds, as sold, are
deposited with the Government, which pays interest on such deposits
at the rate of 4 per cent. per annum. These proceeds are paid to the
Company in agreed mileage proportions (in the same manner as the
Government cash subsidy).as constrrction progresses; and the balance
of these proceeds and of the cash subsidy coming to the Company
amounts to about $31,500,000. It is believed that this sum, with the
proceeds of the capital stock now remaining unissued (exclusive of
$10,000,000 of the stock which is to be reserved) will be amply suficient
for the complete construction and efficient equipment of the rail-
way, and that 1,800,000 acres of land will be more than suffliient to
extinguish the outstanding $2,700,000 of land grant bonds."

Here is the President of the Company after presumably-
for any other presumption would be an insult to him - con-
sulting with his engineers, his managers and all those who
had information upon the subject, proclaiming to the world
that the sum of $31,000,000 was sufficient, with the Govern-
ment subsidy and the lands, to build the road and leave the
Company 17,000,000 acres of land beside. I want to ask
the hon. gentleman whether that was an estimate, or whe-
t her it was not, and whether he will withdraw the statement
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have not put
forward from time to time estimates differing so vastly from
each other that an ordinary man, not acquainted with rail-
way construction, is utterly incapable of reconciling them.
I am for one, and I find there are many others in the same
position. What is the President's estimate in that docu-
ment ? lis estimate of the cost of the road, made as late as
the 12th fDecember, 1882, was that it was going to cost
89000,000. In the letter which the same gentleman address-
cd to the Grand Trunk,in May last,he refers to the same state-
ment,and makes the same estimatethat the road can be built
for $90,000,000; and now he comes before this House and
the people of the country and tells us that it Cen be built for
$22,000,000 less. I want to know if there is an indepen-
dent member, one who really and honestly desires to vote
on the question, after forming a correct and honest opinion
as to whether the sum we are now called upon to vote will
complete the work upon the road, who can come to this
conclusion with the estimates differing to the extent of
$23,000,000, until he has the matter explained ? I do not
think he can. The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
(Mr. Ives) was said by a very high authority to have
answered all the charges made by the leader of the Oppo-
sition. I hold that,in the hon. gentleman's speech from be-
ginning to end, in the brief from which he read, every strong
point made by the leader of the Opposition was passed
by; no attempt was made to answer them. Trifling
and incidental points were taken up, and the time was
occupied in dealing with minor matters ; the grave charges
made by the leader of the Opposition remaining unan-
swered then, and remaining unanswered now. What
answer was given.to the charge made, that a telegram was
sent by the President of the Company to England, the lan-
guage of which, to say the least, was disingenuous and
misleading. This House is entitled to know something
about that telegram-is entitled to the fullest and most
complete information with respect to the dealing of the Com-
pany when they come here asliing further aid. No explana-
tion ofany kind was offered,and the charge,unless it is answer-
ed or explained, will seriously injure the Company in the

minds of those who look for straightforward, honest dealing
in matters of this kind. I want to know why no explana-
tion was made of tue further charge that they had illegally
paid out of capital, and in defianice of the Statute, 11 per cent.
interest upon the money invested. That charge was made
by an hon. gentleman who knew whathe was talking about.
le made it deliberatoly, with all the responsibility attach-
ing to his position as leader of one of the two great parties.
The charge, however, romains unanswered, and was not
explained by the hon. member who followed the hon.
leader of the Opposition. It remains unanswered now,
and I suppose no answer will be vouchsafed. I merely
mention it to call attention to the fact that a charge was
made in the most direct language which the hon. gentleman
is capable of using, and no attempt of any kind has been
made to deny the chargo., or give any explanation regarding
it. I do not intend to say anything more with respect to
the speeches of hon. members, nor do I intend to indulge
in any historical review of the question ; but I propose to
cal the attention of the Hlouse for a few moments to what
strikes my mind, at all events, as strong and cogent
reasons why the House should not commit itself
to the proposition submitted without a faller and
more explicit explanation than we have had. Sir,
whatt are we asked to do? We aie asked to supple-
ment the already princely dowry we have given to the
Canadian Pacifie Pailway Company by an additional sum
of $30,000,000. To hear hou. gentlemen talk about millions,
one would imagine that a million of dollars was nothing at
all; they talk about millions as flippantly and toss themn
about as freely as a jager tosses balls. One would sup-
pobe ihal this country was t mine of wealth, that its
resources were practicaily inexhaustible, that there are no
sch things as taxes in this country, an i that we can go on
supplementing and subsidizing, year after year, to the
extent of millions upon millions, without the people of this
country suffering at all. But on what ground are we
asked to listen to these new demands-what is
the argument advanced? The only proposition put
forward is that if you give them $30,000,000, they will
finish the road within the next two years. Well, Sir, if
they do, they will only be doing what they have proclaimed
to the world for the last two years it was their intention
to do 1 When the President of that road issued his official
memorandum, in 1882, to the stockholders, inviting them
to take up the stock, what did he tell them? He toid them
that it was the intention to finish the road by the end of
1886, that they could do it, that they had made their calcula-
tions carefully, and that they were going to do it. We were
toid in the House that such was the great wealth, the great
energy, and the pluck of these men that when they said
this, when they took hold of a matter of this kind, they
were sure to carry it out. The hon. member when he
brought down lis proposition, which atthe timewas received
wiLh applause by nearly all those who sit behind him,
had not a line in which he could point to a guarantee that
the road would be completed one day sooner than was
mentioned in the original coutract. Now, he gets up in
reply to the hon. member for Card well-who made a nild
suggestion, who hoped that some guarantee would be taken,
or that sonething would be dono, who wished no offence-
the hon. Minister gets up and says that ho is going to have
some security. I would ask him what his security is ? The
House would like to be informed on that point. As I under-
stand, the road itself and everything the Company own from
Port Moody down to Montreal, is to be mortgaged, including
the branch li ne to Portland. What additional security is ho
going to gt ? I say there is no security you can take,
tecause if they go on for another two yeurs and spend that
$30,000,000 on the road-as I have no doubt they will
do, I do not wish to charge them with anything
to the contrary-but if they go on, and if At
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the end of that time the road is not finished you will be
in this position: you cannot exact anything more from them
beyond the mortgage, and the road is yours. You will bave
to corne forward with a further supplement and further
subsidies, or else take the road in your own hands. But,
Sir, the hon. gc lernan says that this subsidy bas been
asked, not in the it terest of the Company. The hon.
Minister of Railw.\. says, I do not ask this in the interest
of the Company. In whose interests then ? He says in
the interests of the country. Was there a demand made by
any part of ts country that this Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company should be subsidized still further? lHas Parliament
ever made that demand? Has any Province of this Domi-
nion ever asked it? lave the newspapers voiced the
opinions of any portion of the people of this country ini
favour of it ? ls there been a public meeting held in
Canada asking that this money should be voted ? Not one.
Where did the demand corne from? It came from those
who wanted the money, and not from the people of this
country who pay the money, and it is not in the in
terests of the people that it should be given. The demand
bas been made in 14 binterests of the Company and the
Company alone. Why, Sir, should the people of this
country burden themselves with this additional $30,000,000
of money ? Is it such a great advantage to have that road
built, or to have the promise that it shall be built, within
two years ? I think not. We have already the road built
so as to give us access into the prairie land, and reaching
to the foot of the Rocky Mountains Immigrants can now
come from the old country, take the cars at Montreal
go on-I was going to say to Algoma Mills, but
I believe that r ue is to be ahandoned, and they
are to be carric(i ound to Owen Souw, south of
Georgian Bay, thrce olboui bto Tunder Bav where
they will tap ii raiway, ard go inu an r sprcal
through the prairiceountiry. I say we have that grkat
highway now opening up the prairie liads of the North-
West to be peopled; end while building it across the
Rocky Mourtains and north of Lake Superiior mLay be a
good thirng in itself, it i- fnot such a good thiug, and is not
so absoluely essentialv nd desirable, that the people of this
conuy sh>lJ run in debt to the extent of $30,000,000 at
this time, in order i -ecure that boon wihim two years.
The advantages ot operiing up tlie prairie country I en
appreciate. i cauun erstand what a great boon it wil bc
to this country Lu be able to carry in thoasands of immi-
grants to settle those lands and become taxpayers,
and grow t he large quantities of 'grain -w hich
that country is capable of producing; but I cau-
not understand that there is any vital importancel
in building the road through the Rocky Mountains,'
when it is a very doubtful question whether we will take
any large share of the eastern trade over that line. It is a
fine thing to talk about this transcontinental railway from
ocean to ocean, but when you pay $30,000,000 extra for the
promise of having it done two or three years previous to
the time in which the Company are bound to do it, then it
becomes a very serious question. The hon. Minister says
that this contract is to stand without any alteration. He
emphasises that point. Hie repeated the statement in very
eloquent language, not once or twice, but at least five or
six times, that no alteration is to be made in the contract,
but that it is to remain just as it was signed. For what
does the hon. gentleman take us? There is hardly a term in
the contract which he has not altered. The very manner in
whieh the payments for the work are to be made, has been
entirely altered by him. But the hon. gentleman says
that is nothing at al; bore is his language:

" Itis proposed to postpone the payment of that guarantee for five
years, and to loan the Company $22,500,000, to be repaid on the first
day of May, 189L The conditioas of that advance may briefiy be stated
as follows :-In the first place, it is proposed that in iuture the payment
for work done shall be placed upon a different bais from that which

Mr. Divas.

was contained in tii. centreot. That is net a reai, but eimpiy a nominal
i was contained in the contract. That is not a real, but simply a nominal

change in the tsrma of the contracV

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hlear, hear.
Mr. DAVIES. We will see directly how nominal it is.

He goes on to explain the contract:
" When the contract was made, it was provided that, upon the com.

pletion f every 20 miles, the ompanyshoud receive payment, accord-
ing te the terms of the contract, on t he 20 miles completed; but it le
now found that, owing to the character of the work which remains to
be done, it would be impossible, with any justice to the Company or to
the Qovernment, to.carry on that mode of payment. Take the country
north of Lake Superior, the whole distance, until you come to the 95
miles of enormously heavy work, and if you paid them pro rata accord-
ing to the contract for the number of miles done, you would not have
lef t the money that would be required to perform the work on the 95
miles where it is inordinately heavy. So, in the Rocky Mountains, the
30 miles that is comparatively easy would not bear any proportion to
the other work that remained to be done ; and it is only proposed to
make a change that is based upon the principle upon which payments
are made ny the Government. In relation to almost all the other con-
tracts-I think I may say to all the other contraets, on the canals, on
radlways, and on everything of the kind-the principle is to pay for the
amount of work done.'

Now, Sir, there are two reasons given by the hon. Minister
for the change. One is, that it is the method adopted in rela-
tion to all other contracts, and should te adopted bore; and
the other is that if the Company were paid pro rata for the
numu ber of miles done, they would not have enough money
left to do the balance of the work on the ninety-five miles.
These are the two reasons-let us examine them both. If
that was the provision in all other contracts, why did the
hon. gentleman not put it into the original contract before
the Company commenced the work on the prairie section ?
The hon. gentleman kaows why-it was not in the interest
of the Company that it should be put in. But when the
prairie work is completed, and the Company has entered on
'he hard wori-k, it becomes in their interest that the method
should be changed, aud he changes it. The second reason
tho hon, gentleman answers himself. He says that the
Company have commenced the nin(ty-fivo miles, and unless
we change the mode of payment, we have no guarantee
that that work will be done. What I no guarantee from
these wealthy men who have taken hold of this great enter-
prise-no guarantee that they will carry it out ? I thought
we had the guarantee of their names, oftheir respectability,
and of their great wealth; the guarantee of the $1,000,000
which they deposited in the hands of the Goverument, and
whieh the hon. Minister says is going to begiven up-had we
not that guarantee ? But apart from that, the hon. gentleman
answers bis own argument; because, in the same speech,
almost in the same breath, ho says that the only reason for
changing the mode of payment is that unless we change it
we have no guarantee that the ninty-five miles will be
finished. He states that 9,000 men are engaged in this
part of the work, and that the Company are concentrating
their efforts upon it. Why, Sir, they are at work now,
according to the hon. gentleman's statement, and we want
no more guarantee that they will do it. They have already
performed, as I read the hon. gentleman's statement, 121
miles of the lighter work on the Lake Superior section, and
they have been paid for that. At what rate have they been
paid ? They have been paid for the light work first,
and paid in advance for the heavy work; and now,
having paid them in advance, the hoi. entleman
proposes to adopt the new modejust âs they Ôome to the 95
miles of heavy work,so that they maj be paid in full for every
mile of the 9à miles, after having been partially paid for it
in advance. Thon the hon. gentleman said : Oh, we intend
to give up the $1,000,000 deposit-that is a more nominal
thing, too. What does th~at mean ? It means that this
eountry is giving the Company 831,000,000 instead of
$30,00O0,O00. I remember, Sir, wheti the contract for the
construction of this road was entered into, what an amount
of talk there was about the 81,000,000 deposit in the
Government exchequer, asi a guarantee for the completion
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of the road. Now, that d.eposit is to be given up, i addi-
tion to the $22,500,000. And while we give the Company all
these concessions, what do the Company give the country ?
What are they asked to give ? Nothing. Are they asked
to surrender one of the monopolies, one of the privileges,
one of the exemptions granted to them by their charter?
Does the hon. gentleman ask them to surrender one of
them ? Not one, Sir-catch him! The Company and he are
too good friends for that; he gives up everything to them
that they ask, while they are to give nothing in return.
The pledge comes from the hon. gentleman that, forsooth,
they will alter their policy of monopoly after the road is
completed, and permit other roads to be built in Manitoba.
That is ail that we get, and that could be obtained in a much
speedier way by hon. gentlemen on this side being put in
the place of hon. gentlemen opposite, for that is the policy
they would adopt at once. This was a grand opportunity
for the hon, gentleman to retrieve the gross blunders his
Government committed when they invested that Co-npany
with all the marvellous monopolies and exemptions which
have proved to be a curse in every country where they
have existed heretofore, and I am quite sure will
not prove to be an exception in the North-West. Now, Sir,
there was a portion of the speech made by the hon. Minister
of Railways which disappointed me, as a Maritime Province
represeiitative,very much indeed-a passage which I had not
expected to corne from that hon. gentleman. I had listened
to him years ago, when he was declaring to the people
of the Maritime Provinces what a glorious thing this con-
tract was to be-how Halifax was to be the entrepot for all
the tiade of the west, and the winter port for all the grain
and the other products grown on i hose western prairies-
how the wharves were to be lined with shipping, and thous-
ands of masts were to 1111 the harbour-oh, what an era of
prosperity was to come when the road was once fini4ied !
He told them that the Goverument were not constructing
this road on narrow commercial principles alone, but that
higher principles actuated them-it was to be a national
road; not an inch of it was to touch the detested Yankee
soil-they would have all the benefits which were to flow
from its construction-and some seaport iii Canada was to
be the outport for shipping the products of all that great
country. What does the hon, gentleman say Vo day?
Does he tell the people of the Maritime Provinces
that they are to have a Maritime Province port ?
No, Sir; but the hon. gentleman, forgetting all lie las
said about a Canadian seaport, not only justifies but
approves of the policy of carrying the trade of the North-
West to an American port, and of building up Portland at
our expense. I do not want to misrepresent the hon. gentle-
man on this important point, and I will repeat his eloguent
language-for it was eloquent, as nearly all his language is,
dealt in superlatives as nearly all his speeches do, was very
pleasant to listen to, as all his speeches are, but very incon-
sistent, as many of bis speeches are. The hon, gentleman
said:

''It (the contract) provides for the extension to the seaboard "-

I pricked up my ears at thie. I wanted to know which what
was to be the favoured port now, St. J ohn or Halifax. I knew
that the Government must fix upon one or the other; and
this is what I heard:

"It provides for an extension to the seaboard, and the expenditure in
connection with the 8t. Lawrence and Uttawa, the South-Eastern and
the Atlantic and North-Western are for purchase of the bonds of tho:e
roads, and are, of course, a good asset held by them for the purpose of
reaching the Atlantic seaboard from Montreal. The acquisition of the
Atlantic and North-Western charter, and the expenditure under that
charter of a considerable sum of money in connecting the (Janadian
Pacifie Railway with the Grand Truak Railway by a line around the
mounta'n at Montreal, is, of course, embra3ed within their charter.
The exp nditure to secure a controlling interest in the South-Eastern
Railway was, ot course,,for the purpowe of enabling them to place them-
selves i a puoiion to draw traffi, to the Canadian Pacific Railway,
from the .tlantic seaboard, whether at New York, or Boston, or Port-
1and.Py

The hon. gentleman did not say anything about the other
side of the question, that it was for the purpose of enalýling
them by the speediest and shortest route to reach the sea-
board and make an American port the entrepot of the
western trade, to carry along the line of the Canadian Paci-
fic Railway, and to ship from an A merican port the products
of that great western country which he is openng up,
although he promised so frequently this trade should go
through British territory, and through a British port. He
continued:

"We, looking at it from the Maritime Provinces, are extremely anxious
that they should go to a Canadian port."

Why did not the bon. member give expression to his anxiety
in some tangible shape ? What do we value it at when it is
merely a lip assurance in this House, whon-he does not put
it in the contract, now that he has power to do so ? If the
hon, gentleman had taken the ground that this was a com-
mercial road which should be built on commercial principles
alone, that the Company had the right. and it was our inter-
est to carry the produce by the speediest route to market,
he then could have justified his policy-for that is his
policy now-of having the seaport for the exportation of
the produce of the west in the United States. But he did
not do so. .He built the line around the north of Lake
Superior, not because, from a commercial point of view, it
was the shortest or the best and the speediest, but because ho
wanted a lino on British territory. Ie made it much
longer than it need have been, on the ground that it must
be a through Canadian line. Why does ho not apply this
principle when he comes down to the Maritime Provinces ?
If commercial principles are to be abandoned, as far as the
west is concerned, why are they not abandoned when the
cast is concerned ? Il the line is to bo built on national,
as antagonistic to commercial, principles, I ask that the
same principle be applied to the eastern section, of the
country, as well as the western. Now that the Company
are on their knees asking the tax-payers of this county
for 830,000,000 more, let the Governmet say to them: Yes,
if you are to have it, you must give up your monopolies,
your other privileges which you obtained in the first instance,
and which are found to be oppressive, and you must put
your winter outport, not in American but in British territory;
give us the advantages to be reaped from your trade, and (io
not carry your trade to a foreign country ! If the hon.
Minister would do that, he might expect the support, not
only of his own side of the House, but of a large number of
people in this country, who, I am satisfied, would be opposed
to the scheme as it at present stands. I was sorry to see
him treat aimost with ridicule-for that is practically what
lie did -the claim of the Maritime seaports to be the winter
port of the Dominion. He talked about St. John, Halifax, St.
Andrews Louisburg, I think it was,and Que bec. But thel hon.
gentleman knows well le cannot have four or five winter
ports. He knows very well that there can be only one
winter port, and that the real terminus of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway is Liverpool. No man knows better than
ho that it is as important to have cheap rates to Liverpool
from our winter port, wherever it may be, as it is to have
cheap rates from the west to the winter port; and he knows
well he can have only cheap rates by concentrating the
shipping in one place. If you diffuse the shipping over
half a dozen ports, the result will be high rates, while con-
centrated in one port the contrary will result; as in New
York, for instance, where, at times, there is a great plethora
of shipping, grain will be earried for almost nothing. à is
the duty of the hon. gentleman, as a responsible Minister
of the Crown, to fix on a port, to deelare it in his contract,
and to tell this House what port he as selected. His de-
cision, it is true, might not satisfy overy section of the
country, but with that we have nothing to do. It would
satisfy the people, as a whole, that he had chosen the best
port, and by so doing ho will have carried out some of hie
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promises, whereas now he hs not carried out any. The
result will be that we will be the sufferers, and the Ameri-
can people will be the gainers. I wish to say one word
more before I conclude with respect to a question which I
consider of very great importance to this House and the
country, that is the question whether or not this is a final
proposition. When the Canadian Pacifie Railwty contract
was entered into, some years ago, it was argucd strongly
by hon. gentlemen opposite, as a good reason for entering
into it, that the proposition was one which would rid us
once and for all of all responsibility. I will read but one
statement which came officially from a member of the Gov-
ernment in answer to a complaint of the leader of the
Opposition that he feared very much, from reading that
contract, that the $25,000,000 was not the last money we
would be called on to vote. I fear, said in substance, the
leader of the Opposition, that this country and Parlia-
ment will be called on at no distant day to
supplement that $25,0000,000 by further grants. He was
ridiculed by hon. members opposite, and the hon. Minister
of Public Works rose in his place to reply on that very
point. He told the House there was no ground for the
complaint of the leader of the Opposition, but that, on the
contrary, if there was one thing that recommended this
scheme to his mind, and ought to recommend it to the
minds of the people, it was that it was a final scheme.
Once for all, he said, the people will get rid of the con-
stantly recurring demands which are being made upon them
for money to build this great enterprise. I had better
read the hon. gentleman's own language. On theI l7th of
December, 1880, he said, in reply to the hon. leader of the
Opposition, who was complaining of this 'want of finality:

"What does the bon. gentleman want ? Does he want to drive a
hard bargain with those hon. gentlemen ? (Those gentlemen were the
Syndicate.) What reason would there be in attempting to eut them
down to as small a figure as possible, in order to make the Company a
poor Company ? It is to our interest, and the interest of the Com-
pany, that the Company should be able to construet the railway, and
to work it afterwards, so that they should not come back to us year
after year and aek us for new terms."

There was the reason given by the hon. gentleman speaking
officially in 1880. I grant you, he says, we are giving
them enormous subsidies; I grant you we are giving them
a princely dowry, but we are doing it so that it shall be
final, and they shall not come back and ask for
more. Where are we now ? Two or three short years
have gone by, and the same gentlemen are com-
ing back and knocking at our exchequer doors and
asking for thirty millions more. Where is the Minister
of Publie Works ? What position is he going to take on
this new demand? He is going to back it up. As a member
of the Government he is going to support it, and to vote for
it, and to ask bis friends to vote for it, and to use all the
power he.possesses in this House to induce hon. members
to vote for it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Very likely.
Mr. DAVIES. I should think it was a certainty, or he

would not remain a member of the Government that
brought down the proposition. But the position he takes
to-day is very strange in view of the position he took three
short years ago, when he sought to make the people of
this country swallow these enormous subsidies. I will
read on :

" We want, once for all, to settle the whole question, so as to say to
the Company>: 'This is the settlement, you build that railway for that
amount of money and land, and work it, and we mus& have a guaràntee
for the working of it for the first ten years.'"--

The Minister of Railways says that guarantee is a mere
nominal thing.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He does not hear you.
Mr. DAVIES. If he does not hear me, I hope other lon.

members will hear me.
Mr. DAVIEs.

"a guarantee for the working of it for the first ten years, after the
building of the road, because, if yon work that road for ten years, we
may be sure that you will work it aftetwards, as there will, by that
time, be population enough in the country to secure a profitable trade
for the road. More than that, I say that Parliament and the Govern.
ment must show the Company that they are not our enemies, but that
they are the friends of the country ; and that we must treat them in the
be-t way possible, taking into consideration the interest of the country
at large. If we starve them now by giving them a small subsidy in
land and money, and then tai them after they have built their road,
the result will be that they will come back to us afterwards and say :
' We cannot go on. We do not want that; we want a strong company
that will be a credit to the country, and be competent to carry forward
that great national work, the Pacific Railway.1'

Further on he says, in the same speech, about twenty
lines further on:

" We expect that our country, which is great in many ways, will be
as great in certain respects as the United States; and we want a great
and good railway, and also to put it on a proper footing, se as to
prevent its owners coming back to us and saying: 'You starve us to
death, and we want more money.' "

Here is the refrain running through all his speech:
I grant you we are giving them immense amounts
of money, but we are doing it on the principle that
it is final, once and for all, and they must never come
back. And I fancy, if the hon. gentleman had been
asked then, what will you do if they come back, how
indignantly he would have exclaimed: "I would not give
them another cent; I would not listen to any further de-
mands." The hon. member for L'Islet (Mr. Casgrain) said,
in answer to that, "We have the guarantee," and the
Minister of Public Works said; "We have the guarantee, no
doubt; but, perhaps, the hon. gentleman would prefer to
see them come to ask for better terms. I am not of that
opinion, nor is the Government." ie was not of that
opinion then; what is he now ? where is lie now, Sir ?

Mr. BECEIARD. He has changed his mind.
Mr. DAVIES. Yes, he has changed his mind ; and so

have all the members of the Government changed their
minds, and they ask the country and they ask their suppor-
ters to change their minds, and to make another raid upon
the Treasury of this country to the tune of $30,000,000. Well,
Sir, let us see whether we have any guarantee whatever that
this is to be final. I say we have no guarantee, and I
argue it in this way: I see by the statement I read from
the Company's official document, put forth in December,
1882, that they there stated that the road could be built
from Montreal to Port Moody for the subsidy of $25,000,000,
the land grant bonds of $20,000,000, and the proceeds of
$90,000,000 of Canadian Pacifie Railway bonds at 60 per
cent., or $54,00,000, making in all $99,000,000. In
April, 1883, Mr. Stephen writes to the Grand Trank R.il-
way directors : "nlu other woegs, taking the $90,000,000 of
share capital at the issue price of 60 per cent., the actual
cash cost of the 3,544 miles of railway and 17,000,000 of
acres of land to the shareholders will be $54,000,000,"-
the result of the sale of the bonds at 60 per cent., $ 25,000,000
of subsidy, and $20,000,000 of land grant bonds. So we
have there two distinct statements made by him at distinct
times, one to his own shareholders, when asking them to
invest, one to the Grand Trunk Railway, in both of which
he declares that the cost of the road would be $99,000,000,
and now we have a statement which he made public the
other day, I think it is dated February the 5th, laid upon
the Table of the House here in the Returns, in which he
makes the following e stimate :-Instead of costing
$99,000,000, they have already expended, he says,
858,695,000, and the cost of completion will not exceed.
$27,000,000, making altogether $85,000,000 odd. Now,
there is a discrepancy of $13,000,000 between the
estimate made by Mr. Stephen, in December, 1882, and
repeated by him, in April, 1883, and his estimate made
now, when he considers it desirable to ask us for more
money. Which statement are we to accept ? Which i
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correct ? The hon. the Minister of Railways stated that he
had an additional guarantee of the accuracy of this statement
from the report of his subordinate, Mr. Schreiber; but, when
ho was pressed upon the point, he was compelled to acknow-
ledge that Mr. Schreiber's report was not based upon any data,
that there had been no actual survey made of the line, that
it was a more acceptance by Mr. Schreiber of the statement
made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway gentlemem them-
selves, to which no weight can be attaohed. But that
$13,000,000 doos not represent the discrepancy between the
two estimates. Why ? Because, in that last estimate of
885,000,000, which is $13,000,000 less than the first estimate,
there are two items contained which are not in his estimate
of $90,000,000 at all-one of$3,500,000 spent in acquiring the
line to the seaboard at Portland, and the other of $6,000,000
out of the $8,710,240 which they have deposited with the
Governmont as security for the interest on the bonds.
Neither of these two items, making together $9,500,000,
was embraced in their first estimate at all. So the House
stands to-day in this position, that Mr. Stephen now, and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company now, estimate the cost
of the construction of that road, when they are applying to
us for relief and for money, at $77,000,000 of money,
whereas a year ago they estimated the cost of the
same road at $99,000,000. There is a discrepancy of
$22,000,000. I can nover satisfy my mind that there
can be any finality in this measure with that dis-
crepancy existing. I have no doubt in my own mind-I
may be wrong, but I form my conclusions from what I
have stated to the House, and it seems to me the argument
is a good one-I have not the shadow of a doubt that,
before two years roll over the head of the people of this
country, an application will be made here to advance that
$22,000,000 additional. What position will you be
in thon ? You will have to grant it. Every argument that
can be used now in favour of this proposal will be used with
ton-fold effect thon. Talk about 10,000 men ont of employ-
ment. They can put 19,000 men on for a time, while the
proposition is being made, and threaten to turn them out,
threaten that the work cannot go on. The grand
speech the Minister of Railways made, the appeal
to our patriotism and so on, can be made then.
Those who opposed it will be denounced in the very
same language-as decrying their country, as having no
patriotism, simply becauso, Sir, on reasonable and fair
grounds, they refuse to vote away 830,000,000 of the
people's money until they have some botter reasons
advanced for it than those put forward during this debate.
Now, Sir, there is one other statement of the hon. Minister
of iRailways which I would like to deal with. That hon.
gentleman stated, and ho made it a very strong ground of
appeal to this House, that the Company had already
expended 6ut of their own funds over $23,000,000 on the
contracted line. The statement, Sir, if true, is a very strong
argument in favour of the position which the hon. gentle-
man assumes-that they had expended $23,000,000 of
thoir own money. I have the hon. gentleman's language
here , and I would like to read a few words. He says :

" On the main Une between Oallander sud Port Moody-on the eut-
era and central sections-with improvements made on the Government
line west of Oross Lake, the expenditures have been as follows-

And ho gives the items, making in all a total expenditure
on the main line of the contract of $45,539,304. And he
goes on to say :
" Now, Sir, of cash received from Government sources there was-
And he gives the item§, making in all $21,795,999.

"showing an excesa of expenditure on the main line made by the
Company over aIl they have received from Government sources, of no
less than $23,743,305. Under these circumatances it will hardly be said
again by any intelligent man that they have taken the money that they
have received from the Government under their contract, and put
m 1 otuideail
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I wish to tell the hon. gentlemen on that side of the House,
that " these circumstances " do not exist; that the state-
ment is not a fair statement of the facts ; and, I think, I will
be able to show it in one moment. Now, Sir, lot us analyse
for one moment the statement made by the hon. Minister
showing a total expenditure of $58,000,000, and showing
the startling figures that they had expended on their main
lino out of their own pockets, $23,743,000. I say that
statement is not a correct one when you come to
analyse the figures. I say it is not correct, Sir, because
that statement includes the following payments, which
have nothing whatever to do, directly, with the contract
they made with this country. it includes, in the first
place, the Credit Valley Railway bonds, $485,000. The
hon. gentlemen will not contend that that is part of the
original contract, or that it bas anything to do with the
original contract, or that it is part of the main lino, as I
hear an hon. gentleman suggest on the other side. Then
there was $600,000 embraced in it which they have advan-
ced to the Canada and North-West Land Company, or spont
in sustaining the stock of the Canada North-West Land Com-
pany. I say that is no part of the bargain we made with
this Company. Then there was the South-Eastern
Railway, $1,582,000; the Atlantic and North-Western
Railway Company, $157,000 ; the St. Lawrence and
Ottawa Railway Company, $70,000; and the steamers,
$552,000 making a total on that western branch of
the lino, of money spent by them outside their contract
with us, and which the hon. Minister bas embraced as
within the contract, of 63,446,000. Now, Sir, come down
further eastward. On the lino from Montreal* Callander
and Brockville they spent $3,270,000. That was not in the
original contract. The rolling stock, shops, materials, &c.,
fair this line between Montreat and Brockville and Callan-
der, 82,140,000; on the Algoma branch and the Western
Division branch, 83,760,000, making a total of $9,170,000
on that part of the road. Not one of these sums was within
the contract they made with us, and still the hon. Minister
embraces them in his calculation. Thon, Sir, there is the
advanoe which they made to secure the guarantee by
the Government for the payment of interest on their bonds,
for the next ton years, $8,710,000. Then there is an
item of $460,000 for fuel, which surely ought to be
charged to running expenses and not to capital ex-
penditure. There is a general stores item of $844,000;
advances to carriers, $473,000, making a total of
$10,487,000. Then there is the fioating debt which we
provide and pay, and which the hon. Minister included
in the sum which they had expended, provided for by
them. Why, Sir, we are asked to take it out of the
Treasury and pay it now, ourselves. They did not provide
it, except in the most limited and tochnical sense;
substantially we provide it for the railway to pay. The
hon. Minister has also included the advance to the contract-
ing company of $600,000. Now, Sir, is there an item I
have read to this flouse which can be proporly charged as
expenditure, which should be included on the expenditure
of the line they contracted to build ? Not one dollar. That
makes a total of $31,203,000. Deduet that from the
$58,700,000 which they say they spent-and I have no
reason to doubt the accuracy of their figures in that respect
-and the actual expenditure on the line they contracted
with this company to build is only $27,597,00, including
the interest-as my hon. friend reminds me they have paid
it on their stock. Now, Sir, of that $27,500,000
how much have they received from us ? They
have received, in subsidies, 812,300,000; they have
received in land grant bonds, $9,200,000, although I
see that it is about $100,000 more than they give
credit for, which 8100,000 are in the hands of the Govern-
ment. For bonuse3, $250,000; for town sites, $480,000 ;
so, Si, Of the $27,500,000 whioh they have spent on the
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line they have contracted to build, they have received
$22,230,000 from this Government, and from this country-
leaving what, as put in by themselves-leaving the sum of
only $5,000,000, the original amount of their stock put into
this great enterprise by the Qanadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany, so far as it relates to the line they contracted with
this country to build. So, Sir, I say that, instead of having
put in $23,000,000 of their own money, as the hon. Minister
stated, they have put in but the $5,000,000 of stock they
have subscribed, and not a dollar more. I say that the
argument upon which he based his statement, that because
they had put in so much of their own money, no fur-
ther charge should ever be made that they had applied
Government moneys to outside projects, and that, therefore,
no further opposition should be made to the scheme, I say,
so far as that argument was based upon these figures, it is
a fallacious one, without any foundation whatever. But"
my strongest argument against the proposition is, that it is
not a finality. It was said that the interest of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and the interest of the country
were so bound up together that the two were
like man and wife. Sir, the. Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company is not Canada's bride yet.
The bans-were published once, and when they were published
we gave her a dowry greater than any princess ever
received from mortal man. The bans are being published
now a second time, and we supplement the magnificent
dowry with $30,000,000 more. When are the bang going to be
published the third time ? I wonder when they are so
published, ifany further demand will be made. Will they
ask, in the ilistorical terms, send me another $10,000; or
will it be, send me another $10,000,000 ? This Company
does not deal in thousands, it does not think in thousands ;
as their manager says, one or two millions more or less is.
nothing to them in 4n estimate. A demand will come, "Give
me-another $10,000,000 ;" and when it comes, I will venture
to predict that it will come with greater, more irresistible
force and supported by stronger arguments than those which
have been advanced in favour of this proposal. I oppose
this present scheme, therefore, because of the want of
information justifying the louse in voting $30,000,000.
I oppose it because, to my mind, it has been proved demon-
stratively by my leader that a prudent expenditure of the
means within their grasp would have enabled them to
carry out this contract without asking Canada to expend
another dollar. I oppose it because, to my mind, it presents
no element of flinality, and because, I believe, that before
another two years have passed over our heads, we will be
asked to add to our present endowment another 830,000,000.

Mr. FOSTER. Mr. Speaker, I think the House will
fully appreciate the difficult circumstances which surround
me in attenpting to speak upon this question. I think I
feel as deeply, as any hon. member. opposite feels
the importance of this question, the importance
of the issues which are involved, and of the couse-
quences which will result from our decision. I also feel
that the subject presented to us is, in its main points,
exceedingly simple; its salient points are but few, and
these have been so thoroughly discussed by the strongest
minds in this House, on both sides of it-and that is a com-
pliment to the hon. member who has just sat down, whieh
y am glad -to make-that it leaves me very little chance
with the exçeption of going over most of the ground which
ias been travelled before. We had, in the first place, the
very lucid and very strong statement by the Minister of
Railways dealing with this whole matter. Following him,
we had an eqully strong and equally long statement by
the hon, leader of the Opposition, placing hie side of the
qnestiQn before the Uouse. Then, Sir, he was followed by
the hon. member for Riohffond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), who
in a temperate, well digested and lengthy speech, in which

Mr, DAVUiz.

I thought I detected something of a malicious spirit.as if he
intended to dig into all sides ofthis question and thoroughly
exhaust every possible calculation so as to try the inge-
nuity of those who might be so unfortunate as tocorne
after him. When that hon. gentleman concluded-the House
was treated to a speech on this question by another
hon. member who, in hisclever, striking and rollicking way,
finding there was not much to hit in the question itself,
struck right and left as each idea seemed to come out of the
experience or incidents of the past. Then we had a com-
paratively short but remarkably able and patriotie speech
by the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White), who dealt
with the question not only to the amusement and interest
of the House, but also to the edification of the country. I
must not omit to state that the hon. gentleman was followed
by the hon. member for L'Islet (Mr, Casgrain), who with
his massive figures and logical presentation of facts made
that same remarkable impression upon the House which he
almost always makes upon it when he addresses it, and con-
tributed his quota to the eludication of this great sub-
ject. Then the flouse was treated to an hour or two hours
disquisition by the hon. member for King's (Mr. Wood-
worth), not King's, New Brunswick, but King's, Nova
Scotia, for whom I have somewhat of a fellow feel-
ing, because we represent constituencies of the same
name if not exactly of the same character. That
hon. member laid the heavy hani of contribution
upon all history, modern and profane, upon philo-
sophy, moral and otherwise, and exhausted the peets, both
sacred, ancient and modern. And now, Sir, we have listened
to the elaborate and vigorous and strongly put, if nlot alto-
gether argumentative and pertinent arguments of the hon.
member for Queen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Davies). Sir, I was a little
amused, I am still a little amused; he began by complaining
very much that other hon. members had not the remarkable
power of concentration which he always exhibitsrof omit.
ting all outside issues and centralising his great power and
strong reasoning upon the only issue before the Blouse and
the country. ie complained very much that some
other hon. members had taken up the time of the House
in speaking a long time on topies outside of the point
at issue ; and yet by the clock which faces me he
spent one hour and five minutes before he came to the
point at all, when he announoed that he was going to
give strong and cogent reasons why ths proposal should
not be looked upon with favour by the ffoutu. 8r, the hon.
gentleman had fault to tind wah the hon. member for
King's, N.S., becaused he commenced at Jerusalein and ended
at Longfellow's "Ship of Stat." I could not hielp feeling,
before the hon. gentlemen had spent an hour or an hour
and a quarter in getting to the point, that it was botter
to begin at Jerusalem and end at the "Ship of State," than
to begin nowhere and end at the same place. The hon.
gentleman started out with a very vigorous attack upon
the malignity displayed by this side of the louse, and then
with remarkable truthfulness ho turned round to his own
side of the House and administered to it a ful slap on the
forehead when he pronounced that malignity a reciprocal
malignity. We do not talk of reciprooity between - mem-
bers of the same family ;we talk of-recipro'ety a means
of communication between members ofdifferent-families and
different nations; consequently, if, this-nalignityÀhiieh Jeh
declares has been shown by hon. membeis on t,à&side of
the House is reciprocal malignity, his own side, by his
own admission, must have-as large a ahare as we have.
The hon. gentleman talked a little while about Conservative
want of patriotism, and then in a very dark and mysteirious
but remarkabiy knowing way he hinted 'that if the-heu.
member for South iuron (Sir Richard Cartwright) 'omiy
wished- he could give the:Res.every interetingifaram-
tion as te so«me very darkand- tieky-ways= of wheh he-
had had experience while a member of- the- Consepain0
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party. Well, that is characteristie, we know. Yon will
always fnd when a man has not Tacts at hand and argu-
ments which he can produce, ho will always say that if he
desfred he could produce them, and if they were necessary
they could be brought forth. Why did not the hon. gentle-
man in that long review of all pic-nics which had taken
place from the western coast of British Çolumbia to the
furthest point of Cape Breton, give a single quotation from-
these speeches of my hon. friend from Cardwell
(Mr. White) in which were uttered those damaging and
damining statements with respect to this country,
thereby displaying a terrible lack of patriotism ?
It ls a t very weil to say, in general terms, that such and
such a thing could have been done, or las been done. I
have often had a man come to me and make a great, big,
large, general assertion ; but the only thing which was
necessary to quiet and cow such a man was to take him by
the button hole and say: "Sir, I want the bill of particulars,"
and you had him quite cowed when you made that demand..
It i, easy to deal in general assertions; any person can
do that, but it is a difficult thing to bring things specificaliy
to a point. There are not many men, comparatively, who
can do it, and I am inclined to think my hon. friend
frorn Queen's, P. E. I. (Mr. Davies) falls amongst
the latter category. The hon. gentleman begged the
indulgence othe louse for reading from Hansard. I was
glad that he did read from Blansard, and I do not
hink he had any reason for begging pardon from

members of this House for doing so; in fact I came to the
conclusion that if the larger portion of his speech had con-
sisted of quotations from Hansard, it would have contributed
quite as much to the edification of this House and very
much more to his own reputation than it did. The hon.
gentleman delighted in representing the Syndicate, or the
Ra1iay Company, as being on their knees before this
House and before the country. Sir, that is not an honest
"y of putting the matter; it is not an ingenuous way of

placing i. I do not know of any set of men who are
on their knees abjectly begging before this Parlia-
ment. Let us take a- parallel case. Let us suppose that
the hon. gentleman who sits in his seat before me, smiling
so complacently, should engage a contractor to build his
house, that the contractor had started upon the house, that
ho had made his plans and calculations for raising
the money, but found when the house was three-fourths
completed, that his plans had, somehow or other, not
turned out as he anticipated. Suppose he came to
the hbn. gentleman and said: " Sir, you see the amount of
material I have; the amount of property I possess ; I want
an advance of money froin you, as a loan, of so -many thou-
sand dollars. I have property good and realizable to the
extent of five times the amount, and, if you will give me
that loan I will finish the contract in two months instead
of eight, and I will pay you a percentage on your money as
large as you can get elsewhere." Would the hon. gentleman
be justified in stating to his neighbour that this contractor
was down on his knees, before him, asking for money ? I
think not, and I take it that this is an exactly similar or
nearly similar case in point. Ihe hon. gentleman delights
in representing this amount as a drain upon the Treasury,
and not having the fate of many hon. gentlemen on his side of
the ]lose in his eyes, ho indulges in precise prophecies. Sir,
the preciseness of Vennor's prophecies amounts to nothing
begide his; Wiggins snow storm fame has no chance to
light a candle beside the hon. member for Queen's, compar-
ing the preoiseness, the earnestness and the certainty with
wich they respectively predict. And ho is equally precise
as to the time he does not leave himself much of a margin.
Ne does not say, at some future time, or in a number of
years, but in two years. In two years he says the Com-

any will be, where ? They will be here ; they will not
mpounting the Government soiethere else, but

before -this House, this Parliament, and for what ? A.sking
them for a sum of money. And with what delightful pre.
cision the hon. gentleman states that sum of money ; it
will be exactly twenty-two and a half millions, not a dollar
less or a dollar more. Now, Sir, let me hold up before the
eyes of the gentlemen present, this prophecy. Lot me ask
my hon. friend from Queen's, especially, to jot it
down in his note book, for fear he may forget, and if
le and I live just two years from this 12th day of February,
1884, we will meet some place, and compare notes with
reference to this prophecy. If I am not greatly mistaken,
if I had a reputation to lose, I would not care to risk it in
such a reckless way as tho hon. gentleman has risked his
reputation to-day. The hon. gentleman, like two or three
others before me, attacked my hon. friend from Richmond
and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), on a point on which my hon. friend's
words probably led him to be misunderstood as conveying
an idea which he did not wish to convey. It was this:
that the Conservative party would lose their prestige, or, in
other words, that it would be bad for the Conservative party
if these Resolutions were not carried, and that, therefore,
the Conservative party must vote for them, not because it
was good and necessary for the country, but because
it was good and necessary for the Conservative
party, and thus party considerations were placed above
patriotie considerations. Sir, that, I apprehend, was not the
intention of the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe.
What he meant to say was this, that the Conservative
party in this railway policy had a -record which had gone
before the country, and that record should not be falsified
by their not carrying out, to the very letter, the idea with
which they started, and with which they went before the
people. What was that policy ? The policy of the Liberal
Conservative party bas been : a railway, a railway on Cana-
dian territory, a railway completed just as quickly as it
possibly can be completed. In pursuance of that policy, in
1880 and 1881, they made a contract with the Syndicate
which bound them to build the road by 1891. Sir, the Con-
servative party went to the country largely on that
question," they relied on these terms and conditions, and
the country took them at their word, and
sent them back here with a majority of seventy
to carry out that idea. I say tha we have an honourable
and honest right to state, that the Conservative party has a
policy and a record in this respect-a policy in favour of
building this trans-continental line of railway as soon as it
possibly can be built; and that the Conservative party, by
the vast majority bv which it was returned, in 1882, has been
sent here, commissioned to carry out that idea, and that
they would fail in their record, fail in their duty to this
House and to the people who sent them bore by such a
majority, if they did not carry out that idea with all the
speed and promptness compatible with safety and security.
That is what the hon. member from Richmond and
Wolfe meant; that is what hon. mombers knew ho meant,
and that is something which should not b. be mis-
understood or misrepresented. The hon, gentleman has asked
a question and asked it with a great deal of earnestness.
Ie asks: " Has a single meeting bon held ln this
country, in favour of this loan?" The hon. gentleman
knows that that is just the reverse of the way in which it
should be put. When the people make no sign, what is the
inference therefrom ? That they acquiesce ; that thy are in
agreement with, and favour the plan which is proposed.
Ever since this House sat, and it sat early, it has been
before the country that additional legislation would be had
with reference to the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the
idea hias been mooted and sent abroad that that additional
legislation would either make a provision for an increased
out-and-out gift or a subsidy, or would take the form of a
loan. That information has been before the country for a
month or more. For neaniy twomonths that ideala bn
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before the country; and yet I challenge the hon. gentleman
to point to the record of a single publie meeting which has
been called to protest against the proposed action of this
Government. I say that is proof conclusive that the public
mind has settled down to acquiescence in these proposals.
Before his argument can have a feather's weight with the
country or this House, the hon. gentleman will have to get
up an agitation outside the party press, and show a spon-
taneous uprising of the people here and there throughout
the country in protest against these terms.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. FOSTER. In the remarks I was addressing to the

Hlouse, I was dealing with the new or salient points of
objection that had been raised by the hon. member for
Q.ueen's. I did not exhaust all the points which were made,
and which were merely iterations or repetitions of those
that had been made and largely answered in speeches
which preceded. In the remarks which I shall now
address to the House, I wish to speak first, Sir, of three
broad, general facts, upon which is based a necessity, as I
think, for the position which we take with reference to this
whole railroad question. I wish, then, to speak for a few
moments of the question as it is presented to us in the
Resolutions which are before the flouse; and afterwards I
propose, with the kind indulgence of the House, to take
some notice of the points which have been raised and put
forth as arguments why these Resolutions should not pass.
In the first place, then, with regard to the three broad or
general facts upon which, as I think, is based the railroad
policy of this party, as embodied in its latest phase in
the Resolutions before the House, we often hear the
remark, Sir, that a country does not amount to much
without a people. That is. very true; but I think it is
equally true that a people never amounts to much without
a country. I believe, Sir, that the material is not by any
means the most important factor in the development of
national greatness, and the upbuilding of national perman-
ency. I believe, Sir, that there is a sentiment, indefinable,
but very strong and very creative, which is sometimes
known by the name of patriotism, which is written as one
of the broadest facts upon the history of the past, which is
no less a fact in the development of the present, and which
no statesman and no deliberative assembly can afford to
ignore. It is that feeling, Sir, which makes us proud and
confident of our own country, which creates within
us a desire, an overmastering desire, to make
ik rival, and if possible excel, any other country, which
calls forth the best energies of a people to
embody and realize that desire, which joins together dis-
membered parts and diversities of opinion and of interest
in order to attain the object desired, which throws its halo,
Sir, of hope and confidence over' the darkest period of
a nation's development, and which crowns seeming
impossibilities with triumphant success. This feeling, Sir,
I believe to be a factor which is indispensible in the deve.
lopment of any people, dowered even with the richest
material resources, and a factor which has been proved
over and over again in the history of the world, to have
brought forth wonderful transformations, to have built up
splendid and enduring nationalities out of elements which have
been disjointed, disunited and surrounded with difficulties.
If you, Sir, and the House will pardon me for a moment, I
may be allowed to remark that years ago, when seated, as
a school boy, on the school form and making my first
explorations into that wonderful field of geography and his-
tory, following out, with all a boy's eager enthusiasm, the
birth, the progress, the growth and the splendid outflower-
ing of national greatness, I was interested in every step, I
partioipated in every struggle, I felt sad at every reverse,

Mr. PoSnT.

and I rejoiced at every victory; and I remember perfectly
well the feeling that often and often came foremost in my
mind, that I wished I, too, were a citizen of a country which
was large and great-which either had in its storied past a
grandeur to fall back upon, or which had a future out of
which it could carve that grandeur for itself. I felt the
lack of that, I felt a spirit stirring within me, a
desire that that void might be filled. As I have grown, I
have felt more and more the yearning for a country of
which I might be proud, of which the future possibilities
were grand, and might be said to be almost illimitable.
There were many other boys in similar forms, in similar
schools, all over this Dominion, that were feeling the very
same lack and had the very same desire stirring within them.
There had been boys of generations previous who had felt
the same lack, and had been stirred with a similar desire.
These boys, of generations past, have grown up to be men,
but they have not lost their desire. Those of my own
generation are growing up to be men, but they have lost
noue of the ardor and strength of that desire, and ont of
that desire, born generations back and nurtured through
the generations that intervened, there sprang the idea of
Confederation, which, in 1867, became a fixed fact. I
welcomed the idea of Confederation. I welcomed it at the
outset, outside of all the difficulties and conditions
which surrounded it. I left the arrangement of these diffi-
culties 1 o older heads. It was sufficient to me that the idea
which had been born within me, which had been nurtured
and was strong within me, had at last come to its embodi-
ment and had been engrafted in the country. Our four
Provinces became a country. The provincial life which
had been bounded by narrow limits flowed out afresh in a
wider sweep and came back again to the different parts of
the confederated Provinces fraught with a new life and a
new impulse. But that was not all that was needed. These
four Provinces of Canada that became merged in one
Dominion wereold; theirnameswere familiar ; they had been
known from the seventeenth century. The names of Upper
and Lower Canada, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, were
old familiar names,.the-mention of which excited no fresh
enthusiasm, awakened no new interest, had no new attrac-
tive power. Outside of the impulse which the confederation
of those four Provinces gave to the life of the people of those
Provinces, the Confederation of 1867 stopped short of that
which was needed. There was needed after that the electrie
shock of a new idea; the new idea that there was a back-
ground of illimitable resources, that there was a country
with a great prospect and a wonderful fertility which should
stand as the background of the old picture to attract to us
the attention, not only of people nearly related to us in blood
and friendship, but the attention and the gaze of the civil-
ized world. The very same thing should occur here
that was necessary when the life of Europe had become
stagnant in its veins. Its people, looking out across the
Atlantic Ocean, descried the far distant shores of a new
country, opened up to themselves a new world and were
filled with an impulse to which they lad been strangers for
centuries past. New enterprises were set on foot, and out
ofthe older world streamed into the newer many immigrants ;
out of it nfowed many a department of progress which found
not only its development in the new world, but brought back
that width of movement, that breadth of idea, that strong
spirit of liberty, which, returning upon the motherland
and fatherland, have done more to bring about liberty of
Government and liberty of social development than any
one influence with which we are acquainted. The very
sanie was necessary when the New England States had
grown to be old. All at once the great west
was opened; a wonderful background of widest promise
for the development of the richest resources, and this
attracted the gaze of Europe and brought its stream of
emigrants and made its enterprise and spirit and impulse
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of life, wide and broad and deep. That same thing was
necessary for our Confederation of 1867, and it came in
1870-71 and 1872. The new North-West was opened to
the gaze of the world, was annexed to the older Provinces,
and we possessed a Dominion which extended from the
Atlantic to the Pacifie and which then had its wide resources,
great fertility, and wonderful power, first opened to the gaze
and attracting the attention of the world. In 1867 we
gained a country. In 1870 and 1872 we extended that
country to wide bounds and made it more a country to be
proud of, with greater resources and greater possibilities
than we had hoped for at the period of the first &malgama-
lion of the Provinces. But something was necessary
besides this. The elements that made up this new country
of 1871-72, were widely diversified and widely scattered.
British Columbians had hardly beard of Nova Scotians and
New Brunswickers. The Province of Quebec with a
different language, different blood, and a different mode
of expressing its religious aspirations lay very largely
unknown to people of the Maritime Provinces and the people
of even the western and newer Provinces. It was neces-
sary, in order that we should have a great country of which
we could be proud, that we should have a united country.
The very same spirit which drove us into Confederation
in 1867, which drove us to the extension of our territory in
1870, stopped not, would not stop, will never stop until the
country is amalgamated and united in the best possible
way. What are the different methods of growing people
together and uniting them ? If we go back and take a
slight look at the history of the world what do we find
these things to be? They are first race and language. The
people of the same race, the people of the same languago,
separated from others of a different race and a different
language, and necessarily thrown in upon themselves, are
amalgamated, are united, are forced to make a community
in themselves and grow up with mutual interests and mutual
objects. These, Sir, were the two chief things that united
the nationality of the Greeks, which, with a different lan-
guage and a different blood, sprung up from the old world,
which, with a language that was not spoken by those who
bordered upon them, made of the outside world barbarians,
and united them together in the strong and permanent
bonds of a national life. Sir, there is another influence
which may unite countries together-it is the influence of
government. One country grows up with a republican
form of government, another with a monarchical
form of government. The very fact that these
two exist side by side-different forms of gov-
ernment-has a tendency to throw together all who
live under the one form of govern ment, and to throw to-
gether all who live under the other form of government,
and so to make the two nationalities cling closer together in
their interests and in their mutual relations. There is also,
I think, Sir, another influence which binds nationalities
together. It is this, Sir: it is the influence of similarity or
oneness of institution- institution in its broadest sense,
taking in the benevolent and charitable institutions, taking
in the religions institutions, the educational institutions,
all that we may group under this broad name of the insti-
tutions of a people. These, I think, are the three chief
influences which, in the past, and, to a certain extent, in the
present, tend to unite groupe of people in the oneness of a
national life, in a unity of aim and of interest. Now, Sir,
the point of my remarks, in travelling thus far, as it may
seem to some hon. gentlemen, outside of the record, is this:
to show that, in this new country, neither of these three
can be considered a factor in making a complete and united
nationality of the Dominion of Canada. It cannot, Sir, be
race and language, for the country to the south of us bas
the same blood in its veina, speaks the same language, and
it forma no dividing line between the two; and, couse,
quently, it throws neither the one nor the other back to
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seek a unity and oneness amongst itself. Neither is there
a sufficient difference in government between ourselves and
the country to the south of us. There is, when we corne to
dig down to the essence of these two forma of government,
a fundamental difference which is of the greatest importance,
and which I hope, standing here with my present thought
and my present feeling, to soe perpetuated instead of to see
obliterated ; but, for the goneral mass of the people of these
two countries, there is no very perceptible difference of
government which should keep the two apart. Neither is
there any perceptible difference of institutions. Our forms
of education, our religious establishments. all those which are
grouped under the name of institutions are very much the
same. What is it, then, that, in this day and on this
continent, with respect to these two peoples of whieh I am
speaking, the Canadian people and the people of the
United States, can tend to bring us, draw us, and
hold us together in bonds of national unity, with
a oneness of aim and a oneness of interest.
I think I will speak within the knowledge of all
when 1 say that there is only one thing to do it, that is, a
continuous, a speedy, and an uninterrupted bond of commun-
ication between all parts of the country, making every
distinct member and section of this country easy of access
to every other member and section of the country. That is
the element that is to bind us together. Our merchants are
to know each other from British Columbia to Cape Breton ;
our people are to become acquainted with each other from
the Provinces by the sea to the Provinces in the far North-
West, as long as and wherever they may be formed;
we aie to draw together as the members of one family ;
Ontario is to cease sitting down here by the broad lake,
thinking that she is sufficient to herself, and caring nothing
for those who are about her, especially the smaller Pro-
vinces away by the sea; the smaller Provinces down by
the sea are to forget their prejudices against these
upper Provinces, and are to become botter acquainted
with them in interest and in · social relations; the
Province of Quebec is to corne and join hande with the
people of the other Provinces, and we of the other Provinces
are to become better acquainted with our confréres of the
Province of Quebec, and, learning to know them better,
are to learn to like them better. So, in all ways, whatever
can take place to bind together the trade intereat, the
social interest, all the interests of the different parts of this
great Confederation, is the thing which shall draw us
together, keep us together, and make of US a living and
progressive unity, in a national or country point of view.
Now, one step farther. What is the kind of communica-
tion which we eau have whicb shall join these Provinces
together ? Can we have a water communication which
would be sufficient ? No, Sir; that is impossible.
Outside of the difficulty of having a water commu-
nication at any season of the year for more than
one half the width of this great continent of ours,
there is another half of the year when the ice king lays bis
hand upon that form of communication, and makes it im-
passable to us. The only form of communication which is
adequate, which is continuous, which is uninterrupted and
uniform is that communication which cornes from the con-
struction and opening and completion of a trans-continental
lins of railway, which shall gather, Sir, in one hand the
outlying Provinces of the far east, and in the other the out-
lying Provinces of the far west, and shall unite in bonds of
intercourse and trade and social communication all the
different parts of this country with every other part. Now,
the whole point of this latter train of thought, in connection
with the other two. is this: I honestly believe that, if all
the politicians of 1867 and all the newspapers of 1867 had
joined themselves to battle down this idea of the confederation
of the Provinces, they might have retarded it, but a genera-
tion or two would have raised up a newset of pOatkiaoem
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andplanted a new set of newspaper presses which would have definite time, wbich was neyer held out to the peole beibro.
brought to its development and embodiment that longed- It held ont the -prospect of the conpletion ol the road in
for, wished-for idea of a union of these Provinces. I beMieve 1891. A definie period -was fixed and we had
in the same way that, if all these different influences had something sure to look forward to. There was
chosen -to pit themselves against the attainment, against the another reason for which Parliâmert and the country,
opening up and joining to these Provinces of the North- I believe, were disposed to ratify that contraet,
West Territory and the more remote Provinces, they might and that was that there was whut the hon, gentlemen
have hindered and retarded it for a time; but it was in the opposite have talked so much of, an element of fnality
hearts of the people, and could only be hindered for a time, abont it. The cost was fixed; there was a certain number
it must reach its fruition and have its embodiment. In the of acres of land and a certain amount of money. Lt meas-
same way, I earnestly and honestly believe that this same ured the liabilities of the country, and the people were
idea is as warm and deep and earnest in the hearts of the glad that they knew at last what the cost of this Canadian
people, that the confoderation of the four Provinces is not Pacifie Railway would probably be to the country. There
complote, that the confederation and joining together of was also a third xua.on, which was this: That the une had
every part of this Dominion isnot complete, that it will not botter not be buit by a Governmnnt. Now, Sir, I ar
be held to be complete, until the iron bands of a railway, free W say that 1 have no objection whatever to a Govorn-
trans-continental and Canadian, shall join every partof this ment running a railway. In fact, Sir, as I grow older, and
great Dominion together in the bonds of commercial and of look a littie deeper into things, I am of the opinion that it
social intercourse. Therefore, I was in favour of Confederation would not be a bad thing for the Government to own and
becan.e it gave us a country, I was in favour of this expan- mn ail the railway s of a country. I am net digosed,
sion to the bounds we now have, because it gave us a great therefore, te be against the running of a road by a Govern-
and illimitable country, I am in favour, and cannot but be ment. But I appreciated the danger which other hon.
in favour, of the speedy and quick and certain construction gentlemen appreciated, and which, 1 am sure, this country
of that which is essentially necessary to make us a united, approciated-the danger of the rîsk involved in a Govera-
and so a permanent, a successful, and a progressive people. ment attempting W bud a railway of snoh dimensions, and
Si much then for these thoughts, these three broad facts ofsuch enormous expendituro. Sir, the patronage, and the
which lead up inevitably to the policy which bas been vindictivenes ofparty whinh is involved in the letting, and
adopted by this party, and which is propounded by the making, and criticism of contracts are airost insuprab e ob-
Govern ment which this party has formed, which bas been jections to a company undertaking to build a road of sucl
initiated hv them, and in furtherance of which the Resoi- dimensions and involving scb cost. So, Si r, 8ay the country
tions which we at present have before us are being discussed. was willing to ratify that contract for tbreo especial
Now, Sir, when we come to this solid foundation, that a reasoný: First, because it fixed a time ut which the rouît
railroad, a trans-continental railroad, is necessary for should be finishod; secondly, becauso it made a finality, as
us in order te complete the idea of the unity and far as oxpenditure was eoncerned; and thirdly, because it
onemess of this country, three great plans are presented, had the road buit by a company, and avoidod the risk and
or have been presonted, to the people of this country. the danger incident te the building of sncb, an immense
There was, Sir, the plan of 1872, which offered to grant road by a Gevemnment organized on a party basis. go
b4,700,000 acres of lanfi and $30,000,000 to a company for much, then, with reference to the contract. Now, Sir, in
the building of the road. There was a second plan of 1874 1881, thatCompany vent to work. Lt las, 1 am bound to
by which it was proposedto grant $10,000 cash as a subsidy sayj displayed an immense amount of pualiand energy-a
per mile, 10,000 acres of land as a subsidy per mile, and 4 fact that is not quostionod by the country ut largo, or by
per cent. on any balance- which was considered necessary any section of the people. Lt bas kept good faithîwitl refer-
to complote the diffirent contracts, for the perio 1 of twenty- once to iLs contract, and la built a bonafideroad much better
five years. In 1881 there was a third plan, which we are than the roud which vas laid down to guide it as a model.
now discussing-to a certain extent-by which a company Lt las put force and onergy and power into the enterprise,
was to be given $25,000,000, 25,000,000 acres of land, and se mucl se that at the end of 1883 it stands before us with
completed railway to the amount of $28,000,000. I may 1,131 miles cf completed road or the main lino west, with
state, Sir, that very early in the consideration of this 269 miles ef completet, equipped, and running branches on
great question it came to be a settled fact that this road that sare lino west, and with 470 odd miles east df
should be constructed, if possible, not by a Government but Callander, taking in the branches and the main lino from
by a company. Well, Sir, of these three plans, which can we Montreal and Brockvillo, aud as far West as Callauder and
assent to, and whioh do we consider to be the best in the running up te Algoma Milîs. That is wbat las heen dono
interests of the country ? The two plans that-I mentioned by tb. Company, and more than that bas been doue. Sucl
at frst are out of the calculation. Why? Because no one bas beenthe energy aud pusb they have displayed, such las
could be found to avail themselves of the terms which were been the rapidity with which they have conatructed the
ofEred. The third one became feasible because a werk, that they have raised the belief the people that the
company was found who was willing to take rend would be finigbed lu 1b86, and net in 1891 8e tiat
hold cf it under those terns and to push the thoy stand befe the country and before the vend Inthe
railway to completion. Therefore I say that those who latter part ef the yoar 1883 as having accorplishod Ai that
believed in the necessity of a trans-continental railway work of which 1 bave apeken, and as holding onttW Canada
believed that it should be built as quickly as possible, and aad te ail countries interested in Canada, the hope that gis
there was no plan to take hold of, but the plan of 1880-81, road would be bujît entirely by 188. Nov, Sir, a nov lihase
which was taken up by a Company and which thereatter cf tho question is presented W us-a phase of the qesonI
looked as if it might be carried through. And so, Sir, the am bennd W aay, as unwelcomo as iL was unexpected, a
discussions cf 1880-81 took place. Parliament came to a phase cf the question which is equally painfal te genlmen
certain conclusion; it ratified the contract; it made the on this side cf the Houa. as it vas te gentlemen on the
conditions firm, and it looked then to a completion of this other aide cf the Bouse; a phase cf the q1estion which vo
road by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for the sud the country had hop.d would nover e presentot, ud
amounts which I bave mentioned. Now, Sir, there were vhich w. are sorry bas ever been preseuted. What is that
there considerations why the country and why this Parlia- phase? Si, they come W Paniament in Lb. Sesion of 1884,
ment took hold of and ratified that contract. First, through Lb. Goverumeut and they say: wehaveraised thé
e«uJit gave a prospect of a 'co»mp1ete road vithin a hope of taada and of the orlm pl tuis rod h wold in
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finished in 1886. We based those hopes upon, calculations
that we thought were good and would hold. We have to
come, to you to-day and say that we must fall back on our
original contraot and finish that road by 1891; or else, in
order tojinish it by the end of 1885, we must ask you for a
loan. That is the question that is presented to Parliament
and the country-1891 on the one hand, and 1885 and a
loan on the other hand. Now, Sir, I, as an Independant
member of this House-

Someon.MBMBERS Hear, hear.
Mr. FOSTER. I supposed, Sir, that we should have a

general chorus of hear, hear, from the opposite side of
the House. I say to the hon. gentlemen opposite who are
so prodigal just now with their hear, hear, that though it
may be-a most unheard of, and unthought of thing to them,
for a man to sit on one side of the House, and whilst he
supports with all his power, and with all his earnestness,
the party ofhis choice on broad lines of policy, it is
still quite possible for him to make up his mind, as an
independent thinker and investigator, upon every subject
which.does not come within party lines. T am supported
in this opinion by what has taken place in this House this
Session. There has been more independent and scattering
vôting on this side of the fHouse by members supporting the
Conservative party, than there las, been on the other side.
And so I say, as a man who supports a party and yet who
does and will think independently, and conclude independ-
ently, I am bound to take this matter into my consideration
and find out whether or not il is reasonable. Now, Sir,
what reasons did the Company give when they came
to this Government and Parliament. They said this: owing
to hostility and hostile combinations at home and abroad;
owing to shrinkage in values and a decline in the price
of stocks; owing to the difficulty of realizing such
large sains as are neeessary to carry on this gigantic work,
from 1=da which are, to a certain extent, locked up from a
apeedy realization, and which, if thrown upon the market
woul&brieg. but rminous prices, we come and say: we have-
resoureoos sufcient; we want a loan; we will pay you
a fair. intereet; we will finish the road by the end of 1885;
we ask your consideration as to whether or not our proposal
isa reasonable one. Sir, the Con pany does not come on
bended knees before this flouse. This Company comes as
a man would come walking straight on his feet, looking up
straight with his eyes and saying to this Govern ment and
Parlament: we have a fair proposal to make to you; we ask
you for a loan; we will give yon as high a rate of interest
as you can get elsewhere and even better; we will place
within your hands sufficient security; that la your part of
the bargain-will you do it ? We will be helped in certain
particulara ; you will be helped in certain other particu-
bars ; ifyou will accept our proposition, well and good; if
you willnot, well and good ; and we fall back on the terms
of the original cotract. What I have to conclude in my
own mind is whether those are reasonable grounds or not.
As to the. first one. Has there been hostility manifested,
and have hostile combinations been entered into with
respeet to this Company? ? think thatno hon. member
wil deny it; I do not think hon. members opposite will
deny it. I cal to mind that the hon. member for Queens
(Bi. Davies), acknowledged that such was the case but he
did not se.any reason why, if such were the case, the Coin-
pany should go whining around, as he elegantly and
classicAlly expressed it. Then there was a hostile spirit. It
was espre 'in what way ? It was exhibited by hostile.
combination. of rival roads in the great stock markets of
the world. It was shown in hostile articles which were
written from tis country to American papers,-and in. tele-
grals-sont from this:country to American papers, and in.
caefmaaoet to the.:Od Country. l these and a hunàdred
diferent ways, the fat is as cleu as the sun at noon-'day

that there were hostile combinations, that there was lios-
tility both at home and abroad, and that this hostility must
have had and did have an effect on the securities and
assets of the Company. Sir, is the second contention a
reasonable one-that there was a shrinkage of values
generally throughout the country and a demoraliz-
ation and fall in the value of stocks. We have
only to read the stock list, to take the most cursory glance
at the commercial records of the world for the last eiglit,
six or four months, to establish the fact. Looking at these
points I say, it is a reasonable contention on the part of the
Company that they were prevented from realizing many of
their assets by the demoralization of the stock market and
shrinkage in values. As to the third contention, it is an
eminently reasonable one. To meet the expenditure neces-
say, to raise the amount necessary to meet that exponditure,
and to raise the amount within a period of two years upon
lands which are slow ,sales comparatively, and on stoek
for which there was no market at that particular time on
account of the demoralized condition of the market-
it is a reasonable contention they urge that
in these respects they have encountered difficul-
ties which they had not reckoned upon when
they made their calculations and estimates years andý
months ago. As an independent member, making -up my
mind from data presented before me, I cannot refuse to
admit the contention that these are reasonable reasons, and
that I am bound, as one considering the issues involved, to
give them my fairest and most impartial consideration.
Apart from these consicierations, the question narrows itself
down to this': Is there any great or important reason
which commends itself to my mind, and which leads me to
believe that it is botter for the country's welfare to have
the road finished in 1885, rather than have the completion
postponed until 1891. That is the first question I have to
settle with myself. Mind you, I am in favour of the road as
a means towards national unity and national por
Mind you, I believe this Company have done e ingiy
well in the progress of the work so far. Remember that I take
into consideration, asI must do, their contention that owing
to the circumstances to which I have referred they have
been thrown out in their calculatione. The question for me
to decide is this: is there any counterbalancing advantage
in having the road opened in 1885, sufficient to make us
take upon ourselves to do what is embodied as reasonable
and necessary in the resolutions before the louse. I think
I have settled that question, so far as to make me, at least,
act in a certain way. One reason that it is better to have
the road finished by the end of 1885, is because it is in the
interests of Canada abroad that such should be done. I
know that what I am going to urge as a reason wilb be
called by hon. gentlemen opposite a sentimental reason. I
do not therefore refrain frein urging it. By the push and
energy exhibited by this country, with. its 4,500,000 of peo-
ple, determining to de what, on the part of the-country to
the south, with its 38,000,000, was considered -a-boM And
daring enterprise, Canada has obtained a certain name
and prestige among the people of Europe, and
even the people of the civilized world. If a
person advertised himself to perform some great athletic
feat, and when it came near the time of performance, and
when the spectators had gathered and tie thought of the
community was centered upon him, and if his previous per-
formances had led to the conviction that he was able to do
that which he lad set himself to perform, and he failed
at the last moment, his repatation would be lost. Just
so in a similar, but in a larger and more important way,
would the prestige and fame of Canada be dimnished if we
were-to fail now in the prosecution of this work. In hun-
dreds and thousands of homes in England, Irelad,. and
Scotlam they are sitting round thoir firesides to.ngiht
talking about ta pliy ian iTonmni .NrhiWthf
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its 4,500,000 of people, has undertaken to weld all its
parts together by building a railway 3,000 miles in length.
They are reading documents which have been scattered by
this Goverunment, and by means of this very same railway
organization, and their thought and feelings and sympathies,
are being drawn out to this country of Canada as a field for
immigration, and as a country whose people are full of en-
ergy, full of enterprise, as shown by the very fact that they
have undertaken, and promised to perform, this gigantic
work, and have it finished by 1886. Now, Sir, are these pro-
mises to be falsified ? Once let this idea be overthrown, and
they shall assemble again about their firesides and say, ah !
there bas been a failure over there in Canada; they undertook
more than they could carry out; they promised well, but
they failed in performance; and there goes down the prestige
of Canada; there goes down at least a part of that attraction
which this country has had, as a field for immigration, and
there, I believe, the name and the fame and the interest
of Canada will suffer in a very vital and important way.
Therefore I conclude, in my own mind-hon. gentlemen
may take it for what it is worth-that it is important that
this scheme should be carried out; that it is the general
sentiment that it should be carried out, and that it is all
important that it should proceed because of the interest and
the fame and the credit of Canada in countries abroad. But
intimately connected with this is the great subject of immi-
gration. No one doubts that this very building and con-
struction and completion of this trans-continental railway
has been one of the best things which this country has put
forward as an attraction for immigration, in all parts of the
world from which we draw our immigration. It is no
doubt a fact that the opening up of such an immense
country by an unbroken line of railway, so that
these people might have communication with the Old Coun-
try, and have intercourse in different ways with the outside
world, has been of the very greatest importance and
utility in attracting immigrants into this country, and not
only in attracting those who have already come over here,
but in starting that spirit of desire, that spirit of looking
forward, that spirit which says : there is the country to
which, if we change we shall change to; a spirit which is as
seed sown il) a fertile soil, which will bring forth, as year
passes on year, its inci-easing harvest of immigration to
this country. I believe that if to-day the Parliament of
Canada should decide that this great work should stop and
not be carried to its promised c 2mpletion, that it shall loiter
along and hesitate till 1891, the immigration interests ofi
this country would be sadly and importantly affected by1
that course of conduct. So, I am in favor of having this
work pushed through by the end of 1885, for the sake of
our immigration interests. There are reasous at home, too.1
One of the first is the North-West development. A gentle-]
man speaking on the other side of the House said : cannot1
we get into the North-West now? True, but we have toà
cross a foreign country.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.

Mr. FOSTER. Hon. gentlemen have not lived to thei
length of years to whieh they have lived, and folt the snows
which have fallen on their heads, and seen the ice which
ha taken hold of river and harbour in all these years,j
without knowing that there is a large portion of the yeart
in which it is impossible to carry on that speedy and safe and
uninterrupted communication, which we need for the pur-1
poses for which this trans-continental railway is to be built.1
Sir, there is a sentimental reason which comes in, but it is(
a forcible one. What would you think of your family life,1
what would be your interest in your home, if, every1
time you got up from your breakfast table to go to yourt
library, yon had to pass through apartments which were-
owned and controlled by some other person ? WouldL
you feel that you had a home of your own ? Wouldd

Mr. PoBtsa.

you feel the same love for its roof ? Aside from the incon-
venience which would be inevitable, there would be a taking
away of the feeling that it was your own home, and that you
were under your own roof. Hon. gentlemen opposite may
think that this is a very pleasant thing, and they may smile
about it, but it bas force with me, and with the people of
this country; it has force, and it will have force, in shaping
our policy on this question, A person knows very little
about railroading if lie does not know that when a company
has a lino of railway 1,000 miles long away over there, and
a line of railway 500 or 600 miles long on this side, and
between them there is only a means of joining them by
running their freights and passengers on a road which
belongs to a different country, with hostile tariffs, and with
another system, and all the possible inconveniences which
may arise-I say a person knows little of railroading if he
does not know, that the expense and inconvenience incident
to that sort of thing, is one of the strongest arguments that
can be used to those people to obtain ni independent, self-
controlled, and through lino of communication open for
themselves. I say, therefore, that we have not an open
means of communication, such as is at all adequate, from
these older Provinces to the heart of the North-West Terri-
tory. I say we need that lino, that the development of the
North-West depends on it, that the number of immigrants
we get there, the amount of produce which is raised there,
the amoun t of minerals which is taken out from their mines,
and alh the vast development of that country depend, more
perhaps than we think, upon the speedy, continuous, and
uninterrupted communication which shall take place
between this part and that part of our country-this
an older and stronger one, but that a newer one,
and full of greater possibilities, and capable of the greatest
amount of expanson. Our British Columbia development
needs it. Sir, since our confederation with British
Columbia, that Province has stayed away out by itself for
all these years, with three-fourths, five-sixths, yes, nineteen-
twentieths of her people strangers to us, commercially
and socially, and is she to remain there until 1891, wih aill
the disadvantages which result from that isolation ? But if
we carry out this idea, and complete the road by 1885, there
are six years in which British Columbia and ail of its re-
sources are opened to free course for the stream of enter-
prise which will rush in, and the stream of trade and
commerce which will rush out. Is that nothing for British
Columbia-is it nothing to this Dominion ? I old that it
is something to the Provinces by the sea, and that it is some-
thing very important to the rest of this groat Dominion
which lies east of it. But, Sir, our trade, our industries
demand it. We are building a trans-continental lino of
railway, and do we not know that trade springs up in
proportion to the facilities for trading ? Sir I want
to have it as thoroughly impressed upon my mind
as I possibly can, that conditions differi now from what
tbey were in the old time of pioneer settlement in this and
other new countries. To-day people rush in where there
are facilities for rushing out as well as facilities for going
in. They follow the course of the railroad ; and with refer-
once to branch lines, I maintain that if the main lino is
thoroughly finished and equipped by 1885, instead of 1891,
you will have a far larger number of branch lines built by
the end of 1891 than you possibly èould have if you carried
the building of the main lino through ali those years until
1891. Some hon. gentlemen are very anxious to have branch
lines built. The hon. member for South Huron (Sir Richard
Cartwright) declared that he believed it would have been
botter for the country and the North-West, if this railway
had stopped at Winnipeg, and the people had been allowed
to build branch linos west of Winnipeg. Branch lines
where, pray ?' Why, each one of those branDch linos would
become a main lino. What use is a lne of railroad that
does not run into a market centre ? Those branchU nes
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would have to run into Winnipeg, at loeast, and make con
nection with the main line. So that the building of the
main line must b antecedent to the successful, continuous
and rapid building of branch lines. I believe the interest
of our own country, the interest of our trade and indus-
tries in the eastern Provinces, demand that this line of
communication should be opened up. Sir, what has been
accomplished in the last five years? There bas been de.
veloped and openod up a trade between our eastern indus-
tries and British Columbia and Manitoba ; and to-day no
inconsiderable feeder for the industries of the eastern Pro-
vinces is to be found in the population which is producing
from the lands and from the mines of those western parts
of our newly opened territory. Sir, if this lino is put
through by 1885, these industries will not be harmed. They
will feel the impulse. They will then be able to send
their wares through without any interruptions, in the shape
of bonding or of hostile tariffs, through the whole heart of
that country, and to send on to British Columbia what is
necessary for the people of that Province. 1 believe that
our own industries will not be injured, but, on the contrary,
will be very much helped by the spee-ly construction of this
road. These, Sir, are the reasons which, amongst others,
induce me to favour the completion of this road by 1885,
rather than have it set back until 1891-that is, provided
we think we can reasonably do it. Now, Sir, I wish for a
moment to look at the nature of this loan. What is it ?
The Company come and ask this Parliament for a loan of
$22,500,000. Recollect that we must argue upon the idea
that this is a bona fide transaction. But someone asks,
what about the $7,380,000, part of which has been post-
poned until 1888, and the rest of which is due in 1888 ?
What about it ? It is no liability to this country until 1888,
and if the Company fulfil their part of this agreement, which
we believe they will, it will not thon become a liability to
this country, bocause it will then be paid. That is one of the
conditions of this agreement. So that the loan is this-
$22,500,000 to be paid in 1891, and a contingent loan of
$7,380,000, which is only contingent upon the possibility or
the probability, however you may choose to regard it, that in
1888 the Company will not be able to pay that amount.
Now, Sir, for this loan the Company agree to pay 5 per cent.
interest-a botter rate of interest than we can get elsewhere
-a rate which is greater than that at which we bor-
row. So that, if this is a bond ftde transaction -
and we must argue it upon that lino-we are to loan
$22,500,000 at 5 per cent., and we are to have this
percentage paid to us half-yearly. Now, then, the
second great question which comes to my mind for
conclusion is this: Granted that it is better to have
this road built by the end of 1885 ; granted that we are
able to provide the loan asked for, is the security sufficient?
And until I can convince myself,. with all certainty, so far
as certainty is possible, that the security is sufficient, I, Sir,
would not vote for these Resolutions. One moment, thon,
Mr. Speaker, while we take a glance at the nature of the
security. In the first place, we have a railroad of some
1,131 miles of main line, the construction value of which is
$2,078;929 ; we have 269 miles of branches west of
Callander, worth, at construction value, $3,759,793 ; we
have expended on improvement of the lino west of Cross
Lake, 8353,606 ; we have rolling stock, plant, lake steamers,
and the like, $6,870,045; and we have materials and supplies,
less the advance of rails, 84,025,604 ; making a total of
$38,087,977. This is the amount, in actual cost value of
the line west of Callander, which is to be placed in our
hands as part security. In addition to this, there is east of
Callander 457 miles of extension main line and branches,
$3,270,351 ; rolling stock, worth $900,000 ; shops and
machinery, worth $516,032; tools and machinery, $352,230;
real estate for termini, worth $390,790 ; making a total
of $5,429,40g, the value of security eat of Callander.
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If we add these together we get a total present
railroad security of $43,517,370. That is the actual
value at present of the security placed into the hands of
this Government for the loan asked. But I am not
unaware of the fact, and I am alive to its import-
ance as well, that this security is of such nature that it
appreciates with every dollar the Government pays out to
their call of the loan which has been stipulated for. That,
with me, weighs as an important point, and I believe it weighs
as an important point with this House. Of the loan of
$22,500,000 which this Government is asked for, $7,500,000
go for floating liabilities and $15,000,000 are to go into the
road. There is besidos the subsidy yet to be paid which the
Company owns, which we have guaranteed the Company, by
the contract of 1881, and which, if they carry out their con-
tract is no more ours than a section of land in the moon is
ours. That $12,710,788 has also to be paid out and applied to
the construction of the road, making a total of $27,710,788 to
go into its construction. Now, my point is this: The very
moment we can float this contract and make them the loan
of $22,500,000, we have the present value of the railway
worth $43,517,370. The Government has to see that every
dollar of the $27,000,000 that they pay to the Company is
represented by actual construction of the road, so that when
the two years have past, and the end of 1885 has come, and
all this loan and subsidy are paid to the Company, we will
have an actual railway value of $27,710,788 to add to the
other $43,517,370 as a gross security for the payment of
the loan. That is we have a security in a railway which is
not a diminishing but is an appreciative security, and which
grows by the amount of every dollar which is paid over of
that loan and that subsidy into the hands of the Company.
That gives us, at the end of two years, a railway security
worth, in construction value, $71,228,158. But that is not
the only security we have. We have also the security of
the land, amounting to 21,240,600 acres. Against this
21,240,600 acres of land handed over to the Government as
additional security, there is a loan of $1,123,115, which
leaves, if we can take the value of the lien at the price
which has been already realized for what has been sold-
$2.36 an acre-we have a balance of some $49,019,795repre-
sented to us in worth of lands placed in the hands of this
Government as additional security. That is, we have in
railways and landed security, at that rate of calculation,
$120,247,953. Is that sufficient security for a loan of
$22,500,000 and a contingent loan of 67,380,000, which
never will be called for if this agreement is carried out. le
a security of $5 for every dollar that is loaned considered
to be sufficient security ? Thore is another point which adds
greater force to this-will that railway property depreciate
from this tilt 1891, supposing it runs so long? Will it
depreciate in value between this and 1885? No, Sir; it is
constantly appreciating in value. The railway property
which is represented in the equipment and rolling stock of
the road is kept and must be kept up to its level and can be
kept up to its level, because it has a paying traffic. It is
therefore a security that will not depreciate but appreciate in
value. How is it with· reference to the lands? I have
calculated these lands at the rate of $2.36 per acre. Does
that calculation seem to be too high ? I think not. I think
we can test it very well by the amount which has been
already received for what has been already sold, and that
is at the rate of $2.36 per acre. I think, however, we can
take a little more in argument out of analogous roads. I
go over to the Union Pacifie road and I find that its lands
sold, from 1880 to 1883, at from $4.28 to $4.82 an acre; I
find that the Kansas Pacifie lands sold at from $4.03 to
$4.93 an acre; I find that the sales of the Cen-
tral Pacifie lands averaged, since 1870, $4.85 per
acre; I take the Northern Pacifie, which is more
analogous to our own road, because it has the element of
newness to a certain extent, and their lands, in 1882, sold
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for from $2.60 to 3.60 per acre. Now, we have this fact, the centres of traffic on the east and the centres of traffic
that the lands already sold of the Canadian Pacifie Railway upon the west, are immeasureably in favour of our own line,
have averaged $2.36 per acre ; that sales of lands on and I believe, Sir, that if that line shows such an increase
analogous roads averaged from $2.60 to $5 per acre in ingross earning as it has, ourownlino may safely be asserted
round numbers, and I think I have fair ground for the con- to be beyond the possibility of doubt, and reasoning by
tention that the remainder of those lands of our road will analogy, a lne that will pay its way and leave something
be worth an average of $2.36 per acre, at least. Will these to the net. Take the analogy of the Central Pacifie. In
lands depreciate or appreciate in value ? They must appre- 1871, the net earnings were $5,000,000 and odd; in 1882,
ciate in value every year, on accouant of the increased impetus tbey have risen to $8,000,000 and odd. Take the Northern
which is being given to buying and selling them, so that Pacifie: in 1882 the gross eurnings were $5,000,000 and
the value of real estate will creep up, especially within a odd, and in 1883 they were $9,000,000, and a little more.
certain distance of the great line of railway, and these lie Taking ail this into consideration, I say the conclusion
within that distance. To my mind, there is no question of the argument from analogy will be that our
that the security offered for the loan asked is amply suffi- road will fot be a dead security, but a paying and con-
cient. If it comes to be a fact, if the possibility ever be- stantly increasing paying investment. Then we are to take
comes a probability, and that probability ever merges the element of probability in. I started b make a calcula-
into a fact, that the Company makes default and is not able tion just about the lime the Speaker took bis Chair. 1 am
to carry out its obligation, 1, as a humble member of this exceedingly sorry, looking at the country's advantage and
Parliament, will not be sorry to see so valuable a property the cnlightenmcnt of this fouse which would have been
fall into the hands of the Government and the people, at se possible, that the Speaker took his Chair as early as he did,
small a price. It would be a good thing for the country and before I had an opportunity of corplcting that interesting
a bad thing for the Company, after the expenditure of ail calculation; but I will give you the germ of the calculation,
the energy and capital they have put into this gigantic and hon, gentlemen can work it ont themselves. I said to
enterprise. There is one other consideration I will trouble myseif, is il too mach to ask, is it too much to think, that,
the House with, in reference to this. Is the road, provided during the next ten years, we shah have at least 50,000
it falls into our hands, going to be a dead weight? or will it people yearly thrown into our North-West? Does tjat appear
be a live and realizable security ? That is, supposing this reasonable to the merbers of this fouse, that, during the
road were finished to-norrow, from the Atlantic to the Pacifie, next ten years, an average of 50,000 people a year will enter
and the Company made default, and it came into our hands, that country? Does it appear reasonable to saythat, of that
woulditbeabillofexpenseor amoansiof income n sus? That 50,000, 40,000 wihl belong o the agricultural classes?
is a very important point, because upon that rests in part th o belive it is not unreasonable. Is it unreasonable b
value et the security in ahe contingency that the Company say that, of these 40,000, one ont of four wil hold a farm;
shall make default and that the preperty shail coren our that is, that, ont of that number of people, there will be
hands. What have we 10 say in reference 10 Ibis? Wil 8,000 farmers, and that each of these will bring under cul-
the road be a dead security or a living and paying F-ocurity ? tivation twenty acres of good grain lands each year ? If
We have but three things tet go upon. We have experience you take that, and put it on the rate of progression, and
in the first place. What is that experience? In 1P882, the count it up for ten years, you will be surprised at the vista
gross receipîs of the Canadian Pacifie Railway were it openis up of production, acceleratiag and increasing pro-
$2,449,824. In 1883 they were $5,420,913; and the net of duction, which will feed the n of traffi, and devemop and
nine months' traffic cornes 1T pretty nearly a million of dol- ake prosperous a trade of the dimensions of whiech we to-
lars. I think that, se far as the road betwecn the Rocoy day can forn neactual-canscarcoly forni a probable-
Mountains and Port Arthur, added on to the road berwecn cstimnate. Sa I believe in the probabilities. Facts showing
Algoma Milîs and Sudbnry Junetion and Montreal, is con- that to-day the road is paying as fan as idis bcilt, probabi-
cerned, il setties the fact conclusively that that portlion of the ities leading us beieve that a large incease will take
road, at least, is a paying prtperty and will give a net earn- place in the productiveness of the so m a which will form a
ing over and above ail expenses. We have onily bo ask our- basis for brade in the future, I bhink we are altogether
selves thîs question: whether, when that lino ofecommunica- withia the mark wlien we conclude that that line of road,
lion between Sudbury Junction and PI'ort Arthur, around the once built, wil not be a loss tewhoever may happen t own it,
orth etfeLake Superior, is fixled in, and when the gap but will be a means of inc me and a source of profit.

across the Rocky iMoiontainsIe Kamloops is filled in, and Therefore, when they core and ask for a oan of 22,500,000,
the whole trvde of the country has a chance te exîend and osir us seeutrities worth 141,24 7,953-because I add
and grow up on this line, we think, in the light ef tho past the $35,000,000 of stock, at the rate of 60 per cent, which
experience of the road, this will be a paying rad, or will wil make $2 1,000,000-I believe the security is ample. I
involve us in expense ? 1 beaieve it win .pay for its running believe they comein can honourable and manly way and say,
and give a profit in et earnings every year. Have we any- we want a l oan which you can give botter than others; we
hing 0 back up this contention ? Yes, we have the ana- offer securities which we wold net like agivet lao the

logy of the roads 1 have mertioned before. Take the hands of any other; we make the bargain for mutual
Union Pacifie, and ils net earnings have risea frnm advantage, and we trust for mutual benefit to the two
$5,000,000 and odd in 1874, te t7,000,000 and odd in parties concorned. Now, Sir, that exhaust about the noe
1879, and, after the consolidation, frof $7,000,000 ad odd of thought that I conducted with myself, and brings me te
i 1819, teo $12,000,000 in 1882. Are the lands and the Ibis resul : that il is a foregone conclusion with the people,
cofntry and the capabilities ef the country through and a necessity of th is country, that the ui of trans-cati-
which our road ges se infiniely inferior; is neatal road sha be built, that the Company, having pro-
the extent of country that is te be traversed which eeeded so far with unexampled push and energy towards
gives nothing te ted the ine wih traffie se the completion of that road, and having been involved in
infinitely grater in our own cuntry, thaWtwe can hope for these tempora-y difficulties, if such you may cati thei,
Ibis analegy te have no forceand weight when appried te are reasonable pco ing belore us and in asking us for a
e , own road ? I believe the reverse is the case. tbelieve oan which shal accrue te the mtual advantage of the
the capacities and capabilities of our own lands through Company and oef the country; adI, for ofe, arn prepare to
whichour road ruas; I believe the lesser tract of bai ren and vote for loaning the $22,500,000 with the cntingentl an
uaproductive couatry which cannot feed th ine ancf travel ; j which may possibly cowe upon us in 1888, taking he
I believe the shorter het following the meridian between searity which is offred us and the parcentage they prom-
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ise to pay; and I believe that the country outside, which
despite ail that was said against that contract in 1880-81
approved of it and sent back those who framed and thos
who ratified it wvith such a large majority, looking upoi
that road in the light of a necessity now as thon, will re

.gard those who put this through in this Parliament, anc
vote for the speedy completion on such terms, as havinî
only carried out their behests, as having done what wa
given them to do, and will approve of their action wher
they next come before the polis to ask the suffrages of th
people. Now, I will ask the indulgence of the Hous
for a few moments whilst I present a different thought
Not only were the propositions made by this Company, and
the propositions entertained by the Goverument, brough
before me as a subject for investigation and approval, but
thought that something eise was necessary. 1 believed tha
wisdom did not reside solely in myself. i knew that human
nature on this side of the House was fallible as is human
on the other side of the House, or as human nature is
generally; and I said to myself, it is possible that new light
may be thrown upon this question, and I will wait and
listen. I will carefully observe, I will weigh, as far as I
possibly can, the arguments of those hon. gentlemen who are
opposed to this measure, and if they give me good grounds
for rejecting this proposal, I am willing to take the onus
and responsibility of rejecting it. So, Sir, I listened
earnestly and attentively to the Minister of Railways,
who expounded this matter to us, and I listened with
an equally earnest attention to the hon. leader of the
Opposition who made out the opposite case, and who
contended against the Resolutions which are placed before us.
Now, Sir, what did I extract from the long and able speech
of the hon. member for West Durham ? 1 listened toit from
first to last. I did not content myself with that, but Ihave
read that hon. gentleman's speech over three corsecutive
times since I received it in the Ransard. I think no hon.
gentleman on this side of the louse, or on the other side,
will be able to say that I have not given it an attention
and an investigation equal to all that it deserves at my
handsi and I did it with a desire of finding out what were
the strong points-if there were any strong points-which
might be urged against the resolutions before the House.
Weil, Sir, what do I find? I find this: that, with that
facility for bringing up buried issues and points about ques-
tions that have been settled over and over again, the bon.
gentleman occupied nearly the whole of lis speech with
debating issues and questions which had been settled by this
Parliament, and settled by the country after they had been
settled by this Parliament. That hon. gentleman did not
like a great many things; he was curious to know a
great many more things ; and what he did not
like, and what hé was curious to know, in nine cases out of
ten, were questions which, in my humble opinion, had no
more to do with the settlement of the question which is
now before us, than a magazine article upon Bacteria las
to do with chemical notation. In the first place, the hon.
gentleman did not like this Company coming back again to
Parliament. Weil, Sir, we would ail much prefer
that they should never have come back and asked for a re-
arrangement, or a reconsideration of this question, We
would have much preferred to see them go on with their
contract, and complete the road in 1886. But the point to
be observed is that they came back, and whether we liked
it-or not was not the question. That was the problem we
had to solve,- and it is no use for us to grumble because
they came back when we did not want them to come back,
Well, Sir, the hon. gentleman satirized the able resources
of the Syndicate. He seemed to make a good deal of merri-
ment over the fact that this Syndicate had been lauded in
years gone by as composed ofexceptionally able gentlemen,
linancially ; aiid now that this Company has come back to
us in the way it has, hé supposed that he had good grounds

for turning back upon the Government, and the party who
support the *Government, because the great advantage we

ehoped to obtain through this Syndicate was net realized.
iWeil, Sir, I do flot think there was any man, in 1881, or
-since 1881, who for a mnoment suppbsed. that any syndicate
Iwere going to take money enough out of theirown pockets,
or liad pockets deep enougli, ont of which to take the requi-

ssite money, te complote the gigantice nterprise of building
ia lino of railw.ay from Callander te the Pacifie Ooean. It
3was flot that for which we looked for a set of' able mon,
but we looked for a set of able men who, by their

*financial character and standing, should be able to put
the Company in the shape of realizing from the assets

twhieh should be placcd at its disposai,and supplerpenting the
déficiencies by their credit. This, Sir, the Company lias done,
and having donc that it is not open te the ridicule and satire
whieh was heaped upon it by the hon, gentleman. He lias
decl aréd that speod meant eost. Sir, that whole question was
dîseussed in the debate on the Addréss. The hon, gentleman
went into élaborate calculations then te prove to this flouse
that speed meant cost. 11e provéd it te lis own satisfac-
tien then ; lie did flot anv more than pr-ove it te bis own
,satisfaction this time. Possibly, speed dees mean cost in
some cases, but, te my mind, the construction of that part
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway that has been construcel
is net eue cf thoso cases. When yentake into account that
you mighb' just about as easily tako in supplies for 10,000
people as for 7,000;i whon yeu take into account that rail-
way building te-day is largoly donc by new and improved
machinery; whon you take into accounit that thé speed
with which it is carriéd eut Jeaves léss dead capital ly-ing
on thoir bands, and puts them into a position cf' realizing
more quickly on the outlay----I beliévo when yen. put ail
these things together, you will cerne te, the conclusion that
in this case, and iu many cases, it is net truc tliat speed.
means cost. In this case there are two prier con-
sidei'ations. Speed means benefit te the Company, because
it lieeps dead capital from lying on its bands; and speed
mneans bencfit tr9 this Dominion, bécause it opens our higli-
way just so many years earliér than it otlierwise would
be opencd. Sir, tlie hon. gentleman opposite dislikes
the mode of building. fie did net like the construction
comnpany and the directers whicb form p)art of that con-
struction company; hoe took it for granted tliat the direc-
tors did form part cf the construction cempany. Sir,
that is a question that i.s net germane te the issue which is
before the lieuse. The construction company, the mode in
which the road was buit-those are matters whicli I think
do not teudli directly upon thc question whether things
being as they are to-day, it is proper for this Parliament te
make the Jean whieh is previdéd for in the Résolutions. Hie
aise coinplainéd cf thé change cf route; but the change et
route is aise outside, in mx' judgrnent, cf the question which,
is before us. Hie is aIse opposed te the issue cf stock and
the manner in which it was issued. I think thc ground is
tenable hère, that iF' we make a contract witb the Company
and pay them s0 much te do the work, and provide that
our rates upon the railway afterwards are depéndent upon
the actual amount cf money that is used in thé construction
cf the road-I say, in that case, it is net véry germane to
the subjeet as te how tbéy issue, or how they dispose of, the
stock whîch is their own, and whidh does net enter as a
factor, theréfore, into tlie cost with référence te thé road.
Again, thé hon. gentleman was opposed te monopoiy
and disal lownnce. But this disallowance is apart alto-
gether froni tlie question at issue, and this monopoly waa
thoroughly discusscd and settléd whén thc contract was
rntifled, and the people have already passed upon it. Hé
aise ridiculed thé epening up of a United States port; ,and
my hon. friend frorn. Queen's County, Prince Edward
Island (Mr. Daviés), gréw virtuously indignant bécause
we were going te have connections cf this road reaching
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to some great city or cities in the United States. Sir,
I yield to no one in this House in my desire to see a
lino of railway which shall pass through Canadian territory
from the extreme east to the extreme west. I will go as
far as any hon. member in putting forth the power of the
country to have that idea thoroughly carried out; but at
the same time I will never consent to build up a Chinese
wall between us and the United States, with respect to the
running of this road and the points froin which it shall
gather or to which it shall carry the traffic which comes to
it. I will not go for that. But I hold that, for commercial
and prudent reasons, and for national reasons too, if you
like, it is within the competence and duty of this country to
see that we plant our hands wherever we can draw in a
single dollar of traffie or make our road more profitable
than it would otherwise be. I think it will go without
saying, before this Hlouse, that the point of shipment directs
or controls the destination of the freight which is
shipped. We have a trans-continental line of rail-
way. A great deal that will be shipped across that
line will be shipped from American ports in the west-will
be shipped from Asia, China or Japan, with a destination in
some of the eastern ports of the United States. It will be
a detriment to our road, a detriment to the increase of trade
and commerce upon that road, if we are not prepared to
receive and forward freight by the cheapest and most rapid
means within our power, over our road, as far as we can, and
thon forward it to the destination for which it is freighted.
There is a large amount of traffic which we hope to draw
over the road, which will not begin in Canada but outside of
the Dominion; a large amount of traffic f:om the eastern
sea-board of the United States, which we hope to carry over
the road. Now, can we do so, with the best prospect of
increasing the volume of our trade, unless we have connec-
tions so as to hold out inducements in the centres where the
trade starts to take hold of the traffic and carry it right
through to its destination. Therefore, I say that it is of the
utmost importance that the road shall throw out its connec-
tions towards the great seaports of the United States, in
order to gather traffic from them and bring up to the Com-
pany's main line. There are two divisionsof trade. There
is one which will start from the west in and out of Canada and
end at an eastern port of embarkation for Europe, going
through our own country. That is the kind which we must
keep within our own control. That is the traffie which starts
in the west and goes towards the east, bound for the old
country markets, and that is the kind which I would be no
patriot and not worthy of the trust reposed in«-me, if I did not
declare should embark at Canadian ports. But although I
believe in that doctrine, we should not place ourselves so as to
be unable to gather traffic destined for the eastern cities of
the country south of us, and carry freight at the lowest cost,
and therebyincrease our volume of trade. The traffic which
starts west and is bound for the old country, let us keep
for our Canadian ports; but, as regards all that we can
profitably draw from outside sources-traffic which begins
in countries outside, and is carried to countries out-
side our own, on this continent, let us have every facility
for carrying that traffic. So much with respect to this
matter of United States outlet, There is just one expres-1
sion which particularly struck me in the hon. gentleman'sg
speech, and whieh I will quote as he gave it. Hie said:1
" We may be exposed to the risks " (speaking about this4
partnership with the railway company) "but it is not likely1
we shall have any of the profits." In my opinion that is the1
cardinal defect in the criticisms given to these Resolutions1
by hon. gentlemen opposite. They have taken the ground1
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway is an enemy toi
Canada, and must ho watched; that it is of no national
importance; that the Company have all the advantages andi
we have all the risk and'none of the advantages. If by thei
power of my arms I could take up the whôle Canadian
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Pacific Railway and throw the track into the deep sea, I
want to know what would be the sensation with which
Canadians .would awaken to-morrow when tkey realized
the fact that they had no Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, no lino running from Mon-treal, Brockville,
and Callander across to the far west, 1,131 miles, with itê
steel rails through that great undeveloped, but rich and
promising country? Would they think there were no
advantages connected with the building of that road ? We
may give the Company all the money and subsidies we
have given them, and even supplement those amounts with
this additional aid in the form of a loan; and yet with all
these risks and gifts, I undertake to say that the benefit
which the Dominion realizes from the operation of that
road, is far greater than the cost involved to the country.
Sit, I will make another confession. I had the curiosity
this morning to read the whole of the speech of the hon.
leader of the Opposition, delivered in the House of 1880-81,
upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway contract; that
was when the contract was being submitted and
the House called on to . decide as to whether
it should be ratified or not. I read that speech
from the beginning to the end ; and what are
my conclusions ? Simply these: that the hon.
gentleman, when he made his speech on the Resolutions now
before the flouse, had the same set of models and patterns
as ho had in 1880-81. The only thing new is the little
different material ho bas ran through them. It was "may
be " and "may happen " from the beginning to the end of
his speech in 1881 ; it is "may be" and "mayhappen "
almost from the beginning to the end of his speech this
Session. One of the hon. gentlernan's "may te's " in 1881,
was this : "nay be the Company would never begin to
construct the road." But they did begin it. Another was
that "may be the members of the Company would abscond."
They have not done so. Another was, that "may be the
Company would never build the Lake Superior section."
But they have shown their earnestness in commencing
that work. Another was, that ''may be the Com-
pany would lock up the lands and holçi them
until some future period when they. could get higher
prices for thom." But they have not held the lands;
they have sold all they possibly could sel]. An-
other was, that "may be the scheme would ruin the
country." But the country has not been much ruined by it.
Another was, that "may be the scheme would ruin and sub-
merge the party." But the party still stands intact. Sir, at
the conclusion of all those "may be's," the hon. gentlem-'
stood up straight and spoke to the hon. members on thi,
side of the House in the following language:-

"I shall not venture to hope that this House will reject it but I do
not doubt that an indignant country., aithough you will net give it time
now to raise its voice, will take the earliest opportunity to inflict a
summary penalty upon those persons, offenders for a second time, who
having once betrayed, when entrusted with power, their country's
honour, and having been forgiven, have now taken advantage of the
opportunity which a too confiding people conferred upon them to betray,
in the same transaction, her most vital and material interests."

That, Sir, was the concluding sentence which fell like a
thunder clap of warning upon the House, and which showed
that, as the hon. gentleman did not properly gauge the
connecting circumstances which surrounded the question,
ho had equally failed in gauging, as every statesman, espe-
cially one who aspires to be the leader of a party, should
be well able to gauge-he failed to gauge the temper of
the Canadian people, with respect to this subject. Have we
not, thon, good grounds for believing that, as ho failed thon
to rightly guage the importance of the case and the senti-
ment of the country, ho may as certainly fail again. Now,
Sir, I shal take up some few points of the hon. member for
South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright). I am sorry ho is
not ini his place, but as ho is not, it is not my fault. Ho
commences with a warning. Will any hon. gentleman in
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this House, who bas watched him from his seat, year by
year, say if he can recollect a single instance in which
that hon. gentleman did not commence his speech with
a warning ? The hon. gentleman is in love and delighted
with warnings. An old historical legend, which takes as
away back into the times of Greece and the Trojans, tells us
that there was once a prophetess by the name of Cassandra.
She had the divine gift of prophecy, but it was fated that ber
prophecies should never be believed. She walked aboutthe
streets of Troy, and the burden of her prediction was, " Troy
shall be destroyed; woe unto Troy; Troy shall be destroyed ;
woe unto the city of Troy." Year after year that plaintive
cry of Cassandra went abroad in the streets of Troy, until
the people became indignant, indifforent; and at last, when
she passed by their way, they would simply say, one to the
other: "It is only the mad Cassandra, let her rave." IL
may happen that the multiplied warnings-wafnings made
when the hon. gentleman was in power, and since--
will become wearisome to the people, and to his
party, and that when he raises his fruitful succession of
warnings, the people may just jog each other as they pass
by, and say: " It is only the mad-Cassandra." What are the
warnings which the hon. gentleman bas given us on the
subject of the Resolutions? The first is this: I warn you
that if you endorse that bill you will have to pay it. The
second one is: I warn you if you pass the Resolutions,
the Company is not bound to, and will not, complete this
ioad by 1886. Well, Sir, that warning was effectual!y
voided by the utterances of the Minister of Railways,
who has, i hope, set that question at rest in this House.
le then goes on to warn us that the road will not he
built in four years; he warns the Finance Minister that
ho may find it hard to borrow money; he warns him that
the surplus may give out-and that is a warning upon
which, I am bound to say, ho is particularly well able to
itak iHe warns him that the importations may diminish ;
he warns us-no, ho does more, he confidently predicts-
and the old Latin line comesto one's mind: ab uno disce omnes
-confidently predicts, what ? Here is what the hon. mem-
ber for South Huron says:

" Tben we see from declarations in this House-we see in the news-
papers ot a cer;ain Province, we see in every direction, that one of
the great Provinces of the Dominion is seriously dissatisfied with its
linancial position, and that it is not likely to consent to tiis $30,00,000
being given, unless other and greater concessionsare made, unless other
and still greater liabilities are incurred."

That is a statement in cold blood, that if we advance this
loan the demands of a certain Province will not be satisfied
until another $30,000,000 more are given to it. I give that
as a specimen of the extravagant prodictions of the hon.
gentleman opposite; and as we know how close to proba-
bility that one is, we may take it as a fair sample of the
probability of his other warnings being verified. Well, Sir,
he warns us, first, that this is but the initial instalment, and
again, that it may turn outto be simply a Grand Trunk affair.
Sir, with reference to this Grand Trunk affair, I think the
hon. member for Cardwell pretty well set it in sufficient light
when ho spoke on that question. I deny that they are
parallel cases. I say they are as widely different as pos-
sible. In the first place, with reference to the Grand Trunk
Railway, it was built by money subscribed by people abroid,
which was sent to this country and used in building a road
for developing and opening up this country. In the other
case, all the assets and money which have been given to the
Company for the building of this trans-continental lino, is
money which las been advanced and land subsidy which bas
been granted by this country-a magnificent, and I must say
a sufficient subvention-one which we are not called upon to
increase, and one which I do not -think it is the temper of
this Parliament or the country to increase, in the way ol sub-
vention or gift. Add this to the remarks which were made
by the hon. member for Cardwell and the considerations which
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ho adduced, and I think it is patent to most hon. gentlemen
that there is -no fair parallel between the Grand Trunk
Railway and this railway, with reference to the lien we
may have upon them. The lien we have on the Grand
Trunk was placed where it is because of considerations
which cannot now enter into this question. It is still a
liability, and the time will probably come when this lia-
bilitv will be met, and the country will get back what it
paid into that i'tad in the way of capital. Sir, the hon,
gentleman has given these amongst other warnings. Now
the only process by which we cau arrive at any fair esti-
mate of what importance we are to attach to these warnings,
is to go back to the past warnings from the same hon.
gentleman. If we have any doubts about the matter they
can only be set at rest in that way. Let us go back to his
record and collate a number of the warnings he las
uttered, and if he has proved a fair and a true prophet in the
past, it is possible ho may do so in the present instance.
But, on the other hand, if he las proved a false prophet in
the past, it is quite possible that his prophecies will have
the same outcome at the present time. I think if we take
the budget speeches which were delivered by that hon.
gentleman from 1874 to 1878, we will find prophecy and
non-fulfilment running through from the very first to the
very last. In 1874 he came down with his budget, and
when placing his $.3,000,000 of extra taxation on the people,
he coneluded that he would thenceforward be able to dis-
pense with any aîdditional taxat ion, and that the prospects
of the country for being able to sustain itself were fairly
good. In IS75 he had reason to believe that there would
bo a reusonable surplus for the current year. In 1876 these
contident forecasts of the lion. gentlemîan's are given a new
turn, both by the mournful prologue with which ho com-
menced his speech in 1876, and the still more mournful
tones in which he alluded to the falling off of trade to the
extent of $20,000,000. In 1877, despite his hopeful
forecasts, a deficit of $2,000,000 stared him in the
face, and he put a tax on tea to help bim to meet it.
But then he thinks that in that year the country is about
coming to clear water, and it will be all right afterwards.
But the next year comes, and there is another deficiency,
and there is a foreshadowing of the hated income tax.
As a man of forecast, the history of the hon. member for
South luron, from 1874 to 1878, will not make us feel tat
his authority in that regard is of any very great weight.
But let us go from forecast to prophecy, and see how he as
succeeded. Any man may make a mistake in forecast, but
if a man has the divine afflatus breathed upon him, if he
bas the power of prophecy, there can be no difficulty in his
case ; if he can prophesy, and is a true prophet, his predie-
tions will come true ; if not, they will not come true. The
hon. gentleman prophesied in 1878, and the subject of his
prophecy was the hon. Finance Minister. He said :

"But when the people come to understand what is now being pro-

posed, the chances of my hon. friend ever succeedieg in regaimiug his
place in this House is, if I know anything of the temper of his constitu-
ency, problematical in the last degree. "

The hon. Finance Minister, however, did come back, and
ho is here to-day, and the fallacy of the prophecy is shown
by the fact. In 1878, the hon. gentleman again lifted up
his voice and prophesied-and this time he had two strings
to his bow. The subject of this p ophecy is the hon. Minis-
ter of Railways and the National Policy.:

" The hon. member for Cumberland, when he comes back to power,
if lie ever does, of which I must fain express my doubt, at all events at
the next election, will find himself so crippled and confined in every
quarter, that if he did make some slight readjustment of the Tarif he
will be obliged to settle down on the general Tarif, not affording manu-
factur es one wbit more assistance or protection than thatwhich he now
condemns on our part.'

'Sir, the hon. member for Cumberland did come back at the
next elections, did help to introduce and to carry forward
the very same Tariff policy which he propounded when ho
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was a member of Her Majesty's loyal Opposition. In 1879
this hon. gentleman again lifts up bis voice and prophesies,
this time about the party. IIe says :

"The time is coming, and coming fast, when they will wak2 up from
their short-lived delusion to find themselves wiser and poorer by many
a million than they are to-nigbt I warn the hon. gentleman that then
he w11 find that for the sake of obtaining a temporary party triumph,
he and those who suppot him will, in the long result, prove to have
utterly and hopelessly wree.d, not onl.y their own fortunes, and the
fortunes of their party, bu, I very much fear the fortunes of the country,
that have been most unfortunately committed to their charge."

Sir, the events have spoken after the prophecy, and have
shown upon what tenable grounds ho prophesied. In 1880,
again ho lifted up bis voice and prophesied, and this time he
spoke about the party and the Canadian Pacifie Railway
contract, saying:

" They will rush upon the fate which awaits thein so soon asthe people
have an opportunity of pronouncing their opinions at the polls."

The people had the opportunity of pronouncing their
opinions at the polls. Thev did it in 1882, and their opinion
is shown by the majority of seventy which came to back up
and cai ry through the contract which was introduced by the
Government; and, sad to relate, the prophet was left at
home. In 1880, ho again prophesied as follows:-

"II might recall the doom which, two years later, overtook the men
who treated with scorn the warnings we had uttered. I think the country
is likely to repeat its vengeancE, and that, if these hon. gentlemen do
not take care, the doom which overtook them in 1873 will be visited upon
them in 1883."
Well, Sir, in this prophecy the hon. gentleman left himself
an outlet-he said, "if they do not take care ;" therefore,
I suppose he will come to the conclusion that they did take
care, and so avoided Ihe trouble that he promised for them.
Sa much for the hon. gentleman's prophecies. Now, I repeat
what I said before-why should we le plagued with t his con-
tinual iteration ofwarîning, and prophecy ? Wh! can blame
the people if they soon omi to grow indignant and inMifferen t,
and pass the hon. genth1 man by with the words. "it is only
the mad Cassandra-let her rave and prophesy." The hon.
gentleman was pleased, in the plenitude of his power, the
greatness of bis mental strengtb, and the magnitude of his
information, to turn to this side of the House, lift himseif
up in all bis digniiy, and ask this question : Sir, I wonder
if hon. gentlemen ever look at the Public Accounis, or
do they put implicit failh in their leaders? If that hon.

gentleman were ini his 1 lauc, I would say that once in a while
we do look into the Publie Accounts. I remembe looking at
a page on which there were a great many figures, which ran
from 1868 to 1883, and the only places where I fourd a
minus sign were opposite the years in which the hon. mem-
ber for South Hurcn happened to be Financial Minister.
Yes, Sir, we do look at the Public Accoutis; we learn a
lesson from them, and the lesson bids us beware of trust-
ing the finances of this country to the hon. member for
South Huron again. Well, Sir, that hon. gentleman went
a little further a short time afterwards and said : "Now,
my hon. friends from the Maritime Provinces may not be
as well aware of the past history of Canada as I am, and my
friends around me." The hon. genteman credited
the members from the Maritime Provinces with
much of the effects of isolation-they had not read
so much as the hon. gentleman, or informed themselves
about the history of Canada. If that hon. gentleman were
in bis place to-night, I would venture to humbly suggest
to him that the members from the Maritime Provinces and
the people of the Maritime Provinces do now and then see
a newspaper, do get a history of this country occasionally,
and are not totally benighted, even with regard to the bis-
tory (f older Canada. I would remind that bon. gentleman
that he came down on one occasion to ienlighttn the people
of the Maritime Provinces, and with no very enlightening
effect, if we may judge by th- extent to which his visit
increased the number of his followers there. I would ven-
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ture to suggest, as he was followed by the hon. Leader of
the Opposition and Mr. Huntington, and as neither of these
gen tlemen seemed to have increased the number of their fol-
lowers there, that it may only be a way of taking vengence
on the people of the Maritime Provinces, to imply here that
they are not very well informed. Well, Sir, we are some-
what informed on the history of Canada. We know a few
things, and amongst others we know this-we know that
outside of the points I have mentioned, there are bits of
history which cling around the hon. gentleman himself. We
listen, Sir, to his strong assurances of his patriotism and
bis indignant denial that he is unpatriotic, and yet we are
compelled, from what little information we have, to come
to some pretty strange conclusions. in one or two instances.
What are these instances ? We remember, as we read the
budget speeches, that, from 1874 to 1878, inclusive, that
hon gentleman in no single budget speech, refrained from
hurling back upon the preceding Government accusations
respecting the enormous and reckless and insane expendi-
tures they had heaped upon the country, and the more
reckless, enormous and insane obligations to which they
had committed the country. But that bon. gentleman weni
over to Great Britain to-ask a favour, and when he reached
the Mother Land ho had no other words, in presenting his
case, to utter, than these:

"lThe entire debt has been incurred since for legitimate objecte of
public utility The indirect advantages from these public works' have
been found in the remarkable rapidity with which the commerce and the
material prosperity of the Dominion have been developed. The revenue
ias shown a continuous surplus each year since Contederation."

Either the hon. gentleman was wrong in his first state-
ment or he was di.honest in his second, and our opinion
of him is not raised when we find that, on his return he
gave this reason for his contradictory statements, that it
was neeessary to show the silver side of the shield in the
Mother Country when soliciting a favour, but be kept the
brazen side. for his own people at home. The hon. gentle-
man speaks in indignant tones of his patriotism. On this
point I have gathered some information, in a state-
ment made by the hon, gentleman in 1882, when he occu-
piel in this House bis position of chief financial critie of the
Government. Hie said:

W hy, Sir, I tell them to-day that Canada is a country in which no
man is free to buy or to sell, to eat or to drink, to travel or to stand
stili, without paying toll to some extortioner or other."

If the eminently patriotic gentleman is to carry
abroad statements of that kind, it becomes of the
first necessity that a man with equally strong
lungs should travel closely behind him, and, as these
utterances go forth, cry out with a loud voice: "Neverthe-
less this is a Canadian patriot of the first water." I think I
have taken up most of the objections which have been urged
as reasons why these Resolutions should not be passed. But
there are a few left out of the abundant surplus-I am glad
that the hon. gentleman bas a little portion of a surplus -in
some way-there are a few left from the salient remarks of
the hon. member for Queen's which I did not quite overtake
before recess and with reference to which I have a few
remarks to make now. When the hon. gentleman spoke of
the old landlord system of this country, and tried to
make it appear that we were introducing into the North-
West Territories a revivified type and a perfect pattern of
the old, exacting, and, in some respects, tyrannical landlord
system of the old country, it is only necessary to make
that statement where people can hear it to show
its inaucuracy. It needs no refutation other than
simply to state it. There is no analogy between
colonization land companies and the land regulations
in the North-West, and the old system of landlord
tenure and the like which obtains in the old coun-
try. The hon. gentleman :said, no doubt, that there
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were bulls and bears outside who are manipulating the
stock of this Company, and naughty mon inside who are
making capital out of it, and rival speculators who were
found in every way plotting schemes in relation to this
measure; but I tell the hon. gentleman that Canada bas too
large a stock in this road, too many of her interests are
bound up in its successful completion, for us to sit idly by
and sec the bulls and bears tearing this to pieces, and
naughty men doing their best to destroy the prospects of
the Company, and rival speculators trying to obtain an ad-
vantage out of this thing in which we are deeply inter-
ested. In this question, the motto of Canada is nemo me
imprne lacessit. The hon. gentleman speaks of the enor-
mous sums which have been expended by the Company in
side enterprises. If he will make a calculation, lie will sec
that the amount ro expended does not exceed the
sum of 81,800,000, so that the sums are not very enormous
compared with the expenditure and the estimatel cost of
the whole road. I protest against the way the hon. gen-
tleman puts the terms of this Resolution. Any stranger
sitting in the galleries and listening to the hon.
gentleman will suppose that the proposition before
the louse was to give this Company $30,000,000
in cash as a gift, which will never be repaid.
The hon. gentleman begged the question entirely
in so stating it. It is a loan which must bo paid back to
the uttermost farthing, or this Government will have its
peifect forfeiture in the taking over of the securities given
lor the loan. It is not a gift but simply a square bargain. I
thank hon. menbers very kindly for the attention they have
given me. I know I have trespassed longer on your time than
I should, but I trust you will pardon, in a comparatively new
member, what you might not be disposed to pass over in
the case of an older and more experienced member. I have
never yet had an opportuu ity of expressing myself with refer-
ence to the railway policy of this country, and I thought it
would not be amiss for me, at this stage of my political life,
to give the reasons why I intend to support these Resolu-
tions. It will not bo more than a quarter of a century from
this Lime when the next generation, looking at this com-
pleted work and at the multitude of enterprises clueteiing
around it, will come to the conclusion that in the inception
and carrying out and completion of this road, the fathers of
this Canadian people acted wisely and well, and that they
have raised a monument whieh is more imperishable than
bronze, a monument which will stand to their credit and
endure to their benefit so long as Canada shall be Canada,
and countries shall look upon and honour publie spirit.

Mr. FAIRBANK. Mr. Speaker, I shall offer no apology
to the Houie for rising to speak upon this question. It is a
question of so great importance that every representative
is entitled to speak upon it. I, Sir, feel that 1, too, have a
duty to perform, and to the extent of my limited ability
shall endeavour Io do it. You can the better afford to listen
to me for a short time, as to-day you have had the
pleasure of listening to both Queen's and King's among
the speakers, and can now afford to listen to one of the-
Commons. In the speech just closed by the hon. member
for King's, we have seen the work of a master painter, one
who bas a great command of language, one who is a
master in the business, and we have only to regret, Sir,
that so great painting ability as he possesses should be
used in whitewashing so bad a measure. Eloquence like
his tends to soothe, and I presume that in the surgical opera-
tion which is to be performed, the deep incision which is
to be made in Canadian credit, ho will administer the chloro-
form, to make the cut felt as little as possible. fie
remarked to the momber for Queen's that, at some future
time, they would meet and compare notes. I presume ho
will follow the example of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
by asking the Government to endorse the notes. There is
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very much of what the hon. gentleman said with which none
of us will disagree. Indeed, for the first half hour of his
speech, I understand that those who are more familiar
with him than 1, say that they always did like that portion
of his speech. When ho spoke of his late researches convine-
ing him that it was possible and perbaps a proper thing
for the Government to control the railways, ho came very
near sentiments expressed by myself during the last
Session, and upon that point we should perhaps agree pretty
closely, so far as to their owning and working them to an
extent which would prevent the monopoles of which we
stand in great danger. He spoke of the energy, the remark-
able push of this Company, he referred to their push re-
peatedly. Sir, there is a legend on the opposite side of the
louse which gent leçnen there are very fond of referring to,
called a " big push," in connection with which it is alleged
the words were used " come down handsomoly." I think
from the Resolutions laid beforo us, that this is a puash of
that kind on the part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, a
big push for us to come down handsomely. He lays out the
plan of his argument, the field of his conflict, as between the
completion of the railway in 1886 and 1891. I do not
understand that to be the question before us. The rail-
way company have not stated that they could not finish
until 189 L They have said that with this great advance,
they could finish in two years, but they have not stated, as
put by the hon. gentleman, that it would not otherwise be
finished until 1891. Yet, if that came really to be the test
as between the advance and not the advance, I do not think
we would change our position. The bon. gentleman
alluded to himself as an independent member. Now, Sir,
when I become Premier, which, I do not think, will be
before 1891, unless I like the railway get a large advance,
I hope I may have many such independent members, mem-
bers who will confine their independence to speak against
me but voting with me. Then, Sir, ho took us across the
ocean, to firesides in Ireland and other countries, and said
many were there to.night talking about the pluck of the
Dominion. Mr. Speaker, there are other tiresides nearer
home around which, to night, they are talking, bat it is
about the plucking of the Dominion. le became very
eloquent indeed upon the question of immigration, regretted
that the hand of frost had closed up the rivers and the
lakes so that immigrants could not reach their destination.
We all know that the dead of winter is just the time for
immigrants to go to the North-West-they always go on
snow-shoes. le drew a feeling picture of the disadvan-
tages a man would labour under in having to pass through
other premises in going from his breakfast table to his
library, comparing the North-West with old Canada, but ho
did not tell us which was the breakfast table and which the
library. So far as that question is concerned, it is simply
a question of cost. Distances are measured by the cost or
passing from one to the other for either passengers of
freight, and the time for talking largely about political rail-
ways is passed-I think it ended with the Intercolonial.
He derives much consolation from the assurance that, of the
twenty-two millions and a half to be advanced, fifteen millions
is sure to go into the railway. Is it not surprising how easily
bon. gentlemen become satisfied after considerable practice ?
ie is quite contented now to know that two out of every

three dollars that we vote will go into the railway.
Of course, Sir, we never expect that any hon. member will
rise from the opposite side of the House without attacking
the hon. member from South Huron. That hon. gentleman
does not require my defence. He is quite able to defend
himself. He has been attacked, and will be attacked, and
we know the roason. It is a very sure sign, Mr. Speaker,
when you see a dozen boys pitching into one, that it is a
pretty big boy they are af ter. Sir, we have heard much
of a railway from ocean to ocean, from sea to sea. I do not
understand that such a railway is before us. There is much,
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indeed, about this railway that we do not sec ; there is a
great deal that we are not allowed to see; there is consider-
able that is not considered goud for us to -ec ; but, the rail-
way from sea .to sea is not before the House. Mr.
Speaker, I propose to direct my remarks to a railway that
has a beginning and an end-not a kind of patent, double-
acting, self-adjusting suction railway, that goes down to
New York, Boston and Portland, sucks up business there,
and discharges it on St. Andrews, St. John and Halifax.
This is not the kind of railway I am going to speak about.
I shall*speak of a railway that is bounded by law, its
sections defined by contract. That railway commences at
Callander, and ends upon the Pacifie Ocean, at a point fixed
atPort Moody. Where is Callander ? The bon. Minister
said it was an unknown place, and be had to go back to
Montreal to find a starting-point that would be known.
Callander, Sir, is in the Province of Ontario, and is not in
the disputed territory. 'It is a little north of latitude 46,
and about longitude 79. It is 345 miles west, and a little
north, of Montreal; 223 miles north of Toronto, and was
the end of the Canada Central Railway, and is our starting-
point. Port Moody is a few miles north of the west end
of the northern boundary of the United States. It is on
the waters of the Pacifie, in longitude 122, and is 2,550
miles from Callander. Such is the railway, and such are
its termini. The following is the manner in which it was
to be constructed: from Callander to Port Arthur a dis-
tance of650 miles, by the Canadian Pacific Railway; from
Port Arthur to Red River 429 miles, by the Dominion Gov-
ernment; from Red River to Kamloops is 1,260 miles, by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ; from Kamloops to Port Moody
213 miles, by the Government; and the branch from
Winnipeg to Pembina 69 miles, by the Government ; in
ail 1,910 miles by the railway company, and 711 miles by
the Government. For building this railway, or these two
sections of this railway, the Company were to receive
$25,000,000 in cash and 25,000,000 acres of land ; exemption
from taxation of road forever ; exemption of taxation on
land, unless sold, for twenty years ; freedom from duties;
a monopoly in the North-West for twenty years, and the
whole road their own forever. At the time this bargain
was made, many considered it a bard barguin for Canada.
Tradition says that opinions expressed in the lobby, and
the votes given in the House differed. Tradition says that
the party whip had to be administered with great vigour
to keep members in line. Tradition says that when the
contract was finally passed, an old supporter exclained :
" We have saved the chief, but we have ruined the party."
Previous to the contract this work had been carried on as
a Government work. The Permbina Branch was built, the
Thunder Bay section was being built, and the road reached
westward into the prairie Province. The contract was
signed, and constructiop was proceeded with by the Com.
pany and by the Government. (Al other speakers have
given a little history, and I suppose I may, too.) The
Company wanted to sell stock, and the Government was
applied to to guarantee dividends. The Minister of
Finance bas b'een good enough to bring down a paper show-
ing us in what mariner the Govern ment may borrow money,
namely, by the issue of debentures, by the issue of deben-
ture stock, by direct terminable annaities, and by the issue
of debenture bonds. It was the opinion of his deputy that
in June last the Government were authorized to borrow to
the extent of $18,000,000. He gives this as his opinion:

"The principal in money mentioned in the agreement with the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Company to repre3ent $975,000 half-yearly for ten
years, was nearly $16,000,000. S> far as that amount goes, the Gov-
ernment of Canada was, it appears to me, within their borrowing
powers."

It appears, Sir, that the Governraent were quite willing
to borrow $24,000,000, but the Company could not furnish
the money, and therefore they only borrowed a portion-j
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they 'took a portion of it in cash, and securities for the
balance. In relation to taking security, the 'Finance
Minister says:

"As regards the acceptance of securities from the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company for deferred payments, the Government made the
arrangement, trusting to the support of Parliament, as the case was
urgent."'

The Government do not claim it was according to law.
They admit it was contrary to law, but trusted to Parlia-
ment, "as the case was urgent." Now, Sir, it will be
observed that all these powers were given for the express
and only purpose of borrowing money. Was this power
exercised for that purpose? Let us see. I will read a
paragraph from the Speech from the Throne speaking of
the arrangement with the Company:

"That arrangement was made on the belief that it would give
steadiness and increased value to the shares on the market."

Borrowing had nothing to do with it; it was to advance
the stock on the market. The thing was done-done by
Ministers; Parliament was not consulted, although it was to
meet in about two months. As I have remarked, the thing
was done. The railway gun was charged with Government
giant powder; loaded with a red hot shot, and the gun
fired. But it failed to inflame the stock exchange. It
missed the target. But in one sense it made a bull's eye,
for it hit the "bulls " in the eye and knocked down the
stock. Mr. Speaker, common people must not be blamed
if they fait to comprehend how the Company could expeet
to benefit from this arrangement. And please mark the
distinction between the Company and an individual stock-
holder. The arrangement was to deposit with the Govern-
ment, within threc months, 11J millions of solid cash-
8' millions cash down, and the balance within three months.
And what was this to do ? It was to guarantee the
dividends on $65,000,000 of stock. But where was the
stock ? $55,OO0,000 of it had been sold and had passed
from the Company, as a Company, and was the Company's
property no longer. The remaining $10,000,000 was
pledged for a loan. Hlow could the Company be
helped ? There is something about this we cannot
understand; perhaps it is

"One of those things which no fellow can understand."

What was the first result ? Let me read from the Speech
from the Throne:

" That arrangement was made in the belief that it would give steadi-
ness and increased value to the shares on the market. A combination
of unfavourable circumstances has prevented the fulfilmerit of these
expectations, and the Company has not been able to obtain the required
capital by the sale of its stock."

Of the first result the President said was this:
" I regret to say, however, that the arrangements so made has not

attained its object in any degree."

What was the second result ? The President of the Com-
pany says:

" The payment to the Governmeit of $8,710,240, in advance of the
secured dividende, las deprived the Company of the means of continuing
vigorously the construction of the road."

This result was disastrous-a result not uncommon
with individuËls or companies or governments, when they
go out of their proper. linos. As gunners on the stock
exchange, the Goverument is not a success. In military
matters, when people get dissatisfied with the artillery, they
are allowed to exchange into the infantry, where the guns
are not so large and not so dangerous. Whatis the proposi-
tion before the House ? First, that no part of the $7,500,000
for which security was taken from the Company instead of
cash shall be paid until 1888. The second part is, that the Gov-
ernment shall loan the Company $22,500,000; the two items
-the one which we are not to receive and the one which we
are to give, amount together to 830,000,000. I will deal
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only with the $22,500,000, and for the purpose of doing
s0, I beg to enquire what the Company has done ? The
Company has, upon the section of the lino from Callander
to Poi t Arthur, constructed 160. miles, and partially con-
structed some fifty miles besides. It has constracted on the
section from Winnipeg to Kamloops 960 mites out of 1,2tP)
miles. What ias the Company expended ? The president
says:

" It has expended on its main line, including th.e finishing of 1.130
miles, $23,363,564"
-say 823,J millions. What has the Company received ?
The presidett says:

"I lt has only received out of the entire cash subsidies and land
subsidies, $21,318,222 ".
-say 211 millions. This would leave the amount of cash
furnished by the Company, $2,245 342, or say 21 millions.
But what bas the Company earned by the work now done ?
It bas earned cash subsidy, 6 12,289,211, say 12J millions ;
land subsidy earned and sold, 3,753,400 acres, sold at $2.36 per
acre, amounts to $8,855,024, say S millions ; land subsidy
earned and not sold, 10,102,305 acres, whicb, valued at $2
per acre, amounts to $20,204,610, say 20 millions. It is
almost unanimously conceded that it is proper to place the
price at $2 per acre. These items together amount to
$41,151,845, say 41 millions. Deduct from this the cost of
the work, $23,563,568, say 23J millions, and $17,588,291, say
17J millions remain. Now, Mr. Speaker, you will remember
that the hou. member for King's, in going over those pro-
perties constantly used the word "worth;" ho said those
properties were worth in overy instance what they had
cost. When lie was pricing them as security ho valued
them at their cost ; and as ho seems to be appointed valua-
tor for this Government loan society, I suppose we must
take his valuation, and, thorefore, no objection can be taken
to my using these as values in lieu of cost. By these figures,
I have shown that up to the present moment the Company
have earned a profit on the work they have so far done of
17k millions, a pretty fgood two year's work, and still
they are knocking at tho door of the Treasury for a loan.
They are asking the hard-handed artisans of Canada,
many of whon are living on four days' labour in the week,
to borrow the money for them. ion. gentlemen can place
their own value on theso lands, but the matter stands
thus, under any circumstances; the Company bave
10,000,000 acres of lands for an expcnditure of 2k millions
on their own work. But, Sir, that is not all. You
ha.ve given them the Pembina Branch of 69 miles,
a branch which has paid handsomely ever since it was
o ened. You have given them the Thunder Bay and

innipeg road, 429 miles, built and ironed. Theso two to-
gether make 497 miles, which cost 819,000,000, and the
" valuator " says it is worth it, so there is $19,000,000
to be added to the 17½ millions. And the road they
have built is their own. But that is not all. These
roads, during the last ton months, have earned, accord-
iug to their own reports, a net profit of $878,000.
Tho Company must be hard up. But, Sir, the Minister of
Railways has informed us that there has been-

" An excess of expenditure on the main line by the Company over
what they have received from Government sources, of not less than
$23,743,5502'

The hon. gentleman has invited criticism. I accept the
invitation. Lot us examine the items constituting those 231
millions. One of the items is materials and supplies,
84,025,604, or say, 4 millions. Now, Sir, are these supplies
chargeable to past work ? When they are used and have gone
into the railway do not they draw more money and more
land ? Should they not be charged where the earnings come
from ? Whea those materials are used, the Company will
have a further cash subsidy, and a further land subsidy.
The accountant may strike off $4,000,000. The next item
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is the dividend on stock, Has the dividend on stock gone
into the construction of the railway ? I may be answered
that a fair charge is interest on the investmernt, but we are
not given what the investment is, and there is but a smnall
amount at best that is invosted by the Coumpany. It would
be nothing in proportion to the net earnings. This item is
$2,l28,000, and the accountant will please st ike it off. The
next item is the deposit with the Government, $9,710,240, -r
say 8ï millions. Hai the deposit made to secure future divi-
dend to the stock-hflders gone into the construction of the
road ? No man can contend for a moment that it has, an i the
accountant will please strike off 8î millions. It se ms t, me
that the Minister's 23¾ millions is getting winter-killed; it
is shrinking worse than froited wheat. In the language of
a celebrattd railway man, in New York, it seems to be
going

" Where the woodbire twineth."
There is an item for rolling stock. I may be told that
a railway does not anount to much unless it has
rolling stock. Sir, in paying these subsidies, does the
Government take the rolling stock into account ? But we
are asked to be liberal-it is the people's money, let us
be liberal, and the most recent translation of the word
liberal, I believe, is "patriotic." I have sometimes wondered
what the "liberal" portion of the Conservative name
meant. We are getting light on that subject. For the
present I will allow this item of $6,130,7U2 for rolling
stock. There is also an item for tools. Sir, I decline to
diseuss the question of tools. We were told that the Globe
newspaper was part of the rolling stock of the Grand
Trunk Railvay, and I shall not deal with this question
of tools until we havo tho items. These two items, the
2j millions of excess of expenditure by the Company over
receipts, as stated by the Company, and the rolling stock,
together amount to $8,376,134 cash invested by the Com-
pany in building the railway, and in its rolling stock, whieh
has earned $20,000,000 worth of land, and $19,000,000
worth of railway, which we have given them. The Com-
pany has invested in building the railway and in rolling
stock, $8,376,134. That will nover do; and the Govern.
ment seem to be alive to the fact that this Company must
not have any money in the railway. The first 7k millions
of what we are asked t, vote is to go to pay their debts.
Take the $7,500,000 from the amount they have invested,
that is, $8,376,134, and the balance is $876,134. The net
earnings for tho last ton months only were $976,426,
leaving a balance of $ 102,332 of moneys they will recoive
moro than they have put into both rolling stock and rail-
way. I repeat it, Sir, this does not leave a single dollar of
money furnished by this Company, composed of mon of
such tremendous financial power, for the railway or the
rolling stock, up to the date of that paper. And what of
the future? Tho president, in his circular of December
29th, 183, says:

lIt lias been ascertained that the cost of finishing the line wibl not
èxceed $27,000,000,11
What are the Company to receive ? They are yet te receive,
of cash subsidy, $12,710,788; of land, 11,244,295 acres,
equal, at $2 per acre, to $22,488,590; 313 miles of railway
which we are building, and which is estimated to cest
89,000,000; a total of $44,199,378. Under the contract
as it now stands, the Company would own, of finished
railway, from Callander to Port Moody, including the
Pembina Branch, 2,619 mile3 and 21,246,600 acres of
lind, for an expenditure of $16,534,555. Valuing the lands
at $2 an acre, they have the road for nothing and
$25,958,645 besides. Our present conti act is very easily
and very simply stated. Under that contract, it would
c)st us : $5,000,000 for surveys, $28,000,000 for road
c>nstracted, $25,000,000 in cash bonus, and 25,000,000
acres of land equal, at $2, to $50,000,000, making a total
of $108,000,000. And this is the state of matters under which
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we are asked to borrow money to lend to the Company, to
the extent of $22,500,000. Mr. Speaker, we have been forced
to deal with millions. They have been tossed about as things
of small account. One would suppose, indeed, that tbey had
been toys of the hon. gentleman's childhood. I wish to
come down for a time to figures within my comprehension,
and for this purpose I propose to divide this $22,500,000
amongst the various constituencies of the Dominion
of Canada. We have, I believe, 211 members. Let us
see what proportion of this amount rests upon. each hon.
member of this House, or rather upon the people he repre-
sents. I find it to be in round numbers one hundred and
six thousand dollars ($106,000). Now, were hon. gentle-
men opposite, were any of us, sent here with directions to
make this loan? Was it part of our marching orders to
lend $100,000 to this Company on behalf of our constituents.
If the question were put squarely and plainly to them,
divested of ail clouds and cobwebs and obstructions: " Are
you, a county or section of a county, as the case may be,
prepared to lend your money on credit to the extent of
8100,000? "--what would be the answer? I think we
know what it would be. And why is the loan asked ?
There is but one reason given for this loan. There are
two, but there is one which, to most of our minds on this
side of this House, at all events, would be a secondary one
-I allude to the effect upon the Conservative party. The
one question we have to deal with is the loan for the pur-
pose of completing the railway in two years. Do we feel
authorized to compel our people at home to make this
loan for this purpose? For one, I do not. I do not find it to
be part of my duty. There is another point that must be
considered-what will the cool-headed money-lenders of
England say ? How is it going to affect our credit ? We
are at present large borrowers, our debt at present amount-
ing, in round numbers, to $200,000,000. This debt is from
time to time maturing. Certainly we cannot pay it, and
we must borrow again. The rate at which we can
bòrrow depends upon our financial standing; the interest
we shall have to pay depends upon our credit; and it
requires but little knowledge of business to know that
credit depends largely upon the extont to which itis used.
We have been informed, time and again, that the progress
of the Norti-West is to be credited to the rapid construe-
tion of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The progress of the
North-West did not commence with the rapid construction
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. No sooner had the North-
West ceased teobe a muskrat preserve for the Hudson Bay
Company, than it began toattract attention, and immigrants
began to go in. They went by the Dawson route, by Lake
Superior and the railway to Moorehead; thence by Kittson's
steamer, and later on by the American railway to the
Canadian frontier. The North-West had prospered consi-
derably up to the time it was attacked by grasshopers-
may it never be attacked by anything worse. I think it
was in 1875 that the grass hopper made its raid on the North-
West destroying every green thing; but following out the
principle of insect life, that when an .insect becomes too
numerous it breeds a parasite that destroys it-I do not
know but this applies to governments as well-the para.
site attacked the grasshopper and the grasshopper had to
go. It took a iew years to recover confidence, but con-
fidence was restored, and the Norih-West prospered. Per-
haps the rapid construction had somethiug te do with the
boom which, amongst the North-West misfortunes, is not
second to the grasshopper. Fever in business is not any
better for business than fever is for man. It does not give
it any strength. Rapid construction is said to advance the
value of labour, to acvarnce the rate of wages. Very likely
it did. I do not koow what the wages paid were. But
to whom were the wages paid ? It is a notorious fact
that nine out of every ten men at least, of thse who
worked upon this rapid construction, were fiom the

Mr. FÀIRBANK.

United States. They were not our people, but railway
men from the United States. Did these mon remain
when they bad done lhe work? No, Sir; theyobliged the
railway to take them back. At'first the railway company
objected, but in the end they did send them back. The
men stopped in Winnipeg, aind the reports are that they
took sundry drinks there and then went home. The sup-
plies, to a very large extent, came from the same source, as
the North-West was too young to f urnish the supplies for
the new line. HRad the building gone on less rapidly,
a much larger portion of the money expended would havé
remainded in the North-West. I was speaking of the wuges
and who got the wages. But there is another point-who
paid the wages ? I have shown you it was not the Canadian
labouring man who got the wages, but it is the Canadian
labouring man who pays the wages. Every man in Canada
who consumes a dollar's worth of goods, paying either duty
or excise, contributes to those high wages. There was
another result of rapid construction. Rapid coDstruction
caused a rapid payment of the subsidy, and rapid payment
of the subsidy caused a rapid drawing upon our banks last
season. That rapid drawing was the cause, to a consider able
extent, of the contraction which niany a man in Canada
will remember to the day of his death. There is, Mr.
Speaker, such a thing inhuman affairs as going too fast.
Much time bas been spent in proving the good security
that is offered; and, if we take the valuation of the
"Government valuator," the security ougbt to be considered
ample. But the man or the company that bas good security
to offer can always get money at money's value. Let those
having this unquestionable security go into the money
markets of the world and borrow their money. We are
not money lenders. But, notwithstanding the good security,
hon. gentlemen opposite have taken a great deal of trouble
to show us what condition we will be in, in case of the
Company's default. The hon. Minister states sundry expend.
itures, in which ho includes the lands that the Company has
sold and got paid for, amounting to some $7,500,0OJ, but ho
says nothing about the land the Company did not sell among
the debit items. He includes the cash subsidy, the money we
are now to vote-inded, we can find no fault with what he
includes in money-and he sums up $97,000,000. Then, ho
asks what shall we do with the lands ?-the land that was not
sold. Do exactly that which you do with other lands when
you sell them. Credit them to wild lands and notto the rail-
way to which you have not charged them. But at tho conclu.
sion ho says: I credit the railway with the 21,246,600 acres at
$2 an acre, making $42,493,200. He credits this to the rail.
way, but he did not charge it to the railway. That is a
kind o! single entry that will not do. Why did the lion.
gentleman stop here in bis calculations ? Why did he not
go on and sell 27,000,000 more acres of public lands and
credit them to the railway. Thon the railway would have
cost nothing. If land business continued good, he might have
sold more and made a railway dividend. The bon. gentle.
man's calculations are wrong-wrong-to the extent of
4, millions, as the bon. member for West Durham has stated.
But, defeated in this direction, he may attempt a masterly
retreat by claiming that the lands would be of no value
without tho rapid construction. The railway adds to the
value of the lands, and theo lands add to the value of the
railway, and settlers add to the value of both. But were the
lands of no value beforo this rap'id construction? Provid-
ence, in its wisdom, created but one St. Ljawrence, with its
enlargoment of the great lakes, and in its gooduess gave
it to Canada. The diffiaultiei in its navigation, owing to-
its rapids and the greatialils of Niagara, have been overcome
by an expenditure, on the part of Cafada, ofover $40,000,000.
The obstruction at the Sanit Ste. Marie has been overoome by
the American canal. Throngh it;we pass to LakeStipei4or
and arrive at Thunder Bay, the uppermost port within
Canadiah territrY. At that point we are 1,000 =ile@s wOs
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of Montreal, and, cilcùlatig from the nearest Canadian
winter seaport, St. Andrews, we are two-fifths of the way
across the continent. From this point the Government, at
our expense, had constructed a railway to Winnipeg, and
were constructing a ruilway into the Prairie Province. Had
that key to the n orth-West been maintained, had we con-
tinued to hold the line from Lake Superior, our inland sea-
p ort to the Red River, and pressed our railways on into the

rairie Province, throwing out branches by the i+ay, would
the land have been of value? I believe it would have been
of double thie value if i1 to-day. Permit me to quote what
the railway·company itself says in relation to the present
facilities for reaching thé North West:

"The Canadian Pacifie, throigh rail and water route, to the west by
Algoma, and Lakes Huron and Superior.

'"On the opening of navigation in the spring of 1884, the new rail and
waterroute from Montreal to aIl parts ofthe North-West wili be opened.
In corùpärison with the all4ail route by Chicago and St. Paul, passengers
will be saved the fatigue and expense of 300 viles of travel, and, apart
frtin this, and fr0m the fact that their journey to Winnipeg will occupy
nidth less time than by the railroad, it will be robbed of its monotony
by a trip through the world-renowned inland sea."

I have very little sympathy, Mr. Speaker,-I have no
sympathy with that sentiment which speaks of the enor-mous
obligations of the North-West to the old Provinces. The
old Provinces had debts which the inhabitants of the new
Provinces will share with us in paying. Money expended in
these rail-roads and other expenditure bas been largely
borrowed. The settlers of the North-West will bear their
share of the payment. The expenditure was by no means
made exclusively for their benefit, and I do not think the so-
called great sacrifice that the old Provinces have made can
justify an export duty being placed upon the wheat produced
in the North-West. I know it is not called by that name, but it
is the same in effect. Ido rot think we are justified in deny-
ing them their rights to build thcir;owi.highways; railways
are the highwayts of to-day. I do not think that we are
justified in denying them their natural geographical ad-
vantages. They have not too many of them. Give the
people of the North-West a low freight to Thunder Bay,
where they can command and fetch into competition all
the carriers of the continent; give them fair railway ac-
commodation upon the pi airies, which is easily and cheaply
built; remove from them the monopoly, and you will make
them contented and happy. I think our true policy in relation
to their business is to draw it and not to force it. We
are told that one of the reasons for this application
for money is that the Company cannot sell its land. Why
not ? I will tell you, Sir. It is because they retain a mort-
gage upon it. They retain a mortgage that runs for twenty
years, and the terms of that mortgage are that everything
that the man who occupies their lands buys or sellà shall be
carried by them, practically at their own rate. Those are
the terms of the mortgage, and it applies not only to the
railway lands, but to all the lands owned by individuals oi'
by Government-it applies to the entire North-West. Shall
1 be told that the, railway company is restricted; that it
can only charge a profit of 10 per cent. ? Does any man
acquainted with railway history place one figs worth of value
upon that restriction ? If 1 am not wrong in my information,
I believe there is just such a restriction upon the most
wealthy railway company in the Uhited States, the
balance was to go the State. Yet the State has never
received a cent, and never expected to, and never
will. Ton per e«ut. 1 When the railway company
shall have reeeived the 67,500,000 which is proposed
to be given them, they will not have a dollar in the
railway; and during the last nine months, they have
reedivett a net earning of $90,000. Will some ready
reokdnàer please tell me what -that percentage is upon
sonuthhig les than nothing ? Th«y har less than
nothing in*ested in it, and thêy receie an earning of

$900,000. It has got beyond my arithmetic. The hon.
member for Cardwell (Mr. White) told us that they didnot
object to the Mackenzie Administration building a railway,
but they objected to its building two ends and leaving
the centre unbuilt. Now, Mr. Speaker, there is no great
" political exigency " at the present moment, I believe. I
am well aware that this argument was used some five or
six years ago, about building tho two ends and leaving the
middle unconstructed, but really I think it is time for sensi-
ble nien to drop that argument. There is not inoney
enough in British North America to have built the centre of
the railway, until the two or one of the ends were built.
What have they been trying to do for the last five or six
years ? What is their press now reechoing through the
courtry? Talk about building the middle of the railway. Talk
about building a railway 200 miles inlard from Thunder Bay,
taking in your supplies on the backs of Indians and in birch
canoes. I should like to see one of these Hlowe truss
bridges taken in that way. The hon. momber for Cardwell
aiso gave us an illustration from an editor in Dakota, who,
by a freshet, was driven to the upper story of his building,
and sitting upon a high stool, with his feet upon a chair,
wrote : "Magnificent overfiow." The hon. gentleman
commended that sentiment; ho would havens .imitate
it. I infer from this, that when the flood of Dominion
expenditure rises to our arm pits, we are to exclaim
" magnificent ! " When it rises so that we have to stand on
tip-toe, to prevent it from getting into our mouth, we are to
shout " glorious ! ". 1 suppose, Sir, we may take this as a key
to what we may expect from the hon. gentleman himself.
When he shouts loudest the floods will be getting
bi.ghest, and from the manner ho shouts now I judge it is
getting rather damp where he stands. Mr. Speaker, I like
pluck-in fact,I admire it-but when we are acting as trustees
for the people we should exercise a little caution and dis-
cretion. The bon. gentlemen opposite are exceedingly fond,
recently, of lecturing us upon patriotism. It bas been my
observation that when a man is inclined, constantly, to boast
of his piety, the church needs to look after him. When
a man is constantly boasting of his honesty you don't want to
take that man's note unless it is well endorsed. And when an
hon. member is continually shouting patriotism, it is an in-
dication that ho has either got bis hand pretty near the
public chest, or wants to. Whether it is moro patriotic to

point out and try to avoid a danger or to conceal it? Ard
about this lecturing us upon patriotism. Do the hon. gentle-
men opposite own this country ? Are we on this side
of the flouse tenants in arrears and liable to eviction?
If so, may "our flight not bu in the winter." What is
the result of these figures ? It bas been shown that
the Company, by its own fliures and its own way of
putting them, bas expended upon construction up to this
time, $23,563,564, say 23½ millions. It will ceot to
finish it 27 millions more, or a total of 50- milli 6.
Government bas paid, and is to pay, 25 millions; cash
receipts from land sold, 8¾ millions; proposed grant,
22J millions, making a total of 56J millions. Take from that
the 50f millions, and $5,000,000 romains. So, ut the con-
clusion, the Company will have a finished road and over
21,000,000 acres of land, not a dollar of money having been
furnished by them, and with 85,000,000 in spending monçy.
Mr. Speaker, if we are te furnish all the money, what is the
good of the Company ? Will this money come back to us ?
Experience says, no. By entering into this agreement, I
fear the Government are forming a dangerous alliance; I
fear that we are drifting into the position of having the
hon. Minister, king, and the Railway Company viceroy
over him. Mr. Speaker, I must thank the flouse for the
attention with which it has listened to my remarks.

Mr. CURRAN moved the adjournment of the Debate,
Motion agreed to. ,
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment
of the louse.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11.45 o'clock p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 13th February, 1884.

The SpEAxER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRATERS.

OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved the adoption of the First
Report of the Committee appointed to supervise the Report
of the Debates.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will explain
the recommendations contained in the report.

Mr. WHITE. The recommendations cover the appoint-
ment of a French proof reader and a translator from French
into English.

Mr. BLAKE. I should liko to enquire from the hon.
gentleman whether any arrangement has been made for
improving the proof reading of the original, the first Eng-
lish edition. lie must recognize the lct that the proof
reading is abominableI-- will not say this Session beèauso 1
have not looked at the Debates, but it bas been abominable
in the past. It is apparently c(one by a person who has a
very limited vocabulury. 1 observe that words which are
in the slightest degree out ot the ordinary 'un are turned,
iri e-pective altogether of the sense and application of them,
into some other words which the proof reader fancies they
must mean, because lie does not know what the words are;
and really that which we get in the first instance, orrather
did get up to the commencement of this Sessiou, is entirely
discreditable.

Mr. WHITE. I think if the hon. gentleman examines
the reports this year, he will find a very great improve-
ment has taken place in that respect. I quite concur in
his condemnation of the proof reading during past Sessions,
but the adoption of type-writing bas secured better copy
for the printers, and they are atbio to set up the matter a
great deal better than las: year. So far as I have examined
the reports this year, I have found a very great improve-
ment; and I an inclined to think the improv-ement will go
on, and we shall have less cause of complaint than in tne
pUat

Motion agreed to.

REPORT.

The following Report was laid upon the Table:-
Annual Report of the Department of.Marine and Fisheries.

.- (Mr. McLelan.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 84) to incorporate the Roman Catholie Episco-
pal Corporation of Pontiac.-(Mr. White, Renfrew.)

Bill (No. 85) respecting the Huron and Erie Railway.-
(Mr. Smyth.)

Bill (No. 86) further to amend the Patent Act, 1872.-
(Mr. White, Renfrew.)

Mr. PFasm,

THE INDIAN ACT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, in introducing Bill
(No. 87) further to amend the Indian Act, 1880,
said: I will not trouble the House with' details of the
amendments proposed in the working of the Act; they are
a series of amendments whlch experience has shown to be
required.

Bill read the first time.

INTERNATIONAL FORESTRY EXHIBITION.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to appoint a representa-
tive of Canada at the next International Forestry Exhi-
bition, to be held next summer in Edinburgh (Scotland) ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As the several Pro-
vincial Governments have been asked to attend the
Forestry Exhibition, and as they own the forests, it is pre-
sumed that any representatives to this Forestry Exhibition
will be appointed by them, and not by the Dominion.

UNION STATION AT THE TRAVERSE.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquired, Whether the
Government has corne to any understanding with the Grand
Trunk Railway Company and with the Quebec Central
Railway Company, respecting the joint construction, at the
place called the Traverse, of a station which will serve for
the three companies, and what is the understanding in
question ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The matter has not yet been
finally determined.

ST. CHARLES .RAILWAY.
Mr. LAN DRY (Montmagny) enquired, What is the date,

as nearly as poss ble, on which the Government intends to
deliver up the St. Charles Bi anch line of railway to traffic,
and to throw it open to the travelling public?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The dlto at which I expect the
road wiIl be opened will be the lst of July of this
year.

TARIFF OF TUE INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny)' enquired, Whether the
Gover, revnt has ever bound itself to arrange the tariff of
the IntercolonLk Railway, between St. Charles and Quebec,
in such a way that the distance between these two places
should be computed as ifthe St. Charles Branch was com-
pleted ? If it has so bound itself, whether the tarif has
been amended to accord ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER I may say that the tariff was
lowered in such a way as to carry out that object at the
time, and it will probably not be nccessary to make a
further change during the brief interval which will elapse
until the opening of the read.

TUE CLAIM OF CHARLES JOSEPH LISLOIS.

Mr. LANDRY (Montmagny) enquired, Whether the Gov-
ernment have in their possession any report whatsoever
made by one of 'the Dominion arbitrators, in relation to
the claim presented by Mr. Joseph Charles Lislois, asking.
for an amount sufficient to cover losses sustained by him
from the burning of one of his buildings in September,
1879 ? Does the said report declare that the said fire was
caused by one of the Government locomotives on the Inter-
colonial Railway ? la it stated in the said report that, in
quity, the Government is bound to pay to Mr. Joseph

CharIosLislois the amount claimed ? Does the report fuir.
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ther state that the sum claimed is not excessive ? 1 Is it the
intention of the Government, if the report is of such pur-
port, to reimburse Mr. Joseph Charles Lislois for the
amount of bis losses on the occasion aforesaid ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I may say, in answer to the
hon, gentleman, that the Government have a report from
one of the Dominion arbitrators on the subject. My answer
to the second paragraph of the hon. gentleman's question
is, yes. My answer to the next paragrîiph, is also in the
affirmative. In answer to the next, I would say that the
report does state that the sum claimed is notl"excessive. To
the last question my answer is, no. The Department is
advised by the Department of Justice that they can only
pay legal claims.

APPOINTMENTS IN THE WINDSOR CUSTOMS
OFFICE.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Whether W. Bushell, D. Brassard,
and J. Lang, or either of them, have received appointments
in the Customs office at Windsor ; and if so, at what rates?

Mr. BOWELL. None of these were permanent appoint-
ments. Mr. Bushell was placed on the temporary list on
the J5th of January, 1883; Mr. Brassard on the 15th of
January, 1883, and Mr. Lang on the same list on the lst of
December, 1883. They are there still, and each receives
$1.50 per day.

H. H. SMITH.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex) enquired, Whether a person
named H. H. Smith is at present in the employment of the
Militia Department» at Toronto; if so, when did bis em-
ployment commence, what is the nature of the service per-
formed, and what is his salary ? Did he oocupy any other
position in the service of the Government; and if so, for
what length of time, and at what salary ?

Mr. CARON. I beg to state that Mr. H. H. Smith is not
at present in the employ of the Militia Department at
Toronto.

STATION ON THE PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
RAILWAY.

Mr. McINTYRE enquired, What steps have been taken
for the erection of a booking station at Peako's, on the line
of the Prince Edward Island Railway, in accordance with
the prayer of three petitions forwarded to the Department
of Railways and Canals at various periods ? If no stops
have been taken, when may such be expected ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No steps have been taken
towards the erection of a station at the point named, as it
is con-idered that the present traffic will not warrant it.

ADVANCE TO THE EXCHANGE BANK OF CANADA.

Mr. IOLTON enquired, When the hon. A. W. Ogilvie
and Mr. Alexander Buntin offered their personal security to
the Governmient for the last advance of $100,000 to the
Exchange Bank of Canada, did the hon. Finance Minister
require them, or either of them, to exhibit a statement of
their affairs, in order to enable him to determine as to the
sufficiency of the proposed security ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. My answer to the hon. gen-
ileman's question is, certainly not.

BOUNDARY LINE BETWEEN BRITISH COLUMBIA
A ND NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Mi. REID cnquired,Whethor the Goverr ment bas re.eived
any communication from the Government of British
ColumLia in reference to the better defining the boundary
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line between that Province and the North-West Territory ? Is
it the intention of the Government to better define the
boundary line between British Columbia and the North-
West Territory on that portion which follows the general
course of the Rocky Mountains ; and if so, when ?

Sir JOHN'A. MACDONALD. The Goverunment bas not
received any communication from the Government of
British Columbia in reference to this subject. There is,
indeed, no necessity for any such botter definition, as the
statute provides clearly what the boundary is. There bas
been no communication as to the marking of the line on
the ground. I may say, in answer to the last part of the
hon. gentleman's question, that it is not the present inten-
tion of the Government to botter define the boundary,
because it is a very expensive work, and there is no imme-
diate necessity lir it.

WHARVES AND PIERS OF PRINCE
ISLAND.

EDWARD

Mr. DAVIES enquired, Whether the engineers sent to
inspect and report upon the wharves and piers of Prince
Edward Island last sunmmer, have made their report yet ?
If so, wbether the Government intend to take over any and
which of the piers in the said Island, and what sums are to
be allowed the Province therefor ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In answer to the hon. gen-
tleman, I may say that the enginecîs who have been
employed under the Chief Engineer of my own Depart-
ment, to inspect and report upon the wharves and piers of
Prince Edward Island, have made reports to the Depart-
ment, and that the Chief Engineer je now preparing a
report to me on the subject.

GRANTS TO RAILWAY COMPANIES.

Mr. DUPONT '(Translation) in moving for a statement of
all sums paid by the Government of Canada on account, or
in full payment, of the subsidies voted to the several rail-
way companies mentioned in chapter 25 ofthe Act 46th
Victoria, 1883i, said: Mr. Speaker, Iast year when the
hon. Minister of Railways caused the Federal Act of
Dominion railways to be amended, one of these amend-
ments was to the effect that the different lines of railways
connected with the great trunk lines under the control of
the Government, should thereafter be considered as enter-
prises for the general welfare and benefit of the Dominion
of Canada. This amendment was received with favour by
this House and by the people. The consequence of this
amendment is that these railways being enterprises for the
general benefit of the Dominion, it bas become necessury to
subsidize them, and iL became the duty, not of the Provin-
cial Governments but of the Federal Government to furnish
the subsidies. This consequence is altogether rational, and
flows out of the Act of Confederation itself, because, Mr.
Speaker, the Provinces would be in quite an abnormal posi-
tion if they were obliged to subsidize the building of rail-
,ways which after all would only be the means of giving
greater trading facilities, of opening out the country to
colonization, of increasing the resources of the Federal
Government and of diminishing, at the same time, the re-
sources of the Provincial Governments. An increase in the
population means an increase of the revenue of the Dominion
Government, and on the other hand, an increase of the
population and the settlement of our unsettled territories,
signifies a decrease of the revenue ofbe ProviLcial Govorn-
ments. Now if w e wish to act in good faith and to give our
constitution its real meanilng, we cannothelp admitting that
those enterprises which are calculated to develop trade anîd
to increase the revenue of the Dominion Government, must
also be fostered by that same Government, and not by thç
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Local Governments whose revenues must be diminished by the ment, and by the Federal Parliament at their last
increase of population and by the lessening of forests in the Session, a raitway is now being built in those parts. This
territories within their jurisdiction. No other construction territory of Lake St. John is inferior to noue of the settled
can be puton the Constitution, otherwise you would arrive at parts of the Province of Quebec, not inferior t , the valley of
a nonsense. Public works-that is the principle-must be the St. Lawrence, nor to the fertile valley of the Richelieu,
paid by those who are to reap the benefits thereof. On the nor to that of Yamaska, nor to the Eastern Townships.
other hand, this amendment to the Railway Act was There is in that region, i repeat it, immense territories, and
followed a few days afterwards by resolutions introduced by the unsettled part of it, is as large as all the area now settled
the hon. Minister of Railways, whose resolutions were to in the Province of Quebec. Now, Mr. Speaker, it is import-
fbrm the basis of a measure for the relief of certain railways ant that we should have a railway so as to be able to send
mentioned in chapter 25 of 46th Victoria. These railways settlers in that direction. If it was necessary to quote
were colonization roads, roads built for the purpose of open- statistics to demonstrate the fertility of this vast terri-
ing to civilization the yet unsettled parts of the different tory, I would have only to refer to what bas been written
Provinces, and of opening up by th is means, to our surplus of by men who have visited it with reTerence to its fertility
population, very rich and very fertile territories in whieh to and the advantages it offers to colonization. If we were to
send our settiers who, each year, are leaving us in great num- make comparisons, it would be found that, as far back as
bers either to settle in the plains of the western part of the 1871, theagricultural products ofthe valley of Lake St. John
United States of America, or to go and inguif them- were in no wayinferior to those of other parts of the Dominion
selves in the manufactures of the New England States. of Canada, either in wheat, barley, or any éther creils. In
The Federal Government and the hon. Minister of Rail- fact we find that in 1871, the couuty of Ohicoutimi, with a
ways have on that occasion obtained, for the adoption of population of 17,4d3 inhabitants, produced 136,099 bushels
that measure,the support, not only of the whole Conservative of wheat, or 7,780 bushels per thousand inhabitantà. The
party in this House and in the country, but also that of a county of Simcoe, in the Province of Ontario, which is
great number of the hon. members ot the Opposition who considered as having the most fertile soit in the country,
supported that measure, which al8o received the general with a population of 57,389 inhabitants,has given, of wheat,
approbation of the people of the Dominion of Canada and in 1871, 509,965 bushels, or 8,886 bushels of wheat per thou-
of the Province of Quebec in particular. By this measure sand inhabitants. The celebrated MuskokaDistrict,in the Pro-
the Government showed to the people of the Dminion vince of Ontario, towards whioh flows the tide of immigration
what use they iitended to do with the large sdplurp es which and where there is a multitude of lines of railway, one
the National Poliby has been the means of accumulating of wich receives a large sabsidy frorn Toronto,with a p >pu-
in the public Trcasuxry. These surpluses, Mr. Speaker, had lation of â,4'J0 inhabita its, haîI prolucei 44,63L bushelsnt
iiecessari1y to be enployed in a profitable manner for the wheat, or 8,883 bashels par 1,3r inhabitants. Now, M.
benefit of those who were dalled upon to furnish the Speaker, as will be seen by this statement, the soil of the
revenue of the Federal Giovernment. Now this supiplâs valley of Lake St. John is inferior to that Of no part of the
could not pissibly be employed in a manner more profitable Dominion, even the most celebrated wheat districts. The
to the people of the Dominion than by aiding the construc- comparison I have.just made is taken from the figures found
tion of railways calculated to promote' and increase our in the consus of 1881, and for all of that, it must be said in
trade. Moreover, by this means the varions parts of the favour of Lake St. John that the culture of wheat and oher
Provinces of the Dominion, which were not yet settled cereals is not pushed there with as mach energy as it might
although they had a fertile soil, capable of giving a liveli- be if there were facilities of communication to enable the
hood to thousands and even millions of people, were opened farmers of this rich country to transport their produce to
to coloniz tion. In fact, it must not be torgotten that colo- market. What las been said of the fertility of the valloy
nization is hardly comnenced even uin what is called the old of Lake St. John may also be said of the celebrated valleys
Provinces Of the Confederation. If we glance over thé of the Gatineau, tie Lièvre and the Rouge, in the countiei
extent of tle Province of Qiebec, we find that it of Ottawa, Argenteuil and Pontiac. In that region alo,
comprises 120,000,000 acres of land. Out of this num- there is an immense territory interspersed with lakes, tra-
ber of acres, what was the extent of improved land versed by rivers, and offering immense advantages to
at the time of the e isus of 1871? We find that colonization, richly covered with timber and it to
there was then in rond numbers 11,000,000 acres of receive hundreds of thousands of inhabitants, millions
i>nd owned by poople now residing in the Province, and out of souls, I may say, if there were only roads to
of this number of 11,000,000, only 5,703,944 acres could be reach these rich valleys and these fertile lands.
considered as being cleared and fit for farming, or hardly And what has been said of the Gatineau Valley may also
one eighth or one-ninth of the settling lands of the Province apply to Gaspesia, if not for farming, at least for another
of Quebec. Well Mr. Speaker, am 1 not justified in saying kind of production, for that c.untry is alsi very large, offers
that what we are agreed to call the territory of the old immense advantages to colonization, and is, besides, a country
Provinces of the Confederation is really a new and virgin where fisheries of varions kinds might be carried on with
territory, since hardly one-eighth or one-ninth of that of the ad vantage if there was, during ail seasons of the year, com-
Province of Quebec is actually used for agricultural pur- munication through which the produce could be sent to
poses. As I said a moment ago, there are in ail the Pro- market. It is true that navigation on the coast of Gaspesia
vinces of the Dominion immense areas of land which are enables the fislermen to transport their produce to the
not yet used for agricultural purposes, and in the Province various markets of the Dominion, and even to the American
of which I have the honour to be one of the representatives, markets, but their commercial transactions are interrupted
I must say that the uneleared lands lie mostly in the during the winter months. For five or six months in the
valleys containing the best settling lands. Those which year, they are doomed to a seelusion which is very disad-
appear to offer the greatest advantages to colonization are vantageous to this numerous class of citizens. Mr. Speaker,
the valleys of Lake St. John, of St. Maurice, of Gatineau, if I was called upon to inform the Hlouée by means of
Gaspesia and the surrounding territory. l'he valley of Lake statistics, of the richness of the fisheries of Gaspesia, I could
St. John is an immense territory situated at a distance of not quote a botter authority than that of the hon. member
over a hundred miles from the city of Qâebe, inaccessible for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin), who has always taken so much
to trade, surrounded by a range of mountain-, but still e <- I trouble and who, for a number of years, has given so much
cessively rich for agricultural purp .. Tihanks to the attention to the development of the fisheries of Gaspesia.
sabsidies generously grauted by the Provincial Gover- 1 find a statement of the Érodtotion of thos fisheries in ne.
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of his speeches, made in 1871, at the Legislative Assembly
of Queb2c, when they were discuàing the question of sub-
sidizing the Bay of Chaleurs road- This is one of'the
patriotic speeches pronounced by the hon. member for Gaspé,
who bas always taken great interest in the development of
the resources of that country, andwho has succeeded in a great
measure. The hon. member showed that, as far back as
1871, there was from the coast 'of Gaspesia an exportation
of fish amounting t' over 26,000,00 lbs.; this would go far
to furnish the necessary traffie for a railway. But it may
be objected that before building railways through those vast
territories, the territories themselves must be colonized.
Where would we ba now, Mr. Speaker, if we had always
followed this kind of reasoning? Where would the North-
West be ? What would be the condition of a great part of Up-
per Canada ? llow would it be with the Eastern Townships if,
before constructing railways and giving tolbese settlers the
required facilities of communication, we had waited for the
population to cross the mountains and go hundreds of miles.
away from commercial centres ? If we had followed such
a line of conduct, the result would have been that none of
lhe parts of these regions through which no navigable river:
flows, would be settled to the present day. But this objec
tion does not hold, for in reality there is already a coloniza:
tion in those fertile valleys, bocause to day the county of
Gaspé whose population was only 18,000 souls in 1871, has!
now a population of 25,000, in spite of all the difficulties of
communication and in spite of all the obtacles that stand in
the way of colonization in that vast territory. The surplus of
population which goes to the United Stato each year comes
out of the counties which are fully colonized. The county
of Riimouski, which lies Ir that direction, had a pý palation
of 27,000 souls in 1871; to-day its population amounts to
33,000. The counties of Chicoutimi and Saguenay, which,
in 1871, had only a population of 22,000 souls, now have
3W,000. In 1871, the county of Ottawa bad a population of
36,)000 soule, which bas now increased to 49,000 souls, or a
population equal to that of British Columbia, for whose
benefit we are building the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The
county of Pontiac, which lies in the Ottawa Valley, had, in
1871, a population of 16,000, which now amounts to 19,000
souls. The population of the county of Argenteuil, which in
1871 amounted to 12,000, now amouts to 16,000 souls. Sa
that, Mr. Speaker, in spite of the immense difficulties with
which we bad toe contend in developing this part of the
country, there bas been found among our fellow-citizens
zealous and enterprising mon who took a deep interest in
the welfare of the country, and who organized colonization
societies. These men, by dint of sacrifices and energetic
efforts, succoeded in developing those fertile territories
and in grouping togeLher those centres of population which
now deberve to attract the attention of the Government.
These groups of population have even now a right to claim
that the Goverument who are to profit by the large trade
that will hereafter take place in these counties, should
open out ways of communications. Perhaps it may be
asked how it is that such very fertile valleys are not to
this day fully colonized. To this objection, I may answer
that, il colonization is not more advanced in thoso parts, it
is because it bas been almost impossible for settlers to
get thei e; because settlers are constantly drawn to the
western plains by the high-sounding puff of the American
agents; because others are drawn to the New England
States, which are furrowe'i in every direction by railways
which give easier and more rapid communication; finaIiy,
becauie it is impossible to fini an outlet foýr the produce
which may be raised by the settlers, and which is the re-
suit of their labours in those valleys, so rem>te from -all
commercial centres and devoid of commuification. Suòh
are, Mr.S,.eaker, the reasons for whieh ithese 9ast territories
have not been colonized sooner. But it cannot be held fo-
day that the obstacles in the way of the oonIzationtt

these territories are serious. Surely a young people like
ours, who have constructed the Victoria Bridge in order
that the St. 'Lawrence should coase to be an obstaél
in the way of communication by rail; who have undertaken
such a gigantie work as the construction of the Pacifi
across the Roc"ky Mountains, and the mountains of Lake
Superior, cannot be daunted by such obstacles as are offered
by the Laurentians to the opening of communications. A
certain amount of courage, a certain amount of energy, and
cf patriotism will enable us to scale those mountains and to
eut railways through them. It is high time for the Govern-
meut te push energetically the policy they inaugurated
last year, and the hon. Minister of Railways himself, when
he introduced his resolutions during last Session, doclared
himself fairly frightenod with the position taken by that
formidable conqueror of civilization, the Rev. Mr. Labelle,
who had already got in rear of the mountains, in the county
represented by the bon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Wright.)
Labelle, the conqueror, with bis valiantarmy, who lastyear
num'bered 10,000 combatants, and which ho has pro-
bably by this tmo inereased to 15,000, invades the
county of the hon. member for Ottawa, who, instead
of sending his force Io repel the invaders, seems to
be trying to establish communications with him. For these
two men are working in common in the interest of civiliza-
tion, and by opening this immense territory to civilization
they will ensure the happiness of hundreds of thousands of
inhabitants who will come and settle there, where they will
find ease, comfort and prosperity. The hon. member for
Ottawa, instead of representing, as ho does to-day, a vast
territory with 59,000 inhabitants only, may perhaps, when
communications shall have been opened, cme betine this
House and speak on behalf of' 250,000 inhabitants.
But let us leave aside all these arguments, which
may be invoked by a people who wish to become greant,
and to prosper by taking possession of the immense
domain which Providence bas put at our disposai for
the settling of their children ; let us leave ail that aside,
and let us see if the imperious neces4ity bas not dictatod to
the Government this policy of railway and colonization.
Iperfectly understand, Mr. Speaker,that a debating assembly
may sometimes hesitate to make heavy sacrifices to attract
to the country a large tido of immigration, hecause as the
character of the immigrants is unknown, we do not know
whetber they will bo satisfied with the position which we
are in a position to offer them. I under3tand that under
such circumstances, a Government may sometimes hesitate
before making heavy sacrifices to attract immigration. But
what I fait to understand, is that a Government should make
no effort to keep in the country settiers who are, without
the leastdoobt, most well fitted to develop our countrysettlers
to whom no other class in the world could compare -settlers
of indomitable energy, who were the first to open out the
country and who could easily-ifthey had facilities for com-
munication-complete the glorious work which they had b.
gun. Mr. Speaker, if we examine the increase of population, in
the Province of Quebec, we find that there are a great num-
ber of counties whoso population hai ceased to increase,
and that in some of the electoral divisions repiosented by
certain hon. members of this IIouse, the population bas dé-
creased since the last decade. And why this astoundihig
result, Mr. Speaker ? It is because every part ofthose coun-
ties are now settled, and the surplus of their population-
which has no other outlet, but to go on the unsetted land of
the Provincial Governmènt, no ways of communicàtian
by which tbey could, when once arrived there, fransport
their produce to the commercial centers-go oft. And
the con':equence of ail this is, that the surplus of thé popula-
tion of these counties, now ful!y colonized, directtheir steps
towards the western part of the United 1tates or -he New
'England States, where our countrymen g' and settie, nosver
moe to xeturn. Thua we learn by the -last èenisne that the
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population of the county of Ibarville has decreased by an
amount of 954 souk ; that of the county of Verchéres
by 3.di; of the conîty of Ltparie by 40;', Napierville,
1 t00; Chateauguay, 2,00); Huntingdon, 9i0; and there
are various othor counies in the Province df Qv-bec where
the population has not increase 1. ilowever, r. Speaker,
the connty which I have the honour to represent, and whose
population increases but slowly, because all the land is
cleared, has, nevertheless, each year a large excess of popu
lation ; the excess of births on deaths is from 500 to 800,
which, during a decade, for a county having a population
of 21,000 inhabitants, as the county of Bagot, would give a
surplus of from 5,00) to 8,000 inhabitanti, and by applying
the same proportion to all the counties in the Province, we
would have a surplus of 350,000 inhabitants per decade, tak-
ingonly into accountthe farming population. Still,the popula-
tion of the Province of Que be, bas not increased by 200,000
inhabitants during the last decade; and why ? It is because
the population goes off towards the western plains of the
United States, where there are now important groups of
populations, important localities formed by Canadians,
who have emigrated from the Province of Quebec. There
are also in the New England States, cities which are com-
pletely under the control of people who have emigrated
from our Province, and American statistics show that the
French poupulation emigrated from tbe Province of Quebec
to the United States amounts to 600,OUO or 700,000 souls.
What an advantage it would be for the Province of Quebec,
and for the Dominion revenue, if our Province had 700,000
or 800,000 more inhabitants than it 'has to-day. Mr. Speaker,
ifit has been a fault in the past not to have constructed cloni-
zation rai:way-', there was at least an excuse for such ai omis-
sion: thero was ni preoedent; the direct consequence of
such a course was not yet known, but to day it is impossible
to conceal to ourselves the fact that there nust not be any
more delay, and that each one must bear his share of res-
ponsibility, and a very hcavy responsibility it is, if we allow
such good settlors to leave the Province of Quebec to bring
in strangers in their stead. The way to check emigration,
the way to diminish its proportion: is, as I was saying a
while ago, to construct colonization railways. Now,
we must of all necessity, and the Government ought-if
they were in earnest when, last year, th y adopted this col-
onization railway policy-I say they ought to push vigor-
ously the devolopment of our unsettled regions. They must
of all necessity give to that policy a real effect; let it not
be a policy on paper; lot these grants not be merely in the
statutes, but let them be sufficient to enable the railway
companies thus subsidized to attain the end for which they
were formed-that of furnishing communications to the
regions through which the railways are to. pass and of
opening to colonization territorios which are now shut to it
although they are endowed with g reat fertility. Mr. Speaker,
the policy of the Government, received with applause lat
year by the House and by the country, and received with
applause even by several of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
for what concerned their own respective co'inties or Prov-
inces, was certainly a wise one, since it received such an
unanimous support. It was entirely calculated to meet the
wants of the country, to meet a pressing necessity, and I
hope the Government will do all in their power, so far as the
resources of the Dominion will admit, and I might say, by
all the means at their disposal, to render possible the rapid
execution and completion of the colonization railways now
subsidized.

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness). I have much pleasure in
seconding the motion of my hon. friend from Bagot. As
a good deal of irritation exists in Nova Sceotia because
$256,000 voted by this Parliament last year was not ex-
pended on a railway between the Strait of Canso and Syd-
neor L'ouisbarg, I deem it my duty to explain the reason
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why. I shall do so as briefly as possible; but, in order to
place our grievance intelligently before this House, it is
neces4ary to give an onulin of the railway policy which
hias existed in Ttva Scotia, particularly sin-e Confedera-
tion. Before C ,nfederation, the Legislature of Nova Scotia
undertook to build a railway from Pictou to Annapolis, at
a cost of between $7,000,000 and $8,000,000. After Con-
federation, tho Legislature of Nova Scotia found that, on
account of the limited revenue at their disposal, it was
utterly impossible to pay for the extension of railways
east and west, and particularly east. Alter the agitation
in Nova Scotia, botween 1867 and 1869, secured better
terms for Nova Scotia, the Local Legislature assumed a
little more courage, and proposed to aid railways east and
west. In ordor that I may state the policy as it actually
existed, in as concise a manner as possible, I shall quote
fron the leaders of the different Governments in Nova
Scotia relative to that policy. The first attempt to subsi-
dize railways in Nova Scotia, east and west, after Confede-
ration, was in 1872. The resolutions, embodying the policy
adopted by the Govern ment of the day, were presented to
the HIouse on the 5th of April, 1872, by the Provincial
Secretary, and were as follows :-

" Wh-reas, the time has arrived when it has become expedient and
necessary that an effort, alike creditable te the public spirit of the
Legislature and people of the Province, should be made te extend our
railway system-west from Annapolis to Yarmouth, eastwardly from
New Glasgow, te Louisbirg, in the Island of Cape Breton, and to en-
courage the construction of additional lines of railway required to
develope the mineral traffie and other resources of the cuntry;
therefore it is resolved :

" 13t. That with the view of aiding in the construction of a railway from
Annapolis to Digby, Weymouth and Yarmouth, an allotment of Crown
lands not excee ding 150,003 acres, and an aunual subsidy of $20,000 a year
for twenty years, be granted to the Western Railway Company, or to any
other company that may hereafter be incorporated, that will engage
to cnstruct said road under such conditions as may be necessary to
ensnre the completion thereof within three years after this date.

"2nd. That 150,030 acres of Crown land be granted to the New
Glasgow and Louisburg Railway Company, or to any comnany that
may hereafter be incorporated, that will construct, within five years
from this date, a railway from New Glasgow to Louisburg, in the Island
of Cape Breton, together with an annual subsidy equal to one-half the
royalty (5 cents) yearly, payable, under the existing law, into the Trea-
sury of Nova Scotia, for all coal raised in the Island of Cape Breton, the
said annual subsidy to be paid to such Company for farty years, com-
mencing trom the time of the completion of said railway : Provided
always, that the subsidy shall cease and determine wheneve- it shall
appear that the said railway pays 6 per cent. on the c tpital employed
in its con-truction.

"3rd. That with the view of attracting capital te develoo the
valuable and apparently exhaustless coal mines of S pring Hill dis-
trict, in the county of Cumberland, a grant of landnot exceeding
10,000 acres be given te the Parrsboro' and Spring Hili Coal and Rail-
way Company, or te any other company that may hereafter be incor-
porated, that will engage te construct a railway from Spring Iill to
Parrsboro', with suitable appliances at that port adapted to a large
mineral traffic, together with a subsidy te such company equal te one-
half the royalty chargeable, under the existing law, on all coal carried
over said railway for fifteen years from the completion of the road.

'4th. That in view of the great importance of extending branch and
fines of railway as soon as the means at the disposal of the Govern-
ment and Legislature of this Province are adequate for that purpose,
this Hous- will grant subsidies te such branch and other lines of railway
as may recommend themselves to their judgment and approval."

This was the policy adopted in Nova Scotia in 1872, and
approved by a majority of the representatives of the people
from the Island of Cape Breton. However, it was found
that this policy was not sufficient to induce any
company to undertake the work on the Island of Cape
Breton; so, on the 9th of April, 1S74, owing to
circumstances which had arisen in the meantime,
there was a charge of p>licy in the Province.
Besides the additional amount placed at our credit at Ottawa
on the granting of better terms in 1869, a further sum was
granted us In 1873 4, when the question of the debt betwoen
Ontario and Quebec was adjusted, the Diminion Govern-
ment having assumed the debt and plaued an equivalent to
the credit of the various Provinces. Under this 4rrange-
ment, $1,500,000 was pla'ed to our credit in addition td the
sum already credited us. On account of that fact, the Ica1
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Governmont of Nova Scotia assented to the policy, and, in
reference to this point, I would quote the language of the
Provincial Secretary, which is more concise than any I can
possibly use:

" It would be remembered that when the Act of 1872 was introduced,
the Province was expending from year to year, about the full amount
that it could afford upon the public services of the country, leaving a
very small balance, even by curtailing the expenditure as much as pos-
sible, in the hands of the Government to devolve to the extension of
public works, such as railways. And as had been explained when the
Act of 1872 was passed in order that the Eastern and Western Exten-
sion should be provided for, the Government had introduced an Act
gi'ing to the Western Counties Railway Company, $30,000 a year for
twenty years, and to the Eastern Extension from New Glasgow to
Louisburg, one-balf the amount of the royalty on all coal raised in the
Island of Cape Breton. The Government had been obliged to adopt
that policy in consequence of the fact that the $30,000 devoted to the
Western Counties Railway absorbed all the surplus revenue that the
Goverument could then expect to save from the income. The Act in
relation to the Western Counties Railway authorized the Government
to enter into contract for the completion of the road from Annapolis to
Yarmouth within two years ; and the company had corne forward last
year, and entered into a cou.tract with the Government for the per-
formance of the work. They had made very fair progress, anu had been
working out some ten miles from the town of Yarmouth, and that had
been done altogether from the funds subscribed by the town and by
private individuals."

The town of Yarmouth deserved greater credit for the
enterprise it showed in assisting railway extension west.
At the close of the same year, the Commissioner of Crown
Lands, who represented Cape Breton in the Government of
Nova Scotia, spoke as follows:_

"A Bill had been passed last year t- give a subsidy equal to one-half
the royalties on coal, together with au allotment of Crown lands, to
any company that would came in within two years, and give satisfac-
tory security to construct thi road from New Glasgow to Louisburg
within five years. The two years had now expired, and therefore that
Act was virtually a dead letter. The persons interested in that Bill had
made no efforts, so far as he was aware, to carry out the provision of the
Act. Hie had himself taken some trouble to induce those persons to
give the security required, or, if not in a position to give the security,
to at least offer some encouragement that if the Government bill should
be re-enacted, they would do so His efforts in this direction had been
utterly fruitless, and had failed to extraet even an assurance that within
a reasonable time they would give the security to build the road. Under
these circumstances, being desirous to secure construction of the road,
and feeling that the object could not be accomplished under the Bill
passed two years ago, he had come to the conclusion to support this
measure, as he believed that it afforded the only means by which a road
could be extended to Cape Breton. The company already chartered,
Messrs. Schreiber and Burpee, had offered to build the road to Canseau,
provided that the Dominion would give them the use of the line from
Truro to Pictou, that the Local Government would give $5,000 a mile,
and a certain quantity of Crown lands, and he belieed that in three
years the work would be accomplished under this Bill. He believed
hat the members of the House, on both sides, would give the BiIl the
upport that it deserved."

It was about this time that this Government and the Do-
minion Parliament adopted a new policy and proposed to
give the Pictou Branch to aid railway extension east of New

lasgow and, the Windsor Branch te aid railways west of
Annapolis. Owing te this additional subsidy granted by
the Dominion Parliament to aid railway extension in Nova
Seotia, it was found necessary by the Local Government te
again change its policy, and on the 20th April, 1875, the
then Provincial Secrotary introduced a Bill, which he
thus explained :

"HIe explained that the Bill proposed to give $4,000 per mile to the
Nictaux and Atlantie Railway, and a like sum to the Broad Cove road,
and also to add $2,000 per mile to the subsidy already granted to the
Western Counties Railway, as It appeared that the work was in soee
p laees difficult to carry on. and the Company required increased aid.

u considering the question whÎether the Province was warranted in
granting the aums mentioned in the Bill, he stated the subvention
already granted to the Yarmouth road was at $6,000 for 90 miles, equal
to $540,000 ; that of the Soring hill and Parraboro' road at $5,000 a
mile for 28 mile#, equal to $140,000; the New Glasgow and Canso road
$5,030 a mite for 80 miles, equal to $400,000; and the Canseau and
Louisburg rond $5,000 a mile for 80 miles, equal to $400,000, making in
all $1,480,000 for 278 miles of road already provided for. The present
Bill propoed to substdize the Nictaux and &tlantic road, 70 miles, with
$4,000 a mile, equal to $280,000, the Broad Cove road, say 50 miles,with
$4,000 a mile, equal to $200,00 0 , amd the Yarmouth road, of 90 miles, with
additional subsidy of $2,000 a mile, equal to $180,000. These sumo
addito -the samsalready provided for as subventions, gave a total of
s2rU0,000."

si

Out of this sum voted in 1875, there was a portion allowed
for the 1sland of Cape Breton as apart from Nova Scotia.
It was then considered that of the $2,140,000 voted by
Parliament $560,000 was a fair proportion for Cane Breton.
This included $5.000 per mile from the Strait of Canso to
Louisburg. and $4,000 a mile from the Strait of Canso to
Sydney. This was the policy adopted in 1875, but owing
to circumstances difficult to explain, it was found necessary,
in 1876, te again change it, and the change did not prove
more beneficial than any of its predecessors. The Bill pro-
viding for the change in 1876, was explained by the Attor-
ney General as follows:-

" At the end of last year the Province had to its credit at Ottawa
$1,789,213, which, deducted from the total juat stated #ould leave a
balance of $350,786 deficiency, supposing that the whole amount pay-
able as subventions to railroads had to be expended at once, which was
not the case, as the Acts in relation to the payments of these subsidies
all provided for the payment as the varions sumo in instalments of the
various works progressed. But supposing that the whole amount of
the subsidies provided for had to be paid out at once there would still
have to be deducted from the amount stated the sum of $164,000 paid to
the Yarmouth road previous to December 31, 1874, which would leave a
defi aiency of only $186,786."

This was the policy adopted in 1876, and the policy which
failed in securing any railway extension in Cape Breton.
In 1882, the Local Government of Nova Scotia adopted a
somewhat different policy. The Government of that -day
proposed te consolidate all the railways in Nova Scotia,
from the Gut of Canso te Yarmouth; and in that consolida.
tion it was contemplated te ensure the completion of a
railway from the Strait of Canso to Louisburg. On the
terns of the proposal of that Company, an allotm3nt of
$45,000 of a guarantee was made for the Island of Cape
Breton, equal to a vote of $900,000, at 5 per cent,, given as
a subsidy for the railway from the Strait of Canso te Louis-
burg. At that time, the hope of the people of Cape Breton
was more elevated than at any previous time, because the
proposal made had allotted te Cape Breton a larger amount
for the purpose of extending a railway to Louisburg than any
other policy adopted by any previous local Government.
However, owing te circumstances te which I need net here
refer,that polic fai-led. In 1883,owing te a change ofGovern-
ment, a different policy was pursued; and we find that, on
the 11th April, 1883, resolutions were introduced te the
following effect :-" First, te raise a loan net exceeding
$1,500,000 to pay and discharge the liability of the Pro.
vince to the Halifax and Cape Breton Railway and Coal
Company, under the provisions of the Act of the present
Session, providing for the taking over of the Eastern Exten-
sion, and te repair and equip the railways mentioned in the
said Act; second, te raise a sum net te exceed $350,000 te
pay the subsidy te which the Nova Scotia, Nictaux and
Atlantic Central Railway Company may or shall become
enLitled, under the provisions of chapter 22 of the Acts of
1882; third, that a sum net te exceed $50,000 be raised te
make the necessary repairs te the Western Counties Ril-
way between Digby and Yarmouth, upon such terms and
conditions as may be agreed upon between the Government
and the Western Counties Railway Company; and,
fourth, that $500,000 be raised for the purpose of building
permanent bridges in the Province of Nova Scoti
This was the policy which the Local Guvernment of Ndia
Scotia in 1883 adopted, assuming a liability, in round num-
bers, of $2,400,000 for general purposes, and of $1,900;000
for railway purposes. The obligation of paying, this
$1,900,000, with the additional expenditure of 82,000,000 on
railways in Nova Scotia proper, would give the Island of
Cap e Breton, if that Island received a fair share of the
amount proposed te .be expended for railways in Nova
Scotia, net $560,000 as in 1875, but double 8560,000; in
other words, over a million. During the last Session I
had occasion te visit Nova Scotia, and, while there, I was
informed that the railway company was negotiating with
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the Local Government with a view of obtaining the Pictou
Branch and Eastern Extension on terms that would
ensure the construction of a railway from the Strait of Canso
to Louisburg; and, owing to reports made to me at the
time, I moved in reference to that matter in this House,
and I called the attention of the House to the necessity of
pursuing a policy somewhat similar to that which had been
adopted by this Parliament in 1874; that is, the policy of
assisting Nova Scotia as much as possible to extend the
railway system east of -Halifax. And I was led to believe
at that time, and I had reason to believe-on account of
interviews between the president and the vice-president of
the Short Lino Railway Company and the manager of the
Company in Nova Scotia, who were thon in communication
with me-that an arrangement could be made with the
Government of Nova Scotia, while they visited Halifax dur-
ing last March, which would enable that Company to extend
their railway from the Strait of Canso to Louisburg, with
some additional subsidy from this House. I was not the
only one, Sir, who was led to believe that such would be
the case. I find, by reference to the Blansard, while the
subject of these subsidies was under discussion, that my
hon. friend the leader of the Opposition in this House asked
the following question:-

"I would like the hon. gentleman to make a brief statement with
reference to the great American and European Short Line Railway
Company's system. I observe, in looking at the papers which have
been brought down, that the Company's statement is, that considerably
the larger portion is already built-some 417 miles. I also observe, on
looking at the map which the Company have appended to their proposal,
that the eighty miles owned by the Halifax Extension Company, from
New Glasgow to the Strait of Canso, is among the parts which they
expect to acquire. I would like the hon. gentleman to state in what
position that line now stands, and whether he is aware with whom the
negotiations have taken place, and in what state the negotiations are
which the Company referred to as having made such progress as to jus-
tify them with going on with the links.

' Sir On.ALus TUPPER. The Committee are aware that, under
the legislation which has already taken place, the Government of
Canada agreed to hand over the branch from Truro to Pictou for the
purpose of securing the construction of the line eastward. The Gov-
ernment of Nova Scotia, with an additional subsidy, secured the con-
struction of the line of railway to the Strait of Canso. Under the ex-
isting legislation, the whole of that property is, therefore, the property
of the Eastern Extension Company; but the Government of Nova
Scotia made a contract with that Company, which bound the Company
-in case the Governinent, by a certain tine, paid thernitkeir actual
expenditure, irrespective ef the subdidy which had been given to thea
to hand over to the Government of Nova Scotia the whole property.
The arbitration provided for in that contract between the Company and
the Government of Nova 8cotia'is now taking place. It is expected
that in a few days that road from Truro to the Strait of Canso will be in
the possession of the Government of Nova Scotia, and the Government
of Nova Scotia are anxious to utilize that for the purpose of securing
the extension of the railway system to Sydney or Louisburg, in Cape
Breton. I understand that negotiations are pending between the Com-
pany and the Government of Nova Scotia for the acquisition of that
line, upon terms that would secure, in connection with the subsidy
provided for in this Bill, the prompt execution and completion of the
ine to Sydney or Louisburg, That is the position, The charter of the
Great American and European Short Line Railway provides for run-
ning powers over that portion from New Glasgow to the Strait of
Canso, independent of its acquisition in another way.

"MKr. BuLÂKI. The Pictou and Truro Branch cost about $2,300,000,
irrespective of rolling stock, and the Halifax extension subsidy from
the Nova Scotia Government amounts to $600,000 ; so that the Eastern
Extension Company hae received generally in money and cost
$2.900,000. Do these negotiations on the Great American and Euro-
pean Short Line Railway embrace the surrender of the Pictou Branch
as well as the eighty miles, or simply the eighty miles ?

"Bir COÂLzEs Turpza. I think it covers the whole.
"Mr. BLÂKE. The idea is, that thus, by the machiner>' through

the acquisition by theNova Scotia of the Pictou andTrurcBranchougd
the eighty miles, we will be able to accomplish that for which we for-
merly agreed to give up the Truro Branch, a line through the Island."

In this way we were led to believe, last year, that the Truro
Branch and Eastern Extension would be given to the
Short Lino Railway Company, on terms that would insure
the building of the roud from the Strait of Canso to
Louisburg. In order to show this House, and the country,
that negotiations did take place between the Short Lino
Railway Company and the Local Government of Nova
Scotia, I have only te quote from the speech of the

Mr. <CAEBoN (Inverness).

Attorney-General of Nova Scotia, who is a representative
of the County of Cape Breton in the Local Legislature.
On the 12th April, 1883, ho spoke as follows:-

" The hon. leader of the Opposition has made reference to the subject
ofrailway construction in Cape Breton, and has stated that the Bill does
not provide one dollar for building a railway into Cape Breton."

That is the Bill to which I referred,- in reference to
subsidies aggregating $1,900,000, for railway purposos :-

"It is true it does not, but it is eqnally true that by its provisions the
Government are empowered to negotiate with any company or com-
panies respecting the building of a Une in Cape Breton, and though 1
may not hope to see it accomplished immediately, I do hope that before
very long-, trust within a year-a fair and reasonable proposition
will be laid before the House, and will secure the assent of'the House,
for the purpose of extending the line into the county of Cape Breton.
I feel that any person occupying, as I do, the position of a represen-
tative of that county, might naturally desire to say to his constituents
that he has provided something so distinct and positive that there was
no peradven ture to prevent the bringing of a railway into the bordera
of that county ; but I may say frankly that I do not hope for that this
year.

Now, Sir, ho says here that ho did not entertain hopes that,
owing to sorne negotiations which took place between the
Government of Nova Scotia and that Company, within a year
the road would be undertaken between the Strait of Canso and
Louisburg. Under these circumstances, I do not think it is
very unreasonable that the people of Cape Breton particu-
larly, should feel not a little irritated, because, from causes
over which they had no control, no ste has been taken for
the extension into Cape Breton. There are many people
in Cape Breton, and I am among the number, who believe
that if the Local Govern ment of Nova Scotia, last year, had
transferred the Pictou Branch and the Eastern Exten-
sion to the Short Lino Railway Company, on terms which
we and that Company were led to believe they would do,
I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that the rail-
way on the Island of Cape Breton would have been
taken beforo this day. I say more, Sir, that after the pas-
sage of the vote in this House last year, no company-not
even the Canadian Pacifie excepted-ever moved more vig.
orously in the construction and completion of the lino from
Montreal to Louisburg than did that Short Lino Railway
Company after the passage of the votes of last Session.
But unfortunately it was not long after the surveys and
actual railway operations were so vigorously commenced,
that we were informed that they could not obtain the Pic-
tou Branch and the Eastern Extension on any terms
whatever. On that account, Sir, it is not unreasonable to
ask why the Short Lino Railway Company was in difficulty;
and it is easy to understand that every reasonable person
in Eastern Nova Scotia will fully realize the reasons why
that project continued to be a failure up to the present
time. We find, by the correspondence which has been laid
before the Hlouse, that although we were deluded into
believing, as late as the 21st of May last, that the Pictou
Branch and Eastern Extension would be given to the Short
Lino Railway Company on terms that would ensure railway
construction to Cape Breton-I say we find by correspon-
dence that the Local Govern ment of Nova Scotia, instead of
intending to do what they had unquestionably promised,
were negotiating the sale of the Picton Branch and the
Eastern Extension to the Dominion Government ; we find
by correspondence which is now in the hands of the
public, dated 28th May last, that the Provincial Secretary
of Nova Scotia telegraphed to the hon. Minister of Railways
as follows:-

" In the event of delay in Londou and possible loss of our right, will
your Government take both lines, pay Company's outlay, and return
our subsidy on Canso line; if not, on what termn will you relieve us ?"

This very telegram of the 28th May, even' if it could only
reach our hands at that particular date, would assure us
that our hopes of railway extension into Cape Breton on
the terms specified in the speech of my hon. friend the
Minister of Railways, would be delusive. The offer was
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not accepted by the hon. Minister of Railways ; so th at two
days later the Provincial Secretary of Nova Scotia again
telegraphed to the Minister as follows-

" Halifax, 30th May, 1883.-If we can offer you the Pictou Branch and
Extension on payment of Company's outlay and expenses of arbitration,
would yonr Government entertain the propesal ?"

Well, the proposal, after a long agitation, has been ac-
cepted. We think at present that we have nothing to do.
We shall watch the proceedings; but, in the meantime, I
feel myself obliged to refer to an agitation which i 9intended
to mislead the people of Cape Breton particulai l i. Not-
withstanding the fact that since Confederation th n u overn-
ment of Nova Scotia have assumed obligations for railway
purposes, aggregating in round numbers $4,000,000, we now
lind that that Government does not propose to expend one
dollar, or contribute one dollar, to railway extension in Cape
Breton. But that is not all. Wefind that our political oppon-
onts, in Nova Scotia particularly, twitted us for not doing
more in securing railway aid from theDomin ion Government.
They now ignore, notwithstanding the immense obligations
undertaken for railway purposes in Nova Scotia, the claim
of Cape Breton to a dollar for railway puirposes. And what
do they say? I find that an hon. member for the city of
Halifax, occupying a position in another place, to which I
dare not, under the 'Rules of the House, refer, spoke as
follows:_

" The hon. gentleman who now occupies the Chair of this House
has on former occasions spoken of the Island of Cape Breton. He
is not perhaps now in a position to do so, and [shall try to say a few
words on that question. Of course, I have not the eloquence and ability,
or the energy, that he has ; but I wish to say a few words in relation to
the claims of that Island. The white population of British Columbia is
about 20,000; the population of Vancouver Isla:nd is about 12,000. The
population ut Cape Breton is 84,000. The Island of Cape Breton was
settled before Vancouver Island was discovered. The 84,000 people of
Cape Breton have been paying largely into the Dominion Treasury
for the last sixteen years, and there bas not been expended by the
Department of Railways and Canale in that Island up to the present
time any sum beyond some $300,000 spent on the St. Peter's Canal,
while the amount expended in British Columbia is counted hy millions.
Now, the Island of Cape Sreton is quite as wealtby in mineral and agri.
cultural resources, and in fisheries, as the Island of Vancouver, or any
portion of British Columbia; and I cannot understand why so great a
difference sbould exist between the treatment of the East and that of
the West, It may be'because the claims of Cape Breton have not been
put before the Government in the same pertinacions and vigorous man-1
ner in the other Chamber that bas been used in pushing forward the
claims of British Columbia. I propose, a little later on, to show a way
in which I think, at the present time, the Government have it in their
power to assist the just claims of that section of the country. The
people of Cape Breton are more reasonable in their demands and expec-
tatlions than the people of British Columbia, probably because they
have been so badly treated in the past. The Government will not have
to spend a great many millions there to make them satisfied."

Notwithstanding the fact that the Local Government of
Nova Scotia assumed large expenditures for railway pur.
poses, they failed to appropriate a dollar for Cape Breton.1
And there is another significent fact, that the hon. gentle-
man who spoke thus in the other House is either the agent
of the present Local Government or its leader ; it is im-
possible for me to say which, but I can prove out of his own
mouth that he was acting in either the one capacity or the
other. He refers to a proposition which he would make that
would ensure the building of railways in Cape Breton. At the
conclusion of the speech from which I have quoted, the
hon. gentleman makes a suggestion as follows:-1

" If the Dominion Government did not care to band over the Pictou
Branch and to make what I look upon as being a fair and reasonable
arrangement with the Local Government of Nova Scotia, and decided
to own the roads themselves, it would have been only fair to have re-
paid the Government of Nova Scotia the sum of $800,000, or there-
abouts, which that Government had expended on the extension. If
they had dealt with them in that way, they would have treated the
Nova Sotia Government somewhat as they are treating British Co-
lumbia in connection with the Graving Dock, the Government having
agreed to pay British Columbia $250,000, which the Local (jovernment
bad expended on the Graving Dok ; and think they should havej
treated the Government of Nova Scotia in the saine way, and repaid
them the $600,000 which had been expended by them on that road.
The House will see the position in which things would have been then.
If the Local Goverument had got that $600,00, they would have been
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in a position, and it was their intention I understand, to have aided la
extending the railway through the Island of Cape Breton ; but they
cannot do that now, not havin the money. If, on the other hand, the
Dominion Government had dea t liberally with the Local Government,
and that Government had been able to retain the Pictou Branch Rail-
way, and the Eastern Extension, they would in all probability have
been able to make arrangements with soine company by which they
could have secured the extension of the road into Cape Braton, but the
Dominion Government had a giant'sstrength, and they used it like a
giant ; the Local Government are now powerless to do anything in the
way of aiding in the extension of the railway into the Island of Cape
Breton, and the responsibility rests with the Dominion Goverument."
The hon. gentleman has published some very significant
facts. The first fact made public is this: He complains
that $600,000 expended on the Eastern Extension should
not have been handed by the Dominion Government to the
Local Government. For what purpose ? I have reason to
believe that it was not for railway extension in Cape
Breton. At a later stage of the Session I shall be in a posi-
tion to prove it; at the present stage it is not necessary.
There is another significant fact, it is that he endeavoured
to create the impression all over the Province, and espe.
cially in the Island of Cape Breton, that he as taken that
large and important island under his wing; and as an oppo-
nent of the present Federal Government and a supporter
of the Nova Scotia Government, he would lead the people
of Cape Breton to behieve that he is their great friend, not-
withstanding the fact that he is in perfect accord with the
Local Government. In relation to giving thePictou Branch
and Eastern Extension to a company, that hon. gentleman
in the speech from which I quoted, further says:

'' I presume that the Government of the Dominion propose to extend
the road into Cape Breton ; and I trust that they will not tranfer the
road, as it has been said they propose to do, to some company. Our
experience of company roads in Nova Scotia has not been satisfactory:
the rates will be higher, and the business will be much les, in th e
hands of the company than in the hands of the Dominion Gov-
ernment."

He admitted it was a fact that it was the intention of the
Local Government to do certain things, by which we may
safely come to the conclusion that he obtained a great many
more facts from the Local Government. A nother fact is,
that the Local Government, and otjier people interested in
the Pictou Branch and the Eastern Extension, would persis.
tently refuse in the future, as they had in the past, to give
those roads to any railway company as an aid for railway
extensioninto Cape Breton. Having laid these facts before
the fHouse, I may conclude by making a few observations in
reference to my own faith in the present Dominion Gov-
ernment giving all the aid they possibly can, all.the aid that
this House will sanction, in order to secure railway exten-
sion in Cape Breton, While I am in hopes that the
Dominion Government will aid-in continuance of the
policy adopted by this Parhiament in 1874-the rail-
way from the Strait of Canso to Louisburg, I, for
one, will not fail to hold the Local Government of
Nova Scotia responsible for a proportion of the amount
of money expended in that Province since Confederation,
by the representatives of Nova Scotia proper. At this stage
of the Session it is impossible to say what this Government
may do; but this I do say : that they will have no reason
to complain-and I behieve they have had noreason tocom-
plain up to this time-that the representatives of the
Island of Cape Breton did not press with all the power,
ability and tact, which they may possess, the claims of
Cape Breton for a subvention to build a railway f1om the
Strait of Canso to Sydney and Louisburg. I feel assured
that when the day comes, the people of Cape Breton will
give us that credit to which we are entitled for
doing so, and will not fail, if the representatives of
Cape Breton, in Nova Scotia, will not proe our claims
just as vigorously in another place, to punish them for fail-
ing to discharge their duty in that Legislature. With
these remarks, I thank the House most kindly for the
very courteous manner in wiich liey have recoived
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me on this occasion, as they always have received me,
when I laboured to present my views to the House.

MIr. WRIGHT. I think the hon. member for Bagot
(Mr.Dupont) deserves the thanks of the country, and the

House, for bringing this important matter before them.
With every word of bis singularly able and eloquent
speech I heartily agree. We all remember, Sir, that when
theGovernment, two Sessions ago, introduced what was
thon a new policy-that is, in addition to the building of
thei nain lines of railway, that they should aid such roads
as act as feeders for these railways, the assent of the House
was almost universal to that policy. Last Session when
the hon. Minister of Railways brought down bis Bill granting
aid to certain local railways, that policy had again the
almost universal assent of the House. The hon. Minister
of Railways, as he usually does, made an eloquent and
àble speech on that occasion. With bis singular know-
ledge of the circumstances he poin ted out the great import-
ance which this system would have in opening up new
tracts of country, and notably tracts of country lying
alnost in this immediate vicinity-lying, in fact,
almost under the very shadow of this Parliament
House ; opening up what then was a terra incognita
-a new country, to settlement and development.
Ie pointed out the great work which Father
Labelle was doing in the rear of that country, and
he guaranteed us-for which we were very thankful-that
he would liberally aid in the construction of our Gatineau
Railway. I think my hon. friend who introduced this
measure deserves the thanks of the House for again bring-
ing it to the notice of the country. While we are willing
to vote large sums to build Dominion railways and pro-
mote the interests of the Dominion generally, I think we
should not neglect those sections which lie in our immediate
vicinity. My hon. friend, with that eloquence which char-
aeterizes him, pointed out the importance of the Lake St.
John Railway, and I quite agree with him as to the import.
ance of that railway, and the importance of developing
-the region of country through which it passes; but 1, too,
-have a railway in which I am very much interested, and
that is the Gatineau Valley Railway. The bon. gentleman
spoke of the wheat producing qualities of the Lake St.
John region. I may say that I have a statement from
Fathet. Deleage, one of those excellent missioilaries
who have for many years lived and laboured in the
Upper Gatineau region, and he assured me that
he had frequently sown a busbel of wheat, and that
from that one bushel of wheat be had reaped sixty
bushels; and anyone that knows that excellent gen-
tleman, and the great work he is performing in that region,
knows that bis word may be implicitly relied on. In my
own region the Gatineau River extends some 400 miles into
the interior, taking its rise near the source of that great
«fuent of the St. Lawrence, the St. Maurice ; and that
country can only be pened by means of this railway, which
we have only commenced, and which, without additional

-assistance, we could never build. The lacustrine system of
that country is one of the finest in the world, the lakes
abounding in every kind of fish to be found in Canadian
waters. There is a large proportion of the land admirably
suited for settlement and colonization, and hundreds of miles
of fine country upon which millions of Canadian people could
find happy homes. Under the circumstances, I have great

leasure in saying a word in favour of the resolutions, and
think they will have the assent of almost every hon.

member.

Sir ÇHARLES TUPPER. I do not intend to address
tho flouse at any length, notwithstanding the very im-
portant sentiments which have been submitted for their con-
idration by the hon. mover of this motion, the member
for Bagot. There is no doubt that it wili be impossible to

Mr. CAXmaox (Invernes).

overrate the importance of the varions matters -which he
submitted for the consideration of the House. There is no
doubt at all that the opinion is growing from day to day,
that the responsibility of aiding the varions sections of the
country must, to a very large extent, rest upon this Parla-
ment, because by opening up new sections of country, and
thereby improving the trade, we increase the revenue of
the country, and the direct advantage of these railway move-
ments very largely inures to the Federal rather than to
the Local Governments. I am afraid, therefore, that with
the exception of the rich Province of Ontario-and even in
that great Province they do not seem able to carry on to a
much greater extent the aid to local lines of railway-1 am
afraid that in all the other Provinces we shall have
largely to bave recourse to such assistance as Parliament
can give in opening up the new sections of the country.
The grounds for that were very ably stated by the hon.
mover of this motion, and I am quite certain that the steps
which the Governmont have taken, especially at the last
Session.of Parhiament, will satisfy this House that we are
fully alive to the responsibility that rests upon us in this
matter, and that these various efforts at local improve-
ment will receive the most favourable consideration at the
hands of the Government that it is possible to give them,
and that the financial condition of the country and other
claims pressing upon it will allow. We all attach very
great importance to attracting immigrantsinto our country.
There is no mode in which we can do that to a greater
extent than by opening up the various sections of the
country to successful development, and rendering the
efforts of persons who come into our country
successful in carrying on their industry. But I think
we shal all agree, Sir, that great as is the importance
of attracting immigration into our country, it is of still
greater importance, as the hon. member for Bagot bas
forcibly and eloquently said, to keep those people we have;
and every effort we can make to render their industry
sucessful w.e are bound to make, in order not only to keep
them within our borders, but to attract back to the country
those who have been, in the past, unwillingly, from various
causes, forced to seek homes in the adjoining country. I
can assure the hon. gentleman that it would be impossible
to overrate the importance which the present Goverument
attach to every effort that can be made in that direction,
and that ho may confidently rely upon this and similar re-
resentations receiving prompt and careful attention at the
ands of the Government. If the hon. gentleman will look

at the report I had the honour to lay on the Table, he will
find there a detailed statement as to what took place in
regard to the appropriations made last Session down
to the time at which this report was prepared. Of
course there has been some additional money paid out
since, but the short time which has elapsed since lat Session
has only rendered possible the initial stops in any of these
enterprises. In the case of many of the roads to which
votes were granted last Session, no money has been drawn
from the Treasury, for the reason that there has not been
time to organize the companies that would be required to
carry on these enterprises. In several instances the work
bas been carried forward, and considerable sums of money
withdrawn; and in other cases arrangements are in pro-
gress by which it will be found that the objeets the Govern-
ment bad in view will be carried ont. In some cases it may
be found that the amount of aid granted was not sufficient.
It will be the duty of the Government, not only to-examine
the varions cases of this kind which may be presented to
them, but to review the action the House has already
taken, in order to see in what way we can acocmplish
the objects in view, and perhaps to increase some-
what the appropriations already made. I do not intend to
go into the question raised at considerable length by the
hon. momber for Invernees. :o far as I as able Steh
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his- remarke, he was, to a very large extent, critieising the
action of the Government of Nova Sootia. Now, Sir,
afthough I have no great indisposition, as the flouse knows,
when there is absolute necessity, to criticize an opponent as
wellasa I am able, I have very great objection to doing so
.when that opponent is not on the floor of this House, and is
not in a position either to justify or defond his action; and
I *hould be very reluctant, especially as the Government of
Nova Scotia is not in accord with the Government of the
Dominion, to follow the lino adopted by the hon. gentleman
l hie remarks to the House. But i will say that the action
of this Government last Session, as on various previous
ocaions-and not this Government only, but hon. gentle.
men opposite when in power-is the best evidence that
can be desired that we are not disposed to over-
look the importance of extending railway communica-
tion in the Province of Nova Scotia, and especially
in the Island of Cape Breton; and I am quito sure it will
he found in the future, as in the past, that not only both
Governments, past and present, but both sides of this House,
will be prepared to give a fair and candid consideration to
the claims of any section, however remote, as they are
placed before us.

Mr. VAIL. I am glad to hoar from the hon. Minister of
Railways that he is desirous of doing anything that is
reasonable to extend our railways in Nova Scotia.
I am sorry ho could not have given a more positive assur-
ance to the hon. member for Inverness that a certain
addition would be made to the grant of last year. I listened
very carefully to the eloquent remarks of the lion.
member for Inverness, and i could not, for some fifLeen
or twenty minutes, understand exactly what his object
was; but I at last discovered that it was to censure the
Local Government for not having done what he knows very
well was impossible for thom t- do, that is, build the
road through the Island of Cape Breton. The hon.
gentleman did me the honour to read a large portion of
a speJh delivered by me in the flouse of Assembly of
NoN-nScotia, when introducing the Government resolutions
in 1872t in which I explained what the policy of the Local
Governrnat then was in regard to building railways in
Nova Scotia ; and I stated explicitly that it was the desire
of the Local Government at that time, if possible, to extend
the road in the west to Yarmouth, and in the east to the
eastern end of the Island of Cape Breton. le also knows
that at the time I held office in Nova Scotia we did all that
was possible towards carrying out this object. Ho also knows
that the Local Government subsequently actually made a
contract for the extension of the road eastward, with the
view, if possible, of extending it through to the
Island of Cape Breton. le also knows that the road was
extended from New Glasgow to Louisburg, some eighty miles
in the direction of Cape Breton, and that, although his
own friends went into office in 1878, and held offie for
throe or four years, they did nothing towards extending the
road through the Island of Cape Breton. He knows that, but
ho does not acknowledge it to this flouse, because ho would
not be carrying out the object he has in view. I see what
my hon. friend is preparing for. He knows that ho will be
oeied upon very soon to give a vote one way or the other
on the important Resolutions before the House, and he ie
trying to make it appear that the Government of Nova
Scotia have failed in their duty, and that the Government
of the Dominion are likely to make some grant to Nova
Scotia, in order to excuse himself for the vote ho intends te
give. He said the failure of the Short Lino Company was
due to the Local Government not carrying out the arrange-
ment of last year by which the Short Lino Company would
receive the Pictou Branch and the extension fron New Glas-
,mw to- Canso. Io it worth while to tell the House to-day

kawke aiIon4thahtaâcount, wheneveryo whoknow

anything about the Short Lino knows that they were .not
able to half complete the contract through the oountry
represented by the hon. Minister of Railways, that they
failed early last year and have not done anything since ?
[ would advise my hon. friend, instead of trying to censure
the Local Government for doing what ho knows very well
it was impossible for them to do, and which the papers,
when they come before the louse, will show they could
not do-I say I would advise him and the other lon. gentle-
men reprosenting Cape Breton in this House to bring their
influence to bear on their friends in the Dominion Govern-
nient to get an additional subsidy to the grant of last year
in order to extend the lino of railw'ay through Cape
Breton. If the hon. gentleman will have the courage to
stand up and tell the Government this muast be done, he will,
in all probability, get the promiso that that something will
be done before very long. It will not do for him to try to
make it appear that he and his friends from Cape Breton
are very desirous of having this road completed, when tbey
have been in this House four or five years and the only thing
they have done is to ask for papers, some of which I believe
have not been brought down yet. I have shown my desire,
and I believe the Local Government are equally auxious,
to have the railway extended through Cape Breton. I
gave the hon. Minister of Railways great credit last ypar for
having made even the small grant of $3,20 per mile for the
completion of this road. I was sorry to se it se small, and
told him it was not possible to have it built for that sum,
and that I failed to see why ho was not willing * give us as
much-as he gave to the road west of Callander. I am roally
in hopes that the Government, now that they will acquire
this very valuable property, which I think is about 130
miles in length, will consider the peculiar position in which
Nova Scotia, and especially the Island of Cape Breton, are
placed, and do what they can in order to further the
interest of that Islaud by au increased grant for the exten-
sion.

Mr. STAIRS. I do not wish to take up the time of the
House this afternoon in discussing the question of the reso-
lution, but as the hon. member for Pictou has seen fit to
attack the late Government of Nova Sceotia, of which I had
the honour of boing a member, I may be allowed to take
one or two minutes for reply. The hon. gentleman said
that the late Govern ment of Nova Scotia held office for four
years. and did nothing towards extending the railway to the
Island. I would like to say that the late Local Government
were unable to do anything to extend the railway into that
Island, on account of the bungling and mismanagement of
their predecessors. Every man in Nova Scotia knows that
the contracts which were made to extend the road to the
Strait of Canso were such weak and miserable instruments
that it was impossible for any work to be carried ont under
them. The same remark applies to the contract which they
made with the Western Counties Railway to extend the
road.

Motion agreed to.

SICK AND DISTRESSED MARINERS.
Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne). I was not present on

Monday, but I understand that the hon. the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries made some promise in reference to
the resolution that I have on the Order paper. Io it his
intention, this Session, to introduce an amendment to that
Act, and remedy the evil of which we complain ?

Mr. MoLELAN. I have put the matter before the Law
Clerk, and I think I will be able to meet the hon, gentle-
man'e views.

INDIAN AGENT'S OFFICE IN TORONTO.
Mr. COOK moved for copies of all Orders inCoun-

eil, departmnntal orders and correspowndone speo#tng
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the closing of the Indian Agent's office in Toronto and
the removal of the same to Ottawa, with a statement show-
ing the names of all parties since appointed to discharge
the duties formerly performed by the Toronto agency; the
name of each such person appointed; the salary of each
such person appointed; the names of the localities where
stationed; the amount of money paid to the Indians
by each; the number of families in each agency;
the date of oach appointment and the present busi-
ness, if any, carried on by all such agents. lie said :
The duty of the Government when making removals of this
kind is, I consider, to economize as much as possinle, con-
sistent with efficiency. The removal of this office from
Toronto to Ottawa bas caused great inconvenience to
people who have to deal with the Indian Department in
connection with that agency, and in removing it I find
that they have exercised no economy, but have caused great
inconvenience. Mr. Plummer, the head of the Department
at Ottawa, had the agency at Toronto where ho received
*1,700 a year, and Mr. Dalton, bis assistant, received $800,
which was too small a salary for so efficient an officer. Mr.
Plummer now receives $1,800, and Mr. Dalton $1,100,
making a total of $2,900. I have no objection to the increase
of salary given those gentlemen, but I say that, adding
to the salaries in Toronto $400 for office rent, we find that
the cost in both cases is the same. A few days ago I asked the
Government a question about the appointment of an Indian
agent at Penetanguishene, and I received the reply from the
Premier Miat Henry Thompson had been appointed to that
agency on the 31st January, 1883, at $500 per anntim. I
have received information from different sources during
Receas that not only Thompson was appointed to this
agency, but that other individuals were appointed, and
1 suppose at the salary nentioned by the Prime Minister.
Now, Sir, if there are nine officials appointed-and there may
be more for aught I know-and if the nine officials receive
from the Government $500 each, we have $4,500 of a sur-
plus to provide for. I find that Mr. Bull was appointed at
Cape Croker, in the Saugeen Peninsula, in the North Riding
of Bruce; that a Mr. John Creighton, of Chippewa, was
appointed in that same district, and I am aware that there
is an agericy also at Wiarton in the eastern section of the
Saugeen )i-trict, in the North Riding of Bruce. One would
have thought that, if the Government wore bound to remove
the office from the city of Toronto, the office at Wiarton
would have been sufficient to accomplish all that was
necessary for the Saugeen Peninsula ; but we find
that there are two other officers appointed for that
place, and I am curions to know - and I suppose
the country would like to know - how many Indians
these men have to look after and to pay. Why, I under-
stand that the duties of an agency in this respect are
to teach these people how to farm, to teach thom the differ-
ont modes of obtaining a livelihood, and that these people
should be practical farmers, and should live near the place
over which they have jurisdiction. I understand that this
Mr. Creighton is a merchant, and insists upon the Indians
dealing with him. I understand that ho sells goods to
them, and, of course, I suppose he does not sell goods to
the Indians for very much less than he does to other indi-
viduais. Very likely, having the money to distribute to
the Indians in bis hands, he would, in all human proba-
bility, charge a little more than he would to ordinary
customers. Mr. McPhee, of Uptergrove, was also appointed,
and Mr. Stephenson, of Georgina, Mr. Edwin Harris, of
Gore's Landing, Mr. Thackeray, of Roseneath, Mr. Thomp-
son, of Penetanguishene, of whom we have just been talking,
and Mr. Hill, of Shannonville-an officer, I believe, who
held the position of Indian land agent before this
appointment; and, if the Government had to appoint an
oloor in that place, I believe they were wise in giv-
ing the oti n to a man who held the office bfore,

that is, combining the office of Indian agent with that
of Indian land agent. I find also that there was a Mr.
George Macdermott appointed at Scugog. There is also
an agency at Parry Sound. That agency might have
accomplished the work that Mr. Thompson does at Pene-
tanguishene. As far as that appointment is concerned,
he might as well live in the city of Toronto as at
Penetanguishene, as far as the Indians are concerned. Mr.
Thompson is not a practical farmer, atid knows nothing
about farming. Ho is a storekeeper at Penetanguishene,
and I have no doubt that every time an Indian or a squaw
appears at uis store door ho turns thern away, and would
not allow them to buy goods. It is so reported in that part
of the country however. Now, if it is not true that
nine men have been appointed-we will assume that
nine men have been appointed-to fill the place that
the office at Toronto filled, the country pays just
$7,000 more a year for the appointrnent of these indi-
viduals in the different reserves. It may be said by
the Government that it is their duty to have an agency
as near the reserves or as near the Indians as possible.
Well, there may be some truth in that; but, at the sanme
time, the office was hold in Toronto for a number of years,
and in that office the duties were performed without any
difficulty, and without any objection by the Indians. As
far as I can learn, the Indians now find a great deal more
fault with the local agents than they did with the agent,
Mr. Plummer, when ho lived in Toronto. Mr. Plummer
was a very efficient officer. Ho always minded his own
business in Toronto. He never interfered with any alec-
tions while in the city of Toronto; but when ho came to
Ottawa, under the influences of this Government, ho
at once became a political bummer, and was sent
out to Algoma and Muskoka to canvass and do what
ho could for the Conservative candidates at ti last
General Election for the Province of Ontario. Now,
I find, by the answer given to me by the Premier,
that Mr. Thompson was appointed on the 3 lst Jannary,
1883, by the Order in Council passed that day. Mr.
Thompson was nominated as a candidate in the Conservative
interest in the Local Legislature on the 6th February. Ho
was bound that he should get his pound of flash before he
put himslf in the position of a candidate. I know as a fact
that Mr. Thompson heretofore constantly and persistently
refused the nomination in any respect in the county of
Simcoe as a candidate, but Mr. Thompson got his appoint-
ment before his nomination, or before the convention that
was held to nominate him as a candidate. The election was
held on the 27th February, and I understand, from more
than one reliable source, that throughout the election in
East Simcoe Mr. Thompson persistently stated that he had
not received a Government office, and that he was not the
paid servant of the Government. Of course, I know that my
ion. friend the Premier- if 1 may be allowed to call him my
hon. friend -would say, in reply to that, that ho was not a
paid agent, because ho did ngt receive any pay until the
31st March, or long after ho had lost his election in East
Sirncoe. But I w ould like fo know the position the hon,
gentléman would have occupied if Mr. Thompson had un-
fortunately happened to have been elected in East Simcoe.
There was an Order in Council passed on the 3 Ist January,
appointing him to the position of Indian Agent at Penetan-
guishene, to distribute the money amongst, I think, about
twenty-three families in the islands of the Georgian Bay, the
Christian Islands, etc. We find, from the Consolidated
Statutes of Ontario, in an Act respecting the Legislative
Assembly, in the 7th clause, referring to the disqualification
of hon, members to sit and vote in the Local Legislature,
these words -

" No person accepting or holding any office, commision or employ-
ment, either in the service of the Dominion of Canada, or in the service
of th Government of Ontario, at the nomiation of the Orown or of th
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Lieutenant Governor, to which any salary, or any fee, allowance or
emolument in lieu of any salary from the Crown or from the Province is
attached, or accepting or holding any office, commission or employment
of profit at the nomination of the Orown, or of the Government, or of
any head of a Department in the Government of Ontario, whether such
profit is or is not payable out ofthe public fund."

Mr. Thompson's salary, of course, would not be paid out of
the public funds-it would be paid from the Indian funds, I
suppose-and my hon. friend may take exception to this.
He may say that, because all the agents are paid from the
Indian funds, the Dominion funds will not be appropriated
in that direction ; but, if all the Indian funds should be con-
sumed, we know, of course, where they would have to look
for money to pay what would be required for them. I will
read the remainder of the clause :

"Shall be eligible as a member of the Legislative Assembly, or shall
nit and vote in the same during the time he holds such office, commission
or employment."

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

SECOND READINGS.
The following Bills were severally read the second time:-
Bill (No. 56) to empower the bondholders of the St.

Lawrence and Ottawa Railway Company to vote at meet.
ings of the Company, and for other purposes.-(Mr. White,
Cardwell).

Bill (No. 64) to amend the Act relating to the Manitoba
and North-West Railway Company of Canada.-(Mir. Cam-
eron, Victoria).

Bill (No. 67) further to amend the Act to incorporate
the Ontario Pacific Railway Company.-(Mr. Bergin).

Bill (No. 69) to incorporate the Quebec Railway Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Bossé).

Bill (No. 74) to incorporate the Ranchers' Bank of
Canada. -(Mr. Ross).

WELLAND RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. RYKERT moved the second reading of Bill (No. 44)
te authorize the transfer of the Welland Railway to the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, and for other
purposes.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Would the hon. gentleman
please explain that Bill.

Mr. RYKERT. It is to carry out an arrangement made
between the Grand Trunk Railway Company and the
Welland Railway in reference to the road-to legalize that
arrangement according to the resolutions of the stockhold-
era and bondholders.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Grand Trunk Railway
Company proposed thon to acquire the Welland Railway, do
they ?

Mr. RYKERT. Yes; they did have a lease of it for
twenty years, and this is to change it into a proprietary
right.

Bill read the second time.

LAW OF EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved that the House resolve

itself into Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 3) further
to amend the law of evidence in criminal cases.

Mr. TUPPER. Before the House goes into Committea
I desire briefly again to trouble the House with my views
in regard to this question, which I am sure every member
of the House wili admit to be a most important one. I
confess, Mr. Speaker, that previous to the division which
oocurred upon the second reading of this Bill, I laboured

under the impression-which the result of that division
proved to be erroneous-that the sentiment of the House
was entirely adverse to placing such an Act as the proposed,
one upon the Statutes of this country. I gave as a reason,
when moving the six months' hoist, for not going into a
discussion on the Bill then, and for the confidence I felt
that the Bill would not carry, the fact that last Session this
Bill, among others, had been discussed at samne length by
this House, and that the Bill had gone, with others, into a
Committee of the Whole, and had never.returned from the
Committee, it having been thrown out in that way.
The hon. member for West Huron (Mr. Cameron) charged
me, in the discussion which last took place, with having
somewhat misled the House in that statement. I tbink, if
my language is looked at carefully, it will be found that I
did not mislead the House, while at the saine time, to a cer-
tain extent, as I have stated, I was misled myself. I con-
sidered it was unnecessary to explain my opinions further,
because the Bill contained other objectionable clauses, one
of which I remember my hon. friend from Quebec Centre
(Mr. Bossé) most oloquently and forcibly discussed, that in
respect to admitting Agnostics to testify in the Courts. But
I did not think that if the sentiment of the House was in
favour of such a Bill at the present, the fact that it contained
an objectionable clause would necessarily defeat the whole.
I was of the opinion that if the House wished to
pass such legislation, if there was a serious cesire to
make so complete a change in the criminal legislation of
the country, a motion wouid have been framed, as I think
it could have been framed, to have saved this clause, if the
mover of the present Bill belioved the liouse would sup-
port and carry it. As no motion was made to save this
part of the Bill, but as every clause was lost, I was correct
in stating that when the House rejected the whole of it, it
thereforc dissented from every part of the Bill. I bow to
the decision of the House to a certain extent. I recog nize
the fact that I counted without my host; that the fouse
was of the opinion that the principle of the Bill should be
considcred, -and considered carefully, by the Committee to
which the Bill was sent, and to which Committee the hon.
member in charge of the Bill moved on the last occasion to
send it. But in justice to myself, considering I did not
attempt to argue the question under the circumstances to
which I alluded, I hope the House will have sufficient pa-
tience to permit me, even though speaking in a losing cause,
to express the opinions I hold in regard to this Bill, andwhich
I hold most tenaciously. I am prompted, moreover, to
enter into a discussion on the question again, at some little
length, owing to the extraordinary statements that were
made by the hon. member for West Huron when he moved
to send the Bill to a Special Committee. I am well aware
that this question has been discussed most thoroughly in
many countries. It has been discussed, as we know, in
England. It has been discussed on the fluor of this Parlia-
ment several ti mes. It bas been discussed in the magazines
of the day; and we know the question bas been treated as
a serions one everyivhere. But I never yet knew or heard
any gentleman who had studied it, speak in so emphatio a
manner as the mover of the Bill, and with such contempt
as h. expressed for hon. members who opposed the mea-
sure. I was surprised to hear the hon. member insinuate
that the hon. member for Laval (Mr. Ouimet) and myself,
in opposing the Bill, were wiseacres, and gentlemen
behind the spirit of the age, and not imbued with that
tremendous spirit of reform that actuates the hon. gentle-
man and all those who support him. I was surprised to
hear him treat with contempt arguments which, though
they came from my mouth, were not original, and which
at no time did I attempt to introduce into the flouse as
original. They were arguments used, and eloquent argu-
ments they were, by men who had more experience than I
had in regard to the question, and indeed I would confees
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that, tbough a member of the bar, I am a very young that this independent party, of which we heard the other
member, and would not attempt to discuse criminal practice evening, which at that time unaninously snpported the
and the administration of justice in this country to such member for West Durham, should just as unanimouBly
an extent if those ideas were original. I would bow wheel round and take the opposite position. I have alladed
more promptly to the decision of the House uùder those to this fact not only to point out that there are certain
circumstances, but to-nigbt I wish briefly to go over some inconsistencies on the part of hon, gentlemen in conneotion
of the phases of the manner in which the question bas with the measure, but more particularly to bring te my
been treated. I stated, last year, that it had been before assistance the ably expressed views of the leader of the
the British Parliament, and that a Bill in that direction had Opposition, who, iu 1871, as I have stated, took such a
not become law. . I alluded with some pride to the course as to have this moasure thrown out of the Rouse, but
faet that the administration of criminal justice in Great who in J8ý1 silontly votes in direct contradiction to those
Britain was the most satisfactory throughout the civilized viows. I also do this for the purpose of enabling the hon.
world. That statement cannot be challenged. It has gentleman to orpiain to this Rouse the rossons which have
been put to the proof during the last few years and hd eansed him to change lis opinion; and 1 ned not say that
received the admiration of the world, and I consider thut as a lawyer I have very grat respect for ha logal opinions
faut a strong feature in the discussion of this question; and -more, porhaps, than for bis opinions on constitutional
though we should not implicitly follow all British legisla- questions. Iu the first place the hon. member for West
tion, and altbough I do not for a moment contend that we Durham took exactly the same view of the second clause
should wait for the British Parliament before we introduce of this Bil which 1 tako, that is, that it is entirely nngatory.
measures here, I think we m ay, consistent with our I say that when yon give a prisoner the option
national pride, and a feeling of admiration for our know- of going into the witnoss box. you are placing ou the
ledge of the law, bow with great respect tothelegal minds in Statute Bock au absurd and inconsistent measure.
England, and carefully flollow in the footsteps of the I say that such a Bil as the present cannot ho, and will not
law reformers of the United Kingdom. I would have be, supported in the Courts, and that the second clause
much more faith in law reforms carried out by the makes the whole Bil absurd and ridiculous, no mattor what
Reform party of that country than in such mea- opinion may be hold as to the principle of the Bil. Lu
sures initiated by Reformors here. The Reform party effeet it ays, tbat if a prisoner does fot exorcise the option
in England occupies a very difforent position from which is given him in tho previeus clause, of going into the
the Reform party bere, which, when in power, and witness box, his refusai shail not be made the subjeot of
able to d-al with the question now under consider- adverse comment. Now, Sir, in those States ofthe Union
ation, whieb was then interesting the legal minds, was in whieh snch le islation as this B!1 bas been passed, this
convinced there was nothing to reform. What do we find clause is generally to the samn effet-that the refusaI of a
Reformers in England saying? When the Bill introduced prisoner te testify in lis own behaif shah not ho attempted
by Mr. Ashley, with the same object as the present Bill, te ho made a prosumption against him. But as every rea-
was introduced to the British Parliament, men who were sonable man would suppose, when that provision has come
not merely Reformers, but possessed of greater experienco before the courts, tho judgos have alluded to it as being
of criminal trials and practice than tbe hon. member for impossible to be enforced-that it is impossible to remove
West Huron, such men as Sergeant Simon, who had for the natural presumption in such an event, by any legal mie
many years studied the subject, denounced the measure, and or statute, ne matter how strict. The courts have held
ho, a Reformer, denounced it, not as a measure of Reform, that it was impossible te enferce such a provision. Ln a
but as a retrogade me'asure ; and he was followed up and criminal prosecution under a simihar Bill-the case of the
supported not only by members of the bar, but by eminent State cf Maine against Cleaves-an appeal was taken, and
men such as Sir E. Wilmot, Sir Thos. Chanbers and whon the question came before the court, the judge hold in
Knatchbull lHuggessen, alil of whom, with that eminent man, direct contradiction te that clause, held in effeet that itwas
the late Sir John Holker, then Attorney General, aided in nugatory, and sustainod the appeal. Judge Appleton said:
defeating the Bill. That was in 1876. Following that, a
member of the Reform party came to this louse in 1 77 with The silence of the accused, the omission to explain or contradiet
a Bill which we may call the Dy moud Bill. Mr. Dymond 'hen the evidence tends to establish guit, is a fact the probitive

effeet of which may vary according to the varying conditions of the
introduced a measure, which was the Bill now in the hands different trials in which it may cour; which the jury must perceive,
of the hon. member for West Huron, and endeavoured to and which perceiving, they eau no more disregsrd than ona can the light
carry it. This is an important fact I consider, because we of the sua when shinrng with the full blaze on the open eye.1'.
have the benefit, as I have stat cd, not only of the experience That case is cited on a very able work cf evidence, edited
of the eminent Attorney General of England to whom 1 and written by Judge Bet, and it agrees net only with my
have referred, who threw a similar measure out of the views of îthe case, but I am happy te state, with the views
British House of Commons, but of the views of a member of cf that distinguished jurist, the leader cf the Opposition, as
this House, who then occupied a high position in it, a he expressed them in 1877. That hon. gentian, said
member who was charged with the administration of criminal
justice and who occupied the position of Minister of Justice in 'If snob were the case, it followed that, s a ruie, prisonenf would b.

tiisBefrm overîmet c th da, an haoppsedtheobliged to, give evidence. The question thon arose as to, whether the.
the Refor Government of the day, and he opposed theinjurions in cases in which the accsed was innocent
mesure which Mr. Dymond introduced, based on the In the m8jority of cases it wculd not ha to bis injury, but te bis ad*àn-
Ashley Bill. Net onlv so, but with very able reasoning and tage. He conld conceive of some cases-they had ccurred in his own

arguments he showed to the satisfaction of the House that experience in civil uite-m which au innocent man owing to ia nrrons
habit, great excitement at the time, or unbappy mode of gitiaor testi-

such legislation was not necessary for the country. I mony, would ha placed rather at a disadvantage than otherwise."
allude to the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake). H
I say that at that time, with an experience far greater in gees on te state
bis capacity as Minister oi Justice, than the hon. member Be1iev1ng as ha did that the fear of crous-examinatlon wa snoh
for Huron has acquired, and with the respQnsibilities of that the prie"n-r, if untrue, would ha demonstrated to be 10, bc tbought

that this law could not ha calculated to b. in faveur of the escape
office weighing upon hi, that hon. gentleman advised this cf the guilty, hough ho thoughtthe existing securities for the innocent
HRouse, in response to the thon leader of the Opposition, were as powerfnl as, and perbaps more poweifnl, tLan the protection
the present Premier, to reject this Bill. I may be answered obtained by the prisoner telli g hs own story. Upon the whole h.

thutthehou getlemn hs pobaly cangd h~ . believed that the main difficulty in the question was te ho fonnd in thethtthe hon. gentleman haïs probably changed his opinion question of perjry in the very rtmton which are
nowafter addiiona experience; but it if aeurious i
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truth. He was satisfied that there was one class of cases in whieh the the second clause. I have already told the House what I
accused might be allowed to give evidence, namely, that of assaults think of that second clause ; but I maintain that my positionbetween parties to which there were no witnesses." is quite consistent with that of the hon. gentleman who
With that I thoroughly agree. Now speaking of this as alluded to another. feature of this legislation when he
a measure of reform, it amused me to hear some of the said that instead of being unduly advantageous to a prisoner,
remarks of the hon. gentleman in charge of the Bill. If it would be prejudicial to him. As Serjeant Simon pointed
he had looked into the matter thoronghly ho would have out, and as many members of the bar will bear ont, in
found, that instead of its being so far in advance of the age, certain cases an undue advantage will be given to the
instead of his being so far ahead of the Rip Van Winkles, prisoner. He stands in the box, defended by counsel, with
as he described those opposed to this measure, including his every presumption in his favour, and his counsel gets out of
present leader, ho will find that this is a retrograde measure, him certain short points on which the whole case that is to
because he would discover that down to the seventeenth go to the jury will hinge. In such a case as that, the counsel
century it was the practice in England, and it was a prao- will instruct the prisoner to go on the stand and tell a short,
tice that became a scandal, for the prisoner at the bar had sharp and effective falsehood-and I am not disgracing my
not only to be examined by counsel, but was violently profession by stating that a counsel woutld do that. I
harassed and cross-examined by the Judges, who generally noticed that the hon. leader of the Opposition left off read-
had a conviction of his guilt, and would take no answer but ing his paper when I touched upon this point, and began
that which tended to prove it. But though it existed down to listen. I mean to say he will not tell the prisoner
to the seventeenth century, without any law on the Statute- in so many words to do that, but he will tell him
-Book on the subject, the practice was suddenly changed, and to confine himseolf to a certain few points, and not go
it has been held ever since that a prisoner should be allowed into the whole story-to tell, for instance, where ho was
the protection of the presumption which admits him to be on a certain night, in which no person nould contradict
innocent until he is proved guilty, and that he should him. In such a case this legislation will give the prisoner
not be tortured, or placed in a position to be so, by an undue advantage. In other cases, again, I say it will
a crossexamination which in many cases produced great unduly press him-when, for instance, with a forbidding
injury to the interests of justice, and was often cauntenance, with a confused manner, or with uatural infirm.
fraught with the greatest danger to the prisoner ities, he goes on the stand and is unable to tell a straight
at the bar. Therefore, Sir, this is not such a mea- story; and I say that the more illiterate a man is, the
sure of reform as ought to commend itself so highly to more this law will press upon him, because the more
Reformers that they should vote blindly for it simply illiterate a man is the more difficult it is for him to tell
because it is described in that way. I appeal to those the same story four or five times in the same way. It is a
gentlemen who were in the House in 1877, and who'voted peculiarity that bas often been noticed in our Courts of law
for the motion to throw out the Bill at that time-I appeal that witnesses with the best intentions of honesty, and
to them whether they have bard an answer to the argu- without any substantial interest in a case, when telbing a
ments then urged so strongly by the hon. member for West narrative in the witness box, will be made by the opposing
Durham, sufficient to induce them to vote blindly for such counsel to tell the same story four or five times, and in such
legislation. Not only was this practice discouraged and a confused manner that the counsel in his address to the
departed from in England, but though some States in the jury will rest his case on the inconsistent statements that the
Union have adopted it-and it has brought a great scandal witness has made. Well, if that is an. evil in civil cases,
on the Courts in those States-it will be observed as a is it right that we should place our fellow men in
significant fact that the Supreme Court of the United States, such a position that they must go on the rack
the highest Court in the Union, permits no such privilege. and tell their story, or take the consequences ? That
"In the Courts of the United States," a note te Best's work, is the view which has been taken by gentlemen emi-
says, "a defendant in a criminal case cannot testify in his own nent in the profession, and a view of buman nature in
behalf, although by Statute his testimony is admissible in which I Lm supported by the bon, leader ef the Opposition
the Courts of the Stato." Therefore, we have these facts- in lis speech made ln 1877. He, with hie great experience
that up to the present day, such legislation is discouraged at fli bar, alluded in that speech te the came fact. He,
n England, that it is not the practice in the Courts of the knowing that parties te a suit had lico permitted te testify
United States, and that no longer ago than 1877, the Minis- in civil proceedinge, stili feit that it would le dangerone to
ter of Justice considered it his duty to advise the House te allow a prisoner thc same permission. Thc hon. gentleman
throw out similar legislation here. Besides, we have the who las charge of the Bil thinke the whole matter je set-
report before us of tho Royal Commission in England, which tled ly the tact that in revenue'laws aud in shipping laws,
was composed of eminent jurists in that country, and upon in which a quai criminal action le bronght againet apar
which was Judge Stephen, the most distinguished Judge in the accused le allowed te tcstify lu his ewn behaîf. Re
avour of this measure in England; and that report shows thinks the fact that that permission las been granted by the
hat they disagreed on this question. They merely sub. British Parliamentand our ewn, disposes of thie question. I

mitted it as a suggestion of eminent men, stating, at the have slown hlm that thc leader of thc Opposition we ef
ame time, that they were divided in the opinion as te opinion tlat,though incivil cases this la become lawitwould
whether or not such legislation should be passed. After le only safe te introduco it in eriminal caes wlero
bat report was adopted, it was alluded to by men eminent there have been assanîta botween parti te which there

at the bar, in the magazines of the day, and by Judges on were ne witnosses. The argument, I have ne doubt, that
;he bench, who universally conceded that the option pro. iduced thc hon, leader of thc Opposition te narrow the
posed to be given to prisoners was strongly to be de- question down te that, was wbat ie apparent te every e
plored and could not meet with a successful issue when that tle liberty of the suljeut le bet te sucl an extent cou-
t came before the House. The reasons, no doubt, cerned, and that the question ef porjury would net enter
hat actuated people to take that view were rea- there witî thc same force and effeet as lu thc cases covered
ons which have beu urged repeatedly-that while by this Bil. I wouid, before taking My seat, simply ask
n some cases this practice gives an undue advan- whether we cannot afford safely te wait tilt some case
age to the prisoner, in other cases it places him in an unfair happons, or some case can bo brought te the minde of lon.

eosition before the jury. The hon, member for Queen's, gentlemen, that will show them the necessity of paseing
Nova Scotia, (Mr. Woodworth), the other night expressed sud a meure-sudl cases of promineuco as those whieh
ho opinion. that sore of my objections were auswered by induced the Britiesi and afterwards our own Parliament t

whc mspotd ytehn edr fteOpsto
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introduce that change in civil practice, which permits
parties to civil suits to testify in their own behalf. I
ask the bon. gentleman not to tamper with our criminal
legislation, or criminal practice, which lias stood the test
so well in the mother land in difficult times, in times of
difficulty, such as we have never experienced in this
country.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). (Translation). Mr. Speaker, I
want to say a few words on the question which is now occu-
pying the attention of this flouse. I wish to make these
few remarks in the English language, nevertheless, as we
have the privilege of speaking the French language here, I
deem it a duty to say in my mother tongue the first words
which shall be uttered by me in this House, and I am aware
of the fact that my French Acadian countrymen will be
glad to know that I have taken advantage of the benefit
given to us of speaking our own language here. I further
desire to do so in order to show that we appreciate that pri-
vilege, and that in it we find one of the advantages of Con.
federation. These are the reasons why I was desirous
first to address the House in my mother tongue and
I will now go on in English. I have some diffidence
in offering my opinion on this Bill, as a new mem-
ber of this House rising for the first time to address
the Chair. His speech on this occasion is always
called the maiden speech, and is looked on by some as a
great effort, and by others as a great failure, should it not
come up to their expectations. But it is not my intention
to make this my maiden speech, for I hope to make my
maiden speech at some future time. At present my only
desire is to make a few observations on this Bil, which I
consider to be one of great importance. When the motion
was made the other day that the Bill be read a second time,
I did not offer any opinion concerning it, because I fully
believed that the motion would be defeated by a large
majority, To my great surprise, however, 1 found myself
in a small minority. I have not the presumption now to
imagine that any remarks of mine will change the opinions
of hon. members who are in favour of this Bil, but it seems
to me that the other day it did not receive sufficient con-
sideration. To my mind, there are several reasons why it
should not be adopted. In the first place, I would ask who
has been convinced in this House, by any arguments ad-
vanced, that the administration of justice would be botter
subserved by the passing of this Bill ? or bow has it been
shown that the administration of justice would be made
more effective should this measure become law? Has it
been pointed out by showing any crime to have hitherto
gone unpunished, or that innocent persons have been pun-
ished who would have been acquitted had this principle
been in force. I have beard no argument advanced on
either one of these points, and on looking ut the Bill itself
I am strongly of opinion that it will have noither the
effect of punishing crime heretofore not punished, or of pre-
venting innocent people who hitherto may have been pun-
ished, from being convicted. Wby do we endeavour before
the Criminal Courts to 'punish crime-to fasten on one
individual the guilt of crime and to punish him for having
committed it? We do so for two objects. Firstly, to
prevent crime by giving example to the world at largo of
the punishment that must be undergone by the one who is
found guilty by the proper tribunal, and therefore must be
guilty in the eyes of the law; the other object is to punish
the individual who bas committed the crime. If the pri-
soner be innocent, he will not in my opinion at least-in
some instances he may and in some he may not-but taking
them altogether, I do not believe that if he be innocent he
will place himself in a botter position by being allowed to
take the stand and give evidence in his own behalf. And,
why? Because in the majority of cases, the man who is
accused of crime and who is innocent, who may not have
mixed much with the world, who may be unsophisticated,

Mr. TUPIPR.

who may never have been before a Court of Justice
before, wbo may have been so surrounded by un-
fortunate circumstances as to have suspicion directed
towards him, will come into the Court trembling.
He comes into Court trembling; he comes there, perhaps,
for the first time in bis life, afraid of judges, afraid of law-
yers, afraid of every one around him. The very fact of
being under arrest, the very fact of being there under the
clutches of the strong arm of the law and knowing that he is
innocent, and the very fact that he, an innocent man, should
be taken before that tribunal, all these things surrounding
him will, perhaps, so affect bim that, in the eyes of the jury,
they may make him appear in a worse light than if he did
not take the stand at all. Every word and every look will
be interpreted as the action of guilt, whereas it may be the
action of frightened innocence, the action of a man who bas
not been accustomed to this, and who, coming for
the first time before a tribunal of this kind, will
feel .the danger to which he is exposed, and feeling
all these things, will appear more like a guilty per-
son, if he is innocent, than otherwise. Therefore, this will
not help himi, and this may be the result in the majority of
cases. I can, of course, fancy cases where it might not be
so. I can fancy an educated man coming there, a man who
is accustomed to come in contact with his fellow men, and
who will not be afraid, but, feeling bis innocence within
himself, will perhaps, by taking the stand, be able to clear
himself very easily. But, Mr. Speaker, if he is deprived of
taking the stand, can he not prove his innocence ? Are
there not circumstances which he can prove by other wit-
nesses, and, if he cannot, the mere fact of bis making a
statement which is a true statement, which is a reasonable
statement, which ho is always permitted to make to bis
counsel, and to make to the Court and jury, by bis counsel,
if not by himself, a statement which is the truth, which will
be plausible, which wilI be borne out by the circumstances,
and which, if corroborated by other evidence, or by the
lack of evidence, going to the jury, will have quite as much
weight as if given under oath ; because what great weight
would the evidence have of a person accused of crime, if the
jury, in the fir-t place, suspect him of being guilty ? The
weight of his more statement through bis counsel or by
himself will be just as great as his statement under oath.
Therefore, in that instance,'he would be benefited just as
much by not going upon the stand as if he did go upon the
stand. But it is not only that. It is the great principle laid
down, which I believe will endure as a great principle for a
long time yet, that it is better to allow nine guilty people
to escape than one innocent man to be punished. Even if
it were favourable to the prisoner, is it not better that he
should escape through that. favour, that a large number
of guilty people should escape, than that one innocent
man should suffer ? I say it would be better. There is
another object to be attained by the law. The law is
enacted for the purpose of punishing crime, for the purpose
of deterring others from committing crime; it is for the
purpose of preventing crime from being committed. We
will take the case of a guilty person brought before a tri-
bunal, where the case is well proven against him, where
the facts are well established by proper and competent testi-
mony, and he has the privilege of coming upon the stand
himself. What a great temptation for a man who bas
already committed a crime, who has already been guilty of
a misdemeanor, which is sufficiently proved against him, so
that, unless the evidence be contradicted, he will in all
probability bo found guilty by the jury; what a great
temptation do we find for that man to step out of the crimi.
nal box and into the witness box; what a temptation for
him to add another crime and a greater crime to the one
he has already committed. There is the temptation ; there
is the premium for him to come forward and perjure
himself, and so commit a. crime which is greater
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than ordinary misdemeanors. I may be mistaken as
to this, because I have not looked through the law
sufficiently and my memory does not serve me, but I think
the crime of perjury, which is only a misdemeanor after all,
is visited more severely than any other misdemeanor on
our SEatute-Book. That is my recollection of it. It can, I
think, be punished to the extent of some fourteen years
imprisonment, whereas the general punishment of other
crimes of misdemeanor is one, two, three, four, five, six,
and up to seven years. Therefore, the crime of
perjury is considered by the law as a greater crime, as a
crime which should be more punished, because it commits
more injury, perhaps, than any other crime which comes
into the category of misdemeanor. And it is easy to sec
why it should be so, because, if the crime of perjury should
become prevalent, if people should come to the conclusion
that it is a light thing to perjure oneself, where would be
the administration of justice, where would be the sanctity
of the oath, where would be the regard given by jurymen
to the testimony of men under oath, if they thought they
had no regard for the sanctity of their oath ? Therefore, the
law always considered that the crime of perjury should be
severely punished, so as to make men feel that the sanctity
of the oath is sacred, so that respect for the oath should be
always in the minds of the jury, and that the Court should
give proper weight to it. We will give to the criminal-I
speak of ttie guilty man, the purely guilty man-that great
incentive to go upon the stand and perjure himself. And
would he hesitate for a moment ? I venture to say that ho
would not hesitate, because he is already guilty. He secs that
he is perhaps likely to be sent for four, five, or seven years to
the penitentiary; he is hardoned in crime,he is so hardenced
as to have committed that crime for which he is being tried,
and he would not hesitate to go upon the stand and
commit another crime by perjuring himself. True, it
may not prevent his being punished ; it may not pre-
vent his being found guilty; the jury may see through
him, and may say, you have added the crime of
perjury to the one for which you are being tried, we do
not believe what you have said; he may have been broken
down altogether by the cross-examining counsel, but still
there will be that great crime committed which the law
has sanctioned, which the law has invited, which the law
has forced upon that man, and upon the administration
of criminal jurisprudence in this Dominion. And to say
that a man who may refuse to go upon tho witness box
will not be prejudiced by it, is a thing which I cannot
understand how any one of common sense can state, and I
do not mean any offence to the hon. gentlemen who have
expressed that view, but they may not have considered it;
they may not have studied that point. It appears to me
that, when they would advance before you, Sir, that the
man who is in the criminal box, and has the opportunity of
going upon the stand, and refuses to do that, will not
suffer, I cannot see how any man can refuse to arrive at
the conclusion that such a refusal will be taken as evidence
against him. It is true that, if he refuses, the Judge will
not be allowed to make any comments upon that fact.
Thon we must suppose-and it is not a strange supposition
-that the Judge will know the law and will make no
comments upon it, and that the prosecuting counsel will
also know the law and will not make any cornments upon
it; but, if we think it is not going to prejudice the
prisoner, we mu3t come to the conclusion that no juryman
willknow anything of the law. We'areto discusis the question
in this louse. It is togo into the public press. Everybody
will read it, but, in some mysterious way, the jurymen will
not know anything about it untili they are in the jury box,
and sheriffs will take great care that only those men who
.have not read anything at all about this matter will try
these cases. Jurymen are just as sensible as the pre-
aiding judges, though they may not know as much abut

the law. They may have quite as much sense as the prose.
cuting attorney, or as the defending attorney, and their
perceptions may be quite as bright as those of the gentlemen
I have named, and their seeing that a prisoner does not
avail himself of the opportunity to go into the witness box
cannot fail to prejudice their minds. You may say that
that does noharm, because, if ho does not go into the witness
box, it is evidence that he is guilty, and he suffers no wrong;
but, if that be so, there is no necessity for that part of the law
which says that no comments shall be made upon that fact.
Sir, I have offered to the House sincerely my reasons for
bolieving that this measure would result in great injury
and, instoad of improving the administration of criminal
justice, would result in making it worse; it would result,
perhaps, in punishing innocent people, and it might also
induce guilty men to commit perjury and perhaps thereby
get clear if they were brazon-faced enough to persist in
their perjury. I say it would open the door for these evils,
and perhaps would more often result in causing the inno.
cent to sufer than in clearing the guilty. Mr. Speaker, I
have offered these considerations with humility, and, I
venture to hope that they may have some effect on those
hon. members who, perhaps, had not given sufficient con-
sideration to this matter when the House voted for the
second reading a few nights ago. I do think, Sir, that in
all the laws we enact here we ought to have in view
their moral influence upon the people for whom we
are legislating ; and J contend that this Bill offers a pre-
mium to perjury, it offers a temptation to perjury, and
would therefore have a bad influence. It would tend to
lessen the sanctity of an oath in the minds of jurymon and
in the mind of the public, and would consequently lessen
public respect for the administration of justice. It
was stated the other day that individuals who have large
fortunes at stake, or whose honour is at stake, are open to
the same temptation. That is true to some extent. There
is temptation, and so much of it that it is a deplorable
fact to-day that there are very few important cases tried in
this Dominion, involving a large amount of money, where
there is not such swearing on both sides as to make people
believe that perjury has been committed, and where the
jurymen have the greatest difficulty in arriving at a con-
clusion on account of the conflict of evidence. It is our
duty as legislators not to encourage a state of things that
has already become alarming, and is getting worse every
year. I believe that there is more perjury conumitted in
Courts of Justice to-day than there was ton, fifteen or
twenty-five years ago. Formerly people had more respect
for the sanctity of an oath, because the jarymen and wit-
nesses showed more respect for it. To-day, when one's
honour or one's purse is at stake, there are very few trials
which do not give rise to a great deal of swearing that
arouses very strong suspicion of perjury. For these
reasons, Mr. Speaker, I sincerely hope this House will not
allow this Bill to become law.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman who has just addres-
sedthe House informed usthatthis was nothis maidenspeech.
Well, Sir, if it is: not the House is to be congratulated on the
treat we may expect at his hands when ho chooses to
address the House hereafter. I will say this much of the
remarks ho has made, that he- has put in the very strongest
possible light the case of those who are opposed to this
Bill. He has said everything it is possible to say on that
side of the question, everything it is possible at all to say
against the Bill. The hon. gentleman from Pictou (Mr.
Tupper) has also addressed the House at considerable
lengtb, and it occurred to me while he was making his
speech that the little combat which took place the other
night had, perhaps, spurred him on to additional effort.
I have no doubt he felt somewhat annoyed at the remark of
the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Cameron), that ho
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was twenty-five years behind the age; and we find ho has
loaded the barrel right up, and fired it off. Now, Sir, it
appears to me this is a very small question to occasion so
much talk. It does not appear to me that the constitution
is going to be at all affected, whether this Bill becomes law
or net. It is a question that should be dealt with by this
House in a calm and dispassionate manner. If it is right,
and in the interests of justice, and calculated to elicit the
truth, then let it become law, no matter which side of the
House it comes from. 1 sincerely hope that the hon. mem-
ber from Pictou does not voice the feeling of the Conserva-
tive party when ho objects to the measure because it comes
from this side of the House. I should be very sorry indeed
to think for one moment that the Conservative party in
this flouse would reject a good measure simply because it
came from a Reformer. On this point, I desire to say to the
hon. gentleman and others, that if they will look back over
the pages of history, they will find that the very best laws
on the Statute Book of this country emanated from, and
were passed by, the Reformers.

Mr. RYKERT. Point them out.

far as criminal cases are
have mentioned. Now,
knowthat crimes are divi
and under the criminal l
magnitude is a felony-E
crime, assault with inten
demeanor not within the
I submit to this House t
other, it would be proper
with the crime should ha
the charge made again
of intent. Five hunared.
certain statements, and e
what ho said. We know
that a number of men see
give different statements
jury with other crimes is
more fact of making a fal
intent to commit crime;
the law of the country.
tant and absolutely essen
have an opportunity of

Mr. LISTER. I say we have passed the Ballot Act, and giving his version of the
we have passed an Act against corruption in Elections; and any seriousness to which
I know that Act does not please the hon. gentlemen op- that the party charged sh
posite. Now, Sir, what is this Bill about which there is so box? Hon. gentlemen o
much discussion ? It simply proposes to allow parties who hon. member for PictotU
are charged with misdemeanors to give evidence in their to pass any law in this
own behalf. While I say this mach, I will add that in the become the law of Er
Province of Ontario, and I believe over the rest of the a regard for the land
Dominion, in cases of assault, in cases of trespass, in cases as ho can possibly ha
of infraction of the revenue laws, parties accused are com- perionce, we are as cap
petent witnesses on their own behalf. In cases under the for this country as are th
Canada Temperance Act, 1878, commonly called the Scott it is not becoming in us a
Act-a eriminal Act, because persons who are convicted of a certain measure has n
offences are liable to imprisonment-the defendant is not should not become the l
only a competent witness, but one whom the prosecution been a single grouad urge
may call and force to give evidence on the part of the law ? The hon. member
prosecution. We have had some little experience of that the matter was up, urged
law so far as it has gone. In the Province of Ontario, the first reading, becauso
from- which I come, we have a law which permits, in opportunity of putting hi
civil actions, parties to suits to give evidence on their trying himself. Another
own behalf. That has been the law for the last few years, and question rose and said tha
I can well remember that when it was first proposed that a and upon that antagonist
man should be allowed to testify in his own behalf, all the voted on the same side.
reasons and arguments were advanced against it which hon. opinion on this Bill by
gentlemen opposite have advanced against this Bill. It was should it go back to-nig
said that it would multiply cases of periury, that it would the other night ? las
be an inducement to them to commit perjury if they were reason advanced by bon.
allowed to go into the witness box. But we knew from ex- the subject why this Bil
perience that many a man who had a just claim was unable If it is right for a def
to prosecute it, because he had no witness to prove it. We box in cases of trespass
knew that many a man who had a civil action was unable laws of the country, is
to defend it in a civil court, because he could not give he should not go into the
evidence in his own behalf. That was the state of the law, the flouse that the hon.
and I appeal with confidence to the legal gentlemen from not shown any good reason
Ontario if, under any circumastances, they would consent to law. As I atated a mome
go back to the state of affaira which existed previous te the to elicit the truth. No mi
passing of that Act. We have found it work admirably; is guilty. The hon. gentl
we have found that it aided justice; we have found that every man is supposed t
criminal prosecutions for perjury have not been incroased guilty. That is the true
since that Act came into force. Why, Sir, if the reasons tend to elicit the truth an
given by hon. gentlemen opposite against this Bill becoming guilty or innocent should
law were to hold good, it would be dangerous to put any. and not be suppressed, W
body into the witness box-no witness could be sworn a time less than a centu
either for the prosecution or the defence. What is asked to men have been tried on circ
be doue is to place on the Statute Book a similar law to the death penalty because
that which is in existence in some countries to-day, under thoir own statements. It
which the man who knows most about the facts of the par- conaideration us to the posi
ticular case, who eau throw most light on the case, is no who, parhaps, if they ha
onger excluded from the witness box. This law is in force testimony, waald have be
n our Province, so far as civil cases are concerned, and as webs surrounding the case.
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gentleman would desire. Such cases have, however,
occurred, and I appeal to hon. members, in a dispassionate
spirit, to put on our Statute Book a law which is upon the
Statute Books of other countries. We know that in the
United States it has been the law for many years. Has it
worked badly or been repealed there? Those laws have
never been repealed since they were placed on the Statute
Books of the different States, and the decision which an hon.
gentleman read was a decision given, I think, many years
ago. But after practical experience, there is no desire in
the United States to-day to deprive the prisoner of
the right to enter the witness box and give bis testi-
mony. Remember, that on the other side, the law
extends to felonies as well as misdemeanors; in fact,
to all classes -of crime; and yet the law bas worked
so admirably that no State has repealed it, and no attempt
is made to repeal it. In the interest of justice it should
become the law here. I think it will facilitate the prosecu-
tion of cases. I think it will enable the Court- and jury to
come to a clearer decision as to the guilt or innocence of
the person charged; and at all events, Ican repeat th at it
is only a small step in advance in criminal law, because the
cases to which it will apply are insignificant in themselves,
except in the case of perjury, in which, for manifold rea-
sons, the prisoner sbould be allowed to testify. I hope
hon. members on both sides of the louse will dismiss from
their minds any idea of this Bill being introduced by a
Reformer or Conservative. That thought is unworthy of
hon. members sitting in this House and legislating for the
public good, and I trust, so long as I have a seat here, I will
never find an hon. gentleman rise and seek to defeat a Bill
on such a ground.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I desire to offer one or two
words in reply to the observatious which bave fallen from
the hon. members for Pictou and Kent. I supposed that the
question had been so fully debated when I had the privi-
lege of moving the second reading of the Bill, that no fur
ther discussion would be necessary on the subject. No
argument that I am aware of has been advanced to-night
which was not advanced on the former occasion, and I think
the Fense of the House was very clearly expressed, that the
arguments and objections to the Bill were fully answered by
the hon. mem ber for Queen's, Nova Scotia, and the hon mem-
ber for Richmond and Wolfe. The principal argument was
again repeated for the second and third time by tie hon. mem-
ber for Kent, namely, the perjury argument. I am not going
to trespass on the time of the House by going over all the
answers which can be very successfully made to that argu-
ment. They have been answered so often in the House, in
our Local Legislatures, and in England, in dealing with the
whole question, that I do not propose to take up time in
answering them again to-night. It appears to me that if
no other argument can be advanced except that the Bill, if
passed, would lead to additional cases of perjury, then
the arguments against the Bill are very slight indeed.
The hon. gentleman said, as I understood him, that the
effect of the change in the civil law, so as to allow
parties togive testimony in their own behalf, had been
to largely increase the number of cases of perjury.
I do not believe that. I do not believe that thore is any
more perjury now than there was thirty or forty years
ago. I believe that people give their testimony in Courts
to-day, just as honestly and as fairly as they did twenty
years ago; and I do not believe that, as a general rule, if thi
law should prevail, any more perjury would ber committed
under it than now. The hon. member for Kent, New Bruns-
wick, asks what reasons, what arguments, ex ist which con-
vince the promoters of this Bill, or those who are in favour
of it, that it is a neocessary measure ? Sir, that enquiry is
easily answered. We have the experience of the past, and
te opinions of a man who will not gather lessons of wis-

should be he o case.

Mr. TCP R'IM The hon gentleman has misundorstood
me, if he say I stated that 1was adverse to the Biil bcause
it proceeded froi the other side of the Hlouse.

Mr. CAMERON. What I understood him to say was,
that ho would have had more confidence in the Bill if it
had originated while the Reformers were in power. Of
course, it nistunderstood him, I have not another word
to say.
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dom from experience, are not of much value. I do not know
that, in the Province from which the hon. gentleman comes,
litigants in civil cases are allowed to give evidence, but the
hon. gentleman knows that they are allowed to give
testimony in cases of assault; and if the hon. gentle-
man has been praicticing ieently at the bar, and has
had cases of that kirnd, I thiîk I ean challenge him to say
whether or not more perjury has been committed in such
cases tian there formerly was My own experience has
convinced hie to the contrarv. As I said, I am not going
to take up the time oftb Iouse in discussing this ques-
tion -gain, but the elaborate argument, indeed I may say
the able argument of my bon. friend from Pictou-because
be lha- exhausited that side of the question-demands some
attention from the promoter of this Bill. The hon. gentle.
man, who appurently wishes us to believe that ho would
lhke to draw ail bis inspiration from the Mother Country,
says tiat there this law has not been adopted. Well, Sir,
it has not been adopted to the extent which I propose that
it should be adopted here ; but it was under discussion
there on more than one occasion and during several
Sessions of the Legislaturo, and some of the ablest
mon in the Imperial Parliamont, some of those whose
practico iii the Courts, and especially in the Criminal
Courts, gave their opinion the greatest weight, pro-
nounced strongly in favour of the English Bill. But
rny bon. friend must recollect that the Bill before
Parliamnent was entirely different from this Bill. The Bill
there was to abolish the distinction between a misdemeanor
and a fWlony, and it proposod to make cmpetent as
witnesses a;l the pisouerin critninal cases, whether they
were indicted for misdmnanors or felonies. At presient
I do not propose to go that far. My own opinion is that
the administration of criminal justice would -uffer nothing
by allowing prisonors in every class of cases to go into the
witness box and tell their own story. Sir, I have no fear
that an innocent man, however unsophisticated, will suffer
anything by going into the witness box if he is telling the
truth. I say that no man need apprehend the strictest ex-
amination or cross-examination, either by the lawyer for the
Crown or the lawyer for the defence, if he i-i telling a plain,
straightfrward, unvarnished story. It is orly when a
man lies, when bis story is a pure fabrication, when ho is
building up falsebood step by step, and link by link, that
he need have anything to four. Nor do I care how forbid-
ding a man's countenance is, whether he beoas black as the ace
of spades, or as deformed as the noted hunchback, if he is
telling a truthful story there is no danger of bis suifering
a wrong at the hands of a Court or jury. It is not the
appearance of a man's face that counts for or against him,
but the evidence which is given; and fair play and justice
will be dealt out to him in the criminal dock, even if ho is
allowed to go into the witness box and give evidence on
l is own behalf. The hon, gentleman says le would have
had a good deal more confidence in this Bill if it had
originated with the Reformers. Now, surely the hon.
gentleman does not attach any importance to that. I am
quite sure we need Ihave no such fear as that Bills of this
kind are goiog to be treated on political grounds; for we
know very well from what the hon. First Minister said,
ithat such is not the case. I should be very sorry if such
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Mr. TUPPER. I may just as well say that I only

wondered why it did not originate wben they were iii
power, ready to reform, and peofessing to be Reformers. I
merely called attention to that fact.

Mr. CAMEiON. I am not going to take up the time of
the House in discussing a question of this kind; but the
hon. gentleman kenows very well that the Bill on the
Statute Book, en.-abling defendants in assaults to give
evidence in thoir own behalf, originated when the Re-
formers were in power, if that has anything to do
with the quotion. I believe that in May, 1878, the
Liberal party were in power, and a Bill enabling de-
fendants to give evidence in cases of assault was passed
thon, but I attach but very little importance to a question
of that kind. When I introduced a similar Bill to this in
1882, the First Minister was good enough to say that the
principle ot the Bill had bis assent. The Minister of Justice
in the Senate did the same thing; and this year the Premier
stated that the principle of the Bill had bis full
approval; and though the motion to give the Bill the six
months' hoist was moved by a supporter of lis own, the
First Minister was consistent enough to vote in favour of the
second reading of the Bill. The hon. gentleman bas entirely
misapprehended the line of argument adopted by the bon.
member for West Durham. He quotes the hon. gentleman
as supporting bis views. Why, Sir, he never was in favour
of those views. The Bill was introduced in 1877, the first
time in the history of Canada that it was sought to enable
defendants to give evidence in their own behalf in criminal
cases, and not long before we made parties to suits in civil
cases competent witnesses in their own behalf. The hon.
member for West Durham said, when a similar Bill to the
present was introduced, that he was not as sure that public
opinion was quite ripe for dealing with that question in the
sense in which it was proposed to deal with it. He asked
for time ; ho was not opposed to the principle; ho did not
so express himsolf, -at ail events, and if the hon. gentleman
will only refer to the remarks made by the hon. member
for West Durham, he will find that what I have stated is
borne out. The hon. member for West Darham said :

"He thought that the discussion of that evening would have con-
vinced his hon. frieni that the measure was ncot right, even in the
opinion of those who thought it would be a reform to be placed on the
Statute Book."

There is nothing there against the principle of the Bill.
The only question is whether public sentiment was ripe for
its introduction. Now, it seldom happens when a change
is made in the criminal law, unless by a Bill introduced on
the responsibility of the Attorney General, that the princi-
ple of a Bill, changing or modifying or amending the
criminal law, passes the first time it is introduced. It
requires consideration and discussion ; and I have always
taken the ground that it is unwise to make these changes with-
ont a purpose; it is unwise to make them suddenly, to make
them without duo consideration; but in this case we have
given it every consideration ; we have been years over
it, and, that being so, I think, to use the language of the
hon. member for West Durham, that the time is now ripe
for its consideration and adoption. The lon. member for
West Durham said further:

" Ail those considerations left the question in an exceedingly per-
plexing condition, and his view was that public opinion was not ripe
or the introduction of such a system as that proposed If there was a
practical defect in the criminal law, it was rather that the guilty escaped
than that the innpcent were c nvicted. Tbat being the btat- of aif-tirs,
he thought Parliament could wait foi some irne to come-although he
did not may that it should wait for an Act to be passed in Great Britain
in order te produce a more logical state of things in the mtatute Book,
and in ordert , produce more efficient means ý f convicting the guilty-
before the country tried the measure to which the hon. member for North
York (ir. Dymond) proposed to commit the House."

Sir, that is what the hon. member for West Durham said.
There is nothing there about his being opposed to the prin-

Mr. CAinloN (Huron.)

ciple of the Bill; and so far as I understand the line of argu-
ment of the hon. member in that speech, it is rather in
favour of the Bill, but because public sentiment was not ripe
for it, he urged some delay. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman
bas given away the whole case. He admits that in the case
of an assault, when only the assailant and the. assailed are
present, it is a proper thing that both parties should give evi-
dence. In making that statement, the hon. gentleman has
given away the whole case ; because, if the defendant in an
assault and battery case ought to give evidence, I fail to see
why a defendant should not be just as competent to give
evidence in a case of all misdemeanors. The hon. gentle.
man bas quoted largely from writers on this question, to
convince the House that the position he takes is right,
and with the view, I presume, of asking the House
to reverse the vote it gave the other night. I am not
going to speak at any length, but the House will par-
don me if I read the opinion of two eminent men, who were
cited by the hon. member for East York, in 1877-men
capable of giving an opinion on the question, from their
long practice in courts of criminal justice. What does John
Taylor say on that question-a man known by everybody,
at least in the legal profession:

" That in al judicial investigations, the object to be attained is the
discovery of the truth, and no species of evid-nce ought te be excluded
which eau materially aid in that discovery ; the rule3 of Pvidenee, so far
as practicable, ought to be the same in civil and in criminal proceedings."

Now, that is the opinion of an eminent man, whose opinion
is perhaps worth more than mine or the bon. gentleman's,
or even than that of the hon. member for West Durham;
for although I have profound faith in the hon. member for
West Durham as a political leader and as an able lawyer,
yet as a nisi prius lawyer I do not know that I have un-
limited faith in him, because I believe his practice has not
been in that branch of law. If I were in a criminal dock,
i do not know that I would take the hon. member for
West Durham to defend me. Perhaps I would prefer the
hon. member for Queen's, Nova Scotia (Mr. Woodworth),
or the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives),
both of whom have voted and have givon most cogent
reasons in favour of this Bill. I wish to go a little further
and quote an extract from Sir Joseph Napier, a most distin-
guished Irish lawyer. I think Ican attach more importance
t) the opinion of mon of this stamp than to those of writers
in the United States, however much I may respect them
in a general way. This is what Sir Joseph Napier says:

" There are cases in which no one but the aceused could expose the
falsity of the accusation, and there are cases also in which the accusa-
tion would not have been made, perhaps not even coutemplated, but
for the very rule which may screen it from exposure. The accusation
indeed should always be sustained by independent evidence, but for
this very reason it should be open to the accused to meet such evidence
by his account of what alone he may be able to testify; and, moreover,
as whatever the accused may state would naturally be received with
jealous suspicion, ho should be allowed to submit his testimony to cross-
examination, that its value may be tested.">

Now, Sir, there is the opinion of two noted men on this
question, and I think their opinion ought to have some
weight with hon. members of this louse. I regret
that I should have taken up so much time in dealing with
the question, for I have bigh respect for the gentlemen
who have spoken, and spoken ably on the question. The
House has already pronounced in favour of the Bill, and I
shall be very much mistaken if, on the arguments ad-
duced, the louse will see fit to reverse its vote.

Mr. LOSSÉ. I beg to call the attention of the House to
a feature of this Bill which has not yet been alluded to-I
refer to that provision which enables a wife to be heard as a
witness for her husband. Bad as this Bill may be, bad as I be-
lieve it is being shown to be, I do not think any of its features
are as substantially and as completely had as this one. I
did not intend to speak on this question, nor do I intend to
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make a speech; but I beg the House to bear in mind,
before this question goes to a vote, the terrible position in
which it would place the wife of the accused. She would
stand in the witness box between her love for her husband
and her oath, and between the love for her children and
her oath. Her husband, if convicted, would be sent to gaol,
perhaps to the penitentiary, deprived of bis liberty for
months, perhaps for years. The result for her would be
poverty and starvation. Still, she would have to choose for
herself and her children that poverty and that starvation,
or ber own perjury. I say, Sir, that to place the wife and
the mother in such a position would be a great injustice to
her, and a great injustice to the prisoner, who would
stand in the dock witnessing either bis own condemnation
from the lips of his wife, or his liberation as the result of
her perjury. I say this measure, far from being a moral
training for the people, would be the most demoralizing
possible. And we are asked to resort to this for what pur-
pose ? Is it to be for the good of the accused or for the
better administration of justice ? I say no, because the
oath of a person placed under these extraordinary and
very depressing circumstances would not be believed. It
would go for nothing, except the misery of the wife, who
would be forced to choose one of two evils. Suppose she
has perjured herself and saved her hus band, she brings
home with her for the remainder of her life the remorse of
a guilty conscience. Suppose she has not perjured herself,
but, true to ber own conscience, has related the truth, and
sent her husband to prison, what would be the position of
that farily alter the return of the husband from his con-
finement'? What would be the peace and happiness of that
family after the retumi of the husband from the trial ? In
whatever light we look at this matter, we find nothing but
evil, and nothing certainly that wiil tend either to the good
administration of justice or to the advantage of the people.

Mr. WOOD (Brockviile). I have a few objections to offer to
the passing of this Bill, and I nffer them with a great deal of'
reluctance, in view of the fact that when this Bill was taken
up for its second reading, many hon. gentlemen expressed
their opinions and recorded their votes in favour of its
principle. I did not think thon that some hon. gentlemen
had properly considered the questions which might be fairlv
raised for discussion, and I assume to-night that many hou.
gentlemen supported that Bill upon that occasion simply for
the purpose of allowing it to go before the Committee,
because if there were any objections, they considered that
was the proper place to discuss them. There is one fact
which I do not think bas been mentioned so far in this dis
cussion, and that is that none of the Judges of our Superior
Courts or of our County Courts, so far as 1 can learn, in their
charges to the grand juries, have stated that any necessity
existed for a change in the law, such as the one now pro-
posed. That i regard as a very important fact. With all
the other members of the bar in this Hoase and throughout
Ontario, I have the very highesit respect for the opinions of
our Su perior Court Judges, and I do not believe that if there
was a defect in the criminal law, such as the one that is
suggested' and is sought to be removed by this Bill,
it would have existed so long without comment on
their part. Nor do I believe that did such defect
exist, it wodld have been allowed to exist until this
late day without some bon. member of this House
long before this taking measures to have'it removed. There
is another objection to which I wish to draw attention. If
it is right that a prisoner should be taken from the dock
and put into the witness box to give evidence, when his
liberty only is concerned, why do you not extend the same
permission to the man who is placed on trial for his life,
and give bim a chance for his life ? Surely this principle
sbould also be extended to a man who is placed on trial for
a crime -in which his life is involved, assuming that it
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should be at all adopted. I am of opinion that to adopt
that principle would be bad. It is unnecessary for me to
go over the ground which bas been so ably and so elo-
quently gone over by the speakers who have preceded me
against this measure, but I may say, however, in answer to
the hon. member for West Lambtou, tht my hon. friend
from Pictou (Mr. Tupper) did not insinuate, nor intend to
insinuate, nor could any such inference be drawn from any-
thing he said, that hon. members on this side intended to
oppose this measure simply because it emanated from a
gentleman whose political principles are opposed to ours,
and who sits on the other side of the House. In all fair-
ness to my hon. friend, I wish to emphasize that fact,
because he is too intelligent and honourable and sensible to
ever give utterance to such a doctrine. I trust this Bill
will not become law. It is bad in principle, and I am
satisfied, if it should become law, the effects would be bad,
and it would be only a short time before it would be
repealed. We should not introduce legislation of this kind
until we hear from those who are in a position to judge
authoritatively, whether such a measure is desirable in the
interests of the administration of justice.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it is unfortunate that the hon. gen-
tleman who bas last spoken, and the two or three others who
preceded him, should have addressed their observations to
the House after my hon. friend who bas charge of the Bill
had spoken. He waited, Mr. Speaker, until you had put
the question a second time, and thought he would have had
the customary privilege of hearing al] that would be said
against the Bill before rising to reply. I would not have
risen to address the House at all, had it not be for some
observations made by the hon. member for Kent, New
Brunswick (Mr. Landry), upon which I desire to say a few
words, and being on my feet, I will address an observation
or two to the louse, with its permission, on some of the
points taken by the last speaker. I heard with regret
what the hon. member for Kent said with reference to the
condition of things, as regards the observance of the
sanctity ofthe oath in judicial proceedings,which prevails in
the Province from whicb he comes, and for which, no
doubt, he speaks with authority. Had his observations
been confined in terms to the state of affairs in that
Province, much as I regret them, I should not have feit
called upon to say a word upon thern ; but I
have not heard in a long time, a greater slur on
the state of society in Canada than that which the
bon. gentleman's words, if they were applicable to the
whole of this Dominion, would not merely imply but de-
scribe. That the condition of the morals of our population
was steadily deteriorating, that the crime of perjury was
now so rife that it is suspected,with too often good cause, to
exist in the great majority of cases that take place is, if it be
the true state of things in N ew Brunswick, a state of things
most deplorable. My own experience, up to the time at
which I ceased to practice activoly, is entirely the reverse
of that of the hon. gentleman, so far as the Province of
Ontario is concerned. For many years I have had the
opportunity ofobserving the demeanor and of estimating the
credibility of witnesses, on a tolerably extensive scale, in
Ontario, and 1 state publicly what 1 have often stated
privately, in conversation, that in my opinion cases
of deliberate perjury were extremoly rare within
the limits of my cognizance and of my practice. There have
been, it is true, blameable attempts to suppress the truth.
Witnesses have required that the truth should be rather
dragged from them; they have been disposed, unless the
precise question was put which elicited the fact, not to
discover the fact, owing to the partsianship which grows up
frequently from relationship, from friendship or from
interest. Such things have happened in the course of my
experionce. But I do not say they are common or general.
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They have happened not infrequently, but deliberate perjury instance of legislating in this direction in advance of
is a circumstance, as far us I can judge, of extrene public opinion, and i stated that I thought public
rarity. I have heard of late thore is more laxity of opinion was not ripe at that time for this measure ;
swearing in some of the tribunals before wbich petty but I guarded myself from the statement that we should
cases are tried in the Division Courts. Whether the wait here even until it should ho possible to have the pre-
greater solemnity which prevails, the presence of a cedent of an English Act of Parliament. I said, particularly,
larger audience, the presence of counsel in the causes, that I did not say that we should wait until they had
instead of their being conducted as they usually are con- Icgislated in England before we legslated in the direction
ducted in the Division Courts, may tend to a greater loose- which Mr. Dymond thon proposed to us to legisiate. The
ness in the other Courts or not, 1 know not; but I do speak hon, gentleman thinks it very extraordinary that, after
of what I think I do know, when I say that that descripion, seven more years have elapsed; after we have had seven
that lamentable destription of things which the hon. mem- years more experience of the working of the Act in civil
ber for Kent, N. B., (Mr. Landry) gave as the prevalent cases in my own Province, after we have had seven years'
state of things in his own Province would be wholly in- more discussion of this question, after we have had six
applicable to the Province in which we are now situate. The years' experion(e of the working of an Act of this kind in
hon. member for Brockville (Mr. Wood) pointed out, as an assault cases; after the discussion of this question in this
objection to this Bill, that we have not heard complaints Pariament on a former occasion, I should not stili hold
from the Judges upon the subject. Well, I desire to speak that public opinion is stili not ripe for that measure;
with all the regard which I feel for the judicial bench. I that I shoulc not bo stili of opinion that the measure should
have towards it the feelings of filial reverence and bo opposed. If ho thinks that, ho is welcome to
of fraternal affection, independently of those feelings do so, but 1 venture to hope that there wilI
which a man who las practised for the best years of his life not ho a great many hon. merbers who will think
before the Judges must have; but, with all these feelings, I so, or wbo will think that there is any occasion for
will tell the hou. gentleman that. if ho determines not to an explanation f &om me of the circumatances which i have
have a legal reform until the Judges cry out for it, ho will now stated briefly, and of the reasons wly I now support,
not be very much troubled with effecting legal reforms in as I do support, this Bil. The hon. member for Quebec
the course of lis Parliamentary career, no matter how Centre (Mr. Bossé) has referred to one of the details of the
long that career may last. There is no class in the Bill which is, of course, open for discussion, but whicl il is
cominunity which seems to be more set, as a class, with not convenient to discuss on tle motion to go mb Commit-
certain exceptions, it is true, in the cake of custom, to tee, because we are not now dealing wit isolated details.
be more believers in the perfection of that which is, In fact, this whole discussion, thougl regular, is perlaps
and less to credit the possibility of mending the things lardly opportune, because it is, so far as I am aware, the
which are, than tie members of the judicial bench; first case a which, after tle principl of the Bih has been
and I may say to him that, when we were pressing sanctioned bya decisive vote ofthe fouse-a vote ofnearly
in the local Legislature of Ontario, a measure very nearly two to oue, drawn from tho ranks of botl political parties-
akin to this one, that, namely, in which the parties were wo should have been treated with a fresh discussion of that
admitted as witnesses in civil cases on their own behalf, principhe, just as if it could bo ezpected that the flouse was
one of the difficulties we had to contend with was, not going to reverse the sohema judgment to which, by a decided
merely that we had no favourable expression from the majorily, it lad already core upon that principle. I quite
judicial bench, but also-I will not say with un. agree with the lon.gentlemen wlo have argued that the adop-
animity, for 1 cannot accurately remember, but, if not lion of the principle does not involve the sanction of ail tle
with unanimity, almost with unanimity-the judicial boncb details of le measure, and thal these are ope for discus-ion
was entirely opposed to that luw. Well, the hon. gentle in the Committee; but we wpuld bc rcversing the jugment
man, I hope, does not differ from what I think is the very we have already given on tle principle of the Bill, If we
general opinion of the profession in Ontario, that that law were to decline to go mb Committee for tle put-pose of
has been an extremely beneficial law; that it las conduced pcrfecting the measure, and of eliminating, if there be any
to the elucidation of the truth; that it las diminished very objectionable features, those objectionable features. That,
much the extent of the controverted questions in causeo, I think, is the present position of this measure, and I do
and that it has led to that which ought to be the object of not think that anything that has boen said. tonight has
all legislation in these matters-a narrowing, as far as possi- thrown any fui-ler light upon tle question upon whicl tle
ble, of the issues of fact between the parties, and a just flouse so unequivocahly expressed its opinion a few nights
determination of those narrowed issues. Now, the hon. ago.
member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) las probably been sufli-
ciently answered by my hon. friend from Huron (Mr. Mr. WELDON. I lad not intended Io spoak upon (lis
Cameron). I should have been very glad if the hon. mem- question lad fot the hon. member for Kont referred to the
ber for Pictou, instead of giving his own gloss of my speech, state of affaira in the Province of New Brunswick. As the
had been kind enough to read it to the louse, and I think only other gentleman of tle same profession as himself
it would have answered the arguments and the commentary from that Province, with perlaps a larger experience, ex.
ho made upon it. The state of things was such îending over thirty years, at île bar, I entirely dispute the
that, in my opinion, public sentiment was not at that time, proposition ho las put forward. So far as my experience
public opinion, at that time, was not ripe for that measure. is coneerned, and 1 lhink I have been engaged in every
It had been made in that direction in civil cases many county in tle Province, my experience las been that
years before we succeeded in placing such a law upon the perjury does nol exisi b anything like the exient b whicl
Statute Book. It had been in advance of public opinion in the Ion. member's remarks would lead. No doubt, there
Ontario, that the law lad been put upon the Statute Book, are some cases in île oxporionce cf every professionat man
and the consequence of taking that step, so far in advance in which no amounl of charity can preclude the idea that
of the discussion of the subject, and so far in advance of the doliborate perju-y las been oomitted, but tlose cases are
state of public opinion, was that the law was repealed the tle exception and not tle mb in New Brunswick, and I
following Session, and the old law remained so in force for shaîl ho supported by the romarks of some of the learned
a great many years. I lad before me, and I quoted, in the Jndges who lave presided in the Province of New Bruns-
speech to which he las referred-though lis reading of it' wick in tle opinion that tle legislation which took place
varies very much from my own-I had before me that some twenty-seven years ago in Ihat Province la led to
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causes being better tried and the truth being better brought society or the accused. There is a strange feature
out than before. I am surprised at the statement made by in this Bill, and one which the promoter of it, perhaps,
the hon. member for Kent (Mr. Landry) as to the state of bas not considered,.and that is, that he proposes to adopt
society in reference to perjury, existing in the Province of a mode of procedure which has been repudiated
New Brunswick. So far as my own experience goes, I en- for many a yoar by the most eminent jurists in England.
tirely repudiate the hon. gentleman's statement, and I My hon. friend is opening the way to the French mode of
believe that no such state of things exists. In criminal procedure in criminal cases-the examination of the
trials, as ageneral rule, I believe parties tell the truth. No accused. He goes even further, because the French law, con-
doubtwitnesses frequently differ in their statements, but pelling the accused to answer the magistrate in the prelim-
those statements may often be reconciled. I believe that, inary investigation, or the public prosecutor, does not sub-
as a rule, persons honestly tell the truth, and that wilful ject the accused to the humiliation or danger of giving his
and deliberate perjury is the exception anid not the rule. evidence under oath. In France, the accused is questioned

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I am sorry I was not in the House by the magistrate and is allowed to make his statement. The
whon the hon. gentleman who promotes this Bill made his proposition of this Billihas not only been considered too

speech in its favour. However, I wish to state my opinion arbitrary ever to have been adopted by the English Courts
before this House concerning the Bill itself. I think the of Justice, but even in France, the accused is not put under
principle of it is wrong; I think the application of it will oath. When the accused comes into Court he is also exam-

ve tbe w ; and I thk that to who have had ined by the publie prosecutor, but even then he is not putprovo.t e Nrong lad u 0 ha tos hohae . under oatb. I go back te, the Enghieli method of
experience in the Courts of Justice in regard to such evi- undro I I ak toth E as mt of
dence as that which it is sought to make admissible, will procedur ; and I ask, why was it always
agree that the principle of this Bill is not right. I have held in England that the accused should not be ques-
practiced for some years before the Couits of Queen's Bench, tion ed unless ho volunteered to make a statement?
and I arn still of the opinion I formerly entertained, tat There must be some reason for that jurisprudence;
the legisiation and the jurisprudence of England ln the there must be some wisdom in it-and, as I sai before, I
matter of evidence in criminal cases, was, after ail, une believe in tho wisdom of the past and the experience it has
upon which it was dificuilt te improve. Sir, I have neot bequeathed to us-ln the experience of learned and eminent
spent a great deal ef time with the ancients, I have not Judges who have been the pride of Eagli3h tribunals, in
read a great deal of the aet, but the little I have rend it respect toust such evidence as it is here sought to make
old books, in very old books, bas convinced me that wisdom admissible n our courts. The reason is this : that if yen
is not all confined to the present age, and that those who allow the accused te give his evidence, yeu perhaps
lived before us had also a large moasure of wisdom especi- afford an opportunity to a clever scoundrel, to a consummate
ally in cases like the one which is now under the considera- reprobate, of confusmg the jury, who are generally com-
tion of the House. At a time when people were less troubled posed of innocent men, who are not accustored t the rulos
with politics, with railway schemes, with electricity and of evidence, and who would not be acquaited with ail the
other things; when the progress of the physical sciences dé(ours which lawyers sometimes resort to lu these cases.
engrossed less of the attention of men-I think that in heard the other day my hon. friend from Richmond and
those old times mon reflected as much, and perhaps Wolfe say that this Bill was greatly in the interests
moread perhaps beetetarnuedo, upon thos of the accused. I beg to differ with him. It is tomore, and perhaps botter, than we o' pnthose bc remernbered that a groat many cases of mis-moral questions like the one involved in this Bill. And in demeanor are equivalent te mflonios, becausethey seo m
the light of the wisdom of the past, I ask myself the question demeanraee val ent olombcasesthe see
which was so well put, I think, by the hon. member for te be puiished almost as severely as seme cases offelony.
Brockville (Mr. Wood), when ho said: What is the necessity Well I saythat lu those cases, the accused je net a witness,
for such legislation? What representations have been heo is rather hs own lawyer; and we may well apply te him
made by those who interpret the law in these cases ? What the old maxim that the man who 1s lis own lawyer has a
remonstrances have been made by Judges upon this question? fool fer a clent. It is only the consummate scoundrel, the
My hon. friend, the leader of the Opposition, says that would boneoit by the privilege ths logisati n would give
sevon years ago he had his opinion upon this question, and .udbnftythprvlgthseglainwldgvhev charnge ad ie opsay th s notiont in him of being a witness in his own behalf. The old Englishho chalienged any one te say that ho was net rgplicti law said that you must not prejudice the jury against thechanging it, because, dtiring thqso sceven years, publice cae;ynme e oc hmt eawtesi i w
opinion had also changed, accused ; you must not force him to be a witness in his own

opninLAdE N. case, because the interests of justice might thereby
Mr. BLAKE. No. be frustrated; and thon there was this other
Mr. CHAPLEAU. Public opinion, then, was not ripe. grand reason, that you must not introduce into

But I would like very much to ask the hon. gentleman legislation anything that would tend to increase perjury.
what causes have ripened public opinion since thon? What The leader of the Opposition may say whatever he chooses
facts have been elicited before the Courts of Justice which about the romarks made by the hon. member for Kent (Mr.
have had the effect of ripening public opinion upon this Landry), that he had cast a slur upon his Province in saying
qustion ? There are grand juries holding grand inquests that perjury was of very frequent occurrence in courts of
in the several districts of the Dominion ; have any of those justice, especially of criminal jurisdiction. Mr. Speaker, I
grand juries, who are very often led by eminent men con- think the hon, leader of the Opposition will admit with
ducting prosecutions for the Crown, made representations me, if ho has had practical experience before the Court of
as te the necessity of amending our law procedure in the Queen's Bench, that unfortunately perjury is a great deal
sense proposed ? Have there been any representations more frequent there than in civil courts, and that in small
made by any grand jury in the DoiMinion ? I say there petty cases, perjury is more common than in the great and
have been none, and I go further, and I challenge any one important cases in which the hon. gentleman is generally
to say the contrary. I am perfectly sure that if we wore engaged. I say that those who have had experience in
to consult the Judges of the Criminal Courts of this country; Courts of Justice will say that perjury is frequent. And
if we were to ask those who have served as grand jurors, or why ? Because of the interestà at stake ; because of the
as petit jurors, their opinion in respect to this legislation, liberty of the accused, because of the sympathy elicited
they would all answer that this kind of evidence is not one either of relatives or friends or of accomplices. To say
that can be trusted; is not one which should be adduced this is not to cast a slur upon any part of society
bafore a tribunal ; is not one which could benefit or any part of the Dominion, only uponi a certain class-that
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which haunts and frequents the Criminal Courts. The
general idea that pervades the old English rule-I have
read it-is that the accused should not be examined under
oath, that ho may bo saved from the tomptation to commit
perjury. Perjury, as has been said, is a nost heinous crime.
A man may have committed a fault, a grievous offence,
sometimes doue in a fit of passion, acting under theinfluence
of stimulants. Poverty, indeed, mîight be the cause of it. If
it is his fir-st fault, there is still a strong olemont of honesty
which might romain in his being. But if a man once com-
mits perjury, hoeis a lost man to society, ho is a degraded
man to the end of his life, becauso ho bas offondod against
the truth, which is the essence of all that is grand and
great. You may place ù man in the dock for the
crime of having stoleu through p-overty, or struck
a man through passion, and stili, after conviction
and punishment, ho might bc an honost man ; but, if you
timet and induce him to commit perjury, ho is a lost man
te society, ho is degriaded in Lis own estimation, and
when a man is degraded in his cwa estimation and con-
science, ho is lost, and lost forever. Thoso were the prin.
ciples that pervaded the od procedure in England, and after
all the investigations that wor made and discussions that
tock place, it was not found desirable to change the law.
We ae told bere: why should we wait until England should
have done thisor that befbre we do it ? I am not one of!
those who would treat lighitly tIh position which the old
country bas acquired in science, in law and in jurisprudence.
I bow with veneration, I mu-t say, to the opinions I see
exprcsed in books of English juritsts, and hear from the
mouths of English Judge; imd to thoso men and to the
authority of their doctrine, I do bow. Lut I cono to the
discussion of the principlo itscif, andi I tako the argu-
monts which were used by the promoter of the Bill. lie
says: You accept the evidenco cf the accused in a case of
assault and battery, why should you not accept it in a case
ofmisdemeanor? I will continue his argument: Why not
accept it in cases of felony and murder? If it is necessary
to prevent a man froam being convicted in a simple case Of
assault, why not take thc evidece of' the prisoner whon
his life may be taken fromi him? If the argument is good
in one caso it is good iu tje otiher. But Lt is badinthe case
Of felony and is also bad in the case of misderîeanor. In
cases of assauîlt, it is the legislation of the old country. An
assault takes place. Two mon meet, a few angry words
pass and a blow is struck. Why not allow the parties who
came face to face, with the result that an assault was com-
mitted, to cono and cach tell bis own story ? It is
only a trifle. Gencrally those assaults happen when
two persons only are present. luIFrance, when
a man is assaultel upon the streets, you take to
the police station, net only the man who corn-
mitted the assault, but also the man on whom it has been
committed. Both tell their stories, and both give security
to appear next morning to givo evidence in the case to be
determined before the Couit. In those trifling cases, the
evidence of the defendant might bo permitted; but even as
regards those, I am not prepared to say that such evidence
is beneficial in securing the onds of justice. The remarks
made by the hon. member for Quebec Centre (Mr. Bossé)
apply. I do not wish to discuss the details of the Bill, nor
do I w'sh the House, as the leader of the Opposition bas
said, to reverse its own judgment. It is well understood
that Bills should not receive a second reading until they
are somewhat fully discussed, and perhaps it was from
personal consideration for the promoter of the Bill,
that discussion was postponed till the Bill should
come before the Committee of the Whole. At ail
events, in speaking at the present moment, and giving
the HouEe the expression of my experience in Courts
of Justice-aLd I have had some experience before
the Court of Queen's Bench-I do it, so that if tte'

Mr. CHAPLEAU.

Bill goes before the Committee, it may be amended by
striking out certain portions mentioned by the hon. member
for Quebec Centre and sone portions which I wili point out
myself. The promoter of the Bill bas himself seen, as ap-
pears by a proviso whicli ho places in the first clause, that
the Bill will not work, and it is provided that a prisoner
cannot bo called as a witness by the prosecution. Why
not ? If the principlo of the Bill is good, and if trulh is te
be elicited at whatever cost, whether dangerous te sqciety
or dangerous to the accused ; if truth is teobe tcited
oven by falsohood and perjury, the systenm should b
made equally applicable te all. But the promoter of the
Bill bas said that the prisoner shall net be called as a
witness by the prosecution, and ho says afterwards that
this witness can be cross-examined. Difficulty will arise,
bocause the evidenco will not be a statement. I will go se
far as to Eay that I do net think it would further the ends
of justice that the prisoner should make a statoment, as his
counsel can make a statement; he is allowed te make a
statement before the magistiato and before the jury when
on bis trial.: Tho clause runs as follows:-

' Provided, that so far as the cross-examination relates ta the credit
of the accused, the justice or justices, or the court, may limit such
cross-examination to such extent as it thinks proper, although the pro-
posed cross- examination mnight be permissible in the case of any other
wtness.'

Lot us suppose a case in which the husband might bo exam-
ined against the wifo or the wifo against the husband. The
fact of the credibility of the witness would b a bar to the
capacitv of' any such ovidence. Thc second clause-and I
an sure rny lion. friend, the leader of the Opposition, will
agree with om-shows the inanity of the Bill-shows that
there is something wrong with the measure. Yen will
allow a porson te go and give his evidenco, and for what
purpose ? To b bolieved ? No; if a man is called ho may
tell a false story, he nay tell a story which is more te his
prejudice than to his advantage. It is provided that in
case such eçidoce is not tendered, no observation
shall be allowed teobe made as to the non-ten-
der of such evidence. But can you prevent juries
from forming their own opinions? Can you pre-
vont t hen from sayig: here is a man who is allowed
to give his ovidence and doos not do se, and ho, therefore,
must b a scourdrel ? Petty jurors may be very good mon,
but they have not a knowledge of the law, and yeu cannot
prevont them from acting as if the non-tender of such evi-
dence must prejudice the accused. To such an extent is
this the case, that the very fact of a m an not giving evidence
in bis own case, when he is allowed te (o se, will be re-
garded as a sure sign that there is something wrong, On the
other hand, the man who bas a knowledge of the Courts,
who may be a consummate scoundrel, who has often been
seen in the Courts before, and who can plead as well as
bis lawyer, will be the one who will reap the benefit,
whilo the innocent man may suffer great prejudice
by such a provision. Tho last clause of the Bill
also convinces me that the moasure is one which will not
work well. It says that if a man is accused of a crinfe,
other than a misdemeanor, and the Court decides at the
close of the evidence of tho prosecution that it is only a
case of misdemeanor, the defendant and his wifo, or, if the
defondant bo a woman, her husband, shall te a competent
witness. That is te say, the Judge may change the mode
of procedure at the close of the evidence for the prosecution.
But why should it net as wvell be done at the close of the
evidence for the defence ? Why limit it in that way ? The
petty jury may say: We have heard the case on both sides,
and we are of opinion that the case of felony is net made
out. It would then b a case for such evidence, and perhaps
the tribunal would be disposed te say that the case was not
a felony, but only one of misdemeanor. If the jury, who
have heard the whole trial, come back and tell the
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Judge and the whole worll that the prisoner is
not guilty of a felony, bnt only a misdemeanor,
why not then allow him to come forward and offer his evi-
dence, to clear himself from the accusation ? I say that
the measure is impracticable in this respe3t, as in othors,
and that if it were to pasis, judges and juries would declare
before long that it was impracticablo. i contend that the
Courts would receive no assistance, and that the interests of
justice would not be benefited, if this measure were put in
force. One of the hon. gentlemen said that the BiIl was
not so important, and what was the use of having s long
a discussion about it? I say, Sir, that the Bill is very im-
portant, as it means the introduction of a system ot giving
evidence which will cruash dowri aid destroy entirely the
whole mode of procedure in rinilar cases ; that it will
(xtend from misdemeanors to folonies. and that it afterwards
may be applied to cases of murdor. I would like to
know what benefit we would have frpm such a measure, if
the legitimate and logical consequonco of the Bl1 were fol-
lowed up, and it wvere made to apply even in casos of felony.

Mr. DA VIES. I had notintended to taka any p art in this
discussion, because I was satisfio from what took place the
other evening, that the promoter of the Bill, and the various
hon. gentlemen on both sides wh> supported it, had stated
the arguments in its favour as as they possibly
could be stated. But the quenion having boen reopened
by some hon. members, I desire to say a word or two in
reply. The hon. member from Qobac (Mr. Bo)ssé) objects
to the Bill in almost every detail. IIe seemed to base his
objection to the clause pormitting the husband to tetify for
the wife, or the wife for the husband, on the supposition
that that clause was compulsory. But, on the contrary, if
ho will read the Bil, ho will find thtt, so far as that clause
is concerned, it is simply permissive. [ allows the wife, in
a case in which she has a knowledge of the facts which no
other person possesses-as it sometimes happens she has-
to go to the stand and givo the jury tho benefit of that
knowledge. Therefore, while there would be a gool deal of
weight in the hon. gentleman's argument if the Bill had
gone so far as ho seemed to suppose it did, I do not think
any weight attaches to his argument, since, so far as such
ovidenco is concerned, the provision is simply permissive.
It soems to me that the arguments against this Bill are
not very strong, for this reason, that the principle
of the Bill has been enactel by Parliament ttime and
again, and applied by Parliament, not only to the trial of
civil cases, but to quasi criminat cases. Hon. gentlemen
know very well that for many years-in the Maritime Pro-
vinces for at least twenty-five years-we have had the
principle of permitting those who are interested, no
matter how deeply, to give evidence in civil cases.
The arguments which have been made use of on this
occasion-that the Bill would conduce to perjury -that
snch parties might perjure themselves to put money in
their own pockets-was made use of to the fullest extent
when this reform was introduced. But that prediction bas1
not been verified by experience. I say unhesitatingly that4
to-day there is not a layman who has been unfortunate
enough to have business in the Courts, nor a lawyer who has1
had any business in the Courts, who would stand up and ask
for a repeal of the law which extends that privilege to
defendants. Now, you have adopted that principle in all
these civil cases; you have gone further, and extended that
principle to quasi criminal cases-to assaults and matters of
that kind, referred to by the promoter of the Bill. Look at
the anomalons position in which we stand with reference to
matters in which, after an action is brought, in one way, as
a civil case, it may be brought in another, as a misdemeanor.
In an action for a nuisance, if a man sues his neighbour, the
defendant may go on the stand and give evidence; but if
he prosecutes him the next day, for the identical nuisance,
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as a misdemear.or, the defendant's mouth is closed. Having
applied this principle to cases oflibol and1 assault, yon are not
asked now to mako a sweeping provision to apply to all
cases of criminal prosecution; you are not asked to apply
it to felonies, but, to nisdomoanors. The hon. Socrotary of
State, who spoke last, mi unl erstood, I think, the remarks
of the hon. meraber for \Wost Darham, as to the positicu he
occupiedon thisquestion. IIe did not oppose theprinciple of
the 3il, when it was introducod in 1877, but ho remarked
at tlhat time fthat public opinion was not ripe for its
passage. le hotl that tho iprinciple of the Bill was
good, ani nov ho thinks ihiat public opinion is ripe.
That is iho silple differee between his posR
tion theoi nid lhis position now. But the hon.
Soxrtary of Stato relies very mucli on the wis-
dom of our ancestors, andi ho asks tho lieuse to refuse to
mako this chango, because our aricotors did not seo fit to
mako it. Well, Sir, I have a certain respect for the opinion
of our ancestors, but I think this can bo pushol too far. Tho
hon. gentleman knows that our ancestors did not allow
defendants ia civil cases to give evidenci. WC have
changed that, and, so far as I k-now, no one desires to
go ba'ck t, the olI systom. Our ancestors in their wis-
dom did not allo.v a person accused of a crime to have
counsel at all. We hava changed all that, and I think
wiscly. Thea, again, overyono knows that tho wisdom of
our ancestors enacted a criminal code so barbarous that, in
the light of the pre-oît day, it would be rogarded as opposod
to every principle of natural justice, and would not ba
allowed to remain on the Statute Book of Canada one
day; and wo know iLt ook two gencrations forLordRqmilly
and Iord Broughami to wipo out that blot on th
Crimina! Cod o of Grat Britain. NAw, I do n>t think
the wisdoi of our ancostors is an ontirely safe guide in
this maLter. Wo have takon somo stops, and tho stops so
far taken have provon judicious and wise. The hon.
Secretary of State appears to mi to take a curious position
when at one tirne he complains that tho Bill goos too far,
and at another timo complains that it doos not go far
enougrh. The Bill is, to some extent, a tentative measure.
The hon. member for West Huron wants to apply to mis-
demeanors the principle which has boen alroady applied
with such success to civil cases and to casos of assault.
Everybody acquaintol with nisiprius courts knows Ihat it
was a monstrous injustice tliat defendants in assault cases
were not allo*ved to give ovidence. You have changed that,
and I believe that saine principlo eau b3 introduced with
good results in misdemeanors, such as nuisances and the like.
I know of no good reasons for voting against this Bill. I
think it is a stop in hie right direction, a conservative
advance which is in accordanco with the action taon by the
Parliamont of Canala somo years ago, and therefore I will
vote for the Bill.

Mr, LAURIER. i do not suppose this Bill could meet
with theopposition shown against it, wo-e it not a kno>vn
fact that no reform lias ever been mado in the world with-
out having been opposcd. My hon. friend the SLoretary of
Stato dcrived his ideas of jurisprudence and law from old
books, written at a time when thore were no railways, no
-telegraphs, or any of the things that constitute the modern
world. At the presîent time, wo have telegraphs, railways,
telephones, and o frtb, and I think my hon. friend will
admit that the wrd is all the happier and botter for it,
and although I respo't as much as anybody the old laws of
England, which, in their way, are probably the wisest that
have ever boon enacted, the hon. gentleman will, perhaps,
admit that those laws are susceptible of amendment and
improvement. I wish to cali tha attention of my
hon. friend the Secretary of State to the fact that laws
which are revered as much as he reveres the laws of Eng
land-the civil laws of France, which are in their way jugt
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as wise as the criminal laws of England-have been
amended in the same direction as this 11l goes, by a man
whose memory he holds dear-Sir George Cartier. It is in
the knowledge of everybody, at least from the Province of
Quebec, that although a suitor cannot offer evidenco in his
own behalf, still he eau be tendered the oath by the adverse
party. The plaintiff may put the defendant in the box,
and the defendant may put the plaintiff in the box. If this
is the law of the Province of Quebec to-day, it has only
been so for twenty-threo or twenty-four years. The mem-
bers who sat in the Legislature in Lower Canada remember
the Judicature Act of Sir George Cartier. That was the
first time that it was proposed in this country to
force a party to become a witness against himself.
Up to that time, a suitor had to make out his case
as best he could, but he could not terder the oath to his
adversary. Though I was a boy when Sir George Cartier
introduced his measureI remember perfectly well the storm
and the tempest of opposition which was raised against it.
J remember the characteristic words of Sir George Cartier
at the time, that the principle was a just one, and that he
would carry it in spite of bar and bench. It was urged
at that time, as it is urged now, that to put a defendant in
the witness box was to place him between his conscience
and lis interest. Well,it is placing him between his conscience
and his interest, but the invariable testimony bas been that
although that is the case, still the truth always prevails ;
and now there is not one case in ten tried in Lower Canada
but the first thing done is to put the defendant in the box
and let him tell his own story. I am not aware that this
system bas been productive of perjury or of injury te the
cause of justice. On the contrary, it is a most popular
system, and if an attempt were made to go back to the old
system, it would fail, because it would receive the most
strenuous opposition from both bench and bar, although
both opposed the measure when it was introduced.
The same result will follow this measure. There
is but one fault in the Bill-it does not go far enough.
If the principle is a true one, and I believe it is, it ought
not to apply only to misdemeanors, but to felonies as well.

Sir .OHN A. MACDONALD. I do not rise to discuss
the principle of the measure at ail, although I must say I
am deeply impressed with the able arguments against the
principle of the Bill which hon. gentlemen bave advanced.
I rise to say that I cannot go so far as the hon. member for
West Huron, as to the effect of the vote which took place
the other day. As a general principle, it is true that the
second reading of a Bill is supposed to carry with it the
expression of the House of Commons that they accede to
its general principle ; but that is not universally the case.
Not infrequently the reverse is the case. I do not think,
in the present instance, that any hon. gentleman who
voted for the second reading of the Bill the other day,
would be guilty of any inconsistency in reversing bis opin-
ion to-day if he thought proper to do se, convinced by the
arguments he bas heard. Last Session, not only this Bill
but four or five others proposing to amend the criminal law
were sent to a Special Committee to be dealt with and
reported upon. Ail the second readings of these Bills were,
carried pro forma, as, according te Parliamentary practice,
they could net be sent to a Special Committee unless they
received that pro forma consent of Parliament. Then the
committee made a report,if I remember a right,affecting all
these Bills, embracing them in one omnibus Bill, and this
Bill of my bon. friend was lost. In introducing it this
Session, the hon. gentleman said, that one reason why it did
not receive the approval of the House last Session was, that
it was linked with other Bills, and that all those hon. mem-
bers who were opposed to any one branch of this
omnibus Bill, opposed the entire Bill, so that
not one single measure embraced in it had a chance.

Mr. LAuIR.

That was a good argument. Before the hon. gentleman
moved the second reading, ho submitted his list of a Com-
mittee to me, and I said I thought it ought to go to a Com-
mittee. But I consider that every hon. member who voted
for the second.reading for the purpose of allowlng it to go
to Committee may, without any inconsistency, vote against
it at this stage. The points raised against the Bill are
numerous, and I must say I was rather surprised at the
unanimity of the report. The Committee must have just
met and said, we will adopt the Bill and throw it before the
flouse; so that, in fact, it comes before the House for its
second reading now. I said I would not go into a
discussion of the measure. It has been discussed ably on
both sides, in a proper spirit, on its morits, without any
reference to extraneous matter. I do not know if the House
will go into Committee to-night. The Bill will evidently
have to receive careful scanning, clause by clause. I do not
suppose that my hon. friend will movo that the House will
go into Committec to-night, because we cannot hope, at this
late hour, to make any progress.

Motion agreed to on the following division:

Messieurs

Allen,
Allison (Hants),
Allison (Lennox),
Auger,
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Victoria),
Béchard,
Benson,
Bernier,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Brecken,
Burnham,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Caneron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Catudal,
Charlton,
Cochrane,
Cockburn,
Cook,
Davies'
De St. Georges,
Dickinson,
Dundas,

Amyot,
Bain (Soulan gs),
Beaty,
Bell,
Belleau,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Bolduc,
Bossé,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Bryson,
Burns,
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Chapleau,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Curran,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,

Fairbank,
Farrow,
Ferguson (Wellan d),
Fleming,
Forbes,
Gillmor,
Girouard,
Gordon,
Gunn,
Hall,
Harley,
HAY,
Hickey,
Hilliard,
Holton,
Homer,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
Kilvert,
King,
Kinney,
Kirk,
Kranz,
Landerkin,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Macdonald (Sir John),

NAYS:

Messieurs

Macmaster,
McCraney,
MeIntyre,
McIsaac,
McMullen,
Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray,
Reid,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail,
Vanasse,
Wallace (Albert),
Wallace (York),
Watson,
Wells,
Wheler,
White (Hastings),
Wilson,-EG.

Desjardins, McGreevy,
Dugas, McLelan,
Dupont, Massue,
Ferguson(Leed:& Gren.)Méthot,
Fréchette, Montplaisir,
Gagné, Orton,
Gigau.t, Ouimet,
Grandbois, Paint,
Guilbault, Patterson (Essex),
Guillet, Pinsonneault,
Hlackett, Pope,
Haggart, Riopel,
Hawkins, Royal,
Hesson, Rykert,
Houde, Small,
Hurteau, Stairs,
Jamieson, Tassé,
Kaulbach, Taylor,
Labrosse, Tilley,
Landry (Kent), Tupper (Pictou),
Landry (Montmagny), Tyrwhitt,
Langevin, Valin,
Lesage, White (Renfrew),
,Macdonald (King's), Wigle,
MlcDonald (uape Breton),Williams,
McMillan (Vaudreuil), Wood (Brookville)
McDougald, Wood (West'land)-31.
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Bill considered in Committee and progrcss ordered to b

reported, Committee to sit again.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournmn t of

the House.
Mr. CAMERON (iluron). Wil the hon. gentleman tell

me- when he will bring down the returns asked for with
reference to No. 20 farm, on Fish Creek. I made the charge
that not only Lieutenant-Governor Robitaille, but that
another Lieutenant-Governor was interested in the purchase
of that farm. I now wish to say that to-day 1 have had a
communication from one of the Lieutenant-Governors to
whom I referred-not Lieuten ant-Governor Robitaille-
stating that ho had no interest and has no interest now in
the purchase of that farm,.and of course I am botund to
accept his statemont.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALLD. I will attend to bringing
down the return at once.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGH1T. Will the bon. the
Finance Minister give me an idea when he can bring down
his financial statement.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I will let the bon .gentluman
know when I am ready.

Motion agrced to; and (at 11:30 o'clock, p mi.) the IIuse
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS,

TlucasDA, 14th February, 18S4

The SPEAKER1 to)k the CWbir at Thrie3 o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally intradael nd read
the first time:-

Bill (No. 88) respecting the Real Estate Loan Company
of Canada, limited.-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 89) te amend the Act incorporating the Great
American and European Short Line Railway Company, and
to change the name thereof to the Montreal and European
Short Line Railway Company.-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 90) respecting the Great Northern Rtilway
Company.-(Mr. Bossé.)

Bill (No.91) to incorporate the Niagara 'rontier il-
way Company-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

REFUND OF SUPERANNUATION CONT RIBUT{IONS.

Mr. CURRAN enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to reimburse to certain persons in the
employ of the Department of Railways and Canals, on the
Lachne Canal, such persons not being members of the
Civil S3rvice, any sums of money that may have been
charged against them for the Superannuation Fund, under
the misapprehension that such persons belonged to the
Civil Service of Canada ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is the intention of the
Government to put a sufficient Eumi in the Estirnates for
this purpose.

NAVAL STATION AT ESQUIMALT.
Mr. BAKER (Victoria) enquired, What steps Lave been

taken by the Government with a view to impressing u-pon
the Imperial Government the desirability of the coutinued
maintenance of the naval station at Esquimalt, and of
securing the continuous presence of at least one of Her
Majesty's ships in British Columbian waters ?
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. There has been corres-

pondence with the Imperial Government on this subject,
which I think will be found quite satisfactory ; and if the
hon. gentleman will put a notice on the paper to have the
papers brought down, they will be brought down.

THIE BRITISII COLUMBIA MILITIA.

_Mr. IAIER (Victoria) enquired, What stops have been
taken, or are now under consideration of the Government,
with the view of increasing the fortifications in the vicinity
ef Victoria and Esquimalt; what has been donc, or is con-
templated in regard to the establishment of a s-hool of
gunnery at Victoria; the formation and maintonance of a
permanent battery of artillery in said city; and generally
to improve the sirength and status of the militia in British
Columbia?

Mr. CARON. The matters referred to in this question are
now under the consideration of the Government. As far
as the battory of artillery is concerned, we are now treat-
ing for the purpose of securing a site for barracks for that
battery.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria) enquired, Is it the intention of
the Governmont to form a naval brigade and torpedo
corps in the Province of British Columbia, provided the
men can be found for roasonable remuneration to compose
such much needed adjuncts to the militia defence of said
Province ?

Mr. CARON. It is not the intention of the Govern-
ncrt at prescnt.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria) enquiîred, What further aid
is contemplatod with regard to rifle associations in order
to encourage thom to become permanent feeders to the
active militia ?

Mr. CARON. When the Estimates are brought down, I
hope to enter fully into an explanation of the matter re-
ferred to in this question.

PORT MULGRAVE, NEW BRUNSWICK.

Mr. KIRK enquired, las Port Mulgrave, Guysboro', Nova
Scotia, an out-port of Guysboro', been made a s ub-port of
Port Hawkesbury, in Inverness County. If so, when was
the change made, and why was it made?

Mr. BOWELL. The out-port of Mulgrave was trans-
ferred to the Port of Guysboro', by Order in Council of the
5th of July, 1883, because of its close proximity to the
chief port and consequently easier supervision, and for the
greater convenience of those who had to frequent it.

SALARIES OF CUSTOMS OFFICERS.

Mr. GAULT enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to put the appraisers in the Customs Depart-
ment on the salaries to which they are entitled under the
Customs Act of 1883 ?

Mr. BOWELL. The Civil Service Act provides that the
salaries of appraisers in the Customs Department shall
range from $800 to $2,000 per annum, and in all cases these
salaries are regulated in accordance with the duties and
responsibilities of the appraisers at the different ports.

FRAUD IN SALE OF PATENT RIGHTS.

Mr. MULOCK moved that the louse resolve itself into
Committee on Bill (No. 26) for the botter prevention of
fraud in connection with the sale of patent rights.

Motion agreed to; Bill considered in Committee, amend-
ed and reported.
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CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT.

Mr. CHARLTON moved that the House resoive itself
into Committee on Bill (No. 6) to provide for the punish-
ment of seduction and like offences.

Motion agreed to; and the House resolvcl itsolf into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. CURRAN. I had not the advantage of being present

when the bon. gentleman who has charge of this Bill
addressed this honourable House in support of its provisions,
but I have read with a very great deal of pleasure the speech
that was delivered by my hon. friend on that occasion. I
do not think that any one occupying a seat in this louse,
or any one having a heart in his bosom, or any one who is
father of a family, can possibly say otherwise, than that he
endorses every word whiih bas been uttered by my bon.
friend regarding the enormity of the offence which ho
seeks to suppress. But I think that ho is calling upon us
to adopt a measure which the experience of ages bas
condemned. I have read in his remarks that
the Roman law provided punishment against this
offenêe ; I have also read in his remarks that
the Canon law provides similar redress, and that the
law of France meets the case as he desires it should be
met. I think that with regard to that branch of the sub-
ject my hon. friend bas hardly been very candid in his
quotations. I think I can place my hand upon the author-
ities that he bas selected, and show that while he as given
the arguments adduced in the repertory in favour of his
side of the case, he bas totally failed to give the conclusions
arrived at by the writers in question, who, one and all,
agree that this legislation has proved a disastrous failure.
First of all, with regard to the Roman law, the cases are not
at all similar. The state of society to-day is not similar to
that which existed at the time the Lex Julia was passed,
which law is incorporated, in so far as its provisions are
concerned, in the fourth book of the Institutes, and wherein
the penalty which has been mentionod by my bon.
friend was prescribed against this offence. I will
take the liberty of quoting from Ortolan, in his
work entitled Législation Romaine, where he refers
to what was the state of society at the time
this law was passed, and I think it will be
found that no such state of socioty exists here. On the
other hand, we have no commentary, no statement in any
book written on this subject to show that tho Lex Julia
of the Roman law had the effect that my hon. friend
hopes his law will produce in the country. I shall first
read the following quotation :-

"l Les derniers temps de la république qui avaient offcrt une déprava-
tion de mours étonnante. Le mariage de citoyen (justre nuptiæ) avait
été abandonné ou changé en libertinage par dei divorces annuels. On
pouvait dire alors des dames romaines : elles ne comptent point les années
par les consuls mais par leurs maris. Le célibat était chose de mode.
Les guerres civiles et les proscriptions avaient laissé de grands vides dans
les families ; et sous le flot des esclaves, des affranchis ou des pérégrins
la race des citoyens s'en allait. Plus d'une fois la censure avait
signalé le péril. Auguste tonta de rémédier par la législation et par
la fiscalité à la corruption des mœurs et à l'épuisement de la population
légitime. "-(Ortolan, Législation romaine.) Loi Julia, page 278, sec. 63.
Now, Sir, that is what Ortolan says. Another authority,
and one equally worthy of respect, which is also in French,
but of which 1 have made a hasty translation, says :

"l The Roman law punished this offence by the confiscation of one-
half of the delinquent's goods, if he were a citizen. If he belonged to
an inferior cast, corporal punishment was inflicted, and sentence of
transportation. The Canon law obliged the seducer to marry the girl,
or to grant her a dowry, and this was for a long time in vogue in certain
parts of France, but as it frequently happened that the seduced one
speculated on the penalty, to procure for themselves advantageous mar-
nages, a declaration of the 22nd November, 1730, pronounced an ex-
pness abrogation cf the enactments, and substituted damages to be
asaessed by the tribunals in their discretion."-(Journal du Palais, Voir
Attentat auz MSurs.)

Mr. MULOCK.

Therefore, we find that, as regards the statement of my hon.
friend, with reference to the law of France, he is labouring
under a grave mistake. Following the Canon law, they
did introduce into certain parts of France, a law against
seduction, but, it was found that this opened the door to all
kinds of abuses, to such an extent, that an express provision,
as I have shown, passed in 1730, caused this law to be
abolished. Now, Sir, what was the effect with regard to
the Canon law ? The Canon law, I admit, still exists.
The Canon law still contains the provisions my bon.
friend has noticed in his speech ; but I find a very eminent
commentator saying, with regard to the Canon law:

' L- droit canonique, moins sévère que le droit romain, condamnait à
épouser ou à doter la fille séduite. Cette disposition qui fut longtemps
en usage, finit par tomber en désuétude. Elle avait tellement ouvert la
porte aux abus que ce droit avait dégénéré en spéculation effrontée, et
l'état de fille sé uite était devenu un métier. On s'effraya des difficultés
de la preu ve ; on recula devant une inquisition dans la vie privée, et on
reconnut que par la divulgation, au lieu de remédier au mal, en l'empi-
rait. Le remède était pire que le mal." (P. Larousse, Die. 19e siècle.)

I really imagine, Mr. Chairman, that my bon. friend, when
he says that, in twenty-seven of the United States of Amer-
ica, there exist laws similar to that which ho now seeks to
put upon our Statute B>ok, with roference to the crime of
seduction, is labouring under a very grievous mistacî. I
have taken the trouble, being interosto in this leg tLion,
to look up the authorities upon this point. I have nou been
able to find the lgislation which he refers to. It would
ha're been advisable that he should have pointed out and
ro id the enactments, in order that we might see that these
exactýtments are siinilar to that which lie now seeks to place
upon tho Statutes of this country. I apprehend he will
find that he is labouring under this mistake which I have
indicatod, and I apprehend still farther that ho cannot place
his band upon a single authority worthy of one moment's
consideration, not upon a single authority of any Judge, or
of any jurist of distinction, cither in this country or in the
United States, or in England or in France, that will endorse
the views which h has enunciatedor point out that wherever
a law of this kind has existed, it bas proved beneficial
to the community for whose bonefit it was passed.
Now, Sir, I contend that when we come to pass laws of this
kind, whatever our feelings may be, we are not bore to in-
troduce sentimental legislation. We must face this question
as practical mon with the experience of ages before us. We
cannot afford to ignore the teachings of history; and, cor-
tainly, when wo take into consideration that no one
authority bas asked for thi3 legislation; when we take into
consideration that our Judges-who are never backward
in stating from the bench, in their charges to grand juries,
any improvements that they think ought to be made in our
laws-have never asked for this legislation; when we eon-
sider that in no part of this Dominion have we heard an
expression of opinion from any Judge, no matter what his
position, that he thinks the condition of our society would
be improved by legislation such as this, then, Sir, I think
we ought to hesitate, and not blindly rush forward and
place upon our Statute Books a law, which, as I have clearly
and conclusively pointed out, is not calculated to benefit the
country, but is calculated to do here what it has done
elsewhere, namoly, that, as we find it laid down in the
books in express terms, it would open the door to the
gravest and most serious offences, would open the door to
abuses which may be difficult to repress. It is probable,
Sir, that if we adopt this measure row wo shall have to go
back, after having made the experiment, as other countries
have gone back, and abrogate a law which I think should
never find a place upon the Statutes of this country.

Mr. BOSSE movel that the Committee rise and report
progress.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I would like to call
the attention of the Government to the provisions of this
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Bill. There are three totally distinct offences enumerated,
as I understand it. One is that to which the hon. member
who has just spoken bas directed attention, namely, the
seduction of a woman under promise of marriage.
Now, I quite understand that the hon. gentleman
opposite may object to apply the provision of this
Bill to that particular offence; but, there are two
other offences of a very grave character, and one of those
is a frandulent or mock marriage. Now, Sir, I consider
that if our law does not make the entrapping of a woman
into a frandulent marriage a criminal offence, our law ought
tr do so without any delay; and I think the common sonse
of the House, and the common sense of the country, will
entirely respond to the proposition of my hon. friend, that
the entrapping of any woman into a fraudulent marriage is
a most exeeedingly grave offence. I do not think my hon.
friend who last spoke-if he will permit me to call him so-
called attention to these provisions of the Bill. I under-
stood bis remarks to be wholly directed to the first item,
that of seduction under promise of marriago. Now, Si,, tho
second offence is a very grave one. I ihink that it was
stated here that our present criminal law makes no provi-
sion, or no adequate provision, for dealing with that oilence ;
if so, 1 repeat ià ought to bo dealt with in the
severest possible manner. Then, Sir, the third offence is
that of entrapping a woman of heretofore good character
into houses of prostitution. That, to my mind, is almost as
grave an offence as could possibly be conceived, and is also
deserving of very sovere punishment at the hands of the
criminal law. Therefore, although, as I said, I can quite
understand the objections of bon. gentlemen and others
also, to the first clause, I think that it would be very much
to be regretted indeed if, by reason of their objections to
one particular provision, they-should go the length of des-
troying the other piovisions of the Bill, in whichi 1 think
all of us will agree, or ought to agree. As the Mnister of
Justice is not a member of this flouse, I think tho First
Minister might give us the benefit of bis long experience,
and of bis views on this important question-because it is
an important question-in the event of the law not being,
as I am informed, adequate to the punishment of the two
latter offences.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would make just one
remark. The hon. gentleman says that wo ought, at :ili
events, to vote in favour of that clause which makes the
leading of a woman into a mcek marriage illegal.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I did not say illegal,
I said a crime punishable by the criminal law.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not think there is
any such clause in the Bill.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, here it is:
" Any man who shall, under promise of marriage, seduce and have

cinnection with any unmarried female of previous chaste character, or
any man who, by means of a feigned or preten ded marria ge-

I think that covers the ground.
Mr. COURSOL. During the discussion that took piace

yesterday on the Bill brought before the Ilouse by the hon.
member for West Huron (Mr. Cameron), many members
spoke of their long experience. and the many years they
had practiced at the criminal bar. Well, Sir, I may
mention that I, too, have had some experience with
cases such as those contemplated by the Bill. I
have been over twenty years administering the crimi-
nal law in the city of Montreal, for the whole
district of Montreal, and many cases have come before me
of a similar nature to those alluded to in this Bill. I have
been accustomed to look upon our Statutes as the most
perfect we could have. They were framed upon the crimi-
nal Statutes of England, and certainly no country in the
world can boast of Statutes so nearly perfect. Fortunately
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for Canada, we have copied in our Statutes the crim-
inal Statutes of England almost verbatim, and every
improvement that has takon place from year to year
in England bas been adopted in our Statutes;
and it is only by following the Statutes of England that we,
in this country, have such a set of Statutes as we possess.
But because wo have followed English Statutes so success-
fully, because we are in the habit of copying them, simply
changing the United Kingdom to Canada, we have now and
then occasion to improve on them, if the spirit of our
society asks for and requires it. And in this case I must
say there are certain parts of the Bill which, I believe,
ought to become law. The second clause refers to women,
or rather young girls being allured into bouses of ill-fame
for purposes cf prostitution. It is a well-known fact that in
all large cities, especially now that hundreds of passengers,
by cars and steamers, arrive in a city during night as well
as day, cases of this description come before the Courts.
Anyone who reads the newspapers will be struck with the
numerous offences of this kind, and thero is now no real
remedy for them. We bear of respectable girls comingfrom
the country, alone and unprotocted, being sent toan address
in a certain street either in Montreal or any other large city,
and being taken by a carter with some associates to louses
of ill-fane. The police and the authorities know well that
such cases occur, and we should put a stop to such prao-
tices. It is high time the morality of the country should be
maintained ky such a law as is proposed. At prosent we
see fathers eoning to cities in search of a daughter and
mothers deplorirg the loss of thoir daughter's virtue, and
all thiat for the wanît of stich a law as this. Men looking
fer these kind of passengers have accomplices; they draw out
a plan and wait for their arrival, and when one of these
girls arrives und wisbes to be conveyed to a certain address
a carter will drive lier around the city for probably half an
hour and will land ber in a louse of prostitution. I approve
of the clause in the Bill which deals with these cases and I
will vote for it. As to tho first section, I am not afraid of
the consequences mentioned. I disapprove, however, of its
terms, for I tlink it should bo limited to girls under twenty-
one years of ago, As drawn, it applies to ail unmarried
wonen, whîatever their mgo. If it applied only to minors, 1
would be prepared to support it. I believe when a girl has
attained twenity-ono yers of age she knows pretty well how
to behave hei-self, and if she does not she will probably
never know. Her experience of the world should be such
that sho should not require to be protected by a law of this
description; but a minor, probably fourteen, fifteen or
sixteen, and up to twenty-one years, not having mature
judgment, ought to be presumed to be under the guidance
of the man who seduces lier. If this amendment were
made I would support the clause and the whole Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have not read the Bill
this Session, but I take it to bo the same as was introduced
last Session, and I believo it is. I was, therefore, very
positive that there was no clause in the Bill providing that
a person should be punishable for a feigned or pretended
marriage. In reading the clause Ifind I am correct. There
is no provision in tho Bill making it a crime to have a
feigned or pretended marriage with a woman; but, if the
hon. gentleman will read the clause, ho will find the offence
is the cri minai conversation, and not tho feigned marriage.

Mr. FOSTER. I voted in favour of the principle of the
Bill introduced last year, which was similar in its terms to
that now before the Hiouse. I have seen no roason since to
change my opinion on the subject. 1 am very sure the
best course for the Ilouse to adopt is to give it a candid
and deliberato investigation. I do not see any reason why
wo should hurry this Bill at do'Uble speed. It is at least a
question in which the mass of the people take some inter-
est; it is a question, as shown by the votes lat
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year, in which a large number of members on both
sides of the House take a deep interest ; and it
is, therefore, worlhy of calrai and deliberato conr-
sideration at the hands of the Ilouse. I entertain as
much respect for authority as any hon. member. I believ
in paying deference to what ii old, not simply becauso it is
old, but being old it is the result of the experience of genera-
tions which have lived before us. But while I have respect
for what is old and will pay respect to it, 1 still believe we
have the libertyto change our methods of prceedure, our
methods of action, from generation to gencration. I do not
believe that law is any more a divine thing, so far as we
find it on our Statute Books, than that I believe philosophy
is a divine thing, as we find it in our books of philosophy.
These are simply philosophical formu!w, or theological
formulS or law formulïe, they are simply the result
of the best thoughts of the people who col!ected and
concentrated them; and as people's thoughts and sen-
timents change; it is perfectly right for them to change
the expressions of those thoughts and sentiments; and I
believe that will apply with respect to law as to other
things. So, while a good deal is to be learned from prece.
dents, we have to look at the conditions of the present and
the needs of the present. An hon. member who spoke last
night gave a pretty full and philosophical definition of
what law was meant for. I could not botter that; I might
vary it by saying something like this: every law is meant
to accomplish three things, first, to exalt the right; second,
to punish the wrong doer; and third, to protect the person
wbo is involved. Take the law against slavery ard follow
out these three lines, and yuu will sec what benefit it was.
The law gave fredom to the slave, and exalted the right to
human freedom. It did more than that, it punished the
person who should go against that canon of right; and it
protected those who were liable to be whipped and injured
by slave drivers. These things enter into any law, and
they enter into the consideration of the question before
the House to-day. Is it right between man and man
in a community that confidence ought not to be
betrayed and that sacred contracts ought not to be
violated ? If that is right, I say it is iight in
thi i particular instance, and that right ought to bo em-
phasized on the Statute Book. In this matter, it i- not a
question of more sentiment, whieh bas been pooh.poohed by
the hon. member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran). I am
surprised at bis thinking that in this Assembly, or in any
other, we shall not take sentiment into account when mak.
ing laws. I had supposed that our laws were based on son-
timnt, and that it was necessary to get down to a
right and truc sentiment and have our laws based
cn that before they could be satisfactory. It will be
a Ead day for this country, and for any country,
when the majority of our legislators come to the con-
clusion that law is not to be based on correct sentiment,
that it is to be a more mechanical thing, something enacted
only for convenience sake. I do not believe in that. I do
believe in the remarks offered bv the hon. gentleman from
Montreal East, whose large and mature experience out-
wôigh to my mind all that bas been stated in the opposite
view of the case by the hon. member for Montreal Centre.
So I believe that we ought, by putting this law on the
Statute Book, to emphasize what we believe to be right in
the matter of confidence and sacred contract, the inviola-
bility of both, so that neither ought to be betrayed or
outraged. I say tnat so long as there is one single
wrong-doer-and my bon. friend representing Montreal
East stated that there were cases wbich had occurred in bis
own erperience over and over again-if there be only one
such case out of ten thousand; if there be such an example
as that; if there be such a scoundrel as that; I say i is
a sufficient reason to put a law on the Statute Book to
punish that wrong-door. Then again with reference to the

Mr. FOSTER.

third clause, I think there are persons liable to be injured.
All have not the same experience. Girls coming from
rural districts are not quite so experienced, quite so able to
take care of themselves, in certain respects, as girls who
have mingled more in society, and have had botter advan-
tages and opportunities in that respect. There are cases
which crop up overy now and again. No person can read
the newspapers for a consecutive week without seeing the
records of cases in which we find that innocent persons are
wronged, and we cannot do botter than place a law on hie
Statute Book which, so far as we can possibly do se, will
make it less possible for the innocent to be wronged. It has
been stated that there are States in the American Union
which have passed such laws, and the question has
been asked, whether or not morals are better there
than here. I say that question does not go to the bottom
of this matter; it is not a fair parallel. You have to ask
whether the conditions of those States are just the same as
the conditions bore; and you have to ask this other ques-
tion, whether, if such laws had not existed, the state of
morals would be quite as gooc as they are. If not, it is a
pretty fair proof of the wisdom and the necessity of such
laws, that men, as intelligent as we ourselves are, have, in
State after State, placed them on the Statute Book, and if
we cannot point to one of those States where they have
repealed such laws, that is a pretty fair proof that they
have not worked any harm, but that they have been
considered to have donc some good. I am in favour of
placing this law on the Statute Book. If it is
right, let the right he exalted; place the law on
the Statuto Book, protect the innocent and punish
the wrong-doer. Then we can go to work and exorcise our
ingenuity in preventing any fraud from taking place under
that law; make your safeguards against frauds and black-
mailing as broad and deep as you please, but after that let
the cardinal principle b to punish the wrong-doer and
protect the innocent. I hope this Committee will not vote
to rise and kill al] portions of this Bill. I give to every other
gentleman the same right to hold his opinion and to hold it
just as strongly as I hold my own ; but I should feel that
we had done something which I do not think would exalt
the dignity of this Parliament in the eyes of the country,
if we refused, for instance, to pass a law that where any
person, vile and ingenious, makes it a trade to in-
veigle young girls, or older ones, into a bouse of ill-
fame, there should be some strong and steady and powerful
arm of the law to come down for the protection of the
innocent and the punishment of the guilty. If we vote that
the Committee shali risç, we kill every section of the Bill-
we have to take the onus of killing the good and the bad.
If there are particular sections which we may consider not
to be good, let us go on as a Committee to expunge them;
let us not vote to rise and thereby kill everything which is
good in the Bill.

Mr. DESJAIRDINS. I do net agree with the opinion of
the hon. member for King's, that a law must be based on
sentiment; I think it should be based on reason, and it is
for ihat reason that I think the first clause cannot be
acceptied by this House, as it now stands. By this clause
you give a premium to girls of bad character-you reward
them for their bad conduct, by allowing them to make a
certain compromise after the deed; you endeavour to make
the thing good, which you have declared to be bad
under certain other conditions. If you think it necessary
to punish the act of seduction, why condone the offences of
the two criminals, on the condition that they shall marry ?
If it be a crime at first, it cannot be otherwise afterwards.
I do not believe, for my part, that a woman is so much
inferior to a man in intelligence, that she cannot distinguish
between right- and wrong ; and if it is so, I do not see
why we should reward the woman who bas done the wrong
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by giving lier a chance to blackmail, or obtain from lier
accomplice either lier reward, or such a position in society
that ber character would not entitled ber to. It is for that
reason that I am opposed to the clause as it stands. I
would be willing to punish a man who, through an accom-
plice, would entrap a woman into a mock marriage. I think
in that case, thero is a crime to be punished. But I would
not go further than that, because 1 think that in the first
case there is the will of both, and I do not see why
the law should protect the one and punish the other, when
both are guilty. I am in favour of the second clause, and if
the first clause is amended se as'to limit the enactment to
mock marriages I should vote for it.

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGHT. I call the attention of
the Committee to the fact that although the hon. First
Minister may be right enough in saying that the
mere fact of the mock marriage may be not
punishable Under thfs clause, still the consequences
which usually ensue in such cases, are distinctly
made puniàhable; and that is a crime, and a very grave
crime itself, which, if not at present punished by our
criiinal law should undoubtedly, I contend, be made a
criminal offence. That point seems iather mixed up in
the clause to which I call attention ; and I think it would
be better if a distinct clause should be introduced in which
we could make both the mere tact of contracting a fraudu-
lent marriage and any subsequent intercourse taking place
in consequence thereof, severely punishable. As to the tact
stated by the member for Montreal East, every one who
knows anything of large cities, knows that there aro in
them a number of vile hags who deliberately plot for the
purpose of destroying innocent young girls who fall into
their clutches. This subject has over and over again been
brought to the attention of the Lnglish House of Comimons
and other deliberative assemblies; and I think in most other
countries it is mado severely punishable by the criminal law.

Motion that the Committee rise withdrawn.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL D. 1 am strongly opposed

to the first clause, for the reasons whiclh I gave last Session,
and which have been riven by my hon. friend who spoke
first to-day. I am in favour of the second clause, and so
stated when the Bill was before the Houso last Session.
The first clause is simply this, that if any man, under pro-
mise of marriage, or by means of a feigned or-pretonded mar-
rinage, bas sexual intercourse with any woman of previously
chaste character, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanour. I
think it is a great mistake to offer additional inducement to
blackmail. At present, if a woman is engaged to a man
under a promise of marriage, and there is'a breach of that
promise, there is a civil action for damages.. That is
a sufficient protection for a woman whose time has
been taken up and whose future bas been destroyed
by a promise of marriage and a breach of
that promise. But the fault of this clause is that
it-pute every man at the mercy of every woman. To be
sure, the clause says she must be a woman of previous
chaste character; but every woman must be supposed to be
innocent until she is proved to be guilty, and the clause,
in effect, puts every man at the mercy of a woman who
claims that there has been a promise of marriage, and that
improper consequenses have ensued from that promise.
At present, the womafi knows that if there is a breach of
promise, she can bave an action for damages; but if she
wa.ts to hold the young man, she will go further, in order
that she may have a double hold upon him-first, in a civil
action for damages, and second, in an indictment for misde-
meanour. Now, Sir, we can fancy the nature of the evi-
dence that wouldbe given in this case. When the Act was
first introdueed, there was no such clause in it as the third
clause, which relates to corroborative ri l -enc. That was
introducedåin conequeno of thestrong expression of opinion
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in the -House that some such protection should be given-
I believe, however, that this corroboration would be nu-
gatory. The section provides that the evidence of the
woman shall be corroborative as to both the promise of
marriage and the seduction. The promise of marriage can
be proved, and is proved continually in cases of breach of
promise. If there bave been certain consequences from
the seduction, that is a corroboration of itself. But what
corroboration can there be given of the fact of improper
intercourse, except such evidence as we cannot well discuss
in the House with strangers in the gallery; but one cau
fancy the nature of the evidence that must be produced in
order to prove the fact of the seduction. There is no
living proof of it, and there must be in the first place the
woman coming forward and deliberately declaring lier own
shame, when, by keeping ber own counsel, she might live
before the world as a virtuous and chaste woman, She comes
forward and swears to it, and she muet, either by contri-
vance or by convinance with some strange witness, make
a corroboration of it; otherwise, there could be no corro-
boration, unless the parties were actually taken in the fact,
or unless by an arrangementmade by which the evidence
is manufactured. I consider that this clause is altogether
objectionable. Now, Sir, the inducement that is offered by
this clause to women to force young mon to marry them, is
increased to an enormous extent by the provision that in
the case of an unmarried man, the subsequent marriage of
the parties, or a bonafide offer of marriage on the part of the
defendant, may be pleaded in bar of conviction. The crime
bas been committed, the promise has been made, the
woman bas been seduced, and she cari say to the young
man now, " You have seduced me, and you must marry me,
or I will prosecute you." The inducement to levy blackmail
offered by this clause is heightened to such an extent that,
I think, both fathers and sons would be very unwilling to
allow it to become law. That is my objection to the first
clause.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman's
objection, however, does not cDver the offence contained in
the first clause, of obtaining intercourse by means of a
fraudulent or pretended marriage The two offences, as the
bon. gentleman will see, are wrapped up together in that
clause. I must say candidly that I admit that there isgreat
force in much of what the hon. gentleman has said, and I do
not usually say ho is correct unless I entirely believe him
to be so. But there are the two other offences-the offence
of obtaining intercourse with a woman by means of a frau-
dulent marriage, and the offence, which the hon. gentleman
agrees with the mover of the Bill should be declare i crimi-
nal, of bringing young girls into houses of ill-fame-also
provided for in the Bill. These should, undoubtedly, I
think, be made criminal offences. But I call attention to
the fact that the first clause mentions the two distinct
offences.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No, it does not. There
is the one offence of improper intercourse. That is either by
promise of marriage or by a feigned marriage. This clause
might be made quite effective as providing for the punish-
ment of seduction by means of a feigned marriage, and I
have no objection, as a member of this House, that a clause
tLhould be preparcd and inserted in the Bill, making a
feigned marriage a punishable offence.

Mr. BLAKE. As I understand, the limit of the clause
would be as the hon. gentleman states. It would not be
intercourse that would be punishable, but intereourse pro-
cured by feigned or mock marriage. What the hon. gentle-
man intimates is that a feigned or mock marriage should be
made an offence, whether or not followed by the intercourse.
It would, therefore, be a more stringent measure in that
sense than the Bill. I do not object to it, because I think
bis view is correct. It is hardly conoceivable that a feigned
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or mock marriage should be brought about for any other
purpose than to be followed by the intercourse whch is
conjoined with the offence. It is not the intercourse
alone or the marriage alone, but the intercourse
obtained by means oI a feigued or mock marriage.
It would, therefore, be very easy, if it were the sense of the
Committee, to drop that portion of the clause which relates
to seduction under promise of marriage, and to simply make
a criminal offence the procuring of a mock marriage. The
question is whether any hon. gentleman is disposed to
move an amendment to the clause in that direction, leaving
out that earlier part which bas relation to seduction under
promise of marriage and then recasting the clause in the
other sense.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There might be several
reasons besides the one suggested in this clause for a feign-
ed marriage, such as the right to property.

Mr. BLAKE. A feigned marriage would not touch
that.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. There is something in
that. This clause had better lbe struck out, as it is ineffee-
tive for any put pose, and a clause prepared by the hon.
gentleman, making a feigned marriage a misdemeanour, and
providing that if the feigned marriage be followed by co-
habitation, it would.be an aggravation of the offence.

Mr. CHARLTON. I consider the crime of seduction
under the promise of marriage, the most grievous offence
named in this Bill. I am unable to understand how the
lion. the FirstMinister should entertain the fears he docs
with reference to abuses on the part of designing females
arising under this Bill, such as blackmailing. I have looked
up the Americou record of cases of this kind, and from that
reco:d I judge that the hon. gentleman's tears are entirely
unfounded. I do not believe there would be any danger of
successful attempts at blackmail:ng under this Bill.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have known of several
cases in my own practice.

Mr. CHARLTON. Of course false charges may
be made in connection with any kind of crime.
It is a reflection upon the character of a
man to be aacused of stealing or perjury, and it is equally
possible such charges might be made for the purpose of
extorting blackmail. I do not believe there is any greater
danger under this Bill of a charge of that kind being made
than under the criminal law, in respect to other crimes for
which penalties are imposed. With egard to the objection
raised by the hon. gent lematn, that the Bill provides the
woman should be previouaij of a chaste character and the law
presumes this until the contrary is provcd. That, I consider,
is perfectly proper. It is proper that the onus of proving
previous unchastity should rest upon the party who asserts
the contrary.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The indictment would
have to state the fact of the seduction, the promise of mar-
riage and that she was of chaste character, and every
material allegation in the indictment would have to be
proved.

Mr. CHARLTON. According to the reports of Ameri-
can cases, the law presumes the woman was chaste, and it
must be proved that she was not before action can lie. With
regard to the contention that civil damages cover the case
entirely, that a certain amount of money is a sufficient
remedy, there are cases in which to ask for damages would
be a mockery. Suppose the woman was driven to commit
suicide, or that her character was blasted for life and she
became an outcast from society, would any civil damages
repay the loss she has sustained ? Should the seducer
be imprisoned for two years, as this Bill provides,
he would not suffer the punishment which has to

Mr. BLA.

be undergone by the woman who can never
recover her position in society. The man can
hold up his head, and with a certain class of men
bis baseness is applauded ; but the contrary is the case
with the woman, and this is where the law should step in and
say that a few paltry dollars is no compensation, but that
punishment must be inflicted. The corroborative evidence
required in this matter makes it utterly impossible that
blackmailing should be attempted, and besides in being
allowed to give evidence in his own behalf, the man is sur-
rounded with a safeguard such as he is not provided with
in any other country in Christiandom. No law, elsewhere,
provides that he may tender his own evidence, and this, in
addition to the corroborative evidence which must be fur.
nished by the woman upon every charge contained in the
indictiment, will effectually prevent the danger feared. With
regard to the evidence, the hon. gentleman says the pro-
mise of marriage is quite easily proved, but the seduction is
almost impossible to prove. I do not see any
material difficulty in proving one more than the other, as
probably the same class of evidence would be used in both
cases. Marriage engagements are not gererally made in
public, but are matters of as much secrecy, as a rule. as the
other matter referred to in the hon. gentleman's remarks.
With regard to the provision making marriage a bar to
conviction, I am willing to surrender that point. As I said
last year, 1 think where a man obtains conjugal favours
under promise of marriage, the promise, if carried out,
should be a bar to conviction, but if it is the sense of the
Committee that it should not, I am willing to strike it out
of the Bill. With regard to feigned marriages, of course, if
it is the sense of the Committee that seduction under pro-
mise ot marriage be not considered a penal offense, I shall
gladly retain the other part, although I consider it an in-
signifiearnt portion of the Bill, because marriages of
Ibis kind are very rare. I may say a few words
in refeence to the remarks of the hon. member
for Montreal Centre. At the outset ho told us that
experience had condemned a measure of this kind. I
doubt that assertion. This measure was a principle of the
Roman code for many centuries. It is true that under the
Empire, great licentiousness prevailed in Roman society.
But that was not due to the fact that there was a law pro-
hibiting licentiousness. The prevalence of crime is never
due to the fact that crime is probibited or punished, and it
is folly to say that because licentiousness prevailed in
Roman society it must be concluded that the existence in
the Roman Statutes of a law punishing seduction led, by
some occuit process, to this state of society. With regard
to the law of France, although the Canon law was abrogated
in 1730, the law in France still provides that the seducer
shall either marry the person seduced or settle a dowry upon
her. The following' abstract of the French law shows that,
though it does not actually provide a penalty for the crime
of seduction, it provides safeguards against it:

" The French law, though not actually defining any penalty for the
crime of seduction, provides many sateguards for the protection of
single women, such as: the rights of minors, filiation, damages, etc. In
1867. the master of a female apprentice, who had been guilty of seduc-
tion, was condemned by the Assize Court of the same to settle an
annuity on his victim, and this precedent bas been acted upon by the
different Assize Courts of France ever since."

The hon. gentleman in referring to my remarks about the
existence of laws of this kind in the Statute Books of various
States of the Union, questioned the truth of that assertion,
and said I should have pointed out the enactments. I did
not think it was worth while detaining the House with a
list of these enactments, but I have here a list of them in
twenty-seven States, in every one of which, with the. excep-
tion of possibly one or two, there is punishment for seduc-
tion under promise of marriage, and the penalties are
generally very severe. In Michigan, the maximum is as
high as ten years imprisoument; and in very few Stats is
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it less than three years. In many of the States adultery is
punished, and the laws, though differing in many other
respects, are uniform in this one respect that they
punish seduction undor promise of marriage. My
friend from Montreal East says he would approve of
this Bill if the provision as to soduction under promise of
marriage applied only to minors, to girls or women under
21 years of age. I have given considerable thought to that
matter, and have been sometimes ready to arrive at the
conclusion that that would be a salutary provision. It is a
provision in some of the United States, and in some one or
two of them the limit is 18 years of age-the seduction of
a girl under that age ls punishable, but not the
seduction of a woman over it. These minor matters-
these amendments to the Bill, are matters that
can be settled in Committee. Anything that is reasonable
I shall be glad to agree to; anything which does
not require the abandonment of the principle of the Bill.
The member for Hochelaga (Mir. Desjardins) does not
approve of making a subsequent marriage a bar to convic-
tion. It was not the sense of the House that it was proper
to retain that provision last year. It is inserted in the
Bill and is left to the sense of the Committee. If it is the
sense of the Committee that that should be expunged, let
it be expunged, but I hold that we ought to retain the
principle of the Bill, as it refers to seduction under promise
of marriage. It may be proper to limit the age to twenty-
one years, and it may be propor to provide that a subse-
quent marriage shall not bc a bar to conviction, but that
the Bill should provide for the punishment of seduction
under promise of marriage is my firm conviction ; and I
submit these views to the Committee, hoping that they
will take them into consideration, and, with such modifi-
cations as may be proper, will report the Bill.

Mr. MACMASTER. The object of this Bill is professedly
to punish offences against chastity, but, while such is its
general object, it proposes to punish only offences against
chastity in the man, and omits to do so in regard to the
woman. It would be entirely illusory, and would bespeak
a want of exporience of mortals, to suppose that tho man
is always the misleading party. Are there no designing
women. who make designs upon men, and especially upon
young men, and lead them astray ? And shall women go
unwhipped, while a new crime is added to the Statute-Book
as against men? Again, tho hon. gentleman proposes to
make a crime what is really not a crime, and, above ail, is
not a crime in one party unless it is also in the other. In
seduction, both parties must consent. If there be the
carnal knowledge against the consent of one of tho
parties, it is rape, and the criminal law makes ample
provisions for it, but it cannot be a crime where both
parties are consenting. It look very plausible to say a
woman should not be seduced under promise of marriage;
but a woman must know, and women do know, that a pro-
mise of marriage is not marriage; and, if the temptation is
held out to a designing woman, as the First Minister bas
clearly pointed out, that she will have, not merely for the
breach of promise, a civil action for damages, but in addi-
tion a criminal remedy, unless the marriage is consummated,
a great leverage is placed in ber hands to yield ber virtue
and consent to seduction. 1 do not think, in the interests
of morality, of which my friend from King's is such a zea-
lous guardian, and very properly seo, in this House, that a
temptation should be placed in the way of wornen, to coerce
a marriage at a subsequent stage by temporarily yielding to
seduction. I think the proper rule is the old rule, that
eternal vigilance is the price of virtue as well as the price
of liberty, as Janius has said. A woman must know that,
although marriage is a very fine thing in the prospect, she
is not to be pormitted to put her virtue in the balance,
and to think that the law will protect her with
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the double remedy of a civil action and a criminal action
against a man. because she nay think it proper to yield to
that man's enticings or to bis blandishments. A woman
now has the protection of an action for damages. I quite
agree with the remarks of the First Minister and I base my
opinion not only on his experience and the experience of
other hon. gentleman, but on my own experience on the
criminal side of the court-that offenses would be very
largely increaqed, and morality would not be served by this
Bill, and especially the first clause of it, beooming law.

Mr. FOSTER. If it i competent to me, I should like
to move an amendment to the first clause. I move that the
first clause be adopted with the omission of all after the
words " as hereinafter mentioned," leaving out entiroly the
proviso, and then it will read ,

"Any man who shall, under promise of marriage, seduce and have
illicit connection with any lnmarried female of previously chaste char-
acter, or any rn u who by means of a feigned or pretended marriage, hai
sexual intercourse with any womin of previous chaste character, shal]
be guilty of a misdemeanour, and shall be panishable as hereinatter
mentioned."

Mr. BERGIN. It appears to me that that is not an
amendment.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes; it proposes to omit
some words.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). In case this is decided as lost, I
presume it does not mean the adoption of the whole section
as it is. I would suggest that, instead of striking out what
the hon. gentleman has spoken of strilking ont, it would be
botter to strike out all after the first four words, ' any man
who shall," until you come to the word has," which should
be " have"' in the fourth lino, and thon continue until you
reach the proviso. Then it will provide against the crime
of a feigned marriage and its consequences, and will leave
out tho first part about promise of marriage and the pro.
viso that a bona fide offer of marriage shal be a compensa.
tion. That would be my idea of the section, if adopted at
all.

Mr. BERGIN. I would suggest that the hon. gentleman
sbould add the words " or woman "after the words " any
man."

Sir JOHN A. MACDO.ALI). Several hon, members
including my hon. friend from Glengarry (Mr. Macmaster),
have spoken of their experionce, and I suppose my hon,
friend from Cornwall (Mr. Bergin) is speaking of his
experience.

Mr. MACKENZIE. So did the member for Carleton.

Sir JOHIN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Chairman, I shall
vote for the amendment of my hon. friend to strike out the
proviso, because the clause is not so objectionable without
that proviso as it is with it. At the same time, after it is so
struck out I shall vote against the whole clause.

Amendment agreed to, on a division.
On section 2.

Mr. ABBOTT. With regard to this second clause I think
it is one that ought to be adopted, but it does not quite
satisfy me as to its terrns. I am not quite sure I understand
what is meant by a person who shall " inveigle or entice any
female." The female may be enticed intoa place bytreaty,
by persuasion, by soft speeches, etc., and I think that would
not be suffiient to constitute a crime according to the
view we have taken in striking out the first clause. I see
in former legislation on sncb subjects we have required that
the woman shall be drawn into the offence by some false
pretences, or false representation of some kind. In the
Criminal Acts of 1869, where a somewhat similar offenso
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is spoken of, the words, "By false pretenses, false represen-
tations, or other fraudulent means are used " are used. I
would suggest that this clause should be amended by in-
serthog these words in the first lino of this second clause,
and that the clause should read:

" A ny person who shall, by false pretences, false representations or
other fraudulent means, inveigle or entice any female.-"
I move that those words be inserted there as an amend
ment to the clause as it stands.

Mr. CHARLTON. I accept that amendment.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, I think the words "of'

virtuous and chaste character " should be struck out. If a
wonan, no matter what her previous character might be,
should by fraudulent means be induced to enter a house of
ill-fame, should be protected as much as the most virtuous
woman in the land, for she might be desirous of leading a
reformed life. If the clause is adopted with these words,
they must be inserted, in the indictment they would form
a material allegation, and as such would have to be provec.
It would be no answer to say that every person in a
criminal trial is supposed to be innocent of the offense
until proved guilty. That has no reference to this provi
sion; because this would be the allegation of a specifie fact,
just the same as if it were stated that a female was of the
age of twenty-one years, it would have to be established.
For these reasons I move that the words " of a virtuous
and chaste characterI" he sti uck out.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved to strike out of the

third clause all the words from "corroborated," in tho third
lino, to "horeof," in the second last linc.

Mr. ABBOTT. I think the hon. gentleman should go
faither, and that these words as to the inveiglement or
enticement should also be struck out, as they are essential
elements of the crime.

Mr. CHARLTON. I do not think those words should
be struck out, because tbe language of the previous clause
makes the definition of these offenses clear enough.

Mr. ABBOTT. The purposes of the inveiglement or the
enticement are elements of the crime, and therefore there
should be corroboration as regards them also.

Amendment agreed to.

On the section 4,

Mr. TUPPER. I think the hon. gentleman should allow
this clause to stand until the House shall have dealt with
the other Bill in relation to this class of evidence.

Mr. CHARLTON. I do not think the request of the
hon. gentleman is a reasonable one, because the flouse in-
sisted upon the insertion of this clause as a protection
against blackmailing, and it was one of the principles of
the Bill most fully discussed. and one which the great
majority of members insisted upon.

Mr. TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman will not consent
to haro the clause stand over, 1 shall be obliged to move
that it be struck out.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I think since you have permitted
any female, no inatter whetbeý she is chaste or not, to go
into the box and swear away the character of a man, it
would only be fair and reasonable that the party charged
should be allowed to give his evidence.

Bill reported.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left th@ Chair.
Mr. ABBOTT,
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After Recess.

PREVENTION OF FR AUD IN RELATION TO CON-
TRACTS INVOLVING TH R EXPENDITURE

OF PUBLIC MONEYS.

Mr. CASGRAIN (Translation), in moving the second
reading of Bill (No. 12) "An Act to amend the Act intituled :
' An Act for the better prevention of Fraud in relation to
Contracts involving the expenditure of Public Moneys,'"
said: Mr. Speaker, at two differeut times Ihave already ha<i
occasion to lay before this House the Bill, of which I have
now the honour to propose the second reading. The first
time I met with a tolerably marked hostility on the part
of the Government. Nevertheless, I have not been lacking in
perseverance. I introduced the Bill a second time, and I
met with more success. I succeeded in having embodied in
our Statute Books a part of the Bill I had then submitted; but a
particular clause was eliminated. The amendment I now
propose to this law is intended to prevent the contractor,
having contracts with the Government, from subscribing
any money for the purpose of assisting in elections. In a
few moments, I shall have occasion to say a few words on the
details of this Bill. Two objections were formulated against
this Bill, the first and se -ond timethatit was introduced,which
objections may be summed up as follows: the first partook
more of an exception to the formiban of anything else, because
it was said this law ought to form part of the electoral law.
Well, it matters very little whether the law is classified in
a partieular way or not, as long as it is embodied in our
Statutes, and thee cannot be any inconvenience to have it
put in a special chapter, so that this objection ought now to
disappear. The other objection which was made at the
time was, that people were waiting the resuit of a similar
Bill which was then before the- lou-e of Commons in
England, and they wanted to wait after the adoption of this
Bill so as to have a precedent to go by. WVell, since that
time the Bill has been passed by the flouse of Commons in
England, and in a few moments I shall have the honour to
refer to that law which aims at a purpose nearly similar to
that of the Bill whose second reading I now propose. I
may say aiso-if I am rightly informed, and I have reasons
to believe that I am-that a similar Bill, introduced by
Senator Pendieton, and of which I had a copy when
I introduced my own Bill last year, bas been
adopted by the Congress of the United States. Well,
with these precedents before us, I think I am
justified this year in bringing again before the
House, the Bill which was rejected last year, and I think I
and at the same time justified in saying that I ought to
succeed this time, since the reasons which have provoked a
vote against mv Bill last year have now ceased to exist.
Now, will the Bill I have the honour to submit produce the
desired effect ? I know that it is very difficult to discover
the secret practices which take place during the elections;
but it is the same with this kind of offence as with any
others, which the law seeks to discover and to punish.
There are a great number of misdemeanours,and even crimes
which remain unperceived, because the law is unable to
discover tbem. This would not be a reason to reject the
Bill I now submit, for the moment the guilty party could
be found, the law would come in and punish him for the
grie-ous and serious offense wbich it ough to repress. I
think I am jistified in stating here, and it will be readily
admitted, that in the past, contractors have in fact con-
tribuited prettv large sums towards facilitating ilhe elections
of their friends, and giving the victory to the party of their
choice, with a view to ensuring the success of their own
enterprises. It goes without saying that it wonld4 e
a great anomaly, if, in the body of our laws,
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which now punishes in a pretty severe manner
all offences tending to corrupt the electoral body,
there could not be found one law having in view the ex-
haustion of the source from which flows the evils which
I desire to remedy. Now, if we preclude the subscribing of
large sums in this manner, it is obvious that we will remove
by this means a direct and immediate cause of corruption
and of buying of votes. Since the electoral law has been
found necessary; we must, at the samo time, make it useful
and practical by preventing the evil I have just pointed
out. There is also another reason why this Bill ought, it
seems to me, to be adopted. It is an acknowledged fact
that when contractors make pretty large advances to ensure
the victory of one party over another in an electoral con.
test, they do not do it without a mental reservation, th it is
to say, without the firm intention of being well repaid, or to
use an old French proverb: "They give an egg to get an
ox." Probably the cause of thcir superabundant charity, il
I may use the expression while speaking of coi tain candi-
dates, lies at the bottom of this mental reservation. Since
it is admitted in theory that the moneys coming from that
source are productive of evil, why should we continue this
system ? Why not immediately put a stop to it ? The
Bill I have the honour to submit to this House would
succeed in hindering the guilty parties, at least through
fear of the pretty severe punishment which is the sanution
of the law, from continuing to incur expenses wbich are
certainly not made in the interest ofthe public, but whicb,
on the contrary, are conducive to iho angreniùg of the elvec-
toral body. There has been iormulated tgairst tbis Bill an
objecti n, Faying that it would deprivo the contractors of
the iights and privileges they now enjoy, and whieh
are common to all citizens. Wll, i find an aupology between
the position in which the present law puts the contractors
and the position in which this Bil would put them. In
tact the law, as it now exists, provides that io contractor
having contracts with the Government shall be a candidate
or be declared elected as a member of this House. This law
is founded on a just and legitimate reason which lies in the
object of putting the members of this House in such a
position that they will be perfectly i dependent of their
colleagues, and of Parliament. Therefore, wo are not depri-
ving the contractors of any of their privileges when we say
Io them: "If you do not want tu be u candidate yoursolf
you cannot create cand'dates of your own choice; you can-
not, out of your own money, or in other words out of the
moneys you are receiving by virtue of your contracts
with the Government, assist in procuring the election
of members. " This provision of the law is most wise and
does not deprive ihe contractors of any of their privileges,
either in one case or the other. t bad occasion a moment
ago to say that this principle had been admitted by England
and that it had been inserted in the Statute Books of the
Parliament of Great Britain. I have in my band the Statutes
of the year 1883, and I shall quote 46-47 Vict, chap. 51, sec.
13. This clause forbids either the payments of subscriptions
or the advane of moneys, with the exception-of the sums
paid in a strictly legal sense. By the way, I may add that
this law is extremely stringent; that the expenses of elec-
tion are reduced to their lowest terms, that is to say, to a
sum which seems excessively low when compared to the
enormous sums formerly expended in England for electoral
purposes. Clause 13 of this Statute says:

4 When a person knowingly provides money for any payment which
is contrary to the provisions of this Aet, or for any expensesu incsr ed in
excess of any maximum amount allowed by this Act, or for replacing
any money expended in any such payment or expenses, exefpt where
the same may have bo n previously allowed in purFuance of this Act to
be au exception, such person sOhall be guitly of illegal payment."

money that will exceed the limit established by the Statste.
By analogy, in our country the lectoral expenses have been
restricted by law and those expenses must be stated in a
report certitied by the candidate who is returned, they muet
be given in detail, 8o that each item of these expenses may
be verified. Now, I ask, if we intend te maintain this law in
all its integrity, of what earthly use is there to allow the sub-
scribing of enormous sums, or even of any sums exceeding
the ordinary limit of those necessary for an election ? As
the electoral expenses are now reduced to their lowest torms
most of the candidates can pay those expenses themselves,
and it is not necessary for them to have recourto te
strangers, to get the assistance of their money. 1 shall net
repeat, Mr. Speaker, what I have said on two or three dille-
rent occasions on the subject of this Bil. I will only say,
that I am certain that public morals would be botter off, if,
as is the intention of the present law, the electoral expensts
wei o restricted to an extremncly low sum. I wili now point
out which are the cases which the law is intended to cover.
Here is the Bill in a few words:

" Whosoever, for the purpose of assisting in any election to the Par-
liament of Canada or the Legislature of aniy of the Province, of Canada
while performing any such coatract • • • *."

A contractor during the oxecut ion of his contract iisreally
dependent on the Government; ho bas, in a nianner, an
official character; ho is not fuily and porfoetly fr ce, as he
stands, so to speak. face to( face withl his creditors, who
ought to require of him the fuil accomplihment of his con-
tract, and who can make conditions, mrwe or less hard,
more or le:s dficult, for the acceptance of the work under
contract. Weil, by virtuoeof this law, as long as the con-
tract exists, ho cnst n bscrieo thse elet(in fund.
Besidos, if alter having complte hi-s work, he hasinot
yet received the payment therefor, ho wilh stili be deprived
of the right of subscribing for electoral purposts. And
this limitation will also extend to the twelve mnhsib next
proceding this election, and to the twelve months next
following the election. Finally, if ho contracts again, and
there is still money due hia on this new contract;he will be
equally excluded from the right of making an election sub-
scription. Should ho violate these prohibitions, ho becomes
liable to a penalty, which may amount as high as 81,000.
But ihis penalty would b delusive if lie was allowed to
releaso himself at once, without any luriher trouble to bim,
but the payment of the fine ; but if we attach an ignomin-
ions penalty to this misdemeanor, if we add to the dne
an imprisonment which may vary from one to twelve
months, at the discretion of the court, it ise oasily conceived
that a man who does not wish to lose bis name and reputa-
tion will not dare to incur the penalty of imprisonment. If
the penalty was only a fine, it is obvious that it would be
very easy to get out of scrape, especially for a man who
owns conbiderable wealth; and this happens every day in
our police courts, where, a man fined $20 for striking ano-
ther bits him again and is very glad to get cff by paying
again, double that fine. Therefore, the mere fine would
not be a sufficient punishment, and I think the fear of im-
prisonment will have the effect of stopping completely
these subscriptions, which are not made in the interest of
the publie, but in the interest of the contractors. With
these jemarks, Mr. Speaker, I submit this Bill to this
bon. House, and I hope that it will this year receive
a more friendly consideration than it did last year. I
should have wished to have scen the Government themselves
introducing Ibis measure, which is in the interest of the
public, but I hope that the Government will not oppose it
this-year, but o bthe contrary, that they will look at in a
favourable light, and that the Bill will become law.

Well, we see that it is forbidden to pay, subscribe, or give, Mr. BERGERON. (Translation.) I do Dot wish to enter
in order to met Le expoenses of au elpotig, apy sum f of into the merits of the Bll now submitted, but I wili take the
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liberty of asking the promoter of this Bill, if it is consti-
tutional to legislate in this Parliament, on matters connected
with Provincial Legislatures. The first clause of this Bdl
reads as follows:_

" Whosoever, for the purpose of aissistirg in any ekction to the Par.
liament of Canada or the Legislature of any of the Pruvinces of
Canada""

Mr. CASGRAIN. If my hon. friend will allow me I will
tell him that we have discussed that question last year before
the Committee to which it had been referred. This point
bas been very fully argued and we decided that we had this
right, and the law was pased both as regardq Provincial
Leeidslatures an I the Federal Parliament. Therefore, the
principle is admitted by the law which has been passed.

Sir 1HIECTO R LANGEVIN. (Translation). Mr. Speaker'
in answur to the hon. mer ber for l'Islet (MIr. Casgrain), I
must say that I agree with him that it is wise and proper to
prevent corruption in the elections, and such being the
principle of the Bill, I have no objection, under the circum-
stances, to its being read the second time. I am not pre-
pared to admit the Bill in all its details. Although the
measure is shoit it is one which ought to be considered
attentively, because it concerns not only the members of
this louse, but also the eleetors of the country. Conse-
quently, I must expect that the hon. member will make a
motion to refer this Bill ba,-k to a special Committee before
it is taken into consideration by a Committee of the Whole
House, so that the measure may bewell digested. I do not
pretend that the hon. mnember has not given the necessary
attention to the measure, but as he very well knows, several
heads put together ae worth more than one, and conse-
quently I will ask him to refer tho Bill back to a special
Commýttee, as was donc for the first measure a year or two
ago.

I would suggest, if the hon. gentleman wil agree to it,
that the Bill be read a second tim3 and referrel to a Special
Committee to consist of himself, Mr. Amyot, Mr. Patterson,
of Essex, Mr. Rykert, Mr. Mulock, Mr. Brecken, and Mr.
Tupper of Pictou. If the hon. gentleman prefers to have a
Committee of nine we can add two other names.

Mr. BLèlKE. The hon. gentleman says he thinks this
measure will affect the electors outside. It is the want of
this measure that affects the electors outside.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. We fmay differ about that,
but if we look to the past we may find some circumstances
on which we might agree. Perhaps it is as well not to give
localities or niamos.

Bill read the second time.

Mr. CASGRAIN moved that the Bill be referred to a
Select Committee composed of Messrs. Amyot,. Patterson,
(Essex), Rykert, Mulock, Brecken, Tapper, (Pictou),
Cameron (Eluion), Cameron (Victoria), and the mover.

Motion agreed to.

AGRICULTURAL FERTILIZ ERS.

Mr. MASSUE, in moving the second reading of Bill (No.
38) for the prevention of fraud in the manufacture
and sale of agricultural fertilizers, said : The object
of this Bill is to protect the farmers againt spurions fer-
tilizers by obliging the manufacturer to state what kind of
fertilizer he sells, and in case he does not comply with the
rule to pay a fine.

Bill read the second time.

Mr. MASS UE moved that the Bill be referred to a Select t
Committee, composcd of Messrs. Farrow, Orton, Bourbeau,

M. BERGERON.

Benoit, Allison (aants), Scriver, Fisher, Trow and the
mover.

Motion agreed to.

INDIAN AGENT'S OFFICE IN TORONTO.

House resumed the debate on Mr. Cook's motion (page
269) respecting Indian Agents in Toronto, &c.

Mr. COOK. When the House took recess last evening, I
had just quoted a portion of the Ontario Statutes to show
that a gentleman holding a position under this Government
or under the Ontario Government, or in the pay of either
Government, was not legible for a seat in the Local Legis-
lature of Ontario. I contend that the appointment of Mr.
H. H. Thompson, by the Order in Council passed on the
3lst of January,1883, disqualified him from being a member
of the Local Legislature. If this be the case-and there
can be no doubt it is-it was, to say the least, a great im-
propriety on the part of the Government to make this
appointment, because they must have known at the timo
that lir. Thompson was to be a candidate for the Local
flouse. I think the word impropriety a very mild expres-
sion. I should say it was an outrage on the electorato of
the county of East Simcoe to place them in the
position that one of the candidates for that county
for the Local Legislature was not eligible; and
had he been elected he could not have taken his seat,
thus rendering necessary a new election and entailing con-
sequently considerable expense on the people. This gen-
tleman, however, was not elected. I stated on a former
occasion, in speaking on this motion, that I was surprised
Mr. Tnompson should have declared to the constituency
that be had not received any appointment at the. hands of
the Dominion Government. Is it possible that these
gentlemen fere in Ottawa, in council assembled, passed,
without Mr. Thompson's knowledge, that Order in Council
appointing him to that position ? I would not venture to
say whether or not they apprised him of it, but I believe I
am only saying what the people thought when this appoint-
ment was made known, when I say that Mr. Thompson
must have been well aware it had been made.
Now, Sir, the two points that I wish to convey to this
House in reference to Mr. Thompson's candidature, and im.
reference to the removal of the office from Toronto to
Ottawa, are these, that the expense to the country has
been increased to the tune of from $7,000 to $10,000 a year
by the removal of the office, and -that the appointment of
Mr. Thompson was, to say the least, a very injudicious act.
I stateri on a former occasion that the cost would be
about 87,000, but there are, in connection with appoint-
ments of that kind, incidental expenses which I took no
account of; for instance, fuel and light and house rent and
so forth, have to be f urnished to the recipients of the offices,
in addition to the salary, which would amount to, I suppose,
in at least $200 more. That would bring the increased er-
penditure up to about $10,000. But I suppose that
the members of this Government will look upon
this as a very trivial offence. When they are
the dealiùg with millions, when they are asking
peo.ple of this country to advance millions upon millions
of money for other enterprisos, they will think that the
people have almost forgotten the small sums that have
been increased by the reckless management of the Govern-
ment of the day; but I doubt if the people will forget, at
the time of another general clection, to call these gentle-
men Vo account fur this and other expenses that have been
ncreased in the government of the country. I stated on a
former occasion that one of the parties who had received
the appointment of Indian Agent, had also been appointed
ihe Indian Land Agent some years before. I think, if they
bund it necessary and had decided upon the removal of the
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office from Toront-, it would bave been a prudent act, on
the part of the Government, te bave given the appoint-
ments to these parties, and s combine the office of Indian
Land Agent with that ofIndian Agent. I also stated that
at Parry Sound there vas an Indian Land Agency
which did very effective service, Captain Skeene, the
gentleman managing that office at Parry Sound, is a very
efficient officer, a man who is capable of doing a great deal
more work than he has te do. He only bas te look after a
few Indians on the north shore up as far as Shewanigog, or
a little further perhaps, up as far as French River. But
the duties at the point are very light indeed. He does
attend te the payment of the Indians as well as te looking
after the land. His duties might have been extended te the
east as far as Christian Islands. It is as near, te all intents
and purposes, as Penetanguishene is. The distance may
probably be a little greater, but the facilities for reaching
this point are very much better than they would be from
Penetanguishene, because, from Penetanguishene te the
Christian Islands there is an open space which in heavy
storms even large vessels cannot reach. I shall look or-
ward with some interest to his return coming down. I do
not know but that more gentlemen may have been appointed
to the position than I have discovered. As I have already
stated, it las been intimated te me that nine of these gentle-
men received appointments te fill the vacancy caused by the
removal of the office lrom Toronto to Ottawa, but that may
be increased to a very much larger number. Ido not know,
and I shall not be in a position te know and te tell the
eountry, through this House, until the papers come down,
what the extra cost will be with which the people are
saddied by the removal of this office. I will say nothing
further upon the matter. I did intetid te make other state-
ments, which I wili not do in the absence of the Premier,
who, 1 see, is not in bis seat to-night. Therefore, I will
simply place in your hands the Resolution which I move.

Sir H ECTOR LANGE VIN. I will not oppose the grant-
ing of this Address, but I am sure that when the papers
come down, the hon. gentleman will see that there were
good reasons why the change took place.

Motion agreed te.

MAJOR GENERAL LUARD.

Mr. MULOCK, on the Order being called for the fol
lowing motion, of which he had given notce, namely: For
copiets of all letters of complaint respecting the conduet of
Major General Luard, at Cobourg or elsewhere, sent by
Lieutenant Colonel A. T. Williams, M.P., or any pers n or
persons te tho Gavernment, or any mcmber thereof, te-
gether with copies of ail replies thereto, and of al[ docu-
ments and other correspondence in the possession of the
Governmont relating te such matters, said: I would ask the
Government to allow this notice te stand, for tho reason
that the hon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Wright) desired te
bo present when this motion was made, and is unable te be
present this evening.

Mr. SPEAKER. Notices of motion cannot stand unless
at the request of the Government.

Mr CARON. If the hon. gentleman wish<s the notice
may stand.

Mr. MU LOCK. I understand the bon. Ministerof Militia,
on bebalf of the Government, requests that it shall stand.
That will save the necessity ofrenewing the notice.

PORT STANLEY HARBOUR.

Mr. WILSON moved for copies of all statements in
reference to the collection and expenditure of the revenue
of the Port Stanley Hiarbour, Bhowing in dotail the tollsa
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collected on aIl articles and in what localities, and for what
works expenditure bas been incurred made by the Great
Western Railway Company under the terms of their lease of
that harbour, and all reports of Government engineers in
regard to the condition of that harbour, and the manner in
which the Company bas fulfilled its obligations undor its
lease since the date of the last return. le said : I would
Jike, with the permission of the Government and the House,
to add also the following words: "Also, copies of aill reports
of Government engineers of surveys with refereice to the
Port Stanley Harbour."

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I must say to the hon. gentle-
man that this would be a new motion, because it refèrs to
another subject. The firstsubject refors to Inland Revenue;
this refers to my Department. The bon. gentleman had
botter give notice of it: I do not think I will objuct to it.

Mr. WILSON. In any case I rnay be allowed to give
some reasons why I ask for the informatioi, thatthis motion
calls for. It wil be remembeied that a numnber of' years
ago a railway called the London and Port Stanley Railway
was built from the city of London to Port Stanley. At
that time the Government giatited a lease of the hai bour to
the Railway Company, on condition that the Company
should expend the tolls and revenue derived from the port
in keeping the harbour in suffi ient repair and good condi-
tion ; and it also entered into an agreement to make annual
returns to the Governmont, showing the manner in whicb
th( money had been expended, and fr what purpose it was
so expended. I believe that during the time the London
and Port Stanley road was run as an incependent road,
they did, to a certain extent, make the>e annual returns;
but when the road was leased to the Great Western it
pa-sed under the control of that Company, and I have been
unable to ascortain from the public records whether since
then so full returns have been made as formerly. Since it
passed into the hands of the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany I do not know whether they have made, as a rule, the
necessary returns. I feel that it is of very great importance
indeed that we should bave these returne, in order to know
whether the money received by the Company bas been ex.
pended ut that point. lis well known that this port, being
situated about midway botween the East and the West, is of
vory great importance to the mariners going up and down
those lakes. I suppose, Sir, that if the Government had
seen the importance of this port, and could have seen their
wny clearly to expend a certain amount of money for the
repairs of the barbour, the people during the year gone by
would bave hadI o deplorefar less loss of life upon that lake
than has un'ortunately occurred. Whatever the faults of
the Government may be, and however bad we may regard
it, I tbink, Sir, it is much botter that it should have posses-
sion of these ports and that the Government should look
alter their efficiency, instead of allowing them to remain in
charge of private ocorporations. I may say bore that I
regret exceedingly that we have not bad ill and ample infor-
mation brought down in order to ascertain whetber this port
is kept in as efficient a condition as it ought to have been
kept. If everything bas not been done that the importance
that the port required, then au absolute necessity rests upon
the Government of taking some further course to put that
harbour into a proper condition. I therefore move this
Resolution with the hope that [ shall get all the information
necessary, and with the hope that the Governmont may sce
whether they cannot make that harbour more efficient than
it is at the present time, or at least, if something else cannot
be done to protect the poor pt op!e thcre.

Motion agreed to.
DREDGING AT JEMSEG, N.B.

Mr. KING, in moving for copies of report of surveys
made with a view to dredging at Jomseg, Queen's Ce., N.U,
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and all correspondence relating thereto; also the names of
persons employed in making said surveys and ihe amouit
paid to each, aiid: My object in making this motion is to
cali the attention of t e hon. Minister of Public W ,rks to
the importance of completing the work already begun at
that place. I may say that previous to Confede-
ration the Local Government ot New Brunswick
had undertaken .the work of dredging the channel
at Jemseg, whioh is the outlet of the Grand Lake
and the St. John's River i may further state that the
amount of traffie whicl is carried on on that lake by sailing
vessels and oherwi-se is very consilerable, and that the
inconvenience wbich has been exp>erienced by persons
engaged in this commerce, is serious indeed. I think both
Governnents have spent some money in making improve.
ments at that place. A year or two ago application was
made to this Government to complete tie work and last
Session the sum of $5,00o was placed in the Estimates to be
expended, as I supposed, during tho past summer at that
particular point. I mny say, too, Mr. Speaker, that the
disappointmeunt which was felt by the people in the neigh.
bou hood was very groat in consequence of the very great
loss and inconvenience to which they were subjected for
want of this improvement in the channel at Jemseg. It is
a fact'that durng the whole of the past season a large
number of vessels were engaged in trading between that
lake and ports in the United States, making trips whiuh
occupied fully a monith, and on account of the condi-
tion of that channel, they were obliged in many
cases to take much simaller cargoes, and during part
of the season they could only iake two-thirds of a cargo.
I am surprised that the Minister should not have thought it
desirable to have carried out dredging at Jemseg. The
Government have at their disposal in New Brunswick a
steam dtedge, very suitable for the class of work required
to be done in those waters, I refer to the steam dredge
" New Dominion." I was anxious to ascertain where that
dredge was employed during lastseason, and on turning up
the Report of the Minister et Public Works, I found it was
in Nova Scotia waters, across the Bay of Fundy, at Digby,
where I do not think it could be very profitably employed.
On referring to the same Report I tind; -

" On the 12th May, 1883, dredging was commenced at the public
whart at Digby, N e., and up to the close of the fiscal year, 6,235 cubie
yeards of clay, blue mud and stone had been removed. Owing to the
ra.rge of the tide at Digby-from 25 to 30 feet-and the fact that the
dred ge is arranged to dig to a depth of 18 feet only, about three hours
waA all the time that could be worked during a tide, hence delay and
increased expense.'

I am not aware as to how important the work at Digby
was, and of course it may have been of great importance.
I do not wish to be understood as saying that the dredge
should not have been taken from St. John River to Digby,
as the representative of that county stands in the same
relation to the Government as I occupy. Some special
reason must have influenced the Minister in his action, and
I am anxious to obtain the report of the turveys made, ia
order that I may understand how the matter stands. i am
very anxious that the Minister should agree Io take this
subject mto consideration and make further enquiries, and
I hope he will, if possible, agrce to make provision for
carryîng on the work to which I have referred next year.,
If he will send the dredge to Jemseg next spuing he will
find a month's work there, and that it can be occupied its
full time.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. If the hon. gentleman had-
been kind enough to inform me that he intended to bring
up the question of dredging at Digby in connection with his;
motion, I would have been able to have antwered him. But
unfortunately be forgot to mention'it, and iherelore I am
not in a position to state the exact ruimber of days the
dred- was employed, why the dredge was employed,

whetber it was employed ail the time, etc. But if the hon.
member thinks proper to place another notice on the paper
regarding dredging at Digby Pier, I will be able to give
him ail the information. As ihe remarks, it caniot have
been for poliuical reasons that the dredge in question was
sent to Digby Pier, for the county where that pier is
situated is represented by an hon. member who sits on the
Opposition side of the House, and with him the
hon. member for King's is in political accord. If
I sent the dredge to Diguy it was because it was required
there. Perhaps time was Iost and more work could have
been done elsewbere. That is not our fault. If, owing to
the tides, the dredge could not work more than so many
bours a day, we should not therefore send it away and
abandon the pier, which, being a very important one, should
not be negleuted. The Government, whether the county
where that pier is situated has been represented by a sup-
porter or an opponent in this House, has notneglected that
work; and when dredging was required it has been done.
In regard to the dredging at Joemseg, the hon. member will
see in the reports reasons why the work has not been pro-
ceeled with. My attention bas been called to the work
especially by the hon. Finance Minister, who comes Irorn
that Province; but I am not in a position to do what he
wishes. I do not say the matter will not be attended to
this year; it is now receiving my attention, while I am
preparing the work for the year. The hon. gentleman will
obtain the papers, and if he wishes more information in
regard to the work doñe at Digby, he has only to place a
notice on the paper, and I will give him all the information
he rguires.

Motion agreed to.

MAILS IN THE COUNTY OF LOTBINIÈRE.

Mr. RINFRET (Translation), in moving for copies of ail
petititions, correspondelice, returns and papers of any
nature whatsoever, respecting the establishiag of a daily
mail service in the parishes of St. Giles, St. Patrick and St.
Sylvester, in the County of Lotbinière, said : Mr. Speaker,
I desire to remark to the hon. Postrmaster General that the
mail service is atlogether insufficient in the parishes of St.
Giles, St. Sylvester and St. Patrick. These three parishes
only get their mails three times a week. Besides, the mode
of distribution is entirely defective, as is proved beyond
doubtby the following facto: The mail arrives at Craig's
Road Station at 9:30 p.m., by the Quebec train. The mail
carrier starts immediately to go by Craig's Road to the
parishes of St. Giles, St. Patrick, St. Sylvester, and as far
as Leeds, in the County of Megantic. le c'rmes back the
foliowing evening to deliver the mail to the same train,
which arrives at 9:30 at Craig's Station, so that the letters
and papers of ail description take a day's journey to Rich-
mond, and only come back the next morning by the Mon-
treal train, which does not stop at Craig's Station. Thus it
happens that the western mail, and that which comes from
Montreal, must go down as far as Lévis, to come back only
the following evening by the train which only arrives at
Craig's Road at 9:10, so that these people only receive their
mail two or three days atter it bas been sent, and
it will be easily understood that great inconveniences are
the resuit. I am informed that a couple of years ago the
electors of the parishes of St. Patrick and St. Sylvester
signed a petition asking that a daily mail vid the Quebec
Central Railway, be granted to them. This petition was
delivered into the hands of the Postmaster General, but the
request was never granted. I am also told that, at about the
same time, the parish of St. Giles asked for a daily mail,
and that those who made the demand were refused. Quite
recently-two or three months ago-the three parishes of
St. Sylvester, St. Patrick and St. Giles signed joint petitions
aaking for a daily mail servioe, and the( Government ugain
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refused to grant their request. Well, Mr. Speaker, I deem it
my duty to call the attention ofthe hon. Postmaster-General
to the fact that those three parishes lying on Craig's Road
are very important parishes; they are situated on one of
the moet beautiful sites in the country, and besides they
are far advanced in an agricultural point of view. I even
think they are further advanced than most of the parishes
of the Province of Quebec. There is found there, as in the
parish of Leeds, in the county of Megantic, some cattle
breeders; I think it is worth while to put up with expense
in order to give them a daily mail service. If the hon.
Postmaster-General felt disposed to grant my request, I
would suggest the following as the easiest and most ad-
vantageous mode of distribution. The mail ought to be de-
livered at Craig's Road at six o'clock in the morning, in-
atead of half-past nine in the evening, on board the train
going down from Montreal. Then the mail carrier should
start at once and go up to the parishes of St. Patrick, St.
Sylvester and St. Giles, to come back again in the after-
noon and deliver the mail on board the train coming from
Point Iévis at half-past nine. The mail would then go to
Richmond to come back to Quebec the next morning. In
this manner all these people would receive the western
mail at once, and the eastern mail would go to Richmond
and return to Quebec on the morning of the following day.
In this manner the only time lost would be the night, which
would not be an inconvenience, because during those hours
people could not get their mail, even if it was at the office.
I think this system would be far more advantageous and not
any more expensive. It ought even to be more economical,
because a mail carrier who travels by day ought to cost less
than one who travels by night. Well, if the hon. Post-
master-General wished to establish this mode of distribution
and to grant a daily mail service, these people will be satis-
fied. lIt is really curious to see that such important
parishes should not, to this day, have had the benefit of a
daily mail service, and I am satisfied that if the hon. Post-
master-General knew their importance ho would not
hesitate for one moment in granting them their request,
which would simply be doing an act of justice. Therefore,
I hop that this demand will be taken into consideration by
the Government.

Motion agreed to.

AMTERSTBURG CUSTOM HOUSE AND
OFFICE.

POST

r. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for the reports of
archi4cts and all other papers and correspondence in con-
nection with the selection of a site for the Amherstburg
Custom House and Post Office, said: I may say that this
rgturn is intended to be a supplement to the motion passed
the other day, asking for a return showing the lots offered
for the purposes of a Custom House and Post Office, in the
town of A mherstburg, and the prices at which these lots
were offered to the Department of Public Works. I do not
think a return of that kind, without any explanation from
the architects, who valued the lots, and made a report to
tie Department, would be at all satisfactory,-or be of a
sffieiently explanatory character. In 1880, and again in
1831, the question of the erection of a Custom House at
thi place was pressed on the attention of the Minister of
Public Works, and finally, in 1882, an amendment was placed
in the Estimates for that purpose. No pretentions have
beeu made that the town is, by its size, entitled to a Post
0fLoe, but owing to its position on the main channel of the

regt chain of lakes, and its importance as a coaling point
.sgual as # point for the purchase of ship supplies, it was
ooasi4e;edtht it was fairly entitled to a Custor House;

44à4 it b4sbeen the custom, in such cases, to find accommo-

dation for the Post Office in connection with such a build-
ing. The site selected is within 40 yards of the present
Post Office, and within less than 400 yards of the building
which has been used as a Custom House for the last fifty
years. The site is near the river, and it will be found, I
believe, by the report of the architects, to have been selected
for wise reasons, among them being the convenience of the
Custom House to shippers and the owners of vessels
touching at that point. it was also found advisable to have
it close to the river, for the reason that there was no
adequate system of drainage in the town, and no system of
waterworks whatever, so that it was essentially necessary
that the building should be near the river. Mr. Tracy, an
architect from London, Ontario, a gentleman whom I have
not the pleasure of knowing, was sent by the Government
to inspect the various sites offered. He made a report, and
recommended the site which the Government ultimately
chose-a property which ho valued at from 82,800 to
$3,000. About the same time, Mr. Scott, an architect from
Windsor, was also employed to enquire into the desirability
of solecting that site, or another along the river. He
valued it considerably lower-at about $1,800. Ie advised
the necossity of procuring a site near the river, and con.
sulted with the Mayor, Reeve and Councillors of Amherst-
burg, who were almost unanimously in favour of having a
property, either on the side of the river, or close to it. A
number of parties were anxious to have the building on
their property, in order that they might be benefited by
the increased value which it would give their property, but
as public buildings are built for the benefit of the public
and not of private individuals, these offers, some of which
were made at considerably lower rates than the one selected,
and which would have been perfectly valueleus for the
purposes of a Custom House, were not entertained. I think
when the papers are brought down, it will be seen that the
choice made by the Public Works Department will be fully
sustained. I feel quite certain that this choice will be
satisfactory to the locality and, what is of more importanoe,
satisfactory to the shippers and those who have occasion to
stop there for coaling supplies or other purposes. The hon.
leader of the Opposition had occasion to refer, in a speech
which he made in the country some time ago, to some re-
marks of mine, in connection with that building. I have
nover had an opportunity to refer to his observations
before, and while I feIt ho was justified in the remarks
which ho made, basing them, as ho did, on a report taken
from The Mail newspaper, I have only to say that I was
misreported on that occasion, and did not use the language
attributed to me in that report. What I did say in refer-
once to the building was said in jest, and I am quite satisfied
that if the hon. gentleman had known that, ho would not
have made the use ho did of my language.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would repeat
his joke here.

Mr. PATTERSON. It will scarcely be necessary, I think,
to repeat here the remarks made at a jolification which took
place just after the elections of 1882. So far as I am con-
cerned and so far as my colleague from the South Riding of
Essex is concerned, whatever feeling there might be locally
on this subject, we believe that all parties will be thoroughly
satisfied that the site chosen was the best one possible for
the purposes of the Custom House; and at any rate, we
had nothing whatever to do with the selection of the site.
That selection was made, as I have stated, by the architects
acting independently of each other, and referring their
reports to the Chief Architect at Ottawa, who finally
decided upon the site. The final- decision rests upon that
gentleman and also upon the broad shoulders of the hon.
Minister of Public Works.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The papers will be brought

down. I may say that, so far as I can recollect, the choice
of the lot was made on reports from architects who had
been sent specially to examine the sites which were
offered. The Chief Engineer made a report to me on those
reports, and I recommended to my colleagues the site which
was ultimately ehosen. As my hon. friend says, I suppose
I shall carry the weight on my own shoulders if necessary,

Motion agreed to.

SEIZURE OF COAL OIL BARRELS IN ESSEX.
Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for reports and

correspondence respecting the seizure of coal ou barrels at
Sandwich, Windsor and Walkerville, said: When the com-
plaints respecting those seizures first reached me within the
last few days, I thought it was again one of the insidious at-
ta3ks of my ancient enemy, the Minister of Customs, on
certain proclivities of my constituents ; but I find that I
was wrong, and that these seizures were made under the
Inland Revenue laws. These coal oil barrels paid the
Customs duties when they were brought in, the coal oil
was used, and the barrels were lying in out-houses or sheds;
but the zeal and activity of the Inland Revenue officers
were so great that they seized them because the brands had
not been obliterated upon them. I find that the punishment
inflicted on the people for having the barrels in their
possession is a fine of from one to ton dollars. I think the
Department ought to take care to notify the public of this,
because the people who make these complaints have had
twenty or thirty barrels taken from them. In writing to
me, they complain that they knew nothing whatever of such
an enactment; that they had no desire to defraud the revenue
in any way, and that they would have taken these stamps
or brands off 1 ib barrels if they had known that they were
eommitting any offence. Such being the case, I would urge
on the Minister of Inland Revenue to deal leniently with
these people in this instance, and warn them not to do it
again. I do not think they will trouble the hon. gentleman
again. There is no desire on the part of any of my con-
stituents to evade the law. We have been so very strin-
gently dealt with by the Minister ofCustoms and his minions
that we have no desire to evade the law, either with respect
to Customs or Inland Revenue, partieularly the latter. I
think, in this case, the fine might be remitted and the barrels
returned, and I am satisfied that the present occurrence will
prevent any neglect of that kind in the near future.

Motion agreed to.

SALABRIES ON THE PRINCE EDWARD ISLANI)
RAILWAY.

Mr. DAVIES, in moving for a comparative statement
showing the names, offices or positions, yearly salary and
time of entering the service, of the employés on the Inter-i
colonial and Prince Edward Island Railways, in the follow-
ing Departments : Superintendent's Office, Road Depart-
ment, Mechanical Department, Stores Department,1
Accountant's Office; also, the names and average
monthly wages paid to conductors, drivers and station
agents on the said respective roads, said : It is believed by
the employés of the Island Railway that a very great and1
unjust discrepancy exists between the wages paid1
to them and the wages paid to men. in similar1
employment on the Intercolonial Railway. I am
not in a position to state to what extent this dis-j
crepancy exists, and it is for the purpose of obtaining
possession of that information that I move for this return.

Ishall, of course, have an opportunity at a future time of
showing the desirability of removing any sach discrepan-
oies, because I am satisfied they will not be approved by4

Mr. PAmnason.

the Government or sanctioned by the House. It is unfair
that men employed on the Prince Edward Island Railway
should be paid only one-half of what persons are paid in the
adjoining Province for discharging the same duties. I think
we have a right to claim that workmen, particularly those
engaged on the railways, who have to pay as much for their
living in Prince Edward Island as in the adjoining Province,
should be paid at the same rate. . We know that mon
migrate from places where wages are low to places where
they are high. On no ground can these discrepancies be
justified. I am anxious to know to what extent they exist,
and therefore I move for these statements.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no objection to this
motion passing, although its tendency is very mischievous.
It is calculated to produce discontent and dissatisfaction
among the employés of the Government, and although
that may be a very interestiug occupation for my hon.
friend who has made this motion, it is not in the public
interest. I will admit at once, frankly, that there is a
difference in the salaries paid to the employés of the rail-
way in Prince Edward Island, and those paid to the
employés on the Intercolonial Railway; and, I think, I shoud
be quite wiling to leave this question to the arbitrament of
the hon. gentleman's leader, whose views on a somewhat
similar question in this House, I think, will afford the most
complote answer to that that could possibly be made to the
views the hon. gentleman has propounded. I take
exception at once to the statement that similar employment
or similar duties, or the offices to which similar
duties belong, in different localities, must necessarily be
remunerated with exactly the same amount of money. I
take the ground that it is my duty, being responsible for
the management of the Intercolonial and Prince Edward
Island Railways, to obtain the services of competent officials
at the lowest rate at which I can obtain them. I deny that
the responsibilities of the position or the arduous character
of the duties on the Prince Edward Isand Railway are at
all to be compared to those on the Intercolonial Railway.
The one is burdened with a great traffic passing to and fro,
and the duties of every person, from the Superintendent
down to the humblest official on the road, are much more
arduous and responsible thau they are on the Prince Edward
Island Railway. My hon. friend, I dare say, knows,
although he was not iu the Blouse at the time, that when I
was called to take charge of the Intercoloial Railway, I
made a great reduction in the salaries of all the officials of
the road, from the highest down to the lowest, because the
charge on the Government for the operation of the railway
was so great, and the discrepancy between the receipts and
the expenditures was so large as to involve the necessity of
placing everything on the most economical footing possible.
But I stated, at the same time, that whenever we should be
able to restore the balance between revenue and expendi-
ture, it would give me the greatest possible pleasure to do
the fullest justice in my power to the employés of the road;
and when the time happily came when the road was no
longer a burthen to the co" try, and the receipts balanced
the expenditure, the ola salaries were restored. On the
Prince Edward Island Railway, as the hon, gentle-
man knows, notwithstanding the best efforts that could be
made by the Department, the discrepancy is still very great.
He knows that while we have been enabled to keep a small
balance on the right side of the ledger in the operation of
the Intercolonial Railway, the result is very different
in the operation of the Prince Edward Island Railway,
and the business of the Island is being carried on at a great
expense to the taxpayers of this country. Under these cir-
cumstances, I think the hon. gentleman will hardly main-
tain that we should pay to the Superintendent of the Island
Railway the same salary that we pay to the Superintendent
of the Intercolonial; yet his argument would lead to that.
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since he maintains that the same rate of expenditures shoul<
rule on the Island Railway as on the Intercolonial. I joi
issue with the hon. gentleman on the question altogether
especially in the existing state of things. In putting the
road in flrst-class condition, as I am hapny to say it i,, an
keeping it properly supplied with rolling stock and making
as we are, large additional expenditure for extending the
railway to Cape Traverse, there is no principlo of justice, in
my judgment, why we should pay to the employés on the
Prin'e Edward Island Railway larger wages than those ai
which we can obtain competent and efficient men.

Mr. DAVIES. I do not wish the hon. Minister to have
the impression that I contend that the same salary should
be paid to the Superintendent of the Island Railway as that
which we pay the Superintendent of the Intercolonial Rail-
way. I advanced no such proposition. 1 understand quite
well that the duties and responsibilities of those two gen-
tlemen are very different; that the duties of the one are
much more onerous and arduous than that of the other and
demand a greater salary, but the proposition I do advance
is this, that as regards the labour of men whose work is to a
large extent merely mechanical, who are hired by the
day to do a cnrtain amount of work, it is preposterous
to assert that they should be paid $2 per day
in Moncton and only $1 a day in Charlottetown. I do not
think the bon. Minister desires that a man should receive
only 80 or 90 cents a day in Charlottetown, when,
if ho crosses the Straits, he will receive for exactly the
same work 8Si a day in Moncton. I do not think the fact
that the hon. member is trying to carry out the terms of
the union by building the railway to Cape Traverse, which
necessarily involves a large expenditure, justifies hin in
keeping the wages of men on the Island below the rates
paid those doing the same work in the neightoring Pro-
vince.

Motion agreed to.

THE FISHERY ACT.
Mr. O'BRIEN, in moving that the petition of D. W.

Post, and others, interested in the fisheries of Georgian
]Bay, Lake Huron and Lake Superior ; praying for amend-
ments to the Fishery Act, presented to the House, andread
and received on the'7th day of February, 1884, be referred
to a Select Committee, consi-ting of Messrs. Dawson,i
Sproule, MeNoill, Cameron (Kuron), Lister, McCartby,
Allen and the mover; with power to send for pisons,
papers and records, said : I make this motion to a great
extent on the allegation contained in the petition itself,
whieh I think justifies me in saying that our fishermen of
the upper lakes labour under very great difficulties.
They state that:

" The large fish are not now found in numbers sufficieit to encourage
shore fishing, and fishermen have to fish from 20 to 30 miles
from shore, withlarger boats and more costly nets and appliances, than
in earlier days."

It amounts to this. that these fishermen, in their own protec-
tion, are compelled to make the allegation that, under the
existing system of fishing and the existing Fishery Act, the
in-shore fisheries on Georgia >ay, Lakes Huron and
Superior are being destroyed, and they are now compelled
to go further from shore and use larger boAts, requiring
larger capital. There are a great many other questions
concerning this subject to which I drew the attention of the
House last Session. The question of the size of the nets is
one, of course, requiring careful investigation, and also that
of the protection of the fish. The -atter question is one, I
think, upon which the regulations of the Department can
hardly be perfect, because great doubts exist on the north
shore as to whether the close season has been properly
ascertained. Great improvements might be effected in the
method of protecting the fisheri-". I pointed out last
Session that the present system of naming inspectors in
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d inland places is altogether inaffective and that the whole of
n the fisheries on the north shores of' Lrke Huron and

Georgian Bay are practically without any protection, Ihe
e result being pvecisely what is alleged in the petition. The
d greatest tronble in dealing with this question arises from

the fact that while we, to some extent, harass our tishermen
e with restrictions in order to preserve the fish, the filhermen
a on the other side of the lakes are free from any restrictions.
e They uQe pound nets and nets of all sorts without any
t restriction whatever. The consequence is that the fish are

destroyed on the American shore and the scarcity there
extends over the whole of our inland waters. These fiheries
are too important to allow them to be entirely destroyed, if
their destruction can by any mo-ins ho prevented, and in

- making this motion I have the support of every hon. mem-
ber representing the fisheries on our shores of Lakes
Superior, Huron and Georgian Bay, includinig Algoma. If
we appoint this Fishery Committee, they will probably be
able to collect from independont sources information of
great value, and may be able to suggest some means of
preventing the destruction of fish. The time bas come
when the matter should be taken seriously into considera-
tion and an effort should be made to indure the several
States on the other ride to enter into some mutual
arrangement with us for the preservation of the fish,
and thus prevent our fishermen from being subjected to
the groat disadvantages under which they now labour.
I would humbly urge on the hon. Minister that if ho thinks
proper to allow this committee to be appointed, information
of great value would be obtained. The evidence of fisher-
mon could be taken on the subject, and satisfactory regula-
tions could hardly fail to bo suggested. I do not wish to
reflect on the manner in which the regulations have bitherto
been carried out, but I hope some improvement may be
effected. I think the facts I have stated fully justify a most
searching enquiry, whether it be carried on by the Depart-
ment itself or bv a committee of this Rouse. I am sorry
that the hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson), who takes
a deep interest in this question, and who had intended to
speak on it, is not in his place, but I think the facts I have
stated, and the facts which are within the knowledge of
other hon. gentlemen in this House, will fully justify me in
making this motion, which I hope will meet with the ae.
eeptance of the Governmont.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Speaker, it is of great importance that
something should be done iii this matter to satisfy the fish-
ermen of the Georgian Bay and Lake Huron. Complaints
bave, I believe, been advanced by them for a number of
years in reference to the position they occupy, as they say
this Govern ment has paid so much attention and -so much
money to the fishermen of the Eastern Provinces, while the
fisheries on our lakes are of equal importance to the.coun-
try. There are several hundred fishermen on these lakes,
and the meshos which they have been in the habit of using
have been 44, while the law now insists that the mesh must
be at least 5 inches. Now, these fishermen are mon who
have a good deal of capital invested in boats and nets. The
nets are of such a character that they are used orie season,
and then a great nrany are repaired and carried on the next
season, and it would be a very great hardship to them to
have to throw all these aside at any season of the yeur, and
to purchase new nets, which have to be made in England
and ordered six months in advance, to be made up and used
for the spring fishing. Complaints are also made by them
that the American fishermon use any size of mesh, and that
they can fish with a smaller mesh than our men can. I
understand, however, that the whole complaint has been
caused by some of our Dominion Inspectors in the cities,
who have found that fish sent from these waters to those
cities for sale have been smaller than should have been
caught, and complaint has been made to the Department here,
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that these fishermen were using nets which should not be be to benefit the people immediately interested in this busi-
allowed. Now, I understand that the fishermen say that ness, and in that way, benefit the country at large.
these small fish are caught in what we call pound nets, that Mr. McLELAN. I am notsurpriped, Mr. Speaker, at theis, nets that are set in deep water and whose mesh is much hon. gentleman moving in this matter, as I am aware thatsmaller than 4î juches. I recommend this committee to the fishermnen of the various mtteis I are continuayenquire into the complaints of these fishermen, and see if pressing upon their reprosentatives and upon the Bepartmentthey are right. If these small fish are caught in these pound that facilities should be given to them for larger catches ofnets, measures should be taken to prevent their being fish. I have been continually pressed for the extension ofworked in our water. They also compla that the Ameri- the fishing season at various times. I may mention thateau fishermen corne into our waters, set these pound nets within a few weeks, the fishermen in one of the counties ofon our shores, and carry off the fish which belong to us into the Maritime Provinces, have been pressing for an extensionthe United States. If these reports are true, I believe the of time to catch a certain description of fish. Beforegrantingcommittee should make enquiry, and report to this House, their request, I felt it my duty to gather what information Iand set this matter at rest; and I hope this Blouse will grant could upon that point, and I find that to accede to theirthis committee, which is so much needed to satisfy these wishes would mean the virtual destruction of that ish. Thepoor, hard-working men in that part of the country. fishermen were pressing to get another week to catch a

Mr. LISTER. Mr. Speaker, representing a county on kind of fish that is very much sought after in the market,
the lakes, a county in which the flshing industry is carried and at the samie time there were unsold and on hand in

on to a very large extent, I feel it incumbent on me to make that county, 500 tons of this small fish, enough to supply
a remark or two in reference to this motion. I do not in- the market of Ameorica for the present season. That is an
tend to take up the time of the House by saying very much, stance of the efforts fisbermen are continually making to
but simply to say a few woi ds supplementary to the remarks get an extension of tine to catch all the fish they possibly
of my hon. friend who lias spoken; and, in what I say, I can, regardless of the effect it may have upon the fisheries
wish the hon. the Minister ofFisheries te understand thaty in future years. I am, therefore, not surprised that my
do net intend oer a moment to refiectupen the management bon. friend bas presented his petition and bas made this
of his Department, but I feel that if the fishermen of this motion, which bas been supported by other hon, gentlemen
country h ave any complaints t is the duty of this Parlia- representing fishiug constituencies, for I know somethimg of
ment te listen te them, and, if well foundod, to reiress them the pressure that is brought to bear upon members by
I have ne doubt that, as far as the regulatiens eo the Depart- fishermen. Although the hon. gentleman has not favoured
ment are concerned, as te the size of thenets, the fishermen me with a copy of that petition, I gather from the remarks
of the inland waters cf this ceuntry are suffering te a con- made that they seek permission to use a smaller mesh than
siderable extent. It is true as the hou. gentleman from the law now permits in the lakes. I think the law fixing
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) has stated, that the mesh is too the size of the mesh in Canada was first passed in 1858; it
large for the fish they are now able to catch. It stood fer seven years, and then a smaller mesh was per-
would be in the interest of the fisermen, and in the mitted for a few years, but it was found to work destruction
in dh terest ofcthepeoplegeneral, that tsheie a n the to the fisheries, and ultimately the law was changed and aiut erest cf the people generally, that the size cf tbe nets 5 incli mesh was again substituteci. Now, the lion.
should ho reduced. There is another thing which has been member for Muskeka (Mr. Cockburn) says tha the in-shor
brought to the attention of this House, and it is the use of merber ar M oar. doyd, ays that te fe
these pound nets. I believe that, under the law as it now fisheries are comparatively destroyed, and that very few
exists, it is unlawful to use these pound nets. We do know, Now, the flouse will sce that with t c f urh meto there
however, as a matter of fact, that they are extensively used bas been wHat may be rearded as a destruction cf the
in the nTiited States, and the result is a needless waste of in-shore sheries, a d that he btter fish are caug t at a
fish. Anyone who understands pound nets can understand in-shoe fishes and ta the f ae g t a
how the fish are wasted, those which are too small being distance frem the shore; consequently, if the prayer cf this
injured so as to be utterly valueless. I believe there is a petitien were grante d amd a smaller size permitted te h
law in this country egainst using these nets, but that law is used, the effect would bo more speedily te sweep the fish
not in force in the United States, and as long as they us entirely from the lakes- Now, tIc great ebject we have in
then, and our fishermen do not, I believe the result will ho view should be the preservation cf our fisheries ; they
that the supply of fish will be largely diminished in this should be used and net abused, and from ail the iformation
country, unless steps are taken to prevent the use of these I can gather, te reduce the size cf the mesh would just
nets. In addition to this law, we have very good laws re- hasten tIe entire destruction of the lako fisheries, which, as
gulating the fisheries, but in the United States I believe the the hon. gentlemen opposite have said, is an industry cf
laws are very defective. I believe it would be in the in- very great importance, and is pursued by a large number
terests cf the inland fisheries in this country that the laws of mon. I have in my possession a letter addressed to the
should be uniform on both sides of the line. I feel that, by Department cf Marine and Fisheries, of which I will read
the efforts of the committee which is proposed by my hon. an extract, as showing the importance cf tIe fish mdustry
friend, representations miglit bo made by the Government, m the lakes
based upon evidence wbch this committee mnight be able te " DEAR Stp,-In answer to your verbal enquiry, I beg to state that, ftht ie fchave becn engaged fishing on liake Hurin, Georg an Bay, Detroitobtain, that I hve the effect of redressing or remov- River and Lake Erie for the last sixteen years ; that I employ on an
ing this <rievance. This industry is one of very great im- average 200 men, and hive a capital of 500,(:0 engaged in the fishing
portance to this countrv. No one has ary idea of the size busineso, of wbich $16 ,00 is invested in steamers, nets, buildings and

nilnt connectteS with th- fi3in2 bu iness ; that during the whole of tbisof it or or :he amount or rûney invested in it unleus he has period I have nmver used anything but 5 inch mesb, and that I found
gone where these fisheries are to be found. It is an industry it not only the chepest but the salest mode of cat:hing large rmerchant-
which, as the Government fostei everything else, I am sure abIe fish."
they will be happy to foster. If these m n have grievances, Some idea of the value of the lake fisheries may be gathered
it is the duty of this Parliament, as I have already saio, to from the foot that one single man is giving employment to
hear th-m, and I do not know of any botter mode to bring 200 men, and uses a capital of $2 0, 00. The louse
th-se grievanes before the attention of Parliament, than will therefore sec that an industry of so much im-
by the committee proposed by my hon. friend froim Muskoka. portance deserves and receives from tle Department the
I feel that the hon. Minister of Marine will not object to the closest attention, and requires that the beet means b taken
motion, and I scarcely think ho will object, as the effect may to preserve it and maintain it at its present high standard.

Mir. &LLEN.
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The Departmont is continually gathering information
from those who are practically engaged in the lake flish.
eries, and those who buy and sell fish, as to the best means
to b3 adopted for the preservation of that important
industry, and I think there is no information which a
committee could gather in the limited lime of a Parlia-
mentary Session which is not already in the possession of
the Department, and which is being, from lime to lime,
acted upon by the Department. Reference was made by
the hon. member wbo moved the Address, to the fact that
American fishermen have destroyed their fisheries. That
is true. They had no restrictions, neither as to, time nor
mode of fishirg, nor size of nets, and their fisheries, as the
hon. gentleman has stated, are comparatively cleaned out.
The reason why this bas been permitted to go on is that the
Federal Government in the United States does not attempt
to control the fisheries; that is leftI to each State, and the
difierent States have rot taken up the matter until they
have found the fisheries destroyed One of the States
adjoining our territory bas now a Bill before the Legis-
lature of a more restrictive eharacter than any law or
regulation we have on this side of the water. If that Bill
sbould become the law of the State, the American fisheries
will be greatly improved and < ur fishimen wili riot be able
to conplain that the American fishermen are unrestricted
It is for the benefit of the fishermen and the fisheries that
there sbould be restrictions, both as to lime of fishing and
size of mesh. Our officers have not been, in limes past, so
strict in enforcing the law respecting the size of mesh as
they should have been, and in some localities, perhaps in
the locality to which the bon. gentleman refors, the sizeof'
mesb was gradually reduced down to 4½ or 4¾ inches; and
our attention having been called to that, we have it stincted
our inspectors to see that the fi>hermen icturn tu the law-
ful size of mesh, namely 5 inches. We do not mean to
force the fishermen to return to that standard by
any arbitrary means. We know that some of the poor
fishermen have invested considerable sums in nets with
4Î inch mesh, and it is proposed that these
shall be used for the present season, until 1885, and that
all new nets purchased must be of the legalsize. I suppose
it is the fact that the Department called on the inspectors
to look after this matter more closely, that bas led the
fishermen to move in favour of a change in the law. But I
think that all hon. members who know anything of the lake
fisheries, of their value and the enormous quantities of fish
taken, even with the present size of mesh, will admit that
the fisberies should not be wholly ruined and destroyed;
and from the experienee of the Department, and my own
experience, gathered during the short time I have been at
its head, I am satisfied that if we keep on reducing the size
of mesh we shall destroy our isheries. If the hon. gentle-
man will visit the Department we will be able to give him
such information as witl satisfy him that it would be unwise
to reduce the size of the mesh, and that lt is not in the
interests of the fishermen themselves and of the country
which is dependent on a supply of freeh fish, that there
should be any change made. The hon. gentleman should
be content with such information as we would be able to
afford him in the Department, where we are gathering it
day by day by all the means at our command, and this will
satisfy him that the proposed Committee ais unnecessary.
Under those circumstances, I hope the motion will be with-
drawn.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have listened with some interest to
the explanations given by the hou. Miniter of Marine and
Fisheries, and I think there is no subject at present under
the consideration of Parliament of more interest to ihe
country than that which ii contained in the motion. The
expanations given by the hon. Minister are just such
explanations as I would have given, with the slight infor.

mation I possess of what the fisheries are to.day, or which
i would bave given when I had the honour to preside over
that Department. Everyone knows that no scale of regu-
lations which the Department of Marine and Fisheries
could prepare, would be'acceptable to the tishermen through-
out Canada, whether on the Atlantic Coast or on the great
lakes. The regulations which are in existence to-day are
regulations based upon years of experience of able mon
connected with the Department, and they are not regula-
tions which can be made uniform from one end of ihe
country to the other. In each district certain kinds of fih
are caught, and the officers have, from lime to lime, during
a long period of years, furnished the Department with
material information, whieh has enabled it to frame regiuia-
tions suited to the particular localities and classes of fish
caught. Tne hon. gentleman bit me rather hard in the
course of his remarks, without ýpecially mentioning my
nan, and I feel bound to answer what ho aid. It bas
been my duty within the last three or four days to present
a petition to theb hon. Minister from about 500 of the
fihermen of my county engaged in the smelt fishery.
That industry contributes an immense revenue to ihe people
in my county. The petitioners, numbering as I have
stated 400 or 500, represented that owing to tho
shortness of the season and t he open ebaracter of the fal,
they were unable to utlize the lu 1 time, and tbey asked to
have the time extended o as to be aUble to fish to the end of
the present month. 'lhe time will expire to murrow, and I
have urged upon the Min'ster that ho should grant itsprayer
on the ground that these respectable a, d industrious people
were deprived, from the tact that ice hd lnot foimed iii ithe
early months of the senson, and during a prorin oIf tho
time allotted to the fi-hery, ard 1herefie nr hia d ip could
accrue from such time beiig added to the end of the seiworn.
But when the Minister furnished me with infoima-
tion, and I subsequertly obtained similar informa.
tion mysolf, that there were in stoek, prepared for
shipment to New York, Bostoî, Baltimore, Montieal and
other markets, no less than 500 tons of those fi-h ;
and that, as my hon friend represented that the ofilcers
who are engagcd in the performance of duties in that sec-
tion of the country bad represented to bhm that the
immense quantities of this fish that were taken wero likely
to deplete in a few years the supply of food for the arger
fishes which frequent thobe rivers, I felt that my bon.
fiiend was right in refusing to granit the request that was
made, and 1 bad reluctantly to tell my aumerous friends
who had applied to me that the bon. Minister of theDepait-
ment had refused to comply. Within the last fitteen minutes,
and before my bon. friend bad commenced his speech, I
had sent that telegram, and I felt bound also to say to them
that I thought ho was justified in the course ho had pur-
sued. Sir, we all know that it is a matter of great interest
to0 us to protect and encourage the particular industries in the
sections from which we come, and we know that it is a very
disagreeable thing tob ave to refuse, especially to a large
number of our constituents, a request which. on the face ofeit
seems reasonable ; and we know with what peculiar sus-
picion every request that is made and not complied with, is
viewed by the people who make it. Sir, in view ofthe
responsible position of the Minister of Marine and fisheries
to.day, lookiug at the importance of the interest which he
bas to guard, taking into consideration, not alone the needs
of this year or the next, but the needs of the future, in a
great country such bas ours, I foel it is the duty of this
House, when the hon. gentleman has made the statement
wbich ho has made, and given his reasons so frankly and
clearly, and which 1, fro-m ny experience of seven or oigbt
years in the administration of that office, so heartilv and
fully endorse-I feel, I say, that it is the duty of this iouse,
belore they appoint committees or commissions, to consider
the explanations which he has given and the statements
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he ha made, and which. in my judgment, seem thoroughly
conclu-ive. Sir, my hon. friend has made a statement
relative to the size of the meshes. Who is there more
likely to give an impartial opinion in relation to whatought
to be the siza of the meshes which should be used in the
catch of a particular kind of fish, and who is more likely to
be correct, than the experienced officers who have had the
responsibilityofadvising the Departmentin relationthereto,
who have had the experience of years in that work? Sir,
I know it is a most ungracious and unpleasant duty for the
overseers of the fisheries in those localities to have to refuse
what the fishermen regard as a reasonable request, or to
do something that may seem to them unreasonable in rela-
tion to restrictions which are so neceqsary. Sir, we know
that the rednution of one-eighth, or one-sixteenth, and more
particularly one-half, an ineh in the meshes, in some quar-
tors, make- an enormous difference in the amount of catch,
and an enormons destru -tion of fish. It would be unwise,
in my npinior, particulnrily as; the Session is so far advanced,
to go to the expense of ippointing a committee to take testi-
mony and receive evidence-eridance which must be brought
frrm ail parts of this Dominion at an enormous expense.
My friends on the Georgian Bay, and upon Lakes Huron
and Superior, must know that if such a commission as
this is instituted, in the eastern portion of this Dominion,
ail along the St. Lawrence and on the shores of the Gulf,
ail around the coast of the Bay of Fundy, extending from
Calais to Labrador, there are people with complaints and
grievances, and they will feel that they should put in their
testimony and have their witnesses here to give evidence.
It would be a work of months to accept every statement,
and to hear ail those witnesses who will desire to come
before this House. Sir, if anything of that kind is to bo
done, if it is feit btv iisHouse, or by any hon. gentleran
in Ihe IIouse, that tho Department docs not possess all the
information it ought to possess to enable it to lay before
us a statement of the facts and to deal with them properly
in the execution of the duties devolving upon the Depart-
ment, the proper way will be to appoint a commission to
take evidence, not alone from one of the western lakes, but
from ail of them; to take evidence over the wholc Dominion;
to have the thing dealt with thoroughly before we attempt
to paralyze the hon. gentleman's Department or to inter-
fere with the operation of the offleers in the execution of
existing regulations. If any thing of that kind has to be
done, if there is to be all this information laid beforo the
House, I would say to my hon. friend that I am not sure
that it would not bc desirable that it should be done in view
of new regulations. and in view of contingencies that are
likely to arise ut a not very remote perioin connection with
our fishery relations with the people on the other side of the
border. We find that notice bas been given of the repeal of the
existingTreaty,in relation to the priviloges which Americans
have enjoyed, of fishing on our coasts; and it would be ex-
tremely desirable that, in view of a possible, and a more
than probable, effort to create new arrangements, that in-
formation of that kind should be obtained. It certainly
would be desirable that the most perfect information should
be obtained as to our own domestic arrangements; and if
any thing is to be done, it should be done I would suggest,
by means of a commis-ion, which shouli draw information
from every portion of the Dominion, which couid go through
the country, if necessary, from tho Atlantic coast to the
Pacifie, getting its information from every possible source,
not merely from the fishery superintendents, but from
the fishermen themselves, whose evidence would have
to be filtered through the criticisms of the exper-
ienced men connected with the Department. I am
not going to place myself in opposition to the hon.
gentleman who moved the resolution, but if ho
desires to get that information. it should not be of a partial
character, and it should not be hastily submitted, or hastily

Mr. MITCHELL.

considered. If not obtained by the means I have sug-
gested, some other means should be adopted, so that the
fullest information could be laid hefore the House, in order
that the malter might be de9lh with after due and calm
deliberation. Reference bas ben made to some of the
reasons why the fisheries have not been as fruitful in some
portions of the country as they were in former years. We
know that in all the lakes, bordering on the American
coasts, while we have protected our fisheries, they have not
been so well protected by the American people. And
speaking of our own fisheries, I say that the man ner in which
the fisheries are protected in this country is a credit to us ;
and though it may be supposed that I am reflecting some little
credit on myself in saying so, I will, at the risk of being con-
sidored egotistical, pay this tribute, not only to my own admin-
istration of affairs, butto the gentleman who succeded me,
and to the gentleman who now occupies the position of
head of the Marine and Fisheries Departrment, notwith-
standing that comvlaints have been made from one quarter
and another. What we have had to contend against all
along, has been the want of protection on the other side of
the border. While our fisheries have been protected all
along our coasts, while our fishermen have limited the size
ot their meshes, the extent of thoir nets, the manner of
killing the fish, the traps and weapons by which
they are caught or killed, on the other side of the
line they have been practically unrestrained in these
respects. Here the central Government at Ottawa
controls the regulation of our fisheries, but we find
that, on the other side of the border, the separate
States deal with their control and regulation, the Federal
Government having no control except the very general
control, required for the proper administrasion and protec-
tion of the States. which they cannat positively and abso-
lutely control. We find that along Lake Ontario, Lake
Erie, the River St. Lawrence, Lake Memphramagog and
other Lakes and waters on the borders of the United
States, while the people of the country are using all sorts
of means of destroying their fish, we cannot protect ours as
fully or effectually as we could if we had full control over
those waters, as we have over waters in which the control
is undivided. That is the great practical difficulty, and if we
are ever to have a perfect protection of these fisheries, it must
be by some arrangement with the States bordering on waters
which partially flow along the United States, and partially
on our own shores, by which we should endeavour te press on
them the necessity of uniting in a common measure, as t i the
size and character of the nets, the method of taking these fish,
and the seaions for taking them, so that there may be a
mutual protection, which will result in perpetuating one of
the greatest industries of this country. I may take this
opportunity of telling those gentlemen who, not many years
ago, spoke of the Intercolonial Railway with something like
derision-spoko cf it as running in the wrong place, and as
of little benefit to the country-what it has done in the
county which I have the honor to represent. Before the
establishment of that road, the only use which was made of
the small fish caught in winter-that is the smelt, which
are not longer than seven or eight or nine inches-was in
many cases, to manure the land with them, and thus
to waste that provident food which a bountiful Almighty
has supplied us with, and destroy the natural food of
the larger fish. To-day, I could astound this House if I
were to tell-as I hope to be able to do before the Session
closes-the amount anid the value of these fish. I was
going to say that they amounted to hundreds of thousands
of dollars, but they certainly amount to an enormous sum,
along the whole coast of the Bay of Miramichi, including
Miramichi, Richibucto, Bathurst, Restigouche and other
places. Before the Intercolonial Railway was built, these
fish were not worth a cent, because we could not transport
them to the markets of the world; but to-day we are
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supplying the markets of Philadelphia, Baltimore, New
Nork, and Boston, as well as the inland States of
the Union, and the large cities of our own country.
There is in store in the county from which I come, accord-
ing to information which has been sent to the Department,
something like 500 or 600 tons of these fish, awaiting the
exigencies of the market, so that they may not overstock it,
but regulate it in such a way that they may send them for-
ward, as the calls of the market demand and, get prices to
suit thein. This is one of the most important interests
which this louse could deal with, and I am glad to have
had the opportunity of bearing my testimony to the manner
in which the affairs of the Department have been adminis-
tered by its officers, as well as to the correctness and sound-
ness of judgment which the hon. gentleman at the head
of the Department bas pursued, in relation to the ques-
tion of protecting these fisheries; and when refusing re-
quests made by gentleman like myself, who sometimes, in
our enthusiasm to meet the wishes of our people, are per-
haps apt to seek for concessions which, in his cooler judg-
ment and knowing all the surrounding circumstances, he
considers it would be unwise to grant.

Mr. ALLEN. As I am interested in the fisheries of
Georgian Bay, I should likes to know the name of the party
who is extensively eng'aged in fisheries, who gave the infor.
mation to the Minister.

Mr. McLELAN. His name is Mr. Gauthier.
Mr. O'BRIEN. Before withdrawing the motion, I should

like to be allowed to say one or two words. I think the
flouse is indebted to me, to some extent at any rate, for
having given them the opportunity of hearing the cloquent
speech delivered by the Lon. Minister of Marine; and I
think the hon. gentleman is perhaps also indebted to me
for having given him the opportunity of making it. I think
I owe an apology to the hon, for Minister for having, owing
to want of knowledge of the procedure or rules of this
House, happened to present that petition without having
first shown it to him. I am sure ho will believe me when I
say that no discourtesy was intended. The fact is, that this
matter was in tre bands of the hon. member for North
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) before lie was compelled to leave,
and he handed it over to me and suggested the course of
proceeding which I subsequently followed. I think the hon.
Minister of Marine somewhat misrepresents my position
on this question. He said that I, by no means, acquiesced
in the prayer of the petition. What I did say was, that I
thought the matter required investigation, because during
the period that these 5 feet meshes have been in force,
these hsheries have been almost destroyed. If the Govern-
ment think it would not be in accordance with the practice
of the Government to grant this motion, I, oi course,
accede to their request, and withdraw it. There was one
statement made by the hon. Minister of Marine, which will
be satisfactory to the fishermen concerned, and that is that
they will be permitted for the present season to use the
same sized meshes that they are at present using. The
nets they are now using have been a long time in use, and
if there is to iUe a change, there should be notice given of
it, which is required not only by the fishermen, but by
those who manufacture the nets. At the request of the
hon. Minister, and believing that the Government will give
the protection to the fishermen which I desire for them as
much as any one else, I ask leave to withdraw the motion.

Motion withdrawn.
COST OF PRINTING AND ADVERTISING.

Mr. McMULLEN moved for a return of all sums paid by
the Government to the Gazette Publishing Company of
Montreal, for printing, advertising or any work done or
material furnished during the years 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881,
1882 and 1883, in detail.
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Sir HECTOR L&ANGEVIN. I would suggest to the

hon. gentleman to add after the word " Montreal," the
words " and other newspapors of the Dominion," and also
the years 1874, 1875, 1876 and 1877, so that we shall have
a complete statoment for the past tou years.

Mr. MoMULLEN. I have no objection. I simply
want to get intormation, and I am quite willing to consent
to the hon. gentleman's suggestion.

Sir RICHARD CAR rWRIGliT. Will the hon. Minister
promise that that information will be brought down within
the next year ? Of* a great many returns moved for ast
session, forty were not laid on the Table when the liouse
met, If the hon, gentleman makes that addition with the
intention of giving the information this 8ession, I am sure
my hon. frieud wili be only too glal to get it. But if 1 kuow
anything about the matter, it will occupy about a dozen
clerks for the next six months.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. No doubt, it will occupy
some clerks, but the hon. gentleman, I am sure, cannot
object to getting the full iniormation. I thluk it will be
worth all the laUour we shall give, and the hou. gentleman
may be sure that we shal take ail the pains and give all
the despatch possible to prepare this return.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

SURVEYS CHARGEABLE TO CAPITAL.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT moved that the items of
surveys chaigeable to Capital Accoun t in the Publie A ecounts
for 1b82, be rejerred to the Uominitee ou Public Accounts.

Sir LHIARLES TUPPER. I would like to ask the hon.
gentleman what description ft surveys he reiers to?

Sir RICHARD CAR t W u-EIT. The items of Dominion
Surveys chargeable to Capital Account, amourting to about
$6u,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Land surveys in the North.
West ?

Sir RICHARD CAR ,1WRIGHT. Yes ; that is the only
item o surveys chargeable to Capital.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR REIURNS.
Motions for the following Returns were severally agreed

to :-
Statement showing, in separate columns, the names of

the several principal officials in the service of the (iovern-
ment on the Intercolonial Railway; their ago, origin,
place of residence, nature of employ ment, amount cf present
yearly salary, date of entering the service, and salary a&
date of appointment.-(Mr. Landry, Montmag,y.)

lieturn showing the number of days and the dates upon
which the Intercolonial Board of Comninissioners held sit-
tings, from the Ist day of January, 1883, to the 3Ist day of
January, 18ý4 ; the number of times each member was
absent from meetings, the monthly allowances paid to each
member, whether salary, travelling expenses or otherwiso,
and the total amourAt paid to each during the time above
named; also dates upon which meetings were held outside
of Ottawa, and where.-(r. MeMullen.)

Return of the number and names of the Immigration
Agents employed during the yeur 1883, the dates of their
appointment, the length cf time served during the year, the
salary paid, and the exponses allowed ; also the number still
emplo>ed, their salary and expenses.-(Mr. McMullen).

Sir HECTOR LANITEVIN moved the adjournmont of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 10:35, o'clock p.m.) the House
adjourned,
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loUSE OF COMMONS.

FRIDAY, 15th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PaERaS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time :-

Bill (No. 92) to incorporate the Traders' Bank of Canada.
-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 93) to incorporate the Loyal Orange Associa-
tion of British America.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.) On
division.

Bill (No. 94) to empower the Sovereign FireInsurance
Company to relinquimsh their charter and to provide for the
windin. up of their affairs.-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

Bill (No. 95) relating to the Roman Catholie Diocese of
Ottawa.- (Mr. Tassé.)

MESSAGE FIROM RIS EXCELLENCY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Message from
Ris Excellency the Governor General.

Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:-

Gentlmen of the House of Commons:

I a-knowledge with thanks the Address you have loyally adopted ti
as.wer to the Speech with which I opened'the Session, and I rely with
c nfidence on the asurance that the important measures submitted to
yoa will receive your carcful and full consideration.

LANsnDOwJE.
GOVERNMENT HOUsi

OTTAwÂ, l3th February, 1884.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LOAN.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that from and after
this day, the Order of the Day for the consideration of the
Resolutions moved by Sir Charles Tupper, respecting the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, shall have precedence next after
Routine Proceedings, and the disposal of Questions put by
Membere.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGUT. I trust the hon. gentle-
man does not propose to force thie motion through. There
are a good many motions still before the House for returns
which the Opposition desires to have and which have not
yet been brought down. Very important papers bave
been laid on the Table which are not printed and have not
been put in the possession of bon. members generally, and
the great importance of the question, I think, to all parties,
ought to cause us to proceed with all reasonable delibera-
tion and without attempting to interfere with the regular
proceedings of Parliament. The Opposition have.no Jesire to,
unduly protract or prolong this debate, but they think that
certainly it should not be proceeded with until such informa-
tion as bas been asked for and ordered by the House is put
in their bands. A very considerabio number of motions
moved by my bon. friend from West Durham, affecting.
matters of very considerable importance, have not, I believe,
yet been laid on the Table. One important paper has just
been laid on the Table, within the last few minutes, by the
hon. Minister of Railways, which we would like to bave
printed and have in our hands, and have an opportunity of
inspecting at our leisure before the later stages of this busi-
ness are proceeded with. Docs the bon. gentleman intend
to force his motion through ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh yes I think we
must,

Sir IRIOHARD CAIRTWRIGRT. I shall be under the
necessity of moving:

That all the words after " That" be struck out and the following b e
inserted:-" Full information on the subject of the (janadian PacifiC
(tailwiy bas not yet been laid before the H.,u>e, and ihe great bulk of
papers brought oown are still unprinted, that the subject of the Cana-
dian 'acific Railway, a3 referred to in the gracious 8peech from the
Throne, is of vast importance and demanda ample time for coasidera-
tion and the most searching enquiry; and it is inexpedient that its
discussion should at present be pressed forward in a way which would
interfere with the ordinary course of the House, the rules regulating the
conduct of public business, and the facilities for obtaining information
required to reaca a sound decision.'

Amendment negatived on the following division:-

YEaS:

Messieurs
Allison (Lennox), Fleming, McIntyre,
Armstrong, Forbes, McMullen,
Auger, Gilimor, Patt,
Béchard, Gun, Ray.
Sourassa, Harley, Rinfret,
Burpee tSunbury), Holton, Robertson (Shelb
Cameron (Huron), Innes, Scriver,
Cameror, ( ilidd esex), Irvine, Somerville (Bran
Camipbell (Reafrew), Jackson, Somerville (Bruce
Car twright(iirRichard) King, -Springer,
Casgrain, Kirk, Sutherland (oifo
Oatudal, banderkin, Thompson,
Charlton, Laurier, Trow,
Cook, Lister, Vail,
Davies, Liringstone, Weldon,
Fairbank, Mackenzie, Wilson,
Fisher, Moraney, Yeo.-51.

Allison ([Tante),
Bain (S ilanges,
Baker (Missisquv1),
Baker (Victoria),
Beaty,

Belleau,
Benoit,

Berger-on,
Bergin,
BilI>',
Bolduc,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Burabain,
Burns,
Cameron (Inverness),
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
C aron,
Chapleau,
Cochrane,
costigan,
Cougulin,
Coursol,
curran,
Cuthbert,

'oust,
Dawson,
Desjariuns,
Dicitinson,
Dodd,
Dugas,

urne),

e).

rd),

Messieurs
Dundas, McGreevy,
Dupon t, McLelan,
Farrow, McNeill,
Fortin, Massue,
Foster, Méthot,
Gagné, Mitchell,
Gigault, Montplaisir,
Girouard, O'Brien,
Gordon, Paint,
Grandbois, Pope,
Guilbault, Reid,

GuiletRiopel,
Mlankettl) Robertson (Rastinga),
Hall, Royal,
Hawkins, Rykert,

Hay, Shakespeare,Hfickey. Emall,
Hilliard, snyt,
Homer, Sproule,
Houde, Stairs,
Hurteau, Taé,
Jamieson, Taylor,
Kaulbach, Tilley,
Kilvert, Tapper (Pictou),
Kinne>', Tyrwhitt;i
Landry (Kent), Vanasse,
Landry (Montmagny), Wallce (Albert),
Langevin, Wallace (York),
Macdonald (King's), 'White (Uardwell),
Macdonald (Sir John), White (Hastings),
M Donald(Oape Breton), Williams,
Mackintosh, Wood (Brockville),
Maemaster, Wood (Westmoreland),
Macmillan (Middlesex),Woodworth,
McCalldm, Wrigbt-1.
IlcDougald,

Mr. MACKENZIE. In order to avoid any further divi-
sions and loss otf time, I would suggest to the hon. gentle.
man to make his motion read " from and after Tuesday."
That would give him Wednesday and Thursday of next
week, leaving Monday as one day for private business. I
hope the bon, gentleman will accept the suggestion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am afraid, Mr. Speaker,
that [ cannot. As in 1881, ia the discussion on the Pacifie
Railway charter, we propose to go on with this motion until
it is fimshed. We will give every facility possible for
private business, but I must stand by my motion, I bave
already postponed it two or thre timos,
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Mr. WELDON moved, in amendment, "that the said'

motion'be amended by inserting,after the word "precedence,"
the words on "Wednesdays and Thursdays."

Amendment negatived on the foilowing division:-

Messieurs
Allison (Lennox), Fisher, McIsaac,
Armstrong, Fleming, MeMullen,
Auger, Forbes, Paterson (Brant),
Baia (Wentwort.h), Gillmor, Platt,
Béchard, Gunn, Ray,
Bernier, Harley, Rinfret,
Bonrassa, Innes, Seriver,
Burpee (Snnbury), Irvine, Somerville (Brant),
Cameron (Huron), Jackson, Somerville (Bruce),
Cameron (Middlesex), King, Springer,
Campbell (Renfrew), Kirk, Sutherlanl (Oxford),
Cartwright Landerkin, Thompson,
Lasgrain, Laurier, Trow,
Catudal, Lister, Vail,
Charlton, Livingstone, Weldon,
Cook, Mackenzie, Wilson,
Davies, McCraney, yeo-53.
Fairbank McIntyre,

NAS:
Messieurs

Allison (eants), Dundas, McDougald,
Bain (sa,]langes), Dapont, MeGreevy,
Baker (Missisquoi), Farrow, McLelan,
Baker (Victoria), Ferguson (Leeds& Gren)Mc Neill,
Beaty, Fortin, Mfassue,
Bell, Poster, hiéthot,
Belleau, Gagné, Mitchell,
Benoit, Gigault, Morntplaisir,

Benson, Girouard, O'BriEn,
B-rg-ron, Gordon, Paint,
Brgin, Grandbois, Pope,
Billy, Guilbault, heid,
Bolduc, Guillet, Riopel,
Bourbean, ackett, Robertson (Hastings),
Bowell, 1]hsll, Royal,
Brecken, Hawkins, Rykert,
Burnham, Hty, Shakespeare,
Burns, Rickey, Small,
Cameron (Inverness), Hlliard, Smyth,
Cam'ron (Victoria), Homer, Sproule,
Carling, Houde, Stairs,
Caron, lHurteau, Tasse,
Chapleanu, Jamieson, Taylor,
Cochrane, Kaulbachi Tilley,
Costigan, Kilvert, Tupper (Pictou),
Coughlin, Kinney, Tyrwhitt,
Conrsol, Lndry (Kent), Vanasse,
C°rran, Landry (Mont igny), Wallace (Abert),
Cuthbert, Lngevin, Wallace (York),
Daly, Macdonald (King's) White (Cardwell),
Daoust, Mac1onald (3 r John), White (Hastngs)
Dawson, Me Donald (Cape Breton), Williams,
Desjardins, Mackintosh, Wood (Brockville),
Dickinson, Macmaster, Wood (Westmoreland),
Dodd, Macmillan (Middlesex), Woodworth,
Dngas, McCallum, Wright.-108.

Main motion agreed to, on the same division reversed.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LOAN.
The Order for resuming the adjourned debate on the motion

of Sir Charles Tupper, "that the Hlouse resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole, to consider certain pro-
posed Resolutions (page 84) respecting the Canadian Pacifie
Railway," being read,

Mr. CURRAN. Mr. Speaker, if I do not open the
remarks that I have to offer to this honourable House to-day
with a lengthy apology, it is not because I am not fully con-
vinced of my own inability adequately to deal with the
important question that is now before this louse. I pre-
sume, Sir, that it is customary, in the first place, to deal
with the observations of the speaker who preceded, and in
this case I should feel disposed to do so to some extent; but,
Sir, I find myself relieved of that important duty by the
esteem in which the remarks of the hon. gentleman who
preceded me in this debate seem to be held by bis own
friends, if we judge from the comments upon his speech
made by the leading organ of the Reforrm party in the Pro-
vince of Quebec. I refer to the correspondent of the Montreal
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'Daily Witness, in which that gentleman, after having
puid a high eulogy to the hon. member for Queen's, and a
still higher compliment to the hon. member for King's, who
took part in this debate, thus disposes of the hon. gentleman
who has preceded me: "Unlike his two predocessors, he
departed from the serious into the comicality." And now,
Sir, as I have no pretension to be the comic member of this
side of the fouse, I must certainly dispense with paying
any attention to the comicalities of the hon, gentleman who
has already taken part M this discussion. The question
which is now before this House is one of momentous and of
national importance. I have no pretension, Sir, to be able
te cast new light upon this subject, after the exhaustive
speeches that have been made by the hon. the Minister of
IRailways, by the hon.the leader of the Opposition, meeting
him in this combat, and by the hon. member for Cardwell,
(Mir. White), and other distinguished gentlemen who
have spoken bore since the opening of this discussion.
My idea is to tuke, to some extent, at all events, a new
departure. My idea is not to seek to enlighten those who
are now doing me the honour to listen to me, from my own
standpoint, but rather to place myseif in the position of an
outside observer, of a patriotic citizen, of a spectator of the
battle that is now raging between the contending parties
on this momentous issue. And, Sir, I think that in doing
sO, the one thing that must be more pleasant than another
to any patriotic citizen, who has witnesses what has taken
place in this debate since the opening, is the enthusiasm
with which every assertion of patriotisn has been recoived
on this side, and aIso, I may say, the enthusiasm with
which our friends on the other side have repelled
the attacks that have been made upon thoir patriotism.
But, Sir, I think this question of patriotisrn does come
up in this debate; I think this question of patriotism
has a great deal to do with this debate; therefore, I
say, that taking the standpoint of an outsider I have
taken, I am first of all struck, not by the words of the hon.
gentlemen who have spoken here, but I am involuntarily
impelled to go back to the history of parties, and to judge
them by their acts. What has been the history of these
two contending parties to this great contest ? The enquirer
will not have to go back very far to find that, once the
horizon is cleared and tho smoke has disappeared from the
battles tLnt wero fcught on mero Provincial issues, the first
great question that came forward before the Parliament of
Old Canada was that of giving assistance to the thon
national railway line of Canada; and, Sir, that proposi-
tion was supported and contended for by the Liberal Con-
servative party in the old Province of Canada, and that
party in its .noble fight were opposed by the predecessors
of the hon, gentlemen opposite, who sought te crush in
its infancy the Grand Trurik Railway Company of
Canada just as they are now seeking to crush the
Canadian Pacitic Railway under the heap of opprobrium
which they are seeking to cast upon it. If, Sir,
without going over too many particulars wo come to
the next move that was made in the patriotic policy of the
Liberal Conservative party of the country, if we look back
to the time when the leaders of this party, desirous of giving
position and standing to our country in the minds of the
people on the other side of the Atlantic, by establishing a
groat steamship lino that would place us in our proper
position before the world, and give us that communication
which we otherwise would have beon deprived of, we shall find
that ihe Conservative party wore not afraid to come before
the people and to shoulder the responsibility of giving that
lino the subsidy it required. And again, Sir, the so-called
Liberal party, those who are now clamouring to have a
monopoly of patriotism, were again found in opposition to
this great scheme, and contended against the National Policy
of building up this great country, just as they have been
doing ever since. Then, Sir, when the great questiou
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came up of laying the corner stone of this grand Con
federation under which we are now living, who wer
the men who carried forward that groat schem
to its consummation, if notthe rigit hon. the leader of the
present Government, and the prodecessors of the party wh
now follow him ? And siill, Sir, at every stop they wer
met and opposed by the party of hon. gentlemen opposite
who claimed to desire to build up this country, and to pos
sess a noble and patriotie ambition. But, Sir, they fought
not to tear down the flag of the Dominion, but they fongh
to prevent that flag ever being raised, as the records of bis
tory will show. Take up the Confederation debates, and
you will find, with one or two exceptions-and thos
exceptions very soon repented of their course-with what a
slight amount of patriotism these gentlemen were inspired
Then again, Sir, if we look at the Intercolonial Railway, the
next great stop in the National Policy of the Liberal Con
servative party, what do we find ? We find thom battling
against that national line that was to link together Prov-
inces that had been divided. They said that line ought
never to be constructed, that it would not pay for the
grease that would be used upon the car wheels, and they
fought against a patriotic policy then as they are doing
to-day. They fought against every movement for the conso-
lidation of this Dominion. And again, Sir, when the people of
this country were clamouring for a policy ibat would give
Canada to the Canadians, these men were found fighting
against the protective Tariff which has given prosperity to
our country. They fought, not only against that measure,
but, as the event proved, against the sentiment of the over-
whelming majority of-the people of this country. And now,
Sir, coming to this last great scheme which is to unite all
the Provinces of this vast Dominion, and to give us a road
from the Atlantic to the Pacifie, and bring ail the riches
of the far West into the lap of the old Provinces of Canada,
which is to build up this country by means of a continental
line, whieh bas been endorsed by all sections of this country.
Again, Sir, we are met by theso same hon. gentlemen who
claim to be patriots,who are oppôsing this scheme in the man-
ner that they have chosen to adopt. I say, Sir,that if we are
to judge a tree by its fruits, the fruits the so-called Liberal
party have produced have been nothing but discord and dis-
sension, whilst the fruits of the Conservative party evince a
desire and a determination to build up the great Dominion,
and to give it the position it deserves amongst the nations
of the earth. Now, Sir, to come to the consideration of this
great question before us, I may say that I did not, even
when I had heard the Ministerial explanations, consider
mysolf fully confident to judge of the full bearing of this
question. Sir, I have taken the opportunity of donsulting
those in whose judgment I have confidence. I went to the
city of Montreal, and there I met the leading business mon
of that great city. I spoke, not to men of one creed, nor of
one nationality, nor of one line of business, but I spoke
to such men as .ames O'Brien, J. B. Rolland, Mr.
Shorey, of that city, men who have business relations over
the whole Dominion. I spoke to several others asking them
what they thought of this particular line of policy, asking
them what they deemed bhould be done with regard to the
Resolutions now before this honourable House. Not only
did I consult those gentlemen I have mentioned, but
since that time I have had the opportunity of meeting
the President of the Board of Trade of Montreai, and of
meeting members of that Board, represonting every great
interest in the Dominion, especially the manufacturing,
the commercial and the financial interests; and I am
authorized to say on behalf of those to whom I could noti
speak, that not one man of all this deputation wbo have
been here in the city of Ottawa, bas not asserted in
the most positive manner that the interests of this
Dominion are bound up in the passing of these Resolutions.
What:was said, Sir, in connection with this matter ? Theyc
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- asked me, have you. oonsidered what the investments, are
,e that have been made in consequence of the belief that this
e railwçay is to be finished within two years ? Have you con-
e sidered how trade bas been pushed for the same reason;
ohow immigration bas been counted upon ? Rave youi con-

e sidered that in the event of this policy not being carried
, out, every rival interest, not only to the Canadiari Pacifie
;- Railway but te the Dominion of Canada itself, will scatter
ýabroad, net merely at the firesides of the homes of the

t people of England, Ireland and Scotland, as was eloquently
;- pointed out by the hon. member for King's (Mir. Foster),
1 but every immigration agent, every mleamship agent,
e every railway agent on the other side of the Atlantic,
%in England, Ireland and Scotland, in Gerinany and the
*whole of Europe, will say, flot merely that the buildng
of this railway bas been postpoued, and that the Company

-bas to carry eut the original coutract and complete the road
in 1891, but they will say that this railway, and not merely

thsrailway, but the great North-West itself bas collapsed,
tthat it is a failure, and that failure will rebound upon the
*whole Dominion and bring a criézis and muin upon us, I be-
lieve and tbey believe, which by the adoption of these Reso-

>lutions we tnay avert. I cau, understand, Sir, tboroughly
that it is altogether uunecessary for me at this particular
moment to enter into the reasens whieh have already been
given bere. I cau understand, and this House will
thank me for flot referring Io the groat advantages wbich
must flow from the censummnation of the presont IResolutien.
Mly constituents, to whom I amn responsible, wish ne doubt
to hoar my own reftcofl, as woll as the' reasons of others
wbomn I have consulted, for the position which I
intend te, tako in this debate and in the vote
thtit is to be given -upon these Resolutions; I say
thoy will expeet me to give an account of my steward.
sbip and state upen what basis I have proceoded. The
arguments against this seheme have been, first, that wo
have no security ; xid, second, that Parliament if it has,
will net enforce the torms of the agreement when tbe time
comee. I contend that what we have to do now as regards
the second objection wbicb bas beon raised ia simply this -
It is our duty as repreontatives of the po )pIo in this
Parliamejit and at this moment to pass a binding and
strict btrgain, one that cannrft be overthrowu by thc
Company ne md ter what ingonuity may be employed te
ovorcomo it. If we do our duty in this respect, if we malze
sncb a bargain as cannot ho sot aside and voidel, we shall
have performed our duty ; lot those who occcupy our seats
in Parliament at another time do theirs, as no doubt they
will, patriotically. As regards the first peint, that we
have no security, this flouse will probably allow me to eay
a few words. What is our position and our securi ty. We have
brought the Compftny eyaetIy te that position in wbich the
people of Canada desire to see it; we bave bronght tho
Company eut of the position which the enemies of Canada
asserted it eccupied. They said tbe Company was stronger
than the Governmeut, that it was everawing the Govern-
ment, tbat it was the powor bobind the Throne, and was
strongor than the power on the Tbrone itself. 1 say in this
agreement we are bringing the Company exactlly te that
position in whicb wo ou ght te see it, that is te sav, within
tho power and in tho strong band of the peopleo f thîs
countrýy. What is the s2c3urity, thon, they effer te us 1in
this matter ? Every asset ef the Canadian Pacifie Railivay
Cempany bas been handed oer to the Govern ment. Net
merely the work perforïned ou tbe lino which they con-
tracted with the ceu ntry te build in 1881, but a cash inveaf-
ment, in ený.erprises ossentiai te the successful oporation of
the road after its final cornplitien, of about $25,000,000.
Wbat are those tributary enterprises? First, 269 miles ef
oompleted branchilinos. Sa00nd, a lien on the extene'on
freru Callander te Brockville and Xfontreal. Third, a fooet
of steel steanmers unoc1ualled on the lakes of the world.
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Fourth, $1,500,000 of South Eastern Railway bonds. Fifth, tion of that idea by ny hon. fiind from Queen's,
material on hand of the value of 84,000,000. Sixth, real P. E. 1. (Mr. Iavies), who, 1 bolieve, knows as much
estate for termini, works, &c., over $500,000. Seventh, of the history of the Grand Trunk Railway Company as I
rolling stock valued at $8,000,000. Then we have the secu- do about some raitway iii the heurt of Prince Edward Island
rity of the line contracted for from Callander westward, of which 1lhave uever heard-I say, despite these remarks,
1,121 miles completed, worth $23,000,000. We have the the Grand Trunk Railway Company have done more in de-
capital stock of the Company deposited with the Government, veloping this coutry-supposing that they had neyer paid
$35,000,000, and we have the lands of the Company, one- back a single dollar f the money which washandedto them
half already earned, 21,000,000 acres. Now, Sir, of the pro- eut of the public Tresuy-they have doue more, one hun-
posed advance $15,000,000 goes into the work and becomes dred fold, tbr the commerce and the interests of the country
at once a security for itself for this amount. No part of it generally than the value of that money amounts
is paid in advance of construction. The Company has to te. But, Sir, in this cennection I was brouglit
keep the work ahead of the loan and spend thereon the back in imagination te my carly days, when as a
cost of the construction before they can claim one cen of boy of nineteen, I first toek part, perhaps prematurely,
that cost from the Government, Contrast this security with in the polities of this country. Those elequent and wel
that of 1881, where we had $1,000,000 cash and 5,000,000 rounded periods of the hon, gentleman seened to me te be
acres of land for the completion and operation of the road. very much like something 1 board in those days, and it
The security for the completion and operation of the road crossed my mmd that bis speech was net an original speech.
for five years, because the loan is not repayable until 1891, I therefore sauntered into the library of this building, and I
five years after the completion of the work, is $23,000,000 turned up the deates which took place on this very Grand
on main line, 21,000,000 acres of land, 269 miles Trunk lailway matter, in the month 0f May, 1855-a
of branch lines, $35,000,000 of stock, lien on memorable occasion whenthe Grand TrunkRailwayGCr-
extension to Montreal, steel steamers, equipment, pany asking the Province of Canada for the sum of
real estate at termini, workshops and South Eastern Railway £900,000. I found in the report of that debate ia the
bonds. But we may be told we pay $22,500,00 for thatiMontreal Gazette of that tine, something that reall
security. True; but the lands alone at $1.50 per acre will startled me, and semething whch I think will amuse and
secure us. In connection with the question o the land I instruct this honourable fouse. I found that the
will refer, not to the speeches of individual members of the objections which the hon, leader of the Opposition
Opposition, not for instance to the great speech of the leader raised te the Canadian Pacifie ailway, had been made
of the Opposition at what was intended to be a grand in- as regards the Grand Trunk Railway, on the occa-
dignation meeting of the citizens of Montreal against the sien te whieh I rctbr. If' you emember the hon.
first contract of 1881, at which the indignation wa;s so great, gentleman said that he complained ef the Company
but was so great on the wrong side, that its promoters had because they had failed of their engagements, that they were
to admit the audience by ticket lest that indignation should plundering the country, and were obligectot solicit aid. Ie
expi ess itsclf in a way iot conforimable to their taste. I do objected in the second place te the recklessness of the ex-
not intend to hold them responsible for the absurd state- penditure which, li said, had characterized this terribly
ments made with respect to what were called the rapid Company. 11e protcsted against their investment in
outrageous terms which were thon given to the Caria- brandi linos, and their aalgamations with otherrailwavsi
dian Pacific Railway; but I do hold them respon- and finally he turned round te yen, Mr. Speaker, and he
sible one and all, for the manifesto which was issued sneered at the position of the railway. Turning again te
by the Reform party in the city of Ottawa at that time. the Minister ef'lRailways, with a bland smile on bis face,
And in that maniieso it is conteùded that the land alone he said, what a pitiful spectacle yeu present now, wheu
given to this Company was worth 879,000,000, and that making your prcsent statement, corpared witb your tene
we were robbing the country by giving these lands. Iet' exultation last year. As nst hon. members know, the
say that if you refer to that maniiesto, for which every late lamentedJohn Sandtield Macdonald, thon a membor of
member of the Reform party is responsible, you will flnd the ilrm party, was centending, in 1855, against the
that statement made exactly as I have made it. The Grand Trunk, just as the leader et' the Opposition is con
following is the quotation:- tending against the Canadian PacificIailway Company te

"According to the valuation of Sir John A. Macdonald and the ay lsaidthat the ceuntryowasYoung gsld y specu
Department of the Interior the lands to be received by the Company are
worth $3.18 per acre, a sum leas than the price realized by the "lte give such a work into the hands of a Company,
railway companies cf the United States. This will make the Govern- would bete make the Company more pewerful than the
ment subsidy in land lor the construction of the central section of the Government itself." Hisaid "The Company and con-
railway equal tot59,625,000.0ailw1? 0u 9 to0 tractorsO hadbound themselves te bni Id the werks for certain

"The Eastern section of the road is to be aided by a grant in cash of advances frem the Provinces. Iad they fulfilled their
$10,000,000 and 6.250,000 acres of land, which at the Government eentract? No." These are exactly the words of the
valuation will be cqual to $19,725,000."leader 0f the Opposition to-day. De said fnrther: IlThey

I think, Sir, that in the discussion of this question there have entered into bad speculations with the money raised with
been some very fatal blunders made on the other side of the which the Province had nething te do, and new, having
House. I regret extremely that the leader of the Oppo- exhausted their means in this way, they asked tho Pro-
sition is not in his seat, because I have one or two observa- vince te grant them £900,000 of additional aid." Just as it
tions to make in which he is interested, and I would prefer is ÉUid to-day that this Company have exhausted every
making them face to face with him. The most fatal of means in speculative enterprises, which were neyer contem-
all bis blunders was, I think, the reference which rlated, and now, having exhausted those means, they were
Le made to the Grand Trunk Railway Company. I am, asking for additional aid. le said further, that "besides
Sir, now, as I was 22 years ago, when, at the these purchases and amalgamations, the meney on the
request of the late lamented Sir George Cartier, works had been expended lu a most extravagant, profuse,
I took my stand for the first time on the public hustings-I and ill-regulated manner and wîth ne regard te economy."
was then, and am now, a friend of the Grand Trunk Rail- This is jast what the hon. gentleman said the other day.
way Company. I say, Sir, that despite the reference made He said further, that lieobelieved that any further advances
by the hon, gentleman to the Girand TruI k Railway, as a of money te be spent by these contractors would meet witb
terribe example te thiâ Parliament, duspite the amplifca f universai condemnation eut of d-ors," Exactly the worde
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of the leader of the Opposition, a few days ago. He tieman as manager of the fiscal affairs of this Dominion ils
said : " He believed that no satisfactory or thorough written in the tears of the wives and the children of the
examination of the works had been made." Another state- workingmen of this Dominion. I was surprised, Sir, at the
ment which was repeated by the leader of the Opposition, audacity with whieh he rushed into this debate-not in ordi-
That was his statement, when he complained that we had no nary language, not in the language, certainly, of a man
examination of the works, that we had nothing before us, who did not feel that ho had been driven to the wall; ho
that we bad merely the statement of two employés of the launched out in wbat way, Sir? He launched out, Sir, as no
Government, whom ho sneered at as being under the control man having the slightest conception of statesmanship-of
of the Minister of the Department. He said ho did not statesmanship did i say ?-No, Sir, but the slightest consi.
wish to throw any odium on these gentlemen, who were deration for the feeling of the great mass of patriotic men in
respectable men, but that no reliance could be placed on this Dominion--he launched out against the French Canadian
their statements. In the words of the Hon. John Sandfield representatives here of their race, and ho told thom, Sir, that
Macdonald, ho said that we had no satisfactory oxamination they wouid be dragged through the mire provided they got
of the works before us; and the Hon. John Sandtield dollar fer dollar for every step they took. When I heard
Macdonald then read an extract from the Bamilton that statement made, I looked to the other side of the
Spectator deseribing the Grand Trunk as a complete swindle, House to see if my hon. friend from Quebec Est (Mr.
just as the hon. gentleman describel this as a swindle. Laurier) was in lis seat. I think I can call him my lriend,
He actually borrowed the sarcasm and the irony I spoke of and I believe him to be a true and honest and patriotic
when ho turned around and addressed you, 1r. Speaker, French Canadian, no matter what his political opinions may
with regard to the Canadian Pacifie Railway; ho borrowed be. I looked to see if ho was in his place, because I thought
these words, which were spoken by the lion. George if he had been there, ho would -have raised lis voice in
Brown, in the same debate: protest against this scandalous, this unwarranted and un-

" The speaker must have been surprised at the chrnge which had justifiable attack on his fellow-eountrymen, even though
taken place between the tone of the iast Parliament and the preseut they differed from him in politics. ie would have
de nate. It wa- certaiuiy not a lutie worthy of astonishin. nt to call to pointed out to that hon. gentleman the sacrificesmind all the stories which had been told of the weai h of these Engtîsh
capitalists-bow they were to' finish all the works of the P ovince by their which have been made by the Province of Quebec in the
unaided strength, and then to reflect upon this, as the miser ,ble end.', interests of the railway undertakings of the Dominion. He
Exactly the words of the hon. leader of the Opposition in would have pointed out what the people of the Prvince
addressing you, Mr. Speaker, the other night in this debate. of Que bec have done in the interest of this Dominion ont of
Now, Sir, I feel that I know what is the ambition of the their own Provincial Treasury. - He would have shown
hon. leader of the Opposition. tLie would like, Sir, to see that his fellow-countrymen did not deserve this slander, for
himselt at the head of the young Canadian party. H1e would they have raised the name and fame of Canada, not merely
like to see himself at the head and front of all young in their own country and in the neighbouring.Republic, but
Canada,and the noble and generous and patriotie men who are across the Atlantic, where their historians, their poots,
gowing up in this Doiniion ; but if ho ever wishes to suc- their men of science, and their distinguished ladies, too,
coed in that ambition, if he ever hopes to bring these young have inscribed the name of Canada on the records of every
men to his standrd, hie mut offer th emt bsoîe other livery learned society, of every association ofliterature and art, and
than the tattered rags of defunet Gritism. But, Sir, has this of every academy of science. But the hon. gentleman was
Grand Trunk Railway actually done all this damage ? Are unfortunately, Sir, not in his seat. The French Canadian
these hon. gen lermen sincere when they hold this Company members of this Hiouse have shown thems.elves to be
up to publie disapprobation as they do ? Have they no patriotic and devoted to the interest of their country, and
faith in the statement made by the managing ditector of have followed the right hon. ledeîr of this Government for
the Grand Trunk Company, which was published in the years and years without bribe or sop or disgrace of any kind.
Montreal Gazette, and which is summarized in the Montreal t. does not rest with the hon. momber, it does not rest
Post in the following words with the ex-Minister, of whom I have spoken, to cast this

foul and unjustifiable slur upon them. I am not a Frenchon a communication to the Gazette this morning, Mr. Joseph Hick- Canadian but in my boso there beats an Iris Canadiason peints out that the amount of the advances by the Goveronent to dabti ybsmter et nIihCnda
lines which now comprise the Grand Trna Pidlway of Oanada was heart which throbs in sympathy with my French Canadian
£3,111,500. The Company was comp lid tu construct, as a condition friend , not only in the Province of Quebec, but throughout
of securing this assista: eoe the [Lvière du Loup hue, which cost the broad eXmut of the Dominion. I stand by the policy£1,180,000, the Three Rivm branch which cost £220,000, and to give to
lines in Western Canada (now Ontario) £i0,0,0. It lost the interest of the Government in this great undertaking, but i will
for wenty-four years on the money which it was compelled to expen i stand equally side by side with them in pushing
on the Rivière du Loup and Three Rivers roads, in excess of the every just and honest claim the m have whichGovernmant aid to these lines, about £400,000 at 6 per cent. for a ha
twenty-lour years-£576,000. It worked these lines (and has one of they can substantiate; and I know that any such
them still on its bands) at an annual loss of probably £20,000 a year for claim will be recognized. I know still more that
twenty-two years-£440,000. It was also bound to build the Victoria I stand here behind a gentleman who bas alwaysbridge. Mr. Hickson says that the extent of the real aid secured can,
from the above figures, be readily estimated, and concludes by expres- taken care in the past that his Province was justly dealt
sing bis opinion that it would have been very much better for the Com- with, and will see that she shall be justly dealt with in the
pany if it had never received a pound from the Government, consider- future-the hon. Minister of Publie Works, who sits here asing the conditiors on which the assistance was given.' a successor of the late Sir George Etienne Cartier-who
Now, Sir, I have no mission here to settle these little diffi- will stand by his faith and his fatherland throughout all
culties betwcen the Grand Trunk and the hon. gentlemen the emergencies that may arise. Feeling that assurance,
opposite who have been attacking it ; but I have read the knowing that justice will be done to the Province of Quebec
statement of Mr. Hickson, in order that publie opinion may and to all the other Provinces in any just demands that may
not be prejudiced against that institution through the be made, either now or in the future, 1, as a member from
attacks, I believe the slanderous attacks, that have been the Province of Quebec, stand in unison with my friends
made upon it by the hon. leader of the Opposition and bis with whom I have fought for twenty-two years from the
followers in this debate. Now, Sir, after the very eloquent days of my boyhood. I am satisfied that neither cajole-
observations of the hon, leader of the Opposition, we had ment on the one side nor sneers, slaiders or
an outburst from the ex-Finance Minister of this Dominion. abuse on the other, will drive these -men for
I was surprised te see that hon. gentleman rush in, know- one moment from their allegiance to the grand old
ing, as I do, Sir, that the financial record of that hon. gen. party that has built up Cadada, that bas -fnade- this

Mir, Qvux~,
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country what it is, and will make this country a still greater
nition in the days to come. We had still another exhibi-
tion from that hon. gentleman, the ex-dinister of Finance.
Like al[ other Grits, when driven to bay, aille could ex-
claim was: "The Pacifin Scandal." Why did ho not look
around this Ilouse ? Did he forget the verdict of the people
of this Doiinion ? Why did ho not look around, and lie
woùld not have forgotten that the grand conspirator, the
chief of the conspirators, the chief of the vilest conspiracy
against the state that is on record since the days of Cati.
line-they may laugh, but where is that chief conspirator
to-day? le is "tar f rom the land," and the old hero b
thought to bury beneatb the ruins of his party is not asleep
like the hero of the poem, but is alive to-day with a
monument erected to him in the heart of every
patriotic citizen of this Dominion. He is alive to day
doing battle as ho did before, having the confidence and
the support of the oople of this ominion. I will not say
anything further on this subject, but will merely refer to
one statement, perfectly true, which that gentleman made,
and which I cannot pass, since it is true and since I have
stigmatized those statements which are false and baseless.
That statement was that during the ruinous reign of
himself and his friends, the lands of the North-West were
not worth more than 25 cents an acre. True they
were not, nor would anything else in the country be
worth 25 cents an acre had be and his friends
remained in office. In conclusion of these observations
which have been perbaps too long, I would say that
viewing this matter as a spectator, weighing calmly all that
bas been said on both sides of the question, reviewing the
history of the past, and witnessing the history of the
present which is now being made, there is one reason
whieh must determine every patriotic citizen to stand
by this Government, and that is that in the
hearts of the people there is the conviction that the right
hon. gentleman who is the leader of this Government, who
bas founded this Confederation, who bas carried it on to its
present state of progress and prosperity, who bas secured
for himself the title of Pate. Patrio, would not allow, by
one fell swoop, the resuit of the years of bis toil to be swept
away for the benefit of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Coi-
pany or any other company or organization. The people are
assured in their hoart of hearts that the hon. gentleman1
would not propose this measure unless be felt confident ho
was acting in the interests of the country ho bas served 8o
well. The people have confidence in him, the majority of1
this House bave confidence in him, I have confidence in his
policy and his policy I shall support.

Mr. FISHER. In saying a few words upon this question
Of s great importance which is now before this honorablei
Ilouse, I shall not try to go into the history of the other
l'auiic projects which have been before the country at
Vaîous limes, but shall try to go as closely and as soon asi
possible to the question which is really before us. LIn saying
this, I hope you will not think I am going to follow theo
example of my hon. friend from King's, N. B. (Mr. Foster), r
who, the other night, after reproving various hon. members 1
on this side for having spent an hour before they reached t
tha question at issue, spent the first hour of his address in f
giving us a lecture on patriotism and the building up of a1
new nationality, and thon devoted another hour at the end of s
his speech to delivering a tirade against an hon. gentleman t
who had preceded him in the debate. If I had ready to my v
hand a lecture on those questions which I had previously 1
delivited,and was able to repeat on any occasion, I might t
poisibliy be tempted to follow the example of thehon. gen- j
ileman, but I trust I would remember the difference between t
a country school house audience which might be instructed o
aid edified by those high sounding and rolling sentences and t
Iths honuirable Hlotie, composed principally of business mon t

who wish to diseuss in a practical way a question of impor-
tance to tho public Tf I had wbshod at the latter part of
my address to give this h înoratbe iIo'î'e a lesson in clas.
sioal my hology, think that, if I venturei3 to d ,)so, f would,
in dere ibing the story of Cassandra, instead of stopping
short befor e the consummation of thal story, havo gone on
and showed that tho e prophecies of poor mnad Cassandra
which she delivered in the streets of Troy, jeered at by the
rabble, came true, and that to-day Troy has been so des-
troyed, that even the scientists and the students have only
within the last year or two, been able to find the site which
once bore her proud walls. But I shall instead at
once come to the question at issue upon which
this country is waiting the decision of Parliament.
And, Sir, in dealing with this question, I do not wish to mix
it up in a mazo of figures, million,. on millions, such as has
been thrown around it by a great many of the gentlemen
who have addressed this Hiouso from the opposite benches.
I confess, Sir, that, not being a business man, not being a
man who has been in the habit of dealing with such enor-
mous amounts, it somewhat staggers me to hear the light
way in which hon. gentlemdn use these enormous amounts
in discussion. I think it will be better for the country at
large, and perhaps it may be better too for some hon. mem-
bers of this Elouse, to try and discuss this question simply
as to what is really before the louse now. I will, too,
only bring in the discussion upon the original contract with
this present Pacifie Railway Company in so far as that
discussion and that contract rviy help to enlighten
us as to the proposition which is now before us.
Hon. gentlemen on the opposite side of the House,
in dealing with this question, take a great deal
of pains to tell us that the Company is still in a position- to
fultil its original contract, but, if we take a little precaution
in examining the line of argument, in examining the gene.
ral tone of the impression they wish to convoy to this
Hfouse, one would imagine that, instead of this being a
question of the tme in which our Pacifie Railway shah be
uuilt, it is a question whether we shall ever have the rail-
way or whether we shall have it wiLhin two years. There
is another point too in this question which I think is of
great importance, and I allude to the question of whîich
party to this new bargairi bas proposed the present discus-
sion. In reading the circular of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company issued hast December, I find that, in that, the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company themselves propose
that the road shall be tinished witbin a period of two
years. I also think it is evident, from the current of the
discussion which has come to us from the other side of the
House, that the proposition has really come fron the Pacifie
Railway Company, and not from the Goverument. There
is, then, this difference between the relative po.sition of the
parties to day and their positions at the time when the
original contract was entered into. At tùat time it was
very clearly shown, not only from the speeches of hon.
gentlemen opposite, but also by my hon. friend tho leader
of the Opposition, in that debate, that the Government were
really forced into that contract for fault of a better. They
had no recourse left them but to take the contract which
the Syndicate were thon in a position to offer them, or to
ail of obtaining a contract at ali for the building of the
Pacifie Railroad. This bsing the case, it is very easy to be
een that the Government were really in a position under
he influence and in the power of the gentlemen with
whom they were trying to form that contract.
To-day we find that the Government is in exactly
he reverse position. The hon. gentleman who has
ust sat down, from Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran), has
old us distinctly that the Company to-day is in the lîands
f the Goverument. If that is the case, it is evidenL that
he positions which these two contracting parties held at
le time of the original contract are now reversed. We know
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that, at the time of the original contract, the Government,
being in that position, I almost might say, of subserviency
to the Syndicate, could niot make as good a bargain as they
themiselves would have wibed to do. Hon. gentlemen of
the opposite side of the House, on that occasion, themselves
a<knowledged this to be the tact, that the bargain was not
all that they would have wished it to be, but that it was the
best bargain which, under the circumstances, they would be
able to bring to perfection. This being the case, and it
being evident that, at that time, the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company, or rather, as they were at that time, the
Syndicate, used that power; certainly, when they now come
in the form of suppliants to the Govern ment, they
might expect that the G-overnment, in their turn, would
exert the power which they have, and drive as hard a
bargain as they could. Now, Sir, at the time that the
origival contract was made, a good deal was made out of
the argument that we ought to deal generously with these
gentlemen, so that they night be able to carry thhrough
their contract, so that there might be na question whatever
but that they might be able to carry that contract to a satis-
factory completion. To-day .again, and in this debate, the
hon. gentlemen who have conducted it from the opposite
aide of the House, especially my hon. friend the representa-
tive from Richmond and Wolle (Mr. Ives), have appealed
to us to deal generously with the Company. The question
immediately arises-how long are we to go on dealing
generously with that Company ? If we were then askcd
to deal generously with them, and are now again asked to
deai generously with them, it is hardly unreasonable to ak
whether, in a few years, we shall be again asked to deal
generously with them. I think, however, that this, instead
of being an occasion when we may be askel
to deal generously with the Company, is really
a business transaction. We have a Company, who
are under an obligation to this Goverament to fulfil a
certain contract, coming to ask from the Government-
what ? They ask, first, a loan of $22,500,000, this loan to
be repaid at the end of seven years. They ask, secondly,
an advance of $7,500,000, which is to be repaid at the end
of five years. 1Now, wbat are we to obtain in return forthis
advance? As far as 1 can make out fiom the speeches ot
hon. gentlemen opposite, as far as 1 can make out trom the
statement of the Minister of Railways, aill that we, all that
the country of Canada, are to obtain in return for thIis
advance is that the Pacifie Railroad is to be finished in two
years instead of in six years. I think this is a plain and
business like statement of the question before us, and, this
being the case, I think that we have only to consider
whether it is worth the risk of this country to make this
advance for the purpose of obtaining that advance in the
period of the fulfilient ot the contract. But, when the
Government have the advantuge to which I have alluded
just now, and do not make use of it, i think the people in
the country generally will ask why they did not make use
of it, why it is that the Gover. ment have not made use of
the auvantage whieh they thus have evidently over the
Company; and the reasons which the people in the country
will aavance to the Government for requiring of them the
use of that advantage are, I think, in short, the follow-
ing. In the first place, we will ask, who are these gentle-
men whorequire ibis accommodation from the Government?
They are gentlemen who have control of this Company, and
who, in the inception of the original contract, issued
certain stock and took that stock at a certain price.
When the people throughout the country generally know
that these gentlemen, aner they put their $ i0,000,000 into
this Company, obtained stock to the value of $25,000,000
for that 810,o00,000 ; when they know that that stock
which they then took at an average of 40, is now worth
b5 or more ; when they reflect that in consequence
of this operation in the original stock that the Company
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had at that time, they have made an advance of 15 per
cent. on the value of that stock, and that consequently siice
that stock amounted to $25,0u0,000, the people, Sir, will
sec at a glance that those gentlemen bave made in
that transaction an enormous fortune. There are some
other things which, if closely scrutinized, will show the
position in which those gentlemen stand to-day-those
gentlemen who are now asking accommodation at the hands
of the country. During construction, on this stock on
which these gentlemen gave 40 cents on the dollar,
they have arranged with the Government that they should
be paid 3 par cent. on the par value, that is to say, that
they should be paid 7½ per cent. on the value of what
money they have put into the Company. In addition to
that they have been paying out of the capital which they
put into the Comp.-ny, an additional 2 per cent. during con-
struction, or at the rate at which they took that stock of 40

, cents on the dollar, they are getting 5 per cent. on their
original investment, making, altogether, that these gentle-
men arc getting on their original investment, an amount of
1:4 per cent. during construction. Most people in this
country would be well satisfied with half tnis interest on
their inivertments. I think the people of the country gen-
erally will be inclined to ask why it is that gentlemen who
are maaking such large sums out of this contract should
come here in formá pauperis and ask the Government for
additional assistance. There is, however, another mat-
ter which will more strongly impress the people,
though their imagination, in this question - I mean
this construction company which bas been so inex-
tîo .y mnixed up in tho construction of Ibis road.
So far as we can make out-und 1 regret to say that at tho
present stage of this debate we cannot fully undestand all
the circumstances relating to the construction company-
however, so far as we can inake out, it seems to be a fact
that this construction company is compose], to a large
extent, of gentlemen who are interested in the original
contract for the building of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and who are, therefore, paities to both sides of the bargain
between the construction company and the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway Company. In view of this fact it is but rea-
sonable that people's suspicions should be aroused in regard
to the bargain of this construction company, and in regarl
to everything connected with it-the more so that unfor-
tunately, the Government has seen fit to refuse u;, within a
reasonable time, the information necessary to discuss this
questidn reasonably and intelligently. But, Sir, we know
enough to understand that by means of this con-
struction company it must. have been intended that
the members of the company should obtain a
very large fortune out of their contract with the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. This construction
company was to be paid a certain amount in cash for their
contract, and a certain amount in stock of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. As I read the statement about
their bargain, they were to be paid alitogether, if they had
been able to fulfil their contract, something like$45,000,000
in stock of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. Now,
Sir, I wish to draw your attention to the fact that this
stock was to have been issued to them in payment for their
work. After this bargain was made with the construction
company, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company obtained
from the Government of this country a guarantee of 3
per cent. dividend upon that stock. For what purpose, Sir,
did they obtain this guarantee ? It is distinctLy stated by
bon. gentlemen opposite, it is distinctly stated in the Speech
from the Throne, and, I believe, it is generally understood
and acknowledged, that they obtained this guarantee for the
express purpose of raising the value of the stock. This stock
was issued to the construction company at 60 cents on the
dollar -it was called that in the bargain whieh they made
with the Canadian Pacifio Railway Company. Âfter that
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stock was issued to them at 60 cents on the dollar, after that
bargain was made with the Company, this guarantee being
expected to raise the value of that stock, it was v-ery evi-
dent that by the rise in the value of the stock the construe-
tion company would receive a large advance upon their
original bargain. The stock was issued to the construction
company at 60 cents on the dollar, and we have the autho-
rity of the bon. member for Richmond and Wolfe-(Mr. lves),
for the supposition that it was expected the guarantee
would raise the price of that stock to 75 cents on the
dollar ; but a very little sum in arithmetic will show you
that by this means, on $45,000,000 of stock, this company
would obtain an advance of 15 per cent on their whole
stock. In this way, Sir, we see that this construction com-
pany, not content with the actual profits which would
accrue to them for the construction of'a large portion of the
railway, also wished and expected to make this additional
profit on their stock. If, Sir, this had been a profit to be
obtained by gentlemen who were entirely independent of
the company with whom they were dealing, per-
haps no great objection could have been urged to it;
but when we find that a large number of the gentle'-
men composing the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
were also interested, pecuniarily, in this construction
company, I confess it has, to my mind, a most suspicious
appearance; and -I .believe, Sir, that in consequence
of this circumstance the people in the country will
regard this whole affair with additional suspicion and with
additional repugnance. There is another thing, too, Sir,
which will tend to cause the people to look with suspicion
upon this whole affair. I think it was the hon. Minister of
Railways wh- explained to us that the Canadian Pacifie
]Railway Company had been working in the stock of the
North-West Land Company. As I understood the explana-
tione, that amount of money was invested in the North-
West Land Company for the purpose of keeping up the
price of the stock of that company. This Sir, notwith-
standing the explanations of the Minister of Railways
on that occasion, seems to me to have been undertaken by
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company directly with the
intention of deceiving the public. Evidently, if their stock
were kept up in price by means of those who
are particularly interested in that stock, who were par-
ticularly interested in bringing immigrants into that
country, and who were particularly interested in procuring
the sale of that stock-it is evident, I say, that it was done
with.the express and avowed object of deceiving the public
and of speculating lu the stocks. I must say, Sir, that all
these things combined have a suspicious appearance, and
will tend to cast discredit in-the minds of the public on this
new proposal of the Government. But there is another
view of this question which I think it is fair and reasonable
to take-I mean the view that was presented to us by the
Government'at the time the original contract was made,
when they boasted so much of the individual wealth of the
gentlemen who were concerned in the contract. At that time
one of the strongest reasons which were advanced to us in
favour of giving the contract to those gentlemen, and of
securing an early completion of the road, was the alleged fact
that those who were concerned in it were of such enormous
personal wealth that there was no possibility of a 'failure.
Sir, if at this time we find those same gentlemen not draw-
ing-on their personal wealth and resources to assist them
when they'are in difficulty but coming to the Government
and asking the country to assist them, what good to us is
the personal wealth and resources of the directors and
managers of the Company? Surely one might suppose when
a corporation got into difficulty they would exhaust their
own resources before tbey would ask for a loan to assist
them. But that is not the course which the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have taken. We have .no reason
to suppose that those gentlemen have lost their personalj

wealth, or that it has even diminished; on the contrary,
from what I have said about transactions in stock and other
speculations, we may fairly suppoie that their personal
wealth has very largely increased since the time when
the original contract was entered into. Yet to-day
instead of drawing on their personal wealth and re-
sources, which were boasted of at the time the original
contract was entered into, we find them applying to
the Government, asking for assistance now that they are in
difficulty. Any-reasonable man, looking at this matter from
a common sense point of view, will say that such is not the
right course te pursue, and that they were bound to exhaust
their own resources before asking the country to assist them
out of their difficulty. I understand from the speech of the
Minister of Railways, and other hon. members on that
side of the House, that they insist that the Company is not
only perfectly solvent, but is perfectly secure, and- that it is
able to present such a statement of its affairs as to show that
the advance proposed will be-a perfectly safe one. If that
is the case, how is it that the Company are not able to
obtain in the money market of the world the advance they
seek ? Hon. gentlemen opposite tell us it .is on a3count of
hostility on the part of other railway corporations, and of
the denunciations which have been published aganst the
Company by a certain part of the press in.this country.
Do hon. gentlemen opposite. mean to say that finan-
ciers in the money market of the world are influenced by
such considerations ; that when a plain statement is put
before them in which no flaw is founi they will hesitate to

.risk their mo' ey in it? i do not bolieve it. If such a
financial statement can be put before capitaliits, showing
beyond question that the socurity is perfectly good, then
capital will flow to the Company without difficuîlty, and
they will obtain the aid required without applying to the
Government to assist them. There is another reason why
this new proposal is very inadvisable on the part of the
Government. At the time the original contract wasentered
intoe, one of the greatest advantages held out was that the
Government would be freed from all responsibility in con-
nection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway constructiod.
w e were then told that the question was taken out of the
arena of partisan polities ; that it would no longer interfere
with the business of the louse and the politics of the
country. But not more than three years bave
elapsed before the question is again brought into
the arena of partisan polities and we have again
to discuss the question in all its bearinge. And why ?
Simply because we are te gain by means of this new
advance the building of the railway four years sooner than
it would have been built under the original contract. In
this connectioh, I wish to allude to a remark, which fell
from the hon. member from Oardwell (Mr. Wbite) in the
course of his speech. The hon. member said that he had
been through a political campaign immediately after the
consummation of the original contract ; that gentlemen
diftering with him in political opinions had been present
during the campaigu, and that this question had never
ârisen or been'discussed. I believe, that we, on this side
of the House and the cocntry at large, believe that the
question of the Canadian Pacifie Railway construction was
finished and done with. We did not suppose that it was
again going to be brought forward and re-discussed, and we
did not believe that the boasts of hon. gentlemen
opposite were going toe - prove false se soon,
The only reason why the question might have
been discussed du-ing the General Elections would
have been to show the lack of business capacity on
the part of those who entered into the contract on behalf of
the country. There was no need in the election of the hon.
member for Cardwell to have this question discussed,
espeiully when other questions of immediate and equal
importance were before the country. But if the Government
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had decided to again open the whole question ofthe construc-
tion of the Canadian' Pacifie Railway and the contract
entered into, why did they not take advantage of the
position which the Company occupied to do something to
relieve the objectionable monopolies in the original contract,
to which so much objection was taken at the time of its
ratification. Again, Sir, I shail have to allude to a remark
dropped by the hon. member for Cardwell. He perhaps
explained the reason why the Government have not done
what I have suggested would be a wise act. The hon. gen-
tleman told the louse that the demands of the people ofthe
North-West were unjustifiable, that it was simply absurd
that people who bad such advantages as they possessed
sbould ask for more, and he made use of words, which I
shall not attempt to quote from memory, comparing them
with the disadvantages under which the early colonists of
Ontario laboured. I presume, knowing the hon. gentle-
man's intimate relations wýth the Government, he gave the
reaon why the Government had not attempted, in entering
into the new proposition, to relieve the North-West from
the disabilities under which the people there have been
labouring in consequence of the terms of the original con-
tract. If that is the true reason for not having inserted
such pi ovisions in the new bai-gain, the people of the North-
West will nlot feel that the Government have done justice
to thern, in not having taken advantage of the position of
the Canadian Pacifie lalway Company, of which they
might have reasonably taken advantage, to assist their
supporters, friends, and the people at large in the North-
West. But I wish briefly to look at the bargain from the
point of view of the Company themselves. We bave the
Company taking tibýs very se ousoigaton upon their
shoulders that or the next four years they will pay
interest at5 per cent on sore $30.000,000; at theend ofthat
time they will pay the Government $7 500,000; and at the
end of sever. yearsthey will pay the Governmert $23,500,000.
The resources of tLe Company from which this large
amount of interest is to be obtained, are, as I understand,
the net profiLs on their business, and the sales of their land.
Judgirig, Sir, by the statements of their net profits, which
have t cen laid before this House for the last year or so, I con-
ceive that the greatest proportion of this payment of interest
and principal, mut be deriveýcd from the sales of th. ir lands
from which within the last three years-about two-thirds
bave been made to a Land Company, which will now
be, therefore, directly iival to themselves, in the future
sale of lands in the North-West-we can hardly believe
that the sales of lands in that country will amount to such
a figure as that whieh would be required to ieet these obliga-
tions. But perhaps hon. gentlemen opposite may think
that ihis dfficulty of meeting obligations is a reason why we
should deal generously with the Corn pany. On the contrary,
I think it is a reason why we should not deal at ail with
them, -a reason why we thould not enter into this new liabi-
lity towards this Company. If, Sir, it is answered, as seems
to bo implied by hon, gentlemen opposite, that in default of
this arrangement, the Company will be obliged to rest for
four or five years, and not go on with the work of construc-
tion, what will be the great loss to the country ? The state
of affairs which would result from that fact would be but
the condition of things which the party on this side of the
House, at the time of' the original contract, argued. would
be most beneficial to the country. At that time gentlemen
who opposed the original contract argued that it would be
very much better, instead of hurrying on the construction
of the ends of the line-those portions which must neces-
sarily be most expensive, and from which least
revenue would be obtained-to postpone that portion
of the work ; and they proposed that in L the
meantime the Company should proceed with the construc-
lion of that portion of the lino which was going really to
develop and open up the North-West Territories and Mani-
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toba, into which we might expect a large volume of immi-
gration to flow, so that the cou n-ry would immediately ob-
tain the whole of the benefit which would ultimately be
derived from the construction of the ends. But, Sir, if the
present state of affairs were to continue for three or four
years, if, instead of giving this advance to the Company, we
were to allow the Company to rest during that period-
supposing always that this is the alternative-would it be
such an unmixed evil to the country as hon. gentlemen
opposite have said ?

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

A fter Recess.
Mr. FISHER. Since you left the Chair, a return bas

been placed in my hand; and the fact that it has thus been
placed in my hands is of itself a sufficient rebuke to the vote
which took place this afternoon upon this question. Ilt is
evident, when a return of such importance as this is placed
on the Table, at such a stage of this debate as we are now
in, that the vote was certainly, to use the least strong ]an-
gua:e that I can, a very inadvisable vote. To think that
the Government should wishi Parliament to discuss this
question with so little information at our command, in
comparison what we are assured must be in the hands or
within the power of the Government-and that it is in their
power, is shown by the fact that they have been able to
give us this return-I say this is a proof conclusive that
the vote which decided that this question should be pressed
on to an immediate decision, is, to say the least, a very in-
advisable vote. This return is made to an address of the
House of Commons, for a statement in regard to the con-
tract between the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and
the construction company. I find in it a cong-mation of
what I alluded to shortly this afternoon. I was not thcn in
possession of the full facts, and since then I have hardly
had time to study this return, so as to enable me to speak
upon it as I would litre. But I find in it one or two things
which I shall take the liberty of reading, so that hon. mem-
bers may understand it as early as possible. First I will
read a list of shareholders of the North-Western American
Railroad Contracting Company, dated July lst, 1883. We
have the following names : Edward A. Adams, 70 shires ;
James O. Bloss, 1,955 shares ; James H. Coe, 200 shares ;
J. C. Easton, 80; Peter Geddes, 25; Samuel Gwyn, in
trust, 21,2>7; Charles Lanier, 70; Theodore Marrache,
122; Jeremiah Millbank, 41; Alex. Mitchell, 42; William
Rockfeller, 100; A. S. Shaw, 245; Alber Simon, 100; Joseph
F. Sweasy, 500; William Trotter, 48; Julius Wadsworth,
25; Edward Winslow, 15; Winslow, Lanier & Co., 95; a
total of 25,000 shares. You will observe, Sir, that of these
25,000 shares, 21,267 were held in trust by Samuel Gwyn.
Now, Sir, to explain that circumstanco, I will refer to a
letter whicb is dated at the office of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, Montreal, February 12, 1881. After
alluding to some other returns, the Secretary goes on to
say :

"I als> enclose a ist of the shareholders of the North-Americau Con-
tracting Company, as furnished to us by that Company. You will per-
ceive that it appears by that return that Samuel Gwyn held in trust
21,267 shares. These shares were so held in trust for the entire consti-
tuency of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, in proportion to the
holding ol each shareholder.

By reference to the number of shares held in the names of
the various shareholders of the original $25,000,000 oft
stock, we can see somewhat in what proportions and by
whom this stock is held. Here again the government have
failed to vouchsafe to us that information which I think it is
necessary for this House and the country to have in order
to come to a proper conclusion on this question. But so
far as we do know, we know that the largest proportion of
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the stock was held by these men. The letter goes on to
say :

" Bot the object being to interest a number of leading financiers in the
enterprise, the original holders of the stock transferred to such
parties as the Company were desirous of obtaining, as participators in
the enterprise, a proportional number of the shares of the Company at
cost price."

We have no exact information showing to what extent these
gentlemen were brought into the construction Company;
we only know, from the information at our command, that
of the 25,000 shares hold in the construction company the
members of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Çompany held
21,267. And here, Sir, I think, is a very distinct proof of
the suspicious circumstances to which I alluded before
recess. There is another matter to which I wish to refer
before proceeding with my argument in regard to the con-
struction company, and that is, that, as I showed a little
while ago,. the construction company were to be paid not
only in cash for their work on the railroad, but also in
shares of the Company. The total amount of stock which
they were to be paid for their two contracts was some
$45,000,000. Now, Sir, at the time this agreement was
entered into between the conistruction company and the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the stock was
taken on the basis of 60 cents on the dollar. After
the guarantee of the Government was issued upon that
stock, both the Government and the Pacifie Railway Com-
pany themselves expected that this stock would rise to
75 cents on the dollar, an advance of 15 per cent.
on 60, but an advance on the original value of the
stock of 25 per cent. i ut as soon as it was found by ex-
perience that the guarantee of tje Government failed to
raise the price of the stock from 60 to 75, the contract
between the construction company and the Pacific Railway
Company was cancelled. In other words, those gentlemen
who were so greatly interested in the construction com-
pany, when they found that they could not make a large
profit out of their transaction, cancelled the contriact and
withdrew from the arrangement. I think, Sir, this is an
additional reason, very clear and apparent to the people of
the country, for asking the Government why they did not
in this new arrangement make use of that advantage which
they had over the Company to make as goocd a bargain as
was possible in the interest of the country. Before going on,
I wish very shortly to allude to some of the remarks made by
the hon. gentleman who preceded me in this debate. I am sorry
ho is not present, but he will be able to read what I have
to say. I was a little amused, as I dare say a great many
other gentlemen were, when ho alluded te the meeting in
Montreal at which the hon. leader of the Opposition
explained the policy of the Opposition in regard to the
Pacifie Railway. The hon. gentleman tried to belittle that
meeting; he tried to make out that it was packed by
partizans of the Opposition. Sir, anybody who was present,
as I myself had the good fortune to be, knows very well that
on the platform at that meeting were leading gentlemen who
supported the Government at the previous election.We know
that the chairman of that meeting was a supporter of the
Government even at that time, in their general policy, but ho
was too independent a man to approve of that contract. And
every-body must remember the enthusiastie reception which
was given on that occasion to the hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion-a reception which was never surpassed, and probably
cannot be surpassed by any public reception which may be
given in Montreal to any public man in the Dominion of
Canada. At that meeting the hon. gentleman first explained
the terms of the contract, and then declared the policy be
and his party advocated on the floor of Parliament in regard
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I do not wish, Sir, to
follow the example of my hon. friend opposite, or
I might, perhaps, in terms even more depreciaitory than
those ho used, allude to the meeting held by the hon. Minister
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of Railways a few nights afterwards in the city of Montreal.
At that meeting, a very different state of affairs took plaeo.
I think however I need go no further than to simply
allude to them, and anybody who remembers the two meet.
ings willappreciate the contrast. There was another thing
in the speech of the hon. gentleman who preceded me (Mr.
Curran) which brought to my mind again the classical
story7that the hon. member for King's, N. B., regaled us
with the'other night. The hon. gentleman quoted, as being
the original of the speech, made the other night by the
hon. the leader of the Opposition, a speech which the lon.
John Sandfield Macdonald made many years ago in
regard to the Grand Trunk Railway. The hon, gentleman,
in alluding to this speech, forgot that almost literally its
words came true. He forgot that on that occasion, the Hon.
John Sandfield Macdonald, too, was Cassandra-that,
although they would not listen to bis voice, although they
would not heed his warning, still what heforetold took place,
and I regret to think that the words of the hon. the leader
of the Opposition will also probahly come truc in regard to
the bargain now before us for ratification. The Government
are now telling us what will be the result of the ratification
of this bargain. They hold out to us a pleasing picture of
the good it will effect to the country. They hold out to us
a picture of the great benefit it will be to this country that
within two years we shall have our railway across the
continent. Now I confess, and in this I think I am but
speaking the views of that party to which I have the honor
to belong, that!I do notithink it is essential to the immediate
prosperitv of the Dominion that the portion of this railway
north of Lake Superior and the portion through the Rocky
Mountains should be pushed at all hazard and cost to a rapid
completion. lu 1880, wlhen the original contract was
entered into, the Liberal party took the ground
that although it was of immediate necessity an would
be of very great advantage to the country, that those
fertile portions"of our North-West Territory, over the
prairie sections of the road should be immediately opened
up and made available for immigration, still that it was not
essential for the progress of our country that the portion of
the lie north of Lake Superior, or the portion through the
Rocky Mountains, should, at a serious cost and loss, be ad-
vanced to an immediate completion. It is very easy to see
why this ground was taken. The hon. Minister of Railways,
the other night, gave us the benefit of a very extraordinary
corrputation as to the numbers of bushels of wheat which
might be raised in the North-West. The hon. member for
King's, N.B., gave us very ordinary computation as to what
might be done in the same way by the farmers of the North-
West, I suppose these hon. gentlemen wished to declare,
or at least to infer, that it was necessary for this produc-
tion that the railway north of Lake Superior, should be
immediately carried through to completion, and that
unless these Resolutions passed, without this far-
ther contract with the Company was made, the
happy picture which they drew of the possible produc-
tion of the North-West could not come true. I cannot see
why it is that with the facilities which we now have for
opening up our North-West, with the advantages and the
means now afforded for immigration into that country, the
prospects of that country boing ploughed.and worked and
brought under cultivation, are not as great as if the railway
were pushed to completion within two years. I do not
tihink these hon. gentlemen imagine for an instant that any
very great amount of wheat is going to be raised in that
portion of the country north of Lake Superior, or in the
Rocky Mountains, or in the portion west of the prairie sec-
tion. If we now have the railway through the fertile
portion of the North-West and the facilities by means of
our eastern railway system and water communication
through Georgian Bay and Lakes Huronwand Superior by
which the immigrants, at the season in, which immigrants
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do come into that country, can be easily carried
into the North-West through our own territory-
and that is the point which the hon. gentleman
wished to impress on us as absolutely necessary- if
we now have those facilities, I do not see that this new
bargain is going in any way to facilitate the fulfilment of
that charming picture which these hon. gentlemen drew.
In connection with this, I cannot help alluding, for a few
moments, to the statement of the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways in regard to the way in which our immigrants are
going to be brought into the North-West. If it is essential
this road.should be built in order that our immigrants may
be brought into the country through our own territory
alone, how is it the hon. gentleman did not dissent from the
proposition of his colleague, the hon. the Minister of Agri-
culture, to bring those immigrants over the Erie Railway ?
This seems to me to show an extraordinary divergence of
opinion between those two hon. gentlemen. If the proposi-
tion of the hon. the Minister of Agriculture is to be accepted,
graised and acknowledged as good, it fairly may be said that
it cuts away the ground from under the feet of the hon.
Minister of Éailways, in so far as this argument is concerned.
But these hon. gentlemen have been, as I say, drawing a
beautiful picture of what is going to be the result of thisj
contract. I think we may fairly go back to their forecasts
in 1880, and to the forecasts in 1880 of the hon. gentlemen'
who sit on this side of the H1ouse, and see which have been
fulfilled. Having done this, we may fairly judge their pre-
sent forecasts by the result of their former ones. In 1880,
the Government first of ail foretold and insisted upon it, that
the contract which had thon been entered into was to be1
the last occasion on which the Pacifie Railway should comc1
into party.politics-that this arrangement was a final one
and that the introduction of this question into the arena of
Party politics should never again take place. We sec to-day
howthat forecast was fulfilled. On that occasion the hon.
member for West Durham argued that the contract did not
secure finality. It is truc that on that occasion neither he
nor any other hon. gentleman on this side bolieved that the
terma of the contract itself were at all likely to be opened
up again, but they reflected and saw that, even with that
contract entered into, finality was not secured because the
Goverument were still obliged to work upon and to con-
struct a large portion of the lino. As things have turned
out, not only have the forecasts of the Government proved
to be ntrue, but oven the worst has happened that could
possibly be imagined, for to-day we have the Government
still working on those portions of the lino which
the country had to construct, and are plunged againi
into the expense and liability incurred in regard to thed
çonstruction of the other part of the lino. At that time, Sir,d
the Government, too, foretold that, in consequence of thesev
gentlemen to whom that contract was given, being so richd
amd so powerfal in a financial point of view, it was per-
fectly impossible that they should ever ask any further,
assistance; that it was quite evident, in consequence of theirv
great wealth, that they would be able to carry out what-
ever they undertook to carry out. I have shown in the
earlier part of my remarks that it is possible, if they did t
draw upon theirpersonal wealth, that they might be ablef
to oarry out what they have undertaken, but they are not I
willing to do so, and, by the terms of the original contract, ,
I confess they are not called upon to do so ; but it,
sela to me that those boasts and prophecies in a
xegard to their financial power are to-day shown to
have been baseless and to have fallen to the ground, At
that time, another syndicate was shown to be ready to
undertake that contract. At that time accusations were C
1v#llod against the fmiancial ability of that syndicate, and 9
at the same time assertions in regard to the stability of the 0
sessful Syndicate were made, and their financial stability a
was contrasted with that of the other. Of course it is idle t
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for me to say what might have occurred had another syndifcate undertaken this matter, but I believe truly that, i
another syndicate had undertaken it, no such appeal as is
now made could possibly have been entertained by the hon.
gentlemen opposite. There was another thing which I will
not say was foretold by hon. gentlemen opposite, but which
was foretold most clearly and precisely by the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) on the occasion of that discus-
sion. -He clearly pointed out the danger that there would
be, in this matter, of a construction company. He pointed
to the history of the Union Pacifie Railway, and showed in
what manner the Credit Mobilier Company, in connection
with that company, occasioned not only scandal-
ous financial arrangements, but had occasioned an
enormous increase in the cost of that railway. Almost
identically to-day we find his forecasts made true. We
find to-day that there is a construction Cmpany s0
intimately connected witfh the Pacifie Railway Company
themselves, that it is impossible that we should not view
heir operations and their connection with that company
with suspicion. That, too, on that occasion, was scouted by
hon. gentlemen opposite as an unlikely proposition. Now
it is shown to be truc, and I think, on these grounds and
for these reasons, we may fairly distrust the forecasts now
given to us by the gentlemen who sit upon the Treasury
bencbes and by their supporters. I have but a few words
more to add, but before sitting down, I wish to make a
few remarks in reply to the statement of the hon.
gentleman who preceded me in regard to the
Province of Quebe. That hon. gentlemen intimated
that harsh language had been used on this side of
the fouse in regud to the Province of Quebec and in regard
to the demands which it was believed the Province of Que-
bec was about to make upon the Government, in couse-
quence, and as a condition, of ratifying this agreement. The
hon. gentleman accused parties on this side of intimating
that those demands were being made, and of making those
accusations. I hold in my hands a public print, which,
perhaps, that hon. gentleman will acknowledge, bas very
little sympathy with hon. gentlemen on this side of the
flouse; I allude to La Minerve, a paper which anybody
who is acquainted with the Bleu party of the Province of
Quebec, will know has beon, and is, their mouthpiece in
political matters. With your permission, Mr. Speaker, I
will read a short extract from a leading article in this paper,
dated the llth February, 1884. The Minerve says:

, Quand nous aurons fini de payer pour le Pacifique le supplément que
l'on nous demanie cett- année, la dette publique sera de plu-
$20o,o00,0o0. Si comme le fait prévoir le mouvement commercia' d
derniers mois, les affaires du pays diminuent, et si les recettes décro:i-
sent, le gouvernement fédéral lui-même sentira la gêne et peut-être les
déficits, et il sera forcé de nous dire plus tard : "Je voudrais rencontrer
vos vues ; mais les moyens pécuniaires nous manquent." La province
de Québec ne demande rien d'exorbitant. On veut lui faire voter trente
millions de plus pour le Pacifique. Comme elle ne veut pas rester indéfi-
niment pauvre, elle se contente de dire : Nous voterons peut-être tout
cela, si nous avons les moyens de le payer ; mais qu'on ne perde pas de
vue que nous sommes las de toujours voter pour les autres et qu'avant
même d'examiner s'il est juste de donner un montant aussi rond, nous
roulons savoir ce qu'il no is restera pour nous-mêmes. Si la situation
inanciére du pays ne permet pas de faire les deux, eh I bien, nous pré-
tendons que le Pacifique n'a pas plusde droit que nous, et il attendra
comme nous, ouil passera après nous."

If the Province of Quebec bas made such demands upon the
country, if the hon. gentleman had read this, he could not
certainly have accused our party of making false accus-
ations against the hon. gentlemen opposite. This is the
mouthpiece of the Conservative party of the Province of
Quebec, and, if any such views have been advocated in that
Province, it bas not been by the Rouge party but by the
Conservative party, and the gentlemen who have
advanced them are the supporters of hon. gentlemen
opposite. But the hon. gentlemen opposite, in all this
argument, in all the discussions upon this question, have
aken upon therselves more to abuse us on this side of the
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louse, more to abuse the press which supports us, than to

defend the position in which they find themselves. The
hon. gentlemen opposite have accused the Globe newspaper,
in especial, of having decried the country, of having injured
the country and having injured the Pacific Railroad-at the
same time. I wiIl take upon myself to read here a short
extract from. another paper, a paper which is edited and
issued by the Conservatives of the Province of Quebec, a
paper which is supposed to be the mouthpiece of that wing
of the bleus of Province of Quebec which has for its official
head the Secretary of State for the Dominion of Canada-I
allude to Le Monde. This article appeared a few days ago,
and it is a fair seecimen of what they have been printing
for the last week. I will read these remarks about the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and the opinions which
are given respecting this enormous subsidy:

LES SPEOULATIONS DU PACIFIQUE.
"Plus nous examinons les documents relatifs au Pacifique et les ex-

plications données, plus nous trouvons la mesure extraordinaire et injus-
tifiable."
What cen be said stronger than this language?

" L'incapacité de l'administration se révèle dans tous les chiffres don-
nés. Ces messieurs veulent absolument que le pays fasse leur fortune
sans qu'ils aient à se dé aroiser les bras."

I will go on and read one more sentence from this same
paper :

" On sait que le Pacifique n'est pab très scrupuleux sur l'exécution de
ses obligations."

Mr. Speaker, I do not think any greater accusation could
possibly be made. I am quite sure that neither the Globe
nor any other Liberal paper in this country has made such
an accusation as that against the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, namely, that this Company is not sert-
pulous in fulfilling its engagements. 1 think hon. gentle-
men opposite, in accusing the Liberal press and the Liberal
party of decrying this Company, and through decrying this
Company casting discredit on our country, are thus shown
to gave been, at all events, stating what is not the fact. It
is not the Liberal party only, or the Liberal press, that have
spoken against this Company and against this proposition.
Sir, the hon. gentlemen opposite have been accusing us,
or accusing the hon. gentlemen who have preceded me on
this question, of having injured the stock of this Company
in the money markets of the worid. Sir, I do not imagine
for a moment that any words of mine can possibly have any
influence upon the money markets of the world, but if I did
believe that such a thing could occur, I do not think that it
would be right in me, I do not think that I would be justified,
in keeping silent on such a question as this, simply out of
regard to the effect my words migbt have upon the stock
markets of the world. If hon. gentlemen opposite who are
advocating this measure are influenced by such things, are
actuated by such motives, then a new light has dawned upon
me; I can now better appreciate the reasons for which they
have advocated this measure, and for bringing down to Parlia-
ment such a resolution as this. But, Sir, I do not believe it
is right, I believe it i.s contrary to the duty of any lon, gentle-
man, representing a Canadian constituency in this House,
to be influenced by any such motives, or to allow his
tongue to be tied by considerations as to 'what influence his
words may have upon the stock markets of the world. I
believe, Sir, that it is my duty, as it is the duty of every
hon. gentleman in this louse, to look upon this matter, to
discuss it, and to decide it wholly and solely as it May
influence, and as it may affect, the good of our common
country. And, Sir, it is in a feeble endeaver to discharge
this duty to my constituents and to the people of this country
that I have said these words, and have tried to make plainer
and a littie more distinct the matter which is really at issue
before us ; and, Sir, it will be in trying to carry out that
duty that I shall feel myself bound to vote against the
resolutions which the hon, gentleman has id before us.

Mr. GIROUARD. As a French member of ths H ouse,
and as one of the representatives of the Province of Quebec,
whose position upon the question now under consideration
has been so much misrepresented, whose good name has
been so often and so greatly slandered, I feel that I can no
longer remain silent. The hon. gentleman who hais just
sat down bas quoted from two of the leading organs of the
French Conservative party. Mr. Speaker, when this Parlia.
ment is in Session I do not consider that newspapers are the
organs which ought to guide us.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. GIROUARD. Hon. gentlemen may laugh; but I

will quote in a moment firom one of their own papers, and
I am sure they will declare that that paper cannot be
an organ of the Liberal party. But, Sir, Ilsay that when
we are sitting bore as representatives of the people, we
must not be influenced in our action by what thi newspapara
may say outside of this House. We are not the representa.
tives of the newspapers, but of the people. That is the
position I shall take with regard to that matter. I also
wish to say that during this debate, in the louse and out of
it, the good name of the Province of Quebec has been
grievously slandered. I much regretted the other evening
to hear ihe hon. member for South Huron (Sir Richar.
Cartwright) say that, in order to induce the
members of the Province of Quebec to vote for
this measure, the Government of this country would be
required to give dollar for dollar to that Province, or,
perhaps, to the members of that Province-or words to that
effect-in fact his language was rather uncertain and
equivocal in that respect; but I presume he referred to the
Province of Quebec as a body. Mr. Speaker, as one of the
representatives of that Province I wish to say, with reference
to the claims which has been laid before this Government by
that Province, that the claims are not new, but that they
were made last year. No later than to day every member has
ieceived a priuted memorandum, signed by the Prime
Minister of that Province, and which was drawn up and
presented to this Goverriment about ten months agoý
These claims of the Province of Quebec are already old, and
have nothing at ail to do with the subject under discussion.
When these claims are brought before the House they will
be discussed upon their merits. As one of the representa-
tives of that Province, I am not at all willing to
mix up the two questions. One of them is now being
examined, and after we have decided it, if the claims
of the Province of Quebec are brought forward, I will give
to them my best attention. But, Mr. Speaker, I am not
going to be influenced in the vote I am going to give upon
the present matter by any considerations of what this Gov-
ornment may be likely to do in regard to the other ques-
tion. Sir, it is not only in this House that we have been
slandered ; and I want to bring to the notice of hon.
gentlemen opposite, the statements of a newspaper which
has always been considered as an organ of the
Liberal party, but which, at the same time, I am prepared
to admit, is also the organ of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company. Thst organ has recently gone so far as to
insult the members from the Province of Quebec. It
said: "Here in Canada we are accustomed to hear politi-
cians threaten and bully and make noisy declarations, which
are usually the outcome of the whisky bottle rather than the
calm language of the thoughtful public man." The slander
of this newspaper, I think, is known to ail of us. You are
acquainted with the French members from the Province
of Quebec, and I think you have no reason to be ashamed
of their behaviour. When we discussed the License Bill last
Session, statistics were quoted showing that whereas wine
is more generally used in the Province of Quebec than in
the other Provinces, nevertheless the people of that Pro-
vince are more temperate than those of any other Pro-
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vince of the Dominion. It has been said that this slander,
coming from the Montreal IHerald, comes.from the organ of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and I am going to,
prove it. I want to show this in order to convince the
House and the country, and my constituents in particular,
that in the vote I am going to give I am not guided by any
ill feeling but by the merits of the case. The present
Resolutions were placed on the notice paper on the 30th
January last. On lst February, just two days afterwards,
the Montreal Herald, the organ of the Liberal party-

Several hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. GIROUARD. Is that paper not the organ of the

Liberal.party ?
Several hon. MEMBERS. No, no.

Mr. GIROUARD. You decline to recognize the Montreal
Berald, because as representatives of the people you have a
right to say that you represent the Liberal party of the
Dominion; and we have the same right when we talk
about La Minerve and Le Monde. I have been told that the
Montreal .erald is not the organ of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company. Let us follow its conduct since these
Resolutions were introduced. On lst February, as I have

'said, just two days after the Resolutions were brought in-
and in fact, I believe it was before any other paper in the
country had published articles on the subject- the Montreal
Herald (it has been always stated that Liberal papers
are open to conviction), published four leading articles on
the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the proposed arrange-
ment. In the first article, under the heading of "The
Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway," we read:

" The Government and the Canadian Pacifie.-In another column
will be found a copy of the resolutions which will be introduced to-day
by the Premier, providing further aid to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company * * * * * That they providt ample security for the public
interest involved will be conceded on all han do. The fact is, the coun try
is not going to, pay one dollar more for the railway. than was originally
contemplated. '

The second article in the same number has the heading:
" Is it a failure ?" The third article is headed : " An
implacable enemy," and is an answer to the charges of the
Montreal Witness. The fourth article is headed: " The
poople's railway :"

" With Parliament expressing confidence in the Company, the railway
and the resources on which security will be taken for the loan that is
made, the popular mind will be set at rest and the spirit of the people
will rise proportionately. It will be saying te the country and to the
world : ' This is an enterprise in which we have the utmost faith, a
measure for the development of our country on which no doubt can rest.
We regard it as essential to the country's prosperity, and we back it up
with all that the credit and resources of a united country can do for it.
It is essentially a Canadian enterprise in its inception and progress and
management, and a Ganadian Parliament will ste it safely through.'
The action of Parliament, which will square with the people, will, we
are confident, commend itself to the best judges of the situation, whether
in or out of Canada. The Canadian Pacifie is the people's railway, and
the people's representatives will see that it shall not meet the fate which
is befalling private railway enterprises in too many instances in these
days of railway trouble."

On 2nd February there appeared another leading article on
the same subject, on 3rd February another, on the 4th
another under the heading " The Witness and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway," another on the 5th, under the heading
" The Globe and the Canadian Pacifie Railway." There
were two articles on the 7th under the heading of " The
Only Way" and the "IUnreliable Witness;" another on
the 8th, two on the 9th, and a final one on the 13th,
" Interesting Correspondence," referring to the correspon-
dence between this Government and the Grand Trunk Rail-
way Company. If I were going to judge this question from
personal feelings, seeing that that paper has more grossly
insulted the French politicians of this country than any
other paper or politician, I should feel inclined to vote
against the railway Resolutions. But there is more in-
volved. Is the Canadian Pacific Railway Company a Con-
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servative institution? Do we find a single Conservative in
that Company? You find three or four business men
whose political colour may be unknown, but at the same
time you find that two of the leading spirits, Mr. Duncan
McIntyre and Mr. Donald A. Smith, are perfectly well
known as leading Liberals. That Company did not help
us at the last general elections. We did not get from them
even that support which we received from the Grand Trunk
Railway Company, which to-day stands before the House
as an opponent of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. What did
that Company do with thoir patronage? Did they give
their patronage to our friends ? I am not aware that they
did. Do you know, in factt, lie reason why the Montreal
Ilerald, the leading organ of the Liberal party in Quebec-

Several hon. MEMBERS. No, no.

Mr. GIROUARD. Not only is it the leading organ of
the Liberal party of the Province of Quebec for Provincial
purposes but also for Fedoral purposes, except with regard
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. Do you know
why the Herald supports the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company?

An hon. MEMBER. Because it is paid for doing so.

Mr. GIROUARD. Because it receives the largest por.
tion of the printing patronage of that Company. The facts
I mention show that in supporting the Resolutions before
the House-I am speaking for myself-we membere of
Quebec are not going to be guided by personal feelings
or by party considerations. I am going to vote for the
Resolutions because I believe they are in the interest
of the whole Dominion, and in the interest of the Pro-
vince of Quebec in particular, which is likely to benefit
in the greatest degree from the construction of the great
trans-continental railway. I do not intend to repeat the
arguments which have been adduced on this side of the
House as to the value of the security offered by the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway Company for the loan. I have two
principal reasons which induce me to vote for the Resolu-
tions. They are very plain to my mind, and I hope they
will be understood by the House, and also by my constitu-
ents. I am in favour of the railwïy iResolutions, first,
because they tend to secure the construction of the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway by a private company; and, second,
because that construction is to be finished within the shortest
time possible. Suppose we do not pass those
Resolutions. What will be the consequence? That is a
question which every hon. member should ask himself.
I think the natural consequence would be that the country
would have to finish this road. The Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company would have to surrender their charter and
contract to this country. Did we not consecrate the prin-
ciple, at the very inception of this work, that it should be
doue by private enterprise, and not by the Dominion Gov-
ernment? In 1871, when this country undertook to build
the road within a certain time, this House, on the motion of
Sir George E. Cartier, decided:

" That the railway referred to in the Address of Her Majesty, con-
cerning the agreement made with British Columbia, and adopted by
this House, on Saturday, lt April last, should be constructed and
worked by private enterprise, and not by the Dominion Government."

During the sarne Session, and during the same debate, Sir
Antoine Aimé Dorion, then one of the leaders of the Oppo-
sition, in order that there might be no misunderstanding on
the subject, moved that the following words should be
added: " and not otherwise." That is the policy which has
been pledged by this country to the construction of the
railway by private enterprise, and are we to-day to inter-
fore with that policy by undertaking to finish the road
ourselves ? I say further that we cannot finish it as well or
as cheaply. I had the good fortune to visit the North-West
in 1882. 1 saw the portion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
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which was then finished, to near Regina, in company with
an engineer, who had been in the employ of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, and had been dismissed, so that
he had no good feeling towards the Company. He told me
that that railway was a first class railway, whereas the
Company was only bound te build a second class road.
Taking the western section, the Thunder Bay section,
and the Pembina Branch, and one hundred miles west
of Winnipeg, and what do we find that they cost the
country. We find that these sections, covering about
700 miles, cost 828,000,000, or at the rate of about $40,000 a
mile; and with the exception of about 100 miles west of
Winnipeg, this railway is constructed through the most
difficult portion of the route of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
The Company have about 700 miles to construct in order to
finish the railway, through a country which cannot be more
difficult than the Thunder Bay or Kamloops sections.
Taking the same rate of 840,000 per mile -and we cannot
suppose that the Company are going to spend more money
than the Government-we will have those 700 miles cons-
tructed for $28,000,000-the very sum with which they say
they are in a position to finish the road. There is another
reason why this contract should be left in the hands of the
Company. I have just returned from a trip to Europe,
having been through Italy, France, and some other portions
of the Continent. I came in contact with some of the mon
who have stock in the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and I found
that these mon are the best immigration agents that the
country can have. Their interest in the commercial success
of the Canadiai Pacifie Railway, and thoir anxiety to obtain
dividends, sooner or later, upon the stock of that Company,
impel them to send as many immigrants as they can to the
North-West. I have also been to the North-West, and for
the sole purpose of ascertaining for myself whetber that
country justified the great expenditure we are making upon
it. I roturned perfectly charmed with that country. I
have no doubt that in the course of years, for it is
only a question of time, the North-West will be the
greatest country in the world. The only thing we
want is people, and these shareholders who are in
different portions of Europe will send us these people, and
we have only to provide for their safe arrival to our North-
West territory. I now come to the second reason why we
should adopt the Resolutions. I say we sbould finish the
road in as short a time as possible, in order that the im.
migrants coming to this country should not have to stop at
St. Paul, or Minneapolis, or other places in the United
States, as I have myself seen them stop, while en route to
the North-West. It is important, it is indispensable, that
these immigrants should go through Canadian territory. It
may be said that we will have steamers next year; but for
more than - five months in the year I doubt if we can reach
Thunder Bay; I doubt if we can reach it sooner than the
15th of May, in consequence of ice in Lake Superior. The
resuit is that for some months in the spring, when the
immigrants are coming in en masse, they will have to go to
Chicago and St. Paul over the old route, which bas been
the cause of our North-West not being populated as fast as
if we had had a road in our own territory. For these reasons
I am in faveur of the Resolutions. Before resuming my seat
I wish to say a word with regard to La Minerve and Le
Monde. I think hon. gentlemen have understood me very
well when I said that when the louse is in Session the
party is represented by its members in Parliament. But
there is sometbing more to be said. I was not surprised
to read the statement of Le Monde which has been well
knowri for the last twelve months to have been the organ,
not of the Conservative party, but of one man and a few
friends supporting him-1 refer to Mr. L. A. Senecal, a
speculator, one who is interasted in railway matters, and
connected with the Grand Trunk Railway Company who
are offering all the opposition they can to the Canadian

Pacifie Railway. But I was greatly surprised, I was
pained, to read the articles of La Mmerve-La Minerve,
which has stood as the organ of the party for years and never
made default-La Minerve, which reaches almost every
elector in the Province of Quebec. I was more surprised
when I considored that one of the mombers of this Govern-
ment is, I believe, an important shareholder in that con-
cern. I say I was greatly surprised, because if that mem-
ber of the Government had been consulted before that
article was written, it would not have appeared. There-
fore, La Minerve has published that article, not as the organ
of the Government, not as the organ of the party ; but I
am very sorry to say it has been inspired by the same
source which inspires and dictates all the articles of Le
Monde. Mr. Speaker, it is certainly with a great deal of
regret that I have to make these statements. 1 know the
consequences of making themr. I know that I shall be
personally assailed, perhaps persecuted before my consti-
tuents ; but, Sir, I beheve I owe it to them, to my Pro-
vince and to the country to say that these articles are not
inspired by the Conservative party or published in its
interest, but that they are inspired by private interest. I
know that I shall meet the sane mon before Tmy electors;
but, Sir, I know the intelligence and independence of those
electors. I represent the richest rural constituency in the
Province of Quebee, and there is no money that can bribe
or prevent them from voting for the man of their choice.
As I said before, I am very sorry to have to make this
statement; but I am bound to do it in the interest of my
Province, in the interest of my constituency, and in the
interest of my country.

Mr. FLEMING. I do not intend to discuss the question of
the political situation in the Province of Quebec, but I desire
to glance for a moment at the important and weighty reasons
which the hon, gentleman who has just sat down
bas given for his support to these resolutions. His
first reason is that their passage will secure the
construction of the Pacifie Railway by a private
company. I thought that that object had been reached
when the contract was given to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company in 1881. I do not know that it is proposed
by anybody that the contract should be taken away from
the Company. I do not understand the position of the
Company to be that if this $22,500,000 is not given, the
contract.will pass out of their hands. I understand f rom
those who are said to represent the Company in this House
that they do not come to us on bended knees-that they do
not come because they need assistance, or because they are
unable to finish their contract; and therefore, I do not see
that there is any great weight in the first reason which in-
duces the hon. gentleman to give his support to the reso-
lutions. Ris second reason is that the passage of these
resolutions will secure the early completion of the Rail-
way. I do not understand either that the Railway Com-
pany put themselves in the position that thoir contract will
not be completed until the year 1891 in case this grant is
not made. They have stated, it is true, that tho
work of construction will be retarded, and that they
will not go on with the same rapidity that bas character-
ized their efforts in the past; but neither they nor any one
for them have stated that they will take the full time to
complote their contract unlesa this additional money is
granted to them. But the hon. gentleman says that by
passing these Resolutions we shall enable the large
number of stockholders in this Company, who are scattered
over Europe, to become active immigration agents for the
settlement of the North-West. How many of the stock-
holders are scattered over Europe ? From the papers laid
before tho flouse wve have obtained some knowledge of
where the stock is held. We have not all the knowledge
that we should like to have, but we do not find that thero
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are any great number of stockholders scattered over the
eontinent of Europe who are acting as immgration agents
to promote the settlement of the North-West. It is.said
that the Liberal press and the Liberal party have been
hostile to the project of the Pacifie Ralway, and
that they have retarded its progress and prevented the
Company from securing that financial assistance which they
would have had in the absence of that hostility. What, Sir,
was the original policy of both parties regarding this Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway ? The hon. gentleman bas said that
both parties desired to construct the railway by means of
a company. The original policy of both parties was to
construct a Pacifie Railway having its eastern point at
Callander, and its western point on the Pacific Ocean. Why
was Callander selected as the eastern point? Because it
was unnecessary to have a Pacifie Railway running farther
east than Callander-because at that point it would form its
connection with the already existing railway systems of the
country. It was not the policy of either party at that tirue
that the Pacific Railway Company should, in addition to
constructing a road from Callander to the Pacific Ocean,
also absorb all or nearly all the eastern connections
of that road. It never was in the contemplation of either
party, at the time of the making of this contract,
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company should, under
the large powers given to them in their charter, enter into
competition with the other great interests in the country,
in order to absorb and gather up all the avenues of trade to
the east, Well, that being the policy of both parties, in
1880, a contract was made with a syndicate of private
gentlemen whose ample means were put forth as one of the
principal reasons why they were sought out to undertake
the construction of this important work. Sir, was any
obstruction raised to the construction of a Pacifie Railway,
even at that time ? Did the Liberal party at any time
throw obstruction in the way of the completion of this
road ? No, but when the contract was entered into with the
Syndicate, the position of the Liberal party was the same as
it is to-day-that a contract was given to this Syndicate for
the construction of a railway, and that a subvention was
given them largely in excess of what was necessary.
We find that the position which they took nt that time is
fortified by the figures which are laid before the H1ouse no.w
by this Government. U.pon the ratification of the contract
by Parliament and the organization of the Company and
the subscription of $5,000,000 of stock, the original Syndi-
cate passed out of view and in their stead the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, incorporated, entered the arena.
Now if the members of the original Syndicate had passed
out of actual existence, in connection with this thing,
it would have been in the interests of the country.
It is true these gentlemen had large interest in
the stock of the Government, but at the same time
they went to work, as private citizens, for the purpose of
making the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company a source of
profit to themselves, irrespective of the interests of the
Company and its shareholders. We find that they went to
work and proceeded to buy up all the railways of the east.
We find gentlemen occupying positions on the Board of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, buying up, in their private
capacity, the shares and the bonds of the Credit Valley
Company at 30 and 35 cents on the dollar, and then arrang-
ing with their own Company to value them at 100 cents on
the dollar. When we find transactions of this kind-when
we find these men absorbing and gathering together the
varions railways of the Eastern Provinces, putting them-
selves in rivalry with the Grand Trunk Railway, we are not
surprised that they find opposition in the money markets
of the world. When we find these gentlemen who hold the
controlling interests on the Board of the Canadian Pacifie
Rail way, absorbing for their private interests all
the feeders of the Grand Trunk 2ailway on which

Mr. EAmime,

they can put their hands, we are not sur-
prised that the latter should oppose them in the
money markets of the world. In that condition of
things, what is the next proposition this company makes ?
They came down to the Government in last November and
said we are embarrassed, our stock which we have put on
the market is not realizing as large a figure as we think its
value demands; we are meeting with an opposition which,
to a large extent, we ourselves invoked, and we find that the
$.30,000,000 of stock we have put on the New York market
bas fallen down 'below 60, and we ask, therefore, the Gov-
ernment to give us a guarantee of 3 per cent. on the
$65,O00,000 stock we have issued, in order that we may be
put in funds. Is that a good reason ? Woald such a course
put the Company in funds? The Company issued
865,000,000 of stock ; $25,090,000 of it went into the hands
of the original members of the Syndicate, and $20,000,000
of this $2à,000,000 were taken by them at 25 cents
on the dollar; $30,000,000 were taken by the New York
Syndicate, and we have not the names of the gentlemen
who formed that Syndicate; and $ 10,000,000 were pledged
to secure a loan of $5,000,000. This makes the whole $65,-
000,000 of stock, and any enhanced value resulting from this
guarantee which they asked the Government to give, would
have gone into the hands of the stockholders. Any enhanced
value the guarantee would give to the stock, if it had that
effect, would have enabled these gentlemen of the Syndicate,
who have passed out of legal existence as contractors, but
who still keep such intimate connection with the Company,
to sell the stock they had taken at 25 cents on the dollar,
at such a figure as would have made them millionaires. The
value at which the stock stands in the market of 56 cents,
just nets these gentlemen a profit of $9,000,000 on the
$25,000,000 stock taken by them at 25. But hon. gentle-
men opposite will say that this stock cost them 40, because
they took $5,000,000 at par, and $5,000,000 at par with
the other $20,000,000 at 25, averages 40 all around. But the
$5,000,000 which was taken at par was taken under
the conditions of the original contract. It was one of
the terms of the original charter. They could not have
come into possesion at all of this original contract and the
Company could not have goie into operation until they had
subscribed for $5,000,000 at par, so that this $5,0UO,UO
forms a f und which the country bas a right to say must be
expended in the construction of the railway. The guaran-
tee of 3 per cent upon the stock did not, however, have
the desired effect of so booming the stock as to enable the
members of the Syndicate anI the holders of the $20,030,000
stock to make what they thought was a sufficient profit on
the transaction. Consequently, they now come down to
Parliament and ask for $22,500,000 of the country's money
as a loan, until such time as the stock market shall bo
raised so as to enable ther to make the profit which they
think this transaction should enable them to make.
Now, Sir, we hear, in the course of this debate, a great
deal about patriotism. In fact, when the country is going
to be plundered in any way, the cry of patriotism is the
disguise that is ado pted. Now, we will see where the patri-
otism comes in. We have the figures laid upon the Table
of the House by the Pacifie Railway Company themselves,
that they have spent in the construction of the main line of
the railway, that is, the contracted line, they have spent in
pursuance of their contract, $23,563,564. That is what they
say they have spent. But, if I understand the position of
things aright, they have not spent so much. If I under-
stand what the hon. the Minister of Railways said the other
day, they have only spent $16,063,564, because I learn thit
there is $7,500,000 of floating debt, and it is to enable theni
to pay this floating debt that an immediate payment is
asked from the Government. Of the amount, then, that is
put in construction on the main line or the contracted line
of the railway, there is 87,500,000 of work that they have
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not paid for yet. According to what the hon. the Minister
of Railways said, that not a dollar of the money that is
asked from the country, not a dollar of the money that Par
liament is asked to vote, is to go for any other purpose than
the contracted lino, then they have incurred this floating
debt upon the $23,000,000 odd, and that is to be
paid for out of the money that Parliament is now
asked to vote. Otherwise, that $7,500,000 of floating
debt represents a debt not on the contracted line, but on
some of the collateral enterprises into which this Compary
bas gone, and the money asked for from Parliament, in-
stead of going for the contracted lino, is to pay debts on
those outside enterpi ises. But, Sir, even if they
have spent $23,500,000 upon the main line of the
railway, they have got far more money than that
from the country; they have got more money riow
from the country than they have expended on the lino.
There are $4,000,000 of the original stock-1,000,000
being retained by the Government as security-84,O0O,000
of the original subscribed stock, which was subscribed as a
condition of their contract, that the country had a right te
say should go into the construction of the railway. They
have, thon, that $4,000,000 ; they havereceived $12,289,211
of a cash subsidy; they have received from the land subsidy,
$9,,029,093, making a total of $2j,318,304. Deducting the
ainount which they say they have spent-the $23,500,000,-
lea -es a balance of $1,744,740 still in their hands, moneys of
the country over and above all the money that they have put
t pon the construction of the main linof the railway. I say
nothing abant the earnings-some $900,000--upon the
constructed railway, that they have reecived, for which
they give credit in their statements, because that may
possi bly be put, and may properly b put, against the
interest upon the $4,000,000 stock which I have claimed
that the country has a right to have expended upon the
construction of the railway. Now, Sir, what are their pre-
>ent necessities ? If it is true that the country bas advanced
more money than they have exponded in the construction of
the railway, what are their prosent necessities? They say
the-r require $.7,000,000 to complote the railway. They
wili receive, just as rapidly as they proceed with the con-
struction, the balance of the cash subsidy, $12,710,788. I
thiuk I may safely, after the glowing accounts which we
have heard from the Minister of Railways and the gentle-
men who succeeded him in support of these resolutions, say
that the immigration into that territory during the next
two years will very far exceed that of the past three years.
I think I may very safelysay that there will be hundreds,
that there will*be thousands of people seeking homes in
the North-West in excess of what have been going in in the
last two years; and yet we find, since this Company has
been organized, since it has proceeded with the
construction of the railway, that it has realized out of its
lands some 89,000,000; and it is not too much to say, with
the impetus given to immigration, with the glowing hopes
that are held out to us by the hon. the Minister of Railways
of the future of that country, that, within the next two
years, the Railway Compaiy wilI be enabled to realize as
mich out of its land as it has done in the past. Add that to
the balance of the cash subsidy, and there is a round sum of
$9,000,000 more. Then, the earnings of the Company
during nine months were something over $900,00d. I pre-
surne that it is not estimating too much if we say thiat,
during the next two years, the net earnings of the Com-
pany will be 82,500,000. I do not think, if the net earnings
during nine months were $900,000, that it is estimating too
much to say that $2,500,000 will be the earnings during the
next two years.

Sir CIARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. FLEMIlN G. I am glad the hon gentleman approves

of that statement. Add that to the figures I have given,

si1
with $,000,000 of postal earnings which the Governmen
say they will carn during the next two years, and these
surms, added altogether, ainount to $28,955,528, a sum
$ 1,455,528 in excoss of what they say is necessary for the
completion of the contract.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. FLlEM[NG. Now, if that is their position, why are

they here asking for this loan of $22,500,000 ? Because all
these sums will corne into their hands, the land subsidy and
the sum I have given as sales of land, and the $12,750,000
for the cash subsidy will come into their hands so soon as
they construct the railway. They may construct it in one
year, and ail theso sunms will come into their hands. . There
is, therefore, no necessity on the part of the Company for
coming to Parjianent, and askIng the mnorney of the country
to be dvanced to them for the purposes of this construc-
tion. They had tooc good a thing in the original contract,
and they are getting a much botter thing now. All these
sums that I have given are exclusive of a single dollar of
the stock of the Company, except tho original $4,000,000
that were subscribed as a condition for receiving the con-
tract. These patriotic gentlemen, whose energy and whose
patriotism have been so much lauded in this House, those
patriotic gentlemen whose examplo is held up to the
admiration of this House and the country, are now asking
that the people of Canada should advance further money
for the construction of the main line of this railway, so as to
enamble them to devote ail their private means to the
acquisitio i of otheri lines outside the original contracted lino
alto(eLor. Now. Sir, I think we may wel ask, I think the
peopIIoof ibis country wil isç, and I am suro my consti-
tuents will ask, whon they coie to read these propositions
-where is the wcalth of the original members of the
Syndicate ? Why, we might as well have given
our money to a pauper company. Anybody would
be able to construct this railway from Callandor to the
Pacifie on the subvention of the Government. People will
ask where are tho enormous sums the original contractors
made ? Where have these gentlemen put these enormous
profits which they have made upon this transaction ? And
after they have made such great profiti out of the construe-
tien of the railway, why do they not advance out of their
enormous fortunes sufficient to carry on the contract as
rapidly as possible ? Sir, I an satisfied that .my constitu-
ents will ask why these energetic gentlemen-I believe the
term now is, patriotic gentlemen-who clear upon the
present value of the stock $9,000,0000 upon their little
investmeît of $20,000,000 at 25 cents upon the dollar-
i say I am satisfie I that my constituents will ask why are
these gentlemen now coming back for more assistance ? I
am sure they will ask why these gentlemen who are
making these enormous profits out of the railway
stocks, these gentlemen of the construction company that
are also making fortunes in their arrangement with the
Canadian l'acific Railway Company, are asking for more
money to construct this main line of ralway when the
enormous profits which they are making are being
diverted to other purposes personal to themselves. Before
I could see my way to support these resolutions, I would
like to see the Canadian Pacific Railway Company put into
the construction of the line they contracted to build for the
country, the means which the country has placed at their
disposai. Before I could support these Resolutions, I would
also LIke to see the stock of the Company orgat.ized for the
purpose of constructing a railway from Callander to the
Pacifie Ocean used for the construction of that railway.
Although I know that I am guilty of unpatriotie conduct in
the eyes of hon. gentlemen opposite b2cause I have a
desire to sec those who are profiting by this transaction
give a reasonable return for their opportunities of making
profits; still I must express my disapprobation of the
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resolutions brought beforethe House until such time as there
is a necessi;y shown by the Comnpany for the ailitional
subveition that is now being asked from Parliament.
This cry of patriotism that we have h-ar4 ad nauseamrseems
to be the only thing whiclh hon. gentlemen on the opp)site
ide have to say. They rise one after another and say

very little abut the resolution before the House, but a
great deal about the pa Xtism which envelops all the hon.
gentlemen on that siie of the House. Whv, Sir, we hadthe
hon. gentleman from King's, Nova Scotia (Mr. Woodworth)
the other night for two or three hours dilating upon the
patriotism of the Conservative party and the want of
patriotism of the Liberal party. An hon. gentleman re-
marked that the want of ballast which he displayed in the
long speech which he delivered on that occasion was due, no
doubt, to the fact that ho had .disposed of his gravel pit.
Then we have heard the hon. member from Montreal
Centre (Mr. Curran) to-day, in a speech which, if it was
not patriotic, was not very much of anything else,
declaring that all the patriotie acts of the past were
due to the great Liberal Conservative party, and that hon.
gentlemen belonging to the Liberal party, both in this
Parliament and in preceding Parliaments, had decried
the country' in various ways; that they were the oppo-
nents of Confederation and that the hon. gentlemen
on that side of the House were its fathers and
promoter. I have had the curiosity to look at some of
the original documents in reference to Confederation, and I
find, in the Session of 1864, wben steps were being taken
for the Confederation of the Provinces, a report of a select
committee to which the question was referred, which was
presented to the House by the hon. George Brown. For the
information of the bon. member for Montreal Centre who,
when he sauntered into the library in search of informa-
tion, failed to hit upon this book, 1 will read this report:

.' The Hon. Mr. Brown, from the Select Committee appointed ta en-
quire into the important subjectembraced in a despatch to the Colonial
Minister, addressed to him on the 2nd February, 1859, by the Hon.
George E. Cartier, the Hon. A. T. Galt, and the Hon. John Rose, then
nexnbers tb the Eecutive Council of thig Prvince, whle in London,

acting on behaif of the Governrnent of which th-y were niembers, in
which tbey declared that very grave difficulties now present t3emselves
in connecting the Government of Canada in such a manner as to show
due regard to the wishes (f its numerous population ; that 'differences
exist to an extent which prevents any perfect a d complete assimilation
of the views of the two sections'-that 'the progress of population has
been more rapid in the western section, and claims are now made on
behalf of iti innabitants for giving tbem representation in the Legisla-
ture in proportion ta the numbers; '-that 'the resuit iý showa by an
agitation brought wîth great dangert the peacs itand harm on'ions
working of our coastitutional system, and, cansequently, detrimental
ta the progress of the Province '-and that 'the necessity of providing
" remeytrasaeo hig bti erybecming worse, and of
all ingfeelin tha are dai being aggrvate bhe contention of
poli ical parties, has impressed the advisers of Ber Majesty's represen.
tatives in Canada with the importance of seeking for such a mode of
dealing with these difficulties as may forever remove them; '-and the
best means of remedying the evils therein set forth, presented to the
House the report of the said committee, which was read, as followeth:-

'' That the Committee hve held eight meetings, and have endea-
vonrei to find some solution for existing difficulties likely to receive the
assent of both sections of the Province.

"A strong feeling was found ta exist among the members of the
Committee in favour of changes in the direction of the Federative sys-
tem, applied either to Canada alone or the whole British North
American Provinces, and such progress bas been made as ta warrant
the Committee in recommending that the subject be again referrea to a
committee at the next Session of Parliament.

" The whole respectfully submitted.
"OiGe BRaOWN,

bOCairman."

It will be curious to hon. gentlemen opposite who may
stumble on that document to find that the lea'der of the
present Government on the division in the committee
recorded his vote in this way. The committee divided on
the adoption of the report, and among the three nays
appeirs the name o John A. Macdonald. Upon the same
day the report was presented to Parliament, the Govern-
ment of the hon. gentleman who refused to accede to the

Mr. FLEMING.

1 views of the majority on that report in favour lof a Federal
î system for Canada or for the Provinces was defeatedl; and
upon the defeat of that Government, and on the same day,
the hon. gentleman changed bis views and coincided with
the views of the majority of the committee, and organized
a Government composed, among others, of the leader of the
Liberal party, Mr. Brown, for the purpose of carrying out
that Federal system against which.he had voted in the com-
mittee. Hon. gentlemen opposite are fond of attacking
hon. members on this side of the House as having opposed
Confederation. The history of Confederation itself, and
more than that the history of the agitation which led up
to Confederation, show who were its friends and through
whose instrumentality it was brought about. The hon.
member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) also said
that the Liberal party has pursued a very unpatriotic
course in opposing the views of the Conservative party on
the great questit n of the National Policy. The history of the
National Policy is not yet written, and when it is written
and summed up, thore will be hon. gentlemen on the other
side of tho House whose patriotism, I fear, will ooze out with
the profits that the poliey has enabled some people to make.
I shall not detatin the House longer, because I observe the
hon. member for Wellington is so anxious to speak it would
be a cruelty to prevent him. I have shown that the ori-
ginal contractors for the building of the main line of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway have departed from their contract.
I have shown that they have, with the ample private means
at their disposal and the ample means which their contract
enabled them to procure, entered into rival projects and
brought upon themselves the hostility of other institutions
in this country whieh has, to some extent, embarrasssed
their financial position. J have shown that the leading
members of that Company have, by means of the position
which they held as controling directors, been enabled by the
use of the Company's charter, to make for themsolves very
large fortunes. I have shown that the stock which they
have taken, even at the present market value, is such as
enabled thom to clear on the little transaction of $20,000,000
a profit of $9,000,000; and I think I have a right to ask that
some of this money be put into the construction of the road
before the country is called upon to loan the Company
$30,000,000.

Mr. FERGUSON (Welland). Mr. Speaker, I do not
rise at this late stage of the dobate for the purpose of in-
flicting a speech upon this House, but merely for the pur-
pose of offering a few observations in justification of the
course I intend to pursue upon these Resolutions. I shall
offer no apologies to the House for doing so, for I think
apologies are odious; I will simply throw myself entirely
on the generosity of the House as a young member, and I
hope to receive at the hands of hon. members such treat-
ment as they have always accorded to young members. I
have littened to the debate so far for the purpose of gather-
ing information on this subject ; and the question has been
so thoroughly gone over and re-gone over, it bas been
ploughed, sub-soiled and harrowed to the extent that it is
almost impossible to find a lump on which to rest your feet
to make a speech. The historical position of the subject
las been largely and thoroughly dealt with, the financial
aspect las also been thoroughly treated, and it
would be unjust and unfair to hon. members if I
were to enter into figures, in order to inform the
Ilouse, for I believe every member is as well in-
formed on that subject as I am myself. What has
struck me most forcibly in this debate is the absence of that
word of-which the hon. member for Peel (Mr. Fleming)
appeared to bu so much afraid-that word patriotisn. I
have failed to find in the discussion on the Opposition
bouches the firést sentiment of patriotism, or the first word of
praise for our great North-West country. Those hon. gen-
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tlemen have confined themselves to a mere verbal criticism spoken, went back to 1864, and spoke about the resolutions
of the speeches on the other side and have given long pages of the hon. George Brown with regard te Confederation.
of figures for the purpose of showing something, and each Well, Sir, I wish he had gone back to 1858, since he was
an&every one appeared to have a separate set of figures, relating the history of his party, for the further back he
and to draw separate conclusions therefrom. As I do not goes, the more incoma.istency he will find. Lot us stop for
think anytbing is to be gained in the way of in- a moment at 1858. We find, that on the organization of
formation or knowledge, by quoting figures hore, that Government, in 1858, they betrayed and threw to the
1 leave them entirely out of the question. Now, Sir, winds every profession they had ever made in public life.
we have no right to doubt, nor do f desire to Was not " representation by population" posted on
doubt, the individual patriotism of the hon. gentlemen on every tree and fonce throughout this country, and yet, when
the Opposition bouches ; but, Sir, collectively, and as a the hon. George Brown formed that Cabinet, in 1858, he
party, their patriotism is exceedingly questionable, if the formed it with seven out of its thirteen Ministers opposed to
speeches I have heard from these hon. gentlemen since the principle of representation by population. Consequently,
coming into this Parliament, are any criterion of their they could not carry a Government measure, and forty-
ideas on this subject. I think it would be well for this eight hours afterwards, because of their disregard of
eountry if the leader of the Opposition and those who their former professions, they were quietly voted out of
follow him, had the same patriotism which their illustrious power. I think, Sir, the hon. gentleman might well have
predecessor, hon. George Brown had, in years gone by, when left out the provious history of the party to which he
the subject of the Intercolonial Railway was before the Par- belongs. I would say with regard to this $22,500,000, that
liament of this country. The question of money was talked if that sum of money was granted to the road as a bonus it
about, and his patriotism came to the front, when ho said is the duty of this Parliament, and of this country, to pay
that he would rather build six Intercolonial Railways than it. I say the interests of this country are so bound up with
jeopardize Confederation. That was a noble and a pa- this great Canadian Pacific Railway and the North-West,
triotic sentiment, and I wish hon. gentlemen wouid now come that we cannot afford at the present time to either drop it
to the conclusion that they would rather build this road, or retard its progress. But.in place of its being a bonus it
even at a considerable cost, than jeopardize Confedera- is only a loan; and suppose the Company failed, and that
tion or the great future of this magnificent country. I the road'should come back into the hands of this Govern-
think that representative mon in this House should give ment, how much worse off will the Government or the
expression to their patriotism, because their speeches, as country be, than if they had built the road themselves.
they are recorded from day to day in Hansard and in the They will be botter off, because they will have a road
public press of the country, would go abroad and be read more cheaply constructed than any other road on
by people in foreign countries from which we are to draw this continent. Suppose it were given. as a bonus;
our immigration. This is tho place for every man to show the total cost of the road would be only 8100,000,000,
his patriotism, and to express it freely. I desire, Sir, to which would be equivalent to $35,800 per mile. Now
say a few words on some observations of the hon. member take the roads in Minnesota, which I think is a fair
for Peel (Mr. Fleming). He says that under the guise of and just comparison to make, and we find that in 1880
patriotism we cloak up almost everything. Well, Sir, under there were 4,252 miles, including sidings, &o., in exist-
the guise of what they call prevention of plunder,they oppose, ence, costing $235,251,147, or equal to $55,300 per mile, as
in every conceivable way, the construction of this groat against $35,800 for the Canadian Pacific Railway. Take
railway. They pretend to say that the country is being next, Sir, the State of Kansas, about which we have heard
plundered, though they have failed to show it, so that in so much, and we find-that'the average cost of the roads in
that respect they are under a guise as much as we are; but that State, where they have no Rocky Mountains to cross,
there is a nobility in being under a guise of patriotism and no eastern section to build, is $48,000 per mile. In-
which is not to be found in the other. The whole of the deed, if we take the whole of the western United States we
hon. gentleman's argument went to show that the country will find that the average cost of their railways was $46,700
is not running one iota of risk in making this loan, for he per mile, whereas we would be getting this road at a cost
said the Company did not need the money, as they could of $35,800 per mile, provided this sum was an actual bonus.
realize sufficient from the lands and money grant to pay all But it is not, for it will be repaid, every cen't of it, and we
expenses, &o. Now, Sir, if this latter statement be correct have absolute security, as I will endeavour to show before I
the country can run no risk, as every dollar so realized conclude. Much has been said about the great North-West.
goos towards the payment of this loan of $22,500,000; that It has been said to night, and very properly, by an
is, if they get all the money they want from the sale of the hon. member who addressed the House on the Government
lands within the two years ho spoke about, every cent of side, that all we want there is the people. That is true, and
the $22,500,000 will have been repaid to this country. we cannot get the people unless we build the railway.
So that there eau be no risk, and if the argument The history of colonization in the United States shows, if it
is good on one side it is certainly good on the shows anything, that railways must precede and go before
other. The hon. gentleman says we might as well have either civilization or colonization. In this rapid age, when
given the money to a pauper company. All that state- everybody is living rapidly, it is absolutely and positively
ment needs is to be repeated in order that it may be necessary that railways should be built before you can get a
contradicted. Sir, I say that the great enterprise that the population into a:country. We find, Sir,"in the State of
Company has shown in the construction of the road has Kansas-with its miasmatic fevers and the pestilence that
not been equalled by any company ever organized, since follows, without a solitary drop of water that is fit to drink,
the early history of this or any other country of which we without a solitary bit of material for the [construction of
have any knowledge. Could a pauper company have gone buildings-in that State, which has, I am, told, been lauded
into the markets of the world te the extent to which highly by hon. gentlemen of the Opposition.lu days gone
this Company has gone, and organized their affairs so as by-in that State, where people have to ive in dug-outs, the
to have pushed that road as rapidly as they have pushed it ? population has increased from 417,659 in 1870 to 1,080,000,
I think they have done wonders; they have doue more and in 1880. Take also the .trritory of Dakotaq with a
greater things in the construction of a railway than any much inferior climate and soil to ours. All I need to
other company or Government has ever done in the history 1 to do, to show its inforiority &in these *respects,, l to
of this world. I think that is a sufficient answer te point to the physical features of that ecountry. The
te the paupercompany cry. The hon. gontleman who has just territory of Dakota is the water-shed of this continent,
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The *ater runs northward and southward, and that water-
shed has been pouring its allavial deposits into the valley
ôf our lted River for centuries. Thon, it is the great snow-
belt of this continent. We have not half the quantity of
snow that they have in Dakota; and it is colder than our
conhtry, because its altitude is greater. Yet, with all these
di:iwhacks, the population of Dakota bas increased from
14,181 in 1870, to no less than 135,137 in 1880. Why, it has
almost multiplied its population by ten in the short period of
ten years. Well, just apply these facts to our North-West
Territories. Suppose that in ten years you will have 100,000
people'there. It has been fairly estimated that each adult
rdividual s worth $1,000 to the country. Say that, out of
that 100000 people, you will have 25,000 who are adults,
that PopuIMtionwiIl bring us no less asum.than $25,000,000,
or if you get 100,00 adults, they will enrich the country to
tie èitent of 8100,000,000. So, I say, ail that is necessary in
o5dei- to make a country populous and prosperous, where you
have s much land to cultivate, is to build railways. Now, the
pi-iiciple involved in this question is not the giving of aid
to this railway at all. These people come bore with good
sdcurities, and they ask for a loan of $22,500,000. For what
purpose Not to enable them merely to fulfil their contract,

butto enable them to do so within a period of five years in-
stead of ton. 'Five years may not be a very long time, but
in the idstory of an individual, or of a country, it is a very
great deal; and if we should be as far ahead in 1885 as we
shdld'be ii1891, by granting $22,500,000 as a bonus, the
country would endorse such a stop. Well, Sir, we possess a
gret advantage over the United States in peopling our
Nortli-West country. Tacy had to bring their people from
across the water. 'We have 55,000,000 to draw from on this
aide. I believe there will be a nice little immigration from
thé 'Unitèd States into that country within the next five or
tén years. The hon. member for Queen's, New Brunswick,
(Mr. Davies) said we do rot want the road north of Lake
Superior. I think it is one of the most important things
in the conàtruction of the railway to have that
por tion f it completed early, for several reasons.
W e co1 d €ot, by the 'part ,ater route he has
talled sboht, move the barvests of the North-West until
the' following year, for the simple reason that the harvests
are taken òff in August, and would have to be marketed and
taken to the lake shore for shipment in vessels before the
close of navigation ; and it would be utterly impossible to
move thi'at harvest each year out of the country by that
armþbibious route wé have heard so mach about. For five or
iì months in'the year that route would be entirely useless
to the people of theNorth-West. Besides, we all know
tàat the people will not travel by a mixed route of that kind
*wen they can g6 by an all-rail route. The present all-rail

, i'e to that country is through the Unitéd States. We
h 4ze Irady heard so much of the danger of carrying
itrY ts trhroigh"the * United States, to'our North-
Wet; iat is la iedless for me to add anything further.
We ah'*à to dràw the' ti-de of that North'West to our
lin'?Prfices and to Our Eastern ports ? Wtiat has
b.itl yNew Y k; Boston; Philadeliphia, and ail the other
dities onthe ttlantic Coast of the United State ? Has it
not been the trâde ofthè greaftWest ? The population ofi
t1¥se dities hik been (udrupled in a short time. We want'
the'trade'of 4 ourlN'terth-West to build up Montreal and
Qiebeë aùd Halifa± and St. John, and to make fiourishing

ciWfthtm.

ýAàhon. MEMBER. And Louisbarg
Mr FERGÙËdN. I ldo ;ot"know where that is, but I

fftppÔs6it'i¼fô*n in theeast somewhere. These large and!
pf tis and'wealthy cites cotitribute largely to the

WëÊth of the ountry. They are large consumers. They
gther '- theiealth from foreign countries, and distri-
btite it ndag our people, and the ouly way' we dan1

>Ir. FERGUsON (Welland),

get 'tbom is by bringing our commerce down through
our own territory, never letting it touch American soil,
and delivering it to our own steamships, on our own coyts,
in our own country. HIon. gentlemen say: Bâild the rail
way as it is needed. Some say: Let it terminate at Winni-
peg, and all that sort of thing. I will not reply to such
statements, because they have no force, and do not deserve
any contradiction at all. Hon. gentlemen talk about land
monopolies and colonization companies in that country.
Well, I suppose they are aware that all the Pacifie"Railway
Companies in the United States-at least the Union Pacifie
and the Central Paoific-bave sold their lands to doloniza-
tion companies for the sake of securing them as imrmigra-
tion agents, and we find that the lands of these colonization
companies are settled more qnickly than thoy could be by
Government immigration agents. That is easily to be
understood. You appoint an immigration agent to act on
behalf of the Governiment in a foreign oountry. Xe
goes abroad, and feeling that he is appointed by
a rich country, ho takes his ease and has no interest
beyond earning his money as easily as he cau. But you
get a colonization company,and the members of that company
who have an interest in it go home, and they willget ton
immigrants for the one that a Government agent would
got. I would say build the road, complote it, and if it shôuld
fall into our hands,we would be no worse off than if we built it
oursolves. On the contrary, we would be botter off, be-
cause we would have a road more cheaply constructed than
if we had undertaken to build it as a Government road. As
far as security is concerned, I would like to ask the bon.
gentleman this question: If the 21,000,000 acres of land
which they are now offering to us, were given to the Com-
pany as good payment for $21,000,000,why ought it not to
be good security for a like amotint of money now? In the
land itself we have good security for the money we are
loaning. I do not intend to further prolong this debate. I
would only say, develop that North-West. Ibel ve' it is
in the interest of the people of the older Provinces that
it should be developed. It is in their interest that
they should have in tbat country a consumaing popitlation
for their manufactures and as contributors to the revenue of
the country. If we get people in there, those people will
develop that country and it will become filled with a hardy
population, for it is well known that northern climes pro-
duce a botter people, intellectually and physically, than do
warmer and more genial ones. ý If you only bring in im-
migrants-there, a people will be produced who will do credit
and honour to this country. In conclusion, I beliove that if
the fetters and shackles of party were tàken off the oppo-
nents of these resolutions, if they would look at this subject
for one moment from the standpoint'of patriotism, their ob-
iections would at once cease, but while it would be reason-
able to expect this we cat searcely hope for it. Stamping
ground for thé next ge'neral elections mtst be prepared and
iie now being prepared ;'for that object alone are'they mak-
ing theirlengtby andilaborious speeches. I wonid say this,
that urle theopponentsofthese resolutionsecome out of their
coverts ahd assume> a-more patriotie position;-uless they
can show some botter -neans¢ by -vhich this road can be
speedily coustruOted-I am net ioery- faniliar with the
duties of an 'Opposition, but I conòeive t the duty of every
hon. member of this Huse ie be to further and advance
legislation in the interest of the country to the best of his
power and ability, and if hon. gentlemen on ;the opposite
benches have any suggesttion to make which is botter in
the interest of this country than those Resolutions, it is
their duty to make them-until this is done, until some-
thing botter than these Resolutions is presented, I deem it
my duty to support the Resolutions before the House.

Mr."McMULLEN. I think it would be no harm for us
to 1àke a brief view of the past history of the Qanadianz
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Pacific Railway, and benefit, as much as possible, by the les-
sons therein to be found. In the first place, I consider that
very great blunders bave been committed in connection with
the inception of this scheme. The Government of the
day, at the outset, made a very great mistake, when they
committed' this country to the carrying ont of such an
enornous undertaking as the construction of tho Canadian
Pacifio Railweay, and that within ten years. I claim, that,
in the interest of thé people, this was a very great mistake.
The hon. Minister of Railway, in' addressing the House
upon this questidn, said, that when the American Pacifie
line was building, the world stood amazed at the idea of the
people undertaking the constructiog of a road of such conse-
quence and magnitude. In the case of Canada, also, he said,
the world felt surprised to think that we had undertaken
the construction of this grpat undertaking. No wonder
they were surprised. I have no doubt that the idea of put-
ting upon the people such an enormous cost, as will be
entail'ed upon them by the construction of this road,
and that without a survey, without any exploratory
examination of the country through which it is to
run, without any effort to see what the ultimate cost
would be, without any information Whatever, was an unjus-
tifiable act on the part of the Government. After having
done so, they began hunting around to see if they could get
off* their shoulders the responsibility, which thay had
assumed. They tried to form a Syndicate, with Sir ]Hugh
Allan as chief of that Syndicate, and in their anxiety to hold
the position they now occup'y and remain. on the Treasury,
benches a little longer, they approaohed him in a manner
that eventually resulted in their being obliged to leave
office. That was the result of the attempt to form the first
Syndicate. After they were dÉ'iven from power, they ad.
mit4edthey were anxious to see the road completed, and
there ihá been a great deal of talk hre wiith regard to the:
want of patriotism on the part of the Reform party, because
they were opposed to increasing the burdens of the people
by the construction of that road. The Conservative party
werp yery willing to aid the Reform party in carrying out this.
construction, srimply because they had committed them,
selves to that policy, and they wished to get rid of the huge'
responsibility resting upon themselves. I hold that is the
eitent -of their patriotism. Further, I consider that when
they formed the last Syndicate and gave them all the
powers they did, the powers they gave them were too great.
I believe that they should have confined their powers
abàlutely to the construction of the road from Callander
te Port Moody. I think it was an error, in the interest of
tIie people of this country, that they should not only be
perdritted to construct the road, but that they should also
be empowered to buy or lease or become possessed of, in
any;way thçy liked, any lines in this Dominion. I would
have hàd' no objection to give them power to build roads
in aa7f-part of this Dominion, but it was and injus-
tieotô fe people of the different Provinces when they,
were eripowered to buy lines already built, and built for
tée 'urp ofsecuring to the people of those Provinces,
diteMon in railways, and by that power that con-
ptgiÏ' has been very largely donie away with. The
copmany complain that, after they were formed, they
fo'und, when they entered the markets of Great Brifain-
and other places, that they were met with a considerable,
-amount of. opposition. They complain that, through
the influence of the Aieerican Tines, thy were preventeal
from placing their bonds on the market with the same ad-,
vantage as perhaps they otherwise could have done. The
Minister of Rilways also, when he made his address, said
they had opposition from within as well as from without. I
believe that, and I do not wonder at it. If they had con-
fined themselves strictly to the construction of the Pacifie
from Callander to Port Moody, it is not at all likely that
they would have had the Grand Trunk Railway entering
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into opposition to them; but, the moment they commenced
bying up railways in the different Provinces and Ia
their hands upon these short lines, the Grand Trunk
way, I presume in self-defence, found it was their duty
to protect their own interest, and as a reàult of that,
they commenced to secure for themselves what lines
were important to them as feedérs, i they had. not
done so they would probably have been takea up and
run alone by the Canadian Pacifie RailVay. And
thén they come to 'the Government and to this
louse whining like a sick chiild saying: We have
been unable to float our bonds; we have beén
unable to got, by the sale of stock, the money we antic.
pated; we have been unable to do everything which we
tbought we would be able to do. Why, Mr. Speaker, if there
is any.evidence of the folg whlich has attended"the general
transactions of this Company, it is thé fict that they dfd et
it appears, count upon this opposition before thèy ta
They must have thought that the people of the world 6'wlib
had money to invest would have run after them with their
money wanting to buy their bonds, instead of theirbaving te
seek to get a sale for them. I conâider that tÙéhy are
responsible to a large extent for the failure themslve-irst,
because they commenced to deal in railways. Wh, there
was a regular auction business in railways commenedd after
they.started. Instead of keeping their fundg togethlr'fbr
the construction of the road, they we'e scattered I
ail directions up and down the countr7. When thé
Company was formed, were not the members òf this floà
told, and was not th country toid, tliatihe Companywaà
so wealthy and had such a large amount of inog attat
back that there was not dangè that succes would oi
attend its operations? Why was it that theother Company
was rejected? Why was it that the Company which offeed
to do the work for $3,000,000 an es's, and , ;d(f,
acres of land less, and to eut off ail the moiopoly
clauses of the con tract, was not taken ? Was it not used as
an argument that they had not the financial báckbone te
carry it through ? And where is the financial backbône
now ? Where is the money now ? We are called 'pn now
to come and assist these people by granting them a Ioan' of
$22,500,000, or rather $30,000,01. i heard my hon. friend
to my left say that, if it was a bonus instead of a loan, he
would vote for it. I think it would be better to have it
put that way, because I believe it will result in that way, and
that, in the case of this roud, as well as in the case of other
roads in this Dominion, we will find, within a certain num.q
of years, that it will be set behind bond after bod and
mortgage after mortgage, and we will occupy the last joint
in the tail of the Company's responsibilities, and that ià
the way our money will be represented. I was also sup-
rised, when I listened to the address of the hon. the Minis-
ter of Railways, to hear him state that the Compaiiy had
asked no change and the Government had asked ne change.
Well, Mr. Speaker, I am sorry the Government did tnot4ak
a change in the terms upon which the contract was lot. Ap
I said before, in their earnest and anxious deaire te gani-
plish what they had foolishly and imprudently undertken
-to accomplish what they had foolishly and impt!udàtly
committed this country to-they were willing to give any
terns, they were willing to make any concession, they were
willing to give any powers that the Company asiked s lotag
as they would build the Canadian PacifíieRailway. They
gave them the powers under which the people of the North-
West now are groaning. They are cal!ing meetings and
declaring they must be relieved from the monopolies under
which they are living, and I say, in the face of that, it
looks very bad on the part of the Government of the day,
knowing, as they do know, the feelings of those people and
the representations which have been made, that they should
not have used the opportunity they had of at least -rèlieving
them of some of the monopoly clauses under which they are
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living. But tbey did not do that. It is just the same as many bushels of wheat, supposing it was not out off with
before. Get the road built, no matter who suffe s and who frost, supposilg it was properly stacked, supposing it was
does not, so long as the road is built and we are relieved sold, and supposing it was got to market; and in ae of al
from the responsibility; that is all we expect and all we these suppositions turning out correct, that the railway
hope for. Now, I think the great question before this would reap a large annual profit in carrying that produc.
House is this : Is it prudent, under present circumstances, Well, it is ah very well tofie in that way. I hope and
for this country, it its present straitened financial position, trust that the North-West is going to be a sueess, and con-
to grant this Company the loan of money they require ? tributs t the resources of this Dominion; J hope it will
I think it is not. I think, when you take a view of the be every thing that we wish it Vo be. 1V las beep said
very rapid increase of the indebtedness of this country for that we, on this side of the fouse are npatriotie, that we
the last ten or fifteen years, that any hon. gentleman decry the country, that we have done everything we oould
who has the welfare and prosperity of this country Vo injure it. I contend that is not so. I coutend that the
at heart will come to the conclusion that it is wise, Reform party, and the Reform press, have done as much-
in the interests of the people in this country, that it is wise yes, they have dons mors-m Vhs interest of that countrr,
in the interests of the labouring classes and the tax-paying that Vhe Conservative party orpress have doue. I would
portion of the people of this Dom¶inion, that we should very like Vo know what journal in this country las cahhed more
seriously consider this whole question before we put upon loudly and more sarnestly for Vhe relief of the people of the
them an increased burden under which they will have to North-West who are groaning under the heel of a monopoly,
groan for many years. I do not think it is right that we that the Toronto Globe has doue. 1 would like the
should do it. The fact is, and I have been thinkig some- hon. gentlemen opposite Vo mention Vo me a single
what since this discussion commenced and since this propo- Conservative paper that las appealsd Vo thsm in the
sition has been brought down to Parliament, that it would intorests of those people. I have fot noticed any. I am
be a very great advantage and a very great blessing sure they will not call that want of patriotiam. Mr.
in the interests of this country if the laws that Speaker, I was rsferring Vo the increaso of dsbtin this
permit the increase of indebtedness of this kind wore Dominion ly the operation of this ban. Now, 1 notice in
subject to the same rules and the same restriction bookink over Vhs Public Accounts that Vhe debt of the Do-
that our municipal laws are in the case of a municipality minion las increaed about $32,000,000 within the Iat six
wanting to increase its debt. Those laws provide that, years. If you add Vo that the increaed amount that this
where it is increased beyond a certain amount whicli is ban will add b the public dent, yen are geing Vo augment
necesary for the annual expenditure of the corporation, it it very serioushy. We have a vsry large amount of money
must be submitted to a vote of the people. I would like expsnded in railways aIready. The Intercolonial coat somn
most awfully well if the people of this Dominion $38,000,000, out of which we did not receive one single cent
had an opportunity on the present occasion of pro-oward the interet-it simply pays ruuning expenses.
nouncing on this gift, or loan as you may call it Now, I say that if we eau complets Vhe road-without making
whether they are prepared to sanction the handing over ofths advance; if Vhs Company eau go ou ard complet assChe aÉag muto oe oteepol. on. en- they ouglit Vo do, as hey deelared Vhey woud do, and assuhalrge amount of money to these people. Ho.len
tlemen opposite cannot claim that this question was brouglt hon. gentlemen pposite dechared they wers ale and will-
before the electors at the last election. We never heard a-ing Vo do, and gave hsr great privileges and anlsidies in
word about it, and it is my conviction that, if it had been order Vo suable thern o do it, why do not they go on aud doit?
brought before the people, there are many men on the Trea- [say hey have no right, under present circuistances, to
sury benches whose countenances would not be seen there corne back Vo Vhe people of hs country and ask Vhe ener-
to-night. The people would not have elected them, but mous aid they are now aking in Vhs way of an-additional
would have elected men in opposition to granting this large grant. There ia another matter, Mr. Speaker, Vo which J
amount of money and increasing the public debt so much wish to draw the attention of the fouse. There has been
by adding this to an already very large amount. Now, as an estimate made with regard Vo Vhs cost of what lias yet Vo
has already been stated, the question before the House is le dons. That estimatelias been.handod Vo Vhs hon. Minis-
not whether we are going to build the Canadian Pacifieer of' Railways, and lie las Vohd Vhs fouse that an exact
Railway or not. It is not whether the work will positively arnunt las been arrived at, representing what it ia going te
be stopped and the whole thing abandoned, but whether ws est Vo complote Vhe road. New, se far as J eau learn, Vhe
are to permit the Company to have the full time for com- entire lns is net absolutely located yst. The final ourveya
pleting their work; whether we will allow them to take till have net been made; Vhs quantities have noV been made up;
1891, if that is the year in which they are to finish, or giveths profile bas net been made out. Now, until that la ah
them this loan and help theni to do it some three or fbur dons, it is impossibe-and eveu when it la dons, it is
years before that time. Well, in the first place, as I have impossible-Vo telVhs exact amount that road la going Vo
said, we made a mistake in making the time too short, and cost until it is fiuished. And I hold that, eveu.supposing
the result of that mistake was that we had to pay the people ths flouse and Vhs country do make Vhs advance that is now
of British Golumbia a large amount to get an extension of ssksd for, iV la a vsry great question in my mmd
time. Sir, it will be increasing the debt of this country very whether hey will be able Vo go on and comple
seriously if we grant this loan, and it is the duty of the repre- iV with Vhe amount hey are asking, or whsther
sentatives of the people in this House carefully to consider they may net have Vo ce lack for more. They
whether it is wise for us to grant it or not. I think it is have slown such imprudence in Vhs put, Vhey have
very much botter that the Company should perform the shown suclireekîssnesa in Vhs past, that I question very
work that we gave them to do, and that we should keep our mach if Vley will be able to compleths road, even.witl
money, because, from past experience, we know that aIlVhs whole amount hey are now asking. I know thaV they
investments in railways have been unforunate investments, have geV a considerable portion of iV completed, but Vhs
so far as repayment was concerned; and I do not think it ia worst portion sud Vhs hardeat part of Vhs road Vo luild la
wise for us to make any more suoh investments. I notice, yet te be de, and Vhey may noV have an adequate ides of
by the remarks of the hon. Minister of Railways, and by what it will cost Vo compleths rsraining portion. They
others who have addressed the ouse, that very questionable de noV know yet wlat it is going te coat. They have just
speculations are made with the resources of that Company. reached Vhs portion of Vhs work that ia going te be Vhs
The Minister of Railways entered into a calculation showing most costly, sud when hsy geV there they may fiud aftor
how many millions of acres it would take to grow so ai that their calculations are at fauit. 1 have had a littie
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experience myself of that kind, and thero are no men in
the world who will differ more with regard to the extent
and actual cost of construction of a road, than on-
gineers themselves. You cannot - get two engineers
on a piece of work who will make an estimate
and return to you and tell you exactly the same
amount, nor anything near it. They will all make
different estimates. The estimates of the work remaining
to be done on the Canadian Pacifie Railway is on ly an ap-
proximate one, and the result may be that after they have
invested the money that they are geting from us, it will not
be found sufficient. The hon. Minister of Railways has said
that the money to be voted is only to be paid pro rata as the
work proceeds. Sir, I would like to know how hoe is going
to apply the money in his calculation so exactly, as to say
what sum of money is teobe given to the Company for a
certain piece of work. It is well known that engineers, as
a general rule, will favour contractors, and unless ho puts on
a staff of engineers at the cost of this country, who will
carefully and closely scrutinize the cost of every single foot
of work that is done, I question very much if he will not
find himself, after the lapse of a short time, in a very bad
position. He will find that he has been imposed upon,
and that this Company, by the certificates of their
engineers bas taken money that they were not entitled
to. What will he do in that case ? I say, then,
that the proposition ho has presented to the flouse
for payirg the money. If ho follows it out strictly
is going to entail a large expense to the country,
because it will be necessary for him to get a staff of
engineers in order to see that it is properly applied. There
was another thing ho did in connection with this mattor.
He sent two of his mon down to Montreal, apparently for the
purpose of inspecting the books of the Company. Now,
when he went so far in the way of testing the accuracy of
the accounts of that Company, I think it would have been
highly desirable, highly necessary, that ho should have
procured two sworn valuators to make a valuation of the
entire plant and rolling stock that the Company claimed to
have. They say that their stock west of Callander
is worth $6,100,000. I would like to see the en-
tire rolling stock west of Callander valued; I would
like to see two men, exporienced men, who know
the value of work, go along the road and make a sworn return
to the Government of this country. I venture to predict
that if they did, they would find that the money the Com-
pany have secured from the Governmont from the sale of
the lands, and from the stock they have sold, bas never been
invested in the work west of Callander. I would like to
see that done, and I think it is but right. It is but justice
to the represen tatives of the people here that that should
be doue. I am sorry to think that we have to proceed so
rapidly in the dark; that we are to vote these resolutions
in the dark. The hon. leader of the Opposition has asked
for several returns for the purpose of getting at the bottom
of this whole transaction, and I have no doubt that the
Government are doing their best to prepare those returns,
and get them laid before the House. But after all, I think
the Government ought to have consented at least to the
suggeation of the hon. member for East York (Mr. Macken-
zie) to wait until next Tuesday before rushing through
these resolutions, to wait until these returns could be pre-
sented, as they could by that time,and at least meet the Oppo-
sition that far, in order to give what information they could
furnish; but it appears they have proceeded with the doter-
mination that information would not be given-that we must
take things as we find them. They proceeded on the ground
that the majority is all-powerful, that they are bound to
cram this proposal down the throats of the people without
affording the information sought in a courteous way by the
leader of the Opposition. The hon. member for Montreal
Centre has expressed regret at the absence of the leader of
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the Opposition. He had evidently a severe castigation in
store for the hon. gentleman. I do not know where the
bon. gentleman is-1 do not speak for him-but knowing
that on the last occasion when the subjeoct was before the
House, the hon. member for Montreal Contre moved the
adjournment of the Debate, and fearing loast ho should
receive a drubbing, he in ail probability, thought
the best thing to do was to clear out. It is desir-
able to look at the amount of lande that must
be sold by the Company to enable it to pay the
interest on the loan. I hope the North-West country
will be filled, and that very rapidly, by an indus-
trious population. The hon. Minister of Railways has in-
timated that during the last three years 149,000 people
have settled in that country, and I hope that number will
be rapidly increased. In the interests of a tax-paying peo-
ple of the Dominion as well as of the North-West, such a ré-
suit is highly desirable. At the same time we muet not forget
that the only sources from which the Company will be able
to pay interest will ho the sale of land and the reoeipts from
the operation of the road. The Company will require, in
order to pay interest on the loan, to soel a tract of land about
300 miles long and 18 miles deep on each side of the track,
each year. There are only sixteen sections in each town-
ship which belong to the Company, the balance belonging
to the Government and the Hudson Bay Company. In
order to pay interest, the Company will have to soli about
300 townships, and have au influx of about 26,000 actual
farmers, who shall take up land, each year. I shall be glad
if the Company are able to sell that quantity; at
the same time, I shall not ho surprised, notwithstanding
the glowing accounts we have heard of the future prospects
and resources of the Company, if they fail to meet the
first ycar's interest, and we have the sorry exhibition
next year of the Minister of Railways being obliged to
report that the interest on the advance made to the country
had not been met. I liope it may be otherwise ; but that
is just the way the trouble may commence. Some hon.
members have said that if we get the road even on these
amended terms, we shall have obtained it cheap enough.
I do not want the country to geL the road. I do not think
it is in the interest of the country to have the road, but
that it is botter for the country for the Company to own it;
but we should throw every possible protection round the
grant of money made to it. I have very grave doubts
indeed as to whether the taxpayers will ever see returned
a .farthing of the monoy advanced. The farming com-
munity have contributed every largely towards the
construction of railways through the country, and
I hold it is unfair and unjust that they should be
subjected to increased taxation year after year in order
to pay the indebtedness. Will any one pretend to say
that our farmers are benefitted by the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway ? The farming community of
Ontario and Quebec are not benefitted, but they will be
injured. We shall have the same experience as the United
States. Before railways were built into Kansas and the
North-West, land in Illinois was worth more than it is
to day. The same will take place here. When the farmers
of the North-West grow wheat extensively and possess
abundant facilities for carrying it to the markets of the
world, the farmers in the old Provinces will be compelled
to accept lower prices for their products, because of that
enormous North-West yield. I was quite amused by the
remarks of the hon. member for Montreal Centre
(Mr. Curran) With respect to the leader of the pre-
sent Government having been the originator and
great champion of Confederation. That hon. mem-
ber evidently reads with one eye shut and the other
open ; ho searches the ansard of the House and the news-
papers of the country, with a desire to obtain something
that might possibly reflect on the Reform party, whiLe ho
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closes his eyes to anything that might reflect on his party,
and partiularly on his chief. If the hon. gentlemun had
read the entire proceedings connecteJ with Confederation,
he would have found that if there was one man occupying
a prominent position in the country who opposed that
measu-c, it was the leader of the present Government. It
is unfair to bestow laurels on a man who is not entitled to
wear thom. The hon. gentleman now at the hoad of the
Government had, of course, a perfect right to the opinions
ho thon held; but the claim should not now be
p ut fôrward that he was the originator of Confederation.

he question of security was also mentioned, but we have
not gone into the question of challenging the seeurity, and
I do not know where the hon. gentleman has got his infor-
matiôn on that point. I have not heard anything on this
side'of'[he House upon that point; the whole question bas
been as to whether it is in the interest of the country that
we should go on and make this grant, or whether we should
withold our hand. The hon. gentleman who las just sat
down made a reference, as in fact everyone else on that side
has made, to the want of patriotism on the part of the Re-
form party. Hè went back a considerable length of time,
and tried to show that it bas been a characteristic of the
Reforim party to be unpatriotic. Well it is dangerous
te go too far back, and if the bon, gentleman had
gone a- little fùrther back he would have found some-
thing which would have reflected on his own
part. I~would like to ask the hon. gentleman who was
itWhôburnt the Parliament Buildings in Montreal ? Who
was it stdned the Governor General ? Who was it raised
the . black fltig at Brockville? Who was it signed the
manifesto? I do not think it was the Reform party. I
was rather amused at the address delivered by the hon.
niember fôr King's, Nova Scotia (Mr. Woodworth). Hie
entered into a general fit of political kicking, which brought
to my-mind a story I once saw in a book by Mark Twain.
The author went on in a humorous way to speak of the
characteristics of the -mule, and he said that while the head
and the front of the animal displayed all the evidence of
docility and good temper, there seemed to be an untamed
wildness about his hind legs, which could not be accounted
fer, and which exhibited itself when it was least expected. I
have not very much to say with regard to the speech of the hon.
member for King's, but I tbink on some occasions he exhibits
an awful amount of political wildness-he is not evenly
turned. I remember that last year lie got into a fit of
anger, and he directed his venom against the leader of the
Opposition in the first place, and afterwards against the
hon. member for West Middlesex, who, I regret to say, is
not now-amember of this House, but whose constituency is
worthily represented by a gentleman of the same political
stripe. This Session the hon. member for King's delivered
an address in which he exhibited an equal amount of politi-
cal kicking. I think it is botter that we should discuas
those questions, which are of interest to the House and to
the canntry; we should discuss them from the point of view
of the-countty's interests, and we should not lend ourselves
to discussions -of another kind, because if hon. gentlemen
indulge in them, they must expect that there will be a
retort. I had a number of figures with regard to cal-
culations in connection with this matter, but they have
so fully gone into by- other hon. members that I been
shali not trouble the House by repeating them. I think
the whole question dwindles down to this point, whether it
is wise, or right, or judicious, for us to go on and make this
advance. In my opinion, we are laying, the foundation of
what I hope wili be a great nation ; but I am much afraid
that, owing to the reckless manner in which we are adding
to the burdens of the people, in place of receiving thanks at
the hands of those who are to follow us, in this hall, they
will point to tho acts of the men who have been the means
of increasing the burdens of the people, with feelings of
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disgust and contemp, on account of theenarmous debt with
which'they wi.ll be called upon te laibour and' upon which

they will have to pay annually a large amount of taxes.
I'say we should bo careful-weoshould weigh quietly,
carefully, and honestly, every proposition of 'this kind.
We talk to-day as easily about millions as we used to talk a
few years ago about thousand§. I saythere is no necessity
of adding this to the other burdens with which the people
have to labour. Let the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
take the full time to construct the road; lot them build it at
the time they agreed to build it, and it will answer all ends
so far as the interests ofthe country are concerned, and the
people will not run the risk of losing $22,500,000, which
they will undoubtedly run the risk of losing, if these resolu-
tions areadopted in their present state.

Mr. STAIRS. I wish to make a few observations upon
some of the remarks made by the hon. gentleman who las
just taken his seat. I will endeavour to show how absurd
and ridiculous many of his statements were. The hon.
gentleman said that the Opposition had not challenged the
security. In saying this the hon. member gave up the
whole case entirely, as the whole question rests nearly
altogether upon the consideration of whether the country
has sufficient security for the loah we are about to make.
The hon. gentleman dwelt upon the question of the large
tract of land which the Company would have to sell yearly,
in order to pay the interest, and ho seemed to be afraid that
they would not be able to accomplish it. I think on this
point the hon. gentleman was answered by the lon. member
for Peel, who endeavoured to show very clearly the
large resources which the Company would have at
their disposal during the next few years, in thp sales
of land and in the earnings of the Company themselves-
showing us that there was ample-we can take their own
words for it-in these resources to meet the interest. Be-
sides, I think it is not amiss to point out that the interest
this Company have in this great railroad, extending
about 3,000 miles, is so great that this House need have
very little fear but that the interest will be promptly met.
I could not help feeling a littie amused, Sir, at the point
made by the hon, gentleman about his now leader. The
hon. leader of the Opposition was afraid that the speech of
the bon. member for Montreal Centre (Mr. Curran) would
come on this afternoon, and on that account ho cleared out.
Sir, if report be correct, it would not be the first time that
the hon. leader of the Opposition cleared out when ho
should have como to the scratch in debate or at public
meetings. The hon. gentleman doubted whether the
Company would be able to complote the railway
with the sum they ask, $27,500,000. Like many others
of his remarks, this was more assertion, nothing
else. I think the House will be perfectly safe in
taking the statement of engineers. Who are botter
able to judge than the hon. member for North Wellington
(Mr. McMullen). The bon. gentleman spoke of the gen-
oral question of increasing the debt. For my part, I' am
willing to leave that matter in the hands of the hon. gentle.
men who compose this Government, in whose hands I prefer
to leave it than to some of the gentlemen I see on the other
side of the House; and I think I may say it is abslutely
certain that it will be so for many years to come. The hon.
gentleman doubted whether it was wise to have the road
completed before 1891. I think every man in Canada who
takes a fair and impartial view of this question, will corne
to the conclusion that it is absolutely necessary in the,
nterest of Canada that the road should be completed in the

two years, as is now proposed. One very absurd remark the
hon. member made, although it did not relate exactly te this
case. He said he considered that any increase in the debt, be-
yond a certain fixed amount, should be submitted te a direct
vote of the people. Did any hon. member ever hear a more
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abàurd and ridiculous statement? Does anyone suppose
that the ordinary voters in the constituencies could clearly
and fully comprehend a question of this kind ? The hon.
gentleman complains, like many other hon. rmembers, that
the funds of this Company have bean used in all directions.
I believe that the Pacifie Railway Company have used these
funds in the interest of Canada, and i say this, not only as a
Canadian, but as a representative of the Matitimn'Provinces.
Many of the hon. gentleman's observations relating to the
old contract, I think, have been fully answered. I do not
think there is any use of bringing these ôld issues before the
House, when they were settled, in 1'882, by the triumphant
majority by which this Government was supported. The
hon, gentleman said 'that the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany, in their opposition to the Canadian'Pai'fic Railway,
will be obliged to protect their own lnterests. " There is no
man in Canada, business or otherwise; who would object to
the Grand Trubk protecting their interests, but they should
do it by fair means; and I maintain that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company have as good a right to protect'
their interests as the Grand Trunk. Now, I should like
for a littile while to refer to some of the speeches made in
the earlier part of this debate. The hon. leader of the
Opposition, in speaking on the question of monopoly,claimed
that one advantage a Government railway possessed over a
railway owned by a company was, that on a Government
railway there could be no monopoly. I will just read his
own words :

"As long as it is Government rail vay itis the people's railway, and
the people cannot bave a monopoly in its own concern--not an offensive
or objectionable monopoly-because the interest to be served is that of
the commonalty that possesses therailwiay. Does any one suppose that
rates too high for the good of a country could be charged by a Govern-
ment baving a railway ?"

In answer to that, I think it is only necessary to point to
the management of the Intercolonial Railway in 1874, I
.thisk, under the management of Mr. Mackenzie. And to
show that the Tariff which they inaugurated on what they
called commercial principles was really serouely felt in the
Lower Provinces, I will, with the permission of the House,
just read a short extract from a discussion of the Halifax
Chamber o Commerce on the 8th of December, 1874. At
that meeting it was resolved :

"That the Tarif lately established on the Intercolonial Railway is
detrimental to the best interests of the Province, and that the Dominion
Government be respectfully addressed and requested to reconsider the
Tarif and reestablish that formerly in force."
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Every one in this House knows how far they came, short of
it. Every hon. member knows, that under the management
of the present Government, the hon. Minister of Railways,
even with the very large reduction in the tariff, has been
able to make the two ends meet, a thing' that was never
accomplished under the objectionable tariff enforced by
the late Government from 1874 to 1878. I was very much
surprised in listening to the speech of the hon. leader of
the Opposition, in reply to the hon. Minister of Railways, to
hear a quotation which he put in the mouth of the latter,
and I very much regret the hon. leader of the Opposition
is not here, that his attention might be directed to it. With
reference to the disallowance of the, Manitoba charters, the
hon. Minister of Railways said:

"'When the line is conmtructed north of Lake Superior, the- Govern-
ment feel it will not be incumbent upon them to preserve the position
they have hitherto felt bound to preserve-that of refusing to content to
the construction of unes within the Province of Manitoba, connecting it
with American railwayâ to the souith."

This is thelanguage ho puts in the hon. Minister'a mouth:
" That as soon as the railway is actually built, they will be able to

review the question of reconsidering the policy, and they really think
they will be able to stop oppressing Manitoba and violating the consti-
tution at some period two or three years hence "
I mentioned this, because it struck me at the time that it
was impossible the bon. Minister of Railways would ever,
for a moment, acknowledge that the Government bad been
violating the Constitution, by the disallowance of the Mani-
toba charteiw. This may seem to be a point of very little
consequence, because every hon. member who heard the
speech of the hon. Minster of Railways, or read it, knows
very well that ho would not admit that the constitution was
violated. But how is it through the country? Thereare many
people, friends of the Opposition, who will read the speech
of their leader and will not see that of tho hon. Minister of
Railways. No one will suppose that the hon. leader of the
Opposition would misquote anyane, and when ho attributes
language to the hon. Minister of Railways, admitting that
the disallowance of the Manitoba charters was a violation of
the Constitution anyone would, unless ho read the other aide,
naturally suppose that such an admission had been made.
If this had come from a stamp speaker, or some
one not thoroughly posted, no attention would be paid to it;
but coming from the leader of the Opposition, I cannot
refrain from pointing it out as a most infair and objection-
able statement of the case. I could not at first account for
it, but on looking over the debates since, I find an explana-

On motion, the resolution was referred to the Standing tion made by the bon. Leader et the Oppositon
Committeee on Railways and Internal Trade, ta report on which I think expiains the reason of this misquotation. le

te a meeting ta be held on the 8th of January, said, speaking of the bon. Minister of Railways:
1875. I will give you a 'short extract from the report : "I have told the bon. gentleman before, that my ides of partyiexigen-

4 The Oommittee on Internal Trade,oRailways, etc., beg leave to cies and party leadership entirely differ from bis."
report that they have given their careful attention to the Tarif now in
force on the Iatercolonial Railway la thiis Province, and after compar- Every han. gentleman in this louse will conelude that
ing the rated with those charged on òther 1ines, and «taking evidence the hon. gentleman's ideas of party exigencies differ very
front men ofintlligence, dtieetlyiand itdiseetly-interested i.the traffic much indeed, from those of the hon. Minister of Railways,
at-ariouspoints between Amherst and Ihe: cty, fmd the audden and and from what is rirht and fair. The hon. member' for
large increase in charge for transit in leading items, not only greatly a . h if a Nor
injurinus to thé trade in'that -part.of' the Proviilce; but will effectually Queen's, P. E. I., asked how it was that if the North
Put a stop tolaeveral prombiingfieldeuedentarisg." America Construction Company abandoned their contract of
Mid'itgoea onlo þticulnrizenas tôy*hatidustries would $481060,000, thatsame eontract can ,nowlbe -eoinpleted at
be *N9cted. -Né kôw -that thattariff-was modified ; but it $17,000,000 less ? Did not the hon. geiffleman know very
Wa "1not -pit batk 'ta 'What it ,was- previeudly, and the ill well that the contract ot $48,000;00-was composed, to a
eftets of that incrassed-,taxriff were felt-in Nova S otia and very large amount, of the stock of the Coempany. Did he not

1Nw Brunswick for 'nranyý- years. It was ,ot until the know that the contract was for a -large amount, because the
adyent of the present Government, -and unttil the present Canadian Pacifie Railway knew that itwas impossible for
Mi'nister of Railways took charge 'of the Railway Depart- the North America Construction Company te put tbe
ment, that the tariff was put back te what it ought ta be. stock on the market at anything but a very small price ?
I think this conclus'ively proves that it is quite possible, on And they could not even do that. It was impossible forthem
a Government railway, te have a tatiff of a very objection- te sell at all, and the contract had te be cancelled.
able nature indeed. 'The only excusetheGovernment gave I thirk that the way in which the country and the world
for that increase in the tidiff was that they--waeted to ru looked at those utterances of the leader of the Opposition
the Intercolonial-Railway on commercial 'principles,,and I was suh that they had no effect in hurting the credit of

presume they did it'lso-toanske thd-two ends imeet. the Government, because those interested ln Candian
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polities knew, to a large extent, that the utterances of the1
hon leader of the Opposition during the debate upon the
Canadian Pacifie Railway contract, were very largely made
up for party and political purpoSes and they were conse-
quently not taken as being the true expression of what ho
thought. But the same cannot be said of many of is
utterances since, for they have had a great deal of effect in
damaging the Compan y. I was a little amused at some of
the remarks of the- hon. member for Lambton, who gave us
a long speech composed of many figures. After giving the
House a large array of figures ho tells us in effect that the
figures are beyond lis comprehension. What can you think
of any hon. gentleman who attempts to criticise a financial
statement and in the middle of his speech ad-
mita he does net know what ho is talking about?
Ie made a great mistake in making this admission.
Even if ho could not comprebend it, ho would have taken a
wiser course had ho kept his ignorance to himself. le
divides this S?2,500,000 among all the members, and says
that it is $106,000 to every ceontituency. I would like te
know wbat this has to do w.th the question before the
House. This question is one of the most important that
has ever come bofore this louse, and to my mind the great
point is whether the granting of this loan to the Oompany
for about four years, in the construction of the railway, is
going to be in the interests of Canada. I think
anyone can argue here to the fullest extent that
it is altogether in the interest of the whole Dominion,
and consequently in that of the Eastern - Provinces.
I think, Sir, one of the reasons is that, if we have the rail-
way constructed in 1886 instead of in 1891, the Government
of Canada wll be enabled, on aceount of the increased im-
migration which will take place through this early
construction of the road, to sed Fo much more of their own
landi than they would otherwise be; that they will be able to
repay the Company, to repay the people, to repay thom-
selves, even if the Company were to make default, which 1
bold is impossible, the $22,500,000 which their loan now pro-
poses to give thom; and they will, therefore, be financially
in just as good a position in 1891 as they would have been
had they allowed the contract to go on and had not loaned
this money. 1 think this is a very important point indeed,
and I will just quote a few figures to show the sales of land
that have taken pl-tee during the last two or three years,
and I can get them in a very short time fron the speech of
the hon. Minister of Railways:

" Prom the lt of July, 1879, to the 3ist December, 1883, we receired
$3,572,636, and there is due during the next threeyears on the exemp-
tioas, since 1880, in addition to the $3,572,8A, received since the lst of
July, 188% no less than $4393,070."

Now, that shows us the land sales in about three years to
amount to about $8,000,000, and we may expect, with the
increased immigration going into that country, that by
1891, on account of the early c>mpletion of this road, we
will be able to sell as much more as will recoup the country
for the $22,500,000 which is to be loaned, and, tberofore, if
we never got that money back, we would be in just as good
a position as if we were to go on in the slow way which wasi
originally proposed. In the Maritime Provinces, as well as.
in other parts of the country, we want the construction ofi
this railway, and one reason among other things-and Ii
am only attempting to mention a very few-is that we1
want the freight facilities. I know that there
are great complainte, and that the sugar refineries and the(
iron works now fnd a great difficulty in sending goods out to
the Par West, because, when they go to Montreal, cheaply asi
they are transported over the Intercolonial Railway, they1
have not a through connection with the Canadian Pacifict
Railway, but are at the mercy of the Grand Trunk Rail-
way ; and I know, as a matter of fact, that we had to pay ai
much higher rate of freight upon goods from Nova Sotiaj
to the North-West, from Montreal, on the Grand Trunk Pail-
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way, than we would have had to pay if we could have sent
them over the Canadian Pacific Railway. But we could not,
because there was not a suitable connection at Montreal,
and they would have had to be hauled. I could not sit down
without making -some reference to the winter port. I think
I may be ailowed to urge the securing of a winter port in
Canada as one reason why the road should be completed in
188ti instead of in 1891. If we allow the completion of that
road to hang fire till 1891, where is the winter port for
the Maritime Provinces to be till that time ? Whereas, if
it is completed as quickly as possible, we will have a very
good chance-we have now, I feel sure-that we will
secure, before the completion of the road in 1891, such
through facilities from Montreal to some Èort or ports in the
Maritine Provinces as will make one of those ports a winter
port for the whole Dominion. I feel sure, and I think the
Government will agree with me in this, that the people of
the Lower Provinces have a right to ask this. Before I sit
down, I would just like to say to the honr gentlemen
opposite that, if, when we go back to our constituents in the
course of the next three or fouryears, we have to defend
this measure, we intend to give them-I intend to give them
in the Lower Provinces-as one of the principal reasons why
this loan was necessary, the damage that is done to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company and the country gener-
ally by the unpatriotic utterances of the Opposition in this
House and the Opposition press throughout the country.

Mr. L ANDERKIN. Mr. Speaker, the first Pacifie Rail-
way Bill was passed in the Hlouse the Session before I had
the honour of a seat here, and I think you will agree with
me that, from that time until the present, we have had a
great dealof discussion upon this very important subject.
The Pacific Railway bas called forth the noblest Parliament-
ary efforts of any subject that bas been before Parliament
since I have had the honour of a seat in the House. We
h ïve had it discussed over and over again. We have had
it discussed under different phases, and under different
aQpects, and under different circumstances. The resuit of
the discussion over the first Bill and the companies that
were formed under that Bill ie quite fresh in your
mind, as it is fresh in mine. You will 'remember
the consequences and the results of the negotiations
that took place in reference to that Bill. You
will remember also that, in 1874, another Pacifie
Railway . Bill was introduced and carried through
this liouse. You will remember the provisions of that
Bill, as will also the gentlemen who were members of the
House thon, and are still members of the House; and you
will remember that one of the provisions of the Bil, in
reference to the land that the Government handed over to
the parties who might construct the road, was that the
Government should have a control in the price of the lands.
That was considered one of the most vital principles of the
Bill. It was considered a principle that was likely to'secure
the settlement and development of the great country we
have in the North-West. Everything said in reference to
the North-West by hon. gentlemen on this aide of the
House, and by gentlemen on thatsaide of the House, in
reference to the great future and the great prospects
of that magnificent North-West Territory of ours, I echo
to the full. I believe there iLs a great future for that
country. I believe that, under wise rule, under pru-
dent management, under proper land regulations, un-
der proper railway regulations, there is a future for
that country of which we, as Canadians, may all feel proud.
Then let us, I say, Mr. Speaker, do nothing-let no act of
ours do anything-that will imperil the great future of that
country, or retard its settlement, or prevent the rapid and
speedy development of that country-about which we are ail se
auxious. I do not know why it is that hon. gentlemen will
get up in this House, that one aide will get up and charge
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the other with lack of patriotism. I believe -I fully believo-
that in this country thore is no party that eau claim a
monopoly in that principle. I balieve that all parties are
true to th3 Qieon, true to the Constitution, and that ail
sincerely desire the advancement and the development,
welfare, and future of this country. I say that sincorely.
I believe that sincerely. . But we differ as to the mode in
which the bost interests o tbis country are to be secured.
But, we hold ourselves second to no party in this country in
our allegiance to the Queen, to the British Government, and
to British connection. We are as devoted to tho fLag that
floats over us as ara any party to be found ; although we do
not parade our loyalty, we do not boast of our patriotism on
every platform and on every stum p. That is not the stock
in trade of the party to which I have tio honour to belong,
and with whom I have been allied ever since I entered
political life. Well, after this digression, I would take you

ack to the Pacifie Railway Bill. One of the features of
that Bil, as I said, was the publie contrel ol the land. If
the land is beyond the control of the Government of the day;
if it is allowed to be handed over to a Company to sell it at
whatever price they please, I say that is calculated to estab-
lish in the North.West a system of landlordism such as they
have in Ireland, such as disturbs the peace, and mars
the tranquility, and happiness an i prosperity of
Ireland, and has done so for centnries. Tt is against that
principle we have contended. Well, Mr. Speaker, some
progress was nade under the Act. A rziivay was con-
structed from Pembina to Winnipeg; exhaustive surveys of
the route of the Canadian Pacifie Railway were made by
the Government that was led by the hon. and distinguished
member for East York (Ur. Mackenzio). IIe entered upon
the Government of this country under circumstances sur-
rounded with the greatest and gravest difficulties. He
entored upon the Government of this country when the past
six years had scen an increase in the expenditure of about
ten millions a year more than it was at the time of Confed-
eration. The rapid increase of expenditure, the rapid
increase of the national debt, hal brought about a corres-
ponding depression through the Dominion of Canada. He
entered upon the Government of this county under the most
unfavourable circumstances. It was a fortunate thing
for the country, I say, that a gentleman so dis-
tinguished for his patriotism and for his qualities
of economy and retrenchment, held the reins of power
at that time. He held extravagance in check, he governed
and conducted the country on the principleg of economy
and retrenchment, and ho tided the nation through the
gravest financial panic any country ever had to pass
through, and with the least disastrous consequences to the
State. Weil, much was done in the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway during his régime. Like a man of
business, he entered upon the work by obtaining informa-
tion, upon which he might b able to locate the road, and
construct it in an intelligent manner. Having obtained lhe
fullest information, ho thon proceeded to construet the road,
or that portion of it which would most tend to develop and
increase the prosperity of Manitoba and the North-West.
Sir, it would have been well for the North-West, it would
have been well for the.Dominion .of Canada, had the Bill
that he brought forward, and had the views ho held, pro-
vailed in the Government of the country and in the building
of this railway in the North-West. If the provisions of
that Bill bad been carried out, and if his policy had been
earried out, Winnipeg' to-day would have been a second
Chicago in the Prairie Province ; instead of Manitoba
being. so sparsely settled, instead of the North West having
only a thin line of settlement, we would have seen that
country thickly settled and well developed. But, under the
presont system, under the contract that was made with.the
Company by the present Goverument, the hon. Minisier
of Railways asked this louse to grant 25,000,000 acres of
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land in that Provinca, and to givo $25,000,000. We all
remember the feeling that existe: in this House and in the
country at that time. People thought the undortaking was
a great one, they thought, as the Minister of Railways

-expressed it, that it was a bold cntorprise and one that
would tax the ability and resou rces of -the taxpayers of the
country for many generations to coma. The House accepted
that contract, and why ? Tho Minister of Railways, the
First Minister and the supporters of the Government in
the House, stated that the arrangement would secure the
fuli and final completion of the railway to the North-We3t.
The hopos of the country were raisod,becauso, as the Minis-
ter of Railways thon said, this was going to be a final ard
complote settlement of this question, that the people would
never have to contribute another cent towards this lino, or
to assist this Company in any way. It is well known that
another company offerel to tako the contract at a lower
rate, but the Minister of Railways and his frionds stated that
this company was but a bogus one-that a company com-
p>sod of mon such as the Gurncys, the Gilmours, the Gooder-
hams, the Worts, nnd other distinguished men in this coun-
try, were but bogus mon-althongh they were mon who
could buy out the Syndicate, root and branch. Yet the
Minister of Railways and others taunted these gentlemen
with being unsubstantial, with being men not reprosenting
capital sufficient to enter upon that great enterprise, and
they said to the IIouse and to the country: Why, a syndi-
cate composed of mon such as these to whom we prop>se to
give the contract, are aiblo to build the road themselvos
without any money fromr the exchequer of this
country at all. Well, Mr. Speaker, what has been
the policy of this Syndicate in constructing the road
since they got iL ? In the firet place, they subdet the cou-
tract to an Ameiican firm. Underthe polioy of the Minister
of Railways and the First Minister, Canada was to be for
the Canadians. This was the boast of the National Policy,
that it was to give Canada to the Canadians. Well, they let
this eontract, to American contractors. I have not a word
to say against the enterprise or ability of American con-
tractors. They are enterprising. Well, they lot it, and they
did so in defiance of au important plank in the platform
of the National Policy. It was a violation of their promise.
They let this contract to American contractors, and what
did they do? Sir, they employed American labour on it.
They obtained our money for the construction of this great
national undertaking, and we were told it should be con-
structed by the people uf Canada. Is this the patriotism
they are flaunting in our face ? Is this the patriotism
of which they are boasting to us every day-to
let our national highway from the Atlantic to the Pacifie
to Yankee contraetors, to be built by Yankee workmen!
And after they get our mon ey they deliberately go over
into Dakota and Montana, and take up land, because the
land regulations are more favourable to the settler there.
Now, if this road had beei built slowly, if it had been let to
Canadian contractors, we would have had less reason to
complain. I say, knowing full well what I am talking
about, that in the construction of a great national enterprise
the nation's sons should bo engaged in it. I believe that
sentiment will find an.eocho in the'bosom of every patriotic
man. It may not, perbaps, find echo in the breasts of
those gentlemen wb got up on every occasion and prate of
their loyalty, and ibtr patriotism, and al that sort of thing.
But, I say that a national undertaking, begun by a great
nation, and off-sfhoot of the British Empire, ougit to have
been completed with Canadian money and with Canadian
labour. A little w hile ago what did we find ? We found that
in that work, most of the men employed were Americans
and they left the country taking their money with them.
If a different policy had been pursued, if the road, speak-'.
ing in ail candor and fairness, had been built more steadily,
if the progres had been substantial, it would have allowed
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our own sons from Ontario and Quebec and the Maritime
Provinbes to have had a share in constructing that great
national undertaking. They would have sought out lands
and settled on them. But the position is changed. The
Americans brought in their men, also Swedes, and somo of
my friends from British Columbia say they brought in also
Chinese. The consequence of this .action was that Cana-
dians were exeluded. Lot it be remembered that the
contract was lot to an American firm, which naturally
employed Ameiicans; that the General Manager of the road
is an American, that the Chief Engineer is an American, that
one of the directors of the Syndicate is an American-
no doubt many of those now interested are Americans-
and I should not wonder if, instead of the winter
port being at Halifax, they found a winter port
in the United Statcs. The Government allow this great
national enterprise-and no one glories over it more than I
do, or is more anxions that the rond should be constructed
on economical and proper principles-to bo built by Ameri-
cans; but I want it to be constructed by Canadians, and I
want them to take an interest in it, bocause it is a national
undertaking. I hope the fallacy has been abandoned that
this is not our own money which we aie expending, but
that it is money collected from the Americans. It is money
collected from Canadians by the tarif which this Govern-
ment has imposed. It is the money of our people which
the Government, by theso Resolutions, are asking us to hand
over to the Company ; it is the money of the farmers and
all other classes which is being asked to bo handed over for
the building of the great national highway. It is impor-
tant to consider what the effect will be on our people.
We aro told by the linister of Railways that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are quite capable
of building the road, and do not need this money,
but it is necessary to give them $30,000,000, or an equiva-
lent, in order to have the road completed within two years.
What wili be the amount of settlement in that country if
there is a delay of five years ? The whole territory from
Winnipeg to the Rocky Mountains will be thickly settled
by that time. If it is built rapidly, the country will be but
sparsely settled. This is the experience of every new coun-
try. If there was delay, settlement would rush out from
Winnipeg, Brandon, Calgary and other places, and the
country would become thickly and well settled. Adopting
the other course, and handing over $30,000,000 to the Com-
pany, settlement and prosperity will be alike retarded. The
land rogulations of which we have heard so much are also
calculated to prevent settlement. I regret that those regn
lations are such as they are. During the past two years, a
great many people from My county have gone to the North-
Vest with the object of settling there. They searched through

Manitoba and the North-West in order to find lands on
-which they might settle. Whenever they found an eligible
location it proved to beowned by some company or specu-
lator. I can tell the Minister the names of a good manyj
farmers who searched through the North-West for a month,
and being unable to find a suitable location went and settled
in Dakota, and those were persons with large families. It
was almost equal to taking your life in your band to say
anything against the First Minister to those people, but
when they returned thoir tone had changed. It is sad to con-
template that so many of our people are leaving the country
and settling in the United States. I should think it would
make the hearts of hon. gentlemen opposite, who spoke so
much of patriotism, bleed, to know that so many people
were leaving. The Minister of Public Works has, it appears,
a grand scheme for bringing back to this country those who«
have settled across the line. I wish success to hise
efforts and promise him, as an independent member, everyj
assistance in carrying out his proposition. We have had ai
good deal of experience in Ontario with respect to railways,1
which have been largely aided. I bave bore a return f
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brought down to the louse which shows what ,has been
contributed by the section from which I have the honour to
come. The branches we have form a great national scheme,
commenced in 1852-1 mean the Grand Trunk. A Bill was
introduced by Sir Francis Hincks, then Premier, and a good
Reformer, in connection with the scheme, although it is
claimed that this was a Conservative movement. $15,000,O0O
were contributed by this country to the Grand Trunk, which
owns 2,500 miles of road. on. members will resollect
what a cry was raised on that account. What bas been the
result'? The road built up the country very materially.
In the early history of the Grand Trunk it was no doubt
mismanaged, and I am glad to know that the Globe con-
demned that mismanagement, as it is ready to condemn
mismanagement wherever it finds it. That is the policy of
the Reform press of this country; no matter where wrong-
doing exists that journal is ready and willing to condemn it.
But the management of the Grand Trunk changed; the
road became better managed, and there was nobody then
readier than the Globe to congratulate them on the im-
provement in their management, and the Globe did so.
That road was built and it tended to advance the
prosperity of this country. But what was the condition
of things before it was built? The country was thickly
settled; industries sprang up; villages sprang up, and
in course of time became towns; towns became cities,
cities, all the way frcom Montreal te Windsor. It was found
necessary to have feeders to this railway and to the Great
Western. The first one was built, I think, in 1869. I
refer to the Wellington, Grey and Bruce. We granted to
that road a very large bonus. The municipalities along
the lino, in the Counties of Bruce and Wellington,
granted $682,000 to that railway. The country was well
settled. It had been settled in 1850 and before-settled
perhaps about thirty years. The road was found to be a
great convenience, and after it was built a great many
enterprises sprang up. It gave an impetus to farming, and
to all the other industries. It was almost as good as the
National Policy-perhaps a little botter; but the conse-
quence was, that it was found necessary to have a com-
peting lino. Thon the Toronto, Grey and Bruce was built,
and the people contributed, for the building of that road,
$929,000. That was also a-great boon for that country; it
tended to build up and develop the country. Nearly
the whole country was settle: by this time, and these
railways went on. But it was found that one road was
controlled by the Great Western; the other was an inde-
pendent line. The people saw the necessity of building
another lino, to enter into competition with both, and the
consequence was that the Georgian Bay and Lake Eluron
road was constructed ; the people took an interest in that.
They gave, of their own money, $969,000 to build that road.
It was supposed that that was going te pay them byway of
competition, lowbr freights, &c. What was the result ? It
soon coased to be an independent line; it became owned
and controlled by the Grand Trunk Railway. We had very
much advaniage from that road entering into competition
with the Great Western. In a short time we found
that the people who had given, in one case over
$500,000, in another case nearly $1,000,00, in the
third case nearly 81,000,000, to these roads, were stili
baflled. A fusion took place between the Grand Trunk and
the Western, under the G overnment of the distinguished
gentleman who presides over the destinies of the country
at the present time. I believo that if the Government
had stcod firm, they could have prevented this amalgama-
tion; but the consequence is that now we have the two roads
rua by the same Company, and although the money they
gave may have been usefully spent they cannot get the
return for it which they would have got if the Government
had interfered in the interests of the people who had done
so much to build up that country. One of the townships in
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the riding from which I come, bas given 880,000; another,
$65,000; another, $60,000; another, $20,000; and the town
has given $32,000. These are very large bonuses, but they
were nothing to the bonuses which the hon. gentleman is
putting on these townships by these resolutions. I
ask him to take $30,O00,000, divide it among the
211 members who compose this House, and it will
give $150,000 to each riding. I would ask the First
Minister, with all the eloquence and the power and
ability he bas-and he possesses all these qualities in
a very high degreo-I ask bim to submit a by-law to
each riding for $150,000, and let him go there with
all his force and ability, and I will guararteo that, in myriding at least, he wili not carry the by-law. I feel con-
vinced from what I know of the people, that it would b an
impossible thing te carry a by-law for any amount no
matter how small. This is what the Minister of Rail-
waysis paying, and what for ? Just to build the Canadian
Pacific Railway two years sooner. Daring all that time, as
I have said, the settlers were living in Western Ontario, in
what was known as the Qucon's Bush, and no Government
came to their rescue; no moncy was expended for them.
Now the old pioncers of thatsettlement are to beasked to come
down and subscribe, and what for ? To build the Canadian
.Pacific .Railway two years sooner. I think the proposition
is an iniquitous one. I think the measure is not conceived
in the spirit of justice. I am willing te support any measure
to develop the North-West, which is conceived in a spirit of
justice and fair play; and while I ask for fair play for the
Provinee from which I come, I want it for every other Pro-
vince in the Dominion. I ara willing to go in for that on
every occasion. I ask nothing for the riding or the Pro.
vince from which I come, but what 1 am willing togrant to
those noble friends of ours in other parts of the Dominion
There is another matter wbich I wish to refer to in connee-
tion with our railways. We have a serious grievance. We
have a serions indictment against the Minister of Railways,
and his supporters in this louse. In the heavy by-laws which
we passed we had the advantage of having local director
on these roads who had a voice, to some extent, in charging
freights, and the general regulation and man age ment of roads.
The people who contributed had a voice in these questions,
but the Minister of Railways took away that privilege last
Session, by claiming that roads which were Dominion lines,
which had acquired branches built by Local Governments,
should be under the control of the Dominion Governnent.
Local control is taken away. If the Minister of Railways
cores to our part of the counitry,~and if ho gets a warm re-
ception, and i hope he will-I would help to give him such
a reception-he must repeal tbatprovi-ion, or else, with all
his amiability and agreeableness, ho will have trouble. ln
alt seriousness, I venture to hope that that distinguished
gentleman will do this ; I hope he will see that on those
roads te which there have been local contributions, there
:hall be a local directorate. I thinik the movement
wts a great mistake. I opposed it in the House,
knowing what the consequence would be to that country.
The people in our section now find a great deal of conveni-
ence from the railways. They would find a great deal
more if the Grand Trunk and the Great Western had net
been allowed to amalgamate. But much as I desire te see
the Canadian Pacifie Railway built, 1 would not like te see
anything done to cripple any of the great railways in this
country, that have doue so much for the early development
of the country, and I would not lend my vote te do anything
of that kind. If we find that the Government are attempt-
ing, by meafns of these resolutions, to interfere with the pro-
gress and development of these roads, which give markets te
the people of the old Provinces of Canada, from one end te
the other, it is but naturail that the people should rosent such
action. I do not think it is proper that anything should be
done te injure the railways that have done so much for this

country. Now, Sir, I have talked earnestly on this
matter, because I have felt so. 1 do not know that
I have gone over any grotund that hias been indicated by any
hon. member of this House. I have my own course to tako
here. I am responsible to my constituents fâr the course l*
take,and for every utterance I makce and every vote I give in
this fouse; and during tie time I arm hore, I want te voeto
for those measures which I believe te be conducive t the
best interests of this country, I do not care whether they
emanate from the Government or from the Opposition. I
am not se tied down to party as not to support a good measure,
no matter from which side it come. If~this measure had the
elements of fair play in it ; if it were net likoly to prove
such an oppressive buiden to the people of the country ;
if it wore net, in my view, going to injare instead of bec-
fitting the North-West, I wouild support it, but considerinu
the difficulties that the pioneers of the section from whici
I come iad te pass through for twenty or thirty years,
[ cannot support it. No Government ever gave them
a single dollar for a railway until the Govornment of
Ontario did se after 1867. 'I hese people taxed themselves
in order te get railways, and they are now paying for thèse
railway by-laws, and they are feeling that payment very
seriously; and I say I would be recreant to the trust of
those who sent me here if I did net speak, and speak as
earnestly as I eau, against the passage of these resolutions,
and if I do not do all I eau, by voice and vote, te prevent
this burden being placed upon the people when they are
already burdened se greatly. I have acted in this matter,
at all events, houestly and without partisan bias, as one
who thinks well of this country; for we have a great future
before us. We have a great North-West and a great futuro
for that country, and every word that is said in this House
te the credit of that North-West, I echo to the fallest ex.
tent. I am a little surprised1 that sorno lion. gentlemen
should have referred in this debate to the rapid develop-
ment that has taken place in the United States, whero
they have such a bad climato, such a bad atmo3phere,
such miasmatie influences, and alil hat sort of thing.
That is a wonder to me. They must have botter regulations
there than we have in the North.West It is remarkable
that under ail these disadvantages, those countries should
be settled up much more rapidly th:n our NorthWest. It
shows that there mast bo something wrong in the Depart-
ment of the Minister of the Interior. lIe ii net here; I
suppose he is getting u) another pamphlet in the other
iouse. I say that we ought to have the Minister of the
Interior in this louse, se that ho could inform us of the
regulations and the policy of the Government with regard
te the public lands, one of the most important Departments
of the Government. It is hardly te be expected that the
Premier is able te manage that large Department, and te
manaac all these parties at the same time. And I think the
hon. Minister of Railways bas about a3 much in his bands
now as ho can manage. I do not know whether I should
call him the Minister of Railways or the Hligh Commis-
sioner, for I do net want te call him out of his name; at any
rate, ho belongs te a noble profession-that is the only
hope 1 have of the Government. It is one of the circum-
stances that would induce him te do right if ho could.
Thanking you,Sir, and the House,for the kind hearing which
bas been given me, and hoping te be pardoned for having
trespassed on your time se long, I will resume my seat. I
would net have spoken at such length, but I feel strongly,
and as a Canadian born, and one who desires te promote
the growth and development of Canada, I felt that it was
my duty te my constituents to make my voico heard on
this occasion, in opposition te this Mcasure.

Mr. BRECKEN. Net only owing te the lateres3 of
the hour, but to the very exhaustive speeches that have
been delivered on both sidese of the H ou3e, on this very
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important question, it is almost unpardonable in me, or any
other hon. member, very mu 3h longer to delay this House;
for I take it, that it is utterly impossible for any hon. mem
ber to advance anything new, after all that bas been
said. There is one feature of this debate, which I
have observed, bas characterized the speeches of hon.
gentlemen on the Opposition bonches. Some of theni
have been very able, t will admit, from au Opposition
stand-point, but one of tho principal features is, that in
stead of directing their gr'eat abilities and experience to the
soundness or unsound no cf tho propositions contained in
tLe B solutions; instead of discussing the question as to
whetber it will bo to tho interests'of the country that this
-House should adopt tlh Icsoluftions or not, they directed
their attention to questions which had only an indirect'
bearing on the subjoet. I amn not geoing into a history of this
railway project, but I think ilhe first time it was scriously
contemplated in the Legislature-and I bolieve the late Sir
George Cartier had som thing to do with it-it was thon
contemplated the road should be built in ton years. IIad
the contract then been undertaken, this work would
have been completed to-day. My hon. colleague from Queen's
made a long and ingenuous speech; but ihe impression it
left on my mind was on, of doubt as to whether ho spoke as a
Canadian or simply as a representative of one of the Eastern
Provinces, wbich flrom its geographical position, cannot be
supposed to take that direct in terest in the completion of
this work, which the other Provinces on the mainland
take. Whenever ho spoke of these 823,000,000 to le loaned
and the $7,000,000 guarantee of dividend, ho always com-
bined the two, and alluded to them as an additional payment
of $30 000,000. That is, I think, a disingenuous statement.
When the peoile of tho Islan: read the hon. gentlemran's
spee.ch-and no doubt iL is on iLs way down there now-thoy
cannot failin coming) to the conclusion that the proposition
of the her. Mini.%ter of Railways is not to lend $23,000,U000
on good nd ampej secuîity, but iL is to pav $30,000,000
more. I appeal to the candor of my hon. colleague,
if ho will take up . his speech and read it over
again, to say, whethr I havo <ome to an unfair
conclusion. This question is tho most important one on
which ho or I have ever been called upon, or ever will be
called upon to vote, and I ask hLim as a member of this
House to play a b!rouder role thai that of the reprosentative
of a county. IIere [e is not only a representative of his
county, butlie is also a representative of the Dominion at
large, and in dealing with this question ho should deal with
it as far as possiblo fron a broad public stand-point, free
from the prejudice of party. I know it is diflicult for him
to do that; 1 know it would be difficult for myself to attempt
to practice what I have endeavoured to lay down, but I will
enceavour, as faras I can, to Jet my practic be in accordance
with my precept. I an not going to follow the.bon. mem-
berfor South Grey, because I reai ly do not know how far he
went. Like many other bon. gentlemen, ho did not
confine himself to the poiLt at issue. Though a
Free-trader, the burden of his song was that Mr.
Van Horne had employed Swedes, Yankees and Chinese.
I thought that a Free-trader was not only a Free-trader in
manufactures of breadstuffs but in labour as well. In the
name of common sense, what has the proposition in these
Resolutions to do with the internal management of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. A gain, the bon. gentleman went
into a history of the mismanagement of the Grand Trunk
Railway and he spoke of the subsidies given by munici.
palities, towns and cities in Ontario. What has that got to
do with the question under discussion ? I intend to vote for
these Resolutions and I am going to give my reasons for
doing so. I knoiw the tone of feeling in Prince Edward
Island, and I aM sorry to say that my hon. colleague is
re3ponsible, to a great extent, for eduoating the people
to the point, at which they have now arrived on

this question. We live a long distance away; we
; are on the edge of Con federation. We do not follow out the
- development of the North-West, because it does not confer,

directly, any bonefit on us, but I hope it is not ging to
I injure it. Some of our young men went to the North-West
. and no doubt this it was that gave my hon. colleague

occasion to-speak of the exodus, but a great many of them
returned home, and they have found out that tho fertile

- little island in the Gulf bas land as productive, though
the field may not þo so large, and the scopo for spoculation
be so great, as any in the great North-West. We enj'oy rmany
advantages not to be found in the North-West. We are
nearer the coast, have a feitile soil, and a very salubrious
climate. The best proof of those advantages is, that while we
have no very great accumulation of individual wealth, take
the people in the Island from one end to the other and they are
in as comfortable circumstances as any to be found elsewhore.
Now, Sir, as I said, I think that is an important point, and
I think, whon my hon. friond goes down to Prince Edward
Island, ho will correct that impression. If he looks through
his speech ho will see that, as I understand him, every time
he mentioned the 630,000,000, ho spoke of it as 830,000,000
in addition to tbesubvention that was given to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company whon that contract was signed in
1881.

Mr. DAVIES. Just what it is.
Mr. BRECKEN. That is just the admission I wanted to

get from my hon. friend.
Mr. DAVIES. It is not in subtraction from it.
Mr. BRECKEN. Thon, I did not rcad the lion. monber's

speech wrongly. Lot us sec whether it is or not. I need
not go into a lot of figures to prove it. The Government,
wben they entered into this contract in 1881, gave, I think,
some $8,000,000 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway ; they
gave them $25.000,000, and 25,000,000 of acres of land. The
Company have purchase: east of Callander these railways
that are spoken of, and great fault bas been found whh the
Company by the Opposition for doing so, on the ground, I
suppose, that those railways have been purcbased out of
the subvention that came from the Governmont. Well, my
hon. friend says that the lion. Minister of Railways, by his
proposition, is advancing $30,000,000 extra. What is the
fact ? They ask for $23,000,000, and $7,00),000 for the
guarantee-call it $30,000,000. Every particle of that rail-
way, the Z28,000,000 of work performed by the Government,
am I right in saying the 1,100 miles built by the Company,
and the 21,000,000 of acres of land, the railways purchased
east of Callander, their stock, thoir tools, their implements,
their everything, somewhere in the neighbourhood of
$45,000,000, is to be handed over-the Governmont are to have
a first lien and security upon it, save and except somo
$3,000,000 or $4,000,000 which [ think they are liable to for
some of these railway companies, and my hon. friend bas the
coolness to turn round and say this $30,000,000 is in addition
to this subvention. Why, how short his memory is. le had
net the honour of a seat in the House when this contract
was made. What was the ery which I have heard my hon.
fi iend raise in Prince Edward Island ? That these valuable
lands wore given to this Company, that they had a monop-
oly of the lands of the country, that they wero highly
favoured, that it was a monstrous bargain, that the interesis
of the country we e sacriticed, that they were given a great
deal more than ought to have been granted to them, and
that the Government ought to have constructed the road,
and would have constructed it at a much lower rate; and
yet this magnificent kubvention, this 21,000,000 acres
of valuable land, and everything that made the terms
splendid to them, are offered to the Government
in sceurity for this loan; and we have had the assurance
from the Ion. the Minister of Railways that one condition
of that contract is that that work is to be completed by the
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end of 1885, and, if one year's default is made in the pay
ment of the interest, the Government are in a position to
foreclose the whole matter. Now, what becomes of the
denunciations that were hurled at the Govern ment for highly
favouring the Syndicate ? I remember well when the hon.
the leader of the Opposition came in with his proposition
for the second syndicate. I have heard it called a bogus
t yndicate, but I will not apply that term to it, as I do not
know any of the gentlemen who composed it. But
the charge then was that we were giving away this valu-
able land. What was the value put upon it by the leader of
the Opposition ? Something like $2.36 an acre ? And yet
my hon. friend says, in the face of theoe Resolutions,
in the facu of the assurance given us by the
Minister of Railways, that the $30,000,00 are
to be given to the Canadian Pacifie Railway in
addition to the subvention they bave already received.
It bas already been said, and I believe it, that some
836,000,000 bas alreaiy been expended by the Company.
A great deal has been said as to how this was expended,
and what they have d2ne with their stocks. Mr. Speaker,
what have we to do with that? What is that to this House,
and what is that to this country? The hon. member for
South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright), the other day,
made the admission, that we all knew to be the case, that
both sides of the House were committed to this great work.
I believe the hon. member who represents East York (Mr.
Mackenzie) bout bis best energies, and, I believe, with the
assistance of the hon. member for South iIuron, and with
bis supporters and coadjutors at bis back, he and
his Government were devising, and-I do not say it dis-
paragingly-were puzzling their brains te flrd the best
means te build this great railway, to develop this country.
Varions propositions have been brought down, but, when this
proposition was submitted by the Minister of Railways, we
were told by the Opposition that he was sacrificing the in-
ierests of the country, that he was too generous in bis offer ;
and now this magnificént property which he placed in
their handà my hon. colleague says is not worth anything
as security for the money which is to be loaned. We have
beard of patriotism. 1 never like to parade the word,
because very often the man who is loudest in talking about
patriotism is the loast in his patriotic principles. I know
the definition given, I think, in Johnson's dictionary. I
have no hon. gentleman in my eve when I say it, but I
think the old lexicographer defines patriotisma a- tho last
refuge of a scoundrel. That is the open.mouthed patriot,
the man who is alrays talking about bis patriotism, as
I have heard the Opposition do over and over
again. But I say seriously that - the Opposition have
been persistent in their opposition to the ·Govern-
ment. From the time this contract was entered into down
to the present moment, they have persistently opposed it,
and I will give them credit for a good deal of ability and a
gool deal of ingenuity in the way they have raked and
é craped up their objections to it; but I believe, in their inner
consciousness, that the feeling wbich troubles them most
is net that that magnificent policy which bas been carried
out so ably by the hon. the Minister of Railways is not going
to benefit the country, as a country, but that it is not going
te bonefit the Grit-Reform party, as a party. I am net
making use of a biassed or prejndiced expression, for, if you
Jook at their very ablest utterances, from the time the Min-
ister of Railways came down with bis proposition to the
present day, strange te say, thore is not a feature, not a
trivial feature, in the whole transaction that bas met with
the approval of hon. members of the Opposition. I know
that men are frail, and that no man is, perfectly wise, and
that in the greatest schemes that have ever been propounded
thore wili bu defects and flaws, but it is a curious
thing that the hon. - the Minister of Railways
should, in the estimation of my hon. friends of the

Opposition, be wrong from beginning to end. When
he brought in his contract in 1881,' he was wrong; he
sacrificed the interests of the country; a warning finger was
pointed at the bon, gentleman and, with a gleam of satis-
faction on the countenances of these-I will net call them
his traducers but bis opponents-he was told, and the
leader of the Governmont was told, that the time was
coming, and was not far distant, when they would have te
appeal to the people, and this extravagant Government,
this unpatriotic conduct of the Government in refusing the
second syndicate, would b. condemned by an indignant
people, as soon as they found they had been betrayed by the
Government of the right bon. gentleman te whom they had
entrusted the conduct of public affairs. My hon. friend
was promised that in September of 1873 he would be
hurled from power, that an excbange would take place of
seats in this House, that the moment the people had an
opportunity of passing their verdict, he would be found
guilty and condemned. But what was the result ?
Tho right bon. gentleman went to the people, and
this contract and the wholo transaction, wore ex-
ptained to thom, aye, there was more than that explained
to them; the conduct and policy of the Government were
misrepresented and traduced. But, thank God 1 the school-
master is abroad ; people road and think for themselves,
and with an unerring verdict the people placed these public
men in power again. And I bolieve, Mr. Speaker, that if
this transaction is confirmed and this contract.is completed
in two years, the people of Canada, as a body, will confirm
and endorse the policy of the Government. I need not go
into the question of security-I think I have put that plain
enougli. But it bas been said that the members of the
Syndicate bave not put their personal property into this
undertaking. I do not know whether they bave or
not. But, oh! says the hon. member, whon this con-
tract was entered into in 1881, it was to bo
completel in ten years. So it was, and it was considered
then the greatest boon that could be conferred q, Canada.
We were told by the.bon. leader of the Opposition, as bas
been very ably remarked by the hon. member for King's,
New Brunswick, that ho apprehended this work would net
go on. But I venture to say that the performance of this
contract has been characterized by speed and rapidity that
is not to bo found in the history of railway building in any
part of tho world. Now, as to the offect of refusing this
loan. It bas been published throughout Europe that the
Pacifie Railway is likely to bu built in two years, and that
fact, Sir, is known to every country that bas an overcrowded
population, whose inhabitants are looking for a home in the
New World. We bave heard of the wonderful capabilities
of that country, for producing purposes. I think the
hon. Minister of Railways stated that from the year 1871
to 18s0, the immigration to that country was 64,755, and
since the contract bas been in existence, from 1881 te 1883,
it bas boen 149,5G0. Now, Sir, is it a matter of no con-
sequonce to this country that these Resolutions should be
rejected and that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
should no longer bo in a position to execute their contract
within the timo promisel ? Is It no injury to this country
that the tido of immigration should be checked for that
reason ? Is it no injury to this country, Sir, that the great
national capabilities of th North-West sbould remain un-
developed? Now, in view of the peculiar state of affairs in
the old country, now that very recentrepresentations have
been made by the Minister of Railways, acting in the capa-
city of diplomatie representative of the Dominon, and in
view of the valuable and kind efforts that are now being
made by our late Governor General, Lord Lorne, and now
that an amount of attention is being directed towards the
Dominion such as bas never been directed to this country
since it came under the British flag-in view of ail these
circumstances, is it of no consequence te this country
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that the multitude of people in the old World who have been
looking to the North-West as their future home, as the home
of their children and grandehildren, should be told
that this great project, which bas been represente to them
as likely to be completed in two years, is to be arrested, and
that the opening up of that country is to b checked for a
number of years to come? Is it no injury to the country
to have these intending immigrants di-couraged from com-
ing bore ? Is it no injury to this country that the hopes of
our own people should be blasted, and that their anticipa-
tions of the rapid development of that great country should
fail to be realized? ls it no injury to this country, I repeat,
that the people of Great Britain and Ireland, of Germany,
and of the continent of Europe generally, who have had
recently brought to their attention the great advantages
which this country offers to tho ncw settler, should be
turned back from their intention of coming bere, and that
this groat tide of immigration shou d be checked ? Now,
that the ardour of these people to come to
this country is so strong, is it wise for us to
tako such means as will discourago them ? And
for what purpose ? Because we refuse, as my hon. friend
puts it, to assent to the proposition of the Minister of Rail-
ways to give $30,000,000 to the Syndicate in additicn to the
subvention; and because ho proposes to this Parliament
that a certain sum of money should be advanced-not equal
in value, if the representations of bon. members on both
sides of this House are to be taken as a guide-to the land
alone that they offer as a guarantee. My hon. friend said
the Government of Canada ought not to demean itself
by becoming a loan conpany. 1 dco not knov any more
praiseworthy, any more statesmanliko direction, towards
which the fundas of tho Exciequer of a country can be ex-
pended, than in developing its resources and increasing its
population. The hon. member for Welland, in the admirable
speech ho made to-night, spoke of the value of the immi-
grante. He said that every stalwart immigrant that went into
a country was worth a thousand dollars, and he was quite
righp. Why,Sir, I was astounded when I heard the calcula-
tion made by the hon. Minister of Railways as to the
capabilities of the North-West, and the quantity of grain
that could be raiscd there per acre

Some Hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. BRECKEN. Hon. membeis may laugh, but I an
sure that, when all things are considered, there is precious
little honest merriment to be got out of the present condition
of affairs. The laughter sounds hollow. I was astonished
at the capabilities of the country when I beard him speak of
these millions of bushels, but I did not discredit his state-
ment. I was even astonished at the much more moderato
calculation that was made by the bon. member for King's,
New Brunswick (Mr. Foster). I must say that, if my
memory serves me right, I bave hcard very little from my
hon. friends on the Opposition side of the House as to the
great capabilities of that country. Whether they properly
appreciate it or not, I do not know, but as memnbers ot' this
louse I bave heard very littlo from them in praise of the

North-West. I, myself, Mr. Speaker, am a strong believer
in party government. I believe that, as long as we have
representative institutions in the country, we must have
party government. I also have had soma experience in
political life. I have been two or threo times in the
Government, and more frequently in Opposition. I
know that, very often, the duties of an Opposition are
confined to opposing everything, and proposing nothing.
Looking ut the bitterness which bas characterized the utter-
ances and the conduct of the public men in this country in
regard.to this Pacific Railway question, it is hardly to be ex-
peetéd that hon. members on the Opposition benches will
deailss frankly with this question as those on the Govern-
ment aide of the Houe. As a member coming from Prince

Mr. BREcKEN.

Edward Island, from a Province which will not be benefit-
ed by this undertaking, my vote may b looked upon as an
independent vote in an equal degreo with any which wili bo
given in this louse. It may not perhaps, at the first blush,
please some of my constituents. They may think that some
of the $23,000,000 might be very advantageously expended
in Prince Edward Island, and I should not be sorry to see it
done. Stili, I think in all seriousness that when we look at
the importance of this question, how far this country has
been committed to it by both political parties, the fact that
all politicians have desired thatit sBhould ba in the hands of a
private company and not in the hands of the Government, the
necessity of going forward and completing the road is
obvious. When the term of ton years was fixed for the con-
struction of the road, the hon. Minister of _Railways wou!d
bave been laughed at if ho bad announced that it would
be built in five years, and now that we have the work so f'ar
advanced that only 650 miles require to be completed, and
now that we have a Company which has already invested
836,000,000 in the enterprise, the louse will feel the impor-
tance of adopting the Resolutions. What has given the
the North-West land their value ? The construction of the
railway. In view of the fact that the advantages of Car aia
to the over-populatel countries of Europa has bt en foi cibly
presented, that the capabilities of the country t> afford
happy homes to the bard-working but poor people of the
old countries, increases the diffidulty of doclining to
advance to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company money
to complete the work, it has baen suggested that
default may be made. If the work has to be taken from
the hands of the Comp tny, the Government may do so with
$33,000,000 already expendel on it. My bon. colleague
from Prince Edward Island (M-r. Davies) alluded to tho
colonization companies in the North-West, and spoke feel-
ingly of the system of absentee landlordism in Prince
Edward Island, declaring that the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way Company were going to perpetuate that system in the
North-West. That was an ill-considered statement. The
facts about Prince Edward Island were these: The lands
were leased by absentee proprietors to tenants for 999 years,
at a moderato rental. They were forest lands, and those
who went on them cleared only an acre or two the first
year. The rental was allowed to accumulate, and after a
min had toiled and spent a lifetime on his small farm, and
laid bis head on his dying pillow, ho did not know but that
the landlord would stop in and take the property. That
was our grievanco. I was in the Local Legislature, and
introduced the Bill whichiremedied this grievance, ant in
passing that measure I received valuable-aid from my col-
league, who is always, however, opposed to me politi-
cally. What is a colonization company in the North-
West? It is an aid to the settlement of the country, and
the bon. gentleman should bave considered the matter a
little more before ho expressed so much virtuous indigna-
tion in regard to these organizations. The even-numbered
sections are held for free settlement, while the odd-number-
ed sections are sold to the company at $2 per aere, a rebate
of one-half being allowed if the settlement conditions are
fulfilled. The colonization companies sell the lands out-
right, and thcre is no question of tenancy. The Canadian
Pacific Railway Company also sell their lands and do not
rent them. I was going to read to the House some of the
hon. gentleman's utterances in Prince Edward Island, but I
will refrain -

Mr. DAVIES. Let us have them.

Mr. BRECKIEN. I will let the hon. gentleman have oue,
because whon he talks of patriotism his remarks appear to
be somewhat inconsistent. The hon. gentleman is acknow-
ledged to be leader of the Liberal party on the Island, and
when the Canadian PacificRailway contraet was entered into,
ho held meetings throughout its length and breadth. I
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congratulate him upon the moderate tone of his speech in
the House the other day; he has wonderfally improved, and
two years hence, m ben the railway bas been comploted and
the North.West settie I by happy and prosperous farmers,
who will share taxation with the inhabitants of the other
Provinces, I shall expect him to disavow the sentiments
which I will now read. The hon. gentleman stated that the
only course open for the country would be to cast in its
fortunes with the United States. This, lie said, is
-in escape which no politician likes to talk about,
l ut it will come one day, and when it cornes we must
take our chances to make the best bargain we can.
I am sure we are all disposed to make every possible allow-
ance for the hon. gentleman's utterance the othor night; but
is it not a matter of groat congratulation that ho should
have toned down in so short a time ? My hon. friend said, in
:p aking of what would bave been the result of these Reso-
lutions, if they were not carriel, that the bon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), had indicated thrce such
results. The first was that the work would be stopped; the
second, that 9,000 men would be thrown out of employment;
and the third,-that the Conservative party would be injared.
The hon. membor for Richmond and Wolfe made a very able
speech, well conistructed and brimfull of information on that
point. My hon. friend spoke of him, in a fit of gonerosity,
as holding a brief for the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I am
sure my hon. collegue under-rated my hon. friend
on that occasion, and if he will turn to the pages
of Hansard, and read one or two of the able speeches made
by the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe, he will find
sorne able and original calculations on that subject. The
question of the con,-equences to the Conservative party is
not one which, I thinik, should be considered in this matter,
though I am sure that the question of whether it will benefit
or injure the Reform party bas received a good deal of
attention on the other side. The Conservative party do not
deserve to be taunted in that way. The contract was
entered into fairly and openly; it was thoroughly discussed
bore, and the leader of the Governmont bastened. on the
elections sooner than the Constitution required, in order to
obtain the people's verdict upon it. I have always believed
-though i know that party names are often political nick-
names-in tho soundness of public opinion; and I
always thoughît it was the proud boast of the party
which flaunted the flag of Liberalism, that they bowed to the
voice of the people. But this contract was introduced in
the Session of 1881, and I willingly givO my hon. friends
all credit for the energy and industry which they displayed,
for there was not a nook or a corner of the. country, not a
hamlet in the Dominion which was not crammd-I will
not say with Grit-but with Reform literature on this ques-
tion; but the people rejected then. lon. gentlemen come
here as the people's representatives, and the people's friends
and reflectors. We have heard them, time and again, when
they were getting the worst of an argument,. taunt their
political opponents with being Tories. The people had
considered this matter for twelve months, and they came to
the deliberate conclusion that the contract was a good one.
Another remarkable feature of the election was the fact
that some of the leading men on the Opposition benches-
mon of acknowledged and exalted ability, who denounced
the conduct of the Minister of Railways-left the House and
they have never been able to find their way bore since. I
say that hon. gentlemen who call themselves Liberals-
refleetors of public opinion-should accept that verdict.
They should not taunt my hon. friend with stealing a march
on the people, or squandering the people's money. In the
name of common sense, what object has the leader of the
Governlnent, or the Minister of Railwayp, in giving the Com-
paiy these magnificent subventions ? Personally, I am
aeguainted with but one membor of the Company, but I am
given to understand that when these men were in politics,

they saw eye to oye, with hon. gentlemen opposite-they
belongod to the great Reform party. I have been listening,
and I expectd to hear that thoy had influenced the elec-
tions in 1882. I do not know that there is one of them in
sympathy with the Government, but I believe that they are
high-minded, energetic and thoroughly business mon,
and the work they have done is a credit to them.
When the contract was made in 1881, I thought there was
the possibility of finality about it, but that point bas been
amply explained. I think, however, it would have been
botter if my hon. friends, instead of taking up such issues,
had directed their attention to one important point men-
tioned by the Minister of Railways, and that is the hostility
of American railways-the dread of competition, by our
trans-continental road, the " bearing " and depreciating of
the stocks-thereby piling up obstacles in the way of the
Canadian Pacifie Rairway, and preventing them from
realizing from their stock, as they had a right to expect
they wculd roalize. Circumstances occurred which could
not be controlled by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
or by the Dominion Government or by Parliament. And
it would have been a more patriotic course-one
which would have been more fully appreciated
by cvery independent eloctor in the Dominion-
if my hon. friends on the opposite side of the
House had recognized the difficulties with which the
Canadian Pacifie Railway had to contend, and for which
they were in no way responsible-difficulties which are
liable to arise under the best managers, and in all publie
works; it would have been botter if, recognizing the crisis
which took place in the stock market, they had come for-
ward and said, we believe this is a great property, and that
we should, as sometimes happens in the Mother Country,
when the honour, the territories, or the interests of Great
Britgin are invaded, drop the petty arms of petty war-
fare and stand shoulder to shoulder to save the country.
This is a commercial warfare against the best interests of the
country, and we would not prove to be the true friends of
Canada, if in this particular instance, no matter how much on
other questions we may differ f rom the First Minister, we did
not belp to tide the Dominion over this little crisis. I say
that two years hence every man whose heart beats true to
Canada will feel proud of raising his voice in favour of and
giving his support to a measure which will tend more Io
benefit the country than all the measures which have
accu mulated on thie Statute Book for the last ten years.

Mr. LISTER moved the adjournment of the debate.
Motion agreed to.

MEMBER INTRODUCED.
Tiio.is TEMPLZ, Esq., Member to represent the Electoral

District of the County of York (New Brunswick) having
previously 1 aken the oath, according to law, and subscribed
the roll containing the same, was introduced by Sir Leonard
Tilley and the hon. John Costigan, and took his seat in the
House.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournmont of
the flouse.

Motion agreed to; and (at 1:10 o'clock, a.m.) the Iluse
adjourned.

H1OUSE OF COMMONS.
MoNDÂY, 18th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.
PRAYERS.

METHODIST CHURCH UNION.
Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex). I beg to move that the

petition of the Rev. Emerson Bristol, and others; of the Rev.
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J. F. Durkee, and others, and of James Hawkins, and
others, presented this day, be now read and received. The
reason for this motion is that the Committee to whom the
question of incorporating the union of the Methodist
Churches is roferred meets to-morrow, and I bolieve takes
up the question. These petitions are in the same category
as those already presented, with one exception, that of the
Rev. Emerson Bristol and othors, who state in detail the
nature of their objection to the union. They desire to be
heard on the subject before the Committee, and the refer-
ence of their objections to the Committee under the. motion
I propose will obviate the necessity for my asking for the
delay of the Bill, in order that their statement may be
heard.

Motion agrood to; and'*petition rend and roccived

MOUNTED POLICE FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Mr. BAKER (Victorii) enquired, Is it the intention of
the Government, owing to the recent troubles with the
Indians at Metlakatla and the near approach of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, through the Rocky Mountains, into
British Columbia, to dotai a troop or squad of Mounted
Police for service in that western section of the Dominion ?
If so, how soon? And of how many wonld such troop or
squad consist ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. By the present law, hie
functions of the Mounted Police are confined to the North-
West, and,' without an alteration of the law, no portion of
that force can be used or compelled to go to any portion of
British Cihlmbia or any other Province of the Dominion.

EMIGRANT SIIEDS AT VICTORIA.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria) enquired, Is it the intention of
the Government to erect emigrant sheds in V ictoria for the
temporary accommodation of the increased number of
immigrants who will arrive there this spring, consequent
upon railway construction, the prosecution of the public
works, and the throwing op3n of railway lands t> settle-
ment ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is the intention of the
Govern ment.

DUTIES OF IMMIGRATION AGENT AND QUARAN-
TINE OFFICER ON VANCOUVER ISLAND.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria) cnquired, What instructions have
been issued to the immigration agent, and the quarantine
officer on Vancouver Island, in regard to their respective
duties, other than the usual printed regulations ?

Mr. POPE. No instructions have been given to the
immigration agent there, except those of Docember last,
defining his duties and desiring him to give all the informa-
tion in his power to enquirers from abroad. The same remarks
apply to the quarantine officer, whose duties, besides the
printed regulations, were defined in the letter of instrue-
ions of the 12th December last.

SALARIES OF IMMIGRATION - AGENT AND QUA-
RANTINE OFFICER ON VANCOUVER ISLAND.
Mr. BAKER (Victoria) enquired, What are the dates res-

pectively of the appointments of the immigration agent
and quarantine officer on Vancouver Island, what salary
and allowance have been authorized by the Department,
and what occasioned the delay in making said appointments
after the Estimates were passed by Parliament, to take effect
from lst July, 1883?

Mr. POPE. The immigration agent was appointed by
Order in Council of the 4th December last, at $1,000 a year,

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex).

and any ordinary expenditure wili b met by the vote of
contingencies for Canadian agencies. The quarantine
officer was appointed by Order in Council of the 18th
August, at a salary of 81,890, and the Estimates provide
$500 forb is contingencies.

WELLINGTON LIFEBOAT IIOUSE.

Me. PLATT enquired, By what person or persons were
planq and specifications for life-boat house at Wellington,
Ontario, submitted to the Government, and whose plan was
accepted ? Were tenders for construction of said buildirg
invited by public advertisement or otherwise? lHow many
tenders were receivod, and what is the name and amount iu
case of the highest, the lowest and the accopted tender ?

Mr. McLEL AN. I visited the locality during the past
soason in company with Mr. McCuaig. I ascertained what
would be necessary for the repair of the boat, and directed
the oflicer to ascertain the price of material necessary to
build a smali boat-house. 11e sent forNNard an estimate of
the quantitios and prices. These were submuittod to the
engincer of my Departnent and approved by him, and the
work was carried out upon that approval.

RANGE LIGITS AT WELLER'S BAY.

Mr. PLATT enquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment tn make any change either as to relative position cr
dimensions in what is known as the Range Lights at Weller's
Bay, Ontario?

Mr. McLELAN. It is not so deeided.

THE TARlIFF ON iRAIN.

Mr.WUIELER enquired, Whether it is the intention of ti e
Government, during the prosent Session, to readjust the
Tariff on grain, so as to allow four and a-half bushels of wheat,
the quant1it:y required to make a barrel of bur, to be im.
ported at the same duty as that charged on a barrol of four ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The intentions of the Govern-
ment will be communicated to the House when I make my
financial statement, on this subject, as well as on othors
relating to the Tarif.

LANSDOWNE POST OFFICE.

Mr. JACKSON enquired, has the Government acted on
the petition of C. C. Olds and others, of the township of
Woodhouse, in th county of Norfolk, Province of Ontario,
asking for a post office in said township, to be called
Lansdowne ? If so, have they decided to grant such peti-
tion? If so, ias the postmaster been appointed for said
office ? What is his name ? When wililthe office be
opened for tho transmission of mails ? Doos the Govern-
ment intend to furnish a daily, ti i-weekly, semi-weekly or
weekly mail for the convenience of the people in that
viçinity ?

Mr. CARLING. In reply to the hon. gentleman, I may
say that the matter is now under consideration.

THE EXCHANGE BANK.

Mr. IIOLTON enquired, 1. Has the Minister of Finance,
since the suspension of the Exchange Bank of Canada,
demanded or obtained any security for the repayment of
the 8100,000 advanced to that institution upon the strength
of the hon. A. W. Ogilvie's letter of guarantee, and if so,
what security? 2. If the Minister of Finance bas obtained
no such security, has ho caused any legal proceedings to be
taken for the recovery of the said sum of $100,000, and if
so, what are they ? 3. If no such security has been obtained
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and if no legal proceedings have been taken for the recovery
of the amount of said advauce, is it the intention of the Gov-
ernment to institute such proceedingS, and if so, against
whom, and when ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No additional security has
been taken from Mr. Ogilvie. I am advised by the Minister
of Justice that the debt due to the Crown is entitled by law
to precede other debts of the same degree. Instructions
have been already given to seek to enforce this right as
against the assets in the bank. Should theGovernm.ent not
be able to realize the full amount of the claim in this way,
Mr. Ogilvie will be called upon to make good the de-
ficiency.

PAYMENT OF LIQUOR LICENSE INSPECTORS.

Mr. IRVINE enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to make provision for paying the inspeotors
appointed or to be appointed unier the Liquor License Act
of 1883, in counties which have adopted the Canada Tem-
perance Act or the Dunkin Act, and whether by salary or
otherwise ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is the intention of the
Government so to provide by a pocuniary allowance.

MEASUREMENT OF LOGS AND LUMBER.

Mr. HALL enquired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to take any steps to establish a uniform stand-
ard rule for the measurement of logs and lumber ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. It is not the intention to ffiake any
change in the present system of measuring logs and lumber.

THE HON. IHCTOR FABRE.

Mr. CASGRAIN enquired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to retain the hon. Hector Fabre in the
position he now occupies in Paris ? Whether that gentle-
man bas made out the reports required of him respecting
his labours and their results? When did he do so ? What
is the salary and the disbursements, and expenditure on
contingencies connected with his office ? Whether that
gentleman receives in addition any remuneration from the
Province of Quebee for doing the same duties ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. Hector Fabre
is an officer of the Quobec Government, and was apprinted
by them. With the consent of that Government, Mr. Fabro
performs certain duties connected with the office of High
Commissioner and certain duties connected with emigra-
tion. For that he receives $3,000 a year. His appointment
is for three years, and is to end next year. He bas made
certain reports respecting bis labours and their results; and
il the hon. gentleman will move for the papers they will be
brought down.

BENEFIT MUTUAL INSURANCE SOCIETIES.

Mr. LISTER enquired, [s it the intention of the
Government, during the present Session, to introduce legis-
lation affecting in any way Benefit Mutual Insurance Socie-
ties, now doing business in Canada?

.Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I may state to the hon.
gentleman that it is the intention of the Government to in-
troduce a Bill referring to this subject during the present
Session.

FUNDED DEBT, 1883, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY LOAN.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant) enquired, Is the sum of
$14,951,863, 4 per cent. funded debt, 1883, Oanadian Pacifie
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Railway, mentioned in the 5th page of the Estimates of
1884-85, recontly laid upon the Table, a new loan, and if so,
when was it contracted and where, and at what date is it
repayable ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY- This is interest on the guar-
antee to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. On the 17th of
August, 1884, $305,729.06 will be due; on the 17th of
February, 1885, $292,344.56 must be paid, making
$593,0'T4.52 to be paid during the next year.

MONTCALM CONTROVERTED ELECTION.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have the* honour to announce to
the Hlouse that 1 bave received from the Registrar of the
Supreme Court of Canada the judgment of the said Court in
the matter of the Controverted Election of the Electoral Dis-
trict of Montcalm, by which said judgment the sitting mem-
ber is declared duly elected and returned.

CANADIAN PACIFIC IRAILWAY RESOLUTIONS.

The Order for resuming the adjourned debate on the
motion of Sir Charles Tupper, "That the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole, to consider certain pro-
posed Resolutions (page 84) respecting the Canadian Pacif e
Rail xay," being read,

Mr. LISTER. In rising to make a few observations- on
the question now before the flouse, I am conscious, Sir,
that at this late stage of the debate it will be possible for
me to add but littla to what bas already been urged
against the passing of these Resolutions. But, Sir, I feel
that I would be faithless to my constituents who sent me
bere, I would be unmindful of my own convictions, did I
fail to stand up in my place in Parliament and protest
against the passing of these Resolutions. Before I enter
into the merits of the questions, I desire, for a few moments,
to advert to the speech of an hon. gentleman who preceded
me, I refer to the hon. momber from Montreal Centre (Mr.
Curran). In that speech he undertook to criticise the
speech delivered by the bon. member from East Lambton
(Mr. Fairbank), and in doing so he used these words:

"I presume, Sir, that itl is customary, in the first place, to deil with
the observations of the speaker wh> preceded, and in this case I should
feel disposed to do so to some exteat; but, Sir, I find myself relieved t f
that important duty by the esteem in which the remarks of the hon
gentleman who preceded me in this debate, seem to be held by his own
triends, if we judge from the comment. upon bis speech made by ihe
leading organ uf the Reform party in the Province of Quebe. I refer
to the correspondent of the Montreal Daily Witnes8, wha, after
having paid a high eulogy to the lon. member for Queen's, and
a stili higher compliment to the hrn. member tor King's who took
part in this debate, thus disposes of the hon. gentleman who
bas preceded me: 'Unlike bis two predecessors, he departed from the
serions into the comicality.' And now, Sir, as I have no pretention to be
the comic member for this side of the House, I must certaialy dispense
with payin g any attention to the comicalities of the bon, gentleman who
bas already taken part in this diseussion."
In criticising the speech of the bon. member for East Lamb-
ton, the hon. gentleman felt that it was consistent with his
dignity and self-respect as a member of this honourable
House,to quote only a portion of the report in that paper con-
cerning the speech made by the hon. gentleman for East
Lambton. I propose, Sir, to read what that newspaper really
said :

" Mr. Foster made a 'ery farourable impression, and was loudly ap-
plauded on concluding. Mr. Fairbank, unlike his two predecessors,
departed from the serious into comicality. He here put out bis statis-
tical argumenis in opposition to the Resolutions in a happy way, and
they had telling effects."

Sir, it bas been a matter of surprise to me that an bon. gen-
tleman occupying a position in this honourable House should,
for the purpose of sout ing a brief victory, as it were, under-
take to misquote, or only partially quote, what bas appeared
in the newspapers. Well, after the bon. member has criti-
cised the speech of the hon. member for Eat Lambton,
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and read from a report in the newspapers, I suppose, Sir, I
may also be permitted to criticise his speech by reading a
report of it in the Toronto News, an independent paper, but
I shall differ with him in this, that I shall read the whole of
what is there stated instead of a part. Sir, that paper; on
the 16th of February, referring to the speech of the hon.
member for Montreal, says :

" When, however, Curran rose in his place and commenced to shout
his patriotism to the dome, it was appartnt that he was about to clothe
his actions in the garment of hypocritical cant, and support the Govern-
ment as usual. It vas rather har.i lines that the noisy and self-c -m-
placent advocate was being ground between the upper and nether mill-
atones o' the power of two coaporations, and it the iaterests of Canada
were not being considered it should be reckoned meritorious that he
chose party rather than c )rporate selfishiiess. But the speech itself was
a hollow screamiug of patriotism, and a redaubiig of the Grand Trunk
Railway with taffy, which doubtless was intended to excuse his actions
to bis constituents. Not satisfied that this amount of demagogueism
would lift him ove these 500 votes he turned and slobbered over the
French Canadians, and then striking with his hand the neighbourhood
of his liver, he roared: 'There beats in this breast a loyal and patriotic
Irish Canadian heart.' Thus the latant professional patriot gave
oratorical taffy to the Grand Trunk Railway, the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way, the ordinary Canadias, the French Canadian, the Irish Canadian
and French Canadian. Thougn he tore passion to
tatters, and rinted and roared through the most absurd speec u deliver-
ed in Parliament this Session, he utterly failed to score a point. He
said he would not dei gn to notice the speech of Fairbank, of Lambton,
but in ue sentence of that speech there was more sense than Curran
talked in hait au hour."1

events, that he would live to see the contract completed,
but he expressed the hope that when in another sphere he
would look down on those young gentlemen and see them
speeding over the Canadian Pacifie Railway at a rate of 25
miles per hour. I sincerely hope that when the hon. gen-
tleman leaves this sphere, he will go to one where he will
have an opportunity of looking down ; but I venture to
predict that when he reaches that happy place, instead of
looking down at young men of the Jacques Cartier Club
speeding over that railway at 25 miles an hour, he will
have some more interesting occupation. Sir, the country
believed that the hon. gentleman had entered into a contraci,
that a fast contract had been made,that English capitalists of
un bounded weaith had been secured for the purpose of carry-
ing out the great national undertaking of which the Minister
of Railways talked so much. Parliament was summoned
early, ostensibly for the purpose of ratifying the contract
which the hon. gentleman lad made; but when Parliament
met, it was found that no eontract had been made in Eng-
land, but that a contract had been entered into on this side
of the Atlantic with men living in Canada who professed
to be capitaliste, and the statement made by the hon, gen-
tleman at Hochelaga was in fact not true. The contract
which was laid on the Table of the Bouse contained the
most extraordinary provisions of any coritract ever
laid before Parliament It proposçed to givei and did

Sir, as the hon. gentleman is not here in bis place to day, give to the Company a fabulons sum of money for the
I do not propose, in lis absence, to do any more than ho construction of the railway, and conferred on them mono
did regarding the popular mcmber for East Lambton. polies and rights which had never been granted by any free
Since I have had the hon our of a seat in this Hlouse, I have country to any corporation in the last five hundred
observed, on more than one occasion, that bon. gentlemen, years, and I challenge hon. gentlemen opposite tc
in quoting former speeches of hon. members of this House, produce a single instance. Although the Opposition on
have apparently not had the courage to quote them in full. that occasion took a patriotic stand and made a noble
I think it is unfortunate and unwo.thy of any hon. member fight against the iniquitousprovisions of the contract, itto resort to such a device, for the purpose of securing tem- was hurried through Parliament and became the law of the
porary victory Hon. gentlemen on the opposite side of land. We had reason to believe at that time, after the con
the House, as well as Ion. members on this side, have refer- tract was executed, that there would be no more trouble
red to the question before the House as one of momentous about it, although the leader of the OppoÀition took occasion
importance. I can agree with what hon. gentlemen have said more than once to point out to the Government the liability
in that regard. I feel there has not been since this there was for the contractors coming back again and asking
Parliament commenced a question so important and ps- for more money, whereupon he was assured over and over
sibly so far-reachiig in its effects upon Canada, and I again by the hon. Minister of Railways, by the hon. Minis
believe during the present Pailiament no question of ter of Public Works and by the hon leader of the Govern
anything like equal magnitude will have to be ment, that no such event could possibly take place. Sir, in
consideied by this House. In considering this order to verify what I have stated, I will take the liberty of
question I propose to go back in the bis- reading extracts from speeches made by the hon. gentlemen
tory of the Canadian Pacific IEailway for a few years. 1 whom I have mentioned. The Premier, Sir John Mac.
was not in Parliameut in 1812, and I am not here foi the donald, in his remarks in ieply to Mr. Blake's criticism of
purpose of discussing what took place at that time ; but I the Speech at the opening of Parliament, on the 10th ofam here for the puapose of discussing this question before December, 1880, said:
the liouse and this question oaly. We know that after the "The contract with the Syndicate would be received by the wholedefeat of the Govern ment of the hon. memîber for East York counitry 'as a relief from the apprehension that the country was going
(MIr. Mackenzie), the Government of hon. gentlemen oppos- to be plnged into an unlimited expense.' Further, that ' the Syndicate
ite at once set about the task of having the Canadian Pacifie are resolved to build this road, and they are able to do so 0 a

.a vt and in doing so, they will relieve this country Of the immediateRailway built by a private company. It is a matter of responsibility of expenditure in building the road.'
history that in 1880 the hon. leader of the Government went
to England for the purpose, as was then stated, of having a Sir Charles Tupper, in moving the House into Committee
company organized to carry out this great work. We know on the contract, December 14th, said:
also that in the fall of that year the leader ot the Govern- -l We are in a position to state not only that the entire constructionment returned to this country, and that he was met at (of the Canadian Pacifie Railway) froin end to end, but that the respon-
Hochelaga by a deputation from the Jacques Cartior Club of sibility of operaing it hereafter, is to be taken off the shoulders of the
Montreal. We knew that the hon, gentleman made a speech country, and that she will be relieved from the expenditure of a singletrea. s yeun w the bon.gentlem i l anunce ao dollar in connection with the construc:ion or operation of this railway.to those young:gentlemen in whic-i he annou 1ced to them I say that this company embraces capitalists both of our own and other
and the country at large that ho had succeeded in forming countries, whose names are the best guarantees that could be offered the
a company, and that he had succeeded lun miaking a fast con- people of Canada that any enterprise they may undertake will be sue-
tract with capitalists in England for the construction of that c ites fu the people of Candatnn eae ury could have been in-
railway. The country believed he had done so. Sir, the coun. agreement so onerous that iustead ot ensuriug their succesaful fulfill-
try believed the hon. gentleman had made a contract which ment they would have led to failure. * * And I would

i ask tis H ouse whether this contract is one to sit down and cavil overwas in the interet of' th country; but le d: net deign - and to drive-the most difficult bargain that could beto state to the deputation what the terms, were. 'The hon. driven and perhaps lead to what oçourred when we made the contraet in
gentleman, however, stated to them that he was an old 1873."
man, and that it was unlikely, in the natural course of Further on Sir Charles said:

Mr. LISTER.
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'' Under this arrangement we have the best guarantee that the work

will be pushed rapidly to completion undtr the coutract as now pro
posed. There were two things we had to consider. One
was to make the best bargain we could for Canada-the other was not
to impose terms that • a would be likely to lead to disas-
ter in the money markets of the world when the proposition was placed
on them."

The Minister of Public Works referring to Mr. Blake's
objections, said :

" What does he want? Does he want to drive a hard. bargain with
these gentlemen? What sense would there be in attempting to cut
them down 0 0- 0 to make a poor company. It was to
our interest, and to the interest of the country tbat the company should
be able to cor.struct the railway, and work it afterwards, so that they
should not come back to us year after year, and nsk us for new terms.

Sir Hector continuing, said:

' «We want once for all, to settle the whole question, so as to say to the
company, this is the settlement-you build that railway for thatamount
of money and land and work it."

Sir Hector further said:

"If we starve them now by giving them a sm-dl subsidy, in land and
money, * * the result would be that they will come to us
afterwards and say-We cannot go on. We do not want that; *

* we want a good and great railway, and also to put it on
a proper footing, so as tu prevent its owners coming back to us and
saying, "you starve us to deth, and we want more money.

Sir Hector further said :
'' We have the gaarantee, no doubt ; but perhaps the hon. gentleman

would prefer to see them corne to ask for better terms. [amnot of that
opinion, nor is the Government"

These are extracts from speeches made by hon. gentlemen
opposite when it was pointed out to them that, fabulons
though the contract price was, thero was a probability that,
before many months or years had elapsed, the Company
would come back to Parliament and ask further aid. The
predictions of the leader of the Opposition have been ful-
filled within the short period of three years, for the Company
have come back to the Government, and they are saying,
" We cannot complete this contract unless you provide us
with further funds." That is the real position of the matter;
for although the Governmeut may say that the Company
are able to build this railway, that their means are quite
sufficient for that purpose, we know that it is the fact,
according to the statements which have been laid on the
Table of this House, according to the facts which have come
to the knowledge of this House, the Company are
not able to construct the road without further assis-
tance. And of course, to justify the advance, or
the loan, which the Government proposes to make to this
Company, it is necessary for the Government to say that
there is some considèration moving them from the Com-
pany ; and they toll us that if the advance is made the road
will be constructed within two years, but, if not, it will not
be completed before 1891. Let us examine for a few
moments the particulars connected with the guarantee, and
the circumstances which surround that somewhat shady
transaction. We find that the Government of this country,
the trustees of the public funds, without any authority of
law, without any authority at all except dependence on
their majority in Parliament, entered into a secret agree-
ment with the Company and guaranteed the stock of the
Company to the extent of $65,000,000 at 3 per cent. That
agreement was an illegal agreement, one which the Govern-
ment should never have entered into. But the worst fact in
connection with it is, that the first intimation that the coun-
try had that such an arrangement had been entered into,
was a telegram from the other side of the water. It is a
somewhat significant and suspicious circumstance
-that at the time that telogram was received
gentlemen occupying, high positions in the country,
occupying confidential relations to the Government, who
must have known of such an agreement, were in the city
of New York. It was perfectly well known-the merest
novice in finance must have known-that the effect of such

an announcement in New York would be to "bull " the
stock-to temporarily advance it; and tbat was exactly
what happoned. Sir, thore is a suspicion in the country
that the men to whom I have referrod, have madu large
sums on the stock boards by their operations in
Canadian Pacifie Rail w y stock; but, true or not, it is, as I
said, a significant fact that these gentlemen were in New
York at that time, and it is equally well known that during
the few days the stock was in the market, it
advanced from 50 to 62 cents, That, Sir, was
an improper transaction, one which this Government
had no right to enter into. The Government has no
right to interfere with the stock market of this or
any other coruntry, or to do anything by which the
stock brokors can make money out of the acts of the Gov.
ernment. But bad as that transaction was, we did not sus-
pect, the people of the cauntry did not sutpeet, that this
Company would come to the Government again, and ask
them to advance them $22,500,000 by way of a loan. But,
Sir, when Parliament assembled, we find that tme Minister
of Railways laid on the Table a proposition to lend this
Company that amount, and to assumc a further liability of
$7,50o,000, making in al' $30,000,000. The hon. gentleman
bas argued in favour of that proposition in very eloquent
strains; ho bas put the ca-e on the part of the Company
and the Government in the strongest possible light; ho bas
urged every argument which it was possible for ingenuity
to urge, to justify this extraordinary transaction. AlIow
me for a few moments to enquiro into the position of this
Company when the work is comploted and its present po-
sitioni, and to ask the House and the country if, under those
circuinstances, the Govornment is justified in adv'ancing
or lending the Campany this amount, or guaranteeing them.
uny sum whatever. Tho length of the railway is 2,550
mi1es, and the work done by the Company is upon the lino
from Callander to Thunder Bay, and from Red River to
Kamloops, or 1,910 miles altogether. The Company is to
receive for this amount of work, a cash subsidy of$25,(00,000
and a land grant subsidy of 25,000,000 acres, equal to
$75,000,000 in all. They receive in addition to cash and
land grant subsidies, 711 miles of road, completed and to be
completed by the Governnent, namely, from Thunder Bay
to Red River, from Fort Moody to Kamloops and the Pem-
bina Branch, making 711 miles, at a cost to the Government
of $28,000,000; so that the Company, for constructing
1,910 miles are to receive $103,000,000, not in-.
cloding the cost of surveys, which amounted to
about $5,000,000. The Company have expended accord-
ing to the statement of the President $23,563,564,
and estimating the cost to complete the work at $27,000,000
we have an amount equal to $50,563,564. This sum taken
from $103,000,000 leaves a balance of $52,536,436, the net
profit of the Company. If we add to this the amount which
it is proposed to lend the Company, which I say is a gift,
one which this Government, or any other Government, will
never be able to extract from the Company-if we add this
amount, to the profits of the Company, these profits
willaggregate $74,936,000. I shall now glance for a moment
at the present positi.on of the Company. According to the
statement of the president, they have expended $2 -,563,564;
they have'received $21,318,222; so that they have expended
over and above the amount they have received, $2,245 342.
Against this they hold a land subsidy of 10,000,000 of acre;
equal to $20,000,00, at a very low valuation,because the landî
already sold have brought an average price of 82.36 per acre.
Deduct from the $20,000,000 the amount they have ex.
pended, $2,215,000, and there is left a profit of $17,755,000.
But the roads completed by the Government are valued at
s19,000,000, so that the Comptnîy have, as they actually
stand to-day, a profit of $ 17,755,000, together with the
$19,000,000 worth of completed roads, or a total profit of
$36,755,000. In addition, they are to receive, for the pur-
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pose of covering current obligations, the sum of $7,500,000;
-[ do not take the full amount, because the hon. Minister
says that is to be expended in constructing the balance of
the road. That would bring the amount of their profits up
to $44,255,000, or, if you deduct from that $7,500,000 the
$2,250,000, they stili have cash in hand amount-
ing to over $5,000,000. So that, Sir, tuking that
statement as correct, it shows that that Company
have never put one single dollar into the construc-
tion of the road, and they are making, as they stand to-
day, a profit of $44,255,000. And these are the men, Mr.
Speaker, who come to this Parliament and say that they
cannot construct this road unless they get this immense
loan. These are the men who, the hon. First Minister told
the people and the country, were able to construct the road
out of their own private means if they nover should receive
one dollar from outside resources. These are the great
capitalists we have heard about from every platform in the
country since 1880. These are the men for whose benefit
the taxpayers of this country are asked to put their hands
in their pockets and pay over this large amount of money.
These are the contractors who possess such an influence
over this Government as to force them to hurry through
these Resolutions without bringing down to Parliament the
proper amount of information necessary to enable us to
understand them. This is the Company who, despite the
opposition of thé French-Canadian. press, despite the hostile
attitude of certain other corporations, are able to
induce the Governiment to hurry these Resolutions
through. Is it a far-drawn inference to say that there
is a power which the people of this country know nothing
about, forcing the Minstry on in a way which their botter
sense and feeling must disapprove of ? These are the men
who come to this Parliament and ask that the people of
this country should mortgage their farms and their pro-
perties throughout the length and breadth of the Dominion
for the purpose of helping them to bind down the people
of the North-West with greater fetters than ever. These
are the men who are retarding the progress of that country,
and crushing out its very vitals. They are not willing to
surrender their great monopoly or one of the many pri-
vileges they possess. They demand this favour from the
Government, and the Government, without asking for a
single concession, are willing to accede to their demand. I
say that the people of this country will pronounce this
transaction to bo a most shameful one. Although they
condoned, to a certain extent, the contract of 1880, they
will not condone this transaction, but the Government,
when they go before the pe ple, will have to answer for
their conduct.

Mr. RESSON. Hear, hear.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman who interrupts me
is no doubt a very loyal citizen-he is williug that all his
friends and relations should serve the country. He bas a
great many of them feeding at the public crib now, and I
do not doubt that ho would be willing to take the portfolio
of the Minister of Agriculture if he could get it. Sir, it is
urged by the Government, as a reason why this transaction
sbould be carried out, that in order to develop the North-
Weet, it is necessary that that road should be speedily
constructed. It is said that that is necessary, in order for
us to get an entrance into the country. It is also urged, as
a reason for the speedy construction of the road, that the
Northern Pacifie Railway is obtaining the tbrougb trade,
and that unless the Canadian Pacifie Railway is speedily
completed, that trade will be permanently diverted
from it. Let us examine this plea for a moment.
We were told the other day that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway would ho the shortest and best of all the trans-
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continental linos, and with the easiest grades. Under
these circumstances, I say that no matter what other rail-
ways may be constructed across the continent, the shippers
of freight will seek the shortest and cheapest route; and
whether that road is finished by 1885 or 1891 makes no dif-
fèrence whatever to the country. But hon. gentlemen say that,
in order to attract immigration to the North-West, it is
necessary that the road should be speedily constructed. The
bon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), when he con-
trolled the Government, recognized the importance of mak-
ing connection with the North-West Territory; and with
that view he constructed the Pembina Branch, and imme-
diately set about the construction of the Thunder Bay Brandh.
Those two branches are running to-day, and they are the
very routes by which the Canadian Pacific Railway carry
all the immigration into that country. As an hon. member
said the other night, no immigrants go into that
country in mid-winter; they go there in summer; and the
preparations which the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
have made are such as to offer greater inducements to them
than they would have if there were only an all-rail route.
They point ont to immigrants that they are able to avoid
the tiresome journey of an all-rail route by taking the boats
to Port Arthur, and there changing to the cars, to be
carried on them to the great North- West. Therefore, I say,
so far as immigration is concerned, that every facility which
it is possible for the Company to offer to immigrants now
exists; and if the speedy construction of the road is desir-
able, it is in the interest of the Company, and not in the
interest of the country. But, Sir, do hon. gentlemen oppo-
site think they are going to attract immigration ? Do they
think for one moment that they are goirg to induce immi-
grants to settle in the North-West, in the face of the fact
that that country is under a grinding monopoly ? Do they
believe that people will go into that country, while they
have before thom the prospect of paying a yearly tribute to
that Company of $6 or $7 an acre on all the land they culti-
vate ? Do they think that immigrants are likely to settle
in that country, in the face of the oppressive land regula-
tions that exist and in the face of thoir uncertain adminis-
tration ? No, Sir; if hon. gentlemen calculate on a large
immigration into the North-West, I think they will
be greatly mistaken. Let us look at the past,
which, perhaps, affords the best indication of what
the future will likely be; and what do we find ?
That railway facilities have been opened up through that
country for the purpose of encouraging immigration.
And with what result ? Let us look, for a moment, at the
census statistics of the Dominion of Canada for 1881.
According to them the population of Canada in 1881 was
4,324,811; and in 1871, 3,635,024, an increase in ton years
of 689,787. I think every one will admit that the natural
increase of population should ho at the rate of 2j per cent.,
which would give, as the natural increase during those
ton years, 896,451. The official returus show that
the number of immigrants who arrived in Canada
during the last ton years was 261,205. Adding this
immigration of 261,205 to the natural increase. of 21
per cent, 896,451, you have a total inerease of 1,157,656 ;
yet these consus statistics show that the actual increase was
only 689,787. There is thus left to be accounted for 467,869.
We find in the report of the British Minister ut Washington
that he estimates the emigration from the United States to
Canada at 64,000 in 1873. If we take up the American
statisties,we will find that these 467,000, unaccounted for on
our Canadian returns, have gone to the United States; or
that double the number of people who have come into this
country during the last ton years, frtm 1871 to 1881, have
left and settled in the United States. Looking at the sta-
tistics for ton years, we find that oach year the number of
people who left for the United States was as follows;-
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In 1874....................................................... 32,690

1875................................... ................ ... 24,137
18768........................................................ 22,399
1877........................................ .............. 24,065
1878......................................................... 25,490

Total......................... ......... 128,781

During the five yers the late Government was in power.
In the five following years, the record is as follows:-

In 1879...................................................... 31,268
1880.................................................. ..... 99,706
1881,....................................................... 125,391
1882........................................................ 98,295
1883........................................................ 64,000

418,660
In the first two years, 187i and 1875, the emigration is
only calculated on those who left the Provinces of Ontario
and Quebec, so that, according to Arperican statistics, it
showed that during those ten years 418,666 people left
Canada and settled in the United States. Deducting 128,781
the emigration to the United States under the Mackenzie
Administration, from the 418,660 that left in the last five
years, and we have an emigration during the last five years
of 289,879 over and above that which took pIpce when the
hon. member for East York was in power. It
will be said these American statistics are not
correct, and I am aware a gentleman named
Lowe has been travelling through the western parts of the
country, pretending to gather statisties for the purpose of
showing what the real emigration was. I understand the
way that was done. It is not necessary to repeat it here.
I may also say there is a very large difference between his
statisties and those furnished by the American Government;
but I call the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to the
fact that during the years in which the hon. member for
East York (Mr. Mackenzie) was bead of the Govern-
ment, they were willing to take these statistics
as correct. You can scarcoly take up a copy of
the Montreal Gazette and Toronto Maiduring 1877 and 1878,
in which you will not find these hon. gentlemen sayingthat
the country w as becoming depopulated, and proving their
statements from the American statistics. These statistics
are proved to be correct beyond peradventure by the fact
that we should have a population of 467,000 more than we
have to-day, according to the natural increase in the im-
migration, and the American statisties show that 417,000
of our people have settled. in the UJnited States. Do hon.
gentlemen opposite think they are going to attract immi-
gration to the North-West, in face of the fact that
in the United States they have competing railways
and every facility is offered to the settler to make himself
contented with his home? I say no, and I say that the
predictions of hon. gentlemen opposite for the last two
or three years have not been verified, because they have
gave as to understand that thousands of people would rush
into the North-West and settie up the canntry. The re-
turns however ehow that scarcely 25,40'went in there dur-
ing the year 1882, and I venture tosay the immigration into
Manitoba during the present year is much less. I was
pained to he#r the hon. member for Cardwell make the
reference he did the other night. Although I am prepared
to admit that no hon. gentleman in this house is calculated
to give a better opinion upon the spoon-feeding business
than the hon. gentleman, 1 do not think he showed any
reason in applying this epithet to the North-West. Hie
said: "The grievances in the North-West, what are they?
Hon. gentlemen opposite have manufactured most of them.
The people there grum ble because they have not a railway to
their own doors, and are not spoon-fed by the Governmen t."
lon. gentlemen opposite were willing to applaud this state-
ment. Tite hon. member for Cardwell talked of the diffe-
rences between the present time and the time when our
fathers settled in this country. You can draw no

parallel at alil between them. In this age, when
settlers can go to almost any portion of the United
States and have all the railway facilities they require,
when they bave telegraphs, and everything that modern
civilization supplies-is it proper to say to the people of
a country who have been accustomed to this state of things
and have abandoned them, that they are spoon-fed people;
The people of the North-West are not spoon-fed; they are
suffering from real grievances; they are suffering from the
high taxation imposed on them by this Government, and
the railway monopoly which only reduced its rates a few
months ago, because they bave an application before the
Government, but the moment that application is granted
I venture to predict the old rates will be established. This
generous Company when it wants a favour from the Govern-
ment is prepared to make concessions, but when it bas
received that favour is equally ready to withdraw its con-
cessions. Under these circumstances, it is not at all likely
that you will be able to attract immigration to the North-
West, unless you wipe out entirely the monopoly in that
country. That you must do or you will never settle that
country. In this nineteenth century it is monstrous to
think that a Government of free men, living in a free coun-
try, can be found who will fetter the people by such a mono-
poly. If the hon. gentlemen on the Treasury Bonches had
lived 300 years ago and had attempted to create a monopoly
of that kind or any other monopoly tbey would have been
hanged. Why, Sir, it was a penal offence in England, three
hundred years ago, to attempt to create monopolies, but that
law is not in existence now, and we are going back to a state
of aflairs which then existed, and, if we go on as we are
going on now, the time will not be far distant when it will be
necessary to re-enact those laws. I have a word or two to
say in reference to the speeches of the hon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe and the hon. member for King's
County, New Brunswick. The hon. member for Richmond
and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) says:

I" The Government of Sir John A. Macdonald, in 1873, entered into
an arrangement with Sir Hugh Allan and his associates for the con-
struction of this railway. Sir Hugh made an effort to raise the necessary
capital; but, as every one knows, he failed. He was met by much the
same opposition which has turned up against the present Company, and
he had also to contend with this : that the country was.ben a compara-
tively unknown wilderness."

The hon. member for King's, N.S. (Mr. Woodworth) says:
"In 1873, it is well known that the Allan contract, so-called, was

made. That contract gave 54,000,000 acres of land and $30,000,000 to a
company to build a railway from Lake Nipissing to Burrard Inlet.
Everybody knows the fate of that contract. Everybody knows how it
collapsed. Everybody knows the reason why it coliapsed, and that we
we were unable to gain what all parties in the State declared was a
very great object to gain, namely, a railroad to the Pacifie Ocean on
Canadian soi.:"

Now, Sir, these hon. gentlemeu by those speeches declared
to the House and to the country that the reason why the
Allan contract failed was the opposition of bon. members on
this side of the House. I desire to inform those bon, gen-
tlemen, if they do not know it, that these are not the rea-
sons why the Allan contract failed. I desire toitell them
that the Allan contract failed because of the unearthing of
one of the most flagrant and revolting cases of political im-
morality that ever disgraced the Legislature of this coun-
try. Sir, as I stated a moment ago, I do not desire to enter
into the details of that transaction-

Some hon. MEMBERS, Go on.

Mr. LISTER.
on, I will do so.

If hon, gentlemen desire that I should go

Some hon. MEMIBERS. Go on.
Mr. LISTER. We know that, in the year 1873, the Gov-

erument entered into a contract with Sir Hugh Allan for
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the construction of that road ; we know that, as a con-
sideration for that contract, the Government of this country
received from Sir Hugh Allan $358,000; we know, as a
fact, because it was proved before the Royal Commission
which sat upon the case, that, in consideration of that
money, he received the contract; we know that, on that
account, the people of this country were so shocked at the
developments thatwero then brought forward, that the hon.
gentleman's own followers in this louse--and hle had a
large majority-were so shocked, that they abandoned him,
that they deserted him, that they were willing to place
their country above their party, and the hon.
gentleman, in order to escape an ignominious defeat, re-
signed the position ho then held. These are the circum-
stances, these are the facts under which the Allan contract
was set aside. This telegram will live as long as Canadian
history is written and read-" I must have another ton
thousand ; last time of calling." That telegram is addressed
to the hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott), and I
have no doubt that the other $10,000 was sent. That hon.
gentleman's handiwork was to be seen throughout that
contract and that arrangement, and the sime hon. gentle-
man who thon brought disgrace upon our country is here
to-day, the paid solicitor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany, rceiving, they say, a salary of $12,000 a year, and
ho is the main manipulator in this transaction.

Mr. SPEAKER Order. I must ask the hon. gentleman
not to allude to any hon. member of the louse in such
language.

Mr. LISTER. I withdraw, Mr. Speaker. All I can say
is that the hon, gentleman who was thon acting, the hon.
gentleman to whom I have alluded as acting for the
Canadian Pacitie Railway, is still the solicitor for
that same railway, and I have no doubt, if the
original papers could be seen, it would be discovered
that they are prepared by him; and, if, in 1873,
that gentleman brought such disgrace upon the country,
is it improbable that there is now something behind the
scenes that we do not know ? How is it that this matter
is hurried on with sucb indecent haste ? How is it that, in
face of opposition from the people of the Lower Provinces,
in face of opposition from the Province of Queben and fiom
all parts of the country, the Government force this on,
and how is it that they will not place upon the Table of the
House the information which is necessary t- enable hon.
members to understand this question ? Why are these
things ? Is there but one answer Y I believe the answer
is that the Government are not able to resist the impor-
tunities of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, that they are in
the palm of the hand of the managers of that Company.
Sir, these are the circumstances under which the
Allan contract was lost. in 1873, and, when the
member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) was called upon
to form an Administration, he at once, in 1874,
passed an Act authorizing the then Government to form a
company for the purpose of constructing this road. We
know that ho attempted to form a company, and we know
that ho failed, and I assert here that it wàs a good thing in
the interests of this country that ho did fail, for he thon
propounded a policy and followed it out which, if it had
been followed by his successors in office, would have been
in the interests of the country. Hie said: "We will construct
that road as the finances of the country will warrant, and
will not tax the people." But, even if the road had been
given to a company to construct, what would have been
the result ? We find that the Act of 1874 carefully pro-
tects the settlers in the country, protects the people who
might go ieto that country in their right to get their land,
for only one-third 01. that land was to be given to the com-
pany, and the other two-thirds were to be held by the Gov-
ernment as trustees for the company, and to be sold at a
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price of a dollar an acre. So that, if that policy had been
carried out, the peDple who immigrated to that country
thon and since would have been protected in their rights to
the land. But ho proposed another course which was Still
more in the interests of the country .He proposed to cou-
struct the line by the Government as the finances of the
country would warrant, and, if that had been pursued, we
would have been as far advanced Lo-day as we are under the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. The Minister of Rail-
ways tells us that this is a great national undertaking. It
is a great national undertaking, but it could be carried out as
well by the Government as by the Company. He takes
great credit to the Company for having constructed the road
on'the prairies in such a very short Uie, but every one
knows, who knows anything about the construction of rail-
ways, that it is nothing at all to construct a railway
through the prairie section of the country. The
real work is yet - to come, along the north of
Lake Superior and across the Rocky Mountains.
But to take credit for the construction of the 900 miles, as
they have done in the space of two years, shows to what
straits they are reduced. It amounts to nothing, they are
not entitled to take credit for it at all. That, Sir, is the
difference between the policy of the late Government and
the policy of the present Government. I again state that
under no circumstances, judging from the information now
before the House, should the Government assist the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway further. I say that the reasons that
have so far been given us for assisting that railway, are
entirely insufficient. There is nothing binding upon the
Company to construct the road; if it is constructed it will
be in the interests of the Company and not of the country.
I say that it will not assist immigration; the danger which
the hon. gentleman pointed out does not exist, namely, that
of diverting the traffic; and therefore these reasons having
failed, there remains no other reason why the Government
should assist this Company by mixing themselves up in its
private affairs, or by becoming security for the Company. I
say this is quite outside the proper functions of the Govern-
ment. They have no right to do it, and if they do it they
will be acting wrongly; and yet, according to the Resolu-
tions, this is what the Government proposes to do. The
hon. gentlemen opposite on every conceivable occasion
charge hon. members on this side of the House with being
unpatriotic, because they do not agree with the policy pro-
pounded by the Government. Sir, I take it that we have
heard the last of the loyalty cry. I think, Sir, that the
speech of the hon. member for Queen's, Prince Edward
Island (Mr». Brecken) is a sufficient rebuke to those who
harp upon the loyalty cry. That hon. gentleman is one of
the strongest supporters of the Government, but so sicken-
ing was this cry of want of loyalty, which is repeated over
and over again, that that hon. gentleman could not resist
quoting a rema k of Dr. Johnson "that patriotism was the
last refuge of & scoundrel." That hon. gentleman is
one of the stro1gest supporters the Government
has in the House to-day, yet so disgusted was ho
with the utterances of hon. gentlemen opposite
that he felt himself forced to administer to them that re-
buke. Why, Sir, the man who is truly loyal is'the man who
points out to the Government their mistakes; the man who
is truly patriotic is the man who points ont the mistakes of
the Government, and also points out the remedy. But, Sir,
to cover up wrong with a cry of patriotism, is to commit a
double crime; and I think, Sir, that it will be long before
we hear this cry again from hon. gentlemen opposite. I
desire to say that hon. members on this side of the House
are as loyal as, and a great deal more loyal, than those of
the other side, and I trust that as long as I have a seat in this
House I will never hear this ostentatious cry of.patriotismr
again. I have only one word more before I conclude. I
see the hon. gentleman for King's, New Brunswick (Mr.
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Foster) sitting opposite me, and I eau hardly conclude
without making some reference.to the very eloquent speech
ho made the other night. Sir, I think that hon. gentleman
is a most remarkable man. He told us that in the early
days when ho was a boy at school, and when most boys
were up to mischief or anything but study, ho was engaged
in poring over the maps, and looking forward to the day
when ho would have a country that ho could ho proud of.
Sir, it is an extraordinary thing to see that hon. gentleman
grown up to manhood after ho had such ideas in his youth.
We are accustomed to read that good little boys always die
young, and that it isonly the bad boys that grow up. Sir,
in conclusion I desire to say that, as a member of this louse
and representing a county composed of loyal and intelligent
Canadians, I must strongly protest in the name of my con-
stitueUts, as well as on my own behalf, against the passing
of these Resolutions.

Mr. ORTON. After these Resolutions have been so ex-
haustively discussed during this debate it cannot be difficult
for hon. members of this louse to make up their minds
with regard to the important points involved in the ques-
tion before us. Sir, before touching upon the question
generally, I wish briefly to refer to some remarks
of the hon. gentleman who has just taken bis seat
(htr. Lister). lu the early part of his remarks
ho stated, with a boastful ar, that the predictions of
the hon, leader of the Opposition, with regard to theo evils
to result froni the contract with the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, had been fulfilled. I think, perhaps, in the course of
my rtemarks this evening, I shall be able to show that the
beneficial results predicted for that enterprise are likely to
be attained. I wish to refer to one remark of the hon. gen-
tleman, to show how contradictory ho bas been in the
speech ho bas delivered bore to-day. That hon. gentle-
man stated, that neither ho, nor, I suppose, his party,
believed that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company would
ever come back to this House with such a monstrous
request for further assistance-showing that ho, at least,
had no fiith in the boasted prediction of is leader. The
hon. gentleman bas used language here to-day which is
certainly of a very extravagant character, and which, I
think, would botter become a Communist in France, or a
Nihilist in Russia. That such language should be used in
this House with regard to the Government, I think is simply
monstrous. When hoestated that if a law had been passed
by any European Government, such as that giving to
the Canadian Pacifie Railway a monopoly in Manitoba,
the members of that Government would be hung-I
think such language ought to be denounced by every eandid,
honest, and carefut man in this country. Enough injury
bas already been doue by agitators of the class. of those
who use such extravagant language, as is used by the Com-
muniste and others, and which, of course, I do not wish to
attribute to my hon. friend. He thon went on to state that
the Government of Canada were in the power of the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, and were forced to carry out their
wisbes and their desires, and that it was by means of that
power that they had forced the present Government to come
to this House and ask for this Bloan. Sir, I think if he had
watched the course of evente ho would have seen why
theo resent Government were forced by the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company to come to this House with these
Resolutions, and in the course of my remarks I hope
to be able to show him why the Company have askedfor
this assistance. The hon. gentleman thon, in a very care-
less manner, referred to the fact of this Company con-
structing 900 miles of railway over the prairie section, as a
meore nothing. Why, Sir, the construction of this immense
distance by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, is a
feat which bas never been surpassed by any other com-
pany under the san. If ho had travelled over that country

as I have done, and as ho bas not done, ho would know
that obstacles exist-that there are wide rivers to cross
and valleys to fill up; and, when ho recollects the char-
acter of the country from Regina, I may say, to the Rocky
Mountains, especially, ho must admit that the Company
have had great and serious obstacles to encounter. When
ho recollects, also, the character of the country from' Cal-
gary to the Rocky Mountains, I think, if ho had wished
to deal candidly with this question, he would have
acknowledged that the construction of this 900 miles by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway was a great and successful feat.
Another question we have to consider is, will this loan
entail upon this country additional taxation ? I have no
hesitation myself in stating as my opinion that it will not
increase the taxation of the people one iota. We are not
asked to vote money, to give a bonus; we are asked simply
for a lo a, and I think it will be time enough for hon.
gentlemen opposite to talk about heavy burd eus of taxation
being imposed upon the people when we are brought face
to face with the question as to whether this loan shall be
made a bonus, or whether the Company have failed to ful-
fil the obligations they have undertaken, should Parlia-
ment grant ibis loan. Now, it has been acknowledgod by
quite a number of hon. members opposite> indeed it is used
as an argument by those hon, gentlemen, that the very
fact that this railway bas proved itself a paying concern is
a reason why the Company should not have come to Par-
liament and asked for a loan. In my opinion
that is a very strong and sound reason why
it will be utter-ly impossible that the Company can over
have any good roason to come to Parliament and ask that
this should be a bonus instead of a loan, or ask for any ex-
tension of the terms granted. The security for the advance
is, I think, ample. It seems to me totally absurd to talk
about the want of security. Why, Sir, when we consider
that we shall have as security all the money and land
which the Government have granted for the construction
of the road, also the portions of the railway constructed by
the Government itself, besides which we shall have the
branch lines which the Company have purchased, and the
steam vessels which they have recently placed upon our
upper lakes, and also over 822,000,000 invested in improv-
ing the property, which of course increases the security
instead of diminishing it, no man with ordinary candor eau
help acknowledging that the security is full- and
ample. Under such circumstances it is very natural to ask,
why should the Canadian Pacific Railway Company with
such abundant security have come to Parliament for a loan;
why did they not go to the money markets of Europe and
obtain the money they required ? The reasons have already
been enumerated, but I may be permitted again briefly to
refer to them. In the first place, it may be stated that the
great depression in railway securities in Europe, and
especially in American securities, in consequence of the
collapse, I may say, of the Northern Pacifie Railway, added
to which was the fact of a partial failure of crops through-
out this continent, combined to form one reason, no doubt,
and a strong one, why it was difficult to float the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company's bonds. Another r9ason, and it
is one which I think will bear dwelling on for some time,
is the discontent which existed, and the outcry which was
raised in the North-West. laving some little knowledge of
that country and of what occurred there, I may be par doned
if I dwell at some little length on that subject. Sir, it is a
fact that some dissatisfaction bas existed, and some may still
possibly exist. But the reason is not very far to seek. We know
very well that the North-West bas suffered a partial faiture
of crops, but only a very partial failure as compared with
the restof the Dominion, and only a very partial failure
as compared with the United States. But the fact that a
partial failure of crops in that country occurred at the very
time when they had so large a surplus of good grain to dis-
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pose of, and the fact that for the first time they had been
brought face te face with a surplus, and that at a time when
provision was not made for exportation et the surplus of the
country, intensified the situation. Buyers, either millers
from the eastern Provinces, or buyers for foreign export,
were not in a position to go into the market of that coun-
try, and indeed, they were not thoroughly cognizant of the
fact that there was actually a large surplus to dispose of.
They had not warehouses ready, and the result was
that the people of the North-West had to bear not
only the depression caused by a partial failure of
crops, but also the fact that prices were exceedingly low in
consequence of the lack of accommodation. The farmers
were in the hands of monopolists, two or three-millers being
the only buyers in that country, and they managed to club
together se as to ensure that the farmer should receive as
snall a price as possible for his grain. That is a good and
sound reason for all the dissatisfaction existing in that
country. There was some dissatisfaction, ne doubt, in
regard to the extension of branch railways. People
settled in the back districts want branch railways, and we
hope they may soon have them ; but that result will net be
obtained by denouncing the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company and endeavouriig to destroy its credit
in the money markets of Europe. There is another
point in connection with this question of dissatis-
faction in Manitoba, to which it is pioper to refer. I think
a great deal of credit is due to the Canadian Pacifie lRailway
Company and the Government for the prompt manner in
which they came te the relief of the people of the North-
West. The rates for the transportation of grain eastward
to Port Arthur were promptly reduced by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. The Company also offered
buyers the use of their warehouses and elevators at Port
Artbur free of charge, se as to enable the millers of the
eastern Provinces, especially of the Province of Ontario, to
send there and buy grain, because it is well known that the
short crop in Ontario gave rise te an increased demand on
the part of millers for North-West grain. They net only
did this, but they gave 30 per cent. of the ordinary rate for
undamaged grain, for the transportation of grain which had
been injured te any extent by frost. They also promptly
endeavoured te obtain the co-operation of United States
railways, te assist in getting relief to the farmers of the
North.West, thus showing in the most marked way that
their interests were thoroughly wrapped up with the
interests of that country. But, Sir, while this was the
action of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, what has been the
course pursued by the Grand Trunk, and sthe railways in
competition with the Canadien Pacifie Railway, on the
other side of the line ? We find that they used the tem-
porary misfortunes of the farmers of the North West, in
order te try te injure the reputation of that country
in Great Britain and Europe. Net only do they
do that, but they used political agitators in the
North-West te increase the agitation, by raising
cries of the most unreasonable and absurd character
among the people, with regard te both the Cana-
dian Government and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany. These political agitators were headed by a political
adventurer, who is well known te hon. gentlemen who sat
in this House under the regime of the hon. member for East
York (Mr. Mackenzie), and who is particularly well known
te the hon. member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cart-
wright), and the hon. member for West Huron (Mr.
Cameron). We all recollect what that political agitator
and adventurer, who was elected by the Conservatives of
Huron te represent them in this Hfouse, did, when he came
te Parliament. It is also within the recollection of hon.
gentlemen here, that after he was unseated for bribery and
corruption, fie gave way te the hon. member for West
Huron ; and it is said that a very valuable consideration was
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in question. At any rate what we do know is, that
the hon. member for West Huron owes his place in
this House very largely, to the course, and what I cal the
dishonourable course, pursued by that political adventurer.
I shall not say that the mission of the hon. members for
West and South Huron to the North-West was to assist in
pulling the wires so as to increase the flames of that agita-
tion. I do not believe that such was the case. I believe
that it was their business, in connection with their property
in that country which caused them to visit our great North-
West about that time But, Sir, I do not think it would be
a loss of time to refer to the intrigues of the Grand Trunk,
of the railways opposed to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and of the political agitators, in order to enumerate reasons
why the Canadian Pacifie Railway could not float their
bonds in the British or European markets. Sir,what was the
result ? We ail know that almostevery stockholder in Eng-
land has Grand Trunk bonds in his possession, and sich was
the influence of the Grand Trunk, and of other
railways, who assisted them in bringing their influence
to bear on the money lenders of Europe, that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company were unable
to float their bonds; and even when the Government of
Canada came to their aid, and guaranteed their bonds at
3 per cent., they were stili unable to float them. The
Government were driven-not by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, I would wish my hon. friend fron West
Lambton to bear in mind-but by this combination of cir-
cumstances, to ask the Parliament of Canada to grant a
loan to the Company. It is not an uncommon thing to see
times when the owners of money become so frightened that
they will not invest their money in the very best securi-
ties. We have seen it the case in the past, in this country,
where there is not a very large accumulation of capital,
that the best sceuri ties will hot be realizable; it has been the
case in the United States, where there is a larger accumula-
tion of capital. It has been the case in France, and other
European countries, that the best investments could not
command money, in consequence of the condition of the
money market through some such " scare"-to use a
common expression-as that which now seems to possess the
money brokers with regard to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
and other securities. While referringto this matter, I may
be permitted to refer to what appears to me the somewhat
absurd position of our present bankingr and financial facilities,
for the purpose of showing the danger which may occur to
the country, through the existence of our banking institu-
tions in their present position, and the total dependence of
the Government of Canada upon foreign money owners. I
woulctask hon. gentlemen, as well as the members of the
Government, to consider a fewfacts on this point. Bismarck
and the Emperor of Germany, knew well wherein lay the
safety and greatness of their country. It was in delivering
their country frem the bondage of gold owners and gold loan-
ers. To-day,the Emperor Williamof Germany has accumulat-
ed for his own use and the use of the Empire something like
£40,000,000 of gold. We know that that.very fact adds to
the prestige and strength of the German Empire. It is
also well known that the extraordinary prestige of the
United States is owing not alone to the vast tracts of land,
the vast resources, the great, active, and intelligent popula-
tion of that country, but also to the fact that during gpe of
the most prodigious internecine wars that has ever afflictad
a nation, that country was able to do without foreign gold
by issuing a currency of its own. And, Sir, wore we in
saufh a position, and not so dependent as we are to-day upon
foreign gold owners, the Government of Canada would not,
occupy its present humiliating position. The trickery and
intrigues of a Grand Trunk Company or of other rival
companies could not have so impared and impeded the p-olicy
which the Canadian people calmly and deliberately adopted
in regard to the Canadian Pacific Railway. But, Sir, what do
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we find ? The Government found themselves face to face with
a difficulty. They had promised the business men of Canada
that by the year 1836 the Canadian Pacifie Railway would
be constructed from ocean to ocean, which should be a fitting
adjunet to the National Policy which had been adopted for
the protection of our own people, and which had been fol-
lowed by the development of our manufacturing and other
industries on a larger scale than before. The Government
had also promised to immigrants that this road would be
completed by that time for their accommodation. This
promise had been proclaimed not only in Canada, but in
Great Britain and in every other European country from
which immigration was to be expected, and it was thought,
and properly thought, to be a marvellous exhibition of the
energy and vigour and vitality of the people of Canada. I
say, then, that when the Government found themselves face
to face with this difficulty, they could not preserve the
prestige and the honour of the Canadian people had they
done otherwise than come to this House and ask the repre-
sentatives of the people to vote the assistance proposed, to
enable the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to carry out
their contract-not in the shape of a bonus, but in the
shape of a loan, until the money markets of the world
possess a little more confidence in our great Canadian
Pacifie Railway scheme. It is well known to all com-
mercial men in this country, that had it not been for the
deposit in the banks of Canada of something like
$15,000,000 in connection with the guarantee, the de-
pression in Canada to-day would be much more terrible
than it is, and perhaps many people would have been
out of employment because the banks would have been
unable to give the usual accommodation to business men.
And why did that occur ? Partly from the fact that the
enterprise of the people had been stimulated by the promise
that this road would be speedily constructed. Sir, we had
some experience of a depression caused by want of action,
by want of that intelligent foresight which characterizes
the present Government, during the dark days when hon.
gentlemen opposite were in power. We well recollect the
intense suffering of the people of this country from 1874 to
1878. The fact of those terrible times seems to haunt the
memory of the hon. member for South Huron (Sir Richard
Cartwright) like a horrible nightmare. He could not help
referring to them when discussing this Canadian Pacifie
Railway question the other evening. We all remember
how, out of that capacious cranium of his, he drew ont the
statement that a certain politician had told him that the
best way to tell a story was to give a historical narative ;
and in order to exemplify that precept to the House, h.
endeavoured to make us believe that the depression at that
time was caused by the taxation imposed on this country
by the reckless and insane expenditure of the Government
which preceded that of the hon, member for Eat York
(Mr. Mackenzie). I could not help thinking of the state-
ment h. made when he went to borrow money in England.
Was he telling a historical narrative when he went to
the money lenders of Great Britain and showed them
the silver shield, and informed them that all the
money whieh had been expended by the Government
of Sir John A. Macdonald had been expended upon
useful and remunerative public improvements ? But,
Sir, when he came back to Canada h. told the
historical narrative he stated in this House and on
every platform what h. stated the other night, that the
debt of this country had been increased by the insane and
reckless expenditure of a former Government. I could not
help thinking that had he desired not to tell a historical
narrative he would have referred to the reckless and insane
expenditure on Port Francis Locks, on the Goderich Har-
bour, on steel rails and other reckless expenditure which
has entailed heavy burdens on the people and which to-day
would be depressing us in a very marked manner had it
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not been for the success of the policy adopted by the pre-
sent Government. I shall just refer to another point in
reply to this question, whether it is wise and in the interest
of Canada that this road should be built in the slow manner
in which it would be constructed were this loan not given.
I will take first the interests of the Province of Ontario.
Although I do not think it necessary to refer particularly
to any one Province in this connection because I believe that
what will benefit all the Provinces is in the interest of each,
still what would be the result as regards Ontario it is not
difficult to ascertain. We all recollect very well that from
the pressure brought to bear by the Grand Trank
Railway, the Canadian Pacifie Railway had very nearly
fallen into the hands of that road and thus the Grand Trunk
Railway threatened the people of this country with a huge
monopoly. We know well that Ontario has given large
bonuses from every important municipality for competing
roads; we recollect the eloquence with which the hon.
leader of the Opposition in the Local House introduced the
railway resolutions there and the unanimity with which
people endorsed his action. What was the most cogent
reason for these Resolutions ? It was that we might get
opposition to the Grand Trunk Railway. I was rather
astonished that the hon. member for North WOlington who
lives in a town where he ought to know the importance of
keeping up two lines of railway instead of one-in
a town where his own fellow citizens have voted
immense sums of money in order to have not only the
Grand Trunk Railway but the Canadian Pacific-now the
Toronto, Grey and Bruce-take the line of argument h. did.
To show that this is followed keenly by the people of
Ontario, I will just read an extract from a letter which I
received previous to the bringing down of the previous Reso-
lations -previous to the time the Government stated what
assistance they were going to give the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. This gentleman who is largely engaged in busi-
ness in my county writes :

"r hope some scheme will be devised to push to completion the Canadian
Pacific Railway in 1886 au Oanada would be under a cruel master If left
to the tender mercies of the Grand Trunk Railway. I hope wbatever
may be done will be a scheme to complete the whole road at once."
We well know what was the result of the absorption by the
Grand Trunk Railway of tho Great Western. W. all
know that no sooner was that done than up went the
rates all through Ontario. That means that every farmer
in Ontario has to pay a higher rate for the transportation
of his grain to the markets of the world; and had the Grand
Trunk succeeded in absorbing the Canadian Pacifie Railway
and thus have obtained a monopoly of the whole business
of the West, every farmer in the North-West would be
obliged to receive five to ten cents per bashel for his grain
less than he otherwise would; it meant, in fact, destruction
to the prosperity of the North-West. What bas the policy
of the Grand Trunk Railway been in the past ? Have they
ever shown their gratitude to the Canadian people for having
loaned them $15,000,000 of money ? While referring to
this I wish to state that I believe the people of Canada
themselves desire to uphold the honour and integrity of our
country-that it is just as important we should be oconsi-
dered honest abroad and an upright people in Par-
liament assembled as in our general business trans-
actions-that we shonld try and perpetuate the
name and the fame which made Bngland so great,
the honesty and the uprightness of her merchants. These
qualities characterize the people of Canada. I do not wish to
be too harsh in regard to the Grand Trunk Railway,I know
the people of Great Britain did give us their money-the
monied men of Europe gave us their money to construot
this road and expected to get large returns; but when we
recollect the reckless manner in which that money was
expended, when we recollect that to-day many of the large
monied men of this oountry owe their fortunes to the reck-
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less manner in which that money was expended, when we
recollect that that road cost per mile no les than $130,000,
without any difficulties to contend with as on the North
Shore of Lake Superior and in the R-ocky Mountains-when
we recollect these facts we must conclude that it would be
unfair to ask the people to suffer for all time to come for the
reckless expenditure in connection with the construction of
that road, nor do I believe that the men who originally
invested the money in the Grand Trunk Railway would be
benefited, even should this House refuse to loan the
$22,000,000, to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. While, how-
ever, desiring, as I believe every honest man does, that the
Grand Trunk Railway should prosper by doing all the
legitimate business it can, I think it is unfair to ask the
people of Canada to pay for their unwise expenditure.
Further than that, the Grand Trunk lRailway have to blame
themselves a good deal if the people of Ontario and the
people of the other provinces do not view their rule in
Canada with the feeling with which they perhaps
otherwise would view it. On every occasion they were
ready to put up the rates sometimes to an enormous
extent. You may talk about the water competition
between Toronto and Montreal, but we know that as soon
as that is locked up, the Company nearly double their rates.
I had some experience myself of this in business. We
also know, as is known to all the business men in Ontario,
that they not only do that, but they give preforence to their
own favourites engaged in business. It is true we had last
year a large body of the business men of Ontario brought
down hero,but [ repeat what I said thon before the Railway
Committee, that more than half of these men were brought
down because they dared not stay at home. I was told by
numbers of men engaged in business, who have suffered
gross and great wrongs from the Grand Trunk Railway, and
yet they were afraid to stay at home. Some did stay·at
home, though-a good many. They were urged, and urged
in a way that was not very delicate, at any rate, to come
here. Then, Sir, ought they not to blame themselves for
destroying as much as they have the effcts of the National
Policy on the farming interests of Ontario. What are the
facts to-day ? Notwithstanding that 50 cents a barrel
was put on flour . under the Tariff, and 15 cents on
wheat, still, through the privileges they have given
to American farmers over Canadian farmers, in moving
their produce, the duty of 50 cents per barrel on four
is comparatively nugatory. Why, I find that they give a
rate from St. Louis to Montreal of 42 cents per barrel for
flour, while from the town of Guelph in my county
they charge 45 cents per barrel for , flour. Their
rate from Chicago is also cheaper than that from.
the city of Guelph. In this way, as I say, they have
ever disregarded the vital interests of the people of my
Province, and aiso of the people of other Provinces, and to-
day they find themselves face to face with the fact that the
people have come to the conclusion that it would be the
most dangerous thing that could ever occur to the people of
Canada were the Grand Trunk Railway to become the
owners of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. And there are
other reasons why Ontario desires the construetion of this
road, and the completion of it as rapidly as possible.
Reference has been made by hon. gentlemen op.
posite to that portion of the road through the iRocky
Mountains, and they have stated that that might be delayed.
They made very little reference to another difficult portion
of that road-that portion between Thunder Bay and Cal-
lander, north of Lake Superior. The people of Ontario think
it of vital importance to their interests that they should
have railway communication with the North-West as rapidly
as possible. They have been promised it. They expect
the fulfilment.of that promise. They have gone into mana-
fautring enterprises in anticipation of the falfilment of
them promises. And the people of Manitoba also delire te
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see that portion constructed as rapidly as possible, in order
that they may have communication during the winter with
the Province of Ontario. They know very well that the
grain they produce in Manitoba and the North-West is
peculiarly suitable for flouring purposes-makes the best
flour in the world,-and they also know - weli that
many millers in Ontario are most anxious to obtain
that wheat to manufacture it into flour. Therefore,
their interests and Ontario's interests are wrapped up in the
rapid completion of that road, and it appears to me aston-
ishing that any member from the Province of Manitoba
should for a moment hesitate in regard to his course in this
matter. While referring to Ontario's interests in this light,
I may just draw the attention of the Government to one
fact. It is stated that the connection between Ontario and
the Canadian Pacifie Railway is to be made by the con-
struction of a road from Gravenhurst to Callander. Now, it
has been pointed out to me by others, and it appears to me
to be a very good idea-why should not that connection be
with Sudbury Junction instead of with Callander? A saving
would be made of some fifteen or twenty miles-some say
thirty or forty, but I think it would be at toast twenty
miles. That would be a great saving and a great benefit in
the long run both to the manufacturers in Ontario
and to the wheat-growers in the North-West, and I
think the Government should bear in mind that point.
I think my hon. friend the leader of the Opposition
should hositate before he finally, and for ever, I may
say, casts in his lot-because he cannot be considered
as doing anytbing else-with those who desire to place
us under one huge monopoly. I think it would be
the gravest mistake he had ever made in his life. I recol-
lect that, some years ago, I had the honour of a visit from
that hon. gentleman in my riding, and that his meetings
were advertised throughout the length and breadth of my
riding, and the whole county and the neighbouring coun-
ties, and in the notice ho was called " Big Edward-Canada's
greatest statesman." i recollect well the thousands of
people who assembled .to hear that hon. gentleman at a
time when the hon. member for East York was in power,
and I recollect how very enthusiastie they were in regard
to the future course that hon. gentleman would take, and
the reforms he would inaugurate, had he the opportunity, in
this country. lt does appear to me to be a humiliating
conclusion of his career when we find him to-day the
advocate-I do not apply that term in the sense of the paid
advocate or the legal adviser, but the advocate in Parlia-
ment-of the policy pursued by the Grand Trunk Railway,
which means the absorption of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
and the creating of one huge railway monoply in this
country. There could be no excuse for him; there is no
possible way in which ho could apologize for such a-course,
except one, and that is that it might possibly be a way-
but it would be a very expensive way of doing it-of bring-
ihg about what so many people desire, that the railways of
Canada should be run by the Government of Canada. I
hope that he will consider well, and hesitate, and try, at any
rate, to wash off a stain which, whether with truth or not,
has attached to his party, or to some leaders.ofhis party,
the reputation, I may Isay, that they are ready on every
occasion that presents itself to soli the best interests of
their country-I do not refer in that manner to any hon.
Member of this House, I would not do so, but to
others outaide, to some of the strong wire pullers,
of whom it hua been said, I do not say correctly,
that they are ready at any moment to sell their country, to
seil the most vital interests of their country, for the success
of their party, in order to get their party into power. 1
hope that the hon. gentleman will try, by his course on this
question, to disabuse the minds of the public of that
impression. Sir, before sitting down I desire to refer to a
paragraph in the GlWoe newspaper. It has bean said thas
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the Globe is the paid organ of the Grand Trunk ailway, it not wie, and le it ot in th interet of the Dominion
and that it shapes the policy of the Reform party; I do lnot in view of these possible diffloulties, that tus railway should
believe that, because, if it were true, it would make the be pushed on as rapidly as possible to completien so as to
Reform party simply the political advocates of the Grand give us easy communication into that country? Then there
Trunk Railway-which I do not believe. However, in that is another point worth considering-the bonditig syetem
paper of Friday last, February 15th, is a striking article which we now bave and by whieh we can transport ourkoode
headed " Is it a crisis ? " It refers to an article in the from Canada to Manitoba and the North-West, which is
Mmerve from which it quotes as follows :-a privilege granted to us by te United States

" Before we even enquire if it is right to grant so large a sum, we wh under the Washington Treaty. In two yearwe fro
to know what will be left for ourselves. If the financial position will tus w. expeot that tii people'of the United States,
not permit of both, then, indeed, do we insist that the Pacific has "t through thoir representatives, will corne to us and nt for a
better rights than we have, and it shall wait with us or etep behind us.' recousideration of the terms of the agreement between that
Then the editor goes on to remark on the above: country and Canada, inciuding this matter, amongst othere.

" If there is one point upon which the French Conservatives pride Well, Sir if the Canadian Pacifie Railway is not eonstructed
themselves, it is a devotion to their own provincial right, and it is in two years, w shah again have to ask them as a favoar te
not improbable that they may take a firm stand against Sir John on this
occasion. If they choose to do so they can be the means of saving th give us the bonding system to enable us to take our ocds
Dominion from an appalling calamity.,' throngh the United States te Manitoba and the North-
I suppose the calamity here meant is the remaining in West; whereas, if thie ban ie granted, and that road in
power of the Conservative party. oopleted in twe years, when 1h. Àmericans corne to us teinegotiate another treaty, we shall net b. ohuiged te ask

"Why cannot they unite with the French Libérale for once in assisting them for a renewal of bonding facilities. Sir, it dees seem.
Mr. Blake to stem the tide that threatens to ovez whelm us al, and after to me that when w. consider that these Resolutions proposethat national danger is averted, let them state their grievances with to give a ban and not a bonus; when we consider that we areconfience that no wrong shal be done them." fot asked te expend any money that we are fot likely to
Now, Mr. Speaker, our French fellow countrymen know th. get full return for; when we conider that at a tue when
interests of their Province better than I do, and it would be Canada was comparatively poor, when ber revenue was
improper for me to speak of them. But, Sir, as an admirer very emali, we loaned the Grand Trunk Railway
of my French fellow countrymen I cannot help regarding *15,000,000, and have net yet received a cent of it back;
that article as one of the greatest and grossest insults that when we recolleet that the request for a ban te th. Cana-
have ever been offered to the French people of this country. dian Pacifie Railway cf twenty-two and a haif millions
Sir, I have been taught, and properly taught, to look upon is a mere bagatelle compared with the loan made during
our French fellow countrymen as loyal to the best interests our financial weakness t0 the Grand Trnnk Railway, then,
of this country. We know that they have proved themselves Sir, 1 hink we need have no hesitatien about acceding te
such on many trying occasions, ever sinco Canada became a the proposais cf the Government. I recolleet that only a
dependency of Great Britain. I have always looked upon few years ago the United States Gcvernment gavesoxe-
them, and still look upon them, in the same light, and shall thing like 70,000,000 fer Alaska, a country cf ice and
ever do so, as ready to fight for the best interests of thisnow, without any agricultural lands, and they considered
country, either by taking up -arms or otherwise. i have they had gel a very cheap bargain. When we regard the
always felt, Sir, that they are an honpurable and a chivalrous construction cf the Canian acifie i
race, a race that would rather die than sacrifice their honour; developing our vast Nort-West witi its millions upon
therefore I regard such an article as the grossest insult millions cf acres cf the richest arable sou cf th. world,
that could be offered to the honour of the French wfere wheat can b. grown te greater perfection than in
people. Sir, when we find in the newspaper organ which any cher country under the sun, it appears paltry on tho
is supposed to h. the exponent of the policy of hon. gentle- part cf hon. gentlemen opposite te offer suci opposition
men opposite, such an article as I have juet read, it is enough te the proposed ban. Lu conclusion, it le my opinion that
to make any honourable and honest man feel the greatest con the intereets cf the Dominion as a wiole, the interesto cf
tempt for men who would for a moment condescend to such every province, and the prestige and honour cf Canada unit.
a policy as that indicated in the words I have just read. Sir, te call upon every candid member et this Houe. Who
before resuming my seat I wish to refer to one point to desires te serve hie country to vote for the Reaolutions ncw
which my hon. friend for West Lambton alladed, namely, under coneideration.
the exodus to the United States. I was sorry to hear him do Lt being Six o'cbock, lhé Speaker loft the Chair.
what his confrères on the cther side of the House have so
often been doing-trying to run down this country. If h. efter Reo
had made himof famitiar with tps fadf h wteld have
known tint au invetigation ia been madb at Port Huron Mr. CAMRON (Huron). Mr. Speaker, I do not pro-
with regard te the actual exodus frrni tue country, and thnt pose at what may b .callod t s late stage of th discussion,
insteadcf the 80,000, or 100,000, ihat we have been t enter minutely wio the arg ments that bave been
accustomed te hear the ion. gentlemen opposite wpeak advanced by hon. members on lie caher side of the oug.
cf, ier. lias net been duriug the last tire. years a Mn fact, Sir, when a question, however important it may be,
average exodus froni thie country cf more than 4,000. hm. been diecuss.d for tire. or four niglits in sucesesion, al
Theiasm been atisfactorily and conluîvely proven that can fairly be aid on either side cf e question has
after the most careful investigation. Tire are on. been "id. I agree tone extent with what the Miniter
or two other points in connetion witii th. rapid con- of Railways aid some nigt ago in antwering te seeh
struotion cf the. Canadian Pacific Railway which I think are made by the hon. member fer West Durham (Mar. ]lake)
werthy of the attention of the. House; oue is the. f4et which thrt h. debate w practically clos.d the night on whia
hm been brought te our attention thisafternoon. lpon the the honi. gentleman submitted s proposition t ten Houa.
notice paper there was an enquiry wli regard ho the, use of~ The debate was practically ended aI tue coe cf the. able, I
the lMoanted Police lu quelling Indian troubles iu Brilti may say tCe magnificent, speech delivered by s hon.
Columbia. Now, Sir, we know liain uase cfWa large influx member for West Darhan. S far a I have ben
cf white population jute liat country there i. a peesubility able o gther, and I have listened wth soma con-
cf the. Indians, who are very numerus in WBritish Columbia, uiderable attention te what ias ben aid on boti
givig trouble. Now, if anytoble of tjiat kd ooourred Bides of th o wh e, no hon. genteman on he other aide of
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the House has undertaken to grapple with the mass
of facts and figures submitted to the House by that hon.
member. That being the case, I agree with the ion.
Minister that the debate was then practically closed, and
those of us who have the misfortune to discuse the question
at a long subsequent stage always labour under the disad-
vantage that the ground has been thoroughly gone over, the
arguments fully and fairly adduced upon both sides of the
House. Sir, I do not propose to discuss at length the argu-
ments advanced by all the hon. gentlemen who have spoken
from the Government side of the House. If the position
assumed by the Minister of Railways is met and answered,
if the prophecieb and predictions which that able and
eloquent gentlemen made to the House in 1880-81, when he
was submitting his original proposition respecting the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Railway are answered,
every speech which has been made in the flouse by hon.
gentlemen who have followed him has been answered ;
because, Sir, every speech made in the House by gentle-
men who have followed him has been answered, because
they did nothing more than regularly repeat what the
hon. gentleman said, and just as regularly weakened
what the hon. gentleman said. Now, Sir, I have only a
word or two to say to the hon. gentleman who preceded me.
I shall not undertake to answer his arguments, or to con-
trovert the position he laid down, I am not going to dis-
cuss the banking system of the country to-night; 1 am not
going to deal with the propriety of establishing banks for
farmers ; I am not going to say very much about the nature
of the soil from Brandon to the summit of the Rocky
Mountains discussed by the hon, gentleman ; and, therefore,
I do not propose to follow the hon. gentleman in his so
called line of argument. One thing he did say, which I
wish to controvert. You, Sir, will recollect that my able
predecessor in the representation of South Huron was
characterized by the hon, gentleman as a political
fraud, a political humbug, a political adventurer, and
the hon. member stated that to that gentleman was largely
due the measure of discontent which now prevails
in the North-West Territory. Sir, I did not know
that my friend, Mr. Greenway, had such extraordinary
influence in that country that he could mould and shape
political opinion to the extent described by the hon. gentle-
man. I have known Mr. Greenway for many years; he was
for many years opposed to me in politics, but I say it is an
outrage on common decency to say that he was either
a political fraud, or a political adventurer. I say further,
in answer to the charge made by the hon. gentleman, that
Mr. Greenway was elected as a Conservative, and that ho
came down to Parliament and supported the Liberal party
-I say, in justice to Mr. Greenway, that he was not elected
as a Conservative, but as an Independent-elected to give
his voice and hie vote in favour of the party which in hie
judgment would best carry on public affaire in the interest
of the country. He came to Parliament and saw and heard
for himeolf, and having seen and heard, ho saw fit to cast in
hie lot with the Liberal party. Many great men have
changed in their politics. My hon. friend, the always bland
and smiling hon. Minister of Finance, changed hie politics
-many hon. gentlemen on that side of the House have
changed their politics. I do not think itis any reflection on a
man's honesty or ability thbat he has changed hie politices.
There is no greater fool than the man who never learns.
Mr. Greenway learned to do what is right, and the only
difference between him and the hon. Minister of Finance
is that the latter learned to do what is wrong. I cannot
pase on to the discussion of the question before the
louse, without congratulating lon, gentlemen on the
other side, on the marvellous harmony which ap-
pears to reign supreme on the Ministerial benches-the
singular unanimity of sentiment which appears to exist
betweeu the different members of the Government, and the
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different organe of the Government ontside of Parliament.
One is curions to know, Sir, whether the old spirit ofrivalry
which used to exist between the Secretary of State and my
always esteemed and able friend the Minister of Public
Works-whetber these political battles, and political duels,
which formed the little side warfare of the Government have
all been settled-whether they are all harmonized, and in
thorough sympathy with each other. Perhaps they are;
but it is quite clear that they have not been able to reconcile
the expression of opinion of the party organe outside, with
the expressions of opinion by the hon. gentlemen them-
selves. One would gather from what my hon. friend from
Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) said the other night;
that the little difficulties are not all yet settled.
One would rather be inclined to believe from the
thunders of denunciation which one hears occasionally
from the Canadian House of Peers, and re-echoed from
the public platform, respecting the actions and conduct
of the Secretary of State, that all these little difficulties are
not yet reconciled. Sir, the hon, gentleman, however, sits
there, he occupies a seat as a member of the Government
on the Treasury benches, nothwithstanding all these rival-
ries and jealousies, notwithstanding the denunciations of the
public press controlled by himself, he site there like a fly in
amber and one wonders how the mischiefhe is there. There,
however, he sits, as a Minister of the Crown. Now, Sir, I
have always admired the genius, the ability, and the power
of controlling men, which are possessed by the First
Minister. It is one of those traits in his charadter which
is unparalelled in the history of any other man in
this wide Dominion. But I think the hon. gentlemen has
a little difficulty just now. His colleagues may be eubmis-
sive, they may yield when the proper kind of pressure is
brought to bear upon them by the right bon, gentleman,
they may lend an unwilling hand to him in carrying out the
different schemes he may see fit to devise, but stili, I think,
the hon. gentleman has a difficult task before him. He has
not been sleeping on a bed efroses for the last four weeks,
nor has ho after the labours of the day sunk quietly into
the arme of Morpheus during that period. How could
he, with the Secretary of State on one side, and the
Minister of Public Works on the other, with La Minerve
and Le .Monde, in the great Province of Quebec, denouncing
the Ministry as dishoneet and the Minister of Railways as
an utterly incapable Minister. The hon. gentleman has hie
difficulties, as I have said; ho has difficult material to deal
with, I sympathize and with him. He has got the fighting
member for Cumberland, he has got the always bland and
suave gentleman who is called the honest Minister of Finance.
He has got the handsome man from London, and he has got
the gallant man from the county ot Quebec, as well as the
not very handsome and not very gallant man from the great
county of Compton. Thon he has the Minister of Public
Works, and the Secretary of State, and I appeal to you, Mr.
Speaker, if they do not make up quite a museum of curiosi-
ties. He has birds there of rare and noble plumage, both
alive and stuffed. Then he has the organe of hie party
denouncing him, and pronouncing the Minister of Railways
incapable. I do not agree with the organe in that• respect.
I say that the Minister of Railways is quite capable-that
lie is always able to take care of himself, and does take care
of himself. I repeat that I do not agree with the organs of
the party in saying that the Minister of Railways is inca-
pable, or that he has exhibited his incompetency in the
PLesolutions which have been submitted to the House. But
these are not the only disturbing elements-in fact one
looks round and find nothing but disturbing elements.
For instance, my ion. friend from Jacques Cartier threw a
bomb-shell intothe ranks of the happy familythe other night.
Let me tell my hon. friend that it is a dangerous thing to
carry dynamite about him when he comes into Parliament.
It is an explosive substance, and it may explode inoppor-
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tunely and destroy his friends. The hon. gentleman's
speech the other night was a living illustration of this.
Now, Mr. Speaker, if you had the good fortune to occupy
the place I did the other night while my hon. friend
was pointing out-honestly pointing out-the anomalous
position in which the Secretary of State (Mr. Chapleau)
was placed, with the organ that he owns and controls
denouncing the Government in the strongest possible lan-
guage for the proposition submitted by the hon. Minister of
.Railways to the House-I say if you had sat in my place,.
and glanced at the countenances of the Secretary of State
and the Firat Minister, you would have agreed with me that
they were a study for a physiognomist. Why, a photogra-
pher would have made a fortune if he had caught the pro-
files of these hon. gentlemen at that particular moment; and
Barnum, I venture to say, would have given millions for the
picture, because " there were millions in it." My hon.
friend from Queen's, P. E. I. (Mr. Brecken) is anôther
dynamite carrier, and, in his burst of fervid eloquence the
other night, he threw a bombshell into the, ranks of his
friends which they did not like a bit; it did not rebound
on this side of the Ilosne as intended, but remained on the
other aide where it properly belongs. Now, let us see what
is the result of all this little wrangling, this little strug-
gling, this little quarrelling. While we are bore, listen-
ing to the differences of opinion between the members of
the Government, while they are airing their grievances and
washing a portion of their dirty linen before Parlia-
ment, what are the members of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company doing? They, Sir, are quietly looking
on from the gallery at the duel that is being fought on
the floor of Parliament-happy, satisfied, and contenteid
with their position, because they know perfectly well
that they have got matters in such a shape that it is
difficult for them to lôse. Sir, like Iago in the play,
they may well say: " Whether Cassio kills iRoderigo, or
Roderigo kills Cassio, or each kills the other," the Railway
Company must win. That is just the position those men
occupy, and they look on the scene below contented and
calm and satisfied. Now, Sir, when engaged in a debate of
this kind, one expects to hear arguments that are pertinent
to the question. I submit th:s proposition to you, Mr.
Speaker, as an independent member: did you in your
long parliamentary experience, ever hear a great question
discussed on the floor of Parliament, when the Liberal
party joined issue with the Conservative party, when the
Liberal party pointed out what they believed to be some job
on the part of gentlemen on the other side of the House,
and gentlemen on the ether side of the flouse attempted
to defend the job, when the Liberal party under-
took to expose some alleged or actual fraud perpe- i
trated by the Government and the Government undertook j
to defend or justify that fraud, when legislation was being
forced through Parliament which was dangerous to the best;
interesta of the country and the Liberal party pointed out
that danger, and gentlemen on the other aide of the House
defended it-I say, did you ever hear the Government, on i
such occasions as these, wheu they felt that the charges 
made by the Liberal party were unanswerable, and that their
statements could not be controverted-I say did yon ever
hear the Government answer charges of that kind except t
by taking the one old ground, by raising the one old cry
of disloyalty and the want of patriotism ? Now, Sir, I
know from your experience of the last twelve or fourteen
years, that yon must agree with me, that upon almost r
every occasion, and under all possible circumstances, the t
one argument put forward by hon. gentlemen on the other t
side of the House was the argument of disloyalty. If any-
thing is bad in their policy, and you point.it out, you are
unpatriotic ; if anything is fraudulent and you expose it,
you are unpatriotio; if you do not agree with som arti- a
calar lin. of their policy, you are unptriotie, ow, I
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want once for all to show the fallacy of this line of
argument. I do not lay it down as a rule that one partyshould be credited with patriotism because that party finds
fault with the policy of the other party; but I say that if
there is one party in Canada justly entitled to be charged
with want of patriotism and with disloyalty, it is not the
party that site on thia side of the House. Now, I propose to
deal with this matter for a few minutes. I do not say
that it bas any particular bearing on the question before
Parliament, except as illustrating the relative position of
the Liberal and Conservative parties-the one exposing,
the other defending misconduct and mismanagement, Sir,
if our speaking of the necessities of the great North-West,
if our pointing out the faults of the Government in initiating
and carrying out their policy in that country, if our criti-
cising that policy is a want of patriotism, then I think
some of us are open to that charge. Sir, I am going to deal
with this question somewhat exhaustively, and I amngoing
to bring the charge of a want of patriotism home to the
doors of hon. gentlemen opposite. If they will not admit
what I say with the mouth, 1 intend to make them admit
it in their hearts. I do not lay down a proposition that
I cannot establish to your entire satisfaction and to the satis-
faction of hon. gentlemen opposite. My hon. firiend from
-Richmond and W olle (Mr. îves), for whom I entertain great
respect, whose judgment is usually sound, and wbo is a man
of intellect, was net above using this argument. I was
mach pleased with the opening speech of the Minister of
Railways on these Resolutions, because for the first time
in his lite, ho omitted to charge the Opposition with a want
of patriotism. ie was moderately civil, be was not
aggresmive, but behaved himself reasonably well, and
bis speech, on the whole, was a speech which surprised
me, coming from the hon. gentleman. But I knew
exactly what kind of a man he was, and I know
that he was lying low, and that it would not be
long before the dynamite exploded. It came when my
hon. friend from West Durham (Mr. Blake) moved his
motion for information. I saw the hon. gentleman nursing
his wrath, to keep it warm, and then, Sir, we had the old
story, repeated over again, of want of patriotism. We
hud the same old argument, the hon. gentleman knows
so well how to use, when ho desires to arouse the enthu-
îiasum ot his flollowers. I hoped, I expected that this
Jiscussion would have been carried on without any
recrimination of that kind, but the hon. gentleman followed
the example of the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe,
and, ofe course, every other hon. member from the other aide
down to the hon. member for Centre Wellington, took
precisely the same course. Let us see what the hon. member
Lor Richmond and Wolfe said on that occasion and what
ustitication he had for making the statement he did. Re
said :

I maintamn that the opposition which has been directed by hon. gen-
tlemen opposite against this enterprise las directly tended to depreciate
lie securiues of the Company aUd te prevent capitalists from investing in
liese securities. That opposition, alsu, bas the tendency to prevent
mmigraLion to this country-not that hjn. gentlemen opposite intended
t ahould, for I êo not believe that, wittingly, they could take so unpa-
triotic a course-but the course they have taken has had that airect
rtsuit. How have the members of tbe Liberal party in this House pre-
vented capitaliasts trom buying stock ? They have done so by exaggera-
ing the cost uf the construction oS the railway ; by under-estimating
àfâ area of the lertile portion ot te country; ey magitying he extent
f1 tiie mountain porttun; b>' telling us, day afttr day, that BatUah
.>eambiais a sea of mountains; by mîaimzing the volume of emigration;
by magnifyiug the so-caled exodus, and by unaer-estimating the probable
eceipts fron the sale of lands in the North-West. Huw have they
prevented immigration to this country ? They have done so by preaching
hat such high rates are charged by the Canadïan Pacifie Railway, under
he monopoly clause, and that such high rates will be charged by that
.iompany, that it is a matter of indufference to any one gowg into that
ountry whether be raises a good or a poor crop ; they have done so by
preaching that the Goverament land regulations in the North-West are
o unjust that it is impossible fer immigrants to prosper under them, and
hat tnose who go there invarably leave 1or Dakota sud iinuesota ;
nd Lb.y have om so by Iaudag tbe buuu et Dakoteaad the
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I ask the hon. gentleman, if he is in the House to-night, or
the hon. Minister of Railways: when and on what occasion
did the Liberal party, as a party, exaggerate the cost of the
railway? Why, if we ever exaggerated the costs, the fault
is the hon. gentleman's. We took our figures from the hon.
gentleman's own statement and from the reports of his
engineers 1 and if there is any exaggeration in the matter,
as the hon. gentleman from Richmond and Wolfe says
there is, the responsibility rests on the Ehoulders of the
hon. Minister and his officials, and not upon ours. When
did we under-estimate the area of fertile land in the great
North-West ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Does the hon. gentleman
wish me to tell him when the party to which he belongs
exaggerated the cost of the construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway ?

Mr. CAMERON. Go on.
Bir CHARLES TUPP ER. I will refer the hon

gentleman to the Budget Speech of the bon. the Minister of
inance of the late Government in 1874, where he will find

that that bon, gentleman estimated the cost of constructing
the Canadian Pacifie Railway within ton years, at from
$150,000,000 to $160,000,000.

Mr. CAME RON. That may be so, but the hon. gentleman
conveniently forgets to add that the whole circumstances of
the country have changed since thon. ln 1874, the bon.
gentleman valued the picked lands in the North-West
Territory at from $ t to $5 an acre. What does he value
them at now ? If his valuation then was correct, how much
is he giving the Canadian Pacific Railway Company to build
this road ? He is giving them nearly $200,000,000. The
hon. gentleman went back to the Budget Speech of 1874. 1 do
not go back that far. I do not care much about that sort
of aucient history, except as it bears on the hon. gentle-
Man's policy to-day. To-night I propose to satisfy the hon.
gentleman on that point, before I get through with this
branch of the case. I challenge the hon. gentleman again
to point out the circumstances under which the Liberal
party at any time depreciated the value or extent of the
fertile belt. The bon. gentleman knows well-if he
does not he ought to know-that the Liboral party in
Canada were always strong advocates of the acquisition
of the North-West. Why ? Was ir because the lands were
not fertile enough for settlement ? Because the country was
unfit for immigrants ? No; we advocated its acquisition
because we believed the lands to be boundless and fertile,
because we believed we had only to open up that country
in order to encourage the tide of emigretion from the
Mother Country, and the great countries of population in
Europe, to flow in and develop our great North-West.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Would the hon. gentleman
like me te answer hie challenge now ?

MT CAME RON. If the hon. gentleman will just remain
quiet for a while-

Sir CH ARLES TUPPER. I will answer the challenge of
the hon. gentleman now and give him day and date.

Mr. CAMBRON. I see I have touched upon a raw
point but I am not going to be- driven from my line of
argument by interruptions. I am not going to skin the
ion. gentleman altogether, but I will give him enough to

answer before I get through, and he wiH have an oppor-
tunity of answering me when the time comes. 1 ask him
again, I ask it now, and I want the hon. gentleman to
aswer me, not by vain declamation, not by general asser-
tions, to-name the time and place where and the language
ln which the Liberal party ever depreciated the extent,
$he valse, or fertility of the soil of the great North-
Wk The- hon. member for Riohmond and wofà aaid we
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minimized the number of immigrants that had gone into
that country. When did we minimize them? The Min-
ister of Railways has said that in thirteen years, 214,000
people had gone into the North-West. I tell hon. gentlemen
now that had it not been for their policy, a policy calculated
to retard the growth and progress of the country, a policy
which bas retarded its growth by at least twenty years, the
population, instead of being 214,000 in the last thirteen
years, would have reached 1,000,000 to-day, and if we have
not got the population there to-day that we should have,
it is simply because the Government have so mis-
managed and misgoverned that eountry that immi-
grants will not go there. The hon. momber for Rich-
mond and Wolfe said that we magnified the exodus.
Did he read the letter published by a professor in one
of the Winnipeg colieges, some time ago, pointing out
that he had visited Dakota, and stating the number of
Canadians he had found there ? I suppose the hon. gentle-
man bas read it. The hon. gen LGluian icnowsi as well as I
do-he cannot ignore the fact-that the exodus has not and
cannot be magnified. Unfortunately for the interests of
our people and the interest of the Great North-West, it has
been very large. The hon. member for Richmond and
Wolfe goes on to say:

"Then, Sir, beside3 the opposition of hon. members in this House,
there has been the opposition of the Liberal press, which has been
iterating and reitorating the arguments of hon. members in this House,
of the points I have mentioned, and, being under less restraint, have
gone one better, and have given the world the earliest information of
blizzards and droughts and frosts in the North-West; and for fear that
the world would not observe these reports, they have always given
them a prominent place, on the first page, anil have drawn attention to
them by heavy head-liabs. Besides, there has been the publication of
bogus experiences of suppositious individuals in the North-West; and
these have been out out and sent to a foreign press, subsidized for the
purpose of discrediting the country and discrediting the Oanadian
Pacifie Railway."
The hon. member for Cardwell had a hand in it too, but I
do not think ho improved the situation very much. Ho
charged the Liberal members and press with precisely the
same conduct. If the country bas been decried, its àdv-n
tages minimizod, if immigrants have not entered it with
the rapidity and in the numbers we would ail like to see,
I charge hon. gentlemen opposite with being the cause. I
charge their policy and their conduct for the last five years
as being the direct cause of any misfortunes-if misfortunes
there be-that have overtaken the North-West. If the pro.
perty of this gigantic corporation bas been lessened in value,
if they have not been able to soel their stock in the markots
of the world, I charge hon. gentlemen opposite, by the
policy they have pursued, by their utterances in the
past and their conduct in the present, with being the
cause. I make this charge against bon. gentlemen oppo-
site, and I propose to prove it out of their own mouths.
Sir, everybody knows in Canada the distinguished position
that the First Minister occupies. Before he took bis seat
this evening, I was complimenting him in the highest
possible strain upon the wonderful power which ho possessed
over mon, and in the moulding of men's minds, and in
securing their allegiance to his own train of thought. That
hon. gentleman is known not simply in Canada. He is
known abroad as a distinguished gentleman. He ias been
honoured by our gracious sovereign with a distinction
conferred n pon few mon. He is a Privy Councilor and
a Knight of the Bath. He is known in Canada-too well.
He is known in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland. His name there is as familiar as household
words, and every word that hon. gentleman utters
on the floor of Parliament, or in the public arena, or on
the public platform, is wafted across the ocean to the other-
side of the waters, and there finds a place in the public proe
of the country. I say, therefore, that the words that hou.
gentleman makes use of, if they are in the interesta
'of the, ountry,. if they pra. up and laud thO
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country, have their full weight and effect thora; and, if
they decry the country, if they decry the publie men in the
country, they have their full efect there; and, when you
find a publie man holding that position, with ail the
responsibilitythat rests upon his shoulders, holding the
distinguished position ho does, giving utterance to the
sentiments which I shall read to you, I think any unpre-
judiced man will come to the conclusion that ho has done
nothing to build up the reputation of the country. ln 1878,
speaking aa the leader of the Opposition, ho said :

" We have no manufactures here. We have no work-people here.
Our work-people have gone off to the United States. Thse Canadian
artisans are adding to the strength, to the power, and to the wealth of
a fireign nation, instead of adding to our own."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Hear, hear.
Mr. CAMERON. There is the utterance of the bon-

gentleman. He repeats the same now. What cares ho
whether his statements benefit the country at home or
abroad, so long as he eau serve a petty, paltry political
purpose by them? Nothing; and that is the spirit that
actuates hon. gentlemen opposite. He goes on, in the sane
speecb, to land the United States of America as a fine
country to live in, the people ail piosperous, the artisans
ail employed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. They had a National
Policy.

Mr. CAMERON. Thon ho compares it with the picture
on this side of the line.

Mr. PATERSO-N (Brart). Surely ho did not say that?
Mr. CAMERON. He did say it. You will find it all in

Kansard. My curions friend will find it ail there. " On
the other hand," ho said, " our people are suffering from
want of employment. Have not thoir cries risea up to
heaven ?"

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. lear, hear.
Mr. CAME RON. Now, there are the patriotic utterances

of the patriotic First Minister. When his opponents were
sitting on the Treasury benches and ho was languishing in
the cold shades of opposition, ho did not think anything
about patriotism thon. Ail ho wanted was to have a slap
at my hon. friend the thon leader of the Government and
my hon. friend the member for South Huron.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I wantal to'carry
the National Policy, and did carry it.

Mr. CAMERON. Yes, he wanted to carry the National
Policy, and in order to do so ho was prepared to sacrifice his
country. He was prepared to sacrifice the best interests of
the country. What cared he ? His' purpose was served.
He so managed to blindfold and draw the wool over the
eyes of the people for the time being, ho so managed to
manipulate men and political movements, as to effect bis
purpose. And in order to effect that purpose it was wholly
immaterial to him whether he ruined bis country or not.
Nothing cared ho. But that was not al that ho said. The
hon. gentleman proceeded:

" The hon.gentlemen opposite sneered at the statements that thonsande
of our people had left this country to seek for employment in the United
States. Let anybody look at the Gazetie. Let anyone look at the
number of insolvencies in Montreal, at ihe daily account of bankruptcies
in Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa and other places, sufficient to disturb and
affect the honest traders who suffer from the insolvency of their neigh-
bours by the sacrifice by assignees of insolvents' assets, in the sane
manner as so maiy are ruined by this country being made the slaughter
niaket of the United States."

Minister of Railways is a pure patriot. From the ort
day he entered political life in bis native Province of Nova
Scotia up to the day when ho was decorated with the
distinguished honour of a cross upon his breast, the hon.
gentleman bas been a pure patriot, never did anything but
for the interests of the country, sacrificed himself and his
relations to the fourth generation in the interests of the
country. Let us see what ho said in 1878:

" The policy the Government bas pursued bas had the effect of
depopulating the country; it bas sent away the most skilled and intel-
ligent labourera, the finest sons of Canada to a foreign ouantry, ta
obtain erployment that their owa country denies them.'
The hon. the First Minister was equally patriotie on
another occasion. You have hoard, Mr. Speaker, of the
Amphitheatre. That was a great political arena, where
the lions of party were let loose at each other. The lion of
the camp of the Tories occasionally visited the place, and
made more than one speech there, and ho was not particu-
larly choice or select in his language. Let me read an
extract fro n a speech of the First Minister delivered
in that Amphitheatre in Toronto :

" Why, is not our population leaving the country ? (Ories of ' No'
and 'Yes,' and A Voice-' They are coming back every day.') It is said
that this is a cheap country to live in. Property is becoming so value.
less that you can purchase property for comparatively nothing, and the
shrinkage is so great that a man who thinks himself wealthy one year
finds that he is unexpectedly poorer the next. I ask whether wages
have not faller ; and the value of property fallen ? Whether there han
not ben a decrease in the population-whetier there bas not been au
increase in the nimber of insolvencies? The young men fullof skill, full
of energy and enterprise, have been compeiled to leave the country; to
go where such skill, energy and enterprise is better rewarded and more
protected than here."

The hon. gentleman was followed, at a respectful distance,
by the Mail newspaper, the organ of the Government. Let
me read an extract from its columns to show what these
patriotic gentlemen, encouraged by thoir patriotie organ,
said of the condition of the country, at a time when it
was just as prosperous as it is to-day :

" Our factories are going one by one, our population teaving us, our
finances yearly growing worse, our lumber reaources not fiar froin an
end. We shall soon be but a conntry of grass-grown towns, an im-
poverisbed farmers, undersold in foreign markets, and even at our own
doors, in ail we can raise, and forbidden to enjoy our manufacturing and
mining resources, which would change our poverty to riches."

Now, Sir, I propose to read another extracts from a speech
of a distinguished gentleman on the Trsasury benches. I
will not snbmit the name of this distinguiahed person at
present. I submit it as a conundrum to you, Mr. Speaker.
As you are considered an adept at solving such mysteries,
kindly solve this one:

" Where wealth, prosperity and happinesm-were in (anada, he will
find gaunt poverty and distress pervading the country from end t> end.
I do not envy the hon. gentleman's feelings when he casts bis eyes over
the horizon of this country, and finds here and there spectres gaunt with
famine and distress, poverty where wealth existed, famine where pienty
was to be found."

Now, who do you think gave utterance to these patriotic
words ? Why, Sir, look at the bland, pleasant, smiling
countenance before me-would you imagine ho was the
man who uttered these words. Yes, Sir, the Minister of
Finance is the very man who uttered them.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is ail true.
Mr. CAMERON. I am sure the hon. gentleman dos not

care to hear more of his language and policy in the days
gone by. Let us come to a more recent period. What did
the hon. gentleman state upon the floor of Parliament the
other day ? I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that there has 'ot
veeu a son ince utteroa on tue noor oi rarliarnont since a.

There again, for the purpose of party, ho was prepared to have had the honour of a seat in Parliament eighteen yeam
sacrifiée the best interests of this country. So, again, ho ag that was more caleùlated te destroy the crdit f the
folloWed-followed in this case ; usually led-by the Minister country than the sentence the hon. gentleman gave-utt«6
of Railways. In denunciation and abuse, the Minister of ac to within thi lest week iîn this Houe. 1 My, Sir,
Badiays fo&ows nobody-he is alwaya trot. Now, thei that there nover was a stmaamt made by a Fiamne
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Minister in Parliament on his responsibility to the Crown
and to the people of this country as Finance Minister, more
injurious to the best interests of the country, and more cal-
cnlated to destroy the credit of the country, than the state-
ment made by that hon. gentleman. What did he say,
Sir? He said: " We ail know, by lookingat the returns,
that if to-day two-thirds of the banks of the Dominion
were suddenly called upon to redeem their circulation,
where these banks would be, and where the business of
the country would be." I say, Mr. Speaker, that it was a
scandal for the hon. gentleman, in the face of the fact that
was staring him in the face, in the fuce of the knowledge
that he must have had of the solvency of these banks-it
was a scandalous statement for the hon. gentleman to mnke,
and especially to make just upon the evd of his having to
go to the money markets of the world for the purpose of
borrowing money, to carry on the business of the country.
Sir, we ail know the result that is likely to follow from
statonents of that kind being made. I am sure the hon.
gentleman now regrets it and wishes he had never given
utterance to the expression. So much for the Minister of
Pub'ic Works, the First Minister and the Minister of
Finance. Sir, one of the ways in which we convey infor-
mation to the world of our western possessions is through
pamphlets and newspapers. Now, Sir, much good may be
done by scattering pamphlets over the country if they are
properly written, and the proper material inserted. I re*
colleet that in the Session of 1880, twelve pamphlets were
sent to me from the Department of Agriculture. I opened
one of the o pamphlets on the new territories and found
the lollowing statement:

"l the State of Dakota, the Govern ment gives twenty years to pay
for the land and charges $1.20 per acre and 6 per cent. interest till paid;
and if the settler plants ten acres of trees in his quarter section, the
State exempts him f om taxation for ten years. This is a more liberal
policy than that laid down by th- Government of Canada, who only give
eighty acres of a homestead and a right to preempt a like additional
quantity, b-it none of it within certain distance of the railway, called
he six mile beltt."

I found another statement inserted in one of these pamphlets
and recollect these pamphlets were scattered by the thousand
broadeast over the country. I am aware they were subse.
quently rccalled, but I ara just as well aware that before
they were recalted the public had access to them, and tbe
objectionable si4tement I have referred to got into the public
press. Sir, another statement was as follows:-

" Fertile lands, cheap and healthy homesteada, in the famous Red
River valley, State of Minnesonta. The St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba Railway Company offers for sale, to actual settlers, about
2,000,000 acres of the best wheat lands, chiefly in the Red River Valley,
and contiguous to their lines of railway, running from St Paul to the
Manitoba bon dary line, at prices ranging from $3 to $5 per acre, and
easy terms."

Here is another extract:
" The settlers in the Red River region are of the most substantial

character, well-to-do farmers from the older States, from Iowa,
Wisconsin and Canada, and especially from the best parts of Ontario.
The dominant nationalities settling on the Minnesota farms are
Americans, Scandinavians and Canadians, in abont equal proportions."

Now, Sir, where do you think these extracts came from ?
Sir, these extracts were culled from a pamphlet bearing the
imprimatur-the name of the hon. Minister of Agriculture
on the title page. They were, some of them, scattered
through the length and breadth of the country, and extracts
from them appeared in the papers. Yet hon. gentlemen on
the other aide of the House, in face of the evidence I have
given them of their utter want of patriotism, when they are
sitting in the cold shades of oppos4tion, have the -hardihood,
the impertinence to charge gentlemen upon this side of the
House with being unpatriotic, -because they see fit to de-
nounce the conduct of gentlemen opposite when their con-
duct deserves condemnation. Now, Sir, there ia something
more upon this subject. I found in the Mai, a newspaper
organ of the Government, the other day, a notice of valuable
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farming lands for sale in the Sate of Michigan. Now, the
superlatively patriotic gentlemen who sit on the other aide
of the House and control this newspaper, you would think
would not do such a thing; they would not be guilty of
it-, but here it is :

" MiomGAN.-Parmers fnd the best markets in the world right at their
own doors. Blizzards and tornadoes do not devastate their orope and
ruin their homes. I have 300,000 acres for sale. Easy payments;
long time ; low rate of interest. 0. M. Barnes, Lansing, Michigan.

Now, the hon, gentlemen know where the public got the
information about the blizzards, the frosts, and the cold that
occasionally prevails in the Province of Manitoba and the
North-West Territories. Sir, I could give you extracts
innumerable from Conservative speeches and in news-
papers supporting that party. Does the hon. gentleman
not know that the Winnipeg Times, the creature of the
Government, sustained by the bounty of the Government,
denounced the policy of the Government in the North-West
Territories, until it was brought to book for it ? Does he not
know that the Regina Leader, another organ of the Govern-
ment in the Province of Assiniboia, pointed out over and
over again that the policy the Governmont was pursuing in
the Nortb-West Territories was calculated to ruin the
country, to drive immigiants from that country over to the
freer soil further south, on the Amorican side of the border ?
Does he not knote that these journals, from day to day, from
week to week. for months, were teeming with articles of
this kind, begging, praying and beseeching the Government
to desist from the mr d course they had entered upon and
to pursue a policy that was mo-e in the interests of the
North-West Territories ? The hmn. gentleman knows it,
but it was not until these organs were brought to book
by hon. gentlemen opposite, that the Government saw fit
to instruct them to retrace the course they were pur-
suing. We know that the Premier of Manitoba, a man who
is kept there by the breath of the nostrils of the First
Minister, within the last few weeks, used expressions with
reference to the policy of the Government that were calcu-
lated to alarm any persons who really had at heart the
best interests of the country. The hon. Premier said :
" At present here we are on the verge of a crisis from
which we must emerge in a better or worse condition." The
verge of a crisis! What, Sir, is the crisis ? I tell the
bon. gentlemen opposite, with some little knowledge of the
North-West, that they are not aware of the gravity of the
situation. I would . that those who are in charge of
the Departments connected with the North-West should
take the trouble and the labour of visiting that section of the
country; because I make bold to say in my place in Parlia-
ment to-night, that no Minister, I do not care upon what
side of the House h site, can govern that country wisely
and well, without visiting it, without visiting every region
of it, and understanding its wants and requirements. It
will not do for a Minister to go up to Winnipeg and have one
of the buffalo bulls killed in bis honour, and be feasted upon
the flesh of the animal. It won't do for him to go there and
bé wined, and dined, and feasted, and then come back and
think he knows everything about the country. Ie muet
go through the varions sections of the country, and go
there with a view of ascertaining what are the roal
sentiments of the mass of the people. Why, Sir, I tell the
bon. gentlemen they are on thé brink of a volcano in
respect to the North- West, and it will require the wisdom
of our best men to tide over the difficulty. What does the
Premier say :

" At presen t we aire on the verge of a criais from which we muet
emerge in a better or worse condition. Not, however, natil the masse
were made aware of the situation, would they stand up and maintain
their rights. The time had arrived when Manitoba muet be plaoed on a
level with the other Provinces of the Dominion."

Now, Sir, I think I havé shown pretty conolusively what
the loyalty of those hon. gentlemen amounts to. I hope
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I have heard the last of it, and I hope hon, gentle-
men will cease making these reproaches, and discuss
questions upon their merits. Now, Sir, I have a
word or two to say to my bon. friend from
King's, N.B. (Mr. Foster). That hon. gentleman is a
man of ability. Nobody denies that proposition. I should
be sorry to say, otherwise than that I enjoyed moderately
the speech made by the hon. gentleman, and especially that
part of it which was delivered during last summer in the
Province of New Brunswick, and entitled"I My Ain Coun-
trie." It was good, it was polished, it was ornate, the sen-
tences were well put together and the periods wore well
rounded.

Mr. FOSTER. If the hon. gentleman will allow me-
Mr. CAMERON. The hon. gentleman can speak when

I have finished.
Mr. FOSTER. I rise to a point of order.
Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman wishes to correct

the hon. member.

Mr. FOSTER. I wish to state most emphatically; first,
that the first part of my address in this House was not a
part of any address I ever delivered. I wish to state also
that I never delivered a lecture by the title of " My Native
Country" or "My Native Land," se that the hon. gentleman
is not stating facts.

Mr. CAMERON. The hon. gentleman is evidently not a
Scotchman, and ho did not catch my statement. I did not
mean to say that the address was any discredit to the hon.
gentleman. I said it was good. A good lecture will bear
repetition more than once. There are parts of his lecture
which I would go down to the Opera House to hear deliv-
ered by the hon. gentleman. Part of the lecture was not
new; but when the hon. gentleman touched upon new and
untrodden ground, it is no disgrace te him te say that better
speeches preceded that delivered by himself. Thore was
the speech of the hon. Minister of Railways, and there was
the speech of my able and distinguished friend, the hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives). Lot me
give the hon. member for Queen's a word of advice. A man
never adds anything to the strength of his argument by
introducing stale Latin quotations which everybody
knows. I like plain Englisb, as plain as I can speak it; it
is always the best. The hon. gentleman undertook to air
his knowledge both of modern and ancient «bistory.
He told us a great deal about heathen mythology,
and about Cassandra, the famous prophetess of Athens.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh t

Mr. CAMERON. I am glad, Mr. Speaker, that I have
given hon. gentlemen opposite the opportunity for a little
cheering. 1 venture this prediction, that there are not
four men on that side of the louse who could now tell you
whether Cassandra was an Athenian or a Trojan prophetess.
1 am pleased I made that slip of the tongue, it so amused
the hon. gentlemen, and they have not had much in
this discussion teobe amused at. But let us go back
to the old Trojans. They were a fine old race.
The hon. gentleman undertook to air hie knowledge respect-
ing Cassandra. You know, Mr. Speaker, the story of
Cassandra. It is an interesting one. It has a conclusion,i
and it bas a moral. The hon. gentleman did not give usi
thu conclusion; he did not give us the moral. It is inter-1
esting te follow the history of Cassandra. Where is thei
Minister of Finance? He is thoroughly conversant with1
the history of the old prophetess. Hon. gentlemen will1
recollect that Cassandra was tempted. - She resisted the1
temptation. The hon. member for King's was tempted byi
the Minister of Finance. But he did it resit the temp-1
lationi; the Minitar of Finance caught him and secured
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him. His virtue was not equal to Cassandra's. You know,
Mr. Speaker, that Apollo promised to confer the gift of pro-
phecy on Cassandra if she would yield to his embraces. 8h.
did not do so. The hon. gentleman was promised the repre-
sentation of King's and the reversion of another position.
Apollo was deceived; so may the hon. gentleman be. Apollo
did not get aillbe bargained for; the other Apollo may also
be deceived. We know that Cassandra was found when
young in the temple of Apollo. The House will recollect
that she was found there with serpents twisted round her
body and licking her ears, and thus the gift of prophecy was
conferred on her. I always find the hon. gentleman in the
embrace of the hon. Finance Minister, and licking his ears.
But the Divine gift of prophecy has not been given the hon.
gentleman. Sir, there is also a moral to the story of Cas-
sandra. The prophetess prophesied. Her prophecies were
unheeded, her warnings were dinned into deaf and dumb
ears; but every prophecy she made came true. She
prophesied the downfall of Troy. Her predictions were
unheeded-her warnings disregarded by the Trojans.
But Troy fell all the same. She prophesied the death
of Agamemnon. He paid no attention to her predictions, but
the prophecy came true. There is just the same difference
between the utterances of the prophecies and the statements
of hon, gentlemen opposite, and the criticisms of the hon.
member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright). Every
prediction and every prophecy he made bas been
absolutely and literally fulfilled to the letter. What did
ho tell us? He declared that the financial policy of
the Government would ultimately prove a failure. To-
day the Minister of Finance is forced to admit that there
is a falling off in importations and a falling off in revenue,
and that if the banks of the country were called upon to
redeem their circulation a serious state of affairs
would occur. He pointed out that the enormous grants,
monopolies and immunities bestowed on the Cagnadian
Pacific Railway Company under their charter would
cause a rebellion in the North-West. To-day we
have the Premier of Manitoba telling us that the
Province is in a critical position. Thon the hon. member
pointed out that thore was no guarantee for the completion
of the Canadian Pacific Railway taken by the Minister of
Railways. To night we have the hon. Minister practically
admitting that ho las got no guarantee for tbe ultimate
completion and working of that road. He pointed out that
the fact of entering into the contract would not reliove the
Government from further demands b3ing made by the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company. To-day we have clear
evidence that we are notrelieved to the slightest extent from
such claims being imposed on the sountry. Lot us now see
what the Ministerof Finance predicted iHe told us in 1879
that it was his mission on earth to regulate the trade and com-
merce of the country; that his mission was to equalize the
balance between exporte and imprts, so that there
should be a Canada for the Canadians. His promise
was to so regulate the balance of trade that our exports
might be larger than our imports. What is the con-
dition now? The balance against us is $34,168,119. In
1878-79 the imports were $7 4,491,251; last year they were
$132,354,022, or a balance onthe wrong aide of the ledger
of $60,762,767. Hon. gentlemen told us that they would
keep Canada for the Canadians, and they have certainly
done it in a most marvellous way. The predictions they
made when they came into power have been scattered to
the winds. Lot me tell my hon. friend who w.i se fond
of telling us on this aide that ail the false prophets were
here, that we were nothing but "might-be's" and "may-
be's," and that our predictions had never been roalized,
that the false prophets are to-day sitting in his immediate
neighbourhood, not far from his right or his left hand. I
tell theb hon, gentleman to "Baware of false prophets,
which come in sheep's olothing, bat inwardly they are
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ravening wolves." I tell my hon. friend that the apostle
had in view gentlemen on the Treasury benches when he
said, " Many false prophets shall arise, and shall deceive
many." I tell my hon. friend to beware of those false
prophets. Sir, I can bring some comfort to my friends on
this side of the House-none to my hon. friend-in the
prophetic enunciation of that stern, sturdy, rugged, old
prophet Jeremiah, who tells us that the false prophets shall
become wind, and until that happy period arrives I fear the
country will not become prosperous. Why, Sir, the hon.
gentleman appears never to have bard of Jeremiah, and
I have the satisfaction of giving him something now.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We are hearing his
Lamentations now,

Mr. CAMERON. Now,Sir, Let us see what the Minister
of Railways says with reference to the security we are
to get for this advance of 82,500,000 in addition to the
guarantee. I say, that Parliament and the people should
have some reasonable guarantee from the hon. gentleman
when Parliament is asked to carry through these propo.
sitions, that lis statements are true, that ho knows them
to be the trutb, that what he states as facts are facts, and
that lis prodictions will be realized. The only way in
which we can tell whether or not we may rely upon the
hon gentleman's assurances is to go back to his record.
Let us see what the hon. gentleman said in 1880-81, when
he was rushing through Parliament what le is now pleased
to call bis magnificent scheme. He says now:

" When the $ ±2,500,000 is exhausted, together with the $12,000,000
of cash subsidy remaining in the hands of the Gorernment, the Govern-
meut shall have the certainty of the work b:ing complted from end to
endr. 1
What does the hon. gentleman mean ? Does he meau
that when the proeent advance of $30,000,000 is exhausted,
when ibe balance of cash subsidy is exhausted, when
the proceeds of the lands are exhausted, we shall
have becurity for the completion of the road. The hon.
gentleman knows that they cannot get this subvention and
grant until the road is completed; and when the roa is
compleied. thon, and not tili then, will the last payment
be made. When the road is completed is there any secu-1
rity that the road shall be kept in proper repair, that it
will be properly equipped or fairly well run. No, Sir. The
hon. gentleman has not the scratch of a pen from this Com-
pany to justify the statement. He has not a dollar of
money, or a particle of security, that the road will be kept
in proper repair, or that it will be properly equipped or
properly run. He says further:

" But while they do not ak ti- HEuuîe to give them a single additional
dollar, they ask us to give tLe credit cf this country-which, thanks
to the management of my colleague, the h yn. ti e bliister of Finance, ne-
ver stood in a higher position-to obtain the meau a of accomplishing this
great national work by the end J 1835; and that without imposing the
slightest shadow of a Ebade of additional burthen upon the Government
or upon the country for the repayment of every dollar by the time the
contract was to bc completed, the lst Mday, 1891. I say that if this is the
position in which they are-and I thick, I may venture to say that hon.
gentlemen opposite will not controvert the soundness of that position,
will not question the fact that the security offered to the Government
for this temporary advance in order to quickly coinplete this great
national work, is abundant-we should not hesitate a single moment
in giving that measure our support."

What does the hon. gentleman mean ? He says that under
the management of the Finance Minister that not the
shadow of a shade of an additional burden will be placed on
the people of Canada by this loan. Does the hon. gentleman
want as to believe that he is honest and sincere in stating
that we can advance this 822,500,000 by way of a loan, and
$7,500,000 by way of g uarantee, without adding a
dollar to the bardons of the country? The hon. gentle-
man knows that it cannot be done. He knows that he
cannot put his hand into the public coffers and take out î
SU,500,000, snd hand it to this gigantic railway Company i
without thereby, and Io that extent, increasing the burdons t
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of the people. What thon does the hon. gentlement mean ?
Is the hon. gentleman a magician, or his Finances Minister
a magician, who can, by waving his wand, make out of
nothing the 830,000,000 which we are to hand over to
this corporation ? I say that the statement made by the
hon. gèntieman must have. been made thoughtlessly, care-
lessly, and rocklessly, and without a due regard to the
truth or consideration of the effect which it would have on
the people of this country. The hon. gentleman said, in
1d81, when asking us to support him in carrying bis former
propositions through Parliament, that we would have an
undoubted guarantee for the completion of this work in the
standing and financial ability of the members of the Syndi-
cate. I will quote his words; I like to quote them, because
they are always eloquent, and they always bear the impress
of sincerity, but, unfortunately, they have nothing else but
the impress of sincerity to commend them :

" Hon. gentlemen do not like the Company, but we wonld suppose
that their ideas had undergone a revolution upon the question. One
gentleman who had undertaken this work stands before the people of
this cauntry to-day in the strongest position that it is possible for gen-
tlemen to occupy in relation to a great enterprise such as this. The
Uanadians engaged in this enterprise are men. who are second to none
in respect of cornmercial standing and capacity, and by their success in
carrying out their great rail way enterprises, they have afforded us the
best pusmeble guarantee ;or tae manner in which they will falil their
engagements with the Government and Parliament of Canada."

The bon. gentleman's followers were carried away by his
earnest and eloquent words, and if I had not 'known the
hon. gentleman better than some of his followers knew
him, 1 might have been carried away by his enthusiastic
and eloquent statemen.ts. If my fai-fh had been bound up
in him, as hon, gentlemen have their faith bound up in
him, I might have beon carried away; but fortunately for
me, and for my political integrity, I knew the hon. gentle-
man better than bis followers did. I was not carried away.
The hon. gentleman went on. He emphasized; he always
does. The hon. gentleman is nothing it' not emphatic ; lie is
always emphatic, always strong and always powerful. He
found it necessary to be so then, and he tinds it necessary
to be so to-day. IIe found it necessary to be strong in his
language in order to induce his followers to carry the
original contract through. Parliar ont. He finds it equally
important to take the same line of action to-day. He finds
it a good deal more so. Then the hon. gentleman had an
undivided and a willing support; to.day, the hon. gentleman
knows that lie has not an undivided, and that ho has an
unwilling support. Why, Sir, his own friend the hon. member
for Kings, N. B. (Mr. Foster), intimated that he regretted
that thi, proposition came before Parliament, but that boing
before Parlianieat, lie was bound to deal with ià in ~the
way he thought most in the interest of his country. Sir,
the hon. gentleman finds it necessary to take high ground,
to use strong language to-day, when he finds the public
press of his party-a press that never found fault with
him or bis Governme Iit before,-pointinig out the utter
incapacity and the utter inability that has swayed the
counsels of the Government of this country in dealing with
this whole question. Sir, the hon, gentleman went a stop
farther. Re said:

"I aay that this Company easbraces capitelists both of our ownand
other countries, who are men of the highest character-men whose names
ire the best guarantee that could be offered to the people of Oanada
that any enterprise they may undertake will be successful."

The hon. gentleman went still further:
" We have reason to know that all that a command of capital can do,

hey have the advantage of, and we have rsason to know that ail lhat
ikill and energy and a knowledge of preeisely nuch work can do, bas
meen secured in order ta make this a saccessfal eontract, and I wonid.
ask hon. gentlemen opposite what more la desirable or neoessary."
Now, Sir, that is the kind of argument iteasted and reiter.
ated over and over again, by which -he hon..gentleman
nduced his followers in ttie Hlouse towaillow the polioy
bey were theu alled on to swalolw. The same aramet
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was pressed by the First Minister. He told us why they
gave this contract to the old Canadian Paciflc Railway Com-
pany. He told us that they were men of enterprise, men of
commercial standing, men of capacity, mon of marvellous
success in other great undertakingg, mon of the highest pos-
sible character, men whose names were the bost guarantee
we could have that they would carry out their contract-
men ofskili, ofenergy, of knowledge, and of great wealth,
and that with that class of men the country had nothing to
fear. Sir, where are those men now? Where is the old
Syndicate? Where are the members of the old Syndicate?
Financially dead, and gone. The hon. gentleman tells us
they are dead, and that the old Syndicate is merged in the
new Company-composed of whom we know not, with
means to what extent we know not, to what extent con-
trolled by the Government we know not. The members of
the old Syndicate have slipped irom the grasp of the hon.
gentleman, and h has not got a scrape of the pen from them
to-day by which we caa compel them to implement the
contract they made. Sir, the best men are out of the con-
cern. The man the hon. gentleman most relied on and
most boasted of as the man of practical skill and experience,
the hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe tells us, is now
out of it altogether. To this Company Parliament is now
asked to grant $30,000,000 more by way of a loan, without a
tittle of information to explain the financial position of these
men. We were assured when the contract was first made, we
are assured now, that these were men of enterprise, of
ability and energy, and would carry out the contract. We
were assured thon, and we are assured now, that if we gave
them what we were thon asked to give thom, wo would
never be asked for another dollar. Tho hon. Minister of
Railways has been proved to have spoken falsely when ho
said that, and I now undertake to say that in a few years
the hon. gentleman's present predictions will prove equally
false. The hon gentleman at that time also stated:

" We shall soon have the-proud satisfaction of seeing Canadaassume an
advanced and triumphant position, but she will be delivered from
the expenditure of a single dollar in connection witb the construction
or operation of this railway."

And then we had a speech from the hon. Minister of
Public Works, or whom I entertain great respect. I do
not think hc would make a statement whieh ho believed
to be incorrect, or that he would make a statement to deli-
berately mislead the House. The hon. Minister of Public
Works said:

" Thus, according to our plan, we shall have the whole Pacific Rail-
way buit for $78,000,000. I wilt not weary the House with long
columns of figures, but will show that, under the present contract, the
railway, completed and in working.order, and with the condition that
it will be worked for all time, wil cost but $78,000,000. Under the
contract of 1873 it would have cost $81,000,000."

Now, that does not agree with the statement the Min.
ister of Railways made a little while ago that the contract
of 1874 would have cost $73,000,000. The hon. gentleman
also gave us his solemn assurance that if Parliament sanc-
tioned the old contract the Governmont would be relieved
from all responsibility on account of this contract, that we
would not have to advance another dollar, that 878,000,000
would complote the work, and that with that Canada would
bc relieved from ail responsibility. When the hon. gentle-
man made that statement his followers cheered. They
cheered the other night when he said that the money and
lands which were given to the Company in 1880-81 would
not be sufBcient to enable them to complete their contract,
but that they wanted 830,000,000 more. The hon. gentle-
man is in the happy position of being able to get his follow-
ers to cheer, no matter what proposition he makes. We
warned hon. gentlemen opposite of the resulLs sure to fol-
low; they did not heed our warning ; but subsequent events
have proved that we were right and they were wrong. The
hon. gentleman said that the road would cost $78,000,000 and

no more. Subsequent events show that he was a false pro-
phet, an unsafe guide. Let us see what the Company got.
We gave them completed roads to the value of $28000,000;
we gave them a cash bonus of $25,000,000 ; we gave them
25,0000,000 acres of land, which the Minister of Rail-
ways estimates at $2.36 an acre-although I am not sure
that I should attach much importance to that hon. gentle-
man's estimate of the land, for at one time he put it at 82
an acre, another time at 85, and another time at 8t - but,
estimated at $2.26 an acre, the land would be equivalent to
$57,50,000 ; we gave them in surveys nearly 85,000,000;
and they are now to get this subvention of $30,000,000
more. So that this road, when completed, will have cnst
us $135,750,000. 0f course, if the Company pay back the
$30,000,000, it will only cost 8105,750,000. But the hon.
gentleman, when he made his estimate, forgot to mention
several important items. He forgot to mention all the
monopolies and privileges we gave the Company-the
exemption from taxation for ail time to come, the exemp-
tion of their lands, or part of tbem, froin taxation for
twenty years, and the monopoly of the construction of.rail.
ways sout.h of the Canadian Pacific Railway. These mono-
polies and privileges nd exemptions possess a value to
this Company which cannot be estimated in dollars and
cents; and when we talk of giving them $30,000,000 more,
do we remember that in giving them the monopoly they
possess, we are giving fully as much in addition ? If the
hon. gentleman wanted to deal honestly and fairly
with the people of this country, when this railway
company came to him asking for an additional $30,000,000,
ho would have firmly put bis foot down and said,
" Yes, 1 will givo you a loan of money." But if you
get the additional loan of money, you must give a quid
pro quo. You must release your monopoly and deal
generously with the people of the North-West country
upon whose industry and trade you expect to live." The
hon. gentleman stated further that these were men of wealt.h
and there would be no danger of thoir coming back to us
for additional assistance; or to quote his own words:

"He would relieve Canada of all additional responsibility in the
further cnnstruction of the railway."

" And I ask when we were lifting from our shoulders to the shoulders
of a prifa.t- ompauy ail responsibility, I ask this House in caudour to
tell me w heiher tliey do not tbink that, as far as we could, we ought to
put these gentlemen in as favourÂble a powition for the construction of
the road as we occupied ourselves."

He gave the most positive assurance that we were to have
no further roesposibilily, that the burden, whatever it might
be, was to bc removed from the shoulders of the people of
this country. He gave this House the most positive
assurance that the statement was correct, and he was fol-
lowed in the same line of argument by the First Minister
and the Minister of Public Works, but I shall not trouble
the louse with quoting their statements. There was to be
no further connection between the railway company and
the members of the Government, but I say to you to-night
that I believe, from the evidence disclosed in Parliament,
from the returns brought down to Parliament, that the
connection between the Government and the railway is closer
to-day than it was three years ago. I venture to make this
prediction, although I am not a prophet, that, as the
vears roll on, and time, which unfolds many mysteries, wdl
unfold this one,ý before many years roll over the heads of
the people of this country, we will have such disclosures in
connection with the construction and management of the
Canadian Pacific Railway that the people will be startled
and astounded. lion. gentlemen opposite express their dis-
approval of what I say in derisive cheers. I can understand
hon. gentlemen opposite. They, too, did the same thing in
1880-81, and they will do the same thing now, when we
are asked to give $30,000,000 more to the Company now
knocking at the doors of Parliament, and to this Company
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asking this additional subvention. Hon. gentlemen
opposite, who back up unhesitatingly the Ministry
of the day, will cheer to the echo whatever statement
or proposition the hon. Minister of Railways may see
fit to submit to Parliament. The Syndicate, this gigantic
Company which we were assured had got a magnificent
subvention, and would require no further grant, are now
here asking for additional assistance. Although we gave
them grants, taking the value of the lands at the valuation
put on them by the hon. Minister of Railways, amounting
to $105,000,000, they are asking to-day for $30,000,000 mort.
What guarantee have we that the statements and assur-
ances of the hon. Minister to-day will be more fully verified
than those he formerly made. Where is the security for
the construction of the road ? le it ample security? .It
is no security at all. What is the financial standing of the
Company ? No one can tel]. We were told there would be
no additional subvention. We see now that there is. We
were told that we would be relieved from all responsibility in
the construction of the road. To-night we are asked to grant
additional sums for its construction. The hon. gentleman
now plays a different tune from the one he played i.n 1880
and 1881, and he is backed -up now, as he was then,
by hon. gentlemen opposite. I know of no position
in which a public man could be placed, so utterly
untenable and inconsistent, as that of the hon. Minister
of Railways. I challenge him, I challenge this House,
I challenge you, Mr. Speaker, to find me a single parallel
to the conduet of the hon. gentleman, and the inconsistency
of the hon. gentleman, in the whole course of human life.
There is no parallel to it. The hon. gentleman's former
statements are in utter contradiction to bis statements now.
The hon. gentleman's predictions have not been verified by
the facts as disclosed to us now, and I challenge any man
to give a single instance of a case which displays such
utter inconsistencies as are to be found between thb hon.
gentleman's statements in 1881 and 1884. The only paral-
lel I can at all remember is the case of the woman in the
parish workhouse of Kent, who was brought to bed of a
white baby and a black one at the same birth. The hon.
gentleman was delivered of a white baby in 1881, and he
was brought to bed of a black onoon the 5th February,1884.
Sir, the statements are wholly inconsistent and unreliable.
I am sure that if there is one man in Parliament who will
vote against these Resolutions it is the lon. member for
Lincoln. Nobody can make me believe that he will vote
otherwise. When we were pointing out, in the Session of
1881, that the Government took no security for the com-
pletion of the road, that hon. gentleman got up in his wis-
dom and said: "Oh, the Court of Chancery will compel that
Company to a specific performance of the contract." The
hon. member for West Durham doubted that proposition,
but the hon. gentleman said: "There is no doubt at all about
it. I lay down the proposition that the security is ample;
if not the Court of Chancery will compel these magnates to
a specific performance of their contract," and he was backed
up in his law by the hon. the First Minister. Well
the company have failed in their contract and where
is the Court of Chancery now? Do we bear anything
about it ? Ie the hon. member for Lincoln to fyle a bill
in Chancery to compel them to carry out their contract,
aid is the First Minister to be leading counsel in the case.
No; the Court of Chancery is powerless, but there is an-
other court they appeal to, and this Parliament is the court
that is asked to enforce the specifie performance of this con-
ti act by the Company, by giving them an additional grant
of $22,500,000. The hon. Minister of Railways.says ihe e
only going to loan the money, but I say, as the the hon.
member for Lambton said, that no Government i justified
in dealing as bankers with contractors. When a G;overn-
ment descends to that position, it is abrogating its functions
as a Government. What supervision and control can thie
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Government bring to bear on the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way that will be at all effective in enforcing the comple-
tion of the contract. None. This Company is the creature
of the Government, living, day by day, on the bounty
bestowed upon it by the Government ? Let us see what the
hon. Minister said on that subject, and what he did with
respect to other contractors financially embarrassed. He
was not always of the opinion that it was the duty of a
Government to come to the assistance of the contractors.
When Section 15, a part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
was under contract to Mr. Whitehead, he became financially
embarrassed, he applied to the Government for aid. The
hon. gentleman stated in his sworn testimony before the
Railway Commission:

" That it was of the first possible consequence to the country that
Section B should be constructed with the greatest possible rapidity."

He said further:
" Mr. Whitehead got into financial difficulties and made applications

to the Government for securities. The security he offered was ample for
the loan he required."

What was the hon. gentleman's reply to Whitehead's appli-
cation ? Did he yield a willing asEent to the application
made to him by Mr. Whitehead, although in the interest of
the country it was important the rond should be constructed
rapidly, and although the security offered was ample to cover
the loan required ? Not at all; the answer of the Govern-
ment was that the Government "Cannot act as your bankers."
It is true that the hon. gentleman yielded. It is true, when
there was a little pressure brought to bear from the proper
quarter, a power lehind the Throne, that the hon. gentle-
man yielded to the demand made on him by Mr. Whitehead,
when the proper influences were brought to bear and the
hon. gentleman was properly canvassed. What are we
asked to do now ? We are asked to assent in Parliament to
this loan of $22,500,000 and this guarantee of $7,300,000.
I say, and I say it boldly, that no Government who had at
heart the best interests of the country would yield to such a
demand as that, upon the information and upon the facts that
have been submitted to that Government by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. I say, further, that no indepen.
dent Parliament would yield to a demand of that kind with-
out the most thorough investigation, without the most careful
examination of every statement made by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, and without the most thorough investiga-
tion as to the reasons why they are here now, mendicants, as it
were, at the doors of Parliament. I ask you what informa.
tion have we got? What do we know of the cost of the
road from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie ? If we knew
that, it would give us some idea of what these people spent
on the prairie section westward. What do we know of the
coet of the contract with Langdon, Shepherd & Co.? What
do we know of the actual cost of the road west of Medicine
Hat ? We have not a scratch of a peu to show it. Has the
Minister of Railways got it? Have his engineers got it ?
Do they know to-night how much the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company paid the North-'West Construction
Company for the construction of that road west from
Medicine Hat to the summit of the Rocky Mountains ?
If they do, there is not a member of this louse who
does. We can guess what it costs approximately, but we
want it with certainty. Yet he wants us to agree to
these Resolutions without that information. What do we
know as to how much lard cash the Syndicate, this wcalthy
and munificently endowed Syndicate, put of their own
money into the Pacitie Railway ? Absolutely nothing. The
hon. gentleman says $10,000,000. What evidence have
we, outside of the Minister's statement, that they
put a single farthing into it? What do we know as to how
much lard cash they realized out of the sale of their bonds
and the sale of their stock? We know nothing about thit;
and, without a particle of informatiQn upon al these points,
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the hon. gentleman is forcing this proposition on Parlia-
ment, and forcing his supporters te swallow it, whether in the
interests of the country or not, and without the necessary
information. But the hon. gentleman yielded te the demands
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, as ho yielded
in 1881. As his followers yielded te the demands of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company before, his followers
will yielk te the demands of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company now. Sir, by the sheer force of the hon, gentle-
man's own energetic nature, by the whirlwind of words by
which he attempts te cut off all opposition te bis state-
ment@, the hon. gentleman, 1 fear very much, will induce
this House and this Parliament te force these Resolutions
on the people of this country, I say the Pacific Railway
Company did well and acted wisely in their own interests
when they induced the bon. gentleman te surrender the
case and the dignity and the emoluments of the mission
to England, and te come to Canada once more nd
engage on the floor of Parliament in the active strife of
keen political contests. I say the railway company did
well, because there is no man to-day in Parliament, and
there is no man out of Parliament in Canada, who could
afford te have made the speech ihe hon.gentleman made on
the 5th day of the present month of February. There is no
man in Parliament, or out of Parl ament to-day, who could
induce his followers te carry this measure through Parlia-
ment, except the hon. gentleman. There is no man in Par-
liament to-day, there is no man out of Parliament to-day,
who would, with the information that he bas got in bis bands,
or, at all events, with the information ho bas vouchsafed to
give te the people of this country, have attempted to carry
liis measure through Pardament, and it is orly by the force
of the hon. gontleman's energy and power that ho is able
to induce this Parliament te sanction bis propositions. The
hon. gentleman is known among bis admirers as the
]Rupert of debate. The hon. gentleman will permit me te
regard him as the Red Indian of debate. With a liberal
use of the political tomahawk, the hon. gentleman eut bis
way, in his native Province and here, te place and power,
and a recurrence te the use of the political scalping knife
the hon, gentleman hopes te hold bis place on the Treasury
benches, te hold his place in the English mission, and
to hold what ho now bolds-the Canadian Pacific iailway
Company by the throat. The hon. gentleman went further.
lie made a calculation. He told us what this road would
cost us in case it passed into our bands. I am going te
trouble you for a moment, not because I think it is necos-
sary, but because, in my place bere as a representative of
the people, I think it my duty, as far as I am able te do se,
te expose the hollowness of the pretensions made by the
hon. gentleman. le said 3,33 miles of railway, if the
Company failed, would pass into our bands for a sum of
$54,508,128. What did he say on that point:

" The whole total is $97,001,328. That is what the raid would cost
the people of this country, Now, Sir, what more? What shall we do
with the lands? I have charged the land they have used at $ i per acre,
and put it on ihe other aide of the account, and showed Equally what
the lands bave realized, and what our positioD would be, and w at the
raid would cost us I credit the road with the 21,246,600 acres of land at
$2 per acre, making $42,493,200 of cash that will come back tn rs out
of the $97,000,000; and I take the completed road of 3,393 miles without:a
charge of a dollar upon it, from Montreal ta Port Moody, costing the
people of this country $54,508,128. That is the total. So, Sir, I uay,
that in that position, there is no intelligent man that will say, in the first
place, that there is a shadow of ground for supposing that every dollar
of this principal, and every dollar of this interest, will not be returned
as provided for in these Resolutions, to the coffers of Canada. And I
Bay further, that in case of that impossible contingency arising, we
would stand in the position of having the lands--at the value these
gentlemen have put upon them, the lands that would come into our
bands, &long with the 3,393 miles of main line and branches. from Mon-
treal to Port Moody-at a cost to the people of this ocuntry of$51,508,128.',
That is what the hon. gentleman said. It is a glowing
picture; it is a bright pieture ; it is a profitable speculation
if his statements are correct. But be goes further. He
saya;

'" What will tliat road cost us, assuming that to-morrow after this
arrangement lu made, assuming that to-morrow they make default,
assuming that to-morrow the Company were to abandon the work, what
would be our position? And, Sir, it does not matter wbether default
is rpade now or at the end ; the position, so far as these figures are on-
cerned, will stand the same."

In other words, according te the hon. gentleman-s state-
ment, we would get back a road that had cost us
$97,001,328, for $54,508,128. I ask the hon. gentleman
now, without meaning to be offensive, did ho really under-
stand, did he appreeiate, the nonsense of the proposition he
was laying down ? We expend $97,000,000 on a road; we
give the money, we spend the money; the road falls back
into our hands, and costs us $54,000,000. Now, the an-
swer appears to me to be so selfevident that I am only
amazed that the hon gentleman should have submitted
such a proposition to the House. Was ho trifling with us?
Was ho imposing upon our crodulity? • Was ho attempting
te deceive anybody ? If not, one cannot understand his
making such a statement. He went a step further than
that :

"Now, let us see what that is going to cost the people of this eountry
under ibis Administration."

le is now dealing with the calculations of the expenso of
the road from Callander to Port Moody-the former calcu-
lations was from Montreal to Port Moody:

I' The 457 miles of main line and branches between Montreal, Brock-
ville and Callander cost $23,550 per mile, amuu ting to $10,762,7-16.
The 305 miles of branches west of Gallander cost, as shown b the Com-
pany's accountq, $3,759,792; with the steamers, $)52,351, making in all
as the cost of the road from Montrea to Gallanàir, and the bran hes in
the North West and the steamers, *15,074,818. Take thatfrom, $51,000,000,
wbich includei thern, without um dollar chairged against them, and
you have standing as the cost to th i people of the country, assuming
failure and defeat, and that every dollar of prine-pal and interdst doa
not come back to the Canadian Treasury, of the 2,511 miles of Railway,
between Oallander and Port Moody, $39,313,348."

Now, Sir, according te this calculation, we would have
3,393 miles of railway from Montreal to Port Moody at
$97,132,000. The road from Montreal to Callander was to
cost, and did cost, $15,074,823, which would make the ex-
pense of the road from Callander to Port Moody, 681,936,500.
Then ho teIs us this would have boen the condition of
affairs, no odds whother we- took the road back now, or
whother we take it back after it bad cost us the furiher
sum of $30,000,000. The hon. gentieman knows as well as
I do, that if the road is built, the company will get every
dollar of the subvention and the $30,000,000. So we must
givo them the $30,000,000 and the balance of the subven-
tien more whon the road is built than they have thus far
received. Let us sec, for a moment, what the road will
cost us, adding the present subvention. When the road is
built it will cost us the following sums: We gave the Com-
pany, in completed road, 828,000,000; we gave thom in
cash subsidy, $25,000,000; wo give them now, by the way
of a loan- and guarantee, $30,000,000; cost of surveys,
$5,000,000 ; with.25,000,000 acres of land, which the hon.
gentleman himself estimated would be worth 857,750,000.
New, it is plain as the nose on a man's face, that when this
$30,000,000 is advanced the road will cost us exactly
8145,750,000. Of course, if 1 he road comes back te our
hands, we get our 430,000,000 ; therefore the road is
entitled te credit for that sum. The amount the road will
cost us if it comes back te our bands, is $115,750,000.
Now, I say that it is the worst kind of folly to try te make
the people of ibis country believe that when they expend
$115,000,000 in the construction of a railway, and that
railway passes back into their bands, the road will onily
cost them $54,000,000; and the hon. gentleman knows it
just as well as 1 do. Sir, if we are te advance this money
to this Company, if we are te make this loan, if we are te
give them this additional guarantee, I say, Sir, if we are te
vote Uway the money of the people-.-because 1 set aside as
uuwerthy of consideration the statement made by the Miun
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ister of Railways, that you can loan $30,000,000 tothe Com-
pany without adding to the burdens of the people-I say, if
we are to do all this, don't lot us be led away by miscalcula-
tions, and by figures that have been cooked. Let us, if
we are going to do it at all, look the matter squarely in the
face; lot us do it with our eyes open. If we are to incur all
these liabilities, if we are to incur ail these obliga-
tions I say, lot us do it with our eyes open.
The obligations we have incurred, and the liabilities
that rest upon the shoulders of the. people of this
country, are becoming perfectly appalling, and they are
enough to startle the strongest and the sturdiest patriot upon
either side of the House. Sir, lot us cast our eyes over the
country just as it stands now. Let us see the effect of the
financial policy of bon. gentlemen opposite, let us see
the effect of that policy as it is shown to-day by the bank-
ruptcies and the bank failures, and by the unfortunate
condition in which the Finance Minister tells us the other
banks are in. Let us, I say, consider the position in which
the great mass of the people of the country are labouring
to-day, ground down by a system of oppressive taxation ;
so looking. one will be 'reminded of the words used by
the old Hebrew prophet to his son: " Issachar is
a strong .ass cou'hmng down between two burdens,"
I say the Domin of Carada is to-night crouching
between iwo burdens- ihe -buiden of the poliey and
the course pursued by hon, gentlemen opposite, and
the burdens that have been imposed upon us and
that are now about to be imposed upon us, by the
construction of this railwav. Sir, when these demands
were made upon the Government of the country by the
Canadian Pocifle Railway Companv, what was the duty of
the Minster of' lailway s, the responsible head of that
Depart ment? Bis plain duty was to have stood between the
people of this country and ihis great, gigantie corporation,
as a wall of adamant. The hon. gentleman was but clay in
the bands of these men, and they modelled him to their
will. They have succeeded, and to-night wo are asked
to vote an additional loan of $22,500,000, with an addi-
tional guarantee of $7,300,000. Now, Sir, what is the
next statement of the hon. gentleman ? ie asks for time
-time. The hon. gentleman was good enough to tell us
that they had no chiim upon us, that the people and the
Parliament of Canada werc under no obligation te assist the
Caiadian Pacifie Railway. Time was what the hon. gentle-
man was struggling for-the completion of the road in two
instead of seven years. Time was of importance, bo-
cause the immediute construction of * this road would
develope the resources of the country, and the tide of immi-
gration would roll in there and fill it up, and tho country
would so grow and become so developed that the burden
about .to be imposcd upon us by this advance would
not be felt by the people of this counitry. Sir, in defence
of tb hon. gentleman's lins of argument, ho was good
enough to give us a series of figures and, an.ong others, the
receipis from the Customs Department in the Province of
Manitoba and the North-West Territories duringr the last
year and the years 1881-82. The hon. gentleman was
ti eading upon dangerous and delicate ground when ho un-
dertook to deal with ti Customs receipts in the Province
of Manitoba and the North-West Territories. He knows
that that Province is a purely agricultural one; he knows
the people depend upon the production of the soil for their
subsistence; ho knows that his Goverument, during the last
Session of Parliamcnt, increased the d uty upon agricultural
implemente from 25 to 35 per cent.? He knows that almost
every implement used for years, were imported from the
United States; and, Sir, it is no wonder that the revenue in-
creased from 8l,106,356 in 1882, to$1,832,942, in 1883. But
the hon. géntleman congratulates himself upon squeczing the
last dollar he can squeeze out of the farmers of the Province
of Manitoba and the North-West Territories, Sir, it is not a
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subject -for' congratulation, it is a subject, rather, for
serions reflection, a subject for pondering, a sûbject for
regret, that the hon. gentlem:n was enabled to exact from
these people an increase in customs alone of over $600,000
during last year. But the hon. gentleman tells us thattime is of
great consequence ; time will open up the country ; time
will help us to fill the country rapidly, and a'n enormous
number of immigrants will go in there if the r-oad is con-
structed during the next two or three years. Sir, how is
time going to help the hon. gentleman, the road is already
completed through the vertile boit? Does he expect im -
migrants to settie on the Rocky M ountains or on the shores
north of Lake Superior ? The hon. gentleman knows that
every foot of the ground for settlement on the line of the
railway is now open to settlers, and when the count-
less thousands the bon. gentleman expects to flow in
from the Mother Country, and from the crowded centres
of population in Europe-when these are ail there, the
hon gentleman will then be able to make his calculation
upon some basis of fact ; and to say that time is of conse-
sequence for the purpose of inducirg immigration situated as
we now are, is to say what is not the fact. I do not
believe we have gained anything from the rapidity with
which the road has been constructed. Assuming ait re-
sponsibility for the statement I make, I say that judging
by the opinion of the people of that country and personal
observation, it would have been far better to have proceeded
more slowly with the construction of ibis road, to
have had our centres of population within reach of us and
not scattered ail over the vast region extending
from Winnipeg to the summit of the Rocky Mountains
as now. Not so did old Ontario settle her vast and
fertile region. Hon. gentleman should know that in Ontario
the whole Province was not thrown open to settlement at
once. It was only as townships and counties fil1ed up with
thriving settlers that additional townships and counties
were opened up for settlement. If the hon, gentleman had
pursued that course, and had forced the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company to have followed that course, the
Company would not have been bore soliciting assistance
at the hands ofParliament. Isay further that we ought not
to pass these Resolutions on the information that is before us.
lion. gentlemen opposite have vouchsafed no information.
Lot me ask the flouse what information have we got ns 1o
the truth of the statement contained in Mr. Stepheù's letter
of 29th December, 1883 ? Not a particle. I ask the House
what information we have got as to the stock jobbing by
the 'old Canadian Pacifie Railway Syndicate. We know
they sold $55,000,000 of stock. *We know that 85,000,000
was sold at par, that $20,000,000 was sold to members of
the original Syndicate at 25 cents on the dollar, We know
that $30,000,000 was sold to another syndicate, of which
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Syndicate formed an im-
portant part, ut 51 cents on the dollar. We know that the
stock was placed on the markets of the world and realized
or would realize from 55 to 61 cents on the -dollar. Let
us see what profit they made in dealing with the
stock of the Company under- these transactions.
They obtained S25,000,000 and could have sold it at 60
cents on :he dollar on the European or New York market.
If they sold it at 56, that would give theni a profit of
$6,200,000, a nice profit to have made on that little specula-
tion. Thon tbere was the $30,000,000, of stock
purchased by them from the Company. That
could have been sold at 60 cents on the dollar, and they
could, or did, make a profit of 82,700,000. Putting these
two items together, apart from casual advantages,
there was a clear profit of $8&,900,000. Did that account for
the $10,000,000 which the gentlemen put of their own money
into the Company? Where did they get the money ? I
believe it was by those speeulations, as is sbown- by re-
turne submitteç to Parliament. W. have complained, ##d
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we have reason to complain, that without fuIl information
on all these transactions, we are asked to vote the Resolutions
through Parliament. Let us see what further information
we want on this 'subjeet. What information have we as
to the contraet with Shepard, Langdon .& Co. We have
not got a partiicle of information as te that. What bas

,become of the North American Construction Company? Is
tbexionapany dissolved ? We 'have -evidince that the con-
tractisdisolved. But the company still holds its charter
of incorporation, and L fancy the moment these Reso utions
are passedthrough Parliament, the company will again be
in-a position to take another con tract. By means of, this
company, the Canadian Paaific Railway Company have been
able to contract with themselves. The Mail and Gazette,
organs of the Government, tell us, but hon. gentlemen oppo-
-site donot tell us-they may bave the information, we have
not-that Mr. Van Horne says that the construction of tht.
lino from the summit of the Rocky Mountains to Kamloops
wili cost $10,100,000. *Wedo not know what the costotthe
western .section for 45 miles east of Medicine Hat to the
summit did cost. The Government have refused to give any
definite information regarding it. The information, so far
as given-and it is given in a return brought down-
shows that $2,506,000 were paid in cash, that the amouÙt for
material and supplies ler this part of the western section
was 81,790,000, that for transportation charges there were
paid S 1,378,000, making in, all an amount paid on the 45
miles east of Medicine Mat to the Summit, 85,674,000. This
is an outside figure, because a large portion of the material,
supplies and transportation charges may have been incurred
on other divisions, but i give the Company the benefit of the
whole amount. The contract between the railway Com-
pany and the construction company for the section 45 miles
easet of Medicine Rat to Kamloops, was 8 17,>-80,000. There
was spent on it $5,674,000, and according to Mr. Van Horne's
statement, it wili take 810,100,000 to finish it. These
together, make $15,774,000, leaving a profit of 82,106,00
on this section in cash alone. They would get, however,
more than that. .They had, besides, as part payment for this
contract, stock to the amount of $25,000,000. That, at 56
cents on the dollar, would equal $14,000,000, so that the
total profit would reach 816,106,000, What information
have they furnished in regard to this matter? - None. This
is the condition of affairs, so far as we know. We want
additional and fuller information before we sanction
this loan. It is -an insult to the members of this
Rouse to ask us to -vote on the resolutions without
furnishing information on this subject. What informa-
tion have we as to the coet of the road west of the
sumnit of the Rocky Mountains ? Are there surroys
and eetimates submitted? There are none. The Minister
of Rsilways made a reply te the hon. member for South
E uran (Sir Richard Cartwright), which is as follows:-

tSir RicAinD CARTWatGE[T. I would be glad to know from the hon.
Minister'd tailways if we are to understand froma his recent statement
that Mr. Behreiber has made a full examination of the western section
which is to be built to Kamloops, if I remember aright. Heretofore,
nust df us have been bnder the impression that no filal survey of that

route has.been made. Are we to understand from the hon. Minister
that we vere in error; that an actual location sarvey bas been made,
and that »r. Schreibor has estimated, with the minuteness which is
usua.In 1ech case 4, the cost of constructing the road fron the summit of
the Rocky Mountains to Kamloops.

"81ir Umanus Tpeusa., The hon. gentleman knows perfectly well,
when le asked the question, that no such location survey bas been
made Y .

Well, Sir, without a survey, without a location, without an
estimate, we are asked to vote 830,I00,000 to this Company
in addition to what we gave them befo. e. I ask the hon.
Minister of Railways this question : is it settled to-day be-
yond a doubt, thak.this Company will ever cross the Rocky
Mourntains, by the Kicking Horse Pas or the Howse Pass.
I usk the hon. Minister of Railways -il it has not been a
Uatter. ofesoai.us osideration for the lat six months,

whether or not there is a practicable route across the sel
kirks through the Kicking Horse Pass or the Hlowse Pas?
I ask him whether or not it is a matter of consideration to-
day, whether it is not even now desirable to abandon this
route altogether and adopt the line which erosses the
Rocky Mountains by the Yellow Head Pass. I venture to
ask the hon. gentleman these question-, with some know-
ledge of the position of affairs in that country, and some
knowledge of the country itself. If the matter is settled
beyond the possibility of a change what is the meaning
of the answer given by the hon. gentleman, that not
a single foot of the lino west of the Summit was
located? And what is the meaning of the regula-
tions issued by the Minister of the Interior in Novem-
ber last, te the effect that he will not open lands
for homesteading or preomption west of the friurth
Meridian, because, he said the land there is not fit for ait,
tlement ? What is the meaning of that regulation ? Is the
hon. gentleman paving the way so as to enable this Company
to divert the line to the old Mackenzie route, and are they
now asking this grant to enable thom quietly to do so ?
I submnit these questions to the House, and I say that they
require and deserve the gravest consideration. I say to
the hon. gentleman that if' he wants this great trans conti-
nental raîuway to be a financial and a commercial success,
he must have that road managed and run so as to be in
harmony with tho interests ot the people in that country,
and in sympathy with the views of the people in the great
North-West. If he wants that ro d to be a succese in
any way, if he honestly desires that portion of the western
section of this continent, which belongs te us, and is under
the British fiag, to become what Providence and nature
intended it to be, the home of countless millions of indus-
trious and contented settlers, ho muet change his financial
policy, his policy with respect to this railway; ho muet
bring them in barmony with the views of the people in that
country; he must not crush and stunt the growth of that
couiltry, as he has been doing for the past five years; ho
must leave the land there, the inheritance of the people,
for the people; ho must not encourage any landlordism in
the wide regions of the great North-West. He must do more.
HIe must open up every section of that country for free home-
steads for the people wbo are living in that country, and
those who are going there to better their condition. Ho must
abolish all monopoles in that country; ho muet deal with th3
people as if they were independent Britons, and net hewers
of wood and drawers of water, to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, or to bon. gentlemen opposite. In a word, until
the hon. gentleman changes hie course, until ho deals with
the people as he ought te deal with them, ho must expct
that his whole policy will prove a failure. When the hon.
gentleman has changed bis policy, when he pursues a dif-
feront course, when ho gives us the information te which
we are entitled, I may deal with this question in a different
sense; but until the hon. gentleman :his done that, I for
one will raise my voico and record my vote against these
propositions, and in ordor tu be consistent with myseif; in
order to put mysolf right before the people of this country
and before Parliament, I shall move the following amend-
ment :-

" That aIl the words after the word ' That ' in the said motion, be
left out, and the following inserted instead thereof:-"b fore this
House shall b. called on to grant the further aid of a loan of $'2,600,00,
and of a guarantee of $7,300,000 to the Canadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany, a Select Commituee be appointed te make a fuil and searching
inquiry into the condition and affairs of the Company, and particularly
as to its operations in stock, and in respect of construction con-
tracts--the reat cost of the works done-and the proper estimate of
coste of the works remaining"

Mr. RYKERT. I think overy bon. member of this
House who has spoken on this subject bas recognised the
importance of the question now under consideration. But
while mot of the hon. gentleman who havo spoken in op-
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position to the Resolutions have spoken at great length, very
few, if any of them, have referred at all to the questions
under congideration. I think, Sir, as all the hon. gentlemen
who have spoken before me have stated, that this is the
most important question this Legislature has ever been
called upon to discuss. It is important, because it involves
not only the good faith and credit of this country, but its
welfare and prosperity to a very great extent. No person
more than myseif regrets that we are called upon to re-open
the consideration of this question. I think every person on
the Ministerial side of the House, who is supporting the
Government, and is determined to support them throughout,
have felt that it is an unfortunate thing that we should be
called upon, on this occasion, to discuss ibis question for the
second or third time. We all hoped, I am sure, that when
the agreement was made with the Syndicate, that that would
be the last we would hear of this great question, until the
road was finally completed. But, Sir, if we are called upon
no,w to discuss this question, if the necessities ofthe case re-
quire us to consider it, I say, that as men having the inter-
este of the country at heart, we should not shirk the respon-
sibility of it. If, in considering this question, the intere&ts of
our country are involved, I say that whether it results in the
increase of our ordinary expenditure, or of our capital
account, it makes no difference, se long as the interests
of the country require that we should take this matter
ino our consideration and deal with it as proposed by the
Government. When I read the letter of Mr. Stephen, the
President of the Company, in December last, in which h
stated that the assets of the Company were, in bis judg.
ment, suflicient to carry out that great undertaking, 1. felt
some relief; but still, at the same time, when I read the letter
I saw that it depended entirely upon the position of the
money markets of the world whether they would be able to
realize and carry out that great undertaking. It so happens
that the Company now say, that they cannot raise the funds
required for the completion of that groat work, and they
come to this Parliament and tell us plainly, and I think in
.the most satisfactory manner, the position of their affaire,
and they say: We are ready to carry out in its entirety the
contract entered into between you and us, but if you desire
the road to bc completed in the lime ve told you we could
complete it in, namely, two years, it is necessary for the
Government of Canada to come to our assistance and lend
us a sum of money by which we may carry out that under-
taking; if you think ut in the interest of the country that
the work should not be completed in that time, we shall
go on and carry out the contract to the leSter. That is the po-
sition ofbtheComloany; but hon. gentlemen, opposite have not
approached this question in the spirit in whichit should beap-
proached. They have started up in opposition to it, and their
opposition bas been of a purely party character. Instead of
lending their assistance to the Governiment and helping to ex-
tricate itfrom its difficulties if this enterprise should fail, these
hon gentlemen say: No, we bave got the Government in a
corner and we will try and crush out this scheme, and if we
can crush it out we shall crush out the Government. What
do they care for the prosperity of the country if their
party interests can be served ? A party who bave always
placed party first and country afterwards cannet be expected,
on this occasion, to lend their assistance to tbis Government
in carrying ont ibis great undertaking. Why have we so many
questions of past history brought before us on this occasion ?
From the very commencement of this discussion hon.
gentlemen opposite, who have been opposing these Resolu-
tions, bave brought up the old history of this question.
Tbey have gone back to old Pacific Scandal time, and
we bave heard repeated, over and over again, questions of
a financial character having no bearing on Ihis question.
They are doing this for the purpose of drawing a red her-'
ring across the trail, in the hope of deceiving the publie and
drawing their attention away from $his important issue.

Mr. yguTue

In so doing, tbey hope to convince the people that the Gov-
ernment are carrying out a scheme that wilL result in injury
to the country. In discussing a question of this kind, I do
not like to wander from the subject under discussion. I
like to see hon. gentlemen confine themselves to what I
consider the argumentative aspect of the case. But we find
ourselves in this position: these gentlemen have made
reckless and random statements which are not borne out by
the facts, and if to-night I feel called upon to follow these
gentlemen to some extent to show how mistaken they
are, I do it because I feel that the country should
have the antidote along with the poison. If these gen-
tlemen, with no regard for the reputation of public men,
make calumnious statements on the floor of Parliament,
and these go forth uncontradicted, some portion of the
public, at any rate, will have the idea that they are cor-
rect; and when I heard hon. gentlemen in the course of
this debate make those statements which are at variance
with the truth, I felt that it was my duty to send ont the
antidote along with the poison. I think we ought to dis-
cuss this question from a public and not a party point of
view. Now, Sir, from whom does this opposition emanate ?
Not from the leaders of the Opposition, or from the Opposi-
tion side in this House; but from the outside. We find
that the organs of the party, which'appear to be subsidized
by some person, have raised a hue and a cry against this
scherne; they dec'are that the money to be loaned to this
Company will be money thrown away, and that we shail
never see it again. We find this opposition instigated by
the organ of the Grand Trunk Railway. I do not wish to
Ube aniy offensive terms towards the management of tho
Grand Trunk Railway. lt they desire, in the iLterest -f
their company, to take a stand against the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, they are justified in so doing, pro-
vided they do not interfere with the interests of this
country. If Mr. lickson, for whom I have the highest
admiration as a manager, who has done a great deal to
elevate that railway from the unfortunate position in which
it once was, to the high position it now occupies-if he
opposes the Canadian Pacifie Railway in the interest of his
company-so long as he does not infringe upon our rights
and privileges, I have no fault to find. But what do we find ?
We -find the.opposition to this scheme coming from the
Grand Trunk Railway in particular, and they coolly ask this
House to assist them in carrying out a project which would
result in a greater monopoly than these gentlemen predict
as the result of carrying out this scheme. Tbey coolly ask
thil Parliament to throw into the bands of the Grank Trunk
Railway the whole railway system of the Province of
Ontario. Let me ask hon..gentlemen in this House if they
will give their influence to establish a great monooly like
that? If we accede to the demands of that pamphlet which
has been instigated by the manager of the Grand
Trunk Railway, what will be the result? ODtario
will be in the hande of one great monopoly..
But, Sir, it is rather extraordinary that we find
the leading organ of the party suddenly changing
front. Why, Sir, for years and years, almost every issue of
that paper had large black linos describing accidents on the
Grand Trunk, more bungling on the Grand Trunk, and
things of that kind, and those who have watched the pro-
ceedings of Parliament will know that when railway pro-
jects were brought before Parliament, if they were at all
antagonistic to the Grand Trunk Railway, that paper would
use its influence in favour of these measures. It was only a
short time ago that a charter was applied for in this Parlia-
ment for the Ontario and Quebec Railway, and another fer
the Toronto and Ottawa Railway, the latter being in the
interest of the Grand Trunk Railway. The Globe atrongly
denounced the scheme of the Grand Trunk Railway, and
called upon this Parliament to crush it out and give the
charter to the other Company. Now, howver, we fied
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that paper suddenly changing front and asking this Parlia-
ment to adopt a scheme by which Ontario may be placed in
the hands -of this huge monopoly. Now, Sir, on this
occasion it is necessary to examine in detail the objections
advanced by hon. gentlemen. So far as I can gather,
the chief objection raised by hon. gentlemen is that undue
haste has been exhibited by the Government in pushing
this question in Parliament, and also that there is no neces-
sity of building the railway so rapidly. That seems to be
one of the strong positions assumed by gentlemen on the
opposite side of the House. Now, Sir, I shall feel it my
duty, though at the expense of being somewhat tedious, to
meet those objections, and to show that not only the Reform
party, but the leaders of the Reform party, have on all
occasions desired, if we are to judge by their opinions as
expressed on the nfoor of Parliament and outside of this
House, that the road should be built in a speedy manner.
Now, Sir, it will be necessary to discuss the opinions of the
Reform party, and also of the leaders of that party to a
certain extent, in order to show that they have agreed with
the Conservative par4y that it was necessar to make con-
siderable haste in constructing this road across the continent.
Now, there is one thing that I think is a very remarkable
circumstance, that while the organs of the Opposition have
endeavoured to excite a feeling of hostility against the Can-
adian Pacific Railway, and the scheme now before Parlia-
ment, no petition has been presented as yet to this Parlia-
ment against it. We have heard of no public meetings held
throughout the country against it. The people seem to be
perfectly satisfied that the country must come to the rescue
and grant the aid -asked for. I think I am speaking the
sentiments generally of the people when I say that in a
question of this great magnitude the people feel the Govern-
ment,is bound to see that what the Company asks for is in
the. intereste of the country. We have had an opportunity,
during the last few weeks, of testing the opinion of the
people. In the county of Kent, where an election
was held, after this scheme was promulgated in Parliament,
it cannot be said that the people were not informed on this
important question. We had the Rouge element there and
the Grit element there. We had the hon. member for
North Norfolk making a strong and pathetie appeal to the
electors not to give their support to a gentleman who
intended, if elected, to support this most extravagant and
corrupt Government, and which had propounded a scheme
that would entail a vast amount of expenditure and a heavy
burden on the country. No man knows better than the
bon. gentleman how to make a etump speech. No man in
thisParliament or out of it is better able-I was going to say,
to deceive the. electors, but perhaps that is going too far-no
man can better gull the electors, tell a more plausible
story, talk longer and louder than the hon. member for
North Norfolk, and if anything were necessary to show
what an extravagant set of men are on the Conservative
benches, no gentleman is more capable of discussing
that question. The people had the whole question
discased before them in al its bearings, yet knowing all
tie charges made against the Government, having a full
copy of the indictment laid before them, they returned a
supporter of the Government by a large majority. So that
at the very first opportunity of testing public opinion, pub.
lie opinion declared in unequivocal terms that the Govern-
ment is acting in the bet interests of the country. We had
also an election in the county of York, and I presume the
people of that county had the advantage of being possessed
of the same means of information as the people of the
county of Kent. Yet the result of the election there was
that a former Liberal majority of 912 was reversed, and a
Conservative majority polled of 176. If public opinion,
thorefore, be worth anything at all, we must come to the
conclusion that upon this important question the people are-
in acord with the Government and are satiafed that the

t.

Government are acting in the very best interests of the oon-
itry. What have we been looking for, for the lst fiftem
years ? From the earliest inception the people have
declared that without a line acrose this continent through
British territory, this country would never attain any no-
sition of consequence. American statesmen e " ly
declared in Congrees and elsewhere that unless4he Âmerian
people were alive to the importance of this question, their
Canadian friends, having the best and shortest route, would
lead the march in the van of civilization as regards the eastern
trade-that they wotuld in a short time have a line acrons the
continent, and thus divert from the American chanuel that
great trade, to secure which is the ambition of the. whole of
the United States people. We recolleet a speech whieh bha
been referred to here on more than one òccasion, thaOf r.
Seward, in which he declared, in language that bo n'rpe-
tition, and which justifies this G-overnment in their desre to
have this road rapidly completed:

" The route through British America Is, l om e repeoipmaisable
to that through our own territory. By the former the ditlace frm
Europe to Asia is some thousand miles shorter than lthe latter. Pa&W
ing close to Lake Superior, traversing the water-ohed whieh divide. the
streams filowing towards the Aretic Ses from those whioh àavel4r tu,
southward, crossing the Rocky Mountains at an elevation ot ov 4,.
feet less than at the south paso, the road could be.here coustrfle4 th
comparative cheapness, and would open up -a reglon aboun 1 -i
able timber and other natural products, sud aandrably a 1&0
growth of grain and grazing. Having its Atlantic sea-hoard atHalifaz
and its Pacifia near Vanoouver Island, it would undoubtedly draw to it
the commerce of Europe, Asia and the United Stateu. ri Btish
America, from a mere colonial dependeney, iwould assume a co ong
rank in the world. Ta hier, olbur nations would b., srbut&M~ a«d &à
vain would the United States attemp tlo be bir ravalr for Me neya
could dispute with her the possession of ihe Asiatie commeroe nor the
power which that commerce confers."

It seems to me that if any reason can be urg6d for e,4pedi.
tion in building this great road, it is the views ezpreseed
by that gentleman, reiterated throughout the whole of the
United States, and concurred in by other gentlemen to
whom I would refer if I had the time. The consensus >f
opinion has been that across the Canadian portion of go#4
America there could be built a line whioh would be 1,000
miles shorter to the seaboard than the line through the
United States, and which would be the means of drawing
the traffic of the east to the west. Those who in years
gone by had the pleasure and gratification of listening to
the great leader of the Reform party-I do not mean the
hon. gentleman who leads it to-day-but the great leader
of the Reform party who has passed and gone, will
remember how eloquently he held up to the people the
great desirability of having a road acros the continent.
I cannot bettei trespass on the time of this hon. House
than by reading an extract from one of his speeches :

" It must be pushed through at whatever expense we btwUse it
csn be pushed througb, nol enly wllhout boing a bnrdeo1 poouplanlir,an sd but with u absolute profit in evey point *f --
Wthout such a line, a great British North Amerios would turn oQ

an unuubstantial dream; with i, sud with ordinary r.aoe Mid
wisdom on the part of her statesmen, it wil be a great, glOrlus Md
inevitable reality."

We have there the opinion of eminent men from both onan.
tries. We have men living in this country to-daT who have
looked forward to the time when that road will be 0of
pleted, and that, too, at an early day. That, I say, ha bMen
also the position of the Reform party. Thoy have elaimed
that the road should be completed at an early dsy. Btit,
when the opportunity was in their grasp, ad tiey had4b.e
power to place that road under construction,they thr.w very
impediment in the way. When the hon. the leaderof the
Government, in 1872, when he was also the leader of the
former Government, propounded a seheme for the early oo8-
pletion of the railway, thie hon. gentleman who ls nowte
leader of the Reform party, the member for West Durham,
thought thre was too much haste in it. That was when
the Bil was before Parliament in 1871. The, whmn the
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Bill was passed and the House had determined that a whole, and have told British Oolumbiato go out if she likes. 1t wonld
the road should be built, upon a question las regarded 1 hav bee neither for the profit nor the credit of Genada to have fol-

Iowed such a course. it is flot a prudent proceeding for any Govern-
the charter and how the road should be built, that ment to repudiat- engagements ofits predecessors."
hen. gentleman then declared that the opinion of And mark t' censure which the hon. gentleman then got:
the country had been expressed upon it, and -that iThe attempt to catch a majority against the Ministry on the point
opinion was irreversible. Upon several occasions he 80 ex- of te contracte fot beicg submitted te Parlisment was equally un-
pressed himself, that lie desired that the road should be com- worthy and traaspareitly factions."
pleted speedily, and that the House had no alternative but That, Sir, is the character whith the bon. gentleman got
to Icarry that measure through. In 1872, upon May the 8th, from the Globe at that time, and sine that time his course
the hqn. gentleman delivered himself in Parliament of a upon that question has been somewhat restive-not at ail
speech upon this question, and he then showed conclusively tines consistent. (Jpon another occasion, we recolleet that
that he felt the country was pledged to the early comple- an attempt was made to show that Sir iEhugl Allan wished
tion of that road. He said: to build the lin ta Sanit Ste. Marie, and thoreby make it a

"Sch having been the case last Session, and the objection having Yankee road, a road subservient to the Narthern Pacifie
been overruled, it did not now become the duty of this aide of the Railway. At that time, an objection was taken by a gieat
House to say a single word, no matter how great the difficulties might many persons in Parianent ta that proceeding, ta that plan
appear; but it was their duty to give their earnest endeavours to carry
ont in good faith the obligations we have incurred. ie apprehended o
thst it was solely in reference to the mode in whicb the Government that scheme wore denonced in mo8t unmeasured terms. 1
proposed to carry out the undertaking that a difference of opinion could want to add another witness ta the long list 1 have of gen-
arise." temen whom I shah eau and ask for their opinion as ta
Now, Mr. Speaker, listen to the language of the hon. gentle- this question of making haste in the building of this railway.
man. Then he was a true patriot; thon he felt that the W. had here during the last Parliament a gentleman
country's interest was paramount to that of his party li whoso departure, no doubt, hon, gentlemen on the other
then exclaimed: side regret, thougl I cannot say that we on this side feol

" I think that it behoves us all, on whichever side of the House we 50 very sorry, unless for this, that, when ho is in Parliament,
are, to extend to the Government that has to deal with this enoru it gives us an opportunity of exposing sometimes to a
question, the most generous çonsideration." greater extent the fallacions arguments of thoso hon. gen-
Now, if there was a necessity ten years ago to extend to the tlemen. The hon. nember for West Middlesex, in 1876, was
Government most generous consideration in the discussion anxious ta have this road eompleted at au early day. Ho
of that question, why cannot lie do that now ; why cannot stated as fohlows
he draw himself entirely ont of the loop.strings of lis party; "It had been said it was a great mitae to undertake the construc-
*why cannot ho say: I am bound to be a patriot and to act tien of tiis railway-that the resources of the country were fot suffi-
in the interests of my country ? No, he still hopes that, cient for the work. That is net the question now. This fouse had te
although he appealed to a tribunal of the people three years considerthat, in ordar to keep faith with British Columbia and dis-
ago, and hopefully too, he may again appeal to the charge the obligations we had undartaken wah that erovince, vs vers
people on some other occasion, and that, upon this proceed with the work as quickIy as possible."
question, perhaps, their verdict , may be reversed. That sentiment was concurred in by a gentleman who is
We find that all these gentlemen were desirous that sitting opposite ta me now, the hon. member for North
that road should be built rapidly. I think I can show Norfolk (Mr. Çharfton). In 1880, that hon, gentleman was
another proof of it. It is at the time when the hon. gentle- enthusiastic in regard ta having the road eompleted at an
man jumped away from bis party a little, became a little early daot thathon gelma soeti s qeston bah
restive, because there arc times when the hon. gentle.
man bas been restive in his party. He as not been always tîcularly, and on the National Policy lie lias a1to spoken an
in accord with the Liberal party. He is somewhat in ad- bth sides. He bas mistaken lis profession; ho ought ta

vanc ofhemin is vews An, wen to hn. ncîherhave been a Iawyer; thon lie could have taken a brief onvance of them in his vie ws. And, when the hion . member thrsd.Tagelmno pge14ofh a-
for Lambton was endeavouring to push a Bill through Par- cr de. hat elean on pgef
liament in relation to the Nanaimo and Esquimait railway,
lie took exception to that railway, that it was pay-ing too We want this region traversed as rapidly as possible. Wa vant
dear for the whistle, and at that time ho voted against the te Se its productions fiowing in vaet and ever increasing volume along

leaer f ls prty an itLt aidby amewhapraesataour coinnercia routes, giving employnent te our railwaye and our lake
leade of his party, and it is said by some who profess tois realized, our great orth-Wst
know about the question that the hon. gentleman exercised will hsve become an alement ef greatuese and strangth te Canada, and
an influence in the Upper House. At any rate, the Bill was ,r policy sheuId be shaped with a visw te hastsning in the meet rapid
defeated in the Upper House, and did not become law. nanner the development va deaire."
But, on that occasion, the organ of that party seemed And, Mi. Speaker, ho growa stîll more eloquent. As li
annoyed at the hon. gentleman's action in Parliamuent, and went on, the House cheered him ta thocho, feeling that
came out the following day with a thundering article these sentiments were the sentiments of the people, and the
in which it condemnied the present leader of the hon. gentleman waxed mare eloquent, and on le goes:
Opposition, and complained that he had not acted in a We must bear in mmd that we hava a rival on the south of no,
patriotrie manner, when he endeavoured, by a catch vote, through whose territoiy the tida et immigrationseaking our Nertb.Wasttdefeat the Goverment, and in tat endeavour was backedimmigrant, while passing throug t the Nrth-Wet,

toUdat heGovrnmet, nd n tat edeaourwasbackd wli avelaid bafore tham. ail the advantages offered by our neighbouri
up by the member for South ]uron. The Globe of March as an inducement fer immigrante te settsen their lands2"
3Lt, 1875, imys: Sir, that isone of the arguments we nw advance that was

" The defeat of the Bill under discussion would simply have destroyed one of the most important reasons ta whieb I shaH allude
the compact, thrown British Columbia into a ferment, and producedat by and by, wly we should keep faith witl the people in the
home and abroad the worst possible impression as to security of bar-
gains made with Canadian Governments and of the national spirit of
the Canadian House of Commons. If. ever thers was an enterpris emigrants may not ho waylaid in going through the United
which justified a liberal expenditure of public funds, it is our great States ta the Narth-West, that they may not be turned aside
Canadian highway across the continent. The necessity for the con- from their road in going througl the United States ta that.
struction of that line is evident to everyone who takes-we shall not
say a etateuman-like view of what our Dominion is and what it will great country whieh we ar now endeavouring ta open up.
become, according as that railway is constructed or not. It is never As I said before, the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
tobe lost sight of that Canada was solemnly and officially pledged to Charlton) las a happy faeulty of going baek upon lin-
that bargain. The compact was deliberately and explicitly entered into,

have bennihrfrtepoi ohe credi of Czanada ot hae 

bugh tchnically the prast Govr nt ight hae rpdated tau self. We fcnd that in 1881, p nt e f an e

mettorpuit eggeetsoitspedcssr.
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mind; he was,.if I were to use an unparliamentary expres-
sion> playing the political hypocrite. Perhaps it might
offend the hon. gentleman, and therefore I would not like to
say it; at the same time a person can almost say it, and in
quoting the hon. gentleman's-own language, one can almost
make a person believe that he was such. We find him
delivering this language in 1881, and I .think that is one
answer I eau give to the challenge made by the hon. mem.
ber for South Huron. I intend to take up that challenge,
and I will satisfy the hon. gentleman that there is no neces-
sity qf making auy more challenges. Well, Sir, this is what
the hon. member for North Norfolk said, in 1881:

" In 1874, we. estimated that the North-West was to a great extent
worthless, and in 1880 this was proved incorrect. If, in consequences of
the changed relations, we believe the country has a value which we
believe indid not possess in 1874, we should all agree to rectify mistakes
in. the pat.

Now, Sir, that is the position these gentlemen assume
when their previous record is challenged. We find these
hon. gentlemen to-day rising in their places in Parliament
and givingtheir word thqt a certain statement of fact is
correct. hey make statenments here that they will vouch
for, and yet three or four years hence, on the floor of Par-
liament, they will say: "Oh!1 circumstances have changed.
We thought differently at that tine , we were misinformed;
we had not the information necessary." That was the posi-
tion of the hon. gentleman then. Then he went on to say:

" True, in the North-West we had indeed, millions of acres of land.in the Noith-West we had lands wiiich would give sufifaient suste,-
nance for from 15,000,000 be2G,000,000. Let them get inhabitants for it
as soon as possible.,
In 1880, while decrying the country and the 100,000,000
acree, to build the railway:

" And at the risk of being considered unpatriotic, I wish to place before
the Rouse some facts which have a very intimate bearing upon our own
interesti, I wish to makp some comiparison between the present con-
dition of this country and the present condition of the United States.
I wish to show to this Horxse and to the country that we are at this
momentin a critizal conjition."

Now, Mr. Speaker, I think that if there was any argument
wanting to show the necessity for making haste in the
building of this railway, I have extracted that argument
firom speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite and their leader.
I would ask this flouse this question: If there is no haste
in the building of thatrailway, if there is no desire to have
a rbilway across the conitinent through Canadian territory,
why was it that upon the eve of a general election the hon.
mexnber for East York advertised for tenders to build that
road.from Lake Nipissing to the Pacifie Ocean ? Why was
it, Sir, that that hon. gentleman, on thoe cvc of an election,
sent to the acifie coast 5,000 tons of steel rails, if there
was no necessity for the building of that road ? Now, Sir,
in the face of these. facts, is il possible for any person to
come to any bther conclusion than that there is a necessity
for iauilding that road, and that, too, as rapidly as possible?
If thlose gentlemen would pursue à patriotiò course, if they
could for one moment, or for ene Session of Parliament, lift
themfel-ves from the M'ire of party politica, if they could
feel that they represent the people, that there is- a great
responsiblity resting upon them as representatives
of the people, I think, Sir, that in the anguage of
the hon. member for West Durham, they would. join
hands with the Government and give their hearty
considération to a question of the importance of this rail-
way,to the interests of our country. Sir, the hon. gentlemen
know what has been the history of t.he Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and it does not lie in their mou tha to say that we are
going to increase the burdens of taxation. It is true they
recognized years ago that it should not he pressed forward
if it had a tendencyto increase the taxation of the people.
That is the cr.y they raise now. They say it is going to
increase the burdens of the people.* I would like to ask,
those.gentlemen if the$ thought so in 1878, when they stood

helplessly in the face of the people, when they stood with
their arms folded and said: "We are helpless; our credit
is ruined ; we have run the country into extravagance;
we have not a dollar' in our exchequer; our credit is irre-
treivably impaired." If they at that time made a propo-
sition to build the railway, if they expended a large amount
of môney upon estimates to build that railway,
surely, Sir, they are not the men ·-now to cry out
against the promotion of this enterprise on the ground
of expense. Surely, if they could build the road then, we
eau do it now. Now, Mr. Speaker, in discussing this ques-
tion there are certain things which we ought to consider.
In my judgment, the first thing we have to consider is,
whether the demand made by the Company is a just and
reasonable demand ; secondly, has the Company satisfactor-
ily shown to this Parliament that they are not, at present,
in a position to complete their road, and if so, then in what
time can they do it? Has the Company shown satisfac-
torily the true state of affairs, and what has brought them
about ? Are they responsible for it ? Ras it arisen from
circumstances over which they have no control? Will the
country be benefitted by the granting of the con-
cession? lias the Company offered satisfactory soeur-
ity ? And can we assist them within the spirit of
the Resolution of 1872, recognized by all Governments,
that is of not increasing the burden of taxation?
These are the questions I propose to consider briefly.
I think these are* the questions for the consideration
of this House, and not the raridom. statements of the hon.
gentleman made here, that this Parliament ,and the other
Parliament were in favour of one measure or another mea-
sure-not the Pacifie Scandal that turned one Government
out and may turn out another Govenment. These are not
the questions for discussion although the leader of the
Opposition. made a long and eloqueut speech upon them;
although, Sir, the hon. gentleman sailed about as close to the
wind as any person possibly could sail in an argument;
although ho made a speech of three or four hours' durati6n
on subjects that have nothing to do with. the
question beforg the House. Sir, I sat patiently listening to
him and taking notes-I have a great volume of notes here
-and I waited three mortal hours hoping ho would come to
the question. I took down twenty-six objections he had
raised of a fanciful character, which I wish briefly to touch
upon later on, and I suddenly heard him close with a per-
oration, but with not one single word .against the resòlu-
tion, not, one single argument advanced against
the security offered by the railway. Now, the hon.
gentleman can make a speech, use highly polished
language ; but, Sir, ho eau plead a case upon one
aide or the other to suit bis convenience. The
hon. gentleman eau make, I say, a polished speech, make
an impressive speech; ho can make a speech that the people
who listen to him for .the first time, but who do not closely
scrutinize his arguments, will call a magnificent speech, buf
when it is stripped of its verbiage, you see what it is made
of. Now, Sir, I proppse briefly to give some reasons why,
in my judgment,.the Railway C>mpany is justified in asking
for this assistance from the Government, and why the Gv-.
ernment is justified in granting their request. I propose
briefly, even at the risk of being a little lengthy, to refute
some of the arguments, or statemients, made by hon. gentle.
men opposite. Now, although it is putting the cart before
the horse in every sense of the word, I will first take up the
.speech ruade by the hou. gentleman who last precededme.
It seemed te an, Sir, when the hon. mnfober for Sehth
Huron (Mr. Cameron) was making his quotations, it waa
very much like Satan quoting Seripture. I have heard
speeches made iin this Parliament, I have heard
speeches made in other Parliaments, but I never yet hoard
a more vulgar, a- more abusive speech. I never heard a
speech abounding with such grose ignorance; and never
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heard a speech surrounded with so much pride, so mucb
presumption, so much conceit, and delivered in such a
theatrical style. I do not wonder the leader of the Oppo-
sition went to sleep. From eight o'clock till the hon. gen-
tleman closed, he never raised his head from his desk.
And why, Sir? The hon. gentleman knew it was a dis-
grace to Parliament, a disgrace to his party, that any mem-
ber who sits here as a member of Parliament should be
found who would make such an outrageous speech as
that hon. gentleman made. The hon. gentleman, in a
theatrical style, has thrown down a challenge on this
side of the louse. What does lie take us to be ?
Does ho think we have been playing Rip Van Winkle for
the last fifteen years ? Does he think we have not been
keeping track of him ? I can tell him I have been doing
so. Does the hon. gentleman think we have forgotten the
record ? That hon. gentleman challenged hou. members on
the Government side of the House to show that the Li berals
had ever been extravagant in their estimates of the cost of
building the railway, and that they had depreciated the
value of the land in the fertile belt. I always regret in this
louse and in court being compelled to call a witness in

whom I have no faith; and it is the last resort of a
lawyer to be compelled to depreciate the value of his own
witnesses. I am going to call witnesses and see what they
have to say about the matter. In the first place, did hon.
gentlemen opposite make extravagant estimates as to the
coSt of building the railway ? Let me take the leader of
the Liberal Party, in the first instance. Let me call his
attention to a time when he met the late distinguished
member for Halton (Mr. McDougall), in the county of
Welland, in his famous four hours speech in which he dealt
with the extravagance of the Government in entering into
such an enormous and outrageous scheme as that of building
the Pacific Railway. What did the hon. gentleman then
say:

" Mr. Blake then proceeded to criticise the Pacifie Rail way scheme,
which was one of the maddest schemes ever thought of. The cost o
enuipment, construction and stock of our present railways ranged from
i 000 to $100 000 per mile. The first section of the railway from
Ottawa to Fort Garry, at this rate, would cost $100,00,000; the next
was ,intersected by great rivera, which would necessitate costly bridg-
ing i and the third section, from the base of the Rocky Mountains to the
Pasfie Cast, ws full of mountains, and one of the iost difficult in the
world forthe construction of a railway. He showed the dangers attend-
ant on the carrying out of the Act passed last Session, the probability
that the road would cost $100,000,000, the inadequacy of the present
grant, and the dangerous power conceded to the Government."

Then we have a statement by another high authority, the
Speaker of the Grit Government, Mr. Anglin, on March
30th, according to the report of the Globe newspaper,
used the following language

"He thought the estimate of $100,000,000 would be found 'small
enough. At any rate, the Government knew very littie about what it
would cost. The member for Wentworth has estimated the cost at
$200,000,000. The member for Lennox (Mr. Cartwright), who was
well known as a careful calculator, had estimated it at $ 240,000,000.
Who could say that the Dominion, with its present resources, could pay
the rusent debt, and assume a debt of $240,00,000. • * • • But

i Štion to that, it would cost at least $2,500,000 to run the railway
ir was built. The cost of carrying a railway through Britis

OClumabia would be money thrown away, and a millstone on the neck of
the£mon."

Thon we have another witness, the hon. member for East
Y6rk (Mr. Mackenzie). He is reported in the Globe of
1veomber, 1873, to have said:

«I Im. aise add, that 1 hope we shall be able te devise means by
which this shall be aceomplished at a very mucli leas cost than was
cemteatplated by the company of Sir Hugh Allan. You are, perhaps,
netawa Ithatilt waa contemplated that the expenditure under this

qlewold be $180,000,000. That fact is not generally known."

Then we have the hon. gentleman still further delivering
hidiself of a speech at Glencoe. He said:

"That gentleman (A. P. McDonald> saw no difficulty in undertak-
ing to mpend at least $oo,ooo,ooo, and he believed very mnch more, in
the oonutmction of the railway. It cost over $.00,000,000 to build the I

Mr. .RmKERT,

American, which was one-third shorter and had less natural difficulties
in the way than ours, except in one portion of it. From the Rocky
Mountains to the Pacific, through British Columbia, was exceedingly
rough, and from the Lake of the Woods and Winnipeg River to the head
waters of the Ottawa, the country was undoubtedly the roughest on the
continent."

Then we have a statement by the hon. member for South
Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright), made in a Budget speech,
in which he said :

'' I entertain no doubt that if it were incumbent upon us to push the
line throàgh within the tiine specified (if it were possible) the revenue
would be enormously increased, and that a moderate estimate would
reach $150,000,000 to $160,000,000."

I submit to the House that I have proved- I will not say by
reputable witnesses-that hon. gentlemen opposite made
extravagant estimates of the cost of building the road. What
do they now say? They tell us it can be constructed for
from $60,000,000 to 87,000,000 ; and they talk about mil-
lionaires engaged in the work rolling up money. The next
challenge is contained in this question : When did they
under-estimate the extent and value of the lands ? That is
rich. At page 1965 of the Ilansard, of 1879, we have the
following statement by Mr. Rymal:-

'' It was evident from the nature of the discussion, that they were not
r:ady to commence the construction of the road. fHe had always
looked upon this scheme as one calculated to outweigh the capacity of
Canada. He did not believe there were 100,000,000 acres of fertile land
in the North-West, and he feared that the price of $2 per acre, placed
uporn the land there, would turned the tide of emigration to the United
States."

Take another witness; ex-Speaker Anglin, at page 1590 of
lansard, 1880, says:

" The hon. member has clearly proved that the net proceeds of all the
lands to be sold in that country would be entirely insufficient to pay the
cost of this railway. He showed that if the road is to be such a one as
we were led to expect; if, even on the prairie land ., we were not to have
the construction slighted, and the road made a mere colonization road,
it must cost mucli more than the amount the hon. gentleman stated."

Another witness is the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton). He always inserts a reservation-provided
I do not change my mind. That hon. gentleman said, at
page 1556:
" From the es timates as to the extent of the¯arable land in that coun try,

given by the hon. member ftr Lambtoz, it would appear that the total
amount of arable land south of the north line of the railway belt really
does not exceed seventy millions of acres. I have no doubt this is a
very liberal estimate.

"It is barely possible that it may reach 95,000,000 acres. I believe
this is a liberal esti nate."

He goes on:
" Taking all of the land of the North-West it is barely possible that

it may reach 95,000,000 of acres. I believe that ta a moat liberal esti-
mate.'

The hon. member for East York also expressed his opinion
on that question. He said :

" Having thus satisfied myself-indeed, I do not require any additional
information to satisfy myself-on this point, that it is impossible for the
Government to build the road from the produce of the land in the North-
West, I have to consider what is the best course to be pursued. I have
always beld that whatever revenue is realized from the lands will be
absorbed, mainly in settlement and Governmental expenses, and that
the money must be con tributed by the people of Canada for the buildin
of this railway; that, therefore, any extravagant expenditure would
simply involve us in an amount of debt such as we cannot venture to
carry."

The same hon, gentleman made a speech at Cornwalil, when
claiming to speak by authority-because he said ho had con-
sulted General Palliser-he said : " I give you my word there
are 44,417,235 acres." I think I have proved my position,
in accepting the challenge of those hon. gentlemen, who as-
sert that they have not under-estimated the extent of the
country ; for I have called them as witnesses, and out of
their own mouths I have convicted them. I have shown
that not only when time and occasion suited, but at all
times, they have exaggerated the cost of building the rail-
way, that they have in the most unpatfiotic manner run
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down the credit of the country, and under-estimated the ex-
tent of the fertile lands in the North West, and that no
person bas been more keen and zealous in so doing,
than the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton). As to the hon. member for West Huron,
(Mr. Cameron), I hope the next time he quotes anything in
history, he wilI be careful to understand, before be starts,
exactly what the story is, for I should gather from. his
remarks that he could not tell whether Cassandra was a
man or a woman. I hope he bas found out by this time;
and I hope that when he next quotes history,, he will pre-
viously rehearse it in the room, at the other end of this
building. The hon. gentleman said that I would vote for
these Resolutions. I tell him that Ishall do so wiUh giý-my
heart, believing, as i do, that I am voting in the interests of
my country. He said further, that I cad'stated that we
would invoke the Court of Chancery to compel the Company
to build the road. What I did say was, iu answer to the hon.
momber for West Durham, who said the Company would
build the prairie sections, and abandon the other, I said that
the courts would compel them to build botb, if proceedings
were invoked, and I proved it. I showed conclusively that if
the Company accepted the bargain, the must accept it in
its entirety. They cannot takèthe and reject the bad.
But we are not in that poeition to-day, the C(mpalny has not
failed to carry out the contract. They have five years to do
it, but the wiseacre from Huron says: Why;they will invoke
proceedings in the Court of Chancery; but they cannot do
it, it is utterly impossible. I think I need-not trouble the
House further with regard to that hon. gentleman. With
regard to the speech made by the hon. member for Queen's,
P.E.I. (Mr. Davies), I venturp to assert, that when that hon.
gentleman read the report ofhis speech next day ho was
astonished to see how a man could talk so long and say so
little. Thon we had a speech from the hon. member for
North Wellington (Mr. cMullen). I would like to say
with regard to that speech, if it were parliamentary to say
it, thpt it was the most blundering speech that was
ever delivered in this House. If that hon, gentle-
man werg present, I think I could show, even to his
satisfactidn, that the statements made by him were so much
at variance-I will not say with the truth, but with the
Parliamentary records-that he would be ashamed of him-
self when ho came to examine them. He said:

" Well, in the first place, as I have said, we made a mistake in making
the time too short, and the result of that mistake was, that we had to
pay the ople of British Columbia a large amount to get au extension
of time.1
What did we pay them ? Who ever heard of it ? We paid
them in promises. Why, Sir, the hon. member for West
Durham, who desired to conciliate the poople of British
Columbia, said to them: We will 'yp you 850,000, though
we are running rapidly in dobt, if. ou will only give us
time. The hon. member for Eat Yrok, at one time, bought
his peace with British Columbia, by promising to give
them a railway costing83,500,000' and by guaranteeing to
expend $2,000,000 in taA Province; and tht is all 1 know
of the many promises to paywhich were nmade to British
Columbia. Te hon. genT[em ay gain, that the Liberal

rees have not abused th] North-We . In ansyer to that,
et me read what the hon. member for So th urou said:

" As to the Liberal press, he had hardiy any words too strong to
convey his dtapprob tion of their ocôdudt ewaîde the North-Wst und
towarde the raiway. Now, Wrr, TanM ot e uIble, nor are my
friends responsible, for all thî tL peds f d ch e to s2y.

I leave the hon. member for Wellington, and the hon.
member for Huron, to settle their difflulties on that ques-
tion. The hon, gentleman stated farther, that the cost of the
Intercolonial Railway was $38,000,000; but if he will turn
tothe'schedule of theoeublie Accounts, page 24, he will find
that it cost'828,080,650,jand that he was astray ouly to the
extent.of 810,000,000. The hon. getleman- said further:

"I notice, in looking over the Public Accounts, that the debt of the
Dominion has increased about $32,000,000 within the last six yearu."

Now, Sir, if it were a parliamentary expression, I should
like to say that that was a "whopper;" but as perhaps
that is unparliamentary, he can understand me as having
said it. The total debt of the Dominion at the end of the
year 1878-79 was, 8179,483,871; and in 1882-83 it was
8202,159,104, or an increase of 822,675,230, instead of
832,000,000. If the hon. gentleman had only gene further
and given the net'debt, ho would have found himself still
further astray. The net dobt of the Dominion in 1878-
goin back to the 1st of July of that year- though we claim
odf for 1874 as belonging to this Government, as they say

they have the right to claim 1879 as theiré;; but, at any rate,
the net debt of 1878 was 8l40,3'62,069; thenetdebtof 1879
was $112,990,187; and the not debtof 1883 wasSt58,L66,714.
The net debt had only increased 815,476,20', instead
ofde20O00AQ0. This shows liow close those hon.gentlemen
can sail to the wind, and how anxious they are to deceive
the country. As I said before, I propose that the antidote
shall go along with the poison. But, Sir, the hon. gentle-
men gave up the whole case. The only memberof thatside
of the flouse who bas spoken with the courage of his con-
victions, who had the honesty to declare what his convictips
really were, wound up by saying:

" The question of security was also mentioned, but we have not gone
into the question of challenging the security, and I do not know where
the hon. gentleman bas got his information on that point. I have not
heard anything on this side of the House upon that point. The whole
question bas been as to whether it is in the interest of the country that
we should go on and make this grant, or whether we should withhold
our hand."

Tho qu1stion wo consider the mont important is the question
of the security; but the hon. inember for North Wellington
(Mr. McMulien) says that we have all the security noces-
sary, and that they are not now discussing that question.
He is the only member who bas expressed himself so plainly.
Now, lot me refer to the hon. member for Peel (Ur.
Fleming). That bon. gentleman has stated that in the
conception of building this railroad it was intended that it
should start at Callander and be carried to the Pacific
Ocean. The reason was that it was unnecessary, ho says,
to have a Pacifie Railway run further east than Callander,
because at that point it would form its connection with the
existing railway system of the country. I would liko to
know where the railways were at that time. Tho Canada
Central was not built that far; and yet the hon. gentleman
says the Pacifie Railway was to connect with the
existing railway system of the country. I think
that hon. gentleman also gave up the case as re-
gards the value of the security when he said that the
earnings of the Company for the next two years would be
$2,500,000, and 88,000,000 for postal service, which I
think is somewhat exaggerated, but ho shows that the
earnings will be so great that the debt must be paid
off inside of six years. Now, Sir, there is only one other
gentleman to whom I shal allude : that is the hon.
member for South Grey (Mr. Landerkin). Although ho is
an olid member of this House I am somewhat older than ho
is in parliamentary life, and I wopld advise that hon. gentle-
man that when ho wants to make a stum peh, e had
botter make it in his own county than on e oor of Parlia-
ment. When the hon. gentleman falls into the groove of
the hon. member for South Huron (SirjRichard Cartwright)
and makes the assertion that the expenditute las inoreased
810,000,000 in six years, I just wish to ask him to read
the speech of the hon. member for South Huron on that
question. But when the hon. gentleman says thut the Rail-
way Company bas employed outsiders and foreigners to
the detriment of Canadians, ho states what ho must know is
not true. The hon. gentleman ought to have informed
himself on that question before ho spoke. If he had, he
would have found out that of the 9,000 people at work ou
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the Pacifie Railway in the direction of Port Arthur, there
are nearly 7,000 French Canadians, and the hon. gentleman
must know that in ho season during the last ten years have
farm labourers been so scai ce as they were la-t season.
Under these circumstances, we can understand the difficulty
of obtàining labourers to complete the railway in the North-
West. I think the hon, gentleman ought to have posted
himself on that ques irn befor e attempting to enlighten the
House upon it. N, w, Sir, I propose to allude briefly to the
position taken by the hon. member for South Huron upon
the financial question. Every speech that the hon. gentle-
man has made in this louse ho has prefaced with attacks
of the most o utrageous character on the present leader of
the Government; and I was surprised, that you, Sir,
who are so distnguished for fair play and impartiality,
should have allowed these infamous attacks on the oldest
political leader in this Dominion. I say that nothing will
justify the shameful language that hon, gentleman used to
wards the leader of the Government. In 1873 lie went to
the polls condemning the right hon. gentleman. He went
again in 1878 holding hi m up as one of the greatest villains
this country ever produced; but the country told him: you
have foully maligned that man, and we are prepared to
follow him. The dose was repeated two years ago, and I
say that hon. gentleman ought to be asbamed to repeat
those expressions with reference to a gentleman who is en-
titled to the respect and esteem of every man on this conti-
nent. That hon. gentleman declared in this Hlouse the
other day, that the expenditure had increased during six
years to the extent of $10,000,000. Sir, that assertion was
well met by the hon. gentleman who followed him. But I
want to send out to the public, side by side with that speech
of the bon. gentleman, a speech ho delivered a few years
ago, which will show what kind of a man -we have to dea
with. It is true the people thought they had sent him
to oblivion a few years ago, but by the grace of Mi.
MeMillan ho sits bere again. Now, Sir, if ho bas
any shame at all, i will give him an opportunity of show-
ing it. We have heard of the silver shield, and I asked
him the other night while he was making his speech which
side of the shield he showed this House. Hon. gentlemen
opposite must know that they have among them, as one of
their leaders, a renegade from the Conservative party, and
they must feel ashamed of his speeches in Parliament. The
hon. gentleman's language is:

"I say that hon. gentlemen who support a Finance Minister, who
in six years, from 1867 te 1814, added $10,000,000 a year to the annual
expenditure, and left a further liability ot $60,000,000, and who has
since added $8,000,000 te the annual expenditure, should know well
what great risks the country rune from such insane expenditures."

When the hon. member denounces in Parliament, the Gov-
ernment, he ought to recollect that,*in the year 1872, before
he knew whether his talent would be appreciated by the
Reform party or not-when he was standing between
heaven and earth, as it were, awaiting to se what party
would take his waree-he thon placed on record his views
with regard to the right hon. the leader of the Government.
He said: "I am prepared to place in his bands the expendi-
ture et 830,000,000 and 50,000,000 acres of land ; I am pre-
pared to take his word for it; I have entire confidence in
him," yet to-day he bas the audacity to stand up here and
criticise the hon. gentleman in unmeasured terms. Upon
that occasion, a resolution was moved by Mr. Woods and
seconded by Mr. Mills, as follows :-

" That al the words atter 'bo' to the end of the question be left out
and the wurds, recommitted to a Com -niittee of the W# hole louse, in
order to amend the same, e that so large a sum as $30,000,000 f money
and se large a quantity of laud as 50,000,000 cf acres shall not be at the
disposition of the will of the Government of the day, and se that the
said money and lands shall only be disposed of by specific annual otes
of Parliament, trom time te time given, as shall seem te appear right and
proper, so that Parliament anall not be divested uf its most Important
constitutional funcLion, namely, control over the public expenditure of
the ountry inserted instead thereof."'

M.r. RYKERT.

He had that much confidence in the right hon. gentleman
hat lie was prepared to trust him with the control of

$ i0,000,000 and 50,0(10,000 acres, yet to-day he has the
audacity to say that that hon. gentleman committed an in-
famous act and was unworthy the confidence of the people.
I was referring to the statement made that the expenses had
increased $ 0,000,000 from 1867 to 1873, and that it was due
to the reckless management of the Government of that day.
But what did the hon. gentleman say with reference to that in-
creased expenditure. He said, when Minister of Finance, in
his circular, which ho sont to the English stock market:

" The whole of the debt'bas been incurred for legitimate objects of
public utility. There hasbeen expended on:
Oanall, about........... ............ ........ ..... £ 5,500,000
Railways, including advances to and the cost of those

actually owned by Canada ......... ............... 12,000,C00
Lighthouses, river improvements, harbours, roads an'

public buildings...... ............-... .......................... ... 2,000,000
Compensation te the various Provinces for property and

revenue surrendered te the Dominion, the purchase
and organization of territories, and the freeing of
lands in the Province of Quebec from the feudal
tenure &c.................................................................. 5,000,000

le then goes on to say :
"The revenue has shown a continuous surplus during each year

since the Confederation in 1867, although it bas in the interval been
charged with mnch heavy expenditure of an exceptional kind, such as
outlay connected with the several Fenian attacks on the country, the
acquisition or organization of new territories, and providing au adequate
defensive force for the Dominion. The eight years since Confederation,
therefore, exhibit an aggregate surplus of £2,448,111 (net including the
Sinking Fund), which bas: b-en partially applied in the redemption of
debt and partially expended on new works."

That was the circular of the.hon. gentleman inEngland, but
what did he do when he came out here ? He m.de a speech
a short time afterwards at Alymer, on the a2nd of Septem-
ber, where he forgot all his referenees to the bright side of
the picture, and presented instead this dismatl view:-

" Sir, I have:asked myself more than once, and I now publicly repeat
the question : was this done in sheer brutal ignorance and recklessness ?
or was it done of malice prepense? Did they design te scuttle the ship
after they had plundered it? or was it only the last mad tolly of the
drunken crew before they had ran upon the breakers? Whatever the
cause, that was the position of affairs when we came into office; those
were the difficulties te which you have alluded in yon addres, and
with which my bon. friend has been struggling ever since. Now there
is no doubt the position was a critical one."

le was then.referring to the $10,000,000 of increased expen
lit'îre from 1867 to lb73, which le had formerly character
ized as having been expended in public works of great
utility to the country, but which expenditure lie now
characterized as the last act of a drunken crew. Lot us see
what was the estimate formed of that bon. gentleman by his
own friends. We have been compelled upon diffèrent
occasions to listen to quotations from that. side of the
fHousg taken from a very distinguished writer in this
country, a writer of current events in the Bystander. If
ever there was a member of this House properly gauged
and a proper estimate of his character formed, that was
done with reference to the hon. gentleman by that writer,
who las so often had occasion to write about different mem-
bers of this House and the other Parliament. I can point
to nothing that, to my mind, more conclusively shows the
real position that the bon. gentleman occupies in the
estimationof his countrymen. Bystander says:

"Perhaps the recent political history of Canada has never been so
boldly travestied be ore an intelligent audience as the Finance Minister
attempted te travesty it at Stratbroy. His facts are almost invariably
wrong, and his figures-well, bis figures are plastic and acco mmodating.
No public man, certainly since Confederation, bas less right than ,Mr.
Cartwright te attempt a show of consistency. Whtther the soupcon
of personal pique against the Conservative leader, on the ground that
his claims as a financier were contemptuonsly Bet amide, he true or notl
there is certainly a verisimilitude about it, read in the light of the
Miaister's vindictive speeches against his former chief, which cannot be
blinked. The attempt te play upon popular ignorance, or rather popular
indifftsenee, net merely te him and his antecedents, but toany t.arty peli-
tics more than a jear aid, is futile. Re is now responsiblefor the financial
statu and credit of the Dominion, and .we have no hésitation in
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ay 'ng-although there is not the sigu of a Suitable successor on the

ot er side-that he is not the mon to play dueke and drakes with the
future of the Dominion. His policy has been all wrong from first te
lat ; he has borrowed money at ruinons rates, when he shold have
imposed taxe4; he blames his predecessors for not imposing taxes
whea they were not wanted; his forecast of the future has egregreously
failed in every year of hie tenure of office; and, in addition to al his
other deficiencies, he has the foulest tongue, save, perhape, Mr. Franeis
Jones, in the Dominion. Incompetency is stamped upon the whole
course of his Administration, and if posterity will not say of him
what Sir Francis Dashwood expected contemporaries to remark, ' There
goes the worst Chancellor of the Exchequer that ever lived,' it will
be because they have forgotten aIl about him. * * Mr. Cart-
wright le se eaten ap o personal antipathies that he could not do
any goad as--a Minister, if lie would."1

I think that I can safely relegate that bon. member to the
position he ought to occupy in this House and the country.
If ever there was a proper estimate of a man's character
and ability and financial success, it is the one I have just
read. When the hon. Minister of Railways spoke of the
increased expenditure being in consequence of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, in 1874, the hon. gentleman says it was
not true. Let us have the proof. There again I muet take
a witness in whom I have not much confidence-the Globe
newspaper. In a quotation which appeared in the Globe
newspaper, taken from an Order in Council, passed 23rd
July, 1874, by the late Government, I find the following
language:-

" Se anxious, however, were the present Government te remove any
possible cause of complaint, that they did take means to increase the
taxation very materially, in order to place themselves in a position to
make arrangements for the prosecution of the initial and difficult por-
tions of the I ne as soon as it was possible to do se; and, at the same
time, a special confidential agent was deputed te British Columbia for
the express p a-pose of ce iferring with the Government of that Province,
and te endeavour to arrive at some understanding as to a course to be
pursued which could be satisfactory to British Columbia and meet the
circumstances of the Dominion."

Let me read another quotation from that Order in Council;
and I think, when I have read that, the hon. gentleman will
be ashamed of himselt for having attacked the hon. Minister
of Railways, if ho has any shame in hiim at all. This, Sir,
is a paragraph I have taken from the Order in Council. I
have the documents here, for I generally arm myself with
them when I face the hon. gentleman. I will make the
quotation froin it, and you will be able to see thon whether
he is right or not in contradicting the Minister of Railways.

" In order te enable the Government te carry out the proposal, which
it was hoped the Britih Columbia Government would have accepted,
the average rate of taxation was raised at the last Session about 15 per
cent., and the excise duties on spirite and tobacco a corresponding rate,
both involving additional taxation exceeding$3,000,000 on the tran-
sactions of the year.">

What is the statement here ? That they increased the taxa-
tion by 83,000,000. It was not true, said the hon. member
facing me. lere are the records of his own Council. Now,
I think I may tsafely let that member take the position he
ought to take, and did take, when the electors of Centre
Wellington took hold offhim at the last election. And let
me refer again to the other hon. membor for Huron, his
mate. He said they were fond of prophesying, and their
prophecies were generally correct. Now, the gallant knight
from Huron made a prophecy during the last Parliament,
when he prophesied in reference to this Syndicate contract
that it was not going to turn out as members upon this aide
expected. Ho thought ho had a real bonanza in it, and the
member chuckled over it like a little boy with a piece of
candy. He said: 

"This Bill would, te us, be a real election bonanza. I have no doubt
that some, at any rate, of these gentlemen may expeet te fmd it an elec-
tien bonanza in quite another sense. "

Did be find it an election bonanza ? The electors of Centre
Wellington knew ail about him, they had heard his history,
they heard fi om his own lips, and those electors, intelligent
mon as thcy were, said: You are unworthy of the confi-
dence of the people, go back whence you came; and they
sent 1im back accordingly. Now, Mr. Speaker, I am

obliged to make another reference and there is the diffieulty
we have in following preceding speakers. I have endea-
voured to steer clear, so far, of whatother hon, gentlemen
have stated, but, after the eloquent speeches of the Minister
of Jailways and my bon. friend from Cardwell and other
hon. gentiemen beside' me, I found it difficult to docide upon
what points I should address this House. I have endea.
voured, so far, to steer clear of what those gentlemen spoke
of, and I hope I may [eave something for those who may
follow me. The member for Huron spoke of the admirable
speech of the member of West Durham, of that magnifieent,
that eloquent speech, which ho said was one of the
grandest efforts that Parliament ever heard. Well, I am
preparod to say it was a very highly polished speech; I
am prepared to say that no hon. gentleman could have
exceeded him in sailing as close to the wind as he did on
that occasion, that no other hon. gentleman could have ap-
peared to meet the arguments and yet have avoided them
as ho did, and that no hon. gentleman could have strnng
together the English language in more beautiful style, but,
strip the tassel of its tinsel, and yon see the ingredients it
Ss made of. That is all I eau say of the hon. gentleman's
speech. It is composed altogether of side issues, and I defy
the hon, gentleman to point out one argument ho advanced
against the value of that security; I defy him to point out
one argument in reference to the resolutions now before this
House. He talked about the lack of information, ho talked
about the Syndicate contract being signed as a finality, he
talked about the financial ability of the capitaliste, ho
talked about the enormous expense of the prairie section of
the railway, costing $8,000,000, ho spoke about mak-
ing speed at the expense of cost, ho spoke about the
Railway Act not being complied with,he spoke of the Syndi-
cate members being mombers of the construction company
as a violation of the Act, he spoke of the law requiring
tenders-he made some twenty-six objections which -had no
more bearing.upon the question than upon the building of a
railway to the moon. But ho did mention one or two
points which I shall briefiy touch upon before sitting down.
One had reference to the monop>ly and one to the eastcrn
connections. He says, what right had they to the eastern
connection. Where is ho going to placo them ? Is ho
going to land the Company at Callander, in the miist of a
wilderness ? Are they to have no caetern eonnection at
ail? It was a matter of necessity, surrounded as they wero
by hostile railways, railways which had no sympathy
whatever with the Pacific Railway, that they should in self-
defence build their own railways and have an eastern
connection. Was it in contemplation, when it was
decided to build a lino from the Atlantic to the Pacifie
Ocoan, to have a portion of it the Pacifie Railway,
and another portion something else ? Not at ail. It was
always intended that they should have a railway through,
although it is true that in the charter it was statel that
they should form a connection with lines at Callander.
Passing over the numerous objections of the hon. gentleman,
I will take the most important ones to which he alluded,
and one is the question of monopolies. He speaks of mono-
poly as something unheard of in this House. Let him turn
to the Act of 1878, introduced by Mr. Mille, and he will find
one of the greatest monopolies that could be conceived by
any Goverument. It was handing over the whole of the
North-West to linos running in all directions, east, west,
north and south, as stated by the hon. gentleman, and giv.
itng the control to any body of corporators, no matter who
they were, of 6,400 acres a mile. Was not that a grester
monopoly than they say exista in the North-West under
this Pacific Railway Company? The hon. gentleman says
ho bas no objection if the Government are going te have
the railway. If they run it, ho says, there is no
monopoly. I cannot see the force of that. It is just as
much a monopoly in the Government as in a company.
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What-do the Company do with their lands? We 'have an
evidence. This Company, although they nre possessed of
21;,900fO of acres of land, cannot raise a singie dollar on
the English or American market with which to carry on
their enterprise. Were they to hoard up their lands for all
time to come ? No company would do that. Their duty
was to sell their land and make it valuable. They talk about
a inonopoly in reference to this land in the North-West,
Who are these gentlemen who are crying out against
monopbly ? If any one takes up an Act of last Session and
the preceding Session, and will go to the C<ommittee Room
and see the Acts of Parliament printèd and not carried
through Parliament, lie will find a whole host of
Grit memîbers of Parliament asking for charters over
that country, and not one of .them placed a single
plan before Parliament or said where they were
going. They wanted to gridiron that country in
.'ery direction. And, because they failed to get charters,
they are crying out against the monopoly. These are the
men. It is because they could not get the railway charters
and couid not get control of the lands themselves that they
aire fitdlng fanit. Another class Who are finding fault with
the nonôpoly are the great promoters of colonization
saheWéx, atid I shaàl liter on refer to these colonization
cob'pnnies. But these are the men who to-day are raising a
ruapu s'in this country, and crying out against the great
u6opoly *hich they say is formed by this railway grant.
Tily are disappointed because they could not get posses-
siôn 6f this labd themselves. We find also that the men
w'o*hre now complaining of the monopoly in the North-
Wàst are the véry ones who to-day would place us at the
nricy of the «United States, men like the i:ember for North
Norfilk, and ether mémbers of thisllouse, whom I could
naine, who have intereets in the North-West. What
do they desire ? They desire railways running from the
North-Wett rig it through to the United States, sap-
ping the life-bioôd of that territory, drawing the
whole trade of the North-Wegt to the United States, instead
of bringing it through Canadian territory. Those are the
men who are complaining about the landlordism there.
Then we find speculators, who are disappointed because they
cannot make money ihere. They arc too lazy to make
moncy in a proper way. Thev are men who have laid out
town plots and cannet selltheni. Persons who have bought
these town plots in every direction are commencing to cry
out about landlordisn and terrorism-that the Government
is trampIlg on the North-West. Tese are the people who are
to-day villifying the Government. I have had the pleasure
of going over the whole length of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. I went there as spectator desirous of knowing
what the country really was and what were its resources,
and the senthnents of the population. Sir, I feel that no
member lias a right to stand on thel oor of Parliament and
discuss these important questions who does not know some-
thingi'bout that country. What did I find ? I know it is
reportdd in the newspapers that I had villified the
North-West. I did nothing of the kind. No man ever
heard me say so. What I did say was this: In a private
converàation in the presence of a reporter I said:
" Rather than exchange. my own happy home and go to
the NortfhWest to take a judgeship, I would rather stay at
home; and that I would not sacrifice my own home for
the whole North-West." I went on further to say, that I
had for twenty-five long years been fighting the Grit party
in m'y own county, and I would not surrender that county
for the whole North-West Territory. But they would not
publish that statement ; if -they had published the whole I
would not have cared. I, Sir, do not villify my own,
country; I do not belong to the party that villifies its own,
country; I do not belong to that nationality that villifies
ité own eountry. On the contrary, I bave done everything
I edtfid îb éncourage young tien whom I found No
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desiros of ging to the Wet to go to the North-West
Teriitboy, *here I fhoutit they would lave abundant
opportunity for improving their condition. But, Sir, I did
not mnd my own country all bad ; I fbeUd good land and
bad land. I attended public meetings ánd mingled with
the settlers in order to ascertain what where the causes of
thegrievanees of which thoy complained, and what did I
tftd ? A few speòulators, a few politicians, who where

c$1utatibg reports of the most damaging character
lail through the country. Lot me refer to a
,statement made a few days ugo in my own county
by a man who was settled beyond Mooe Jaw.
He told me that before he left that place, about Christmas,
he had a gathering of all the friends in the neighbourhood,and
120 heads of families sat down to dinner at Christmas. That
did not show anything like the North-West being depopu-
lated. It did not give evidence of the fact that they were
crossing the lino to the south. There is another thing we
have heard complaints about. People are crying out about
landlordism and terrorism. Sir, there is a set of speculators
in, our country, there are men to-day in Canada-J can name
several if I choose to do so-men in my own town, who have
large tracts in Dakota and Kansas, and who are waylaying
every person going to the North-West Territory and trying
to induce them to go to JDakota and examine the land. You
will find many railway officers who are emigrant agents, so
far as those territories are concerned. You ask for
a ticket and you will find that ticket to be a prospective
land ticket, given to you, either by the Albert
Lea Route, or by the Chicago and 1North Western,
to Crookston-no further. They will give yon thirty days
to go and select land. On these tickets you find that if you
go to Dakota and take up land they will pay your expenses.
And what is worse than all, I believe that railway con-
panies in Canada encourage the dissemination of literature
of that kind, which is doing no good to Canada. We And
in every railway station cereals and grain of all kinds,
put in bottles, exhibited before the general public, as
advertisements of Dakota and Kansas. These are the people
to-day who are doing all they can to cry down the country.
I will venture to assert that if any right thinking man in
Canada would take an impartial view of this question in all
its bearinge, ho would come to the conclusion that the cry
of landlordism and monopoly in the North-West emanates
from a few disappointed Grit politicians and specu-
lators who have lest the coveted opportunity of bot.
tering their own condition. A great deal is said about
the colonization schemes. Sir, these very men who are
cryifrg out about colonization schemes are the means
of encouraging landlordisin in that country-members
of Parliament it may be; I see some of them facing me
how-are themselves interested in colonization schemes-
ome of then. Consult the 'anada Gazette and you will

find names by the score of those patriots who are appli-
éants as members of colonization schemes to purchase land
in that countroy; and because the right hon. leader of the
GTovernment, as Minister of the Interior, saw fit to refuse
their application, those gentlemen are now crying out in
théir disappintment about the danger of colonization
4chemes. Now, what are these companies doing ? Are
they doing good or bad work ? Why, Sir, how many have
been granted ? Only twenty-eight companies have beon
formed there, with 3,000,000 acres of land and one
half that land belongs to the settler. They are simply
*mmigration agents as regards one half of it, and instead of
their taking large quantities of that territory and locking it
ùp in colonization schemec, only 1,500,000 acres
tre so locked up. But in what manner is it locked up ? Id
me again call hon. members of this Parliament as witneses.
Take an article of a few weeks mgo in the Globe, November
Sm4, 1883, and what do you fin ? This paper, of course,
al~ways says what ls righ, and it always condemns what le
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wrong. Now, speaking about colonization companies, hear
what that paper says in the same issue in which they
publish a letter from Mr. Armstrong, Managing Director of
the York Farmers Colonizatien Company:

"It appears that this Company hau a grant of 175,000 acres. It was
projected, not for the purpose of speculation, but with the honest inten-
tion of settling up land. It has already placed some 150 persons on the
land, and is doing everything in its power to make them comfortable.
The whole of these companies, save about a score of them, were pro-
jected with purely speculative intent."
Now, only twenty-cight of these have acts of incorpora-
tion although hundreds applied for same, and among
these speculative gentlemen-let me read you the list,
and you will see what noble patriots they are. You will
see how disinterested they are, when it comes to a ques-
tion of their own pockets.. I see an bon. gentleman staring
in my face now who ihas been speaking about landlordism
in that country, and who is disappointed because he could
not get all he wanted thero. It is, perhaps, well that while
these colonization schemes are held out as creating land-
lordism--it is well, I say, to kiow who are the gentlemen
applying for them, and who occupy positions as stockholders.
First, we find on the list, the partner of the leader of the
Opposition, Mr. J. K. Kerr. We also find the amiable
member for Kingston (Mr. Gunn)-I only wish he had five
colonization companies; every member in the House desires
him to have good iuck, no matter where it is. Then we
have our esteemed, our venerable brother, our noble friend,
from Perth, James Trow, M.P.

Mr. TROW. I never applied for an acre in my life, and
never got an acre.

Mr. IYKERT. Your name is there. Now let us see.
You wi Il find in the Canada Gazette an application made by
the High Wood Ranch Company, among the corporators of
which are Alexander Gunn and James Trow, M.P.'s. Now,
I am quoting from the Canada Gazette. We find, going
further on, the Settlers' Colonization Company, John
Dryden, M.P.P. Then we find the leader of the Reform
party in the city of Toronto, William F. McMaster. Then
we find Carroll Ryan, of the Free Press, Ottawa, who was
not satisfied with one Company-he goes the whole hog or
nothing. He was not satisfied with the Birch Hills' Coloni-
zation Company, but he also had to strike for the Saskatche-
wan Forks Company. We find Charles W. Mitchell, pro -
prietor of the Free Press, Ottawa, and John Cameron,
editor of the London Advertiser-all high-minded and dis-
interested patriots when it suits their own interests. And
yet these gentlemen are villifying the eountry when it
suits their party interests. I also find. as stockholders,
the names of Alfred Jaffray, of the Globe, H. S.
lowland, the hon. member for North York, W.

Mulock, M.P., the hon. David Reesor, and that noble
patriot who sold himself-I wont say for a mess of pottage
-the hon. R. W. Scott. We find all the opposition
there is in this House to these schemes comes from
gentlemen who were disappointed in their little enterprises.
Many of ther have succeeded ; they have got their hands
on that land which is going to result in a monopoly, and a
stamping under foot of the people of the North-West. Sir,
it is just as well the House and the country should know
the exact kind of people we have there. Why it is put down
as of untold value ? I do not know whether the hon. mem-
ber for Perth is responsible for this, but he is father of the
pamphlet at all events. I find in a certain pamphlet sent
out to the electors, with Mr. James Trow's compliments,
this remark with respect to the question of monopoly:

"With respect to the transportation monopoly of the North-West.for
twenty years, the value is unknown, but it is greater than the whole
cash bonus."

That is another reason why I say that if we are compelled
to pay $22,000,000 to-day, out and ont, for the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and take it off the Company's hands
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and get rid of this gigantic monopoly, it is worth,
according to the pamphlet, 825,000,000. Why should
we not make haste in building the road? If we make
haste and build the road in two years, we save a monopoly
for five years. That must surely lighten the burdens of the
country somewhat; but hon. gentlemen opposite do not seo
it in that light. Thete are other objections raised to which
i shall not allude, because, no doubt, hon. members who will
follow me, will be able to take up points I have omitted.
Hon. gentlemen opposite have, I think, in a manner not
creditable to them as members of the flouse, or members of
the Reform party, stigmatized members of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company as men almost worse than scoun-
drels. They have spoken of Mr. Stephen's great work, and
of the la-go amount he lias spent in building a dwelling
louse. I know no member of the Company personally, but
I do say that tho best estimate I can form of their character
is derived from the estimation in which they are held
by the country. In the commercial world these men stand
high, their record cannot be impeached; but hon.gentlemen
have the audacity and meanness to criticise them as scoun-
drels and robbers, because they come here and state that
they are in a position of financial difficulty, brought about
not by their own conduct, but by men who have
undertaken to decry and deprociate the position of the
Company. It is unfair and unmanly to abuse men after
that fashion. 1 have spoken of Mr. Hickson, of the Grand
Trunk Railway, as a gentleman who has distinguished him-
self as one of the groatest railway men in Canada. I do not
know him personally, but at the same time I have the
highest admiration for him, and ho is perfectly right to
promote the interests of the great corporation of which he
is the bead, but at the same timo he must not trample on
the rights of our people or encroach on the rights of Par-
liament. I come now to ask myself, among other questions,
have the Company shown satisfactorily what has brought
about the present state of affairs ? I have briefly alluded to
the fact that the Company has beon placed in an unfortunate
position. 'I'hey say that on account of the depression in
stocks, which has prevailed since December, they have
been unable to raise the amount of monoy they require.
ILon. gentlemen opposite say, why does not the Campany
go to Europe and raise the money. It would be useless
to go to EUngland, as did Sir Hugh Allan, only to
fail. It is the duty of the Company to show that they are
not responsible for the present state of affairs. Have they
done so ? We find by reference to the Grand Trunk
pamphlet that that Company have been most determinod
opponents to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. They have
been fighting the Company in every direction, and if the
Government were able to take away from their lips the seal
of secrecy, they would acknowledge that the Grand Trunk,
backed up by loading mon in England, had done what they
could to decry and depress the Canadian Pacifie Railway
stock. We find in a document from Mr. Van Horne, other
evidence of what was being done to depreciate the stock of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. A telegram is in
tne following words:-

"LoNDon. 4th February, 1884.

" Most determined opposition. Al Canadian Pacifie andkindred secu-
riLies being organized in press and other places here on account Govern-
ment money being used to help former te compete with Grand Tiunk
by Ontario and Quebec. Are Pacifie authorities still unwilling toenter
10 to any arrangement with Grand Trunk for joint working of Ontario
and Quebec? Think we might negotiate for joint lease. This is
different to former proposal for sale of road absolutely to Grand Trunk.
If reply favourable, would send out experienced man to negotiate when
thought necessary."

So we see that the Grand Trunk is not leaving a stone
unturned to depress the stock of the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company. Then we find the leading organ of the
party decrying the credit of the Company and the credit of
this railway company, doing everything possible to depress
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the stock by saying that they would not pay a dollar of the
guarantee of the stock, but that the directors would put the
money into their own pockets. What more do we want on
this point than the opinion expressed in Bradstreet's
circular, which is a high authority in the commercial
world. On November 3rd, 1883, that circular, which, to

y mind, clearly gave a very strong reason why this House
should not hesitate to declare that the Company has given
a sufficient reason why it is not responsible for the present
state of affairs. The circular of 3rd November says:

"One stock has sprung into prominence this week which, since it was
plaeed on this market a year ago, remained obscure until this time.
Tbis is Canadian Pacific. The circumatances attending its manipulation
reflect extreme discredit on the Canadian Government officials at
Ottawa, who muet certainly have acquiesced in this business, and must
infallibly have a very prejudicial effect on all Canadian securities.
The stock had been greatly advanced in price by the clique who workit,
nad at the proper time, they caused a despatch to be sent from Montreal
stating that the Canadian Government had guaranteed 3 per cent.
dividende on the stock for the period of ten years. Upon this they
evidently expected to be able to sell out and, by well-recognized tricks
of the stock market, they made quite a hurrah over it ; but the tricks
were exposed in time to prevent their being successful. A great deal of
mystery seems to surround this guarantee business, but the only thing
which does seem to stand out clear is that no such guarante2 can be
given without the sanction of the Canadian Parliament, which does not
meet for a month or two. The misrepresentations made, and the evident
control the Canadian Pacific Syndic ste have of the Canadian press and
the party in power at Ottawa, are matters of grave import to the Cana-
dien people. It is quite evident that refirm is urgently needed there.
Wall-street is used to the tricks of corporations, and knows how to dis-
count them; but the introduction of a Government as a factor in stock
speculation is something new, Meantime, investors had better leave.
Canadian Pacific severely alone. Things seem to be shaping for an
explosion up north."

That is one reason why theCanadian Pacifie stock is not so
high as it should be on the American market. We find aiso
our own papers expressing antagonistic views. The Share-
holer of Feruary 15th says :

" There seems to be no power to galvanize Canadian Pacific upwards,
the highest price reached this week being 55j, and se little is the demand
that on Wednesday there was not a single transaction in this much-
shunned stock."

The same journal went on to say, at another date, Febru-
ary lst:

"Those numerous and influenlial London and New York papers,
whicb so frequently reproduce our commenta on the Canadian Pacific
line, may now be able to judge how far they would be justified in recom-
mending the particular stock in question to their readers while the
present gloomy state of things prevail."
Hon. gentlemen will see from this, that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, from the outset have been met on the
stock market by the most outrageous statements, made by
persons supposed to be high in authority, statements of a
chàracter which certainly could not meet with the approba-
tion of right-thinking men. But we find further that these
gentlçmen are constantly crying down the country.
Tdo not wonder that they should feel it necessary to speak
about their patriotism, for they know right well that on no
occaaoMi has any party but their own rejoiced to know that
Qanada was not prosperous. Last year the member for
9uth Brant was making his speech on the finances, when
he was occupying the position, which no doubt will be oc-
cupied in a few nights hence by the gallant Knight from
Huron; and he looked forward to the time when Canada
would not be prosperous. Ie used the following language,
wihich, I say, is unworthy of any parliamentarian, or any
man having a respect for his own country. He said:

"14Te eountry well, as I have said, pas through a period of strin-
d trade depsusion as well as of prosperity, and I venture to

psoec n that in two years from now, the hon Minister, if he still
. u his position as hon. Minister of Finance, will find that he will be

compelled to offer apologies; he will explain how this factory and that
factory was closed; how wages in this department were lowerod, and
he* it oocura that the exporte have declined. I believe this, and , arn
cfirned la my views by writers in commercial journals, equally wetl
i4formed with the hon. Minister of Finance. And thea we, on this
aide of the House, will have the satisfaction of knowing that though
we may have had to wait a few years, till a period cf trial came
round, yet it was bound to come at lat."

Mr. RYK.ERT.

Those are the sentiments of a budding Finance Minister
and I repeat, that they are unworthy of a gentlemn oc-
cupying a position in this Legislature as a representative of
the people. I find, further, that the organ of the Grit party
in this city, in order to cry down the credit of the Govern-
ment, says that the expenses of the Government increased
in one year by the sum of $30,000,000. The writer of that
article knew very wellthat ho was telling what was untrue;
ho knew that the Government were simply exchanging one
security for another, that is, 4 per cent. securities for 5 per
cents., and yt this writer was mean enough, and con-
tempible enough, to try to make the people believe that the
Govern ment had increased the expenditure of the country
by $30,000,000 in one year. History repeats itself. Let
me quote from the hon. member for West Durham, and I
think the House will acknowledge that it is a parallel case.
It was complained, and with reason, that the Company
under the Act of 1874, was not in a position to put its
stock on the market, and to raise funds to carry on its
affairs. In 1881 we find that the hon. member for West
Durhain used these words:

" The collapse of the Nortbern Pacific Railway has occurred, and bas
precipitated a general collapse of credit in that country. That collapse
had principally affected railways a5 d railway enterprises, so that it was
almost impossible to get European capitalists to look at a railway-at
any rate in the United States. I do not believe I exaggerate when Isay
that hundreds of railways in the United States defaulted in the payment
of their bonds ; scores of them fell into the hands of receivers and were
foreclosed, such was the discredited state of railway enterprise on this
continent. There was a general criais and depression. There was,
therefore, a scarcity of capital available for such enterprises, even if
they han not been discredited by the circumstances to which I have
alluded. These were then the circumstances to which the hon. gen-
tleman, more slightly than [ did, alude as clearly bearing on the non-
success of the tenders a' that time.

Ie was speaking of the failure of the hon. member for East
York to get tenders from the people of England to enable
him to build that railway, and he gave as a reason, that
railway enterprises in the United States had failed, that
commercial bankruptcy had followed, and that these roads
were in the hands of receivers. To-day we find that the
stock of the Northern Pacifie road, which brought down one
of the richest men in America-that stock which sold in
November, 1865, at 69 or 70, is now selling at 40 and 41,
which is an evidence of what the people in the stock
markets in the world think about the stocks of the
country. I again ask myself whether the country
will be benefited by the granting of this concession,
and I may say ihat it will be benefited by opening
up a direct cominunicatioa across this continent without
crossing through American territory, thus preventing
immigrants from being deceived and decoyed by the
American people. I say further, that while some people
speak of Ontario as being sacrificed, no other Province is
so much benefitted as that Province will be. I find that
from the records of Parliament, out of tha $14,000,000
which have been spent on the North-West Territories
during the last two years, $6,000,000 have been drawn out,
and that we have received on ear money expended in that
way 40 per cent., and yet they say Ontario is being
sacrificed. The result of its construction would be that it
would form feeders for all our railways. In the Local Le-
gislature years ago, that Province was called upon to pass
charter atter charter for railways running in the direction
ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railway, and the country through
which they pass, instead of being a rough and rugged
country, the home of the wild cat and the hyena, as
predicted by the hon. member for East York a
short time before, is possessed of enormous resources;
thal its agricultural and mineral resources are being devel-
oped to an astounding extent, and the building of the rail-
ways will open to the Ontario Government a tract of land'
comprisiug at least 15,000,000 acres. I believe that insteap
of Ontario being sacrificed, that road will afford a safoty
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valve for that Province. Let me call another witness on
that point-I mean the hon. member for South Brant. This
is not the first time we have heard of Ontario's interests
being sacrificed. In Parliament, some years ago, this ques-
tion was discussed, and I find in the fansard of 1875, when
some members on that side of the House were speaking in
a depreciatory way, and saying that Ontario was going to
be sacrificed, the hon. member for Brant spoke in these
words:

" He failed to see where Ontario's interests had been sacrificed. Were
they to be told that a subsidy for the construction of 180 miles through
Ontario was opposed to Ontario's interests ? The construc ion of that
road would develop a country not now settled, but which would be
settled, and the scheme could not be adverse to the interests of
Ontario. * * * Looking at it from an out point of view he saw
a railway was to be constructed for 200 miles through a portion of
his Province which has never been opened up, and which was fit for
settiement.'

The late Government placed in their Estimates no less a sum
than $6,500,000, in aid of the Canadian Paci'c Railway, the
railway on Vancouver Island, surveys, and a portion for the
line north of Lake Superior through the Nipissing district,
in spite of the resolution passed in 1872, declaring that they
should not raise the rate of taxation to carry on that road.
On that occasion, when the hon. member for West Durham
was complaining of the amount which was being uselessly
spent on the railway, as he claimed, the hon. member for
Brant came out, as I have stated, in favour of Ontario. I
say that the more you analyze that question the more you
wilI find that Ontario will not suffer, but that it will get the
lion's share of what is coming from the North West.
Now, Sir, the next question I come to consider is, how shall
we stand if this road is surrendered, as predicted by
hon. gentlemen opposite ? We s hall bave the completed
road, worth $28,000,000 ;. surveys, $5,000,000; the Canada
Central, 81,500,000; telegraphs, $500,000; and the subsidy
in cash, $25,000,000; making a total of $60,000,000. In
addition to that, we shali have from the land sold,
$8,858,024, making a total of $68,858,024, which bas been
expended in the building of that road ; and if we add to
that this loan of $22,500,000, as a bonus, the road will have
cost us $91,358,024, a road built which hon. gentlemen
opposite themselves have said would cost $103,000,000, and
which other gentlemen have alleged would cost upwards of
$150,000,000.. I say that if the Company fails to redeem
this loan, we shall receive the following:-
Completed roads......... .................................................. $28,000,000
Main ne completed.. ....... ............... ........... 23,563,564

do to complete .................... . ....... ......... .27,000,000
Branch lines.-......... ............................................ . . . 3,821,092
Improvement of Government lino ...... ........... .......... 353,601
Eqiment of lne and branches ....................... 8638,306
Caln0 to Brockville ................ ................ 3203,050
Material, rails, etc........... ...... ............ 4,025,604

$98,611,217
21,246,600 acres, at $2... ...... ..................... 42,493,200

$141,104,417
For an expenditure of......... ..... ..... ......... ............ 91,358,024

Or an excess of........................................ ...... ............. $49,746,393>

I have omitted vessels and some other articles from this
calculation, but I think it is sufficient to show that the
security will be ample. Now, as regards the value of that
road, I do not think I need say very much, but I will call
into the witness box some gentlemen from the other side of
the louse. We find that in the Reform manifesto issued
by these hon. gentlemen to the Reform electors, the value
of the road independent of that gigantic monopoly was
placed at $147,415,397. Surely hon. gentlemen opposite
will not dispute their own statements, and I am sure my
hon. friend from South Perth (Mr. Trow) would not, with
his honest countenance, get up on a public platform and
state that the security for this loan is not sufficient, in the
face of the declarations of his own party as to the value

of the road Wre have also the testimony of the leader of
the Opposition. That hon. gentleman, speaking of the
Syndicate contract, said:

" The ascertained profits fer the work in the prairie section, as far as
we cau gather tbem, are thon a cash subsidy of $10,000 per mile for
about 600 miles; 6,000,000 and 5,000,000 acres, which sold at an average
of $2.68 an acre, $20,000,000 aggregatin $26,100,00e-while @o far s
we have been able to gather, the cost of t e praiie section is $7,000 Oo,
leaving a profit of. say $19, 000,000. apart from certain specialties te
which I have already referred and which would add considerably to that
profit."

Speaking of the value of the land and of the various assets of
the Company, the hon. gentlemen, in the same speech, stated
that the Company would be worth $135,000,000, and that
they would bave a profit, as between their expenditure and
the value they were to receive.in cash and lands and works,
of from $37,000,000 to $42,000,000. If the property of thÓ
Company is su valuable, I venture to say that o hQn. gen-
tleman will assert that this country has not a fair security
for the money we propose to advance. Then, we have the
opinion of the hon. member for North Norfolk (Ur.
Charlton) who is always strong in his views. That hon.
gentleman, speaking of the land grant, in 1881, said :

" If the Syndicate land grant is, as I assert it ie, worth double the
grant of land per mile made to the Union Pacific and Oanadian facdfi
thon ve have an advantage of the Syndicate of 6,250 acres per mifle,
which at $4 amounts to $25,000 per mile, or at only $2 to $12,50.'
The hon. gentleman goes on further to say:

"Well, we have seen such refereice to the management and the aid
granted this railway that practically the aid would amount to q .aum
sufficient to build the road, and leave the Company $73,000,000 to
speculate upon in other directions, as duty, taxation, &c."
The hon. gentleman further says:

"The grand outcome will be, that the Company will have 2,700 miles
of railway clear of cost and from $48,000,000 to $73,000,U00 to boot."
Now, Sir, can any person, in the face of that evidence,
dispute the value of the assets and securities which the
Government have in making this loan to the Company ?
Now, Sir, J come to consider the last portion of my propo-
sition. I propose to consider, are we in a financial position
to make that loan ? If, in 1874, we were able, in the state
of our finances at that time, to make a grant of $29,777,000,
and to guarantee 4 por cent. for twenty years on at least
$4,000 per mile, or $11,980,000, besides granting 55,940,000
acres of land-il, in addition to all that, we were able to
build a line of railway on Vancouver Island at a cost of
$3,500,000-surely at this late date, when the prosperity of
the country is notorious, and when our credit is higher than it
ever has been before-surely we are able to go on and
build this railway. The hon. member for Lambton (Kr.
Mackenzie) speaking of the railway at that time, said:

" He did not propose to do anything but what lie believed they could
do, and he did not propose to do anytbing but what he believed to be
within the preamble of the Bill of last 8ession, which was to the fflot
that the tax of the people, as it was when. the original agreoment Was
made, should not be increased."

We have there the positive declaration of the leader of the
Government, that the country was in a financial position
at that tinme to build the railway at an enormous cost. Then
we find the organ of the party stating, on March 3let, 1878:

'The expenditure annually of two millions in the Provine during
the progress of the railway is another item in the new ternis, sUd i are
disposed to believe that this will not in practice be found to have im-
posed any greater burden than can be met by our present rate of taxa-
tion."
We also find the Finance Minister of that day, the member
who represents Mr. McMillan in this louse, stating:

" My advice is in view of these contingencies which always occur lu a
country like this, that we ought to consider the natural growth au a
fair offset against the inevitable expenditure which must oeenr in the
Dominion."

I would ask you if in the great march of commercial pro-
gress, the great march of the development of this country,

1884. 971
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as shown by the vitality it has displayed during the last
two years, whether we are not in a position, with our
capacity and our population of 4,000,000, to carry this out
in 1885. The Minister of Finance went on to say :

" We have completed. the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island
Railway, and are therefore free to turn our undivided energies and
attention to the task of enlarging and improving our canals and con-
structing the Canadian Pacifie Railway. We have succeeded in making
such arrangements with British Columbia as, though invoiving Us in
very considerable liabilities, are yet quite within our power to perform,
and may add that although many of us thought from the beginning
that the demande made upon us by that Province were unreasonable
and unduly onerous, we are, nevertheless, prepared to discharge oui
obligations fairly, provided they can be brought within due bounds
and in accordance with the spirit, if not indeed·the true letter, of that
contract. I have no doubt, therefore, that, if we persevere in the
course 1 have indicated, in a very short time we shall be in a position
of the highest credit. * * That sugh an enterprise is one which will
require our ntmost energies, I do not for one moment deny ; but
although I admit this, and admit also that while engaged in its prose-
cution we must be willing to forego other works of much greater imme-
diate advantage, yet f hold that it ig far better we should do sn than
even seem to laii in meeting the obligations to which I have referred. I
believe that every man who has paid any serious attention to the future
of Canada knows right well that with us this matter is a struggle for
the possibility of carving out a distinct national existence."

These were sentiments applauded by every hon. member in
this House, and they were expressed with a deficit of
$1,900,000 staring them in the face. Yet they were not
able to say no. I think that I have shown abundant evi-
dence of our financial ability to advance the $22,500,000
without increasing the rate of taxation, but I will go fur-
ther. We have, as a test of our financial position, the debt
we have incurred since the Conservative Government came
into power in 1878, amounting to $15,476,537. During
that time we have expended in public works no less than
$37,949,904. Is not that evidence of vitality and financial
ability ? Take, as a contrast, a corresponding view of the
position of this country when hon. gentlemen opposite were
in power. In that brief space of time they increased the public
debt by $34,665,623, and they expended on capital account
$33,812,000. It seems -to me, that if the question is con-
sidered in all its aspects, we must come to the conclusion
that we are able, financially, to bear this burden. Let us
look to this great North.West, which was spoken of so dis-
paragingly by the hon. membe3r for West )urham when ho
went down by the sea a few years ago and coquetted with
the Maritime Provinces in the hope of gaining their support.
The North-West, he said, is the cause of our deficits. I
pointed out that instead of the North-West being the cause
of our deficits, it was, I considered, the safety valve of
this Dominion. In five years of Grit rule, the sum of
$ 14,855,459 were expended, and we received back $1,499,472;
in four years under Conservative rule the expenditure was
$23,411,195, and we reccived back $7,526,158; or in
other words, during the five years the Grits were in
power they received 10 per cent. back for the money they
invested in the North-West, whilst during the four years
we were in power 338 per cent. was received back
of the amount expended. Does not that speak volumes
for the North-West? showing, as it does, an increasing
ratio of revenue, year after year, so that we can rely
on their gradually not only meeting the disbursements
we are called to make, but to pay the loan back.
We find that while we have expended in the North-West
$14,097,880 in two years, we have received back $6,247,190;
or, in other words, we have received enough to pay off the
interest at 4 per cent. on the whole investment and still
have $5,683,315 towards the principal, It seems to me
that at the rate we are going on in the North-West, the
increased revenue which, in a few years, will amount to
four or five million dollars, ought, in the course
of five or six years, to pay off the whole loan
of $22,500,000. The more that is analyzed the more it
is evident this country has a great future before it.
Those hon. gentlemen opposite loudly protested, they were

Mr. ]RYKERT.

going to appeal to the people. But hon. gentlemen know
their protestations are but empty form. They have no
desire to appeal to the people, and if they did they know
what the resuilt might be. They appealed in 1878, and with
what result we all know. What was the answer they got
from the people? The people said to them: You are con-
stitutional grumblers; we gave you an opportunity in 1873
of distinguishing yourselves, of showing what you could do
to build up your country; we placed you in power with a
full Treasury, after a succession of surpluses, you were in a
favourable position to carry out your measures, but the
moment you got into power, with all your professions of
sincerity and economy and honesty, you began to increase
the expenditure, and in two years your extravagance
had increased our expenditure by over 31,000,000.
At the end of the five years you sai d you were
nothing but Ilies on the wheel. Trade was
paralyzed, the country was discouraged, and you took
no means to build it up. The people soon found out who
composed the crew that was bringing the ship to destruction.
The hon. member for Grey then said he rejoiced that the
hon. member for Lambton had an opportunity of holding the
reins of power to put in practice his economical profession s.
He, like the rest, went down before the face of an indignant
people. He, like the rest, who had given their subservient
support to the Ministry, who proclaimed loudly their pro-
fessions of economy, who pointed out the fact that the men
who had preceded them, had increased the expenditure by
$10,000,000, had the gratification of seeing it increased by
another $1,000,000. Two years ago, we were told by
the hon. leader of the Opposition he wanted a
chance to come before the tribunal of the people.
That hon. gentleman sent to the country a manifesto show-
ing exactly what the position of affairs was. That hon.
gentleman stated that the record of *the Conservative party
was a record of extravagance, a record of debauchery, a
record of corruption. He went to the country crying out
" Pacifie Railway," but the very moment they took. the
hustings, the very moment the member for South Brant,
and the member for Grey, and the member for Perth took
the hustings, they did not proclaim the extravagance of the
Government or refer to the Pacific Railway; but, instead of
arguing the Pacific Railway question before the people, or
saying how recklessly they had acted in giving the contract
to the Syndicate, they changed their tactics, and shouted:
"Ontario is invaded, Ontario's rights are in danger, the
autonomy of the Province is destroyed, you are going to
vote for a Government which put a veto upon the Streams
Bill, a Government which is going to rob Ontario
of its best interests, a Government which has
refused to ratify the boundary award." Well, the
people heard all the facts, and we have the results-there.
I think .these hon. gentlemen must be satisfied that, when
they went to the country, they went with false cries and
false promises, and that an intelligent people took a proper
gauge of what their position really was and of what their
promises were worth in consigning them to a position which
they will occupy for a number of years to come, I regret
having occupied the time of the House so long, but I felt
that the occasion was one of such great importance that I
should, before casting my vote, express to the people whom
I represent, through this Parliament, the reasons for the
course I felt called upon to take upon this occasion. I feel
justified in saying that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany have come to this IIouse and made out a good case,
that they are in a pasition of financial embarrassment so
that they cannot possibly carry out this road in two years
under present circumstances, that they are not respon-
sible for the causes which have brought about that
unfortunate state of affairs, that they have shown suflicient
assets to justify us in loaning them our money, and I think
we are justified in saying we will add this money, if neces-
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sary, to our capital account, and will lend thom this money.
for a term of years, and without adding to our taxation. I
feel that I am justified in going to my constituents on these
grounds, and that, if the vote were to be taken again to-
morrow, the people will be satisfied, as they were two years
ago, that the course which has been adopted is one in the
best interests of the country. I have felt it my duty to
consider the question, not in a political point of view, but
in the best interests of the country. I believe this country
has a noble future, I believe that, in the march of progress,
this country has taken gigantic strides. and that, work-
ing alongside of our American neighbours on the other
side of the line, with a less number of people, we
have shown greater capacity than they have, and have
proved that we are capable of doing more for the advance-
ment of the best interests of our country. We are a people
characterized by our industry and independence, and the
future of the country will be great if we pursue the same
course as in the past. I feel, Mr. Speaker, that I cannot do
better than vote for the Resolutions, in regard to which
everyone will say that we have redeemed our credit and
acted in the best interests of our country.

Mr. CHIARLTON moved the adjournment of the Hlouse.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, this matter

has been fully discussed for several days, and, I think,
thoroughly discussed on both sides. Of course, the Govern.
ment is in the banda of the House, but I think, in a measure
of this kind, there must be some understanding across the
floor as to when the vote shall be taken and we shall go
into Committee. I think we must come to some under-
standing upon that. I would like very much to hear from
the hon. gentleman who leads the Opposition on that point.

Mr. BLAKE. What does the hon. gentleman propose?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I propose to-morrow-

in the course of to-morrow's session. I think I shall be
obliged to ask my friends to remain in the flouse until
the Resolutions are carried. It is too important a question.
It has been fully discussed, and the whole operations, or
much of the operations, of the road are paralyzed, until this
questiou is decided one way or the other, whether the House
is going to adopt the Resolutions, the relief proposed by the
Government, or not.

Motion to adjourn negatived.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. The hon. gentleman who spoke a

few days ago laid down the rule that each speaker ought to
answer the speech of his predecessor, the gentleman who
spoke before him. If it is expected that that should be the
case to-night, I shall, for once in my life, have to
show the white feather, and admit my inability to
do so, not because I am afraid of the job, but because
I am not the fortunate possessor of a scrap-book. And
at this late hour of the morning, even if I
bad the last ton years' files of the Globe and -Mail, if
I were to.attempt to read a fair equivalent of what we have
listened to, it would be a burden too great for the House to
bear. In the few remarks with which for a few. minutes I
am going to take up the attention of the House, I shall con-
fine myself altogether to the Resolutions before the House,
and to one or two of the arguments which bave been
advanced in favour of those fResolutions, and which, in my
humble opinion, are faulty. I wish to say that, so far as I am
personally concerned-and I think I feel about the same as
the other gentlemen on this side of. the flouse--I for one
have no personal feeling against the Syndicate. Almost
every gentleman on the other side who has addressed the
flouse has either stated in so many words, or assumed, that
all who vote against these Resolutions are the declared
enemifs of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. 1 wish
to say more than that. So far from being opposed to the
Company, so far from feeling any emnity, any dialike to the

Company, I feel well disposed towards it. More than
that ; for a long time I have looked upon the acqui-
sition of a road up through Ontario as the only
hope we had of relief from the monopoly of the Grand
Trunk Railway. More than that'; I was one of a few indi-
viduals who falt that monopoly so bitterly that i was in-
duced to spend a great deal of money and great deal more
of valuable time in order to get a charter to relieve us from
that monopoly. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company
has entered into an agreement to carry out that charter and
build us our road, and, of course, if these Resolutions fail,
our road will n>t be built. More than that; I see a draft
of a Bill before the House in which that same Company ask
for a charter to carry their line on to the other end of the
Province, and that is intended to run through the constitu-
ency which I have the honour of representing. If these Re-
solutions fail, and the Company fail, that must be abandoned ;
and, were I to consult my own personal feelings, or the
money benefit of those whom [ represent, I would be in.
duced to vote for the Resolution. But it is quite possible,
although gentlemen on the other side do not seem to
understand-seem as though they could not under-
stand-that a man may b. no enemy to that Com-
pany, it is quite possible that ha may ha a well.wisher
of the Company, and yet love his country better. And,
Sir, it is quite possible that aot only a man but
a party may feel that the interests of the country
are paramount to all other considerations-to the interests
of any corporation or any body of men; and, se far as I
know the hon. gentlemen with whom I am acting on this
side of the House, that is exactly the position they are in
now. Well, we have no enmity against the Company.
While we wish them no embarrassment, we feel that the
interests of the country are paramount to the interests of
the Company, Now, Sir, 1 shall give a few reasons why I
do not intend to support the Resolutions, but on the contrary
to vote against them. The first is, that I am one of those
who behieve that the Company has received enough already,
all that they are honestly entitled to. Let us see how much
it is going to cost this Company to carry out their under-
takings. The hon. Minister of Railways made ratier
merry over the leader of the Opposition the other
night, because, as ha said, ha bad made a very great mistake
in estimating the cost of building the railway. He
said that the mamber for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), iad
also been even more astray in his calculation-that these
two gentleman had put the figure a long way above
$ 100,000,000. We have heard various statements, various
estimates, of what this road is going to cost. I saw one
made by the president of the road himself in January,
1884, in which ha estimated the actual cost of the road at
$85,700,000; and we have the assurance of the hon.
Minister of Railways, that that included the equipment of
the road; that it not only included that, but it included a
very large sum of money that had been expended in
making connections to the east to secure an outlet for that
road; not only that, but it included some millions that had
been set apart to pay dividends on the stock. I am speak-
ing subject to correction, but as I understood him that is
what ha said. So it seems the i oad will actually cost the
company a long way below $85,000,000, somewhere
between 860,000,000 and 870,000,000 of actual outlay
for the Company. Now let us look for a moment
at what that Company has received. They received
25,000,000 acres of land, which has netted for the
portion sold, $2.36 per acre. Suppoeing that it is all sold
at the same price, and when the railways are built and
the country is settled up-we have no reason to suppose
the remainder will sell for any less -it will yield an
aggregate sum of $59,000,000. They have received a cash
subsidy of 825,000,000 ; add to that what they have received
in road finished and handed over to them, 828,000,000,making
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a total of $112,000,000- far more than the road would ever
cost them. It has been pointed out againi that when this
contract was given to this Company, the chief ieason of the
Government for giving them such liberal terms was the fact
that when the road was finished the Company would bave
to run it for several years at a loss. It was stated on the
floor of this House, it was stated on a hundred platforms,
and reiterated by the newspapers, that the simple and sole
reason why the Government had givon this enormous
amount was because, for many years after the road was
constructed, they would have to run it at a loss,
and therefore it was abso1utely necessary that the
Company should have sufficient to enable them to
do it without pecuniary loss to themselves. But, Sir,
that reason does not hold good now. We had a statement
from the hon. Minister of Railways the other night, that
from the very start this road was not only going to pay
working expenses, but going to pay a large profit besides.
For fear of misrepresenting let me just read what ho did
say :

" That the road, when oonstructed, will be a valuable nroperty,
there can be no reason to doubt. That the road, this coming year,
will earn a very large amount of net profit over and above expenses
of its operation, there cannot be a question; and when opened from
end to end it is perfectly obvious that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
will be placed upon a complete and thovoughly.sound foundation, as
one of the best lines of railway communication that is to be found
in thé 00115t17."

So that there is no roason why the already enormous
grunt to this railway-nearly one and a-half times what
the railway is going to cost the Company-should be imple-
mented now. Thon, Sir, there is the other objection, that
this Company is giving no security, that they will not come
back in a year or two and make a ýsimilar demand for in-
creased subsidy. Now, we have been assured that this is
not the case, that we have sufficient guarantee that this
sum is going to finish the road. Well, Mr. Speaker,
the same assurance was given when the charter was first
granted to the Company. We were assured that beyond all
peradventure, beyond ail contingency, enough was given to
the Company to finish the road and to run it during the
time they would have to run it at a loss, that the Company
would never be asking again for another cent. Now, I state
my firm conviction that if these resolutious a. e uarried, as I
have no doubt they will be, we have no guarantee that
before twelve months are passed the same demand will not
be made to Parliament. Not only that, Sir, but the main
reason given for coming to Parliament now and asking for
this increased subsidy is that doing so will enable the Com.
pany to finish the contract in two years, and we are told
that if it is not given they will have to fall back on the ori-
ginal terms of the charter, and take till 1891 to finish the
road. Well, Sir, if time is all they want, we on this
side of the flouse are quite willing to give them a little
time. So far as I am concerned, I cannot see, after the
reasoning I have heard, that the country is going to suffer
any great detriment if the road is not finished for two or
three years after the time mentioned. It has been
pleaded that this assistance is necessary in the interests
of the North-West, that it is necessary to have that
country settled up as rapidly as possible. I admit it is
necessary that that country should be settled up, but I
question whether the rapidity of the completion of the road
in two years is going to hasten the settlement of that
country. I go .a stop further, and I say that from the
knowledge I have of the sentiment of the peopole of this
country, I do not believe that the rapidity of construction
which we have had on that road through the prairie
section bas been any advantage to the North-West.
We all know how necessary it is when people are
settlng in a new country, that they should have the aid
and sympatby of neighbours, not only in developing the
resources of the country, but from a social point of view.

Mr. AaBTBoNu.

They need schools, they need churches, they need one
another's assistance in carrying out their labours, and above
all, they need a market. Thereore, Sir, I hold that instead
of having settlers scattered bore and there over 1,000 miles,
it would have been far botter if they had been congregated
together somewhat, both from a financial and a
social point of view, which would have been the
case if the road had been built more slowly.
It has been argued that its immediate construction is
necessary in order to secure the Asiatie tt ade. But
the Northern Pacific has been finished for a considerable
time; both of the other Pacific Railways have been in
operation for nearly twenty years. Traie has therefore
got as firmlyZestablished in those channels as it can pos-
sibly get. When the Canadian Pacifie Railway is finished,
whether in two years or in five years, it will have to draw
trade from other competing linos. So that argument falls
completely to the ground. The hon. member for Richmond
and 'Wolfe (Mr. Ives) advanced an argument that I have
not heard any hon. gentleman notice or attempt to answer.
He said that British Columbia-if I quote his words cor-
rectly-is entitled to have this road finished at that time.
I admit that British Columbia h-as a considerable grievance
of which to complain. I admit that owing to the manner
in which she has been treated, she is entitled to compensa-
tion. Let us look back at the circumstances of the case,
In 1871, when British Columbia came into the Confedera-
tion, as one of the terms on which she came into Union,
the Government agreel to bauild the roud in the short
time of tenyears. I do not hesitate to declare my firm
conviction that that was the most insane bargain that any
Governmont of a civilized country ever made. What are
the facts ? Over 3,000 miles of a wilderness, an unkrnown
country most of it, had to be traversed. It took the greater
part of ten years to find if it were possible to build a1 rail-
way through it. It took more than the balance of the timé
to find what was the best route on which to build the rail-
way. I say again without hesitation, that it was one of the
most insane bargains into which a Government ever en-
tered, and it is a pity that the faith and honour of this
country should have been so trifled with. But so far as
Britih Columbia is concerned, that Province was a 1 a tv
to the bargain, and it has a legal right to insist that
the bargain shall be fulfilled, otherwise that it shail
be compensated. As I understand the remarks of the
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (âfr. Ives), the
completion of the road within two years was going to be
the compensation afforded to Britith Columbia. I have a
document here which purports to be a report by the Min-
ister of Justice who visited British Columbia for the express
purpose of ascertaining the compensation to which they
were entitled for the failure to build the road within the
prescribed time. Allow me to read what the Minister of
Justice says on that subject. After reciting what was to be
done, ho says:

"The above ineludes all to which there is any dispute or difference
between the Government of the Deininion and the Governmeut of
British Golumbia and when carried into effect, wili constitute a full
settlement of al existing claims on either side, or by either Govern-
ment."

Thon this is to be embodied in legislation. An Act is going
to be introduced and carried through, and I will have great
pleasure in voting for it. In the preamble it is statea :

"And whereas, for the purpose of settling ail existing disputes and
difficulties between the two Governments, it has been agreed as follows."

It winds up in this way:
" This agreement is to be taken by the Province in full of all claims

up to this date by the Province against the Dominion, in respect of
delaya in the commencement and construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, and in respect of the non-construction of the Esquimalt and
Nanaimo failway, and sa be taken by the Dominion Goerameut in
satisfaction of ail dlaims for additionai lande under the Terms of Union,
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but shall not be binding unless and until the sane shall have been rati- bility as the one which the Governmont is seeking to im-fted ~the Parliament of Canada and the Legilature of British Colum- pose upon us. The hon. member for Cardwell-and I have

a great respect for his abilitios as a financier-stated the
So we see, as regards British Columbia, that a claim for other night that this proposition was not going to add
compensation does not enter as an element into the case at anything to the debt of the Dominion. More than
ail. I desire briefly to notice a matter upon which much that, he said that it was going to deduct an enormous amount,
stress has been laid since the discussion began. We have something like half a million of tollars, from our
been charged, over and over again, with being unpatriotic, debt. For fear, however, that I should be accused of
because, forsooth, we have found fault with the Government misrepresenting him, I will quote what he did say:
]and policy in the North-West and with the actions of the "It is true, the hon. the Fnance Minister has to o to England
Syndicate. We have been called unpatriotic,not only by the but he goes there to redeem $33 500,00) of the debt o Canada which
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), but also bears to-day 5 oer cent. He will be able te make an arrangement
by the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White),, who stated by which it will be ne adIitional charge unon thi country. It is

simply a transfer of 4 per ceat. for 5 p ýr cat., an i if he s'iend ia
that the whole blame for the trouble and excitement doing it, he will further reduce the au ui ch tree upo1 tii p3>ple
prevailing there was chargeable to members sitting on this of this country by $131.470 by that transaetiqn. l that the shing tg
side of the House, and to the Reform press of the country. be alaricel at ? 13 tiha a2 evidenta that this country is over-

burdeaing itself, is increasing iti debt in such a w.îy as seriously ti
I hope, as regards both of those hon. genatlemen, that it was imperl iti future? On the cuîtrtry, Mr. Speaker, as regtrdi
rather a slip of the tongue than a deliberate atatemaut, $33,ooj,oo of that $56,000,000, to obtain wh:ch the hoi. Finance Sliin.
because if it were a deliberate statement it woald do more ister will htve to go t) Eagland, it will noý be an increase of our dat--

m . measuring our debt by the annual charg j up>n th,, people, which is th3credit to their immagination than to their judgment. But true and p-oper way to masure it It is acttally a transaction by
supposing it were true-and I admit and I glory in the fact, which we are to reduce, by over $100,00, the chrges of that debt upan
that we have a press and a party whieh are not afraid to speak the people of this country; aid as to this $22,500,O00-the balance
ont when they .ee abuses existing in Governients and of this money-that is a sum for which ve are actually to receivo 5

per cent. I att.clh no importance to the fact that we may be able to
corporations.- I have read that eighteen hundred years ago borrow monAy at 4 per cent. and toan it at 5 pcr cent. That may be an
there was a class of mon that hated th.e light, because incident of this bargain. But what I do attach importance to is, tbt

this advanoe of s12,500,000; that thii $3t,0fl,010 which hai t b ittheir deeds were evil. That class was not confined to borowed on the Eglisl market50 that thi3 addition to our debt of
that age. There never has been a time in the history of $50 000,000, which we are aske t coatemuplavi wth hrror by lon
tbe world when men who found fault with wrong-coing, gentlemen oppisite, is an alliton t our public debt which, su fat
especially wrong-oing in igh places, were not de- ro increasing our annual bardens, will reiace them by about

neunced as traitors and unpatriotic men, and been perse.
cnted and put to death itself for a manly vindication of t he Sucli is Lie statement which tho lion. gentlenmn f>r Card.
right. It is about time that the press and the party spoke well challenges us to eontrovort. What is tho state of the
out. What has been the course of the Government with case ? Hon. gentlemen wiIl have noticed how careloss ho
respect to land settlement in the North-West ? They have is in handling his figures-four or five or even thirteen or
ground down the people with taxes. A man who goes fourteen millions are nothing to him; and thirty threo and
there must, in making a start in life, pay from $400 to twenty-two and a half millions together make fifty millions
8500 taxes to the Government. The Goverument thus according to his loose calculations. It is evidont to every
discourages settlers. It has long been known by the House hon. member that if the Finance Minister can go home to
and the country that when a man goes in and settles on a the old country and borrow monoy at 4 per cent, instead
new farm and improves it, he pays enough for that farm. of 5, he will save exactly 1 per cent. on $33,500,000,
We, who have settled in Ontario, have found that to ho the which amounts to $330,000. But, Sir, the interest on
case. We entertained the hope that the Government 822,500,000, at 4 per cent., amounts to $9,000,000. Ail
would take warning by the Canada Land Company in ho can save is $3 10,000; and instead of doducting from the
Ontario, by the seignorial tenure in Quebec and by absentee yearly burdens of the country, the transaction adds to our
landlordism in Prince Edward Island, and have avoided yearly burdens $570,000, in the interest ho will have to pay.
the blunders committed a century ago. But no; for a I ad mit that by replacing our 5 per cent. securities by 4 per
long time, instead of the Government holding land for cent., the change would ho one which would be a great boon
the benefit of the settler, it seemed as though it were to the country; but we must always bear in mind that su,,-
given up to speculators and land companies until it became gestive word " if." We must bear in mind that our secur-
almost impossible for a man who went into the North- ities are constantly faliing due, and that during the last
West and honestly desired to obtain a farm to find three or four years there has been an unprecedented cheap-
a place on which to rest the sole of his foot. But, Sir, ness in the money markets of the world. In Canada we
it was just because the party pross, pointed out the abuses never had money so cheap before. Six per cent. county
that the Government were tompelled to change the debentures, which six or seven years ago, were selling at
regulations, and at last to re-open the.railway belt and south - 90 cents on the dollar, bave been sold at 112 and 113. Sot
ern Manitoba for settlement. Haî the samo not beon the only so, but farmors and labouring mon throughout the
case so far as the Canadian Paifib Railway Syndicate is country, who were forced to encumber their property by
concerned ? It is only a sheet titas sinc public opinion, mortgages, during the past thre. or- four years, up
expressed through the pros of the eouatry, and at meet- to a reaent date, were able to get money in many
ings of the inhabitants of the country, eompll& them to cases as low as 6 per cent., while they formerly paid
lower the alimost prohibitory rates that they werecharging, 8 or 10. But all that has changed ; and it is a notorions
Yet we are told that we are unpatelotie, that wo are to fact that in Ontario, at least, you can hardly effect a loan
blame, and that it is the party and the; party press that is on first-class farm property, short of 8 per cent. Not only
stirring up the feeling in Manitoba and the- North-West, so, but theree is a general stringency in the money market;
Do these hon. gentlemen mean to sa that these men in the and if bon. gentlemen want to know how it h>'s been
North-West are such fools, that in the middle-of the winter caused, I reply it has been caused by the National Policy,
they can be induced to leave their homes and travel hun- by means of which, money which should have gone to carry
dreds of miles in order to diseuss imeginary grievances ; on the legitimate business of the country, is lockel up and ly.
or that they sent a deputation te Ottawa to talk about evils ing idle in various manufacturing enter prise4, and it must lie
which existed only in their imaginations? One more state- there, because the banks dare not abtemnpt to realize upon it.
ment I wish to make, and that is, that the present is a Well, Sir, [ ask, in view of thut fa-t, have you any right to
most inopportune time to incar suSh an additional rosponsi- assume that whon our Finance Minister goes home again to
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borrow money, ho will be able to obtain it at 4 per cent.
And even supposing ho wili. is the argument of the hon.
member for Cardwell (Mr. White) a correct one, that the
simple fact of lowering o'ir interest is equivalent to lowering
the debt of the co intrv ? Would a farmer, for example,
who bas a mortgage of 83,000 at 8 per cent. on his farm,
in the opinion of any sane man, not have incroased his
liabilities if he haï ohanged his mortgage for one of $4.000
at 6 per cent ? Suppose ho went into the markets of the
country to ceffat a further loan upon it, would ho find any
use in the plea that his debt was no higher now than when
the morgage amounted to only $3,000, becauQe he was paying
no more interest ? Is that the way the public creditors of
the country will regard our position ? No; they will look at
the sum total of our àlebt. Then, so far as the amount on
that debt is concerned, I need not tell you that it is now nearly
as high per capita as the debt of the United States. In
twenty years after the people of the United States finished
thoir tremendous war, wo find this difference between them
and us, that while they are paying off their debt so rapidly
that they have decreased it one-third, we are increasing ours
as fast as we can. I am convinced, and I believe the people
throughout the country feel also, that next to dishonour, the
most dreaded thing for a nation is debt; and, Sir, it is not
the part of patriotism, under these circumstances, to
do anything to increase the liabilities of the country. On
the contrary, it seems to me that it is the part of
patrintism now for us to ask the question, whither are we
drifting? In view of the fact that the prediction uttered
a year ago by the hon. Financial Minister.that we had
seven years of inflation and of plenty before a, has
already been falsified, and that we are on the verge of a
crisis through over-production--in view of these facts,
I say, it is the part of patriotism to consiier-whither are we
drifting, and to see to it that we are adding no unnecessary
burdens to an altogether over-burdened country.

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland), moved the adjournment of
the debate.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can only repeat what
I said before, that I hope we shall be able Io come to a con-
clusion on this question to-morrow, and with Ihe consent of
both sides, we shoul i b able to do so. 1 feel it my duty to
urge upon the House the importance of coming to a con-
clusion on this question as soon as possible.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not think there will be any difficulty
in coming to a conclusion on Wednesday, but 1 think there
will ho in doing so to-morrow nigbt.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and (at 1:25 o'clock, a. m ) the House

adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TuEaDAY, 19th February, 1884.

The SpiAKza took the Chair at a quarter to Four o'clock.

PRaYras.

THE HOUR OF MEETING.

Mr. BLAKIE. Mr. Speaker, before any business is pro-
ceeded with, I desire to call your attention to the fact that
it is more than three-quarters of an hour past the usual time
of opening the House. I think this unusual delay in open-
ing the House deserves remark, particularly on an evening
whenfthere is such an important debateUin progress, and we
are told.that:ithis-to7cose before we adjourn.'-I know that

Mr.ÂETRONG.

the responsibility does not rest upon you, Mr. Speaker, but on
hon. gentlemen opposite, but I feel bound to protest
on the part of independent members against the time
being wasted in this manner.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RA.IiWAY RESOLUTIONS.

The Order for resuming the adjourned debate on the
motion of Sir Charles Tupper, " That the House resolve
itself into Committee of the Whole to consider certain pro-
posed Resolutions (page 84) respecting the Canadian Pacific
Railway," and of Mr. Cameron's (Huron) motion in amend-
ment (page 359) being read,

Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland). The few observations, Sir,
which I -propose to mako on this question may not ad I
anything to those which have already been advanced. I iam
well aware, Sir, that, at this stage of the discussion, it would
be quite impossible that anything which I can say should
throw new light upon this subject, or give even any addi-
tional weight to the views which have already been so ably
presented. This discussion, however, Sir, has taken a some-
what wide range, a number of matters have boen introduced
which, to my mind, at least, have not had any direct bear-
ing upon the question at issue, and it may, under these cir-
cumstances, not be considered amiss if I do nothing more
than remind the House, lest any present have forgotten it,
that the question we are considering is the desirability of
making a loan to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
and, before we vote upon this question, take one more
glance at some of the leading features of this transaction.
It is important, Sir, in considering a question of this mag-
nitude, that we should look at it from every possible stand-
point, that we should look at all the results which may flow
either directly or indirectly from the action which we
take at the present time. But it is also of equal, if
not of greater importance, that we should direct our
attention chiefly to thoe matters which are of primary
and vital importance, and give to other considerations
the relative weight to which they are fairly entitled,
if we wish to arrive at a correct and intelligent decision,
For these réasons, Sir, I shall not review many of the
remarks which have been made by the other speakers. I
shall not weary the House-and I am sure the fHouse will
thank me for this-by repeating the figures and the
numerous calculations which have already been submitted
to them. I may, in some cases, refer to the re ults of those
calculations, but I shall endeavour to give a short and
simple statement of this matter, and to refer to some con-
siderations which I consider of importance, and by which I
feel our judgment should be chiefly inflaenced. It is im-
portant, Sir, at the outset, that we should fix clearly before
our minds the position of the Government, and the position
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, and their rela-
tions to each other. When this question arose, you remem.
ber the main provisions of the contract that was entered
into between them, and which still exists, by which the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company undertook to complote
the construction of a lino of railway from Callander
to the Pacifie Ocean, to do it within a specified
time, and for which they were to receive from
the Government a fixed consideration. At the pre-
sent time, a large portion of that work has been completed.
Three years of the specified time have elapsed, and seven
remain for the completion of the contract. It is under
these circumstances that the Company haveapproached the
Governmont with the proposition which is now before us, a
proposition which may be briefty stated as tollows : Au
offer to complote the work in two years from the prosent
date, instead of seven, and that the Government, to enable
thern to do this, should make them a loan amounting te some
$30,000,000. This they offer to repay in seven years, and for
its repayment they offer security and a fair rate of interest.
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Now, Mr. Speaker, with that simple proposition before us,
what are the propositions of first and vital importance
which we, as a Parliament, are called upon to consider ?
I take them to be these : Whether it is in the interests of
this country that we should make this loan ; whether the
advantages which may reasonably be expected to resuit
from the more speedy completion of this contract are such
as to justify the Government in granting the aid asked for;
secondly, whether the position of the Government as one
of the original contracting parties is in any wise affected
or prejudiced by the arrangement that is now proposed ;
and thirdly, whether the security offored is sufficient to
insure the repayment of the loan, and protect the
Government and the country from ultimate loss. Now,
Sir, with regard to the first of these questions, the
advantages which we may expect to follow the vig-
ourous prosecution and rapid completion of this work
-these have already been poined 'out; indeed they
have been most exhaustively discussed by the hou.
gentlmen who have preceded me. Among the more impor-
tant of them I have noted these: The impetus that will
be given to the trade and commerce of the country; the
wealth that is always created where a line of railway is built
and operated; the increase of population that follows
the numberless domestic industries that spring up as if by
magie all along the line, the early and rapid settlement of
the country, the development of its resources, and the con-
sequent increase in both our inter-provincial and our foreign
trade. Mr. Speaker, with the history of the last two years
fresh in our memory, I had supposed that every gentleman
in this louse would have admitted that these results must
follow the vigourous prosecution of this work. Why, Sir,
there is no one who bas the least knowledge of the princi-
ples that govern trade and commerce but must admit that
to arrest the progress of tbis work at the present time would
be most disastrous to thA trade of this country. We must
all know that our progress and our prosperity in the
immediate future are largely dependent upon, and must be
proportionate to, the speed with which we push forward this
great work to its completion. Our own experience in the
last two years, the history of railway enterprises through-
out the world, are lost upon us if we fail to recognize these
facts. And yet, Sir, bon. gentlemen who have addrcssed this
House in oppositionto this moasure, have suggested that
we make progress at a less rapid rate, that we wait for
slower growth and more graduai development. I will do
these gentlemen the justice of stating that they express
those views with a cautiousness and timidity that, to my
mind at least, botray a want of confidence in the cause they
are advocating ; and I will say, Sir, that if there are hon.
gentlemen in this House who entertain such views, I take
direct issue with them upon this point. I counsel in this
emergency no wavering or h .si tating policy. The policy
which has been propounded by the hon. Minister of
iRailways, though it bas been assailed from every quar-
ter, has not been shown to be either reckless or
dangerous. It is a wise, prudent and progressive policy;
the measure that has been submitted is a plain, practical and
business-like transaction. It may be of advantage to the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company; it is at the same time a
great advantage to this country. It is a policy which fully
meets the emergency with which we are now brought face
to face; it is a policy which insures permanence to the
prosperity which this country now so happily enjoys, and as
sueb, Sir, it is fairly entitled to our support. Then, with
regard to the second question,-whether the position of the
Government is prejudiced by this arrangement. I do not
find, Sir, that it is affected or changed in any essential or
important particular. Reference has been made to the fact
that the 81,000,000 originally deposited by the Company to
insure tho performance of this contract, is ta be withdrawn.
.ButSir, that is nôt in oonsequenoe of, or in any way con.

4 -

nected with, the transaction we are now considering. As
bas already been explained by the Minister of iRailways,
that is done in accordance with a principle that has
been adopted in other contracts of this kind-that of
returning the deposit to the contractors as the work
progresses. Reference has also been made to the fact
that a change is to be made in the mode of paying the
subsidy. The mode that it is now proposed to adopt
is that which hon. gentlemen opposite contended should
have been adopted when the original contract was entered
into; they should not object to its adoption now. But,
Sir, it is not the mode of payment, but the amount that 'we
are to pay, which is the important question for us to con-
sider in this case; and, Sir, I find that that bas not been
changed to the extent of a single dollar, nor bas the amount
of work which the Company has to perform been diminished
in the least degree. The main provisions of the original
contract romain unchanged. The Company is relieved of
none of the responsibilities which it then assumed; it as.-
sumesthe additional responsibility of engaging to effect the
earlier completion of this important work. Then, Sir, I
pass to the third question, the question which, perhaps,
above ail others, demands from us careful and close consi-
deration-that is, the nature and extent of the security
that we are offered. Let us glance for a moment
at the principal items in this security. First, we
have the land. Various estimates bas been made as to
these lands. We have the estimates based upon former
utterances of hon. gentbeIen on both sides of this House,
estimates which have received the sanction of the public
press, representing both the political parties in this country.
We have bad better estimates stil, based upon the sales of
land which have actually been made; and these estimates
all tend to show that this land, at a fair estimate at the
present time, is worth the full amount that we are asked to
vote the Company. Indeed, had the Government submitted
to this House a proposition to purchase back these lands,
to take them from the Company for the sum we are asked
to loan, the price would have been equivalent to about
$1,50 an acre. I do not believe, I cannot believe, that there
would have been a voice raised in this House against it.
Had this proposal been to pay the Company in cash the
estimated amount required to complote their contract in
lien of the 2 1,000,000 acres of land they are yet to recoivo,
I believe, Sir, that such a proposition must have received
universal approval and sanction throughout this coun-
try, Eo well known, and EO dofinitely knowD, is the
value of these lands at the present time. Thon we
have the line of railway itself with its branches. The
value of this as a security, I admit is a subject which
may give rise to considerable discussion. It is a subject
upon which there may be difference of opirioi, depending
as it does upon the value of this undertaiing as a commer-
cial enterprise. Let us soe, Sir, what ovidence we have upon
this point. We have the evidence which has already been
given in the estimates beforethe IIouse of the prospective
traffio of the road,in the figures which have been submitted to
show that the surplus products of the North-West will be
sufficient to furnish it a profitable traffic. We have also
had our attention drawn to the advantageswhich itpossesses
and which place it in a position to become a successful
competitor for the great trans-continental trade that must
in the future be developed. We have had also estimates
based upon the experience of the last two years, statemeuts
submitted to the Huse in respect to these, showing that
the net earnings of this road now average some bundred
thousand dollars monthly, and that the earnings of 1883
have been largely in excess of those of 1882. We have still
further evidence in the same direction, evidence which may
be drawn from the very nature of the transaction we are
now considering. It is well known, Sir, that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company have thu far been engaged in
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the construction of the least costly and most remunerative
portions of their line, that the more costly and difficuit and
less profitable portions romain to be constructed; that it is
to enable them to construct the latter that they are now
making application to Parliament for aid. Now, Sir, I
ask hon. members to consider whether the Company would
place themselves in this position, whetber they would come
before the louse with the proposition now submitted, if
they had not the fullest confidence in the ultimate suc-
cess of their whole line. Is it reasonable to suppose
they would assume the responsibility of completing and
operating the more difficuit and costly and least profit-
able portions of their line, five years in advance of
the time they were obliged to do so under the original
contract, if they had any reason to suppose they would
prove a burden upon their resources or that they
would not at least be self-sustaining at an early date.
Why, there are no persons in the worlk to-day in so good a
position to form a correct opinion of the financial character
of this great enterprise as the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company themselves, the men who are at present charged
with its cnstruction and its management. The fact that
they have corne to Parliament with the proposition before
us; the fact that they are ready and willing to assun e
the responsibiliy to which I have referrtd; the fur-
ther faut that in oider to obtain the means to accom
plish that end they are willing to offer, and do offer to
pledge all they bave on this great enterprie, the whole
capital stoek of the Company, the subsidies they are
to receive fiom the Goveriment, the nire land grant
under their contract, the branch lines they have con-
structed and the property they have acquired in stearmships
and in connevting lires of railway-the fact that they sub-
mit this proposition is the strongest evidence which they
can furnish of their confidence in the eventual success of
the enterprise in which they are engaged. And here, Sir,
it may not bo amiss to direct attention to tho wonderful
change in public sentiment shown during the last few years
on this point. We all remember when we dare scarcely
hope that the receipts would be sufficient to meet the ordi-
mary expenditure; when fears were entertained, and I be
Lieve honestly entertained, and opinions were openly and
publicly exprossod, that even if the reoad were built, the
cost of operating it woult be such as to involve the
whole country in financial ruin. But to-day all this is
changed. There is a confidence in the future of this
counitry, and a corresponding confidence in the future
of this great work; and I am glad to say that confi-
dence is each day growing stronger. Thon if we 1ave
before us such evilnico as this of the sufficiency of the
security which is offere., if we have good reason to believe
that this will prove in the tature a proatable investment, if
we have reason to believe that the stock of this cor'poration
will have a future value in the great stock markets ol the
world, if the lands, at a fair estimate, are worth the whole
amount Parliament is asked to loan, if the position of the
Government under the original contract is not prejudicially
affected by this loan, if the advantages which we may ex-
pect to receive are so numerous and important as they have
been shown to be, we have ample reason to justify us-
more than this it becomes the duty of this Parliament to
sanction the Resolutions which are now before the House.
I do not intend to reply, at any length, to the arguments
which have boon used in opposition to this measure.
I will merely refer to them to point out one or two
important particulars in which their line of argument is
defective. In the first place, while they ask us to reject
this measure, they have not submitted any alternative pro-
position to ensure the speedy completion of this groat work.
They have taken a wide range in this discussion. They
have criticised the original contract, they have offered
objections to some of the details of the arrangement which

Mr, WOOD (Wettmoreland),

is now proposed; but they have not assailed the position of
the Government in regard to either the one or the other in
any essential or important particular. And, Sir, they have
not suggested, or attempted to suggest, any botter method
by which that most desirable object, the speedy completion
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway couid be accomplished. And,
Sir, their lino of argument is open to another and even more
serious objection, and that is its weak, indefinite, do-nothing
character. The position which they assume is simply this:
That in this emergency we take no action whatever, that
we let the conti act stand and ask the contractors to work
it out as best they can, and when they cau, regardless of
the consequences to themselves or the country. It is
admitted that it is desirable this great work should be
speedily constructed ; but they raise objections to the plan
proposed. It is, no doubt, true that disastrous results would
follow if the progress of this great work were stopped; but
they ask us to wait and investigate. And after we have
investigated, they tell us that it is impossible to state what
may happen in the future. It is possible these estimates
may not be accurate; it is possible the sum asked may not
be sufficient to complote the lino; it is possible the Company
may return to Parliament at some future time for further
aid. These are serious matters; this is a great respon.
sibilify to assume, and upon the whole they decide it
is not wise to interfore; let matters take thoir own
course, no doubt they will ail come out right at
the end, at all events lot us hope so. That is about
the lino of argument whieh hon. gentlemen oppoite
have pursued upon this great question, this question which
is of such vital moment to the people of this country.
But, Sir, I am bo)und to say that that is not a new lino of
argument, for that is their general policy on questions of
this kind. Sir, we must all have observed in the course of
this discussion, the striking similarity between the policy
which is advocated now, and the policy which those hon.
gentlemen followed, when they wero in power. During
those years when the cloud of commercial depression sproad
darkness in the country, when business was almost at a
standstill, when our industries were paralyzed, when our
revenues were not sufficient to meet the annual expenditure,
and our debt was yearly increasing, we were told the same
story. In reply to every sugges ion which was offered, we
were told that the Government were powerless to afford
relief; that it was unwise to attempt it, it was dangerous,
it was impossible. Indeed, we were told it was neces-
sary to pull down the whole fabrie which political
science had taken centuries to build, before it would be
pissible, by any legislative action, to remedy or improve
the exii ng state of things. Under the circumstances
which thon surrounded them, they deliberately resolved to
adopt, as they would have us do now, the policy of the
illastrious Micawber, of waiting for something to turn up.
They waited, thon, and something did turn up, for when
the pecple had an opportunity of expressing themselves on
that policy, they denounced it in language so emphatic that
it will never be forgotten. They hurled hon. gentlemen
from power, and they have not since expressed any desire
to reverse that verdict. My hon. friend from King's,
N.B. (Mr. Foster), in his address, referred to the many
warnings which had been uttered in the course of this debate.
I venture to utter one more, and ouly one. I will warn
the Liberal-Conservative party to beware of following the
policy which hon. gentlemen followed thon, and which
they are advocating now, if they wish to escape their fate.
Now, with regard to the reasons which may be urged in
favour of adopting these Resolutions. Thore are some in
addition to those I have already alluded to. Besides the
favourable financial features of this transaction, there are
other considerations of an important character, which
should not be overlooked. The influence of the railway
policy of this country is not correctly estimated, if we regard
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it only in its effects in our material prosperity, if we muas
ure it simply by the wealth it creates, and the number o
immigrants it brings to our shores. It has exerted in th
past, it is exerting now, and it will exert in the future, a
Most powerful influence on the national life and the
national character of this young country. Twenty yearî
ago the Provinces which are represented here to-day
in this common Parliament, wore comparatively strang
ers to each other. The Union was happily concoived
and successfully accomplished. The construction of the
Intercolonial Railway followed, and it has become the
strongest among the many ties, commercial, social, and
political, which unite the oider Provinces at the present
time. Sirice thon there is no one event to which we
can point in the history of this country, which has contri-
bated so largely to create a national feeling among the peo-
ple of Canada, which bas donc so mueh to foster the growth
of national pride, and a spirit of national independenco as
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. And,
Sir, we may well regard with pride a work so grand in its
conception, that the people of this country entered upon
with so much courage, and in the face of so many difficulties,
which bas been prosecuted with so much vigour, and brought
so near completion, and which promises such great results
in the future of this country. Why, Sir, there bas been
created from east to west, through this whole Dominion, a
feeling that in this great work we have a common interest,
and that for its success we must lay aside all sectional pro-
judice and all local irterests; that it is a work of such mag-
nitude as to be worthy of our ambition as a people, and
demands from us united action. It has done more. It has
fixed upon this country, hitherto comparatively unknown,
the attention of the world, and it has gained for Canada a
fame and influence abroad which we have nover had till
now, and of which we justly may feel proud. Shall we
thon, Sir, I ask, venture to arrest the progress of this great
work at the present time ? What, I ask, would be the offect
upon ourselves-what the effect upon the world ? Shall we
venture to wound the pride of the people of this
country, to mar the reputation, and prestige we
have gained, by hesitating now ? The hon. member for
Glengarry (Mr. Macmaster) in the eloquent addross which
he delivered at the opening of Parliament, said that the
feeling in the country was that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway must be built, and built as speedily as possible.
I endorse that opinion. I feel that that bon. gentleman has
rightly voiced the public sentiment of Canada. The people
of this country loyally supported this undertaking at its
inception, amid the difficulties and doubts which thon
surrounded it. They watched its progress froim that time
to the present with unabating interest, and with daily
increasing confidence in its success, and they are looking
for, and will demand, its completion without unnecessary:
delay. I have alluded, Sir, to the railway policy of the
present Administration, as a progressive policy. I have
alluded, also, to some of the results which have been
achieved. But, Sir, there romains much yet to be accom-
plished. I feel, Sir, that we have in this Dominion
advantages which place it in our power to take a
leading part in the future development of the railway sys-
tom of this continent; and, Sir, these advantages are slowly
but surely being forced on the recognition of ourselves and
of the world. One year ago, a company of foreign capital-
ists submitted to this Parliament a proposition to construct
a lino of railway to conneet Montreal and the great West,
by the shortest possible route, with St. John, Halifax and
Louisburg. It was claimed, by the promotersof that scheme,
that, were that lino constructed, they would be enablei to
materially shorten the time required forthe journey between.
the great business centres of Great Britain and America.
With that advantage over their competitors, they claimed
that they could comnand a great volume of travel between
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. this continent and the old country. The fact, Sir, that the
f amount of aid asked from the Government of this country
e was but a smail proportion of the amount required for that
tgreatenterprise, and that the Company were willing to invest

largely of their own capital in that scheme, was a strong proof
of their confidence in its success. I am not aware that the
statements which were made at that lime have since been
contradicted. I am not aware that the theory which was thon
advanced,and upon which the success of that scheme rests, has
since been called in question. On the contrary, Sir, since public
attention bas bpen directed to that pro ject, there bas been a
feeling created in i:s favour, and, there is to day a growing
conviction in the public mind that the scheme has in it the
essential elernents of a sound commercial enterprise. It has
been said that it may be unwise to con neet our railways with
t he railway system of the great Republic to the south of us.
1, Sir, for one do not apprehend much danger from that
quarter; for I feel, with the facts to which I have referred
before us, that it will yet be found that we have in this
Dominion, not only those vast fertile, plains which are cap-
able of affording a profitable traffic to more than one great
lino of traffic, but that we have in our soaports upon the
Atlantic coast advantages which will yet attract within our
borders the mail and paszenger service, as well as a fair
share of the freight traffic of this great continent, It has
been stated also in the course of this debate, that in these
great enterprises speed means cost. From the standpoint
from which I look at these questions, delay means loss, the
full extent of which it is impossible for us to estimate. I
was glad to learn, Sir, from the remarks of tho hon.
Minister of Railways, in opening this debate, that ho had
already directed his attention to the important schome to
which I have just referred-that, with his usual quickness
of perception, he lias fully recognized the advantages we
possess, and is alive to the importance of rendering them
available at an early date; and, Sir, knowing as we do the
great ability with which ho deals with questions of this
magnitude, knowing the decision and promptness with
which ho enters upon these great enterprises, and the untir-
ing energy with which he carries forward to successful
completion every schemo to which he is committed,
I feel that this Parliament and the countrv may con-
fidently expo2t that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will
be completed within the time now promised, and that
we may also look for an early and rapid development
of railway extension eastward, as well as the develop-
ment of every other important portion of our railway
system.

Mr. CHARLTON. Mr. Speaker, porhaps I should apolo-
gize to the House for occupying its time in this discussion
which has already dragged along at such length, and
which is so thread-bare ; but I trust, Sir, to be able to pre-
sent a few thoughts in an original lino, and perbaps to
bring to the notice of the House some points which have
not already been elicited in the course of this discussion.

Bafore entering upon the lino which I have marked out
for myself, I may be permitted to refer very brieffy to some
of the points made by one or two of the speakers who
have more immediately preceded me. I listened to the
speech of the hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert)
last night, and I crave the indulgence of the House
while I refer to a few points made by that hon.
gentleman. Perhaps it is unnecessary for me to refer
to his somewhat jocular allusion to my visit to Kent. I did
visit that riding, Sir, and gave to the electors there, I think,
somo good advice, and I am fearful that the effect of that
advice was counteracted by means the reverse of the char-
acter that I used to influence the electors. However that
may be, the question now before the House was not an
issue in that contest, and no disgrace attaches to the Reform
party for failing to carry a riding which has long been a
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distinctively Conservative one. The hon. gentleman also
referred to a speech made by me in 1876 with regard to
the development of the North West by railway construc-
tion. The Reform party have always been favourable
to that policy, and the difference between them and hon.
gentlemen who sit opp -site is not as to the policy itself, but
as to the mode of developing the country, as to the char-
acter of the measures best adapted to the purpose we all
have in vie w. The hon. gentleman also spoke of the'exag-
gerated estimates of the cost of this railway made by lead
ing Reformers in 1873. Exaggerated estimates then made
simply prove that the nature of the country was to a great
extent unknown in 1873 to those who were speculating as
to the cost of -the road. It also proves that the calculations at
that time, based upon the cost of the Union Pacifie and the
Central Pacifie, to a large extent were made in ignorance
of a certain matter which bas since been developed, that is,
the science of watering stock, whieh was brought to perfec-
tion by the gentlemen who constructed those roads, and
which made the nominal. cost nearly three times as great
as the actual cost, and we based our calculations upon that
nominal cost. The hon. gentleman also alluded in uncom-
plimentary terms to the hon. member for East York (Mr.
Mackenzie), to the hon. leader of the Opposition, and to
several. other lon. members on this aide of the House,
because their estimates of the quantity of arable
land in the North-West wore below the mark. Well,
Sir, estimates of the quantity of arable land in the
North-West were made at that time on the best
data thon obtainable, and based upon that data those
estimates were correct. The hon. gentleman referred to
my calculation of 95,000,000 acrcs of arable land, and
proceeded to show that that calculation was incorrect.
Well, Sir, we have assertions as to the quantity of arable
land in that country, but these are more assertions which
are not based on ascertained facts to any great extent. It
is truie that as we open up the country we find that there
is more good land there than we bad expected; but what
the extent of it is I hold that we have at present no means
of knowing, and any estimates of its quantity are merely
guess-work.

The hon. gentleman then had a fling at the hon. mem ber
for South huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) who, he said,
was prepared to support the hon. leader of the Govern-
ment in 1872, and is not prepared to dn so now, and is
therefore inconsistent in his conduct. Well, Sir, the hon.
gentleman is entirely wrong as a matter of fact. The
hon. member for South Huron was not prepared to support
the policy of the Conservative Government in 1872, bat had
for years ceased to bc a supporter of that Government. In
a speech delivered in the town of Simcoe, in my own con-
stituency, in September, 1877, the hon. gentleman used this
language:

"If I did support Sir John Macdonald in 1863, I supported him when
his cause was desperate, when every man with a gleam of political saga-
city knew that he had not a chance of bringing back a dozen members
from Ontario at tha general election in 1864. When I left him, remem-
ber that it wau in the zenith of bis power-when, if ha, had exercised
common prudence, he would not in all human likelihood have been dis-
lodged from the position he occupied in 1869 and 1870 for many years.
itwas at that ane that [chose, publicly and openly, to withdraw my
support and! allegiance from hlm."l

He left, not when bis fortunes were fallirg, and it was be.
coming apparent tha t he was losing power; but, as the
hon. gentleman says, when he was in the zenith of power,
when there was no inducement for him to leave the Conser-
vative party, in hopes of another party coming into power.
The circumstances under which the hon. gentleman left
that party are honourable to him, because ha cannot be
accused of expecting to receive place or power
in consequence of his defection from their ranks. So
mnch for the assertions of the hon. gentleman. As I do
not wish to detain the House I will paso pver other pointa

Mr. CaRLToN,

made by the hon. gentleman, and only refer to them
incidentally in the course of my remarks.

I may compliment tho hon. gentleman who has spoken
to-day most sincerely upon the logical and well delivered
speech with which ha bas favoured the House, and on the
whole, I must say, ha confined himself to the question
pretty closely. Ie did however digress on one or two
occasions. la the matter of the National Policy, he -des-
canted upon the condition of things that existed in this
country at a Lime when the whole world were labouring
under a great commercial depression, from 1874 to 1878,
condemning the policy of the late Government and implying
that that depression was due, not to the world-wide stagnation
in traie that then existed, but to the policy of the
Government. It is a singular circumstance that the hon.
mem ber for Westmoreland (Mr. Wood) during all those
years, was a supporter of my hon. friend from East York
(Mr. Mackenzie). He actually presided at a meeting
held, in 1881, by the hon. Edward Blake, leader of the
Opposition, and his conversion is certainly of a more recent
date than 1878. The Finance Minister shakes his head,
I may be mistaken as to the matter of fact that the bon.
gentleman presided at a meeting held by the leader of the
Opposition.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is quite true.

Mr. CHARLTON. That wasin 1881, yet that hon. gen-
tleman stands up here to-day and talks of the evil results
of the policy of the party which he supported from 1874 to
1881. The hon. gentleman also tells us that we asked this
House to reject the measure now under consideration, but
have submitted no alternative proposition. There is an al-
ternative proposition. There is a motion in your hands,
Mr. Speaker, calling, not for the rejection of this measure,
but for a postponement of action until more definite infor-
mation eau be obtained by this House as to the character
of the operations of the Company; until we can obtain infor.
mation as to whether they have used the funds placed in
their hands judiciously and honestly, and are entitled to the
confidence of this country or not. That is the alternative
proposition, and no reasonable man can deny the justice of
the demand made by the Opposition in the resolution for-
mulated that a committee of investigation shall sift to the
bottom the affairs of the syndicate which was endowed
with grants sufficient to enable it to accomplish the pur-
pose it contracted with this Government to accomplish.

So much for the points made by the two speakers who have
immediately preceded me; I will proceed now to consider
some of the points at issue in this question. In doing
so, I shall endeavour to confine myself to the ques-
tion, and avoid diverging into a wider field. But I
may be permitted to say at the outset that the
tactics used by the hon. gentlemen opposite are calculated,
and, in my belief, designed to mislead the country. They
make glowing appeals to the country-appeals based upon
the importance of opening up the North-West. But the North-
West is already opened up. It is penetrated by a railway tra-
versing it from the Red River to the base of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and is connected by a railway line from the frontier of
the United States with the whole American railway system.
The North-West is as accessible to-day as it would be if the
eastern section of the Canadian Pacifiec Railway north of
Lake Superior were constructed, and so far as the necessity
exista of having a line to take our immigrants into the North-
West, without passing through the United States, that can be
doue now. Immigration does not flow in during the winter
season, and during the rest of the year we have our steam-
boat lines, connecting with the Canadian Pacific Railway at
Port Arthur, which gives us ampi e facilities to pour into
that country hunreds of thousands of immigrante, through
our own territory, if they cioose to go in there.
Thq agmen therefore, that additionad expenditqro is
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necessary for the purpose of developing the North-West
is a fallacy because the North-West is thoroughly developed
alread y, so far as the railway is concerned. We are tolid of
the importance of securing the trans-continental trade which
shal flow over this road whon it reaches the Pacific Ocean.
That is the merest bosh. The American Pacifie railways,
the Union Pacific, the Central Pacifie, the Northern Pacifie
and the Southern Pacific-all these roads get an insignificant
portion of their traffic from the Chinese and Japanese trade,
and the Canadian Pacifie Railway, so far as the trans-con-
tinental trade is concerned, will never be benefited to any
material degree. But, they say, it is highly important to
reach British Columbia. No doubt, it is important. When
wo reach British Columbia we reach 20,000 people who will
give additional business to this road. Yet the people of
British Columbia were content with the provisions provided
in the contract for the completion of the road in 1891. Their
representatives in this House voted for that contract. Th.'y
are not grumbling now because they cannot get the road
sooner, and it is not, 1 bolieve, in the interests of the p ople
of this country that the road should be constructed so
rapidly as proposed. This question must be discussed on
its own merits and not on side issues. Hon. gentlemen
opposite endeavour to divert our attention from the real
question at stake by raising a number of side issues. They
raise the question of depreciating the value of the stock and
of outside investments; they raise the question of dividends
guaranteed on land grant bonds; they raise the question
of making outside investments and sustaining outside
investments ; they raise the question of the construe-
tion company. We have the figures of this Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company presented to us, manipulated
by skillul hands in such a manner as to mislead us
and conceal the truth, and it is evident the intention
of these parties, in presenting their case, is to misleatd
the people and divert their attention from the main facts.

There are certain leading facts that should be kept
constantly in view, and by keeping which in view it
is an easy matter to arrive at a just and proper con-
clusion. We made a contract, as a Government, with a
syndicate to perform certain work, and we agreed to give
the Canadian Pacifie Railway syndicate certain aid to enable
them to perform that work. It will be found, when wo
examine into the 'ase, that the syndicate bave steppod out-
side of the line in which they contracted to nct ; it will be
found that they are doing more than the Goverument
ashe: then to do; it will be found that the aid the Govern-
ment bestowed upon them was ample to enable them to do
that which they contracted to perform, and that in appearing,
before this House and asking additional aid they are simply
asking the Government to give them tha-means of carrying
on a gigantic speculation outside of their contract.
They are simply asking for the means of establishing
a railway monopoly in the whole Dominion-a railway
monopoly east of Lake Suporior as complete as that
which the charter grants them west of Lake Superior.
The hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe, a few
nights. ago, told that both parties were committed to
the construction of this road in the same method and by
the same mode. The Reform party were not committed
tothe construction of this road in ten years from 1871, as was
provided by the articles of admission of British Columbia ;
they were not committed to the method and mode for the
construction of the road adopted in 1872, when the charter
for its construction was sold for the purpose of securing
funds to be used in corrupting the electorate of Canada.
They were not committed to that method and mode and to
that scandai which resulted in the f alling from power of
hon. gentlemen opposite, and which resulted further in
a still greater scandal, in a scandal which showed that the
people of this country were debauched, morally, by twenty-
five years of political çorruption-tat the apatby .existing

in the public mind was so great that crimes against the
public interests such as that could not arouse it, and that
mon guilty of this failure to poi form their duty and dis-
charge their trust were r eturned to power. The Reform
party were not committed to ihe me hod aind mode adopted
in 1881, when this contract was made without advertising
for tenders and made under circumstances that exposed
the Government to grave suspicion and on terms most
onerous and oppressive to the people of this country.

Much bas been said in the course of this debate ibout the
policy of the Administration that preceded the Administra.
tion now in pwer, with reference to this railway The
Act of 1874 has been quoted and the attempt has been
made to prove that my hon fiiend from East York (Ar.
Mackenzie), in the policy lie alopied, was acting not in
the interest of the country, but act ing in a maner which was
imposing heavier burdens, and secuiring the construction of
this roadi at a greater expense than under the present
contract. The Act of 1874 contained two permissive
alternatives. That Act permitted the Government of
the day to build that road under contract upon certain
terms, putting a limit to the bonuses in land and moi ey
that might be paid to a company; or, the Act of 1874 permit-
ted iho Govern ment to proceed with the construction of that
road as a Governmont work. Now, the plan adopted by the
Government was not to build that road undor contract, not
to contraet with a company for the construction of the road,
but to procecd with the construction of the road as a Gov-
ernment work; and when the gentlemen now in power
came into power, tbey proceeded at first to carry out that
plan, with certain modifications. The first proposal, in 18i9,
was to carry on the corst iution of that road, but to lessen
the burden upon the people of Canada by procuring an Im.
perial guarantee. In 1880, they came down with a new
proposai, still proposing to carry on the construction of that
road as it bad been carried on under the Administration of
Mr. Mackenzie, and setting apart 100,000,000 acres of land,
the sale of which was to form a fund for the construction of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. One year after that time,
they adopted the plan of constructing it by contract, and
they made a contract, and let the country bear in mind that
they made that contract in violation of the law, they made
that contract in vio!ation of the Riilway Law of 1871, they
made that contract in violation of the Public Works
Act of 1867. Tho one provided that no contract should
be let upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway without tenders
having been first advertised for. The Public Works
Act provided that no contract whatever should be let for a
sum of more than $10,i000 without tenders having been
advertised for. But, in violation of both those Acts, in
secret, without letting the country or Parliament into the
secret, these gentlemen made a contract which, on the 11th
December, 1881, tbey laid before the House; and I venture
to say that there was not a supporter of the hon, gentleman
who was not astounded at the extravagant, at the outrage-
ous provisions of that syndicate contract. Sir, subsequent
developments showed that the hon. géntemen, in making
thatcontract without advertising for tenders, had net dis-
eharged their duty or acted in the interests of the country,
for, in a few short weeks after the terms of the contract
were made known, they received an offer to build that road
upon better terms.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. CHARLTON. I hear a derisive " hear, hear." I say

that the Government received an offer to build that road
for $3,000,000 less money and for 3,000,000 less acres of
land, and it was an offer from a more i esponsible company,
a company higher in character, a company possessed of
greater means, and a company who had, not as the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company agreed to put up a deposit
of $1,000,000, but who did put a deposit of $1,600,000 as
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evidence of their good faith. If that was a bogus company,
as was said, why did not the Government offer to take
them at their word, why did they not offer to close
with them, and so demonstrate the bogus character of
that proposal, pand permit my hon. friend, the Finance
Minister, to sweep that $1,600,000 into the Treasury to
swell the surplus ? No, Sir, it was a bona fide, honest
offer, an offer too high in itself, but an offer that was
much better than the other, and I quote it to show
that it was an offer which demonstrates that the
Government in making this contract without advertising
for tenders, failed to make as good a bargain as they might
have made, and failed to do their duty to their constituente
and to the country.

Referring to the plan adopted by my hon. friend from
East York (Mr. Mackenzie) and to the procedure under tbat
plan, I may say that lie was proceeding to give the North
West railway communication. Before he left office, be had
completed a line from Pembina to Selkirk, he had also
placed unJer contract, or provided for the construction of
a road from Port Arthur to Selkirk, he had also placed under
contract 100 miles of lino from the Red River westward into
the prairie region. Now, I propose to show-and this is a
point which I believe no previous speaker has alluded to-that
the natural re-ult of the policy adopted and pursued by the
hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) would have been
to secure the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
for many milliors less than the plan which was adopted. The
linefrom Port Arthur to Pembina is estimated to cost,with the
bran+h from Emerson to Selkirk, 816,261,000. That is the
estimate placed upon 1 hat work in the Department of my hon.
friend, the Minister of 1iways. I estimated that it would
cost the Governmont of m.y hon. fricnd from East York (Mr.
Mackenzie) $ 17,000,000, but it would probably have been bet-
ter constructed, because I believe some money has bee ex-
pe-ded in order to complete and perfect that line. This road
would have been continued westward--it was being continuea
westward-and the question which would have arisen here,
when we reached the Red River, would have been how
rapidly we should proceed westward. I have always held
that the building of a road with extreme rapidity through a
wilderness is injudicious and unwise, and if the Canadian
Pacifie Railway had been constructed and pushed into the
interior from the Red River in advance or settlement, it
would have been pushed with sufficient rapidity. If it had
aforded to the settlers who poured in there, railway
facilities, the means of reaching market with their
products, and the means of getting to their farms,
the Government would have discbarged its duty in
affording railway facilities to that country. In 1881, when
we were discussing this syndicate contract, I presented
a plan to the Govern ment. I do not know if my hon.friend
the Minister of liailways, will recollect it or not-I urged
upon the Government the advisability of constructing
the prairie section first; I pointed out to them that probably
a bonus of 2,000 acres of land per mile would secure the
construction of the road from the Red River to the Rocky
Mountains, with the road from Port Arthur to the Red
River added to the bonus; I pointed ont to them that, when
the road had reached the Rocky Mountains at that
moderate cost, the country would have been partially
developed, the difficulties which boset the enterprise,
those difficulties which were imaginary would be shown to
be imaginary, and that the construction of the balance of
that road -- the portions from, the Rocky Mountains to the
Pacifie and from Port Arthur to Callander-could have
been procured in five years at greatly less expense
than at that time. Perhaps the hon. gentleman does
not recollect that I urged that proposal. It was a policy
of precisely this character which was being pursued by
my bon. frieni from East York (Mr. Mackenzie). He
was ushing the road through the prairie section,
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ho would have continued to push it through the interior to the
nountains, and, as that road pro zressed through the interior

towards the mountains, it would have devel>ped a large
trade, the Government would have been encouraged in
carrying it on, because the road would have paid from the
outset. Let us see what would have been the probable
result of this policy. Bear in mind that the North-West
was already opened; bear in mind that that country was
accessible; bear in mind that the land policy of that country
was i.n the hands of mon who would have been governed by
common sense ideas, who would have adopted regulations
calculated tu promote the immigration to the settlement of
that country, who would not have been guilty of such an
in~ane policy as to place the price of public lands in that
country 75 cents au acre bigher than the price in the
Unied States, our rivals for the immigration to the West,
who would not have hampered the settler in his attempts
to reach that country, who would not have imposed taxes
upon his lumber, or upon his agricultural implements, who
would not have handed him over to the tender mercies of a
monopoly for the prices ho would have to pay, outward
for the carriage of bis productions, and inward for that
of what he would have to buy. And bearing in mind the
differences that have existed between the policies of the
two parties, and you can imagine, Mr. Speaker, the greater
rapidity with which the Nortn-West would have been
settled under the auspices of my hon. friend from East
York (Mr. Mackenzio). Well, Sir, under the impetus that
would have been givon by this common sense policy to the
settlement and development of that country, this road would
have progressed towards the mountains. We will suppose
the Government had continued to construct this road until
it reached the mountains, that it had built the 1,000 miles
to the mountains, that in the meantime it had constructed
lateral branches of aOO miles in length, and along with the
Thunder Bay and Pembina lino, with the 500 miles of
branches wholly equipped, lot us see what that road would
have cost. We will allow $12,000,000 to have built the
1,000 miles to the mountains. Ttie Minister of Railways
once estimated the cost, at the utmost, at $13,000,000, pro-
bably $10,000,000-we will call it $12,000,000. We
vill estimate the cost ofthe 500 miles of branches at $10,000

per mile, or $5,000,000; the Thunder Bay and Pembina
section at $17,000,000; we will estimate the cost of the
equipment of the 2,000 miles of road and branches from
Port Arthur to the mountains, at $6,000,000 and wo would
have $40,000,000 representing the cost of road from Lako
Superior to the mountains, with a connection with the
American system of railways, with 500 miles of branches,
and with ample equipment. Now, when that point had.
been reached, when that road had been pushod to the
mountains in advance of settlement, say, in 1885, do you
believe that the natural outcome would not have been
that the Government could have secured the construction
of the eastern division and of the western division by
bestowing this road equipped, by giving a road costing
the Government $40,000,000 as a bonus for constructing
the rest ? Why, Sir, we are told that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway last year, although pushed through the
prairies, although bridging great distances where there
are no settlers, although a thousand miles of road had
been constructed to afford facilities to the settlers that might
have settled along 200 miles of that roead, that notwith.
standing all that that road last year earned, including trans-
port of materials, $5,420,000; and that its net earnings the
ast nine months were 8978,00, if that were the case the

road built under the circumstances I have named, a road
equipped in this manner, a road paying handsome dividends
ou the cost of $40,000,000, if offered as a bonus in 1885, would
inevitably have secured the construction of the rest of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. There would have been no diffi-
culty about it at all; and had my hon, friend the Minister
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of Railways listene4 to the advice that was given him in
1881, when the contract was under discussion, and had he
pr ceeded to conaruct that portion of this road that crosses
the prairies betore ho had arranged for the construction of
the rest, he would have saved to this country scores of
millions beyond a shadow of a doubt. Now, Sir, what
would the balance of the road cost? By present estimate
it would cost abcut $43,000,000--that is if we bestowed a
road costing $40,000,000, and a paying road, it w'ould have
secured the construction of the balance of the road
costing $43,000,0A0 more. No difficulty whatever would
have been experienced in securing the building of the
balance of the road upon those terms. The road could
have been secured in the following five years and would
have been ready by the year 1890. What would have
been the saving under this plan ? Well, Sir, we give to
the syndicate 625,000,000 in cash; we build for the syndi
cate $28,000,000 worth of road-and those estimates, I fear,
are likely to be exceeded; that represents $53,000,000. If,
by pursuing the policy I have laid down, we had built this
road to the mountains, and thon give it as a bonus
worth $40,000,1000, we would have secured the construction
in this manner of the balance of the road from Callander to
the Pacific Oean in 1890 at a cash expense of $40,000,001);
we would have saved 8 13,000,000 in cash, and the
entire land grant of 25,000,000 acres. Now, Sir, this
calculation is a reasonable one; this calculation, I have
no doubt, would have substantially been realized, this result
would have been attained, had the policy that was beinu,
pursued by the bon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie)
beei continuod by him, or by his successors, up to the pre-
sent time.

Having made this digression, which, I think, is a pertinent
one, having pointed out to my hon. friend the Miaister of
Railways, how he himseif might have saved the country
$13,000,000 in cash and 25,000,000 acres of land, my next
question is: What did this Syndicate contract to do? We
have this Syndicate before us to-day asking for millions of
money to enable them to buy lines in the United States, to
buy lines in Qaebec, to buy linos in Ontario, to lay the foin-
da ions of a syndto3te empire extending over the whole of
this Dominion. It is for these purp>ses they roquire the
money, not for carrying out the contract male with this
Governmont. What did they contract to do? Why, Sir,
they contractei to build a line from Nipissing to Port Arthur,
and they contracted to bauild a lino from Red River to Kam-
loops. They contracted to complete this road by 1891, and
the estimated cost of performing this contract was
$50,000,030. They contracted, furthermore, to maintain
and operate a line from Nipissing to Port Moody, when it
was completed, for ten years. These are the simple pro-
visions of that contract; these are ail the stipulations Lhat
the syndicate made; all that they nndertook to perform ;
all that they were bound to perform by that contract. And,
Sir, what was the Government to do and to permit in return
for this ? The Government was to give the syndicate the
benefit of all the surveys, amounting to $5,000,000 ; it was
to give the syndicate 707 miles of completed railway-all
but about 200 miles in the most difficult portion of the road
-the 707 mites costing 828,000,000; to give in cash
$25,000,000; it was to give 25,000,000 acres of land, which
my bon. friend the Minister of Railways estimates at
850,000,000; it was to give to the syndicate a monopoly
of transportation in the North-West for twenty years :
to give exemption from taxation and from duty on material;
it was to give the syndicate the privilege of dividing 10 per
cmnt. dividends on capital; but it neglected to make any
r V.ons or restrictions as to watered stock. My hon.

friend the Minister of Railways says this was a magnificent
subvention; truly, it was, Sir. I shall be able to show that
this subvention was more than sufficient to bauild the entire
road, i1 will be able to show that this subvention was mil-
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lions more than the syndicate required to carry out the
terms of the contract they made with this Government.
They were to expend $50,000,000 to complete a portion of
the road for themselves. They were to receive from the
Government in cash 825,000,000; they were to receive in
road completed, $28,000,000; they wore to receive in land,
$50,000,000; total, 8103,000,000. Now, deducting from
this the entire cost of the road, and the syndicate would have
a roal from Nipissing to the Pacific with $25,000,000 in their
pockets. These were the conditions. This was the condi-
tion upon which the syndicate contracted with the Govern-
ment, and this was the amount of aid that they were to
receive. Now they had additional re.ources. In addition
to the land grant, in addition to the cash subsidy, in
addition to the expenditure by the Government of
$28,000,000, they had the power to issue bonds upon their
road to the amount of 810,000 per mile, a source from
which they could have realized $26,000,000. They
had power to issue preference stock to the extent of
$26,000,000. They had power to issue ordinary stock to the
extent of $25,0.000. From these three sources they
could have realized $77,000,000, in addition to the
835,000,000, over and above the cost of the road with which
the Gvernment presentel them, making a total of
$102,000,000 of resources in the hands of. the syndicate in
excess of the amount the entire road would have cost them,
ess the arnount of equipment. Or, if they conflncd them.

selves to the issue of $35,000,000 in common stock and is ued
neither bonds nor preferrel stock, they woul I still have the
road clear of cost with a balance of $SE2.00,000, counting the
land at $2 per acre. Now, were thseu rusources sufficient to
enable the syndicate to carry out their contract? Is the
Company with that magnificent subvention, as the Ion.
gentleman termed it, a subvention $25,000,000 greater than
was necessary to build the entire road, without counting on
their powers to issue common stock or bonds of preferred
stock, justified in coming before this House to-day and
asking for further aid to the extent of $22,500,000 in cash
and the postponement of payments due to the Govern-
ment ? I maintain they are not.

What did Canada contract to pay 1or under this batr-
gain? Did it contract to pay for a road from Nipissing
to Montreal ? It did not ; and it was unnecossary for
the syndicate to secure such a road until they required
an outlet. Any road running in that direction would
have beaen glad to have made terms with the C.nadian
Pacific Railway Company to carry their traffie. It
would have been an easy matter in the case of the Canada
Central to have made a cunsolidation, and to have takon
that road in as part of the Canadian Pacific Railway system
after the Canadian Pacific Railway was constructe 1. Ilt was
premature to purchase the road in advance of the ti me when
the Canadian Pacifie Railway required an outlet. Did we
contract for a road to Portland, in the State of Maine ? We
did uot, and it was nnnecessary for the syndicate to have
acquired such a road. Did we contract with the syndicate
to acquire a road to Brockville ? We did not. Did we
contract with the syndicate for a road from
OLtawa to Detroit? We did not. Did we contract
with the syndicate for a road from Toronto to Owen Sound ?
We did not. Did we contract with the syndicato tbat we
should back them up in making war upon the Grand Trunk
and become a party to that conflict? We did not. Did we
contract with the syndicate to establish a railway monopoly
east of Lake Superior as perfect and galling as the mono-
poly existing under that contract west of Lake Superior ?
No; that was not a part of the contract. Did we contract
with the syndicate to build a palace for its president, and
endow its members with millions of dollars for investmeat
in stocks in England, and other enterprises? We did not.
Did we contract to stand sponsors for the ambitions and far-
reaching designs of raüway king, to makethe whole Do-
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minion subsidiary and tributary to them? No, we did
not. We are not parties to any such contract; but it is to
carry out a contract of that character, to aid them to real-
ize their designs, that they come and ask Parliament
for an additional subvention to the amount of

2S9,500,000. Were the syndicate able to carry out the
contract stipulations ? The syndicate were able to
carry ont their contract; they were endowed with ample
means to carry it out. What have they expended? What
did the Minister of Railways tell us the other day they had
expended-expanded on legitimate portions of the work
which they contracted to perform? The hon. gentleman
told us they had expended on the main line: Nipissing
division, $3,249,791; Lake Superior division, $2,299,783;
western division, $17,529,175; equipment, 86,130,792 ;
being a total of $2,),209,549 as the amount expended by the
syndicate upon the legitimate contractwhich they made with
the Government. low much of that is water we do not know.
Of that $17,529,175 presumed to represent the cost of the
prairie section, we have reason to suspect that millions of
dollars are represented by water, that that portion of the
road cost millions of dollars less than represented, and that
the actual bona fide expenditure given as being over
8,9,000,000 \would probably fall short of $25,000,000.
But what have they received from all sources, ad-
mitting they have honestly made this expenditure ?
They have received, cash subsidy $12,289,000, bonuses $251),-
000, sale of town sites $8t 0,000, net earnings during the last
nine months to January 15th, 8978,000, sale of land bonds
810,000,00, deducting land sales $8,858,000, $1,142,000,
land sold 88,858,000, the proceeds of 855,000,000 stock sold
825,300,000, loan on 810,00,000 stock pledged-I do not
know where, I should like to know where-4,950,000,
making in all the total cash receipts of the syndicate 854,-
247,000, while the expenditure upon the legitimate portion
of the contract only amounts to $29,209,541. It appears
therefore that the syndicate have received in excess of the
amount they have expended on the main line, being the
work covered by the contract, $25,037,459. The figuresare
incontrovertiblo. They may show what they please as to,
certain expenditures outside of the main line, as to expen-
ditures on railways in the United States, on railways in
Ontario, on railwaysin Quebec, on termini sites, on palaces,
on investment in funds ; but keeping the leading fact in
mind that the syndioate contracted with the G4overnment
to build the main line of the Canadian Pacifie Railway and
received a subvention to enable them to do that ; that
upon that contract they have expended $29,209,511 and
have received from all sources in cash $54,247,000; keeping
in mind the further fact that they have received
$25,037,459 more than they have expended on the work
professed to be performed-I say it is an outrage on the
people of the country and upon this Parliament that the
Company which have already received $25,000,m00nore from
the Government than they have expended on the contract,
should appear before this.Parliament and ask for $22,500,000
more.

Sir LEONAD TILLEY. Hear, hear.

Mr. CHARLTON. The Minister of Finance says "hear,
hear." I suppose his financial ability so far transcends
that of ordinary mortals that he is able to see the propriety
of this transaction. I am unable to see it. And, Sir, the
position of the road is even more favourable than I have in-
dicated, because a portion of the expenditure, or the money
counted as expenditure, was made on unfinished portions
which are entitled to draw both land and cash subsidies so
soon as the sections partially completed are entirely
finished. The estimated cost of completing the road upon
which this expenditure of 829,000,000 odd has been made
is, we are told 827,000,000. We will accept that estimate.
They have received in exeess of the amount they have -x.

Mr. CKaSTmro.

pended, as I have said, $25,037,000. They are entitled to
receive when the road is completed in cash $12,700,000 more,
which brings up the amount to $37,787,000 to cover
an estimated expenditure of 827,000,000. Clearly,
Sir, the syndicate are not under the necessity of
calling ipon this louse or this country to furnish them
the means to complete the road, when they actually have in
hand, or will-have in hand, in cash when the road is om-
pleted 816,747,000 more than the main line is to coat. And
in addition they will have the unsold lands of the land-grant
amounting to 21,241,000 acres. And if they require more
funds they have power to bond the road for $ 0,000 per
mile, to issue preferred stock to the extent of 810,000 per
mile ; they have $35,000,000 of the unissued coninon stock to
place on the market; and these amounts with the surplus
from the main line, $10,747,459, make a totalof 897,747,459
in eesh, without trenching on their resources, when the road
is completed. So much for the ability of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway syndicate to carry out their contract.
Why, the position of that Company was so strong
when the contract was made, that with the cash
subsidy, with the $25,000,000 of stock issued at par,
and with $-15,000,000 of bonded debt placed on that road,
they would have been enabled to build it, and have
825,000,000 with which to equip it. There is no excuse
for thi4 Company-no reason why they should be in finan-
cial difficulties, no reason why they should be compelled to
corne to this fHouse, seeking help to bridge over these
difficulties. Their resources were ample and abundant.
They bad millions upon millions in excess of the sum
required to enable them to di4charge the contract whieh
they made with the Government of Canada.

To what then, Sir, are these embarrassments due ? As I have
said, one cause of this embarrassment is the desire to own
the entire railway system of this Dominion. They have
reached so far towards a realization of that desire as to own
all the roads in this Dominion, except those belong-
ing to mone partieular system, and that system
they are now making war upon with a desire to
sweep it into the great mawof this all-devonring maelstrom.
I say it was a mistake to deposit $8,710,000 with the Gov-
ernment to guarantee future dividends. Why, Sir, if that
was a good policy, it would have been better policy to have
deposited. the whole proceeds of the bonds, in order tosecure
dividends for a longer term of years, or at a higher rate- of
interest. They locked up this $8,710,000, which they
required to use, and should have used, for other purposes.
It was ba 1 policy to pay dividends on capital before thèy
were earned, for they used their capital to the extent of
82,128,000 with which to pay dividends. The haste with
which the road has been constructed has involved the Com-
pany in difficulties; the recklessness of the Company, and
their hostility to other roads, have also involved them in
diffieulty. They have acted the part of an Ishmael, whose
hand was against every other road, and they may expeet
that the hand of every other road will be against them.
They are involved in difficulties in consequence of their
Credit Mobilier transactions, and the suspicions that are
attached to them, becanse the men connected wit the
Company were not above suspicion, and bocause the
country had fears that they intended to unload upon the
innocent stockholders, and slip out with millions upon
millions of dollars. It is for these reasons that this Com-
pany with its magnificent subvention-a subvention of
$25,000,000, of money, land subsidy and railway completed,
more than was required to build the whole road -it is for
these reasons that this Company with its ample resources, is
to day a mendicant, knocking at the doors of Parliament for
$22,500,000. Sir, are we called upon to pay for this wild
career of extravagance? Are we called upon to uphold this
monopoly creator? Are we to endow these railway kinge
with the miaions4Uheynow POssas, aUd the *dded millions
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they expect hereafter to possess-are we to pay the cost of
their incapacity ? Are we to launch ont millions more
because these men .have proved totally inadequate to the
task they had before them, and have demonstrated their
incapacity to every railway and busihess man in the Domi-
nion ?

I propose to examine more fully the claims of these
gentlemen to put lie confidence, but before doing so I have
a few words to say about a species of rascality that these men
have perpetrated upon this country-a species of rascality
for which the perpetrators deserve the condemnation of every
honest man. I refer to stock-watering.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, bear.

Mr. CHARLTON. Has myhon. friend from Lincoln (Mr.
Rykert) ever heard of the operation called stock-watering ?
I understand that he once watered the stock of a company
somewhat different from a railway company. In 1844 a
Bill was introduced by Mr. Gladstone, and passed by the
English Parliament, prohibiting dividends of more than 10
per cent. being paid by railway corporations. The origin
of the operation called stock-watering, was an attempt to
evade that law in England, by increasing the amount of
etock, so that dividends of more than 10 per cent. could be
distributed to stockholders by the nominal increase of the
stock. This was the oripin of the modern science of rail-
way stock-watering. That sort of thing, like almost
all kinds of rascality, has been improved upon in the United
States. It bas been carried on there to a vast and almost
unlimited extent, and our friends of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Syndicate are apt scho!ars, and have shown that
they comprehend the systemi thoroughly. They have not
only learned the lesson, but they have learned to act upon it,
and they did act upon it. I propose to call attention to a
few examples of stock-watering. At this juncture they will
no doubt, be interesting to the House and to the country.
They will also be instructive to the country, and they will
show the magnitude of the crime which has been perpetrated
against the interests of the country, perpetrated with com-
parative impunity until recent years in the United States,
but perpetrated bore by the syndicate, with the connivance
and knowledge of the Government.

An hon. MEMBER, With their aseistance.
Mr. CHARLTON. Yes, with their assistance.
Mr. SPEAKER. Order.
Mr. CHARLTON. I beg pardon, Mr. Speaker, if in sta

ting a fact I have transcended the limits of parliamentary
propriety. I shall first call attention to the Western Union
Telegraph Company of the United States, and invite the
attention of hon. members to the figures I am about to gîve
them. It affords one of the most prominent examples of
stock-watering ever known in the history of corporations.
That company bai been manipulated by men fully the
equals, in ability to manipulate things, of the President of
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. Jay Gould was
one of them, and I might recount the name of several emi-
nent men of the same kind. In 1857 the Western Union
took over the Ezra Cornell Company telegraph line, which
cost $150,000, and they stocked it at $2,000,000. That was
a pretty fair degree of watering. They next purchased the
Pittsburg, Cincinnati and Louisville line, costing
$400,000, which they stocked at $5,000,000. They
next purchased a Pcevinsy1vania line, and one from
New York to Buffalo by way of Albany, and they issued
three shares of stock for each share of cost. They next
bought the Atlantic and Ohio line, at a cost of $200,000,
and they stocked it at $800,000. They next absorbed
eight smail lines in Ohio, which cost $200,000, and they
stocked them at $600,000. In 1863 the capital stock was
increased to 11,000,000. The plant had actually coSt
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$2,250,000, and they proceeded to issue scrip dividends for
100 per cent., thus doubling the stock, and making it
$22,000,000 upon an actual outlay of $2,250,000, and they
went on to pay 8 per cent. on the watered stock. They
theu purchased the Pacifie and Atlantic Company's tele-
graph line, at a cost of $500,000, and theypaid interest upon
$2,000,000. They then leased the Southern Atlantic for
99 years at a cost of 8250,000, and they issued bonds,
paying 5 per cent. interest on 89,500,000. In
1877 they pnrchased the Atlantic and Pacifie lino
belonging to Jay Gould, which cost 81,000 000,
paying for it 89,000,000 in stock of the West-
ern Union. They next bou2ht the American Union
line for $15,000,000 in stock, it costing less than
84,000 000. They next issued to the original stockholders
of the Western Union, to compensate them for their steals
in these varions companies, 815,500,000 in stock. At this
time the stock stands at $80,000,000, ne less than $6 ,000,-
000 of which was watered, and the whole plant of the
Western Union could be replaced for $22,500,000.
Now, Sir, we in this country have the privilege of paying
tribute to this gang of thieves-for they are nothing more
or less, and the people of the United States are paying
8 per cent. dividends from year to year upon stock
of which 863,000,000 out of $80,000,000 is wattrad.
They are paying these men 85,040,000 every year upon
fictitions stock. This interest compounded amounts to
$63,000,000 in nine years, and thon the people commence
paying the sum again, so that the long suffering people of
the United States and Canada are payinig these plun e-ers
this large amount of money over and over again in each
recurring cycle of nine years. This stock-wet ring
it is thus seen becomes a permanent tax on
the people. Now, I propose to cite to the House one
or two instances of stock-watering in connection with rail-
roads in the United States. The New York Central Rail-
way has to-day a capital stock of 889,428,000, of which
experts say that $53,000,000 is water. The public are pay-
ing to the New York Central Railroad 8 per cent. dividend
every year upon $53,000,000 of stealings, and every nine
years if these dividends are compounded, the people are
paying the whole amount over again. The original cost of
theErie Railroad was $16,500,00u, and it has added to this
the enormous amount of 80,500,000 of watered stock. By
whom was this stock of these roads watered ? Why, by
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jay Gould and other swindlers, who
are only different from ordinary swindlers in the greater
amount in which they swindle their victims, and that is the
policy that is being adopted by this Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company with the concurrence of this Government. I may
read some extracts from a report of the New York Chamber
of Commerce, with regard to this great abuse that existe in
the United States. In the report of the Committee of the
New York Chamber of Commerce on railroad transportation,
for the year 1881, I find the following:-

" This practice of creating fictitious value3 in public enterprises is
perhaps the most detrimental to the public interest of all the abuses
attending the unc'mntrolled management of railroad and telegraph cor-
porations. It is accomplished by many different methods. Construction
or development companies are a favourite method. The Credit
Mobilier, in connection with the Union Pacific road, is a case in point,
sud a more recent Instance is illustrated by the following, from the
Graphie, of Marcb 16th, 1881. The Central Construction Company is
now paying at its office, No. 80, Broadway, a final dividend in Western
Union Telegraph Company, new stock at par of 150 per cent. on the
$5,000,000 of subscriptions made last year for the constru tion of the
American Union Lines. With the previons dividend of 150 per cent. in
American Union Stock, this gives to the subscribers the equivalent of
300 per cent. in a New Western Union 8tock at par on their investment.
This was the frt of the construction companies established by Jay
Gould, and whose subscriptions have been so eagerly sought by the
wiser class of investors. The others are said to promise to pay fully as
well as this, capitalizing surplus earnings is another torm of stock
watering, which is described by the Legislative Committee of 1878,
which investigated the coal combination, as followa : 1 During the re-
ceipt of these enormous profite umany of the com corporations, as waï
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the case with railroade not engaged in the coal carrying trade, unable,
under th-Ir charters, or for other reasons, to declare dividends upon
their stock that would abPorb their unetpended surplus, issued addi-
tional stock to the stockholders, for which they paid nothing-in-
augurated what is c mmonly known as stock-watering, or a capitaliza-
tion of surplus earnings, wbich is in substance exacting money f rom the
people, creating an indebtedness representing the same, and rnaking
'hia the basis for forever asking the public to pay interest upon their
own mon-y so exacted. Even stealings have, in the past,
been capitelized, prominent exarples of which are foundein
the former managempnt of Erie and New York and New
Haven Railroads. The Schuyler fraud fet the latter were at
one time famous. The president of the road, Mfr. Schuyler, issued and
sold a large amount of bonds, applying the proceeds to his own use.
It might be thought that the stockholders would have assessed them-
selves to make up the dencieney caused by the unfaithfulness of their
own servant, but instead of doing this hey increased their capital, or
in other words issned g#d Sold stock enough to cover the fraudulent
bonds, and since that time have maintained rates high enough to pas
divider:ds, generally of 10 per cent. uoon the whole amount of stoc
thus infdated. What would be the ught of a merchant making a bad
debt who assessed the ateount.upon his paying customers? and even
this would not compare to the injustice of the other, for when the bad
debt bad been assessed and paid, that would end it, but in the ase of
the increased stock of the New Haven and other railroads, it remains a
burden upon the public so long as rates for transportation are main-
tained bigh enough to yield dividende upon it."

But, Sir, it is unnecessary to multiply examples. I have
given enough details to show to the flouse and the country
the character of these manipulations, and I wish now to
present, in one general view, the result of their manipula.
tions in railway property over the whole United States. I
find by Poor's Railway Manual for 1883, that for the three
years ending December 31st, 1882, the increase in capital
and indebtedness of the railways of the United States was
82,023,646,000; and that the actual cash expenditure was
81,050,000,000. The water represented in this expenditure
was 8973,616,000, or 48 per cent. of the assumed capital and
indebtedness of the roads constructed in the United States
those three years. Well, Sir, if we apply the same ratio to
the entire capital of the railways in the United States, what
do we find ? And with reference to that ratio, I presume it is
below the actual fact, for during the lastthree years public at,
tention has been awakened to this subject, and the difficulty
of watering stock has become somewhat greater than it was
in previous years. Yet, applying the ratio of 48 per cent.
to the whole railway stock in the United Statee, I find
that at that time the total number of miles of railway in
the United States was 112,412, and that the total
amount of money invested in railways was 86,89à,663,000
Of this, $3,456,078,000 was capital stock, 63,184,415,000
funded debt, and $255,170,000 was floating debt. This repre.
sented an average cost of $61,342 per mile. Taking 48 per
cent. of this as water or $29, 4 44 per mile, the actual cashi
cost per mile was $31,898; so that the total amountof water1
in railways of the United States on the 31st of Decemberi
1882, Lmounted to the almost incredible sum of 83,309,.
918,000, and the actual cash investment was $3,58à,745,000.1
Now, the net earnings upon the nominal investment for thej
year 1882 was 4j per cent.; and upon that basis,Sir,the people1
of the United States were paying upon the water included1
in the stock of the various railway corporations $148,946,0 0.(
Sir, it is something stupendous that frauds of this kind(
should have attained such a great magnitude in that countryi
as to impose an annual tax of that enormous amount upon thei
peCple.This is the irresponsible and dangerous power that the1
hon. Minister of Railways gives. What may become of the1
condition of the country if the people are not alive to their
interests, if the rulers of the country are not honest enough1
to guard the interests of the taxpayers in place of playing
into the bands of syndicates and monopolies, it would bet
difficult to predict. Railway manipulators are willing to pay1
liberal sums for aid. There is one instance in which theyt
.paid a bribe of $150,000 to one member of the New Yorkt
Assembly. These corporations are willing to pay for pri-ç
vileges that enable them to tax the country. $8148,000,000L
a year was worth something, and they were willing tot
launeh ont money enough to pat these schemes through. 1
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find in the same annual report of the Ohamber ofOommerce
that I quoted from sore time ago, a quotation with regard to
the designs of these railway corporations in thwarting the
ends of justice. The quotation is in reference to the
denunciation by President Stanford, of the Pacifie Railway
who, in unrmeasured terms, denounced the decision of the
Supreme Couit, in the Central Puific Railway case-a
company which possessed a property valued at $186,000,000,
built altogether out of funds supplied by the people. The
president of that company had the effrontery to assail and
denounce the Supreme Court of the United States, amd the
Railway interest came dangeroasly near securing the ap.
pointment of Stanley Mathews, the most prominent railway
attorney in the United States, as one of the judges of the
United States Supreme Court. This article says:

" It may, however, account for the recent attempts to place up n the
Supreme Court Bench a prominent railway attirney, and in the face
of such utterance it behooves ail patriotic citizens to jealously guard
against the preferment in any department of our Government of men
who have been the servants of great public corporations, who are
likely te sympathize with these corporations to the detriment of the
publie interests."

Have we any men in this louse who are the servants of
great corporations, wbo sympathize and whose interests
are identical with great railway corporations?. I do not
give the answer, I ask the question; the country will ask the
question ; the country will weigh the evidence with regard
to the question and arrive at a conclusion on this matter.
In the United States public sentiment has been keenly
aroused on this subject. The people there are alive to the
fact that they are paying millions upon millions upon
watered stock in the shape of charges upon transportation.
I find in this same report of the Chamber of Commerce that
David Davis, a United States Senator, says in roference to
this matter:

I The rapid growth of corporate power and the malign inflaence which
it exerts by combination upon the National and State Legislature,
is a well-gronnded cause of alarm. A struggle is pending in the near
future between this over-grown power, with its vast ramificatious ail
over the Union, and a hard gril) on much of thecpolitical macbinery, 1e
the one hand, and the people in an unorganized condition, on the
other, forthe control of The Government."

That struggle which is pending in the United States is a
struggle from which we are free. It has never come bore.
The struggle as to whether the people or the railway cor-
poration should control the Government in the United
States is not at issue hore to-day because one great railway
corporation in this country does control the Goverument of
this country. They have dictated their terms and the
Government are their creatures, if we can judge by their
acts and their subserviency. We have no such disturbing
element in our politics, unfortunately for the
country. But this question will be discussed in
the Legisiature of this country. We will discuse
it, although we are few in numbers; and although we can
exercise no influencg upon that majority that wait at the
back of theGovernment, we may, perhaps, in some small
degree, arouse the people of ibis country to a sense of the
danger impending over them. But whether we may or
not, we will at lest discharge the duty that devolves upon
us of protesting against this outrage on popular rights. I
hope the press will discuss this, and I hope that public sen-
timent will ultimately be aroused, even if there i a degree
f apathy existing now which is discouraging to those who

have the best interests of their country at heart.
J spoke a few minutes ago on the enormous bribe paid in

the Legislature of the State of New York of $150,000 to a
member for his vote and innfuence. That is but a specimen of
the influence e ercised by these railway corporations upon
the legislative bodies of the United States. Ido net know
whother we have anything of that kind here, and I am tain to
believe that we have not, for the simple reason, perhaps, that
there was noneoessity to use such pressure for the purpose of
obtiaining privileges that the government eem only too will-
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ing to accord. But I think I will be able to show, whether
undos influence has been used or not, that the Govern ment
have accorded this Company privileges far exceeding any
bonuses or any privileges granted by the legislatures or the
Congressof the Unittd States toany railway corp >ration in
that country. The Government themselves are stakeholders
in the ventures of this Company. They have in their hands
to-day 835,000,000 of stock unissued, waiting f<» manipula-
tion that will enable certain rings to takeit at perbaps 5,
10, or 15 cents on the dollar; the Government bas played
into the bande of this corporation by giving it a monopoly
clause and by allowing it to expand the limit of its common
stock four-fold in order that they might secure four times the
dividend that they are authorized to secure under the 10 per
cent. dividend limitation of the contract. The Govern ment
have allowed the Company to expand their $25,000,000 of
stock to $ 100,000,000. The first $5,000,000 was placed
at par under the provisions of the contract; the next
$20,000,000 was takon at 25 cents on the dollar. That
was a pretty fair degree of water; we do not know whether
anything was ever paid on that stock, and that is one
of the things we would like to have a committee enquire
into-to ascertain whether this $25,000,000 of stock was
placed in the hands of mon who paid nothing on it, or what
amount they did pay. $8i0,000,000 were placed at 61,
making a total issue of $5.,000,000, on which was realized
$25,300,000. $10,000,000 of stock has been pledged to secure'
an advance of $4,950,000. What is this North American
Construction Company of which we bave heard so
much? It is four-tifths syndicate and one-fifth water. If
this construction company had been enabled to carry out
their designa, the result would have been that they would
have secured $35,000,000 and $10,000,000 or $45,000,000 of
unissued stock at 15 cents on the dollar and $100,000,000 of
stock would have been floated, representing the resources
placed in the hands of the road, of $30,000,000 of cash and
870,000,000 of water; this water represcnting something
more substantial than wine, but the process of converting it
from one to the other performed not by beneficent miraculous
intervention, but by a disgraceful pioce of rascality,
and, upon this water, this $70,000,000 of water, the
business of this country would pay annually, in 10 per cent.
dividends, 67,000,000, and at the expiration of every seven
and a-half years, they would have paid the whole $70,000,000,
and would commence paying it again, and so aci in&ditum,
if Providence permitted the Syndicate to exist long enough.
And, Sir, as Isaid before, the Government is an accomplice
in this matter, the Government is playing into the hands of
these men, the Government is enabling them to do this.
They anthorized them to raise their common stock from
$25,000,O00 to $100,000,000, presumably for the express
purpose of enabling them to water thei# stock, and enabling
them to saddle upon the people of this couintry $70,000,000
of water, for the people of the North-West to pay dividends
upon. Sir, is there any surety that the thing will stop
here ? l there no possibility that this is no more than the
commencement? liave we not the possibility in the
future of farther swindles ? Are net further swindles
possible in the issue of preferred stocks ? Are not
turther swindles possible in connection with the
placing upon this road of bonded debt? Are not further
swindles possible in connection with furtber increases in
the common capital stock of this Company? I tell you,
Mr. Speaker, there is practically no limit to the outrages,
the betrayal of the intere"ts of the people in this matter,
that may be perpetrated. The watch-dogs of the flock are
ranging the bille with the wolves; the fiock is scattered
without a protector.

Some hon. MEM.BERS. Bow-wow.

Mr. CHABLTON. Somebody says " bow-wow." Well,
it may be wel eough; that le what the doge say, and it

comes from the dogs' aide, those who watch the fiook. But
they are saying ''"bow-wow " in the wrong direction;
they are not "bow-wowing " at the wolves, but at those
who are attempting to protect the interests of the country.

The next thing I wish to refer to is, the war which
this Company is making upon a rival institution. I do not
know, Mr. Speaker, that we have any connection, or that
there is any need that we should have any connection witlh
the rivalries of railways. R4ilways will have theif rival-
ries, and cut rates, and it is proper for us to leave them to
settle those rivalries as best they may. But we protest that
the Government should back one of the combatants in one
of these rivalries. We hold, or I hold, that with the Grand
Trunk placed in the position it is, with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, seeking to drive it to the wall and entering the
lists as its competitor, the Government, is taking an unfair
position as to the Grand Trunk Railway, when it becomes
the backer and sponsor of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and, as it were, enters the field itself as a combatant
against the Grand Trunk. The Government is worthy
of condemnation for this, and I have shown that the
difficulties of the syndicate result largely from its rivalry
with other railway lines. The chief difference be-
tween the two roads is that one is an example of successful
management, an example of retrieving itself from great
difficulties through the best use of the means atits command,
and the other an example of falling into diff.culties through
recklessness, incompetency, and want of ability to perform
successfully the task entrusted to it. That is the difference
between the Grand Trunk Railway and the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and, owing to its unfortunate position in conse-
quence of incapacity, the Canadian Pacific Railway feels
called upon to appear before us to-day to ask us to give it
aid. It may be held that the construction of a lino from
Ottawa to Toronto, a parallel and competing line is a great
benefit to the country. I wish to say a few words about
certain fallacies which exist as to the construction of paral.
li lines. The construction of a parallel lino may tempor-
arily afford to a country lower rates, but, so long
as the business of a section of a country eau be
performed by one lino of railway, if a parallel lino
is constructed through that couitry, the result must
inevitably be that the business of that country must pay the
cost of the management of two linos instead of one. There
is no possibility of preventing the ultimate combination and
consolidation of parallel and competing lines, and the
experience of the United States has shown that, in all
cases where parallel linos have been constructed for the
purpose of doing business which one line can perform, the
ultimate result has been to the detriment of the public, it
has been consolidation with the necessity imposed upon the
railway of charging rates to enable it to maintain two or
more lines to perform the work which one line could per-
form; and the consequence is that the adoption of a policy
which will lead to parallel lines being constructed tbrough
Ontario or through any other part of the Dominion, so that
there will be two or more linos to perform the work which
one is competent and adequate to perform, will result, in
this country, as in the United States and al[ countries where
it has been tried, to the detriment of the people themselves,
by placing upon them the necessity of paying the rates
necessary to maintain one or more useless ines.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reo0oe.
Mr. CHARLTON. Mr. Speaker, at the time you left the

Chair,'i was just about to consider that most modern, that
latest relinement of railway chicanery-the construction
company. I wish, Sir, to direct the attention of the House
t the manipulations that have been performed under the
operginofconstructiou companies in the history of variaus
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railway lines, and to draw certain inferences as to the
operations of a company of that character in the building
of the Canadian Pac3ific Railway. And, first, Sir, with
reference to the construction of the Central Pacifie. I shall
to.night refer to but two Aruerican roads-the Central and
Union Pacific. I find, in this report of the Committea on
Railway Transportation of the New York Chamber of
COmmerce for 1880-81, reference to the operations of the
comj aiy which constructed the Central Pacifie Road. In
that repDrt, I find the following language --

"Nor can the necessity of secnring a fair return for the money in-
vested by the Central Pacifie Railroid owners be urged in explanation
of their extraordinary harges. When they began the construction of
the road, they paid taxes in the aggregate of property of ail kinds
amounting t, less than $150,00c. T> day their railroad prnperty alone
with the indebtedness standing against it deduc' d, is valued by tbem
at the enor mous suai of over $18ï,00 ,000, but it cannot be shown that
they &ver advanced money enougb from thf ir own pockets to build a
single mile of the road. The bonds of the Government and the subsi-
dies and gifts of the people were more than sufficient to build and stock
tàe road entire.

" The original incorporators paid in 10 per cent. on $1,000 a mile for
115 mies, the estimated distanc- from Sacrament b to the Nevada ine.
1,250 sbares of stock were subscribed at $100 per thare, of which Mssrs
8ranford, Hun tington, Hopkins and Crocker took 600 shares. Assnmi g
however, that they advance i ihe requrired 10 per cent. on al[ the shares
sut uribed,.and their original investment did not exe ed $12,L00 ail
told. On -his amall investment the gentlemen have done well-so well,
in fact, th t in 1s77 President 8-anford reported the property of the
Central Pacifie to be wortb $187,003,680 66, while Mr. Crocker, presi-
c ent of ihe douthern Pacifie, valued the property of that roa at
$115,35t,011 9a, making a total val lation uf $302,362,692.64. The indeb-
tedness of the Ceitral Pacifie was given by Mr. Stanford at $85,391,-
350 64, and the indebtedne-s of the Southern Pacfie was placed by Mr.
Or cker at $ 0,415,392.i'5, making the total iiaebteiness of the two
roada $t15,806,683.59. The aceount then stood as follows :-

Value of the property of both roads... $302,362,692 64
The indebtedness of both roads......... 1lb,8u6,683 59

Assets over liabilities..,...... ..... $186,556,009 05

"A part of the wealth cf these railway gentlemen two years ago con.
sisted of $54,000,000 of watered stock cf the Central Pacifie, being an
aggregate of $90,000,000 in stock, which cost them only the cost of
printing, and upon which they are compelling the public to pay them
8 per cent. yearly in dividends."

19ow, Mr. Speaker, the manipulators of this scheme, the
gentlemen who, on an investment of $12,500 have made a
fortune of S186,000,000,:are the gentlemen who are about to
build a short line of railway for my right bon. friend, are
to build the Island Railway upon Vancouver Island; and I
shall point out to you ihat these gentlemen although the
result of their investment bas been so vastly profitable,
although upon an insignificant investment of a few thous-
ands they have accumulated a fortune of 0186,000,000-1
will point out to youe, I say, that the opportunities afforded
to these gentlemen by the Government under which they
constructed the Certr al Pacifie Railway, were inferior teo
the opportunities afforded to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
syndicate. I will point out to you that the terns accorded
to them by the United States Government were not as
liberal as the terms accorded to the Canadian Pacifie 1Rail-
way syndicate by the Government of this Dominion. They
received a land grant of 12,800 acres of land to the mile.
Tnat land grant extended along the entire line of
road. It was in alternate sections, but much of that land
grant was worthless. The Central Pacifie Railway pas-
.ed over the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and continued for a
long distance through an alkali country in the Humboldt
Valley, and the land grant was of comparatively little value
as compared with that of the Canadian Pacifie ]Railway Com-
pany, selected in the fertile belt. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company receives 12,500 acres of selected land to the
mile; the Central Pacifie Railway received 12,800 acres to the
mile, taking it as it comes whether in mountain, or alkali
plains, or in the fertile belt of the Sacramento Valley. lu
addition to this land grant the Central Pacifie Railway
received United States (iovernment bonds to the amount of
825,885,000 upon 883 miles of road which amounted to about
$39,000 per mile. Now, the Canadiau Pacife Railway will i
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receive in cash 825,000,000; subsidy in money expended by
the Government in building 707 miles of road, $28,000,000;
it will receive in cash from these two sources an amount
for 2,000 miles of road which exceeds the number of miles
they will receive in cash by $26,500 per mile This, in their
case, is a gift. The $29,000 per mile to the Central Pacifie
Railway was a loan, a loan that that road is called upon to
repay, a loe that it is regularly paying interest upon, which
is a lien against the property of that road; it is an asset of the
Government of the United States which will be paid. Then
the Central Pacifie Railway, on terms actually $29,000 per
mile worse than the terms received by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, bave accumulated a fortune of 8186,000,000 upon
an investment of $12,500. Yet this Company, endowed
by thir Government, this Company with a subvention so
much greater thau the Central Pacifie Company, where
such vast resulté bave been obtairied, this Company im bere
askng for an additional grant. Now, Sir, how did tho
Central Pacifie Company succeed so admir ably in its opera.
tions? Well, while building the road, while expending the
subsidies of the Goverument, they did not reach out to
acquire other railways. They contented themselves, first,
with building the road they had in hand, as the Canadian
Pacifie Railway ought to bave done. Having built
a road lrom Sacramento to Ogden, 883 miles,
and baving equipped it, thon they were ready
to undertake other enterprises, to undertake one after
another until the result is that shown in this quotation,
until the result is the accumulation of $186,000,000. Had
these men shown the incapacity and the recklessness of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway syndicate, they would bave
ruined their prospects at the outset, as tbe Canadian Pacific
lailway syndicate bave done. Now, Sir, with reference to
the Union Pacifie Railway-that also was a road aided by
the United States Government. It was a road which re-
cei cd a grant of $26,' 00 to the mile for 1,038 miles, mak-
ing a total of $27,236,000. lere, Sir, was a Company that
received lesz, even supposing the bonds were given, than
the Canadian Pacifie iailway does; because it is to be borne
in mind that these bonds at that time were payable in
depreciated currency; their gold value was not more
than 80 cents on the dollar,perhaps not as much. The Union
Pacifie Railway Company, then, w ilh a grant of 12,800 acres
to the mile, much of that land in a sterile country, with that
lo n of bonds to the extent of $26,000 to the mile, which
that Company will repay and is repaying-that Company
also went and accomplished great results. That Company
built at first the line trom Omaha to Ogden, 1,038 miles. It
then proceeded to build a line f rom Cheyenne to Denver, a
distance of 100 miles. It afterwards built from Denver to
Kansas City, some 900 miles, and built branch lines in
vai ious directions, all belonging to this corporation, all the
resuit of that grant made originally by the United States
Government of 12,800 acres to the mile, and a loan of
$26,000 to the mile in bonds. Neither of these roads were
aided to the extent, neither of them were endowed so mag-
nificently, as bas been the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Now, Sir, having referred to the results that have been
accomplished in these two cases, sho wing what might have
been done by proper business management by the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, with the subvention and aid
it has received, I proceed to the consideration of the ques-
tion of the manipulation and performances of construction
companies. We find in the case of the Union Pacifie Rail-
way Company an exemplification of the operations
of companies of this kind. The construction of that
road was undertaken by a company called the Credit
Mobilier. It was a ring within a ringi It was
something like the construction company and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, four-fifths syndicate and one-
fifth something else. The Credit Mobilier was composed of
directors, the mauipulatoi the owners of the Umon Poiio
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Railway. I find in an article of Charles Francis Adams,
junior, railway commissioner of Massachusetts, some
information relative to the operations of this company, an
extract from whi<h article 1 will read. I would corimend
this extract to the attention of this Houme, to the attention
of this country, for it exposes the true inwardness of opera-
tions of this kind; it shows what are the manipulations of
construction companies like that of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, the operations of which I am bound to say are
permittted by this Goverunment, the operations of which are
shielded by this Goverument, the operations of wh ch thi-
Government is not prepared to condemn. Charles Franuis
Adams says, in relation to this :

" Whoever originated this anomolous corporation, it is currently
reported to be the real constriuctor f the Union Pacifie."

This article was written while this con-pany was constructing
the road. It coutinues :

"And now to bave got into ite hands all the unis5ud stock, the
proceeds of the bonde sold, the Government bonds, and tme earaings of
the roads, in fact, all its available as et. its profits ard report-d to
bave be-n enormouis, reported only, for througbout ail this there is
nothing but hearsay and street rumor to rely upon. Sometimes it has
been stated that the dividende of this association have mmounted to
forty per cent. a month, and they have certainly exceeded one hundred
per cent. per annum ; at any rate, it bas made the foi tunes of many, and
perbaps of most of those connected with it. Nor are these protits
temporary; every dollar of excessive dividend of the Oredit Mobilier is
represented by a dollar of indebtedness of the Pacific Railroad, with
both principal and intereet cbarged to income, and made payable by a
tax >n trade. Who, then constitute the Credit Mobilier? Itis but
another name for the Pacific Railroad ring. The members of it are in
Congress ; they 'are trustees ,for the bondholders, they are directors,
they are stockholdere, they are contractors; in Washington they vote
the subsilies, in New York they receive them, upon the plains they
expend them, and in the Credit Mobilier they divide them. Ever
ehifting characters, they are ever ubiquitous-now enginering a bLI,
and now a bridge-they receive money into one hand as a corporation,
and pay it into the other as a contractor. Humanely speaking, the
whole t ing seem3 to be a species of thimble-rig, with this difference
from the ordinary arrangement, tht, whereas commonly the little
joker is never found uinder the thimble which may be turned up, in
this caee he is sure to be.found, tura up which thimble one may. Under
one name or another a ring ofsome seventy persons ise truck, at what-
ever point the Union Pacific is approached. As stockholders they own
the road, as mortgagees they have a lien upon it, as directors they
contraci for its construction, and as memberseof the Oredit Mobilier they
buill it. Again, what is the community to pay for it ? That they iii
pay many.fold what the work need te have ceet many have long
suspected; th-t, however much they may pay, they will pay more than
it is materially worth, few will assert. Here, however, je every vicious
element of railroad construction and management; here is costly
construction, entailing future taxation on trade; here are tens of mil-
lions of fictitious capital : here is a road built on the sale of its bonds,
and with the aid of subsidies; here is every element of cost recklesely
exaggerated, and the whole at some future day is to make itself felt as
a burden on the trade which it je to create, and will surely hereafter
constitute a source of corruption in the politice of the land, and a resist-
less power in ite legislature.
Sir, were the operations of the Union Pacifie Company an
evil ? If so, is not the adoption of the sanie sort of taeles
in the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway not
likely to prove an evil? And is the Government that
permits this, is the Government that is in league with the
oferations of a construction company, as well as being a
partner and party to the watering of the stock of the road
to the extent ot millions on millions, not descrving of con.
demnation at the bande of the people of this country?

A few words as to our own North American Construction
Company, the name for our Credit Mobilier. What did it
propose t> d.? It propos d to complete the eastern section
for #14,100,000 aid $20,000,000 in stock. How much would
it have divided on the transaction ? As near as I can arrive
at tbe amount it would have been as follows: The stock
was supposed to cost less than 85,000,000, or 5
cents on the dollar. It proposed to build the
ehstern part for $17,880,000, and $25,000,000 in stock.
Hlow much did the stock cost. It is supposed net to have
exceeded 81,500,000, or not more than 6 per cent., on the
face value of the stock. And what would have been the
result ? The result would have been that the construction
company would have been the poses of the l35,000,000

of unissued stock, and of the $10,000,000 of stock pledged,
at a cost of about 86, 50 0 ,00, or about 15 cents on the dol-
lar Are the people of thi- count ry prepa ed to sanr-iion an
arrangemenut of l hat k n i ? W re the~ Goivernmenf ignom:&'t
of that arr ngemen ? The. we e roo ; the wtre itully
cognizant of it, and- they must aceept the re-ponsibility of
this scandalous state of atfairs existing, as we have shown.
The contract with the constrtuction company, we are told,
was annulled. It took into its tînmber one or two Ameri-
cans, giving them sufficient intertst to float its bonds. They
were unable to perforrn their duty for the conti actors, and
consequently the cmntract of the cornstruction company
was annulied and dissolved. But the con-tructoun company
is in existence yet The construction company is
prepared at any ti ie torn ke a future bargain. Have we
aly euson for supposing that wben the construct on con
panty makes an arrangement with itself, inakes an arrange
ment with the contLruct on company under the guise of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, it w Il be lese
mindful of its own interests aid more careful of
the public interests than it bas been in the past?
We have no right to suppose so. Ou the contrary, the
Company wili make ail they can; but we have a right to
condemn the Government for permitting that state of
things to exist. Not only may the construction company
monopolize the $45,000,000 of j emaining bonds, but there
is no limit to the bonds which may yet be issued by the
Company. Ail they require is t g.t this complacent
Government which consented to a four-fold increase in the
capital of the Company, to consent ! -t stili greater in-
crease to a two-fold increase, to an incr e to $200,00,000
iustead of $100,000,000 or the Company may issuo
preferred stock, or manipulate its bonds. Positively
there is no bar to the extent of manipulation that may
be performed by the Company if the Governmeut of the
day, who are custodians of the public interest, do not dis.
charge their trust and check the Company in its proceed-
ings.

One word with respect to the fate of the participants
in the American Credit Mobilier. There was not a public
man connected with that scheme who was not driven from
publie life. The vice-president of the United States, Schuylor
Colfax, had subs cribed for a certain number of shares of that
stock and paid $500 upon his subscription. lHe afterwards
ascertained what tho character cof the scheme was, and he
informed Mr. Oake Ames, the manipulator of the affair,that
he would go no further, that his connection with it would
cease, and that hojwould forfeit the amount he had paid, And
he did forfeit that amount. There appeared, however, in Mr.
Oake Ames' private memorandum book an entry, 4lS. C.
81,500." No one claims that Mr. Colfax had roceived
money, and that little memorandum was the only
circumstance to cast suspicion on the character of
Mr. Colfax, who was one of the foremost men in the
United States. Yet it led to the downfall of Mr. Colfax.
He as never been invested with public honours or has the
confidence of the people of the United States been reposed
in him since that time. So sensitive is public opinion there
that when a breath of suspicion was cast on the character
of the vice-president, he was driven from public life. A
senator who was proved to have had connection with the
Credit Mobilier was expelled, and there was not a publie
man in the United States who was proved te have had any
connection with the transaction who was not placed in his
political grave. We act very differently here. If the same
degree of jealousy existed here, how many Ministers of the
Crown would remain in their positions in this House ? If
the same degree of jealousy existed here, how many mem-
bers of Parliament, when they returned to the people for
re-election, would be rejected in consequence of their con-
nection with circumstances just as scandalous as those
attending the operations of he oCredit Mobilier ?
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Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh !
Mr. CHARLTON. I se this does not suit my hon.

friends on the opposite side of the flouse, but the parallel is
a perfectly just one. The public sen iment that drove men
from publie life in the United States is a public sentiment
of the saine kind as would drive scores of men having seats
in this House from public life if they were to appear
before the people and ask for their support, sanction and
endorsati>n.

My hon. frierd from Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) last night
made reference to the diffieulty of floatu g railway
securfies, owing to the depression in the stock markit,
There is a depression in the stock market. There is a
depression in the stock market arising from the general
belief among capitalists and investors that railway stocks
and railway bonds are the toys and playthings of mono-
polists and scamps who place the securities upon the market
upon a fictitious basis. The faut tht 48 per cent. of the
railway stocks of the United Stated are wttered, and the
further fact that $t3,00,0'0 out cf the $80,00,o000 of the
Western Union stook is watered, are arousing alarm in the
minds of investors in the United States and England.
They have discredited the railway securities of the UJited
States; they have discredited the ratlway securities of
Canada, and that suspicion, and that discredit, is growing
day by day. Day by day the difficulty becomes greater in
placing loans on the market, for while there is a supera-
bundance of money seeking iuvestment, the suspicion which
exists with regard to theso manipulations, manipulations
precisely the saie as those inculged in by the Canadian
Pific Raiiway Company, renders the floating of railway
securities more and more diffieult. And what will be the
effect, in all human probability, of the alliance of this
Government with the railway syndicate ? If the securitios
of railways, in consequence of these acts of rascality,
are depreciating in value, will not the same result
happen to the securities of a Government which becomes the
tool of this syndicate, and a partner in one of the worst
specimens of railways of this class ? I think that will be
the effet, and I think, therefore, that the proposition that
the Government should advance $22,500,00u on a loan,
and take a mortgage on the road, is one which should not
meet with the tavourable consideration of the Hdouse.

I wish to refer to a matter to-night for the special benefit of'
my right hon. friend the Fin ist Minister, though I do not
know that is pertinent to this question. That hon. gentle.
man-although I am sure he could not have feit what ho
said-was not above appea.ing to the prejudices of the
members of' this House against me, last. Session, on the
score that I was an American. This was an appeal
which, I think, the hon. gentleman must have considered
rather beneath his dignity, but one which, perhaps, pro-
duced a certain effect. I wish to point out to him, what is j
the character of the staff of this road to which ho proposes
to lend $22,500,000. Il it is a prejudice to a man to be an
American, I call his attention to the fact that there is rather
an undue proportion on Americans to the staff of that road.
I have a letter from a correspondent in Winnipeg, written
on the first of February, which reads as follows :_

"&Sn,-Now that the Canadian Pacifie syndicate are on the eve of
receiving some twenty-two and a half millions of dollars out of the pockets
of the Canadian people, it might not be amiss to let the general public î
of the Domnion know the manner in which Canadians are treated on
the western division of the road. out of the fourteen principal offices
of the division, ten are are held by American citizens, and the balsace
by Uanadians. The general superintendent, two out or the four assistant
guperintendents, the auditor, the superintendent of bridges and building,
&c., and hie four assistants and the general storekeeper are all Ameri-
cans, whilst the positions of assistant tradie manager, the two remaining
assistant superintendencies, and that of the fuel agent are held by ,ana-
dians. Were this caused by a scarcity of Canacians competent to fill the
positions no blame could attach to. the syndicate, but such le not the
case, hundreds of Canadians being at present out of employment in this
Province, many;of them perfectly capable Of fulfilling the duties of any
position of the road, whilst in nearly every instance where Americman
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are the heads of departments, they are merely nominally se, the duties
of the positions having to be performed by some one of the few (anadians
under them, and who receive small salaries therefor, their more for-
tunate American cousin ,from the mere fact of their nationality, having,
no matter how incompetent, to be well remunerated for holding the office,
if only in nane. The positions of the two divisions under the control of
the American assistant superintendents are almost completely filied by
American citizens, a canadian, Irish, English, or Scotchman being a
rara avis, whilst if on the two remaining divisions they do not out-

nuiber, they at least equal in numbers all the four lest named
nationalities combined."

As I said before, I do not know that this matter is worthy
of being referred to, but still it strikes me that it indicates
that this syndicate is essentially an American corporation,
that it is under the control of A-nericans, which, I believe,
is the case; and I point out to my right hon. friend that if
ho is not above a reforence to the fact that a member of
this House bas the misfortune to have been born in the
United States, certainly ho should look after the staff of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway.

Now, Sir, one word as to the antecedents of the
gentlemen who compose the Canadian Pacific Rîilway
syndicate. I am sorry to say-perhaps my language
may be rather strong, because I feel strongly on
the subject- that I cannot characterize the methods adopted
by these mon as honest. The fact that they have watered
the stock of the road, the fact that they have organized a
construction compan-, for the purpose of building that
road at a rate nominally much greater than its actual
cost, and varions other fa -ts in connection with their oper-
ations in the matter, leave me under the necesity of saying
that I do not bolievo that their manipulations of the matter
arc honest. Now what ari the anteceents of some of theso
gentlemen ? I am sorry to have to refer Io anything in the
character bf these men which must be discreditable to them,
but we are dealing with questions in which it is our duty
to enquire carefully into the character of the men making
this application, bocause we are acting in this matter as the
trusteos of the people of Canada, and as $22,500,000 are at
stake, it is our duty to act carefully and to see that the
money is dispensed judiciously, and in accordance
with the interests of the people and not in accordance with
the interests of the applicants. A membor of this Company
wa; once President of the Bank of Montreal-a responsible
position. When in that position ho took $8,000,000 from
the chest of the Bank of Montreal, without the consent or
knowledge of the directors of that bank-at least ho is re.
ported to have done so. Ho is reported to have invested it in
the St. Paul and Minneapolis Railway. Now, supposing this
gentleman when ho removed this money from the bank
and invested it, had lost the money, ho would have been a
defaulter to the extent of 88,000,000; but I hold that, though
the investment was successful, though ho was enabled to
return the money, morally, his conduct in this matter was
ust as reprehensible as if ho had lost every cent. I say he
had no business to take $8,000,000 belonging to a corpora.
tion of which ho was president, without the knowledge of the
directors, and use that money in any speculation whatever.
[He is reported to have invested that money, as I
have said, in the St. Paul and Minneapolis Railway,
and, through collusion with the Receiver of that
road, it is said he procured a report as to the con-
litions of its affaire which was sent to Holland, where the
stock was held, which report induced the Dutch bondholders
and stockholders to part with their interest in the road at
ose than it was worth, thas enabling them through this
collusion to buy the road at less than its value. And
having nsed the RPeeiver as his tool, ho forgot the old adage
hat there should be honour among thievee. He is
charged with having forgotten to give the Receiver his
haref the plunder, and the Receiver is said to have
brought suit in the United States Court at St. Paul. The
ourt refused to entertain the suit on the ground that it would
tt degrade ituelf by giving a d0iaion a to how plunder
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should be divided among the different members of a gang.
This is one of the gentlemen the Government wish to aid to
the extent of this loan, one of the gemilemen upon whose
figures we are asked to make up our opinion. ?-

Now, I hold that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, has already received too much. I have
shown t.hat it has received too much. I have proved
that the subvention that it has received from the Govern-
ment was more than sufficient, by many millions, to
enable the Company to carry out the contract which was
made with the Government-to wit, to secure the construc.
tion of a rail'way lrom Nipissing to the Paciae Ocean It
may be said that the Company is not able to go on. Gret
stress bas been laid on the alleged fact that the interests of
this country would receive a severe blow if the syndicate
were unable to prosecute the construction of the road.
Suppose they are unable te do so, what then ? I do not
know that it would be a very great disaster if we were to
take back the road. What would follow? It would follow
that we would be released from the monopoly clauses, that
this watered s Look swindle which bas been issued, and which
may put a tax of $7,000,000 a year on the people coutribut-
ing to the business of the road, would be wiped out.
It follows, Sir, that we sbould be released f rom the grasp of
a clique of railway kings. It follows that untold difficulties
and troubles in the future in connection witbthis roa would
be avoided. It follows also that a demoralizing alliance
between this Government and a great corporation would
come to an end. I say, if these men were unable to procecd
with the road, it would be a godsend to the people of the
cou try. If they are unable to go on, let them disgorge,
and if they do not propose to do that, let them go on.
Itis nolticeable, Mr. Speaker, that whenever this Government

are about to perpetrate anything particularly bad, they raise
the cry of patriotism. What a cry was raised, Sir, in
1880-81 when this syndicate contract was under considera-
tion-why, the unworthy men who opposed that beneficent
measure came in for unmeasured rebuke and condemna-
tion. We were unworthy sons of Canada; we were not de.
serving of being considered as citizens of this country-wby?
Because we did not wish to see the Government grant to a
great railway syndicate vast powers and privileges and
franchisas that wero sure to prove detrimental to the best
interests of thepeople of Canada for all ages to come. Because
we said that that contract was a bad bargain for the country,
our pAtriotism, our loyalty were impugned, we were
condemned as men unworthy of seats in this House Of
Commons; and to-day, when this Government propose to
give to this same corporation $22,500,000 more, the msme
ery is raised; when objections are made on this side of the
House, again we are disloyal, again we are lacking in
patriotism, again the people of Canada are -called upon to
repudiate and condemn us on the ground that we are
standing in the way of the progress and prosperity of the
country. Sir, when the leader of the Opposition in his match-
less manner points out the mistakes the Govern ment have
made, when he criticises their policy, and shows that
it is detrimental to the interest of the country, do
they thank him for his advice ? Do they treat him
with the courtesy to which ho is entitled ? No, Sir;
wild attacks are made upon him and bis followers as mon
who desire to drag Canada down, who, in pointing out the
bad features of the Government's land regulations and rail-
way policy, are, forsooth, playing into the hands of the
United States.

Sir, whither are we drifting ? We may not be
drifting to rain, bat we are drifting in that direction.
We are sponding the peopl 's money by millions; we are
cresating a great railway monopoly snd increasing its
privileges, and to-day it stands on the threshold of its vast
design, and threatene to gestablish a monopoly over this
whole broad ountry. And the Goverment f the day are

playing effloiently into the hande of these men who, flnding
that al the millions they have already received are not
sufficient for the aoomplishment of their deigns, come
down to Parliament and ask for 822,500,000 more ;
and if that proves to be insufficient te carry
out their purposes-purposes which are inimical
to the best interests of this country-I do
not doubt that hon. gentlemen wil1 be ready to supplement
all these grants by $22,40,000 more. Early in the course of
my remarks, Sir, I lamented that apparent degree of apathy
that exista in the puble mind of this country. It is time,
Sir, that the suspicion and the hostility of the people of
this country had been aroused at tho rockless policy of bon.
gentlemen n the Treasury benches. In the Unted States
in 1882, although the sins of the Government there were
venal and trifling, compared with the sins of the G>vern-
ment here, although the trou bl consisted of a few frauds
in Post Office contracts, called star route frauds, and of a
little trouble with what is called bossism-that is, of rings
conposed of Conkling and a few others controlling the
patronage of the Government--although that was ali, yet the
people rose in their might, and by a popular majority of
587,00Q, gave notice to the Government that those sins must
cease. The State of New-York, which had been repu-
blioan in 1881, went dermocratic by 197,000 majority; and
for the first time thousands voted the democratie ticket
to show that they would not -stand any nonsenso of this
kind. IF we had an element of that kind in Cinada, these
men on the Treasury benches would be more cautious in the
measures they bring bofore Parliamont; but it seems, in
the apathy that exists, that they havo no fear before their
eyes, ni) twinges of coneicnee, and their acts are such as
they are. I might hope that there was some political
honesty in the huge majority at the back of these hon gen-
tlemen. I might hope that there are men among, them
able to rise above party considerations on such aun occasion
as this. I know that there are men who know that this
policy is wrong, who cannot fail in their own consciences to
condemnu the act the Goverument are about to porpetrate,
but these men are not able to act as statesmen. They must
come down to the low grovelling level of partisan poli-
ticians. They are afraid to lift thoeselves up ab9ve the
more requirements of party and act from s.atesmanlike
and patriotic motives. Fr that reason, this moasure,
which every man must deplore, which every man must know
is not conceived in the interest of the people, but in the
interest of a great corporation, is likely to pass.

Now, Sir, there are certain thuings about this matter that
we know. We know that a construction company was formed
for the purpose of vastly increasing the cost of that road, and
of putting the increased cost iuto the peckets of a ring of
speculators. We know that the stock of this Company bas
been watered most scandalously, and that the result is that
the people of this country will bo called upon to pay 10 oper
cent. iu perpetuity upon all the wator injected into that
stock. We know that this Company have stepped out of
the limita of their contract, and have engagod .in various
undertakinge that their cireumstances did not warrant. We
know these facto, and we know many other things; but
there are thiings about this Company that we do not know.
We do not know what rings there were within rings.
We do not know what has been paid upon the stock
that has nominally been sold. We do not know what
the resources of this Company are. We do not know
what the officers of this Company have put into
their own pockets as the owners of the Canada
Central which was sold to th"m as the own ers of the
Oanadian Paeific. We do not know what bas been done
with the $600,000 which the construcioi company owe to
the railway Company. We do not know what the members
of this Company may have drawn out of the funds of the
GCmpany and appropriatel to their own use, These are a
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few things lhat we do not know but that we require
to know. in order to give nn intelligent verdict uponthe propositin beforo the iuse. In 1881 when the
svndiwate contract was hefore thi-; Houe, th'whole power of the Go -ernment was oxercised in order to
1ore th t in qiib us contrneet ihroigh Parl amant withoue
delny ; and fo-dri1. when tbat same syndicate arehereagain,asking for $22.500,000 mor,,, again the power of the Govern-
ment is broiight to hear, again the determination of te
Government iq manifesied to f ýrce these Resolutionsthrough
wi1h indecent haste, again the Government refuse to allow
the flouse to hec-me n-sqeqsed of facts that the House is
ertitld to n , s in order to be a-ble to giva an intelli.
gent verdict upon this question. Sir, there is some-
thin. about, ihis vndimfte natter hat I do not understand
TiTw ii it tVit thi' syndic'te exernises such unrbounded
powe.r over thi Government ? How is it that the
yndiea'e innsc ifq diftntes and the Government seems

bound to oher ? *Dos th svndieate possess some seere t
whieh. if hreathed to the public, would blast the reputatio a
and blacken the characters of its servants who are
pushing this scheme through at its dictation ? I will make
no such charge, but I say the indecent haste manifested by
the Government, the refusal of the Government to consent
to a full investigation upon all points demanded by the
Opposition-the refusal of the Government to agree to this
demand iq an outrage upon popular liberties and the rights
of the people. For this r'ea'on I shall vote for the resolution
of my hon. friend demanding that full investigation shall
be made with reference to a1l matters in connection with
th* Company, before the Ilouse b- called on to act upon
this pror>oaI and grant the Company the further aid of
$2,500,000 in cash.

Mr. DAWSON. Although the question now before the
louse bas been discussed in nearly every possible way, still

I bolieve there are some points that have not been suffici.
ently dwelt upon. At all events, many hon. members are
no doubt desirous to state their views in order that their
constituents may be in a position to judge of the action they
have taken in regard to this great question. There have
been many estimaies made by writers in thc press
and by bon. members, but they havo all diffarcd very
widely. Noue of them agrce, and nO one has suggested
anything better than the Resolutions before the Hou-e.
When this question was before the country and before the
louse in 1881, the then Opposit ion brougrht forwarl a
seheme which enabled hon. members supporting the propo.-
sition of the Government to see how lar their views had
gone astray, and it turned out that the difference waQ just
3,000,000 acres of land and 83,000,000 in money. They
brought forward a scheme essentiaily the same as that which
the Goverument proposed. There was no difference in it
except in the amount, and bon. members then supporting
the Government saw how far they had gone astray in the
opinion of the Opposition. There was as much eloquence
expended on the subje, t then as there is now and as there
has been in the past few days. However, I will say this,
that in the discu sion on this subject there has been a great
deal of able argument and a great deal of sound reasoning,
but I think that some hon. members, and among them the
hon. gentleman who last addressed the louse, went a little1
too far in the matter of denunciation. I shall, however, go
on to notice the remarks made by several - other hon.s
members of the Op!position before adverting further to what
he said. Now the other day the hon. member for WestN
Lambton proved, to his own satisfaction at least, if not to1
Lhat of the flouse, that the Canadian Pacific Railway1
Company had not expended from the first a single dollar of1
their own money. His speech wai filled by what i
was very aptly termed "ancient'history," by.; another hon.!
member. He went back to the early history of thePacifict
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Railway, a history which bas long since been pronounced
unon by the country, and dwe-t upon that for a considerable
tin. I do not think, although his speech was very eloquent,
that the hon gentleman enlightened the House much on these
old matters. The hon. Mem ber for West Hur on mLde a very
ale speech yesterday in which he dwelt on a great many
things. For fully an hour he spoke on everything possible
under the sun before he once alluded to the subject of the
Resolutions. 11e m as exct edingly witty, or at least tried to be
so, and, as he said himself, he wanted to skin the hon. Minister
of Rai lways and the hon. Minister of Finance. Whether he
sueceeded or not, I do not know, but they look noue the
worse for it. le referred to ancient prophecies which te
rath'r mixed, and v e found figuring in his speech Cassandra,
Agamemnon, Jeremiah, and I know not what besides. But
i n thei exuherance of the hon. genmltman's mi'th, he had a
fling at the physiognoniy of the hon. the Finance hinister.
Now when lie did that, I turned to admire his own, and I
must say that it was rather too bad of the hon. gentleman
to whom nature has been so lavishly beneficent, in regard
to physiognomy, to try to ridicule the visage of
another. lie referred to the exodous of Canadians to
Dakota and Minnesota. Now that is all very easily ex-
plained. When did the exodus occur and what was the cause
of it? lion. members of th3 Opposition attribute it 1e the
]and regulations in the North-West. I Fay that it was due
to an entirely dillerent cause. From 1875 up to 1879 and
1880, immigrants iuere sent into our North-West by way of

innesota, and in passing to Manitoba, they had te go
through land in the valley of the Red River-a belt of the
most beautiful land-simil2r to what we have at Winnipeg,
and that exten ding to a considerable distance on each side
of the river, and they were naturally attracted by that land.
There were agents of American companies and land
agents in any number trying to induce them toe settle
there, and I believe a gri at many of them did settle the e.
But that has beon stopped long ago. The tide has
turned and is now the other way. At what time
was it that that exodus, as it is called, was at iLs height?
It was in 1875, 1876 and 1877, at the time the hon.
gentlemen opposite were in power, and it ceased and began
to flow in arother direction when the works on the Pacifie
Railway were begun I have a letter here which, perhaps,
may throw a little ight upon it, and I shall read a short
extract from it. I find this in the Thunder Bay Sentinel, of
the 9th instant:

" We always find a p'easure in perusing the North-Western Lumber.
man. Its columns are always fuil of weilselected news, and the skill
with which statistical matters is arranged makes the paper a rel able,
indeed an invaluable one to lambermen. In the last number to band
the editor says: ' oodmen from Canada have met with much disap.
pointment in the States this season. Formerly, ail they hbad to do to
obtain higher wagea than they could get at home was to cross the Une.
LIOW. il jedifferent. There are smre menina the woode who are workiig
for thir board, and mauy others receiving trom $14 to $15 a monti.
We hear of several Canadians who failed to obtain work and returned
home.' If the writer of the above. were living on this side of the line,
he would hear, not of several, but of a good many who returned from
under the-wimg of the eagle from the same potent cause."

Now, Sir, that shows clearly that the exodus is not from
Canada alone, but that there is an exodus from the United
States to Canada, and I believe that a great many people have
come over from the United States to Canada within the
last few years. The member for South Middlesex (Mr,
Armstrong), in winding up his speech-and a very eloquent
speech he made-in what I suppose he intended to be its
very climax, said that it was absolutely insane, absolut dly
wild on the yart of the Government, in 1872, to say that the
railway could be completed in ton years. Now, we see that
there was a possibility of that. The Pacifie Railway Com-
pany has shown in how brief a time the work can bc done,
and I positively believe that, in ton years, such a Company
as is now at work would have completed it from one end to
the other. Thun lie says'the country was unknown, was
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not surveyed. Was it surveyed when the Pacifie Railway les and things ofthat kind, and goes on to tell of Americati
Company made their line? They have not availed them- lines. We have a very interesting array of figures, hundreds
selves of one yard of the surveys previously made. Those of millions, in connection with Amorican lines auni watered
surveys were mostly thrown away, as far as the line is stock, and things of that kind without end. Then there
actually concerned. The hon. member for South Grey (Mr. are imputations thrown ont that the Government is in
Landerkin) made the suggestion that, in his part of the league with the Company, that everything is very scandal.
country, supposing that the wh. le amount of $22.500,000 ous, and that is about all his speech amounts to. A great
were divided among the different constituencies, and many figures and estimates have been laid before the House;
that the constituencies were asked to warrant the we have estimates from the leader of the Opposition, who
outlay, it would be rejected by his constituency. Well, delivered a very eloquent speech in opposition to the
perhaps he may be right, but I have information from Resolutions, and by others; but they differ very widely.
gentlemen connected with that eonstituency and who are They are founded in a great measure on conjecture. Now,
evilently tolerably well acquainted with it,who say it would Mr. Speaker, I prefer facts to conjecture. I prefer estimates
be accepted by that constituency. It is said that American which have the sanction of Government, which have been
contractors and workmen are chiefly employed on the investigated by the Government and laid before the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I shall have something to say House. These show that the total expenditure on the
on that subject by-and-bye. In the meantime, I would make main line was $45,539,304, being $23,745,305 over all
a few remarks on the speech of the hon. member who last the Company have received. But, they have expended
addressed the House. He says it is not in the interests of $3,759,793 on branch lines showing a total expenditure
this cauntry that the road should be rapidly constructed. I over all they have received from Government of $27,503,000
differ with him entirely in that. I believe that rapidity of west of Callander, chiefly, no doubt, from foreign capital.
construction means economy of construction, and, from What influence this may have had on the prosperity of the
long experience in seeing works carried on in a wilderness, country, it is easy to understand. It is, no doubt, from outside
I think I could establish that. He has thrown out a good sources that this capital came, and it las, had a
many insinuations iD his very eloquent speech, and says that very great influence in bringing about the good times we
the matter has been so manipulated as to conceal the truth, have recently enjoyed. On the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa
and that, if the road is carried on, they will establish a and Occidental Railway, they have erpended $3,270,351, or
monopoly oast of Lake Superior. I do not believe that any a total expenditure between Montreal and the summit of
railway company can establish a monopoly east of Lake the Rocky Mountains of $54,728,500. Daduet from this
Sunerior, because there is a water communication which $22,687,874 roceived from ail sources, and yon have a
wiIl compote with the railway, in summer at least, and I balance of $32,040,620 expended by them over and above
doubt very much if any railway eau be built that, what they received from Government. But including the
during the sammer months, will compete with that lines leading to the seaboard they have expended in
water communication. It would be impossible to all $58,695,365, against cash received from Gov-
establish a crushing monopoly such as h spoke of, ernment and all other sources, amounting to 822,687,876,
to the eastward or northward of Lake Superior. showing a balance of expenditure over receipts of
Then ho goes on to relate things about Pacifie scandais and $36,007,491. Now, Sir, the Opposition have challenged
ail that, ancient history, as the bon. member for West the accuracy of these figures. Not a member on the
Huron (Mr. Cameron) called themn. Thon he went on to Opposition kide of the House bas spoken who has not
show how much botter it would have been if, when the challenged these figures and tried to show that the Company
presont member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) was in have not expended a dollar of their own money. Figures
power, his schemes had been carricd out. I believe that, have been put into overy possible shape to show that the
in that part of the lino between Thunder Bay and Winni- Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have expended none of
peg, the hon. the thon Premier of the Government, was on their own resources at all. But, it is clearly
the right track ut first, but ho left it and made an immense evident that thoy have brought into the country and
sweep round by Rat Portage-it was a hasty location, not- expended in the country, $36,000,000, and who shall say
withstanding ail the surveys-which now lengthens the how much the expenditure of that sum, and the manner in
distance for all time from Thunder Bay to Winnipeg by which it was expended all over the country, bas had to do
thirty-five or forty miles. If the water stretches and the with the prosperous times which we have enjoyed. Sir, we
lock at Fort Frances had been adopted as a temporary ex. have evidonce of the accuracy of these figures which cannot
pedient to supply theroad asit went on, anda more southerly be impugned. Is it to be supposed that men who have grown
route had been taken by the head of Rainy Lake and cross gray in the public service would enter into a league
ing at the Narrows of Lake of the Woods, where there is an to conceal facts, and deceive the public? Certainly
excellent crossing, the lino would have been thirty five or not. The Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacifie
forty miles shorter; but he left his own lino and took another. Railway and the Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue,
It is very easy to expatiate, Mr. Speaker, on what they were sent down to investigate the books of the
would have done, but they were five years in power, and Company, and what do they report? They report that
the question is not what they would have done, but what these books were admirably kept, and that the statements
they did. What did they do? They were five years in before the House truthfully show the condition of matters
power, having the whole control of everything. That as exhibited in these books. Sir, I prefer to take state-
le a great deal more than the length of time it bas taken mente of that kind, verified by men of high position, whose
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to bauild 1,300 miles honour bas never been impugned; I· prefer them to the
of road, and the result was the Pembina Branch, which was vague and wild statements which we have heard on every
a very necessary one, and the (ther two sections between side for the last few days in this House. In a work so
Lake Superior and Manitoba. I think that the hon. member great as this there must always be something to cavil at.
for North Norfolk (Mir. Charlton) expressed himself in a In a work which embraces a line of railway extending from
manner that is rather peculiar-rather unusual even ocean to ocean, and, with all its branches, has a length of
in this Hlouse-when men in the position of the members over 3,300 miles, it is surprising that there is so little to
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are described by cavil at, instead of so much. Really when you come to
him as mendicants knocking ut the door of Parliament. look into the matter the objections raised vanieh away. The
It is all a matter of taste. I suppose it does not affect these whole question resolves itself into this: Are we getting
gentlemen very much. Again, he talkes of a great many swind- value for the money? Is the country getting the value of
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the money? Is the security ample and sufficient? That
it is ample there can be no doubt. They offer to make over
to the Government every mile of the railway, the rolling
stock and everything they possess, and surely such ample
security as that ought to be sufficient. But, Sir, there
is a further security which, of itself is ample, and that
is that not a dollar of this $22,500,000 is to be
handed over to them except as the work proceeds. It
will only be paid for work done. The money is not given
to them to spend on any other project, but as the engineer
reports a certain amount of work done, this money is to be
handed over. Surely that of itself is a security which
ought to satisfy the House. Now, the Minister of Railways
has given us en intersting acecount of the increase in the
;revenue arising from the outlay on the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, and from the population which bas been drawn
into the North-West by its construction. He shows that as,
fast as the country is laying out money on the railway, it
seems to be getting itback from other sources. But, there
was one little item which was not brought to the notice of
the hon. Minister, and I may be pardoned, perhaps, for
drawing attentioQ to it now. The Minister showed the
receipts from Customs duties and otherwise, at the Port of
Winnipeg. But, there is another little point which he
omitted, and that is Port Arthur. If the House will bear
with me for a moment, I wili read the official returns from
that port.

1T4TEIEliT of veusels entered inwards at the port of Port Arthur during
the navigable season of 1883.

CInD14N Va5SL8.

Registered
Tons.

52 Paddle-wheel steamers........ 23,874
-171 Screw steamers............. 133,616
216 Screw steamers, coastwise. ... 46,179
46 schooners...................... 11,939

AMERICAN VESSELS.
83 Screw steamers..............38,989

105 Schooners. ... ............... 46,S02

673 302,899

RECAPITULATION,
Tons.

485 Oanadian vessels......... ............. 217,608
188 American vessels ...... 85,291

673 302,899

Crew.
bs538
4,592
3,016

21

le,156
179

11,392

Crew.
9,457
1,933

11-392

Value. Duty.
8 $

Goods entered at the port
during the above period sud
duty olleoted on ame ........ 1,079,930

Other revenues collected. ............

Total............. .1,079,930

Goods exported......... ......$31,878

115,321 10
271 51

el,926

This port formerly gave a revenue varying from 810,000 to
812,000 per anunm; but here is a statement as to the present
revenue, and I am informed there is now a sufficient quan.
tity of go ods on the way to raise the amount of duties by
the end of the fiscal year, 30th June, to $240,000. The
development arin'g from the opening of the line has not
been confined to the North-West, but bas been felt in that
p art of the country also, and settlement is go ng into the
back country there, a country very oft&n described in this
House as being ex eedingly barren. A brarch of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railwzy, that going down to A goma Mills, is
entirely within my constituency, and let ne assur e hon.
gentlemen that ihere is a great deal of gocd land in that
section, that of inte years population has been pouring into
the country on the northshore of Lake Huron, which is a
öountry admirably adapted for wheat.growing and we

Mr. DAwson.

have now between Sault Ste. Marie and the lower end of
Manitoulin Taland, which latter point is oppos te Sudbury
Junction, an agricultural population of 20,000 soulp. The
wants of sueh a large population will of themselves furnish
con siderable ti affic to this branch to Algoma Mills. Algoma
Mills is admirably situated for taking the trade of Lake
Michigan and a large portion of the trade of Chicago;
it is now said that the steamers are not to run there, but
that the branch will be extended to Sault St. Marie.
When the railway is extended to the navigable waters of
Lake Superior, at Sault St. Marie, an immense traffic will
be brougnt down to that point. There are 400 miles of
navigable water on Lake Superior, which extends to Duluth,
and almost taps the wheat lands of Dakota and Minnesota,
and the day will come when a vast quantity of wheat
and produce will find its way across Lake Superior to the
foot of the lake, from which it will take the shortest route
to the ocean. So that the Algoma Branch, which is so
much criticised, will eventually prove to be one of the best
paying portions of the Canadian Pacifie system. It could
not be within the power of a Government to carry on the
work with the vigor with which the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company are now pushing forward the railway. À
Government cannot always put the right man in the right
place, but this company does so ; and it is astonishing to see,
and I have been over a portion of the line, how every
officer is se fully conversant with his duty-a man of long
e3perience; in fact, they are all veterans, as it were.
According to the statement of the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways, the Company have at present an army along the line,
the number at present working on the road, being placed at
9,000. To may own knowledge there are from 6,000 to 7,000
men at work on the different sections between Nipigon Bay
and the Pic ; they are pushing on the work with the greatest
possible vigor. To disband that army or stop in any way
the rapidity with which the railway is being construeted
would be like stopping an army on the march to victory;
and it is actually an army marching to victory, a victory
against the opposing forces of nature, such as forest,
s wamp, rock and mountain, and if they are supported a little
longer, there can be no doubt that within two years, as they
themselves specify, they will carry the railway
to completion. We have large areas of good land
along the lino in Algoma, and I am sorry to see
how mnembers on the Opposition side, and indeed
on the Government side, have spoken of the country north
of Lakes Huron and Superior as a rocky and wild country.
Let me tell the House that there are large areas of the very
finest land in that country. Before coming down here last
fall I met the chief officer of the Canad tan Pacific Railway,
a man of great energy and experience, who is carrying on
the work iu that quarter with a vigour I never saw
equalled. I happened to mention to him about the character
of the country and the general reports that the land was
poor. " Why," said he, " you have an immense extent
of the very richest land. I have been travelling for the
last six days in the valley of a river, the Pays Plat, which
falls into Nipigon Bay, and it is one stretch of level land as
far as I could judge. I asked him what the extent would
be-whether there would be enough for a township, He said
there was enough for half a dozen townships there of the very
finest land. And it must be rermemberedthisis notasolitary
instance. Even in the valley of the Pic River, a branch of
which comeq near ieron Bay, there is a considerable tract
of very good land. Onte you pass Michpiooten and
continue eastward to Sault St. à£-rie and along the north
sh re of Lake Huron, the country will compare very favour-
ably with many counties now eultivated in other puts of
Canada. The hon. member for Biome (Mr. Ftbher)-l do
not suppose he wished to disparage our country-spoke of
the Lake Superior region and the Rocky Mountains in the
saine breath, as if one was not more valuable than the
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other. But let me tell that hon. gentleman that there are
vast areas of land north of Lakes Huron and Superior
which wdll compare very favourably with the Eastern Town-
ships where he himseif resides. To retard or stop the work
on the railway would be to return to the old state of things.
Surveys were carried on during eight or ton years, and little
progross was made. Year after year we had surveyors in
the field, and yet the thon Chief Engineer sent in a report at
the last to the effect that nothing reliable was known.
That officer seemed to have borrowed the expression from
the Greek sage who, after a life of research in every .branch
of human knowledge, came to the sad conclusion that " ail
that we know is, nothing can be known." While " nothing
reliable known " was the expression of our sage Engineer.
Sir, are we to go back to that state of things, now
that this work is going on so rapidly, when we have
an army pressing forward, under the best generalship and
with the best of men, thoroughly experienced in the work ?
And now a word about the employment of Americans.
I have only to say that it is not the case that Americans
are employed to the exclusion of Canadians, on the north
shore of Lake Superior, at any rate. There are a great
many contractors on the north shore, and as I know them
all I am able say that with a single exception they are
Canadians. They came from the United States with the-
Chief Engineer of that part of the road, the gentleman
to whom I have alluded, who had been all over the continent
making railways. These men were with him in the United
States, and having followed his fortunes thore, they fol lowed
him back to this particular work, upon which ho knew exact-
ly where to place them, so as to have the advantage of their
experience. These mon were Scotchmen, like himself, and
not Americans. So much upon that point. There are some
other matters in connection with this question with which
I might deal, but as many hon. members have spoken upon
them, I shall not detain the House. There was one matter,
for instance, which was alluded to-and very properly
alluded to-the other day by the member for Centre Welling-
ton (Mr. Orton), and that is that the settlement of this
question will settle the Indian question. We heard some
few years ago of the terrible results which might follow an
Indian insurrection, but the construction of the Pacifie
Railway to British Columbia has settled that question
forever. There ie another .aspect of the question
which j might mention, as I have not heard it referred
to by any other member. Long as we have been at
peace:and long; as I hope we may remain at peace, with
the Uited Statcs, still it is but right and reasonablethat we
should look at this road in a military pointof view. It con-
nects the Atlantic and the Pacifie Ocean, and renders every
part of our territory available, without passing through a
foreign country. It may be still within the recolleotion of-
some hon. members that there was an insurreotion in the
North-Wept and that when we sent forward troops to
suppress it, the Sault Ste Marie Canal was shut against
us. I believe that it was not intended by the Federal
Government that the canal should be shut; but look-
ing at the matter in a national view, I think we may rejoice
that the road has been made. Before and above every-
thing else, it will conneet all these scattered Pro.
vinces together, from the Atlantic to thePacific; it will
render access easy between them, and if anything can bind
us together it will be a most powerful influence to weld
all the provinces into an undivided nation. A great
deal ias been said about patriotism in this House, but I
have nothing to say on that subjoct. I believe that true
patriotism is consistent with any political opinions whatever.
I believe that true patriotism exists on both sides of this
House, and I believe that it is maintained by every hon.
menber present, no matter what political opinions ho may
express,

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). Bearing in mind the stateà,
monts that the First Minister made last night to the House,
that ho should ask bis supporters to remain with hirm
to-night, until the vote was taken upon this subject, I feel
it would be improper for me to speak at any length, as
other hon. gentlemen wish to speak before the debate
is closed; and therefore, in order to afford them
an opportunity of doing so, before they are entirely worn
out by a night session, I shall endeavour to speak as briefiy
as I may upon the important question which for some days
past bas been engaging our attention. It will be remem-
bered, Sir, that* the Minister of Railways in introduo-
ing those Resolutions, and that the hon, member for Rich.
mond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), after their introduction, took
the lino of reciting to the House the different projects which
had been entered into, and the different plans adopted for
the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Both
those gentlemen ventured the statement that it had
been the deliberate policy and plan of each Government to
build this road only by a company; and they instituted
comparisons between the terms which were offered to
a company, under the Mackenzie Administration, and
the terms offered to a company under the previous Admina.
istratioa of Sir John A. Macdonald, in 1872, as well as the
terms offered, given, and ratified by contract, with the Syn-
dicate to whom was finally allotted the building ota portion
of this work. Now, Sir, the statement is hardly correct
that it had always been the plan of all the Governments of
Canada to construct this work through the agency of a
company. It is not correct, as I road the history of the
country, and as I understood the utterances of the Minister
Of Railways, and the First Minister, not many years ago. I
desire for a short time to recall to the memory of hon.
members, another plan which was devised, another scheme
which waQ propounded, a scheme which was being acted
upon, not by the Mackenzie Admin istration, but by the
Administration which now occupies the Treasury benches,
the Administration which effected the contract with the Syn-
dieate to build a portion of that road. And what was the
soheme ? Why, Sir, in 1880, in the very year
the contract was signed with the Syndicate, the
Minister of Railways rose in his place in the House,
and laid down the policy of the Government with
reference to the construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway-not that their policy was to be to secure the
eerviees of a company to construet it, but that they would,
as a Government, acting directly as a Government under
Govornment supervision, and paying directly out of Govern-
ment funds-build this road. The Minister of Railways
pot only told us so, but the First Minister told us. The
First Minister went further, and ho told us the reason the
Government determined to build the road as Government
work He said when they came into power after the fail of
the Mackenzie Administration, ho found that that Govern-
ment had undertaken the work of constructing the Canadian
Pacifie fRailway as a Government work. He fbund that the,
Pembina Branch was built. He found that the contracta
were lot out for the ends of the Thunder Bay Branch.,
he found the work rapidly progressing upon that diffoult
part of the undertaking, that part of it which is now com-
pleted, that key to the whole North-West country; and the
language of the hon. Firet Minister on that occasion was
that when they came into power, fmding that the Mackenzie
Governmont had built the more difficalt portion of the work
as a Government work, it would be folly, it would be an act
that could not be justified on the part of the
Administration, thon to hand over the construction
of the comparatively easy prairie section to a com-
pany, but that the Government should retain it in
their lands, and build it and make money out of it. Sir,
they did more than that. The hon. Minister of Railways
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gave us a close and elaborate calculation upon that point.
He gave us the exact items of the cost of the different sections
of that road, and I have them in my mind now, so clearly did
the hon. gentleman lay them down. What are they ? After
giving the costof the portions of the roadthatthe Government
were to build, have built, and are building, he detailed to us
the distances, and the cost of constructing the different por-
tions which have been handed over to the Syndicate; and
what were they ? From Jasper to Kamloops-for that was
the line decided upon at that time-335 miles, the cost was
to be $15,500,000. The 1,000 miles from Selkirk to Jasper,
over the prairie country, were to cost $10,000 a mile. He
put the cost at $13,000 a mile, whieh he said included a
light equipment, which would be all the equipment required
for years. That made the cost of that section $13,000,000.
The 600 miles of the Lake Superior division he gave as
costing, in round numbers, $20,000,000. This was the
statement of the hon. gentleman that $48,500,000 would
complete the building and equipment of the portions of the
road which, under this contract, we gave to the Syndicate
to complete. le then detailed to us the cost of the other
portions of the road which, under the contract, the Govern -
ment lied to build, have built, and are building. The hon.
First Minister gave us a calculation at that time as to
how the cost of the railway was to be met.
le told us he had a plan by which lie could
sell his land at a certain price per acre, and the result of it
would be that at the end of ten years, when the road would
be completed, he would have $32,000,000 of cash in hand
and $38,000,000 as good as cash in the security of the land.
Thus the road was to be built. We were in ten years to
sell lands that would net us $70,000,000 and to pay for those
portions of the road which the Syndicate are to build for
$18,500,000. And yet, with that plan before us, detàiled
in the House by the hon. Minister of Railways and the First
Minister, and Parliament having accepted and ratified that
plan, and having warranted the Government in going on
with the Railway as a Government work, these hon. gen-
tlemen, without the authority of Parliament, without any
advantage for the country that we can conceive of, in a
short eight months afterwards, deliberately entered
into this contract with the Syndicate, in which, for build-
ing what they bvd declared would cost only $48,500,000,
they gave $25,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of land, agreed
to build the road from Thunder Bay to Selkirk and hand it
over to them, agreed to throw in the Pembina Branch,
which was finished, equipped, and running, and paying a
large dividend; contracted to build the road through the
Rocky Mountains at a cost of some $9,000,000, and to cons-
truet the section from Yale to Kamloops andhand it over to
them-and all this was given to them for doing a work that
would cost only $4n,500,000, I may be laughed at for these
figures, but let hon. gentlemen opposite beware of laughing
at them, because if they do, they laugh at figures solemnly
given in Parliament by the hon. Minister of Railways, and
not at my figures. If they wish, I can give them the page
of Bansard in which they can read these figures for them-
selves. In addition to these vast amounts of money and
property, however, they gave to that Syndicate powers and
privileges and rights which I hesitate not to say ouglit not
to have been given to any corporation by any Government
in a free country. From this very fact-and I may be
pardoned for it-I view with no little suspicion and
distrust any move that is made on behalf of this Company
-that every transaction we have had with this Company
has been pressed on with such hot haste through this
House. Wýhlen the contract was first entered into by the
Government with the Syndicate, all other business was
suspended, and precedonce was given to the consideration
of that question over every other question, and day by day,
ni ght by night, it had to be discussed and forced along, in
order that that bargain might be ratified. We have had a

Mr, A4TUsON (Brant),

repetition this Session of that circumetance in the new
demand which is made by the Government on behalf of this
Company. All other business has to stand aside, and
precedence bas been given to the question of lending our
credit to a firm that contracted with us to perforta this
work, and got such an immense bargain when they made
that contract. To-night, we are told, muet close this
debate, the body must be worn out if necessary
in order to force this question to a decision.
There is another thing connected with the measures
introduced in regard to this matter that makes me a
little suspicious, that is the lack and the refusal of informa-
tion which is necessary in order to enable the members of
this House to form an intelligent judgment on this subject.
When the contract was first entered into, papers were
moved for by the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mac-
kenzie), and his motion for those papers, which were noces-
sary for the proper consideration of the bargain, was voted
down by the representatives who then oceupied seats in
Parliament. While I will not say that during this Session
papers have been refused, I will say-and I believe I am
within the strict line of truth-that papers moved for and
not objected to, have not come down, and we have not the
information that we ought to be in possession of before we
enter into the negotiations now pressed upon us. Sir,
why are we asked at this stage to aid this Com-
pany ? It is not wonderful that we should be sus-
picious when we recollect that one of the strong reasons
given at the time the bargain was made why it should be
ratified by the members of this House, was that the Syndi-
cate were a wealthy body ni men; that they were possessed
of unbounded resources, and were able to complote their
work; and that we should give them a good bargain,
because we should never hear from them again. The hon.
First Minister on a publie platform is reported to have
said-and he admitted the substantial accuracy of the
report-that the Company were able to build a dozen rail-
ways. -The bon. Minister of Railways said the same thing,
and he pointed out in this House that we were securing
finality in this matter-that we should not be called on
again. And the First Minister, heaving a long sigh of relief
as ho uttered his words-eeling, in common with the
rest of the peoplo of this country who had been borne
down by this great enterprise, but more than others,
because ho bore at the same time the burdons of State-
said that we should breathe easier, because we should
be relieved from the responsibility of this enterprise.
We breathe oasier because we are relieved of the responsi-
bility of this, said the bon. Minister of Railways, in the
diccusion across the floor ; and when the hon. member for
West Middlesex, discussing the proposition made by the
second Syndicate, said they were men of wealth and standing
in the community, men of ample means whose claims ought
to be considered,. as they were offering botter terme than
those offered by the first Syndicate, the hon. Minister of
Railways replied that there were Canadians in the firet
Syndicate, one of whom could buy out the whole batch that
formed the second syndicate.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. The hon. gentleman says, "hear, hear;"

but if he had been with me in the thriving town of
Strathroy, not many weeks ago, he would have heard his
colleague, the hon. Finance Minister dilate, as he only can,
upon the wealth, energy and enterprise of one of the men
who were members of that second syndicate-a man of
unbounded resource the hon. Minister of Finance described
him, and yet we are told-although he was only one of the
many men in this second syndicate-that there were men
in the first Syndicate, one of whom was able to buy out the
whole of them. Why then are those men iere knocking
gt our doors for a loan if they are men of such unbounded
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resources? Why do they not do that which the hon. Min.
ister of Railways and the hon. First Minister and all the
members of the Government led the House to understand
they would do-that if there was not money enough given
them out of the public Treasury to carry out this bargain,
they would put their hands in their pockets and build the
road out of their own resources, Three short years have
elapsed, and here we are in Parliament, day
after day, night after night, discussing, as a matter
of urgency in the interest of the Company, whether we
will advance them another $30,000,000. Why has it come to
pass that such is the case ? Is it because we were wrong
in estimating the cost of the work they undertook to do ?
Is it beca.use we have failed to carry out our part of the
bargain with reference to it ? Nothing of the kind. I stand
here to-night and repeat what I said when that contract
was under consideration of this House, that to my know-
ledge, never was such a bargain given to any men under
the sun, as was given to the Syndicate in that contract;
and I think it is capable of demonstration that their run-
ning out of funds at present is not due to the fact that they
have undertaken the work at too low a price, but to the fact
that they have taken the funds which were devoted for the
purpose of building this great national work and have
diverted them to other uses. They now come to Parliament
and whine, through the members who support the pro-
posal, because in doing so they have awakened hostility
to themselves. It is rather amusing to hear hon. gentlemen
opposite, with scolding tongues, berate members of the
Opposition because we desire a little information with refer-
ence to the doings of this Company and the use they have
made of the money that has been given them, and the stock
they have issued, and all their operations in regard to the
matter. It is rather amusing to see this Company corne
here, and through the mouth of the Government tell
us: We are in this pitiable position because the naughty
American rods that are our rivals have actually gone and
oppos d us in the London and the New York money mar-
kets and have damaged our credit. Did these men of un-
bounded resources, those men of great enterprise, these
ratilway kings who entered into the construction of
a great trans-continental road, imagine that they
could do se and not awaken animosity on the
part of rival roades? Why, they must have known
such would be the case. Energetie men like them must
surely have known that they could not build a competing
lino with another road and not find that other road doing
what it could to protect its own interests, even to the decry
ing of the prospects of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
hon. Minister of Railways was, as the hon. member for West
Huron said, mild, for him, when he introduced the Resolu-
tions. He alluded to the opposition the Company had met
with from the Northern Pacifie Road and other roads in the
United States, and he stated besides that there had been
opposition from sources nearer home. But ho did net declare
what those sources were. The hon. member for Richmond
and Wolfe succeeded the hon. Minibter of Railways in
the debate, and received his inspiration from him, and in
saying that, I mean no discredit to the hon. gentleman,
because hoe presented his case well, and the hon. Minister
of Railways did well in selecting him-but I say ho
received his inspiration from the hon. Minister of
Railways. I do net blame him, because it was not in the
power of the hon. gentleman, any more than it was
in the power of the leader of the Opposition and those
who spoke in the early part of the debate, to know fully
what to say on this subject, for the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways came down with hie proposition to this House and
desired te press it through, before he had submitted to the
membera-of this House any information, before ho placed
thom in a position necessary to deal with it. The hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe-I do not know whether

the hon. Minister of Railways suggested to the hon. me mber
for Richmond and Wo te that, as ho could not well make an
open attack on the Grand Trunk Railway, or the Liberal
party, or the Liberal press, since he was making a states-
man-like speech, and it was not in his interest to awaken
hostility-the hon. member could now, whon the debate had
reached the right point, supplement that lack; that ho
need not have the delicacy the hon. Minister had, but might
allude to the hostility of the Grand Trnnk Railway, and the
nupatriotie conduct of those members of the Opposition
who asked for information before they would vote, who
absolutely refused to shut their eyes and swallow down
a proposition to give 830,000,000 to the Company before
knowing something about it; but the hon. gentleman pro.
ceeded, at any rate, to take this course. Ho pointed out that
the Grand Trunk Railway had damaged the interest of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway because thoy had used their
influence in London and the other money markets against
them. What did these energetic, shrewd men ot the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway expect the Grand Trunk Railway to
do? Did they expect that they could take the moneys
whieh had been voted so lavishly by the people of Canada
to build a great international road across the c ntinent on
British soil and use it instead in acquiring branches, in
leasing all the existing lines of railway in Ontario on which
they could lay their bands, and which would give them
fully half the control of the trade that was being done by
by the Grand Trunk Railway. I am not pronounciug judg-
ment upon the wisdom or the contrary ot thi-4, but I say
these men in doing this, these m *ý in undortaking by
this means to damige the stovc of English capital-
ists who have tens of millions inveted in the Grand
Trunk Rilway, must have known that they were sure
to arouse a feeling of hostility on tha part of that company.
Now, Sir, it is not their place to come to Parliament, and,
with whining mouths, through the representatives who
argue their case here, say: We could have gone on all
righ, but we had Grand Trunk rivalry. They should
have counted the cost before they went into it, and,
if -and I will deal with that later on-there bas been any-
thing said against the operations in which they have been
engaged, which has tended to damage their credit, by mem.
bers of the Opposition and by the Liberal press, then, before,
they entered into the questionable transactioni whieh have
been p)inted out by the Liberai press and by the Liberal
party, they should have counted the cost, and should hive
known the effect it would have upon them. Surely, the
Liberal party are not to be blamed if, in pointing out what
has been done by this company, it redounds to their injury,
for it eau only redound to their injury if they have been guilty
of acts which,in themsolves, would not bear scrutiny and in-
vestigation. Now, I come to consider what are the reasons
urged why we should aid this Company, and in the first place
I will consider the reason that is urged with referonce to
time. The whole question turns upon that. The hon.
Minister of Railways says they are able to go on and finish
their contract, but unless yon give them this $22,500,000 as
a loan, and defer the payment of the $7,300,000, a portion
of which they should have paid in on the first of this month,
and in which they are dofaulters at this present moment,
yon cannot get your'railway completed before the end of
the tern of the contract; but if you do, you will have the
road completed within two years from date. The sole
reason that is urged in reference to this matter, or the one
on which they roly, i the early completion of the work
four or five years before the date mentioned in the
contract. And I am sure, Mr. Speaker, yon did not
fail to observe, with your shrewd observation, that in the
Resolutions we are asked to approve in the fouse, the
Company are not bound to complete the road at the end of
two years. They are not bound to, and the whole case
rested on the fact that this $30,000,000 was to be given to
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this Syndicate in order to accomplish that end; and yet, in tobawas lree to grant a charteratanytime,from Winnipe,
the Resolutions we are asked to adopt, it is not provided that toconneetwithanysystemofAmerieanrailwaysthatmight
they are to complote it thon. True, wo had a little bye- ehoose to tap it. And under that persuasion, I dam 8ay,
play between the hon. the Minister of Rail gays and the strong seruples on that point in the minds of mauy mombers
hon. member for Cardwell (Ur. White), but the debate had wore rerovod. And ye, that hon. gentleman kriowi that
gone a long way before that. The Minister had spoken, having uttered tho.e words, ho to-day fillows an Adminis-
but ho did not, in the whole length of his speech, intimate tration that has disallowed charters that have been
such a thing as that the Government would bind the Com- granted by that Province, and which dons not give to A
pany to do it. It was pointed out by the leader of the Oppo. the rights that he promied on bahaif of the Government.
sition, that gentleman who is attacked so much in the House, 1 say to him, with his past oxperience, to beware when the
and certainly we ought to give him credit for that, if for Bill cores down to sec to it that that becomes a part
nothing else, that he saved those gentlemen who pro- of the Statute Law of this land; that it be not repeated
posed to vote for these Resolutions from the ridiculous upon him agdin. that le may not be deceived once more by
position they would have been in of voting of thirty statements the Minister may have made. Now, Sir, there
millions of money to have the road but at the end is another reason assigned why we should complete this
of two years, without having the Company bound in the road in two years. I have beard arguments aIvanced on
slightest degree to do it. And that it was an after-thought the part of the supporters of the Resolutions before the
is very evident, not only from the fact that it was not louse-I do fot say on behaifof the supporters of the Gev-
mentioned in the speech of the Minister of Railways, but ernment, because I ar in no position to judge that the
even after the hon. the leader of the Opposition had pointed supporters are, ail of then, in this case to support
it out, it was not mentioned by the member for Rich the Government; it is a question which is to bo left to
mond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) who followed. The Minister the tren judgment of the peoples reprosentatives bore
of Railways, I fancy, had not at that time had an under. -but I have fot heard fror those who have jutied the
standing with the railway Company that there was a neces- Resolutions any strong remous why it iu in thoînterests of
sity that that clause should be put in, or I think the the country that this road should be built in two years, and
member for Richmond and Wolfe would have been careful that we should gnot allow the easteran and western end to
to give the information to the 1louse at the first oppor be bult within the time mentioned in the contact. True
tnnity. But when the bon. member for Cardwell came on, it is that we hoard the bon. member from Rihmond and
whether it was arranged or not I do not know-I mut Wolfe (Mr. Ives) tel us that it would promote emigration;
infer that it was not known botweon tbem, becauso the hon. true it is that w have Mr. Soebreiber, one of the gentlemen
gentleman said ho did fot know-he was cxpressing b gis to whom this question was referred, glving us his view in
desire that something of' that kind should be put in, whn, reference to i ; and I popos te ci the aeaion of the
very opportunely, just waking up to a realization House t the manner in whih the Minister of Railways
of the announcement, the Minister of Railways rose, fortified himSuelf in bringing these Resolutions down to Par.
begged his hon. friend's pardon, bis bon. friend at lumont by the reports of bis subordinates. I think it was
once grauted it, and took his seat, and the Minister of R t a the 28th of January that he referred to bis Chief Engineer
ways went on to say that it was impossible in Resolutions the consideration of the yt proposais of Canadian Pacifie
of this kind to embody every point, but thoy meaut to do Railway Company,and I think it was on th 2nd of Feb.
it in the Bill. But surely, Mir. Speaker, .Resoutions of this pary that o reseied a reply from that oficer which ho
kind, in whicb we are being firmly bound to give $30,000,000, submits to thîs flouse as a reason -wby these proposais
room ought t have been lound fom a few words to compel should ho acceptod. The report is a remarkable document,
the Company b fulfil their part of the contract. The hon. brt I submit, with aml deference to that gentleman, that he

iember for CardweUt rut back in lis ssat satisfied. But I was not in a position if whieh i wats desirable ho shoUld rO
tell the hon, gentleman from Cardwell tbat he must watch plaed, in order enlighte the Goveument with refrence
the Minister of iRailways-and I arn speuking in a parli. t the expediency of these propositions. find he said
mentary senso now. I wahn him to ho on his guard, I thist:
wan hir by bis own past expemience, with reference to RluWith regard tin the propoa as a whole, i beg teitate thst sn my
the expressions of bon, gentlemen who loud bis party, to opinion ttr great importance cannot be attached in the early compe-
remember what scrapes they have got hia into. e must tien of the railway which is to cnnect the tlantdc and Pacifie Uenna

tby way of British territory. It i an absolute necessity for the devolop-
tit.ment of the untry every respects. Lt is the ony means whereby
e forgotten or omitted. fe bas a reputation made lu the the North-West can be peepied with any degre of rapidity. By.ita

country and in this Io.seand by trsting implicity the bon. means tha focky Mountains would bu filled by a miniDg and Iumberiug
who it n th Trasur boches an deeingpopulation. The fasheries of the Pacifie Ocean would be developed

gentlemen iand the trade cf Oia and Japan, whih now fwnda its way int and
that they were speaking without any reservation when they hrough the United States, wouid ne donbL follow ur lino as the
made important statements, lye committed wimsanf to a luLe- shortest and moat favourable route te the East."
ment toh a lin of policy and action, lu this fouse, wbic Th ongineer of the Govemument viewing these propositions
stands r hcorded against hlm upon the publi journals, and as a whol, hases bis recommendution of their aceptanco
which has cat a blot upon the fair fame ha ad achieved for on these sentiments that ho sys h entertains, and has
himsenf. Surely ho hourd the Firt Minister ay, when this bore expressed. With ail respect to that gentleman for hiS
contracti ws under discussion, wit referenco to the clause engineering dkilo and for bis enemgy, to which I would do-
affecting the NortB-West Territories -Rtho hourd the Fimst fmentially Bubrit, as would overy other mmber of this
Minister say : We cannot ceck Ontaro. fie h0rd , im bouse, I ,til0 venture to remark, that whn ho co,0es to
say: We cannot cbeck Manitoba; and bis mind grasped it spoak of the utility of this road, and itis effeot on settie-
at once fHe tbought he could obviate a great objection in ment, and the development of trade, ho know no more on
the m nd of members opposite by elaboratng that point, thse questions than do th commercial mon who occupy
and showing that this monopoly clause onty gave power to oats in this fouse. Dos any sensible busineu man
this Company over the North-West Territories, but did not b eve that it le esseutial for the oarly and rapid
give power bo tfm in the Province of Manitoba. And ho settement of the North-West contry that the
enlarged upn it: ho expained the fouse and the end of a road toward Britih Columbia ahould be buit ? fas
corntry, that it was beyond the power of the Governmens tho iinister of Agriculture bad anothe' wonderfal stroke
that it was unconstitutional on their part, that they ooutd of genius like the one ho had in Enlnd, that the Xinister
coun if t desired, check Manitoba ia any way; th Mani- f 1ailwaye told s about sud bu ho devimd au aru&o.
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ment whereby immigrants from Great Britain and Europe
are to be sent round and brought into the North-West by
way of the Pacifie Ocean ? Are they to bring in our immi-
grants in that way ? If not, how is it that the completion of
that end of the road is to facilitate the introduction ofimmi.
grants into that country? True it is, he may have immi-
grants coming in that way, but they will not be immigrants
fromi Europe. If they do come inethat country, and settle
in the North-WeEt they will not be Europeans but Asiaties.
Therefore, I suppose we must assume that in order to bring
in a large immigration of Asiatics, this Parliament muet vote
$ 10,000,000 of the people's money,contributed by the working
mon of this country, in order to bring in Asiatie foreigners to
compete with them. The Government certainly will not bring
European immigrants in that way. Then,with reference tothe,
Lake Superior division, will the Government tell us that, in
order ta people that country with immigrants, it is abso-,
lutely necessary that they shall go in over the section that,
is being built iorth of Lake Supurior ? Why the Minister
of Railways bas told us himself that arrangements are
effected now by which immigrants go from Quebec to Win-
nipeg through our own territory, by the mixed rail and,
water rqgte, for the sum of $12 per head, and I venture to
say that, when the road is completed north of Lake Supe-
rior, ho will not be able to make better or ehoaper arrange-
mente for depo>iting those immigrants in thatcountry than
ho has at the present time. Therefore, talking about its
being a means of settling the North-West, is to me talking
clap-trap. We have now the means of access and of ingress
to that country reduced to the minimum of costs, and quito
as cheap as it will be when the ends of the lino are
completed ; and, in urging that as a reason for making haste,
and in making haste, for giving 830,000,00.) more of the
people's money, we have au argument which, properly
considered, will not carry any value at all. Oh, but it will
develop the Pacifie fisheries, we are told. Well, I do not
know that the tishermen of the Atlantic coast, the fishermen
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, find the price of fish too
high now that they need give $30,000,000 of their money
to bring fish from the Pacifie down to compote with thom.
Then, as to the Rocky Mountains being filled with miners
and lumbermen, they can go to the Rocky Mountains now
over the portion that is constructed. What wo desire, and
what we have ever advocated, and what we are in favour
of to-day, is the speedy opening up and settlement of the
fertile plains of the North-West, that they may be opened
up, that happy homes may be given to the sons of all Cana-
diane, from all the Provinces, that may go thore to settle on
land bought with their own money, and that is their inalien-
able right; and that, when they settle on those lands and on-
deavour to hew out a name, a fame and a fortune for them.
selves, Government restrictions and the shackles of this
railway monopoly t-hall be knocked off them, and they shall
be given all the freedom of communication that is requisite
to build up a great and powerful people there. And, when
these gentlemen opposite charge, when they dare to charge
upon the leader of the Opposition or upon any members of
this side of the House, that they have not favoured the
speedy opening up, the speedy peopling of the fertile plains
of the North-West, I say, and I say it here boldly, that I
challenge them to the proof. In vain they will search the
records of this country for it. If I might talk in a party
sense in this louse, though the party spirit should be
dropped whon we are considering a great subject
of this kind, if I desired a party victory on
this point, I might remind them of facts they could
not deny-I might remind them that, while many of
them were opposed to the acquisition of that territory, the
late lamented George Brown, at one time the grand leader
of the -Liberal party, with hie powerful organ, the
Globe newspaper, whieh at times says things that do not
suit the hon. gentlemen opposite, and at times-saya things

that I myself would not have said, this grand old organ, that
has stood firm for the cause of liberty, justice, and right,
advocated it time and time again, and ho was followed and
endorsed by the people on this side of this House. And I
say boldly that there las been no greater friend and advo-
cate of the opening up and settlement of the North-West
country than that gentleman who sits before me now, the
hon. member for East York. Sorry I am that the
powertul voice that once filled this chamber is not his for
the time being. That it may son be restored to him, that
he may rise to hie own feet, and, with hie own voice, defend
himself again, as ho has done time and again, against the
men who from the other side have dared to say ho was
lacking in the spirit of patriolism and did not carry on the
affairs of the country as he should, is my oarnest wih.
Now, what was the view of my friend from Rich mond
and Wolfe, in reference to this subject of the
speedy completion of the road, a few years ago ?
When the contract was under discussion, my friend, the hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe (Hr. Ives) made a very
good speech, and one of the best things ho said was a joke
which told against the members of that party to which I
belong. It was very well done. Referring t- the First
Minister, who had said that frorn serene heights ho li,ýped to
gaze down and see railways running through our North.
West country, he told us that, unless we changed our ways,
ail we should know in the other wo"ld would b to hear the
rumbling of the cars overhead We are not there, and I
trust we aro not to be consigned to that place.
In that speech the hon. gentleman deliborately
laid it down as his view that the 90 miles from Yale to Port

oody should not be built for soma years-at ail ovents,
until we had finished the portion from Yale to Kîmloops.
If youî do not do that, said h-e,with tho immense impetus which
will ho given by the National Policy, and the good times
which will be brought about hy the expenditure of large
sums by the Canadian Pacific Railway, we shall have such
an overfiowing Treasury that we shall not have to borrow a
single additional dollar. He was cautious in those days;
ho was desirous of exercising a prudent economy; he was
desirous of exercising that common prudence that should
veigh with every member of Parliamont. Proceed in that

way, ho said ; do not go too fast; do not touch the portion
betweon Yaleand Port Moody until you have finished the
portion fron Kamloops to Yale, and all you will pay is
ar6,700,000 this year, and next year, and the next year, and
the next year, and $3,900,000 por annum for the remaining
years of the ton years. And doing this, you will, out
of the surplus, throagh the great impetus given to the
trade, build and complete the rond without borrow-
ing a dollar. Now, we have the Minister of Finance telling
us that ho will have to go to England-he has not told us,
but we know ho will have to go-to borrow the money
required for this loan, and we shall bave to pay interest on
it. The Ion. member for Richmond and Wolfe is now one
of the most earnest advocates of this scheme, which in-
volves an entire change of basa on hie part. The Minister
of Railways, in 1880, did not propose that we should
proceed with the railway north of Lake Su- erior at once,
but ho thought belore a great many years had passed the
demands of Crade would require it to be built. Now, Sir,
the hon. member for West iluron (Mr. Cameron), has
offored an amendment to the House. He las recited that
it is desirable we shou!d have a Select Committee to in-
qnuire into the affaira of the Caniadian Pacific Railway Com-
pany belore we are asked to ratify the lte-.olutions before
the louse. Le asks for a Select Committeo, because ie
thinks a full and scarching enquiry into the affairs
of the Company is necessary. He thinks more informa-
tion with respect to the ~stock dealings of the Company,
and with respect to the contact mada with the construction
company, and with respect to the amoutnt of money expend-
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ed, is absolutely necessary. I appeal to hon. members, not if the Minister of Railways thinks it worth while to
on one ide of the House, or on the other, but I ask ail hon. give his attention ho wili see the difficulty, and
members to put t his question to themselves and answer it perhaps he may be able to help me out of it with
honestly and faitbfully : Do you know the whole ins and the knowledge ho possesses, which may not be
outs of the stock transactions of the Company ? Have you in the possession of myself and other hon. members.
seen the returns, partial though they be. submitted to the Now, Sir, we find in the returns which came down the other
House-and they have not been printed ? Are hon. mem- day, a statement of account with the construction company,
bers prepared to vote when only partial returns have been Mr. Van Horne, GeneraManager of the Canadian Pacifie
submitted, the most important part being withheld? If they Railway Company, admitted, in a conversation he bad with
answer the question honestly, that they are not in possession a correspondent of the Mail newspaper, in this city, and
of the information required to enable them to know all which conversation the correspondent has published
about the stock operations of the Company, I submit they are in his widely spread journal, for the information
not in a position to say they are justified in voting for the of the people of this country-he admitted that there had
Resolutions now before the H1ouse. What have we learned been in connection with construction companies, in some
by a cursory glance at these partial returns ? We find that cases, that which was far from being straightforward and
the original stockholders took $5,000,000 stock at right, and that it would not be unreasonable-I think that
par; that at a subsequent period-I do not know the is the tenor of bis argument-that there might be a littie
date, the month is given, but not the year-appropriated to suspicion attached to the construction company peculiarly
themselves other $20.000,000 stock at 25 cents on the dollar. formed, at any timo, or wherever it might be found, but
Well, what did they do? They came to the Government. that so far as this Company was concerned, it was all right
And what did the Governmont do ? The Minister of Rail- and straightforward. So it may have been ; I will
ways told us the Government agreed to guarantee 3 per not say it was not, but it is a remarkable thing
cent. interest on the stock, amounting to $65,000,000, the that a railway company having a large con-
Company depositing a certain sum of money, and agreeing tract, should form a construction company to carry
to deposit a further sum; but they have not done it. and on the work, and that out of the 25,000 shares of that
they ask us in the Resolutions before the House to postpone construction company, the Railway Company should hold
the date of payment. What did this operation mean ? about 21,000 shares. This, on the face of it, is a transaction
Was it a proper operation ? I think the Minister of Rail- which requires more explanation than we have at the present
ways admitted that the Government had transcended their time. lre, however, is a statement of account with the
legal powers in guarantecing the stock. But what an opera- construction company, as furnishod by the return I have
tion it was for the Government, to mix itself up in such a referred to: Sundry small vouchers for supplies and labour,
transaction ! It may have been ail right, but it excited 8 127,310; Langdon, Sheppard & Co., $1,118,528; Thomas
alarm among men accustomed to dealing in stocks in the Ross, Manager, $1,260,831; total, $2,506,700; that is on the
money markets of the world, and the effect was, Western division: On the Nipissing Division, we have
instead of the results desired being obtained, the labour, fuel and small supplies, $1,389,127; on the Lake
stock fell into a worse position than before, and Superior division, labour and small supplies, 82,064,608; or,
necessitated the Company coming to Parliament, unex. taking the three amounts together, we have a total of
pectedly, I believe, by the Minister of Railways $5,910,436. Thon we have other items, as follows:
himsolf, to submit the proposition now before the House. Material and supplies furnished, 84,181,511-less material
Mark what the effect would have been-I do not say that and supplies returned, 62,373,620, leaving a net amount of
it was-but it is open to this construction. Taking the $1,790,891. Labour furnished before date of construction
average of the $5,000.000 stock which the Company took at contract, S78,4S2; transportation charges, amount paid out
par, and the $20,000,000 they t>ok at 25 cents on the doljar, for back chargas on freight, $103,315; Canadian Pacifie
the original shareholders allotted themselves 825,000,000 RZailway Company's charges, 81,274,970, and putting those
stock for which they gaye 810,000,000. Thon they come to two together, we have 81,378,286, and this and the other
the Governinent and obtain a guarantee of 3 per cent. items together, with cash advance to construction company
As the bon. member for Richmond and Wolfe told us, they $600,000, makes a total of $9,753,096 paid to this construe-
had a right to expect that under the guarantee the stock tion company; or leaving out of consideration the 8600,00J
would go up to 75 cents on the dollar. There was the advance, for purposes as to which we are entirely in the
transaction. This would have enabled , the original dark, as to which we know nothing, we have an expenditure
shareholders to have sold out that $25,000,000 stock $9,158,096 made to the construction company. I have to
at 75 and realized an enormous profit. I under- ask the Minister of Railways that he will b kind enough to
stood the Minister of Railways to admit that the give his attention for a moment to a point which strikes me
statement of the leader of the Opposition was correct, as a diffloult oe,,with reference to these figures. I desire to
namely, that the Government had transcended their place nothing before the House which is not correct, but
legal power in giving the guarantee, the effect of which hon. gentlemen who have spoken will agree with me,
was expected te raise the value of the stock to 75 that it is a difficult matter to speak with positive
cents on the dollar, and we know the original shareholders accuracy, because of the partial information we have
obtained the $!5,000,000 stock at an average of 40 cents. with reference to this question. But the cash advances on
Io this information which commenda this Company unreserv- the western division are $2,506,700; I add to this the sum
edly to our confidence ? We want more light aud explana- of 81,493,300 for the western division, out of the total sum
tions in regard to this matter, and I support the amendment of $1,790,891, material and supplies. I do this bocause the
of the hon. member for West Huron on the position ho las statement does not say how this item of material and sup-
taken. Then it is desired that we should have more infor- plies is divided between the Eastern and the Western
mat ion regarding the transactions with the construction Divisions. Thon I add for fuel and labour furnished before
company. I confess I am a1t a loss to understand from the the date of the construction contract, 878,482. Of the item
partial returns submitted to us the dealings with the com. for transportation charges, amounting to $ 1,378,286, I add
pany, and I1propose to submit to the House certain figures $921,518. Adding these items together, I find we have a
given in'tthat return, which only work] out in a total paid to the construction company of 85,000,00J for
certain way, but the ;result of whichy proves that there work done by them on the western part, according
mustjbe something wrong in the figures, something to the figures which ¿have been ifurmshed. You wili
not 1 straightforward, whichlrequires explanation, andj observe thatîthei Mconstruction : company, on this
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western part, built 345 miles of road, from the costing $11,774,816, or $19,143 per mile; while the 345
point of commencement, 45 miles cast of Medicine iat, to miles built by the construction company, including the
the summit. This would give us for the $5,000,00p expended bridge over tbe Saskatchewan and the work in the moun-
on that portion, the rate of $814,500 per mile. That includes tain region, cost only 83,751,339, or only 816,680 per mile.
the bridge over the Saskatchewan, it includes mountain Sir, theso figures require explanation. If they are correct
work between Calgary and the summit. Then the figures, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have, by
Minister of Railways has given us the total cost of the some kind of manipulation, expended thousands of dollars
western division, and the amount is $17,529,175. If we por mile more in constructing the easy prairie section than
deduct the 85,000,000 paid the construction company for the construction company were paid for building a largo
the 345 miles of their contract, wo find that the expenditure portion of the lino running through a mountainous
by the Canadian Pacific Railway themselves is $12,529,175, and expensive district. That is one of the alternatives
for a distance of 615 miles, or at the rate of $20,372 [ present to the Governmont, and the other is that
per mile, and this is over the easy prairie section, this House has been given figures that are not correct; or,
which the Minister of Railways estimated would be if correct, require to be explained and added to in
built at $10,000 per mile. Lot us look at it in another some way or other. Now, I come to another considera-
light. What were the construction company to get for tion in this matter. I wish to point out to the hon. Minister
building this 345 miles, and the 290 miles-or, as the of Railways and to the hon. members of this House, that
Minister of Railways put it, the 300 miles from the the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have had from the
summit to Kamloops? They were to get in cash $17,880,000 Dominion Parliament more than onough to build ail the
and 825,000,000 of stock, which we will estimate at 60 cents lino that they have built undor the contract without one
on the dollar. That will not be out of the way, when my single dollar of their own, and to have millions of dollars
hon. friend said it should bring 75 cents. That will give us besides. I notice one remarknble thing in this debate. I
815,000,000 for the stock, or a total of cash and stock amount- notice that hon. mombers opposite, in criticising the speeches
ing to $32,880,000. That was the bargain made with the of hon. members on this side of the House, have faught shy
construction company. Now, we find that the amount paid of the figures given by the hon. momber for East Lambton
to the construction company for the345 miles was $5,000,000. (Mr. Fairbank). One hon. gentleman so far forgot himself
Mr. Van Horne says to the Mail correspondent, and the -and I will do him the credit to say I think ho did forget
Mail correspondent has given it to the world, and I am glad himself-as to attempt to break the force of that hon. gen.
he bas done so, for it will b useful in this discussion-Mr. tleman's argument by reading a portion of an item from a
Van iorne says they will finish for $10,100,000 the inter- newspaper witbout its connection with this matter, but
vening space between the summit and Kamloops. was designed to leave the impression on the minds of hon.
In other words, they would have a profit of $2,780,000 out mombers that the lion. momber for East Lambton had
of the-cash subsidy alone, and a clear present of $25,000,000 not been able to effect anything by his argument.
of stock. Will the hon. Minister of Railways say that It was a easy way, if not an honourable way, for
this louse is prepared to vote on these Resolutions that hon. gentleman to get arcund the arguments
while it has figures before it whieh gives a result like that ? of the hon. membor for East Lambton, but to this pre-
In case if should be said that I have not added a fair pro. sent moment his statements and his arguments have not
portion to that western division for supplies and transpor- been met. That they were worthy of' consideration was
tation, I have made a second calculation in which I have shown by the attention that the hon. Minister of Railways
added the whole cost of transportation of material, supplies paid tothom. I propoeo to follow out the samo lino. If
and labour to that western section, so that I could make no our figures vary at ail, they vary because thora as ben a
mistake at all; and lot us sec how it works out: Cash little discrepancy-" between the figures published in th.
advances, $2,506,700; add alil material and supplies, newspapers, which ho was forcod to use, and mine, which
$1,790,891; add ail labour furnished before the date of are taken from the return. Substaritially they are the
the construction company's contract, 878,48à; add al same, and what do they show ? The official roturn brought
transportation charges, $1,378,286; and you have a total down, reinforced by the statement of the hon. Minister of
advance paid to the construction company of $5,754,359. Railways himself, gives the amount expended by the Com-
Now, Sir, I have added everything in this statement, pany ou their main line-and mark you, in the discussion
except the two items which the record says are specifically of this question we have tb confine ourselves to the main
for the Lake Superior and Nipissing division. How do lino, and the contract we made with the Company. We
these figures work out? The contract with the construction did not contract with thema to acquire roads to the east, to
company for the western part provided that they wore to the west, or to the seaboard. We did not contract with
get in cash $17,880,000 to finish that contract. The con- thera to bauild branches bore, there and everywhere, but a
struction company were paid $5,754,359, and Mr. Van Horne main-lino reaching from Callandor to the Pacific Ocoan,
says that they can complote the balance for $10,100,000; so and we must confine ourselves to tho operations of the
that the construction company were to receive 817,880,000 Company under that contract. Now, the total cost, as
for work that could be done for 815,851,359. That would given by the Minister of Rilways, and by the return
give a balance of $2,025,641 in cash, and $25,000,000 in of that main lino is $23,078,9à51. Now, what have
stock besides. And yet the hon. Minister of Railways asks they received from the Government alono, leaving out
us to proceed with these Rosolutions, and the First Minister the bonuses from Winnipeg and the other towne,
says we must vote on them to-night. I venture to say that leaving out ail roceipts from the sale of stock anci
these figures have not been seon by a large majority of this from other sources? They have received cash $12,289,212;
House. I throw on them the responsibility of voting for they have realized from sales of 1and-, 3,753,400 acres at
those Resolutions, in the face of these facts, and I tell them $2.36, or $3,85P,024. Thon there is the proceeds of the land
that there are strange things in the figures submitted to sold in transactions not embraoed in operations connected
this House, and they ought to make themsolves acquainted with land grant bonds-such is the language ofthe returns-
with them before they cast thoir vote. Lot us look at I suppose it means town sites, $147,775-making a total
these figures again. The total cost of the western division, roceived from the Dominion Government, without putting
as given by the hon. Minister of Railways, was $17,5:29,175. in one cent of their own and without including the bonusos
Deduct the cash paid to the construction company, accord- of any municipalities, or the proceeds of the sale of stocks,
ing to my second calculation, 85,754,359, and you will bave or anything of that kind, of $21,625,011 in cash lands. This
615 miles of prairie rond bailt by the Company thomsives, leaves thom but $1 ,453,940, to provide to pay the entire cost,
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and every single dollar tbey have laid out on the construction-
ofthe line they have contracted to build. Yet these gentlemen
corne to us and demand that we should give them aid. In that
calculation I have only figured up the land they have sold,
and have not attempted to make any calculation as to the
land they might have sold had they asked a reasonable
price and placed less galling restrictions on the people of
the North-West. Let us look to the expenditure they have
made and the total receipts they bave got from the Govern.
ment. Their total expenditure was $23,708,951. They
received from the Government, $12,289.212; they received
from the sale of 3,753,400 acres, at $2.36, $8,858,034, and from
the sale of town sites, &c., $477,775; and they have retained
yet 10,002,305 acres of land they have earned, and
which I estimate in this calculation, not at $2.36 but at $2,
leaving out the 36 cents to defray costs and charges. This
land will give them $20,004,610. In other words, the Com-
pany's receipts from the Government alone amounted
to 8t1,629,621, deducting fi-cm which expenditure as
given by the hon. Minister of Railways, $23,078,951,
and they have a profit on the amount given by the Dominion
Government for the work done, without embracing the pro-
ceeds from the sale of stock or from any other source whatever
of $18,550,670. But the hon. Minister may say you have not
included the rolling stock; they have to furnish the rolling
stock. Sir, when you contract for the construction of a
road the cost of the rond does not include the rolling stock.
But I propose to give the hon. Minister of Railways the
utmost he can ask for-although I maintain lie bas no right
to ask for this-and I will add to the entire expenditure
made on the main lino the total cost of their rolling stock,
$6,130,792. What do we tind ? We find that we have paid
every dollar they have laid out on the main lino, incluI-
ing their rolling stock, and they still have a profit of
$12,419,878. I challenge the hon. Minister to take these
figures, to confile himself to thecontract, and work out if he
can any different reult to the one 1 have given. Ali this lug-
ging in of moncy deposit ed with the Government, and money
expended in the acquisition of other roads, is besido the ques-
tion. What we bave to consider is the contract and only the
contraot. What we have to consider is the money expended
on the road they contracted with us to build, and in con-
sidering that we find that the Dominion Governmont lias
paid ail so expended and the Company have a profit of
over $12,00,000 besides. I do not desire to weary the
House further with figures or to take up much more of its
time.

Mr. RYKERT. Hear, bear.

Mr. PATERSON. I have really succeeded in tiring
the hon. member for Lincoln. But if I have succeeded in
tiring him to anything like the degree he tired me last
night, I pity him from the bottom of my heart. I do not
claim that I have made a speech as cloquent as the hon.
gentleman-his speeches are always cloquent because
they contain very few words of his own. He does
not give the flouse the benefit of bis own ideas,
but he has a happy way of giving the views of more
intelligent and able mon-of course I exclude myself-
who have spoken on this sido of the House, and hon.
members on this side would have no objection to his quota.
tions if he would only show a little more fairness, and in
reading the eloquent comments made from time to time by
the leader of thie Opposition and other lon, gentlemen,
give them in their proper connection, and not give us state-
ments taken out of their connection, and thus at times be
made to bear a different construction. I am glad he is the
only hon. gentleman opposite who is tire, or that no other
hon. gentleman opposite has expressed his fatigue, because,
they have more respect for my feelings than has the
hon. member for Lincoln, and I venture to say that,
tired as the hon. member for Lincoln may be and other
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members may be, they will not deny me the right
of saying a word or two in defence of the party
with which I am associated, and which lon. gentle-
men opposibe have attempted to vilify. Hon. gentlemen
opposite who, in default of argument, have been using
the tongue of a scold and berating bon. members on
this side, for what they aie pleased to term lack of patrio-
tism, ought to know when making a charge of this kind-
if they are speaking of that patriotism which is alone
worthy of the name, and that I believo dwells in the
breasts of hon. gentlemen of this side- they are endeavour-
ing, as far as within thon lies, to insult hon. gentlemen on
this sido. You have, Mr. Speaker, deemed it your duty to
call mombers of this flouse to order for expressions used in
the heat of debate with reference to membors sitting in the
House, but I think you will agree with rre that no more
insulting language can be used by one member of this
House to another--if he really understands what patriotism
is-than to charge a lack of it to any hon. member here;
but when hon. gentlemen opposite charge us with lack of
patriotism, do they rr ean that patriotism which t he hon. mem-
ber for Queen's describes as the last resort of a scoundrel?
Similarly described, I am told, though I had not the pleasure
of hering him, by a gentleman almost as cultivated and
intelligent as the hon. member for Queen's, who spoke
in the Opera House the other night-I mean Matthew
Arnold-who gave the same definition. If it is that
kind of patriotism they charge us with lacking on this
side of the House, we plead guilty to the charge, and
wo glory in it. We do no admuie that kind of patriotism
that was manifested, as we rend in one of the city
newspapers the other n igbt, that kind of patriot sm that
dwelt in the breast of a certain major who dwelt in a
city in the Stao of Mississippi. That gentleman was
very fond, as hon gentlemen opposite are very fond, of
at ali times parading his patriotism. Ris unalterable love
of the constitution, his unalterable love of the United .States,
and whenever he was caught in a more sibady transaction
than usual ho paradcd Lis patriotisn a little louder. He died.
One of his friends pronouneed the funeral oration. He said:
" I remember a touching incident in the history of our
deceased friend. Our departed friend at one time was the
president and cashier of the Wolfsburg Savings Bank, and
the Savings Bank broke, and a comnitteo of depositors
waited upon him, and asked what had become of the funds
they had placed in that institution. Our departed friend
drew himself up to bis full height, and his breast swelling
with patriotism, ho said: 'Gentlemen, I forget what I have
done with the funds, but I cannot allow this auspicious
occasion to pass without assuring you of my unalterable
devotion to the constitution and laws of the United States
and to the flag that floats over us.'" That may be the kind
of patriotism that dwells in the breasts of hon. gentlemen
opposite. That, at ail events, is the style of their
argument. They rise to debate a question, a serions
question, a financial question, a- question of great
import, whether we shall add to our public debt
nearly one-fifth more than it is now; they rise to discuss
that, never having, judging from their utterances, taken
the trouble to rend what partial returns are before us, and
they think they are making argument and replying to us
enough if, when we ask thom : " flaveyou read the returns
in reforence te ihis matter; doyen know anything in refer-
ence to this stock operation ? " they say: " Oh, no; we do
not want to know, aIl we care to know is that our devotion
to the flag is unalterable; we are patriots." If we ask them:
" Are you prepared to shut your oyes and vote this money
blindly ?" they say: I We do not care about the money, but
we assure you there is a feeling in our breasts of undying
patriotism." If that is the patriotism that these gentlemen
are talking about, this patriotism for revenue and for revenue
only, then we deny having it on this side, and we desire
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not to have it; long may we be without it ; for, if our number and taunt us with it. The member for Lin-
there is anything more disgusting or revolting, if there coln (Mr. Rykert) hesitated not to do it last night. In his
is anything which ism ore of a stench to the inostrils most offensive way, ho referred to the member for South
than another, it is a man who, when unable te maintain his Huron as a gentleman who had lost bis election and could
own in argument, will, in the guise of either religion or not find a seat in the IIouse. I1e was unable to carry hie
patriotism, seek to covor up crimes or misdeeds that ho may county, and why? Because of an Act that ought to bring
have been guilty of., But, if thoy mean that patriotism the blush of shame to that gentleman's cheek. Does ho
which is true patriotism, if they mean that love of country not know that ho was one of the party sitting in the last
that should be deep in the heart of every citizen of a free Parliament that usod their powers as a majority to per-
country, if they mean to charge upon the members of this potrate and put upon tho Statute Book, to enact and put on
side of the House that we are lacking in that, I hurl back the Statute Book of Canada, a law that I say, Mr. Speaker,
the charge in their teeth, I defy them to the proof, either by ouglit to bring lie blash of shamo to the face of every
word or by deed. I charge not upon them anything of that man who voted for it, whnevoer ho hears it mentioned.

* kind. I merely remind them of this fact, that they made It was conccived in the spirit of-I do not know whother
two statements, one of which must, I think,.not be true. I am allowed to use the word cowardice in Parliament or not,
They charge that the Liberal party and the Liberal press - but it was a law that was conceived in that spirit which
and they admit its powerful influence for evil if not for lacks that element of fair play that is so dear to every
good-are damaging and destroying this country, that we, Briton. When, by their overwhelming numbers these hon.
in part, have helped to wreck the credit of this Company, gentlemen introduced a measure that had been meditatel
that we are decrying our country and preventing immi- upon day and night, prosided over, I was told, by the hon.
gration from coming in, and doing vast harm te this Minister of Customs in a secret comnitte, introduced in
country; they charge that upon us bocause they say we the dying dt!ys of the Session, and voted for by the majority
peint out certain things which we consider are not right in of this Iouîse, and by vhich almost every hon. member of
this country, because we say there is a railway monopoly the Opposition in the Province of Ontario was struck at that
that holds within its grasp men who ought to be free in the it was posible for them te strike rt, because they dared
North-West country, and they say we are doing harm to not face Ihe Liberal party before the electors of this
our country by pointing out evils which exist in it. What country-I say, Mr. Speaker, cannot Ihe word cowardice
effect then must the utterances of these hon, gentlemen be aplied to iliat Act? And we have the hon. member for
have upon the well-being of this country, if they believe Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) talking about the hon. member for
what they say or think anyone else will believe it, when S>uth Huron (Sir Ibchard Cartwright) being out of this
they proclaim broadcast to the people of the world that one- House for one Session 1 And why not ? He, unliko myself,
half, or nearly one-half of the people of -Canada, and the anu many others in this House, had not his constituency
most influential portion of the pre.ss in Canada, are without remrodelled, but lie had it wiped out altogether; and so effec-
a spirit of patriotism and are working for the destruction of tually was it wiped out that the hon. gentleman himself, while
their country. That is what the hon. gentlemen opposite speaking last night, did not appearlIo know who represented
are doing. They must think that no one would believe South Huron and who represented West Huron; and some
what they say, or they would forever hold their hon. gentlemen sit there, net by virtue of the will of the
peace from saying that the Liberal party and the people of this country, but because they passed a law by
Liberal press are crying down their country; for they which the mind of the people could only be unfairly ex-
would, if men believed them, do more te injure their country pressed, and they consequently sent a small minority to this
in that way than by anything else. People would rather House to represent almost a majority of the people. Yes,
come to a country where there was a monopoly clause and the hon. member for Lincoln was one of those gentlemen.
a charter than to a country where the people were divided, Sir, I say to you that it would not have bon so bad for
one-half of them seeking the destruction of the country in members on that side of the House, including the hon.
which theydwell. They know that, in making this charge, member for Lincoln, had they simply done this in the
they are but seeking to cover up a case they are not able to spirit of craven fear that beset them; but they went to the
argue upon its merits, and I would propound to the hon. electors in the last clection, having taken care, as they
gentlemen this question: if they want to evince that spirit generally did, to have Conservative territory added to their
of patriotism which they say dwells in their breasts to such own in order to keep their seats. I believe, Sir-I speak
an extent, as they charge us with unpatriotism and say we subject te correction, I may be mistaken, but I believe I
only voice it when We are in opposition on this side of the am correct-I blieve that that hon. gentleman site here
louse, and are doing such injury to the country, wby to-night as a representative of the people by virtue and by
cannot they, out of the depths of the patriotism of their grace of the Gorrymander Act, that gave him strength he
patriotie souls, say, "True, we are on the Treasuiy would not have otherwise.
benches; true, it is nice to be here; but there is such Mr. RYKERT. The hon. gentleman is entirely mis-
a spirit of patriotism in us that, as -wo can stop taken. I would have had a majority of seventy-five in tho
your unpatriotic cries if we let you uto our places, old territory.
we will step out and invite you into them ? "
They are not capable of a spirit of patriotism of that kind, Mr. PATE RTSON. I have spoken subject to correction;
but they will remain over there, and cling to their berches, I hesitated to make the charge because I was not positive.
and, introducing measures that are questionable, and in my I am net tiierefore in the position of one who bas anything
judgment, more than questionable in the best interests of to retract. 13 t what I have said, speaking under correc-
the country, will seek to make up for lack of argument by tion, bas been heard by the members of this House, and
endeavouring-I use the word advisedly-to abuse the mon what ho bas said bas been heard by the members of this
who sit opposite to them, and stand their peers in Parlia- House. The returns of the General Election of 1818.can
ment, nd have a right to express their views, and do it, easily be had, and will show the townships that his county
they believe, conscientiously and in the best interests of the now comprises, and we can find out whether, by the alter-
country. We have been taunted as being a smali band on ations that were made by that Act, that hon. member
this side of the House, as a party it is not worth arguing strengthened himself thereby. And having strengthened
with, for we are but a small handful, and time and ugain hirmself in that way, he has the manliness to rise here and
hon. gentlemen opposite have not thought it beneath taunt men on this side of the House that were legislated
iheir dignity to rise and point to the smallnoess of out of their seats, with mnisrepresenting the people. If he
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had a particle of feeling in him ho would be the last man
that would ever attempt to cast such a taunt across the
floor of the House. There are hon. gentlemen beside him
who sit there by virtue and by grace of the Gerrymander.
They did not dare to go before the electors until they had
strengthened themselves by this sort of legislation. But,
Sir, they went further than that. Not content with taking
care of themselves, they determined that the men of this side
who had to go before their constituents, should go there
bound by the legislative fetters they have placed upon
them, and in an unequal combat. Sir, in spite of all that,
there are still a band of Liberals in this Parliament, un-
daunted and undismayed by the overpowering numbers
that are against them, who will every time stand up in their
place, and wben they se3 a measure introduced by this
Government that they conceive is opposed to the interests
of the country, they will rise and, in parliamentary style,
but with all the force and vigour they possess, they will op.
pose that measure; and if they fail in oppostng it success-
fully, they will not, at any rate, in the future have to regret
that they did not put forth their efforts and do their duty
in that direction. I do trust, Sir, that before this debate
closes it will be found that not alone the members of the
Liberal party, who have criticised these Resolutions, but
that on the other side of the House there are also many
who, weighing well the responsibility upon them, knowing
in their inner conscioitsness that they know scarcely any.
thing at all of the operations of this Companv, will vote
lor the amendment of the hon. member for West Huron,
who does not say we will not give thom the money, but
who.does say: Before we do this it is necessary to have a
Committeo to enquire fully into the transactions of this
Company, and report its position to this House. For that
amendment I shall have mach pleasure in recording my
vote.

Mr. ROSS. In rising to address the IIou-e on these
Resolutions, I do so with much diffidence, inasmuch as I am
a young member, and as so many able speakers have pre-
ceded me. But when we consider the importance of this
question to the North-West, and that the interests of the
North-West are so nearly identical with those of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, I think it but right that
some memb3r from the North-West should be heard
on these Resolutions. Now, Sir, a good deal has
been said with reference to the North-West by some hon.
gentlemen who are not fully posted as to the facts. I pro.
pose to point ont some mistakes that have been made. When
this charter was granted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, the Government had completed t lino of railway
from Emerson to Selkirk, and east from that to Cross Lake,
and from Winnipeg west to Portage la Prairie. The moment
the Company got that charter they commenced the construe-
tion of a road from Portage la Prairie westward, with a rapid-
ity that has been a source of pride to the people of the North-
West. I think the hon. member for South Huron said it was a
great disadvantage to the people of the North-West that this
railway was built so rapidly. To a certain extent he is cor-
rect. To those people who were in the North-West previous
to the granting of the Canadian Pacifie Railway charter, it
has been a source of dissatisfaction and grambling; and for
this reason, that previous to the granting of the charter,
there were two streams of emigration flowing into that
country, taking Winnipegas a starting point, one to the south-
west, towards the Pembina Mountains and the Turtle Moun-
tains, and the other by Portage la Prairie on to Shell River.
The people who went in there expected a line of railway
to pass their doors. The people in the south-west expected
the road thon controlled by Mr., now Senator, Schultz, to
pass their doors; and the people in the north-west expected
the Canadian Pacifie Railway to pass their doors, because
the Government in their maps laid down the lino of Rail-
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way they were about to construct as running in that direc-
tion, and the people therefore settled there. When the
work of construction began, people, instead -of striking
out in a north-westerly direction, settled along the line of
railway. What was the result? The people already
settled, instoad of finding markets, found no markets; there
was a lack net only of a railway market, but they were not
able to sell their produce, as previously, to incoming
settlors. But I take it that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company have their duties and other interests to look
after than merely the interests of the original settlers
in that country. The interest they had te serve was
the interest of the whole Dominion. They had to
build a railway from ocean to ocean as rapidly as it could be
built; and in that rapid construction they have developed a
country which otherwise would not have been deieloped as
it has beon. This is a very important consideration, looking
at the matter from a Dominion standpoint. Some hon. gen-
tlemen have said that this has been a disadvantage, I agree
that it has been a disadvantage to the original settlers, but
not to the new settlers and net to the Dominion as a whole.
The hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. Wbite) made a state-
ment which I was sorry he uttered, because the paper which
ho edits and controls has shown a fair amount of justice to
the North-West during the past years, so far as I have
traced the course of that journal. The other night the hon.
member made use of an expression which, as I have said, I
was sorry to hear, for when the hon. member -used it it was
not spoken out of his inmost soul, but in doing so he was pan-
dering to the prejudices of certain people in eastern
Canada. When he comparod the people of the North-
West with the.early settlers of Ontario, he forgot that they
were placed in entirely different positions. We are now at
the end of the nineteenth century. Who were the original
settlers of Canada? People who had to leave England,
Scotland and Ireland, in order to make room for sheep farmis.
The hon. gentleman said ho had heard the tales of early
settlers in Ontario. I have not only heard them, but I have
seen the difficulties for myself, and I know what the early
settlers had to put up with. The settlers who went from
the north of Scotland had to make room for sheep farms,
and on ieaving they saw the smoking ruins of the cottages
in which their forefathers were born. They crossed the
ocean after a throe montha' voyage. When they reached
this side, the bridge was broken, and there was before them
either destitution or success. These people settled up
Ontario and made it what it is to-day. But at that time the
United States had no field for immigrants to compare with
Ontario. At that time their great West was a soaled
book, and was unknown; but, to-day, when inviting
people to go to the North-West, we have competitors
in the great western States, and In the north-western
States, which have equal and similar advantages with our
country, a botter climate, and more favourable conditions,
but not.so fertile a soil, and we must make ready use of our
advantages. When the early settler came into Ontario, ho
carved out a home for himself, although many men were
digging their grave by so doing. What capital did they
require ? Their only capital was an axe, a harrow and a
few other things of trifling cost, and even on these there
was no National Policy. - They went to work, built a
cabin, made fences, and put in crop, and in the winter
they were able to go and earn money in the shanties,
and they did not require much. W hat does the settler in
the North-West require? Ho requires lumber, at from
$25 to $30 per M. for his house, wire for fonces, posts, and
all s>rts of agricultural implements; and these are difficul-
tics with which tho people in the North-West have to con.
tend, and which they never experienced in Ontario. I
would ask the hon. member if ho would be satisfied to go
back to the old days and travel in a stage -coach, becauso
his father did ? 1f the Grand Trunk had a strike on band
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and an election were pending in Cardwoll, and the electors
were as anxious as the hon. gentleman for him to visit the
constituency, would ho be satisfied to take a stage coach,
because his father in Ontario did ? I thik net. We must
offer similar advantages in the North-West to what the
Americans offer, and that we are endeavouring to d>, by
opening up the country and making land laws and regula.
tions to suit settilers. A great deal bas been said
with respect to the misrepresentations of the press.
As a Reformer in the North-West, I feel very strongly
on this subject. I say that the Reform press throughont
Ontario bas misreprosented the North-West. I have
pointed it out to leading members of the press, that they are
misrepresenting and doing a great injustice, not only to the
country but to the farmer, and that if they adopted a differ.
Ont course, nine-tenths of the people in the NSorth-West would
be in thorough accord with the Reform party. But they have
adopted an entirely different course. The Globe, the lead-
ing Reform newspaper, was oe of the very first to advo-
cate the interests of the North West, and it pointed out that
it had a great future before it. But a change came over
that journal. After the Canadian Pacific Railway con-
tract was passed, some of the papers, I will not
say al], misrepresented that country. Last wintser the
London Advertiser, one of the most influentialReform
papers, started into circulation a report that a whole
family in my constituency had been frozen to death.
It went into the facts that a blizzard came on, that the
family were frozen to death, not possessing any firewo3d.
It mentioned the rnât's name, and where ho came from-
in Ontario. A long tine elapsed before the truth was
found out. The leading Reform paper of Manitoba, iho
Winnipeg Free Press, set itself to work with vigour an1
energy to find out vhat amount of truth was in the state.
ment. It found out that there was no such man in the part
of the constituency to which roference was mad e. The man
lived in Winnipeg; ho and his family were comfortable;
thoy had never seen a blizzard in their ]ives; they had
never suffered from want of wood, and whenever they
required it, they went to the market and bought it. I
found that this lie travelled not only through Ontario, but
when I was in England, last summer, it was being circulated
all over the United Kingdom and was being copied by the
press. The same paper last fall, when the report was in circu-
lation that there was very serions damage doue by frost in
the North-West, took credit to itsolf for being one of the first
to let it be well known that serious^damage was done in the
North-West. This was done for selfish purposes, to irake a
few hundred thousand dollars from buying grain in the
North-West. It is a falsehood, as far as the amount of dam-
age really done by frost is concerned. The report was circu-
lated first by the largest grain buyer in the country. It was
conceived in greed and brought forth in iniquity, properly
clothed, and nourished, and started forth in the world by a
petty party press. It was firet circulated bore, and is now
being circulated all over England and being republished
through Europe. That journal said:

" One of the reasons for a large wheat crop in the North-WeEt is the
ulowness with which it matures, but this is wholly due to the fact that
the ground freezes to a great depth; that it takes the whole summer to
thaw out. The temperature of the soil is therefore kept at a very low
point throughout the seson, and the risk from frosts is proportionately
greater. If your correspondent could prove that there are no greater
risks there than here, he would at the same time prove that the pro-
ductiveneu of the country, as a wheat. region, bas been grossly
exaggerated."

I would simply state that the writer's argument is all filse.
To begin with, he say that the frost goes down a great
depth in the ground. But it is for that very reason we
have an abundant harvest. The experience in Russia,
which, is the great wheat-growing country in Europe, is
tbat when they have very little snow but beavy frost
during winter, in the following summer there is a heavy

wheat crop. The same experience prevails in Minnesota.
In the North-West, no doubt, the frost goes down deep, and
wben the hot season approachos the frost is coming out of
the ground and stimulates the growth of the grain, and it is
on this account that the growth in the North-West is more
z apid than in any part of Canada. Sir, the whole argument
is a fallacy. He goes on tesy in another part:

"When our correspondent says that the wbeat crop of Manitoba
and the Ncrth-West wili average twenty bushels to the acre, we
believe he is altogather mistaken. We are certain that the winter
wbeat crop of this western peninsula will not average anything like
ten bushels to the acre, and our information convinces us that the
estimate of our correspondent is altogether erroneons. One farmer
from the vicinity of Turtle Mountain infornms us that his average
this year will be about twelve bushels, and the average beyond the
boundaries of Manitoba in some places are reported as high as twenty,
but in others mach less. But wbether believed to be more or less, is
a matter of no consequence. It cannot change the resault."

What has the average of crop of ono single farmer to do
with the average of the whole country, or the average of the
crop in the western Peninsula te do with that of Manitoba?
I wish to speak about this damage by frost. The leader of
the Opposition made use of an expression which I wish to
have explained. IIe said thera was a liability to frost in a
certain portion of that country. Now, I would like te ask
him what portion of the country does ho refer te, because
our territory extends to the Arctic O3ean, and ho may
mean the Mackenzie River. Or does he mean that what
happens once may happen again ? If that is what ho
means, I accept the statement, because that frost net enly
vikited us, but extended far south, as far as Iowa and other
States wohere frost hid never been known before.
If ho means that, then the liability to frost extends
not onuly to the North-West, but over a large protion
of this continent, and we are not more liable to
frost theire than in any other part of Canada. I have seen
nine harvests reaped in the North-West, and I never saw
the effects of frost before. I have seen delicate varieties
of flowers growing in my own gardon at the end of Septem.
bar, and even as late as the bth of October. Last year,
however, it was different ; but, as I have stated, this was an
exceptional year not merely in Manitoba but for a long dis-
tance south of it. I would also give the evidence of Senator
Sutherland, who is a native of that country, who has lived
in it a lfetino, and who informed me that ho has never seen
damage by frost for the last thirty years; and if that is the
case, 1 think we can safely say that se far as any liability to
frost is concerned, we share that liability with the rest of
Canada and a large portion of the United States. Now, Sir,
there was a statement made in a letter te the Globe the other
day, to which I wish to refer. The writer said:

" The people and Parliament of Canada would do well to consider
the fact that the building of the Pacifie Railway is a national specula-
tion at best. The North-West has certainly not yet been proved a coun-
try in which agriculture will fiourish, or be more than a most precarious
occupation. If 1882 and 1883, were years of normal climate in Manitoba,
grain-growing there is a lottery with a very large proportion cf blauks.
Refore pledging the credit of the country for $35,000,000 more, it would
surely be well to wait for evidence that the frosts of 1883 and the floods
of 1832 did not nake them abnormal years. Mr. Stephen says that bisCompany can fulfil their engagements, but if not granted aid now must
call a hait for five years. A hait is just the thing that wili suit tha
general interest. It cannot harm any, public interest or any interest
that Parl:ament eau legitimately befriend, while it will give time to
learn the truth as to the capabilities of the North-West before making
the expenditure of many millions that should not be expended, unless
the North-West wili certainiy return the money, principal aud intes est."

Now, Sir, that statement is most damaging. With regard
te the floods in the North-West, that Is another matter as te
which the newspapers have exaggerated to such an extent,
that it is wonderful te find that their statements are
believed by anybody. I believo they had foods in Montreal
the other day, and te talk about the injury by floods in the
North-West is about the same thing as te say that the foode
in Montreal injured the whole of Canada, the whole of the
eastern States, and nearly all the midland States, as far as
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the Mississippi. The floods extended over a few
thousand acres along the lino of the Red River, and were
very limited in extent. I was astonished at meeting some
of my friends from Ontario, who came up to that country
who owned land 40 or 50 miles away from the Red River-
I say I was astonished at their asking me the following
summer how many feet of water was on their land at the
time of the Red River floods. Their idea seemed to be that
the whole country was covered; and when you take into
account the fact that the portion which was flooled at that
time was but the merest fraction of the whole country, and
that evon at places a short distance away from Winnipeg,
such as Portage la Prairie, Brandon, &c., the fioods were
unknown, yen will have some idea of the effect of these
floods, and of the amount of damage that is likely to be done
by similar fioods in future. The Globe says again in an
editorial article:

" What benefit ias Ontario derived thus far from the opening up of
the North-West, or what benefit is it likely to receive that would
justify the imposition of burdens so heavy upon our people ? We have
seen the very flower of the youth of this Province allu ed to the West
by what was said of the fertility of that region and of its vast
resources, and we saw thousands of those young men, after much of
their means had been wasted, forced to return, or driven wholly out
of Canada, by the monstrous regulations framed in the interest of
speculator and m>nopolist. We have seen the value of real estate in
this Province greatly.reduced because of the ou tflaw of the population."

Now, Sir, I maintain that a paper of the standing which
the Globe has in Canada, advocating the rejection of these
Resolutions, and giving as a reason for so doing, that the
young mon of Ontario had gone to the North.West, and
that, therefore, this Province should not be called upon to
do any more for that Company, is sonething liko the posi-
tion the New York Berald would occupy if it argued that
Congress should not pass any Bills in assistance of a lino
of railway passing through that country across the Rocky
Mountains, simply because the young men of New York
State, and other States, in the east, had gone to botter their
condition in Colorado and Wyoming, and that, therefore,
it was a damage to the country. Another question has
been referred to, and that is the colonization companies
and the monopoly provisions, as they are called. lere is
what the Globe of October 19th, says:

" A correspondent of the Globe is quoted to prove that larger quan-
tities of free lands ready to be homesteaded have been discovered in
Lisgear. and that there has been a rush fr them. That this disconvery is

who try to find an El Dorado, who try to got perfect farms. I
saw a party of them i-n the neighbourhood of the Sauris
settlement, in as fine a country as the sun shines upon,
searching amongst thousands of acres of magnificent
country, and still they could get nothing to suit thom.
These same gentlemen have come up there, and they have
come back ; and if they evorget to heaven, they will not be
satisfied to stay there, because some of the choicest seats, in
their opinion, will be taken up. Another question has arisen
with regard to the North-West. Varions newspapers have
publishcd articles to show that our land laws are not so
favourable to settlement as those of the United States.
Althougli some mistakes have been made, I say that the
regulations in settlements where there are no reservations,
are more favourable than those of the United States. The
Globe of the 17th ofOctober last, says :

" The right of preemption was one of the most effectual means of
promoting settlement in the weatern States. This was abolished by
statute last year. The effect of such abolition must be to discourage
settlement.'"

Now, Sir, I hold that preemption as it is known in Can.
ada, does not exist in the United States. What is called
preemption there is an entirely diffetent thing, although
we have in Canala also what passes for preemption in the
United States. I wish to settle this matter oncu far all,
because a great deal of discussion has taken place upon it
which need not have taken place. I will read the laws of the
Ui ited States on this subject :

Il Heads of families, widows or single persona (maile or female) over
the age of twenty-one years, citizens of the United States, or who have
declared their intention to become such under the naturalization laws,
may enter upon any offered or unoffered lands, or any unsurveyed lands
to which the Indian title has been extinguished, and purchase, not
exceediag 160 acres, under preemption laws."

Now, Sir, there is no such thing as the privilege of getting
a preemption alongside of a homestead. Any man who gets
a preemption in the United States cannot get a homestead.
The Uiited States law further says:

" A preemptor may submit proofs of residen"e at any time after
six months and obtain title to his land. At any time before expiration
of time allowed for proof and payment, the set tier may convert his pre-
emption claim into a homestead. No person who abandons his residence
upon land of his.own to reside upon publie lands in the same State or
Territory, or who owns 320 acres of land in the same State or Territory,
is entitled to the benefits of the preemption lawa. The latter provision
does not apply to a bouse and lot in town."

made only now, shows how bad the management has been. That there Now, what is the ni g cf this 1 w? That if any man
was such a rush for those lands only proves that settlement would have
proceeded more rapidly had it not beea obstru.cted by monopoly." d ho ae ta land in te ye as cm n bo

Now, Sir, with regard to thes a very lands, I bave only to paying for iL; but ho must net own oven 320 acres in his
say that they have nothing whatever te do with the ewn right, and, mereover, ho cannot bave his hcmostead and
monopoly; that they are outside of the railway bolt, and take up a preemption, for a homesteader must live on his
that they are not covered by the colonization companies' hemestead, and a preemptor mnst live on his preemption.
grants. I tried my best to settle those lands years ago, but Therefore, ne man can have a homestead and a preemptien
could not. The people coming in thon were determined to in the United States. That is the pre-omption law of that
rush westward, and nothing could stop them ; they were ceuntry. Another advantage we possesa over the United
bound to get ahead of the construction party on the rail- States is that we have second a homestead entry, whilo
way in order to get first choice, and when they reached the they have not. Ve provided for this last Session, se
Rocky Mountains, thon, and thon only, did they come to the that any man can ncw take up a second homestead in
conclusion that they had botter get lands in the eastern part the North-West, after ho has get hi atent 1or his
of the North-West. Thon it was that these settlers wisely first one. Therefore, 1 daim that Our an ws are,
decided to settle on these lands within 40 miles of Winnipeg. on the wheie, mach more liberal than these of the
With regard te what was said by the hon. member for (Grey, United States. Now, Sir, the course taken by certain ortons
the other evening, that some young mon from h is part of the cf the press, and by these who are opposed te the adian
country had gone there, and could not get land, I have Pacifie Railway, hm been identical. Beth are epposed te the
only to tell him that to-day I eau take his friends North-West, and the effects of their opposition have been
and place thenm on as fine land as the sun shines mcst disastrous in England, net only te the Canadian Pacifie
upon within 50 miles of Winnipeg, and that I can place set- Railway Company, but te the North-West, for the interests of
tiers on these lands to the number of hundreds or thousands. both are identical. 1 believe a great deal ofthe abuse which
The truth is, that I have seen people going up there like the has been published against the North-West, with regard te
wandering Jew, going over as fine lands as could be found frest8, &o., has been pnblished in ordor te injure the Cana&=
mnywhere, not once or twice, but five or six times, and they Pacifie Railway Company. The offect is te inju both, to
*till remained unsatisfied, and would not be satisfied even if impair the value of the Canadian Pacifie Railway stook in
improved farms wore given them. These are the kind of men the Engish money markets, te check immigration and

Mn. .izoïs.
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the investment of capital in the North-West, and to
cause general stagnation of business over the whole
of that country. There have been other causes for that
stagnation, but these things have helped to increase it. Is
there any foundation for these attacks which have been
made on the Canadian Pacifie Railway ? Is there anything
in the nature of the North-West to show that it would not
support a railway ? I hold that in Manitoba alone there is
going to be business enough to support the Canadian Pacific
Railway. Take the statistics of fast year, which have been
collected by the Deputy Minister of Agriculture for the
Province, who bas been very active and painstaking in
collecting them. They show that last year there were
457,216 acres under cultivation, of which 208,674 were
under wheat, yielding an average of 23.69 bashels to the
acre, making a total yield of 4,799,571 bushels. It was
thought at the time these reports appeared that the average
yield claimed was too great-that the result would not
bear it out. The Deputy Miaister, with his accustomed
energy, wont to work and got returns from the threshers in
the different parts of the Province, and they bore out his
report within a fraction. Our export this year is about
2,500,000 bushels. Now, Sir, we have an estimate that next
year there will be 377,624 acres in wheat which, at twenty
bushels to the acre, will give a total product of 7,552,480
bushels. In addition to these, I have got statistics from the
assistant land commissioner of the Canadian Pacific fRailway,
showing the amount of breaking and back-setting in the
North-West Territories. The statement he furnishes shows
that 87,000 acres of the Canadian Pacifie lRailway lands
alone are-broken and back-set, ready for seeding next spring.
If they yielded twenty *bushels of wheat to the a2re, that
would add 1,740,000 bushels. I have not been able to learn
&the exact mumber of sections of Government land which
have been settled in the North-Wost, outside of Manitoba,
but a large addition can be made on that account. These
figures show that the total yield of wheat in the Province
and the territories next year under ordinary circumstances
will be 9,293,480 bushels, se that we shall have at least
6,000,000 for export. That may not seem a very large
amount; but whenwe considerthat during the past year the
total exportation on the St. Paul and iManitoba road, which
bas the largest percentage of the wheat carrying trade of all
the railways in America, and bas two lines of ralway
besides runuing parallel through the Re.d River Valley,
amounted to 13,000,000 bushels, and that that road will carry
thisyear ne more than 16,000,000 bushels, we may conclude
that the North-West will do pretty well if, in the second year
of its exportation, it will have a surplus of 6,000,000. ln the
following years the product will inerease much more largely.
At this rate of progress, I estimate that the wheat yield in
five years from to-day will be over 20,000,000 bashelsin tho
Province of Manitoba, of which we will have at least
16,000,000 for exportation, or as much as the St. Paul and
Manitoba road have carried over their line this year. This
is more than the Canadian Pacific Railway could really
carry ont of the country. Taking the 30,000 farmers now
in Manitoba, and supposing that each cultivated only thirty-
five acres of wheat, and that each acre gave twenty bushels,
we will in five years have a yield of 21,000,000 bushels,
that is if immigration should entirely ceuse, and those
farmers should only cultivate thirty-five acres each ; but
with the large number of immigrants coming in every year
it is impossible to give even an approximate amount of the
production in the time. Yet we are told tbat therewill not
be sufficient traffic to make the Canadian Pacifie Railway pay
expenses. I bold, on the contrary, that the traffie on that
road is going to be so great that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway will not be able to carry it all. The bon. Minister
of Railways, I think, went over the mark when ho said that
320 atres would. be oiutivated by a single man; but sup-
posing in seven years from to-day there would be 100,000

farmers in the North-West-and this would only give us
50,000 a year of increased population-and supposing that
each one cultivated 80 acres, yielding twenty bushels an
acre, that would give 160,000,000 bushels. If we cannot
do this in seven years we can do it in twelve, for it is certain
there will be more than 100,000 farmers thore then. Take the
wheat grown in India. It is not ten years ago since wheat
was begun to be exported from that country. In 1875
1,500,000 bushels were exported from India to England;
last year 35,000,000 bushels were exported. Prom the
American continent the exportation last year was about
75,000,000, making a total of 110,000,000 from India and the
whole American continent. I am satisfied that under favour-
able circumstances and with the progress our North-West is
making, we will be able in twenty years at furthest to send
as much wheat to Europe as was sent from the whole
American continent and India in the pastseason. This means
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway will not be able to do
the work in a few years, and before long they will be
building a double track from Winnipeg to Port Arthur;
in five years they willb ave more trade than they can carry,
and it is important that other outlets for the carryingtrade
should bo provided, for the growing trade of the North.
West is not confined to wheat alone. We have a large
cattle trade in the ranches of the West to develop,
and a lumber trade, and the minerals and mines to
be developed, which will furnish a large amount of
traffic. Next season, I am satisfied, wo shall have
10,000 men prospecting in the Rocky Mountains and
opening up new avenues of trade. Look also at our
large coal fields. In one section of land alone there are
11,000,000 tons. And when I say that we have thousands
of those sections, you will be able to form some idea of the
vast amount of coal in that region. The lumber and coal
rdo will furnish a large traffic for the railway, and

these products will be all sont to the eastern part of the
territory, whilo the cattle will be sent to eastern Canada. In
view of the rapid development that is going to take place in
the North-West, it is more necessary to the people of eastern
Canada that the road shoald rua to the north of Lake
Superior than it is to the people of the North-West, who,
to-day, have their outiet by Port Arthur, which gives thom
ail the outlet they require, and a winter outlet by St. Paul.
But if the p)ole of eastern Canada want to control the
trade of the North-West, it is absolutely necessary the lino
should be built north ofLake Superior. Howis thegeneral
trade and merchandise of the country to be carried if not
carried over that road, otherwise a large portion of it will go
by St. Paul and Chicago. It it said that the construction of
the Hudson Bay road would be disastrous to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. I bold the contrary opinion. I believe
that if the construction of that road were started to-morrow
it would give such an impetus to enterprise, it would so
develop the energy of the people, and trade would so rapidly
increase, that the Canadian Pacifie Railway would, in the
meantime, receive great benefits; and if the road were built
to Hudson Bay the traffic would be so great that both
roads would have all they could carry. It would be very
important to the Canadian Pacific Raitway, to the Govern-
ment and the whole country, that the Hudson Bay road
should be started as speedily as possible, and the more we
consider the North-West the stronger must be our con-
viction that not only two but a dozen lines ofrailway will b
necessary there in the near future. A great deal has been
said about the land along the lino cf the Canadian Pacific
Railway, west of Moose Jaw, and I was prejudiced myself
against the land owing to the reporte made of it. But I
have since travelled over it and I have travelled over the
land along the lines of the Union Pacifie, Kansas Pacifie and
the Northern Pacifie, and Icanstate frommy experience
and from the knowledge I aveof the soil-and 1pro tho io
have some knowledge of soilos-that the land along the linof
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the Canadian Pacifie Railway is botter than that along the linos
of the three American roads. There is no lino of railway in
America of the same length as this 900 miles, which passes
through such good average land as that through which this
passes. For 300 miles west of Moose Jaw, there is better doil
to be found than along any 300 miles of railway in Canada.
The soil, Sir, is excellent. But hore comes the question about
the dryness of the climate. I have my own opinion about
that. I saw farms cultivated on the Union Pacifie and on
the Northern Pacifie, with drier climates, producing good
and fair crops, and if they can produce fair crops in that
climate, I do not sec why wev cannot produce as good crops
in the North-West, whore the climate is not se dry, where
there is more moisture, and where the soil is infinitely
botter. I examined the grass in the North-West country,
and I came to the conclusion that, where such grass as that
can'be grown, though it doos not compare with the grass in
the western part of that vast plain, there is moisture onough
in the soil to produce any quantities of crops we wish.
The great thing for the settlers in the North-West to do is
to sow their grains either late in the fall or in the early
spring, or on the snow, and I am satisfied that, with
the moisture of the snow and with the early rains,
the crops will be prepared te stand any drought
in the summer. Peoplo in travelling across that
country 'come to the conclusion that, because the grass is
short, the country must be por. If you took a gentleman
from Kansas, who nover saw a wooded country in bis life,
and brough t h i a th rougli Canada and showed him a hemlock
and pine forest, am iho magnificent trocs in it, and then
showed him a forent of bocch and elm, with its underbrush,
ho might, in the same way, come to the conclusion that, in
the hemlock forest, where the trees were se large, the soil
is very fine, and that, in the smaller forest, the soil is inferior.
It does not follow, but the reverse is the case. The grass
which grows in the North-West plains is peculiar to the
country along the eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains,
and it does not follow that, because the grass is short and
apparently withered, the soil is poor. That grass is peculiar
grass, and whon people travelling over that country in
August or September, or even in July, see the grass brown
nnd coloured, they corne to the conclusion that the country
is withered up and goo I for nothing, whereas the grass is
hay with its roots attached to the soil, which is undergoing
or has undergone a curing process. That is why it is fit
for ranche purposos. If it did not undergo that curing
process in the summer months, it would be good for nothing
in the winter for stock ; and that is not confined to the
North-West, but is the case throughout that plain, and
extends down te Texas, and that is why the people do not
understand the nature of the soil in that country. I
hold, further, that in no part of the American continent -
and I think I have travelled on most of the lino through
the best parts of the United States- do you find se much
good land in one solid bulk as in the North-West, and this
is the coun*ry that is te support the Canadian Pacific
Railway. Why, Mr. Speaker, in that vast country we have
a heritage that the people of the North-West themselves
have not yet commenced to realize, and the people in
eastern Canada have not commenced to dream about. The
people in eastern Canada seem to think they know al about
the North-West because they have read abaut it. They
know no more about it, they have no more clear and
defined idea of it, thun they have of heaven from
reading about it. They have a vague atd indofinite
1lea, but they must go thore and sce for them-
selves before they can i eilize what it is. The extent of
that country is seo vast, its resources are se varied, that we
who have been there for years have not yet commenced to
take in the situation and realize the future which is in store
for us. In that country there is an infant, in swaddling
clothes, if you will, spoon-fed, porhape, but ho feels within

Mr. Ross.

him the power of a mighty giant, whieh, in the future, will
b felt in eastern Canada, as well as throughout the world ;
and we hope that, when that day arrives, when that power
is felt by eastern Canada and the rest of tbe world, the people
in eastern Canada will take pride in it, and recognize the fact
that it is part of one common heritage. We are only now be-
ginning to fol the dawn of inspiration of our future greatness
coming over us, and before it rises into meridian splendour,
we hope the people of eastern Canada will begin to see some
faint streaks of that future splendour. I hope and trust they
will. One question that comes home to us is, what is going to
be the cost of transportation of grain in that country ? Is it
to be so cheap that the farmers in the North-West can make a
living ? If not, then the country is a failure, and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway is a failure also. I find that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will be able to take
grain from Winnipeg to Montreal, vid Port Arthur, for 25
cents a bushel at most. Take grain in Chicago. It takes
about 8 cents te 9 cents a bushel, take it year after
year, to bring grain from Chicago to Montreal. Now,
the grain in the North-West, our hard wheat in the North-
West, is worth about 10 cents a bushel more than the grain
of Chicago, showing that they have only a few cents the ad-
vantage over us in the wheat-growing traie of our country
in the future. Take the prices to-day in tho Winnipeg
market. First-class grain that bas not suffered from frost
is only 13 cents a bushel less than wheat sold in
Chicago. If that is the price to-day, if the Canadian
Pacifie Railway secs fit in their wisdom-and I believe
they will-to build large elevators for the storage of
grain at Port Arthur, elevators which will store millions
and millions of bushels, to bring it down in the winter time
and store it and senud it on by lake boats in the summer, I
feel satisfied that grain can be taken in that way from
Winnipeg to Montreal nearly as cheaply as it can ho taken
from Chicago to the same port, taking into account the
superior quality of our grain. Thus, I believe that the
farmers in the North-West, if they get over their present
troubles, if they get upon their feet again, and the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company acts with wisdom in regard to
that country and in preparing proper elevators for the
storage ofgrain, have a bright-future in store for them, even
if no other railways were built in the very near future. The
opening of the lino north of Lake Superior is very im-
portant to the people of Ontario. By that lino grain
urgently required by eastern millers will be conveyed, and
a large share of the implements required by North-West
farmers, purchased in eastern Canada, will go over this lino
before the opening of navigation, and the amount of pas-
senger traffic will bo very large. A great many people
have said you were building this road for the North-West.
You are doing nothing of the kind. The people in Winni-
peg are satisfied even if the money is not to be spent
there. Not one dollar of that money is to be spent there,
but most of it on the lino east of Port Arthur, in the
Province of Ontario and the Province of Quebec, or, at least,
it will filter through those channels. We may get some of
the money spent in the Rocky Mountains, though, judging
from the past, it will ho only a small portion of the money
paid on construction in the mountains that will ho spent in
Winnipeg. But it is not for the people of Winnipeg, but for
the people of Canada that that road is to bo budIt. In the
Province '>f Ontario, the railway ls opening up and develop.
ing 8,000,000 of acres of arable land along the lino. We in
Winnipeg do not grumble at that. We only hope, it wili
open up 80,000,000 of acres of arable lard, and so make it
more successful than it otherwise would be. We have
been bearing our fair share of the burdens of the
country. We went into Confederation knowing we should
have to bear our full share of those burdens. We
are prepared to do so. We have paid more
per capita than the rest of the people of Canada.
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We have put up with the National Policy, and this is th
first year we have ever grumbled, because the people of the
North-:West believed that, in the interests of Canada, th
National Policy was necessary, in view of the vast expendi
ture of money which was going on. As all the rest of Can
ada believed, in its wisdom, that the National Policy
should be passed, we did not grumble, though we were the
principal sufferers. The farmers of the North-West were
buying their implements, but they did not grumble nor com
plain. The increase in -duty was made last year, and the
resuilt was that the farmers, who were suffering from other
causes, who were snffering as well from severe frosts, found
the duty a grievous burden, in their opinion, and it is only
now they are beginning to complain and wish the
duty thrown off. We are prepared to take our fair
share of responsibility in connection with the building
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and we are not so
interested as some people in eastern Canada imagine.
A great deal has been said about the monopoly clause
in the charter. That is not so important to the people
of the North-West as some people seem to think. The
monopoly clause does not affect the old Province of
Manitoba, which was exempted from- the operation of that
clause. This is held by the Company, by the Government,
and we hold it in the Local Legislature. But the Govern-
ment considered it for the best interests of the country, and
saw fit in their wisdom as they saw it to cancel some of these
charters. But if yo struck out the monopoly clause it would
not make the position of Manitoba any better, because the
Government could still exercise the power they have under
the British North America Act, to cancel any charters con-
necting our country with the other Provinces, or with the
United States. To do away with that monopoly clause
would be of no benefit whatever, unless we had an assurance
from the Government that they would never exercise that
right again. * But there is only one line of railway outside
of the Hudson Bay Railway that could at all begin to com-
pete with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and that is a rail-
way that would come down to Duluth, and reach the
nearest watering place where vessels can be loaded
with grain. Therefore, I do not ihink the interests
of Manitoba are so much affected that the monopoly
clause should be struck out, because the Government
can still exercise the same power under the British North
America Act. Now, what would be the consequence of reject-
ing these Resolutions ? The consequence would be a general
paralysis and stagnation of business all through the North-
West. To day there are millions of money in England
ready for investment in Canada, but capitalists there are
waiting to see what we are going to do with these Resolu-
tions and watching the future season in the North-
Vest. In the past, English capitalists have invested in

Canadian securities only to a small extent-excepting Gov-
ernment securities. They have invested in Grand Trunk
securities, and we all know the result. They were dissatis-
fied; it is not a paying security; and the consequence is
that English capitalists have been disinclined to invest in
Canadian securities. They prefer to send their moncy to
India, Australia, New Zealand and the United States. If
you go to London you will find many business houses
exclusively engaged in financial operations in these
countries I have mentioned, but very few engaged in similar
operations with Canada. But to-day English capitalists stand
waiting to invest millions in our North-West in case the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company succeeds in opening up
that country. In the city of Denver, even, you will find
many buildings erected by British capitalists, and that State
and others have keen developed almost entirely, or very
largely, by English and Scotch capital. It is well known
to-day that, if this railway goes*on and develops that coun-
try as we expect it will, millions of money wili flow into it.
and we ehallman be independent of any foreign capital. In

69

e that country, Sir, the people of Canada have a heritage so
e great that they scarcely deserve it, because they do not
e appreciate it. It is in that country that a true Canadian
- sentiment, of Canadian nationality, is Io arise. It is
- there that the sons of Prine Edward Island, Nova
7 Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario are to be

found labouring side by side,working out their own destinies,
and at the same time working out the destiny of their

- country. And, Sir, if there is to be a Canadian national senti-
ment, a national sentiment such as is possessed by the people

r of the United States, you will find if growing up and taking
root in the great NDrth-West. To-day we are but a bundle
of twines, and not a strong rope. I say that the completion
of the Canadian Pacific Railway wil contribute to the
rapid development of that country, and to the growth of a
national sentiment. I hold thare one of the most impor
tant needs of this country is to have one common feeling
of synpathy and pride uniting the people of the several
Provinces. We want a country that we, as Canadians, can
feel proud of, and I think the completion of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, giving us a linoeof railway from ocean to
oceau, the largest lin. of railway in the world, with a country
unsurpassed for fertility, and a climate almost perfect, 1
say, T think when we have a country thus opened up
and developed, we shall be proud of it, and the national
sentiment will becone strong. Sir, there is no more in.
telligent and progressive people in this country than are
to be found in Manitoba and the North-West. There are no
more enterprising people anywhere than are to be found
there; and none, Sir, so intelligent ever settled any Province
or any State in the Union. I think, Sir, that if ever a Can-
adian sentiment is to arise at all, it wili arise in the
North-West. If there is ever to be a question on which we
can all unite as one man, that question should be the develop.
ment of the North-West, along with our national highway,
and if we cannot agree on that, then, I say, Confederation
is a failure. If the North-West is a failure, then Canada is
a failure, and the sooner we realize that fact the better. Sir,
the destiny of Canada, for the next five years, is involved in
these Resolutions, is involved in the question now before the
House, and hangs upon the vote to be given here to-night. If
that question should be decided in a certain way, disaster
and muin would overtake, not only the North-West country
by keeping back emigration and retarding its prosperity
for many years, but disaster and ruin would overtake the
whole of Canada. I say it would be very difficult indeed,
for many years to come, to give such an impetus to the
development of that country as the onstruction of this
railway has been giving it for the last few years. It would
shake the confidence of men who have invested there, or
intend to invest there, and would seriously check emigration,
and send a chill through the whole of the business circles of
Canada. And, Sir, it is of the utmost importance that, just
at this moment, when capitalists are thinking of aiding in
developing our common country, we should net only throw
no obstacles in the way and shake their confidence,
but show that we had faith in that future ourselves.
Mr. Speaker, I shall have much pleasure in supporting these
Resolutions, not only, as I said, from a North- West stand-
point, but from a Dominion standpoint, becanse I believe
that if they fail, the result would be disastrous to both the
North-West and the whole Dominion.

Mr. MULOCK. I do not propose to take up many
minuteS in discussing the question before the House, net hit
its importance would not justify me in doing so at a consider-
able length, even at this late heur, but, after so much has
been said, I do not deem it necesary that I should address
the House at any length now. With regard, however, to
the remarks which have juat fallen from the hon. member
for Lisgar (Mr. Ross), I may say, 1 am sure he has given
us a most pleasing account of the natural resources of the
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North-West, and I am sure that no one will more rejoice in
the full development of those resources, than the hon.
members who at present fill the important position of Her
Majesty's Loyal Opposition in this House.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Oh, Oh!1
Mr. MULOCK. Hon. gentlemen on the other side appear

to question that statement. They appear to think that they
are the only friends whom the North-West has. I think
that the future will show who are the best and truest
friends of that great country. At all events, I think that
it would be quite becoming hon. gentlemen opposite to
allow gentlemen on this side of the House to express their
views without interruption. 1 would prefer to hear the
hon. member for West York (Mr. Wallace) express bis
views on the toor of this House in the usual manner;
ho should recognize ihe fact that at present the mem-
ber for North Yôrk -is addressing the House. I wus
about to remark that the hon. member for Lisgar
(Mr Ross) bas chosen to give bis opinion as to the effects
of the monopoly clauses on the interest of the North West.
I am sure when he goes back to Manitoba the people will
be pleased to learn his view as to the effect of those mono-
polies on their interests. He tells you that ho attaches no
value to the fact that these clauses are in the contract. He
thinks it is no disadvantage to have them in the contract.
And why ? If they were not there, he says, the Federal
Government, by virtue of their power to veto, could veto
any Act granting a charter to a railway in Manitoba. Why,
we are told every day now that, but for the vested rights of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, those powers
would be withdrawn ; and the Minister of Railways himself
told us that ho trusted, at no distant date, to be able to give
relief to the North-West in this respect, and that £anitoba
especially would be benefited by that concession.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Perhaps the hon. gentleman
will sllow me to correct him, as ho labours under an entire
misapprehension. I stated distinctly that the contract had
no bearing on Manitoba; and wby we propose to revise the
policy of the late and present Government was not in
regard to any provision in the contract with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, but because we arrived at the con.
clusion that the interests of the country will bo subserved by
taking a different course.

Mr. MULOCK. When the Government exercised their
power to disallow the charter for a railway from Winnipeg
to the border lino, it -as disallowed as being an infringement
of the rights of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at all.
Mr. MULOCK. That is a mattei. at which we are at

issue. The hon. member for Lisgar pleaded that one of the
serions consequences expected to arise in case the contract
was not rapidly completed, and in case the Resolutions were
not passed, would ho to paralyze the trade of that country.
I ask the hon. gentleman what will be the position of the
country at the end of two years. At that time, having gone
ahead at break-neck speed, we shall come to a halt; and
what hon.,gentlemen opposite are now doing is but to post-
pone the event, which the hon. member for Lisgar says wili
certainly follow when work on the railway ceases. The
hon, gentleman says ho knows there are millions of money
coming in for investment if these Resolutions are passed and
the railway put through. Why, it is but a short tim» ago,
in 1882, on the eve of the general election, since we were
told oSflcially that untold millions were awaiting investment
in this country if the present Government were again
returned to power. Ras that prediction been fulfilled ?

Bir CHAtLES TUPPER. Yes.
'Mr. MULOCK. No; I leave the country to pronounceE

où that question.l
Mr. IULoCEo

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Many millions have come in.

Mr. MULOCK. As I understand it, we have a simple
issue before us to night. We have had but one official utter-
ance from the Government, setting forth eractly their posi-
tion in this matter. Supporters of the Government have
expressed their views and have made numerous statements
-as to their correctness I do not know-but we have only
bne official statement from the Government, and that is the
statement furnished by the Minister of Railways, in
moving the Resolutions, and on some subsequent ocessions
when ho took the opportunity to address the flouse.
If one reads these speeches of the bon. Minister,
the burden of bis remarks is to this effect: The Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company are able to complote their
contract, they are seekîng for no assistance whatever, they
do not ask for the variation of a single feature in the con-
tract, they are willing to be held to it in every letter ; but
the hon. gentleman says, it is to the interests of Canada to
a@celerate the time for the completion of the work,
and for that consideration, and that consideration alone, ho
asks the country to place this large sum of money at the
disposal of the Company. That, I believe, is the issue which
he presents to the House. Now, I present this proposition :
Before this Parliament ought to grant the desired
aid to this work, oven ad mitting the reasons assigned
by the hon. Minister to be cogent and satisfactory reasons,
Parliament must be satisfied that the Railway* Company
cannot, in the ordinary money markets of the world, obtain
that financial assistance which will be necessary in order to
enable them to acomplish what the Minister of Rai)ways
desires they should accompli-h. I submit that they have
not yet satified this bouse that they are in that position.
The Minister of Railways bas toli us that they have in one
way failed to obtain money-that they have failed in their
efforts to sell sufficient stock to place them in funds to
carry on the work. That is, so far as we know, the whole
extent oftheir fa lure. It is true ia pasbing hedesired, and
I think with some degree of unfairness, to charge that failure
upon the Opposition and the Liberal party and press of the
coantry. I think that the plan adopted on behalf of the railway
Company to float their securities was in itself the cause of fail-
urc. It is well to be wise atter the tact; but eertainly, without
assuming that they could have foreseen the future, there is
the faet before us that they did adopt a certain policy
which would convince anyone that they adopted the very
worst policy in order to lead the publie to take their
securities. Having issued twenty millions of stock at a
very great depreciation as regards its nominal value,
namely, 25 cents on the dollar, is it reasonable to suppose
that the general public, the money men of the world, are
willing to become shareholders at very much higher
prices ? It is absurd to suppose that investors will be
prepared to become shareholders and give 50 cents or 60
cents on the dollar, when they will only rank equally in the
dividends with those who paid only 25 cents on the
dollar. The failure to float their stock is attributable, theon,
I think, entirely to the mode adopted by the Company in
order to dispose of their stock. But I say there is another
course by which the Company might obtain relief, the
course ordimarily adopted by railway companies li this
country at least, and that is to endeavour to raise money
by bonds. We see that the land grant bonds of the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway Oompany are saleable and negotiable
to-day-I think the quotation is about 98, f!raction
under par. Why bave not the Company attempted to raise
money on the bonds in the usual way ? Persons might be
quite williDg t0 advanee money on bonds, thus obtaiuing
priority over stock, while quite unwillîng to come in as
shareholders. Therefore, I say that until the Oompany bas
satisfied the House, until the Minister of Raitways has
satisfied the Nouse, that money canot te obtuined
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in this, the ordinary, regular way which railways
adopt, the Company should not approach the Bouse
in the manner which has been adopted. I observe
an attempt on the part of the hon. gentleman opposite
to introduce into this question a false issue, to try
and influence minds within this House and without
it, by presenting to the public the alternative
of passing these Resolutions or running the risk of the
Grand Trunk Railway absorbing a large portion of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I am not aware that such is the
issue before the House. I would frankly admit that the
country should make very considerable sacrifices to prevent
what I would consider as not much less than a national cala-
mity. On this point I believe al[ men muast be agreed, that it
would be detrimental to the interests of this country that
there should be a complete railway monopoly; but
when I say that, for I speak only for myself,
I do not admit that the passage of these Resolutions Is going
to prevent that resuLt. On the contrary,unless some further
protection is afforded, the passage of these Resolutions will
bring about that very result. It will enable the more power-
ful Company in the end to crushl out the less powerful.
From our present state between those two institutions, we
will thon be in the position of having enabled one railway
to absorb the other-we will be in the position of having
depôsed King Log and set up King Stork. For these reasons,
we should have that full enquiry which is asked for by the
amendment; and unless it is granted, it will certainly appear
that this House has been called on with undue haste at this
season of the year to pass these Resolutions. Looking at the
situation of things at present, I would ask what probability
is there that this Company is going to stop the work. it is
true we have a vague statement accompanied by a semi-official
letter. But what evidence is that by wbich to establish to the
House that the Company intends to stop work. On the con-
trary, I think the evidence furnished by the Minister of
Railways goes to satisfy every reasonable man that the Com-
pany intend to continue the work. That hon. gentleman says
that an army of 9,000 men are engaged in the work on the
north shore of Lake Superior, that they did not stop on
account of financial difficulties, and in fact have only dis-
continued operations in the mountain district by reason
of the winter season having overtaken them. The
whole position of the Company indicates, so far as one can
judge, that they propose to carry on this work with their
accustomed vigour. Certainly it is to the interest of the
railway Company that they should do so. They have
valuable franchises which are expiring; every yer they
have the road in working order is a year of profit to them,
and therefore their interest is to finish it as rapidly as pos-
sible. The position of affairs indicates that they are com-
pleting it, and intend to complete it, as rapidly as they can.
They have not furnished us with evidence that they are
not able to complete itthat they cannot get money by bond-
ing the road; and, therefore, 1 submit that the amendment
is a most reasonable one, and that no harm will be occasioned
by the adoption of the amendment which will enable a Com-
mittee of the fouse to obtain such evidence as in the absence
of which this House will not be justified in pledging the
creditof the country to such an enormous extent as is asked
ihr.

Mr. LAURIER. Though this debate has already been
protracted for a long time, and although hon. gentlemen
opposite have certainly been olificofar uments in favour of
disposing of the Resolations bfore the HoJuse, still they have
been abstemious of explanations of the real question before
Parliament, and that is, whether the reasons given to the
.louse for advancing this large sum of money to the Oom-
pany are adequate to the magnitude of the sarifice which
it is resolved t impose upon the country. The demand
Made ugn the country a for no les than U8QOO,O,

That is a large sum for even the largest or wealthiest nation,
but for a young nation like this, already burdened with a
heavy debt, with liabilities ever incroaaing, with a revenue
ever diminishing, such an additional burden might prove a
cause of danger, and perhaps disaster, if the finances of the
country happen to be otherwise crippled. The advance is
one which should not be made unless it eau be justified on
the most urgent reasons of public interest. It is remark-
able, Sir, that while the Company come bore they do not
pretend that they are unable to carry out their work
according to the terms of the contract. They pretend, on
the contrary, and assert, that they have abundant means
to complete the works within the specified time,
and the only reason they give is this: They say
they have set to work to anticipate the time by five years,
and that they want to complete the road by the end of 1885,
and for these reasons, and for these reasons only, they ask
the Government to grant them an advance of *30,000,000.
And the Government accede to their demand. Now, it is
manifest that this is a departure from the policy adopted
by the Government three years ago. The Minister of
iRailways, while introduciug these Resolutions, said that
nothing was changed in the contract, that it remained as It
was. But everything is changed in the contract-there isa
radical change. On the one hand yon have the fact that
the obligations of the Company are altered, and you have
the fact on the ýother, that the obligations of the Govern-
ment are also altered. But the question is, will-this
be the last change ? If we are to gauge the future
by what bas taken place in the past, we may safely assert
that this is not the last change, but that other changes will
follow the present one. Without referring back to the
policy of the Government, so far as the time when the
policy of building tbe Canadian Pacifie Railway was
initiated, but only going back to the time when the present
Government resumed power in 1878, we find that they have
altered their policy no less than four times. In 1879, after
resuming power, they came to Parliament with a new policy,
and this policy was, that they were to build the railway
with the price ofthe lands, supplemented, if possible, by aid
from the Imperial Parliament. They had Resolutions
passed by this louse, setting apart 100,000,000 acres
of land. These lands were to be placed in the
hands of a Commission, and on that Beard of Com-
missioners, the Imperial Government was to be repre-
sented. If that meant anything, it meant that the
pulse of the British Government was to be felt, and if it
was in sympathy, then the price of the lands was to be
supplemented by good English money. The next Session
they came with another policy, which was that the Govern-
ment of Canada shoufd build the railway and build it with
the price of the land alone. That policy lasted for six
months. In the fall of the saie year, they came before this
Parliament with the contract with the Syndicate, and we
know the terms of that contract. The road was to be built
by 1891, and the Government was to give to the Syndicate the
constructed portion of the line, the parts under construction,
825,000,000 and 25,000,000 acres of land. That policy
lasted for three years, and now we are in the pre-
sence of a new policy; that is, tbat the road
instead of being completed in 1891, must be completed by
1885. Terms which were sufflciently onerous are to be sup-
plemented by an advance of 80,000,000. I repeat, is
this to be the last change? There is at present through
the country a feeling of uneasiness, and I believe that feel-
ing is also pervading this House, that this is not the last
change, but that the next change will be, that what is to-
day bofore the House as an advance will turn out to be a
gift. For my own part, looking at the power already
wielded by the Company, looking at the appetite
displayed by them, and their capacity for engulphing
public Soney, L would as soon believe tat t
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waters would flow back from the sea to the lakes
as that one cent of that money will ever corne back from
the Pacifie Railway exchequer to the Dominion exchequer.
In saying so, I do not mean in any way to impugn the
sincerity of the Government. I am bound to believe that
they are sincere. I am bound to believe that when they
say that this is simply an advance, they mean that it wiil
be simply an advance. But if I am sure they do not intend
to deceive the House, I am sure they do deceive them-
selves; and is it unfair and unwarrantable to suppose that
hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches are deceiving
themselves when we recollect their past conduct? Why,
Sir, no one supposed three years ago that they were not
sincere when they told this House that this contract was to
be final, that not one cent more was to go out of the Trea-
sury of Canada for that road, but that henceforth the Cana-
dian publie would know what the road would cost. They
did not intend to deceive the House at that time, but'they
deeived themselves. Now, what are the motives urged on
this House for the advance of this sum of money ? One
motive, and the only one, advanced is this-that it is in the
interest of Canada to anticipate by five years the terms set
forth in the contract. Another motive has been put for-
ward, though somewhat timidly-that we should make this
advance, because if we do not do so, the Company will be
bound to close their works, and their army of men
would be left without employment.

Sir CHARLESjTUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. LAURIER. Well, I do not conceive that this is a

very strong argument, and if it were pressed upon this
House, it would ho a dangerous precedent indeed. It is the
communistie argument that the State is bound to give
labour to those who have no labour.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, no) no.

Mr. LAURIER. My hon. friend the Minister of Railways
takes issue with my statement. May I ask him what is the
difference between the conduct of the present Government,
who say to the House you must advance this money to that
Company, because if you do not their employees will be
without labour, and the conduct of the agitators in the streets
of Paris to-day, who say to those who are ont of employ-
ment: go and knock at the door of the Legielature and they
will have to give you work. The difference is in the appli-
cation, but not in the principle.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not at all.

Mr. LAURIER. What is the difference, then ? If I
understand the hon. Miniter, ho gives this as a reason
why we should vote the uuney, if we are to vote the money.
Upon what reason do we vote it unloss that when men are
without employment we must give then employment ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Oh, no.

M. LAURIER. Well, I shall be glad to hear at a future
time for what reason this advance is to be made. At present,
it seems to me that if we are to make this advance to the
employees of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, there can ho
no reason why the House should not furnish them with
labour after the work is completed ; and if we are to vote
this money to give labour to these people, why should we
not do the same for the operatives who have been thrown
out of employment by the closing of the cotton mills since,
the National Policy has failed to give them the work that
was promised them. The only motive adduced in favour of
this grant, which has any force, is that we anticipate by
live years the terms of the contraçt in rekard to the com-
pletion of the work. Now, I am ready to admit that the
apeedy completion of the road would be of some advantage
o Canada. That is not admitting muoh.

Mr L&UIE,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. And under this, arrangement
will not cost us a dollar.

Mr. LAURIER. Ithink I shall show, before I close, that
the hon. gentleman is totally reversing his policy by asking
the House to make this advance. I say I am ready to admit
that there is some advantage in having the road speedily
opened; but what is the advantage? What substantial ad-
vantage has been shown to exist? No advantage that I can
see, except that it is in the interest of the country that the road
should be built when it is not built. I could understand the
cogency of the motive if it were a fact that the North-West
Territories were without access, if those fertile lands were

4lcked up, and inaccessible to settlement. If that were the
case, I would say that it would be worth a great sacrifice on
our part to get that country opened for settlement. But
am I ngain to repeat what is in the knowledge of
everybody, that the North-West Territories are
tapped by the railway system of the continent, and
that there is communication with it by the lakes, and there-
fore not one more settler would go into that country if the
road were opened through its whole length. It is true, we
have heard it urged many times upon the floor of this House,
as a reason why the road should be speedily opened, that
settlers are liable to be enticed away from their destination
by American agents, by passing over American territory.
Well, Sir, it must ho admitted, that that is a poor argument
at best, because it is unlikely that more than a few stragglers
will lag on the way. when we are told that immigrants are
going into the North-West at the rate of 30.000 or 50,000 a
year. I could understand the cogency of the argument it it
were shown that the speedy construction of the road would
have the effect of lowering the freights under which the
people of the North-West Territories are now grumbling.
But it is well known that the speedy completion will
not have the effect of creating competition and of lowering
the rates. It is known that all the lines of access to the
North-West are now in the hands of this one
Company, and therefore, whether we have three
or four different lines, or only one, there will·
be no competition, and the freight tariff will
remain the same as it is now. What exists
to-day existed three years ago. Three years ago Parlia-
ment, knowing the facts which are presented to-day, deli-
berately entered into a contract for the completion of the
road inside of ton years, at a cost of so much and no more;
and nothing has since taken place why this policy should
be departed fro m. If there is no valid reason in favour of
these Resolutions, there are strong and potent reasons
agains. t h cm. The advance of this money means the early
completion of the road, and the early completion of the road
means an increased cost of construction. It is not in the
intercst of Canada that the road should be speedily built, if
it should be dearly built. It is, on the contrary, in the in-
terest of Canada that the road should ho cheaply built,
because it is manifest that if it is cheaply built it will have
over all its competitors of the continent an advantage whieh
must be a great benefit to the people of this country. It is
manifest also that if the road is built at a dear price, that
will ho a permanent obstacle to a reduction in the
freight rates under which. the people of the North-West
now grumble. The freights which to-day are imposed out
of greed, will then have to be maintained out of necossity.
Moreover, I hold that it is a vicious policy for a Govern-
ment to run into debt and to mortgage its road, though the
object be to speedily build it, and I carr substantiate this
argument by an authority which generally commands
weight in this flouse-the authority of the hon. Minister of-
Railways himself. Lut year he had occasion to give to
this Hlouse bis views with regard to a railway which mort-
gaged its prerty i order to carry out its undertaking.
speak of the s of the stoeks of a oompny, hoeaid:
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" They are not bonds, and r een asure the bon. gentleman that ho

and every Canadian may thank God that they are not. I will tell him
why. If they were bonds, when this great national road was completed,
it would bein the position that the Union Pacifie, the Central Pacifie, and
the Northern Pacifie, and those inter-oceanic lines of railway were in.
That baving a bonded debt of an enormous amount hanging upon it,
upon which interest must b. paid, the interest muet he found by obtain-
ing it from the traffleot the road, because it is a mandatory claim which
must b. met, or the road will pass ont of the bande of its possesors;
whereas, if the money be raised by the sale of atock, as it is in the pres-
ent instance, the hon. gentleman will see that although they pay-and
justly pay-interest on the stock during the process of construction, the
moment the construction is completed, there is no mandatory debt upon
the property-the property is not compelled to raise a single dollar of
intereat, because all the interest that has to be paid, is going into the
pockets of the owners of the road ii self-there is no mortgages ot any
kind. And what is the result? The result is that, in Canada, we shail
b. able to point to a great inter-oceanic Une of Canadian Pacific Rail-
way that can compete, as I said before, even between San Francisco and
Chicago, for the transport of the traffic of the Pacific coast, down
through a large portion ot country, for the reason that having issued no
bonds, having only issued stock, the road is entirely in an independent
position-in a position to deal by competition with other roads in a
manner that no road could deal if it had a heavy bonded debt upon it-
if it had amortgage upon it and had to raise the interest under any cir-
eumstances."

The policy of the Government to-day is the reverse of what
the hon. Minister then said. Their policy now is to bond
that road, to mortgage it, to put a mandatory interest on it.
Last year we were invited to thank God because the road
had no mortgage on it; this year, thanks to the hon.
Minister of Railways, our cause for thanking God wili be
taken away. We shall have no more cause to thank Him
unless hon. gentlemen opposite are so pious that they will
find cause to thank God even for the reverse of what they
thanked Him for last year. Last year the road was to be
in a position different from the Union Pacifie, the Central
Pacifie, the Northern Pacifie and all other oceanie lines.
Last year, therefore, it had a unique position, but now all that
is reversed and it is placed in the same category as the other.
All the advantages which were to flow to us last year from
the unique position in which the road then was, is lost to
us this year. I think that if I had te choose between the
two policies of the hon. Minister of Railways, I would choose
that of last year. I would say to the Company, let your
motto be festina lente; take your time but build your road,
and it will be for your advantage and the advantage of the
people as well. Again, I submit that whatever advantages
may be derived from the speedy completion of the road are
More than counterbalanced by the possible consequences
of the policy which is initiated to-day. What was the basis
of the policy suggested by thé Government three years ago
and adopted by Parliament? The basis of the policy when
submitted, and the reason for which this Parliament adopted
that policy, was that it was more in the intereste of the people
that thie road should be owned and operated by
a company than by a Government. That wa the
basis of the argument urged upon the people and the
Parliament of this country, and that was the main
idea that induced this Parliament to assent te the terms of
this contract. Now, what is contemplated by the present
contract arrangement ? It is contemplated that, if the ad-
vance which is to be given to the Company is not recouped,
the road shall revert to the Government and be operated by
it. A good deal has been said upon the question of this
guarantee, and I will net diseuss that now, because 1 think
it bas already been discussed to the satisfaction of everyone.
la it unfair to suppose that this great Com,any, knowing
the aversion of Parliament te have the road owned and Ope-
rated by the Government, will show no very great desire to
pay their liabilities, and if they should fail, what will take
Place ? One or two things will take place-cither the Govern-
ment wili refuse to enforce their claim, and then we lose our
advance, and it becomes a gift, or if the Government chose
to enforce their claim they will take back the road and the
very policy which was initiated as he basis of this contract
will ie there set at nought; and we will have this result;
that in ordw to antioipate by ftve yar the ooMpletion of

the road, the Government has deliberately put itself in the
possibility of defeating the intention and basis of the con
tract altogether. It bas been asked, and it has been the
cause of wonder to many, why the Government thus reverse
their policy-because this is certainly a reversal of the
policy hitherto pursued by them. We can see no other rea.
son than this, that the Government are to-day controlled by
a power mightier than they. They are like the wizard of
old, who, through his incantations, gave life to a monster
which made him its slave and in the end destroyed bim.
The Government are in the hands of a Company which it
must obey, just as the servant in the Scripture, to whom
his master said: "Go, and he goeth; come, and he cometh."'
Wbat is the wish of the Company which has not been grati.
fied ? Why, Mr. Speaker, three years ago when they
made the contract, the Company insisted that they should
be paid by the mile; they were paid by the mile. Now
they insist that they Ehall be paid according to construction ;
they are going to be paid according to construction. Last
fail, three or four or five monthe ago, the Com-
pany asked the Governmernt to guarantee the interest on
their stock; at once the Government complied with thei•
demand. The Company went on further; they asked the
Government to become their bankers, and the Government
consented to become their bankers. Now, they say, IfWe
will not bank our money," and the Government say:
"l Here is your money." Last year they said-; "We are
determined to complote this road not, in the time specified
by the contract by the year 1891, but in the year
1&6; the Government said: "Gloi i i, we accede to that."
Now they say: " But, in order to cariy out our wishes, we
must have an advance of $22,500,000." Again the Govern.
ment say "Glorious, hero is your money." If that is not a
justification of the statement I have made that the Govern-
ment are altogether in the hands of the Company, what eau
it be ? I am very much of the opinion, which is expressed
in the French Conservative press in Quebee, that the power
of the Company is too great, and we have not had a good
reason for making any further advance or giving them any
more advantages at the hands of the Government. . The
Minister of Railways, the other day, speaking on this
question, said that the Globe newspaper had been the syste-
matic enemy of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.

Mr. LA.URIER. I understand that the hon. gentleman
repeats the statement now. He cannot certainly make the
same reproach to the French Conservative press of Quebe.
They have not been hostile to the Company, they have been
just as devoted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
as any member of the Government, or the Government, as
a whole. Yet the hon. member is aware that the opposition
of the French Conservative press of Quebec to the.'e Resolu-
tions is just as determined as the opposition of the Globe
newspaper. In order that there may be no doubt about it,
let me quote from one of the French organs of the Govern-
ment, in the Province of Quebec. I cite from Le Monde of
the lst February. It is stated there as follows :-

"l n what position will the Dominion be when it has yielded to this
last demand of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company? The position
will be this-already paid by the Dominion for the portions of the road
under construction beforethe transfer, $28,000,000; cash subsidy,
$25,000,000 ; land eubsidy, $60,000,000; present loan demanded,
*22,5o,0oo; total amount furnisbed by the Government, $125,500,000;
total amount farnished by the Uompany for the main road, nothing.
In those conditions, if it is that the Government choose to pay aIl the
cost of construcion, t would be just as well and better that il should
have also the property of the road, since the 'eompany gives itself so
little trouble to get out of its embarrassm)nt. Ifr now enter into al
these details, it is not that 1 am animated by any bad will towards the
Cen Nothingof the kind. But, in ahowing the Company under
its true light, I shoiw that the Government does not grant its favours to
the Company because the Company. deserves those oaveurs, but simply
that the Goverament s vate gilve somo encouragemut tO tebsgentl-
usa."
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These, Mr. Speaker, are the words of a correspondent, it is
true, but the statement is endorsed by the editor, and bas
been followed by numerous articles written in the same
manner. Again, in the same paper of the 15th February,
an article is written in answer to L'Etendard, which is the
only paper in the Province of Quebec which supports the
Government in the present position. The article proceeds
as follows:-

" The calculations of L'Etendard are most ridiculous. It la this, that
it imagines that the Government will pay 4 pe- cent. upon the
S22,5u ,000, and that the Pacfic will pay the Gorernment 5 per cent ,
thus netting a benefit of $220,000 a year. It is a good joke to promise
interest st 5 per cent., when it is well known beforehand that not a cent
will ever be paid As to the figures of L'Etendard codcerning the gain,
the advantage of the publie by the North Shore Railway instead of the
road by dhicago and 8t Paul, it is enough to split one's sides Who
tells us that the Oompany will transfer passengers and goods at a cheaper
rate than the american line ? The tacific Railway Company. withont
any competition on the north of lake. Superior-can we r,ýasonably
expect that they will treat the public any better than the three or four
lines that compete on American territory ? Wby should it be so, when
it is well kno 4 n that, notwithstanding the high Tariff, the service of the
western section, that la to say, the section of British Columbia, will pre-
vent it during many years frommeeting the expenses. Moreover, if the
only care of UEtendard is to bring in ummigrants to the North-W est,
why should we hasten the const ruction of the section so expensive in the
RockyMountains? When we gave the contract in 1881,we then estab-
lished the delays withinwhich the road was to have been completed.
Let us follow our agreement. Why should we maske any haste ? Does
L'Etendard know that of this, $900,000 a year in interest alone will be
added te the liabilities of the country, simpily by advancing the subsidy
of $t2,500,000 oy tbree years? What eau the crossing of the raitway
over the Raoky Mountains do for the colonization of the North-West ?
Do you expect the Chinese or the Japanese to go audsettle in the North-
West?"

Now, Mr. Speaker, it was stated the other day by my lion.
friend from Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) that this paper
was not the organ of the Conservative party, but the organ
of a well kno qn railway speculator. It is gonerally under-
stood, indeed, that this paper is in the bands of Mr. Sénéca&;
but, be this as it may, this is no isolated ranguage. The
language I have just quoted is the language of the whole of
the Conservative press of Que bec, with the single exception
of L' Etendard, All the other papers, all the papers which
generally give their support to the Government, are hostile
to the present Resolutions, and all endorise the language
here spoken by Le Monde. And I submit that there is great
meaning in that language. That language comes from men
who have been unswerving in their allegiance to the present
Government; but it also comes from men who have been
witnesses, in their own country, to the fatal consequences
which may follow lavish expenditure-that is to say, expen-
diture not calculated upon a good basis, and the note of
alarm here sounded by these men is the note of alarm which
should be beeded not only by gentlemen who come from the
Province of Quebec, but by ali those who value the counsel
of experience.

Amendment (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
following division:-

Allen,
Alison (Lonnox),
Armstrong,
Ager,

Bernier,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Barpee (Sabury),
Cameron (Huron),
Osmeron <iddlesex),
Oampbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,

ay,
Oudal,

Charlton,
Øeckburn,

YZAB :
Messieurs

Pairbank,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Geoffion,
Giilmor,
Gunn,
Holton,
lnnes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kirk,
Landerkin,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Mackensie,
McOGraneyf

negatived on the

McMullen,
Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray
Riniret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail,
Wataon,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wilson,

NAYs :
Kesaieurs

Allison (Hants Ferguson (Welland),, Massue,
Bain (%oulanges), Fortin, Méthot
Baker (Missisquoi), Foster, Mitchell,
Baker (Victoria); Fréchette, Molt,
Barnard, Gagné, Mmntplaiutr,
Beaty, Gault, O'Brien,
Bell, Gigault, Orton,
Belleap, Girouard, oniet,
Benoit, Gordon, Paint,
Benson, Grandbois, Patterson (Essex),
Bergeron, Guillet, Pinsonneanlt,
Bergn, Hackett, Pope,
Billy, HBaggart, Reid,
Blondeau, Hall, Riopel,
Boidue, Hawkins, Robertson (Hamilton),
Bossé, Hay, Robertson (Hasatig>i,
Bourbeau, Hesson, Rosa,
BoweIl, Hickey, Royal,
Brecken, Hilliard, Rykert,
Burnham, Homer, Scott,
Burns, Boude, Shakespeare,
Cameron (Inverness), Hurteau, dmall$
C(ameron (Victoria), Ives, 8myth,
O .mpbell (Victoria), Jamieson, Sproule,
Carling, Kaùlbach, Stairs,
Caron, Kilvert, Tassé,
Ohaple au, Kinney, Taylor,
Cochrane, Kranz, Temple,
(Jostigan, Labrosse Tilley,
Coughlin, Landry (Kent), Tupper (Pictou),
Coursul, Landry (Montmagny), Tyrwhitt,
Ourran, -Langevin, Valiu,
Outhbert, Lesage, Vanas e,
Daly, Macdonald (King's), Wallace (Albert),
Daoust, Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (York),
Dawson, MeD )nsld (CapeBreton) White (Cardwell),
Desaulniers, Mackintosh, White (Hastings),
Desja dina, Macmaster, White (Renfrew),
Dicinsun, Macmillan (Miidlesex),Wigle,
Dodd, McMillan (VTudreuil>, Williams,
Dugase, McDougald, Wood (Brockville),
Dupont, .McGreevy, Wood (Westmoreland),
Farrow, McLelan, Woodworth
Fergison (LeedsàGren)UcNeiil, Wright.-lk

On the main motion being put,
Mr. COSTIGAN. Before this mtion is declared carried,

I beg to move the adjourùment of the debate.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I hope my hon. friend will

not press that motion. 1 think it desirable for the House
to go into Committee as soon as possible. We might pass
these Resolutions pro forma, and on taking concurrence, the
hon. gentleman, or any other hon. gentleman, will have
full opportunity for speaking upon them.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I understood the question would .not
be settled to-night. I wished to say a few words on the
subject before taking the vote. It is a very important vote.
But there hua been so much discussion, and at this hour,
I do not feel ike speaking to-night. i would prefer not
to be forced to go on, but I muet speak, and if I must go on
to night, why, of course, I will do so.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Well, we will let them
stand over.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and (at 1:45 o'clock, a.m.) the House

adjourned.

HOUSE 0F COMMONS.
WEDNsDAr, 20th February, 18d.

The SZArma took the Chair at Three o'clock.

CANADIAN PACIFI] RAILLWAY LOAN.
m a urned debato on the
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itaelf into Oommittee of the Whole to consider certain pro.
posed tesolutions (page 84) respecting the Canadian Pacifie
iailway," being read,

Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. Speaker, in moving the adjourn-
ment of the debate last night, I desired to say a few words.
I wish to say now that it would not be interesting if I were
to make a speech in the present condition of my voice.
With the consent of the House. I will therefore reserve my
remarks until concurrence.

Mr! VAIL. As the hon. member has decided not to
speak on this question, and as .1 conceive it to be very im-
portant that this flouse should come to a direct vote on the
question in a proper parliamentary way, I beg to move the
following resoltition:-

That all the words after " that" he omitted, and the follo wing
inserted, " This Houe resolve itself into said Committee on this day si
month."

Mr. tLAKE. Mr. Speaker, I wish to take advantage of
the opportunity afforded me by the motion of my hon.
friend to say a few words upon this question. I do not
propose, after the very full discussion which bas taken
place, Io trespass again on the time of the House by repeat-
ing in detail every argum2nt which I had the honour to
address on the former occasioni ; nor do I intend at this time
to discuss some of the replies to those arguments, how-
ever disputable they may be, both with respect to the facts
on which they were supposed to be based and the conse-
quences which were argued as flowing from those facts. I
desire rather to call the attention of the House to a phase
of this question which has not been, if at all, very
fully preeQnted as yet, and which nevertheless it
seems to me to be of very great consequence we
should consider before reaching a conclusion in favour of
proceeding further with these Riesolutions. And if, for a
moment, in the discharge of my present duty I should seem
to deal with questions which have been already discussed,
the House will bear with me, because I think hon. fnembers
will see, before I conclude, the import of my first observa-
tions upon the point which I shall have the bonour to
present. I said on the former occasion that the element,
of finality was one which had been very mach pressed at
the time when the original contract was proposed for our
adoption. I pointed out that it was the consolator y in-
gredient in the cup of many sorrows which we were asked
to drink. We were told, whatever were the difficulties,
whatever the expense of the engagements to which we were
called upon to commit ourselves, at all events we knew
them; there they were, great or small, light or heavy, we
knew them. It was no longer an undefined engagement
to construet the Pacific Railway.; it was an engagement,
to give certain dollars to - complete a certain partially
constructed work, and to give certain acres of land, in con-
siderttion of which once and for all, finally and forever, we
implemented our obligations with respect to the Canadian
Pacifia Railway. My hon. friend who sits on my left (àfr.
Laurier), in bis speech last night recapitulated with great
tersenes the varions and changing policy of the Admini-
stration, and pointed out when he came to the ara of the
c ntract this element of finality, and he showed how very
lacking in this prospect the contract was as viewed by the
light of the propositions which are now submitted to Parlia-
ment. It is so, Sir. To-day we are called upon to deal with a
supposed fnal obligation in a manner entirely contradictory
to the notion that the obligation is final. But what I com- t
plain of is, that althongh we are asked to-day to
largely commit the eredit, and engage the resources of
the country, in order to complote the contracted line 1
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, it is obvious that we have
not before us,as we ought to have before us, ail the proposals,
and all the i foraution which ougit te be submitted before
we ae aked a quiesc in or to rejet this particular pro-

posaI. It in true that in a modifded sense, and to a limite4
extent, the Government have recogn ied the soundness of
the view that Parliament in entitil to have all the parts of
this Canadian Pacific Railway policy presented for
its consideration-to know the whole business through, I
say, to a limited exte'nt. We have before us on the paper,
Besolutions designed to close one other element of the Cana.
dian Pacifie Railway bargain. We have before us Resolu-
tions designed to settle the claims of British Colakbia in
connection with the Canadian Pacifia Railway; and we see
from them what it in that is proposed to do in that
direction; and, therefore, I am not able to complain that the
proposition the Government have laid before us is in this
single particular, incomplete. They have sbown us, in so
far as the extreme west of the country is concerned,
what, besides the proposal which is now on the Table, we
are to be called upon to do in connection with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway It is quite true -without dealing with
that proposal, which it would be quite improper to do at
this moment-that that call does open a very serious con-
sideration. I Well remember listening to the Minister of
Public Works when he declared, at a comparatively lat
stage of-tho controversies which have raged since the
original bargain with British Columbia, that Esquimalt
was, and must bs, the Paeific terminas of that railway.
HIow far that view is consistent with the arrangement under
which the road, by which E-ýquimalt is to be reached, bas
surrendered to a rival Pacifie rsilway, one of the American
Pacifie railways, I shall loave it to the astute mind of the
Minister of Public Works .now otherwise engaged,
I am sorry to observe, to settle. There is another
question which looms up now much more pro.
minently, much more immediately, much more pres-
singly than we supposed it would, up to recent dates.
I have said that there was a Pacifie R'ailway terminus sug.
gested by the Minister of Public Works, under the old Gov-
ernment, when he was in Opposition, and, so far as I can
remember, in the new, at Esqui malt, as the true terminus
for the through trade between the east and the west. But,
Sir, even assuming that that view is abandoned, and that
the Pacific terminus of a great trans-continental railway,
which is to carry so many thousands of tons of precions
treight oastward and westward, from the European to the
Asiatic continent, even assuming that that terminus is to
be found on the mainland of British Columbia, it is quite
clear from the concurrent and undisputed testimony of the
engineers, not unfrequently cited in this House, that Port
Moody is not, and cannot ba ·such a terminus. English
Bay and Cove Harbour, further down the indenta-
tion in which Port Moidy is situated, have always
been stated to be the points to which the railway must at-
tain, if it is to do a trade with the large steamers plying
on the Pacifie Ocean. And now that we have arrived at this
point, that Parliament is to be called upon to deal with this
question as a trans-continental question; that we are to
sacrifice muach, to engage much, to do much more than
the people of this country ever supposed they would be
called upon to do, in order that that consummation of a com-
pleted trans-continental railway doing a through trade may
beachieved, within two years, it is certainly important to
know what provision has been, and what provision is to be
made, for a real available terminus for that portion of the
trade which is to reach and leave the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way on the Pacifie coast. Yet we know that the expendia
ture, according to former estimates, according to the views
of Mr. Fleming, Mr. Smith and other engineers, who alone
iave spoken on the subject, to reach even the mainland of
the Pacifia from Port Moody, is no insignificantsum. If I
righhty remember, speaking now of a recollection some
years eld, it is somewhat between $1,000,000 and $ 1,600,000.
Well then, Sir, going a little further eat you find tht there
ire other questions with referenoe to the railway yet
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unsolved. I have pointed out-and I just avert to it with-
out discussing it-the circumstance that to-day when we
are called upon to deal with this question as one finally
settled, or one finally to be settled by the proposa1s now
before us, we are dealing with a cros'4ing by the Kicking
Horse Pass-a crossing of the Selkirk Range. We are
dealing. with a crossing the possibility of which, from an
engineering point of view, bas not yet been demonstrated.
We are dealing with a crossing the cost of which has not
yet been ascertained, if it he at ail feasible. It is proposed
to us to accept the estimates of an unlocated, unsurveyed
mountain line, when it is still within the range of possi-
bility that another route across the mountain may have
to be adopted. It is proposed to us to accept this estimate;
and I am obliged just to infer, in the absence of that infor-
mation which -we had a right to expect, upon this proposal
being brought before us, but which is not yet before us, I
say I bave to assume the accuracy of a statement, reported
in the Toronto Mail and the Montreal Gazette, said to have
been communicated to the Mail by Mr. Van Horne, as to the
cost to complote from the summit of the Rocky Mountains
to Kamloops. Hle stated it at $10,100,000. We are called
upon to agree that there is sufficient evidence that this cost
of the 290 miles, the 300 miles, or the 270 miles-for all
these figures are given to us-of the unsurveyed and unlo-
cated mountain line, when we know-once again dealing by
estimation-Aubtracting, so far as we can ascertain it, the
amount paid to the construction company for the work
whichb has been done in the west, from the total to be paid
them on their western contract-that the sum of
811,000,000 or $12,0,000 in cash,.and $25,000,000 of stock,
were, a little more than a year ago, agreed to be paid for
the construction of the work from the summit of the Rocky
Mountains to Kamloops, which we are now told can be built
for 8 10,100,000. For less cash by far than the cash which was
to be paid for it before, taking into no accounu whatever
$25,000,000 of stock of the Canadian Pacifie iailway, which
was to be tbrown in as a bonne bouche-as something very nice
to look at if it was not very much to have. Thon, Sir, when
we come to the prairie country, we know that facilities
for transport at moderate rates over a widely extended
range of that country are of the lest consequence to the
future of the North-West itself, and to tho future of the
whole Dominion, deeply committed as the whole Dominion
is to the future of the North-West. I do not nyself sup-
pose that there exists any quetion connected with public
improvements of equal practical consequence to the ques-
tion of what is to be done within the next two or
three years in the way of lowering the rates and
increasing the mileage of lines of railway in the
fertile prairie country; and I need do no more than
a'lude to the observation of the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways himself, in opening the debate upon those Resolutions,
that the branch lines which ho was defending were of
Sreater consequence than many sections of the main line
itself. Although we were called upon to make so many
sacrifices for the early completion of the main line, he gave
to the branch lines, not merely the absolute. but the relative
importance which I have just now described. Bait, Sir, in
proposals of the Government, so far as they have been laid
before Parliament, so far as we have been enabled to consider
them, in none of the points to which I have alluded, running
from Esquimalt into the prairie country, is there any sug-
gbstion for adjusting these questions. They are 'eft unad-
justed. Rather may I say, particularly with reference to the
question of branch lines, that the putting in the forefront of
the battle fhe construction of the main line through the two
uncompleted linkq, the.arrangement that the resources of the
Oompany are to be applied either in that work or in recoup'
ing the Government for the advance now made towards the
eteeution of that work, are indicative ihat à policy of little
or no construction of branch lines in the next two or three
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years, instead of a very liberal construction, either by the
Railway Company itself or by other corporations unfettered
by the exercise of the powNer of disallowance, is to be
adopted. Thon, Sir, getting farLher eastward, we come to
the Sault Ste. Marie Branch, and the importance of that
branch is recognized, I think, by ail. It certainly was re-
cognized at an earlier date by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company itself, who.laid down as a part of their policy, the
construction, first of all, of a branch toSault Ste. Marie, and
afterwards of the main lino by way of Sault Ste. Marieband
ultimately of a branch line to Algoma Mil, on the way to
Sault Ste. Marie ; and the linoeis now within eighty miles
of that point. And that the view of making connections
with American lines to be built and reaching towards the
Sault, was entertained-aye, that even obligations have
been entered into of that description, is shown by the inter-
views which have taken place between the president of the
Company and the municipal authorities of Portland in the
month of October last, whon Mr. Stephen is reported to
have said :

" It has just occurred to me that I have forgotten a point which I should
not have forgotten, that of seeing an article in to.day's paper from my
friend, General Washburne, of Minneapolis. [ will now simplv say that
we have about completed a branch line of the Canadian Pacifie that la
now within eighty miles of Sault Ste. Mari, ihe point Gener al Wash-
burne contemplates; and we have unde.taken ta build theEe eighty
miles and reacn the sea as soon as they are ready to meet us. We have
engaged to meet them at Sault Ste. Marie, and when that connec-
tion is made it does not require a very fertile imagination to see what is
going to be the effect on the ports of the Atlantie receiving flour from
Mintneapolis in enormous quantities. If we can manage te get the flour
manufactured at Minneapolis shipped to Portland, you will have a very
busy harbour.

" Alderman MAia. I would like tg ask the gentleman the condition
of tbis road f om Minneapolis to ault Ste. Marie. la it mrely contem-
plated or under process of construction?

" Mr. STUPHEN. I know nothing about it, except what I have heard
from General Washburne. Ail the Minneapolis millers, I understand,
and St. Paul people are interesting themselves in it. General Wash-
burne says they are certain to build it. That is ail I know about it.
We have undertaken to meet them at Sault Ste. Marie, and we have only
eighty miles to go.

" The A&YoR. I understand :you to say they have undertaken to
build the branch line.

"Mr. 8TEPHEN. It is beyond the region of talk now. I cannot tell
how far We are ready tu build there whenever we have any object to
build there. We shall only be too happy to take their flour when they
get there."
But bore again, in the. policy which is presentel to us-
which, as I have said, is a policy practioaily of a devotioi
of the resources proposed to be suppiied to the now-existing
Company to the completion of the main lino, and the re-
conpment of the money to be advanced by the public for
the. main line,-we find no resources for the completion of
hese particular enterprises. Going further east, we come
to the question of the Gravenhurst and Callanler connection
-a question of very great consequence -acknowledged to
be one of very great moment to an important section of the
Dominion-u.pon which we have been told from time to
time that the Government would produce results satisfac.
tory to us, and in respect of which we were told last Session
that unless perfect independence could be secured, and
absolute freedom from control on the part of either of the
rival undertakings, a larger expenditure would be advisable
than would be involved in the more construction of the
railway, under less favourable conditions, 'for the commerce
of the country. But we have not now before us the result
of the action of the Governmont upon the powers with
which we invested them last Session; we do not know
what the consummated policy with reference to the Graven-
hurst and Callander Branch is; we do not know what
guarantees are given ; we do not know what cost is to be
incurred; we do not know, in fine, whether the plan
adopted last Session has been found feasible or not;
or whether the Government itself is lo build that link.
Again, we have before us a private Bill proposing to invest
the Canadian Paciate Railway Oompany with authority to
lease and acquire branch linos in various direetions-a
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power of an indefinite character involving obligations of an
indefinite description, which obligations will be debts of th
corporation and may affect its power and capacity of paying
Upon these we have not the policy of the Administratior
devoloped. Going still further east we have the question o:
the summer terminus of the railway. Upon that subject
we know that varying opinions have been held. We know
that the original notion was Callander and a connoction witl
the lines which were to be built from Callander towards the
Pacifie; we know that a subsidy was granted to the Canada
Central with the express view of its reaching Callander, or,
rather, reaching whatever might be the eastern terminus
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway; and it was supposed that
the ocean would be reached by means of connecting lines,
We know that when the contract was made, it was in con-
templation that they might aequire, and they took the
power te acquire, by amalgamation or purchase, the
line of the Canada Central Railway and the lino
of the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental, thus
roaching to Montroal; and for a timo it seemed as
if the terminus that was intended, was to be a Montroal
terminus, at any rate, as the summer terminus. But
other ideas have, for sometime, taken possession of the
public mind; other ideas have taken possession of the
mind of the railway Company, other ideas have taken pos-
session of the mind of important >eedons, and it is well wo
should understand in what theoe are to result. I was
amongst those who regrettel very mach the stop that was
taken by the Quebec Governmont when they sold the lino
betweon iMontreal and Quebec in such forn as to
riender possiblo that it thould, as it ultimately did.
pass under the control of the Grand Trunk Railway. I
believe that it would have been be tter in the intereits of
Quebec and botter in the international intercst, had that
road been sold for a very much smaler price to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway than that it should be sold for the
price at which Mr. Senecal Lought it, and the enhanced
price which ho afterwards recoived from porsons who are
supposed to be in the interests of the Grand Trunk Railway.
But that has been done, and the question is complicated by
that ti ansaction. Now we are awaro, not in the proper
manner, not in the manner in which Parliament ougit to
be aware of it, but we are aware, from the ordinary sources
of information, that claims have been mado and presented
to the Administration with reference to this portion of the
connection from ocean to ocean to which I am now adver-
ting. First of ali, the newspapers tell us that the
Quebec Government has advanced a claim te o roi mbursed,
as a proportion of aid towards the construction of
the natidnal highway, $12,000 a mile for the railway which
they have built from Ottawa to Montreal or to Quebee, I do
not very well understand which from the newspapers. But
one or the other claim, the newspapers say, was proferred
lately by the Quebec Ministers-first of al by a written
communication, and subsequently in a conference hore. Weo
know also, from the same source of information, that other
portions of the complicated question which is involved in
this part of the whole subject, have assumed a dimension
more than Provincial, because we see that the commercial
authorities, the Boards of Trade, or Chambers of Commerce,
if I remember aright, of Halifax and St. John, as well as
that of Quebec, have made joint representations upon the
subject of the importance of having an independent lne
between Montreal and Quebec in connection with the groat
trans-continental line. It seems as if the error which was
made when control of that line was parted with, is now
about to assume serious proportions, and we have before us
the question what ought to be done, what can be done,
if anything ought to be done, or if anything can be donc,
to redress that error and to obtain that freedom of com-
munication between the Intercolonial Railway and the west,
between the ports of the east and the west, the original
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1 opportunity for which was lost for a time when the roads
e on both sides of the river between Montreal and Quebec

passed into the hands of one corporation. We know that
in the same connection, clrims have been alvanced in order

f to the completion and consummation of this great scheme
of a railway bridge across the St. Lawreneo at Quebec, to
make a free connection betwoon both sides of the river and

t between the railway system as it is projected. Now, the
views which are taken upon this subject may be very
divergent, but what is coitain is that strong views
are taken, and ihat, as the months roll on and the

i schemes of the Government dcvolop themselves, we
tind still greater importance attached to the notion
of a great trans-continental railway, and larger and
larger views as to what the obligations of the Dominion
are, and what the daty of tho Dominion is in furtherance of
the schene of a great railway across the continent with
Canadian termini. The question whethor Quobec, as well
as, or to the exclusion of, Montreal, shall be the summer
terminus, is one of theso questions, and the consideration
of that question and of the claims which have been made,
as I have said, that the Govornment shall socure the inde-
pendence of the highway between the two cities by
building a bridge across the river, and that the Government
shall recognize the right of tho Province of Qaoboc to a
larger mileage subsidy for the work they have constructed,
are claims wbich are to be measurod, not by thousands but
by millioins, and probably engagements of one kin'i or
another in connection with them, wil[ come to the sum of
somothing liko elO,1-10,,000 or $12,000,000. laving got so
far, we deal only witib one half of the question. Wedeal only
with the question of what the summer port or ports shall
bo, and what shall be the obligations of the Dominion, in
order to obtain the consummation which is to be the policy
of the country-to obtain a Dominion summer port. We
yet have before us the question of a winter port. Now,
upon that subjcct, at the samo interview of the Company
with the municipalities of Portland, to which I have alroady
alluded, Mr. Stephen made this statemont:

" In addition to that, we shall have by January or February, of this
coming year, a line ofrailway from Montreal to Uh;ctgo, connecting at
St. Louis with the Canadian tailway, giviag us a throuigh road from
Montreal to Chicago. That brings us under tbe control of the Canadian
Railvay, and from the Pacifie Ocean to Montreal, a line from Chicago,
and it is not unnatural, htvirg reached Montreal, and, as you are well
aware, Montreal beiig only a six m »nth3' port, wi stould be looking to
the question of reaching the Atlantic, and it is not unnatural that our
eyes should be cast upon the most direct way, and whether we shall be
able to accomplish our object will depend a little upon yourselves. We
think, as I said before, that Portland bas groat capacity in ihat respect,
and I may say for my colleagues and mysrelf, we are anxious to do all
we can te endeavouir to get a foothold here. What the advantages,
direct or indirect, of our coming h-re you are as able to foresee as I am.
It 1s with that object in view that wo are here to-night."

And once again the Mayor, aldressing Mr. Stephen, says:
"The Canadian Pacifi', who are represented here, speak for them-

selves, and say they intead te use it, " that is the Portland and Ogdens-
burg Railway, " as a through line in connection witb their road, is that
wbat [ understand, Ni-. dtephen7

"Mr. STicpiis. Yes, iir '
"f would ask," says the Mayor, I how you are gain g t> conect wdih

your road when you get up through the mountains.
" Mr. STEPHEN. It is not very easy for me to answer the question

the Mayor bas put to mg. The arrangement is anythiug but complete
yet. We do not knuw very well how we are going to do it. Al our
efforts se far have terminated at Montreat. A briàge bas got to be built
which will take an'out eighteen months, and when we get across the
bridge to MontreI we will find some way of gettin down to connect
with this roed; aaa as to the connection we have ttat. A very good
connection is uver the St. Johnsbury and Oglensburg. but, as I said
before, we hare not given these matters very much consideration yet.''

So that it is very plain, both from the papers which have
been laid before us, the very large expenditure of some
81,500,000 or $1,600,000 which has been made in acquiring
an interest in the South-Eastern and the Montreal, Port.
land and Boston, the efforts to obtain the Portland and
Ogdensburg, and the declarations of the president of the
Company, as late as October last, which I have just road,
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that what the Company seeks and thinks most direct is
a Portland terminus, and perhaps they might have a slight
leaning towards Biston as another terminus. Well now*,
even so early as the time of i he contract itself, these were
not the views that were represonted to the House as those
which ought to bo adopted. The hon. the Minister of
Public Works, in the course of the debate in December,
1880, announced contrary views; the First Minister, in
the course of the protracted debates which then occurred in
the montb of January, announced contrary views; and, last
year, in proposing the policy of subsidizing railways, which
the Minister of Railways broughtdown,he elaborated atgreat
length the rival claims of the various Canadian ports on the
Atlantic seaboard, and declared that it would be a great
calamity if the Canadian Pacific Railway should find its
winter terminus in our neighbours' territory, and ho pointed
out, as a reason why some assistance should be rendered to
the construction of divers lines, that they would tend to
place the varions ports which ho enumerated ou such a foot-
ing that they might compete with, at any rate, the port of
Portland. Well, a year bas elapsed, and the schemes of the
hon. Minister, which ho assured us he had made such
enquiries about and reached such conclusions upon that
the financial propositions which he presented to us would
ensure thoir construction and completion, have failed, and
we do not find it possible that, unless some other arrange
ments are made, those schemes can now be carried out
And, therefore, we must hold that the policy of the Govern-
ment upon the subject of a Canadian winter port for the
Canadian Pacific Railway is one which has been faurther
considered, and which requires remodelling and roadjusting,
as so many other parts of their policy, when submitted to
the rude test of actual experience, ha e required remodel-
ling and readjusting. Now, Sir, there may be all sorts of
opinions with reference to these various schemes, with refer-
ence to their practicability, with reference to their import-
ance, with reference to thoir justice, with reference to their
absolute merit, with reference to their relative merits; but
there can be no doubt that, in one shape or another, they
have attracted attention; there can bo no doubt that, in one
shape or another, a policy has to be proclaimed, a conclusion
has to be reached; there can be no doubt that, if that policy
is one of further expenditure, of further obligations on the
part of the Dominion, it is the bounden duty of this Par-
liament, as true representatives of the people, to insist
that they shall have before them, iu one complete
whole, the various parts of a policy of this descrip-
tion. That policy is now, you may say, if you look
to the various speeches to which I have referred, to the
varions transactions which have occurred, to all the
symptoms which display themselves, one polic.y. I differ
from those altogether who say a transaction can be car-
ried through piecemenl. My opinion is that, on a large
financial operation, engaging the credit of this Dominion
and calling upon its resources to the tune of thirty millions
of dollars, it is of vast consequence that we should have
before us what other proposals of a financial character may
be made, so that we should be able to view the wholescene,
and to consider, with the total extent of obligations which.
are proposed to us before us,whether we will accept the whole
whether we will reject the whole, whether we will accept
part or reject part. It hus been said by the greatest master
of finance of this and, I believe to-day I may say, of the
last generation as well, by the present Prime Minister
of England, that it is utterly useless for the Bouse of
Commons to attempt that control which it is essential it
shonld have over the national finance unless the statement
of annual expenditure and charge is a single statement;
presents at one view the whole operations of the year. It
is obvious that that observation is well founded, and I deeply
regret to know that, in our ordinary transactions, we have
so far departed from it. But, Sir, this is not an ordinary
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transaction. This is one single transaction of gigantic
magnitude, with many parts, it is truc, but they are all
parts of the whole; and what we ought to know is
what is this whole, this comprehensive whole. If it
is to be said that nothing is to be done in the
direction of further financial engagements or assist-
ance towards any of these objects, 'there is a policy;
we understand it, and we know then-and we know thon
for the first time-that, so far as the Government contem-
plates it, our obligations, enhanced as they are by the pro-
posals of the day, are yet limited by the proposals of the day,
and we are called upon thon to cQnsider whether, in our
view, any other of these elements of the great problem of
the Canadian trans.continental railway is of such par-
amount importance that some different application of the
funds which the Government proposed to apply, should to
some extent be made. On the other hand, if the Govern-
ment does propose that there should be further assistance of
one kind or another, that further public engagements should
be made in order to carry out this grand idea, surely we
are entitled to know what the plan of the Government is,
what its proposals are, and to know it before we are called
on to vote on these Resolutions; because, as I have said
betore, I now repeat, they are parts of a whole, and wo
want to know what the whole is before we vote on
the parts; we want to know what is the sum of
the obligations that the country is to be calk d upon
to commit itself to. There may be, Sir, many views
with reference to all the points to which I have
alluded; there may be many differences of opinion upon
them. I have not at any time expressed or implied,
I am not now expressing or implying, an opinion upon any
one of them. I recognize the responsibility and the duty
of the Administration of the day, having the conauct of public
affairs, having the confidence of a vast majority of the
people's representatives, to propound this policy, to submit
it to the fouse and to the country, and to challenge upon
it criticism and investigation. I recognize that proposition
with peculiar and added force as applicable to the question of
expenditure which, under the wholesome and salutary rule
of the British Constitution, incorporated by a hard and fast
clause in our Constitution, forbids proposais for public expen-
diture otherwise than with the assent of the Crown-given,
of course, upon the advice and suggestion of respon-
sible Ministers of the Crown. What I am pointing out
is, that in order that Parliament may discharge its
duty of deciding upon the merits of the proposals of
the Administration, it is right that Parliament should have
before thom the whole policy of the Administration, that
we should not have it piecemeal, that upon a financial ques-
tion of this description, we should know the end before we
are asked to vote for the beginning; we should know what
these plans are, once for all. If the question is settled there
is nothing more to be done, so far as the Government is
concerned. If there is something more to be done, what
more is to be done ? Upon that question we are entitled to
be informed before we are asked to decide whether or no it
is fitting to accede to the proposals which are now before
us. I feel, Sir, that I would have been doing less than my
duty if I had not stated these propositions for the consider-
ation of the House ; I feel that I would be doing less than
my duty if I did not endeavour to take the sense of the
House upon them formally, and with that view I move in
amendment to the amendment, to leave out all the words
after " following " in the amendment, and insert the folio e-
ing:

I t is fitting that before asking this fouse to proceed with the con-
sideration of the Resol'.iou for aid to the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, the Government should lay before the Honse its propoEals
with regard to any further subsidies to be granted to Provines i r
Oompanies, or any further aid to be provided, or any further works to
be secured, in connection with the great achem of a truas-oonti ental
railway with Canadian termnini
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am very glad to learn by
the address which the leader of the Opposition bas just de-
livered to the House, that the result of the long and inter-
esting debate which we have had upon this very important
question, has been to convince that hon, gentleman that he
would be discharging his duty if, instead of adhering to bis
position of antagonism to the great measure before the
House, ho confined himself to a criticism of some of the
details. I am glad the hon. gentleman has at last come to
the conclusion, that, instead of joining issue with the Reso-
lutions, as has been done by my hon. friend the mover of
the amendment, in a bold and clear antagonism to those
propositions, the hon. leader of the Opposition finds it
necessary to amend a resolution of his own supporter
proposing to read those Resolutions this day six months,
and confines himself to qualifying the position ho had
taken, by asking for further details as to the policy of the
Government. Now, Sir, I am not at ail surprised that the
hon. gentleman should have come to that conclusion.
I am not at ail surprised that this should be the case
after the hon. gentleman had found, not only that
the judgment of the vast majority of this House was
in favour of the propositions that I have had the honour
of laying before it, not only that a large majority of this
House was prepared to sustain the propositions sub-
mitted by the Government, but that from his own sup-
porters, from some of the ablest and most independent
supporters of that hon gentleman, he as had a lesson
read to him in this House such as no leader of a great
party should haive needed in discussing a great
measure like this. There is no hon. gentleman in this
House who does not recognize, that in the able, the exhaus-
tive, the argumentative and conclusive statements sub.
mitted to this House last night by the hon. member for
Lisgar (Mr. Ross), this question bas been placed in a posi-
tion that shows the hon gentleman that lie is not only in
antagonism with the Government, that he is not only in
antagonism with the great majority of this Parliament, but
that he is in antagonism with the public sentiment of this
country. Sir, I have no besitation in saying, that in my
knowledge of' parliamentary discussion, I have never wit-
nessed an occasion upon which an hon. member of this
Hlouse has discharged- discharged at the cost of party ties
and obligations and friendships-a duty more ably, more
independently and more efficiently, than that lon. gentle-
man discharged his duty last night. Do we not know that
the object and aim of the hon. gentlemen opposite have
been, instead of aiding us to develop the great North-West,
instead of aiding us in carrying on this great national
work in which Canada is so deeply and vitally interested,
that they have endeavoured to thwart that undertaking?
Does the hon. gentleman not know that, line by line, in the
most conclusive manner, the hon. member for Lisgar con-
victed those hon. gentlemen of having, by the organs of
their party, the great leading organs of their party, one of
them edited by an ex-Minister of the Crown (Mir. Mills),
and another organ of their party to which they ail bow with
deference, the Toronto Globe-that they done all in their
power to put obstacles in the way of the promotion of this
great scheme ? The hon. member for Lisgar took up theso
two great organs of the party, and he proved to this Rouse
in the most conclusive manner, by the most conclusive
demonstration, that these organs of gentlemen opposite were
engaged in the unholy work of, not only endeavouring to
break down the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, but
seeking to destroy the confidence of the public, and of the
world, and of every person, in the great North- West.
That is just the position of the question. If ever there was
an occasion which warranted a man in forgetting every-
thing but what he owed to his constituency and the coun-
try, it is the position of this question to-day. What is the
resuit ? The late ex-Minister of Militia, the colleague Of

the leader of the Opposition, pre.sents an amendment to.
day, after last night's debate, during which an argument
was advancei which I have no hesitation in saying will
sink deep into the minds of members on both sides of the
House, a presentation of the case, a defence of the great
North-West and a defence of Canada, a statement of the
case that will be heralded everywhere as of vast importance
and value as meeting in the mostfull and efficient manner, by
an hon. gentleman who knows whereof he speaks, all those
calumnies and slanders which have been hurled at the North-
West in order to break down the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company. I am not surprised, under these circumstances,
that the hon. leader of the Opposition should find discretion is
the botter part of valour, and when his former colleague, the
laie Minister of Militia, ventured to ask this Ilouse te
thi ow out these Resolutions and read them six months from
to-day, the leader of the Opposition should say : " No, no,
that is going too far; lot me move an amendment which
will prevent that disaster to the country, and ask the Govern-
ment to bring down a little more infor mation." The hon.
gentleman is becoming so alive to the magnitude of this
question that he actually proposes to go f'ar boeyon any-
thing that the Government have asked the House to do.
The hon. zentleman is not content with furnishing
$30,000,000 for the purpose of completing this great work ;
the hon. gentleman feels we have fallen short of our duty
-I am not certain but that he is right-ini not presenting
for fair and just consideration the claims of other bections
of the country in connection with that groat enterprise.
Finding himself in that position, the leader of the Opupoition
seeks an opportunity to place himelf right on the question,
to recede trom the position of antagonisn to these Resolu-
tions from the position of stopping the construction of the
railway of rotarding its rapid completion, fromu the posi-
tion of being placed before Parliament and the country in
the attitude of combining with the organs of his party
outside of the House to lower in the estimation of the world,
the resources of our country in order to prevent the con-
summation of that great work. I am not at ail surprised
that the hon. gentleman should have taken that position,
and ho would have been wanting in tact and sensitive
appreciation of public and parliamentary sentiment if
ho had not felt, what every other hon. member feele,
that the result of this discussion has been to leave no
doubt on the mind of any intelligent man in this
House or 'out of it, who has an opportunity of-
reading the debates or hearing them, that the Govern
ment would have been wanting in the last degree, in
what they owe to the country if they had failed on the
present occasion, and in the present emergency, to come
forward with. the propositions we have submitted for
the consideration of the House. The hon. gentleman is
very anxious on the question of finality. He said the great
argument which was used in support of our proposition
when we laid it before Parliament, was that it would dis-
pose at once and forever of the obligations on the Parlia-
ment of Canada in connection with the construction of the
Pacific Railway. I say so now. I say we have evidence
before us more conclusive than we ever had, that that con-
tract has in it ail th& essence of finality, and it has been es-
tablished beyond doubt that every dollar of obligation that
would ever fall on the country in connection with this work
bas been embraced within the terms of the contract itself.
Do we ask for an additional dollar of subvention ? No. Dc
we ask the country to jeopardize a dollar of the advance pro-
posed ? Lot the leader of the Opposition take his answor from
the hon, member for Peel (Mr. Fleming). I listened with
great interest to the able address of that lon. member, and
it was with no littie satisfaction that I found him breaking
away from the trammels that bis asýsociates of that side of
the flouse had been endeavouring to weave around this ques-
tion and himself, It was with no little pleasure I found
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that the hon. gentleman, rising superior to the arguments
used by Lis leader, and iterated and i eiterated by various hon.
gentlemen on that side of the House, and showing that this
Company had abundant ineans and abundant resources to
complote the railway. Not only so, but that the security of
21,000,000 acres of lard which they were placing in our
bands was a security from which we might confidently
expect to obtain a return of 69,000,000 in cash within two
years. That was the statement of the hon. member for
Peel. Lot the bon. leader of the Opposition take this
answer as to the question of security from one
of his own follower, without regarding one word of
the unanswerable arguments used on this sile of the
House. Lot him take the statoment Cf one of bis
ovn supporters as to the resources of the Company,
a id there cannot be a shadow of doubt in the mind
of any person that the Government does not ask Par-
Jiament to contribute a singal additional dollar for the
purpose of constracting the Canarliari Pacific Railway over
and above that whic4 the coritract provided the Government
should pay to the Compiny, that there is the most perfect
finali.ty in regard to it. We base oar proposition to advance
additional moncy to the Company, not on the ground of
the inability of the Company to carry out ie contract, but
on the value to Canada of a continuance of the rapid pro-
gress of the work, and of its completion by the season of
18-86. I repeat that the gro md on which we rest this
application is that, while we are not called upon to add a
dollar to the Conpany's subvention, and are not called upon

-to jeopardize a single do!lar, having the most perfect, ample
and complete securily for the return of the money, we would
be wanting in our duty, knowing the vast importance
of having the work proeceded with the same rapidity
which bas hitherto marked it afnd of having it promptly
completed, if wo should hesitate to carry out this proposi-
tion, e pecially when the hon. gentleman's own friends tell
him that from one source of sacurity given by the Com-
pany we are going to soeure a return of $9,000,000 within
the next two or three vears. The hon. gentleman bas
referrod very briefly to the terms of tho proposal in respect
to British Colmb a. I neel not follow the hon. gentleman
into that mattcr. The hon. gentleman said himself that
ho did not propose ti discuss the question, but only to
allude to it; becausa I suppose bis followers expect him to
stand on lis feet for a certain number of minutes and speak
in regard to the resolution he moved. I utterly fail
to see the bearing of bis remarks on the question
before the House. As to whother Port Moody or English
Bay is the best port for the terminus, all I ca*n say is that
the Government selected Port Moody as the terminus of the
railway, and in doing so they solected a port accessi ble from
the Pacifie Ocean, and which is declared to be the best port
that is to be found on the Pacifie coast. Her Majesty's vos-
sels have, during the past year. surveyod the harbour, and
we have the declaration of the officers who have been
there-and they are the most perfectly indepen-
dent and able sources of information-that we have
made the most wise and judicious selection which
could have been made, that the port is simply perfect,
and that there is nothing on the Pacifie coast superior to it.
And they have now represeated to the Admiralty the pro-
prie.ty of making Port Moody the hoadquarters for the
Admiralty on the Pacifie coast, as being the best location
which is to be found there. 'Ie hon. gentleman, I dare say,
would like us to go down to English Bay, b3cause it wôuld
have compelled the expenditure of $1,000,000 to get thore,
in the first instance, and another $1,000,000 or $2,000,000
to make a harbour ont of an open roadstead, where there is
comparatively no anchorage. I say, the Goverment feel that
they have done all that is necessary, in relation to that ques-
tion, whon they carried the Canadian Pacifie Railway to a
terminus which was declared by the highest naval authori- J
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ties, to be unequallel on the Pacifie coast. Then, the Ion.
gentleman ventured to say that we did know whother wo
could get through the Kicking Horse Pass and the
Selkirk Range. I could hardly believe that he was
so unacquainted with what is goinig forward, as to
make such a statement. I tol him that we know
everything that is neo'essary to b3 known, in rela.
tion to the Kicking Horse Pass, and it has bon stated
in the fullest manner to the House, There is no doubt that
it was not |desirable to have as beavy grades as we
have been obliged to encoanter, there baing, for a short
distance, a grade of 116 feet to the mile. I wish, however,
to refer for a moment to the grades of the Union Pacific,
and every person knows that whon I speak'of it, that the
lino from Chicago to San Francisco is composed of the
Union and Central Pacifie, and that you cannot get to
the Pacifie ocean by the Union Pacifie alone; you have
to go by the Central Pacifie as well, though they are
under different charters and different companies. On the
portion called the Union Pacifie tho grade is ninety feet
to the mile, and on the Central Pacific portion it is 116
feet to the mile, and thero is a great deal more o f
that grade than is to bo found on the most severe
parts of the Kicking Horse Pass and the Selkirk Range. On
the Northern Pacifie, the maximum grade is 128 feot to the
mile, and'in the Southera Pacific, it is also 128 feet to the mile.
Sa that in point of grade, though it would have been dosir-
able if possible to have avoided tho3e heavy grades, yet when
we are able to shorten the Canadian Pacific Railway somo-
thing like 100 miles, and are only obliged to encounter for
a limited distance grades of 116 feet to the mile, I think no
person who knows anything of railways wilt hesitate to say
that we would have adopted a most unwise course, if we had
secured the lower grade at the cost of an increase of
distance, amounting to 100 miles. The hon. gentleman
is very anxious about the branch lines. I am glad that
he is; for as he knows I have always attacbed the
greatest possibleimportance to the branch linos. I have
always said in speaking of the amount the Company were to
receive for the construction of the prairie section-I have
always kept prominently in view the fact that they would
be compelled to construct branch linos all over the varions
portions of the prai-ie section, in order to make their lands
valuable, and in order to make traffic for their trunk line.
And as the branch linos were entirely constructed at their
own expense, I have always folt that a fair subject for tha
consideration of this House is the expenditure involved in
these branch linos. As to what the Ion. gentleman las
said, the only conclusion I could arrive at from lis remarks
-and I followed him attentively, as I always do wben
listening to words of wisdom-was, that we are asking too
little money-I could not find any reasonable foundation
except that, for the statements which ho made to the House.
He complains that we are not providing for the branch
linos. le says, it is true you are providing for the
rapid construction of the main lino, but the branch
linos are important, and what is to become of them ?
Well, Sir, that is a very important point, and I beg to tell
him that it is one which las not escaped the attention of
the Government; and I think he will not contradict me
wben I say that ho and I have had no understanding that ho
should raise that question, and that I should answer it. 1
have no doubt that he will be delighted when I tell him that
the importance of extending these branch lines has engaged
the attention of the Government, and that it is provided by
a private Bill which is now before the House, that in regard
to those linos, that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
shall be enabled to bond that portion of the branchli nes
which is constructed, in order to provide the means for their
steady and continuous extension. If we look at the district
of southern Manitoba, we know that there are a vast number
of people who have gone in there under the impression that
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they would soon be reached by railway communication; and
we felt that for the development of the North-West, and
for securing the traffic, which is the foundation'of the success
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, it is absolutely necessary
that these branches should be extended. I am sure the hon.
gentleman will give us a hearty support in the measure
which we intend to submit to Parliament, and which bas
already engaged our attention for the purpose of steadily and
profitably carrying out the branch lines in those sections of
the country where there is a demand for them, and where
their construction will not only develop the country, but
secure a valuablo trafic for the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
I may say, in reference to the speech of the hon. member
for Peel (Mr. Fleming), that I was glad that ho dealt with
this question with a frankness which did him great credit,
so far as that portion of his speech is concerned, by saying
that these lands would give a return of $9,000,000 in two or
three years. He knows that under the Resolutions every
cent of those $9,000,000 will come directly into the
coffers of Canada in meeting interest and extinguishing this
debt. The hon. gentleman made a sound calculation and I
repeat that it is a pleasure to be able to listen to
gentlemen on that sido cf the House who break
away a little from the trammels of party, which
seem so to limit the mental vision of somehon. gentlemen-
and discuss so great a question in the busiless.like way in
which they would discuss any other practical question out-
side the field of polities. Ie said, you will not only get
$9,000,000 from the lands, but you will have over $",000,000
per annum of net profits from the working of the railway.
I commend to my hon. friend, the leader of the Opposition,
this remark of his friend, the hon. member for Peel. We
are not only to give them assistance for promoting the con-
struction of branch lines, se as to enable them to issue bonds
on the constructed portion of the line, for the purpose of
being applied to their extension, but, as the hon. member
for Peel says, they are going to get $2,000,000 of net profits
per annum on the operation of the railway, for the
purpose of carrying out and extending the branch
lines in any direction which may be absolutely
necessary in the interest of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
My hon. friend is very anxious about Portland and Sault
Ste. Marie. Well, I do not think it was a very extraordinary
thing that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company should
have paid a visit to the harbour of Portland. The hon. gen-
tleman knows that it is the ncarest port on the Atlantic
to the port of Montreal. No person requires to be told that
one of our difficulties with regard to the Atlantic port for
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, is the advantage, which
unfortunately for us-I was going to say nature, but I
believe it was something of a more personal character which
gave that which formerly, and rightfully belonged to us, to
the adjoining country-that great misfortune placed the
nearest Atlantic port to Montreal in the United States. Does
the hon. gentleman think that if 1, as Minister of Railways,
found that to-morrow default was made, and this road·were to
come into my bands, and I were called upon.to operate it-
does the hon. gentleman not suppose that I would feel it
my duty to get ail the trade and traffic that comes from the
old world into the port of Portland, and draw it to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, and carry it away to the Pacifie
coast, if I could? I should be wanting in my duty to the
country and to the enterprise in which I was engaged, if I
did not do so; and I am quite certain, if my hon. friend the
leader of the Opposition were himself the President of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, ho would have been
down at Portland making arrangements for this trade, and
directing attention to the fact that if the people of Portland
consulted their own interest, they would give their traffic
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway instead of to any other
trans-continental line of railway. What more, Sir ? The ion.
gentleman said that Mr. Stephen pointed out the advan-

tages that would be derived by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
and the people of Portland if Minneapolis and St. Paul
and the western States wore brought nearer to the
ocean by way of the harbour of Portland. Well, Sir, would
thore be any great harm in the extension of
the road from Algoma Mills to Sault Ste. Marie, which is
net a very heavy work ? Mr. Stophen told thom frankly
that if the Amorican road was brought to Sault Ste. Marie,
the Canadian Pacifie Railway intended to meet it there in
order to attract through Canada all the trade of the western
States that he could obtain. The hon. gentleman knows
that there was nothing very surprising in that, and there
would be nothing very injurious to Canada if all that trade
were carried through this country down to Montreal and
even to the harbour of Portland. But the hon. gentleman
says there is no provision made for the construction of the
Sault. Sto. Marie lino. Well, Sir, ho has been already told
that if thoso railway magnates engaged in the construction
of the railway in the United States, bring down their lino te
Sault Ste. Marie, means will be found t meet it there. The
hon. gentleman has also referred to the proposed lino
from Gravenhurst to Callander. I may tell him frankly
that the Government have not lost sight, and will not lose
sight, of that question. We owe it to the North-West
as well as the groat commercial centres of Ontario, that we
should get the cheapost and shortest and most efficient
lino of communication between the great commercial con-
tres of Ontario and the North-West, just as we have pro-
vided for communication with the great commercial centres
of .the Province of Que bec. But the hon. gentleman is very
anxious about this lino to Quebec, and ho has raised a very
important and interesting question. Well, the louse will
remomber that I have stated emphatically that since Con-
federation has taken place, since ali or the great bulk of
the benefit that results from increasing the trade and
business of any section of this country inures to the
Fedoral Treasury, and not to the Local Treasury-
I have statcd my opinion again and again te this louse, and
I repeat it now, that you have not a right to ask, you cannot
fairly demand, that the Local Govern monts of these various
Provinces of which Confederation is composed shall deplete
their resources by building a national line of railway for
any portion of this country; and I say that if the Govern-
ment of the Province of Quebec put their hands into the
treasury of that Province, and, at their own cost, burthen-
ing their own treasury, built a lino cf railway that forms
a most important link in the trans-continental line from
the harbour of Quebec to Port Moody on the Pacifie Ocean,
it does form a just and fair ground for consideration on the
part of the Government and on the part of this Parliament;
and I am glad to find, from the enlarged sentiments which
the hon. gentleman has thrown out, that, when we feel
obliged to come to this House and ask fair consideration for
the great expenditure made on an important section
of our trans-continental lino of raiway, the hon. gentle-
man will be prepared te give us that hearty support
which his statement here to-day shows that ho will give.
Then the hon gentleman referred to the question of a bridge
across the river at Quebec-because, as I said, he soems
inclined to devise means by which we shall be in a position
to come to Parliament with larger demands on the ex-
choquer. lHe says, this parliamentary sum that you are
asking amounts to nothing. No person knows botter than
the hon gentleman that it forms no burden, and ho uses hie
fertile imagination to conjure up means by which it may be
made a little larger, and by which still greater national en-
terprises may beo engaged in. No person doubts what
would be the value of a bridge across the St. Lawrence at
Quebec, to connect the Intercolonial Railway, a thousand
miles of which or theroabouts we are operating, and the
Lower Provinces by the most direct communication
with the old and important city of Quebec. No per-
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son doubts for one moment the advantage that there would
be in bringing the city of Quebec on to that direct lin e of com-
munication, and I take it for granted that when the Govern-
ment are able to devise any means or to suggest anything
by which so important an object can be accomplished, we
may rely upon the hearty support and co-operation of my
hon. friend opposite. But he has very much favoured a winter
port in the Maritime Provinces, and I was a little amused
at the hon. gentleman growing facetions at my expense-
though I must say he does not often sin in Ébat way-
because I pointed out that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company are fully alive to the great importance of reaching
the city of Quebec as an ocean port; and I am in a position
to state that they do attach such importance to that subject
that I have no doubt whatever that arrangements will be
made by which the terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
in summer will not stop at Montreal, where it now is, but
will steadily go on until it reaches the great ocean port of
Canada, the harbour of Quebec. From the very first hour
that I have been in communication with that Company, I
have not ceased to point out the importance, in my
opinion, of making Quebec, the great ocean port of
Canada, the terminus of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. I
know they are fully impressed with its importance, and the
Government realize, not only the importance of having the
Canadian Pacifie Railwaycarried down to the port of Quebec,
but what is still more vital, of seeing the city of Quebec
reached by something more than lines under the control
of one single Company. We regard it, Sir, as demanded
by the interest of the country, that not only that Province,
but the great Province of Ontario, should not become
subject to one huge and giant monopoly in the hands of
one Company, a policy the hon. gentleman knows, lie
and his party behind him are at this moment endeavouring
to promote. The hon. gentleman knows that if that great
Province of Ontario is not placed under the heel of a giant
monopoly, which is to control every railway constructed
within its borders, it is because this Government and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have stood in the
breach, and have met all the hostility that has appeared in
England, in Canada and in this House, and have stood by
what we regard as the interests of the people of this country.
It is very well to talk to us about monopolies in the North-
West, where at this moment there is only 100,000 of a
population; but even there we have recognized the im-
portance and necessity of, at the earliest moment, taking
measures to sweep away any such monopoly. It is all very
well for bon. gentlemen opposite, whilst shouting down
monopoly in the North-West, to be banded together in a
solid phalanx with a great corporation for the purpose of
bringing the great Province o Ontario under the control
of one powerful monopoly and preventing competition by
other lines of railway in that Province. While it is our
duty to stand by the rights and the interests of the ~great
mass of the people, to protect them against any monopoly
of that kind, it is equally our duty in the interests of the
people that we should extend the same principle fur-
ther, and see that the great and important harbour
and city of Quebec shah be reached by something
besides lines of communication under the ceontrol of one
monopoly which can deal with the traffic as they
choose. I do not intend to allude at any length to the
communication that has been addreesed by the Manager
of the Grand Trunk liailway to this House or to my
right bon. friend, but I may say this, and I cannot say less
than this-I say that during my experience in Parliament
of nearly twenty-nine yeare, I have never witnessed any
attempt to overawe the Parliament of Canada to the same
extent as tbis. I state this-and I know what I say will
meet with universal assent-and every lon. member in this
Bouse knows that the Grand Trunk Railway have never had
a firmer or more steadfast friend than myself. Every hon.
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gentleman here knows that I have quarrelled with my own
friends on this side of the House in relation to measures
introduced which I thought were likely to cripple or inter-
fere with the advancement and interests of that company;
everybody knows that I consider that company has great
claims upon the people of Canada, for the expenditure they
have made in the country and the extent to which
the commerce of this country has been carried on through
their agency and by that expenditure; but while I say
that I am prepared, as a member of this Government, to
give the fullest and fairest consideration to every reasonable
representation in their behalf, I trust the time will never
come when that or any other company will be able to
overawe this Parliament, and cause any step to be taken
that the sober judgment of the Government and the Parlia-
ment of the country does not feel, can b3 taken in the
interests of the country. To return, however, to the sub-
ject of which i was speaking, the necessity of a Canadian
port in the winter season, there is but one opinion, and I
bave stated it frankly and fully to the House as I am
accustomed to do when dealing with any question. I have
said that we found it utterly impossible to rival the prox-
imity of Portland by the Intercolonial Railway, despite
everything that bas been doue, and a great deal bas been
accomplished in carrying a vast volume of freight over that
road. During the last year, notwithstanding the position in
which we stood, 299,000 tons of freight were carried over the
Intercolonial Railway more than were carried over that
road during any previous period of its history. Every-
thing the Government could do bas been done, and every-
thing the Government can do is being donc for the purpose
of accomplishing that end which we had in view in the
construction of the Intercolonial Railway. But when we
find that we cannot rival Portland as an ocean winter port,
in conseguence of its proximity, we are bound to take such
measures as are found to be absolutely necessary in order
to make our own ports second to noue in that respect, in
order te make St. Andrews, St. John, Halifax and ulti-
mately Louisburg, 200 miles nearer to the old world than any
of them, we are bound, I say, to take every measure we cau
to cause all the Canadian traffic possible to be carried over
the lines that will come down to these Canadian ports;
and I bave no hesitation in saying that I believe this House
is prepared to give full and fair consideration to any
proposal necessary to accomplish so important and so
desirable an object. My hon. friend was very facetious
in referring to my statement that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, in securing the control of the South-Eastern Rail-
way, had secured the shortest line to New York and
Halifax at the same time. That statement is perfectly cor-
rect. Let the hon. gentleman look at the map and examine
where this road lies, and he will find it lies in au air line
from Montreal to Halifax, and that, if they had no other
object in securing it, they had this most important object in
view-and one which they have always regarded as of the
utmost' importance in eonnection with this great trans-
continental line of railway-that they should have, not a
port in the United States, but an open port all the year
round to be lound within the borders of Canada. I say
that road at Sherbrooke will conneet with the international
road. That road is aiso on an air line to the cities
of St. John and Halifax and by its extension across a
small portion of the State of Maine, it eau ho carried
down to these ocean ports of Canada, and those ports can
thus be brought nearly two hundred miles nearer Montreal
than at present. The fact that the South-Eastern road
rendered the Canadian Pacifie Railway independent of the
Grand Trunk Railway in their course to Portland, Boston
or New York, was no reason why it should not, at the
same time, be made to subserve the desirable objeet of
drawing all the traffie possible out of the United States to
Canadian lines, and also give the shortest and most direct
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route to the ocean ports in New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. I am glad this subject has attracted the hon.
gentleman's attention, because I know from the mode in
which he will deal with it, from the deep study ho will
give it, that ho will be prepared to give the Govern-
ment any aid that may be found necessary to accom-
plish soimportant and desirabie an object. The hon.
gentleman says ho wants to know the end before
beginning. That is just the fault I find with the hon.
gentleman. These men who want to know the end
before beginning. never do begin; and if we were not to
have the Canadian Pacific road until we could get to the end
of it, I am sure we would have to wait a long time before
commencing it. But I say this, and I say it with a good
deal of pride, that the Government is able to point to the
fact that from the first time we submitted this great propo.
sition to the consideration of Parliament, not only had it all
the elements of finality about it, but that every statement
we have asked Parliament to accept has been verified and
maintained. I told the h an. gentleman that we would not
give over $2>8,000,000 to complete that portion of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, which was under the control and was
being constructed by the Government, and I am glad to be
able now, upon the very threshold of the completion of the
whole of that work, to say that we shall not require
more than the amourt we estimated, but that the entire cost
will be brought within the 828,000,000. I ask my hon.
friend and the House to accept that as an evidence
that in submitting these estimates for the con-
sideration of Parliament, the Government are entitled
to some confidence and consideration at their hands.
But, Sir, there is another point in this connection which is
perhaps worthy of a moment's notice. The hon. gentleman
says we know nothing as to whether we can get a pass
through the Rocky Mountains. Why, tne hon. gentleman
ought to know that that pass has not only been surveyed,
but that Mr. Sandford Fleming went through that pass him-
self from end to end during the past season, and cabled me
to London that it was a splendid pass and ho was perfectly
delighied with it. The hon. gentleman cught to know that
I could not very well have better evidence than that of a
gentleman of such high standing and attainments as Mr.
Sandford Fleming, after he had hirmself personally gone
over the road and seen the engincers and examined every-
thing in connection with it from end to end, and Igive that
to the hon. gentleman as the evidence that we not only
know that there is a practicable pass, but that we
know it is one of a ver, ai irable and excellent cha-
racter, and that its adoption has given the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, and bas given Canada, the
enormous advantage of shortening our trans-continental
line, and increasing our position to compote to that extent,
by something like 100 miles. Now, ther is a somewhat
curious coincidence in reference to these estimates which I
have now submitted to the House as to the cost of this work,
when I am asking the House to accept my estimate at
$27,000,000, and it is this: No one knows botter than my
hon. predecessor the enormous difficulty and increased cost
o the construction of the road between Prince Arthur's
Landing and Red River, owing to its inaccessibility. My
hon. predecessor knows that one of the great difficulties in
the construction of that work within any reasonable time,
one of the great difficulties in the construction of that work
at any reasonab;e cost, was the fact that it was an entire
wilderness of rocks and swamps from end to end of the 400
miles, that there was no population upon it whatever, but
that it was an unsettled wilderness, and of as untoward and
intractable a character as ever an engineer went over, I
suppose.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I suppose the hon. gentleman hoard
hi follower from Cardwell tne other night say that the great

mistake made by my Administration, and the mistake which
was found fault with by the Conservatives, was that we did
not begin at the middle instead of at the two ends.

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER I know too much of my hon.
friend from Cardwell to imagine that there bas not been
some error in the report of his speech.

Ur. BLIAKE. Thore was-a great one.
Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I am quite certain that my

hon. friend from Cardwell could not have committed so
great an error. I think it is probable that what ho said was
this-

Mr. MACKENZIE. No; ho said what I have quoted.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think it is probable that ho

may have said that it was incumbent upon the Government
not to construct 228 miles of railway of a very expensive
character at two ends, which were entirely useless until
the middle was put in, without providing for the early con-
struction of the middle.

Mr. MACKENZIE. So I did. That is not what he said.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is what ho must have
intended to say, and I think my hon. friend will agree with
me that there is some reason in that. As I was saying, the
work was of a very difficuîlt character, and its expense was
enormously increased owîng to its inaccessibility. Why,
the cost of getting material, of getting mon, of getting
machinery of any kind, of constructing roads of any kind
to get access to it, was fabulous, and only persons who
are acquainted with railway construction can form
any idea of it, as my hon. friend knows. Then he
knows that the cost of the Pembina Branch was
very great. It arose from a variety of circumstances.
It was thought wise to do the grading a long time
before it was followed up and the track laid, and from
a variety of causes, from the fact of its completion
being hurried so as to geb the rails down and the track over
it, the construction of the 86 miles of railway from
Selkirk to Pembina was very expensive indeed. The hon.
gentleman knows, because ho has given his attention to it,
that the most expensive and diffioult portion of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway from end to end is that portion lying
in the gorges of the Fraser River. He knows thattbrough
that country engineers had to be slung down by ropes
fastened to troes, in order to locate the road; ho knows,
that it was one of the most inaccessible, one of the most
difficult places in which it was possible for any purson to
undertake either to locate or to construct a railway. Lot ma
draw the attention of the Flouse for a few moments to a
comparison between that work which the Government have
now all but comploted, and which threo years ago I Osti-
mated would cost twenty-eigh-t millions of money, and the
work now before the House, based on my estimate
to cost twenty-seven millions of money, and I
think hon. gentlemen will see that we have good
grounds for entertaining the belief we do entertain that our
estimate of twenty-seven millions of money to complote
this work is a very safe and reliable estimate. I take first
the road built and being built by the Government, the 708
miles of r>ad. From Prince Arthur's Landing to Selkirk
tho total is 407 miles. I am sure my bon. friend from East
York will agree with me that 105 miles of that may be
fairly classed as very heavy work. Thon I class 182 miles
as light work, and 1, miles as moderato work I divide
it into these three classes, and I am quite certain that my
hon. fiiend's recollection will concur with me in the state-
ment that it is a very fair division. Thon, from Savona's
Ferry to Port Moody, thore is 90 miles of very heavy
work-tho heaviest work found on the Canadian Pacitic
Railway from end to end, and that portion in the
gorges of the Fraser River-S80 miles of heavy work,
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and 43 miles of moderate work, making a total of 213 miles. to speak in opposition to the Resolutions, bas been charged
Then the Pembina Branch I call 86 miles of light work, and with - being disloyal, an. with being enemies to the
that cost $S,49ý,798. The Colville Branch is two miles of Canadian Pacific Railway Company. The hon. gentle-
moderato work, making a total of 708 miles, which I estimate man has thought proper to. say that because 1 mved
to cost $28,000,000, and I am in a position to state that I this amenImont to defer for six months the consideration
believe my estimate will be equal to the charge. Now, as of this question, I must necessarily b3 an enemy to the
to the work remaining to be done by the Canadian Pacifie Canadian Pacific Railway Company. I deny the charge,
Railway. From near Sudbury Junction to Nepigon, 95 Mr. Speaker. This House bas now beon occupied for the last
miles of very heavy work, 175 miles of moderato work, and fortnight in the discussion of these Resolutions. We
210 miles of light work. I may tell my bon. friend that I know, Sir, it must be very important for the Company to
have been pushing as rapidly as possible the copying of have this matter settled one way or the other as soon as
the profile which we have from end to end, and I shall be possible. I say I am not an enemy to the Company, in fact
able to lay it upon the Table at once, so that any hon. gen- I hold certain mem bars of that Company, whom I know very
tleman can see for himself how far the statement I have well, in high respect-in much higher estimation than any
made is verified by the profile. Then, from the summit of hon. gentleman who sits on the Treasury bonches. I would
the Rocky Mountains to Savona's Ferry, thero are 15 bo the last man in this House to say one word against
miles of very heavy work, 211 miles of mod- the gentlemen composing the Company, or do anything
orate work, and 30 miles of light wor.k or 286 at all to interfere with the progress of the great
miles in all. This makes the total to be constructed work in which they are engaged in cormpleting our
by the Company, 766 miles. That my chief engineer has lino of railway to the Pacifie coast. Now, Mr. Speaker, a
estimated,after the most careful considoration, at$30,000,000, great deal has been said on both sides of this question. I
and, of tie work done on the section from near Sudbury am not dispo3ed, nor do I care, to follow members who
Junction to Nepigon, the grading is completed, ready to have procedol m in this debate, anl go over the sam3
receive the track, on sixty-five miles, which we put down at ground. It bas bocome tiresome to me, and I s i, -ose
$1,200,000 of work done. That leaves $28,800,000. There bas becomo tiresome to yoarsolf. Bat thore aLe tw.> or
is one-third of the grading done on the ninety-five miles of three little mal tars I desire to refor to beforo yoi leave the
heavy work, which I put down at $1,800,000, which, deduct- Chiir, and I will put them in the most concise form I can.
ed from the former sum, will leave $27,000,000 to finish the I. the first place I would ask, why are we charged with
work, and I believe that there is no engineer, that thero is bei og enemies of the Canadian Pacifie Itailway Company?
no railway contractor, who is acquainted with the character Do the Canadian. Pacific Railway Company owa this
of the work which the Government engaged to do, and which country ? Are wo bound, as representatives of the people,
will be accomplished within the 8Z8,000,000, and this to do as the Canadian Pacitfi Riailway Company want us
work which romains to be dono by the Canadian to do? Are wo bound t tako $30,000,000 out of the Trea-
Paciic Railway Company, and which is estimated at sury and givo it to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
830,000,000, $3,000,000 having been alroady accom- because they ask us to do it ? Are our mouths to be shut on
plishod, who will not say that that is a fair estimate, this side of the House from speaking against those Resolu-

tions, by the charge that we are enemies of the Company?
Mr. BLAKE. Will the hon. gentleman say what is the For myself I shall give my opinion on these Resolutions,

estimated cost from the Rockies to Kamloops ? undeterred by this charge. Now, if the House will allow

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It is not divided heïe. I me, I will refer to a few points in the past history of the
have estimated the total 706 miles at thirty millions, basing Canadian Pacifie Railway. When British Columbia
it upon the experience wo have had with similar work came into Confederation the Government of that
elsewhere: and I mention that now because I think it day agreed to commence in two years, and com-
would meet the point which the hon. gentleman spoke of as plete 'n ten years, a roa I through tho Rokies
to having deficient information. I do not intend to detain to connect with the system of railways in tho
the House any longer, but before sitting down I will say Province of Ontario. Sabsequently, when that agreement
te tie hon. member for East York, tiat what Mr. White was being ratified by this House, a resolution was passed
is reported to have said, as stated hore, is, " That what we which bound the G ornment net te go on with this work
complained of was-and it was the complaint everywbere - to an extent whicSh would increase tho taxation cf the
that the hon. gentleman milked the two erals and loft the country. Whe know, Sir, what took place aftoerwards. We
contre untouched, not that ho did not build a railway. That know that the Government of the right ion, gentleman fol
was the cause of cur complaint." I will only say in in 1873, that my hon. friend from East York was called upon
conclusion, that I did not expect to have added another to form a Government. We know that after ho formed that
word to this discussion. I thought the subject was pretty Government ho found himself in a very awkward position in
well exhansted by the able addresses upon both sides of the consequence of the arrangement with .British Columbia.
House. I thought, on all the most important points connected The first thing to which ho had to turn his attention was
with this question, that my hon. friend the leader of the the agreement with British Columbia, by which the
Opposition had been answered by more than one hon. gen- Government was bound to build this railway. On the one
tleman behind him whose statements I thought fully met side ho was pressed by British Columbia, backed up by the
overy point that required to be met in regard to these Reso- British Government, to go on and complete the work and
lutions. I leave these Resolutions in the hands of the House carry out the torm3 of the agreement: on the other
to be dealt with, quite certain that we will be gratified to side ho found this resolution staring him in the face
find that the hon. leader of the Opposition is not able to which debarred him from proceeding with the work
give his support to the motion made by the hon. ex-Minister if it increased the taxation of the country. He
of Militia, that at any rate, he is satisfied that it is only noces- however succoeded in making a modified arrangement,
sary to have a little more information and further expendi- by which ho agreed to go on with the work as a Govern-
tare to make those Resolutions perfectly palatable to the ment work; and, instead of completing it in 1881, as the
hon. gentleman. first arrangement provided, ho was not to complete it till

1890. I mention this now, because I desire to show the
Mr. VAIL. We have hoard the same old story and the louse and the country that we are not boand, under our

same old charge made this afternoon by the hon. Minister arrangement with British Columbia, to complet. this road
of Railways. Almost every bon. gentleman who bas risen before 1890. Well, Sir, we know what took place at that

Sir CaARLms TUPPER.
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time. We know that these patriotic hon. gentlemen on the
other side-or their friends-fomented discord in British
Columbia. They induced the people of that Province to call
public meetings and insist on the Mackenzie Govern ment car-
rying ont the contract. We know that in order to allay that
feeling the Govern ment went as far as they could in the direc-
tion of commencing this road, and that Mr. Mackenzie very
soon afterwards took power from Parliament to commence
the work. IHis pol icy was to commence it at the western end
of Lake Superior, to build on to Winnipeg, and then to pro-
ceed with the road into the interior of the country
and open up the North-West as fast as the country could
be settled. This, I think it will be general ly acknowledged
to-day, was a common-sense policy, and the proper policy
for the Government to pursue. He had till 1890 to complete
the road to the Pacific, and it was not until near the end
of that time that he intended to turn his attention to build-
ing the road north of Lake Superior. He made great pro-
gress in that work, had reached Winnipeg, and had done
a good deal of work on the Pacifie side. He had let the
contract west of Winnipeg, and was prepared to go on and
carry ont his policy, utilizing the water stretches in order to
reach the North-West. And, Sir, nothing more was required
at that time for the North-West than a route by which
immigrants could reach that country in summer. In 1878
the Government of my hon. friend was defeated at the polls,
and hon.gentlemen opposite came into power. After they
came in they began to let contracts that covered hundreds of
thousands and millions of dollars. We know that the coun-
try became alarmed at the fabulons sums that were being
spent on this road ; we know that the country was anxious
that the road should be built, and we know that
the people were desirous of ascertaining what their obliga-
tions would be, and how much this road was going to cost.
We know very well that it was urged that the road should
be taken out of the hands of the Government. We know the
supporters of the right hon. gentleman insisted that the
Chief Engineer should be removed; ho was removed.
Report stated that the followers of the right bon. gentleman
insisted on his removal ; I may be wrong in that, but he
certainly did retire from the position. They, it was said,
induced the right hon. gentlernao to place tho road in the
hands of acompany. He spent asunmer in England trying to
get a company to take up the enterprise. It was only a
short time before Parliament met that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company agreed with the Govern ment to complote
the road on the terms of a certain contract. We know
when the contract was submitted to Parliament that hon.
gentlemen on the Treasury benches, and the Minister of
Railways especially, told the House that iL was a very
favourable contract for the Company and the country as
well. The Minister of Railways said itywas a gigantic work-
that the Company must have sufficient money to build the
road, otherwise they would ho coming back, by-and-bye, for
more money, and lie wanted to settle the matter once for
all, and the House and the country agreed that the con-
tract should be ratified. It was ratified, and the Company
were bound to complete the road in 1891. It is not neces-
sary for me to refer to the indorsement of the bonds spoken
of the other day-but when I heard the passage in the
Speech from the Throne setting forth that some
assistance was to be asked f rom Parliament for the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, I made up my î:ind that
they were in extremis, that they. required aid, and that the
country, would perhaps, be justified in giving them some
assistance, provided they could show good grounds for their
application. But I was astonished, I was surprised, I may
almost say, as a friend of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I
was disappointed when the Minister of Railways, instead of
telling us the exact position of the Company, the only reason
why Parliament was asked to vote $30,000,000, was bceause
the Government want the road finished in 1885 instead of
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1892. Had the hon. gentleman told us that the road had
cost mnch more than they estimated, that they had
gone on very rapidly with the work and that under
the circumstances they must either stop work or the
Government must render them some assistance-I say for
one, as an Independent member .of this Rouse, if the
matter had been put in that way, I would have hesitated
some time before I would have voted against assistance
being granted. But when the hon. gentleman stated
that it was merely a question as to whether the road
should be completed in 1891 or 1885, I say he gave up
his case. When he asked the country to vote 830,000,000
for the sake of 'gotting a railway completed round Lake
Superior in five years before it was required in the interests
of the North-West, h. was asking the country to do that in
which no man ought to support him in. I ask my
hon. friends from Nova Scotia-who, I am sure, are
desirous of doing anything they can both for the
Government and the Province they represent-if they have
looked at the Public Accounts and the amount of the public
debt, if they have noticed that in 1867, when the Provinces
were eonfederated, the whole gross debt amounted to
$93,000,000, and that in sixteen years we have increased
that amount to 8202,000,000, and it is now proposed by the
Minister of Railways with one stroke of the pen to add
$30,000,(000 more. I ask them again to consider whether,
if it took 100 years for the four Provinces first confederated
to roll up a debt of $93,000,000, which has since been in-
creased to $202,000,000, it is not proper, as an hon. mem-
ber said the other evening, that we should pause and ask
whither are we drifting? I had hoped for the last year or
two, as the protective policy introduced by the Minister of
Finance a few years ago presses especially heavily on Nova
Scotia, as it has been like a canker eating into the hearts
of the people of that Province, that the time was not far
distant when ho would, considering the peculiar position of
the Maritime Provinces, reconstruct his Tariff, or revise it so
as to make it bear less heavily on the people of Nova Scotia ;
but I see no hope of this if the Resolutions carry. I
atsk my hon. friends who represent Nova Seotia if they have
looked into the Trade Returns ? If not, let them refer to the
year 1878 and notice that the taxes paid by the people of that
Province in that year amounted to about 81,200,000,whereas,
1as: year it reached $1,833,469, an increase of 50 per cent.
in the last five years. I do not wish to detain the House at
any length, but I desire to ask the hon. Minister of Railways
why it is that in asking for this grantof $30,000,000, h. did
not, at the same time, ask something fromu the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company in return ? He has stated that the
Company would by-and-bye give up the monopoly, and that
they would probably make a winter port in British territory.
I ask why did h. not insist on those conditions ? Why did
ho not tell the Company: "If we grant yon this money,
you must give up the monopoly and adopt a port in British
territory as your winter port.' If h. had done this, and I
claim the Company were bound to do this, I would have
been rather disposed to have supported the Resolutions.
The bargain is, however, all one-sided as respects the Com-
pany. I do not see, while the Company were asking the
Dominion Government to grant $30,000,000 more, there was
anything secured in return, except the completion of the
road four or five years earlier than the date mentioned in
the contract, which to my mind is a matter of no import-
ance. In regard to the return of this money : I ask the hon.
Minister of Railways, with his experience as to the difficulty
involved in getting money back into the Treasury from a
railway company, whether he really and honestly expects
that the money will ever return to the Treasury ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes, every dollar.

Mr. VAIL. The hon. gentleman told the country when
this contract was made that the railway would not cost the
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people a dollar beyond what the House was asked to vote,'
and the louse would not be called upon to grant another
dollar beyond that stated in the contract. Yet the Govern-
ment are now asking $30,000,000 more. How then can I
have any confidence in the hon. gentleman's state-
ment ? No doubt he intends now that such shall be
the case, but ho may change his mind by-and-bye. He will
then put the case to the House in this way : The Company
expended a large amount of their own funds on this
gigantie work in which the country is interested.
and we cannot ask them to pay it off now; they will
probably pay the interest and we will give them ton or
twelve years more to pay it. The Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company will say you have not collected the millions which
you advanced to the Grand Trunk, why, therefore, should
you ask us for this money. What answer can be given ?
Can we deal differently with the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company from what we have dealt with the Grand Trunk?
I say no.

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. Does the hon. gentleman mean.
to say that the fact that we furnished all this subvention, out
of which the Canadian Pacific Railway is to be built, makes
no difference between this case and the case of the Grand
Trunk ? There is not the slightest parallel, and I am asto-
nished at the hon. gentleman.

Mr. VAIL. I cannot see that it makes any difference as
to the question of getting back the money, for we have no
security whatever that we will get it back. The Grand
Trunk gave us security, but it is now down at the bottorn
of the list, and that is where the Canadian Pacifie
Railway will be before many years. I do not suppose
if the country was properly secured for the repay-
ment of the money that they would be disposed to refuse
it, provided there was sufficient evidence laid on the Table
to show that they were in such a position that they
could not go on without the money. The complaint
I make against the hon. Minister of Railways is, that he
refuses to give us the requisite information in con-
nection with the subject. What would a bank say,
for instance, to an individual who, after having
received from it a sum of $50,000 to carry out a certain
contract, and the individual, after having spent the money,
should come to the bank and ask for $50,000 more ? The
bank would say: What have you done with the $50,000 which
we advanced you ; you must convince me that you have done
the work for that amount before we can advance you any
more ? And would not that be a reasonable request ? That is
what we ask the Government to do. We ask for a tabulated
statenent, showing the cost of the work and the position of
the Company-showing that the money has been honestly
and properly expended-expended in the interestU of the
country, and on this coutracted line when they have done
that it wilI be time enougi to say that 830,000,000 shall be
taken out of the Treasury of the Dominion and given to the
Company. Referring, to the motion for a six montis,
hoiet, i think it is one in the intereste of the country, and
one which cannot be said to be opposed to the interests of
the Cempany.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am anxious to lay on the
Table of the House the profiles of the entire line. I wish t>
say, however, that these profiles are originals, and I hope
any gentleman examining them, will be careful that none
are mislaid. It would be extremely inconvenient if any of
them were loat.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recesa.
Mr. McNEILL. I am desirous of sayingf a few words

expressing the resons for the vote that ] feel obliged
to give on this occasion. I intend to make my remarks .

Mr. VAt.

very short, for the debate has already been protracted to a
very considerable length, and I am sure hon. gentlemen
are not desirous that it should be protracted unduly; and
for that reason I do not intend to enter at any great longth
into a reply to the remarks which have been made by the
speakers who have preceded me. I do not intend to enter
into a discussion as to the nature of patriotism. The hon.
member for North Brant (Mr. Paterson) pleased us all very
much last night; I am sure we all enjoyed very much the
magnificent oration which le made upon that sub.
ject. For my own part I feel a little difficulty in
deciding whether I most admired the fine frenzy of passion
into which ho worked himself on that subject, or his remarks
upon the subject of the gerrymander. As to patriotism, I
would only say that I do not know that there has been any
special charge levelled against hoa. gentlemen opposite as to
the kind of patriotism which he resented. He quoted Dr.
Johnson who said that patriotism was the last refuge of a
scoundrel; but I do not know that that kind of patriotism,
or any other las been charged against hon. gentlemen on
that side of the fouse. But, Sir, I quote just two lines
with reference to this subject from one of the most famous
writers of Dr. Johnson's own ago, concerning an element of
patriotism which I would like to call the hon. gentleman's
attention to. The linos are to be found in the Traveller, and
they are:

"I The patriot's boast where'er I roam,
His rt best country is his own."

I hope hon. gentlemen will lay these linos to heart, and act
upon them. I would have attached somewhat more import-
ance to the speech of the hon. leader of the Opposition
in which ho asked for further particulars with regard to the
moneys expended on the railway and a number of other
matters, had I been able to believe that any information
which the Government could afford him, or anything that
could bo said upon the question, could have induced him to
alter his opinion with regard to these Resolutions. From
the observations which fell from the hon. gentleman when
ho spoke previously in this debate, it seemed to me almost
a little farcical that ho should suggest that any informa-
tion, or anythiog that couid bo said by the Government, or
by other hon. members on this side, could in the smallest
respect alter the determination to which he had corne, which
was, if possible, to vote down these ResolutionF, and keep
bask the complotion of this great national enterprise.
With regard to the hon. gentleman who spoke last, I was
very glad to observe that ho had, in one respect at all
events, answered the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton), who last night stated that the members of the
Syndicate were as bad as bad could be. The hon. member
who last spoke said that on the contrary ho had the very
highest esteem for them, whieh was very satisfactory as far
as it went. Now, Sir, I am one of those, as you know from
the observations I have addressed to this Flouse, who think
that railway companies have too much power in Canada. I
think they have it in their power to a large extent to treat the
publie of Canada very much as they please, and I think it is
the duty of the Government to attempt to devise means for
thoir more efficient control; and, Sir, when I learned that it
was the intention of the Government to supplement the
great powers which this Company already possessed-
powers which, whether rightly or wrongly, they are
accused of having used very improperly-at all events,
complaints are very numerous and very lond against
them-when I heard that, I must confess that I was very
much surprised and a good deal alarmed; and just as I felt
it my duty, from my place in this House last Session, to
oppose the views of the hon. Minister of Railways, and just
as i would have felt it my duty, though very reluctantly, I
confess, to vote against his views on that occasion had I had
the opportunity, so I believed, when I came down to this
House this Session, that it would ho my duty also to record
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my vote against the proposals of that hon. gentleman. But,
Sir, in approaching a great question of this kind, a
question which is admitted on all hands to be charged with
results of the first importance to the people ofthis Dominion,
I think it is one's bounden duty to endeavour as far as
possible to lay aside ail pre conceived opinions, toget rid of
all prejudices, and to view the question purely upon
ils merits. Now, I venture to say-I am sorry to say
it, but I am obliged to say it-that that is by
no means the spirit in which this great question bas
been arproached by hon. members on the opposite side of
this House. What has been from first to last the burden of
their complaints ? Has it not been, Sir, that this Company
come back to this fHouse to ask for more money ? Now,
Sir, I venture to say that it would be impossible to present
tiis matter in a more unfair or misleading light than to put
it in that way. Has this Company come here to ask for an
additional grant of money to enable them to complote in
the time specified in their contract this colossal work, which
is admitted on all hands to be of such great importance to
the unity, the prosperity and the development of this
country? If they had come back to ask for a further grant
of money to enable them to do this, then there would have
been some reason in the sLatements made from the other
side of the flouse; but as we know they have done nothing
of the kind. We know that, owing to convulsions in
the stock markets, and , owing to other causes over
which this Company had no control, they have been
obliged to encounter difficulties in the completion
of this work whicb, to gentlemen of less ability and
less energy, would probably have proved altogether
dipastrons. Do they come here, then, to ask for further
time in which to complote their contract? If they
had done so, there would have been some reason in the
charges preferred against them from the other side of the
House. But, Sir, it is very well known that they ask
nothing of the kind. It is well known that they ask to be
relieved in no degree whatever from the provisions of the
contract into which they have entered. We know that this
Company have astonisbed, not the people of Canada only,
but the people of the whole world, by the rapidity with
which they have prosecuted this work. We know that
they bave astonished, not only the people of Canada, but
the whole world, by the statement made a short time ago
that they were prepared to complote this colossal work
in about half the time in which they had agreed
to complote it; and though hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the House may endeavour to minimize the
effect of that promise, gratuitously made on the part
of these gentlemen, it is a fact that it was received
with delight, not only by the people of Canada, but
by all the friends of Canada in Europe. Well, Sir, the
Company found that, beset with the difficulties to which
I have referred, they were unable without assistance
to fulfil this gratuitous promise, and they come here and
ý ay-we are unable to do this without assistance, but we are
still prepared, to complote our work within half the time
laid down in our contract, if you will only do-what ?- not
give us one solitary dollar-but if you will advance to us on
security which the hon. leader of the Opposition has not
ventured to say is not ample security, the sumr proposed,
and upon terms which will not add one single dollar
to the burdens of the people of this country. That,
Sir, is the proposal these gentlemen make to this House.
Hon. gentlemen opposite say : " Oh, the Government said
they would not come back, but we warned the Govern-
ment and this House that they would come back, and here
they are back." Well, the hon. leader of the Opposition is
a great logician, and he must know very well that a more
perfect example of the vulgar fallaey called equivo-
cation or ambiguity, could not be produced than was
produced by almost every speaker on his own side

of the House. They come back, it is true, but they
corne back to off'r Canada better terms than she had
under her original contract; they come back to say
that, without adding to the burthens of the people in
any respect whatever, they will build this road, which hon.
gentlemen opposite declare they could not build in ten
years, in half that time and give the people of Canada the
benefit of that early completion. Yet hon, gentlemen
opposite spoke as if the proposal of these men weer
something monstrous; as if they were asking for some
wonderful favour. As if they could not fulfil their con-
tract, although member after momber on their side has
risen in his place to state that the Company were in pos-
session of funds sufficient even out of the profits they have
made in this transaction to complote the work in the time
specified in the contract. What we have to consider is
simply, as I have already pointed out, whcther they are
likely in the first place to complete the work in the time
they say they will, and whether in the second place the
security they give is sufficient. As to the first we know
that they have done a great deal more than they promised
to do; we know that they have proceeded with the work
much more rapidly than it couki have been expected
they would and that they have performed it with
a degree of perfection which was altogether unex-
pected and which is beyond anything required in the
contract. It is only fair therefore to give these
gentlemen credit for what they have done in the past ;
it surely is only fair to give them fair play even though
they do happen to be a railway company. Now bon.
gentlemen opposite have endeavoured as far as possible to
get rid of this remarkably plain case which is preserted to
this House in two ways. They have endeavoured to get rid
of it by talking about a great many other matters in no
way connected with this question, or at all events not in
any way involved in it, and by the very usual process
adopted in such cases of endeavouiing to croate a prejudice
against the gentlemen who come here to ask us to agree to
these terms. They have endeavoured to create prejudice in
several respects. In the first place they have said that these
gentlemen have expended the money which they have
received from the Government, not upon the work they
contracted to perform, but upon the purchase of other lines
of railways. As has been already pointed out it certainly is
a rather remarkable coincidence to find hon. gentlemen who
have been inveighing against monopoly endeavouring to sad-
dle the people of Ontario with the most gigantic monopoly
known in modern times. In the first place with reforence to
the allegation that these gentlemen have expended the
money they received in the purchase of other railways. It
was absolutely necessary to the proper carrying on of the
work they were in the act of constructing that they should
secure an eastern extension. And in the next place I say it
is not the fact that they have expended on these lines
money which they had contracted to expend upon the main
road. I say that it is patent that they have expended
upon the main line west of Callander, a great deal more
money than they have received from the Government.
They have expended $23,000,000 on that lino as is not
denied by hon. gentlemen opposite. The hon. member
for Lambton whose speech was so highly complimented
by the hon. member for North Brant admitted that that
amount bas been spent on that part of the lino. But
ho argued that they had only spent between $1,000,000
and $2,000,000 more than they had received from
the Government. His argument in that respect was some-
what original I think in this fHouse but we cannot
say it was ingenuous. It amounted simply to this that he
ealmly suppressed those other items of e:penditure which
bad been laid out on that part of the lino. He altogether
left outof consideration the fact when ho stated that the Com-
pany had expended $3,000,000 on that part of the lino that
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they had also expended $6,500,000 in rolling stock which
was a part of their contract and that in the material of con-
struction they had also expended over $4,000,000 cash
making nearly 11,000,000 without speaking at all of the
hundreds of thousands of dollars which they had expended
in the improvement on the Government lino and without
speaking of the amounts they had expended on the branch
lines which were al beneficial to the North-West.
I am not speaking of the line down to Algoma Mills.
In those three items the $23,000,000 expended in the
construction of the road the $6,500,000 on rolling
stock and the $4,000,000 in material of construction they
had expended on that main line west of Callandar about
half as much more as all the money they received from the
Government, that is than the $22,000,000 which hon.
gentlemen accept as the amount received. Therofore I say
that the contention that these gentlemen had deceived the
people by expending the money which they had received
from the country upon work not contemplated in their con-
tract and thon coming hore to ask for more money to
enable them to carry out their contract is altogether unfair,
untrue and misleading. But I am prepared for the purpose
of cutting short this discussion to make hon. gentlemen
opposite a present of thiTs contention. I wilt not follow
them into the thicket of figures and details in which they
have endeavoured to involve this question. There is a littie
fish we all know of thut is in the habit when he is closely
pressed and nearly captured of darkening the water around
him. Just in the same way hon. gentleman opposite
knowing the position in which they stand in regard to this
question, knowing that the question is one of the simplest
ever presented to the people have endeavoured by throw-
ing ont a cloud of figures and details to daiken the subject
and to escape under the cloud they have raised. I wilt
make them a present of the creditable insinuations they
have made that these gentlemen are coming here with
cooked accounta and on bended knees after having expended
the money they received from the country in purposes out-
side the contract, and will simply refer to figures which on
both aides of the House are admitted to be correct. Before
doing so, I wish hon. gentlemen opposite to bear in mind
two acts; that in the past the Company have completed
the work they have done very much more rapidly and very
much botter than they were obliged to under their contract,
and that, in the second place, the money which I hope and
believe is about to be handed over to these gentlemen, the
loan that is about to be made to them, will only be handed
to them just in proportion as the work is done and not until
after it is done, and then I will make hon. gentlemen oppo-
site a present of this creditable contention that the accounts
are cooked. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that the
Company make default. Suppose that they do not complote
the agreement that they now make, and that we are obliged,
if the worst comes to the worst, to take over this road. i
wish to point out to the flouse and to hon. gentlemen
opposite, upon figures which are admitted by themselves,
what the cost of this road to this country will be under
those circumstances, and I challenge hon. gentlemen oppo-
site to controvert these figures, because they are figures
that are notorions to every one. In the first place,
there is $28,000,000 which the Government lino
will cost the country; in the second place, there is
$25,000,000 of the money subsidy; in the next
place, there is this $22,500,000, which, we may consider,
as my hon. friend from Cardwell said, is exchanged for the
lande which, under those circumstances, we will get back
again; in the next place, there is 9,000,000-I believe it
is a little les, but I am dealing with round figures-which
they have received for the lands sold; in the next place,
there is the 87,500,000 which will be due in November,
1888; then, there is the $5,000,000 of a charge on what I
cal the eastern extension of the road, and thereh i$1,000,000
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of a charge on the lands which we would rèceive back again
in the case of the failure of the Company to complote their
contract. These figares all added together, and I challenge
any hon. gentleman to say there is one solitary dollar more
paid by this country 'or this road, amount to $97,000,000 or
thoreabouts-I believe a little less-and that includes the
whole lino from Montreal to Port Moody. The hon. the leader
of the Opposition last Session and this Session, from his place
in this louse, has distinctly stated that this lino was worth
to the country 8120,000,000, and that is without taking into
consideration the Eastern Extension at all. Lot us leave
out of consideration that part of the road, which the hon.
gentleman does not deal with, and the branch lines also not
included by him. The bran ch lines have cost the Company
something like $3,250,000. It is notorious that the Eastern
Extension has cost the Company $8,500,000. That makes
$11,750,000. Subtract that from the $97,000,000 which the
whole lino would cost, and you have the result, that this
road,which the hon.gentleman told us isworthto thocountry
$120,000,00, will cost this country $8,250,000. hat is
the frightful result which will take place if the Company
make default ; that is the terrible result we have heard
inveighed against so strongly from the other side of the
House ; that is the torriblo result, the hon, gentleman who
spoke before me lamented over, and his speech reminded
me of the dismal dirge of the melancholy ocean, from
which, I suppose, ho took bis inspiration. But tho leader
of the Opposition says that there will be no exaction of
the penalty. He refers to the Grand Trunk, but my
hon. friend from, Cardwell has I think very satisfa2torily
disposed of that matter, and has shown that there is no
similarity between the cases t ail. I wish to call attention
to one other matter which has not, I think, been referred
to in this debate befo e. It is that the Government have no
option in the matter at all. Tbey have in this particular case
no option if the Cornpany make default in regard to taking
over this lino. The very fact of the default veste the property
of the Company in the Governmont, and I venture to say
the Government cannot get rid of that property without
coming bre to ask for an Act of Parliament to divest them
of it. But, Sir, the hon. gentleman says that we are
constructing this road too fast. Sir, I think we all
admit the hon. gentleman's great ability. I think every
one on this side of the House admits that hoeis a great
debater, a great lawyer, and a great destructive critic. I do
not hesitate to say, myself, although I differ from the hon.
gentleman essentially on many questions, that ho discharges
bis duties in this House, maiinly-though on this occasion
ho is not doing so; I have a right to think so-but 1 thiak
ho mainly di.-charges his duties in this House in his position
as leader of the Opposition, with great advantage to the
people of Canada. I believe, Sir, that the people have con-
fidence in the hon. gentleman as leader of the Opposition in
this House ; I believe they admire his great ability, I believe
they think the cast. of his mind is well adapted to this
position, and«that they will keep him in that position for a
long time to come. But I say that when, in order to make
out a case against the Goverument, this great lawyer, one of
the greatest lawyers in this country, is obliged to advance
the extravagant assertion that this road is being built too
fast, thon all I can say is that I think it is one of the most
extraordinary positions in which a man of his ability eau
be placed. When, in spite of all his great ingenuity, in
spite of ail his legal acumen, and in spite of his experience
in debate, ho is obliged to take such a position as that, I think
it shows what a very bad case ho bas got. Aye, Sir, the hon.
gentleman says (ho is forced to say) that it would be botter
to delay f3r seven years the completion of the work. Well,
if it is wrong to complote the work in two years it would
be still worse to complote it in a mouth. He thinks it would
ho botter to delay for savon years to come the completion of
this great means of communication between Province
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and Province, this great highway which hon. gentlemen
opposite admit to be so essential for the solidarity of the
Dominion. It would ho botter, the hon gentleman says, to
force these poor people in the North-West, whom ho loves so
much, the poor people with whom ho sympathizes so much
under the cruel exactions of a grinding Tariff,-it would be
botter to force them to pay the enormously incroased freight
rates which they must pay for seven long years to come,
when navigation is closed, for want of the completion of
that part of the lino north of Lake Superior. It would be
botter, the hon. gentleman 'thinks, that these poor people
should be forced for seven years to pay these increased
freight rates than that the lino should be completed. It is
better, ho thinks, that the Company should be prevented for
seven long years to come from devoting their energies to
the construction o these branch lines that the hon. gentle-
man says are so essential; it would be botter the hon.
gentleman says that this should be done. Sir, I cannot help
saying to myself that if the hon. gentleman belQnged
to a different party from the party to which ho doos
belong, I should almost be inclined to think there was
somo reason unknown to himself which actuated him with
reference to this matter; I should be inclined to think the
hon. gentleman, perhaps unknown to himself, was desirous
that these difficulties should continue in the North-West ;
I should be inclined to think that ho was desirous, for some
reason unknown to himself, that the people in the North-
West should suffer a little longer from the difficulties and
inconveniences from which they are now suffering. I know
very well the party to which ho does belong; I know very
well that it is not such a party as that to which I bave
referred. If it were a party that had been teaching the
people of this country to set one class against another; if it
were a party that had been endeavouring to teach the
labourer that the employer of labour was his natural enemy;
if it were a party that had been endeavouring to toach
the farmer that the manufacturer was his natural qpemy ; if
it were a party that had been endeavouring to set creed
aganst creed, Province against Province, race against
race, in this country ; if it had been a party
that had been endeavouring to teach the people of
Ontario to view with suspicion and dislike, if not with
positive hatred, their fellow countrymen of the Province of
Quehec ; if it had been such a party as that, that the hon.
gentleman belonged to, I might have thought that if ho had
searched in that chamber of his mind in which the motives
of his actions dwell, ho might have been able to find there
some lurking desire that that difficulty, that these inconve-
niences, should, for party purposes, still continue in the
North-West. I know the hon. gentleman does not belong
to such a party as that. Ho belongs to the great party of
progress, the great part of patriotism, the great party of
purity, that party which has unfurled to our gaze the banner
of political purity-" mysti, wonderful," indeed! But, Sir,
the hon. gentleman thinks it would be botter that
the people should be forced te pay these additional
freights, that they should not be provided with these
branch lines for seven years longer. He thinks it
would ho botter to give competing lines seven years
longer to consolidate their trafflc, and to secure their trade;
because the hon. gentleman is not sure whether, in the
competition that is to follow, it would be any advantage to
them at all. Therefore, ho would give them soven years
longer for the purpose of consolidating their traffic and con-
solidating their business arrangements. I have always
understood that it was one of the most difficult things in
the world, in any kind of trade, if it was once thoroughly
established, to lead it to flow into other channels. But the
hon. gentleman does not seem to think that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway would have any difflculty. He says that
eventually, if they have botter opportunities, if they can
offer better advantages to those desirous of sending their

freight over these other lines, h" thinks that eventually
freights will come to the Canaii:tn Paitic Railway; but it
does not matter a straw whether ihe Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way bas in its infancy to contenI with those difficulties or
not. The hon. gentleman thinks also that it would be
much botter to risk tho effect on European opinion
of a suddon cessation (of the work; he thinks
it would b botter to risk the effect upon the credit
of the country ofa sudden announcenient that we were not
going to complote the work in the time we had stated to
the world that we would complote it. Ho thinks that it
would be botter to risk the cfect on immigration ai-o.
Now, Sir, I have ventured to speak of the credit of the
ecountry, and I say it would he most injurious te our credit
if we were suldenly to announce to the world that the work
which we had stated we were going to complote in the
course of two years, would not b completed until the end
of 1891. Becaue, hon. gentlemen wilt remember that it is
to Canada that tTe credit or discrecdit b. longs. It is not
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company that is looked upon
in Europe with reference to this work-it is Canada; and
the result will be, if this work suddenly ceases, that it
will be said that the resources of this country have not
been sufficient to complote the work in the lime we said we
were going to complote it, and this argument of the detrac-
tors of Canada could be pressed home with crushing effect
by reference to a speech delivered on the floor of this louse in
the course of this debate by the late Finance Minister of Canada,
because ho told us in effect that hedid not consider that the
resources of this country would warrint our endeavour.
irg ,o complote the road in that lime. That hon. gentleman
has the courage of his opinions, as it is said; he has the
courage of his convictions with a vengeance, because ho
tells us distinctly that, in his opinion, it would be far botter
than that the work should have been prosecuted as rapid ly as
it bas been if it had been left to the settlers there to do the
work, to build it out of their own lands, I think ho said. It
naturally occurs to one that, under these circumstances,
there would have been very few settilers to build the road,
but I suppose that would have been alil the botter, because
then the road would have been built all the slower, and that
would have satisfied the hon. gentleman so much the more.
But the hon. gentleman has necessarily opposed these
Resolutions, because, irrespective altogether of the peculiar
nature of the question, irrespective altogether of anything
that may be said with reference to this particular subject, it
is essential to the hon. gentleman, it is essential to his
consistency, that ho should oppose this loan. Thore is only
one argument that can be adduced by the Government, to
warrant them in making this loan, and that is that
the loan will advance the interests of the country.
It is the hon. gentleman's rooted conviction, it is
an essential element in his political creed, it is
one of the fundamental principles of his philosophy,
to which ho adheres with all the adhesiveness which
is so characteristic of him, that a Government cannot
advance the interests of a country at all. The hon. gentle-
man had stated so in words which have been impressed
upon the minds of the people of this country, in words
which have become alm',st proverbial in Canada ; ho bas
stated that any one who says that a Government can
advance the interests of a country knows nothing of what
ho is talking about. Therefore, it is natural that b should
oppose this vote, which was to advance the interests of the
country. I will read theb hon. gentleman's words. He lays
down the duties of a Government, and the capabilities of a
Government. Ho says :

" Tha country may stand or fall, may be prosperous or the reverse, and
we are flies on the wheel; and tbose who sat that the Governmen can
advance the interests of a country know not1ijg of what they are talk-
ing about. The Government of a countiy is utterly heipless to advarice
its interests. Ail that they have to do is to draw their salaries, dis-
charge the administrative duties of their offices, and leavelthe country to
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stand or fall, as the case maT be, without putting out a hand to save it to us also belongs the glory that we may, by the mensures
or give it relief in any way. we adopt, promote and hasten heir full development; and
Those are the hon. gentleman's words. That is a funda- I feel in comnon with every man of intelligence in this
mental principle of h;s political creed, and it would be unrea- country, that the prosecution of this great national
sonable and unfair to expect the hon. gentleman to support enterprise is essential to their development. 1 see
these Resolutions. Bat, alhough the hon. the leader of that the work already aeeomplished bas been followed
the Opposition may be assumedJ to hold this view also, be- up by sucl an inrush of immigration, such an opening
cause he has gone to so much trouble to git the benefit of up of the country, sucl an unveiling of hidden
the advice and assist.nce of the late Finance Minister, al- treasure, sucl an unfolding of unsuspeeted riches
though he must be supposed to hold those views with before the eyee of the people of Europe as eveu the holdest
respect to the Government of the Dominion, I am happy to advocate of this railway coula flot have ventured to prediot;
know that the supporters of hon. gentleman opposite in the and ior my part, I feel, that I cannot, 1 daro not, by
country do not hold those views, because when I ventured opposing these Resolutions do that which might
to publish them in a printed address to my constituency I tend to stem that great tideof immigration, to divert it into
was almost reviled by a personal friend of the leader of the other ohannels or hinder or impede that great devolopment
Opposition, the late local member for North Bruce, on a which is so successfully progressihg in thîs country.
public platform for having darei to have said that the late Mr. AUGER. Mr. Speaker, I do not inteud to occupy
Finance Minister was capable of laving used such language. much of the time of the fouse at this late stage ofthe
It was alleged that the s8tIemCn t was siinply concocted debate; but I cannot give a suent vote to this question. It
and manufactured by the hon. Mini,ter of Rail vays, and a is a most important question; it is a question involving
gentleman who was a supporter of the late Finance Minister 830,000,000; it is a question involving even more than
made use of this very ingCeuus argument in order to prove that sum, because I think while this is fot the
that the hon. gentleman nevt r made use of those words. He beginning, it is the middle, but not the end of these
said Sir Richard Cart wright is a clever man, and I ask you applications. I have listened with much attention Lu the
whether y. u think a clever man would make use of such speeches delivered on boh sides of the fouse, especially
words-he used an expression which I will not repeat. It was to the speech of the Miner of Railways, and I
a very short word, hewever, which did not imply that the endeavoured to find in what hesaid good reasons for giving
person holding such views was very clever. That is how the away this money to the Canadman Pacifie Railway Company.
supporters of hoD. gentlemen opposite met that statement of cail iL giving away, because it is well known that money
the hon. gentleman whorn the leader of the Opposition bas lent to these companies nover corns back. Now, 1 have
taken such pains to bring back into bis counsels. I do not failed togatherfrom the remarks of the hon MinisteroflRail-
agree with the gentleman who spoke in such disparaging ways, any good reason for supporting the Resolutions; and
terms of the ability of th ;i utterance of the ex-Finance Minis- when I hoard that hon, gentleman make the eloquent speech
ter. I think it is very clever. I think he bas made a clever which hi did make, wben 1 hourd hiu speak ot the magni-
and logical deduction from, and a reductio ad absurdum of the tude of the work, and the magnitude ofthe country wtâich
principles on which ho founds bis whole political creed. I we were sottling, saying that the Company was well able
think it is not a stupid statement on lis part; it may not tofulfil iLs contract, taying that thoy did net como befo-e
have shown a great deal of wisdom but it has shown a good the counr'y, and before this Parliament, as beggars; anYd
deal of eleverness. The hon. gentleman, as I have said, hold- whon, on the other band, I heard hlm say that their stock
ing theviews he holds was obliged to oppose the Resolutions, was down on account of the cries of the Opposition, when 1
becanse the only argument in their favour was that they heard him raise tho party cry, I foît I had b look cloe.er
were for Àhe advancement of the interests of the country, into the matter, because I knew there must be a Iniggr
and he placed no reliance on any such argument. on the fence somewhere. If the case had ban a good ne
If the hon. gentleman considered that this advance was in itseif, ail the Minister would have hai to show, would
to be mado simply for the bentfit of the Company, ho have been a true statement of what the Company had
was of course in Ltjuy boutd te oppose thw Resolutions done, and what they were goiug to do, and then ask the
I think the Company are by no means unworthy of our flouse te vote $30,000,000. But, as I said, when I hoard so
conmideration. They have conferred gi-eut benefit on the muny words, when, 1l saw the hon. gentleman trying to
people of this country aready, and I boliove if thi money raise the par y cry, I mistrasted that ho had nogood roasiona,
a advanced they will cnfer istill grtater benefit on the peo- and that ho teck that means te attrat the attention of

pie. But in tLe eonsidoî-ation cf these Ilesolutions I do not the flouse. Now, we on this aide of the Ilouse have
regard the Canadan Pacifie Railway Company, but 1 regard ben accuced cf being npatritio, of ruunig dowp the
the Canadian Pa -ifie iRailway. 1 do not know whetber this naine of the Canadian Pacifie ailway, of running down
enterprise ia2likely teho profitable or unprofitable te the this Gover ment and our own couftry. Mr. Speaker, for ie,
sharoholdera of the Company. If it should be profitable te I deny the charge. I think we are as patrihtie as any
them, it would for them be ail the botter, and 1 venture te gentleman on the etheraild cof the flouse. I day that we
say it wculd bc none the wcrse for Canada. I do net know nover have doried this eountry; and if the country bas
how that may be, but this I do know, that we, the peopîe cf been do ried, if this Compay ias met with opposition on
Canada, have a glorions heritage commnitted t our charge, the noney markets of the world, we have Bot doue it. I
a country whih, while iL possesses a climate as healthfu mut say, however, that I do not believe that thds Company
and as agreeable te many people at least as that cf any other lias received any more opposition on the monoy mar'ket than
country, is aliso endowed with a wealth cf resources any other Company of the same grabbing disposition. Who
in mine, and plain, and foreMt and river unsurpassed I venture AommeGed this war with the Amoricans, nd with the
ta say in magnitude and majesty by any nation reot cf the world ? Was it nt this Government wlo
of the world. Sir, this ountry, I believe, is destined te by thoir National Poliy began t raise the ery against th
become, and will accu become, ene cf the mes-t potit fao- Americans? Did they net try t rua down the Amolians,
tors in the nobleat empire ever known te man. And, Sir, their laws, their lands, their country, their morals? Every-
in the consideration c3 this question we mua romember thing far and near that was American in is characthr, was
that io car hands lier destinies are committed. A great rua down by the party who ait on the other aide of the
trust is cmmitted te us. To us, Sir, i the peril that we bouse, and they teised this country. But what did
may, in the mesures we adapt, do that whioh will hinder the Company do? id they not try t ru in opposition toe
or prevent the development oflber magnificent, roscuroes; and &it other rsilway -to the GMnd Truok, and the Imerie&n
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railways, and because they have been worsted in the fight, Sir, I ar not going to giva you figures. I believe you
they come here whining and crying and saying you must bave board figures enough in this debate; but when 1 hoard
give us some more money. I think if the Company had the hon. Minister of Railways state the amount that the
used the money we gave them for the purpose for which it Canadian Pacifi3 Railway Compary required to finish the
was given, they would not now be obliged to come before this road, 1 was remind ed of a story 1 homrd o!a school i nspcctor
House for more money. I will speak of only one railway, whi went around to examine schicl lidren. Ie e to
one in whieh I am interested, namely, the South-Eastern. a littie boy, and wked him what was tha circumforence of
That railway, from what I could understand from the the earth. The b y toid him in round numbors. The i-
Minister of Railways, was a road which ran pretty nearly spectr patted him on the head, and asked hlm, IMy boy,
everywhere-it was like the gun of a certain hunter who how didyoufind that out?" Theboyanswered,"Iguesed
bent it because he wanted the ball to go ail round, and hit hai, and multipiied by two." I think the hon. Minister of
everything. What did the Canadian Pacifie Railway Railways must have guessed hait of the anount re luirod by
Company do ? They bought the South-Eastern. Did they tbis Company, and maitipiied by two. Oae reason given
get it for the purpose of running that great line from the fr the rapid building of the railway was I heip immigra-
I>acifito the Atlantic ? No, Sir. But more than that, ýion, and the hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross), who was
they advanced money to a certain party, and then by not praised a good deai by the hon. te Mlni-ter of Riilways,
keeping their word, they have forced the president into bld us that the building of the road s0 fast was injurious
bankruptcy, and many hundreds of men in my own town tu immigration, because it-had the effeet of scattering
and county suffered by the less of their wages; men who the poople ail over the country. le told us that a
had been furnishing ties and wood to this Company lost great many people who went far west, found that they
their money by means of this Canadian Pacifie -Railway. couid fot do weii, and they had core back and settied
Now, how should I be able to go back to my county and within sixty or sonty miles west of Wivnipeg; showing
face my constituents, if I voted to give more money b that he policy of the hon, leader of the Opposition was
this Company ? I could not do it. The hon. Minister of the true policy for settling the country-the poiicy of
Railways in his speech to-night said that by the South-Eastern building the road more slowiy, which wouid induce the
Railway he could go down to the Lower Provinces. Of people to sottie up the country closely as the road was
course he can do it by going around, but if he went by the built, instead of being scattered here and the. The hon.
South-,Eatern Railway ho could not do it. The South- member for Queen's, P.E.I. (Mr. Brecken) said the other
Eastern Railway runs from Montreal to Newport, and of night that a great many of the people of Prince Edward
course if he were to go by way of Boston he could do Island had gone west, and had core home again, because
it. They have also purchased a branch line from Sorel 10 they coud do botter at home. If that had ben said by a
Sutton Junction, which is of no earthly use for them to get Liberal, we wouid have been shouted at by the Governrent
to the sea. Besides they have taken over from the South- party, but it was said by one of their own friends. I do not
Eastern the lease of about 30 miles of the Montreal and wish 10 decry the North-West. I know it must be a great
Portland Railway, which is the only portion of the South- country, but I am afraid we are boasting of it a litho 100
Eastern they can use to reach the Lower Provinces, passing much-saying that we are the greatest nation in the world,
by Sher brooke. So the excuse given by the Minister of that we shah b. everything, and evorybody aise nothing.
Railways is not a good one. We heard the- Minister of That br to my mmd the speech of the hon. member for
Railways say that the Company were more than able King's, (Mr. Foster). Ho boa8ted of being an Indepen-
to finish their contract, and alniost at the same moment dent member, which touched me, bocauqe 1 daim to ho Lido.
h said that their stock was run down; and we wero pendent. If ho had boasted of that b his grand-children, it
given to understand by that that they could not go on. would have beeu botter, because it is wel known that ho
Other hon. members in their speeches have said that if wo aiways votes confidence in the Government. 01 course, on
did not grant the money, the work is going to be stopped, other questions, ho votes according b his reason, and the
and that this would do a great deal of damage to the coun- fact that hi often votod with us shows that we had reason
try. This shows that the Company are coming here as on our side, and that if ho was not bound te the Goveru.
beggars. , One hon. member says they are not coming on ment, ho would aiways vote on our side. Now, 1 arn
their knees. No, they are straighter than that; they are favour of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, but I think it is
powerful, and I rather think they are forcing the Govern- better for this Company to use tleirown eergy and moans
ment. I am afraid the Governent is in the hands ofthat Com- than 10 use ours. h wouid do tbem good. I have boys, and
pany already,and I am afraidthatby grantingthis30,OO,000 1 have noticed that when I do 3he work and lot them look
we will add more strength to that Company, so as to make on, il is not so good for them as when 1 make them do tho
it easier for them to force the Government hereafter. work whileI look on; and if the Goverument made LIe
Now, several speakers on the other side of the House have Company do tle work, they would not have so many bad
raised a great cry about the monopoly of the Grand Trunk. ideas about construction conpanies and things of thut
Weil, who Ias made LIe Grand Trunk ywhat if is but Ie kind.
Goverament ? And fliu e Grand Trutnk is a monopoly, thethi
Government are going ho troat thiB Company in a way tû nhu EBe.Adplcs
plac iL in the samne position. Some hon. members have Mr. AUiER. I am wRlling tat they shoud bui d
spoken about the grievancos of the poople of Manitoba, on palaces if they do il with eir own roney, but let them
account of this Company'& monopoly, and on acconnt of build the road before shey build palaces. Batwbile I am in
the way they treat the people there; but are the cries from favout o opening the North-West, I do et believe i is
the poor setllers of Manitoba heeded by hon. members on prude at. Th bear the eabst for the sak of ue North-West.
tho other side ? The hon. membor for Cardwel (Mpr. If we have a great iNorth-West, we mua also remember that
White) exciairned lIat ho waa almost indignant tIat those there are Provinces in ue east TaI have not been built up by
people should dare 1 come and ask redres for their the North- West, but have built up themselves. We are in
grievancos because thoir fathers, tho first selers of On- deIt n w. We are not lords. I arn afraid there are more
àrio, bcd flot a railroad, but lad tu carry their %cal and beggars than lords in lte astern Provinces, and I arn

flour on Iheir backs, and 1 suppose ho want the people of afraid that the poicy of this Governri n with refernce
the North-West b do the saine. Ho say those peopleto ihis raiway will have the effect of making lords
are spoon-fed. Weil, Ibis Company are not spoon.ftd; I i and beggars in the country. Now, in my coanty
believe the Government food them with a shovel. Now, we have built thwo railways, ud we have paid for the.
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The Government bas helped us only for oie. We felt made by hon, gentlemen opposite, that it was unknown
the need of those roads, and we built therm, and are now in the history ofthis country that a corporation ever hâd
enjoying them. I am bure if lhe Govornment use more to appeal to the Government or any oulside power for
of the people's money in conection with this Pacific assistance. If we look back over the history of this
IRailway, their course will not meet wiLh their approval, country, we wiIl find that snob appeals bave not been at
Hon. gentlemen opposite say the people approved of it. 1 ail uncommon-that they have been nade repeatedly.
deny that statement. The Government never went to the Gonsidering the uncortainty of many of these under-
country on this question. The hon. inember for King's takings, the impossibility of estimating thm correctly,
(Mr. Foster) said they did, but the hon. member for Card- the imposibility of correct huran loresiglt with re-
well (Mr. White) said they did not. Now which of those gard to events that transpire from day te day, or that
hon. gentlemen telle us the truth ? It is well known that naturally arise, in any country-considering these things,
the Government went before the country in 1878 on the it does not appear to me at ail unreasonable that men
National Policy and on nothing else. They came into should fail in carrying out their undertakings, especially
power. They appealed to the people again in l82, although in an enterprise of tis kind, the magnitude of which
they should have waited until 1883, but they were afraid le probably unparalleled in the history of railway under-
the National Policy would not last so long so they went in takings. The Grand Trunk Railway, a corporation not nearly
1882 before the people on the strength of the National Poltcy, se large as this ene, with a work to perform not nearly 50
and wero again returned to office. There was nothing then extensive, had to appeal to the Government for assistance te
said about the guarantee of 3 per cent. or these Resolutions. If enable thernte carry ont their great work; and h*d the
there had, I am sure the country would have been opposed Goverument refused that assistance, as hon. members oppe-
to it, and the best proof that the country ls opposed te thesa site wish this Government to refuse the assistance asked
Resolutions is that the press of the country almost unani- to-day by the Canadian Pacifia Railway, what wonld have
mously-if you take off the mercenary press which is paid become of that nndertaking? Where would the Grand
for supporting the Canadian Pacific Rai 1way-is opposed to Trnnk Railway ha to-day? And wherc would be the
granting this additional aid to the Canadian Pacific Rail- benefits the country las received through the construa-
way. The leading French papers of the Conservative party, tion of that lne? The Northern Railway, another
all the independent English papers, and the Liberal press short lne, scarcely 125 miles long, was, at one lime,
are opposed to it. What better evidence eau we have that se crippled as to be compelled to apply to the Govarn-
the people are against it ? From what I have heard from ment for assistance to keee it afloit; and in like manner
speakers on the other side, I have found out the reason many other undertakings have had te fail back on
why this money is required. It is to enable the Govern. some source or power for assistance, and had that assistance
ment to tide over the present commercial crisis. If these not been granted the result would have been greatly
$30,000,000 are brought into and expended in this country Lu the detriment of the country and would mest probibly
during these hard times it will help the hon. Finance have led te insolvency of those cempanies. la considering
Minister greatly in his financial report, and in thrae the question now before us, there are certain things con-
years from now when, of course, the times will be a nected with it which we require te know te enable us to
little better, because fair weather always follows a storm, decide cerrectly whether it je in the interests of the country
we will have new elections. They will say nothing then that this additioual aid should be given te tha.Canadian
about the $30,000,000, but they will say the country is pros- Pacifie Railway, whetber the roney already voted bas beeu
perous because we have the National Policy. I will net judiciously exponded or net, and whether the Company, in
detain the House any longer, as this question bas beau well the event of the aid net baing given, can go on and finish
discussed already. A great many have found fault, and the work inside the ime lanwhichiL le essential in the
among them the last hon. gentleman wio spoke, with hon. intercsts*ef the country that IL sbould ho completod.
members on this side, because, as they say, they have This involves twe other questions.-Oua is the ability of the
spent time in discussing subjects foreign to the question; Company and the other the time in the intaraste oftho
but I think the hon, gentleman himseaifand buemfriendadave country within whieh the road should be finished. Again,
been the great.est sinnars luIbis respect. Thay have travel- I think we were ontited te ask what remuneration will the
led a great deal outside the subjeût under discussion ; hy country recive for this additional menay if we vote it now,
have taken us te -Rome) France, Ireland, averywbara axcept and le it auy inj ustice te, otheor i ncorpora Lions lu t he couan try
wbere these $30,000000 are ceming from-tbe poakets of if we give .his additional aid? Thora ahe valitos methods
the people. The time is coming wben the peopile wil se of reasning that may enable us te arrive a satisfactory
the enormîty of Ibis transaction, but thon it may ho tee late. conclusions in our ewn minds. If we accept the calcula-
1aoy will be blamed, but tha will be ne verdiet against tiens of bon, gentlemen Who have opposed this scheme,

any one lu parti.ular. The guiltiest will have l Cft the they would lead us t believe almost anything or every-
arana of polîties, but the people wili always romain teféoo thing. One honbgentleman as endeavoured te provethat,
the bil. if the Coimpany reoeived n additional aid, ghy have

ag-eady oadeentof the transaction $35,000,000 a least.
Mr. SPROIJLE. In occupying the time of the flouse by Another hon, gentleman, Who appeared te be as welI

taking part ln Ibis important dobate ah Ibiï late stage of versed in arithmetie as therhon gentleman Who had
the discussion, I make ne apelegy, fer although I may net sat downo ashort time before hlm, endeavoured te
succeed in ihanging a vote on this question, or in changing prove that they had made $9,000,000; anether made
the mindis of auyhon, gentleman Who is directly interusted'its 3,000,000, and others made it diffrent figures; but 1
lu this discussion, still y outside sf that, I have a duty oo par- noticed that net two a wongtt the whole number lWho
ferm te my constituants and te the country.1 have te spoke againset the Ceapany, wero able to arrive at the
justify the course Lbat I bave taken and that I take to-niglit same conclusion fron.t their calculatiens. The impresbion
on this question. A stranger sitting lu this Chamber, created upon my md was, that their figures, lik their
nacquainted with the bistory of this ceuntry aud listening logic, wer entirely at fait anhave oticedthate overy

te the debat.e wbich has beau carried on for several days in honm gentleman who bas addressed thlsfouse on the oppo-
refence te this question, would ba led tb suppose that sition sida during the course of this debae, has made it his
nover was ih kewn lu our histery that a great firnefty tetell the house and the people ofthe country
corporation Lad failed lunrrying out its inder- 1 that h ow a patriot. They found it ecassary te aofend
takings. One would almeet imagine, fron the speeches 1mther patritistin thieflouse; their patriotm was aailed,

Mri. Auasa.
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and they were so jealous of their patriotism that they mus
tell the world that they were patriots. Some two or thre
Of them went on to explain, that accorling to the celebrate
Johnson, the 'definition of patriotism was the last refug
of a scoundrel. If one kept a record of their speeche
through the country, and of the press which supports tha
party, he would come to but one conclusion, that one of th
main objects of their lives was to avoid getting int
the scoundrel's refuge. The question upon which we ar
entitled to satisfy our minds, is, first, bas this money beeî
judiciously expended ? We are enablel to estimate abou
the cost of building railways in different parts of the world
We know what it cost the United :States to build the Union
Pacific Railway, the Northern Pacifie Railway, and th
Central Pacifie Railway, roads which run through a countr3
almost similar to our own, and, when we remember thai
these roads were built at a time whon labour was mue
cheaper and material was much cheaner than at the pre.
sent day, I say that, in making a comparison in the cosi
of building these roads, one must reasonably make an allow
ance in the event of our road costing a little more thar
they cost. But we find, on looing at Poor's " Manual ao
Railways," that the Union Pacifie is estimated to have cosi
$113,000 a mile. An hon. member, no longer ago than lasi
night, gave us a very interesting picco of information ir
reference to the mode of watering stocks in ihe United States
and I bave no doubt that the wat, ring of stocks accountf
for the very high prico which the Union Pacifie cost
But the Northern Pacifie Railway also cost a very large
amount, and, if we look over the nurmber of railways in the
United States, taking them as a whole, wo find that the
average cost of railways, in the United States, since they
commenced to build the first railway, is $44,255 a mile. Th(
average cost of railways in the Dominion of Canada up tc
1871, as stated by Trout in his "Manual of Railways," iý
875,350 a mile. If we take the amount of moncy spent by thii
Company-and we can calculate clo oly what they have
spent-we find that, on the line of the railway which they
have built and completed, leaving out the arnounts paid foi
branches to enable them to connect their railway with the
market centres of Ontario and Qaebec, so as to get an outlet tc
the seaboard, the balance spent on the main line of the road,
was $36,028,962, and with that thirty-six millions of money
they built no less than 1,100 miles of railway. If wc
divide that $36,028,962 by 1,400, we find that the
average cost of the railway, already built, is somewhere
about 625,750 a mile. If we compare this with the
cost of railways in any other part of the country,
either in the United States or in the Dominion of Canada, it
will prove to us conclusively, that the money has not been
squandered in the building of the Railway so far. Again, we
have heard from some hon. gentlemen in this House, and
many of them have endeavoured to prove, that the amount
of money which the Company bas got from the Govern ment
was quite sufficient to build the road without additional
aid at all. What are the facts of the case ? Up to the pre-
sent time, they have received $21,318,222 in cash from the
Government, and with that, they have constructed of their
main lino 1,400 miles, that is only giving them a Gov-
ernment subsidy of $13,400 a mile, not quite $1,000 more
than was given to the Canada Central Railway, to assist
them to build that part of the lino through a country which,
was well settled, and where it was easy to build a railway.
If we look to either of these calculations, we must admit that
the company bas judiciously :expended its money, and that
the Government subsidy had to be largely added to from
some source or it would have been impossible to build the
road. I think that is all I need say with reference to the ja-
dicious expenditure of this money, because I apprehend that
the arguments that have been brought forward in justifica-
tion of the purchase by this Company of the lines ot railway
necessary to enable themt to connect thoir system with 1 he
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it seaports of the country, have bean sufficient to satisfy any
e reasonable-minded man that the money so spent, was jud-
d iciously spent, that it was nocessary that they should have
e these connections with the sea-board and with the great
s commercial centres, especially of the western part of the
t Province of Ontario. The next question is, is the secu-
e rity offered sufficient ? There are many hon. gentle-
o men in this House who have taken part in the discus-
e sion, who appear to assume at the outset that this money
i is given away. They secm to forget that it is only a loan
t for a very short time, seven years, and that, when two
. years of that time are up, and the last portion of this loan

will not be advanced until then, over one-fourth of the
3 time within which it is to [be paid back, will have
r elapsed. It must bo borne in mind that the country has not
b to pay the interest without any return, for the Com-
k pany pays it. If wo calculateagain, and look at the securi-

tics offered for this work, I think there is no reasonable man
but must admit that the security is all that can be desired.
The line when built from Pembroke to Port Moody, and

i against which there will be no lien or debt, is 2,664 miles. If
f we divide the $30,000,000, the additional aid that is to be

given to the road to-day, by the number of miles, we find it
only amounts to simething like $8,445.per mile. Now, if the

k Grand Trunk Railway had been in that position at the
time the Governr ont came to its aid, with a new road
built and equipped, and a traffle before them that would
ensure a permanent return for the running of that Railway,
over and above the the cost of operating the road, we would
not have been, as we are t>-day, without any return for the
aid given to that railway. 1 would like to ask
any man if h does not consider that road, which
will cost 810,000 a mile as a whole, will be a good security
for $8,000 per mile, which it is proposed to loan it ? An

shon. gentleman who spoke before six o'clock, said that if ho
could satisfy himself that there was good securi1y for this
money, he believed he would be justified in supporting the

r Resolutions; and ho cited the Grand Trunk as an instance,
to prove that it was not good. But the Grand Trunic had
no land grant whatever, and if it was enabled to make some-

e thing out of the operations of the road, it was heavily
bonded at the time, and with no other resources to fall back
upon, its profits would not bo more than sufficient to pay
the cost of operating and interest, the Canalian Pacifie
Railway Company is evidently in a much better position.
if the Canadian Pacifie Railway never made a dollar out
of the road until it was built, if they only made enough to
keep the road running, they coula stilt mako sufficient
money out of the land, and a great deal more, inside the
time the money is to be paid back to this country
than would pay this claim. I apprehend thero is not
the slightest danger in the world; there i no reaion-
able probability that every dollar of this money will
not be paid back, inside the time mentioned. The hon.
momber for Shefford (Mr. Auger) said there was no proba-
bility of this money being paid back ; it was always the
case with Governments. Well, Mr. Speaker, I heard the
same argument made when the proposai was first made to
this House to enter into the first contract with the Company.
It was said we were saddling on this country a heavy
burden, for which we would receive no return. The Minister
of Railways r p!ied that, according to the arrangement,
ho believed wo could secure enough from the sale of the
lands to pay every dollar back to the country. Almost
every m:mbar who gat up and opposed that Bill, said it
was unreasonable to expect that it could be done, that
this money would never be paid back, that the money from
the sale of those lands would be all eaten up in the cost of
administering the lands. But what does the experience of
the last three years prove ? It has proved the fallacy of
the logic of those gentlemen. As from year to year this
money is paid back to the Treasury, we have the satis.
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faction of knowing that the contract is being fulfilled,
and also that in a short time every dollar of the
expenditure that has been incurred in building
this magnificent railway will be recouped to the
people of this country, and there will not be a dollar
of taxation imposed upon the country for that purpose,
Now, Mr. Speaker, I would ask, what is the remuneration
the country will receive in return for this outlay, provided
we give it. But, I might here make a remark on the ques-
tion as to what were the necessities of the country. Was it
necessary in the interests of the country that this road
should be constructed rapidly or slowly? I think if we
remember the situation of the people in Manitoba, if
we look at the hundreds and thousands of people in
the .North-West to-day, upon whom the hon. gentleman
has been pleased to say there is the heel of a monopoly that
is grinding them down, if we look at their condition, we
must agree that it is of the utmost importance this railway
should be opened at the carliest possible date. What is
that monopoly under which the people of the North West
are groaning ? Most of the hon. gentlemen who addressed
this House say it is the monopoly of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. Sir, the injurious monopoly that that
people have to contend with to-day comes, not -from
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, but from the American
lines of railway over which we have to send our goods, and
over which we have to go ourselves to get there, during
seven months of the year. If you travel over the Ameri-
can lines you reach the Canadian Pacific Railway at Emer-
son and how much do you pay ? On the St. Paul, Minnea-
polis, and Manitoba road, you have to pay 4 cents a mile;
but when you reach the Canadian Pacifie Railway, 3 cents
a mile; and yet we have no control at all over the actions of
those men who control that road. We cannot compel them
to reduce their freight rates, we cannot in any way inter-
fere with them. But we find that the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way are lowering their freight rates, and giving evei y con.
sideration for those parties who are settling in the North-
West to-day. Now, I might give a single instance of how
the Canadian Pacifie -Railway Company get blamed
for what they cannot help. Two years ago this winter
a car was sent from my part of the country destined for
Winnipeg. The agent at that station said the car would be
taken at a certain figure for freight rates. When that
car was sent on to Winnipeg it was found by
the party to whom it was consigned that there was $75
more against it than ho had been told. The parties who
sent that car blamed it on the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company. The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, I look
upon as, in many instances, a long suffering Company; in
this case it did not come to its own defence, but the only
thing they said was that it was somothing over which they
bad no control. The fact is when this car reached the St.
Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba road, they refused to take
it without imposing this additional amount, and it had to be
paid, but because the Canadian Pacifie Railway had to
collect it, they reeeived all the blame. Now, Mr.
Speaker, from my view of the subject, I apprehend
that this is the injurious monopoly, that is hurting
the people of Manitoba and the North-West to day. It is
an injuriouÉ monopoly that is equally affecting the trade of
the people of the older Provinces, especially of Ontario and
Quebec, because, although we are endeavouring to supply
the people of that country with the goods and produce which
they do not produce themselves, we are handicapped in that
commercial enterprise; because every car of stuif that goes
there costs more than it would if this line was built
north of Lake Superior. The people of Manitoba, in send-
ing their grain east, stand in the same position. If grain
is raised to-day in large quantities in Manitoba, it has
to pay such heavy freight rates as to leave littie or
no margin of profits for the farmers. Again, they are

Mr. SPROULE.

virtually shut up for seven months in the year, during
the winter season, grain cannot be taken over these Ameri-
can lines without at exhorbitant prices; and the people
of Ontario and Quebec who were sending stuff up there,
have to go to the trouble, annoyance and expense of send-
ing their goods in bond, and thon paying a very high figure
in freight rates after that, before they can send stuiff to that
country. As a consequence, many people who desire to send
freight up there do not attempt it at all in the winter season.
I next ask, are we doing any injustice to other railway
companies, or any other corporation, by giving this
additional aid ? The greatest opposition we find from
any company appears to emanate from the Grand
Trank Railway. We have had pamphlets distributed
among the members of this House, containing a number
of letters that have passed between the manager of the
Grand Trunk Railway and the leader of the Government,
with reference to the question. After failing to accomplish
all they desire, they have adopted what they are pleased to
call the constitutional means of appealing to the people
to defend them in their position. And what is that posi-
tion ? Now, we might allow some of the arguments to pass
that have been advanced by certain parties against the
Grand Trunk Railway; because when we remember that
they are directly interested, as railway operators them-
selves, an argument coming from that source does not
appeal to us with the same force that it would from disinter-
ested parties. But there are many disinterested parties,
who have had some reason to know the grievous mono-
poly of the Grand Trunk in various parts of this coun-
try. That company bas petitioned the Government to
give into their hands the control of the whole system of
railways in Ontario and Quebec. What would le the position
of Ontario to-day provided the Government saw fit to
acquiesce in that proposal ? What would be the facilities of
its trade centres in shipping produce and manufactured
goods to the markets of the world if they were entirely
under the control of that monopoly ? My knowledge of the
Grand Trunk is about this : For the last qaarter of a century
they have been fighting strenuously every enterprise launch-
ed to give us increasod railway facilities. One after
another, the lines projected have been burked or so crippled
in the money market as to render their promoters unable to
carry out the undertaking and give the advantages of com-
petition so much desired. Why did we find Ontario munici-
palities granting such large bonuses to railways ? It was
to counteract this oppressive monopoly. Many of
them have railways to their doors, but they do not
serve the purpose desired. Parallel lines run through
the same sections of country controlled by the sane corn-
pany. We find in some parts of the country, take the
county of Grey for example, that the people were so anxious
to secure competition that they have taxed themselves in
large amounts, one township having agreed to give a bonus
of $80,000, another 865,000, another $60,000 and a town
$32,000. This is in the constituency which the hon. member
for South Grey represents. I have said the people feel the
importance of having competition so strongly that they are
willing to impose heavy taxes on themselves to secure that
object. What, I ask, would be the result to-day if the
Government saw fit to grant what the Grand Trunk asks ?
It would destroy the competition which is thought
to be a boon to the people. I have a word to say
in regard to tbe arguments of the hon. member for South
Grey (Mr. Landerkin) when addressing the House on this
question. He said: That the Minister of Railways by those
resolutions would impose taxes on the people far greater than
the municipalities had imposed on themselves; that
the House being eomposed of 211 members, the $30,000,000
would give 8150,000 to each constituency. The hon.
gentleman's figures, like his logic, are entirely at fault,
b. cause a calculation shows that instcad of the amount
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being $150,000 it is only $142,000. The hon. gentleman Mountains will be thickly settled by that time. If It is built rapidly,
went on to say that this tax is a great deal heavier than the the country will be but sparsely settled."
taxes imposed by the people on themselves by municipal Who ever heard of the rapid building of a railway having
bonuses, and ho asked the First Minister to submit a by-law an injurious effect upon the settlement of a country ? Io not
in each Riding for $150,000, declaring that in his Riding at the knowledge that men can get ail the modern con-
all events, it would not bo carried. I have taken the trouble veniences for transportation into and out of a country one
to make the calculation. Whereas the average of the bonuses of the strongest inducements to settlement in it ? He goes
distributed over the six municipalities comprising his Riding on to say:
would give an average of about $51,000, the amount of the
proposed loan, if distributed in like manner, would give "This is the experience of everv new country. If there was delay,
%21,000 for each municipality. That suggests to my mind that settement wold rash ot from Winnipeg, Brandon, Oalgary and other

mom ho, gntlmenwhohav deit iththi qrestenplaces' and the country would become thickly and welI oettled.Borne on. gentlemen who have dealt with this qrestion Adopting the other course, and handing over $30,000,O03 to the Com-
have not apparently desired to deal with it fairly, but pany, settlement and prosperity wilI be alike retarded."
have thrown figures together in a hap-hazard way i have yet to learn that the expenditure of a large amount
with a view to croate the impression that great of money in the building of a railway, in any country, will
injury was about to be inflicted on the people. But have the effect of retarding the sottlornent and prosperity
where is the parallel of comparison botween those cases ? of a country. That is contrary Io common sense,
Tho one is a direct tax, the principal and interest of which and it is contrary to the experience of overy railway pro-
must be repaid in twenty years; the other is a loan arrang- ject and of the experience of every hon. gentleman present.
ed by the Government, involving no tax, bocause the Com. e says that the system adopted by the late Government
pany will pay back both principal and i-nterest. The hon. was the correct one, and that if the same principle had been
member for North Wellington (Mr. MeMullen) told the carried out the settlement of the country would have been
Hiouse ho had had some exporience in railway building; more rapid. Let us look into the facts. Statistics show,
and therefore I presume ho thought his argument would that from 1871 to 1880-a period of nine years-there wero
have corrospondingly more force with the House. I might only 64,755 people taken into that country. This was
say of his experience, as an hon. gentleman said a few Sess- during the poriod in which, according to the hon. member,
ions ago in regard te that of another hon. member, who the right policy was being pursued, and which ho declared
said that he had some exporience in railway operating. He would result in the rapid settlemont of the country. Bat
has been connected with a line of railway, which was so lot us take the period of throe years from 1880 to 1883, and
extensive that ho could stand on an elevated stump and wo find that no less than 149,000 people have gone into
survey it fron one end to the other. Although he was the country, as against 64,000 in the preceding nine years.
the financial'centre of that great scheme, did the hon. Could any stronger ovidonce be given of the fact that
gentleman carry it through without making a second rapid seulement of the country would result frorm the
appeal ? He did not get it graded and the track laid, even rapid building of the railway. But there is another ques-
though ho obtained bonuses from the municipalities, before tion involved, and that is the amount of wealth brought
ho had to come back to the people for more money for back to the country. If we take the trade and navigation
thatvery extensive and enterprising scheme. Yet the hon. returns, we find that the amount of settlers' effects taken
gentleman condemns the Minister of Railways because into that country froin 1880 to 1883, was no less a sum than
ho is willing to assist a Company which has undertaken a $15,000,000; that being the case, if the road is built to
scheme that stands to the hon. gentleman's undortaking completion at the samo rate as it is going on now, we may
as one thousand to one. I was very much amused at the expect to find whon it is finished, that we will b able to
line of argument ho adopted. He said the farming recoup oursolves to a large extent by the quantity of
community would not h benefitted .by that railway but settlers' effects which have been taken in by the largo
would be injured. He stated that our experience would number of immigrants going to that country. The next
be the same as that of the Unitcd States, where, after question we may reasonably ask, is what remuneration are
the railways were opened in Kansas, the price of land we likely to have for the expenditure of the money ? At
in Illinois was lower than before those roads were built. prosent, settlers are handicapped by the monopoly of the
From my knowledge of the arguments used by that hon. railway system in the United States over which they and
gentleman when ho went beforo the farmers of North their effects have to pass, during soven months of the year;
Wellington to get a bonus for the scheome in which ho is by the competition of this line that will be done away
interested, he endeavoured to prove that the railway would with forever, and that accomplished in twoyears, but refuse
enhance the value of the lands, in some cases double, and in this, and it must continue forseven years. This is a matter of
some cases one-third more; but in every case ton times importance te the people in the western part of Ontario;
more than the amount of money they were going to give to and I am rather surprised to find that aýmost every hon.
the work. The argument used to-day is a very different member from that part of the country. sitting on the op-
one, that it will not enhanco, but rather depreciate the value posite benches has condémned the rapid building ofthe rail-
e' lands. I wonder that au hon, gentleman with bis experi- way. To-day we have manufacturers producing every kind
once, knowledge and astuteness, should pretend to tell the of stuff that is wanted in the North-West, but we have to puy
people of this country, who know what has been the result a great deal more than we would have to pay if that rail-
of railway building, that the construction of' iailways will way was built, in taking these manufactures to the markets
net increase the value of land. If ho had been as honest in of the country. We have other checks put in operation which
discussing this question beforo the louse and the country very materially tend to handicap those who are competing
as ho was when ho was endeavoring te convince the farmers for that trade. Besidos, we find that a great amount of the
in North Wellington that it was their interest to build a produce which is being used by the men who are building
railway to Durham, ho would not have adopted the lino Of that road is supplied from the western part of this Province.
argument which ho followed. The hon. member for South Will hon. gentlemen who oppose the rapid building of the
Grey (Mr. Landerkin) said that if ho were convinced that road dony that it is in the interests of our part of
the railway would be in the interest of the North-West and the country that this large outlay for supplies to these
would tend to the settlement of the country, ho would ho men should be distributed among us during the next two
disposed to support it. le says years ? Or will they deny that it is one of the greatest

"What will be the amnount of settlement in'that country if there is a sources of prosperity that we have ? Where is the food
delay of five years ? The whole territory from Winnipeg to the Rocky coming from which supplies those 9,000 men who are build-
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ing the road north of Lake Superior ? It all cornes from Now, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company are in the
the western part of Ontario. 1 am surprised at the hon. happy position ofknowing thatthoy have an outiet to the east
member for South Grey opposing this scheme, because a and au outiet te the west, and that consoquently they will bc a
very large portion of these supplies are from the county successfal cexpetitor withthe Grand Trunk Railway Bo long
which ho and I have the honour to represent. I find, for as they hold the roads which they at present control, and
instance, that during the last year there was shipped from which I have reason to believo and hope tbey will long
Owen Sound, no less than 22, 17 tons of freight, and that centrol. I think it will net bo out of the rocollection of hou.
from the same port, 3,160 head of cattle were shipped, nombers of this liuse that a few years ago thora was a
bought largely in the part of the county of Grey represented Bil beforo tho Railway Oommitteo of this flouse te revive
by my hon. friond. While we have an eastern market te a charter which had been grantd se years before, for
fall back upon, it is a great advantage te be in the position building the Toronto and Ottawa Railway; and the bis-ory
of having a market both east and west, so that we can given to that Comrittee was to the effect that for
select the one at which the best prices can be obtained. nine years tbo company holding that charter had been
During last season's operations, no less than 760 vessels making every effort te mise money to build that road, but
came into the port of Owen Sound, principally for supplies that overy time tboy tried te do it they were opposed by
for the mon working on this railway north of Lake Supe- the Grand Trankwhieh had tried te baulk thei or buy thoi
rior and in the North-West, and the tonnage of theso eut, and that until thon they had neyer beon succsafnl in
ves-sels amounted to 307,152 tons. Notwithstanding these doing anything afterwards it was brought up. Tho
facts, hon. mem bers will rise in their places and state that Ontario and Qucboc railway was aIse chartered fer
it is in the interests of the people of that country that thev th purpose of giving competition, and ne sooner was
should oppose giving them additional aid and prevent the that scheme projectod than we found the saie cor-
constiuction of that road at the rapil rate at which poration trying te buy it up; and te-day they are vcry
it bas gone on during the last two years. The figures I magnanimously, I am told, offering te baild the memainder
have given represent only one port, but there are a number of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, providcd the Canadian
of others, am-ng them Sarnia, Windsor, Kincardine, South- Pacifie Railway Company hand ovor te them the Ontario
ampton, Port Elgin, Wiarton, Meaford, Thornbury, Colling- and Quebec systei of railways. lad they been able te
wood and Midland, cvery one of which employs a lino ef carry eut thr avacions scheme, wo sheuld net bo to-day
steamers te carry stuff fron our Province te supply in the enjoymcnt of the blcssing of cempotitien in Ontario,
the army of men who are building that road, and the trade that wc posss, small as k la. Sir, this country, 1
of the north-western county resulting from this road being believe, eau nover estimate the danage that has boon
built,and money is paid for everything that the former donc te it by the oppesition cf that groat railway
has to sell for thesc supplies. And yet we are told corporation te every railway seheme launched in this
that it is of no benefit te these pieople that that country during the lnst twenty-five yoars. I eau only
large number of men are employed there, and that say that 1 sincemely hope and trust wo shah bye
this money should corne back te the farmers of my a long time before we shah sce that corporation con-
section at least. I have one word te say with reference trolling any more cf the linos in the western part cf Canada
to the reports that the Grand Trunk Company will soon than they are controlling to.day, for I believe it wculd be a
control the whole railway systen of Western Canada. If scrrowful thing for the people of this country if they did.
there is one evil te be guarded agzainst in thiscountry, more It is important that this road should ho rapidly built,
than unother, it is tbe granting of what is asked by the Grand especially te the western part cf Canada. Wbat dees
Trunk IRailway. Tiat Company have insidiously taken it mean? About four-sevetha cf the line yet te bc buit
under their control one railway after another, until there is in the Province ef Ontario, and, as the hon. member
are only three roads in Western Cannda to-day that are net for Ligar (Mr. Ross) said last night, the money te tie
under their control, and they are still attempting te buy up spent for the building cf this part cf the lne wili net go
more lines and control more ports. They now control Windsor, te Manitcha or the North-West) but tg Ontario. IL means
PortColborne, Sarnia, Southampton, Port Elgin,Wiarton, and that the supply cf tho mon will cere from the east, and the
Midland, and there are only three or four ports left which moneywilIgobackthore. Itmeans thatwa are openingup
they do net control, namely, Collingwood, Owen Sound, fer settiemont a part cf the Province ef Ontario cf the extent
Meaford, and Penetanguishene, yet they are anxious te get cf betweeu 500 and 600 miles, which is net yet eligiblo for
tqese. Yet hon. gentlemen would ask this IHopse te hand settlement. In addition, the lino frei Gmavenhurst te
over the control of the entire traffie of Western Canada te Cahander. a distance cf 120 miles, will ha opaned up in two
that corporation, who have been strenuously opposing almost yaars, if this rend is constructed iu that tine, for the
every railway enterprise that bas been introduced into this purpose cf socuring fer Ontario its share of the tmade of
country for the last quarter of a century. What did we the North-West, this mebns an oxpenditure cf $3,000,000
find when the Credit Valley Railway was being built ? The more lu Ontario during tho next two years. Wo muet
people were willing te impose on themselves municipal remoiber, that this Company, te complote their lino, must
taxes te the extent of $1,000,000 for the purpose of getting spond about $13,000,000, and fonr-sovenths cf that monoy
competition; and yet, when Mr. Laidlaw was carrying out will bo spent in the Province of Ontario in addition te
that project, ho was opposed at every step by the Grand $3,000,000, which is.tho estimatod cest cf the Gravenhurst-
Trunk (jompany-both when ho went te the municipalities CallanderBranch. luattemptingteaccountforthedepri-
te get thoir aid, and when ho went te the financial markets sien that existed frein 1873 te 18î8, tho hon. mnmber
of the world te raise the money necessary te complote for North Norfolk said it was largely due te the fact
that womk; and had it net beau for the fact that Mr. that the Union Pacifie and the Nortmern Pacifia had beau
Stephen, a gentleman connected with the corporation checked in their operatinns. It would like te ask the bon.
which is building the Canadian Pacifie IRaroad, to-day, gentleman if, beoause these roands, through finacial strai,
carne te the assistance cf the Crodit Valley, I bolieve the wer co pelld for a short tcpa te desitth in their work o
Grand Trunk weld have beau ccessful lu killing eat that construction, se groat a depression was caused n a country
entorpise. I can only say that I arn glad that there are compos.d cf iwer 45,000,000 eope, how much greater
three railways in 0Ontario te day that are net under the lied would tho paialysing offat om ie toay if a stoppage cf
cf that corporation; thoso are,- the Toronto, Grey and the oprations f the Canadian Pacifie Railway were caused.
Bruce, leading te Owen Sound, the Northern, lcading te I have always thought, and I now think, that had the fore-

olingwood, and the Cradit Valey, leading te the West sight af the lat Gevernent been sncbs te induce tom
dn n i aerouLr.
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te carry out the same principle of completing the railway as
that which is being carried out to-day, and thus caused to be
made from 1873 te 1878, the expenditure of the money that
is now going on, we would never have experienced the bard
times we then passed through. We would net have had tons
of thousands of mon in the country unable te find employ-
ment which would furnish them with the means of Eupport
te themselves and their families. This country would re-
ceive the greatest paralytic stroke it ever received or can
receive, if the Government should decide not te assist this
corporation in carrying out the great undertaking they are
now endeavouring te carry out, and which I believe they
will succeed in successfully carrying out. I have no doubt
at all thatthese Resolutios will becarried, and that, in the
experience of a few years, we will find out the fallacy of the
arguments that have been used to prove that it is against
the interest of the people te grant the loan asked for. Wo
will find that every dollar will be paid back, that not a
burden of one dollar will be imposed on the people
by giving this additional aid, which is only a loan for
a short time. The sccurity is ample and the Com-
pany have given every reason te lend us to believe
they are sincere and that they will carry on their opera-
tiens at the same rapid rate as heretofore. I feel that I
will be fully justified in going before my constituents and
defending my position and the action I intend to take in
supporting these Resolutions, and if after a few years, I
should go baok te my constituents again and ask them te
re-endorse the opinions I have expressed hero to day, I
have no doubt they will return me te the position I now
occupy. I think I can safely rely on thoir support,-as I
believe can also every hon. member on this side on the support'
of their constituents-in voting for these Resolutions, and
that my conduct to-day will receive the same approval that
it did in the past when I voted for the first Resolutions
giving ibis work to this important and able Company.

Mr. PLATT. The extreme length and I may say the
extreme breadth, to which this debate has already extended
affords ample reason why I should speak briefiy, but I think
it affords no reason at all why I should romain silent. There
can be no doubt that the discussion, long as it bas continued
and broad as it bas become, bas been (if immense value, not
only te the members of this House, but to their constitu-
enta throughout the country. We know, Sir, tha upon
occasions like this, when vast amounts of public money are
te be taken from the public Exebequer and put into any great
publie work, the people of the country themselves feel a
deep interest in it, and look particularly te their represen-
tatives, te see that they act cautiously and prudently in
allowing the Government te bandle their bard earnings.
For this reason, the fact that this is a genuine money vote,
the fact thata large amount of money is te be extracted
from the publie Treasury, the representative of the
people, above aH others, are expected te take an active in-
terest in the debate. Hon. gentlemen on both sides will, no
doubt, feel pleased when I announce that I am net going te
follow the usual course of debate by referring at any length
te the remarks of the bon. gentleman who has precedod me.
Were I te do so, I would not only take up useful time, but
would not perhaps succeed in making as good an impression
on the louse as if I took my own course. There is one ex-
pression, however, which fell from the hon. gentleman's lips
that te my mind is worthy of notice. I think that the hon.
gentleman'g friends in this House will net thank him for
having referred to the history of the moneys given
to different railways in this country. I refer te his
allusion te that unhappy circumstance of the money
that was given te the Northern Railway and te bis state-
ment that dire eonsequences would have occurred if public
assistance had net been given te that lino. I suppose ho
meant that dire consequences would have occurred te

the Conservative party. We know that if publie money
had net been given te that road, the magnificent testimonial
te the chieftain of his party would net have been se
magnificent by $4,000, and that the subscription te the
chief organ of hon. gentlemen opposite would net have been
so munificent by $5,000 or 86,000. I suppose, on the same
principle, the hon. gentleman believes that the publie
chest should be relieved of $30,000,000 in order that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway may be benefited, and that thereby
the Conservative party in this country may suffer no very
great disadvantage. I have referred te the necessity of a
lengthened debate on this question. The people have the
right te expect that when they have been deprived
of information on this subject, which they had a
right te reasonably expect from the Government at the
carliest possible moment, thoir representatives bere te
continue the debate until the country, if possible, can
becomo awakened to its importance and have an oppor-
tunity of expressing their opinion. The country bas been
accustomod te occasions like this, when large sumis of
nioney are taken, in the middle Session of Parliament,
and when election comes round we hear very little about it.
Party strife and party differences will arise, and the chief
questions which agitate the publie mind during the Ses-
sion of Parliamont may net bo brought into discussion at all
during the elections. It seems te me, that the spirit of our
constitution, and the genins of our system of Government
demand first, the earliest possible information upon all ques-
tiens of this kind. Have the people been afforded that early
information ? The Speech finom the Throne delivered at the
opening of this Parliament, indicated to us that the inten-
tion of the Government was known, at that time, te them-
selves. If so, what reason was there why that
information should not bave been vouchsafed te
the people thon ? Not only Parliament, but the people of
this country, have the right to demand full infbrmatioh.
Full and complete information bas net even yet been given.
What mean all these various motions and amendments
which have been made, especially by the leader of the
Opposition, since this debate commenced? Whst mean
these various motions for papers and returns on various
subjects cognate to the subject which is under discussion
but this, that we have not at the present time full informa-
tion on this subject ? What means the amendment upon
which wo are shortly to be called upon te voto ? lt means
that, even on this night, when we are expected te decide
this great and important question, we have net all the
information the country bas a right te demand at the bands
of the Government. Tho position of that political party
in this House, to which I have the honour te belong, has
been assailed for the manner in which we met this question
on the very onset, and to-day the Minister of Railways,
with all the vehemence ho is capable of commanding
in this lIouse, says he bolieves that by this time
every hon. member in this louse must be convinced
of the righteousness, and the justice, and the necessity ofthe
Resolutions wh ich ho asks us te vote upon, thereby intimating
that any hon. gentleman who votes against these Resolu-
tions or opposes them in any way, muait be either incapable
of comprehending the fullness of the question, or is going te
vote and speak against the dictates of his own conscience.
Now, I am not prepared to silently occupy either of those
positions. I believe that the position that has been taken by
the leader of the Opposition, and the position which 1, as an
individusl member of that Opposition, have taken upon thie
question, is one that will bejustifiable before my constituents,
at least. We have been accused of flying at the throat of
this proposition the very moment it was laid upon the table
of Parliament. I do net think the Debates wili justify any
such conclusion. The ground that was taken, the very first
ground that was taken by the leader of the Opposition, wa
that there were reasons te doubt the propriety of passing
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these Resolutions at that time; that we must fully
consider whether it was in the interest of the country to
grant this proposa]. We have demanded time to consider
them, and we have demanded information, and that is all
that has been done; and, as fast as that information has been
vouchsafed to us, as fast as that information has been given
to this louse by the hon. gentleman, the discussion bas
proceeded, and, as I stated before, we have not yetsufficient
grounds upon which to grant the Resolutions which the
hon. gentleman proposes to the House. We think, perbaps,
that, in the absence of full and complete information, the fact
that there is a necessity for passing them is not apparent,
and it is our duty in the interest of our constituonts to
oppose these Resolutions. That is a sensible and a reason-
able ground for us to take. There is one part of our position
whicb, it is true, mayappear a little unpleasant to us. We
are placed necessarily in the position of being ap-
parently opposed to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
and its interests, but that opposition is only apparent.*
We are forced to that position by opposing these Resolu-
tions, and although we may be well-wishers of that Com-
pany, and although we may not wish to detract from their
reputation or standing in the country, or to retard the
the progress they are making in their great work, we have
still one duty to perform, regardless of the Company's
interests, our duty to the people of this country; and
if, in protecting the interests of the people, the interests
of the Syndicale suffer, so much the worse for the Syndicate.
We have no quarrel with the gentlemen who constitute that
Company. We respect them for their ability. One of
them, at least, has a history; " That fellow Smith" is well
known in this country, and there are particular reasons
wby he still bas a warm place in the liearts of gentlemen
on this side of the House. We cannot blame them at all
for watching with such intense interest this debate, almost
from the beginning. This, to them, is an important Session.
To use the cant phrase, it is to them a Session when the
goose is expected to lay the golden egg, no small
nugget, to be sure, but one to the amount of $30,000,000 ;
and, when the cackling of the fiock announces that the feat
is accomplished, these gentlemen may be expected to de-
scend from the galleries and take up the prize. I dare say,
if many gentlemen on the flocr of this House were equally
interested, they would attend the debates more attentively
than they have done. The position, as I understand it,
which the opponents of theoe resolutions have taken up on
the main question is, that there is no absolute necessity for
this extreme measure being passed at this time. You will
remember, Mr. Speaker, that the leader of the Opposition,
and those who have generally supported him ig Parliament,
have always taken the ground that there was no necessity
for mad haste in building the two ends of this railway. We
contend at the present time that all we wished to have
accomplished in that respect we have accomplished
already. We have in Parliament, and out of Parlia-
ment, stated that the advantage of this country demanded
the speedy building of a railway that would supply a means
of ingress to the North-West country, and would be ex-
tended across the prairie regions of that country as
fast, or even a little faster, than the settlement demanded.
We have all that, and why should we bc called
upon te conclude that there is an absolute necessity for
spending $30,000,000 more at this particular juncture of
our history, simply to speed the building of the two ends of
the road ? I am satisfied that our opinion is very largely
endorsed by the peoplo of this country, and even by this
Parliament. The present Opposition are not alone in the
expression of that opinion. I suppose I may be allowed to
cali supporters of that opinion even from the Ministerial
benches themselve.-. I remembor having read a pamphlet
some years ago, issued by an hon. gentleman who now
holds a position which may justify hi being considered

Mr. PLArT.

the gentleman chiefly interested in the adoption of these
Resolutions, for the Minister of the Interior is supposed to
know as much about the requirements of the North-West as,
any hon. gentleman in the Cabinet or in the louse. That
hon. gentleman issued a pamphlet, and in that pamph'et we
have the cool, deliberate opinion of a gentleman expressed,
not in the heat of debate on the floor of this House, but the
cool, deliberate opinion expressed in a pamphlet which was
spread broadcast over the country, purporting to be ad-
dressed to the people of Simcoe, Grey, and Bruce. That
bon. gentleman says :

"My opinion always has been that we should bave been content for a
time te use the United States lines for our all-rail route to Manitoba and
begin our Pacifie Railway at Pembina, thence to Winnipeg, and on
through Manitoba and the North-West, combining with its construction
a comprehensive and attractive scheme of immigration, under which
immigrants would be assured of employment firet and lands afterwards.
The lands retained by the Government, owing to the settiement of ad-
joining lands, would have been enhanced in value, and their sale would
have produced funds to aid in extending the railway, as required, with-
out overburdening the Dominion Exchequer. In this way, the Canadian
Pacifie Railway east of the Rocky Mountains could bave been built as
fast as required for very little money, and our prairie country would
have become thickly peopled. * * • Had this policy been adopted.
the Dominion, from the Atlantic to the Pacifie, would have been more
prosperous than it is to-day. We should have been free from the heavy
engagements that weigh upon us, and free also from the financial peril
that stares us in the face-imminent, if not inevitable. Our expenditure
te this time upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway would bave been
small, and would increase only as might be convenient, for it wound be
subject to our control."

Here is an opinion expressed by a gentleman, in cool deli-
beration, who now occupies a seat on the Treasury benches,
and I regret that he bas not a right to sit in this House,
because I would like to hear an explanation from him, or
from some gentleman who represents him here, as to
whether his views at the present time coincide with
the extravagant views of his colleagues. Now, Sir, I
think I have shown you that the Opposition in this
House and country have a right to urge that it is not an
absolute necessity that this money should be voted at the
present time. But, even granted it were necessary, even
granted that the Minister of Railways is correct in the
opinion he expresses as to the requirements of this Com-
pany--granted it were advisable to construct the two ends
of that road as speedily as possible-even then there has
been no proof given of the absolute necessity of passing
these Resolutions. We are told that the security offered for
this loan is abundant. Well, I arn sure there are not many
on this side of the House who will waste time in discussing
that question ; it is not a matter of particular moment to us
just now. 1 am sure, however, that the Minister of
Railways and many of his supporters were disappointed
that a grand rush was not made at the security. Mest of
the speeches on the other aide of the House have been filled
with very large, extensive, and exaggerated figures in order
to prove the abundance of that security. Well, Sir, lot us
take for granted that that security is good. We were told,
I think, by the hon. member for Kings, N. B. (Mr. Foster),
that the security was ample, that it was 85 security for
every 81 they wishod to loan. Well, if this security is good
for the Parliament and people of Canada, I think it ought
to be good for the money lenders of the world. If that se-
curity is useless in the money markets of .the world, have
we not reason to doubt that it is of very much value to us ?
The moneyilenders of the world are just as shrewd, probably,
as the Goeornment of this country, and what they have
refused to accept as good security, we may at least look upon
with a certain degree of suspicion. But, ýSir, we have not
been told that that security has been offered to the money
lenders of the world, and consequently we cannot know
whether the money could have been raised upon this security
if it had been placed upon the money markets of the world.
If it has not been placed upon the money markets of
the world, why has it not been so plaoed? Why are thia
Parliament and Government called upon to constitute thom-
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selves money brokers, instead of the Company applying to
the usual sources for loans? Why, Sir, I believe it is
almost a maxim, that Governments, whether of this country
or of any other, have no right whatever to engage in
speculation simply for the sake of speculation; and if these
gentlemen have not shown that they have made every
possible effort to secure a loan in more legitimato quarters,
they have no right to come here, and tell us that it is an
absolute necessity that this country should advance this
loan. Now, Sir, I am going to call evidence that I am not
alone in this opinion, and that bon. gentlemen opposite held
the same opinion. I repeat, this Government should not
at this juncture be called upon to make that loan, until
the Company have exhausted all their resources, and all
their efforts, to get a loan from the moaey markots of the
world. Do we wish to benefit the Company? Is it from any
love we have for the Company, that we are going to stop in
between thom and the money lenders, and offer thom greater
advantages ? I can see an advantage in borrowing money at
4 and lending it at 3; but here it is proposed that we borrow
money at 4 and give it to them at 5 per et. If we are not
giving them an advantage by making this loan to then, then
what is the use of the country boing called upon to make that
particular risk? I state again that this Government has no
right to speculate with the poople's money. In evidence, I
will call the hon. Minister's pamphlet, and I am very
glad ho wrote it, becauso of the opinion expressed
there by himself. The Minister of the Interior says:
" 1 think it will be admitted that Governments have Lo
business to speculate with Govornment funds," that is, ' they
have no right to spend the people's money until its i b:o
lutely necessary to do so." Ilas it been sliown that.
it is absolutely necossary that the Giovernment of
this country should make this loan of $30,000,000
at the present time ? I submit that no proof has
been offered to that effect, and consequently, I submit that it
is unwise and inexpedient for us to do so. It may be c>n-
tended, of course, by the Government, and adoptcd as a
policy, that whereever they find a sinking institution,
whereever they find a Corporation in need of money, it
is their duty to rush to the assistance of that company, no
matter at what risk. Well, Sir, some Governments and some
men may, at times, be particularly bold, fiaancially, whon
they are handling money that is not their own, but I do not
believe the people are preparel to endorse the policy which
saya that the Government are justified in rushing to the
rescue of either a sinking railway company or a sinking
Exchange Bank. But, Sir, we have been told that in the
interests of immigration, this was a matter of great import-
ance, indeed. Why, Sir, immigrants used to go into that
country before we had a Canadian Pacifie Railway at all.
Most of the people that are now in the North West
got there by some other means than by the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and thousands of emigrants can now
be accommodated by the raute already provided. Now, Sir,
it seems to me to be a very weak argument to say
that, in order to take immigrants to that country over
Canadian soil exclusively, it is necessary for us to entail a
great risk upon the country by making this loan. It has
been shown by members upon the floor of this House that
for the season of the year when immigrants arrive bere we
have already a continuons route to the great prairies of the
North-West. Tako the advertisements of the Canadian
Pacific Railway themselves; take the folder of that com-
pany that has been laid upon our desks, in this House, and
there you find described in glowing terms the beautiful
passage, and the quick, expeditious and cheap trip, that eau
now be made from the seaboard, even to the prairies of the
North-West. There is only one disavantage mentioned,
and it is this: The very title page of the folder which has
been so extensively circulated throughout this country
and (Europe is enough to frighten immigrants froin our

shores We read on the first page, these remarkable words:
" The Canadian Pacifie Railway, the only route to the great
North-West." I say, Sir, that this must have a chilling effect
on the intonding immigrant who reads it. " The only route
to the great North-West 1 " If there is only one route into
the great North-West, there eau be only one route out of it.
I think this will give a bad impression in England to intend-
ing emigrants and they will say: "We will wait until
thore is one or two other ways of getting into the great
North-West." It is said to be vory important that these
emigrants should be got there without being exposed to the
seductive charms of the United States. In fact, Sir,
the policy soms to be laid down that it is the duty of this
country to get these emigrauts there under false pretences;
that the advantages which we hold out to induce them to go
thore are not as great as the advantages offered by our
American friends ; therefore, it is necessary that immi-
grants, destined for the North-West, go through no por-
tion of American territory. Why, Sir, I might suggest
as the simplest method of cayying out this policy
to make some arrangements whereby these poor people
should be blindfolded when they are passing through
American territory, so that they may not know what
kind of a country they have passed through until they have
got to Manitoba. We boast that the North-West is a
great and magnificent couitry, but if we have such a
country and are able to hold out such indacements to
intending immigrants, why should wé fear their passage for
a short distance through United States territory ? I think
that is a very weak argument indeed to advance for making
Lhis loan. Well, Sir, the hon. Ministerof Railways, in intro.
ducing those IResolutions, left us in great doubt as to whence
this proposition came-whether h. had discovered it in the
interests of the Company, or whother the Company had
discovered it and pr.posed it in the interests of the country.
He descri bed in such glowing language the great ad-
vantage it was going to be to this country, that one would
almost have thought that he had made the proposition
to the Company, and that they had reluctantly accepted it,
But we heard as the debate progressed, a different tale.
The Canadian Pacifie Railway Company wore in actual
diffiuulty, and that they required this loan in order to
enable them to complote the remainder of the line. I am
sorry for the Company if they are in difficulty, and every
member of the Opposition feels alike regret. But there are
a great many people in difficulty in this country, and I do
not suppose that very many of them expect the
Government to come to their relief. What have been the
causes of that difficulty ? It has been shown on the floor
of this House that the first cause was the too rapid con-
struction, and consequently too great cost. Bad manage-
ment and extravagance constituted another cause of diffi-
culty. They looked more to immediate profit than to the
future good, either of themnselves or of the country. By
the organization of what is termed the construction company,
they took from the hands of the Railway Company proper
the funds which should have gone into the completion of the
road. Thon we have lately their quarrel with the Grand
Trunk. Who is responsible for the quarrel between the
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada and the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company? Who inaugurated tbat quarrel? I do
not think the people of tho country feel called upon to
interfere. There is competition, we know, going on between
those two great corporations; but what business has this Par-
liament or the country to express, by a vote of $30,000,000,
their favouritism for one ide or the other. Let the corpora-
tions continue the quarrel, and it may prove in the inte rests
of the country. But to check the competition and cruah one
of the competitors, the country is now called on to grant a
loan of $30,000,000 i Io that fair play? May not the Grand
Trunk justly complain that the people are not acting
impartially ? Give them a fair field, grant money no more
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to one than the other, stand aside, and perbaps the interests
of the country will be advanced. I believe the people will
not be content to bave been forced agaiust their will to
interfere in this great contest, We have been told, in
addition to the fact that the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company are in difficulty, that they did not come beggîng
to this Parliament, but that they came here walking erect
on their feet. That was a most astonishing statement. I
never heard it soriously charged that those
gentlemen wore in the habit of walking on thoir heads or
hande; but we now know that they came to Parliament
walking on their feot, standing erect and looking straight
with their eyes. I believe they have been guilty of moral
obliquity in certain transactions, but we never heard that
it was owing to their being cross-eyed. There are two
ways in these modern times of getting money. Whon a
man, woman or child wishes to obtain a small pittance, he
or she comes with bat in hand and bumbly implores it.
There is another class of gentlemen who, when they wish
to get a large sum, at one particular time, do not come
with bat in band, but, "walking erect on thoir feet
and looking straight with their eyes," they say,
"stand and deliver-830,000,000o r your life1! " Is that the
way in which hon. gentlemen wish us to understand this Com-
pany comes before Parliament and the country? I think,
Sir, that is more correct than to say that they came implor-
ing the Government and the people for this loan. I fear it
is too true that those gentlemen stand in a position in whicb
they can come to the Government and say, "l your money or
your political life." But if that be the case, the sooner the
people know it the botter for the country, and perhaps the
better for the Government also. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company, after ail, have not so much to complain
of, even if they do nof get the proposed loan. There is one
tbing they have obtained in addition to the $25,000,000,
" that outrageons bargain," as some hon. membors have
ventured to call it, and that is free advertising. No other cor-
poration has had the amount of free advertising whieh bas
been vouchsafed to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company.
On all times and occasions, in season and out, the Govern-
ment and their supporters have taken every opportunity
to talk about the trans-continental, ocean-to-ocean railway,
and to praise their energy and the manner in which they
were acting in the interests of themselves, and especially
in the interests of the country. On the floor ofParliament,
praise of the Canadian Pacifie Railway bas been introduced
in the preface of the hon. gentlemen's spocches, or dave-
tailed into the context, or sandwiched between the para-
graph eof the peroration with as much ingenuity and as
little regard to relevancy as the puffs of St. Jacoba Oil, or
Rolloway's Pilla are sandwiched into the newspaper articles
of the day. That has been going on for a long time. What
about other corporations? ]o w. hear praises of the Grand
Trunk in the balls eof Parliament ? No; all the praise is
given on one side. The monoy is also given to one side only,
and that is the fair and impartial way in which this
Parliament is called upon to act between the two
great corporations struggling for the trade between the east
and west. Let me say that the tendency to mono-
poly at present existing on the part of the Grand
Trunk has only existed since the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company commencod the game. The Grand Trunk did not
commence to gobble up smaller railways until after the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company began that course, and
the Grand Trunk was crced te do so in self-defence. If
there is any complaint to be attached to these great corpo-
rations in this regard, the fault lies with the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company and not with the Grand Trunk.
As I bave said, I should like to be an onlooker in the contest
between these two great corporations, and I am not prepared
by my vote to take position against one or favour the other.
There is another roason Mr. Speaker why I feel justified in

Mr, PLATT.

rising on the floor of the House here at this late hour.
I will refer very briefly indeed to that part of
the debate which bas been strongly characterized on this
side of the House-I rofer to the manner in which the dobate
was opened, not only by the Minister of Railways, but
also by bis supporters, who made sinister allusions to tho
patriotism of mombers of the Opposition. I noticed, how -
ever a very great depression in that kind of of stock after
the hon. member, for Quen's had made his speech. And
after a certain learned gentleman gave a lecture in one
of the halls of this city, it fell fat, and we heard little
more of the patriotism on that side of the House, or the
lack of patriotism on this. The hon. member for Brant,
last evening, gave us the key note as to the effect of that
kind of discussion on the floor of the Canadian Parliament.
He told us that thore could ba but one effect upon the
minds of the world, one effect upon the credit
of Canada, and that was that the people of the world
would be called upon to believe one or other of two state-
ments: cither that one-half of the people of this country
were traitors to the interests of their country, or that the
other half wero falsifiers of the facts, and traducers of the
characters of their political opponents. One or other
of these two positions must be true, and [ ask
which is the worse to go to the world-the belief that cer-
tain gentlemen ut certain times, have stated the facts in
rýonnection with tho condition of the country, or the belief
i hat certain other gentlemen are their traducers and their
slanderers. I hpe that hon. gentlemen see the force of
tliese remark, und if they do, I do not think that the
charges they have made as to our lack of patriotism will
be repeated, at least during the present Session. But I have
no doubt that when occasion requires, they will bo reforred
to again; when argument is lacking, those substitutes for
arguments wiIl be resorted to. If it were not for occupying
the time of the House to tediousness, I think I could show
that by the cond uct of bon. gentlemen in the past, they have
laid themselves open to the charge which they have been
hurling so frequently at u;. We all remember distinctly
the caterpillar brigade of 1877-78. We know that in those
years the caterpillars, the grasshoppers, the ptato buga,
the midges and other pests,were magnified by hon. gentlemen
and wore looked upon as curses brought on this country in
consequence of the evils of the then Government. But now
that they are safe on the Treasury bonches, we find that a
change has come over the spirit of their dreams, and
instead of grasshoppers and caterpillars, potato bugs and
midge being pests to the country, these interesting little
insects appear to be welcome additions to the science of
entomology. We have the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr.
White), lecturing this side of the House as to how they
should conduct themselves in their speeches with regard to
the misfortunes of the country; but we all remember well
how that hon. gentleman, in the press and on the
platform, told his story with regard to the misfortunes of
the country in 1878. When, however, his party regained
power, a great change came over that hon. gentleman,
and to-day ho rises to applaud the man who
described the floods of bis country as a magnificent over-
flow of the Red River. Instead of lamenting the wonder-
ful exodus of our people in the W. States, we may expect
him to speak of it at a delightful trip to the wilds of Dakota,
and should a deluge unfortunately overwhelm the North-
West so that steamers would be able to ply athwart the rail-
way tracks of that country, we may expect him to describe
it in the newspaper which ho so able conducts, as a heavy
dow in the prairie province. I do not think it is noces-
sary at this late stage of the debate that i should enter into.-
r consideration of the figures which I have noted, as I
think enough ias been given to prove the noces-
sity of obtair.ing further information as to the
financial condition both of the Company and the
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oountry before we endorse the Resolutions now be-
fore t he House. In conclusion, allow me just to draw
the attention of members to what they might justly do on
this occasion. We have not time, of course, to find out from
our constituents exantly how they feel on this matter. But
suppose every member had command of a telephone, and
suppose he should tell the people of bis constituency that a
vote was about to be taken, and should give them a sum-
mary of the facts, what would be the answer ? We might
remind them, and remind them bonestly,. of the fact that the
debt of this country is nearly 8200,000,000. We might
remind them likewise, of the debt of their own particular
Province. We might remind them-if it be true-that
they have barely enough revenue to carry on the Govern-
ment of their Province, and that direct taxation stares
them in the face. We might remind them-if it be
true-that there is no revenue to spare even more,
that they are now labouring under a heavy taxation
in order to meet the engagements entailed by muni-
cipal bonuses granted years ago to railway schemes.
We might remind them with truth, that this grant
is, in fact, but another bonus asked by the Govern-
ment froin their own particular county; and though I
shall not take up time disputing the figures of the hon.
gentleman who preceded me, relating to bis discussion with
his colleague from the county of Grey, I say it makes but
little difference whether the amount be 8142,000 or $150,000
for each county. Lot us, for the sake of peace, come down
to 8100,000, and suppose hon. gentlemen were to enquire
whether or not they should vote to inflict such an obligation
upon the country, what answer would they got? They
con tell their constituents honestly that there is no finality
about the matter-that we are not promised that
this is the last time of asking-that the probabilities are
this same Canadian Pacifie Rail way Company will again ap-
proach Parliament and, perhaps, looking straight with their
eyes, and walking erect on their feet, will demand
another thirty millions 1 Nobody eau tell; but we do know
that the security they pledge for this loan exhausts their
supply of that commodity and shuts them out of the markets
of the world, and having no security to give, in order to
obtain funds elsewbere, they will of necessity, if more is
needed, make their appearance again at the doors of this
Parliament. And if the same gentlemen should be at the
head of affaira then, the request will b. acceded to without
a word, and we on this side will be accused, as we are to-
day, of a lack of patriotism if we refuse to give thom another
830,000,000. Mr. Speaker, the conception of duty to my
constituents and to the country in this emergency afford good
reasons for the position Ihave taken, and the vote I intend to
record, and I shall have great pleasure in voting for the
amendment to the amendment, and, failing to carry that, I
shall have equal pleasure in opposing the Resolutions;of the
Minister of iailways.

Mr. HOUDE. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I do not in-
tend to make a lengthy speech, as the House seems to be
tired, having already heard a very lengthy debate. On the
other hand, it would perhaps be difficult t. throw upon the
subject now discussed any more light than that which has
already been thrown on it by the hon. members who spoke
before me. I do not rise to make a speech. I simply wish
to explain the vote which I am called upon to give. I
simply wish to give a short and simple explanation, which
I owe to myself, and which I owe to the electors whom I
bave the honour to represent here. At the very outset of
the discussion, Mr. Speaker, I deolared to all those to whom
I had occasion to speak on the subjeet, that I had made up
my mind to examine this important question, and to. deal
with it according to its merits, and independently of all
other considerations. Now, my opinion has not varied
from thia point. I have always been in favour of the build-
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ing of the Canadian Pacific Railway, because I considered
this great work as being conducive to the development and
progress of the country, and to the binding up together of
all parts of Confederation, but I was in favour of it, provided
that the work could be carried on in a prudent manner, and
with a view to national interest. I say in a prudent man-
ner, inasmuch as it ought to insure the existence of a great
trans-continental railway, built entirely on Canadian terri-
tory. Such bas been, Mr. Speaker, from the beginning, the
double standpoint from whioh I have considered this ques-
tion, and to illustrate this fact, I beg to quote two short
extracts of an humble speech, which I had the honour to
deliver in this House on the 13th of February, 1880. I
said thon :

"The construction of 120 miles of railway, to be commenoed early in
apring sud vigorously proceeded with, la a tangible proof of the desire of
the present Government to do justice te the inhabitantsof that Province.
The country will approve of the course of thus redeeming, as far as pos-
sible, the promise given l its name; aU it must see with satisfaction
that the Government seems to be of opinion that these works are pro-
portioned to the resources of which it can at present advantageouily
dispose, and that, before putting the remainder underjoontraet, they
will, as I fancy, endeavour to procure the necessary means, otherwise
than by new foreign loans, so as to avoid too much drawing on the
'future or incurring the risks of burdening the present inhabitants of the
old Provinces for tIe over-exclusive benefit of a population not yet
located in that country, and which, when they come tu dweli in it, will
have contributed least to these costly publie workg."

And a little further on I added:
" The public will learn with satisfaction that, thanks to the able sud

economical management of the hon. Minister of Railways and Canals, the
Int-rcolonial Railway which those who opposed its construction said
would be the ruin of the country, has already ceased to be a serions
charge upon the publie chest. There is now no doubt but it will bp-
come a lucrative undertaking for the trade of the country, whereby the
completion of the Canada Oentral and the extension eastwards of the
Pacific Railway to the western terminus of the latter, or of smine
equivalent branch, will have placed the Q. M. O. & O. Railwayin direct
communication with the North-West, and a suspension or other bridge
across the St. Lawrence, above Quebec, will have linked the latter with
the line from Lévis to Rivière du Loup. This would be a sure means of
largely increasing the traffl on the Intercolonial, while doing justice to
the Maritime Provinces, sud the Province ofQuebec, sud of avoiding the
danger of the trade of the West being diverted from our railway,
waterways and ports, in order to replemish the railways, canals ani
ports of the Americans, after passing through but a small part of the
Province of Ontario."

Well, Mr. Speaker, having frankly takenEthis position four
years ago, and having never had since any occasion to alter
my mind, could I consistently, could I logically, could I
honestly vote in favour of the Resolutions now submitted to
our consideration? I do not think I can do it, for if I look
at the question from the original standpoint, from the point
of view which I took in the first instance, I find that, in order
to meet the unreasonable requirements of the Company, we
are obliged to negotiate a large loan abroad, which I do not
think is in the interest of the country, but which, I think
would, on the contrary, burden the tax-payers of the old
Provinces. On the other hand, as I have always been in
favour of the construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
because, among other reasons, it has always appeared so
very important to this Parliament, and to the country, that
this railway should be built, so as to secure for ns a tran-
continental line, built entirely on Canadian territory, Man I
be satisfied with the policy followed by that Company,
whieh has refused on every occasion to use our Canadian sea-
porta as its eastern terminal point, and which has spent so
much money, in a manner that is useless, and even dangerous
for the interests of the country, to reach the American ports,
to our detriment-I mean to say, at least in so far as the
transe-ntinental traffle isconcerned? In 1881, Mr. Speaker,
when the contract with the Pacifie Syndicate was submitted
for our ratification, I had serious objections against it,
and the hon. Ministers remember it, for I made them
aware of my opinion on the subject. There were
in that contract clauses which I did not like, and it
lacked clauses which I should have liked to have had
inserted. Still, I fnally gave it my support, in conasi-
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eration of the general features of the scheme, which were
better than the details, and in consequenee of the represen-
tations which were made to us that that would be the end of
our sacrifices. But, Mr. Speaker, it was not the end, as is
evidenced by the present Resolutions,which propose to loan
a sum of nearly $30,000,000 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company, and that at a time when we will be obliged to go
and borrow from abroad another very large sum to redeem
part of our public debt, and at a time when Canada shah
need ail its credit to borrow with advantage. Yet, one thing
makes me a litile less diffident on this point, and it is the
success which bas heretofore crowned the financial policy of
the Government. When these Resolutions were introduced
in this House, Mr. Speaker, I found myself in a state of great
perplexity, and on the 7th of February, inst., I deemed it
my duty to inform the hon. leader of the Government, for
I desired then, as I desire now, to be able to reconcile the
allegiance I owe to my party with the dictates of my con-
science and the duty I am bound to discharge towards my
country. I have listened with great attention and I have
tried to examine with impartiality the reasons invoked in
favour of the present Resolutions, but despite the great confi-
dence I had in the skill of the hon. Ministers, and in their de-
sire to promote the interests of the country, despite the
sincere devotedness I felt towards them, I have not been
able to arrive at their conclusions. I need not tell you,
Mr. Speaker, that at this moment I find myself in a very
painful position, so much so that, after the expressions of
opinion which I have heard until now, I shall be about the
only one-out of the numerous phalanx of friends with
whom I have agreed until this, and with whom I still hope
to agree on other pionts of Governmental policy-to disap-
prove of these Resolutions. I foresee that I shallh be about the
only one to dissent from my friends on this important
question, but I was placed in the alternative to dissent from
my party, or to sacrifice what I believe to be in the interest
of the country. Now, I do not believe that the Ministers
would think more of me if I sacrificed the interest of the
country for the party, for 1 have once heard the leader of
the Government himself saying, that the interest of the
country should be preferred to the interest of the party;
and at all events, Mr. Speaker, this has always been my
principle, and it is by acting in accordance with this prin-
ciple that I have always found the best reward for the
work, sacrifices and annoyances inherent to parliamentary
life, and to journalism, a profession which I have followed
for several years. To be as short as possible-besides I have
not the strength to speak lengthily, for I am suffering with
a severe bronchitis, as you perceive-and to state in as few
words as possible the reason why I take this position
to-day, I shal say that I feel it my duty to
vote against the Resolutions now submitted to the louse,
because I have no confidence in the promises made by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; because I consider
that the reasons invoked in favour of the adoption of these
Rlesolutions can always be invoked with as much force when-
ever the Company, in consequence of its carelessnese, of its
extravagance, or of other reasons, will ho pleased to come
again and knock at our door to ask further aid; that is to
say, whenever the Company may feel disposed to threaten
us with stopping the work, thus involving for the country
unfortunite consequences -consequences which, in my
opinion at least, are more or less imaginary in the present
case. It has been said tbat the Company had the means
required to promote the execution of their original contract.
Well, I regret that it has not been thought proper to com-
pel them to carry out their agreement, and that these Reso-
lutions have been introduced to give them the additional
aid which they are claiming to-day, and which, in my
opinion, ought not to be granted to them. I am, further-
more, opposed to these Reolutions, because I cannot under-
stand, judging from what is taking place now, where tie.

M. Homvi.

unreasonable claims of the Company may lead us. For my
part, I think that we have got far enough, and I cannot go
any further unless I turn a deaf ear to the dictates of
prudence, and unless I sacrifice the true interests of the
country.

Mr. GILLMOR. In speaking of this important question,
I do not, of course, expect to affect the decision of the House.
But this is my eleventh Session in Parliament, and I think
that during the time I have been here I have hoard every
speech that has been delivered on every important question.
Hon. members who remain silent until the close of the
debate are no more obliged to ask permission to speak than
those who have spoken first. We cannot all speak at the
same time, and those who have anything to say on the
subject have just as good a right to be heard at the close of
the debate as those who spoke before. I did not ut first
intend to speak on this question, but the turn the discussion
bas taken has convinced me that it is my duty to make a
few remarks before the vote is taken. The speech made by
hon. Minister of Railways this afternoon brings before the
House and the country very definitely the question of the win-
ter port. That is a question which has occupied the atten-
tion;of the Marimtie Provinces ever since Confederation, and
for some time before. We have been told that this railway
is a great trans-continental highway. I believe, since Bo
much money has been granted, and so much more is asked,
we have a right now to ask that it sbould be finally deter-
mined where this road is to begin and where it is to end.
I think we in the Martime Provinces are entitled to be told
whether one end is to be there, or at Portland, in the United
States. During the eleven years that I have been a
member of this louse, that question has met me on every
occasion, because the port of St. Andrews is in the county
I represent, and it has been urged against me at every
election, that I was not able to get the winter port of
Canada located there. The hon. Finance Minister and the
hon. Minister of Railways both have residences at St.
Andrews, and have resided there. At every election,
it has been put forward as a reason why I should
not be elected, that I had no influence to get the
winter port located there; so that this is a question
of local importance to me. I am aware that it is dif-
ficult to determine which is the best winter port for
this great trans-continental railway; but I think the Gov-
ernment have had time enough to define it, and I think the
people of the Maritime Provinces ought to be informed
where it is to be before they are called upon to advance
$7,000,000, which is about their share of the $30,000,000
now proposed to be given to this Company; but they do not
know yet whether the winter port is to be in the Dominion
of Canada or in the United States. I think, however, from
all that has been said in this discussion, and from Lhe re-
marks of the hon. Minister of Railways, that the evidence
is that the winter port of this great railway is going to be
at Portland, in the United States. The Government have
decided where the terminus of this railway shahl be on the
Pacifie Coast, and I think they have had time and oppor-
tunity to decide, and they ought to have decided before this,
where the Atlantic Coast terminus is to be. I agree with
the hon. Minister of Railways that, for commercial purnoses,
perhaps Portland would be a preferable port; but this is a
great national work, to which all the Provinces have con-
tributed ; and although the people of the Maritime Provinces
are now asked to contribute $6,000,000 or 87,000,000 more,
we do not know whether the road is to go there or not.
We know that it is to start at Port Moody, and that it is
going to avoid the United States all the way to Montreal,
but from that point it is to be a commercial enterprise, and
from that point the interests of the Syndicate are to be con-
sidered, instead of the interests of the people of this country,
and especially of the Maritime Provinces. Io this not a
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matter of importuace to the people of the Maritime be now embarrassed financially, but I do know that when
Provinces ? What mean the meetings of boards of trade they were before this Parliament asking for an Act ofincor-
and other bodies ? What mean the deputations sent to poration and about to enter into this contiact, they were
Ottawa, and the pamphlets issued on this question on so represented as men of vast wealth and financiat skill
many occasions, if it is not important? And ought and ability-as men of unbounded resources. I believed
the Lower Provinces not demand that the Govern. at the time and I believe stil I that they were men
ment shall define whether the Atlantic port of 5this of wealth and skill, but I believe they have failed
great trans-continental road is going to be in ý Do- to manifest their skill in this matter. How is it
minion territory or not ? The importance of this ques- that with so profitable a contract and with so great re-
tion is the reason that has induced me to make a few sources, they have not been able to raise the money they
remarks upon it to-night; but while I am on my feet I may require in the markets of the world, where there is plenty
say something on the Resolutions which have been discussed of money seeking investment, and are obliged to demand
for so many days. I am quite well aware that discussion Government aid in order to complete the work ? I do not
does not amount to much in the way of convincing any know why they have failed on the continent, in England
member of this Parliament. Party Government is no dotibt and in America. That is a matter I know nothing about
the best system that we eau adopt ; but as for this being a further than what I have learned from various opinions
deliberative body, I have long ceased to have any faith in expressed here and elsewhere, but that they have failed to
it. Yet our discussions are valuable, because they go to inspire confidence in capitaliste, who are always ready to
the country and the electors get information that they invest in safe speculations, shows there is something lacking
would not get but for those discussions. I do not suppose in this Company. I regret this on account -of the
that our talking ever changes a vote, party lines gentlemen who compose the Company, and on account of
are so strictly drawn in this House. Now, I do the work, but I do not regret it enough to vote for the
not intend to take up the time of the House in Resolutions and tax the people $30,000,000 more. Hon.
reaàing extracts ; I only wish to express certain thoughts gentlemen talk about these sums as though they
that have occurred to me while sitting here day after were of little importance. They talk about $30,000,000 as
day, listening to the discussion. One of the points urged. though it was an amount of little importance, yetifthe Dom-
by hon. gentlemen opposite is, that this idea of a great inion of Canada were called on to pay $30,000,000 out of its
trans-continental line of railway was conceived by the hon. own capital, it would take every dollar in circulation in
gentlemen on the Treasury benches; and those opposed to Canada to do so. In every branch of business and trade in
them have no credit for anything they have done. Of course, Canada, there is not more than enough to pay this amount
having decided to undertake that work, it is of little use down. I do not know who is to blame for this, but I know
now to discuss the wisdom of it. I think myseif that it was this application is before us. It is a pleasing feature in human
premature to begin this work at the time it was under- nature that when an appeal for benevolence is presented be-
taiien; but whether it was or not, it was undertaken, and fore them, almost all men would like to contribute. That is
the Government of my hon. friend from East York (hir. the first impulse, but in matters of this kind second thoughts
Mackenzie) did ail that they could do, consistent with the are best. There is another feature in human nature which
ability of the country, in carrying out this great work. And is noL so pleasing, and that is, while we are disposed to aid
they laboured under very great difficulties at that time. those who are in want we are always more dispoeed to aid
I need not repeat what the louse has so often been them with other people's money than our own. I am not
reminded of, that the business of this country was depressed surprised that hon. gentlemen on the Treasury benches
and the revenues very much reduced; but notwithstanding should wish to aid this Company, nor am I surprised
ail that, the Government went on vigourously to open up at the peculiar form of their benevolence. We had a
the North-West, and every reasonable man will admit that specimen of their benevolence last Session, when they
they did everything that was necessary. The first went back seventeen years, to pay claims outstanding,
immigrant that went in to the North-West went on the lin. for which they of course had their own good reasons. I
that was built by the late Government-the Pembina Branch. muet confess that I had some leanings myself towards
They proceeded to bhild the road from Winnipeg to this Company, and felt that now, when the Company
Port Arthur, and conducted their operations upon that part was embarrassed, and in want of means, they should
of the line as long as they continued in power. They pro- be helped, without taking the people's money, by
ceeded far enough and fast enough to meet ail the require- the Government entering into the guarantee. I had no
ments of settlement of the North-West. In every respect, doubt when that guarantee was given, that this Com-
they did their duty faithfully and fully, and instead of being pany would have no trouble in getting ail the money
blamed they ought to get credit for what they did. I shall they required, and was not disposed to blame the
not trouble the House in regard to the contract under Government for taking this action. I would, perhaps,
which this Company is now acting, as we ail know the his- have been inclined to go still further, if I found the
tory of that. I believe it to be one of the most profitable Company, from whatever reason, were unable to succeed
contracta ever given to any company since the inauguration in the money markets. I do not say what I would
of railways. It was so profitable that with a very few days' have done, but I would like to see them helped to a
notice another company offered to do the same work for moderate extent over their difficulty. If their floating
$3,000,000 and 3,000,000 acres of land, which land is now debt were 86,000,000 or 88,000,000 in addition to the guar-
worth 82 per acre, making e9,000,000 in ail; and as aguaran- antee, I do not know but that I would justify the Govern-
tee of their readiness to carry ont that proposition faithfully, ment in helping them to that extent to enable thom to get
they deposited $1,500,000 with the Government. But that over the difficulty; but when the Government comes before
company failed to get the contract and the country lost this House and say this Company are abundantly able to
$9,000,000 by refueing to give it to them, although carry out its contract, that they have ail the skili and the
that company was in every respect equal to the present one. resources necessary to complete the road, but that they
That, however, is past and gone and there is now no remedy cannot complete it so soon without this aid, I say let them
for it. The Canadian Pacifie Railway then began their opera- go on and complete it under the terms of the contract,
tions. I knew nothing about the gentlemen who compose and no other. Almost every hon. gentleman who
that Company ; I had nothing to blame them for in having spoke on the other aide sid it was so important this
made the best bargain they could, and I desired they might' road should be completed within two years, that we
sueoesd.1 do not know the reaons why ths Company may should lend them this money. I difer from them in that
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respect. I do not think it is very important that
this road should be so speedily completed. I do not
believe that the country will suffer in any respect if
that Company are allowed to go on under their contract
and have the road completed in 1891, and if they want any
more time, I think it would be better to give them more
time rather than advance the $30,000,000. I believe this
country, if consulted calmly, outside of political excitement
and party feeling, would say give them any time they
require, but do not tax us any more if you can possibly
avoid it. You have facilities enough now to carry immi-
grants, all that we can get-I only lear we are not going to
get half enough-into that country; you have ample
tacilities to carry on trade between that country and the
other Provinces; you have everything required to promote
the industry and the prosperity of this country, and there
is no real advantage in having this road finished sooner. I
cannot see any advantage to any industry in any part of the
country that will be materially benefittei by completing the
road north of Lake Superior or through the Rocky Moun-
tains in two years. Ail that is necessary for the Government
to do is to help the Company over their present emergency.
That is the way the question strikes me. I have no teeling
against this Company. I do not know anything against
them, and if I did, I am slow to say anything aganst any-
body. I think, and I am very sincere in that, that there is
no necessity, in the interests of the country, to urge on that
road so rapidly. I think the argument made use ot in refer-
ence to that matter has been exaggerated. If mon are sin-
cere in what they say about it, 1 tink they are mistaken.
That is my opinion, and I would say to them, "By all
means, in the interest of the country, take your time ; you
only agreed to build it in 1891; take ail the time the ton-
tract gives youe, but do not press us for so large an aid as
this." Taking the guarantee as well, it amounts to
$30,000,000. It was thought that $25,000,000 was an enor-
mous sum three years ago, and so it is an enormous
eum, but now they are getting 65,000,000 more than
the cash subsidy given them under the contract,
and for that reason I am opposed to this vote.
The tax-payers of the Dominion of Canada have done
a great deal for the Canadian Pacifie Railway. They have
aavanced in cash a great deal for that enterprise-ail they
are able to advance. They advanced to that company-
of course I speak nothing about the lands-the tax-payers
of this Dominion have put 85,000,000 into that undertacing
in the way.of exploration and surveys, they will have spent
$28,000,000 in construction on the Government division,
when that is completed, and they have given 825,000,000
in cash, when it is earned, making $58,600,000 in cash
up to this time already, given to subsidize that great work.
That is a magnificent sùibvention, as has been remarked by
the Minister of lailways, so many times, and now we
are to give 430,00o,000 more-it is gomng to be voted, i
know-that wili be888,000,000 in cash given to the Com-
pany. And, if the ,land is worth 82 an acre, as hon.
gentlemen who are well capable ofjudging have stated over
and over again, that will make $u,0u0,u000 more, making
in ail $ iet,000,u00 that the people of this Dominion
have given for the purpose of building that trans-con-
tinentail railway, and that las ail been given to this dyn-
dicate. I am surprised that this Parliament shouid think
it necessary now to give this lat $0,000,000. The sum, if
these kesoiutions are carried, that the people of this Donu-
nion will have to give to this railway, wdll be more than
twice our national debt,when we outered into Confederation.
We had been a people, we had been colonies for a hundred
years. We had gone on with our enterprises and our railways
and had been creat.ng a public debt ior ail that time, and
we are putting into titis one work alone, more than twice
as maca as we had put into all Governments works
previous to that time. It has been stated by hon.
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members that this is only a loan. Hon. gentlemen will
not interrupt me. The debate up te the present time
lhas been conducted very fairly. I think the majority have
behaved magnanimously on the whole, better than I ever
knew them to behave before, and I hope they will maintain
their good character and behave so to the end. They can
afford to be generous. They are going to have their own
way, and, if this is. as just and noble and patriotic
as they say, they will get a great deal of credit, without
annoying me in the few remarks I arm going to make. They
say thiis is only a loan. It may be so. I am nôt a prophet.
I cannot say whether the Company will pay it back or not.
But there may be great securities offered which are not very
valuable. If the canals of the Dominion, upon which we
have expended forty millions, were in private hands, were
in the hands of a company, and they proposed to give them
as security for twenty millions, or for ton, or for five mil-
lions of dollars, do you think, with all the forty millions
expended on the canals, that were going to be such a pay-
ing investment, that that would be a good security ? I do
not think any capitaliste would think so. I do not think
it is any security at ail. Thon there ais the Intercolonial,
on which we have spent forty millions. Is that .any
security, if it were owned by a company and they wanted
to borrow any money upon it? It would not b accepted
as a security at al. Look at the loan made to
the Grand Trunk Railway. It is no security. Io
the Prince Edward Island Railway any security?
By no means; and I do not think this road is a very much
better security than that is, and that is my honest opinion.
I do not think it is any security at ail, and I do not telieve
this money wili be retunded. 1 hope it may be, but that is
my impression. However, I would have the Company
go on more slowly, and not call upon the people of thiis
Dominion to mortgage their property to raise this money to
loan it. I know that, when you are talking upon great
national questions, it is not considered very patriotie to
roter to anything that is very local. It is considered in this
flouse to be rather a limited view to take of matters, and
altogether too local, and not patriotic. Now, in regard to
.New Brunswick-and, whatever you may say about Confe-
deration, LNew Brunswick is still a separate Province, no
doubt about that, and we have to ook after the interest o
those we represent and of the Province we represent-New
Brunswick bound for four millions of dollars of the cash that
has beena put into this undertaking ; quite a large sum for that
Province. They are paying the interest now upon 8.4000,000
in that enterprise. We are asked by these resolutions to in-
crease that by $z,000,00 more, to make our contribution in
New Brunswick 86,000,000 to that great undertaking,
and, if we were going to get the winter port at St. Andrew's
or at St. John, tuere would be some propriety in asking it,
because we would get some return-we would get some
remuneration for this contribution. New Brunswick, I
believe, has not been olten before this Parliament asking for
aid. New Brunswick has gone into Confederation, and she
has got to live, and carry on the business of the Province,
and make her advances to public works as bot she can out
of the revenue at her command, and therefore I think we
ought to be very caretui, knowing that we want railways,
ana other puolie improvements that will tax our
resources to the utmost-I think we ought to be
very careful how we tax our people to carry on
this work, unless it i absolutely necessary, unless
we can see that we are going to get some return.
JNow, take the county I represent, the county of Charlotte.
The proportion of the debt we have contracted which,
woula fail to my county would be some $300,uuu, and w.
are asked now to add to that 8200,O00 more, according to the
calculations I have made, which are subject to correction.
ihis is cash, mind you-no land. If we had our propor-
lion of the land aooording to population it would increaso
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the contribution of the county I represent to $800,000.
Ncw, I wonder what the people would think if their muni-
pal council or local legislature were to place upon them
liabilities of that extent without consulting them. This is a
consideration that influences me. The people who pay these
bille are not considered enough. I do not always sym-
pathise with these appeals to the people that play upon their
prejudices, but when you come to the question of taxation,
the people ought to be considered. In other countries, older
and richer than ours, the whole nation would ring with
indignation if this was done without submitting it to the
people. • These questions are never submittted to the people
by the present Government. When the original contract
was made was that submitted to the people? No; it was
not their policy. They entered into the contract, and the
Company was in operation two years before the Government
went to the people, and now they tell us that it was sub-
mitted to the people ? What did the people say ? I put
the question to my people ard they returned me, but 1 do
not know whether they approved of the contract or not-I
do not think they did. The policy of the present Govern-
ment is a very canning policy, and it succeeds well. They
are going to vote $30,000,000 now, and they pretend to tell
us the people know ail about the Canadian Pacific
Railway. 8ir, the people know nothing about this
$30,000,000. It has only been for a few weeks
under consideration and there is no time for members
to consult the people on any of these questions now.
This expenditure has become so large that the people seem
really not to be alive to the question at ail. lSow, Mr.
Speaker, 1 have heard some arguments about this great
national highway for at least seventeen years, ever sitice
Confederation; ail these speeches and ail this spread-eagle-
ism, all these fine sayings were presented to the people at
the time of Confederation. I have heard them, and I
always thought that they were extravagant. We have
heard about this great national highway, and what a
wonderfui people we are. Yes, we have heard that we were
on the high road to greatness, that we were the germ of a
wonderfui nation, and that Confederation and the trans-con
tinental railway were going to build us up into a great
nation. We have been seventeen years in Confederation,
and I think, so far as nationality is concerned, that Confeder-
attion bas been a failure. That is my opinion. 1 think
there is no more national feeling to-aay than there was
seventeen years ago, when we entered Confederation.
I know that there is a good deal more party feeling,
but i pretend to say that so far as the real principles
that conbtitute a nation are concerned, we are not to-day
any stronger than we were then. I think Confederation
might have been made a success. I was opposed to it. In
great questions of that kind I want to be true to myself. I
thought there were some reasons for Confederation, but I
thought the reasons against it preponderated-at least
they did in my mind, and I opposea it. I have been will-
ing to make the best of it, but when hon. gentlemen
pretend here to talk in this high-flown strain, and with
these lar-fetched, magnificent sentences, I don't believe it.
it is not railways that constitute a nation ; it is not these
great expenditures that help to make a happy and content-
ed people. The most important thing to build up a national
feeling is to make the burdens on the people as light as pos-
sible. That is the way to make a happy people. You may
under excitement, carry your schemes for increased tax-
ation, you may deceive the people and the country
by party warfare and party excitement; but the
real elements that constitute a nation have not been
advanced since Confederation. The burdens of the people,
instead of being lightened, have been enormously increased,
and we have gone on in that direction at railroad speed.
Now, we are often pointed to the United States-to that
great nation whioh i venture to say is now the greatt

nation on earth, at lest it will be in another decade. That
nation, in 1860, with a population of 35,000,000, had a debt
of only $64,000,000. They are a progressive poople, but
that was the extent of their national debt. We, with
4,000,000 of people began Confederation with a national
debt of 870,000,000, and we have now a debt approaching
8200,000,000. Now, I think this Dominion has a great
many places that are very desirable to live in. I have
travelled a little over the Dominion, and from all I have seen
of it, I think the valley of Annapolis, in Nova Scotia, is the
garden of this Dominion. There je no place in this Dominion,
notwithstanding the praises of the great North-West, that
I would go to live in so soon as to the Annapolis valley of
.Nova Scotia. We shall continue to live here, and ourchildren
after us, from generation to generation, but to say that this
country, geographically and climatically, ie to be compared
with the United States, is extravagance and a mistaké. It
makes people extravagant in their opinions, and extrava-
gant in their expenditure, and makes thom try to be what,
1 think, they will not soon become. This country would
make a very excellent border, a very excellent fringe, for
a nation andthat fringe is ornamented for a very large part
of the year with beautiful white snow. But notwithstanding
ail that, we have a great many resources, and we could
become a happy, industrious and piogressive people if
you would keep the taxes down. But if you go on incream
ing the people's burdens, you make them dissatisfied, and
alter the excitement of is over they will begin to think
bout paying the bill-as a good many representatives do.
The Uz.ateu States had 35,000,000 of people before they
undertook to construct a trans-continental railway, and I
think they did not give much money, but a land grant.
They had a large and thriving population on the Pacific
coast; in a word, they were a great nation before they
undertook the task. They waited until they were able to
carry it out before they undertook an enterprise of such
great magnitude. I think we are entirely too hasty. The
United States undertook to aid a railway of something like
2,000 miles in length; we have undertaken to construct a
railway 2,550 miles in length, to Montreal, to say nothing
about the distance to the sea board; and we have given
888,000,000 in cash and 25,000,000 of acres of land,
which, at $2 per acre, would bring the amount up to
$13h,000,000, a sum altogether beyond the resources
of the country. Ail our revenues wili pretty soon be
consumed to pay the interest on our public debt whioh
bring no direct revenue to the Treasury. I know some-
thing about the workingmen, about the people who elect
me. We forget, when dealing with the people's money
by millions, to think of those who have to pay the
bills. In our population of four millions the producers of
wealth constitute a very smal proportion. The Ministers
of the Crow n do not produce-the workingmen have to pay
the money for their salaries. Doctors, who are very neces-
sary, do not produce, and the working people have to earn
enough to pay them; and lawyers are also non-producers-
even my hon. friend from Queen's (Mr. Davies) who is a
very industrious man, appears before the Courts, attends
tribunals, such as the Fishery Commission, and argues cases
in the Supreme Court-does not really produce a single
dollar. The interest on the public debt he to be paid by
those who use the spade, shovel and hoe, who go upon
the ocean and catch fih-these are the mon who produce
wealth. They have to pay, not only for their own main-
tenance, but to support us here and give us our $1,000
and travelling expenses each. Al the civil servants, and
the army of officials round Ottawa, do not produce a oent;
and when you take out all the lawyers and doctors and
politicians, ail the lazy ones, ail the professors and tom-
perance lecturers, and ail the spongers, you reduoe the
number of the wealth-producing clas to a very Imail
proportion. I do not me tg o say the min are not
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neôessary, or that we can get on without them; but when
we come here and vote away the publie money, we have to
look at the.class which has to work and pay it. I am a
workingmàan myself; I feel the taxes, and I know how
others feel them. We have thousands and tons of thou-
sfttds f'people who have not a dollar of surplus at the
end of the year, after working -hard all through it. I know
pleityof industrious families who have trouble to obtain their
contributions to-the clergymen, and often go without doctors
when they need them-I do not pity those who employ law-
yersin ev'ery occasion. Now, this class we ought to con-
siderand we ôonsider them just about the time of elections,
with Mbarts overflowing with kindness. We enjoy their
hospitality, but we care more for their votes. We are
goiùg to be very economical and we talk about the extrava-
gance of every one except ourselves. How soon we forget
all thia 'after we get into Parliament, when we want to
vbte Ù«oney to the Pacific Railway Company, composed,
asit is, of men posesingvast wealth.

Ari hon. MEMBER. lear, hear.

Mr. GILLMOR. 'An hon. member says, hear, hear. I thinkl
he îis the-gentleman who thought a great deal of the National
Poliey because it would cause the hens to lay larger eggs.
If he'has to depend for hiseggs on the success of the Na-
tional Policy he should be very careful how he votes
830,000,000. We are puffed up with the idea that we are
bigger than we really are, and that our country has
grown mneh 1faster than it really has. We think
We have the best half of the continent ; I think we
have not. But because we think we have the best half,
we enter into extravagant expenditure. I do not know
much about the United States. I do know, however, that
100 yeass ago it had a population of 5,000,000, while to-day
it had 5)00;000. We have been going on in the saie way
aii4haweiiow a population -of only 4,500,000. They must
be tterible fools onthe continent of Europe, andin Bngland,
Sctland and Ireland particularly, to go to the worst halfof
this ontinent and leave us in the told. They have been
goingthee, sud continue to go there, and you tax the
people of this ountry a great deal too much to bring emi-
grfats bere. Our efforts in regard to emigration are, to a
great extent, objectionable. We have a great many people
,ere who would have been better at home. Emigrants who,
in this age, and with the information before them, who can-
not get out of a bad country into a good one, had better
stay at home. I would offer facilities to come here,
but I would not tax the peopleý of the-country to bring
thé people bere. I would 'give information, tell them the
whole truth, and let them judge for themselves ; if they can-
not-get here, let them stay at home. We are making an
unnatural -effort to create a nation before the proper ti me.
We aretaxing the people beyond their resources and pursu-
ing a om'se which will prevent progress and growth. I
heard some remarks made about an expression whick slipped
frM the hon. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie).
Sonwedy said we had the beathalf of the continent, and that
hon. member said we had the worst half, and this has been
harped pon as though the hon. gentleman were unpatriotic,
and did not eek to promote the best interests of this country.He simpiy told the truth. I do not believe in spreading our
defeots abroad, in giving information that will injure us;
butwhena man opens his mouth heahould speak the truth.
Iusy itis a humiliatig position for any -man to be placed
in; that he bas to-lie when he speaks about this eountry, in
compwarionwithany other-that a manhas to lie to bolster up
hi eonntry. Sir, we cannot afford to do it on this aide of
.the House. No, we cannot afford to lie, and we cannot

afMrd to ezaggerate, and we cannot afford to do a great
Éanyà1hings which hon. gentlemen opposite eau afford to,
do, W. have nol got the; majotity to lean upon, as they
havgnd we aave net gutth. publie Pm to leanmpon, as
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they have. They got the majority of the people to think
with them, but we believe we are acting honestly, and in
the people's interest, and we cannot afford to do anything
but what is fair, square, honest and above-board. Yes, I
have heard those references to our boouming a great nation,
through Confederation, and this great trans-Atlantic
railway-we have heard these high-sounding strains, for
seventeen years. This country is to be the home of
untold millions, this railway is to be built from ocean to
ocean-not exactly from ocean to ocean in the Lower Pro-
vinces, but from the Pacific to somewhere on the Atlantic
-anywhere between New York and Whitohaven. This
is to be a great national highway from Montreal to Port
Moody, but when it comes down through to the Lower Pro-
vinces, the great Chinese wall seems to be broken down,
and we cannot tell where the douce we are going to there.
I think, myself, that the Company intend to go to Portland,
and I think the Goverument should not let them. I think
the Government should say to ther, this is a great highway,
and it is to be a highway from ocean to ocean, lu Canadian
territory. I think this work has cost enough, and i8 great
enough to have that defined. The policy of the Government is
imporfect, unless that is defined. I think the representatives
from Nova Scotia should insist upon that point, and the
representatives from New Brunswick as well. We should
not be satisfied with these vague intimations that St.
Andrews, and St. John, and Haliaix, and Louisburg, have
splendid harbours. The Company state that Portland is the
better harbor, and I think the hon. members from Nova
Seotia and New Brunswick should be satisfied, before they
vote, where the road is to terminate on the Atlantic
coast. This reminds me of an anecdote which was
told in our Local Parliament on one occasion when a
rather serious vote was expected-an occasion which
the hon. Finance Minister weIl remember. One or two
members were a little doubtful-they did not know how
they were going to vote. A witty son of Erin who
was in the Hlouse, said the position reminded him of a
circumatance which happened in London, when a mn gave
out that he was going to jump over St. Paul's Cathodral.
The people were anxious, and they assembled by tens of
thousands. The inan stood there; he did not seem readyto
make the jamp. They asked hini why he delayed, and his
reply was: " Well, I would like to be isatisfied that there is a
little straw on the other side." He did noL feel dispose to
jump, unless there was something to break the fall. The
discussion which is going on in this Parliament reminds me
of the story. We have seen what has been going on
among lon. gentlemen opposite; we cannot help looking
at you, and knowing something about your troubles. There
was a great leap to be taken, and I think last night a good
many had concluded that there was some straw on the
other side for Quebec Bleus. Now, I want to ask the mem-
bers from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick if there is any
straw on the other aide for thom. I would like to ask the
Ontario members if there is any straw on the other side
for them ? I think Quebec, on the whole, has acted a wise
part and I think their men are botter and wiser men
than those who are jumping without any straw. I
think, Mr. Speaker, they are more honest mon, because they
se. that this Dominion ls going into an enormous debt-and
Heaven knows, in Quebec the necessities are great, and they
are not much botter down in Nova Scotia. I tell you, I rather
approve of thoir course. They were determined to know if
the straw was there, and they know it is there. And we
know it too from the speech of the hon. Minister of Railways
t4-day, that straw was not there three days ago. But the
straw is there now; the Minister of Railways told us
it was there. I do not think it was a very magnanimous or
high-minded thing, but whon they see that we are going to
pay millions of money, for which their people are to be
taxed, I do not blame thom. When the devil wants
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to catch Quebec Tories ho baits the hook. But New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Ontario Tories will
take the naked hook. But these hon. gentlemen
are trembling in their shoes, they hope to blind the people,
and they likely will; they have done it before. But there
is an end. "Thie mills of the Gods grind slowly, bat they
grind exceeding fine." You have to pay for it; if not in this
world, yon will in the next. Mr. Speaker, what are we
going to get for all the money ? Where are the returns ?
We entered Confederation seventeen years ago with a debt
of $5,000,000 in our Province. It was expended on the
Government railways, on that part of the Intercolonial
which is the ouly paying part, which is a good asset for the
money, and our entire public debt independent of our rail-
way expenditure was not more than 8100,000. What is our.
debt now? It is $15,000,O0. That is our proportion of
the national debt, and we are paying interes on that sum.
We came into Confederation with a Tarif of 12J per
cent.-and 21 per cent. of railway impost. Under
that Tarif there was a large free list; nearly all the-
raw materials which enter into our manufactures and
all our flour, corn, meal, coal and other things of that kind
were free under that Tarif. We came into Confederation
with an understanding implied, and expressed, that our
Tariff was not going to be raised. What is the result
now under Confederation? We have doubled our Tarif
in seventeen years. It is now nearly 30 per cent., and
I think, on the whole, if you take the free list in com-
parison with what they were before, it bas more than
doubled. What are we getti ng ont of this whole afiair? Of
course we are getting treated like the rest; but we have
been deceived, and the Confederation has not tended to
make us love the Union. Our burdens have been.
increased, our taxes have been doubled and our com-
merce hampered and we get no return. 1 was pleased
to hear the other night that the right hon. leader of
the Government had opposed Confederation. I de not
know that I ever had a warmer feeling towards any
opponent than I had towards him when I heard that state-
ment. It has changed my opinion of the lion. gentleman
very much. It is oue bright spot in his character, one
oasis in the desert. And I wish that ho had continued to hold
that opinion; but he sew how things were going, I suppose
-that there was more straw on that side than on the other.
Now, Sir, with the best attention I could give to this whole,
discussion, I have come to the conclusion that the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, with all their wealth, have not
put one single cent of their own into the road which they
agreed to build under the contract; and if they get this
$30,000,000, and the road does not cost more that $27,000,000,
as they have estimated, I do not think they will put one
cent of their own money into it. I think this country has
given enough subsidy to build the whole of the road
With their other railway enterprises, I do not think we
have anything to do. They and the Grand Trunk have got
into a fight. I do not know any of the parties. I have
heard of a man who was driving through a wood one day;
he heard a fight going on behind his waggon; he stopped
his horse aud saw it was a coon and woodchucker; he said :
" Ourse yeu, fight away, for I never saw two animal&
before, that I had no choice in." Now, I have no choice of
those two companies. Lot them fight. After they get the
people embarrassed and taxed as much as they can stand,
they will conclude, like a man and wife, that it is best to
make it up, but they will fleece you all. Therefore, I
think, the less we have to do with those two companies
the botter. Although my sympathy bas all along been
with the Canadian Pacifie, I must confes that I have now
a little sympathy with the Grand Trunk, because when two
parties are contending and a third person comes along
and tkes one of the men: a biow under tiàe short ribs
it is unfair. I do not kBow how it Was possibei, fer any

power to interfere with these gentlemen's eredit abroad, if
their resouroes and credit were what we were tolçlhey
were when we entered into this contract. Yo giveu& te
much credit for influence. We have not mach influence .at
home, but it seems that we have a mighty influence abros4,
acoording te your representations-an influence that heaps
all tho Scandinavians at home-and we do a great deal by
our speeches bere to affect the money markets of the wrl4.
I never thought my speeches had much effect in that w*y,
and I do not think any of our speeches have any effeot
whatever, so far as afecting the credit.of this company.
Notwithstanding all that, I do not waat to see this
Company fail, and I would give them all the aseistraoe
that I felt we could. Notwithstanding that, I thimk
it was a bad contract, that it was crael to the people
of this country to take from them so much money
and land and give it to that Company, yet I have no bad
feeling towards them-the feeling is all. directed to those
who gave it. No*, I listened to the speech, of My
hon. friend from King's, N.B., (Mr. F'oter) the other
night. He is a very fluent talker, there is no doubt about
that. Talking is very good, but it is a sort of thing that
people can learn the same as playing on a banjo, andhe h»
learned it to perfection. I do not envy him his skill, but I
did feel a little offended when he undertook to criticise the
speech of our hon. leader in the way ho did. He is a great
reader, and he must like to read, when.he would read over
a three hours' speech threo times. Hie says that although
he read it over three times, he did not find anything int
but " maybVs " and predictions. I gave the hou. gentpipnen
credit for more discernment than that. When lie said he
read il over the tirst timo and did not find anything in it
but " maybe's " and predictions, I thought that was exrava-
gant; when he said ho read it over the. second time and
could not find anything in it but "maybe's" and predic-
tions, I thought that was a stretcher; but when ho said he
read it over the third time-that long speech-I jist iade
up my mind that that was a whopper; and I juf tlougt
to myself, now, if the liars have their place in the lake

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.

Mr. GILLMOR. I think I am going to be in order-if I
am not, stop me, and I will apologize-I thought thon if
the liars have their place in the lake that burns witb are
and brimstone, I would pity the liars. I know it is unneces-
sary for me to rise as an advocate for my hon. friend and
leader, but we think we have a very respectable map s a
leader, and we think that he doos not speatk for three hours
and utter nothing but " maybe's" and predictions, We
think ho is very thorough. I think the hou. member for
King's, N.S. (Mr. Woodworth) was nearer the truth when
he said that ho shot at everything, even at a feather; but
ho never fails of his mark. I think my hon, friend need
not have resorted to that style of argument. We do not
fawn upon our leaders, And lick their ears, ai some meurber
has said, the supporters of the present Government do; we
do not put our arms around our lea4ers necks and emPrace
them. We have nothing of that kind to waste zipon the
male sex. But we respect and support our leaders, bepase
of their inteHectual and moral worth. When the hçn.
member for King's, N.B. (Mr. Poster) was describing bis
study of our leader (Mr. Blake's) speech, I di4 at.beliqye he
was searching for truth, but like the soaviager. was haut-
ing for garbage and offal. Like the bird ofprey whioh 9Psts
aloft on the wings of the wind, surveying the landscape
below, but not to sce and admire its begatiea. HIU aud
dale, green fields and flowery lawn have no attraction for
the vulture, but if in some shady nook it discovers cadSon,
the romains of some putrified dead horse, it at once desceods
and sticks in its beak to the eye, and rvels in
Putridity., Swc w thw ob.Wt of tk hon. r
rH. Keaêing $ar lpa4gr' § peh L bå% re64 ~ es
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of the leading gentlemen opposite and I can see a
oonsiderable amount of argument and a great deal of
eloquence in them, and I do not get up here to depreciate
the speeches of hon. gentlemen opposite I have enough to
do to take care of my own. We have able men on the front
benches on both sides of the House, and I do not think it
becomes the hon. member for King's, with his expe.
rience, to pretend to criticise the speech of the hon.
leader of the Opposition in the way he bas criticised
it. I have trespassed too long on your patience, although
if I were to follow all the notes I have taken I should be
bore until this time to-morrow, so I will content myself
with declaring my intention to vote for the motion before
the House, because I think it is a reasonable one and ngiinst
the Resolution to lend $30,000,000 to the Company.

Mr. HOMER. After the many able speeches we have
heard, there is little more to be said. With regard to the
fnancial part of the question, the Government are receiving
from the Canadian Pacifie Railway a guarantee of $5 for
every dollar they are lending the Company to enable them
to complote this gigantic enterprise in two years instead of
extending its construction over a period of seven years.
There is one point to which I wish particularly to refer
aind which I do not think any previons speaker
brought out during this debate, that is, the im-
mense benets which must naturally accrue to the young
and growing manufactures of this Dominion by their early
introduction to the markets of Japan, China, India, Ans-
tralia and the numerous islands of the Pacifie Ocean as well
as the entire western coast of America, extending from
Behring Straits to Cape Horn, containing in all a population
cf upwards of 700,000,000 of souls. One would suppose this
would be a special reason, independent of the many others
given during this debate, why we should construct this
Canadian Pacifie Railway at as early a date as possible.
The day on which the first Canadian Pacifie through train
will reach the Atlantic seaboard from the Pacifie will
be to the Dominion of Canada like the discovery
of a new continent already far advanced in civiliza-
tion and trade. Shall we then vote for these Reso.
lutions and complete this great national undertaking
in two years, or vote them down and leave their completion
to an indefinite period ? By voting for these Resolutions, we
open up new markets for the productions of our country
and will give employment to the people and general pro-
sperity to the whole Dominion. By voting them down, we
will bring, however, ruin and misery on the whole Domi-
nion. By constructing this road within five years from
the time it was commenced, we show to the world that we
bave completed.an undertaking of greater magnitude than
has ever been attempted by the most powerful and wealthy
pation of the world ; it will also give us a standing among
foreign nations which it would otherwise take us a century
to acquire; it will also stand as a monument through
time of the vigour of this growing Dominion; lastly, by
voting the sums asked for in those Resolutions, which will
enable the Canadian Pacifie Railway to carry out this great
gigantie undertaking, the present Administration show
their intention to fulfil the terms of the Union with British
Columbia as far as possible.

Mr. 000K. I have no doubt but that hon. gentlemen
opposite are very anxieus to take the vote as it is now very
late, and this discussion has been prolonged for a number of
days, but I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without
expressing my views for a few moments. A few nights ago,
in diseusfsing this question, the hon. member for Lincoln
(Mr. Rykert), diverging from the subject, looked across the
floor of this House and singled out two gentlemen who had
extensive interests in the North-West-the hon. member for
Kîngýton, and the hon. member for South Perth. The hon.
gentleman stated that h. looked all through the Gazette

Mr. GMLLOs.

and ho happened to discover that these gentlemen had
interests in the North-West. I have been told by these
gentlemen that they have an interest in the North-West to
the extent of about $1,000 each in the stock of a com-
pany formed by a Tory clique. They had a good deal
more confidence in the formers of that corporation than I
would have had myself. I could not ho induced under
any circumstances to have taken a dollar in any enterprise
of that kind in that country-not because the country is not
a good country to invest in, but I knew that the men who
had the formation of that Company would have had the lion's
share, and I would have come ont at the small end of the
horn. The hon. gentleman stated that ho had been up
through the country, that he had found this, and disçovered
that, but ho forgot to tell the House that he found a timber
limit, a valuable timber limit, and that he sold it for a large
amount of money-that ho got it from this Government for
$2 a square mile, and sold it for $100,000 or $200,000,
which money should have been in the publie Treasury, and
have gone to assist the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
in constructing their road. A few years ago this Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company, or the Syndicate of that day,
applied to Parliament to build this road. At that time
another syndicate made an application gn better terms-for
less money and less lands. But, Sir, that syndicate was
characterized by the hon. gentlemen on the other side ofthe
House, the Minister of Railways and the member for Card-
well-the gentleman for Cardwell, who would like to be a
Minister, and who, I think, will never warm the Treasury
benches-he is sitting for his constituency by the grace of
the leader of the Government.

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.

Mr. COOK. That gentleman said this. I do not wish to
trespass the Rules of this House. If I said anything that is
wrong, I am willing te withdraw.

Mr. SPEAKER. Flon. members have been called to order
in previous Sessions for saying that any member is sitting in
this House by the grace of any other person.

Mr. COOK. A portion of the gentlemen who formed that
Syndicate had been members of Parliament, and had been
defeated. That hon. gentleman. the member for Cardwell,
thought that was a crime; that hon. gentleman thought that
a man who once sat in this House as a member represent-
ing a constituency should not be represented in any
public works, if lie had 'been defeated. He should
not engage in any enterprise, I suppose, bocause he
thought they were incapable of doing anything. Well,
now, lot us see, look back a few years, and examine the
record of that hon. gentleman in reference to this very
same matter. I find by the "Parliamentary Companion "
of this House, that that hon. gentleman has been defeated
on several occasions. That hon. gentleman was de-
feated for the Legislative Assembly in the Province of
Ontario, in South Wentworth, in 1867. We find that that
gentleman offered himself again for a constituency in
Lower Canada, in the city of Montreal, where he lived, and
we find they rojected him there. We fnd that that same
gentleman ran again for the city of Montreal in 1876,
and still they rejected the gentleman. We find that ho thon
came to Ontario, thinking, perhaps, it was a little botter
place. He was not so well known, and he ran down
in the county of Prescott and was defeated again. I
wonder what the hon. gentleman thought when ho was
maligning the gentlemen who had at one time had a seat
in this House, and lad happened to be defeated at that time.
I remember at the time that the -Mail newspaper, that.
organ of the party, that always speaks so truthfully and so
plainly, stated that I was defeated in North Simcoe, that
my opponent, Mr. MoCarthy, was elected by the small ma-
jority of fifty out of a constitueney polling nealy 6,000
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votes, and that I would never hang my hat upon the peg Ilam sorry ho had confidence onough in the National Policy
in the corridor that was once consigned to me. But theoild-luilt c-
predictions of that paper were like the predictions of some tory that coit 81,000,000, a ihoiî sorr for it; thut i8 Mr.
of thé hon. gentlemen on the other side. I am hre again,ofth paupers the Misterwastalkin
and Iam hare to stay. Now, it was stated that these mon about. 0f course, they are irot so wcalthy as the Minister
were paupers. The Minister of Railways zot up and stated of Finance or the Minister of Jhilways is, bocauïo they
that, after looking over the whole of Dan Wiman's, ho could have fot had opportunities in such gigantie seules to make
scarcely find that any one of them was worth a dollar. Imeney as they have ha. Thon we had Mr. Ross, of Winni-
believe ho discove. ed by a microscope that one had some-peg, dean from Winuipog; and Mr. Ross was applauded lat
thing Ike $800. That was the report given to the news- night. The cheers that went np when ho turned that somer-
papers. I have not consulted the Hlansard, and I do not sault, when ho deneunco 1 the very platforp that ho stooc
suppose I should find it there if I did, for hon. gentlemen on when ho was elected, when ho denouncod himscW, as it
make utterances reported in fansard that are afterwards cor- woro, thon ho was a great man, choered by the Minister of
rected, se you would not know the speech. It is like a Billilways, and the MinistoetRalways te day applaudod
that goes to a Committee, and, when it comes out of the him for what ho did. Well, Sir, why was ho net as good
Committee, it would not be known by the party who intro- a man thon as ho is te day? I think ho vas a great
daced it unless he followed it through ail the stages. I deal botter rnan than ho la to-day, in more sonseà
want to mention the names of some of the gentlemen who than one. Why, Sir, the gentlemen whe formed that
formed that syndicate. I do not, Mr. Speaker, decry the second syndicate, mysoîf exooptod, wcro mon of wealt,
other yndicate. I do not object to them endeavouring te mon cf ability, mof 4anding, and of railway as weli
get that bargain, because it was a good bargain, and, if as cf commercial ability. 1, Sir, venture te saythat if
properly managed and looked after and conducted on tho this contract had been given te thom they would fot
principles that any ordinary business should be conducted have corne knoringat the doors cf Parliament far aid.
upon, they would not be back bere to-day asking on They would have done their work.'îdiciously and economi-
the floor of Parliament for a loan of $30,000,000. But cally, and thoywould net have got Yankees from the United
I will revert to that again. But it was stated that State te work upen the road. No, Sir, I arnot one of those
the members of the first Syndicate were mon of great who dccry the Amoricans; I amnnt one et those who oppose
wealth. It was statod by my hon. friend from North Americans ceming inte this country. But at the time cf
Norfolk,the other day, in hi speech, Lut I know nothing the National Policy, the cry on tho other $ido 'as:
about it; but, if his statements were correct, that one of the "Canada for the Canadians!" Wo hoard that cry rem the
gentlemen forming that Syndicate acquired means of wealth who'o crowd cf IpoliLieil huoks from ono end cf'this
in a questionable way, he had neans of making money Dominion to the ethox.IlCanada for the Canacians, and
very rapidly. I know nothinîg about that. I would not drive ont tha Yankes. Wo want nocf thom haro."
say anything against Mr. Stephen's character, It may not Sir, wo have a great deprossion jat now. Our friands on tho
be so. I do not know that it is so. But, if it is so, I think other sîde said: "The expenditure cf this money is going
it is the duty of the Government to enquire into a natter of te allay ail that depression." But it has net doue se, because
that sort, and not to entrust a man of that character at thethe menoy je taken by the Chinese, and taken by the Mohicans
head of any corporation with such a very large amount of and every ether nationality in tho country. We, in Canada,
money as they propose to give to him now. Weil, Sir, who have net the bonefit of it, and the resuit je we have a cala-
was in the second syndicate ? In the first place, Sir, we mity, and why? Bacause cf the injudicieus actions of
had representatives from the city of London, the city of these gentlemen-netalone becausof the National Policy
Hamilton, and we had Mr. Hendrie, and it was a Grit con- by which they squeezout cf the poor working mon the
cern; the second syndicate was composed of men who had last cent they eau get, but because they cannet give ther
no ability, no commercial ability, no ability of any descrip- work. Look ut the dty cf Toronto to-day and what do we
tion, and no money, and why should they pick up paupers onindtheve? Look ut the aeup kitchenaal ovcr the country.
the street, and put them in a position by which they could Why does net the hon. Premier establish soup kitchons
makelarge amounts of money ? Well, Mr. William Hendrie, now? Wben ho was leader cf tho Opposition ho had a soup
of the City of Hamilton, is known to be one of the groatest kitchen, but ha doos net take se much interest in it now.
and most successful railway men in the Dominion of Canada. As my hon. friend who bas just takon his seat said: lOh,
Mr, ilendrie is not a Conservative, but ho is a blue-blooded how they do love those mon at election timos!" 1 could
Tory, -the worst kind of a Tory, and ho was one of net help leeking across the flor when ho montioned that te
the gentlemen. Thon we have Mr. John Stuart, a man alsosee the amiles on the faces ef thoso hon. gentlemen who sit
of great ability and a man Of very great wealth. We had here, Isuppose, Mr. Speaker, bythog'aceoftheworkingmen.
Mr. Pi-otor and Mr. A. T. Wood, and I would like to hear We flnd these poor working mea ail er the eountry
the hon. gentlemen in this House get up and individually working for almost nothiig, and to-Jay mou can be birod te
select either of these mon to-day and say they were not go jute the woods foi'8$1f por month. OaIy a fow duySag,
men of ability, that they had not railway ability, that they ceming np te tho Parliamontary Buildings, I met a man
had not- means to carry on an operation not so stupendous who tormerly worke 1 for me. liesaki:IlI have boon
as this, but as much probably as the gentlemen who did get begging and praying ail winter te get a day's werk. I
the contract. Thon we have Mr. Jas. Maclaren, of Bucking- have a wife sud six chiîdren. I have net beeuablo t
ham. Perhaps ho is not worth anything. No, only six to any wôrk ail winter, but finally I succeeded in getting a
eight millions, but that does not amount to anything with week's work here pltching snow frem around the Parlia-
gentemen on the other side of the House; ho must'ment Buiding'." 1 qaid:Who gave you that?
be a great millionaire, worth a great deal more moneyJsayS ho,"it %vas d1,iL, through the influence cf lion. Mr.
thai that. Thon we have Mr. Allan Gilmour, a man Skead." Mr. Skcad is a fiend o! mine." I said"Yen
without any money, a man who las not been a successful could net have a bcttcr fciendIamngsre ho will assist yen
man. No; he is a pauper. But we find ho is, if not a through the winteu'."
millionaire, approaching it very closely. I couId go to Se eon. MEMJEIZS. [bar, hea'.
work and speak of the gentlemen who form that syndicate.
They were scattered from the western part of the Province Mr. COOK. Gentlemen who cry heur heur, had botter do
of -Ontario to the seaboard. Who did we have at the sea; it thi Parliament, for they wiIl net have a chance the noxt.
board? We had a gentleman whoonly a few days ago-anIdThis $30,000,000, and the taxes that are griuding the poor
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working men will keep you at home. Now, I was very
mach pleased with the eulogies which were showered upon
the present Company-the eulogies of hon. gentlemen all
the way from the Minister of IRailways down to the
member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert). They all spoke in the
moast eulogistic terms of the members of that Company.
They were men of reputation, mon of standing, men of
ability, and, above all, mon of good character-splendid fel-
lows they were. Who of the hon. members who were in
this House in 1878, dces not remember when the hon. Don-
ald A. Smith rose in his seat and denounced those gentlemen
for the Pacifie Scandali? What did they think of him thon ?
What did the Premier of the day say to him within the
corridors of this House? Sir, I am sure you would say it
would be unparliamentary if I should use that language
now, but ho threatened to thrash that man and send
him to a very hot place that would scorch him.
But to day he is a splendid fellow, a man of
undoubted ability, and of good moral character.
I did not know the word 4lcoward " sent from one hon.
member to another, was parliamentary, but in looking Ôver
the Hansard of 1878, I saw whei e the hon. Minister of
Railways, called Mr. Smith a "coward! coward! coward !"
three times in succession-without breathing, I have no
doubt. Now, Sir, Mr. Smith expressed his opinion of these
gentlemen. He stated upon one occasion, that they
were a pack of liars, and they stated ho was a liar;
lying wént baek and forth between these gentlemen, and I
have no doubt-I have no reason to know, Mr. Speaker-
but Mr. Smith bas the same opinion of these gentlemen to.
day that ho had then. But, Sir, ho has bis revenge.
Time always brings its revenge, and the fine speeches
made by these gentlemen, and the donations that are given
him, though ho was the worst man in creation a fow years
ago, now prove that ho is a splendid fellow, and they stuff
bis pockets full of the poor poople's money. But
I forget the second syndicate. The head of
that syndicate was Sir W. P. Howland, of the
city of Toronto, a gentleman who these mon denounced
with the rest as being unworthy of consideration, not to
be considered at all, to be thrown ino the waste paper
basket. "What do we want of anything of that sort?
Throw him into the waste basket." low did ho stand in
the estimation of the Premier at one time ? Why, Sir, he
was the recipient of favours from that gentleman. He sat
on the Treasury benches and occupied the position of
Finance Minister. He was the Finance Minister in whom
the leader of the Government had the utmost confidence,
and after Confederation he was the recipient of the honour
of being appointed Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of
Ontario, but the office of Lieutenant-Governor has now
dwindled down into that of a political hack. Then what did1
the hon. gentleman from Cardwell (Mr. White) think1
of Mr. Smith? Will he refer to bis paper ? Will ho referi
to that sheet that sometimes tells the truth and sEometimes1
don't ? Sometimes it vilifies when it is right to do so,4
and sometimes when it bas no right to do so. But on thisi
occasion it vilified Mr. Smith, and when the hon. Mr.i
Smith went to bis office, and met him face to face, ho hadi
not the manliness, nor the boldness, to say that ho would1
stand by bis article. The only excuse ho made was: "The
exigencies of party sometimes require a man to say what
is not strictly correct." Now, theb hon. gentleman bas1
a good deal of political expediency; there is no doubt of it;c
I am aware of it; would he like me to read the record ? Ii
would not like to take up the time of the House by reading1
so much trash, such trash as is every day to be found in thatc
newspaper. After the rejection of the second syndicate, and t
the formation of the first Syndicate, and the establishment ofa
the Company under an Act of Parliament, we find, within s
the short space of three years, these men coming back, these 1
men possessed of all thut wealth which was asserted, with t
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all that ability and all that astonishing reputation wliich
hon, gentlemen opposite gave thom. And why ? They
ask for 830,000,000 more. What does that mean ? I have
in my hand a newspaper published in the city of Montreal,
a newspaper which almost entirely, I believe -entirely,
supports the Conservative party. It is a Roman Catholie
paper published in the interests of the Roman Catholic
people of that city, but it is a Conservative paper. In an
article we find these words. Rcferring to the Syndicate it
says: "The Dominion never should entrust those mon
with the public funds for the purpose of wrecking and
squandering recklessly, and buying lands in which Ministers
are interested." What does that mean? That refers to the
Cabinet-ono or more members. If that is a falsehood and
a slander on their characters they should take legal' pro.
ceedings against the paper. If that article is not true they
should vindicate themselves, they should take legal pro-
ceedings against the newspaper, as the hon. momber for
East York (Mr. Mackenzie) did, when a paper in Lambton
vilified him. He took legal proceedings against that paper
and punished it. It is a serious charge, it matters not
where it comes from, and there are many people besides the
editor of the Post who have opinions of that kind. I am
afraid a good many of the outside world have opinions of that
sort. I should bo sorry to think so myself, because I
could not believe that mon occupying such important and
responsible positions as mombers occupying seats on tho
Treasury bonches, would stoop to such acts. Whatevor
they rmight have attempted befbre Confederation, now that
we have come together, they should rise above anything of
that kind. We should have no scandals either among mem-
bers on the Treasury bonches or in the House. It will bo
different from that some day. The atmosphere will be
purified; if we have to wait for three more years, then I
have no doubt it will. Hon. gentlemen are rushing this
thing through at a rate which is unwarranted and indecent.
Hon. gentlemen on the other side have offered Resolutions.
Nobody knew anything about those Resolutions until the
House met. We had not an opportunity of discussing them
in our constituencies. If we had known it a year ago, when
we had an election, we night have discussed it and got a ver-
dict fror the people. What did bon. gentlemen say before
they dissolved the House ? They dissolved the House a year
before their time. Why did they do it? Because Ameri-
cans offered to bring in$ 2,000,000 of capital, and they
wanted to sec the National Policy established for another
five years. I have not seen the $2,000,000, and hon. gentle-
men opposite have not seen them; but millions on millions
have gone out of this country, and out of the Treasury of this
this Government to the Syndicate and to the United States.
Mr. Speaker, I have no doubt hon. gentlemen would like to
make it short, but I can tellion. gentlemen that the mem-
bers on this side of the House have no desire to make it
short. They want to have au investigation. They want
to know éxactly what it is necessary to have the money
expended on. They want to know how the money will be
expended. Hon. gentlemen may sit in the front seats and
may shut their eyes, and they think we will shut our eyes
and go it blind. We never go it blind. No, Mr. Speaker,
we have two statements by the President of the Company.
The President appears to be a political writer. He is
constantly writing letters and is always putting his foot in
it. le wrote a statement last year. He said it would
cost so much to build the road. He made another state-
ment this year; there is a difference of a $24,000,000
between the two. That does not amount to anything ;
oh, no. The people of the country are beginning to
think, as my friend who preceded me said, there is
a niggar in the fonce. They begin to think there is
something wrong. I ask any gentleman on the Treasury
bcnches, and some of them know something about business,
hough not a great deal-I will ask some members behind,
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who, I think, know a good deal more about business-I will
ask them. I ask business mon, if you have a man who
takes a contract for any purpose, and when the contract is
about half completed and ho las done the easiest part of it,
and he comes back and wants double the money ho asked
for it, would yon quietly give him the other amount ho
asked for without iLvestigating his books?

An hon. MEMBER. We would if the man gave security.
Mr. COOK. Security ! I imagine the Minister of

Railways thinks the people of the country are fools. They
have drawn the wool over the cyes of the people on one
or two occasions, but the people are getting alivo to the
actions of those hon. gentlemen. Tbey aro getting alive to
the means which hon. gentlemen adopt to carry a constitu.
ency, and they cannot do it again. But what would you do?
Any man, unless ho wore a fool, would investigate tliat
man's books and look into the contractor's affairs thoroughly;
would scan them, and if he did not carry on the con-
tract as ho thought ho should, ho would send him adrift.
Now, in my humble opinion, the quicker theso men are sent,
the botter for the country. They will get $30,000,000,
but they will not run the road as it bas been intended to
be run. What reasons have we to know they will do it ?
Everybody who bas any sense at all, any knowledge of the
road or the country it traverses, knows it will not pay for a
number of years. It will tax the resources, not only of the
Company, but probably of the Government,to pay the deficits
which will constantly be made from year to year from the
running of that railway. I do not believo, as some hon.
gentlemen believe, that this railway is going to pay right
from the word go. The Grand Trunk was built through a
well-settled country, drawing trade from the towns and
cities, from Quebec and Windsor and Sarnia and Point
Edward, until now it goos to Chicago. But up to that time
what money had they made for tho shareholders ? Not a
cent; they never will. I am told my hon. friend who is in-
terrupting me does not deal much in water or much in
whiskey. Perhaps the reason is that hens never take to water.
They are always in the barnyard. Now, Sir, I say this Com-
pany is an incapable Company. I say it with a knowledge
of what I am saying, and I say it is extravagant. I say
the management of it is sonething such as never was
known in the country. I has been stated on many an
occasion that they never knew what they wanted until they
required it, and then it cost them double what it would cost
if properly looked into. Now we have all these manufactures
in the country to build overything required for the country.
Hon. gentlemen opposite have built a Chinese wall about
Canada, so that we can live within ourselves. Now how
much do these men bring from the United States ? I was
told by a good Conservativo last night, within theso walls,
that at least two thirds- and ho was almost sure throe-fourths
-of the engines and rolling stock of that road have been
brought from the United States. My bon. friend from Grey,
% ho spoke this ovening, said, what would bo the effect on
the provisions of this country. Why, Sir, they bring almost
all their supplies from the United States. The hon. gentle-
man has not a great deal to boast of, beciause his county
could not furnish enough to supply themselves. They had
a great deal of frost in bis county, and not niu2h wheat to
spare.

Mr. SPROULE. I have only to tell the hoa. gentleman
that it is the highest county in Ontario to-day, for wheat, by
the last Provincial exhibition.

Mr. COOK. Hal they any frozen wheat there ?
Mr. SPROULE. They had frozon wheat ail over the

country.
Mr. COOK. We had none in Simcoe, for wo keep it hot

there, and wo never have anything of that sort. But, Sir,
we were not to have any more frosts, or beetles, or potato

bugs, or midge-they wore all to bo exterminated by the
National Policy. Stili, the hon. gentleman confesses that
he had frost in his eounty. Why doe 3 ho not apply to the
leader of the Governmont for exemptions from such evils.
And when I travel through that country I shall endeavour
to make thoso people know that he did not apply to tho
leader of the Government to stay the frost and preserve
the wheat. This Company built a road to .Algoma Mills.
I know that country as well as I know these legislative
halls. I know whoreof I speak, and I eau assure my hon.
friend, the Minister of Railways, that if he will go up there
and select the most nnlikely place for a harbour on the
north shore of Lake Huron, ho would take Algoma Mills, as
I have been told by a party who understands the ques-
tion, that it will cost $ 1,000,000. If they had stoppod 20 miles
east of that thoy would have found the finest harbour ini
the world, one which would take in ail those large vessels.
But they would not stop there, and why ? God knows, for
l do not. They went on up across the Spanish River, which
is a wide river, and it would cost a good deal to build a
bridge there. Thoy went 8 miles beyond, and they
stopped very suddenly, and why ? Well I suppose it is
within the recollection of the House that the Grand Trunk
Railway diverted their line to go to Point Edward to suit a
political friend of the Government. I say, that a political
friend of tho Government, and a memb3r of this House,
owned property at Algoma which that member has sold, I
am told, for an enormous sum of money.

Some hon. MEHBERS. Name, namo.
Mr. COOK. You scratch my back and l'Il scratch yours.

I say if the scandals of this syndicate with the Govern
men; could be unearthed, I <le believe, and the peopl e
believe, that it would be a groater scandal than the scandai
in 1s73, in which these gentlemen wore driven from
powor so ignominiously. I say if what is in my mind
could bo unearthed, it would astound the people of this
country, but the day is coming when it will comoe ut, for
iniquity is bound to be puunished, and sometimes it is
punished on this eartb. 1 say this Company have spent
half a million dollars more than they sbould have spent
going to Algoma Mills, and people believe that it was dono
to reward a friend of the Government. What else do wo
find? Immediately after the defeat in 1873, when tho-so
mon were driven from power, when they had not a corporals
guard behind them, when they squirmod before the people,
they went back to the city of Toronto and they orected a
building. It was not a Slomon's Temple, but a den of ini-
quity. It proved to be so, and in it some of the young mon
of the city of Toronto cultivated habits which made them
ready for the penitentiary by frequenting that establishment.
It was stated there, and I do not know but the utteranees were
made f rom the pulpits of Toronto, that even on the Sabbath
day, gambling in all its iniquity was practised in that insti-
tution-the U. E. Club. 1 say they have no right to call il
a U1. E. Club, for it was not a U. E. Loyalist institution-i t
wasjust the contrar.y. It was a united pack of political bandits.
Why, Sir, it is reported that that building was sold to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for offices in the city of
Toron to. There are plenty of buildings to be got in the city
of Toronto, and large establishments too, which would suit
as well and probably botter than that, for less money. But
there has been a good deal to do with this U. E. Club. It
has been in the courts; it was necessary that something
should be done; and they got it off their hands. It is said
that it bas been sold to the Syndicate. I do not know; I will
let the Syndicate answer that for themselves. I know that
when I was in Toronto a short time ago, and was passing
the building, I was told that they were cleaning it up, and
it would soon be occupied by these gentlemen. Now, there
was a great deal said about loaning money to the Grand
Trunk. The people of Canada did loan money to the Grand
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Trunk; it was said that it was to be a loan ; but it stands
to-day as an asset. Why should it stand as an asset ? I
know it from the lips of a Privy Councillor himself
that it was discussed time and time again that this loan
should be wiped ont. but it was decided by the Government
te keep it there. They knew that they could never recover
it, and the Gi and Trunk Company came here year after
year and asked Parliament to place it back, so that they
could put another loan ahead of it, and they have got it
back so far in their books that it may be regarded as lost
altogether. The Grand Trunk was looked on by this
country as a very extravagantly built road, and the
management as well. But what do we find? Taking the'
managers and the engineers and the whole staff together,
the cost of management only amounted to about $30,000 a
year. What does the cost of management of this Syndicate
amount to? About $255,000 a year. The Grand Trunk
was a road of 1,000 miles in length. This road is longer,
but it is not all being built at once. Wo find that
it bas been admitted by the General Manager himself, or-
by bis friends, thbt ho received $50,000 a year. Why,
Sir, we find the President of that road in jeeeipt of
a salary. It is said that Mr. Stephen gets $50,000 a year,
Mr. Angus $40,000 and Mr. Mclntyre $40,000 a year.
I am not saying how truc these statements are, but if tbey
are not true they ought to be contradicted. Now, Sir, it
bas been said by bon. gentlemen that there is no exodus'
from this country. There was an excdus in Mr. Mackenzie's
time-he was a groat reprobate, dr iving the people out of
tho country-thero was an exodus thon. Woll, I bappen
to know something of this matter from practical observa-
tion. I had an ocular demonstration of it. I was in Michi.
gan last summer, and I found the whole country settled by
Canadians, ali cf whom went there since the D. M.& M.
railway was built. When I was there, I felt like putting
myself up for election; and I know they would have voted
for me, because tbey knew that those gentlemen had driven
them out of the country. There were not only Reformers
there, but Tories too, who would have voted for me if
it had been possible to send me back to Canada as their
representative. I do not wish to descend to the stories and
the reports that areo going in reference to these great
i aiiway kings-these men who have se much money that
they could bui Id the road without the aid of the Government,
if necessary -these gentlemen who would and could com-
plete the road-who said this would be the last lime of
asking, just as on a particular occasion, when the leader of s
the Government telegraphed to Toronto for another $10,000
-give us $25,000,0 and 25,000,000 of land, and we will
ask no more. Well, after the short space of three years,
they are bore again. Well, I suppose the Government t
thought that if they did not give it to them, they might bo
in the same positicn as the conductor was at Buffalo. The t
conductor was caught in the act of pilfering money, and the 1
superintendont threat ened te dismis him. "Why," saidthe I
conductor, " If you dismiss me-do you see that bouse up s
there on the bill ?-You will have to build such a bouse as a
that for my successor." Iid the Government have in their
minds that they would have to build another palace in the o
city of Montreal for another President? I do not want to o
descend to that, but such is the talk there. When I was in u
Montreal a few days ago, I had a conversation with a gen- 1
tieman who was a Tory, and who said, " I thank the Lord o
they did not ask for $50,000,000 because they would bave 'w
got it just as quickly as $30,uOO,000." And 1 believe they g
would, because I do not believe the Minister of Railways r
knows anything about the affairs of this road--how eau he? I
lie was away in England last year; but he sends bis s
enineer down to inquire into them, and ho bas got the C
authority of his engineer. Of course the engineors report it
just as they are told. I do not suppose the hon. gentleman h
would do such a thing as that-ob, no-he would not. ask b

Mfr. Coos

his engineer to report unfavourably-oh, no. No:w, I
want to say a little about those steel vessels, we hear so
much of; and really to the country it is a stoal, Sir, these
vessels, wheu completed, I stippose will eost the eountry
$600,000. They can float on Lake Superior, but there 'are
very few harbours that they can go inte; they draw too
much water. There was a mistake made in Iheir build.
They are too long ior the Welland Canal. Why these
gentlemen are making blunders all the time.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh !

Mr. COOK. Well, the gentleman who has got his hair
parted in the middle and wears a black moustchë had
etter keep his mouth shut. It is sométimes said that the

parting of a man's hair shows what is under tbsküll. Now,
1 was talking about these steamboats. They have got the
stoamboats and tbey have no use for them unless they go
to other barbours, and they are now abandoning Algoma
Hai-bour and are going over to Owen Sound ; they are
building elevators there; they bad started to build
wharves, docks, elevators, immigrant sheds, and even hotels
at Algoma. But whon they got part of theii• material there
for the consti uction of all those buildings, they changed
their minds and of course a very heavy loss
occurred. It bas been stated there was a very large
number of mon waiting for the work of construction and
they had to wait for months under pay. This is a matter
we have a right to deal with. These gentlemen are using
the money of the people in a manner not at all calclated to
advance the interests of the people, and'i. is our duty to
denounce their conduct, and the man who doos not is not
worthy of a seat in this Hlouse. I bolieve there was
a deputation from Owen Sound to the Government, and a
large amount of money is te be given te deepen the harbour
there for the Canadian Pacifie Railway, No doubt it is
right to change from Algoma to this other place, but they
commenced the construction there, and should have finished
the work. If they wanted these steamers, 'what did they
want of a railway? Did they suppose the people were
going to travel through that country in the winter, over
that road ? No man is a fool; ho would endanger his life
by it, and I guarantee that noither the First Minister
nor the Minister of Railways will go over that road in the
winter time. They may take a pleasure trip in'the summer
and do some shooting and catch some trout, but they will
not go in the winter time. A man would be safer on snow-
hoes if ho knew how te wcar themn, because ho does not know

where he would stick, and the road will run through a
country not fit'for settlement; and whou I say that I am
not decrying the North-West lands, for those lands belong
o Ontario, and the mombers for that Province know that
what I say is true, and I know something about that coun.
ry. I say it is impossible for it to be settled. They wilt
ave a railway'running in the summer ahd not in the winter.
n the winter there is notbing to carry, and in thesummer the
teamboats will be running as well. l not that a :steal all
round? Certainly it is. We have the opinion of eminent
non on that subject. If I mistake not, we have the opinion
f Mr. Sandford Fleming, a gentleman to whom the Minister
f Railways referred as one ~whose wor d and opinion were
nequalled. I agree with the bon. Minister of Railways.
think as much of Sandford Fleming's reports as of any

ther man's in the Dominion. He made a report of whici
e al know. The thing is absurd that they shôuld build a
reat railway through that country. The starting of this
oad in 1873 was a sad affair in the history of this country.
t was a sad affair to the Tory party. But could it be pos-
ible that Mr. Stephon, in going home and launching bis
anadian Pacifie Railway on the money market-could,

be possible that the people in that country *ho
ad money to invest, and large quantities of it, reforred
ack in their mind te the iniquity perpetrated which this
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brought to their recollection - the iniquity perpetrated
by the leader of this Government in 1872, recalled
to them by the very name of the railway pro.
ject and that of the Pacific Railway Scandal. If the
Government will not dissolve Parliament, and go back
and ask their masters for the privilege of expending
$3,000,000 more of their money, the could, at least, give
their supporters in the House an opportunity of investigat-
ing this matter. But, when an amendment was offered,
asking for a Committee of investigation, te be formed of
members of this House, who are capable of investigating
matters of this kind, we are told : 1 ou are impudent, you
are insolent; how dare you ? What do yen mean ? Why,
you would think these gentlemen were the potentates
of this countiy ; you would think the First Minister was
king of this country. The old family compact was nothing
to Ibis. It was an improvement on the present manage-
ment of Ibis .Government. They have net improved
upon it. They have retrograding; they have gone'
back ; they will allow no inquiries. Of course we under-
stand that is the Tory principle. We know they do
things only when they are forced, and that they will
do anything to retain the reins of government. They
do not care for the interests of the country; what they
want is power. Let me have a pliant Finance Minister that
I can handle on the one hand, and a Railway Minister that I
can bandle on the other hand, and I can run this country. I
do net care where-1 can run it te the dogs. Let us have a
chance of running this country with a railway king on the
one side, and a finance king on the other side-he, the great
potentate, greater than any Eastern potentate is running
it, and the expenses of the management of ibis Government
bave more than doubled since Confederation, for it was only
8 13,000,000 then, and to day it is $29,000,000 or $30,000,000.
But what does this Government care about a few millions ?
They aie going into higher figures; they bave transeendent
ideas. I will not detain the llouse longer.

Sone bon. MEMBERS. Go on.

educational institutions in the Province of Ontario, the
Tories lare alwaya crying: " Why do you net take people
from ! our own country ?" It makes all the difference
in the world with these gentlemen whether they are
in power or out of power. It is all right. I have a
the Hansard report of the last day of the Legislature,
the dying day of the Legislature, of 1878, on the 10th
day, I think it was, of April-the discussion that took place
that day. If the gentlemen are anxious to hear it, I will
read it, but I have gone over it. The leader of the Govern-
ment was net in his place at that time. If he had been, I
would have rend the statements that were made by the gen-
tleman at that time, the beautiful and flourishing and rosy
language made use of by that hon. gentleman on that occa-
sion. I would have rend the words he gave utterance te,
and the gentleman sitting alongside of him gave utter-
ance te, in reference to our friend, Mr. Donald A. Smith
-their friend now, my friend then and now, my friend
always, but their eneny thon, and they are stuffing his
pockets to-day. And they laugh. le says : " What a good
thing I have got; I have got them by the throat now;
they iad me in a tight place once, but the time bas come
when I have got my revenge, and I have them in such a
way that I can hold thom by the throat with the right hand
and stuff my pockets with the left, and when 1 get my left
pocket full, I will get them by the throat with the left and
stuff my pockets with the right." It is unfortunate, becauso
it has te come out of the people of the country, and, as has
been said by my bon. friend who just took his seat, that
lawyers and dcctors did not contribute te the revenue
of the country, they were barnacles, I go further, and say
that the Government are net contribating te the revenue ;
the Government of the day are barnacles ; they are sapping
the foundations of the people, and they are robbing the
country in such a way that our children and our children's
children will curse the name, when they look back on the
history of ibis age and see how they mismanaged the
affairs of ibis country, and trampled on the rights of its
citizens.

Mr. COOK. I will go on half an hour or an heur longer Mr. O'BRIEN
if you like. It makes nodifference to me. I do not imagine and it is a very g
that hon. gentlemen will think I have given then any new enta ef the gon
light. I do net Ihink I have advanced many new ideas. m
There have been Fo many ideas given before, and I had net ake ono r
the opportunity of speaking earlier in the debate and about ils r'ven'c
giving figures. 1 have not gone into fi i- r ut I ml e tit eventm, liat t
them here, and if hon. gcntlemen want them I will give ry bouhes wc
them. All the figures I have given is the difflerence
in calculation made by tl.e President of 1ih Company of hou, gentleman w
$24,000,000. After that thcie should be an investiga- and principal rop
tien. If gentlemen outside or inside this Iouse bave an te make ls, that a
idea that 1, for a moment, entertain feelings of hostility mbr for North
to this Company, they are very.much mistaken. 1, Sir, do
rot feel bostile te this Company, because they have what t, o at
they would term, in common parlance, a Yankee manager must have blshc
-1 sbould caIll him a gentleman lrom the United States.
I have no hostility because the manager of that road Ameyilnýeit te
comes from the -United States. I have no hostility toîth fellowircg civi

uhat Company, because their superintendent comes from
iie Ulnited States. I bave ine hostility te the Cimptny,

cenuse the whole retinne of' the offilinls undor thesen
gentlemen, almosl the whoie et them, cerne frem the tUnited- Allison (Lennoi),
States. Wby, a lütter whih was rend here freim, innipeg' Armstrong,
the cuber night slaied that îwo-th:rds ef thbe employet Auter,

suBchr echsw

ùn the rond were îrem the United Statesr and I bave nef B trnio, g
-hatilily te them on that account, or any other accohnt. gneame,
1 say, if the second Byndiete bad geL thal controt, pro. picuraseip,

Ourpee (Sunbury),bobly îbey would have get the best labour and Ibo best Cameron (Hiron),
management they could hiave gel, cven if they bad to go te Camieron (Mliddlesex)

ngIbnd for> it, and I arn sure tbese gentlemen would net camPbell (Renfrew),
objet te that, beae %ve om every uime in theblushe
Local Legisiature there i un appeiniment made ru the casgraia,

. Having the misfortune, Mr. Speaker-
reat misfortune-to be one of the conytitu-
tleman who· las last spoken, 1 desire to
ematrks. The first is that the hon. gentle-
le word when ho said that time brings
s. I t has brought about this conclusion, at
he gentlemen who now occupy the Trea.
re jutstified, and more than justified, in
heir confidence to a syndicate of which the
'ho made that speech was the champion
resentative. The other remark I desiro
nother thing is quite evident thatthe bon.
Simeoe (Ur. McCarthy) is net in his place

hon. gentleman would not have ventured
which the very reporters at the table

I te place upon the pages of Kansard.
the amendment (Mr. Blake) negatived on
sin : -

YAs:

MeFsieurs

Fairbanlk,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Gleoffrion,
Oillmor,
Gunn,
Harley,
lloltorir

Irvine,
Jackson,
Kilande
Kirk,
Landerkin,

MeMullen,
M ulock,
Paterson (Eranm),
Platt,
Rtay,
Rinfret,
Robertson (bIdburne),
Scriver,
8omerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
tipringer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Thompson,
Trow,

Vaily>
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Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
McGraney,
McIntyre,
Melsaac,

NÂYs:

Messieurs

Watson,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wilson,
Yeo.-62.

Allison (Hants), Fergsson(Leeds&Gren.)MeNeill,
Amyot, Fergason (Welland), Massue,
Bain (boulanges), Fortin, M éthot,
Baker (Missisquoi), Foster, Mitchell,
Baker (Victoria), Fréchette, Moffat,
Beaty, Gagné, Montplaisir,
Bell, Grault, O'Brien,
Belleau, Gigault, Orton,
Benoit, Girouard, Ouimet,
Benson, Gordon, Paint,
Bergeron, Grandbois, Patterson (Esses),
Bergin, Gailbault, Pinsonneault,
Billy, Guillet, Pope,
Blondeau, Hackett, Reid,
Bolduc, Haggart, Riopel,
Bossé, Hall, Robertson (Ramilton),
Bourbeau, Hawkin?, Robertson (Hastings),
Bowell, Hiay, Ross,
Brecken, Hesson, Royal,
Burnham, Hickey, Rykert,
Burns, Hilliard, Scott,
Caneron'(Inverness), Homer, Shakespeare,
Cameron (Victoria), Houde, Small,
Campbell (Victoria), lurteau, Smyth,
Carling, Ives, Sproule,
Caron, Jamieson, Stairs,
Chapleau, Kaulbach, Sutherland (Se!&k),
Cimon, Kilvert, Tassé,
Cochrane, Kinney, Taylor,
Colby, Kranz, Temple,
Costigan, Labrosse, Tilley,
Conghlin, Landry (Kent), Tupper (Pictou),
Coursol, Landry (.Mountwagny), Tyrwhiti,
Curran. Langevin, Valin,
Cuthbert, Lesage, Vanasse,
Daly, Macdonald (King's). Wallace (Albert),
Daoust, Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (York),
Dawson, McDonald(Cape Breton)White (Cardwell),
DesaulnierF, Mackintosh, White (Hastings),
Desjardins, Macmaster, Wigle,
Dieiinson, Macmillan (Middlesex),William3,
Dodd, MeMillan (Vaudreuil), Wood (Brockville),
Dugas, McCallam, Wood (Westmoreland),
Dundas, McDougald, Woodworth,
Dupont, McGreevy, Wright.-137.
Farrow, McLelan,

Mr. CASEY. The hon. member for Argenteuil (Mr. Ab
bott) has not voted.

Mr. ABBOTT. I should prefer not to vote on any ques-
tion connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway. With
the permission of the House I desire to abstain.

Mr. BLAKE. With reference to the remark of the hon.
member for Argenteuil, I desire to observe that if that hon.
member has such an interest in this matter that ho is not
entitled to vote upon it, according to the Rule of Parliament,
of course, he does not require our excuse. If not, our Rule
is that any member who is in his seat, votes.

Mr. ABBOTIU. I have not referred to the Rales of Parlia-
ment, and I do not know what interest I should possess in
order to disqualify me from voting. I have not the Rule
beforrne.

Mr. SPEAKER. Rule 16 reads as follows: "No member
is entitled to vote upon any question upon which he has a
direct pecuniary interest, and a vote of any member so
interested will be disallowed."

MÉr. ABBOTT. I beg to state, thon, that I have no direct
pecuniary interest ln this question. But at the same time,
I do not feel that I am in a position to vote impartially
upon it, and I ask to be excused from voting.

Amendmont (Mr. Vail) negatived on the following divi.
sion:-

Mr. Coo1c.

YEÂss

Messieurs

Catudal,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Cook,
Davies,
De St. Georges,

A llison (Hlants),
Amyot,
Bain (Soulan ges),
Baker (Missisquoi),
Baker (Victoria),
Beaty,
Bell,
Belleau,
Benoit,
Benson,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Billy,
Blondeai,
Bclduc,
Bossé,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Burnham,
Burns,
Cameron (Inverness),
Cameron (Victoria),
Camptell (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Chapleau,
Cimon,
Cochrane,
colby,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Curran,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daoust,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Dickinson,
Dodd,
Dagas,
Dundas,
Dupont,
Farrow,

Allen,
Allison (Lennox),
Armstrong,
Auger,
Béchard,
Bernier,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesez),
Campbell (Renfreiw),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Catudal,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Cook,
Davies,
De St. Georges,

Fairbank,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Geoffrion,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Harley,
Holton,
Houde,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kirk.
Landerkin,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Mocraney,
MicIntyre,

Messieurs

Fergujon(Leeds&Gren)\[cNeil,
Perguson (Welland), Massue,
Fortin, Méthot,
Foster, Mitchell,
Fréchette, Moffat,
Gagnô, Montplaisir,
Gault, O'Brien,
Gigault, Orton,
Girouard, Ouimet,
Gordon, Paint,
Grandbois, Patterson (Essex),
Guilbault, Pinsonneault,
Guillet, Pope,
Hackett, Reid,
Haggart, Riopel,
Hall, Roberison (Hamilton),
Hawkias, Robertson (Hastings),
Hay, Ross,
Hesson, Royal,
Rickey, Rykert,
Hilliard, Scott,
Humer, Shakespeare,
Hurteau, Small,
Ives, Smyth,
Jamieson, Spronle,
Kaulbach, Stairs,
Kilvert, Sutherland (SeIkirk),
Kinney, Tassé,
Kranz, Taylor,
Labrosse Temple,
Landry (kent), Tilley,
Landry_(Montmagny), Tupper (Pictou),
Langevin, Tyrwhitt,
Lesage, Valin,
Macdonald (King's), Vanasse,
Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (Albert),
McDonald(CapeBreton)Wallace (York),
Mackintosh, White (Cardwell),
Macmaster, White (HastingE),
Macmillin (Middlesex) Wigle,
McMillan (Vaudreuil), Williams,
McCallum, Wood (Brockville),
McDougald, Wood (Westmoreland),
McGreevy, Woodwortb,
McLelan, Wright-.136.

Main motion agreed to on same division reversed; and
flouse resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On IResolution 2.

Mr. BLAKE. It is not possible, in the absence of infor.
mation for which returns have been accorded by the House,
to get an idea of the estimated cost of the various sections
and of the varions divisions with reference to the heavy and
the light work. I merely state the fact that the materials
for an intelligent discussion have not been provided by the
Government.
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Mclsaac,
Mcmullen,
Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray
Rinfet,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxfori),
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wilson,
Yeo.-63,
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On Resolution 4.
Mr. BLAKE. I sbould like to know what information

the Government bas as to the amount of the floating dobt
of the Company?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I do not quite understand
the hon. gentleman. The amount is as stated bere.

Mr. BLAKE. It says, 1' to such an amount not excecd-
ing $7,500,000."

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. So far as I can ascertain, that
is the amount stated by the Company. My hon. friend will
see that we do not provide for paying any specific sum.

Mr. BLAKE. The information of the Ciovernment is
that the floating debt is about $7,500,000 ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I made an observation in the former dis-

cussion, with the best ascertainment we ceould have of the
figures, that the floating debt would include the amount
ot the borrowing of the $10,000,000 of stock. I could not
place that asset, the $4,950,000 which was obtained by the
temporary borrowing of $10,000,000 Of stock, unlcss Jt was
placed amongst the floating debt.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I think the floating dubt is
outside the loan of $4,950,000,

Mr. BLAKE. Can the hon. member speak positively on
that subject ?

Sir CHARLES T UPPER I think I can.
Mr. BLAKE. Then the debt of the Comipainy is

12,500,000.
Sir CHARLES TUPPE, Not exactly, bcause lie

$10,000,000 of stock, cf course, is pledge.l for the amu'iuînt of
that loan.

Mr. BLAKE. I am quite aware there is a sccurity for
that, and there may be security for the $7,500,00.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER It is very mueb the sano as
the sale for that amount.

Mr. BLAKE. But if it is, as stated, adebt of 812,500,000,
although the $7,500,000 is floated, the $t,959,000 is secured
by a temporary pledge of the stock ?

Sir CHARLES TTPPEIR. Ye, that i as I understand it.
Un Resolution 5.

Mr. BLAKE. I would desiie to loarn
IMinister of Railways whethor the language
this Resolution is intended to embrace the
Company in its leased linos.

irom the hon.
that is used in

intcres t of the

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

Mr. BLAKE. Thon it is not intendud to ebarge the
interest of the Company in the leased linos with the secu-
rity ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

Mr. BLAKE. Has the Ion: gentleman considered the
peculiar position that the Government would occupy in the
event, which he seems to contemplate with some compla-
concy, of the Government becoming proprietors of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway under those circumstances ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I look on that as a remote
contingency.

Mr. BLAKE. Can the hon. gentleman give us any in-
formation as to what the obligations of the Company are in
reference to their leased lines ?

Sir CHARLES TIUPPER. I think my hon. friend will Eee
that in the event of the linos becoming, under these Resolu-

tions, the property of the Government, wo will not be at all
responsible for any engagements they bave made in respect
of leased linos. It is the property described that becomes
ours, not the obligations.

Mr. BLAKE. That would depend entirely on the terms of
the agreements and papers in the hands of the hon. gentleman,
and which have not been submitted to the House. We have
before us a private Bill for the ratification of certain agree.
monts connected with the leasing of the linos, and for ail I
know those agreements may make us responsible for the
rentais of the linos. I do not know what relation the obli-
gations of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company would
have to other proporty in that remote contingency occur-
ring.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will take a note of that point,
and at a later stage I will give the hon. gentleman the in-
formation.

Mr. BLAKE. There is another point. Is it intended to
tako security upon, or in any way to appropriate in respect
of this lino, the $10,000,000 of stock to which reference has
been made as being temporarily pledged for $1,950,000 ?

Sir CHA RLES TUPPER. No.
Mr. BLAKE. That is intended to bo left at tho si lecontrol

of the Company ?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If I undorstood the

Minister rightly to.day, ho statedin his speech that it was con-
templated that certain bonds should be issued for the pur.
pose of constructing branch lines. Now, if I undorstand
the teiirs of the Resolutions rightly, ail those branch linos
wouid become part of the socurity.pledged to the Govern-
ment. In that case, we should not provide to allow bonds
to be issued, I imagine, on those branch linos, or at ail events
the Company should not.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. What I said was this: That
if they were allowed to issue bonds on the portions of the
branches constructed for the specific purpose of extending
those branches, it would not in any way interfere, bocause
in case of the trunk lino and branches bocoming the pro.
perty of the Gavernment, we shoald have the property
created by the bonds issued on the existing branches. Wu
should have the extensions that would be created by thc
money raised from the bonds issued upon the existing road,
as the hon. gentleman will seo.

Sir RICHARD CART WRIGHT. But the Company would
not issue under this.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. But I said that would reqliro
to be provided by legislation.

Mr. BLAKE. It is proposed to authorize the Company
to create a charge upon the branches already constructed,
upon the Algoma Mills branch for instance, and other
branches in the North-West which now exist and will bo
built with this money.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I meant to spoak in general
terms as to the mode by which it would be practicable to
provide for the extension of those branch lines, the effect of
which, if sanctioned by Parliament, would be to put the
money raised on branch linos for extensions, and this would
accomplish the object of providing the means for extending
the branch lines, and at the same time, in case of the pro-
perty reverting te the Government, thoy would have all the
property of the private Company.

Mr. BLAKE. But the hon. gentleman stated, with great
listinctness, that if the bonds were issued upon existing
branch linos for the purpose of extending the branch linos,
ind if we had to take the line, we would have the property.
want te know whether that is an accurate statement.
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Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I thik so.
Mr. BLAKE. Thon it is proposed to authorize the Com-

pany to bond lines which cost $10,700 a mile fir $12,000 per
mile ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No.

Mr. BLAK E. That is what the private Bill is.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. We are not responsible for
the private Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentle:nan speaks pretty much
as if ho were responsible.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. IL requires to go through
the Railway Committee, and the Government will have an
opportunity of reviewing it there.

Mr. BLAKE. That is the presont propasal. I say once
again, what residuum of value there will b on the North-
West branches when, after costing 8 [0,700 per mile, they
may be charged with 812,000 per mile, I leave the hon.
gentleman to deocide. But it seems a rather serions state-
ment with respect to the security and the statement which
the hon. gentleman made in the former part of this dis-
cussion, as to what security the Government was going to
obtain, that the existing branches should be subject to be
cbarged at the will of the Company with so large a sum of
money. It is quite clear they are to be charged with the
amount for which they would practically be saleable; and
the observations which the hon. gentleman has made as to
the character of the security, the Algoma Milis -branch and
the North-West branches, amounting to betwoon 63,000,000
and $1,000,000, is most materially altered by his present
statement.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Not in the slightest degree.
I will assume that thore is a branch of 100 miles, and that
money is raised from bonds on that branch, every dollar of
which is to go into an extension lino. You have the same
valuable proporty remaining then, as now, with this differ-
ence: you have the railway facilities given by the exten-
sion of the branch, you have the country opened up, the
traffle brought to the main line of the road, and that with-
out the slightest deterioration in the value of the existing
property as a security.

Mr. CHARLToN. Has any provision bee- made to guard
ag nst issuing bonds at a depreciated value ; against issuing
bnds at very much more than their face value, and encum-
bering the road with a debt that will swamp both the origi-
nal branch and the amount cieated by the issuing of the
bonds ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Al that will bo provided
for. I have said that legislation will be required and that
legislation will secure that every dollar paid upon existing
branches is exponded in actual value on the construction of
whatever amount of work can be constructed for the money
raised.

Mir. C HARLTON. That is hardly an answer to my, ques-
tion, which is whether there will be a provision to guard
againast the issuing of bonds at depreciated value?

Sir CHIARLES TUPPER. Certainly.
On Resolution 9.
Mr. BLAKE. This is a very general statement giving

power to the Governmont to permit the application of the
$35,000,000 of stock either to the improvement or extension
of the railway or to its equipment, or to the repayment of
the indebtedness of the Company to ;the Government.
Would the hon. gentleman give some little better defiaition
as to the character of either the extéasion or .improvement
to which it is intended to apply this money ? la it the .im-

Mr. BLAKE.

provements to the main lino or to extensions authorized by
charter, or what is to be the nature of the control which the
Government will exercise over those funds ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER, Well, it is pretty distinctly
covered by the statement which is contained in the Resolu-
tion. It says it shall be for the improvement or extension
of the railway, its equipment or th3 rodemption of the
indebtedness of the Company.

On Resolution 10.
Mr. BLAKE. The bon. gentleman made allusion, in the

course of the prior debates, to some point, as I understood
him, which rather escaped him formerly, with reference to
some greater power to be given the Company.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That will be embracel in the
Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. What will it bc ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Tho power of issuing land
grant bonds, under certain restrictions, for the piyment of
the debts.of the Company.

Mr. BLAKE. Furthier land grant bonds ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. To extinguish theom a1 i put
on new land grant bonds, tha amount going toward» e .n-
guishing the dobt.

Mr. BLAKE. Towhatamount?
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That nccessarily cannot be

stated. It will be to an amount which is approvel by the
Governm2nt, nul will be the extent of so mach per acre.

Mr. BLAKE. oIliw much per acre ?

Sir CH ARLES TU PPE R. 1 do not know that that is
positively settled.

Mr. BLAKE. I tlh glt these things were all arranged.

Resoi u iusi ordered to b3 reported.

Sir J011N A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. OU[IET. Boforo te lluse a'lj>urns, Mtr. Spuker,
I beg to draw your attention, and the attention of this
hon. House, to an article which appears in the
Toronto Mad of this morning, and which I consider an
insult to myself, and other rproesentatives of the Province
of Quebec, who generally act witi me. The article is
entitled, "A base but unsuccessful conspiracy." I wilt real
a few linos which will give an idea of the article:

" One of the basest attempts at wholesale bribery in the annals of Par.
liamentary Government has just been unsuceeesfully practised at Ottawa
by hon. Edward Blake, which appears ta have been no less thaa the
purchase of the whole ofthe Conservative fallowing from the> Province
of Quebec. It is no secret that the Goverument of that Province ià in
financial straite, and that representatives ofthat Government have been
for several day at the Dominion Capital for the purpose of endsavehrihn
to secure 'better terms' from the Dminion Government. Thedem;ae
of these gentlemen were not recognized *y Sir John Macdonald, aadthis
fact becoming known to Mr. Blake, that gentleman, prompted by some
diabolical agency, made corrupt orertures to the supporters of, the
Dominion Government fron that Province, with a view to secuing their
opposition to the scheme for assisting the Pacifie Railway Company, and
the consequent defeat ot Sir John's Government. The Quebe meimbers
met and considered the overtures, but notwithstanding the fact that the
Prehier did not interfere with their consultations, te their credit
be it said, they spurned the bribe, and remained true te theiratlegiaaoe.
One member of the Government, it appear, sauccumbed in a moment of
weakness, and behering, no doubt, that the Government woutd fati,
sent in his reaignation. This was han.- John Costigan, Minister of
Inland Revenne. Bis place will be easily filled by a mare wrthyma'."

Mr. Speaker, I think it ls only fir to myself and those
members- from the Province of Quebec, who have acted
with me from the beginning of this Session, and who, Ihope,
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will act with me in the support of this Conservative Govern-
ment. to say that it is entirely false that we ever had any
opportunity of meeting to consider an overture of the hon.
Mr. Blake. I sappose the paper means the hon. leader of
the Opposition ; and I suppose that the hon. leader of the
Opposition-if, as I supposed, that is the hon. member speci-
fied-mnust have more respect for us than to think he would
be justified in offering us a bribe of any kind. And it is
fair te add, even if we had any overture of that kind, that
the represontatives of the Province of Quebec would consider
it their duty not to meet or consider any bribe of that kind. In
acting as we bave, I may add-for some of our actions
have looked strange te soie members of the House-that
we have acted in a constitutional way, making to
the Government what we considered fair representations,
as loyal supporters of, I would say, a just Government.
We made our representations thinking they were good, and
we insisted on them, atnd we shall ever insist on them as
long as we think they are good. And we will never receive,
nor shall we consider any attempts of that kind as a bribe
for our support, or for changing our allegiance to our party
or te the duty we owe to our country and to our Province.
I think it is also fair to the bon. leader of the Opposition to
say, tbat never any offer of that kind was made. I never
expected to be treated either by the Governmont, or by the
Opposition, as if we could be tempted by such a base bribe.
I will say, Mr. Speaker, before I resume ry seat, that I
corisider any attempt of that kind from the press, of what
ever party-I considor any attempt of that kind,
of intimidating members of this House, or of either side of
this House, as an attempt to blackmail, and nothing else.
I regret sinc.erely that the name of an hon. Minister whom
I respect as one of my best personal friends I have in this
House, and one of the best friends the representatives of
the Province of Quebec have in this House, and have had
since 1867-I regret that his name should bave been mixed
up in this matter. And I must say that the bon. Minister
has never, to my knowledge, or to the knowledge of any of
my friends, come near us either to seek to know what we
were doing or what we were attempting to do. And I muet
say, that this last part of the article deserves an equal repro-
bation from the members on both sides of the House.

Mr. SCRIVER. I must regret that while the hon.
gentleman was calling the attention of the House to the
article of the Mail, he did fnot at the same time call its
attention to the same statement which was made in the
correspondence of the Montreal Gazette, and extend to the
statement in that paper an equally emphatic contradiction
to that which he bas given to the statement in the Toronto
paper.

Mr. BLAKE. AsthefHouseknowsveiywell, itis not my
custom te notice newspaper attacks; and on this occasion I
would not have made an exception of that custom ; but as
my hon. friend has spoken on this subject as became him,
I think'I may in ene word thank him for the language he
has used. * He and those with whom he acts have been
opponents of mine for a great many years. We have not
learned te agree with one another in opinion, but I trust
that we have learned mutually to respect one another, and I
should regard it as entirely beneath the sense et honour
which ought to belong to any member of this House to
suppose for one moment that he would be open to such
overtures or suggestions as the article which my
hon. friend has just read, speaks of having been
made; and if I had thought that the hon. member
and his compatriots had fallen se low as to be
capable of being se approached, I should have had
too much regard for my own honour to meddle in sncb a way
with such persons. So, on both sides, it is éntirely impossi-
ble that this could have happened. It is true, as the organ
has said, there has been a base but unsuccessful conspiracy
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-and, as the bon. member for Huntirgdon (Mr. Scriver)
says, it bas now extended te the Montreal Gazette -to con.
found in a common dishonour the humble individual who
now addresses you and the Conservative mombers from the
Province of Quebec.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. [ shall only say, in addi.
tion te what has been already said in this matter, that I can,
of course, vouch, beyond the possi bility of a doubt, that there
has been no unconstitutional or improper pressure brought
upon the Government by those gentlemen who have been
alluded te from the Province of Quebec. Some of them,
in the exercise of their privileges, and I have no
doubt, te other members of the Government, and
their d u ties, have statel te me, certain matters
which they thought, as representatives from. Quebec,
they ought te press upon the Government; but
that there was anything like a bargain or improper sug.
gestion, anything like force, moral or immoral, ii directly
untrue and erroneous. I will alto .ay, in reference te my
colleague, who was alluded te in thua article, that his con.
duct is unexceptional in every possible way. Hie is now
my colleague, Sir, and I hope will long remain se. And I
would say, Sir, as his offer of his resignation has been
alluded to in the press, it has been froin personal motives
altogether, not in the most remote dogrea connected with-
the Rosolutions before the Hlouse. I regretted very much
that ho did so, and almost refused te prosent bis proffer of
bis resignation te the Governor- General; and after expla-
nations between him and myself, he bas withdrawn his
resignation and he stands a member of the Government as
ho bas done ever since he bas joined it.

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:15 o'clock a m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

THUESDAY, 21st February, 1884.

The SPEAKERa took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCE D.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time --

Bill (No. 96) te amend the Law of Evidence in Criminal
cases.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

Bill (No. 97) te amend the Criminal Law, and te declare
it a misdemeanor te leave unguarded and exposed holes,
openings, &c., eut in the ice on any. navigable or frequented
water.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

Bill (No. 9b) te amend the law with reference te pro-
cedure in criminal cases and the duties of Justices of the
Peace out of Sessions in relation te persons charged with
indictable offences.-(Mr. Robertson, flamilton.'

Bill (No. 99) te consolidate and amend the Acts for the
more speedy trial of persons charged with felonies and
misdemeanors in the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec and
Manitoba.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

MR. SMLTH'S SERVICES IN THIE MILITIA
DEPARTMENT.

Mr. CAM ERON (Middlesex) enquired, Whether H. Smith,
of Cobourg, was in the employment of the Militia Depart-
ment at any time between the lst of July, 1883, and the lt
of January, 1884; if se, in what capacity; if in more than
one capacity, the nature of his employment in each capacity,
and the length of time, and his salary or emolament in
each ?
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Mr. CARON. The services of Major H. Smith, are as'
follows:- He was appointed Lieutenant of the Cobourg
Rifle Company, on the 16th March, 1866; Adjutant of the
40th Battalion on the 5th of October, 166; Brigade-Major
in District No. 3, from the 12th January, 1872, to the 1si
of May, 1876, at a salary of $800, with 88 efficient company
allowance. Ie was reappointed Adjutant of the 40th
Batta lion on the it11h August, 1882; with pay of $3 per day
and allowances of rations and lodging. lie was attached
to a regular regiment at Halifax for three months prior to
bis appointment as Captain in the Infantry School Corps.
Be is stationed at Toronto.

ASSUMPTION OF WHARVES AND PIERS BY THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

Mr. DAVIES, in the absence of Mr. KING, enquired, Is
it the intention of the Government to take over all or any
of the wharves and piers of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick, and to refund to the Local Governments of these Pro.
vinces the moneys laid out by them on these wharves or
piers since Confederation ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Government has come
to no decision in this matter.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Mr. BLAKE enquired,. What is the Government En-
gineer's estimate of the cost of construction of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway from the summit of the Rocky Moun-
tains to ] amloops? What is the estimated distance? What
is the estimated cost of equipment ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Chief Engineer's esti-
mate of the cost of construction from the summit of the
Rocky Mountains to Kamloops, is 812,000,000; rolling
stock $800,000, making altogether $12,800,000, which pro-
vides also for rolling stock sufficient for the line from the
crest of the Rocky Mountains to Port Moody.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, What is the Government Engi-
neer's estimate of the cost of construction of the remainder
of the Canadian Pacific Railway on the Lake Superior and
Nipissing divisions ? Wnat is the estimated cost of con-
structing the heavy section of from 95 to 100 miles? What
is the estimated cost of equipment ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The Chief Engineer's esti-
mate of the cost of construction on the Canadian Pacifie
Railway on the Lake Superior and Nipissing divisions, 450
miles, including all the work donc hitherto, is $16,300,000,
rolling stock, $9%>ti,000, making together $17,200,000. The
Chief Ergineer's estimate of the cost of constmcting the
heavy section of the road, from. 5 to 100 miles, is $7,400,000.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman will notice that I
asked specially for the cost of the remainder of the Lake
Superior and Nipissing divisions, exclusive of that already
constructed.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. If the hon. gentleman will
allow the question to stand, I will supplement my answer
by that information to-morrow.

Mr. BLAKE. The question need not stand, but the hon.
gentleman eau let me have the present information and
give the other to-morrow.

Mr. BLAKE enquired, Is it the intention to run the
Canadian Pacific Railway steamers next season from Owen
Sound? If so, are they to touch regularly at Algoma
Mills ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I would say, that it is not yet
quite determined from what point these steamers will run
during the present season.

Mr. CAMERoN (Middlesex).

LIQUOR LICENSE ACT OF 1883.

Mr. KIRK enquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment to provide for the salaries of Commissioners and
other expenses incurred in carrying out the provisions of
the Liquor License Act of 1883, in districts where the
License Fund will be insofficient to meet the same ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That matter is under
the consideration of the Government, and a measure will be
brought down on the subject.

CARRYING DANGEROUS WEAPONS.

Mr. McMULLEN enquired, Whether a Justice of the
Peace is authorized to empound a pistol, carried on the
person, in the event of committal under chapter 30, of 40th
Victoria ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is a question of law
which I do not think the Government should be called
upon to answer.

PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE,

Mr. SPEAKER. Before calling the Orders of the Day, I
wish to state that since the last sitting of the House, I have
looked into the practice relative to members in the Cham-
ber being called upon to vote, and 1 do not find any recorded
instance of that kind since Confederation. Prior to that
date, the practice seems to be well ustablished, that a memb(r
who is in the Chamber can be called on to vote, and must
vote unless he bas a direct pecuniary interest in the ques-
tion upon which the vote is taken, or unless ho is excused
fromi voting by the House, in which case a resolution should
bo proposed aid recorded on the Minutes. I think in future,
perhaps, it would bo well that that rule should be adhered
to.

Mr. BLAKE. I think it was well, Mr. Speaker, that
you have made this announcement, and I have no
doubt it is in accordance with parliamentary law. Of
course thore is one difficulty which arises from a strict
observance ol this rule, and one upon which we should
have a clear understanding, and that is with reference to
the question of pairs. In England, from which we obtain
our parliamentary practice, any member who is in the
Chamber ut the time of voting cannot excuse himself by de-
claring that he has paired; consequently, the only mode in
which a pair can be made available is by a membur absent.
ing himself from the Chamber. If we are to adopt the
modification which practice has created on this subject, of
course that is a question for the House to consider, and
there is no doubt that it is onïy by our practice, and by ob-
jection not being taken, that the validity of an excuse for
not voting by pairing bas remained up to this Lime. I
merely take this opportunityof saying that perhaps it would
be as well to come to a clear understanding on thé subject,
else there might be some confusion when a member is called
upon to vote, as it might be held that it would be no excuse
or him to refrain from voting, that he had paired.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD No doubt the hon. gen-
tleman has spoken correctly with regard to the practice in
England, because pairing is recognized in England as well
as here, but here a member is bound to absent himself if he
bas paired. 1 am not at all sure whether their practice is
the botter one. In the English Parliament the pairing goes
on and the pairs are announced, as arranged by the whips,
the next morning-that Mr. so and so, has paired with Mr.
so and so. It occurs to me that if an hon. gentleman has
paired, it is infimitely more satisfactory, if he be called upon
to vote, that he should up and say that he had paired.
I think it is a great deal botter if a man has paired that he
should state so from his place, so that his constituents may
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know that though'his vote does not appear in the division,
he bas not neglected his duty, because he bas pairel with a
gentleman who bas a different view on a particular ques-
tion.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That has been our practice.

Mr. BLAKE. There is one respect in which the Etglish
practice is more satisfactory than ours, and that is, that when
a member pairs there, the statement that he has paired
includes also the fact as to what question, and what side of
a question, ho has paired for or against. You find that
those particulars are stated, and you know therefore
the mode in which the hon. gentleman would have voted
I remember an occasion on which the hon. gentleman
paired with a late colleague of his, Sir George Cartier,
and no one could find out which way he would have voted;
and until the hon. member for Laval (fr. Ouimet) moved
his Bill the other day, there always existed some doubt as
to what were the sentiments of the hon. gentleman and those
of his colleague, Sir George Cartier, on that question.
Therefore, I would suggest this amendment-that when any
hon. gentleman is called upon to vote and excuses himself
on the ground that he bas paired with an hon. gentleman,
he should state the way in which ho would have voted had
ho not paired.

Mr. SPEAKER. There might be some rule established
from this time in this way-that when an hon. member
declares that ho bas paired with another member, it shall be
recorded in the Minutes that ho has paired with somo bon.
member for or against the motion.

RETURNS.

. Mr. PLATT. Before the Orders of the Day are taken up,
I wish to enquire of the whereabouts of a certain return or-
dered in the early part of last Session, in reference to the
carrying of mails in Prince Edward County. The Secretary
of State's Report mentions this return as having been pre-
sented to the House under the beading, " Synopsis of re-
turns presented to the House of Comnions in 1883," and I
have been unable to ascertain where it is. It is statel to
have been presented to the House on May 22nd, before the
close of last Session.

Mr. SPEAKER. I understand from the Clerk that while
that return is mentioned in the report of the Secretary of
State, as having been presented, we have no record of its
having been presented here.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I understand that the report is in
error, and I will look into the matter.

Mr. BLAKE. I desire to call attention to the returns
that were laid on the Table in response to an Address of the
House about four weeks ago with referenco to the office of
High Commissioner. I mentioned once or twice that it was
my intention to invite the attention of the House to the
position of the hon. Minister of Itailways and of the High
Commissioner, and I desired this information for the pur-
pose of aequainting the House with the facts that were
material to a discussion of the question ; and I called
the hon. gentleman's attention to the fact that it was ex-
tremely inconvenient that there should be any delay in pre-
senting the information demanded. The Address was
moved and granted on the 25th of Januaiy. It took just
four weeks to bring down the return, which consists of a
portion of one page of paper, containing a copy of an Order
in Council recommending the appointment of Sir Charles
Tupper as the successor to Sir Alexander Galt, and that is
ail that is brought down. The Address, howe:er, required
copies of all Orders in Council, correspondence, commis-
sions, and instructiocs, touching the appointment of the
present ligh Commissioner, touching the discharge of the

duties of the Minister of Railways during his absence
in England as High Commissioner, and touching the dis-
charge of the duties of the High Commissioner during his
absence in Canada as Minister of Railways. '[ho Order
in Council orders that a commission shall issue, but
no commission is brought down; there is no answer
to that part of the Address at all. The only
communication brought down is that in compliance with
the request contained in an Address to the louse of
Commons, a copy of the Order in Council is transmitted.
If there was nothing else to be brought down, I understand
i t to be the usual course and the only respecttul course, tha
there should bo a statement from the proper officer that
there are no papers ans wering the demand of the Address. If
there have been no commissions, no correspondence, no
instructions, we ought to know it; we do not know it
because there is no statement one way or the other; and
this paper is manifestly an improper return. O1 the same
day an Order of the flouse of Commons was passed, " tor
copies of all correspondence relating to any paymentu,
claims or allowances on any account whatever in respect of
the office of ligh Commissioner, not already brought down,
and separate statements, in detail, with dates and sums of
ail payments made on any such accounts in respect of th)

office, during its tenure by Sir A. T. Galt, and by the pro-
sent incumbent respectively, and an estimate, in detail, of
ail sums payable on any such accoonts, up to this date, and
yet unpaid; also for copies of correspondence as to the letting
of a residence for the High Commissioner, and statement of
the t rms and of the sums payable for rent, taxes and other
charges in respect ofsuch residence and the date of the letting."
The only answer to that return is a letter from the Auditor-
General, enclosing two papers, one of which gives in some
detail, though not with the dates that are material, soma of
the payments made during the tenure of the office by Sir
A. T. Galt. The other paper gives a sta:ement of the pay-
ments made during the tenure of the (Iffice by Sir Charles
Tupper. It is this: I 1883-84-removed expenses of Sir
Charles Tupper, per account of the 2 lst September, 1883,
$636," without any date of the payment at ail; " Bank of
Montreal, London-credit choque of High Commissioner,
$3,893 33," without any date of the payment, without the
letter of credit, or any details of the payments whieh were
made in respect of that cheque. There is no statement here
at all, that I can find, of payments that I am informed were
made during the tenure of office by Sir A. T Galt by the
Department of Agriculture and Immigration to that gentle-
man. I think that some of the reports indicated, and my
information is that such pa ments were made. This Ad.
dress asks for statements in detail, with dat s of ail pay-
ments, claims or allowances, on any aceount whatever, and
theie is no statement of this, although, unless I am
grievously misinformed, such payments were made in respect
to the Department of Immigration, and I presume from the
general account we have received, as to the discharge of the
duties by the present Minister, some such paymenits have
been made during his incumbency of office as fHigh Com-
missianer. There is nothing stated to show that there are
any sums accruing, due, and yet unpaid, and if there are
any, we want an account of them. The Address called also
for copies of correspon.dence, and there is no answer to that.
Perhaps there is no correspondence, but we want to know if
thore is. Inasmuch as the Order in Council appointing Sir
Charles Tupper High Commissioner, declares that his travel-
ling expenses will be paid in the saine manner as those of
Sir Alexander Galt, and inasmuch as it appears by the
paper before me that during Sir Alexander Galt's incumb.
ency, the gross suin for house rent, fuel, and other con.
tingencies, was ordered to ho paid by Order in Council, the
payment of Sir Charles Tapper's expenses wa, no d ubt,
ordered in the saine way, and I think that paper should be
brought down, as it will indicate the mode and principle on
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which such payments were made. I trust we shall have
full information at the earliest possible moment.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The usual practice, when
a return is moved for, is to send to the Department where
the permanent officers prepare it, and it is then looked over
by the Minister presenting it, to see that it satisfies the
requirements of the House. In this case it is obvious the
returns are altogether imperfect, and we will see that the
full return is supplied.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think the practice is to send
returns to the Secretary of State in the first place, and
is to see that they are all supplied.

all
he

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The practice is certainly
that all returns are sent by the officer of this House to· the
Secretary of State, who looks over them and sends them to
the proper Department. Sometimes, as in this case, a
return may reqiire t> go to more than one Departrent,
and it is likely the hon. Secretary of State, or his officers,
sent this to the Minister of Finance, and was not aware
that the Department of Agriculture was in any way con
nected with it. Therefore, there was no demand made on
that Department.

Sir LEONARDTILLEY. Ihave justreceived a note saying
that an hon. member of this louse bas called the attention
of the Auditor-General to the fact that the returns of the
details of expenditure were not complote, and the Auditor.
General said ho would have, as soon as possible, supple-
mentary roturns farnished and sent to the Department of
the Secretary of Stato.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. A return was asked for
last year in the matter of timber licenses which appears not
to have been brought down. Will the hon. First Minister
take a note of this ?

. Mr. BLAKE. I find that a great portion of the delay
which takes place in printing returns arises from the fact
that they have been delayed after they were ready for pre-
sentation. I do not charge the Secretary of State with the
delay because ho may bave delivered the return to the
proper Minister, but a very considerable portion of the
delay is caused after the returns are ready for presentation.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. At the opening of this Session the
Department of the Secretary of State sent a circular to each
of the public Departments, stating what reports bad not
been answered, and the returns, as recoived, wero sent
forthwith, with the exception of two or three papers that
have been lying on my table from the beginning of this
Pacifie Railway question. None of those reports have been
left standing in the Departments any one day.

Mr. DAVIES. I would ask when I may expect to get a
return of the reports of the steamboat inspectors.

Mr. McLELAN. I will see that they are propared and
brought down.

FRAUD IN SALE OF PATENT RIGHITS.

Mr. MULOCK moved the third reading of Bill (No. 26)
for the better prevention of fraud in connection with the
sale of patent rights.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not object to the
third reading of the Bill, although I agree to it with a good
deal of hemitation. It has been strongly impressed upon me
that the sale of these frandulent patert bas becoma a crying
nuisance and is a case for special legislation. I regret very
much that these frauds have been so extensive as to require
special legislation.

Bill read the third time.
Mr. BLAKE.

RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

Mr. MULOCK, in moving the se3ond reading of the Bill
(No. 52) further-to amend the Consolidated Railway Act,
1879, said: the first clause of the Bill is as follows:-

"In any cage where a railway is constructed acrosa or along any pub-
lic highway, on the level, it shall not be lawfal for any railway com-
pany wilfaily to permit any, or any portion of any engine, tender or car
belonging tg or then used by such company, to stand on any part of
such highway for a longer period than two minutes at one time."

As I understand the position of railway companies at the
present time, in respect to this mode of working their rail.
ways, they are entitled to construct and to maintain their
linos upon the public highways, across and along them; along
the highways, of course, with the sanction of the munici-
palities. They are entitled by their general powers to cross
with their trains, and, so far as may be deemed necessary to
obstruct the highways by allowing their trains to stop upon
the crossings. It appears to me that railway companies
have abused this power, and have, to a large extent, come
to a conclusion that they can utilize the public highways as
long as they may deer it necessary to have their trains
standing on such crossings. Ido not think the evil is local, but,
that throughout the whole country, railways now obstruct
highways just so long as it suits them. Moreover, whilst they
are apparently endeavouring to consult the convenience of
the public, I think they consult it, but to a partial
extent. It is usual in some parts of the country for rail-
ways to open their freight trains, whore they are standing
for a length of time near crossings, but they do not open
them suffiiently wide to enable vehicles to pass through
with absolute safety. They merely make a narrow opening
between their box cars, and the public run the risk of
danger both from the cars closing upon them when they are
passing through, and from horses taking fright by being
compelled to pass too close to these frightening objects.
Accordingly, it appeared to me proper that, where trains are
eut in two in this way, they should stand entirely off the high-
way, and the public should have the full use of their own high-
way-in fact, that the publie should not be compelled to
provide yard roo- for the railways. The objet of the
second section of the Bill is to give a wider definition to the
word "village," as used in Sections 76 and 77 of the Con-
solidated Railway Act of 1879. Sections 76 and 77 of the
Consolidated Act of 1879 provide that "no locomot've
or railway engine shall pass in or through any thickly
peopled city, town or village at a speed greater than six
miles per hour, unless the track is properly fenced." It
has been held by the enurts that this restriction on speed
does not apply where the lino is through a village that is
not incorporated. Of course, I presume that what the
Legisiature aimed at was that, where there was a thickly
peoplod portion of the country, whether incorporated or
unincorporated, certain safeguards should be adopted,
namely: either fencing the lino or the reduction of speed,
but it has been held that this term "village" is used in its
technical sense of an incorporated village. It appears to
me that it is proper to give it the wider signification, and
that the truc roason for limiting the speed should be the
character of the neighbourhood, not the circumstance
whether it is incorporated or unincorporated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We have no objection to
the second reading of the Bill if the hon. gentleman pro-
poses to send it to the Committee on Railways. The
period of two minutes seems to be very short, and I think
the railway company should be heard in the Railway Com-
mittee as to the first clause ; and, as to the second clause,
it is very bard to define where an unincorporated village
begins and where it ends. Some villages are very strag-
gling. For instance, in the Province of Quebec, you see a
long line of houses for miles, built so close together that
they may be called a village. The heart of it, where there
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are two or three houses together, is generally called the
village, and there must be some means of ascertaining
where the village ends and the country begins. That, of
course, can be considered in the Railway Committee.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes, Sir, but it might
be as well that there should be a little expression of oinion
on the point to which my hon. friend bas alluded. hiost of
us know, by unpleasant personal experience, that the Rail-
way Company do habitually interfere with the convenience,
and often with the safety of the publie, by their habit of
keeping their trains for very long periods of time standing
across a frequented highway. I can state, from my own
personal knowledge, that I bave again and again and again,
seen railway trains standing for twenty minutes and moi e
across a street whicb, I suppose, would be traversed, in the
ordinary courseof things, by at least 100 vehicles in that time.
Therefore, my hon. friend has done good service in calling
attention to the habitual infraction of the ordinary rights
of passengers on ordin;ary highways by the railways. As
to the time he bas fixed, whether it should be two minutes
or not, that is a proper subject for consideration by the
Railway Committee, but there is no doubt that the
companies do abuse the power granted to them in crcss-
ing public highways in cities to a very great extent.
I think the members of the House who were on the
Railway Committee can testify, as I can, to this flact.

Mr. FARROW. I can testify as well as the hon. gentle-
man from South Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) that
under the present law the public suffergroat inconvenience.
About one mile west of a little town in my county thero is
what they call a ' Y ". There is a publie road crossing the
railway, and the freight trains stop there across that road
sometimes from ten minutes to three-quarters of an hour.
W hen people make representations to mon in charge of the
trains, they can get no satisfaction. The train mon are above
ail law and ail authority. I shall go beart and soul for the
support of that Bill.

Mr. O'BRIEN. If there is one fault to be found with this
Bill it is that it does not go far enough. Speaking on be-
half of the farmers of the country, I say that the way they
are treated by railway corporations is most disgraceful.
There is not a single country pretending to have civilized
governments where the public submit to such exactions
and conduet from railway compamues, as they do in
Canada. Why, in England they would not permit a rail-
way to cross the smallest road where there is the least pos-
sible amount of traffic, unless they constructed a bridge or
sub-way. Now, it seems to me that in this country the
public put up with a degree of ill-treatment from corpora-
tions of aIl descriptions that is simply astounding. Where
I live there is a railway crossing in the village or Allandale
on the Northern Railway. There is not a day in the year
when life and property are not in danger from that crossing,
and it is a matter for wonder that there are not more acci-
dents. There is another crossing in my county where
there is a considerable amount of traffic, and nobody
can pass on that crossing without incurring a
certain amount of danger. Accidents have occurred
and accidents will occur, but the public seem to
care nothing about it. It is nobody's busine-s to take up
the matter, and so they continue to suffer. It seems to me
the proper way to deal with this question is to reverse the
policy of the Railway Consolidation Act; and, instead of
railways being required to make bridges only when they are
asked to do so, or when they are called upon to do so by the
Railway Committee, the Act ought to compel them to make
bridges, or sub-ways over ail roads, unless they are specially
exempted from doing so. That is the proper course for the
country to pursue. In my own neighborhood there is net a
day wnen life and property are not in danger from the
actions of the railway company. Considering the extent

to which this country is subsidising railway companies,
the least thing the farmers ofthis country, who are the most
interested, and the general travelling public who drive along
the roads, have a right to ask, is that the Government insist
upon these com panies taking measures which will make it
safe for people to cross their railways. I hope the
hon. Minister of Railways will take the matter
!nto consideration. He cannot do less, under exist-
ing circumstances, in view of the great increase of travel,
the great increase in the number of trains, and the great
privileges and assistance that railway companies are getting
from this country. The least the Governmont can do is to
alter, to reverse, our present pohîcy, and, instead of making
it incu abent on them to put bridges only where they are
required to do so, they should be compelled to put bridges
in ail cases unless they are specially exempted.

Bili read the second time.

MARITIME COURT OF ONTARIO.

Mr. ALLEN moved the second reading of Bill (No. 70) to
extend the jurisdiction ot the Maritime Court of Ontario.

Mr. DAVIES. There is a provision in this Bill that I
think ought not to be adopted ; I refer to the
clause which prescribes that a ship shall be
liable to attachment for cost of ropairs, or supplies
furnished to the ship, when the owner resides in the same
Province. This to introduce a now principle altogether,
that whether the owner resides in the Province or not,
proceedings may be taken in rem against the ship for
supplies furnished. I do not think it is in the power of this
Parliament to apply the principle to otber Provinces. You
cannot supersede the jurisdiction of Vice Admiralty Courts,
which derive theirjurisdiction from Imperial logislation, and
add the principle of this Bill quoad the Ontario Courts. You
have one law in Ontario, and one law in Queboc. Besides,
the principle is not sound. I do not see why a ship chandler,
or other person who supplies goods to a ship, should not
rely upon the credit of the owner, if the owner is in the
Province; why he should have a right to attach the ship by
proceedings in rem against it. Such a principle bas never
been introduced into Imperial legislation. I think it is
calculated to oporate unjustly against the owners of ships if
it is applied here, and the hon. gentlemen promoting the
Bill has given no reasons for it.

Mr. LISTER. The hou. gentleman who has just
addressed the House comes from the Maritime Provinces.
H1e objects to this Bill because it is not in accordance with
tho English law. Now, Sir, I simply wish to state to the
House that the Aaritime Act now in force in Ontario, is
based on the Maritime law of Etigland. That law provides
that where the owner of any vessel bas made repairs, or bas
purchased supplies for his vessel, and ho lives within the
country, there is no maritime lion. I have not heard the .
hon. gentleman give any good reason why a vessel belong-
ing to this country, and the owner of which resides in this
country, should escape the responsibility of a lien. Why
should there be a lien against a foreign vessel for its sup-
plies and repairs and no lien against a home vessel ? This
matter has been before the United States Congress, and a
special committee made a very voluminous report. That
report states that there is no reason at ail why a home
vessel should be treated differontly from a foreigu vessel.
These vessels are often in ports where the owners are not
known, where the responsibility of the owners is not
known. They require repairs, they require goods te be
furnished, in order to complote their voyage; they require
repairs on account of disasters in the lakes, probably, and
it is as much in the interests of the vessel owners
themselves as it is in the interests of the people who
.urnish the supplies, that this law should be enforced.
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I do not understand why the Maritime law should not give
complete protection to people who do repairs, and sup-
plying necessaries, the owner of the vessel obtains the value
of the repairs and necessaries. Why is it that in our own
country, and in regard to vessels belonging to our own
people, persons furnishing supplies have to look to the
owners for payment, whereas, in the case of vessels belong-
ing to a foreign country or owned outside of this Province,
those furnishing supplies have a lien on the vesse] ? There
is no reason for that distinction. Our law provides, that
seamen's wages, charges for towage and certain other
charges shall form a lien against the vessel, no matter
whether it belongs to this country, or a foreign country.
Why the law should stop there, has always been a mystery
to me. It is in the interest of the vessel owner, and cer-
tainly it is in the interest of those furnishing supplies, that
the vesse] should be responsible for what she gets. Taking
this view of the case, I trust the Bill introduced by the hon.
memter for North Grey (Mr. Allen) will receive the con-
sideration of the House, and that ut this early stage it will
not be rejected, because after full discussion it witl appear
that the reasons why this Bill should become law are so
substantial and good the House will ultimately pass it. It
is not necessary at this early stage of the Bill that I should
enter at length into the reasons why it should be placed on
the Statute Book, suffiee it to say that there are persons who
supply vessels from one end of the country to the other who
know to their cost the defect in the present law, and who
hold that if a vessel receives supplies or has repairs done, it
is only just that the vessel should be held responsible. The
hon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) urges the old reason
against this measure, that because it is not the law in Eng-
land it should not be the law here. That is no valid reason,
however, why the Bill should not be passed. The United
States has a Maritime law, and every country which has a
marine should have a Maritime law, because it is the only
way of adjusting claims between claimants and owners. In
the United States they have changed the law, making it
different from the law of Englani and providing that ves-
fels themselvas shall be responsible for the repairs or sup-
plies furnished them. I cannot understand why there should
be any distinction betweon supplies and repairs, and any
other lien so far as the responsibility of the vessel itself is
concerned. I trust the Bill will receive a second reading
and that when it comes up again the House will have an
opportunity of discussing its merits.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). I hope the Bill of the hon.
member for North Grey will receive a second reading and
meet with the approbation of the flouse. I quite agree
with the views expressed by the hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Lister). I have bad a little personal experience in
carrying out the Maritime Act of Ontario, and it is a greut
inconvenience that vessels coming from a long distance
ahould be allowed to obtain supplies and repairs, that work-
men should be employed, and these men be deprived of
their pay. It is not always an easy matter, for reasons
which will suggest themselves to the minds of hon. mem-
bers, to obtain payment from the owners. On a search
being made at the port where the vessel is registered, it is
perhaps found that the vessel belongs to some persons whom
no one ex pected owned her, or that a mortgage exists. I
am satisfied that great hardship occurs on account of the
lack of a law of this kind. There is a certain law on the
American side of the great lakes and rivers, and a different
law on the Canadian side, and difficulty arises in conse-
quence. If we had a similiar law it would be a great im
provement. I was surprised that the hon. member for
Queen's, who is a distinguished law reformer, should object
to the Bill mainly because it is not the law in England. I
think he should have taken very much higher ground.

Mr. LiTERc.

Mr. DAVIES. The hon. gentleman misunderstood my
remarks. I said that the law in England governed in the
case of the Maritime Provinces, and you have no power to
sue in the Vice-Admiralty Cour. under the provisions of the
proposed Act. You will thus have one law in one Province
and a different law in an adjoining Province, and I think
that is not right.

Mr. PATTERSON. I accept the hon. member's expla-
nation. A Session or two ago the Minister of Justice
announced that lie would bring this question under the
notice of the Imperial Government with a view to having a
uniform Act for the wnole D)minion. IL would be interest-
ing to know what has been the result of the correspondence.
I admit the hon. member for Queen's is correct in regard to
the law in the Maritime Provinces; but in Ontario we are
under the Ontario Act, and my experience, and the
experience of the hon. member for Lambton, are identical in
this matter, and I shall be very hapy to do anything in my
power to further the Bill of the hon. mamber for North Grey.

Sir JOEN A. MACDONALD. Tvwo hon. members have
stated that they approve of the principle of the Bill, and
hope it will go to a second reading, and be afterwards dis-
cussed on its merits. That is an unparliamentary practice;
the discussion should take place on the second reading. I
have not had an opportunity of discussing this Bill with the
Minister of Justice. Now that the attention of hon. mein-
bers has been called to it, I think the sec ,nd reading had
better stand over, as we ought not to give it a second read-
ing and affirm the principle unless the House is fully
satisfied as to the merits of the Bill. I repeat that the
attention of the Ilouse having been called to the Bill, its
merits having been spoken to very shortly, and perhaps,
not quite satisfactorily, it is do-irable that the second read-
ing should stand over. I thierefore move that the debate be
adjourned.

Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned.

CUSTOMS OFFICIALS IN INVERNESS
NOVA SCOTIA.

COUNTY,

Mr. CAIERON (Inverness), in moving for copies of all
petitions and correspondence relative to the necessity of
increasing the number of Customs officiais at Cheticamp,
Mabou, Port Hood, Whycocomah, West Bay, and Hawkes-
bury, Inverness, Nova Scotia, said : In moving this
motion I desire to say a few words in order to show the
reason why I intend to ask for the papers and correspondence
referred to. At the outset I may assure this House that 1,
as a representative of the Island of Cape Breton, occupy a
very peculiar and uncomfort.ible position in this House. I
find that, to a large extent, I receive no particular sy mpa hy
from the representatives of Nova Scotia proper. But I
might as well at this stage, state once for ail, the peculiar
position that not only I, but all the representatives from
the Island of Cape Breton, occupy in this House. Years ago,
Sir, just after Confederation, the subject of better terms for
Nova Scotia occupied a very prominent position in the
minds of the people of that Province, and among them,
myself. At that Lime I had the pleasure of writing a letter
to the Hon. Sir John Rose, on that subject. I now propose
to read it, as it will place before the people of this Dominion
the exact position which I occupied on that question at that
time. It was as follows:-

'àia JoHN Rosi "MBoU. 21st January, 1869.

" DaÂR Si,-I observe that Hon. Joseph Howe and Kr. McLelan have
left this Province to meet you at Portland, in order to setLle, it pos-
sible, the Nova Scotis tilffi:ulty. I, therefore, beg leave to call your
attention to the necessity of considering t'ie etaims of the Island of
Cape Breton, in any modifications which may be made in the Union
scheme. Nova ocotia has its railrods and other advantages, for
which this Island had, since its annexation to Nova Seotia, been heavily
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taied. This Island is larger than Prince Edward's, had its own Gov-
ernment in its day, and is as ponulous and of more importance to the
Dominion than Prince Edward's Island. Nova Scotia boveroments
bad alwaye, previous to Confederation, neglected this Island, St
Peter's Canal being the only offset to all the Nova Scotia public works,

Shjich cost over nine millions of money. lit Prince Edward's Island
ores into the Union, it nust be under much more favourable te mi

than Cape Breton, which is much more important in its natural
resources. The local requirem nts of this Island will b- neglected by
all Local Governments, for the want of that influence which numerical
strength in representation always commando.

" Justice would give this Island the same terms in the Confederacy
which Piince Edward Island shall obtain, with its fixed number or'
Senators, ana consideration as a separate Colony, t Yen without a Local
Government, which ensures several advantages to that Colony, if, or
when confederated. Unless somethiug of ttat kind be done for Cape
Breton, modification t> satisfy Nova Scotia proper, may not better our
condition in the slightest degree. Hoping that those few earnest hints
will atiract your influential attention, to the requirements of over
eighty thousaud people, dragged into the Union against their will, of
whomu many are daily enigrating to the neighbouring republic.

''I bave the honcur to be, dear Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

" H. CAMICRON, K.P."
To that letter I received the foliowing reply :-

" OTTAWA, 3Oth January, 1869.
"Mr DAit SIa,-I aM in receipt of your note of the 20th inst. The

observations contained in it I have read with much interest. I assure
you I am not insensible to the isolated position of Cape Breton, and I
hope that the arrangements which we hmve now concluded with Mr.
Bowe and Mr. Mcelan wll place at the disposai or tbe Local Govern-
ment ample means fdr assisting the services to which you refer. These
arrangements are sub.tantially that Nova Scotia cines in with a debt
of $1, 100,00o more under the Union, and receives about $90,000 a year
for ten years, besides other collateral advantages.

" Mr. Howe and Mr. McLelan are entirely satisfied with the conclusion
at which we have arîived, and it will place Nova Scotia in a position of
financial ease that will enble her to meet all local requirements both
as respects steamboat service and roads and bridges.

" i ave spoken to Mr. Howe on the subject of your letter-he goes
down immediately to Nova Scotia-and the statement which he will be
able to make ought, I think, to be satisfactory to even the most exacting.

' You will readily see, that however much truth there may be in the
statement you make of the claims of Cape Breton as a part from Nova
Scotia proper, that we have no power to alter the constitutional
arrangements under the Union Act, or to coneider the Island other than
an integial part of the Province. But I shall be glad to discuss all
these matters with you when you come up fur the session, which will
probably be about the end of àarch.

" Believe me to be,
" Very faithfully yaurs,

"JOHIN Rosc."
"H. CAmERoN, Esq.,

" Mabou, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia."

Ovei fifteen years have elapsed since that time, and I regret
to say that my anticipations have been fully realized, and
notwithstanding the tact that a large amount of money has
since that time been placed at the disposai of the Local
Governments, not even one dollar of that large amount has
been expended on the Island of Cape Breton. It may be
said, that we have no right to complain here, that it ils
cowardly to attack the Local Governments who are not here
to defend themselves. But, Sir, as I occupy the position of'
a representative of the Island of Cape Breton, I shall not
hesitate to complain of the conduct of the Local Govern-
mente in Nova Seotia whenever I feel that they have
failed to discharge every part of their duty, in aiding and
assisting Cape Breton when necessary. Now, Sir, at that
time I only advocated that Cape Breton should have a fair
consideration in the Confederacy-such a consideration as
Prince Edward Ibland bad to obtain before she would accept
the Union. Althoug;h we do not yet, in Cape Breton, atsk
for the same consideration that Prince Edward Island bas
received, I may as well now, once for ail, tell this House
that the day is fast coming when the people of Cape Breton,
unless their services are attended to more satisfactorily than
heretofore, particularly by the Local uovernment, will ask
for Home Rule. Over $3,000,000 have been expended in
Nova Scotia proper since Confederation upon railways, and
notwithstanding that we make claims bere for subsidies
from the Dominion, we complain the Local Government
in Nova Scotia failed to give us any aid
whatever for railway purposes. I may be informed

by members from Nova Scotia that ail possible aid
has been given for railway extension in Cape Breton.
Leading people who do not know the facto have been led to
believe that they really did expend some money on railways
in Cape Breton. Unfortunately, while the agitation existed
in Nova Scotia for the extension of railways east and west,
Cape Breton was put off with mere promises. But this matter
I sha 1 discuse on a future day. My object to-day is only to
make a statement to this flouse relative to the position which
we in Cape Breton occupy, in order that this House will at
ieast excuse us, when we undertake to press the claims
of that island for more consideration than it has yet received.
We complain that sufficient attention has not yet been
given to other services as well as the railway service on
that island, not the least of which is the protection of the
revenue, particularly in the county of Inverness. For several
years representations have been male to me from ail sec-
tions ot the county with reference to the necessity of pro-
tecting the revenue in various localities in that county, and
years ago as well as lately I have visited the De partment of
Customs and pressed my views upon the Departmont to the
best of my power. While I arn ready to acknowledge tnat
[ received on all occasions the most courteous treatment, I
muet admit that I always failed to convince the Depart-
ment that there was any necessity for further protecting
the revenue on that side of the island of Cape Breton. We
do no complain so much of the amount of smuggling which
is carried on on the coast of that county as we complain
that most of the smuggling is done in ardent spirits. The
county of Inverness is, I believe, one of the most temperate
counties in the Dominion of Canada. 1 believe also that
the temperance advocates in that county are those who
generally complain of the necessity of protecting the
revenue, particularly with the view of preventing this kind
of smugging. The answer I invariably received in
the Department was that the amount of revenue
collected in the county of Inverness did not
justifyr any increase in the expenditure. At firet
sight the objection was reasonable; but my impression
is that the smallness of the revenue is the strongest evidence
on the face of it why the protection to the revenue should
be increased. Notwithstanding ail that, I failed to convince
the Department that there was much necessity for an
increase. I hold that the amountof the imports and exports
in an outiying constituency of the Dominion is not a correct
indication of the quantity of goods consumed in tht con-
stituency. The exports from Nova Seotia in 1883 amounted
to $9,820,332, and the imports to 89,042,017, showing a
balance in favor of Nova Sceotia of 8778,315. The exports
from the whole Island of Cape Breton, as shown by the
trade returns, only amounted to 85S1,005, and the importe
into the whole Island amounted to only $246,358, showing a
balance in favor of the Island of $'334,697. Now, Sir, every
reasonable person on the Island of Cape Breton who knows
anything about the trade of that Islad, must admit that the
imports and the exporte are much larger than they are
shown to be by the trade returns. I contend, and I con-
tend with reason, that the exports from that Island amount
to more than one-fifth of the total exporte from the Prov-
ince of Nova Scotia. It is true, the exports from the Island
are not ail made from the ports of the Island, for Halifax,
which is the principle outport for the productions of the
whole Province of Nova Scotia, exports a part of the pro-
ductions of the Island of Cape Breton. While the trade
returns represent that the exports from Inverness County
amount to only $117.005, I think I can conclusively prove
that the actual exports from that county amount to $880,-
000, or nearly eight times the amount represented by the
trade returns. In order to explain the position more clearly
to the House, t beg to call attention to the importe and
exporte at the various ports of the Island, which were as
follows:-
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Arichat ........... ...................... $
Beddeck .................. .................
Hawksbury..................
Port Hood.................................
Sydney ....... ............
North Sydney...........................

mports.
24,883
16,?92
17,176

903
42.262

144,752

Exports.
$ 33,623

97,926
113,445

3,560
204, 360
128,141

$246,358 $581,055

Now, Sir, the imports into a county depend upon the pur-
chasing power of the people of that county. With the
exception of Prince Edward Island, which is the best agri-
cultural section of this whole Dominion; in that respect the
island of Cape Breton presents as good a fa:e as any other
portion of the Maritime Provinces, and as good a face as
more than one-half of the constituencies of the greater Pro-
vinces. I shall not discuss the productions of the whole
Province but shall briefly refer to those of Cape Breton.
In 1881 Cape Breton produced, as shown by census
returns, 49,468 bushels of wheat; 529,259 bushels of oats;
1,226,842 buahels of potatoes, and 105,825 tons of hay- and
this statement which I have before me gives the production
of all the countiesof the Province. Inverness alone produces
21,854 bushels of wheat, 256,483 bushels of oats, 435,533
buashels of potatoes, 47,816 tons of hay; and from the
said statement, I conclude that the island of Cape
Breton bas comparatively a better agricultural section than
the Province of Nova Scotia, and also that the county of
Inverness is the best agricultural county on the whole
Island-I may even go further and say it is the best in the
whole Province of Nova Scotia. In proportion to its area
and p>pulation, Inverness is the most productive county in
Nova Scotia, and if we had the same railway facilities and
harbours from which to distribute the productions of that
island, it would give encouragement for greater production;
arLd I have no hesitation to say that the production of that
county would be doubled. But the difficulties in the way
of distributing the products of that county are such that the
people are discouraged from producing much more than is
required for home consumption. Ry comparing the statis-
tics of the various counties, I have arrived at the following
conclusion with respect to Inverness. Inverness pro-
daces only a few tons of hay less than the
counties of Richmond, Queen's, Shelburne, and Yarmouth,
and hay is a great index of the productiveness of the soil in
any constituency. Inverness produces 43,471 bushel's of
potatoes more than the counties of Richmond, Guysborough
and Queen's; as mach wheat as Yarmouth, Guysborough,
Shelburne and Queen's; and more oats than Richmond, Guys
boroug, Queen's, Shelburne, Yarmouth, Lunenburg, Anna
polis, Digby and Halifax. Yet, strange to say, nearly all
these counties have a railway and Inverness has not, and
the fact that we are without a railway only proves what, we
could produce if we had such facilities. The exporta of
Nova Sceotia consist largely of fish and I find by the trade
returns that the expoet from Invernes is more than the
average from the whole Province. I have reason to know
that the export of fish from Inverness last year amounted to
over$500,000 and yet the trade returns only allow us
8117,000 for all our exports; but the exports of fish from
Inverness do not show on the trade returns as coming from
the Port of Inverness, but as coming from the port of
Halifax which is the point of distribution. The exports of
cattle from Iuverness amounted to not less than 8: 50,000;
butter, 8100,000; canned beef and mutton $50,000; sheep
$10,000; horses $1(,000; in all $320,0o0, yet the trade returns
only show $117,000, thus misrepresenting the productivenes
of Inverness to the amount of nearly $700,000. Besides the
productiveness as shown by the statistices already quoted I
may refer to othor indications of productiveness in that
county. In 1880, as shown by the census returns, Inverness
had 5,52 horses a greater number than then existed
in any county of the Province 458 working oxen,

Mr. CAXERoN (Inverness),
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29,843 cattle, 45,453 sheep,-or more cattle and
sheep than in any other county-5,573 swine, being
more swine than in any other county; 117,081 pounds
of wool, or more wool than in any other county ; 649,176
lbs. of butter; 153,083 Ibs. of cheese; 9,549 lbs. of flax;
147,211 yards of home made cloth and flannel,-more than
was produced in any other county in the Province; 5,792
yards linens; 3,730 bushel apples,which is small as compared
to the Annapolis Valley I admit; other fruits 913 bushels ;
maple sugar 5,668 lbs. I have given these statistics to show
that the exports and imports of Inverness must be very much
larger than shown by the trade returns; and the same
remark applies to every county on the Island. This was
an old argument used against the Island when we pressed
our claims for publie improvements, but it is an argument
that is very falacious. It riay be asked, is there any smug-
gling ? I am sorry to say thure is, particularly in ardent
spirit;, to a very great extent. In order to show that is
the case I beg to refer to a report in the local paper in our
shire town which is as follows:

" Schooner Baret Tory, of Souris, P. E. I., 59 tons, was seizei in this
harbour on Sunday last, the 16th instant, for violation of the culstoms
laws, in having on board a carro of smuggled goods, corisisting chiefly
of liquors. The vessel anri cargo are now in the hands of the collecto-.
It seems our temperance Finance Minister, has not been more snecessful
in producing a home supply of brandy, rum, whiskey and gin, than he
bas been in that of 'co:ton, sugar and glass-ware,' by his National
Policy for the foregoing article is still being imported."

My object in reading this is to show that, in
that locality, thure is considerab!e smuggliRg, and,
when I assure this House that that is only one
small village of a number of villages in the county, they
must conclude with me that, if a large quantity of
goods bas been taken there, a large quantity is also unfor-
tunately carried to our shores for the purpose of sale in the
other villages. There are not less than six or seven vil-
lages in the county as large as that of Port Hood, and the
want of harbours on the north.west coast of Cape Breton
only encourages the smuggling trade. The trade is not
always, in fact it is very seldom, carried on by our own
people, from the simple fact that our people unfortunately
do not own many vessels, and they do not own many
vessels because they have no harbours on the north side of
the island into which vessela, except of very small tonnage,
can enter. Therefore it is not our own people, as a rale,
that engage in this traffic, but people who find it
a profitable business engage in it, and deluge the country
with liquor, nbarly altogether smuggled liquor. When I
call the attention of the Minister of Customs to the fact that
only $t98, or thereabouts, was collectel for revenue in the
whole County of Inverness, from the Strait of Canso to
Cape North, he must conclude with me that nearly all,
if not all, the liquors used in that county are smuggled,
and I regret to say that that is our experience. Now,
in order to be relieved from such illicit trade, I intend
to call the attention of the Minister of Customs to the
number of officers that, in my humble judgment, is
required in order to protect the revenue in that county
and also the number that it xequired in order to facili-
tate shipping from the various sections in which con-
siderable trade exists. I may inform him at first that in
Cheticamp, where there is a large business done, particularly
in the fish trade, the traders in that locality complain that
they have not a sub-collector of Customs in order that
they may from that port get a clearance for their vessels
and also enter them when necessary, without being put to
the trouble and inconvenience of travelling eighteen or
twenty mile, for the purpose of doing so. At Broad Cove
Marah, where considerable business is done on Margaree
Island and by traders on the shore, a preventive officer is
necessary to prevent smuggling on the shore in that locality,
according to representations repeatedly made to me by
temperance men. At Mabou also, a place where I believe
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the largest business is done of any place in the county, may say that, once for all, I feel that I have discharged my
there is not a preventive officer or a sub-collector. Cor- duty in connection with advocating further protection. I
tainly, a sub-collector is absolutely necessary in that dis- have advocated it now for fifteen years with little or no
trict, in order to protect the revenue, and in order aiso to success. An increase was made, I believe, in 1871, or 1872,
facilitate the shipping from that section, which, in Mabou, but in 1874, owing to the fact, I presume, that few
I am happy to say, is largely on the increase, collections were made in that locality, the officer was dis-
on account of the improvemonts lately made by continued. But the fact that no collections are made in
the Publie Works Department. In former years, and that locality does not argue at all in favour of the discon-
until lately, there was hardly a vessel owned in Mabon. I tinuance; on the contrary it argues in the favour of fur-
am happy to say they own a few vessels there now, and ther protection in the locality. Therefore, I beg to move for
have commenced to build more, so that the necessity of copies of all petitions and correspondence relative to the
having a sub-collector in that district, is great. At Port necessity of increasing the number of Customs officials at
Hood, where I myself have seen two or three hundred Cheticamp, Mabou, Port Hood, Whycocomah, West Bay,
sail from different parts of the Province, and from the and Hawksbury, Inverness, Nova Scotia.
United States as well, anchored, it is necessary to have
more help, to enable the Collector of Customs in that Mr. TAYLOR. I wish to draw the attention of the
district, to discharge his duty efficiently and well. It is hon. Minister'to the fact that we have in the Port of
not only liquor, Sir, but tobacco and kerosene and other Gananoque, perhaps, as efficient a Customs officer as there is
articles upon which a high tariff is paid, that are smaggled in Ontario. That officer bas been in charge of that Port
into the county, and Amoricans who froquent our shores for the past twenty or twenty-five years. Correspondence
not unfrequently, trade in kerosene and boots and shoes has been sent, I believe, to the Governmont asking for an
along our shores. In Judique, half distant botween the assistant for that officer; why an assistant has beeh refused,
Strait of Canso and Port Hood, whore there are also a num- I cannot say. Some years ago an assistant was sent there
ber of business mon, it is almost absolutely nocessary, in but for some reason or other he has been removed. I find
order to prevent smuggling, to have a preventive that if the figures representing the receipts and expenditure
officer. It is also nocessary to have a sub-Col- of that Port are to be taken into account, we have a
lector of Customs ut Whycocomagh, a large village, per- good claimn for an assistant ut that Port. I find from the
haps the largest in the county; and it is necessary to have Trade and Navigation Returns, the following figures, based
a sub-collectorship ut West Bay, whicb is also one of the on the receipts and expen3itures made for the past ton
growing villages in the county. Port Hawkesbury also years -
requires a preventive officer, being the terminus of the Year. Cols. Coat
railway and several steamers. Now, what would all 1873....... ..... 2,837 $1,127
these officers entail ? It would not amount to much more 1874......_. ....... .............. ~.- 3,178 1,158
than $1,200. The existing expense of collectión and pro- 1876..................',',',....'«,....',......4,2 8 1,994
tection in that largo county only amounts te a little over 1877.............. ... 3,507 1,983
81,000, and, putting both together, thé expenditure in the 1878............ ..- ........ 3,116 1,983
county of Inverness would amount to less than the expen- 18790------ .........- . .. , 1,3diture in any county of the Province of Nova Scotia, and 1881.'........................... .,1 1,586
not more than one-tenth the expeuditure on the island of 188Z........-............................... .14,068 1,58 1
Prince Edward. The collection on the island of Cape Bre- 1883............... ......... ........ ....... 14,248 1,668
ton does not cost nearly as much as the collection on Prince Now, Sir, I see no reason why, when the cost of collecting
Edward, and I think my hon. friends from Prince Edward $3,116 in 1878, was $1,983, only the suin of $1,668 should
lsland will agree with me that the amount expended on be paid in 1883 for collecting the large sum of 814,248.
collection on that island is not more than is necessary for During the years 1876-71-78, and part of 1879, an assistant
the efficiency of the service on that island. When we ask was appointed at that port; but for some reason unknown
to protect the revenue in the interests of our temperance to me, the officer who was in charge of that port in 1878, is
people particalarly on that island, we also urge now doing all the work there alone. I claim, Mr. Speaker,
it in the interests of the revenue. I admit that the collec- that ho is over-worked and not sufficiently paid. In 1873
tions in the county of Inverness will not be much, if any, his salary was $700; an assistant was sent thore during the
larger than ut prosont, but I hold that the collections in years I mentioned, ut a salary of 8730-30 more than the
Halifax and in Montreal and other citios from which we officer in charge of the port. I may say that since 1878, the
import dutiable goods will be considerably larger than they expenditure ut that port has doreased $315, while the
are at present. And, in this connection, I may inform You receipts have increased $ 11,132-an increase of 356 per cent.
of the mode of traffic, and it is this. Same enterprising in the revenue, and a decrease in the cost of collection of 18
trader will go into the city of Halifax, will buy $2,000 or per cent. I claim, Mr. Speaker, that if there is any port in$3,000 worth of liquors in bond, and will transfer such Ontario, or in the Dominion, that makes a botter showing
liquors to the Lland of St. Pierre or Miquelon, and vessels than the port of Gananoque, with one officer in charge,
coasting and fishing, having cleared from Newfoundland or thon lie should have an assistant. There should be an
from any other port, will call at St. Pierre and Miquelon for assistant in Gananoque now, owing to the fact, that it is a
these goods, and will distribute them along the shore of the railway terminus, and in connection with that terminus we
Island of Cape Breton, and in this way the duty collected in have a ferry plying to the opposite shore in New York,
the cities from which such liquors are originally exported three times a day. For those reasons, Mr. Speaker, I beg
must show a falling off. My object then, Sir, is to call the to move an amendment to the motion that after the words
attention of the Minister of Castoms,and of the Government "Nova Scotia" the following words be added, "'and
as well, to the nocessity of increasing the protective staff on Gananoque, Ont."
the north-west coast of Inverness and on the lakes as well.
But when I assure them that the coast of Inverness county Mr. PAINT. I desire to add a few words in connection
is equally as large as the sea coast of the whole of Prince with this matter. I may say that I have on several occa-
Edward Island, they must agree with me that the number of ions pressed upon the hon. Minister of Customs, the neces-
officers in that county is not as large as it should be; and the sity for more preventive offioers in the County of Rich-
number askde for only amounts to three officers more than the mond, and I trust that my application will soon begranted.
County of Richmond already possesses. In this connection I I am much obliged to my hon. friend from Inverness (Mr.
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Cameron) for having brought this matter te the attention
of the Minister. lie bas referred te the matter of railwsy
extension into the Island of Cape Breton. This, Sir, is a
matter of the utmost importance te that island, and it is one
upon which the members from that island feel deeply. That
island bas long felt Ibe di8advantage of not having railway
facilities, and »L may, on a future occasion, make some
further remarks in connection with this matter. I trust
that bis request may be granted, and I hope that the county
of Richmond may also receive attention in this respect.
I am glad te hear from the hon. member for Inverness, that
the county is so very productive, but at the same time it
does net possess the shipping facilities as other counties in
the Provinces.

Mr. GAULT. i think the presont a very favourable
time te say something in regard te the Customs of Montreal.
It is net that I want an increase of men, but that the salaries
paid to officers of the Customs are insufficient, and are not
even up to living rates. To-day the chief appraiser in
Montreal receives $ 1,800 a year, which is not equal to what
is received by clerks. I know some employés who receive
83,000 and $4,000 a year, and yet these Government offi.
cials are every day placed in pcsitions where they could
make their salaries five times over. I hope therefore the
Minister will consider the question of salaries paid te these
officers and place them at amounts te which they are ou-
titled.

Mr. MITCHELL. I have a similar cause of complaint
with respect to my county ; and as i think this is the first
time I have uttered a note of complaint te the Minister
of Customs, the hon. gentleman sbould feel grateful. I have
been hoping for a long time to obtain the appointment of
an appraiser for the town of Newcastle. We have only
one appraiser in the county, and he lives in Chatham
District; and that is the reason why I desire to obtain an
appraiser for Newcastle. But it is like drawing an eye-
tooth te get arything from the Minister of Custons.
Whether we inust put it down te a desire to economise, or
te his idea that we mnay be trying to get a little job done, I
do not know ; but it will be very gratifying if he will do
what I have long pressod on him, that is, to appoint an
officer at a good salai y, to perform the duties of appraiser
at the town in which I was born. I feel it te be due to
myself and the constituency I represent, that when these
grievances from remote country districts in Cape Breton,
the Gut of Canso, and the commercial Capital of the'
Dominion, are being presented, that ho should considerthe
representation which I have mude in regard to my county.

Mr. BRECKENT. On behalf of Prince Edward Island
which has been very kindly roferred to by the hon. mem-
ber for Inverness, and of which ho spoke so very highly,
and yet without exaggeration, I have a few words to say. I
desire te press on the hon. Minister of Customs the noces-
sity of giving the Province an inspecter of Customs. I am
net going te make the admission with respect to the island
which the hon. member for Inverness made with respect to
Cape Breton, namely that the people are great smugglors.
I do not know that we are; but it has been urged upon me
by my constituents. that an inspector of Customs is urgently
needed, and that an active and efficient officer would pro-
bably save to the revenue of the Dominion four or five times
his salary. We had a sort of detective on the island, an
officer who resided at Souris, King's Ccunty, and who had
a tiavelling commission te visit various ports and repress
smuggling; but the Minister of Customs, I regret te
say-though perhaps ho may have some good reason for
having done so-thought proper te do away with that
offieer. If we had an inspecter of Custome and one or two
persons employed as detectives to visit the various harbours
and inlets-for whatever may be the feelings of the people,

Mr. PAINT.

the natural facilities afforded on the islard for smuggling
are very great-no doubt the Minister of Customs would
find the revenue of the island considerably augmonted.

Mr. DALY. I had intended te reserve my obsci rations
in connection with this subject for a future occasion, when
the Estimates would be before the iouse, but as the subject
with respect te the salaries of Customs offieers bas been
brought up, I desire te direct the Minister's attention to the
salaries of the staff at Halifax. Representations have been
made to him at various times in this regard, and I am glad to
sce by the Estimates this year, that some increases have been
granted in the salaries of those officials. Nevertheless,
there are cases which have net been provided for, and which
should be provided for. Clerks are now serving in the Long
Room at Halifax, of 10 and 12 years, experience, who are
receiving salaries of $600 a year, which is net sufficient te
support them in a proper manner. I think those cases
ought to be considered, and the scale of salaries inereased,
according te the length of time the officers have served. I
have much pleasure in pressing the claims that have been
urged by the hon. member for Inverness. I believe tho
outside Preventive Service in Nova Scotia, is not sufficient
in numbers or adequately paid, and the more the Minister
does in the direction which the hon, gentleman bas
pointed out, the more ho will find bis revenue incre&sed, and
the small salaries paid will be returned te the Treasury a
hundred fold.

Mr. TEMPLE. With respect to Nova Scotia Customs
officers, one is required in the noble county of York, N. B.,
whieh I have the honour te represent. There is a section
of my county in which there is no Custom liouse officer ;
and an officer is much needed to prevent the smuggling
which is going on between the State of Maine and my con
stitueny. It is not fair to our traders that smuggling
should be allowed to proceed right under thoir eyes. It
involves a great loss to those tradero, and I hope the
Minister will ondeavour to appoint an officer for that
section.

Mr. IRVINE. As the hon. gentleman's coistituency
borders on mine, perhaps I can do something te help him
ont of his difficulty. I may say that there are three or leur
of the officers in our county who we could very well spare
for the benefit of the hon. gentleman. Our people are so
remarkably honest that they consider it to be thoir duty
net to consume anything but what is manufactured in
Canada, so as to give the National Poliey a little start.
There is no smuggling in our county, and I am sorry to
hear that there is in the hon. gentleman's constituency. It
was said that the manufacturing establishments would
receive such an impetus on account of the National Policy
that our people are so patriotic, in the true sense of the
word, that they will consume nothing but Canadian goods.
I think, therefore, that instead of appointing additional
officers in the place of the one who was dismissed, and who,
I presume, was a Liberal, for that is the programme tbia
Government usually carries out, they might transfer some
of our officers te his county. We do net want to reach our
bands any deeper into the Treasury for the sake of these
hungry cormorants who drain the Treasury, but we wouldl
rather assist in replenishing the Treasury. At ail events
we do net want any more of these officers.

Mr. BOWELL. m sure the Iouse wiil thank the hon.
member for Inverness for the very interesting statistii
which he bas given proving that at least that portion of the
Dominion is not only very productive but increasing very
rapidly in wealtb. Whether smnggling exista te the extent
to which my hon. friend refers, I do not know, but one case
to which ho adverted was a seizure in Prince Edward Island
of a vessel which was carrying some liquor--
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Mr. AM&RON (Inverness). I beg the hon. gentleman's

pardon; it was in my county.

Mr. BOWELL. If that be the case, the fact that the
vessel was caught while smuggling liquor, proved that
there were officers there, attending to their duties, hence
there was no necessity, so far as that particular part of
Cape Breton is eoncerned, to increiso the exponditure, by
appointing other officers. The iouse will understand that
upon a coast lino like that of Nova Scotia, as well as in
other parts ofthe Daminion, it would be utterly impossible
to have officers stationed at every nook and corner, at which
small vessels could land in order to smuggle in goods. The
localities to which the hon. membor for Inverness has
referred, have many offices, one, two or three officers.
The Port of Mabou whici has been alluded to, had
an officer for a long time, and another -bas been
appointed te take the place of the gentleman who either
resigned or died, though it is only a preventive station ; but
I have yet to learn that it is to those particular places,
where officers are to be found, that smugglers are in the
habit of resorting. On the contrary, snuggling usually
takes place at other places than those, and if the revenue is
to be protected in the manner sugzested, it would be noces-
sary to appoint travelling Preventive Offieers, to travel from
one place to another, as it woilJ iu utterly impossible to
have an officer in each locality in which smugglers might
visit. When we recollect how difficult it is in all countries
that have a tariff, to prevent smuggling; ii England
where they had mountel preventive otieors who travelled
along tle c)ast of that country, yet they bal smuggling
there, notwithstanding this means of protection against it.
I fancy we must expect smuggling so long as there is a duty,
whether it be smal or great, people will bo found ready te
evade the law. I was surprised to find, however, that in
the county which my hon. friend says is a most temperate
county, a county in which perhaps temperance prevails to
a greater extent than in any other county, cither in Cape
Breton or Nova Scotia proper, so much liquor should be
smuggled. If the peopl'e are as temperate as they are
represented they would only want the liquor for the
purpose of exporting it to neighbouring and less temperate
counties. If the hon. gentleman wili look at the return
whieh was brought down early this Session in answer
te a motion by the leader of the Opposition, he will find
that a number of vessels have been seized in the act of
smuggling from the port of St. Pierre. It is a pity that
there is a free port se near the coast of this Dominion,
and it is with difficulty that smuggling can be
prevented in that' part of the country. If the bon.
member will look at the statistics, he will
find that they show that thore is ex-warehoused in
bond for St. Pierre, almost enough tobacco, liquors, and
other goods, to supply a continent; and I can assure the
hon. gentleman that this is net confined te Halifax and
other porte of the Dominion, but that the statistics of Boston
and other American ports show precisely the same thing-
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth, are every year ex-
warehoused and exported to the Island of St. Pierre. What
becomes of those goods afterwards it is difficult to say, but
we know that an irregular trade is carried on and as many
officers as the revenue will justify are on the alert, in differ-
ent sections of the country, to prevent this illict trade as much
as possible. In every case in which my attention has been
called to the necessity of establishing either further ports or
sub-ports, or appointing other officers, I have at once referred
the matter to the Inspectors,who have in many cases reportedi
that it wòuld be in the interests of the revenue that suchi
offieers should be appointed. In other cases, where it bas4
been represented very strongly by the representatives of4
the county and others, the Inspectors have reported iheit 1
it would not be necessary to appoint further officers, anti itt

is necessary that we should pay some little attention te the
reports ofthese offlcers, who are entrusted with the perform-
anee of very important duties. lion. gentlemen will readily
admit that the officers in the head office in Ottawa cannot b3
personally acquainted with all the localities in the different
sections of the country, but I can assure the hon. gentleman
and bis constituency, that their interests are well looked
after by him in this particular. The general complaint made
by members of this House, that the salaries of the officials
are not sufficiently large, is a question which is not a new
one. I have no doubt that if my predecessor in the Depart
ment were present, he would corroborate what I am about
to state, and that is, that the represontatives of different
sections of the country are nover backward in asking that
the salaries of various officials shoull b increased. We
find, however-and it is just as well that we should
remember it-that it is a very favourite topic when we
go to the electorate, te say that the heads of the Depart.
ments, those presiding particularly over the Customs
and some other Departmonts, where thore is a largo
expenditure of money, have been extravagant,
and have not c9rried out their promises with
regard to keeping down the expenditure during
the past year. As far as the appropriation voted by
Parliament would enable me, I h ave been tryin P to
level up and equalize the salaries puid to the officers at
the different ports; hon.-gentlemen must bear in mind-
that though a particular officer or clerk at one port may
not receive as large a salary as a similar officer or clork
at another port, it will be found upon investigation that
there is probably not half the responsibility or one tenth
of the labour in the one case, that thore is in the
other. I never have the slightest difficulty in fading
mon to fill the places as soon as they become vacant, éven
at the salaries now paid. In the case of those 8600 or $700
positions, to wbich my hon. friend from Montreal bas
referred, I do not think that he las ever found any difficulty
in obtaining gentlemen who were willing te take the
positions at those salaries. With regard te Gananoque,
my hon. friend made a slight mistake. Re said the
expenditure thore had decreased some 18 par cent. for the
collection of revenue from 1878 to the prosent time. That
is quite true, but instead of the incroase of-revenue being
35 per cent. at that port, it is nearer 335 per cent. I found
that at thnt port there was a collector-and as my lon.
friend from South Leeds (Mr. Taylor) says, ho was one of the
best collectors in the country-receiving a smaller salary
than a temporary man, a very old gentleman, who was
placed there at a certain per diem allowance, which was
greater than the salary of the collector. As I found that
the collector could perform all the work, I removed that
officer to another place, where I thought his services could
be botter utilizeo, and reduced the pay ho was receiving,
Mr. Ormiston is a gcoI oficer, and instead of appointing
another man, I increasei bis salary by one or two hua-
dred dollars per annum, and I find that ho is quite willing
to perform all the duties imposed on him. I cannot
agree with my hon. friend from Northumberland, N. B,
(Mr. Mitchell) that theraeis any nocessity for an appraiser
at Newcastle. It is true, that port had formerly an
appraiser, becanse few years ago it was an important point
on the Miramichi; but if the hon. gentleman looks at the
Trade and Navigation Returns, he will find that the revenue
collected at that port was only $10,400; and as Chatham is
only five miles distant, upon the death of the appraiser at
Newcastle, I thought that the services of the appraiser at
Chatham could be utilized to perform the duty there, and ho
is allowed extra pay for performing that work. If New-
castle were importing largely, and particularly of the stock
of my hon. friend, I do not know but that it would be
a essary to appoint an appraiser at that port. I think I
may say generally that the object of the Department
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has been to increase wherever they could the
salaries of efficient officers ; and while this is done
it must be borne in mind that if all the appoint
ments which are demanded all over the country were
made, the head of the Department would have to corne
to this House and ask for an increased appropriation ofsome
850,000 or $60,000 per annum. The increases in the city
of Montreal diiring the past pear have been somewhat
numerous. My hon. friend will find, when he comes to look
at the expenditure, that it has increased much more rapidly
than perhaps many would think justifiable; and when 1 tell
him that the expenditure at that port is some $14,000 more
than it was last year, and that I shall have to ask, in the
Supplementary Estimates, for a sum to cover the extra ex-
penditure, I question whether this House would sanction
the increases which are constantly demanded in different
p arts of the Dominion from this and otherDepertments. The
Montreal collections have increased from under $4,000,000
in 1878 to nearly $8,000,000 last year, and I found it
necessary to add two or three appraisers to the list there;
and I can safely say that those appraisers-particularly the
one understanding chemistry, who is capable of analyzing
patent medicines-bave many times more than paid their
own salaries in what they have saved to the country. One
great difficulty I have bad to contend with has been the
fact that, during the reign of my predeceEsor in the last
Administration, officers were appointed at different ports,
and particularly at important pointe, at salaries of 81,000 or
$1,200, to perform precisely the same work as equally
efficent men, who had been there for half a score or nearly
a score years, and were receiving only 8500 or $700 per
annum. This created numerous complainte, almost
a little rebellion, because it was claimed that if
anybody deserved promotion, it was those who
had been in the Department for many years. It is
one of the curses of the system not to make, in every
case where you possibly can, promotion in the service,
though I readily admit my experience bas taught me that
in nineteen cases out of ever twenty, as far as Collectors are
concerned, a man who has been in business and who is,
if I may use the term, up to the times, who understands the
genius of trade at the present time, will make a better
collector than the man who has been drudging in an
official capacity in the Custom House for ton or fifteen years.
I can only account for that by this reason, that the clerk
goes on in his regular routine business, paying little
attention to the outsido word, without studying the changes,
rapid as we all know they are, of trade, and the different
modes of transacting business in all parts of the
coumîry. If you tako a man from business' who has
had years of experience, who has been dealing in all the
different articles which are imported into the country, ho is,
as a rule, botter adapted to look after the interests of
both merchant and revenue than many of those who have
spent year of service in the Department. That at least has
been my experience and I can account for it in no other
way than that to which I have referred. I am glad to know
that the hon. member for Carleton (Mr. Irvine) is prepared
to dispense with some of the officials in his locality. I
understood him to say, though I did not catch what ho said
very roadily, that a Reformer had been turned out of
office there by the Government. I have no knowledge of
any such case.

Mr. IRVINE. What I said was, that I understood from
the retarns that a Preventive Officer ias been turned out
last year in the county of York.

Mr. BOWELL. The bon. gentleman is labouring
under a misapprehension. There has been no officer
turned out of York County; but one was suspended for
reasons Ido not desire to give in the Houe. But if the
hon. gentleman desires, I will give the reasons. If the rov-
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enue requires an additional officer in York County, I will
be very glad to appoint one. I have a distinct recollection
of my hon. friend making a speech here a year or two ago
in which ho intimated to us that all the goods consumed in
Carleton wore smuggled goods. I am glad to know, how-
ever, that the placing of officers there has made my hon.
friend's constituents honest, in this particular, at least.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.
Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of

the House.
Motion agreed to; and (at 6 o'clock, p.m.) the House ad-

journed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
FRIDAY, 22nd February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERS.

UNLAWFUL ASSOCIATIONS AND OATHS.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) in introducing Bill (No. 100)
further to amend 1the chapter 10 of the, Consolidated
Statutes for Lower Canada respecting seditious and
unlawful associations and oaths, said : The character
of the Bill is a very simple oee. It is similar to that
of the Bill passed in 1865 by the old Parliament of Canada.
In the old ordinance relating to seditious and unlawful
associations and oaths, there was a clause exempting Free-
masons bailing from the Grand Lodges of Great Britain,
and Ireland from the effects of the Bill. Subsequently the
Freemasons of the Province of Canada established a Grand
Lodge in this country which they called the Grand Lodge
of Canada, and in 1865 an Act was passed simply to add
the words Grand Lodge of Canada after the word " Ire-
land " in the original Act. After Confederation, the Prov-
ince of Quebec becoming a political entity the Freomasons
in that Province established what they called the Grand
Lodge of Quebec under the ordinary principle that prevails
among them of making Masonie and territorial jurisdiction
co-terminus. The object of this Bill thorefore, is simply to
add the words " Grand Lodge of Quebec " after " Canada."
The same thing was done in 1865, and was done thon with-
out the formality of recording the votes of Parliament.

Bill read the first time on a division.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LOAN.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that whenever the
Resolutions moved by Sir Charles Tupper, respecting the
Canadian Pacifie Railway are reported, and concurrence in
them, as reportod, is moved, such motion for concurrence
shall have precedence every day next after routine pro-
ceedings.

Mr. BLAKE. As the further discussion of this question
is impossible, without the presentation of those papers
which have not yet been laid on the Table, I do not appre-
hend any protracted farther discussion of it. We are not
able to discuse it, as I have frequently pointed out, intelli-
gibly without this information. Many of the propositions
advanced on the other side; many of the statements and
calculations made as to the condition of the work are depen-
dent for their intelligent investigation upon the presentation
of information which ought to have been submitted to the
louse in view of the proposals of the Government-which

has been asked for repeatedly and is not yet brought down.
Under these circumstances, I do not suppose that there wil1
be any protracted discussion, and in this view, although I
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object to the motion, I do not propose to trouble the House'
with a division upon it, but ask that it be passed as agreed
te on division.

Motion agreed to on a div:sion.

QUESTION OF PRLVILEGE.

Mr. BERGERON. (Translation). Mr. Speaker, before we
proceed with the Orders of the Day, I beg te call the atten-
tion of the House to the following facts: I find, in a daily
newspaper published in Montreal and called the L'Etendard,
a correspondence dated f rom the Capital, and which contains
inaccuracies which I desire to point out. I should have
taken no notice of it bad net my name been mentioned in
the said correspondence, and that in connection with a
statement which is false altogether. I do not wonder at
this correspondent not saying the truth, as I do not
think that in the caucuses held lately by the members from
the Province of Quebec, there bas been one man who acted
the part of an informer or told the editor of that paper
what took place in these caucuses. In consequence, I readily
forgive him the inaccuracies which are contained in his
letter. In the caucuses which were held, I understood that
the hon. members had acted loyally, honourably and constitu-
tionally, from what was said by the hon. Premier of the
Dominion himself. Now, Mr. Speaker, it appears that some
people are trying to impress the public with the idea that
there have been persons outside of this House who
brought a pressure to bear on the French Canadian members,
in order to make them hold these caucuses, and te induce
them to make to the Government those remonstrances
which they deemed it their duty te make in the interest of
their Province and of the country at large. My nare being
mentioned in that correspondence, I deny, for my part, all
that bas been said in it, and I also deny it on behalf of my
colleagues from the Province of Quebec. There bas been
no such thing. The hou. members from the Province of
Quebec met together, but they had no connection whatever
with anybody outside of this House. They made up their
minds to remonstrate, and, as was said by the right hon.
First Minister, they did it constitutionally. I make these
remarks in order to show that there are among the news-
paper editors of the Province of Quebee, and especially at
L'Etendard, persons who, urged by unavowable motives,
which are unknown te me, write in their papers statements
which are utterly inaccurate.

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

Mr. BLAKE. Last night, when the hon. First Minister was
not in lis place, I called the attention of his colleagues te
the propriety of stating a day for the second reading of the
Franchise Bill some time in advance of the period which is
to be fixed for the second reading, for reasons which I
thon stated, and which scems te receive the assent of the
hon. gentleman's colleagues. I ask now if ho can name the
day when ho proposes to read that Bill, because the earlier
the day is named, the longer period will hon. members have
to prepare themselves for its consideration. I desire to ask
the Minister of Finance, who disappointed us to-day by not
introducing the Factory Bill, whether le proposes that that
shall be introduced without any serious delay, because we
are already at a somewhat advanced period of the Session.
Then, with reference to the addresses, i had hoped that
we would to-day have had supplied the defects in the
returns already made as to the position of the High Com-
missioner and the Minister cf Railways, but I call attention
to the fact that the addresses or orders for the papers on
this subject, especially those which should come from the
Department of Agriculture, have not yet been complied
with.

Mr. POPE. They are being made up now.

Mr. BLAKE. But they ougbt to have been made up a
month ago.

Mr. POPE. We could not have made them up a month
ego.

Mr. BLAKE. They ought to have been made up a month
ago-a lunar month, which suits the hon. member better
than a calendar month.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I did not catch the reason
the hon, gentleman gave last night for asking for a day to
be fixed for the second reading of the Franchise Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. Because the measure is a very long one
and a very important one, our attention has been directed
to other subjects, and it seemed to me important that we
should have four or five days' notice of the day which the bon.
gentleman would propose to fix. I desired very early to
make that statement because I did not wish, when the hon.
gentleman proposed to read the Bill a second time, to inter-
pose any delay. As I think it important to deliberate upon
it as early as possible, I thought he should intimate to us as
early as possible when he proposes that wo should deli-
berate upon it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite recognizo the
unreasonableness of the hon. gentleman's suggestion, which
is not in the lunar mionth sense. My hon. friend says he
desires to have the Bill fully considered. The Bill was
before the House last Session, and stood over for the purposo
of consideration for a year, but, however, my hon. friend,
with alil his quickness of perception, with all hib readiness
in making up his judgment, has not yet made up bis judg-
ment. Therefore, it is quite reasonable that we should have
a day fixed. I have not the slightest objection that Tues.
day week should be fixed as the day, that is to say, if wo
get rid of the question now before the flouse in reforence
to the railway by that time, and unless some accident
should prevent the hon. Minister of Finance from making
his financial statement before that time. We desire that Lo
should make that statement as early as possible and as
soon as this Pacifie Railway matter is disposed of, but, if by
chance lie cannot address the Hiouse before Tuesday weelk,
then his measure will take precedence of mine, which will
follow immediately after that.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LOAN.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the Resolutions
respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway, reported from
Committee of the Whole (page 456), be read the second time.

Mr. WATSON. Mr. Speaker, I have an amendment to
move. As a representative of the North-West, I suppose I
ought te explain to the House and to the people my resons
for voting on these Resolutions as I have in the past. T am,
I believe, the only representative from the Ñorth-West in
the louse who has voted against these Resolutions. I have
several reasons for doing so, and one of the first is that I do
not think it is in the interests of the country to have this
money granted to the Canadian Pacifie Railway without
having something in return from the Canadian Pacifie Rail.
way. We have certain grievances in that country which,
I think, this is the proper time te have remedied. I refer
principally to the monopoly of railways in the North-West.
My friend the hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross) the other
night took occasion to make what I consider a very brilliant
speech on the capabilities of the North-West, and I can
heartily agree with all that he said so far as the natural
advantages of that country are concerned. If it was possi-
ble to say more as to the natural advantages of that
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country, I should do so, but I think he exhausted the
subject. At the same time, I think he probably made a
few mistakes when be closed up by endorsing the monopoly
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and by accepting the
position that country is in under the high protective
tarif, and also the land regulations. I think that possibly he
and I might differ somewhat considerably on that. I bolieve
the people of that country are just as mach intorested in
having this road completed as those of any other Province,
but it is the only Province, I believe, in which the veto power
has been exorcised in disallowing competing railways. I am
greatly interested in that country and wish to see it prosper,
and the only thing that will make it prosper is to have the
country well settled, and to have the country well settled we
must have good land regulations and reasonable rates on
railways, and the only way to have reasonable rates on rail-
ways is to have competition. The rates charged by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway are, I think, a little high,
inasmuch as it was said by the Minister of Railways,
when this contract was let and this monopoly was given
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, that they would
have te run that road at a loss for the first ton years.
If the Company get a monopoly of the carrying trade for
twenty years they will be able to make up in the last ton
years whatever they may fail to make in the first ton. We
find by returns brought down to this House, and by a state-
ment made by the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, that
during the ton montis previous te that statement that Com-
pany had cleared net earnings of over 8900,000. Now, if
the railway is paying at that rate, and the Government
have a right to interfere in the regulation of freight rates, I
think it is certainly the daty of the Governmont to inter.
fere. If they have made these enormous profits in ton
months at so early a period of their monopoly, when there
is se small an amount of cultivation, and so sparse a popu-
lation, it is evident that as the country becomes more
thickly populated, the profits of the rond will be something
enormous. I mustsay that I have my doubts as to that state-
ment made by the Company being correct. I believe that
it was probably made for the purpose of improving the con-
dition of the stock so that they might get the money to
pay intorest on their bonds. If that is the case, and they
have made that amount of money, they have made it out of
tme operation of about 300 miles of road. I am one, Sir,
who believes that it would have been in the interests of the
Company if that road had not been constructed so rapidly in
the west as it has been. It is well known by people of that
country that settlement is very much scattered, and the
scattered nature of the settlement makes it very incon.
venient for farmers. I see by the papers within the last
few days that it is not going to pay thom to run trains to
the western end of the lino more than once a week, and
Brandon to Moose Jaw more than1 twice a week. That clearly'
shows that they are constructing a road that will not pay.
Now, there are a great many portions of that coutnry in
which it would pay the Company to operate a railway, par-
ticularly those portions which have been settled by people
with the expectation of having a railway convenient te their
settlements. But people wbo have gone there with these
expectations have been disappointed. Instead of the Com.
pany building branch lines to accommodate existing settlers
they have devoted their energies to pushing the main lino
westward. Of course hon. mombers may differ in opinion
as te the wisdom of that policy, but for my part I think it is
not wise, and I am certain that every mile that has been
built west of the Province of Manitoba has been ofno benefit.
I must differ a little from some hon. gentlemen as to the
character of the land west of Moose Jaw. From all I have
learned I bolieve those lands are of very little consequence
for the purpose of cultivation. I have not been over that
section myself west of Moose Jaw, but from ail I can learn
-and I think I have quite as good sources of information
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as any other hon. gentleman-that country is almost a bar.
ren wilderness. A surveyor who had been in that country
last year informed me that in certain districts there
is no rain for three months and a-half. I do net think any
country can prosper, as a grain growing country, which is
without rain for more than one-fourth of the year. Be.
sides that, it is very diflicult te get water. I know in some
places the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company has dug
down as deep as 480 feet, and has been unable to find
water. If the country wore a paradise in all other respects,
this want of water is a fatal objection. In so ne places it
would cost a man more t> got water, if ho coutd get it at
all, than it would cost him te buy a farm in Manitob i. I think,
also, that the Governmont ought to have required the syndi-
este te build the road on the lino laid out for it by the Gov-
arnment. I think the lino ought te have followed the route
laid out by the Mackenzie Government-I may say by both
Governments. Many people have endured great hardships
in that country on account of the chaige of route. People
who went into that country six or seven years ago, settled
on the lino that w as surveyed fo. the (analian Pa.ific
Railway, and they are living thore yet. They have
broken up a certairi portion of land an.; havo
cultivated a certain portion, but thoy canot disp>se
of their grain, bocause it is too far to haul it to mir-
ket. The result is they have had te put up with great
hardships on accoant of the railway net having been
built on the lino laid down by the Government. I think
that the construction of the lino west of Brandon to the
Rocky Mountains bas been the cause of a groat deai of
speculation in that country. ln fact, I think, the Rilway
Company have run the rond south for the purpo e of
acquiring lands at the least possible cost, for the construc-
tion of the road. There waro no settlers in that section oF
the country, and the lands on the north lino, that laid dowa
by the Government, wore taken up. All the places for town
sites had also been taken up; consequently, the railway
syndicate could not bonefit by the sale of town sites on tho
northern lino, as thoy have on the southern lino. I am sorry
to hear any hon. gentleman in this louse make use of such
language as the hon.member for Cardwell(Mr.White)used the
other night. People in the North-West are net sp oi-fed.
On diffement occasions they have had the spoon held out to
them, but it has passed into some other people's muths
before it got te theirs. I can assure that hon. gentleman
that I know something of the hardships suffored by the
people of Ontario, but 1 eau assure him also that thore are
many people in the North-West who have undergone just
as great hardships as the early settiers of Ontario-and I
believe even greater. The North-West is a country with a
very rigorous climate. A person living in that country has
to be both well fed and well clothed te stand the winter.
In Ontario the winters are also cold, but there the people
have many conveniences which are wanting to the people
of the North-West. I think the hon. gentleman would
know more about it if ho would go ont te thcs3 plains,
and see what some of the people have te undergo. If he
saw people without specially warm clothing, and probably
without quite sufficient food in the house, where the farmer
las to take his ox team, and go ton or twenty miles for
wood, with the thormometer thirty degrees below zero, ho
would know somothing of the hardships they have te
undergo.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. That is a fine description you
are giving of the country.

Sir RICHARD CAIRTWRIG IT. Let us have the truth
for once.

Mr. WATSON. What 1 am stating is a fact. That is
not the case in al[ portions of the country, but I am
speaking of the portion of country west of the Province of
Manitoba, which is very sparsely provided with wood.
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An hon. MEMBER. What pait? deducted, the prices received by the farmers will be very

Mr. ATSN. e wil tke egia fo intanýc. low. 1 think wa will have to get to the seaboard by some
Mr. W TSON. We wil take egina for instne. quiker means than that. We have the rod con

Mr. BOWELL. What about it ?structed t Port Arthur, which, I think, wil the
Mu.BOWLL.Wha abut toutlet for the -whoat of the North-West. Of course it

Mr. WATSON. You have to go ton or twenty miles will not be operated in winter, and I believe that the
f>r wood across the Regina plains. I did not obtain ail my freight rate will be se high on the monopoly road along
information from the press, but from traders and old resi- Lake Superior that, unlesa we have competition in Manitoba,
dents, who have been in the country thirty or forty years, it will net psy farmers te farm to any great extent. Two
and I had information long before the Canadian Pacifie things are required in the North-West. First, we require
Railway was built in that western country, and that infor- cheap implements; and second, cheap freight rates for the
mation was, that from about twelve miles west of Moose experts of the country. We have te remember that in
Jaw, for many miles west, it was a barren country. I hope 0pening up the orth-West doubt exista as to whether
this may prove te be incorrect, and the opinion expressed there is geing to be a market found for ail the North-West
by the hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross) the correct one. wheat; but with cheap freight rates we would be able to
I do not circulate untruths for the sake of building up the suppiy an enormous quantity of wheat, because I consider
country. As to Manitoba, too much cannot be said about we can grew wheat of botter quality and at Iess eost in
the natural resources of that Province, and I believe if that Manitoba than in any other Province of the Dominion.I
country bas a fair show and is well governed, it will was a littie surprised the other day Vo bear the hon. mem-
þe one of the brightest spots in this Dominion. But ber for West Wellington (Mr. Orton), make use of sncb
I must say, at the same time, that the land regu- words as, that the only cause for dissatisfaction in the North-
lations have not been such as they might have West at presentwas due to tho frost there mat fali and a fow
been to have made the people well satisfied. The Govern- farmers and political agitptors.
ment, I think, will admit that a few yesrs ago these
regulations were very often changed, and the same regulationsTt
could net be counted upon as existing for more than two Mu.WATSON.The hon. membcr for East Hastings anys
or three months at a time. I am glad to say the re- Ébeau, hear." The hon, gentleman has been eut into that
gulations are botter to-day. I suppose hon. gentlemen country, and he should know. I do net think that some
opposite read the speeches delivered by hon. members, and reports whicb the hon. gentleman bas made have given
they will remember that the hon. member for Lisgar altogether a true description ofwhat ho saw in that country.
eulogized the'land regulations, the other night, and stated 1 know for a fact that the farmera have certain grievances.
that a settler in Manitoba could receive 160 acres of home- I do net think there ia anythingvrong or anytbingdialoyal
stead, and 160 acres of pre-emption. I am glad this is the in the people asking the Govornment te remedy their griev-
case. Last year that hon. gentleman said that the worst ances. A doputation of North-West faumers presonted
speculators in the North-West were the settlers who obtained thoir case rccntly te the hon. First Ministor and obtainod a
homesteads and pre-emptions. I did not agree with him
hen, nor do now. 1 only hope the land reglations of hey will gt. Thyave rturned without beinvery
the Dominion Governmentwill continue to boas liberal as they
areto-day. Then there is the question otbranch lines. Ithink wuîroecîy agreast ee et the grevnpae
while the Government is granting this money tothe syndicate b e m. av ase adfthe Prier of Maitb
every Province should see that some benefit is derived out bore asking for certain concessions. 1 hope bis
of this grant. I observe by this arrangement the syndicate requcst will receive favourable consideration; at pros-
have te place every dollar they receive from the Dominiono i v t
Government in the construction of the main lino. They ont orospect If any r ey ong ap-
are bt give all the road already enstructed and the plantro ading an extract from theWinnipeg Tines hcadedI"Mani-
as security; conscquently thoy will hav othing fromtoba'sPosition, that journal boing, as hon. gentleman oppo
which to roalize in order te construct branch linos. I site well knew, a supporter of the Govornent. Bofore
should like te sce the Government make provision either doinose may state that there are all classes cf politicians
for building, or assisting to buifd, brarch lies through - tu
Aanitoba. The settiements of which I spoke in the North-.1 arnnt a memner cf the Union, 1 have nover attended
West, where the people went in and settled along the
proposed lino cf the Canadian Pacific Railway, after waiting yheeinorthe purse pntingdlgtn
a number of years for the building of that railway, are now
asked te give heavy bonuses to private companies called a politcal oganization, because I blieve any clas

compaiesof mon who find fauît with the powors that be are declared
for the building of a lino along the same route as was pro.-te ho acting for political purpes, or sometbing cf that
posed for the Pacifie Railway Company-I refor to the kind. The Winnipog Ties cf iScbrua-y 13th centaina the
road which the Manitoba and North-Western is building. follow
That company is subsidized by the Government, and has
obtained very heavy bonuses along the line. This, I think, "It it impo3siblejust now te say te what extent Mr. Norqnay bas eue-
should not be. I think the Dominion Government should ceeded in bis efforts te scere better termi for Manitoba. It appears toondevou tebuid, o bae bjit inthe ntoest cfthebe certain, however, that h li as failed te induce the Goverament teendeavour to build, or ave built, in te intrests of thebad over the publiland to the Province; tat the overnment bas
original pioneers of that country, such railways; and these, not determined te extend our boundaries te Hudsen'eoBay; andtFatthei0hnr ol u h oermn m ydctadb question ef givîng the Nerth-Weît a representative in the Cabinet is1 think, would pay the Government and syndicate, and bestil undecided. Some concession will prbaby ne made tus the
greatly in the interests of tho peeple. I t would pybtegrea]y i th intress ofthepeope. t wudpiy botter shape of &a increase of subeidy; but it muett e eenf*eeaed that the east
to build fifty or one hundred miles of branch lines, and be is net dispoed te deal generously by ns-
able te run trains regularly over that distance, instead of IIMr.White, the very able rember for Cardwell, deubtiese voiced9 public opinion there when hie declared thst the peo ole of the North- Westrusbing the road out west, where they do not feel disposed
to run more than one train a week. Thore is another reason board, have made up their mmds that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Io
why I am opposed te the Resolutions. I believe that being buit soiely in North-West interests. They ignore their own ad-

if te weat f to Neth.est s t ho hiped b anail.misionthat construction ie being paid f'or ont of the sale of our lande;if the wheat of the North-West is to be shipped by an all- '"oandtat the road Po li ail respecte as much a necesity of onfederaton
rail route te Montreal, after the cot cf carrnage has b oun as th Intercolonial or Wellad Canal, neithes-ut wbih benefit use
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although we are paying considerably more than a fair shîre of the inter-
est on the borrowed money that built them. These are patent fact.,
but with singular unreasonableneus the east declines to admit their exist-
ence; and the Ministry is; of course, swayed by Eastern opinion. It
may as well be admitted to-day as to-morrow that the door as been
shut in the face of Manitoba, and that we are 'n the uncomfortable
position of a young member of a family for whose future no adequate
provision las been made.

" What is to be done about it ? It ls useless t3 blame Mr. Norquay. Be
has evidently done his best, and so have the Manitoba members and
other prominent bfanitobans now at the Capital. To advocate secession
la entirely out of the question unless we are prepare I for the inevitable
result-aunexation to the States. The only prudent course for us to
pursue is to specifically formulate our demands, neither exaggeratin
them nor aaking too little, and submit them direct to Parliament through
the agency of our representatives.»

That is the voice of the Manitoba Times, the exponent of
the opinions and principles of hon. gentlemen opposite. Mr.
Norquay has been here for some time, asking that the
boundarles of the Province be extended, and that is a ques-
tion upon which the people are more agitated, perliaps, than
any other. They wish, also, to acquire their own public
lands, if possible, so that they would be in a position to help
themselves. At present they are exactly in the position
described in this article from the limes, that is, of a young
member of a family for whose future no adequate provision
has been made. They have no resources of thoir own,
nothing with which to subsidize a railway, and I think all
the demands which have been made by our Premier, Mr.
Norquay, should be aceded to. He asks also, for a re-ad-
justment of the financial position. We pay into the Domin-
ion Treasury a larger proportion than any other Pro.
vince, and 1 believe we receive less. The people of
that Province are all agitated at present over the
prospect of having the Hudson Bay Railway opened,
one cause being, I believe, that they realize that the pro.
ducts of that country cannQt be shipped by the Canadian
Pacifi eRailway to the sea-board, and consequently they
wish for a shorter and botter route. If our boundaries were
extended to the Hudson Bay, and our public lands acquired
by our Province, the people would bu in a position to as-
sist in building this road if they saw fit. I think Mr. Nor-
quay has laid his case very plainly and fairly before the
Uovernment, and that his demands are just and fair,
and I trust, therefore, that the Government will give them a
favourable consideration. Mr. Norquay did not, perhaps,
ask for as much as the people of the North-West wanted
him to ask for, but he came down with the intention of put-
ting the peoplo of Manitoba in a position to help them-
selves. I can assure hon. gentlemen lhat the agita-
tion spoken of by the hon. member for Welling-
ton has been underestimated. The delegates appointed
at the first convention may not have been as representative
as they tnight be-I will say nothing about that-but those
gentlemen who have formed themselves into the Manitoba
Farmers' Union, who have drafted a constitution and forma-
lated certain resolutions which were presented by thom,
represent about 20,000 of the people of Manitoba, who be-
long to the Union, who have endorsed the actions of the first
meeting, and of the delegates who came down here. I may
read a telegram from Winnipog on that subject. It is dated
February 18th:

'The council of the Manitoba and North-West Farmers'. Union has
issued in address to the people of the Province, inviting the co-opera-
tion of aIl classes in considering the course to be taken toobtain relief from
Dominion oppression. This is done in consequence of the report of the
Ottawa delegates, who have returred. The address says: 'We believe
that the time has arrived when the Province and the North-West by
united action are compelled to force redress by determined and consti-
tutional means.' A general convention is cailed to meetat Winnipeg
on March 5th. At a meeting held to receive the delegates, very strong
talk was indulged in by both Conservatives and Liberals. Secession
was freely advocated, and grave dlificulty may bu confidently antici-
pated if the demanda of the Province are not conceded.'

This may seem rather a trifling matter here in the eat,
because our Province is young and struggling; but hon.

Mr. WATSON.

gentlemen must remember that the people who settled
there are mostly composed of young men who went there
to better their condition, and who will take a firm stand in
trying to get their Province into the same position as the
other Provinces under Confederation. With regard to
freights in the North-West upon the Canadian Pacifie Ril-
way last fall as compared with other lines, I may state,
that the freight ratet of that road from Portage la Prairie
to \ st. Yincent, a distance! of 126 miles, were 19k cents
per 100 lbs, and that on the St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba, for a distance of 392 miles between St. Vincent
and St. Paul the freight rates charged for the same
quantity of wheat was 21 cents. I think this shows
that the freight rates on the Canadian Pacifie' Rail-
way are excessive. The rates on the American road may be
due to a certain extent to the effort to divert trade from
the Canadian Pacifie Railway line to Port Arthur, a com-
petition which, however, I would not care to see stopped.
I do not'think it is right to givea monopoly to any road,
nor do I think it will be right to grant this money unless
certain concessions are given to the Dominion and the
North-West; because I believe the biggest card the Domi-
nion Government could play to get people into that coun-
try would be to advertise that they had the best lands in
the world, and no monopoly in railways. What we want
ls competition, and for that reason I have drafted the
amendment which I -propose to submit, and which I hope
will receive consideration. I suppose this amend-
ment will be attacked by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, who claim that there is no monopoly in Manitoba.
At the same time, we have the fact before us that 'the Gov-
ernment have disallowed charters granted by the Local
Legislature, which we considered should not have been
disallowed. They were disallowed, not because it was par-
tioularly specified in the contract that they should be disal-
lowed, but tle Minister of justice, I believe, claimed that
their disallowance was required by the spirit of the con-
tract. Now, there is no certainty that this will not occur
again. The hon. Minister of Railways has stated that he
may see fit, at the end of two years, to do away with the
monopoly clause. If it is right to do that in two yoars, I
think it would be much better to do it at present. I
think now is the time to strike, when the Company are ask-
ing aid from the Government; and if we give that aid, we
should get some quidpro quo. The syndicate claim, I believe,
that after . they complete the road north of Lake
Superior, they will defy competition. I doubt that. I
think, the chcapest route from the North-West to the
Eastern Provinces is by way of Port Arthur, and I hope
the Government will see to it that the freight rates are not
excessive on that part of the line of railway ; because when
we get to Port Arthur, we have the competition of the lake.
steamboats. I must repeat again that I believe the hon.
member for Liagar did not represent the feelings of the peo.
ple of the Nort.West, and I do not think this Government
believe aso, when.he endorsed the National Policy. If any
part of the country has suffered from the high tariff, it has
been Manitoba and the North-West, because we have no
manufacturers there, and everything which we require
comes from the Eastern Provinces or the United States.
I am one of those who believe that the consumer pays the
duty, and that being the case, Manitoba has to pay a large
and excessive portion, of the duty which is contributed
to the Dominion exchequer. I hope that this amendment will
carry, and that the Government will take this opportnnity of
requiring from the syndicate something in return for the
large amont of money they are to receive. I might also
state, as the hon. member for Lisgar was eulogised as an
independent Liberal who was going to vote for the Govern-
ment, that he was not always a IUberal. In fact, I do not
know what he has been, forI suppose we may take for granted
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that if an assertion is made with refereuce to an hon. gentie-i
man, and ho does not contradict it, we may accept it as true.1
Perhaps the House will remember that the hon. member'
for Proveccher (Mr. ]Royal), lastSession, when describing the
mombers from Manitoba, stated that he himself and the hon.
member for Winnipeg supported the Govenrnment, that the
hon. member for Selkirk was elected on the railway question,
and I believe he gave me credit for being elected on a straight
party issue; but he said that the hon. member for Lisgar
represented himaself-that Ross was elected for Ross.
Probably the interests of that constituency have changed,
for that hon. gentleman did not always speak of the mono-
poly in the same terms that ho did the other night. I may
read to the House a motion which that hon. gentleman
made in the Legislature of Manitoba on 24th Doecember,
1880:

",gr. Ros moved for:an address to the Governor inO ouncil, pra>ing
that the termas proposed with the syndicate may not be eoutered fnto,
inasmuch as the said terms will be found unacceptable to the people of
Manitoba and the North-West Territory, more partioularly part of
clause 11 and clauses 14, 15 and 16."
Clause 11 gives the Company power to select their lands;
clause 14 relates to the construction of branches; clause 15
is the restriction as to competing lineq, botter known as the
monopoly clause; and clause 16 relates to exemption from
taxation. The hon. gentleman went on after that to deliver
a very vigorous speechagainst the action of the Govern ment
in agreeing to give the syndicate such a monopoly in that
country, and amongst other things ho said:

" People are willing to pay taxes to build roads to have them run for
the benefit of the Canadian people, but not to swell the gains of incor-
porators across the lines."

If the speech was not so long, I do not know that I could
make a botter argument against this monopoly than to read
it; and I am sorry to see him endorsing the action of the
Government in this matter, after moving in the direction
that he did at that time. But, as I said before, the interests
of the constituenoy of eose may have changed since thon. I
move, seconded by Mr. Zolton, that all the words after the
word "that"- in the said motion be lf t out, and the fol-
lowing inserted instead thereof:

" That said Resolutions be referred back to the Committee of the
Whole, with power to provide, that as a condition of granting the
proposed aid to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, it should be
itipulated that the Company shall no longer claim, that no lines of
railway should be permitted to be constructed within Manitoba South
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, exeept such Unes as shall run South-
West, or to the Westward or South-West, and that no Unes of railway

*hould be permitted tobe constructd within fifteen miles of latitude 49.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Mr. Speaker, I just ask this
hon. House to give me ton or fifteen minutes in' which
to say a few words with regard to the North-West Territory
from personal experience. I will promise that I will read
no motions or speeches, and as I have no notes, I shall
not occupy much of the time of the House. I believe that
the British Columbia Resolutions were carried through the
Rouse ofCommons in the year 1871. From that time to
the present I have-*eard very many eloquent speeches for
and against the Canadian Pacifie Railway, for and against
British Columbia, for and against the North-West Territory.
I must say that up to the time I had the privilege of visit-
ing that country, I knew very little about it. On
leaving Winnipeg, I had only to look in every direction from
the window of the car as I went along, and every place that
I visited showed nothing but beautiful landis, and at every
station, until we reached Brandon, I sw people coming to
meet their friends from the older Provinces. We went at
the rate of from twenty to twenty-five miles an hour, and all
along the route there was no end of fine land. Although I
had often heard that along the line of the railway the land
was not good, I was satisfied that these reporte were un-
fondoed, a mile after mile of the finest land met my view,
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and Mr. Holt, the engineer of the construction of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, said to me, you can goto bed and
get up in the morning, and day after day you will find th
s.~me fine country. You may make the nun from Win.
nipeg to Calgary, 860 miles, and I a satisfed that
along the line there are not fifty miles where you
will not see, as far as the eye can carry, first clases land
fit for settlement. The hon. gentlemen from Marquette
says the railway is constructed to fast. Was it conostruted
too fast to Portage La Prairie for the hon. gentlemma,
who, I am proud to say, has made his fortune there, and I
hope he will live long to enjoy it? It is not built too fast
to reach Regina and Moose Jaw, because along the limp
until you reach that point there are quite a number of
settlers. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman is it b%;iIt
too fast to reach the coal mines at Medicine Hat which have
reduced the price of coal from by $4 or $5 a ton, if not in
the city of Winnipeg, at least throughout the great
North-West Territory ? I can say now that had it not
been for the opening up of the Medioine Rat coal mines
the people of Manitoba and the North-West Territory would
be paying to-day $16 per ton for coal when it can be pur-
chased in Winnipeg for $10. Will the hon. gentleman say
that the railway is constructed too fast, when its construo-
tion bringa about the supplying of that fuel ? I would ask
the hon. gentleman if the hordsmen think the road is being
constructed too fast? Had Mr. Cochrane's ranche been well
managed, and I regret it was not, they would have been
able to ship from Calgary a large number of cattie this
year, as they would have had more than could be consumed
in that country. Do the ranchmen believe that the road
is being constructed too fast? Thon whea I had Lie plea-
su1re of gett ing to the summit of the Rocky Mountainu and
passed through that beautiful valley of the Bow River,I had
a talk with the miners who had been thore, some a yOst,
some six months, some three months, and they said to u:
" White, use your influence that we may have a lihb.L
mining Bill, because thie country is rich in ore, beaums
it has large quantities of precious metals that wiU eriei
the Dominion of Canada." I ask if the minoa ofthe Ro.ky
Mountains think the road is being constructed too ast. The
full extent of the railway strike was reached when I arrived
ut Moose Jaw, and I was astonished to meet the number of
men I did from around Lrndon and the county of Middlesexl
and to hear how well they spoke of my hon. friend the
Postmaster-General; bat the next day, after the strike
occurred on the railway, they said: "Weil, we ometimes
find fault with the Canadian Pacifie Railway, but what updpr
the sun would we do without it ? It is the only hope, the
only prospect we have of gptting in everything we want
and sending out everything we raise; we cannotdo witboUt
the road and we hope the strike will soon be over." When
we reached Medicine Rat we saw not one train load of coal
from that mine, but six traiu loads brought -u a
siding to &end to difforent parts of Manitobs and
the great North-West Territory. I would like to
ask the hon. gentleman, when he speau of 4e
interests of the people of that great oountry, whe6or
thore is anything they roquirg more than boet, wbetr
there is anything they require more than ooa:? They
have the land, and when they get the coal it will help 4h»m
very much. Had not the road been constructed the pe"le
would have suffered in that direction at all event. I o-
lieve that the hon. gentleman did say, or at le st if he did
not, others did, that the road was not wellconutruoted.

Mr. WATSON. What I stated was that I consider the
Canadian Pacifie Railway have a good road and I think it is
well operated. All that I have travelled over I have no
fault to find with, as regards construction.

Mr. WHITE. I am glad the hou. gentleman bas
stated this because his political iend willibelieveouyi4ste-
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ment when it is endorsed by the hon. gentleman. The road
as constructed is, I say, creditable to the Company.
They not only have the track well constructed with
easy grades, but at every nine or ten miles along
the whole 860 miles, they have two sidings, one on each
side of the track, and the road is raised about three feet
from the prairie and every procaution is taken against its
being affected by the snow drifts. They have built snow
fences or banks of earth in order to keep the drifts from
coming in at certain parts of the line, and there are not bot-
ter stations, or sidings, or round-houses, or places for the
men to reside in, on any other road on this continent than
on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, until you reach the
summit of the Rocky Mountains, less the station that is to
be constructed at Calgary. They are only working in the
interests of the people and I believe their rates of freight
will compare favourably with those of any other road going
through a similar country. I believe the officials are doing
everything they can to meet the requirements of the country.
I believe the Company deserve a great deal of credit, and it
is not right, proper, just or honest for any hon. gentleman
to stand up in this House and try and injure the character
of the road or the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The
hon. gentleman said that so far as climate was concerned,
it was not a good climate. I never before, as long as I
have lived in this country, slept under canvas. On the first
of January at four o'clock in the afternoon, I left Calgary,
and with two others drove forty miles across the plains.
After dark we cooked something to eat and thon slept in a
shanty on the ground as we had no boards. On the next
day we drove fifty miles, and the following day 120 miles
across the country to the Rocky Mountains, sleeping under
canvas ton nights, and during that time we saw no houses,
shanties, or wigwams, or inhabitants, but an excellent
country and a great deal of timber destroyed by fire. I
believe that for 220 miles from Calgary, on the north of the
Saskatchewan, to the Rocky Mountain House, there is not
over thirty miles of poor ladd, or of land that will not com-
pare favourably with the very best in Ontario, Quebec, or
the other Provinces.

Mr. WATSON. I said nothing about the climate. I
said, I think, that we had a rigorous climate. It is some-
times cold in winter there.

Mr. BOWELL. You said the land was no good.
Mr. WATSON. As far as the climate is concerned, I

believe we have the best in Canada.

Mr. WHITE. I understood the hon. gentleman to say it
was forty below zero. If so, I think I should have met
with it between the 1st and the 13th or 14th of
January, when I only had the ploasure of sleeping one or
two nights under a roof, and the rest of the time
under canvas; and, Mr. Speaker, I am back here,
and I feel as sound as any man in this House, I
lel as happy as yon please. The climate-there is none
on the continent to beat it. The Chinook winds, coming
through from British Columbia along the base of the Rocky
Mountains, make a man feel good, botter than adulterated
medicine or adulterated whiskey. As far as the climate is
concerned, I say we have everything that we can desire. It
may possibly at times be cold in and around Winnipeg,
and in some portions of Manitoba, but the hon. gentleman
will agree with me that the bright, clear sun from the time
it rises in the morning until it sets at night, the bright, clear
atmosphere makes it a really healthy and invigorating
climate to reside in, and ho will agree with me that, as far as
that country is concerned, it bas a grand-yes, a grand future
before it. The hon. gentleman said, too, in his remarks,
that so far as that country is concerned, they should have
more aide lines and lus Canadian Pacifie Railway con-
structed into the Rocky Mountains. I would, I think, not

Mr. Ww ,(Hasing.)

be out of place now, to make a few remarks concerning
other and older Provinces. If you take the county I
have the honour to reside in, the city of Belleville
gave $150,000 to one road, the county $80,000, thrce
townships about $45,000, and we constructed a railway
believing we would have a road independent of the Grand
Trunk Railway, but, after it was run for a short time, we
were anxious that the Grand Trunk Railway should take it
over, because it would be botter accommotecd, botter rn,
botter contro lled, and better managed than by those who be-
longed to the company that had constructed- it. I ,believe
the hon. gentleman lived for some time in the Province of
Ontario, and ho should know that there are a great iniumber of
people residing in very thickly settied parts of the country
who paid their portion of the money that went to the Grand
Trunk Railway, paid their portion of the money that was
required to buy the North-West from the Hudson Bay
Company, and will pay their portion of what is going
into the Canadian Pacifie Railway for its construction,
and their portion of what the Local Government has
paid to railways. They are taxed for the next fifteon
or twenty years for the money given to railways to
construet them, and they cannot get over paying
that. Does ho forget that there are in that Province
of Ontario, many people living fifty or sixty miles from
railways ? Does ho foi-get that, in some of the best settled
parts of the country, many farmers live twelve, fifteen and
twenty miles from railways? And yet ho is finding fault
because the Canadian Pacifie Railway did not stop at Port-
age la Prairie, or Regina, or Moose Jàw, and take the
balance of the road and construct it to every man's door, so
tbat every man having a butshel of wheat totake away would
have nothing to do but to put it on his back and throw it
into a railway car. It is impossible for this louse or for
this country to do that. After the railway is constructed,
and after the assistance which the Govern ment are giving
and are anxious to give has been expended, the people there
must do what they have done in the older Provinces-put
theirhandsin their own pockets,and construct their short linos
of railway wherever they wish. The hon. Minister said
that, as far as the monopoly clause in Manitoba was concern-
ed, it would be removed in- two years, when the road
was c nstructed north of Lake Superior. I have no doubt
that, if that monopoly clause was not removed, the Gov-
ernment wouild make an arrangement with the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company, to carry freight at the same rate
as it is carried vid Chicago to the sea-board, and at the same
local rate given by the Grand Trunk to the localities it goes
through; that would be satisfactory to the people of the North.
West; and it is all they should ask, all they should expect,
and all they should look for. It has been said that ihere
has been a great deal of agitation in the North-West Ter-
ritory, and it has been said by some parties that the people
there were disloyal and were anxious to connect with the
United States of America. I have been through that
country, and I think I am safe in saying that I have as
many friends in that country as any hon. member of this
House, and I have talked with people in different localities
and different sections of the country, and I make the asser-
tion to day that ninety-nine out of every hundred are
loyal to the Canadian Government, loyal to Canada,
and anxious to romain a part and parcel of Canada.
Ninety-nine-yes, I am safe in saying nine hundred
and ninetynine out of every thousand are loyal to
this country and are anxious to belong to this country.
I go further, and say that nineteen-twentieths of the
people are satisfied with the land laws of the North-West
Territories, and the land laws of Manitoba are botter and
more in their interest than the laws of the United States
of America. Let me go further. A remark was made by
the hon. member for Grey asking where was the Minister
of the Interior-was he writing pamphlets ? When that
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hon. gentleman thought it nocessary in the interests of this'
country to write pamphlets, he wrote them successfully,
and ho circulated them successfully, and ho educated the
people successfully, and, as he, with power and determina-
tion, circulated pamphlets to educate the people to the
believe in the neaesity of a change of Government.
I am confident he will administer the affairs of the
country and the great Interior Department of this
country to the entire satisfaction of every man of a
reasonable mind. Every man who has a'· reasonable
demand to make will be met reasonably and honestly
and conscientiously, but we do not expect or hope to give
satisfaction to the agitators, the office-seekers, the mon
who go round talking as they have in the North-West.
It is impossible to provide these men with places, and the
people of this House and of this country must set their face
against it, and when there is an agitation brought up by an
office-soeker, or a man who bas been put out of office
because ho did not do bis duty, or a man who wants to be a
member of this louse or a member of the Local House, or
a man who has an axe to grind, we must say: "We will
do to you as we do to the rest of the people of this country,
we will do what is fair and just and honest, but nothing
more." If the House and the country are going to pay
the attention they have in the past to the agitators in the
North-West Territories, it will be utterly impossible to
satisfy them. If overy dollar that could be collected and every
dollar that could bo earned were sent into that country to
build railways, it would not satisfy them, but they must be
educated to believe that they are used as well as any other
part of this great Dominion of Canada. I would say, too,
for the information of the hon. member for Grey, that I am
satisfied that any information ho requires from the Interior
Department, or the first Minister, that they will be anxious to
give it him or any other hon. momber, and that they will not
sufer because the Minister of the Interior is not a member
of this hon. House. So far as these Resolutions are con-
cerned, I do not believe, looking at the bargain, or the
contract or the agreement or the money loaned, if the
Government discharge their duty, and I believe they will,
that we are going to suffer anything by the operation or
by the agreement. Why should we ? We have got from
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company the control of
î35,00O,000 of stock. The Government, I am informed by the
public press of the country during last fall, have the right to
enter into an agreement with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, that they should take a certain amount of money,
enough to pay 3 per cent. on the $100,000,000 of bonds for
ton years, and give them a certain interest on the
money up to the time they paid them out to
the parties holding the bonds. If such is the case,
why should we as a people suffer by this loan?
The Finance Minister goes to the Old Country with
35,000,000 of bonds on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and
ho says to the money lendors : " We will take 70 cents for
those bonds." Can ho not bring back to this country the
$22,500,000, and wîll ho not have, making a rough calcula.
tion, about 86,000,000 left ? I am satisfied the Finance
Minister will make that arrangement, and if ho does, what
right have we to be alarmed ? But suppose ho does not.
The hon. member for West Durham, in that eloguent lan-
guage we all admire, said that the lands, if I mistake not,
were worth $3.10 per acre, on an average. Isuppose he cal-
culated that the 10 cents were for survey. Well, suppose it
is worth $3.10 ; cannot this Government get back from the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company $10,000,000 or
$11,000,000, even if the land is only worth $2 per acre?
Are we then going to lose our money ? I would like to ask
the hon. member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cart-
wright) who owns, or who has owned, 30,000 acres in the
very gardenof Manitoba-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Where ?

Mr. WHITE. Well, in Southern Manitoba. Did you
never own any there ?

Sir RtCHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
is a little too stretching in his calculations.

Mr. WHITE. The hon. gentleman will not say that the
land is not worth 82 per acre over a great portion of that
country. He is satisfied it is. I am confident that if h.
sold the lands he now has in Southern Manitoba at 82 an
acre, and invest in the Nor'-West, he would be satisfed that
ho would have just as good a property as any Napane
landlord owns in the town of Napanee. We have heard a
great deal said about botter terme for Prince Edward
Island, botter terme for .Nova Scotia, botter terme for New
Brunswick, botter terms for Quebec, botter terme for Ontario,
botter terms for Manitoba and the North-West-I believe
British Columbia has not asked for botter terme. We have
heard it said that this company and that company, this Pro-
vince and that Province, ought to be looked after; that this
society and that society, this countryman and that country-
man, ought to be looked after. I believe, so far as we are con-
cerned, in discussing this great question, we ought not to
know any Province, any locality, or any people. I believe,
Mr. Speaker. that that road will yet help Prince Rdward
Island; I believe it will help Nova Scotia, and all the other
Provinces-that we will all be benefited by it. Why not go
to work like men and say: We will do what is right with
this Company; we will do what is right with each other,
and let the Governmont stop in and assist each Province the
best they can. Now, Mr. Speaker, I believe there are many
people asking for assistance; I am confident the Govern-
ment will meet every demand as far as they reasonably can.
Now, the hon. gentleman said in his remarks that the Hon.
Mr. Norquay, Premier of Manitoba, was down here demand-
ing better terme, He said that the farmers of the North-
West formed themselves into a union and sent ,three
deolegates down to this Government to demand botter
terms-so-called. I believe, Mr. Speaker, the
course the Government ought to pursue is to con-
sult those gentlemen who are selected by the people,
and let the Local Government stay at home and attend to
their duties. I was very glad tW hear the hon, gentleman say
that he kept away from their meetings, and he discount.
enanced any delegates coming to Ottawa. He himself
knows that in anything he has got to bring before the
flouse or the Government, ho would be listened to and
treated with that courtesy, that.respect, that his position
and that of his constituents deserve. Now, Mr. Speaker,
the hon. gentleman said that the Province of Manitoba was
suffering from the National Policy. Well, that is a matter
I think we eau very easily compare notes on. Io it not. a
benefit to the people of Manitoba to have a protection of
fifteen cents a bushel on their wheat. So far as the.people of
Manitoba are concerned they can manufacture gooda as
cheaply as they can be manufactured in Ontario. Will the
hon. gentleman contradict that statement ? He can buy
a reaper in Manitoba for 8270; he can buy the same
reaper manufactured in the city of London for $270;
ho can buy the same machine in the city of Ottawa for $70;
he can buy it throughout Ontario for that price; and thore.
fore are the people of Manitoba going to suffer ? The hon.
gentleman knows that these machines could be purchased
in Manitoba last summer as cheap-yes 810 cheaper-than
the year before. I have the authority, and I have the
public statement, of an agent of a party that selle machines
for United States and Canadian manufacturers, who assured
me that they were sold $10 cheaper lest year than the year
before. And ho assured me that the increase of duty did
not affect the machines last year, nor would it affect the
machines this year, because they already had enough on
hand to supply the demand. The deputation that camq
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down bore went home satisfied, and they had to admit
that in the matter of agricultural implements they
wee not wrongly dealt with, and did not have much
to complain of. I think the hon. gentleman says that
they have no manufactures there. Why, have they not
èheap cal ? Will he deny that fact ? He may say they
cannot manufacture because they have not the raw material.
If you can take a car load of raw material sufficient to build
twdgnty-five or thirty machines. The people of Win-
nipeg and the North-West will soon commence to
mmnoture their own machines, and thon they will
be very highly pleased with the National Policy,
and see that Protection benefits them. The hon. gen-
tlTman says that the people of the North-West have
te- pay a high rate of freight. He knows well that in
Ontario a farmer hias got to plough a field three times, and
summer fallow it in order to get one crop in two years,
sonetimes, and seed it twice because it gets winter-killed.
But in the North-West the case is far different.- The hon.
gentleman will agree with me that they cai raise wheat
and make more money at 60 cents a bushel than the farmers
in Ontario can at $1 a bushol. He will not deny that
fact. And why? They plough the land in the fall, they
sow the grain in the spring, and they reap it quicker and
emier than they do in Ontario, because the land is not so
rougb. They get it and thresh it all by steam, and the
land produces such great evops that the people have greater
profit&. Then the hon. gentleman will agree with me that
agricultural implements will last a great deal longer in that
eountry than in Ontario. le won't deny that statement,
Then the land is not so rougb, machines are not so liable to
get out of repair. Now, 1 do think that that hon. gentle-
man, and every other hon. member from bis Province,
shaen give their support to the Canadian Pacifie Railway.
LeM them beur in mind that it is their salvation and
their prosperity, and will be the advancement of
that great oountry. Now, the hon. gentleman says
that they want the Hndson Bay Railway built.
The people of that country think they ought to have the
rod; but if it wii not pay to send grain by way of Mon-
treal, I should like to know how it will pay to send it by
Hudeoa's Bay when the Straits are only navigable for about
thrree or four months. The bon. gentleman, if I mistake
not, is engaged in milling, or has something to do with the
mi#ing bunsiess. If he goes to the bank and wishes to,
obtain a large smm of money with which to buy wheat, the
hrst question asked is, how aie you going to ship it?
'Rhe answer is, by the Canadian Pacifie Railway direct to,
Iaverpool. If wheat were shipped to Hudson's 3ay, it

wold lie over till next summer, and would not reach
Liverpool until next year. I know well such a scheme
coald not, be profitable. At the same time the Gov.
eenment should render all the assistance possible,
be#ause the people in the North-West believe they should
have a Hudson's Bay railway built. The hon. gentleman
further stated that he thought the Government should aid
braneh lies; that the people were not satisfied with the
way in which, they were treated by the Dominion Govern.
m»4nt, and that they paid more duty per head than any
eMer Province of the Dominion. I hope and trust the
Gearnmneùt of Manitoba will not be placed in a position in
*hi& they could plunge the Province into debt, because we
have th* experience of other Provinces possessing as groat
regources and men as fully as well qualified to govern as
Mamiteb. The hon. gentleman did not tell the liuse and
doE«tfy the reasons for much of the agitation, and why the
agtUWr obtained the ear of the farmers. He forgot that
ÔeW$g to the unfortunate frost luat summer- I do not say he
did it or that ià was done at the mills at Portage la
PMsi#ie, but it was done at the remaining mills-millers
pld Mnly 36 osts, 40, 4 and up to 69 oenis per buhel for

Mr. Wa1IT (Easting).

wheat. The hon. gentleman will not deny that statëment;
that the average was about 45 cents per bushel.

Mr. WATSON. No.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). On an average the wheat,
I believe, brought 45 cents. I think the millers- do nôt
say ho did so becanse 1 think ho is too honest-paid on an
average about 50 cents.

Mr, WATSON. Fifty cents for frozen wheat.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Frozen wheat was bought
at from 30 to 35 cents and as high as 40 cents. But 1 tell
the hon. gentleman that the millers of that country said
that four-iifths of the wheat was frozen. Some of the best
wheat ever grown was broaght in, and the milleFs said
they would not have it, because it was frozen. They,
however, bought it at 45 cents per bushels, and sold
the flour at $2.75 per 100 weight. They made $1.25
per hundred for grinding flour and had the bran and shorts.
If the hon. gentleman bas been guilty of anything of that
kind, it would be well for him to ask himself honestly if ho
bas done his duty to those people. $1.25 is really too
much. He might tbrow in the bran and shorts. There,
indeed, is a grinding monopoly; and when he places the
belt on the machinery turning the stones, ho grinds-what ?
He grinds from the unfortunate farmer the money which
should pay for agricultural implements, the money which
should go to buy tea and sugar, and clothes, and boots and
shoes to enable the little ones to go to school. I am satis-
fied that the millers of Manitoba have had more to do witih
the adversity of that Province than any other class of the
community, and I ask the hon. gentleman if such is not the
fact-I do not say ho is guilty, not at all.

Mr. WATSON. I have not been in the milling business
for two years.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I knew I was safe in saying
the hon. gentleman did not do it; but he knows it bas been
done. I am very glad ho has sold out hie business; but I
really wish I were the owner. I would grind every cent
out of the unfortunate farmers·of the North-West, and thon
come down hure and hurl a piece ot the tstone whih grouud
the wheat, at the heads of the Government, and say they
were the guilty parties, while at the same time I would
put the dollars quietly in my pocket. Hon. gentlemen«
opposite have, I am glad to say, a~dmitted that the Goern-
ment were not responsible for the wheat being frozen. They
well know that twelve months from nov they will haver no
chance of getting up an agitation in the North-West.
Who Was the head centre of that movement, the great man
who got up the Resolutions, and who advertised and took
great interest in the meetings? It was that goôd and
honest man, the late Judge Ryan. Bad as the hon.
Firzt Minister ray ho, I would rather take him as my
guide than Judge iRyan, a man who ias discharged
his duties neither in the interest of the Government nor
of the country. I hope the Resolutions will be carried
by the same majority as was given on the votes already re-
corded, and I am satisfied the hon. Finance Minister tWelve
months hence will have no reason to find fault with the
action of Parliament. I trust the Minister of Railways will
make an agreement with the Canadian Pacifte Railway
Company that they should give the same through rates to
the people of the North-West and Manitoba as Améican
farmers, millers and merchants get to Chicago, and the same
local freights as the Grand Trunk, with al its faults, gives
to shippers along its line. One word as to the erand
Trunk. There is no member of the Hous riore ariMe for
the prosperity of the Grand Trunk than I am. The tom-
pany deservo every consideration at the handgt of àm bers
on both sides of the House. They hve had a greadeal to
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oontend with; they have fought the battle and fought it
wel. But have not the Conservative party stood true to
them on ail occasions ? That party stood uptfor the coin-
pany when their enemies were making the imost of little
accidents and wrong-doings for which the company were
not perhaps responsible, and stood by the company until
they got a good road bed, good rolling stock and a satisfac
tory financial position-the company bas forgotten that
party, and gone over to hon. gentlemen opposite. Let us
hope and trust. that the members of the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company belonging to the Roform party will not
forget those who stood true to them when in need of assist-
ance, but perhaps they will pursue a like course, when it is
te their interests and do everything they can to decry
and put down the interests and prosperity of that country.
I repeat, that there are many on the other side, who do not
do this, but they are outside of those who want to be
ministers or expect to be ministers. Let us hope and trust
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will construcit
this work within the two years; lot us hold the Govern-
ment responsible for gettiog the agreement between
the Vanadian Pacifie Railway and the Government whihi
was announced to this House, carried out. It is our duty
to help the Government to carry out this agreenent, and
let us unite as honest men, not as Englishmen, or Irishmen,
or Scotchmen, or Frenchmen, but as Canadians-not as repre.
sentatives of Manitoba, or Ontario, or Quebec, or any other
Province, but as Canaditns who represent the whole of this
Dominion-let us unite to do good to the country as a whole
I am satisfied tha' the contract wlich lias been entered into,
and the present Resolutions, will be sustaiîed by the peo0ple
of the country, and I have great plea-ure in supporuing the
Resolutions introduced by the hon. Minister of ailways.

Mr. GASEY. My hon. friend from Hastings (Mr.
White) seems to be greatly exercised for four any doubt
should be cast on the goodness of the climate of Manitoba;
and he instances his own experiences of that climate, as a
proof that it is a good one. I am sure, Sir, that the
climate of that country must have agreed with the hon
gentleman, for not only-hlas it retained him in good health,
and enabled him to come here full of energy, but il
appears al-o, to have added cloquerice to his tongue,
unless that eloquence and fluency with which ho lias
addressed us to-day, were acquired in pov-wow with
Pie-a-pot and other native orators in the North.West,
fer he appears to have spoken with more freedom and
enthusiasm than usual. I agree with limin this, that a
viait to the North-West is sufficient to excite anybody's
enthusiasm about that country, and that it is impossible fbr
anybody who hu been there to speak otherwise of the coun.
try than in terms wbich may appear somewhat enthusi.
astie and overstrained to those who have not seen it. I
believe the climate of the North-West needs no defence
either from the hon. member for East Hastings or myself.
The sentence in the remarks of my hon. friend from Mar.
quette (Mr. Watson) which gave rise to this discussion,
was a very simple and innocent one. He wished to point
ont that every new country had its hardships and disad-
vantages, thOugh peOple seemed to suppose that Manitoba
had none of these and that, therefore, they did not so much
need the railway facilities which the people of Ontario
niight require. He pointed out that men at a distance
from the railway might find it awkward to drive thirty or
forty miles in one ot the cold days which occurred in that
country, though they were not much colder than some
weather we have had here in the capital, but even on those
days it would be inconvenient to drive that distance with a
yoke of oxen for a load of wood. I think it was only a tair
and proper deduction from that statement, that the setdiers
aboi have a branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway to
beingtm me of theqoa ab0 t which my hon. friend

from Hastings said so much. The inference wa, I
think, a legitimate one, but the Minister of Rtailways ,muet
interject his interruption and give the cue to his followers,
as to the way they were to treat this illustration. Why,
Sir, if everytody who mentions anty ot the ovils incident to
Manitoba, or any other part of Canada, is disparaging the
country, we have an aceount to sottie with some gentlemen
on the other side. We have an account to settle with the
hon. Niuister of Agriculture, who allowed an advertisement
of Kansas, or Te.xas, or some wild-cat colonization scheme
in the United States, to be printed within the covers et one
of his immigration pamphlets.

Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no.
Mr. CASEY. Well, Isbould know ; I sa* it myself.

Mr. BOWELL. The bon. gentleman says ho permitted
it, but he knows that it was put there without his know-
ledge, and that as soon as the Minister ascertained it, it was
suppressed.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT._ After it was pub-
lished under the impress of the Department.

Mr. BOWELL. Certainly; we know that.

Mr. CASEY. It advised the people to stop wrestling
with stumps and stones in Ontario, and to go where they
would not have these disadvantages-that is in the Western
States. That was disparaging the country, and the Minister
of Customs says the adverti.ement was put there without
Lbe knowledge of the Minister of Agriculture., If ihat
be the case the I)eparticnt of Agriculture must be in a
strange condition, and we wil have to remove the hon.
Minister wuho now fills that ofico, and put in hisplaco the
hon. member for Hastings (Mr. White), or the hon. member
for North Perth (Mr. Hesson), or soine other gentleman,
who, no doubt, from the interest taken in this question,
will see that advertisements speaking favourably of foreign
countries and disparagingly of our own are not put in
documents issued from the Department. I think the ex.
planation made by the Minister of Customs is about as
damaging an attack on the Minister of Agriculture as could
possibly bc made-,hat they could get in without bis
knowledgo and consent. .As to the question of climate, I
think niy hou. friend fron Ligatr (Mr.lioss)who spoke on this
question dibtinctly admitted that some of the rorth-western
States had a better elimate than Manitoba. I am inclined
to doubt his information, because I have information from
others who have had experionce of both countries, that the
climate of Manitoba is botter; but at any rate if we diseuse
the admission and statements made by memberà on both
sides, it is only proper to quote the language of the hon. mem-
ber for Lisgar (MU. Ross), in comparison with that of the hon.
member for Marquette (Mr. Watson). Coming baek, how-
ever, to my hon. triend from Hastings, I find that he wound
up with a pious ejaculation. Hie said: "Let us hope and trust
that the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company will finish the
railway in two years, and do what they propose to do;
and let us hope and trust that the Governnent will see that
the terms of the contract are carried out." Well, Sir, that is
the proper frame of mind for a supporter of the Government
in regard to this question. He should be in a trustful, hope-
fui, trame of mind, for we have no guarantee that these
ter mâ will be carried out; it must bo a matter of trust and
faith, and those who support the Resolutions muet do so
simply by trusting in the good faith of the Railway Com-
pany, and in the controlling power of the Government.
I have no doubt that past experience of the ontrol-
ling influence of the Governmnent, of the sharp over-
sight they have exercised over this railway Company,
of the manner in whieh they have compelled tbem
to do things for the interests of Canada, instead of
in the interSts of the Company, of the maaa ia
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which they compelled them to abandon routes chosen in
their own interests, which were not in the interests of the
country-these past experiences have, no donbt, convinced
my hon. friend from Hlastings that we were safe in trusting
to the Government and railway Company to do right. As
the late lamented Artemus Ward said, "I speak somewhat
ironically on this occasion," and I have no doubt that the
hon. gentleman sees it. The question bas been raised
as to whether the land adjoining the road of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, west of Moose Jaw, is as good as that in
old Manitoba-whether, indeed, it is fit for settlement at
all. Now, I am prepared to believe that it is fit for settle-
ment-or a great part of it-from reports I have heard,
though equally trustworthy reports have given it a
bad character. But I am prepared to believe on the
testimony of my hon. friend, who bas seen the coun-
try, that it is fit for settlement; but to say that
it is as good as old Manitoba would 'be too absurd.
In fact, the present route of the railway was not selected
with the object of touching the best lands, or opening up
the best part of that country for settlement. I contend that,
in deciding upon the route of that railway, which is looked
on as a great Government work, the Government should
have insisted on the railway following such a route as
would open up the greatest extent of good land for settle-
ment. I think that is reasonable. I think also that the
route selected by the present hon. Minister of Railways
when ho first took office was probably as good a route as
could have been chosen. I an not going into the question
of the change ho made in the route laid out by his pie-
decessors, in the castern part of tbo pririe, but I refr
more particularly to the western portion of the route.
The railway, if built on the routa first adopted by the hon.
Minister of Railways, would have followed pretty much the
lino now laid out by the Manitoba and North-Western Rail-
way. It would have struck out into the Birtle country, in
the neighbourhood of Fort Ellice, and would have struck the
Saskatchewan Valley, probably in .the neighbourhood of
Prince Albert, and followed that great and fertile valley
towards the Rocky Mountains. No one acquainted with the
North-West wiil deny that this vould have opene i up a
vastly greater area of lertil, coutry thin the presont
route. We know that as Jar West as Moose Jaw, perhîaps a
little farther, the presct route does pass through a very
excellent country; but from that point westward, we ail
know that it passes through a country not nearly so good
as that traversed -by the hon. gentlenan's original route.
Of course, I take it for granted that the Government, in
dealing with the railway Company, must have exercised
some oversight in regard to the route-that they must have
had something to say-that they did not abdicate thoir
functions altogether, and leave the Company to select any
route they pleased. It follows, then, that the hon. Minister
of JRaiways must have been over-persuaded by the more
powerful minds and stronger wills of the gentlemen who
control the Canadian Pacifie Railway to abandon his cwn
route. This may appear strange to us for we have
always entertained the idea that the hon. gentleman's
brains and eloquence and force of will were as strong as they
were ordinarily made. Yet we must either believe that he
was over-persuaded to adopt an inferior route, or that he
knowingly allowed the railway Company to adopt an
inferior route. Which is the fact we cannot, of course,
divine. The hon. member for East Hastings mentioned
one of the Syndicate, by name; ho says ho hopes the hon.
Mr. Smith, and other members of that Company, will not
forget their friends who have stood by theci in this crisis."
That is, I must say, a very appropriate hope in the mouth-
o a Government supporter on the present occasion. The
bon. gentleman aIso spoke of the Grand Truank Railway.
ie asks: "Have the Conservative party not stood by that
oth.rgreat corporation through evil report and through good
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report till it has got control of nearly ail the roads in
Ontario? Have they not helped it out of its difficulties ?
Have they not given it ail the money it wanted ?
Have they not concealed its accidents ? And yet that
company goes and throws itself into the arms of the Grits."
It is quite truc the Conbervative party did stand by
the Grand Trunk through evil report and through good
report; it is quite true they gave that company ail the
money it wanted, that they sustained it in this way
until it got control of nearly ail the railways in
Ontario. The Conservative party have stood by the
Grand Trunk until it became practically a mono-
poly. So, I say, the Conservative party have been at ail
times the ally, the backer, the shield of every railway
monopoly that bas existed in the country; and now, when
the Grand Trunk forsakes those who have worked for it so
long, it is natural that the hon. gentleman should bewail-
that he, who has so many Grand Trunk iployees in his
riding-

Mr. WHITE. Oh, oh.

Mr. CASEY. Well, his colleague bas. It is natural
that those gentlemen, who have done so much for the
Grand Truik, and expected so much from it, should deplore
its loss, and should hope that the other monoply by which
they are now standing, will remember its friends.

Mr. BOWELL. Does the hon. member know where the
Grand Trunk runs ?

Mvr. CASEY. I think it runs into Belleville, and the hon.
gentleman lives in Belleville.

Mr. BOWELL. That is about as near my constituency
as the hon. gentleman can go.

Mr. CASEY. I am quite aware that the hon. gentleman's
constituency is not in Belleville; but I think the Grand
Trunk bas something to do with his constituency.

Mr. BOWELL. No.
Mr. CASEY. I think the Grand Junction runs through

his constituency and is controlled by the Grand Trank.
At al! events. I say that bon, gentlemen opposite who
are a)l conutcued wit! Gaud Trunk influences, are in
a very awkwýarJ position. They have supported that
monopoly as long as they could ; an I now, when they are
calied upon to support the dernands of a stronger, richer,
and more powerfui monopoly, they fiud they have lost the
friendship of the one that they have stood by so~long. Now, to
return to the question of the "grinding monopoly." I have
not heard any complaints agaLast the millers of Manitoba,
except one or two large firms, and chiefly the firm of Ogilvy
& ilutchinson. That firm are reported to have such arrange.
ments witn the Canada Pacific Riilway in regard to the
warehousing and shipping of grain, that they are practically
able to monopolize the grain-buying trade at certain points.
These arrangements, according to Mr. Van Horne, are that
wherever a warehouse is erected by any party, no grain
shail be taken by the Canadian Pacifie Railway, except
through that warehouse; so that everybody who ships wheat
from that point must soli it to the owners of that warehouse.
Therefore, the farmers of any district in the North-West are
at the mercy of any one who sets up a warehouse until
they can collect capital enough to build a second one. The
warehousemen are thus able to control the price of wheat,
and they bave forced the farmers to sell good wheat as
frozen wheat at low prices. I believe it bas been bought,
not chiefiy for milling in Manitoba but chiefly for export; and
I have been informed by a Iriend of mine in Manitoba that
the firm of Ogilvy & Hutchinson are likely to make
$200,000 or $3Oq,000 out of the so.called frozen wheat whieh
they have bought at low rates, and which is as ,good as any
of our Ontario wheat, by sending it in the spring or sammer
down to the eastern Provinces to sell, and get the a4vautage
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of the duty on wheat which my hon. friend from Hastings
claimed was going to be a great advantage to the farmers of
Manitoba. It will be a great benefit to those people who
have secured the advantage they possess, by an alliance
with the other monopoly which my hon. friend supports.
In regard to reaping and mowing machines my hon.
friend said, that reapers could be . bought in Manitoba
this summer cheaper than in Ontario, and he puits the price
at $270. Does he mean self-bind--rs.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Certainly.
Mr. CASEY. I am not prepared to say how cheaply you

could buy reapers of that sort in Ontario during the past
summer, but if it be true that they can be sold in Manitoba for
less than bere, one thing must be true: we know they have
to pay high freight to Manitoba, and that the manu-
facturers or dealers expect to be compensated for the risk
of sending them to Manitoba. The manufacturers must have
been reaping exorbitant profits on those sold in Ontario
if they could afford to selli n Manitoba below Ontario pric'es.
But the hon. gentleman's statement could only have applied
to a short interval, when there was a glut of reapers in
Manitoba, for I do not believe that the average of the yoar
or of any nimber of weeks, would give a lower price for
reapers in Manitoba than in Ontario. Even if they could
be sold cheaper in Manitoba that is fnot the pro-
per criterion by wbich to judge the question for the
people of Manitoba. The question with thom is, what could
you get those machines for, from the other side of the line,
were it not for the heavy duty ? I have not the prices at
hand, but the peopli an ! settler of Manitoba when I wa-
there, told me that ifi hevo wore aIlowed to bring them in at
a reasonable duty, they couIl get thein much chcaper th:an
by importing them from Ontario. That is the only way to
determine the effect of the duty on the people of the North.
West. My hon. friend took upon himself to lecture the
Premier of Manitoba and the other delegates who came
down here. He said they had botter have minded their
own business and staid at home and left the members repre-
senting that Province to attend to its affairs bore. I an
sure my hon. friend, Mr. Norquay, will hear with delight
that a leading member of the party Le bas so consistently
supported, should have thus slapped him in the face for having
come down to attend the interests of his Province. I am
sure that slap in the face was undeserved. Mr. NGr-
quay never did himself greater credit than when he
yielded at last to the unani mous desire of the people of Man-
itoba, and came down here to represent their claims. The
very fact that Mr. Norquay, a Conservative, a supporter of
the present Governnent, one whom people are sonetimes
inclined to call a slavish supporter-and a warm friend of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, the very fact that lie should
come down and urge the claims of the farmers of Manitoba,
proves to absolute demonstration that the farmers
agitation was not a party manoeuvre in the sense meant
by the hon. gentleman. It was politieal, no doubt, in so
far as its design was to obtain a political object, but not
in the sense of being a party agitation or Mr.
Norquay would never have undertaken it. The hon.
gentleman made a little calculation to which I think it
would be interesting to call the attention of the flouse.
He calculated that the hon. Finance Minister coul
make a profit of $6,000,000 by floating bonds in the
old country to obtain the $22,500,000 reiuired to make thi-4
advance to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. If this is a sound
calculation, and it seemns as sound as many others that have
been advanced on that side of the House in regard to this
transaction, thon the hon. Minister of Finance and the hon.
*Minister of Railways have erred greatly in making the
advance so small. If so much can be made on an advance
of $22,500,000, why did not they agree to lend the company
.3100,000,000 and make $25,000,000 upon the transaction ?

The hon. member for Hastings says they could have done so.
I hope he will not withdraw his confi3ence fromthe hon.
Minister because ho has missed this glorious chance of
adding $25,000,000 to thecapital of the country. Another
point alluded to by the hon. gentleman was the loyalty of
the people of Manitoba, their desire to retain Canadian con-
nection. In this particular I am able to corroborate the
hon. gentleman's statement. These mon are loyal; They
are mostly picked muen from Ontario and the other eastern
Provinces who have gone up there full of energy
and enthusiasm, and they are more loyal to Canadian
connection than many of us are because I believe they have
a broader senso of what is for the interest of the
country at large. But that loyalty, that love for
Caada, is being put to a tremendous strain. My hon.
friend did not undertake to tell us how many pounds of
pressure to the. square inch are being put on that feeling of
loyalty, or how many pounds of such pressure it will stand.
We have hear-d no serious talk of annexatin or independ-
once in the North-West ; but if hon. gentlemen opposite
wih to create such a cry, if tbey wish to bring about a de-
sire for indepn lence, or for annexation on the part of the
people of Manitoba, they could net have chosen more
thorough-going means than those they have adopted. If
there is any thing calculated to make people disgusted with
the country with which they are connected, it is the feeling
that thoy are oppressod by that country. Whether rightly
or wrongly, the people of Manitoba, doubtless, do feel that
they are oppressed by the people of old Canada, and if
there is anything calculated to add force to this feeling of
opp ession it is the pcerniary lo<ss an injry, which they
certainlv suffer. A case was boti to my noice this after-
nonu. A worLhy cIAryman cale i to sec me and told me that
a brother who had takei up land in the southern part of
Manitoba, one of the many places in which the Canadian
Pacifie Raiilway hai proposed to build branches, lad gone
to work on his land last year but was unable to sell his grain
in consequence of its distance from the railway, and he
was seriously questioning whether it would not be botter
for him to throw up his land and leave the country. The
prospect had been h ld out that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
was going to build a branch in that section. They put that
lire on their mnap4 but it was nvrt biilt, and the settlers
there seriuslv question whether it is %vorth their while
to go on with their homesteads. I think it is-but no
doubt in the meanwhile they are suffering hardship and
wrong-from the fact that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way will not build branch linos in thieir neighbour
hood, and will not allow anybody else to build
them. Speaking of these branch lines, brings me to
another clause in my hon. friend's speech. He said
the people of the okler Provincos had, after the Grand
Trnnk had been established by Government assistance, put
their bands in their own pockets and built linos themselves,
had granted bonuses and subscribed stock in those roads
for thir own use. He said further, that tho people of the
North-West could do the same thing, that the Government
had built the stem, and the people would have to furnish the
branches at their own expense. The hon. member cannot be
unaware that the people of Manitoba have, time and again,
expressed their willingness to do this, to put their bands in
their pokets and build branches. We know the South-East-

rn Railway Corupany, the Erners m and North-Wostern Rail-
way Com pany, and tic Tramway Com pany were prepared to
put their hands in theirî ockets and build branch linos south
of the Canalian Pacifie Rail way. They hadgot their charters
from the LInel G )vernmeit aud made arrangements togo to
-vork, ani hadi bee promise1 b>nuses, but the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway wouhi not allow them. I say
the Canadian Pacifie Railway would not allow them-
the monopoly would not allow them -because it was distinctly
in the interests of that monopoly, it was avowedly for the
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sake of the bargain made with that monopoly, that my hon.
friends opposite disallowed those charters. Tt was dis.
tinctly for the sake of the Canadian Pacifie Railway that
the people of southern Manitoha were not allowed to put
thoir hands in their pockets and build the branch lines the
member for Iasting said they ought to build at their own
expense. But northwards, they are allowed to build
branch lines, because any branch line in that direction
would be simply a feeder to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
and would bring more profit to the promoters of that line,
simply becauseallithe money spent by tbestruggling settiers
to the nor:hward of that line would bring more money to the
pockets of these wealthy speculators. So they wero allowed
to build branch linos, and have they not done it? Does not
the Manitoba and N >rth- Western Rail wayexb? D es it not
approximately follow the route ehosen by the Minister of
Railways. Does it not justify the correctness of his first i m
pression on that matter, and does it not thow the incorrect-
ness of his permission Io the Canadian Pauific Railway to
take a different line ? The people of Portage la Prairie
have given $100,000 to that railway; the people of the
county and town of Minnelosa have given it a large
bonus; the people of the municipality of Westbourne have
given $75,000 to that railway. These seem pretty big
fi:,urei even to us here, and, when you renember that
Portage la Prairie is only a town of f)ur or five thonsand
people, that the town of Westbourne is what wo should
call down here a mere country village, that the country
around it is what we would consider thinly settled, that
thso bonuses re)resenit an almost intolerable tax upon the
sparse settlers in those regions, you can form sorne ide% of
the eagerness with whiclh he people to the uortl of the
Canadian Pacific Railway have desired to get branch lines,
some conception of the feeling existing, that it was a matter
of life and death to them.

Mr. ORTON. Do I understand that the policy of the
former Government was to go to Portage la Prairie and
Westbourne.

Mr. CASEY. i do not know what the hon. gentleman under-
stands, but that is my understanding of the matter. I cannot
en ter into a discussion with the hon. gentleman just now. My
understanding of the original route nproved of by the hn.
Minister is that it was to branch north-w stward from some
point in that neigb bourhood and strike the Saskatchewan
country-I do not remember the exact p)lace at which it
was to branch off or where it was to strike, but that
i8 the region of country it was to traverse. From these
bonuses, which are absolutely enormous in view of the thin-
ness of the population, you can get an idea of the conviction
the people had that it was a matter of life and death to have
these b ranch lines, and you can also get an idea of *the eager.
neas with which the people to the southward would sub-
scribe their money to build branch lines, if they were
allowed to do so, but the monopoly which grinds down not
only the people of Manitoba, but the people of this country,
will not permit them to have these branch lines, or to do
anything in regard to railway building which may interfere
with its interests.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker loft the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Speaker, my hon. friend from Hastings
(Mr. White) has referred to the fact that the people of his
county have bonused branch lines for their own benefit. This
very fact, with which the hon. member is so familiar. that the
people, even in a comparatively rich county like Hastings,
feit the need of branch lines and paid for them at their own
cost, should have opened his eyes to the necessity which
would be felt by the struggling settlers in a new
country like Manitoba to have similar accommodation.

Mr. CAET,

But I must not omit to notice a little humorons
rernark ofthe hon, gentleman in reference to the reaper
question, although I have already passed that part of his
speech. Mv hon. friend asked : " Why do they not nake
reapers in Manitoba if they find the cost of reapers from
Ontario excessive-have they not cheap coal there ?" Cer-
tainly the hon. gentleman's humour las been developed by
his trip to Manitoba, for a more humourous question than
this I cannot imagine. Have they not cheap coal in Mani-
toba ! In M4anitoba, a place which is one of the most
distant from the ordinary supplies of coal, a country
whoe own coal supplies are only beginning to be openedup,
a country in which the only railway charges exorbitant
freights fo- the carriage of that native coal upon which the
country must depend in the future! He referred to the
mine of Medicine Hat, and told how cheaply the Company
was carrying the coal to Winnipeg. I am aware that last
autumn the railway Company charged P4 a ton freight on
this Medicine Ilat coal to Moose Jav, which is less that half
the distance to Winnipeg -not much more than one-third the
distance. If it was $i to Moose Jaw it must have been
enormous to Winnipeg. I believe he lowest point native coal
ha.; touched thee is sornething like $9 per ton. If the hon
memnber for East Hastings (àir. White) thinks it will pay
to use that coal at that price and import iron for the manu-
facture of agricultural implements in Winnipeg, as a means
of esnape from the burdens imposed by the National Policy
on the agricultural population of Manitoba-if he really
thinks that, ho bas very strange ideas in regard to the
manufacture of agricultural implements. But I have no
doubt a all ho intended it as a witticism, and as such
t must re.ard it. II3 cramblel becau-e the hon.
member for MarquAtte (M. Watson) had said the road was
being built too fast. He said the ranchmns at the foot of
the Rocky Mountains did not think it was built too fast.
Oh, I suppose not, but then I do not know that the road
was built entirely in the interests of these ranchmen. I
think the farming population, the poor people of Manitoba,
have as much right to be considered in respect to building
this road as those few 'of our Canadian aristocrats--I use
the word not in a bad sense, but in a good sense. I give all
credit to those gentlemen for their enterprise in trying to
develop the basiness of raising cattle in the North-West, in
developing the grazing lands there, and thus adding to the
wealth of the country; but their interests should not be
considered at the expense of the farming class. Al they
can do is quite insignificent in increasing the general
wealth, as compared with what the agricultural popu-
lation are doing. They will, no doubt, obtain con-
siderable wealth for themselves, and they deserve it;
but their interests are not to be compared for a moment
with the interests involved in the rapid and efficient
settlement of the rest of the country. I use the word
" efficient" advisedly, because I hold that the settlement
springing up along the Canadian Pacific Railway is not an
efficient or convenient settlement; it is a mere ribbon of
set tlement stretching across the continent, without oehesion,
where people are without near neighbours, and where it will
be impossible for them to obtain the advantages of schools,
ronds, &c., that can only be had where t.he population is
molerately dense. This plan of rapid settlement in a long
strip, is the worst plan that can h adopted in the interests
of the country. There was no great necessity for this aindue
haste. The Company had up to 1891 to finish the road, and
they have been constructing it a much more rapid rate than
that time limit requîred. They have not pretended that this
repid construction was done in the interests of the country;
they have admitted, impliedly, that it was done in their own
interests. They thought it would pay them to bild i6
rapidly, they wanted to earn their land grant rapidly, amd
so they built the road rapidly. But, ito -pretend that, thi*
rapid construction was in the intemo of tbe aau*yjo
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absurd, because the sort of settlement that it induces
is extremely inconvenient, and costs those who go there
the ordinary comforts even of new settlements. I think
those are the principal points of my hon. friend's remarks
to which I need allude. I come now more directly to the
question raised by the amendrment of the hon. member for
Marquette. That amendment asks that when we are grant-
ing such a favour as this to the Railway Company, we should
have some relaxation of the terms which they originally
imposed by virtue of the influence they have exerted upon
the powerful minds of hon. gentlemen opposite, the condi-
tions which they imposed by that influence upon Ihe people
of this country, and especially upon the people of the
great north-western territories. Sir, it is not at all
improper at sucb a time to ask for some relaxation.
We all know that in days of old when some young king
had been rather extravagant with his revenue. and was
compelled to call his loyal Commons together and ask for a
benevolence in the shape of further grants, it was usual and
customary for those loyal Cornnns, for the sturdy people
of that period, to demand a relaxation of some of the
burdens imposed upon them, the removal of some monopoly,
the abatement of some grievances. Now, Sir, our position
is very similar. If there over was a corporation with
something closely resermbling royal power, it is the corpora-
tion that controls the destinies of the great North-West-
and I will say the destinies of the whole Domnion
aiso, as appears from late transaction'. If there ever was a
bead of a corporation who had a right to be dubbed with a
royal title it is King Stephen the First. UIc had his
ministers and courtiers, and neted in a truly royal manner.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You nust make it
Stephen the Martyr.

Mr. CASEY. Well, Sir, I do not remember that King Ste-
phen the First was Stephen the Martyr; but, I think that if
this present King Stephen is ever to be martyred, certainly
it will not be at the hands of bis loyal and trusted ministers
who sit opposite me on this occasion, for no king, I think,
ever had more loyal ministers, " these ministers of bis that
do bis pleasure "-if my right bon. friend wants quotations I
will gio hLim that-because they have donc bis pleasure on
this and on other occasions when he has had occasion to
corne to this House. Ho has instructed them on this occa-
sion to lay before bis loyal subjects bis request for faurther
supplies. Thoy have done so. They have put aside ail other
business that night interfere with the speedy granting of
these supplies. They have assured us, in the case of this royal
personage, that it is absurd, inconvenient, and improper to
enquire into the grounds upon which these supplies are
asked. They have been formally, by resolution, requested
to have such an enquiry, and tbey have said it was impro-
per, and tbey have refused it, and have been backed up by
their friends in the House in that refusal. They have
said that there is no necessity for postponing the
consideration of this demand for further supplies.
There is now a request, Sir, from a portion of the loyal
subjects of this great ling for the abatement of a mono-
poly, the abatement of a nuisance, of something that is to
them a daily and an hourly oppression, a daily and an
hourly pecuniary ioss. Now, Sir, I have no doubt that bis
minsters will refus-o that; but, I claim that it is very proper to
ask for this abatement, and my hon. friend from Marquette
has only done bis duty to bis constituents and to his Pro-
vince in asking it. If he had not done so, it would have
been the duty of some other memberof this louse to demand
the removal of this monopoly clause from the contract by
which our present monarch wvas seated on the throne.
I need not dwell on thes2 quasi historical precodents
for saying that it is a proper time to demand the
abatement of a nuisance of this description. Why, Sir,
we have had an instance already in this House, a few days
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ago, of such a demand being made, and a successful demand,
although the grievance complained of was not in connec-
tion with this particular Canadian Pacifie Railway contract.
We have the authority of the Ministerial organ in Toronto,
a paper which, by the terms of the printing company's by-
law, is the personal organ of the First Minister, that the
supporters of the right hon. gentleman from the Province
of Quebec have been demanding what we may call, in
general words, better terms for their Province, although
I believe part of the so-called botter terms consisted of the
settlemert of an old account, and their demand is said
to have been at first unsuccessfnl. On the eve of this
crisis, those hon. mermbers, according to the right hon.
gentleman's own explanation, met together and brought
to bear on him in a corporate way that sort of " con-
stitutional pressure " which is usually brought to bear on
such occasions. And they have found the cribis a good one
for their purpose. They have found, as nearly as we can
gather from the oracular statements of the Minister of Rail-
ways and the remarks of the First Minister, that some sort
of promise, hint or indication was given that their claims
would be recognized. I say hero was an instance where the
redress of grievances was demanded by a section of the
right hon. gentleman's owa party, and it has been ap-
parently granted. I amn not saying anything about the pro-
priety or impropriety of that dernand; that is a matter which
need not be discussed bore. Al wish to urge is, that the
hon. gentleman's friends from Quebec appear to have been
thoroughly satisfied that their demands were just, being de-
mands which were madie in a former Session and repeated
again. Those members have taken the coustitutional
means of demanding redress of those grievances when asked
to do something for this great Company, and thesegrievances
apparently will be redressed; if not, they will be very much
disappointed. If the hon. members for Manitoba, whom
the right hon, gentleman claims to have with him, with one
exception, had chosen to bring " constitutional pressure " to
bear on the First Minister, perhaps they might have been
equally successful; perhaps, indeod, they brought soma
such constitutional pressure and obtained a promise of
something for Manitoba. If those hon. memibers have not
obtained a promise to remedy grievances, their constituents
will caH them to serious reckoning. If they Laro obtained
a promise, it would be interesting to know what iL is;
if not, it will be very disappointing to their constituente.
I think the constituents of those members have a vaguo
idea that a great deal of moncy is being paid away,
in which Manitoba will receive no share or benefit,
The Conservative members of Ontario supporting the
right hon. gentleman, had a grand opportunity to bring
some "constitutional pressure" to bear upon him on
this occasion. There are several questions in dispute be-
tween Ontario and the Dominion Government. There is the
question of boundary, aIso of our right te legislate upon our
own provincial affairs. If the Government supporters had
chosen to bring their united strength on the First Minister, no
doubt coneessions would have becn made in respect to these
matters. Even in regard to the financial question, I do not
think it is exactly settled as to what amount of money is in
the hands of the Dominion Government belonging to Onta-
rio. I have heard rumours that there was some dispute about
that. Some people insist that the expenditure of Ontario
will very soon exceed the limits of the Provincial subsidy
and the other ordinary sources of revenue. There was there-
fore a grand opportunity for the members of Ontario, the
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) and other strong
supporters of provincial rights, to have brought pressure
to bear on the Dominion Government in order to obtain
something for the Province. I would like to know if they
have done so. No doubt their constituents would like to know.
They should follow the noble example of membors from
Quebec, who, no matter what their errors in some respect,
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are to be admired for the way in which they cling together question-all this is patriotic, it is the very acme of
and work unitedly.for the benefit of the Province, and yield patriotism, but to find fault with such conduct, to attack those
to no considerations, whether of party or anything else, tempt- who are guilty of such conduct is unpatriotic and disloyal.
ing them to vote against its interests. If only the Conserva- Disloyal, undoubtedly, it is to the power whom hon. gentle-
tive members from Ontario were animated by the same spirit, men opposite serve. It is disloyal to the interests of King
and acted unitedly in the same determined and constitutional Stephen the First, but it is the bighest loyalty to Canada.
manner, Ontario would not be in the position she is in now in Who have been the patriots of every age? Is it not those
regard to the questions at issue between ber and the Domi- who have called attention to grievances which existed ?
nion Government. The Conservative members have power to How could grievances ever be remedied if attention were
obtain for the Province what they believe to be lier rights; not called to them ? How can monopolies be removed unless
if they have not done so, their constituents will call them to they are agitated against? How have they been remove i
a very serious reckoning. Before we leave too far behind in England and other countries except by exciting strong
this question of monopoly from which Manitoba asks to be public indignation against them? And removed they will be.
relieved, I must allude to the manner in which monopoly Those who are now denounced as unpatriotic because they
nearer home is spoken of by the First Minister's personal call attention to things which militate against the desirable-
organ, by bis organ in the city of Montreal and other organs ness of Manitoba as a place ofresidence or immigration, will
throughout the country. They say that an unholy alliance in a few years be recognized by everybody, in and out of
hasbeen formed between the Grand Trunk Railway Company Manitoba, ai acting in the true interests of the country,
and the Grit party, and that our object is to impose on Ontario because in tha , time the things complained of will
a gigantic monopoly, namely, the coalition of the Canadian be remedied, and those who have secured the remedy will
Pacific Railway and Grand Trunk in operating ail the roads earn the gratitude of that country. Supposing it was un.
of the Province. This, they say, would be an intolerable and patriotic to call attention to things which make Manitoba
gigantic monopoly. In the first place, that coalition ofwhich seem undesirable as a place of residence, does anybody
they speak is utterly imaginary, as are many of the other imagine it would have had as great an influence in check-
facts published in the Government orgaus from time to ing immigration to that country as the conduct of hon. gen-
time. I do not doubt the desire of the Grand Trunk to tlemen has had ? When this contract was brought down,
bring about something of the kind, or that under certain cir- we were promised that 25,000 people would go in there the
cumstances the Canadian Pacific Railway would be equally first year, that 50,000 would go in the next year, and that
willing to bring about such an intolerable monopoly; but 75,000 would go in this year ; and the First Minister showed
to assert that any hon. member who was going back to the good reasons for our expocting such an immigration-the
people for election would endanger al his f iture prospects nature of the soil, tho probable progress of the railway
of being elected by such an alliance was a monstrous Company. Now the nature of the soil is as good as it was
notion, as those who put it forward well knew. But what then, and the progress of the railway has been greater than
is this bug-a-boo with which they threaten us, What would he estimated, but where are the 75,000 immigrants ? Why
be the worst result which could happen to Ontario if this are they not there ? Simply because this very monopoly
unholy alliance were formed. If the Opposition came into clause bas oppressed tbose who have gone into that country
power and did for the Grand Trunk, their alleged allies, what already, and they have sent bad reports to thcir friends who
the Government arc doing for the Canadian Pacific Railway, intended immigrating; because the land policy of t ho
their actual allies-I will not say allies, but masters-the Government bas disgusted many who have gone there ;
worst thing would be such an intolerable grievance as now because of these and other such policies on the part of the
exist in Manitoba and the North-West. The condemnation of Government, that large immigration bas been checked.
hon. gentlemen opposito cornes out of their own mouths. If In the days of the boom, immigration was rapid enough;
such a grinding monopoly would be intolerable in Oalario, the Government did their best to stimulate that boom, and
where there is plenty of capital to build new roads, what they did so to an extent that they knew to bo
must be the grievance where one line of railway constitutes unhealthy. The boom boomed out, and the reaction came,
the only means of travel and transportation to the people and for that boom and the reaction and the consequences
of that country ? If such a monopoly would be intolerable that followed upon everything connected with Manitoba,
here, it is surely something more than intolerable there. A the Government are distinctly responsible. These are the
description of the relative agonies of rheumatism and gout things which check, and which will continue to check
runs in this way: rheumatism may be compared to the turn- immigration into Manitoba, and until their whole policy
ing of a thumb-screw until the pain is unbearable; gout is in connection with the railway, with the land, and immi-
another turn of the thumb-screw. A coalition of the gration is changed, we need not expect the effects to follow
Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific Railway would be the wlich otherwise we might naturally expect, and which the
first application of the thumb-screw in Ontario; in Manitoba hon. gentleman expected when this scheme was first before
the monopoly is like another turn of the screw. And what the flouse. I have only one more observation to make,
people could be expected to endure what is worse than and that is, that this is not merely a Maritoba question.
unbearable? In the whole of this discussion, there has Hon. gentlemen may flatter themselves that Manitoba is
been a great deal of talk by hon. gentlemen opposite about theirs, no matter what they refuse to her or what they
patriotism, and many accusations have been brought against give to the railway Company. They may possibly be
us for being unpatriotic. Why ? Because we called atten- correct, but I do not think so. They may have means of
tion to what we claimed to be an oppressive monopoly, to coercing Manitoba that we know nothing of; but I do not
the improper conduct of the Government in dealing with think they have any means of coercing the other Provinces,
lands in the North-West, and to their improper conduct in and we know that almost every farmer in Manitoba is a
yielding on every occasion to this Canadian Pacific Railway. brother, or a son, or other relative of some elector in the
It is patriotic te do these things of which we complain, to older Provinces; that most of them have dozens and scores
create a monopoly of this kind,to make the people of Manitoba of relatives in these Provinces ; that they keep these relatives
practically the serfs of such a monopoly, to make constant posted with regard to all the disadvantages of this railway
drafts on the Treasury of this country in favour of this policy, and that these relatives in the olderProvinces will keep
monopoly, to break through the nsual and ordinary course these in mind when the next day of reckoning comes; and
of business to confer favours on this monopoly, to yield to the Government will find that they have lost a great many
every desire of thoirs, to conceal the facts necessary for hon. votes in the older Provinces as well as in Manitoba by their
members and the country, to form a decision on this policy. I recommend this fact to the consideration of the
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Government and their supporters. I think, also, they will find
it advantageous to drop the sneering tone in which they refer
to Manitoba and her business. We used to be told that " you
cannot check Manitoba," that we Grits were the only people
who abused it, and the Government and their supporters
the only people praised it. But did we not hear the
hon. member for Hastings (Mr White) giving a slap in the
face to the Government of Manitoba for meddling with
things that do not belong to them ? And the other day the
hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) said the people of
Manitoba were spoon-fed, a remark which my hon. friend
who sits behind me very properly resented. It is an ex-
pression which is not correct-it is one which is thoroughly
incorrect. Idonot know of any Province, the people of which
have derived less benefit from the past expenditure of public
money, whicb have been made in the name of that
Province. No doubt in certain parts the people derived
some benefit from the money which was spent in
the construction of that railway, but by far the greater
part of the wages which were paid the men went out of
the country. The contract was made with an American
firm, and Americans were engaged to fill the important
positions on the railway staff, and as little as possible ofthe
money went to Canadians. And a great part of the profits
made by the Company will go where they have already
gone-to Montreal-and will be spent in splendid palaces
for the royal person I have already spoken of. Some of the
spoon-feeding, some of the pap has gone in that direction,
and there will be little left for Manitoba. Hoping that
the people of Manitoba will appreciate these compliments
of hon. gentlemen opposite, and that they will do us
the favour to continue to make such compliments, I will
resume my seat.

Mr. POPE. I am given to understand that in my absence
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Casey) referred to something
which took place in 1879, that he referred to a
pamphlet that was published in which there ap-
peared an American advertisement. I was condemned
by the hon. gentleman for having taken that advertisement.
Now, Sir, I did not receive that ad vertisement, but I conft ss
I did wrong, and I confess that any of us, on this side of the
ilouse, will always be wrong whenever we attempt to give
any patronage to the Grit press. I happened on this occa-
sion, as I wanted to accommodate a Grit friend, to give him
a little of our patronage; and that gentleman put in the
middle of that pamphlet-truc to bis friends, truc to gentle-
men on the other side of the House, he could not refrain
from putting it in-that American advertisement, although I
bad ordered the pamphlet. I wish this matter to be under-
stood, for it seems to be a very important question with
hon gentlemen opposite. I think I heard it referred to by
the leader of the Opposition; I heard it mentioned by the
hon. inember for .Brant, and I was told that the hon.
member who bas just sat down had referred to it.
Now, let it be understood once for all, that I will never be
accused of such a foily again, so long as I have a seat in
this House. Now, Sir, one word with respect to the hon.
gentleman who preceded the hon. gentleman who bas just
taken his seat. I listened with a great deal of pleasure, and
I received a great deal of information, as I am satisfied did
every man who was in this H1ouse last night, from the hon.
member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross). Every man who heard
that hon. gentleman must have felt that ho received infor-
mation that was new to him from a man of experience,
from a man who bas travelled through that country from,
one end to the other. It was information important
enough to be sent to the other side of the water, for it
was really an immigration advertisement, telling plain
facts with regard to the North-West, and pointing out to the
emigrating worlI on the other side of the water that there
was a country where they might well come to settle in, withb

benefit and satisfaction to themselves. But, Sir, I was sorry
to hear another hon. member, the other night, advertising
throughout the length and breadth of this land, to every capi-
talist and every intending settler, that they should not go to
that country. Why, Sir, does he know anything about that
country ? No,Sir,he never bas seen it,and knows nothing about
it. And yet, in the face of the testimony of the lon. member
for Lisgar, who had seaen the whole length and breadth of
that country, in the face of the reports of Professor facoun,
which have beon read all over Canada, that hon. gentleman
comes here and denounces that country as unfit for settle-
ment. He tells yon that it costs more to get water there
than it would cost to buy a farm in another place. And who
is this man ? How does he agree with those men who have
come from that country, and who have seen ten times as much
of it as probably he ever will. From the hon. member for
Lisgar there was no uncertain sound. What did the hon. mem-
ber for Marquette do? Why, Sir, he gave his vote like a man.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. POPE. Clap your hands, gentlemen; you are pleased

with a very small thing. Rojoice when you can, for it is
very little you can rejoice over. The hon. member for Sel-
kirk voted for these Resolutions, and I believe we shall yet
hear bis voice raised in defence of that country, which he
was sent here to defend, and which every man has defended
but one. I do not say that any member from the front
benches went back and told the mover of the amendment
before us that if he gave his vote against the Resolutions
that night, he might move against the monopoly clause to-
day. 1 do not believe any hon. member of this liouse
would be so bad as that. It is possible that some-
one may have put it into his bead. I have no doubt
the hon. gentleman thought ho was doing right.
I have no doubt he thinks his constituents, when
ho goes back, will renew their confidence in him ; but
I do not think the people of Manitoba generally will en-
dorse his action. But where do we stand to-day in relation
to that monopoly clause ? Have not hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, day af ter day, and hour after hour, been pointing to us,
and assorting that we put the monopoly clause into that
contract ? Did not my bon. friend from East York (Mr.
Mackenzie) declare that the Pacifie Railway should be pro-
tected in that country ? Did ho not, as well as my hon.
friend the leader of the Opposition, in the Railway Commit-
tee, declare and vote that no other railway slhuld be built
in that country ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. If the hon. gentleman wants an
answerfrom me, I will give it at once.

Mr. POPE. Yes, I do.
Mr. MACKENZIE. I never made any such declaration.
Mr. POPE. Then, 1 am very much misinformed. I can

tell the hon. gentleman that he gave his vote-I know the
hon. gentleman will not deny it-in the Railway Commit-
tee, that no road should be built in thatcountry south of the
Canadian Pacific Railway.

Mr. MAUK ENZ[E. I never gave such a vote.
Mr. POPE. The hon. gentleman gave his vote in Com-

mittee-I assert it positivoly-and so did the hon. leader
of the Opposition--

Mr. BLAKE. No, nO.
Mr. POPE. That no roads should run west or south-west.

That was the position the hon. gentleman occupied. What
position does the hon. member for Marquette occupy with
respect to his constituents to-day? Would he never have a
railway at all? I eau tell the hon. gentleman that he never
would have had a railway unless in its inception, while it
was being built, it had protection. The bon. member for
Marquette knows that quite well. Everybody knows
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it perfectly well ; and yet the bon. gentleman who bas just
sat down gets up here and says: Why, you are doing exactly
the same thing in Ontario. In Ontario ? ilas the Grand Trunk
not had an opportunity to develop that country ? Has it not
had timio to get its business established ? How can the
Grand Trunk be cited as an analogy to this road ? I can tell
the hon. member for Marquette that if there had been no
such protection for this railway, he might have gone to the
capitaliste of the world, and pleaded in vain for assistance to
build tbis road. For a time there must be protection, and
that was the resolution voted by the hon. member for East
York and by every member of the Opposition at that time
in the Railway Committee.

Mr. BLAKE. No, no.
Mr. POPE. Yes, yes. I know it perfectly well, for I was

there myself; and the leader of the Opposition was there,
and he voted too.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not.
Mr. POPE. I tell you, you did.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. SPEAKER. We cannot have these flat contradic-

tions.

Mr. POPE. I made no contradiction, Sir; the hon. gen-
tleman made it. I stand by what I said.

Some hon. ME MBERS. Chair, Chair.
Mr. POPE. Suoh, Sir, is the position with respect to this

monopoly-that if we had not given that protection, we
should have had no road ; an the hon. gentleman heard
=y hon. friend, the Minister of Railways, corne down, the
other day, and say thàt the directors of t his road did not
care to continue that monopoly for any length of time, but
that they were willing, wben the road was completed, and
whxen they had secured the traffic that was due to thatroad,
to allow of (ompetition. Still, this did not satisfy the hon.
gentleman. lie cones forward, and against the protest of
every other member for Manitoba, moves against this
monopoly clause. 1 ask the hon, gentleman whçther ho thinks
his constituents will ondorse conduct of this kind, whether
he thinks he will ever again sit on the floor of this House,
or whether we would ever have had a railway had not this
protection been extended to it.

Mr. TROW. It was not my intention to make any
remarks on this subiect, which bas been so thoroughly dis-
cussed, but I can scarcely resist the temptation of saying a
few words in reply to the remarks of the hon. Minister of
Agriculture. That hon. gentleman, above all oticis, -hiid
know something abut i hat country-not that he has paid
it a personal visit, but îIut bis Department is so closely
connected with the settlement of ibo NorthWest-that
although such unguarded expressions miglt be excusabie in
other hon. gentlemen, they are not excusable coming from
him. In the first place, ho defends his Department for
issuing that pamphlet, but ho never before attempted to
make any explanation of it. The matter bas often been
called in question, and this is the first time any explanation
whatever was attempted, to show why and how this pamph-
let was issued. The pamphlet in question certainly had an
evil tendency. Ilt was printed and circulated at the instiga.
tion of the Department, probably to the number of
70,000 or 80,000. These copies were in circulation-

Several hon. MEMBERS. No.

Mr. TROW. I say yes; and they would have been cir-
culated in their entirety without anything being expunged
had I not called attention to them at the time. What was
then donc ? The moment the matter was called in question,
the hon. gentleman got bis officiais to eut out the objec-
tionable pages and they were issued minus several pages that

Mr. Porz,

advertised Dakota, Minnesota, and other parts of the
American Union. The hon. gentleman seemed to me some-
what unguarded in his expressions. Ie accused the hon.
member for York (Mr. Mackenzie) and the hon. leader of
the Opposition, of not being opposed to a monopoly clause.
When they denied this, ho persisted in bis statement that
they had actually voted in the Railway Committee for the
monopoly clause. The hon. gentleman should have accepted
the word of these hon. gentlemen, acknowledged his error and
said he was misinformed. But no, he still persisted in declaring
that ho was right and theywere wrong. I have travelled pretty
extensively in that country and know something about it.
I have no desire to decry it. I have travelled thousands of
miles through it in various directions, not by rail, on a paSS,
like the hon. member for Hastings (Mr. White), when the
snow covered the ground to the depth of two f'eet, and the
train running at the rate of probably thirty miles an hour.
He could not know much about the country. I would ask
how, if any gentleman traveling lhrough a country, no matter
h'ow denuded of timber it was. and could only see a few miles
on each side of the track with the soil covered by about two
feet of snow, and on a train going at the rate of twenty or
thirty miles an hour-I would ask how any one could form
any idea of the soit under such circumstances? I do think,
without egotism, that 1 know as much about that country as
any bon. member in this House. There are lands there for
millions, good homesteads for millions, but for an bon. gen-
tleman to say that the whole face of the country is good, is
preposterous. There is no country that I know of that is
all good. The hon. member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross) last
night accused the Refoi-m press of this coantry with retard-
ing immigration by the articles that emanated from Liberal
papers in various parts of the Dominion. Now, if there is one
paper under the sun that has done more to people the North-

Vest than another, it is the Toronto Globe. If there is one
paper that bas advocated its attractions and resources day
by day and year by year, sinco the country was
scttlcd, since onfederation, it is the Toronto Globe.
The Globe even sent down, at an enormous ex.
pense, their agent thurugli that country, and one of
their agents, whose expenses were paid by the Globe
Co. travelled with the Marquis of Lorne to the
foot of the Rocky MountaL . Indeed, I thought at
the time that ho was exaggerating, because ho said that
90 per cent. of the lande in the whole country were
good. I have travelled in Europe and in many States of
the United States, and more particularly in the North-West,
and I say I have never travelled in any country
in my life in which 70 per cent. of all its lands
were gd. In regard to the North-West, Il say
there are millions of acres there unfit for settlement,
but there are tens of millions of acres really good and
adapted to successful settlement. The Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company are entitled to great credit for their push
and perseverance in carrying through that great work to
the foot of the Rocky Mountains in such a short space of
time, but I question the propriety very much of carrying it
through so rapidly, for the simple reason that the land being
locked up aIl south of the line by the policy of the Govern.
ment, the Syndicate taking a very lai-go proportion on each
side of the line, and the colonization companies owning large
portion, all new settlers are auxious to get the best portion of
the country naturally travelled westward in advance of the
railway, and lots that were accessible have been taken up all
through the lino. The consequence is there is a series of scat-
tered settlements from one end of the country to the other. It
would be much botter if 100 or 200 miles had been made
in one season in advance of settlement. The people would
then have had their communities, they could have arranged
for school and municipal organizations, and it would have
been much better for the country and the people. My
impression is, after having travelled pretty extensively in
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that country, that the railway is located in the wrong part
of the country. I do not know why it was constructed there.
The old survey adopted by the late Administration, was
certainly preferable. The lands were better, easier of
access, and with more timber and good water, and settlements
sprang up through them for at least 300 miles from Winnipeg
with the expectation of getting immediate railway communi-
cation. I recollect, some years ago, when the policy of the
Mackenzie Administration was to construct a lino north of
Lake Manitoba, the hue and cry of the Conservative party
was: Why not run south of. Lake Manitoba and benetit the
present settlers? Why not run through a settled portion
of the country ? Even if you should diverge somewhat
from a straight lino, it is your duty to accommodate the
pioneers of the country. 'l his Government certainly have
not adopted what they advocated thon, because, after leaving
Portage la Prairie, there was scarcely a settler to be found
from Portage la Prairie to the foot of the Rocky
Mountains, and I question very much if the railway Com-
pany had to purchaso the right of way from a single sottler.
For 500 or 600 miles the grades are probably much casier, but
the country is not so well adapted for seulement. After
leaving Regina, and more particularly Moose Jaw,
the country is not adapted for successful settlement.
It may in the course of time, but it is my impression that
it is barren, it is denuded of its timber. Probably there
never was any timber on it, but, at any rate, there is not
sufficient rainfall there for the growth of cereals. How-
ever, there are other parts of the country that are good.
There are millions of acres in southern Manitoba that have
been closed up from settlement for years but are now opened
for settlement, and no doubt thcre will be a i ush for that por-
tion of Manitoba, which is probably the best portion of the
Province. I have heard hon. gentlemen say-particularly
the Minister of Agriculture and Immigration-that the bon.
member for Marquette (Mr. Watson) may be called to
account for his stewardship when ho returns to Marquette,
for his unguarded remarks here to-day. I wish that
hon, gentleman to know that the member for Marquette
has been in that country for years, and has travelled in
that country for seven or ten years to my knowledge,
and knows a great deal about that country, and
knows what ho is talking about, and he is responsible alone
to his constituents and not to the Minister of Agriculture;
and, as to the member for Lisgar (Mr. Ross), his voca-
tion in life did not lead him to travel much through the
country. He was principally in the city of Winnipeg. He
nay speak of the city and its surr.oundings, but ho does not
know as much about that country as the member for Mar-
quette.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The member for Mar-
quette said he had not visited the country westward.

Mr. TROW. I am aware that he as; he has been as far
as Moose Jaw and Birtle; ho has been, at any rate, 300 or
400 miles west from Winnipeg, and therefore he knows
something about the country.

Mr. RYKERT. A great authority that.
Mr. TROW. The contract that was entered into by the Syn-

dicate with Ihe Government was alleged by all parties, at the
timne, both Reform and Conservative, te ho a good bargain. It
wasacknowledged by the press of both sides and by the whole
country at large that they had succeeded in dictating their
own terms to the Government and in obtaining a wonderful
contract, a very remunerative contract from the Government
-tho $5,000,000 and the 25,000,000 acres of land, with
alil the exemption from taxation, which in itself is a matter
of great impoi tance. There is no doubt that there are
members in this House who pay at the rate of $20 of taxa-
tion for oach section of land, and, if you make a calculation
of what the Syndicate aave in that way on their tract of

land-they have 39,062 sections, which, at $20 each, gives
$781,240 a year, and that, for twenty years, is a very valu-
able consideration. The hon. Minister of Railways, above
all other hon. gentlemen, has handled his case-though it is
a bad case-with a great deal of ingenuity and a great deal
of ability. I question if there is another gentleman in the
Dominion who could have handled that case so cleverly. In
the first place, he states that the Syndicate made no over-
tures, were not anxious for any additional subsidy, but that
the Government were anxious that the work should be im-
mediately constructed. He further stated, if I am rightly in-
formed, that they would carry out the contract in its entirety.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am sure the hon. gentleman
does not wish to misrepresent me. I do not think I made
any such statement as that they made no overtures. I do
not think he will find that anywhere. If I did make such
a statement, it is certainly an erroneous one.

Mr. TROW. The hon. gentleman knows best what ho
did say, but I was certainly under the impression that the
Syndicate had made no plea for the $30,000,000, that they
had no particular desire, that they were capitalists and
would fulfil their contract, in compliance with the terms of
the contract, by 1891, but it was an object for the Govern-
ment to encourage settlement and to increase immigration,
to get these parties to construct the work more rapidly at
both ends, the portion to the north of Lake Superior more
particularly, and that portion through the Rocky Mountains.
Now, I question very much the propriety of the con-
struction of the railway north of Lake Superior so rapidly.
I do not know but that you have alreaJ> ail the facilities now
which are essential and requisite to carry on successfully tho
immigration as well as it you went all the way by rail. It
is a kind of rest for an immigrant, after coming out from
the old country by water, logo 1,000 miles by rail, and then
another rest of 1,000 miles by water. I do not think
it would retard immigration the least, and that railway
north of Lake Superior runs for 700 or 800 or 1,000 miles
through the most inhospitable country on the face of the
globe -I do not speak now of Manitoba, but north of Lake
Superior, from Callander even to Winnipeg. It is question-
able in my mind whether there are 10,000 acres adapted for
settlement along the whole line of the route, and, if you carry
on a railway through a country not adapted for settlement, it
strikes me forcibly it will be carried on with a very large
expense to the country, and will not be remunerativo to the
contractors. Unless there is some way-freight for a rail-
way, it is utterly impossible for it to be a paying concern.
If the Syndicate are prepared to give ample, good and suffi-
cient security, it strikes me forcibly that they could obtain
what means were requisite from the capitaliste of Europe,
whore moneys are obtained for such enterprises by al!
nations and by all contractors. That is the proper place
where money can be obtained at a much more reasonable
rate of interest than even from the Government. Why, the
Minister of Railways stated that they could obtain the
money at 3 or 4 per cent. in Europe, whereas the Govorn-
ment are charging 5 per cent. It seems to me that it is
bad policy on the part of the Syndicate, if they have
good security, to get it from the Government at any rate.
The question is, why should we tax the people of
this Dominion $7.75 or 88 per head of the population,
probably $40 to $50 for each head of a family in this Domin-
ion, for this Syndicate ? They are men possessing ample
means, and if they have ample security to give, it is my
impression that they eau obtain all the capital which is
necessary by giving the security which is spoken so highly
of. I think the settiers in that country have been somewhat
deceived. I know that thous.andb of the settlers have set-
tled around Westbourne, Gladstone, the Little Saskatchewan,
Minnedosa,Shoal Lake,Birtle,Shell River,Silver Creek, Ellice
and other places, with a full knowledge and impression
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that the Government had agreed to construct a railway on
that route. And now, what is the result of it ? There is no
private enterprise that can accommodate them, and the
result is that the settlers in and around Birtle and Shell River
have to travel at least 150 miles with their grain to
Brandon, before they can sell one bushel. 1tis true,
the country yields, and has yielded, abundantly, though
this last season the crop was a partial failure. Hon.
gentlemen seem to say that it is decrying the country for
hon. members on this side of the House to say that the
crops were frozen. The first I ever saw about frozen wheat
was in the Montreal Gazette, in a telegram from Winnipeg
to Montreal. It reads as follows:-

"Manitoba wheat crop.- Ogilvie telegraphs from the North-West as
follows :-Receipts of wheat continue light; damage by frost is as bad
as expected, fully one-half being ruined."
That is in the MontrealGazette of the3rd of October.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Would the bon. gentleman read
the telegram that came from Winnipeg two or three days
afterwards, and which was also inserted, correcting that
statement, and saying that it was entirely an error. 1 may
remark here that that particular telegram was intended for
Mr. Ogilvie's brother, and not for publication at all. Its
publication was a mistake.

Mr. TROW. I have read the telegram word for word as it
appeared in the Montreal Gazette. It bas been published
and spread broadcast through the country. The country
was assured by Hon. Mr. Ogilvie, who has more intercst in
the productions of the country than any other individ ual in
it, that such was the fact.

Mr. WHITE. The lon. Mr. Ogilvie had nothing what«
ever to do with it.

Mr. TROW. It was from a Mr. Ogilvie at all;events. Ap-
parently, the Senator bas something to do with it. How-
ever, it was published in the Gazette. The* First Minister
seems to consider that the speech of the hon. member for
Lisgar (Mr. Ross) was great help to his party, that hon.
gentleman knew so much about the country, and had spoken
so favourably of it. The hon. member for Lisgar has been
much flattered for the vote that he has given. Well, I do
not know that he is a great acquisition to the party opposite,
bocau>o so far as 1 know ho bas nover bolonged or identified
himself with the Opposition. We know, at ail events, that
he bas never pllied himself with the Reform party since he
entered Parliament.

Mr. RYKERT. Read him out, then.
Mr. TROW. By no means. We would take the hon.

member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert), scrap-book and ail, if he
would only come over.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. And all the Bleus of Que-
bec.

Mr. TROW. It is true that that hon. gentleman some-
times changes his mind. I believe some years ago he was
a respectable member of the Reform party. He fel from
grace, at ail events, and probably he is satisfied with his
present position. Sir, I contend that there is no justifica.
tion, no reason, for taxing the community 88 per head for the
benefit of the Syndicate, under our existing financial circum-
stances. The money may be recouped, it may possibly be re-
funded. The hon. Minister of Railways, and those who sup-
port him, say that it will all be refunded, that there is suf-
ficient and ample security. 1 hope that id the case. I have
confidence in several members of the Syndicate, that they
are men of honour, men of capital, and it is to be hoped that
the money that is to be voted to thern will ail be refunded
to the country. However, past experionce shows us that
other influences may be brought to bear which may disap-
point our expectations of getting this money back. We
have the case of the Grand Irunk Railway before us, and it
may tur out that this money will become a bonus, and that11

Mfr. TRow.

we shall not get it back. llowever, I hope I am mistaken
in that respect, and that we shall get it all back with inter-
est. Sir, I should not bave troubled the House with any
remarks were it not that the hon. Minister of Agriculture
made some uncalled-for expressions in reference ot the
pamphlets and votes of the hon. gentlemen on this side of
the House.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds and Grenville). I am anx-
ious to see this discussion come to an end, but I
nevertheless feel called upon to refer to some state-
monts that have been made by some hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House, which are so at variance,
in my judgment, with the truth in relation to the
North-West, that I sbould be recreant to my duty if I left
them to go uncontradicted. The hon. gentleman who bas
just taken bis seat remarked that some of those who had
spoken favourably of that country had gone up there on fast
trains and on a free passage. Well, 1 visited that country
and I went up on neither. I went up on a purchased buck.
board, bought with my own money. In about two months
I traversed over 2,000 miles of the prairie country; conso-
quently, I can speak from personal observation ; and more
than that, I want the 11ouse to understand that I am
speaking as a thoroughly practical farmer-indeed I
am almost egotistical enongh to say that in respect to the
character of the soil, I would put my judgment against
that of any hon. gentleman in the House. Before I
reached the extremity of that country, my previously
favourable opinion of it was verified by ihe indications of
growth I saw there. However, before I go further, I wish
to make a remark on a staternent mado by the hon. gentle-
man who just sat down, when he claimed that the G'obe
newspaper did more than all other means to soetilo that
country. Now, I will jead an extract from a remark made
by the ex-Finance Minister, who said:

I But, he admitted, that although the attacks of the Liberal party
were bad, they were not a circumstance to the attacks of the Liberal
press. As to the Liberal press, he bad hardly any words too strong to
convey bis disapprobation--"

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Go on, go on.

Mr. FERGUSON. I am going on as rapidly as I eau
rcad. I am suffereing from a sore throat to-night.
" of their conduct towards the North-West and towards the
railway."

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. 1" must trouble the
hon. gentlemen to read what I stated from the Ilansard.
What ho is now stating is a deliberate falsehood. I do not
accuse him of making it, but I say he bas read a statement
which is deliberately false-not by intention of the hon.
gentleman, however, I have no doubt.

Mr. FERGUSON. The only reply to the hon.gentleman
is that, so far as I am concerned, the statement is not deliber-
ately false. It was the hon. gentleman from Marquette
(Mr. Watson) who made a statement which brought me to
my feet. I believe he stated very distinctly that west of
Moose Jaw there was no land fit for agricultural purposes
in that country.

Mr. WATSON. Not from my own experience, but froin
information received.

Mr. FdRGUSON. His experience does not amount to
anything. If ho gave a statement to this House without
sufficient knowledgo, bis act is as iniquitous as that of a
judge rendering judgment without hearing the evidence. In
the few remarks I propose to make upon the North-West
country, I shall speak as a practical farmer. I went there
neither as a speculator nor as a tourist, but with a view to
satisfy myself of the agricultural capabilities o the country
of which 1 had heard and read so much. I can venture this
assertion, and I do it without fear of contradiction success-
fully, that it will yet ho found, and in a very early period,
that the great grain and food producing region is west of
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Moose Jaw. As I said before, I have travelled over the
country on a back-board, leisurely, going where I pleased,
and I was not confined to the railway and looking out of
car windows, as was attributed to many hon. members by
the hon. member for Perth (Mr. Trow). I saw, west of
Moose Jaw, west of Medicine Hat, and south of Calgary, as
fine wheat, oats, pease, and barley grown on the Indian farms
and on the farms of some settlers who had been there
for some fifteen or sixteen years, as I have
seen grown in the most favoured agricultural dis-
tricts of Ontario, and I think I live in one of the best of
lhem. As to the district between Moose Jaw and Medicine
Hat, of which wo have heard so much as being a barren
desert, many who have gone over the country are quite
inistaken as to its character. The hon. member for Lisgar
(Mr. Ross), the other night explained to some extent the
cause of that misapprehension, saying that it was owing to
the character and colour of the grass That country, for a
couple of hundred miles, is covered with buffalo grass. Many
hon. members do not know exactly what that is; I did not
till I went out there. It is not long, wavy, bunchy grass,
but a short grass, not more than from three to five inches
in length, and owing to the early spring, it matures in the
first part ofJune. It cures on its foot anl turns white. It
is not burnt, but simply ripened on its stock; and anyone
who has driven a pair of horses over it for a month, with
no fodder except that grass, must Lnow that it is nothing
else than matured hay. There is sufficient moisture in the
sid to produce a new crop by the first of August. That
crop grows to a height of two inches if burnt over, and of
four inches whero it has not been burnt over. It
is sirmply because the season is se much earlier
than it is in Ontario that persons unaccustomed to and not
looking carefully at the face of the country, miscalculate the
character of the Province. Mention has been mado of people
leaving there on the ground that there is neither fuel nor
building material. I will confine my remarks chiefly to
Alberta, regarding which the hon. member for Marquette
(M'r. Watson) should have informed himself before he
addressed the House. As to wood, there is not much in
that country, but nature, through its wisdom, has compen-
sated that district by supplying an almost unlimited supply
cf coal. The rcsult of my observations is that I can untiesi.
tatingly state that in tho whole Province of Alberta I saw
no place, nor do I believe there is a locality, where a farmer
cannot, with bis own cart, need haul fuel more than a dis-
tance of five miles, and in half the cases within that distance.
As to building material, as far west as Brandon-1 am now
coming back to Manitoba-I know good building material,
American pine and our own Rit Portage pine, is sold
within a few cents per thousand as cheaply as it can be
purchased to-day in the lumber yards at Ottawa. I saw as
good siding for buildings sold retail to handreds of settlerA
at $25 per thousand, as you see in the Ottawa market to-day.
Doors, frames and window sashes, with glass, can be bought
even cheaper than in Ottawa.

Mr. WATSON. I never saw good siding sold in that
country at the price named.

Mr. FERGUSON I did, and did not hesitate to help men
who went from my county to load lumber on their waggons
bought at these prices. As to the price of fuel, there is such
an abundance so easily reached, that with ordinary and rea-
sonable opportunities given to mining companies by the
Government, which, no doubt, will be given, and such rates
as I found proposed for the transportation of coal by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, coal will be supplied almost as
far east as Winnipeg-I know as fur cast as Brandon-to
settlers all along .the railway line and villages and towns
which are rapidly springing up, within twelve months from
to-day, at 25 per cent. less than coal of the same character is

supplied to towns and villages bordering on the banks of the
St. Lawrence. As to the question of transportation, I do not
wish to divulge the profits of any coal miner, but I have
the mcst reliable information that coal can be put on the
surface there with very large profit to miners, at
$1.50 per ton, and the agreement for transportation which
was being made whilo I was th'ere, was 40 cents a ton for
100 miles. Anyone can calculate the cost to carry it 400
miles and lay it down. As to water ; there are places in
that country where water is scarce, and it is iri the district
beyond Moose Jaw. It is not thaf there is not water in
the soil. Here is the difficulty: All over that region there
are immense deposits of pure tenacious clay, almost pure
aluminium, that is, clay without any porosity whatever,
and so the water ouly permeates the gravel beds. When
you find a district thus overlaid, you will find no water
exêept surface water-but you will find lakes from one to
14 acres on this clay -until you reach a gravel bed; but
these districts are very few and scarce. Mention has been
made of a locality where the railway Company went 300
feet to find water. They did that to suit their own con.
venience at a special point on the railway. I know, as a
matter of fact, that at a station west of that point,
a man who went to start a store there, acting on my
suggestion, went to the side hill and duginto the gravel in-
stead of boring down into the clay bed. I had to go south,
and on returning ten days afterwards, we drank from a
bucket of water taken from a well, only twelve feet deep, In
which tbere were fivofeet of as nice water as I ever drank
in my life. This difficulty in respect of water only applies
to the central portion of the Provineo of Assiniboia. Ran-
ning east fromI tho mountaini in Alberta, there are froi
eight to ten beautiful river,, the character of tbe water of
which, unless seen, cannot be appreciated. We all talk about
the beautiful water of the St. Lawrence, but that is not a
patch on it. As an experiment, I dropped a five cent piece
into one of the streams, and 1 distinctly distinguished it at
the depth of a long fishing rod which I had at the time.
That is the character of the water, and it is so cold that in
the middle of August it takes a vigorous f ollow to take a
dip into it, As to the charactor of the face of the country, I
state most unhesitatingly-and I belive that observation on
a more extended scale will shortly verify my statenent-
that in no portion of Ontario is there a smaller proportion
of land unfit for agriculture than in the district of Alberta,
I travelled there for days, and in various directions, and
from one hill, or rathor from one beautiful, rolling, undulat.
ing slope to another, and I frequently saw thousands of acres
i one valley of the finest loam that the sun ever shono on.
I say, as an agriculturalist, that I never left any portion of
the earth which I have visited, with such a degree of reluct-
ance, as I left the district of Alberta. My hon. friend
from East Hastings (Mr. White), spoke about living outin the
snow. I may say that I saw snow there one afternoon, but
I was told that it was 80 miles away. I saw it from Cal-
gary, and speaking of that place, I may say that the man
who has not visited (Calgary has not yet seen one of the moat
pleasing sights, one of the finest landscapes, that could be
presented to any man's view. I am not very much in the
way of quoting poetry, but certainly if not the loveliest
village ot the plain, it is the loveliest plain on which a vil-
lage ever was built. A finer site for a town could not have been
selected, for they have abundance of water, they have coal,
in the neighborhood of the mountains,they have timber,and
they have mines. I believe that in a short period that town
will be the rival of Winnipeg, and before the next ten years
the people of Alberta wil ba knockiing at the do:rs of' this
Parliament for a charter of incorporation, as by that time,
I am sure, they will have attained the limit o popu-
laliori provided by thO British North America Acf.
Tuere soens to be some dispute as to the merits and de-
morits of the Tariff as affecting the price of agricultural
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implements. One implement, which was more especially
referred to, was reaping and binding machines. I admit
that I did not price them, but I did price reapers, mowers,
horse rakes, waggons and ploughs, and I am satisfied that
with regard to those of which I knew the value myself, they
were sold in that country, in many instances, cheaper, and
in no instance dearer, than in Ontario, and cheaper than
they were before. As to the supply, I might take Brandon
as an example, and I am satisfied that it would take a most
ingenious man to stack upon an acre lot the quantity of
agricultural machinery carried over there this winter. As
to the rapidity of construction of the road, and the location,
I may say that I had some doubt about the
location before I visited the country, and took in the
topography of the region. The road, I am satisfied, runs
through as good a portion of the country, in an agrical-
tural sense, as the northern line, and it has this advantage,
as bas often been stated by the Minister of Railways, that
it is 100 miles shorter, a most important item in a national
highway. In my judgment, if the character of the country,
on the northern lino, is as represented by the hon.
member for Perth (Mr. Trow), it will be rapidly penetrated
by railways; in iact, it is being so penetrated already ; and
the main national line being to the south of that country,
we will be able to procure the whole carrying trade of that
region ; whereas, if it had been built on the northern
survey, it is possible we might have competition to
the south, which of course, is impossible under existing
circumstances. The member for Perth also spoke about the
difficuties of settlers drawing their grain for hundreds of
miles; but if a road had Leon built to the north, the peoplie
in the sotithern part of the country would have had the
same difficulty to contend with. The real difficulty is that
the country is so vast that it is impossible to construct a
railway to every man's door, or to every littlo town, in the
two years during which the road bas been operating. As
to branch lines, there appears to be some discrepancy as to
the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite. One hon. gentle-
man argued that all the money should ho spent on the
main line, while another declared that the prosperity
of the country was being impaired, and settlement
paralyzed, because branches were not built. This is
a discrepancy the hon. gentlemen can reconcile, as
they please. There is one branch line, however, which
would be of vast importance to the country. Many
settlers wore induced to go into the southern part
of the country, that part south of the main lino. in con-
sequence of the hope that the Manitoba and South-Western
would be constructed; but that road having been suspended,
for some cause or other, and the Canadian Pacific Railway
having acquired its charter, I think it should be pushed for-
ward as rapidly as possibly, because there have been settlers
there a longer time without railway facilities than in any
other part of the country than I am aware of, and I think
their claims should be well and carefully considered. As to
the farmedr' delegates, tho hon, member for Marquette (Mr.
Watson) denies that thore was any political cabal, or that
the movement originated for political purposes. Now, I
chance to know something about that movement, as I happen
to have some friends in the hon. gentleman's own town, as
well as in Brandon and Winnipeg. If, as the hon. gen-
tleman claims, that movement was strictly in the
interests of the country, ho should have been one of its
leading spirits; but he says: No; I am afraid of my political
position.; I will not join in it at all, (,Ise somebody will find
fault with me. The very fact of his absenting himself frrm
the meetings, and taking no part in the proceedings, is an
evidence, to my mind, that ho was satisfied with the erro-
neousness of the whole movement. As to the character of
the men sont down bore, I am going to give a little com-
parison in a professional way. If the medical profession
were to hold a convention in their interests, in, say the
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Province of Ontario, I am quite sure that they would not
send carpenters or blacksmiths, or even lawyers, if you
like, to rep rsent them, but medical mon. There is an asso-
ciation of farmers, so called, who como down here,
as they dlaim, to represent the farmers; but it is a
question in my mind, if those men ever cultivated one
square rod of land, and I doubt if they know peas from
buckwheat, still, they come here to present the grievances
of the farmers t, the Dominion Parliament. The proposi-
tion is an absurd one. In the neighbourhood of Brandon,
there are two or three men, whom I happen to know,
prominent and successful farmers, old residents, and notori-
ously political friends of the hon. gentleman, and I would
ask him why did not such men as Mr. Sifton, Mr. Mac-
kenzie, or Mr. Stewart, and others of that character, come
down on this delegation. But not one of them came; they
were sensible, prudent mon, who would have nothing to do
with this little bit of political clap-trap, whose case was
printed in the Globe office, on King street, Toronto.
This was the place where these bomb-shells were
prepared, which where to burat upon the country.
Now, I travelled, as I said, on a buckboard. I took occa-
sion when I met a farmer on his farm to ask him: 4 Well,
neighbour, where did you come from?" " Well, I came
from Carleton." But eight ont of every ton mon I met came
from Huron and Bruce. Well, I found that every man I
met, 1 may say without alsingle exceptioa, who was on his
farm and went thero to make the country his home, ex-
pressed himself as perfectly satisfied,and as having no wish to
go back to Ontario. I did find a fewgrowlcrs-where did I find
liem ? Loafing about the piazzas of the botels ; and I will von-

ture the wager that 95 per cent. of th3 growlers
wore this class of mon. True, my professional frien from
Grey (Xlr. Landerkin) the other night, gave an instance of
one or two of the supporters of the hon. gentleman going
out to.that country and not finding where to place their
feet. They could not find a spot in Manitoba, in
which to-day there are more than 15,000,000 acres of
unoccupied lands, while west of the boundary lin3
there is a country capable of supporting 25,000,000 or
30,000,000, of not any denser population than we hvve in
Ontario Ard yet thes supporters of my hon. friend, theso
strange kind of Tories, colid not find a place to stick their
heads in. I came across one or two men who said they had
always been Conservatives and voted with tho C,>nscrvativo
party; but they went up to the country, and weore unfor-
tunate; and, on onquiry, I found that they expected some-
thing from the officers of the Department, contrary to the
expressed Statute, anddid not getit. The law was adminis-
tered so fairly and properly in the interest of the actual
settler that these men bad to come back. Many of these men
Tere unsuccessful business men-unsuccessful newspaper mon
-or,perhaps there was some chap who had beau unsuccessful
in running an election, and who thought that if ho went up
there and selected a valuable property, ho could get it
in some way by bull-dozing the Government. These were
the kind of mon who said they were Tories, and who growled.
These were the only class of men whom I found there growl-
ing. I asked : "Well, what is the matter ?" " Oh, it is
the land regulations." " Well, what do you object to in
them ?" " Oh," they say, " it is the land regulations."
Now, as to the land rogulations, their advantages were
explained so fairly and so fully the other night by the hon.
member for Licgar, that it is unnecessary for me to make
any long reference to them. But I feel that our land rega-
lations are so liberal, so generous and so inviting, compared
with those prevailing in Dakota, that I cannot refrain from
mentioning a few of their features. Hon. gentlemen know
that one of the first things that meets a Canadian or any
other man who goes to settle in Dakota or Minnesota, is the
oath of allegiance, especially against Great Britain. Do we
impose any such conditions upon any one who goes to our
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North-West? We say: No ; you give us your citizenship for
tbree years, and we will give you the land. The American
term of residence is five years; ours is only three years, or
rather only six months in eaeb year of the three.
And with reference to preemptions, no settler in Da-
kota can get a preemption until he gots a certificate
of bis homestead. The result ig, that ho is obliged to
locate his preemption 30 or 40 miles away from bis
homestead, and then he only gets eighty acreg. In our
North-West, the moment a man makes his homestead
entry, he can make his preemption entry, and he gets the
two side by side; and ho receives ail the advantages that
can accrue to him from bis occupation of that preemption,
as he does from bis occupation of bis homestead. It
is just as sure to him as bis homestead, provided he fulfils
the necessary requirements of his homestead. Sa that
there is no compürison between Dakota and our North-West
in that respeet. And yet lon. gentlemen get up in
this House and state that one of the causes of the exodus,
which I could not discover, is ihe inferiority of our
land regulations to those of the United States. Now, with
regard to the exodus. I found a great number of men
in Manitoba, from Dakota, from Minnesota, and especially
from Montana. I met one very intolligent man at -Medecine
Hat, who had been a mixed grazer and farmer in Montana;
and be said to me: "As cormpared with Montana, this is
God's country." That was his expression. Now, I have
heard it said that there are'large seûtiements of Canadians
in the United States, and hn. gentlemen opposite
attribute these settlements to the difference in the land laws
of the two countries. I say that is absurd and un fair. I know
that there are large settlements of Canadiaus in the west-
ern States-whole districts foi mileýS around; I am speak
ing more particularly of Michigan and Ilinîois, in whieh
there are large numbers of people from my own neighbour-
hood. Men whom I have lived with for titteen ycears have
gone out there. And why did they go ? For this
simple reason: they were led away by the
profuse and attractive aJvertising, not only of the
American Government, but principeily of Ameri-
can railways that bad lands for sale. I remember,
twenty years ago, tseeing something that I thought should
not be tolerated by the Canadian people-ihe immense
placards which were hung up at cvery prominent point in
the country. I remember seeing in the Union station at
Toronto, and also at Montreal, immernse gas cases, about
six feet long, containing specimens of ail sorts of grain from
Illinois, Minnesota, and other western States. I remember
one advertisement in particular. In front there was a prai:ie
scene, withlong waving grass, and on one side a herd of
buffalo; immeJiately in the rear were a numuber of engineers,
with their instruments set up, and behind them were men lay-
ing a railway; behind that again were three or four ploughs,
a reaping machine, a threshing machine, and other iLstru-
ments at work, and behind that were a lot of earts drawing
wheat to the railway. Now, what inmig: ant could resist
an advertisement like that ? Why, it was .a whole lectuie
in itself. We hud no prairie lands to offer at that time, and
any young man, or old man either, who was intelligent and
vigorous, and was desirous of making a home for himself
and his sons ut the least expenditure of labour, was not
going into the back woods of Ontario, where he
would have to cut down maple trees, ani ash
trees, and elm trees, to make a place for bis home.
Here was a country completely devoid of all these obstrue-
tions, and it attracted a LA of people; hence the settlement
of Canadians in the north-western States. I know many
of these old men were strong in thoir allegiance to British
institutions, but they went there for the sake of pecuniarily
benefiting themselves and families, and they lived and died
British subjects. I know some to-day who never went to
poil a vote ; though their sons voted, they did not. What I
want te point out is this: that the young people of to-day
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are just as strong in their attach ment to Canada as those old
mon to whom I refer ; and when we have a country as
extensive, as good, and as accessible to offer to these people,
we will not have many more of these American settlements,
provided hon. gentlemen opposite do not deter people from
going in there by their cries about cold, want of fuel, bad
water, blizzards and bad land regulations. In speaking of
the frost, the hon. gentleman says the thermometer went
down to 40 below zero. I noticed that one day on my
own verandah, it went down to 3>°, and the strong
wind and the damp atmosphere at the time,
[am satisfied, registered more on my feelings and those of
any man in the country than 45 of the clear atmos-
phere of the North-West. Although the frost may have a
deterring effect on those who do not thoroughly under-
stand the conditions and the effect it has on that country in
an agricultural sense, the cold period in the far Norih-
West is much shorter than it is cither in Manitoba or
Ontario. Winter cornes on in the extreme North-West
about, perhaps, the middle of November, and mon who have
lived there ton years say that during all that timethere was
no season in which they could not sow their grain on the
first ofMarch, and the winter is practicailygone by lhe end
of February. As to the effects of frost, naturally it may be
difficult to get through the winter until thoso people have
built for themselves comfortable houses and got
cheap- fuel. But it has this effect upon the
country, that every inch of frost that penetrates
into the soil during the winter and thaws out in the spring,
it disintegrates the food elements of the plants which are
growing upon it, and adds to the store value of that country
as an agricultural region. We know that as you approach
the Mi--ssisippi from the north, even as far south as southern
Dakota, where the frost does not penetrate to such a great
depth, f rom six to eight years is about as long as the average
surface of that country would preserve its maximum virgin
production, for the simple reason that the frost does not
penotrate any further, and as no sub-soiling bas been at-
tempted, the roots of the plants do not penetrate into the
soil that bas not been loosened by the frost. In the lands in
this section, which have for years been under cultiva-
tion, the falling off, from this cause, is not compensated by
the increase through new territory; but our North-West will
preserve ber maximum production of that under cultivation
tour or five years longer, e o that even at a mach less rapid
pace of settlement than our neigbbours, ber maximum
will be continued for a much longer period. There
is another feature to which I draw attention. Every
hon. gentleman who has paid attention to the zine belts of
the earth, in which food cereals are produced, know that
it is in the north temperate zones that nearly ail the grains
are grown, and the nearer the northern limit of that beltin
which grain is matured perfectly, the botter is the quality
of the grain. What I illuitrate by that is this: that we,
having to-day in thUt North-West country a larger area
of land fit fer agricultural purpose,, when we get a fair
proportion under cultivation, we wili produce a larger
quantity continuously of a botter quaulty than the Ameriean
States can ever hope to do, and I state what I know is a
matter of fact, whon I say that wheat near our own
boundary in northern Dakota is more valuable than
that grown further south. Why is that ? S!mply because
the grain is of a botter quality-it is what is loch-
nically called of a flinty character, and, when grown,
will produce more flour, and is used to' mix with the softer
grains grown in the southern wheat bielt. In the southern
belt, the same wheat cannot be grown more than three years
successively, because it so softens that the germinating pro-
perties are lost and half the seeds will not sprout. A large
quantity of our wheat, even as early as three years ago, waa
sont down to that region for seed wheat, as the hon. meinber
for Marquette well knows. The ultimate result of this will
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be that when that ountry is fairly under cultivation, when
it has a population of [ive, six or eight millions, its produc
tion will be so great that when exported either by the
Hudson Bay route, by the Canadian Pacifie Railway or
Port Arthur, I care not how, and launched on the Liver-
pool markets, those who schedule the bread stuffs and make
up their prices for the season will not only ask how much
is the production in England, in Russia, or in India or the
United States, but the great question will be what
will be the export from Canada ? The produc-
tion of Canada will regulate the prices of the
world. This question bas been dealt with so long and so
variedly and by so many hon. gentlemen in this House, who
have many years ago tmade their maiden speech, that there
is very little left for me to say, and I feel that my remarks
will have, perhaps, less interest than they might have had at
an earlier date. But ihere is one thing, in speaking of the
oantry west for settlement, which I think is very important,
and the reason I mention it is that in reading, as I always
do, carefully the reports of the geological surveys, I find no
mention is made of it, nor is it mentioned by any surveyor
or others who have travelled through that country. I think,
therefore,thbat Iamperfectlyjustifieduin drawing attention to
the fact that in the extieme North-West fuel will be so cheap
that the difficulty mentioned by the mermber for Marquette
witb refereice to building timber will be easily remedied.
Now I quite disagree with him. I an satisfied-I know it
-that the cheapest building material, of the most durable
and beautiful quality that exists on this continent, exists in
that North-West Territory. 1 referred a few minutes ago
to the large deposits of alinost pure clay. Those beds are
the deposits of the disi!tegration of the bill rocks, long
before the country was settled, any way, and the lime
which the rocks contained bas been carried off while held in
solution. The clay, almost pure, is deposited-and I refer
especially to the coal regions-in immense beds over the
coal. The only sutstance that these clay beds contain,
aside from the clay, is a silicate sand which is insoluble inj
water. What drew my attention to this was, that I saw at
various places on the river banks, natural brick kilns,
burnt and almost ready for the carter, of acres and
acres in extent. It came in this way : The deposits
were made over the coal beds by the action of
water. In the course of time, ravines have been formed and
out through the coal beds. Eventually, the grass grewover
the ravines, and, by some accidents in prairie fires, the coal
caught fire, and continued back for acres under the surface,
c>nverting the whole superincumbent mass,.from 150 to200
feet, into one reass of beautiful brick. It is the characteri
of the brick I wish to draw the attention of the House to.i
It i a brick formed from the clay, entirely devoid of lime,1
containing a silicate sand. In burning, after mixture, therej
is no expansion of the particles of lime. The brick is almost i
perfectly compact. It is a silicious brick. It is a crude.
glass, impervious to water, and almost indestructible byi
atmospheric influence. I found blocks in the Saskatchewan
and in the Bow River, and north of the Red Deer River,which
must have lain there, perhaps, for a thousand years, where
they had fallen off, by the action of water and wcather, into
the water. Taking them up and breaking then with myi
hatehet, I fouad they were perfectly dry. Taking up ordi-t
nary limestone and smashing it, I could see evidence of the(
porosity and moisture there, convincing me that that bricki
was more impervious to water than our blue limestone. I
found where they had drifted down the river for manyi
miles, they were as smool h as any slate I ever saw polished.i
S0 much withieference to the building material. Theire is(
a scarcity of wood, it is true, and transport will cost some-1
thing, lut in that country you find the clay always overlay-i
irg t ie maierial for converting it into brick-the ceal bedsE
- )ou fid it ii r 1c 'iole cnly; ard biik may bet

moulded into any form-pillars, corners, mouldings-into ,
Mr. FERGUBoN, (Leeds and Grenville).

any shape possible for the construction of a beautiful edifice,
while in the kilnit may be converted into this indestructible
brick, on the ground, from the coal that is there. There is an-
other feature, that, when burnt, they may be polished, because
Lhey are so compact; and I saw thousands of evidences of
their capability of being polished from the action of the
water. That is not all. These clay beds vary from 25 to
50 feet, which were deposited at several spaces of time, and
of different colours, the colour having been given, no doubt,
by the character of the vegetable at the time the deposit
was made, and the colour fixed by the silie acid in this sand,
which, I think the hon. the Minister of Finance, from his
knowledge of chemistry, knows, is the acid that fixes all
vegetable dyes. There you find, in one stratum, a clay
which makes a beautiful garnet red brick ; in the next, a
nice brown; theo, a beautiful golden yellow; and, at the
top, a snow white. There is the material and the character
and the profuseness of this supply. I am satisfied that,
when that country comes to be settled, the towns and vil-
lages there will be the handsomest, the most durable, and the
cheapest that ever were constructed on this continent,
and that we will have ornamental buildings of
material much more beautiful, because it takes a better
polish, as indestructible, and at mach less cost to the pro.
ducer than the ordinary limestone rubble wall of Ottawa.
So much as to the building material. I have given my view
of the water and the f.el, and have stated my opinion as to
the soil. 1 visited those farms and saw the results in wheat,
barley, peas and oats Let me detain you a moment longer.
The barley of the North West rogion will be the select
barley of tbis continent. Duringbthe time of its grain matur-
ition, the atmosphere is dry, and such a thing as a bag of
brown barloy will never be produced. And, if my triends
from Quebec will not take offence, I will say that, as for
peas, the region is unsurpassed. I plucked peas, whole
bundles of them, six miles south of Calgary, when I could
count the peas in the pod 20 feet from the fonce I was
standing at. I forgot to mention as to the vegetation.
I myseif plucked and pulled cabbage, carrots, turnips and
beets on the 8th August, seven miles south of Calgary, took
them on the buckboard, and had them put in a tent, and
eat them. I found one gardon which will astonish some
bon gentlemen bore, containing 15,000 heads, and there is
not a head in this louse as big as any of them. Just one
word to the hon. member fbr West Elgin (Mr. Casey).
Ie stated that, to his personal knowledge and his belief-
that is a lawyer's way of putting it-the majority of the
people in Manitoba were as loyal in their feelings and
sympathies and desires to the Canadian Government and
institutions as a very considerable portion of the people in
Ontario. That was about the only statement that I
accepted fully from him, because I thought he was
speaking for himself, politically, and bis associates.
Just one word in conclusion as to the Resolutions. Hav-
ing bad the honour of a seat in the House for a number
ofyears, I think I am able to read between the linos, and
to unde, st nd the cause of the opposition to these iResolu.
tions. if my memory serves me aright, and I think it does,
I have heard it stated by hon, gentlemen in ibis House-or
if not in the House, in the vicinity of it-tbat all the mon-
etary capacity of 4,500,000 Canadians, backed by the
endorsation of Great Britain, could not ' build that,
road in the time specified. Now, we have almost in-
dubitab!e evidence that within half the specified time the
road will be constructed. And by whom ? Under whose
auspices ? By the Conservative party. Her ce the feeling
of antipathy. I must say that it would, perhaps, have been
botter for the country if there had been no necessity for
making ibis loan. It would have been better if circum-
stances had not placed the Company in a position that obliged
them to ask for this loan. But snce they have corne back
to us and have plainly, distinctly, and, I bave a right tq
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assume, honestly and fairly, laid before the Government, and
the Government before the House, the cause of the diffi-
culty, I think they are entitled to favourable consideration.
I look at the matter, not from a Canadian Pacifie Railway
standpoint, but from a broad national standpoint. Whatever
question there may have been under the old contraut as to
the security offered for the performance of the work, this
new arrangement makes it infinitely better. So, on the
ground of security, my mind is perfectly clear. As to the
object to be attained by the early construction, I am equally
elear. It is well known to every hon. gentleman in this
House that both the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,and
the Canadian Government, through the Minister of Agricul-
ture, have advertised in every country in Europe, I believe
in almost every language spoken in Europe, in a manner
and with a profuseness that have never been done
before. The result is that we are attracting the atten-
tion of the people ut a specially opportune season in Europe
in our endeavour to procure immigrants. It is well known
to every one who reads the newspapers that there are social
commotions in all the over crowded districts of Europe,
such commotions as never existed before-land difficulties
in Ireland, and land difficulties in Scotland, too; Com-
munism in Germany,and Nihilism in Russia. These people
are looking for some escape, for some country where they
can go ani reap the reward of their labour. We have so
advertised the country, we bave so directed attention to it,
that the earlier we give themn a thorough Canadian route,
unembarrassed and unobstructed by rival land agents, the
better for the country and the greater the volume of immi-
gration we will secure. The Railway Company have
informed the Government that they will be able to finish
the roal within half the time allowed by the contract;
these people in Europe have been advi, ed of that, and to
suspend the construction of the road under present
circumstances for six years longer, would lose us
a large proportion of that immigration. Once the
tide of immigration, like any other enormous tide, is flowing
in any special direction, it requires a greater amount of
exertion to arrest it than it does to hold it after it is started.
One circumstance struck me to-day in a discussion that took
place in another part of this building-in Committee. A
gentleman gave us in figures his estimate of the advantages
to the courntry from the immigration into the North-West,
considering the money they brought in, the revenue the
country will derive from their consumption of dutiable
goods, &c., and ho estimated that the 80,00U immigrants who
came in last year represented an increase of $5,000,000 to the
wealth of the country. Now, if, for the next six years, we
have the same amount of immigration, and no greater, it will
represent an addition to the fixed capital of the Dominion of
$30,000,000. That, to my mind, is a reason sufficient tg war-
rant the loan, and I shail vote for it.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I rise to a personal
question. The hon. gentleman who bas just sat down was
good enough to state that I had used these words --that I
could find no words strong enough to express my disappro-
bation of the conduct of the Liberal press ? Now, I should
like to know, is there any human being baving a seat on
the floor of this louse, stupid enough to supp>se that I
declared I could find no words strong enough to express my
disapprobation of the conduet of the Liberal press. I do not
suppose the hon. gentleman appreciated the utter absurdity
of putting such words into my mouth. I told him, at the
time, he was utterly mistr ken, and I request him now, cither
to withdraw that statement or else to prove it -whichever
he pleases.

Mr. CA MERON (Inverness) As the hon. member for
Digby (Mr. Vail) a few days ago put some very pertinent
questions, 1 desire to say a few words in answer to his en-
quiries. He insinuated a few days ago that my motive for

making a speech on another question was my ju4ification
for voting for the Resolutions in favour ot the Canadian
Pacifie Rtilway Company. It is not my desire, Sir, to
make any recriminations in debate on an important question
of this kind. But I dosire to call his attention to the fact
that in 1872 I voted for Resolutions in this House giving a
land grant of 5 ,,000,000 acres, and a cash subsidy of
850,000,000, for the purpose of building a railway from
Callander to the Pacific Ocean. At that time, the Govern-
ment of the day assured the ropresentatives from Nova
Scotia that the building of that road would not cost the
peoplu of the older Provinces of this Dominion one farthing.
Although a large amount of money has been expendod on
that road since that time, I am happy to say that neither
directly nor indirectly hs the pople of the rost of the
Dominion, of the older Provinces, pairl one farthing to-
wards the expenditure on that road up to the present time.
We did, it is true, borrow money for the purpose of building
that road, but it is equally true that we received as much
from the sale of lands in that territory as paid for the
interest. In 1872, the Government of the day promised
that not one farthinig would bu taken ont of the pockets of
the rest of the Dominion. The right hon. the leader of
the Goverument, 18t h January, 1881, said:

" Bath Governments were piedged th at the North-West shoulI pay the
cost of its own railway. We saw and feit that there was no reason why
the taxpayers of tbe Maritime Provinces, or of tbe çl I Province of Canada
should, out of their own pockets, pay for railway cou;tr iction in the
Nrth-West Those hon. gentlemen feit, as we fel1t, that in order to
develop that great ciuntrv, we should make an a'ivance, borrow money
and Ioan it to the Norih-West, which wats rich eniougb when its resources
were d-3veloped to repay principal and interest for the advan e which
they wished Parliament t- make. We did ask Parliament to make the
grant. Parliament made the grant, but under a solemn pledge given
hy myself and my colleagues, that we believed and knew that by a
or sper and vigorous administration of the aftirs of thst country, not
one farthing would be taken out of the pockets of th. rest of Cana ia,
and that the North-West shuld pay for and build i:a own railway."

With this statement before him, any business man in the
Dominion would consider it a justification for his vote on
this question. The Minister of Railways was asked in re-
gard to the repfiyment of the loan. The bon. member for
Digby (Ir. Vail) said .

"In regard to the return of this moniey, r aik the hon. Minister of
Railways, with bi4 experienee as to the difficulty iivolved in getting
money back into the Treasury from a railway company, whether ha
really and honestly expects that the money will ever return ?

" Sir CHARLES CUPPKR, Yes, every dollar."

That statement, combined with the assuranco of the leader
of the Governnent, should have satisfiedt the hon. member;
but it appears to me to be very difficult to satisfy him. Let
us suppose that we will not get the money rcturnued ; what
position will we then occupy ? We will have advanced
$25,000,000 in cash, have given the Railwyiv Company a
i-oad which cost this Dominion $ 18,000,000, for which the
hon. member for Digby and the membirs of' the firtnor
Government were responsible, and we wili have advanced to
them $32,500, 000, which give an aggregate amount of
S15,500,000. What shall we have as security ? We will
have 100.00,000 acres of land set aside for the purpose of
the road, and also 2,000,000 acres which the Company give
as security, together with manv et her valuable securities
for repayment of the loan. That land, at $2 por acre, which
I consider a very low price for such land as is described to
me by persons who are personally acquainted with the
North-West, will amount, together with other securities to
no less than $24),000,00. Ont of this i assume that the cost
of surveys would be about $40,000,000, thus leaving a net
balance to the credit of the Dominiou of $t24,500,000.
Under such circumstances, I do not consider that the people
of the Maritime Province-, or the rest of the Dominion,
need fear to advance $22,500,000 on such security as the
Company now offer. The hoa. member for Digby, asked
another question, in these terms:
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"I ask my hon. friends from Nova Scotia, who I am sure are deeirous
of doing anything they can, both for the Government and the Province
they represent, if they have looked at the Public Accounts and the
amount of the public debt, if they have noticed thet in 1867, when the
Provincei were confed rated, the whole gross debt amounted to
$93,000,000, and that in sixteen years we have increased that amount to
*202,000,000, and it is now proposed by the hon. Minister of Railways,
with one stroke of the pen, to add $30,000,000 more."

1 think it is hardly fair for the hon. member for Digby
to say that we will add 630,000,000 to the debt Of Canada
simply because we advance $2,500,00 i on such substantial
security as I have described. But the increase in the debt
of this Dominion since 1867 can be aceounted for. This
first increase of the debt was on account of the better terms
given to Nova Scotia $ 1,100,000. I would ask the bon.
member for Digby if ho would object to that increase ? A
large portion of the increase of the debt was due to the
building of the Intercolonial Railway. Would the hon.
member object to that increase? Another increase was owing
to the assumption of the debt of $11,000,000, due by Ontario
and Quebec, on account of which Nova Scotia received
$1,500,000. Would the hon. member object to that ? An-
other considerable amount of the increase in the public
debt was due to the very large decits which occurred dur-
ing the administration of affairs by the Government of which
the hon. member for Digby was a distinguished member.
Surely ho would not object to that increase ? The whole
question in regard to increased debt depends altogethor as
to whethor the increase is one in the interests of the
Dominion or not. Other items of increase were owing
to the Dominion undertaking and completing public
works which developed its resources, and on ac-
count of which a large amount of revenue was col-
lected, anI the expenditure was not only justifiable
but in the interests of the whole Dominion, and
consequently in the interests of the Maritime Provinces.
Hie commenced his speech in the usual sympathizing man-
Der. We were accustomed to that in a particular part of
the Province to which I shall not allude, in connection with
questions of this kind. Ho said:

" Almost every hon. gentleman who has risen on this side of the
House has spoken in opposition to the Resolutions, and for that reason
they have been charged with b3ing disloyal, to some extent, and with
being enemies to the Canadian, Pacifie Ra.ilway Comnpany. The hon.
gentleman bas thought proper te say that because I moved this amend-
ment to defer for six months the consideration of this question, I must
necessarily be an enemy to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company. I
deny the charge, Mr. Speaker. This House bas now been occupied for
the last fortnigbt, almost, le the discu sion of these ResIlutions. We
know, Sir, it muet be very important for this country to have this matter
settled one way or the other, as soon as p asible. •I say I am not an
enemy to ths Company, hecause 1 hold certain members of that Com-
pany. whom I know very well, in high respect-in much higher respect
than any hou. gentleman who sits on the Treasury benches. t would
be the last man in this House to say one word against th>se gentlemen
composing the Company, or do anything at all to interfere with the
progr-es of the great work in which they are engaged in completing our
hne of railway to the Pacific coast."

Good language this to be used by any person in a.y part of
the Dominion and very emphatically in favour of the con.
struction of that road. But the hon. gentleman's sympathies
were not only with the different members of the Company,
but with the great country through which that railway is
to pass ; but, notwithstanding ali that, his allegiance to
party would compel him to protest, immediately after,
against the scheme which the Governmcnt proposed in order
Io build the railway through that great country. Tis ques-
tion hrs been so exhaustively discussed that it is utterly
impossible for a member from an outlying district in this
great Dominion to advance anything new, and I would not
have s poken at all only for the very serions question
raised by my hon. friend from Digby (Mr. Vail). But
before sitting down, I beg to call the attention of the
House to a letter which I received from one of my con-
stituents who happons now to be at Port Arthur. It is so
interesting, and as such a bearing on this discussion, that

Mr. CA-mRoN (Inverness).

I think it my duty to read as much of it as refers to the
subject under discussion. It is as follows:-

''Undoubtedly you may be surprised to hear from me in this part of
the Dominion, to which I came last November, having been previously
over the summits of the Rocky Mountains. I went there in July, and
remainel untI work was suspended, about the lst of October, as it was
doubtfal through w aich of two different passes at or near the summit
the railway would pass, the grading having been finished to that point,
which is seventy miles into the Rockies. It is very singular there was
hardly any rock excavated in all that distance to the summit. There is
a gap made by the Bow River through the Rockies, carrying a level fiat
varying from one to thre'e miles in breadth all along to the summit.
Since my retuîrn to Port Arthur the times are rather dull, but we antici-
pate a good suumer, and I intend to remain here until the neit falil.
There is a large tract of excellent land between Port Arthur and
Winuipeg The Eagle River country, particularly, about 200 miles
west of Port Arthur, contains hundreds of thousands of acres of bush
lands to settle on, and the rivers and lakes are teeming with excellent
fish. I would like to have my family there, as well as other friends from
Cap" Breton. The land is eaily cultivated there, and I would rather
settle on it than on any prairie lands."

Having heard so much of the value of the prairie land of
the North West, and having heard upon such good authority
as this letter, that the lands between Port Arthur and Winni-
peg are even superior to that, I have come to the conclusion
that there is not much risk in expending all the money ne-
cessary to finish the road from Callander to Port Moody. It
is evident, to my mind, that the building of this railway
will vastly benefit Ontario particularly, because a large
portion of it passes through that great Province No person
can question that it will ben'fit Mauitoba and the North-
West Territory and British Columbia. I am glad of it; and
it will always afford me pleasure te give the inhabitants of
these sections of the country as much money as will be re.
quired to build their railways, particularly when the cost of
those railways is paid by the great country itself It is
aiso a benefit to Cape Breton, as you will perceive by
the letter of my correspondent. If lie fails in the future
as he did in the past, in securing railways for Cape Breton,
he finds that there is an outlet for him and his family te the
great North-West; and I must say if I can influence the
people of Cape Breton, and divert the tide of emigration
which now exists, unfortunately, from that Island to the
United States, and induce those people to go to the North-
West Territory, I cor;clude I have donc well in voting for
money to build railways into that great country. Now, Sir,
ny conclusion is this: That as we voted in 1S72 for the

building of that railway fron Callander te Port Moody, on
ternis which bore more heavily on the people of the North-
West Territory than the present ore, or rather bore more
heavily on the assets which we possess there, to meet our lia-
bilities, I feel nodifficulty in voting for the proposition which
is before the tiouse on this occasion,when assured that it will
benefit the great country to the west and will not irjure
any oe in the county from which I come.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds and Grenville). The member
for South Hiuron (Siv R chard Cartwright) challenged a que-
tation which I made, and i would like to say that I find
the extract to which I referred on page 196 of Hansard, of
this year. It is as follows:--

" But he admitted th t alli ugh the attacks of the Liberal party
were bad, they were not % circumstance to the attacks of the Liberal
press. As to the Liberal press he had hardly any words too strong to
convey hie disapprebatiou of their conduct towards the North-West and
towards the ra lwa%. Now, Sir, I am not responsible, nor are my
friends responsible, for ail that the press of Canada choose to say. I
do not think hon. gentlemen oppoite would like to be held responsible
-at least, I hoie the'y would not-:or all that their press choose to say
about the Norh-West, or abâut other public subjecte."

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRlGIT. Mr. Speaker, is it pos-
sible that we have in this louse a gentleman possessing the
education of my hon. friend--

Some hon. MEX[BERS. Order.

Mr. SPEAKER. An hon. gentleman gave way-
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Sir RICRIARD CARTWRIGHT. Weil, SirI am surely
entitled to make a personal explanation, and to say that the
hon, gentleman placed in my mouth words which I stated
were used by Mr. Ives, and ho apparently does not know
grammar enough to see the difference.

Mr. SPEAKER. It is perfectly in order for the hon•
gentleman to make an explanation ; but I thought ho was
going further.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. No, no ; I was going to
make an explanation of what I said.

Mr. SPEAKER. Then the hon. gentleman is quite in
order.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHXIT. I beg to call attention
to the fact that those words are the words of the hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe, and not mine, as the hon.
gentleman can see if he chooses to road the words as they
are.

Mr. RYK ERT. Bosh ! rot!

Mr. SCOTT. I do not intend to trouble the House by
speaking on the Res>lutions, but in the few remarks I have
to offer I will endeavour to confine myself to the subject,that
is. the amenIment moved by the hon. member for Marquette
(Mr. Waton). I must say that I was not a little surprised
when that hon, gentleman thought it bis duty to cast a
vote against the .Resolutions. I felt that a gentleman
representing a constituency in Manitoba, could not be true
to the trust reposed in him-could not have that belief in
the future of his Province that ho ought to have, if he cast
a vote in that direction. 1 felt, and I feel now, that the
present and the future prosperity of that Province depends
very largely upon the rapid construction of the Canadian
Pacific Railway; and as a representative from that Prov-
ince, I felt that iL was my duty to the country to cast my
vote in favour of those Resolutions. I must say now that
I for one feel that it is also my duty to cast my vote
against the amendment moved by the hon. member for
Marquette, which is especially directed to the Manitoba
members. The hon. gentleman says, and the hon. member
for East Elgin (Hr. Casey) also said, that the road has been
construeted too fast; and we have heard that repeated
during the whole of this discussion by bon. members on
the Opposition side. We heard this statement for the drdt
time when these Resolutions were submitted to the House.
Before that, did we ever hear anythîng but praise to the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company for building
that road as rapidly as they have done? But now we hear
that increaseca rapidity neans increased cost. I contend,
however, that the rapid construction of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway bas done more to draw the attention of' the world
to our North-West than all else besides. The people on the
other side of the Atlantic have seen that a railroad can be
constructed, and constructed more rapidly, than any other
across the American continent, on Canadian territory: and
that must convince them that in a country where there is
such little difficulty in railway construction, we must have
soil that is easily worked. Those wbo grumble to-day at
the speedy construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
were the first to grumble a few years ago because there was
delay in building that road. As soon as the present Com.
pany obtained their charter, the road was pushed
forward very rapidly. I am sure the hon. member
for Marquette must remember that before the hon.
the Minister of Railways visited the little straggling
hamlet of Portage la Prairie in 1879-when, with the
consent, I have no doubt, of his colleagues, ho diverted the
road six miles into the town-the people of Portage la
Prairie were prepared to move out six miles. But what has
been the result of the hon. Minister's action on that occasion?
The town has doubled in population as well as in wealth.

The hon. Minister of IRailways, on visiting the town again,
was taken by the hand by every warm-hearted Grit in the
town; he was feted and dined and wined and almost kissed
by those Grits, they were so thankful to him. Two years
afterwards--not to their credit, bo it said, they sent the
hon. gentleman who now represents them to oppose the
present Government, and to speak in disparaging terms eof
his own Province in order to justify the vote which ho las
given on this question. With regaid to the farmers'
grievances and the difficulties which now obtain in the
Province of Manitoba, I admit that theie is considerable
agitation ; I wiil admit also that there are complaints, and
the sooner those complaints are remedied the better
it will for the Province and the whole Dominion at large.
But I must say this: that the grievances could and would
be easily rectitied and corrected were the proper measures
taken. I am opposed, and I tbink every hon. gentleman
who represents a constituency in this House must be
opposed, to this frequent sending of delegates to the Gov-
ernment in refeice to every lit tle matter which may affect
their constituents, and I believe a great deal will depend
upon the way in which people will place their complaints
before the Government. I think the Government have
shown a disposition at all times to meet the people from the
prairie Province, and have shown that they were most
anxious and wiliing to do all they could to further the inter-
ests of thut section of the country. With regard to this
agitation, I do say that it ha- beon manipulated by a set of
wire-pullers to a very great extent-by men who have not
the true interests of the Province at heart, but have little
objuets of their own to serve-men who are hostile to the
present Government, and want to make as much political
capital out of this agitation as they can. I must say that the
langiage used by many members of that farmers' conven-
tion bas been anything but beneficial to the country; on the
contrary, has been most injurious. Only a week ago, at a
meeting of this Farmers' Union, one gentleman prophesied
that ten years would rot pass bofore this Province must
become separate from the present Confederation. That is
about as patriotie as some other utterances coming from the
same quarter. Another gentleman-and I take the report
of the Free Press, thec rit paper, which, of course, must be
correct-the President of the Farmers' Union said:

" While the people in this country wanted to respect the law and be
law-abiding <iti.ens, it was a question of bread and butter. We are
bound to reverence the Imperial Parliamentas amother, and our loyalty
was first to it, and the men of this country must know whether they
were to be the honoured sons of a hoary empire, or the bastard itfants
of ajuvenile confederacy."

Such language, coming from such a quarter, must have
great weight with the present Dominion Government. Now,
Sir, as to this question of the twenty years' limitation, or,
as it is generally called by those opposed to it, the monop-
oly clause of the Canadian Pacifie Railway charter. When
the charter was under discussion, the Manitoba members
then supporting the present Dominion Government objected
to that clause. We are informed that the great difficnlty
and the great fear was that we would not get an early com-
pletion, at all events, of the road running north of Lake
Superior. We felt that although living in the North-West
and a thousand miles away from the other portions of the
Dominion, it was nur duty, as loyal subjects, to support the
building of a lino through Canadian territory, and we gave
our vote and our assent to the twenty years' limitation. To
show what effect ibis agitation may have, I may say that
when the railway known as the South-Eastern was chartered
by the Local Govern ment, and the charter was disallowed
by the Dominien Government on the grounds of public
policy, because it conflicted with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway charter, the people of Manitoba
were up in arms. The Federal elections took place
in 1883, a few mornths afterwards, and I was informed that
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as a supporter of the Government, I would not get a cor-
poral's guard, that I could not obtain twenty votes in the
whole city, that my defeat was a foregone conclusion, on
accountof this disallowance. I replied that the Government
would have corùmitted a breach of faith had Ihey allowed this
charter, and that the men who were urging the Government
to break faith in this matter would be the first to malign
them for having doue so. Thon, as to-day, we heard the same
cry that the whole of Manitoba was ln a state of rovolution,
that the people were in a solid body opposed to the Govern-
ment. The Reformers broughlt out their most solid men,
and to make the thing doubly sure they induced a Conser-
vative to run as an Independent. I receivel more votes than
both of tbem. This little agitation to-day, 1 believe and I hope,
will resuit in good for the Province, but at the same time, 1
have no sympathy with any set of men who, while professing
to iis-ist their country, are doing ail they can to injure it.
I feel tbat in the Province of Manitoba we will now have
the right to build roads in ary direction we please; I
believe the Government will deal with any charter coming
beforo it on its merits; and I can state positively that the
feeling of ninety-nine out of every hundred people in the
Province of Manitoba is in favour of allowing that monopoly
clause to be struck out of the charter. Wo do not want to
deflect ail our trade to the American Pacifie, but wish to
give all our trade possible to the Cariadan Pacific Railway,
and we have every reason to beliee the Uanadian Pacifie
Railway, as soon as constructed, north of Lake Superior, will
be able to compete with any American lines. I further
claim that it really is not a monopoly, and that limitation
was placed there, I bolieve, wibely by the Governrment. To-
day we know the Ganadian Pacifie Railway have not been as
successful as expected, but I bolieve that clause was placed
in the contract to strengthen the Syndicate in the noney
markets of the worid, and when this 13i is passed I believe
the Company will be in a position to rapidly construct the
road, thus giving us what we require inost in the city oft
Winnipeg, in the Province of Manitoba and the North-West
to-day. We will require other outlets, and that very soon.
I am strongly in favour of the Hudson Bay route, and have
strong faith in the possibility of that route. I believe that
in 1891, the year in whieh the Canadian Pacifie Railway was
to be completed under the charter, wo will have a road to
the Hudson Bay, and both lines will not be suflicient
to move the immense quantity of grain which
will require to be shipped froim that country.
The Government should, in my opinion, do ail that lies in
its power to give assistance to the construction of branch
lines of roads; and so soon as a section of country gets
settled up roads should bo built there, and every 25
or 30 miles of country will sustain a railway. Objection
was made by the member for Perth (Mr. Trow) that the
Canadian Pacifie Railway was built through a barren
country, and ho claims that it should have been constructed
on the old northern lino. Weil, I believe a charter was
granted and an application for the extension of the charter
has been made for a lino running through that section, and
no doubt, in a very few years we will have another road
running to the Rocky Mountains south of the main line, so
that so far as roads running south and west are concerned,
we will have sufficient lines, but our great object is to have
a network of railways striking the main lino. I will not
detain the House longer in reference to this matter, but
simply wish to correct the bon member for Marquette, and
to say he does not represent the opinion of the people of
Manitoba in casting lis vote against the Resolutions now
under eonsideration.

Mr. WAT.SON. I wish to say a few words of personal
explanation. It has been stated by the Ion. gentleman that
I did not represent-

Mr. RYKERT. The hon. gentleman is clearly out of
order.

Mr. SCOTT.

Mr. SPEAKER. He asks for a few words of explana-
tion. The hon. gentleman bas not the right to reply. It
is only the mover of a substantive motion who has the right
to reply.

Mr. KIRK. I shall not detain the House beyond a few
minutes, as I only wish to say a few words in reply to the
hon. member for Inverness. Daring the last two Sessions
that hon. gentlemar has made several lengthy speeches, and
the burden of his speeches bas been justice to Cape Breton.
I am glad to.night ho has found a subject upon
which he can glorify this Dominion, and for which ho is
willing to support this Government on the ground that
they are doing justice to Cape Breton-by votirg $30,000,000
to the Canadian Pacifie Railway to build a railway to the
North-West. He justifies this on the ground, and in this
be repeats what the leader of the Government bas said, that
this vote will not cost the country one cent, and he points
to the fact that there is sufficient frorm the sale of lands in
the North-West to pay the interest of the debt incurred in
the building of this road. What are the facts ? The hon.
Minister of Railways, in presenting his case, made this

statement:

"I hold in my hands a statement showing the amount received on
account ot Dominion lands, homesteads, preemptions, sale 4, colonization
companies, timber, grazing, minerals and miscelianýous receipts in
Manitoba and the North-West Territories, and T asked the hon. Minister
of the laterior to divide this so as to show, as far as poisible, by con-
trast, the dffect upon this important question of the contract made with
the Cana'ian Pacific Railway. From the lst July, 1870, t) the 30th
June, 18S0, ten years, we received from all t ese services the sum of
$817,426. From the lst of Juiy to the 31st December, 188i3, we received

Now, Sir, in answer to this, it was stated by the leader
of the Opposition, and it has not been contradicted or denied
up to this moment, that the sum that was paid during this
period for the goverrment of that country out there, on
three different heads aloine-that is, maintenanceof Indians,
$3,096,O00 - Mounted Police, $1,135,000, and Dominion
Lands, $1,340,000-was in ail, $5,57 i,000. Now, if these
fistures are correct, and they hatve not been disputed, I
should like to know where ho gets the money to pay the
interest which this money is going to cost thm. I
have but little more to say. I believe it was maintained
by both political parties that this road was expectel
to be built without adding one cent to the taxes of
the people of this Dominion. Has it not already
added largely to the taxes of the people ? Why
is it that the taxes of this Dominion have been in-
creased from 17k- to perhaps 35 per cent. ? Why is it that
the necessaries of life have been taxed ? Why is it that the
fishermen of the hon. member's county have to pay a tax on
their cornmeal and flour and ail the other necessaries of
life ? Was it not to raise a revenue for the purpose of build-
ing this railway? Everyone knows that it was impossible
to build this railway at the rapid rate they are attempting
to build it without increasing the taxation. It is for that
reason, because the taxation of the people has been in-
creased, because, if we voted this $30,000,000 additional to
the debt of the Dominion, the taxes of the people must
necessarily be further increased, that I intend to record my
vote against the Resolutions of the hon. the Minist.r of Rail-
ways, and for the amendment.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). I think I may be pardoned for
saying a few words. It is very seldom that I trouble the
House, and 1 may say that only the innate modesty and
proverbial diffidence of a sailor have prevented my opening
my mouth before, but I conceive it to be my duty, inasmuch
as it bas been said that this railway is being built for
British Columbia, to say somothing on it before it roaches
British Columbia. I have listened with marked attention
to ail the remarks of the hon. gentlemen who compose the
Ministry, and I have listened with equally marked attention
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to what bas been said by the members of the Opposition, Blake,
and from the two I have been able to draw sufficient con- Barpee (Sunb y),
Clusions to induce me to vote in favour of the Resolutions. Cameron (Middleex),
There are several reasons why I think the mem- Cariwright,
bers from British Columbia should vote for these Resolutions. Casey,

Casgran
One is, that it shows an honesty of purpose on the part of catudal,
the present Administration to carry out the terms with Charltan,
British Columbia. It is also a noteworthy fact that, in Cockburn,
any case, no matter how much the progress of the Canadian airbank,
Pacifie iRailway may be expedited it will, at the best, as Fisher,
far as British Columbia is conceried, be five years behind Forbes,
time, with regard to the original terms of Union. This I do
not blame the present Administration for, nor am I inclined
to hit those that are down ; but I must say that the delay Amison (Hts),
has been mainly attributable to the apathy and indifference Bain (Soulanges),
of the Administration which preceded that whtich I have the Baker (Missisquoi),
honour to support. We corne here, one and ail of us, in a Baker (Victor;a),

Beaty,
triple capacity-first, te represent our individual consti- Bell,
tuencies; secondly, the interests of the Province of which Belleau,
that constituercy is a concomitant, and lastly, alttiough Benoit,
perhaps we might more correctly say firstly, the interests of Bergeron,
the whole Dominion. I regard the Cariadian Pacific Rail- Bergin,
way not as built in the interests of British Columbia, Billy,
but in the interests of the whole Dominion. The hon. mem- Blondeau,

Bossé,
ber for New Westminster (Mr. Hon er), one of my col Bowell,
leagues from the Province of British Columbia, has very Brecken,
tritely remarked that it will be a surprise, and a most agree- e (Inverness),
able surprise, to the whole of this Dominion when they Cameron (Vu toria),
reach the Pacifie coast, that they will be placed in communi- Carling,
cation with 700,000,C.0 souls, and the commerce te the Do. Caron,
minion cannot be over-estinated froma China, Japan, India, Capleau,
and the islands of the Pacifie Ocean. There is another Cochrane,
thing that I might say. It will be very refreshing, I think Costigan,
to members from Ontario-not so much te the membeis coursoli,
from Quebee, Nova Scotia, or Prince Edward Island, but to Curran,
those from Ontario, and those who are at present inhabiting Outhbert,
the North-West Territory and Manitoba- to be able to get Dawn,
in forty-eight hours te a sight of salt water, as they will by Desaulniers,
going west to the Pacifie Ocean. Dickinson,

Dodd,
Mr. KIRK. If they go east, they will see salt water. Dugas,

Dundas,
Mr. BAKER. There is another reason why British Dupont,

Columbia should, in any case, support these Resolutions. Government.
ve nave, for a num ber of years, been labouring under ait

the disadvantages of being in the Dominion, without reap-
ing any of the advantages. The operation of the Tar:ff in
British Columbia bas atone been enough to make the people
of that Province cry out as regards the tardy construction
of the railway, not for the last two or three years, but pre-
vious te that ; se that, when the railway is constructed, we
shall be placed in closer connection with the eastern Pro-
vinces, and be able te derive some of the advantages which
attach to home industries, I will not detain the louse, as
I see everybody is anxious to get te a division, and I am
not particularly anxious te inflict the House with any
words from your humble servant, but I do think that inas-
much as we have, as far as I can see, about two te one, it
might be taken for granted that the Ministry have certainly
weighed these things much more closely than we have
done or can possibly do, and we should give them credit for
a certain amount ot perspicuity. I shall, with all my heart,
support the Resolutions now before the louse, withont cast-
ing any reflections upon the opinions which may be evinced
by the gentlemen who may vote on the opposite side.

Amendment (Mr. Watson) negatived on the following
division

YaAs:

Messieurs

Geoffrion,
Gillmor,
Gunn,

Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Plats,

Landry (Montmagny),
Ives,
Bourbeau,
Méthot,
DeEjardins,
Robertson (Hamilton),
Wright,
Rykert,
Ouimet,

Harley,
Holton,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kirk,
Lister,
Livingstone,
McGraney,
McInty re,
Mclsaac,
McM ullen,

NÂYs:

Ray,
Rinfret,
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Sûmerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail.
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson,
Yeo. -49.

Messieurs
Farrow, McGreevy,
Ferguson (Leeds&Gren.)McLelan,
Ferguson (Welland), McNeil,
Fortin, MAssue,
Foster, Mitchell,
Fréchette, Moffat,
Gagné, Montplaisir,
Gigault, O' Brien,
Girouard, Orton,
Gordon, Paint,
Grandbcis, Patterson (Essex),
Guilbault, Pinsonneault,
Guillet, Pope,
Hackett, Reid,
Haggart, Riopel,
Hall, Robertsor, (4astings),
Hawkins, Rose,
Hesson, Royal,
Hickey, Scott,
Homer, Shakespeare,
Hurteau, Small,
Jamieson, Sproule,
Kaulbacb, Stairs,
Kilvert, 'laylor,
Kinney, Temple,
Kranz, Tilley,
Labrosse, Tupper (Pictou),
Landry (Kent), Tyrwhitt,
Langevin, Valin,
Lesage, Vanasse,
Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (Albert),
McDonald(UapeBreton), Wallace (York),
Mackintosb, . White ((ardwell),
Macmillan (Middleser), White (Hastings),
McMillan (Vaudreuil) Wigle,
McCallum, Wiliams,
McDougald, Wood(Bruckville).-12

PAIRS :

Messieurs
Opposition.

Bour assa,
Campbell (Renfrew),
Béchard,
Bain (Wentworth),
Lobertson (Shelburne),
Sutherland (Oxford),
Mac- enzie,
Lan derkin,
De5 St. Georges.

On the main motion being put,
Mr. WELDON. We have heard, during the course ofthis

discussion, a great deal about the North-West, and we have
had statements put forward by the hon. mcmber for Lisgar
(Mr. Ross), my hon. friend frorn East Hastings (Mir.
White), and an interesting account by the hon. memuber for
Leeds und Grenville (Mr. Ferguson). I can only hope that
the boasts of these hon gentlemen regarding the future of
thatcountry. may be realizod, and that the fears entertained
te the contrary, may prove unfoanded. My hon. friend from
Hastings (Mr. White), made a eulogy of the North-West
country, and claimed not only that it would benefit the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, but he also claimed that it
would benefit the Maritime Provinces. He did not point out,
nor bas any s eaker ever endeavoured to point out, how we
in the Maritime Provinces are going to be benefited by the.
Canadian Pacifie Railway; but we must remember that
the Maritime Provinces will have te pay their share
of the burdens, since they form a portion of the
country. During the Confederation campaign, it
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was put forward in New Brunswick that St. John Canadian Pacifie Railway. Mr. Speaker, it seens to me to
would become the Liverpool of Canada, and it was urged as be the duty of this Covernment to facilitate and encourage
one of the main grounds in favour of Confederation that to trade. If we look across the border, we find the cities of
our ports in the Maritime Provinces would be drawn the Baltimore, New York and Boston, vying with eaeh other
trade of Canada. Now, the policy the Government fore- in endeavouring to afford facilities te attract the trade from
shadowed when the Canadian Pacifie Railway matter was the west to flow into their ports. It seems to me, Mr.
first brought before this House-a policy which has been Speaker, that in our ewn case, it is the duty of the Govern-
reiterated in this House and in the Railway Committee-was ment and the duty of the Company, in its relations to the
to make that road wholly on Canadian territory, with ne Government, in using the iesourccs afforded by the
conr ection with American roads, that it should be entirely Government, te form a conneetion with the ports in the
a trans.continental railway on Canadian soil, stretch- Lower Provinces, and thus te gîve those Provinces the ad-
ing from ocean to ocean, from a Canadian port on the vantages of being a terminus of that road. Now this is a
Pacifie to a Canadian port on the Atlantic. matter which bas aiready bean under consideration [y the
If that was the policy of the Government, and if it people ofthe Maritime Provinces, and they are becoming
was considered beneficial in the interests of the North-West alive to it. I would call the attention of the House to cer-
and in the intorests of Canada that that restriction should tam resolutions passed by the Halifax City Council, of
be tu ade, then I do not st e why the same should not apply which, I presume, copies have been sent Ie the mernbers
to the Maritime Provinces; and if that policy is a sound from the Maritime Provinces. In January lest, the Halifax
principle in the North-West, I do not see why it should city coun cil pasmed resolutiens, some of which, in regard to
not equally be sound in principle when applied to the east. the terminus of the Canadien Pacifie Railwey, are as
The lines were not to be conneeted with American lines, and follows
the policy of the Government was announced to bo to divert IWhereas, It bas core to the knowlelge of the Couneil tWit the
the carrying trade wholly te Canadian territory. Now, I Canadian Pacifie Railway Conpany bave it in contemplation to locate
do not see why that policy should not apply to the Mari- their Atlantic winter terminus at an Lhited States port, andtixue PrIlce' ad hytewitrorofteC ain "Whereas, the Canadian Pacifie Railway CJompany, aitbouga, in one
time Provinces, and why the winter port of the Canadiancorporation, suc as would be, under ordiary cirum-
Pacifie Railway should not be in Canadian territory, on the stances, empowered to locate their road su as to secure the largest prac-
Atlantic Ocean. The Minister of Railways has put that ticable profit tu the Company's shareholders, on the tber hand have
forward ; but be has also said that the advantages of Port- undertaken a great national W rk witb a view of building up and con-solidating the various sections of the Dominion; and
]and, to some extent, will over-ride the general policy, and Wbereas, The exeeedingly great asqistance given to the Company
that so far as the east is concerned, they will be justified in in their undertaking by the tverument and Parliament of Canada,

depatîn f om tat ohc. Iheldthe tefer ~ te Mri-make it evident that the Company, in conitructing and completing their
departigroa, are doing a work whic i regarded as a great public neesiy,
time Provinces are concernied, we have a right to exact a and whicb would have been dune by the Governnent had no cozpauy
pledge that so far as the Government have control over this been found able and willing to undertake it; and
Company, they should give sme assurances tihe Goverment and Parliamn f CanadaCompnythe sliuldgiv F:me asurnce to he ariimeto allow an intermediate link of the great inter-oceanic bigbway to be
Provinces that the resources of the Canadian Pacifie Rai1wy located even temporarRly a y a foreign countr., md cated a fixed deter-
Company shall be applied in endeavouring to form connec- nination tbat the Canadian Pacifi- Railway should be in ail ts parts a
tions with the ports in our Provinces, and thus to purely Canadian work; andIlWbereas, The location of the Atlantic winter terminus of the rail-
fulfil- the promises that have been made that the way in United States territory, would derogate mach more from the
trade of the North-West should find an outiet in national character of the work than ibe utilization, for tenporary pur-
Atlantic ports in Canadian teri itory. In the Maritime Pro- poses of the American unes soutb of Lake Superior, between Saulte ste.
ices we have ports in which every faility is fforded for and Manitoba; and

iiics w hae pots n wichever failiy i affrde fo 1"Whereas, The Lower Provinces, whose people have ceatributed
shipping. The first port I may mention, is that of St. largely towards the construction ot the (Jnadiau Pacific Railway, are
Andrews. It is open all the year round, and is well adapted enutled to derive therefrom the comparatively sligbt advantage cf bav-
for the purposesis winter terminus sitnated within their territory;

for he arpses f sippng.Thenwe avetheportin ý_e 1 1Therefore, Resolvéed, That in the opinion ote the Council, the pro-
county which I have the honour to represent, the port of St. jectet locatha of the Atlantic winter terminus of the Canadian Pacifi-
John, at the mouth of St. John River, and very weil adapted Railway at a fureign port, would be a direct violation of the principlus
for the purpose. 1 can recolleet that twenty-three years enunciated ant actet upon by the Goveaument ani Parliament with

respect to the road arounti Lake Superior and an irreparable injury tu
ago, when tbe Allan line first carne to Portland, their ships the people of the Lower Provinces, and that it is the imperative duty
were fnot able to get a cargo at Portland, and were obliged of the Government cf Canada to take sncb steps as May be fowid neces-

te crnedownte t. ohn e bd orunlad porionef ary to secure the location of the eastern wiuter terminus cf Our grestto come down to St. John to load or unload a portion of ne-eairilyataabo whnoubrda.
their cargo, and then return to Portland te fill up, and Ito
get the Canadian mails which they carried across the Such, Mr. Speaker, are the resolutions passed by the city cf
Atlantic. In view of the facilities of that port, of the Halifax. They are approve 1 by the city ef St. John and
improvements in the harbour, of the knowledge possessed by the city of Quebec. As we have lea-ned frei membes
by our pilots, of the extensive trade there, and extensive of the Government, se fer as Quebec is concerned, the mem-
navigation, I think it offers all the facilities required. The bers for that Province appear te have etteined their objeet.
objection which used to be put forward with regard As regards the Maritime Provinces, it will be urged thal
to the Bay of Fundy are almost entirely done away with. trade-wiii alweys go te the neaiest port, and thet Portland
During the past year, a large number of steamers have, and Boston have advanteges wbich will ceuse the trade te
loaded in that port, and without a single exception all those go there. But there aie edvantagcs as regards Customs
steamers, during all periods of the year, have forsaken -egulations and other metters, in having the terminus on
navigation in and out of the Gulf. We have, then, the port Canadien territery that more than counterbalance any
of Halifax, one of the finest-I may almost say the finest- advantages possessed by the American ports. la New
ports in the world, in which I was going to say the whole Brunswick we are building railways, and the New Bruns.
navy of Great Britain might ride in safety. It is also one wick Reilway, te cenneet with îhe.1ntercolonie1 et Rivieredu
of the nearest ports to Europe. The hon. Min ister of Railways Loup and runnning down te St. John will efford facilities
said some time ago that he hoped the day might corne which, with the encouragement of the Government, wiII
when the old prestige of Louisburg might be revived, and enable tbetCornpeuy te have a terminus et one etthe ports
that thatmagnificentharbour which eaught the attention of I have mentiened. 1 do not speak fer any peuticuler port.
France so many years ago, and which is equal in many although my prediiections are in laveur cf'the city which i
respects to any harbour on the continent-that that harbour represent; but the Company might take any cf those ports,
might also become a winter port for the termination of the and the Maritime Provinces would be willing te concur in

a.r. WELDON.
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the ohoice. We have heard a great deal about patriotism
from hon. gent emen opposite, and I think, in view of the
position of the Maritime Provinces, we have a right to appeali
to that patriotism of which hon. gentlemen are fond of,
speidng, in order that the eastern terminus of the Pacifie
Railway may be placed within the Dominion, and not at a
port over which a foreign fag waves. Without taking up
the time of the louse further, I beg to move the following
amendment :

That all the words after the word "that" in the said motion be left out
and the following inserted intead thereof :-The said Resolutlons be
referred back to the Committee of the Whole, -with power to provide as
a condition of the proposed advance, that so long as any part of auch
advances or interest thereon remains unpaid,none.of the resouroes of the
Company shall be expended towards acquiring interests in railway or
railway securities in the United States,with a view to an Atlantic Ocean
terminus in the United Sitates territory.

Mr. MITCHELL. I did not intend to addross the louse
on this question, although it is one of the most important
which bas come before Parliament for many years. As
I found that the disposition to orate was so prevalent on-
both sides of the House, and that hon. members desired to
place their views on record, I thought it was much more to
the point to listen to those who have had practical
experience and vote when opportunity offered, rather
than occupy the time of the louse when others were
so much more disposed to speak on the subject
than I was. It was not that I did not feel the
importance of the occasion, which has kept me so long
silent, but because I thought that on an important question
like this, one in which the great future of this country is
involved, one in regard ta which Canadians look forward
with hope and satisfaction, I preferred allowing those hon.
gentlemen who are well informed on the subject to state
their views. I did not intend, half an hour ago, to address
the louse on this subject; but a question has arisen which
plosely and particularly affects the Maritime Provinces, and
it is because the hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon),
has chosen further to delay the decision of this matter by,
moving an amendment which has the aspect of a sectional
character-i will not say it is drawn with the purpose of
catching sectional votes, but it has that appearance-that I,
as one of the Maritime Province members, wish to place my
views on record in reply to the hon. gentleman. What
is the purport and substance of the Resolutions ? That
a large enterprise has been entered into by the
people of Canada, that a sum of money is being asked in aid
of the completion of the enterprise, one of the bases of
which is the completion of a line to the Pacifie Islands and
Ocean. The subject bas been ably and fully dealt with by
hon. gentlemen who are responsible for placing it before
the louse -I refer to the hon. members of.the Government.
The Minister of Railways, with that fuliness which always
characterizes the utterances he places before Parliament,
with that detail which is convincing and which ought to
be satisfactory to every man who han listened to it or road
it in print, with that decision which always characterizes
hie acts, has laid the views of the Government before this
House and the country, in a way that has satisfied me of
the propriety of supporting the Resolutions which h. has
submitted. I mast say the line of argument which has
been pursued, and the course followed by the two parties
in the flouse, difer very materially. On this side of the louse,
there has been moderation and argument, while in the large
majority of speeches on the other aide, I deeply regret
that the remarks which have been made by -some of the
gentlemen refleoted on the credit and repatation and char-
acter of men to whom this country points to-day, and who,
will be pointed to with pride and satisfaction when 4is
great enterprise is completed. These men, I say, and their
reputations, have been attacked in a manner anything but
creditable to the discussion and to the persons who have

mode these attacks. Lam not going to enter into details of
this great scheme at this late stage of the debate, and this
latehour of the evening; bat I say this, from a Maritime
Province point of view, that the remarks of the hon. gentle-
manfrom the city of St. John.(Mr. Weldon), meet with no
aymppthy from the Province from which I come, and to
whi"h I belong. I am well acquainted with the senti-
'monts and feelings of the people in my native Pro-
'vince. I am at least quite as high in authority as
to the wishes of the people there, as the hon. gentleman
who has moved the amendment, and ·when he tehls this
House, speaking as a Maritime Province man, and giving
his utterances as one ooming from the great commercial
capital of the Province of New Brunswick, and referring to
the facilities and advantages which the ports of the
,M*ritime Provinces afford for the oreation, as le calls it, of
*a winter port, I tell him that, in my opinion, he is not
speaking in sympathy with the great body of the people

.who live by the sea. ile talks about the creation of winter
iports, and ho says that these people who now come to the

louse asking for the aid which this Parliament is going to
give, and which thecountry is going to endorse, ought to b.
asked to guarantee the creation of winter ports in those Pro-
vinces. Sir, I tell him, that nature croates ports, and it is the
jzreatest nonsense in the world to talk of creating winter ports.
'The Almighty has created them, and nature has plaeed them
wlhere they are, and the course of commerce wilt find those
Sports which are the most advantageous for shipment. No
matter what Parliament may do, we cannot annihilate dis-
tance and space; and as every mile of transit creates an
additional cost of the traffic which passes over it, if the cir-
cumstancees of the port as to distance and its prox-
imity to the market to which the produce is being
sent, are not of that character which enables it to
compote with ports which are nearer, then, I say, no
advantages which the Goverrnment can give will enable
the line of trade to take that direction in opposition to
'the natural obstacles which may be placed in its way.
-My hon. friend talks about making St. John and Halifax
winter porte, and he says that no money should be expended
to enable these gentlemen who are associated together,
carrying out this enterprise, to find an outlet to Americau
ports. Sir, dt is not these gentlemen, it is not the Canadian
Paific Railway Company who have a voice in saying wbere
the exporta of the NorthJWest are to be sent from. If I, as
a merchant in Winnipeg or Toronto, 4esire to send my pro-
duceto Europe, do you suppose I would let the Grand Trunk
or Ganadian Pacifie Railwy dictate to me from what port
I shall ship i ? I will ship it from the port where I can
get thehea pest freight, whore there is the shortest
transit, where there are the cheapeet facilities for
sending it to the Enropean markets, and where
I can get my insaranee and my ocean steamahips
at the lowest possible rate. It is that which will
command the traffle and trade of the country and fix the

ýdirection in whieh shipments shall be made from our
western country. I am anxious to sec our Maritime
Provinces ports built up. I am desirous that the great and
magnificient porta which we have by the sea may be
utilized in connection with this great enterprise, can be
made, by means of this and other Canadian enterprises devel-
oped by Canadian capital, the great outlets and entrepôts
of the commerce of the country. But we are not going to
say that we will embarrass a acheme of this kind by
requiring, before we grant this money, that a stipulation
shall be placed in the Resolutions, that exports by
this line shall pass out of Maritime Provinces
ports and that from a particular port shipments
must be made. What is going to be the effeet
if the amendment of my hon. friend should passe
Will Âsmre a winter port for my hon.friend any more
surely than if it does not pas ? No, Sir; we cannot con-
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trol where the shipments eau be made from. Shippers
wil utilize every outlet, and the object of those persons
engaged in creating this great means of communication
wilI be to get to the nearest common point where shipments
eau be made. If it is found that they can be made more
cheaply at Halifax or St. John than at Portland, New York
or Boston, they will go there; but if it be fouud that a
person in Winnipeg, or Chicago, or any of these western
ports, can ship more cheaply fron New York or Baltimore,
or Philadelphia, or Portland, than from Halifax or St. John,
you may depend they will send their produce there.
It would be wrong and unparliamentary for me to
say that the object of this amendment is not for
the benefit of Canada or the promotion of this
great enterprise. I do say, however, that its object is to
embarrass the passage of these Resolutions; for, if the
amendnent is carried, the resuit will be to paralyze the
object we have had in view for weeks past, and to prevent
this enterprise being carried out in the way desired, by the
expressions of opinion which have been made in this House.
I shall not occupy more time in discussing the matter further
than to say, that so far as the Maritime Provinces are cou-
cerned, they aro satisfied to let the opportunities which
they have develop, and show whether or not the Canadian
ports eau be made available as winter ports, for the outlet
of the produce of the West. I am anxious that they
should be so. I am sure that the Government and Parlia-
ment are desirous that they should be so. Whatt have
they done ? They have made a commencement by the estab.
lisbment of a grain elevator at Halifax, and I have no
doubt that if similar enterprise is shown, and similar aid
given -as it will be given-to the erection of elevators at
St, John, some portion of the traffic wil be shipped from
those ports; but we are not going to embarrass or arrest
the progress of the action which the Government have laid
before the House, for the purpose of enabling my hon. friend
to record a resolution which will show that he bas got some
interests in developing, on the part of the locality he
represents, the means of shipment, simply because
they are Canadians ports. 1 rose simply for the
purpose of expressing my opinion as to what the
wisbes of the people of the Maritime Provinces are.
I have no doubt they would desir utoestabiish these ponts
that hon. gentlemen speak so freely about; but Sir, they can-
not defy nature; they cannot go in opposition to natural
laws. If winter ports can be established in Lhe Maritime
Provinces, I am sure the Government will use every means
to develop them and to utilize such ports as we possess.
In conclusion, I would simply observe that I have no fear
about the vote that will be given on the motion of my hon.
friend. I am sure a large majority of the members from the
Maritime Provinces wili vote against it, and thus prevent
my hon. friend from defeating and embarrassing the great
measure which this House has for some time been deliberat-
ing upon.

I claim the same right to advocate the claims and the
interests of the section from which I come. I was surprised
at the course pursued by the hon. member for Northumber-
land (Mr. Mitchell) in dealing with this question to-night.
The bon. gentleman will pardon me if I say that I think he
did not fairly understand the tenor of this amendm'ent.
There is in it no provision to compel the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company to utilize any ports in Canadian territory.
As I undersland the amendment, it goes just this far and no
further-that with respect to the loan of $30,000,000 of the
money of the people of Canada to the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, until that is paid, no portion of it shal ibe used in
securing a terminus in a foreign country.

Mr. FOSTER. No portion of that money ?
Mr. KING. No portion of the money of the Canadian

Pacifie Railway Company. I do not think that the amend-
ment stipulates in any way that the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company are required to select a port in the Maritime
Provinces. Now, I propose to refer briefly to some remarks
which fell from the lips of the hon. member for King's, N.B.
(Mr. Foster), a few evenings ago, when addressing this
House on this all-important subject. I am sure that hon.
gentleman did afford a great deal of pleasure to the very
large audience which happened to be in the louse on that
occasion, in that speech which consumed somethigg like
three hours and a half in delivery. But I could not help
thinking, during the course of his remarks, that it was un-
fortunate for hi m that ho could speak so fluently that he
required so little lime for consideration before dealing with
that subject. I may be pardoned if I suggest to the hon.
member that the next time ho has a subject of this kind
to deal with, he should devole two hours and a half to
its consideration, and tho other hour to delivering his
speech. Te hon. gentleman thought proper to carry
us back to a time prior to the Confederation of the Pro-
vinces, and in doing so ho represented to us his position at
that time as a boy sitting on a school form of the school of
the district of which ho was an inhabitant. The hon, gen-
tlemen told us of his youthful aspirations, of his dreamp,
and ofbis ambition to become a citizen of a great country.
Ie told us that the desires, such as those to which he al-
luded, and which pervaded the minds of the youth of this
1)aniuion, uuhînitiated in Confederation , Well, i iay
have been so. I confess that we in the Maritime erovinces
think that that measure did not originate in a common
school. We think the desire to confederate these Provinces
originated rather in a political school; and an opinion pre-
vaihs largely in the Maritime Provinces to-day, that those
who attended that school, charged with our interests, were
somewhat overburdened, and that if they had to do that
work over again, they would discharge it in a way more
to our interest than they did at that time. But, Sir,
the hon. member for King's, now that we have not only the
Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, and Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, in this Confederation, but the great North-
W est, must fbel satislieul. But 1 notiee that ho ipoke of this

Mr. KING. I must crave the indulgence of the louse for country as an almeet ilimitable country. I vonder what
a few moments, while I endeavour to give expression to my ho meant. Is ho loekîng te that great territory of Alaska?
own views with regard to the subject under discussion. Tho la it possible that beforo this fouse uses, the hon. gentle-
amendment moved by my hon. friend fron St. John city man will move for a Committee te enquire jute the pos-
and county has a special bearing on the interests of the sibility of getting that territory, se that vo may have a
Province from which I come, as well as of the Maritime erritory that is illimitable. One vould naturally suppos,
Provinces as a whole. I hope I shall not lay myself open te from the way in vhieh the hon, gentleman speke of Con-
the charge of want of patriotism. if, in the few remarks I federatin, that the people of the Maritime Provinces vere
make, I shall confine myself to the standpoint of the Mari- fuly satitbed with Le rosuit f that Union. Now, standing
time Provinces. I have listened, during this and the other in my place as the represeutative of a coustituency of New
evenings through which this debate has extended, with a Brunswick, I have ne lesitatien in saying that if there is
good deal of patience to the speeches delivered by hon.oesubjeet on which I thiak a large rajority of the people
gentlemen representing constituencies in Manitoba, and re.-of the Maritime Provinces, of both shades of poLies,
presenting North-West interests; and I must say that 1 feel vould agree, iL 15 that, 50 far as their interests are more
proud of the loyal utterances of those men who stand up immediately conoerned, (onfederation has been an utter
àobly in the intereste of the Provinces they represent, arid 1um,
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Mr. MITCHELL. Not at all.

Mr. KING. I go further, and say that if Confederation
bas proved a failure, so far as the interests of the Maritime
Provinces are concerned, I charge it upon the idea whieh
is often expressed, and whieh has taken possession of
the mind of the hon. member for King's, that we
muet have a great country. I think the hon. gentle-
man forgets that we have in the Maritime Provinces
a great country-that we have there millions of acres
of land awaiting settlement-and we might be satisfied
with that, without reaching for a country stretching from
the United States boundaries to the north polo. The
hon. member for King's went further, and he said we
were committed to the building of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. I admit we were, but not to its completion by
1886. As I understood the contract entered into in 1881,
the road was to be completed in ten years, or 1891; but ho
Pays we have raised the expectations of the people ?
Who raised the expectations of the people ? I would
like to ask the hon. gentleman if the expectations of
the people in the county ho represents have been raised to
believe that the Canadian Pacifie Railway would be com-
pleted at the end of 1885, and if so, the hon. gentleman him-
self alone is responsible for having raised them. He says
thatit is in the interests of Canada that the road should bo
completed by the end of 1885, that:

"In hundreds of thousands of homes in England, Ireland, and Scot-
land they are sitting round their firesides to-night talkiug about that
plucky Canadiaa Dominion, which, with its 4,500,000 of people, has
undertaken to weld ail ils parts together by buiding a ratiway 3,
mileî in length, They are reading documents which have been eette-r-
ed by this Government, and by m-ans of isl very saime r<iw.y orzni-
zation, and their thought and feelings, and syapathms, are being
drawn out to this country of Canada as a field for immigration, ad as
a country whose people are full of energy, fall of enterprise, as shown
by the very fa:t; that ihey have undertaken, and promised to perform
tMa gigantic work, and have it finished by 1886."

Who promised the people sitting around their firesides in
England, Ireland, and Scotland that the road should be
finished ini 886 ? Did the Parliament of Canada promise
it to then? Why is it that we are expected to tako so,
much greater interest in the wishes and feelings and thet
prosperity of the people living on the othersidl, thn ofour
own people'? We have a right to consider taiqu n
from an Dntirely different standpoint. I do fnot tinki
it is the duty of this Parliament to look across1
the water and consult the wishes of people who, for
aught we know, may never cross the Atlantic.
The hon. gentleman proceeded to give reasons
why this loan of $30,000,000 should be given to the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, and in reading over his speech, as
carefully as the hon. gentleman read over the speech of ther
leader of the Opposition, I find that only two roasons arei
given-one te which I alluded, and another of the same
character, that the completing of this road in a year and
a-half would promote immigration; and that to delay its com-
pletion five or six years would imperil the interests of the
country in that respect. I do not agree with the hon. mem-
ber in that statement. It does seem to me that if to-nightc
there are people in England, Ireland and Sootland sitting'
round their firesides watching the efforts of the people of,]
this country, they will be more interested in seeing that a 1c
system of economy is practised by the Government which, ifc
they should make this country their home, would afford them
a guarantee that thoy will not be subject to the hcavy t
taxes that weigh them down in their own country. r
The construction of a railway in my own Province hadF
much to do with helping many of our poor people in get-s
ting on their feet; but if it had been put thi ough in haste, no
such benefits would have beon derived. Complaints might s
have been made by some parties that sufficient progrcss had i
not been made. But on the whole, I am satisfied that thea
benetits which acrued to our people were much greater in J

many counties along the north shore of New Brunswick
than if this railway had been put through, as the Canadian
Pacific Railway is now being put through, with undue haste.
What is applicable in this case, is doubiy applicable in the
North-West. All the hon. members who have spoken on
this subject, have almitted that the great North-West i to
be a great country, and that it will never, or, at any rate, it
will not for a long time to come, become a manufacturing
country. I ask hon, gentlemen, whethor it would not be
in the interest of the people of the North-West that
much less haste had been displayed in the con-
struction of this road, since a large portion of the sup-
plies would thon not have to bu brought from the States,
and the settler of the North-West would derive the full
advantage from the construction of the road during a longer
term of years. What applies to the people there to-day,
will equally apply to those going in to-morrow. The result
of this rapid construction will be that ln a year and a-half
fron now, before two crops are growu, the whole expen-
diture will be made, and the home market, which is so
great a feature of the National Policy, will bu taken away
as a centre me the North-West. Speaking of immigration,
it seems to wo that people about te leave their homes in
in oider to botter their condition, will naturally
compa' e the publie debts of the different countries
which open a field for emigration. Up to the
Iresent time, the largest portion of immigration has been
drawn to the United States, and while tho debt of the
Unitei States has been reIu(ed to $.30 per aond, ours will
Very shortIy be increased to $50 per head. Lis it not fair to
snpose ! tt when ,rt' ligent people look into this condi-

ole f uirs, IlîL; wi!1 find a greater inducement to settle
south1 of cur boundiary than to cast their lot in the North-
West? The hon. gentleman has told us that ho is perfectly
convinced the security offered by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way is ample. 1 do not propose to say anything with regard
to those gentlemen composing the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way ; I have very little acquaintance with them, and I have
no right, so far as I am personally concerned, to meddle
with the business which is particnlarly their own. But in
dealing with this question, I propose to deal with it fron
the andpoint of a representative of New Brunswick,holding
the Government of the day responsiblo for the way in which
th is giCieit subjectis disposed of. I do not propose to trouble
the louse with going over the numberof items which were
included in the statement of the hon. member for King's,
which footed up something like $121,000,000, and which he
says is ample security for the loan of $22,500,000, forget-
ting that 822,500,000 was not the whole of the loan, but
that there is $7,500,000 additional, making it $30,000,000.
There is one item, however, which I do propose to call
attention to. He says :

'Therefore, when they cone and ask for a ban of $22,500,000, and
ofi'er securities worth $141,117,953, because I add the $35,000,000 of
stock, at the rate of 60 per cent., which will make $21,000,000 more,
I believe the seeuity is ample."

Now, I think I was justified in the remark I made at the
out- et as to the hon. gentleman's want of consideration in
dealing with this question, and I am sure now that, after
having revised his speech and considered the matter more
carefully, ho does not pretend to say that if, in the event
of this Company not being able to repay this loan of
830,000,000 to the people of this country, this road became
the property of the people of Canada, he would attach very
much importance to a security like that $35,000,000 of
stock, which would be nothing more, under those circum-
stances, than the assets of a bankrupt Company. I hope it
will nevez come to this. I hope that the gentlemen who are
securing this large amount may, and I think it is to the
nterest of the people of this country that they should, be
able to repay this amount, but I think the hon. gentleman
attaches too much importance to this smal lsum, this triring
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sum of $21,000,000, which goes to make up his assets of
#141;000,000. I am sure that there are a number of
farmers, to say nothing of the intelligent business men,
in bis county, who know what value to attach té
a security in a case of that kind. But the hon. gentleman
goes further. Supposing that the line sbould become the
property of the Government, we have every evidence, lie
said, to lead us to conelude that it would be a paying invest-
ment; and how does he attempt to prove it? From the
returns of the Company, which I have no doubt are correct,
w1hich were laid on the Table of the House, he says: I show
yvou that the year befbre last the receipts were so many mil-
lions, and last year they were #5,000,000 in round numbers,
and for nine months the net receipts were nearly a million
dollars, I think he puts it, and therefore it is a good invest.
nment. Now, the hon. gentleman ought fairly to have stated
that, in the saie report wbich gives those figures, it is clearly
shown that something over a million and a quarter of dollars
was credited to the actual receipts of the road for the trans-
portation of the material used in the construction. It strikes
me that, if he had subtracted that from the amount lie has
given us, it would have reduced it to that extent.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The hon. gentleman surely
does not mean to say that 1 did not statethat to the House ?
If he reads my speech in the Ransard, lie will find that I
gave the exact amount credited.

Mr. RING. I am not referring to any remarks made by

and we know that the evidence which is being elicited by
that Committee from day to day goes to show that, for
months, at any rate, that will be a port, and they even say
it is probable that an outlet wilt be found there during
the whole year. It strikes me, at all events, that the
hon. gentleman, cannot take into account the pro-
bability that the whole of the wheat crop of that country
will take a direction which will afford traffic to this
great trans-continental line. But suppose tîht the road
should become the property of the Goverument,
suppose that you get 500,000 more people in the
North-West. They give us, I was going to say, a good deal
of trouble here now, but I do not blame them. We know,
however, that they receive a great deal of attention, that
their wants and wishes receive more attention than the
wants and wishes of people from other parts of the Domi.
nion, and I am satisfied, from what I have seen, that, when
this road in the North-West becomes the property of the
Dominion Government, it will be run in the interests of
the people of Manitoba, and they will not allow the Govern-
ment to make very large dividends out of the road. There-
fore, I do not think the people of the Maritime Provinces,
who have no interest that I can see in the development of
the North-West and the building of the railway, more than
the interest they have in the whole Dominion of Canada,
who have no direct interest in it, at all events, have not
much to expect when this road becomes the property of the
Government. For my own part, I hope this Company will

the hon, gentleman, but I am sneaking of the statement of succeed in completing that line, and that it may remain
the hon. member for King's, in bis printed speech in the their property and they may operate it in their
Bansard, and if I am not correct, I have no doubt the hon. own interests and for their own jurposes. We have
member for King's will take the opportunity of correcting enough- Government railways now, and as to the
nie. T arn quite sure that if, in two years from now, this proposition of the hon. member for King's, that the Govern-
property should become the property of the Dominion ment should assume control of all railways, I think the
Government, and the hon. gentleman happens at that time returns laid upon the table of the House as to the manage-
th fil the position he now holds, and I have no doubt he ment of another railway which has cost us a good deal of
will, if the whole amount of $35,000,000 wbich lie values at money, I mean the Intercolonial, which the Government do
821,000,000, were offered to him for his Sessional indem- operate, show that, taking it all in all, it bas not been very
nity, he would take the $1,000 and leave the $35,000,000. profitable to the people of this country. I do not say, and
'Men the hon. gentleman.gave us some calculations which I do not wish to be understood to say, that the Minister of
he said he had made very hurriedly. I am not going to Railways, in the management of that road, has not displayed
dispute the correctness of his calculations, nor do I recollect as much business tact as possible and done the best it was
exactly the figures lie gave, but bis statement was some- possible to do under the circumstances, but that he bas
thing like this : that, in ten years from now, it was safe to utterly failed during the last six months to make both ends
presume fhat we would have 500,000 increase of population meet-in fact, that he is short 8 115,000, will not be dis-
in that North-West country. Hie estimated that there puted. Then, if you add the road between Montreal and
would be 50,003 a year for the next ten years, and Quebec, and add the 600 miles north of Lake Superior and
that 40,000 of that 50,000 would be an agricultural the 400 miles from Prince Arthur's Landing to Winnipeg,
population, and that one out of four would be a farmer, and and eut off the traffic of the North-West by a route to Hud-
that therefore there would be 80,000 farmers in that son Bay, it is decidedly problematical whether we are to
country in ten years ; and he says that, if proof were wanted derive any very great or grand return from that investment.
that it would be a geod paying investment, it was found in There is another way in which I would view this question
the fact that these people would be in the North-West and and in which I would ask this flouse to look at it. I quite
wouldbe very large producers of wheat. I am not disposed confess that when we talk of $30,000,000, the sum is almost
t&cMiticise the hon. gentleman's statemet, except so far as beyond my comprehension. I have heard hon. gentlemen
this, that it is evident that, if the people of the North-West say that it is a more bagatelle, a mere trifle ; but, Mr.
ever go very largely into wheat growing, they have not Speaker, if we contrast it with other things of which we do
tËdir eyes turned in this direction for the probable destina know something, then we can come to some conclusion as
tiôn of their wheat crop. HUe must be aware that there is to the extent of this loan. A short time ago I happened to
at this time a Committee of this flouse investigating the pick up the Int bank statement which had been made, and
question of a Hudson Bay route, and every gentleman I observed that the whole bank note circulation of the Domi-
from Manitoba who bas spoken on this question has made nion of Canaida is just $30,000,000-a remarkabe coinci-
statements which lead me to conclude that they are dence, to my mind, that the amount which the Government
Iooking to Hudson Bay, and not to Port Arthur, or the proposes to loan to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
ail-rail route north of Lake Superior, as the outlet in order that the country may reap the benefit of the com-
for their products. I think it would have been pletion of that road in two years instead of six, is just the
fair for him, in putting this matter fairly and squarely before amount of tbe bank note circulation as shown by that
this Hlouse, to state that fact, because he is not ignorant of statement. Then, there is another way of viewing
it; lie knows that the expectations and hopes of those people it. I find by the same return, that the paid up capital
are in that Hudson Bay route; lie knows that the First of all the banks in Canada to day, is in round
Minister himself, a few days ago, made statements which led numbers, $61,000,000. The amount the Govern-
us tie>lieve that he bd faifh ln that Hudson Èay route, Meut proposes to loan to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
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way Company, is just one-half that sum; in other
words, if the banks had to furnish that sum, it would wipe
ont one-half the banks doing business in Canada to-day.
There is another way of looking at it. We are called
plucky because we are willing to engage in this vast enter-

1se, and because we are willing to invest our millions in
it. We sometimes refer to the wealth of our neighbours to
thé south of us, and I would like hon. gentlemen just to
maken calculaton. We are giving a loan of $30,000,000 to
the a Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. Now, if the
55,000,000 of people in the United States were to make a
loan in the same proportion, what would it amount to?
The people of the United States, in order to exhibit the
same pluck we do, would have to vote 8385,000,000. Then,
in addition to that-and a fact that is lest sight of by many
-in addition to this loan of $30),000,000, we have to
provide $12,000,000, or nearly $13,000,000, to pay the bal-
ance of the unpaid subsidy which is due to the Company on the
com pletion of the line, and that, I suppose, bas got to be
provided inside the next two years. This will make the
sum of 843,000,000 in hard cash. It may be a more baga-
telle, but I fancy the people of this country, who have no
direct interest in the construction of this railway, wil feel
that instead of its being a mere bagatelle it is a great
burden indeed. The hon. member for King'e, N. B. (Mr.
Poster), in reply to the hon. member for Queen's, P. E. I.,
(Mr. Dlavies), said that we had a right to believe that the
people of this country were satisfied with what was pro-
posed te be done with their money. He said : We have
eard of no protest from any part of this country; no

public meetings. have been called to protest against the
expenditure of publie money. I dare say that isquito true.
But I wouli like to make a suggestion to the hon. gentle.
ma'n. It may be too late-I fear it is too late. I
would like to have suggested to him to go down to his
county as soon as he understood the character of this
transaction, and that he should have asked the people to
assemble at some place in that county. I am well
acquainted with his constituents. I have the honour
to hAve been born in that county, and [ take a.great interest
in it-not that I do not think it is quite safe in bis bands.
I think if he had gone down to bis county and asked the
people to meet him and had put this matter before them
and said: Gentlemen, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany entered into a contract in 1881 to build the.Canadian
Pacifie Railway for $25,000,000 In cash and 25,000,000 acres
of land, and to finish it by 1891. They have got along
splendidly, but the Government thinks that it is necessary
for that that road be built in two years from now. If he
had stated that the Company were willing to go on and
complete the road in the time specified by the contract, but
that in the interest of the people of England, Ireland and
Sootland, the Government desired to have this road com-
pleted in two years instead of seven; and if the hon. gentle-
man had then asked his constituents if they were willing
to allow themselves to be taxed to the extent of
*200,000-I think that would be about the proportion
of his cointy for the whole sum; if he had gone further, and
told the people cf bis county that from the experience we
had of the past, loans of this character made to railways
seldom found their way back. into the Treasury, and that it
was just possible this might go in the sanme way-I would
lilke te know what answer that hon. gentleman would have
received from his constituents. If he had also told them,
as I have shown, that all the available cash at the time had
been handed over in order to pay their part of the loan, I
think, Sir, they would have told him to go back to Ottawa
and mind his own business ; to do what he was instructed
to do; that if he bad any money of his own that he wanted
to invest in the North-West, he had a right to do so, but
that, o far atheir money was concerned, h had no right
to do anything of the sort. Now, Sir, to look at this ques-

tion again from a Maritime Province standpoint, I have
another calculation and a few figures which it will.not take up
much time to submit to the House. In the inception of this
work, after the acquisition of the North-West Territory, it
was generally believed it would be fou nd necessary to con-
struet a trans-continental railway. I do not think there was
much objection to that by anybody in the Maritime Pro-
vinces. But it must be borne in mind that our people were
given to understand' that $30,000,000 in cash was ail the
people of this country would be required to pay in order to
insure the completion of the road, and that the balance of

the expenditure would be entirely madeup from the proceeds
of the sale of Iand in that territory. Now, Sir, I am not
going to say to-night that*the people did not themselvas, in
the ]ast elections, perhaps, assent to that contract; although
r am satisfied that if they had known ail that has taken
place.since then, a very different tale would have been told.
But the transaction was beyond their reach; it was closed;
they had no redress. Now, Sir, let us look at what the
Maritime Provinces are called upon to pay in connection with
this transaction. Firt of aill. we have $5,000,000 expended in
surveys in that North.West Territory. I am not going
to say these surveys have been worth very much to the
Railway Company, as I believe they have not adopted the
ine which was originally decided upon for that road ; but,
that the expenditure was made for that purpose is a fact.
Then we are to give, in completed roads, an amount which,
according to the Minister of Railways' own estimate, will
be $28,000,000. Then there is the $25,000,000 cash
subsidy, $9,000,000 from the proceeds of tho land, and
this $30,000,000. Then I think I may fairly claim to
add $3,000,000 for interest on the cost of construction up to
date, and these items, together, make just $100,(00,000.
I think I may fairly say that the people of the Maritime
Provinces represent one-fifth of the population of the
Dominion. If so, it follows that the proportion to be paid
by the Maritime Provinces is $20,000,000 in round numbers.
New Brunswick's proportion will be $7,000,000, and from
this large expenditure I have no besitation in saying the
Province will never derive any direct benefit. *If the hon.
member from Northumberland (Mr. Mitchell) can be
accepted as the exponent of the policy of the Canadian
Paciie Railway Company-and I hope he cannot-New
Brunswick has nothing to look forward to in connection
with the line. We have been told for years that the terminus
would be placed in the Maritime Provinces and that we
might expect to reap some benefit; but after the statement
of the hon. member for Northumberland, St. John and
Halifax have nothing to expect. The hon. member for
King's (Mir. Poster) urged that the construction of the road
Would open up a market for our manufacturers. The con-
tribution of $7,000,0 by New Brunswick will involve an
annual payment at 4 per cent. interest of $300,000.
Does the hon, gentleman consider that manufacturers
in St. John and Moncton will receive benefit in
proportion to that large outlay ? 1 do not. i will,
no doubt, be told that I do not represent the majority of the
people of the Province. I am sorry to say that the people
of New Brunswick are rapidly becoming powerless to
redress their grievances, and the country is fast drifting to
ruin in consequence of the extravagant expenditures in
connection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway nnd works of
a similar character. In some counties the people are show-
ing a disposition to go in and obtain a abare of the spoils.
I hope the hon. members for New Brunswick will support
the amendment, and as the hon. member for King's (Mr.
Foster) went so far as to say that he should insist on trafflo
which originated in the Dominion being shipped from a
Dominion port, we confidently count on his support to the
amendment. If there has been any motion or amendment
in the course of this discussion which has borne directly on
tho interesta of the Maritime Provinces, especially the
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interesis of New Brunswick, it is the amendment moved by
the hon. member for St. John.

Mr. D ALY. Mr. Speaker, it is not my intention, at this
early hour of the morning, to review the Resolutions before
the Honuse, and I intend to confine my remarks to the
amendment which is now the subject of discnsion. It must
be apparent to every hon. member that the desire of the
mover of the amendment is to embarrass members who
represent censtituencies in the Maritime Provinces. If that
be his intention, I think ho has taken a very awkward way
to secure the object ho bas in view. For this reason, I
bave not the slightest hesitation in recording my vote
against the amendment, on several grounds, the chief of
which is this: If we were to accept the amendment, we
shounld ereet an almost insurmountable barrier to the attain-
ment of the object which the hon. member pretends to have
in viow. I will give way to no one in my desire to see the
traffl eof the great Canadian Pacifie Railway come through
Canadian territory to a Canadian terminus and be shipped
there. I believe that is going to he the result of the great
enterprso which the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
have in hand, but if we throw obstacles in the
way, and refuse to grant assistance we shall de-
feat the very object we all have most sincerely at
heart. Hon. gentlemen opposite are very difficult to please.
They attempt to show that the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company have gone beyond their contract, have done
wrong, in fact, in expending money to secure an outlet on
the Atlantie Ocean; that they have gone beyond their
contract in acquiring an interest in lines to New Brunswick
and Nova Seotia. To-night we have had hon. members from
New Brunswick objecting to the passage of the resolutions
and proposing amendments because the Company have not
gone far enough in securing an Xtlantic terminus. An hon.
member quoted a paragraph from a statement by the presi-
dent of the Company ; but ho forgot to mention, after
stating that Portland would be a busy place, that upon the
return of the directors from Portland to Montreal, an
answer was returned to Portland announcing that the Com.-
pany declined to have anything further to do with the city.
We have also the tact that the city of Halifax bas placed
on the minutes of its council the well understood
desire of the people to have a winter port there,
in Canadian territory. We are' all agreed as to that
object; but we differ as to the manner in which it may be
accomplished. The hon. member for St. John (Mr. Weldon)
bas submitted an amendment which would tie up the re-
sources of the Company and prevent them acquiring inter.
est in railways runmng throngh the United States. One
of the essential elements we have to look to in regard to a
winter port in New Brunswick or Nova Scotia, is that the
Company will take an interest in some American railway
passing through Maine. It is known, to myself, at all
events, if not to other hon. members, that the representa-
tives from the Maritime Provinces bave been urging the
Government to adopt a course which will bring the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway into closer connection with the Mari-
time Provinces, and to that end we have addressed a lettert
to the president of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company,
to which we have received the following reply

"Tnu CANADIAN PACiere RAILWIY COMPANT,t

IlOFF1es ON THE PREtIDENT, MONTREAL, lth February, 1884.

"DmAànt8,-Referring to your letter c f the 5th inst., and tothe accom-
panying memorandum and copv of resolution rel.ting to the qieition
of an Atlantic terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway. Although I
have not had an opportunity of bringing the matter formsally before my
colleagnes in th-hdirection orth" Canaliqn Pacifi bRtilway Company I
may Ftfely say that ever F.ne the formation ùf the Company, we have
felt that it was oniy a question o' time when the Pacific tailway must t
reach every important point in the Maritime Provinces, and epecially
their mout important seaports, and that this could only be accomplished
either by lines owned or controlled by the Oompany, or by friendly oon-
neetions with other lines having identical interests.

Mr. KING.

" This Company, as yon are aware, hai a' ready invested a very large
sum of money for the purpose of securing au independent connection
with the lines south of the St. Lawrence. But apart from this, indivi-
duals connected with the Company and deeply interested with its oue-
cess hwre made large investments in lines leading to the Maritime
Provinces, the succeqs of which greatly depends on their connection
'with the Cnadian Pacifit Railway, and perhaps this is the best assur-
ance I can give ycu of our readiness to co-operate withyou in perfecting
the connection between the Canadian Pacifie Railway and the Maritime
Provinces.

" It it should be decided that the best way of accomplishing the object
in view would be by comnletingthe direct line from Montreal to Moncton
via Sherbrooke, Megantic, Matawamkeg, Fredericton and Moncton, I
think. wiih th- asiistance of the Maritime Provinces and with such
subsidies far the portion of the line within Canadian territory as may be
fairly expected from the Dominion Govcrnment, the meanus might b.
found to complete the connection, which would be the shortest one pos-
sible.

"Yours truly,
"GEO. STEPHEN, President."

Now, if we were to tie up the hands of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company by attaching conditions which would pre.
vent them from investing any part of their funds in Ameri-
ean railway securities, with aview of attaining a port in the
United States, we would be proposing something which, I
believe, would be entirely inoperative. We might, by pass.
ing such an amendment, so hamper the Company that they
would be unable to accomplish the object in view. For these
reasons, I shal fnot have the slighet hesitation in voting
against the proposed amendment. I am somewhat obliged
to my hon. friend who moved the amendment for his glow-
ing description of Halifax harbour. It is a splendid harbour,
as every one who bas visited it knows. I believe it is one
which the Canadian Pacific Railway look upon with favour.
They must do so, if they w'sh to find in the Maritime
Provinces the port best adapted for the output of the great
trade which, as has been so eloquently described by hon. mem-
bers, will ne carried to the east, in future, over this lino. I
believe that there are other ports of great, if not equal im-
portance, with claims to a share of the trade whieh will
pour down from the west. I believe that we shall have all
our ports busy with the shipments which will be brought
down by the shortest route to the seaboard, and thence
finding their way to Europe. It is for this reason, and
because I believe we can rest with implicit confidence upon
the Government carrying out the scheme proposed to reach
the Maritime Provinces, without imposing such conditions
upon the Canadian Pacifie Railway, as would really doeat
the object we have in view, that I shall vote against the
amendment.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I promise the House that I
shall only trouble them but a very few minutes. With
reference to the hon. member who has just taken his seat,
I think ho has misstated the amendment before the House.
It only goes so far as to prevent the money we are voti 1
being spent to build up a harbour in the United States, and
heartily concur in that proposition. I do not intend to say
anything about the general question which has been dis.
cussed almost ad nauseum for the last week or ton days. It
has been ably dealt with by both sides of the House; but I
just wish to refer to our condition in the Maritime Pro.
vinces, and especially in New Brunswick, with regard to
the question of a winter port, which is now the subject
under consideration. There is no doubt of the fact that it
is of great importance that the winter port for the trade of
this Dominion should be in some of the Maritime Provinces.
The fact that the trade goes to a certain port always brings
population ; and population always makes a market for the
manufactures and farm products. We were led to believe
we went into Confederation, that the population of Halifax
and St. John were to be largely augmented; that they were
to become, in fact, the Liverpools of North America in
those Provinces. I am sorry to say that those anticipations
have not been realized. The inhabitanta of the cities of
Halifax and St. John have not increased; they bave 4o%
even retained their natural increase. St. John ha not In-
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creased at all this last decade. Halifax bas, to some extent,
but it has not had the natural increase it would have had if
there had been no emigration from it. This is a state of
affairs which is to be deplored, and I hope before the subject
is dismissed we will have some assurance that those ports
will have a fair share of the trade of this Dominion. I con-
fess that we were somewhat startled by the pamphlet which
was circulated lately with reference to the acquisition of pro-
perty at Portland by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
for the purpose of placing their winter port at that city;
and those apprehensions have been very much increaseJ by
the speech of the hon. member for Northumberland to-night.
I do think that that speech requires an answer from the
hon. Minister of Railways. I think that some explanation
or excuse should be offered for that speech. That hon.
gentleman surely does not treat us with his usual gener-
osity. Speaking of making St. John or Halifax a winter
port, hoesays that we cannot work against nature; that
ports are not made, for nature provides them ; that trade
will find its level, and will go to the nearest port, which
is true to a certain extent, and if railway communication
had been afforded the Maritime ports by theshortest instead
of the longest route, his declaration would have some force.
Now, Sir, if there is one gentleman in this Chamber who is
responsible for establishing the long road to St. John and
Halifax, it is that hon. gentleman. We were to have a
commercial railway, and we were given a military
railway. A railway by a direct route would be
only 425 miles long; we were given a railway 761 miles
long; and the hon. gentleman is quite correct in saying
that that railway cannot compete with the railway to Port-
land, which is only 300 miles long. The bon. gentleman,
however, says not a word of giving us a shorter route, and
he speaks authoratatively, because it appears ho was one of
the gentlemen who went to Portland to negotiate. I hope
he is mistaken, however, and that the Directors of that
Company will do something for us. On coming into Con-
federation, we were promised facilities for trade and com-
merce. It was said that unless we got such facilities, the
Union would not be any stronger than a rope of sand; and I
believe that if we were not to have had a commercial rail.
way, and facilities for commerce with the Upper Provinces,
New Brunswick would never have gone into the Union. 1
am satisied of that; and I have always contended that
the fact that we did not get that was a breach of
promise, and that we were brought into the Union
under false pretences. You may think that is strong
language, but it is a fact believed not merely by a
majority, but believed universally in the Lower Provinces.
We might have had a railway exclusively on Canadian soil
580 miles long; and b crossing the State of Maine to St.
John, the distance could have been reduced to 425 miles. 1
do hope the Government will take measures to give us at
least the shortest road that can be built to our principal
ports. But whatever is done, we must admit that the
route to the American port of Portland bas an advantage
of 125 miles. But some engineers have given their opinion
that the high grades on the Grand Trunk Railway, which
are said to be from 70 to 80 feet to the mile, in quite
a number of places, are such as will give a short line to our
ports a decided advantage, in respect to gauge, and compen-
sate for greater distance. If that short route were built, it
would reduce the distance from St. John to Montreal about
one-half. Now, I contend that if we are to have any
interest in this expenditure for the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way,we must have built for us the shortest road that can
poesibly be constructed to enable our ports to compete
for the traflf. I do hope that the Government will
adopt every measure in their power to accomplish that
end. We are called upon to pay our share of the enormous
expenditure, the extent of which the mass of the people
uoa..ly omp.he"d. I shull ooelude by exprsig the

hope that everything that ean he donc in the direction of
giving us facilities for exportation from the Maritime
Provinces will be done, and that no part of the
people's money, which we are now granting, shall be
expended in building up American ports.

Amendment (Mr. Weldon) negatived on the following
division:-

Allison (Lennox),
Armstrong,
Auger,
Biake,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Catudal,
Charlton,
Davies,
Fairbank,
Geoffrion,
Gillmor,

Allison (Hants),
Amyot,
Biu (Soulanges),
Baker (Missisquoi),
Beaty,
Bell,
Belleau,
Benoit,
Bendon,
bergin,
Billy,
Blon deau,
Bossé,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Burns,
Cameron (Inverness),
Cameron (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Cimon,
Cochrane,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,

urran,
Cuthbert,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desaulniers,
Dickinson,
Dodd,
Dugas,
Dundas,
Dupont,

YBAS:
Messieurs

Gnnn,
Harley,
Bolton,
Ilnes,
Irvine,
King,
Kirk,
Lister,
Livin gstone,
McOraney,
MIlntyre,
M cIaac,
McMullen,
Mulock,

Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray,
Rinfret,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Sprin ger,
Thonmpson,
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson,
Yeo.-43.

NAYs :

Messieurs
Farrow, McNeil,
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren.)Ma sue,
Ferguson ( Welland), Mitchell,
Fortin, Muffat,
Foster, Montplaisir,
Fréchette, O'Brien,
Gagné, Orton,
Giganult, Pa1int,
Girouard, Patterson (Essez),
Gordon, Pinsunneault,
Grandbois, Pope,
Guilbault, Re,
Guillet, Riopel,
Hackett, Robertson (Hastings),
Haggart, Rcss,
Hall, Scott,
Hesson, Shakespeare,
Hickey, 8mdll,
Homer, Sproule,
Hurteau, Stairs,
Jamieson, Taylor,
Kaulbsch, Temple,
Kinney, Tilley,
Kranz, Tupper (Pictou),
Labrosse, Tyrwhitt,
Landry (Kent), Valin,
Langevin, Vanasse,
Lesage, Wallace (Albert),
Macdouald (Sir John), Wallace (York),
McDonrId (CapeBretor).White (Cardwell),
Macmillan (Middlesex), White (Hastings),
MeMillan (Vaudreuil), Wigle,
McCallum, Wilhams,
McDougald, Wood(Brockville).-104
McGreevy,

On the main motion being put.

Mr. BLAKE. There are some other amendments that I
think it would be proper, before this measure is concluded,
to bring to the attention of the House, but as the hon. Min-
ister of Ratilways, who appears disinclined to back his
opinions by his vote, has announced that the Resolutions do
not contain all the provisions of the Bill, it will be expedient
to defer the amendments until I see fully the details of the
Bill. Therefore, I do not propose to offer the amendments
now.

Resolutions read the second time and concurred in.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER introduced Bill
amend the Act intituled An Act respecting
Pacifie Railway, and for other purposes.

Bill read the first time.

(No. 101) to
the Canadian

Sir JOHN A. MACDONAL[D moved the adjournment of
the Bouse.

Motion agreed to i and (at 1:30 o'clock, a.m.) thel ouse
ajoutaewd4
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H1OUSE OF COMMONS,

MONDAY, 25th February, 1884.

The SPEAKEa took the Chair ut Three o'clock.

ParYzRs.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally introduced and read
the first time

Bill (No. 102) to amend the Act 41 Victoria, chapter Ï6,
intituled: An Act respecting the traffic in Intoxicating
Liquors.-(àtr. Robertson, Sholburne.)

Bill (No. 103) respocting the liability of carriers by land.
-(Mr. liouglhi.)

Bill (No. 104) further to amend the Canada Temperance
Act, 1878.-(Mr. Ives.)

TIIIRD READINGS.
The following Bills were severaliy considered in Committec,

reported, and read the third time and passed:-
Bill (No. 14) to amalgamate the Board of Trade of the

City of foronto and the Toronto Corn Exchange Association
-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bil (No. .0) to amend the Act incorporating the Ocean
Mutual Marine Insurance Compariy.-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 39) to incorporate the provincial Bank.-
(Mr. Macailan, Middlescex.)

Bill (No. 27) to inuorporaite the Halifax Marine Insur-
ance Cornpany, lmited.-(Mr. Ddy.)

Bill (No. 3à) to incorpor.ate the Pictou Marine Insurance
Compavy, limited.-(Mr. Mclougald)

Bill (No. 42) to incorporate the Commercial Bank of
Manitoba.-(NIr. McCarthy.)

Bill (No. 43) to incorporate the Union Trust Corporation
of Uanada.-(Mr. lesson.)

Bill (No. 1J) to grant certain powers to the Commercial
Cable uonpany.-(Ur. Rykert.)

Bill (No. 1o) to further muel ihe Act to iincorporate the
South katchaWlCVWui 'aiiyiway Company. - (Mr.
.Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 5 1) to amend the Act incorporating the Bol]
Telephone Company of Canada.--(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bil (No. 64) to amend the Auts relating to the Manitoba
and North-Western Railway Company of Canada.-(Mr.
Cameron, Victoria.)

SECOND REA)INGS.

'he following Bills were severally read the second time:-
Bill (No. 65) respecting the Ha wilton and North-Western

Railway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)
Bill (No. 73) respectug the Central Ontario Railway.-

(Mr. Piatt.)
Bill (No. 75) respecting the Manitoba Colonization Rail-

way Company.-(Mr. Ross.)
bill (No. 7ï) to incorporate the Calgary Waterworks

Company.--(Mr. Ross)
Bill (No. 78) to incorporate the Calgary Omnibus, Tram-

way and Transfer Company.-(Mr. Ross.)
Bill (No. 80) to auend the Act incorporating the Napa-

nee, 'Tamwort and Quebec Railway Company.-(Mr. Beil.)
Bill (No. 81) lurther to amen d4he Act incorporating the

Souris and Rcky Mountain Railway Company, and to
chaLge the name of the Coupany to "The Battieford and
Peace River Railway Company."-(Mr. Woodworth.)

Bill(No. b4) to incorporate The Roman Catholic Epis-
copal UorporaLion of Pontiac.-(ir. White, Renfrew.) -

Bill (No. 8>) rebpecting the Irie and.kluron Railway.-
(Mr. Smyth.)

lir. I BL£A

Bill (No. 88) respecting the Real Estate Loan Company
of Canada, limited.- (Ur. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 89) to amend the Act incorporating the Great
American and Euroe an Short Line Ra.ilway Company and
to change the name thereof to "The Mbontreal and European
Short Line Railway Company."-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 90) respecting the Greati Northern Railway
Company-(Mr. Bossé.)

Bill (No. 91) to incorporate the Niagara Frontier Bridge
Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 92) to incorporate the Traders' Bank of Canada.
-(Mr. Beaty).

Bill (No. -5) rolating to the Roman Catholie Diocese of
Ottawa.- (Ur. Tassé).

NEW BRUNSWICK RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury) movr the second reading of
Bill (No. 54) relating to the New Brunswick Railway Com-
pany and to the railways leased to the said ccmpany.

Mr. MITCHELL. Perhaps the hon. gentleman will ex-
plain the objoct of this Bill.

Mr. BURPBE (Sunbury), The Bill is simply to confirm.
some agreements and leases made by this company with
other lines. It will go to the Railway Committeo in the
usual course.

Bill read the second time.

THE ALBERTA BRIDGE COMPANY.

Mr. ROYAL, in the absence of Mir. Ross, moved the
second reading of Bill (No. 76) to incorporate the Alberta
Bridge Company.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not object to this
Bill being read the second time and sent to the Private BÎis
Committee; but I desire to call the attention of the hen.
.gentleman, who has charge of the Bill in the aLsence oi he
promoter, to the fact that it seeks for very extensive
powers, for the right to build bridges over ail the rivers
ilowing from the Rocky Mountains, in other words, to take
posses-io f all th 1eries ait lîIuhe good crossings. 'he
hon. gentleman will see that coniderable opposition may be
expected to it in Committee.

Bill read the second time.

THE PARKDALE SUBWAY.

Mr. WALLACE (York) moved the second reading of
Bill (No. 82) to legalize a certain agreement between the
village of Parkdate and the Grand Trunk Railway Company
of Canada, and other railway companies, and for other pur-
poses.

Mr. ITCHELL. I would like the mover of this Bill to
explain its object. I have not been able to place my hands
on a copy of the Bill and therefore I do not know its objects,
but it etruck me that perhaps it was intended to provide
compensation for the families of the thirty-two people who
were murdered, slaughtered, butchered, on January 2nd,
by an accideni on the Grand Trunk. I would like to know
if that is the intention, and if it is net, we should have, at
ail events, some explanation of the Bill.

Mr. WALLACE. The Bill is for the purpose of legaliz-
ing an agreement which bas been come to between the
village of Parkdale and the Grand Trunk and a number of
other railway companies, for the construction of a subway
at the intersection of these roads in the village of Parkdale.

Mr. MITCH ELL. I have now obtained a copy of the Bill,
and I have listened to the expianation, and I must say that
I am very sorry that such a provision as I have mentioeed
h net been miade out of the£ ands of this great orpora
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tion, which is striving to grasp everything which the
Oinadian Pacifie Railway Company has not got hold of, and,
between them both, they will have the whole country be-
tween them by-and- bye. I think in the meantime, how -
ever, while this slaughtering is going on on the Grand
Trunk and other roads, these companies should be held re-
sponsible for the destruction which they cause. At all
events they should be made to pay damages for the great
los of life and the injuries they inflict. I am told that no
practical compensation bas yet been given to the families of
those people who were murdered or slaughtered on the 2nd
of January. There were no less than thirty-two heads of
families killed, so that probably 150 souls will have to suffer
by the careless management of the Grand Trunk on that
occasion, and still we hear hardly a word about these things.
These railway people have the audacity to ask for a Bill in
relation to the very locality where the accident occurred,
and yet they make no provision for these families-no pro-
vision for the sufferers by an accident which arose from the
misconduct and the disgraceful managoment of the road.

Mr. BEATY. I may say in reference to this Bill that the
city of Toronto bad no part in tle original agreement, and
does not intend to be a party to this arrangement. The city
opposes the arrangement, and does not intend to give any

id towards the construction of the subway. I merely men-
tion this by way of protest, so that it will not be assumed
that the city will meet any liability for the work.

Mr. MITCIIELL. I would like to ask the hon. gentle-
man who has just spoken if there is any provision made for
the compensation of these families?

Mr. BEATY. No, this Bill has nothing to do with the
question of compensation. I suppose if the hon, gentleman
wishes to provide for compensation, he can, if be likes,
introduce a Bill for that purpose.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am quite aware of that.
Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. MITCHELL. I move the adjournme ut of the House

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. MITCHELL. I merely want to make an explana

tion. Of course I submit if the Speaker tells me to sit down

Some hon. MEMBERS. - Order, order.

Mr.'MITCHELL. I submit to the wishes of the IIouse,
o course, and I will sit down; but, before doing so, I will
say tothe hon. gentleman that he ought to have proviled
for compensation in this Bill.

11 rcad the second ti-ne.

SAN FRANCISCO, WINNIPEG AND HUDSON BAY
RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. ROYAL moved the second reading of Bill (No. 83)
to incorporate the San Francisco, Winnipeg and Iudson
Bay Railway Company.

Mr. BAKER. I would like the bon. geitlemaii to ex-
plain this Bill.

Mr. ROYAL. The object of the Bill is to grant a charter
to a company to construet a road fro m San Francisco to
Hudson Bay. I suppose the portion first constructed will
bo from Winnipog to Hudson Bay and then connection will
be made by the shortest 'route with the Pacifie Ocean at
San Francisco.

Mr. MITCHELL. 1a there any provision in Ibis Bill for
compensation to the families cf those peope wbo were
mrrdered, slaughtered--

Mr. AMYOT. Order, order.
64

Mr. MITCHELL. Vil the hon gentleman state his
point of order, or else shut up ?

Mr. A1MYOT. My point of orJer is that tho hon. mom-
ber should not address any member in this Rouse, directly.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am not addressing any gentleman
in this House directly, and I am perfectly in order. I have
addressed no gentleman in this House, and I ana in order to
address the Chair on this occasion, and I intond to do so,
with the permission of the Chair. I say that as thero was
no provision in the last Bill for compensation to the familles
of those who were slaughtered at Parkdale, by this mis-
management of the Grand Trunk, I hope the hon. gentlo.
man who moves this Bill has mdo some provision of that
kind. That is all I have to say.

Bill rend the second time.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY IN BRlTISII COLUMBIA.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE enquired, Is it the intention of tho
Government to continue the work of tho Geological Survey
in the examination of the southern and weEtern shores, and
of the south-eastern intorior of Vai.couver Island, during
the year of 1884 ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Tho Goological Survey
will be continued as usual in British Columbia. Much work
bas already been done, and maps and reports have beon pub-
lished relating to parts of the district Lnamed. Tho country
lyingalong the lineof the Canadian Pacific Railway is deemed
the most important at present, and is now receiving atten-
tion. Furtber examination of the coasts of the Province is
very desirable, but cannot bo carried on satisfactorily with-
out a suitable steam launch, which is not now availablo.

TIIE MINISTER OF INLAND REVENUEF

Mr. BLAKE enquired, When did tho Minister of Inland
Revenue tender his resignation, and whon was it with-
drawn ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was tenderel on tho
19th of February, and withdrawn on the 2Lst.

REPRESENTATION OF BRITISIH COLUMBIA IN THE
CABINET.

Mr. SIIAKESPEARE1 enquired, Whether il is the inton
tion of the Government to make provision to have British
Columbia represented in the Cabinet at an early date?

Sir JO IN A. MACDONALD. The Cabinet is full just
now, and 1 have no intention of turning out any of my co!-
-eagues.

LICENSE ACT OF 1883.

Mr. COURSOL, in the absence of Mr. OUBiET, enquired,
Whether it is the intention of the Government to establish
throughout the Dominion a police organization, under its
own control, in order to secure the effectual operation of
the Licenso Act of 1883; or to leave that task to the Com-
missioners for the sevoral districts and to their inspectors?

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. It is the intention to
Icave that task to the Commissioners.

MILITIA TENTS.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Brant) enquirel, Is it the inten-
tion of the Minister of Militia, to have tents that may be
required for the Militia, manufactured in Canada? Have
any stops teen taken with the view of ascertaining the
price at which tents can be manufactured and sold in
Canada ? Were any tents purchased from the National
Tent Manufacturing Company or the International Tent
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Manufacturing Company of Ottawa, during 1883 ? If so,
from whom purchased; the numbor purchased ; the quality
and style ; and the price paid ?

Mr. CARON. A vote bas been placed in the Estimates,
with the view of having such tonts manufactured in Canada.
Two offers have been made to manufacture tents-one at
$18, and the other at $18.65. The only tents purchased
by the Department in 183. were three small square sample
tents, intended for officers, at $19.50 each, complete. They
wore purchased from the National Tent Manufacturing
Company. The cost of imported tents is $25 each.

GAS INSPECT[ON IN BRITISII COLUMBIA.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE enquired, Whether it is the inten-
tion of the Government to appoint agas inspector this year
for the Province of British Columbia ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. That question is now under considera-
tion.

MAIL BETWEEN MEDICINE ILAT AND FORT
McL IQD.

Mr. TROW, in the absence of Mr. CAMERON, (Iluron)
enquired, Has the contract for carrying the mails between
Medicine Rat and Fort McLeod been let? If so when, to
whom, and at what price and terms were tenders called for ?

Mr. CARLING. There is no mail service between
Medicine Hat and Fort McLeOd, nor is it the intention of
the Government t) ask for tenders for a mail service.

TIE GOVERNM[ENT IIER D IN TlIIE NORTII-WEST

Mr. TROW, in the absence of Mr. CAMERON, (huron)
enquired, Has the herd of cattle belonging to the Govern-
ment in the North-West been sold ? If so how many cattle
were there in the bord ? When were they sold, to whom,
how and at what price, and how paid or payable ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Indian bord of cat-
tie in Treaty 7 has been sold. There were 599 head, con-
sisting of: cows, 188; two-year oil heifers, 312; steers, 40;
bulls, 30; and calvos, 32; making 599. These cattle were
sold by private sale on 23rd July, 1883, to Col. DoVinton,
at $35 per hoad, and $1,000 additional for right to claim
any stray cattle belonging to the bord; in all, $21,965.
This amount is payable as follows :-Cash payments,
85,490; on 23rd October, 1883, $5,490; on 23rdJanuary,
1884, 85,490; and on 23rd of April, 1884, $5,495. All
these amounts have been paid except the last, which will be
paid on the 23rd of A pril next.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT FORT McLEOD.

Mr. TROW, in the absence of Mr. CAMERoN, (Huron)
enquired, Does the Government purpose erecting or bas
the Government now under contract the erection of any
public buildings at or near Fort McLeod, North-West

erritories ? If so were tenders asked for or does the Gov-
ernment purpose calling for tenders? If under contract,
when was the contract entered into, who are the contractors,
what is the nature of the buildings, what is the contract
Price ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The only buildings I am
aware of are the new police barracks we have erected1
to accommodate 100 mon and 100 horso3 at Fort McLeod.,
These buildings have been erected by the North-Westerni
Coal and Navigation Company at a cost of $45,000. The1
%contract was entered into in August last. Tenders wereà
not invited. The annual repcrt of the Commissioner of the]
Xounted Police, which is now in the printer's bands andî

Mr. SOMERVILLE.

will be presented to-morrow or next day, deals very fully
with these buildings and their construction.

MAJOR-GENERAL LUARD.
1r. MULOCK. The motion which appears on the paper

in my name concerning Major-General Luard, I am advised
by his medical adviser it would be botter not to proceed
with to-day in consequenco of bis not being in a very vigor.
ous state of health. Out of regard for Genoral Luard, I
must dofer to the advico of his medical advisers, and inas-
much as I cannot ask that the motion should stand, according
to the Rules of the House, I must do what ii next in order
ind allow it to drop; bat, at the same time, I shahl put in a
notice to bring tho matter up at some future day.

Mo'ion withdrawn.

HARBOUR IN ESSEX COUINTY.
Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for a-return of all

reports of engineers respectiug the construction of a bar-
bour on the north shore of Lake Erie, in the county of
Essex, whether at Leamington, Kingsville or elsewhere,
together with the estimated cost of said harbour at each
place, said: I make this motion to supplement informdtion
which bas already Leen applied for, in connection with theso
harbours. It bas been stated in the public prints, thft
Kingsville barbour, now being construceoJ, lias been under-
taken to serve the personal ends of myself and the hon.
member for South Essex. 1 am satisfied no bon. mem-
bor of this House would mako sucb a statement, withou t
having first seen the papers, and 1, therefore, movo for the
papers, in order to show that the statement
that this is a political job is utterly unfounded.
I may stato that for the last fitteen years, the inhabitants of
that portion of the county of Essex bordering on Lake
Erie, have been urging on the several Dominion Govern-
ments which have existed during this period the necessity
for a local harbour in that section. At tho General Election
of 1874, Mr. McGregor, a supporter of the Mackenzie
Administration, pledged himself that if he were returned,
the barbour would ba bult at Kingsville and under that
Administration, I think in 1874, a survey of the harbour
was made by MIr. Kingsford, one of the engineers thon at-
tached to the Departtment of Public Works. Ie reported
to the Government in May, 1874, In his report Mr.Kings-
ford states that :

" It seems to be conceded that Kingsville hss the prfrrernce over Col-
chester, Leamington or Ruthven. * * Vessels can make this port,
Kingsville, in a westerly gale, with her wind ahead; and it is further
contended that there is no difficulty in leaving the harbour when once they
get in, as the coast lies in such a direction that vessel can get under
way with any wind by hauling to the pier. It is further urged that less
sea is experienced at this spot than at any other point o2 the coast."

Mr. Kingsford estimated the cost at $36,400. Mr. MeGregor
represented to the people in that part of the country that
this matter was under the consideration of the Government
and would appear in the Estimates in 1876-77, but as thoso
were the years of famine, no action was taken by the Gov-
ernment, and no appropriation made. Aftor the change of
Government, petitions were sent to me urging that this work
should be constructed, and delegations were sent from
Kingsville, in 1879 and in 1880, to the Goverument, to urge
the construction of the harbour. In 1880, the Government
sent up the late Mr. Lindsay, Civil Engineer, attached to the
Department of Public Works, who, witb bis staff, spent the
summer of 1880 surveying the north shore of Lake Erie, in
the county of Essex. That gentleman sent in a report on
the varions places proposed for harbour works and the
relative cost of each. He estimated the cost of constructing
the harbour at Kingsville 834,000, at Leamington $180,000,
at Pelee Island Si60,000. The Chief Rngineer of the De.
partment of Public Works visited these localities personally,
and his report will show that, in his opinion, Peloe Island
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was the proper place for a harbour of refuge for the ship-
ping frequenting Lake Erie, and he disapprovei of the
selection of Leamington. He said, however, that with a
smaller expenditure a harbour might be constructed at
Kingsville, which was only six miles out of the highway of
vessels running between Detroit River and Buffalo, while
Leamington is nine miles out of that highway. le dis.
agreed with his subordinate, Mr. Lindsay, as to the fitness of
Pelee Island, considering the island the proper place for a
harbour of refuge suitable for vessels of aIl sizes. I urged
on the hon. Minister of Public Works the expenditure ofthe
larger amount in the most suitable place, but finding that I
could not succeed, I did the next best thing and succeeded
in obtaining an appropriation for the construction of a
smaller harbour at Kingsville and that work is now going
on. I am not aware of any jobbery or impropriety in con-
nection with this work. 1t has has been undertaken at the
wishes of vessel owners navigating the lakes and frequenting
the locality. The natural position of the harbour is such
that its construction offers no difficulties, and I am quite
satisfied it will be a public benefit to the shipping interests
and that for the smaller classes of vessels it will be an excel-
lent harbour of refuge. With a little additional expenditure
at Kingsville which, I trust, the hon. Minister of Public
Works will undertake, I am satisfied it will be the most
perfect harbour of refuge we have in our inland waters. I
never heard, until an evening or two ago, in this liouse, and
afterwards in the newspapers, that anyone, either in Essex
or elsewhere, thought there was anything improper in con-
nection with the construction of tais harbour-a harbour
that was promised ton years ago by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, wheu they were in power. And it is one that has been
urged again and again on the succeeding Administration for
the last few years. Although I never promised it to the
electors in any political contest, still, feeling that the work
was good in itself anid must have the approbation of my op-
ponents, I thought we would be more than justified in urging
its construction upon the Minister of Public Wo, ks. Now
that the work is being constructed under the auspices of the
present Government, it seems that parties who formerly
urged it upon the preceding Government, when they were
in power, are trying to interfere with the construction of
the Kingsville harbour and are endeavouring to make a
little cheap political capital against my friends for construct-
ing it. 'they may make gentlemen in this House and
people who know nothing of the locality believe that there
is something improper in it, but they will not succeed in
doing so in the county of Essex, arid more especially in the
immediate neighbourhood where the work is being car-
ried on.

Motion agreed to.

DISPOSAL OF GOVERNMENT
CALGARY.

MILLS NEAR

Mr. CAMERON (Huron), moved foi-, 1. A copy of ail
Orders in Council, Departmental orders, orders ana corres-
pondence respecting the sale, lease or other disposal of the
grist and saw mill owned by the Dominion and situate south
of Calgary, North-West Territories, to whom disposed of,
when, at what price, and how paid or payable; 2. A state-
ment showing the original costs thereof, the costs expended
thereon, when the same was erected, including working ex-
penses; 3. A statement showing the quantity of agricultural
land or timber limite disposed of with said mill or mills, or
to the person who purchasod or obtained the same; 4. Ail
applications for the purchase or leasing of said farm lands
and limits; 5. A statement of the machinery in said mill or
mille, -and the cost thereof ; 6. AIl other correspondence iu
respect to said mill or mills, lands and limita. He said : On
the ilth of this month, I asked the Gvoernment the follow-

I Have ary of the saw and griot mills crected by the Dominion o
Cans'da, in the North-West Territories, been sold, leased, or otherwise
disposedof ? If so, how disposed of, when, to whom, at what price,
how ýaid or payaable ? Was the disposal by public auction, or private
sale?'

And, in reply to that question submitted by me to the Gov-
ernment, the First Minidter made answer as follows -

" The saw and griot mills at Old Man's River was sold by the Indian
Department to Mr. Peter McLaren, for $10,000, on October 22nd, 1881.
The sum of $5,000 was paid down; the balance in to be paid by annual
instalments of one-fifth, with interest at 6 per cent. The disposal was
effected by private sale. Besides the pecu-liry price, the sale bau been
made subject to the following conditions . That the purchaser i tokeep
both mille in perfect running order; that he will grind Indian and Gov-
ernment farm produce at onu-haàl the rate charged toother parties; that
he will make the lumber required for Government and Indian purposes
at $20 per 1,000 feet for five years; that the grinding of the grain and
the making of the lumber for the Government and Indians shall have
preference over any other work done at the mill ; besides which, he wa
to take over the servants of the mill from that time."
Now it appears, by this statement of the hon. the First
Minister, that those saw and grist mills on Old Man's River
were sold by the Government in 1881 to Mr. Peter McLaren
for the sum of $10,000, part cash and part on time, and sub-
ject to certain conditions. Now, what 1 object to and what
1 complain of is that the mills were sold, as the hon. gentle-
man states, by private sale, and sold to a political friend of
the Goverrnment, Mr. Peter McLaren. This saie Mr.
Peter McLaren is a gentiman who bas received a good
many considerations at the hands of the Government in the
last few years. Hie is the saine Peter McLaren in whose
interests, for whose benefit, and in whose belalf the Govern-
ment thrice vetoed the Rivers and Streams Bill, and tbereby
violated the constitutional rules laid down by the First
Minister himself. i find Mr. Peter MLcaren's naine more
than once in returns submitted to Parliament, as an appli.
cant lor and and a licensee of large portions of the public do.
main in the North Wost Territory, and now he appears tq
have got this saw mil], and this grist mill, and the landa con.
nected with them, and the plant, and the machinery, for the
sum of 6 10,000; aid he appears to have got it without com-
petition, without asking for tenders, or letting the public
know this valuable property was in the market for sale. I
say the property is a valuable property. So far as I have
been abke to trace it up in the Elue-books, the property has
cost us a good deal more than we have got for it. The pro.
perty consists of a grist mill, a saw mill, and the plant and
the machinery and the land connected with them, and I am
told it consists of something more. I am told that, in ad-
dition to this, Mr. McLaren has got a valuable timber liuit.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He says not.

Mr. CAMERON. Whether the price of the timber limit
is included in the 10,000 or not, I am not in a position to
state. I am, however, informed that he has this timber
limit in connection with this same saw mill. I do not know
what induced the Government to sell this property. The
mills were put up for special purposes. I do not know
whether that purpose has been served or not. I do not
know upon whose recommendation the Government have
been induced to sell it. Whether any of the officials in the
Department have advised the Government that the property
is no longer of service or of use to the Goverument, for the
purpose for which it was originally intended, I know not,
Who valued the property I know not, or whether it was
valued by anybody in the interests of the Goverument and
the interests of the country or not, I cannot say. 1 suppose
the papers, when they are submitted to Parliament, will
give information upon this subject. What 1 object to in the
disposal of properties of this kind, what I objected to in the
disposai of other properties that I have had to discusa
on the floor of Parliament this Session, is the'
sale, or the disposal, or the leasing by the Governmeat
of valuable publio properties without ooma 1itjgq0 -
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without letting the public know, at all events
that those properties are in the market, or are* to,
be disposed of, or are to be sold. You will see, Mr.
Speaker, that it is unfair to the public, that it is unfair to
those who desire to invost in the North-West Territory,
that it is unfair to the country, that the property of the
country should be disposed of by private sale and without
competition, or without getting the best price that cari
possibly be got for it. It puts the friends of the Govern-
ment in a different position to that in which other public
investors are placed, it gives them an advantage over others
who desire to invest in the North-West Territory; it is a
policy that is bad in the interests of the country aed ought
to be chauged without any delay; and whon the Govern-
ment see fit to change it, 1 hope they will stick to it and
not make constant changes in the regulations or system by
which the public domain is to be disposed of in the North-
West Territory, that they will adhere to a strictly business
principle in the disposal of the property there; and the
only fair and honest way is by public competition. Then
every man is on a footing of perfect equality, and the man
who will give most for the property will be the possessor
of it. This property may have been disposed of for its
full value. That is not the point. What I complain of is
that it is disposed of without public competition. In order
to get further information on the subject I move for these
papers.

Mr. HAGGART. The hon. gentleman who has just sat
down states that the purchaser of this property is a person
who has received several favours from the Government;
that he is the person Ut whose instance the Government dis-
allowed the Stroams Bill, and attacked the constitution of
all the Provinces. This is not, perhaps, the proper time to
argue this question; we may have an opportunity at some
future time of arguing it. He states, further, that this Mr.
M c Laren is an applicant for several favours from the Govern-
ment. i would like to know what particular ones they are.
Mr. McLaren is well known as one of the wealthiest men in
this section of the country, and is a lage lumber owner. 1
know of no property that ho is applying to the Governinent
for except one limit on Shell River in the North-West. lie
paid the highest price fer it that anyone in the North-
West paid 1or any limits; but he as only one-quarter in-
terest in that limita The only other property he purchased
ln the North-West is this saw mill and grist mil! -at least
he supposed there was a saw and grist mill there. Re made
the purchase from the Indian Department. It was well
known that the Indian Department had been offering that
property for sale for a long time, that there were several
other offers for the property, and that Mr. McLaren made
the best offer for it and got it. But instead of getting what
ho purchased, what ho honestly believed ho was purchasing
-a grist and saw mill-when he went up there, ho found
there was no mill there. He paid the full amount to the
Indian Department, all they had expended on the proporty,
and more too. Besides that, he gave to the Government

2,500, which was all the limit was valued at, and he
expected to get a mill. He has not to this day been able to

get the limit; he has not been able to get the Government
to carry out their arrangement with hi m, by which he would
get the limit, the limit ho honestly bclieved he had bought,
and of which, by some means or other, io it not yet the
possessor. If the lion, gentleman thinks the purchase is
such a valuable one-and he stated it was a valuable one-
i have no donbt that Mr. McLaren would be willing to give
the hon. gentleman the property for the amount of money
ho had expended on it-m fact, i am sure of it.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I would like to hear from
the Government on the question.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We will bring down ail

tiAREUON pHuro

Mr. COOK. IHow much did he pay for the limit?
Mr. HAGGART. He paid $2,500, and was supposed to

get fifty miles. He has not got anything yet. lie considers
tic has been cheated out of it.

Motion agreed to.

C USTOMS DEPARTME.NT AT WINDSOR, ONTARIO.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex), in moving for correspond-
ence ruspe, ting the employment of D. Brassard and J.
Busheil in the service of the Customs De pat tmeîit at Wind-
sor, Ontario, said: This motion has been standing for some
time. 1 wish to take the opportunity to inake some com-
plaints as to the manner lm which the Customs Departnent
is managed ut Windsor. i consider that the staff there is
attogether insufficient for the amount of work that is to be
performed. The work thore has vastly increased of late
years, but there has not been a corresponding increase in
the number of officers to perfori it. More than that, the
officers who arc perîbrming the duties there are altogether
inbufficiently paid. The Collector of Customs at the port
of Windsor bas a great deal more work to do than the col-
lectors at Montreal, Toronto, and other large cities of the
Dominion. Although the amount of the entries brought
there daily is not very great, the number of entries is eg-
ceedingly large. The Uoilector there is the medium of com-
muncaton between a great many persons doing business
in a unumber of western cities. They write to him, or wait
upon hia personally, to maie enquiries respecting the Tariff
and other regulations of the Customs. Nearly his whole
time is occu'iod with work of that kind, and in addition, ho
bas to do ali the correspondence work of his office. ilis
surveyor, who should be engaged at the outside work, has
to do clerk's work in the Customs' office; while the clork
is ongaged nearly ton or twelve hours of the day in keeping
the books. These mon are not paid in proportion to
their services. These are men who have been for
twenty-three years in the service of the Govern-
mont, and are only getting from the Customs Depart-
ment the magniticent sum ot $600 a year. The two
men whom 1 have specially mentiored in this return were,
1 understand, appoîted twolve monLhs ago to perform
certain services wuica are cf a permanent character, but
they have not yet been made permanent officers. They
are receiving a per diern allowance, although their services
are of a permanent cLaracter. They are required at the
Canada Southern Railway Station, which has now made
Windsor its point for crossing the Detroit River. I
complain that the officers at Windsor are taken away
from thoir proper duties, and that the superior officers
who ought to be engaged in their own important spheres
have to perform the duties of inferior officers. The
Collector of Customs for the Port of Windsor bas been
forty years in the public service, and has always been
distinguished for his fidelity and his attention to the duties
of his office. A very serious responsibility reste upon
the Collector at that port. I think at present he
receives $1,700 salary, while there are many Collectors
of Customs at other ports throughout the Dominion
whose salaries range from 62,500 Lo $3,000. I have re-
peatedly brought this matter to the attention of the Minister
of Customs, and I believe it has been brought to the notice
of the Department by the Inspector of Porta. I know the
insufficiency of the staff, and i think, also, the question of
salaries, has been brought under the notice of the Minister,
more than once, by the Collector at that port. I think that,
while we desire to see ail due economy in the Public Ser-
vice of Canada, neither this House nor the people of Canada
want to seo their public servants starve. i'here is another
reason wiy 1 thinik the ofticers ought to be a little botter
paid. .1 do not think that any hon. member in thisouso
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or the Minister, thinks that a public servant should be kept
on a starvation salary, especially when he is placed, like the
collector at Windsor, in a position where he bas to handle
public money. When officers are insufficiently paid, they
are exposed to the temptation of appropriating public
money. Now, I do not believe that any Government officer in
the Custome Department at Windsor would be guilty of that.
They have the handling of large sums of money which are
paid direct to them at the Custom Hiouse at the Ferry Docks,
and I think that many men treated as they are treated
would ble iable to be tempted Io misappropriate the funds
passing through their hands.. I am quite satisfied that such
is not the case, although, at one time, when certain other
officials were in office, discreparcies were reported. I think
men holding these positions, with the responsibility of bank.
officials, should be paid something more than salaries fre-
quently given to porters and messengers in the Depart-
monts at Ottawa. I know more than one instance of men
with over twenty years service-1 know one who bas been
in the service for twenty-seven years-haviiig salaries of
8600, while young men in, the servie' at Ottawa receive
after four or five years salaries.of 81,000, $1,200, and even
81;800. The officers in the outside service do more work
in a woek than the officials at the capital do in
a month. The duties of the collector at Windsor are
more onerous than the duties performed by any other col-
lector in the Dominion. He has been forty years in the
service, he has never received any censure, and is looked
-upon as a most efficient and excellent officer-the Minister
will net gainsay-that statement-and yet his salary is Icas
than is given het.e to a second-class clork who has Ferved
six or eight years. He is the means of communication be-
tween the Government and merchants in the westorn State-,
and he performs those duties in a most efficient manner.
I think means might be taken te increase his salary as well
as that of the other officials to whom I have referred.
Neither the Minister of Customs or any other business
rman'would treat faithful, efficient, and life long employés,
in their private business in the manner in which the officials
are treated at that port. During a number of years I have
urgod this matter on the attention of the Government
unsuccessfully, and I feel I am only doing my duty by
endeavouring to obtain justice for those men and stating
publicly that which I have been doing privately.

Mr. BOWELL. I have no objection te the motion -being*
adopted ; but I am net aware of any correspondence with
the Department in reference te those officers. The repre-
sentation made to the Department by the Inspecter was
that as this other. railway compmny had placed upon the
Detriot River ferry boats by which they could connect the
lino of railway with the Michigan Central, it was absolutely
necessary to place officers there to take charge in the same
manner as they did at the Grand Trunk ferry, and on that_
representation the twogentlemen mentioned were placed on
duty, as 1 before explained to the House, at a per dtem al-
lowance. They have not been permanently appointed,
for this reason: I anticipate that additional assistance
will be required in order to protect the revenue at that
point, and te perform the extra duties which wili

be mposed on the officers there, or rather I.
might say created by the fact of the new lne of railway
crossing at that partioular point; and as soon as it is ascer-
tained exactly the number of officers that will be required
in looking after the revenue, checking the goods that -cross,
the ferry and manifesting, they will be added to the staff.
The construction of new railways, not only at Windsor but
also at Clifton, will necessitate the placing of a number of
extra Lande on the staff from the simple fact of the build-
ing of new bridges and establishment of new ferries. I will
liot enter into the general question raised by the hon. gen-1
tleman in regard to salaries. I know it is a common com-

laint with himself as'well as a number of other hon. mem-
rs; and perhaps it is gratifying to know that I am the

only Minis ter who is abused for not expending public money.
If the publie service can be properly porformed and
the ·revenue properly protected, I am of the opinion
that there is no necessity to add additional men,
except where it is absolutely necessary, and 1 am
not prepared to admit the thoory laid down by
many hon. gentlemen that the salaries of a large number
of public officials should be increased. Many of the officers
to whom the hon. gentleman has called attention are well
worthy of the highest salaries which can be paid under the
law, but as a general rule the mon who occupy positions of
a responsible character receive as much as they could earn
at any other vocation of life; and while the service can bo
performed for the amounts now paid I do not believe the
country would justify the large expenditure in increased
salaries which has been urged upon the Department. I can
assure the hon. gentleman that whenever a case is brought
under my notice where i believe it will be in the interests
of the service that an incroase should be given, and that the
officer is worthy of the increase or promotion, I shall have
no hesitation in bringing it before my colleagues with a
recommendation that it be carried out.

Motion withdrawn.

POSTMASTER AT DUART.

3-r. CASEY, in movingjor copies of all applications, re
commendations or other correspondence connected with the
appointment of E. McCollum as postmaster of Duart
said: This is a motion to obtain information in regard to
transactions connected with the post office at Duart, of
which I have ben informed since I arrived here. I believe
that a Mr. Tait has been postmaster for a number of years,
although he bas not been acting as such for some tim. The
gentleman who has lately been acting is a Mr. Macdonald,
who, I believe, has given general satisfaction to the people
of the district served by the office. About two weeks ago,
however, Mr. Macdonald received notice, either from the
Department or from the Inspector that ho was to deliver up
the books and paperg on a certain day to Mr.
McCollum, 'nother resident of the village, who was
said to have been appointed in his place as postmaster.
Now it is unusual, and not in accordance with the policy of
Governmente, as a rule, to dismiss a postmaster, or a
deputy postmastor, or any person acting as postmaster
under the regular officer, unless complaint bas been made,
and an investigation. held upon that complaint. 1
suppose that some complaint must have reached the Depart-
ment in regard to Mr. Macdonald, or Mr. Tait, who was the
rogularly appointed posttmaster, and that they hadsome good
reason for taking the action they took. I muet either sup-
pose that, or else that they must have been carried away by
applications or representations made by some one in the
neighbourhood, and that they acted without due considera.
tion in the matter. I am inclined to think that the latter
supposition is correct, becausel am informed that when the
pâpers came .down to Mx. McCollum that gentleman refused
to isign them; he said that ho had heard nothing about the
matter, that he did not know that ho was to be appointed,
that ho had never asked for the position, and that the whole
transaction took place without his knowledge. Such being
the case, I have been requested to move for any correspon-
dence, applications, or recommendations, connected with
the matter, and perhaps. the hon. Postmaster General will.
at this moment give snch yerbal exDlanations as will clear
the matter up.

Mr PATTERSON (Essex). I may say that I Lad a
motion on this subject, which 1 was asked to move. by some
friends in the neighbourhood of Duart, but as the hon. gen-
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tleman represents the constituency inwhich it is situated,
and as he had a motion on the same subject, I felt bound in
courtesy to withdraw my motion. The complaint which
reached me was, that the postmaster of Duart had been re-
moved for his political predilections, and for my own part I
must protest against any interference with post-
masters on ariy such grounds. We have difficulty in get,
ting efficient men; we pay them a merely nominal sum-
no remuneration at all adequate to the trouble or labour
which is involved in the position. I believe there are a
great many postmasters who are only paid at the rate
of $10 or $20 a year, and though they do not, perhaps,
have a great deal of work to do, the office is one which
keeps them tied up, for people are in the habit of
calling at all hours of, the day; they are also responsible for
money letters. I know of a case that happened not long
ago in my constituency, where a postmaster whose salary
was about $20 a year, had to pay $100 for the loss of a
letter, an amount which took away the whole of his salary
for five years. I think we sbould allow our rural post-
masters to freely indulge their political predilections,

>ecause the favour is not conferred upon the postmaster in
appointing him, but he confer$ a favour on the Department
and the general-public in accepting the office. I know of
many cases in my own constituency where I think the pay
is inadequate. I believe the pay is regulated according to
the number of stamps sold and the number of letters sent
through the office; but in some cases there may be few
stamps or lettera transmitted, while there may be a great
many newspapers mailed, and te trouble in connection
with making up the monthly or quarterly returns may be
just as great as where the volume of business is larger. I
would be glaa to see some scheme by which the salaries of
rural postmasters shou)d be readjusted, and placed on
a better basis. - At any rate I do not think that their
position should be regarded froin a political point of view.
So far as my own constituency is concerned any recom-
mendations which I have made have always been in favour
of the best available men in the neighbourhood, and accord.
ing to the wishes of the people in the locality.

Mr. CARLINxG. There are no applications in the Depart-
ment in connection with this office. The facts are that Mr.
Tait removed from Duart to St. Thomas, and we took the
recommendation of parties in thiat particular locality for the
appointment of a particular man as postmaster. That is
really all that bas taken place in regard to the matter.

Mr. CASEY. The removal of the postmaster from Duart
St. Thomas took place a considerable time ago-some years
ago I believe.

Mr. CARLING. No, I think it was in the fall of 1882.
-Mr. CASEY. At all events Mr. Macdonald has beon act-

ing as postmaster for a number.of years.
Mr. CARLIN G. Not for a number of ycars.
Mr. CASEY. Weli, since the spring of 1882, or some

time before that-he has been acting for two or threo years at
least-since Mr. Tait went to St. Thomas, things have been
allowed to romain in statu quo. The acting postmaster did the
work and received the pay. The more removal of Mr. Tait
to St. Thomas, which took place so long ago, could scarcely
be a reason for making the change, for the change
in the occupancy of the post office was not made until last
month. The hon. member for Essex has spoken of a reason
which was hinted to him by friends in the neighbourhood,
who objected to the change, the reason mentioned being a
political one. I may say that I was informed of the same
thing, though I scarcely gave the report credit. It was
stated that the reason for the change was, that Mr.
Macdonald took some part in a demonstration expressive of
pleasure over the fact that the late hon. member for Bothwell
had been unseated, and that this allegation had

Mr. PATTtRsoN (Essex).

been used by some parties as a lever to induce
the Government to dismiss him and to put some
one else in his place. I could hardly believe that
that was the reason,. but the Minister's explanation
bas been so utterly unsatisfactory that I begin to think
there is something in it. The hon. Minister did not,
howevor, state distinctly whether the appointment of Mr.
McCollum bas been definitely made, or whether ho has
accepted the position-whethor hoeis now the postmaster
of Duart or not.

Mr. CARLING. I may say that it is net customary or
usual to appoint anybody as .postmaster who has been
acting in that capacity under the postmaster. The Depart-
ment knew nothing about Macdonald who was acting for
Mr. Tait. Mr. Tait removed to St. Thomas and the Depart-
ment acting upon the rocommendation I have mentioned,
appointed the other party.

Mr. CASEY. Mr. McCollum has been appointol ?
Mr. CARLING. No, a Mr. Britton, I bolieve, bas been

appointed.
Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman has not improvod his

explanation, because he still bases the change on the removal
of Mr. Tait from the neighbourhood, and that event t ook
place ovor a year before. So far as Mr. Tait was cone ed,
the office was, at the date of the change, exactly as il had
been for some time before; and Mr. Tait was responsi-
ble to the Government, as ho had been for years.
I do not see why the same arrangement should not have
been continue:, why Mr. Tait should net have remained
responsible to the Depaitment, and why Mr. Macdonald
should not have been allowed te go on with the work ai
before. I suppose, ut all events, there have been somo
recommendations sent in to the G>vernment, and some
complaints made, or the action would not have be1 i taken.

Mr. CARLING. Mr. Macdonald was there first, acting
for Mr. Tait, and we knew nothing about Mr. Macdonald
until the oflice became vacant. We do not hold Mr. Mac-
donald responsible for the management of the office at all.
We do hold Mr. Tait responsible, and when Mr. Tait left
the office, we relieved him from the duties of his office, and
put another in his place.

Mr. CASEY. It was not when ho left the office, but a
year afterwards, and when Mr. Macdonald made himself
obnoxious to the Government.

Mr. CARLING. There are no papers except confiden
tial papers, which cannot be given to the House.

Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman refuses the papers,
then ?

Mr. CARLING. They are confidential papers.

Motion negatived on a division.

OCCUPATION OF IHHIGRANTS.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant) moved fir a return showing
the names of persons who have, daring the past year,
applied to the Department of Immigration to obtain the
services of immigrants, giving the number and occupation
of the immigrants applied for, and the namber and occupa-
tion of those whose services were so obtained.

Mr. BOWELL. The hon.. Minister of Agriculture, who
is absent, I regret to say, from illness, has requested me to
say that there is very little correspondence in the Depart-
ment on this question; that inost of the applications which
have been made, have been made verbs.lly to the agents at the
different stations, wh3re they are located, and directly to the
agents at Qiebec where the immigrants land; andwhat cor-
respondence on this subject there may be in the Depart ment
will be brought down at the earliest moment. The demand
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for labour during the past summer has been very great, and ployers. It would bu a great convenience in the manage-
it bas been utterly impossible, the Minister informs me, to ment of thee offices that a faller report bu kept i the
furnish the quantity that has been required in the Domin- future.
ion. This is very much to be regretted, from the fact that Mr. IVES. If immigration te this country were as amai
wages, particularly of farm labourers and other labourera, as i was four or lime years ago, it miglt b. possible to koep
have been much higher in every part of the country than a record at the office of the Minister at Ottawa of ail immi-
before. A large number of navvies have been brought grants arriving and of ail applications for labour, but with
from the other aide of the line during the past year, simply ourlargely increased immigration of late year, iL would
because labour could not be pro.ured in this country, al- bu absurd te expect that ail applications by the em-
though the parties desirous of obtaining this labour had thei r
agents-all through the Dominion, at - al immigrants ut their arriva in port should b
migrants landed, as well as at inland ports. This circum- enterod in a record ut the Ottawa Department. Tbose
stance is to he regretted, because it would be well if the
immigration was sufficiently large to furnish tbe demand, train load of immigrants, and emplyers of labour make their
not only of the farming community, but also on public applications te tbem personally. In ny own case, I have on
worke. The papers, so far as the Minister bas them, will several occasions applied to the agents who met the steamer
be brought down ut the earliest moment. ut Quobec and lalifa; to get me any labourera i might

Mr. PATERSON. It is pleasing to know that thore has require. For instance, 1 got a gardener lat spring and dur-
been such a demand for labour during the past year as the ing thosummor, and also halfa-dozun moa wbom I employed
hon. Minister is able to assure us there has been; but I am at othor kinds of labour, and I did not think iL worth
sure he will agree with me that we all desire that labour whule to write te Ottawa te ask tho Departmunt to order
should te found abundant enough to supply the demand for Mr. Campbell or Mr. Clark to obtain for mua gardener When
it. If ho could conveniently give all the information in I saw those gentlemen passing throngh the town in which I
regard to the point covered by my motion, I should be glad. live overy wuek to muet the steamer. I applied to them
IIe tells us in general terms that the demand bas been for personally, and I know this ia the way thu matter is worked
navvies and farm labourers; but I understand that a great by everybody else. I do not se what good could bu served
many mechanics have come from foreign countries to our if sucl oral applications were sent te Ottawa. If the objeet
shores, and he will notice that my motion asks that he of the hon, gentleman is, by obtaining the returns to base an
should give the occupation of those that have been applied argument that the enquiry for labour las bu. small bucause
for, and also the occupation of those whose services have a very smai number of applications are on record at
been obtained. I judge that, without much trouble, the hon. Ottawa, I think it very uufortunate, because I know I lave
Minister could get a memorandum from the agent at Que- nover made an application bore, tlough I have made no
bec, and from the other agencies, as to the number that have Iess than a dozen to the agents peraonally, and othera, I am
really been applied for, as to the trades that they have fol- sure, haveapplied in tlp sume way. 1 wish to gvu notice
lowed in the old country, and as to whother they wero re- et my protost against a roturn of the kind askudfor being
quired for those trades in this country. If the hon. gentle- taken ut ail as any indication of the domand for labour or
man took this trouble, I think the return would bo ail the tho extent ef immigration.
more complete. Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon, gentleman is on

Mr. BOWELL. I explained to the hon. gentleman that the wrong tack, but it is fortunatu that he las cat this sus-
there have been a large number of applications made, or c o mo
which there have been no record; but I can assure him that Minister of Agriculture te taku steps te procure a list of the
all the correspondence covered by his motion will be applications from outaide sources, and thus save himselffrom
brought down. There is no doubt that a large number ef tho unfortunate poition in which ho would bu placud by
men who came to this country were mechanics, but if they bringing down a returu showing but very fev applieations.
could not find work as mechanics, they have pone to work at
something else. That is the course pursued by industrious iMy e
men who are willing to work, and all who applied for workiy n dsri toba flifrminndyopinmenwli ar wilin tewor, ad al wo aI)Ied or oîkis that a fnll record aliould bu kept et ail applications as
on the Canadian Pacifie 1ailway, and have been physically furnisled by the différent agents. ,Vo have had reports of
able and willing to work, hava receivel employmentabete tnd wintes or, have reeiv cmpoen of these officers which dal with matter3, in My opinion net

wliehertheywer naviesor et.within thoir dutios and omit other matters witliin their office.
Mr. B3LAKIE. I can hardly fancy that the course Irenembur one of tlose immigration ageunt who, in his

.which the hon, gentleman mentions with referenco t report te the Department, gave us page after page of a
applications for lanourera by employers of labour, is' extn dissertation on th beauties eof the National Policy, and the
,sively pursuod. It seuma te me. extraordinary if an employer state eof the crops throughout the country, and a great deal
of labour sbouid make an application 'te an agent for of which information was net within the scpu of his
labourera, thera ahould bu ne entry or record made eo requiremonts. I would sggest that agents sbould bu di-
it. IL seems te me that iL would bu one of the frbt duties of rected te omit information t that kind and cnfine them-
an agent, te keep aucl a record, in ordor that the applica. selves t give information really valuable, by keeping a
tien might bu fllled ut a future time. I ean iardly think record of the requisitions that are sent to t ent for labour, se
that the offices can bu conductcd ln auci a loose and perfana. that we may bave somr idea as to the demands that exiat
tory manner as the hon. gentlemat's remarks for labour and the means for supplying that demand.
indicate.- lu reference te those f ir whom ernpley- IIad the hou. member for Richmond and WVolfe paid atten-
ment is obtained, there should aIse be a registerakept. tien to my remarks, li would have seen that my objeot on
It would bu useful ln the case of a man coming and sayiug : simply te ascertain what applications were sent in te the
idWelI, I am of sucl an occupation and I want sue u em- Department tprouglie th agents, during the yer, se that
ployment." He wold bu told ut once: aI have nothing for wue may know the different occupations la demand. When
yu; go elsewhere you must look for yourself" 1f there la my hon. friend asks Igr a gardener, his request sould be
te bw employment for an individual, the name of the em- entered by the agent te wa om it was made, and if hoe ad
ployer should surely bu recorded u order that communica- asked for twentyfve or th irty ohemakers, or carpenters, or
tien iglit bc made te applicants and applications should bo, men l any other brand ofw trade, thatrequest atould also e
entured se that information should bu' given to the n-'interd, with a statement ofthe branch If tradetrquired. I
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have no sinister object in view at all, but solcly wish to obtain
ail the information available, and such information it would
be valuable to put in possession of the people.

Mr. SPROULE. I entirely concur with what my hon.
friend from Richmond and Wolfe has said, because I was
applied to two or three years ago for the purpose of getting
bands to do.farming work, and when I wrote to the agent,
Mr. Donaldson, at Toronto, althougli I applied for some
twenty-five mon I could only get three daring that season.
The following season several parties asked me to write for
farm labourers, and when in Toronto I saw Mr. Donaldson
and made verbal application to him but was unable to get
any. Consequently thislast season I did not deem it expe-
dient to make any application because I saw it would be
impossible in our part of the country to get these men sent
on as they were taken up before they reached there at ail.
A large number of applications would be sent in if people
thought there was any likelihood of their getting half the
men they rcquired.

Motion agreed to.

MINING REGULATIONS.

fee in the land to the miner, and should give, at the most'
the quantity of land I have suggested. i trust the Govern-
ment will see fit at an early date, or even now, to answer to
this motion, because I merely bring it forward for the pur-
pose of again calling the attention of the Government to it.
[ bring it forward at the request of numbers of minera who
have written to me, and who are very much dissatisfied
indeed and I hope the hon. Minister who is representing the
Minister of the Interior in this House will, to-day, give such
an answer or utterance to this motion as will satisfY these
people in the North-West Territory. If there is one
class of men above another whom the Government
of the country should seek to pacify , and assist,
it is the miner, who, as I stated a moment ago, went into
that country, into those mountains, with nothing but his
pack on his back, enduring ail kinds of hardships, for the
purpose of benefiting the country. Everything in the way
of assistance that is possible should be given to these men,
and I trust the First Minister will now give such an assur-
ance to these men as will satisfy them. I remind him
that spring will soon be on, and hundreds, and perhaps
thousands, of men will be flocking into that country, and
the consequence will be very disastrous indeed unless the

Mr. LISTER, in moving for copies of ail petitions, letters Uovernment in its wisdem secs lit te de something inth
and correspondence from any person or persons to the Min- meantime.
ister of the Interior, or any other member of the Govern- Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Speaker, the hon
ment, relating to the mining of gold and other minerals in gentleman says that ho bas had a greut many complain ta
the North-West Territories, said: I have reason to believe and thore bas been dissatiafaction expressed by a number o
that a petition, largoly signed by miners in the North- minera. I tbink, it'h. had stated that he las received cer
West Territory, tis been forwarded to the bon. Minister munications from pro9pecters, he would have been mare
of the Interior, asking that mining regilations should
be passed by the (overnment for the b3nefit of the
miners in that country. I am not aware that the Mr. LISTEII. Well, cai thcm prospec»ors, if yen like.
Government has as yet taken any action in the matter, but I
desire to call the attention of the Government to the great Spr I Av MACDOuAtD hora re a Iope miIl
importance of attending to it at once. I believe there is ne do
doubt about the fact that, as long ago as eight or ten years, it geod sei to the ry y d o nt inerai
was discovered that the North-West Territories, the Rocky resurces, e aly ht one the y Moutin Be
Mountains on this aide, contained very valuable says a geo many have ene They av e in a
minerais. Explorers have been in that country for many year an, to not prosector t ye fod a
years, and, within the last two or three years, a large g
number of miners have gone in there. No mining regula- rumeurs we hoar, and the evidence which, with more or les
tions have, however, been passed. There is no law by which certainty, reaches the Deparment of the Interior, thera ia,
an explorer, or a " free miner," as he is called, to use the n o ra opiion hat terea a coneb
language of the mining laws in force elsewhere, can acquiremin rCcul tains, or lu that vicinity. The Isw already gives certain
a title to any property: I believe it is a fact that many rights-inchoate rights te prospecters, certain encourage-
persons, whose names I shall not mention at this ment te prospectora, and, when they beceme miners, the
time, though I may have occasion to refer to them daims et those who really make discoveries, who have
in the future, have taken possession of valuable
portions of that country, claiming to have a cpent t i oe and eop ed i r efe
right to certain lands to the extent of as much as 160 and ce n gelem c ourse ho ed ne
320 acres. The result has been to drive off the fro minera, knew as he did net staVe it-that mining regula-
to drive away the explorera, who have gone in there with
nothing but a pack on their back, expecting from their
experience to get the benefit of what they might discover, applications, but if se they were vcry few, under those
and there is to-day a state of dissatisfaction and confusion mining regulations; but the fact that those regulatiens
existing in that country. I believe in the mountains there re iel c for a gret d e dscussin
are 500 or 600 miners wintering, ready to commence opera- gte detetior min lias besn , and the
tions in the spring, and I believe I am safe in saying, that i the l ied VIe in aws, and the
when the spring opens, that number will bo added to by at ws in forte la L f Uie a a Scotia de
least 1,000, and, unless the Gover-nment take speedy steps
to issue mining regulations for these mon, confusion must

ense, f nthig ase.1 hve oeninfrrùd tat hmuov that these regulations have been prepared for some littie
ensue, if nothing else. I have been inforedme, and wre until latel under the consideration t theG
ernment have received claim from a number et these peo- Government, as prepared by tIe Department. These amended
ple, and that in pursuance of the permission they have mining regulations are now appreved and ready fer pub-
received from the Governiment, they are in possession of ths lication la the Gazette. Tisey wll appear I beieve in the
property. I am informed that the Government has granted, or next Canada Gazette, and wlll be laid on the Table, and I
proposes to grant, mining licenses for forty acres of land. If hope the hon. gentleman wiil find tley are sud as hoeau
any such thing as that is donc, it is in contravention-it la
against the well-known laws of all mining contracts of this approve.
continent. A mining claim should not be more than 300 by Mr. BLAKE. I think it la a pity the hon. gentleman
1,500 feet, and the Government should, in no case, pass the did net cause these researcles te b. made la the mining

Mr. PATEumoN (Brant)-
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regulations of Australia, Nova Scotia and the United State
before ho issued his regulations, instead of afterwards.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Last year ?
Mr. BLAKE. Yes.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the hon. gentleman

will look at the regulations, ho will find that there are some
of those adopted taken from the United States and some
frori Nova Scotia. They were propared with a view to the
experience of both those American mining countries. Since
that, the consideration has been extended to other countries,
in consequence of Australian miners, prospecting in the
North-West, having made certain valuable suggestions,
which have been taken up.

Mr. LISTER. I desire, in answer to the First Minister'
to say that application bas been made to the Department of
the Interior, not only by myself, but by actual miners-not
prospectors-for a copy of these regulations, and they have
not been able to get them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, not yet.
Mr. LISTER. Not the new ones, but the one3 yon say

were issued last year; and if we cannot get thom in
Ottawa, it is very unlikely prospectors could get them in the
North-West Territories. These prospectors are the men
who have to be protected, and the difficulty with them is
this : Several of them who have discovered what they be-
lieve to be minerai leads have been warned off by these
companies that I have referred to-men who claim that
they have a right to 320 acres of land and 160 acres pre-
emption for mining facilities-large companies who, I be-
lieve, have no claim at ail unless the Government has
given them one. When these propectors have discovered
what they believe to be mineral lands, the companies tell
them that the land belongs to them, that if their discoveries
are within the limits of that permit, then they have no
right to them. Now, Mr. Speaker, I can only say again that
if sneh ia the fact, that large tracts of land have been
granted to particular individuats, then I say it is a viola-
tion of every mining law on this continent, British Colum-
bia included. I believe the mining laws of British Columbia
are the best on the continent, and if the Government will fol-
low those laws it would ho doing justice to everybody. I
hope when those mining ruies come down-I won't pretend
to criticise thom now-I hope the Minister will have fol-
lowed the mining regulations of British Columbia. Those
are the mining regulations the miners of that country want
- not that large tracts of land should be locked up in the
bands of a few individuals. We want to get a large number
of miners in there, because that is one way to develop the
country, and we must encourage them with fair regula-
tions.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. With the permission of
the louse I would say one word. The hon. gentleman says
that he knows-that ho heard from miners-that they have
found people claiming to have possession of 320 acres from
the Government. I think I can safely say, Mr. Speaker, this
is the first time I have heard it; 1 can safely say on the
part of the Department that such a statement is erroneous,
quite erroneous, thoroughly erroneous. If the hon. gentle-
man had been up there himsolf ho would know that there
are very few valuable lots which somebody bas not laid a
claim to. If people are prevented from settling by the
protended claims of others, very few will find vacant lots
at ail.

Mr. LISTER. The mining regulations will settle all
that.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). There is no doubt in the
w orld but that wbat the hon. member for Lambton
(Mr. Lister) says is correct, that persons who have gone in
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there during this last fall with a view, I suppose, of develop-
ing the resources of that country, have been warned off by
mon who have been there before them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDON ALD. Every claim-jumper
warns off his neighbour.

Mr. CAMERON. On several occasions this last faIl,
when I visited the summit of the Rocky Mountains, I heard
parties mnke these complaints, parties who had gone there
with a view of prospecting and making their fortune. They
went up into the mountains, and they were warned off by
two or three companies who have established themselves
in the neighbourhood of the railway there, and who claim
to own a large portion of the country. How they do it is
quite clear. When these mon go thore they stake out, ay,
so many feet, and send the claims down to Ottawa. But
they do not confine themselves to staking out a claim for
the company; but they put in fifty or one hund'red claims
in the name of their employés, or their friends in Canada,
or in England; and in that way they pretend to, get
possession of a very large portion of what is considered a
valuable region. Now, whether they have any right ta it
or not, of course is out of the question, but that the thing
is done is beyond ail reasonable doubt; and the sooner
these regulations are promulgated and the people know
exactly what they can and cannot do, the botter it will be
for the interests of the people up there.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The protended claim is
made in this way: A person goes into the, mountains, or
near the mountains, and ho findsý, or fancies ho bas found, a
mine. He may apply as a settler and claim to have a honie-
stead and preemption as agricultural land. The hon. gentle-
man knows, howevor, that that would givo him no title to
either gold or silver, under the Act.

Motion agreed to.

SHAREHOLDEIRS IN T11E CANA DIAN PACIFIC RAIL-
WAY COMPANY.

Mr. MULOCK, in moving for a statement showing the
names of all shareholders in the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company and the amounts of stock held by each of said
shareholders on cach of the following days, namely: the
7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th October, 1883; 4th, 11th, 18th, and
25th of'November, 1883; 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and 30th of
December, 183; 6Lh, 10th, 20th and 27th of January, 1884,
said: This motion covers the poriod of about four months.
I think, perhaps, it would be as well to cut down the num-
ber of days asked for and with the permission of the House,
therefore, I would limit the motion to the 14th, 21st, and
28th October, 1883, and the 4th of November, 1883. I desire,
if possible, to ascertain to what extent this stock is passing
into the hands of the ordinary investing public.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

MOTION FOR ADJOURNMENT.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria, B. C.) moved the adjournment of
the flouse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. Before that reasonable
request is put, I wish to correct the statement I made
respecting the days on which the tender of resignation of
Mr. Costigan was made, and his withdrawal of it. His
tender was on the 18th ; it was given to me on the 19th,
and withdrawn on the 20th-just twenty-four hours after.
wards.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman said the 21st, this
afternoon.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He has given me a cor-
rected memorandum. I spoke from recollection.
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Mr. MITCHELL. I think it is 'rather unwise to move increased speed obtained by lengthening, date on whieh ehe

the adjournment of the House. -We have now been forty ywas last swung for adjustment of compasses, and copy of
days in Session, and have completed (scarcely any business deviation table made therefrom. He said: The main
yet. The paper is very full, and I would like to know upon object of calling for this statement is that I may be in a
what grounds the hon. gentleman moves the adjournment. position to know whether in the Province of British Columbia
If it is for the purpose of going tolthe festivities this there bas been great laxity evinced in the swinging of
evening, nobody is kept here, they can go if they vessels for the adjustment of their compasses, as I think it
like. But, there are a large number of gentlemen who is highly desirable, before picking holes in the coats of
desire to stay and attend to public business. other people, we should ascertain whether the Dominion

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the Government steamers have complied with all the require-
bon.'gentleman in that regard, and I would like to know ments under that particular head.
whether he is not going to.the festivities himself ? Motion agreed to.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will state to my right hon. friend DOMINION EMPLOYÉS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
that I have been honoured with a card of invitation, but if'
the House sits and attends to business I will not go. If it Mr. BAKER (Victoria), in moving for a statement
does not sit the probability is that, like'a great many more, showing the names, rank, pay, date of appointment of all
I will go. But I think it is my first duty ;to stay here and oficers, clerks, messengers, and servants employed in the
attend to the business of the country. various Departments of the Dominion, in the Province of

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The reason I asked was, British Columbia, including Dominion Government Agent
that I suposed my hon. friendwas most patriotically going and those employed under him, said: I am desirious of

o s c o ren an moi t gb obtaining the necessary information under these respectiveto sacrifice hie wife' relations, and going te the bal heads, because, as many hon. members are doubtless aware,
. . ..we are constantly importuned for increases of salaries in

Motion to adjourn withdrawn. the varions Departments, and I wish to obtain exactly the
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker,,ieft the Chair. dates on which sncb appointments were made, and other

details, so that I may be in a better position to give
After Rocess. definite answers to my constituents and to those employed

in the Province, when they make applications of the
ESQUIMALT GRAVING DOCK. character to which I have referred.

Mr. BAER(Victoria), in moving for copy of Order in Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to call the attention of
Coni BasE (icetria) lan pring for thfer pay- the Government to a question which occurs to me in con-Couincil passed in September last, providing for tho Pay- nection with this motion. It appears to me that ail the

ment of $130,000 to the Government of British Columbia information which is asked for Ie to be found lu the blue-
on account of Esquimalt Graving Dock reimbursements, book of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, and it le
said: The House has been engaged in considering a ques- a question whether we should encumber therfiles and records
tion involving millions and this is only a small matter of a a tiouse ener th e I d necos
few thousands. I desire to obtain the information for two Of this House under these circumstances. I do not oppose
reasons: First, that I may know the, precise date on whicb the motion, but I think if the information can be obtained
the Order in Council was passed; and second, the exact in the way I have stated, such motions would appear to be
amount embodied in the Order in Council, as leading up to useless.
some other matters that will shortly come before the House Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the motion sbould
and which will materially affect the interests of British be allowed to pass, because it seeks for imformation about a
Columbia. special matter in a particular province, and it does not be-

long exclusively to the Marine Department. ·The hon, gen-Motion agreed to. tleman gives a reason for asking the information, and I do

THE STEAMER SIR JAMES DOUGLAS. not think we should refuse it.
Mr. MITCHELL. I do not oppose the motion, but it

Mr. BAKER (Victoria), in moving for detailed statement does seem to me that my hon. friends the members of the
of all monies expended upon the dredge steamer Sir James Government, are fond of imposing work upon themselves.
Douglas, in connection with the hauling out, lengthening Mr. BAKER. This is a matter which affects my par-
of, repairs to, and launching of said vessel from lst January, ticular constituency, and I hope the hon. gentleman will1882, to 31st December, 1883, said : In this connection I allow me to know a little more about my constituency thanwould state that I am very sorry to be called upon to move he does.
for this statement, because I have reason to know that some *
ye rs ago something like $28,000 or $30,000 were expended Mr. MITCHELL. I know I am out of order, but I may
on his steamerjand it. was considerel necessary by the be allowed to say that while I do not interfere with the
Department to expend this amount, although my knowledge hon. gentleman's constituency, I have the right which
leads me to suppose that whenever the amount of money every hon. member has, of stating his opinion, and I say I
necessary tô be devoted to repairs to any steamer exceeds think a great deal of time is expended uselessly, and a great
two-thirds of the original value, it is better to condemn the deal of money, too, in getting information which could as
vessel. But there is another matter connected with this well be obtained in the blue-books.
expenditure for which I desire to obtain the information, Motion agreed to.
and il will be subsequently asked for in another notice of
motion which I will be called upon to move. BREAKWATER AT POINT ESCUMINAC.

Motion agreed to. Mr. MITCHELL, in moving for all papers, communica-
Mr. BAKER (Victoria) also moved for statement showing tions and correspondence with the Government or any

numbers of officers and crew of steamer Sir James Douglas, Department thereof, in relation to the construction of a
their names, rank, pay and date of first appointment, the breakwater at Point Escuminac in the Bay of Mira-
average cost per month of maintaining said vessel, for the michi, N.B.; also, all reports, surveys and plans made
twelve months ending 31st December, 1883, nature of service by any oflicer of the Government in relation thereto, said:
in which she has been engaged for the period mentioned, I may say that the Bay of Miramichieis one which is resorted

&r JORN A. MAODONALD.
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to by a large number of fishermen, not only from the I only desire to say a word in reference to this motion,
adjacent coasts of that county, but also from the adjacent which is not intended as any reflection on the administra-
counties of Gloucester and Restigeuche, and representations tion of the Geological Survey. I think, however, that there
as to the requirements of the fishermen in the way of a is a feeling that this Survey is not keeping pace with the
breakwater at Point Escuminac have frequently been made geological progress of the country, though I believe the fault
to me. I have therefore folt it my duty to place this is rather in the system itself, than in its administration. I find
motion on the paper in order to get such information as that thirty years ago a motion similar to this was moved,
may be in the hands of the Government, and any surveys and the Committee which was appointed upon the motion
and plans which have been made, in order that we may obtained some valuable information, and the survey has
judge of the propriety of acting upon that information. since been conducted on the suggestions made by that ýCom-

Mr. BAKER. I think the hon. gentleman who has just mittee. Great progress has been made in geological matters
taken his seat is equally guilty with myself in taking up since that time, but I cannot find any evidence of any
the time of the House needlessly. I think I must cast on attention having been paid to this subject in the House
the hon. gentleman, in this respect, the same reflection during the thirty years which have elapsed since that time,
which he cast upon me. except the desultory remarks which are made when this

Mr. MITCHELL. If the hon. gentleman can point out appropriation comes up in the House upon the Estimates. I
any similarity between the two cases, or any inconsistency think after the lapse of so long a period, new investigations
on my part, 1 shall be obliged to him, and I think the House should be made, and possibly new suggestions offered in
will be obliged to him. My case differs in this respect from reference to the conduct of the Department.
his, that this is a question of saving life and protecting an Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I do not consider this
enormous and valuable and extensive industry. It is known motion at all a reflection on the Geological Branch of the
that storms frequently rise, and that sometimes no less Department of the Interior; on the contrary, I think it will
than 40 or 50 boats have been wrecked in a single storm, be of assistance to the Director of the Survey, and I have
whereas, if there had been a harbour of refuge the lives of not the slightest objection to the Committee. I would
these people, and the loss of their boats would have been therefore just throw out a suggestion to my hon. friend, who
saved. I think there is a great difference between such a I suppose will bo the Chairman of the Committee, to take
motion as that, and a mere attempt to create popularity, or great care not to incur any great expense in summoning
a desire to make political capital. I am not saying that witnesses, which is the chiot objection to Committees of this
that is the feeling which influenced the hon. gentleman kind. I think most of the information can be got here,
who has made this personal attack upon myself, simply without much expense in the way of paying the travelling
because I pointed out, what is apparent to everyone, that expenses of witnesses, and the cost of keeping them bore.
it is necessary to curtail motions which are made merely for Mr. BLAKE. I was about to make the observation which
personal ambition, or political notoriety ; but I say that I the h >n. gentleman bas just made. I confess I think he
made no speech for effect upon my constituents, but simply bas been rather late this Session in granting Committees
made the motion. With regard to bis motion, I ventured with power to send for persons ; and I was a little afraidthe suggestion to the Minister, because I believed that the lest this Committee might think proper to send for persons
information sought was to be obtained in the blue-books to Washington or some other places-
which are published by the Department; and because I did
this, the hon. gentleman makes an attack upon me, after I Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Or for Mr. Huxley or
have made a motion in the interest of my constituency and Mr. Tyndall.
the adjoining constituency, as well as in the interest of Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps net se far-in order te obtain
human life and of the commerce and trade which surrounds information. If the objeet is b examine persons engaged
our coasts. I wish the hon. gentleman te understand that in the service here, there can be ne objection; and if the
when a motion is made in this flouse every gentleman bas Cemmittee wishes to obtain information with respect te
a right to criticise or object if ho thinks it necessary to do other ceuntries, thoy can ebtain such as is contained in the
so, and a person must not be supposed to do it from captious reports, without calling the persons engaged in prosecuting
motives because it may not suit the ambition of the desire the different services.
for notoriety of certain hon, gentlemen. i tell him, as I
tell every hon. gentleman, that when I think it necessary to
criticise any motion, whetlier it comes from the Government quite right, and if tbe information cannot be gel bore, a
or the Opposition, I shall be ready to do so in the exercise sorles et questions can ho sent te' scientific mon, who I have
of my public duty and my personal right. ne doubt, will be glad to send te the Committee ail the

information in their power.
Mr. BAKER. If the bon. gentleman cared as little for Motion agroed te.

political squibs as I do, he would say far less in the House
than he does. I regret that I am called upon to give the NAVAL STATION AT ESQUIMALT.
hon. gentleman an opportunity of airing his eloquence. Mr. BAKER (Victoria), in moving for copies of ail cor.

Motion agreed to. respondence between the Dominion and the Imperiat Gev.

MINING AND METALLURGY. ernments in reference te lb. continued maintenance of the
naval station at Esquimal and the centin nous presence of

Mr. HALL moved that a Select Committee be ap- at least ene et ber Majesty's slips in BritishColumbia
pointed to obtain information as to the methods adopted waters, said: Article 9 of the lerms of Unionstipulates
by the Geological Surveys of this and other countries, in that the influence of tle Dominion Government shaîl b.
the prosecution of their work, with a view of ascertaining nsed te secure the continuai maintenance of a naval station
if additional technical and statistical records of mining and at Esquimaît. One ethe members of tle Administration,
metallurgical development in the Dominion should not be when 1 put a question cn Ibis subject the other day, desired
procured and preserved, with power to send for persons, me te bring il up in this form. I am anxious te receive
papers and records; and that said Committee consist of Ibis correspondence; and inasmudl as the hon. memberfor
Messrs. Bker (Victoria), Dawson, Cameron (Inverness), Nontbumberland-who reminds me very mucl of the lion
Ferguson (Welland), Holton, Laurier, Lesage, Lister, on the top ef Northumberland flouse, of whom il is said
Mulock, Wood (Westmoreland), and the moyen. He said: tIat you do net know whicb way bis lau turne-le very
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anxious to get away to the ball, I will make my remarks as
briel as possible under the circumstances.

Mr. MITCHELL. My hon. friend from Victoria is deter-
mined to drag bis coat-tail and have a fight. When the
hon. gentleman has been as long in publie life as I have
been, ie will find that it scarcely comes with good grace
from him to twit an old member of the House wiuh speaking
frequently and making speeches for political effect, especially
as 1 find that he as eight or nine motions on the paper,
while during the whole Session I have only had one. I think
in seconding the motion of the hon.gentleman, I showed my
desire to support him whenever hie subimits a motion that
has merit in it and is not mere buncombe.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order.
Mr. MITCHELL. I will use a more parliamentary term,

and say, that is merely for political etfect. But my bon.
friend must not think he cau provoke an old dog like my-
self with impunity-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A lion.
Mr. MITCHELL. And if I refrain from protracting this

debate and Ihe other debates that will arise out of the motions
in which theb hon. gentleman is intcrested, it is simply
because many gentlemen around me are anxious toget away
to the festivities of this evening, and because I see that the
hon gentleman has got his paint and feathers on, and is
anxious to display them before that galaxy of beauty which
is awaiting bis presence.

Mr. BLAKE. I remember also tbat lion to which my
hon. friond has referr (d, and he foigets that it was made of
stone instead of brass; and although it was said that if you
looked at it, you would see its tail wag, I do not remem ber
ever hearing that lion growl.

Mr. BAKER. I consider it my duty to state for the in-
formation of the House that although the hon. gentleman
claimed to be an old member of the House, and although I
have admitted he is old enough to be my father, I have the
same right to speak in this House as he las, and I can say
his attempt at modesty is only equalled, if not exceeded,
by his feigned youthful appearanco.

IMotion agreed to.

DISMISSAL OF DANIEL McCOURT.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of all correspondence
with reference to Daniel MeCourt, lately dismissed from bis
office as lock tender on the Cornwall Canal, and all papers
in any way bearingupon the subjectof bis dismissal, includ-
ing copy of any letters or reo)rts of the Superintendent of the
Oanat, with a statement of the date of Mr. McCourt'e
appointment, and bis age at the time of bis dismissal, said :
It has been represented to me that Mr. McCourt was
appointed as long ago as 1862 ; that he was dismissed in
the month of June last, after twenty-one years' service,
being still in what I am now disposed to call the prime of
life, namely, the age of fifty; and that he was in the full
vigour of health, and an excellent servant, possessing the
best character, and having received the most favourable
reports of his eißciency from bis local superior. Mr.
McCourt bas a wife and family, and has been dismissed, so
far as I can ascertain, without any cause Under these cir-
cumstances, we should know why he as been dismissed.

Sir JORIN A. MACDONALD. In the absence of the
hon. Minister of Railways, I would say there is no objection
to this motion. With respect to the statement of the bon.
gentleman, I know nothing of the facts, but my knowledge
of the course taken in such matters by the hon. Minister of
Ratlways is, that in such cases he errs on the side of too
Inach leniency, and for the sake of the persons principally
iterested, he is too apt to keep people in the service alter c

their usefulness is gone. à
Mr. B&ma (Victoria).

Mr. BLAKE. I hope the papers will corne down early
Sir JON A. MACDONALD. Certainly.
Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

Mr. BLAKE moved fr: 1st. For statement of the parti-
culars, with dates of the expenditure of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company in connection with the St. Lawrence and
Ottawa Railway; 2nd. For statement in full detail of the
particulars of the amount of 8473,000 or thereabouts, stated
to be for sundry advances, carriers, back charges and other
matters; 3rd. For a statement, in detail, with dates of the
payments on account of interst on stock of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway; 4th. For copies of all reports and data on
which the estimates of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Coi-
pany and Mr. Schreiber, as to the èost of completing the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, are founded. He said :
These are points on which the information before us is
deficienit. In the absence of the bhon. Minister of Railways,
Iwill not enlarge on the subject, but will take this oppor-
tunity of saying across'the floor what I have stated to the
bon. Minister himself privately. Most important informa-
tion which it would not take one hour to prepare has been
asked for a fortnight or more ago, and has not yet been
given. We have asked for information with respect to the
cost of the 40 miles from Callander westward, that was
built a year or two ago, before the Company let the contract
to the construction com any, and though asked for two or
threc weeks ago, the information bas not yet, been given.
The cost of the work fron Winnipeg to a point 45
miles east, where the construction company's contractbegan,
bas been asked for aid not yet obtained; also, in respect to
the work fromi that p>iit to Calgary which was completed
a considerable time ago, and from Calgary to the summit
of the Rockies, the latest completed, it is true, but coapleted
as long ago as the end of October last. There is a great
deal more asked which ought to be given, but I merely
signalize these four points with respect to which there
really ought to be no delay. I am very anxious to have the
particulars contained in this memorandum also at the earli-
est moment. Ail the information [ have asked for is
essential to the consideration of the measure before this
louse.

Motion agreed to.

WHARF AT CRANE ISLAND.
Mr. CASGR AIN (Translation), in moving for: 1. Copies

of tenders receivel for works on the pier at Crane Island,
last year; 2. A statement of the tenders made according to
the scale of such tenders; 3. The name of the party tender-
ing to whom the contract was awarded; 4. The amount
expended for the work ; 5. The salaries paid to the Super-
intendents of Works, if any, said: Mr. Speaker, the object I
have in view in making this motion is to verify the state-
ment of whatever tenders may have been received for the
construction of the pier at Crane Island. I do not know
whether the information I have received is correct or not,
but I have been asked to move for a statement of these
tenders, because it is said that the parties tendering, to
whom the contract has been awarded, had not put in the
lowest tender. I have been told that there was a couple of
tenders put in for a lower price. If the bon. Minister of
Publie Works is prepared to give me at once some accurate
information on this point, and to tell me whether or not
the contract bas actually been awarded to the lowest bidder,
I shall not proceed with my motion; if not, I should desire
to have the required information.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) As near as I
can remember, the parties to whom the contract has been
awarded were the lowest bidders ; the contractors are
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Messrs. Langlois & Hickman. The aount of their tender
was $10,500. The tenders were advertised for from 6th
December, 1883, to 8th January, 1884.

Motion- Withdrawn.

WHARF AT ST. JEÀ ËÔRT JOLI.
Mr. CASGRAIN (Translation), in Inovinag for: 1. Copies

of tenders called for and made last year for the extension
of the wharf at St, Jean Port-Jo4i ; 2. Of the contract
awarded to the party tendering, if swh contract was
awarded; 3. A statetnent of the amontt expended last yar
on the said work; 4 The nantes of the persons, if any, who
had charge of the said work, and of thè eaiary allowed and
paid to each such person ; 5. A statement ýof the work
doue, showing dimehions, quantity anid quality, said: Mr.
Speaker, in making this motion 1 desire to again call the at-
tention of the bon Minister of Public Works to the manner
in which the work at this wharf bas been done, either by
contract or otherwise. In the first place I must congra-
tulate the hon. Minister lor having caused this work to be
done, and at the same time I wiish. to draw bis attention
to the followirg fact: Last year when the question came up
before the louse, it was stated to me, as a, reason for the
postponement of the work, that the contract ought to be
lot out by tendeis. I hold in my hand the report of Mr.
Perley, the Chief Engineer, giving as a reason that the at-
tention of the Minister of Public Works had been called
to the fact that these works ought to be let ont by
contract. Here are, in a few words, the reasons given ]ast
year:

" Tbat the amount available having been appropriated for the construc-
tion of works for extending the pier, he immediately countermanded the
orders which had been given, having In view the placing of the works
to> be constructed under contract."

Well, in spite of the attention I have given to the subject,
I have not been able to discover in the newspapers that
tenders bad been asked for. I do not mean to say that the
work has not been as well done, but i mean to say that it
was expected that the works should be done by contract.
It may be that the work has been done by contract, but if
that was the cage, the fact was cortainly unknown to me,
and also unknown to the people of that locality. If I arn
rightly informed-and I have reason to believe that my
information is correct-I think that those works ought to
be done by day's work. Under those circumstances, I should
desire to know what bas been the cost of the work, the
quantities of work which have been done, and at the same
time who were the overseers, and whether or not they
are the same persons whose names were metioned last year.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker,
in answer to the hon. member for l'Islet (Mr. Casgrain), I
must say that, in fact, the intention had been to let out this
work by contract, but that after consulting the Chief Engi.
neer, after rockoning up the amount at our disposai, and
after examining the difficulties of the work, it ias been
decided that it would be botter not to give out the work by
tender, but to have it done by day's work, as had been done
by the late Administration. Consequently the Department
bas followed the same Une of condact. As to the overseer
-1 think that is the information desired by the bon. mems
ber-an oficer of the blepartment, Mri Augustin Gagnon>
has been sent there to eversee the work. This work offered
great diffIculties, and we intended to do it well, and underl
these circumstances we deemed it oar duty to employ a
man of great experience, and to whom the Government
could eafely entrust the work. Mr. Augustin Gagnon has
been paid $3 per day. There is no objection to granting
the motion of the hon. member, and the information asked
for will be brought down.

Motioh agreed to.

511
THE LIEUTENANT-GOVE RNOR OF THE NORTH-

- WEST TERRITORY. -

Mr. CAMERON (Huron) moved for: 1. Copies of aIl
Orders in Council respecting the appointment of an Admin-
istrator of the Government of the North-West Territories in
the absence of Lieut. Governor Dewdney; 2. Ali corres-
pondence that subject betwecn the said Lieut. Governor
and the Governmont, or any member thereof; 3. Ail corres-
pondence respecting any mission entrusted to said Lieut.-
Governor, the natare ot such mission, and the instructions
given to said Lieut.-Gove-nor respecting his mission; 4.
The name of said Administrator; 5. Ail correspondence,
including telegrams, between said Governor and the Gov-
ernment, within the last month, as to bis proposed visit to
Ottawa. He said: I have been informed that Mir. Dewdney,
Licut.-Governor of the North-West Territories, is not at
his post just now, that he has boen sent upon some mission
to British Columbia or elewhere by the Government,
and that an Administrator has boon appointed in his place to
the North-West instead of Liett.-Governor Dewdney
Of course, ho may be absent upon an important mission and
it may be important that he should be absent, but it strikes
me that it is an extremely unfortunate poriod for the Lient.-
Governor of our Territories in the North-West to be
absent. The First Minister bas no doubt observed, within the
la>tday or two, an account of a seriou-' outbreak-it is said to
be so, at ail events-among some of the tribes in the North-
West Territory. lt is said that Pie-a-pot's band is in a
state of practical rebellion, and that other tribes are gener-
ally discontented, and that there is a general row in progress
in sume of these tribes. Whether- that is so or not, I cannot
tell, except from wh t I sece in the public press, but, whether
that be so or not, it is an unfortunate thing that the head of
that Department should be absent from bis post just now,
and that bis place should ho filled, as I am informed,
by a young man named Hayter Reed, an assistant in
the Lieut.-Governor's Department. I am told that the
Lieut--Governor was on bis way to Ottawa, and that
a telegram was sent to him from Ottawa, telling him not to
corne to Ottawa, and that ho was sent back to the West or
to British Columbia upon some mission. That he has not
arrived here is quite clear. Why he was sent back, of
course, I do not know, and I hope to get this information
from the papers 1 have just asked for. I think, as I said
before, that it is unfortunate ho should not be there now,
to look after the disaffected Indians, to protect the people
up.there from any results that may follow from the dis-
satisfaction or discontert, or from any row there may
be in the Indian encampments there. It is untortunate, too,
if it is a fact, as I am informed it is, that this young man
has been appointed in the absence of Lieut.-Governor
Dewdney, that such an appointment shodld have been
made. Thei e are mon there who have been in the service
for a very long time, and if any honour was io ho conferred
they were entitled to it. There is Lieut-Col. Richard-
son who has been administering justice there for a number
of years, and no man stands highor or enjoys the public
respect more than Lieut.-Col. Richardson. Then there is
Lieut.-Col. MeLeod, an effi-ient officer, a man who stands
high ; and there is Judge Rouleau, another of the officials
engoged in the administration of Civil and Criminal Justice
there. But ail these mon are paused over, and this young
man, Mr. Hayter RWed, is said to have been appointed It
may be ail riiht, but I desire to know the reasons; I desire
to know wby Lient.-Governor Dowdney is absent just
now; I desire to know what mission he has been sont upon,
and also whether the Governiment have any information as to
this alleged outbieak among the Indiai,?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD Mir. Speaker, I must say
I think it unforiunate that my bon. fi ie.d, when he makes
bis motions, generally contrives to include in the reaons 4
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series of rumours, most of those being altogether unfounded.
In the first place, ho says ho bears frorm rumour that Mr.
Dewdney was summoned down to Ottawa.

Mr. CAMERON. I kncw he was.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What ?

Mr. CAMERON. I know he was. He was at Winnipeg
on bis way down.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Brought down here ?

Mr. CAMIERON. I know ho was on his way down bore;
he was at Winniieg.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I can only tell the hon.
gentleman that hie s altogether mistaken, that Governor
Dew iney never had any intention of coming bore this
winter; that, on the contrary, it was understood that ho was
not to come bore this winier, that ho never was summoned
here. If he went to Winnipeg, it was on business as Indian
Commissioner at Winnipeg, of which I know nothing. I
tell the hon. gentleman it is so. He may shako bis head, but
it is so. The rumour is a falsehood, got up, as se many of
these ruhnours are-not of course by the h on. gentleman-
got up for some reason unknown to me, but not
creditable to the parties who get them up,
either to their veracity or their bona fides. The
hon. gentleman says that ho hears also that ho was
sent en an important mission. Sir, ho is sent upon no mis-
sion. The circumstances are simply these: The winter
time is the easiest time for the Indian Commissioner and
Lieut -Governor to get away. Summer is the time for
business. In the winter the Indians are kept at home by
the climat, aid by the dep-h of snow, and there is no
danger of their making trouble, as there is in the summer
time. Mr. Dewdney has been in the employment of the
Government some four years. He bas never returned to
his home wbere bis property and his interests are-inm
British Columbia-since bis appointment. As ho bas but
little to do just now, and had got through with his North-
WestOCouncil, he asked for leave of absence for two months
or six weeks to go to British Columbia, and to take Mrs. Dewd-
noy with himi to seher mother. He wished to do some
business of bis own, and intends to be back in Regina by the
Ist of April. That is the simple reamon why Mr. Dewdney
aeked for leave and got it. Then, as to the fact of there being
a rising of thé Indians. In one place some bungry Indians
broke into a store and. took away some sacks of flour. The
agent says it is of no significance whatever; of course,
these things are greatly exaggerated, as all such things are.
That is the statement made to the Government. Then, Mr.
Speaker, the hon. gentleman claims that Mr. Hayter Reed
was appointed Administrator. Mr. Hayter Reed is Assistant
Commissioner, and if anything should happen to Mr
Dewdney itwould be my bounden duty to recommend him to
be Commissioner as being the ablest Administrator that we
havo among the employes there. Mr. Reed is a member of the
Bar of seven or tep years' standing, I suppose, and perhaps
lgoger. He is a gentleman who has distinguished himself
there, and bas a great acquaintance with the Indian character.
Altbough alawyer practisingin Coburg, ho had a military
taste, and ho went up there with a military force some years
ago. He bas been a good deal through the country and bas
become thoroughly acquainted with the Iridian cbaracter and
with the Indian languages, so chat the Government were
only too glad to employ Mr. ayter Reed. He has full
charge, baving full acquaintance with, and cognizance of, all
matters connected with Indian affaira. He was appointed
to do the work because, as Assistant Commissioner, it is
convenient that ho should do the duty of Administrator.
That is the fact with respect to Mr. Hayter Re3ed. Al this
story about this gentleman being aummoned bore myste-
riously, and sent back mysteriously, and going off on a mys-

fr JoIN A. MACDONALD.

terious mission to British Columbia, is ail manufactured out
of whole cloth.

Mr. BLAKE. I am surprised to hear the lon. gentleman
express so much in lignation at these rumors as to Mr.
Dewdney visiting Ottawa, and to hear him say they are
discreditable to the persons who have spread them abroad.
I dare say it was not without some foundation. I had my-
self ho ard something like it, and which might, perbap, be
deemed, by persons who do not know the hon. gentleman
as well as I do, pretty good foundation for a rumour of that
kind. I have beard him state across the floor, in answer to
an observation of mine made about the Lieut. Governor,
that ho had come down, that he had directed him to come
down, and so long as ho remained responsible for the ad-
ministration of affairs ho would have him down
here every winter in order to advise and con-
sult him informally about North-West affairs. Well,
as I said, those who do not know the hon. gentleman
might possibly have supposed that the rumour was well
pounded, and that the hon. gentleman's policy would
last as long ho remained First Minister and responsible for
the administration ofaffairs, Therefore, when they heard
that Ur. Dewdney had got as far east as Winnipeg, they
might suppose, putting two and two together, that the hon.
gentleman's statem.nt held good for this Session. They
knew ho was First Minister and supposed bis policy was
continuous. It now appears that, instead of coming east to
see his political god.father, the Lieut.-Governor has
gone further west to see bis mother-in-law.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. It is all very well for the
hon. gentleman to make merry over it. The lon. gentle-
man said that Mr. Dewdney was down here spending his
time and amusing himself instead of attending to his duties.
What I said acrose the floor, last Session and the Session
before, was that whenever he was want here I would
bring him down every Session, when business required;
that is what I said. He was not wanted hre this Session
and therefore he did not come, butif I wanted him next
Session I would bring him down ne withstanding anytaunt
of the bon, gentleman.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I attribute the bon. gentleman's
being down here to another reason altogether. Some years
ago when the North-West Act was padsspd, the hon. gentle-
man said there was no occasion for any Governor. I sup.
pose he said so with a view of keeping the position ,vaant
for Mr. Dewdney.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is infinitely more
in the remrks of my bon friend than there was in the
remark of the hon. gentleman who preceded him. I did
say so, and Lthink when I said so it was so, and that there
was no necessity for appointing Mr. Laird and giving him
$7,40 for doing nothing, for doing just what TM r. Cauchon
and Mr. Morris had done before him for a salary of only
$1,000 in addition to the thon salary. I said so and I think
so. But when Mr. Dewdney.was appointed, instead of lis
getting 87,000, which Mr. Laird had got and'never dhid any-
thing in the world for it, h got s2,000 in addition to bis
salary as Commissioner. This present year,4for the first
time, there is really a necessity, or a great expediency,
rather, for a Liet.&Governor being at Regina, because
for the first time there bas been a NorthWest Coancil, with
six or seven elected members, and they had a Parliament
of their own. Therefore it was this year, for the first time,
nearly an absolute necessity for the Lieut.-Governor
to be at Regina, instead of holding a nominal office'and
meeting the North-West*Council once a year.

Mr. MACKIDTZIE. It is quite clear the bon. gentleman
bas neither read the Statutes nor the history of that country
when ho says that Mr. Laird did nothing.
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Sir JOE[N A. &!ACDONALD. No, he did"not.
Mr. MACKENZIE. The North-West Act was passed

in 1875, before Mr. Laird went there. Duties were imposed
by this Act which he knows Governor Morris never dis-
charged. Governor Morrisdischarged"no duties whatever,
legisiative orexecutive, in connection with the North-West
Territories. lHe was Lieut -Governor nominally of the
whole West, but he was not Lieut.-Governor of any
organized system or territory. He was Lieut. Gover-
nor of Manitoba with a sort of quasi judicial authority over
the rest of the territory, but he had no fixed duties whatever
to perform. The Act was passed in 1875, and under that
Act the duties to be discharged were of a very onerous
character, and Mr. Laird did discliarge those dutieslinfinitely
botter than they have been discharged since he left.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. ,Well, I say the hon..
gentleman ihas utterly forgotten the facts of the case; he
has utterly forgotten the law; he ham utterly forgotten the
duties that were thrown upon Mr. Laird, an dhe has utterly
forgotten the fact that Mr. Laird never did anything as
tieut.-Governor, except as Commissioner, that fMr.
Morris had not done before him.

Mr. MACKENZiE. If the hon. gentleman will consult
the Statutes of the North-West he will see what Mr. Laird
had to do in connection with making treaties withg.the
Indians, and in many other things.

Sir JOH A. MACDONALD. Oh, I know it.
Mr. MACKENZIE. No, the hon. gentlman is not willing

to say anything but what suits himself. The hon.,1gentle-
man is not ashamed to do a gross injustice to a manwho.is
not present to defend himself.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Is Mr. Dewdney here to
defend himself ?

Mr. MACKENZIE. I think he is.* Where&the hon.
gentleman is, he is.

Sir JO HN A. MACDONAL D. Ditto.
Motion agreed to.

HARBOUROF REFUGE ON NORTII SHORE OFLAKE
BRIE.

Mr. WILSON, in moving for a return of all reports of Gov-
ernment engineers respecting the construction of a harbour
of refuge at Port Stanley or Port Burwell, on the north
shore of Lake Erie, together with the estimated cost of
each, said : - I wish briefly to call the attention of the Min-
ister of Marine to the condition of these harbours, ard I
would aiso like to direct his attention to the condition in
which the greater portion of the harbours on the north shore
of Lake Erie really are. It is well known that these har.
bours are at the present time, to a very great extent,
neglected. True, several years ago a considerable amount
of money was expended on one of them, namely, Port Bur-
well ; but the only amount expended at Port Stanley was
$4,000 for a lighthouse. Unfortunately, from some cause
or other, I do not know the reason why, we have been
totally unable to get a single dollar expended on either of
these harbours by the present Administration. Unfortu.
nately for me, and unfortunately for the people along the
coast, we have not been so successful as the hon. member
for Essex (Mr. Patterson) in inducing the Govern-
ment, after making an examination of the harbour, and
deciding not to vote money to make it a harbour of refuge,
to expend a reasonable amount of money on them to makei
them safe for the unfortunate mariners who are compelled
to sail up and down that coast. That hon. gentleman suc-i
ceeded in getting a certain amount applied to Kingsvillej
harbour, although there was close at hand a very tine har-1
bour, Rondeau; and I believe a very large amount of
money has been appropriated and will be expended in
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making that harbour more useful to shipping. It must be
borne in mind that the section of country to the north of
Port Stanley and Port Burwell, and all the smaller
ports along the north coast of Lake Erie, wuuld afford
very .arge trade, if the Government would only take into
consideration the necessity of keeping them in a proper
state of repair. But we find that after a vessel leaves
Rondeau, coming down, she cannot find any port of safety
in case of a storm inless she passes Long Point. Thus she
has to traverse about OO mile4 of coast, where no provision
bas been made by the Government for the safety of vessels
during storms. It is not a very unfreqnt circumstance,
in fact it occurs year after year, that we find lamentable loss
of life taking place, owing to, what I am not afraid to call,criminal negligence on the part of the present Administra.
tion. I believe they might bave done something; I believe
a small expenditure would have placed those ports in a good
position and have enabled the lives of mariners to be pro-
tected, and the Government is bound to protect those
unfortunate individuals sailing up and down that coast.
When a vessel was unable to enter a port on account of the
lack of expenditure by the Government, it would be
supposed that the Government, which talked a great
deal about protection, would have placed a life-boat at
one or other of those ports to which I have referred.
They have failed, for soene reason or other, to do
this, and they have done everything in their power to divert
the large traffic that took place across the lake to the rail-
ways. It may be that the railway is a very important
factok, and that we should do our utmost to drive the traffle
off the lakes; but if that is the Government's policy, it
is their duty, in the interests of the mariners on Lake Erie,
to make some provision whereby those men would have an
opportunity of having their lives saved in case of storm.
I therefore urge on hon. gentlemen opposite that, if they
will not appropriate a sixpence, and there is no sum down
in the Estimates, for either of those porte, they might make
a provision whereby life-boats would be provided for thbse
ports, and the lives of mariners be thereby protected. If the
Government will provide for life-boats to be placed there, I
will guarantee to get willing and ready handa to man
them and endanger their own lives for the sake of preserv-
ing the lives of mariners. I move this resolution in order
to call the attention of the Government to this matter; I
hope they will consider it, and see that it is their duty to
make the provision I have suggested.

Motion agreed to.

UNITED STATES OUSTOMS DUTIES ON HAY.
Mr. IRVINE, in moving for copies of all despatches or

correspondence between the Government o Canada, and
that of the United States,.or between the Government of
Canada and the British Minister at Washington, having
reference to excessive Customs duties on hay grown in and
exported from Canada to the United States, and the refund-
ing of the same, said: The motion of which I have given
notice relates to a subject of very considerable pecuniary
interest to a number of farmers and others who have been
engaged in the exportation of hay to United States markets.
The rate of duty exacted by United States Customs has
been 20 per cent. ad valorem, and very often shippers were
compelled, rather than incur the danger of a penalty, to
invoice the article higher than the actual first oost, so that
82 per ton has generally been paid on New Brunswick
shipment. Under the United States Statutes, the only
way to bring hay within the 20 per cent. list was to con-
aider it a manufactured article. American importers at
length objected and appealed to the courts, which decided
that it . should not have been placed in the manu-
factured list and that 10 per cent. only was the proper duty.
Canadian exportera now Oaim their rights and naturally
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demand a refund, but tbey have been to.ld by their Boston
agents, in some cases, that no refund will bo (otained except
where the duty was paid under protost. It is inenceivable
that the Government of the United States would take such
a position as th's in order to evade paymnent, and as it is
highly important to get all the information on the subject
calculated to aid the parties concerned to get their rights, I
trust the Government of Canada will promptly supply all the
information in their power. When the correspondence ba-
comes public, the individuals can then betterdetermine how to
formulate their claims and press for their speedy adjustment.

Mr. SCRIVER. As the hon. gentleman has stated, this
matter involves pecuniary interests of a considerable amount,
as a very large quantity of hay has been exported, not froi
the county which I represent, but from the adjoining
county during the period when the United States Custors
authority exacted 20 per cent, duty. As the hon. member
for C4rleton, N. B. (Irvine) bas stated, this duty was ex.
acted upon the aupposition, or upon the principle, that hay
was a manufactured article; and suit was commenced by
one of the importera of hay in thé United States, founded
on the statement that hay was not a manufactured article.
The courts decided in favour of this latter contention, and
upon that principle the surplus was refunded in a number
of cases. It appears, however, to be a matter of Statute or a
regulation of the Custom Depagrtment in the United States,
thak in no instance will the duties be refunded,
even if it should afterwards appear from the decisions of
the oogrts Wo have been improperly exacted, unless a protest
wag entered when the duty was paid. I suppose from state-
ment& I have seen in the newspapers, that representations
have ben nadç to the Government here, and they have
been asked to interfere, so far as they could legitimately do
so, for the relief of those who feel that they have been un-
justly treated in this matter. I can hardly see how, with
propriqty, the Government could directly interfere in a
matter which comes within the juriadiction of the courts
and the Government of the United States; but if such in-
terference could properly be made, there is no doubt that,
in view of the important interests involved, and the large
sum of money which bas been paid and which las corne out
of the pockets of the exporters, or, more prope ly speaking,
out of the pockets of the producers of the hay in Canada, it
would be very desirable that soe representat ions should be
made by the Government here to the authorities at Wash-
ington.

Mr. ORTON. I may say that the subject whüch bas
been introduced by the hon. getleman, is one which
interests rue, as a large quantity of hay has been exported
from my section of the country. The hon. gentlemen who
have spoken on the subject, have described the difficulties
which have occurred. It seems thht those who entered a
protest when the duties were paid have, by the decision of
the eourta of the United States, a claim to have the money
refunded, but it seems rather hard that all those who have
paid should not have refunded to them the amount which
was improperly taken. It doubtless is a delicate question
to interfere with the affaira of a foreign country, but it is
just possible that some representations might be made by
the Government of this country which would not seem at
all improper, and by means of which justice might be done
to our exporters, or as the hon. gentleman has said, more
properly speaking the producers of hay in Canada, who have
exported largely to the United States. I suppose that this
question involves a sum of at least $1,000,000.

Mr. SCRIVER. No, about 8500,000, I believe.

Mr. BOWELL. The statement made by the hon. mem-
ber for Huntingdon (Mr. Scriver) is, so far as my recollec-
tion serves me, substantially correct; but I have no recollec-
tion of any objection being taken by the United States

Mr. IRnm.
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anthorities at Washington to the payment of drawbacks on
the duties paid on hay, beoause ié was not paid * nder pro-
test. In Jaly or August last, a despateh was ree.ived Aiom
the IBritish Minister at Washington-I am speaking entirely
from memory-stating that all monsys which had been
paid in excess of the proper amoant of daty, as established
by the judgment of the courts, would be repaid to the parties
who had paid them, on proof being furnished of the daty
having been so paid. That is my recollection of the
despatch which was published at that time in all the news-
papers of the conntry, as we considered it of such impor-
tance, that it was at once given to the press. However,
the despatch will show what the conditions of repayment
were when it is brought down. This is. the first time I
have heard-perhapa I have not watched the case so closely
as mny hoa. friend--but though it has been brought under
the votice of the Department, as well as under the notice
of the Finanoe Ministr a number of times, this is the first
time I have heard that objection was taken by the United
States authorities on the ground that these duties had not
been paid under protest. I may be in e:rrr, but I think it
will be found that the despatch from the British Minister
sumply states, that on proof of the duty _having been
paid, the amount of money improperly paid will be re-
funded. The Government, however, have done what they
cu1d in bringing this matter to the attention of the authori-
ties in the United States, in order to obtain from a friend ]y
Government, repayments of money which have been paid
by subjects of this country, improperly. I am sure that, as
bas been stated by my hon. friend behind me.
(MN-. Orton) there can be no objection to calling the
attention of the United States authorities to any improper
conduct, whether intentional or unintentional, on the paet
of the Customa officers of the United States, for I. can assure
the House that if any of their merchants or importera ge±
into any trouble of that sort, representations are promptly
made, and they are attended to in the manner they should
be attended to. I am quite sure the United States Gov-
ernment will accord the saie consideration to.anyrepresen-
tations of that sort which may be made to them by this
Government. All the papers we have will be brought down
as early as possible.

Mr. SCRLVER. The statement I have made as to the
position taken by the United States Treasury Department
in this matter, hao beea made so often by the parties inter-
ested, and so reoenly, that I cean hardly believe the facts to
be otherwise»

Mr. BOWELL. It is possible my hon. friend is correct,
for I am only speaking from recollection of the despateh to
which allusion has been made.

Mr. ORTON. Some of the exportera in my county have
employed counsel in Washington, and the reply they re-
ceived from them was exactly the same as my hon. friend's
statement.

Mr. CATUDAL. (Translation). Mr. Speaker, I fully
concur in all that has just been said by the bon. member for
Huntingdon (Mr. Scriver), and 1 may say that not
only has the American Government requested that the
duties should be paid under protest, but that in a case in
which I was myself personally interested, and in which I
myself paid duties under protest, because I had not appealed
from the decision of the Collector of Customs to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, and then sued the American Govern.
ment, I was refused a remittal of a duty of 10 per cent.
which I had overpaid, and such refusal was based on that
principle. I think that the hon. Minister of Oustoms is
certainly in error in saying what he has just said; at leuat,
his memory is at fault, for I am certain that the facts stated
by the hon, member for funtingdon (Mr. Scriver) are
strictly correct.

Motion agreed to.
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PORT ROWAN LIFESAVING S PATION.

Mr. JACKSON, in moving for copies of correspondence
in refrence to a-charge against the captain of the life-saving
crew at Port Rowan, in the county of Norfolk, Province of
Ontario, in not saving the lives of the crew of the barque
itzgerald in November, 1883, said: I desire to call

your attention to an article that app2ared in a Buffalo
paper, called the Evening News, charging the captain of the
Iife-saving crew at Port Rowan, in the county of Nor-
folk, in the Province of Ontario, with gross negligence, in
not saving the lives of the crew of the barque Fitzgerald,
who lost their lives in attempting to make the shore in
their yawl-boat on or about the 14th of November last. I
have taken some pains to ascertain the facts in this matter,
and in my opinion there was a mistake made, or an error in
judgment, on the part of the captain ; but that was not the
cause of the loss of those valuable lives, nor was the cap.
tain in any way responsible for it. Port Rowan village is
situated on the west side of Long Point, on the mainland,
about three miles across the bay from the shore of Lake
Erie. On the 14th of November last, the barque Fitz-
gerald was driven ashore about six miles in a south-westerly
dircetion from the village of Port Rowan. In eiler to get
to the wrock, the captain would have to travel ab>ut seven
miles in a south-westerly direction, and go around the head
of a marsh, and thon one mile down the beach to the wreck.
A farmer 1:ving on the mainland, about two miles across
the marsh from the wreck, saw this vessel whon she went
ashore. le got into his buggy and drovo to Port Rowan,
a distance of five miles, and notified the captain that the
vessel was ashore opposite bis place. Now, bore comes the
mistake, in my opinion. The captain instead of taking bis
crew and boat, jumped into a buggy and started off to
reconnoitre. The crew heard of the vessel boing ashore
and went te look for the captain, and found that ho was
gone. They asked for the key of tho boat-house and found
that that was gone. They thon went to the Deputy
Custom House Officer, who was in charge of the station,
and asked him for permission to open the boat-house. -He
gave them permission, and the crew took out the boat, put
it on the trucks, and followed the captain with all haste.
Before they reached tho wreck with the boat, they met the
captain returning, who told them to turn about and take the
boat home, as the crew had been drownod an hour or two
before ho had reached the wrcek. These are the facts of the
case, and theroforeI claim that the captain was not in anyway
responsible for the loss of those lives. However, some of
the t ailors with whom I conversed in the village asserted that
the captain was not competent to manage the boat in a high
sea, and they thorefore objected to serve under him.
In support of that, I have only to state some of the captain's
own acts on a former occasion. A few days prior to this
vessel going ashore, the Siberia was wrecked near the same
point, and the crew were obliged to remain on the vessel
nearly the whole of one day and one night. The next morn.
ing the captain tried to rescue the crew, and in doing so he
asked one of the sailors to take the helm, and ho would
take the stroke oar. Tho sailor did so and they succeeded
in rescuing the crew from the wreck. Now, i think the
conduct of the captain on that occasion fully justified
the sailors in refusîing to serve under him as captain.
Now, I would like to call the attention of the hon.
Minister of Marine to the inefficient state in which
I found the service at that point. The captain took
me to his boathouse and showed me bis boat, which he
says is a very good one; but there is nothing else.
They have no life preservers, no life jackets, no
lines or mortars of any skind-in fact nothing
but the boat. They are, therefore, left without any-
thing to protect thenselves in a heavy storm. I think that
the serco requires a good deal of replenishing ; and in'
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connection with this matter, I might call your attention te
the fact, if there is any point on our inland waters
where a permanent life-saving station is required, it is at
this point. There were no less than five vessels wreckod
there lat fall, and eight valuable lives lost; and scarcely a
fall passes without wrecks at this particular point. There-
fore, if the hon. Minister could sec his way to erect a per-
manent life-saving station there, it would be a great boon,
not only to the sailors of our own country, but to American
sailors. There is no doubt that those valuable lives wéro
lost because the sailors did not know thei e was a life station
there. Iad there been a permanent life station there, they
would have known it, and perhaps val uable lives would have
been saved. I hope the hon. Minister will look into this
matter, and sec thrat the service is supplied in future..

Mr. MoLELAN. I must thank the hon. gentleman for
having stated pub!icly that the charge against the captain
of having noglected bis duty, and of having thereby allowed
the lives of the crew of that vessel to bo lost, is unfbanded.
I made enquiry into the matter at the lime, and thle fact is,
as the hon. gentleman bas stated, that the crew took to
their boats beforo any one could have raached thom, and
the boat was immoiatoly sw.ampol. I am aware that the
boat at that station does not possoss all the improvements of
the life-boat3 of the present day. I have, howover, had two
of the most approved life-boats made in Buffalo; ani I have
had specifications of those made, and they are now roady.
I intend to have a number of life-boats of the most approvcd
pattern in use manufactured as carly as possible; and if the
hon. gentloman's statement is correct, that that is the mast
exposed position in the west, wo shall place one of thi
improved life-Loats at that st-ation.

Motion agreed to.

GOVERNOR G E E ERZA L'S CO M MISSION, &c.

oMr. CASGRAIN movcd for copies : 1st. Of the Com-
mission appointing lis Excellency the Governor General
of Canada ; 2nd. Of the cath and oaths required by law,
and un ler what law to be taken, and taken before assuming
the duties of his office; 3rd. Of such instructions accom-
panying the Commis-ion of His Excellency, as may, under
the rules and regulations of ti Colonial Office, bo commu-
nicated to this Bouse. IIe inid : I desire to bring before
the Houso the Commission of the Govcrnor General, bc-
cause the Commission does rot run as it ran formerly.
Since 1875 and 1876, owing to different communications to
the Colonial Office, it was understood that the future Com-
missions would be altered, and I understand that
accordingly the Commission of the late Governor General,
the Marquis of Lnrno, was made in eonformity with
some suggestions that were thon put before the Colonial
Office by the present leader of the Opposition. I am
anxious we should be made aware as to the tenor of
the changes made in former Commissions. As lo the
second part of the motion, the oath required to bo taken, I
will not say much, because I may refer to it in the motion
that follows this. The third part is to have sucb particular
instructions as may be put on the Table of the -House, ac-
oording to the regulations of the Colonial OffIee, if any of
such instructions may be put before the flouse. During my
absence the hon. member for Montmagny made a motion
similar to this second part. That motion bas been granted,
but it is only granted as to a part of this. What I desire to
know is, under what particular law the oath taken by the
Governor General is taken.

Mr. AMYOT. I think this motion should be granted4 It
is very'important for every part of Confedoration tt we
should undorstand exactly what is meant by the oatb of the
Governor General. If that oath bas been faithfuUy re-
ported by the press, a part of it declaros as follows:
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" l ýo declare that no foreign prince, person, prelate, State or poten.

tabs, hatbj or has a rigbt, to have any jnrisdiction, power, superiority,
preeminenoe, or autborit'y, eceleaiasticalor spiritneJ, whin tbis erealm
and I make this declaratin upon the true fath of a Christian; so Help
me God."
Thiss18 a matter of fact. If, ii the Province of Quebec, by
dr Statutes, by our laws, by treaties, Catholics recognize
the Bishop of Rome as their ceclesiastical prelate, they are
etitled to do so by law, ana we should not take the Gov.
ernor General by surprise and make him swear to such a
settement. At the same time, I declare my highest respect
fcr the Governor General, the most popular and respected
ahd worthy representative of ler Majesty, but it is impor
tant there should be no possible misunderstanding upon
such an important point. I know there is no bad will any.
Where; everybody is dispocd to recognize the rights of
every member of the Con federation; everybody is disposed
to reoognize the force and value of treaties; but it is impor-
tant, that in such a matter as this, we should not shrink
from any reeponsibility.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALID. I have no objection to
granting this motion. With respect to the oath, that is fixed
by Imperial Statute, and of course we cannot, except by an
Address to ler Majesty, ask ler Majesty to get an Imperial
Act passed altering the tenor of the oath. As to the instruc-
tions, there can be no objection to bringing them down.

Motion agreed to.

QUEBEC LIEUT ENANT-GOVE RNORI T CO fIS-
SIONS, &c.

Mr. CASGRAIN moved for copies: t. Of the Commi,.
mon appointing the several Lieutenant--Governors of the
Province of Quebec, to wit : Sir Narcisse Fortunat Belleau,
Rêné Edouard Caron, Lue Letellier de St. Just and His
Honour Théodore Robitaille; 2nd. Of the oath and oaths
required by law, and under what law to be taken, and taken
by them beforo assuming the duties of such office respect-
ively; 3rd. Of such instructions accompanying the respective
Commissions, and such other instructions as may, from
time to time, have been communicated to them respectively.
He said: In relatioi to this, I do not suppose there will be
any objections to giving copies of the Commissions to the
several Lieutonant-Governors. The point which I think
this Governiment may remedy, is- felt to be, to a certain
extent, rather difficult, and renders rather difficult
the position of certain parties who do not belong
to the Church of England, in taking the oath of the
office of the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec. There
have been, at any rate, four different oaths assigned
m-the Province of Quebec, or in the realm generally. Firat,
there was the oath which is to be found in the Act of 1774,
by -which no person professing the Roman Catholie religion
as required to take the oath of Elizabeth, but the following

oath instead
diI, A. B., do sincerely promise and swegr, that I will be faithfal

and bear true allegiance to His Majesty King George, and Him will
defend to the utmost of my power against all traitorons conspiracies and
attempts whatsoever which shallbe made against His person, Crown and
di ad I will domy utmostendeavour to disclose and make known,t iK ty, Hia heirsand successors, all treasons and traitorous con-
spirsoie adattempts, which I shall know to be against Him or any of
tham uand aIl this I do swear without any equivocation, mental evasion,
or*sret reservation, and renouneing all pardions and dispensations, from
any power and person whomsoever, to the contrary, sa Help me God."

That ws the form of the oath to be taken in the Province of
Qisebo, which replaced the "I, Elizabeth." In 1829, und, r
the 1triancipation Act, another form of oath was adopted to
meet the views of the Roman Catholics at the time. I need
not read it, because everybody knows it. Before that, in
the interval betwoen this Act of 1829 and the "JI, Elizabeth,"
there wa; another formula prescribed by the 8 and 9
William I1., chapter 3. That formula again contained an
osth to thesame effect, but different. Now, since that again,

M. ANTor.

- in 1858, the last formula was adopied by the Act 21 and 22
Victoria, chapter 48, and this is the oath that is now taken
by the Governor General and by the Lieutenant-Governors.
I do not sec that the Governor General, inb is
present po3ition, can have any objection whatever
to taking this oath. Not belonging to the Roman Catholie
faith, ho cannot possibly object to it; but, in rcading
the oath as it is at the present time, for my
part, I see the greatest difficulty in asserting what
this oath asserts; first, as a matter of fact, and seconIly, as
a matter of opinion. In reading the la-t part of tlioath
attentively, it is a declaration of a fact which, I think, can-
not be asserted here under the actual circumstances of the
country. Nobody can deny that in this country, at the
present moment, not only under the trenty but under the

1 general tolerance, if thero was no treaty ut al], of ail denom-
inations, there is a recognition of the diflerent denominations
and different religions in this country. Therefore, upon
this point alone, as a matter of fact, independontly of any
treaty stipulLtionp, there is an authority somewhere, outsile
of the supremacy of the Crown of England, existing in this
country, not only for the Roman Church, but for al[ other
denominations also, which are not the Church of England.
In reading the oath as it i-, it may b properly worded
otherwise. I would not make this motion if I did net feel
that it is entirely within the competency of the Federal
Government, if I did not feel that in appointing the Lieu-
tenant-Governor, this Government may make the formula
of an oath which may be required under the circumstances,
and which, in my opinion, ought te be nothing else than th--
one I cited in the first instance under the Quebec Act of
1774, or that to al intents and purposes. I do not know for
what reason this old formula has not been adopted, espe-
cially for the Province of Quebec, which I under stand is the
only Province in which there aie Roman Catholie Lieute-
nant-Governors.

Mr. BOWELL. No.
Mr. FERGUSON (Leods and Grenville). Manitoba
Mr. CASGRAIN. I know there ias D. A. Maclonald, in

the Province of Ontario.
Sir JOHN A. MICDONALD. Mr. Cauchon.

M. BOWELL. Sir Edward Kenny.

Mr. CASGRAIN. At any rate, I speak more particularly
for the Province of Quebec, as hon. members understand.
I will read the last part of the present oath.

"I do declare that no foreigu prince, rerson, prelate, State or pot3n-
tate, hath or ought to have any jarisdiction, power, superiority, prcemi-
nenc,, or authority, ecclesiastical or spiritual, witbin this reaim; and I
make this declaration upon the true faith of a Christian."

I contend that the formula, as it stands to-day, in my in-
terpretation of it as a lawyer, would go so far as to say that,
as a matter of fact, there is no recognition whatever of any
authority, preeminence or power whatsoever exercisel, say
for instance, by the Bishop of Quebec, from hich place I
hail. As a matter of fact, as I sec with my own eyes, I do
not sec the possibility of asserting what is contained in thbi
oath. The oath goes on and gives a matter of opinion, and
says, 4"or ought to have any jur-id liction."

An hon. ME IBE R. That is so.

Mr. CASGRAIN. That is a matter ef opinion. Every-
body may bave a very distinct opinion of what such a per-
son ought to have or ought not to have. There is a great-
conflict of opinion to day ait over the world on this subject.
IL is a mere' matter of opinion. It is not a form of oath
which is simple and clear, which sets the thing plainly ani
clearly. Under the Supremacy Act, it was plain and clear.
You could take that oath or you could not take it. But his
oath is intended to be given as a relief. Under the ciroas-
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stances in which the Province of Quebec is situated, I do
net thinç it is a relief at all, and I think this oath may be
so amended as to meet all the requirements of the position
of the present Lieutenant-Governor of the Province of Quebec
for instance, in taking the oath. I submit this
because I know we can seule any difficulty that may exist
in that formula. As to the oath taken by the Governor
General, I know it must be donc by reference to Great
Britain, and by some entente with the Home Government;
but this particular oath, I think, is under our control, and,
I think we may safely adopt a certain formula which
would meet the requirements of existing circumstances. I
need not even go further than this : the wording ofthe
Statute would go against our own logislation, the recogni-
tion of the status of the Roman clergy. They have a
p3sition of precedenco here to a certain extent. They are
recognized by law. They are a corporation also recognized
by Statute, so that they exorcise, not only the spiritual
powers, but in certain cases in the Province of Quebec,
they exorcise to a certain extent judicial powers and
temporal powers, as regards the construction, for instance,
of thoir churches. They can order their churches to be
made, or to be placed at a certain locality. They exorcise
there a judicial power whieh is grante: and recognized by
law, which is granted them by S'atre. That, therefore,
would be another reason why the wording of that oath is
so general that certainly it imuit be with the groatest
difficulty that it can be taken at the present
moment by Roman Catholics in the Province of Quebec.
As to the third part of the motion, it will also bo desirable
to have any instructions which nay ha\ e aecmpanied the
respective Commissions. i t is also proper to know whether,
when they leave the limits of the severai Provinces assigned
to the different Lieutenant-Governors, they are obligod to
have these instructions from the Federal Government, as
the Governors Gencral receive when they loave the limits of
the Dominion of Canada. I think, if 1 am not mistaken,
they require to have formal authorization in order to be able
to leave the limits of their respective Prov inces. I suppose
that also forms part of the instructions. It is not contained
in the general law. I hope this motion will be carried,
and when the papers are brought before the liou-e wo may
move in another direction.

Mr. VALIN. Does the hon.gentleman intend to find any
fault with any of the votes given by the Lieutenant-Gover-
nors ? Perhaps the hon. gentleman for l'Islet (Mr. Casgrain)
desires to find some error in the nomination of the Gover-
nors. I think there was an error committed at one time,
and the hon. member ought to have made his motion thon'

Mr. HESSON. In view of the circumstances this evening,
I think my hon. friend ought to apologize for having wasted,
to some extent, the time of the House in this matter, in
detaining you, Mr. Speaker, and so many other hon. gentle-
men here. I deem this one the least important of all the
motions that have been made. If my recollection serves me
at all, we have had the services of some very able Governors
General and Lieutenant-Governors, during the past, in this
country. All discharged their duties with equal conscien-
tionsness and fidelity to the Crown, and they have all found
it possible to take that oath. But, Sir, as it is just possible
that the country may lose the services of the hon. gentleman
when it is his turn to be appointed Lieutenant-Governor,
because he cannot take that oath, because he may find it too
severe for him to take, it might be worth while to have it
changed in order to suit his convenience.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Of course, thore can be
no objection to sending down copies of the Commissions te
the several Lieutenant-Governors. They are ail of similar
tenor, I presume. Thon, as regards the oath required by law.
As my hon. friend has just said, the oath as now adminis-
tered has not been found very difficult in the Province of,

Quebec, because all the Liutenant-Governors since Con
federation have been very good Catholics, and they have
found no difficulty in taking the oath. Still, if there is any
roal, or any semblance of an objection, I do not see why it
should not bo removed. I presume the oath has
been framed for Lieutenant-Governors since Con-
federation on the models of the oaths taken by
Governors bolore Confedcratioi. The practice, I pre-
sume, bas not been changod. Speaking now from first
impression, and without looking into the matter atall, I do
not see why the oath may not be simply for the perforra-
ance of duty, and an oath of allegiance-an oath stating
that the party will porform the duty of his office during
bis incumbency, arnd tho usual oath of allegiance. That
is my present impression. There is just this thing that
occurs to me. The Govern-r-General is pledged to take
the oath as representativo of the Sovereign; Lieutenant-
Governors are supposel to be representatives immediately of
the Governor General, and imediately of the Sovereign,
and it might b held by some legal minds that the same
necessity which governs the oath of the Governor General
might govern the oath of the Lieutenant-Governor. That
is a question that might arise; that is to be looked into.
But I scarcely think that it ought to provail if it were
thought of any importance to make it a simple oath for the
performance of duty and an oath of allegiance. I know
that not very long ago it was felt in some quartors that the
oath ought not to be asked from Roman Catholics. I know
that was held in some influential quarters, and of course,
that feeling ought to be consulted. The Minister of Justice
an-i myself will take the opportunity of considering the
subject, and of seeing whothor that objection-if it be an
objection, and I think it is, to some extent, an objection-
could be removed. Wo will take occasion to look into it.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

Motions for the following Returns were severally agreed
to :-

Statement of dates at which
1. West i Scotion 31, Township 5, R inge 14 West,

East I " 31 " 5 " 14 "

North I " 23 4 5 " 1 l
2. South ½ " 25 " 5 " 13"

North i " 2à 4 5 " 13

were purchased, and the names of the purchasers and the
price of each fection at the time of purchase.-(Mr. Living-
stone.)

Statement of the rob tes made in respect of parcels (1)
and of parcels (2), with copies of all correspondence on the
subject of the sales, purchase money and rebates, and sta'e-
ment of the reasons why rebates were granted in some casem,
and refused in others.-(Mr. Livingstone.)

Copy of a memorial to His Excellency in Council, signed
by Frank Moberly and W. A. McCallum, on behalf of the
inhabitants of \eebing, praying for relief with reference
to their bonuse- to the Prince Arthur's Landing and
Kaministiquia R .liway Company.-(Mr. Blake.)

Copies of all accounts and vouchers, ineluding transport
requieitions, reidered by the Canadian Expresa Company to
the Department of Militia and Defence, for transport daring
the months of May, June, July, August and September, of
1883.- (Mr. Somerville, Brant.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 10:05 o'clock, p m.) the House
adjourned.

1884.-
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HOtLSE OF COMMONS.

TUESDAY, 26th Fcbruary, 1884,

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

ADJOURNMENT FOR ASIIWEDNESDAY.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that when this
Honse adjourns this day, it do stand adjourned until Thurs.
day next at thrce o'clock, in the afternoon.

Motion agreed to.

BOTHIWELL CONTROVERTED ELECTIO-N.

Mr. SPEAKER, I have the honour to inform the louse
that I have received from the Rogistrar of the Supreme
Court of Canada a certified copy of the judgment of the said
Court in the eloction appeal, relating to the electoral dis-
trict of Bothwell, in which appeal John Joseph Hawkins,
Esq., was appellant, and William Thomas Smith and Robert
Perry Wright were respondents, by which judgment the
lon. David Mills is declared to be the duly elected member
to represent the said electoral district.

AGRICULTURAL BANKING BILL.

Mr. ORTON introduced Bill (No. 105) to provide bank.
ing and loaning facilities for those engaged in agricu!tural
pursuits.

Mr. BLAKE. I would hke to enquire, Mr. Speaker,
whether this is in order; whother this should be introduced
by Bill, or should not be initiated in Committee ?

Mr. SPEAKER. Of course, I cannot tell what the nature of
the Bill is, but, if it relates to banks and trade, it will have
to originate in Committee, but the hon. member, in intro-
ducing his Bill in this way, takes his risk that it may be
stopped at a subsequent stage.

Sir JOHN A. MACDCNALD. If the Bill is to ircor-
porate a bank, it need not be introduced in Committee, but,
if it is a general Bill, affecting trado and commerce, of
course it mbust be.

Mr. BLAKE. It is not a Bill to incorporate a bank, for
the the hon. gentleman introduced it as a public Bill. I am
not objecting to his procedure, but I only suggest that ho
may find himseolf at a subsequent stage in a position where
ho will not b able to get on at all, and, thorefore, ho should
consider at this stage whether the Bill, which none of us
has seen, is not one which must originate in Committee of
the Whole.

Bill read the first time.

FACTORIES BILL.
Sir LEONARI) TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 106) to

define certain offences against persons employed in factories.
Mr. BLAKE. The introduction of this Bill has been

delayed for a long time. It was announced that it was to
be the Bill, as I understood, which was brought forward last
Session, with certain amendments which were printed
and distributed to members before the close of the
Session. I do not know whother this Bill, as now
introduced, id lu the condition of the Bill we received at a
late stage of Ist Session, or whether further amendments
have been introduced. If the latter is the case, the hon.1
gentleman might briefly explain what those amendmentsi
are. Furthermore, I have called attention, by motion, in
the ordinary way, to the existence of some representations
on the subject»of the Bih which have not been broughtdown,

Sir JoHN A. MAoDONALD.

and I observe, by the ordinary sources of information, that
further representations have since been made upon the sub-
ject. I think it is expedient that these should be brought
down early, so that we may see what those on both sides,
whether manufacturers or employés, think in reference
to it.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The Bill was delayed for
two reasons. First, we understood that representations were
to be made to the Government by the body referred to by
the hon. member. Those representations were made and
the Government took them into consideration before
deciding upon the Bill finally. Then the Bill was delayed
until the papers could be brought down. The papers have
been laid before the House, or will be to-day, and they
included the suggestions made by this organization. There
is very little change in the Bill. I think the only change is
one reducing the hours, for which children of 12 or 14 years
of age can be employed in a week.

Bill read the first timo.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LOAN BILL.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that all the stages
of the Bill founded on the Resolutions moved by Sir
Charles Tupper respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway
shall have precedence every day, after Routine Proocedings,
until the flouse otherwise orders.

Mr. BLAKE. We are now arrived ut the second stage
of the proceedings of the hon. gentleman's proposed legisla-
tion on this subject. I have, until we are all wearied of it,
reiterated demands for information which have not been
complied with, and now it is proposed to press this measuro
on from day to day without supplying this information, or
allowing the time, when it is supplied, which I believe to be
essential to a sound decision. It is proposed to-day to pro-
coed even more rigourously than by the hon. gentleman's
former Resolution, for we are now not even to have an op-
portunity of makîng enquiries, of asking questions on
those points with referenco to which we would much pre-
fer to have information otherwise. Even that opportunity
is to be taken from us, and the Bill is to be pressod on
without any further information. I do not doubt that the
hon. gentleman will be sustained, but I desire to take the
sense of the House upon this motion, and I therefore call
for the yeas and nays upon it.

Motion agreed to on the following division:-

yes,

Messieurs.
Allison (aants),
Amyot,
Bain (soulanges),
Baker (Àyissisquoi),
Baker (Victoria),
Beaty,
Bell,
Benoit,
Benson,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Bolduc,
Bourbeau,
Bowell,
Brecken,

(Jameron (Inverness),
Cameron (Victoria),
Campbell (Victoria),
caring,
C paron,
Chapleau,
Cochrane,
costiga,
Ooughlin,
Coursol,

Dupont, McLelan,
Farrow, McNeill,
Ferguson(Leeds & Gren)Méthot,
Ferguson (Welland), Mitchell,
Foster, Moffat
Fréchette, M'iontplaisir,
Gagné, O'Brien,
Giganit, Orton,
Girouard, Paint,
Gordon, Patterson (Esa x),
Grandbois, Pinsonneaalt,
Guilbault, Reid,
Guillet, Riopel,
lackett, Roberison (Hastings),
Hall, Rosa,
Bay, Royal,
Hesson, Scott,
'Hickey, Shakespeare,
Hifliard, mai!,
Homer,' SproUe,
Hurteau, Stairs,
Ives, Taace,
Jamieson, Taylor,
Kaulbach, Temple,
Kilvert, Tilley,
Kinney, Tapper <Pictou),
Kranz, Tyrwhitt,
L.abrosse, valin,
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Landry (Kent), Wallace (Albert),
Langevin, WaUlace (Yrk).
Leuage, White (Oardwell),
Macdonald (Sir John), Wigle,
McDonald(Cape Breton),Wood (Brockville),
Mackintosb, Wood (Westworeland),
McMillan (Vaudreuil), Woodworth,
McCallum, Wright.-112.
IMcDougald,
McGreevy,

sÂyd:

Messien-s.
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Harley,
Holton,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
KirÈ,.
Lister,
Mackenzie,
McGraney,
McIntyre,
Mctsaae,
McMullen,
Mulock,

Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Soriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Springe-
Sutherland (Oxford),
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Wilson, and
Yeo.-47.

MINISTERIAL EXPLANATIONS.

Mr. BLAKE. Before the Ordors of the Day are callod I
would like to know if the right hon. gentleman bas any
explanations to give with referenco to the resignation and
withdrawal of the resignation of the hon. Minister of 1 iiland
Revenue ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have twice answered
that, and I do not intend to answor it again.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman has not answered it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have.
M1r. BLAKE. Ie answered me yesterday by giving cer-

tain dates, which ho calls particulars, in ieferenco to this
matter. On a former occasion the hon. gentleman volun-
teered some statement with roference to it, but ho made no
explanation of tho causes of the rosignation of the hon.
Minister of Inland Revenue. le did not state what the
cause of that resignation was, nor did he state the circum-
stances under which that cause, whatever it was, had been
removed. The hon. gentleman has given us no information
on both those points, which are, however, of great public
interest. Therefore, I cannot agree with the statement that
ho has answered the usual demand in a manner that the
circumstances require.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am very sorry the hon.
gentleman and I cannot agree upon that point. I do not
know whether e heard my answer the other night-my
statement. I took occasion to state-although 1 said I
would not answer it again, I will repeat what I said-I
stated that my hon. friend and colleague had tendered his
resignation for matters personal to himself, but matters not
affecting the general polioy of the Government, and which
had not the most remote connection with the measure in
the bands of my bon. friend, the Minister of Railways ; that
I refused to present the resignation to His Excellency for
bis acceptance; that my hon. friend withdrew his resigna-
tion for reasons which I have given, and which are of no
interest to anybody in the world, and can have no political
significance, and can be of no constitutional significance.
My hon. friend withdrew his resignation. I was very glad
of it, and I hope ho may long remain my colleague.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman still refuses to give us
the reason of the resignation. He said, on a former occa.
sion, that there had been an explanation between him and
the hon. -gentleman, and after that explanation it was that
the withdrawal took place. The hon. gentleman says that

Onthbert,
Daly,
Daout,
Dawson,
Deamulniers,

'eiardins,
Dickinon,
Dadd,
Dnndas,
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Allen,
Allison (Lenn)x),
Armstrong,
Aur,
BI e,
Burpes (Sunbury),
Cameron, (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Renfrew),
(asey,
Catudal,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Oook,
Fleing,
F orbes,

the resignation had nothing whatever te do, either with the
general policy of the Government or with the partieular
question, which was thon, and has been before this House
ever since the Session commenced. It was, however, some
matter or other in respect of which an explanation of the
First Minister was essential to remove the difficulty, what-
ever it was, and it was consequent upon that explanation of
the First Minister that the hon. gentleman withdrew his
resignation, and remained a member of the Government.
We are to have no oxplanation therefore, of the conduct of
the bon. gentleman. The hon. gentleman left his office,
loft bis seat bore, was ostentatiouely, or otherwise,
in the back benches conducting bis correspondence,
carrying on his business, just under the clock. A
critical moment arrived in the discussions which had
been ongaging our attention, and the hon. gentle-
man announced hie intention to speak before the divi-
sion upon the question that was then before us-the divi.
sion upon the motion to go into Committee. The First
Minister begged him to postpone his remarks until concur-
rence. The bon. Minister of Inland Revenue-at that time,
[ presume, only holding office until his successor was ap-
pointed, and more properly to be called the member for
Victoria (N. B.)-declned ; ho declined to comply
with the request of the First Minister; ho declared hie
desire not to speak at that moment for personal reasons,
that ho was not in a fit condition to speak; but he declared
that, if nocessary, ho would speak, and upon that the
First Minister, who had declared that he would take ihe
division ihat night, yielded to his late colleague--as ho was
at that ti mo -he yielded to the hon. gentleman whose posi-
t on was so ambiguous, who insisted that this was a very un-
po rtant question upon which his sentiments must be delivered
Lefore that vote was taken-I say ho yielded to his request,
and the debate was adjourned upon the motion of the hon.
momber. On the following day the hon. member intimated
once again that he would not make his speech on:account of
the state of his voice; h. feit that ho could not deliver bis
sentiments with justice to himself in the condition of bis
voice at that time, and, therefore, ho wished that these re-
marks which were to be delivered before the House came to
its decision on the motion to go into Committee, should be
postponed until concurrence. Well, concurrence came, and
the lion. gentleman was silent. It is true, ho spoke in a way
which the Minister of Railways doeos not speak-he spoke
by his vote, but by his voice ho spake not, and h. spoke by
his vote in a manner which certainly we had no reason to
expect, after the statement of the hon. gentleman that ho
must speak before this question was disposed of, as it was a
very important question and was being pressed too fast. As
the right hon. gentleman will not tell us what the cause of
the resignation was we are left to conjecture.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY LOAN BILL.

Sir CHARLES T UPPER moved the second reading of Bill
(No. 101) to amend the Act intituled: An Act respecting
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and for other purposes.

Mr. BLAKE. It is by no means my intention-

Mr. MITCHELL. Carried.

Mr. BLAKE. I know how eager my hon. friend from
Northumberland ie that this messure ehould be carried, but
I hope ho will permit me to intercept its passage for a few
moments. It is not my intention to enter juto many of the
points of the long discussions which have engaged our
attention; but there are a few points which, notwithstand-
ing the very imperfect state of the information before us, it
may be convenient should be noticed and restated in the
light of the information which we have today. In the first
place I observe that this measure of the hon. gentleman
contradicts very largely hie statement that it was not pro-
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posed in any respeòt whatever to alter the contract of the
Canadian Pacifc Railway Company. In contradiction of
that statement the 11th clause reads thus :

"So much of the set and coutract hereinabove cited and refrred to
as is inconsistent with the provisions of this Act is hereby repealed."

This, isindeed, rather an awkward phrase-to talk of repeal-
ing a contract-and I suppose the hon. gentleman is under
the impression that the contract was made the law of the
land by a former Act of Parliament, and, therefore, he uses
this phrase of repealing the contract. But the clause is
either useless and unnecessary so far as the contract
is concerned, or it contradicts his argument; because,
either the contract is alterel or it is not. If it is not
altered, it is unnecessary to declare that any part of it is
repealed or altered; if it is altered, the hon. gentleman's
argumenta that ho was not altering the contract falls to the
ground. Now, Sir, with that criticism only upon the Bill
before us at this stage-because I quite recognize the pro.
priety of dealing with the details of this Bill at
a later stage-1 proceed simply to state my view of
some of the figures which have been gathered in
the course of the discussion, and in the briefest
manner to indicate their pertinence upon what, I think,
ought to be the decision of the House. I want, then, to ro-
state my view of the cost of construction of the contracted
line, in the light of the figures which the hon. gentleman
from time to time has given us. I divide the contracted
line into three sections, which seem to me to be most con-
venient for the understanding of that point. On the sec-
tion from Callander to Port Arthur, there has been spent,
acoording to the first statement of the hon. Minister,
$5,550,000; on work done but not yet paid for on that part,
83,000,000, making a total of work done of $8,550,000;
and the hon. gentleman's estimate to complete it is
813,250,000 ; making a total of the cost from Callander to
Port Arthur of $21,800,000. From Winnipeg to the summit
of the Rocky Mountains, his estimato to complete it is
$17,500,000; and from the summit of the Rocky Mountains
to Kamloops, the hoa. gentleman estimates the cost to
complete, at $12,000,000, while the manager of the Railway
Company has estimated it at $10,100,000. These three
sets of figures give us as a total of the cost of the
contracted line, $51,300,000, according to the Minister
of Rilways, and $50,000,000, according to the
manager of the road. For constructing this work, cost-
ing this $50,000,000 or $51,000,000, the Company
is to receive Government subsidy, 825,00J,000 ;
Government mections, $28,000,000 ; Government
lands, town sites, and bonuses already recoived
in cash, $9,000,000, or a total of $62,000,000. The
value of the 21,200,000 acres of choice land yet unsold
at $2.36 per acre, the price already received for that sold, is
$51,300,000, and thec ost of the Government surveys, &c.,
which fall into the work as I have always contended,
$5,000,000, making a total of I8118,300,000, or an exces, I
do not Eay in value, but au excess in cost, of $67,000,000 or
868,000,000 beyond the expenditure which is to be made
by the Company itself. To that it is now proposed to add
as a further benefit to the Company a guarantee of which
the present value is $7,400,000 and a loan of $22,500,000.
These statements indicate in the clearest way in which it is
possible to doduce a proposition that the loan is
not needed for the contracted work, and that either
incapacity or outside operations or both, have proved
the trouble which bas necessitated thiis application.
They indicate something more. The cash] assets re-
ceived from the public, and to be received, are
825,000,000 of sabsi d, 89,000,000 of lande, and *22,500,000
of a loan, making $&6,500,000 reoceived and to be recived
from public resourcea, exclusive of wha ,aay be obtained
from future land sales. The Government herfore, is to
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provide every shilling to construct the contracted line,
because I have shown that the contracted line has cost
650,000,000 or $51,000,000, while I have shown that the
Government cash and proceeds of land already received
amount to $56,500,000, se that there is an xecess of
$5,000,O00 old or $6,000,000 odd, according as you take the
estimate of the manager of the railway or the Government
estimate of the cost of the completed work, which excess is
equal to the equipment for the contracted line. Under
these calculations we obtain this result: that the cash
rocoived and to be recoived, exelusive of future land sales,
is enough to build the whole contracted lino and hand it
over, properly equipped, into the hands of th3 Company,
besides 21,000,000 acres of land and Government work
to the value of $28,000,000, independent of sur-
veys. That result would be a very extraordinary
one if it sto>d alone ; but wa could measure it,
if that was al], what the public loss was to be. There is,
however, an additional difficulty, for besides providing the
whole funds to complete and equip the contractel line, and
besides providing as much more, or more than as much
more, in assets as a free gift, a great capital stock has been
created, a great capital stock mostly water, andthus charges
have been created in favour of individuals on that rmi 1, the
whole cost of which is provided and more than providod by
the public moncy. Ho that besides building the railw'ay
and giving those handsome bonuses, we have arrange:l by
tlu powers we have given and the application of those
po wers for a mortgage on the North-West and the Dominion
of Canada in favour of the Company in respect of this inflated
capital stock in tho future. What does that mean ? If I
rightly read the statement of the Company in one of their
organs, the other day, they state that they expect the ,pro-
duction of wheat in the North-West to be 27 bushels to the
acre. Five cents a bushel on the charge upon the carriage
of that grain in excess of what a fair rate would be, in
excess f a fair cost of transport and a fair profit, when
you remtiember that the capital is provided by the public,
and not by the Company-I say, 5 cents par bushel excess
would be equivalent to $1.35 per acre rent. But that is not
all. Because it is not only on the outgoing wheat that the
extra rate is to be charged, but on the incoming go>ds
which are to be purchased by the wheat of the farmers, and
those goods are higher in point of value, anl higher rates
proportionately are well known to be exacted. by railway
companies on such goods. So that practically the rent
charge upon the wheat land of the farmer in the Nrth-
West, assuming an extra charge of 5 cents per bushel being
required in order to meet the system of financing and con-
struction adoptcd, instead of being only _1.25 per
acre, will be more than double that rate, being in
fact from $3 to $3.50 per acre. The practical result
thon is, that the road is built by the public and
is to te charged for as if constructed at a very
expensive rate by a private company. But so far I have
assamed the figures of the hon. gentlemen opposite. I
want to point out that the expenditure itself appears taobe
very much inflated; and bere I come to considerati fs' in
respect of which, as I have repeatedly pointed out, further
information is necessary in order that we may reach au
absolute conclusion. That further information is so essential
with respect to the eastern section, that I do not intond to
complicate the discussion at this stage with argumenta in
the absence of that information. But the central and
western sections are, for certain reasons, in a aoiewhat
different position, and I wish to restate certain figures and
my conclusions from those figures with respect to those
seStions. The hon. gentleman has given the Hous- as
the expenditure to complete the centraiand western sections,
from Winnipeg to the summit of the Becky Kountains,
$81,500,000. How is that divided ? I have aed *vr
the information, by motion, by private enquiry, byquestion,
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and I have asked across the floor, but I have been una ble, gentlemen opposite have been challenged to give us the in-
go far, to obtain a statement as to how it is divided, and formation which would correct our error, if there be anrror,
therefore, to some cxtent I have to deal in conjecture. to point ont to us where we were wrong, and to show what
What shall be the basis of my conjecture ? I wish to reach the facts were, and if the facts be such, or substantially
a oonclusion, as to how that arnount of 817,500,000 is such, as I have stated, to give the explanations which those
divided between those two sections; first, 615 miles from facts imperatively demand. But we have had no contradie-
Winnipeg to a point 45 miles east of the Saskatchewan, tion, no explanation, no information, no argument, upon
where the construction company's contract commenced ; this point. What inferences are we to draw from the ab-
and second, the lino from that.point to the sumnmit of the sence of this information ; from the fact that the Contracts
Rocky Mountains, which is as far as the construction corn- are refused to us, from the fact that we cannot get the con-
pany's contract extendel. My information is derived from tracts for the construction of this part of the work ; that we
the retura of the railway company as to the expenditures on are told that they are only contracta for part of the work,
the construction company's contract, which gives three that Langdon, Sheppard & Co. contracted only 'for
different items specifically: the western section, exceeding sub-grading, that they did not contract to buy steel rails
$2,500,000, and two general itema, one, materials and and put them on, and, therefore, that we are not to hear
supplies, 81,790,000, and another, transportation, $1,380,000, what they were paid. We get the contract of Langdon,
making an aggregate, for the :g moral item;,, of Sheppard & Co., with the construction company, but we do
$3,170,000, as to which we have no information as to how not get the earlier contracte on the central section. Now,
much applies to the western, and how much to the Lake Sir, what inferences are wo to draw when these facts are
Superior and Nipissing, or eastern division. I conjecture brought before the House for many days, and romain up to
that by far the larger portion of the transportation charges this moment unchallenged; when we point ont that to a
applies to the western division; I conjecture that by far the considerable extent we are acting upon inference and con-
larger portion of materials and supplies, by all odds, if not jecture; when we point ont how that inference and conjec-
the whole of them, applies to the eastern section; and I ture may be displaced if erroneous; when we show that it is
assume, in the absence of that information for which I have the easiest thing in the world to get us full information on
called so often, and which has been, up to this time, denied, these subjects ? What inferences are we to draw from the
that out of the aggragate of 83,170,000 no less than $2,500,000 pressure to have this Bill road and to get it through all its
is to be applied to the western section. Add that to the stages urder these circumstances ? Why we must draw this
82,500,000 specifically applied, according to the Company's inference and this only: that work bas been done, and transac-
return, and you get as the true cost of the lino from the tions accomplished with reference to the construction of this
point 45 miles east of the Saskatchewan to the summit of road, which will not bear investigation ; that there bas oither
the .Rockies, $5,000,000 for 345 miles of railway. If you been over expenditure of an enormous character-incom.
deduct that sum of $5,000,000 from the total of prehensible, unless speed at all cost was the object, or that
$17,500,000, you will find $12,500,000 as the cost of the Company hbas been, by its contractors or others, defraud.
615 miles ranning west from Winnipeg. Now, Sir, ed in some monstrous way. One thing or the other, or
we have twa elements, one positive, and the other, both combinedi, would bo alone adequate to produce the
to some extent, conjectural, from which we may draw some results we have indicated, if those results stand. And what
inferences as to what the fair cost of the prairie section I complain of is, that the results are allowed to stand, that
would·be. The first, as I said, is positive. The hon. gen- the information, the explanation, the argument whieh would
tieman bas given as the cost of 169 miles of branches in throw light on those subjects, in spite of all requests for
the North-West, $1,880,000, or 810,700 a mile for branches information, is not forthcoming, and that we are loft to
constructed by this company in the prairie section. Upon theso disagreeable inferences besides. Now, Sir, we are
the assumption which I have made as to the cost of the 345 about to lend this Company 822,500,000 more money; we
miles to the summit of the Rocky Mountain,, that portion are to enlarge the sphere of their operations, to
would cost only $14,500 a mile. Now, this latter section onablo them to proceed with great activity, the
is an expansive section. It is a section which embraces the hon. gentleman says, to enable them to proceed
heavy bridge over the Saskatchewan River, which the with great activity in the building of branch lines
newspapers tell us will cost abaut $500,000. It embraces as well. I maintain that it is of the last consequence before
some havy ro2k work-s>me pretty heavy mountain we give these powers, that, now that we percoive that under
work. This section also embraces by far the largest and the guise of a private c>mpany it is this corporation which is
most e!rpensivo part of the transportation charges; to administor the public funds,we should have a full, thorough
there is the geographical position, the staff has and perfect account of the stewardship of that Company;
to be carried further, and, therefore, it is a very and that if transactions which, it will be admitted I thiuk
expensive section in this sense. Yet we cannot find, by overybody, demand explanation, remain unexplained,
under our present dearth of information, ground for we ought not, if we are to discharge our duty conscien-
believing thatit Costs more than $14,500 por mile. Now, if tionsly, to go further and to give added power which may
the branches in the prairie cost 810,700 per mile, and if the be abused as we are obliged to infer at this moment, and
heavier and more expensive work on the 345 miles from the under these circumstances, the powers already granted
Ilockies to the Summit, coet $14,500 per mile, what shall we have been abused. Now, Sir, I wish to take one other
say is a fair charge for the 615 miles from Winnipeg to point, and to refer partially to the operations with the con-
the p:int already indicated ? I suppose about 812,000 per tracting company. I omit for the same reason which I
mile would be deemed, un 1er such circumstances, afair charge gave before-namoly, that the condition of the operations
for the intermediate part. Now that would give for the and the condition of the figures render a statement of the
615 miles $7,380,00 ; but, so far as we eau learn in the transactions as to the eastern section more complicatod and
preset defective - state of the information, it has cest confused, though I believe it is easy to draw extraordinary
812,oO,000; or $8.0,300 per mile-au excess of $8,300 conclusions from that statement and from those figures, but I
per mile, or an exce3ss of $i,120,000 over what I throw it to one side for a moment, and I deal exclusively
asamed to be a ftair aggregate price. If you say with the western section. For the western aection ihe
81* oo0 pr mile, there would still be an excess of price ta be given to the construction company was 817,-
f400 OQ on that central section. Now, Sir, these or 880,000 in cash, and $25,000,000 in stock of the Company.
simdarigmr.s have, from time to time, been given on ths I have already indicated that the cost to the saummit of the
aide of the House, in the course of this debate, and hon. BRokies, as nearly as I can make out in the absence of
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information, was $5,000,000. The manager bas publicly
stated that the cost to complete would be $ 10,100,000, which
would make the aggregate cost of that section, 615,100,000.
The Governmentdeclaresthatit willcost$12,000,030 tocom-
plete, which would be an addition of $1,900,090, and would
make the aggregate cost to complete $17.000,003. Thore is
thestatement as we have it. The Company says 815,100,003
is the cost from the 345 miles east of the Rockies to K.-n-
loops, and the Government says $17,000,000 is the cost
Of course, in each case, the legitimate profits of the con-
tractors are included. Now, Sir, you find, that according to
the statement of the manager, the contracting company's
contract gave $2,880,000 more cash than the flair cost of the
section, and $ý5,000,000 of the stock of the Conpany
thrown in-hat, according to the Government state
ment, the contracting company's contract gave
$880,000 more cash than the flair cost of the work,
and $25,000,000 of stock thrown in also. It is
quite clear, therefore, that this contract was not based
upon commercial principles. It is just such a contract as
would be made if both the parties to it were on the same
side. If a man were contracting with hituself, and some one
else was to pay the piper, thon such a contract would be
made, but not otherwise ; and this is just what was the con-
dition of this case. It was the condition of this case that a
Credit Mobilier had been formed-tbat a contracting company
h:d been formed to the ex'ent of more than four-fliths of the
stockholders of the Company itself, and that the Company
was contracting with itself to build ti; section, and to
build it at a prica and under circumstanesc wholly indefen-
sible. Now, what was tho object of absorbing into the
western section $25,000,V00 of the common stock, and into
the eastern section 620,000,000 of the common stock, being
all the stock that was to remain unissued-845,000,000 ? The
object was that the shareholders might obtain,without paying
for it, a further large proportion of the capital stock
which should form a mortgage on the North-West and the
Dominion, to be paid off by the tolls on this railway later
on. That was the object, and that has been the result; for
a contract, made as this was, in which the stock was not
rated at so much on the dollar, but in which the price paid
was so much money and se much stock, would be treated
for that purpose as if the .tock was dollar for dollar, repre.
senting the cost of the road according to the toils that
would bave to be paid upon it. The result on the western
section of the line would be that the power of the Company
to insist on the non-interference of Parliamont and of the
Government to diminish the toll, would bave arisen to
the extent of $2,500,000 a year, irrespective of the
825,000,000 to be issued to the contracting company for
this western section, without one dollar of valuable
consideration having gone into the road, or having
been paid for it by the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company. This may not be se. It may be that
this contract was a wholly reasonable one, that it
represents the real value of the work; but if it be so, what
are we to say of the estimates of the manager of the Com-
pany and of the engineer of the Governmont as to the real
cost of the work? 1 have been simply contrasting the con-
tract of the contracting company with the estimates of the
Government, those estimates are eitber right or wrong. If
right, the results which I have indicated follow; if wrong,
where are we to-day with reference to our lan of
$22,500,000, and with reference to the calculations that
have been made as to the repayment of that money ? But,
Sir, that was not all. It was said by the Company in their
explanations, that they themselves carried on those works
which the contracting company agreed to carry on-that
they did the work through their own manager, and
made the arrangements through sub contractors, and
paid the value of the work-that that was a temporary
arrangement made with the contracting company under
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which the work proceeded; and thus it happened that they
paid for the supplies and for the work done directly to those
who were doing the work. But if this was so, how does it
happen that $00,000 is paid directly to the contracting
company, which tnrns out to b still in the contracting coin-
pany's hands, and which is now spoken of as an asset of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company-a debt due to it from
the contracting company? The contracting company, it is
said, did nothing-did not lot the contracts and did not do the
work; L'ut the Canadian Pacifi 4 Railway Company supervise 1
it through their own officer3, and paid for it directly; but
$60j,000, for some purpose unstated, at some time ungiven,
on some canditions unknown, was handed over to this con-
tracting company, and remains in their hands. Now, when
we remember that more than four-fifths of that contracting
company ar the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
themselves, you will see that these applicants to
us for further assistance have, to the extent of
$450,000 or $500,000 in this single transaction, taken the
moneys of the Company and put them into their owa
pockets, and they claim indulgence and assistance from uai
because they will not pay those moneys back to us There
is the situation. Now, I have asked for information about
that-when, why, for what purpose and on what conditions
$600,000 was paid to the contracting company, and for
what reason it has not been repaid; and no information ii
vouchsafed. And yet wo are told that wo are to pass a Bill
giving further large powers to this Company, which does
not deign to give us information as to those matters which
suroly are of a character that deserve, nay, demand expla-
nation. Well, Sir, one further bit of information bas been
elicited from the hon. gentleman's papers. We wore told
that it was in the interest of the Government that no longer
should that unjust method of payment be continued which
involved a fixed mileage payment, and that it was necessary
to resort to sounder business principles, and to adjust the
payment to the relative values of the different kinds of
work done-otherwise the Government might be without
the necessary funds to cause the Company te complete the
heavy section. Well, we find where they have stopped,
where they are blocked, where they are at. They are at
the 95 mile section, the heavy section on the eastera part,
which the manager of the Company estimates will cest $7,-
400,000 or about $78,000 a mile; and it is because they are
there and they already anticipate and forestall the excess
of payments on the lighter sections, that we are now called
on to draw from the public resource a greater amount, in
order that they may go on accordingly to the new and con-
fessedly heavy section. Under these circumstances, I do
not intend te enter into a vast number of other topics which
have been discussed more or less fully, and in
respeAt to which -I beliove our position remains as
strong as it was on the first day. I do not want
to comllicate the discussion by reverting te them
at present. Nor do I go into those minuter details
on which at a subsequent stage I shall offer an observation or
two and an amendment or two; but I have poiinted out what
I think are the reisons why this louse, even now, should
pause and decline to assent to the second reading of this Bill,
because of the information we have, and because of the infor-
mation we bave net.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to a personal explanation in
reference to some remarks made by the hon. gentleman
who bas just sat down. When the question was put from
the Chair as to whether the Bill should be read the second
time, I assented, as it is a common practice for hon. gentle-
men, as they may favour a Bill or object to it, to say "carried,
carried," or "lost, lost." The hon. gentleman chose to
select me out, and to use these words : "I know why the
hon. member for Northumberland is se anxious to have the
Bill passed--"
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Mr. BLAKE. No, no.
Mr. MITCHELL. These are the very words the hon.

gentleman used; I took them down at the time.
Mr. BLAKE. I certainly dii not say that, for I have for

a long time wondered very much why the hon. gentleman
bas been so auxious, and I never have been able to learn.
What I said was that I knew very well that the hon. gentle-
man was auxious that the Bill should pass.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like very much if the hon-
gentleman will state definitely what ho meant. I, too, have
wondered very much at the opposition of the hon. gentle-
man to this measure, and what motives have inspired him.
It would ho wrong for me to impute any motives to him;
but if ho will explain what ho meant by that remark, I will
thank him very much. If the hon. gentleman has any
desire to attack my motives or the principles that inspired
me in the course I have taken in reference to this Bill, I
challenge him before this flouse to state them naw.

Mr. BLAKE. I have already said that it has been a
matter of great curiosity to me to know why the hon.
gentleman was so anxious, and that being the case it is
impossible I should say I knew his motives, for I do not,
nor, as far as I know, does anybody else. I did say, when
the hon. gentleman called out very -loudly, " carried," as I
was in the act of rising, without waiting to ascertain
whether it was proposed to indicate from this side of the
House any suggestion with reference to the measure pro-
posed by the Government, without giving me the ordinary
opportunity of rising to indicate what my course would be,
the hon. gentleman cried, " carried," " carried"-I thought
in that he did exhibit great anxiety that the Bill should be
carried. I said that I saw and knew he was very anxious,but I
thought he should give me a little opportunity of stating
my views, and not allow himself to be carried away by his
anxiety.

Mr. MITCHELL. I had no objection to the hon. gentle-
man stating his views. I desired to hear them, for I, too,
had some anxiety to know, watching the course of the hon.
gentleman in relation to this Bill, what were the motives
that inspired him in relation to it. I must confess, when I
took up the Debates the other day and saw the discussion
that had arisen from the remark of the hon. member for
King's as to the fact that Mr. Tyler, President of the Grand
Trunk Railway, had stated-

Mr SPEAKER. I hope the hon, gentleman will not im-
pute any motives.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am not going to.
Mr. SPRAKER. Yon spoke of the motives.
Mr. MITCHELL. I said if I was allowed to impute

motives, but I am not going to impute motives. I said if I
had any desire to find out the cause which lay behind this
antagoniam, to a measure which the country desires, and
which prompts this protracted opposition, this fighting it
stage after stage, asking, even at this remote time after a
discussion of three weeks, for further delay, and endeavour-
ing to make capital out of these Resolutions by placing them
on the Table of the House, and, for aught I know, when he
goes to the country ho will make them the subject of plat.
form attacks and speeches against the Government and the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. I have no motive lu anything I
have done except a desire to serve my country.

Some hon. ME MBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. MITCHELL. Hon. gentlemen opposite may greet

this with derisive cheers, but I challenge any hon. member
in this House, or anyone in the whole country, to state the
contrary. I am not beholden to the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way; Inever was counsel to the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
as mine ôther hon. gentlemen have been to the Grand
Trun Railway, and if I have supported this measure I have
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done so because the country requires the construction of
that railway, because the men who have undertaken its
construction are men who ean claim from this country the
credit of having undertaken an enterprise which few mon
of their high standing and their large means would have
risked their standing and means in undertaking. I feel
that the hon. gentleman unjustly assailed myself, who have
said scarcely anything about this Bill-nothing except
when the hon. memb r for the city and county of St.
John (Mr. Weldon) chose, the other night, to propose a
Resolution which was liable to mislead some of my fellow
members from the Maritime Provinces in reference to the
winter port, I felt called on to make a five minute speech.
Does the hon. gentleman prcpose to muzzle me? Does he
think that because of his great talents and assumption and
perhaps that assurance for which he is rather celebrated
he can throw out a sneer against me and have it spead
broadcast through the country ? I challenge him and those
who say derisively " hear, hear," to point out one state-
ment that bears out the hon. gentleman's reflection on the
motives which induced me to support this Bill. I chal-
lenge them to do so.

Mr. BLAKE. As the hon. gentleman has chosen, under
the guise of not imputing motives, to impute them again,
although it is extremely painful--

Mr. MITCHELL. Botter learn manners yourself.
Mr. BLAKE-to me to say any thing about persona

matters, I will say that everybody knows, were I to pursue
my profession, I could be earning to-day $20,000 to 825,000
a year, and I receive from it in consequence of my political
duties the sum of $2,500.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. It was not my intention to
trouble the House with any further remarks, as I felt it
would be better to deal in Committee, with any observations
and criticisms on the measure at present. I will, however,
make a few remaks on some points which the hon. gentle-
man las raised in the observations he addressed to the
House. Ho says that in the first instance I had stated there
would be no alterations, and that it was not proposed to
make any alterations in the original contract. Having ex-
plained very fully to the House, in the course of my
remarks when introducing the Resolutions, the points in
which the text of the Resolutions differed with the text
of the contract, I think it is rather futile criticism for the
hon. gentleman to indulge in, to draw the attention
of the House to the fact, that of course there are
modifications, not substantial, in the contract. The contract,
however, in all its vital details, romains precisely as it was.
The amount of work to be performed by the Company is the
same; the amount of subsidy for the work performed is the
same. There is no substantial alterations proposed to be
made. The alterations are rather verbal than otherwise. The
last point to which the hon, gentleman objected refers to one
of these alterations, and that is as to the mode of payment.
The hon. gentleman has not undertaken to say that the pro-
posal contained in the Resolutions and the modifications of
the contract as to the mode in which the payments are to ho
made-from being a mileage subsidy to being a subsidy
according to the work performed and to the relation it
bears to the whole contract-tbe hon. gentleman has not
undertaken to say that this pro 1 is not a practicable and
perfectly just method of app ying the public money pro-
posed to ho put into the work as the work proceeds; and
not having questioned that, it is not necessary for me to say
further than to say that in the ealy part of the work, the
payment according to mileage subuidwas a convenient and
practicable and accurate mode of djuting the yment of
the work done, whereas at the present stage of the work, it
would not be found a practicable or just mode, as regards
-either the Government or the Company. I do not intend to
say much about the hon. gentleman's demand for further
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information. All I can say is this, that the hon. gentleman-
-has placed before $he House a yast number of demands for
àflrtnI tid'n, and 1i every case I have stated to the officers
t my Depa'tment that every particle of information
'he ho2. gen'tleman has asked for and which it is in
hepo$er dffbe'Government to lay on the Table of the
quae 'hould be prepared and laid on the Table as
rop1ptl'y as possible. With reference to the in-
litnlkf asked for which had relation to matters

bgfhn the possession of the Government, I have re-
guested that these motions made by the .hon. gentleman
BhoTtl4 be immediately communicated to the Canadia?
?gific Railway Company, and that they should be informed
that it was my desire that as promptly as possible all the

tiofÏfiiation asked for should be furnished. I will say more,
hat1 alter a very long parliamentary experience, I have

tiever, on any occasion, seen a larger amount of information
IaId before the louse in regard to any question under con-
bideration by the Hlouse. I have never, either in this
House i' aby other Legislature, where I have had the honour

9f sltting, fognd in any single instance information more
Çull, more e*btaustive or more complets, than has been sub-
nitted on the present occasion. I am in the judgment of this
House when I ask whether this House has not been
tuished, not only with full information, but whether the

hon..gerntlman himself, with ail his ability, is able to show
a single point upon which he can say that, for a full, a fair
and cap4id causidiation aud judgment of this
guestion by the House, it is necessary to have one

~rtidib of information that is not before the Hlouse.
sa hiere is not, Sir, and I say it boldly and unhesitat-

i . I saythat the hon. gentleman cannot show, I say that
o uon. niembbr of this fouse can show, Can put his tinger

upon one particle of information that has been soughit from
the Goverrment, that is necessary to the consideration of
tlhe question that is not now on the Table of the liouse, and
in-the possession of hon. members. It is impossible to com-
ply witk the marvellous ingenuity of the hon. gentleman in
devi*ig and framing motions for information. He asks
you what is the cost of a certain section of the road, and
vwg properly asks. He asks what money bas been ex-
pended etween allander and Port Arthur; we give him
tl»inførmation. And then he wants to know how much of
tAî mrtioular money bas been applied to some particular
half.uile of Ahat 550 mniles.

Mr. SLAtE. lear, hear.

&ir OHARLES TUPPER I do not mean to say that
tha:hon.,gentleman has eractly come down to half a mile,
hata give that as an illustration. 4He selects some smalli
segment-of a work which is in progress, of a work which is
being constructed, and everyone who is at ail aoquainted
with-railway construction knows that it is impossible, fron
day 4o dagin a remote section of the country, to learn how
maduh moeyhas been expended upon five miles here or ten
r.leadthete I siy it has no bearing upon the question.

g ,en thehon, gentleman the information as te the
amQat o ranoney expended between two gven points,
covering mthëà entire works-of tihe Oompany; and having.
given 1that section by section, dealing with the different
sectioniaa provided by Parliamont, the hon. gent4eManand'
e.meryhon. gentleman in hiRis:House has all the inf ormätiónlP
thM isdrequired in order -te a careful consideration ,td
aiUdaEB imioniBiregard to the question. Then, the hon. gen-
tlieun pnotsatisilag withexpenditures, asks me what are the
e"emtWayuhat are the ýGovernment engineer's estimates
o0kb ooeStauf this work ? and I tell him.e 1Idid not
wat ;bk-bew ked ; 1 -gav-e ,th Governnent engineer's
esttimatefthemosotof this work. Then herakschow mueh
ordthat astimatà is -te be applied to-this section and ho'w

nctohasetionl? and I give that to hha.'-I give hinï
thdralost exhaMive ,and the mostMcompleto information,

motanym-f everything withiv the-enowledge -af theMov-
ernrnent, but I give him the estimates, lgive him thècal-
culations, I place the figures in his handis; and yet e is
not satisfied. He says : I faid the manager of the roadand
the president of the road, in some statement addressed to
the shareholders and to the general publie, have differed in
their opinion with your engineer as to the cost of the
work. I cannot help that. I have no control over the
statements which the president or the manager of the Com-
pany may make from day to day as to their estimate of
the result here or the result there. I have fardisihed tho
hon. gentleman with the most accurate calculatioiB of 'the
Department, and I have drawn his attention tothe fact that
the calculations submitted by the Department and by the
same engineer to the House three years ageatmpared 'with
the position in hich the question stands to-day is thie- best
evidence of the reliance to be placed on those realul atieos.
I have seen calculations made by very high authority that
differ with these results quite as largely as anything 4t
whieh the hon. gentlema ahas drawn the attenLVion( of the
House to-day. I do not intend to do that whieh would «be
impossible, to follow the hon. gentleman through the maze
of figures which e has thrown over this subject, I. will not
say for the parpose of mystifying it, but the lon.
gentleman knows how impossible it is for any person, even
one familiar with the subject, to take up a page of
figures that are thrown down in this way hurriedly before
the Ilouse. But the hon. gentlman maies a great poent
of the expenditure of $17,500,000 in this western section,
and has great difficulty to find how it is possible that the
$17.500,000 that we have stated to the House we have the
evidence has been expoeried upon the main line from the
Red River to the erest i the lIbky Mount:n -he cannot
iinderstand how it is poible that such an extravagant esti-
mate as that can be j, ified or maintained. Why, the hon.
gentleman knows that lie made an estimate, be knows that
he took the high authority of my hon. predecessor, he knows
that that hon. getileman had made a most careful estimate,
taking section by section, from the Red River to the oiest
of the Rocky Mountains.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Not on that lin.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Ie savs not on that fine, but
I suppose ho got the beet t-ne hle eould get, andi, if we have
been able, if the Canaidian 2Paitic lRailway Oompany have
been able,to get a -better line, so mneh the better-for the
country. But, as I said before-,-lhe hon;f gentleman,-with
all the aid-andinv[guabladid it was«--of, my hon.'prede-
cessor, made a calculation covering this same distancefrom.
the Red Riier to the croat of the Rocky Mountains,rndhe
gave the House the benefit of those calulaio-s. W hat
were they ? Was it41O,0,0, whieh now heeannoint-
derstanç it possible to have been expended itherse WIty,
it was $42,0Ql00 for that same istance. There.it stands,
after all theattention mylhon. predecessor had given tojîhis
question; and he hadIexar»ined it"selyafnd aminutely
Does the hon. geutleaun mearto.elkme4hat>the roadrat
bas been construeted is not g goodP r. d;ashe-proposoito
construct.? nO wl fot say so. Miß mat;Id a gentlô.
ma inlhis B.oae, or i Abtt QouatPy, Who knwsantding
aboutr'aüway onstruion, wk i ntoadmit;thattheiocad
Whicah has heea cotraatød legi7 Q0Qindoieyeupe-
iers "toe i oad wich ahe etitaased4 4r cst 421>f,000,

I do not thinik the jion.. ago tlemni smghit e 40 - in any
great difficulty as4de wbeethis 4 50,000 has g.ne,asit
has covered a work supgriorý toanyhing eeniplawd by
the hon, gentleman, superior to anyt4ing whi it ws con-
templated in thi House>would be done. M n' re than
thaft that $60i000U eunbrace's tihe most magnific4tpro-
vision for shops, achine shops, engine houases, atid evry-
thing that nterái iït the rianagement of a great line f
railway commnnication,'in the city of Winnipeg. Th hqti.
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gentleman wants to know why there is the discrepancy
between the amount they spent on the branches, and 'that
which they spent on the main line, There is a great dis-
crepancy, but the one was the main line of railway and the
other were branch lines of railway, which would not need
the great expenditure provided for the main line, for
bearing the whole of the great volume of traffic
througi this country. So you have not only the fact
that the road did not require to be so expensively
constructed, but you have the whole magnificent equip-
ment-as everyone will know who looks at the figures,
an enormous equipment-provided for this distance on
the main line -which is covered by the $17,500,000, while
on the branches there is no equipment, there are neither
shops nor engine houses, there is none of this enormous ex.
penditure which has been made for the great central depot
of the Canadian Pacific Railway at Winnipeg. The branches
get all the benefit of it, but they are not charged with a
dollar of it. It is charged to the trunk line which required
it, which required this enormous and costly equipment.
And all this station equipment which is required in connec-
tion with it is charged to the main lino and not to the
branches, though they get the benefit of it. So, whether
you take it in connection with the work itself, or take the
figures presented in connection with any estimates that have
ever been made, youwill find that, instead of the amount being
so unreasonable as to excite the hon. gentleman's suspicion
that the money has not been putin the road, that there is some
dishonesty of the Company, in the statements they have
made, the hon, gentleman ought to find, in his own estimate,
a different declaration. Was the hon. gentleman making an
exaggerated estimate at the time he was endeavouring to
block this Government in going on with the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway at all, at the tim l he was
declaring that the Government was going to plunge the
country into an enormous and unjustifiable expenditure
in connection with the Canadian Pacific Railway?
Was he exaggerating purposely the cost of this road when
he put it at $42,000,000 ? I will not do the hon, gentleman
the discredit to beliove that any such idea influenced him.i
I believe he made a fair and careful calculation, with the
assistance of my hon. predecessor, of what the road would
actually cost, and he stated frankly to the flouse the facts.
Having done so, having put himself on record, having given
it as a deliberate opinion, based on that of the former
Minister of Public Works, who had examined this question
for years, that that road from Red River to the crest of the
Rocky Mountains could not be built for less than $42,000,000
-I say it does not lie in the hon. gentleman's mouth to come
down here to-day and to cavil over the expenditure of this
sum for a botter road than was contemplated,with magnificent
equipment and rolling stock, machine shops, engine houses,
and everything on a magnificant scale-to endeavour to raise
an imputation in this House that there is something dis-
honest, because all this has been accomplished for $17,500,000,
that ho himsolf declared would cost this country, if we went«
on and did it ourselves, $42,000,000. Now, Sir, it will
not be necessary for me, I think, to say any more on that
point. The hon. gentleman says that the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company contracted with itself in respect to thisi
construction company. Well, Sir, he shifted his ground.i
What was his charge the first night that le spoke en thisi
subject ? Why, Sir, his charge was this, and there was ag
great deal in it: he complained that certain members of1
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company had been making]
money out of the construction company-that was the
charge of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BLAKE. I had not the facts.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Very well, I will admiti
that.

Mr. BLASK. I stated it from the hon. gentleman's own
statements.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I will admit that the hon.
gentleman had not the facts, and I will admit that if ho
believed, as he undoubtedly did believe, that certain mem-
bers of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company were making
money out of the construction company, it was his duty to
the louse, and his duty to the country to bring such a fact
forward for consideration, because it was a very important
one. The result is that the hon. gentleman finds that he
was entirely mistaken, finds that no such thing occurred,
finds that this fear ho had was totally unfounded, finds in
fact that every dollar that was made in connection with the
construction company was made for and on behalf of the
humblest shareholder if he had only one dollar of stock in
the Canadian Pacific Iîailway Company. The ground was
cnt from under the hon, gentleman's feet. But ho is
equal to the emergency. W'hat ho supposed was a great
wrong to the Company appears altogether to be un-
founded; the Company all share alike. But still ho
is not satisfied because the Company associated themsolves
with the construction company. Well, Sir, there is
nothing very new in that. The hon. gentleman knows
that this Company found that it required, independent and
outside of all the money they could get from Government
sources, a large sum of money to go on with this railway-
if they went on with it promptly-and what did they do?
Why, Sir, they did what is not unusual in suh cases; they
endeavoured to enlist, and they did enlist, as the hon. gen-
tleman will see by looking at the shareholders, the asso-
ciates of the whole Company; they associated with a
number of leading influential firms, such as Morgan, Drexel
& Co., and a number of other large financial establishments
in the City of New York, by which a large outside influ-
ence was induced to come in and buy stock in the Canadian
Paific Railway Company-a number of gentlemen who
could not be induced to come into this enterprise by any
other means, and in that way the Company was rendered
stronger and their own capital rendered greater for the
purpose of the construction of this railway. Well, Sir, the
hon. gentleman need not go into any minute calculations of
the amount of stock and the amount of payment that that
construction company were to receive, because ho knows
that it bas been dissolved; ho knows that they
have not received a dollar of stock; he knows that
when the time came that it was found necessary to get
the stock guaranteed, the effect of which would be to
give greater value to the stock of these outside parties
that they were to receive as a construction com-
pany, than the stock would have borne independently of
the guarantee furnished by the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, it then became necessary to dissolve that arrange-
ment. In the settlement it appears that there was a certain
amount--I believe an unsettled amount -that the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company claim the construction company
as such owes the Canadian Pacific Railway COnmpany. But
that was nothing that ought to excite any suspicion in the
mind of t ho hon. gentleman or of anybody else. The
operation itself of uniting with the construction company to
endeavour in that way to bring a greater amount of capital
into the enterprise, and to widen the basis of tho operation
of the parties interested in the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
had in it nothing whatever calculated to excite any sus-
picion on the part of any person. It was a natural
proceeding, it was a course usually pursued by great
companies in connoction with great enterprises, and
the very fact that it had been dissolved shows that
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company is not to suffer,
has lost nothing by the operation, and that no person
in fact will suffer with relation to it, becauso these
outaide members of the construction company will not
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derive any profit from the guarantee given to stock to
which they were not entitled, as the stock that it was pro-
posed should be given to them. had no guarantee. Now, Sir,
the hon. gentleman talks again about a mortgage on the
North-West; again, Sir, he brings up this question of the
sufferings of the North-West, and the mortgage on that
country. I think, Sir, the hon. gentleman bas had his
answer. He has not had it from me; he bas had it from
the fact that notwithstanding that the party opposite, not-
withstanding that the press representing hon. gentlemen
opposite, have doue all that lay in their power to foment a
spirit of bitter discontent in the North-W est ; notwithstand-
ing that the organs of hon. gentlemen opposite have been
willing to discredit Canada if they could damage the
success of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company; not-
withstanding that measures have been resorted to
that I regard as the most utterly discreditable that
ever can attach to any party in the world, notwithstanding
all this, I say the very people themselves on behalf of
whom they pretend to speak, disclaim and repudiate
their utterances. I say that the Canadian who eau justly
be charged, in view of the position in which Canada]
stands to-day in relation to that great North-West, with
endeavouring to foment discontent, with endeavouring to
get extracts from newspapers to show that the country is
in a state of revolt-that are calculated in fact to inspire
that revolt, with falsely stating to the country and all over
the world that the people were ripe for revolt in that great
North-West-I say there is nothing that in my judgment
ought so te damn the reputation of any public man, or
of any part of the press of this country, as to be
justly charged with a crime so heinous against the beat
interests of Canada itself. Sir, from the hour this
Canadian Pacific Railway contract was laid on the Table,
on every possible occasion, the hon. gentleman opposite
lias exhansted allhis great powers for the purpose of excit-
ing discontent and hostility against this Government in the
minds of the people of the North-West. And yet, Sir, what
is the result ? Why, Sir, when the House cornes to the con-
sideration of this great measure that he is now opposing1
with all the bitterness, with all the hostility, and al the
ability of which he is master, in struggling against the con-
tract ilself, the hon. gentleman gets his answer. And from
where ? Not from me; it would be a feeble answer I could
give the hon. gentleman in comparison. He gets it in the
fact that the measure bas the solid and united support of
the representatives of the North-West with the exception
of one single man, who has to b. dragged reluctantly to the
front-one man alone out of all the representatives of the
North-West, stands like a criminal in the box, trembling
while he gives a reluctant support to the proposition of the
hon, gentleman opposite-

Some lon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. CHARLTON. I rise to a question of order. I think

the Minister of Railways lu designatîng any hon. gentleman
on this side of the House as a criminal is out of order-

Sir CHABLES TUPPER. I did not.
Mr. CHARLTON-and I desire him to withdraw the

words.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have no such words to

withdraw, Mr. Speaker, I am happy to say. I should be
very sorry to make such reference to any hon. gentleman
opposite•.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). You did, all the same.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I did not.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). You said he is like a crimina

in the box.
Sir CHABLES TUPPER I stated that he atood tremb-

ing like a criminal in the box. I am in the judgment of
ßir Cnéar.u= TàPPER.

the House as to whether that was not a correct descrip-
tion.

Mr. SPEAKER. I think it is a great pity that such au
allusion should have been made to an hon. gentleman. The
speaker hardly said he was a criminal ; still it is a pity the
word criminal was used.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER Nothing is further from my
thoughts than to intimate criminality on the part of the
lon. gentleman. I will say that without any hesitation.
But, as I said before, Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentleman has
received his answer on that point more fully and more con-
clusively than any answer I could give. I do not think it
is necessary to prolong this discussion, a discussion which
is not called for by the position in which the question stood.
I propose to draw the attention of the louse, when it re-
solves itself into Committee, to the points in which the Bill
differs from the Resolutions which I lad the honour to submit
to the House. I may say that the leader of the Opposition
has not thought it beneath him, on two or three occa-
sions, to refer to the fact that I have not voted
in relation to this question. I am in the judgment
of the liouse when I say, if there is any hon. gentle-
man in this fouse who bas the courage of his opinions, it
is myself ; no hon. gentleman whom I have ever met on the
floor of the House will say that I have not the courage of
my opinions, and hon. gentlemen will at a very early period,
probably in the course of to-day or to-morrow, have an
opportunity of ascertaining exactly what has prevented me
from doing that which I regret most deeply. Not having
had the opportunity of doing that which I shall be most
proud to do, and which I trust before this Bill becomes law,
I will lave the opportunity of doing, backing, as I am ac-
customed to back, my opinions by my vote.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The Minister ofRailways has
told the House that it is impossible to follow the vast
amount of figures thrown at his head by the leader of the
Opposition at very short notice. The leader of the Opposi-
tion has not given him many figures to consider, not many
figures to explain to-day. I think it was quite within bis
power to note down the figures brought before him and
give the information, ifhe was pleased to do so, with respect
to the points which have been suggested. The hon. Minister
claims that all the information necessary to a consideration
of this case has been given to the House. Yet the hon.
gentleman has not told us now, as he has not told us in the
past, where the 8600,000 overpaid to the construction
company has gone. He bas failed to give us the items as
to the comparative cost of the different sections of the rail.
way; and it is on this very point that the leader of the
Opposition bas pointed out to him that if the information
that las been conveyed to the Bouse is correct, it involves
one of two things; either that there has been a grouly
extravagant expenditure on the construction of tue 615
miles of prairie section, or that the figures reported to this
House as having been paid to the construction company
are not and cannot be correct. With respect to the
return giving the amounts paid to the construction company,
I ask the Minister of Railways if he will say that the Hous
is in a position rightly to understand that construction
company; if it is in a position rightly to comprehend the
state of affairs from the manner lu which that report has
been made to the House ? Here you have the amounts
given in bulk su,-the cost for transportation charges,
for labour furnished before the date of taking the contract,
&c. These are not divided between tue diferent sections,
and hon. members are called upon to judge of this large.
financial transaction, involving the interests of the country
and i te well being, and are left to work out the fugures
in such manner as they may, without the test
help being furniahed by the Minister of Railways or
information given that ought te be placed in its posseusio,
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before ho. members are asked to give a decision on this
question. I again Call the hon. minister's attention to the
statement which has been furnished to the House, and to
the manner in which the amounts were paid to the con-
struction company. The statement of account with the
North American Railway Contracting Company is as fol-
lows:-

0A Advme-Waera Dison.
Bund small vouchers for supplies and

Lan ,r . . . . ............... , 18,5284
au Manager..................... 1,260,831

Nipissig Diaii.
Payment of labour and small supplies.....91,389,127

Lamk Buperior Divson.
Payment of labour and small supplies....$2,14,608

Material and supplies furaished..............$4,164,511
Less material and supplies, net...... 2,373,620

Labour furnished before date of coustrue-
tion contracs................................... $78,482

ransportation chargs.
Amounts paid out for back charges en

freight ....... ................ $ 103,315
Caradian Pacifie Railway Company's

charges .............. .......... 1,274,970

Cash advanced . ................

Value of wofk done estimated a% actual cost.........

$2,506,700

1,389,127

2,014,608

$M,10Y486

1,790,891

78,482

$1,878,286
600,000

$9,758,096
9,158,096

Balance due............................. $600,000

The amounts, I repeat, are net divided. We are net in a
position to say how much of the transportation charges is
to be added te the western and how much te the eastern
section, and it is absolutely necessary in order te make a
definite calculation we should have that information. But
as we are not in that position, I made a calculation which I
submitted to the Hlouse the other night, and which I think
is very much in the same line as that which the leader of
the Opposition has given to-day, and I again submit that
further information should be laid before the House before
the Bill is read the second time. We have the total cost of
the western section placed at $2,506,700; but, as I said
before, we do net know what proportion of the other items
should b. added. In order to be sure, I add all materials
and supplies te the amount of $1,790,891; then I add
the labour firnished before the date of the construction
contract, whether on the eastern or western division, and
I add all the transportation charges, I do not care
whether they belong te the eastern or western
divisions ; in order that there may be no loophole for the
Minister, [ add every dollar included in these items, except
specific items and amounts expended on Nipissing and Lake
Superior division. Adding these amounts, what is the
result ? The construction company obtained for building
345 miles of railway $5,754,359, or at the rate of 816,680
per mile. As the leader of the Opposition has seid, the
Minister of Railways has given the Itouse the total coet of
the western division as 817,529,175. Deduct the amount
paid the construction company for the part of the
work they executed, $5,754,590, and we find that 615 miles
of line over the prairie ceSt $11,774,816, or $19,143 per
mile. That was the cost of building the prairie road, while
the construction of 345 miles, including the half million
dollar bridge over the Saskatchewan, and the 100 miles of
mountain work, cost little over 816,000 per mile. Will the
hon. Minister tells us that, with these figures, which h. ha
been chalenged to tak. up, and place a different construo-
tion on them, ther, is not need for more information?
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Hither the figures given as the amounts paid to the oon-
struction company are incorrect, or the amount expended
on the 615 miles of prairie road is a grosaly extravagant
one and needs explanation. Let us look at the matter from
another point of view. What were the construction
company to receive for constructing the western division ?
We have the contract. The leader of the Opposition bas
already told us what the contract was. They were to get
817,80,000 in cash, and they were to get 425,000,000 of
the stock of the Company in addition. Now, let us take
those figures and work them out. We have already ascer-
tained that the amount paid the construction company,
adding everything except the two specific amounts for the
Nipissing and Lake Superior divisions, was 85,754,359.
The general manager of the Company says they caun con-
struct the balance of the work remaining to be done, for
$10,100,000, and therefore the whole cost, paid and to be
paid, for the construction of the part as to which they
entered into a contract with the construction company
would be $15,854,859. To complete that portion of the
road they gave the construction oompany $17,880,000 in
cash, or $2,025,641 more in cash than the total amount paid
no it, and necesary to b. paid on it, in order to complete ;
and mark, that in addition to that amount they were te
pay or hand over to them, $25,000,000 of the capital stock
of the Company. And yet -the Minister will ait in his
place and say that we are in possession of all the informa-
tion necessary to form a judgment upon this matter. He
will ait there asking independent members, men who feel
the responsibility resting upon them in entering into an
engagement so large as this contract, an engagement so
important as the one we are now about to make-he asks
them to vote this enormous amount of money, and in the
face of these figures, without attempting a refutation or an
explanation of them, he contents himself with rising
in his place in the House, and saying that he cannot carry
these few figures in his head, that he has not time to jot
ihem down, that he will not attempt to answer them, but
that he is convinced that a more unpatriotic and disloyal
lot of men than the men who would dare to question
those figures, does not exist. Well, Sir, we need net
talk sentiment upon a matter like this; it is net necessary
that we should abuse one another in considering a large and
important transaction of this kind. I venture to say that
the Minister of Railways, and those who vote with him on
this question, have no reason at all te find fault with the
tenor of this debate, so far as it has been conducted from
this aide of the House. I do not think the Minister of
Railways will charge hon. gentlemen on this aide of the
House that they have unduly pressed considerations which
might be pressed in regard to this matter. We have been
very careful during this discussion net te impute any
motives, as has been done by the Minister of Railways him.
self, I am sorry te say-

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No, no.

Mr. PATERSON-yes, yes-and I think it was due to
the hon. gentleman, af ter he had done so, te have made a
fuli retraction of what he said. Lt would have been more
,reditable on hie part than it was to attempt to maintain a
tatement which was unparliamentary in its nature, and
>ne whicli it was net creditable for him to make. The
Kinister knows that he should be in a position to give the
nformaLion we require; ie knows we are arguing from
igures furnished by himslf-not trumped up by ourselves,
but his own figures, and we have worked these figures out,
nd we can arrive at no other conclusion than the one we
iave arrived at; and we say we will be obliged if he could
how us that they point to any other conclusion. He does
iot do so; but he rises in his place and he is content with
tbusing us, with playing the part of a scold, with trying to
woke the party enthusasm of hon. gentlemen behind him,
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by rnaking remarks which are not creditable to him about
an hon. gentleman on this side of lthe House. RIe says
we have received his answer, and received it from
a man who is infinitely bis superior. W1ll, if that
is hig candid conviction with regard to the hon. member
for Lisgar (Mr. Riss) I wili not argue that point with
him, but I say that if the hon. gentleman will take ansard
and read the speech of tho hon. member for Lisgar, ie will
find that there is not a single argument in that speech in
favour of granting this money, or for the early completion
of the Lake Superior section of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, in the interests of the North-West or of Manitoba.
His whole argument is based in the idea that it is in the
interests of eastern Canada; but so far as his own country
is concerned, so far as Manitoha and the North-West are
concerned, there is not a single argument in that whole
speech which points in that direction. I challenge the hon.
Minister to produce a single argument in that speech tend-
ing to show that the payment of this money is necessary
in the interests of Manitoba and the North-West.
And that is where the whole argument of the Minister
of Railways iay. We were told that we must have
the road completed in order that the North-West may be
settled and the country developed. But what does the hon.
member for -Lisgar say ? Port Arthur is the point which lie
lays stress upon. When he speaks of wheat being carried
from Winnipeg to Montreal for 25 cents per bushel, how
does he propose to do it? By rail north of Lake Superior?
Not at ail, but he says that the railway Company will build
elevators at Port Arthur, that the wheat will be stored there
during winter, and then sent down by the mixed water and
land route to Montreal, and there is not a line in bis speech
which says that the completion of the road north of Lake
Superior is at all necessary in that respect the in interests
of Manitoba and the North-West. The Minister of Rail-
ways is welcorne to any comfort he cau draw from that
speech in the shape of an argument that we should spend
this money to settle the plains of the North-West,
because the hon. member for Lisgar says if it is of
value at all it is valuable for eastern Canada. Let me
say to the Minister of Railways, as he ndeavoured to
throw contempt on one of the members of the Opposition,
in language that was unbecoming to him as a gentleman,
that the hon. member whom. he attacked stands in this
louse, and in the country, as honourable a man, as bold and

a; brave a man, as any gentleman whodarcs to attack him
in this Rfouse; and if he thinks, as his language implies, that
the other members from thatProvince were seduced fromtheir
par ty allegiance because of personal or provincial advantage, I
say that if there bas been a member in this House who has
been strolg enough in bis convictions as to right and wrong,
to take a position rendering him liable to the taunts which
the Minister threw out, acting from a sense of duty-for
certairly no one las anything to gain in a pecuniary point
of view for acting in opposition in such a case-if
a man is found determined to do the right under
such circumstances, I say it ill becomes any member
of this louse to rise and charge that man withi
having acted as if ho were a criminal in the dock.
We have had many votes upon this question, and some-
limes it bas been difficult, I have no doubt, for hon. mem-
bers with provincial interests clashing, to rise and do their
whole duty; but I say the character of the hon. gentleman,
whom he as attacked, stands ont as that of an honest and a
brave man, and that such a charge may not be levelled
against him-I say that if sucb a charge be leveled against
that man, we, on this side of the House will rise and pro-
test. I do not propose to go into this matter further. It is
about to be considered in Committee, and we will try to
elicit more information while it is before the Committee.
There have been no speeches made here for the purpose of
protracting this debate.

Mr. PATBaoN (Brant).

Some hon. M BERS. Hlear, hear.
Mr. PATERSON. There have been no speeches made,

I repeat, for the more purpose of prolonging the discussion,
and I think I speak within the knowledge of hon, gentle-
men opposite, when I saythatwhen it was determined te close
the discussion at a previous stage, it closed too soon for
some ion. gentlemen opposite. Now we have asked the
hon. gentleman for information which will enable us to
determine the nature of this transaction. The Minister of
Railways has had pointed out to him the particular points as
to which, at this particular moment, we require information.
The figures are before him where hoe can see them; and we
should like to know whether that was the whole amount
paid to the construction company for constructing that
western part, and if it was, .how it came that they built the
road in the mountainous region, with a half-million dollar
bridge in their work, at $16,000 per mile, while it cost over
819,000 per mile to construct the road on the prairie section
on the figures the ion. Minister himself has given. I say
that the figures -which the leader of the Opposition has
given, the points he las brougbt before the HRouse, onght to
have some explanation before this Bill is pressed to a second
reading.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I desire, if my voice will sustain me,
to say a very few words about the calculation which the
hon. Minister of Railways has several times during this
discussion brought against myself.

Sir CflARLES TUPPER. Not against.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Well, practically so. I am given
as the authority used by the hon. member for West Durham,
and I acknowledge to have been the author ity; but the
hon, gentleman must remember that the summit in the one
case was a very different distance from Winnipeg frem wihat
the summit was in the other case. If he looks at the
matter, he will find that the summit referred to in the
previous calculation was at least 150 miles farther west.
He must also know, if he knows the route taken, that after
crossing the North Saskatchewan, the country is exceed-
ingly rough nearly the whole way to the Yellow Head Pass,
and that we would have had to ascend the slope south of the
Pembina River, and traverse several branches of the
McLeod River and the Athabasca River, so that the
bridging would lave been excessive on the whole of that
line. fe must also remember that the calculation embraced
eastward, that country along which he took the line one
time, after his abortive attempt to engage some company,
The hon. gentleman will remember that the country
was so rough that he gave up all idea of retainingîthe
grades east of Selkirk, -and attempted to make merely
a colonization road instead of a traffic road. In the
calculation I made, I endeavoured to sustain the entire
grades, from end to end of the line, and it is one
of the advantages of the line I selected, that in no part,
from the Ottawa River to the Pacifie Ocean, was there
a single grade exceeding 52-80 feet to the mile. I know
nothing of the road constructed through the prairie, but I
have no doubt it is a uniformly excellent one. But what-
ever the quality of the road may be, the circumstances are
wholly different, and the hon. gentleman cannot make any
fair comparison between the cost as estimated by myself,
on the other route, and the cost of the road constructed on
the southern route. I am exceedingly sorry that I am
utterly unable to manage my voice so as to give utterance
to al that I desire to say on this subject; but I wish, at ali
events, to correct a misapprehension under which the hon.
gentleman seems te have laboured on several occasions, as I
consider it rather unfair to impugn the calculations I made,
and to attempt to show that tiey are inconsistent with the
facts of theceaseasstated bymysIL
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Mr. BLAKE. I wish to say that the hon. gentleman op-

posite has, perhaps unintentionally, entirely misrepresented
the nature of my speech, and the calculation to which he
referred, In order to show what the calculation was, it is
only necessary for me to read:

" The road from Fort William to Selkirk waa estimated at$18,000o,000
the Pembina Branch cost $1,500,000, and adding $100,000 for the Rea
River bridge, we reack a little over $25,000,000. From Belkirk to Ed-
monton, secoiding to the old grades and style of construction, the hon.
member for Lmbton estiin.Lted at $17,650,000, which, added to the
$25,000,000 makes a total of over $42,500,000 as the amount, including
what has been spent for surveys, wiceh it will have cost the country,
irrespective of interest and construétion, to reach the point which I sug-
gest as the reasonable termiai f or the prairie section of the road.''

It was therefore a Èoad from Fort William to Edmonton,
including the Pembina branch, which was estimated to cost
$42,500,000. I take this from my speech on page 1,440 of
Hansard of 1880.

Motion for second reading agreed to on the following
division:-

Allison (Hants),
AMyot,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baker (Missisquoi),
Baker (Victoria),
Beaty,
Bell,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Bnlduc,
B ssé,
Bourbean,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Burns,
Cameron (Inverness),
Uameron (Vietoria),
Campbell (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Ohapleau,
Cimon,
Cochrane,
Costigan,
Ooughlin,
Coursol,
Curran,
Daly,
Dawson,
Desaulaiers,
Dejardins,
Dickinson,
Dodd,'
Dundas,

Allison (Lennox),
Armstrong,
Auger,
Béchard,
Blake,
Bnrpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Renfrew),
C asey,
Catuaal,
Charlton,
0ockburn,
Oook,
Davies,
Fairbank,
Fisher,
Fleming,

Messieurs
Dupont, MoDougald,
Farrow, McLelan,
Ferguson(Leedo&Gren.)McNeili,
Ferguson (Welland), Massue,
Fortin, Mitchell,
Foster, Mofat,
Fréchette, Montplaisir,
Gagné, O'Brien,
GigauLt, O-ton,
Girouard, Paint,
Gordoi, Patterson (Essex),
Grandbois, Pinsonneault,
Guilbault, Pope,
Guillet, 1teid,
Hackett, Riopel,
Hall, Robertson (Hastings),
Hay, Rois,
Hesson, Royal,
Hickey, Scott,
Hilliard, . Shakespeare,
Hurteau, Small,
Ives, Sproule,
Jamieson, Stairs,
Kaulbach, Tassé,
Kilvert, Taylor,
Kinney, Temple,
Kranz, Tillty,
Landry (Kent), Tupper (Picton),
Langevin, Tyrwhitt,
Lesage, Wallace (Albert),
Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (York),
McDonald (Uap*Breton), White (Cardwell),
Mackintoah, Williams,
Macmaster, Wood (Brockville)
Macmillan (Middlesex),Wood (Westmoreland),
McMillan (Vaudreuil), Woodworth,
Mcoallum, Wright-111.

NATrS:

Messieurs
Forbes,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Harley,
Holton,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kirk,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Mackenie,
icoraney,
McIntyro,
McIsaac,

MeMullen,
gulock,
Paterson.(Brant),
Platt,
$ay
Riniret,

Seri ver,
Bomerrille (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
$pringer,
Buthe-land (Oxford),
Trow,

on,
welon,
Wilson,
Yeo.-52.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria). I beg respectfully to call the
attention of the House to the fact that the hon. member for
Selkirk (Mr. Sutherland) has not voted.

Mr. SOMERVILLE (Bruce). The hon. member did not
come into the House until the vote was being counted.

Bill read the second time.
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Bc-foro moving, Mr. Speaker,

that you do now leave the Chair, I wouli like to draw the
attention of the f:ouse for a few moments to a correction
which the hon. the leader of the Opposition mado, and for
which I am obliged to him, because, of course, I am anxious
that everything should be as accurate as possible. Tho hon.
gentleman drew my attention to the fact, that the central
section which ho had estimated at $42,500,000 covered the
whole distance from Port Arti-ur to Edmonton. The mis-
take arose from the fact that we have in the Bill and in the
contract termed the central section tbat portion from the
Red River to the crest of the Rocky Mountains; and it was
in applying the term "central section" which appeared, at
all avents, in the hon. gentleman's calculation, to have
embraced the distance from Port Arthur to Edmonton that
led me into the inaccuracy, and I am glad the hon gentle-
man called my attention to it, although I think my illus-
tration is quite strong enough, even under the correction.
The distance from Port Arthur to Selkirk is 407 miles, and
the cost of that section is $14,705,000; deduet that from
the distance that the hon, gentleman refers to and it will
leave the distance between Red River and Edmonton, 811
miles, to cost $27,295,000. The hon. gentleman's estimate
cevers, ho says, the distance from Port Arthur to Edmonton
$42,500,000; deduct the cost of the line from Port Arthur
to the Red River from it, and that leaves $27,295,000
for the 811 miles between Red River and Ed-
monton, the prairie section, or $33,656 per mi!e.
That, I think, is a sufficiently strong contrast
between the amount that is charged and stated in
those papers to have been expended by the Company and
to which the hon. gentleman takes such grave exception,
and the amount estimated by him. Instead of this amount
the hon. gentleman himself stated-I will take at his own
estimate-the cost from Red River to Edmonton at
$17,500,000.

Mr. BLAKE. I read from my speech.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. You did; but tako the

$17,500,000 which the hon. gentleman read from his speech
as his deliberate estimate of the cost froin Red River
to Edmonton 811 miles, and I want to know wby
the hon. gentleman should think the amouat expended
extravagant, when. $17,592,175 is put down Cs the
amount covering the cost of 964 miles. If the bon.
gentleman was making a fair and legitimate estimate when
he estimated, according to his own statement, 811 miles of
the road te cost $17,500,000, surely hoe cannot complain if
964 miles, or 153 miles more than the hon. genttleman
estimated for, and that running into the crest of the Rocky
Mountains, embracing the heavier work, cost only the same
amount as that which he estimated only for 153 miles less.
I trust my hon. friend will see that it is not competont for
him, under those circumstances, to com plain. Now, let me
draw the attention of the House to the fact that, according
to the hon, gentleman, the estimate of $17,50'0,000, ho
estimates that road to cost 821,568 per mile. Take the
distance from Winnipeg to the summit of the Rocky Moun-
tains, 964 miles, which cost 817,529,175, according to the
statement of the Cana'lian Pacifie Railway Company, in-
stead of being $21,568 per mile, according to the bon.
gentleman's least estimate for the prairie region, it is only
8 i8,153 per mile actual expenditure, yet the hon gentleman
is driven to the conclusion that I am sure ho would be
very reluctant to arrive at, that there has been a dishonest
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statement made to the House by the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
way Company.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not say that.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I am glad to hear the hon.

gentleman say so, but I cannot see how the thing can be
surrounded by suspicion, as I understood the hon gentleman
to insinuate, if the cost pt r mile of the road is over $3,000
a mile less than he him-clf estimated, and the road is
admitted, by every peron wbo has had any opportunity to
judge, to be of the very best character. bhen we have the
actual expenditui m of tho Pembina branch. No one who
knows the condition of these roads, will say that the
Pembina braneh is anything like so good a road as
bas been constructed from the Red River to the
crest of the Rocky Mountains by the Cmnadian Pacifie Rail-
way, yet that road cost us $17,405 per mile; and that with-
out anyof thisenormous expenditure in shops, engine houses
and everything of that kind connected with the service at
Winnipeg. The House will, therefore, see that whether you
take the hon. gentleman's eLimate for the cost of the Pem-
bina branch, the figures of lio amount stated to have been
expended by the Canadian Pacifie Railway are amply borne
out, and the work performed 964 miles from the Red River
to the crest of the Rocky Mountains executed for a sum no
larger than the hon. gentleman estimated it would cost to
complete the road from the Red River to Edmonton, a dis-
tance of 153 miles less. I do not think that it is necessary
for me to say more in reference to that. But I wish, hefore
sitting down, to express to the House the great regret at
the way in which I found my reference to the hon.
member for Marquette was received by the House. I
wibh to state in the most distinct terms-it is due to
myself, to you, Mr. Speaker, and to the House, that I should
say so-nothing was further from my mind than to cast the
slightest imputation upon the character of the hon. member
for Marquette, and I regret very much that in the heat of
debate I should have used an illustration which led hon.
gentlemen on that side to suppose, for a single moment,
anything of the kind was in my mind. What I wished to
convey and what, perhaps, I hardly had a right to convey,
was my impression that the hon. gentleman had given a
reluctant support to the leader of his party. That was all
I intended to convey, and if the language I used was capa-
ble of any other construction, I wish to withdraw it in the
most full and unqualitied manner.

Mr. BLAKE. We have heard with great pleasure the
hon. gentleman's last statement, and when we learn that
the language which we heard the hon. gentleman use was
simply intended to convey what was an entirely erroneous
impression, that the vote of the hon. member for Marquette
was reluctantly given, we shall know how to estimate other
expressions of the hon, gentleman, of equally great strength,
in the debates in future. The hon. gentleman and his
followers have frequently charged me and my hon.
friend with having made an estimnate of $42,500,000
for the work from Winnipeg to the Rocky Mountains,
and I waited, while the hon. gentleman's followers were in-
dulging in these extravagances, to see whether it was going,
on an ascending scale, to come from the lips of their
leader in this question, the Minister of Railways; and
in good time it came, and the hon. gentleman answered my
argument with reference to estimates and expenditures of
to-day by repeating, himself, the statement we have heard
several times in this House this Session, that I had made an
estimate, and my hon. friend froin ast York (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) had made an estimate, of $42,500,000, as the cSt of
that which was now costing Only $17,500,000, and I was
told that was an adequate answer. If anybody will take
the trouble to refer to the speech in which the figures which
have been misquoted are contained, he will find that I stated
that my hon. friend from East York, then representing the

sir COa.=a Tupas.

county of Lambton, had taken up the stimates of the en-
gineers, Mr. Fleming and Mr. Smith, and had collated those
estimates, had applied them to the country and to all the
information he possessed, and had dedueed from that, as
their estimate of the cost of construction at the time that
estimate was made, which was in the year preceding the
year 1880-1 think as long before as 1877 and 1878, and
perhaps earlier-the figures which I gave. We all know
that the circumstances as to railway building were very
different then from what they are to-day. I gave those as
the estimates of those engineers. They were not my figures
-I have stated so repeatedly. They were not the figures
of my hon. friend from East York in any other sense than
this, that he declared them to be bis view of what the
engineers stated was the cost.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Hear, hear.
Mr. BLAKE. And the hon. gentleman assents to that,

and he assents to the view that that was the engineers'
estimate of the cost at that time. That engineers'
estimate of the cost at that time-for we have got it down
to that, that iere was an accurate statement of what
the engineers, prior to that time, I think, in 1876, 1877,
and 1878, had estimated for the cost of that work-the
engineers' estimate I gave for the whole lino, as doduced by
my hon. friend from East York. The first point I took
this afternoon, and the only point, was that the hon. gentle-
man's whole statement was founded upon a very gross
blander, upon an allegation that I had said that that portion
of the line which had now been constructed for $17,500,000
would cost, according to these old estimates, S42,500,000.
Well, the hon. gentleman took time to consider, and he had
the recess to do it in, and I presume he has the speech before
him ere, because I bad the Hansard for that year and sent
it back to the library, and when I sent for it again I could
not get it.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Shall I send it back?

Mr. BLAKE. No, 1 have got one now, I am happy to
say, from another quarter. With that before him and with
plenty of time while he took is dinner to consider it, he
now comes back and brings forward another statement,
which could not be as inaccurate as his statement of the
afternoon, but which is as inaccurate as it is possible to be
under the circumstances, which is as inaccurate as it was
left to him t. be. What did he say ? With my speech before
him, convicted of having made a very gross misstatement of
that speech, and having had two hours' time in which to
consider the matter, h. goes into figures, and says I have
made an error in the statement of 817,500,000, and that the
true sum, from my own statement, for this distance from
the Red River to Edmonton, is $27,500,000, and he entera
into figures to prove it. Ie says: "From Fort William to
Selkirk you say cost so much; I deduct that from $42,500,000
and get $27,500,000, and therefore yon ought to have
put the $27,500,000 instead of the $42,500,000; you do
not know your business; I correct yon; I amend your
$10,000,000, and I charge you with having really intended
to say, four years ago, that this piece of the line coat
$27,500,000." What are weto say, either of the hon. gentle-
man's fairnems or of bis capacity tounderstand facts in print
before him, in view of the portion of my speech which Iam
about to read:

"Thé Canada Central Railwayuubutdy renhe $1,440,000; the a-
reys, ineluding thos. location uurv.ys, afwbiciter all, come out ofthe
pooket. of the people, whether uled explorsty aurveys or lootion
surveys, amount to $4ooOO."
There yon se, Sir, is $5,440,000.

" The road from Fort WImn to slkrwk vus estimated a
$18,00000-11
That is $23,440,000.

" The PenbnaaBraah east $1,000,00-.
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That is $24,940,000-

" And, adding $100,000 for the Red River bridge, we reach a littl
over $25,0,O0O."

There are my figures. I have simply interpolated, in read
ing my speech, the additiops of each calculation, in order t
reach, if possible, the hon. gentleman's capacity for figures

4 From Selkirk to Edmonton, according to the old grades and styl
of construction, the hon. member for Lambton estimates at $17,650,000
which, added to the $25,000,00o, makes a total of over $42,500,000 a
the amount, including what bas been spent for surveys, which it wil
have cost the country, irrespective of interest and construction, tc
reach the point which I suggest as the reasonable terminus for th(
prairie section of the road."

Now, Sir, ought I to have made it $27,500,000 ? Where wil
the hon. gentleman find the $25,000,000 which, I trust, I
have now proved to him is in the calculatione ? Whatever
fantastic tricks he may play with his own figures, I ask him
not té try them on mine, but just to leave them where the
are standing. So much for that. The hon. gentleman will
perceive, I trust, that he is not on sound ground when he
proposes to add $10,000,000 to my estimate of $7,500,000.
But the hon. gentleman says: "Il am all right, even so."
First, he wanted to make it $42,500,000, and then
$27,500,000. He is beaten out of the $42,500,000, and
nOw ho is beaten out of the $27,500,000, and he cornes
down to $17,650,000 and ho is perfectly happy. What
difference does it make to him that this afternoon he declared,
with all the weight attached to his position, that I had
estimated a piece of road analagous-the same piece of road
at $42,500,000, and that he is now beaten down te
the $17,65o,000 in his estimate ? Nothing at all, He
is quite imperturbable, and says it is all the samne. The
country is a very different country, as my hon. friend from
East York said. We have lately declare that the railway
Company was running over a much botter country to the
southward, a much botter country for railway construction,
than the country over which my hon. friend's lino went. My
hon. friend did not propose to choose the very easiest lino
for railway construction, but the best line in the national
interest, the line which ho thought would do most good,
even though it might cost a little more monoy, and it was
that line from the Red River to Edmonton of which my hon.
friend from Lambton was speaking, and with reference to
which the estimates were made. But the hon. gentleman
says: "I will apply the estimates for i from the Red
River to Edmoriton to a line from tho Rei River to the
Rocky Mountains, by a southern route, und what the
one cost the other must cost." Then there is a
great deal more bridging in the old projected road,
and lastly, the rails are well known to have been
estimated at a much higher rate in reference to those
old estimates, than the low prices at which the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company were able to obtain the rails
which they laid down on the prairie section. An hon.
gentleman the other day, in the course of this debate, set-
ting off certain incidental advantages from rapid construc-
tion, against the cost of rapid construction, pointed out that
rails had been purchased at a very cheap rate indeed, and it
is true that they were purchased at a very cheap rate.
These three elements I mention at the moment, but it is
out of the question to say that, under any circumstances,
even the hon. gentleiman's application of $17,650,000
instead of $42,500,000 to a road which is not the same, on an,
ostimate made some seven or eight years ago-I do not
mean made by my hon. friend from Lambton, but that the
data on which it was based wore made some
seven or eight years ago --is now admissible.
If the hon. gentleman will look at the other estimates he
will see that they were over-estimates; ho will see that, as
I said the other day, the engineers seemed to conclude that
the building of the railway by the Yellow Iead Pass would
cost altogether about $120,000,000. Igave the details,which
the hon. gentleman agrees were an accurate representation

of their estimates. But if you lSok at each section you will
find that these were over-estimates of the engineers. When
we take the British Columbia section from the Tête Jaune
Cache to the shore and find what my estimate was,and take
his present estimate from the Rockies to the shore, and
compare them, the hon. Minister might as well say: " You
have nothing to say, because you thought froin the Tête
Jaune Cache to the shore, lMr. Schrieber's, Mr. Fleming's

à and Mr. Marcus Smith's views would have led to snch an
l amount-you have nothing to say now that we were able

te construct this road for so much less." That has nothing
to do with it. My argument was based upon the present

l estimates, not upon those old estimates of the engineers
with reference to another lino; it was based upon an intelli-
gible proposition. I showed what the branches in the
North-West had cost this country; [ showed what, as nearly
as I could show, the expensive western portion of the work,
partly prairie and partly mountain, with a heavy grade
leading to the summit of the Rockies, had cost this Com-
pany, according to their own figures; I showed that in one
case it was $10,700 per mile, and in the other oase $14,500
per mile, with expensive bridging, with some heavy rock
work, with some mountain work, and with the longest dis-
tance for transportation of materials which existed over the
whole constructed line. And I asked, when I had the
branches at the east costing $10,700, when I had the moun-
tain and western section costing, as far as I could make
out, $14,500-I asked what figures you could fairly put for
the section in the middle, the 615 miles of level prairie seo-
tion ? That was the question I asked. And the answer I
gave myself was, that I supposed about $12,000 per mile,
being something like a mean between those two figures,
and I suggested a calculation upon that basis, and also
upon the basis of $14,000 per mile. I think that was a
practical, sensible, reasonable and business-like way of
dealing with the question in the premises. Now, I claim
that my argument romains wholly unanswered. After the
hon. gentleman's explanation of the meaning of the words
used by himself, I suppose it is hardly necessary for me to
say that I did not say or imply that the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company had made dishonest statements to Parlia-
ment; on the contrary, when the hon. gentleman told us
that he had sent down auditors to look into their books, I
said that 1 did not doubt that their books were accurately
kept, and correctly represented the transactions of the Com-
pany. I have no idea of such a thing as the contrary. But,
Sir, I did point out that the Company had been subjected to
some extraordinary conditions, either of being defrauded by
these contractors, or of there being an over-expenditure in
the contracts-unless the figures I gave could be explained.
What I asked for was that explanation, and I have not
received it.

Mr. CHARLTON. I understood the hon. Minister of
Railways to convey the impression that the cost of the
section from Red River to the mountains, $17,500,000,
included the cost of the equipment, and if he did intend to
make that statement, I think iA well to have it corrected
nOw.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No ; that includes the coSt
of the shops, stations, and expenses of terminus at Winnipeg.

Mr. CHARLTON. Very likely the hon. gentleman
made use of language without thinking, but the impression
left upon my mind-and, I am sure, upon the mind of the
Elouse-was that he intended to include the cost of equip-
ment. The hon. gentleman also made a statement, that,
taken in connection with any estimate that bas ever been
made, the road was cheap. Now, I think the hon. gentle.
man himself made an estimate of the cost of the road, from
Red River to J.sper House, of $13,000,000.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. No; that was for a tramway
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Mr. CHARLTON-an estimate of $4,500,000 less than

the alleged cost of this section of the road.
Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The bon. gentleman will

remember that I said that was only for a tramway.
Mr. CHARLTON. Well, it was a road which was pro-

posed to be a railway-a colonization road, as the hon. gen-
tleman termed it-a road passing over a much more
diffoult section of country, witb heavy bridges to construct,
and a road that could not by any possibility have been con-
structed as cheap as the road now in existence; yet the
hon. gentleman said this road was cheap in comparison
with any estimate that had ever been made.

Sir CHARLES TUPPEIR. For a road of that character
Mr. CHARLTON. The bon. gentleman is certainly

rather reckless in bis statements of figures, as has been
shown to-night. I wish to reiterate the statement that bas
been made that we certainly do require more information
in reference to this matter, before this House is in a position
tojudge as to whether this Company is entitled to receive
from us a loan of $22,500,000. Sir, we are dealing witi ithe
public interests, we are dealing with public funds, in the
most reckless and the most unwarrantable manner. And I
protest now, as I have done before, against the Government
committing this country to undertakings in the dark-the
country being Li ignorance, and Parliament being in ig-
norance, of the condition of that Company and the manner
in which that Company las carried on its operations. We
know that the Company las received more than twice the
sum of money it has expended upon the line it contracted
to build ; and there is something monstrous in the propo-
sition made by these gentlemen, that the country
should commit itself to this expenditure without Parlia-
ment being permitted to know all the facts in con-
nection with the affairs of this Company. I believe there
is no other country in the world where an attempt of
this kind would be made, that thore is no other country in
the world that has a Government feeling itself so strong as
to set at defiance all principles of prudence, all principles of
honesty in the administration of affairs, in demanding
that Parliament should commit the country to an
expenditure of this extent in the absence of vital informa-
tion, of information that we certainly ought to be possessed
of, in order that we may know the full scope and possibil-
ities of this measure.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I want to make one or
two observations in answer to the reply of the Minister of
Railways to my hon. friend for North Norfolk, who has
just taken his seat, in reference to his estimates, in 1880, of
the prairie section being for a cheaper road. The Ion.
gentleman bas told us at different times since that state-
ment was made in the House, that it was for that class of
road. He did not tell us at the time ho was submitting the
return Ithat such was the case. But the point I cali
bis attention to is this: that in 1880, when ho gave bis
estimate of 810,000 a mile or, with equipment, $13,000 a
mile, for the prairie section, ho also gave his estimate for
the cost of the Lake Superior division and an estimate of
the western division in the mountains. I presume if he
waa giving, estimates fbr a certain class of road over the
prairie at that time, ho was giving an estimate for a like
road ou the other portion. And the figures show that, in
that estimate he then gave, the 335 miles from Jasper to
Kamloops was to cost 843,660 per mile. Now, thon, we have
ascortained from statements ho has made, and from state-
monts of the general manager, that the Company proposed
to construct this first-class road from the Rockies to Kam-
loops, through a aimilar country, for the sum of 810,100 per
mile; that is,if we take the 300 miles which the hou. Minis-
ter gives as the distance, in the detailed statement he made
to the House. I know he has varied that statement a few

Sir LnaLeTulean,

miles at different times, but the detailed statement of the
distance, as I took it from his own very able speech,
is 300 miles. The 300 miles, estimated at a coet- of
$10,000 to complete, gives a cost of $3,000,000 T he esti-
mate of 1880 for that road that was to be an inferior road,
was $43,660 per mile; therefore, in that particular, hi eti-
mate of 1880 was above the actual cost of construction by
some $10,000 per mile. Now, take the Laike uperior
division. His estimated cost of 800 miles at that time
was $20,000,000, or $33,333 per mile. Now, this, we
gather from the general manager's estimate, will be suffi-
cient to complote it. As for the 447 miles remaining to be
completed, the figures given to us by the hon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), are to the effect that they
will be completed for $14,000,000, or $31,320 per mile. On
the Lake Superior section, the estimate of the Min-
ister in 1880 is reduced by the actual estimate.
While that is the fact, that the hon. gentleman over-estim-
ated in 1880 the cost by $10,000 per mile on the western
section, and $2,000 per mile on the Lake Superior section,
we find this with respect to the prairie section: That the
portion which he estimated to cost $10,000 per mile, with-
out equipment-and we are speaking without equipment in
all these cases-lhas actually cost; according to the figures
ho himself furnishod, by my strongest calculation, when I
put in all the transportation charges, cost of supplies, &c.,
into the cost of construction, no lees than $19,143 per mile
for 515 miles. I do not understand how the hon. gentleman
can say that ho was talking about a different class of road.
I just mention this point, as the hon. gentleman stated in
his observation in connection with the remarks made by the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), that his
estimate of 1880 might not be considered, because he was
estimating on an entirely different class of road.

Mr. WATSON. I desire to occupy the attention of the
House for a few moments. During the afternoon, in my
absence, I believe, the Minister of Railways attacked me,
and used some very strong and unparliamentary language,
abusing me for voting as I did upon the Resolutions; but
ho subsequently apologized to the House. I wish this
House to understand that I will never vote for party and
sacrifice the interests of my constituents. I will give my
vote independontly, as I think best in the interests of the
constituency I represent, in the interest of the Province,
and for the good of the whole Dominion; and whenever I
bring up a motion or move an amendment, I will state my
reasons for so doing. I will not only give my reasons, but
I will remain in my seat in the House and vote. In mov-
ing this amendment, I was only formulating the opinione of
my constituents, and carrying out a pledge, made to them
during the election, that, at the first opportuaity, I would
move that this obnoxious monopoly clause be struck ont of
the Canadian Pacific Railway charter. I have done se, and
notwithstanding the threats held out by the Minister of
Agriculture, that I dare not present myself to my constitu-
ents after voting as I had done on these Resolutions, I would
inform the hon, gentleman that I am prepared to answer to
my constituents for every vote I have polled inthe Houseaud
not to the Minister of Agriculture; and I believe ail I have
stated in the flouse, on this question, will be endorsed by
my constituents, and I will go back to that country with,
probably, a cleaner sheet than the hon. members from that
Province who voted for the Resolutions.

Motion agreed to; and Bill considered in Oommittee and
reported.

SELF-GOVERNMENT BY INDIANS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the secondreading
of Bill (No. 23) for conferring-ortain privileges on the more
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advanced bands of the Indians of Canada, with the view of
training them for the exercise of municipal powers.

Mr. CHARLTON. Will the hon. gentleman explain the
Bill ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I may say that I did, to
a certain extent, explain the Bill when it was introduced.
The Bil is for the purpose of encouraging the Indians of
various bands to elect councillors, who will have powers
analogous, to a certain extent, to those powers which are given
to members of municipal councils. The measure is tenta-
tive to a certain extent, and the powers are limited, but it
is hoped that the larger and more advanced bands will work
upon this system, and as they prove themselves worthy and
capable of carrying oat the intention of this Act, Parlia-
ment will, by degrees, grant them more powers. It provides
for the election ofsixcouncillors, and the elections are to be
annual. The powers mentioned in the Act, to be exercised
by the council, are as follows:-

" The council shall have power to make by-laws, rules and regulations,
which, if approved and confirmed by the Superintendent-General, shall
have force as law within and with respect to the reserve, and the
Indians residing thereon, upon all nr aty of the following subjects,
that is to say: The religious denomination to which the teacher or
teachers of the school or schools established on the reserve shall belong,
as being that of the majority of the Indians resident on the reserve •

provided that the Roman Catholie or Protesttnt minority on the re-
serve may also have a separate school or schools with the approval of
and under regulations to be made by the Governor in Council; the
care of the public health; the observance of order and decorum at
elections of couneillors, meetings of the council, and assemblies of
Indians on other occasions or generally on the reserve, by appointing
constables and erecting lock ups or by the adoption of other legiti.
mate means; the repression of intemperance and profligacy; the sub-
division of the land in the reserve, and the distribution of the same
among the members of the band ; also, the setting apart for common use,
wood land and land for other purposes."

There are also powers as to trespass by animals, the con-
struction and repair of school houses and other buildings,
roads and bridges, water courses, &c. These are the pur-
poses of the Act, and the clauses are the mere machinery
for carrying them out.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). As nearly as I can under.
stand, from a brief perusal of the Act, it, in fact, provides
for the election of a council who shall discharge the duties,
as nearly as may be, which have been discharged by the
chiefs in the past.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Mr. BLAKE. But the powers are much more extensive,

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; much the same.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). I understand that the Bill
makes provision for tho collection of taxes on the reserves.
This a mâatter which will seriously affect the eounty of
Hastings, for at present the Indians occupying the reserve
in Tyendenaga pay no taxes, but the tenants residing on the
Indian reserve pay taxes to the county. That county has
spent a large sum of mney in constructing gravel roads
and building bridges; and if these taxes are to paid to the
Indiana, and not to the county, it will be a serious injustice
t other portions of the county, as Indians and whites alike,
are aHlowed to use these roads and bridges. We have a
nurmber of bridges, as well as a large number of roads,
which have been built entirely by the county, and as the
Indians have a right to use them, I think, unless they are
to be assumed by the Indiana, it is only fair that they
should contribute to the county fands. I would also like to
ask, if the white settlers on the reserve are to be deprived
of their right to the franchise ?

BiH read thle second time ;
And the Roms resolved itself into Committed.

(In the Committee.)

On the preamble,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Though I am not in

order, I may be allowed to say, with reference to what has
been stated by my hon. friend from Hastings (Mr. White),
that this Act is merely an experimental one, for the purpose
of enabling the Indians to do by an elective council what
the chiefs, by the Statute of 1880, have already the power to
do. In some of the tribes or bands, those chiefs are elected
now, in others the office is hereditary, and in other bands
there is a mixture of both systems. This Bill is to provide
that in those larger reserves where the Indians are more
advanced in education, and feel more self-confident, more
willing to undertake power and self-government,
they shall elect their councils much the same
as the whites do in the neighbouring townships.
My hon. friend asks me if there is any provision for the
Mohawk band, in the township of Tyendenaga, contributing
towards keeping up the roads. That, I think, must be an
arrangement between the band and the county. At all
events, under this Act, the Indians have power to tax them-
selves for the construction, and maintenance, and improve-
ment of the roads. As regards the franchise of the white
men on the reserve, this Act does not deal with that at alh
In the Franchise Bill, which is on the Order paper, some
means may, perhaps, be taken to give votes to those white
men on the Indian reserves, as well as, perhaps, to the
Indians themselves who have habitations and have assumed
the responsibilities of white mon.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). The explanation is, of course,
all I want. I only wanted to protect the county and the
white men on the Indian reserve. If the Franchise Bill
does it, of course that is satisfactory.

On section 2,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). This clause states that the

term " reserve " includes two or more reserves, and the
tern " band " includes two or more bands, united for the
purposes of this Act by the Order in Council applying it.
Do Iunderstand that it will be necessary for two banda to
co-operate in each case? What is the meaning of this
clause ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The word "reserve," in
ordinary parlance, means a single reserve; but should there
be two reserves of the same tribe of Indians near each other
who wish to unite for the purposes of this Act, they may
unite into one band, and have one elective council. That is
merely enlarging the meaning of the word "reserve."

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). If they are of different
tribes, may they be united ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Different bands of the
same tribe.

On section 3,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Perhaps the hon. First Min-

ister will favour the Committee by stating whether repre-
sentations have been made to him with referene to this
Act, by persons more directly interested, whether he thinks
some of the more advanced bands will avail themselves of
this Act, and what provision will be made for satisfying
the honour-I suppose I may use the term-of the chiefs
who will be dispossessed of power by this Act. Many of
them are very tenacious of their power on the reserve, and
I think, that unless some provision is made, their feeling of
pride will prevent some of them from embracing the Act.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In some of the tribes
there are hereditary, in others elective chiefs, in others
hereditary and elective chiefs combined. There are great
varieties of organizations in the different banda. It is not
proposed in any way to afect the statua or the rank of the
chiefs; but, as in the Act of 1880, where an elective system
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of chiefs has been adopted, the hereditary chiefs retain
their rank, but lose their power. I will say to my hon.
friend that I have received a good many suggestions from
different bands of Indians-from educated men, who are
quite capable of judging of the effect of this law. On the
whole, the Bill has been favourably received by the more
advanced bands. There is to be no force exercised on the
Indians; this measure is only intended to give them the
opportunity'of adapting themselves to the white system as
much as possible. Some of them are very anxious to stand
on an equality with, and to have the same responsibilities and
duties as the whites. Only a day or two ago, I received a very
valuable paper from an educated professional man, who is an
Indian, with respect to this Bill-from a gentleman whose
opinion I value. I have only been able to look over it
cursorily, and I shall not ask concurrence until I read this
paper carefully, and se. if any necessary amendments are
suggested by it.

On section 5,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think the hon. First Minis-

ter proposes to confer the franchise on the male Indians.
He seems to have lost part of his gallantry, and draws the
distinction in the case of the Indians, I suppose, because this
Act is for municipal purposes. Of course, it may be that
there are widows residing on the reserves who may be in-
terested in the system of assessment which may be resoi ted
to, and may have to pay taxes. I know that in some of the
tribes the women bave occupied a very prominent place.
In the kingly tribe of the Mohawks, I think the right to
nominate the successor is vested in the women.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, I am glad to learn from
my hon. friend that he is interested in extending the fran-
chise. By slow degrees, the idea of placing womar. on an
equality with man bas grown in the civilized world, but I
do not know whether, among Indian tribes, the idea bas
reached that stage that it bas in the Canadian Parliament.
Perhaps my hon. friend, when he considers the matter,
will move an amendment to extend the right of voting to
the ladies of the Indians in his constituency, in whom he
takes so fraternal and paternal an interest.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Will the hon. gentleman
not take the responsibility ?

On section 10,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. First Minister is

aware that in the largest reserve in Ontario there is a fund
which was raised many years ago in England, and which
was originally to be applied for the benefit of the Indians of
British North America.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Through the New Eng.
land Society.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Througb the means of that
society they, I think, maint ain on this reserve some six or
eight schools, and an industrial institute, also wholly, I
believe, out of their funds. I presume there is nothing in
this clause or Act that will affect the working of that in any
way whatever.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Nothing whatever.

Mr. MITCHELL. Do the provisions of this Bill extend
so as to include the Indian tribes in all parts of the Domi-
nion-for instance, in the Maritime Provinces?

Sir JOHN . MACDONALD. Yes.

On sub-section 8, section 10,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I would like to bring to the

notice of the hon. First Minister whether there would be
any objection to giving further powers under that sub-sec-
tion. They have the power to make laws:

Sir JoN A. MACDONALD.

"For the observance of order sud decoruma at elections of conneillors,
meetings cr the council, and asiemblies or Indians on other oceasions,
or genrally on the reserve, by appcinting constables and erecting
loek -ups, or by the adoption of other legitimate means."

The question is, whether there would be any objections, in a
large reserve numbering some thousands, to baving a sti-
pendiary magistrate live upon the reserve, with power to
deal with questions coming up. We have found in times
past that a great deal of litigation went on, which,.instead
of being discountenanced, was rather encouraged by the
magistrates, so that a great deal of time was lost in trivial
cases. In a large reserve it might bewell to give the local
commissioners the powers of stipendiary magistrate.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
quite right. In the last amended Indian Act, there is a
provision by which the local agent or Indian agent may
have the power of a stipendiary or police magistrate. I
cannot, however, speak positively, as I do not expect this to
come up to-night. The suggestion is well worthy of al[
consideration.

On sub-section 5, section 10,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). One of the most difficult

questions in the advancement of the Indian and in fitting
him to assume the duties of citizenship and manhood, is to
be found in the sub-division of hcse reserves. The Govern-
ment of the hon. gentleman many yeais ago tried to
advance the law in this respect, but there has been no
progress mede, and I think !ho sub-division cf a reserve a
great difficulty. The intelligent Indian will, by thrift
and industry, acquire the possession of 100 to 200 acres,
while others wil] lose their land. Those frugal Indians
are the class fitted to assume the duties of manhood,
so they reply: we donot want the privileges of citizenship,
which sinply mi n the power to tax us and involve a sur-
render of more than hali the pos'essions that we have. I
certainly cannot find fault with the Minister for anything
he bas done, for, if he asked me how the remedy was to be
brought about, I could not tell him, and I should not like to
find fault with him unless I could suggest a remedy. But
bere is the difficulty of dealing with the matter. Whether
this will remedy it or not I do not know. If the Indians
can do it among themselves, that would be desirable ; but,
on the other band, it would have to be guarded so that any
rights which might have been acquired, whether legally or
not, but rights recognized on the reserve for years and
years, should be protected. It would never do to give any
six men the power to go and arbitrarily change the bounds,
although, I presume, the safety of that will be found in the
fact thaï it will have to have the sanction of the Superin-
tendent in Couneil before it is done, and that they would see
that no injustice was done to any one.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
quite right. The old Enfranchisement Act, passed in old
Canada, when Sir Edmund Head was Governor General, and
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, as well-and he
took a great interest in that matter-was passed with a
good intention, to encourage by degrees the Indians to
enfranchise themselves, to become freeholders, and to
assume the responsibilitios of citizenship. But, in the first
place, the machinery was rather cumbrouB. By way of
protecting the Indians from the consequences of their own
improvidence, they were surrounded with so many safe.
guards that really it became rather a complicated system
for them to obtain enfranchisement; and then there has been,
as the hon. gentleman says, considerable reluctance among the
Indians to adopt the Enfranchisement Act. They have great
advantages as they are now. They have their reserves, they
have their land in common, they deal with the land, after
their own fashion, they do not pay any taxes, they are not
obliged to serve in the militia or to serve on juries, and
they really have all the advantages of the protection and
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order maintained by the Government of the country; and
yet, except by the purchase of dutiable goods, whether of
Excise, like whisky, or imported goods, they contribute
nothing to the public revenue. The Indians are quite well
aware of that, and they resist the attempts of the Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs to make them responsible fellow-
subjects of ours. I know a case in Lower Canada, of an
Indian who was a large merchant, worth, they say, from
$50,000 to $100,000. When he was asked: "Why do you
not become a white man and be elected to Parliament?"
ho would shrug his shoulders and say: "No; I am only a
poor Indian." He did not wish to pay any contribution
to the State. It is very difflculty to get them to
adopt the Enfranchisement Act. However, it had not been
altogether a dead letter. In some instances it has been ac-
cepted to a very small degree, and I am not at all sure
that, even in th:>se instances, it has been altogether success-
ful. The enfranchised father, who has proved himself
worthy of it, occupies the estate, but too often it happens
that the estate is dissipated by the children. They return
to the semi-wild habits of the tribe, and the property is lost.
Still, there must be an end to that sometime. The Indians
are being now very well educated. I think the hon. geritle-
man would say that the Indians in his vicinity are an
educated people on the whole, and there must be some time
when they will cease to be in a state of tutelage, and will be
obliged to assume the responsibilities of civilbzed men. This
measure, however, does not affect that. The clause about
the division of the estate is simply to introduce a system
among the Council. If we can get the Council to
pass some general law under this Bill, which
is now before the Committee, by which the houses
and improvements of individual Indians are recognized and1
protected, it wilI be a great step. There will be no forced
rules, and, if the Indians in any given tribe have immemo-
rially some arbitrary mode of sub-division, or a termination
of the occupancy, we cannot help that It would be very
unwise to try to force white ideas on the red men prema-
turely. This is merely to make an attempt to encourage
them to do it, if they will.

Mr. DAWSON. I think very few Indians have become
enfranchised under the old Act, and it is highly desirable
that there should be some provision made by which they
could become enfranchised with greater facility than they
can at present. There are a great many people treated a
Indians who are really not Indians; they are only part
Indians-less than half Indians. In the district Irepresent,
there are a great many Indians and half Indians, and the
half Indians are equal, in many cases, to their white neigh-
bours, and just as fit to exercise the franchise. At West
Bay, on the island of Manitoulin, for instance, there is a
French settlement. They are more French than they are
Indians; they are well educated, and they are very intelli-
gent; they farm a littie, and are well advanced. It is very
hard that such of these people as desire to become enfrat'-
chised cannot do so without adhering to the very cumbrons
and difficult provisions of the Act that now exists. I
believe that very few indeed have become enfranchised
under that Act, and if something could b. introduced in
some of these Acts which would simplify it, it would be a
great benefit. Taking this case, where the Indians are to
have separate holdings within the reserve, to have their
own farms, but still the property to be, to a certain extent
in common, under the Government, so that they are not
to have the right to dispose of it, I think that at the same
time they should ho allowed the franchise, or the more
intelligent of them might. Some standard should be esta-
blished by which the intelligent Indians might be allowed
to have the same privilege as their white neighbours. If
they understood that they had that, it would tend to elevate
them in their own estimation. Lot them know that they
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were equal to the white man when they conducted then-
selves like a white man and it would tend to their impro-
vement.

Sir JOHN A. MACD:)NALD. I quite agree with my
hon. friend, and I have given notice of a Bill for the amend-
ment of the Indian Act of 1880. I have kept the two sub-
jects separate. This is merely a tentative Bill to intro-
duce quasi municipal institutious among the Indians them-
selves. It is that alone, and has nothing to do with any
other subject. The other Bill, which stands for the second
reading, is a Bill whieh I prepared for last Session, but other
matters crowded it out, so that I could not lay it before the
House. It is in type now, and the hon. gentleman will see
that there is an attempt in that Bill to meet his views.

Mr. DESJARDINS. I suppose this Bill is not intended
to have any effect on the Indians of Oka? They are not in
the reserves, and I suppose they are not on the same terms
as the Indians in other parts of the Dominion.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; it will not have
anything to do with the Indians of Oka. They are on the
Seigniory, owned by the go:lewmcn of St. Sulpice. They
are occupants on the estate of another party. That is not
an Indian reserve in any sense.

Mr. BLAKE. I should like to ask whether this clause,
as to the prevention of trespass, is intended to prevent
trespass exclusively by animals belonging to the reserve, or.
to apply generally to animals owned by persons outside of
the reserve coming upon the reserve and trespassing. If
the latter, it seems to me that it will be extremely conve-
nient that the Bill should be the general law of the locality.
Whatever is good eniough on the subjoct of trespass, im-
pounding, &c., for the white poople, ought to be good
enough as regards trespasses on the Indian lauds, of the
cattle of white people.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I take it that the Super-
intendent General will see that the law is applied, in all
cases, equitably.

On the Fub-section 10, section 10,
Mr. BLAKE. That is a serions thing-" the removal

and punishment of persons trespassing upon the reserve, or
frequenting it for improper purposes." That establishes a
sort of criminal law. What is it proposed to make the
maximum punishment ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Li no case to exceod $30
fine, and in no case to exceed thirty days' imprisonment.
That is the Act of 1880.

On the sub-section 11, section 10,
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). I think that is a new

provision. I think there has been no officer similar to a
treasurer appointed for any of the bands before. I would
just ask the First Minister, if this treasurer will have
any moneys coming to his hands, other than the money that
may be raised by levying and assessment upon property ?
Supposing the bands do not assess themselves, and expen-
ses are incurred by the Council, said expenses would be
defrayed out of the money that the bands receive from the
Government. Will that money pass through the hands of
the treasurer, or be disbursed by him ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; but by the Superin-
tendent, as heretofore.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The treasurer will have
charge of no moneys except such as may be raised by tax
levied on their lands ?

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALD. This is one of the diffi-
culties which my friend obj cts to. He suggests that there
should be no treasurer, but that the local agent of each band
should be in fact the treasurer of the band. I shall fully
consider that point before concurrence.
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On sub section 12, section 10,
Mr PATYRSON. I see there is no provision made for

the appointment of an assessor. The council of chiefs will
act as assessors, I suppose ?

Sir JOHN A. NACDONA LD No; they pass a by-l w
for raising monev, annid the by-law will provide for that.
They will appoint the ma chinery, of course. It will be an
annual assessment Th is really to encourage thern to
tax themselves. S mietines they do subscribe very liber-
ally, especialiy for educational purposes.

On section 11,
Mr. BLAKE. Why should not this be extended to the

whiles ? It is art admirable clause: " Any member of a
council elected un 1 er the w-ovisions of this Act who shall
be proved to be a habitual drunkard, or to be living in im-
mnorality, or to have accepted a bribe, or to have been guilty
of dishonesty, or of malfeasance of office, sball be disquali-
fied from acting as a member of the council."

Sir JOFIlN A. MACDONA LD. It would be a very good
clause for the whites.

Mr. BLAKE. Why should we be more moral with our
Indian friends thar with ourselves ?

Sir JOHN A. MAC'DONALD. It might diminish the
members of the Opposiion.

Sir R (H ARI D'ARTWRIGHT. We will risk it.
Bill reportd.

SECONI) REA DINGS.

The following Bills were severally read the second Lime,
ccnsidered in Committee, and reported:-

Bill (No. 36) to authorize a furthr advance to the Pro-
vince of Manitoba. in aid of the Publie Schools therein.-
(Sir Leonard TilXey).

Bill (No. 37) to provide for the salary and travelling
allowances of the Judge of the County c'ourt of Cariboo, in
the Province ofBritish Columbia.-(Sir John A. Macdonald).

The following Bills were read the second time and referred
to their respective Commit:ees:-

Bill (No. 63) to consolidate certain railway companies
thereir mentioned under the name of the Eastern Railwa>
Company of Canada -(HIr. Ma-master).

Bill (No. 72) to incorporate the Guelph Junction Railway
Companv.-(Mr'. Innes).

Bill (No 94) to empower the Sovereign Pire Insurance
Company to relinquish their charter, and to provide for the
winding up of their affairs -(Mr. Mackenzie).

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 10 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

THusDAiv, 28th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PArZRS.

THE MINISTER OF RAILWAYS AND THE HIGE
COMiMISSIONERIISHIP.

Mr. BLAKE, I rise to a question of privilege. Yester-
day, in looking over the proceedings of this House for the

Sir JOHN A, MAODONALD.

previons day, and also over some returns, I discovered that,
n r.d-r the law, Sir Charles Tupper had forfeited his seat in
the Canadian Parliament, and I felt it to be my duty, having
received that information, to apprise the hon. the Minister
of Railways that I would take the earliest opportunity of
bringing the matter before the louse, and I wrote him the
following letter:-

" Wednesday, 27th February, 1884.
"DEAa Sin,-I have this afternooa had an opportunity to examine the

papers laid on the Table last night, and, being of opinion that the seat
for Cumberland is, on the facts disclosed, vacant, 1 beg to apprise you
that I shall bring the question before the House to-morrow.

"Yours faithfully,
"EAwàR BLEE."

I feel, Mr. Speaker, that it ils imperative not to lose an
instant, in the situation in which we are at present, in
laying the facts before the fHouse and asking for its judg-
ment upon them. If it be the case that, many months ago,
a Minister of the Crown in Canada has, at the request of his
colleagues, accepted an office which not only vacates his
seat, but renders him ineligible for a seat in the House of
Commons, if that be the case and that Minister has, since
that time, retained his place in the Cabinet, I think you will
agree with me that, if we pause there, the situation is grave
enough. It is not necessary to elaborate the constitut-ional
doctrine upon that point. I shall trouble the louse with
two brief extracts from our standard work on the subject,
one the opinion of the writer, the other a citation in support
of that opinion :

4lWbile, qs we have seen. there ie no absolute necessity for every
member f the ( abinet to hold a Departmental office under the C rown,
the spirit of the constitution requires, that every one occupying a seat
in the Cabinet ehould alDo be a member of one or other of the House. of
Pariiament, and no one should be introduced into the Cabinet, or be
permitted to continue therein, who is ont of Parliament; unless he is
likely to be returned by sone con tituency within a reasouable period."

One of the cases cited is that-
" In 1815, when Sir Robert Peel's Ministry was being constructed, it

was determined to confer a seat in the CabieWet upon Sir George Murray,
the Master-General of the Ordoance. He accordingly became a candi-
date for a seat in the House of Commons, but was deteated in the
County of Perth. It was then agreed, between Sir Robert Peel and the
Duke of Welhngton, that it was inexpedient, and would establish an
inconvenient orecedent, w. re he to continue in the Cabinet. After his
rejection at Perth. Sir George Murray voluuteered to resigu hie Depart-
mental office, but Sir Richard Peel wrote and urged him to retain it.
He added, however, 'I have more difficulty about the Cabinet, and I
need not %ay solely and exclusively on the score of constitutional prece-
dent The holding of a seat in the Cabinet by a responsible adviser of
the Crown-that adviser being neither lu the House of Lords nor Coin-
mons-is, I fear, extremely unusual, if not unprecedented, in modern
times * * Of course, if there were any immediate prospect of your
return, the objection could not apply.' After this Sir George ceased to
attend the Cabinet councils, although he continued at the head of the
Ordnance Department until a change of Ministry occurred."

I say that, if it be the case that a Minister of the Crown has
accepted. and has for some months held, an office which not
merely vacates his seat, but renders him ineligible for a
seat in this House, the situation, if we went no further, is
grave. But, if public attention, at the time of that
appointment, being directed to the circumstances and
to the difficulties with reference to the seat in Parlia-
ment, which apparently grew out of it, were diverted
from those difficulties by a statement in the Ministerial
organs, obviously and necessarily, from the nature of the
case, inspired, a statement that these diffiulties did not
exist. because no emolument was attached to the offiee,
under the terms of the arrangement wih the Minister, if
the public was deceived, if the Parliament wa deceived,
if the people were deceived, by a statement
of that description, and we were permitted to go
on as long as we have gone on, on these terms,
the situation would be still more grave. 1f Sir,
you find that a Minister has been sitting in this flouse
when his seat is vacant and his election void, the situation
is still graver. If you find that a Minister has been
moving Resolution, proposing Bills, pressing upon the 'on-
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sideration of the Hlouse important measures, sustaining the
policy of an Administration, fulminating diatribes against
members of the House of Commons who may be opposed to
his views, telling them that they are giving reluctant votes,
and using language with reference to them which, as it was
withdrawn, [ shall not allude to further, if you find such
language used by a Minister who, although a Minister of'
the Crown, had at the moment ho used it no more-not so
much-right to be on the floor of the House as the page or
the messenger I see before me, and had no more
right to address the House or to take part in its
deliberations than that page or that messenger, thon
I think you will agree with me that the situa-
tion is of the gravest character. And, if that Minister
was so far conscious of his situation that, although
lie sat hore from day to day, although ho spoke here from
day te day, although ho moved here from day to day, yet,
when the time came to take a division upon the motions he
moved, the Bills ho introducod, and the Resolutions ho pro.
pounded;he presented the ignominious spectacle of flying the
division list, and declining to appear and recoid his vote as
a member of the House of Commons, what words shall I
use to describe such a situation as that ? I think, if this be
the state of the case, you will agree with me that I am fnot
merely entitled te call attention, but that I am bound not to
lose an instant, after this condition of things has been
revealed, in calling the attention of the House to it, and
asking it to apply, as far as it is possible at this moment
to apply, the proper remedy. The law in reference to
qualifications or disqualifications for seats in Parliament,
has been from time to time varied in the direction ofgreater
stringency, anJ, as it stands to.day, it is to be found on our
Statute Book in the Act assented to in the year 1878, which
provides, with certain exceptions which are not applicable
to the present case, that:

"No person accepting or holding any office, commission or employment,
permanent or temporary, in the service of the Government of Canada,
at the nomination of the Crown, or at the nomination of any of the
officers of the Government of Canada, to which any salary, fee, wages,
allowance or emolument, or profit of any kind is attached, shall be
eligible as a member of the House of Commons, nor shall he sit or vote
therein.''

That being the state of the law, the office of High Com-
missioner for Canada-[The hon. DAVID MILLS, mem-
ber elect to represent the Electoral District of Bothwell,
iere entered the House and took his seat.] I rejoice,

Sir, that I have been interrupted. I rejoice to know
that the gross injustice perpetrated by the late Parlia-
ment has been found, by the event which has just taken
place, not to have accomplished its object, and that justice,
though long delayed, has not been wholly denied te my hon.
friend who has just taken his seat beside me. I trust that
the justice which the people of Bothwell in the first instance,
and the courts of the land in the second place, did in the case
of the hon. member for Bothwell, will ho done by this House
to-day in the caee of the late member for Cumberland.
Now, Sir, the Act establishing the appointment of High
Commissioner, provides that:

" The Governor may, under the Great Seal of Canada, from time to
time appoint an oflicer to be called the High Commissioner of Canada,
who shal hold office during pleasure."

And it provides:
" That the High Commissioner shall receive a salary of not more

than $10,000 per annum, and the same shall be payable out of any un-
aoppropriated moneys forming part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund

It is quite clear from this reading of the Statutes that you
have here a salaried office, at the nomination of the Crown,
within the meaning of the Act of Parliament. Besides this
salary an allowance was voted by Parliament of $4,000 a
year for certain contingencies, making a total of $14,000 a
year as the allowance and salary of the office. Sir1
Alexander Galt was appointed forthwith-indeed
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his appointmont, in some sort, preceeded the pass-
age of the Act-but after the passage of the
Act, he was appointed a High Commissioner formally, and
paid the salary; and for a periol of a little over a year the
Government paid, out of the allowanoe of 8 1,000 a year, his
house rent his light account, his fuel account and his taxes,
besides, I believe, some other chuargesu, But in March, 1881,
as appears by the papers laid on the Table, an Order in
Council was passed providing that, in lieu of payinunt of
house rent, fuel, light and taxes, an allowance of 83,500 bu
made to Sir Alexander G-alt, High Commissioner, to be taken
from the annual vote for his personal contingencies, to com-
mence from the lst day of April, 1881; so that what the
Government had up te that time done tbemselves, directly
out of the vote, in the way of paying this portion of Sir
Alexander Galt's living expenseo, was thereafter done by Sir
Alexander Galt himself, by moans of his own expenditure of
this allowance of 83,500 a year, which he used as ho pleased,
and which, therefore, was more a salary, noninally, than
an allowance. Upon this subject there were debates in
Parliament in two successive years. The first year, when
the allowance was proposed in the discussion in Supply, in
the vote of the amount required to provide for contingent
expenses of the H1igh Commissioner of Canada, in London
-84,000-I said:

".I have a part cular suggestion with reference to the Supplementary
Estimates. We have various headings, as, for instance, ' at bours and
Rivers,' 'Quebec,' 'Nova Scotia,' &c. I propose we should have a
separate heading, 'Galt,' with different sub-headings.

In reply to Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT,
"Sir SANUEL L. TILLUY said this item was to pay the rent of his house

and other contingencies. If there be travelling expenses they would
fall under that item.

"Mr. BLAKE. So the office is to cost $14,000 ?
"Sir SAumIE L. TLT. Yes."

Subsequently, upon concurrence upon the item, on the 4th
of May, 1880, I said:-

" Mr. BLAKE. 1 think the proposal te pay $14,000 in all to the High
Commissioner of Canada is excessive. I do not think that expenditure
is commensurate with the resources of the country. The American
Minister, at the Court of St. James', only receives $17,500, and the pro-
posal to pay our London agent $14,000 seems to me to be entirely dis-
proportionate. I move in amendment:

" That the said resolution be not concurred in, but that it be resolvel,
that the proposal te pay the London agent $10,000 a year for salary,
and in addition $4,000 a year for rent for a dwelling bouse and allow-
ances, in ail $14,000, is excessive."

a Sir Sa4muL L. TILLEx. It was stated very clearly and distinctly
I think, that this arrangement is calculated to save a very large sum of
money to the Dominion. With regard to tLis vote, I would say the
Lieut.-Governor of Ontario has a salary of $10,000 a year, and lie has
hie bouse rent, fuel and varions other contingencies, amountiag to far
in exceses of $4,000 allowed him, I think it could scarcely oe expected
that the representative of the people of Canada, living in London
should not receive something like an equivalent to the sum appropriated
for the expenses and salary of the Lieut.-Governor of Ontario.

1 Mr. BLÂM. I am not disposed to admit that he is worth twice ai
much as you are.

" Sir SAuNEL L. TiLLT. That is no test at ail, because we are sup-
posed to be here on patriotic principles, and not for mercenary consider-
ations. When 1 state what is a fact, that some managers of banking
institutions receive $20,000 to $25,000 a year, I think the amount pro-
posed to be voted is comparatively amall. I think the House will not
sustain my hon friend's proposition."

And there, if nowhere else, the hon. gentleman was right,
for my proposition was voted down. In the following year
a further discussion took place upon the subject, in March,
1881, when the vote again came before the flouse:

"Am)unt required to provide for contingent
expenses of the High Commissioner of
Canada in London. ........... ....... $4,000.

MaR. BLAKE. It was very natural that a bulk sum should have been
asked last year, as the arrangement was a new one, and it was neces-
sary te make proper provision, but it was said, I think, that the
amount was properly an allowance. I would like to know if it is
now voted simply as an allowance or an amount te be accounted
for ?

"Bir LEOAa TILLar. This is practically an allowance.
"EMr. Braxu. That being the cas, I think it would be better to

call it an allowance not accountable, rather than a oontingenoy."
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The then hon. member for Gloucester (Mir. Anglin) made
a speech on the subject, in which ho said :

•'He is liberally paid, for, be-ides his sulary and F4,000 of an allow-
ance, I think there will be found somewhere in the Es'imates a further
sun of $14,000 for other expenses said to have been incurred by him. We
paid the expenses of himself and family to England."

Then Sir Leonard Tilley said:
" It yon allow 2 per cent, for that operation-"

That was an operation with reference to the purchase of the
cable-
' you have another Eaving of $3,000, which with the other two items,
would more than cover the $14,000 expended during the year, to say
nothing cf the cther services he bas rendered So that, although we
have as yet been unable to transfer to our High Commissioner certain
duties that are performed by our ageut at the present time, during the
current year there will have been saved in these operations alone a sum
eq-ilvalent to his salary and the contingent expenses that have been
referred to. I am sure that the hon. member from West Durham will be
glad to knowthat there has been a shi1lin g, that there ha3 been apound,
that ttere is a certain sum of money saved as compensation for the
$14,000 expended."

I read these passages to remind the House of what the
understood situation of the whole business was in 1880 and
1881. You find it agreed and acknowledged that the
practical emoluments and profits of this office are $14,000 a
year. You find it assimilated in argument to the position
of a Lieutenant-Governor of a Province-say, the Lieu.
tenant Governor of Ontario-who receives, besides his
salary of $10,000 a year, as the Finance Minister stated, his
bouse rent, fuel and other contingencies, malking allowances
for more than $4,000 a year. You find it acknowledged by
the Finance Minister that this is practically an allowance in
addition to the salary; and you find an Order in Council
providing that $3,500 of it is to be payable to the High
Commissioner himself in lieu of paynents by the Govern-
ment, so that hoecan spend it as ho pleases, and if he chooses
to live at an hotel, or in lodgings, lie may live
at either place, and ho may save his house rent
and certain other incidental expenses. Nobody can doubt
that this is an addition to the emoluments; if anybody
doubts it let me ask him how much worse off ho thinks the
Commissioner would have been if the allowance or contin-
gent provision had not been made? He would have had,
in that event, to pay for his bouse rent and other contin-
gencies ont ofhis salary of $10,000 a year, so be woul i
have had just so much less than ho ha sby me ans of the
allowance. fHow are salaries, how is income, spent ? Why,
they are spent in paying for house rent, fuel, light, taxes,
and other living expenees. flow does the Minister spend
his salary ? A portion of it goces in paying rent of his
house, or the interest of the purchase money, and in paying
for his light, fuel and taxes. If we were to agree to provide
a contingent allowance for these, that would be enlarging
his ealary by just so much; and by whatever name
youe call it this is practically an addition to his
salary. But the Statute which, as I have said, has
been made stronger from year to year, and which has been
directed to avoiding the possibility of the receipt of emolu-
ments of any kind consistently with holding a seat in
Parliament-excepting the excepted cases-the Statute, I
say, does not confine itseolf to the salary; it says "the salary,
wages, with allowance, emoluments, or profits of any kind,
permanent or temporary ; " and that, of course, covers this
allowance, emolument, or piofit. Take the case of His
Excellency the Governor General, which I may be allowed
to refer to, as the Finance Minister referred to the case of a
Lieutenant Governor. The salary is 48,000 odd this year,
and we know the Public Accounts show what a very large
sum in addition we provide each year, which is
practically an addition to the salary in various per-
sonal expenses and the expense connected for the
maintenance of Rideau Hall, which is also provided for him.
Another way to look at this is to reverse the figures and

Mr. BLAXI.

suppose for an instant that the salary was $4,000, and the
allowance for expenses $10,000, instead of the salary being
$ 10,000 and the allowance for expenses 84,000. Who can
doubt, whichever way you look at it. that we are dealing
here with an office of which the emoluments, profits, allow-
ances and salary amount to 814,000 a year. That was the
condition of things during the tenure of that office by Sir
Alexander Galt; the Opposition criticising the amount of
the salary and allowance, condemning them, and proposing
that the amount should be reduced, stating that $14,000 was
too much, the Government not insisting that the amount
paid was not $14,000, but insisting that $14,000 was just
enough and not at all too much. And the matter went on
until Sir Alexander Gait resigned and Sir Charles Tupper
was appointed. Amongst the papers brought down is an
Order in Council, dated 13th May, 1883, which is as
follows:-
"OCRTIFIED CoPY ofa report of a Committee of the Honourable the Privy

Council, approved by His Excellency the Governor General in
Council on the 30th May, 1883.

"On a report dated 30th Vay, 1883, from the Right Hon. Sir John
Macdonald, stating that it will be necessary to appoint a successor as
High (ommissioner for Canada in London in the place of Sir Alexander
Gait whose resignation takes effect on the 1st June, 1883, and that Sir
Charles Tupper has kindly consented to proceed to England and per-
form the duties of the office for the present without salary,

"Sir John Macdonald recommmends that a commission do issue to Sir
Charles Tupper as High Commissioner.

"The Right Honourable the Firet Minister also states that the expenses
of the High Commissioner will be paid in the same manner as the ex-
penses of Sir Alexander Galt.

"The Committee concur in the recommendation of the Right Honour-
able the Premier and submit the same for your Excellency's approval.

(Signed) "JNo. J. MOGQE,
"1Clerk Privy Council.

And approved it was. So there you find the appointment
of Sir Charles Tupper ; and the Order deals with two
parts, the salary and the allowances. As to the salary,
there is no absolute renunciation of the salary in this Order
in Council. It is merely for the present that the salary is
renounced, and consistent with that, arrangements might
be made for the obtaining of the salary at any time. And
it is exceedingly likely, I think it is the better opinion,
that under such circumstances, an office with a salary
attached to it, accepted under such a provision as i have
referred to in this Order in Council-if there were no mor-
-that would bo a disqualifying office in the hands of tie
man who had accepted it. The view which prevails in
England bas been so rigorous as to be applied to cases
even where no such provision as to profit existed, and
no question of allowances was involved ; and one
of the latest cases which bas occurred was in
1879, when Mr. Herbert Gladstone, son of the
Prime Minister, accepted a lordship of the treasury
expressly without salary; but it was an office of emolu-
ment, and although he accepted it without salary, a new
writ was issued and ho went back to his constituents and
was re-elected, that being an office which he could not hold
without vacating his seat, but which did not disqualify
him from sitting in the House after reelection. Whatever
may be said as to the question of salary being conditional
and there being an arrangement for the renunciation of
the salary temporarilv by the hon. gentleman, who was to
receive the salary of the Minister of Railways all the time
-I say whatever may be said as to that, it is clear upon
the question of allowances. I have shown you how the
question of allowances stood at the time ; I have shown
you the votes upon it; I have shown you the Order in
Council upon it, and the practice upon it, and the
mode in which the matters were carried ont : That
Sir Alexander Galt received the allowances for two
or three years, and after the arrangement had been made
with Sir Charles Tupper, you find the Order in Council
expressly stating that the expenses are to be paid in the
same manner as in the case of Sir Alexander Gait. So that
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it is perfectly clear that this portion of the emoluments or
allowances connected with the office was, at the time the
ofice was offered to and accepted by Sir Charles Tupper, to
be payable to him. The facts follow, for I find from the
papers that, on 27th August, 1883, very shortly after his
appointment-he was appointed in May and sailed in June
-this memorandum:

For the Auditor-General.
Du.

Sir Charles Tupper, High Commissioner, in account with Bank of
Montreal, London.

Creédts granted by Finance Department.
1883.
Aug. 27-To Cheque ....................... ..................... £800

£800

*LouoN, Sept. 5, 1883.

This is in the return of the payments made to Sir Charles
Tupper for allowances. He thus recoived on the 27th August,
1883, £800 sterling, being equivalent to $1,000 whieh
was the amount of the allowances voted for the whole
financial year now current, and which terminates on 30th
June next. 'He received, I say, within two months of the
commencement of the financial year the allowance which
was-to last for the whole of the year, and it bas been held
by him ever since. Amongst the papers I find the follow-
ing :-

FINANcE DEPARTMENT in accoeUnt with r Charles Tuppir, High Con-
missioner for Canada.

CR.
By amount of notes for expenses of High Commis.

sioner placed at my credit in Bank Montreal,
London................... ...................................... £300 0 0

DR.
To paid expenses. ......... ............................... £795 2 4
'balance in my hande..... . ......................... . 4 17 8

£800 o o

It shows that the hon. gentleman not merely received the
money but spent it. Though I asked for the details, no
details are given, and very properly so. Because Sir
Charles Tupper did not give any details, and he did not give
any details very properly, because the Government had no
right to call on him for details; tbey made this allowance
to him in a bulk sum which he had the right to spend as ho
pleased, and therefore he gives no details, but simply says,
I have spent the money. It was not spent in removal
expenses; it was not spent in travelling expenses. It was
spent absolutely for the purpose for which it was granted
no doubt; but it was not spent for those other purposes to
which I have referred, which is made quite apparent
from the fact that an Order in Council was passed on 21st
September, 1883, or a month after the allowance was
received, to this effect:

"Tii Couxin,
" 21st September, 1883.

"On a memorandum dated 15th September 1883, from the Minister of
Finance ubmitting a communication from Sir Charles Tupper, the
High Commissioner for Canada in London, in which is stated that his
removal expenses amount to the sum of $836, andi recommending that
as there are no funds out of 'which the same eau be paid that a special
warrant of His Excellency the Governor General do issue for that
amount, the same to be taken in addition to the $4,000 voted for 'con-
tingencies of the office of the High Commissio2er in London.'

" The Committee advise that a special warrant do issue accordingly.
(Signed) "J. J. McGI,

1!C. P. .1

So yon find $836 in addition were paid for rom val expen-
ses to London. And the return aise shows other consider-
able sums paid to Sir Charles Tupper for travelling ex.
penses during the period of his stay on the other side of
the water. For instancel, I find an account bere on page

s,

5 for £162 13s. 6d., and another account for £65 sterling.
I think, Sir, I have now establisbed clearly that Sir Charles
Tupper has occupied and held this office, receiving at any
rate, part of its emoluments; and as l have pointed out the
office, being a salaried office, and an office of profit, the
arrangement as to undertaking it, the salary boing only
renounced for the present, and the arrangemont as to the
other part of the emoluments being distinct and clear.
As to the agreement, as to the understanding and as to the
action, the emoluments being not merely due but actually
received, the case is perfectly clear. It is pei fectly clear
that the office, as held. is an office of emolument. He was
the Minister of Railways with a salary of $7,000 a year.
The duties of both the offices could not be simultaneously
discharged; and while acting as liglî C,>mmssioner ho gts
bis salary as Minister of Railways, and 84 00 a year of
these allowances. While acting as Minister of Railways
bere, he gets his salary as Minister of Railways, and aiso
these allowances of $1,000 a year, for the period lie is bore.
Now, Sir, the English Statute law is not so rigid as our own
in terms, but the constitutional application of it to analogous
cases is clear as day. The office of Warden of the Cinque
Ports was formerly an office of substantial emolu ment-
a very considerable salary was attached to it ; it was not a
disqualifying office, but it was an office the acceptance of
which vacated the seat. The salary was takeri away, but
there remained the substantial perquisite of the rilght to
occupy Wardour Castle, and some nominal perquisites in the
shape of wreckage and others of a kind, which, I believe,
wcro purely nominal. But the office was 'grantcd and with
these varions perquisites, aud when Lord Palmerstou
accepted that office, it was held that a new wric sbould
issue, that his seat was vacated by the acceptance cf it, and
be went for reelection to bis borough of Tiverton. So that
if you take the ordinary mode of vacating seats in the
English House ofCommons, they had not the power, and I
believe they have not now the power, of resignation;
they must get out by accepting a disqualifying office.
When a member of the House of Cnommons of England
accepts the Stewardship of the Chiltern Houndred, or the
Escheatorship of Munster, which are offices that have no
fees really pertaining to thern-nobody gets a shilling out
of them-but still they have the efft of vacating the seat.
Such is the construction of the law, the seat is inevitably
vacated when the office is accepted, alhbough the emolu-
ment is in the shape of a porquisite, and a nominal per.
quisite at that. The law bas been construed in fact, as
being so extensive as to include the case of a member of
Parliament accepting the office of Attorney Goneral in a
British colony ; for when Sir Bryan O'Loghlen accepted
the office of Attorney General in one of the Australian
colonies, his salary being paid by the Crown in
Australia, and out of the public moneys of Australia,
it was held, and held by the very docisive vote
of 180 to 11 in the House of Commous, that by the
acceptance of that office he vacated his seat in Par-
liament. The principles of the construction of a Statute of
this description are well stated in a citation, which is made
in one of the cases, from that groat constitutional writer,
Hallam, who says:

" These restrictions ought to be rigorously and jealously maintained,
and to receive a construction in doubtful cases according to the consti-
tutional spirit fnot as if they were of a penal nature toward i individuals,
an absurdity in which the carelees and indulgent temper of modern
times might sometimes acquiesce."

That observation is of the weightiest character. It is of a
character so weighty that it cannot be too pointedly im-
pressed on the mind of the House. It is not a penal Statute
against an individual; itis a most beneficial Statute in fur-
therance of the public weal in the preservation of the great
principle of the purity and independence of Parliament;
and it has been construed with reference to that circum-
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stance, &d with a vivi to further that result. Sir, this "It was a doctrine which was proponnded for the frst time, that the
subjeCt ha beèn the subject of discussion, in times past, rights of Parliament were superior to the rights of the people, and that,thanonc, ad Si GlnesTuppr hrnslf hs gvenwhene'eer they did corne inte collision, the right of the peopie muetmore than once, and Sir Charles Tupper himself has givenyOd Re thonght they were the repre entatives of the people; that
vent to his views with the vehemence,not to say the violence, they were sent here to reprePent them ; that they were the servants eof
iith which he generally speaks when he is move 1. In 1877 the people: and ihat when the righte of the people and the rights of
he used thi .u e Parliament-the right oF their representatives--carne into collision, theho anguage rights of their representatives muet vield to the rights of the people.

It was inexpedient and improper, unless the Parliament of Canada
was to become a by-word, and the independence of the Parliament of
Canada a by-word, in the menthe of the people of the country, that
while that law stood on the Statute Book the Public Exchequer should
Le used for the purposet of pouring money out of its coffers into the
pockets cf members cf the Parlianient of Canada

Then he says;
" These hon. gentleman, howévef, must go back te meet the various

faces of their inthligent conscituents, who knew and felt that whatever
the necessities of the Government might be- "

Mark these words and apply them to the case in band:
"l who knew and felt that whatever the necessities of the Government
might be, public principles were of vastly higher and of vastly greater im-
portance t an the exigencies of a Government, however deserving they
might be of confidence in other respects. The hon, gentleman (Mr.
Blake) said he was opposed te the views of his right hon friend with
reference te the independence of the Senate, and he voted and pro-
claimed the necessity et passing a law that would operate on that body
of the Legislature in the same way as the law existing in reference to
this House. He believed that the hon. gentleman had undergone, net
only a conversion, but a backsliding on this point. Having got on the
Treasury Benches, the hon. gentleman found it necessary and desirable
te use the members of the Senate on important public services, and to
place in the hands of members of the Senate large sums of public money
to disburse for their expenses."

The hon. gentleman said that I had tried, but unsuccess-
fully, to put the Seiate in point of constitutional disqualifi-
cation on a par with theI louse, and that not having been
done when my friends attained power, use had been made
of that power to use the hon. members of the Sonate on
Impdi-tant public services, and to place in the hands of
tnonibers of the Senate large sums of public money to dis-
burÈ for their expenses. He goes on:

" The bon, gentleman bad found no danger to the independence of
the Benate, provided that the bon. gentlemen were able te keep their
seae on the Treasury Boncher, and Le did net further interfere with it.

"When they desired te send some one on the most important mission
that any gentleman could be selected from Canada to perform-to deal
with the question of reciprocity-theEe hon. gentlemen selected a sena
tor from tue other end et the building, and as far as the Publie Accounts
showed he was net left wilhout an ample supp!y of public money,
directly or indirectly, te meet all the necessities, and to-day what did
the hon. gentlemen find or conuider it necessary te do on a still mori
recent occasion, lu connection vith the geat Centennial Exhibition?
When these hon. gentlemen wanted te sec ure the services of able,
eeilent and talented representatives for Canada, at a most important
crisis, they again went back te the Senate and chose hon. gentlemen,
and supp led them with the public money tbey required in order to
fhlly, end vigourously, and efficiently represent the Government of the
country.P

So you see that the Minister of Railways complained that
the law not having been amended, the Senate not having
been put on a par with members of this House in this regard,
the Government of my hon. friend from East York (Mr.
Mackenzie) was not acting rightly, in that senators had
been appointed, as he stated, to offices and commissions and
employments, and given large sumns of money liberally to
pay their expenses. He thought that would not be accord-
mg to law if applied to a member of Parliament, and that
as he succeeded in preventing it being the law with refer-
btice to the Senate, my hon. friend was blameable because he
had acted upon the law as it applied to the Senate, though
I have reason to believe that the late Senator Brown did not
aceptanything in connection withlhis mission toWashington
at al. Now,Sir,this subject also came up in thefollowingyear
upon the occasion of the passage of the Act to whieh I have
referred as the present Act for securing the independence
of Parliament ; and nuch discussion took plaqe with refer-
once to that Act. The hon. the present First Minister

gr. BLAEE.

This was a cardinal principle of the British constitution, and stiis was
the cardinal principle that must obtain li all free countries, and all
Parliaments. But the object of this Bill was te secure the indepen-
dence of Parliament, not the indepenience ofthe rights cf the people."

The hon. member at this time was arguing for an amend-
ment to the Bill in the direction of greater freedom from
disqualification. He was arguing that the mischief to be
guarded against did not apply to certain sections by which
it was proposed to disqualify persons in the service of
the Local Governments. He continued :

" What was the danger, the hazard, that the.independence of P*rlia-
men was running? The independence of Parliament had to be guarded
against tbe improper influence of the Crown; in other words, had got
te Le guarded against the influence, direct or indirect, of the Govern-
ment of the lay. That was the object of this measure, and the object
of a measure of a similar kind passed in England. The object was,
that members of Parliament should he true and faithful represen-
tatives of the people, quite independent in their positions of al in-
fluence from the Crown ; quite free from any chance of the Crown put-
ting on any screw, or using any influence or power or authority over
them; and se seoon as that principle is obtained, se soon as a
member of Parliamen t was free from the chnces, or suspicion, or op-
portunity of the Crown appealing te his personal interest-so soon as
this was obtained, then the Act could go no further. Then came the
great question that the choice of the people should be as much as pos-
sible unlimited. Now, if they would look at this A et and at the old
Act, they would find that the object of the firat clause was te prevent
any person holding an office of emolument under the Crown froin
becoming a memiber cf that House. These officers were at the
mercy cf the Crown ; they might be dismissed, they might be removed
to positions more a lvantageous or less advantageous, their promotion or
increase of salary or rank depended on the Crown, and no member
of Parliament ought to be so dependent."

Once again:
" They shoild always keep before them the grand principle of the

indepet dence of Parliament, and that no man should be eligible for
Parliament who could be held te be dependent upon the Crown and
liable te be influenced by the Crown."
Then, Sir, the hon, gentleman adverted to the penalty. As
the House knows, the penalty at that time was $2,000.a day.
It was proposed to reduce it to $200 a day, upon the ground
that so enormous a penalty was ,elf-destructive-was des-
tructive of its object ; thatit would not be enforced; that it
excited feelings of compassion ; and that a smaller penalty
would be more likely to be really efficient. The hon.
gentleman raised doubts which 1 agree in thinking that his
present action has done much to give weight to. ie said:

" The fifth clause was reasonable enough, that the penalty of $2,000
a day should be considered too large, and $200 inserted in its place.
The law undoubtedly looked reasonable enough at the first bluah, and
if the proposed anmendment were carried, it would prevent such a
pathetic appeal as that made lest Session by the hon. Minister of
Marine and Fisheries in faveur of Mr. Speaker in respect te the penalty
of £60,000. But a penalty. in order te be effectual, must be efficient
for a 1 purposes. A division might be taken in which the adminis-
tration might be supported by one vote, and a man who knew ha had
forfeited hi seat, might run the risk of giving his vote and paying $200.
He would not, however, be so ready te do se if le had te pay $à,000.
That consideration should be taken into account in settling the amount
of penalty, and, personally, he was not wedded to $2,000.

"Mr. SinT (Westmoreland). e is liable t expulsion.
"Sir JeOHN A. MACDONALD said the view et the la* vas titt

that punishment was net sufficient, and that the offender's purse as
well as lis person must pay the penalty."

Here, Sir, we have as I conceive, the ease of a Miniéter of
the (i-own, not voting, it iis true, as I have said, but sitting
here, arguing bore, declaiming here, pressing forward
measures bore, sinne the beginning of the Session in defiance
of the reduced penalty of $200 a day, which applies to
sitting as well as voting. Then, Mr. Plumb said:

'' He admit ted that the penalty of the prsenut Act was excessive, but
at the saine time it might be said there was no excuse for any viola·ion
of the Act, and no reason why the penalty should be ineurred, and it
was certainl.y a false step to reduce the penalty so that a man witt a
fat contrct n his pocket could aLord to payit. On soine :ery impor-
tànît measure, a man holding suco a eontract could afford to pay the
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proposed penalty and vote upon it. The reduction of the penalty from
$2000 to $200 per day was a great wrong, and it showed at what price
the hon. member who had introduced the Bill valued the independence
ot Parliament. They had set a price upon it-$200 per day.

As I have said, I am afraid a mistake was made ; it may be
that if the penalty had been left where it was, or retained
at a higher rate than $200 a day, we should be spared the
scandal that has been inflicted on Parliament and on the
country this Session. Who is to pay the penalty now ?
Now, Sir, I have not complicated this case with a single
word with reference to the incompatibility of the Ministerial
office with the office of igh Commissioner, or with reference
to the incompatibility, on other grounds, of the office of High
Commissioner with the position of a member of Parliament.
These are distinct questions; they are questions of the
gravest importance, which, as I said early in the Session, I
intend to take an opportudity of raising. They are consti-
tutional questions-questions of policy -while this is the
question of the seat for Cumberland, and I do not complicate
it with a single word with reference to those points. I
think it will be made clear by what hab occurred that the
penalty is not sufficient-that more was required to have
prevented this thing. I think it will be clear to the House
that a breach of the law has been committed; and in view of
the conduct of the Minister, in view of the plainness of the law,
in view of the Order in Council which I have read, in view
of the moneys which have been received, in view of the
course which the Minister has taken since the commence-
ment of this Session in reference to voting, I believe I am
not speaking harshly or uncharitably when I say that there
has not merely been a breach, but a wilful, a conscious, and
an intended violation and breach of the law. That, Sir, is
not merely wrong: it is a flagrant insult to this louse.
It is a flagrant insult to this House that an hon. gentleman,
a Minister of the Crown, having no right to sit here, should
on false pretences be sitting and moving and addressing this
Asaembly. I believe, Sir, the louse will agree with me that
that condition of things should not longer remain; that the'
people of Cumberland, who for the last nine months have
been unrepresented in Parliament, should be placed in a
position to be here represented ; that this Parliament should
be purged of the presence of one who has no right to a place
amongst us; and that the louse ought to take prompt and
decided action. I move:

That it appears, that the office of High Commissioner of Canada is an
office in thé service of the Government of Canada at the nomination of
the Crown, to which salary, wages, ahowance, emolument or profit of
some kind is attached, within the meaning of the Act for furthe: secur-
ing the Independence of Parliament.

That it appears that in addition to the salary of $10,000 a year, at-
tached to t e offiee of High Commissioner, there bas been voted yearly,*
since the establishment of the said office, a smin of $1,000, to cover
amongst other things, the payment of bouse rent, fuel, light, and taxes
of the High Commisbioaer.

Thatit appears that on the 23r1 of March, 1881, it was ordered by the
Governor in Uouneil, that in lieu of payment of hoise rent, fuel, light
and taxes, an allowance of $3,5JO be made to Sir Alexander Galt, thon
ligh Commissioner, to be taten from the annual vote for his personai
contingencies (being the said sum of $4,000) to commence from the 1st
April, 1881.

That it appears tht thcreafteur during the tenure of the office by Sir
Alexander Galt, such allowance was regularly made.

That it appcars that Sir Alexander Galt resigned on the 1st June,
188 ,and that sir Charles Tupper, ihen member for Cumberland, and
MItnister of Railways and Canais, was appointed High Commissioner of
Canada in bis place, retaining the office and salary, $7,00t a year, as
Mister of Railways ard Canals and the Order in ouncil mekig and
%Dpointment, bearing date the 3' th May, 183, states, 1bat Sir Charles
Tapper has kindly conseuted to proceed to England and, perfora the
duties o tthe office for the present withont salary; and that the expenses
of the digh 'oniis3iener will be paid in the same manner as the ex-
penses er Sir Alexander Galt.

That it appears that the said Sir Charles Tupper accepted, and still
holdi the said office of Iligh Commissioner 0f Canada.

That it aopears that on the 28th August, 1883, the said Sir Charles
Tupper, as Cgh Oommiasioner, received fromthe Governmpnt of Canada
£00, or s3,a , in respect of the said allowanoce of $1,000, being
neither a fraction of the whole sum voted an4 p#yabJe for the enrrent

Tia pp y eaa tisdg ue, isa.nis ezuluuîe of the removal ex-
puese 0 h tai t ørIe ppoml ao «tigto P0,uandof the

i travelling expenses of the said Sir Charles Tupper, amonating to $836,
i and of his travelling expenses as High Commissioner.

That the seat of the said Sir Charles Tupper, as member for Outaber-
land, was, prior to the commencement of the present Session of
Parliament oyreason of the premises vacated, and his eleetion hu
become nuil and void.

That Mr. Speaker do issue his Warrant to the Clerk of the Crown in
Chancery, to make out a new Writ for the election of a member to srve
in this present Parliainent for the Electoral District of the Oownty of
Oumberland, in the place of Sir Charles Tupper.

Sir JOIHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
stated that this question is one of Parliamentary practice,
and lie said that he carefully divided the question of the
expediency of uniting the two offices from the questjon of
whether Sir Charles Tupper had bis seat or not. It is a
pity that that principle, that rule, had not been before the
hon. gentleman's mmd from the time he commenced hie
speech until the end. But ho took the occasion, at a time
when he thought, perhaps, my hon. colleague was not in a
position to answer, to make an attack on him whieh
did not, I think, raise the hon. gentleman in the opinion of
the majority of this House. I shall not imitate bis course.
I shall not look back to other circumstances, to other mdi-
viduals, to other votes, and to other speeches and conduct
of hon. gentlemen opposite, but shall confine myself
strictly to the discussion of this question. It is of
course impossible for a House like this, composed
of a majority of laymen, to come to a conclusion upon it on
the nonce, on the spot, on this question being raised for the
first time, and I am going to move an amendment to this
Resolution, in accordance with the universal and uniform
practice ot Pariament, that it be referred to the Committee
on Pivileges and Elections. This Committee will examine
into ail the authorities, look into ail the cases, report fully
upon this question, and inform this House what conclusion
they have come to; they will perform the duties for which
they have been specially selected, and the House, on their
report and with full information, will b able to decide
whether my hon. friend bas bis seat in this House or not.
The hon. gentleman says that my hon. friend insulted this
House; that ho was acting in contravention of the rules of
Parliament in speaking, in moving and in ressing
questions of importance before this louse. Ail I can
say is, this House doos net feel the insult. This
House knows no insult was intended. My hon. friend
has been advised that he did not forfeit his seat. He ias
been advised that lie is still the member for Cumberland
and has every right to sit or vote, but the question having
beon raised in the public press, the hon. gentleman did not
choose to record bis vote and add to the weight of the opin-
ion of tiis House on the great questions before it. The bon.
gentleman has spoken of the mischief which the Indepen-
donce of Parliament Act was intended to cure. The Inde-
pendence of Parliament Act was passed fir the purpose of
preventing the Governmont of the day from inducing mem-
bers who are not members of the Government of the day,
who are otherwise independent, to sell thoir independence
for the sake of office, profit or emolument. That is not
the case of my hon. friend. ie was a Minister at the
best or ut the worst ; it was an accumulation of of e.
He could not bc supposed te bc bribing or inducing an inde-
pendent member of Parliament to sel his principIls, to
sacrifice bis principles, or to give bis support to the Govern-
ment by a promise of office. Mr. Speaker, it does not com
within the mischief of the Act, in the first place. It doos
not come in any way within the mischief which the Aot
was intended to cure. The hon. gentleman has quoted(rqrg
Mr. Todd's constitutional work on Parliamentary law. The
hon. gentleman knows that that is aun authority that is
always received with respect in this House, and it o hap-
pens that I hold in my band a leter written by Mr. To44,
which I propose to lay before the Committee, if he Ho"p
sondg this question to t. dis»used there, in whichh he sg;
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" Bat, on the other hand, theI English practice will eelarly suatadithe

member so circumstanced inretaiùnwg his eat, as in appear froi' the
fullao*isg preýedett.*'

He gives a series of precedents on the point, that the seat
was pot vacated in any way whatever. That wae the
opinioen of Mr.' -odd, and the opinion ef Mr, Todd as applied
tò the case of my hon. friend thie Minister of Ritilways.

Mr. BLAKE. As to English practice.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As to English practice, I
kpotthat perfectly well; but the hou. gentleman commenced
by referring to English practice and quoting English cases.

Mr. BLAKE. I said our law was more stringent.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Do not interrupt me,
poaso, The hon. gentleman read the Order in Council
whih Ftated that Sir Charles Tqpper had kindly consented
to act as High Commissioner for the present, and, of course,
he said, that was understood, and, after the present had
disappeared, and the future had become the present, some
arrangement wopld be made to pay him a salary. Mr.
Speaker, we all remember the circumstances u der
which Sir Charles Tupper went to England last year.
He was struck down from overwork, and was obliged to
absent himseg from attendance Q thiis House for nearly
a month before the end o Ithe Session. Ris health was so
shaken and imperilled that he thpught þe would be obiged
to give up the position he hld inthe Government. His
colleagues, agroeing in this, I am sure, with the opinion of a

majority of this House, thought it would be a great loss to
the Government, as it would be to any Government, to lose
the seivices of so able a Minister, so good an administrator,
as Sir Charles Tupper, and, Mr. Speaker, 1 individualiy
pressed the hon. gentleman to go to england. I pressed
him qget that resa qhich he had earned, and which his
health demanded, in the hope and in the belief-a belief
wbi ç, I am happy to say, proved to be correct-that rest
fromi' his labours, change of climate and change of work
would restore him to thc same state of health that all his
friends are glad and proud to see him enjoy at this moment.
He did so, Mr. Speaker; he went to England; and he went
with the express understanding and condition that, during
the time he was in England and serving as High Commis-
signer, ho should enjoy no salary. It was a condition
Made lu the Order in Council. The hon, gentleman saye
that, a;.though it was in the Order in Council it is not made
a condition, it is merely made a statement. But I hold in
my hand the commission under the great seal of the Domi.
nion, issued by Lord Lorne, in which it is said:

"Now know ye that, reposing special trust and con5 ence in yur
loyalty, etc., we do here by nominate and constitute you Sir Charlea
Typper, knight, to be the Hl gh Co un suioner for Canas from and
after the first day of June no t.x, in the room, pice and stead of Sir
Alexander Tilloch Gait, knight, whose reignation takes effect on Chat
day, to have, hold, exercise and enjoy the said office unto you the said
Sir Charlàe Tupper, knight, without salary but otherwhe with all the
duties, power, rights and advantages unto te said offioe belonging."

So, Mr. Speaker, he was to go without salary. There was
the condition of bis office, the condition of his holding, the
tenure under which he held the ofice of High Commissioner
Their argument is: Oh, but there are some emoluments
there are somte expenses or allowances; and the hon. gentle
man pressed that, that the word "allowance " was to be
held to apply to my hon. friend's case, because rent and
other expenses were to be paid. The meaning of th
Statute is that no party who receives a salary, or anything
in lieu of a salary-

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, bear.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, Yes, in lieu of a salary
that is the law. We remember when the law was altered
and the occasion of it. It was said that a man might no
reeoive a salary, but might get au coe similar to that of à

gir Joux 4, MDoDçÂD,

io'strar, where the emoluments came from fees in lieu ofa

Mr. BLAKE Hear, hear.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is the fair construe-
tion of the Statute, but we know perfectly well that ex-
penses, simply as expense, ailowapce§ niÏ the naturo of
expenses, or expenses which wil be called allwowaes,
stand upon thoir own footing. We know tbat our 4ct was
intended to meet the sane view that the varieus Agtain
England were passe 'to mèet, to prevent maber who
wore more hangers on of the Govyernet for emolumpPts'
sake sitting in Parliament and afeting to be independent
members when they had no independence. Now, there is
a question which the hon. gentleman fairly enough raises,
and, ifho had confined himself to the legal argument, no
one could object to it. He says our Statute is repre strin-
gent than the ELnglish law. It may be so, and it is a fair
argument to use, though I do not see the iorce of the argu-
ment myself. e say; that, under the strict constrution of
ôur Statute, a member uight lose bis seat in Canada when be
Might not in Eigland. That is a fair argument te discus, and
one which I am quite ready to discus with him before the
Committee on Privileges and Elections, but the reason we
passed the Act is tbe same as the reeon wby Acts wore
passed in Englahd, and the Parliament of angea had no
desire, had no intention I am sure, other than tQ follow' the
judicious and praiseworthy precedpnt set in England, of
protecting the independence of Parliament by legislating in
the same spirit and in the same direction. W nqw, Sir,
that in England there could be no objoction to it. Why,
Mr. Speaker, it is not considered an objection in England
for a member of Pàrliament to talgo an appointmen4 from
the Crown, he receiving4o~pecuniary dvan4ge a4ç1g to
his means, to his revenue, to his income.; if his incorn
is not added to, although his expenses ay bepa
every farthing of them. Why, 'Mr. Glstone, the
Premier of the present Government, when i 1n in-
dependent momber of Parliament, in oppoaltion to Lord
Beaconsfield, accepted the office of Lord High Commissioner
to the Ilonian Islands, ho went in the Queen's ship, ho
lived in the palace, ho occupied it as High Commissioner,
every farthing of his enormois expenses was paid during
the time ho was there to setU10 the question whether the
Ionian Islands should remain under the protectorate of
England or be added to the Kingdom of Greece; and
no Opposition member, no Ministerial member thought
ho was offering an insult to Parliament, by accepting
large allowances, enormous allowances. No member
thouight he could attack an opponent by speaking
ofensiv, l7 of him or raising the point at all. Mr.
Mr. Gladstone's independence was known; Mr. Gladstone's
expenses were paid, and he had a title almost identical to
that which myhon. friend took when ho went to England-
He was Lord High Commissioner; my hon. friend is High
Commissioner. Mr. Gladstone's expenses were paid; my
hon. friend's expenses will b paid. But nobody thought
for a moment that Mr. Gladstone was offending against the

. independence of Parliament, or offering an insult to Parlia-
ment. No one over thought that. It was reserved for the
hon. gentleman to cast an imputation across the floor
against a man of equal standing with himself, and whom ho
greatly fears-whom ho greatly fears, and, Mr. Speaker, if

e we take the present leader of the Opposition in England,
> Sir Staford Northcote, we flnd that ho acoepted a commis-

sion from Mr. Gladstone as Lord High Commissioner to
Washington. And I was there. I did not loose my seat
here-because I dare say it would have been brenght up
against me, I would have been told that I was efering
an inult to Pariament, that I was sacrificing My i-

t depende. " '~MMis t èb Gçveraor General te let žne
a go to Wsbzton n pdr nakA. EUngland paid aUl
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my expenses, and therefore I could not lose my seat,-and
the Lord knows, I have been attacked enough without that.
Sir, look at the Publie Accounts in England of the expenses
of the Lord High Commissioner at Washington. Why, that
Commission cost tons of thousands of pounds. Sir Stafford
Northcote was not supposed to have forfeited his seat, to
have forfeited his independence, or in any way to have
infringed upon great constitutional principles, by going to
Washington, and thon returning home and sitting through
the whole Parliament. No one ever though of taxing him
with having committed any impropriety. Well, Mr. Speaker,
there is another question-my hon. friend was not only a
member of Parliament but ho was a member of the Govern-
ment. There is no point clearer than that a more accumu-
lation of offices in the Minister, as laid down by the late Mr.
Todd-

Mr, BLAKE. Qualifying offices.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman says:
Supposing that any Minister or any member of Parliament
in England bad accepted the office oi Chancellor of the
Exchequer, would ho not have lost his seat ? Yes, Mr.
Speaker, he would. Any member of Parliament would have
lost his seat ; but if the First Lord of the Treasury, a member
of the Government, accepts the double office of Chancellor
of the Exchequer as well, ho does not forfeit his seat. It is
an accumulation of offices. lie does not forfeit his seat;
ho keeps his seat. Mr. Gladstone was First Lord of the Trea-
sury and ho was Chancellor of the Exchequer-he has given
it up now, and Mr. Childers is Chancellor of the Exchequer.
If Mr. Childers choose to resign it and if it was convenient
for Mr. Gladotone to accept i again, the latter would not
lose his seat; ho would assume the double office again, but
ho would keep his seat.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Mr. Gladstone accepted both offices
whon he took office.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That may or may not be
the case. I will read upon that point.

" In 1809, when Mr. Percival, Chancellor. of the Exchequer in the
Portland Administration, waa commissioned by the King (upon the
Duke of Portland's resignation) to form a new Ministry, he assumed for
himself the office of First Lord of the 'reasury, ln a auition to that of
Chancellor ot the Echequer. Desiruus of knowing whether tbie act
necessitated his reelection, he consulted the speaker of the louse of
Commons, the Lord Chancellor, and the law officers of the Jrown. Ail
these authorities concurred in the opinion that Mr. Percival' seat was
not vacated. (See Walpole, Lite or Percival, vol. 2, p. b2).

This memorandum goes on to say:

"It is true that in 1861 Lord Palmerston, then First Lord of the
Treasury, vacated his seat and went for re-election upon accepting from
the Crown the Lord Wardenship of the Cinque Porté. (Se Ashley,
Lite of Palmerston, vol. 2, p. 207). zut this would appear to have
been an unnecessary and superfluous proceedi.ig, for in iguat,
1873, a case parallel to that ot Mr Percival occurred. Mr. Ulaustone
be.ng then First Lord of the Treasury, assumed, in addition
tuiereto, the office of the Chancellor of tne Exchequer. It was
coutenaed by some persons that under these circumstances the law
rtquired that he shlould offer himself fur re-election. But Mr. Gladatone
was properly advised by the Urowi Law Oilicers that such a course was
unnecessary, inasmuch as an exchange of ofices, and an accumulation
of effices, by a Minister of the Urown, are identical in principle. Mir.
Gladstone accordingly did not vacate his seat. (Ses Law Tuare, Vol.
56, p. 246.)

4 la point of fact there would be no difference between such a pro-
ceeding and that of the continuance of tue seat after Parliament had
decidea to increase the salary attached to the office held by a Minister
ol the rown."

There is the principle. Now, when our salary was raised
in 1873 from 85,000 to 87,000, we did not vacate our
scats ; and the addition of another office is simply an
aecunmulation of offices accompanied or unaccompanied, as
the tate may b", with an addition to the salary. Then 1Mr.
Speaker, on-these two points-firet, that my bon, friend has
not vacated his seat iand in the seoond place tat besides
binga member o P1ariamet, ho wu Minister of the

Crown-on these points according to all the authorities hi
seat is not in any way affected. It was an accumulation of
offices, and he was not liable to the imputation of bribing
himself. Now, Sir, I do not propose to elaborate these
cases. As you can well see from the manner in which the
hon. gentleman has opened the diseussior, and the imper-
fect reply i have made te him-on the nonco-the only
word I had that the hon. gentleman was going to move in
the matter was just belore coming into the House-the
House can see that the case presents very many considera-
tions, and opens a very wide question. Therefore, I move
the following amendment:-

That all after the word "That " be struck out and the following
substituted :

The question whether Sir Charles Tupper is now the member forCumberland, or whether he lias vacated tas leat as such, be referred to
the Select btanding Committee on Privileges and Elections.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I do net think the
hon. First Minister has any substantial ground of com-
plaint as to the manner in which my hon. friend from West
Durham made his proposition. I do not think that any
unnecessarily harsh language was used with respect to the
hon. Minister of Railways or with respect te the extraor-
dinary and anomolous position the hon. Minister of
Railways has occupied in this louse for 1he
last six weeks. Now the hon. First Minister tells us that
the .Minister of Railways was advised that the acceptance
of the office of resident representative agent in London did
not vacate his seat in Parliament aithough there were cer-
tain emoluments connected with the office. Now, if I am
net very much mistakern, the hon Minister of Railways
himnselfttated in the last Session of Parliament - or if not
in Parliament, out of Parliament-that the acceptance of the
office of High Commissioner to England would necessarily
vacate his seat. I know, at all events, that about the time
the late member for Cumberland was appointed te that
distinguished position, some organs of the Government inti-
mated to the public that the acceptance of the office of High
Commissioner by the member for Cumberland, then Minister
of Railways, would necessarily vacate his seat; and it was
etated particularly, and stated very distinctly, that the hou.
gentleman would net return to his duties in Parliament,
that having accepted that office the seat would nccessarily
become vacant, and there would bu a new elcetion for
Cumberland. .Now, the hon. gentleman referred te the
opinion of Mr. Todd on that subject. Of course, wo all
have great respect for the opinions of Mr. Todd upon
questions of constitutional law and constitutional usage.
liut to make that opinion worth anything, one would roquire
to know exactly what the propositions submitted to Mr.
Todd really were. Was Mr. Todd made awai c of all the
facts connected with this transaction? Was Mr. Todd
aware that the Government proposed to give the Iligh
Commissioner an allowance of $4,000 a year, vvhich was
formerly given to Sir 1 Alexander Galt? And besides,
before forming an opinion, as to the weight that Fhould be
attached to the views of Mr. Todd, one would require to
sce what the opinion really is. I have not seen it, I have
not heard it read altogether. I do not know the founda-
tion, the groundwork of tacte before Mr. Todd when ho
gave that opinion; and until all these matters are laid
before us, the louse is not in a position te be asked to
act on the opinion of Mr. Todd, however much we may
respect Mr. Todd's views respecting constitutional questions
We all know that during the laist Session of Parliament
the then Minister of Railways was net in very robust health.
The hon. gentleman(Sir John A.Macdonald)has told us it was
at his earnestsolicitation that the hon. Rinister of Railways
accepted this position, becansc his health was a matter of
deep concern to his friends, and the trip across the water
was made with a view to recovering his health. But it
wus an extraordinary mode of aiding Sir Charls Tupper
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to recover his hpalth to a ppoint him to a high ofice
involving very considerable duties and very þeavy respon-
sibilities. And at the same time to continue him in the
responsible position of Minister of Railways. He was
not only Mimster of Railways and assumed to be discharg-
ing all the duties connected with that office, but he was
High Commissioner and supposed to be discharging duties
connected with a position of such high importance. The hon.
gentleman asks the House to believe that the hon. Minister
of Railways proceeded to England for his health's s4ke,
when lie was actually given additional work to do. I
cannot understand that such was the reson why the
hon. gentleman (Sir Charles Tupper) was appointed to the
position of High Commissioner. The hon. gentleman bas
told us that the Minister of Railways was appointed to
this office without salary. I propose showing, in a monier, t,
that it is of no consequenco, in so far as the Minister's
right te ait in Parliament was concerped, whether or not he
accepted the salary of $10,000 a year attached to the office.
The hon. gentleman read a part of the commission appoint-
ing Sir Charles Hiigh Commissioner. I do not want any
botter evidence than that which the hon. gentleman him-
self has submitted to Parliament that bis seat is now
vacant. It is true that Sir Charles Tupper accepted the
position without the salary attached to the office, but he
accepted it with all the advantages and privileges,
allowances and emoluments, and all the profita and
perquisites connected with the office. It seems te me
that under the reading of the law now under discussion,
in the light of the commission produced, it is just
as effectual in vacating the seat whother be accepted the
salary attached to the office or not. Then the bon. gentle
man at the head of the Governmeut told us that tho
allowances attached te or in con nection with the office were
not in lieu of the salary; that they were usually given in
Epgland, to English atatesmen when discharging important
fnotions abroad pnd bad no relation whatever to the dis-
qualification of a member acçepting them. Tho hon. gentle-
man will recollect porfectly well that the old law, the law
of 1868, provided that:

"No person holding any offiee or commission or employment in the
service of the Government cf Canada at the nornination of the Crown
to which an annual salary or tee, allowaince or einolument in lieu of an
annual salary was attached.''

Io that the law now ? No; the law bas been altered and
changed. Why ? It was found in more than one case that
in Ib. practical working of this &Potion of the Act of 1868,
methods were constantly adopted of evading it, and there-
fore it was thought important that there should be no
chance given for the Government of the day te employ any
person who held a seat in Parliament at oither salary or
something in lieu of a salary. That l#w was altered for
some purpose. It was altered with the sanction of the
hon. gentleman. It was altered in 1871 by the hon.
gentleman himself. Why did he alter it? If the law was
right, as the hon. gentleman says it now is, why was the
law of 1868 altered 1 Why did the hon. gentleman in 1871
pass the Statute in question ? Lot us see what the law
says:

" No person accepting or holding any ofi<c, commission or employ.
ment, permanent or iemporary, in the service of the Gtvernment of
Canada, at the nomination of the Crown, to which an annual salary or
any fee allowance or emoluments, or profit of any kind or amount what-
ever from the -Urown is attacbed, shall be eligible as a member of the
Bouse of Commons, nor shall he ait or vote in the sanme during the time
he holds sueh ofice, commission or employment."

You will have observed, Mr. Speaker, that the old Statute
simply provided that no person receiving any salary or
anything in lien of a salary should be appointed to an office
in the gift of the Crown and at the same time occupy a seat
in Parliament. The law is much broader, wider and faller
no w than it was in 1868, whon the old law was in pporation.
It açw provide# that no member of Parliament hali be

xi# O4Kuso ( u).

appointed te any position at the nomination of the Crown
to which any ébSiry or any fâe, or any emojument, or any
allowance, or any profit of any kind is attached. Will the
hon. gentleman pretend te argue that the $4,000 a year
whiqh i the allowance made by Parliament te the High
Commissionor, is not an allowance, an emolument or a
proUt under this Act? Unless the hon. gentleman can
argue that, and that is the law which I have just read, ho
cannot for one moment be heard to say that the late member
fQr Cumberland is entitled to sit in Parliament. The
hon. gentleman bas referred te several cases in England
where a Minister of the Crown was appointed to a similar
position, with allowances, without vacating bis seat; but
in every one of these cases the individual had a right by
law to hold office and still occupy bis seat in Parliament.
Will the bon. gentleman argue that he can appoint a
Minister of the Crown te be Collector o! Customs ? Can
the hon. gentleman say that Sir Charles Tupper can
receive the emoluments and ullowancos attached to this
office, and at the samo time ait as the member for Cumber-
lapd ? I say it can't bu done. The First Minister says
this is a complicated question, a difficult question, a quos-
tiop of law and tact, which requires investigatlon; it is
pot a plain question, and therefore ho wishes it referred
te the Committee on Privileges and Elections. That was
not the hon. gentleman's opinion alwaye. To my mind it
is a perfectly clear case, and there can h. no doubt respect-
ing the interpretation of the law bearing çn the case. If tho
hon. gentleman were caled upon as counsel to give an
opinion as to the effect of the wording of the Statute of
1878, ho would not have any doubt regarding it. To me,
Sir, this is j ist as clear and porhaps clearer than tho
position of a nember of the late Parliament of Cana la ii
1877 was te the First Minister thon. 4 motion was made
in that Session te refer the case of a member of that Par-
liament to the Committee on Privileges and Elections on
the ground that ho had some contract with the Govern-
ment. The bon. gentleman waged indignant at the pro-
position; he said il sbould not be done, ithat there was no
necessity to do i, that tho law was perfectly clear, that
th responsibility rested on the shoulders 9f the Governi
ment and that the Government ougbt te deal with the
matter pronptly. They wore, ho said, responsible to Par-
liamont and the country for the m2de in which the laws
were administeied, and they knowing, as they must have
known, that the member in question had vacated his seat
by having accepted a contract under the Government, it
was the duty of the Government to declare the seat vacant
and te order the issue of a writ for a new election ; and the
hon. gentleman protested against its being referred to the
Committee on Privileges and Elections. That was the lino
which the hon. gentleman took thon; and if ho will refer te
the language which he made use of in 1877, when discussing
this question, he will find that what I have stated is
#bsolutely correct. Now in this case, it appears te me
that the law is manifestly clear; I cannot see how there
can be the possibility of a doubt about its meaning. The
facts are in a nutsheil; there is no mystery, no complication
about them, unless the right hon. gentleman can place
some mysterious and unheard cf construction on the Statute
which makes it illegal for members to holQ seats in Parlia-
ment who are appointed te offices with salaries or allow-
ancesattached. The member for Cumberland, while Minis-
ter of Railways, was appointed High Commissioner under
the provisions of the Statute to which my hon. friend from
West Durham has referred. Now it is true that in the
commission appointing the ion. gentleman and I believe in
fhe Order in Counoil as well, the office is conferred without
the salary, but with all the advantages oonnected therewith.
There was evidently bore a promeditatod, designed attempt,
to evade the law, on the part of *e Firat Minister, who
intended from the very tie ho advisd bis bolleagu to
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aéîeëpt this office, that he should nôt only b. Minister f Nw, the salary is attached to the cce, as oorttdên and
RaIways, but should be High Commissioner, with ail I say that the moment you admit that proposition, the other
the alowantes and perqaisites attaohed to that oice, and necessarily follows. The salary being attached to the 6feM,
that he should, at the saine time, occu his seat in Phrlia- the hon. gentlemen having accepted the office, he is entitled
ment. That was the intention and the design, otherwise to the salary and necessarily vacates bis seat But I do
there could be no object in providing in the Order in not think it is neotessary to go that far, in order to show that
Council and in the commission that the office should bc the hon. gentleman is disqualifld from occupying his seat.
accepted without salary. W. can thus see how the law We have here the word "allowance." What ls the mean-
can be evaded, how it can be trifled with, if the hon. gentle- ing of the word ? Does it mean salary ? No, for if It did
man can appoint any member of the Goverument to the there would be no necessity for putting it there. The hon,
highest, and most responsible position in the service of the gentleman who passed the Act of 1871, from which this
Government, and still permit him te occupy bis seat clause Is taken, must have attached sorne different meaning
on the floor of Parliament. Suppose the salary attached to the word "allowance," or the word "emolument" or
to this office was $1,000, or even 8100 dollars, and the "profit " besides the meaning attached to the word
perquisite, allowances, emoluments and profits were $10,000; "salary." These words have each a difforent meaning
tho nomineo could eusily say "JI will accept this office with- and signification. No* let us look what is the meaning Ôf
out salary, but 1 insist upon my 'allowance ' of $10,000." the word '' allowance," bocause if it can be shown that the
He would t hen be receiving every dollar to which ho would Minister· of Raîlways has received any allowance, and that
be entitled if ho wore appointed with the full salary stated "allowance" lias a ditinct meaning, apart from the word
in the commission, and thus evade the law. All the hon. "salary," he ie disqualified by the Act. Worcester sgyà
gentleman has to do is to change the law, make the that the meaning of the word is: ' That which is alloded
isalmriy say $1,000, and the emolaments $10,000 or 815,000, for the expenses of maintenance." Now, what is the hon.
and the Minister of Riilways can hold iis office and gentleman receiving this money for if not for the purpose
retain his seat in Parliament as long as ho likes. Now, of maintaining hirsîelf and family on the other side of the
it is worth while drawing the attention of theI louse for a water, and if se it comes under the provisions of the law.
moment or two to the peculiar wording of the Statut. of Worcester says that another meaning is "a limited portion
1880, authorizing the appointment of a ligh Commissioner of food and drink." Of course £800 sterling would pay fer
to England. ere are the words: a considerable portion of food and drink ; but there is still

" The High Commissioner shall receive a salary of not more than another meaning, Ilsomething conceded as a compensation."
$10,000 per annum, and the same shall be payable out of any unappro- He gives another definition-he fays an allowanoo is gra-
priated moneye forming part of the Consolidated Revenue fund ,df tuitous, and may bo pHiid in any form. Now, that is just
Canada. the position here. I do not ro.ollect ut this moment whether
Now you sec, that by an Act of Parliament, a salary Of there is any statutory law fixing the exact amount that
810,000 is attached to the office. should go to the High Commissioner by way of allowance.

Sir JO ]N A. MACDONALD. No. I understand that to be entirely in be discretion of Par.
Mr. CAMBRON. Yes, the ] High Commissioner shall re- liament; it je a mere gratuity-something given for the

ceive a salary of $10,000. purpose of maintaining the position. It is given every
year by Parliament, with the sanction of the Ministers of

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No. the Crown, and on their advice and responsibility ; and

Mr. CAMERON. Yes, that is the salary, which by the having been gven by Parliamerit and received by thei igh
wording of the Act, is attached te the office, and it li open Commisâioner, I say the hon. gentleman bas brought him-

to no other reasonable construction. self under the disqiialifying Act, and that boyond ail
roasonable doubt. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman got £800

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. A salary not excoeding sterling shortly after he was appointed. What has he donc
$10,000. withl it? Was it gIven for the purpose of maintaining him ?

Will the hon. First Minister say it was net given
Mir. CAMIERON. That does net affect the question. I do fbr that purpose? Because if he cannot say so, his

not care if the hon. gentleman by Order in Council makes argument goes for nothing. Can ho Say it was not compen-
the salary 85,000 or $15,000. Whia I say is that the saiTry sation for the services rendered by the hon. gentleman ?
is attached to the office of ligh Commissioner, and the Gov- Oan he say it was net part of the emoluments, part of the
ernment have no power, by an Order in Council, to deprive porquisites of the office ? Can he say it was not some pecu-
the nomince te that office of the salaijr whieb is attaclhed to niary gain or advantage or benefit ? If he cannot say so,
it. I lay it down as a legal proposition, and I defy the on. I maintain that the case of the ion. meinber for Cuniber-
gentleman to contradict me; that in defiance of the Order land cones under the disqualifying Act, and tbat his seat
in Council the hon. member for Cumberland might if h oi now vacant. Now, Sir, let us or a single moment see if
saw fit to-morrow bring an action against the Government ther. is any loop-hole by means of which the hon. gentie.
to recover that $10,000, and there is net a court in Canada man can evade the provisions of the Actof 1878-any moans
but would give him a verdict for $10,000. To-morrow, the by wich he ea n say, although I received $4,000 from the
hon, gentleman may get a new commission appointing him Government of Canada to maintain and support me, to pay
anew to that office, and h may by that commission get the my house rent and my fuel and gas bill-any means by
full salary of 8i0,000, and say further that if Parliament which, having admitted all that, he can evade the pro.
and the country should unfortunately be deprived of the visions of this Act. Now, we know perfectly well that
hon. gentleman's Services as a representative in this House, these sums have been paid all along. lu 1880, when the
he eau bring an action against the Government for and otce was established, w. paid a large s-um by wty of
recover every dollar of the 810,000 of salary attached te "allowances "-say over $5,0Ou; in 1881 Parliament voted
the position of igh Commiesiorier. Now, if yen look at $4,000 for the sane purpose; and in 1883the Public Aoo tte
the disquaifying Act, you will find that it declares : show that a sum of £54. 18S. 2d. was paid en account of the

"11e person pecepting or holding any ofiRee, commisàion, or employ- ofike of Rugi Commissioner in England. I do not know
ment, perm nent or temporary, in the service of the Government of what the itezts are that m ake up that sufi, in addition te

radal atthe nominatiln of the Crown, or at the n mination of any the l of $ 10,000. Now, I ask again, What were theSe
of the officers if the Goveramézit of Canada, to which any ealary>e su paid for? I a y they were the Ilallowincest" lhefe , *eowianca, pr emo or q 1 Éaa ,- "m uments," lie pequttte f ie doë, and tion,

tah4 hô1be eligible -as amember of thé aie 0cuosmons," etc.ùns,,tePqudts fteô*4idth oà
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gentleman, having received them, I contend, vacated
bis seat for Cumberland. If it could be shown that there
was any doubt or misapprehension on the part of the hon.
gentleman as to what the law really was on the subject, if it
could be shown that the hon. gentleman misread or mis-
understood the provisions of the Act of 1878 for preventing
members of Parliament from holding offices in the gift of
the Crown with salaries attached, in that case perhaps the
course sugested by the hon. First Minister would be the
correct one. I ask you if there is any doubt-if the hon.
gentleman bas not, knowingly, wilfully occupied a
a seat in Parliament, knowing that he was disqualified ?
Has the hon. gentleman done it in ignorance ?
No; he appears to have done it in wilful defiance of the
law. What has been the hon. gentleman's conduct in
Parliament? If he had misapprebended or misread or mis-
understood the law, there might be some ground for the
motion made by the hon. First Minister; but he could not
have misunderstood the law. He bas been here since the
first day Parliament opened, advocating certain measures.
By his own energy, force and eloquence he has almost car-
ried some of these measui es through Parliament; but, as
the hon. member for West Durham says, when it became
necessary for a vote to be recorded, we found the hon. gentle-
man leaving the House, and not backing his opinion by bis
vote. If the hon. gentleman was acting in good faith,
there could be no reason for lis shirking the responsibilities
attaching to every member of Parliament, introducing a
Bill, the responsibility of voting for it to become law. I
say he has violated the law openly and knowingly, else he
would not have taken that course; and having violated the
law openly and knowingly, ho does not deserve any con-
sideration at the hands of Parliament, and bis seat ought
to be declared vacant at the earliest moment. I ask the
bon. First Minister to point to a single instance, in the
whole history of Parliamentary Government, in this or
any other country, in which a Minister of the Crown has
pursued the course which bas been pursued by the hon.
3finister of Railways in this instance, or in which even a
member of Parliament has pursued such a course? The
hon. gentleman will fail to adduce a single instance that
will justify the hon. Minister of Railways in the course lie
bas pursued. ýI know that the hon. Minister of Railways
bas said and done many extraordinary things in lis long
and eventful political carcer; but the most extraordinary
thing he ever did was to sit in Parliament when , had no
right to do so, and to initiate and carry through Parliament
measures of legislation, when he was not prepared to as-
sume the rcsponsibility of backing up bis views by bis
vote. The bon, gentleman had no right to be bere during
the whole of this Session of Parliament, and I say that from
his conduct one can come to no other conclusion than that
the hou. gentleman knew that he bad no right to be here.
Now, let us see what the hon. First Minister himself said
when a .Bill was submitted to Parliament in 1877 on this
subject. Lot us soe what high ground he thon took against
members in similar circumetances to those of the hon.
Minister ot Railways, occupying their places on the floor of
Parliament. The hon. gentleman ws thon a real purist in
this matter; if there was not any doubt but that the seat
becamo vacant by the conduct of the member, the
matter ought to be dealt with promptly by Parliament;
then, the hon. gentleman's opinion was that members
of Parliament should be. lilce Cmesar's wife, above suspicion.
But now, he allows bis colleague to occupy bis seat
for six weeks, and to initiate and carry measures
through Pailiament, when lie knows that by the Statute
he had no more right to a seat in Parliament than
the door-keeper without the door thore. Now, I say that
the bon. gentleman took high ground in 1877, when
questions were under discussion that related to indepen-
dence' of Parliament, and when a Bill was introduced,

Mr. CAZonos (Huron).

for the purpose of indemnifying preons who had unwittingly
violated the law. The hon. gentleman does not take such
highL ground to-day. The hon. gentleman knows that in
olden times they did not refer cases of this kind to the
Committee on Elections and Privileges. They had a sum-
mary way of dealing with men who occupied seats on the
floor of Parliament which they had no right to occupy, and
I sometimes regret we have not to.day more of those sturdy
out-spoken vindicators of the Constitution in Parliament. If
we had, this question would have been dealt with in the
earlier days of the Session, and the hon. the Minister of
Railways would not have been occupying for the last six
weeks a seat in Parliament which he had by bis own conduct
forfeited. In the olden days, if a member of Parliament
acceptol an office under tha Crown to which any allowance
or any foe was attached, they did not go through the for-
mality of referring bis case to the Committee on Privileges
and Elections, but his seat was at once declared vacant, and
he was expelled from Parliament, if lie had not the good
sense to resign. Parliament expelled him without hesitation,
if he had the indecency to sit in Parliament without having
the right to bis seat. Two hundred years ago that was the
course taken, and I say I regret we have net to-day more
of the sturdy old vindicators of the Constitution in Par-
liament that they had 200 years ago. Then, in 169 ý, Mr
Isaacson was expelled for having acted as Commissioner of
Stamp Duties. They had no such strict law then as now,
they had no law at ail of the character of the law we have
now, yet so anxious were they to maintain the freedom and
the independence of Par iamont that no person who occupied
a positibn under G>vernment with any allowance attached
to it, was allowed to sit in Parliament. Mr. Cornish in the
same year was expelled for the same reason. Yet to-day
we have the bon. gentleman, as High Commissioner, receiv-
ing £800 sterling for allowances and perquisites for the
purpose of meeting the expensos connected with bis own
maintenance in lis mission to England-we have
Ministers admitting that, yet we have him sitting on
the floor of this House, not voting, it is true, but
initiating and carrying through the L3gislation of the
country, just as if he had not been appointed to any office
except the one he holds as Minister of Railways. li 1700
Sir Henry Furnose was expelled for acting ai trustee for
circulating Exchequer Bills ; in the same year Mr. Henth-
cote was expelled for the sane offence ; in 1762, the scat of
Mr. Lind who bad accepted the office of Conservator of the
privileges of the Scotch nation in the Netherlands and rosi-
dent thore for the affairs of Sootland, was declared vacant.
None of these cases were anything like as clear and strong
as that of the bon. Minister of Railways, yet in all of ther
the seats were declared vacant and in some of them
the members were expelled. In 1869 a new
writ was issued for Poole in the room of Mr. Jeffrey, Consul-
General to the Queen of Portugal; and in the Cambridge
Election case in 1866, it was determined that the Counsel to
the Secretary of State for India was disqualified to sit and
vote in Parliament, as holding a new office created under
the India Act of 1858. There was no salary attached to
that office; there was no lump sumn fixed as salary; the
Counsel got fees or "al lowances " only, and yet bis seat
was declared vacant because ho was appointed to a
position of emolument under the Crown. Here, how-
ever, in defiance of the Act of Parliament, in the face
of bis own Commission, in the face of the fact that he re-
ceived these allowances and perquisites, he sees fit to occupy
a seat in Parliament; and it appears from the
stat 3ment of the hon. the First Minister that
the Ion. the First Minister is disposed to justify him.
If we only do our duty towards Parliament and the people,
wc shall declare this seat vacant now. lion. gentlemen
will understand that the disqualification for a seat in
Parliament does not depend entirely on the salary attached
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to the office, but, as the hon. member for West Durham
showed, if there are any emoluments, perquisites or allow
ances attached to the office, the seat becomes vacant just the
same as if a fixed salary were attached to it. Before the
recent changes in the law in England, the office of King's
Sergeant, an office of importance, had no salary attached
to it, and if the hon. gentleman will enquire he will find that
when Mr. Sergeant Bost was appointed to that distinguished
position, he had the patent creating him King's Sergeant
so drawn that it would not contain the words usually
contained in a patent of that kind. He had it so
drawn, that it gave him only the office and not the
perquisites connected with it. These perquisites were
not in money or in allowances for fuel, maintenance,
coal, or house rent, but there was a certain quantity
of stationery given to the King's Sergeant each year, and
in order that he might not, on this account, be disqualified
to hold his seat in Parliament, Mr. Best had the patent so
drawn as to exclude the words granting these perquisites.
This is a case in point. It was admitted that if the patent
had been issued in the usual form, Mr. Best would have been
disqualified from occupying a seat in Parliament, and to get
over that difficulty every perquisite connected with the
office was excluded from the operation of the patent. Is that
the case here ? No, Sir, the advantages, the perquisites and
the allowances attached to the office of High Commissioner
are all handed over to the lon. Minister of Railways.
Another case in point, is that of the Chiltern Hundreds. In
England, the only way a seat can be vacatel in Parliament
is by the member receiving the appointment to and accept-
ing the office of Steward or Bailiff of one of Her Majesty's
three Chiltern HEundreds of Stoke, Desborough and Bourn-
ham. Everybody knows there is no salary attached to
these offices, but there are certain perquisites attached to
them, and as the warrants appointing members to the posi-
tions say: "Together with all wages, fees, allowances,
etc.," they assume the form of places of profit,
and thus vacate the seat. The hon. the Minister
of Railways has his fees, with the emoluments
and allowances connected with the office of ligh Commis-
sioner, and he took good care to get the allowances before
hie left Canadian territory to discharge the important duties
that devolved upon himin connection with this mission.
There could not be a clearer case than the case referred to
by the hon. mem-ber for West Durham, that of Viscount
Palmerston. It is a case expressly in point. The very
words used in appointing the hon. Minister of Railways to
the office of High Commissioner are the very words used in
the appointment of Viscount Palmerston, in 1881, to the dis.
tinguished office of Constable of Dover Castle. The hon.
Minister of Railways accepted office without the salary, but
with the perquisites and the allowances-with an allowance
of £800 sterling-and yet lie stilloccupiea.a seat on the floor
of Parliament, There was never a greater outrage perpet-
rated upon Parliament.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh !
Mr. CAMERON. Hon. gentlemen opposite may call

derisively, oh, oh. I do not expect anything else from
hon. gentlemen. They sustained the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways in forcing the Bill through Parliament, giving
$30,000,000 to the Canadian Pacifie Railway; now they
will defend and justify him for illegally occupying a seat in
Parliament. I say boldly, that no member of Parliament
ever occupied a more humiliating position than the hon.
Minister of Riilways. He comes illegally into Parliament;
he forces legislation through Parliament, and at the critical
moment, when the vote is to be taken, and after having
rallied his friends, the hon. Minister rallies, Mr. Speaker,
behind your chair. He told us the other day he always
had the courage of his convictions, that he always voted
according to thema; but his courage to-day, like that of the
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immortal Bob Acres, oozed out of his finger ends. What
- has the hon. gentleman to be afraid of ? The Act of Par-

liament provides in clear terms that he is not entitled
3 to sit or vote in Parliament, and that ho who sits and votes
i in Parliament without the right to be there, shall be liable

to a penalty of $200 for oach offence. He is liable to a pen.
. alty of $400 per day, if he sits and votes. The hon.
1 gentleman's courage was only equal to his convictions to
the extent of half of $400. I say now that, if we want to
sustain the independence and freedom of this Parliament,
if we want to maintain the honour and dignity of this Par-
liament, if we want that the fountains of legislation shalh
be pure and uncorrupted, if we do not want to have mem-
bers here who are incapable of giving free and unbiassed
voice to their opinion, then the motion of my hor. friend
from West Durham ought to prevail, and ought to prevail
now. I shall vote for that motion. I shall support that
motion. I shall, with all my power, both of voice and
vote, sustain that position, and it is the only honour-
able and fair position that a man can take.I am satis.
fied that, if you search the history of this country yon
will find no parallel to the case of the hon, gentleman,
and I trust that the student of the history of Canada in the
future will find no case except the case of the hon.
the Minister of Railways, where a Minister has been
appointed to an important position, with emoluments, and
allowances, and perquisites attached to that office, and yet
bas not had the courage to go before his constituents and
ask for their confirmation of the position which he has taken,
if a confirmation could be had in the case of the hon. gentle.
man. Tiere is no justification for it. There is no justifiea.
tion for the position that the Minister of Raiiways occupies.
There is no justification for the position the Govern-
ment occupy, knowing full well for the last month that the
M inister of Railways had no more right to that seat than
the page who is on the floor of Parliament, and the Ministers
have been derelict in their duty to the people and to the
Parliament of this country ; otherwise, on the opening day
of the Session, they would have introduced the resolution
that my hon. friend las now introduced, and doclared the
seat for Cumberland vacant.

Mr. MILLS. Mr. Speaker, I observed that the First Minis
ter commenced his speech, in reply to my lon. friend from
West Durham, by accusing him of having degraded the debate
by making certain observations. These were not observa.
tions of my lon. friend himself, but he read them from a
speech made by the bon. the Minister of Railways some two
or three years ago, and addressed to the louse on an
occasion similar to that which occupies the attention of the
louse at this moment. It seemed to me, when the First
Minister made his observations, that they were rather a
censure upon his colleague than an attack upon my hon.
friend, for, if it were an improper thing to quote those
observations, how much more improper was it for the hon.
gentleman who addressed them to the House. The First
Minister said that these perquisites which the hon. gentle-
man received, these allowanecs which were voted him, were
no part of his salary, and that the Independence of Parlia-
ment Act expressly provided that it was only allowances
given in lieu of salary which could disqualify a member
for sitting in the liouse. The lou. gentleman, it is
quite obvious, had forgotten the words of the
Independence of Parliament Act. Those were the words
in the Act many years ago, but the right hon. gentleman
himself ought to have remembered that a colleague of hie
proposed an amendment to the Act in consequence of
objections made to the present Judge Gray for sitting in the
House. Mr. Gray was paid in a particular way for under-
taking the codification of the laws of the Provinces. The
hon. gentleman had appointed fr. Gray to that office. He
proposed to pay him in a way different from that provided
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by the Independence of Parliament Act, and it was for the
express purpose of meeting that particular case that the
Act was changed at that time, and bas been furtber changed
and made more strict in its provisions since that time. One
thing that impressed itself on my mind very strongly, when
the hon. gentleman was addressing himself to the motion
of my hon. friend, was this: He said there was no objec-
tion to a Minister holding an accumulation of offices.
That is true, if the offices are such as a Minister is entitled
to hold, or any party is entitled to hold and sit
in the House. But he took this position, that a Minister
might hold a position which would disqualify any other
inember. The hon. gentleman held, as I infer from his re-
marks, that it is perfectly true that, if a private member of
the House were appointed to this particular office, he would
vacate his seat, but that the rules which apply to other
members under this Independence of Parliament Act do not
apply to a Minister of the Crown, because a Minister of the
Crown cannot ho influenced to vote for the Administration,
ho cannot be purchased to vote in the way an ordinary
member can, and therefore the reasons for the law relating
to the independence ofParliament do not apply to a Minis-
ter of the Crown. But, Mr. Speaker, in looking at the In-
dependence of Parliament Act, I find other provisions. I
find it is declared that persons holding certain fees, wages,
allowances, or profit of any kind whatever shall be disquali-
flied to sit in the House. I find that the Act goes on and
makes certain exceptions, and in the exceptions it includes
persons holding certain offices, Secretary of State, Minister
ofJustice, Minister of the Interior, and othcr Cabinet offi-
ces are mentioned, and it further continues in thes3 words:
" Or any office which may be hereafter created to be held
by a member of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada"-
any other office which may be created to be held by a Min-
ister of the Crown. Is this an office created to be held by
a Minister of the Crown ? Is it a Cabinet office? Certainly
not. It was created, and Sir Alexander Gait was appointed
to it. It was created for the purpose of being held by some
one who is not a Minister of the Crown, for the purpose of
being he!d outside of the Government altogether. The
character of the office is not changed by appointing a Min-
ister of the Crown to it. The moment he is appointed, ho
vacates his seat in Parliamont. What would be the concu-
sion which would flow from the statement of the right hon.
the leader of the fHouse? The conclusion would be that
the hon. member for Cumberland may accept this office and
continue to sit here, and it does not 'affect his seat
because hoeis a Minister of the Crown; but, if ho resigned
his seat in the Cabinet, he would be disqualified, because as
a private member ho would be holding an office in which
he might be influenced to support the Government against
his judgment. That shows that the line of argument taken
by the hon. gentleman is not tenable. Can it be that Sir
Charles Tupper, that the Minister of Railways, could hold
this office without its affecting his seat, because ho is a
member of the Government, and that, by resigning his
position as a member of the Government, the Independence
of Parliament Act would be revived against him, and his
seat would be vacated because ho was iligh Commissioner ?
That is sufficient to show that the construction which the
hon. gentleman seeks to place upon the law is not a reason-
able construction ; and we have, besides, the rule that the
inclusion of certain offices is the exclusion of all others. You
have in this Act declared, on general principles, that any
party holding an office of profit or emolument, to which a
salary is attached, shall thereby vacate bis seat; you have in
addition to that certain exceptions taken, and those excep-
tions include certain Cabinet offices now existing or certain
other Cabinet offices which it may be found necessary here-
after to croate; and when these are specially mentioned, it
is perfectly obvions that no other offices can b included
within that exception, except those expressly set forth.

Mr. MILLs.

That being the case, I think it is perfectly clear that the
seat of the Minister of Railways has become vacant in this
House, and 1 shall vote for the motion of my bon. friend,
and against the proposition of the First Minister, because I
have no doubt in my mind, and I think an enquiry is alto-
gether unnecessary.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. Mr. Speaker, I rise, first, te protest,
as a member of' this House, against the imputation which
I think is wrongly cast upon the conduct of a member of
this House and of a member of the Government, who bas,
in the office which ho bas accepted in the disinterested
manner in which ho has done it, not only not forfeited bis
seat in Parliament, but certainly acquired the thanks of this
Parliament, the thanks of the people of this country. I may
say, speaking personally, that I have also been prompted to
rise upon this occasion, in order to set aside once for all
the absurd and unfounded rumours which bave been cir-
culated by Opposition papers, that there had been dis.
seusions between myself and the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways. Our political, official and personal intimacy has
never ceased, and not even a shadow has ever come
over our intercourse. Therefore, I hope this rumour
will be forever set at rest in the minds of those people
who have nothing else to do but to try to excite
division in camps that are never divided. I was sorry that
the mover of the first resolution thought necessary to use
expressions whieb, upon an occasion of this kind, were not
warranted. I think, in a discussion of a question so im-
portant, hon. members might have avoided personal
attacks upon the hon. member against whom this
proposition is made. No one knows better than the
hon. gentleman who has made the proposition, that the
hon. member for Cumberland, in accepting the office,
did not do so for the purpoee of making any profit or lucre,
which is forbidden by law and by honesty. I desire to say
a word as to the manner in which the ligli Commissioner
has performed bis duties in England and in Europe. It is
known to every one that ie has occupied that position with
great credit to this country. On more than one occasion
ho has performed services which bave gained for him the
gratitude of the whole community. On one occasion we
know that it was owing solely to bis personal energy, solely
to his special acquaintance with certain parts of science,
that ho was able to secure great advantages to this country
in one of the most important branches of its trade. I, for
one, am exceedingly happy to render this testimony in his
favour. On one or two occasions the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways has visited France in order to pursue negotiations
toward extending commercial relations between France and
Canada. I have had correspondence with eminent mon in
France who have spoken highly of that hon. gentleman's high
qualities, and have acknowledged the credit ho was doing to
this country. Now, Mr. Speaker, in coming to the question
before the House we should endeavour not to confuse two
separate questions-the position of a menber of Parliament,
and the position of a member of the Government. An hon.
member has quoted the Statute of 1868 and has contended
that that Statute clearly shows what was the real
intention of our Parliament at that time, and what the view
was in England when similar Statutes were passed. That
clause has been repealed, but it was net repealed for the
reason mentioned by the hon. member for West Huron (Mr.
Cameron). That clause stated that a member of Parliament
would ho disqualified by holding any office to which was-
attached any salary or emolument, or for which he received
anything "in lieu" of a salary. What was, and what is,
the intention of Parliament ? Everybody knows that
it is to prevent a member of Parliament from being
under the undue influence of the Crown by receiving certain
profits or emoluments that might destroy his independence
as a representative of the people. The words "or anything
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in lieu of a salary," were added because fees might bu given
to a professional man really amounting to a yearly salary,
or to prevent accepting offices where a commission on dues
collected would have taken the place of emoluments. It was
never meant to cover the case of a member of the Govern-
ment for performing certain services and incurring certain
expenses, and in which position he could in no wise be
unduly influenced by the Crown. In that case, the Minister
is still in the pay of the Crown, and the Statute was never
meant to cover such a case. It was not intended to prevent
a member of the Government from being paid bis necessary
personal expenses when acting in the capacity of an
agent of the Government if that capacity was not
inconsistent with the duty ho had to perform as such
member of the Government. The hon. member has
asked whether a member of the Government could
be appointed, for instance, Collector of Customs at Toronto,
or Montreal, and receive fees or salary therefor.
No Sir, ho could not, because thon ho would be receiving a
salary or a feu. But I would put the question in another
shape. Suppose a difficulty arose in one of the districts of'
British Columbia in respect to the collection of Customs,
and suppose the Minister of Customs, by an Order in Couneil,
was authorized to go and settle the difficulty which the Col-
lector of Customs himself could have settled, and suppose
the Minister, in fulfilling this mission, was promised that
his expenses would be paid, would he thereby be disqualified ?
Would ho be disqualified for doing the work of a Collector
of Customs ? Suppose a Minister of the Crown was sent on
a mission abroad, as has been the case in England, and that
ho was also authorized to perform other duties, but without
receiving a salary therefor, and if the Order in Council
appointing hîm, specially mentioned that no salary was
attached to the mission-in that case would he not be
entitled to have his expenses paid? The hon. member
says that two hundred years ago the mombers of the
English House of Commons were a great deal more strict
in these matters than we are now, that the proceedings
were more rigourous, and that a member of Parliament who
received any money from the Crown would not be entitied
to keep his seat. Two hundred years ago the law upon the
subject wns not more severe than it is to-day. Ail I know
is that during the last century, during the continental wars
of the first Empire, there was a celebrated man who
was, for several months, on the continent fuifilling
important duties. This Minister, I am sure, received large
sums of money, from the British Government, and no one
ever imagined that, acting as he did in a public capacity
for the Government, he forfeited his seat in Parliament-I
refer to Lord Castlereagh. Is it not a fact that the spirit
of the law in England has ever been that Ambassadors and
Ministers to Foreign Courts still held their seats in Parlia-
ment ? They did so long before any legislation enabling
them to retain their seats whilst under pay from the
Crown. Two hundred years ugo the spirit of the law in
England, being the same as; it is to-day in Canada, did not ex-
clude from seats in Larliament those Ministers who received
both the salaries and the expenses of their mission. The
acceptance of a commission in the army did not prevent a
member from occupying a seat in Parliament. It will be
answered that the-se cases have been provided for by Statute.
But I say it was the intention of the Engiish Parliament,
and it was held long before any law was enacted in that re-
spect, that the fact of Ministers accepting special missions
and receiving money from the Crown in respect to such
missions, should not prevent them from holding seats in
Parliament. Our Statutes, and especially the Statute of
1878, all point in the samo direction. The Act of 1878
provides : -

" No person aecepting or holding any office, commission or employ-
ment, permanent or temoporary in the uer-vice of the Government of
Oanada at the nomination of te Crown or at the nomination of any of
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the officers of the Governmemt of Canada, to which any salary, fee,
wages allowance or emolnument or profit of any kind is attached."

There is the meaning of the law, the spirit of the Statute,
the intention of the Legislature: that is to say, that the
holding of any office with a "profit of any kind," which is
equivalent to a fee for the performance of work done,
equivalent to a fee for the time taken up in such em-
ployment, such fee, such emolument, such allowance,
being a profit for work done, is considered to be a violation
of the Independenco of Parlianut Act. I need not referto
the asertion, because I suppose hon. gentlemen opposite will
not take the, point much into consideration, that in the
Order in Couneil roferring to the appointment of the
Minister of Railways, no mention is made of any salary; on
ho contrary, the salary is specially suppressed. Again

the. hon. member for Huron (Mr. Cameron) said that the
tMinister of Railways or bis heirs and assigns, after
he had left his seat in the House, could recover the
amount of $10,000 salary as High Commissioner. Well, we
all know such exaggerations are not to bu taken into con-
sideration by this House; but the statement shows to what
meaus hon. gentlemen opposite will have recourse in order
to try and make an argument. So the question is, whether
the oice which the Minister of Railways held and the
services rendered by him in his capacity as High Commis.
sioner, were such as to render him, as a member of the Gov-
ern ment unfit to hold his seat in Parliament. I say no. I
say that, because a member of the Cabinet eau, outside of his
Depaitment, fill a mission, at the bid of the Crown and for
the benefit of the country, provided he bas done it and
given the whole of his time and the benefit of bis experi-
ence, talents and efforts, without hope of any profit what-
ever to himself, and no Statute forbids that his expenses in
the service of his Government and the country should,
under such circumstances, be paid to him. The hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) contended that much depended
on whether the office held was one which could be held
bereafter by a Minister of the Crown, and he affirmed that
the office of High Commissioner could not be held by a
Minister of the Crown. Suppose for a moment that the
expenses of the Minister of Railways in England and on the
continent had not been paid, surely this question would not
have arisen, or if it had arisen, it would have fallen
to the ground. The argument of the hon. momber for
Bothwell, that it was not competent for the Minister
of Railways to fill an office which cannot bu held by a
Minister of tbo Crown, cannot obtain, because I contend
ihat a Minister can lawfully,.and according te the Statutes,
be appointed ligh Commissioner, provided ho receives
nothing in the shapo of profit, as sot forth in the
Statute, and salary is specially mentioned in the Order
in Council as.not to be received by him, and it has not
been received by him. Then the whoe! question is whether
the sum received is a fec or an emolument, or whether
it is only the ordinary expenses which a Minister of the
Crown can receive ; and I hold the opinion that it is one of
those cases. It is to be regretted that such a case should
have been brought before the House. Everyone acquainicd
with the work performed by the Higb Commissioner, would
consider it a degradation of Parliament to indict and
impeaeh a Minister of the Crown and member of Parliament
for having donc gratuitously duty for which everyone will
praise him and which the country will thank him for having
performed.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. First Minister will lay
on the Table the entire letter, f rom which ho read an extract.

Sir JOIN A. MACDONALD. I will give the hon. gen-
tleman a copy of it.

Mr. BLAKE. Before the debate closes? Before eight
o'clock ?
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Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. There is an ominous "but " in it.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. CASEY. I should hardly have troubled the Hlouse
with regard to what appears to me to be a very clear and
simple case, were it not for my connection with a former
case of a somewhat similar character, in the discusqion of
which the right hon. Premier and othier members on that
side of the House took a very different position from that
which they now take. I refer to the motion with regard to
the seat of the hon. Mr. Anglin, thon Speaker of this House,
who was accused of being in the position of a contractor
under the Government, and of having thereby vacated'his
seat in Parliament. It will be remembered, Sir, that on
that occasion the attack was made, not as now, by a
motion capable of being amended, capable of being
dealt with by the House in the ordinary way, but by
an amendment moved to the motion to go into Com-
mittee of Supply, when no amendment could be made,
when, consequently, a subsequent motion with regard to
the disposal of the case could not be made until after the
original amendmnent was disposed of. Now, Sir, on that
occasion, I moved the reference of the whole case to the
Committee on Privileges and Elections, and the right bon.
Premier, yourself, Sir, and other prominent members of the
party, directly opposed that reference, claiming that the
case was a clear one on the face of it, that no matter of law
or fact was in doubt, and that it was one which the
House could and should dispose of without reference
to any Committee. I venture to think that the cases
are very different; that on that occasion there were
matters of fact and matters of law in doubt, as shown
by the fact that opposing views of those matters of law
and of fact were taken by members on the same side-
by the members of the thon Opposition themselves. There
were matters of law in doubt as was shown by the finding
of the Committee on Privileges and Elections, who found
that there had been, on a previous occasion, a precedent for
exactly similar transactions taking place without vacating
the seat of the member whose right to sit was in question.
They found that a member of 'this House had pre-
viously held a printing contract under the Government
without vacating lis seat, but that in view of sub.
sequent legislation, in view of the - moral aspect
of the case, it was inadvisable to abide by those pre-
cedents, and they consequently reported in favour of
vacating the seat. Now, Sir, if at that time, in a case
where there was on the face of it so much room for doubt,
where there was room for enquiry-room for doubt as to
the law as well us to the facts-if, in such a case, the right
bon. gentleman opposite felt it his duty to urge that
the House should proceed to execution at once, without
further. form of trial, thon certainly it is the duty of the
House to proceed in the present case without reference to
a Committee. I must here quote a few remarks on this
point by one of the leading legal gentlemen of the louse,
the member for North Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), in regard to
this matter. He is reported as having said:-

"The position which he took was sumply this. le believed there was
no subject for enquiry by a Committee. [f there was any doubt which
would render a reference to a Committee necessary, he wouldcot sunf-
port the resolution. But no person had auggeated that the facts coud
equestioned."

Now, Sir, I think the anlogy is complote. Nobody sug.
gosts here that the facts of the case can be questioned.
Thore is no doubt whatever that the hon. gentleman who
bas been acting as Minister of Railways was appointed as
High Commissioner; no doubt that he went to England; no

doubt that money was paid to him, which ho reoeived and
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converted to his own use. Then the member for North
Simecoe proceeded to say:

" What could the Committee say or do? It could only say that the
member for Gloucester had entered into a contract for printing with
the Government, for which be received the money, and that they found
this to be a violation of the Independence of Parliament Act. Bat
the House knew all about that without a Committee."

Now, Sir, what could a Committee say in this matter ?
They could only say that they found that certain payments
had been made to the hon. gentleman in question, that those
payments were contrary to the Indepeudence of Parliament
Act, and that therefore, to use the words of the hon. member
for North Simcoe, "there was no object in sending the
matter to a Committee." There is no object now, more than
there was then, in sending the matter to a Committee
because, unless the Committee have some peculiar power of
manilulating language so as to make it mean something
else than is meant upon the face of it, the hon. gentleman's
other contention on that occasion, that there is no
question of law, is borne out here. The words of the
Act have been quoted by my hou. friend beside me,
and by other hon. members, that any allowances,
or fees, or profits, constitute a breach of the Act. Now,
Sir, if this allowance, amounting to £800, is not an allow-
ance in the terms of the Act, I cannot imagine what would
be an allowance. It is by the resolution of the House as
much a part of the emolument of the High Commissioner
as the original salary of $10,000 is; it is as much some-
thing for the private use of the Commissioner as his salary
is; it is as much an allowance, or an emolument, or
a profit, as any other money received in connection with a
position could possibly be. Now, as I contend, the facts
are admitted. There is no room for doubts as to the
facts; and I contend that there is equally little room
for doubt as to the interpretation of the Statute. In-
deed, this lias been practicailly admitted by the Secretary of
State (Mr. Chapleau), who spoke this afternoon in defence-
of his colleague. le did not attempt to say that there was
not any breach of the letter of the Statute; ho practically
admitted that the letter of the law had been broken, but ho
contended that the spirit of the law was intact. He asked
what was the intention of Parliament in passing this Act,
and he replied that it was tu mwintain the independence of
members of Parliament; tha it never was intended to pre-
vent a member of the &Government, who was receiving a
salary as such, from receiving money, not for his
own use, but for expenditures as as a member of the
Government attending to the Government's business.
Nobody ever contended that it was. It bas never
bten ·ontended that the payment of a Minister's tra-
velling expenses was a breach of the Act, but that proves
nothing in regard to the present case, because this was not
an allowance for travelling expenses ; it was not an allow-
ance to a Minister travelling as a Minister, and attending
to the duties of a Minister. It was an allowance to an
official, appointed by Order in Council, by his colleagues in
the Government, as a servant of the Government, and appoin.
ed to do the work of a particular office created by Statute and
one to which certain emoluments were allowed partly by
Statute and partly by vote of this House. There is no parallel
whatever between the case of a Minister who has his travel-
ing expenses paidasa Minister, and the caseof a Minister who
attempts to assume, at the sane time, the character of a paid
official of the Government. The hon. Secretary of State said,
by way of illustration that a Minister could not be a Customs,
officer, but if the Minister of Customs went to an outport to
settle some questions in dispute, he would have the right to
have his expenses paid. There is no doubt about that. But
on the other hand, there is no doubt that if the Minister of
Customs allowed himself to be gazetted as Collector of
Customs at Toronto, without salary, and if he went and
served there as Collector of Customs, ad, withoutdrawing
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his salary, was allowed $4,000 for six months' work, acting
there as Collector of Customs, and not as Minister oi
Customs, there would be clearly a case of breach of the In.
dependence of Parliament Act,and bis seat would be vacated
Tho hon. Secretary of State referred to the case of a Minis-
ter going abroad on Government business, who, ho said,
might receive his expenses, so long as his Commission noted
the fact that no salary was attached to the position he held.
Well, Sir, no case has ever occurred before, that I am aware
of, of a Minister going abroad as something else than a
Minister-in the character of a nominated and paid public
servant; and no parallel eau be drawn between this case
and the case of a Minister travelling for the purpose of
floating a loan, of scattering information with reference to
Canada, or any like service. The law of the case is ad-
mitted by implication by the hon. Minister to be against
his contention, which ho only claims to hold good in regard
to the moral effect of the law. HRe said that the intention of
Parliament was to prevent any undue effect on the action
of the member concerned, on account of favours ho had re-
ceived from the Government, or words to that affect, that
in this case nothing of the sort could be urged; that
the hon. High Commissioner was a member of the
Government already, and could therefore not be affected by
any favours they showed him-in fact, that no favour was
being done to the hon. gentleman by appointing him High
Commissioner. He said that anything in the nature of a
fee or recompense for the work done was illegal, but that the
money paid in this case could not be regarded as a fee or
recompense for work done or as a means of influencing the
action of the hon. gentleman. Well, Sir, we must recollect
that the total amount of money paid to Sir Charles Tupper
was considerable. Ho was absent about six months, and
was paid, in ail, something over $5,000, only a very small
part of which, about £160, was for travelling expenses,
and another small amount for expenses of removal.
But, in addition to this, ho was,'receiving a salary as
a Minister, and I suppose ho also hoped to receive bis
Sessional allowance as a member of this House during
the time ho was in England ho received about 83,500 as a
Minister; ho also received payments at the rate of about
*8,000 a year. Whether you cali it salary, allowance or
fees, it was applied solely to bis own use, and was not
intended for travelling expenses or anything of the kind,
because bis travelling expenses were paid over and above.
As to the contention of the hon. Secretary of State that the
Commission was no favour to the hon. gentleman, I am not
so certain. We all know that that hon. gentleman is some-
times in a weak condition of health, and we all know that a
trip across the Atlan tic has, on previous occa- ions, bad a
marvellous, I might almost say a miraculous, effect in the
way of improving his health. We all know that three years
ago ho left Ottawa in such a condition of health that bis
physicians spoke of him with a gloomy shako of
the head. We ail know that he did not leave bis bouse
until ho started to cross the Atlantic, and that ho
was wonderfully improved and apparently able to attend
to business as soon as ho reached England. Even if this
appointment did not enable him to save any money, it
afforded him at any rate an enjoyable trip to the old country,
and I hope produced as good an effect on bis health as the
former trip did.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh, oh!
M. CASEY. It scems to disagree with the digestions of

hon. gentlemen opposite-j-udgng from the noises they
make--to suggest that the late member for Cumber-
land had been improved in bis health by a trip to the
old country. They do not, surely, deny that the
former trip improved lis health. They do not, surely,
ridicule the idea that it had a beneficial effect because, if
they jeer at that, I am bound to think that they do not (I
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bolieve it did. The hon. Socretary of State dismissed
contemptuously the contention of my hon. friend from
West Huron that the late ligh Commissioner could sue the
Government for $10,000 of salary as being still due to him,
notwithstanding the arrangement ex pressed in the Order in
Council as existing "for the present." Now, if the
hon. Secretary of State, who is a gentleman of high
legal attainments, instead of cismissing this contention with
such an appearance of contempt, had analyzed it and shown
us that thore was nothing in it, his treatment of the
mattejr would have been much more satisfactory to the
House, We have, on the one hand, the statement of an
eminent lawyer, that the late High Commissioner could
sue; we have, on the other hand, a contemptuous dismissal
of that statement without any argument; so that, I think,
the inference must be in favour of the lon. member for
West Huron. If the contention could have been
shown to be wrong, I think the hon. Secretary of
State would have shown it, instead of contenting hinself
with the casual reference he made to the matter. But,
Sir, the hon. Secretary of State wound up bis remarks
with an appeal of a very peculiar nature. He said it was
" beneath the dignity of Parliament " to punish a
gentleman who had done such service to the coun-
try as the bon. High Commissioner, by declaring his
seat to be vacant. Well, I do not kiow that the
services rendered by that hon. gentleman were so very con-
spicuous. I do not remember that ho did anything more
than one would naturally expect from a gentleman cecupy-
ing that or any other position. l attended to the duties
of bis position, I believe, and thaL what is expected of
any one who is appointed to an office. Perhaps it may be
urged in bis favour that he was not paid quite as much as
bis predecessor; but if a man accepts an office, even at a
reduced 'salary, ho is bound to fulfil the duties of that office
as carefully as if he had a higher salary, and nothing can
be said to the credit of the High Commissioner beyond the
fact that he attended to bis duties. What extra-
ordinary results ho achieved, differing in kind or degree
from those achieved by bis predecessor, we have not ·been
told, and do not know. But even supposing his claims for
services rendered had been as eminent as the hon. Secretary
of State contends, is that any reason why bis s.eat shouid
not be declared vacant by this House if it is vacant, or why
this House should decline to assert what it believes to be
the truth of the matter as regards the law and the fact. I
hardly think so, Mr. Speaker. I think, and I believe the
House will agree with me, that the dignity of this House is
better consulted by our seoing that no person sits in
it who has not a right to a seat bore, than by trying to
screen, on the ground of exceptional services, any momber
of this House who has laid himsolf open to the charge of
having vacated bis seat. But, Sir,.I am net content te rely
upon my own opinion in this matter, however good I May
think it to be. I am able to quote an opinion in regard to
the duty of the Government in a case of this kind, which
will,I have no doubthave the greatest weight with this House.
I am able to quote the opinion of yourself, Sir, when you
were not as yet the Speaker of this louse-an opinion
whose authority will be greater, no doubt, by the subse-
quent fact ofyour elevation to the Chair you so worthily fill.
This promotion conferred upon you by your own friends
will, no dpubt, add to the authority of your opinion with
them. You stated on that occasion that:

" The object of the Independence of Parliament Act was to secure the
independence of Parliament, and to take care that no contractor,
placemen or office holders sbould have a seat in the House."

A little further on you said:
I There was nothing wrong in the Government giving a contract to a

member of Parliament, but it was wrong in them to conceal the facto
from Parliament and the country, and aot to issue at once a writ for a
uew election to fill the vacancy caused thereby."
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Mutatis mutandis, I think this opinion will have very great
weight. There is nothing wrong, in your own words, Mr.
Speaker, in the Government giving an office toa member of the
Cabinet, but it is wrong for the Government to conceal the
facts from the Parliament and the country, and not to issue
at once a writ for a new election, to fill the vacancy caused
thereby. I simply substitute the facts on the present
occasion for those that were alleged to have existed on the for-
mer one, and your opinion, Sir, should convince the hon. the
First Minister that he ought, some time ago, to have issued
a writ to fill the vacancy caused by the appointment of the
hon. Minister of Railways to the office of High Commis-
sioner. The hon. the First Minister himself was very clear
in the opinion that it was the duty of the Government who
knew a member had vacated lis seat for any reason, to call
the attention of the louse to the fact, and to take measui es
to fill the place vacated. "Who knew," he asked, " that the
Government, in 1874, was giving a contract to a member
of Parliament, and yet allowing him to retain bis seat ?"
He may with more force ask to-day: Who knew the Govern-
ment, in 1883, were apponting one of themselves to a
Government position in which he received allowances and
yet allowed him to retain his seat? Who knew this, yet
continued Ithis hon. member in his, position of Minister
of Railways? Who knew this and yet allowed that hon.
member to urge forward by voice, though not by vote,
the most important legislation before us this Session ?
"Who," he asked again, "knew the hon. Mr. Anglin
was, week after week, month after month, quarter
after quarter, receiving his Commission at the hands
of the Government, for which he signed receipts?"
I ask: Who knew, on the present occasion, that the hon.
Minister of Railways was receiving, not month after month,
or quarter after quarter, but ail in one lump sum, pretty
much in advance, the whole allowance for a whole year's
work in the first six months of his incumbency, and yet
continued him in his place as Minister of Railways ? The
First Minister then said :

I They knew that bis (the Speaker's) seat was vacated, and yet they
did not take the steps which ought to have been taken but made the
country believe that Mr. Speaker was member for Gloucester, which
he was not, aud that be was Speaker of ibis House, which he ought
not to be. This was the conduct o! the Overnment, and it was a
great triumph for the Opposition when they saw those members oppo-
site had belied all their professions and had taken the course they
had."
Substitute for these alleged facts, the facts of this case. They
knew his seat was vacated, and yet they did not take the
steps which ought to have been taken, but made the country
believe that the hon. Minister of Railways was meniber for
Camberland, which he was not, and that he was Minister of
Railways, which he ought not to be. t was a great tri-
umph lor the Opposition, when they saw those hon. mem-
bers opposite had belied all their professions and had taken
the course they lad. If that was proper language to address
to the Government of that day, it is proper to address to the
Government of this day. If it was proper, constitutional
and courteous to say it at that time, it is preeminently
proptr, courteous and constitutional to say it now, in regard
to existing facts. If there ever was anything calculated to
excite the indignation of the House and the people, it is,
that, sitting on that side of the House, as Minister of the
most important Department of the Government, for the
time being, is a gentleman who has no more right. to a seat
in this House, to use the right hon. gentleman's own
words, than one of the pages. A great many of the
gentlemen opposite were here when those words I
have quoted were uttered, and they did not then howl at ail
in disapproval,as they are now bowling. On the contrary,
they cheered them to the echo. Why ? Because
they were addressed to the hon. gentleman who filled
the Chair before you, Mr. Speaker. But when I ask
hon. gentlemen opposite to acoept the words of the
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Premier himself on thaï, occasion and apply them to the
present case, they are not slow in signifying thoir displea-
sure. I do not know that I need quote any further author-
ities on this question. I believe those I have quoted are
ample. I believe your own authority, Mr. Speaker, the
authority of the Premier, and the authority of the hon.
member for North Simcoe, will be quite sufficient to con-
vince hon. gentlemen opposite that they should, on this
occasion, proceed to immediate execution without further
enquiry before a Committee. If there was any ground
at all for the contention that the House should decide
immediately in the case of Mr. Anglin, there is certainly
ample ground why the House should take immediate
action now. 1 will not detain the louse longer
by entering fully into the feelings entertained by us and
by the country at large, with respect to this case.
I believe these feelings wiil be manifested in a way that will
startle hon. gentlemen opposite, even in a few days, as soon
as the news goes abroad, that this charge has been made in
the way it bas been, and that hon. gentlemen opposite have
taken the action they intend taking. An expression of the
strength of that feeling will be made very soon, but it will
remain for a later period to give a full test of its strength.
As I see an hon. friend of mine opposite looking ver y dult
at the prospect of that future, I can understand his feeling ;
but no doubt it will be very pleasant for us, at all events, to
have an opportunity of testing the feeling of the country on
this subject.

Mr. WOODWORTH. Mr. Speaker, this seems almost
a repetition of the debate that we had last Session
in regard to sending a ccitain matter to the Staniing
Committee on Priviloges and Elections. It does secrn
to me that it would bo more in accordance with that
judiciat spirit that has not been, I am sorry to say,
evinced by certain hon. gentlemen opposite, that we
should send this matter where it should be sent, and
where it will be deait with in a judicial and in a proper and
unprejudiced manner. The debate this Session was opened
by the hon. leader of the Opposition in an acrimoniwais
spirit, and not in the way that the debate last Session was,
opened; ard I could not see for the life of me, why it
biould not have beeu dealt with by that hon. gentleman in
the judicial and liberal way that would have become him,
and that was within his right. This motion is a question
of privilege. It is a question of whether we should denude
a member of this bouse of bis privileges here,
whether we should strike him down and not allow him to
sit hore longer or vote in this House without further
enquiry, or send this matter where it will be -properly
tested lu a proper crucible for the test. I have given
some attention to the question since this debate was
opened, and I find, and I believe the hon. member Ifor
West Durham will find, that he will be as compelled to give
in lis adherence to the voice of the majority as he did iast
Session on the legal point. Last Se-sion I had the honour
to quote in this tiouse the Act of 1872, which seated the
member, now the member for King's, P.E.I. I was
met then by the bon. member for West Durham with a
derisive cry that that Act had been repealed, and that was
supplemented by the hon. member for Queen's P.E.I., who
ably seconded the hon. member for West Durham in his
efforts; and we found, on investigation, that it was not
repealed, and that the hon. member now for King's, P.E.I.,
was entitled by law to that seat ; and we have bard no more
of that debate since, altbough the time of the House was
taken up, hour after hour, in debating it, although the
member for West Durham declared then, as he has declared
to-night, although the member for West Huron declared
then, as he declares to-night, and although the member who
has just taken his seat declared thon, as he declares to-night,
that there was no doubt about this question at all, and we
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ought to proceed at once and seat a gentleman of the name
of Dr. Robertson ; and, if we had done it, we would have
done it in defiance of the law, we would have done it in
deflance of the plain Statute, and this House would have
been in the humiliating position of having put on record a
wrong done, and of baving done a wrong to the constituency
which is now ably represented by the hon. member for
King's, P.E.I. The leader of the Government, the Premier,
las moved that this question shall go, and he bas touched
upon the points of why he thinks the member for Cum-
borland is entitled to a seat iu this House. First,
ho says, in all fairness, that Act, liberally iuterpreted,
never touches this case at all. He says that the
Act was made for the purpose of not allowing any
member to sit lu this House who was subject to
Governmental influence. That is not this case. It cannot
be said that the High Commissioner, Sir Charles Tupper,
member of Government, was busceptible to the influence
of the Government, and therefore had no rig!ht to sit
in this House; and, when you look back upon the In-
dependence of 'Parhiament Act of 1878, you have a right to
fook back and see why it was placed before this House and
enacted. We ail know it was the outcome of what was
called the Anghin Committee, that it was upon the report
cf that Committee, that some proper steps should be taken
and an Act re-enaoted, that the Act of 1868 was re-enacted,
and we have the Act of 1b78. I went into the library to
see what was said on that occasion, and I have listened to
the hon. gentlemen opposite, who have cited what you
yourself said, Mr. Speaker, or some other gentleman said,
different members of this House said, but they bave not
touched the point yet of in whose interest or why this Act
was passed. Certainly, if a vacancy exists, a writ ought to
be issued. They said a writ ought to be issued. That is
the question. The Premier of the day, then, the hon.
member for East York, upon the debate on the Bill intro-
duced by Mr. Laflamme, thon Minister of Justice, used
these words:-

" The clause passed by this House '-referring to this A et of 1878-
"was clearly intended to preserve its independence, which could onlybe done by limiting the choice to those who were iW. an independent
position and not subject to Governmental influence.,

That is the reason ho introduced this Act. Then, could it
be said, giving a free and liberal interprotation to this Act,
that the ligh Commissioner, who had proceeded to London
to exorcise the duties of that office, was subject to Govern-
mental influence, and that the Independence of Parliament
Act was passed to prevent him from sitting in this flouse?
Certainly not, because the intention of the Act was exprossed
by the Premier of the day. So, taking a broad and liberal
view, it did not touch the hon. member. It may as well be
said that the Minister of Customs, who undertakes the
duties of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries for the time
being, and goes abroad to execute those duties-goes outside
of the Dominion-charges his expenses to the office, and it
comes under the hoad of emolument or allowance is there-
fore unable to sit in this House. Such a contention would be
silly and idle, and no member of the House would
dare to place such a proposition before it. There-
for, the Act was not passed in that interest or for
that purpose. Thon, Sir, it was passed to keep persons out
of this House who were subject to Governmental influence.
I will come thon to the legal part of the Act. I would
rather not have discussed this question. I thoughtit would
have been botter that the member for West Huron, as a
member of the Standing Committee on Privileges and
Elections, who was going to sit as a judge, should not have
discussed it. I thought it would have been botter that the
member for West Durham who, however, had some colour,
it is true, because ho moved his resolution, and was met by
this amendment, should still have waited for the report of
the Committee before discussing it. But, since it is clear

that hon. members have chosen to speak upon it, who are
much older members of the House than I am, I think it is
only right and proper that I should follow in their wake.
The Act of 1878 enacts that :

'No person accepting or holding any offi-e, commission or em-
ployment, permanent or temporary, in the service of the Government
of Canada, at the nomination of the Crown, or at the nomination of
any of the officers of the Government of Canada, to whieh any
salary, fee, wages, allowance or emolument, or profit of any kind is
attached, shall be eligible as a member of the House of Commons."

Well, the Act of 1880 created a new officer, a resident
representative agent for Canada in the United Kingdom, to
be called the High Commissioner for Canada, and that
enacted, among other things, in the last clause, that "The
High Commissioner shall receive a ealary of not more than
$10,000 per annum, and the same shall be payable," and so
forth. Very well; the salary bas not been attached by this
Act, referring back to the Act of 1878.

Mr. BLAKE. Hear, hear.
Mr. WOODWORTH. "I lear, hear," derisively says the

.hon. member for West Durham. I bad the pleasure of
being interrupted by him last Session wben he said the Act
of 1872 was repealed, and it was not repealed, and I think bis
derisive " hear, hear," will bc turned into solemn silence
before many weeks. I say the salary is fnot attached by
Act, because they may give the High Commissioner nothing.
If it were said that it should not be less than 8500,
if a minimum was put, it might have given some
colour to the contention, but, when it said, " not more than
$10,000," it did not attach the salary. Thon we have bad
the patent from the Crown read, and that did not attach
the balary. That took away the salary. It took away any
emoluments or allowances whatever. and therefore the hon.
member for Cumberland stands in this Iouse to day with
this Act not touching him legally. i assert that. I believe
that. I have looked into it. The ar ument is very short
and very clear, and I do not believe t e hon. mem ber for
West Durham, after looking at the Acts, and after hearing
read the patent in which it is stipulated that he should not
receive a dollar for his services, would put in writing his
opinion that lie accepted an office to which a salary was
attached. He accepted no such office. As shortly an as
clearly as 1 possibly could, I have first shown that this
Act, liberally considered, did not apply to the High
Commissionership at all, because the High Commis.
sioner was a member of the Government, and secondly,
that it does not apply to him legally. I de. not think
that the hn. member for West Durham should have
gone out of his way, at the threshold of this debate, to
excite unkindly feelings on the part of members of this
House. It was bis right as leader of the Opposition, or as
member of this House, to bring this matter to the notice of
the House; but I do not think it conduced to the strength of
bis argument to lecture the bon. member for Cumberland;
to speak of him as the ex-member for Cumberland, and to
point to one of the pages and say he had no more right to
sit there than one of the pages of this House; and when he
undertook to tell him that he had committed a flagrant vio.
lation of Parliament; that he had insulted the members of
this House by daring to sit here; when he undertook to tell
him that he had been fulminating diatribes bore by the day,
and without having a right to sit here at all, I do not be-
lieve that added to the strength of his argument, if
argument he had. Then why was it done? Why, coolly
and deliberately, before the assembled Parliament of
Canada, if lhe bad a legal argument, why did ho not, with
his great and acknowledged ability as a Chancery lawyer,
who boasts that he never tried a jury case in bis life, that
he has always been appealing to jukes-why did he not
appei! to this House as judges ? Why did he appeal to the
lovest passions of bis own followers? Why did be use
language to the hon. member for Cumberland, the High
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Commissioner, that was calculated to irritate the friends of
that gentleman in this House? Why, Sir, I will venture to
say that he has not got a generous foe on the other side of
the House who did not feel annoyed to hear the hon. leader
of the Opposition so inopportunely, so unprovokedly and
so wilfully endeavour to appeal to passion and to excite the
hostile feelings of members of Parliament. He was fol-
lowed by the hon. member for West Huron (Mr. Cameron),
who joined in the chorus, and they asked why my
hon. friend did not go back to Cumberland and be
regularly re-elected, saying that if he did dare to go
before his constituents, so great were his crimes as
High Commissioner, so great were bis crimes as Minieter
of Railways, and so great were his crimes as one of the
leaders of the Conservative party in this country, that
he could not be elected in his own constituency. Do
they not know that there would not be a man to oppose
him when he went there? Do they not know that for twenty-
five long years he bas met the best men they could put up
against him, and that, notwithstanding all their efforts, ho
bas been returned every time from bis own county in his
native Province. He las nothing to fear from them, and
everybody knows that they know it right well. Then why
did they adopt this querulous tone instead of the calm,
judicial tone that ought to characterize us in deciding
whether the hon. momber for Cumberland has a seat in this
House or not ? I say the hon. member went out of lis way
to do it; I say it was not complimentary to him to
do it; and I believe, from the bottom of my heart,
that had the hon. Minister of Railways sat in his
seat, had he had the opportuaity of replying-which the
hon. gentleman knows ho has not got this Session-but had
he been sitting bore, the hon. gentleman would no more
dare to use the language he did than to cut his band off.1
But to tell him that he dare not back up lis opinions by lis
vote 1 Who is this hon. gentleman, that ho would lecture
the Minister of Railways on courage ?-the man whose back
no enemy bas ever seen, the man whom, over and over a'gain,
he as refused to meet on the same platform, hand to band,
and hilt to hilt, to try out the great national quarrel between
them. And is this the gentleman who, during the time ho
was Minister, and supported the Government of the bon.
member for East York, swept withb his coat-tails making
right angles with bis body out of that door, froi
time to time, and did not dare to stand up and vote!
Was ho the one to lecture the man who nover refused
to back his opinions by bis vote ?-wbo never refused to
ba-k bis vote by his opinions? Why, Sir, I expected some
one would have called him to order; I thought you,
Sir, possibly might have done so-although it might
not have been strictly within the line of your
duty; although the hon. member for Lunenborg (Mr.
Kaulbach) the other night was called to order for, a
much lesser offence; and after the hon. gentleman himself
had strayed frora the subject to refer to the hon. member
for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)-I sy, Sir, that any one who lad
the slightest idea, the slightest scintilla of knowledge of the
orders of procedure of this House, would have singled out
the member for West Durham as being the greatest trans-
gressor against them. I thought it was in good taste for
the hon. member for Cumberland not to vote. I thought
that after they had raised the question in the press, after
they had moved for papers, after they had, at ail events,
given a quasi notice that they intended to prosecute this
matter-I thought it was a proper thing that he should not
vote in this House. It seems that that does not meet with
the approval of the hon. member for West Durham. Why,
Sir, he could not leave the hon. member for Argenteuil
(Mr. Abbott) alone the other night, because le would not
vote. When the latter gentleman asked to have the riles
read, and when the rules were read, the hon. gentleman for
West Durham said that ho did come within those
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rules and ho wanted him .to vote. The lon. member for
Argenteuil answered: "I do not like to vote ; there are
certain reasons for it." Everyb)dy knew that the lion.
member legally, and outside this House, ha3 been connected
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, as their
solicitor, and he did not wish to vote on questions in
which that Company was concerned. Was the lion.
member for West Durham as sensitive last summer when,
according to Sir Henry Tyler, he proceeded home to
England with a suitably prepared speech to deliver
before the Privy Council as the counsel in Canada of
the Grand Trunk Railway? If the lon. gentleman says
that connection is severed, I would ask his pardon at
once. But, certainly ho is not the member of this
House to impute want of delicacy to members who
refuse to vote because there is a slight shadow of a shade of
reason why they do not wish to vote. The hon. member
was driven the other night to say that he had given up
$25,000 for $2,500. He has always complained, how-
ever, of other members bringing their personal con-
cerns into debate, and of their telling what emolu.
ments or what salary they were receiving. I say
that if the hon. member for West Durham finds the
members of this side of the House, during this Session, more
irritable than they have been, and giving him back some-
times two Rolands for one Oliver, and sometimes heaping
upon him a little more than he wishes to get, he may thank
himsolf for the intemperate speechhebas madehore to-night,
in regard to a man who bas done more in one year of bis
political life to build up the land of his birth, to build up the
country that he loves and that he bas worked for, than the
hon. member could do for the rest of his natural lifetime-
yes, and I may repeat it, more than le could do for the rest
of his natural lifetime, if he transformed himself into the
patriotic Canadian which he las not, up to this moment,
evinced himself to be. We know the great services that the
High Commissioner has done for us in England; we know
that the farmers of this country are of one accord, no matter
whether Grit or Tory, in according him the greatest praise
that can be given any man for the dispatch, for the executive
ability, and for the value of the services rendered to them
when he reopened the markets for their cattle in England;
and tbey will unanimously agrce that ho las done
more for them than all the speeches of the lion.
member for West Durham can do for the next fifty years.
I repeat that when another question of this kind comes up,
let us act in a judicial spirit if possible, let us see if we can
get at the pith of the matter and give a proper verdict. We
may have prejudices-we cannot divest ourselves entirely
of them; but we certainly can refrain from dealing with a
great question like this, a question respecting which Mr.
Gladstone and all the great leaders of parties in England
afirm, that where there is any doubt the matter should be
sent to a Committee. That has been over and over declared
and adhered to. There is not only a doubt here, but a very
grave question. I think the Ion. gentleman had a right to
bring it up, but with the papers before me, with the patent,
with the Act of 1878, with the speeches of the hon. mem-
bers who passed that Act, with the High Commissioner Act
of 1880 before me, until I am better informed, I believe the
Ion. member for Cumberland has as much right to ait
bore as I have myself or the hon. momber for West Dur-
bam. I happened to be a member of that Committee, and
if the Ion. member for West Durham convinces me
that I am wrong, I promise him I will not do as he
did last Session-go out of the building and refuse
to vote. I did not intend to speak at any length; I
merely rose to give expression to my feelings, and
in doing so I have tried to keep within Parliamentary
rules; but I do say that in future, when we have a
matter of this magnitude before the House, Ihope hon.
gentlemen opposite will deal with it in a manner differe'ht
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from that which they have dealt with it, not in the offen-
sive and insulting manner in which it has been dealt with
by some members who have spoken on the question.

Mr. BLAKE. If no other hon. member wishes to
address the House, I desire to say a few words in reply.
Who is it who has been said to be sometimes engaged in
reproving sin ? After the temperate, the courteons, tho
kindly, the regular speech of the hon. member for King's
(Mr. Woodworth), I think I may apply that proverb to the
hon. member, not in order to violate once again, as he says
I have done, the decencies of debate--

Mr. WOODWORTH. I beg pardon, I never said such
words as " decencies of debate."

Mr. BLAKE. But you stated so in substance.
Mr. WOODWORTH. State the words.
Mr. BLKE. I am speaking of the substance. I would

not befoul my mouth by repeating the hon. gentleman's
words.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I rise to a question of order.
Several hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I ask the Speaker if I am not

in order.
Mr. SPEAKER. The bon. gentleman is perfectly in

order in rising to a point of order.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I rise to a point of order. 1 did

not use the words, " violated the decencies of debate." The
hon. member said he would not befôul his mouth with my
words when I ask him to repeat the words I used.

Several hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD. When one hon. member

says he will not befoul his mouth by repeating what another
hon. member has said, ho must be held to state that the hon.
member has used language which was unparliamentary, and
which he would not and coulci not, as a gentleman, have
used. That is the charge against the hon. gentleman, and
I think he is out of order, unless he establishes that the
hon. member for King's did use language that would befoul
the mouth of an hon. member.

Mr. SPEAKER. I regret very mucb, that in ourdebates,
one of the rules ofthe House is transgressed by many hon.
members. I will first read the rule, and then apply it
to this case. Rule 13 says :

" No member shall speak disrespectfully of Her Majesty, nor of any
of the Royal Family, nor of the Governor or person administering the
Government of Canada; nor shall he use offensive words against either
House, or against any member thereof; nor shall he speak beside the
question in debate. No member may reflect on any vote of the House,
exceptfor the purpose of moving that such vote be rescinded."
In a great many of the speeches made in this House, offen-
sive words are used against hon. members, which I very
much regret; and I think the hon. gentleman, in this case,
has perhaps used words which are offensive to an lon.
member.

Mr. BLAKE. I bow at once to your decision, Mr.
Q SD y il 1 A L 4, L k IIhld

land be declared vacant. I propose to ask the House to
affirm that proposition. That is a legitimate motion.

Mr. WOODWORTII. The hon. gentleman has again mis-
stated what 1 said.

Several bon. MENIBERS. Order, order.
Mr. WOODWORTH. I rise to a personal explanation.
Mr. SPEAKER. This is not the timo for a personal ex-

planation. When the hon. gentleman bas finished his
speech, you can make a personal explanation.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I rise to a question of order. I
say the hon. gentleman has misstated what I said.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have already said the explanation
must be made after the hon. gentleman has finished his
speech, not now.

Mr. BLAKE. The First Minister has himself, on former
occasions, made motions like this which I have proposed.
In 1877 he movod that the seat of Mr. James Norris, then
member for Lincoln, be declared vacant,.and that a new
writ should issue. He expressed his opinion, and sustained
it as well as ho could by an argument of the case, and said
it was perfectly clear. I do not myself very clearly per-
ceive how I would have paid due respect to the Houso if,
making the motion, which is a legitimate motron, setting
forth that the seat is vacant, I had abstained from pointing
out the reasons on which, in ny judgment, that motion
shouîld be assented to. The First Minister las said there is
no salary attached to this offico, and that circumstance dis-
poses of the case. He says that, having looked into the
matter fior sone time, such is bis opinion as a lawyer, and
that it dispotes of the case altogether. In) the first place,
there is more than salary liere. In the second place, the
language of the Act is: IThe hon. Commissioner shall
receive a salary of not more than $10,000 a year." He is,
therefore, to receive a salary. So much is clear: "He
shall receive a salary. The maximum salary is to be
$10,000 a year; and the Act says that the salary shall be
payable out of the unappropriated revenues forming part of
the Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada. This, therefore,
makes the High Commissioner a salaried officer, even
although the actual amount of the salary had not yet been
fixed, because the law says there shall be a salary. The
quantum is supposed to be as yet unfixed; and if it remains
unfixed, such would be the law. But more has been done,
as the papers show, because an Order in Council was passed,
as I have said, on Sir Alexander Galt being appointed, or
immediately afterwards, actually fixing the salary at $10,000
a year, and the papers indicate that the salary of the High
Commissioner was fixed at the maximum here prescribed;
My position with respect to this matter is sustained by the
argument of one of the ablest parliamentarians known, a
man of almost unexampled prestige and knowledge of par-
liamentary matters of bis day, Mr. C.W. Wynn, who, in the
case of D. W. Harvey, the Southwark case, moved that the
writ should issue, and dealt with this very question of the
salary-the quantum-not having been assigned. He thus
argued:

pea er, as ave awaNys one.* regretu at you s OUdeem the words used to be offensive. I conceive that the "rt may be contended that this is not an office of profit, on the
language which the hon.member used demands, or deserves ground that no salary has been actually annexed. But the Act of lat

) Session says that ' It shall be lawful for the Commissioners of Heror justifies at all events, very strong language from myself; àlajesty's Treasury to fix and appoint such salaries to be paid to such
but if 1 have used language contrary to parliamentary usage, registrar, cerks and officers as they shall think proper, which aalaries,
1 very willingly withdraw it. I was about to observe that together with *uch other expenses in and about the executi:n of thi*

eAt as the said Commissioners shall direct, shall be paid, by the said
I would not follow in the hon. gentleman's com-se and con- Commissioners of stamps and Taxes out of any moneys to arise from
duct my remaining portion of the debate in the spirit in any of the duties under their care and management.' Now, it seems to
which he proposed it should be conducted-the spirit, l me that under this clause a duty je imposed upon the Treasury which
fact, which he introduced into the debate. fie complains tRa o discharge, by fixing the amoant o alary te b enjoyed bythat ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~l I xresda oiin ntti aeadt at n ten e egistrar. We ail know that the word ' 1It shall be Iawful,' are
that I expressed an opinion on this case, and that I ende- constantly canstrued as imposing a duty, and I apprehend thatif the hon;
voured to justify thsat opinion by an argument, and be thinks memberfor Southwark bad continued to hold the office which he has re-

iwoufor me if I had not exressed an opinion. signed,and that the Treasury had not fixed a salary,might have compelledpr ay op . the Gammissioners of the 'reasury to assign him one. What should be
I have moved that the seat of the hon. member for Cumber- the amount of the salary would, indeed, be left to their discretion, but
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it would have been imperative upon them to fix one. Itmight further
be contended that no emolument or profit has been received from this
office. But the hon. member in his letter to the Noble Lord, the Secre-
tary of State for the Home Department, said that he would not receive
any emolument or profit from the office, if Parliament should be of the
opinion that its acceptance would oblige him to vacate his seat. The hon.
gentleman's refusal to accept a salary was therefore only a qualifiel
refusal, dependent upon the decision of Parliament, as to the effect of
accepting a salary. This, I contend, does rot exempt him from' the
disqualification created by his original acceptance of the office. Let the
House suppose that a change of Administration takes place, and that
the new Ministers do not think it convenient immediately to dissolve
Parliament, would they, supposing them to execute a renunciation of
the salaries attached to their offices for a couple of months, be thereby
rendered capable of holding their offices without vacating their seats in
Parliament ? I apprehend not. It seems to me that when Parliament
constitutes an office, and directs a salary to be paid, the individual
appointed to that office bas no right to divest himself of the salary. The
office stillihas all the qualities of an office, and it is wholly immaterial
whetber, the person holding it accepts a salary or not. There
is to prevent an individual accepting the Chiltern Hnndreds,
whether he claims the salary attaehed to the stewardship or not. 1
have been toldl that it is not the invariable practice to ;efuse the salary
attached to that office, for that one gentleman who Accepted it did
afterwards take the sala-y of £10 for the halfyear which expired
before the office was disposed of to another person. It seems to me,
therefore, that this is a new office or profit under the Crown, created
since the Statute of Anne, and conoequently not tenable in conjanction
with a seat in Parliament, whether the salary be claimed or not."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is good law.
Mr. BLAKE. Well, 1 dare say it is. At any rate, I have

read it all, and have not followed the hon. gentleman's
example with reference to another papor, which I am about
to read throughout. The Committee reported shortly
afterwards that they wore of opinion that the office was an
o ice of profit; that M r. Harvey had accepted the office, and
ihat bis seat was vacated. Now, Sir, it will appear from
what 1 have read, I thinkr, that the case is not such as the
hon. member for King's, N. B. (Mr. Woodworth)
bas stated. The hon. gentleman concluded his observa-
tions by repeating something which had been said
before by the right hon. First Minister. He declared that
I was afraid to meet the Minister of Railways, and that I
would not have made these observations had the
Minister of Railways been able to be in his seat;
that I knew ho could not be here to answer me, and
that, therefore, it was, that I stated that proposition.
Now, Sir, under the law of Parliament, the Minister
of Railways, claiming to be the sitting member for the
county of Cumberland, had a right to take his seat on this
motion. He had a right to speak after this question was
put, and was called upon, after speaking and making his
explanation, thon and then only to withdraw. That is the
course which has been pursued on several occasions. It was
pursued on the occasion of the references in 1877. I re-
collect the present hon. member for the city and county of
St. John, speaking in answer to the motion against him.
I recollect the late hon. member for Lincoln s peaking
in answer to the motion against him. I recollect the
member for Cumberland himself, whon a personal mo-
tion was made against him a good many years ago, on
an amendment to the motion to go into Committee
of Supply, directed to a particular act of his as a
Minister of the Crown, speaking in his place in answer
to the motion, and thon withdrawing. In this very
case which I have just cited, the case of Mr. Harvey, the
question was discussed .-nd the authorities of the House
were agreed that it was the duty and the right of Mr.
Harvey to speak if ho pleased, after the motion for a new
writ had been made, and Mr. Harvey did address the House
after the motion for the writ was made, and then withdrew.
Consequently, Sir, knowing the law of Parliament on this
subject, knowing that the Minister of Railways had as
much right to sit and speak on this motion as ho had the
right to sit and speak on any other motion which bas been
made this Session, knowing that ho was in his place in this
House, and had himself formally answered a peonal
motion, i had no right, no reason to believe, and had not

Mr. BLAKE.

the remotest expectation,that ho would carry his delicacy and
modesty so far on this occasion as to disable himself from
sitting opposite to me, as ho has for some years, and assume
a seat to your right. Ho had the right to speak; ho had
spoken beforo on similar circumstances ; ho was in the
House, and how should I know that he was not going to
avail himself of his right? Hon. gentlemen have said I am
afraid of him. Well, Sir, I have sat opposite to the hon.
Minister of Railways for sixteon years, more or ieiss; I have
been engaged in many a hot contest with him, and have not
observed that I have any reason to be afraid of him. I do
not perceive any ground on which I should be afraid of
him. The hon. gentlemen invent the passion of fear for me.
They are determined to believe that I must be afraid of the
Minister of Railways, and they choose to say so. I tell
them that I am not conscious of entertaining any such fear
-that I know of no ground for it. He certainly has a great
capacity for words; ho cortainly bas a large collection of
strong adjectives; ho certainly bas great volubility, but I
have not been able to perceive any reason why any hon.
gentleman, any hon. member of this fouse, however hum-
ble he is, who bas a good cause to maintain, should be
afraid of the hon. gentleman. Now, Sir, the Secretary of
State began bis speech by declaring that ho must consider
what the motives of the Minister of Railways were in
accepting this appointment, and then ho discussed the ques-
tion at some length. He also introduced the services of the
High Commissioner of Canada as an element in the discussion.
What have they got to do with it ? We are bore
discussimg a question of Statute, of parliamentary law,
whether ti seat for Cumberianxd is vacated or not. Hlow-
ever good a man may be, the Seretary of State must admit -
however bad a man may be, I am myself obliged to admit-
this question has to be decided irrespective of his goodness
or his badness, his merits or his demerits, whether ho bas
done much or little, whether ho bas done well or ill, whether
his motives have been laudable or the reverse-we have to
decide whether the seat for Cumberland is full or empty,
altogether irrespective of any considerations of that descrip-
tion. For what purpose thon was it introduced? Then the
hon. gentleman says the intention of the Act is to prevent a
member from being under the influence of the Crown, under
obligation to the Crown, and therefore i does not apply
to a Minister of the Crown. Does it not ? May not a
member who is disposed to be hostile to the policy
of a Govern ment be seduced into acquiescence in that policy
by being made a Minister? May not a Minister who diffors
from his colleagues on some question of publie policy be
seduced into silence, into accuieseonce, or into both, by
being retained in his position as Minister ? Have not we
heard of such thingse? Have not we witnessed such things?
Have we forgotten them already ?

Some hon. MEMBERS. No.
Mr. BLAKE. No; I think we have not forgotten them,

and I do not think we shall hear much more in this discus-
sion of the extraordinary proposition, that there is to be less
jealousy, less watchfulness, less care, less vigilance, on the
part of the people of this country and the Parliament that
represents them, with reference to the dealings of a
Minister with public moneys, than with reference to the
dealings of other members of Parliament with public moneys.
That is the question. Ministers, forsooth, occupy such a
lofty position that they could not be influenced, no matter
how much more~they should get-that they could not b
influenced, no matter what favours the Crown might shower -
upon them. Cannot a Minister, who holds his office relue-
tantly, who wants to leave the Administration, be pe2-
suaded to remain by getting an office with perquisites and
advantages. Have we not seen it happen ? Have we not
heard of such a thing within the last few days ? And yet
it is said, forsooth, that Ministers are not within the mis-
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chief of the Act. Whatever the hon. gentleman says abodt
the mischief of the Act-and we are threatened with an Act
on the subject of the Independence of Parliament-the hon.
gentleman may observe-unless, indeed, it is proposed to
set up one rule for Ministers, and another for the common
herd, one rule for those who are above common temptations,
who have nothing to ask for, and therefore may take
all they please, having the power and the will, and
another rule for the common herd of members of
Parliament, over whom a tighter rein must be kept, because
they are not above such influences-the hon. gentleman may
observe that Ministers sometimes depart more easi ly than
ordinary members. They are of the same flesh and blood
that we are; they are subjeet to like passions with our-
selves; if we are likely to be influenced by the attractions
of honour and emolument, by the attractions of filthy lucre,
so are they. Sitting in this House, they are subject to just
the same restraints, and I believe ought to be subject, if
there is to be any distinction, to still greater restraints than
ordinary members. Well, suppose, said the hon. Secretary
of State, that a member of the Government, say the Minister
of Customs, is called upon to go somewhere to investigate
the affairs of some Custom House, and bis expenses are paid,
is bis seat to be voided on that account ? His seat is to be
voided if the law so says, and if the law has that operation,
I dare say a good many seats would be v(ided. But I can
understand a very reasonable distinction, which I am sorry
the hon. gentleman did not see. This case bas reference to
the Minister acting in bis quality of Minister. A Minister
ib bore ; bis bouse and hoi'sehoid are here; he lives here or
ought to live here, ut the Capital. He is allowed bis salary
in order that he may live, in order that he may pay the ex-
penses of bis household-his house rent, fuel, light and
taxes; send bis children to school, provide food and drink,
and pay for lis clothes and those of his wife, if ho bas one.
These are the objects to which his salary is intended to be
applied; the salary is kept up to enable the man to live. If,
under such circumstances, a Minister is called upon to go on
a work for a month or six weeks to a distant part of the
country, bis establishment has to be kept up in bis absence,
and bis expenses go on as usual. He cannot pack up lis
traps, and take bis wife and family and housoliold goods
along with him, and call on the State to pay the cost of bis
doing so. He makes nothing out of that work, and
his expenses must be paid. But suppose a Minister, in
bis quality of Minister, were appointed, it lie could properly
be appointed, on some distant mission, for some long and
definite time; suppose he were allowed to take bis family
and bis furniture along with him to bis new residence at the
expense of the State; and suppose that bis establishment
here had to be altogether broken up, so that it would not be
subject to any of those expenses, such as rent, taxes, fuel,
light, &c., which are paid for by the State in bis new resi-
dence, is it not obvious that ho occupies a wholly different
position? Is it not obvious, in that case, that he is making
money ? That that $4,000 a year, which otherwise would
have had to come out of bis salary for those very objects,
is saved from bis salary ? But the argument of the bon.
gentleman was wholly inapplicable to the case in hand,
because it was confined to the case of a Minister acting in
bis quality of Minister. It was not in bis quality of
Minister that Sir Charles Tupper went to England to
discharge those duties and receive those allowances. It
was in his quality of the holder of the office of High Com-
missioner of Canada, for whom the salary was voted, which
he did not receive, and for whom the $4,000 a year was
voted, which he did receive. That makes the case alto-
gether different, because, according to the lon. gentleman's
statement, if it was in some other quality than the quality
of Minister, if you carried that argument out to its legiti-
mate conclusion, the salary, or emolument, or profit, in what-
over shape it might be, would bave no effect. The hon.

Secretary of State also said that this matter ought not to
have been brought before the House-that the question
ought not to have been raised. Was that the view of bis
leader ? He has been himself for a long time a First Min.
ister, and the leader of a party, and perhaps he bas not
learned thorougbly those lessons of subordination which be-
long to a follower instead of a leader, and to a follower
although a colleague. His leader said that my argument was
a fair argument. That while he did not agree with it, he
thought it was quite proper to leave it to the Committee.
That he thought it was a complicated question with a great
deal to be said on both sides, &c., &c., and that the
House, composed largely of laymen, could not be expected,
ut a moment's notice, to come to a right conclusion, and
that the question should go to a Committee, where all the
precedents would bo considered, and the arguments weighed,
and where a sound conclusion would be reached on the
question which bis colleague, the Secretary of State, says
ought not to have been raised at al), bocause there was
nothing in it. Weil,.the bon. First Minister does not venture
to meet my motion by a negative, which would be the
logical conclusion of the hon. Secretary of State's remarks.
If there is no case of enquiry, why do you not negative my
motion ? But the hon. First Minister says there is a case
to be enquired into, aûd he proposes that it shall be
enquired into. Thon, Sir, there was a good part of
the speech of the hon. First Minister that I bave heard
often before. I have heard those references to the English
cases, and especially to the case of Mr. Gladstone and the
Ionian Islands, at least balf a dozen times.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, no.
Mr. BLAKE. Oh, yes.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Only ut the beginning
of this Session, in answer to the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BLAKE. I heard them so often that I forgot that.
That was bis argument when we were considering the In-
dependence of Parliament Act, as compared with that
which prevailed at the time of Confederation, and were
objecting to bis alteration of the law. We heard that ar-
gument from time to time, subsequently, when we called
for amendments, when we pointed out defects in the law,
when we pointed out the abuses which the hon. gentleman
made of the loopholes which he purposely put into the law,and when we, from time to time, pressed upon public atten-
tion the necessity of greater stringency, until in the end,
by dint of a striking example, we drove the hon. gentle-
man's colleague, in his absence, to bring fo-ward a measure
which culminated in the Act of 1871, and which altered the
law. The bon. gentleman told us that it is not a salary but
a wage, allowance, profit or emolument in lieu of a salary,
and said that is what the law is. This is not what the law
is ; it is what the law was, and as the hon. gentleman
would have it to be, if the hon. gentleman had his will to-
day. It is the law which he was forced ont of by the pres-
sure of the Liberal Opposition between 1867 and 1871. The
law was altered in 1871, and the words ho cherishes so
much, which he believes in so fully, which he bas argued
from so often, and which ho holds so dear that ho almost
imagines they are in the Act still, were struck out of the Act
in order that the law might be more wide, clear, stringent
and binding in its operation. The hon. gentleman said:
Quite true, I struck out the words, but after ail the accumu-
lation is just the same-I go back to my old ways, and
walk in my old paths. But it is not so; the law is not the
same. The hon. gentleman says that he appeals to the
English cases, these cases of Mr. Gladstone and the others.
Sir, the English law is not our law. We occupy a different
position bore from that occupied in England on public
questions, as I have frequently shown. We occupy a
position in which the question of money emolument
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is of even more consequence than in England, and their
law is not so stringent as ours, because so stringent a
law as ours is presumed not to be necessary there.
If these gentlemen have gono upon these missions, I
have no doubt whatevor that they occupied, during the
time they went upjon these missions, just the position of
a Minister, whom I suggested as going on a mission of a
perfect character, in answer to the Secretary of State
awhile ago. I have no doubt they were gentlemen of large
means, who kept a country houso and a town house, etc.,
and kept up those establishments in the sane way when
away as when at home, so that their allowance
for their bouse expenses was a very different thing
from the allowance for bouse expenses and house ront
of a man whose only bouse is the bouse the State pays for.
If you had called upon those gentlemen, keeping up a coun-
try bouse and a town bouse in England, to pay the rent of a
house in the Ionian Islands or in Washington, they would
have to take money out of their own pockets to do so; but
in the case of the hon. gentleman, ho sold his house bore,
sent his furniture across the water, removed bis establish.
ment-had only one establishment-and for that establish-
ment ho is bore paid out of his salary, and was aiso,
in England, paid by the State. The hon. gentleman
says: But there is an accumulation of offices, and, under
the English law, tLe reason of the case is entirelv in
favour of that, and I have Mr. Todd in favour of it, and
I say to you, that concludes the question. This argument
is entirely fallacious. I do not hesitate to say, that what-
ever the Committee on Privileges and Elections may do
-and I know something of thxese matters-they will not
come to the conclusion that the doctrine of the accumu-
lation of offices can have any application in this case.
I shall not this evening enter into a discussion whether
the doctrine of the accumulation of offices could have a
reference to the conjunction of two political offices with
us, My belief is that it could not. My belief is that
you could not arrange for a Minister to hold the two
offices here of Minister of Finance and of Minister of
Public Works under our Constitution and laws. But
however that may be, it bas no application in this case.
The English law as expounded, if rightly expounded
-and i assume, for the purpose of argument, that it is
rightly expounded-is simply this: that if there be two
political offices which may be held by the Minister of the
Crown in conjunction with eadh other, if ho may have
both, or, holding one, may accept the other without a
fresh election, on account of' the acceptance of the second,
each of them must be an office which he is capable
of holding and yet sitting in Parliament; each of them
must be a Parliamentary office. Now, I do not think
that is settled law even in England. I have not looked
into the matter lately, but my recollection is that the
cases of Mr. Gladstone were distinct; that in the first
case in which ho held these offices in conjunction, he
accepted them when forming bis Administration and account-
ing to bis constituents. In the other case, he did not accept
the Chancellorship of the Exchequer-

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Low had it.
Mr. BLAKE. I was going to say so. He resigned; Mr.

Gladstone accepted it, and ho did not accept it until after
ho had been elected; and there was much criticism on the
subject of, that acceptance at half salary, as* it was said.
There was very strong argument used in the press and by
political ufl, opposed to Mr. Gladstone against the view
that he co.ul sät in the coming Session of Parliament with-
out a fresh ele«@n. The sudden dissolution which took place
prevented that question being decided. He went to the coun-
try, was defeatedand coased to be both First Lord of the Trea.
sury and Chancellor of the Exchequer. The question, there-
forý never became a practieal one. I admit thre are some

Mr. BLAKE

precedents on either side, but I do not agree that it is settled
law. Even if it were, it is monstrous to say it could apply
to a disqualified office. Are we to hear it said that in addi-
tion to the other privileges in a constitutional country,
jealous of the prerogatives of the Crown yielded by Ministers,
jealous of the influence of Ministers, there is this privilege,
that a man who is a Minister may accept a disqualifying
office, an office which would disqualify anyone else from
sitting in Parliament at all, and because he is a Minister
he may sit here ? Is that the proposal ? Is it to be
said that an office which could not be held by any other
member of Parliament without vacating bis seat may
be held by a member of Parliament who happens to be a
Minister ? That argument is absurd, and I venture to say
will not receive the support or sanction of any constitu-
tional authority. I will read the letter of Mr. Todd to which,
the bon. gentleman alluded:

" MY DEAR SiR JoHN,-As I observe in the newspapers criticismsin rela-
tion to Sir Oharles Tupper, Minister of Railways and also High Com-
missioner for the Dominion ia England, continuing to hold his seat in
the House of Commons, and as it is probable that the question of his
right to retain his seat will be raised at theensuing Session, it has occur-
red to me that you might like a reference to certain English cases
bearing on this point. And firet, I would remark, that the point is
urgeI in the newspapers, that in order to avoid disqualification, a mem.
ber accepting an offi :e to which a salary is ordinarily attached, mry
resolve to fulfil the duties of the same without emolument. But this will
not, according to British practice, suffice to sustain the seat. It has been
ruled otherwise in the case of Daniel Whittle Harvey, which is notedia
my ' Parliamentary Practice in England,' Vol. 2, page 260. You will
find the arguments in support of this view in the debates cited in the
note."

The hon. gentleman did not read that part. ie began with-
the but. I do not know whether be agrees with Dr. Todd&s
views or not. lHe told us, when ho gave a partial reading
of the letter, that ho cited frorm Mr. Todd, who is our consti-
tutional authority, whose opinions were deferred to, and
that Mr. Todd believed Sir Charles Tupper could hold his
seat, and that he, Sir John, was goingto read the letter. He
began, however, with the but. I do not know whether the
hon. gentleman agrees with this view I have just quoted
from Dr. Todd's letter as applicable to the case or not. If
he does, it settles the question; if not, it must.destroy, in his
opinion, the value of Mr. Todd as an authority.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman
said I did not read the whole letter. I sent the hon. gen-
tleman, however, the whole letter, and the hon. gentleman
did not quoto from all that Mr. Todd wrote on the subject,
but left out the most important point. For instance, he did
not read that sentence. He read the next sentence, in which
it says that Mr. Bathurst, Secretary of State, took the office
temporarily of President of the Board of Control, and it
was held that ho did not vacate his seat. The hon. gentle-
man did not read that. He read the next sentence and
dwelt upon it. He dwelt upon the case of the Warden of
the Cinque Ports and Lord Palmerston.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He quoted that, and in

answer to his quoting British precedonts, I said, here is
what Mr. Todd says about British practice, and I quoted
that portion of his letter.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not read one word from Dr. Todd's
book on this branch of the case at all, but I read what Dr.
Todd says on page 233 and page 234, with reference to the
constitutionality of a Minister of the Crown, with a seat in
the Cabinet, holding his office without a seat in Parliament.
That was the only quotation I made from Dr. Tood's book
on the subjeet I am now discussing.

Sir JOHN A. MAC DONALD. Not upon Lord Palmer.
ston and the Wardenship of the Cinque Ports.

Mr. BLAKE. Am I not to be allowed to refer to the
original authority; am I net to be allowed to cite the case
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of the Cinque Ports and others without referring to Dr.
Todd's book ? I got that from other books altogether.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You did not read that
part from Dr. Todd's book at all ?

Mr. BLAKE. I did not.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Then the hon. gentleman
skipped that part; ho read before it and he read after iL,
and ho skipped that,

Mr. BLAKE. Why, Sir, it is not in this part of Dr.
Todd's book at all. This part of Dr. Todd's book is in
reference to the presence of Ministers in Parliament.

Sir-JOHN A. MACDONALD. What is the page ?
Mr. BLAKE. 233 and 234.
Sir yOHN A. MACDONALD. What is the other page?
Mr. BLAKE. I do not know. I will try and find it out

for him if ho likes.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There is no use in show-

ing courtesy to that gentleman. I sent him that letter. Hie
is unworthy of it.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman says there is no use
in showing courtesyto me, that he sent me that letter, and
that I am unworthy of it. Now, of course, he sent me the
letter. The hon. gentleman read ai portion of the letter;
and ho was called upon to read the rest of it. He said he
would read the rest of it. My hon. friend asked for it, I
asked for it, one or two of us asked for it, and in the end
he said he would send us the letter to see what that letter
vas of which he read a portion, and then he chooses to ac

cuse me of discourtesy.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The House sees it.
Mr. BLAKE. I dare say the majority of the House sees

it, because they always look through the hon. gentleman's
spectacles:

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I rise to order. The hon.
gentleman chooses to attack the majority of this House and
say that they are not independent members of Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not say so. I said they always
looked through the hon. gentleman's spectacles, and I
appeal to overy vote they have given in tbis House to prove
it.

Mr. MITCHELL. I rise to order. I say that statement
is not true, and I am a living proof of it. 1 do not see
through the spectacles of the First Minister, and I have shown
by my voting with the hon. gentleman last Session on a
very important question, that I did not see through the
spectacles of the hon. gentleman.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman is the left centre. I
did not count him as one of the majority. He is a party by
himself. I apologize te the hon. gentleman if he thinks I
suggested that ho is submerged in the majority in this
House.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad the hon. gentleman recog-
nizes my position as the leader of an Independent party in
this House, and the only Independent party.

Mr. BLAKE. < On the other hand," says Dr. Todd-
Mr. ORTON. I rise to a question of order. I look upon

it that this House has been insulted by the hon. member.
I think when the hon. member accuses members of this
House of looking through the spectacles of another hon.
gentleman, it implies that they are voting simply and solely
upon his judgment, and not upon their own.

Mr. SPEAKER. That is not said. It was simply said
that they looked through the spectacles, and I cannot inter-
flre on that.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sure the hon. momber for Welling-
ton will not accuse the First Minister of not seeing straight.

Mr. WOODWO.RTH. The First Minister does not wear
spectacles.

Mr. BLAKE. Dr. Todd says:
" But on the other hand, English practice-

And this word is underlined -
" English practice will clearly sustain the member so circumstanced

in retaining bis seat, as widl appear from the following precedents. In
1809, when Mr. Percival, Chancellor of the Exchequer in the Portland
Administration was commissioned by the King (upon the Duke of Port.
land's reaignation) to form a new Ministry, he assumed tor himself the
office of First Lord of the Treasury, in addition to that of Chancellor of
the Exchequer. Desirous of knGwing whether this act necessitated his
reelection, ha consulted the Speaker of the Bouse of Commons, the
Lord Chancellor, and the Law Officers of the Crown. All these author-
ities concurred in the ópinion that Mr. Percival's seat was not vacated.
(Sir Walpole, life of Percival, vol. 2, page 52.)"

There you see the case is one of the character I refer to.
Ministerial offices, Parliamentary offices, neither of thom a
disqualifying office, held in conjunction-

'' It is true that, in 1861, Lord Palmerston, then First Lord of the
Treasury, vacated his seat and went for reelection upon accepting from
the Crown the Lord Wardenship of the Cinque Ports. (See Ashley, lifu
of Palmerston ; vol. 2, page 207.) But this would appear to have been
an unnecessary and superfluous proceeding, for, in August, 1872, a case
parallel to that of Mr. Percival occurred. Mr. Gladstone, being then
First Lord of the Treasury, assumed in addition thereto, the office of
Chancellor of the Exchequer. It was contended by some persons that,
under these circumstances, the law required that he should offer himself
for re.election. But Mr. Gladetone was properly advised by the Crown
Law Officers that such a course was unnecessary, inasmuch as an
exchange of o fices and accumulation of offices by a Minister of the
Crown, arc identical in principle. Mr. Gladstone accordingly did not
vacate his seat. (See Law Timie, vol. 66, page 246.)''

Once again, there is a conjunction of Ministerial offices, an
amalgamation of offices by the Minister, but they must be
offices each one of which will net disqualify him from sitting
in Parliament. If one be a disqualifying office, even though
the sacred robe of a Minister is on the man who takes it,
that sacred robe will not save him from disqualification :

"'In point of fact, there would be no difference between snch a pro.
ceeding and that of the continuance of the seat after Parliament had
decided to increase the salary attached to the office held by a Minister
of the crown."

Once agairn, you see the argument. There is the principle
on which Dr. Todd goes. It is the same thing as if, in the
case of a Minister elected while a Minister, or after he
accepted office, Parliament decidod to increase his salary ;
that would surely not apply te his accepting an office which
constituted a positive disqualification for his seat.

'For the vital point of principle involved in a came of this description
is really between the absolute 'independence' of a member of Parlia.
ment, and the justifiable ' control' which je exercised by the Crown over
members who are likewise office holders. That 'control' i not affected
by the mere addition of the amount of emolument received, whether the
same bas arisen from increase of salary or from ' accumulation' of offices.
The question whether the office of ' High Commissioner' to England la
or is not compatible with that of a Minister ol the Crown in Canàda, li,
of course, a wholly different question, and must be argued upon is own
merits."
So that Dr. Todd hiinself feels that the precedents ho cited
as English precedents, and the argument he advanced might
or might not apply; at any rate, he did not intend to imply
that they were of the least force in deciding the question
in Land-

''In presenting to your notice these precedents, I make no reference
to the precise wording of our Canadian Statutes on the subject.. Uphn
this subject, yon are better able than myself to express an opinion. I
have limited my remarks to English preoedent, which undoubtedly
embodies the true interpretation of constitutional law applicable to the
case."

So that, Sir, first of all, Dr. Todd's argument is in favour of
the view that the non-acceptance of the salary makes no
difference, and that the office, if it be a disqualifying one, as
a disqualifying one though the sala is not acceted.
Secondly, his view is that, acoordin'g to lish a
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accumulation or conjunction of Ministerial offices, each of
which is not a disqualifying office, each of which is
capable of being beld, and a seat in Parliament held at
the same time, a conjunction of these two offices, being an
accumulation, does not necessitate a reelection. Thirdly,
his view is that ho is not at all implying or stating that the
office of High Commissioner for Canada is an office of the
character of the precedents to which he as referred; and,
lastly, he disclaims implying any interpretation of this case,
according to the wording of our Canadian Statutes, to which
he does not refer at all, saying he speaks only of English
practice. That is the opinion of Dr. Todd, which is.said to
decide this question. Now, the hon. gentleman stated that
Sir Charles Tupper did not wish to vote on these various
matters because the press had said something about his
position, and he did not desire to vote. The law says that
a person who is not a member, whose seat or election
has become void, shall not sit or vote. If there was
a reason for bis not voting, there was a reason for bis
not sitting; there was the saie reason for his not sitting-
of feeling, of principle, of view-precisely the saie.
His vote was not wanted. What was wanted was that he
should be here to expound the policy of the Administration;
so he declared that he would, as my hon. friend from West
Huron bas said, save as many penalties as ho could, in
sitting, inasmuch as his sitting here was in the interests of
the Administration, and not voting, inasmuch as the major-
ity was so multitudinous that his vote could be spared.
But, Sir, this is not all. The hon. gentleman, the Secretary
of State (Mr. C(hapleau)-once again to refer to his argu-
ment-bas said that this question is one so trivial that it
ought not to have been brought before the attention of the
louse. What did Sir Charles Tupper himself say when

bis not voting was challenged? le said:
" The hon. gentleman will, at a very early period, probably in the

course of to-day or to-morrow, have an opportunity of ascertaining
exactly what bas prevented me from doing that what I regret most
deeply-not having had the opportunity of doing that which I shall be
most proud to do, and which I trust, before this Bill becomes law, I will
have the opportunity of doing-backing, as I am accustomed to back, my
opinions by my vote."

There was a great mystery. It was something whieh ho
most deeply i gretted-his not having voted. Yet Le had
not voted, and we were to learn, in the course of the day,
or the following day, what that was. Well, we have two
sources of information-the Ministerial organs and the
notice paper. On the next day the Ottawa correspondent
of the Montreal Gazette said:

"Ilt is the intention of the Government to introduce a measure amend-
ing the Act relating to the High Commissionership. It appears, under
the law at present, dir Charles Tupper cannot vote in the House while
holding the office of High Commissioner, the Act declaring that he
shall receive a salary in such capacity, and this technical obstacle is to
be removed."

And the Ottawa correspondent of the Toronto .Mail, of
February 27th, said:

" WHY BIR CEBARLES TUPPUR DID NOT VOTE.

Mr. WOODWORTHI. I rise to a personal explanation.
The bon. member who has just taken his seat declared that
I had found fault with him, because he had given his
opinion in regard to this matter. On the contrary, I have
not done so, but excepted him, as he had moved a resolu-
ution. Before the amendment was moved by the. hon.
First Minister, the bon. member for West Durham stated
the very opposite of what I bad stated in my remarks, and
I rose for the purpose of an explanation. I have always
understood, hitherto, that that privilege was accorded a
member when he rose for a personal explanation, and I
have to-night learned the contrary for the first time. I
have submitted to it at bis bands, and I now give him fair
notice that hereafter I shall neither ask quarter from him
nor shall I give it.

Amendment (Sir John A. Macdonald) carried on the
following division:-

Messieurs

Abbott, Ferguson:(Welland), Massue,
Allison (Hants), Fortin, Méthot,
Bain (Soulanges), Foster, Mitchell,
Baker (Victoria), Fréchette, Moffat,
Beaty, Gagné, Montplaisir,
Bell, Giganlt, O'Brien,
Belleau, Girouard, Orton,
Benoit, Gordon, Ouimet,
Benson, Grandboiq, Paint,
Bergeron, Guilbault, Patterson (Essex),
Bergin, Guillet, Pinsonneault,
Billy, Hackett, Pope,
Blondeau, Haggart, Reid,
Bolduc, Hall, Riopel,
Bossé, Hay, .Robertson (Hastings),
Bourbeau, Hesson, Royal,
Bowell, Hickey, Scott,
Brecken, Hilliard, Shakespeare,
Burns, Homer, Small,
Cameron (Inverness), Houde, Smyth,
Campbell (Victoria), Hurteau, Sproule,
Oarling, Jamieson, Stairs,
Caron, Kaulbach, Tassé,
Chapleau, Kilvert, Taylor,
Cochrane, Kinney, Temple,
Costigan, Kranz, Tilley,
Coughlin, Labrosse, Tupper (Pictou),
Coursol, Landry (Kent), Tyrwhitt,
Curran, Landry (Niontmagny), Valin,
Cuthbert, Langevin, Vanasse,
Daly, Lesage, Wallace (Albert),
Daoust, Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (York),
Dawson, McDonald(Cape Breton),W hite (Cardwell),
Desaulniers, Mackintosh, White (Hastings),
Desjarlins, Macmaster, White (Renfrew),
Dickinson, Macmillan (Middlesex), Williams,
Dodd, McCallum, Wood (Brockville),
Dundas, McDougald, Wood (Westmoreland),
Dupont, McGreevy, Wood worth,
Farrow, MoLelan, Wrigbt.-122.
Ferguson(Leed&Gren.)McNeill,

MÂs:

Messieurs
Allen, Fisher,e It is understood that the reason Sir Charles Tupper bas not voted Allison (Lennox), Fleming,this Session la because of a technical objection that might be raised. A Armstrong, Forbes,Bill will be introduced to remove the doubts existing.' Auger, Geoffrion,

Such is the information which we have got within a day or Bahard, Gillmor,

two from the Ministerial organs, as to the hon. gentleman's Bourassa, Harley,
view of his position and the Government's view, namely Cameron (Huron), Holton,ln Cameron (Middlesex), Inues,thiat he was debarred from voting. If he was debarred fromn Campbell (Renfrew), Irvine,
voting, ho was debarred from sitting, and if debarred from Cartwright, Jackson,
sitting and voting, he is not a member of this House. I Oaey, Kirk,
said there was one other source of information to which we Charlto, Laurier,
might appeal, and only one, and that was the notice paper. Cockburn, Lister,
On it I find given a notice by Sir John A. Macdonald: Cook, Livingstone,

Dav*es, Mackenzie,
On Thursday next, a Bill respecting the Independene of Par'lia- De St. George., McGraney,

ment Act of 1878." Fairbank, McIntyre,
8ic, I shall vote against the amendment, Main motion, as amended, agreed

Mr. BLàz,

McIsaac,
Mills,
Mulock
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray.
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Sonerville (Brute),
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wilson.-57.
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Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved, that as the time for
the reception of reports from the Committee on Private
Bills expires to-day, the same be extended for a period of
three weeks, in accordance with the recommendation of the
Select Committee on Railways, Canals and Tolegraph Lines.

Motion agreed to.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY LOAN
BILL.

On the order for the third reading of Bill (No. 101) to
amend the Act intituled An Act respecting the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, and for other purposes, being read,

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. Mr. Speaker, I beg leave
to move that the order be discharged, and that the Bill be
referred back to Committee of the Whole, with instructions
to insert the following amendment:-

The Canadian Pacifie Railway shall not, nor shall any of its branch
lines nor any une of railway leased by the Coupany or under their
control, be at any time amalgamated with the Grand Trunk Railway or
any of its branch lines or with any branch lines leased by the Grand
Trunk Railway Company or under their control. And such amalgama-
tion and any arrangement for. making a common fand or ' pooling'
the earnings or receipts of tLe said two railways, or their or any of their
branch lines, or of any railway lines for parts thereof leased by the said
companies, or either of them, or under the control of either of them, shall
be absolutely void.

This provision, however, not to extend to traffie or ruining arrange-
ments made with the assent of the Governor in Council, nor to hinder
the acquisition by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company of the railway
between Quebec and Montreal, known as the North Shore Railway.

The Supreme Court of Canada shall haçe jurisdiction to enforce the
provisions -f this clause and tu prevent, by injunctioni or utLerwise, any
infraction thereof and to punish any breach or disobedience of any
order, decree or judgment of the Court in this behalf, and for these
purposes shall bave all the powers, both at Common Law and in Equity,
of a Superior Court of original jurisdiction.

I am sure, Sir, I need not take up the time of the flouse
with any arguments to show the advishbility of adopting
this provision. We all recognize that the Grand Trunk
Railway Company and the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
pany are two great and powerful corporations in this coun-
try, and I believe it will commend itself to the judgment of
this House and meet with the hearty approval of the people,
that due competition shall not be provented, as it would be
prevented by such a proposal as was intimated a short time
ago by the Managing Director of the Grand Trunk Railway,
that that Company should enter into arrangements with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, by which they would
obtain the entire and exclusive control of the railway lines
of communication in the great Province of Ontario. I
believe, Sir, that the public interests will be promoted by
the adoption of this measure, to which I have referred,
which circumstances have forced upon the attention of the
Government as being essential to protect the country from
having its entire railway communications absorbed and
controlled by one great and powerful company controlling
the entire lines of communication within our borders. As
I have said, this is a proposal that, I believe, will so com-
mend itself to the judgment of the House as to render it un-
necessary, at this late stage of the Bill, to occupy further
time in its discussion.

Mr. Bf.,AKE. I think it is to be regretted that the hon.
gentleman should not have given notice of this proposal,
in order that the language in which it is expressed might
have been considered a little by the House. With the
general proposition I need hardly say I heartily concar.
Hlaving been fighting for many years against monopoly in
one part of the Dominion, I am little disposed to throw any
obstacle in the way of any plan which may tend to prevent
the creation of a still more gigantic monopoly in the rest
of the Dominion. Whether the clause is needful, I do not
at this moment remember. I do not remember that there

is any power on the part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
Company to amalgamate with the Grand Trunk. I doubt if
there is-I certainly should be Furprised if there was. Of
course, if there is no power it can do no harm to express
the proposition that they shall not have such power.:
Whether it is expodient that an exception of an ex-
traordinary character should be made to our general
system of jurisprudence, whether it is not more expedient
that the ordinary courts of the country should be resorted
to in the first instance, in order to do the right and pre-
vent the wrongs which may arise under the operation of
this clause is, I think, rather a serious question. I think
it will be rather a serious question that the proposal should
be made-unheard of, so far as I know-to confer, in this
class of cases, original jurisdiction upon the Supreme
Court. That is, of course, in one sense, a question of form.
But with reference to the general conduct of iurisprudence
with reference to the question of how we shall work it, the
question of whether the provincial right to have causes civil
or criminal administered by the courts created by the Pro-
vinces-subject, of course, to appeal to the Supreme Court
-should not be maintainod in this case is, I think a serious
question. I quite admit that under the Constitution the
Parliament of Canada has jurisdiction to croate a Supreme
Court, or courts for the better administration and execution
of the laws of Canada. That was an essential provision,
because in the absence of such a provision it was possible
that the laws of Canada might remain unexecuted, for want
et Provincial Courts. The Provinces might create courts not
having that iurisdiction, or they might inhibit their courts
from excrcising jurisdiLion in cazes of certain laws, and
that power was neucssary under the o dina"y laws of the
Constitution; but unless there was some such conjuncture as
I have mentioned, I think it was intended that the laws of
Canada, civil and criminal, as well as the laws of
the Provinces themselves, should be administered by
the provincial courts, and that the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court should be an appellate jurisdiction. The
mode in which the proposed clause is to he enforced is also
of a very vague description. I am not very well satisfied
with the draughtsmanship. I think if the House had one or
two days' notice of the clause, so that the legal members
would have had an opportunity of considering it, some sug-
gestions might have been made which would have had the
effect of improving it. lIt has a laudable objeet; but it is
always to be remembered that a mutual understanding
between these two Companies, that they shall charge the
same rates and fares, will make such a clause waste paper.

Mr. MITCHELL. I am glad to hear the leader of the
Opposition express his great satisfaction with the amend-
ment which has been submitted by the Minister of Railways.
It was found fault with me to-day, in another place. that I
was not sufflciently supporting the C4nadian Pacifie Rail-
way Bill-that I had not taken sufficient interest in it. I
was also found fault with the other day by hon. gentlemen
opposite for expressing too much sympathy with the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway Bill. Now, my object in performing
my duty in relation to public questions in which these rail-
way corporations are involved, is to guard the public inter-
ests so that there shall be no monopoly on one side or on
the other. There has nothing been submitted to Parliament
this Session-although it proposes to restrain the powers of
the Canadian Paci ie Railway Company-which bas given
me so much satisfaction as the amendtment of the Miuister
of Railways, for if there is one thing to be guarded against
by the people of Canada, it is that the powers of these two
great companies-for as I said the other day, everything
that the Grand Trunk had not taken from Canada seemed
to be given to the Canadian Pacifie Railway-shall not
be united. I wish that, in the legislation we are now
adopting, while we will do, and oughtj toido, every-
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thing possible to help this great national undertaking of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, which they have so
far carried out so successfully, with such credit to themselves
and honour to the country-it is our duty so to guard the
interests of the country that for the future no combination,
no proposition such as we saw might possibly have arisen a
few months ago, for a union between the heads of
these two great companies should be allowed ; that it is
our duty to prevent such a union coming to a successful
issue by which the interests of the people of Canado, by the
establishment of one grand monopoly in this country.
I am glad to hear the leader of the Opposition
express himself so well satisfied with the amendment,
and I believe it is the only thing in connection
with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Act upon wùhch
I have heard him express himself in that way. As to the
legal auestion, I shall not enter very much into it. I do
not pretend to find the saie objection that the hou. gentle-
man finds to that portion of the amendment. But I say
that whatever remedy may be devised, I want the best, the
speediest, and the most effectual means to prevent these
companies doing what we all desire to prevent thom doing
-combining between themselves and forming one grand
monopoly. We have too many monopolies now, and i wish
to prevent the extension of them in future.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I understand that the
hon, leader of the Opposition expresses his satisfaction with
the amendment, because it will have the effect ofrepressing,
or obtrneting, or preventing monopoly. Wcll, it is satis
facLry to hear thit declaration from the leader of thel
Opposition, but that satisfaction was ratherqualified by the'
statement in the last sentence of his speech, that the amend-
ment would be made waste paper by the two companies
coming to an agreement between themselves. With respect
to the point lie raised, that it might be left to the courts of
original jurisdiction in the varions Provinces of the Domin-
ion, the House will see that the courts of one Prov-
ince can only affect the portion of the railway within
that Province, and this railway will run through Prov-
inces yet unborn-as well as Manitoba, Ontario, Que-
bec, the Maritime Provinces and British Colum-
bia, so that any one court, in any one of the Provinces, could
not have that complete control of the subject that the
Supreme Court, which is the common court of the whole
Dominion, would have. But, as my hon. friend who has
spoken says, these railways ought not, and I do not think
will require, to have recourse to the courts. It was neces-
sary that some provision should be made to enfoÈce the law;
but these great corporations cannot afford to break the law,
cannot afford -to act against the declared will of Parlia-
ment; and when any arrangements for amalgamation, or for
working together in any way, are not approved of by the
Government who represent the people of Canada, and
such arrangements or such amalgamations, or such
agreements, are declared absolutely void, these companies,
will, as a matter of course, yield to the direct voice
of Parliament. There is a technical question, which has
been raised, that the Supreme Court might be made a
check court, as it is a court of original jurisdiction for some
purposes. But that question requires a good deal of con-
sideration. The Exchequer Court sits with one judge, with
an appeal to the whole Bonch, and it is thought that it
would be better, in case of any extreme instance of infrac-
tion ofthe law, that application should be made at once to
the Supreme Court, to a full Bench, and the mere state.
ment or intimation of the court to either of these railways
of any action being illegal, would have full and final effect.

Mr. WEL DON. The question might arise as to whether
or not the Su reme Court could act out of Term, because
that court oniy sits by law during Term, and it mighut be,

1fr. MrrensLs.

necessary to confer with a judge to havea different arrange-
ment made.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps I may be permitted to make
another practical suggestion. The hon. gentleman knows
that it might be difficult, under his arrangement, to have a
prompt decision. There is always one judge in town for
pressing emergencies, who could always hear a case, and in
case of an appeal, the full court could be summoned, and
got together. I rather think that if the hon. gentleman
would provide for the matter being taken into the Ex-
chequer Court, with a speedy appeal to the Supreme Court,
he would make an improvement.

Bill considerel in Committee, and reported with an
smendment.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER moved that the amendment
be now read the second time and concurred in.

Mr. BLAKE. This is a convenient o.pprtunity for making
a suggestion that I have to make. I move:

That the said Bill be not now considered, but be referred back to
a ommittee of the Whole Fouse. with power to provide for ail the in-
terest-i of the Company, and ail radlway securities and railways, in-
cluding established lines, shall be pledged to the Govertment as ad-
ditional security tor the proposed aid.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I cannot accept the amend-
ment ot the lion. gentleman. It would have the effect of
making the Government responsible-in case of default
taking place and the Canadian Pacifie Railway coming into
the hands of the Government-for ail the obligations that
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company may have entered
into. and for al the lines they have loased, and it is not the
intention of the Goverument to alilow itsolf to be placed in
that position. I must ask the louse to roject the amend-
ment of the hon. gentleman.

Motion negatived on the following division -

YI.wO
Messieurs

Allen,
Allison (Lennox)
Armtrong,
Auger.
Béchard,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Oatudal,
Charlton,
Cookburn,
Cook,
Davies,
De St. Georges,
Fairbank,
Fisher,

Alison (Hats),
Bain (Soulangeg),
Baker (&lisshsuoi),
Beaty,
Bell,
Belleau,
Banoit.
Benson,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Bihly,
Blondeau,
Bolduc,
Bossé,
Bourbeau,
BoweU,
Breckeh,

Fleming,
Forbes,
Geoffrion,
Gillmor,
Gunn,
Harley,
Holton,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kirk,'
Landerkin,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Mackenzie,
Mc(raney,
McIntyre,

Messieurs
Perguson (Welland),
Fortin,
Poster,
Fréchette,
Gagné,
Gault,
aiganit.
Girouard,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guilbault,
Guillet#

Haekett.
Haggart,
Hall,

HiokY

Mclsaac,
Mills,
Mulock,
Patersn (Brant),
Platt,
Ray,
Rinîret,

Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Braat),
Simerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Sutherland (Oxford),
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wheler,
Wilson.-ss.

Masue,
Méthot,
Mitchell,
Moffat,
Montplais
O'Brien,
Orton,
Onimet,
Paint,
Patterson (Essex),
Pinsonneault,

Reid,
Riopel,
Robertson (Hastings),

eoait
Shakespoque,
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Cameron (Victoria), Hilliard, Small,
Campbell (Victoria), Homer, Smyth,
Carling, Hurteau, Sproule,
Caron, Jamieson, Stairs,
Chapleau, Kanlbach, Tassé,
Cimon, Kilvert, Taylor,
Cochrane, Kinney, Temple,
Ostigan, Kranz, Tilley,
coughlin, Labrosse, Tupper (Pictou),
Coursol, Landry (Kent), Tyrwhitt,
Curran, Landry (Montmagny), Valin,
Onthbert, Langevin, Vanasse,
Daly, Lesage, Wallace (Albert),
Daoust, Macdonald (Sir John), Wallace (York),
Dawson, McDonald (Cap-Breton), White (Cardwell),
Desauliiers, Mackintosh, White (lastings),
Desjardins, Macmaster, White (Renfrew),
Dickinson, Macmillan (Middlesex),Williams,
Dodd, McCallum, Wood (Brockville),
Dundas, McDougald, Wood (Westmoreland),
Dupont, McGreevy, Woodworth, and
Farrow, McLelan, Wright.-122.
Ferguson(Leeds&Gren.)McNeill,

Mr. BLAKE moved:
That said Bill be referred back to a Committee of the Whole, with

power to provide, as a condition of the proposed advances, tbat any con-
tracts to be let for the construction of any part of the works of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, whether on main or branch lines, shall be
let only after auch public notice, and apon such conditions as the Gov-
erament shall approve ; and that no Director of the Company shall be
directly or indirectly interested, either as members of a construction
company, or otherwise, in any such contracts.

Motion negatived on the same division.
Mr. BLAKE moved:
That the Bill be referred back to a Committee of the Whole

with power to provide, as a condition of the proposed advance, that the
expenditure of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company shall be subject
to the aulit of the Auditor-General of Canada

Motion negatived on the same division.
Mr. BLAKE. As I cannot persuade hon. gentlemen op-

posite to change their course in any way, I will not,
although I have some other suggestions to offer and objec-
tions to make, trouble those hon. gentlemen too much by
putting them in form.

Bill read the third time and passed, on the same division
reversed.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:25 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

LIDAir, 29th February, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYZRs.

ADDITION TO COMMITTEES.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN moved that the Mr. Mills
and Mr. Temple be added to the Standing Committees
on Privileges and Elections, and on Railways, Canals and
Telegraph Lines.

Motion agreed to.

COMMITTEE ON PRIVILEGES AND ELECTIONS.

Mr. TUPPER As the case of the hon. member for
Cumberland (Sir Charles Tupper) has been referred to the
Committee on Privileges and Elections, of which I am at
present a member, I would, under the circumstances, and
for obvious reasons, beg to be excusel from aerving on that
Committee. I therefore wish to withdraw.

Mr. BLAKE. It is not necessary for the hon. gentleman
to attend the Committee.
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Mr. TUPPER. In order that my non-attendance on that
Committee may not lessen the number of its members, I
wish to withdraw altogether from serving on that Com.
mittee.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. In that case I would move
that Mr. Tupper be discharged from being a member of the
Committee on Privileges and Elections, and that Mr.
Girouard be appointed in his stead.

Motion agreed to.

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Mr. Speaker, in moving that
you, Sir, do now leave the Chair, I desire to take advantage
of the motion to make my statement to the House in regard
to the financial condition of the country, and the policy of
the Government with regard to the Tariff at the present
Session. It will be remembered, Sir, that in the Session of
1882, as well as in the Session of 1883, I felt myself war-
ranted in stating that at no period in the history of Canada
did the credit, the financial standing and the generai
bdsiness of the Dominion stand in so good a position as it
did at those two periods. I amn na position, I think, to
state to-day that at no previous period in the history of
this country did the credit of Canada and the financial con-
dition of Canada stand better than it does now. With
respect to the general trade of the country, I regret to say
that owing to the depreciation in the value of lumber,
which is one of our principal exports, owing to over-trading
in certain branches in the Dominion, as well as over-im-
ports, we have a depression at the present time, which
I trust will not be of long duration but will be speedily
overcome, and we may soon be in the position we
occupied a year ago, prospering in every particular. I
trust, Sir, that the statement I am about to submit to the
House will add to the evidence which has been given from
year to year since 1879, that the policy adopted by
the Government in that year has been successful and in the
interests of Canada. Sir, I desire in the first place to call
attention to the receipts and expenditures for lait year, and
I will be brief in doing so because the details of the expen.
diture for the last fiscal year, as contained in the Public
Accounts for that year, are in the hands of hon. members ;
but there are som points to which I desire to catl the
special attention of the House. I may state, what every
hon. member knows, that the receipts f>r that year were
835,794,649, that the expenditure was $28,730,137, leaving
a surplus of 87,064,492. Adding to that the Si,009,00
received from the.eale of lands in Manitoba and the North-
West, gives us a surplus for that year of ovor $8,000,000.
Sir, it has baen said, and it wiIl be said no donbt during this
discussion, that the expenditure for the fiscal year 1882-83
being $1,663,054 in excess of the previous year, it is an
evidence of extravagance on the part of tho Administration.
In order to neet that charge I desire to state the items
composing that additional expenditure, and thon I will
leave the House to decide whether the Government, because
they are responsible primarily as submitting the Estimates
to Parliament, are open to [ho charge of extravagant expen-
diture during that year. The $1,663,054 of increase may
be stated as follows, these being the principal
items. Sinking fund, $53,412. That is simply, as
every hon. member knows, a redemption of the debt to
that extent over and above the previous year. Sabsidies
to Provinces, $75,673. That we know isa payment made
under statute, which requires that every tenth year
the subsidies to the amaller Provinces be increased until
they reach 80 cents per head of the population, on
400.000 each, and the addi ional concession madeto Kaui-
toba as well. Logislation (election exp.nses) 8L58,M8.
That amouat was required for expense ene ted
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with the General Elections. No objection can there-
fore be made to that item. Postal service, $195,522. When
I state to the House that the increased receipts were
$213,000 it will be evident that there has been no
increased taxation with respect to that item. Railways
and canals working expenses, $371,364. When I state to
the louse that the increased income during that year from
those publie works was $390,000, against au increase of ex-
penditure of $371,364, the flouse will understand that no
additional taxation was imposed under that head. Immi-
gration and quarantine, 8184,763. When we take into
account the increased immigration to this couniry during
that year, I think every hon. member will say that the
money was well expended, and that it will yield an ade-
quate return. Mounted Police, $109,369. That ex-
penditure was under the authority of Parliament,
made upon the statement of the Minister of the Interior
at the time, that for public reasons the force should
be increased. It has been increased and that ad-
ditional expenditure was incurred during that year.
The increased expenditure on public works and harbours was
8436,359. This expenditure, I am sure, will be generally
approved of It was an expenditure demanded by Parlia-
ment on account of our large surplus, which gave us the
opportunity ofgivingincreased accommodation, and increased
facilities to our commerce bythe improvementofourharbours
and the construction of public buildings throughout the Dom-
inion of Canada. That expenditure of $436,358 was not only
voted by Parliament anJ cheerfully granted, but it will, I
am sure, be acquiesced in by both sides of the House. The
increase in the administration of justice was $33,893. This
increase became necessary owing to local legisl8tion requir-
ing the appointment of increased judges in different parts
of the Dominion. Then we have an increase of $150,000
for the bounty to the fishermen, which had the almost
unanimous concurrence of this House, and met with
the general approval of the country. These items
make about $1,0O0, 000, and it will be found that only
a small portion-that portion which was expended on
public works, and that portion paid as a bounty to the
ishermen-were direct charges on the country; that is to,
say, they were increases which would necessarily increase
the taxation of the.people. Therefore while the expenditure
has been increased about $1,600,000, the taxation has not
covered one half that amount, and the expenditure for the
other portion was on public works and other public services
yielding more than compensating revenue in return.
Now, Sir, there were other expenditures during the
year chargeable to capital account amoun ing ti
$14,171,413. How were these expenditures met ?
In the first place, there was a surplus from
consolidated revenue, amounting to $7,064,492; proceeds
from the lande of the North-West, $1,009,019; deposits in
the savings banks of the country, $4,445,445; and under
the arrangement made with the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, we received the proceeds of the sales of their
bonds, which werô in our hands, these proceeds amounting,
at the close of the year, to 82,694,000, upon which 4 per
cent. interest was paid. This covered all the expenditures
of that year, without our being under the necessity, as I
stated last Session, of going abroad for a dollar in order to
meet this expenditure. I may say further, in answer to the
charge of the imposition of increased taxation by this Gov-
ernment upon the people of Canada, that deducting the
surplus from the receipts of Customs and Excise since
1879, and charging simply the amounts which were
necessary for the payment of the expenditures of
the Government, our expenditure per head of the
population since 1879, las been les than the average of ex-
penditures from 1874 to 1879. I recollect that the leader of
the Opposition in the speech he made in answer to the Speech
fMm the Throne, remarked that I was great on average,

5ir LaoNARD TULEy.

Well, Sir, I believe that that is a correct principle to apply,
and especially to the conduct of a Government. -No Govern-
ment would be justified in taking one particular year of their
expenditure and presenting that to the country as an evi-
dence of their economy; neither would it be fair for an
Opposition to take a particular year, in which perhaps the
expenditure was large, owing to circumstances over which
the Government had no control, or if they had
control, circumstances under which they feit it desir-
able to make increased expenditure in the interests
of the country-I say it would not be fair that
such a year should be specially selected. Therefore,
in all discussions on this subject, I desire to take the
averages as well as the expenditures in particular years, as
evidence of our economy or of our extravagance. Now, Sir,
we find that last year, deducting the surplus, the taxation
per head of our population from Customs and Excise,
and these are the only heads of taxation, was $4.82J
as against an average of $4.88 per head from 1874 to 1879.
We also find that taking the average from 1879 to 1883 it
amounted to $4.81 per head, against an expenditure from
1874 to 1879 of 84.88 per head. Under these circumstances
it will be found that while it is true that the receipts have
been large, while it is true that during last year our surplus
has been large, the amount which was necessary to pay the
expenditures of the country and afford al] the appropria-
tions necessary for publie works, and every other expen-
diture, the taxation on the people of the country was less
than the average from 1874 to 1879. Now, Sir, it may be
interesting to the House to know under what heads the
increase of income took place. The increase in Customs
was $1,428,012 ; Excise, $375,257 ; Post Office and Money
Orders, 8212,503 ; Public Works, including Railways,
8390,004 ; increased interest received 887,184. The increase
in the Customs may be stated under the following heads :
Railway carriages, lumber, manufacture of, and coal,
$520,000. I may say, that a large portion of the duty paid
on railway carriages and locomotives was upon railway car-
riages and locomotives imported by the Canadian Pacific
RailwayCompany,who required them earlier than they could
be made in this country. Our manufacturers of locomotives
were so fully occupied a t that time that even the Government
had to send abroad in orJei to get the supply necessary for
the increased traffic on the railway. and locomotives had to
be imported to meet pressing demands. On brandy, gin,
rum, whiskey and wines, the increase was $236,000; on
fruits and sugar, 8242,500; on laces, hosiery, jewellery,
$71,000; wheat flour, $46,000; machinery, $150,000; pig
iron, $28,000; glassware, *54,000. The increase of Excise
re venue was mainly on the article of spirits; and the decrease
on tobacco was about covered by the inerease of revenue
received on malt. • That was before the decrease of 8 cents
per pound of Excise took place in the article of tobacco.
These are the items with reference to the operations of the
luat year. I desire now to call the attention of the House
to the estimated income and expenditure for the present
year. This is an amended estimate made from our
experience down to the present date. The esti-
mate of Customs for the carrent year was 821,500,000.
The amended estimate is *20,250,000. Now, Sir,
it may be asked by the House, what has occurred to pro-
duce this reduction ? I may state in answer to that ques-
tion that the imports of last year were 85,000,000 in ex-
cees of the estimate and the revenue from Customs 81,000,000
in excess of the estimate. I am satisfied, and it is now well
understood, that the importe of the lut year were greater
than was warranted by the demands and by the consump-
tion. We are now feeling the effect of that over-importa-
tion, because there is a corresponding reuction ln the
revenue received from Customs as the result. Then,
there is another cause. Since this time twelve
months, a large portion of the importe into Canada
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have deereased in value. As those hon. members who,
are engaged in business know perfectly well, many
of the articles imported have fallen in value, owing
te the increased stock in hand in the United States
and in the old oountry. I know of one article,
which was formerly sold for $9, but which is now
sold for $6.75; and so with many other articles. There.
fore, the over-importation of $5,000,000 last year, and the
fall in the value of imports this year, have resulted in a
reduction in the total importa down to the present time;
and, estimating that the next four montbs will yield one-
half of the revenue that has been received from Customs
in the past eight months, I place the estimated income for
the current year at the following figures: -

oustoms ................ ........ .... . 20,250,000
Excise..................................... 5,550,000
Post Offe 1........ ,800,000
Publie Works, including railways ........ 8,000,000
Intereston invetments................... 800,000
Other sourcs......... 800,000

Total income ............. ..... ................ $32,200,000
The amended estimated expenditure is $31,200,000. The
estimate made this time twelve months placed the expen.
diture at $31,010,000 ; but we have had to expend a very
considerable sum on public works-for the completion of the
public buildings in Manitoba, on the harbour of Toronto,
and on works in various other parts of the Dominion where
works were absolutely necessary, and the sum voted was not
found sufficient-so that the expenditure under that head bas
been increased; and therefore 1 estimate that the total
expenditure this year will amount to the sum named, leaving
a surplus of consolidated revenue of $1,000,000. I estimate
that the proceeds from public lands in the North-West will
amount to another 81,000,000, making the total surplu3
for this year $2,000,000. It may be said ý by hon. gentle-
men opposite that this is a great falling off from the surplus
of $8,000,000 last year; but it will be remembered that this
time twelve months I estimated the surplus from consoli-
dated revenue for the current year at $2,250,000, my
present estimate being $1,250,000 less. Well, let us see, Sir,
what circumstances have led to that reduction. In the
first place, the expenditure has been increased, while the
receipts bave been reduced. Why is there such a great
difference in the surpluses of the two years-8,00,000 in
the one case, and $2,000,000 in the other? Simply because,
having that surplus, the Government felt that they could
come to the House and ask Parliament to appropriate a
much larger sum of money for public works, including
buildings and harbours,than was ever asked from Parliament
before-a sum of money that will reach $3,250,000 during
the current year, or an increase of about $1,500,000. The
Government felt, Sir, that with the surplus they had at
their disposa], they were justified in asking Parliament for
these appropriations; Parliament granted them; and these
moneys are now being expended for these purposes.
In addition to that, we have increased expenditures
on the postal service, on .payments on account of
Sinking Fund, on Immigration, on Militia and Defence, and
on Mounted Police for the current year. Well, Sir, there
was an increased expenditure of $2,250,000, with au esti-
mated reduction in the revenue, which we supposed would
leave us with a surplus of $2,250,000; whereas, owing te
the falling off in the revenue, it is estimated that our sur-
p lus will be $1,000,000 from consolidated revenue, and

1,000,900 from public lands. It must also be borne in
mind that the revenue was decreased from other causes.
What were they ? One was a reduction of taxation of
$2,250,000 as compared with the year 1881-82. What were
the reduction ? 8844,016 on tea; $76,313 on coffee;
$91,719 on tin sheets and blocks ; $200,000 on stamps ;
850,000 of postage on newspapers ; $700,000 of reduc-
tion in the tobacco duty ; 81,000 on scrap iron ; *14,250

on periodicals ; and $50,000 on wire and other articles ;
making about $2,300,000 of reduction in the taxation of the
country, which of course reduced the surplus. Now, Sir,
we come to the subject of the estimated income and expen-
diture for the fiscal year 1884-85. The estimated income is
as follows:-

From

ci
fi't

Oustoms........... ............. 20,000,000
Exeise . .... .......................... 8,500,000
Post Ofce......... -......- 0..... ·............ 0.00. ........ 0
Publie Work , t neluding Rallways .......... 8,000,0O0
Interest snd Investreonts .... ... ... ...... 750,000
Other sources ......... ....... ..... ... 800.000

Total estimasted income......... ....... ........... 82,000,000

I may mention here, as one of t'he causes of reduced
income from Customs which we have taken into accoant
is the increased producing power of the manufactures
of Canada. The manufactures of the country have
been increasing from year to year to such an extent
asto materially affect the revenue of the country by
causing a reduction in the imports. The estimated expen-
diture, according to the E stimates now on the Table, will
be $29,811,639. It will be observed by hon, members, that the
estimate, so far as public works are concerned, of $1,900,000
provides for the completion of public works, for which
votes were taken last Session and are being expended this
year. They contain no new item and it is probable therefbre
that a very considerable amount will appear in the Supple.
mentary Estimates for public works in a Idition to those con.
tained in the Estimates before us. It is probable that
Parliament will be askod for sorne expenditure with refer-
once to the obtaining, or, at loast, securing the extension of
railways, and of course the interest of that sum will have
also to be provided. It has been intimated here that it may
be found desirable te extend the Canadian Pacifie Railway
systei from Montreal to Quebec, and an amount may be
required for that purpose. There may be expenditures also
beyond that, but whatever they may be, there will still be, lu
addition to the expenditure on public works, some items, no
doubt, of that kind to be added. It is estimated there.
fore that the Supplementary Estimates will amount to
$800,000 which will make the total expenditure for the next
year $30,611.639: the estimate surplus from consolidated
revenue is $1,400,000, and the estimated recoints from land
in the North.West $ 1,250,000, or a total estirmated surplus
for next year of $2,650,000. The Icading items of increase
are: Militia, 8139,000; Mounted Police, 854,000; Post Office,
$211,000; and the leading items of decroase are sinking
fund and interest $235,000, Public Works $750,000, Indians
$147,920. Under these circumstances, it would appear that
during the current and the next year the surplus will pro.
bably be in the neighbourhood of $2,250,000 per annum, and
it will probably be satisfactory to hon. gentlemen oppo-
site who have objected from time to time to the large
surplus to learn that it has been reduced by a reduc-
tion of taxation, by decreased importation, the resuit
of inereased manufactures in the country. Now I desire
to call the attention of the House to objections that
have been taken to the Tariff of 1879 by hon, gentlemen
opposite who have complained of the enormous surplus that
we have received in the past; who complain that we have
been taking from the pockets of the people a large sum, of
money which it would be much botter to have allowed to
romain there. The hon. the leader of the Opposition inthe
remarks he made upon the subject, said : 820,000,000 have
been taken out of the pockets of the people during the last
four years unnecessarily; yes, he said not only $20,000,000,
but probably $30,000,000. When I read that statement, I read
it as delivered elsewhere; when it was made in the House,
one of my colleagues, sitting near me, said: " What does he
mean by that ? " That was the question I asked myself
wheu I read that statement for the first time. Well, I
concluded, from the remarks miade, that the hon. member
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not only took into account the $20,000,000 we had Wall, Sir, the Tarif was W a certain extent, I admit, an ex-
received but he added the interest on that and other periment, becauso we did not know exactly what k would
charges, the profits, I suppose, that the consumer had te produce. We found that, by its application to the imports
pay to the middleman. 1 presume that is what the hon. of the country, from the improved condition of the country
geMtleman meant. Now, let ns see how the case stands. increasing those importsthough we had a deficit in the first
We have had in the last four years an average surplus of year, as the resuit ofthe over-importation of the year pro.
85,000,000 a year, but $4,000,000 of that, or nearly, bas vious, we had in the next yoar a surplus of four millions, in
been the proceeds of land in the North-West; that there- the year fbllowing a surplusof six milions, aud in the fourth
fore, was uo tax upon the people. You may Lake $4,000,M r a surplus of sven million dollars. Under these circum
off that, at all events, to commence with. Then let us see stacce fading that that Tarif was ample W meet not only
how far the position taken by the hon. member, if I under- ai that was required for the time beine, but to meet the
stood him aright, is carried out. He estimates, I presume, requirements of the future, the Governmeu asked
from the remarks that fell from him, that the consumer Parliament W take off two millions and a quarter of
pays not only an increased duty but an increased profit taxation. What la the position we are in W-day? Net-
on that duty to the man from whom ho purchases withstanding that the people have beeu relieved
the goodo. Is that clearly established? I will appeal from the payment of that two millions and a quarter
to every hon. gentleman in the louse to-day who is of taxation, notwithstanding that there has beeu
doing business whether the manufacturers in the United a large incrense in the manufacturing industries
States and the manufacturers in the old country of the country, stili we have a surplus of from
have not approached him in the last three or four years 81,000,000 to $2,000,000 a year, sufficient W meet any
and offered to sell him goods at a lower rate to meet the further increase which may take place ln the produciug
increased duties that have been collected and gone into the power of our manufacturer3 throughout Canada. Under
Treasury of the Dominion. We know that is the case. these circumstances, we are in a position to.day te meet
No one knows it better than the hon. Minibter of Parliament and say, we have provided for the past, we have
Customs who bas been brought in contact with this had a surplus in the past, wehave reduced taxation, and the
from day to day since i 879. Everybody understands revenue, without any change se far as increased taxation is
this fact, and therefore a very eonsidérable portion concerned, is ample and sufficient for the future, expen,
of the 816,000,000 of Customs that has been paid into diture that may full upon the Dominion. Nowunderthose
the Treasury of the Dominion over and abovo what was circums[ances, I hold that tus Tarif has been in that respect
necessary to pay our expenditure, bas been, beyond doubt, a success. Lt may be said: "lt is true, but should you
paid by the manufacturer abroad. Is it a fact that the fot have male it somcthirg less than it was and net
consumer always pays the incased duty Y We know per- have hrd such a large surplus du-ing the three years
fectly well that many of our men who are largely engagcd to which you retèi-?" We might have doue it, but I
in business complain that the imposition of the 2½- per cent. doubt if it would have been politic, even if we knew that
additional duty upon the goods they import is just se much such weuld have been the result. What bas been the effect?
out of their pockets,as they do not get it from the consumer. We have been able to take off the duties on the necessaries
That is the allegation very often made. I will quote an o? life, many o? them, and we have been able te do what
authority here which the hon. leader of the Opposition, I members of the late Government said the intendei to do
think, wil not object to, to show that in many cases and if they had been in power when they had a surplus reve-
certainly in some, the consumer does not pay the duty. I nue. Theyjustified themselves in not collecting revenue
quote, as an authority, the hon. gentleman who bas just left sufficient te pay the expenditure from 1875 down te 1879,
his seat and is sitting at the lower part of the front benches because, when goed times came, they would take the sur-
(Mr. Paterson, Brant). The hon. leader of the Opposition plus and appropriate it to p2ying the defcits during that
may not eonsider him quite as good authority, judgîngfi-m period. Wehavedouethat. Wehaveraid off thfserdfi-
what has occurred lately, as if it came from the bon. gentle- cit8. We have reduced out dcbt. By the legîsiation that
man opposite (Sir Richard Cartwright.) SLill I know he bas bas tuken place here, we have increased the Dominion note
great confidence in the opinion and judgment of the hon. circlation since 1879 by $6,50j,000, and by previding that
member, and therefore I will give the leader of the Opposition we should deposit Dominion debentures guaranteed by the
that hon. gentleman's view to show that in many cases the Imperial Gernment for a part of it, we have fot been re-
consumer does not pay the additional duty. I refer to the quired te keep ene dollar et gold more than wben we had a
hon. member for Brant (Mr. Paterson) who said, in 1876: circulation e f11,000,000 or 12,000,000; tereforoe have

"'The othr year the Finance Minister, la revising the Tarifo, gave had an increased circulation o? 86,500,000 without any great
mrn enaouragement to our lndubtry which it neyer bad befire. The cest te the c iuntry, We have reduced the interent ofourdebt

remit wau tit 1,000 men who were engaged in that inaustry in Ger- byhavi a respectable surplus, and thus increasing the value
many wer teralvy sransported, by the change in the Tarify, a u of f os
and tet to work here. The cot cf the article was fot i a m a the our
iota, and 0inada got ail the bentfit. The middiemen -uffered a dirni- we have pursued with reference to tho appropriating o ti i
nution of profits, but for themn nobody seemi to care mu(h, the producer surplusinreduciDg our debt,placedourselvesinsucha positionand consumer receiving ail the sympathy." thât the net intereat paid by the Dominion o? Canada during
That i the statemeut, ne doubt a correct one, and it is the last fiscal year was 8290,000 ase than we paid in
applicable Wo maay other articles upon whieh the duty is 1879-80. Under ese fircustaces, Sir, 1 think that the
increaaed, the consumer net paying it. The experience e pelicy of the Goverument has bee justified, the Tarif bas
the lust four years. bas proved heyond doubt the bee justified, ad i blieve that the evidence that we will
wiEdom, or, at any rate, the tairnesa of that Tarif f h ai. te submit a litte later on will confir our friends
that ia the widom of its provisions in securing the n - and supporters who have sstained this Tarid up W the
ary revianue, and bfsides the necessary protection for the present time in the conviction that it ha the policy to pursue

industties of the country. Now it will b. well understood for the future. Ipropose t h folaow, -day, the course whi h
by hon. members that if a Tariff had been framed that 1 b ave pursued since 1879, and which, I think, iâ the most
would sinply give rleveniue rsufficien, te meet the expendi- tatisfactory lin to take, and that is, year after year, Wt
turc for the irst year or twe, there would, as fr manu- place upon record the answers te th objections that were
facturing industries încreaped, in two or three years be a wmade by lon. members opposite wheu that Tarif was Under
condition e? thing that would require the readjustme Pt consideration. I purpose,on the present occasion, to take p as
of the Tariff and the imposition of increaed duties. 1 have in the pstail the objections urged by hon. gentlemehe
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opposite in 1879, and to produee, from our Trade Returns
and from the statisties that we have, evidence that I think
will be satisfactory to this House and to the country, that
their fears, entertainDd and expressed in 1879, have not been
justified by results any peat. dnce that period, down to the pre-
sent. But I desire, before I go any further, to call the atten-
tion of the House to the few changes that the Government
propose to make in the Tariff. 1 say they are few and unim.
portant, because, after consideririg this question carefully, the
Government thonght it best, this year at all events, to dis-
turb the Tariff as littie as possible. I know it has been Eaid
we have since 1879 made a good many changes every year,
and I think they were wiso and judicious, but we ail felt
at the time that it was desirable to do as little in that way as
possible, unless the publie interests demanded them; but in
the present year the changes are not important, and they are
in this direction-they are in the direction of giving to the
manufacturer articles that are now unenumerated and pay
20 per cent, at a reduced rate of duty of 10 per cent., or to
place them upon the free list. This is still recognizing the
principle of maintaining and encouraging the industries of
Canada. The articles it is proposed to place upon the froc
list are as follows :-Belting cloths. Boracic acid. Canvas
manufactured from jute, 58 inches wide, for floor oil eloths.
That has been free when uncalendered, and I may say here
that the parties engage: in thisindustry throughout Canada
thought they had a right to import and did imnport the un-
calendered article for a time, but it was found to be not
consistent with the law, and it is proposed to place the
jute canvas calendered in the same postion as uncnlendered
jute canvas was before. Cherryheat welding compound.
Grease and grense serap was upon the free list before, but
connected with it was the condition " when imported by
soap manufacturers." That is struck out and it is open for
any person as well as soap manufacturers to import grouse
and grease soap. Indigo paste and extract. indigo has
been free in the past, but they have a new preparation of
indigo called '• paste and extract " for the same purposes,
and it is proposed to introduce these articles into the fre
list. It will be remembered that last Session it was decided
by Parliament that iron boums, sheets, plates, and knees,
for iron or composite ships or vessels, should be froc,
and it is nov proposel to add angles to that list,
and make it iron or steel, because tho parties
are importing and using steel as well as iron, and it is
simply placing steel for these purposes in the same cate-
gory, and adding angles. Oxide of manganese. Ger nan
minerai potash. Suiphate of sodium. Steel for saws was
free beforo. We add straw cutters cut to shape. We strifre
ont colcothar. It was an uncertain artiele,.and an attempt
was made to import other articles under that name. Vege-
table fibre for manufacturing purposes. That also involved
a great deal of difflculty in the Customs Department, and it
is proposed to striko that out. Fish-plates, steel, to be
struck out of the free list, and they will come in under the
iron and steel plates at the same rate of d uty. Then I come
to the dutiable list. Acetic acid, raised from 15 to 25 per
cent. It was found that a very strong description of vine-
gar under the head of acetic acid was imported, and it pro-
bably was acetic acid, but, by reducing it, and adding
large quantities of water, they converted it into
vinegar, and paid les duty than the man who imported
vinegar, so it is to be placed at the same rate as vinegar.
and therefore it is proposed to put such a duty upon it as
wll make about the same rate of duty as is paid on vinegar.
Caplins, unfinished Leghorn hats, now paying 25, are to be
the same as finished-20 per cent. Carpeting and mats of
bemp are to be the same as jute. Jute now pays 25 per
cent., but hemp does not A difficulty occurred with refer-
enec to the character of the article that was entered, and
they are to be made bath the same. Celluloid moulded into
sizes for krdfe and fork handles, and not manufactuned, 10

per cent. This has become nocessary in order to supply
cne or two outleries that have been itarted in the Dominu-
ion, and it is proposed to admit handles unfinished at 1u per
cent. Last year we placed 27J per cent. upon cottons,
prints, and dyed cottons-they remain the sane. Jeans
and contilles were left on the 20 per cent. list, with one or
two articles of a similar description of cotton, and it is
proposed now to place jeans and contilles only for
corset makers, at 20 per cent. Cotton, 42 inches wide, for
enamelled cloth. This 42-inch cotton is not made In the
Dominion of Canada. The manufacturera of window
shades were given the right to import it at 15 per cent.,
and this is extending it to the manufacturera of enamelled
cloth. Earthenware decorated, printed or sponged and
ail not elsewhere specified-this is the same as at pre-
sent, 30 per cent. I may state bore that the reason
for the more definite description is that a question has
arisen between the importers and the Customs Depart-
ment with reference to the Tariff as it exista at pro-
sent. An action was brought by a firm in Montreal, claim.
ing that the Customs Department had made an illegal
collection. A suit was brouglht, and the verdict was given
in favour of the Department; and it has been thou(ht
better in order to prevent any difflculty in the future tuat
the description of the earthenware should be more specially
giron. India rubber vulcanized handles, for knives and forks,
10 per cent. Iron,-cast-iron fork-, in an unfinishod condition,
10 per cent. Labels for fish eans and other printed matter,
to pay 6 cents per lb. and 20 per cent. Pins of all hnds
at present under the TariW, made ol brass wire, were one
rate of duty, and of iron wire another rate; and as a can.
siderable amount of capital bis been invested in Ontario
in making these pins the duty is mde 30 per cent. on all.
Saap powdors, 3 cents per pound. Steel now 85 per ton, is
to be $3 per ton and 10 por cent. This is in order to
equalize the duty more generally, and gives some more
protection to the steel industry than it lad in the past.
Steel,-rolled round wire rods, under half an inch in
diameter, for manufacturing wire. It now pays 10 per
cent. without aty condition attached to it. Arrangements
are being made for the manufacture of wire, which now
pays 15 per cent., and in order to give the manufacturers
some profit it is proposel to reduce that description
of iron used in the manufacture of wire, te 5 por cent.
Needlos, cylinder, band frame and others,-this particular
description of needles manufactured in the Dominion of
Canada is to pay heroatter by this proposai 30 per
cent. Now, I come te the question of the sugar duty.
During the last six menths the Government have had
their attention called to this question by a number of
individuals throughout the Daminion of Canada. I may
mention that during last year, in October or November, a
new tarif on sugar came into eeet in the United States.
That tarif is based upon the saccharine value of sugar below
No. 13, tested by the polariscope. It has, by its
operation, changed very considerably the trade in that
country, and it has effected, to a certain extent, the trade
with us, bucause a class and description of sugar that was
formerly manufactured for, and taken largely by, the
American market, suited our Tarif. That is now changed,
te a certain extent, and the result has been that importe of
sugar from the East Indies and from Brazil have increased
considerable during the last six moenthe. Therefore it be-
came a serious question with the Government as te how
they were to deal with this matter. I may say here that
difficulties under the existing Tariff have arisen, as the Min-
ister of Customas knows very weil, under the following pro.
visions: Ail sugars imported from the countries of produceo
paid ne duty upon packages or charges, therefore sugar im.
ported froim tIh country of growth, suffored varions dodue.
tions, aceeding te the value of these packages, and
the aàmotat of thase charges.. These varied rnn 7 up
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to, in many cases, 27, and great difficulty has been ex-
perienced by the Department in order to get at an accurate
statement of these charges. Then, on the other hand,
difficulties have beau experienced by the Department
in aseertaining the exact value of sugar. In some cases it
was known and afterwards discovered that sugars were im-
ported below their value, and unreasonable and illegal de.
ductions were made for packages and for charges. After
having given this matter a good deal of consideration, the
Government have decided for the present-though the
matter was pressed on them very strongly, and there is a
gool deal to be said in favour of adopting the polariscope
test,-to delay action at all avents for the present Session,
in order to give them an opportnnity of investigating this
matter fully, because it is a question that we cannot deal
with in a hurried manner and without giving it full
and mature consideration, as otherwise disastrous
results might occur. We can mako an investigation our-
selves; we can enter upon negotiations, which will, no
doubt, be not only desirable but necessary, in the present
state of arrangements between the United States and Spain.
It will be one of the objects, I am sure, of the early efforts
of our High Commissioner when ha returns to Europe, to
endeavour to make some arrangements with Spain on that
subject; therefore we thought proper that this matter
should stand, at all events, as far as the adoption of the
polariscope test was concerned, until the next Session of Par.
liament. To obviate existing difficulties, we make this propo
sition: that while the duty now collected upon sugars im-
ported from the country of growth and produce is 30 per
cent., after deducting charges, it is proposed to niako the
invoice for the payment of duty free on board, including
packages and all charges, and to roduco the duty to 27î par
cent. That is the proposition; and it will give about the
same result. And it bas beon decided, also, to establish
such a system as will prevent what has occurred
in the pst-an improper and illegal entry of goods
at one port and at a lower price than at another port.
The arrangement is to b made so that there will b. a uni-
form fixed rate throughout the whole Dominion, with refer-
ence to the cost of sugar, in the future. Now, Sir, another
change is proposed. At present, the rate of duty collected
on molasses, when used for conversion into sugar or syrup, is
25 par cent., ard for domestie purposes, 15 percent.; it is pro-
posed to reduce the duty on all molasses to 15 per cent. when it
comes from the port of production direct,and to remain as now
5 par cent higher if it does not come from the port direct.
The duty is to be collected frac on board. Then, chloride of
zinc and sulphate of zinc, used in the manufacturas, is to be
reduced to 5 per cent. It is in the unenumerated list at
present. Then will follow the repealing of all clauses
inconsistent with the foregoing; and it is proposed to amend
section 8, 42 Vic,. chap. 15, with reference to damaged and
perishable goods. At present, if less than 25 per cent. of
the whole invoice is damaged no ratura cau be had.
lt is proposed, now, that if for instance in a case containing
plate glass or glass of any kind 25 per cent. of the package
is destroyed, then the party is to have the benefit. If 20
packages out of 100 packages at the present time were
destruyed and not amounting to 25 per cent. of the whole,
the party would not get any benefit. These are the provis.
ions contaied in the proposals to ba submitted to the
House. They, it anything, reduce the amount of revenue
that will be collected under their operation.

Mr. MITCHELL. May I ask if yon propose to take the
duty off corn meai ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Not at the present Sassion.
Mr. MITCHE LL. I hope you will at a very early period,

at some future Session, consider it.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I desire to call the attention

of the House, te the objections that have, on former
Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.

occasions, been raised to this Tarif. One was that
it would damage our credit in England. It will be
remembered very weil by hon. gentlemen who were in the
House in 1879 that that was one of the principal objections
brought forward by hon. gentlemen opposite. lt has not
damaged our credit down to the present time. In October
last, our 4 per cent. securities were higher than they ever
reached before. They were, ex-dividend, 11 per cent. more
than we obtained down to 1878 or 1879. I will take this
opportunity of stating what arrangements were made in
England, when I was last there, with respect to the matur-
ing loan. I plaeed myself, by authority (of the Order in
Council, in communication with our agents there, with
respect to the redemption of the loan. After conference
with them, it was de,Âded that about November it would ba
wise to place a loan for £2,000,000 sterling on the market to
redeem in part the 5 par cent. securities that fall due on lst
January, 1885. This would leave us with a smaller amount
to place in the market the next year, ILt was suggested by
the agents that that loan should ba a short one, for ton
years, and at 4 par cent., that we might be in a position to
say to the holders of the present loan maturing où 13t
January next, bearicg 5 per cent., we will either exchange
those with you dollar for dollar or pound for p>und, whichi
which would be placing the 4 per cent. loan at practically
l½ or 2 par cent. premium, becauQe wa had three coupons to
pay on the debentures maturing on lst January next, or
exchang3 them as far as they go, or allow the agenti to
purchase them as they were placed on the market. They
then suggested that next year, later in the season, in Dacem-
ber, we should place a 3 per cent. loan on the market for
thirty years for the rolomption of the balance of that loan,
and for the £2,000,000 sterling we wou!d probably require
to meet the expenditure on carrying the Canadian Pacific
Railway to completion. They, of course, said that a 3½
par cent. loan would not bring as high a rate as a 4 p3r
cent.; but they gava as their reasonfor suggesting that the
loan, to be issued last autumn, should be for tum years at 4
per cent. that it would enable us to exchange them for 5 per
cent., and the probabilities were that when the ten years
had expired and the debantures were redeemable we could
replace them by 3J per cent. debentures nearly at par.
That was their idea. an I therefore they suggeited a loan
for a short pcriod. The matter was left in thaL p )sitioi
with the understan ling that I should cable them or corn-
municate with them whenever a desirable oppartunity
offered to place on the market the £2,000,000 sterling, or
$10,000,000 for ten or twenty years-we had not fully
decided on the period, but they suggested ten years. In
the meantime a .proposition came from the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company to deposit $16,000,000 and in
February a further sum of 84,000,000 on accaunt of the
proposed guarantee, and I at once communicated to -the
agents that this proposal having been agreed to, the matter
would stand over for the present. We thought under these
circumstances we could use a portion of the 816,000,000
and the $3,000,000 or 84,000,000 to be reoeived on the lst
February, in the redemption through the agents of the 5
par cent. falling due in January next. The matter remained
there; and I may ere add that after I came from Englandand
after conference with my colleagues, it was decided, having
made a pledge in the House last Session that if a loan were
necessary during the year in order to meet the exigencies
and requirements of the people of Canada who required
as executors of estates and trustees to make investments,
we would float a loan here for a limited amount-
to place a 84 000,000 loan on the market and that the
minimum should be par. References have been made out
of the House and in the Iuse to that loan, thosae made
out of the louse, I will not say those made in the
House, being made with a view of damaging the credit
of Canada. But what are the facts with regard to it ?
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The facts are these: That hon. gentlemen opposite know
right well that the only loan we have placed on the Cana
dian market down to 1880 was at 6 per cent.; that in 1880
or 1881 it was decided to call in those 6 per cents., anc
we stated to the parties who held them that they could
either have 5 per cents. or their money, and only a
portion of the amount was taken in 5 per cents. Anc
this last loan is the first loan ever floated by the
Government of Canada at 4 per cent. or a shade less, as
this was. It may be sqaid that it was a great mistake tc
place that loan on the market without being quite sure the
whole of it would be taken up. It was not offered, because
there was a pressing want of the money. There was nc
reason why we should float a loan at a less rate than in
England except to meet the demands to which I have
referred, which the Government were pledged to do; and
there could be no doubt we could have floated the $,000,000
loan without any trouble had we adopted the course inva-
riably followed in England of making certain allowances to
brokers and paying percentages indirectly to parties tender-
ing for the bonds; we were approached on that subject,but we
neither paid any party in the shapo of a syndicate, nor
gave any commissions, nor paid any brokerage. The brokers
asked a certain commission and we declined to give it, but
we felt we were under an engagement to Dominion investors.
We had taken up nearly every Dominion security payable
in Canada. We had taken up the kixes, the fives, and the
only debentures that remain now are the Savings Bank fives
which are payable in a year. Many of those who were trustees
of estates came to us within the last year or eighteen months
asking for securities of this kind. The Governmerit had
pledged themselves, for I had stated in the louse that when
a loan was necessary it would be placed in our own market
and among our own people. When the loan was offered we
found that many of thom had placed their money in banks
-I do not know at what rate cf interest. The banks found
it in their interests to urge their depositors to allow this
money to remain. Therefore we have not placed as large
an amount as was expected of the loan. I had appli.
cations from England as well as from the United States.
One was from a firm in Boston-Blake, Bros. & Co.-no
connection, I believe, of my hon. friend opposite, but they
wanted to float the debentures in the American market. I
said no, these securities are held for Canadian investors, and
if we had sold four million instead of one we would have had
te seek temporary investment for the money. Therefore it
was placed at 2½ per cent. premium in the meantime ; but if
we find that this is more than our securities bring in the
English market we may reduce the rate. Pending that
necessity, however, we felt that it was best to keep them
where they are, and we told the applicants th- t they were
held for investment in Canada, and not out of it ; and for
the purposes which I have stated, and to which we had
pledged Parliament they would be devoted. Under these
circumstances that loan cannot be considered a failure,
because it was placed at a lower figure than we have
ever obtained money for in Canada. We now receive
money, it is true, in the savings banks, on call, for
which we pay 4 per cent. It may be asked were yen acting
in the interests of the country in placing them at par?
I call attention to one or two facts which though they are
applicable to the discussion of the guarantee by the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway Company, did not come up in that
discussion, though, I thought, it might be stated by hon.
gentlemen opposite, that we might have obtained money on
botter ternis in England. Taking money at par in Canada,
the interest and principle paid here, is as good as at 2 or 21
premium in England. The ex-Minister of Finance knows
perfectly well that when we go into that market and asx
tenders for a large sum of money it is done on the whole-
sale principle. He knows perfectly well that the
4iffrence between every day rates quoted for the amall
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lots, and what the Government realizes from large loans is

- about 2 per cent.- that is the Government realizes
about 2 per cent less than the figures given in those quota-
tiens. That is generally the case; but in addition to that,

I let me say, that we have to pay 1 per cent. premium, and
t for a large portion one-quarter per cent. brokerage. For

debentures running thirty years, one-half per cent. is paid
to the agents as commission for the payment of coupons, and
amounts to over ono-half pur cent. during that period.
These amount to 1î per cent. Thon the difference between
having our money here, paid into our own Treasury, and
having it paid in England, and transmitted here is equal to

> three-quarters of 1 per cent. more, and therefore there is a
i difference between obtaining the money here at par

in preference to obtaining the money in England,
amounting to 2 per cent. Therefore wo fult justified in
naming par as the minimum ; and we felt ourselves justi-
fied in a financial point of view in taking the money at 4
per cent. from the Canadian Pacifie Railway. We felt
if we could obtain 84,00,000 at par, well and good, but
to give it at less than par would be to place it at such a
rate that it would not be in the interests of the country to
dispose of it. We are therefore holding it for its original
purposes, but if it is found te be desirable or necossary we
may place it at a lower rate. Now, what was our position ?
Our position last autumn was most favourable. We bad re-
duced the amount of the bonds of Canada in the hands of
capitalists in England, to the extent of 810,000,000,between
1879 and 1883. We have net been compelled to go into the
English market for a dollar r i ie 1879. The fact of our not
requiring to do so gave us, of course, a favourablo position
in the money market. Then, as I stated here ladt Session,
the chances were, that beyond placing the loan on the mar-
ket for £2,000,000 to meet the £2,000,000 sterling we were
redeeming or had to redeem this year, the exchange of the
debentures at 4 per cent. for the $29,000,000, after doducting
the sinking fund falling due next January-we were going
into the market simply to exchange securities rather than to
ask for new loans. The result bas been that from our surplus,
from our improved credit, the securities of Canada stand
to-day from 3 to 4 per cent. higher than 1hose of New South
Wales, which used to b. 2j per cent. abovo Canada. Now, I
am free toadmit that the obligations which wo have undorta-
ken by the measure which has just passed this House, will
of course, compel us to go into the English market for more
money than we otherwise would have required. When we
made arrangements with our agents for the exvhanging of
soecurities, they agreed not only to redeem but te place the
new bonds for £2,000,000 at one half per cnt., whereas
under the old arrangement it would have been 1 per cent.
for redemption and 1 per cent. for paymont. This is a fav-
ourable arrangement and will save us a largo sum of money.
The probabilities are that owing to the rapid progress of the
work on the Canadian Pacific Railway, we will have to go to
the Englihh market within a year for £3,000,000 on a thirty
years loan. It may be desirable next year to provide£3,000,000
sterling by a short loan of seven years, which will fall due in
1891, when the advance becomes due and payable by the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. lon. gentlemen opp>site may
say that that will be somewhat embarrassing, considering
that we have $29,000,000 to redeem on the let of January.
It may, or it may not. Much will depend on the state of
the money market at the time; but we are in this position :
That if it should be found desirable to do so in the interests
of the country, as the debentures which mature on the lst
of January next are not absolutely payable on that date, we
may avail ourselves of our option and allow their redemp-
tion to stand for another year, and it is for this reason among
others that the G-overnment exacted from the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway Company a rate of interest which would place
them beyond ail chance of loss, and with probably a very con-
siderablegain. Now, 8ir, that is ourpouition, Ananciallylon the
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other side of the Atlantic. Our credit bas not been damaged.
Our credif, as I say, was never better than it is at the
present moment, and never bas there been a period in the
history of the country when we could go to the old coun-
try to obtain a loan for the completion of the Canadin
Pacifie Railway on more favourable terme than we can at
present. Our interest last year was 8290,000 less than it
was in 1880-81, and in another year or two, at all events,
we shall redeem our 5 per cent. debentures for others
bearing 4 per cent. or less, and we are in a position to state
to Parliament that even with the engagements we have
made, the maximum net interest which was paid in 1880-81
will not be exceeded when this great work is completed.
Well, Sir, there was another objection. We were told
that the Tarif would decrease our trade with Great
Britain. I do net desire, Sir,-because I think it would
be an unfair way of dealing with this question - to
shirk meeting every objection which bas been taken
against this Tariff year after year I present the facts and
place them on record, se that we may have a means of
judging for ourselves, year after year, as te their value.
Now, Sir, bas it decreased the trade with England and
increased the trade with the United States ? Let me
give you a few facts. In 1876-77 our imports froin
the United States entered for consumption were $51,3 [2,669 ;
froin Great Britain, 839,572,239; making a difference in
favour of the United States of 811,740,430. In 1877-78 our
importe froin the United States, entered for con-
sumption, were 848,631,739 ; from Great Britain,
$37,431,180; making a difference in favour of the
United States of $i1,200,5>9. In 1878-79 our impot ts for
consumption from the Ubited States were $43,739,219 ; from
Great Britain, $30,993,130 ; making a difference in favour of
the United States of $12,8 4 6 ,0S9. In 1882-83 our importe
for consumption from the United States were $56,032,333;
from Great Britain, $52,052,468; making a difference ià
faveur of the United States of $3,979,865, againstan average
difference of $12,000,000 in the provieus year. Now, Sir,
it may be said by hon. gentlemen opposite that the increased
importe during the last year or so are in greater propor-
tion from the United States than from Great Britain. I
admit that the proportionate increase froin the United
States was greater last year than formerly. This was due to
exceptional circumstances. Just let us look at the imports
into British Columbia and the North-West Territoriesduring
the last year from the United States in connoction with the
construction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway. The increase
of the importe from the United States into those two Pro-
vinces of the Dominion during the past year as compared
with the year 1881-82, was so-nething like 89,000,000. As I
stated before, the duty paid by the Canadian Pacifie Ratil-
way Company on imports of locomotives and rolling stock
froin the United States during the past two years was nearly
81,000,000, showing that that Company alone muet have
imported 81,000,000 or 85,000,000 worth of articles of that
exceptional character from the United States during that
period. Yeu wil aise find, if you trace the increased im-
porte from the United States during the past year, that a
very large amount consiste of cattle which have been takon
from the United States into our North-West coun
try for the grazing companies. But, Sir, these items
are exceptional, and the figures I have given show that
the difference in the importe frein the two countries
bas been largely in favour of Great Britain. Now, Sir, I
want to state further the aggregate trade with Great
Britain-the total importe and export-was in 1879
$67,288,848, whereas in 1883 it was $99,197,684, an increase,
in that period, of 831,908,836. The aggregate trade with
the United States in 1879 was 870,904,720, and in 1883 it
was $97,701,056, an increase of $26,796,336, as against an
jpcrea# of 331,900,000 in our aggregate trade with Great

in me tate further that the iir*saed duties on
r U-ôoiààTILLEg.

the imports from Great Britain, under the new Tariff, are
per cent., while on the imports from the United States

they are 6 per cent.; showing that the application of the
Tariff bas not been against England and in favour of
the United States, but, on the whole, largely in favour of
trade with England as compared witb theUnited States. Now,
Sir, another statement made was that by the imposition of the
duty on breadstuffs, we would materially interfere with the
transportation of foreign produce through Canada. I recol-
lect that the hon. gentleman who took his seat in this House
yesterday (Mr. Mille) argued this point at considerable
length. HIe endeavoured to show the advantage that we
possessed in having these exports pass through Canada,
in the shape of business to our railways and employ-
ment to our people, and he urged that the effect of the
duty on bread-stuffs would be very damaging te Canadian
industry in every way. Now, I hold in my hand a state-
ment furnished by the Customs Department of the value
of the produce exported from Canada, not the produce of
Canada, for several years, which is as follows:-

1876.......... ..................... $ ,417,50
1877 ..................... 6,746,654
1878 ....................... ................ .. ... 856,246
1879 ................. ............ 7618,442

- $2,3,-
1880...... ...... .............. . ..... . ........ ,462,486
lis ......... ........................................ , . 1. 7,799
1882 ........ ......... ............................ ...... 6,003,233
188......4......... ........ 8,196,366

- $38,799,884

In 1882 there was a gener.d falling off in the exports from
every port o-i the continent. This statem-ent shows that
the average annual export of foreign goods from Canada
during the four years froi 1876 to 1879 was
$7,409,712, while during the four following years,
fromn 1880 to 1883, it amounted to 49699,97 -- a satisfac-
tory apswer, in my judgment, to those gentlemen who
entertained fears on this subject. Now, Sir, it was also
argued that this Tariff, if it proved to be a protective Tariff,
could not be a revenue Tariff, and if it was a revenue Tariff
ie would fail as a protective Tariff. Well, It has 1j >ved
to be a revenue Tariff; that hon. gentlemen opposite will
not undertake to deny, for they complain that it has given
too much revenue. Lot us see, then, what evidence we
have that it has encouraged the manufactures of the country.
Two years ago, we had twa gentlemen employed to visit
the manufactories of the country, in order to ascortain if
logislation was necessary to prote3t the labourers in
factories. They gathered from a portion of the manu-
factories of the Dominion a certain amount of infor-
mation most valuable in its character, showing the in-
creased products of these manufactories, the incressed
numbered of persons employed in them, and the in.
creased amount of wages paid. We have on varions
occasions produeed certain information which we think
cannot be eontroverted, and I follow the same course
now. Take, for instance, the article of raw cotton. We
can gauge very correctly the quantity of cotton manufac.
tured, or its iucreased manufacture in the Dominion, from
these returns because cotton is not produced in the country,
and therefore the imports of that article will give very ac-
curately its increased manufacture. lu 1877-78, the imports
of raw cotton were 7,243,413 lbs. ; in 1878-79, they wero
9,720,708 lbs.; in 1881-82, 18,127,333 Ibs; and in 1882-83,
27,353,491 lbs. That shows pretty clearly that the Tariff
operates as a protective Tariff or as an encouraging Tariff.
Hon. gentlemen opposite will, perhaps, say that it is now
too highly protected, causing over-prouaction, though
they helped to induce many persons to go into that industry
by stating on the floor of Parliament that it paid the par-
ties who had investiments in it at 60 per cent. The imports
in wool in 1877 and '78 amounted t 6,330,084 lbs.; in 1881
and '82 they amounted t 9,682757 Ibo.; in 1882 and '83
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to 9,821,104 lbs. That gives a pretty fair index, though
not so clear as in the case of raw cotton, because it is
pretty well understood that an increased quanfity of our
home grown wool has bAen consumed in the man facture
of woolten goods in the past year. Still there is an evident
large increase in the importation of wool of a quality not
grown in Canada. Hides and pelts were imported in 1877
and '78 to the value of $1,207,300, and in 1882 and '83 to
the value of $1,963,744, showing pretty clearly there has
been a large extension in the manufacture of leather of
various kinds. The increased value of machinery imported
is shown by the following return :-

Value of Imports 1878................................ $438,037
1879........ ......... 40,380e
185o........ .................... 503,858
1881 .............................. 1,022,518
1882 ... ..................... 2,194,44
1883 ...... ............... 2,757,570

This is undoubted evidence of the increased development
of our nanufacturing industries of various kinds. I saw
it stated in the leading organ of the Opposition, whea this
statement was made by one of the papers on the Govern-
ment side that it was an indication-that the Tariff had
failed to encourage the manufacture of machinery in
Canada. Well, I wrote a fow letters to parties in Ontario
on this subject, who were engaged in the manufheture of
machinery, and thon, answers were most satisfactory.
They are rather long to read hre, but one establishment
said its production had increased by $238,000 in the four
years ; and the others all said that they had a large
increase, from a third to a half-some doubled the num-
ber of' employees-and they attributed this increase to the
policy which established manufactures in the country, thus
creating a demand for machinery they bad not before.
With reference to my own Province, there is a firm
largely engaged in the manufacture of machinery there.
I did not write to this firm, but I know an application
was made to it from the Department of Marine and
Fisheries to do some work, and the manager replied
that he was so full of orders that he could not tender for
the work required by the Department. In all parts of the
Dominion, there has been increased production of machinery,
and machinery that could not be obtained here has been
imported during the last year to the extent of $2,757,570,
showing pretty clearly the extent to which manufacturing
industrios have been increased throughout the length and
breadth of the Dominion. Take also the article of coal. It
is quite true the consumption of coal as been increased
by the development of our railway traffic, and we
know that it has been considerably increased through
this cause within the last three or four years. In
1878 the imports of coal amounted to 892,446 tons, and
in 1883 to 1,686,617 tons, showing an increase of 719,791
tons while the incroasel consumption of Canadian coal in
1883 over 1878 was 700,000 tons making a total increased
consumption of 1,493,171 tons over 1878. It is quite clear
there must be some cause for this increased consumption
beyond the increased requirements of the railways, and
al understand this to be the greatly increase number of
factories driven by steam. It is not denied that the
increase in factories established throughout tho Dominion
has been very great indeed. This is the evidence I have
adduced to show this policy has been not only a protective
policy in its encouragement to manufactmring industries but
it bas also been a revenue producing policy. It was said
the Tariff would not benefit the coali industry. I estimated
in 1879 that in four years the increased output of coal in the
Dominion of Canada would be 400,000 tons; and the returns
I have received from Nova Scotia, though these are not
quite complete, and those from British- Columbia show
clearly that the increased output of coal, as compared with
1879, for the last calendar year was 2,000 tons a day, for
every working day, or a total of nearly 700,000 tons of an
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increase. That, I think, is an answer, and a forcible answer
to the fears entertained and the opinion expressed by hon.
gentlemen opposite that this Tariff wouid be of no service
to the coal industry.

Mr. CHARLTON. What proportion of the increased out-
put is from British Columbia ?

SirLEONARD TILLEY. Not much ; it is mainly from
Nova Scotia. Now, we come to two or three pet industries that
have been pointed out by hon. gentlemen opposite as indus-
tries encouz aged unriecessarily by the Parliament of Canada,
as industries that have been pampered by an unnecessarily
protective Tariff. I refer more especially to the cotton,
woollen and sugar industries. With reference to the cotton
industries, I think that hon. gentlemen who were in the
House in 1879 and in 1889, will recollect that it was said
by hon. gentlemen opposite that the capitalists who had
invested their money in the cotton milis of the country were
receiving enormous profits, at the expense of the mass of the
people. That was the statement. Now I am not quite
sure from what has taken place that theso hon. gentlemen
will not change their lino of argument and say that this
Tarif has been destructive to the cotton industry, that the
mon who have invested their capital in it will lose theircapi-
tal, and that the public, the consumors, will obtain little or no
benefit from it. That probably may be the lino takon, but
whatever may happen in the future, my impression is that
though cotton stocks have fallen considerably from what
they were a year or two ago, it will be found that the divi-
dends which are being paid are fair and reasonable, and that
the prices paid by the consumers of cotton in Canada are
less to-day than they were in 1877-78. I am prepared to
establish that the grey cottons manufactured in the Domi.
nion to-day are sold by the manufacturers at prices as
low, if not a percentage below what the same article is
sold for in Massachusetts to mon in the trade thora.
With reference to other cottons, the statements that I
have had are that, deducting the expense in bringing
them here, the cottons are sold to the consumer to-day
at about 10 per cent. above the prico in the United
States. They are buying both grey and bleached cottons
to-day for less than they could buy them under the
Tariff of the hon. gentleman opposite of 1877-78. It is true
that that industry has experiencod difficulties; it is true
that many of tho parties who put their capital into the
companies for the erection of cotton milis iucurred liabili-
ties beyond the extent of their paid up capital, and, when
the mil was finished, aq a rule-I know it is so in several
cases-there was a debt upon the mili and they bad no
capital to work it, and the result was that they had to
obtain assistance from outside, and that assistance was
rendored thom as long as it was possible for the party who
undertook to render it to grant it. But thore was a lirmit
to which even the strongest financial man in the Dominion
of Carada could go in that respect, and, when the amount
of discounts in the varions banks of Canada on cotton aceount
had reached a very large sum, and that they could not
be extended, a difficulty arose. They had been manu-
facturing more cotton of a particular line (greys) than
there was demand for, which increased their difficulties.
A panic occurred, and the result was a depreciation of
cotton stocks-and it has to a certain extent continued
down to the present time. It became necessary, in order to
diminish the stock on hand of a certain class of goods, that
the number of employés should be reduced, in order that
their operations might be put in a healthy condition. Then,
when that became necessary in order to right matters, what
was said ? The lumbermen of the country are diminishing
this year their output, because there is a large stock
on hand; but has there been anything said anywhere against
their doing so? Has there been any complaint from any
quarter in referene to it? Ias the wisdom of their course
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been questioned at ail? No; but the very moment a few "Now, there was no doubt whatever that the farmers would soon
hundred operatives in a cotton mill were out of employment find out that they pay, as they are now payin, nearly two prices for
for a month, there was a cry through the country that the cotton goods, and an addiuonal price for prints in addition."

National Policy was a failure, that this pampered If my hon. friend was mistaken, as I allege ho was, in refer-
industry was in a desperate condition, and was in this con- once to this, then it is quite reasonable to suppose that others
dition as the result of the protection that had been given. I who had not the saie facilities for obtaining information
am prepared to say here to-day that these industries, though upon the subject might also be misled. But it would strike
they are in difficiuLy for the want of capital-and that is the the gentlemen present on that occasion, and some of them
main cause-are placing themselves in such a position that an probably wore interested in sugar refineries, as singular
occurrence such as took place last summer wilI not that under our Tariff we had only increased the duty bet-
take place again. They are arranging to have diversified ween raw sugar and refined 5 per cent. as between the Tariff
manufactures. They are arranging that this surplus stock of 1878 and the present Tariff-only 5 per cent., except in
shall not occur again with reference to any one particular regard to the United States, where they give a bounty, and
class; and, as far as I can learn, the dividonds paid by thorefore we make them pay on the duty paid value, but in
many of these companies, under these circumstances, have regard to Scotland or England there was only 5 per
been very fair indeed, and the only complaint of the stock- cent. difference as between raw sugar and refined com-
holders is that they do not go into their pockets, but go to pared with the Tarif of 1878. And supposing that
pay liabilities. Never mind ; they get the bonefit of wais of a cent per pound. These gentlemen would naturally
them. But, while I believe these industries wili pay and ask thomselves, how is it that, if the value of sugar to
are paying reasonably at the prsent moment, the point I the consumer is 2 or 3 cents. a lb. more than it was before,
want to bring out is this, that the consumer is obtaining bis we cannot get our sugar into the Canadian market when we
goods, the clothing that ho requires, the cotton necessary only pay an additional duty of 1 of a cent per pound. It would
for himself and his family at a price less than he would naturally strike them as very strange. I know that my hon.
have had it under the Tariff of the hon. gentleman opposite. friend opposite must have been under that impression when
Now, the next pet industry was the sugar industry. It was he made that statement. But the facts are apparent to
suid that large fortunes were being made out of that. I overy person that sugar was never so cheap as it is at pro.
should not wonder now if we were told by the gentlemen sent. All sugar is cheap, I admit; but even with the low
opposite that the protection we gave them bas encouraged price of raw sugar under the Tariff of 1878, sugar bas
the construction of so many sugar refineries, that there is been during the last year, sold all through the country
ruin before them as well. at a price less than it could have been imported under

the TarifT of 1878. Now with reference to woollen goods,
Mr. MILLS. lear, hear. another article on the list bore. Itis said that the poor are

rLEONARD TILLEY. Well that is their business, taxed to pay the increased duty on woollen goods. Well,Sir s. ButIsw eYdviend deare eoter>,now, we have discussed that point in this House fromnot ours. But .saw the dividend declared the other year to year; we have discussed it on the platformn outsideday by a company that was not very fortunate in its outset> the House, and I think the country is comning to understand
I speak of the Halifax Refinery. It was not a very large that question pretty well. I think people understand thatidividend, but they declared a dividend, and I have reason at the present moment that woollen goods manufactured inte believe that the other refineries are paying a fair and Canada to-day are sold at a less price than they couldreasonable return for their outlay of capital. The trouble have been sold if imported under the Tariff of 1878. Inow with hon, gentlemen opposite will be that they are not think that is well understood. I think the poor men, thegetting 30 or 40 per cent.; there would then be a grievance labouring men, the mon in moderate circumstances, andin reference to tiis matter. What is the position in which even the rich mon who wish te consume as good manufac-the consumer is placed to-day ? It was said that the consumer tured woollen as can be made, all pay less for them to-daywould pay a largoly increased price for the sugar he con. than they would have paid under the Tarif of 1878. Newsumed. I think l am in a position te state that, at no period in industries have been established in various sections of thethe history of Canada, bas the consumer of sugar bad it at as country; even Prince Edward Island made a most creditable
low a price as le las obtaied it during the past year, and exhibit of woollen goodi at iho St. John Exhibition-that
I think I am in a position te state further that, had the Provincewhich, it has been said, over and over again, derivedTariff of the hon. gentleman opposite been in operation no benefit whatever from the auouat IPolicy. Now, Sir, atduring the laIst year, the consumer would have paid under the present day the people know how it operates. It las beenthat Tariff more for the sugar than h las paid during the said that the farmer would be tazed and would have no benefit
past year. There are many persons opposed te this Tariff whatever under the operation of this policy. ln 1882 I
who are under the impression that the manufactured goods entered very fully upon that point, and my case was net as
to which I have referred, cotton and sugar, cost more strong thon as it is to-day. Thon the hon. gentleman
than they did under the Tariff of 1877-78. Well, it is quite opposite asked us, as did their organ from month te month
natural that many persons, reading the Opposition papers, -whero is Vhe benefit te the wheat producer of Ca-
should get that idea, but 1 was very much surprised that nada by your Tariff? Well, I admitted that they werea leading statesman, who should be thoroughly posted on not benetited 15 cents. per bushel, but they had athis subject, was himself mistaken with reference te the small benefit-l placed it at something like 2 cents. per
matter. I refer te my bon. friend, if he will allow me to bushel, and I had te admit that it was small. I went onCali him so, the member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie). to show that they had benefits in other directions which
In a speech he delivered in Scotland-I do not know if it were very important te them indeed-that they had the
i correctly reported-he is reported te have made this benefits of botter markets-home markets-that they had
statement: higher prices. The hon. gentleman opposite, perbaps, will

I With regard to the sugar manufactories, the policy of the pro take the course to.day that ho has taken on former occasions,
tectionist Govertment was such as to make it impossible to import and attempt te show that the policy las increased the cost of
sugar from any ther country, and the Canadian people were taxed living te the workingman beyond any increase of wages
lrm two to taree cents, or a penny to a penny and a-half penny per that is paid himjIfehe does, I will ask this House, 1pund, more thanforrnerly ini erder that sugarrefineries rnight be estab-padl.ifedesIwtlskVs-ouI

_ihed in the country. There were now five, and the probability was that would ask hon. members who are cognizant of the facts
tre would bu some more before long, leading to over-production, and t which I refer, whetherthe increased expenitare

utrhis goidg on at the expene lof lthecountry.ui that we have to make at present in the ast of, hvngisnot
Further on he says: largely on the produots of the farm ? I appeal to house.

Sir LEoNARD TILzy.
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keepers everywhere and ask them whether the increase
that has taken place in the cost of living, is not mainly in
the increased cost of food produced by our farmer, they
having a better market and getting better prices forl their
produce. J need not enter into details further than to say
that to-day the farmer has clearly and beyond doubt a pro-
tection of-8 and perhaps 10 cents a bushel upon his wheat,
over and above what he would have with the Tariff of 1878,
and receives that additional price. There is no question
about that whatever. And I will venture to say that you
may travel through any portion of the wheat producing
sections of Canada, and you wili not fiud a man who
is producing wheat who will raise his voice or cast his
vote in favour of making wheat free-unless, perhaps, he
be a very extreme party man. But, from all I can
lcarn-and I have had pretty good opportunities of test-
ing public opinion within the last two or three months
-the universal voice of Reformers and of Liberal Con-
servatives, is: Don't change the duty on wheat. That
is the demand. Well now, Sir, what do they pay in
increased duty? Their tea is cheuper, their coffee is
cheaper, as well as many other articles they consume, their
cotton, I assert, is cheaper; their sugar is cheaper, their
agrioultural implenents are cheaper-almost cvery thing
they require is cheaper than it was in 1878, and I am
satisfied that is their own testimony. Thorefore, as far as
the fariner is concerned, there is no ground for complaint,
because he will understand and appreciate the position just
as well as the hon. gentlema-a opposite, and at no period in
the history of the National Policy do the farmers under-
stand it better than they do to-day. Now, Sir, we cOme
to the iron industry that they said was another pet industry
and they particularly declaimed against the duty on pigiron.
We also gave a bounty to that industry, yet notwithstanding
the bounty to this industry, hon. gentlemen opposite
state, it is in financial difficulty. Well, that is quite truc;
and I can assert, Mr. Speaker, that if they were not in
receipt of the benefits of a protective Tariff and a bounty
they could not continue to run a day longer. Though we
require to pay from the Treasury a considerable amount of
money as bounty to that establishment, or to any other
that may be established, the parties who are engaged in it
pay into the Treasury an equivalent to that bounty;
and if it became a question as to the existence of that
establishment, or the payment of the bounty, it couli be
easily settled, because the country would lose all these peo-
ple and the revenue that is paid by this and other industries
connected therewith would be lost by the closing up of that
establishment. It may be said by hon. gentlemen opposite:
" You have not succeeded in establishing any new industries
of the kind, you have searcely kept this one alive." Well, I
believe the iron industry the world over is in an embarrassed
condition to-day; every one knows that. You may go to
Pennsylvania, you may go to England, you may go to any
iron country the world over, and you will find the prices
are lower, almost, than they were ever before; therefore, I
ar in a position to state that it is only by the proteution
given, and the bounty that was paid, that this establish-
ment is kept in existence. We have had another indieation
of that. A company was formed last autumn in England
with a capital of £370,000, for the manufacture of char-
coaled iron. They are likely to accomplish something still.
I have no doubt their operations are somewhat paralyzed
by the unusually low price of iron at the present moment.
Therefore it cannot be expected that we can have pros-
perity in any particular industry of this kind when it
is not in a flourishing condition anywhere else. Well,
Sir, we come to another point. Hon. gentlemen oppo-
site say: "What have yon to say with reference to
the argument you have adduced bere on former occa-
sions as to the value of bank stocks as an indication of the
condition of the country ? What have yon to say with re-

ference to the equalizing of the imports and exports -which
the hon. leader of the Opposition referred to in his Speech
in the debate on the Address ? " Well, Sir, I say this, that
the record shows that with reference to the balance of trade
our policy has had, to a great extent, the et'ect we said it
would and I will prove it. But a word or two with refer-
ence to bank stocks. Last Session of Parliamont, as the
lion. leader of Opposition stated, I mado no reference tu that
subject as an evidence of the prosperity of the country;
because I felt at the time that the value of bank stocks was
at a point beyond which, in my judgment, the resources and
rests of the batiks warranted. It arose from various causes ;
it arose, in the first place, from men who could not obtain
more than 4 per cent. for the money deposited in banks and
varions other institutions sought to get a larger return
by investing in bank stocks; and hence this increased
demand. It is true that it had the brokers who were engaged
in these operations bulling the market, and forcing
stocks above the point which, I believed at the time, and a
great many people agreed with me, was beyoad their real
value. The hon. gentleman (Sir Richard Cartwright) may
ask as he did ut Lennox threc months ago: " What
explanation bas the hon. Finance Minister to offer as
to the roduction in the value of bank stocks, which equals
$7,000.000 as compared with the value in 1882 ?" Well, I
can say to him in reply: What has the hon. gentleman to
say to the fact that since Parliament met, or since lst Janu-
ary, the stocks of the Bank of Montreal and that of other
Banks, have largely increased in value. The hon. gentle-
man stated at Lennor that:

"Some gentlemen pre3ent knew to their cost that, although it was
not possible for the Reform Government to add one cenit to the value-of
their tariff, yet that a Finance Minister who did not unlerstand his busi-
ness and would persist in acting on his own advice contrary te that of
able men around him, could destroy the market for their barley by de-
stroying the malt-producing interest of Canada, as Sir Leonard Tilley
had done most wantonly. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) The course fol-
lowed had been suggested te him (Sir Richard), but on enquiry ha found
that if ha started in that direction he might give Amorican maltsters the
opportunity which they had long been seeking of using our action for the
purpose of excluding Canadian malt. He therefore abstained. Sir
Leonard Tilley took a different view. He put on a duty, and in so do-
ing struck a blow not only at an important Canadian industry, but at the
interests of our barley.growing couaties, bjcwius it was ofgreat import-
ance to farmers that, if there should be fir a tim' a surplus of barley, it
should be malted in our own country and beld over until such time as a
rise in prices occurred. Now they wera entirely in the handsof Oswego
mercaants and Amaerican maltstura. (Cheers.) * Not
long ago the Finance Minister stated that the Dominion was safe for an-
other seven years of uninterrupted prosperity. Scarcely were the words
out of his mouth than the list of bankrupticies began to swell to such
proportions that the list for 1833 would prove greater than that of the
worst year of the depression when Mr. Mackenzie was in power."

The Bank of Montreal stock was the barometer of stooks
generally, and that it had gone down millions. The value
of that stock to-day is $3,000,000 over what it was on the
lst January last. This would be evidence, if I were to
follow the line of argument adopteJ by that hon. gentleman,
that business is rapidly impr-oving, a conclusion which I am
not disposed to object to. Whatwere the circumstances which
led to the depreciation in the value of bank stocks ? Several
circumstances combined to bring about that result, but I do
not hesitate to say that the outrageous mismanagment ofthe
Exchange Bank had a great deal to do with it. It is quite
true that when the final crash came it did not affect terima-
ally the banking institutions of the country; but it affected
men seeking investments and those who held bank stocks
as investments, they were led to the conclusion that
as permanent investments these stocks were not satis-
factory securities to hold. The consequence was that such
persons sought investments elsewhere and placod their
bank stock on the market, and that circumstanoe to.
gether with the disturbed state of the market at the time
woald assist the " bears" to force stocks below their real
value; and that indeed was the result. What was there to
justify that greatreductiQu? I have a statement here-which
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shows that nine or ten '.of the banks increased their rest
during last year by $1,78'),000, and still their stock had
depreciated in value for the reasons stated. But they are
now advancing, being restored to a figure nearer their fair
value, and I am satisfied they will reach a higher point
than at present. The existing position of bank stocks does
not deprive us of the argument we used before, that it was
the satisfactory financial condition of the country, that in-
creased the value of those stocks, and they are far higher
to-day than they were in 1878, and will go'still higher.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

A fter Recess.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally considered in Commit-
tee, reported, and read the third time and passed.

Bill (No. 24) to inceorporate the Halifax Steam Navigation
Company, limited.-(Mr. Stairs.)

Bill (No. 28) to incorporate the Canada Temperance and
General Life Assurance Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Middle-
sex.)

Bill (No. 45) to incorporate the Owen Sound Dry Dock
Shipbuilding and Navigation Company, limited.-(Mr.
Allen.)

Bill (No. 47) respecting the winding up of the Spring
11 and Parrsboro' Coal and IRailway Conpany,' and the

sale of the property thereof to the Cumberland Coal and
Railway Company.-(Mr. Tupper.)

Bill (No. 50) respecting the International Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Hall.)

Bill (No. 68) respecting the Kingston and Pembroke Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Gunu.)

FIRST READING.

The following Bill (from the Sonate) was read the first
time, on a division :-

Bill (No. 107) for the relief of John Graham.-(Mr.
Jamieson.)

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Previous to Recess, Sir, I was
calling the attention of the louse to the statement that
was made out of the House by the hon. member for South
Huron, and in the Ilouse by the hon. leader of the Opposi-
tion, relative t') the sudden fall that had taken place in
bank stocks. I stated that the fall in stocks was of an
exceptional character, and did not go to prove
that it was the rosult of a depression in the
general trade of the Dominion. I think, Sir, that
wheu I state that since the lst of January
these stocks have risen on an average over ten per cent.-
the Bank of Montreal from 179J to 189, the Ontario Bank
from 103 to 100, the Bank of Toronto from 165ï to 178,
the Mei chants' Bank Iron 108 to 114î, the Bank of Com-
merce from 118f to 12l1-, and the Federal Bank from 122î i
to 136-it will be quite clear to the Flouse that a fall in
bank s:ocks cannot be claimed as a proof of general de-
pression in the trade of the country. It has arisen, in my
judgment, in part from the circumstances to which I re-
ferred. 1 also stated before Recess that there did not ap-
pear to be any gord or substantialreasons why that fall
shou'd have taken place, taking into account the addition
to the Rest in the lest year ; and I may now just read what
the increases in that account were in se-veral of the banks
during the last year:-

Sir LEoNARD TILLEY.

Montreal...... ....... $ 250,000
Toronto ................ -......... 60,000
Ontario............................. 110,000
Merchants'.......... .... ...... 400,000
Commerce .................. ..... 250,000
Dominion .................... ..... 100,000
Hamilton ......... 65,000
Standard ............. ..... .... 60,000
Federal ............ ,...................... 150,000
Imperial ..... ............ .......... 250.000
Molson'a............................ 75,000

Total Increase...... .................... $1,770,000

This would appear to show that between 1882 and the pre-
sent time, unless some very extraordinary circumstances bave
happened recently, these stocks should have increased rather
than decreased in value; and I have no doubt that it will be
found before long that the value of the stocks will be quite
equal to what they were in 1882, when they were probably
nearer their true value than they were, in 1883. I mention
this, Sir, in connection with bank matters, to show that
though the stocks had fallen a good deal between the spring
and the autumn, still that was not to be attributed solely to
a depression in the trade and commerce of the country.
Now, I come to another point to which my attention and
the attention of the House was called in a very emphatic
manner, by the hon. leader of the Opposition-in a very
sarcastic manner too, but, at the same time, in one that
elicited applause from his supporters. That point was that
the Government had emphatically and distinctly stated that
this policy was calculated to bring nearer together than the
policy that previously existed the value of inports and
exports ; and be quoted some statements of mine made
in 1879 or in 1880, to the effect, that there was really
a balance then on what I considered the right side, that the
imports of the country were less by a small sum than the
exports, that this was a healthy state of things, which it
was desirable to continue, and that the policy adopted in
1879 was calculated to bring the two, the exports
and the imports, nearer together. Now, the hon. the leader
of the Opposition, no doubt, in his remarks referred to the
fact, because it is a fact, that the imports of last vear were
larger than they were the year before, and that the differ-
once between fthe imports and the exports was greater than
in the year before and the year previous to that Now, I still
hold to the proposition that, ordinarily speaking, it is in the
interest of the country to increase our esports and
to decrease our imports by the extension of our own
manufactures. This proposition I lay down that if we can
increase our exports an3 diminish cur imports by producing
in the country articles formery imported it is botter than
to import those articles, inasmueh as it gives employment
to the people and more nearly adjusts the balance of
trade. But circumstances that have taken place in the
last year or two that have increased maiterially the im-
ports, and there bas been no corresponding exports to
meet that increase. We all know the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company have expended in the construction of
their rond and branches something like $58,000,000 in two
years; we all know that in addition to that, the hon. Minis-
ter of Railways has been constructing during tho last two
years a portion of the Pacifie Railway ; we know that the
Government have been importing rails and other material
for the portion of the line constructed by the Government
and the Canadian Pacifie Railway have been importing
steel rails, loecomotives, rolling stock and other material,
perhaps to the extent of $10,000,000 during the last year.
These are exceptional circumstances, but still, I venture to
say, hon. gentlemen opposite will give us no credit
whatever for them in the account. When we taku
into consideration the circumstances of the last year
or two, we cannot expect anything else but an increase
in the difference between the imports and the exports,
because, taking into account all the money that came
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into the North-West for its development and improve-
ment, taking into account all the imports for the Canadian
Pacifie Railway, all the imports by the contractors and by
the Government with reference to the construction of this
railway,-what have we in return in the shape of exports ?
We have nothing as yet. Therefore it is under the excep-
tional circumstances to which I refer that the imports have
been increased as compared with the exports during the
last two years and especially during the last year. But I
maintain the facts on record in the Trade Returns during
the last five years show, beyond doubt, that this
policy has brought nearer together the imports and
exports than they would have been by the policy that
previously existed. I will give some facts to prove
this, and I will state these facts to show that, notwith-
standing the increased imports for the Canadian Pacific
and the Governmet Railways, and the large expenditure in
the North-West that induced imports, we have still brought
the balance of trade more in our favour than we could have
done under the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite. The
value of imports per head of the population in 1883, not-
witltstanding the circumstances I have montioned, was 8 8.
What was it in 1873, when no exceptional circumstances
existed ? It was $33.58 per head. In 1874 it was $32.22 per
head; in 1875, $30.24; in 1876, $22; in 1877, $23.29; and
in 1878, $21.44 per head-or an average on the population
of those years of $27.14 per head; while, dui ing the last
four years, with these exceptional circumstances existing
which I have mentioned, ihe average bas been but $23.02
per head, or a ditference of $!6,,000,000 per year in favour of
the latter period. Dlaring the last year if the imperts per>
head of the population had been the same a, they were in
1873, we would have had $152,000,000 of imports instead of
$132,000,000, making a difference of $20,000,000 during the
year. This establishes beyond doubt the effect of the policy.
because there is just about that amount of increas'ed
manufactures in the Dominion during the years to which
I have referred. I took this afternoon as an illustra-
tion, the value of raw cottons imported. If we take the
returns submitted by the cotton mills we find something
like an increase of $4,000,000 or $5,000,000 in the manu-
facture of cotton alone; therefore ail the labour and capital
expended, everything connected with ihis industry was so
much saved to the country and a diminution of the imports.
So with reference te all the manufactories in the country
and their products. If these goods had not been made in
the country they would have been imported, and we
ask you, considering the prosperity of the country
last year, and as a consequence large importations, whether,
if we had not the Tariff by which we have been able to
produce by these industries, $16,000,000 a year more
than we produced in 1879, the balance would not have
been larger against us than it is ? I hold that a policy
which, if it does not increase the export, will diminish the
imports, must have the effects of bringing the exports and
imports nearer together than would have another and
opposite policy. I ask whether this has not been sustained
by these facts ? I have dealt with the leading objections
down to the present time, that have been made against the
policy adopted in 1879, and I think that the answers I
haveg iven, taken from the returns and other public docu.
ments, are sufficient, and the subject needs no further
remarks from me. But there are some new objections
which have been made lately. One new charge
brought against the Government in the last twelve
months is that they have neglected the interests of
the country by legisl;ating in such a way as to change the
legislation in the United States with reference to the duty
on malt, and thus injuring the people of Canada. Why it
is well known that for the last seven years, there has been
a conflict in the United States between the maltsters and the
brewers. The maltaters have been endeavouring to obtain

an increased duty and to shut out the malt from Canada.
They failed in their endeavours until the last Session of Oon-
gress when they gained a victory over the brewers and
obtained an increased duty on malt. By that operation,
they have shut out a very considerable export of malt from
Canada to the Unitod States during the last year. It is
quite truc that a concession on the other hand was made
which really is a benefit to our farmers, though limited,
by taking 5 cents per bushel off the duty on barley. We
are told the Government of Canada is responsible for this.
Let me read an extract from a speech made by Sir Richard
Cartwright at Lonnox some three or four months ago:

'' Some gentlemen present know to their cost that although it was
not possible far a Reform Government to add one cent to the value of
their barley-

That is declared by a gentleman who was in the late Gov-
ment.

" That a Finance Minister who did not understand bis business, and
would persist in acting on his own advice, -contrary to that of able men
around him "

When I read this speech I said, the late Minister of Finance
has not such a very depretittory view of the gentlemen on
this aide of the House, as I suppo.ed he bad. He says-i
understood it so when J read it first-that the gentlemen
around me were men of ability, and I would not accept
their suggestions. But let us see.

" Could destroy the market for their barley by destroying the
malt producing¯interest of Canada."

I began to think, who was it sitting around me of the able
men, my coleaegues and thoso supporting us, who took
exception to the legislation which wo introduced. 1 could
not recolleet any one of my colleagues or any member on
this side of the louse. The gentleman who did take
exception was the ex-Finance Minister, the present member
for South Huron, and therefore the remark must have
applied to him, as " the able men around me."

" As Sir Leonard Tilley had done mot want inly. (Rear, hear, and
cheers.) The course followed had been sugg-sted to him (Sir Richard),
but, on enquiry he found that, if he started in that direction, he might
give American maltsters the opportunity which they bad long been
seeking of making our action the ground of excluding Canadian malt.
He therefore abstained. Sir Leonard Till.y took a different course. He
put on a duity, and, in sa doing, struck a blow not only at an important
Canadian industry, but at the interest of our b.irley-growing counties,
be.ause it was of great importanc, to farmers that, if there should be
for a time a surplus of barley, it should be malted in our own coantry,
and held over until such time as a rise in the price occurred. Now
they were entirely in the hands of Oswego merchants and American
maltsters."

This is the report of the speech made in which a charge is
brought against the Governme) t in reference to this mat-
ter. Well, Sir, I am here represented as a most obstinate
Minister of Finance. The gentleman opposite represents
himself in this case as the pliait Minister of Finance. I
have heard the hon. gentleman and bis friends opposite
speak of the Government, and of myself as Finance Minis-
ter as being too pliant, and say that all the people
had to do was to come and ask that certain concessions
should be made to certain interests, and those conces-
sions were made at once. That is a different charac.
ter, from what is given here. Here I was obstinate and
would not take the advice of able mon around me. And,
Mr. Speaker, the general impression of those with
whom I have had any corveration on the subject since
1878 was that that hon. gentleman opposite was the obstinate
man who would not take any adrice, who would not be
influencel by any suggestions that were made. Now, let us
see; is it a fact that the action of this Government had any-
thing to do with this increase of duty on malt in
the United States? No, Sir; none whatever; and,
when I read to this House the effect of the Tarif
introduced by the hon member opposite, and't of the Tarif
introduced by this Governmentiwith reference to malt, and
show the rate of duty that was collected upon malt when
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the-ohange took place, you will see what grounds the hon.
member had for making f he stateinent ho did at Lennox.
Under Mr Crtwright's Tîariff of 1878-this is for part of the
year -42.332 l1bz. were imported, the value was $1,3 8, duty
81,055.77, or 78 per cent. In 1879, that is, under the
Tariff submitted by this Government, the imports were
129,634 lbs. value 63,346, duty collected $2,592.68 or 77J
per cent., a fraction under that collected in 1878. In 1881
the duty was changed, as the hon. member knows,
and malt was put in the same position exactly as barley,
the duty being 15 cents per bushel Customs, and 1 cent per
pound Excise. That ha3 been the law from 1881 to the pre-
sent time. That was the law that was in force when the
change took place in Congress. In 1881, we that year ir-
ported 10,553 bushels, value $10,270, duiy collected $5,171,
or a fraction over 50 per cent., against 80 per cent. that the
hon. member imposed. In 1882.81, we imported 15,979
bushels, value .815,099, duty paid $7,509.93, or a little less
than 50 per cent , and yet the hon. member told them at Len-
nox on the ove of an election-I will not say that it was at
all to affect it, but only to show what an outrageous Govern-
ment this was and that they should not send any one here to
support it-that we had deprived producers of that section of
the country of selling their barley to the malt-ters, and that
their interests were sacri6ced, whon the duty, from 1881
to 1883, vas 30 per cent. less than the hon. member himself
imposed in 1878. Yet, he said we were responsible for that
change, and, a, that is one of the charges which I thought
might possibly bc brought t-).night, though I do not know
that it il, I thought il jist as w(11 to spike that gun at
once. There is anoher harg, nd very general une,
Ma te all over the country, to the eflect that wo have in-
pocd a duty of 35 per cent. upon imports to Canada. That
is the general statement. There are a few articles that pay
35 per cent., but we know that last year the average duty
on the whole imports was something like 19 per cent. I
had the pleasure of addressing a meeting at Strathroy,
which was referred to by the hon. member opposite
the other night, and the member for Brant was present
on that occasion, and he took that exception to the Tariff
policy of the Governnent. le sair to the audience,
imagine your sending to Germany and impornting a certain
article, and, when it reached the borders ot Canada, you aro
charged 35 per cent. duty on it, v hat an outrage that is.
Well, I must say that, after reading the speech of the
hon. member for Brant in 186 two or three times, I
should claim him, though he calls himself a Free.Trader,
as one of the soundest Protectionists in the, Parliament
of Canada, taking bis speech as a criterion, and nothing
could be stronger than the way in which, in the extract
I read from bis speech to-day, he justified the then Finance
Minister in imposing an increased duty on cigars, which
ho stated had au excellent result. But I say te him,
and to all sucb, but especially to him, that, if he takes
exception to 35 per cent. duty on a limited number of
articles, ho must not forget that the Finance Minister, to
whom ho appealed in 1876 for further concessions, did in
1878 change the Customs duties on cigare and cigarettes.
The returns for 1878 shewing the duty collected on 21,050
German cigars, valued at $10,680, as $12,687.10, or nearly
120 per cent. The ExciQe duty on this quantity of cigars
would have been 8S,423.60 at that time. The protection
given to the manufacturer was $4,263-50, or 40 per cent.
The hon. member was grateful for a little less protection
than that, and in a year or two afterwards he obtained 40)
per cent. prote tion, and it ho says produced wonderful
resuits; it brought a thousand people, even betope the
change was niade in 1878, into the country, and the article
manufactured cost the consumer no more than it did before.
Still, the hon. member will, I presume, here as elsewhere,
demnounce the present Government for putting 35per cent.
duty on any articles of importe. The general objections that
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have been taken with reference to this Tarif! have been
largely met by the results. The resuits have been,
in most cases, te decrease the cost of the article to the con-
sumer, and in many cases the incroased duty that has been
imposed upon it has enabled the pro:lncer, having the market
to himself, to give to the consumer the article cheaper than
he could have done under other circumstances, and cheaper
than he ever had it before. And se, while exception may
be taken to the policy which has for its object protection to
the industries of the country, still our friends will be found
sometimes even denouncing a policy that is doing just
exactly what some of the hon. gentlemen opposite sustained,
supported, defenie.d, and spoke of approvingly. Now, Sir,
we come to the question of the genoral depreciation of the
country. Let us sec what evidences we have of
that. I admit, Sir, and I regret that it is se, that
the wheat crop of Canada as a whole was less
last year than it bas been for some years previous,
and this circunstance has no doubt affected, to some extent,
the business of the country during the autumn and the pre-
sent winter; because, had the eighteen or twenty million
bushels of wheat which we are supposed to have lost by a
short crop, been raised, sold, and the proceeds reached the
bande of the farmers of the country, no doubt there would
have been greater ease generally than there is at the pre-
sont moment. But there is this to be considered, that while
there was a deficiency in the wheat crop, there was at the
same time a large surplus in the hay crop, nearly amounting
in value to the loss in the wheat crop. So that while the
farmers have lost on the wheat crop, their abundant hay
rop will enable tbmi to raise a greater number of

catle for export next year; ai d thereotre 1 am satified
the gencral result will be largely maintained by the
increased export of cattle which they will be able to make
by baving in Ontario alone two and a-half million tons of
hay more than usual-to say nothing of the increased crop
in the other Provinces. Bat while I admit that a short
wheat crop bas caused a somewhat depressing effect, I
muet also admit that the price obtained for lumber at the
present time is not as great as it was last year and the year
before. There is aise an over stock already on haud, and
people are not manutfacturing in certain branches as much
this winter tis they did last, and that also bas had somo
effect upon the general trade and business of the country.
There are other circumstances to which I referred this
afternoon-over-importation and over-trading, which have
left the importer and retailer with seocks on hand
that cannot be immediately converted into money. These
circumstances also have a depressing effect. But what
cvidence have we boyond this of the general depression and
stagnation of trade in the country ? Sir, we have undoubted
tz stimony as to the. generally prompt payment of liabilities
falling due in the banks. We see by the press that
the bank managers who have been interviewed in
Montreal and elsewhere with reference to payments, state
that they are satisfactory; this could not be if there
was the great depression of trade which hon. gentlemen
opposite have been asserting existe, and which they bave
been pointing to as, in some cases, produced by the National
Policy. These things have been referred te before, and they
show there is no general depression, or suffering, or want,
and no unusual number of people out of employment-not
at all. What are the best evidences we can have that the
mass of the people are being employod, and that they have
spare funds at their disposal? It is as I have stated over
and over again in this House, the increased accumulation of
deposits iâ the savings banks by people who have earned
money over and above what they require for their
expenditure or can use in their legitimate business,
and have deposited the surplus. I may here explain
te the Hlouse-and I do so for the purpose of answer-
ing a statement made by the hon. member who followeid me
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last Session with reference to the savi ngs banks deposits-
that the savings banks in the Maritime Provinces, are con-
ducted upon a principle that was in force there before the
Union. The Post Office Department does not receive
money in those Provinces as it does in Ontario and Quebec.
Down to 1879, these savings banks' agents were author-
ized to accept as much as $10,000 from any one depositor,
and the resuit, of course, was a natural temptation and in-
ducement to business men to make deposits, inasmuch as
they .had interest paid from the day of the deposit up
to the day of the withdrawal of the deposit. But not-
withstanding these advantages enjoyed to 1879, what was
the fact ? The fact was that the increased deposits in
these savings banks, and in the Post Office Savings
Banks throughout the Dominion increased but $2,800,000
during the five years from 1873 to !878. But what
took place after that? The Government ordered that these
deposits should be limited to $3,000 a depositor in 1879, and
that the interest should only be paid from the commence-
ment of the month, that is, if a deposit was made on the2nd
of the month interest would only be payable from the 1st of
the month following; and if it was drawn on the last day ot
the month no interest should be paid for that month,
thus greatly lessening the inducements to deposit
in the savings banks of the Maritime Provinces. Well,
what was the result ? The result was that in 1879,
these deposits incrcased over withdrawals $710,669; in 1880,
81,845,222; in 1881, $4,703,715; in 1882, to $5,931,989;
in 1883, to $4,450,445, a total increase in five years of
$17,722,094, as against $2,800,000 in the five years provi.
ous, with greater indcnements to deposit. It rnust be
borne in mind that in Ontario and Quebec no one,
except at Toronto, has a right to deposit over 8 1,000 in osn
name, and notwithstanding that faut, the increase during
that period was the sum I have named. During the present
year the amount deposited is 81,755,079 greater than the
withdrawals, showing that even tbis year there is still
on the part of the masses of the workingmen and others,
an ability to add to their earnings and to their deposits in
the Irovernment Savings Banks. I think there can be
no better evidence given that there is general pros-
perity in the country. Let us go a little further.
The total deposits in the chartered banks on 31st July, 1879,
were $63,848,145. On 3lst July, 1883, four years later they
were $99,241,325, being an increase in that period of
$35,393,180, and an increase during the five years of
$53,000,000 taking into account both the Post Office Savings
Bank and the chartered banks of the country. This is evi-
dence that the people are earning money and have a surplus
or they would not be in a position to add so largely to the de-
posits in our banking institutions. The hon. member forBrant
(Mr. Paterson) stated last vear that this was no proof of
increased earnings among the masses, because there appeared
to be a much larger increase in the Maritime Provinces than
elsewhere, and it could not be pretended that more money had
been earned in those Provinces than in Ontario and Quebee.
In the Lower Provinces the people have not been in the
habit of making deposits in the banks and the banks have
not encouraged the payment of interest on deposits, and
the result has been that the spare money of the people of the
Maritime Provinces has for many years gone into the savings
bank, while the chartered banks of Ontario and Quebec
have paid perhaps a higher rate of interest than the Post
Office Savings Bank, and the people have deposited largely
with those institutions. That accounts for the apparently
large increase in the Maritime Provinces as compared with
Ontario and Quebec. It may be said that within the last
three or four months the wages of employés of manufac-
turers in the Dominion have in some cases been reduced;
that we have not so many men employed just now as we had
three or four months ago. I am free to admit that Canadian
muanufeturers have to4y an unusual #train put on then.

And from what cause is this strain ? Every hon. member
knows that manufacturers in Great Britain, where the
policy of Free Trade prevails, and manufacturer in the
United States where Protection prevails, have surplus stock
on hand, that they are reducing the iumber of thoir em-
ployés, that they are diminishing their wages, that they
are compelled to sell their surplus stocks, and the stocks
they are even now produciug from day to day at a lower
rate than usual. Those reductions have in many cases taken
place, though resisted by the operatives in both England
and the United States. Wlat is the result ? Our American
neighbours and British manufacturers, owing to their profits
being reduced and the wages paid to their operatives being
now lower than before, come to our market and are sharply
competing to-day with the Canajian manufacturers. As
the prices paid for labour in the United States must
reguiate to some extent the price of labour in Canada,because
if the wages are not about equal the operatives will soon
pass across the line. Our manufacturers found it necessary
to increase the wages bore when an advance took place
in the United States in order to keep their men ; but now
that there is a reduction in the Unite i States owing to
reduced prices, our manufacturors, in order to succesafully
compote, have also to reduce the prices of their products and
in some cases the wages of thoir operatives. But what
would have been the condition of those working people and
of those manufacturing industries established throughout
the country if it had not been for the National Policy ?
Why, if it were not for the protective tariff that shields
to a great extent our industries and manufactures
we would bo over-run, and one half or thrc-fourths
of our factories would bo closed within three months.
These circumstances give the opponents of this policy
a ground for attack on the Government and the policy.
Let me say this, that w. cannot object to such an attack if
made against individual members of the Government
or against the Administration as a whole; but what we
do object to is, that the attack is made in such a way as
to affect the best interests of Canada, to depreciate our
credit at home and abroad, to discourage men from coming
to the country and investing their capital here, and to dis-
courage the people of the country by the crios of depres.
sion, by cries of'distress, by cries of rain. The leader of
tbe Opposition, when speaking in the House about six
weeks ago, said we had the cry of soup kitchens again.
That statement might be very weil to make a point; but was
there anything in it of practical significance ? The proposal
to which he referred, in London, was made by the editor of
a newspaper supporting the Administration, because there
were a number of families, as there are every winter
in every city of the Dominion, widows and those who are
worse than widows, suffering children and many aged and
infirm persons, requiring assistance. Is it right to draw
the inferences the leader of the Opposition did, be3ause
benevolent individuals endeavour to providefood for the poor,
it may be for some immigrants who, not finding employ-
ment in the country in the winter, have reached the
cities and require assistance. But does this compare with
the condition of affaira in 1878-79 when we, members of Par-
liament and the citizens of Ottawa, were asked to subscribe
to buy bread for hundreds of men, who although they were
willing to work, were starving? la that the case now in
any city of the Dominion? In regard to the city of London,
I have her. a statement made by the Mayor of eat
London about two months ago, or about two or three
weeke before the speech to which I have reforred
was delivered by the leader of the Opposition. That
gentleman says that the condition of east London has
wonderfally changed within the last two years; and hoeis
not a Liberal Conservative. And why bas that change
taken place ? H. said that two years ago 200 houses were
to let, and now they are oeupied, and ho should kno*
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because he is an agent for the selling and letting of houses.
He speaks of the men employed in the railway car shop
and steel works and dwells in most hopefal terms as to the
condition of the city; and all this cornes from east London
just in advance of the statement made by the leader of the
Opposition. We have benevolent men and women in
Toronto, Ottawa, London and other cities, providing, for
the necessities of the needy; but I ask hon. members
whether anything has recently taken place which will
compare with the condition of affairs in 1877-78.

Several hon. MEMIBERS. Yes; much worse.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Much worse ! Thon, Mr.
Speaker, it is needless for me to make any further state-
ment. When the hon. gentleman rises in his place and
endeavours to defeat the policy of the Governmont by stati.ng
that the country is in a worse position to-day than it was in
1877 and 1878, with reference to employment for the people
of the country, I want no further statement to satisfy inde-
pendent men on both sides of the House that these gentle-
man are seeking really some other object than the good of
the country. I am amazed at the statement of the hon.
gentleman that the country is in a worse state than it was
five years ago ; but if that is to be the line to be taken by hon.
gentlemen opposite, I wish to refer to the fact that Sir
Richard Cartwright, who was not then a member of the
louse, at the meeting to which I have referred, said to the

people, look at the state of the country at the present time:
" Why," said he, "the bankruptcies this year will be in
excess of tho worst year of the Mackenzie Administration."
But how disappointed must the hon. gentleman have been
whon ho fotind thatthey only amountcd to about one-half of
what they were during tho threc years 1877-78-79. I have tho
returns here, and they show that in each of those years they
were nearly double those of last year, notwithstanding the
fact that the figures for last year include nearly 260 failures
in Manitoba and the North-West-failures of an exceptional
character, owing to causes which every person knows. We
know that the spirit of speculation which existed in Winni-
peg, a city of 25,000 inhabitants, was such that they wore
asking for lots in that city as much as, and more than could
be obtained for lots in the centre of the city of Toronto-as
much in some cases, as was asked for lots in Chicago. The
hon. gertleman must have known that that was a state of
things which must soon corne to an end; that there was noth-
ing to warrant such large prices; that they were the result
of the spirit of speculation ; and that outside of the specula-
tion in land there wore very large importations by men in
business, importations in excess of the demand; that these
men over-estimated the extent of the population which would
be brought into the country,and that it was found,at the close
or middle of last year, that they were not in a position to
pay for the supplies tbey imported. For these reasons, dis-
aster overtook these people; it was exceptional in its
character, and I am satisfied that they are rapidly rising
and will rapidly rise from that condition of things.
But no community, no city, under similar circumstances,
could expect any other result. There were 260 failures in
the west out of 1,300 in the Dominion, The whole number
in the Dominion, involving the sun $15,000,000, including
Manitoba, in which there was little or no business done in
the other years to which I refer. But notwithstanding this
fact, the amount of bankruptcy was only a little over one-
half what it was in those three years. Now, Sir, the hon.
gentleman-unlike his position in the case of the malt duty,
for he could not have known the facts exactly, because the
year was not closed-still he claimed that there was blue
ruin everywhere, his mind was so seized with gloom
that he had to take that view of the situation. Hon. gentle-
men seem to see no daylight whatever-nothing but gloom
and darkness before them. I do hope that when the hon.

member who replied to me last year, and who gave me
Sir LaosàAD TILLIr.

reason to hope from his former speeches what his real
sentiments were, that if the day should ever come that
ho would be Minister of Finance, ho would stand by the
policy ho advocated in 1876. Now, that the hon. mem-
ber for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) is here,
ho will tako a different view. True to his extreme opinions
and proclivitie, true to bis extreme views on Free Trade, I
suppose ho will repeat the arguments and the statements
made by him on former occasions,in favour of FreeTrade and
against the National Policy. I hold this, that while at the
present time there is some depression from the circum-
stances to which I referred, thore is no reason what.
ever for apprehoension. And let me say this, that had these
depressing circurnstances taken place under other condi-
tions, as I have alroady intimated, the depression would
have bon four-fold greater than it is to-day. Aq I said last
Session, whon hon. gentlemen were stating: Yon are for-
tunate, you are lucky, overything is prosperous with you,
your National Policy is therefore accepted by a large portion
of the people-my answer was, and my answer is now,
that the National Policy is more valuable in the days of de-
pression than it is in the days of prosperity. I say that this
bTational Policy, which provides employment for the people
who would otherwise ho idle, will continue to establish its
reputation and establish itself in the hearts and affections
of the people of the Dominion of Canada. And though
I shall regret indeed if the line which has been in-
dicated is taken by these hon. gentlemen, who stated
this evening that the country is in a worse posi-
tion than it was in 1878-though, I say, I shall re-
gret that this line should be taken, because it is calculated
to damage the country, stili at the same time, in spite of
those declarations, in spite of the doclarations which may
be made to-night, or in the course of the debate, in
spite of the articles which have appeared in tbe Cana-
dian, American and English papers, calculated to damage
the credit of the country, there are resources in the
country, there are vigour and power and ener'g in
the people of the country, and there is in this po]I..y to
which I refer that whicli gives hope and energy to the
people, which will place us to a considerable extent above
and beyond the influence of such speeches and such argu-
ments as may bo muade against the National Policy, in
this Parliament or elsewhere.

Sir RICHA R D CXIRTWRIG IT. Mr. Speaker, having
been prevented by express provision of an Act of Par-
liament to that intent made and provided, from boing
presont last year when the hon, gentleman made bis finan-
cial statement, I am not quite as familiar as I could wish
te be with the course of the discussion in 1883. But I
will venture to say, although I was not present thon, that
I have very little doubt that the hon. gentleman on that
occasion took a very different tone, and struck a very differ-
ont attitude from that which ho has assumed to-night. Sir,
it was not for nothing that the hon. gentleman, in the pre-
sent instance, found it necessary to apologize and defend,
and excuse as far as ho could, as well as ho knew how,
the policy of which ho has been the exponent for
so long. He undoubtedly made some remarkable admis-
sions to which I shall direct your attention and the
attention of the House. The hon. gentleman told us, and
told as truly enough, that it is not possible for his policy to
avert over-production and consequent injury to manu-
facturers or the loss of wages to their unfortunate em-
ployees; nor could his policy avert poor harvests, or
give us a larger market for lumber, or prevent a decrease
in the value of goods, nor could it check over-importations.
Al true, Mr. Speaker. But why is it that these economic
truths are now dawning for the first time upon the hon.
gentleman and his followers ? Were not those things as true
when my hon. friend beside me (Mr. Mackenzie) presided
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over the affairs of Canada as they are to-day ? Were any
allowances thon made by-not the hon. gentleman who was
at that time enug and safe in Fredericton while other hon.
gentlemen were bearing the heat and burthen of the day-
not by the hon. gentlemen, I say, but by the hon gentle.
man whom I see sitting beside him. What excuse wero they
willing to make, for my hon. friend when precisely these very
things occurred, only in a far greater degree, in a far more
intensified degree, and when in consequence of those things
my hon. friend was obliged to struggle for some considerable
time with financial difficulties. Sir, I hail it as a sign of
improvement that the hon. gentleman at last, after a long
time, is waking-up to what the country is aiso waking up, that
this policy, whatever it may be, is no panacea, that it won't
save the country hard times, that it won't save a single
man. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman admitted some things;
but the hon. gentleman bas an old habit of not telling us,
when he makes these inancial statements, ail the expen,
diture which we are likely to incur in consequence
of his policy. On the present occasion he told us,
it is true, what we could guess without his telling
us, that, in addition to the estimates we have hore, doubt-
less large supplementary estimates are going to be brought
down. We are accustomed to that. It is a misfortune--a
misfortune from which I admit neither Government was
quite free-that besides the facts detailed on the first occa-
sion of making the Budget statement, there are generally
other facts not then detailed, involving considerable additions
to our expenditure. In my time, I can only say, I tried to
keep those expenditures as low as possible. I was not
always successful, any more than the hon. gentleman. But
the hon. gentleman, gave us a hint that probably a
million more than the estimates would be required. He
dealt in the most gingerly fashion possible with the other
question of how many millions this railway extension
policy of which he spoke was to cost-of what additional
interest charge to the country it would involve.
Now, surely the hon. gentleman, when making the finan-
cial statement, could tell us whether we are going to
spend $4,000,000, or $8,000,000, or $12,000,000, under the
guise of a railway extension policy. Surely we ought to
know that. Surely the hon. gentleman will not refuse to
tell us roughly-I do not ask that he should tell us exactly;
but surely h can tell us within a million or two-what ihis
railway extension policy is likely to cost us. It is a ques-
tion of interest. It has been a question of interest to a
great many of the supporters of the hon gentleman, and I
think we ought to know what ihe final figure is to be. How
many millions ? Perhaps the hon. Minister of Railwayswill
tell me how many millions. We have been doaling with so
many millions lately, that a few millions more or less can.
not in the least discompose the hon. gentleman. I see they
do not; but surely, to gratify my natural curiosity, he will
tell me what is the bill.

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. lu good time.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHiT. This is the time.
Surely we ought to know. How many more millions are
going to be added to the debt of the country. I think, Mr.
Speaker, that they are not dealing quite fairly with the
louse and the country, or their own supporters, in ke.ping
that interesting information at the back of thoir heads.
Now, I do not suppose the bon. gentleman is going to
repeat the process which hoecarried out in 1873. Then, I
recollect, ho biought down a Budget statement; but,
althongh he must have been well aware of what was in
contemplation, ho did not tell us, if my memory serves
me, by $3,000,000 a year, what was to be the total
expenditure under the uew obligations which the
country was going to enter into. Sir, I do not suppose ho
is going to add $ ;,000,000 in the present instance to
our expenditure; but he is going to add a considerable
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sum, and what that sum L, I repeat, we ought to know.
Now, I would like to have heard from the hon. gentleman a
little more fully, a justification of the present enormous tax-
ation. I would like to have been informed, a little more
fully than ho has condescer.ded to toll us, what his policy
is going to be in the event of a large reduction of imports:
and I would like that for two reasons. The hon. gen-
tleman knows-inded ho adinits-that it is a thing very
likely to happen; and more, ho tells us that it is very desir-
able. The year of all years which ho hold up, and always bas
held up as a model year, is that especal year in whiah our
exports slightly exceeded our imports. Well, Sir, if hie poliey
is going to be as successful in the future as it has been in
the past, if our imports are going to be reduced so as just to
balance our exports, then it L clear, on the bon. genth-
man's own showing, that we must expect a very
large reduction of revenue; and we have some right
to know how ho proposes to meet that reduction,
in such event. Sir, the hon gentleman, in dealing
with this question, and with the recent condition of the
country, was in a difficulty, and a rather serious diffloulty.
By his own language, on the last occasion of his making a
financial statement, ho had practically estoppel himself
from looking the situation in the face. On that occasion
the spirit of prophecy descended on the hon. gentleman-or
rather, I should say, a spirit of prophecy descended on him.
There are differences in spirit which probably the hon.
gentleman did not understand. He was gaod enough to tell
us then that we need take no fear for the future-carry on
all sail, quoth the hon. gentleman, I am at tho helm, and
you are safe for seven years. Now, Sir, ho bas given several
reasons for the depression which exists. I will give another:
It was the misplaced confidence which his supporters in the
House and in the country put in the hon. gentleman's pro-
phetical vision on that occasion. Sir, I was a little at a loss
to understand exactly what the hon. gentleman's speech im-
plied in the matter of depression. One-half of his speech, as I
understand it, was taken up in showing that there was no
depression, and the other half in assigning roasons fbr the
existence of the depression. As my hon. friend knows, I
am not a profound lawyer, but it doos occur to me that
there is such a thing as an objection to a plea for multi-
fariousness. Are we in a state of depression. or are we
not ? I can hardly make out, from the speech of the hon.
gentleman, what particular lino ho takes on the prosent
occasion. It would not trouble me whethor he took the
one or the other, for this reason-that I can neither agree
with his statement that we are not in a state of depression,
nor with his explanation as to tho causes which have
brought about that depression. Sir, I do not believe, that
there is a man of business in this House or in the country,
who will say, that to day Canada is in a very s itisfactory
condition, commercially or financially. At this present
moment, as the hon. gentleman must know, men are
apprehensive, mon are not auxious to enter into new enter-
prises. I am sorry to say that the old enterprises are not
giving as good an accouit tof themelves as we could wish.
Now, I say there is no sufficient cause for that. The check
which we have enc iuntered is apparently a slight one. One
particularcrop in one-half of a Province-true, a very im-
portant Province - has been a failure; but I s ,y that under
ordin ary cir cumstances that failure s'iould not h tve produced
the state of apprehension or the state of depression which
undoubtedly does exist to a very great exteut in this coun-
try. Sir, I'- ill tell the hon. gentleman that it is bcginning
to dawn on men's minds, even on the minds of his own sup..
porters, that high taxes do not insure national prosperity,
and that wise statesmen will count the cost before they
throw tons of millions of dollars away to aid a company
that may get into difficulties. Now we will take some of
the tests that the hon. gentleman bas in former times, aye,
and to-night, applied, and we will see to what extent those
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tests indicate the present position of the country. The
hon. gentleman spent a good deal of time in explaining
how and why it was that the shrinkage in bank stocks was
not to be taien as a matter of serions moment. I do not
consider them myseif as a matter of extreme moment, but
I point this out, that when those stocks were high the hon.
gentleman tâok credit for their being high ; he declared
that was one of the results of bis policy. These stocks
bave shrunk to a very large extent within the last
twelve months. True, there has been a rally in one
or two of the most important of them within the last
few weeks, and perhaps certain Resolutions which lately
passed through this Hlouse might explain to those who
wish to know why those one or two particulars stocks have
rapidly ascended within the last fortnight or month. But
the fact remains, that the stocks, as a whole, are manymillions of dollars less in selling value to-day than they
were this time twelve months. Why, even the Bank of
Montreal stock sold on the 13th of February, last year,
at 208½, and to-day, according to the hon. gentleman, it is
about 188 or 189, I forget which. There is large shrink-
age there, even taking the present figures, if he likes. Then
the hon. gentleman just now alluded to the number of
bankruptcies. I do not in the slightest degree consider
that a matter of congratulation, but at the same time, as
the hon. gentleman chooses to bring the question up, I
may remind hiim that according to one authority, the
amount of bankrupteies in Canada was $15,949,000, for
1883, and according to another authority, $22,155,000. If,
as I suspect, the latter included the failure of the
unfortunate Exchange Bank, I am inclined to think that
the latter sum is the fairer and more proper one to take in
estimating the extent of the bankruptcies in Canada in
1883. The lon. gentleman, as far as my recollection serves
me, was not correct in saying that the bankruptcies in 1876,
1877 or 1878 were double even the smaller sum mentioned.
I speak from recollection, but I am positive that in none of
tbose year did they reach $30,000,000 or $32,000,000, which
would be the double of 815,949,000. I will not, at this
moment, dwell on this other test which the hon, gentleman
gave last year-the prosperity of the manufacturers or the
contentment of the people. I may have more to say on
both those heads befbre we sit down, but allow me, Sir, to
tell the hon. gentleman that he is very much mistaken if
ho believes that, at this moment, in the principal
cities of Canada the people, and particularly the employees
of manufacturers are either prosperous or contented. i say
it with sorrow and regret, that in the chief city of Ontario
it has been stated publicly and it bas not been contradicted
-I believe that it is a fact-that several thousands of people
were indebted to charity for a part of their subsistence during
the present winter. There are other tests,however, onwhich
the hon. gentleman is fond of dwelling, and to which we
shal come after a little while. There is the test of the in.
crease of population and the increase of traffic on our rail-
ways. I suppose the hon. gentleman is aware that for months
back the trade of our principal railways has shown a great
and alarming decrease. That surely is not, in bis opinion,or in that of any other hon. gentleman, a proof that this
country is at this moment in a very prosperous condition.
But I desire to say a few words on a matter to which the
hon. gentleman alluded in this connection, and to which, if
I am not mistaken, some of his colleagues have very often
alluded, and that is, the extent to which .this hon.
gentleman's policy has increased our trade with Great
Britain and diminished our trade with the United States.
Now I do not suppose that the hon. gentleman made
that statement with any intention to deceive the House.
I do not accuse him of doing that. But I say that the
lon. gentleman wa hardly fair in making a comparison
between the year 1883 and the year 1876, in the matter of
the trade of the two countries. One was a prosperous year

Sir RIcHARD CARTWRIGHT.

the other was a year of considerable depression. However,
I would pass that over, but I will eall the attention of the
louse to this, that when the hon. gentleman spoke of the
imports from the United States in the one year and
compared them with the imports from the United States
in the other, he wholly and entirely forgot to inform
the House that under the present Tariff, imposed by
himself, the nominal importe entered for our consump-
tion from the United States almost exactly represent
our true imports, whereas, in 1876, as everybody
familiar with the Trade and Navigation Returns knows,
our nominal imports from the United States include a
great many millions of dollars for goods that were en-
tered in transitu, and simply passed through this country
on their way to Great Britain. That fact vitiates
entirely the hon. gentleman's comparisons from first to
last. I will go back a little further. I will take the
year 1873,which is a fair year of comparison with this year
of 1883, and as this point has been made a great deal of by
the hon. gentlemen in this House, and on the other
side of the Atlantic, I call the special attention of the
louse to the effect which the present policy has on our
trade with Great Britain and the United States. In 1873, a
year which compared fairly with the year 1883, our imports
from Great Britain were $68,522,000; our true imports from
the United States in the same year, deducting those goods
which passed in transitu, although they were, under the old
form, entered for consumption, were $40,488,000. Our true
exports to Great Britain, of our own products of the same
year, were $31,486,000; our true exporte to the United
States of our own produce, deducting short returns, were
$37,262,000. What were the facts last year-facts well
worth knowing? Our imports from Great Britain were
$52,000,000; our exports to Great Britain, of our own pro-
duce, were $39,672,000. Our imports from the United
States in goods which really and actually entered into
consumption, were $56,000,000 ; our sales to the United
States were $35,u63,000, as before, striking out short returns.
Now, Sir, what is the result ? Why, the result is this, that,
as between the years 1873 and 1883, we purchased from
Great Britain $16,500,000 less in 1883 than in 1873, and we
purchased from the United States 815,500,000 more than
we did in 1873. We seli to Great Britain, of articles of our
own production, very nearly $8,000,000 more, and we sell to
the United States $1,250,000 less; so that, if it does matter
particularly, the trade between ourselves and Great Britain
and ourselves and the United States is, at the expiration of
the decade of ten years, $40,000,000 worse under the hon.
gentleman's policy than it was in 1873. Now, the hon.
gentleman knows that I am taking those statements
from his own Trade and Navigation Returns. He knows
that they cannot be controverted, and that they do not
show the whole of the facts, because it is well known
to everybody that, in 1873, under the old policy, we
carried on a large contraband trade with the United States,
selling them several millions of dollars' worth of goods that
did not appear in our returns, and now, under lis policy,
the United States sell us several millions of dollars' worth
of goods that do not appear in their returns, or ours either,
Sir, I do not insist very much on the question, because I do
not regard it, as the hon. gentleman appears to do, of very
great moment, but it is of moment in this way, that the
hon. gentleman here and the hon. gentleman's colleagues
elsewhere have pointed triumphantly to the facts, as they
stated them, as proof that this was a Tariff which favoured
trade with Great Britain, and to a considerable extent
diminished trade with the United States. Now the flouse,
gentlemen on this side and gentlemen on that side, can judge
foi themselves how just was the bouat that our present policy
had increasedourtrade with Great Britain,had diminished our
trade with the United States. The hon. gentleman laid great
stress on the amount of deposits in savings banks. Now, as far
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as itgoes, that isa good sign. I am not going to dispute that the community for the temporary benefit of a emall portion
position with the hon. gentleman. But [ will call the atten- of the manufacturing interest. I repudiate most utterly,
tion of the louse to one or two facts. First of all, I call for myseif and for my friends here, every imputation that
the attention of the House to this, that a good deal of these we have the smallest animosity toward the manufacturers
extra deposits in the savings bank were obtained by the hon. of Canada. I repudiate that entirely. I say that we are
gentleman by paying interest largely in excess of the current the true friends of the great bulk of the manufacturera of
market rate. When the banks would only give 3 per cent., Canada. I say we are their true friends, and I say
the hon. gentleman continued to give 4. That is to say, he that everything that tends to impoverish the bulk of the
continued to pay more for money at call, about one-third people, who are the customers of the great mass of the
more, than those who were dealing in that commodity manufacturers, tends to endamage the great mass of the
thought it was worth. Moreover, it is a great mistake to manufacturers. I say that the hon. gentleman's policy is
suppose that the money which we borrow from the people trobly foolish in this respect, in view of the fact that Canada
only costs us 4 per cent. All the expenses of management, bas an enormous stake in developing the great country
amounting to from a quarter to a-half per cent. on the to the north-west of us; I say that his policy is
present deposits, have to -e added. Moreover, if he especially adapted to retard and impede that development,
adopts the ordinary rules of banking, if ho preserves and to put every possible obstacle in the way of the unfor-
in gold, as ho ought to do, a sufficient reserve to tunate settler who may trust his fortunes in the North-West
meet unexpected calls which may come upon him, a consid- uL der the present Government. In all these points, the policy
erable sum would have to be kept in hand-not on deposit of the hon. gentleman, as defined by himself and by his col-
in the banks, that would not answer in such a case, but in leagues, is directly in opposition to ours. They hold that it
gold- without paying interest. So that, altogether, the is well to heap up taxes and to heap up expenditure ; they
result would be that the hon. gentleman is borrowing hold, and the Minister of Finance, lias often explained,
money at call, and pays about 25 per cent. more for it that it is the interest of the people that things in
than ho would if ho had borrowed it for a long term from Canada should be dear; they hold that it is the
the public bore or in England. Thon, there is another con- interest of the great mass of the population that a small
sideration. The hon. gentleman, it is true, has got some number of persons should be subsidized at their expense ;
$26,000,000. or more perhaps, from the people of this they hrld that the way to help and to develop the North-
country at call, and a large sum, also at call, in the shape of West is to put on tazes, and to make the small capital at the
the note circulation. Now, I do not regard the note settler's command go as short a way as possible. On all
circulation as likely to be a serious source of embarrass- these points we have ever taken issue with the hon. gentle-
ment, but it is quite on the cards that the hon. man-we take issue now, and we will continue to take issue,
gentleman one of these days may be called upon for a con- and we will do our best to explain to the people on ail occa-
siderable portion of these deposits. I do not say that sions-how exceedingly they have been deceived by the
it will happen. None of us can venture to say what sophistries, not so much of the hon. gentleman as
will occur, but 1 say there is a chance of such an occur- of those who sit beside him, and who, as I said,
rence, and under no circumstances is it wise or prudent succeeded five or six years ago in converting the
to borrow a considerable sum of money at call, and people for the time to their view of the matter.
to pay considerably more for it than you can obtain the Now, Sir, I will say one thing for these gentlemen, they
money for for a fixed period of definite duration. Thon, I have lived up to their creed, they have done their utmost
am not at all sure that the fact that the people of Canada are to raise taxation to the highest point, they have done their
not able to employ that large sum of money to botter advan- utmost to raise the expenditure of Canada to the highest
tage than 4 per cent., is at ail a proof that things are in a point, and it is not the first time, either. Now, we have
prosperous condition. I would rather say it was a proof had five years' experience, and I say, as well aas the hon.
that we were approaching the stationary state, that there gentlemen, that tbe time bas come when we can se what
was a difficulty 'in employing money in Canada to good we have really done, and alFo at what cost it has been
advantage. I am not sure that a wise statesman would done. Sir, the hon. gentleman defines his policy as a great
bring forward the amount of money on deposit at 4 per experiment. He said the truth. It was a great experi-
cent. in savings banks in a country like Canada as a proof ment, and it was an experiment which, at the time it was
that the people wore prospering as he would desire them tried, had every thing in its favour. We had hard times-
to do. If they were, it would be taken ont and used by no fault of the late Administration; we had the example
in other ways, in building up towns and cities and develop- of the United States, which no doubt had a very great
ing the country in a hundred different ways, and it would influence on many of our people ; we had the clamour of
bo botter employed, if the country were really prosperous, a small and influential class who saw their own private
than in being handed over to the bon. gentleman and by interest in assisting the hon. gentlemen ; they were able to
him invested in more or less permanent forms, from make magnificent pro mises; promises cost nothing, and they
which ho may find it rather difficult, at some time or made them freely, and therefore they did succeed in per-
other, to recover it. Now, I agree with the bon. gentle. suading the people of Canada to try the experiment which,
man in one respect. The bon. gentleman said that this as the hon. gentleman says, they have just been putting
was a fit time to review our position, a fit time into action. Thon, when the experiment was tried, they
to consider the platforms of the two parties in this were favoured by a rather remarkable combination of
country with respect to its financial management. As I accidents. I do not suppose the hon. Mini'ter of Finance,
understand it, the platform of the Liberal party was, and although he bas said some rather strange things, although
is, that it is the duty of a wise Government to ho has advanced some rather curious theories-I do not
keep down the taxes and to keep down the ex- suppose that ho, although I have no doubt some of his fol-
penditure of a country, in the position of Canada, lowers are quite capable of saying it, and perhaps of believ-
as low as it fairly can. We say also, Sir, that it is the ing it-I do net suppose the hon. gentleman is going to tell
interest of the people of Canada that, so far as the Govern- us that the fact that in 1879, and shortly after, money became
ment can make or keep it so, Canada sbould be a cheap extraordinarily cheap and plentiful in New York, in London,
country to live in, a country where a man's wages should Paris, Amsterdam, and almost in ail the great centres in
go far, a country where a man could obtain a good return commerce in the world, was produced by the National
for the money ho has to lay out, and, for that reason, we say Policy adopted in Canada; and yet, Sir, that was a very
it is a folly to impose heavy taxation on the great mass cf important factor in the condition of the people of
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Canada, that undoubtedly proved a great benefit, and the
reaped a groat advantage from the fact that money
at that time had become cheap aud plentiful in all the
money centres of the world. Almost at that same time,
there took place, as every man knows, a great revival
in the United States. Now, I am alway s happy to
agree with the hon. gentleman if I can; it is not often,
I am sorry to say, that I can do so; and I entirely con-
car with him in saying that the prosperity of Canada
is very intimately connected with the prosperity of the
United States; but I do not believe, Sir, that the fact
that we imposed very heavy taxes in Canada had a great
deal to do with the other fact, that trade and commerce
throughout the length and breadth of the United States re-
vived in 1879, and I hardly think the hon. gentleman him-
self will venture to say so. Then, Sir, added to these things,
we had, as everybody knows, extraordinary good bar-
veste and extraordinary good prices-produced by the
National Policy, were they ? No; but by the fact that, un-
fortunately in England, Ireland, and on the continent of Eu-
rope, there were bad harvests at the identical time that we had
good ones, so that we had at once unusually good prices and
an unusual quantity of things to sell. Then, ýSir, the North-
West was opened up, and beyond ail doubt for a time that
gave a great impetus to trade and business in Canada. Had
it been wisely and well done, had it been wisely and well
administered. it would have continued to give a great
impetus up to this time. And Sir, last, but by no means
least, the bon. gen'leman had the advantage of coming
into office and reaping the fruits of Sve years of honest and
prijdent Administration under my hon. friend from Eat
Yoi k (Mr. Mackenzie). Sir, I am astonished at the in-
gratitude of hon. gentlemen opposite-as regards myself, I
do not expect much gratitude from them-I waived my
claims; but they ought to be grateful to my hon. friend
beside me. If the hon. gentleman supposes for one
moment, if the hon. Minister of Customs supposes that I am
bore as a craven apologist, ho makes a great mistake. I
am here not merely to defend, but to justify and to maintain
the whole conduct of my bon. friend during his Administra.
tion.

Mr. BOWELL. And to defend your own conduct ?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I am prepared to do

botb.
Mr. BOWELL. It is not very generous to do that.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I do not laim credit for

generosity. This is not a question ofgenerosity,butof fact and
truth. Sir, I do not deny there was depression at the time
of my hon friend's Administration. There nocessarily was
depression, but there was ton times more in the United
States than in Canada at that time. I do not deny that my
hon. friend made mistakes; I do not claim for him that ho
is infallible. I grant he made mistakes; and more, Sir, I will
tell the hon. gentleman what were the mistakes my hon.
friend made. My hon. friend, in the excess ot his zeal for
the public service, greatly over-exerted bis physical strength;
that was one mistake. My hon. friend, in the excess of
the kindliness of his heartwas far too generous to hon. geite-
men opposite; that was anothermistake. I admit, also, that in
the excess of his patriotism, he somewhat over-estimated
the sense of honesty and intelligence of a certain portion
of his countrymen. Now, Sir, those are faults which I will
admit on the part of my hon. friend ; and to do justice to
the hon. gentlemen opposite, I will further say that they
are faults that there is not the alightest danger any of them,
collectively or individually, will ever commit. Sir, I am
prepared to maintain, bore or elsewhere, that whatever my
hon. friend's mistakes may have been, bis policy was sub.
stantially wise, and just, and good, and that it would have
been infinitely botter for Canada had it been carried
out from that day te this. Sir, it was a great misfortune
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that, prior to 1873, Canada neglected the warnings and
the cautions which were given to her by that hon.
gentleman and his friends. It was Canada's folly that, in
1878, she held him responsi ble, because those identical results
bad occurred which he had showed must occur in certain con-
tingencies, if those warnings were neglected or disregarded.
It bas not been the first time-it won't be the last-when
men like my hon. friend, for doing all that mortal mon
could do for the bonefit of their country, have found them.
selves treated with ingratitude by the country they have
served.

Mr. WH[TE (KIastings). It was your friends who turned
him out.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGIIT. I think the people
made a great mistake in deposing my bon. friend in 1878;
and I wilt tell the hon. gentleman more, that perhaps
in his heart of hearts he is beginning to think that too.
Now, Sir, how stands the case to-day? The hon. gentleman
bas given us bis explanations. He tells us, if I took down
bis words aright, that one cause, among other things, of
the present depression, is the fact that our lumber industry
is not as good as it was. Now I will just call his at-
tention to this. It may be true, I dare say it is true,
that during the ensuing six months our lumber industry
may slacken, but I see in the returns laid on the Table,
that whereas, during the last six months of 18b9, we had
exported of products of the forest, $18,090,000, we had ex-
ported in the last six months of 1883, $18,183,000 worth.
Now, Sir, that cannot be urged as proof of any present de.
pression. There may be risk in future -I am not prepared to
say there is not; but the fact that we sold $100,000 worth of
lumber up to lst January, 1884, more than up to lst January,
1883, shows that that is not a cause of the distress which bas
occurred up to the present time. He talks also of over-pro-
duction and of the poor harvest. Well, I will agree that all
those things are factors in the matter. But there are other
causes, and I will tell the hon. gentleman and the House
what those causes are. Canada to-day is distressed, there is
no doubt of it, and I arn afraid the reasons are these. First
of all, because a great deal of the money of the peo-
ple bas been taken from them by excessive, unjust and
oppressive taxation. Next, Sir, because the policy of
the Government has caused a great lock up of capital
in manufactures whicb were not wanted in so small a
country as this. Then, Sir, a very considerable loss, as to
which I will have a good deal to say hereafter, bas been
caused by the emigration which bas taken place from On-
tario and Canada at large, also largely caused by the policy
of hon. gentlemen opposite. The fourth cause is the lock-
ing up of capital which bas taken place in the North-West,
for which also I will show those hon. gentlemen are
responsible. And the fifth cause is the increased cost of
living, for which the hon. gentleman's Tariff and its indirect
resuits are seriously responsible. I do not deny that the
poor harvest in western Ontario has done its share; but I
saiy that of all those causes, far the greater number and the
more important ones are directly attributable to the policy
of the present Government. Now, Sir, we come to the
question of the first cause-the onerous taxation-
and here there are a few considerations to be pre-
sented to the House. There is the nominal taxation,
the amount paid into the Treasury; there is, in the next
place, the amount taken out of the pockets of the people,
which does not go into the Treasury, but which is paid to a
few hundreds of men scattered throughout the Dominion.
The bon. Finance Minister disputed some of the assertions
of the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. Blake) as to the
extent of that. I do not suppose any intelligent proteo-
tionist can be found who will deny the plain and simple
fact that, whether protection in itself be good or be bad,
whether protection does or does not make us an adequate
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return-from the very nature of the case, protection must
be costly, froin the very nature of the case, if you impose a
taxation of 20, 30 or 40 per cent., as the case may be, to
exclude certain goods, and cause other8 to be manufactured
in the country, just in proportion as you increase the
manufactures, you must impose a large additional tax on
the people. I do not suppose the Minister of Finance
himself will venture to deny that proposition; I am sure
those of his supporters who have looked into the question
will not venture to do so. Now, I am not going to speak of
the indirect effects of protection; I am going to speak of
the things to which the hon. gentleman has alluded himself.
And first of ail, we will take the article of sugar.
The hon. gentleman says that sugar is very cheap
to-day. It may be so. The hon. gentleman was good
enough to tell us that it is cheaper to-day than it was four
or five years ago. It may be so. That does not affect the
argument at all. Our position is this: under the tariff of
the hon. gentleman, sugar is much dearer than it need be,
after deducting the sum which goes into the Treasury.
To-day, I am informed by mon of high standing
in the trade, you could say down at Montreal,
free of duty, those classes of sugar which are most
in demand in Canada, at the rate of $5 per 100 lbs. I
am informed by those gentlemen also, that if they buy those
sugars from Canadian refineries they have to pay $8 per 100
lbs., being an excess of $3. We consumed, in 1883,
152,000,000 lbs of sugar. I will allow a large percentage,
12,000,000, to go for the waste in converting that
into such sugar as the people require; but every
man can see for himself that if you could buy that sugar at
5 cents per lb, duty free, and are obliged to pay 3
cents more to the refiner, what the cost to the people of
Canada that extra 3 cents per lb. is. It is $4,200,000. Of
that sum $2,467,000 went into the Treasury, and more than
$ 1,500,000 was lost. That is the state of the case now under
the hon. gentleman's Tariff. So, Sir, we find this result. In
1878 we importqd 108,000,000 pounds. Our duty then was
largely below our duty now; our duty then was about 25
per cent. less than it is to-day on the grades of sugar
which go into consumption. In that time we have
added about 30 per cent. to our consumption, and
we have added 25 per cent. to our duty, and the
result is that we have received $100,000 less money. We
obtained 82,567,000 in 1878, with a lower scale of duties,
on 108,000,000 lbs. of sugar; on 152,000,000 lbs. in 18c3 we
received $2,476,000, although we have added largely to the
duties. There is an illustration, if the hon. gentleman wants
it. I do not mean to say there may not be some counter-
balancing advantages to be offered, that some trade
may not be brought to Montreal by that policy. That
is not the point. I am not arguing whether pro
tection is good or not. But that protection costs
the general public many millions more than actually
goes into the Treasury. The same is true, though
not to the same extent, ofe coal. Coal is a raw material to
manufacturers. Every man knows when you place a duty
on that article that the amount paid into the Treasury does
not measure the amount taken ont of the pockets of the
people. Everyone knows that if the hon. gentleman bas
succeeded, as he thinks he has, and perhaps he has, in
causing about $20,000,000 worth of textile goods to be manu-
factured here, presumably giving employment to 14,000 or
15,000 persons, that has only been done by imposing a duty,
probable of 30 per cent., certainly not less than 25
per cent, on ail consumera of the goods. And there-
fore, I say in estimating the taxation of this country
you must add many millions to the sum actually paid into
the Treasury in fact we must add an amount which we cannot
satisfactorily measure. The lon, gentleman is in this
dilemma. If he disputes these figures, if ho thinka he does
not give employment to 14,000 or 15,000 persons, that ho

has not succeeded in causing our manufacturers to pro.
duce that quantity of goods, what thne becomes of the home
market which was to recompense the rest of the people
for the amount of taxation to which they were to be
subjected. Let the hon. gentleman make his selection. I
repeat that I am not arguing as to whether protection
isgood or bad, but simply as to what it actually costs the
people of the country. The result is this : Canada
to-day is a very heavily taxed country. There are other
countries more i eavily taxed than we are, perhaps,
but not many. Let us compare our position with
that of England and with that of the United States;
and let us bear in mind that it was not always so; that
Canada started on the race of national lite very lightly bur-
thened, indeed, by comparison with other countries. Now,
I have never contended, I do not now contend, that it is
possible to avoid ail increases as a country grows in popu-
lation. I am willing to admit, that as the country increases
in population, a very considerable increase of expenditure
is necessary and legitimate. But, Sir, I ask the louse is
this a reasonable state of things ? In 1867, Canada com-
menced her career with a total population, as shown by the
Census Estin.ate, of 3,375,000. Canada's total taxation
then was $13,500,000. In 1ý83, deducting Indians, the
population is probably about 4,3o0,000-certainly not
more than 4,375,000-and the taxation, according to
these returns, had swollen to $35,800,000. Our popu-
lation had increased not quite 1,000,000, or barely 1,000,000;
our taxation had increased by b22,250,000. Our taxa-
tion per head in 1867 amounted to $4; our taxation in
1883 amounted to very near ly $9 per head-and much more,
if we were to take into account the enormous amount of addi-
tional taxation to which I have alluded, which is taken out of
the pockets of the people, although it does not go into the
Treasury. So that, while our population increased about
30 per cent. our nominal taxes have increased about 200
per cent. Now, I admit that abstract propositions cannot
always be depended on. But I say that in matters financial
you can almost certainly, with safety, lay down this
proposition: that whenever, without war or some other
extraordinary cause like that, you find the taxes of
a country increasing very rapidly, increasing out of all
proporti n to its population, you may rest assured that the
Government has been grossly extravagant, and in ait pro-
bability grossly corrupt. And when you find the taxation
remain stationary for a term of years, yon may feel equally
assured that the Government bas beon honestly and
economically conducted. Now, Sir, it is a matter of impor-
tance that -we should know how we stand by comparison
with the two great countries with which we do most of our
business and most of our trade. I want to call the atten-
tion of the flouse to the way in which the present position
of Canada contrasts with the present position of the
people of the United States, who, like ourselves, have the
misfortune, as I conceive, of labouring under an
unfair system of taxation. In 1867, I find that the taxation
of the United States, from al] sources, amounted to about
6396,000,000, their population then being, as nearly as pos-
sible, 36,000,000, by estimate. Sir, in 1863, the taxation of
the United States by the President's Message was $398,-
287,000, and the population, by estimate, 54,000,-
000. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman, as he truly says, is
great on averages, se to oblige him I will take the United
States averages for 1867, 1868 and 1869, lest he accuse me
of taking a particular year, and taking those averages we
have this result: A t the time that Canada was commencing
ber national existence, the taxation of the United States was
$10 per head, as nearly as may be. We find, Sir, that the
taxation of the United States is now a more fraction
over $7 per head. We'find that in seventeen years the
taxation of the United States3has<sunk from $10 to $7 per
head-has sunk from about $50 per family to $35 per family
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-and in the sane seventeen years the taxation of Canada has
risen from $4 per head, to $9 a head, and from about $20
per family to about $45 per family. If the hon. gentleman
wants another comparison, I will take the expenditure for
the same years and the results are almost worse. The ex-
penditure of the United States, on the average of those years,
appears to have been $8 per head, while now it is less
than $5 per head. Canada's expenditure inl 1867 was $4 per
head; Canada's expenditure is now more than $7 per
head. So that, while the United States have reduced their
burthen nearly one half, Canada's burthen bas been nearly
doubled in proportion te her population. Those are
serious considerations, and none the less serious because,
in comparing the case of England, J find that in
that country, seventeen years ago, the taxation per head
amounted to £2 5s. 8d., while the taxation now is about £2
9s. per head. So that while we in Canada have been adding
to our taxation at the rate of about $5 per head, England
was contented with an addition of some 80 cents per head.
Now, Sir, can any man say that this is a satisfactory show-
ing? Can any man say, knowing the circumstances of the
United States, knowirng that they had then just emerged
from a great civil war, that they are still burthened with
was charges amounting, if I remember right, te $66,000,000
last year for pensions alone-can any man say that it
is a satisfactory thing to the people of Canada te
find that the record, as between us and them, is
se excessively against us as appears from these figures.
It is net a pleasant thing for me te say-I have no doubt
it is net a pleasant thing for hon. gentlemen te hear-
but I have yet te learn that it is our duty te conceal the
facts of the case because they grate unpleasantly on the
ears of hon. gentlemen opposite. More, Sir, when did all this
occur ? Did it occur in increases evenly distributed over
the seventeen years ? Net se, Mr. Speaker. These increases
all occurred in two periods, one beginning in 1867 and ter-
minating in 1874, and the other beginning in 1879, and
extending down te the present time. In those two periods
all the increases I have referred te arrived-in those two
periods, and those alone. Sir, in years gone by, men were
wont to talk of the ignorant impatience of taxation; now-a-
days it would be infinitely more te the purpose if our people
were persuaded te lay aside their ignorant acquiescence
in taxation. Because, if you consider, you will find
that these enormous increases of taxation are fraught
with great dangers te the future welfare of this
Dominion. I remember well when my hon. friend (Mr.
Mackenzie) was Premier, we considered this matter, and
we had come te the conclusion that every dollar of unne-
cessary expenditure meant, in one way or another, a dol-
lar taken out of the pocket of some man who was earning
wages, and therefore that every million dollars added te the
expenditure, meant, practically, that one day's wage was
taken from every wage-earner throughoat the Dominion.
And if, as [ believe, that be a true and fuir statement, let
the House bear in mind that in adding this $22,000,000 te
the taxation of Canada in seventeen years, about twenty-
two days' wages, te all intenta and purposes, have been sub-
stracted from the wage-earning classes of the Dominion,
and I say that this is a reason, and a good reason, why my
hon. friend always opposed, why he always besitated, te add
to the burthens of the people, te add te the already enormous
taxation of the people of Canada. Now, Sir, I say that
the condition of the wage-earning classes in Canada to-day
is net good. I say that it compares unfavourably with the
condition of things in England. In England, as the bon.
gentleman knows, or as he ought te know, care is taken
te provide that every man who earns less than, say 82 a day
-less than about £150 a year-should be-except his free
will and proper motion-exempt from taxation; and it is
one of the best features of the English fiscal system that it
is se. Here our taxes are se arranged that they press
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more heavily on the men wbo are called upon to support
their families out of their daily earnings than on any
other class in the community; and press, next to them,
on the great producing class, the farmers and the lumber-
med of this country. Sir every man knows that the labour-
ing class in this country need more than the same class in
other countries. They need more fuel, more food, better
shelter; and all these things have been made dearer
by the policy of the hon. gentleman. I doubt if to-day,
in Canada, you can point to anything that is really
cheaper than it is on the other side of the Atlantic, except
certain kinds of food and land in certain parts of the
country. Now, if the hon. gentleman wants to know
what I compute, so far as I can judge, to be the absolute
loss to the country by his policy of excessive taxation-
taking into account, as I have said, not merely what goes
into the Treasury, but the amount paid to a certain number
of persons throughout Canada-J tell him that I believe it is
no less than $9,000,000 or $10,000,000 a year for the last
four or five years. True, Sir, the hon. gentleman may
plead that he has saved the necessity of our going into debt
thereby. Again I say, this is good se far as it goes; but it
is a most wasteful mode of borrowing money. If there is
one thing more certain than another, it is this, that no
matter on what system taxation is levied, you eau-
not put money into the Treasury without taking out of
the pockets of the people more than you put in; and
if that is true under an honest revenue system, it is
infinitely more true under the system of which the
hon. gentleman is the exponent. Moreover, I say that
Canada requires its own capital, and the hon. gentleman
might have known that, if it were only from the failure of
his own domestic loan the other day. The hon. gentleman
laid some stress on the fact that although that loan failed,
other applications had come in to him. Now, I say, what-
ever his motives may have been-and I am not disputing that
his motives were good-that in view of the probability that
he wouid have to go on the London market to borrow large
sums in a year or two, he committed a huge blunder in
either issuing that loan, or allowing it te fail. He bas put
himself into this position-that when he goes to London or
elsewhere to borrow money, the mere fact that he
attempted te borrow in Canada and failed, is sure to be
used by some parties to depreciate the securities Le
has to offer. Either he ought to have left it alone,
or to have taken pains to make it a success when
he did attempt to float it. Now, as to the expenditure
for 1884-85. It appears from the hon. gentleman's state-
ments, that we are in all probability committed to an
expenditure of $31,000,000,or thereabouts. I am not going
to say what can be done now in the way of cutting down
that expenditure. Probably it could be reduced; but how
for I am not in a position to say. But I say this: had
my bon. friend beside me remained in power, there was no
reason whatever why the expenditure should have exceeded
$25,000,000 or $25,500,000; and Iam perfectly certain that
my hon. friend would have contrived to keep it within that
limit, which is only $2,500,000 more than the hon. Minister
of Finance declared some years ago was ample to carry on
the Government of Canada. And, Sir, the proof is this-that
whereas my bon. friend, when he went into office, found
himself obliged to spend $23,300,000 a year, and had to
meet a host of great and sudden demands, aggregating an
annual addition to the expenditure of $2,500,000, he did
it without adding more, in the long run, than $250,000
te the exdenditure which he found when he went in. Do
net say that my hon friend beside me bad no great public
works to carry on. My bon. friend carried on greater pub-
lic works than the hon. Minister of Railways or his col-
leagues did. As I said the other night, he bas no need to
dread a comparison between the works done under his
auspices, and those done under the auspices of the hon. Min-
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ister of Railways. Sir, if the hon. gentleman wants the de- in the subsidized manufactories of this Dominion. the hon.
tails of the expenditures which were incurred by us after the gentleman dwelt at some length on the state of the specially
year 1874, I am prepared to give thom. I find that my hon. protected industries. I thought he might have remembered
friend was obliged to provide for interest and sinking fund that we had long ago pointed out to him that so surely as
alone on account of the great public works caused by the en- you protect particular indu 4ries, so surely you do confer
gagements of his predecessors, $1,400,000; for Indians, very great advantagas on the mon who, so to speak,
8260,000; for Mounted Police, 8135,000 ; for Prince Edward are on the ground and have control of those industries
Island, in consequence of the terms of the Treaty, about for the moment; but the inevitable result, when you
$300,000 ; for the Post Office Dopartment, $330,000; and give these or any men an undue advantage by iaw, is
for the Supreme Court, 850,000; making in ail, as to bring in a great deal more capital than is required, the
nearly as may be, $2,480,000 additional to the expendi-, ultimate result of which is invariably over production
ture which lie found when he entered into office. Sir, and depression, injury to the workingman and the em-
he would have been perfectly justified, under those cir- ployé alike. The hon. gentleman has intensified the evil.
cumstances, had he gone out with an expenditure of It is quite true that even when you have the whole world
$2t>,000,000 ; instead of that, ho went ont with an expendi- for a market, depressions will at times occur, but when you
ture of $23,500,000. Then there was another cause, try to stimulate proluction by artificial means in a small
that is the loss occasioned by reason of the capital which community, disasters must happen, and probablywill happen
is locked up in manufactures. Now, I agree that Ibis is a at a very early date, as they have in this particular instance.
matter of estimate. I agree that Do absolute statistics can I repeat, in ail this, the hon. gentleman bas done great in-
be got. I will simply state what I believe to ho the case. jury to the great mass of the manufacturers themselves; I
Let other hon. gentlemen who know the facts in their repeat, that the manufacturers of Cinada are hurt when
respective localities and may have botter opportunities of capital is destroyed or locked up, and they are still more
ascertaining them than myself, let them state what they hurt when the great bulk of the people, who form their
believe to be the total quantity of capital which is locked custorners, are impoverished. Both those results have ac-
up at present in manufactures, and not returning profits to crued from the policy of the hon. gentleman. Now, I
the owners. Now, I have made some enquiry, and collected observe that the hon, gentleman spoke on this occasion
al[ the information in ail the quarters I could, and I have with very much bated breath, as to the magnificent sur-
come to the conclusion that from $8,000,000 to 812,000,000, plus at his disposal. But I cannot quite agree with him,
perhaps more, are at present locked up, unproductively, even in what ho said on that question. He claimed ho had
in manufactures throughout this Dominion. This has $7,000,000 last year from the increase of ordinary revenue
been brought about directly by the policy of the hon. over expenditure, and $1,000,000 of additional surplus frorm
gentlemen, and it is the usual result of any increased the sales of land in the North-West; but I failed to hear the
taxation for the purpose of protection. Now, the hon. gen- bon. gentleman say one word of the $600,000 or threabouts
tieman would fain escape the responsibility of ail this. The which he lad spent and charged to capital account for sur-
hon. gentleman would have us believe that by his policy of veys in the North-West, in connection with those very
collecting together many thousands of poor workingmen in lands. Surely, if ho claims $1,000,000 as additional surplus
the cities of this Dominion, ho and bis Government are not on the one side, although it properly belongs to capital
responsible, because, as always happons in these cases, when account, ho should deduet the $600,000 on the other side,
trade slackens, these poor people are thrown on the streets which are charged to capital account for the survey
or compelled to work for half wages. Sir, I say the bon. of these very lands, a portion of which he as sold.
gentleman is responsible. I say the direct resuit of his The hon. gentleman's calculations may be correct or they
policy has been to gather together these men, and to keep may not, as regards the probable surplus at the end of the
them in such a position, that a trifling reverse may expose year, but one thing is clear, that whoreas last year ho had
them to want, and throw them on the community for sup. a surplus of very nearly $4,957,000 on the 20th of
port. I say ho is responsi ble for it ; and as we are on this February, ho now bas an apparent surplus of 8930,000,
question of Protection, I say that the hon. gentleman, if be and no more. Now, if that goes on, as it appears to be
be really and sincerely an advocate of Protection, ougbt going on, during the next few months, it is, to say
to have taken a great deal more pains and care than ho has the least, a matter of doubt whether the hon. gentleman
done to extend protection, not merely to the rich manufac- will have any surplus at att. Perhaps it is as well ho should
turer, but to the workingmen whom he employs. not. It is clear the hon. gentleman's surplus tempted him
I say that his conduct with respect to the Factories Act into very unnecessary expenditure and to incur very undue
alone shows how little he cared for the poor employee when liabilities; but I point ont the fact to the House, because it
the interests of the employé conflicted with those of the is right they should understand how very seriously the
rich employer. He lad the experience of the United States revenue is being reduced and the expenditure is being in-
and the experience of England before him, he had the creased within the past six or seven months, of which alone
report of lis own Commissioners to guide him; lie knew we can speak with perfect knowledge. Now I come to a
right well that many of the persons employed in manu- question of the very gravest moment, to which the Govern.
factories were unfairly dealt with, as they always will be ment have on various occasions calied attention. It is a
unless the Government steps in to see that women and question on which there is a very groat conflièt of state-
children, at any rate, are not pressed and driven beyond ment between our own authorities and those of the United
their strength. Yet five years after the introduction of his States. I might argue justly that Ministers would be
policy, ho has not condescended to bring down and give the estopped, at least some of them,from questioning the author-
tirst reading to the Factory Bill intended to protect these ities of the United States statistics, bocause they invariably
poor creatures. Moreover, I say that those workingmen used them, and used them rather harshly, against our-
have good right to complain of the policy of thec Gov- selves, when we were in their place, but I do not regard
ernment in bringing here, at the public expense and that as a matter of much importance. What I do regard
in encouraging to come here, people to compete as of infinite moment, is to ascertain the actual facts
with them. If you are going to have protection at ail, let of the case; and I propose to do so, not from any
it ho thorough-going; protect the labourer, who needs pro- American statistics but from our own census returns
tection quite as much as the employer; do not allow his and from our own various municipal returns. I have
wageto beho cut down and competitors to be brought bore at stated that one cause of the depressed condition of this
the public expense to underbid the men who are employed Icountry -arose, in my judgndnt, from uthe fact Iat there
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had been a very large emigration indeed from varions parts Manitoba and the North-West born in Ontario; by the
of this Dominion. Now we cannot absolutely ascertain all same returns, I find that, in 1881, although that is of
the facts as to all the Provinces, but we can to a very course including three months prior to lst of April, and there-
considerable extent, at any rate, as regards the Province of fore, a little too mach, 18,000 appear to have come from
Ontario, and I propose to do so. There we have got a toler- Ontario; in 1882, 32,0 JO-I am taking his own statistis-
ably accurate system of municipal returns, and we find from and, in 1883, we believe about 25,00); in all, not quite
those, when properly checked, that although we cannot de- 100,000 of these people may be counted as having left
termine absolutely the population at any one moment, we Ontario and settled in Manitoba and the North-West. Now,
can determine, with very considerable accuracy, the relative I speak for Ontario alone. I have no pretentions to speak
increase or decrease in the population, provided we apply for the depopulation, if it do exist, in Quebec or in
the proper checks, by taking not only the number of per- the Maritime Provinces, but perhaps the hou. Minister
sons who are returned as of school age but those who of Public Works, who formerly declared that it was
actually attended school, At the risk of tiring the a matter of the greatest possible importance to repatri-
House, I must call attention zo the very remarkable ate his countrymen, could speak as to the depopulation of
statisties which have been produced by the Ontario Gov- Quebec. I heard an hon. gentleman, I do not know whether
ern ment in respect to this point. In 1878, we find there were he is in the House or not, the member far Bagot (Mr.
in Ontario, between the ages of five and sixteen, 492,360 Dupont), a few nights ago declare that he believed that
children; in 1879, 494,424; in 1880, there were 489,924; 500,000 or 600,000 people had gone from Quebec to the
in 1881, 484,214; in 1882, 483,817; and in 1883 about the United States. I would fain hope that that is altogether
same number. We find that there were reported in too large an estimate ; but, if we are to believe that
actual attendance at schools 467,433, in 1878; in 1879, gentleman, if we are to believe the Minister of Public
461,845; in 1880, 464,395; in 1881, 459,826; in 1882, Works, if we are to believe the dignitaries of the church,
457,178. Now, I call the careful attention of the House who have made it a matter of comment in their pastorals,
to this fact that, as I said before, I do not contend a serious de population has been going on from Quebec
that those figures are absolutely correct, but I contend likewise. What would my friends from the Mari-
that they are relatively correct. It is impossible time Provinces says? What would the gentlemen from
to suppose that several thousands of assessors throughout New Brunswick and Prince Edward and Nova Scotia say ?
the country, during those four or five years, men Do they or do they not believe that numbers of their
at leaust, one-half of whom are probably supporters fellow-countrymen bave left those Provinces within
of the hon. gentleman, could have deliberately con- the last few years ? I leave it for them to speak.
spired together to falsify returns, and we are justified I speak only of what I know; I speak only of what
therefore in assuming those are relatively correct. What do I have reasonable grounds for believing; I pay no
they prove ? They prove that by the test of the children attention to foreign statisties; I am basing myself exclu-
of that age and by the school test, which affords a neces- sively on our own Census and on the municipal and
sary and useful check, the school population of Ontario, the school returns of the Province for Ontario. Now, Sir,
from 1879 to 1883, had decreased by 10,670. Sir, there are collateral proofs of this fact, and proofs which eau
that is a very serious matter. lere we have, first of hardly be disregarded. I have here a rei urn of nearly 200
al], a positive, absolute loss, ascertained in that fashion. towns and villages throughout Ontario. It is perfectly noto-
We have, besides that, the loss of the natural increase of rions that, during the last ten years, our towns and villages
the population, which is considerable, and which I shall grew much more than the rural districts in which they
presently compute. We have also the displacement by stood, as a rule. Every man who looks at the Census knows
immigration, be it large or small, because it is quite clear that. Now, what do these returns show ? They extend
that the population having absolutely decreased, all the over five years also, from 137 8 -79 to 1883. Well,
people who came in there as immigrants have been absorbed they show these rather remarkable facts, that,
and have failed to make up the loss. Now, Sir, we will see, out of 118 villages in Oatario, averaging about 1,000
for these tive years, what that amounts to. I find that the souls, 79 were stationary or retrograde, and of the
natural increase of Ontario, which possessed a population of remainder, several had not increased as much as
nearly 2,000,000, according to every rule and according to the natural increase would warrant. Of sixty-four towns,
all the information I could get, ought not to have averaging 3,000, forty-one were stationary or retrograde,
been less than 40,000 a year. What the immigration into and several of the remainder had not increased as mach as
that Provinco may be can only be estimated, but if then atural increase would warrant. It is quite impossible
there be any truth whatever in the statisties furnished us for us to disregard plain, patent facto like these, which
by the Department of Agriculture, it cannot have been less every hon. gentleman who chooses to examine the munici-
than 20,000 in each of those years, So, if you add together, pal statistics of Ontario eau ascertain for himself, as I have
first of all, the positive, ascertained loss, as evidenced from done. But I will gyive one or two particular instances, which
the school registers, and the loss of the natural increase, may impress the flouse more than these general state-
and the loss by displacement measui-ed by the number ments. The other day, wishing to ascertain, as nearly as I
of the immigrants who came in from year to year, you could, the facts in this matter, I applied to the Mayor of the
find that, in 1879, we lost about 52,000, in 1880 we town of Goderich, the chief town of the constituency of
lost 80,000, in 1881 as many, in 18-2, 1 am happy to say, my hon. friend behind me. In 1871, according to the
a smaller number, about 62,000, and probably, as far as we Census, that town had a population of 3,954; in 1878,
can now ascertain, about 60,000 in 1883. Sir, that makes according to the municipal statistics, it had grown
a total loss, including these three causes-because every- to 4,663; according to the laut municipal statistics for 1883,
body, I think, will admit that, if the school population supplied me by the Mayor of that town, it had shrunk
has really decreased 10,000, the total population, of in five years from 4,663 to 3,818. Sir, I say that it is a
which the school population forms a fourth, must serions matter. Why, the county you yourself represent
also have decreased by four times that number-a would furnish another illustration. lu 1871, the county of
total loss for Ontario in these five years of about Frontenac, according to the Census, contained 16,300
334,000. Now, it is quite true that a considerable portion people; the natural increase ought to have brought that up
of these people have gone to Manitoba. On looking at the; to 20,000 souls, but 'the last Census shows that, instead of
roturns brought down by the Minister of Agriculture, 1 20,000, the population of Frontenac was 14,993. Instead of
find that, up to April, 1881, there were 19,000 persons In gaining 3,000, as it should, it had lost about 1,400 souis.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT.
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For further proof, I caused the school population of eight
townships in my hon. friend's constituency and my own,
to be carefully gone over, and here again I mu4t pray the
indulgence of the House, because the subject is one of first-
rate importance. I find that, in the space of six years, the
sehool population of those eight townships had gone down
as follows:-Beginning at 10,180, it had been reduced to
9,600, 9,400, 9,200, 8,600, 8,300, and finally to 7,570. It is
possible, of course, that I may be mistaken here, and let me
say this, that in this instance, I would be very glad indeed
to have it proved that I was mistaken. I would be very
glad if the Minister of Finance or any of his friends
will show that these statisties which I have referred to to-
night are eroneous, and how, and why. So far as I can
see, these statistics deserve our respect, if they are properly
checked. I have not contended that they are absolutely
accurate; I do contend that they are relatively accurate

Mr. POPE. No.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Well, I shall preserve
my own opinion until I see much better,arguments than have
been put in print, at any rate, by the hon. gentleman or any
of his deputies. There may be arguments as yet unstated; I
am open to conviction, and I shall be glad to hear them.
Now, I want to call attention to certain facts connected
with the immigration to this country. We have heard
these hon. gentlemen declaring that 1 hey have brought, I
think they said, 130,000 people into Canada within the last
year, 112,000 in the year before, and 47,000 in the year be-
fore that. Sir, these people may have come. If they have
come, then the displacement of our own population in Onta-
rio has been very much greater than I supposed; but
I shall presently show the Hlouse that, even if these people
did come in with the intention of settling here, it is, to
say the least of it, an exceedingly questionable matter
whether they have stayed in Canada. Now, Sir, we have no
absolute proof as to what has become of the men who have
arrived since our last Census, but we have tolera-
bly convincing evidence as to what became of
the immigrants who came into Canada during the decade
between 1871 and 1881. Sir, I find, on looking at the returns
of the Census that the foreign-born population in 1831, was
609,000; I find that Ontario, in 1881, had 429,000 foreign-
born population, while in 1871 it had 442,000. I fiad that
in the four old Provinces in 1871, quoting from the Census,
the foreign-born population was 593,000 ; in 18S1 in the four
old Provinces, it was 566,000. Now, Sir, I call attention
to these facts. According to our immigration returns,
342,575 people have settled in Canada, as these returns
allege, between 1871 and 1881. Now, I will allow as large
a percentage for death rate as you Qan ask; I will allow,
say for 120,000 deaths of foreign population, and what is the
result? Why, Sir, we find that had those 342,000 people
settled here, we ought to have had at least 222,000 more
foreign population in the Dominion, in the four old Prov-
inces, in 1881; instead of that, we have 27,000 less; so that
it follows, beyond possibility of controversy, according
to the statistics of the Department of Agriculture,
that of the 342,000 who were said to have come
and settled in Canada, not 90,000 have stayed. I suspect
that the same result would corne out, even if the figures are
maintained in respect to the 112,000 or the 130,000 whom t
the hon. gentleman asserts to have settled in Canada of late.
Now this is a very serions matter; I say the absolute loss to
us is extreme. lt is hardly possible to estimate sufficiently
the value of the emigrants who leave Canada. First of ail,
a very large proportion of those who leave us, as every man
of us can see who chooses to ir spect an ordinary train leav- s
ing Canada, consists of men in their prime. In the next
place, it is notably the fact, as far as Ontario is concerned,
that almost ail the men who leave Canada to seek homes
elsewhere are possessed of very considerable capital. J
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believe, Sir, if a fair average was taken, it would be found
that each one takes in money, and money's worth, nearer
$2,000 than S 1,000 from this country. I know in the few
cases concerning which I have taken the trouble to ascertain
the facts, I have been astonished at the enormous amount
of capital which was being removed from Canada to seek
investment elsewhere. Now, Sir, what is the value of those
men as compared with that of ordinary immigrants ? Sir, I
have no prejudice against immigrants. We can welcome all
good,tindustrious immigrants, although we do not wish to sec
immigrants coming here unless they are prepared to better
their condition; but, Sir, I say, in no spirit of prejudice,
that one Ontario farmor, one Canadian farmer, possessed of
reasonable capital, is worth, either as a tax-payer or as a
producer, any hait dozen foreign immigrants who may
come into this country. I scorn to put a money value on
my countrymen, although the American people are in the
habit of calling every able bodied immigrant worth $ 1,000
to the public; but, Sir, I decline to rate our brethren at so
much a head. Stili, 1 do say that thoso men who leave
Canada in that way take away with them, and take
from us, a most important element of national wealth
and a most enormous amount of the capital of Canada.
And these gentlemen want to arrogate to themselves that
they are the only frionds of Canada. Their policy, they
tell us, is a policy of " Canada for the Canadians." What
are the facts, as disclosed in the United States Census for
1881 ? Why, Sir, they show that 700,000 Canadians wore
then found in the United States, and I bolieve that if the
census were taken to-day, it would show the number of Can-
adians in the United States to be ncarer 1,000,000 than
700,000. Sir, it is no wonder the people of Da.kota have a
high opinion of the Premier, and are fond of declaring that
Dakota needs no land igent while the present Premier of
the Dominion las control of affairs. Now, Mr. Speaker, I
am not disposed to deny that this has gone on for a Iong
time, but 1 think it has gone on with a vastly accelerated
ratio since the hon. gentlemen came into power and intro.
ducod their present policy. Our own Consus, as I
have shown, proves conclusively, first of ail, that the
foreign immigrants who come here do not stay here,
and next, that the total increase of the population
hardly equals the natural increase to which we are entitled.
More, what is true of Ontario is true also-I do not want in
the least degree to disguise the fact-of the New England
States, and to a great extent it is true-of the State of New
York. But, Sir, there is this all-important difference: when
the New Englander, or the New Yorker, quits his parental
home and goes westward, he does not cease to be a citizen
of the United States, and to contribute to its wealth and
importance; but when our people leave the older Provinces,
the majority of them, I am sorry to say, do not find homes
within the Dominion, but they go to swell the importance,
the strength and the wealth of the people of the United
States. A few weeks ago, I was conversing with a very
intelligent gentleman, the editor of a large newspaper in
the western part of Canada, and I asked that gentleman to
examine his list and tell me how many subscribers he then
had in the United States. After examining his list, he
showed me that he had 300 subscribera who had formerly
been inhabitants of Canada, but who, within the last two or
three years, had become inhabitants of the United States.

Mr. SPROULE. Please name the paper.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The name of the
paper is the Expositor, of Seaforth, and if the hon. gentleman
chooses to go and visit the editor, I have no doubt he will
how him lis list. Now, I do not deny that the drain

of capital may, to a certain extent, be balanced. It is true
we get back, in the shape of immigrants and the capital they
bring, a certain percentage, but it is a most disadvantageous
exchange to us. We give the very best, the prime of our
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population, and we do not by any means get the best, nor is
all a prime population that comes to us. Sir, if'it be true th
of 342,000 immigrants who came within the last decade, onl
90,000 at the outside have remained with us-I soe no answ
t) these statistics that I have taken from the returns mad
by the Department"of Agriculture and from the Census-
that be true, what impolicy it is on our part to bring thes
people here, to pay their passage, to have them come to Car
ada, and then leave Canada and report that the
could not make a living here, and had to go elsewher
Sir, I say our whole immigration system requires revising
from the top to the bottom, and I believe it would be bette
for us all if we adopted the policy of the United State
Dffuse information if you will, but certainly do not briný
people bere, as we have been doing, to compete with ou
own labourers in many walks of life, when, in a]
probability, three-fourths of them will find thei
way to the United States, and send word to thei
friends and relatives in England that they had triei
Canada and could not obtain a living in it. Well
Sir, all this was bad enough in past times. But i
past times there was an excuse for it. In past times, it wa
true, we had not practically at our disposal a great quantit-
of land, on which those people might be settled. It i
utterly inexcusable now. Sir, a few years ago a most extra
ordinary opportunity was presented to the Government o
Canada. It was one of those great opportunities whicl
come but once in a century, and I may say, once in the life
time of a nation. It was an opportunity, given to those hon
gentlemen, by which they might have fully redeeme
all their other errors and blunders, and they weri
neither few nor far between I have never con
tended that the fiscal . policy of a nation is mor
than one factor in its progress. I admit, frankly
that such things have happened as that a prudent anc
economical administration bas been combined with a
very bad fiscal system. I admit it is possible we may have
a good land policy and a bad fiscal system. Those hon
gentlemen, a few years ago, came into office to find sub
stantially all the essential work done for their hands.
Thanks to the patient toil of my hon. friend beside me
(Mr. Mackenzie) for five years, one great avenue to the
North-West was all but opened. Thanks, to do them
justice, to the enterprise and energy of the St. Paul and
Manitoba Railway Company, another avenue had been
opened for some time. That magnificent country was
practically placed at their disposal. The people of Canada,
and notably the people of Ontario, were most anxious to
go there. Al the pent-up energies of many years were
seeking an outlet. Every man who knows our people is
aware that for years back we had been looking for
such a field for energy and capital as the North-West
then presented. The men were there, the money was there.
Outside capital was ready to aid them to any reasonable extent,
Absolktely, all that was necessary was to leave that country
alone and lot the people develop it. And, absolutely, they
could not even do that. The very best settlers in the world
were flowing into Manitoba. I never in all my life saw
men so thoroughly capable of, and so well calculated for
developing a country as the settlers who were going from
Ontario to Manitoba in the early years of the hon. gentle-
man's Administration. I say they chose deliberately to ruin
everything. I say that was bad if done from ignorance; if
done from any other motivo, it was an iniquitous
breach of trust. What were the requirements of the
North-West ? They were three. First, the people nceded
cheap land ; second, cheap goods ; and third, and
most of aIl, cheap and abundant means of transportation.
How did hon. gentlemen supply these wants ? Do not hon.
members know that every vexatious obstacle and impediment,
that could be conceived in the way of land regulations placed
in the wa of intending settlers ? Large tracts of land were

Sir,. RAanCR waD

it withheld from settlers-the very tracts which the people
at desired to enter upon. Faith was broken with them in
y every possible way; their small capital was reduced by
er heavy and excessive taxation, and all opportunity of get-
e ting cheap transportatior, although the people were pre.
if pared to provide it at their own cost, was shut ont. Two
e policies were possible. One was to construct a road as a
n- Government road, run it cheaply for the first few years, so as
y barely to pay expenses, and adopt a liberal policy for side
e. lines, a policy su bstantially the same as that which the hon.
, member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) proposed to introduce, nd
r which would have contributed enormously to the wholesome
s. development of the North-West, if put in force either
g by those hon. gentlemen or by the late Parliament.
r Then, there was the other plan: to allow the utmost
l freedom of competition, as was the right of the
r people of the North-West, provided the Government
r did not choose to construct the road and run it in the way I
d have described. What did they do ? They forbad
, all competition, and as soon as tbe Government
n road was constructed, they handed it over to a private
s corporation ; they notoniy turned it over, but they resigned
y all control over it. No grosser outrage was ever committed
s on a free people than that which was committed, by the
- Government and Parliament of Canada in thus interfering
f with the plainest rights of the people of the North-West. I

say, morever, that there never was such a case of sacrificing
. ends to means as in that act. What use is the Canadian
. Pacific Railway to us? Why should we be burdened with the
d payment of $100,000,000 for it, but for the oppor-
e tunity presented cf providing homes for hundreds
- of thousands of our people who are asking them
e at our hands ? Waht hon. gentlemen opposite have done

b has been to deprive those people of the chance of settle-
1 ment, to take away from them every possible inducement

to gothere. And thesecondaryresults have beenalmost more
important still. I remember well the position of the

, country in 1880. At that time, ail kinds of railway projects
- were in agitation, and there was this remarkable feature

about tbem. In old Canada it is not an easy task to devise
railways which will prove profitable until after a long term of
years. Very often the country opened up is of an inferior
character and not Iikoly to secure immediate settlement.
But in the North-West it was scarcely possible for a man of
ordinary jaugment to plan a railway which would not in all
human probability have brought in a large number of
settlers and have become a reasonable source of profit to
the promoters, within a short space of time. As I
have said, no botter settlers could be imagined than those
who were rushing in from Ontario. There was perfect
readiness on the part ofoutside capitalists to co-operate; and,
moreover, such branch lines as were proposed by the hon.
member for Bothwell, when ho was Minister of the Interior,
would really have been the best of all colonization schemes.
The companies would not have been given, nor did the hon.
gentleman propose to allow them, absolute control of the
land; it was to have been retained under the control of the
Government, and it would have been only profitable to the
Company when they succeeded in placing actual settlers
upon it. But all these projects were paralyzed by law. The
right to construct such roads was taken away. What was
the result? There was at once a complete stoppage of the
influx of the best settlers; they would not go to a country
where their rights were trampled on in that fashion.
Capital that stood ready to develop that country, whoch its
owners would have only been too happy to have invested
in this manner, being thus debarred from its natural
outlet, was directed into other channels, and there have
been scenes in Manitoba and the N orth-West the like of
which has scarcely been exceeded since the days of the
South Sea Bubble. Moreover, all th e branch lines which
might have been and would have b een constructed were
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utterly abandoned. No man could venture to build railways
in face of the conditions on which the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company were entitled to build their line. The
whole country was plunged into a state of discontent, of
which hon. gentlemen opposite are very far indeed from
having heard the last. Now, Sir, had they acted otherwise,
had they acted sensibly and prudently, had they allowed the
people to do what the people were only too ready to do,
to-day instead of having a paltry 150,000, or thereabouts, of
people, strung along 1,000 miles of railway, we would have
had, in all human probability, 500,000 settlers in Manitoba
alone. We would have had from 2,000 to 3,000 miles of
branch lines in active operation, and we would have been
able, in place of the miserable export we now have, to have
exported, in all human probability, at least 20,000,000 bushels
of wheat in this very year. Sir, the Canadian Pacific Railway
itself would have had an infinitely botter chance of success
than it has to-day. Instead of its being a costly, a hazard-
ous and a doubtful experiment, that railway with such
a Province to draw from would have stood infinitely higher
than it does to-day, with all the backing which the hon.
gentleman c'n give it. Now, Sir, it does not lie in the
mouth of these gentlemen to say that I exaggerate when I
assert that we might to-day, in 1884 or 1883, have had an
export of 20,000,000 bushels of grain from that country.
Did not the Minister of Railways himself say that he hoped
to see an export of 600,000,000 bushels of grain produced
by the 100,000 settlers who would soon ho settled in that
country ? I will not say that even this was an extravagant
or an extreme view of the case, but I do say that but for
most unwise interference of the Government which pre-
vented the people from securing the direct railway com-
munication which they would otherwise have got, it is
perfectly certain that there would have been 20,000 settlers
in Southern Manitoba to-day who would have been in a
position, in all likelihood, to have exported the quantity of
grain I named. It has been done elsewhere. I am not
speaking of an impossibility, but of a thing which bas been
done again and again in the United States, close boside
us. Now, it is well for us to consider how all this came
about. I am sorry the First Minister is not hore, because
to a very considerable cxtent 1 hold him directly respons:-
ble for the miscarriage. I certainly am not a blind idolalor
of the hon. gentleman, but I know him well, and I appre-
ciate many of bis qualities quite as much, perhaps, as hon.
gentlemen opposite do. I admit that the hon. gentleman
is a good tactician, that he is a wire-puller of the first force,
but I say that the hon. gentleman has never, either now or
in former years, shown himself to be a good and capable
administrator. Out of lis own mouth let me convict him.
No man was louder or more outspoken in bis condemnation
of my bon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) because he proposed at
one and the same time to act as Premier of Canada and to
take charge of a Department of the Government. But the
bon. gentleman, when ho entered office, took into his hands
the charge of by far the most important Department of the
Government, in conjunction with the task of performing the
duties of Premier. Sir, he may have attended to his duties
as Premier, but no other evidence is required than bis own
declarations on the floor of the louse, when he was endeav-
ouring to pass the Esti :nates through Parliarnent, to show
that he did not attend to the duties of bis Department
And in this very city, as I am informed, a few
months ago, whon cross examined on oath, he declared
that though ho was sworn to. discharge the duties of
Minister of the Interior, ho knew nothing at all about
the conduct of the most important branch of bis own
Department. I am glad that since that declaration ho bas
ceased to hold that office, for no matter what a man may be,
no matter what his talents may be, I say that he could not
possibly discharge the duties of Minister of the Interior
unless he originally possessed, or uniess immediately after

entering office, ho took pains to acquire an intimate per-
sonal knowledge of that country. And I say it is a great
misfortune to Canada, and probably to hon. gentlemen
opposite, that the First Minister should have, during all
that time, chosen to occupy the position of Minister of
the Interior. Now, Sir, one word as to the demands
of the people of the North-West. Sir, I am heartily
in sympathy with them; I say that those demands are
substantially just. I say that it is in the highest degree
in the intorests of the Dominion of Canada that they should
ho conceded without delay. And as I have done before, I
warn the Government, and so far as I can, I warn the people
of Canada that unless they accede to the just demands of
the people of the North-West, they will only have their own
obstinacy and folly to thank for it, if the day should come,
though 1 hope it never may, when Canada may lose the
North-West, which it hasso persistently discouraged. Sir, I
utterly repudiate the idea that the people of the North-West
are under any obligation or compliment to the people or the
Parliament of Canada. On the contrary, I say the Parlia-
ment and Government of Canada have mosi grievously
oppressed and maltreated the people of the North-West.
Now, Sir, it, may be that the lock-up of capital there is the
smallest injury which Canada bas sustained-

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell). Will the hon. gentleman per-
mit me to ask him to state what those just claims of the
North-West are?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I will tell the hon.
gentleman. I say that the tyrannical monopoly should be
abolished; that reasonablo and fair, and just land regulations
should be given and acted upon, and not changed from day
to day and from hour to hour, at the caprice of a Minister at
Ottawa, who knows and can know nothing about the inte-
rests of that country, who has never condescended to set
his foot there-I mean, of course, the late Minister of the
Interior-who never even condescended to go as far west as
Chicago, wlio never, I believe, bas put bis foot on prairie
soil in his life, either in Canada or anywhere else. If hon.
gentlemen want to know more of these demands let them
look at what the North-West Council, nominees, many of
thom, of the hon. gentleman, say of the claims of the North.
West on the people of Canada. I was stating, Sir, that
perhaps the lock-up of capital was the smallest in.
jury, but that is great enough. Few of us perhaps
know how widespreal bas been the desire of the people of
Ontario, in particular, to acquire property in the North-
West. I doubt if you could find a single hamlet in wbich
there are not a considerable number of people who have
Home money in the North-West. I was at pains, at
Winnipeg and Toronto, and elsewhere, to make a num-
ber of enquiries as to the amount of capital locked up
there, and 1 believe I am largely within the mark
in saying that, in all human probability, more than
$20 000,000, within the last three or four years, have been
locked up in the North-West. I do not say that all that
money is lost, though no doubt a good deal of it has been
lost; but I say that it is locked up and fixed, and that to
all intents and purposes it is locked up to the people of
Canada for the time being, and, therefore, one consider.
able cause of the stringency and depression which, as
I contend, does undoubtedly exist here now. More-
over, I say the House should not suppose that it is as
easy to undo the evil we have done as to do it. Sir,
the seed time bas been thrown away, and years must
elapse before we find ourselves in one half as favourable a
position for developing the North-West as we were in a few
years ago. The money is gone or locked up as I have said-
the men have gone too, which is worse. And if hon. gentle-
men want to know where they have gone, I can tell them
where part of them have gone. Let them go to northern
Dakota, and they will find that in one whole division of
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that State, about 150 miles in length by 60 miles in depth,
nine-tenths of the population in that district, are com-
posed of Canadians, a very large number of whom, I
grieve to say, went to Manitoba first, and afterwards crossed
the border. Sir, if hon. gentlemen want to know
what that means, I say that the airea I bave described would
equal one-half of the whole western peninsula of Ontario.
Draw a line from Toronto through London to Lake Huron
and all the country south of that lino, including twenty-
three of the best Ridings of Canada-an area equal-
ling the counties of Essex, Kent, Lambton, Both-
well, the Elgins, the Norfolks, the Middlesexes, Welland,
Haldimand, the Wentworths, the Brants, the Oxfords,
Monk, Lincoln Halton, and Peel would barely equal the ter-
ritory of Northern Dakota, which is now occupied by
Canadians who sought homes in Manitoba and-tbanks to
tbe policy of bon. gentlemen opposite-were unable to find
them there. Sir, I said there was also another loss. The
hon. gentleman has added-intentionally or not-but lie
has added largely, despite what he may say to the con
trary, to the cost of living in this country. The hon.
gentleman knows-if he tries to retrench, he will soon find
out if ho does not know-that it is very hard indeed, for
either nations or individuals who have become accustomed
to a certain style of expenditure, to retrench that expen-
diture. Sir, I say any wise statesman to-day would shun,
as ho would shun poison, any legislation which would tend
to increase the wealth of tho few at the expense of
the impoverishment of the many. I say that there
is no greater danger, politically speaking, confront.
ing society than the aggregation of large fortunes in
individual hands ; and the hon. gentleman, if lie pays any
attention to the movements of current thought, knows, or
oughit to know, that I speak the truth. I say that it is a
thing which invariably produces corruption on the one side
and misery on the other. I say it justifies socialism. We,
in Canada, a fe w years ago, if we liad not great wcalth, had
an exceedingly fair distribution of what wealth we had.
The hon. gentleman's policy las contributed largely to alter
that condition of things, and to cause this country to ap-
proximate the very condition in the Old World which has
ed so many people to leave the Old World and seek a home

on this side of the Atlantic. The hon. gentleman can show
no single instance anywhere, in which huge fortunes exist,
in which there is not intense poverty at the other end of the
scale. Now, let us see what the hon. gentlemen opposite
can be held responsible for. For the poor harvest they
are not responsible in one sense, inasmuch as they certainly
could not avert it; although I say they are responsible
in this sense, that wben bad harvests overtook the country,
during the Administration 1f my bon. friend, they falsely
charged him with being the cause of it, aid falsely pre,
tended that if they were put in office they could do boe'Wr.
I say they are responsible for the excessive taxation which
exists, for the amount of capital which is needlessly locked
up in unproductive manufactures, for the capital which is
lost by emigration, which is very large, for the capital which
is locked up in the North-West, and for the general infla-
tion and the increased cost of living in the country. Now,
how do these lon. gentleman propose to remedy all this ?
I did not hear in the statement of the hon, gentleman, any
relief proposed now. He takes credit to himself that he
was obliged to reduce certain taxes. Well, Sir, considering
that he put on probably twelve or fifteen millions more
taxes per annum, than were at all required, I do
not think we owe him any great thanks for that.
Still, as far as it went, it was good ; but it was
not by any manner of means what he ought to have
done or what is called for by the present necessities of the
oountry. Now, I had thought that I might take this occa-
sion to speak of the Administration and the policy of my

io r IÇUARp CARTWMGHT.

hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) more in detail ; but that, I see,
looking at the time, I must reserve for some other occasion.
StilI, I willsay this, that I am prepared to show, if the hon.
gentleman wants to have it shown, that the deficits which ex-
isted during my hon. friend's Administration-the deficits
of 1876, 1877 and 1878-were due to the extravagance-aye,
to the deliberate misconduct-of his predecessors. I say,
Sir, that the deficits whieh would bave existed in 1874 and
1875 were turned' into surpluses by us. Isay more-that the
mischief which afterwards occurred was due to the neglect
by lion. gentlemen opposite, of my lon, friend's warnings,
and I say, that in spite of all, we had substantially
mastered all those difficulties Ly sheer economy, and that,
with the solitary exception of the sum required for sinking
fund-which, as the hon. Minister of Finance truly said
this afternoon, goes wholly to the redemption of debt-we
had, befere we left office, succeeded in establishing an equili-
brium. More I say-our Tariff, had it been maintained,
would have provided an ample revenue the moment trade
revived. The Tariff of hon. gentlemen opposite, as the state-
ments of 1879 and 1880 show, wholly failed to afford a rev-
enue until that revival took place. I say further-if, instead
ofe having recourse to a comparison of my hon. friend's Ad-
ministration in difficult times, with their Administration in
prosperous times, hon. gentlemen opposite compare their Ad-
ministration in a time at all approaching the stringency we
had to face, my hon. friend has not the faintest cause to fear
a comparison of his Administration with the Administra-
tion of Sir John A. Macdonald in former years of stringency.
More, Sir-I say had our policy prevailed, the taxes and the
expenditure of the country would have been many millions a
year less to-day than they are now, and the taxation would
have been infinitely more fairly levied. I say, as I have
said before, that had the people been permitted, as we would
have permitted them, to use the great advantages which
presented themselves in Manitoba, that Province to-day
would have contained half a million of prosperous and
contented settlers, instead of being, as tho hon. gentleman
well knows, a mass of discontent. I say there would
have been no tyrannical monopolies ; and although there
would have [eon undoubtedly a considerable removal from
Ontario, that would have gone to swell the population of
our own country, and not the popuz, * li of the United States.
1Now, Sir, in all this I am not claiming very much.
I am only claiming that affairs would have been ad-
ministered with reasonable prudence, and reasonable
economy, and reasonable discretion; and I say, that as
much as could have been done in Manitoba, has
been <lone again and again in the United States.
Now, Sir, i do not want, as the hon. gentleman did, to
enter on the realm of prophecy; I am not going to ven-
ture on any predictions. But I may recall the past. I may

ecall thefact that, in 1873, under somewhat similar circum.
stances, the Ion. gentleman thought there was a long career
of prosperity awaiting us ; and I may recall to him ithe fact
that, scarcely were the words out of his mouth, as scarcely
were the words out of bis mouth last year, before the fair
prospect was overclouded. Now, Sir, if the hon. gentle-
inan has a period of commercial difficulty before him-
though I trust he will not be cailed upon to face any sadeh
commercial disaster ns overtook the country during the
Administration of my lion. friend-I ask him, and I ask the
House, how he is prepared to meet it. Sir, our resour ces
have been dissipated, while our liabilities have been inde-
finitely increased. It is quite on the cards, if the hon. gen-
tleman's own policy should be carried out, and our imports
should be reduced to the level of our exports, that instead of
iaving $30,000,000 or $31,000O,0 to rely on, he might
find himself reduced to $26,000,000 or $27,000,000; while
at the same time he as swollen bis expenditure to
such a figure that there is scarcely any reasonable ground
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for believing that it can be reduced below $30,000.000 or
$31,000,000. Now we have to confront, not only this
grievous taxation, but an absolute reduction in the popula-
tion of our richest Province, and there is this difference, at
any rate, between the trouble which may overtake us now
and the trouble which overtook us in 1874, that although it
may be true that in both cases something was due to the
extravagance of the people themselves, though more I think,
to unavoidable misfortunes, which could not by any pos-
sibility be foreseen or prevented, still in the present instance
when there have been no disasters of any real importance,
we have nothing to thank but our own wilful imprudence
for the position we are in to-day. We have nothing to thank
but our own folly if the advantages of our position have been
thrown away and prove insufficient to save us from serious
reverses. Now, if I am to sum up the losses we have sustained.
I feel some difficulty in doing it. I believe the excessive taxa-
tion to which the hon. gentleman has subjected this country,
bas involved a loss of not less than $50,000,000 in the courLe
of the last five years; I believe that the locking up of capi-
tal in manufactures has involved a loss of not less than
$10,000,000, and the locking up of capital in the North-West,
a loss of not less than $20,000,000. As to the loss we have
sustained by the depletion of our population and the amount
of capital withdrawn from Canada to provide Canadians
with homes in the United States, that, I confess, I almost
hesitate to compute. I know it to be very large and vastly
in excess of all we have received from any immigration into
this country, but how large it is, it is almost impossible for
me or anybody else to calculate now. The hon. gentleman,
besides by involving us, as he bas, in an annual expenditure
of not less than $30,000,000 a year, bas unjustly and impro-
perly added $5,000,000 to our annual expenditure.
Let him capitalize that at 4 per cent. and see
what amount that will represent. I say nothing of
the additional millions which have not been paid into the
Treasury but have been paid in subsidizing certain indus-
tries in this country. I will only allude to the hundred
millions in money and subsidies which we have grant.
ed to a Company for the purpose of creating a railway
monopoly through the North-West. We do not know if the
$100,000,000 will do or what further demands will be made.
I have put down nothing for the last bad harvest, the
sbrinkage of stocks, the loss we have incurred, according
to the hon. gentleman's principles, by the fact that our
imports exceeded our exports last year by $30,000,000 or
634,000,000. If hon. gentlemen opposite choose to add all
these things together, they may compute for themselves;
they may compute what four or five years of those hon.
gentlemen's Government bas cost the country. For myself,
I will not hesitate to say that, looking at the thing ill
round, I believe we would have done better if we
had borrowed $300,000,000 or $400,000,000 and thrown
the money into the sea or had blown it away in
fire works, as other nations have donc, than allow
these hon. gentlemen to control the Administration of this
country. Five years of their government have done as
much iischief to Canada, relatively to our population and
resources, as four years of civil war did to the country and
the people to the south of us. But though we may mea-
sure the material injury we have sustained, how shall
we estimato the moral? I predicted in 1878, that if
the people cf Canada chose to restore those hon. gentlemen
to power, three results would accrue. First of ai], I said,
ancd I repeat it now, that by restoring those gentlemen
to power, after what they had been proved to have done,
we would degrade and demoralize public opinion from one
end of this country to the other. I said, in the second place,
that by the system they proposed to introduce, if ai lowed to
put it into effect, they would impoverish the great bulk of
Ibe people. .1 said, in the last place, that it they were
restored to power, after what had occurred, all restraint and

wholesome control on the part of the peoplo, over Parliament
or the Government, would be removed, and that there would
be no check on the extravagance and corrupt ion which would
ultimately prevail. I am sorry to say that tho worst results I
predicted have been fulfilled. Wo arc confronted to.day with a
Government which may be defined as a Governtment com-
pacted of all the sinister interests in Canada. it is not, as
its leader once said, a Government stoeped to the lips in cor-
ruption, but a Government which is corruption incarnate.
What have we seen within the last two weeks, within the
last few days ? What have we seen within the course of
the last year or two? We have seen the whole representa-
tion of the Great Province to which I belong so villainously
gerrymandered that one half of the electors are allowei to
return two-thirds of the representatives to Parliament; that
one-sixth of tho people, to all intents and purposes, are
practically disranchised, and we saw that done by virtue of a
Census which, itself, is a deliberate fraud and as to which
you can only assert with confidence one fact, that it does
not truly state the number of' people who were in Canada
on the day it pretended to be takon. We have scon worse
than that. We have seen civil servants of that Govern-
ment, who were proven to have conspired to defraud, or who,
at any rate, wore provea to have aijed in caus*mg their em-
ployers a lobs of hundreds of thousands of dollars, restored
to office and the act defended on the floor of this liouse; we
have seen the judiciary prostituted by the appointment to a
place on the Bench of a gentleman against whom suits were
impending which, if proven, would have shown him to be
utterly untit to take his soit on that very Bench before
which these actions woro brought; we Lave sen contracts
oir large sums of money given away in deliberate violation
of the law and in a fashion that justified the idea that the
men who got the contracts were expected to render yeoman's
service, by providing secret funds for electoral corruption;
we have seen large tracts of valuable lands, the property of
the public, secretly sold for about one-third of their value to
the highest officials of the country, and not a word
heard in reprobation from the gentlemen who nsed to be so
loud in denouncing my hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) if it
were discovered that ho, on any occasion, had allowed a con-
tract to be given to one man for a few hundred dollars moro
than it had been tendored for by another; we have socn two
Premiers, one of the Dominion and one the great Province
of Quebec, unseated for shameless bribery and corruption,
committed under circumstances which show that, if not
egally, they were morally guilty of acting in conniv-
ance with the culprits ; we have seen one great Province
brought to the brink of financial ruin by the extravagance and
corruption of those entrusted with its administration, to its
great loss and the loss of the whole Dominion; we have scen
other Provinces repeatedly deprived of their just and legal
rights,in defiance of the former public declaiations of the very
men who vetoed those laws passed by the Provincial Legis-
turcs ; we have seen a deliberate plot on the part of the Fe-
deral (overnment, by means I shall net characterize, as they
deserve to be characterized, to overturn theLocalGovern ment
in Ontario. Sir, it failed, as it deserved to fail, and in this
failure there is, perhaps, the best ground for hope that the
people of Canada and the people Of Ontario are beginning
to understand and appreciate the modo in which those bon.
gentlemen are carrying on tho Govern ment Of this country.
We have seen bundreds of thousands of the very choice and
flower of our fellow countrymen driven into exile by the
policy of these bon. gentlemen ; we have seen $100,000,000
of public money given to build up a railway monopoly; wo
have seen the taxation of this courntry raised to a point far
beyond the taxation of the United States to day, and equal to
that with which the United States emerged froin their great
civil war; and wc have scen all that doue under a
fiscal policy, for which the hon, gentleman is specially
responsible, which is so contrived as to bear most
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heavily on the poorest portion of the community,
next, most heavily on the producing classes, and, by
an exquisite refinement of folly, most of all and worst
of all, on the very men who are now engaged in endea-
vouring to settle, to develop, and to make valuable the
country to the north-west of us. Still, bad as all this is, I
do not despair. In one thing I agree with the hon. gentle-
man-the resources of this country are great. Other coun-
tries have sustained equal injuries and have survived them,
not without bitter sufféring, but they have survived them,
and I believe the resoirces of Canada are enough; I believe
there is enough sterling bonesty and ability among our peo-
ple, if properly organized, to restore an honest forrn of Gov-
ernment yet. But, although I do not despair, I am not
over-confident. I am aware that mischief has been donc
which it will take generations to repair; I am aware
that the whole future of this country bas been very
heavily mortgaged indeed, and I do not cheat myself
with the cheap philosophy that everything is bound
to come all right somehow. Reason does not tell us that,
history does not tell us that, experience does not tell us that.
It may be that things will come right, but they will not come
right of their own accord ; they will have to be set right, and
it may be after a long and painful struggle. More, Sir; I say
it with regret, but I say that the people of Canada have
doliberately retrograded; I say that the people of Canada
have not sbown, as a whole, that regard for their liberty,
that jealous watchfulness of men in power, that is the
price that every free nation must pay for being properly
governed. I say that to-day, in Canada, to our shame and
loss be it said, public morality is painfully low and public
opinion is painfully weak.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Oh.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; I say it. I am
not afraid to say it. Our dutyis plain enough, and we meau
to do it. Our duty is not to shrink fromn telling unpleasant
truths becauso we happen to stand at odds on this floor. We
may be at the odds of one to two; we are at the odds ofone
to two, although our nurnbers here do not at all repiesent
fairly and honestly our true following in this country. But
I say this, be the odds what they will, so long as we bave
seats here, we will not cease to warn the people of their
danger, we will not cease to calI those bon. gentlemen to
account. Sir, the hon. gentlemen have power indeed, they
may have recourse to their old style of argument, they
cannot answer our arguments perhaps, but they can pass
Acts of Parliament to turn us out of the Legislature. That
they can do, and that, if they choose to try it again,
they are welcome to do ; but, except by such argu-
ments, they will not silence gentlemen on this side
of the House ; they will not silence them by any im-
pudent assertions on their part that they are patriotie,
and that we are to be denounced because we choose to call
attention to plain and manifest facts. Was that the way in
which the hon. the Minister of Railways used to conduct his
opposition from this very seat? Was he afiaid of stating
unpleasant facts because he thought it might injure the
credit of this country? If he concealed unything, Mr.
Speaker, his concealment was the highest style of art, for no
one on our side ever suspected him of doing it. I regret
exceedingly that things are as they are, but I say it would
be infinitely worse if, being as they are, we should hesitate
to declare our opinion. I admit that we may be out-voted
and that we may be out-numbered, but what I say to my
friends bebind me is, that so long as they are true to their
own convictions, and so long as they are not afraid to defend
them here and to defend them elsewbere, the Liberal party
may, hore in Canada, as it bas elsewhere, be temporarily
defeated, but the Liberal party cannot be beaten, and the
Liberal party will be safe to win in the endi

Sir RQoKÂa CÂRTWaUIHT.

Mr. WHITE (Cardwell) moved the adjournment of the
debate.

Motion agreed to.

Sir HJECTOR LANGEVIN. Before we adjourn, I wish
to state to the House that the intention of the Government
is not to proceed with the Franchise i ill on Tuesday.

Mr. BLAKE. I presume this debate will probably be
proceeded with on Tuesday?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:15 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, 3rd March, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PRAYERs.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introluced and rend the first
time:

Bill (No. 108) to amend the Act respecting gas and gas
meters.-(Mr. Costigan.)

ADULTERATION OF FOOD AND DRUGS.

Mr. COSTIGAN. I beg to move for leave to introduce a
Bill intituled: "An Act for the prevention of adulteration
of food and drugas."

M-. BLAKE The hon. gentleman bas moved for leave
to introduce a Bill with a different title to that standing on
the Notice Paper, which is: " An Act to amend and consoli-
date, as amended, the several Acts relating to the adultera-
tion of food and drugs."

Mr. COSTIGAN. I now beg leave to introduce Bill
(No. 109) to amend and consolidate, as amended, the several
Acts relating to the adulteration of food and drugs.

Bill read the first time.

REPRESENTATION OF THE
TERRITORIES.

NORTH-WEST

Mr. CAMERON (Huron), in introducing Bill (No. 110)
respecting the representation of the Territories in the
House of Commons, said: Mr. Speaker, on the Sth
day of May, 1882, a minute of Council was passed author-
izing the dividing of a portion of the North-West
Teri-itories into four Provisional Toi ritorial divisions, and in
that minute of Council, a portion of which I hold in my
hand, it is alleged that the division was made for the pur-
poses of settlement, for the convenience of settlers, and to
facilitate postal service. This minute of Council was passed
and approved of by the Executive Council on the recom-
mendation of the First Minister. It was subrnitted to Par-
liament, and sanctioned on the 16th May, 1882, and by it
that portion of the North-West Territories comprised within
the four Territorial divisions to which I have roferred was
bounded and narned as specified in the minute of Council.
There is the Territorial division of Assiniboia, containing
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an area of about 95,000 square miles, and that Territory is
bounded, according to the minute of Council, on the south,by
the International boundary 1ine ; on the east, by the western
boundary ·of the Province of Manitoba; on the north, by
the ninth correction lino of the Dominion Lands system oi
survey; and on the west, by the lino dividing the tenth and
eleventh ranges of townships numbered from the fourth
initial meridian in the Dominion Lands system of survey.
The District of Saskatchewan, contained, it is alleged in
the minute of Council, an ares of about 114,000 square
miles, and it is bounded as follows:-On the south, by the
District of Assiniboia and the Province of Manitoba; on the
oast, by Lake Winnipeg, and Nelson River, flowing there-
from into Hudson Bay; on the north, by the 18th correction
lino of the Dominion Lands system of survey; and on the
west, by the lino of that system dividing the tenth and
eleventh ranges, numbered from the fourth initial meridian.
The Territory of AI berta contains an area of about 100,000
square miles and is bounded on the south by the Inter-
national boundary lino; on the east, by the District of
Assinib.ia; on the west, by the Province of British Col-
umbia; and on the north, by the 18th correction line.
The District of Athabasca contains an area of about 122,000
square miles, as set out in the minute of Council, to which
I have referred, and is bounded on the south by the District
of Alberta; on the east, by the lino between the tenth and
eleventh ranges of townships in the Dominion Lands
system before mentione0, until, proceeding northward that
lino intersects the Athabasca River, thon by that river and
Athabasca Lake, and Slave River to the intersection of the
latter river with the northern boundary of the district,
which is to be the 32nd correction lino of the Dominion
Lands system, and is very nearly the 60Lh paraltel of north
latitude; and on the west, by the Province of British
Columbia. A reference to the map which accompanied that.
minute of Council will show, that a very large portion, per-
haps a most important portion, of the whole North-Weet is
covered by these Territorial districts. Now the minute of
Council was submitted for the sanction of Parliament by the
First Minister, then Minister of Interior. The hon.
gentleman in submitting it for the approval of Par..
liament stated that the proposed divisions were in the pub.
lic interest, for the public benefit, for the convenienco of
settlers as well as lor postal eervice ; that ho ex-
pected that at no distant day a considerable population
would flow into those four Districts, and that iL would not be
long before it would become necessary to erect those four
Territories into four Provinces with, of course, all the righti
which Provinces would be entitled to, including local self-
goverument, and representation in this Parliament. Now,
Sir, I may say that, to some extent, the hon. gentleman's
statements and predictions have been verified. I know that
a large number of immigrants have, within the last two
years, settled within the Territories mentioned, and especi-
ally within the Territories of Assinibola, Alberta, and Sas-
katchewan. I know, Sir, that in those Territories there are
several fine, prosperous, growing villages and towns, some
of them having a very considerable population. I know
that in certain other portions of the Territories a
very considerable number of immigrants have taken
possession of lands within the last two years. I believe,
from some knowledge of the region, especially the Territories
of Assiniboia and Alberta, that the tide of immigration for
the last year, at all events, if iot the last two years, has
tended in that direction, and I believe that the tide of
immigration which we expect to flow into the North West
will, to a very considerable extent, be settled in the Terri-
tories of Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan. I believe,
Sir, that with ordinary care and prudence, with an ordia-
arily capable management of public affairs in connection
with the North-West Territories, inside of a period of three
years, a very large population will be settLed in the Terri«
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tories to which I have just referred, and especially in
those three which I last named. I know, Sir, that
there are complaints, and serious complaints, coming
from the people settled in those localities, as to

f the mode in which the affairs of the North-West
have been administered for the last few years. I do not
know to what extent the Goverument have set to work
with a view of redressing the grievances and wrongs com-
plained of by the settlers in the North-West Territories. I
do know that from some three visits to those western regions,
especially in 1882 and 1883, that the people settled in the
villages and towns to which I have referred, are strongly in
favour of having these Territories erected into Provinces,
and of having representation in the Dominion Parliament.
Now, Sir, in order in some measure to meet the desires of
the people of the North-West, in order in some extent te
give then the means which will enable them to come to
Parliament to siate their grievances and complaints, I ven-
ture to submit to Parliament a Bill having for its object the
representation of the North-West Territories in the Do-
minion Parliament. I am awaye, Sir, that an hon. member
of this House has given notice of a motion upon this same
subject. The motion on the Order Paper of this House
reads as follows -

" That in the opinion of this House, it is desirable that the Govern.
ment take sucb measures as may seem to them most advisable for grant-
ing Parliamentary representation to the inhabitants of the Territorial
districts of the North-West."

Now, Sir, that motion does not suit me; it does pot go far
enough. In fact, you cannot accompli-h the object I have
in view by a motion. T not only express the desire that
the people of the Nortlh-West Territories should have repre-
sentation in this Parliament, but I propose, so far as I am
able, to give them representation here, and I propose that
they shail have that reprosentation at a very early period-
at the next Session of Parliament. It is desirable to give
the inhabitants of the North-West Territories representation
in this Parliament. The sooner that objcct is accomplished
the botter, both for the people of that country and the peo-
ple of the Dominion gencrally. I am aware that this ques-
tion has been discussed in the Senate Chambýr. I an aware
that a friend of the Government there submitted a qîuestion
fo ltie hon. Minister of the Interior looling in tie same
direction as my Bill. The question submittod in the Sonate
was to the following effect:-

"Enquiry of the Government as to the advisability of granting Par.
liamenttry reDresentation to the inhabitants of the TerritnoIal Districts
of the North-West, and an enquiry whether the Governmnent have taken
or intend to take the same under consideration."

Now, tbe enquiry was proper onough, but an onquiry is
a very empty thing. IL can serve no good purpose but to
ascertain from the Minister of the Interior, what policy the
Government have on this subject. What was the answer
of the Minister of the Interior to that question? Was it
such an answer as would satisfy the reasonable desires of
the people of the North-West Territories? Did ho give
them any satisfactory assurance that their request on this
very important subject would be acceded to by the Govern-
ment ? The Minister, after having discussed at lengtb, the
condition of affairs in the North-West Territories, and hav-
ing had the usual fling at the Liberal party and the Liberal
press, for their attitude respecting that country, ho makes
the following statement:-

" I am sure it will be gratifying to the people of the North-West Ter-
ritiries to have their interest and institutions submitted to the House Sp
ably as they were by my hWn. friend from Niagara, and discussed l tbis
HUnuse so intelligently as th-y have been. It will show th-m that they
are not, in th-ir remoteness from the capital, forgotten by the legislators
who sit in this Parliament, and it will, I am sure, impart a feeling of
ennfi leace to thein, and increase he assurance which they feel that their
itierests and their feelings will be earaestly considered by the Goverq-

ment, and also by Parliament."
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And then the Minister of the Interior winds up by saying:

I That is all that I feel called upon to say with respect to the enquiry
of the hon. gentleman."

Now, Sir, this, I think, was, under the circumstances, a very
extraordinary answer. It gave very little comfort or assur-
ance to the mass of the people in the North-West Territories,
who, for the last year at all events, have been crying aloud
to the Government for representation in the Dominion Par-
liament ; and it did not givo much assurance to the North-
West Council, who, I believe, represented to the Govern-
ment the propriety of having the North-West Territories
represented in the Dominion Parliament. What does the
Minister of Interior say to thom ? Does ho give thoin the
assurance of the Government that their reasonablo request
shall be acceded to, and tiat ropresentation in this Parlia-
ment shall be given to them ? No, he does not say that.
He says: " You must be grateful for the interest we take in
your welfare; Sonator Plumb, of Niagara, has set forth
your claims in his usual able manner ; it is true,
you are very remote from the capital of the Dom-
inion, but we like you all the same; your claims will
in due time be considered ; it is true, you pay
taxes without representation in this Parliament, but then
you must submit in the meantime to pay taxes and to obey
our laws without having a voice in the passing of those laws
or in the administration of public affairs in the country in
which you live; it is true, you want representation in the
Parliament which makes your laws and imposes taxes on
you; but then you ought to bo satisfied with your present
condition, because the Gojiernnent will consiier your eaqie."
And then the Minister wi nr up by nyin.g: ' That is alil that
I feet called upon to say with respe2t to the inquiry made by
the hon. gentleman from Niagara." Now, I say that is not
sufficient to allay the dhcontent which I know exists in the
North West Territories upon this question. It does not
meet the fair demands of the people who have gone up there
from the older Provinces, and of the immigrants from
the old country. The men who have settled there
are the pioneers of the country, and are opening up
to the extent of their ability, the vast and un-
bounded resources that exist there. I know that these
indefinite promises, these vagie as -mr ances, will not satisfy
them ; they will only bo satisfied by the Government deal.
ing fairly and honestly with t he matter, and giving them
the representation in this Parliament that they ought to
have. We tas then and impose laws upon them, and we
expect them to pay those taxes, to submit to those laws, and
to render a hearty allegiance to the country under whose
flag they live; and yet we do not give them any voice in
the passage of the laws which govern them. Sir, I propose,
in the Bill I am about to introduce, to reloase the people of
those Territories from what I consider a condition of tute-
la e. They are living there in the position of Crown
co oniste. They have nothing that can properly be called
a Government, and nothing that can properly be called
representation. I propose to remedy that condition of affairs
by giving them a representationin the Parliament of Canada.
At present, the settlers, in our North-West Territories are
in a position inferior to that of the settlers in the
territories of the United States. I propose in my Bill to
p ut them in a superior position. When any portion of the
United States is formed into a territory, it is given a terri.
torial Government and representation in Congress. The
people of the American Territories send delegates to Wash.
ington, who can express the wishes and wants of the people
they represent on the floor of Congress; and Congress pays
more attention to them than it does to men who merely
eBak after having knocked about the country for a while.
Now, if I were a resident of the North-West Territories, I

would not be satisfied with the kind of representation
Mr. CaffnoN (Huron).

given to the American Territories. We know that the
general Government there have unlimited control over the
Territories; they appoint the Governor, the Executive,
and the Judges of the Territory. It is true, the inhabi.
tant(; of the Territory, when they ieach a certain num-
ber, have a right to have constituted a territorial Govern-
ment, and the right to send a representative to Congress;
and when they reach *a certain other number, they have
a right to be erected into a State, with all the
rights, powers, and privileges of a free sovereign State.
By the fourth article of the Ame-rican Constitution it is
provided that Congress shall have the power to make all
needful rules and regulations respecting the Territory or
other property belonging to the United States. The power
of Congress over tho Territories every one who is famihiar
with the Constitution of the United States knows is
of two kinds. First, the power that affects the Terri-
tory itself, the management of it as property, to gdard
and improve it as such, and to prepare for sale and
sell it; and second, the powers which concern the govern-
ment of the people who reside within the Territories.
Before the Territories are erected into States, Congress
establishes the Government of these Territories, assumes
full responsibility for their Government, appoints Governors,
Judges and executives for the Torritories and controls their
public domain. It is only when a certain population is
known to exist in any part icular portion of the land in the
United Statos, that it can be constituted a Territory, and it
is ounly when a much larger population is resident in a
Territory that it has a right to become a free and soveriegn
State. These Territorics of the Unitel States have the
rigbt to send representatives to Congress who have all the
powers and rights and privileges of representatives from
regularly organized States with the exception that they
have not the right to vote. - I . presume that the
representatives from our NorthWest Territories shall
hold all these powers, advantages and privileges enjoyed
hy the represontatives of the United States Territories and
shall have in addition the right of voting in this
Parliament. The principle is a sound and good one that when
we find the population in our Territories large enough to bo
capable for self-government, we ought to give thom self gov-
crn men t; when their population is large enough to justifV our
giving Lhem representation in Parliainent, they ought to
have that right. It is a sound principle that no p9rtion of
our population should be compelled to pay taxes without
being represented in Parliament. Taxation without repre.
sentation, it is said, is tyranny. We impose our laws on
the people of the North-West, but we do not give them any
voice in the framing of those laws; we impose taxes on
thom, but we do not allow them to come here and vote and
e heard on the subject of those taxes. The condition in

which they are placed is anomalous and unjustifiable, and the
quicker it is changed the botter it will be not only for
the progress and prosperity of the North-West Territories,
but for the progress and prosperity of the Dam'nion
at large as well. The Government of the United States,
as a general rule, keep abreast of the times,
and when there is a population-it may be a sparse and
limited population-in any portion of their public domains,
that portion is constituted a Territory. The population
may be large or small, but such populated portions are con-
stituted into Territories, anel they have the power to have
territorial general assemblies; they pase their local ordi-
nances subject to the approval of Congress and which may
be vetoed by the Federal Congress. Still, they have all the
powers they require. The principle or ground upon which
the United States erect their public lands into Territories
is worth considering. The Statesmen's Year Book for 1883
shows that the following Territories were organized since
1850 :-
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Area Population

New Mexico 9th Sept, 18M0 124,450 B3miles Cl,547 in 1850
Colorado, 18i ..... 103,517 ' 34.277 in 186)
Nebra!ka, 30tb May, 183 O....... 7 10,716in 1850212,519 in 1863

In that State, the population from 1850 to 1863, thirteen
years, had only increased about 2,000 ; I venture to say the
population in our North-West Territories has quadrupled
that in the last two years.

Area.
Washington, 2nd Nov, 1853... 71,300 sq.
Utah, 9th Sept., 1850 ............ 109,600
Dakota, 1861 ....................... 152,500
Arizona, 1863......................130,800
lontans, 1864 .................... 146,080

Wyoming, 25th July, 1868. 97,8.0

miles.

"

Population.
11,06 in 18G0

183,093 in 1850
14,181 in 1870

9,658 in 1870
25,595 in 1870

9,118 in 1870

I venture to say that each one of our Territories, especially
the Territories of Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan
have more than double the population of any of throe-fourths
of the Territories that 1 have juit referred to had when
they were erected into Territories. If that is so, thero is no
reason why our Territories should not be erocted into Pro-
vinces with all the rights and privileges of free, indepen-
dent, and sovereign Provinces, and be represonted in this
Parliament. You will recollect that when British Colum-
bia was admitted into our Confedoration, ber population
was estimatel thon to be about 12,000 white people ; yet
we gave ber six roprosentatives in this Parliament and
three Sunatots. When Manitoba joined Confederation, ber
population was estimated at from 1.,000 to 15,000. The exact
number of people residing in Manitoba was unknown, but the
gentlemen who spoke during the discussion on the admis.
bion of Manitoba into the Dominion g tve this as the closest
estimate. We gave Manitoba an indopendent existence as
a Province ; we erected it into a sovereign state with
all the advantages, rights, powers and privileges of
sovereign states. We gave it representation in this Parlia.
ment to the extent of tour members, and in addition the
right te send two representatives to our Canadian House of
Lords. The importance of our Territorios is now so groat
that it will justify Parliament in, ut once, doaling with this
question. The hon. Minister of Railways the other night
when speaking on the lailway Resolutions, pointo: out-and,
in my opinion that was the best portion of his speech-tho
great impor.ance not only t) Manitoba but the North.
West Territories to tho Dominion. Ho pointed out the
enormous increase in the nonpy received from Customs, not
only in Manitoba but in the North-West TerritorieR, as well
as the increase of immigration in 1880-81, 1882-83; during
these years the immigration amounted to 141,56). I venture
to state now that the largor portion of tbo immigration
froi our western country is settled in the Territories out-
side tho boundaries of Manitoba, that is the population that
bas made its way there witbin the last three years. The hon.
gentleman stated that $,000,000 was brought intoManitoba
and the North-West Territories during the last three years.
I make bold te say that ho underestimated the amount;
I believe a larger sun has gone into these Torritories
from the oider Provinces, and that now, Sir, the
importance of the Territories has becomo so great that
representation in the Dominion Parliament appear to
me to be an absoluto necessity. I say that reprosentation
in this Parliamont vill encourage theo setters there.
Most of the settlers in the Territories are people who
have come from the Province of Ontario, where they have
been accustomed to free government, where they have bon
accustomed to free institutions, where they have been accus-
tomed to manage their own affaira in their own way, and to
have their representatives upon the fb ors of Parliament ad-
vocating their intereste; and I believe that the Govern ment
could take no more popular stop than to give the people of
the North-West Territories representation, and to give it at
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once. I tell the hon. gentleman that hie Government
never did, or could not possibly do, a more popular
thing than to give the North-West Torritories representation
in this Parliament-I do not mean in this Session-that
cannot bo dono-but to pass a law to enable the North-West
Territories to send each one representative to this Parlia-
ment, to be hore at the next Session. The government
of the North-West Territories is a peculiar kind of gov.
crnment. It is not a free government. They have not
representativo institations there in the true sonse of the
term. They are governed by a Council. One-half' of
that Couneil are nominees of the Crown, the other half
elected by the people. The Council consists of the six ap.
pointed by the Crown, six elected by the people, and
the Lieutonant-Governor ; they all sit in the samo
Chamber, I believe, and take part in the discussions.
They are dealt with purely as a Crown colony, the nominees
of the Crown rule, and, naturally, people who are acónstomed
to free institutions will not be satisfied with that condition
of affairs, and the sooner it is remedied the better.
What is the remedy ? I know it may baesaid that the
population there is sparse, is not large, and that there-
fore it would not be wiso or judicious to give thom repre-
sentation in this Parliamont until we know what the popu.
lation is. I know it is a difficult matter to ascertain with
correctness what the population of the North-West Terri.
tory is, but I am boll to say that the population, especially
the population of AssinibDia, has not been over-os:i-
mated. The e4timate of the population there is between
20,000 and 33,000. I bolieve thore are fu!ly 25,000 people
who are now residents, permanent residents, in the Territory
ofAsinib>ia. If that is so, is there any reason in the world
why they should not have representaticn in this Parlia-
ment ? They are quito capable of exerc*sing the frran-
chise. They are men who have gono there from the
hon gentleman's constituency and from rny constituency,
they are mon who all their lives from the time thoy come
of age, have been accustomed to exercise the franchise in
their own country, and they are mon who feel it to be a
wrong and an injustice that laws should bo imposed upon
them in the passing of which they ha e na voice. I know
that in the Territory of Assiniboia thore are large and impor-
tant centres of population, such as Broadviee, Troy) Regina,
Moose Jaw, Medicine IIat, Qu'Appelle, ni d a largo settle-
ment along theo east shoros of Long Lake. There is also a
large settlement on the north shores of the Qu'Appelle
River. A large settlement wont in their lait fall and
settled north of the town of Regina, and, if the lands had
been open south of the railway belt, there would have bee'n
a large settlement south of Regina within the 24-mile
belt, and even routh of the 2tL mile bet. The
entries in the agent's office in BR'gina are, I think,
as large as those in nearly all the other offices together. I
believe there were 2,000 entrics for homesteais male in
that office up to the 1st January in th, pre3ent year. If
that is so, can there be any reason why the people of the
North-West Territory should not have reprosontation inthe
Dominion Parliament ? I say their condition is not a sat-
isfactory condition. It is not a condition which a single
member of this louse would tolerate for a day without
making a solemn protest to the Governmont against that
anomalous and unsatisfactory condition of affaire. It is a
matter of justice, not only Io the people of the North-West
Territories, but to the people of this Dominion. It is a
matter of justice to this Parliament, and a matter of justice
to the Government of this country. When wo are dealing
with questions affecting the North-West Torritory, how
many members of Parliament are there here who
know anything about the country, except what they have
heard from peopie who have visited that region, andone gives
one account of it, and another gives another account of it.
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No man can properly and srccessfully govern that country
withotit kríowing something of it, without being conversant
with itB want8, without visiting it. going among the people
th re, anid ascortaining exactly what the wants and desires
and wishes of the people of tho North-West really are.
Every Session of Pariament, cvery day of every Session,
large, itaportant, complicated, diflicult questions are crop-

here with reference to tLe governrment of the North-
st ritories. ls there anybody bere who knows any-

thing about it ? Will the First 1inister say that, for the
years he was Minister of the Interior, ho knew the first
thing about the North-West Territories? IIe knows per-
fectly well that ho did not, and lie bad tho candour to admit
that he did not. He told us, I think, in 1882, that ho had
never read the report of his Department until it was sub-
mitted to Parliament, and I feel certain that the gentleman
who has succeeded him knows, if possible, still less. Now,
the mhen who live in that country, the men who make
thoir homes there, the mon who intend to live there
and intend to grow with the gr:>wtlh of the country
and prosper with its prosperity are the very mon of
all others whom the First Minister ought to have upon
the floors of Parliament to consult with him, to adviso
him, to advise this .Parliament, and to give advice as
to what is best to be done as to the management
of the North-West Teriitories. And these men are not bore.
Tbese men could tell us something about the wants of the
country, but they are not here. I propose that they shall
be here, and that they shall be hero during the next Session
of Parliament, and 1 am satisfied that tho bon. gentleman
will be able to get froim the North-West Territories mon
who will be a credit not only to the country they represent,
but to this Parliament. 1 read the otherday, and Iextracted
it fron a paper published in the North-West Territories, an
article on this question, which I propose to trouble the House
by reading. 1h is a well written article, which deals with
this question in a generous and liberal spirit, and deals with
the Government in a generous and liberal spirit. The
article goes a little farther than my Bill goes, but it goes
no further than I would like the Government to go. The
articles impresses upon the Government not only the pro-
priety of giving representation in this Parliament to the
Territories, but it advocates, in the interests of the Govern-
ment and in the interests of the North-West Territories, the
propriet of having the Minister of Interior a resident of the
North-West Territories. Now, I cannot by Act of Par-
liament prescribe the mode in vbich the First Minister
will select his Cabinet. That is in bis discretion; but
I tell the lion. gentleman that, in my judgment, no
wiser or botter stop could be taken than to have some
man from tho North-West Territories administering the
affairs of the Department of the Interior. It is a iceal de-
partment. Every law wo pass bore affects those people
personaUy, immediately, and directly, and no one could
administer the affairs of that Department botter than a man
who is conversant with the country and knows all a bout its
wants. The article is in the following words:-

"Trom a theoretic point cf view it would seem as if the only sound
pripepe were the broad one that the best men should be sough t for the
high ud responsible duties of members of the Dominion Government,
quite epective oflines of longitude. But the question has another
aide. The science of government is essentially a piacical science. And
tiaitis'uroe emphatically true when the country to be governed l one
streithing from the Atlantic to the Pacifie, and embracingalmost every
variéë fyèfhabits and industries. The simple fact is that a sober, intel-
ligent "eole, such as Canadians are, need very littie government except
that fa'leai ebaracter. ¶hey are quite capable ot governing them-
selenal-in the main prefer te do se. lI this respect tney are in the
van of the world's political progress. Local self-government is the
pre&utined goal of free peoples. The trend of medern national move-
meitalà aRi n that direction. (There wlI, of course, always be need of
so lk4ýoe giacertata matters of national concern, and these must be kept

i ly within the aphere of the central authority.) But those
m after all comparatively few, especially white we have no
natùat status and, counsequently, no direct negotiations with foreign
nations. The chief work of a Canadiai Government, then, partakes

Ar. CAmzaoN (Huron).

more or less of the character of local administration, and, the Départ-
ment of the Interior becomes in the nature of things almost a North-
West Department. Reaton and jusdce demand thît it should be filled
by a man well versed in North-West ways and wants. Se long as the
administration of the public lands of this great country is in the hands
of the Central Government, se long should the Departmental Adminis-
trator be a man thoroughly versed in the affaire and closely identiliad
with the interests of the North-West. Nor will our readers think us
altogether deficient in respect for administrative gnius when we add
that it would not be very difficult to find a score or men in Manitoba
and the Territories as competent to fill such an office as three-four ha of
the present aspirants for Cabinet honours in either political party,

Sir, I agroe with every word of that article. I think it is
an article just to the point, and I only hope that the
hon. gentlemen on the Treasury Bienches will pay
some attention to it, and to tho wants, reqirements
and interests of the North-Wost Territories. Sir, I propose
by this Bill, so far as I can, to remedy some of the grievan-
ces under which the people of the North-West Territories
are now suffering, and to tbat end I propoEe to give them
representation in this Parliament; I pioposo in the inter-
ests of the North-West Territories that each shall sind one
representative to this Parliamont; that that election for
the Territories shall take place before the Ist of Decomber
next, and that the ropresentatives thus elected shall occupy
seats on the floor of this Parhiamont during the next Session,
so tbat we may have the benefit of their advice on
all that concerns the great North-West Territories. The
hon. gentleman can see the groat advantage we now
enioy in baving representatives from Manitoba who are
more or less acquainted with that Province, and the
advantage will be still groater when we bave r3pre-
sentatives from the Territoies thomselvcs. I thetofore
say that it is of the first consequence to the well
being, prosperity and growth of the North-West Territories
that their claims in this respect should be recognized by the
Government. I know my Bill cannot pass unless it re-
ceives the assent of the Government. I have introduced
it, and have drawn the attention of the Government to it,
and now on their shoulders re3ts the responsibility. On
my last trip to the North-West I promised some of the lead-
ing men there, and sore of the strongest supporters of hon.
gentlemen opposite, that one of the first things I would do
during this Session would be to introduce a Bhl giving the
people of the No-th-West representation in this Parliament. I
waited for some time to sec if the Government proposed
dealing with this inatter, but so far they have given no
indication that they intended to do so; and from an answer
given to the Senator from Niagara in the other liouse I
am led to -believe that the Government do not intend to
deal with this question this Session. In order that the matter
may be promptly drawn to the attention of the Govern-
ment I venture to submit this Bill, and I now move
for louve to introduce a Bill respecting the representation
of the North-West Territories in the louse of Commons.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It can answer no good
purpose to discuss this subject until we sEce the hon. gentle-
man's Bill. Of course, we grant him the usual courtesy of
introducing it, though from its terms, as the hon. gentleman
substantially states, it is a measure whifch must be under the
guidance of the Government of the day. llowever, when
the Bill is introduced we will see what its provisions are.
I mcrely wish to add, Mr. Speaker, and call the attention
of hon. gentlemen opposite to this-we do not know whether
it is in the Bill or not-but from the remarks of the hon.
gentleman it ii quite clar that ho intends to h the next
Minister of the Interior. He says ho is strongly in favour of
the Minister of the Interior living up there. Now, my hon.
friend has made large investiments in the North.West, and
I am glad to learn, propar investments, and it is therefore
quite clear that my hon. frieni is going to live there. We
must therefore consider this measure of his as an iusidious
attempt to take possession of the ground, ani to cut out any
of the hon. gentlemen opposite from the chance of being the
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next Minister of the Interior. I hope he will be as fortu-
nate as any of my hon. friends on the other side. I wish
him all prosperity when ho is there. In the meantime we
will consider my hon. friend's Bill.

BiH real the first time.

TIlE ST. CLAIR FRONTIER TUNNEL COUPANY.

Mr. HALL moved that the IIouse resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole on Bill (No. 62) to inîcorporate
the St. Clair Tunnel Company.

Sr CHARLES TUPPER. My hon, friend proposes to
a Id a clause of some considerable importance, which we
have not had an opportunity cf eonsidering. I would ask
the lion. gentleman to allow the Bill to stand until we have
an opportunity of considering this clause, as I think it will
be more convenient to take it up beforo the .Bill goes into
Committee.

Bill allowed to stand.

TIIID REA-DINGS.
The following Bills wore severally considered in Con-

nittee, reported, and read the time and passed:
Bill (No. 40) to amend the Act inrorporating the Ottawa,

Waddington and New York RaiiWy a:.d B:idge Company.
-(Mr. Hickey.)

Bill (No. 67) further to amend the l to incorporato the
Ontario Pacifie Railway Company.-(Mr. Bergin.)

Bill (No. 53) to incorporate the Gananoque, Pe-L and
James' Bay Rail way Company. - ( \lr. Taylor.)

DREDGES AND TUG FOR USE, IN CANALIAN
TERR[TORY.

Mr. CAMERON ([luron) onquired, las the Govern-
ment during last year entered into a contract for the con-
struction of one or two dredgos and a tug for usie in Cana-
dian territory ? If so, who is the con tractor ? Where doeos
he live? What is the contra-t price? Who is superintend-
ing tle construction? Where does such suporintendent
reside ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Yes, contracts voer entored
into for two dredges and tugs. The cost of one dredge is
$ 13,800, and of the other, 8 17,000. Tho cost of one of' the
tugs is 810,775, and of the other 812,000. The contractors
are Morgan & Sutton, of Lockport, and the superintendont
is Mr. J. R. Arnoldi, Mechanical Engineer of the Depart-
mont of Public Works.

TiE ELEVATOR AT IALIFAX.
Mr. KIRK enquired, When was the elevator at lIalifax

finished ? When was the first cargo shipped through it,
and how many cargoes have been shipped through it
since ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. The elevator was finished in
the spring of 1883. The first cargo was shipped through it
on the 17th of May, 1883, and three cargoes have been
shipped through it since.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

.Mr. BLAKE onquired, What wasthe cost of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway line: 1. From Winnipeg to a point 45
miles east~ of the Saskatchewan ? 2. From' t hat point to

6.0
LIFE-BOAT BUILDING AT WELLINGTON, ONT.

Mr. PLATT enquired, What was the total cost to the Gov-
ernment of the life-boat building at Wellington, Ont., and
to whom was the amount paid? Was anything paid for thâ
site of said building, or for the superintendence of thework
of construction? If so, what amounts, and to whom paid ?

Mr. McLELAN. Whn the hon. gentleman put the
question the other day as to the tenders, 1 forgot to mention
that four offers had been made for the construction of the
house, varying fiom $1,000 to $550. Upon the adviee ofthe
engineer of the Department, all these were doeclined, and
the work was doue under the superintondence of Mr. Gar-
nier at a cost of $451. An additional sum of above $350 was
expended in providing means for launching the boata speed-
ily into the water. Nothing was paid for the site. Mr. Gar-
nier was paid $55 for superintending the work.

TRAVELLING EXOPENSES F COUNTY COURT
JUDGES.

Mr. VAIL enquirod, Docs the Govornment intend this
Session, te iutroduce a Bill to increase the travelling
expenses of the County Court Judges of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, who now have to travol ovor threo or four
counties to hold their County Courts; so as to approximate
more nearly to the allowances of the County Court Judges
of Ontario, f>r travelling to hold Division Courts over one
county.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. As the hon. gentleman
knows, the latter part of the question is rather irrogular, as
it contains a statoment of'fact. I may say, however, that
the whole question of Judges salaries and allowances is now
under the consideration of the Governmont.

EMPLOYMENT OF MR. SKIFFINGTON.

Mr. BLONDEAU enquircl, Whothor Mr. Skiffington
horetofore a detective of the city of Quebec, is employai on
the Intercolonial Railway ? If so, by whom was he recom-
monded ? What are bis instructions and duties? Iow
long has ho been employed ? What is bis salary ?

Sir CIIA RLES TUPPER. Mr. Skiffington is employed
on the Intercolonial Railway. He was recommended by
the superintendent of the railway ; his duties are police
duties in connection with that road; ho bas been employed
since January, 1880, and bis salary is $70 par month.

BOUNTY TO FISIIERMEN.

Mr. ROBERISON (Shelburno) enquired, Why the
mackerol fishermen engaged in trap-fishing on the coast of
Nova Scotia are not paid the bounty allotted to other fisher-
men, and whether it is the intention of the Department
during this year to mako any change in existing regula-
tions, so as to enable this class of fishermen to draw their
proportion of the bounty.

Mr. McLELAN. As the hou. gentleman knows the
bounty was paid to fishermen who were affected by the
terms of the Washington Treaty, and we considered thàt we
should net interfore with that arrangement. I may say,
however, that wo may find it necessary to make sonie
change in the regulation of the Department in that respect,
but I am not prepared to say what changes should be mde.

Calgary? 3. From Calgary to the summit of the Rocky AUTO XITlC BUOY IN LOCKPORT IARBOUD,
Mountains ? 4. From Callander to a point 40 miles west N SCOTIA.
of Callander ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPER. I have received a communi. Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) enquired, Is it the itten-
cation from the Secretary of the Canadian Pacifie Railway tion of the Department of Marine and Fisheries -to plae im
lJonmpany, to the effect that it is not possible to give all the automatic buoy, during the coming season, at the entraee
details asked for, but they will be readyby Fr day. of Lockport Harbour, Nova Scotia.
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Mr. McLELAN. This is a matter at present under

consideration. These buoys are found to be very expensive,
and latoly we have lost a number of them. It is to be con-
sidered if some other means of giving warning might b
used, which would be certain, more permanent, and less
expensive.

TEE GGODWIN CLAIM.

Mr. FLEMING enquired, lIas any claim been preferred
against the Governmenrt, for extra work, upon the wall or
fonce separating Wellington and Bank Streets from the
Parliamentary grounds, by James Goodwin, George Good-
win, or the estate of James Goodwin, since 1879? If so,
what were the nature and amount of such claim, and bas it
been paid ?
- Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN. There was a claim preferred
against the Government for extra work upon the wall separ-
ating Wellington and Bank streets from the Parliamentary
groands, by Jas. Goodwin, Geo. Goodwin, or the estate of
Jas. Goodwin. That claim wîs made on the 21st June,
le 79, and the details were sent by Mr. Goodwin to the De-
partment on the 26th of June, 1881. It was for extra exca-
vation in carth and rock and masonry. The claim was
carefully considered by the late chief architect, Mr. Scott,
and the present chief architect, 'who both considered that
the sum of $5,374.46 was duo to Mr. Goodwin. This amount
Mr. Goodwin accepted, and it having been placed in the
Supplementary Estimates of 1882-83, it was paid when it
became available. No further claim lias been made.

CLAIM OF Il. J. BEEMER.

Mr. FISIIER enquired, Has any award been made to H.
J. Beomer on account of bis claim for extra work in con-
nection with bis contract, or con tracts, for work on the gates
and fortifications of the city of Quebec ? If so, what amount
bas been awarded and how much paid on account thereDf ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Beemer made a claim
of $16,230.94 for extra work and losses sustained through
delays, &c. The chief architect, having roported that Mr.
Beemer was entitled to $5,000, that sum was offered to him
and accepted by him as payment in full of all claims,
provided Council consented to it. The matter is now being
considered in Council. It will not be paid without the
sanction of Parliament.

CLAIM FOR GAS LEAKAGE IN OTTAWA GOVERN-
MENT BUILDINGS.

Mr. LISTER enquired, fias the Ottawa Gas Company
presented any claim to the Public Works Department for gas
leakage in connection with supplying of gas to Ottawa
Dominion Government Buildings ? If so, what is the amount
of such claim ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. The Ottawa Gas Company
bas not presented any claim for gas leakage.

APPOINTMENT TO MILITARY COLLEGE STAFF.

Mr. CAMERON (Middlesex) enquired, Whether any ap-
pointment has recently been made te the staff of the Mili-
tary College? If so, whether the party appointed was a
graduate of the Royal Military College? If not, why?

Mr. CARON. I am not in a position to answer the
question of the hon. member. I do not know exactly what
information he desires to get. Appointments are being
continually made to the staff of the Royal Military College.
If the hon. gentleman wili specify what appointment ho
refers te, or the date of it, I will give him the information
ho requires.

Mr. ROBEaTSON.

THE GRAVENHURST-CALLANDER RAILWAY.

Mr. O'BR[E N enquircd, Is it the intention of the Govern-
ment, in view of the proposed completion of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway by the end of the year 1885, te take such
measures for the immediate construction of the lino from
Gravenhurst to Callander as to insure its being ready for
traffic by the lst day of May, 1886 ?

Sir CHARLES TUPPE R. I beg to say that it is the
intention of the Government to take proper measures to
secure the construction of the lino from Gravenhurst to
Callander.

CIIA RGES AGAINST THE POST IASTER AT
WIHEATLEY.

Mr. LISTER moved for a copy of the report of the Post
Office Inspector in London to the Postmaster General, made
during the year 1883, on charges made against a Mr. Cox,
the Postmaster at Wheatley, in the County of Essex, and
investigated by the said inspector or his deputy, together
with all letters and other papers to the Department relating
to the same. le said: I desire to say, without wishing at
all to prejudice the case of the gentleman who occupies the
position of postmaster at Wheatley, that it bas been repre-
sented to me that this postmaster during the year 1883, in
the course of bis duty, received a letter containing $500;
that that letter was proved to have come into his posses-
sion; and that no trace of it was ever found afterwards.
It bas aiso been represented that in the sale of stamps there
was also a deficiency in his account. 1 understand that
these charges have been investigated by the Post Offiee
.Inspector at London, and that the postmaster has refunded
the $500. De that as it may, if these statements are true,
and this man was a defaulter, he should have been dismissed.
I am told that ho was an active politician. I hope it is not
the case that bis political services have saved him from this
crime, if ho bas been really guilty of it; because, if people
throughout the country are given te understand that their
offences will be overlooked on account of their political
support, I can only say that it will demoralize the whole
public service. I trust that the bon. Postmaster General
will be able to deny these representations. If they are
true, the man ought undoubtedly to have been dismissed. I
shall refrain from saying anything further until the papers
are brought down.

Mr. CARLING. The postmaster's name is not Cox, but
Fox, and the amount of money that was said to be in the
money letter was not $500, but less than $100. The only
document I have on the subject is a confidential report
made by the Inspecter to the Department, that this money
letter was missing, and that it having been proved that the
letter had been posted at the Wheatley post office, the post-
master made good the amount of money. There is no
correspondonce, and there are no reports but the confidential
report to which I have referred.

Mr. LISTER. The hon. gentleman has Eaid nothing
about the stamps.

Mr. CARLING. There is nothing in the motion in
regard to stamps, and I have made no enquiry in regard to
them. I understand that the postmaster was in good stand-
ing at the time, and the only charge against him was with
regard to that money letter.

Mr. BLAKE. Does the hon. gentleman refuse the report?
Mr. CARLING. I certainly refuse to give the House the

confidential report from the inspector. I think all confi-
dential reports by inspoctors te the head of the Department
are for the Department and not to ho made publie.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose thore will be some reforence to
stamps in the report, confidential though it bo.
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Mr. CARLING. I think not.
Mr. BLAKE. I understand the postmaster has placec

himself in this position, that a money letter was lost, eithei
through his fault or under such circumstances that it has
been found necessary to propose to him that he should re
fund the money. In such a case the circumstances should
be made public. If they were such as not to inflict un3
stigma on the postmaster, it is better they should be made
known; if, on the other hand, they were such that the post
master ought not to be retained, the publie bas an interesi
in knowing that fact. If such circumstances have existed,
as the Postmaster General says have existed in this case
Parliament ought not to be deprived of an opportunity oû
judging the action of the Government in retaining the post.
master in the public service.

Sir JOHN A.MACDONAL D. It is absolutely necessary
for the efficient performance of the service of inspectors who
feel themselves called on to report rumours, impressions and
everything that will inform the head of the Department as
to any particular onquiry or enquiries, that these reports
should be confidential and not made public. That rule is I
think invariable. A motion can be easily formed so as to
warrant the Postmaster General in stating the full facts wby
he came to the conclusion that this postmaster should not
b. removed, but it is absolutely necessary for the efficiency
of the service that confidential reports should be treated as
confidential.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The Postmaster General bas already
ttated, that in consequence of the report of the inspector,
this officer was called on to refund the money. If ihat is
the case we are entitled to sec the report.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Postmaster General
can bring down a full statement of the facts, either of bis
own motion, or take an opportunity to-morrow before the
Orders of the Day are called, to explain why this officer is
now postmaster.

Mr. CARLING. The hon. member for Eist York (Mr.
Mackenzie) misunderstood me. I do not think I said the
postmaster was called on, in consequence of the report, to
refund the money, but the attention of the Department was
called to the fact that a money letter had been mislaid or
stolen. The inspector enquired into it, and found it
was not for $50, but for less than that, and the postmaster
said that if ho had evidence that the money letter had been
posted and that the amount in it was that represented, ho
would make it good, on the parties giving their affidavit to
that effect.

Motion withdrawn.

SWAN CREEK SURVEYS.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury), in moving for copies of all
reports of surveys made with a view of improving the navi-
gation of Swan Creek and Swan Creek Lake, Sunbury
County, N.B., by dredging or otherwise, and all correspon-
dence referring thereto, said : I have made this motion for
the purpose of ascertaning what the report is. I am
aware surveys have been made at this point by the
engineers of the Department and I am anxious to get the
report.

Motion agreed to.

MAIL SERVICE IN BRITISII COLUMBIA.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria), in moving for ce ps of petitions
and correspondence between the Dominion Gvernment and
any person or persons upon the subject of a daily mail ser-
vice between Port Townsend, in Washington Territory, and
Victoria, in the Province of British Columbia, being substi-
tuted for the semi-weekly service at prosent existing, said :

I am perfectly aware that when British Columbia came into
the Union, we only applied for a fortnightly mail botween

r Victoria and San Francisco, 750 miles, and for a semi-
weekly service between Victoria and Port Townsend, 38 or
40 miles; but it must be apparent from the returns that
have come in every year since Confederation te the
hon. members of the Ministry that the importance of
of British Columbia is vastly iccreasing. The export
of gold, lumber and coal cannot be over-estimated,
and I think that in view of this increasing commerce,
more frequent mail communication should be given us,
so that we may be placed in precisely the same position
as any other Province in this respect. I am not aware that
any other Province in the Dominion-with the exception of
Prince Edward Island for a bricf period last winter, whon
there was a tem orary cessation in the mail service owing
to the ice-that as net daily mail communication and fre-
quently several mails a day. All that British Columbia asks
is, that as now we are labouring under a great number of
disadvantages from our connection with the confeieracy
without doriving any of the corresponding benefits which
accrue te the eastern Provinces, we should have the same
facilities as those which the other Provinces enjoy. I dare
say it is in the memory of the -Administration that tbree
years back, a petition was sent in to the Privy Council in
these woids:

" That it is highly important to the commercial and general interbests
of the Province that more frequent and regular mail communication
should be maintained with the (Jnited States, in order that Canadian
and foreigu correspondence may be facilita'ed to the utmost: and
whereas daily communication bas for some time past been in operation
to Port Townsend, on Puget Sound, distant some thirty-five miles from
Victoris, where mails destined for Briti.h Columbia, remain on storage
from two to three days each week, until a Steamer crosses the Straits
twice a week, to convey.them te, ihis Province ; whereas, your petition-
erà are informed, and believe that for a shiglt addition to the subuidy at
present paid to the carrier of the mails on Puget Sound, daily mail
communication with British Columbia can be established. Your
petitioners therefore humbly ask, the attention of Your Excellency's
Government to this matter, in the hope and belief that the disabilities
under which the mail service now labours, will be speedily remedied.

This petition was signed by a very large number of the.influ-
ential Reople inVictoria City,Victoria District,NewWestmin-
ster, Esquimalt,Yale, Salt Spring Island, Quesnelle, Saaniche,
Clin ton, Stanley,Barkerville, Soda CreekKamloops, Spence's
Bridge,and Cache Creek, and, if it were not a matter ofsaving
time, it would have been signed in many other places. I men-
tion this te show that it is net essentially a Victoria matter
that 1 am advocating, bat a matter which is necessary in the
interests of the whole of the Province of British Columbia,
that we should have more frequent communication, and that
daily mail which I now advocate. I cannot too strongly
impress upon the Government the advisability ofgiving this
their very earliest attention, so that what I now advocato
may be established at a very early day.

Motion agreed te.

CITY POSTMASTER FOR VICTORIA, B.C.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria), in moving for copies of all
correspondence between the Dominion Government and
any person or persons upon the subject of appointing a city
postmaster in Victoria, B.C., separate and distinct from the
office of Post Office Inspector; as also of all matters in
connection with improvements to said post office and
increased efficiency of that department, said: I regret, Mr.
Speaker, that all my motions come together, as it looks as
if I desired to occupy unnecessarily the attention of the
Iouse, but that is not my intention. I desire this infor-
mation particularly, for 1 am led to believe that other
influences have been brought to bear te capsize, so to speak,
representations made by my colleague and myself. We
advocate that, inasmuch as the city of Victoria has now
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attained to such proportions as to entitle it to a city post-
master, distinct from the Post Office Inspector, it would
h to the interest of the Department to have those two
offices separate and distinct, so that the duties of the In-
spector might be satisfactorily performed, which could not
be donc if ho were þtationed at the city of Victoria. We
advocated, as the hon. the Postmaster General will bear me
out, that the office of inspector should remain, and that wc
should have a city postnaster appointed. Provision was
made, in a certain way, in the Estimates, for this change
then advocated by my colleague and mysclf, and we went
away feeling confident that this change would take place.
I have reason to believe that there has been some other
infiuance brought to bear, that there has been some
other reprosentation made to the Department at variance
with the representations which we made. We are here
to represent the people, and to state to the various Dapart-
monts what we consider necessary, not only to the different
constituencies we represent, but to the Province of which
wo form a part of the representation. Therefore, I am
particularly anxious to find out from whom the recom-
mendation came to make the change which bas been made ;
and, when the papers come down, I hope to have the infor-
mation I desire.

Notion agreed to.

MASTERS AND MATES CELTIFICATES.
Mr. BAKER (Victoria), in moving for a return show-

ing the names, rank, present positions occupied, length of
service at sea, of each individual who bas recoived a certifi.
ete of cither competeucy or service, under the Act passed
last Session makingpidovision for the examination of
masters and mates of coasters and inland waters, from the
passage of said Act to the nearest possible date, for each
and every Province of the Dominion; as aiso a statement
giving dates, and names of applicants who have been refused
certificates of service, and whose certificates have been, for
some reason, withheld, and the reason for such refusals or
retentions, said: I would only say in this connection that,
being a nautical man, I take a great interest in everything
that pertains to navigation and the examination of masters
and mates. I have, therefore, a desire to sec what effect
the Act of last Session bas had, not only in my own Pro-
vince, but aise in the whole Dominion, and I also desire to
find out who the people are who have applied for certifi-
entes of competency and service under the Act passe I last
Session.

Mr.McLELAN. There is no objection to give the hon.
gentleman all the information connected with the roturu
except the great amount of work it will impose upon the De-
partment. A very large number of certificates have been
issued, and from thirty-flve to fifty are being issued every
day, and the whole staff ofthat branch of the Department
are occupied in the preparation of those certificates. It is
therefore a very unfortunate period to impose upon that
staff the duty of preparing ai these returns. 1 think it
would be better for the hon. gentleman to delay his motion
for some time, ttùtil we get through with the work of issning
the certificates, aud, in the meantime, any information the
hon. gentleman inay require fDom the Department, he eau
have by oalHing. We would be most happy to farnish him
with any inforitation as to the workings of il, and the re-
suits of it; bu-t, if he wishes a fult retarn, it would be better
for him to délay hie motion for a perioi until we are in a
botter position to emply with it.

Mr. BAKER. I shall bo very glad indeed to comply
With the request of the hot. gentleman. My only object is
t oblain the infornoation, and the piarticular tine is not of
se great consequence. What I should like,atan early date,
is, the smail return which I ask for in connection with my

Mr. BAKER.

own partioular Province. That would not take mueh time.
I think it will only take about haIf an hour.

Mr. McTLELXAN. Yes, that can be granted. Tic motion
may pass with the understanding that sone delay May be
necessary in complying with it.

M3)tion agreed to.

INSPECTiON 0F VESSELS ON LAKES SUPEMOR
AND H URON.

1r. DAWSON, in moving for a return showieg what
ressels navigating the waters of Lake Superior and Huron
wero inspected during the past season of navigation, u*der
the authority of the Governmaent, with the Xanges of the
inspectors; also, a statement of vessels lost or gtranded- on
those lakes, within Canadian waters, showing the localities
where disasters occurred, and the number of lives lost in
each case, during the season of 1883, said: I would amend
this motion by adding the words "during the season of
1883," so as to givo the Department as little trouble as pos-
sible in making out the return. In making this
motion, Mr. Speakcr, I may say that I drew attention
last year to tie losses on the Groat Lakes, anid I am
sorry to say that thbit record bas toe hosupp.e-nentod
with another list of losses during the p,t sum-
mer-. Laist yoar I drew attention to no less than
twelve steamers that had been lost during the three
yeŽars previoum, involving a loss of life of nearly 300
persons, chiefly ny constituents, who were drowned in the
waters of the Georgian Bay, or lost their lives in burning
steamers. I considered it my duty to draw the attention of
the Government to these cit-cumstances in order that seme
remedy might bo applied. Tho hon. Minister of Marine
and Fishories last ycar pronised to bring down a Bill
which would, as far' as poisible, provide against the occur-
rence of such losses and the burning of steamers, by a bot-
ter m )Je of inspection and by preventing vessels fiom going
out when thev wcre overloaded or unseaworth. f hope the
hon. Minister bas not given up the idea of legislation in
this respect, and that the Bil will yet be brogiht down.
The following vessels wore lost within the past three
years: The Wabuno, lost on the Georgian Bay ; the
Sincoe, foundered in Lake Hu-on; the Jane Miller,
foundorel in Georgian Bay; the Northern Queen, wreek-
cd; the Vinnipeg, burnt; the Columbia, fondnred; th>
Manitoulin, burnt; the Asia, foundered ; the JosephMe Kdd,
burnt in sight of Wiarton; the Vanderbilt, burnt in the
north channel of Lake Huron. Theireason why I make
this motion is to draw attention to the further losses which
have occurred during the past year, and which ought net to
have occurred. In the beginning of December last, there
was a steamer going down from Port Arthur along the
coast, and she took in tow an old schooner, the Jane Rurlbert,
loaded with supplies, and having a large crowd ef men on
board. Everybody knew that schooner to bcdséaW6rthy.
She had been thirty years on Lake Supei*o, and
was only used during fine weather, in moving fam
one point to another, Well, that heavily-laden oauer
was put in tow of a small eteam tge te go down
the coast about 150 miles, with these mon *nd splis en
board. Ail went well with them until after passing SItte
Islet, some distance. They kept too far out, and a squaR atia-
ing the steam tug captain, getting alarmed, eut loose from
the schooner. The schooner got into the trough of the
sea, and she bad neither sail nor a man on board who knew
how to manage ber. There was simply a crowd of mon
who were trusting entirely to the steamer to tow
them safely to their destination; and in the storàle whole
number, some twenty or twenty-five, at least-4dd s"e
say a good many more-went down Mrth thé é6ei
and were lost. Now, surely this is e thirig that odbe Éeol
to have occurred. Surely there onght to be some Èimóxtb y
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at the harloar or -pQrt tbat' would say, after an inspec
tion of a vesel of .that kind: " Yon shall not go ou
with auch a vemsel in weather like this; you shall not risl
the livesof these men and take them out whore the chance
ao about equal whether they will get ashore or perish ir
the waves." Bat that is not the only case. Anothe
veasel called the Enterprise, through mismanagement
went down with sevon seuls on board at the Strait
of Missssagua and aIl perished. There have also beer
other disasters aud losses which I need inot particularize
but I will say it is necessary that some measurek
should le adopted to prevent unseaworthy and over
loaded vessels fromu going out. The fact is that old
hulks that have been in use in other waters are sen
up to Lakes Saperior and Huron, and they corne tc
grief in stormy weather. There is another point tc
which I wvould refer. Very good vessels have been losi
through the cargos of wheat they carry, shifting its
pzsition. Now, ocean-going vessels are obliged to have
shifting boards, or to put the wheat in sacks, which
cannot shift, but on these lake vessels there is no regula.
lion whatever. They Joad the wheat in bulk, and
when the vessel gets into a heavy sea and rolis from side to
aide, the wheat shifts and down the vessel goes. That was
the case with the Simcoe on Lake Huron, when she went,
down with twolve people on board. A very good law was
passed last year providing for the examination of masters
and mates of vessels, which, I have no doubt, will do a
great deal of good. But some mcans ought to bc taken
te sec that vessels are proporly constructed. Some vossels
have such beavy works on dec k as to render them top hcavy,
and in a gale of wind they are turned over and go down. ln
all cases I think it would be necessary, as in ocean ve 'sels, to
have a summer lino and a fall line, so that the vessels should
not be loaded . beyond a given depth; and then there
shonld be inspection at the ports to prevent them from
carrying a load on deck in stormy weather. Captains some-
times put the load on deck in order that they may throw it
off more easily when they coe to a port, and this exposes
the- boat to great danger in case of a heavy sea. I think
the Custoims officers should attend to such cases, or that the
harbour masters should exorcise some oversight in refer-
ence lo them. A departmental return was brought
down ilast year in roference to hesoe losseý. I t contained a
gmeat deal of information, but the Departncnt was not in
possessin of the details of all the disasters that lad occurred.
1iere is a letter with that return from a Mr. Mackenzie, of
the Port of Prequ'Isle, near Owcn Sound, and lie says, in
regardto these losses:

" With regard to my views and opinion of the loss of the Jane Mdler:
I am fully convinced she was lost by being in a damaged condition pre.
vious to oading and then over-loading in that state. She had run on
Club Island the previous trip and had to be scuttled to keep ber from
going to pieces, and after baving been raised was leaking badly and
loaded in that state without any repairi. I place the following as my
opi4gon in t-he marter.

1. ne Jat Mifer was in a damaged etat) before loading from being
on-the rocks at Ohib Island, and was leaktng.

2. Drerloading withait repairs; in fact she was loaded too mach for
any con~dition ae-d weatber.

3. Ie apseity of ber captiain.
4 Reeemaeas ofher captain i not payiag attention to the weather.

He wad pAy no attention t oatorm waramga, wben it was well knowr,
aU ,tiieýbeai captai,-had the fullest conliience in th- correctness of the

torm W*arning.q tis asaon.'1

That is Mr. Mackenzie's view. HerI e is the view of Inspect or
Ribleg of Toronto, in regard te thc Asa. 71e says:

" It is evident frotn their nuiber, there ls sometbing Wrong some-
Wher, e i<r in abe hirild etUie *eza, their loading or their manage.
mes4 #Mpan three ,eontribute. n-be startIing feature of them, the
totalon sad aid ti e b#lalso pointa in th same direction, that
there l rot" radia 4fect tha shonid be removed. I woui-therefore
recommanditbat , iaister appint wo jaereens toe-siat me in7 the
inuaotatino 'the ose f i-he 4ia."

It is Mr. Risley's view that there issome radical defeot,; .a.nd
t certainly, in my opinion, the Department of Marine and
k Fisheries should take measures as soon as possible to hgre
s some system established by which there will be some regu-

lation sc) that vessels cannot go ont over loaded in the fal of
the year. It is chiefly from over-loading that these loses
occur. I may be excused from calling attention to this

s matter, as it is within the waters of the constituency I
represent that these disasters have occurred. Within
the last few years no less than three hundred of the
people of Algoma or more have been carried to the

- bottom of the Lake or been burnt on burning steamers.
Moreover, these people were not of the clas

t known as navvies going up the lakes, but wore men
settlod in the country, traders and capitaliats who are the
most active in building up a new country. We lost the two
leading mon on Manitoulin Island-Mr. Tinkis of Manitow-
aning, and Ir. Robert IIenry, of Mudge Bay, one residing
in the middle and the other at the ond of the Island. These
two men had built up large villages wbich are growimg into
towns, and the loss of such people is no ordinary los to a
new country. Under these circumstances, my constituents
have urged me to press strongly on the Governmentthe
necessity of some inspection being enforced in ordor te pro-
vent such disasters from taking place; in my remarks I
have eniumerated fourteen vessels lost with a terrible sacri-
fice of life.

Mr. MoNEILL. Mr. Speaker, i think the importance of
the motion which bas been made by the hon. member and
of the subject ho bas brought before the House can scarcely
be exaggerat<d. I, like the hon. member for Algoma,
roproseit a constituency which adjoins the waters of Lake
Huron, and I am besides specially interested in the matter
to which ho hrs roferred, because ho bas adverted to a
report which was made with reforence to an unfortunate
man who is now no longer alive to defend himself. I refer
to the late captain of the Jane Miller, a vessel which was
lost within sight of the window3 of my own bouse. The
captain of that vessel, so far from being an incapable man,
as is reprosented in the report alluded to, was a man of
notorious capacity, of the very greatest energy, possess-
ing the fullest knowledge of his profession and atthe
I amrne time almost infinite resource. l fact if there
be one reason more than another which probably
brought abon t the loss of the Jane Miller on the night
referred to, it was because the captain was so specially
capable and trusted too much to his resources. It is notori-
ous in that neighbourhood that he was an excec Jingly skilful
man. The Jane Miller, according te the opinion of all those
in that neighbourhood, was lost from this cause: From over-
loading and improper loading, and from the oculiar form
of the vessel, and those are matters whieh bave been
brought before the no:ice of the House by the hon. member
for Algoma (Ir. Dawson). I think it is impossible te press
too strongly on the consideration of the Goverument the
importance of having some definite step taken in ordor te
overcomo the danger arising from those sources. Sa far
as over loading is concerned, I think if something of the
nature of the Plimsoll mark were adopted, and a circle
placed on the broadside of caeh vessel, it would have
a very benoficial effect in saving 1 le on the lakes. In
England every vessel going to sea bears on lier broad.
side a circle, and through the middle of it there is
drawn a horizontal lino, so that everyone can sec if the
vessel is loaded below the line or not, and in that way
notice is given to the public by the officer sailing the vessel
whether or not le is iufringing the law. IL is a simple
provision, and one which has been found to work very well
in England, and I do net sec why it miht not be adoptod
here. Thon again, as the hon. member fr Algoma has
pointod out, it is vory nocssary that there shouldbe sm
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definite measures adopted to prevent improper loading,
which is a different thing frorm overloading. In many
cases vessels are lost by reason of their carrying too
much deck cargo, as the hon. gentleman has pointed
out, and I believe in the particular instance referred
to, that of the Jane Miller, this was oneof the reasons
why she was lost. Cargo was piled high up on the
deck, and when she was turnel in towards the land
to get some firewood, the supply having been all burnt up,
she listed and the centre of gravity being too high she turned
right over. It is quite clear that the accident occurred very
suddenly, for she was lost within a few yards of the shore
and no one got to land. It was a severe night, there was a
snow storm, but the water was perfectly smooth, and as the
accident occurred so suddenly there was not time for those
on board, who were no doubt all under cover, to get clear
and get to shore. At ail events every soul on board was
lost within two or three hundred yards of the shore. If the
vessel had been built decently, not like a two-sltory house
placed on a saucer, she would not in all probability
have been lost; but the vessels now navigating our
waters and carrying passengers are built on that principle.
They draw scarcely any depth of water, they carry
high superstructures, built on a shallow base, and so,
soon as they get into the trough of the sea they
become perfectly unmanageable. Thisgreat superstructure
acts as an unmanageable and untrimmable sail, and when it
begins to blow, and when she is paying off the wind a little
too much or carrying too much weather helm, there is no
possibilily of doing anything to save the vessel, and she is
entirely at the mercy of the elements. Until we have
stringent regulations in operation disasters will occur on
the lakes; and I hope the Government will address itself
to this serions question, because it is in point of fact to
those traversing our lakes a matter of life or death.

Mr. SPROULE. I am glad the hon. member for Algoma
placed this notice of motion on the paper because it gives

on. members another opportunity of calling the attention
of the Minister of Marine and of the Government to
the very large number of lives and the large anount of pro-
perty lost annually on the inland waters of Canada. For
several years there bas scarcely becn a semon without some
record of loss cither of hfe or property on Georgian Bay,
Lake Huron or Lake Superior. As the navigation of our
inland waters increases, the subjeet grows in importance. A
few years ago the small number of vessels to be found on
our lakes made it possible that only a smali loss
could be sustained, compared with what occurs to-day.
But as year after year the trade on those lakes increases,
as well as the number of people who travel by water, the
larger these losses seem to become, and the greater the
amount of property that is destroyed and the number of
lives lost. Last year in one port on the Georgian Bay we
fIid that no less that 767 vesselslentered and departed, and
that was the only port out of a large number on Lake
Huron and Georgian Bay into which boats of these various
ines entered. We find also that at that one port the

tonnage of these vessels amounted to no less than 320,755
tons, so that fromthese facts we can estimate the importance
of the subject before the House. It is true that the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries has been making amendments to
those Acts within the past few years, and ho has thereby
done much to mitigate the dangers to the travelling

ublic, as well as the liability to loss of property.
I think those late amondments are in the right direc-
tion, and the only objection that can be taken to
them ii that they do not go far enough, and that thore
are other amendments which I think, it would be
desirable in the interests of life and property, should be
made. The first amendment which he made provided for
the inspection of boilers, and it has donc a great deal ofgood.

Mr. McNEiLL.

It bas removed from use a large number of boilers which
might be expected at any time to explode or to lead other-
wise to the destruction of life and property. The next
amendment provided for the inspection of hulls, and when
we learn that the hull of one of the vessels which went down
near Parry Sound was said to be so rotten that the wood
could be pulled in pieces, I think that is sufficient to show
the importance of that amendment. Then we have a Bill for
the examination of Masters and Mates, and one whose impoi t-
ance, I think, cannot bo overestimated, because it is essen-
tial that none but competent men should be put in charge
of those vessels. Bat, as I said before, I think we might go
further. Last ycar when this question was under discus-
sion in the House I suggested if possible an amendment
should be made which would compel the inspection of
cargoes, not only as to their quantity, but as to the manner
in which they are distributed on the b>ats. I still think
that such a provision is necessary. I tbink we should have
some competent officer appointed to see that ves 3els leaving
their ports are not improperly loaded. I understand
that there is a law which would prevent vessels from
leaving port overloaded, but the diffi-uity, as I am informed,
is that no person seems to have power to stop these vessels
when they are overloaded. I think it would be a decided
improvement if some competent person was assigned the
duty of looking after these vessels, with imperative instrue-
tions that no vessel should leave port when it was overloaied,
or the cargo distributed in such a way as to endanger life
or property. Again, I think that inspections should be
made more than once a year. One of the vessels, as mon-
tioned by the hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson), was
considered seawortby in the early part of the season, but
after undergoing the dangers of the season she was not
inspected again, and the result was that she made another
trip, in which she lost her cargo and lier crew. Then again,
I think before vessels go out an inspection should be made
as to whether they carry all the life-saving apparatus that
is necessary. A boat may be laden lightly at one time and
not require so many of these appliances as when she is
hoavily laden, or when a larger numle: of passengers are
carried. I think, therofore, it should be the duty of the
inspectors to sec that the number of these appliances
should bçar omo propoition to the number of passen-
gers who may be upon her on a particular trip.
t think that in view of the increasing trade on the e
upper lakes, in view of the large number of vessels
that bave been lost, and the large number of lives
that have been sacrificed, the Minister of Marine and the
Government should not consider it out of place t: make
more stringent laws in reference to these matters, and by so
doing they will earn the respect of the people of the
country, and do a great deal in preventing the loss of life
and property which now take place.

Mr. O'BRIEN. This is a matter in which my c>nstitu-
ents are largely interested, as many of them have to do
most of their travelling by means of such vessels as have
been described by the hon. gentlemen. Some of these vos-
sels belong to a class of old hulks which, though they may
be fit enough to navigate the Welland Canal, are totally
unfit for sailing in the more dangerous waters of Georgian
Bay and the Upper Lakes. Their square shape and their
high bides, standing high out of the water, render them
perfectly unsafe when storms arise on these waters, and
especially along the rocky shores of the Georgian Bay. I
suppose it is not thought of much consequence whether
these vessels are suitable for such a service or not, consider-
ing that so' few wealthy people, members of Parliamont,
and people of distinction, travel by them, and that because
only settlers and fishermen and that class of people are lost,
these calamities do not amount to much. I think if mem-
bers of Parliament, or a Minister or teo, had to travel on
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them, we would soon find the law amended. As to the cargoes
they carry, the difficulty is not, perhaps, so much about
the weight of the cargo as the manner in which it is
loaded, as it is considered convenient, in going from
one port to another, to put the greater part of a cargo on the
upper decks. The build of these vessels is exactly as des-
cribed by the hon. member for North Bruce (Mr. McNeill)
and it is such as to make it utterly impossible for them to
resist a storm of any severity, especially when the wind is
aft. They are built altogether too high, and the upper
works are too light in proportion to the lower works, so that
they are liable to every sort of accident. I hope that either
by some law or some system of inspection, measures will be
taken, before another season, to prevent a recurrence of such
accidents. If something is not done, I think a very heavy
responsibility will rest upon those who are in charge of
this matter. I speak strongly on this subject, because dur-
ing the last two or three years many families in the con-
stituency which 1 represent have not only lost their property
but their lives, or their relatives have been sacrificed by
these accidents. The danger is not so great on the
class of vessels which ply from Sarnia and other ports, to
Duluth, because the owners of these lines are in.
terested in building them and fitting them in such a way
as to render them suitable for the service; but it is on the
smaller routes, such as those from Midland and Penetangui-
shene, that we find the worst class of vessels. It is true
they are chiefly employed in navigating among the Islands
where there is no great risk, but at the same time, they
have fiequently to navigate the open waters, in which they
are exposed to great danger. I hope the Minister will
take the matter into consideration, and that he will regard
himself as being under a heavy responsibility in the
matter, for the country will look to him to provide some
remedy for the evils which have been indicated.

Mr. ALLEN. The experience of those who have had
anything to do with the vessels which are navigating
Georgian Bay has been really disheartening. I can endorse
every word lhat has been said by the hon. member from
North Bruce, especially with regard to the vessel called the
Jane Miller. I had the honour of being a partner in another
business with the captain of that vessel, and a more honour-
able man, or a better seaman could not be found. He is a
man thoroughly acquainted with every corner and every bay
on the lake. Thore is not the least doubt that that vassel
was lost through overloading, and I hope the Government
will make arrangements for preventing vessel owners and
captains and mates from overloading their vessels, especially
in the fall of the year. It is a melancholy fact that a great
many of the vessels now lost on Georgian Bay and Lake
Huron have been lost from this cause. I hope the Govern-
ment will adopt such measures as will not only necessitate
the proper inspection of vessels, to see that they are sea-
worthy, but as will also prevent overloading.

Mr. LISTER. I wish to say just a few words on this
motion. Living on a lake port, and being somewhat fami-
liar with shipping on the inland waters of this country, I
agree with all that has been said by the gentlemen who have
preceded me. There is no doubt whatever that some legis.
ation is necessary at this time. We must bear in mind that

within the last two years the inland shipping of the
Dominion has grown to enormous proportions. We aise
know that many of the ship-owners of the Province of
Ontario have done everything which they possibly could do
to protect the lives of the sailors who may be in their care
for the time being ; but we were also aware that many vessel
owners have not taken that care which was incumbent upon
them. On the Upper Lakes-liake Huron and Lake Superior
-it is notorious that vessels are sent ont loaded, which are
entirely unfit for the voyages for which they are
itended, as well as improperly loaded ; and tbe result is,
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that within the last two or three years, there has been
an appalling loss of life. It is time the Government should
take this matter into their own hands and introduce such
legislation as will protect life on the great inland waters
of this country. I hope, now that the attention of the
hon. Minister of Marine bas been called to this important
matter, he will not fail to take some active steps in the
interest of that neglected class, the sailors of this country.
It is true they have no representative hero to speak for
them, but they are under the care of this Government as
much as any other class'in the country. I hope that the
prescnt unsatisfactory state of affairs will soon cease, and
that the Government will take care to protect the lives of
sailors by seeing that unseaworthy vessels are not permitted
to go out, and that all vessels are properly loaded.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. McCALLUM. Hon. gentlemen who have spoken on

this subject have pointed out the importance of caring for
the great interest of the marine of this country. Well, Sir,
the present Government, I consider, as dealt justly with
that interest. A very large amount of money has been
spent to build harbours to provide for the safety of life and
property, as well as to erect lighthouses, in order to guide
vessels at night and keep them ont of danger; we have also
a life-boat service in the interest of the sailors. I believe
the hon. member for West Lambton (Mr. Lister) said that
the sailors had no friende in this louse. I say that all
Governments in this country have looked after the interests
of the sailors. We have an inspection of steamboats.
Formerly the inspection of vessels was done by the under-
writers: but it was only last year, I believe, that we
provided for the inspection of hulls. I know that the
class of vessels formerly built in this country were not the
best class for heavy weather; they were too light. Some
hon, gentlemen have spoken of the danger of overloading ;
but the principal trouble with a vessel is when she is light.
Many ofour vessels have been built to carry a large cargo
on a small draught of water, owing to our shallow harbours
and canals; but there will not, of course, be any more of
that class built, as our harbours and canals have been deep-
ened and enlarged. With regard to the loss of life on our
inland waters, hon. gentlemen must not forget that so long
as we have men employed in the carrying trade of this
country, there will be more or less loss of life. So far as
inspection is concerned, I consider that we have a good
class of inspectors ; but the trouble is that, with most of our
vessels, there is more danger when they are light than when
they are loaded. There is no man who bas more interest in
having a vessel properly loaded, than the man who sails
her and risks his life upon lier, aid le is the man who
should see to the loading of that vessel ; and scattered as we
are on these inland coasts, it would cost a large amount of
money to maintain a sufficient number of inspectors to look
after the loading of vessels. Therefore, hon. gentlemen
have not given due consideration to this matter when they
say that we should have vessels loaded under Government
inspection.

Mr. STAIRS. Mr. Speaker, permit me to say one or
two words to the House on this matter, though somewhat
against the argument adduced by the hon. gentleman
who has preceded me. I wish to caution the Government
to be very careful in anything they do to provide for
the inspection of vessels in the Lower Provinces. I
agree with all that has been said before as regards the
importance of the Government doing everything that can
be done towards the preservatioh of life and property on the
lakes and also on the sea-cast of this Dominion, but I think
the experience of the Maritime Provinces does not tend to
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show that, with respect te the coasting, any great risk is run.
An inspection would only show that, on the whole, our sailing
vessels in the Maritime Provinces are well and thoroughly
built and are manned by men who perfectly understand
how to sail them, most of these having navigated
such small vessels around the coasts of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswiek from the days of their boyhood.
They are practical seamen, who have grown up in
the service and thoroughly understand all the ins and
outs and all the intricacies of coast navigation. Tak-
ing the average of a large number of years it bas been
found that very little loss of life bas occurred on or along
the coasts of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick through
these coasting vessels, nor as to the question of overloading,
have there been many accidents from this cause; very few
accidents have occurred in the case of vessels engaged in the
coal trade in lINova Scotia and New Brunswick through over-
loading. The Government should be very careful in this
matter and should not apply the inspection on any very
strict laws to these vessels, unless it be found absolutely
needed, and experience has shown that such an inspection is
net needed. 1 will say, however, that should, after enquiry
and examination, the Government find a strict inspection
necessary, I would, in the interest of life and property, be
very willing to see a careful inspection carried out.

Mr. GUILLET. This is a very difficult matter to
proceed with, one involving very important interests,
and the Government in this matter should move very care-
fully and slowly. We have nothing before us to show
that there is not already sufficient protection to life and
property, as regards vessels navigating our sea-coasts and
inland waters; we have no petitions from the Sailors
Unions or from the sailors themselves or the people
themselves. The sailors have had their interests looked
that after by this Government, which was careful to see
the wages of the crew were made a first lien on the
vessel, and that payment of wages could be enforced by
the sailors on their going before two magistrates in any
port. As regards overloading, it will be very difficult to fix
-a loading line. The most scientific ship builders have had
difficulty in this, especially with vossels built entirely of
wood, the conditions of which are constantly changing
This suggested inspection would also involve the placing
of an expert inspector in every little harbour, in many
of which the fees would not, by any means, be suf-
ficient to afford him an adequate salary. As te the
carrying capacity of vessels, that varies with the different
kind of cargoes carried. There are great differences in
cargoes. A vessel can, with safety, carry a much larger
tonnage of coal than of iron, at least 25 per cent. more. It
will be seen, therefore, that it will be very difficult for the
Government to apply a rule. Such a course would probably
do more harm than good te the trade of the country. As
regards mercantile vessels engaged exclusively l the carry.
ing of merchandise, there is no necessity for an inspection;
as regards vessels carryiug passengers i will net undertake
to say, but we have no complaint of any loss of life or
unnecessary risk on that account. In the Upper Lakes the
l0ss of life has been chiefly caused by ignorance of the
character of those lakes, through shoals and sunken rocks
net being marked on the charts, but the Government are
now having surveys made, especially in Georgian Bay, in
order te show more clearly the dangers of navigation. The
GoverMnent deserve great credit for the protection they
have given te navigation, by the erection of ighthouses and
the building of harbours of refuge wherever they may be
placed with .advantage, particularly lu inland waters.

Mr. PAIlff. Reference has been made te the Plim-
soll Act. It is net as applicable te this as to the
old country, where a great many -owners of ves-
sels command and control their own property. in

ir. STAIRS.

England the Plimsoll Act was intended to reach parties
who loaded old vessels very deeply and -sent them te
sea with the intention of wrecking them. Many ,of
these men were net able te insure such ships in Eng4and,
but patronised the insurance companies on the con-
tinent of Europe where they wore not known. The-great
danger arises, even in our own Dominion, from overloadng,
at our coal ports, and where stone cargoes are-carried,; but
this might be remedied te some extent by a careful Port
Warden, who would dietate te what extent a ship
would load, or if she were too deeply laden, would compel
her to discharge a part of her -cargo. Our ships
in the Lower Provinces are built under inspection,
but this las net been the custom, I understand, on
the lakes heretofore. Our Lower Province ships have
been more seaworthy, and have been classed under Lloyd's
Survey, the French Bureau Veritas or the American
Lloyd's. This inspection is applied te all vessels over 150
tons burden. Our small fishing vessels have net yet come
under the inspection; but they are substantially built. It
has been found, I must acknowledge, that at times even a
high prenium of insurance las not deterred owners and
shipmasters from overloading their vessels. Althouglh great
vigilance is exercised by the underwriters in the different
ports, owners of cargo and bottoms have net assisted them
in this direction. Of course it will be a very proud thing if
this Dominion should possess the best merchant shippiag
Act in the world, which -might justly be:expected of us, iaas-
much as we are acknowledged te be the fourth oounMzy as
regards the owning of ships. We should aim at perfecting
the building and controlling the sailing of our mer-
chant marine to the utmost extent possible. I trust that if
there is anything done in connection with this matter, the
Act will be made te extend te British Columbia as well, as
there they make large shipments of coal and lumber ;
unless the shipping trade should be relegated te the Chinese.
In that case, of course, there would net be se much-cause for
anxiety.

Mr. DAVIES. If I understood correctly the retnarks of
the hon. gentléman who moved this motion, he appealed te
the Ministry te make the Inspection A-ct a little more
stringent than it is at present, and I anderstood him tobhàve
spoken with reference te facts in the part of the Dominion
from which he comes. There is no doubt a good deal to be
said from his standpoint. However, there is such a thing
as legislating in too great a hurry, and without proper
regard to the interests of tho large lumber of those who
have their money invested in ships in this Dominion. The
Inspection Act, which has been the subject of conversation
for the last heur or two, is stringent enough, and too stin-
gent in many respects. I had occasion, at an early part of
the Session, te call the hon. gentleman's attention te its
stringency, and its unfair stringency, in view of its vesting
arbitrary power in the hands of an inspecter who is racti-
cally irresponsible, and I was in hopes, from what i then
said, and rom the facts which I knew te be in the hon.
gentleman's knowledge, that ho would have seen fit te con-
sider the question of granting a Court of Appeal, te -which
an injured ship- owner could appeal in cases ;where the
inspector used his powers in ̂ an unfair oirrbitrary meaner.
I do net know whether the hon. gentleman -hasmade up his
mind in that matter, but I do think'4lereýcan be but one
answer te the demand made on the part of ship-owners, that
their property :should net b-3 subjected te anýarbitrary
inspection without their having the right to;appeal. There
are one or two respects in which I think the Act is
defective. It does net apply te eteamers -which trade
between the United States or any port in the 'United
States and the Provinees. There are several of -these
lines and some of them are of a very excellent
haracter. There is the line -between t. John amd
aBMtpert, whiobh h8e 'ben 1maning ugor MEDy %YZ0684/i I
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belleve hu never had an accident. Then, there is the line
between Boston, Halifax, and Prince Edward Island, and
other linos, and, while these steamboats are not subject to
an -inspection at all, our own are subject to inspection.
I do not condemn the Inspection Act per se. I think
that, if it is applied to our own boats, it should also
be .applied to these foreign boat@, or boats running to a
foreign port. I desire, however, to call attention to the con-
troversy which has been going on in England for the last
six months between the shipowners and the energetic
president of the Board of Trade there, Mr. Chamberlain.
Aithough the shipowners in England have a right of
appeal, which they have exeroised successfully in many
instances, in the protection of their own interests, they are
not satisfied, and insist on going further; and the claim they
make has been put forward with such ability, and has been
backed up by such an array of facts, that the Board of
Trade, as I gather from the remarks of its president, is
about to provide that the inspector shall not alone, of his
own more motion, be allowed to make an order, but shall be
aceompanied on his inspection, when lie inspects a ship, by
a representative of the shipowner. Now, with us, the
inspector cornes down alone, and goes when he likes-and I
do not object to that, of course-on board of the steamer,
unaccompanied by any one on the part of the shipowner;
he makes his report, and from that report there is prac-
tically no appeal whatever. No matter what loss or inconve.
nience the shipowner is subjected to by it, he must abide by it.
1 think there is no other h',inch of our law, in which interests
so tremendous are involved, that are left to the decision of a
practically irresponsible judge. I would submit to the hon.
Minister that, instead of proceeding in the direction ot
making the Act more stringent in the cases to which it now
applies, he should proceed more in the lines in which the
Government of England is proceeding, that is, that the
shipowner shal have tho priviiege, when the inspector maires
hie inspection, of having a representative of the shipowner
on the inspection, having an equal voice with the official
inspector, and, if they do not agree, let the appeal go to the
Minister. If it goes to the Minister now, as in form it is pro-
vided in the Act that it shall go, it goes on the report of the
inspector himself, and the Minister can make but one ruling
on the facts which are presented by the inspector, because
ne one supposes that the inspector will report facts which
will justify a reversal of his decision-he will rather report
facts which will justify its being confirmed. The Minister
has no means of getting other facts. He is practically, as I
said before, a mere puppet in the hands of his inspector.
He must necessarily be so; he has not a personal know-
ledge of the vessel inspected ; he cannot have that personal
knowledge. He only obtains it through the mouth of his
inspector, whose report he will be bound to support. The
Minister seemed to think there would be a difficulty
in constituting a Court of Appeal, owing to the necessary
expense, but I do not think there need be mach expense.
The Court of Appeal might be a very simple one indeed.
But I would read to the;hon. gentleman the remarks made
by Mr. Chamberlain, president of the Board of Trade, to the
shipowners of Liverpool upon this very question, not limit-
ing the rights the shipowners already had, but rather
extending those rights and giving them the privilege of
having a representative at the inspection itself, so that
their rights might be properly guarded at the outset:

" I ask you to remember what happens now. The Board of Trade
official is really witness and prosecutor, if you please, and judge in the
case himself. He goeu down to your ship, and thinks it is overloaded
or that certain repairs or alterations ahould be made in it. He requires
thern to be made, and in the great majority of cases-for there really
have been very few appeals indeed-you make them, not, perhaps,
because you agree with him, but in onier to save troume snd further ex-
pense an you make them upon bis sole authoSity. That is the position
now. Now, what do Ipropose 1I propos tbat myofhershould no longer
be able to stir a step in the firest instance without he was accompanied
bynof yourehesm and that he ahould have with bim atevery stop a

representative of the shipowners, with an equal vote. The reult of
that would be to give te the shipowners an absolute veto upon all the
prelimiary proceedings of the Board of Trade, unless we thought the
matter of such serious importance that we carried it to the Court of
Appeal. See how that would work. I presume you would elect as your
representative an honest and honourable man. Our surveyor would
thnk a ship was overladon. .He would go to the shipownera' renresen-
tative. The whole matter might be sett ed in half an hour. àt any
rate, there would be no delay. They would go down to the ship toge
ther. They would hear what the owner of the ship had to say to the
matter. The Board of Trade surveyor 'trould have au opportunity of
knowing, which he has not now, whatever reasons the owner had to
allege against the proceedings the surveyor was anxious to take. He
would very likely be conviuced, and if ho was not, he could not proceed
without the authority of the representative of the shipowners. The
matter would thon have to come to the Board of Trade. I believe it
would come in very few cases. I believe there would be such an under-
standing that the interests were common interests between the represen-
tatives of the Board of Trade and the representatives of the shipowners,
that in the majority of cases the matter would be settled on the spot."
Even in England, where a Court of Appeal exista, the Pre-
sident of the Board of Trade suggests that it would be more
in the interests of shippers that the inspector should be
accompanied by a representative of the shipowner at the
inspection in the first instance, so that justice might be done
from the start. Now the inspector is unaccompanied, and,
unless he asks the shipowner's agent to accompany him, ho
goes alone and inspects the vessel, ho makes what report he
pleases, which is practically unappealable from, and I
submit that this bas worked, and is calculated to work,
great and grave injustice. I believo that, if any change is
made in the Act which now exists, and in respect of the
property now subject to the Act, it should be made in the
interests of the shipowners, to givo them a right to bo
represented when the inspection is being made, and if that
is not done, that they most assuredly should have, as overy
other subject has when his property and rights are invaded,
the power to take an appeal to some independent tribunal,

Mr. McLELAN. I have to thank the hon. gentleman
who introduced this subject, and who has been the means of
eliciting the expressions of opinion which we have heard
from various members of the House who feel a deep interest
in this matter. This question bas, to a large extent, engag-
ed the attention of the Government, and, as head ot the
Department specially entrusted with the management of
these affairs, I have taken a great deal of interest in it and
given it very careful consideration. I have listened with
attention to the observations that have been made by dif-
feront speakers on this subject, in order to ascertain the
opinions of those who represent those interests in various
parts of the Dominion. It is quite true, as has been said hy
the hon. member for Monck (Mr. McCallum), that all Gov-
vernments have given consideration to this question, and
all may ho said to have been the friends of the sailors and
to have done much for their benefit. As has been said by
my hon. friend, our coasts have been lighted, and are now as
well lighted, perhaps, as any marine coasts in the world;
we have endeavoured to buoy all the shoals and dangerous
approaches on our coasts; we have provided fog-signals at
the principal points, in order that the sailors may know
where danger exists ; and we are now engaged in the survey
of the Georgian Bay and Lake Huron, that have not been
heretofore sufficiently surveyed. It bas been brought to
the attention of the Government that rocks and shoals
exist in the lakes that were not laid down on the
chart. When this matter came to my notice, I brought
it to the consideration of my colleagues in the Council,
and received authority and instructions to make
arrangements for a survey of those lakes, in order
that the dangers existing there might be more clearly
defined and made known to the mariner. Parliament was
good enough to authorize an expenditure for that purposei I
may gay that we were not able to obtain from the Admir-
alty, at an early date, the appointment of a man to under-
take this work until the season was considerably advanced ;
however, he had time to spend several months in the
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Georgian Bay and ascertain the exact bearing and locality
of a number of shoals, and these have boen laid down on
the new charts which have been issued by the Admiraity this
winter. That survey will be continued during the coming
summer, and as the work progresses from year to year, the
results will be laid down upon each new chart that may be
issued by the Admiralty. I know there has been consider-
able loss of life upon these.Upper Lakes; but I do not know
that there has been more loss there than in the navigation
of other waters. The trade is very large upon those lakes,
and is increasing; still, I do not think the proportion of loss
bas been very much more than upon the ocean. It ought to
be very much less. I admit that if proper care were taken
in the construction of ships and in the management of vos-
sels, the loss of life would be much less. About the time I
came to the Department, there had been two or three very
serions disasters upon the lakes, that turned my attention
specially to that subject. I had reason to believe that the
cause lay, to a considerable extent, in the construction or
form of the vessels. I obtained the services of a practical
man and sent him to examine quietly the construction of
the vessels that were employed upon the lakes, and to give
me privately the result of that investigation. He found in
that investigation that many vessels were engaged in carry-
ing passengers, which were properly described by some hon.
gentleman here as more saucers, with a large superstructure,
that perhaps four-fifths of the tonnage of the vessel consisted
in the houses on the deck and the superstructure which
rendered them top-heavy ; in other words, they were like
i o rnany sails that could at no time be furled, and the force
of the winds took entire possession of the ship and
they became unmanageable. These vessels were mainly
engaged in carrying passengers. I thon felt that it
was necessary that something should be done in order,
if possible, to control the use of such vessels through
which, I have had no doubt, considerable loss of life
was occurring. For this purpose a Bill was introduced
and passed in the Parliament of 1882, providing fur the
inspection of the hull of all passenger vessels. We had
previously provided for the inspection of the boilers and
machinery of steamboats, but there was very little inspec-
tion by competent and practical men of the hulls of steam-
bouats. In that Act, it is provided that properiy qualified
inspectors should beý appointed from whom vessels
should obtain a certificate. It was provided that these
nspectors should make an inspection of the vessels,
and that, together with the Inspectors of Boilers and
Machinery, they should fix the number of passengers
that a vessel would be permitted to carry upon a certain
route. It bas been stated by some bon. gentlemen
that we should have gonie further and have provided for
the inspection of all steamers and ail vessels engaged in
the freigit trade as well as those engaged in the
passenger trade. We felt, however, that it was perhaps
unwise to attempt too much at the outset, and that
our first duty was to consider and provide, as far
as possible, for the safety of passengers. The inspectors
of the underwriters largely attended to the inspection of al]
freight vessels, whether of sail or of steam; in the same
manner, as it has been stated here to-night, in the Lower
Provinces, and in sea-g'ing ships, the inspection of English
Llôyds and French Lloyds is given, and is demanded, by
all shippers of freight for all vessels upon which they wish
to ship cargoes. Now, in the Upper Lakes we found that
shippers oi goods had their own inspectors; shippers of
cargoes and insurance offices had their own inspectors to
look after freight vessels, and therefore it was not so noces-
sary or so imperative that the Government should take
upon itself the inspection of all freight vessels. The Act of
1874 is an Act against overloading or sending to sea
unseaworthy vessels. That Act is sufficiently stringent, but
so far as I am aware, it has not been acted upon. I do not

Mr. McLALAN.

know whether the Act is too cumbersome or the machinery
too costly, but I know it bas never gone into operation,
Under that Act it is provided:

"If complaint is made to the Minister that any ship registered in
Canada is, by reason of the defective condition of her huit or equip-
ments, or by reason of her being overloaded or improperly loaded, unfit
to proceed to sea, or on any voyage on any waters within the limita of
Canada, the Minister may cause such ships to be surveyed by a person
appointed by him-first exacting from the complainant, if he thinks fit
so to do, a deposit of money to defray the expenses of the survey. * * "

Other provisions provide for the condemning of the ship
and contain a declaration that any person who sends such a
vessel to sea, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. That Act,
as I have said, bas not been acted on since I took charge of
the Department, and it may be said to be inoperative.
Looking at the disasters that have occurred on the lakes, I
had it under consideration to present to Parliament a short
Bill to make it necessary that all vessels should have a load
line, as has been suggested by hon. gentlemen opposite.
One of the great dangers in navigating the class of vessels
sailing the lakes, is the form of their construction. The
engines are placed far aft and bring down the stern and force
up ihe bow, and unless care is taken in loading, vessels
often go to sea in an unworthy condition. I bad it under
consideration to provide that no vessel should go to sea
unless drawing a certain depth forward, that depth to be
defined by the Inspector. In endeavouring to mature the
plan, I found many difficulties arose in the way of having it
properly carried out, and a law which cannot be properly
executed and for which sufficient machinery is not provided,
is worse than useless I cted on what the hon. member for
Queen's, P,E.I. (Mr. Davics) ndvised, tbat we should not be
in too great a hurry to legislate. I left the matter under
consideration, to see whether I could devise any proper
machinery by which we can obtain a proper inspection of
vessels when leaving port. The steamers trading on the lakes
have many points of call. In the morning, a steamer may start
out properly loaded, but at ten o'clock in the morning she
may have put off some freight and taken aboard other
freight, and be quite out of trim, and as the vessel may call
at three or four points during the day, she may be in
different trim on leaving each port. So the House will see
that there is great difficulty in devising maehinery by which
vessets can be compelled to leave port in proper condition.
The matter, J say, has been leftin abeyance, to see if it is possi-
ble to devise proper machinery to carry out the plan I have
suggested, or whether the injury inflicted on trade and
navigation by the attempted enforcement of such a law,
would be greater than the benefits that would be derived
from it. The bon. member for Queen's (Mr. Davies) has
referred to the English Act, and to the fact that we go
further than that Act, and bas said that there is no appeal
in this country. I would inform the bon. gentleman that
thore is an appeal from the inspector to the Minister
of Marine and Fisheries, and that the Minister is
not in any case, as the hon. gentleman supposes, the
puppet of the inspector. The duty of the Minister is to
enquire into the facts, and if the facts presented appear to
him not to warrant the withholding of a certificate, it is in
the power of the Minister to make proper arrangements for
the running of the vessel. The bon. gentleman bas also
stated that we do not require the inspection of vessels
trading outside the Dominion. Al vessels registered within
the Dominion and plying to any port within or outside of
the Dominion, coum under the Inspection Act. It is pro-
vided that vessels registered in foreign countries, and trading
in Canada, are subjected to the inspection laws of the coun-
try where they are registered. I do not know there are
any other observations made by bon. members wLch
require explanation on my part. I have only to say that all
papers connected with the matter will be laid before the

ouse, and all possible information given to hon. members;
and I have again to tibark tho bon. member for Algoma
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(Mr. Dawson) for having introduced the subject and elicited
the opinions of the various members who have spoken
in regard to it.
~ Mr. BRECKEN. When the question was bef.re the

House some ten or twelve days ago, with respect to Prince
Edward Island, I did not speak on it; I do not intend to
speak at any length now. I have listened with great atten-
tion to the remarks of the hon. Minister, and from the little
experience we have had in the Island of the effects of the
Act as now worked, with respect to the inspection of
steamships, I had hoped that the hon. Minister would
take a different view of the law as it now stands. I
do not agree with my colleague when he says that
the Minister is a puppet of the inspector; but, judg-
ing from the inspection in the Island, it would be a
great boon if the inspector were accompanied by a
merchant representing the shipowner. Oar steamers
were stopped running last aitumn, just when 'the great
bulk of our carrying trade was commencing, and notwith-
standing the remedy of an appeal to the Minister of Marine.
It was a great injury to our people, and they have not yet
stopped complaining about the effect of the law. I would
submit, with great deference, as I am not a nautical man,
that it would be a very great advantage if the Act were
altered so that the shipowner should be represented at the
time the inspection takes place. I know it is the duty of
the Government, and the Minister in charge of that impor-
tant branch of the public service, to see that vessels are
seaworthy, and that the lives of passengers and crew are
properly proteétel; but juging fron what has taken place
in Prince Edward Island, it is quite possible that the work-
ing of the law, as it now stands, might operate in a way in
which the Government would not like to see it operate. It
is worthy of consideration as to whether a Court of Appeal
should not be provided; at all events, it is of great import-
ance that the condition of the vessel should not be left to
the arbitrary decision of the inspecter at the time.

Mr. McLELAN. The hon. member will allow me to
explain. I brought to the notice of the inspector the fact
that complaint had been made,that ho examined the vessel
without the knowledge of the owner. I understood from
him that part of the inspection had been made in the
presence of one of the members of the steamship company,
that he had spent altogether parts of two or three days in
the inspection, that he had made a voyage on the steamers,
and had inspected them, both at Pictou and on the Island.
I think it is a rare exception rather than a rule, that the
owners of the steamship are not present with the inspector
when he makes the inspection. I believe that in all cases
which have been brought to my notice, excepting this one
instance, no inspection has been made in which the steam-
boat owner was not present at the time.

Mr. DAWSON. I may be permitted to remark, that in
reading the statement of Mr. Mackenzie, who is the keeper
of the observatory at Presqu'Isle, near Owen Sound, I had
not noticed that ho had made some reflections upon the cap-
tain of the Jane Miller. I take this opportunity of saying
that I knew the captain well. He went down with his ves-
sel, and I knew him to have been a most excellent and
worthy man. He was mate of the steamer Ontario a long
time, and ho stood very high in the country and among the
navigators of the lakes. I may say that the case of these
lake vessels is entirely exceptional, and that the same de.
scription does not at all apply to sea-going vessels, as to the
class to which 1 have been referring. The number of
these vessels thet are lost is quite out of proportion
to the losses anywhere else, because of a wholo
fleet of vesEels which were plying on the Georgian
Bay five years ago, I believe not one remains, except
a small vesse], the Maganetawan, plying into Parry Sound,
and another small vessel called the Wuarton Belle, which

plies near the coast. In fact, the loss of a feet has been three
times repeated, and the loss of life has also been very great, so
that, as I have already stated, the case of these lake vesselsis
exceptional. The Minister of Marine is perfectly correct in say.
ing thatthese losses are in agreat measure due to the construc-
tion of the vessels. There is no doubt that the boats which
have been taken to these waters were entirely unfit for
navigation. As to the navigation itself, it is probably the
safest and best in the world. This is proved by the fact
that steamers which are properly appointed, and properly
provided, meet with no accidents. The Sarnia steamers
bave been running for twelve or fourteen years, and not a
single loss has occurred, or a single serious accident. The
same remark is true of the Collingwood lino. The diffi-
culty is in the class of vessels used, and what I sug-
gested was, that some authority should be given to the
Custom liouse officers, or to some other offlicer at the port
-without adding too much to the expense-to prevent
these vessels going out overloaded. The hon. member for
Monck (Mr. McCallum), says the captain is the best judge
of when his vessel is overloaded: I believe ho is perfectly
right, but the trouble is that it is never left to the captain
to say when his vessel is sufficiently laden. He comes with
his boat to a place where a load is waiting him, and he is
not consulted as to whether he can take it or not, but ho is
compelled, in most cases, to take it. I know of instances in
which captains refused to overload their vessels, and
they saved them in consequence. There can be no
doubt that the hydrographie survey of the coast
which is just now heingz earried out, under the direction
of tho Department of Marine and Fisheries, will do an im-
mense amount of good. It was voiy mnch needed; it was
called for for years, and I am happy to know that the
Department has sent a very able officer to do the work-
one who was commended by the Imperial Governmont. He
was at this work last summer, and so far ho has been most
indefatigable in carrying out his duty. That the coasts are
gradually getting to be well lighted, there can be no doubt.
New lights are being put in every year, and they are
having a very beneficial effect in allowing vessels to run
at night, where otherwise they could not. I think,
however, that this improvement might be carried
further. I think the Sault Ste. Marie River might
be lighted so that vessels could be run at night, as
there by an immense saving to vessels, generally, could be
effected. I may say, in conclusion, that I am glad so many
hon. gentlemen have taken part in this discussion, as itwill
draw attention te the matter, and I am happy that the atten-
tien of the Minister of Marine has been called te it, and that
he has manifested so much interest in the matter.

Motion agreed to.

MONEY ORDER REGULATIONS.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for copies of the regulations affect.
ing the Money Order Branch of the Postal Department, prior
to the change recently made as to the regulations for pay-
ment of money orders, and copies of the regulations now in
force, with dates, said: I may briefly explain that the cause
of this motion, as I explained privately to an official of the
Post Office Department, was a communication I re-
ceived relative to the increased delay and certain
precautions taken in the payment of monoy orders in the
neighbouring city of Hlil, in which some four days' delay
took place, under the arrangement now in force, as com-
pared with the former arrangement. As t have reason to
believe that no recent regulations have taken place, it may
have occurred from some general regalations which differ
as to the relative importance of the place. However that
may be, I mave the motion, and I shall be glad to know
what is the explanation of the delay to which I have re-
ferred.
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Mr. CARLING. I am not aware that any change bas

been made in the regulations of the Department upon this
subject. If, however, the hon. gentleman will allow the
motion to pass for the present, 1 will make enquiry and
give him the information.

Motion agreed to.

LOTTERY FIRM AT SI'. STEPHEN, NEW BRUNS-
WICK.

Mr. WELDON, in moving for a statement of the receipts of
the Post Office ut St. Stephen, N.B., during the years
1879, 1881, 1882 and 1883; aiso, a statement of the value of
postage stamps sold at the said office; also, copies of any
correspondence, statements or memorials in reforence to
posting of circulars by a lottery firm or company ut St.
Stephen, N.B., said: My object in making this motion
is to call the attention of the Government to what bas been
going on, as far as we are informed, in the town of St.
Stephen. A lottery firmn there bas issued a large number
of cii culars, which are sent, not, I believe, through the New
England States, but through the western States, and the
United States Government are powerless to stop them, be-
cause, under the postal arrangements, they are obliged to
forward postal matter to its destination. If these circulars
were posted in the United States, they would be stopped at
once, but, as it is, no doubt a large amount of fraud has been
perpetrated, and the firm are reported to be growing rich. 1
tind that a larger revenue is collected from stamps and post-
age ut St. Stephen than at St. John. Though St. Stephen
bas oily a population of 2,500, I find that the revenne is
$36,189, while in St. John the revenue is only $35,891.47,
'redericton, $9,510, and Moncton, $6,815. This shows that

the number of stamps sold at St. Stephen is quite abnormal,
and I have no doubt that the large sale is accounted for by
this extensive fraud which has beu carried on. My object
in making this motion is to cali the attention of the Post-
master General and of the Government to this matter, and
to urge that some steps should be taken to put an end to it.
I believe a large amount of money has beu paid in, but as
for prizes being drawn, no such thing has taken place. The
whole affair is a fraud, by whieh some persons are rapidly
becoming rich.

Mr. CARLING. There is no objection to giving the
amount of the receipts for the different years mentioned, as
well as the value of the postage stamps sold during those
y ours; but as correspondence lias taken place between the

ost Office Department and the Department of Justice, and
also between that Department and the Local Government,
I am not in a position to submit it at presont. The other
information wilIl be brought down without any delay.

Mr. BLAKE. I am sorry thut the hon. gentleman is not
able to give us more information on this subject. We have
all noti.ed in the newspapers, for a considerable time past,
statements with reference to this fraud which has been
going on in St. Stephen. A number of years ago-in 1878,
if I remember rightly-we had a discussion with reference
to the advisability of giving sufficient powers to the Post
Office Department, with the view of stopping just such
frauds; and singularly enough, if my memory does not
deceive me, the shocking example broughtforward was thut
of St. Stephen, N.B. It was explained that St. Stephen,
which is just across the boundary, was mado the retiring
place to which the promoters of this fraud went, and
from which they deluged the country with those stamps.
The House was reluctant to apply the usual remedy,
namely, that under certain regulations the Postmaster
General should have power to have these suspected letters,
opened ; but a tentative remedy was adopted, giving the
Postmaster General power to order that the circulars should
be stamped as suspected to be frauds, and sent in that way'

Mr BRnra.

to their destinations. I should like to know whether any
effort has been taken to stop these frauds by the Ree of that
remely, or whether this law on the Statute Book has been
allowed to be a dead letter, and these wages of iniquity
allowed to be gathered in without an effort being made to
stop this thing.

Mr. CARLING. I think I stated that the Department
had called the attention of the Minister of Justice to
the matter, and that the Minister of Justice is now in
correspondence with the Attorney-General of New Bruns.
wick with reference to it. It is not for the Department to
carry ont the law, but to call the attention of the Depart.
ment of Justipe to the matter.

Mr. BLAKE. This law has nothing to do with the
Department of Justice. It is entirely for the Post Office
Department.

Sir JO EIN A. MACDONALD. I presume that the Post.
master General, in the exerciseof discretion, called the atten-
tion of the Minister of Justice to this matter, in order to get
his opinion and assistance in the way of prosecuting any
frauds. I remember the discussion which took place somo
years ago in regard to these lottery frauds, which were
really a scandal. As I understand, correspondence is now
going on with the Attorney-General of New Brunswick, as
the speediest way of putting an end to these transactions,
and therefore my hon. friend cannot well bring it down
until it is complote. I hope it will be completed before the
end of the Session, so that my hon. friend can bring it down,
and measures may be taken to stop the frauds complained of.

Mr. BLAKE. My hon. friend has misunderstood me. I
did not alludo to any prosecutions at all or to anything that
took place in the Department of Justice. I alluded to the
law of the land, which gives the Postmster General the
power to say these lettere should be stamped as suspected
of fraud. I would like to know whother that law has been
put into force.

Mr. CARLING.
information.

I will enquire and give the Houae the

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

CLAIMS OF JOHN ROBERTSON.

Mr. BLAKE, in moving for all correspondence, reports,
departmental orders, orders of the Land Board, and other
papers connected with the disposal of the west hialf of
Section 6. Township 2,jRange 14, west of the principal meri-
dian, Manitoba, and particularly of all papers connected
with the claims of John Robertson and of one Wallace, to
the said lot, said: I make this motion in consequence of a
communication which f received from Mr. John Robertson,
who forwards me some portion of correspondence that
passed between him and the Department of the Interior.
A letter of his to that Department, dated 24th October,
1883, says:

" On the 8th November, 1882, I procured a homesteadand preemption
entry for the west half of Section 6 in 2-14 and daring the winter Ihauled building tftnber for a trame house and log stable, und léacs tim-
ber. Prior to May eth, 1883, I commenced breaking and preparing tobuild. Owing to the burning of two saw mills in the neighbourhood, I
was unable te procure lumber until the et eason was over when 1
could haul it froni Brandon. During thec mouth of inne- sud the. eanly
part of July, I got over thirty acres broken and partly back-sst and frame
of bouse up. I then hauled lumber froin Brandon, and other material
fur completion of bouse. After havi ag bouse nearly enclosed and stable
walls up, I received notice from Nelson Land Office that an-application
bad been fyled for the cancellation of my claim. I made out a state-
ment, by way of defence, and had eight affidavites attached ai sap-
port of i e same. This was about the middle of Augnst. Some
time afterwards, the inspector, Mr. Aitkman, came and iapected
my claim. Since that time, up to the 22ad of thbs mmah
I had no further informatien reg&sding it. Oi the 22nd 1 reoeiwd a
letter from Nelaon Land Oaice a copj of vrhick 1 herewith eacloes.
Prom the faTOurable report Ahe' uuc1or inaeof ui, Ifupsetiw0'u1 MY ne t m: ud&,
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and went steadily on with preparing for the winter. I was residing on
my dluim-for some time prior to the uspeotor's -vieit, snd have been
Zince, havingeompleted rny house so as to be hab*table. I have over
*ixty bahela of potatoes stored ic cellar for winter use, between fortyj
and fifty bushels of seed grain, al1w a qnantity ot grain for feed. I have
s1go put up hay and prepared a stable for wintering stock, and have no
otheretable in which to winter themtand at thisseason of the year, with
Winter just on, to have my imaprovements taken from me by the Land
Board to gratify personal spite, seems, to say the least, very unfair,
and 1 take the liberty of writing these facts, hoping yon will interfere
in y behaif*ith this-decisionof the Land Boardand give me 'air play,
as I am-a bonafd» settier .. nd doing my hest ta maire a home in the
land. I might just say here that the parties applying for the cancella-
tion of my claims are the same Ailens who have given my sons so much
tro ble regardingtheir claim, particulars of which you will get in another
letter. Ia reference to my irnprovements, I would just say that I have
a good houte, 14 by 18, tinished with p ne lumber, tar papered and
shingled with good cellar; also, a log stable, 18 by 22, and have just
btrrned lime and got ready for finishing my house for winter. Your
early atenion ana Teply to this wilY oblige,

"Youru respectfully,
"JOHN ROBERTSON."

T e answer to this is dated the 16th of November, 1883:

SIE,--I have the honour, by direction of the Minister of the Interior,
to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated 25th uilt., setting forth
the facts and circumstatrees connected with your occupation of the west
kalf of Section 6, Township 2, Range 14, west of the Principal Meridian,
and stating you have received notice from the Land Board that your
entries having been cancelled, the land is to be sold by tender within
thirty days fr.im the 16th October, the date of the notice to you. In
reply, Lan to inform you that the subject of your letter has been com-
municated to the Dominion Lands Commissioner, at Wianipeg, for hiis
report thereon.

"1 have the honour la be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

"JOHN R. HALL,
" Acting Secretary."

Mr. Robertson states:

IAfterwards, I visited the Land Board at Winnipeg, but got very little
satisfaction, as Mr. Walsh was then at Ottawa. All that I learned was
that the highest tender was by Mr. Wallace. I have got no official in-
formation since, but have heard from another source that it was awarded
tolr. Wallace. As I have no other land in the Province on which to
build a home, and as farming is the business of my choice, I wish to kn ow,
before spting opens, if I shall have to look in a strange land for that
which is denied me in my own, or, in other words, do as hundreds have
done, go to Dakota and swear allegiance to the Government at
Washintgton, a move at which my British blood revolts. -Nevertheless,
hamug a wif. and eight children, duty demande and necessity compels
me to try and provide them a home."

Mr. CHARLTON. Very unpatriotic.

Mr. BLAKE. It seems to me this is an instance in
which it would be weil for the House to receive some ex-
planation of what seems to be somewhat arbitrary conduct.
À very considerable delay occurs in affording information,
and conduct of this kind demands explanation. Mr. Robert-
son writes to headquarters, the 24th of October, and re-
ceives an answer the 16th November, simply telling him
that bis letter has been referred to the Land Commissioner
at Winnipeg for report. He gets no further information,
although it is now March and the winter passing over; and
while in this state of uncertainty, some information
was conveyed to him from outside quarters, that his
land has been sold over his head, but he has no
accurate information as to what his position is or
atything on which he can base his future arrangements.
The hon, gentleman stated the other day that there was no
instance of a bond fide settler having been evicted. Mr.
Robertson has not been evicted, but stands in a fair 'way
of being evicted.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Robertson, as the'
hon, gentleman opposite said, is certainly a most unpatriotie
individual in threatening to go to Dakota and taking away
his eight children because he says the Land Board, through
private spite-though what private spite the Land Board
can have against him I cannot see, nor does he Show it by
his letters-have proceeded against him. Mr. Robertson
forgot to tell you that he is a land jumper, and that he got
his lsad by informing on the man who had settled on the

dand bfbre--byinforming thathlie was not a sottler, and was

not improving the land. Robertson got that man's house
and lot, and having done so, ought to have gone on the lot
himself, but ho did not do so. He says that it was put up
to tender, and that Wallace got it, but ho forgot te tell the
hon. gentleman that he was one of the tenderers bimself,
and did not get it because Wallace gave more for the land.
In this case, John Robertson obtained an entry for the half-
section as a homestead and preemption by procuring the
cancellation of the entry of the person in whose favour an
entry had already been made, the grounds of cancellation
being that the said person was not a bond fide resident on
his homestead and was not fulfilling the conditions required
by law. Subsequently, application was made to cancel
Robertson's own entry for the same reasons, and in the
course of the investigation made by the Land Board, it was
proved that Robertson was not a bond fide resident on hie
homestead but a keeper of a hotel or stopping place in the vil-
lage of Cartwright. His entry was thereupon ordered to be
cancelled. Against this Robertson protested, and the case was
kept open for a long time in order to give him the oppor-
tunity of showing cause why the decision of the Board
should not go into effect. Finally, Robertson failing to
furnish the required evidence, the Commissioner, finding
the half-section to be much more valuable than the ordi-
nary homestead and preemption lands, offered it at compe-
tition, the person offering the highest bonus to bo'permitted
to take the land, subject to the usuul homestead conditions.
Robertson was invited to tender for it, and did tender. But
one Wallace offered a higher bonus, and on the 20th Decem-
her last the Minister of the Interior decided that Wallaco's
offer should be accepted-Wallace to pay Robertson the
value of improvenents on the land.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman misunderstood the
statement of Mr. Robertson. Mr. Robertson d id not impute
any private spite to the Land Board or the office at Ottawa.
He said : I do not know what private spite the Land Board
could have. This proposai to Council was made by some
individual ont of private spite towards him. He did not
impute any private spite towards the officers. What ho did
impute and does impute, and what I now repeat is, that
there seems to be greut remissness in announcing the deci-
sion of the Board to Mr. IRobertson, who had not, at the
period this letter was received a while ago, been enabled to
obtain any information of the decision of the office in
response to his application, made so long ago as the 25th
OcLober last. I do not know whether there was any other
communication to Mr. Robertson from any other quarter
than has been stated to me, but it is clear that the commu-
nication he received in answer to his letter of October, by
the letter of November, did not ask for any other informa-
tion or evidence, but told him simply that the matter had
been referred to the Land Board at Winnipeg, and ho seems
to have received no further information from the office.

Mr. MACKENZ[E, I think any one who was so impru-
dent, under existing oircumstances, as to go to live in Cart-
wright, might have expected such treatment.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. I would like, apart
from the interesting question my hon. friend has raised, if
the First Minister can state what is the usual policy of the
Government, supposing this statement made by this person
to be so far correct as that ho had erected what, in that
country, is supposed te ho a reasonably substantial cottage
on the ground. Is it the habit of the Land Board, after
some considerable amount of money has been spent, to put
it mp without allowing any compensation whatever for
buildings erected upon the premiees, independently of any
ground that may have been broken up ? That ei a point, I
think, the hon. gentleman might perhaps inform us upon.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This land was awarded,
on the 20th Deember, by the Minister of Iuterior to Mr.
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Wallace. I did not wish to be understood to say that pri-
vate spite was charged against the Commissioner, but ho
said that the Commissioner had decided the matter on pri.
vate spite. I said I did not see how any private spite
could affect the decision of the Commissioner or the Board.
It was no interest of theirs; they are appointed for the
purpose of doing justice and carrying out the law, and I
have no doubt they did so. This man made his tender, he
offered for it, and it is because he did not get it that he
makes this complaint. I dare say ho need not run away to
the United States with his family, if he bas a good hotel to
live in in the village of Cartwright. The practice, when
any person fails to carry ont the homestead law, is this:
For instance, if a person goes on and ploughs up some land
and is not a resident, the Act is imperative. The party
must be a resident, and, by professing to break up a little
land or commence to build a house, he does not acquire any
right under the Statute. It was attempted last Session to
alter the Statute, and provide that persons who made im-
provements, without residence, would thereby establish a
claim, but the House, very properly in my opinion, rejected
that idea, because that is just what speculators would do.
They would see a fine property they wished to get, an
eligible lot, and would commence to make improvements
without any bond fide intention of becoming settlers. The
only true and satisfactory evidence that a party is going to
settle on his homestead, is residence on the homestead, and
not improvements. Parliament decided that such a qualifi-
cation was not sufficient, but the party must be an actual
resident. But the general rule is that, if the party bas
made improvements, the homesteader who goes on and takes
advantage of these improvements shall compensate him for
them. Mr. Wallace, who in this case got the place at pub-
lic competition, will have to pay compensation for those
improvements.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Is that a part of the
termas, or is it simply that the hon. gentleman means to soe
that that is done ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is part of the terms
on which Wallace bought.

Sir RICIIARD CAITWR[GlIT. That he was to mako
compensation for improvements on the lot ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes.

Motion agreed to.

CHINESE IMMIGRATION.

Mr. SHAKESPEARE, in moving for al[ correspondonce
between the Government of British Columbia and the
Government of Canada, on the subject of Chinese immigra-
tion into said Provinee, said: I have no intention of detain-
ing the House with any lengthened remarks, but would
simply express the hope that the Government will cause the

pers to be sent down at an early date, as I intend to
ing this subject before the House in a few days.

Motion agreed to.

ASSISTANCE TO RAILWAYS.

Mr. MULOCK, in moving for a statement showing the
respective amounts of Dominion, provincial and municipal
money, either by way of bonus or otherwise, paid towards
the construction or'equpment of railways (other than the
Canadian Pacific Railway), since Confederation, with dates
of such payments and names of the respective railways so
aided, said: It will be remembered by all hon. gentlemen in
this House that a few nights ago, on the 20th February, the
hon. the Minister of Railways, in addressing the bouse on
the sutbjet of the Canadian Pacide .Railway, intimated that

gw JORN A. MACI)ONAL.

it might be proper to recoup to some Provinces moneys ex-
pended in aid of railways, where the character of those rail-
ways was not wholly of a provincial nature. I am not pre-
pared to express any opinion whatever on that point, nor,
in making this motion, do I wish to be considored as assent-
ing to, or dissenting from the view so foreshadowed; but it
appears to me that, in order to fairly deal with such a ques-
tion, it would be proper for ti House to be fully informed
as to what moneys have been expended by the varions
Provinces, either directly by the Provinces or by
municipalities, in the construction of railways which
are of a Dominion character. We know that this
House, last Session, passed an Act declaring that a
great many railways were railways for the gene-
ral welfare of Canada. The Act amending the Consolidated
Railway Act removed from the jurisdiction of the Provinces
a great many railways that had been incorporated by the
Provinces, that had been aided by municipal and provincial
moneys and whose entire cost, I may almost say, was borne
by money derived in this manner. Now, if a scheme of re -
coupment is to be entered upon, it appears to me it would
be proper that the scheme should be a general one. The
remarks made by the hon. Minister of Railways indicate
that not one Province alone but several Provinces are re-
ferred to-he speaks of "Provinces " in his remarks. I
know that, as far as the Province of Ontario is con-
cerned, I can point to railways that certainly seem to be
Dominion in their character, railways constructed largely
with public moneys, dcsigned to connect that Province with
the great North-West, and with Provinces east. When
we have this information which is asked for, and
we have the system of railways disclosed that are
now in existence, we shall thon, and not until
then, be in a position to determine how the recoupment, if
any, shall be made. The information asked for in tL.., mo-
tion, appears to be necessary to a proper consideration of
the question in any respect.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There can be no objection
to the motion; that is to say, the Governor General will be
asked to get this information, but he will have to apply to
the different railways, and perhaps to the different muni-
cipalities, in order to geL returns-certainly to differont
railways.

Mr. MULOCK. No.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It is required to get the

respective amounts of Dominion, provincial and municipal
money given in bonuses, or otherwise paid towards the
construction of railways.

Mr. MULOOK. The Lieutenant-Governor of each Prov-
ince is supposed to be an officer who would be obliged to
obey the order of the Governor General; ho is appointed by
the Governor in Council. A communication directed to
the Lieutenant-Governor of each Province would, I think,
receive the attention asked for. But, inasmuch as one of
these Provinces -British Columbia-is so remote, and there
might be a great deal of delay before getting that return-

Mr. MACKENZIE. There is no railway there.

Mr. MULOCK. Then the return need not wait a reply
from that remote Province.

Mr. BLA.KE. If the hon, gentleman refera to the
statistical report furnished to the Department of Railways,
ho will find the information there-only, if I remember
aright, not divided. At great pains, during the Administra-
tion of my hon. friend from East York, Mr. Brydges com-
menced a collection of this information, and that has been
going on since, and the information thus obtained is in the
office of the Minister of Railways. The totals of public and
municipal moneys granted for each railway wil, when
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looked at and dissected, enable the hon. gentleman, from
his own departmental records, to see how much has been.
given since Confederation, which is the only thing my hon.
friend who makes this motion, wishes.

Mr. MACKENZIE. There is this difficulty: In 1875, I
think it was, I gavo directions to have the statistical account
prepared, and circulars were sent to the railway companies
and to the Local Governments, and information was obtained
in that way, of a complete character. But in Ontario, par-
ticularly, and I think, also, in Nova Scotia, and to some
extent in New Brunswick, some further operations have
taken place since that time; and J doubt very much if
circulars have been sent since then to obtain additional
information from municipalities or railway companies. It
might be necessary to send circulars again if the returns are
to be made complete.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. There can be no objection
in the world to getting these returns. I understand from
the hon. gentleman opposite, that mos of them can be
obtained in the Department of Railways. If so, they can
easily be dissected and severed-the various items of bonuses,
and the railways to which they are given.

Mr. MACKENZIE. That is all there is. These state-
ments show the amount obtained from the Government, or
the amount obtained from the municipality, whether as a
bonus, a free gift, or otherwise, and the total amount ex-
pended on each road. The information is pretty complote
as it is, except, as I stated, what has been done since these
circulars have been sent out. I do not know whether these
circulars have been sent out again or not.

Mr. MILLS. I have no doubt the Minister of Railways
has obtained this information, and I supposed the First
Minister would have been cognizant of all the facts, because,
I think, by the General -Railway Amendment Act of last
year, he has been given control of a large number of rail-
ways that were chartered by the Provincial Government of
Ontario, at all events, and subsidized by that Government,
The hon. gentleman certainîly does not intend to take con-
trol of these railways and exorcise dominion over them on
behalf of Canada, without compensating the Province to the
extent of ils contributions to these railways. There is no
doubt whatever that when the Govern mn!t of the Province
of Ontario aided these railways it interided to control the
policy upon which they were operated, and the aid was
given, and could only be justified on the ground that it was
of provincial advantage. Now, the hon, gentleman has taken
control of these railways, he has made them corporations of
the Dominion of Canada, and it is very extraordinary if the
Government which ho leads has done that without consider-
ing all the consequences which must necessarily flow from
adopting such a policy. The hon, gentleman certainly must
have considered, or at alil ovents his colleague must have
considered, the question of the obligations that were in-
curred in consequence of this policy.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury). I move that the words "or
grants of land given " be inserted after the word "money,"
in the second line. I know one or two railways that are of
a provincial character, and which have been aided by grants
of land from the Provincial Government.

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton). Would it not also be
advisable to amend the motion so as to include any amounts
due to the Dominion by railway companies at Confederation,
and also what has been remitted to such companies?

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

HOME OR SUPPLY FARM ON PINCER CREEK,
N.W.T.

Mr. CAIMRERON (Huron) moved for: 1. Copies of all Orders
in Council or Departmental Orders and correspondence and,
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documents respecting the sale, lease, or other disposal of
the Home or Supply Farm on Pincer Creek, N.W.T., to
Messrs. Christie, Stewart, Tupper, Pope & Co., or any of
them, or any other person; 2. The number of acres ploughed
and under cultivation on said farm, when sold, or disposed
of ; 3. The quantity of land so sold, leased or disposed of ; 4.
The buildings on said farm and the costs thereof ; 5. Copy
of all applications for the purchase or lease of said farm,
and a copy of the conveyance, lease or other writing
respecting such sale or lease ; 6. The price or rent obtained
therefor, and how paid or payable ; 7. The names and
residence in full of all applicants for such purchase or
lease, and of the grantees, lessees or purchasers; 8. A state-
ment showing whether said farm was disposed of by public
or private sale ; 9. A statemeuit showing the quaitity of
stock, plant, farming implements and utensils on said farm,
when disposed of, and the disposal made thereof. If sold,
to whom, when, and at what price, and on what terms dis-
posed of ; 10. The number of horses, mares and cattle on
said farm. When disposed of, and how ; 11. The costs
expended on said farim for ploughing, cultivating, fencing,
building and all other improvements. The cost of plant,
farm implements and machinery of all kinds, describing the
particular articles or things; 12. Al correspondence between
the Departement of the Interior and any person or persons
respecting the sale or other disposal of said farm.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I ask the hon. member
to what farm he refers. I answered his question about
Pincer Creek farm the other day.

Mr. CAMERON. This is in regard to the farm of which
I spoke the other day; I want the applications made for
leasing or p)urchasing it, and I understand there were ap.
plications for both-; I want a copy of the agreement with
Mr. Stewart. The' hon. gentleman stated that ho had a
lease of it ou shares.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. No; I said Mr. Chipman.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The hon. gentleman said Mr.
Stewart, in the answer ho gave me, and I am told that Mr.
Stewart is c!airning the right to this farrm. A person from the
North-West, of the highest responsibility, has written that
Mr. Stewart is on the firm and is claiming to be the lessee
of it in the meantime, with the right to purchase.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The truth of the matter
is, that the hon. gentleman is making these motions without
knowing sufficient of the facts to warrant him in doing so.
There are two farms on Pincer Creek, one an Indian farm
and the other a Mounted Police farm. Which does the hon.
gentleman mean?

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I referred to the Indian
farm.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Mr. Chipman has got
that for a year.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). If the hon. gentleman will
refer to his answer he will find, according to my recollec-
tion of it, that he said Mr. Stewart had it. Does the hon.
gentleman now say there are two supply farms on Pincer
Creek. There is no such report in the Department.

Sir JOH T A. MACDONALD. They are under two
different Departments. This is the answer I gave the hon.
gentleman. It is in writing from the Department, and I
read it. It is as follows:

"P incer Creek indian farm was leased on shares on 8th March, 1893,
to James L. Chipman, for one year, from 1st April, 1884 The lessee is
to have three-fourths and the Department one-fourth for that year. The
stock, plant and farming implements were transported to the Indian
reserve in the McLeod district. The lease was a private transaction and

i was not made by auction."
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Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Is there a Capt. Stewart
oocupying any one of the supply farms at Pincer Creek ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman has
now found out that there is another farm.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I say it is im ossible to find
out, from the reports, what we have in the inorth.West.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Indian Department
has nothing to do with one of these farms.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Give me information in regard
to both the farms ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, I will give the hon.
gentleman an answer in regard to both. 1 have already
given an answer in regard to the Indian supply farm.
With respect to the Mounted Police farm: this farm covers
about 300 acres; it bas been found a source ofexpense instead
of profit, and the Stewart Ranching Company were per-
mitted to occupy the farm buildings and dwelling house on
condition that they took charge of the horses without
charge; this arrangement to continue for one year; it
expired in the fall and proved a very satisfactory one. The
Company have still charge of the farm and are maintaining
about 100 head tbere; the Government will resume posses-
sion in the spring. There are some conditions which I
cannot well read to the House, but I will send the lease over
to the hon. gentleman and he will ascertain all the
particulars.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). Both the farms are under
lease, on shares ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The Chipman farm was
under lease last year and the lease will expire in the spring.
The Stewart lease expired last August. The Company wish
to give up the herd, finding that, except at great expense
and by keeping a detachment of police there, they are
unable to keep them. So on the condition that it suited the
Ranch Company to occupy the house, it was handed to them
en a lease of one dollar for the whole place, on the condi-
tions I have mentioned, and sundry other conditions which
the hon, gentleman will find in the paper I tshall send him.
There was no sale, no attempt at a lease, no lease, except
the occupation for one year, as it suited the Ranch Company
to get possession of the buildings for their purposes, and it
suited the Department to band them over the care of the
cattle under the clauses of that lease for a year.

Mr. TUPPER. In this rather mixed up motion, I notice
the name of Tupper among the different parties who are
said to be interested in that farm. I notice also that in the
notice of motion on the order paper, that the name appears
"Stewart Tupper." I enquired of Mr. Stewart Tupper
whether he was interested in the farm, or ever had been,
and I ascertained that he knew nothing about it, had no
interest, direct or indirect in il, and cannot understand this
reference te his name. I would like to know what the hon.
gentleman means by including the name I have referred to
in his motion ?

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). If the hon. gentleman will
wait till the papers come down, he will find ont all about it.
I put the notice on the paper from what I conceived to be
reliable information, that a person by the name of Stewart,
and a person by the name of Tupper, had something to do
with it.

Mr. TUPPER. The hon. gentleman hears that some ono
of the name of Stewart, and some one of the name of Tupper,
had something to do with it, and he puts the two names
together. I think the hon. gentleman, before bringing the
names of private individuals before this House, should on-
deavour to take the trouble to sift the information he gets
and see if it is reliable.

Sir JomN A. MACDONALD.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron.) If the hon. gentleman will
read the notice he will find that it is Stewart and Tupper.

Mr. TUPPER. It is correct on this paper, but on the
journals of the House it will appear as I have stated.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon, gentleman is
trying to make a little political capital for a week or a
fortnight against two of my colleagues, one Mr. Pope, and
the other, Mr. Tupper, and he puts these names in the paper
when there is not a word of truth in it.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron.) The hon. gentleman bas no
right to make such a statement.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I have the right.
Mr. CAMERON (Huron). I received information which

I believe to be reliable, that some person by the name of
Stewart, and another person by the name of Tupper, and
another by the name of Pope, were connected with this
matter, and relying on that information-which I now have
in my desk, and which I have no objection to show the hon.
gentleman- I put the notice on the paper. I say that in
doing so I am fully within my right, believing my informa-
tion to be reliable, and I say that I shall never hesitate to
exercise my rights to ask such questions, or for such infor-
mation as [ am entitled to ask.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. In the original motion
the name appears " Stewart Tupper."

Motion agreed to.

LIQUOR LICENSE ACT OF 1883.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron), in moving for copies of all corre-
spondence between the Government and any of the Local
Govern ments of the Provinces, respecting the Liquor License
Act of 1883, said: I think it is pretty generally under-
stood that some correspondence has taken place between the
Dominion and the Local Governments on the subject of this
Act. I know from the public press, at all events, that very
strong protests were made by the Province of Quebec in
regard to this Act, insisting upon the Government not con-
forcing it. lu Ontario, the Local Legislature, in Session
assembled, protested strongly against it, and

" Resolved, that it is the duty cf the Government to take ali necemsary
steps to firmly maintain the coastitutional aud legislative rights of the
Province to regalate and control the liquor traffic."

I know that the public men of both sides there have
practically taken the same view. I notice that in a
discussion which has takon place lately in the New Bruns-
wick Assembly, the same view is repeated by leading men
on both sides. I believe that there are difficulties whieh
have arisen under the Act of 1883, and that representations
have been made to the Government on that subject by one
or two of the Provinces, at all events. I am desirous of
getting that information, and therefore I make this motion.

Motion agreed to.

THE GOYERNMENT HERD 1N THE NORTI-WEST.

Mr. CAMEION (Huron) movel for: 1. Return showing
all Orders in Council and Departmental Orders respecting the
sale of Government berd cattle in the North-West to any
person or persons or company; 2. All applications made
for the purchase of such cattle to the Government or any
officer thoreof; 3. Al notices of sale or tenders called for
by the Government for the sale or other disposal of such
cattle; 4. A statement showing the price paid for. such
cattle, cost of maintaining the same sinoe purchased, the
price obtained therefor, to whom and when sold, a generat
account, with dates and items of the exponse of said cattle
since purchased and thenet proceedsof sale; 5. All corres-
pondence respecting the sale of said cattle. He said : Some
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days ago I put a question to the hon. First Minister with
respect to the Government herd of cattle in the North-
Wet, asking whether they had been disposed of; if se, to
whom, how and at what price; what the cattle originally
cost, and what the cost of maintaining thom was until they
were disposed of. The hon. First Minister answered the
questions as follows:-

" The Indian herd of cattle has been sold. There were 599 head, con-
sisting of: cows, 188; two yaar old heifers, 312; steers, 40; bails, 30;
and calves, 32: naking 599. These cattie were sold by private sale on
23rd July, 1883, to Coi. DeWinton, at $15 per head, and $1,000
additional for right to claim any stray cattle belonging to the herd; in
all, $21,965. This amount is payable as follows :-Cash payments,
$5,490; on 23rd October, 1883, $5,490; on 23rd January, 1884, $5,490;
and on the 23rd of April, 1884, $5,495. All these amounts have been
paid, except the last, which will be paid on the 23rd of April next,"

Now, in this the hon. gentleman tells us that 599 cattle were
sold at $35 each, aggregating $2t,965; and ho tells us
further that $81,000 was paid for the right to claim any stray
cattle bolonging to the herd. The hon, gentleman did not
tel1 us how many cattle were missing from the herd, or how
many strayed away. It is an extraordinary thing that
these cattle should have strayed. The hon. gentleman did
not tell us how many were ni the bord originally. I am
told that 1,200 were bought and brought into the country
some years ago. There must have been sorne considerable
increase since then ; and yet, only 599 of these cattle could
be got together. I want to know what has become of the
balance. It is stated that a person was in charge of this
herd for some time at $300 a month, that he was dis.
missed, and that another person, Mir. Ives, was after.
wards put in charge of them at $200 a month.
When were the cattie lest ? When the first person was ini
charge or when Mr. Ives was in charge ? Now, I should
like to get ail this information. What I especially object to
in the disposal of any of our property in the North-West,
whother of this decsription or real property, is that it should
be disposed of by private sale. The hon. gentleman com.
plains that these charges are constantly made; but one has
only to read the hon. gentleman's answer to sec that there
is ground for them. Why should these cattle be sold to Col.
DeWinton at private sale ? No person know that they were
in the market except Col. DeWinton. I have been told, and
I have been informed by letter, that several persons in the
North-West wanted te buy these cattle, and were willing to
give more than the Government got for them; but4thoy had
no opportunity, because the Governmont took care that the
cattle should be sold by private sale. I complain of the
whole policy of theGovernment with respect to the disposal
of public property in the North-West Territories. Just look at
how many cases of this kind have come to our attention
this Session. The hon. gentleman admitted that the
Pincer Creek supply farm was sold to the Lieutenant-
Governor of Quebec by private sale; he admitted that a
grist and saw- mill was sold by private sale; I am told that
a valúable timber limit was also granted by private sale;
and the hon. gentleman told us the other night that a valu-
able contract was granted by private arrangement. All
these sales were made without public notice, and that is what
I objeet to. I make this motion with the view of getting
information on the subject.

Rotion agreed to.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT FORT McLEOD.

Mr. CAMERON (Uluron) moved for : 1. Copies of al!
Orders in Couneil or Departmontal Orders respecting the
erection of any public buildings at or near Fort McLeod,
North-West Territories ; 2. A statement showing the
nature and kind of such buildings, the estimated cost
thereof, the purpose for which te be used, the plans and
specification thereof, a copy of the notice or advertisement
calling for tenders for the erection of such buildings, the
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tenders, the contract, a statement showing the names of the
contractor and the suretios given for the completion of tie
contract; 3. All correspondence respecting the same. He
said: On this matter I submitted an enquiry a few even-
ings ago to the First Minister, and received froni the hon.
First Minister the following answer:-

1 The only buildings Iam aware of are the new police barracks we
have erected, to accommolate 100 men and 105 horses at Fort McLeod.
These buildings have been erected by the North-Western Coal and
Navigation Company, at a cost of$5,000. The contract was entered
into in Angust last. Tenders were not invited The annual report of
the Commissioner of the Mounted Police, which is now in the priter'e
ha rids and will be presented to morrow or next day, deals very fully
with these buildings and their construction."

Now, this is an extraordinary position. Here are public build'
ings erected for the accommo ation of the Mounted Police
in the North.West Territories without tender, without any
competition, and by whom ?-by builders ? No, Sir, by a
coal and navigation company. Now, I want to know what
a coal and navigation cminpany bas te do with erocting publie
buildings for the Mounted Police? Who compose this com-
pany ? What authority has it under its charter to erect publie
buildings ? It is said that Sir Alexander Galt is the presi-
dent of this company. I searched in the library for the
charter of this company, but could not lay my hands
on it. But it doos appear an extraordinary thing that a
contract of this kind should b given to a coal and naviga-
tion company. Surely there are carpenters and builders
in the North-West who would gladly undertake such a con-
tract. The late ligh Commissioner is said to be the
president of this company. Has it come to this, that the
iate Lord High Commissioner of Canada has come down to
erect stables for the Mountcd Police ? i trust that the
present Lord Uigh Comnissioner will not return to the
humble occupation of "stable builder." The contract was
given to this coal and navigation company for $45,000
without competition, although there were many mechanics
and builders quite willing te tendcr for and undertake the
work, had they known such a building was to be erected.
We have fair ground for complaint that these contracts
should have been given without tender, and especially that,
in this latter case, the contract for the erection of the

ounted Police Barraeks, should have been given to a coal
and naviration company.

Sir JOHII A. MACDONALD. I am really very sorry
that this transportation conpany, headed, it is said, by the
late Lord High Commi -sioner, should have so degraded them-
selves in the aristocratie mird of the hon. member for West
Hurori, as to build a barracks. Sir Alexander Galt and his
son, were up there looking after this building. They arc
not above earning an honest penny in putting up buildings
and making themselves generally useful, but I am sorry
thatSir Alexander Galt has come between thewindand the
hon. gentleman's nobility. I will write him that in the
mind of the hon. member for West Huron, ho has degraded
his order, the equestrian order to which ho belongs, beean se
ho contracted to build a barracks and a stable. Why was
it not advertised? advertise it at Calgary, at Fort Me-
Leod. There were carpenters up thore, says the hon. gentle-
man, to build establishments for P, hundred men and a
hundred horses. I do not know whether the hon. gentle-
man bas been at Fort MeLeol, if he had, he would know
that the present barracks, last autumn, were in imminent
danger of being washed away, that they were hanging on by
the skin of their teeth to the bank of the river, and it was
necessary to put up new barracks. It so happons the coal
and transportation company were the only persons there
who had a saw inill and a timber limit, and the contract was
given to them. Perhaps it will be some consolation to the
hon. gentleman to know that there has been a most severe
punishment inflicted on Sir Alexander by the fact that ho is
going to loose a great amount of money through this
con tract.
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Mr. MILLS. Was the timber limit given by private

contract too ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was given as all other
timber limits in the North-West were given, when I had not
much to say about it. Perhaps the hon. gentleman would
ask the hon. member for Simcoe tho way of giving contracts
for timber limits.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The first thing the
right hon. gentleman did on coming into office was to cancel
the license to the hon. member for Simcoe, on the ground
that it was not in the public interest to do such things.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. It was on the ground
that the day befôre the Admistration resigned, they granted
this timber license.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. If it was rightly given,
it should not have been cancelled on that ground.

Mr. MILLS. In this case, which the hon. gentleman
presents to the House as a precedent, I did grant to certain
p arties a timber limit which had been applied for months

efore, and only stood over in consequenco of our having
been engaged in the elections. It was granLed on precisely
the same terms as those on which others had been gr-anted
for several years, and the reason we adopted the course of
granting timber limits by private contract was, that provi-
sion had been made for timber limits on public tender, but
in the early days of sottlement of the North-West we found
there were no parties to tender. The difficulty was to get
people to accept limits and erect mills for th- accommodation.
of the public. At the timo that limit was grantd, with
very proper restrictions in order to prevent any abuses or
attempt to select land specially well timbered, there was
but one mill on the Saskatchewan from which the people
from Prince Albert or other points where settlements had
taken place could be supplied. They were paying upwards
of $100 per thousand feet, or thereabouts, at the time that
timber limit was granted for the express purpose of creating
competition in the public interest. I do not think that is
the condition of the North-West to-day. Many persons are
engaged in lumbering there now, many mills are erected
there, and there are many men there who would be only too
glad to have an opportunity of purchasing timber limits.
The hon, gentleman undertakes to assign an instance which
Le declared he disapproved of, and which ho disallowcd, in
my opinion, improperly and against the public intel est.
But there is no reason for continuing that system, now that
the condition of things is entirely changed. The right
hon. gentleman knows well that timber limits are sold
in Ontario by public auction. Ho knows well that
the same system was adopted in the North-West,
but was abandoned on account of the impossibility of
carrying it ont when the country was new and circum-
stances different from what they are -now. But the hon.
gentleman continues his system, obviously, from all we eau
learn in the papers, in the interests of certain parties.
There are instances where timber limits were sold by the
hon. gentleman at $5 a square mile to parties who were not
engaged in the lumber business at all, but who were merely
speculators, and who turned around and sold those limits at
*2,000 a square mile. Now, the hon. gentleman assigns as
a reason for giving this contract to the transportation com-
pany that they are in possession of a timber limit in that
country. How did they come in possession of it? How
came it about, if timber is so scarce that other parties can-
not supply it, that the Government should have placed
themselves in that condition towards this company ? Has
it come about by adopting, in this particular case, with
regard to the timber, the policy ho has pursued in reference
to the contract for this particular building?

bir JOHN A. MACDoNALD.

Mr. MACKENZIE. I understand the bon. gentleman
gave as a reason for cancelling the limit grant in this case
that the license was issued the day before we left office.

Mr. MILLS. Not so.
Mr. MACKENZ[E. If it were so, the hon. gentleman

should not forget that the day before ho left office, when a
vote of want of confidence was pending against hLim, he
appointed his colleague, the hon. Minister of Finance, to a
Governorship, another colleague to a Judgeship, another to
another Governorship, and besides, during the week in
which ho was under the ban of the House altogether, ho
appointed five or six hundred people besides. Had we
taken the same course, the hon. gentleman's followers would
have been scattered right and left. Perbaps it was a mis-
take that we did not; perhaps we were mistaken in our
leniency. The hon. gentleman bas certainly done enough
to open oureyes in the course he hs pursued.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I am glad anything is
able to open the bon. gertleman's eyes to the mistakes ho
has made, It has taken him a long time to open his oyes ;
but do you expect, Mr. Speaker, we are going to have a
discus-ion scattered all over the N .rth-WeSt on this very
harmless motion of the hon. member for West Huron ?
The lion. member for East York (Mr. Mackenzie) says we
made H kinds of appýointments befor-e we resigned in 1873.
There was a most indignant reimonstrance, a most able
State paper, which I do not think bas ever seen the light,
from the hon. gentleimn opposite, pointing out the iniqui-
ties of the Government in having done what the hon. gen-
men complain of now. Ak the elections cf 1818, up to
the very moment ; bey leit oilice, hou. gentlemen opposite
did exactly the same thing.

Mr. MACKENZIE. No.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. If the hon. gentleman
will put a motion on the paper, we will discuss it, and I
will bring down that important paper, that ably drawn
paper, and we will compare how far the remonstrances, the
indignant remonstrances, made against their predecessors
in 1874 comported with the action of the Government in
1878. I am quite willing to go into that whole subject.
The hoa. gentleman says I am quoting this as a precedent.
No; I did not quote it as a precedent-that is, the case of
the hon. member for Simooe-but, in answer to the hon.
gentleman who made this motion, who said that in all cases
there must be competition, that everything must be put up
for public tender, timnber limits and all, 1 simply said that
we followed the example of our predocessors. Ho says,
" Oh, to be suîre, we did that; we were right when we were
in, but you are not right, now you are in," and he says the
circumtstances of the case have altered. And so they have
altered, and what is the course of the Government ? The
Government exacts, when a party goes and explores, and
applies for a timber limit, that he should bring a plan. If
it is within the district within which timber limits are
granted, as a reward for his exploration survey, on produc-
ing his map to show that he made an exploration survey,
he gets his limit for a bonus and a fixed stumpage rate. I
think both the bonus and the stumpage are reasonable.
They have been always the same, I think. But, if there are
more than one applying-for it, the limit is put up to compe-
tition, and the person who makes the highest tender gets it.

Mr. HESSON. It occurs to me that the hon. member
for Bothwell bas not drawn a fair distinction between the
action of the present Government in reference to the
timber limits, and the action of the Government when he
was Minister of the Interior. I recollect distinctly that
the hon. member for Bothwell granted no less than 200
square miles of timber limits to Mr. Cook, a friend of his
own at that time. That hon. gentleman would have
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obtained a monopoly, and yet it is said to be objectionable
for the parties who are now building the Governmont
buildings at Fort McLeod to have a timber limit and a mill.
Well, Sir, we have four, where the hon. member would
have given the country but one huge monopoly, controlling
200 square miles. The present Government adopted a
different policy and limited the quantity to be granted to
any person or company to 50 square miles. I think that is
an important consideration, and likely to prevent anything
like huge monopolies in timber limits in the North-West.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I wish to remind the member for
East York, who spoke of the Judges and Governors who
were appointed by the Government of 1873, that they
appointed them before any adverse vote was given. No
adverse vote was ever given in this House, and therefore
they enjoyed, under parliamentary usage, the confidence of
the country.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. WOODWORTH. What does the hon. member for

Bothwell say ? If he wishes to correct me, ho can stand on
lis feet and correct me in the usual way.

Mr. MILLS. I said nothing. I never said a word.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. He never does.
Mr. WOODWORTH. But the Mackenzie Government,

when the verdict of the 17th September, 1878, was given,
which routed them, according to the common saying, horse
foot and artillery, from the Pacific to the Atlantic, knowing
that that verdict was so overwhelmingly against them,
appointed judges in this country. They appointed Judge
Wetherbe, in Halifax; they appointed him to the Supreme
Court Bonch. I do not know that any governors wero
appointed. I do not know that there was any vancancy,
but I have no doubt that if there had been any vacancies,
they would have carried out the same policy.

Mr. BOWELL. They appointed Custom House officers.
Mr. WOODWORTH. Certainly, they did as much as

th -y could, when they knew that the fiat of the people was
pronounced ut the polls against ihem ; while the Conserva-
tive Government, which resigned in this House when no
adverse vote was given-and it is not known to-day whether
any ever would have been given against them-appointed to
office, when they had the reins of power and were su- tained
by a majority in this House and the country.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I wish to say one thing
more to the hon. gentleman opposite. Perhaps he will say
the circumstances were different. The buildings at Battle-
ford cost $90,000-no tenders. At Fort Pelly, they cost
over $60,000-no tenders. But, of course, the circumstances
were different. '

Mr. BOWELL. They were on this side; that is the dif-
ference.

Motion agreed to.

MAJORGENERAL LUARD.

Mr. MULOCK moved for copies of all letters of con-
plaint respecting the conduct of Major-General Luard, at
Cobourg, or elsewhere, sent by Lieut-Col. A. T. Williams,
M. P., or any person or persons to the Government, or any
member thereof, together with copies of all replies thereto,
and of all documents and other correspondence in the pos-
session of the Government relating to such matters.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I would ask the hon.
gentleman to let that stand.

Mr. MULOCK. Of course I must yield with a good
grace, but this is the second time it has stood at the request
of the Gôvernment, and I was advised the lst time to renew

the motion, and I have been compelled myself to allow it to
drop once.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will take care that the
hon. gentleman's motion will get a fair chance.

Mr. MULOCK. I suppose this is the last time of asking?
Motion allowed to stand.

THE CASE OF DETECTIVE SKIFFINGTON.

Mr. BLONDEAU, in moving for all copies of all reporta,
letters and documents whatsoever, in relation to the action
brought by one Skiffington against Thomas Michaud and
Florian Dumais, of St. Pashal, in 1881, before the Justices of
the Peace, togother with copies of the complaints, orders,
evidence,judgments and bills of costs; also of charges made
against the said Skiffington, or respecting him, as to the
non-payment of the costs attending the actions by him
instituted and dismissed with costs against him; also of all
correspondence on that subject between private individuals
and the Department of ]Railway, and botween the latter and
the said Skiffington; also of all documents in relation to the
complaint of Auguste Martin, of' St. Pascal, Clerk of the
said Magistrates' Court, against the said Skiffington, charg-
ing that the latter did not pay him his fees and expenses;
and of all documents connected therewith, said: To oblige
my hon. friends who may not understand French, I will try
to explain in the English language my reason for making
this motion, although in doing so I must beg the indulgence
of this bon. House, as I am not using my native language.
In 1881, Mr. Skiffington, the so-ecalled detective of the
Intercolonial Railway, applied to the Secretary of the
Justice of the Peace ut St. Pascal, for two warrants to
have Thomas Michaud and Florian Dumais arrested for tres-
pass on the line of the Intercolonial Railway. Of course these
two mon, who are very peaceable citizens, were groatly
annoyed, and in order to protect themselves they employed
a lawyer to defond them against the charge brought against
them bythe said Skiffington. I suppose Skiffington expected
to have everything bis own way, but when lie saw the
lawyer championing the case of those two men, he judged
it prudent to drop the case against Michaud. As that gen-
t!ean does not speak a word of Fronch, and as ho ha to
(al with French people, he had to employ an interpreter
through whom to make his proposition to Michaud. The
proposition was, that if Michaud would pay the expenses ho
would withdraw bis prosecution against h:m. But Michaud
refused, saying that his case was in the hands of bis lawyer
and ho was ready to procoed with it. When Skiffiggton saw
that ho could not get out of his difficulty without proceed-
ing with the cases ho had to go on with them, and these two
cases were disposed of by the Magistrate, who dismissed
both actions with costs against Skiffington. I suppose,
Mr. Speaker, you would expect, of course, that Skiffington
had to pay the expenses of these two warrants, but such was
not the case. iaving vainly applied to him many times, fin-
ally the secretary to the Justice ofthe Pouce, Mr. Martin,asked
me if I would present bis bill to the ]Railway Department. I
did so, Mr. Speaker, although this Mr. Martin is not a political
friend of mine, and 1 endeavoured to obtain justice for him
just as if he were one of my political friendm, and I say that
justice must be done in the preserit case. I myself presented
that bill to the manager of the Government railway a year
ago, and after having called upon hin many times to see if
there was any decision, I am to-day no further advanced
toward a settlement than I was then. At present, however,
Skifflngton pretends that ho does not remember that
ho had two peaceful men brought before the Magistiate at
St. Pascal, but ho says now that two mon bearing the
same name had been arretted ut Rivière du Loup as
thieves. Well, Mr. Speaker, what can you think of a nan
that is trying to concoal the real facts, that is trying to
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evade the question, and who is trying by one meanq or
another to get rid of paying the costs of his blunder. Sir, I
am at a loas to understand how it is that such a mai is ilp-
pointed to so high aposition. ifwe are to judge him by his
actions, he can do what he pleases, and have peaceful people
arrested and put to heavy expense to defend themselves
against his tyranny. [low is it that this man does not re-
port his doings to on of the high officials of the railway ?
If we require any in10>rmation about his conduct we cannot
get it. I say, Mr. Speaker, that it is giving too much power
to a man of hi- reputation. How is it that that man, who
has been dismissed from the police service of the city of
Quebec, bas succeeded in obtaining the responsible position
he now holds on a Government railway? I do not believe that
there is any necessity that such a position sbould be given to
a man of bis character. It ought to be given to a man of
good reputation, one who can command the respect of the
employees of the road and of the public. I do hope that the
hon. Minister of Railways will see that that case is settled and
not allow any more delay to intervene in the the matter.
Although I have been told that these papers were to be re-
ferred to the hon. Miniter of Justice, to see if the Local
Government were not obliged to pay these expenses, I
must say that, in my humble opinion, the Local Government
has nothing to do with the folly of that detective. I hold
the Goverri ment, or rather the Department of Railways, re-
sponsible for the acts of their employees. I claim that
justice ought to be done at once by the dismissal of that
officer, for he is a black spot on the Department of Rail-
ways, and dishonours the position he occupies on the Inter-
colonial -Railway.

Mr. BILLY. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I did not in-
tend to address this honourable House still less to make my
first speech to-day, but the question raised by my bon.
friend, the member for Kamouraska (Mr. Blondeau) is one
in which my own county is so greatly interested that I will
take the liberty of making a few remarks on the subject.
These remarks will be as follows : Facts similar to those
mentioned by my bon. friend, took place in the county of
Rimouski. In 1881, Mr. Skiffington bad four farmers' sons,
very quiet and law-abid'ng people, arrested for obstructing
the track of the Intercolonial Railway, in the parish of St.
Flavie, in the di-itrict of Rimouski As I then bad the
honour of sitting as a Magri-trate for the distri'ct of
Rimouski, the aucused were brought before me and evidence
was taken. The examination held on the first day was not
sufficient to commit the prisonor, for trial. The examination
was adjourned to another day, and when that day arrived
other witnesses were heard, with the same result. There was
a second adjoiurnment; then a third, and finally the fourth
examination brought to light the fact that there were no
witnesses to prove the charges made against the accused
I was therefore obliged to discharge the prisoners, and the
examination involved a large amount of costs, which were
never paid. The clerk of the court applied to the Quebec
Governnent, who refused to pay them. lie then applied to
the Federal Government, with about the same result. The
Province of Quebec holds the plaintiff responsible for the
costs of preliminary examination, when such examination
fails to establish the guilt of the accused. Furthermore,
when it is proved in the preliminary examination that the
charge is well founded, the Government of the Province of
Quebec only pays the bailiff's charges. Now, if we apply
to Mr. Skiffington for the payment of the costs, he will
answer : Personally, I have had nothing to do with that ; I
was an employé of the Govern ment and it was as such
that I made the deposition which bas caused the arrest of
the persons in question. I think that if we examine the
Act of British Noi th America, of 1867, we will see that by
clause 91, section 17, the Federal Government alone bas
the right to enact laws concerning criminal offences and the

Mr. BLONDJU.

procedure connected therewith, the Provinces baving only
the p,>wer to constitute the courts. Now, I submit that if
the Federal Government alone have the right to enact
criminal laws, they should pay the cost of carrying out
those laws, just as the Provinces pay for the administration
of civil justice: That being the case, it seems to me that
the Federal Government ought to pay the cost of the ad-
ministration of criminal justice, and it is for that reason
that I call the attention of the House to that question,
being, on the other hand, well satisfied that if the Federal
Government should take upon themselves the cost of
criminal procedure, the Province of Quebec, for one, will
not regret it.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. Mr. Speaker, I am sorry
that the Minister of Railways is not in his seat, because he
would have been in a better position to give the explana-
tions asked by my bon. friend. However, I will not fail to
submit the question to him and to draw his attention to it.
And I have no doubt that he will do all he can in the mat-
ter. There is no objection to granting the motion.

Motion agreed to.

THE CASE OF ROGER AMERO.

Mr. WOODWORTH, in moving for a copy of despatches
in reference to the arrest, detention and indictment of Roger
Amero, a French Acadian, belonging to Digby, N. S.,
discharged from custody on an indictment for murder, in
the State of Massachusetts, United States, said: The
facts are simply these : A man of the name of Roger Amero,
belonging to Digby, N.S., a French Acadian by birth, had the
misfortune to be arrested in Digby by two detectives from
Massachusetts, United States, on a charge of murder. On
evidence, which I think altogether insufficient, he was extra-
dited and taken by the detectives to Massachusetts. That
was some time last March, and he was put in jail and kept
there until a short time ago, making seome nine months
altogether, I understand, in jail. It was then fonnd that
instead of bis being connected in any way or having any.
thing to do with the murder of a woman by the name of
Mrs. Etta G. Carlton, at Watertown, Massachusetts, he was
in the town of Gloucester at the time the murder was com-
mitted, and f£r a week afterwards, a fact which ought to have
transpired long before it did. So heated was the public
mind in Massachusetts at the time of this foul and atrocious
murder that, had the trial taken place last June, he would,
no doubt, have been hanged, and yet he was perfectly inno-
cent of any crime. The detectives, whose duty it was to
gather. all evidence, and the prosecuting attorney, whose
duty to a stranger was to see that be had a fair
trial, failed to perform their duty. The Attorney General,
I think his name was Sherman, instead of doing that,
gathered all the circumstantial evidence that was possi-
ble against the prisoner, kept him in jail during all
the time, and it was not until Governor Butler, who is best
known as General Butler, was asked by counsel, Messrs.
Crowly and Gale, to place detectives at their disposal to look
up the evidence and see if the prisoner was really guilty,
and whether he had any connection with the crime
or not, that two detectives were detailed hy him, at
the expense of the State, and placed at the service of the
counsel to defend Amero. They went to Gloucester,
and found that he was at Gloucester at the time of the mur-
der, and could not have any connection with the crime
which was committed at Watertown, a good many miles
distant. Even then, Attorney General Sherman, in the
court, refused, until a few days ago, to complete the
discharge of Amero, and enter a nolle prosequi, and
the Judge told him he thought it was his duty
to do so, as there was not one tittile of evi-
dence against the prisoner. It ýwas not until thon that
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Amero was released. I understand the pretext for that
un-British, unmanly, inhuman conduct on the part of the
Attorney General in Massachusette was that the real cul-
prits were still at large and; if he kept Amero, this poor
FrenchCanadian, in jail, the minds of the real culprits
would be relieved, and it was supposed that it would thereby
be more easy to secure the real criminals. It is broadly stated
in the papers of the United States that this was the pretext
on which they kept this man in jail. Amero, after being
released, .became a maniac. His two sisters, who were in
Digby at the time of his arrest, became also insane, and have
gone to an asylum. The family is broken up. There is a
mortgage of $300 on the place, and a foreclosure is
threatened. I do not wish to inveigh in improper
terms against the conduct of Attorney General Sher.
man, or against the two detectives; but it seems
to me that the Extradition Act must be a little faulty if it
permits detectives to come from the United States, or any
other country, and take from our shores any person on such
fIlimsy pretexts as they took Amero. There was a reward
of $3,500 offered to anyone who would secure the conviction
of the guilty party. This was a very great temptation, and
those men were bound to convict Amero. And I must here
say that the thanks of Canadians are due to Governor Butler
for the humane and Christian conduct ho evinced on that
occasion. It was not his legal duty-and everyone knows
he is an eminent lawyer-to detail detectives to help the
defence to work up their case, but he did it for humanitarian
"easons, and as a philanthropie and humane man; and I
understand from good authority and from reading the news.
papers as to what took place in court, that the Attorney
General complained of the action of the Governor, and sent
a note to the Governor, saying, that while he was on one side
of the case the Governor was on the other; to which the
Governor replied that ho had doubts in regard to the case,
and was resolved to obtain the full evidence in regard to it,
so that they might be able to decide whether Amero
was guilty or not. So we have the tact that Amero was in
jail nine months, and that on being released ho had to go to
a mad house; also that his father was in jail eight months,
for the laws of the United States allow the confinement of a
witness until the day of trial, unless ho can give proper
bonds for his appearance. Then we have the fact that the
two sisters became insane. Too nuch praise cannot be given
to Judge Savary, of Digby, who was most indefatigable in
his efforts to give Amero a fair trial. Day after day and
week after week ho continued his efforts, and he even
solicited subscriptions to have the prisoner properly de-
fended, and the bar of Nova Scotia subscribed so that coun-
sel might be obtained. To show you what was thought in
the United States of this terrible miscarriage of justice, this
outrage, as it proved to be, I will read what is stated in this
newspaper, which is called the Lynn Bee. The article is
headed, " Detectives and Rewards: "

" The public will ciearly remember the facts connected with the brutal
murder of Mre. Etta G. Carlton, at Watertown, Mass., and the subse-
quent arrest, confinement and extradition of Roger Amero for the crime.
The public will aleo call to mind the peculiar and romantic partieulars
of bis arrest by Detectives Wood and Wiggin, the confession of bis uncle,
and the seemingly strong and conclusive evidence that was collected by
those enterprising cfficers. 8o great was the public sur that tears were
entertained of lynching, and every precaution was taken to prevent such
unlawful proceedinga. Amero bas been incarcerated in prison for nine
long and weary moniths. The public bave imp.tiently clamoureti to bave
him tried and, if guilty, executed, and coult not understand why there
was delay in baving bun brought ta justice. To-day the whole matter
is explained by the announcement that the case aganst Roger o eo
for the murder of Etta G. Carlton, is nolLproaqui for lack of evitieaoe.
To-day this poor ignorant Frenchman is tu.rnei adrift penuiless, broken
in spirit and character, to go hbcme half crazed by the accusation of the
terrible crime of murder-home where two aisters are said to have gone
mad from brooding over his unjust arrest-home to his old asociates,
&o have the finger of scorn and glander pointed at him as a man accu|ed
and arrestea for the most horrible crime in the criminal annals. Why
is this ? 1 t is solely and simply becanse there was $3,500 reward offered
for the cnviction of the marderer of Mrs. Oarlton. Whatever ex-
planatioa may be 4#rad, the detectiveas ia oge of this case muestag

ago have known that this man was innocent. When it comes to be un-
derstood that they did not dare bring the case before an intelligent jury,
the public will realize on what alender evidence they have made this
poor fellow's name a by-word. It is a burning shame, a disgrace to the
detective profession, an insult to humanity and an outrage on justice&
Amero may be and probably is a poor, ignorant and shiftless fellow-

I may say that this is a mistako, as A.moro was an in-
dustrious, sober and hard working man-
"but ta barter what honour he had, to crase people with grief at his
danger and disgrace, to sell his life for $3,500 reward, is a business corn-
pared to which the slave trade and robbing graveyards for gain is
honourable and respectable. We submit that the rich and prosperous
State ot Massachusetts has allowed a dastardly wrong to be commrited
against a poor and unoffending man. There shuuld be some redress for
him. If he had been rich and powerful, the whole country would have
been ablaze with bis wrongs. But poor and penniless, be is allowed to
be wronged and ruined with feeble protest. Let an example be made of
those responsible for the injustice done this innocent man, that detec-
tives may not be ae fast in the future to manufacture evidence to secure
a liberal reward."

I think, Sir, that representations, possibly, ought to be made
by this Government, or that, at ail events, some remunera-
tion should be made to this man and bis family for this ar-
rest-made it is true under the guise of law, but without
sufficient evidence, and with this reward staring the detec-
tives in the face. lie was cruelly kept in jail, when the
detectives either should have known that there was not evi-
dence against him, or else there was a dereliction of the
plainest duty, which was, to find if the evidence was suffi-
cient, to find, at least, that Amero was in Gloucester when
the murder was committed in Watertown. I think that
thanks are certainly due to Governor Butler, but for whose
humane action this man, I believe, would have been im-
prisoned, if not hanged.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This cae, detailed so
feelingly by my hon. friend, who has made the motion, is
pitiable in, its details-I never beard a worse case-and
pressed as it bas been before this House, it requires the
most searching investigation. Of course it is a matter
upon which the Government, I do not think, can
directly intervene. This person, who appears to be
innocent-who, at all events, has been discharged for
want of evidence againat lhim-was surrendeied under
the Treaty of Extradition-handed over, as in other
cases, to the American authorities-the Canadian Gov-
ernment placing implicit trust in the good faith that the
extradited persons should be justly treated when they are
surrendered. That is the conventional arrangement between
overy two nations who have an Extradition Treaty, having
confidence in each other's laws and in their administration. If
there be in this case such a sad departure from al the rules
of just and right, I think it might be well to consider it as
an exceptional case, and that extra efforts should be made
to compensate, so far as can be, this unfortunate man for
the domestic and family ruin whicb has been causod by the
proceedings in this case. The papers will b brought down
at once, and then, perhaps, some further action will be taken
upon them.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

Motions for the following Returns were severally agreed
to:-

Return of a detailed statement of the amonut paid Mr.
Jolhain O'Brien on bis contract for building the Princess
L,.uise, wiîth the respective dates and the respective amounts
paid, together with any certificates upon which the sane or
any portion has been paid.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Return showing the length, in miles, of the Intercolonial
Railway, between Rivière du Loup and Moncton, and the
original cost of constructing the same; also the length of
said road between the boundary of New Brunswick and
Truro, together with the cost thereof, Dot including the
rolling stook.-(Mx. Burpee, Sanbury.)
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1. Copies of all Orders in Council or Departmental Orders

respecting the reservation for a towna site at Fort McLeod ;
2. Copies of ail orders or regulations rc pe(ting the said
town, the terms and conditions on which it is proposed to
dispose of the same ; 3. Copies of al claims made for any
portion thereof by squatters or others, all ruhings of the
Department in respect thereof: 4. Copies of all correspon.
dence on any of the said pomts.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

Copies of all correspondence, tenders and accounts in con-
noction with the purchase of moccasins by the Department
of Militia and Defence during the year 1883.-(Lr. Somer.
ville, Brant.)

Correspondence regarding the purchase of teuts during
1883, by the Department of Militia and 1)efence.-(Mr.
Somerville, i3rant.)

Return showing the amount paid for drawback on cotton
duck used for sails for ships and fishing boats, under the
authority of the Customs Act of last year; Return to show
to whom paid, the amount paid to each, and whether for
sails ofships or fishing boats.-(Mr. Kirk.)

Statement showing the amounts derived from the sale
of buildings on the Intercolonial Railway, between Hadlow
and Rivière du Loup, inclusively; by whom sold, the name
of the purchaser and the price paid for each building.-
(Mr. Blondeau.)

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:10 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TUESDAY, 4th March, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Tbreo o'clock.

PRAYERS.

FRAUD IN RELATION TO CONTRACTS.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire to call the attention of the
House to the fact that an order was made sme ii me ag>
referring the Bill for the better prevention of fraud in rela-
tion to contracts involving the expenditure of public moneys
to a Special Committee, and that owing to the fact that no
quorum of that Committee has been obtained no report has
yet been made. Perhaps the louse would order that a new
Committee be struck, or that the Commit tee should meet for
the purpose of making a report, or perhaps some other
course might be ordered by the House in order that we may
arrive at a conclusion. I make this suggestion in order that
the Government who have the guidance of the House in
such cases may decide what course they will adopt in the
matter. I confess, for my own part, that I have been guilty
of not attending one meeting of the Committee, and I do not
desire to throw any blame on members of the Committee,
who, I have no doubt, were prevented from attending for
good reasons. The Committee bas been called six or seven
times, and though five out of its nine members constituto a
quorum, no quorum bas yet been obtained.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. I think the hon. member
will see that having called the attention of the House to
this matter, he bas done sufficient, I have no doubt, to induce
members of the Cominittee to have a meeting soon, in order
that they may dispose of the matter which was referred to
them by the House. The hon, gentleman says that he him-
self was absent some few days. The hon. member for
Victoria, Ontario, and probably some other members, were
in the same position, or else were occupied on some other
Committee. If the hon. member takes care to speak to the
members of the Committee, I have no doubt a day and an

Sir JoHN A. MAODoNALD.

hour for a meeting may be arranged, as there can be 'no
desire on the part of members of the Committee not to meet
and obey the order of the louse.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I am willing to accept the suggestion
of the hon. gentleman. I think it will answer very well.
There is a notice of a meeting of the Committee for to-mor-
row, and if there is not a sufficient attendance, I may move
that the quorum be reduced, or take some other course.

INDEPENDENCE OF PARLIAMENT ACT.

Sir JOHN A. MA.CDONALLD, in moving for lcave to in-
troluce a Bill respecting the indepenclence of Parliament
Act of 1878, 41 Victoria, Chapter 5, said: The first clause
provides that that Act shall be amended by declaring:

Provided further, that nothing in this section shall render ineligible
any person holding any office, commission, or employment of the nature
or description mentioned in such section (A) of this clause as a member
of the House of Commons, or shall disqualify him from sitting or voting
therein, if, by his commiss on or other instrument of appointment, it is
declared or provided that he shall hold such office, commission, or em-
ployment, without any salary, fees, wages, allowances, emoluments or
profits of any kind, that may be attached thereto.

Another clause makes provision for the seat of my hon.
friend who sits near me. I shall propose that this Bill be
referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections at
the proper stage.

Mr. BLAKE. I move an amendment to add the follow-
ing words:-

" And to impair the efficiency of the said indepandence of Parliamen t
Act."

Amendment negatived on the following division

Yns :

Allen,
Allison (Lennox),
Auger,
Béchard,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Canpbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,
Casgrain,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Cook,
Davies,
Fairbank,
Fleming,
Forbes,

Abbott,
Amyot,
Bain (Soulanges),
Baker (Victoria),
Barnard,
Beaty,
Benoit,
Benson,
Bergin,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Bolduc,
Bossé,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Bryson,
Burns,
Cameron (Inverness),
Campbell (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Chapleau,
Cochrane,
C ostigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
0 urran,

Messieurs
Gillmor,
Gunan,
Harley,
Holton,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kirk,
Landerkin,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Mackenzie,
McOraney
Mclntyre,
Mclsaac,
McMullen,
Mills,

NAs:
Messieurs

Dundas,
Dupont,
Farrow,
Ferguson (Welland),
Fortin,
Foster,
Gagné,
Gigault,
Girouard,
Gordon,
Grandbois,
Guilbault,
Guillet,
Hackett,
Hall,
Hay,
Hesson,
Hickey,
Homer,
Hurteau,
Kaulbach,
Kilvert,
Kinney,
Kranz,
Landry (Kent),
Landry (Montmsagny),
Langevin,

Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray
Riniret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Spriager,
Sutherland (Oxford)
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson,
Yeo.--55.

McLelan,
McNeill,
Massue,
Méthot,
Moffat,
Orton,
Paint,
Pinsonneault,
Pope,
Riopel,
Robertson (Hastings),
Royal,
Rykert,
Scott,
Shakespeare,
dmall,
Smyth,
8proule,
Stairs,
Taylor,
Temple,
Tilley,
Tupper (Pictou),
Tyrwhitt,
Valin,
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
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Cuthbert,
Daly,
Daotlst,
Dawson,
Desautiera,
Dickineon,
Dodd,

Macdonald (Sir John), White (Renfrew),
McDonald (UapeBreteon)Wigle,
Mackintosh, Wood (Brockville),
Macmaster, Wood (Westmoreland),
Macmillan (Mi 1dle;ex), Woodworth,
MeCallum, 'Wright.-101.
McDougald,

Main motion fgreed to on same division reversed.

Sir JOIIN A. MACDONALID introduced Bill (No. 111)
respecting the Independence of Pirhiament Act of 1878, 41
Victoria, Chapter 5.

Bill rend the flirst time.

G OVERNM EN f B USINESS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that for the romain-
der of the Session Government business sh dl have preced-
once on Thursday after Routine business.

Mr. BLAKE. I regret that the hon, gentleman has pro-
posed this motion, bocause during the greater part of this
Session already the hon. gentleman bas taken for Govorn-
ment business almost ail of the days for private members.
Therefore, the practical result of the proposal is to infringe
at a very much earlier poriod than ustal upon those days
which are devoted to private ,mmbrs. There is the less
necessity for it, because Governinent business can always be
proceeded with on any day after iielose of privato mem-
bers' business. Considering the thre already occupied in
the consideration of the Canadian Pacific Railway lesolu-
tionrs and the course now proposed. practically nearly the
whole time of Parliament will h:v- beun given up to Gov-
ernment measures.

SirJOIINA. MACDONA LD. Icannot agrec with the hon.
gentleman. Wc have five days in the week and Mondays
and Wednesdays are still reserved for business in the hands
of private mombers. I think that last Session thero was a
general impression that our Sessions were too long, and we
met oarly in January this year to mot the well undorstood
wisbes of the House. The Government have some import-
ant measures, but they are not numerous, as will be seen
by the paper. I believe it is the foeling of this bouse that,
if possible, prorogation should take plhe beforo Easter;
andwith the assistance of the IIouse, and with an under-
standing on both sides, Liat in consido ing future measures
we h"all not have so many or such long speeches, I think
we Ehall be able to get through the busnes by that time.
At the outside, prorogation should take place by the ltb
of April, so that bon. members can feel that they have donc
their duty to their country without seriously impairing
their own private affairs. I can assure the hon. gentleman
that we shall givo evory facility for the consideration of
measures and motions in the hands of private members.
By the exercise of kindliness and courtesy across the floor,
I do not think that any measure will be shoved out or pre-
vented from. receiving due attention by the bouse. But i
think that under the cireumstances, if the House is willing,
I must proceed with my motion.

Motion agreed te on a division.

TIILRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read the third time
and passed:

Bill (No. 36) to authorize a further advanee te the Pro-
vince of Manitoba, in aid of the Publie Schools therein.-
(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Bill (No. 37) to provide for the salary and travelling
allowances of the Judges of the County Court of Cariboo in
the Province of British Columbis.-(Sir John A. Macdo-
nald.)

79
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INDIAN BANDS.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the third roading of
Bill (No. 22) lor conferring certain privileges on the modo
advanced bands of the Indians of Canada, with the view
of training them for the exorcise of municipal powers.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon. First Minister said
the other day lie thought some alterations might be made.
He has decided evidently to lot the Bill remain as it is.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I will b very lad to
confer with the hon. gentleman privately on this Bil, but
in the meantime I think it had botter go through.

Mr. BLAKE. The conference will thon be no use so far
as this House is concerned.

Bill road the third tine and passed.

WAYS AND MEANS-TIIE BUDGET.

The IIouse resumed the ad journel Dobate on the proposed
motion of Sir Loonard Tilley: That the louse resolve itseolf
into Coinmittee of tho Whole on Ways and Means.

Mr. WIllTE (Cardwell). I would very gladly, had it
suited the convenience of this Iouse, have replied to the
hon. gentleman on Friday last, because I think that every
one who hias read the speech wliich the hon, gentleman deli-
vored wiIl admit it was one to which it would have bem
botter to reply on tle spot. If, Sir, the reasoning and the
facts advanced byi an lion. gentleman who addresses thie
Ilouse are to be judged by tho conclusions at whieh ho
arrives, I think we may fitirly assumo that, so far as the
public outside are councerned if they take the trouble to follow
the hon. gentleman to his conclusions, there is not much
likelihood of any serious damage boing donc by the speech
ho delivered. I find that after the hon. gentleman had givem
us numerous details as to the loss this country had sue-
tained, ho concluded with this extraordinary statement:

" For myself, I will not hesitate to say that, looking st the thing all
round, I believe we would havd doue better if ie had borro#ed
$300,000,000 or $100,000,000 and thrown the money into the sea, or bad
blown it away in firo works, as other nations have doue, thn allow
these hon. gentlemen to control the administration of this country.
Five years of their governuient have done as much mischief to (Ianadà,
relatively to our population and resources, as four years of civil war did
to the coautry aud the people to the south of us."

When an hon. gentleman, who has occupied the position of
Finance Minister in this country, whose position in this
country was so high that ho has been honoured by his
Soveroign by being decorated, will venture to make a state-
ment of this kind in the face of Parliament and the country,
I think we may fairly say, eithor that he bas lost aill sense
of that responîsibility which should attach to hon. gente-
mon when they ad ,ress Parliament, or that ho has become
thoroughly îelrecless as to the effect anything he may say
will have. Not oiily did lie state this as his first conclusion,
but his Eccond conclusion was also remarkable:

" More, Sir ; I say it with regret, but I say that the people of Oamsda
bave deliberately retrograded ; I say that the people of Oanada have
not shown, as a whole, that regard for their liberty, that jealous watch-
falness of people in power, that is the price that every free nation must
pay for being properly governed. I say that to-day ia UJanada, to our
shame and loss be it said, public morahty is painfuily low and public
opinion is painful y weak.
That is the sta ement of the bon. gentleman who appears
now to rejoice in having made it. I tell the hon. gentleman
that the peoplh of this country will weigh those word@ sad
ponder over them; I tell the hon, gentleman that the poopie
of this country will not quietly submit te insult, sm y b.-
cause they bave chosen te believe that the hon. geutlemWu 's
administration of their affaire was not in the interest of the
country, and therefore exorcise their undoubted right of
relegating him to the position ho now ocoupies. The hoa.
gentleman commenced his speech by tolling us that ai Actof
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Parliament had prevented bis boing here during last Session.
We have beard that statement bofore from other quarters,
but what is the fact with regard to the hon, gentleman him-
self? He represents to-day a constituency for which he
might have run if the people would only have selected him
in 1882-a constituency which ho represents to-day as the
result of the great pressure brought to bear upon a
representative assembly of the Liberal party in that con-
stituency by the hon. leader and the ex-leader of the Opposi-
tion, who told them that the discussion of financial questions
in this House was likely to occupy a much greater amount
of attention in future, and that the presence of the hon.
gentleman in Parliamant was of great importance to the
party, and who thus succeeded by a majority of two in an
assembly of some 120 of the Liberals of the Riding
in inducing tbem to nominate him and to send him here
to occupy the position he now bolds. I daro say
the hon. gentleman felt keenly the rebuke, for it
was practically a rebuke, which was administered to
him by that convention at that time; I dare say ho
is still smarting under that rebuko today when he tells
them, as ho tells the country, that they have woefully
retrograded, that their moral t>ne is lowered and their
publie opinion painfully weak. Doces the bon. gentle-
man say that he was out of Parliament last Session in
consequence of an ActofParliamont? Where was the county
of Lennox which lie had represented for years and which ho
used to carry by from six to eight hundred majority ? It was
open to him, if hle had so chosen, to go there. The party in
power to-day had been in office for four years ; their policy
was before tho country; its effects wore known to the people;
the hard times which, ho said, had decoived the people into
supporting his opponents had passed away, and he might
have gono back to his old constituency. But no; he did not
go thon, and what iq more, ho did not go even at the last
vacancy in that constituency where ho was best known, but
preferred on the contrary, that the extraordinary course
should be pursued of opening what was probably the safest
constituency for the party in the Province of Ontario, ln
order that ho might take bis seat in this House.
And, Sir, in the constituency which ho did run for, in the
constituency of Centre Wellington, what was the fact? Was
ho left out of that constituency by the effect of an Act of
Parliament ? Was that the cause of his defeat ? Why, Sir,
in tho townships composing that constituency which were
in the constituency in 1878, and where my hon. friend who
now represents it obtained at that time a majority of only
six, the hon. gentleman was left in a minority of 130, with
all the prestige of his position surrounding him. And with
these evidences that the people, at any rate, have no confi-
dence in him, ho comes to this louse, under the peculiar
cIrcumstances under which ho bas come to it, and deliber-
ately, in the first serious speech ho bas to make, insulte
the people of Canada in the manner which I have
quoted bore. The hon, gentleman told us that the tone of
the Finance Minister was somewhat different from the tone
of the Finance Minister at the last Session of Parliament,
and he, apparently in a tone of rejoicing, suggested to us
that this policy, it was now admitted, would not avcrt over-
production and consequent injury to manufacturers, or avert
loss of wages to their unfortunate employés, that it would
not avert poor harvests or give larger markets for lumber,
or check over-importation, and ho tells us true enough.
Yes, true enough, but was that an evidence that bis policy
was correct? .Because, forsooth, there are certain things
that no policy which can possibly be adopted can avert,
therefore the doctrine of the hon. gentleman, as carried out
when he was in office, was that those evils which may be
averted, those things which may be done, shall not be done,
but we shall fold our arms and look on, and, admitting
that Providence over-rules us, admitting that harvests
may be bad without our influence, admitting that

M r. WInT (Cardwell).

merchants may over-import, that manufacturers may
over- produce, admitting all these things, we will simply
fold our arms, and refuse to do the things which we can do
and which the policy of this Government has shown we
can do wisely and well, for the promotion of the interests
of the country. The bon. gentleman then went on to speak
of the enormous taxation whieh exists in Canada to-day,
and, with a forgetfulnes3 of the exact facts of the case, ho
made a statement which, in view of the fact that ho has
been Financeo Minister and is to-day the financial exponent
of a great party in this country, 1 think ho ought not to
have made. fe telis us that the taxes of this country to-
day are $35,00>000, and upon that basis ho undertakes to
compare the position of Canada with the position of the
United States and with that of England, coming to the con-
clusion, advising all and sundry who may bo interested in
knowing anything of our position, that the people
of Canada are in a worse plight than those of the
mother country or of the United States in respect of taxa-
tion. Why, the hon. gentleman knows that, of that
$35,000,O00, thero wero ut lcast $6,524,950 that wero not
taxes in any form or shape. As well might the hon. gentle-
man charge that the merchants of Canada are paying taxes
for the freight charges they pay to the independent railway
companies of the country as to say that they are suffering
taxation from the fact that they are paying for the transport
of thoir goods over the Intercolonial Railway. As well
might he charge that the people of this country are suffering
taxation for any service that is performed for them, as to
say they are suffering taxation from the postal service that
is provided for them. And so with other branches of the
public service. As I say, of that $35,000,000, no less than
over $6,524,950 cannot, by ary fair statement, be called
taxation fbr the people cf this country. But the whole
system, as it scees to me, cf charging the revenues of
the country as taxation, and cf citing that as the measure
of the burdens of the people is an entirely fallacious
system. Let me point out one or two facts ia connection
with it. Itake 1874-75, and I find that the revenues which
the bon. gentleman had during that year were $24,648,715.
I take 1877-78, and I find that the revenue which the hon.
gentleman lad was $22,375,012, or a decrease of revenue
during that period of $2,273,703. Doos the hon. gentleman
pretend to tell us that the taxation of this country was
higher in 1871-75 than in 1877-78 ? Why, ho had intro-
duced amendments to the Tariff adding $,600,000 to the
taxation of the people of this country during that interval;
and, so far froin it being a measure of the burdens of the
people, it was in fact but a measure of this, that the people
in 1877-78 were less able to purchase goods, were less able
to enjoy luxuries, were les able in fact to live comfortably,
and, therefore, the receipts by the Government were les
than they were in 1874 75. Why, the rate of duty paid by
the people of Canada in 1874-75 was 12-83. ln 1877-78
when we had the maller revenue and therefore the les
taxation, it was 14-03 per cent. That was the 3ondition of
things between those two periods. Thon, I take other
periods. I take 1867-6S and 1873-74, and I find that our
revenues in 1867-68 were 811,700,681, and in 1873-74 they
were $20,129,185, and that, between those periods, the
Government of this country had actually reduced taxation
by taking duties off a number of articles which were taxable
in 1867-68. Will it be pretended that the burden of taxa-
tion in this country was greater in 1873-74 than it was in
1867-68 ? I venture to say that no man outside of tbis
House, or inside of thiis House, who looks at this
question fairly and desires to deat with it fairly, will
pretend for a moment to say that the receipts of the
Government are the mensure of the burden of taxation of
the people of this country. Why, during the last half year, we
have had a great reduction in the receipts by the Govern-
ment. Have taxes gone down ? The greater part cf the
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hon. gentleman's speech was devoted to telling us that the
people of this country were worse off than they wero in the
corresponding period of the previons year. Surely they
were not worse off by the fact that they were less taxed. That
was not the reason for their being worse off, Therefore,
this whole syst<m of taking the receipts of the Governmont
as a measure of the burden of taxation in this country is an
utterly fallacious system which I think the hon. gentleman
ought not to have resorted to in the discussion of a subject
like this on the floor of Parliament, in view of the fact that
all his utterances-unless indeed people will go to the end of
his speech and road the two passages which I quoted in
opening my remarks-everything thatL"e says here, may be
used outside to the prejudice, not of a party in power, wbich
is a matter after all of secondary importance, but to the
prejudice of the country itself, and of its best interests.
Now, it is said, and truly said that we have had a period of
less prosperity than we had a year ago. It is quite true
that there have been some insolvencies, some failures in the
country.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Surely not.

Ar. WHITE. But what are the facts in regard to them ?
I find that during last year the number of insolvents was
1,384, and the amount of liabilities $15,949,361. I find that
in 1879, which was the year when we felt the greatest effect
of the dcpression which existed previous to that time, we
had 1,902 failures, and $29,347,937 as the liabilities of those
failures. But, Sir, in reference to the failures of last year
it is only fair to refer to those which occurred in Manitoba
and the North-West. The hon. the Finance Minister, in refer-
ring to this matter the other day, spoke of the failures in
Winnipeg-I presume he meant those in Manitoba and the
North-West ; and I find, Sir, that the lailures in
Manitoba and the North-West duriny the last year
were 232, with liabilities of $3,869,000. So that,
taking a fair comparison of the failures in the two
periods I have mentioned, we find that the failures during
last year were 1,152' and the amount of liabilities
$13,080,000, as against 1,902 failures in 1879, and lia-
bilities of $29,347,937. But, Sir, if we take the in-
crease in the number of traders in that time we will find
the comparison still more significant. In 1879 there were
56,000 traders in Canada, and 1,902 failures, or one failure
to every twenty-nine traders; whilo in 1883 there were
65,000 traders with 1,384 failures, or one failure to every
fortyseven traders. That was the difference between the
two poriods of 1879 and 1883. Now, Sir, therewere failures
in the United States during that period as well. The
failures there increased almost exactly in the same pro.
portion that they increased in Canada during the last three
years. In the United States the number of failures rose
from 4,735, in 1880, to 9,184, in 1883, and the liabilities from
$05,'T52,000 to $172,874,000. Now, Sir, what was the
opinion of those who, after al, have, perhaps, the best
means of knowing the exact condition of the country ? I
find that Dan, Wiman & Co., in their report, referring to
the condition of things in the United States, in spite of
those large failures, said this:

" While, on the one band, the disasters of the year tiat is closed bave
rhwn weak spots in the commercial fabric, wbich were least expected in
prosperous times, there are undeniable evidences of a stability and profit
existing which few occurrences make public. It is safe to say that there
is to-day in the United States a greater number of successf ui business
men than ever before ; that there are n umerous de partments of manufac-
ture and trade which are yielding a liberal return, that corporations of
immense wealth, influence and usefuiness are prosperous beyond what
they have ever been before in their history, and that monetary institu-
tions throughout the land are on a generally safe and paying basis. The
season just ended bas been an extremely favourable one for the "cattle
upon a thousand hills," taking into the winter all four-footed animals
in the best condition, and leaving themless dependent upon winter sup-
plies, which w.1l thus be saved. The additions to our population by
immigration, and the contrbutions to the wealth of the country from
that source have been greater than in any previous year. Sections of

the country, which in former years were either unproductive or depres-
sed, are now thriving beyond all former experience."

Now, Sir, that was the statement of Messrs. Dan, WiSan &
Ce., in relation to the failures in the United States, which
had increased in the same proportion as they have increased
in Canada.· What was the statement of the samo firm in
relation to Canada itself, last fall, in the city of Montreal,
which, I. suppose, I may say is, to a very considerable ex-
tent, the barometer by which may b tested the commercial
condition of the Dominion of Canada? There were parties
in that city attempting te create almost a panic in connec-
tien with commercical matters, and Mr. W. W. Johnston,
manager of Dan, Wiman & Co., Montreal, published the
following circular, dated 28th October, 1883 :-

" It is te be deeply regretted that sensational rumours and inuendoes
reflecting upon the collective and individual credit of our banks and
merchants are daily circulated. For a month past every day bas brought
with it a crop of these exciting causes of uaeasiness. No class et trade
interests being exempt from attack.

" In our opinion, after gathering protty close data at most points,
there is no good reason for apprehending any general commercial dis-
tress. The conditions which lead te general- weakness are largely non-
existant. No one short crop will cause any great or lasting trouble.
With the effect still felt of previous fair harvests in our favour, the tem-
porary evil of one low average growth can well be endured. Commer-
cial interests will still maintain sufficient vitality te h secure frein
serions interruption.

" Most of the stoppages we have seen have been created by the most
natural causes-would ocur in the best of times and carry but little
real significance with them-in se far as their reflection upon a commu-
nity is concerned. If such interests drop quietly out from time te time
it is a positive help.

"Many will remember the excitement of ast spring and the character
of most of the concerns which went to the wall. Wonder was afterward
commonly expressed that the sensations (if that time should have rea-
ched the pitch they did.

" Within the past ten day, we have been asked the most ridiculous
questions about some of our oldest and strongest houses. One of the
latest-a bouse handling a capital of several hundred thousand dollare,
with a bank balance in its favour of $50,000 or more, and with a well
managed business. Another, with a balance in its favour ofnear $30,000,
conserrative and able te pick its custom.

" No censure can be tooe severe upon the anthors of these rumours, and
if created in selfish interests, they take on .a colouring disgraceful and
unwortby in the extreme."

That was the opinion of the local manager of Dan, Wiman
& Co., in the city of Montreal, in relation te the condi.
tion of trade in that city at that time. Well, Sir, I go fur-
ther. At that time a number of the merchants of Montreal
were interviewed, and their views were obtained as to the
absolute condition of trade. I-will not trouble the House
with'reading all these statements, but I find that almost
every one spoken to gave testimony to the effect that, while
business was quiet, there was no ground for serious alarm;
there was soundness at bottom, and there was no serious
fear as to what the effect of the temporary depression would
be. I find, for instance, that Mr. A. F. Gault said;

"The merchants generally, he believed, looked forward to a fair trade
in the spring. The importations were considerably less this fali, as
compared with the last two or three years. The catton trade had im-
proved somewhat since the lat reports."

I find that Mr. J. S. MeLachlan, of the firm of McLachlan
Bros. & Co., reported:

" A fair fall trade, but payments bad been delayed, owing te the late
harvest, which had been fully two weeks bihind any previous year.
Importations were, of course, lighter than during the past twa
or three years, owing to the increase in home manufacture. The impor-
tations for the spring trade, he thougbt, would be considerably lighter
than last year. In ail classes of bome manufacture, the prices had been
lower than they had ever bsen before."

Then, Sir, I find that the Hon. Mr. Thibaudeau, whose opin-
ions, I presune, will be accepted by hon, gentlemen
opposite-nnless, indeed, the vote hoe gave in another place
last night may have some effect upon them-but I find that
he is reported to have stated :-

" That while the sales have not been very good the remittances have,
on the whole, been satisfactory. The stocks held generally throughout
the country were light, and business in the town and other small centres
was not, in his estimation, overcrowded. There had been a large num-
ber of failures during the first six monthe, but during the latter part of
the y ear the number had been very limited indeed. The importations
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had been much lighter this fall than during the last two or three years,
sud their orders for the coming spring were about 25 per cent. less than
last year. The state of the cotton trade bad, he thought, been grossly
misrepresmnted, and was not nearly so bad as some people tried to make
out, Re did not believe, either, that the manufacturers were sa over-
crowded with goods as had been stated."

Thev, Sir, I find tbat Mr. James O'Brien, of the firm of
James O'Brien & Co., wholesale clothiers, reportod

"A splendid fall trade, with very fair payments. The stocks held
throughout the country were not generaliy speaking large, and the
businese in the towns was not more overdene than it haci been during
the last tweaty years."

Messrs. Cantlie, Ewan & Co., reported
" The trade this fail rather quiet, but still what business was being

done was a good, sound business. Remittance3 were very good ; the
importations had been much lighter this fall than during the last few
years, and one wholesale dry goods firm had reported to them that
their importations for the spring would be £11,000 less than last year.
This dia not mean that the sales of this firm would he any less than
this year, but simply that they would sell just that quantity of Cana.
dian instead of imported goods,"

Mr. Thomas Workman, w ose opinion as a merchant. I
f4ancy, will have soie weight in this Hiouse, doclared that

" The volume of business doing was saarcely equal to last year, but
still it had been very satisfactory so fer, and payments had been very fair.
The stocks held throughout the country werc,if anything, a little large,
and there were rather too many people in business in the towns, but ho
did not feel at all discouraged ; ho thought that the future was very
promisin$. There would not, he thought, he a very extensive business
done du sng the coming season, but he could fnot see any elements of
danger, which some people seemed to anticipat'."

I might go on reading a number of these, but I will not
detain the House with reading more than this additional one :
Mr. Hlutchison, vice-President of the Dominion Commer-
cial Travellers' Association, a body of gentlemen. who have
probably as good means of knowing what the condition of
trade is, as any person can have, at the annual dinner of
that Association, given in the Windsor Hotel, at the end of
December last, made this statement :

" Let me say, shortly, then, as the result of personal experience, as
well s froin nformation gathered by comparing notes with brother
travellers, we do not regard the commercial outlook of the country such
sa by sny mens to occasion alarin."

That, Sir, was the position of trade in the etimation of a
gentleman whose means of knowing what was going on
were probably as good as thoso which almo.st any other
geptleman could possess. Then I find on December lst, Mr.
Smithers, Manager of the Bank of Montreal and President
of that institution, made this statement :

4They did not anticipate any serious difiulty on the part of im-
porters and manufacturers in meeting their en gagements falling due in
February and Marcb, and they bad no indications of any strain on the
mercantile ocommunity. They could not recall the name of any firm
that had made any unusual propositions to them, their lines of discount
being all dtwn and very reasonable."

And the managers of the Merchants, Commerce, People's,
British North American, Molson's and Toronto Banks, all
expressed practically the samo opinion at that particular
time, in relation to the condition of trade in this country.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Might I ask the hon. gentle-
man, without interrupting him, the date of Dun Wiman
& Co.s letter ?

Mr. WHITE. October 20th. Then, Sir, 1 have an
autherity as recent as December lst, 1883, which hon, gen-
tlemen opposite usually regard as a tolerably good authority,
I mean the authority of the Toronto Globe, which, in a lucid
interval, Eaid as fllows, in regard to the condition of trade :

" Our exnort trade has grown rapidly. In nine months of this year
the 'walue sft cattle and sheep sent to Great Britain exceeded the valueo ie 'wheat and flour we sent. This year we have had a magnideent
hay crop, and the root cop has been good in many sections. We
abuln», therefore, be able to export more cattle and more butter and
cheeie. and thus make up to a great extent for the shortage of the
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grain crop. Our lumber trade, too, is depressed, but it is not ty a.ny
means in as bad a condition as it bas often been before. On tho wh-ule,
the prospect, although clouded and somewrhat gloomy, is not sueh as to
jususfy the alarm which seems to be felt in some quarters.''

These are the opinions of a number of persons in relation to
the condition of trade. But we have another test, and after
all, perhaps it is one of the best tests that can b applied as
to the condition of trade, and ibat is the position of the banks
in the different intervals. I find, Sir, tie condition of the
banks at the end of 1882 and 1883 respectively, gives us an
exceedingly good estimate of what was the condition of
trade. The following are the figures:-

Cl'CULiTION AND LOANS.

Dec., 18S2.
Circulation ........... .......... $36,501,691

Loans on stoeks . .... $16,861,583
Loans to commercial comnpanies ....... 12,15',531
Discounts........ .............. 144,414,18
Over-due debts....... ........... 3,131,551

Total loans ....................... $176,560,774

Dec., 1883.
$33, 589,45 t

$l0,415,155
15,254,866

133,378,50
4,396,298

$163,444,869

Thon I take the cash resources of the banks, which were, in
fact, much larger in 1883 than 1832. They increased in
the aggregate-I will not trouble thi House with going
over the details-from $1,077,273 to $52,184833, an aggre-
gate increase during that time of $11,000,000. Thon the
condition of the exchanges was exceedingly favourable to
the banks, comparing these two period.T, 'Jhe statement is
as follows

Dec.. 18S2. Dec., 1s83.
Due Unitedl States ,..,,,,,,,,...............$ 211,375 $ 155,141
Due Great Britain,.................1,349,442 1,430,171

$1,560,817 $1,585,312

Due from United States..........
Due from Great Britain..................

$11,140,072
1,813,235

$12,953,307

$18,06,056
4,225,913

$22,286,069

The deposits were practically maintained during the
period. They were as follows:-

Dec., 1882.
Dominion Goverument deposits...... $ 8,468,228
Provincial Government deposits..... 2,192,045
Public deposits............................ 96,879,514

Dec., 18S3.
$ 7,032,410

3,176,330
96,609,746

But I come to another point, and that is the condition cf
bank stocks. The hon. Finance Minister has made refer,
enco to this matter. I am aware that the condition of bank
stocks is not always to be taken as an absolutely accurate
test of the condition of the commerce of the country ; but
it has its influence, and it mast be regarded as an important
factor in determining that condition. Sir, what do we find ?
That for eleven banks, Montreal, Ontario, People's, Molson's,
Toronto, Jacques Cartier, Merchants, Eastern Townships,
Commerce, Quebec and Ilamilton, the aggregate
value of those stocks on January 2nd, 1879, amounted
to $38,357,000, and on the 2nd January, 1884,,. to
$48,803,000, or an increase in the value of the stocks of
those eleven banks during the period from 1879 to 1884 of
no less than $10,446,000; and curiously enough since this
Parliament opened we have had an increase in the value of
the stodks of those eleven banks, amounting to nearly
$3,000,000, the exact figures being $2,977,000. eut stid
more strange, I find that since the speech of theb hon, gentle-
man, since the commercial people of Canada have had the
opportunity of knowing what terrible losses this country
has sustained, since they hoard that there were some
$300,000,000 or $400,000,000 which might as well have
been thrown into the sea, or sent off in fire-crackers, as
other nations have done, the stocks of these banks have
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increased nearly $500,000. They are actually to-day more
valuable than they were five days ago, according to the
reports of yestesday's transactions on 'Change, by the sum of
$430,000. I think I may accept that fact as an evidence, at
any rate, that whatever effect the hon. gentleman's speech
may have had in this Honse, it did not very seriously alarm
those who are in the habit of dealing in commercial trans-
actions, and of studying precisely what is the position of
commercial affairs. Then with regard to the shipping trade,
how was it during the last year ? I find that the total
tonnage of vessels arriving in the city of Montreal in 1880,
was, 628,271; in 1881, 531,929; in 1882, 554,646; in 1883,
664,263; or an increase of very nearly 111,000 tons last
year as compared with the year before, in the tonnage of
vessels which visited the port of Montreal. Tlioso figures
certainly do not look as if we were suffering very seriously in
connection with the commerce of the country, in spite of the
quietness which prevailed in many respects. Let us take next
the Post Office and Government savings banks. The Finance,
Minister has already given us the figures, the total deposits
for the year amounting to $17,722,094. Thore bas been a
steady increase in those deposits as the following figures
show. The increase in 1879 was, $710,669; in 1880,
$1,845,272; in 1881, 84,783,715 ; in 1882, $5,931,989; in
1883, $4,450,415. Those wore tho increases diiu ing the last
six years. Last year with all the depression of which we
heard, with all the misery that was said to exist arnong tho
people of this country, thore was actually an increase of'
44,500,000 in the deposits of the pcople in the Govern ment
and Post Office savings banks of the country. The hon. gen-
tleman was kind Onough to saythat he did not regard those
figures as an absolute evidence cf prosperity, or as a thing
to be rejoiced at. le told us that they indicated two things:
Firat, that the Government were paying 4 rer cent. 1or
money, which, in the ordinary banks of the country,
was worth only 3 or &L per cent., and that thereforo
they were out-bidding the chartered banks for deposits
of the people's earnings. Then ho told us further, that it
was an evidence that this money, which was lying in the
Post Office and other Government savings banks, ought to
be employed in ordinary commercial or industrial pursuits
outside. As to the latter argument I confess I was some-
what astonished when I found the hon. gentleman after
laying down that doctrine, telling us that already there
were ton millions of the people's money in this country
invested in non-productive industries. What does the hon.
gentleman want? If the people put their moncy in the
savings banks they are told that they are making a great
mistake, that they should put it in the productive
industries. If, on the other hand, they put their
money in productive industries, they are taunted
with putting ten million dollars of their money in
what the hon. gentleman describes as non-productive in-
dustries, to the great loss and danger of the people of this
country. But is it a fact that the Government are out-bid-
ding the chartered banks for these deposits? If that argu-
ment were true the hon. gentleman should be able to show
that the deposits in the regular banks of the country have
decreased during the period to which ho refers ; but so far
from that being the case I find that from the 3ist of July,
1879, to the 31st July, 1883-and, as I have shown from.
the other figures I have quoted, thoy were practically the
same at the end of the year-there was au increase in the
depoaits in theordinary chartered banks of the country of no
ls thau 835,393,180. So it cannot be said by any process of
reaoning that the country has lost in consequence of these
deposits having been made in the savings banks.
Bat, Sir, the hon. gentleman did not always think
it was a bad thing to cite the deposits in the savings
banks as an evidence that the country was tolerably pros-
perous. I am not going to quote hon. gentlemen against
themselves, because I think that is a practice more honoured
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in the breach than in the observance; but, I think, we inay
fairly in this case, whon the bon. gentleman cornes back to
us as ho does, announced in advance as the financial ex-
ponent of the party of which he is a member-I say wo
may fairly refor to what lie said, not on the floor of Parlia-
ment, but in the most formal way in which a Minister cai
make such a statement, namely, in a circular addressed to
investors in England, as an evidenc of' the views ho
entertained at that time. I find in that circular.
issued in 1874, Mr. Cartwright stated

"The deposits in savings banks and societies have increased fron
£1, 240,039 sterling, in 18t7, te £3,754,820 sterling, in 1875."
At that time it was a matter to be rejoiced at, a matter Io bo
presented to the investors in England as an ovidence of the
prosperity of this country, that thero were largo deposits in
the savings banks, and the lion, gentleman very properly
used it fbr that purpose. But to-day, wlen ho finds th t.
those incre:îEes stand in the way of the gloony picturo
which h desires to paint, ho tells us that these figures aro
an evidence either that the Government have been out.
bidding, and improporly outbidding, the banks for deposits,
or that money has been put in the savings banks which
should have gono into productiveindustries outside. As to
this question of money going into productive industries, i
may point out that of this $17,750,000atdeposit in the savings
banks at the close of lastyear, no less tban $11,976,237 we'o
in the Post Oflice savings banks. Now it is well known that a
depositor of tho Post Officeo savings banks cannot have at
his credit, at any time, more than $1,000. Well what do
we find ? I find that there are, at this moment, no less than
61,063 depositors in thoso Post Ofliceo savings banks,
persons wlo havo accounts in those institutions, and that
the average amount to the credit of each depositor is con-
siderably under $200. Now, I think, we may fairly assume
that the 61,000 persons who average $200 cach in the
savings banks of the country, are hardly in a position tu
invest in those p roductive industries which the hon, gentle-
man says ought to have absorbed this moncy, but that, on
the contrary, a fair inference from the figures is, that the
people of Canada, the working people of Canada, the
ordinary wage-earners of Canada, are the persons
who have been depositing, and are keeping accounts in
the Post Office savings banks of this country, and that
the fact that this large amount lies in those banks to their
credit, ought to be the best evidonce we can have, that there
is no such distress in Canada as the hon. gentleman desired
to picturc. Wo are told that there is great destitution
among the people ; and the hon. gentleman referred us-
and indeed we wore refoerred once before in this Parliament
-to the fact that here and there soup kitchens have been
established, as evidence that the National Policy, forsooth,
bas not succoedcd. Now, Sir, there are, undoubtedly, in ail
our large cities and centres of' population, the poor who have
to be attended to. It is one of the glories of this country, I
think, that by a system of voluntary contributions from the
people, in Montral-and I believe the same remark applies
to Toronto and other cities-commodious establishments
have been erected which are devoted expressly to
the care and maintenance of the poor, whom we are
told by IHim who spake as never man spake, we will
have always with us. It is quito true that we have this
class of people in the country; but lot me give you one or'
two illustrations. In the city of iIamilton, at the opening
of the present municipal year, my very dear personal friend,
though political opponent, the present Mayor of Hamilton,
rade his inaugural address, in which ho so far forgot the
mayor in the politician as to venture a remarkablo statement
regarding the terrible amount Of misery in that city. A
member of the Council at once called upon him to give par-
particulars. ie declined to give particulars ; but at the
very next meeting, if I mistako not, of the City Council,
the Mayor came down and withdrew everything he
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had said, and declared that among a large number of facturers of Canada than any protection we have had since
familios, some 110, whom ho had visited in company or before ? Does ho not know that at that particular time
with two of the aldermen on a charitable mission, he you could buy goods in Canada in our retail stores for
had not found more than one or two mechanies out of em- almost half- cortainly throe-fourths-of the price paid for
ployment. They were the old, the decrepit, widows and them in the United States ? Does he not know that the
orphans-that class of peoplo for whom we always make United States in those days was an exceedingiy dear country
contributions, and properly so, and whon we ought to make owing to conditions that still remain, arising ont of the in-
our best endeavour always to assist. Then, in the Local fiated currency which had been in circulation. Sir, a com-
fHouse, a member representing one of the ridings of Went- parison botween the years 1873 and 1883 is not a fair com-
worth made a statement regarding the condition of bis riding, parison; but what would be a fair comparison would be a
which the town council of ,Dundas repudiated as irjurious comparison of the period from 1873 to 1878, with the period
to their town, and as not properly represonting the con- from 1879 to 1883, and I take these periods, because the
dition of the industries and the people of that town. Again, trade returns are made in the same way from 1873 to 1878, and
Sir, before one of the Committees of this House-if J may be from 1879 to 1883, and the disturbances referred to by tho
permitted to rofor to it-wo learned that among those who hon. gentleman do not exist. And', Sir, what do we find ?
are the subjects of charity in the city of Toronto, 226 are old I find, Sir, that from 1873 to 1878, our imports from the
men and women and 400 children. I venture to say, Sir, United States increased from $17,735,678 to $48,631,739, or
that if you will go through our citios to-day you will find an increase of $1,000,000, and I find that from Great Britain,
very few mon able and willing to work who are out of during that poriod, our imports decreased from $68,522,776,
employment. Wages may not be so great as they were a to $37,431,180, or over $31,000,000, so that during the period
year or two ago. The same conditions are obtaining bore in which this hon. gentleman controlled the affairs of this
as obtain in the United States and in England at this country, during the period in which ho had, for the sins of
moment. Wages are going down. in consequence of the this people, charge of its finances, while the imports from
general depression and the decrease in the value of goods. the United States increased $1,100,000 the imports from
Those things happen everywhero in spite of every policy. Great Britain docreased over $31,000,000. That was the
They are found in England under Free Trade, in the United position in wbich we then stood with regard to our imports.
States under absolute protection, and in tis country under With regard to our exportp, I find that during the same
quasi protection which in the United States would be time our exports to the United States decreased
regarded as almost Frce Trado. from $42,072,526, in 1873, to $25,244,898, in 1878, or a

An hon. MEMBER. And in France. decrease of $16,827,728 ; and wbile our imports from

Mr. WHITE. In France as well. Everywhere you find Great Britain were decroasing in the enormous ratio I have
theso conditions; yen find that working people must tnke mentioned, our exports to Great Britain had increased but
tese foniteions l ou fndt wo peop le mut the aes $7,197,691. What was the condition of things from 1879less for their labour, just as people take less for their goods. to 1883, during which period the bon. gentlemen nowBut I venture the statement, te there is not to be found occupying tho Treasury benches have been in office andn the cities and towns of the Dominion any such condition the National Policy bas been in force ? The imports fromof things as that which we were compelled to face i 1877 Great Britain increased from $30,993,130 to $52,052,465, orand 1878, when, Sir, we had bread riots in the city of Mon- an increase of $V1,059,365; while the imports from thetreal; whOn we had what were almost bread riots in the United States, though they also show an increase, show but
city of Ottawa, and when there wero, in almost all the an increaso of $12,293,114. Our exports to Great Britaincities and towns of thls country, men able and anxious in this period increased $10,849,499, and Qur exports to theto work, who could not get employment. Thora is no such United States $13,503,222. But if we analyse the tradestate of things at this moment. le our present condition bot weon the two countrie-, we will find that our importa-exceptional ? I said that the same thing exists in England. tions from Great Britain of the manufacturing produets ofI have here an extract from a leading editorial in the Lon- that country which it is their interest to export, increaseddon .Daily Telegraph, of February 14th, which is as follows: in a fur greater ratio relativeoly than the figures I

"Times are bad ail round. There is diffionity and despondency not have Just given indicate to us. The importe from thein one trade but in all. A Liberal authority states that the year has .
begun badly everywhere for business men; the depression of twelve United States from 18;8 to 1883 increased 87,400,594,
months ago bas been intensified. On all sides we see evidence that but tlie increasel importation of raw material and
business is unprofitable and that production is to be curtailed. Wages machinery alone amounted to $9,483,652, or 82,0S2,058throughout the country are falling fast. It s a common saying in the
city that there is at the present time no trade so bad as the iron trade more than the entire increase ; so that over
exoept the grain trade, and that the cotton industries are worse than two millions dollars more than the entire amount of the
either. AIl this will lead to thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands increase of our imports from the United States, wore in
being thrown out of work.'' raw material and machinery which are certainly an evidence

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). What papar is that? of the growth of manufacturing industry in this country,
Mr. WHITE. The London Daily Telegraph. and went into the devolopment of that industry. If we
Mr. PATER~SON. What u npatriotie pape!'! take railway supplies and settlers' effects, we find that the

imports fron the United States of raw material, machinery
Mr. WHITE. Possibly. We are dealing with questions railway supplies and settlers' effects, altogether amounted to

seriously in this louse ; although I have no objections to try $5,483,240 more than the total increase in importa from
conclusions with the hon. gentleman in the other tone if the United States. What bas been the result with regard
that be the tone he desires to adopt. So much, Sir, for the to Great Britain ? From Great Britain, our total increase
condition of trade in this country at the present moment. was $ 14,621,285, in whieh raw material, machinery, railway
Then, Sir, the hon. gentleman told us that this policy had supplies and settlers' effects amounted to $4,693,286, or an
failed because it bad not brought about that increased trade increase importation of ordinary manufactured goods from
with Great Britain which it was predicted it would bring Great Britain of $9,927,999 or $10,000,000, in round figures ;
about; and he took for his comparison the years 1873 and so that the effect of the policy which has been adopted, so far
1883. Why should he have taken those two years? Does as that .effect bas devoloped itself in our trade returns up
he not know that in 1873 the condition of the United to this time, bas been that while the importation of
States as to the price of labour, as to the cost of production, ordinary manufactured goods from the United States has
and as to the price of commodities of every kind, was such decreased $5,500,000, the importation of the ordinary
that it operated as a better protection to the people and manu- manufactured goods of Great Britain has increased upwards

Mr. WIrTE (Cardwell.)
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of 810,000,000. I take another evidence of the effect of this
policy on the trado of the two countries respectively as to
its being a policy inimical to Great Britain, because that
was, as I understand it, the point the bon. gentleman desired
to make. I find that the rate of duties on irmported goods
from Great Britain increased frum 16-1, in 1877, to 19, in
1883; and from the United States it increased from 08-5 to
14-5 in the same period. That is to say the increaso
in 1883 over 1877 on goods from Great Britain was 02-9, and
on goods from the United States -06, or, taking a percentage
of increase on the duty itself, the duty on British imports
was increased 18 per cent. on the duty itself, while the
duty on imports from the United States was increasel up-
wards of 70 per cent. on the duty itself. That is the resuit
of the statement furnishel by the trade returns in relation
to our trade with Great Britain. Thon we come to the
question of the balance of trade to which the hon. gentle-
man was good enough to refor. I find that our entire im-
ports .'in 1878, were $93,000,78[, and our exports
868,158,789, of the produce of Canada alone, not including
the produce of other countrios, making an adverse balance
of $21,922,993. Tho adverse balance in 1883, was appar-
ontly very mach greater, the imports amounting to
$132,264,022, and the exports to $88,334,031, making an
adverse balar.ce of $13,919,804. But when you come again
to deal with the question of raw material, railway supplies
and nachinery, whose importation was in fact the test of
the development of manufacturing indastry in this country,
I find that, leaving those out, the actual adverse balance in
1878 was $12,114,919; and in 1883, $12,401,121; arnd
that in spite of the fact that wo had so largely increa-wd
our imports from abroadi. Comparing 1874 and S7 i, dar-
ing each of which yoirs thore was a balanco(,f trade
against us of upwards of $50,000,000, I think we can fairly
say this Tarif bas not been a failuro in producing. a near
as possible, an equilibrium between our imports and expo-ts.
The hon. gentleman dwelt at considerable length on the
exponditures in this country; and ho sought to)leave the
impression on the minds of those whom ho addrossed, in so
far as they were disposed to take impressions from him, that
the expenditure of this country had been terribly extrava-
gant, and that if ho and his friands had remained in office,
$25,000,OO0 would hava been the lirmit of the expeadi-
ture necessary to carry oa tho affairs of the coantry.
What are the exact facts ? In 1873, the expenditure was
$23,503,158 ; in 1883, it was 833,730,157, a differoncoeof
$5,226,999. But when you come to analyse this increase,
you find that in the items of the interost on the
publie debt, sinking fund, subsidies to provinco, legis-
lation, immigration, public works, Indiau account, militia,
and the collection of the revenue, no less than a sum of
81,537,041 included unler those heads. It may be that
the hon. gentleman, ihad ho been in office, would hweo been
able to lessen the expenditure in regard to these items. I
may bu that ho could have reduced the interest on the
publie debt,' but judging by the way the interest .was
increased when -he was in office, I may be permitted to
have my doubts as to the success of the experiment.
It may be, Sir, that h would hsve been able to decrease
thu amount payable for the sinking fund. It may be that
hewould have refused te •give any additional subsidies te
the Provinces, and in that respect ho might have decreasel
the- amount. It may be that hoecould have decreased the
amount payable for legislation, although 'l think that the
meibers of this HLouse and the people at largo will say that,
if anybody is responsiblo for the extent of the expenses of
legislation, hon. gentlemen at all events must take their fuil
share of the responsibility It may bo that ho "could have
decreased the amount for immigration-that is a matter of
publie poliey. It may be that he would have decreased the
amount for public worlrs, $861,000, but, if ho did, the

people who have had that expenditure in publie works
all through this country, would have been deprived
of the advantage of that exponditure. and I venture to
think they vory much profer the condition of things as
they exist. It may be that ho would have decreased the
cost of the militia. It may bu that the collection of the
Revenue would not have cst so much under him as under
this Administration, although, if one Cisto judge of the results
by the five years during which he controlled the finances,
ho w:>uld not have been very suceesful in that particu-
lar. Tiere was an increase on these items alone of$4,500,000,
which, added to the $23,500,000, would make $28,000,000
as the amount of expenditure, even if hon. gentlemen had
been in office and had exercised all the economies they could
have exercised, and not the $25,000,000 hoesays would have
been the limit of the amount he would have expended. I
take the item of collection of Revenue. It is a large increase
it is true, $1,321,631, but two items alone of that increase
make up $1,234,590, and, while the inerease in the expen-
diture has amounted to that, the increase in the revenue
from those, two branches of publie works and post
office has amonnted to over $400,000 in excess of that,
so that we cortainly have not lost much under the
circumstances in that operation. But a butter compari-
son to take, as an indication of what would have been
the expenditure if the hon. gentlemen had been in power
during the prosperous time we have had, and which they
tell us would have been prosperous if they had been hure
quite as much as under the present Administration, is to
take the years 1875-76, when they were fairly seated in their
saddles and in a position, as they thought, ofgoing on in a
prosperous career of administration for years. We find that
the total expenditure in 1875-76 by hon. gentlemen, who tell
us to-day that they never woutd have increased the expen.
diture beyond $25,000,000, was $24,488,372, and that, as
compared with the expenditure of last year, leaves a balance
of $4,211,785 in excess. I take special items in regard to
that. Take the ordinary expenditure which may be
said to be controllable expenditurei I find that the
increase in the ordinary expenditure was $684,096, and
that the increase in the Indian grants included
in that ordinary expenditure, was 8830,636, or more
than the entire increase of the ordinary expenditure.

.So, leaving out the Indian grants, which, I think, I may
fairly assume to be to a largo extent beyond the control of
any Administration, if we are to adopt the principle of feed-
ing rather than fighting the Indians in the North-West-a
policy which every one will say is a wise policy-then the
ordinary expenditure was actually less by 8146,540 in 1883
than in 1875-76. Then, I takethe collection of therevenue, and
I find the increase in that was S1,853,516, of which 81,773,641
was for post office and publie works alone, the revenue from
public works and post office increasing during that period
$546,126 more than the expenditure. This leaves an in-
cruase for the collection of all the other revenues of the
country, outside of the two items of post office and publie
works, of $79,875 the inereased revenue from those other
sources having been 10,887296, while the debt and subsidies
incroased noless than $1,731,172. That is the position of a
comparison between 1875-76, when hon. gentlemen were in
the tul swing of thir administration of the affairse of this
country and 1883,-which wa an exceptional year of great
prosperity, when, by a policy accepted by Parliament, and
aecepted by the country, the Government were generous in
thir contribution to the public service, especially to public
works, for the bunefit of the people -at large. But we are
told that the debt has inereased. Woll, the debt has
increased.. it increased, in seven yearadrom 1867 to 1874,
by $32,596,323,.or an annual average inWease of 84,370,903.
I do not think Che hon. gentleman can complain of that.
That increase had taken place when ho went to England to
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make bis loan. When ihe issned his famons circular to the
investors, to the money-lenders of Englani, I find that he
makes tbis referenco to that increased debt:

" The whole of thii debt h3 baen incurred for legititnate objects of
public utility. Though many of the public works have so far yiel el
but a serail revenne in comparison with the interest on their cost, much
of the expenditure ba3 been regarded by the Imperial and Dominion
Gaveramentm as necesary, not in the interesta of Canada exclusivey,
but also on national gronnds, si much so that at varions tieis the In-
perial Governrent has sanctioned guarantees in ail of their construc-
tion to thweetent of £8,400,000."

That was the testimonv of the hon. gentleman as to that
first increase of debt. Thon the hon. gentleman came into
office, and during tho period from 1874 to 1879 the public
debt of this country increased $34,665,223, or in five years
an average of 86,933,040. I know that the hon, gentleman'
tells us that he is not responsible for that increase. I know
that ho tells us that that increase was necessary because of
obligations which tlhey inheritod from the party who pre-
coded thom in office.

Sir R[CHARD CA RTWRIGIIT. IIear, hcar.
Mr. WHITE. I urderstand the hon. gentleman to con-

cur in that view of his argument. Now, Sir, what was the
obligation which they inherited? Was it the deepening
of the canals ? Why, that was a matter under Confederation
Act made contingent on the condition of the finances of this
country, and, whon those gentlemen came into office, so far
were they from assuming the obligations incurrel by their
predecessors that they actually cancellod the tenders sent in
for the works on the Welland canal and advertised on their î
own responsibility for new tenders fo ?the construction of
this work. It does not therefore lie with them to tell us that
they inherited that responsibility from the party who pre-
coded them. They might, under the Act of Confederation,
if they thought the finances of the country did not justify it,
have postponed indefinitely the enlargement of the canalis,
sa far as any obligations were concerned. Thon they say
the Pacifie Railway was an obligation. If so, it was an
obligation that we should within ten years, or as near that
as possible, construct a railway to connect British Columbia
with the railway system of old Canada. Did they regard
that as an obligation? Did they, when the first contract
was proposed to be let in 1880, regard it as an obligation ?
No; they voted in a body against it, declaring that the
measure of the obligation was the financial condition
of the country. Therefore, they assumed that responsibility
of their own motion which they might have left
over, if they had ehosen so to do, assuming, of course, that
the position they t;ok in 1880 was a correct position.
Sir, there were no obligations incurred by those hon.
gentleman, the responsibility of which, in view of what has
ta-ken place since they left offie, they are in a position to
throw upon their predecessors in office. They assume those
responsibilities thomselves, they entered upon the construc-
tion of those public works, they incurred that debt, of their
own motion and having incurred it they ought not in all
fairness, in ail reasonable decency, to corne down and say:
" We had te do this because the obligation was thrown upon
us by our predecessers , in office." No, Sir, they increased
the debt by an annual addition to it of $7,000,000
in round figures, during the period they were in office.
Well, hon. gentlemen on this Bide of the louse1
came ia, and they have inereased the debt from thati
time to tbe preseut by $15j476,547, or an annual averagei
increase of 83,869,037. But, when you come -te deali
with the progrews of the interest oharges-which after
all l the measure of the burden of this debt upon the
people (of this country-yeu will find that the conditioni
is muchmore favourable to hon. gentlemen on this side ofi
the House. From 1867 te 1874 the nmnual inaesse in the1
irterest charge was $20,715 per annam; frotn 1874 to 18791
it was 4222,345 per annum-and I am now taking the neti
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interest charge, not the gross interest charge. From 1879
to 1883 there has been an actual decrease in t16e netiterest
charge on the people of this country of $60,866. Se that-if,
since the Conservative party came into office thtere has been
an increase in the debt, that increase, measured by the an-
nual burdon, measured by the interest charge-which is the
true measure of its burden on the people of this country-
has aetually doecreased $60,866. Then, Sir, if you take the
gross interest charge, we find this: That from 1867 th
1874 the interest charge increased $181,595 per annum;
from 1874 to 1879 it was $279,067 per annum; while from
1879 to 1883 it was $82,035 per annum. Then, Sir,
what bas been our position with regard to expenditure
upon capital account? The debt has been increased, we
admit, but what bave we been doing with it? Why,
Sir, I find that the expenditure on capital accott in
excess of the additional debt from 1867 to 1874, was
$13,778,037; from 1874 to 1879 the addition to the debt in
excess of the expenditure on capital account, was $6,720,083,
that is to say, those hon. gentlemen added that much to the
public debt for carrying on the ordinary affairs of the adini.
nistration of the country, and not in public works in any
sense whatever. From 1879 to 1883, we have spent on
capital account in excess of the increased debt $22,463,439.
That is the position in which the two parties stand in rela-
tion to the debt of this country. I have not said a word
h-re as to the point which the hon. gentleman disputes,
monely, that of the increase of that earlier Con3ervative
pe'riod, a sum of upwards of $14,000,000, was a mere
matter of account, was an assumption of the debts
of the IProvinces, wlich passel from the people in the
several Provinces to the people in the Dominion-I
have not dealt with that at all ; I have assumed the
whole. There is an incrcase in the public debt which
bas been made by both parLies, anct the resait, I think,
is one of which the Conservative party need not be
in any wày ashsmed. Bat, Sir, it has been said that the
policy of the present Government has been to pile up sur-
pluses, and we are told that it has involved a terrifie tax on
the people. Well, Sir, the hon. gentleman did not always
hold it to be a bad thing to have a surplus. I can remom-
ber what ho said in that famous circular-a circular
which is invaluable as a model in presenting the posi-
tion of this country to peop!e outside. We find that the
813,000,000 of surplus that occurred during the earier
years of Confederation, was not then regarded by him as in
the slightest degrce a gronad of complaint; on the contrary
it was presentel to the people of England as a thing we
ought to be proud of, as an evidence of the increased stab-
ility and the greator credit of the people of Canada. Here
is what the hon. gentleman said:

"The revenue his nhown a continuons surplus diring each yea aines
Conifederation in 1867, althongh it has in the interval been chargedwithi
mach heavy expenditure of an exceptional kind. The eight yeare alue
Confederation, therefora, exhibit an aggregate surplus of £2,443,111
(sterling), not inetuding the sinking fand which han been partially ap.
plied in redemption of debt, and partly expended on new works.'

That was the statement of the hon. gentleman as to the
position of a surplus at that time, when ho was able to go to
England and presont to the people there the fact that dur-
ing the preeoeding six or seven years there had been thia
large surplus in the public treasury. But when we eema te
deal with the question of the cost of administration.we find
another significant contrast. The hon. gentlemantells u tbat
the country has been extravagantly managed, and that they
would have managed it much more cheaply. WIl, lot me
give one illustration, one contrast, of the manner in wkich
the revenue was collected under their AAminit:mtion and
under the present one. Take the cost of Castoms co1leetiSen
I find that in 1878 the Oustoma receipts were #12,795ß9,
while in 1883 they were $23,172,309. I find that the oeas
of collection in 1878 was $714,527; while the cost of collec-
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tion in 1883 was $757,215; that is, our revenue increased
during those years no loss than 81 per cent., while
the cost of collection increased only 6 per cent. Now, Sir,
in reference to that cost of collection, it is to be remembered
that in the five Provinces east of Manitoba, namely, Ontario,
Queboe, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward
Island, the numbor of ports incrcased during that
period from 293 to 314; and yet the cost of col-
lecting the revenue in that incratsed number of
ports was decreased by $9,919. Then, Sir, the inerease
in the cost of collection in Manitoba was $29,770, but
the revenue increased during that period from $223,530
to $1,764,806. In the North-West Territories the increasod
cost of collection was $4,121, while the revenue increased
from $19,098 to $68,165 during the same period. The outside
service in the Customs Department, namely, the experts
whieh have been employed, and the detectivo service, have
been rondered necessary the changes that were made in the
tariff, cost $1?,526. Nom, let me give you another
contrast. In 1873-71 the imports were 8128,213,582,
the duties were $14,421,883, and the cost of collecting
was $567,765; while in the years 1878-79 the imports were
$93,031,787, the duty collected was $12,795,693, and the cost
of collecting was $714,527; or in other words, during the
per:od that hon. gentlemen were in office, when they were
economically managing the f.ffairs of the country, when they
were establishing for themselves that claim to condemned
alleged extravagance on the part of tbeir opponents, ifind that
the imports decreased 23 per cent. the revenuo decreased 11
per cent., while the cost of collection increased 27 por cent.
But, Sir, we are told by the lion. gentleman that there bas
been increased taxation to tho people of this country in
another form-that we have enornously increased the
taxation of Canada by the increased cost of goods as a
resuit of the protectivo duties which have becn imposed.
The hon. gentleman estimated this loss to the country at
$~>0,000,000; I wonder he did not make it a $100,000,000.
Let me give the House one or two points which the hon.
gentleman made with respect to it. Take first the article
ot sugar. The hon. gentleman said:

" To-day, I am informed by men of high standing in the trade, you
could put dowa at Montreal, free of duty, Uose classes of sugar which
are most in demand in Canada, at the rate of $5 per 100 1tW. I am
informed by those gentlemen also, that if they buy thos- sugars from
Canadian refineries ihey have to pay s per 100 lôs , being an excess of
$3. We consumed, in 1183, 1:2 0,000 lb. of sugar. I will allow a
large percentage, 12,000,00, 1, i go into the accounts for the waste in
converting that into such sugar as te people require; but every man
can See for himself that it you could buy that sugar at 5 cents per lb.,
duty free, and are otliged to pay 3 cents more t, the reficer, what the
cost to the peop e of Canada that extra 3 cents per lb. is. It is
$4,500,00. Of that sui $2,4L7,000 went into the Treasury, and
$1,500,00) was lost."

That is the statement of the hon. gentleman. Now, Sir, I
do not know to what kind of sugar the lion. gentleman
refers as being that conhumed by the great majority ef the
people of Canada, whether lie refers to granulated or yol-
lows. If ho refers to yellows, the price in Montreal to-day,
and it has been so for some little time, varies from 5ý cents
to 71 cents, the latter being almost as pale and bright as
granulated sugar. And granulated sugar in Montreal to-day
is worth 8- cents por lb. Bat we are not left to surmise
in regard to the prices of sugar : it is a fortunate thing for
us wo are not. Wlen the hon. gentleman roams into the
region of surmise h is immense ; 300,000,000 or 400,000,000
are matters of little consequence to him. Bat in this mat-
ter we are not, as I have said, left to surmise ; we have the
actual facts with which we can deal. As to this sugar
question generally, I think the hon. gentleman admitted
that as regards the $1,500,000, which he said was lost,
some little advantage accrued to the country from
the increased shipping brought to the port of Montreal.
Well, Mr. Speaker, that is an important factor in the
trade of this country. If we can build up a trade
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with the sugar-producing countries of the world, giving
to them in roturn for their sugar, fish and other
products we may have to send thern, we have accom-
plished a great deal towards promoting the trade of the
Dominion. I find that one of the resulti of this policy has
been that, while in 1878 we imported from the West Indies
only 7,500,000 Ibi., and from Brazil nil, (wo lad been doing
a little import trade with South Amorican ports, but it had
dwindled away to nothing), we imported in 1883 from the
West Indies 72,750,000 lbs., and from Brazil 36,886,052 lbs.,
-a branch of trade which every one will admit is of very
considerable importance. That is to say, wo imported
from those two countric 85 per cent. of our entiro
import. We importel 8ý per cent. from the East
Indies, China, etc, and 6½ por cent. from Great
Britain and the Unitel States, this being refined.
Now, Sir, in 1878 the total import wai 108,951,920 lbs., the
duîty on which was $2,567,803. Of the total quantity im-
ported 95,154,570 lbs. were above No. 13 Dutch standard,
and the duty paid was $2,289,840. In 1883 the total im-
ports reached 156,697,834 lbs., ot which 4,283,488 Ibs., were
above 14 Duteh standard-the line boing increased to 14
instead of 13 as was the case under the policy of bon.
gentlemen opposite. The total duty paid was $2,666,763,
of which 8108,407,was for sugar abovo 14 Datch standard. As
to the question of the enormous protcction given to the
refiners under the present rate of duty, let me point out
this fact; last year, on the averago price in New York, less
drawback, $5.70 per 100 lbs., the du'y by the Cartwright
tariff would be 81.43. The actual duty on the
refined sugar imported was $2.50. So that the protection
we have had in connection with this duty amounts really
to orly 12Î por cent. I venturo to say there is no industry
in Canada with so smadl a protection, whon you come to
consider the relation of the raw material to the retined
article, as has the sugar industry. As to the question of
prices and what we have paid for the sugar: Tho average
price in New York, that is to American consumers, was
$8.fJ. The average prico in Montreal for the same poriod
was $8.40 ; so that the people of Canada were actually
obtaining their sugar on thut bas s ut 24 ots. por 100 lbs.,
or nearly a quarter of a cent per i1b. less tlhin the people of'
the United States were paying for sugar from American
refineries. But taking it under the Cartwright tariff, with
duty and charges added and draw backs dcducted, the averago
woald have been 88.93 ; while in Montreal, as 1 have said,
the actual average was $8.40, or a differenco in favour of the
present Tariff to the consumer, as compared with the tariff of
hon. gentlemen opposite of 53 cents per 100 lbs., or a little
over one half cent per lb. Taking the consumption at
140,000,000 lbs., the hon. gentleman's own figures, as repre-
senting the refined sugar provided for consumption, from the
152,000),003 which were imported last year, have, as a result
of this policy, that, instead of paying 2 to 3 cents per
lb. more for sugar, as has been stranguly stated by hon.
gentlemen opposite, we have actually bal a sum equivalent
to $700,000 put irto the pockets or the people as money
saved on sugar, compared with what they would have had
to pay under the tariff of hon. gentlemen opposite. Or if
you take the price in New York te the consumer, and in
Montreal to the consumer, about which there can be no
question, for it is a matter which can be ascertained from
lista of current prices, then the people of Canada have had
the advantago of $350,000 last year over the people of the
United States as the result of our present policy.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.

Mr. WHITE. When the louse rose I was dealing with
the argument of the hon. gentleman as to the serions tax-
ation imposed on this country by the extra duties under the
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National Policy, and I had referred to the article of sugar,
to which he made special reference, and I pointed out what
I think is the case, that so far from the National Policy
having imposed extra taxation on Canada it has really been
a great advantage to the country even in the matter of
cheapness. I come now, Sir, to the article of cotton, whicb,
perhaps, is the one that the National Policy bas more
developed than any other industry in the country. 1 arn
quite aware, Mr. Speaker, that there bai been during the
latter part of the last year, a depression in the
cotton industry in this country. That depression has
been in common with the depression in the same
industry in England and in the United States. Ilere it has
arisen from causes which wero almost certain to produce a
depression sooner or later, and the effect of it bas been to
cause methods to be adopted by the cotton manufacturers
which, I believe, will render less likely a depression of that
kind in the future. When you remember, Sir, that as late
as October, 1882, the cotton mills were unable to supply the
demand in this country, that they were unablo to fill the
orders which were coming into them, I think you will agree
with me that the collapse-if one may use that expression-
was more sudden than i.:ost persons anticipated. But during
that time two-thirds of the cotton mills of Canada were run
ning on ordinary grey cottons. 1 t was one of the most natural
things in the world that upon an industry of that kind spring-
ing into existence, the manufacturers should first produce
that particular class of goods which was certain to find
readiest market. During last falilthe cotton mill owners
met together and resolved to lessen by a considerable pro-
portion the production of their mills. Three mills, and only
the three, closed down altogether, and they closed only for
a month. The Hudon mill, it is tiue, closod for some three
weeks longer, not because of any question of depression, not
because of a want of a market for the goods they were pro-
ducing, but bocause of the condition of the water in the St.
.Lawrence River. But, Sir, in spite of that depression in the
cotton industry, one cannot but feel that an enormous
development in that industry bas taken place in
Canada. In 1878 there were seven cotton mills
in this country. At this moment there are no less
than twenty, and if you take the capacity of the m:lls
into account, these twenty are equivalent to thirty of as
great capacity as the seven which were in existence in 1878.
The mills are now adopting the plan of producing different
varities of cotton. Instead of producing as they did before,
almost exclusively, grey cottons, they are going into, in
some cases, forty or tifty different classes of cotton goods;
and I am glad to kncw that an industry which has recently
been established-or rather is about being established, for
it has not yet c>mmenced work-in Magog, that is a print
factory, instead of undertaking to produce the cloth, as origin-
ally intended, is going to take the cloth from the other
mills and become simply a print factory, and that alone.
la that way, i think the cotton industry has before it no
such gloomy prospect as a great many persons are disposed
to think, but that with the conditions which at present
exist, witb the low prices at which cottons are being sold,
with the greater facilities for production which have re-
sulted from the establihment of these mills, in the early
future the cotton industry willresume the prosperity which
belongs to it, and which attached to it during the earlier
period. of its recent development. But, Sir, in this question
of the price of goods, if the argument of hon. gentlemen
opposite be a correct argument, thon ordinary grey cheap
cottons in Canada ought to be at least somewhere about 30
or 35 per cent, dearer than in the United States or Great
Britain. In order to establish his argument that
this Tarif lias been an extra tax on the people,
he must first establish that proposition. Well, Sir,
has that been the fact ? I have here a statement
in which the American prices are taken from the New York
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Economist of January 12th, 1884, and the Canadian prices
are taken at the mills, and I find that the average prices of
goods in Canada have actually been just about the same as
they were at the American mills. The American price for
Whitinsville 33 inch, is 6½ for 33 inch, Canadian Ci cents;
for American Phelham, 35, inch the price of which was 6,
for 36 inch Canadian 7j; for American Hero 35J inch, the
price was 7 cents; for 36 ich Canadian the price was8i;
for 35ý inch American Whitinsville the price was 7; for
Canadian 36 inch the price was 8î; for American .bwight
Anchor 36 inch the price was 9 cents; the same width Cana-
dian 10 cents. For Langdon G. B. 6 inch the price was 10
cents; for 36 inch Canadian the price was Il cents.
But, Sir, when you corne to the weight of the goods-which
after all is a very important factor-taking the goods by
the pound, I find that the average of the 'United States
cottons was 23112 cents per pound, and of the Canadian
22 :11 cente so that giving the weight of the goods, the price
of these cottons was actually lower in Canada than in the
Jnited States, the prices being at the mills in both places.

Now, it must ho remembered in the discussion of this
question, that we derive onur revenue from Customs duty
under any tarif we may adopt. I do not understand that
hon, gentlemen opposite propose to adopt Free Trade in the
sense in which it is adopted in England. I do not understand
that they propose to abolish all Custom duties, and adopt
the principle of direct taxation in or der to rai-o a revenue
for the purposes of Government. Taking a 17½ per cent.
tariff, which w-as the tariff when bon. gentlemen opposite
were in power, we have a right to add, on their priiciple,
that 17ýpor cent. to the cost of cotton goods coming into
Canada, and if thon we can show that the goods are choaper
than in the United States, theirargument as to the taxation
involved in this tariff is entirely swept away.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. WHITE. The hon. gentleman soems to doubt that.

Does ho pretend to say that, adding it7 per cent. to the cost
of the goods in Canada, and with a 35 per cent. duty, which
does not add more than 17J per cent. to their cost in this
country, the cost to the people of Canada bas been incroased
by the incrcased duty ? Nothing of the sort. On the contrary,
the result of the larger market scured to the Canadian mills
by this policy, the result of the investment of capital in those
mills, the result of the market being to a greater extent, to
an enormously greater extent, secured to those mills in
Canada, bas been to reduce the cost by the larger output of
the different mills. Everyone knows as a principle, which
is perpetual, which never varies in regard to manufactures,
that the larger the output the less the price ut which the
articles cau b produced, and by securing all those different
cotton mills, by having some thirty mills-taking capacity
into account-instead of seven in Canada, and with a
reasonable assurance of a market for those thirty mills,
insteai of for the seven, the natural result is, that
we get the goods a groat deal cheaper than wo would have
had thom under the policy of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
and as a matter of fact, wo have the gcols at a lower
price than prevailed under the policy ot hon. gentlemen
opposite. Let me give you a fact, which eau b verified
by anyone who chooses to enquire into the matter, as
to the cost of cotton goods in September, 1878, as compared
with the cost now. Tho price of raw cotton in beptem-
ber, 1878, was 114 cents per lb., and the cost of cotton
goods, 3 70 yards to the lb, was 7 cents, or 28-67 cents per
1b.; while to-day-when I say to-tay, I mean the commen-
cement of this year, to which those figures apply-raw
cotton is Il cents a lb., and cotton cloth 3-3à yards to
the lb., is 22# cents a lb. ; so that there is only three
quarters of a cent difference in the price of raw cotton at
these two periods, while the eost of ordinai y cotton cloth
has been reduced from 28-67 cents per lb. to 229
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cents per lb. That was the result of the larger output
by these mills. Then, Sir, there is another article
to which I dosiro to refer as illustrating my point;
and I rofer to it becanse an incident has recently occurred
in Canada which gives an undoniable proof that the duty
has rot as a general thing been paid by the consumer.
I refer to the cost of locomotives, as shown in a contract
recently made with the Intercolonial Railway with the
Kingston Locomotive Works, in connection with which
very disgracefol and unwarrantable attacks have been made
upon yourself, Mr. Speaker. Now, Sir, what are the facts
with regard to that contract? Tho hon. member for South
Huron, the ex-Finance Minister, will knowsomething about
thiq, for, if I mistako not, he is a shareholder in that Com-
pany; and the hon. member for Kingston will know soma-
thing about it, for, if I mistake not, lie is a D;rector in that
Company. Tenders were asked, if I remomber rightly, for
fifteen locomotives of a coi-tain class, from the United States
as well as from Canada. The lowest tender was from the
Gr'ant Locomotive Works, for $10,900. Now, if we
add 15 por cent. duty to that - and hon. gentlemen
opposite would regard that as the very perfection of a
low revenue tariff - the cost of those locomotives
brought into Canada would bo $ 12,535 each. The tender of
the Kingston Locomotive Works vans $ i1,300, or 8 1,225
less than the article could be brouglht for from the United
States, with 15 per cent. duty paid on it. Then, there wore
four locomotives required of a difforent chiss. The Cook
Locomotive and Machine Company, an American Company,
made the lowest tender which was ë11,000 at tho hop,
vhich, with a duty of 15 per cent. added, would give

.12,650 as the price in Cainada. The Phenix Works, of St.
John, N. B., built the locomotives, and delivered them, for
s$1,300 or $1,350 less than the prico for vhich they could
have been inported, with the duty paid on them. Not
only was that the fact, but thero is another rather
remarkable circumstance iin connection with this
matter. There were four America n locomotive works
competing for this contract; and the average price,
accordiwg to tender, at their sho )s was 811,250,
whilo tie Kingston works tendered at $11,300 ; so that
the difference between the cost of these locomotives at the
sbop in Kingston, and at the shop in the United States was
only $50 each in favor of the American manufacturer. And
yet bon. gentlemen will tell us that the 25 por cent. duty
charged on locomotives coming into the country -represents
a tax on the people of this country. Tho hon. gentleman
knows that under the tariff which existed before, these
works which had been in operation had practically ceased
tooperate altogether; they were dead-practically dead. But
a new Company influenced by the conviction that undcr
this Tariff they would at least have a chance of the market
in Canada, bought the old establishment out, and put money
into it to increase its capacity, with the result which I have
just pointed out, that to-day we are getting locomotives in
Canada within $50 of what they could be got for in the
shops in the United States, or, in the contract to
which I have referred, for $23,925 altogothor less than we
would have been compelled to pay had we bought them in
the United States and brought them in and paid 15 per
cent. duty upgn them. Now, Sir, these particulars-I do not t
intend to give others, although I could do so-I think
certainly establish that the effect bas not been to increase
the price to the consumer, but they show us what has been
the value of the National Policy to this country. Iventured
to say at the commencement of-my remarks this afternoon,
that the hon. gentleman had, because there were certain
things that we conld not control, taken the ground that we
should not deal with those that we could contro. What
was it that deepened most seriously the depression that
existed in this country in 1877, 1878, and the carly
part of 1879? It was the fact that this country i
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was boing made a slaughter market for the surplus pro-
ductions on the other side of the lino. Everyone knows
that at times of depression manufacturers are most anxious
to find a market anywhore for their surplus products; and
in order, if it may be, that they may keop up the price in
their own market for the remainder, they will give the
foreign market the article at a lower price. We are told
that this is botter for the mai in the foreign country. So it
may be for the moment, while the dopression lasts; but tho
moment that depression is past, and things get back ta the
position, which 1 think we may call the normal position,
whon the nccossity of Pacriticing the surplus product dis-
appears altogether, thon we find that the peoplo who were
foolish enougih to suppose that it was an advantagte to get
this surplus product thrown into the country as a slaughter
market, have to pay a higher price for the goods and the
labour of a foreign country, instead of getting the samo
article in iheir own country, produeed by the labour
of their own country, and at a lowcr price than
they could got it for outside. I venture to say
that at no timo since tho National Policy has been estab-
lished, has it been of more value to the manufacturers of
Canada than it is at this moment. Alroady, as everyone in
business knows, ow'ing to the dopression on the other sida
of the lino, thero is a disposition manifested to ropoat the
process that went on in 1877 and 1878. Wore the low Ta-iff
such as we had then in existence to-day, our manufacturors,
overyono of them, wouild cither be closed up, cr compelled
so to work as to realiso no profit, practically, wl atever. But
the Policy now ii operation is, at loast to a gr, ater extent
than the old policy, preserving this market to the Canadian
manufacturer, is prevonting that slaughter to the extent to
which it went on formerly, thougli not to an er tire extent,
and in that way is doing more for manufacturers at this time
than it bas donc at any time since it has been in operation.
It is percisely in times of depression that a policy of this
kind is of most value to a country, and not of loast value,
and ho misuuderstands the object and the advantage of
this policy, who ventures to say that bocause you
have depression you should thorofore abandon the policy
which lessons and mitigates that dopression, and prevents
it beconing what it would become, under other circum-
stances. Then the hon. gentleman procooded to indulge in
a screoch on behalf of socialism. le told us we wore build-
ing up in Ihis country two groat classes. 11e told us we
were building up a class of subsidized millionaires, and in so
doing were c-oating, as all history proved, according to
him, a class of paupers on the other side; that wherever, as
lie put it, there was great woalth in the bands of indi-
viduals, thero was to bo found groat poverty on the part of
tho masses. And we wcre told that that was one of the results
ofour policy, an I that we woro notonly doing this, but doing
it to an extent which would justify socialism in this country.
It occurred to me as somewhat strange that the hon. gentle-
man should close this part of bis speech by a statement of
that kind, when, during the whole of the eai lier part of that
speech, ho had bon telling us that the money put irto
manufacturos had all been lost, that these industries had
been unproduetive, and that instead of being millionaires
those who had sunk their millions in manufactures had lost
heir money. ])oth th9so statements cannot be true; but
what is true is tlct this policy is enabling mon who have
business capacity and capital and who understand thoir
vork to go on and roasonably prosper ; it enables them also
o afford employmont in this country for the working people
of this country, which would not be afforded under the
olicy of the hon. gentleman. Now I come to a point to

which, I an bound to say, I very deeply regret the hon.
gentlenan found it necessary to refer in the way he did.
Phis country has some difficulties to contend against.
Wo ai-e just on the highway to prosperity- am not speak-
ng now of the National Policy, but of the natural pros-
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perity which a great country like this is almost certain to
achieve for itself. We are just on the highway to that
prosperity, if we are only true to oursolves. But we have
excited the jealousy of rivale outside of this country and of
some enemies within it, and it is a matter of the gravest
regret that an hon. gentleman occupying the position
which the ex-Finance Minister does occupy, should have
devoted so much energy, so much study, and so much labour
to the production of statistics in order to prove that this
country, if the same conditions continue which, he says,
have existed for the last five years, would become absolutely
depopulated within the next ten or twenty years. I am
bound te say that was not a fair, I am bound to
say that was not--I shall not use the word
patriotic for hon. gentlemen opposite do not like
it-but it was not a true position for the hoa.
gentlemen to take. He bas been at the trouble of
getting from bis friends all over the country municipal and
school statistics and everything of that kind for the purpose
of showing that this country is practically becoming depopu-
lated, and when he finds the census stands in his way, he says
the census is fraudulent, is not to be believed, is utterly worth-
less as a guide to the conditions in this country. Well,
what do we fir d? The hon. gentleman selected one or two
counties in th's country. He selectod your own county,
Mr. Speaker, and one or two others, and he said these
counties are becoming depopulated and therefore this whole
country is becoming depopulated. No other fair inference
can be drawn from what he said but that he wanted to croate
this impression. But what do I find in the 86 electoral
divisions of the Province of Ontario, for he dealt only with
that Province? During the ]ast decennial pcriod the
population in 86 divisions in that Province increased not
less than 320,000 people. That was not a decrease; that
did not indicate that we were becoming practically depopu.
]ated, and, Sir, out of the whole of those 86 divisions, there
were only 9 constituencies in wbich there had been any
decrease ; and in these 9 constituencies the aggregate
decrease was under 6,000. 'Y et, with these facts open to
the hon. gentleman, he did not hesitate to give the sanction
of bis important and high position in this country to the
statement that we were continually losing population, that
our country was becoming in fact depopulated, that it was
becoming a country where we could not hold our own people,
and to which therefore the people of other countries would be
exceedingly foolish tocome. I remember heari ng a statement
of this kind made many years ago, and I know in England
it did great injury to Canada. It was made by Sir Charles
Dilke in the House of Commons when Mr. McCullocli Torrens
brought in his motion for state aid to immigration in 1870.
Sir Charles Dilke then made the statement, which ho pro-
bably took from the speech of same person like the hon.
gentleman, who was indifferent to the effect it might pro-
duce on the interests of the country, that there were more
people going from this country than coming into it, that we
were actually becoming depopulated. I had, at that time,
the honor of representing the Province of Ontario,
in En lard, for the moment, in connection with
emigmton natters, and I had a controversy with Sir
Chales Dilke in the columns of the London Standard
on this question, and by the testimony of the Toronto Globe,
which, after all, I muet say, did me every justice ini
that matter, I was able thon, as 1 trust I will be able now,1
te show there was no greund for the statement, but that iti
was made in the interests of immigration to
a foreign country rather than in the interests1
of immigration to this colony. The hon. gentleman re-i
ferred to the depopulation of some of the towns in Canada.i
Well, what do we fInd? We find that, according to thei
last Coenus and during the decennial perlod, in forty-three1
towns, inoorporated towns having under'5,000 inhabitants1
eacb, in the Province of Ontario, the increase of population- é
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was in the aggregate 32 per cent.; and we find that in the
whole of those forty-threo towns there were but two in
which there was a decrease in population and that decrease
was infinitessimal. Every one knows that in a new country
like this, towns spring up at every likely place as railways
are built, and that when the result of building a railway
does not turn out to be for any particular town precisely
what those who went in, in the first instance, hoped it
would be, that town will suffer while others near it
will grow up and inerease. When the one ceases
to prosper, tho other prospers still more abun-
dantly from Ihe accretion obtained from the losing
town. That is a kind of thing that occurs evetywhere in a
new country. It is no indication of aloss of prestige in the
country, nor of a loss of prosperity or a decrease in popula-
tion. It is simply one of the incidents connected with the
development of a country and of the building up of towns
in a country, as the result of railway development, and is
an incident which, as everyone, as I have said, who has been
an observer of things knows, must and does occur perpetu-
ally. In the nineteen towns and cities in the Province of
Ontario, having over 5,000 inhabitants each, thore has been
an increase of population during the decennial period of no
less than 40-2 per cent. That was the condition of things
as to the increase of population in Ontario during the period
to whieh the hon. gentleman referred. It is quite true
that people have gone from Canada into the United
States ; it is quite true that we bave not been
free from that tondency to migration which obtains ail
over this continent, and which caused the State of Vermont,
for instance, in the decennial period from 1860 to 1870, to
lose in population some 7 per cent., and during the last
decennial period to increaso only one-half of one per cent;
which caused the State of Maine to bealmoststationary, and
a number of the other eastern States to increase in nothing
like the ratio in which the western States increased, as
people move on from the east towards the west. But
what do we find on comparing our condition with that of
the United States ? I propose, in a moment or two, to deal
with the argument which the hon. gentleman dealt
with, and which is a perfectly fair argument in a way-
that we lose population to the nation, while they simply
transfer population from one part of the same nation te
another. I shall deal with thatpresently. But, taking the
original thirteen States of the Union, I find that they have
lost, of their native population, according to the last decen-
nial Census, 19·08 per cent., while Canada bas lost of its
native born population 16-47 por cent. I find that even the
three States of New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania, have
each lost a larger number of teir native-born population
tban Canada has lost. New York has lost of its native-
birn population 1,189,261 ; Ohio has lost 1,034,373 ; Penn-
sylvania las lost 78S,515, while Canada has lost 712,368.
Now two of these, at any rate, Ohio and Pennsylvania, are
considerably smaller in population than Canada, while
New York has probably the same or perhapsa even a
little more population than Canada. They are three States
of the Union which are esteemed to be among the
wealthiest and the most prosperous States of the Union.
And yet, by that process of migration, by that disposition
to go westward to seek for new fields, they have eaceh of
them lost a larger number of their native-born population
than Canada has lost. Even the western States, even those
new States, those prairie regions, where people bave gone
within the last thirty or twonty or ten years, as the case may
be, and where they are building up for themselves homes,
even those States are losing their native population. Min-
nesota has lost of its native born population, going into other
States of the Union, 39,479. Kansas, the paradise of one
hon. gentleman opposite, has lost 46,085 of its native-born
population. Texas, the paradise of another of the hon.
gentlemen opposite, has lost 44,315. So, even in those
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western States that same process has been going on o
migration to the wcst. Taking the percentages of loss ol
native-born population by States, I find that Rhode Island
bas lost 17. per cent, Wisconsin 151-, Massachusetts 15,
New York 13½, Pennsylvania 1F, Connecticut 22+, Ohio
32j, Vermont 53+, Maine28, Illinos 17.85, and Canada 1647.
Of these ten States all but two have lost a larger proportion
of native-boin population than the Dominion of Canada has
lost. Under those circumstances, I think I may fairly say that
the tendency of migration is not a matter to be wondered
at, that it is not a matter which is to be citcd as an evidence
that thiscountry;is notprospering. In the carlier part ofthe
history of Canada, we had western counties to which the
people could go. Taking three counties, with whihb I am
tolerably familiar, Huron, Bruce and Grey, I find that, in
1851, the aggregate population of those thrce counties was
35,352; in 1871, twenty years afterwards, their ngagregate
population was 174,075, and I find that, in 1881, the
aggregate population was 216,873. lu 1870-well, cer-
tainly in 1867, of that I can speak of my owD personal
knowledge-those countieq, the northern pai t of
Huron, the whole of Bruce, and the western part
of Grey, were without railway facilities at all.
You could put one point of a compass on Mount Forest and
describe a circle of 45 mile radius without touching a
railway, and yet, when farners had to cart their grain as
much as 90 miles to get down to, Guelph, which was the
leading market town at the tine, when they had to cart
their grain or, during the winter, to take itdown in sleigh«,
during that time the increase ii Population was fromn :5 000
in 185, to 174,000 iii 7 ý ; and, if anyone wilI i:o thr ng b
those counties, as I was in the habit of goirng throngh thern
some few years ago in cornection wi th railway matters, he
will find everywhere, as 1, an old Peterborough man, fourid
in the county of Bruce, and on almost every concession
lino, men who had gone from Peterborough to Bruce to
settle there, in order to get eheap linds for themselves and
their sons, and to bring their family together, selling their
farm in the older county to get new lands and
build up a rew home in the newer county. But,
in process of time, those places got filled up, and
then people went further west. We h:id no prairie
region to which they could go. They were eompelled to go
to the western Statt s by an almost unavoidable impulse, to
find prairie land on whieh to settle with their families, to
get land comparatively cheap'y, and to make new homes
for themselves. They went there, and, as one and another
went and wrote back to their friends, that process of
emigration, begotten of the best kind of emigration agent,
the successful settler in the new district, kept going on;
and that, so far as the western States were corcerned, was
one of the causes 'which brought that emigration to the
western States. Take the State of Michigan, where rio less
than 147,000 of the population are native-born Canadians.
And who are they ? They are men who have gone there,
attracted by the lumbering operations which are carried on
in that State, men who found in it the opportunity for
labour which they could not get in old Canada at the time.
And in the eastern States, where you find large settlements
of French Canadians, they went there to get precisely the
kind of work, which happily many of them» are now getting
in Canada, in the mills and factories of that country, and
thus they swelled the population. lt is, or sbould bo to us as
Canadians, a matter ci sincere satisfaction to know that,
though they are settled in that foreign counfry, they have
not forgotten that they are Canadians, and that, during
recent years, the tendency has been not to go from Canada
to the States, but it has been the migration of Canadians
coming back into Canada. Last year, if I am correctly
informed, there were about 20,000 of the immigrants who
came in-.o the country, accoiding to lhe statement
issued by-the Immigration Department, who gave them-
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f selves in at the port of entry as being returned Canadians.
f Thon, we are opening up in the Province of Quebec fields

which will give an opportunity for these people to come
bauk to their native land. My hon. friend, the Kingof the
Gatineau, the hon. member fbr Ottawa (Mr. Wright), gave
us laât year a magnificent description of the country in the
rear part of bis county. We know that the Rev. Curé
Labelle, that patriot priest, who is doing perhaps more than
any other individual man in the Province of Quebec to de-
velop its interests, is bringing back hosts of Canadians, and
settling them in parts of the country which a few years ago
were looked upon as practically uninhabitable. Thon, in
the Lako St. John region, we bave another North-West
opening up for the Province of Quebec, and before many
years are over, i bolieve we will find a development of
population in those districts which were regarded as of no
value-when it was thought that Lower Canada, particularly,
consisted of a strip of land along the St. Lawrence, and the
rcar country was looked upon as an inhospitable wild-we
will find settled there hundreds of thousands of Canadians
C-ving out for themselves happy homes, and among them
wc wili find returned Canadians who were expatriated and
went abroad to get work which they could net get at home,
but who seized the first opportunity to settle in their own
native country when new fields were opened to them.
Now, Sir, the lion. gentleman was good enough to attempt
tojustify the extraordinary statements which have been
made by the officials of the American Government as to the
emigration fron this country. Sir, I an astonished the
hon. gentleman ehould have done it. If ho had looked at
tihe simple fact of the number of passenger s, as given by the
railway companies, who can have no motive whatever in
dceeiving anybody in a matter of this kind, if he had looked
at the number given of those who cross and of those who

erme back, he would have seen that these statements could
not, in the very nature of things, be true or accurate in any
sense whatover. Sir, in another place evidence bas recently
been taken on this subject, and what do we find ? We find a
statement made as to how these figures have been cooked-
and I use the word advisedly-cooked, I believe, as part of
the policy which is being adopted, and to which
the lion. gentleman who spoke on Friday night,
I am bound to assume as a matter of cour.
tesy, inadvertently lent himself- cooked for the
purpose of injuring this country and of preventing that
development which jealous rivais desire sbould not take
place in Canada. I find that a Mr. Irwin, who was deputy-
collecto- at the port through which all this extraordinary
emigration takes place, gives this evidence:

" You asked what method I used and what data I had ta go lmpon in
making up the report. It was simply arrived at by taking the tour
quarters of the year and allowing more for the ummer, spring and fatl
qiarters than for the winter as the ocean steamers could not land at
Quebec or Montreal during 1he winter. In reply to your enquiry as to
whether any attempt or pretence was made of counting the number of
enigrant passengers, I would say that L never, during my tern of office,
saw or heard of anything of the kind being done."
That, Siris the gentleman who is making these returns,
and here was his evidence as to howhe made them up. Thon
he goes on to make another statement:

"I was told to estimate what I thought was the numbers of immigrant
that arrivedfrom all trains, etc.. for the quarters.ending March3lat, June
30th,October 30th and December Slst, as each ensuing quarter came round,
and was given to understand that an increase in each quarter corres-
ponding with the quarter of the preceding year was required to be
shown, On oie occasion my Irep3rt was sent back to me with instrue-
tions to put in more females and children. I asked, jokingly,where I was
to get them, and wastold to manufacture them. In tact the whole mat-
ter wa treated as a joke. Someone would oSay to me, " Where do you
get your facts in the case ?" and I would repiy that "fiures were faets
and could not lie."
Thon, Sir, we have astatement from anothei gentleman who
was also engaged in the work of preparing these statistics
which hon. gentlemen opposite are not ashamed to cite on
the floor of Parliament to the injury of this country:
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I With regard to the emigrants from Canada, the statement was got up

from a guess at theprobable number of passengers on the different trains.
We would average, say, six cars to a train and sixty people to a car, and
call half of the whole lot immigrants. At certain seasons cf the year,
when travel was light the average would not, of course, be put so high,
but the w iolo tbing all through was nothing but guess work. We never
pretended to make a count of the paseengers to know whether they were
immigrants or not. ln tact it was impossible, as we bad neither time or
men enough to do such a thing. Cbarles Irwin and myself got up these
returns entirely by guess work and copying off the old returns, and
before my time he helped Crawford and others of my predecessors to get
them up. The idea was to make the immigration look as big as we
could. I know meyself of large crowds oftmen going to the lumber woods
i a the fall who were taken as immigrants, although we knew perfectly
well they would al goback te Canada in the spring. In getting up the
returns, the way we got it the occupations of the immigrants was this .
We took so many thousand persons, and called so many of them carpen-
ters, so many b:acksmitbs, so many painters, etc , and the balance we
called farmers. In fact, the whole thing, from beginnîng to end, was
nothing but the pureat guess work."

Sir, that is theo eviderce of the gentlemen whó were
emuloyed in preparing these very figures whlich the hon.
gentleman on the floor of Parliament, in spite of his bigh
position, in spite of the responsibility which ho ought to
feel attaches to every statement ho makes, ventured to say
were to bo believed ; and ho actually went through the
country getting municipal and school returns, and returns
from some towns that happened not to have prospered the
last few years, in order that ho might sustain the state-
monts which, 1 arm bound to say, are utterly unworthy of
credence, in view of the manner in which, as it now turns
out, they bave been preparcd. Thon, Sir, the bon. gentle-
man went on to deal with the question of foreign popula-
tion. le said there could not possibly have been so nany
immigrants coming into Canada during the last ten vears
bocause, forsooth, there were not as large a foreign-born
population at the end of the ton years as there was at the com-
mencement. H1e assumes that 20,000 a year was a very
large death rate for that foreign population. Now, Sir, it
is impossible for any one, I care not who he may be, to
make a correct or absolute analysis of figures of that kind
and to find out precisely what the death rate of that foreign
population was. I think we may fairly assume that from
1861 to 1871 there were comparatively few immigrants
settled in Canada. At that time the mode of keeping immi-
gration returns, accepted as immigrants all who came to the
ports of Quebec and Montroal, net aI all deducting thoso
who simply came in transitu and passed through. It is
well known to every one at all acquainted with Canada
during those ton years, that there was comparatively little
foreign immigration during that time-I think I am right
in that estimate, and I appeal on the point' to every one
who knows anything of the matter during that decade. It
follows, therefore, that the foreign population of the
country in 1871 was composed largely of old people,
and the death rate which the bon. gentlemin referred
to does not, I believe, in any sense whatever reprosent
the death rate which took place during that time
of the foreign-born population in Canada. If the hon. gentle-
man will loak at the American Census, if ho will take the
foreign immigration that came into thea United
States from 1870 to 1880, and, following the process of
reasoning which he has adopted in ihis case, if ho will take
the foreign-born population in the United States at the end
of that poriod and at the end of the previous period, ho will
find that there were in the United States more than a
million of foreign population less than there should have
been under the process which he applies to Canada. Where-
ever that million went to in the United States it certainly
is not to b ,found in the United States now ; andin view of
that fact, and especially in view of the fact that many of tbis
foreign populatiân may have been merely migrants not re-
maining lu the country, I think we may fairly assume that
1he process upon which the hon, gentleman founded his argu-
ment was not a fair or correct one. Now, Sir, I think it is
unnecessary to say any more on the subject of immigration,
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or on the migration which the hon. gentlemen have referred
to. To-day, fortunately, we are not in the position .we
were in formerly; to-day, fortunately, we have our own
N grth-West, to which these immigrants can go ; they are
not bound tog o into the United States any longer. And,
Sir, more than that, the Americans themselves are going
into our North-Wost, simply bocause it is a newer country,
and the tendency is to remove to newer countries. Why,
Sir, a system of migration is going on in the North-West
itself. If you go up the South Saskatchewan to Prince
Albert, you will find along the banks of the river two or three
hundred settlers who were formerly residents of Manitoba.
If you will go up to Edmonton you will find there a number
of settlers who made their first settlement in the noighbour-
hood of Prince Albert or in Manitoba, the tendency being
perpetually to go west. But with that country now open,
with the opportunity to the Canadian emigrant to go in and
find a home in bis own country instead of in the United
States, I venture to bolieve that the Census returns of
the current decennial period will tell a very different
tale from that which the Census told at the end of
the last decennial period. And this brings me to deal
with the question of our North-West. I know I have
been accused of Leing unfriendly to the North-Wesl, because
of a remark I made in this House the other day. That
remark bas been travestied everywhere as if I were
an enemy to that country. Thank God, I do not stand
te e to-day requiring tg assert my friendship to
the North-West and my earnest hope for its welfare. For
twenty years, by tongue and pen, with such ability as Gad
has given me, I have been an carnest and enthusiastie advo-
cate of the North-West of this Dominion, and I believe, as
strongly as I believe I an standing on the flior of this
House, that the future of this country depends on its deve-
lopment, and without that development, without its success,
the future of the old Provinces is hardly worth considering
atall, i ha tis, in the sense, 1 mean, of an independent and pros-
perous community. Our people will go westward, and the
future prosperity of these old Provinces depends, I say en-
tirely, and I use that word advisedly, as we stand on this
continent to-day, upon the development of our North-West
country. Sir, I used the term the other night, and I repeat
it, that those are the greatost enemies to the North-West
who are endeavouring to convince the settlers that they
should b "spoon-fed' by the older Provinces. That is the
fair and reasonable meaning of my statement. But are the
settlers parties to that? I shall require better evidence than
anything we have seen in the past before I believe it. People
have gone into that North-West country. They have
found grievances, if grievances they may bo called, which
are incident to new settlement. They are nothing, as diffi-
culties, to compare with the difficulties which attended
settlers in the old Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia ; but they are incidents which they
bear, and which I believe they are prepared to bear, cour-
ageously, hopefully and with the result of finding them-
selves before long prosperous and well-to-do settlers. The
hon. gentleman talked of- sympathizing intensely with
those who wished their grievances in the North-West
to be redressed. I ventured to ask him, across the louse,
what those grievances were, and he was kind enough to refer
to two, and to two only : First, the land regulations ; and
second, the railway monopoly. Now, Sir, what are the
grievances connected with the land regulations ? Sir,
are those grievances greater than those which have
obtained in the neighbouring States, which are our rivals
in efforts to obtain population for our North-West ? Does
the settler going into the Canadian,North-West stand in a
worse position than the settler going into Dakota, Miinne.
sota, Kansas, Tpxas, or anyother States or Territories of the
American Union ? No; on the oontrary, the land regula-
tions are infinitely more liberal in the Canadian North-West
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than they are in the United States. The regulations to the monopoly of the railway. Sir, is it a grievance that
have been changed, we have bon told. Hon. gen- that a country liko that, which has just been settled, which
tlemen opposite, when on this side of the House, is just being settled, should have aheady some 1,200 miles
changel the land regulations froquently. At one of railway built through it, without a dollar of cost to the peo-
time they shut up against settlement large portions ple who live in it ? Is that the grievance which hon. gen-
of the North-West altogether, and the last rogulations tiemen opposite complain of ? They tell us, if it were not
they made before going ont of office were to open those for that monopoly clause independent linos would have gone
lande te homesteaders aud settlers at $1 per acre, but with into that country and they would have had the competition
the understanding that they should afterwards pay what which they say they desiro. Sir, a very shrowd man in this
the Government might consider the value of the lands whon country, a practical engineer, whose name is well known to a
the railway was built and they came to assess that value. great many people, and I venture to say, to every gentleman
That was the condition of the land regulations when hon. in this House, I mean Mr. Thomas Keefer, once said, that the
gentlemen opposite went out of power. The prescent Gov- Iongest railroad jmrney.a man could take was the journey
ernment have changed the regulations on two or three from the charter to the rolling stock. Sir, tli more giving
occasions, and on every occasion they have changed them of opportunities to build a railway, the more granting of a
for the better; until to-day they stand as much superior charter, does not build a railway. These settlers in the
to those previously in force under the previous Government North-West, or rather those who are undertaking to speak
as it was possible for one set of regulations to bo superior in their namte, pretend to thinîk that the Northern Pacifie
to another. We were told there were some roservations in would have built railways into that country. Sir, alroady
the North-West; that there were large reservations in that bubble bas burst. That road lias enough to do to tako
southern Manitoba and that the Mile Boit along the lino of care of itself at this moment, without building branches
railway was reservod. As regard the reservation of the either into our country or into thoir own. Biit, Sir, we
Mile Belt, that certainly could not bo a serious injury to have had two or three railway companies, aye, several rail-
settlers goirg in there to make homes for thomselves. There way companies, chartered, and what has been the result ?
was a reason for that reservation. There was a disposition There is no difficulty about competition within the
to speculate to an enormous extent in town and village lots country itself. Any man can get a charter from
in the North-West. Wherever a station was placed, there Parlianent-I sometimes think they can get thom too easily
people expected a town would spi ing up. The same thing -who will come hore and propose to build a railway from
was going on and the same disappointment will follow, as Winnipeg to any part of that country, except across that
occurred in 1855-5G, wben the Grand Trunk was being built Fifteen Mile Boit. Several charters have bon obtained, and
and plans of paper towns were to be found in every hotel, how many railways have been built ? The South. Western
and when the people expected to make fortunes by buying Railway lias been partly built, and I believe, but for the
a town lot at a railway station. Thore was a terrible conduct of the agitators in that country, who, I foar, have
awakening thon, and the awakening in our North- been thiriking more of their polities than their country-
West villages and towns bas also been of a very serious but f.>r the etfect of their agitation, but for the news which
character; and I believe, as regards some of them, went abroad that there is discontent in that country, a dis-
there will b) great disappointment in the future. position almost towards secession or rebellion, I believe that
But it was not desirable that people should be arrangements would to-day have been completed for the
induced to take up lots in the Mile Boit and hope to have a 1 construction this season of 112 miles of the South-Western
station on the lot and convert it into a town plot. The Railway. Let us hope that it will be built by some
moment stations were fixed along the lino the difficulty was means or other. Thon take the North-Western from
removed, and-the Mile Bolt was thrown open to settlement; Portage la Prairie, westwards, over the old trail which went
and at this moment settlers caa go into the North-West and towards Prince Albert. What is the position of that road ?
into every part of it, on the railway reservation, I mean the A few miles have been built and an advantnge has been
even numbered sections of the railway reservatioti, on the derived from it, and to-day the promoters are in England
even numbered sections of the Colonization Compary's endeavouring to ratise capital to complote it. And how
grants, throughout the whole North-West the land is open for are they mot ? Tho news that comes is that the enemies
homestead and preemption, nct as in the United States, for of the North-West, the agitation of so-called settler's
homesteading alone or for preemption alone. Every man grievances, have had such an effect upon the British mind
can take a homestead of 160 acres on the payment of a f ee of that they are met with this agitation, wherever they
810, while in the United States ho has to pay fes running attempt to get a dollar of money to put into that road. There
frorm $15 to $28, according to the lands he happons to get. is no difficulty about building railways through the North-
In addition, the settler in the North-West car take a Wost,and as to that so called monopoly clause,hon.gentlemen
pre-emption of 160 acres alongside bis homestead, and know that it was the policy of both political parties in this
ho can find himself immediately in possession of 3sMO country that the Canadian Pacifie Railway should be built
acres of good land, on which he can settie with his family. in such a way, and the territory preserved in such
Where are the grievances in connection with these land a way, that the traffic of the North-West should have at
regulations ? Is it a grievance that a man can go there and least a reasonable chance of coming down over our own linos
obtain 160 acres for nothing and another 160 acres for a com- and through our own channels of communication. That
paratively nominal sum ? No; there is no evil connected was the policy. of both political parties. The charter of the
with the land regalations of to-day. What is wanted in Canadian Pacifie Railway does not affect old Manitoba at
that country, and what I trust will be given at all times, are ail. It bas nothing to do with old Manitoba. Thore is no
civil, kind officials, who will recogni&e, when immigrants go privity of contract with the Canadian Pacifie Railway Com-
in, that there is nothing they want so much as a kind shake pany that railway charters shall bc disallowed within the
of the hand and a God bIess you. Cold officialism someti mes old boundaries of Manitoba, and as to the portion of the Pro-
drives back immigrants and settlers, and any officer who up- vince which is inciuded in the new boundaries, if it applies
dertakestobeguiltyof it in the North West,should bepunish- to that, it applies by the deliberate act of the Manitoba
ed by instant dismissal, however valuable his services may Legislature, which passed an Act sanctioning it. We have
be. That, Sir, I believe, will be the policy in relation to the had an announcement made on the floor of Parliament
liberal land laws which now prevail in that country, and I which, I believe, will be carried out, that with that railway
am bound to say thatI think theie is no grievance of that built north of Lake Superior the interests of this country, in
kind. But we are told that there is a grievance in relation connection with the trade of the great North-West, as well
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as the interests of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, will almost, as the country itself bas in the development of that
render unnecessary any exercise of the power of dis- country. The success of their enterprise depends entirely
allowance ; but that on the contrary, with that road on the manner in which they can put settlers into thI
built through that section of the country, the object of the country; and the manner in which they can put settlers into
Company will be to secure traffie from the western States the country, depends entirely on the manner they treat
over their line north of Lake Superior, down to Montreal and them when in the country. What did we find last all, when
Quebec, and from Quebec to the ports of the Maritime the difficulties occurred in connection with the stories of
Provinces-that that will be their policy rather than to eut frozen wheat in that country, and the actual fact of frozen
off communication with the American States. And vhat wheat in some cases. When the settlers went to the Managers
does the monopolv amount to? Unloss iL can be shown of the Canadian Pacific Railway and laid the matter before
that it bas resulted in practical evils to the p3ople of the them, they fonnd them ready to meet their views at once;
North-West, it is simply idle to talk about it at all. I and upon that frozen wheat there was an immense redue-
find, taking the matter of freiglit rates-and I make the tion made at once in the freight charges, in order to com.
statement hore from information whieh I believe to bi cor- pensate the settlers, as far as they could, for the damage
rect-that during last falt there has been a higher price done to them by this unforeseen and almost unprecedented
paid to the farmers for grain along the line of the Pacifie event. Sir, there is no ground whatever upon which
Railway in the North-West than along the portions of the any just complaint can be made in relation to the
line of the Northern Pacifie, in the corresponding condition, facilities afforded to that country compared with any
in the United States. Now what are the relative rates of other part of this North American Continent ; and, Sir. I
these two railways, which are corresponding railways, both venture to say-and I am sure people outside of this ilouse,
carrying grain from the west to the east. From Winnipeg uninfluenced by their party sympathies and their party
to Port Arthur, on the Canadian Pacific, the rate is 28 cents desires, will agree with me-that there is no part of the Con-
par 100 pounds; from Geneva to St. Paul, the same distance, tinent of America to.day, similarly situated with the North-
on the Northern Pacifie, it is 33 cents; from Manitoba to West Territories which has the same railway facilities
the Landing, 539 miles, is 30 cents; from Eagle's Nest to afforded to it, and at the same comparatively low rate of
St. Paul, on the Northern Pacifie, for the same distance, it charges. Now, Sir, these parties say that they want branch
is48 cents. From Brandon to the Landing, on the Canadian roads, and I sincerely hope they will get them. If they will
Pacifie, 568 miles, the rate is 33 cents; from Taylor to St. give capitalists a chance to have confidence in the country,
Paul, on the Northern Pacific, the saine distance, it is 55 if they will only hold their hand,and if hon. gentlemen in this
cents. From Verdun to the Landing, a distance of 615 House, who are making *se of the temporary agitation there
miles, the rate is ,G; froin Sully Springs to St. Paul, the for thoir own advantage will only holi their hand -if they
same distance, on the Northern Pacifie, the rate is 6t cents. will not create an impression in the minds of capitalists every-
From Broadview to the Landing, 699 mile, the rate where that that country is not a safe country in whieh to
is 37½ cents ; from Glendive to St. Paul, on the invest capital, because it is liable to political tumult, and
Northern Pacifie, 690 miles, the rateis 80 cents. From possibly to political changes-if they will only avoid that-
Regina to the Landing, on the Canadian Pacifie Railway, then, Sir, I venture to say that money will bu got to build
792 miles, the rate is 40 cents; from St. Martin to these branch railways, and before ton years more the peo-
St. Paul, 790 miles, the rate is 90 cents. From Calgary to ple of the North-West, in every part of it, will bu able to
the Landing, a distance of 1,275 miles, the rate is 63 cents, realize that their lots are indeel cast in pleasant places, and
and the same distance on the Northern Pacifie, the rate is that they have indeed a goodly heritage. Sir, the hon.
81,40. Sothat the rates you get for the longer distances on gentleman did not refer to other grievances whieh the
the Northern Pacifie are actually double what they are on people urge. He did notrefer to the project of the Hudson
the Canadian Pacifie Railway. That is the condition cf the Bay Railway, whieh they ask to bu built immediately at the
freight charges on these two roads, one running through public expense-practically ut the public expense-because
American territory, and the other running through Cana I believu they are asking the Provincial Government to guar-
dian territory. Sir, there is no doubt whatever that the antee the bonds of that Railway. Now, Sir, I sincerely hope
question of transportation is the great question for the that the Hudson Bay route will prove to be a success. I
North-West-the one important question, Which overtops believe it will prove to bu a succes. It is acommercial
all other questions. The one question which, challenges question-entirely a commercial question. No building
every man who goes into that country is, whether h ceau of railways to the Hudson Bay, by this House, will ever
secure for his grain such a price as will enable him to cultivate make the Hudson Bay route a success, unless you can con-
profitably, and that question is answered by the price it is vince merchants, shipowners and underwriters, that it is a
going to cost him to get at the market. Last night I safe route for vessels. But I am sure that the people of
took the liberty of telegraphing to Mr. Van Horne, as to the the North-West will bu glad to learn the announcement
rates of freight which are to bu charged for wheat from made the other day in the newspapers as to the policy of
Winnipeg to Montreal during the coming season, and what this Government with reference to that project. In this,
is his answer ? I will read it to the louse as in everything else, the Conservative party are the

O .n . pioncers in good works in the interests of the North-West.
lake fro hnere tao nren Sond or Alatobma, sdradway i the to Sir I am sure the people of the North-West were glad to
Montreal, will be 28 cents per bushel, including elevator charges, learn that it is the intention of the Government this year
but by raHway to Port Arthur, thence by water to Montreal, it will be to cause a thorough exploration to be made of the feasi-
about 25 cents per bushel. I"W. C. VAN IHORNE." bility of that Hudson Bay route, and that inereased induce-

ments are to be given. to capitalists who are disposed to
I venture to say that when you have established the fact enter on the work of the Hudson Bay Railway. i am not
that by this road you eau take Manitoba wheat fron Winni- afraid, as one belonging to the older Provinces, as a resident
pe and bring it to the port of Montreal at 25 et@. per bushel, of the city of Montreal, of any effect that will bi produced
and when we remember that .that wheat, at the port of on the 'eastern Provinces by the opening up of that route.
Montreal, is worth at least 10 cents a bushel more than No; Mr. Speaker, the more you can deve!op that North-
wheat fr-om the Province of Ontario, which practically makes West by additional routes, the more you develop its
the cost of transport 10 cents less on the bushel, you have value as a factor in the progreSs of the whole country.
doue away altogether with the question-of monopoly. The If you can secure to the people there a means of getting
Canadian Pacifie 1îilway Company have as great an interest, 'their grain out of the North-West by way of Hudson

Mr. W01TE ( ardwell.)
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Bay, and from that point to Liverpool, by a shorter line than
the route by way of Montreal, and if, as the result, there is
a large increase in the trade and population of that country,
I say that will inure to the great advantage of every part of
this Dominion; and we may fairly look forward to increased
competition for the trade of that North-West, by the
older channels, as soon as the new% one is opened up. All
that is wanted is that people will be true to the
country. Sir, it seems an extraordinary thing that
men can imagine that by a more stroke of the peu that
country can be converted into an iron girdle of rail-
ways travereing it. Wonders have been already accom-
plished in connection with it. No other part of this con-
tinent has seen similar wonders; and if hon. gentlemen will
only give that country a chance, and make up thoir minds
for once that they will sink their party and think only of
their country-if they will only allow capitalists to have
full confidence in that great country, I venture to say that
before five years are over, we shall hear no more of Manitoba
grievances, because the practical experience of those five
years, and the practical results accompanying it, will be
such that every semblance of what to-day is regarded as a
grievance will have passed away, and the country will be in
that condition of prosperity which every man in this
country earnestly hopes for it.

Mr. PA1PERSON (Brant). Mr. Speaker, the hon. gentie
man who has just taken his seat, opened his speech with a
rather violent attack upon the hon. member for South
Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright). Ho was good enough to
inform us that ho was a little doubtfal, on Friday niglht,
whether it would not be botter that ho should have replied
at once to the statements of that hon. gentleman. Judging-
by the length of time that ho bas kept us to-night, listening
to him-I will not say wearying us -I think the flouse will
admit with me that it was welt that he deferred his remarks
until an occasion when ho would have more time. There
was a slight tono of fault-finding in the bon. gentleman's
speech, and ho said some things that I think ho might have
loft unsaid-something which, if they were necessary to be
said, would perhaps, have been botter said by somebody
else. It is said that those who live in glaqs bouses should
not throw stones; and when the bon. gentleman referred
to the fact that my hon. friend froin South Huron bad been
defeated in the last general election, and took exception to
the truth which that hon. gentleman uttered, which ho knew
to be a truth, that he had been legislated out of bis seat in
Parliament, I could not avoid thinking thatit would have
been welI if some other gentleman had alluded tothat circum-
stance. The bon. inember for South Huron, as is well known
to the hon. member for Cardwell, had received the unanimous
nomination of the Reform r)arty in Centre Huron. The
unanimous nomination of that party in that Riding
meant the election of the member ; and when hon. gentle-
men opposite introduced their Bill, which is known in the
country as the Gerrymandering Bill, it was fbund that that
constituency was blotted out of existence altogether.
The elections were sprung upon us, thera was no time to
make preparations, and the bon. gentleman from South
Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) ventured to contest a
riding that had been held by the enemy fr years and
years, and which had been strengthened by the enemy by
virtue of this very Gerrymandering Bill. My bon. friend
failed, and for one Session this House lost his valuable ser.
vices. The hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) says we
bad to open a constituency in order to get a seat for the
hon. gentleman. True, but it is not the first time an hon. i
member of this House bas been defeated. If I remember
aright, the hon. gentleman's (Mr. White) great chieftain,
the leader of the Government bas, on more than one
occasion-at any rate on one occasion-been defeated, i
and they had to go a long way to fnd a constituency t
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for him, but they did find one. Thon there is my hon.
friend, the Minister of Public Works, a gentleman who, i
believe, has the confidence of his supporters from the Pro-
vince of Quebec in this House. The fortunes of battle have
been against him on one occasion, if not oftener, and he too
had to seek another constituency. And how about another
hon. gentleman, just about as distinguished, in his own esti-
mation, as the two to whom I have allhded ? How about
his finding seats whenever ho sought them in this House ?
How about the bon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) who
aliuded in such tones to the hon. member for South Huron
(Sir Richard Cartwright) for not being able to fid a seat ?
if I am not mistaken, the hon. member for Cardwell
tried his fortunes in the Riding of iSouth Wentworth
on one occasion. I think that was his first venture.
The people thero liked him very well, but they did
not like him quite well enough to have him for their
representative ; therefore, ho was bound to look around
and try to find another constituency which would be
more kind to him. I am not sure, but I think his next
venture, Sir, was in the county of Prescott. If I remember
aright, however, that county preferred another man at the
time. If I am not mistaken, the hon. gentleman ran also
in his own city of Montreal. He has found fault with the
hon. member for Huron (Sir Richard Oartwright) that ho
did not run in Lennox where ho was known, and said that
the fact that ho ran away from Lennox was an indication
there was something wrong. Brt we find that whon the
hon. gentleman (Mr. White) ran at home, where ho
was known, they would not have him. Am I en-
tirely mistaken in saying that ho tried his fortune
the second time, but was not more successfal? True,
after years of repeated trials and failures, a seat
was secured for him through the kindness of the leaier
of the Government, in a constituency where the Tories
are so nicely and snugly hived, that it was almost im-
possible for a supporter of the Government to be defeated.
There again you will find that the hon. gentleman should
not have found fault with the hon. momber for South Huron
in going where ho was not known, because I venture to say
the hon. gentleman himself was a stranger to the people of
Cardwell. lie had to take letters of recommendation and
commendation from the !eador of the Government to them,
and probably it was as much due to the authorization of the
Premier, as in virtue of his own ability, which, I admit, is
considerable, that the hon, gentleman is sitting here as
representative of that county. I do not challenge his right
to sit bore. I would not have made these remarks had not
the hon gentleman undertaken to make what I thou3ht was
rather ungenerous allusions to the bon. member for Suth
Huron. In this matter of representing a free and intelligent
people in this House, it does not become any gent'eman
to be too strong In the denunciation of those who have
failed to secure thoir clection. I have caught my. elf, in
a humble way, entertaining, to perhaps a slight degree,
that feeling of egotism which seoms to porvade, in such a
large measure, the bosom of the hon. gentleman; and I
have thought that it would be almost impossible to beat me
in my own county; but I can assure him, thanks to the last
Legislation, my last election was very tight indeed, and I
believe I would not, of course, b ot sufflbient importance to
the country to have any one find a seat for me in that case,
as was found for the hon. member for Cardwell, after he had
been rejected by four constituencies. The hon. gentlemag
was kind enough to make an admission to which we Kft
agree. It was a new admission for him to make: that
s, that no policy in this country can guard against
)ver-production, or, in effect, save off depression.
HIow the mighty have fallen! IHow the times have
changed ! But after having made this admission,
the hon. gentleman used his best efforts to prove
bat, after ail, there is no depression in the country. Hi.
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tone was different from that of the Finance Minister
who, conscientious man that he is, knew there was depres-
sion in the country; ho felt it, he was depressed himself, in
common with the country; ho felt that the promises ho
made the people, that all the statements he had made with
reference to what he would do, were not being fulfilied. H1e
felt conscious that he had claimed to exorcise powers which
are believed to be exercised by a power greater than lie or
any combination of gentlemen in this House; ho remerm
bered that ho had told the people that if they would
return him and his party to power, certain results would
follow; that there would be plonty of employment and
high wages to the operatives, that the price of farm
products would increase and that every one would
be prosperous and happy. He does not feel so well
to-day, and the hon. member for Huron (Mr. Farrow),
who is interrupting me, does not feel perfectly happy him-
self. I can tell the hon. gentleman that, as the Finance
Minister delivered his speech, ho delivered il as a man who
felt that somehow or other circumstances beyond his control
had so arranged it that that the eggs this year were emaller
than they lad been previous years, and I tell that bon. gen-
tleman that until ho will get the Finance Minister to wave
his wand again and get the eggs restored to their original
size, that unless ho secures to us larger and more bountiful
crops and higher prices than ho las, there will be uneasi-
nes, there will not be that perfect happiness which we were
promised. The hon. gentleman was kind enough to tell us
that, after all, though the Finance Minister had intimated
by his tone that he felt there wasr some depression in
the country, ho did not believe there was any great
depression in the country at aill; and I call the attention
of hon. members to the plan adopted, on more than one
occasion, by the hon. member for Montreal-I beg his
pardon, I did not say Montreal designedly, but having said
soe, I ask your pardon, Sir, and 4he hon. gentleman's pardon,
for having made that mistake-but I will ask the hon.
members of thifs House if it was not a natural mistake to
make. I will aek them if the hon. gentleman, in rising to
address this House, ever addressed us in terms other than
these : What are the interests of Montreal ? What are the
interests of the port of Montreal and of the Montreal mer-
chants? HRas ho ever lifted his voice on behalf of Cardwell ?
Does ho ever mention thoir interestse? No wonder I made
the mistake I was trapped into, of considering him as the
hon. member for Montreal. He bas done this time and again,
but on no occasion more deliberately than onthis one. He.
the reprepresentative of an Ontario constituency, the re2re-
sentative of the people, ho who is here to talk on matters
appertaining to the i tie, to advocate the best interests of
the majority of the whole people of this country, has turned
himself into an advertising agency, and advertises certain
merchants in Montreal who write him letters. I do not
wonder the hon. gentleman will get letters from merchants
in Montreal, when he says to them: I want these letters,
that I may read them on the floor of Parliament, and
having read them they wili go into Hansard, and, per-
adventure, by some strange method, may find their way into
the columns of that widely circulated paper, the Montreal
Gazette, and your business will be widely advertised and
great good will be done. How very likely that these gen-
tlemen will tell him that their trade las gone to the
dogs, and they expect to be in financial straits next
week? We can understand the value of such testimony.
We do not want the testimony of any one merchant in Mont-
real, or of any dozen merchants in Montreal, in reference to
this matter. We would be pleased to hear of their welfare
in the ordinary channels and by private means, but to have
them blazoned abroad upon the floor of this House as proof
positive that a state of prosperity exista in this country, be-
uause these gentlemen say that, after al, their trade is
moderately good, is, I think, to do something that is very

Mr. PàwTano (Brant),

littie short of insulting the intelligence of the members of
this louse. The hon. gentleman stated that my friend
from South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) had pursued a
very wrong course in criticizing the receipts and expendi-
ture of the Government, that hlie had made some statements
that he thought he should net have made; and thon he went
on detailing matters, giving us figures, selecting years te
suit himself, and he asks us te accept that. There was one
very noticeable thing; ho did not attack the accuracy
of a single figure, as far as the expenditure and receipts
of the Government where concerned, given by the hon.
member for South Huron, that I remember-not one
single one. He attempted to pick out a certain year
here and a certain year there, he put this construction upon
it and that construction upon it, but as te undertaking to
challenge, disprove, or dispute the statements, the figures of
the lion. member for South Huron, though hlie has had some
days te do it, I fair te see that le upset any one single calcu-
lation he made. And what is the value of the figures given
to us by the gentleman himself? He says there are certain
receipts coming to us from sources other than Customs and
Revenue. While you have increased expenditure upon your
railways, and upon your post office, and upon your canals,.
you have increased receipts from those sources, and they
swell the total receipts, and therefore, according to the hou.
gentleman, te say that all the receipts show the burden of
taxation upon the people of the country is ridiculous, it is a
wrong method altogether to apply to it. But will ho say
that the receipts through Customs and through Excise
do not show, do not indicate, do not tell the burden of taxa-
tion that is upon the people ? And, if ho looks at that
item, lie will find that there bas been $10,000,000 more in
that direction taken from the people of the country in the
year 1883 than in the year 1879 ; and, if it was taken from
themI hold that the peopic, having paid it, have borne that
burden. As to whether they were able to bear it or not, is
another question for us to consider. That they have paid is
true, for it las como onut of their pockets and gone into the
Treasury. I want to lay down one or two points with
reference to this exponditure, for I will net follow the gen-
tleman through a maze of figures, but will just give te you,
Mr. Speaker, or recaîl to your mnd, certain facts. As was
alluded to by the lon. member for South Huron, when we
started in Confederation, we started with an expenditure of
$13,000,000. After seven years of Conservative rule, it
iad expanded to $28,000,000. I am willing te admit here,
and it is right that I should do so, that there was the
ad mission of other Provinces, that there was the assumption
of the, k: bts of the Provinces, and that there were many
causes thatt led to bring that up, but the fact romains, never-
theless, that our expenditure went from $13,000,000 te
$?3,0000,000. Then the Reform party came into power;
for fivo years they held the reins; there were incresed de-
mands for public service during the five years, as there had
been during the seven years before ; the public business had
to be carried on, and it was carried on by our friends, while
in the Government, at an additional cost to the country, not
of $10,000,000 during the five years, but of a little over
$1,000,000; and when they went out, they left to
the gentlemen who succeeded them a country whose busi-
ness was bing carried on, if you lft out provision for the
sinking fund, with an expenditure that was about nearly
equalized with its revenue. They loft it in that state
only for us to find, at the end of five years of
these gentlemen's rule, that the expenditure had.
gone up from the $24,000,000 and a little over where
they found it, till the expenditure for the year we are
now in, 1884, will probably show an expenditure of
$31,000,000. That is their recod. There may b these
ideas that the Finance Minister and the hon. gentleman
threw out to blind the eyes of the people as to increased
revenue, while thre is increoed expenditure, from our
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publics works, but that went on under both Administrations.
For purposes of comparison, the figures hold good ; and
they are as I have given them to you. I desire to cal
attention to this one point, and it is a serious thing with
reference to the expenditures of the country. Our popula.
tion increased, I think, at about the rate of 2 per cent. per
annum. It would only be natural to expect that our expen.
diture may go on and increase at something like the same
rate as our population. If it went no faster, I do not
think there would be great cause for alarm. Il it
had increased in that proportion, the hon. gentleman
would not be to be blamed for baving the pub.
lic expenditure, at the present time, at something like
$27,000,000. That would be about the rate at which it
might stand. Instcad of that, we find it is $31,000,000-
$4,000,000 more, we hold, than it should be. Now, the
louse knows, intelligent business men know, that if a man

in his own business, living on 81,000 a year, suddenly
increases his expenditure till he is expending $1,400 a year,
unless his means of revenue has become greater, he is
gettirg into a bad condition; and so it is with the nation ;
84,000,000 of expenditure, if it be fixed and cannot be
reduced -and the expenditure of a nation, like the expendi-
ture of an individual, once lot out, is very difficult to bring
in again-44,000,000 of an additional fixed expenditure on
the country represents a capital of what ? It represents a
capital expenditure, at 4per cent., of $100,000,000, and there
is where we are under the management of the hon. gentlemen
opposite. Take the details, if you will, of their expenditure.
Take the controlling items in that. Take the cost of Civil
Government, that they found such fault with the Mackenzie
Administration for, because it increased somewhat under
them. Where is it ? lu every Department almost, I believe,
you will find an increase. Take the matter of immigration.
In that, you will find a tremendous addition to the burden
that the people have to carry; and on that one point I might
remark that, if there is any expenditure that the people
have a right to find fault with on the part of hon. gentle-
men opposite, i it ii reference to the expenditure which
they ask on imiý ition, because, when the louse was
asked to vote the ihnnense sum of money and the immense
number of acres of land we voted to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, one of the strong reasons given to us why we
should do it was that they would become such great immi-
gration agents, that they would people up our North-West
country, and lift the burden of immigration expense we
had to bear off our shoulders. I remember the language
used by tbe hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
(Mr. Ives), who said that millions of money would be saved
to us ii that way. I remember the language of the
Speech from the Throne, which told us that we must be in
haste to pass that bargain, as no systematized effort by the
Company could be made to bring in that immigration until
we did. I remember the language of the member for West
Toronto (Mr. Beaty), in moving the Address, when he
urged it as one of the great advantages to bo obtained.
I remember the language of the hon. the Premier,,
urging that we should give immediate and continuous
attention to that Bil, in order that the Syndicate
might be in a position to bring this about. And
yet, after all that has been doue, what are the facts
with reference to our immigration expenditure ? Why, in
1879-80 we were asked to vote $183,204. Then our bargain
was made, but the next year was the amount reduced? No;
we were asked to vote $250,812, or $67,608 more; and the
next year we were asked to vote 8*53,061, an increase of
869,857; and the next year we were asked to vote 8137,734,
an increase of $254,530 For the carrent year we were
asked, in the Eitimates, to give $520,221, an increase of
8337,017; and in the Estimates before us now, for 188485,'
we are coolly asked to give 8526,375. or an indrease of
$343,171 more than we did in 1879-80. Where are the
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. promises of hon. gentlemen opposite? What are the Syn-
Ldicate doing in this matter ? Where is the return ? Where
1 is the value for those millions of dollars that we have

expended on bringing immigrants into this country, or
- trying to get them to come here ? And the immigrants
r that we have already brought to this country, are they here

now ? We have had laid on the Table, within the luat few
days, petitions yards in length, with hundreds of signatures,
from the working men of the towns and cities of this coun-
try, who know whereof they speak, and who tell us that
there is no room for any more immigrants. The mechanios
of this.-country say: "If you bring them here you simply
bring them hore to find either that there is no work for tbem
in those branches of mechanism in which they are instructed,
and they must drift over to the other side, or they must
displace an equal number of our own men." Thus the pro-
cess will go on of swelling that exodus which, I arn sorry to
say, notwithstanding the elaborate attempt of .the hon.
member from Cardwell, to prove the contrary, is going
on from this country to an extent that is dépored by
every hon. member on this side of the ouse, as
it is deplored by every member on the other side. It
is time this whole question came under review;
it is time we addressed ourselves to ascertaining
whether our present policy is wise. If we were bringing
people from the older countries and peopling our North.
West with them, then it would not be so bad ; but from the
figures submitted by the hon, Minister of Railways, we do
not find any such increase as would warrant the expenditures
we have made in reforence to this one item. Now, Sir, I
would just like to ask hon. gentlemen what they think with
reference to the question of surpluses at the present time. 1
a large surplus a good thing or a bad thing? Last year,
when a surplus of some $8,000,000 was announced, there
was great cheering, groat clapping of hands, great applause
from hon. gentlemen who sit behind the Finance Minister.
This year he announced that the surplus will not be any-
thing like 88,000,000-that it will be something like
$1,000,000-and we have returns for six or seven months of
the current year, which would hardly warrant us, I think,
in looking even for that amount. What has become
of it ? What bas become of our surplus? "Oh,"
say the hon. gentlemen opposite, "the Opposition should
rejoice, becanse they thought a surplus vas not a good
thing to have, auyway." Well, Sir, the Opposition
would rejoice if the surplus had been brought about
by a reduction of taxation on the people of the coun-
try. If articles that are charged 35 per cent. had beon
reduced even to 30 per cent., we would have given the hon.
Minister some credit; if the articles of prime necessity
such as breadstuffs and coal, were relieved from taxes and
had been given more cheaply to the people, who are suffer-
ing from cold during this inclement season of the year, and
there had been a docrease from that cause, thon the
Opposition would have said there was some reason in it.
But we say that this surplus has shrunk from 88,000,000
to 81,000,000, according to the hon. gentleman's own state-
ment, while this excessive rate of taxation romains in full
force; and we say the inference is, that the hon: gentleman
has overstrained the powers of the people, ho bas dis-
counted their powers, he hu in past years been draw-
ing from them the wealth which now they need, in
order to enable them to tide over the difficulties
that I fear, from his own statement, are in store for us.
Now, we have had, for three or four years past, very good
times, the hon. gentleman tells us. Well, Mr. Speaer,
at the present time, it is true, we are not in a desperate
condition in Canada. I believe there is a great deal of re-
serve strength, even now, among the people of Canada, that
may enable us to tide over the difciulties that are before
us; but, Sir, it will require prudent management on the
part of our business men, it will require prudent manage-
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ment on the part of the Government of this country, to
enable us to tide over successfully the bard times which are
before us. Sir, if the country is to get safely over this
period of depression, how is it to do it? How have we got
iito this condition ? Sir, because we have been living1
faster than w-e ought to have lived in this respect. And if
the people of this country, having brought large sums into
it from sources, one of which bas failed them this year,
find that now, when they have less to expend, that theiri
powers to economize are lessened, that trade is depressed,
how much of that is due to the Finance Minister, one cannotl
say. He is a happy man, at any rate, amidst this depression

'or at least ho tries to be. When ho bas a surplus ho
rejoices in it; when he bas not a surplus ho rejoices in it,
because, he says, the imports have dirainished and thorefore
he has not got as much revenue. But bore let me point out
to the House what has been the great cause of the prospe-
rity of the country for the past few years, and in doing that
I would ask the attention of the House to the considoration
of the fact that we cannot in any measure sympathize with
the ideas thrown out by the bon. Minister and those who
supported him in days gone by, that this excessive
taxation, that this high 'lariff of bis, was after all a
source of the wealth that is in this country. Where,
Sir, shall we look for the secret of the prosperity
this country had during the past three or four years,
despite the depleting efforts of the Minister in laking
money from the people to the extent of millions
and tons of millions, that ought to be theirs now,
in order to enable them to tide over the commrcial depres-
sion? Sir, the year 1879 was one of the worst years we ever
had in this country, and the hon. member for Cardwell bas
quoted the price of bank stocks for that year. But 1879
was not a year of the Mackenzie Government; it was a year
during which the National Policy was in existence, and it
was a year in which there was more misery, and more
failu' o'asthe hon. member for Cardwell told us, than there
bas en in any year since. And how did we get
out ' it, Sir ? How did we enrich ourselves ? Was it
by taxing ourselves to double the amount, and taking
it out of our already impoverished pockets that we
became wealthier ? Who will venture to say so? Prom
w-henee did the money come ? The secret lies in the
Trade and Navigation Returns, which show this fact, that our
exports during the past four years exceeded those of 1879
by no less than 884,000,000. I call the attention of the
House to the cireumstance that on three items, lumber,
animals and their produce, and agricultural products-three
items in behalf of which noe sane man would venture to say
the National Policy would have the slightest beneficial
effect in any shape, manner or form-from those three items,
during the last four years, there have been derived of foreign
gol4 ‡80,000,000 more than in 1879. That is the secret of
our prosperity. Any man eau see it; it does not require
aiy peouliar talent to discover it ; $80,000,000 more of
gold in circulation could net fail to give a wonderful
stinulus to the springs of commerce and beneficial resulte
coLd' not fail to fiow therefrom. but what bas become
of te money ? How is it, that so soon as we have a
par failure of crops we bogin to see signe of, and to hear
rmour of,, and to feel the effects of depression ? The
Ép ce Minister is largely responsible for locking up the
money. By his trade policy he has caused a vast amount to
bp lockea u as unproductive capital in manufacturing
industries, as e hon. member for South Huron (Sir Rich-
ard Cartwright) bas pointed out. By mad speculation in
the North-West, millions more are locked up. Moreover the
Government bave taken millions more out of the pockete
of the people ; and we feel that these extra $80,000,000 have
not made us feel so easy as we have a right to expect.
I wouIl ask the Finance Minister to consider whether he
hua not locked up Bome of the capital in unpro-
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ductive manufacturing industries. The hen. member for
Cardwell (Mr. White) and the Finance Minister, say that
we, the Opposition, occupy a peculiar position in arguing this
question, because we said at one time that this so-called
National Policy would increase the price of articles to the
consumer, that it would enrich manufacturers, and then we
said that manufacturers are boing ruined. Both proposi-
tions are correct. In the first stage of high protection, you
have a short supply, a large demand and high prices.
When you reach the second stage, over-production, you
have unproductive capital and reduced prices to the con-
sumer; but under a high Tariff, it is possible for manufac-
turers to combine, and combine they do, and restrict pro-
duction, and thus hold up the prices to the consumer and
make their capital available. I will give the hon. Minister
somo of the effects of the Tariff. But before doing so I will
allude to a personal remark in reference to this matter, as
the Finance Minister bas on this, as on other occasions,
sought to bring me in as a sort of godfather to bis Tariff,
and bas sought to cover himself by a statement made by me
in 1876.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It was the best speech you
ever made.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). Why, I know it by heart. I
am glad the hon. gentleman has taken out the Blansard,
bocause if ho will read the connecting sentences to the
statement to which he referred, he will be ready, if be is an
honourable man, to inform the House that when ho quoted
that remark he quoted it out of its connection ; that ho
forgot to tell the flouse that the bon. member for Brant
empbatically dolared he was not a protectionist; that ho
was not one of thoso who bolieved in building a Chinesi
wall so high as to shut out trade ; that ho was in
favour of a defonsive policy ; that ho believed, when
goods came in largo quantities, under a Tariff framed
for revenue purpose, it was the duty of the FinaLce
Minister to levy- daties on suh articles, and
thereby give the benefit to the country. That I said then,
and I stand by it. But when the hon. gentleman quoted
me, ho utterly misquoted me in that connection. The hon.
gentleman was laying down the proposition that the
$16,000,000 extra taxes taken out of the pockets of the
people beyond the wants of the public service, were not
paid by tbem but by producers abroad-foreign manufac.
turers. Tho hon. gentleman adduced, as proof the speech
of the hon. member for Brant, in 1876, from which ho read
a quotation-

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Will the hon. genjtleman
allow me to correct him ? I said from two causes. One
was that it was not paid by the people, because manufac-
turers abroad paid it in part; and the other was-and I
quoted te hon. gentleman in support of it-that the middle-
man lost some of his profits and the consumer did not pay
them.

Mr. FATERSON (Brant). I am glad the hon. gentle-
man has made the explanation, because ho left the impres-
sion that 1 had said that the producers paid the duty on
articles coming in. If ho quoted the language, as regard to
middlemen, thon it was right enough. Ipointed out, how-
ever, that a change had been made with respect to goods
coming into this country, and I instanced the benefit result
ing from consumers paying no more, not because the foreign
manufacturer paid the daty, but because the prices of
articles on which middlemen had large profits, were some-
what reduced.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is the point.
Mr. PATERSON (Brant). That is true. It i8 a mat-

ter of satisfaction to me to know this, that wbile the hon.
gentleman endeavoured to say something in order if possible
to make me feel a littie bad in regard to the reentrance
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into Parliament of the hon. member for South Huron, as
to the leader of the Opposition having more faith in the
hon. member for South Huron than the humble individual
now addressing the House, there is no quarrel on that point.
If that view is entertained by the leader of the Opposition,
and I have not the slightest doubt it is, my view entirely
corresponds with that of the hon, gentleman. If it were a
matter of any conseguen ce to me, I have this drop of conso-
lation in my cup, that the hon. Finance Minister, the
gentleman ruling, so to speak, the destinies of this country,
in an important particular, has declared in this House that
the sentiments which were enunciated by the humble indi-
vidual now addressing it, were the grand principles which
had been embodied in the National Policy, and that he had
grasped those grand principles:of fiscal legislation, and that
the hon. gentleman.was now carrying them out. But I
would point out this, that, like other pupils who
conceive too high an opinion of their abilities and under-
take to do work better than their masters can do it,
the hon. gentleman, if ho has misunderstood the principles
laid down by me, should resign his position and give way to
the man from whom he has learned those great ideas and
not attempt to spoil a good design by bad workmanship.
That, I think, would be the only right and proper course to
adopt. Again, the hon. gentleman hs referred to the duty
on cigars, a sweet morsel which he has rolled under his
tonguo. The hon. gentleman went up to Strathroy and met
me on a public platform there when I made my statement;
but though he had two and a-half hours in which to open
the meeting, and I had only one hour, and though he had
al[ night, if ho had chosen to, reply to my remarks, ho was
not equal to the task of answering them at that time. It
was only when he came to tha Capital and got some officer
of the Department to make up a statement which he bas
laid before this House, that a reply was attempted ;
but unfortunately for him this is a statement which
it would have been botter if he had not submitted ;
because, while the hon. gentleman soems determined, on
every possible occasion, to wrestle with this matter of the
duty on cigars, every time ho attempts it, it trips him, and
he appears to worse advantage than he did before. He
tells us that 21,000 odd German cigars were imported into
this country, but surely ho must mean pounds; if ho does
not mean that, I cannot tell what ho does mean. But if ho
means 21,00,j cigars, at his calculation, it would make
them $500 a thousand, or 50 cents for each cigar. He
must have got matter s mixed in some way, for I
find that he works out the calculation, and he says
there was 40 per cent. duty at that time. If he wil
go home and work out the proposition himself, and
not trust to the gentleman who appears to have led him
astray on this occasion, he will flnd that the effect of the
change of the duty, which was made on that article by my
hon. friend from South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright),
would have been this. What were the facts ? At this
point, I may say that, as the hon. gentleman appears to refer
tio this matter, because he desires, if possible, to lead the
House to believe that I have a personal interest in the mat-
ter, cigars did not form at any time a very large portion of
my business, but that I have been for some months out of it
altogether, so I advise him not to refer ta this subject again
for that reason, especially as itappears to place him at such
a disadvantage. Ihe state of protection on that article was
from 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 per cent., according to the cost
of the article. The average protection wasl1 per cent. and
the change in the Tariff raised it to 15. Whon the hon. gen-
tleman from South Huron revised bis Tarif at that time-
the necessities of the revenue demanding it-the duty was
increased to 15 per cent. That was the change made in the
Tarif at that time, and it was under the operation of that
ch ange that the beneficial results,which 1 pointed out, flowed.
If the present Finance Minister can find any way to increase

his revenue, and at the same time produce the beneficial
effects which flowed from the change in the Tarif which was
made by my hon. friend from South Huron, by imposing not
more than 15 per cent. duty, I do not think the people of
this country will find fault with him. I may say, with
regard to the article of tobacco, that I believe the
people of Canada are willing to pay rather a higher
duty upon it than upon such goods as cottons and woollens
and other such necessaries of life,such as the hon. gentleman
has taxed. I think if the hon. gentleman refers to this sub-
ject, he will find that he has accomplished nothing by it,
and that, in the future, knowing now that I am not now in-
terested in the change of Tarif, and was never interested,
except to a very small extent, he will see that it is rather
strange that I should have given up this portion of my
business at a time when the protection upon that article is
double what it was under the previous Finance Minister's
Tariff. 1 pass on to say this, that I have in this Bouse, and
on the public platform, laid down what I considered was the
policy followed by the Reform party when they were in
power-the policy of securing revenue by Customs taxation,
and levying duties on articles made in this country,
wlich, while securing a revenue, would aford an
amount of protection to the people of this country.
Hon. gentlemen opposite assert that we are fi ee traders,
and that we desire to close the manufacturing
industries of this country. The hon. member for Cardwell
(Mr. White) has lectured us upon this matter. He has de-
nounced the policy of the hon. member for South Huron,
and the policy of the Mackenzie Administration, because, as
he said, they would not give increased protection to the man-
ufacturce of this country, dutming the time of depression, and
thereby add to the taxation of the people. Does that bon.
gentleman remember bis views, as expressed by a resolu-
tion at the time ofthe Mackenzie Administration, when my
hon. friend for South Huron was Finance Minister ? The
hon. member for Cardwell las beon an active member of
the Dominion Board of Trade in years gone by; he has
spoken there with ability, he bas moved resolutions there,
and ho bas almost taken charge of the proceedings of that
body, which has given to the world, in days gone by, in its
published reportF, all the information he presented in
reference to theso mattors. What were his views at that
time ? Why, Sir, in an amnondment to a motion wbich was
moved by Mr. Wilkee, of Toronto, the hon. member for
Cardwell, moved the following resolution:-

" That without expressing any opinion on some of the details of Ibo
present Oustoms Tarif, or the anomalies, which are inevitable on ail
tarifa, this Board is of opinion that no change should be made in it
unlese the exigencies ef the public service-"

I think I havo heard that hon. gentleman use the term,
exigencies, on other occasions ; it seems to be a favourite
word with him-
" demand a larger revenue, and that In such case any increase to be
made shall be made in accordance with the principle of the present
Oustoms tarif which, while not inteîfering with the commerce of the
Dominion, affai da incidental protection to the manufacturers ; that this
Board te further of opinion that the permanency of the fiscal policy of
the country ta most important, alike to the commerce and manufactures,
and that no ecange should be made in the Tarif unless demanded by
the absolute exigencies of the revenue."

Tiat was the resolution of the hon. member for Cardwell
and he made a speech on that occasion, in which ho made
this statement:

"[f we could have a 20 per cent tarif, and the assurance that it must
be permanent, I wonld go in for it. But to my view, if we got that 20
per cent. tarif, strong opposition would arise on the ground of too high
taxation. If such a tarif were imposed, and afterwards reduced, it
would inflict more, much more, harmon onr manufactures than if it had
never been imposed. What is wanted is permanence. The 15 per cent.
protection give us fair assurance of that, and under it ourmanufactureu
have prospered in the paut. I Lhas placel our manufacturing industries
in a p 'ition of which we may weil feel proud. It is a tarif not hîkely
to -lowered in accordance with the viewa of a fancy financier like hir.
W ktis,and therefore it may be looked upon se a fair permanent tarif,
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and aq a permanent tariffwhich ensures to ereryman engaged in manu-
fanturing indusi ry adequate protection for ail reasonable time to come.
A 15 per cent. tariff means more than 15 per cent. protection to manu-
facturera. There is the cost of transport of goods from the other aide of
the water, which amounts on an average te at least 5 per cent., so that
there is now a protection equal t, 20 per cent. That ou ght to be suffi-
cient for any industry suited to the country ; and au to others, it would
be unwise to attempt to sustain them by fiscal props."1

Then, again, we find that an amendment was moved by
Col. Walker, of London, declaring that a 15 per
cent. Tariff was enough, and the hon. member for Card-
well withdrew his amendment, because ho believed lu Col.
Walker's amendment, and ho voted for a solemn declaration
that 15 per cent. was a tariff high enough for all reasonable
time to come. Still the hon. gentleman undertakes to lecture
us, on this side of the louse, because we would not increase
the duty-and what for ? For the exigencies of the publie
service ? No, Sir ; and yet that was the only reason which
ho thought could be given for being in favour of a 15 per
cent. tariff, and yet he is found supporting a 35 per
cent. tariff, a tariff which gîves a 40 or 50 per cent. protec-
tion on refined sugar. Was it the exigencies of public
service in this case ? No, Sir, but the exigencies of party,
and the exigencies and other things which did not operate
upon the hon. gentleman in times gone by. Now, I come
to speak of another subject, which the hon. gentleman
touched upon very gingerly, a subject upon which the
Finance Minister, in years gone by, has laid down very
strong ground, and that is the question of the balance of
trade. That is another of those awkward things which,
at this particular time, have got out of joint. The Finance
Minister Las given the House the benefit of his views on
that question on more than one occasion. I would jst
remind him now of the posi tion ho took at one time, aud I
ask him, judging from that po!ition, to tell us what ho
supposes this country is coming Io. The hon. gentleman is
reported, in the Toronto Mail of February 24th, 1881, as
saying this :

" During the lat two years we have nearly equalized our exports with
our importa (Cheers). Whatever free traders may say our people cannot
understand the theory that the larger the excess of our importa over our
exports the more rosperous is the country. We say thal, as with the
individual, go with the nation, and that if he expen ds more than he re-
ceives poverty stares him in tbe face. If, on the other hand, his receipte
exceed hie expenditure, his condition is hopeful. The latter ii the
condition cf te eominion, if we tako into account our receipts for
ireiglits (Cheers)."

In bis Budget Speech in this House in 1880 he said:
l At the close of the year we will find that by the reduction of the im-

ports and the increase of exporte, the balance of trade, which some
gentlemen think is of no importance, though I think it is of vital impor-
tance to this country, wilI for the first time in the history of the Domin-
ion, be in our favour."

In hie Budget Speech of 1879 ho said this:
" There are other dificulties. The volume of import has not much

diminiebed. Regarding the matter as I do, I think it is to be regretted
that the volume of importe bas not been materially reduced. I look
upon large importe, ever since the Dominion was organized, showing a
large balance of trade against us, as one of the causes of the trouble
with which we have now to contend-one of the difficulties that it is our
duty to remedy. Importe have been decreaeing to a certain extent, but
are atiU very large, showing disîinctly and cloarly, in my judgment,
tisat they ouglit atill further to b. dlminsaihed.'"

Again he said:
"t appears t) me that we should turn our attention to the best

means ofreducing the volume of our importa from all parts of the
Vorld."
The hon. gentieman was convinced that the country was
going to ruin if the balance of trade was against us. He
laid that down as a proposition, and ho said that it was
necessary that our attention should ho turned to it; and as
soon as his massive intellect is turned to any subject, you
may be sure that that subject shall ho attended to. Well,
turning hie attention to the mass of our importa and exports,
did he succeed in equalizing them ? No, but he succeeded
in increasing our imprte $24,000,000 in 1881, 838,000,000
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in 1882, and 850,000,000 in 1883. It seemed to be some-
thing he could not manage. And ho had that terrible
thing, as ho considers it, a b -lance of trade against us,
to the extent of $7,000,000 in 181, 817,000,000 in 1882, and
$34,000,000 last year. I wculd suggest that ho should turn his
attention to this matter a little more seriously. The thing is
getting in such a position that he is hardly able to control it.
He tells us, however, that after all, there is one redeeming
fenture about these imports. They prove, ho says, that our
workingmen and mechanices are earning botter wages, and
are able to spend more money. Another explanation, I
suppose, will be given to us in a year or two when, under
the depressed circumstances which seem to ho comingupon
us, these imports will be reduced again. Now, what are the
facts with reference to the balance of trade ? In the seven
years, from Confederation to 1874, the average annual
balance of trade against us was 822,123,745; in the five
years of the Mackenzie Government, the average annual
balance against us was $21,023,215; and last year
the balance against us was $34,168,218. I need
not review the arguments, with reference to the
balance of trade or the statements as to how it is made
up ; but I will say that it does not require one to be very
familiar with political economy, to understand that when
any man lays down the proposition, that when you find the
Trade and Navigation Returns, on their face, showing a bal-
ance of trade against you, you are that much poorer, ho has
net mastered the elements of political economy in the slight-
est degree; and th3 hon. gentleman is beginning to under-
stand that, and is beginning to hedge on that question,
while still attempting to save his reputation, by saying that
on tho average, diuring the last four years, we have more
nearly equalized our exports with our imports. Now, I
come to consider the effect of the Tarif on the industries
of this country ; and I desire first to call your atten-
tion to the effect it has had on the manufactur.
ing industries of the country. In connection with that
lot me cail your attenLion to a statement made by the hon.
Finance Minister in 1881. I propose to show, by reference
to authorities which I think he will not venture to contra-
dict, that the statement ho made in this House, in 1881, with,
reference to the incroase in our manufactories in this country,
was not strictly correct. At that time, ho came before us
with information, gathered feom sources which ho did not
give us access to, showing the increase which had taken
place in many hnes of manufactured goods. And that in-
formation, the authorities which I am now about to quote
will show was wholly inaceurate, and such as should not
have been given. What was his statement in 1881 ? Thon
he was in the hey.day of lis glory. He saw prosperity
about him; ho saw the effects of the stimulus that was given
to the country by the large amount of foreign money that
was brought into the country from the causes I have
stated; and in the beight of his pride and glory, ho
boasted that bis Tariif had made this wonderful change.
He boasted that on all sides old factories were employing
more hands, new factories were opening up, a great
stimulus was given to trade; and he had a table prepared,
which ho said would demonstrate that the increased
prosperity was not brought about by the increased
exporta, but by the development of our manufacturing
industries. He told us that he found that the number of
persons employed in the manufacturing industries of the
country had been augmented by 14,000, representing a total
increase with families of 42,000. If, ot these 14,000, 7,000
were occupiers and tenants, were they not, he asked, practi-
cally building up a new city in that year of 40,000 inhabi-
tants ? Thon, by some process of calculation which I do
not yet understand, ho declared that another 20,000
ought to be added, and claimed that the operation of
his Tariff in 1881 was adding to thi Dominion a city of
60,000 inhabitants; and there, ho claimed, was the source
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of our prosperity. Well, Sir, ha did not give us, in detail,
the number of operatives employed in all- the manufac-
tures of the country. He gave us that information with
reference to two lines. He told us the number employed
in the corset factories for one, and I can, only judge
of his other calculations by those which he gave us. He
said that there was an addition of 500 banda to the
number of operatives employed in the corset factories, in
1881. In the years 1880 and 1881, the very time this hon.
gentleman was giving us those statements, the Census was
being taken, and we had not last year, or the previous year
the Census returns in our hands, but we have them now.
While the Census may be inaccurate with reference to
the population, and i believe it is, from the manner
in which it was taken, still the manufacturers, in
making thoir returns of the number of hands they
employed, the capital they had invested and the
amount of their productions, would now be very apt to
under-estimate these items. What were the returns made
by the manufacturers themselves, of the people employed in
factories ? At the very time when the Finance Minister
said that 500 banda were amployed in the corset factories,
the Census shows that the total number employed
was 320, of whom twenty-three were men over sixteen, four-
teen boys under sixteen, eight girls under sixteen, and 275
women over sixteen. The other estimate as to the extra
number employed was in the boot and shoe industry, and
what did he say with reference to that industry. He said:

aThe boot aud hoe industry las incresed 25 per cent. both as tot he
ameunt produced and the num ber of em ployees. We find thern, mure-
over, working full time, while before they worked but *wo-thirds lime."

Wbat does the Census show? Does it show any proportion
like that. The Bouse will be astonished to learn, after
hearing the statement of the Minister, that, according to tbe
Cenaus, while in 1881 we had 18,949 bands employed in
that industry, in 1871, tan years previous, we had' 18,719,
or, after two years Administration of the hon. gentleman's
policy, when, according to hie atatement deliberately made
in this House, the number of operatives bad increased 25 per
cent. and the production in an equal ratio, thero were
but 230 more men employed in that industry than in
1871. Had there been an increase of 25 per cent., there
would have been, 4,600 banda employed in 1881, more
than in 1871, whereas the increase was only 230. If only
230 is the actual increase out of bis estimate of 4,680, at this
rate, bis city of 60,000 dwindles rapidly into insignificance.4
Then we had a reference to the sewing machine industry.i
When I pointed out the fact that while, under the Nationali
Policy, certain manufacturing industries, such as sugars,1
cottone, and to a certain extent, woollens and one o two1
others, had benefitted, the old manufacturing industries1
were not benefitted but many were positively injured by
this Tariff, and when I instanced the sewing machine
industry as one which gave signs of being burt instead ot
benefitted by the National Policy, as shown by the exporta
of that article to foreign countries, the bon. member for1
Cardwell replied to me in the following language :-

IlSpeaking of my (Mfr. Patersons) statement tht the- exporta of
sewing machines had declined, le (Mr.Whte) snd it was true, and he
thought while I was speaking that he would write down to the manager
of the Williams Sewing Machine Oompany in Montreal and ascertain the
cause of that circumetance, and here is the reply-"

Another advertising dodge of the hon. gentleman, another
means of puffing the Montreal aewing maching concern:

'.In reply to your enquiries, I am happy to be able to state that our
business has been very much improved by the operation ot the National
Policy. We are now employing three limes as many hands and making
three times se many machines as before the National Policy came into
operation. and we find the home markets very much improved. That is
lu sy, we find that more machines can be sold, though we do not get
a' y higber -prices; in fact, prices are rather lower than they vere but
We do not omnplain of this, Ms we mach prefor doing # large busl. 1

with emall profite than a emall business on large profits. It le much
more profitable and satisfactory."
lere is a gentleman whom the hon. momber for Cardwell
led us to understand was employing thro times as many
hands and turning out three times as mnny machines
through the operation of the National Policy as ho
did before. The hon. member certainly could not have read
that latter with any other intent than to give this House to
understand that the sewing machine manufactories in this
country were all benefitting to the same extent as this Mont-
real factory; at any rate, ho took care to make no exceptions.
How do the facts stand with reference to that as shown by
the Census, an authority the hon. member for Cardwell will
not gainsay ? In 1881, 1,188 bands were employed in that
line, and 1871, 966 hands; or in ail the tan years, an increase
of only 222 bands, and the production, instead of increasing,
actually docreases to the value of $75,187. That is to say, we
had less value in sewing machines produced in 1881 than in
1871, ten years previous, yet the hon, member for Cardwell
read us a letter, which we were not in a position, ofRcially and
authoritatively, to contradict, informing the House that
there were three times as many bands employed and there
was three times the production in that manufacturing indus.
try as before the National Policy. Let us turn back
to the boot and shoe industry which the hon. Finance
Minister told us was turning out 25 per cent. more
work than formerly. If they had turned ont 25 per cent.
more work than in 1871, tan years previous, there would
have been an increased production to the extent of over
$4,000,000, whoreas the actual incre i c was but 81,762,265.
I desire to call your attention to the condition (f a few
other of the manufacturing industries of this country, as
revealed by the Census. The hon. Finance Minister and his
supporters cannot go behind their own officiai figures. I am
not reading letters from private individuals, but the official
figures given in the Census, the returns made by these
manufacturers themselves. I said I would show yon from
these statements that the old manufacturing lines of this
country are not thriving any more under the National
Policy than they were in 1871, under the 15 per cent. tariff.
I have instanced two lines, but I will give othera. In rela-
tion to our foundries and machine shops, large industriea
employing a greater number of bands than any othars,with
one or two exceptions. What are the facts ? In 187 1,
the number of hands employed in those establishmnfts was
7,653, and in 1881, ten years later, after two years' oporation
of the National Policy, the numberhad only increaîed hy 136
mon. In agricultural implements, the increase of working
mon in ten years has been 1,110, a greater increase than in
the other linos, but not much more than the natural increase
that ought to take place through the increase of our popu-
lation, and the opeiing up and development of Ihe North.
West, which hasafforded a wider market for those articles.
Take carpenters and joiners. In 1871, we had 5,408 ; in
1881, we had 5,702, an increase of 294. Take our rolling
mills, another important industry. In 1881, the number of
hands employed in those aills was 699, against 762 in 1871,
or a decrease of 63, and the production bas diminiahed
in the same period to the extent of $653,100. Take our
ship-yards, au industry in which our friends from the
Maritime Provinces are interested. What have been the
effects of the National Policy upon the ship-yards in
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island ?
Ras it stimulated, bas it developed that industry ? Hal it
given employment to a greater num ber of bands there ? Let
the Census figures, the official figures, the authoritative
figures, compiled by the Minister cf Agriculture, speak on
this point -and they speak with no uncortain sound. In
1871, 6,046 men worked in the ship-yards of this Dominion.
In 1881, had that nunber increased? No ; but that number
had shrunk to 4,454-1,592 less bands in the ship.yards of
this Dominion, in 1881, than ton years bofore, in 1871, Wbr
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do not the members from the Maritime Provinces support Minister that, when that gentlemen was broken down by
this National Policy that is giving such employment to I too much work in attending to one office, he prescribed for
their ship-yards? Why do they not support this National his restoration to ho eith another office in addition, and sent
Policy that bas taken out of their ship-yards 1,592 men in him across the se. I am sure that, if we had him here now
the last ton years, instead of placing thousands in them, and put.another office on him, he wou\d be restored to the
as the hon. gentlemen opposite said it would ? And most robust health. I will give to the Minister of Finance,
what is the value of the products of the ship-yards? or rather I will give to the Minister of Customs, in the
In 1881, under the National Policy, the value of absence of the Minister of Finance, these figures. In the
the products of the ship-yards is nothing like what it last year of the Trade and Navigation Returns, we imported
was in 1871, under the policy of the hon. member for 148,446,081 pounds of sugar under No. 14. That is the
East York. Why,the products of the ship.yards have shrunk, kind of sugar that is imported by the refiners to make into
in the ton years, $875,004. There is the result upon that refined sugar. Now, speaking of yellow sugars, as the hon.
industry, a large industry, a great industry, an industry in member for Cardwell knows very well, no calculation or
which the people of this country, many of them, are vitally comparison can be made, because yellow sugars are a non-
interested. Take the result in the manufacture of shingle descript, and there is no way of doing it. The only way is
making, an important industry in the wooded portions of to reduce all your sugar to a granulated basis, because thon
our country, and there are actually 711 men less employed yon have a atandard article and a standard price in both
there than ton years before, and there is a product of countries. Therefore, I reduce the sugar refined by our
8124,000 less than in that year. And so you might run manufacturers to a granulated basis, and, to be on th) safe
through the list, with some exceptions. There has been an side, I allow 12J per cent. as a loss in bringing raw sugar
increase of cotton operatives, there bas been an increase in into granulated sugar. Well, taking that as a basis, the
the woollen manufactories. There has been an increase product would have given 139,000,000 pounds of granulated
in our farniture manufactories, but not much more sugar this year.
in the article of furniture than would be war- An hon. MEMBER. Too much.ranted by the increase of population. In the tanneries,
there has been an increase, but not much more Mr. PATERSON. I know it is too much, but I put it on
than the increase of population would warrant. In the that basis to be safe. Now, granulated1 sugar in Montreal,
sugar refining industry, what do you think has been the taking the statement of the hon. member for Cardwell, is
effect produced by the National Policy of the hon. gentle- worth 88.12, less 2j cash. Granulated in New York, quoted
men opposite ? What marvellous effects have been pro from the New York Herald of February 6, was 2$7.50 the long
duced in the employment of labour in that industry? We price, with a drawlhck off, which is taken off when sold to a
have had it detailed to us in this Iouse, time after time, in foreign country, of $2.80. The net priee a Canadian p ar-
days gone by, by the Finance Minister and those who sup- chaser would have to pay would be $470 a hun ired, <r, in
port him. What great development, what great amount of other words, the net price of granulated sugar in New York,
labour, has been given to the country in the sugar refineries ? below the price in Mon treal, is $3.4 per 100 poun is. Now,
We have it here from the ofdicial documents. In 1871, ve 130,000,000 poundsat$3.22 per pound,amountsto $4,18j,000.
had 359 men employed in tho sugar refineries of the If there was no duty at all levied upon sugar comi ig in o this
country. and in 1881, we had 723, or we have 3l4 mon country, you would have a saving of $4,18i,000 by buying
more men employed in our sugar refineries two years after sugar in New York. But there is a duty leviod up >n it, and
the National Poliqy came into operation, than we had we know the amount of duty that went into the revenuo
ton years before. There is a very great increase. is it from sugar this year-and what was it? It was $2,467,729.
not ? 364 mon emplo.ed. And, in order that the That leaves $1,718,271 that is unaccounted for. Now, I
men, the 364 that were employed more, should have will not say that the Canadian refiner has pocketel that
been employed, the Tariff was so arranged that the amount of money. I do not mean to say he has, but I say
people of this country paid more for the article of that these figures show that, somewhere or another, there is
sugar, by losis of duty and extra price paid, as las 81,700,000 odd that has to be accounted for. It has been
been said in this House time and again, to the extent of paid by the people of Canada, at al[ events, in the price.
more than a million dollars. I grant the ton. gentlemen We eau test it in another way. The Finance Minister
opposite, and I grant the hon. memberforCardwell, that thero ventured the statement that, under the Tariff of the
were some months when there was keen competition, and hon. member for South Huron, sugar could not be
the prices ot sugar in this country, sold by our refiners, were laid down from the United States as cheap as yon
kept down lower; but I challenge the hon. gentlemen oppo- ca-i buy it at the refinery in Montreal to-day. Why, Sir,
site to tell me whether, in the first stage of this high Tariff, a more rash statement was never ventured by a Min-
whieh was enacted for the benefit of the sugar refiners, the ister of Finance on the floors of Parliament than that.
refinery of Redpath & Son did not clear nearly a million of If he had taken the least possible care to ascertain whether
dollars in that year from the price they got from the people his figures were right, the hon. gentleman would have found
of this country. If it is remedied now, the price was paid how mistaken ho was. What are the facts? I have said sugar
at that time. The hon. member for Cardwell did not could be bought in New York at $4.70 net, and the duty
give us the figures in detail, so that they could be under the old Tariff on sugar, at $4.76, would be 82.18 per
worked out, but I take issue with him on that question and 100 pounds. The duty on 130,000,000 pounds, at $2.18,
say that, in the article of sugar, by the loss of duty and would be $2,834,000. That is the duty that would have
the increased price, there is to-day a loss of $1,500,000, been paid under the old Tariff on 130,000,000 pounds of'
if you reduce al[ that sugar to a granulated basis, com. granulated sugar brought into this country. But instead of
pared with what it would have been under the Cartwright that amount, the sum that has gone into our Treasury this
Tariff. I am sorry the member for Cardwell is not in year, as the result of the duty on the sugar that has pro-
his place, as I would like to give him these figures. I see duced these 130,000,000 iba. of granulated, was $2,467,729;*
the Finance Minister has also retired. I am sorry that or we have a loss to the revenue of $366.271. What
I have wearied the hon. gentlemen, but I see the indefati. more ? The price of granulated in New York is
gable linister of Oustoms is there, and I know that hoeau 84.10; the duty under the Oartwright Tariff would be
attend to several Departments at once; and, if not, I will send 82.18, which would make the sum of $6.88 which it
for the Minister of Railways, who ean attend toany number would cost us duty paid, leaving out the question of freight.
of DOeA4enopts, beause w had the statement from the Firat We now pay in Montreal $7.92 fbr the same sugar ; take
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this $6.88 that we would have paid under the old Tariff
from New York, from the 87.92, and we find that the extra
price the consumer pays is $1.04 per 100 pounds. Take
130,000,000 pounds, at $1.0 1 per 100, and you have an
extra price paid by the people of Canada for their refined
sugar, over and above what they would have had to pay,
with the duty, under the Cartwright Tariff, of $1,352,000;
to which, if you add the loss to the revenue of $366,27 1, you
have a total loss to the people of this country of $1,718,271.
So much with reference to the sugar question. Now I come
to speak of the cotton industry, an industry that, I admit,
has been benefited by the operation of the National Policy,
by promoting it in this country ; an industry, however,
that suffers to-day, as has been pointed out by the hon. mem-
ber for South Huron and others on the floor of this House,
from the unduly high protective Tariff, which has brought
about a depressed state of affaira, which can only
be remedied by a combination of the manufacturera to
restrict production and force up prices. Now, what do
we find with reference to the cotton industry? Has it pro-
duced the beneficial results, in this country, that we were
told to expect? Sir, the benefit we were told would flow to
this country from protection to manufacturing industries,
was the employment of a greater number of hands, who
would receive larger wages. What does the Census return
exhibit with reference to this industry ? I call the attention,
of the bon. members of this louse, and through this House
the attention of the operatives of this country, to what the
Census roveals, with reference to the operation of this cotton
industry. 1 ask the attention of the wage-earning class of
this community; I ask the attention of the mombers of
this House, who are bound to have regard to
the wage-earning class-I ask them to think over
these figures furnished to us by the Census, and to say
whether we are able to rejoice that highç wages are being
given to the cotton operatives. The Census shows some
eighteen cotton factories in operation in 1881. It reveals
the fact that there wore employed in these factories, of men
oversixteen years of age, 975; of women, oversixteen years of
age, 1,445; of boys, under sixteen years, 542; of girls,under
sixteen years, 565, or a total number of hands employed in
these eighteen cotton factories of 3,527. The total yearly
wages paid these cotton operatives, ihcluding, no doubt, the
salaries of the managers, book-keepers, and all the high
officers who are employed in theso establishments, and who,
in making their returns to the Consus, have no object to
serve in returning less yearly wages than were actually
paid-the total yearly wages are returàed as $714,250.
Divile that amng the 3,527 operatives and what does it
give you? A yearly wage of $203 to each of these bands,
including all the highly paid officers, or $4 a week on an
average to these operatives. If you deduct the high priced
salaiies, I will venture to say the result will approximate, or
come dangerously near, the figures worked out by a promin-
ont newspaper man in this country, from figures furnished
by the gentleman who told a Star reporter that he gave the
Finance Minister the cotton statistics which the latter gave
to this House, these figures thus worked out showing that
the cotton operatives were working for about $1.50 per week,
I think. And yet the First Minister, on a -public platform
in Ottawa, asked the working men of this city to endorse
this policy and send him back to power; asked them to
pronounce on the question of whether they wanted
good times, prosperity, steady employment, high wages:,
or whether, on the other hand, they wanted poverty,
want, of work, and low wages. Io said that was
the issue for the working people of this country:
" Return .us to power and you will have the same pros-
perity that you had in days gone by." I ask him how he
justifies that expression with the words the Finance Minister
uttered the other day, finding fault with the Opposition,
whenhesaidthat thougbthelumbermen were restrictingtlieir
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operations, yet the moment a few hundred cotton operatives
were thrown out of work for a month a great cry was raised
in the country. How long does ho expect the operatives to
remain out of work ? How. rmany months would he desiro
to have operatives romain ont of work who are earning the
munificent sum of $4 per week each, inclliding, in the aver-
age, the salaries of ail the high-priced officials ? "Oh," but
these gentlemen say, "it cannot be holped on the part of
the cotton manufacturers. They must look ont for them-
selves." Well, what are the results? We have heard a
great deal about cotton being cheaper thàn it was ever be.
fore, that there was not much profit to be made by' these
cotton manufacturers now. What do we find with reference to
that in 1881 ? The Census enables us to understand that point.
I have given the total yearly wages. If we add to that the
total value of raw products, 8 1,927,655, the two amounts
make a total of $3,759,412. We lind that those cotton
manufacturors made, while paying their operatives at tho
rate of $4 per week, $1,069,507 in a year. Their
capital invested was $3,476,500, on which they made aprofit
of 81,065,507, or over 3- per cent. With these figures
before us, figures taken from the Consus compiled by hon.
gentlemen opposite, we can understand that the c>tton
manufacturers, at all events, if they be deprived at
the present time of great profits, are in not quite so bad a
position as their oporatives, who work at $4 par week and
have not constant employmient. I do not like torefer to
particular mills, or to attack any man in business, or to
allude to any business firm on the floor of Parliament; but
speaking in general terms, I would say that one mill, employ-
ing 724 hands, has averaged 40 per cent. dividend; three
othere, employing 736 hands, havo averaged about 39 per
cent.; but there are certain other factories which have not
paid so weli, and these have reduced the average to somowhat
over 30 per cent. on the capital invested. It will be seen that,
while the cotton operatives have increased in the country,
they are not that source of wealth we would desire them
to be. We would be very glad if it was possible to
pay them higher wages, and tho country received the bene-
fit. At this point, I desire to bring betore the attention of
the Finance Minister a question worthy of his consideration,
but to which lie made no reference in his speech. I refer
to the manufacturing of four. What does the Consus tell
us in regard to that industry ? It points out that in flour
and grist milis there was a capital of 813,856,923 invested;
there were 6,472 hands employed, and the yearly product
was of the value of $41,2,372. In no other manufacture
in the country, with the exception of saw mills, is thore an
equ&l capital invested, and very few other industries have
more hands employed. What is the position of that industry
to-day ? The hon. Finance Minister î-as told the fHouse
that his policy is a policy of protection for the manufactures
of the country. The hon, gentleman told us last year,
when he added 10 per cent. to agricultural implements,
that it was done because our rra!iufacturers were being
crowded and jostled in the North-West, and it was tho
policy of the Grovernment to give additional protection to
our manufacturers rather than lose the market, and that
when manufacturers were being crowded by outside cem-
petitors, ho would arrange the Tariff so as to give them
additional protection. I ask the hon. gentleman to-night
how it is that, having mado such a declaration and
promise, and after I have pointed out that this large
manufacturing industry, with more capital invested than
any other interest but one, is not only not protected by
the Tariff but is legislated against, ho takes no stops to
give thom relief. A return has beon brought down showing
the importations of flour, as compared with wheat, duringq
the pat six months. The result is that under the
operatipn of the . Tariff 1,068,493 bushels have
been imported, in the shape of flour, from
Anierican sources> while· only '4,389 bsheb -have
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come in as wheat. An appeal might be made to the hon.
gentleman, on bebalf of the millers, for redress, on patriotic
grounds. Why does he fait to increase the duty when it
fails to protect these munufacturers,when he raised the duty
on agricultural implements, in order, as he said, to save them?
The hon, gentleman thought it was incumbent on him to
protect the poor classes fiom wearing shoddy cloth.
I would ask him if therc was danger of contagion in
wearing shoddy cloth, whether there was not additional sin
in allowing the focd consumed by the people, which goes to
form boue, sinew and blood, to be tainted and corrupted by
flour drawn from Yankee sources? The hon. Minister
stated in his speech this year, that the farmers are now
getting the benefit of the duty on whcat to the
extent of 8 or 10 conts, because there was a short
crop, and no farmer would desire the removal of that
duty. That might be true, for this was the first, and rmight
be the only year, when it would be of any advantage. But
the policy of the Finance Minister is not to protect manu-
facturers by reducing the duty on raw materials; but it is
to protect manufacturers by increasing the duties on manu-
factured articles imported from forcign countries, and ho
has told the House that the foreign manufacturers pay the
duty. If that be so, it is easy to provide a remedy. Instead
of fiour remaining nt 50 cents a barrel, the Finance Minis-
ter's duty, according te bis doctrine, is to increase the tax
by another 25 cents, and give Canadian manufacturers fair
play in competing with the manufacturers across the
line. The hon. Minister may say that the Opposition would
object to an increased duty on flour-and so they would, in
ait probability. But we are not responsible for
this Tariff; vo are not plcdged to it in any way.
The hon. gentleman's statement, made on the different plat-
forms of this country, and on the floor cf this House, was
that, when any manufacturing industry of this country was
placed at a disadvantage, from foreign manufactures coming
in, ho would use the Tariff as a means to prevent this com-
petition, and provide a remedy. I have brought the matter.
to his attention, and leave him to deal -with it. Now, Sir, 1
come te consider the question of how this Tariff is affecting
our farmere. I admit that this year there has been an in
creased price to the farmer from the duty on wheat. But
it is becauso this bas been a year of short crop, a famine
year in Canada, a year such as we do not often have, and a
year which I trust we may not often have. I say, in the first
place, that a Tariff which taxes the broad which fills the
mouth of the orphan and the widow, is not a Tariff which
should commend itself; and while I say that such bas been
the operation of the Tariff this year, the Finance Minister
knowseand the louse knows, that under ordinary circum-
stances, and in ordinary years, the imposition of this duty on
whcat has had no effect on the price whatever, and ho knows
that while the anomaly prevailed with reference to the duties
on wheat an- fleur in years gone by, it did not hurt the mil-
ling industry, becauso the duty on wheat had no effect in
advancing its price. He knows that now this has changed,
and as the iniier has to import bis wheat from the other
aide of the line, it is only this year that the duty on
wheat has given the farmer any benefit whatever, and in
ordinary circums tances, ho cannot hope te derive any
benefit from it whatever. I would ask, in the next place,
what has the National Policy done for the lumbermen and
the fishermon. The hon. gentieman himself does not pre-
tend that it bas done any good to the lumbermen, who are
employed la one of the greatest industries of the
country. It went on to thrive, as thrive it might,
as after his policy came into operation it contin-
ued to prosper, as prosper it c:uld, after his policy
came in, but whether it prosper or not, his Tariff has no
effect upon it whatever, except it be te injure it by the
higher prices which are chaiged for supplies of various
kinds. And what is to be said as to the effect upon the

Mr. PATsoN (Bat#9.

wage-earning class of this country ? Has the Finance
Minister carried out Lis pledges te them ? Has the Firet
Minister and the Minister of Public Works, who asked for
their votes expressly on the ground of this policy, and who
both appealed to them on the issue that this policy would
secure for them steady employment and high wages, kept
their promises? I ask these hon. gentlemen if they have
implemented their promises, and I reply they have not. I
say it.is known to the Finance Minister that the prcmises
made by him ut that time have net been kept. The answer
te that question was to b seen in the hesitating manner,
the altered tono of voice, in which he gave us the Budget
Speech this year, a speech which was received almost in
solemn silence by this House, whereas, in other years, bis
supporters choered and recheered Lis words to the echo, as
he announced that every workingman in the country was
being employed in the country and ut a higher wage than
before. I say that he should carry out the promses which
ho gave to these men, that their wages would be increased,
and that steady employment would bo secured to them.
Hon, gentlemen say that there are good times in the coun-
try, but the best answer to that statement is made by the
leather workers of Montreal, who lately asked their em-
ployers for an increase of wages, who are reported te bave
-written to their masters that they did net think
of striking, that they would almost sooner starve than
strike, but that, as their wages were only $6 or $8 a week,
as they Lad families of seven or eight, they could not hope
to puy their way; that, owing to the low wages,
they could not educate their children, as they had to put
them in factories at twelve years of age and under, and they
appealed to their masters to increase their wages, if possible.
Sir, the policy of the hon. gentleman has drivèn the work-
men of this country into the position of suppliants, who
have to beg their masters in order to get thoir wages
incrcased to a living rate-to a rate whieh existed before
the National Policy was introduced. They tell the Finance
Minister that the cost of living has gono up to the extent of
30 per cent., and I think their testiniony on that point is
more valuablo than anything the hon. member for Card-
well, or even the Finance Minister, can give us, with refer.
once to that. We need not argue on the floors
of Parliamont this question as to the c at of living.
It is a question which eau be best answered in every
home in the country, and by the inmates of every
such home ; and i leave it to them to determino
whether or not the cost of'living has increased under the
oporation of the National Policy. Lot the hon. Minister of
Finance go to Hamilton, which was paraded as being espe-
cially benefited by the National Plicy, two years ago. Let
him visit the various machine shops, as he did a few years
ago, when ho was making his triumphal tour through the
country, at a period when we wero having good times, as a
result of the sums of money which were coming into this
country fromn the sales of our goods abroad. Let him go to
thoso places now, and lie will find that wages have decreased
10 and even 20 per cent.; he will find men working on short
time, and thon let him recall the promises he made, that
his policy would give the workingmen eteady work at
high wages. But ho Las not gone to IIamilton, and I do not
think Le will go. Sir, the position of the Minister of
Finance is a proud position, but high as the Lonour is, I
think it is a pity that such a position should be occupied
by virtue of promises which were given, but which are now
proved to be promises which have net been verified-whieh
cannot be verified-proved by the bitter experience of those-
ta whom they were made and to whose support the hon.
gentleman, in a large measure, owes his present position.
In conclusion, I would allude to one or two remarks which
the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) made in refer-
ence to the observations of the bon. member f>r South
Huron, as to the exodus from this contry. As I u Vertood
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the hon. member for Cardwell, ho charged my hon. fi iend
with having cooked the American figures in making his cal-
culations. Having read that hon. gentleman's speech, I
have only to say that I have been unable to ascortain
that ho did so. I telieve that the hon. momber for
Cardwell was out of order altogether in referring
to proceedings before a Committeo of this louse,
but as I did not call attention to the matter, I certainly
think I may bo permitted to say that the testiniony of an
official, who stated that he had deliberately falsified the re.
turns ho had Eent to the Unitcd States Government, is not
worth very much, and that it was net very crcditable to the
hon. momber for Cardwell that he shouli bring such -i-
dence into this House to suppolt his statements. The hon.
member for South Huron, as I understand, used no Ameri-
can statisties with referonce to this matter ut all-thoy
were all Canadian statistics. Tbese figures are a fair mat-
ter of argument, and if the hon. member for Cardwoll can,
by fair arguments, met them on the ground upon which
they were offered, and refuto therm, I believe the
hon. member for South IIuron would bo glad to
find that they ceould be refutcd. I have not gone
iuto the matter, but this mucl I do know, that as the
increas-d cost of living in this country may be left for
decision to the inhabitants of the comntry, so this inatter of
emigration from Canada to anothcr cuuntry may be left to
the people of this country, each m-n being left todetermine
for himself, as he looks arouLd his amuty, whether or not
men have gone from that county or not. I should bo glad,
if in looking into the matter, we find that none of our
(ountrymen have gone into fireign untries-that none of
them are now living as citizens of a foreign land. The
hon. member for Cardwell pointed out that large changes had
taken place in regard to the residents of the adjoining States.
He lost sight of the fact that, while in that country the
people went from one State to another State, they were
still in their own country, they wero still paying taxes
and their employment was still adding wealth to their own
country. lIe did notventureto tell us that the thousands of
people w ho are migrating fron State to Stato corne into our
countrv. If thero should be a largo population from our
own country going to Manitoba, we would rejiice in that,
because we would like to sec thefoundutions of thatcountry
laid by cur own citizens; but what we lament and grieve at
is, that after many of theni have gone to ilhat country,
intending to make it their home, tby have been forced -
despite what the hon. member for Cardwell can say, the
testimony is too plain, and has been too often repeated-
forced by vexatious restrictions and laws, which wore not
made in the interest of that ceountry, to Icave their own
land and their own flag, and to cast in their lot with a
people who, while not unfriendlv to us, are still another
people. These are the facts we deplore, and the hon. member
for Cardwell, or any other hon. gentleman opposite, wili
talk for a long time before they wili convince us that there
is not good reason why people should Jeave that country.
That they are leaving it, cannot be donied, and I would ask
hon. gentlemen opposite on what ground are they leaving
it ? The climato is as good, we are told, as the climate of
Dakota ; the soil, we are told, and I rejoice in it, is more
fertile than the Eoil of Dakota. I believe, and I rejoice in
it, that our North-West is a botter country than are the
north-western Statee, and that being the case, how is it
that Canadians, born in Canada, with all the love for our
flag that we have, are Icaving a country that is as good in
elimate, more ferLile in soil, with our own flag waving over
it-how is it that they are leaving a land with all these ad-
vantages to settle in a foreign land, where a foreign flOg
floata over them, and where the soil is inferior to ours, unless
it be that bad legisilation has driven them away ?
The hon. member for Cardwell makes light of
this. He speaks of the monopoly clause as if it were

nothing. Why, Sir, say to fromen going into that country-
what is the fact, that we have a law on the Statute Book of
Canada, placed by hon. gentlemen opposit-that that im-
mense country, with all its resources,vith all its possibilities,
with the prospect of its producing millions upon millions of
bushels of wheat, is to bo tied up, to have its produce carried
over one lino of railway for the next fifteen years, and I ask
if you do not point to somothing that is calculated to strike
a chill to their very souls When you tell them that thora
is a clause on the Statute Book of Canada which the Parlia-
ment of Canada itself, when it had an opportunity by the
reopening of this contract, deliberately refused to expunge,
that for fifteen years from to-day it will amount to
an offence for any man or number of mon to dare to
ta) that North.West country with any railways from the
United S:ates, in order t,: afFord the people compotition,
you can readily understand that something exists whieh
which will naturally mako people hesitate before theydecide
to settle in that country. Sir, those hon, gentlemen talk
about patriotism-ptriotisrm, exemplified by fastening the
fetters of monopoly on tho North-West country, and by
their refusal to relas thoso fettors. Patriotism with a ven-
geance that is. Then, Sir, people go thora to find the lands
of this great corporation exemptod from taxation. They ffnd
that whon they have grown their wheat, and vant to
export it, they will have to pay the price which that railway
company may ask. These are the things which have pre-
vented that country from boing rapidly settled and
becoming th .great country which it ought to bo te-day.
iero ve nro this year, when hundreds of thousands
ought to have bcen settled in that countr-y-hore we
are, vith people scattered over il, far fower in num-

I bois, I venture to suy, than would have b2en found
'in that country hud my hon. friends remained
in power and given effect to their policy in ref-
erence to that road. What a folly this House committed
when it sanctioned tho contract made witl the Canadian
Pacifie Railway Company. I refer not to the fact that
$30,000,000 bas been thrown on top of all that wo gave thom
before, but t- the fact that they originally received far more
money and land than was requirod for the work to bo done
-- hat tLat great country was practically hinded over to
the2m to do with it as they pleased. I ask iF, when the
Parliainent of tliat day committed that huge blunder-to
use no harsiher niame-t by did not inflict a great loss on the
people of this country ? V hat are we gotting in return ?
lion. gentlemen tell us we aro oponing up the country and
they ask us to look at the people who are going in there.
I would ask hon. gentlemen opposite if thero is a man, if
there is a wornan, if thero is a child in that country
not born ihere, who did not go in ovor the road
that was buiilt by tho MNfackenzio Government before
these hon. gentlcnen carme into power at all. It was after
we had openod up that country that people wot in, and
thait a eity et thouoands cf people arose there-that, accord-
ing to the statenoet of the hon. Minister of Railways, thore
mero 61,000 people ii that country-that there wasa means
of ingreoss into it- that you could go into a Pullman car at
Ottawa, and not g -t out of it tilt you were in te North-
West. The counir-y was in that position when hon.
gentlemen opositie handed it over, with $25,000,00),
25,000,000 ac,s <f land, and $28,000,000 worth of
complet2d road, o a C.npany,and supplementod it tho other
day, handsomd'ly anrd generously, with $30,000,000 more,
whieh they say, Lo .vever, is ours and will return to us;
consoing this 1loue with the thought of the man who had
a note whieh another man bad given him, and thon
run away, and who said : "i1 do not care if he has
run avray, for I have his note-I have security."
Wby did we not keep that road and build it ourselves, as it
was being built by the Mackenzie Administration, and as
the leader of the Government, himself, said, was the policy
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of his Government, the Mackenzie Government having built that would tend to bring about parity in election conteste,
the diffieult part, so that we could push it out into the and bon. gentlemen opposite have always resisted any
prarie as settlement requirol it, opon up branches, and, as measure to that end with all their power. This I will Bay
the commerce and requilements of the country demanded, on behalf of the party with which I have the honour to be
build the ends. Sir, that would have been a wise policy; connected, that their aim has ever been to obtain such a
but it is too late to propose that now. A Statute was law as would give us purity in elections, while hon. gentle-
passed by which these fetters were placed on the country, men opposite have always thrown impediments in our way.
and an opportunity was afforded by the re-opening of the These and other acts done by this Parliament are noted in
contract to give a remedy to that country, but it bas not the country, and by reason of their operation a state of
been uscd. Wo have the promise of the hon. Iinister of tbings bas been brought about that every well-wisher of his
Railways that when this Company slacken their hand the country trusts rnay not be too deeply rooted to be effaced.
Governmcnt will not exercise the power they have exer- I desire to say, in concluson, that i am ef opinion with the
cised in the past, of disallowing chartois in the old bon. miember for South Huron that, great as are the blund-
Province of Manitoba, and then some relief may be6 ers that have been committed, if the Ministry will but, from
given. The lion. member for Cardwell took my hon. this time forward, enter upon a higher course, a better
friend from South Huron to task, becauso ho said that policy, that notwithstanding their financial blunders, they
the moral sentiment of this country bad boen lowered can be iecovered from in time by a country with the great
by bon. gentlemen opposite. I admit that the language resources which ours possesses; but I do ask that, whenever
of the hon. member for South IIuron was pretty in the future they will be called, as they have been in the
strong. IIe cau spoak strongly when ho likes, and I past, to set an examplo to the youth of the country, they
believe le speaks most strougly when h feels most should bc equal to their position; I ask that their conduct
strongly. I would ask the hon. member for Cardwell, if he should bc sueh as will elevate the people, and we will
were in bis seat, whether, when the lion. member for South get over the financial mistakes they have made.
Huron said that the moral tone of this country had beon I will say this, that amidst mueh that is depressing in this
lowered by the Administration of bon. gentlemen opposite, country, although the public tone is lower than we would
lie did no)t himself believe that statement to bo truc. I desiro to have it in the press of the country, there is one
would ask the bon. gentleman whether the people of this thing I have witnessed that bas given me pleasure, and thatis
countiy are not influence3d by the example that is set them that we have in this country yet sufficient high spirit andjust
by mon in bigh places; I would ask him whether the young feeling on the part of the French Conservative press to
men of this country ougbt not to be taught to look to their enablo them, wbile standing by their party, to refuse to be
representative men, to the mon who occupy seats in this parties to the foul slander that has been attempted to be
IIouse, and especially the members of the Ministry, as men cast on the leader of the Opposition, when the members
from whom they may tako that lino cf conduct in life of that Province who, in this House, were manly enough to
which will tend to ennoble thlem, and make them stand up and whilo maintaining their party allegiance, to
the men they ought to be; I would ask the hon. say that they would consider it unwortby of themselves
momber whether, judged from that standpoint which to endeavour to lower the character of a gentle-
himself admits to be the true one, the tendency of bis party man whose character is untarnished in its honour,
and the action of the Government and the past Parliament the press of thot Province re echoed their sentiments.
which supported that Government, did not tend to lower It is one of the bright things amidst much thatis depressing
the moral tone of the people. The hon. gentleman referred to find that the whole press has not got so low as to
to the Gerrymando-ing Act, and I refer to it again. Iwould endeavour to steal faisely away the character of an hon.
ask of him vho was a party to that Gerrymaudering; Act I gentleman, whose high place in the estimation of the people
would ask him and those who acted with him in that mat- it is not possib!e for the press or any one to lower. Not
ter, and primariîy the Ministers, upon whom the responsi- only hon. gentlemen on this side, but hon. gentlemen
bility rests, if they did not lower the moral tone of this opposite-those who are net eye to eye with him-know in
country. I would ask them if thoir example is to be an their heart of hearts that he is a man worthy of thoir
examplo to the young mon, the sons of Canada, that are regards. Driven by the personal taunts of members-who,
growing up in our midst, what lesson will the young I hope, forgot themselves, for that is the most lenient way
men learn from that Act of the Parliament of of putting it-ho was compelled, in self-defence, to give us a
Canada? They will, if they follow the example set by little part of bis private affairs, and we learned what was
the Minister in that Act, justify the oppression of the known to some of us before, that there is io gentleman in
weak by the strong, justify the oppression of the poor the country or House who is niaking the sacrifices of a
by the rich, and the business men of this country, if pecuniary nature,in serving the people of this country, that
they follow the example set by the hou. Ministers in that are being made by him.
question, will learn that the proper course of procedure in Au hon. MEMBER, Hear, hear,
trade is whn they get a man ia a position where
ho cannot help himself, to botter their chances at bis Mr. PATERSON. Is that derisive? fDoes the hon. gent-
expeonse. Yet the hon. gentleman will try and find fault leman who ironically cheers, mean that ho is sacrificing as
vhen I say the moral tone of the country bas been lowered. much in coming to this House ?

The greatest charge that can be made against the Govern- Mr. BOWELL. lie may be just as honest if ho bas notment lies in that very fact; flDancial mistakes can be reme- so much to sacrifice.
died, but to injure the morality of the community, as they
have injared it, not only in this but in other cases, is to Mr. PATERSON. Hle may bo, but I am speaking of the
do an injury to the State beyond computation. sacrifice.
In other respects, hon, gentlemen opposite have not done
that which it was their duty to do. do not claim that the Mr. BOWELL. A widow's mite is as much as bi.
members of the Opposition are all that can be desired, in the Mr. PATERSON. That is quite true; but dos lthe bon.
way of purity, when we come to our election contests; I do Minister of Customs, who interrupts me, feel ho his capable
not claim that all the virtue and morality'is on theuOne of making such a sacrifice. Would he even sacrifMe
side and that none is on the other aide; but this I do say, on bis wifei's relations, or any of his cousins and aunts?
behalf of the Liberal party, that they have ever desired and Until ho is prepired to follow that example, and until h. is
striven to have laws placed on the Statute Books of Canada prepared to give a little botter evidence of a self-
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denying spirit than I venture to say will be found ii
some of the appointments ho bas made, till ho cai
take that position, it does not become him to attemp
to weaken the force of what I am saying in referenci
to this subject. As to that gentleman who, in this House
although ho leads tho Opposition, moulds largely thi
legislation, who is always in his place, and who, in privat
legislation, brings the great weight of his ability to beai
upon it, and helps to shape and form many of the Govern
ment measures, I ask is ho a gentleman who may be
taunted, is ho a gentleman who may bc vilified
is ho a gentleman whom hon. gentlemen opposite
may rise and in a momn t of for-gtfulness, taunt as occupying
a position unworthy of him ? We stand not many on this side
but we wish it to be understood-I, for one, wish it to bE'
understood-that, while preparcd to accord all that is right
and just to hon, gentleman opposite, while willing at ail
times and desirous to cond uct the debates in parliamentary
style and language, while willing to accord to them evory.
thing I can in the way of conscientiousness for the votes
they givo, I ttell lietht, if they rise to vitify, if they
rise to iminuate against the character of the gentleman
who leads this party, if they rise to attempt to brow-beat
the small band who represent that party in this louse,
lhey will find opposed to them a body of men who, though
few in number, know enough and are able enough to main-
tain their rigbts it all times and on all occasions, and to
point out to ibis Governmont, when they feel it their duty
to do so, wherein they have erred in this matter, as 1 bave
endeavoured to do to-night, pointing out to the Finance
Minister that pronýc.s % hieh have been made have not
boen kept, and that it is hoped that in future ho will amend
his action, and that we wilt have cause to bolieve that he
was promising what ho had it in his power to do, and that,
having it in his power, ho is willing to have it carrie l into
effect.

Sir LEONAiRD TILLEY noved that the Houie resolve
itself into Committee on the following Rfcsolutions:

1. Resolved, That it is expedient to provide that the following articles
be added to the list of goods that may be entered free of duty when
imported into Canada, vz--

Bolting cloths, not made up.
Boracie acil.
Canvas, jute canvaq, not less than fifty-eiglt inches wide, when

imported by manufacturera cf floor oil cloth, for uje in their lesctories.
Cherryheat wielding compound.
Grease and grease scrap.
Indigo, paste and extract of.
[ron or steel beams, sheets, pl, tes, angles an ] tkneel, for iron or

composite ships or vessele.
Manganese, oxide of.
Potash, German minerai.
Sodium, sulphate of.
Steel for saws and straw cut ers, eut to shipe, but not further n:anu-

factured.
And to repeal the following items, now on s&id free list, viz:~
(Jolcothar, dry, exide of iran.
Fibre, vegetable, for manufactuting purposes.
F'ish-plates, steel.
And al items or words contrary to, or inconsistent with the follow-

5. Résolve 1, That it is erpedient to provide that the following articles
shali be subject ta and charged with the rate of duty set opposite to
each, respectively, from and after the date of the passage of ibis Resolu-
tion, vis.

1. Acid, acetic, twenty-five cents per Fnperial gallon
2. Uaplins, unfiais'ed Leghorn bats, twenty-five per cet ad valorem.
3. Celluloid, moulded into siz is for handles of knives and forke, not

bofed nor otherwisë miaufactured, ten per cent. ad val->rem.
4. marpeting, matting and mats of hemp, twenty-five per cent. ad va-

lo"IL6. Jeans and contilles, whenu imported by cor.et makers, far use in
their factoriem, twenty per cent. ad valorem.

h. inted or dyed cottons, not eîsewhere specifid, twenty-seven
and a-half per cent. ad talorem.

7. Gatton, 42 inches wide sud over, when imported by manufacturers
ef ¥aesunled eloth, for use in their factories, fliteen per cent. ai vaorem.

8. 4o#n Warp, No. 60 and finer, fifteen per cent. ad valrem.
9. Harthenware, decorated, printed or sponged, and ail earthen-

ware not elsewhere specified, ity per cent. ad valorem.

n 10. India rubber vulcanized handlei, for knives and forks, te per
cent. ad valorem.

il. Iron, catit ir'ann ferk, nt handled, grouni or otherwise further
tman ufact ured, ten par cent. ad valorent.

e 12. Labels, for fish cana and other uses, printel or painted, a specifse
duty of six cents per po ind, and twenty per cent. ad valorera.

13. Pins, manufactured from wire of any metal, thirty per cent. ad
t' 1 virem.

e 14. 8soap powders, a specific duty of three cent per pound.
15 Steel, ingots, bars, sheets, under three-sixteentbs of an inch thick,

whole or cut to shape, but not further manufactured, and rolled ronod
wire rods in coils, not elsewhere specified, three dollars per toa of 2,000
pounds, and ten per cent. ai aalorem,

16. Steel,'rolled round wire rode, under half an inch in diameter,whlen
imported by wire manufacturera for use in their factories, tire per cent.

17. Steel, needies, v¡z.: Cyltder needles, 'hand frame needles and
iatch needles, thirty per cent. advalorem.
SuaIns, SYRPS ANO MOnAssEs :-

18. Sugar, when imported direct, without tranabipment, from the
country ot growth and production, above number fourteen Dutch stan-
dard, a specifio duty ot ene per cent. per pound, and thirty-two and
a-half per cent, ad valorem.

gqual to number nine, and not above fourteen Duteh standard, a
specifie duty of three-'ourths of a cent per pound, and twenty-seven
and a-half per cent. ad ralorem.

Below number nine Dutch standard, a specifle duty of one-half
cent per pound, and twerty-seven and one-Lalf per cent. ad vatorem.

19. Melado, and concentrated melado, three-eights of one cent per
pouncd, and twenty-seven and one-half per cent. ai valorem.

On aIl the above sugars, melodo, and concentrated melado, when not
imported direcr, without transhipment, from the country of growth and
production.

20. Above number fourtaen Dutch standard-a specifi duty of one
cent per pound, and thirty.five per cent. ad valorem.

lequal to number nine, and not above number fourteen Dutch
standard, a Epecifie duty of three-fourths of one cent per pound, and
thirty per cent. ad valorem.

Below ummher nine Outch standard, a specific duty of one-half cent
ler pourd, and thirty per cent. ad valo,en.

21. àlelado, and concentrated melado, a specifie duty of three-eighthi
of one cent per pouud, and thirty per cent. advalorem.

22. Concentrated cane juice, concentrated molasses, concentratel
beet root juice, and concrete, whether imported direct or not, a spe-
cilc duty of three-eighths of a cent per pound, and thirty per cent. ad
valorem.

23. Syrups, cane juice, refined syrup, sugar louse syrup or sugar
house molasses, syrup of sugar, syrup of molasses, or sorghum, whether
imported direct or not, a specifie duty of five-eighths of a cent per
pound, and thirty per cent. advalorem.

24. Molasses, other,when imported direct, without transhipment, from
the country of growth and production, fifteen per cent ad saýorem, on
the value thereof free on board.

25. Molasses when not se imported, twenty per cent. advalorem.
The value upon which the ad valorem duty shall be levied and col-

lected upon all the above named sugara, melado. syrups, molasses, &c ,
shall be the value thereof free on board, as providad bysection 77 of the
Customs Act, 1883.

26. Zinc, chloride, salts and sulphate of, fire per cent. advaloren.
3. Rsolved, That it is expedient to repeal all such parts of the Act 42

Victoria,chapter 15,and of theActs amending the same,orof the sachedules
of such Acts, as imposes a duty of twenty per cent. ad eatorem on " mili
irons and mill cranks sud wrought forginge for mills and locomotives
and parts thereof, weighing 25 pounds or more," and on "htationery
ot ali kinds, not elsewhere specified,' '-or which imposes any other
dnty cf Customs on any of the foregoing articles than those imposed
thereon by this Resolution, or which admits any such articles free of
duty wheu imported into Canada.

4. Resolved, That section 8 of the Act 42 Victoria, Chapter 15, be
mrepeaiad and the tolewin g enacted:

8. An aldwtnce m y n e made for deterioration by natural decay
during the voyage of importation, upon perishable articles, such as
green fruits and vegetables imported Into Canada, but in assessing the
same, and in estimating the damage by breakage upon brittle goods,
such as crockery, china, glass and glasuware, under the provisions Of
sections 53 and 54 of the Customs Act of 1833-such allowanc o*
damage shall only be made and allowed for the amount of loss inexcess
of 25 per cent. of the whole quantity damaged and ouly in casa elaim is
made the refor, and the lois or damage certified, upon examination made
by the appraiser or proper officer of Customs, within three days of the
landing or arrivai of such goods st the port of destination thereof; aud
provided, the duty ha been paid on the full value thereof, os appli-
cation to the Minister of Oustoms, a refund of such duty may- be
allowed and paid, in the proportion and lu a fulfilment of the con-
ditions above specified, but not otherwise.

Motion agreed toi and the Rouse resolved itself into Com-
mittee.

On Rssolution 1,
ý(In tho Oomxumittoo.)

Mr.I BLAKE. Isuppoge It Is not the hon. gontloman'8
intention to go farther than the free list to-night?
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Sir LEONAJRD TILLEY. Yes; I would like to get all
the Resolutions through to-night.

An hon. MEMBER. G) ou.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman w4il allow me
to continue my observation to the Finance Minister, without
his interposition. I do not think it would be reasonable to
take the whlA cof the Resolutions to-night. They have been
placed before us at a very recent period. We did not anti-
cipate that the hon. gentleman proposed to take all of them
through to-night. Some information is required in refer-
once to sone of these points, not on the free list, as far as
I am concerned, but as to the effect on the trade of some of.
the subsequent proposals, and I think the hon. gentleman
should allow us to discuss them in Committce, after that
information is obtained.

Sir LEONARD TILLE Y. That migbt be donc on Con'
currence; but, at the sanie time, I do not desire to press
thom. Of course, nothing can be gained, as hon. members
opposite, if thoy desire, can prevent the Resolutions being
passel to-night. We might give the information on Con-
currence, but, if ie prcforswe will take the frce list to-night,
and the others on Thursdsy.

Mr. BLAKE. Nothing would be gainod by waiting for
Concarrence, if w-e gottho desultory debate on Concurrence.
We might as well have it in Coumittee.

Resolution 1 agreed to.
Progress reporte], Committo to sit again.
SirLEONA)RD Tl L LKY moved th a l urm of the

House.
Motion agreed to; anid (at 11:55 o'c'ock, p.m.) tic Iouse

adjourned.

HIOUSE OF COMMONS.

WEDNESDAY, 5 Lb March, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clouk.

PRAYERs.

FRIUD IN Rl ELATION TO PUBLIC CONTRACTS.

Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire again to call ihe attent ion of
the liouse to the matter which came up yesterday. I
thought that the iùtimation theo given by the hon. Minister
of Public Works would have received attention; but I am
sorry to say that his advice was ineffective. Although a
meeting of the Special Committee, to which Bill No. 12 was
referred, was called for to-day, nothing was donc. I think
the proper course, unless the flouse chooses to do otherwise,
would be to reduce the quorum of the Committec. There-
fore I move, seconded by Mr. Charlton, that the quorum of
the Special Committee, to which was referred Bill No. 12,
intituied, An Act for the prevention of fraud in relation
to contracta involving the expenditure of public moneys,
be reduced to three members.

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. When I stated to the hon.
gentleman yesterday that I thought that the fact that ho
had called the attention of the louse to this matter, would
most likely obtain a quorum for the Committee, I did not
think the hon. gentleman would call a meeting imme-
diately, because members have other Committees to attend
and other thinge to do, and if the hon. gentleman had given
forty-eight hours notice, I have no doubt the Committee
woald have met. I am afraid the hon. gentleman is rather
quick about it. I am not aware that there is any desire to
prevent this Bill being considered. When I was speaking

Mr. BLAr.

yesterday, I forgot the members who were away. The hon.
member for Lincoln is sick and is away from town, the
hon. member for'Victoria was away at the time, and the
hon. gentleman himself bad been absent, so that out of
nine members, three that we know of were away, and
it i; not surprising that among the remainder there has
not been found a quorum. I certainly think that
the hon. gentleman should allow the Committee to meet in
tho ordinary way. I do not know whether or not this
motion requires a notice; but I think the rule that we have
been following has been that when a Committea requires to
change its quorum, a report is made by the Committee to
the IIouse, and upon that report a motion is made by the
chairman or some other member ofthe Committee to change
the quorum. The quorum in this case is not large; it is
five. I think the hon. gentleman should allow the Com-
mittce to meet in the ordinary way, after giving sufficient
notice.

Mr. BL XKE. My hon. friend stated yesterday that the
Committee had been convened six or seven times fruitlessly.
I have no knowiedge, in my short Irliamentary experi-
ence, of such a state of things as that having existed bore-
tofore. The hon. gentleman states what is true, tii it the
gencral practice is, when a quorum is to be reduced. hat it
should be on a report of the Committee ; but be will observe
that my hon. fricnd cannot got the Committee togethor in
or "or to make a report. If the hon. members who are on
i Committee and who have undertaken to discharge this
dtiy, did not object to being placed on the Committeewhen
lieir names were mentioned, they ought to serve; because

I need not say that the hon. First Minister or whatever
g.entleman is leading the flouse suggests the names of the
members of these Committees to which Bills are referred.
In this particular instance, the Committee was modified at
the request of the bon. First, Minister or of some hon, mem-
ber opposite,who was acting for the Government ut the time.
I do n t t>uggest this motion should be pressed after what
the hon. Minister of Publie Works bas said, but I say it ls
an extraordinary and exceptional state of things that a
Select Committee composed of nine members struck by the
direction of the louse should have been conveno six or
seven times without a quorum being obtained. I trust my
hon. friend's next attempt will be more successful. We
know it is the rule of the House that members opposed to
the principle of a bill should not be on the Committee to
which it is referred, that he should not be placed in the
anonalous position of endeavouring to carry out the prin-
ciple of a mleasure to which ho is opposed, or of seeking to
defeat it by staying away.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I was put on the Special
Committee after the original Committee was framed.
I was not aware, at tho time, what the subject matter
of the Bill was. I attended on two or three occa-
sions when there was no quorum, and at the last
meeting, when w-e had some informai discussion, thore not
being a quorum present, I said that I ought not to have been
put upon the Committe, inasmach as that I had, during
the last Session, voted for the expulsion of the Bill my hon.
friend then introuced, which was substantially the same as
this one. I promised to attend the next meeting but was
prevented by illness, and the next day, left for the west, and
have since been absent until this morning. I do not there-
fore feel that I am open to the charge I understood the hon.
member for West Durham to be making against a majority
of the members of that Committee, ofsimply abstaining
from attending, in order to prevent the Committee from
carrying on its deliberations.

Mr. BLAKE. After the sta'tement of the hon. gentle-
man for North Victoria (Mr. (ameron), I would suggest
that his naine be struck off the Committee and another sub.
etituted.
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Mr. CASGRAIN. The matter is entirely in the hands of
the louse, and I suppose the hon. gentleman will suggest
the name of some hon member to replace that of the hon.
member for Ncrth Victoria in order that the Committce
may be convenod.

Motion withdrawn.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that Mr. Cameron

(Victoria) be relieved from serving on the Committee, and
that Mr. Macmaster be substituted for him.

Motion agreed to.

BILLS INTRODUCE D.

The following Bills wero soverally introduced and read
the first time :-

Bill (No.I112) to prevent Sunday Escarsions.- (Mr.
Charlton.)

Bill(No. 113) to amend the Act 38 Victoria, CL ipter 83,
respecting Copyrights.-(M r. Béchard.)

Bill (No. 114) for the provention of the Adulteration of
Food and Drugs.-(Hr. Costigan.)

INCORPORATION OF QUEBEC PILOTS.

Mr. AMYOT enquired, Whether the Government con-
sider that the Act 13 and 14 Victoria, chapter 123, incor-
porating the pilota for and abovo the harbour of Quebec,
and the Act 16 Victoria, chapter 258, amending the same,
are still in force; and if not, what are the reasons for their
opinion that the said Statutes are not in force?

Mr. McLELAN. This is a question of law upon whic.h
the Departmont bas not obtained an opinion from any legal
gentleman, or from the Department of Justice.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMENDNIENT.

Mr. SHALL enquired, Ls it the intention of the Govern-
ment, during this Session, to introduce any amendments to
the Civil Service Act?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. The matter is under consideration,
and it is likcly that during this Session some amendment to
the Civil Service Act will be introdnced.

EXPORT DurY ON PINE AND SPRUGE' LOGS.

Mr. VAIL enquiredL, Is it Lhe intention of the Govern-
ment te introduce a Bill the present Session to repeal the
export duty on pine and spruce logs ?

Mr. BOWELL. No, Mr. Speaker, it is not the intention
of the Government to introduce any Bill to that effect.

CLAIMS FOR LOSSES ON TiE INTEECOLONIAL
RAILWAY.

Mr. LANDRY enquired, Whether the Government lias in
its possession any report from one of the Dominion arbitra.
tors in relation to a claim preferred by a Mr. Fraser, of the
county of Pictou, for a sum te compensate him for losses
suffered by him in consequence of the burning of his fonces
and a certain quantity of his Wood ? Does that report show
that the fire in question was occasioned by one of the Gov-
ernment locomotives on the Intercolonial Railway ? Did
the Goverument at first refuse to pay that claim, and why ?
Did the Government subsequently pay that claim, and why ?
What difference is there, in equity, between that claim and
that preferred by Mr. Joseph Charles Lislois ? What differ-
enco is there, in law, between the two claims ?

Sir RHARLES TUPPER. I beg leave to say, in answer
te the hon. gentleman, that the Government has a report in
its possession from one of the Canadian arbitrators in

relation to a claim preforred by Mr. Fraser, of the county
of Pictou, for a sum te compensate him for losses suffered
by him in consequence of the burning of his fences and a
certain quantity of his wood, that that report shows that
the firo was occasioned by one of the Government locomo-
tives or the Intercolonial Railway; that the Government
did refuse te pay that claim; that the Government subse.
quently paid the claim, in consequenco of an award made
by the arbitrator that it should bo paid; and that the
difference betwoon that caim and the claim of Mr. Joseph
Charles Lislois is that, in the one case, the arbitrator made
an award in favour of the party, and in the other case, the
arbitrator stated that the Govrnment were not legally
liablo.

TUE BOUNTY TO FISIIERMEN.
MIr. McISAAC enquired, In what counties of Nova Scotia

bas the bountios te fishermen for last season's fishing been
paid, and how soon shall it be paid in such counties (if any)
as have not yet received the same?

Mr. McLELAN. I bolieve the choques have net yet
beon issued. A largo staff in the Department is engaged
in preparing them, and examining the claims, and as soon
as possible the choiues will be sent out in all the counties.

LICTHOUSE ON GOOSE ISLAND, NOVA SCOTIA.
Mr. KIRK onquired, Is it the intention of the Govern-

ment to erect a lighthouse on Goose Island, Guysboro'
County, Nova Seotia, this year, for which a sumn vas voted
in 1882,

Mr. McLELAN. There lias beun a gool deal of delay in
procuring a site for the erection of the bouse, a larger sum
being demanded for it by the proprietor of the point
selected by the officer than wo thought we wero justiaed in
giving. Steps will b taken te expropriate land and pro-
ceed with the crection of the building.

PIER IN BELLE RIVER, ESSEX COU.NTY.

Mr. LISTER enquired, Did the Government advertise for
tenders for the construction of the pier in Pelle River,
county of Essex ? If so, did such advertisement appear in
any paper published in the said county ? The name and
residence ot' ach person tendering, with the amount of
each tender ? Was the contract let at the tender price ?
Has any change been made in the work ? What security
was taken for the performance of the work ? If cash, how
much ? If sureties, name and residence of each ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. It is net a pier. Two piles
are being placod on the west side of the entrance te the
river, and a few more on the eastern sido. We are building
no pier.

SALEOF POSTAGE STA IPS AT WINDSOR, ONT.

Mr, LISTER eiquired, H1las R. Venn, of Windsor, been
appointed by the Government to sell stamps ? If so, when
was he appointed and what is his salary? HRas b been
authorized te soell such stamps.in the post office at Windsor ?
Does h. pay rent ? If se, how much ?

Mr. CARLING. A licenso was granted on the 28th Marcb,
1883, te Mr. Vonn to soli postage stamps; ho is paid by
commission ; ho sells stamps in the lobby of the Windsor
post office, and pays no rent.

CANADIAN PACIPIC RAILWAY LOAN BILL.

Mr. SPEAKER. b have the honour te inform the House
that I have receivod the following lotter from the Governor
General's Secretary:-

"Su,-His ExcelReney the Governor General having an olated Oief
Justice Sir William Ritchie hie Deputy to give the Royal asento10the
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Bill respecting the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I have the honour to
inform you t Iat the Deputy Governor will attend at th- zena-e
Chamber on this day at 5:30 o'clock, p. m , for this purpose.

" I have the honour to be Sir,
" Your most obedient servant,

"MELG UND.'

PROHIBITIO. O.F TIE LIQUDR TRAFFIC.

Mr. FOSTER moved:

That the object of good government is to promote the gencral weifare
of the people by a careful encouragement and p:otecti,>n of whatever
maku for the public good, and by an equally carefel discouragement
and supproasion of whatever tende to the public disadvantage.

That the traffic in alcoholic liquors as beverages is prodnctive cf seri-
ons injury to the moral, social and indu3trial welfare of thli people of
canada.

That despite all preceding legislation, the evils of intemperance remain
so vast in magnitude, so widein extent and so destructive in effect, as to
constitute a social peril and a national menace.

That this Honue is of the opiaion,for the reasons hereinbefore set forth,
that the right and most effectual legislative remedy for those e vils is to
be found in the enactment and enforcement of a law prohibiting the im
portation, manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors, for beverage
purposes.
He said: I do not think it necessary to offer any apology
for asking the attention of the Rouse to this Rcslution.
I think it will be gonerally agreed by the members
of this House that the functions of Parliament are
of two kinds. It is, of course, the duty of Parliament
carefully to scrutinizo and supervise the details of all enact.
ments upon subjects which come under its purview ; and it
is cqually the important duty ef Parliainert to investigate
as carefully, and to discuss as thorougl'y, tho principles
upon which its legilation is founded ii order that t-uch
legislation may be as effective and as salutary as possible.
Subects for legislation, Sir, do not often take their rise in
Parliainent itself; but they generally arise from the wishes,
the necessities, or the grievances of the people outside of
Parliament, and after a course of agitation in the public mind
they find their way to Parliament where they demand con-
sideration, discussion and settlement. I am here to-day to
state that in my humble opinion there is no stronger feeling
in the hearts and minds of the people of this country upon
any subject whatever than the iceling with reference to the
traffic of intoxicating liquors, and the best means for miti-
gating the evils arising therefrom, or of doing away with
them altogether so far as possible; and I desire to-day to
give expression, so far as 1 possibly can, to what I think
are the wishes, the feelings and tho desires on this
matter of at least a very large portion of the people of
Canada. I know that however feeble and hesitating my words
may be, thore will be in them a striving for expression of
the thoughts and convictions of a very large portion of the
people of this country in reference to this subject. I am
net going to say how large, or how general, or how multi-
tudinous are the demanda of the people for legislation
against the liquor traffic, but I know this much, that about
ton years ago there appeared on the floors of this Parlia-
ment a most cloquent though silent plea in reference to this
bame matter, and in the lino of the Resolution which has just
been read. At that time there were laid upon the Table of
the .House petitions signed by tons and scores of' thousands
of earnest men and women ; I think there were petitions
signed by municipal couneils, by the officers of great
religious bodies which were fairly in fluential and repre-
sentative in their character; and if I mîstake not,
resolutions were also laid upon the Table from ut
least two or thrce of the Provincial Legislatures of
this Dominion, and tho prayer of all these petitions and
resolutions was in the lino of the Resolutions which I have
just presented to the Houso. So much with reference to the
constituoncy which in interested in this matter. I think I
may aiso safely say that during the ton years whieh have
elapoed sinco thon this feeling has not grown les, but on
th#s øotrry it has grown broader, and deeper, and more

Mr. SPUER,

intensified. Not only is there a large constituency of per-
sons in Canada who, I believe, are demanding that the
traffic in intoxicating liquors should be prohibited by legal
enaotment, so far as this Parliament bas power to do so,
but I am emboldened to say a few words to-day in behalf of
this Resolution because of the importance of the matter
itself. We are here, Sir, as legislators sent by the
people from the different constituencies of Canada. We
spend thrce or four months in the year in discussing and
enacting legislation upon such subjects as demand legislation
at our hands. We have spent a great deal of time and a great
deal of energy in discussing matters of Tariff and revenue.
Tho object of these discussions and the consequent enact-
monts is two fold: First to raise, as easily and as lightly as
possible, a sufficient revenue for the wants of the country;
and in the second place, to make the conditions of labour as
favourable as they can be made, and to devise means for the
greater development of our Tesources, And yet, during the
seventeen years which have elapsed since Confederation, I
think I am within the mark in saying that the money which
bas been spent by our people in the liquor traffic would, by
many millions, exceed the average of the revenuts which
have been gathered by this Government over the whole
Dominion. I think I am also within the mark when I say that
the conditions of labour and the devolopment of the country
have boon materially hindered and retarded by the
operation of this same traffic. An important subject of
legislation is that which concerns immigration, and the
policy of bringing in people from abroad to settle our new
country, and, by their labour, to develop its resources, and
by their industry and virtue, to contribute to the permanency
and the beauty of the civilization we are building up; yet i
think, Sir, 1 am within the mark when I say that during
the seventeen years which have elapsed since Confederation
the result of the liquor traffic in this Daminion, from its
eastern to its western limits, in the idleness ithas produced,
the crime it bas excited, and the waste pf resources which
it bas caused, bas gone far to nullify. the good results
of our immigration policy, and has taken out of the
productive industries of this country and rendered useless
for its development, almost as much brawn and muscle
as have been brought into it by the immigration policies of
all Governments from Confederation to the prosent time.
Sir, we are concerned with the development and good
government of our country as well, and it is the object of
oeu deepest and best consideration that such legislation
should be placed upon the Statute-Books of this country, so
far as our powers extend, as will contribute to the develop-
ment and prosperity, to the continued poace and good order
of the communities which make up this country. And yet
I am within the mark when I say that the evils resulting
from the liquor traffli in the Dominion have done more to
retard the prosperity of the country and to sow germs of
disorder and discontent than any other other evils probably
with which this country has been afflicted. So I say, Sir,
if we look at the importance of this question, we may be
sure that this Parliament is not going beyond its duty, and
and that bon. members are not going beyond their privilege
when they venture to call the attention of the House to
the best means of dealing with and of mitigating the
serions evils which result from*this traffic. Sir, if theobject
of good government be to protect what is good, to prevent
what is cvil, and to develop so far as we can the best in
society and in the nation, I do not know of any question
which towers higher, which comes nearer, which app"es
more strongly for solution than the one we have under con-
sideration to<day. And, Sir, if we regard, en the one hand,
the magnitude and dearness of those interests whieh are
affected by it, and if we regard, on the other hand, the mag-
nitude of the mischiefs which are, and which have been
wrought by it, the wonder is, not that this requent has came
to.day into Parliament, but that it has not sooner come,
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that it las not been more constantly and more impor-
tanately preferred. If we look into the country,
and sce what has taken place there within the last
twenty years, if we look ut the hold this question has
taken upon the best heart and best brain of the Dominion,
if we watch the forces in all their departments which are
displayed and the activity at work witti respect to thisgreat
question,-I say if we look at this we will come to the con-
clusion that this is no idle demand which bas been made and
is now being made of this Parliament, but that it is
a deep and wide spread carrent of feeling and thought
which is setting in towards the doors of Parliament and is
no idle and no vain thing. Therefore, I move these Resolu-
tionis this afternoon, feeling that a very large constituency
of the poople of Canada are in sympathy with them, and
feeling as well that the importance of the subject demands
the very best and most serions consideration that anj body
of men in any deliberative assembly can give to it. And,
Sir, Il hope this will be the initial step in an agitation
aiready begun and carried on in this country, an agitation
begun and which I hope will be carried ont in Par-
liament which will not stop until the strongest possible
moral sentiment from without shall have been aided and
supplemented by the very strongest possible legal enact-
ment from within the halls of Parliarn-t. The Resolution
which I move to day is a simple one. It bas to do in the.
first place with intoxicating liq'î rs as beverage only. It:
bas nothing to do with the manufacture, importation or sale
of intoxicating liquors considered as ai ticles of use in chemi-:
cal, mechanical or scientific wnys. It simply brings down
the matter to a discussion of the method upon which legis-
lation should proceed with respect to the sale, manufacture
and importation of intoxicating liquors for beverage.
purposes. And if any hon. gentleman usks me, why it is I
bave proceeded by Resolution rather than by any other
method, I state that out of several reasons I think these are
good and sufficient. l the first place, a Resolution
is within the competence of any member of this House and
places this question, so far as the discussion of the principle
is concerried, solely upon its own merits, taking it ont of
the ranls of party and out of the feelings which are excited.
when party warfare takes place. In the -second place,
the Resolution will do this, and is destined to do this: it is
to raise a discussion in Parliament upon a principle, a
discussion which will challenge the attention of the country
and produce an interest throughout the country, as having
been started and carried on in Parliament, which probably
could be reached as well in this as in no other way. Again,
Sir, it will test the strength of the principle ot prohibition
in Parliament; and if it be found that the strength of
the prohibitory principle here ie not commensurate with the
strength of the feeling outside, it will give the people of Can-
ada an opportunity of exercising the constitutional method
of bringing up within the halls of this Parliament the mea-
sure of strength to the support of this principle which is war-
ranted and called for by the measure of the strength of this
principle in the country without. Again, the Resolution i
introduced mainly and chiefly for this reason: that in a reso-
lution we are cut off entirely from a mass of details which
would otherwise camber it. The moment that an enact.
ment is proposed before a deliberative assembly, it muet
run out into details, and these details will strike minds in
difforent ways, and immediately differences and diver-
gencies of opinion take place. This is not hampered by
any details. It is simply a question of principle to be dis.
cussed and to be decided on its merits; and I think in a
matter of such importance as this, it is of the very first
significance that in all succeeding legislation with respect to
this subject, before it takes place we should have set ourselves
deliberately, honestly and candidly to discuss and settle, if
possible the proper principle which should guide that legis-
lation. I may be met, ut the very threshold of the disons-
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sion, with this question : why is it that you piefer o
adopt a different course with respect to the trade in untoxi-
cating liquors, from that which you adopt with respect f
any other trade. You have, for instance, factories ij. ths
Dominion. There are certain dangers which are inoidentaitô
•the running and working of those factories. Now, it may
be said to me: you do not rise in Parliamont and ask, that
because there are certain evils and dangers inpidental to
factory lite, therefore, a Bill should b introduced to
prohibit factories in the Dminion; but you simply set
your self to work to guard against evils, whioh niay
come from thom, and make overything as seonre as
possble, and when you have done that you feel , u
have done the best for the industries as well as for
the people among whom they are carried on. Wby,
thon, it may be asked, do you propose to ndopt a
different course towards the traffic in intoxicating liquorm,?
Now, Sir, I am bound to s y that I believe that that is an
honest question and I think it descrves an honest aùd n
candid answer. I say that we propose to adopt a diffornt
plan of treatment with reference to the traffic in intoxicat-
ing liquors, because necessity demands a different mode -if
treatment from any other of the industries of the country,
that we can think of. And if you ask me proof of that I
cannot give yo botter or more practical proof in the begii -
ning than this, that the attitude which Goverbment and
popular mind has assumed towards the liquor trafficl i the
last fifty years, is one of the best indications that there i
something radically wrong in that traffic otherwise *aùh
an attitude would not bi assumed. What is that attitude?
It is an attitude of opposition, of aggressive opposition,
of cantinued and strengthoninge repugnance and ýoatiIit¿. 1
ask you to think of any Anglo-Saxon Government to.d&ay
which during the last twenty years has net sot itsfgoe
more and more in a position of determined hostility with
reference to the liquor traffie, las not watched it as an
enemy, has not looked upon it as ruinous, bas not hamipsrod
it by checks and restrictions by limitations and prhi-
bitions. Sir, I say that the history of legislation witWn
the last fifty years in all Anglo-Saxon countries, with
reference to the treatment of the liquor traffie, las been a
history in which these two things have been marked: first
suspicion and the open expression of hostility to the tragic
from Govornments, and in the second place the aggressivo
nature of the limitations and restrictions and prohihiticns
which have been thrown around it. 1 make the statemert
here to-day which I think is a moderately fair onp, that
there is no Anglo-Saxon Goverument which would
dare to sweep away all the restrictions upon the liqar
traffie, or if it did sweep them away could- live siX
monthe aftur having donc so. I also think I am
right in making the statement, that there is no Govern-
ment or party in Anglo-Sa!xon countries to-day which can
take away a single restriction which at present is put ahoLt
this traffic without the loes of party prestige sud puW*
favour by that relaxation. I think this proves at leastthat
there must be something radically wrong in the traffie when
these are the attitudes of Governments towards it and in
such an aggressive and continued way. But. if the attitude
of Government has continually shown a repugnaut ,and
an increasing hitility to the traffie, much more can this
be affirmed of the p pular feeling of the Anglo-Saxon race.
Sir, I do not know of a single public legalized evil, or a
single evil legalized or unlegalized which has dr•awnorth
so strong, so wide and so representative expressions of
disapproval as has this same traffic within the
ialf century which has just passed by. Allow me, Sir, to

call the attention of the flouse to some of these expressions
wbich have leaped up from the deep sea, of the pepipar
feelings of the Anglo-Saxon worid, which have cry.aWlized
themsolves into expressions, which are living and will (On-
tinue imperishable as an index of the attitude of the pôpUIar
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mind with reference to this trafic. Long ago, in the
British House of Lords-I think nearly two centuries ago,
certainly more than one century ago-Lord Chesterfield, in
speaking of the prohibition of the traffic in ardent spirits,
amongst other things, said these memorable words :

"Let us crush these artists in human slaughter, who have reconciled
their countryto sickness and ruin, and spread over the pitfall of debauch-
ery such a bat as cannot be resisted."

Sir, in 1839, Lord Brougham, that man of great brains, and
great purposes as well, uttered these words:

" To what good is it that the Legisiature Ehould pas3 laws te punish
crime, or that their Lordslips should occupy themselves in trying to
improve the morals of the people by giving them education ? What
could be the use of growing a little seed here and plucking u a weed
there, if these beer Ehops are to be continued to grow seeds o immor-
ality broadcast over the land germinating the most frightful produce
that ever has been allowed to grow up in a civilized country, and I am
ashamed to add, under the foste.ing care of governments."

iRowland 1Hill, a man of note and nobleness, said:
IlPublic houses-the bane of the cmuntry-cxcite the strongest ind:g-

nation in my mind."

Dr. Chalmers, that roble and representativo Sc tch minister,
said:

"Por ourselves we would have rejoiccd if, by an entire stoppaga of the
distilleries, the beastly intoxication of Scotland had been suspended."

Oliver Goldsmith, witty and versatile, gave expression to
this truth :

"Ale houses are ever an occasion of dubitichery and excess, and
either in a political or religious sense it would be our highest intelest to
have them suppressed."

Lord Bacon, an epitomoe of terso and pregnant wisdom,
said :

" All the crimes on carth do not destroy so many of the human race or
a'ienate so mach property as drunkenness."

]Richard Cobler, thit refoi mer in the people's best intcrest,
tstated .

"Every day's experience tende more and more to the cnviction that
the temperance cause lies at the foundation of all social and pelitical
reform."

John Bright, the eloquent and noble tribune of the people,
said:

"A monster obstacle is in our wiy-strong drink, by whatever name
the demon is styled, in whatever way it presents itself, this prevents
our success; remove this one obstacle, and our course will be onwards,
and our labours will be blessed."

The London Times, as far back as 1853, btated:
" It is a peculiarity of spirit drinking that the money spent in it is at

the best thrown away. It neither supplies the natural wants ofman nor
offers an adeqnate substitution for them. * * * * * No way se
rapid te increase the wealth of nations, and the morality of society
could be devised as the utter annihilation of the manufacture cf ardent
spirits constituting as they do an infinite waste and an unmixed evil."

At a later date it said :
" The use of strong drink produces more idleness,want, crime and

misery than all other causes put together. * * * a * Drinking
baffles us, confounds us, shames us, and mocks us at every point. t
outwits alike the teacher, the man of businese, the patriot, the legisla.
tor. Every other institution flounders in hopeless difiiculties, the
public bouse holds its triumphant courie."

Cardinal Manning, that representative and beloved Catholie
English clergyman, states :

" I wish well to all trades, but with a reserve. I hope the baker may
bake and sell more bread as long as he lives. I hope that every clothier
may sell more yards of broadcloth and make more coats every year that
passes over bis head. I hope that every farmer may sell more wheat. But
I cannot say in mny heart and conscience that I hope the brewer will
brew more beer, or the distillers distil more spirits, or the publicans
sell more of bot'h. (Oheers.) There is a limit te my good wishes. I
wish that all trades may prosper except one. The prosperity that I wish
te that one trade is that it should cease

Again he say3 :
"'The evil ought not to be permitted to grow in order that the police

may becalled in to repress it. (Cheers.) Prevention is not only better
than oure, but prevention is a duty, and cure is a !ume lhMting attempt
to undo an evil which we bave wilfully permitted."

3r. PosTrE.

And yet again:
" Of this he was perfectly certain, that if the great drink trade

expanded itself every year, and continued its ac:ivity in intoxicating
and poisoning the men of this country they would be every year losing
their power of self-government and the safety which came. with it, and
those very centres that ought ta be their safety would become their
chief dangers."

Sir, in 1877, the British Parliament appointed a Committee
of the House of Lords who went into a long two years'
investigation with reference to the evils coming from
intemperance, and there is this pregnant sentence which
occurs in the beginning of their report:

. When great commun itis, deeply sensible of the miseries caused by
intemperance; witnesses of the crime and pauperism whieh direetly
spring from it ; conscious of the contamination to which their younger
citizens are exposed; watching with grave anxiety the growth of female
intemperance on a scale so vast, and at a rate of progression so rapid as
to constitute a new reproach and new danger; believing that not only the
morality of their citizens, but their commercial prosperity, is dependent
upon the diminution of these evils; seeing also that ail that general
legislation bas been able to effect bas been some improvement in public
order, while it has been powerless te produce any perceptible decreaseof
intemperance, it would seem somewhat hard when such eommunitie are
willing, at their own cost and hazard, te grapple with the difficulty, and
undertake their own purification, that the Legislature should refuse to
create for them the necessary machinery, or te entrust them with the
requisite powers."

The Lord Archbishop of Canterbury states:
" There is one dreadful evil overspreading the whole land which

makes havoc of our workingmen-the evil of intemperance. Unless yeu
make distinct and positive efforts against it you wili be neglecting an
evil which is eating out the very heart of society, destroying domestic
life among our working classes, and perbapa doing greater injury than
any other cause that could be named in this age."

Goldwin Smith, our own, I suppose I may call him, pro-
found and philanthropie thinker, says :

" It is too clear that the rapid extension of this system of saloon drink-
ing is threatening the very life of the community; that it is producing
a physical and moral pestilence more deadly in the deepest sense than
any other plague, which stalks the infected cities of the Est; that it is
bringing great masses of our working classes into a self-imposed bon-
dage, more emplete and more degrading than slavery itself; that it la
not only filling the present with unspeakable misery and vice; but
blighting the prospects of labour for the future."

The London Telegraph says:
" Our revenue may derive some unboly benefit from the sale of ale-

bol, but the entire trade is nevertheless a covenant with gin and death."

The New York Tribune, which, of all papers of this conti-
nent, might be expected to say tho least stirring and pointed
thing with reference to the liquor traffic, in its issue of
February, 20th says:

"Many people who pride themselve3 on their practicality are wont to
sneer at the opponents of the liquor traffic as mere 'seutimentalists.'
No doubt there is much sentiment in that opposition, but it is sentiment
based upon the hardest of facts. The truth is that if aH the other evils
that afflict society are put together they will not n*arly equal in weigbt
and sinister effects the one enormous and universal mischief of intem.
perance. Wherever we turn, in short, we encounter this subtle sud
sinister agency. It is a blight which lies heavy upon our civilisation,
and which will have te be cleared away before that civilization ean
be ome an object of just pride and satisfaction."

The Right Hon. William E. Gladstone, that grand old man
and most noted statesman, stated in his place in the House
of Commons in 1880 :

" It bas been said that greater calamities are inflicted on mankind by
intemperance than by the tbree great historical scourges-war, pesti-
lence and famine. That is true fer us and it is the measure of our.dià-
credit and disgrace."

And, Sir, as the last indication of that feeling which I will
cite, let me ask the attention of this louse to a paragrapl
which appeared, of all place-, in the Queen'a speech in
Great Britain last year, when ber Ministers put inte ber
mouth these words:

"Afier a succesion cf unfavourable seaens in the greater portion Of
the United Kingdom, the produce of the land has, during dmà pwss
year, been for the most part abundant, and trade is moderatey aoelig
The growth of the revenue, however, is seaîsibly retarded by a eanse
which must in itself be contemplated with satifaction ; 1 refer t. the
diminution in the receipts of the Erchequer from the duties e latsal-
cating liquor.
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Sir, I consider that as one of the most conclisive indica.
tions of what the popular feeling with referenco to this
traffie is that can possibly be adduced. Would such a
sentence as that have been put in the Queen's speech if the
Cotton industry or the iron industry had been depressed-
if there had been a falling off in the revenue from any
other industry ? No, Sir, the only item with roferenco to
which a failing revenue could call ont such a paragraph as
that is the one whose failure is an indication of the advan-
cing sobriety of the people-an indication that the stream
of intoxicating liquors which has been poured ont with,
such deadly effect in Great Britain for centuries past, bas at
last shown some sign of bocoming more shallow and less
heavy and destructive. Sir, I hold that those expressions,
strong, forcible, and widely representative, occurring as
they do through two centuries of Anglo Saxon history,
are fair indications of that feeling of repugnance and
hostility which lies decp down in the best heart
and the best brain of the Anglo-Saxon world, and
whieh israpidly leavening that unto its own measure and
its own quality. Sir, I think that the two pivotal points on
which this whole question turns are these: first, is this
traffic in its nature and its results such as to domand legal.
suppression ? And second ly, aro the rightness and efficiency
of prohibition capable of proof ? If we can establish the
affirmative of these two propositions, our course is clear.
This principle agreed upon and established, legislation must
proceed uponthatwell.established and true principle. Well,
Sir, if you will allow me, let us, then, take up this first ques-
tion : ls this traffic, in its nature and its results, such as to
demand totallegal suppression ? I do not know, Sir, where
we can better go for proof of this than to science,
physiological science, economic science, social science-
-and finding out what is the answer of theso
three, come to a petty fair conclusion as to whether
the nature and the results of this traffic are such as to
demand its suppression at the hands of the State. And
first, Sir, with reference to physiological or medical
science, what is its voice with reference t 'alcohohe liquors ?
Alcoholic liquors may be said to ba mado up of two great
constituents-alcohol and water, in varying proportions. I
hold in my hand an analysis of three or four kinds of alco-
holic tiqu rs wbieh will show tho fact. For instance, in an
Imperial pint of English ale, which weighs 22} oz., it is
found that 18 oz. is water, 2 oz. is alcohol, and 24 oz other
material. It.is found that the samo quantity of poit,
weighing 21, oz. contains 16 oz. of water, 4 oz. of alcohol,
and 1½ oz. of other material. The same quantity of
brandy, 20J oz. in weight, contains 91 cz of water, 10 oz.
of alcohol, and ý oz. of other material. Rum, that expres-
sive, but not very classically named liquor, in the
same quantity, weighing 20 1-48 oz, has 5 oz. of water,
15 oz. of alcohol, and t-48 oz of other material. Gin, weighing
20 oz., has 12 oz. of water, 8 oz. e alcohol, and nothing
of other material. These figures go to show the make up
of these liquors scientically, and if we apply the analysis
to all the different kinds of alcoholic liquors, we shall find
that the principle constituents are alcohol an I water. Now,
Sir, it is not at all necessary for me to speak of the results
or good qualities of water ; wo are aI cognizant of thom.
What we have to do then is to a;k what is this substance,
alcohol, which makes up the chief btis of ail alcoholic
liquors? To whom shall we go for an answer, if we do not
go to the medical and scientific mien, and I wish, if the
ious will allow me, te read a statement, short as I can

possibly make it, of the attitude and the opinion of medical
and seientifie men as shown by the utterances of great
bodies of these men on this matter. In 1847 two thousand
and upwards of England's eminent medical men signed and

üblished a declaration to this effet :
aWe are of opinion -That a very large proportion of hn:nan misery,

tinoîding poverty, disease and crime, is induced by the use of alcolholic

or fermented liquors as beverages; that total and universal abstinenre
from alcoholic liquors, and intoxicating beverages of ail sorts, ivould
greatly contribute t, the health, the prosperity, the morality and the
happiness of the human race."

Later still, one hundred and upwards, of the rep resentative
physicians and sciontific medical mon of New York signcd
and publishcd the following declaration of their views

"1. l view of the alarming prevalence and iil efffects of intemperance
with which none are so familiar as members of the medical profession,
and which have called forth from eminent English physicians the voice
of warning to the people of Great Britaia, concernmng the use of alco-
holic beverages, we the undersigned members of the medical profession
of New York and vicinity, unite in the declaration that we believe alco-
hol shonld be classed with other powerful drugs; that when prescriced
medicinally, it should be with conscientious caution, and a sense of
grave responuibility.

I2. We are of opinion that the u3s of alcoholie liquor as a beverage
is productive of a large amount of physical disease; tnat it entails dis-
eased appetites upon offspring; and that it is the cause of a large per-
centage of the crime and pauperism of our cities and country.

"3. We would welcome any judiciousan:i effectivlegislation-State
and national-which should seek to confine the trflia in alcohol to the
legitimate purposes of medical and other sciences, art aud mech.nism."

This is signed by the President and the Professors of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons ; it is signed by Willard
Parker, M. D., a man eminent in the medical world, and by
upwards of on, hundred others of the roprosontative medical
men of New York. Not many years ago ninety and up.
wards of Montreal's foremost medical mon gave expression
to thoir sentiments in this form:

''We, the undersigned members of the medical profcs3ion in Mantreal
are of opinion:

"I1. That a large portion ofhauman misery. poverly, disease and crime,
is produced by the use ot alcoholic liquors, a3 a beverage.

"2. That total abstinence from intoxicating liqor!,,whether fermented
or distilled, is consistent wt, ans conducive ta the highiest degree of
1,hyýi cq andI mental hoal th and vigour.

' 3. That abstinence from intoxicating liquor3 would greatly promote
the health, morality and happiness cf the peuple. "

This was signed by G. W. Campb2ll, A.M., M.D., Professor
of the principles and pi-actices of Surgory and Daan of
Faculty of McGill, Montreal, and ninety others. In 1874
tbe Medical Association of the United States met in Detroit
and gave expression to this opinion :

" That we are of the opinion that the us" of alcoholic liqira as a
beverage is productive of a large amount of iphiysical and mental dis-
ease ; that it entails diseased appetites and erifeeb:ed constitutions
upon offspring ; and that it is the cause of a largu nercentage of the
crime and pauperism in our large cties and country."

In 1876 there was hold a great International Medical Coun.
cl in the city of Philadelphia. IL was one of the largest
and ablest medical bodies ever convened, and thoir deliver-
ance upon the subject is as follows:-

"1. Alcohol is not sbown to have a definite foid vaine by any of the
usual methods of chemical or physiological investigation.

"2. Its use as a medicine is chiefly that of a cardiac stimulait, and
cf en admits of substitution.

"3. As a medicine, it is not vell fitted fCr sel'-prescription by the
laity, and the medical profession is notaccountable for such administra-
tion, or for the enormouis evils reulting thertfrom.

Such was the deliverance of medical men with reference to
tbis substance, alcohol, which forms the basis of the
alcoholic liquors which are the whole stock in trade of this
traffic in alcoholic beverages. Sience strips herselffree from
every prejudice, sho frees herself from overy old custom,
she has gone into her laboratory and dissecting room, she
has conducted her scientific investigations, and in calm, clear,
authoritative tones she tells the people that alcohol has no
food value, that es a beverage it is productive of infinite
misery in the way of disease, ill-health and death,that it is
a poison to be ranked among poisons and labelled as dan-
gerous; and she asks the people to beware of it as an
enemy of the human race. Let me give you some views
of representative scientific medical men, individually, on
this matter. Dr. Carpenter, than whom there is no more
noted pbysician in Great Britain or probably in the whole
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rank of
says:

medical physiologists throughout the world,

" lu the average man, the habi utd use of alcoholic liquors, in
moderate or even in amall quantities, is not merely unnecessary for the
maintenance of bodily and mental vigour, but is unfavourable te the
permanent enjoyment of healtb, even ibough it may, for a time, appear
to contribute to it."

Sir William Gull, a Fellow of the Royal Society and Physi-
cian to Her Majesty, stated in his evidence, in 1877-78, before
the Lords' Oommitteo :

"lI should say, from my experience, thiat alcobl is the moast destruc-
tive agent that we are aware of in this country. * I would like
te say that a very large number of people in society are dying day by
day, poisonedby alcohol, but not supposei to b- poisoned by it. I know
it t a most deleterious poison."

Dr. Benjamin Richardson, a very coiobrated medical
analyst says:

"Finally, tosum itall up, I find that alcoholie driniks give no strengtb.
reduce the tone of the blood-vesselg, build up no muscle, destroy its
powers, and make it less active for work; that these drinks in the most
moderata quantity can be of no use to me or anyone else as a substance
for food. We are sometimes told that it is fanatical, it is unpractical,
it ia contrary to the interests of individual men, or classes of men, to
speak those things and oppose alcohol. Be it so. I- another age it will
be a wonder that such arguments a3 those we are obliged to use, were
ever necessary to couvert an unwilling world. In the meantime
unhindered by any of those plausible excuses, it is our duty, whether it
be called fanatical or philosophical, practical or unpractical, advan-
tageous to clase interests or opposed to them, te unite, body and mind,
heart and soul, in suppressing this evil at its root, and in endeavouring
to make this earth s>mething nearer heaven, by pulling down from its
high place the demon Drink, who still reigns so triuîmpbantly in the
land in which we live."

Dr. Thomson, a Fellow of the Royal S3ciety and Surgeon
Extraordinary to Ilis Majesty the King of the Belgians and
Surgeon te University College Hospital says :

iI have long had the convietion thit there is no greater cause of
evil, moral and physicil, in this country than the use of alcoholic beve-
rages. I do not mean ty ibis that extreme indulgence which produces
drunkenneas The habituat use of fermented liquors to an extent far
short of what is necessary to produce that condition, and such as is
quite common in all ta-ks cf society, injures the body and diminishes the
mental power to an ex-ent which I think few ps ople are aware of. Buch,
at al events, is the result of observation during more than twenty
year of professional life devoted to hospital practice, and te private
practice in every rank above it. Thus, 1 have no hesitation in attri.
buting a very large proportion cf some of the most painful and dan-
gerous maladies which corne under my notice, as well as those which
every medical man bas te treat, te the ordinary and daily use of fer-
mented drink taken in the quantity which is conventionally deemed
moderate * * * But if 1 ventured one step further it would be to
express a belief that there is no single habit in this country which so
much tends to deteriorate the qualities of the race, and se much disqua-
lifies it for endurancein that competition which in the nature of things
must exist, and in which struggle the priase of superiority must fall te
the best and te the strongest "

And as a final evidence I shall quote the words of Dr.
Andrew Clark who is known to some gentlemen in this
House and is favourably known as a medical authority the
world over :

"As I looked at the hospital wards to.dsy and saw that seven out of
ten owed their diseases to alcohol, I could but lament that the teaching
about this question was not more direct, m>re decisive, more home
thrusting than even it had been."

"Oan I say to 3 ou any words stronger than these of the terrible effects
of the abuse of alcohol? It is when I myself think of all this that [ am
disposed, as I have said elsewhe re, to rush to the opposite extreme, to
give u my profession, to give up everything and te go forth upon a holy
crusae, preaching to all men, beware of this enemy of the race."

Sir, I rest my case, on its scientifie aspect, with these
testimonies that I have rcad before this louse, and I hold
that we have a perfect right te concludo from them that,
so far as the voice of science in a medical and physiological
way is concerned, science puts in no plea for the main-
tenance of this traffic; that,on the contrary,its whole plea ie
that the traffic is an enemy te the human race,in the words of
the celebrated Dr. Clarke, and as such it ought to be eup-
proesd, ought not te be allowed te exist. Well, Sir,
let us next ask, what is the voice of Economic science
with reference te this liquor traffic ? I am not one of
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those who believe that the doctrines of the political econo-
mist are bard cast-iron doctrines wbich must be applied in
every country and at every age, without reference to the
differing circumstances and capabilities of the country where
they are sought to be applied. I have not read very many
of these books through, but I believe I have arrived at
three or four common sense economic rules, wbich will com-
mend themselves to this House and to the country; and i
am within the bounds of all reason when I state that, other
things being equal, the maximum of prosperity in a cou ntry
is to be reached (1) by the frugal and proper use of all its
material resources, (2) by the wise conservation and employ-
ment of its labour power, (3) by the prudent and useful ex-
penditure of the earnings of its labour, (4) by having the
minimum or non-producing and dangerous criminal elements.
Now, if these four propositions be true-and I do not think
it is neeessary to say a single word in attempting to prove
their truth-let us ask the question, what is the attitude of
the liquor traffic with reference te these four propositions?
I state unhesitatingly, and I challenge contradiction any-
where, that the liquor traffic antagonizes every one of these
simple canons of economie trutb. The first one is, that
coantries will be most prosperous, other things baing equal,
when the frugal and proper use of all their material resources
is ensured. What then with reference to the liquor traffic
and the material resources of the country ? Sir, it com-
mences in a waste of the best and miost precious material
resources of a country. In Great Britain to-day it is
estimatod by their most eminent statisticians that the
quantity of grain destroyed cach year in order to
make the alcoholic liquors that are consumed in
Great Britain amDunts to tho total sum of between
70,000,000 and 80,000,000 bushels of grain, or of produce
equivalent to it; some 50,000,000 or 60,000,003 of it is pure,
unadulterated grain. In the United States of America, from
50,000,000 to 60,000,000 bushels of grain is used up in the
manufacture of the alcohclic liquors that are taken in that
country; and, in our Dominion of Canada, where a partial
failura in one of our grain crops has this year producod
wide and deeply felt disturbance, we every year give up
from 2,500,000 to 3,000,000 bushels of grain, te be made
into intoxicating liquors te be distributed and used through
this country. That niakes a total, in these three Anglo-
Saxon countries, of 70,000,000 and 50,000,000 and
3,000,000-in round numbers 125,000,000 of bushels of
grain, which are the material resources, upon which
the liquor traffic first operates in order te make the
wares it has for distribution. Now, let us fur a moment
look at that immense pyramid of grain-125,000,000 of
bushels, if you please. That can be used in three different
ways. We may take it, as God bas given it te us, wi thall
the constituents neatly and deftly put together for the best
preservation and reproduction of strength in the human
frame; we may turn it into the channels of food supply, Io
feed our mon and our cattle, and it will bring forth its re-
sults in fruits ; for anyone will tell us that, if we put it te
that use, it will be put te the use that God intended it for,
and te the use which will be of the greatest service te the
community and te Ihe peoplule. 'lhore is another use to
which this grain can be put. The torch may bo applied te
that pyramid of grain, 125,000,000 of buzbols, and it may
be destroyed by fire. In that case, Sir, it is simply
wanton and reckless waste. There is aLother use to which
this grain may be put, and that is thie, it may be
put through certain processes by which its tood
value is entirely cr almost entirely destroyed, ii may be
turned into what is physiologically and chemically known
as a poison, and which Ls sent broadcast through the
community and through the country to do its
work and bring forth its result of evil, of disease,
and of death. Mr. Speaker, when I was interrupted
in my remarks by yotr announcing te the Hiouse *ho
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rec3ipt of a letter from His Excellency's secrotary,
I was calling the attention of this House to the waste
of material resources consequent upon this traffie in our
country, and I had just stated that, in these three
Anglo-Saxon countries, at least 125,000,000 of bushels of
grain, or of produce of equal value, were destroyed in the
manufacture of theso liquors. I was proceeding to state
that thore were three uses to which this grain could be put
-the one legitimate use cf food supply; it could bo burnt
and se recklessly and wantonly destroyed; or it
could be distilled and brewed into a liquid whieh
lost the food properties of the original grain and
which contained doleterious and poisonous qualities
such as have been pointed out in the medical and scientific
testimony I have read before this House. Now, I state
this, that, if it te a proper canon of economie truth that the
frugal and proper use of ail material resources is necessary
to the maximum prosperity of a country, that traffic which
deliberately destroys so much as 3,000,000 of bushels of
grain in our own country, so much as 50,000,000 of bushels
of grain in the United States, or so much as 70,000,000 of
bushels of grain in Great Britain, and destroys its food
value, and turns it into something which is not valuable as
a food but is destructive and deleterious as a boverage, I
say that that traffic stamps itself as antagonistie to a
country in that economic sense ; it offends against
the simple rule, the proper and legitimate uso of
the material resources of the country. Well, Sir,
let us go one step further and ask, What is the
attitude of this liquor traffic to the labour power of a country ?
-for we laid it down as a second rule that the maximum
prosperity of a country, other things being equal, was to be
reached by a wise conservation and employment of its
labour power. Well, Sir, I find in the first place that in the
manufacture of thcse liquors in the Dominion, 1,411 por.
sons are engaged in broweries, 285 are engaged in distilleries,
and I have made an estimate which I arn sure will not be
considered excessive,' that 10,000 persons are engaged in
the distribution of alcoholic liquors. Thus we reach a
total of about 12,000 persons who are engaged in the
manufacture and distribution of alcoholic liquors in the
Dominion of Canada. Now, Sir, I state this, and I do it
calmly and deliberately, believing that it cannot b suc-
cessfully contradicted, that all the labour of Liieso 1,411 men
employed in breweries, of these 285 ma einployed in distil
leries, and of these 10,000 persons engaged in the distribution
of alcoholic liquors, is labour whicb, to say the loeast of it, is
lost as far as the proper end oflabour-which we must always
keep in view-is concerned. Suppose, for the sake of illus-
tration, that these 12,000 persons were engagod in a legiti-
mate and productive business-a number of them in the
fields at fau m work, a number of them in the mines at
mining, and a number of them in varions departments of
building. Suppose, thon, I come up and say to these 12,000
men: 'Come with me and I will give you work. Loave
ail the business yen are now engaged in, and I will employ
you for a year and pay you equal or greater wages." Im-
mediately the 12,000 labourers ]eave off their work in the
field, the mine and the workshops, and I set them to work
in this way: I say to them, " Go yonder to the forest, 12,000
of you, and hew down the tall treces that are growing there,
carry these down to the mills which have been
built for the purpose; have those trocs ail sawn
into thin strips, and have these strips cut up into still
thinner pieces, and when you have dono aIl this, at the end
of the year, gather up what you have prepared and apply
the torch to it and hum it up." Io it not patent te every
person who follows the illustration, that ail the labour of
those 12,000 men employod in this way during the year,
ha resulted in nothing, has been lost to the country, and in
the meantime, the field, the mine and the workshop have
beenIying idle ? So, Sir, I think, and I do not believe it can be

controverted, that the labour of 12,000 persons, employed in
the manufacture and distribution of intoxicating liquors, is
labour which, for ail productive purposes, is lost to the
country. And I say the traffie in alcoholic liquors offends that
second rule, which we have laid down, that other things being
equal, the maximum proeperity of a country is to be found
in the wise conservation and employment of its labour power.
Not only is that true with reference to the labour
employed in the liquor traffic, but I wish to call the atten-
tion of the House to this fact, which cannot be left out of
view, that the traffic in intoxicating liquors destroys and
nullifies a large proportion of our labor power. In 1834 a
commission vas appointed by the British louse of Com-
mOns, of which Mr. Buckingham, was chairman, and
one of the first sentencos of the report of that commission
was the following:

I The Iosg cf productive labour in every department of occupation, to
the extent of one day in six throughout the kingdom (as testified by wit.
nesses engaged in various manufacturing operations) by which the
wealth of the country, created as it chiefly is by labour is retarded or
suppressed to the extent of one million out of every six tLatis prodneed,
to say nothing of tbe constant derangement, imperfection, ana destrue-
tion in every agricultural and manufacturing process, occasioned by
the intemperauce and consequent unskilftullness, inattention, and
neglect of those affected by intoxication, producing great Injury in our
domestic and foreign trade."

Now, Sir, that is not the statement of a temperanco fanatie;
that is not the statement of a partizan; it is the statement
of a cool Conservative committee, who for yoars investigated
this question, and took ovidence, and ended by declaring
that one labourer out of every six had b is labour riullified and
destroyed in Great Britain, so far as production was con-
cernod, as a result of the traffic in intoxicating liquors, and
that therefore one sixth of the possible production of Great
Britain was prevented by the fact of the existence of this
traffic. Sir, I do not pretend for a moment to say that the
loss of labour in a new country like ours is at ail comparable
to the loss of labour in a thickly settled country like Great
Britain, but it is patent to every hon. gentleman in this
House that a great deal of labour is wasted in Canada as a
direct result of the traffie in intoxicating liquors. Suppose,
as a moderato computation, that every liquor shop, every
distributing centre in Canada, destroys and nullifies
the labour of at least two individuals; according to this
estimato, in the 10,000, liquor shops of the Dominion, the
labour of a force of 20,000 mon is nullified, destroyed, and
lost to the country completely, seo far as their productive
power is concerned, by renson of the liquor traffic which
exists in our midst. I state, therofore, that the traffie in
alcoholic boverages offends against this second rule which
we have laid down, that, other things boing equal, a country
will be prosperous in proportion to the wiso conservation
and employment of its labour power. Sir, let me go a step
further and call the attention of the House to the waste of
wealth consequent on the liquor traffie. Eminent statisticians
in Great Britain and the Ujnited States have made most
elabarato calculations on that point, but I propose te take
the official calculations. IL is calculated that in Great
Britain the people spent, last year, $650,000,000
for alcoholic beverages; it was calculated that in
the United States the liquor bill amountcd to
$700,000,000. Well, S;r, after looking somewhat closeoly
into this subject and making, as I think, a fair and mode-
rate estimate, I come to the conclusion, and believe, that
the people of Canada spend for alcoholic beverages each
year a sum pretty nearly equal to 840,000,000. So, Sir, in
this new country cf ours, which so greatly needs to husband
its resources and turn its surplus wealth into capital for the
development of the country, the people spend at least
S40,000,000 per year. Now, Sir, let me call the attention of
theflouse to another illustration which bears upon thissubject.
Here is a labourer, and we will suppose that he earns $450 pr
year. We will suppose it takes $100 of this amount for the fir
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and reasonable expenses of living for hirnself and bis family.
That man, then, has $50 of surplus left. Now, it is ap-
parent to every one that the future of that man, so far as
this world's goods are concerned, d3pends upon the disposi-
tion be makes of that $50 surplus. If ho plac3i it in the
savings bank year after year, ho is laying up something for
a rainy day and laying the founiation of his own indepen-
dence. If he invests the amount in real e-tato and gra-
dually makes for himself a home, ho is doing the samo
thing. But if ho goes to a gentleman and gets from h im fifty
pieces of brown paper and hands over $30, and thon takos
those fifty pieces of brown paper and slips then away in a
drawer at home, in the opinion of every common scnso man
he will have uselessly spent lis surplus, and ho will be
as poor at the end of the year as at 1 he beginning. Bat let
me go a step further with that illustration. Suppose that
man goes into one of the low or high dram shops and spends
the surplus of $50 for intoxicating liquors, which does him
harm and injures his family as weil, every sensible man
will agree with me when I say that he has more than wasted
his surplus, for ho has used it to his own injury and to the
injury of his family. It is exactly the same with a country
as with individuals, but in a greater degrec, and that
country which wastes its surplus wealth on alcoholie liquors
for beverage purposos, which are se little use and so
great an injury, wastes its resources and spends where it
should not, and prevents itself from becoming as rich as the
productive resources would entitle it to be. So I say the traeic
in alcoholic liquors offerds against the third riule we have laid
down, the prudent and -eful expenditure of the earnings
of labour. Let me for a moment cali tho attenti>n o: the
House to a third result. We laid it down as a rule, too,
that the maximum of prosperity, other things being equal,
will be reached in a country which has the minimum of
non-productive and of dangerous or criminal elements.
What is it, Sir, that is one of the first results of the traffie
in intoxicating liquors either ina community or in a country ?
It is to croate non-producers, more or less of them; and
every non-producer created is a burden to the country and
must be maintainod by the honest carnings of the people
who do work and who do produce. Sappose, for instance,
you have five labouring mon and their families, and those
five mon enter into partnership, pool their earnings ard
the surplus of their earnings as well. We vil[ suppose
each to be earning $400 a year. The five will, therefore,
earn $2,000. It ta'kes $150, we will say, for each man's reason-
able expensos of living, which gives a total of $1,6-0; so
that at the end of the year the five persons wili have a sur-
plus of $250. Suppose one of those five men becomes in-
capacitated in any way from earning; ho and his family are
still to be kept. There are, however, but four now earn-
ing, and these at 8400 each will givo a total of $1,600 a
year. But it takes $1,750 to keep the five families, se that
there is a deficit of $150 because of the throwing out from
productive labour of one of those five men. This deficit has
to be made up out of provious earnings or it has to go as a
mortgage ou future earnings; in either way the fifth man
who fails out from productive labour is a drag and a burthen
on the four who remain lu it. Sa, I say, it is plain and
clear that every non-producer in the country is a
burden to the country, and has to be kept by the honest
labour, and out of the honest earnings of the people.
Whatever is true in individual cases is true of the nation as
a whole, and every one who has looked into the subject
knows and is certain that the trafflo in alcoholie liquors re-
sults in producing a large number of persons who are non-
producers, who do not earn their own living, who are thrown
on charity, public or private, and consequently retard the
progress and accumulation of wealth of the country. It is
the same with regard to the dangerous and criminal ele-
ments which come out of this traffle as an inevitable result,
which has been known and appreciated and deplored for

Mr. FosEu.

centuries, and at no time to a greater extent than in the
present day. Sa that the liquor traffic antagonizis that
rule which makes the prosperity of a country amongst
other things depend on having a minimum of non-produc-
tive and dangerous or criminal elements withiu
its borders, for all those criminal elements have
te be cared for, restrained and watched, and
this the country, either from its general or special faunis,
has to pay, and for the cost of this the pe>ple ara respon.
Piblo. So, Sir, whon a demand is made for a prohibition of
the liquor traffio, I say thera is no argument that economic
scionc3 will put forth to withstand this plea: That
this traffic commences in a waste of raw material, that it
continues in a waste of the labour resources of the country,
that it ends in a waste and deterioration of labour power
and of human lifo. So, Sir, when we desiro that the
liquor traffic shoald be suppressed by legal enactment, we
are within the bounds and rules which economic science
on overy page lays down, and which will join us in
declaring that the liquor traffie should b3 legally sup-
pressed in the best economie interests of the country.
Now I wish Io go from this a step higher. We
have been talking about physiological scence and
economic science, but there is something which is
higher and m>ro important than that, viz: the social
necessities and considerations which are forced upon
ui. Physiological science and economic c>nditions are
worthy of our best attention, but these are only the coi-
ditions on which society is built up and tho social fabric is
constructol, and this is something of far higher import
and far more weighty than the others of which I have
just made mention. Into human society certain factors
enter; some of then for good and soma of them for evil.
Our educational institutions strive to impart to soeiety
that intelligence, that knowledge, that information which
will at one and the same time give a guarantee of its per-
manency and also adorn and beautify it. Art and literature
and industry come to help as factors for the building up
and enrichment and beautifying of so-iety. Invention
gives all its coatrivances for its comfort; commerce
gives ail its explorations and carrying for its
enrichnment and its wealth; and all these good forces
join and unite themselves to make of society a great
edifi2e in which the power of man, supplemented by the prin-
ciples and practices of morality, will make a superstructure
strong and powerful, and beautiful as well. I say what
society demands is of far greater consideration to us than
what cither physiological science or economie se once de-
mands. When the liquor traffic enters into this society as
a factor, what happons ? I will make my remarks as short as
possible, for I do not want to detain the House at too great
length, yet I feel it is not demanded of me in the interests
of this subject, and those to whom this subject is dear, that
I should unnecessarily shorten my remarks even though
some impatience is manifested in the louse; but I
submit that the importance of the question which I
am attempting to treat warrants me in making my
remarks suffi-liently lengthy to enable me to place the
question properly before the House and the country.
Now, Sir, what happons when this traffie enters as a factor
into this beautiful structure that we cali society. I shal
not make my remarks very long, but I say the first result
that comas to our cities and towns, to the distributing cen-
tres of strong drink, is the creation of idlenos, the taking
away of industry frora its work, the taking away of labor
from its employment, the filling up of the benobes of the
idle, and this idleness at every distributing centre, multi-
plied by the number of thse distributing contres, ives us
a vast area of idleneus produoed -in the countr, of
labour taken from its proper employment, of prodtiëve
power stolen from its proper funetaons-a vast amouat of
idleness wbicb gathers about this liquor traffle in ail its
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distributing centres. None of us can bogin to compute, no
hïving the personal knowledge, the lots which every year
and every hour, cames to ibis country throughout its lengt
and breadth by the idlenesswhich is prolucol by the liquo
traffic. But not only is idleness produced, but disorder i
produced. If there is one thing which civilization specially
prides itself upon, it is upon having brought the genius o
order out of the wild wastes of savagery and barbarism, arnd
having taken her by the hand and led her along in the van
of civnlization, says to us that so long as good order reigns ir
civilization there will be permanence, there will be progress
there will be stability, there will be beauty, and there wil
be strength of civilization as well. I stato to-day
from my place in this IIouse, and I defy contradiction
that there is no more potent seed germ of disorder
in this or any other Anglo Saxon country than that
which springs out of and ii involved in this liquor'
trafe as it flows through ihis country. None of us
ean find out, for we have not the scope of mind, the con-
prehensiveness of mind, to grasp it, the multiplied disorders
which arise through the country out, of the germ seeds
which are sown by the liquor traffic as it flourishes anong
us from year to year. What comes next ? Pauperism i
injected into society; labor is pulled down into idleness ;
and the inevitable result is that thatwhich should be wealthy
and independent, ablu to taku care of itself, is redaced
t.> a pauper's condition ; plenty is dragged out of its seat,
and poverty takes its place. Go to the old country, read
the records of the Poor Law Unions, read the recordi of
Parliamentary investigations, and if we use our eyes everi
in our own communiies, we will find that there is n
more potent cause (f .auper-isn in thecuntry, n
more potent cause of criminality than the liquor
traffic by the dis-ipation which it produces, by iLs
taking away the indeperdunt aspirations, taking away the
desire, on the part of mankind, to improve their position, by
its tendency to sink a man lower and lower in the strata of
soèiëty. Pauperism raises its gaunt form in every one of
our villages and cities all over the country. Thore lias been
a talk about soup kitchens in Parliament this Session, Sir. I
make this statement believing it to be true, that though-
some people are brought into the condition of recipients of
charity because doath has suddonly struck down their
friends, or because of the visitation of circumstancos which
cannot be controlled; I say that the great mass of the paup-
erism and poveity which goes round begging for charity, is
that.which is the direct result of the drarn-shop, where the
earnings, which should have gone f.r food, have been wasted
in dissipation and debauch. That is the pauperism which
forme the mass and weight of the burden in the old country,
and that is the pauperism which is growing to ba the
mass and weight of the burden in this coantry.
And as it is one of the strongest hindrances to the
prosperity and progress in this or any country, let us who
are lgining to build up a new nationality, lot us who are
growing mup from rural constituencies, from small towns
and viHage constituencies-let us look to it that the cause
which produced this burthen of pauperism is weeded out of
our country while it is still young, so that while we go on
to a denser population, we may grow up with less of that
paupersm which has afflicted older countries. What
ela la injected ito society by the liquor traffi', and
by the distributing centres of that traffic ? Crime, Sir.
There is no more bydra-headed monster that dogs the steps
of ecvilization, none of a more terrible or revolting charac-
ter t"än that which shows itself, not only in our great cities
and iu our centres of civilization, but in our rural communi-
tie as well-one which waits on the footsteps of civil!-
zatian and ehristianity ail over the world. Christianity
with its Iight and beauty takes ho!d of men's hear4s and
transforms our whole eivilization, but it has behind it the
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t terrible dogging footsteps of that multiplied crime, which is
, a dark shadow that may st off in greater brightnoss the
h civilization which has just aivanced, but which is none the
r less a source of disgrace and shame to our country. It

is sornething to which the best legislative minds of this or
any other country should devote themselves, and they would

f raise themseolves in the estimation of all the best people if
they would put thoir gigantic powers towards solving it. I
say, Sir, that this patching up on one side, while this
uleer sore and source of crime is allowed to remain,
is not a statesmanlike hing, is not a common sense

l thing : is something which experience proves to bo
wrong, is something which tha common sense of

, mankind will not much longer tolerate. Sir, if there
bo one thing which marks the legisiation of to-day
as ngainst the legislation of fifty years ago, it is the
paternal character of the present logislation. Men have
got beyond the idea that they are here simply to recruit
soldiers, to gather taxes, and carry on war, and let the best
interests of tho country take care of tbemselves, and they
have como to the conclusion that in the future it is the
practical duty of legislators to dig down into the causes
which lie at the root of social deterioration, to stamp out
these causes of crime and pauperism by proper measures
of restriction, and in this way infuse a light and bright.
ness into socioty whieh could not be infused in any
other way. Sir, is it necessary for me to go into
statisties to prove that crime comes froin that traffle?
No, it is not. But still, I feel it is my duty to ask the atten-
tion of the Ilouse for a few moments while I give them the
resulîs of, experience of mun abler perhaps t1han any of us
to g i t opinion upon this question, with reference to the
criminality indueod and produced by this traffla. Sir, I
take first our own country and I begin with the Province of
Ontario. In 1881 the total commitments were 9,229, and
of these the number committed for drunkenness and disor-
derly conduct was 3,328. In 1882, the total commitments
were 9,6.0; drunk and disorderly, 3,447. In 1883 the total
commitments were 9,880; drunk and disorderly, 3,895. The
inspector, in bis report of 1883, states :

I The most deplorable feature is the very large increase in the commit-
ments for drunkennesu, the figures being, in 188, 3,497; in 1881, 3,995,
an increase of 393, or 11.38 per cent. The percentage which the com-
mittils for drunkenness bear to the total commitments is 39.42, against
36-35 ner cent. in 1882, showing that, not only are the commitments for
this offence numerically greater, but that the proportion they bear t:, the
tutti commitments is also incrased. It la to be hoped that the efforts
now being made by the various associations for the promotion of tem-
perance will have the effect of redncing the large number who find their
way, through this vice, to the gaois of the province."
A Committee of this Parliament of 1875, reported that the
commitments to the common gaols of Ontario and Quebec in
thoyers 1870, 1871 and 1872 were 28,289, of which 21,236
were for drankenness and kindred crimes-80 per cent. of
the total. In nine years, from 1875 to 1883, inclusive, the
total number of commitments to the gaols of Ontario
were 98,063, of which 33,444 were for drunkenness and
disordorly conduct, or 34 per cent. of the whole.
In 1881, the nine cities of Ontario had a total number of
arrests for aIl crimes of 13,196, of which 6,926 were for
drunkenness and disorderly eonduct, being 45 per cent. of
the total arrests in those nine cities. Sir, this proves that
in Ontario, which is in some respecta the pivotal Province
of this Dominion-one which has as great advantages as
any in moral training and edncational training-more than
tha Sir, one which has, I believe, one of the best Liquor
License Laws to be found on any Provincial Statute Book
-is shown an increasing number of arrests, and an increa-
sing number of convietions for drunkenness and disorderly
condut. ln the city of Toronto last year, the total number
of arrests for ail crimes was 6,636, of which 3,407, or 60
per cent, of the whale, wete for drunkennes and disorderly
conùdet. I wish now &tô give what I consider one of the
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most conclusivo tests which lias bean given in any country
or in any age with reference to the crime caused by intem-
perance. I hold in my hand part of the eleventh and
twelfth annual reports on the Massachusetts Bureau of
Statistics of labour, a very excellent institution-I wish
we hal a counterpart of it in this Dominion-a body
of very able and intelligent and industrions men, whose
sole duty it is, at the command of the Commonwealth L3gisla-
ture, to give their whole time to making such investigations
as they are ordered to uniertake. They were ordered by
îhe Massachusetts Legislature to undertake an investigation
with reference to the porcentago of crime resulting from
the use -of intoxicating liquors in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts; and whatt were the results, as shown in their
eleventh report ?

IEOYAL ASSENT.

A Message was delivered by Roué Elouard Kirnber, Esq.,
Ga.ntleman Ushor of thu Black Rol:
" Mn. SPEAKEr,-

"Sir William Ritchip, De;iutv Governor, desires the imnimediate n,-
tendance of Your Ilonourabia [louse in tho Chamb2r of the lionourable
the Senate."

Accordingly, Mr S %eaker, Lli e Hîe, went up to the
Senate Chamber.

And having returned,
Mr. SPEAKER informed the HIouse that the Doputy Gov-

ernor had been pleased to give, in Her Majesty's naine, the
Royal Assent to tho following Bill:-

An Aet te amend the Act intituled: An Aet rezpecting the cana-
dian Pacifie Railway, and fur other purpose .

PROHIBITION OF THE LIQUOR TRIFFIC.

to this 12 per cent., we get a total of 81 per cent. of all crime
due, directly or indirectly, to the use of liquor, as the result
of the investigation of the Bureau. I will give the conclud-
ing part of their report in their own words:

" These figures paint a picture, at once the mst faithfal an hideous,
of the guilt and power of rum. Men and women, the young, the middle-
aged, ani the old, father and son, husband and wife, native and foreiga
born, the night-walker and man-slayer, the thief and adulterer-ail
testify to its ramified and revolting tyranny. Therefore, the result of
this investigation, in view of the disproportionate magnitude of the
exclusively rum offenea, and considered in connection with the notori-
ous tendency of liq ir to infisme and enlarge the passions and appetites,
t> import chaos into the moral and physical life, to level the barriers of
decency and self-resp 3ct, and to transport iti victims into an abnormal
and irresponsible stat,, destructive and degrading, calls for earnest and
immediate attention at the bar of the publiC opinion and the public con-
science of Massachusetts."

I think that that report, giving the results of an investiga-
tion most impartially and most thoroughly carried ont,
cannot but be very conclusive. It sets forth the alarming
and preponderating influence which the use of intoxicating
liquors has in the production of crime in those countries of
ours. I wish, besides, to read to you the opinions of several
of the most eminent jadgos of Great Britain with reference
to their experience in this matter. As early as 1670, Eir
Matthew Hale, Chief Justice of England, said:

"l By due observation extending over twenty years, I have fuuid that
if the murders and mn uslaughters, the burglaries, and robberies, tihe
riot3 and tumults, and other enormities that have hapDened in that time,
wrcý divided into five part s, four of these have been the issues and pro-
d ou of excessive driaking-of tavera and aie-house drinking."

L1rd Chief Justice Coleridge said :
'1 can keep no terms with a vice that fills our j tils, that destroys tl e

comfort of homei and the peace of families, and debases and brutalizu
the people of these islands.

" There is scareely a crime that c>mes before me that is not directly
or indirectly caused by strong drink."

Judge Patterson says:
Mr. FOSTER. I find, Sir, that the investigations of the cIf it wre net for tiis druking you (tAie jury)and r wculd have

Massachusetts Bureau of Statisties show that during the nothing tu do."
20 years, from 1860 to 1879, the total number of sentences
pronouneed in the Common wealth was 578,458, of which
340,814, or 60 per cent., were for what the Bureau denomi- Drunkennesa is the most fertile soîrce of cnicnd if it cniid LA
nates distinctly rum crimes, that is, crimes which came di- removed, the assizes of ib country wotid be rendered more nuilitie3."
rectly from violations of the license laws, and cases of drunk- Judge Wightman rays:
enness and diaorderly conduet and from excessive indul- I find in my caiendar thnt come; befare me. oui nfailing saurce,
gence in spirits. Well, Sir, that left 40 par cent. of tho directiy or indircctiF, of the moit of the crimes that a-e committed-in-
crime of the State of Massachusetts, and the question temperance.
came as to what category that 40 per cent. should be Mr. Justice Iuw ides dcla"ed tiis:
distributed into; and so the Bureau of Statisties were lis iordship eppeaied b the members of lii Grand Jury net oniy te
instructed by the Legislature to continue their investi- repress, as far as possible, the crime et drunkenneas, but aise te bring

yn erprdrn h nx er st btpo their influence te bearupon those who enconraged drunkenness. 1twau
gations, and to report, during the next year, as to what pro-express t trongy h opinion
portion of these crimes would be attributable to the traffic in that both those who induiged in the bineful and pernicious vice, sud
intoxicating liquors. That Committee went to work. those who enconragad it, should bc put down with a strong baud."
It took Suffolk County, which includes the city of Lord Chief Baron Kelly Eaid:
Boston, as its base of operations and it investigated "Two thirds ef the Crimes which came býfore the court! of law of tus
the criminality in that county from September, 1819, country are occasioued chiefiy by intemerance."
to September, 1830. It went about this work in the Mr. Frederick il i, late Inspecter ef Prisons in Eugland,
most methodical manner. It not only had agents who and a high authority on panai science, writes:
attended every trial during the year, but those agents were "I am within the truth when 1 state, as the resuit of extensive and
instructed to most thoroughly investigate the causes of each minute enquiry, that of leur cases out et five, when au offence ha toa
crime, and the antecedents of the persons who committed committed, intozicatiug drink has been one of the causes."
the crime. They went back into their history, they traced up Dr. Elisha Harris, of New York, after a thorough inspection
that history to its beginning, and after a most elaborate f
investigation they penned their report, of which this is the ofr tws ys
result: From September lst, 1879, to September lst, 1880, t criminal population cf the State t find thtthe conclusion is inevit-
there were 16,897 sentences, of which 12,289 were for dis- abie thattaken in ai its relation, alcoholiedrinka may b. justly charged
tinctively rum crimes. That left 4,608 cases, which the with far more tian hait the crimes that are bronght to convicton in te
Bureau undertook to investigate, and as the result of their State et New York, aud uat full 85 per cent of ail covicis

give evîdence of having, in sme larger degree,been prepareti or enticeti
investigation they found that of these 4,608 crimes, 2,097 te lb.criminai acte, because ethe physical and distracting efft. pro-
wer oommitted by persons who were in liquor at the time duced upon the human ergaLim by aicehol and as the> iaged la the
of the commission of the crime, making 12 per cent. of the l ef alcoitlic dinko."
totsi attributable directly or indirectly to intoxicating The Board of Police Justices ef the city of New York, in
liquors, Adding 72 per cent. for distinctively rum crimes their report of 1874> says

"r. IOSTfsu.
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"We are falv satisfied that intoxicationl is the one great leading

cause which renders the exi3tence of our police courts necessary.

Governor Dix, of New York, said :

"Intemperance is the undoubtel cause of four fifths of 1ll the crixme,
pauperism, and domestic misery ot the State of New York."

Sir Thomas Chambers, Q.C., M.P., as Chairman at a meeting
addressed by Sir W. Lawson, in Westbourne Park Chapel,
London, March 22, 1882, said:

"I am in a position of course to see and to feel the mischief of intem-
perance, as administering the criminal law at the central criminal court
for a long series of years; and my experience only confirms and
strengthens the view I have held for very many years, that if we could
absolutely put an end to the vice of intemperance lu this metroplios and
i other great towns in the country, we shouldput au end to nearly all
the crimes of violenc3 which are brought before the public tribunals."

Mr. Justice Denman, at the Surrey Assizes, in Augutst, 1882,
said :

" I don't know in enforcing the contiderations which are placel befare
the judges as a part of their duty in the proclamation agaiast vice and
immorality which hasjnst been read, that any judge cari better dis-
charge his duty than by again and again calling the attention of the
gentry of the country as well as inhabitants generally to this fact, that
the great bulk, I might almost say the whole of the offences of violence
whieh take place in the counties of this land, are directly ascribable to
the habit of drinking to excess."

The Recorder of Dublin, the Hon. Frederiek R. Failkiner,
Q.C., at the annual Licencing:Sossions,hold in October, 1881,
in Dublin, said:

" I have been for a whole week trying cases such as no christian
Judge ought to have to try-casee of outrage and violenco in this city,
every one of which originated in public houses. The drinking system
of Dublin is responsible for threc sentences of penal servitude and seven
heavy sentences of imprisonment which i had ta impose, varying from
twelve to twenty-four calendar months. I marked the evidence in
every case, and every one of themn began in a public house. It is the
drink system and the drink alone that lead3 to ail this misery and
crime and sorrow."

Mr. ]Baroon Dowse, in charging the jury in a case heard in
a Commission Court, Dublin, in November, 1831, said

''He found that drink was at the bottom of almost every crime corn-
mittel in Dublin. Even in cases that had no apparent connection with
drinkat all, if closely investigated, as he himseif had done in miany
cases, they would be found to have their origin in drink."

Such is the testimony, ani it is only a small part of the
testimony that may b, culled from the uttorances cf
criminal judges, from the utteranees of judges of
Police Courts for tho last hundred years, which I
offer to this Hlouse in support of this proposition, a self-
evident one, I knov, but one which nne the les.
requires to be supportol by ibis evidence, thus
kept alongsido of tho assertion in order to make
the conviction, if possible, deeper and still deeper,
but evidence that intoxicating liluor, as it i3 distributed
and used throughout the country, is at the bottom of nearly
nine-tenths of ail the crime whieh has to bo triel in the
various courts of the country, and, if it is at the bottorn of
ail the crime which has to be tried, it is aiso at the bottom,
as the cause of that criminality, of what are the worst
influences and the worst rotarding causes to our prosperity
that possibly a civilized country to-day has to labour
aga'nst. Now, will you allow me to eum up the points
I have made with reference to the traffie, in its nature and
in its results. It is true that physiological science labels
alcoholic liquor a poison and pronounces it dangerous, and,
in the words of the eminent Dr. A ndrew Clark, goes forth
on its mission of proclaiming to the world that it
is an enemy to the human race ; it is true that the plainest
rales of economie science, as applied to the keeping and
proper use of our material resources, as applied to the wise
conservation and proper employment of labour, and as
applied to the prudent management of our surplus wealth
and to the gaining of that invaluable consideration in any
country, a minimum of the non-producing and criminal
olement, it is true that every one of these riles is antagon-
ized by the liquor traffic, which destroys tho materiai
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resources of tho country, which works ngainst its labour
power, renders much of it useless, and turns much of it into
ways which result in no bonefit to the community or advan-
tage to the country, w 1hich goes against the propor husband-
ing of the earnings of the country, which ought to te
put by in surplus or put iuto capital, for tho botter
and farther development of the resources of the country;
it is truc, beyond cavil or doubt, that it is thh
very bottom cause of that great non-producing clement,
of that great criminal aud dangerous clement in our
society which has to be watched and guarded and main-
tained, wbich, by the opinions of the jadges and by the
consensus of ail men of intelligence, takes a place in
our country and in ail Anglo-Saxon countries which is to t o
deplored, which is to be investigatcd, and which, if possible,
is to be alleviatcd. I think, Mr. Speaker, that I have mado
good my proposition that tho traffic in intoxçicating liquors
aritagonizes ail theso in its nature and offects, and that as
such it demntd total legal sup'prcssion at the han is of the
Stao.

t being Six o'cok the Speaker Iloft the Chair.

After Recess.

TIIIRD PAEDINGS.

Tho following Bills were severally considered in Com-
mittee, reported and road the third time and passod :-

Eill (No. 6-2) to incorporato the River St. Clir Tunnl
Company.-(Mr. Macmaster.)

Bill (No. 11) respecting the Union of certain Methodist
Churches therini name:.-(Mfr. McCairtlhy.)

Bill (No 61) to amend tlhe Act to incorporate the Synod
of the Diocese of Saskatchewan, and for other purposes con-
nectcd there with.-(Mr. Williams.)

ill (No. 48) to incorporato the Atlantie Mutual Marine
Insurance Company.-(M1r. Daly.)

Bill (No. 49) to incorporate the Nova Scota Mutuail
Marine Insurance Company.-(Mr. Daly.)

Bill (No. 55) to incorporate the Livo Stock Insuranco
Company.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

1 ill (No. 92) te incorprato the Trade-< Banlk of Canada.
-(Mr. Beaty.)

Bill (No. 94) to empower the Sovereign Fire Insurance
Company te rclinquish their charter, and to provide for the
winding up of tliîr affair.-(Mr. Mackenzio.)

Bill (No. 30) to extend to thé Dominion of Canada the
powers of the corporation callod "Do Nederlandsch-Amori-
kansche Land Maatschappij " (The Nothîcrlands-American
Land Company.)-(Mr. Abbott.)

RELIEF OF JOHN GRAHIAM.

Mr. JAMIESON moved the second reading of Bill (No.
107) for the relief of John Graham (from the Senate).

Motion agrecd to on the following divois'o :-

Abbott,
Allen,
Allison (Hants),
Armstrong,
Baker (Victoria),
Beaty,
Benson,
Blake,
Bowell,
Brecken,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Victoria),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Carling,
Cartwright,
Charlton,
Cochrane,

Messieurs
Guillet,
Hall,
Hlesion,
Hickey,
Homer,

unes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
Jamieson,
Kaulbach,
King,
Kinney,
Kirk,
Kranz,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Macdonald (Sir John),

Moffat,
O'ßrien,
Orton,
Paint,
Robertson (Tattings),
Rose,
Scott,
Scriver,
Shakespere,
Small,
Somerville (B:se),
Springer,
Sproule,
8tairs,
Taylor,
Temple,
Tupper (Pictou),
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Cockburn,
Cook,
Davies,
Dickinson,
Dodd,
Dundas,
Fairbank,
Farrow,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Poster.

Allison (Lennox),
Amyot,
Auger,
Bain (boulanges),
Bain (Wentworth),

échard,
Belleau,
Benoit,
Bergin,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Bolduc,
Bossé,
Bourassa,
Burns,
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Victoria),
Caron,
Casgrain,
Chapleau,
Costigan,

Mackenzie, Vail,
Mackintosh, Wallace (Albert),
Macmaster, Wallace (York),
Macmillan (Middlesex),Watson,
McCallam, Weldon,
McDougald, White (Hastings),
McLelan, White (tenfrew),
McMullen, Willians,
McNeill, Wood (Brockville),
Mills, Wood (Westmoreland),
Mitchell. Woodworth.-85.

Messieurs
Coursol,
Curran,
De St. Georges,
Desjardins,
Dugas,
Dupont,
Fortin,
Gagné,
Geoffrion,
Gigault,
Girouard,
Grandbois,
Guilbault,

Gunu,
Harley,
Holton,
Hurteau,
Landerkin,
Laudry (Kent),
Landry (Montmagny),
Langevin,
Laurier,

Lesage,
McDonald(Cape Breton)
MeMillan (Vaudreuil),
McGraney,
McIntyre,
Melsaac,
Massue,
Méthot,
Montplaisir,
Pinsonneault,
Platt,
Ray,
Rinfret,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Royal,s'omerville (Brant),
Thompson,
Trow,
Valin,
Wilson,
Yeo.-C5.

PUNISIIMEMT OF SEDUCTION BILL.

On the Order for the consideration of Bill (No. 6) to pro.
vide for the punishmcnt of Seduction and like offences
being read,

Mr. CH&RLTON. The vote in the Committee by which
the first clause of this Bill, as introducel, was struck out,
was a very close one, the majority boing only thrce; and I
have made some changes in the clause as it originally
stood, which, I think, will obviate the objections to it which
some members entertained. I think alo that the country
will desire to know what members of this louse favour
that clause, and what members are opposed to it. For that
roason I shall move : that the order be discharged, and that
the Bill be referred back to the Committee of the Whole
Iouse, with power to insert the following as the first sec-
tion of the saine:

Any man who shail, under promise of marriage, sedu:e and have
illicit connection with any unmarried female of previously chaste
character, and not over twenty-one years cf age, shall be guilty cf a
miademeanor, and shall be punishable as hereinafter provided.

The changes made in this clause, as compared with that in
the Bill as originally introduced, are, that the subsequent
marriage of the parties is net a bar to conviction, and there
is a limit introduced as to age, the li mit of age being twenty-
one years. Many membars of the Senate last year expressed
themselves as willing to support the Bill if a limitation of
this kind were inserted. Although I do not mytself approve
of the limitation as to age, yet to strengthen the Bill in the
House and to render its chances for bocoming law better
than they otherwise would be, I waive my own views, and
adopt that view of the case.

Motion agreed to on the following division
YXÂS:

Messieurs
Allen,
Alhison (Hants),
AlUio (Lennox),
Amstrong,
Auger,
Bain (Wentworth),
Daker (Victoria),

Mi. FoiT3a.

Fairbank,
Farrow,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Foster,
Guillet,

Mclsaac,
McMullen,
McNeill,
Mills,
O' Brien,
Paint,
Paterson (Brant),

Beaty,
Béchard,
Blake,
Bourassa,
Burpee (Sunbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Campbell (Renfrew),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Charlton,
Cochrane,
Oockburn,
Cook,
Coursol,
Davies,
De St. Georger,
Dickinson,
Dodd,
Dundas,

Abbott,
Amyot,
Bain (Soulanges),
Belleau,
Benoit,
Benson,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Boldue,
Bossé,
Brecken,
Burns,
Cameren (Inverness),
Cameron (Victoria),
Cam obell (Victoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Casgrain,
Chaplean,
Costigan,
Cougblin,
Curran,

Gunu,
Harley,
Hickey,
Bolton,
Homer,
Innes,
Irvine,
Jamieson,
Kaulbach,
King,
Kinney,
Kirk,
Landerkin,
Laurier,
Lister,
Livingstone,
Mackenzie,
McCraney,
McIntyre,

NAYs:

Messieurs

Daly,
Desaulniers,
Desjardins,
Dagas,
Dupont,
Fortin,
Gagné,
Geoffrion,
Gigault,
Girouard,
Grandbois,
Guîlbault,
Hackett,
Hall,
Hurteau,
Kilvert,
Landry (Kent),
Landry (Montmagny),
Langevin,
Lesage,
Macdonald (Sir John),
McDonald (C. Breton),
Macmaster,

Platt,
Ray,
Reid,
Robertson (Hastings).
Robertson (Shelburne),
Scriver,
Shakespeare,
Somerville (Brant),
Somerville (Bruce),
Springer,
Taylor,
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail,
Wallace (Albert),
Watson,
Weldon,
Wilson,
Yeo.-79.

Macmillan (Middlesex),
McMillan (Vaudreuil),
McDougald,
Massue,
Méthot,
Mitchell,
Moffat,
Montplaisir,
Orton,
Pinsonneaul t,Itinfret,
Royal,
Scott,
Small,
Sproule,
Tupper (Pictou),
Valin,
Wallace (York),
White (Cardwell),
White (Renfrew),
Williams,
Wood (Westmoreland),
Woodworth.-70.

House resolved itself iuto Committee.

(In the Committee.)

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. DESJARDINS moved that tho Committee rise.

Motion negatived on a division.

Committee rose and reported.

On motion that the amendment be read a second timhe and
concurred in, being put,

Mr. FOSTER moved, That the said Bill be recommitted
to a Committee of the Whole, with power to insert the fol-
lowing, as the second Section of the said Bill:-

Any man who by means of a feigned or pretended marriage has sexual
intercourse with any wcman cf previously chaste character, shall be
guilty of a miedemeanor, antd shall be punishable a3 hereinafter provided.

Also to insert the following as Section four of the Bill in
the place of Section three of the Bill as first introduced:-

Provided that the ev:denee of the female in respect of whom the
offence le alleged to have been committed, shall be corroborated as to
the offence mentioned in the fiest section hereof as to both promise of
marriage and seduction, and as to the offence mentionel in the second
Section hereof as to both the feigued or pretended marriage and the
sexual intercourse, and as the offence mentioned in the third Section
hereof, a to the inveiglement or enticement, by some otheri material
evidence; and ta provide that Sections four, five, six, seven and eight
in the Bill (No. 6) as first introd aced, be numbered five, six, seven, eight
and nine respectively.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I rise to a point of order. If
I understood rightly amidst the noise, the hon. member for
Norfolk moved the second reading of the Bill as amended,
and my hon. friend from King's has moved an amendment
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to that motion, seconded by my hon. friend from Norfolk. I
do not understand how the same hon. gentlerran can move
the motion and second an amendment to it.

Mr. CIIARLTON. I movod the soecond reading Of the
amendmont, and not of the Bill. That amendmont was
declared carried. With referonce to the motion now lifore
the House, it was rendered necssary by the division of
what, in the original Bill, was the first section of the Bill,
into two sections. The first section, as introduced, provided
a punishment for seduction, under promise of marriage, and
also for a feigned or pretended marriage. This was
divided into two. The amendment I put into your
hands was that seduction, under promise of marriage,
should bo a misdemeanor, and that was carried in
Committee. Then my hon. friend moved that a pretended
or mock marriage should be a misdemeanor. That makes
two clauses of what wns formerly the first clause of the
Bill. The balance of this proposed amendment consists
merely of the verbal alterations rendered necessary by
introducing a new clause into the Bill. The third clause in
the original Bill provides that offences which are specified
in the first and second clauses shall be corroborated by
other material evidenco. There are now three classes of
offences, and it became necessary to change the phraseolo2y
of what was then the third section of the Bill, and to pro.
vide that the offences named in the first, second, and third
clauses, instead of the first and seco)nd clauses, should be
corroborated by other material evidence. The only ques-
tion whieh the louse has to pass upon now is whether a
feigned or pretended marriage shall be a misdemeanor. All
the other portions of the motion are morely the necessary
changes in case this section, with reference to feigned mar-
riages, becomes the second section cf the Bill.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). The hon. gentleman bas not
answered my point of order. It was that my hon. friend
moved the motion which you put from the Chair, to which
my hon. friend from King's moved an amendment, seconded
by my hon. friend from Norfolk. That is certainly the
case.

Mr. SPEAKER. I will make it clear. I shouldj have
declared the motion for the second reading of the amend.
ment carried, and then the motion should have been that
the Bill be now read the third time, and in amendment to
that the hon. member for King's made his motion.

3r. CAMERON. That motion then, for the third roading
of the Bill, would be moved by myhon. friend from Norfolk,
and then my hon. friend from King's moves an amendment
to that, which my hon. friend from Norfolk seconds, thereby
seconding an amendment to his own motion, which clearly
cannot be done.

Mr. SPEAKER. In order to make the minutes correct
I declare now the question to ho that the amendment b
now read the second time and concurred in. Shall that be
adopted ?

Motion agreed to.
Mr. SPEAKER. Then comes the motion of the hon.

member for King's. Who seconds that ?
Mr. DAVIE3. I second the motion.

Mr. CAME RON (Victoria). The #jnendment is so
lengthy, involving so many verbal alterations, and, I think,
some alterations of substance, that I do think that the con-
sideration of it should be deferred to another day, in order 1
that we may sec it in print and have au opportunity of t
understanding it. I have been quite unable to follow either
the motion of my hon. friend from King's or the explanation i
of it which my hon. friend from Norfolk has given, and do
not desire to- vote on it without having it plainly in print
before me. I1
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Mr. BLAKE. I really do net see that there is as much

complication in this as the hon. gentleman for Victoria
thinks thero is. We had in the Bill, as it was before us
awhile ago, throo different classes of proposed offences, of
which two, however, were combined in one clause. That
one clause, in which these two were combined, was stricken
out of the Bill, and the provision in the remaining portions
of the amendîment referred to were necessarily confine: to
the only offence which remained in the Bill as it stood.
These are provisions as to ovidence, as to the woman being
permitted to give evidence and certain corroboration boing
necessary. Of course to make the Bill consistent with it-
self, when the Committeo decided to strike out the first
clause, the provision as to ovidence was confined to the only
remaining offence in the Bill. The louse has inserted one
additional offence-seduction under promise of marriage.
Now, it is proposed that the Blouse shall insert the other of-
fonce which was stricken out-soduction obtained by moans
of a feigned or pretended marriago. Perhaps it would have
been botter if my hon. friend had divided the matter still
further, and had not proposed the alteration in proceduro
until the louse had de.ided upon the insertion of the second
offenca ; but it is clear that, if the House decides upon that,
the remainder is simply consequent upon it and upon the
change we have just now decided to make. It is no
altoration in any way. The Committoe and the House
both decided upon the principles of ovidence which
should be applicable to this class of offence, namely,
that the woman should be allowed to give evidence,
but that thoro should b corroborative evidence. And
all that it is proposel to do in the samo form of words
is to apply to the three offences that rulo of evidence and
proceduro which we have alroady agreed should be ap ied
to the cne offence that the House agreed formerly shou be
in tho Bill.

Mr. BERGIN. The fact that the leader of the Oppo-
sition has found it necessary to make such a lengthened
explanation ought to be sufficient to show the House that
the explanation of the hon. mem ber for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) was not such as was satisfactory to the House. I
strongly approve of that clause of the Bill which was
stricken out at the first reading, and I should like to see it
become law; but, Sir, I am not prepared to vote for that
which I do not and cannot understand, as it has been put
before the House. I think my hon. friend, who has many
supporters on this sido of the leuse as well as upon that,
would do well to have it printed and put proporly before the
House, so that we cau all intelligently vote upon it.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I really think, under the
circumstances, that it ought to ho postponed, so that we can
consider this long amendment. It may bo, and I have no
doubt it is, that some portion of the amendment is morely
n consequence of the division into two branches, intro-
ducing one which was lost before. There is so much new
matter introduced in this amendment which was rejected
before, that I really think we had botter not proceed with
t to-night. I think the hon. gentleman had botter move
that the debate bo adjourned, and as the motion will appear
n the Votes and Proceedings, we will have a botter oppor-
tunity of considering it. It is out of the question that we
can be forced to vote upon a long resolution, which we have
io opportunity of roading; and, perhaps, we may differ in
)pinion as to th:-se amendments being merely technical.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is to my recollec-
ion, and I think iL is te the recollection of the House, that
lhe First Minister suggested to my hon. friend for North
Norfolk that ho should prepare and introduce this identical
amendment which has now been introduced by the hon.
nember for King's, N.B. (Mr. Foster). The First Minister
declared, in the course of the discussion some days ago, that
he advised my hon. friend to take that pasticular offence-
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the offence of obtaining connection by means of a mock
marriage-and cover it by a clause such as has been now
prepared and introduced ; and if I understood him, he then
expressed approval of such a clause. Now it seems to me
as simplo a proposition as could well be made before the
assembled wisdom, that such an offence as is mentioned by
my hon. friend should be made a crime; but as grave doubts
have been expressed whether it is a crime by law, I do not
think my hon. friend could do better than to insist on that
being put in. No doubt tho third reading may, in that case,
be left over, but as the hon. gentleman the other evening
expressed an extreme desire tg have the Session close in a
short time, and as ho has taken Thursdays from this time
out, I think there is every reason why my hon. friend should
proceed. The fact of the matter is, in all probability, unless
my hon friend proceeds to-night, ho may have his Bill
entirely lost, and I strongly advise him, therefore, to accept
no delay.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The hon. gentleman is
quite mistaken in stating that I advised this clause should
bo adopted. This clause, as introduced by my hon. friend
from King's, provides that any man who, by means of a
mock marriage, bas intercourse with any woman of pre-
viously chaste character, shall bo guilty of misdemeanor.
I did not agrec to that; I did not advise that. I advised
thore should be a distinct clause, making the fact of a feigned
marriage an indictable offence, and that any man who in-
duced a woman to marry him by mock or protended mar-
riage should be guilty of a misdemeanor. That was my
suggestion, and I think it is a confusion of terms as it stands
now.

Mr. CH ARLTON. I separated these two offences, thinking
t hat tho amendment now in your hands would b imperilled
by coupling it with the motion making seduction a crime,
and for that reason 1 separated the offences. I informed
rny right bon. friend I intended to do so.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Oh, yes.
Mr. CHARLTON. I think ho approved that courso

Now, Sir, what follows that section with regard to making
mock marriage a crime, is mere verbal changes in the Bill.
As it exists, that adds one new clause to the Bill-it makes
threo clauses in place of two, and it renders it necessary
to specify that corroborative evidence-shall be had in thrce
cases instead of two. I would suggest that all in that
motion bo struck out that relates to procedure, and that we
merely deal with the amendment with regard to mock
marriages. The House can understand that, and ve will
leave the changes that are rendered necessary in tho adop-
tion of those two sections, to bo made afterwards.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. This doos not make the
feigned marriage a misdemeanor.

Mr. CHARLTON. It makes it a misdeenanor, coupled
with the consequences that follow.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is quite a different
thing.

Mr. CHARLTON. Of course, the House will pass upon
that. I sùggest, in order to simplify[the matter, that all in
that resolution relating to the procedure, relating to the
changes in the numbers of the sections, be struck out, and
that the House accept the amendment with reference to
making feigned marriage a crime.

Mr. BERGIN. The hon. gentleman is making it still
more difficult to understand.

Sir ]RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. What the First Minister
appears te have been reported te have said was this :

" Th's clause had better be struck out, as it is ineffective for any
purpose, and a clause prepared by the hon. gentlemant making a feigned
ma ge a misdemeanor, and proviling that if the feigned marriage be
followed b co-habitation, it would be an aggravation of the offence."'

8ir 1CHAUD CARTwRIGHT.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. That is quite a distinct
thing.

Sir RICHAIRD CART WRIGHT. It is a fine distinction
the First Minister is drawing. He is willing to make a
feigned marriage an offence, and if followed by co-habita-
tion an aggravation of that offence, and is that not just the
principle that is taken here ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, What I said before, and
what I have said now, is that a feigned marriage should be
an indictable offence, and if that feigned marriage is fol-
lowed by another outrage, that would be an agglavation of
the first offonce. That is what I said.

Mr. BE RGIN. I rise to a point of order. It appears to
me the hon gentleman cannot, in accordance with the Rules
of this House, spring an amendment of this kind on the
Hlouse without notice.

Sir JOHN A MACDONALD. Oh, yes he can.
Mr. SPEAKER. On motion for the third reading, aun

amendment of this kind can be introduced without notice.
Tho amendement is in order.

Mr. CHARLTON. Although it may be urged that the
motion is a long one and not easily understood, yet I repeat
that it is simply a motion to make a feigned or mock mar-
riage a crime, and all that follows that motion is merely
verbal changes that are rendered necessary in the Bill by
making two clauses out of one.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I shall move that the
debate be adjourned. I think, in common fairness to those
who desire to vote understandingly, the House will allow
this debate to e ajourned.

Mr. BEATY. I join in supporting the amendment
to adjourn the debate, because the question is now
so badly mixed up that I am quite sure the House
does not understand it. I do not understand it mysolf,
althougli I voted for tbe amendment proposed originally.
I now find the Bill has been somewhat reconstructed, so
much so that it is not in its original shape, at all events,
and I think it is botter to have it printed and then we will
be able to understand it. I trust the Hiouse will agree to
adjourn the debate, so that we can have an opportunity of
seeing what is in tho Bill.

Mr. CIIARLTON. The BiLl is not reconstructed; it
contains no new offence. It morely divides the clause
that provided for two offences, and it places these
offencos in two separate Eections or clauses. There is
no new matter brought io, and there is nothing
in the amendment but what was in the original Bill,
together with the necessary verbal changes. I would
not object to the postponement of action on this Bill,
if the result of that postponement would net prove the
death of the Bill; but at this stage of the Session, postpone-
ment simply means that the Bill will not be acted upon this
Session, and no friend of the measure will vote for the mo-
tion of the right hon. gentleman. The matter is plain and
simple. The threo offences contained in the Bill are mon-
tioned in three clauses, whercas, when the Bill was first
introduced, they were mentioned in two clauses, and corro-
borative evidence will have to be given in regard to offences
mentioned in thrce clauses instead of two. The matter, as
I have said, is very plain, and the most ordinary intelli-
gence can understand it, and I am unable to understand
how any hon. member could make it honestly a reaso*n for
wishing postponement.

Mr. BERGIN. I rise to a question of order. The hon.
gentleman has no right to impute motives.

Mr. CHARLTON. There eau te no doubt whatever
that favourable action on the pronosition of the right hon.
gentleman means the death of the Bill, and for that reason
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I u, gethe friends of tho Bill to oppose what would other-
wise meet with my approbation. I wish to sec the Bill
acted upon by the louse, and would prefer that it should
net be killed in a bye-way instead of in open contest.

Mr. IVES. There is a great deal of hair-splitting about
this matter. It strikos me that it is not very complicated,
and that we might pass upon it to-night.

Mr. HESSON. I really do not understand the Bill, in
consequence of the changes made in it. I am desirous of
seeing the principle carried out, and I wish to vote for it;
but as there seoms to bo a great deal of misunderstanding
in regard te it, I think the Bill should bo reprintod. I
faveur the adjournment of the debate.

Motion to adjourn the dobato (Sir Jo A. Macdonald)
agreed to, on the following division

Abbott,
Allison (Hants),
Ainyot,
Bain (Soulanges),
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THIRD READING.

The following Bill was read the third time and passed:-
Bi (No. 38) to prevent fraud in the manufacture and

sale of Agricultural fertilizers.-(Mr. Mlassue.)
LAW- OF EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES.

House in resolved itself into Committee of the Whole
ot f o. 3) further to amend the law of Evdeuce in
Criminal OEe.-(tr. Cameron, Huron).

(In the Comrnittee.)
On section 1.

Mr. LANDRY (Kent). 1 had iutended, before Mr.
Speaker left the Chair, making a short reply to some obser-
vations which were made at a previous stage of this Bill, by
the hon. leader of the Opposition. I would not perhaps
have presumed to replyto that hon. gentleman if ho had
confined himself to a discussion of the Bill on its merits and
demerits. I would have left my arguments to stand against
his, and left the Ilouse and the country to judge which had
the most merit; and, Sir, I would not have had the pre-
sumption of thinking that my view would have prevailed
against his. But the hon. gentleman went further, and
tried to draw the attention of the louse to what I said, not
so much by attacking my motives, as by dealing with what
he chose to call the attack 1 made on the public morality of'
the country, and that being the case, I thnk it is but right
that I sbould say a few words on that point. In
the first place, I wish to say that I had no intention of
making an attack, such as las been designated by tho
leader of the Opposition. Whether the words I used
were sufficiently strong to warrant him in styling
them ai ho did, an attack upon the publie morality,
I leavo to the House te say. I had no intention
of using such strong language, and I hope I shall not be un-
fortunate enough to-night, in my choice of language, as to
convey the idea that I am making an attack upon the
public morality of the country. What I intended to say
wai, hnt I behieved that the laws of our country had a
tendency to encourage perjury. I believe they have. I
believe ihat, owing to that tendency, the country bas
drifted in that direction, and that to-day more perjury is
committed in courts of justice than formerly. I said further,
that thero were many caSes in which the amounts involvod
were too important, and the interets eof the parties were
such that evidence was given which made it a wonder, iii.
dced, that jurymen were able to arrive at a correct conclu-
sion, and which left the impression that perjury had
in many cases been commited. Sir, I stick to that
statement. But, Sir, I wonder why the hon. gentle-
man was so ticklish about this question of public
morality. It being my first speech, I thought to myself
how eareful hon. gentlemen muet be in the expressions they
use so as not to be tripped up by a gentleman of such
standing, of such commanding ability, as the leader of the
Opposition-ability which, I muet say, I always admired
before I came to this House, and which I have learned stili
more to admire since I became a member of Parliament,
and from which I certainly do not wish to detract. I alEo
thought, on referring to some language made use of by the
hon. gentleman on previous occasions in this flouse, that it
was similar to what I had used the other night, and that I
might ask him te substitute his language on these occasions
for the expressions which I used the other night, though I
do not think I would care to express myself sostrongly as
he did. I ask the House te go back to the Session of 1880,
when the hon. gentleman was discussing a Bill entitled, 1
think, a Bill for the suppression of crime, and let us see
what the hon. gentleman said:

" Some years aga, whken it was the duty of the lite Goverinment to
call attention th this subjiot, gtatemedts were made which indicsted that
the rate of increase of crimein EJaaada was of a very extraordinary and
alarming character-''

The hon. gentleman then gave some figures, and proccoded
to gay

" kaowing ibere bas been au inerease, in two years, at the rate et 25
per cent. But that oven-dois loffepresent tih true state of the ease,
because the ratio df iaeusàe £,&in1uately, progressive,"

I soarcely think that my language, the other aight, was se
strong as that. hen said that, I thought our legislation
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had a tendency in a particular direction. The hon. gentle-
man said further:

" There is something radicily wrong in such a stato of affair.. Our
population has certainly been increasing during these two or thrce yeara
at a very slow rate, but there bas been this inerease, in the graver classes
of crime 01, at least, 25 per cent,,'.whicb is certainly ctremely disheart-
ening."
A little further on ho said:

" My bon, friend the Minister of Agriculture has been good enough to
send me an advanced copy of the General Criminal Statistics to which
I then referred, and I find that the increase of crime througbout the
community Io even more startling than I supposed."
So we find that in one sentence the hon. gentleman finds the
condition of things alarming, in another, crime is steadily
progressive, and in another, that the condition of things is
startling. Ie said further:

" We have no ground for congratulating oar3elves in reference to the
morale of the country, and some repressive step is required to prevent
the further increase of the evil growing so rapidly as it is in the large
cities more particularly.
The other night the hon. gentleman was the champion of
the norality of the country, thinking that I had made an
attack upon it by the words I used, when I had no intention
of casting any slur upon the people of this country. Tho
litigants of the country have among them many men who
desire to tell the truth, but even these litigants embrace but
a small proportion of the people of this country. Even if I
had referred to all who involved themselves in litigation in
this country, thoy would form a very small minority, as
compared with tho whole population of this country, and
therefore what I said was not to be interpreted as an attack
on the morals of the people of this country. The hon. gentle.
man said:

I We have no grounds for congratulating oarselves in reference to the
morale f the country, and soe represive step l requirc to preveut
thse further increase of thse evil groing so rapidly as it is, in the large
cities more particularly."

In 1877, the hon. gentleman said:
"tUpon the whole, he believed that the main difficulty in the question

was to be found in the question of perjury-"
The very same argument that I use at prosent-
" in the very great temptation which already existed in civil cases,
and stilI more in criminal cases, net t tell the truth. There were cases,
however, occurring every day lu civil matters-"l

1 spoke of civil matters-
"in which the interests in regard to property, and still stronger,
the excitement occasioned by hostile feelings, particularly in suits
between relatives, were sogreat that the temptations to commit perjary
were very great; but notwithstanding that fact, the operation of the
law had een as he had stated.I

Now, which of us two had used the stronger languaoge' in
reference to the morals of this country ? It seems to me that
Lis language was very much stronger, iudeed, than any I
used ; and as reported, Sir, I have nothing to take back, and
I have not endeavoured to correct the report of my remarks
in any way, or spoken to the reporters about it; I have
nothing to take back, although I might make this qualifica-
tion, that what I said applies to a very small number
of people in this country, and that I did not mean to
imply that everyone engaged in litigation committed per-
jury, but I simply intended to say that our laws had that
tendency, and they having that tendency our people had
drifted in that direction. I had my attention called to this
subject on account of the rebuke I received from the hon.
gentleman,and on account of a reference which I have seenin
one of the publie journals of this Dominion, to this subject.
What my hon. friend said was made all the more striking
against me by bis remark that if what I stated was true as
to New Brunswick, I spoke for my own Province, it was
not true soffar as thelProvince of Ontario was concerned;
and yet, only a few days afterwards, I picked up a journal
printed in Ontario, in whieh I found these words:

"Judge McDougall deserves the thanks of the community for the
stand which ho has taken In respect Io the matter of perjury in minor

Mr. LANDRY (Kent).

cases. It la an evil which deserves to be, as far as possible, rudely and
effectually stamped out. It is very trne, that in dealing with this
matter, a great deal of allowance must be made for the defects of human
nature. "

The article thon goes on to explain these defects of human
nature, and to point out that witnesses may swear falsely
without committing perjury; and thon it Eays:

" But after aIl due allowances for mental peculiarities, daliness of per.
ception, and defectiveness of understanding, the fact remains that there
is a vast amount of downright perjury, properly so.called, practised
almost continually."
Now, Sir, this was not intended for New Brunswick. It
was printed in a paper published in. Ontario, which has,
perhaps, as largo a circulation as any other paper in this
country; and it was not printed because of anything said
in roference to this, but it was written by a gentleman who
believed what ho wrote,!and he used language stronger than
was used by me. I thought it was due to myself that I
should say this much, bocause I have received letters from
gentlemen in my own Province asking me what I had said;
because some of may friends had seen the remarks
of the hon. gentleman in the public press, which are
much more widely circulated than mine, owing to his
standing and position in this country; and being asked what
I had said to call forth such a robuke from the hon. gentle-
man, I felt that I had not deserved it, and that he azt have
thought that it would have the effect of lowering me in the
Province of New Brunswick, in connection with the very
h rst remarks [ made in this louse. My hon. friond from
tho city and coanty of St. John (Ur. Weldon), gt up atter-
wvards, and said I was not speaki ng for the morals of the people
of New Brunswick, and that the people there were more
moral than I represented. I do not wish to retaliate on my
hon. friend, but I think it was rather unfair for him to twit
me in the way he did, after the manner in which ho spoke of
his constituents in 1880, which I suppose ho remembers
himself. laving said so much with reference to myself, I
simply now repeat that I have not found any necessity to
change my mind with regard to this Bill. I think it is one
that should not be adopted by this House ; and I am encour-
aged in that view by the fact that although the second
reading was carried by forty-nine majority, after it was
discussed more fully, and hon. gentlemen looked more
closely into it, the next majority in favour of the Bill was
only five. I hope that now, instead of having any majority
in its favour, it will be rejected, and that this Committee
will not discredit itself by aiding it to become law.

Mr. BLAKE. I am very sorry the hon. member for Kent,
N.B. (Mr. Landry), should suppose that I mado any attack
on him, or had any desire to lower him in the opinion
of this House or of this country, or of Lis Province. If ho
reflects for a moment on what I said, he will see that any
suspicion of that kind is unfounded, and that from my point
of view I was not merely justified but bound to say what I
did. I will repeat what the hon. gentleman said and what I
said-[ read from.Bansard:

" There is temptation, and so much of it that it is a deplorable fact
to-day that there are very few important cases tried in this Dominion,
involving a large amount of money, where there is not snch swearing
on both aides as to make people believe that perjury has been com-
mitted."

That was the obServation I took exception to. I said that
had the hon. gentleman confined his observation to Lis own
Province, mach as I regretted the state of things which it
developed, I should not have felt called upon to say any-
thing ; but speaking of my own knowledge, not a recent
one, of litigation in Ontarie, I did not think that that obser-
vation represented the true state of affairs. It was an
observation which I think I did not too severely character-
ize when I said:

"I have not heard, in a long time, a greater slur on the state of society
in Canada than that which the hon. gentleman's words, if they were
applicable to the whole of this Dominion, would not merely imply but
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describe-that the condition of the morals of our population was steadily
deteriorating; that the crime of perjurywas now so rife that it le sus-
pected, with too often good cause, to exit in the great majority of cases
that take place."

That was my paraphrase of what the hon. gentleman said,
andI think it is a tolerably accurate paraphrase, erring, if at
ail, on the side of mitigating rather than exaggerating the
strength of the hon. gentleman's observation. Now, the
hon. gentleman has said that ho is vindicated by something
that bas appeared in some newspaper as to the great amount
of perjury that is conmitted in petty causes. le will
observe that in the course of some observations which I
made and which ho has been criticising, I used those words:

"I have heard of late there l morellaxity of swearing in some of the
tribunals before which petty cases are tried ain the division courts
Whether the greater oolemnity which prevails, the presence of a larger
audience, the presence of counsel in the causes, instead of their being
conducted as they usually are conducted in the division courts, may
tend to a greater looseness in the other courts or not, I know not; but
i do speak of what I think I do know, when I say that that description,
that lamentable description of things which the bon. member for Kent,
N. B. (Mr. Landry), gave as the prevalent state of things in bis own
Province, would be wholly inapplicable to the Province in which we
are now situate."

You will observe that my observation had reference to
important cases. The hon. gentleman spoke expressly of
important cases, and in speaking of those cases ho spoke of
that class of cases with which I was more familiar whon in
practice; and when ho declared that a sad state of things
existed as regards the sanctity of the oafl, I felt bound to
repudiate his assertion, as far as it affected the Province
from which I come. With reference to what lie said about
the increase of crime generally, I founded my observations
on certain statistics which, 1 think, I read in the courbe of
my specch, and which are not inconsistent with anything I
said on that occasion or to-night. The hon. gentleman
finds ho has nothing to recall ; I have to say that I find
nothing te recall in what I said, either.

Mr. WELDON. I was not in the louse the other even-
ing when the bon. gentleman made bis remarks with refer-
ence to the increase in perjury, but I read bis speech, and
must say that my exporience does not bear out what ho
said. In our Province, during the last twenty-seven years,
I cannot call to recollection any case in whieh the parties
were committed by the judges for perjury and found guilty.
The whole principle of this Bill bas been tested in England
and elsewhere in regard to civil cases; and I have scen
criminal cases in which groat injury and injustice was done,
by the parties employel not being allowed to give evidence.
As far as New Brunswick is concerned, I must say that
perjury does not exist to the extent the hon. gentleman bas
indicated.

Mr. BOSSÉ. I move that the Committee do now ie.

Mr. IVES. This Bill is not an attack upon the principles
of criminal law as understood, practiced and established and
approved by this Parliament. It is simply the extension of
the principle already recognized and acted upon. The same
arguments precisely which were used when we adopted the
amendment that permitted the defendant, in the case of
assault and battery, to give evidence, is now proposed to
be extended te other cases of misdemeanor. Until hon.
gentlemen can tell us how the crime of perjury has become
more frequent by the adoption of the amendment which we
adopted a few Sessions ago, with respect to common cases of
assault and battery, I do not think we should be frightened
out of extending the provisions of the law in this matter. It
does not seem to me se serious a question, that it should be
treated in the summary way proposed by the hon. member
for Quebec. We adopted the principle year-s ago, and we
adopted it again the other day when we sent this Bill te
a Committee, and I do not see now any reason why we
should kill the Bill by adopting this motion.

Mr. BOSSÉ raised a point of order.
be discussed on this amendment.

The Bill could not

Mr. BLAKE. We have a right to discuss whother it is.
expedient this Committee should rise or not. My hon. frielnd
is saying why it sbould not rise. You carlnot tako that rise
out of us.

Mr. CAMERON (Huron). The effect of the motion of
the hon. member for Quebec, if carried, would practicallv
be te kill the Bill. I think this would be an unfair course
te take. The House has already assented te the principle
of the Bill, and the First Minister, than whom there is no
botter judge, assented te it on two or ilirce difforent occa-
sions. The Bill, in 1883, was referred to a Committee com-
posed of perhaps the best criminal lawyers of the House
fron Ontario and the other Provinces. The Bill, as now
submitted, is just the Bill wbich was reported by that Con-
mittee, and, therefore, I do not think it would bo fuir te ask
the House te rise now.

Mr. DESJARDINS. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I fail to
see what can justify the great haste shown by the hon.
member for Huron (Mr. Cameron). During each Session-
for what purpose of notoriety I am at a lass te understand-
ho seems to endeavour te make a specialty of criminal
matters. This may be very amusing for him, but I believe
that Parliament has something more practical te deal witb,
and that before going any further in a procedure, as the
hon. member for Kent (ftr. Landry) las very properly
said, would result in increasing the number of false oaths
before our courts of justice, it is prudent, at least, te pause
awhile. As it bas been said by the hon. member for Rich-
mond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives), we have had some experience
in the procedure which permits the defendant te give evi-
dence in his own behalf, or the husband and wife to testify
in favour of one another, in cases of simple assault. Well,
wo should first wait for more experience as te the working
of that law, so as to be able to see how far the fears which
were expressed when this first Bill was passed, were well
founded. I bolieve that the time elapsed since this Bill was
passed is not sufficient te justify our taking another step in
that direction. My impression is, Mr. Speaker, that the
tendency of this legislation is te diminish the respect due
to an cath which is not a simple matter of form, but aliso
comprises an nct of faith very important in religious creeds.
ConsidLring that the present Bill bas a most dangerous ten-
dency. I think that the Ion. momber for Quebec Centre
(Mr. Bossé) is justified in asking that the Committeo do
now rise witbout reporting.

Motion agreed to on a division.
Committee rose.
Sir JUHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of

the IIouse.
Motion vgreed to, and (nt 11:05 o'cloek, p. M.) the House

adjourned.

11OUSE OF COMMONS.

TirasnAY, Gth March, 1884.

The SPEAjCER took the ChaIir at Thre~o'clock.

PRAYERS.
AN IMPERFECT RETUBN.

Mr. BL AR E. Before the Orders of the Day are called,
I desire te cail the attention of hon. gentlemen opposite to
the imperfect character of a Return made the other day te
an Address of the 16th April, 1883, for copies of al corres-
pondence, reports, and Orders in Council, with reforence. te
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the claim of Mr. Dustan, of Halifax, for a remission of duty
on machinery for a sugar refinery. Nine months elapsed
in the preparation of this Return, and all we get is, on the
31st January, 1884 :

" In return to the enclosed :Address of the Bouse of Commons for
copies of aIl correspondence, reports and Orders in Uouncil, with refer-
ence to the claim of Mr. Dustan, of Halifar, for a remission cf duty on
machinery for a sugar refinery, I beg leave to state that there is no cor-
respondence on that subject on record in this Department."
The Address called for Orders in Council and reports, as
well as correspondence. Mr. Johnson, who writes this, of
course would have no Orders in Council, and ho does not
answer as to reports. I understand the practice to bo that
these Returns are sent into one of the Departments -I be-
lieve to that of the Secretary of State-whose business it is
to examine thom and see whether they are proper answers
to the Orders and Addresses of the House; and it secems to
me to be an extraordinary thing that, after so long an in-
terval, so very imperfect an answer should be given. It
was stated publicly last Session in the newspapers that a
very large remission of duty had been made to Mr. Dastan,
with reference to this sugar refinery.- When I moved the
Address, the Government did not intimate that there was
no correspondence. They granted the Address and now, as I
say,, after an interval of nine months, we get an ,impe-fect
answer without any information at ail.

Sir RECTOR LANGEVIN. I will enquire about that
portion of the Address that has not beer answered and have
the information b-ought down.

WAYS AND MEANS-TIE TAI[F.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House Zilpzin
resolve itself into Committee on Ways and Means.

Mr. CASEY. Before you leave the Chair I wish to
make a few remarks on the speech with which the hon.
Finance Minister introducod his Budget to us. In that
speech he treated us to a very different style of oratory
from that te which we have been accustomed of late
years. Of late years the hon. gentleman has been triumphant
in his tone. His speeches have been a perfect psalm of tri-
nmph, from boginning to end; we have discerned in them
the joyful trump of victory, sustained by the deep bass
of the boom of the National Policy, but tins present speech is
different in tone. Instead of the customary psalm of triumph
we have a speech full of apology-a speech, which from
beginning to end, is nothing but an apology fer the partial
failure of the Government policy in certain respects, and an
explanation of the reasons of that failuro. Instead of the tri-
umphant sound of the boom, we hear but the still small
voice of an accusing. conscience which the hon. gentleman
has not been quite able to stifle. When ho prophesied to
us last year continued prosperity, when he saw before
his mind's eye the seven fat years of inspiration, the
seven fat kine stretched in long perspective before him, he
spoke with an air of certainty, with the conviction of one
to whom the stars had told something of what was about
tO happen. Then, as on previous occasions we were
inclined to suspect that his prophecy lad been inspired by
the astrologer royal, the seer Wiggins, who sees the winds
afar of, and whom the hon. gentleman keeps in his own De-
partment, possibly for the purpose of furnishing him with
privateinformationofthiis kind. Ifwewere inclined to suspect
that the hon. gentleman's prophecies originated from that
source, when we bard them, we are still more inclined to sus-
pect it after hearing the explanations tis year.We are familiar
with the course adopted by Wiggins in explaining why his
predicted stormns did not appear. He las always been able
te show that although it was not very stormy bere, it had
been very stormy in the Indian Ocean, or on the coast of
Japan, or somewhere else, and it was not his fault if the
storm did ùaot take place in cur neighbourhood; it was not

MIr. BLAXE.

his fault if smething had gone wrong with the elements.
In short, the cause of the failnre was everywhere else but
in the seer himself. The hon. gentleman's explanatioins in
regard to the partial failure of his policy are something of
the same nature. He has tried hard to make us understaind
that the depression he admits does exist is not so bad, after
all, and if it does exist, it is not the fault of the Government,
or of that miraculous,wonder-workingrevivifying and encour-
aging policy with which they have favoured the country,
and ho winds up with the hope that " we may soon be
in the :position we occupied a year ago, of prosper-
ing in every particular." That is a very lame con-
clusion to come to after all the glowing prophecies
with which Le favoured us only one year ago. H1e went
on to tell us there was no depression worth speaking of in
the agricultural interests. There bad been, he admitted, a
bad harvest of wheat but the deficiency was made up by
the extra good hay crop, because the farmers would be able
to feed more cattle, and consequently export more cattie
next spring. But if the deficiency in wheat be so great as
he bas said, 20,000,000 bushels, it will take a large increase
in hay to make up for it. Even if the necessary extra
millions of tons of hay were furnished by tho hay crop, that
would not quite compensate for the deficioncy in wheat.
We must remember that hay is not so saleable as wheat,
and if it is to be turned into beef you must first
have the cattle. In a season when the wheat crop fails
farmers are not fla of cash, and are, therefore, not in a
position to purchase the extra number of cattle to be fed and
exported as the hon. gentleman expects. We must remem-
ber also that stall-fed cattle require grain as well as hay, for you
cannot fatten cattle exclusively on hay,and the hon. Minister
has placed an obstacle in the way of farmers obtaining that
particular kind of grain most profitable in feeding cattle by
putting a duty on Indian corn; and although he has agreed
to give a rebate on the duty on Indian corn when imported
for the purpose ofdistilling or starch-making, yet, no rebute
is granted the farmer when ho imports the corn for the
purpose of adding weal th to the country by using it to feed
cattle. On the whole the farmers are not likely to be very
flash of money during the coming year. I do not want to
draw an alarming picture of their condition, bçcause
it is not alarming, but they are likely to continue to
to be shorter of money than they have been and less in
a position to bear with equanimity the burdens they
have been bearing for some years past. The hon. gentle-
man went on to speak on the question of the depression
that exists among the workingmen and the poor. He told
us there was "no general suffering, that there was no unusual
number of people out of employment." Well, the evidence
of our senses in every city and manufacturing town in
Canada contradicts that statement. We are ail aware, from
our own experience and the reports in the press, that there
has been an unusual number of people in want and suffering
in Montreal, Toronto, London and Ottawa, and all the im-
portant cities in the Dominion. Some of these people are
no doubt stàrving immigrants, but who is responsible for
that, if not the Government, considering the inducements
they have held out to immigrants of a class who are
not needed here, to come out to this country ? Hav-
ing allowed paupers to come here from Irish work-
houses, can the Government claim to be free from
responsibility ? I think not. But even if the ques-
tion only concerned our own people, we are able
to assert, though we do so with sorrow, that the -nm-
ber of our own people out of work and sufering want this
year is greater than it has been for years past. We have
the hon.gentleman's own admission on the subject, for he
tells us us it was to be regretted that the cotton manufae-
turers had " discontinued " a number of empkhô
tis year. That is a nice uphemism for sayig tey
were dismissed; and it is preferable to the phirase used
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by the organ of the Government, the Toronto Mail. The
hon. Minister says theywere "discontinued in order to allow
the cotton owners to place their business on a healthier
footing by reducing production." The Mail gave a differ-
ont explanation. It said those poor fellows wanted
rest, that they had been working so bard on account
of the increase uin otton manunfacturing the pat few
years, that they wanted rest, and their considerate
employers had discontinued them for a f«w weeks, or
months, in order to enable thera to recuperate in the enjoy.
ment of their savings of the preceding four years, so that
they might be in good condition for work again the coming
spring. Sir, I think that the hon. Minister has been more
polite to the workingmen, has, at alil evnts, studied their'
feelinga more than is organ in Toronto ha done. I leave
it to themselves to settle their difference in this respect.
When an hon. gentleman on this side alluded to the
existence of a eoup kitchen in Iondon-something which I
believe my hon. fiend, the Postmaster General las nover
seen in that city before---

Mr. CARLING. I beg your pardon. There is one there
every wiater I no not think a winter has passed by for
the last ten or twenty years that there las not been some-
thing of the kind in the city of London.

Mr. CASEY. Well that is a much worse showing for the
National Policy than I had supposed.

Mr. CAIiJNG. The hon. gentleman must be aware
that L40 Di ty çf London is the centre of a large rural district
and- the pçor people come in from the agricultural districts,
and as dey remain in te city during the winter, they have
to be provided for by theecity.

Mr. CASEY. Just so. Then the Postmaster-Ganeral
says that it was not the poor workingmen who have to be
provided for the past few years, but the impoverished farmers,
the poor people from the agricultural distrits. If ho pre.
fers to put it that way, well and good.

Mr. CARLING. I did net say it was the impoverished
farmers; I said it was thepoor and destitato people from
the villages and surrounding districts who came to the city.

Mr. CASEY. The poor and destitute people from the
rural districtste bon.gentWleAn gal. Well, Sir, if desti.
tution has existed in the ric farming community around
London to such an extent a. to com1pe the benevoentpeo.
ple If London to establish soup kitchens the past few years,
it reveals a state of things even worse than I bald supposed.
I confeSs t4, although I live within 20 miles of London, I
never hoed of tbis destitution before. I nover heard before
that there was so much poverty end destitution in and about
Loaden, and I blieve that the hou. Poetmaster Generalia.
somewhat exaggerated the .ondition of affairs there during
the last few yeare. How.ver, I believe thatan unusual num-
ber of people are nowreceiving relief in London. An alder-
man of that city, a strong Ç;onservative, stated over his
own name in the newepapers, during thelat municipal cam.
paign, that there were botween 1,200 and 1,400 nemployed
workmen in the eity of London, a birger urmber than ho had
ever before kaowa4o be unemployed there. Although this
statement ais o unfavourable to the Couservatie party, that
Conservative alderman of the city of lodm neyer
withdrawn it ordenied it8,8o the, in London, at-allevents,
thing. are in a worse condition than they have ordinarily,
been. he Finance Minister e jeebed tu &refwece to tuis
mnattar by hp. gentlemn en o is ido of the of; ho
nid it aras wseng to mial a obarge against the. heaqvolent
peopl. of thecity ofeTaaa for relieving e thipoor by giv-
ing4htenread. $ow, sir, wodo ot ada caarge becafue
bensvgleot leeliavo thie poor, but we êmake chag

the i pcnt" ths4 it is Jsasily in sqe
thi policy thal these pour ehist in sneh numbers. We.

a.

know, of course, that we have the poor always with
us, but we are able to understand the reasons why the
poor are with us in greater numbers in some years
thmn in others. I think we are able to state distinotly,
in this oase, that the unusual number of poor people et
present in the oity of London, as well as in other towns, is
due to manufaoturing having been unduly stimulated the
lat few years by a protective tariff-stimiulated to such an
extent thata good deal more has bean produced than the
country can consume, with the inevitable result that produc-
tion had to be stopped for a time, and the workingmen who
might have been profltably employed under other ciraum-
stances, are thrown out of work and have to romain unem-
ployed until the country has consumed the surplus produce
already manufactured. My hon. friend, theKinister,
objected again, because we ealled attention to this state
of thinge. He said we were crying down the credit of
the country, that we were acting unpatriotically inreferring
to this depression. Well, Sir, I could quote ye froi
speeches-not of the hon. gentleman, because he was not
here-but of his colleagues in 187576-77-78, oontaining ex-
pressions with regard to the state of gloom and depression
in whioh the ountry was then plunged, which I would not
like to repeat myself in regard to the present condition of
the country, and which I would not like to repeat
even if the condition was as bad now as the hon. gentleman
asserted it was then. They went into superlatives, into
exaggeration, into extravagance in describing the depression
that thon existed. It was their whole stock u ae ; and
it was simply by producing the impression that the country
was then in a state of such gloom and difficulty that it
could not be made worse, and might be made botter, that
they were enabled to carry a majority on behalf of their
great panacea for all auch evils, the National Policy. Now,
Sir, it is doubtless a bitter pil for the hon. gentleman to be
reminded that notwithstanding the existence of that cure
ail that same gloomy state of things, in a modified form,
ha already began to reour. [n dealing with the state of
the country, the hon. Minister stated that the depression in
not as great amongst the cotton manufacturers as we
assert, because they still earn fair profits and declare good
dividende. Well, it is admitted that those dividende are vastly
lees than the dividende they have been delaring the past few
years. But if they are now earning fair profits, what il to be
sid of the exhorbitant profits they have been making thelast
four or five yearse? If-now when their industry is admit-
tedly depressed, they are earning fair profits, what exhor.
bitant profits have they been wresting from the people of
Canada, when protection was in full swing, and they received
the full benefit of the taxes imposed ? Why, Sir, if the
profits are still fair, are they reducing production?
Why are they dimnisiing their operatives ? Lit fair to
the workingman, if everybody i. to be protected, to alow
the employers, the moment they make les profits than
usual, to "discontinua" their operatives for as longa time as
they please? I do notthink it is, if we are to have protec-
tion att round.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Discontinue the Government,

Mr. CASEY. My hon. friend near me suggeste that the
remedy would be to discontinue the Goveinment. That in,
no doubt, e solution that will come soener or later. Sir, why
is over-production an *vil and a los? Over-production
moues au unusually large production of articles of value,
artieis whieh go to form the wmaith of a country. Why is
an AnnaBaHy large production of these articles a source of
lose ta te manufacturer, aud a eScof depreuion te the
country? Why ca we not sel hose articles abra4amd
snak* * profit apon then? Why cn we not -show le the
wOaM^eAlarge that protstion te Canadien nnamn
enubestbm to sel hir goods abroad, and toc-
with the foreign manufacturer in the foreigan ?
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Why can they not do that ? Simply because the manu. head last year to be $6.42, instead of $4.82j as the hon.
facturers cannot afford to do it; simply becanse the bot- gentleman claims. The Finance Minister has taken great
house production of our .manufactures has been artificially credit to himself because the Tariff has been a a great
stimulated, at an artincially high cost, and therefore they source of revenue. I do not know that the hon, gentleman
cannot sell their goods abroad at a remunerative is entitled to such great credit, because he was able to
price. They cannot even sell them abroad for what they raise a great revenue by high taxation ; it does not require
coSt to manufacture. The hon. gentleman tells us'that so any great amount of financial genius to impose sufBcient
far from protection having enabled them to compete in taxation to obtain a large revenue; but to such credit as
a foreign market, and enabled us to establish an export attaches to that performance, ho is entitled. He has ob-
trade, we are not yet enabled to compote with the foreign tained a tremendous amount, an exorbitant amount of
manufacturer in the home market. Hie says the pro. revenue. He says he framed the Tarif so as to produce
teoted industry of the production of pig iron could not that. Lot us look at hie explanation in detail. He
exist, and could not compote with foreign competition, even said:
in our home market, unless we gave it a bounty of so " The Tarif had to beso framed that it would produce too much atmany dollars per ton in addition to the protection. Is first, in order that it miight afterwards, when the importation are re-
ho not crying down the crodit of our iron and cotton manu- duced in consequence of the increase of home manufactures, produce as
facturers, and the crodit of our country, when ho tells the much as the expenditure of the country required."
world that these industries are so feeble, so shaky, The hon. gentleman further said:
that they can only be kept up by bounties, and that "Finding the Tarif con tinued for mome years te produce a surplus
they cannot compote with the foreign manufac. they were able to remit $2,250,000 of taxation."
turer even in the home market? I think he is. That is evidently an explanation after the fact. Ho did not
The cause of this depression has been already alluded to- make it when the Tarif was first proposed; it was intended
it is due to the stimulation which preceded it. We all to fit the fact, but it does so very clumsily. What are the cir-
know as a matter of theory and as a matter of history in cumstances of the case ? In the first year of the National
regard to other countries, that protection inevitably brings Policy, the Tariff produced a deicit. Every year afterwards it
about over-stimulation and consequent over-production and produced an increasing surplus, and the very largest surplue
consequent depreesion. We are now able to realize this fact was produced in the year in whieh the hon. gentleman re-
in our own experience. We have been through two stages, mitted $2,250,000 of taxation, as ho himself claims. If ho
over-stimulation and over-production ; we have had the had foreseen the movements of the trade. If ho had fitted
" boom " and the spree, and now we are suffering from the the Tariff to meet thom. If home manufacturers had re-
headache. The stimulation had exactly the rame effects as duced the importations, the results would be these. In
a glass of brandy bas on the nerves-stimulation for the the first year there would have been a large surplus, and it
time followed by depression next morning. The hon. gen. would have decreased year by year with the increase intleman proceeded to discuss the effects of the Tariff home manufactures and increased importe until an equili-
on different classes of the community. He said the brium was reached. But the very opposite state of affaire
Tariff had been on trial some years and had proved has been produced. Consequently the hon. gentleman
itself to be fair and equitable. Letme consider hie argu- either did not frame hie Tariff with that intention, or
monts and proofs in this connection. He said, in the first the results were exactly opposite from those which
place, that the taxation had been less on the average during ho expected. I do not think I need argue an
those years than under the tarif of the late Govern- longer to prove that ho did not frame the Tariff with
ment, because ho said the foreign producer pays a large this intention, because the hon. gentleman himseolf admits
part of the duties. That is quite quite true under certain that he did not know what the Tarif was going to do.
circumstances. When the foreigu prc-ducer is afflicted with He said:
such a glut of merchandise as the Canadian manufacturers " Even if we had known to what extent revenue would excee4 expen.appear to be aflicted with at the present time, ho may be diture, it would not have been good policy to keep it lower. By keep-
wing to mako such terms, to reduce his price sufficiently ing it high we have been able to remit $2,250,000 of taxation on the
to enable the importera to pay the duty without lose-that necessaries of life."
is quite possible,.and I believe many of the Canadian manu- This is admirable. By his own figures we have lad in those
facturers would be glad just now to sell thoir goods to the years a surplus of $20,000,000, whieh he reduces by
United States on such terms. But the Finance Minister 44,000,000 from the proceeds of western lands. We have hie
asked the House to believe that such has been the ordinary own admissionthat$16,000,000 have been takenunnecessarily
course of trade, that during good times, such as we have just from the people by the Tarif; but ho says that by taking
experienced, the foreign producer of manufactured goode, that amount ho has been enabled to remit taxes. To remit
especially the American producer, has been reducing his taxes to what extent ? To the extent of $2,250,000; that
prices to Canadian importers to the extent of the duty; and ie to say, that ho has been able to remit to the people about
in asking the House to accept that statement, he asks hon. one-seventh of the amount of money which was unneces-
members to believe more than even his own supporters sarily taken from thoir pockets, and the Government have
can believe. The contention is so absurd that I cannot expended the other 813,750,000 which was unnecessarily
imagine the Finance Minister expects it to be taken seriously taken out of the people's pockets, and out of the circulation
or as anything more thian a jocular excuse for the taxation and business of the country. But notwithstanding the fact
which heis imposing. The hon. gentleman made an average that the surplus was so large last year, we find by the hon.
ofthe taxation impesed on the principle of deducting the sur- gentleman's own statement that the revenue is now deoreas.
plus each year from the revenue of that year. He said that ing; and why ? For the same reason that it was smail in 1879,
deducting the surplus, the rate of taxation was 44.82k per because the people are not well off and cannot import as
head. But why deduct the surplus friom the taxation? has it much as usual and accordingly do not pay so muchrevenue.
notbeen paid by the people as much as the restofthe revenue? That is the reason why we had a deficit the firet year of
Were not th*e 8,000,0000 which the hon. gentleman claims this Tariff, and the hon. gentleman's prediotions were so far
as lest year's surplus, taken out of the pookets of the people mistaken, because while that deficit was never expected, it
as realiy as the money expended ? The surplus muet be was aime never expected that we should have tLe surplus
considered in cemputing the taxation as mueh as any part which has amazed the hon. gentleman so much. Bat we
of the revenue. If so, we muet add to the taation all know that the Tarif was not framed on this or any
$8,WoO0, which woul show the amount of taxation per principe We know that it wae fraîned after private e-
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sultation and caucussing with the representatives of the
different interests that were to be benefitted by the Tariff.
We know that as far as possible the respective claims were
balanoed against each o er, and.the result was the Tarif.
What I complain of is, that the present proposed changes
have been made on the same principle, that they are
the result of communications with parties to be benefitted.
The detailed explanation given by the hon. Minister, will
show this. He tells us that ho bas put on a certain tax
because a certain interest has represented that it will be
benefitted thereby; that ho bas put on a certain other one,
because some manufactory of that description of goods is
expected to start, and ho has put on this tax in order to,
help them to go on. I say that the original tariff and the
amendments which have been made to it from time to time,
are just as much of the nature of private legislation as any
Bills which are sent to the Private Bills Committee, or to
the Railway Committee. The whole Tariff and all its
amendments are a mass of private legislation, put together by
the Government on the ex parte statements of the persois
who are interested, without hearing any evidence as to the
eiffect on other interests, without the check which is imposed
by consideration in the Committee; and they bring them
down to the House and ask their followers to put them
through as Government measures when they are legislation
of a wholly private and personal character, intended solely
for the benefit of individuals and classes in this country.
But, Sir, not content with tLis glorification of the Tariff as a
revenue producing Taritt, the hon, gentleman says it is a
grand protective Tariff which bas really encouraged to a
wonderful extent the home manufactures of tho country. In
proof of that statement the hon. gentleman tells us that two
years ago a commission visited certain establishments-I
think, so far as my knowledge of the establishments
goos, in moat cases. picked establishments, chosen for
their prosperity and for their friendliness to the
Government-he says that this commission visited such es.
tablislimete and that they reported favourably as to
the production of those manufactories, and the wages that
were paid to the operatives. But this was two years ago;
this was in the height of the boom, in the height of the good
times; in a period when the fumes of the stimulant supplied
by the National Policy were yet in the brains of the com-
mercial world; before the period of depression and head-
ache came on. No wonder this commission gave a good
report two years ago, especially when we consider that the
commission was appointed for the purp of making a
good report, and that it was likely to be faithful to its duty.
But would the hon. gentleman like to sond out such a com-
mission now, to visit, for instance, the cotton operatives
who are working on half time, to visit the soup kitchens,
to compare notes with the men who are ont of
work in the different cities and question the starv-
ing immigrants? Would ho be willing to publish
as an official document a verbatim report of what
was heard and seen on such a visit? Would he like,
Sir, to issue a commission to find out how this Tarif pro.
tects the operatives, for he says it does protect them ? HIe
asked where they would have been now in the present
depressed state of things if it were not for the National
Policy ? Still, he admits that the cotton mill-owners are
allowed to discontinue their operatives whenever it suits
them, in order to add to their profits, and I do not see
wbere the National Policy protects them in that case. It does
not prevent the oporative being dismissed just as he used to
be in the old days when the fly sat on the wheel. But does
the workingman get any advantage in wages, seeing
that he enjoys no fixity of tenare? No; the hon.
gentleman says he dies not, because he tells us
that the Wages of the cotton operatives and other
operatives have bad to be reduced on account of the
reduction of wages in similar trades in the United
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States. He says the circulation of mon betweeu the two
countries is go froc that when the wages of men are reduced
on the other aide, they have to be reduced hère also. I do
not exactly see the force of his reasoning. I do not think
the Canadian operative would be likely to migrate Lo the
United States simply because the wages of workmen on the
other side have been reduced. Perhaps the hon. Minister
of Finance can explain the matter, but at all events he says
the wages bore have fallen to the rate paid in the United
States. What good effect is the National Policy having on the
wages of the operatives, if they are ruled now as they wore
before by the rate of wages in the United States ? What has the
National Policy donc for the salary or recompense of the work-
man ? I do not think the Minister could explainthat point
very satisfactorily. But there is a point which the hon. gentle.
man did not notice with regard to the protection which the
National Policy affords to the workingmen; and that is that
the inevitable effect of its operation is to produce at regular
periods these crises, that state of things which leads tie
employer of workmen to discontinue his operativea, to give
them a rest when they are over-worked ; and so long as this
protective policy continues, these crises will recur more
frequently and more severely than under a freer systom of
trade. The operative will find that the only protection
which the National Policy gives him is the protection from
over-work, which it affords him by giving him regularly
recurring periods of rest. But the hou. gentleman argues
that it is not only the operatives who are reaping a benefit
from the National Policy, but the consumers; because, ho
says, the consumer sharesits benefits. And in vviat w.:y does
the consumer share? Because, be say-, our manufacturera,
hav ing the market to themsel ves,can, and do, reduce the prices.
The hon. gentleman shows a deep knowledge of human
nature, and I am sure we can all agree with him in this,
that the object of the manufacturers in seeking to obtain
control of the market was simply to reduce the prices. It
was for that reason that the manufacturera of the United
States maintained that grip of the market which they have
so long had-simply in order that they might be enabled to
give tie people goods at a cheaper rate than they could Ptthom if they were allowed to buy freely from the foreign
producers. These manufacturers can not have had any desire
to obtain inicreased profits for themselves by getting control
of the market. The Finance Minister tells us that that
cannot be the idea, that it was to benefit the consumer as
well as the manufacturer that the home market was given,
and that that benefit bas followed. But leaving joking
apart, laying aside the humorous style in which the
Finance Minister has chosen to treat this subject, let us look
at the facts. The fact is, that the reduced prices are con-
sequent upon the glut of the market, produced by bis pro-
tective policy, but these prices though no doubt referable
to that policy, are merely temporary. They are cer-
tainly not constant. They began with the glut of the
market which now exista; they are not consistent with
profits to the manufacturers; the manufacturera are not
selling at these reduced rates, with the expeetation
of making profits, but simply because they have
stocks on hand, and will do anything to get the
cash, and when the consumption has overtaken the
production, they will sell at the old rates. The Minister of
Finance tells us himself, that these manufacturers are " plao-
ing themselves in such a position that the reduction of
prices wili not occur again." He takes credit on the one
hand for the reduction of the prices, and on the other hand
h. msys that the manufacturera are taking stops to prevent
such a roduction again taking place. I believe the hon.
gentleman is right. He refers, no doubt, te the rings which
have been formed by the manufacturer s in the pastand which
were formed by the cotton spinners as we know, some
weeks ago; by the producers of coal oit and oountless
other rings of that kind, of which we know nothing,
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but of which the Pinance Minister no doubt knows. But
suppose we give the National Policy aIl the credif for this
temporary roduction - the benefit to the consumer isjust
about ln the same proportion as the benefit which the hon.
Finance Minister conferred on the tax-payers, by his re-
mission of taxation. For four years we have paid unusually
high prices for goods, and now that a season of depression
occurs, the manufacturers have, like the Finance Minister,
remitted a little of what they took from us, and the amount
returned will be in about the same proportion tothat which
was formerly and unnecessarily taken away from us, as the
remission by the Finance Minister was to the amount of need-
less taxation. In other words, perhaps about one-eeventh of
whatwe haveoverpaid will bereturnedtous. But it isdistinct-
]y untrue-I am sure the Minister will not assert it-that on
an average during those last years, during the good times,
goods have been cheaper than under the old tarif. That is
not a question which requires argument, because there is no
man who has bad to buy any protected manufactures in
that time who 4s not as well aware of the fact as I am.
And now I come at last t consider the interests of a class of
people with whom I am better acquainted than with the
maeufacturers and workingmen-l mean the farmers.
What has been the effect on the farmers, not only of the
Tarif, but of the general policy of the Government? The
hon. Minister says that the farmer has no cause of complaint
because his tea and coffee are cheaper, his cottons and woollens
cheaper, and bis agriculLural implements cheaper than they
were under a revenue tarif. Perhaps his tea and coffee are
somewhat'cheaper, but everybody knows what a small pro-
portion tea and coffee, and sugar if you choose, bear to the
general expenses of a farmer. But whon the hon. Ministor
says that cottons and woollens are cheaper, we must take,
that statement with the reservation already referred to,
that although they may be cheaper for the moment they
have been on the average much higher than they were,
under the old tarif. With regard to agricultural imple-
ments, so far as the older Provinces are concerned, there
has been no considerable importation for many years,
and it is natural to suppose that the growth of competition
sud the improvement of machinery have somewhat redueed
the pries of these articles. No thanks to the National
Poliey if we have that reduction here. But can we believe
that in M.anitoba agricultural implements are cheaper than
they would be without this Tarif ? Last Session the Gov-
ernment increased the tax on agriculturat implements for
the express purpose of making them dearer in Manitoba.
They increased the duty from 15 to 25 per cent., in order
that the farmer of Manitoba should be compelled to pay
more for his implemente, and in order that the manuface
turer of Ontario might obtain higher profits in Manitoba,
and have the control of the market. But the farmers know
that they have bad to bear extra burdens during aIl these
yars that this policy bas been in force. And I need not
delay to discues that any further. I corme to ask what has
beendone.or the farmers in return for bearing these burdens ?
Has anything been done ta enhanee the price of their pro.
d*o.? The hon. Minister of Fnance states that at present
the farmer has a protection of from 8 to 10 cents a bushel
on wheat. E says he can prove at, but he did not at-
tempt to do so. He etates it oracularly, but be does not!
undertak to show in what way the farmer gets this protec-
tieu. The ewp in Oanada this year is likely to fali short
of the demand, and probably some time or other before the
next harvest le gathered, there will be a rise in the price of
wbeat. But most f the farmers have sold their lest year's
wheat already; most of thea sld it when the price of
wheat w lower tlian it has been on the average-and the
hon. genteman is gest on averages -daring the years of
our 4ow tariff, whe ther was w no duty on wheattal. As
asseh ef that wheakas is lu existence, and not groand ito
dooaria is the handa of speculators or milleru, and
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if any rise i price takes place in consequence of the Tarif,
it will be t he speculator or the miller who will get
aIl the benefit of that rise, and not the farmer. Bat if he
Tarif increases the price of wheat, I would like to know
how the farmer of Quebec, who has to import his wheat,
likes that. An hon. gentleman from Qunbec, who sits
behind me, says they will not like it at all. But I have to
remind that hon. gentleman and the Quebec farmers that
they have a district pledge from the First Minister-gven
I think, when the hon. member for Maskinongé (Mr. Boude)
moved an amendment to the Tarif at its inception-that if
at any time the crop of wheat in Canada should fhil below
the needs of the home consumption, and the "'ariff should
begin to operate so as to raise the price of wheat, the Go-
vernment would either reduce or remove that tas. So that
we in Ontat.io, who are wheat-producing farmers, stand
face to face with this fact: that we have the pledge
given by the Firet Minister to his Quebec supporters
that if at any time that duty should begin to benefit
us, it would either be reduced or removed. So much
for the effect of his Tarif on wheat. In regard to wool, we
are getting some benefits, it is claimed, becanse the manu-
facture of woollen goods has been stimulated by the Tarif;
but the difficulty is that the kind of wool used for clothing
is that known as short staple, which is not largely pro-
duced in Canada,while most farmers produce long wool, which
is not much used in manufacturee; and the Government
gave what they pretend to be protection to the wool-growers
by putting a duty on the long wool, which the Canadian
farmer does produce, but which the Canadian manufacturer
does not use, so that it cannot increase the price paid for it
by the manufacturer to the farmer. We are told by the
Finance Minister that the imports of wool in the last year
of the old tarif were about 6½ million lbs., against about
9î million Ibs. last year. In other words, about Si million
Ibo. more untaxed foreigu wool has come into competition
with native wool during last year than during the
lnst year under the old tarif. If that is encourage-
ment to the wool-growers of this country, I do not know
what encouragement is. We all know that the price of
wool has averaged lower during all these years of protec-
tion than during any similar number of years before; and
last year tho lowest of all. In my part of Canada, the price
of long staple wool of good quality was about 18 cents
a pound, and I have yet t see any wool grower who ii
going te make a fortune at that price. Yet the hon. gen-
tieman says that the farmer has nothing to complain of.
He will not complain, I suppose, while the goXds madefrom
foreign grown wool and which he uses are taxed, and the
wool he prodeces is not proteeted. He will not complain,
I suppose, because foreign hides and pelts are allowed to
ome in free to compete with his hides and pelts in the
home market, while boots and shoes are protected. He
will net complain, I suppose, althQngh according to the
figures of the hon. Finance Minister himeolf, the
importation of hides and relt bas increased by $700,000.
Nor will it rouse any ilifee lng in the iind of the farmer
when he finds that lumber for cabinetrmaking, such as
black walnut, oak, and similiar woode, are allowed to be
imported duty free from the United States, while h. is
charged a heavy duty on the furniture made from these
woods. I come frem a part of the country where these
fine woods fbrm a considerable part of the weatth of
the firmers, and I can asure the hon. Finance Minister
that the farmere there do feel injured and insukled because
their laims have been neglected in this way. Thesewoods
are allowed te corme in free of duty, while the farmers are
charged -5 per cent. on the -furniture madefrmn them. Bat
the hon. Minister says that theincreased cost oflivingin the
eoantry is largely owing t the inereased prie. of far -
duce. Well, L have just been poiating out hat far u
as awholbu notincreenendiavergeprdee-.ihenfiwstd,
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barley, oats, pes, nor most of the grain we produce -
under the National Policy. One or two articles have
increased in price. Beef has; but is that owing to the
National Policy ? I think not. What has the National
Policy ever done for the export trade in beef? The price of
butter has increased in certain neighbourhoods, as well
as the price of cheese on account of the export
trade and not because of the National Policy.
It appears thon that articles of farm produce whosei
price las increased durineg these years, have been articles
for which the National Policy bas done nothing, while
those articles the National Policy pretended to protect
have received no benefit whatever. I will pass to the!
effect on the farmer of the generai policy of the Govern-
ment. I would like to ask what the farmer of Ontario or
Quebec has gained by the vast expenditures of public money
in the past few years ? Has he made anything out of the
expenditure ou the Canadian Pacific Railway or out of the
great expenditure on the Welland Canal? I am not attack-
ing these works or saying they shoudd not have been built,
but I am simply asking what benefit the farmers of Ontario
or Quebec have got from them. Not a dollar. The opening
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the enlargement of
the canals have simply the effect of bringing new competi-
tors against him in the foreign markets in which
he bas to sell his grain and other products. It
has the effect of bringing the grain of the Western
States and of our own western prairies into compoti-
tion with the grain and other commodities of Ontario in
the foreign markets. Does the farmer make anything out
of the bounties given to the producers of iron ? or out of
the bounties to the fishermen ? or out of the vastly increased
expenditure on militia ? I do not think he does, and I con-
clude that the farmer, though he contributes by far the
largest part of the revenue of the country, has obtained
very little, if any benefit, from the great oxpenditure of the
Government during these years of prosperity, when they
seem to have been trying their best to get rid of the em.
barrassing surplus they had on their hands. The Govern-
ment think the farmer is a very long-suffering, quiet, easy-
going creature, who may be made to pay everything
and expert nothing. Perhaps the Government is right, but
I find there is a spirit of organization and protest
stirring amongst them. I need not go back more than a
few days to give proof of this spirit. When the Provincial
Grange of Ontario met in Toronto a few days ago they took
into consideration the question of the subsidy to the Can-
adian Pacific Railway, then before this Bouse, and although
that body was composed of representative mon from all
parts of the Province and of all shades of politics, they
came to a unanimous conclusion and passed a resolution
asking the Government not to give that subsidy. That
resolution was telegraphed at once to the leader of the Gov-
erument. What notice do yeu suppose was taken of it? It
was treated with silent contempt; it was not even alluded
to by that hon. gentleman as evidence which ought to have
any weight whatever on his opinion or on the decision of
this House. When the Dominion Grange met two days ago
in this city, a body composed of representative men of the
whole Dominion, of all shades of politics, an address was
delivered by the hiaster of that Grange, from which I shall
quote a few extracts, because they are worth the serious
attention of the House.

" The Grange i the only organized body of farmers in the Dominion,
and althou ghwe are not a political organisation, there are many public
questions that are of great importance to us, and should receive our
serious consideration and united action. Baving been trained in differ-
ent political schools we fall into line and divide our questions material
to our intereat. But I am sure that the acrimony and bitter partizan
spirit exhibited by sone of the leading newspapers is shared only by
very few farmers of this country. It is the unquestionable right of every
farmer to take a deep interest in aIl public matters and affiiate with
which party h. may thinkbeslbut the public welfare is of more im.
portie.. tha s rtyoesg toyfarmer should thoroughly under-
stand the. quesalos relating.to political economy."

Now we come to some references to the Tarif:

"Money or its equivalent must beraised for nationalasweilasdowes-
tic pnrposes ; Governments are sustained and public improvements
paid for out of the surplus earnings of the people. The levying of contri-
butions for Goverament purposes basbeen a. vezed question at &Hletimes
and with ail nations ; indirect taxition is ooly perfected wben every
individual and every industry bears an equal proportion of the taxes in
accordance with their income. Under the present system adopted in
this country, men worth $1,001,000 might nay less taxes than the aver-
age farner • and some can make millions while the day labourer'a family
is in want.'1

We have striking instances of that.
" However much argument there may be (and 1 admit there is tome)

in fostering the industries of a yonog country like oure, it is very evi-
dent that the great leading industry in whioh we are engaged can be
protected only to a very limited extent.

As I have shown, the Government has not even protected
that interest to the extent to which it could be protected.
He goes on to quote from an American authority :

"l The Master of the National Grange ofthe United States (himself a
protectionist) in discussing the tarif before that body, said: 'A high pro-
tective tarif which builds up monopolies by imposing burdens on the
people at large is high-banded oppression.

How hon. gentlemen opposite have howled at different
times when hon. members on this side said extreme protec.
tion was legalized robbery and highhanded oppression.
Will thoy venture to treat with equal contempt this state-
ment coming from two such high authorities as the master
of the Dominion Grange of Canada, and the master of the
American Grange?

"Next to proluction and taxation, the question of transportation to
us, perhkp., is most important. With a waLer highway, stretching half
way across the Dominion, our surplus production ought to find easy
access to market In my opinion it would be wise on th part of the
Government to remove the toila from the enals; an impulie thereby
would be given to trade, and al classes would be benefitted. Railways
are indispensible to the prosperity of the country. Townships, counties
and both Provincial and Dominion Governmenis have given moner and
lande liberally to secure railway accommodation and competition.

Thon he goes on at some length to treat the question of the
regulations of railways, urging on the Government that
they should adopt a scheme similiar to that proposed by the
hon. member for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) of a commission,
which would see that the railways do not unduly faveur
one person at the expense of another.

'' Powerful corporations have absorbed nearly all the railways in the
Dominion, railway companies have great responsibilitiesand they should
receive a fair remuneration for services performed by themn, but the
public should have a voice as to the value of those services. The price of
our produce as well as that of our lands are subject to the control of the
railway corporations. The public have rights that the railway companies
should be bound to respect and they should not be allowed to rumin or
enrich individuals at pleasure by unjust discrimination. All other
clases excep the farmera reorganized and exercise the cntrolling
power that followa asaociated efforts; white the majarity of larme s
stand aloof and although numerically otrong, they receive but few
appointments, wield but httle influence and are treated as a nonentityl"

I must say that I know this gentleman well, and that he is
quite independent of party ties, and his utterances may be
taken as impartial. L think the reception given· by the
Government to the remonstrance of the Provincial Grange,
is about the strongest proof that could be given of the eor-
rectness of his last assertion in regard to the present Govern-
ment. But indications show that the farmers are awaken-
ing to a sense of their position and that they will organize
between now and the next elections; and the result will be
to sweep out of existence all the petty rings and shoddy ari
tocracies, and those who have made themselves the tools
and instruments of those rings and aristocracies in this House
and the Cabinet. The farmers, at ali events a section of
them, have asked that their claims be considered in connec-
tion with the present change in the Tariff. The
farmers of a whole Province and of the territories
beyond that Province, have aske: that a reduction be
made in the Tariff on agrieultural implements, and their
demand has been treated with the utmost contempt. The
hon. Finance Minister is too much oeeupied eo»ûidring the
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qustion of sosp grosse, oelluloid knife handies and coleothar,
hat ever that may be, and,as lat year, sausage skins, to

eensider the question of relieving the farmer of part of his
brdenin lianitcba and the North:-West Territories. There
are sige, however, though invisible to the hon. gentleman,
thathwii receive a rude awakening from his opinion that
the, demanda of the farmers of Manitoba and elsewhere are not
worthy of consideration. To come to the general paragraphs
of the hon. gentleman's speech, what remedy does he pro-
pose for the admitted depression of the country ? What eco-

,omy does he propose t6 exercise ? What cautions action
duos he propose to take in view of the decreasing
revnue? For the depression he has no remedy but
the old one, to grin and bear I. When my hon. friend
who site in front of me was in office, and told
the country he oould do nothing te prevent or te re-
lieve the depression which then existed, he was told he
was a fly on the wheel. What shall we .call the hon. the
Finance Minister now? What shall we call him, when ho
proposes no remedy for the depression which existe to-day?
Possibly we can find no botter name for the present Gov-
erament, than the name given to them in a campaign
speech by the hon. member for East Lambton (àfr. Fair-
bank). H. said that, if the late Government were flies on
theo wheel, the present Government were skippers in
the ebeese, and I think the comparison was not very far
wrong. if the late Government did not pretend to control
the movement of the great wheel of Providence, the great
wheel of commercial action, this Goverument while
reveling in all the richness derived from the Trea-
mary cheese, do not pretend to be able, any more
tha thoir predecessors, te provide a remedy for
the depression which they admit to exist. And as
to e.onomy. That is a joke, Mr. Speaker, to talk about
eoonomy. That is the last thing the bon. Minister seems te
think of, and he expressly telle us that the existence of past
surpluses, though they are fast diminishing, justifies hin 
asking Parliament for an unusually large vote for public
works. He tells us the vote for public works will be larger
this year than ever befbre, and ho justifies that on the ground
et the surplus. There might be some ground for this con-
tention in the days when the surplus was annually increas-
ing, in the days when the surplus grew se fast that the hon.
g.tman did not know what to do with it; but now, in
the face o a decreasing revenue, now when the surplus is
vanishing before hie eyes, and he scarcely dares to estimate
a surplus at ail foa the approaching year, why doe he go on
il this course? Where Will h be when the home production
«f which he speaks has decreaed the surplus still further,
sad the revenue comes down te the point at which it was in
1879- and 1 see ne reson why it should not at a
V.r7 early day come' down te that, for our taxes are
po higher than they were thon, and, if our people
grow poorer, they will import no more than they did then.
What will he do then, with the enormous expenditure and
the expensive undertakings he will have on hand ? This

ountant frittering away ofthe surplus as had at first sight
*0ppearance of mere reekleness. But perhaps it has not
,beenmaused by pure reeklessness. Perhape it has been done
witli.igu. Indeed, h is bard te avoid the suspicion that
h u rdu was purposely got out of the way, in order

t~iu, vh depresuion at lat came upon us, as they knew
itmuet, the Government might not be compelled, in
vie ef the- surplas remaining on hand, te reduce
th ~high protestîve taxes te which they are bound
hÏnd and foot. I believe there is something in the sue-
plio, that the -intention of the Government to stick by
tbeir friands the manufacturers through goed report and
evii report is se atrong that they would scarcely
AbqMt4te about adoptIng this means of getting rid

aut a sment Vhioh would otherwise involve a
s the -l i admit that, at the present

bime, it is hard for them to economize. I admit that it is
bard for thom te se a way of doing withoat any of the
revenue we at prosent receive. This policy of getting rid
of the surplus from year te year, has been effective. Our
masters ofthe Canadian Pacifie Railway, and their loyal Min-
ister the Minister of R ilways, have ably assistèd the Min-
ister of Finance in getting rid of it, and we are now ln such
a position that we cau scarcely do without any of the
revenue derived from the Tarif, we are in suchi a position
that we can scarcely sec where te economise in our expen-
diture. Protection te one trade has compelled us te give
bounties to another. Dissatisfaction in the gentleman's own
ranks, caused hv extravagance in connection with theCan-
adian Pacifie miilway, has led him to try te allay that dis.
satisfaction by a further expenditure of public money in the
Province of Quecec. One extravagance constantly leads te
another. The monopoly which has been saddled upon
Manitoba calls for some recompense te be given te that
Province, and it will have to be a recompense in
hard cash or a grant of public lands, or something of
value given by the Dominion to that Province as a compen-
sation for the monopoly imposed upon it. The Govern.
ment is just in the same condition as an involved speculator
-when ho bas got te the end of his tether; they have to
throw good money after bad in the hope that they may
save some little out of the wreck. He says the Opposition
se no daylight in the outlook, and ho blames us for that. I
think we see daylight enouglh te show us the dangers that
lie ahead et us. and to show us that these dangers are avoid-
able by the exercise of the most ordinary prudence and
common sense on the part of the gentleman who pilote the
ship of state. Seeing this, is it net our duty te point out
those dangers, and te call for the exercise of that prudence?
I think it is our duty te do it, though I fear the cry will be
in vain. If the cry is in vain, if our warning is unheeded
now, as the warning of my hon. friend the late
Finance Minister was unheeded in 1873; I fear the
result in the next few years will be as disastrous
as it was in the years that followed that warning
and its rejection; I fear the country will again find itself
saddled with tremendous expenditures, laid upon it by hon.
gentlemen oppoQite, without the means of meeting them.
As far as the condition et the country goea at present, I
claim that we have cause for anxiety, though not for panic.
I do net know that with careful management we would
have cause even for strong anxiety. We believe the resources
of the country are greater than ever, we believe the com.
mon sense and prudence of the people are as great as ever,
we believe that everything in the country itself is calculated
te pull us through the coming criais, but te do it safely we
require a steady man at the heita. As I have. used the
comparison of the ship of state, I may as weil stick te it.
But the pilot of the ship, although the prow of the vessel is
among the breakers, has no advice to give us except te
crowd on still more sail, and te puash on, no matter
what rocks may be ahead of us, in the hope that, even
if we strike the rocks, the impetus may earry us over into
deep water beyond. I earnestly pray that such may be
the result, and that the ship may get over safoly, though
etrained and leaky in every seam, as she probably wili be.
But, when we se dangers and the man at tho helm blind
to them, have we net cause for fear ? Mut
not that situation that, with ordinary cire, need on}y give
us ground for caution, give rise to the moit ser ions appre.
hension of grave danger. Bither the hon. gentleman does.
not sec these dangers, does not know how to avoid them,
or, knowing that the course is dangerous and that there are
rocks ahead, is compelled by forces unseen to ns but felt by
him,. frces outside of this House and outside of pabi
opinion, to go on in the, dangerous coure which hasbe
followed no fr. When I opened my remarks I mmde a
joeular comparison -of the hon. Minister to iggins, tli.
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Canadian false prophet. Perhaps I was mistaken i com- foreign countries with celerity and despatch, en
paring him to tat great seer, for ifthe hon. gentleman does between 1848 and 1850 gold waa disovered in Oalifwmia.
not see the dangers of his present position, and does not see This caused au immense increase in trade, becas.
whither we are driving, and believes hie policy of rOckless at that time nearly the whole of America was .. up-

nditure and heavy taxation wiIl lead us into a rt of plied with British goods. Greater gold disoovrie
sa±ety, he is a more dangerons individual than any Wiggins, took place in Australia in 1854, and in New Zealand a4
ho ia more dangerous than any dreaming star-gazer. He other places in 1861. We heard comparatively littlwet
must be a fanatic, he muet be an El Mahdi, ho must be the those later gold discoveries, and yet, by the offiai retiucas,
false prophet of a false religion, who i leading hie devotees I find that £30,000,000 worth were discovered in New
who follow him so blindly to a yet unseen and a yet Zealand alone between 1861 and 1870. I might also altude
unmesured abysa of ruin. to the electric telograph and, as a sequenc, our Atlantie

Mr. BENSON. The hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. cables. Then, in 1870, the application of the com pound
White), in hie comprehensive speech, left unnoticed one engine to ocean steamers reduoed the consumption of al
point to which I wish very briefly to allude. The hon. tO One-third, s0 that these steamers could make longer
momber for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright), in his voyages, and freight was redueed to somethin like one.
criticism of the Budget Speech, said: bal. Now it would be strange, indeed, if L oounuyhaving all these advantages did not progres, and" In England, as the hou. gentleman knows, or as ho ought to know, ,England for a long timo did sudeare is taken te provide that every man who earns les than say $.0 o progress, progreswd
a day-less than about £150 a year -should be-except on his fre will rapidly, nothwithstanding Free Trade. So long as h.
and proper motion-exempt from taxation; sud it is one of the best was the workshop of the world she got on splen
features of the English system that it is so. Bere our taxes an go but now that other nations have bo un to manufacturearrangsd that they pres more heavily on the men who are called hpon t ho ¶a a rci.
t pport their famuies out of their daily earningu than on any otn whole thing seems to be changed. -ad she exercisd ein-
dm l the community." mon sense and protected herself and ber colonies fromi tAe.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I think the hon. gentleman knows, or nations that would not admit her manufactures free, ale
ought to know, that in England at the present time nearly would have had a reciprocity with a great many of -them
$100,000,000 is collected annually from Customs duties, that would have kept her trado to herself. But inatead of
and unfortunately these prees far more heavily upon the that she neglected the substance for the ahadow, and would
poor than upon the rich. On tea last year about $20,000,000 worship more theory. The consequence le that when ahe
was collected at 6J. per lb., or about one-third its value. threw her ports o pen expecting that other nations woàld
Tobacco produced about 843,000,000, or about three times iollow ber example, instead of doing that they be an
its value. On coffee there is a duty of 148. per cwt. to manufacture for themselves to such an extont at
when raw, aud when kiln dried, ground or roasted, 2d. per she is now losing her trade. For instance Coventry, that
lb.; while on coeda there is id, per lb., so that while England used to be a prosperous city, i now doing nothing ; her
taxes those things which she can not possibly produce, ehe glory has departed. In Macclesfield all the large mils are
leaves free to competition with the foreigner those articles closed; and in Spitlefields the only trade left i the
which the poor man manufactures, every order given to manufacture of a little umbrella silk of the best qualhy,
the foreigner being one les to the British workman. But I am glad to see, Mr. Speaker, there isyetl.ft what
While he is paying these heavy taxes and while these Mr. Matthew Arnold would call a remnant, hi. remuant,
manufactures are admitted free, he pays as much on his seeing the error of the majority, are now clamouring fora
coffem, tea, tobacco, or cocoa as the Duke of Westminster return to protection under the name of fair trade, and though
with his income of $10,000 per day. From the Excise, also, this agitation may only be in its infancy, though it ay be
England derives $132,000,000; and surely the hon. membor only a cloud the size of a man's hand, yet I believe and
cannot deny that the poor man bears his share of this. So, trust it will spread and spread and grow and grow until it
I say, that although the poor man may escape a little direct becomes a tempet which will hurl those theorists from their
taxation, ho is stili not only taxed but taxed, vory heavily. bigh places. Imight say, in conclusion, that England with
I wish briefly to allude to another subject that has caused all thy faults 1 love thee stili; but this makes me mouir aud
me t surrise since I came into this Houe. Ail the lament, that she has entrusted her destinies to a set of bot.
p ers on le Opposition side of the louse soem to take headed enthusiasts who have led her, and are ieadg ber,

it for granted that England's prosperity and the increase in astray; and, therefore, instead of looking up to E ldas
lier trade, which took place about thirty-flve years ago, wore a great example we should follow, as lou. memberl try
somehow or other caused by iFree Trade. Now the repeal of to persuade us, we should look upon her as an awful example
the corn laws at that time was a stop quite consistent with and avoid her errors and look to the promotion of our owa
our theory of protection, and quite consistent with the spirit interests while the opportunity isurs.
of our National Policy; bocause, as neither England nor her
Colonies could produce suMcient food for lier consump- Mr. VAIL. If I were not one of the represeutatlves of
tion, what she admitted was tantamount to her raw the Maritime Provinces, I would be disposed to allow the
material. But forasmuch asthe repeal of the corn laws Besolutions to pae without saying a word ; but if I were te
only cheapened the four pound loaf les than one-half romain silent, my silence might b constru.d into an admis-

penny, surely we cannot believe that les than one cent on sion that ever thing was satisfactory there, and that the
our pounds of bread an make a difference betwen national protective pohcy cf the premt Governmont was quit*

prosperity and national adversity. The impetus gives to suited to that section of the Dominion. I &"haltheretore, sàk
the trade of England was eaueed by a series of wonderful the attention of the House for a vory short tim, while 1
discoveries and improvementa in science and mechanics. explain why, in my opinion, this protective policy is not
For instance, the application of steam power to locomotion suated te a country situated as is tih Province frem whihI
caused a rapid interchange of roducte between one part of come. I may be charged with being somewhat sestiona
the tUnited Kingdom and anoter. The land was mapped in my opinion, and that my remarks would tend te show
out by the railways until they covered the country like a that I desire to throw disoontent into those 1%•ovines, and
et work. The construction of these railways caused a that they were not quite satisfied with their pouition intbs

gret demand for iron, and a fery great increase, tih Union. But that is not my desire. Ky desire at present is to
cousumption f coal. The ooeau became a commercial int out to the Govenment of the day whee I thisk they
highway. Inatead cf having to trust te the uncertainty -of bve made mistake sd why the ioy i. not saultd to
wmPd, theEpowe ofMMtam card irtWih 1ufamejas to our peopie;i I wishg te aMd prte ad asses. saa2
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vinesof this Dominion in a happy and prosperouseendition.
I say this mach se that Imay not be told hereafter that when
I point-ont that the people of the Maritime Provinces are
not fairly dealt with, I may not be accused of doing so in
order to erete disoontent. Before we were confederated-
and Isay -*-,have beau unfairly treated, because of the in-
formaten given and the statements made by gentlemen be-
fore thie uion took place-we were told by the present,
Finane Minister, who was then a leading man in the Pro-
vinee etNew Brunswick, that underno circumstances would
thé tnmnaon of the country be increased beyond 15 par
cent.,A1sbt a 15 per cent. tarif would yield 815,000,000,
an& that would be ample for the requirements of the Domi-
nion. "This statement was followed up by that of the
present hon. Ninister of Railways, who was then leader of
the- Gevrnment of Nova Scotia. He did not go quite
so ir as the Finance Minister did at that time;
but he led the peuple of Nova Scotia o suppose
tht after DOnfederation was accomplished, although the
taes -might be inereased to some extent, they would
be kept within a reasonable limit, and that the taxation
of the country wonld not amount to very much beyond
what thé Province was paying at that time. Well, Mr.,
Speker, I wa uinder the impression, as were a great,
many others, that as the tarif in old Canada had been'
reduced from 20 per cent. to 15 par cent., it was very pro-
bable after Voufideration, having a larger country, it would,
not be fecessary to increase the rate beyond 15 par cent.
But I am led to believe that the reduction was only made
with a view of bringing into Confederation the smaller Pro-
vines that were then very lightly taxed. In this connection
I will trouble the House by reading a small portion of a
speeeh delivered by the present hon. First Minister at Park-
hill, i Ontario. I uppose when he had been speaking of'
the protective policy be had been charged with having at
one ,ime.. been opposed to such a step, because h. had
redtwed the tari of ld Canata from 20 per cent. to 15 per
cent. At that meeting the hon. gentleman said, in reference
to reduoieg the tariff prier to Confederation :

"*Bt theii was another ruaon-the Goverament vere anxious to
bring Tbva Scotia and New Brunswick into Confcderation. They found
it ws absolwtely necesary for the gaod of the country that instead of
consîstiug of. ieveral sca.Usred ProviaSo we ohould b. one great
Dominion, aud a source of tregth iaatead or weaktnus t the Empire.
Nova Seofsand New Brunswick had beenaccustomed tu a mach lighter
taxaiontha the pople of Qanada, snd therefore in orier to induce
them le corn. a, t41 wa .1t5 prent. 0 0 *e
Agala he id the daty wu rednoed, beouse th0 wished the people of
NoïA Scotia tb join the Oonfederation, and because they could reduos
the 'fenhout iriring asy ind astry tn oir country."
It rspthat Itch was the opinion of the ion. gentleman
at time ; he oertainly must have changed his opinion
aireftw as now necessary to increase the Tarif for the
proteetion ofoertiln inhdutries in the Dominion. For the
information of a numiber of bon. members who have not
visited Nova Scotia and do not know much about ur posi.
tion, Ima3ay1my we have a cosat line of 600 or 700miles,
wher thqarbours are open and easy of access in winter .as
well a ti auminer. Or Province is peopled by those engaged
in trs Iad omrmerce, by lumuermen, tiselrmen, ship.
buiMers, seamend nd by those engaged to a limited extent,
in thkew manufhietures we have, and aso by a few agricul-
turitts, !t will easily be seen by hon. gentlemen that a
couty-thh »hatêr does not produe or grow anything
that-thiepper Proxnces require, and acnequently we are
obliged uutthio:people to look outside the Dominion for'
a market fSr simost everything we grow, produce or mann-
factre~, I 4aHfylhat statement to a nortain exteut, because
a pflm ý the. al ve raise in Nova Scotia finds a market
in Qw.bwo oVfontrasi and it is just possible tint some of
the hngar ov manu"ftred in Halifax, linds a market
in 't W ppur roices but, with the exception of

tn produce finds a .Smarket
S i rn, g ~the fuis wiol In

should like to send west we are prevented from .ending
on aeouant of the incresed froight a compared with
the transportation from ports in the United States. Fih
which oosts 17 cents per 140 lbs., from Boston or Portoamd
to Western Oatario, costs 28 or 30 oents per 100 lbs., frem
the Maritime Provinces. It is therefore impouibLi fer
our people to compote with the Americans in that
market, which would otherwise be open to us in the weSt.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I desire to show the effeot of the
Tarif in regard to the taxation in Nova Seotia as eompared
with the taxation previous to Confederation. The Blue
Books are very deceptive in this particalar, and are
in fact no guide at ail as to the taxation which this pro-
tective policy has brought on the country. I haveprepared
a table which I think will show, as nearly as posible, what
the people of Nova Scotia now pay as compared with what
they paid formerly; and I think the hon. Fmiance tinister
4ill agree with me that it is a fair comparative atatement.
In 1866 the population of Nova Seotia was, as near as
may be-because we have the population of 1861, and
we have the population of 1871, and I have taken a
fair increase upon that of 1861-the population of
Nova Seotia in 1866 was, I say, 355,000. Gooda -entered
for consumption which we imported in that year amountod
to a little over $13,000,000, which wuld be equal to
about 837 per head of the population. In 1882-83
the population was, say, 441,000, and on this number, at
$37 par head as in 1866, the value of dutiable goods con-
sumed in Nova Scotia at the present time, would h
$16,317,000. Now, Sir, the Province of Nova Sootia only
imported of dutiable goods last year to the value of
$6,550,887 by the trade returns, and the duty collected,
according te the trade returns, amounted to 81,833¿470.
Now if Nova Saotia paid 81,833,470 on an importation of
$6,550,887, the same rate of duty on the goode aûtually
consumed, that is, 816,317,000, would amounat to,
$4,568,760. To this we must add the amount egllected
by Excise, $262,23 1, making a total of 4,830,99 1. It may
be said that the people of Nova $cotia, 1aviigg usod ti
manufactured goods of the Upper Provinces, have got them
ut a little less rate. I doubt if that argument holds good.
1 find that in al cases where importations were made
either of dry goods or flour or anything else from the Upper
Provinces, they come into the Maritime Provinces just a
shade lower than the imported goods. The millem of the
Upper Provinces have their prices current from New York
every day, and they kno exactly what flour eau be
delivered at in the Maritime Provinces, duty paid, snd,
of course, they put their four at about 10 cents per
barrel cheaper at Halifax or any other port, so that
if the consumer does not pay the whole 50 cents per
barrel on flour, he pays 40 cents. So in order that hon.
gentlemen opposite may not have any cause te lnd faalt I
have taken off 5 par cent on the diference between our
importation last year and our consumption. This difference
amounts to 8448,305, thus bringing the actual taxation down
to 4,312,686, instead of 41,84,0, .s shown by the Trade
and Navigation Returns. Take this $4,342,686, and mare
it with tie amouat of taaan in Nova Scotia in 1866, which
was 1,29,504, and we have a difference of 83,13,18
between the amoant paid iy Nova Seotia at that time and
the amount paid at the present time. This is a statement
which if hon. gentlemen opposite will look into, 1 think
they will make up thoir mmicds is a fair astemet of our
taxation. Now, Sir, it is a remarkablothing thathen-genae-
men on this side of the House are ohaRged with having
change their views. The Finance Xlnister himeof the
ether day referred to a speech made by the hon. member
for Bouth Brant (Mr. Paerson) a yer or two »go, and ho
undertook to say that there was som in ani ony betweSn
he yiews of that hon. gmTianat thattime .ad Ue

views whikd he now entetIsias. ^Now, 'I do not tiaklthat
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the ho. gentiman who ocoapy the 1 r.ssury benches at
the prment lime are hemtselves altogetherfrSefrom charges
of tist kind. We wii take for instance a gent'eman who
bas been in the Cabinet only two or three years, but who is
a man of great weight in the Governmont, and one whose
vieva ought to be respected by hon. gentlemen oppositd.
Let us se what Senator Macpherson said at one time in
referenoe to the taxation of the country and how it affected
the several Provinces of the Dominion. It was at a time
when the people engaged in the salt industry in the Upper
Provinoe were desirous of getting some assistance from the
Government, by way of bounty or otherwise, and on that
occasion the hon.gentleman made the following remarks:-

ilBe belloved il te ho exeeedinglv unnund to impose a dut>onea
or breadeotufs, ot ay naturl profuetasthat were nov frec. y i had
been the object to devise a Taif that would set one Province against
another, that would create and perpetuate sectional jealousies and
antipathies,.the Government had certaiuly sueceded. Breadatufa were
to b. taxed lu order to plese the Province of Ontario, but ho believed
it vas great injustice to the agrieultnrists of Ontaria to suppose that
tbey were prepared to aecept uch a Tarif or that it would be a proteo-
tion to them. The market where their surplus produce was disposed of
5xsd the price of the whole, and the duty could not be any positive ad-
vantage so far as the price of breadstufs was concerned. Thon the duty
vould be a grest obruction to trade throughout the country, which
uhould, according toilhe true principles of commerce, bo left as unre-
stricted as possible. Not only would the Tarifibo worthilesu to Onatrio,
but it would be most bu thensome to other sections-to the fi:bermen
and the great musse of the people o Nova Sotia and New Brunswick,
as well as Quebee; for it was a well known tact that a large quantity of
breadstufs was yearly taken into the latter Province from ihe United
States. Then, as a part of this great 'National Polioy' a duty was

imposed ou foreign coal as a means of prooitiating the people of Nova
8eotia. New Brunswick, Nova Seotia and Quebec were taxed to satisfy
Ontario-Quebec, Ontario and New Brunswick were taxed to please a
minority in Nova Scotia. Nothing could be more calenlated to creat,
dissension and disturb the harmonious working of Confederation than
this legislation. ' * •He believed that a protective duty was unjust
and could not be supported on true principles. * * •lWas the House
ready to subsidise every little enterprisoe that might be established iu
this country without reference to the masses of the people ? The whole
amount of capital invested lu the salt inteest in Goderich could not
exceed $100,000; and if it was the wish of the Government to encourage
that interest artfially, it was botter to give it a direct subsidy than to
increase the cost of the article by a tax on the consumers. The same
argument would appiy to the coal of Nova Scotia. if it was the inten-
tion to encourage monopolists at the expense of the people, then let it
be doue diretly out of the Consolidated Fund, and we would soon knowviat Il cosl."

Well, we find that Senator Macpherson has changed his
views and is now a member of a Government who seem to
think that no policy is so snitable to this country as the
high protective policy inaugurated a few years ago. What
1 am about to read now is the opinion of another gentle.
man who now happens to be a member of the Govern.
ment. It wili be remembered that when my hon. friend
from South Huron made his Budget speech in 1875, he
announced that it was the policy of the Government at
that time to raise the tarif f rom 15 per cent, to 17 per
cent.; and after my hon. friend had concluded his speech,
the hon. Minister of Railways, then in opposition, imme-
diately arose, and delivered a speech in which he made
this observation :

"I fbar that the hon inister s seeking to introduce the thin edge of
the protection wedge, whichwili eventually work rin and desolation
to the liaritime Provines. Let the ion. Kfnistr look at the neighbor-
ing .fflbf4 sud h owald Lad that the pliey of that eountry had
vftý Irr othe mss and given to othen the carryingtrade of

lhe v< (Wr.0Cartwright) av$we have a sarplus of halfamillion.
IstheGovernmentbive no toigb have a surpus. If they have a
soa-pusnlh.boud endeavour b i rd of itsd the bsitva iy to do

utirsu dby us and by I" overament of Great Britain, b>'
lighsning ltetaxes on the poople."
If tht was the opinion Of Sir Charles Tupper at that
time, he has ertainly changed bis views on the trade
q<uestio st4e . kother hon. ge eman who esems to be
very much in favor of this protective poliey, and who spoke
th4 nigbtbefore issd, thebon. men.er kr Caridweli (Mr.
Whte) formerly held different vies; and although my
hon. friftd from Bith Brát (1&. 'atso ) tîefbrred to it,
I aay just repatwhatheMaid.

s
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to manufaeturers. There in the oout et transport of good f*ot ibt e.w
side of the water, whiob amounts, on au average, to at leesl ifa
eet., 80 that there is nowva protection equal te twenty pert cent.
ought o be aufielent for any lndustry suiete the country and es-to
others it would be unwise te attempt to sustain them by fiscal propu."

So, it seemu that Mr. Whtte, who is supporting the Gover-
ment in their fical policy, ias somewhat changed his views
on that question. Then, another hon, gentleman who
was closely allied to the Government, the ex-High
Commissioner, since the introduction of this protective
policy, and has stood as a sort of godfather to it. He
made speeches on the other side of the water to show that a
protective policy was suited to the Dominion of Canada;
that, in fact, the great object of a protective licy was to
reduce the importations from the United tates and to
increase the importations from England; and that, there-
fore, it was a policy that England, at all events, had no
reason to find fault with. Wall, I happen to have an etract
from a speech delivered by that hon. gentieman in the
Montreal Chamber of Commerce a short time before he vas
appointed High Commissioner, in which he said:

" I do net believe it la possible to develoee manufactures on an1v large
sale by bigh duties. Onr markdt l too limited, we have ouy four
millions of people teo suppla, nd it muet be perfctly loar that tih
result of high dutes would be to croate an artifdolal lndustry, Wieh
does not rest on its ov intrinsic merits. It ls teo beobservid that ro-
teetion, high duties oenhance th castu f every other article as veli as
that in which a pari nlar manufacturer may b.interested. It retsofs
it mûre expensive for every manafacturer to manufaoture bis goods. If
everything the boot and stoe m ker uso is protected by high dutios, it
is evident that his giood must be dearer. The result would, conse..
quently, be that the exportation of our sarplus gaods to foreigu soun.
tries would becoma absolutely impossible. We cannot have an expert
trade if our gooda are artifically made dear in tbis country. We btqe
lu the United States a most complote example of that."
Now, Sir, having shown that hon. gentlemen opposite
have somewhat changed their views in regard to the pro.
tective policy, I desire to show that the Province of Nova
Scotia was led t believe that the taxation would not be
increased. Certain speeches were made in 1878, and before
that time, which led the country to suppose that there was
no intention, on the part of hon. gentlemen opposite, t9
impose Increased taxation on the country, but that their
object was to readjust the Tariff without increasing the
taxation. The hon. Minister of Finapce, in a speech
delivered in St. John, N.B., made use of this language :

"I am now going te touch upon a delioate question, and I s well
avare that iwin be held responsible la Parliament for auy expreiolon
et opinion that i1may now give. If I had been l Parliament I would
not have voted for increaing the duty on the non-enamorated articles
from 15 per cent. to 17J. The Goverument supporters havebeau sproad-
ing the report aIl through the Dominion that the policr of Sir John A.
Macdonald and his follovers la te increase the taxe or tho euntry. It
bas been stated that Sir John even named the rate to which he proposai
to increase the tarif at 35 per cent. No suo Ide& entered Ino is head,
or any of hi followers. The tariff Ioisalays governed by the noosslties
of the country. It requires about Ssob0,OO yeauly from Oustmos
duties and S5,000.000 fro Excise te carry on the ordinary publiesrvie
eftthe country. Hov bost and motailjdsionsiy te 1ev>' tis 110 equfe-
tien for theGovernmen ofulhe dal le consider. 1 do eot tainkthi
amount is equitably levied at presen , and, therefore, I ar u favor of
a readjatment of the tarif whii will rende the tax equitable to al
classes of the people throughout the Dominion. But this wor r«4djue-
ment does net suit our opponent. If you support the Oppoition, liey
say, yon will vote for ineresed taxation. Tia cry that 11 nov0Wlsew
about inereased taxation reminde me of au incident which occurred dur-
ing the Coufderation campaigu. A gentleman who was o p.sed to
Confederation vent Into a house durig his eanvasu sd pattg a due
boy on thl headsaid: 'You do not wlah t boy to go tofightti baties
ofaada?' That oettled tb maser. W. vant no inet taation,
but we do want the taas properly lted

"Re would now come to e ques on of taxation, whiehwa va u a-
va-tnt ne in tihe rosent electl"ifu a supporter of is vas met - 'a
dou finentmaev u told tat th. Oppestion propsedae a

on deur, eool s ke, and inuseing taxation gral.;b22 .
Borpemade the u assertin that ho (tie a wer>vas lu favour cra
rc.iprecal tarif vith th. United States, Ut. Bnrpe alatofi viat ho b.d
n, t te a ai h.d (tiesa a ertase sy.ateuante
th. kiud. Ba the Gov whih h le is a siember bsia ia er
dung the s heve ho hwas esstisfied the a empeaditure

t veA ha"ebeau theo dsrtofied hGoatrme4 be gad-
1 isal tmtn to eare uor*ahd viaIro4acUios qMldbe uide W.
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the ex nditure, ad had the ren: Government acted on this prin- is, they could not have done it more effectually thanolple,they 'woud have o nen arryirig ont their declared policy te aei hi rsn rd oiy tmyb adtaw lein Opposition but they took no uuch course, and abandoned they have in their present trade policy. It rmay be sid that
another plank in their platform. In fact, instead of decreasing, they the coal interest of Nova Scotia has been protected to
largely ineressed the expenditure, for whicb they are justly censurable." some extent. 1 admit that, but I am prepared to show that
That was taken from the speech delivered by the hon. if the coal interest has been protected by a duty on
Finance Minister in St. John, N.B., in 1878. Now, in 1878 American coai, that duty has tended more to prevent
the hon. Minister of Railways made a speech in this English coal going to Montreal than to keep out American
House, and a portion of that speech was published in Nova coal. The effect of the increased duty has been te keep out
Sootia. It was printed in capital Jettera in the organ of the English coal; and Nova Scotia coal, therefore,las come ito
Dominion Government, the Halifax ferald, and sent broad. competition with the English inistead of the American coaL
cat over the country to show there was no intention on I think I will be able to convince the Houso that the Nova
the part of the thon Opposition, if they came into power, Scotia coal interest has not derived verygreat advantage from
of increasing the taxation of the country. He said: the protective policy. I hold a copy of a letter written by a

gentleman who is very well known in Nova Scotia as an
I trust I have atiafied the House that it js net a question of high or authority on coal matter, and w ho at one time was appointedlow taxation any further than this, that inasmuch a we goi'ernied th b. athoet onal master, an o to. tue twas aointedecountry with a small taxation, and inasmuch as we are preparedit by'the coal owners there to cone to Ottawa to nterview

govern the country again withont those extravagant expenditures made the Government in connection with the duty on coal. I
b the present Government since they have been entrusted with power; refer to Mr. J. R. Lithrow, well known all over Nova Scotia,a 1 we ask is not that the taxation of the people shall be increased . .
beesuse we do not requiTe se much money as the hou gentleman oppo- as being largely interested in ceal mines. This is a
site, as we have shown by our eoonomy in the past, and which we are letter which was addressed to the North Sydney Berald.
prepared to practice in the future." After attempting to show that the 50 cents per ton duty on
I think that I have shown plainly that the utterances of the coal wis by no means a protective tariff, after showing that
hon, gentlemen opposite in 1865, 1866 and 1878 were calcu. the coal owners would be worse off under a 50 cents duty
lated, at all events, to deceive the people of the Maritime with our protective policy than under the old trade policy
Provinces, if the people of the Upper Provinces were not with no duty at ail, he proceeds to say:
deceived. I may be told, but you have had an election " Bit again, along with a moderate revenue duty on coal and coke
since and Nova Scotia bas returned a majority of supporters have come greatly inereased duties on colliery plant and materials. For
of the Government. Well my answer to that, is that, in example, wire rope-free for ships-for mines, 25 per cent.; iron which
the. irst xace, the ople of Nova Scoti did not believe, formerly paid 5 per cent. pays 171 per cent.; catings cf al kins. 171pper cent., now pay 25 per cent; rails formerly free, now pay 15 p irthey couli not be made to believe, wo were going to have cent.; engines, toilers, steam pumps, car wheeis and axles, and leather
an election ut all, until the House was prorogued, and the bel ing and hos3, formerly paying 171 per cent., now pay 25 per cent. ;
Government, even in the speech proroguing Parliamen t boits, washers and rivet-, farmerly liî now pay 30 per cent.; nuts pay

1 cent per pound and 10 per ce t.; horse-sboe nails and hardwaîu
made a statement that was calculated to deceive the country. generally. formeriy 17J per cent., now pay 30 per cent.; fire brick
They said that they had information that millions of dollars nitherto free, now pays 20 p3r cent.; minera powder formerly paid 17j
were already on the other side of tic ine, or in forein per cent., now pays 3 cents per lb., equal te 30 per cent.; dynamite and
wer tlead ton th epde ie o inio in .reign other blasting material pay 5 cent per lb. and 20 per cent ; they formerlyountries to be expended in the Domimon in the erection of paid 17J per cent.; ladia rubber and packing for engines, etc., row pay
fautories, but that these people did not feel disposed to 7. per cent more than before; picks, shovels, ri idlep, screws, lamp-,
invest their capitl ntil this question was settled for olive, linseed, lard and other oils, aiso paints, py from 21 te i* peranes their yar,1 an thefoo qusthon r etdilved fircent. more than formrly; screws pay 35 per cent. just double the oldanother fIve years, and therefore the Government dissolved duty. [n short, anyone aequainted with tbe wants of a colliery lu Nova
the Houae a year before the regular term expired. The Scotia vill tell you that the new Tarif about doubles the duties payable
people were taken by surprise. It happened to be a time under the old Tarif, and that the duty now imposed on collierr plant

, and supplies, average more than the duty levied on coal and coke. Ifwhen business was in a healthy state, every bodya atten- the House of Gommons aud denate now in Session coulrivisit the Pictot
tion seemed to be turned to making money, and it was and Cape Breton collieritsland see the deep pits ont of wbich the coal i
very difficult to get them to leave their business and turn raised and rivera of water pumped day and night; the great enginez,
their attentn .pumps hoisting apparatuw, railroads and coal waggons, e tc., etc. underth at tention t olitis. Therofore, I do not believe and abova ground in a well equippedi collierr, they would not be sur-
that the test than ta n of public opinion was a fair test at prised, at no money being maas out of $1.50 per ton ot screened coal,
aIl. I may be told, but there have been two elections in considering the royalty payable te the Province and the fron 17J to 35
Nova Sootia since.. There are however reasons why those per cent. duties levied on te nuimerous articles continuai use. air,
elections resulted in favor of the Government which it when1îhîuk cf how the National Polio-
le mot necessary now for me to mention. They are well This is a strong supporter of the Government ; he bas
known in the Maritime Provinces. The hon. member been, and is at the present day. He says :
for Halifax knows why these elections resulted in ISir, vhen I think cf hoy lb. National Pole> fropeaed tefeter our
the return of gentlemen supporting the Govern- mining intereas, of h>v Mr. Tille> proposed to Imose sue dutiea as
ernment, I am justified in saying, therefore, that in the wouad o home for str the me mare, sotten thl =a
present state of thinga, Nova Scotia las good cause to com- feelings lest the Puilbtnes viii rejol..
plain that the people are taxed to this extent. The amount Mr. TUPRER (Pictou). May I sk wht the date of that
of taxation is not known to the people, and fortunately for lettor le?
them it is not. I may be told, as I was told last year, that
I au trying to make out Nova Scotia to be the poorhouse Mr. VAIL. I wil give you the date in a few minutes.
of the Dominion. Not so; Nova Scotia, considering her "ifMy conviction is the Cape Breton collieries ar mueh verse off
area, population, and resources, is equal to any Province of nder the new, than they vere under the old Tarif. They catuot nov
the Dominion in wealth and enterprise. Her industries are get an>' more for their ceai; theyeaunot nov put their ceaI iute Ontario
no varied that it is impossible for this or any other Govern. sud th ae no t psy ab t e asayh duty a ore pr.
ment to tax her to such an extent that the people within one year under the new Tarif, thanail the Uap. Breton collierios
will mot be still in a moderately prosperous sta'.e, because wil udertn yeara, aye, orfif>years prutecion the newTariaf rdi
if one industry fails we bave another to fall back upon, them
and I therefore look upon Nova Scotia as one of the Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Do you waut the duty
safest Provinces in which a man can invest his capital taken Off?
and enter inte business. Bat, I say, if the present Mr. VAL. Y.a, off inported
Government lad put their bonds together in order te
devis. the most effotive means by which they could

oretriet the trade of a Province situeted as Tova ScotiÎ Mr. VAIL ot off oiL
Xr. VAIL.
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Mr. MACKENZIE. He says he would be botter without it
Mr. VAIL. The letter goes on:
" The Tarif and reciproeity disheartens coal owners, an t that those

who have aiything to invest cannot be expected to sacrifice their meanu
in prearations for a irade, which in a year or two may be non eat. I
know how a permanent coai trade between Ontario and Cape Breton
could be eutablished, but I will not add more to this already too long
letter.

That is dated Halifax, April Nlth, 1879-affer the
protective policy was introduced-and it was printed in the
Halifax Berald. It was said that the great object of the
protective policy was to assist our struggling industries.
Well, I cannot see, for my own part, that the struggling
industries have been belped in the slightest degree. It is
trne that the protective policy bas led to increased
manufacturs in some parts, and there are more running
now than in 1878, but I think, when we find that the cotton
stocks, for instance - and that industry has been more
benefited than any other industry by this policy-
are worth now about 60 per cent. of the par
value; and they were, even under the old trade
policy of the Government of the member for East York,
worth from 80 to par, that it will be easily seen
that the cotton industry bas not been very much
benefited. While on that question, I would rater to a
remark made by the member for Cardwell in regard to the
prices for cotton. I think it was unfair on the part of that
hon. gentleman to compare the prices in the United States
with the prices in the Dominion last year. Everyone knows
that lat year there was a surplus quantity of cot-
ton lying in the manufactories in this country, and
that in the Maritime Provinces the agents were
offering to soel cotton goods, delivered last autumn, and
consider them as being delivered in the spring of this year,
in order to get them off their bands. It will thus
be seen that the over.production and the quantity
they had on hand made a competition which reduced the
value of cotton very much lower than it had been, and it
was therefore an unfair thing to take the price last year
and compare it with the price in the United States. I
say the cotton industry was the only industry that culd be
benefited to any extent by this protective policy, and I have
shown you the cifects of it. It may be said ihat
wo have in tho city of Hlalifax a sugar refinery or two,
and a cotton industry, which werc started there a little while
ago. But, Sir, when I tell the H ouse thtt the sugar refinery
has been in operation for three years, and the stock of the
Catton factory and the sugar refinery is owned by the people
of ilalifax, who have been subjected to 830,000 a year loss
of interest for three ycars, in order to have those two
manufactories running there, they will agree with me Ihat
they have not been much advantage to the stockholders.

Mr. TUPPER. How about monopoly?

Mr. VAIL. There is not much monopoly about that.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). What becomes of the sugar
nabobs?

Mr. VAIL. I will tell you where a monopoly comes in.
The matter was bu ought to my mind the other night by a
remark of the hon. member for Cardwell, when he talked
about making the Domin ion a slaughter market for the
United States. I contend that, in many instances, the
Province of Nova Scotia is made the slaughter market for
the Upper Provinces, and my hon. friend, the member for
Halifax (Ur. Stairs) knows this; and I do not think he will
contradict me, that it is the rule of one of the manufacturere
of Montreal, who manufactures manilla cordage, to give
instructions to hie agents that they are to soeil his cordage
in Halifax a quarter per ceat. below whatfr. Stairs can soil
his cordage for. That is where theumacoply caues in.

Some hon. MEIBERS. Hear, hemr.
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Mr'. VAIL. What je the. cheering about, I should liketo

know ? I suppose-the gentlemen will tell me that the p.o-
ple get their cordage cheaper?

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.
Mr. VAIL. But they say that people are not boneted

by that, but by the high price and a high Tarif; and that,
because they have certain manufactures in the country,
and they are taxed for it, it is really a benefit to tbem. It
bas been a benefit in this way, to the people of Nova Scotia:
The Government increased the duty on cordage last year, and
therefore the people have had the price of cordage increased by
th is protective policy beyond what it was a few years ago.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reoess.

Mr. VAIL. When you left the Chair, Mr. Speaker, I
was pointing out that while the policy of the Government
was calculated to increase the price of goods consumed, it in
not much advantage after all to the smaller manufacturers
in the Maritime Provinces, inasmuch as the older Provinces,
with a larger market, could undersell them by a small per-
centage in certain manufactured goods, and I nstanced the
article of cordage amongst othere. It will be rememberid
that last year the Government increased theduty on cordage
from 15 to, I think, 20 per cent. and of course that was
done in the interests of the manufacturers. This year that
seems to have been further increased by instructions from
the Department of Customs. I have here a copy of an order
that was issued on the 1st of Fobruary, 1884, and I suppose
it is pretty much a copy of the instructions that have ben
issued from time to time to the collectors in the mer.
oral Provinces. They have put Manilla rope, when im-
ported from the United States, at from 15 to 15J and 16
cents per lb.; while it is very well known that manilla
rope can be purchased, and has been purchased, recently in
the United States, at 10 cents. I have in my possession a
letter written by a gentleman in Halifax the other day, in
which ho complains of this matter, and he asked me to se.
the Minister of Customs on the subject. He complains
that when ho makes a purchase of cordage jn the United
States at l0 cents per lb., he is required to enter it in
the Custom Bouse ut Halifax at 15k and 16 cents, which
was about 5 cents higher than the actual cost. So that,
in the first place, the Government incrcased the duty on
cordage, and now they oblige the importera of that article
to enter it at 50 per cent. more than its real cost, and
that of course enablos the manufacturers to put their pricesup
and take an additional anmount of money out of tho consumer.
It is quite truc that the Montreal people have been selllog
at a small percentage under theprice of tho manufacturers at
Halifax; but after all, when you take into consideration the
incrcased duty, and the increased duty on accoaunt of the lu-
creased price that the importer is obliged to enter it at, the
consumer bas to pay a very high price. I wish now
to paso on to another subject. 1 was referring to the
coal industry and some other industries in Nova Seotia.
I know that wben some hon. gentlemen opposite come to
reply to me they will say; " Oh, well, if the people of
Nova Sceotia, cspecially the fishermen, have been obliged
pay an increased price for their goods, they have received
an offset in the way of the bounty paid to the fisher.
me.n." Well, Mr. Speaker, I do not consider that they
ought to be under any obligations to tho (overnment
for having granted 8 15,000 to the fishermen of the Do-
minion, when in reality the Governme nt was in duty bound
to give them the intereston the wholeamount of theFishery
Award, which would be about $240,000 or ?b10,000; eo that
they are really getting $100,000 less than they are entitled
to. I consider that the interest of the Fishery Award really
belongo to the shermen of the Dominion. Now -Sir, if th4
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fishermen did derive some little advantage froam that bounty,
wlhen I come to tell the House that last year the people of
Nova Scotia paid a duty on breadstuff- and that is largely
paid by the fishermen of the Province--of no less than 871,000,
it wili be evident that the advantage derived from the
bounty ie very much lessened by this tax. This duty on
breadstufs ie largely paid on cern meal, and I think the
amount paid on corn and corn meal is $10,000, which is
largelypaid by the fishermen. ltherefore, I sayl do not think
the fahemanneed be ander any obligation to the Government
for the small amount of their own money that they have
reeeived back in the way of a bounty. Now, Mr. Speaker,
I dsire to say a few words in reference to the position of
the Provinces as compared with what it was when they
entered the' Union. In the firet place, I believe it will be
admitted by all who are acquainted with the conditions of
Union, that when the Lower Provinces entered Confeder-
ation they did so on the understanding that the Tariff would
be 15 per cent.-probably not any higher; and the amount
of money that they were to be paid ont of the public funds
annually after Confoderation, and to be used for Provincial
purposes, was based upon that 15 per cent. tarif, and
ech Piovince was allowed 80 cent@ per head on the
population. Now, if that be correct-and I hold that it
3s, e use iiwonld be unreasonable to suppose that the
smaller Provinces would have been willing to cast
in their lot with the larger Provinces bad they imagined
that they were to give up everything, including the
right to tax the people to any sum the Dominion
thought proper, for there is no other means of raising a
revenue left the Provinces but the right to impose direct
taxation. The Lower Provinces have no revenue fron
licenies to sell liquor or from any other licenses, as the
Upper Provinces have; they have no other means in the
vwrld of increasing their revenue except by direct taxation.
Therefore, they were called upon to give up a great deal,
and it is reasonable to suppose that if they had been under
the impression that tbey would be called upon to pay a
higher duty than 15 per cent., they would not have been
willing to enter Confederation. Now, Sir, the Government
have gone on increasing the duty from 15 per cent. to 35,
40, and, in some cases, te 60 per cent. Now, it would appear
that the smaller Provinces, *hich are in very straightened1
difficulties at the present time, have a fair claim upon
the Dominion for an increased subsidy, somewhat in
comparison with the increase in the Tarif. I mention
this because I see some of the Provinces are intending
to ask the Government for better terms, and I hope the
Government will take this matter into con-ideratiou und
give them what they aro fairly entitled te. They do not
ask anything to which they are net fairly entitled, or
to which any other Pruvince would not be fairly en-
titled under the same circumstances; but at the same
time, the Government wiIl agree with me that the amaller
Provinces are entitled to something in the shape of additional
subsidy as compensation for the increased amount taken
from them by the inerease in the Tarif. Before you left
the Chair, Mr. Speaker, I referred to what had been said
from time to time in Nova Scotia, and to some exteut in
New Brunswick, in regard to the increase in the Tariff, and
I am sure there is one hon. gentleman in the Cabinet who
will fully agree with me and will endorse what Ihave said-I
refer to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries. Perhape no
hon. member in thia House is in a better position to point out
what the great increase in taxation to Nova Seotia is at thé
prebent tine, and there was no man prier to Confederation
who more eloquently or more loudly pointed ont the great
risk whieh Nova Scotia was running in entering the Con.
fedration than that hon, gentleman who is now a mem-
br of the Governmoent. He inted ont to -the Bouse of
Âu.mbly at that time sad to e thon leader of thUe ovru-

ment, Sir Charles Tupper, tiat Confedorson nant i-
creased taxation, and it was folly for hirn to inti-
mate that their taxes would not be largely increased,
that it must be necessarily so, and he warned the peo-
p le against taking that step. The present rist.r of
Railways, in replying to the hon. gentleman aaid that this
cry was raised only to frighten tho House of Assembly and
the people and iDduce them to reject the Union Reso-
lutions. If the hon. gentleman will turn back inhis memory
to those speeches delivered in the Nova Scotia Raone of As-
sembly, he must concur in the opinions which Ihavesetforth.
I now pass on to another question, and wiR consider the posi-
tion of that industry. The object of the protective policy was
stated to be, at the time it was inangurated, to encourage
the struggling industries of this country. I think I have
shown that, with the exception of the cotton industry, itlas
not been of much benet te any other industry. Thora is a
very important industry that I think has been neglectd,
and it je one which bas suffered more than any other from
the introduction of the protective policy-I refer te the
lumber industry. I was myself not aware of the magnituie
of this business until my attention was called Io it a short
time ago and some figures given to me, whieh I looked over
very carefully revised and extended, to show the position
which this industry occupied in comparison with other
industries in the Dominion. The follomng comparative
statement will show the exaction of the Tari, as bring
on the lumbering interests of the Dominion, for the years
1878 and 1883, respectively ý-

Articles.
Steam enines and boilers,
machin erj aadwater
wheels, mil saws andf
files, machinery oil.........

Steel, for shoeing sleds and
hfor and-?pikes and

Chains..... ..............
Harnews and boots...........
Hay .................................
woollen clothing......

1878. M88a.

17Jper et. 25 per et.

Free.
Free.

17J per et.
10 per et.
17J per et.

Duck, for jumpers and
overalls ........................ 17J per et.

Pork and beef.......... ......
Oats ................
Cornmeal............. .........
Wheat flour . -. ...
Bes............... ....
Butter............... ...........
Lard......... ......... .......
Axes...... -.............

le. per lb.
4N.

"
"

4e. par l.
1. per b.

iii per et.

$5 per ton.
5 per et.
25 per et.
20 par et.
10e d à 25c. p. ad

2e. p. yd. à 15c. p. ed
le. per ».
10e. per bus.
40e. per bbl.
bOc. per bbl.
15e. par bus.
4c. per 1I.
2e. per lb.
30 per et.

It will thu. be seen that our present Customs Tariff, with
the exception o tea and molasses, bears very heavily on
the lnmbering industry, while we admit woods of foreign
uountries free of duty into Canada, in competition with those
of our forest. The groes value of the forest for the year
ending April 4th, 1881, was 838,511,752.00. This amount
was credited among the various Provinces as follows .-

Onti'rio........ ..................... $16,601,175.00
Quebec ......... .......... ................... ..... 10,542t49.00
New Brunswick.. . --.................. 6,&aasa
Nova eotia................ ......... 3,c94,1LO0
stanitebs .... ..........................- 8M Ir13.O
1'reinee Edward Island........................... 0,158.O0
Trriirns ........... ................ 25aism0

The valu of the product of this industry, for 1881, ie there-
fore equal te about $9 for every inhabitant of the Dominion,
the population by last Cousus being 4,344#bi. The follow-
ing statement will show the number of aw mie engaged in
udfenrig i 6. warica froainoes tf the Dominion

and the ianmamwfisad .mloy.d e--
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Iauber
3mL

Quebec.. .. 2'' 2,281
Kay Lrunwick............ 478
1Okoa ta .-. 37WSIfobaB.oi............... ,90

PrIme a rd6ifT . 165
4tish Oolania....... 27

Territoriea. . 3

87r
85

114

10
5

aff07

.'''

...

-.. ..

men
Em'ýecI.

8,010
13,312

7,494
4,435

583
489
404

44

It will thus be seen, by the fbregoIg statement, that 44,740
persons were d'rectly emplged, je 1881, the mille manu-
facturing the produce of the fbrest. This does not include
the humbermen i the woud, nor the log drivers on tho
rivers and streams. If they were added, it will be found that
the numuber of hands directly employed in tI lumbering
industry is not much short of 80,000 or 90,000, and if we
take the number of persons in each household, as shown by
the Oensus returns to be five, the lumbering industry
in 188L was giving a livelihood to about 400,000 of our
population. The amount of capital invested in this industry
was estimated at $25,059,680, divided among the several
Provinces, as follows:-

ProvinceS.
Ontario.......... ... . .............
Quebec...........................,
New Brunswick.............................
Nova Scotia...... ....... .... ..................
Manitoba.......................... .....................
British Columbia.................................
Prince Edward Island.................
Territories... .. ... ........ ....... ......

Capital.
$11,397,889

7,673,603
3,058,436
1,704,133

609,350
344,350
207,919

64,000

$28559,680

The following statement gives the total value of the expDort
of the produce of the forest, for the year ending June
1833:-

Ontario...............$ 9,280,238
Qebe............ ................ 8,015,485
New Brunswick ........................ 41724,422
Nova Seota.......... ............ 1,5,041
Bnitilh Columnba ... .............. 83,571
Prinoe Edward Island ..... ... . . ......... 320,098

$23,990,155

When it is considered that the sum total of capital invested,
in 1881, in ail of the industrial establishments in the country,
was $165,302,622, and of this sum the lumbering interests
contributed $25,059,680, and that its produce exported in
1883 reached 25 per cent. of the Eum total of all Canadian
producta exported to foreign countries, we may conclude
that the lumbering industry is one of the most important
industries in the Dominion, and is entitled to some consider.
ation in framing a Tarif. Now, that we may fully uider-
stand what thisprotective policy is costing the Dominion, I
bave taken a few figures from the Trade and Navigation,
which wißi show the amount colected in 1883 as compared
with the mm celleeted in 178, under our old Tarif.
The importa into the Dominion, entered for home consump.
tion, in 1878, under the eld Tarif, amounted to $91,199,577 ;
and the importations nder that head in 1881, strange to
say, amouted to 391,611,604, or very nearly the same
amount as in 1878. Now, the duty collected in 1878, under
the old Tarif, was 812,795,693. ln 1881, the duty collected
was 818,600,766, or nearly 50 per cent. more than in 1878,
on the same quantity of gooda. Now, vill anybody
tel me that the taxation of the country was not increased
when we paid 50 per cent more thau we did in 1878
-when we paid f18A0Q)00 intaed of #2,00.
It would be au iumlt to the pepcl of this Houe and
to thepeople c the uentry, for aybody to tel them
that ther was noi ssue. The Miniater of Finance
told usthe otahr day, at the amomnt af th surplus had

b peu4 at det « mai tt ii. t, ad been
engpd jitea MWayM sdo *may %M *0 aessaniof
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borsewing Ïnoney in Great 8ritain. Now, It ,na je »
the surplus on Consolidated Fund, In 18&, 
$4,132,74ï ; in 188, it was 86,3î6,351 ; in 1$8I,
it was $7,064,492, making in those three yearø a surplus of
over seventeen and a half millions. Wili anybody tell me
that this surplus could be taken out of the people's pookets
and put into the Treasury of this country witbout incrouug
the taxation ? It is quite impossible; the taxation of the
people was increased to that extent exactly-no more, nu los.
If the Finance Minister could, insome way, have raised that
amount of money without taking it from the pockets ofithe
people, I would say that it was ail right enough; bt I do
not think that he or the Governmenti is entitled to a grfat
deal of credit for taking that large amount of mouey 4L eof
the people's pockets, in order that they wouldi xqt bp
obliged to go to England to borrow money to puy te cost
of the Canadian Pawific Railway. Now, it nqeer was
intended that the Canadian Pacifie Bailway should be built
withont the money being borrowed. It never was intended
that the money sbould be Laken out of the pockets of the
people, year by year, to pay the principal of the cost of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway. Why it woul be a monstroas
thing that this country should be called upon at tbe present
time to pay the principal. It is quite righit hut the ountry
should be taxed to pay the interebt, and what might be a fair
amount for sinking fand, to retire the capital amount within a
reasonable time. I say that the people of the present genera-
tion saould only be called on topay the interest and a fairpro-
portion of the principal, and that coming generations who
would be benefited by this experYit'rao sud by the Gan-
adian Pacific Railway, should puy the principal, when
they are called upon to do it. That is the proper
way; and it is no answer to the people at the preset
time, when they say that they are taxed to this extent, that
the Government want the money for the purpose of expend.
ing it on the Canadian Pacifie Railway. Now, Mr. Speaker,
as 1 said before, the objects of the protective policy were, it
was stated, to assist our struggling industriies, to put money
into the Treasury, and to reduce the importations fron the
United States. It has certainly put soine money into the
Treasury ; it has not been any great advantage to the strug.
gling industries of the country-at all ev.ents to the lumber-
ing industry and to a number of others; and it has not hud
the effect of incresing importations from Great Biitain, or
reducing the importations from the United Statoes.
The importations, from Great Britain, in 1880, 1:see by thea
returne, were $34,461,221; in 1883, they had incrased to
852,052,465, making a difference of 17,591,211. lU 1880,
the importations from the UnitedStates were 429,346,948; in
1883, the lat year for which we have returns, wo imported
from the United States $56,032,233, making a diferenoe of
82u,585,255, or a difference of nearly $9,000,QO iu the
increase of importations from the United States over the
ilcreas of importations from Great Britain. One word
with reference, to emigration. We were told the other day
that the returns which had been given from the United
States were unreliable. I do not know whether they are
reliable or not, so far as the Upper Provinces are concerned,
but I bolieve they are reliable with regard to Nova Scotia. By
the United States Trade and avigation Returns, I find that
the number of emigrants froin Ontario and Qaebec was 53,449).
Prom Nova Scotia, the number was 9,364. As I said before, I
believe these returns are correct ns regards Nova SCOtia, and
for this reason : All the people who go from Nova SCom
to the United States must go by steamer, and I know that
their systen is sucb, on board those steaers, that therC
cannot be much discrepancy between the nauber that
actualy go as given by the returns. As soon as an Amtriaa
steamer leaves the whalif, the clerk goes oand among the
passengers, taking down the naine, Ibhe age, the sex, the
pi". where they are from, the place to whioh they am
going, whetIr they are going to return, a whether l1q
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are going to remain in the United States. All these parti-
enlars are taken as to each passenger. I know this to be
the case, because I have seen it myself; and they are
very particular in every respect. On two or three
occasions, I have my self looked over their lista, to see,
for my own satisfaction, how they kept their returns
and whether we -could rely on them or not. I found
that their system was so perfect that there could
hardly be a mistake. I believe that the number that went
out of Nova Scotia, aocording to the returns for the year
ending on the 30th of June, 1883, was as nearly accurate as
possible; and, strange to say, the percentage that left the
Province to go to the United States is just about the same
as the percentage which is given in the American returns as
having left Ontario and Quebec. It appears tome, therefore,
that this in rather a proof that the statiement there given is
as nearly correct as possible. Now, Sir, I have spoken for
some time, and although I do not speak very often, I have
no doubt the House will be glad to hear me say that
I do nct intend to trespass on their time very much
longer. I was really in hopes that the hon. Finance
Minister would have been able to close his speech without
stating that hon. gentlemen on this side were only oo
glad to cry ont " bine ruin, and were notable to see daylight,
nothing but gloom and darkness everywhere." Well,
Sir, we are not disposed to take a gloomy view of things;
we hope to see the dawn of better times before a great
while. There is no reason why hon. gentlemen on this side
of the House, or the Liberal party of this country, should
decry the country or feel a desire to say that the country is
on the broad way to ruin. The leading men of bAth sides of
politice are, I think, as nearly balanced as possible. I
helieve, that taking them man for man, the Liberal party in
the Dominion of Canada hold just as much property, are
just as much interested in the country and desire the
prosperity of the country just as much, as the other party.
I do not think there can be any question about
that. There would-be no reason for our attempting to decry
the country, and I protest against that argument being used
on the other side of the House. I am only speaking for
myself, and, as I said in the early part of my speech, I desire
to sec cvery part ot-tlhis Dominion obtain justice, and the
Dominion at laige in acondition of prosperity. Having said
this much, I cannot close without pointing ont to hon. gentle-
men opposite that if we did make use of this opportunity
in order to show that the country is not in a prosperous atate,
hon. gentlemen on the other side should bu the last to com-
plain. Why, Sir, in 1877 and 1878, if there was a $5,000
failure in the country, if there was a prospect of a short
crop, if the shipping business was dull, if the coal trade was
not in a flourishing state, if people were going out of
the country, hon. gentlemen opposite took advantage
of the circumstance and proclaimed it from every plat-
form in the country. Their papers were instructed to
print these things in double-leaded type, and to scatter
them broadcast from one end of this country to the
other-for what purpose ? Merely that they might occupy
the treasury bencheas after getting the existing Govern-
ment out. I say, therefore, that they ought to be the
lat to complain, if we tell the Government what we feel it
our daty to tell them. It is a painful duty, but it is,
nevertheles, a duty devolving upon us. It is our duty
to point ont te them where we think they have erred and
pursued a miataken policy, in order to induce them, if
possible, to inaugurate a different system of taxation, and
one that will do justice to individual Provinces as well as
the Dominion at large. Now, Mr. Speaker, I do not intend
to weary the House any longer, and I conclude with îaying
now that we find we are face to face with the same
diMoulties that confronted us in 1878. When the wheat
crP has been at least a partial faiture, when the
hip$g buines i so dull that steaumahip c9m-
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panies are hauling up their ships, when the lumber
trade is in a worse condition, in my opinion, than it
was in 1878, when bank stocks are depreciated in value,
when cotton and sugar stocks are not worth more than 60
per cent. of thoir par vaine, when the West India trade is
exceedingly dall, when people are going out of the country
by thousande, al of which is largeiy due to the trade policy
of the Government, coupled with their extravagant expendi-
ture, we are told by hon, gentlemen opposite that we must
speak with bated breath for fear that we shall be heard
outside of this House. Why, Sir, hon. gentlemen opposite
told the people, in 1877 and 1878, if they succeeded to
power they would not only keep the people in the country
who were alrendy bere, but would bring back those who bad
left for want of employment. They told the people they
would not only make the country prosperous, but they would
ensure its continuance. I say they have not done so; and I
tell them that the protective policy bas been a failure in
everything except in taking money out of the peoples'
pockets, to build railways, which every person was led to
suppose would be built with borrowed money.

Mr. STAIRS. Mr. Speaker, boing a little interestcd in
sone of the remarks of my hon. friend from Digby, who bas
just sat down, I will, if the House wilt bear with me, take
up a few moments in reply. He commenced his remarks
this afternoon by enunciating a very good sentiment indeed.
It was, that he desired to sce ail parts of this Dominion in a
happy and prosperous condition. I am sure there is no
member in this House who will nct agroo with him in that
desire; and I think I may say that a very large majority of
.ho people of this Dominion, being of tbat opinion, sent the
present Government to power in 1878 and conzinued thoni
in power in 1882. lu my criticisms of what the hon. gentle.
man has enunciated, I may be a little disjointed, for I
have not taken my notes very closely; but I must refer to
a few things in his speech that need to be answered. He
accused the hon. Finance Minister of saying that, under no
circumstances, would the taxation be increased beyond 15
par cent. That, I presume, was prior to 1867. I would liko
to ask, Sir, who, in the first place, is to blame for the tax.
ation baving been incroased beyond 15 per cent. I would
like to ask if the rate of 15 per cent. was n->t continuel
down to 1873 or 1874. I would like to ask if, besiles, it ii
not true that during that time the duties were taken off tea
and c.ffee and if there was not remitted lhek to the people
of Canada a very large portion of the taxation they were
paying in 1867. And I would like to ask who is to blame,
in the firat instance, for the change in the rate of taxation?
The Government of which the hon. gentleman was a mem.
ber. Did they not, during the time they were in power,
increase the ordinary taxation of the Dominion from 15
to 171 ? Did not they put back the taxes upon tea and
coffee, thereby taking from the people a large proportion
of the money which had been remitted te thcm by the
Government of the right hon. gentleman. The hon. gen-
tleman says the people of Nova Scotia are a sea-faring
people, and that they eau find no market in Canada for
their productions at all. I deny that statement altogether.
Though they are, to a large extent, a sea-faring people, the
bon. gentleman forgot to mention that Nova Scotia
bas a large manufacturing and mining population, as
well, who are benefited to a great exLent, as I
shall show a little later, by the National Policy.
The hon, gentleman was very wrong in belitting
the agricultural population of Nova Scotia. Every one
acquainted with census statistics knows that the agricultural
population of every community, even of those that are
generally acoounted to be principally manufacturing ones,
form a y large proportion of the whole population; and
have Sot t agricultual population of Nova 8cotia been
bonlttsdte a very larg xteut by lie i eased market
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afforded them in the Province itself, through the increased
mining and manufacturing operations carried on there. I
not this the principle way in which an agricultural popula
tion is benefitted by a protective policy? Does any one
suppose the agricultural population of the United States
would at present go back on the protective policy which
has been in force there for yearse? le it not evident that,
advantageous as it may be to have a market abroad, it is
still botter, in every respect, to have a market a t home, so
that the farmers may be able to sell to advantage at their own
doors farm products which cannot properly be exported at
all ? Until the last lew years, it was impossible to export
cattie from the United States to England and the Continent,
and is it not impossible to export many large classes of agri.
cultural products because tbey wnuld b. damaged by being
kept so long a time in transit. The hon. gentleman's state-
ment is not true, that the people of Nova Seotia ergaged in
manufacturing and mining have no market in Canada ?
They have a veryconiiderable and icrcasing market in the
.lpper Provinces of the Dominion for everything they have
to sell, and the people of Nova Scotia will agree with me
when I sav that this market will continue to increuse. The
hon. gentleman made a very curicus remark when he said
Blue Books were very deceiving and were no guide as to
tho taxation the protective policy bas brought upon our
Province. I was rather surprised at this, because ho re.
ferred to those very Blue Books for the figures ho presented
to this fouse, to show that the state of Nova Seotin, at
the present time, was very bad indeed. I am sorry to
say that I could not take down his figures very closely, but
the principal thing, as far as Icould judge. that he said, was
that the present importations of Nova Scotia, the amount
that is really used by that Province, exceeds $ 16,000,000, on
wbich a revenue of $4,000,000 would be collected instead of
81,800,000 as shown by the Trade Returns. I think the
figures given in the Blue Books are not so deceiving, by any
means, as those the hon. gentleman gave us. There is no
doubt that bis statements are fallacious, mere assertion,
gess work in every respect. In showing the measure o
taxation, as he attempted to show it, h. made no allowance
at all for the amount of 83,000,000 imported yearly, of free
goods, into Nova Scotia and the amount of duties that are
paid in Nova Scotia for Ibe other Provinces. In answor to
hie statement that the taxation of Nova Scolia now amonnts
to $4,040,000, and his implication, therefore, that Nova
Seotia is paying a very large proportion indeed towards the
revenues of the Dominion, a much greater one than it
receives in return, I have only to refer him to the words of
the leader of the Opposition, which I will read to the House
very briefly. During the Session of 1880, the hen, leader
of the Opposition said:

"I have an interesting table of the results as to the rolleetion and
distibution of our revenue fer the ret ten yeau after Oonfederation."

A littie further down ho says:

" In Nova Scotia the remeipts (that ia thé recuipta for the rt ten yars
mafter Conederation) were $19,112,000. and the expenditure $21 17 ,
makln« t thedeflcft 82,0«00O0. I 0* l lW.. find tierefore,
tbat Ontario aud Quebee have to provide and have pr Aded for the
bulk of this vast undivided expenditore resuling froin the (onfeder-
tien of the varions Provinces comprlsig tbm Dominion. It vyul be issu
from these statiolics that someofthesinaler Provinces, hea asetheir
contributions are, are not yet adequate contributors to, on the contrary
they are heavy draie on, the revenues of Canada; and it will be further
seen that the bnlko e tipe'ditre-I may say every silling, the
esbenditure-on tbm North -Wet aud on the Pacifie Railway, is con-
trib ited by the Province fron which I have the honour to come.."

After this the bon. memberfor Digby need not ebarge
against lhe Dominion of Cantds that Nova Seotia is
paying a very mach lerger proportion of the expen.
diture etthe country than is proportionately its due.
But perhaps this is not the whol. O fthe matter. It
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may be that the leader of the Opposition, in 1880 was mol
rightor it may be that the hon. member for Digby Sa not
right now. They cen settle that question between themslvos.
My own opinion, and I believe it is that of the majority of
the House, is that they are both entirely wrong. The hon.
gentleman referred, in the course of his remarks, to same.
thing that had beon said by Mr. Macpherson respecting the
duty on flour and coal. I would say, in reply, that since thon
circumstances have cbanged. The great majority of the
nations of the world have adopted a protective tarif. With
the exception of Great Britain and perhaps one or two of
the Australian Colonies, there is no roally free trade
country in existence to-day. With reference to the duty on
flour and corn meai, t is clear these duties are in the
interests of the whole Dominion. We can see that from
the fact that England did not abolish the Corn Laws until
it was proved beyond doubt it would be in the interests
of the whole country to do o, and I think it was
remarked by one hon. gentleman who spoke on the subject
that even that measure was a protective one-that England
abolhshed the Corn Laws in order that lier manufacturing
population might have cheap food. The hon. gentleman
said that he might bc told that Nova Secotia returned
supporters of the present policy.* I think that is a very
good argument indeed against many of his criticisms of the
poiey of the present Government. But he went on to
qualify it by saying that, in 1882, the people did not know
of the elections, that they'were taken entirely by surpriie.
This I deny altogethor. I think, in Nova Scotia, as well as
in the rest of the Dominion, the people wcre aware in the
early part of 1882, that the clections were coming on, and
when the members went back to Nova Scotia, they found
that Province pretty well prepared for it, and I think I can
prove to the satisfaction even of the hon. gentleman himself,
that they were not taken by surprise by the result of the
local elections in that ycar, in which the Liberal Conser.
vative Government had the misfortune to be defeated,
In 1878 the Province of Nova Scotia supported the
Liberal Conservative party because they enunciated
a National Policy, and in 1882 they reaffirmed it.
There was no dissatisfaction. Does he mean to say to the
members of this Iouso that, if in Nova Scotia there had
been that great dissatimfaction with the policy of the pre.
sent Government, that ho pretend4 exista, it would have
been possible for this party to bc supported by the majority
they now have. And, with respect to the two elections that
came on smince, ho appealed to myself, and said I knew very
welt why it was that those two elections were carried by
the Liberal Conservative party. Weol, Mr. Speaker, the
only reason I can think of or give is, that I presume the
electors in those counties wanted to support the Govern-
ment of the right hon. Sir John A. Macdonald, and I
think it was a very good reason indeed. He said the
amount of taxation was not known to the people and I pre.
dame he applied that to the people in the iaritime Provinces.
If it is not known, wbose fault is it? Whose business is it
to tell the people of the different Provinces what is the
burden tbey have to bear ? s it net the duty of Her
Majesty's loyal Opposition ? I think he is mistaken, however.
I think they have, in the lest four or fve yeara, very
ably put before the people of the different Provinces
the amount of taxation which, they say, they are obliged
to bear, both by their party oaders and by their
prs. But I disagree with him in the assertion that
it is not known. I ay that the poople of Nova Scotia
end the people of Canada know very well, indeed, what
the amount of taxation is which they are labouring under,
and they know it is net at all the extravagant sim whiclh it
is represented te be by the hon. member and his frienda.
I oome now te hie remarksa upon the coal daties. He says
the wa duty is no advantage to Nova Scotia. 1toi himh
had botter go to someof the mining ditrietsof Nova Soti,
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and amy there' that it is no advantage. If ho think4 it'
is nô advantage, I ask him why he does not move in
this House to have it taken off. le quoted the letter,
as I understood it, of v,,r. J. R. Lithgow, in support
of bis contention that the National Policy had been no
beneit to Nova Scotia, or to the coal trade especially. Does
he not know very well that Mr. Lithgow, though a strong
supporter of the Government, and a supporter, I believe,
bouase ho considers, on the whole, that the policy
they enunciated is a very mnuch better one, even for bis own
industry, than that of the hon. gentlemen opposite, was no
supporter of the National Policy. What was it the hon.
Mr. Lithgow always advocated and wished to have brought
about ? He wished a straight ad valorem Tariff on all im-
porta into the Dominion, an ad valoremn Tariff of 20 or 25
per cent., whatever might be necessary to yield sufficient
revenue for the services of the country. on everything-coal,
iron, raw material of every kind. He said this would be
suffioient protection te all the industries bore, and would be'
the fairest and most just tariff. He even went se far as te
argue that ibis should include liquors and everything,
all luxuries, all kinds of goods. I presume, when
Mr. Lithgow found that this Tariff could not be
adopled, he felt a I'ttle sore, but I can assure
the hon. gentleman that Mr. Lithgow, even if in every
detail ho does not agree with the policy of the party in
power, le very far from wishing to have the coal duties
taken. off. I can assure him th.t, in conversation not long
ago with Mr. Lithgow, ho expressed most strongly the
opinion that it is better for the coal mines of Nova Scotia to
keep the duty on at the pres'ent time, than to talko it off and
have it also removed in the United States. Tho hon. gentl-
man, in the course of his speoe, said eotton is the only
industry benefitted in the Dominion by this Tarif. He is
entirely mistaken in this. Woolen,isugarrefiuing, iron, all
the general manufacturing of the country has been bene-
fitted to as great, or nearly as groat, an extent as the cotton
manufacture, and he referred to the sugar refinery in lHalifax
to prove it was the case. He said the sharcholders had
been taxed for several years to pay the interest on their
investment. I was ashamed to hear the non. gentleman,
make that etatement, which implied that it was becanse
of the policy of the present Governmenit that this sugar
refinery had net prosperoed. 1 am sorry and ashained to
confess that it was entirely owing te mismanagement in
the firet two or three years of its existence that it did not
pay ver good dividends indeed te its shareholders. He
spoke ofthe Canadian competition in the Lower Provinces,
and he did me the honour to allude to an industry with
which I am myself, connected. I do not like to refer here
to an industry with which I am personally connected, as I
do not think it good taste te come here and get a little
gratuitous advertising by talking about my own business in
this House. But some of the assertions of the hon. mem-
ber were very absurd indeed, and I will show one of them.
$peaking of the tradein lalifax h. said they had to get
an increaeed duty te enable it te compete with other Cana-
dian factories. Did any hon. gentleman ever hear a more
ridiculous statement ? Does not everyone here know
that the thing is absurd ? If the hon. gentleman knowe so'
little about trade as that, ho should not take up the time'
of th Houe in lecturing them upon the siate of Nova
Seotia or upon the state of any industry at all. He re-
forred, however, wben h. resumed after dinner, to some-
thing which I think, perhaps, i had botter notice. He men-
tioaed a circular which had teen issued by the Cutoms
Department, giving the price at wbich certain kinds of
Oordage abould be entered for duty. I have only, in reply
to him on this question, to tell him the Act under which
that circular was sent ont, was one passed by hon. mem-
bers opposite When they were in power. In the 31st
elamo, Omth hapter, of the Acts.of 18-I think this was
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when the hon. Mr. Burpee was Minièter of Customs-ib6 is
provided:

In all cases here any duty is imposed on any goodis imported fite
Canada, ad valorem, or according te the value or e"ch goouds, euh
value shall be understood te be the fair market value thereof, in the
principal mar;ets of the contry, whenoe the same ye exported di-
sectly te Canada; sud every appraiser sud ,very collecter, vsen aet.-
ing as such, shall, by ail reasonable ways and means in hie power, ab-
certain the fair market valne, as aforesaid, of any gouda t be appraised
by him, and estimate and appraise the value for duity of stic goods, at
the fair market value, ts aforesaid."

And then, in the 32nd section, it goes on to show how that
market value shallh be arrived at:

" The fair market value for duty, of goods imported into Cauai, shall
be the fair market value of sneh gooda in the usual sud ordinarf com.
mercial acerttion of the term, at the usual and ordinary credit, and
not the cash vaue of such goods, except ine cases i which the article
imported is, by universal usage, considered and known to be a cash
article, and so oond fide paid for la ail transactions in relation to such
article; and aIl invoices representing cash value, except in the special
cases hereinabove referre i to, shall be subject to such additions as to the
collector or appraiser of the port at which they are presented, may ap-
pîarjustand reasooable, te bring up the amonnt to the true and fair
market vaine, as required by this section."

I think it does not lie in the mouth of the hon. member to
criticise the action of the Oustoms Department in issuing
that circalar, because they were only carrying ont the law
which those hon. gentleman themselves had passed. Though
the law has been amended to a slight extent smince then, I
believe that in the last edition of the Ctistoms Act it is, in
effect, entiroly based on the clause I have just read to the
Liouse. As to bis imputations against Confeieration and
Protection, I think I need not do more than to quote him-
self. Ie implies that a protective policy is a breach of
laith with Nova Scotia wheu it entered Cantuderation. Now,
let us see what the hon. mernber himself stated in 1867.
After speaking somewhat of the condition of affaira in the
Maritime Provinces, ho said :

''While Canada, being pecniarly situated, requires a protective
policy in every sense of the word.'
Sir, I think the hon. member has no right to come bore, at
this period in our history, and claim that a protective policy
was not expected in Nova Sootia in 1867. He exclaimed
very grandly, indeed, against Confederation, and says he was
always known to be opposed to it. I wonhi liko to ask him
how it is that in the last Session of this Parliam2nt ho
voted for a sum of $5,000 to paint a picture of the founder4
of Confederation? To be consistent he onght to have, at
least, voted against it. Now, I have some information to
give him with reference te the effect of a protective policy
on living in Nova Scotia, which, I think, will also be of
intereet to this House. In the Nova Scotia liegislature, the
otber day, Mr. Fraser, in the course of his remarks, said :

" He believed that Nova Sootia was a cheap country te live in, that it
was, le fact, one of the cheapest countries la Amenca, but what he
meant te say was that it was not as cheap as it might lbe mmd, ad that
it was becoming desrer year by year."
The hon. Mr. LeBlane also stated as follows:-

"H ebelieved tat Nova Sotia va the. "apet place on the globe
to live In. . b ailtravelleil ovin the gLobe, a good desand ml culi
asare t ouse that ho kew what he vas talking about. Whilein
commaud of -vosuls, h had had oocasion to buy aips' atores in many
parts of the world, and knew thît hi could bay almost aything eaapîr
in Nova Sette athananyniien elu.'
Now, Sir, you wii see that in Nova Seotia the general
opinion is that it is a cheap oountry to live in; a faot, how-
ever, which does not at ail tally wth the statement of the
hon. member, in his criticism of the present poliy of the
Liberal Conservative party. He made a great rany
etricturs on the past condue and policy of the1 linister of
Railways and Minister of Finance. I need not mnake any
reply to that, because those hon. gentlemeu are well able to
take care of themselves. I woid amy, however, that when
they ap ke, as he hau quoted them, the ciroamatanoes were
ien uly diferent fro thse whiek were in force when they
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advocated the protective policy which is now in operation.
Trade in the U nited States had altogether changed ; the in-
terests of the Dominion required a change in the Tariff, and
a large majority of the people in 1878 approved that policy,
and returned the present Government to power, sim-
ply that they might carry it out. He said that
when the L]ower Provinces entered Confederation they
were under a Tariff of 15 per cent. I have pointed out
whose fault it was that the Tariff had to be raised. He said
we were receiving only 80 cents per head of the amount
thus raised. I presume bis argument was, though he did
not state it very clearly, that it was unfair that the Lower
Provinces should only receive 80 cents per head, a sum
based on the Census of 1867 and on the 15 per cent. Tariff
then in force, when that Tariff has now been very much
raised. I will ask every hon. gentlemen in this House if
the same argument does net apply to the larger Provinces of
the Dominion as well as te the smaller ones ? Do they not
ail receive a subsidy on the sane basis-80 cents per bead ?
Have not the smaller Provinces the same resources for local
revenue that the larger ones have? I cannot at ail see that
there is any question between the Provinces of Ontario and
Quebec and the smaller Provinces, as te the matter of better
terns. They all stand, with reference te the Daminion, upon
exactly the same footing; because, if an increased revenue
has been collected fron these Provinces, there has also been
a very much greater expenditure made for the benefit of all.
He hopes that if Quebec gets botter terms, the smaller Pro-
vinces will get botter terms alio. Of course, we all expect
that. If there is any better terms to the larger ones, no
doubt all the Provinces will be treated with equal justice.
fie aise said, in his remarks, that the cotton industry was
the only one that had been benefitted by the National
Policy. He asserted it, but he did not prove it. There
was nothing at ail in bis remarks that went te prove that
the cotton industry was the only one benefitted by the
National Policy. He made some remarks about the lumber
indus ry, and the additional duty which those who are en-
gaged in that industry have to pay upon the supplies they
use, but he did not attempt to prove that this additional
duty had any effect whatever upon the present depressed
state of the lumber industry. I think, Sir, when he
stated that a protective policy puts money into the
Treasury without protecting mannfactures-which he
did in the latter part of his remarks-he said some-
thing that, in my opinion, was not very judicious, and
was not truc. A protective policy, pure and simple, does
net produce revenue ; to produce revenue, it inust be
a revenue and net a pi otiective one, though, of course, you
can have a revenue and protective Tariff combined. Take
the case of the United States Tariff; is it net well known
that the United States Tariff is a wonderful combination of
these two principles, and that while it produces an enor-
mous revenue there is aise a very large protective principle
in it? It is well known that just as soon as a Tariff com-
mences to act as a protection for any particular industry
or article, it at once ceases te produce a revenue. And, S:r,
if the Tariff of the Dominion, at the present time, i- pro-
ducing a large ainount of money, as it has during the last
few years, that is not incidental to a protective Tariff.
The money might have been collected without there being
an element of protection in it at ail; or you might have had
a protective Tarif which would have produced no revenue at
ailt. Suppose youwanted a protective Tariff, pure and simple,
you would only have to put up the duties high enough to
shut out goods altogether. With regard to the exodus te
the United btates, I may have to say something afterwards
about it, but I desire to refer te it in this connection, as the
bon. member for. Digby bas stated that he believes the
entries of the people going from Nova 8eotia into the United
States are correct, I should 1ke toask hin if hethinks, in

f>7

ail cases when entries are made, the officials deduct those
who return ? I do not believe it. I have just as good a
right te assert that, as the hon. gentleman bas te mke his
statement. I do net think the returns of immigrants to the
United States from Nova Scotia are at all correct. The hon.
gentleman had a very curious way of proving his assertion.
ie said the percentage of those who left Nova Sceotia was

the same as those who left Ontario, and that proved that
the Ontario returns were correct. I hold that it does not
p rove that the Ontario returns are correct, but it proves the

ova Scotia returns are incorrect. I am just as apt te
be right as is the hon. gentleman. In concluding
his remarks, the hon. gentleman said he saw no
reason why the liberal party should decry the country.
That is another very wise remark-something like the
remark with which he commencod his speech. Is not that
the very thing which hon. members on this side of the
House have been trying te teach his party for the last four
or five years; but now that he as taken it in hand, we may
ho pe they will learn it. The hon. member for Elgin
(Mr. Casey) asked why hould we deduet the surplus in
calculating the taxation of the country. I think the reason
is very simple indeed. The surplus revenue of the country
is being spent in Canada, on public works, it i being spent
on works chargable te Capital, and is, in effect, nothing but
a loan, in a certain sense, from the people of Canada te their
capital account, and it is money which can be returned when.
ever the Goverument deems fit. It is quite possible for
the Government te have, during two or three years, a large
surplus, and thon may come a time of deficits, and it
il perfectly fair te take a balance between the two.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Hear, hear.

Mr. STAIRS. I believe that policy was enunciated by
the hon. gentleman himself, when he was Finance Minister.

Sir RICIARD CARTWRIGHT. No.

Mr. STALIRS. And I believe it is the correct one. The
Government have, in my opinion, a perfect right to hold,
that money spent on Capital account is not taxation, because
whenover they pleuse they can get it returned. I desire to
oder one or two remarks on the general question of Confe.
deration, and the effect that the protective policy las had
on the Province of Nova Scotia. I think I may refer te
this, because it cannot be said that in saying anything favour-
able te Confederation i am attempting te bolster up a cause
of which I was an ardent supporter at the firat. I sbould
like te point out a few of the benefits which could net have
been secured without Confederation. We bave bard, during
the last few years, in Nova Sceotia and the lower Provinces,
a great deal about the Fishery Award. We have heard
it said by the Opposition press and by Opposition speakers
in Nova Scotia, und probably in the other Maritime Pro-
vinces, that were it net for Confoderation, those Provinces
would have had the spending of' that money. I hold, that
even if they had had the spending of the money, it would
not have been expended to se good advantage te the fisher-
men as if expended by the Dominion Government. Bat I
believe arother point can bc made in faveur of Confedera.
tion, and it is this : Would it have been possible, in the
isolated condition in which Nova Scotia was in 1867, to
have secured the clause in the Treaty of Washington which
resulted in the Fisbery Award, and would those Provinces
have had sufficient interest te present the case in such a
manner as te secure the award ? I think it may reasonably
be claimed that lad the Provinces remained in the isolated
condition they occupied in 1876, separated as they were, it
would not have been possible te have secured the FishOry
Award. Therefore, to that extent, at least, th. fsherm.n of
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the Maritime Provinces have been benefitted by Confodera-
tion, snd that is one of the respects in which Confederation
bas actually benefitted the whole of the sea-faringProvinces
of Canada. Futthermore, with respect to some arguments
put forth against Confederation in Nova Scotia, during the
last few yeara, I would like to point ont that there are a
large number of manufacturing industries prosecuted in
Nova Scota Which could not have been prosecuted had it
remained an independent Province. I will refer to a few of
these. In the first place, there are a good many iron works
in!Nova Scotia. There are the large iron works of London-
derry, and although it bas been said they are not
prospering at the present day, it is not asserted that they
are not prospering because of difficulties in the Tariff or
any conditions in Nova Scotia or Canada whieh make
it impossible to manufacture iron at a profit. The
difficulty arose altogether from mismanagement at the in-
eeption of the enterprise, hundreds, thousands and even
millions of dollars having been sunk at its inception,
whieh remain largely unproductive ; but it is firmly betieved
that the industry will yet get on its feet and flourish under
the Tarif.. Had it not been for Confederation, I am quite sure
this large industry would not have been establishod in Nova
Scotia. Iron and steel industries have been started in the
neighbourhood of New Glasgow, in which between $200,000
and $300,000 of capital bas been invested, and in which,
when thoroughly in operation, from 260 to 300 men will be
employed. There are glass works which could not have
been started without Confederation, because the Nova Scotia
market was tooe small to pay any large industry to carry
on operations. I need only refer further to the
cotton factories which are possible under Confederation,
the sugar refineries, the increased prosperity in our
machine shops, arid indeed generally throughout
the country. We have beard, Mr. Speaker, a
great many ills charged against Confederation in Nova
Scotia. Mtst of these are ills are really due to the abrogation
of the Reciprocity T-eaty. That was a very serious mat' er,
and it could not have been counterbalanced in any possible
way except by the Confederation of the Provinces and the
adoption of the National Policy, which Confederation
eventually brought about. Have not the coal sales of Nova
Scotia increased from about 600,000 tons, in 1878, to
1,200,000 tons, in 1883 ? I have not the figures, but speak-
ing from memory, these quantities are about cor-
rect. Not only have the sales in the Province itself,
produced by the stimulating cfect of the National
Policy on manufacturing industries, increased, but
also tbroughout Quebec (and eventually throL'ghout
Ontario) therc wmill be a very large amount sold.
If Nova Scotia bad continued in an isolated
position as an independent Province after the ab
rdgation of the Reciprocity Treaty, anI hatd not
the National Policy been put in force in 1879, I feel
sure the coal sales of Nova Scotia at the present day would
have been very little, if any, larger than they were in 1878.
Iu order to reply to some remarks which have fallen from
hon. 4entlemen opposite, I have taken the trouble
to p are some statisties, to ascertain how the increase
in the population of Nova ScoLia compares with the
inorease in the population of the New England States.
The crcuimstances of those two countries are very
much alike; the soil is somewhat alike, and they are,
to a' very large extent, engaged in the same occu-
pations. Th'eonly thing is that in some of the
New England States there are large manufacturing
intereits, aùd itl is thoee which show an increame over Nova
Scotia. The following are the increases of the six New
Etglgand States, duriing the various deoades, from 1840 te

., and 'in Nova Scotia, in the decades from 1839 to
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Maine ......... ................................
Vermont......... ..............................
Massachusetts.. ........................
New Hampshire............... .
Rhode Island....................
Connecticut.......... .... ................

Total average.............

to
1880.

3-5
0 5

22-3
9-0

27-2
15·8

14'8

1880
to

1870.

4-9
18 3

24·4
16·8

11·4

1850

1860.

7·7
0-3

23-7
2-5

18.3
24•0

14·9i

1840
to

1850.

162
7.5

348
11*7
36.5
19'6

Increase from 1840 to 1880, or 40 years, 79 per cent.

1871 1861 1851 1839
- to to to to

1881. 1871. 1861. 1851.

Nova Scotia .......... ,.... ................. 13·6 17,2 19'82 63·0

Increase from 1839 to 1881, or 42 years, 160 per cent.

We find, Sir, from these figures, that in three of the New
England States the increase has been less than i' Nova
Scotia during the corresponding periods, and in three others
of these States it has been more. I find that the average
increase in the six New England States, from 1840 to 1850,
was 22 por cent., against 63 in Nova Scotia, from 1839 to
1850. From 1850 to l1860, it was 14·9, against 19·8 from
1851 to 1861, in Nova Scotia. From 1860 to 1870, it was
11-4, against 17-2, in Nova Scotia, for the corresponding
period. Frorn 1870 to 1880, it was 148, against 13.6 in
Nova Scotia, or only 1 per cent. less in Nova Scotia than
in the Ne England States, for the last decade. Thebe
figures show, 1[think, that the state affairs in Nova ýScotia
must have been, on the whole, very prosperous. They Fhow
that this Province-situated as it is, the most easterly of the
Provinces of the Dominion, and almost the most easterly
part of North America, aua suiject to that strong westward
tendency which has characterizod, not only the Dominion,
but the United States, Europe, and all parts of the world-
has been able to hold its own, as compared with the New
England States, and I think It is something of which we may
justly be proud. In conclusion, I wish topoint out that
those of the New England States in which the incroase has
boei greater than Nova Scotia, are the very ones which have
been beuefited to the greatest extent by a protective policy.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Before this House goes into Com-
mittee on the iResolution, I wish to offer two or three
remarks. I have been thinking, during the discussion of
this question this Session, and during a similar discussion
last year, that if a stranger bad been in the gallery and had
hoard the speeches, and especially those of the other side,
he would have come to the conclusion that this great nation
of ours was almost exclusively a nation of manufacturers;
that we had here and there a few miners, a few engaged in
lumbering, a few engaged in fishing, occasionally a farmer
or two, a few professional men, and once in a while a poor
labourer. As faras I can see, the whole object seems to be
to prove that the manufacturing industry of the country
is the one great induatry, the only great source of
revenue, the one great source of wealth to the
oountry. Now, in order to set this matter on a
proper basis, allow me to submait a comparison of
our various branches of eqport-for that, I hold, is the
true test-mrandet -me ae kpythpy compare. During the
Putar, epo.q &of as n a fthe minme,PIO6
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UC; heries, $8,856,920; products of the forest, $261648,- We wore told that it would diminish the Imports int0 the
"i l of agricultural products, that is, animals and their country, and that that would benefit the farmer, bqcause It
prod'ete, eerels, and ail other agricultural produce, $50,- would give him a home market. But, Sir, if there is ofte
, 47, *bie of manufactured goode we only exported fact botter established than another, it is that when any
*4,114,424. Not only so, Mr. Speaker, but we have been led country has a surplus to sel], the price of that surplus in
to suppose that these manufactures have been enormously the market to which the country takes it, fixes the price of
inereassdý so that we could not only sunply the wants of our the portion left in the country; and lot us see how the

op''ti ' bt that they muet have been a source of great National Poly has benefitted the fhrmers in the mater- of
1ineieae te the revenue and of wealth to the people. Allow importe. In 1878, before we had the National Policy, wé

me to give a comparison of the export of manufactures In imported 3,755,400 bushels of wheat; in 1883, after four
the year 1878, the year before the National Policy was firet years'experience of the National Policy, our importe of wheat
introduced, and the year 1883, which has just closed. In had risen to 4,954,174 bushels. In 1878, the country imported
1978, before we had the National Policy at all,.and when our 275,359 bushels of barley, and in 1883 it imported only
manufhcturing industries were supposed to be languishing, 16,465 bushels. We ail k iow that we export an enormous
and just on the point of expiring, we exported $4,681,759, quantity of barley, from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 bushels
while laist year, after four years of the working ofthe National every year. We do import a few bushels. Before the
PiHey, they fell off to $4,114,424, or a difference in favour National Policy was inaugurated, we imported this free,
of 1878 of $567,335. That is a starling fact, but yet it is and when it was brought into the country, it was elther for
the natural resalt of the National Policy-it is just the result the speculation of carrying it through the country, l order
which the opponents of that policy predicted would fiow from to make money by selling it to the Americans again, or It
its introduction. The fact of the matter is, that just as soon was bought as damaged barley and our farmers had the
as a nation introduces protection into its manufacturing benefit of it, and sold their own produce at a bigher price,
and other industries, it cuts those manufactures off from ail and so made a profit. Thon, with regart to oats, in 1878 wethe markets of the world. The fact la that when you imported 766,184 bushels, and in 1883 we impoitad 23,685
introduce the policy of ptotection, when yon protect one bushels. This is an article of which there is not generally
industry yen must protect thom aIl in order to do them a large import; but lait year, I understand there was quite
anything like justice, and the natural result is that the a failure in the oat crop in Now Brunswick, and I thiink
inereased cost of production handicaps the manufacturera in Nova Seotia too, aud the farmers there were forod
aUd places them at a disadvantage when competing witb to import pretty largely; and will any man tell
less highly protected countries. We see that natural result me how these farmers were benefitted by hiving to payin the state in which our manufactures are to-day. Now, a duty of 10 cents a bushel on what they im ýr1e.
Sir, let me briefly draw the attention of the House Another great source of profit to the farmers of the Domi i-
to the way in which this protective policy ion, at one time, was the production of wool. In 18 8 wi
affects the different classes of the commtniity. imported 4,608,825 lbs. In 1883 the importation cf wool
A protective policy, to be just, ought to treat all classes had risen to the enormous amount of 9,803,419 lbo. In 1878
alike. If it does not, if it favours one class at the expense we exported 2,479,484 lbs. of wool, and in 1883 our exporta
of another, it is not just; and this is precisely what this had fallen to 1,375,572 Ibs. In the malter of wool, the
precious National Policy of ours does. Let us see how it National Policy is a positive injury to our farmers. In fact,
affects other classes. So far as the miner is concerned, it the whole system, so far as wool i concerned, is a sort of
does not add anytbing to hie wealth; in fact, it decreases it. mockery to the farmers of the Dominion. What did the
I need not tell you that if yeu increase the price of every Government do under pretence of protecting th3 farmer ?
thing the miner has to buy without providing a better mar- They laid a duty on coarse wools, the wools that w. do not
ket ftr his produce, yon have done him an injury financially; want to import a single pound of, but want to e'rport, and
and this i oxaetty what the National Policy han done. It they made free the wool that was coming into the country
has increased not only the cost of the material he has to to compote with ours; so that the farmers, ins'e id ofhing
werk with, but the price of the clothes h. wears, and almost the benefit of the home market, find that the competition of
everything else he needs. So far has this been the case, the foreign wool has more than doubled. The fact of the
-1tâm at the last Session of this House, the hon. matter is, that the National Policy injures all classes in the
Finance Minister was forced to bring in a policy country except the manufacturer, by raising the price of
of bonuing one clas of minera in the Province. everything they have to buy. Now, Sir, alow me to draw
As regards the great national industry of our fisheries, the your attention to a clans of goods that the farmers have to
smie rule holds good. Unless you eau do something to buy very largely-that is, agricultural implements. Last
increase the quantities or the price of the products of his year, theHouse is aware, thii Tarif on agricultural imple-
toil, yeu injure the fisherman to that extent; still more do mente was raised from %5 to 35 per cent. The great object
yon injure him if yon increase the price of everything he an to of this, we were told, was to give our own manufacturers
purehase, and this is exactly what the National Policy does. the benefit of the home market. Wel, we fnd that lh 1883
It does the same with regard to the lumberman. There is we imported 1,528 threshing machines and reapers, of
net a single article which entera into the lumber industry which 134 were imported into Ontario, at a value of $20,445,
that thi National Policy has net increased the price of. and 1,093 into Manitoba, at a value of $141,516. Of ploughs
But we shalt be told that it han increased the price of the and cultivators, we imported $127,919 worth, ef which
lumberman's produet, lumber and timber. What folly I $12,280 worth were imported into Ontario, and 8108,367
Why, Sir, where is the market for our grain and lumber worth into Manitoba. The total value of agricultural im.
products to be found ? Why, is it net in the United States plements imported during the year amounted to
and in Great Britain ? And how can the taxation Î581,959. We see how enormously the importation
of ali that the lumberman has to purchase increase had increased even over the preceding year. We
the prie of hie produets in these markets ? Then so far see, also, that this enormous increase to the tax on
M the frmer is coneerned, the same thing- holds good. agricultural implements did not give our manufketreas
I know that we were told that the National Policy wus even the contro of our own market. In 1978 we imported
going te inerese the proite of the farmer by securing a mowing, reaping and threshing machines to tha value of
better prie. fer everything ho has to sell; but t has not $63,175 ; in 1882 the amount had risen to $181 ,112; in 1883
had thut reuislt. On the cther hand, lb hae had the reult to 8581,959. Why la it that in the face of Gueomouns
of bformeig b prie of erythng te farmer has to buy, Tarif our people have been forced to boy idR thwe impie-
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inents in a foreign market? The hon. member for South
Brant (Mr. Paterson), the other evening, said that there
were three stages in the history of protection to manufac-
turers; the firat was, when the manufacturers who engaged
in business when the system was introduced made enormous
profits; the second was, when others were induced by this
prosperity to rush into the business; and the third stage
was when the market was overdone,when there was no longer
a market. But for the buyer, the consumer, the farmer, the
great mass of the people, there is only one stage, and that
is when they buy an inferior article at an enhanced price.
But we are told competition is going to regulate all that.
There cannot be a greater fallacy imagined. As the hon.
member for Brant said the other evening, there are three
stages, and the last is when the country will become full of
manufactured goods and the market will be overcrowded.
In this country we are very little over 4,000,000 consur ors;
our- market is very limited, and just as soon as you inaugu-
rate a protective policy you cut out the manufacturers from
the other markets of the world, our own market becomes
overstocked, and what is the result? Hion. gentlemen op-
posite ay you will get choaper goods. Do not imagine
anything of the kind. That is just the time the rings come
in, and combinations are formed to keep up prices.
The banke, which furnish the money for producing
these goods, muet carry these manufactured goods for the
producer. They dare not allow them to be thrown
on the market, because the result would be loss.
loss and iuin, not only to the manufacturer, but to the
banks themselves. They are, therofore, obliged to carry the
manufacturer over the hard times; and what is the rosult?
The result is a stringenc3 in the money market. The
money that ought to be engaged in profitable pursuits is
locked ûp in these heavy stocks, and the manufacturers
must stop producing until these stocks have had time to be-
come considerably reduced. That is the direct result, and
with the exception, for a short time, in exceptional cases, the
consumer never gets any benefit. But they will tell us
these manufactured goods and. these manufactut ed imple-
ments are ascheap now as they were belore Protection was
£rst introduced. Supposing that were the case, what has
that to do with the question? The simple question is, how
do these manufactured goods, which wo are forced to buy,
compare in price with the manufactured goods of oiber
parts of the world, which we would be allowed to buy if it
were not for this protective system. That is the
thing we have to consider. We were told that it
was the producer who was going to pay the Tarif on the
articles we imported. There cannot be a greater fallacy
than that. The fact of the matter is, no nation, no people,
will import goods unless it needs them. If A needs them
and lays on a tax, and then imports them, it is clear the
people must pay the Tarif. How is it with the agrieultural
implements? ho larger part, as I said before, have gone
into the North-West ; and here I wish to remark that not
only have you to take the productions of our own manufac-
tories at an enhanced price, but an inferior article at an en-
hanced price, beeause the moment you protect our manufac-
turers youdestroy the stimulant to excellence in production.
The manufacturer has no motive in improving his goods,
because h. knows the consumer is compelled to buy them
at his own price. That has just been the result in this
country, and the simple reason why we import these
manufactured goods of other countries is, that our people
have found that the best is the eheapest, even
though they have to pay the duty on it. If there is
any hon. gentleman opposite who thinks this is not the
proper view, who still bolds to the old fogy notions that
the producer pays the duty, lot him go into the North-West
and settle on a farm. One of the first articles he will have
to bgy is a self-binding reaper, and lot him, instoad of buying
it fon the agent, go toMr. McCormick's, in Chicago, where
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these implements come from in the North West; let him pay
say $200 for one, and when he comes to the Custom House
at the border let him, on the demand of theo Cstom House
officer, pay over. $70 for Customs duties, and ho will have
a pi etty strong sense that tne consumer pays the duty.
Then as far as the other articles are concerned, let him just
examine into the matter of clothing; let any hon. gentleman
go into our dry goods stores and tell the storekeeper he
wishos to buy a suit of clothes and ask him what ho would
recommend; whether Scotch or Canadian tweed, and he
will find, when the clothes ar e placed before him on the
counter, that if ho will take the matter of colour, quality
and finish into account, the Canadian tweed is as dear
as the Scotch. I know it from experience, because
I have had to buy both tweeds myself. Yet we are
told that the protective Tarif does not enhance the
price of goods to the consumer. As far as ploughs
and other articles are concerned, I have shown
that an immense number are being imported
into the country, notwithstanding the high Tarif.
The same law prevails there that prevails in other cases,
that the best is the cheupest, and our people aie beginning
to understand this. I have never been in the North-West,
but I have been told by those have been, that through the
country, go almost where you will in the central portions
ofit, you can find stacksof Canadian ploughs piled upalmost
everywherc, and no settler in that country will buy a
Canadian plough, unless he is a greenhorn; and, if ho does,
it is not very long before he is obliged to buy one of United
States manufacture. In the part of the country I live in,
in almost every farm, yeu will find the South Bond, Indiana,
plough. The fact is, as I said before, that the same law
hold good here-the Canadian maker, not having the
stimulus of competition to stimulate him in producing a
good article, has produced an infeiior one, expecting
that he wili b able to compel the Canalian farmer
to use his plough. There is one other matter that
I wish just to touch on; that ise, the plea that
the National Policy helps the farmer, by laying a tax
on the grain that cornes into competition with him. I have
shown that it has not had that effect. The only class of
grain of which the import has decreased much under the
National Policy is Indian corn. It seems that we must
always have a certain quantity of that imported into the
country for distilling purposes; but there was another indus-
try that was rising up just ut the time that Protection waa
introduced; that was the feeding of American corn to Cana-
dian stock. 1, as a Canadian farmer, and many others
whom I knew, engaged in that. We found that we could
import the American corn, in the winter of 1878-19, and I
and my neighbours bought large quantities of it and fed it
to stock, and sold the stock for the Old Country market, and
we could get it laid down, ground, for $1 per hundred;
and we made beef of it, we fed it to cattle, they
were exported to the Old Country, and we made a
profit off it; and who will say that the country
was not richer by the operation ? The introduction of the
National Policy completely put an end to that industry.
Aftor the Tariff was laid upon the corn, it wa found im-
possible to feed it with a profit, and this last year we had
the misfortune in the west to have our corn killed by the
frost, and almost all of us had to buyles or more eorn
to feed our hogs; but, instead of getting it, ground, for i1
a hundred, as in 1878-79, we had to pay from 1.30 to 1.35
a hundred for it, unground. On this matter of foeding
corn to cattle for fattening purposes, te mend them out of
the country, allow me to ask what is it that enables the
farmer in Great Britain to pay at least four times the rent
that a farmer in America can pay for hie land, and the enor-
mous taxes they have to pay there besides ? It is simply
the fact that they have been wiwe eough to make Great
Britain the feedingground for the mas s gains f thie workl,
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and the soil bas, in consequenoe, been enriched to tha
extent that they are able to pay from .three to four time
the rent a farmer in this country eau afford to pay. Now
Sir, as far as Protection affecte the operatives, we were told
I think it was by the right hon. the Premier in that speech
at Parkhill, o- some other where, that bas been quoted to
night, that, il Protection was inaugurated, the operative
would get a fair day's wage for a fair day's work and would
always be employed. WelI, that prophecy 'has been falsi
flied. For a time, when everything was flourishing, when the
markets of the world were prosperous, when manufacturing
was being carried on briskly, it is true that the operative
had comparatively good times. But how is is now, when
over-production has been brought about ? It is only a month
or two since two of the best friends of the Government,
in the city of London, offered as a reason for delerring the
collection of the taxes till next spring, that there wore from
1,200 to 1,400 mechanics unemployed in that city. 1 be-
lieve they stated what was true, and I have means of know.
ing that the number bas been increased since -that there are
more unemployed now than there were then. And that is a
solitary instance; it is the same all over the country, where
manutacturing is being carried on. And what have they
to live upon now ? They can only fall back on their earn-
inga in the times past, and how long will these last them ?
The result will be that they will have to engago in some
other occupation, or to move off to some other country
where they eau get employment in their own lino of busi.
ness. Since this debate began, a great deal bas been said
about the unpatriotic course followed by the Opposition,
because they refuse to state the condition of the country
in a botter light than in truth they coulJ, and we have
been told by speakers on the other side that is
our duty, as patriots, to do everything we can to
keep up the credit and the character of the country. I
admit it; but I question whether it is the part of anyhonest man to speak the thing that it is not true for the
sake of bragging up the country. The statement bas been
made, and made confidently, that we have the best half of
this continent, and great fault has been found with the
momber for East York (Mr. Mackenzie), because, sometime
in his life, he ventured to question whether we had the best
half of the continent or not; whether, even, the nation on
the other side of the line had not a little botter half than we
had. I am net going to say which has the best half. I
have net been over botb halves of the continent, so as to be
in a position to say which is the beat. But it has struck me
as strange, as we both started about the same time in the
race, and both countries began te be populated. at
about the same time, how it is to day that we
stand in regard to population only as about one
te eleven. How eau we account for the fact,
if we have the best half of the country, and started
about the same time, and during the Revolution we know
that we drained away an immense number of the best
inhabitants of that coutry-I refer to the United Empire
Loyalists-and yet, in this year of grace, 1884, how is it
that w find that in this country we are only a littie over
4,000,000, while that country has 66,000,000 of inhabitants ?
It cannot be blamed because of Reform rule. It cannot be
said it is because our friends opposite have net bad the
management of the country. Wby, if my memory serves me
right, they have had the management of the country almost
continuoualy, from the time it was a country until the pre.
sent. There was a time when the Baldwin-LaFontaine
Government held power, there was a time when the Rineks-
Norin Government held power, but from 1854, when the
right hon. gentleman who now oontrols the Government
took offce, thirty years ago, down te the present time,
exoeptene short period of two year s, when the Macdonald-
Siosue Gieurnment held omie, and five years, when Kr.
Mukonsia. Goverment held omice, during these thirty

68
t years, with these short interregnumR, those hou.
s gentlemen opposite have had control of the country.
,I would like to know how they reconeile the position of the
, country with that fact. Now, Sir, before concluding, I wish
i just to state my firm conviction that it is a matter of impos.
- sibility, except in very exceptional cases, and for a very

short time, for any one nation to tax another. We were
I told, whon this policy was introduced, that we were going to
- tax the people of the United States. Weil, Sir, the wise

Disposer of all events bas establishe:l a law that bas made
it, as I said before, except in certain exceptional cases, and
for a short time, utterly impossible for one nation to tax
another. Do you suppose that at the end of the great war
on the other aide, if the Americans could have taxed the
people of Canada, they would not have compelled them to
pay the greater portion of their debt? The fact of the
matter is, the laws of trade are as inexorable as the lawa of
morals, or the laws of physics, and one of these laws is that
we cannot tax the people of another country, that the
people who impose the taxes are the people who have to
pay the taxes. Sir, I believe that the world, sooner or
Inter, will waken up te these faQts; I believe, Sir, that the
world is already wakening up te them. On the other side,
we see au agitation going on for a revenue Tarir, and for re-
ducing their enormons duties, and it wili net be long before
that agitation reaches other countries. Sir, we may not
live te see it, but I believe the time is not far distant when
all the barriers to trade will be broken down, when every
man will be allowed to do the best ho can, to buy in the
cheapest market and sell in the dearest. We know that so
long as we maintain a cumbrou,, clumsy policy of raising a
revenue lrom Customs dutios, so long as we maintain ail
along the border line an army of Customs officers, at an
enormous expenso, so long as we keep on with this
policy which is trying to blind the people, by pre.
tending that we are net taxing them, when we are
picking their pockets ail the time by Customs duties
-so long as we continue that system, we will have to impose
enormous taxes in order, net only te pay the expenses of
the Governmont, but to support that largo army of Customs
officers in every town and city of the Dominion. Sir, I
believo the time is not far distant when the people will b
wi.er, when they wili adopt a more sensible policy. It may
not b in our day, but [ believe it will yet come
when the expenses of the Government wilI b. do.
frayed by money colleeted diroctly from the people by the
tai collecter; and not only that, Sir, but I believe it wilI
be collected from the people in a way that is just-that a
man will have to pay taxes in proportion to the proporty
he owns and the income ho possesses. IL Will b. oollected
in sncb a way that the poor man, the labouring man, will
not have to pay almost as much as the independently r'ch
man, as ho bas to-day under our presont system. It may
b. that it will be a good wbile before that system is inau-
gurated, but come it will. I have not lest hope in humanity,
nor have I lest faith in Providence, and I bolieve the time
is not fur distant when these results will be accomplished,
when the world will become wise enough te do away with
this cumbrous and costly system that is robbing the poor,
and will adopt a wiser fiscal policy.

Mr. TAYLOR. We listened this afternoon, for some two
or three hours, to the hon. member for Wet-t Elgin (Mr.
Casey), trying te prove that the farmors of Canada were
not satistied with the National Policy. We have also
listened t the bhon. member for S'uth Middletex (Mr.
Armstrong), trying te prove thdt the National Policy is not
acceptable te tse farmers of ibis country. Now, let us
appeal to the farmers of ibis country, and see what they
will say in respect to this National Policy. Let us go to
the Ridings which those bon. gentlemen represent. W. will
ask Mr. John Clanas, fariner, and Justice of the Peace, at
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Soutth borehester; lu the county of Elgiin, and ee wht hm
will say in reply td the questin : "-Han the impositimn of a
duty upon corn proved beneficial to the farmers of this
countryI" and his reply is:

I That the effect is good on ail kinds of cuarse grain-on oats, rye
aom, peas and barley. These cereals are ail better prices now."
In reply to the question as to whether the cost of agricul
tural implements has iucreased, ho says:

" Think the cost bas not increas> d. There is an increase of manufac-
tories, which causes e mpetition in reapers, mowers, seed drills,
threshing machines, ploughs, and in fact ail implements"
And in winding up he says:

" Taking things as a whnle, on the protective Tariffsince the National
Policy came into ope-ation, 1 think it has dune good to the whole
Dominion of Canada."
That is the testimony of a gentleman who, I have no doubt,
is a warm supporter of the hon. member for West Elgin,
from the fact that these questions were sent out by the
members representing these counties to leading men in
their Ridings asking for these answers. Again, we find that
M r. Cline, ieeve of South Dorches4ter, county of Elgin,
answers this sane queition in this way:

" The price of oats had been greatly benefitted; rye about theo ame
au before; corn and barley, very materially benefitted ; peas not grown
on account of the bugs."
I presum'3 the bug- up in that country are the same as
they are in this section, a small in.ect that bores a hole
into the pea; and I fancy there are other kinds of bores
besidee the bugs.

Sir JOI¶N A. MACDONALD. Humbuge.
Mr. TAYLOR Then, in reply to the quotion as to the

cost of farm implementa, ho mys:
"The cost of farm implements is about the sam3, but they are of

better quality; resper; mowers, drills, &c."
Then, in answer to another question, ho says:
, " There w.ould have been hundreds of men driven from Canada in

suearch of employment if it had not been for the Tariff, and, furthermre
It has been the means of bringing Vanadians back from the United
ttates, and a g:eat many Americans as well'"

Now, Sir, here is 1r, Wesley Bunting, farmer, Strathroy,
county of Middleser, and in reply to the first question he
says, respectirg taking the duty off corn :

" t would not, as it would miake a tlaugb r market of (fanada.
" It bas raised the price of our p-as fron 80 ets to $1.12J per bushel;

cats have ateo risen from 25 t 40 cents per hushel.
"t does not pay to grow rye or corn, as thi section is better adapted

for wheat.
" The efféectbas raised wheat fron 90 ets. to $1.28 ; we do not grow

sþr1sg wheat "

I could cite a groat many others to the same effect.

An hon. MEMBER. Read something from the other
side.

Mr. TAYLOR. I fancy these are aIl supporters of the
hon. gentleman who has just spoken. The argument made
by those hon. gentlemen goes to prove that the National
PolIey ha had an injarions ebet upon the prices of grain
in thia couttry. The bon. member for West Elgin said it
did not help wheat, it did not heip barley, it did not help
oats, it did not help peas, or any of the farrn products of the
country. I am not surprised at hon. gentlemen opposite
trying to divert attention fromt the reail cause of thei injary
to part of the cereals raised in this country. I refer more
particularly to barley. Barley is the grain principally ex.
ported from Canadà. The hon. gentleman who spoke lat,
made the statenent that we exported from 8,000,00J to
10,000,000 bushels of barley; h. is pretty nearly correct, so
faras these figures go. I am one of those who believe in the
law of cause and efeet; that is, if yon see a certain
efect produced you can define the cause. We cannot
S the National Policy with having worked

in regad to the prie of harley;
Mr. T o0,

but we an find out what w* the use I ihake

this statement, and I make it witho.m ear of suecessful con.
tradiction by hon. gentlemen oppobite, that if anything ha
baid a depressing effect on the price of barley it has ben
the action of the Ontario Government. Previous te 182;,
the Brewers' and Mattsters' Association ofthe Unibed Sfates,
which weilds as much power as any other association across
the lines, was in the habit of sending agents through the
different States and to all the principal exporting- points in
Canada, to make enquiries as to the coming barley crop.
After visiting al the grain markets, and looking over the
country generally, they returned te the United States and
compared notes, and on the result of their visit depended,
to a certain extent, the price of barley for that season. In
1882, the paternal Government of Ontario stated to the
Brewers' and Miiltters'Association: You need net corne here,
we wili furnish yon with all the information through our
Bureau of Statistics. And what did that Bureau say? In
the report for May, 1882, it announced that there were
e48,617 acres sown with barley, that the probable yield, at
28 bushels te the acre, would be 2 ,545,059 bushels. But in
November, just when the crep was commencing to move,
the Bureau stated that th probable yield would be
24,284,407 bushels in Ontario. What was the effect
of this .eport going over to the brewers and maltsters
of the United States. They said: They have 24,000,000
bushels in Canada. They require about 6,000,000 for their
own use and thero will be 18,000,000 to corne over here,
twice as much us they ever sent before. We will lay back
and let the crop corne forward and will buy it when it arrives
at Oswego and other poris on this sid. That was the effect
it had. on the American brewers and maltsters. I was in the
business and shipped to Oswego. The brewers would not
readily buy, owing to what were considered confidential
rep ,rts issued by the Ontario Governmont. How did the
crop turn out? The quantity received in the United States,
on which duty was paid, from al ports of the Dominion, in
the shape of barley and mlt, was 11,094,470 bushels. We
malted in Canada, for brewing purposes, about 1,000,00
bushels. According te the Ontario Bureau of Statistics we
require fo seed 1,500,000 bushels. Then I have an
estimate for feeding purposes, which 1 claim to be a liberal
one, for every farmer knows that very littie barley is
fed, as the farmer preserves his seed and sells the
balance. I put down, however, 2,500,000 bushels as the
quantity fed. Thesequantities give a totatl of 16,091,470
bushels, leaving a deficiteof 8,18,937 bushels, as compared
with the quantity reported by the Ontario Bureau of Statis.
tics. After having done that in 1882, one would imagine
that in the intereste of the farmers of Ontario, and in the
luterests of theProvince at large, the Bureau would have
acted more fairly in 1883. In its May report for 1883 it
was stated that the erop would reach 20,613,496 bushels ;
but in their November report they announced that the crop
would prodace 18,20,360 bushels, or au average of 24.No
per acre. The Americans said : Canada will have 18,000,000
bashels; deduot from that the quantity whieh wii be
required by the Dominion, and there will be 12,00%000
exported. And I am prepared to say that when theretras
corne in on lst June, it will be found that the Dontinion
will not have exported 6,000,000 instead of 12,000,00.
What is the effect on the American market? The
buyers say they *will have more than luat year;
they wait till it arrives and then proceed to buy
at low prices. The action of the Ontario Government,
whieh I believe was done purposely, was taken with the
object of depreciating values in the barley market and lead-
ing the people to believe that the National Policy worked
injariousty against the barley interest; indeed I know the
principal argament used in the Lennox election was tht
thei National Poliey had produoed ijuloas efeots on the
barly trade. E1se Do r umn wby huis *gardsheuld baye
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benpublishrdbyitbe QatarioGQvernment, except with the
obieet ofinjqring tAbe eational Policy, and in doing that they
have iujured the farmers of Ontario and the country gene.
rally.

Mr. IRVINK. Of course, I may say at the outaet, that I did
not intend to take any part in this ,debato. I have not
made any notes or IoQked at any Blue$ooke; but as a
practical man, as a labouringinan, as a:man not in the habit
of clottribg my remarks in very nice language, I would
beg to :ofer s ,few :obsevtions on what has been
already said. It strikes me as a very remarkable circum-
stance, from my standpoint, that you can prove anything in
the world from the-'.ational Policy. Hon. gentlemen have
undortaken to prove that it will increase the exports,
incrsse the importa, benefit the manufacturers, benetit the
mechanics, the labourers and the farmers, and indeed every
man in the country. It bas aatonished me very much that
hon. gentlemen have tried to make it appear that, above
all thinge, it .bas benefitted the farmer. This bas been
especially the case with the lawyers and professional men,
who understand the business of the farmer best. It sur-
prised me very much to hear the statement read by the bon.
gentleman who preceded me. When I hear such statements
read, I wonder whether the man is sane or not who has
given those answers. Any hon. member who stands up in
this House, where men are supposed to be informed,
and urges that we may be benefitted by a protective
duty, even when we have a surplus to export, in
dalges in a wonderful stretch of imagination. I do not
understand how that can be. Of course, he read a letter
from a gentleman in some part of Canada, stating that the
price of oats had been raised from 27 to 40 cents. If it did
no at one time, it certainly bas gone back on its good name,
for I can tell him that at the present time, in New Bruns-
wick, in my own part of the country, and I am not sure
but it is nearly the same in Ontario, oats are selling to.
day for 27 cents. Last year they sold for 50 cents a bushel,
and I would ask why it is that the National Policy made
them seli high last year and low this year? Surely, it
muet be a most marvellous policy. If the Finance Minister
has devised a plan to have them bigh one year, why does ho
not keep them up to that pitch; he should give it another
turn of the scrow, in order to keep it up as high one year as
another. I have had several letters this year from farmers,
pointing ont to me that oate have gone down from 50 to 27
cents, and implo-ing me to go to the Finance Minister and
ask him.to try to give hie lyational Policy a little turn, so as
to bring oate up to the dld figure again. But how it bene.
fitï.that crop, when we export nearly 4,000,000 bushels, and
mostly to tbe United States, is something that, for the life
of me 1 cannot conoeive. I remember last year, the
hon. member for Northumberland, N.B (Mr. Mitchell)
telling the House how this polcy burdened the
lumbermen, and saying that their axes, their chains, thoir
oats, &c., were heavily taxed under that policy. I heard
another hon. member, a lumberman, the member for Glou.
castor, reply to him, and he said that the National Policy
had not oppressed the lumbermen-that it had put no more
duty on pork than formerly. Then the hon. member for
Essex fMr. Wigle) got up and said: "See how the farmer
is benefitted by the duty on pork." So this wonderful
policy'has benefited the farmer by putting a duty on pork;
it has benefited the lumberman by not pitting a dqty on
pork ; and, according to the hon. menber for Northumber-
land, it burthened and oppressed the lumbermen. 'I may
say, with regard to the farmers, tiat in my part of the
country they are selling their hay for $5 a toi. I cannot
say whether the National Policy je to blame, bat that id a
very low.price; audI wish the hon. gentleman woX&ld fix
hi policy so Uthafit would ine..e the rie f article
too, Zu. 1 vyg wel %,pon bpiç g bI

country are ,troated, wiQþ refoenço to the price <4 igoL
It is well known that we are manufactnripg fpr ig o
and that this policy, instead of being a blesing to the fir
mers of this eonctry, is-I was gQing to .say a curse, but
perhaps that would be putting it too strong. flowever, I
wish hop. gontlemen, if they wish to speak of the benefits
of the National Policy, would ta(k about soro other class
than farners. We are satisfied to live under our grinding
taxation, and pay our share. We wAnt to livo in peace, we
will help to build the railway, we will holp the manufac.
turers of the country, but we do not wish to h£eatlqlified by
our being told continually that this policy is dQing sponething
for us; for the fact ie, that it is bdening us wig aes
which we would wish to sec removed.

Mr. MOFFAT. The hon. gentleman bas notgiven , en
opportunity of having the opinions of farmers in hip own
county other than himself,bt' I will read the opinipn of a
gentleman in the adjoining county of York, who aya:

"I think it would not be in the intereste of the fariners to admit sny
produce free, because it would tend to Io -er the price of thür owa
products. It (the National Policy) has the effect of keeplng oats higher,
as the lumbermen do not use meal as much ai foriatrly. 1 thiak - am
In a position to know about a gool ia y of the questions spked, aud
the information gtven is by comparing the prices as tbey are now, and
even before. I have been in business about ton years 41 merehant, ad
geaeral dealer."
That, 1 think, is a sufficient answer to his statero nt. The
hon. member for Middlesex (Mr. Armëtrong) islevidently a
gentleman of patience. He is quite wiIlig to wait for
future generations to have botter times. The hon. member
for Digby (Mr. Vail) bas spoken of something which ho
evidently knows littile about, when ha asserts that the
National Policy has acted against the lamber trade. We
know that the price of lumber is low, that it bas been low
for some time, but what is the cause? The cause is over-
epeculation, and people attempting to do business which
they do not control. That is the great cause of the deproS-
sion in the lumber trade. I believe we are on the eve of a
reaction and that the prospects are now better than they
have been for years.

Motion agreed to ; and the Rouge resolved itgelf into
Committee.

(In the Committee.)
On Resolution I (page 653),
Mr. BOWELL moved that the item: " Fibre, vege table,

for manufacturing purposce," be struck ont. 1ie said: This
leaves the article in the free list.

Motion agreed to.
On Resolution 2,

2. Resolved that it is expedient to provide that the following articles
shall be subject to and charged with the rates of 'duty set opposite to
each, respectively, from and ,fter the date of the passage of this esolu-
tion, iz:-

1. Acid, Acetie, twenty-fivecents per Imperial
gallon ........ ............ . ....................... 25 eti p. 1. G.

Mr. BOWIELL. Acetic acid is now charged 20 cents par
gallon. It is proposed to increase it to 25 cents, for the
reason that it is brought in very strorg and afterwards
dilated, and made into vinegar at a very cheap rate.

Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Do you propose to
deal separately with acetie acid, brought in merely for Man-
utcturing purposes ?

Mr. BOW14LL. No; we treat it all in the a8m1e Way.
We Could not very Wall make the distinctioP, as the haw,
gentiepmawili sac.

Sir eIGHARD .CARTWRIGIIT. I merely wanted to
know if the point had been considered as to how it would
affect those particular manufacturers who employ ocetio
acid.

Mr. BOWELL, Theguetion was considered from vari-
ous at $4P» 90was to amcept the eduîgiai yinegar
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-No. 6; but it was found that this would necessi-
tate the purchase of a large number of instruments and
would require a great deal of instruction to be given to the
Customs officers throughout the country, unless the article
was transferred to the test of Inland Revenue officers
and the ports restricted at which it could be imported,
which would be a great disadvantage to the importers. It
was thought better just to increase the duty on the article
or whatever purpose imported.

2. (aplins, unfinished Leghorn hats, twenty
per cent. ad valorem............... .... 20 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. The duty on this article, of which Leg-
horn hate are made, bas been 25 per cent. It is now reduced
to 20 per cent., which gives a protection of 5 per cent. to
the hat maker.

8. Celluloid, moulded into sises for handles of
knlves and forks, not bored nor otherwise
manutactured, ton per cent. ad valorem .... 10 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. This is a reduction. The article now
pays 20 per cent.

4. Carpeting, matting and mats of hemp,
twenty-tive per cent. ad valorem................ 25 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. This change is made merely from a
customse standpoint. Matting of hemp has been imported
and entered as jute, which pays 25 per cent., and we
propose to make them both pay the same rate of duty.

Mr. VAIL. .Does this apply to all kinds of carpeting?
Mr. BOWELL. Not at all; only to matting and mats of

hemp. Woollen carpets pay a much higher duty.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. It is just poQsi ble that

importers might raise a question about the punctuation.
Mr. BOWELL. I will call the attention of the Law Clerk

to the matter, so s to have that guarded against. It will
be seen, however, that the item reads "carpeting, matting,
and mats of hemp."

5. Jeans and coutilles, when imported by
corset makers, for use in their factoriesu
twenty per cent ad oakorem. ....... 20 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL This is a reduction. Under the Tariff
at preseut, these articles are included in the 27J per cent.
list. It is thought inadvisable to keep them at so high a
rate of duty when they are imported for corset making. It
is a reduction of 7J per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. The general public has to, pay 27J per
cent., while those who import for this particular trade are to
pay only 20 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. The bon. gentleman knows that on

several occasions he bas had to alter his Tariif in particulars
in which he bas one rate for an article when imported for one«
purpose, and another rate for the general public. HBe as
found that importations have been made under the guise
of the particular purpose, but have gone into general con-
sumption; and he as found that the importations for the
particular purpose have swollen abnormally. It is a very
objectionable mode to have two rates of duty for the same
article. Wbat is the ainount of duty that he expects to
receive from this lower rate ?

Mr. BOWELL. That will depend on the number of cor-
sets manufactured in the country. ILfully realize the objection
made by the hon. gentleman. If it were possible to meet
these cases, it would be better to have but one rate of duty;ï
but it is impossible to pass any law to prevent men from
making false entries. The sole object of this change is tot
enable the corset makers to manufacture the article in this
country soe as to compete with the imported article.

6. Printed or dyed oettons, not elsewhere apeci-
ded, twenty-sev maia-half per enLad

e*r, DowIp,

Mr. BOWELL. The jeans and coutilles, and the printed
or dyed cottons, are all at present in the 27J per cent. list.
We have separated them, leavi ng tbe printed or dyed cot-
tons, w hich are ab3ut to be manufactured at Magog, in that
list, and have placed the jeans and coutilles at 20 per cent.
when imported for the manufacture of corsets.

7. Ootton 42 inches wide and over, when im-
portea by manufacturera of enamelled cloth,
for use in their factories, fifteen per cent.
ad val orem.................... 15 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. For what other purpose is this imported
besides this ?

Mr. BOWELL. For varions other purposes.
this width are not manufactured in this country.

Goods of

Mr. BLAKE. Why shoild it be imported at a lower
rate if not manufactured in this country. The principle of
production does not apply here. Why should two rates be
struck ?

Mr. BOWELL. For revenue; you have to consider both
points in framing a Tarif.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Can the hon. gentle.
man give us an idea as to the quantity the hon. gentleman
supposes will be imported of this particular article on which
he proposes to alter the duty ?

Mr. BOWELL. There is very little imported and the
amount will depend upon the success of this new enterprise
which is being started, I think, in the city of Kingston.
The promoters of this new fa- tory represented to the
Governmet that, in order to place them in a better position,
the duty upon L. inch width cotton, when irnp-rted
for the purposo of manufacturing enamel cloth, sbould be
àowered, so as to enable them te go on with their work.
For that reason this change was made.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the ad valorem equivalent to the
present specifie and ad valorent?

Mr. BOWELL. I will take a note of it and answer the
hon. gentleman on Concurrence.

8. otton Warp, go. 6) and finer, 15 per cent.
ad valorem................. ...... 15 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. This is for the encouragement of manu-
facturers of hosiery. There is no warp manufactured in the
country finer than 60.

9. Earthenware, decorated, printed or sponged,
and l al eartheuwere not elsewhere speci-
fied, thirty per cent. ad e eo-m..........30 percent.

Mr. BOWELL. This is not a change in the Tariff but only
in the wording. A dispute arose in Montreal as to whether
certain classes of earthenware were 20 or 30 per cent. The
Department ruled this particular kind of ware as common
" O" ware and the importers contended it was not.
They paid their duty under protest and entered an action to
recover the difference between 20 and 30. The court de-
cided our ruling was correct, and in order to prevent any
difficulty, in the future we now propose to change the word-
ing of the Tariff, so as to bring it within the decision of the
court and the intention of Parliament.

Mr. BLAKE. I wish to make a brief statement with
reference to the operation of the duty on these goods. I
have more than once called the attention of the hon. gentle-
man to the practical operation of the Tariff upon the cheaper
earthenware goods, in consequence of the imposition of duty
on packages as well as on the goods themselves. I think
the duty is an extremely objectionable Que, for various
reasons. In the first place, because it is laid at a lower
rate ad valorem upon the highest class of china, than upon
the lowest clas of goods, the cheap earthenware. The class
of goode which la used by thewealthier classes ls admitted
At a lowr rate ad = tha hed mis of oroewry re.
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quired by the poor, and the objection is still greater when
you consider the inevitable incidence of the Tariff on the
latter description. This article is veay cheap in the market
of production, but is, however, very bulky, and the cost of
packing and of freight forms a large proportion of the laid
down coet. And as the cost of packing and of freight is
the same in bulk, it is less in proportion to the
value for the higher priced than the lower priced goods.
The practical operation of the Tariff is therefore to add au
imposition of a very high rate upon an article which, under
the circumstances ofthe country and the article itself, is
one which has to bear an immense advance upon the cost of
production before it reaches the people here. Now, as far
as I can understand, the only works of any kind in this
country are the works at St. Johns, of which it is said the
gross produet is somewhere from $70,000 to $80,000 a year,
while our importation of white granite and "O . C." ware-
this is "' C. C." ware, the hon. gentleman says-for 1882, the
entries for ho -ne consumption amounted to $388,000 and
those of china and porcelain to $189,000, and for 1883
white granite, and " C. C." ware were entered tothe amount
of $423,000 and of china and porcelain to the amount
of $175,000. The unreasonableness of making this charge
of - a duty upon the packages is shown in detail
by considering what the result is to importers, and of
course, necessarily to consumers, who have got to pay
for the loss. A flour barrel, containing an average
value of $3 of these low classed goods, costs 35 cents
in the market of the production of the article. The
duty charged upon that is 10ý cents, so the cost to the
importer of his barrel, irrespective of the contents, is 45J
cents ; he sella it for 12J cents, after unpacking ; the loss
therefore, in that particular, being 32- cents. Then, with
reference to boxes, the same observation generally applies ;
and, as to crates and hogsheads, their cost is about 1ls.
sterling, or $4.12J. The duty charged is $1.374. Sc the
cost of the crate or hogshead laid down is $à.51, while,
after being unpacked and repacked, they sell at $1. The
result is that the laying of the duty on those packages, in
a case which, I believe, is almost exceptional, because other
goods packed, as a rule, are not charged duty on the
packages-

Mr. BOWELL. Oh, yes.
Mr. BLAKE. No ; not on the packages.

Mr. BOWELL. Unless the package forms part of the
value of the article it contains.

Mr. BLAKE. The practical resuilt, I believe, is that this
is almost the only class of goods in which the duty is laid
upon the packages.

Mr. FARROW. In salt it is charged duty.

Mr. BLAKE. I say there may be some ; I do not say
all, exclusively, but almost all. And largely, in the neigh-
bouring Republic, the duty has been taken off packages.
Now I wish to give three or four examples of the practical
operation of the duty, and of the other charges upon goods
of this description, as indicating what the advance is to lay
down these goods. I have before me an invoice of last year
of eleven crates of white granite, the cost of the gools being
£72 6s. bd. The packages of these goods, which are a
cheap class of goods, cost £9 7P., or an addition of
13 per cent. on the goods. The duty was £24 9s. 6d.,
which, though nominally 30 per cent. on the article,
was really 33 per cent, on the article, the excess
being occasioned by the duty being laid on the package.
The inland cartage and freight, £5 8s. 9d., and £9 18s. 3d.,
and wharfage 8. 8d., made 22 per cent. on the value of the
article; and, adding cartage and breakage at il s and £2
12e. 6d., a total is reached of £53 15a. 6d., or 74 per cent. of
the value of the artiole, to lay it down in Montreal. I bring
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that before the Committee, because I want to point out, by a
practical example, what a very large sum necossarily, even
irrespective of duty, is added from the character of this
article, its fragility and its bulk, to the cost in the market
of production; how much in advance the people of the
country have to pay beyond the people who live in the
country where it is produced; and I show you that, with
the duty and with these varions charges that are added, an
addition is made, in this cheap class of goods, of no less than
74 per cent. to lay it down at Montreal. Now, for pro.
tective purposes, I do not believe any such duty is re-
quired. I want to make this clear to the Committee,
that the duty, under the circumstances in which the Cana-
dian manufacturer stand, i an enormous duty as a pro.
tective duty; whilo, as a mere revenue duty, we ought to
have a lower rate, bocause, under any circumstances, even
if yon add no duty at all, this article is, from the necessities
of the case, costing enormously more than it ought to coat
to the people of the country. If you will allow me, I will
compare the charges at the St. Johns factory, as given to
me, for the same number of crates and for freight. Freight
and package, St. Johns to Montreal, $3.25 per crate, which
for the eleven crates is 835.75; cartage, $2.75; or a total of
$38.50, being £7 14s., as against £50 3s. 8d. That is, £7 14s.
represent the charges to bring the goods from the factory
at St. Johns to Montreal, packing, freight, and cartage,
while the same items and duty represent to the importer
from England £50 3s. 8d , being a difference or advantage of
£42 10s., which is 60 per cent, on the £72 Os. 5d.,the eost of
the article. So that, in this cheap article, by reason of the
comparative cheapness of wood in this country and
consequently the comparative cheapness of the paoking, and
by reason of the saving of the freight, and by reason of the
duty, an advantage, from a protective p)int of view, is given
of no less than 6U per cent, to the Canadian manufacturer.
1 do not suppose that it will be contended that 60 per cent.
advantage is aun adequate oi reasonable aivantage, that it
is other than an exorbitant advantago. S> I think I have
established that, fram a protective point of view, the duty
is unneces.arily heavv, while I think it will be c'e r from
the othor circunstances that, froin a revenue p'inLotf view,
this is not an article which ought to ba taxe, o high,
because, as I have said, it is an unequal tax in its practical
bearing, and because, adding the other neces iary charges
incident to the importation, an enormous advance is
made beyond the cost in the market of production.
Then, by another invoica which I have, white granite
(bests) costs £145 18s. 8d., the packages £22 19a., or 15
per cent. upon the goods; the i land charges and
freight were £30 193. 4d., or 21 per cent. advance; the duty
£51 7s., which is 34 per cent. upon the goods, by reason of
the duty being laid on the package; cartage,£ 179.; breakage,
£7 5s. 11d.; wharfage, £1 5s., so that we have a total of £115
3s. 3d., an advanoe, to lay down in Montreal,of over 80 per
cent. Then, I have another invoice of twenty-five crates of
white granite (thirds). The invoice price is £96 2s. 4d., raok-
ages £3 1 5s.,or 22 per cent.; inland and ocean freight, £2318s.
81., or 24 per cent.; wharfage, £1 l.; breakage, £4 16e. Id.;
duty £35 3e. Id., or 37 per cent., making a total of £86 3s.
10d., or a cost to lay down of 90 per cent. advance, that
being the very lowest class of goo. So with another in-
voice which I have, of the third quality ef white granites,
used by labourers, in which the invoice price is £218 63.2d.;
packages, £41 14s. 101., or 19 per cent.; inland charges and
freight, £23 68. 8d., and £42 6s., or 30 per cent.; duty,
£76 2s., over 31 per cent.; freight and cartage to Toronto,
for this is a Toronto invoice, £13 2@. 6d., making
a total of £ 196 128., or an advance of 90 per
cent. upon the cost in the market of production.
Now, Sir, I have said that not merely was the cost of the
class of goods which are used by the masses and the poorest
of the community enormous, but also that by t1e combined
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operation of a lower rate of duty on the packages, and ofthe
cost of packing and transport of this particular class of
goods, the duty was practically a very unequal duty, in that
the result was that the person who was wealthy enough to
afford to buy his china or porcelain, instead of cheap crock-
ery, bought it very much cheaper. I wish to elucidate that
proposition by two practical examples of invoices of china.
The first is an invoice of £111 3s. 6d., and the package was
£5 7e. 6d., or under 5 per cent.; inland charges, £4 7s. 4d.,
and the freight, £6 14s. 5d., aggregating £11 ls. 9d., being
about 10 per cent. of the value of the goods; cartage, 7.;
duty, £29 Zs. 6d., being under 26k per cent. of the value of
the goodes; breakage, £5 1ls. 2d., the total being an advance
of about 46 per cent., as against 80 to 90 per cent. in the
cheaper goods. Now, here is an invoice of a hogshead of china
of a comparatively thick description, for farmers' use. The
invoice was £24 4s. 6d.; the package, £1 5s., or 5 per cent.;
inland charges,19s. 8d.; freight, 18s. 4d., or 7j per cent.; the
breakage was £1 4s. 3d. ; wharfage, la. 6d.; being a total of
£4 8s. 9d.; duty, £6 7s. 5d., or 26¼ per cent. The aggregate
charge is £10 16s. 2d., being a cost to lay down ofunder 45 per
cent. Now these are practical results of the present operation
of the trade and of this duty, from which it is made quite clear
that upon the value of the goods you charge-those which
are required by the poorest of the people-a practical duty
of from 33 to 37 per cent, say 35 per cent., while you
charge on the china and porcelain that is used by the richer
classes, something like 261 per cent., and that in a class of
goods, as I have pointed out, in which naturally there is an
unequal incidence, in which naturally those who are poor
and are obliged to buy the cheapest goods, are charged more
than the rich, because the cost of the package and the cost
of freight are so enormously disproportionate, with refereLce
to the value in the one class and in the other class. We
know the result is that the lay-down cost, when duty and
charges are added, is twice as much per cent. upon the value
of the earthenware and the lower grade of goods, as it is
upon the higher goods, or nearly 90 per cent. in the
one case and 45 or 46 per cent. in the other. It
does seem to me that the duty on this class of
goods calls for revision, that it ought to be lower, and
that a duty of 20 per cent. instead of 30 per cent., or the
omission of the duty on packages, and the making it 25 per
cent., would be much more in accordance with the general
view which is taken. I am not now suggesting-of course
it would not be resonable to propose to the Committee a
reversal of the Tariff policy of the Government, with refer-
ence to some one article, that Tariff policy either considered
with reference to revenue, or considered with reference to
Protection. I am not engaged in any such attempt; I am
simply endeavouring to point out, that in accordance with
the general principles of this Tariff As to revenue, and in
accordance with the general principles of this Tariff with
reference to Protection, this particular duty, laid, as it is,
both upon goods and upon packages, is an oppressive and
exorbitant duty ; that a duty which gives, when you
combine with the duty the other advantages as to pack.
ageand freight, of which I have spoken -an advant-
age of something like 60 per cent. to the Canadian
manufacturer, is too high for protective purposes; and a duty
which adds to the lay-down cost such an enormous sum as
this doese, and so increases the cost to the people of the
country, is too high for revenue purposes, properly con.
sidered. A duty that operates so unequally as between the
rich and the poor, the finer and the lower class of goods, is
also a duty which is imperfect and which ought to be
changed.

Mr. BOWELL. The case is not so bad as the hon. gen-
tleman has made it. In the first place, he objects to the duty
of 25 per cent. on china, and 30 per cent. on the " C. C."
or common ware whioh is manufactured in this country.

Xr. BLÂK,

The principles of the Tariff apply to this particular article
as to all others of a similar character. China is not manu-
factured in this c-untry, nor is it likely to be; hence it is
admitted at a lower duty for revenue purposes than that
which is and can be manufactured, and has been for a number
of years. That is the only reason, and it is a good reason,
from a protective standpoint, and also in view of our
object in maintaining in existence a number of manu-
factories which have been built up and are still growing in
the town of St. Johns, in the Province of Quebec. I under-
stood the hon. gentleman to say there are but one or two
factories in that town.

Mr. BLAKE. No; I said except the factories in that
town.

Mr. BOWELL. It is a very important industry in that
particular part of the Province, and there are, no doubt, at
the present time, under this Tariff, some six or seven
factories of various kinds, some of them engaged in the
manufacture of the better classes of ware, that is, the "C.C."
stone ware, or what is called the flint, or strong ware made
from flint, down to the common Rockingham ware. Any
attempt to reduce the Tariff at the present time, considering
the fact that they have to import from other countries
nearly every article out of which this common ware is
made, would result in closing these establishments. The
flint has to be imported from England and from France ;
the wood to which the hon. gentleman refers, and which ho
says is very cheap in this country and not so cheap in
England, is not a material that is used in the manufacture.

Mr. BLAKE. I did not speak of wood for the packages.

Mr. BOWELL. Then I misunderstood the hon. gentle-
man. But when you consider the fact that nearly
all the articles out of which this ware is manufactured
are imported, you will understand that the manufacturers
have not as high a protection as has been represented
by the figures laid before us. Now, the question of
packages is not a new one. When the hon. gentleman
was assisting in the Government of this country, neither ho
nor the Finance Minister of that day thought it advisable
to change the rate of duty which was imposed upon pack-
ages. lt bas remained on the Statute Book ever since Con-
federation, or nearly so. The hon. gentleman is not correct
in stating that it applies to this particular article. The
packages are chargeable in all cases separately, except
where the package is a part and parcel of that which it
contains. If the hon. gentleman turis to the Tarig Act, ho
will find that there is very little difference between the
provisions of that clause as it stands upon the Statute Boek
and what has been the rale for the last ten or fifteean years.
Whether the principle of imposing a duty on the packages
be correct or not, is a matter whioh should properIy come
up when discussion takes place on the Oustoms Aot and, the
Tariff Act proper. But the hon. gentleman forgot to state,
when he made the assertion, that this common ware was
sold to the people of this country, at a much higher rate
than in the country of its production, that the packages are
also made in a foreign country, and that the rate of daty
imposed on those packages is not on the value here, but on
the value of the article, in the market in whieh it ie>inanufz
tured and sold. So that if a person in Englànd purcLases
in Staffordshire, or wherever the ware may be made,
and the packages be sent to any other part of the,
Kingdom, the consumer has to pay as §if it was
sent to this country, les, of course the duty. HeneS
the purchaser, except h. goes to the faetory, stands
relatively, adding the duty and the diffrenee between the
freight on goods sent from Staflwdshir to any part
of the United Kingdom, and from Stafordshivê to Canada,
in the same position as the purohaser here. I do not-sup.
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pose hon. gentlemen opposite propose to annihilate the
distance or that they could by any Tariff or means reduce
the value of the article in that particular respect. We have
found it necessary, as far as we could possiby do so,
to take off the duty on almost every article which enters into
the manufacture of this particular kind of ware; and not-
withstanding that fact, and the high duty of 30 per cent.
and the amount which is added by charging the duty on the
packages, as in all other cases, this being not an exception,
it is no more protection than that particular industry
requires, if we desire to keep it in existence in this country.
When we come to compare the prices of this particular
kind of ware in Canada, it will be found to be as cheap
if not cheaper than it was seven or eight years ago.
You can go to the potteries in St. Johnsand purchase
a much botter article than you could purchase a num-
ber of years ago, and obtain it equally as cheap, not-
withstanding this duty ; and with this protection, and with
the policy that has been pursued, and with the production
of this ware at a cheaper rate from botter material-just as
in proportion as we have a botter class of article, and in
proportion to the quantity produced in our factories, s0 in
proportion will the article be lowered in price to the con-
sumer. At the present time, consumers are not paying any
more than they did a number of years ago, when there was
a lower Tariff in operation and a much less quantity manu-
factured in the country.

Mr. HESSON. In regard to this trade I desire to offer a
remark or two. The leader of the Opposition in bis calcu-
lations, appeared to omit the fact that there was a rebate on
all of this class of goods imported from the old country,
running from 15 to 25 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. No.
Mr. HESSON. Did you take that into account ?
Mr. BLAKE. Why, of course, 1 did.
Mr. HESSON. The importation of these goods covers a

certain amount of unfinished goods, articles of luxury,which
come into this market, and are actually finished by hand.
At one place, to my certain knowledge, which I visited,
there was a large amount of unfinished ware, burnt, bar-
nished and complet ely finished. That comes in in the same
package.

Mr. BLAKE. That is'china?
Mr. HESSON. It is finished to a considerable extent

here. That should be taken into consideration, in calcula.
tions respecting the importation of common ware, and so
reduce to some extent the expense. If it is the means of
giving employment to our people, that fact should also be
taken into consideration. The question of levying duty on
the packages is one which has always, to my mind,
been a difficult problem to solve, and if we could get
rid of the package question entirely it would be in the inter-
est of the whole country. I must say, however, that if it
would oonflict with the industries established under the
National Policy, I believe the general wish of the public
would be that the Minister acted properly in maintaining
the duty on packages. If you consider the question of pack-
ages, it might be extended further, so as to cover flour
barrels belonging to foreign importations, as such barrels
are of foreign manufacture and compete with the industries
of this country. But it is a question, of course, which has to
be considered as a tax upon the people; and objection
should not corne from the leader of the Opposition, who
appears rather to favour the reduction of taxation whether it
affects the industries of the country or not. He does not
appear to realie the fact that the wish of the people is to
protect our various industries. The hon. gentleman has not
corne tolearn that yet; I presume the people will teach him
by-au&by. The hon. Minister should be maintained in the
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position ie occupies, as against that of the hon. gentleman,
which was, that it was desirable, in the interest of the coun-
try to obtain cheap goods for a time, though in the end they
might be dear. It we were paying, at the prosent time, a
little more for common qualities of ware, it might be
possible within two or three years to cheapen the price, as
was the case with eottoo goods, which hon. gentlemen said
would be very much increased by the National Policy, as
well as woollen goods. I think it is just possible, within
two or three years, by a little encouragement of our own
industries, to give employment to our people and obtain
cheap goods as well. I hope the hon. Minister will pursue
his policy in the interests of the industries established, and
not take measures which might cripple them; it matters not
in what Province of the Dominion they may be established.

Mr. SCRIVER. I do not pro pose to follow the hon.
gentleman in his meanderings, which it would be rather
a difficult thing to do ; and I suppose we are here
to discuss the question of crockery and common ware.
I was a litile surprised to hear the hon. gentleman
say this was an article of luxury. So far as my
experience goos, it is an article of common use and necessity,
and the particular ware to which the observations of the
leader of the Opposition were directed, is in general use
throughout the country. I think the Minister of Customs
is mistaken in one statement, and that is that the particular
kind of crockery in question is cheaper now than it was
seven or eight years ago. That doos not accord with my
own experionce. It is dearer, and decidedly dearer. With
regard to the question of dnty on packages, the lion. Minii.
ter failod to seizo the point, or, at lcast, to re-ply to the
position taken by th leader of the Opposition, with respect
to this particular kind of package, used for the packing of
this common ware. As the leader of the Opposition said,
these packages are very costly in comparison to their con.
tents, and for this reason the duty upon them becomes
peculiarly oppressive. 1 am just as well aware as
is the hon. Minister that, so far as the principle of
imposing duty on packages is concerned, he and bis
colleagues are not responsible for it. That principlep
which I consider- a very faulty one, was established
some time ago. But the contention of the hon. leader
of the Opposition, and a peifectly reasonable one as I
think, was that owing to the great costof the paakages used
in packing this ware in connection with the duty itself, the
enhancement of the price of something which goes into
common use in this country is made very great. Nothing
which the Minister of Customs said was, to my mind, at
all a satisfactory or effective reply to the position taken by
the leader of the Opposition, Ihat the duty is excessive. It
seems to me that this is carrying the principle of Protection
to such an excess as to make it unreasonable. If, in order
to establish and make prosperous an industry, we have to
grant it a protection of 60 or 70 per cent., I think we had
better turn our efforts in some other direction.

Mr. O RTON. Though I quite agree with the general
ideas expressed by the Minister of Custons, in reference
to the importance of protecting this particular industry, I
also agrce with the leader of the Opposition in the remarks
he made as to the inconsistency which appears to exist in
the mode in which duties are imposed, when we find such
an excess of protection given to one class of industry and a
very deficient protection given to another. The article of
flour bas been mentioned. The duty on flour is a speciflo
duty of 50 cents per barrel. There is no duty on the package
or barrel, and when we recollect that it requires four and
a-half, or four and three-quarters bushels of wheat to make
a barrel of flour, if the Tariff were consistent, there would
be at least 65 cents per barrel on flour. When we consider
bhis fact in connection with the fact that our r'ailways dis-
3riminate in favour of the American manufacturers of flour,
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I think it would be proper to draw the attention of the
Minister of Customs to the fact that the millers of this
country do not receive the prQtection which they should ;
and I say further, in connection with this question, that the
Canadian farmer does not receive the protection whieh he
should receive upon his wheat. During the six months
ending the 3lst December, the amount of flour imported
into this country was 224,946 barrots, of the value of
S1,069,000-

Mr. BLAKE. I rise to a point of order. We are dis-
cussing the question of crockery, not flour.

Mr. ORTON. I thought packages was the question.
Mr. BLAKE. Packages of crockery?
Mr. ORTON. I wish to discuss the duty on packages-

the duty on barrels containing flour.

Mr. BL AKE. The question is, Mr. Chairman, is flour
erockery.

Sir J.OHN A. MACDONALD. It is a "flowery land " at
any rate.

Mr. ORTON. I bave no desire to te out of order, but if
I understood the ronarks of the leader of the Opposition,
they pertained chiefly to the duties imposed on packages.

Mr. BLAKE. Packages of crockery.

Mr. ORTON. Thcn the hon. gentleman was very much
out of order during ihe intter portion of bis remarks.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I think the hon. gentle-
man is quite in order. The quertion before the Committee
is certainly the quettion of packages-the duties ou pack-
ages of crockery-and the argument on the other side was
that there was an excessive duty on this particular article,
as compared with others. My hon. friend bohind me bas fol-
lowed up the same argument. He says the duties on
crockery are excessive, and ho compared it with the duty
on the package in which flour is contained. le goes on to
argue in the same lino of argument as the leader of the
Opposition, by comparing the duty on the packages on this
article with the duty on the packages on another article.

Mr. ORTON. I wish to carry on the same argument that
my hon. friend did, and to show, from the fact that noduty
is imposed on the packages on which flour is contained, that
the Government arc hardly giving fair play to the milling
industry, and further, to the wheat raising industry.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Order, order.
Mr. ORTON. I still maintain that the leader of the

Opposition went on to argue, during his remarks, that the
duty placed on packages was a great injustice to the con-
sumera of cheap crockeryware, and his chief argument was
with reference to the duty on packages. I am replying to
that argument, and I maintain that it is still pei fectly inu
order for me te point out the injustice that is done by this
defect. All I wish to say, in conclusion, is that in six months
we imported the large quantity of 224,000 barrels of flour,
amounting to something like 1,000,000 bushels of wheat,
and that it was not only an injustice te the milling industry,
but the wheat producers of this country.

Mr. MITCRBEL I am sorry, if I was out of order in
attempting to speak before, but as the hon. gentleman tried
to ait down three or four times, as I thought, and did Lot
quite suceeed, I must excuse myself te the House, on the
ground that I was under a wrong impression. I am net
going to follow the hon. gentleman through his argument,
but Iwih to allude to one suggestion he threw out, that the
farmers are not sufficiently protected. I wish to enter my
protest against that idea. I think if there is one class above
another who an prosperous and doing well in thie country,

Nr. Oaur,

it is the farmers; and coming, as I do, fron a consuming
part of the country-from a lumbering and fishing country
-I wish to protest against what I imagined to be the drift
of the hon. gentlemar's remarks, in caliing the attention of
the House to the fact that the far mers were not, as he con-
tended, sufficiently protected. I hope 1 did not understand
my hon. lriend te desire that a duty should be imposed on
packages of flour.

Mr. ORTON. Yes; I desire to see a duty placed on every
barrel brought into this country from a foreign country.

Mr. MITCHELL. Then I muet distinctly dissent from
the proposition put forward by my hon. friend. Sir, there
was only one justification for imposing a duty on bread-
stuffs, which enter so largely into the consumption of this
country, particularly the poorer classes. I admit that it is
a policy which was forced upon us from necessity ; it is a
policy which went to build up our country, to protect us
from being flooded by foreign manufactures. It was neces-
sary to adopt a policy which would keep our people at home
and protect our industries. But there is a limitation to it,
and we should not run Protection to the ground; and I think
the course suggested by mny hon. friend should not be
adopted, or any course that would put any addition on
the duty which would wcigb upon the poor man and
the labourer-a duty which, i think myself, should never
have been put on, if possible to avoid it I do not
besitaWe to express that opinion. I shall say no more
on this point. The proposition is too ridiculous te
require refutation, and, therefore, I think it is unneces-
sary to occupy tIbo time of tho louse any longer about
it. i am ju. going to nake a remark on one or two
points that sti uk ie in relation to this debate. I entirely
agree with the proposition put fbrward by the hon. member
for West Durham, in reference to the packages of crockery.
Everybody acquairnted with the import trade of this coun-
try knows that the value of the packages in which this com-
mon ware is imported, bears no proportion to the value of
the article imported. I can understand that there may be
a certain class of packages which, after they are brought
into this country, may be used for some other purpose after
the contents are removed, so that they have an intrinsic value
nearly equal to their original cost. In that case, a
duty should be imposed on the packages. I think it is in
such cases that the Min ister of Customs should exercise his
discretion in submitting a meature of thiskind to Parliament.
But every one knows that one of these crockery crates, after
the croikery is removed, has comparatively no value, and
becomes almost a nuisance.to the importer. In that parti-
cular item, I think the Minister should revise the class of
duties which are now under the consideration of the House.
There -is another point to which I wish to call the attention of
the House, and to which I called attention last Session, when
the Minister of Customs was consolidating and ievising the
Custome laws of this country. On that occasion I endeavoured
to get some of the incongruities and inconsistencies in the
Statute remedied ; but I found that the hon. gentleman was
quite impervious to the suggestions I made. He had made
up his mmd, and when he does it is pretty hard to change it
except by necemsity or force. I told him that I had been
informed by a gentleman largoly engaged in the crockery
trade, in Montieal, that there were certain classes of pack-
ages in hie trade, upon which ho paid duty, and certain
other classes upon which he did not pay duty. I will give
the illustration now that I did then. 1 said that if you-
import a case of lamp burners and chimnies, you will
have to pay duty upon the packages whieh contain the
chimneys of the lampe, but the packages which contain the
burners, which are metal, are not charged duty ; and
1 pointed out that that being the case, a discrimination
was made in faveur of the hardware men and against the
crockery men of the country I think that ought to
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be remedied. I feel that it is useless for us to at-
tempt to get this Tarif materially altered. I do not
want to see anything done that will interfere with
the policy of protecting our industries; but I do not
want to see that policy run into the ground, and
our industries protected too much. Where there is discrimi-
nation against one trade, I desire to sec that discrimination
removed; and I think I have shown that discrimination
does exist in regard to these packages. I do not wish to
take up the time of the House, and I do not know that I
would have said anything but for the suggestion of the hon.
member for Centre Wellington, in favour of further taxing
the food of the poor man.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. Minister of Customs, in answer-
ing my observation, made use of one of the arguments
frequently made use of when attacks are made on a Tariff of
thi-, description. He declared thatgoods were cheaper now
i han they were seven or eight years ago. My hon. friend from
!lntingdon (Mr. Soriver), denies the accuracy of that pro-
position. I have not myself enquired into the matter, and
cannot raise my voice on one hand or the other; but
this I will say, that the hon. gentleman can make no
pretence of establishing the proposition, that any lowering
in the price of these goods is due to this Tariff. I have
given the amount of the importations in 1882 and 1883
which is an increasing amount-about five ti mes as great as
the amount of the domestie production. To state, under
these circumstances, that the Tarif bas causcd a reduction in
the price of the imported goods,at a time when every cent of
the protection, direct and incidental, is r ocessary to keep the
factory alive-that is, that the goo'is cannot be sold cheaper
and live-is, it seems to me, absurd. An addition of 70 per
cent. has been made in the duty on these goods, and the
result bas been to increase the price proportionately, unless
by some occult manner, the cheaper the Engl'sh goods be-
come the higher the duty is raised. But the bon. gentle-
man says it is not so, because the English maker bas to pay
part of the cost. He says that he bas to pay the cost of the
package, too. He bas to pay for a package, but there is the
difference. In the first place, it is a package of a different
description, and in the second place, it is worth
more. He pays the cost of a woolen package in
England-a barrel, a box, a crate, or a hogshoad, and
that barrel box, or crate is worth more in England than
here. In many cases, in England, it is returned to the fac-
tory and the loss is simply the return freight; or if not
returned, it is saloable at a higher rate, and consequently
the cost of the package does not, to anything like
the extent to which it falls upon the consumer hore, fali
upon the consumer in England. Of course, if a crate cost
17s. and you pay 81.35 duty, making that crate cost in
Montreal $5.50, and the importer is to realize only $1 on it,
that balance of $4.50, with profits upon it, must
be borne by the consumer here. But if, on the other hand,
the English retail merchant, purohasing from Staffordshire,
is able to send his crate back to be filled again, or is able to
sell it at something approximating the original cost, this
item becomes an ineignificant one. Bere, however, the
importer does not realize even the duty he paye, so that the
carriage and prime cost is all loss to the consumer, besides the
duty. No effort has been made to refate the proposition
that the duty imposed is grossly unequal, as between the
rich and the poor, and inequality occurs in a case in which
the necessary incidents of the trade are such as to produce
an inequality even if there was no duty; so that such in-
equality is exaggerated instead of being mitigated by the
incidence of the Tarif. Nor is any proof brought forward
in contradiction to the proposition I have advanced, viz.,
that for protective purposes, having regard to the advan-
tages the Canadian manufacturer has in the saving of the
freight on tis bulky article, in the cheaper packing of an
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article of this description in this wooden country of ours-
the advantage he obtains from the duty, froight and pack-
age is so enormous that it amounts to a protection of about 60
per cent. on the lowest class ofgoods. As to the hon. mem-
bor for Perth (Mr. Hesson), who informs us that these articles
are luxuries; I always supposed they were necesdaries,
and I invite the bon. gentleman to discuss that subject
with his constituents, of whatuver rank in wealth, when
next ho visite Perth, and ascertain from them whether they
do not regard the crockery thoy use in thoir drawing room,
dining room and chambers as rather a neocessity than a
luxury. The hon. gentleman says we must look to other
considerations. Why, ho says, there is a large quantity of
this crockery that comes out to this country, and it is ac-
tually decorated hore; crests are put upon it and it is band-
painted; and, ho says, the poor man who is charged this
enormous additional advance on the cost of his goods is to
be consoled and gratified by the reflection that the wealthy
man who has his crest put upon his g>ods, bas it done in
Canada.

Mr. MoLELAN. I have seldom heard a stronger argu-
ment, whether in this Bouse or elsewhere, in favour of the
protection and encouragement of the manufacture of goode
in this country, than that dolivered by the hon. gentleman.
He bas proved to us, by figures, that it is impossible for a
poor man ever to obtain cheap crockery in this country
unless it be manufactured here.

Mr. BLAKE. Not at all.
Mr. MoLELAN. UnIess we can encourage the manu-

facturers in this country, natil thoy are masters of their busi-
ness. The hon. gentleman has shown by figures that there
is an enormous percentage of cost upon this article, on ac-
count of the packages; that the prices charged by English
manufacturers for packages are far in excess of what they
charge in the case of any other description of goods sent to
this country. He bas shown that the cost of the crate is a
large percentage, that the wharfage, and the freight, and the
breakage of the articles forms another large percentage, and
adding all these together, ho gets about 60 per cent. additional
cost, inclusive of the duty. This condition of things
will always exist. Yon can never get clear of that per.
centage of cost as long as you are importing the article
from England. The bon. gentleman bas told us: You can
get it from the St. Johns manufactory; that that which bas
cost £9 or £10 sterling, in package, from England, will only
cost S2 or $3 in St. Johns, and the freight and charges in
Canada are comparatively trifling, so that if we want cheap
crockery for the poor man, we must have it manufactured
in this country. The hon. gentleman said that the Minister
of Customs declared manufacturers would not be able to
live if we reduced the duty. We are not changing the duty.
Everyone who bas had experience in manufacturing knows
that, for the first year or two, the operations are not very
esccceful.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. How long is this
factory establisbed ?

Mr. McLELAN. For two or three years. If the
manufacturer be able to maintain himself for the first two
or three years, ho becomes gradually master of his business
and gradually manufactures cheaper, so that, by giving thie
protection for a few years, we shall, in the end, obtain for the
poor man cheap crockery. There was a cotton factory
started in the city of Halifax twelve months ago. One of
the directors told me that when they first ran, it cost them
for the first few months about 40 cents per pound to manu-
facture a pound of it into cloth, but they had at last become
masters of the position, to such an extent that they were
now able to manufacture that same pound of cotton wool
for 6j cents. From this, it will be seen that if you uphold
the manufacturera for a time, you will get the cheapest
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crockery; whereas if you do not, we will never get rid o:
these 50 or 60 par cent. extra charges.

Sir RICHARD (ARTWRIGEHT. It is certainly ten or
twelve years sirce thoý-e factories are in operation. I have, een
very good ware on exhibition in several parts of the country,
certainly eight or nine years ago ; and as for the question of
time, our Amnriea friends have been trying for a hundred
years to protect their iron industry. and their present Tariff
averages 60 to 80 per cent. on this industry. L8 that, if this
be an indication of the time it will take to raise these infant
industries to a self-supporting condition, the poor man will
have a long time to wait for his cheap crockery. Wo are
constantly told that things are cheaper. Perhaps they are;
perbaps they are not. Inotice the hon, Finance Minister
was exceedingly siy about giving any facts or proofs of the
cheaipness he alleged to exist, nòr has the hon. gentleman
opposite condescended to give any proof of that statement.
But, Sir, what is the fact ? W e know this, that the whole
nature of manufactures all the world over is and ought to
be to go on making thing eheapor, by reason of the varions
inventions that are coming to maturity from time to time.
We ought to get manufactured goods cheaper all the time,
and we would have them cheaper in this country if it was
not for this Tariffand for the excessive misgovernment which
we have in this country now.

Mr. HESSON. I would like to correct a misapprehension
conveyed by the hon member far Durham (Ur. Blake),
when. he said I would have to meut my constituenis on the
question of this crockery importod into this coni.try beinga
luxury. Now, I conider that a certau quality of it is a
necessity in every household, and my remarks did not imply
that it was a luxury; but I spoke of that quahty which
is brought into the country which the hon. gentleman spoke
of as a common crockery, unfliished, which is finished iln
this country by hand paiuting, upon which y>n could have
the family crest-if you were distingui.hed by such a
mark-and I said that was a luxury. i said nothing
about the cost to the country; but, after all this, 1 come baick
to the actual facts of the case, and what are they ? A
package costs about £ t sterling in the old country. On
an average, it contains about 100 dozen of cups and saucer&.
The duty on that would be about $1.25 or 6 .50, at the out-
side, which would bu about 1½ cunts per dozen. I have
been in businetss for tbirty odd years mytelf, and I have yet
to learn that the first head of a housebold has had occasion
to complain because of the extensive coat of the necessities,
as my hon. friend would say, of crockery ware. Now, the
finer wares may be costly. They will be costly, because
there is no competition, and there is not likely to bu, in the
manufacture of these in this country; but I still hold that
the principles which govern the legislation of the country
to-day, and the Tariff, and the policy of the Government, is
that of Protection; and, viewing it in that interest,
I cannot sec any occasion for the Minister consenting to
alter this policy, whureas it may have an influence, or pos-
sibly produce the disaster that would arise by any change
of that policy, to certain industries that are established, with
that principle in force at present. I fuel that that is a mat-
ter o very vital importance to the mon who have invested
their capital in it, and the tax doue not prose very heavily
even on the poorest family, because they do not buy a great
many dosens of orockery in the year, for the housewives of
Canada are prudent, and try to save their crockery, as tbey
do other things which are common necesaries of a house-
hold. It is not a very extravagant tax, and my remarks
were intended to show that that clasa of goods covered the
unfinished ware brought into this country and finished here,
and that gave employment to the people of Canada, and
that finiah was paid for by thwoe who could afford to pay
feo it.

Mi MoLTæp

Mr. BLAKE. With reference to the observation of the
Min ister of Marine, it seems to amount to this: that the
greater the natural advantages of manufacture in this coan-
try are, the greater the natural advantages that the domestie
manufacturer bas over the foreign producer of the goods,
the more cireumstances favour him, the more it is essential
that you should add to these advantages by a high Customs
wall besides. I pointed out advantages which circumistances
gave the manufacturer, that have been alluded to in the course
of the debate on the Tariff, and that were aluded to in the
course of a discussion the other day, when a quotation was
made fromn a speech of an hon. gentleman, who pointed out
very properly that a 15 per cent. Tariff did not mean à 15
er cent. Tariff for protective purposes, but a 20 pur cent.
ariff, because there was 5 pur cent. on the average to be

added 1or freight. Well, 5 per cent. on the average, of
course, means less than 5 per cent. on some goods and more
than à pur cent. on other goods. I pointed out that there was
an enormous proportion of these goods, and Igave the freig h t
which gives that advantage to the domestic mauufacturer.
I pointed out aiso that, this being a wooden country, he had
another advantage in reference to his packages; I painted
ont the combined effect of these two advantages, and I
argued that this ought to be taken into account when you
deal with this Tarif from a protective point of view-that
you must take the natural a ivantage he has and the arti-
ficial advantage you propose to add to it, and I pointed ont
that this was eqal to an advance of 60 per cent., and I
declared, and I repeat, that that is an exorbitant advantage.

Mr. ORTO M. I cannot allow the remarks of the hon.
member for Northumberland (Ur. Mitchell) to pass without
notice. He charged me with making ridiculous remarks in
this House, and with being the enemy of the poor man.
Although I shall not' characterize his remarks on this and
other occasions as being ridiculous, because it is unparlia-
mentary to do so, I may say, in regard to who is and
who is not the friend of the poor man, I think the
man is a friend who speaks in defence of those who con-
sume the crockery ware which is imported, and which we
are discussing to-night, which produces the wealth which
sets in operation our manufactories, and gives employment
to the labouring man and the poor man, who are the con-
sumers of the tish, even which the fishermen of the Lower
Provinces catch and send into our country. Where eau you
find a better friend of the poor man than the man who tries
to advocate the interest of the farmers of this country ?

Mr. FARROW. I think myself that there is a great deal
of truth on both sides of the question. I am glad it has
brought out one confession from the opposite party. They
have a great deal to say about the poor man's intereste just
now. They had not always that story to tell. When they
taxed the tea that was worth $1 a pound, at the saine rate
as they taxed the 25 cent tea, then where were the
poor man's interests ? I suppose, if they got into power to-
morrow, or ten years from now, or, as my friend here said,
last year,fifty-four years from now,they wiIl be able to redeem
their ways, and will follow, after another plan, that they will
give the poor man some advantage. I think I know a little
about this crockery business, too, and I agree with the hon.
member for West Durham to a certain extent. I really do
think that this duty is pressing a little on the poor man,
and I must confess, from my own knowledge, having begun
to sell crockery about the year 1858, and continued for a
good many years looking after it, that I did happen to go
into a store the other day-I am pretty well acquainted
with most kinds of store goods-and I realy thought, and I
still think, that there is a little advanced price on this kind
of ware that the hon. member for West Durham is speaking
about. There ls another thing strikes mewhich I would liketo
mention. Is this country adapted for the production of this
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kind of ware ? It is not a luxury; it is in the poor man's
house, and in the rich man's house aiso. The hon. Minister
of Customs said that certain articles that entered into the
manufacture of this ware had to' be imported from the old
country, and ground up and prepared in ordcr to manufac-
ture it. I did not know that before ; therefore, I came to
the conclusion that this country wae not specially adapted
for the production of this kind of ware. If we think it is
pressing upon the poor man rather more than upon the rich
man, let us do as the judges do in the Courts of Justice-
give them the benefit of the doubt.

Mr. MITCHELL. I wish to make one observation in
reply to the hon. member for Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton)
who is very smiling this evening, and whom Ialways listen
to with great satisfaction-at a distance-and feel that he
occupies, perhaps, a good deal of time in the House, quite as
much as I do myself. I would say this in reply to the hon.
gentleman's remark about the people of our section of the
country being indebted to the tar west for the consumption
of their fish. Sir, a very small percentage of the fish wo
cateh in our Province finds a market in the hon. gentleman's
county, and where they consume one barrel of our fish we
consume, at least, ten barrels of their four. When I felt it
my duty te call attention to the fact that, in addition to the
heavy duty already imposed on the article of flour, and sug-
gesting that the duty put on these packages in which flour
is carried is adding to the duty upon the farmer's bread,
I think I was quite in my place in doing so, and I was only
performing that duty which I arm callea upon to perform as
one of their representatives. Look at the relative position
of the two sections of the cwantry. My hon. friend's county
is a farming community. He is the mouthpiece of the
farmers of this country, and he attends to their interests
pretty well. I an not finding fault with hi'n,
from hi@ standpoint, for attempting to increase the
duties on agricultural produets, but I do find fault with
his attempt to increase the duty on packages. I call that
rubbing it in rather too stiff, and running Protection into
the ground. In my county, one of the first ceounties in the
]Province from which I come, we ha% e no) Protection ut an y
kind; while my hon. friend's constituency is largely com-
posed of farmers, who have protection upon almost every-
thing they raise out of the ground. And if I stand here
to-day as a protectionist, representing a county that gets no
benefit from Protection, I do it upon the broad principle
that it is net alone for the ooanty that I have thé honour to
represent that I sit here as a legislator. While looking out
for their interests when I can do so, I come here to jegis.
late for the country at large, for the Dominion of Canada,
to adopt and sustain a policy that will protect Caada
against foreign importations that. would make a slaughter
market of our country; ano it is because of that apparent
inconsistency in the course I pursue and in the votes I give,
in eustaining a protective policy that doos not specially
benefit my locality, that I feel it necessary to make this
explanation. Sir, I bold that whi!e we have a duty to our
respective counties, we have a greater duty to our country.
And standing in the position of a representative of a county
which gets no protective advantages, which has its pork
taxed, its flour taxed, and which, from the standpoint of my
hon. friend would also have ite barrels taxed-I say it will
be inconsistent for this House te run Protection into the
ground by adopting the policy which my hon. friend advo.
cates. Afler the pledge I got the o her day-though, I admit,
it is a vsry doubtful one-from the hon. Finance Minister,
who, I am sorry to see, is net in the House, in reference to
eorn meal, I do not intend to say anytbing further about
it; but I do wish to say, in the presence of the Ministry, that
in that artiele of corn meal, which enters largely into the
censuurptiO of' the labouring classes, the flshermen and
lum bermen of our couitry, Ido hope thlat itse ho. gentle-

mon will not be so incon-istent as te continue the duty on
corn meal, an article that cannot be grown, and is not gen.
erally produced in our country.

Mr. ORTON. It can be grown.
Mr. MITCHELL. If it can be, it is net grown, and it

cannot be grown to advantage. The remark is very apropos
in illustrating the observations of my hon. friend, who
always speaks common sense when he gets up. There are
certain industries that cannot be profitably pursued in this
country, and the growth of corn is one of themr; just as
in many manufactures the business cannot be profitably
pursued. In regard to Protection, my view is this: That
everything that can be profltably proseccted in this country
in which there is an inherent profit, shall he afforded a
reasonable protection; wbile everything that cannot be so
produced by reasonable protection, I would oppose a pro-
tective dety upon it, at the expense of certain classes in the
country. And I hold that in the article of corn meal,
which is an article largely consumed by the poorer classes
of the community, the Government of the day ought to
take off that duty, even althongh it would bring corn
meal into cdmpetition With the coarser grains which
are grown by our farmers at large. The farmers are pretty
well protected in this country ; they get a great deal ef
consideration from thir House, and the men who live down
by the sea-and I am glad to find my hon. friend from
Halifax (Mr. Stairs) endorsed the sentiments which I have
uttered-the men who live down by the sea, who have no
Protection, should have some consideration at the hands of
gentlemen who direct the affaire of thiscountry. I am glad
I have had an opportunity of stating these views thus
publicly, notwithstanding I may differ f-om my hon. friend
from Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton), whose good opinion I
esteem so highly.

Mr. MILLS. It is pretty obvious that some heterodox
views are creeping iuito the political orthodox economy of
hon. gentlemen opposite. We have had remarke from several
hon. gentlemen on that side of the House où this subject,
and amongst others the hon. gentleman who h s just taken
his seat, complaiumag cf the tax upon various articles, and
asking that theie taxes should be removed, in the interestï
of tho poorer classes of our population. Now, Sir, those
were not the views that were put forward by the hon. gen-
tlemen on the preasury benches during the past ive or six
years. They told us the taxes were paid by the foreigners;
that the tax on the corn mea, the tax on the flour-

Mr. MITCHELL. I never told you that.
Mr. MILLS-aiïd the tax on all those varions articles

was borne by the foreigners, by those who produced those
artic.e, and from whom the people of this country pur-
chased thom. Why, Sir, we have been told, ovor and over
again, that the people across the border were impos-
ing taxes upon the produets of this country sent across the
line, and that we ought to imitate them and impose taxes
on theit products, and collect taxes from them as they had
collected taxes from us. Now, Sir, one bon. gentleman has
told us about the inequality of the tax on tea-that the
cheap tea and tho dear tea were taxed alike; that, in fact the
poorer classes of the population, whom, he assumed, used
the very cheap article of tea, paid an undue amount of tax.
Well, Sir, I > upposed from the line of argument adopted by
those hon. gentlemen, that it was the Chinese who paid the
tax, and that it was a matter of no consequence to us,
whether we impose a tax upon Chinamen who send abroad
a cheap ar icle of tea, or a tax upon Chinamen who send
abroad a dear article of tea. What difference does it make
to us ? Why not remove these taxes, if they are not borne
by our population. If what the hon. Miister of Qustoms
has tol us this evening, that the more taxes that are
imposed oswee foreigu prodmesions the obaeper thmee 5 ood&
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are to the consumer, be true, why should not all these taxes
be removed, and why should not the Minister impose addition-
al taxes upon these foreign people, who are so foolish as to
send to this country their goods to our market ?

Mr. ORTON. I think the hon. gentleman is out of
order.

Mr. MILLS. The Minister of Customs has told us this
evening that these goods are cheaper than they ever were
before. An hon. gentleman has said he does not want to
see this country made a slaughter market. We were told
some time ago that it was being made a slaughter market

An hon. MEMBER. Order, order.
Mr. MILLS. I am discussing the observations made

by the Minister and hon. gentlemen opposite who have
spoken. They have told us that the tax on these packages
was removed, and I am calling attention to the fact that
the taxes on these packages they bave hitherto told us were
borne by the foreigners from whom we purchased the
goods-

Mr. BOWELL. I never said anything of the kind.
Mr. MILLS. The hon. gentleman told us this evening

that you could get these goods cheaper to-day than ever
before. How ean you get them cheaper unless some person
pays these taxes? How is it possible that the price of goods
can be lowered to the consumer unless some other party
than the consumer pays the taxes? That is the view the
hon Minister has been putting forward, the view which
bon. gentlemen opposite have all along put forward, although
they took precious good care, when a reshipment took place,
that the taxes should be remitted to the party whom they
say never pays them.

Mr. FERGUSON (Leeds and Grenville). This question
will soon right itself. I happen to have some little know-
ledge as to the preparation of the ordinary crockery which
has been spoken of to-night. I am quite satisfied, and I can
assert it as a fact, that in our North-West Territory we have
thousands of square acres f finer clay than that which we
now import from Glasgow and New Jersey for manufactur-
ing purposes in Quebec and elsewhere. I know this,
because I am practically in the business, an<l have men
endaged at St. Johns and Quebec. I saw thousands of acres
of better material on the Saskatchewan and Bow Rivers
than that which we are importing from those two points
to day.

Montreal, and this induced the Government to rednee the
duty upon handles, which are used in the manufacture of
the completed article. There is not sufficient business to
warrant the importation of machinery required to manufac-
ture iron forks; and it is proposed to allow the forks to
come in in the rough, just as they come from the mould or
the press, the polishing and finishing to be done bere.

Mr. BLAKE. What is the duty upon the completed
fork ?

Mr. BOWELL. Twenty-five per cent. Twenty per cent.
when they come in in the rough.

11. Iron, cast-iron forks, not handled. ground
or otherwise further manufactared, ten per
cent. ad valorem..................... .. 10 per cent.

12. Labels for flish cans, and other uses, printed
or painted, a specifo duty of six cents per
poiind, and twenty per cent. ad valorem..... 20 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. The reason for making this change is to
prevent the undervaluations which are continually made in
the entry of these goods, and it was deemed advisable to
place upon those articles a mixed rate, so much per pound
and an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent., instead of the 30 per
cent., in which class these goods are now. Upon a more
close calculation it was found that 6 cents per pound and
20 per cent. ad valoem was not in many cases as high a duty
as the 30 per cent. they now bear; I would therefore move
that the item be strack out and the following substituted
therefor:-

12. Labels for fruit, vegetables, meat, fish,
and confectionery; also tickets and ad- 10 cents
vertising bills and folders, a specilo duty per lb.
of ton cents per pound and twenty per and
cent. ad vaore.m................... 20 per cent.

Motion agreed to, and item amended.
13. Pins manufactured from wire of any metal,

thirty per cent. ad ealorem................ 30 per cent.

Mr. BOWELL. The Finance Minister, in his Budget
Speech, explained this matter. At present brass pins are
30 per cent.; steel pins, 20 per cent., and iron, of which
there are but few, 25 per cent. The object is to secure uni-
formity, and to encourage this industry, of which there is
an establishment at Galt.

Progress reported, Oommittee to sit again.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
Mr. BL AKE. How much more would it cost to import Ihfl 101e.

the material from Saskatchewan and Bow River than from Motion agreed to; and (at 12:45 oclock, a.m.) the flouse
Glasgow. jouned.

Mr. FERGUSON. I will make the calculation and hand
it to the hon. gentleman in detail.

10. Indis rubber, vulcanized handles for knives
and foras, ten per cent. ad valorem ...... _....10 per cent.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. In this item we provide PEInÂT 7th March, 1884.
that India rubber, vulcanized handles shall pay 10 per cent.
and in the next we provide that iron forks shall pay 10 per
cent. I can understand well enough that the hon. gentle-
man may desire to encourage particular industries, but I do
not understand that an industry for the putting together of
imported handles and forks is one worthy of a subsidy. I OFFICIAL REP0RT 0F TULE DBA.TJS.
call the Minister's attention to the fact for this reason: I
was informed in former years that in the United States such Mr. wR.s (Cardwell), from the Select Oommittee
practices were frequent and that articles were, by some appointed to supervise tle officiai report of the Debateof
arrangements, brought here in pieces and put together. 1 this flouse during the presont Session, presentedtIe second
hope the hon. gentleman will not encourage such practices. report of the said Oonmitte, recommending that Memrs.
The object of this, I suppose, is to benefit some industry Bouchard and LaSalle Weappoited as additional transIstors
that is to be established. cf the officiai report of the 1ebate8 of dûs fous., forZthe

Mr. BOWELL. It is not to encourage an industry that work of the present Session remaining to ho d'ne, and lIa
is to be established. There is already an establiahment in they le paid prorataI Ite atcf $80(,

Xr. MmeL.
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LAW OF EVIDENCE IN CR[MINAL CASES.

Mr. CAMERION (Eluron). Mr. Speaker, I find, on a re
forence to the Order Paper of to-day, that Bill (No. 3)
to further amend the Law of Evidenco in Criminal Cases,
bas disappeared from the Notice Paper. I propose
submitting a motion to the House to rostore it to the Ordcr
Paper again. The Bill has had extraordinary vicissitudes so
far in the louse. When I moved the seccnd reading of
the Bill a motion was made that it be read in six months,
but a majority of 47 voted in favour of the second reading.
The Bill -was read the second time and referred to a
Select Committeo, with the approval of the First Minister.
The Select Committec examined Le Sill and reported it to
hie House without amendment. In due course I movcd
that you leave the Chair and that the BiIl be reforrod to
Committee of the Whole. A motioti was made that you do
not leave the Chair thon, but that you do so in six mionths.
That motion was defeatol by a rnýjity of fire. Tho Bill
was referred to Committee of the Whole and the Committee
rose, reported progress, and asked leave to sit again. On a
subsequent day the Bill was referred to Committeo of the
Whole without discussion, and the first clause was passed
whilo we were in Committee of the Whole. The first clause
was the important clause, and affirms the principle that the
accused in certain cases shall be comupetant to testify in bis
own behalf. Alter the clause was adopte:! by the Committee a
motion was made by the hon. mnùa ber ior (uebec Center
(31r. Bossé) that the Committee do rise, and that motion
was carried by a majority of seven. Now, as I do not believe
that that was a fair expression of the views of the members
of this House, I propose asking that the 1BJl be restored to
the Order Paper. I have no objection of course to a f'air,
open, and manly opposition to the Bill. [f the principle of
the Bill does not commend itself to the judgment of this
louse then the House should thow it out upon the motion
for the second reading. But I object very strongly to the
kind of political assassination that bas found its way into
Parliament within the last five years by which a Bill,
though it has had its second reading, been approved by a
Select Cornmittee, and gone into Committee ot the Whole,
bas been assassinated in Committee of the Whole, in
the dark, without any person being responsible for the
assassination, and without the public knowing who the
assassins really are. Now I propose that the Bill bc restorod
t > its proper place on the Order Paper. I do not desire to
reopen the discussion on this Bill. I wonld not make
any observations now, after those I have made, wore it not
for the course taken some nights ago by the Secretary of
State. I am ready to admit that the Socretary of Stato led
tle only argument that can properly be called an argument
against the Bill. I would have answered hi m there and
thon, but the Secretary of State, for reasons best known to
himself, took care not te oppose it until I had made my
reply, and according to the rules of the iouse I could noL
speak again.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hon. friend will allow me to tell
him that I was absent when ho replied, and did not know
that the debate was over. I came in and made my remarks
after I had returned from the corridor where some parties
wished to sec me; and I apologised to the hon. mem ber for
doing so.

Mr. CAMERON. Whatever the reason the effect of it was
that I was prevented from replying to the Secretary of State
there and thon, becanse ho spoke afler I had made my reply.
Now in the Secretary of State's remarks upon that occasion
ho prided himself upon being an admirer of the English
systom of jurisprudence in respect to Criminal Law; and
he said it was a system that had worked well, that il could
not well be improved, and that so far as ho was concerncd
ho desired te adhere te it. In reply to that statement
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of the hon. gentleman ail I have to say is this: The
hon. gentleman must well know that the Criminal Liw in
England bas under gon many and important changes during
the last fifty years. He must know that thore.is hardly a
Session of tho Imperial Parliament in which changes,
improvements, and modifications of the Criminal Law,
are not made. Changes have been made of an impor-
tant character since the lime that it was a capital
felony to commit the offence of shoep stealing; when
it was a capital felony to commit the crime of lar-
ceny ; whon it was a capital folony to forge a £5
note ; and when a vory able and eminent Englis Judge
stated that Io repeal thu law making forgerya capital felony
would striko a fatal blow at the commercial and business
prosperity of the count ry. Now I very much fear that the
Socretary of State's turn of mind in somewhat like that of
the eninent Judge tb which I have rtferred. The hon. gin.
tioman must know quito well that changes in the kw of
England have been made on th is very subject within ti e lait
ton years, and that changes are now contemplated firth r
than I propose to go in this Bill. le must know that in
England, as woll as in Canada, the piinciple of the Bill has
been rccognized over and over again, and I do net propose
to adopt any new priurciple in the legislation with respict
to our Criminal Liws. The Secretary of State must know
that under the Plimsoll Act in England, by which certain
acts on the part of owners of vessel are made ci imi-
nal, the accused is a competent w:.tness in his own behalf.
Ie must know that, according to our laws in Canada, in
cases of assault the accused is a competent witness, and under
the Election Law both in England and Canada the accused is
a compctent witness in hisown behalf. The hon.gaitleman
must know perfectly well that England in this respect
bas beon marching on during the last ton or fifteen years.
and just as experience matures and ripons the judgment of
thoughtful men, especially law reformers, that experience
is crystalized into Acts of Parliament, and the law has been
changed from time to time in criminal matters just as cir.
cumstances require. The bon. gentleman must know that
in 1878 at the instance of the Imperial Governmont a
commission was appointed, composed of some of the moet
able memhers of tie Long Robe, to examine and investi-
gate into the whole question of the criminal code in Eng-
land. IIe inust know that that Commission, aftor a
thorough and exhaustive enquiry into the wholo question
made a voluminous report, and in that report amon4 other
things the Commissioners rocommended that the distinction
between misdemeanor and felony be abolishel altogether
and that the accused in every case, whether in the nature
of a folony or of a misdemeanor, be made a competent
witness in bis own behalf, and in addition that his wife
be made a competent vitness to confirm his story. The
accused was made liable to examination and cross-examina-
tion as any other witness with the sole exception that the
cross-examination should not go t) the credibility of the
witness. The boa. gentleman must know that, based upon
that report, the Attorney.General of England in 187'
introduced into the Imperial Parbiamont a Bill, one clase of
which enabled the accused party te give evidenco in hie
own behalf. It was iutroduced on the responsibility of the
Imperial Govern ment by the Attorney-General. It roceived
the second read-ng ir the House of Commons and the prin-
ciple .was aflirmac. It was referred to a Select Committee
but no furthr steps were taken with respect to it that
Session on account of the large amount of public business on
band. I t was again introduced by the Attorney-General in
1880 and met wnh the sanie fate ; and I find by the publie
press that during the present Session of the Imperial Par-
liament, the Attorney General las again introduced the
1111. To show the hon. gentleman that publie opinion in
England in this respect is marching onward, while the hon.
gentleman is disposed to stand still, I propose to trouble the
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House, by reading an extract from the London Globe with
regard to that Bill. That newspaper says:

"A Bill of which the Attorney-General gave notice yesterday w ili, if
passed, overturn one of the most fundamental principles of our Crim-
inal Law. This is the proposal that prisoners on their trial shall be
permitted to give evidence as if they were defendants in a civil action
-a proposal that has constantly been made throughout an entire gene-
ration of lawyers, and as constantly opposed. It cannot be said, tbere-
fore, that the question has not been fully before the country, and that
ample opportunity bas not been afforded for the adequate formation of
opinion.. That the law of evidence with regard to this matter is in an
uneatisfactory state is sufficiently certain. The recent attempt made by
eminent counsel to bring a prisoner's story indirectly, and without
liability to cross-examination, before a jury, at any rate reduced the
existing rule to a state of logical absurdity. Either the aid of counsel
must be regarded as being often a positive disadvyntage to an innocent
prisoner by closing his mouth, or else such aid must be a no leas posi-
tive advantsge to a guilty one, by enabling his story to be brought for-
ward by an expert, and without such sanctions as an oath or affirmation
implies. Of course the principal objection taken to the examination
and cross-examination of a prisoner on oath is founded on the indefen-
eible séenes with which the French criminal reports have made us fami-
lian Bt to Ibis it may be safely answered that snch scenes are the result
uf far other circumstances-ofan inferior class of judges and magistrates,
atnd of-the practice, absolutely foreigu to English ideas, of assuming the
guilt of a prisoner unless he can prove bis innocence in the teeth of every
test capable of application. There is absolutely no fear that in this
country the innocent would be put at a disadvantage by the liberty f
being able to tell their own stories on oath in their own way. The pinci-
pal danger of our systerm is that suffered by the public-the escape of the
guilty, who toc often get off by the simple expedient of holding their
tongues. Whatever may be the details or the Attorney-General's bill,
whichmay or may not be worthy of approval, its principle is certainly
gaining ground among those who are familiar with the working of our
Oriminal Law.

There is an extract from the London Globe with respect to
the Bill of the Attorney-General of England, on this subject,
which is clearly in point, and is a strong expression of
publie opinion in favour of the Bill. The Herald of Mon-
ircal, commenting on this extract, says:

"It will be noticed that the proposal emanates from the Government,
the Bill being a Government measure. If, under this system, the criminal
be nduly favoured, the fault will lie with the jury. It seems to ba only
reasonable and fair that a prisoner's lips shonld not be sealed while ail
the world can be called as witnesses for or against him. If he wishes to
testify let him testify. With the Judge, the Crown lawyers and the
jurors te test the truth of his statements, there is but a alight chance for
him to impose false evidence upon the Court ; while, as regard. the public,
who will read his evidence, he will have in that quarter thousands cf
Judges and jurors mure critical and severe than those who will try him
according to the rules of evidence. The principle of Mr. Cameron's Bill,
now befora our Parliament, is already recognized in assault cases in our
Courts, and it may be extended with satisfactory results te the cause of
justice."

I will say no more on that point to which the hon.
gentleman reforred, and expressing bis strong admira-
tion of the English system of jurisprudence in criminal
cases; I have said sufficient to satisfy any reasonable
man that the statement made by the hon. gentleman,
although sound in one sense, is not true in fact, and
that there have been gigantic strides made in England
in the last few years and that a movement to go still
further than I propose to go has been initiated under the res-
pensibility of the Imperial Governmont. The hon. gentleman
opposed the Bill on another ground. He said our laws
worked satisfactory, that no one had petitioned in favour of
the change proposed, and on that ground he would hesitate
to favour changes in the direction proposed. If that were
true, it is no argument against the principle of a Bill.
Parliament does not wait until the publie at large present
petilions to the flouse and ask for certain legislation. It
is our duty as members of a free Parliament, if we think
the public interests would be botter served by making a
change' in either our criminal or civil law, to do so.
And I say as a matter of fact it is not true. I say that since
the Bill was introduced a large number of the public jour-1
nals ofthe country have pronounced unmistakably in-favour
of the Bill. I say that since the introduction of the Bill the
first or second day of this Session, I have received commu-
nications from a number of those who are engaged in thet
administration of the criminal laws of the land ail pointing -

Mr. CAMERoN (Huron.)

in one direction and that is in favour of the principle of the
Bill. I will mention the names of some of the gentlemen
who have corresponded with me this year and last year,
with reference to this menasure. I bad a communication from
Judge Davis of Middlesex, from Judge Sinclair of Hamil-
ton, and from Judge Toms of Huron, and I say to the hon.
gentleman that there are no County Court Judges in the whole
of Ontario, perhaps, who are, in my opinion, better capable of
forming an opinion upon this subject than the Judges towhom
Ihave referred. I have had a communication from the County
Attorney of To-onto, pressing strongly that this Bil should
become law. Further, 1 bad a communication the other
day from one of the Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench,
a Judge, who, when ho was at the bar, occupied a preemi-
nent position-as an able criminal lawyer-I refer to the
present Judge Armour, who wrotc me a few days ago to the
following effect:

" 1 have perused your Bill to permit accused parties to give evidence
in their own behalf. I arm entirely in favour of allaccused parties being
entitled to give evidence in their own behalf, just as in civil actions."

Now, I think I have shown that in that respect the ground
upon which the hon. gentleman bases bis opposition to the
Bill is wholly without foundation. Further, ho will find in
a newspaper, published in the town of Cornwall, since the
discussion in the House some weeks ago, an article which it
would bo well for the Secretary of State to peruse. I will
read an extract or two from that article in order to direct
the hon. gentleman's attention to the subject, and as a
practical illustration of the advisability of pasaing this Bill.
A man's practical experience in a matter of that kind is
worth much more than any amount of theorizing:

" Two young men, both pretty drunk, quarrelled coming home from a
party. They had a souffle in which they both fell and lest their caps.
One of the lads picked up a cap and ran off with it. After a while ho
came back to the scene of the row bareheaded, and proceeded to search
for bis cap. On baing asked what he had done with the cap he had
taken away, he declared that he knew nothing about it. The owner of
the lost cap had bis antagonist arrested for felony, and he was tried and
found guilty. During tne whole trial bis mouth was closed. The jury
had not the opportunity of hearing bis version of the cage

" Now if the man who had lost his cap had sued the other far trover-
which was under the circumstances the proper course to take-ihe de-
fendant, to save himself from paying a few dollars, could have gone inte
the witness box and told his own story; but when his liberty, his char-
acter and bis prospects in lite were at stake, bis month was cruelly
closed by the law. We are quite certain that if the jury had been
affirded the opportunity of bearing from bis own lips and in bis own
way what he had to say, they would never have dreamt of finding him
guiity f intent te steal.

Ilhis is one case among many whieh shows the anomalous condition
of the law which permits a man that.he may escape the payment of, it
may be a just debt, to give evidence in his own bebalf, but whieh per-
mita a prisoner, innocent of the crime of which he stands accused, fi-cm
testifying te circumstances and facts of which, in the very nature of the
case, he alone eau have any knowledge."

Now, Sir, that appears to mo to be a very strong case in
favour of my position. I will now give the hon. gentleman
the opinion of the Chief Justice of the Queen's Bench of
Ontario upon this point. The hon. gentleman knows that
under the provisions of 32 and 83 Victoria, a man
can be indicted for not providing bis family with necessary
food. Under the provisions of that statute about a year
ago, a man by the name of Bissell was indicted at
Toronto for not providing his wife with necesary food.
The prosecutrix, the wife, entered the witness box an i
estabfished a case to prove that her husband had
Leglected to provido her with suflicient food. ler
evidence was objected to, but it was received by the
presiding Judge and upon her evidence the husband was
found guilty. The case was reserved for the consideration
of the Superior Court, and the sole point in the appeal
was whether the conviction could be sustained, as the
prosecutrix gave evidenco inb er own behalf and gainst
her busband. The Court gave an exhaustive judgment, and
decided that the wife was not a competent witness i her
own behalf, because the law did not make her so, inles in
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cases of assault. Chief Justice Hagarty stated in delivering
judgment:

"I am unable to satisfy myself that any of these authorities were
not warranted by holding this case to fall within the exceptions to the
general rale. As a matter of opinion it might be wiser to allow the
evidence. But as Lord Blackburn said on this same point, that is a
matter for the Legislature and not for us."

That ease is reportedin vol. 1,Ontario reports, page 514, and at
521. The result was that the conviction was quashod, and the
husband though ho was found guilty by the jury, escaped the
punishment ho doserved. The hon. gentleman says this is my
Bill; butit is no more my Bill than it is the Bill of a
number of other hon. members of the House. I say to the
Secretary of State that the first lawyers on his own side of
the louse, the first lawyers at the criminal bar, have pro.
nounced in favour of the Bill. It was referred to a Select
Committee last Session and upon that Committee were the
names of Mr. McCarthy, Mr. Davies, Mr. Robertson of
Hamilton, Mr. Weldon and Mr. Cameron of Victoria, Mr.
Girouard, Mr. Casgrain and Mr. Amyot. The report of the
Committee was unanimous, and the present Bill is the exact
Bill which was reported by that Committee. The hon.gentle-
man goes further, and ho objects to the Bill because, he says it
is opening up the road to the introduction of the French
system of criminal jurisprudence, that is, to the examination
of the accused. If the hon. gentleman had read the Bill pro-
sented by me, and given it the slightest considoration, ho
would have found that there is not the least similarity be-.
tween the principle of the Bill which I submitted to the
House, and the rule which prevails in the administration of
criminal justice in France. Under this Bill no man is com-
pellable to give evidence. ie is compotent as a witnesss, and
if ho finds that his interest will be served by his giving evi-
dence, ho can go into the witness box, and ho can call his
wife to confirm bis story. In France the rule is entirely
different, for there they go upon the assumption
that every accused person is guilty until ho
himself establishes his innocence. A prisoner is
examined and cross-examined and brow boaten in order
to elicit such facts as will enable the public prosecutor to
submit a bill of indictment. The object is not so much to
aseertain whether a man is guilty, but to ascortain whother
or net they eau squeeze out of a man's own mouth such
facts as would justify the prosecutor in submitting a bill to
the Courts. 1 will read on that subjeet what the Law
Journal of Esngland says :

" The writer in the Law Journal hardly scems to appreciate this when
lie remarks that ' as to I'rench criminal procedure we observe that the
interrogation of the prisoner is only a part of it, and that part might be
adopted without adopting the whole.' It is, however, just this part of
the French criminal procedure which excites the most repugnance in
England, and that for the reason that, as applied in France, its aim
seems to lie less the discovery of the truth than the conviction of tho
primer. We do enot hld it as by any means an indispu table propos I.
lion that an innocent mn u git to prefer, or would bu likely to prefer,
telling his whole story to a French .udge, to having his mouth closed as
in an English criminal court, Before a Judge who starts apparently
froin an assumption of a prisoner's guilt, and continually interrupts his
examination to utterejaculations of horror over the enormity of bis
crime, or to exhort him feelingly to make a confession of it, the vindica-
tion of innocence is not by any means a necessity. Truth may, as it is
said, resemble a torch whieh ahines the brighter the more it is shaken,
but then the shaking must be done fairly, and this is exactly the
esential condition which French tribunals appear to neglet.

Now, Sir, that is the opinion of the editor of the Law Journal
on the French system. It a most unfair system that a man
must be assumed to be guilty until ho can establish his
innocence, and that he should be liable to be cross-examined
and rexamined and brow-beaten by a Judge without the
aid of counsel to assist him before ho is put on bis
trial. That is not the principle of my Bill at ali. Under it
the prisoner will be at liberty to go into the witness box and
tell his story, or to remain out and keep bis mouth
closed. The hon. Seeretary of State is entirely mistaken as
te the principle I have introduced into my Bill. The Law

Journal further says with respect to the general question of
the admissibility of the evidence of an accuseoi party:

" The primary object of a criminal prosecution is to elicit the whole
truth about a crime. If a prisoner Io innocentit can do him no harm to
be examined: it cannot diminish his chances of escspe; and, if guilty,
it is good that those chances shonld be diminisled."
On the same subject the Pall Mall Ga:ette observes:

I Innocence, ai a rle, has more to gain than to lose, as guilt has
eertainly more te lose than to gain, by telling its own story, and having
that story sifted by direct interrogation ; and the cause of truth would
undoubtedly gain by allowing in both casei the story to be told."
Now, I have answero: the objection raised by the hon. gen-
tleman, and I think I have answtered it successfully. ie
admits that it is quite propef' in assault cases to allow the
accused party to be examined. lie says:

" Two men meet; a few angry words pa3s, and a blow is strack ; why
not allow the parties who came face ti face, with the result that an
assault is committed, to come and let each tell his own story."
That is exactly what I say. The only difference betw'en
the hon. gentleman and myself is that I say so and support
the Bill; ho says so and opposes the Bill. I say that if his
argument is good in reference to assault cases, it oanot be
bad in reference to other misdernoanors, unless ho eau show
a distinction in principle betwoen the difforent classes of
misdemeanors tried in our courts. I will ask hlm if ho can
point out why a prisoner in assault, which may bo serious,
is competent to give evidence, and not in othor misdo-
meanors, such as libel, obstructing the Quen's highway,
not repairing the Queen's highway, a public nuisance, or a
man not providing for his family. Theso are all cases
which may bo tried in our Criminal Courts, although
of a quasi civil character; and yet in cvery one of
those cases, under the law as it now stands, theman
who perhaps knows most about the transaction under trial is
obliged to keep his mouth closed, and the hon. Secretary
of State wants to keep it closed. Now, I say tiat this Bill
ought to become law. lo . gentlemen may vote it down ;
but mark my words, this Bill will become law before Ihe
hon. gentleman is two years older, and I should not wonder
if ho himself should be found voting for that Bill. If he
doos not do so now, he will before long. I move

That the House do resolva itself into, a Comm'ttee of the Whole ón
Monday next to consider further Bill No. 3, ta provide for the further
amendment of the Law of Evidence in criminal cases.

Mr. CAMERON (Victoria). I do not propose to follow
my hon. friend in the discussion which ho bas gone into up-
on this question. But if I hoard him rightly, ho said that this
Bill was in the exact words of a Bill reporterl by a Com-
mitteo of which I was a member. I recollect boing on a
Committeo to which a Bill of my hon. friend, and one or
two other Criminal Law amondment Billo, werereferred, but
I certainly nover, cither in the Committee or ia the HLlouse1supported the principle of this parlicular Bill. For myself,
from my experience in such matters, I am opposed to this
Bill, 1 think it would do infinitely more harm than good.
I morely wish to put mysolf right by showing that I am not
in a position of inconsistency.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. My hon. friend has taken me to task
for the argument I used in opposition to this Bill when it
was before the House; and I do not think ho is any more
accurate in his remarks et this time than he was thon. I d.o
not intend to repeat the arguments which I advanced when
the discussion of this Bill came up et its proper time. I think
they were good thon, and I think they are good still. I only
want to say to my hon. friend that if I do not, as ho says,
know a great deal, I happen to know something about this
question. When the hon. gentleman mixed up my argument
as to the practice pursued in France, and tried to find.my
argument et fault, ho was mistaken. The hon. gentlemas
does not know what is done in France. Since the Bill wae
disposed of the other day in the Committee of the Whole, 4w
bas rend an article which I have read also; but the conclur
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sions which my hon. fr iend las drawn against me are
not drawn in that article. I said that this Bill Went
forther than the procedure before the French tribunal;
I say tho same thing still, and I am righLt. 1 said
that it went further than the French practice, be-
cause in France there is no examiration of a pris-
oner under oath-there is not the danger of false swear-
ing. The hon. gentleman bas given the House to under-
stand that in France the priEoner's evidence is taken on a
preliminary examination for fnding out whether an indict-
ment should be laid against him. Such is not the case. The
accused in France does rot give evidence. Ie is question-
ed, not only on the preliminary examination, but also in
open court, with this difference, as I have just said,
that he is not a witness under oath. If there is one
thing that perbaps would assist the administration of
criminal justice in this connection, it would be the exam-
ination, in a restricted manner, of the accused. It would
be to ask a statement from the accuEed the moment
he ars before the magistrate, before he has seen counsel
and e he has prepared his lino of defence. Then he
coul beo asked to state the truth as to the occurrence, to
explain what ho did with himself or with the articles found
in his possessioi, or any other point bearing upon the
accusation laid against him. I would be in favour of
having him thus questioned before a magistrate in open
court, but not in secret, as in France. The English procedure
forbids this. I would not go so far as to say I would
introduce such legislation myself, but if thera is one
occasion in which a statement of the accused could assist
in the administration of criminal justice, it would be when
for the first time he was brought before the magistrate.
He might thon be quostioned, not by a constable, nor
in secret, not in any way that might be abused, but by the
magistrate in open court. If this Bill should pass, notwith-
standing the opinions expressed end read by my hon. friend,
you will be sowing r.othirîg but temptation for perjury,
and you will reap a crop of perjury such ais will astonish
the world. The hon. gentleman said iL was the same as in
the case of assault. But I maintain that a man would not
be likoly to perjure himself in the case of a petty assault,
whereas the temptation night be irresistible in cases in-
volving a long and infamous punishment; moreover, in
cases of assault very often ihere are only two parties, the
man who strikes another and the one who is assaulted.
Then the two are brought before the Police 1agistrate
and both make their statement. It was only the hon. mem-
ber for Quebec West who went so far as to say that, to be
logical, he would like to see this Bill applied to all cases of
felony as well as misdemeanor. This at least is logical.
But the hon. promotor of the Bill does not want to go so
far. He maintains that, having only reference to cases of
misdemeanor, this Bill woutld not have great importance,
that it would be just a step beyond that taken in simple cases
of assault and battery. This is a statement from which I
entirely dissent. The list of misdemeanors comprises some
of the most important offences. It comprises commercial
fraude, the obtaining of money under false pretences, and
quite a number of others equally great, many of which are
punished more severely than some folonies are; and
in England, it is in fact proposed to take away this line
of demarcation between felonies and miidemeanors, be-
cause really the boundary lino between wnisdemeanors and
felonies is hardly to be found. There are sone felonies
which are mu-ch less grave in character than misdomean-
ors. The hon. gentleman's allusion from the French system
is not correct. It has been said and often repoated in con-
troversies between English jurista and those who contend
that the French systom is the best, that the accused under
the French system is presumed to be guilty until ho is
proved to be innocent, whereas in England he is supposed
to be innocent until found guilty. This statement is not
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correct. The same principle holds in France as in England,
and the same object is sought to find out whether the charge
is true. In both countries the charge made upon oath by
the complainant is presumed to be true; the only difference
is that in France the accused is asked to repel the charge
by bis own statement, whereas in England the prisoner is
protected against compromising declaration extracted
through intimidation or ignorance. I hold firmly3to the
old rules of evidence which I have read in the old books of
criminal legislation. We ought to bave respect for those
authorities founded on a wise and deep study of human
nature. But we ought not, because we are in a new
century, to believe that all the legislation made before
counts for nothing, and that progress necessarily means we
should change what has the sanction of ages. I hold aiso
that Parliament has not beon sufficiently informed on this
matter, either by the authority of grand juries or that of
Judges. There bas not yet been a sufficient expression of
public opinion from those who have the right to guide pub-
lic opinion in these matters, to warrant our passing this
measure. 1 do not object to the hon. gentleman bringing
the Bill before the House, becanse by so doing it is bound
to be ventilated. It will go before the country when the
Judges and the grand jurors who have the administration
of justice in their hands, and the public press which is ah-
ways open to discussion in cases of this kind, will ventilate
this question thoroughly, and after public opinion has had
timo to be formed concerning it Parliament may take action
if necessary.

Motion negatived on the following diviion

Yi :

Messieurs

Allen,
Allison (Han ta),
Allison (Lennoz),
Armstrong,
Bain (Wentworth),
Baker (Victoria),
Béchard,
Blake;
Bourassa,
Brecken,
Burnham,
Burpee (Sanbury),
Cameron (Huron),
Cameron (Middlesex),
Cartwright,
Casey,
Casgrain,
Catudal,
Charlton,
Cockburn,
Davies,

Abbott,
Bain (Soular.ges),
Beaty,
Belleau,
Benoit,
Bergeron,
Bergin,
Billy,
Blondeau,
Boldue,
Bowell,
Burns,
Cameron (Inverness),
Oameron (Vitoria),
Carling,
Caron,
Chapleau,
Colby,
Costigan,
Coughlin,
Coursol,
Ourran,
<Juthbert,
Daly,

De St. Georges,
Pairbank,
Fisher,
Fleming,
Forbes,
Geoffrion,
Gillmor,
Gordon,
Gunn,
Harley,
Homer,
lunes,
Irvine,
Jackson,
King,
Kinney,
Kirk,
Landeikin,
Laurier,
Lister,
Mackenzie,

NÂYs;

Messieurs

Mackin tosh,
Mccraney,
Mclnty re,
Mclsaac,
Mills,
Mulock,
Paterson (Brant),
Platt,
Ray,
Robertson (Shelburne),
Springer,
sutherland (Oxford),
Thompson,
Trow,
Vail,
Watson,
Weldon,
wheler,
Wilson,
Woodwo th,
Yeo.-6.1.

Dugas, Moffat,
Ferguson(Leeds& Gren.)'rton,
Fortin, Ouimet,
Foster, Paint,
Gagné, Patterson (Essex),
Gigault, Pinsonneault,
Girouard, Reid,
Grandbois, Robertson (Ilasti n p),
Guilbault, Royal,
Guillet, Scott,
Hackett, Shakespeare,
Haggart, Small,
Hesson, 8myth,
Hilliard, sproule,
Jamieson, Stairs,
K&ulbach, Tassé,
Kran. 'aylor,
Landry (Kent), Temple,
Landry (Montmagny), Tilley,
Langevin, Tupper (Pictou),

y~aed d (Sir John), allame (Albert),
McDonald(Uap*Breton), Wallac (York),
Macmillan (Middlesex), White (0ardwell),
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Daoust,
Dawson,
Desjardin,
Diekinson,
Dodd,

McOalJum,
McDougald,
McLelan,
Méthot,
Mitchell,

White (Hastings),
Wigle,
Wiliams,
Wood(Brockville),
Wood(West'land).-87.

PUNISHMENT OF SEDUCTION BILL.

Mr. IESSON. I desire te call attention to the fact that,
in the division on Bill No. 6, my name has been omitted,
inadvertently I presume, from the division. I voted for the
Bill, known as Mr. Charlton's Bill, and my anme does not
appear either in the Votes and Proceedings or in Ban-
sard. I wish to have my name recorded as voting for the
Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. I am afraid that, if this were allowed at
this period of time, it would lead to very great difficulties.
I can vouch for the statement of the hon. member, as I
observed that he rose to vote, and I aiso noticed that his
name had not been called by the Assistant Clerk, so his
statement is correct within the knowledge of the louse;
but it is a very serious question, after an interval of time, to
alter a division list.

Mr. SPEAKER. That is the reason why, if any doubt
exist as to whether a member's name has been recorded or
not, it is asked that the division list be rend at the time,
and I believe it is not the practice to alter it atterwards on
any consideration. Now that the explanation is made, it
will be recorded in Ransard.

REPORT OF TRE MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE.

Mr. BLAÇE. I desire to ask-I sec the Minister of
Agriculture is not in his place, but perhaps au answer
might be given in the course of the day-when the report,
which is important this year, of the Minister of Agriculture
and Immigration will be brought down, and when wo are to
get that volume of the Census which is missing ?

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. My bon. friend the Minis-
ter of Agriculture is not well, and perhaps will not b bore
to-day.

WAYS AND MEANS-TIIE TA EIFF.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that tie Speaker do
now leave the Chair, for the Iouse to go ngaiu into Com.
mittee on Ways and Means.

Mr. CHARLTON. Mr. Speaker, before you ]cave the
Chair, I desire to address a few remarks to you ; and I
trust that the louse will not consider that the debate upon
the statement made by my hon. friend the Finance Minis-
ter has been unduly prolonged. Such is not the case. The
debate is much shorter than is usual, up to this stage, and
I do not suppose it will be continued very much longer.
I desire to speak very briefly to-day, and 1 presumo there
will be but few who will desire te follow in discussing the
question now before the House. I noticed, Mr. Speaker,
when the Minister of Finance made bis Financial Statement
this season, that ho was much less confident in bis tone
than upon former occasions. He had the air of a man who was
fighting with difficulties and swimming against the stream,
and certainly the circumstances under which that state-
ment was made were less favourable and less assuring to
that gentleman and te lis supporters than had been the case
for a number of years previous. He met the country with
the fact that his surplus, that had boen boasted of so much,
was being rapidly reduced. He met the country unable to
deny that a considerable degree of depression existed. He
met the country also with the prospect staring him in the
face that the public debt of Canada, already unduly large,
was soon to be largely increased by a measure that had but
a few days before passed this Chamber. The hon. gentle-j
man attempted at first to deny that a period df depression
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existed ; and, after having proceeded to prove that no
depression existcd in the country, ho then ?roceeded to
claim that, in any event, the depression that did exist was
not as severe as the deprossion existing in the
country in the year 1878. Well, I should hope that
the depression was not as severe. Certainly, if a
depression as severe as that of 1878 existed at this time, it
would be a matter for marvel. The depression existing
from 1874 to 1878 was duo to causes more intense, more
widespread, than any depression that may exist to-day.
The character of that depression I shall take the liberty
briefly to allude to. I will take liberty to catl your atten-
tion to the fact that the depression from 1874 te 1878-a
depression more widely spread, a depression more intense,
than anv commercial dopression that has afflicted any
country in this contury-was cansed by circumstances
entirely beyond the control or the influence of the Govern.
ment of Canada. That depression was due primarily to the
groat civil war that devastated the United States, that
prostrated its industries, and was followed by a period of
wild and reckless speculation, a period when the ciroulating
medium of that country was a debased one, and was con.
stantly fluctuating in value, a period characterized by
railway inflation and followed by a collapse more
general and more severe than any commercial collapse
of this century. In consequence of that depression the
finances and the business of Canada were depressed. Any
depression existing in the United States must renct upon
this country, whose commercial relations are so intimate
with the country to the south of us, and, in addition to the
effect produced by the depression in the United States
which roacted upon us, we had unfortunately during that
period of years a succession of short harvests. We had one
harvest, the harvest of 1876, that was a disastrous one, a
harvest when we failed for almost the first time in the
history of the country to raise the broad we used ourselves
and were under the necessity of importing to the amount of
several millions of dollars of bread stufls. In consequence of
this long continued depression in the United States,
in consequence of short harvests-and I will show yon
presently how short they were -there was a severo period
of depreosion in Canada; and I would b willing
to admit that the claim made by the lion. gentleman,
that the depression existing ini tis country now
was less severe than that which existed in 1878, was true,
because the depression, if it do exist at this moment, is due
net to a protracted series of commercial calamities, but to
a partial failure of one crop, and that partial faiture follow-
ing four years of good harvests. That being the case, the
check to our commercial prosperity, if check has been
received at all, ought to have been a very slight one indeed.

Now, with regard to the causes of the prosperity that have
been enjoyed by the country for the three or four years
preceding the present year, I wish te have a few words to
say. And I will call your attention to the factthat prosperity
was returning, that the return ot prosperity was rendered
certain by a measure not adopted in this country, was
rendered certain not by the passing of the Tariff Bill of March,
1879, but was rendered certain by the roturn of the United
States to specie payment on the lst day of January, 1879,
an event that preceded by some months the adoption of the
National Policy. The effect, Sir, of the resumption of specie
payment in the United States was very marked. That
country has laboured, as I said a moment ago, under the
evils of a deprociated currency for many years. From 1862
to 1878, for a period of seventeen years, the currency of the
United States had been a depreciated one, and that depre-
ciation, taking the mean highest and lowest premiums of
ench month of the year during seventeen years, averaged
36} per cent. Now, in consequence of that depreciation the
finances wero doranged ; in consequence ofthat depreciation
businers partook largely the nature of gambling; in conse-
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quence of that depreciation of the currency nameless evils
that it is unnecessary for me te mention, befell the com-
mercial classes in the United States, and the return te specie
payment on the lst of Jannary, 1879, I assert again,
marked the return of prosperity to the United States, a re-
turn of prosperity in which we were sure to share, and this
return of prosperity, let me reiterate again, had already
commenced before the Governmont of the day had placed
the present Tariff upon the Statute-Book. It was contem-
porary with the inauguration of the National Policy.

It has been claimed that it was necessary to increase the
taxation of this country; it has been claimed that a necessity
rested upon my hon. friend the Finance Minister te advance
the rate of duty. Now, I hold that the views entertained
by my .hon. friend at my right, the Finance Minister
under the previous Administration, were perfectly correct;
I hold, Sir, that he was quite correct in maintaining that
during that period of temporary depression it was unneces-
sary to advance the duties and to increase the taxation of
this country. His assertion that upon the return of botter
times the revenue under the Tariff of 1878 would prove to
be ample, I think was well founded and warrante:i by the
facts. I find strong corroboration of this view in the financial
history of the United States. I find that that country without
a change in a singular particular of its Tariff, had a revenue
which increased in two years, from 1879 to 1880, by the
sum of $56,000,000, or 43 per cent.; and I find that the
revenue of that country increased in four years, from 1878
to 1882, by the sum of 890,000,000, or 77 per cent. Now,
Sir, if the revival of business in the United States led to an
increase in the revenue of that country of 43 per cent. in
two years, it is fair te presume that a corresponding revival
of business in Canada would also lead to an increase in the
revenue of this country, amply suffloient to meet the wants
of an economical Government such as that of the predeces-
sors of the gentlemen now in power. Crodit has been taken
by those gentlemen for the large amount of revenue they
have derived from the Tariff; credit bas been taken by them
for the fact that, though the expenditure has been upon
an extravagant scale, we have still had a surplus. Well, Sir,
a large revenue pre-supposes large importations, and large
importations can only be had as a result of increased exports.
Unless we have large exports we cannot have large
imports, and unless we have large importa we wilt not have
a superabundant revenue.

Now, Mr. Speaker, a Tariff is nothing more or less
than a schedule of taxes. It may increase and iL may
diminish incidental taxation, according to the character
of the measure, but incidental taxation under any Tariff
must, to a greater or less extent exist. A Tariff may
be se devised, also, as te onrich a few individuals, it
may enrich a fow manufacturing corporations, and it may
benefit a few interests, but the revenue derived by a Tariff
from the people must be paid by the masses, and that
revenue, whother it is great or émall, simply amounts to
taxation; it is nothing more or loss, and the millions con-
tributed, the millions that swell the coffors of the Govern-
ment, represent the contribution of the people in the shape
of taxes ; and the benefits derived by the imposition of that
Tariff, if there are any bonefits, are derived by the
arrangement of the measnro in such a way as to bonefit
certain interests at the expense of the great mass of the
people. That, Sir, is the character of any Tariff. A Tariff
is a schodule of taxes, whether it is dosigned for revenue
purposes or whether it is designed for protection-in any
event and in all cases, it simply means the taxation of thei
peope.'

I have alluded to the fact that prosperity had returnedi
te the United States, which prosperity was reactingi
upon us when the hon. gentlemen now in power camei
iato oflice. But, Sir, there is another and a more potent1
reason for the prosperity the conntiy has enjoyed, and'1
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that is the fact that for a series of years the products of the
soil have been remarkably abundant. We have been
blessed with a series of abundant harvests ; and I wish,
Mr. Speaker, to invite your careful consideration to a com
parison of the exports of this country for two periods, each
of five years in length, the firstfrom 1874 to 1878 inclusive,
and the second from 1879 to 1883. A careful comparison of
the exports of the country for these two periods will show
most clearly what is the reason the country has en-
joyed an exceptional prosperity in the last four or five
years. Esfore entering upon this, however, I desire to call
the attention of the hon. Finance Ministar to this point.
I desire to remark that that hon. gentleman, in comparirg
the exports of foreign produce from Canada for the years
1876 to 1879 and from the latter poriod te 1883, whether
conscions of the fact or not, would lead those who were
listening to him, and were taking his statements unhesitat-
ingly, into a miseonception and- into an error. lt will be
borne in mind that the importations of grain in Canada
before the imposition of duties, were invariably made as
entries for consumption. If grain was imported to this
country, millions of bushels of it, designed for transmission
through our canals to Europe, that grain was ontered as
for consumption; it appeared upon the Castom house
books as grain entered for consumption. But, when the
law was altered and duties were imposed upon grain,
then only that grain was entered for consumption that was
actually intended for consumption and paid duties, while
that not intended for consumption was entered, as in
transit, and passed through the country, consequently, any
comparison between the importations during those two
periods, must be an utterly fallacious one, because the mode
of entry in the one case represented all as enterel for con-
sumption, while the mode of entry in the other case repre-
sents only that-and a very small fraction of the whole-
which was roally intended for consumption; consequently,
the hon. gentleman's comparison, in that respect, is one
that roquires explanation, in order to be understood by the
country.

I would ask the attention of tho hon. Finance Minister
to these figures I am about to give. I am about to
give a carefally prepared statement and comparison of
the exports of this country for a period of five years from
1871 to 1878, and another period of five years from 1879
to 1883. I wish to make that comparison, Sir, first,
with grain, flour and meal ; next, with butter and cheese;
next, with animals and their produce, excepting butter
and cheese; next, with malt, hay, green fruits, and potatoes;
and next, with the products of our fisheries. In order to
arrive at the actual exportation of grains I have not been
governed by the statements made in the Trade and Naviga-
tion Returas of the exports of the produce of Canada, but I
have been at the pains to take the total importa into the coun-
try and deduct them from the total exports, and the balance
gives accurately the actual net export of these articles.
I bave donc this with grain only; in the matter of butter
and cheose, and animals and their produce, the tables are
more accurate, and it was not necessary to take this trouble.
I find that the net exports of cereals from 1874 to 1878 was
$49,592,000. The net export from 1879 to 1883 was
$82,267,000. The gross excess of the second period over the
first period was $32,665,000. The annual average of
first period was $9,918,000. Annual average of second
pei iod, $16,455,400. Annual average, excess of second
period overfirst, $6,537,400. Annual perentage ofincrease,
second period over first, 65 per cent. If the exporta of the
country in the most important lino increased 65 per cent.
during a period of five years over a corresponding period of
five years preceding, that certainly would warrant
the statement that great prosperity ought to
have attended such a state of things. But this is
the result with respect to grain, ûour and meal alone. Lot
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ui take-buttor and cheese. The exports from 1874 to 1878,
the first period, amounted to $31,852,413; from 1879 to
1883, the second period, $38,520,687. The gross excess of
tho second period over the first was $6,668,274. The annual
average excess was $1,336,091. I now come to consider
animais and their produce, the produce of Canada, and I
find in making up the statement that the tables for the year
1874-75 and 76 give the total exporte only, and in making
up the statement the difference between the entire import
and the import entered for consumption, amounting in
the three years to'$2,689,575 is deducted from the exports.
The exporte from 1874 to 1878, excluding butter and cheese,
anounted to $34,5j5,112; froin 1879 to 1883, $55,286,655,
The gross excess of the second poriod over the first was
$20,691,544. The annual average excess was $4,132,500.
In malt,hay, hopes, potatocs, and green fruit there was a
very remarkable increase. The exporte of those articles for
the. first period, 1874 to 1878, were of the value of
$5,248,000 ; for the second period, 1879 te 1883, $16,695,236.
The grose increase of the second period over the first was
811,347,000. The annual average was $2,219,000. We
will next take the fisheries' exporte. From 1874 to 1878
the value was $26,671,000; from 1879 to 1883, $37,397,000.
The gross increase of the second period over the first was
$10,726,000. The average annuail increase was $2,165,000.
Summarizing theso statements we have the following:

Exports 1871 to 1878.

Cereals net-L............................$ 49 592.000
Butter and cheese ........... ....................... 31,852,000
Animals and their produce, excluding butter

and cheese... .................... . .. 34,E95,000
Malt, hay, hops, g -een, fruits and potatoe .... 5.248,0 0
Fisheries.......................... ........................ 26,671,000

$147,958,0C0
E.cports 1879 to 18S3.

Certals net.............................................$82,217,000
Butter and cheese .................. ..... ............ 38,520,000
A2imals and their produce, excluding

butter and cheese ................................ 55,286,000
Malt, hay, hope, green fruits and potatoes... 16 695,000
Fisberies..-...... ...................... 37,397,000

$230,165,000
Grosi Excess 2nd p-r:od over first period, $82,2,7,000, or 55 per cent,

Annual increase $16,441,000, or $4 per capita.

With a statement such as this, with the fact shown that the
exports of these atticles of Canadian produce exceeded by
882,000,000, exceeded by 55 per cent., the exports for the
tiret years, do we need to search further for the cause of
prosperity in this country ? Do we need to ascertain whother
the National Policy has created it; or whether prosperity.
in some other country has created it ? In thoso facts which
i haie adduced I have indicated a sufficient and simple
cause for any degree of prosperity which may have exieted
in this country. And that degree of prosperity, so lar from
having been created by the National Policy, so far from
having been increased by the National Policy, has been.
rednced by the National Policy. It has been reduced to the
extent of the unnecessary taxation imposed bythat measure
upon this eountry. If that measure drew from the pockets
of the people of Canada $20,000,000 more than was
sufficient to meet the wants of the Government,
then the prosperity which the country enjoyed
daring the pariod from 1879 to 1883 was reduced by the
National Policy the exact amount of unnecessary taxation
imposed on the people.

The Finance Minister in the course of his speech
expressed himself as unable to comprehend the statement
made by the leader of the Opposition that $20,000,000
additional taxation from Customs meant $30,000,000 im-
posed on the people.

Sir R[CHARD CARTWRIGH r. At lest.

Mr. CHARLTON. I will endeavour to enlighten the
bon. Minister on this point, and I think I may be abie to
show him that the leader of the Opposition in making that
statement was quite within the mark. A duty imposed
upon an article enhances its cost. An article costing $1,
placed in the bande of a wholesale merchant wili be seld, if
bis profits are 20 por cent., for $1.20. It ncxt gooe into the
hands of the retail dealer; if his profits are 25 per cent.,
the article when it raches the consumer wili cost
$1.50. Upon this basis a taxation of $20,000,000 in
tho shape ofOCustoms duties ndds that amount to the cost of
the goods in the wholesale dealers hands. A profit of 20
per cent. places the goods in the hands of the retail mor-
chant at a cost of 824,000,000. If his profit is 25 per cent,
the goodesreach the consumer at a cost ofl$30,000,000, thus
a 20 per cent. taxation by Customs duty represents an in-
creased cost amounting to 30 per cent to the consumer,
25 per cent. duty represents 37l per cent. cost added to the
consumer, and 30 per cent. duty represents 45 per cent.
added cost to the people. IL i for this reason that the
present mode of raising taxation is so wasteful. Direct
taxation takes from the pockets of the consumers what the
Government actually receives; but this modo takes from
the consumer 81.50 in order that the Government May
secure $1. And for this reason the heavier the taxation
imposed by the Tariff, beyond the absolute and bare neees-
si tics of the country, the greater the outrage perpetrated on
the country, because for every additional dollar of unneces-
sary taxation imposed the taxpayer pays a dollar and a half.
But that is not ail. In addition to the taxes paid by the
taxpayer directly, thore is the incidental taxation. Tpon
every article upon which the Government imposes a duty,
and that is manufactured to any extent in the country, the
domestic production is enhanced in value, and white the
consumer is paying with one hand into the Treasury, he is
paying with the other hand into the pockets of the manu-
facturers, who in consequence of the duty may or may not
ask more than the article is worth, but who certainly ask
more than it could be bought for in the open market, with
open competition.

It is claimed by my hon. friend the hon. Final ce
Minister that goods are cheaper now, than in 1878.
Well, Sir, I suppose the hon. gentleman is sufficiently
familiar with the history of manufactures to be aware,
that the constant tendency is to cheapon the cost
of production. That progress bas been a very
rapid one. It is said that 100 operativo3 to-day
will produce more goods, working sixty hours a week,
than 300 would have produced twenty years ago working
seventy-two hours a week, and by perfecting machinery and
introducing improvements in the mode of manipalating the
raw staples, the cost of producing the goods continues to
diminish. But the question is not whether goode are
absolutely cheaper than they were in 1878, but whether
they are relatively cheaper. The question is whether tho
goods are made dearer by this policy, than thoy would be
at this moment, under a seventeen and a-half per cent.
tariff.

Sir LEONAiRD TILLEY. Yes, we stand on that ground.
Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. gentleman gave his whole

case away when he tells us, that when wages go down in the
United States or Great Britain, our employers must reduce
their wages to stand competition. Why ? If they have a
wide margin between their prices, the price of the article
brought in with the duty added, if they can produce goods
as cheap as they are sold in the United States, weîgbed
down as they are by the amount of the duty, why is the
competition so keen that they must reduce their wages
when there is a reduction in England or the United States ?
If goods are prodceed in Canada as cheaply as in the United
States, if the duty is 20 per cent., the manufacturer is selling
that 20 per cent. less than the imported article.
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Sir LEONAR ID TILLEY. There is the competition at

home.
Mr. CIIAPRLTON. The testirmony of importors i.s, that

except in rare cases where thero is aglut of tho market, tbc
prices of goods is barely below the cost of the arificles abroad
and the duty added. .Reason and common senso show that this
would bc the case; and in the whole history of protection
in this country, or the United Stites or in any other country,
that rule will be found to work invariably, except in the
exceptional cases where a temporary glut of the market,
may force manufacturers to put their goods on the market
at less than ordinary prices. Then the hon. gen tleman

claims thiat his Tarifi hasi been the means of incrcasing the
production of textile àbrics in Canada to the extent of
$20,000,000 per annum; that it bas added 15,000 te the
operative class of this country. Well, Sir, I think his esti-
mate is too high. I think hiisestimate as to the position and
the incrcare in the manufacture cf textile fabrics since
1878 is too high, and I shall examine later on, whether
the National Policy is to be credited with any considorable
portion of the actual increase in that manufacture.

Let us now examine some statistics with referonce to the
manufacture of cotton. The largest increase in textiles
has been in the article of cotton-1 presume the hon. gentle-
man will himself admit that more than one-half the increase
bas been in that line. It is the only industry which has
been so far fostered by tho Tariff as to be overdone-
as to have reached what is sometimes called the se-ond
stage of protection. I have here a statement from Mr.
Stevenson, of the firm of D. Morrice & Co., who, I bolieve,
furnished the hon. gentleman with his statistics with ro-
feronce to cotton. By this statement the increasi of
bands engaged in tho manufacture of cotton is claimed
to be about 7,900, and the increaso of goods manu-
factured about 87,800,000. Well, if that is truc, there
bas been no such increase as an addition of 15,000 to
the operatives in Canada engaged in the production of
textiles, and no such increase as $20,000,000 in the produo-
tion of these articles. This gentleman in his first statement
informed us that the average wages of operatives in the
cotton mills was $108 per annum. In bis second statement
made a few days later, which I suppose we are bound to go
by, he gives us the following figures: Capital invested in
cotton mills of Canada, $8,850,000; yards produced in 1883,
115,000,000; hands employed, 10,200; expenditurc, $3,560,-

00. Part of that expenditure consists of a charge of
$4,200,000 for raw cotton; $225,000, for supplies; the
sane amount for chemicals, etc.; 8215,000 for fuel;
$425,000 for wear and tear; $S0,000 for insurance;
$600,000 for interest on capital; $1,960,000 for wages,
$100,000 for salaries of managers, clerks, &c.; $250,000 for
the lose between the payments of cash and the sale of pro-
ductions on time. The profits amounted to $1,810,000, a
rate equal to 22 per cent. on the capital invested, besides
8600,000 allowed for interest, which is 7 per cent more,
making 29 per cent. as the dividends and earnings of these
mills for 1883. But if wo examine this statement we shal!
find that the charge for raw cotton is too high. The amountt
is $4,200,000, while the Custom returns give the amount
imported as $2,912,000 worth, or 27,451,349 pounds. This
perhaps will be claimed as the cost of the articles
at the point wheze it was purchased. If that is thet
case it would be fair te add freight, and if we add
$1.50 per hundred pounds-which is an enormous rate
-to the cost as given by the returns, we have a
total cost of raw cotton for those mille amoant.
ing to ",384,537, leaving an overcharge of $875,46?.t
Adding that to the admitted earningse, nd the charge forç
interest on capital of $600,000, and we have by this state-'
ment of Mr. Stevenson, a result of 37.4.10 per cent., as the
dividends of the cotton mills of Canada in 1883. And wo
have another statement-a statement that the wages of thei

Mr. CALaLToq.

operatives in 1879, were $245 per annum, while this item
for the year 1883 was $194, showing that under the opera.
tion of this Tariff, while the cotton manufacturera have made
37 per cent. dividends in that year, and that upon a state-
ment allowing an enormous amount for the wages of over.
seers, &c., operatives' wagces have been reluced 851 per
annum. This shows that while the manufacturers have
derived large profits by the operation of the Tariff, the
operatives have not been benefitted.

Now, if it be truc, as my hon. friendclaims, that the
incrcased production of textile fabries under the operation
of the Tariff, is $20,000,000 per year, and that the resault
of the tariff las been to employ 15,000 more operatives,
if the goods produced by those 15,000 operatives have been
onhanced in price by 20 per cent., which is undoubtedly too
low an estimate, it follows that those goods have cost
$ 1000,000 more to the consu mers of Canada than they
would bave cost if they had been imported free of duty;
while the operafives have received a total amount of wagei
of $3,000,000; showing that the poople of this country have
paid for the increased production of textile fabrics in 1883,
81,000,000 more than tho total sum received in wages by
tho people employed in producing those goods. I have in
my bands a very interesting table compiied by Mr. Williarn
M. Springer, in Washington, troating of this sanu .abject.
This statement is dosigned to show tho incidentai taxation
inposed on the people of the United States in c>nsouence
of the increased cost of home products by'reason of the

S In this statement Mr. Springer includes chemical
p -ducts, eartheuware and glassware, iron, steel, and all
mLJLaL manufactured goods, wood and woodenware, sugar
anI molasses, tobacco, cotton and cotton goods, hemp, jute,
and fiax goods, wool and woollens, silk and silk goods, books,
papers, &c. He shows that the value of the total imports
of these articles in the year 1883 was $433,173,335 under
their high protective tariff.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They do not secm disposed to
reduce it.

Mr. CHARLTON. They have a Bill introdueed for re-
ducing it, which is a great step in the right direction. Mr.
Springer shows that the duty paid on these imports was
$194,464,758, that the domestic production was $2,440,502-
649 ; that the number ofb ands employed was 1,327,881 ;
that the wagces paid to those hands amounted to $63,606.
019; and that the increased cost of the goods produced by
these operatives in consequence of the high tariff was
$556,938,637 ; in other words, while 8 i63,600,000 was paid
in wages to the operatives, the consumers of the United

tSatOs wer calleCd upon to pay an increased cost of
$556,900,000 for the goods prolucel by them, thereby
ineurring a waste, if yo count the wages of the operatives
as clear gain, of about $100,000,000 per annum. We are
doing the same thing in this countryonlyon asmallerscale.

My hon. frieand, in the course of his speech, seemed to
be apprehensive upon the subjoct of the surplus. He told
us that the importations were reduced in consequence of
the increased manufactures; he told us that they were
likely to be further reduced, and ho led us to believe that
ho feared a further reluction of the revenue-that he feared,
in fact, that his surplus would be entirely obliterated, and
that he might, beforo many months, Ue called upon to
actually face a deicit.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. Who said it ?
Mr. CHIARLTON. I think the hon. Finance Minister

told us-I took dowa his words-that the importations
were reduced in consequence of increased manufactures.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. Exactly.

Mr. CHAIRLTON. And that in consequence of redaced
importations there would be a reduced revenue.
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That was entirely with

rference to this year and next year-I did not go furthor.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. gentleman may not have
seen the full effect of his plausible argument; but if his
policy works according to his expectations, this will be
exactly the 'result-that reduced importations, in couse-
quence of increased manufactures, will increase the noeds
of the Government and the danger of a deficit. At all events,
the hon. gentleman's surplus is shrinking, and is likely to
disappear. But I wish to call his attention now to somei
other figures, to show that he is mistaken as to the fact,
and that the importations of cottons, woollens, iron and
steel-all goods susceptible of manufacture in Canada-
are increasing, and are very much larger to-day than
they were when his policy was inaugurated in 1879.
lUnder the operation of the Tariff of my hon. friend
from South Huron, a Tariff of 17½- per cent., the
manufactures of this country were rapidly reducing the
importations. The importations of cotton goods sunk
from $11,341,000 in 1874 to $7, 104,'O0 in 1878, a decrease
of $4,237,000, or 37 per eu.t. The importations of
woollens in 1,74 were $11,160,000, and they fell to
$8,855,000 in 1878, a decrease of $2,305,000, or 20 per
cent. This is the record with regard to those two articles
under the Tariff policy of the hon. gentleman's predecessor.
la 1879 the hon. gentleman brought down his Tariff, and
the National Policy was adopted. Now, let us carefully
enquire what has been the effect of that policy on our manu-
facturing interests. In 1879, we imported $6,551,000 of
cotton goods, and in 1883, $10,044,000; in 1879 we imported
87,063,O0 of woollen goods, and in 1883 we imported
$ 10,004,000. The increase in the importations of woollens
and cottons from 1879 to 1883 was 86,434,000, an increase
of 47 per cent. against a decrease almost as great
during the period my hon. friend from South Huron
occupied the position of Finance Minister. We find,
also, that in 1879 the importations of iron and steel
and manufactures of the same were $8,147,000, and that they
increased to 812,209,000 in 1883, not including the importa-
tions of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. The im-
portations of woollens, cotton, iron and steel, and the manu-
factures of the same during the period of the hon. gentle-
man's policy, have inereased by $10,500,000, or 48 per
cent., and yet he tells the country that the importations
of manufactured goods are decreasing. Now, the total
importations of manufactured goods susceptible of manufac-
ture in Canada amounted, in 1874, to $68,959,000; in 1878
they had fallen to $44,588,000, a diminution of $24,871,000,
or 35 per cent. That is the record of my hon. friend
at my right. Ia 1879, the year in which the National
Policy was inaugurated, the importe of manufactured
goods ausceptible of mannfatture in Canada amounted to
89,6001,000, and in 1883 they amounted to $71,250,000, an
iacrease of 031 650,000, or 79 per cent. That is the policy
that is diminishing the importation of manufactured goods
into this cenatry. If we turn to the United States we shall
find the -same state of things existing in that country. In
1ez8 the United States importations of woollene, cottons,
iren and steel, linen and fiax, and silks, amounted to
$87,293,000, and in 1883 to $189,374,000, or an increase,
in five years, of 4102,081,000, or 116 per cent.:
and the lowest zate of duty imposed on any of these
articles was 33 per cent. and the highest, 61 per cent. lu
1883, five years later, the United States imported of the
sa articles 1489,374,000, an increase of 8107,000,000 in
lire yene, or 116 per cent., and that increase bas taken
place under a proteetive Tarif designed te exclude these
goods trom tih nountry, »eigned to keep the United
States niarkets for American manufaeturers. The same
expenoee we have undergone, though not to the same
excnt,ïas4he incmse in our importations has bSen 79 per

90

cent., instead of 116 per cent. ; so that the hon. gentleman's
assertion that his policy is diminishing importations into
this country, has to be taken with a considerable quantity
of sait. It bas, in fact, to be completely rejected. His policy
does notgive us the entire control of our own markets, it doue
not exclude foreign goods from Canada, it does not give our
manufacturers the control of the Canada markets, but it
shows that under our former revenue Tariff of 17J por cent.
our manufacturing interests advanced much more rapidly
towards securing the control of the markets of Canada than
they are doing.under the policy of my hon. friend.

Mr. Speaker, I would enquire whether the manufacturing
industries of Canada are due to the National Policy ? When
hon. gentlemen opposite spoak on this subject, they would
almost lead people to believo that we had no manufactories
in this country before the National Policy was inaugu-
rated; that the entire manufacturing system of Canada is
due to the inauguration of tho National Policy. I prosume
the right hon. gentleman will not make that assertion.
When the question is asked, ho is discreetly silent on the
subject. I must say that the manufactures of this country,
under a 15 per cent. revenue Tariff, and afterwards
under a 17½ per cent. revenue Tariff attained a very great
degree of development. I assert that the progress of
our manufacturing industries was both hoalthy and rapid,
that they stood u pon a firm and healthy basis in the year
1879 when the Tariff was changed, and that they did nlot
require a change of Tariff but a revival of times. I assert
that our manufacturing industries were sure to have
made rapid progress and to have attained a great degree of
developrnent otinder the Tariff under which they grow up,
under which they attainod the proportion they did in 1879.
The production of manufactures in Canada in 1871 was
$211,000,000, and despite the hard times that came after
the commercial revulsion 1874, and continued to 1878, the
manufacturing industries of Canada made progress and
development. When the hon gentleman opposite changed
the fiscal policy, greut fortunes had alroady been accumu.
lated by manufacturers. J. & R. Molson had accumu-
lated a fortune of 81,000,000; J. G. Worts had amassed
$1,000,000 ; E. & C. Gurney, $750,000; and these gentlemen
bad commenced without a dollar twenty.fivo years
before. E K. Green has made 8500,000 and A. H. Galt,
$500,000, and scores of other manufacturers wbo had started
with little or nothing, had gained fortunes ranging from
8150,000 to $20f,000, besidcs those I have mentioned. We
had the entire control of the boot and shoe business
of the country; the importations in this lino were
but a mere bagatelle, consisting of a class of work, the
demand for which was so light that our manufacturera would
not be bothered supplying it. We had full control of the mar-
ket for agricultural implements and of the foundry busi-
ness, and our sewing machine manufacturera were so
prosperous that they were anxious to have reciprocity
with the United States, in order to be able to send their
goods to the United States market. The cotton industry
and the woollen industry were also established on a
prosper ous and firm, basis. During the porid from 1874 to
1878, the depression existing among the manufactures of
the United States, whore they enjoyed the full blesaings of
an ultra protective systam, was much groater than that
which existed among the manufactures in the Dominion of
Canada. In 1877 a return was given of forty-Oight
manuficturing establishments of New England, with
a capital of $52,320,000. of those, FixteeD paid no
dividende whatever ; nine paid dividends of les
than 6 per cent. ; six paid dividende of 6 per oent,;
and seven only paid dividends of 10 per cent., and upwards.
If we contrast that with the condition of thige in Oanada,
we Vill fmd that of twenty large concern esteihed in this
Dominion, in various lines, but two reported no dividnd,
two reported oatifatory dividends, oe reported
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reduced dividend as compared with former years,
six reported dividends of from 6 to 8 per cent., two report.
ed dividends of 10 per cent., and six reported dividends ol
20 per cent., and upwards. Now this shows a remarkable
contrast between Canada and the New England States, in
this respect, that sixteen establishments in New England
out of forty-eight paid no dividends, while in Canada only
two out of twenty paid noue. The highest rate in New
England was 10 per cent. and in Canada 20 per cent., and
upwards, in the year 1877; and I assert that our manufac-
turing interest was in a most prosperous condition, was es.
tablished on a firmer basis in Canada than in the United
States, either in the year 1877 or any year following the
commercial depression in 1874. We had a smaller propor-
tion of mon, women and children ont of employment. It
was estimated that 2,000,000 mon in the United States
were ont of employment in that period, but there
was nothing like that proportion out of employment
in this country, and a fair comparison of the then manu-
facturing industries in the two countries will show any
candid, dispassionate man that under a revenue Tariff,
Canadian manufacturing industries were paying botter divi-
dends and stood on a botter basis than those in the United
States under a high protective Tariff. The Tariff introduced
by hon. gentlemen opposite bas actually injured many of
our manufacturing interests; it has injured our agricultural
implement manufactories. In my Riding, there is one of
these manufactories, and the proprietor told me that the in-
creased cost of producing mowers, in consequence of the
inéreased duty on raw material is 82 per machine, and an-
other extensive manufacturer informs me that the in-
creased cost of material is so great that in order to
place his goods on the market at the price which ruled
before the National- Policy was adopted, he has to reduce
the weight of castings in his goods, and really to reduce
their worth and quality. Our foundries were well estab.
lished before this policy came into operation, and this policy
bas been detrimental to their interests, by imposing a duty
on iron and coal. The lumber interest has received no
benefit from it whatever, and my hon. friend has infliccted,
as he himself admits, an injury on the cotton trade. He
tells us the cotton trade is overdone; that there are too
many mils.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Did not the hon. gentleman
say they were paying 30 per cent.

Mr.CHARLTON. Yes ; last year, down to June 3Oth,1883.
I take the hon. gentleman's own statement that the cotton
interest has been overdone and that no doubt hon. gentlemen
would accuse him of having injured the cotton trade. It is un-
doubtedly overdone. The forcing process which enabled
the manufacturers to pay large dividends has induced too
many to go into the trade. The cotton industry would have
been better off to-day had it gone on under the operation of
a Tarif such as that which preceded this one, when divi-
dends were made of from 10 to 15 per cent., when the
inducements were not so great and there was no prospect cf
50 per cent. dividends. The cotton industry of Canada
to-day, and for years following, would be on a more
healthy basis under the operation of that Tariff than
under the forcing process of the right hon. gentleman.
Well, Sir, it is a feature of the claims made on behalf of this
National Policy, that it claims everything-it claims the
credit for all prosperity that exists in the country, it claims
credit for everything that would have naturally resulted
from the return of good times. No man can suppose that
the manufacturing interests of this country, that had grown
Up under a revenue Tariff, would have remained stationary
afr good times had returned. No man can suppose that,
after 1879, when the harvests of this country improved, when
the business of the United States improved, and we received
higher prices for our lumber, and for our barley, and for
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the productions which we sell to that country; no man
can suppose that, when prosperity pervaded the whole
commercial world, the manufacturing interests of Canada
would have stood still, and would have made no pro-
gress. It is my humble belief that they would have
made, on the whole, greater progress than they
have made under this policy. I believe that our
manufactures of agricultural implements, our foundry
interests, our sewing machine manufactures, would have
been much botter off; I believe that the development of
the cotton industry would have been as great as it should
have been for the good of the country; and 1 believe that
the progress of the woollen industry would have been equally
great. I believe that this National Policy, while imposing
great burdens upon the people, in the shape of unnecessary
taxation, has resulted in harm to one great interest, and has
left the others in no botter condition, in my humble belief,
than they would have been without it. It is not necessary
to arrange for 37 per cent dividends. A state of things
such as that is sure to result ultimately in injury to the
interests which receive such undue protection. I have no
doubt that our cotton manufacturers realize that already.
INo doubt those who have mnvested in this industry regret
that so many have gone into the business and that
the business has received that development which
it has, and wish that ifs growth had been less
rapid and more healthy than it has been. These
results wore reached in the United States invarious inte-
rests. They were reached in the United States in the
iron interest; they were reached in the United States
in the paper interest; they were reached in the
United States in the cotton interest. Those results were
not reached in the United States as rapidly as in Canada,
because it is a greater theatre, a greater field of operations.
What was reached here in three or four years required a
decade at least before it was reached there, but the result
bore has been the same as the result there, and has been
attained more rapidly. To-day, $100,000,000, invosted in
blast furnaces in the United States, is a useless investment;
to-day, they have more paper mills than they need in the
United States, and they have more cotton factories than
are required; and this is the result of their having paid
enormous dividends, so that people were induced to rush into
those industries, in the expectation of suddenly making
fortunes.

So much for the Tariff. I have but one more point on
that question to allude to, and that will be my hon. friend's
assertions with reference to agricultural protection, which I
shall reach in a few moments. I wish, however, to allude
to a few points made the other afternoon by my hon. friend,
the lon. member for Cardwell. Ho told us that, under the
operation of the National Policy, the tonnage of Montreal
had increased. Now, the increase of the tonnage of
Montreal simply proves this. It arises from two causes. It
arises from the increased importation of manufactures,
which the policy of my hon. friend was to prevent; it
arises also from the increased exportation of the productions
of the soil, which my hon. friend's policy was to provent,
'because we were to have a home market for ail that. 80
the increase of tonnage of Montreal only shows that his
policy is inoperative in the respects in which he pro-
mised it should be operative. The hon. member for
Cardwell also pointed to the fact that there had been an
increase in the savings banks deposits in this country.
As I have already shown, we have had unusually good crops,
we have had an active trade, we have had an increase of
$80,000,000 in our exportations to counterbalance the
S20,000,000 of useless taxation, leaving a net gain to
the country of $60,000,000, showing that the hon.
gentleman's policy has not succeeded in utterly depressing
the advance of this country. Notwithstanding the burdens
ho las imposed, notwithstanding the incubus whichj his
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Tariff creates, notwithstanding a faulty fiscal system, the
country has progressed and become wealthier, and the
savngs banks deposits have increased, not as much as they
would have increased under another policy, it is true, but,
in spite of the hon. gentleman's policy, they have neverthe-
less increased fairly, and the counctry has made some pro.
gress, in consequence of the exceptionally favourable posi-
tion it has been placed in with regard to abundant harvests.
Re next referred to the exodus question, and he
introduced an argument in that connection which I could
not see the application of. He laboured to show us that
the migration from the older States of the American Union
had been large. Undoubtedly it las. If it had been from
the United States to our own North-West, then the two
cases would have been 1 arallel ones. What we are talking
about is not an exodus from Canada to the Canadian North-
West, and I repeat that the argument of the hon. gentleman
was totally inapplicable, because the people moving from
the older States to the newer States stili continue to be
citizens of the American Union-still contribute to its
revenue, its greatness and its strength-while our exodus
consists of people who leave this country, deeert their native
land, and go to the United States instead of going to our
North-West. Consequently, the argument had no applica-
tion whatever. The hon. gentleman said we were not
ashamed to cite the figures of the American immigration
agents. Well, Sir, our friends opposite were not ashamed to
cite them once. They were not ashamed to cite the self-
same returns which they characterize now as totally unre-
liable. They founded arguments upon those returns from
1874 to 1878. They accused my hon. friend, on these returns,
of having introduced a policy which was ruining Canada,
of being unable to retain in Canada the thousands upon
thousands who were desorting this country. The statistics
which my hon. friends opposite adopted and vouched for
from 1874 to 1878, were made by the same man that the
hon. member now denounces as being entirely unreliable.
Why ? Because they do not tell the story he would wish
them to tell. Because they tell us that, though a hundred and
thirty thousand people emigrated under the régime of my hon.
friend from East York, over four hundred thousand have
emigrated since. While referring to this exodus question,
I may say that an attempt has been made to place my
friend to the right in a false position, by speaking of him as
having used these statistics when he did not use them at all.

Sir RICHÀA RD CARTWRIGHT. Not one.
Mr. CHARLTON. He took returns from various muni-

cipalities in Canada, and compared the population at one
period with the population at another period; he took the
census of the school population, he took the children attend.
ing schools, he took the population in the municipalities,
and from the data supplied by these returns, he made his
estimates, without any reference whatever to the statistics
of the United States officials. The hon. member for Card-
well also stated that the Government, in every change it
had made in the land regulations, had made a change for
the botter. I am willing to allow that there is a degree of
truth in that, because the regulations at first were so utterly
and villainously bad that they could not be made worse, and,
when a clamour arose in the North-West and could be no
longer resisted, the Government made some slight
concession to public opinion ; so the regulations
have been slightly modified trom time to time,
and modified for the better. He told us that any
company can now get a charter in the North-
West for a railway in any direction, except across that belt
of 15 miles. That is the very direction for which they
want charters, the very part of the country over which they
want to run; that is the wall which Prevents their having
communication with their neighbours'in the south, and pre-
vents their having railway connection and competition by
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competing lines. Su long as that 15-mile belt inter.
poses itself between the people of the North-W est and the
American competing roads, su long the complete and entire
monopoly of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is maintained.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Reces.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally considered in Oom.
mittee, reported, andread the third time and passed-

Bill (No. 31) to incorporate the Lake Nipissing and
James' Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

Bill (No. 56) to empower the bondholders of the st.
Lawrence and Ottawa iRailway Company to vote at meetings
of the Company, and for other purposes.-(Âr. White, Card-
Weil.)

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

Mr. CHARLTON. Mr. Speaker, when you left the Chair
at six o'clock, I was about to enter for a few moments into
the consideration of the question of agricultural protection.
The Finance Minister, last year, was very modest in his
claims as to the amount of the benefit tbat had been derived
by the farmers of this country from protection. He claimed,
I think, that the grower of wheat at that time reoeived an
advantage of 2 cents per bushel in consequence of the duty
on grain; and this, if my memory serves me, was the only
direct advantage the hon. gentleman claimed as accruing to
the agricultural population from the operation of the duty.
I took occasion, very soon afterwards, to demonstrate that the
hou, gentleman was entirely mistaken as to any advantage
that the farmers derived from the duty on grain.
I demonstrated' that, so far from the farmers at that
time receiving an advantage of 2 cents per
per bushel in the price of wheat, on the contrary, wheat
in all American markets was higher ut that moment than it
was in corresponding Canadian markets. I showed that
wheat, No. 2 Spring, in Chicago, was at that time as high
as in Toronto. That oats, barley, peas and rye were higher
in American than in corresponding Canadian markets, and
that tho same was truc with regard to butter and cheese;
in short, no advantage whatever accrued to the farmers of
Canada at that time from the imposition of the duties upon
grain. We have always admitted, Mr. Speaker, that a duty
upon grain imported for consumption would affect the price
of the article. We have always maintained, also, that on any
grain of which we raised a surplus for exportation, the duty
could not affect the price. This being true, it follows as a
matter of course, that a duty imposed upon Indian corn
affects the price of that article, because we imported
largely in exces of exportation for consumption. But
the interference of the Government, by levying a duty on
Indian corn, is an interference that results in inju to the
farmers. We import Indian corn simply because that grain
is much cheaper than our coarse grains. Our farmers sell
a corresponding quantity of barley, rye, oats and peas, at
relatively higher prices than they pay for the corn, and the
result is large profits to the farmers of the country. I
estimated, in 1876, that the importation of 6,300,000 bushels
of corn and its equivalent in corn meal, resulted in a gain to
to Canada of $1,400,000. By the importation of that corn,
ut an average price of 51 cents per bushel we were able to
sell our entire surplus of peas and oats and 1,700,000
bushels of barley, which would otherwise have been
consumed in the country, in the place of 6;300,000
bushels of corn imported. We actually made, after
making fair aUowance for transportation charges on
the corn coming in and the coarse grains ging out, a
profit of $1,400,000. That is the reason, and the simple
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reason, why this country imports Indian corn. We might
feed with our own coarse grains, but that feed would be
dearer than the corn, and it is of course botter to feed with
cheap grain if it answers the purpose just as well. We have
always maintained that the duty on wheat could not affect
the price, è±ept during a year when we failed to raise an
amount sufficient for our own consumption, and the whole
course of quotations since this policy was inaugurated-and
I bave made it a study to follow them, so that at public
meetings I could show th 'opérations, or rather the want
of operations of the grain duties-shows that the price of
wheat ând all other grains, except corn, has been higher in
American than in relative Canadian markets, It is now
asserted that we have a short crop, that we have not raised
wheat enough during the past year for our own consump.
tien. If that is the case, thon the duty will operate te raise
the price of wheat, if we import it for consumption. The'
hon. gentleman élaims that the duty now affords Dur
farmers an advantage of from 8 te 10 cents per bushel on
wheat. Why does it net afford an advantage of 15 cents
the amount of the duty ? The hon. gentleman did
net make that claim for an 'obvions reason. The duty on
flour is 50 cents per barrel, equivalent te 10 cents per
bushel on wheat. He has arranged the Tarif se as te dis-
criminate against the miller, for while the Tariff pretends
to give a protection of15 cents, it affords a protection of but
10 cents. But the hon. gentleman is mistaken in his
opinion, that the farmers are deriving an advantage of
8 or 10 cents per bushel on wheat in consequence of the
duty. The truth is, the farmers are deriving no such ad.
vantage. I have compiled the quotations for March 5th, as
contained in the newspapers, and I find the following
result;

QUOTÂTIoNS, Sth Màson, 1884.
No. 1 Bpring Wheai.

Toronto..................... $1.10. Buffalo, Duluth........ $1.14
No. 2s *.

Toronto.......... $1.08. Bffalo........ ......... $1.11
Chicago............92 cents each.

No. 2 Red Winter.
Toronto..................... $1.06. Toledo......... ......... $1.01

Oswego white and red, $1 to $1.12.
Bar.y.

Toronto No. 1......67 cents. Oswego No 1....... 85 cents.

Toronto.................. 60 cents. Oswego... .67 cents in bond.
ohicagô ..... ...... M8i tents.

flasgb .8 en.

,Toronto ...- eets. per-84 lbo. Chicago, 82J ots. per 32 be.
Toledo ...... 35 c er 32 lbs. Oswego.... 43 ets. per 32 lb.

i......... 42est& p32Ib
Peaa.

Toronto *o. 2. ......... 74 ets. *Oswego................... 85 ets.

We flnd from these quotations that the difference in price
for No. 2 spring wheat between Chicago and Toronto is 16
ets. That is very little, if any more, than the freight charges.
S that et this moment, as between those two points, the
Canadian fhrmer is net enjoyingany advantage from higher
pries at Toronto as compared with Chicago. The margin
on Neo. 2 red, between Toledo and Toronto is 5 cents,
which is les than the freight. The margin on wheat
between Buffalo or Oswego and Toronto is the other
way. The margin on barley is in favour of Oswego by 18
cents; zye by 7 cents in bond, oats by 7 cents, and peas by 21
cents. This shows conclusively that the farmers of this
country are net at this moment receiving any appreciable
advantage from the duty on grain. Wbeat may be a
fraction higher than it would be without the duty, but
the price cannot be more than 2 or 3 cents higher
than otherwise it would be. It may be that the
difference will be greater. In spring it may be greater,
when the stock is exhaasted in the country, when the far-
marisgranaries are empty, when the wheat ha al passed
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into the hands of the millers, thon it may be higher by the
amount of the duty on flour. The increase in the prie of
wheat will thon come just at the time when the farmers will
not be bencfited.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The last two or three months
it has been so.

Mr. CHARLTON. The quotations shows that it has net
been se. They show that the fai mer is not deriving any
appreciable benefit, and I say that ho will net derive any
appreciable benefit at the time when ho has any wheat to
sol. The quotations show that other grains are higher in
American markets than hore; they show that agricultural
protection is one of the most transparent humbugs ever
palmed off on a confiding public.

An hon. 'MMBEIR. Wh-At did yen tlfink about it in
1878 ?

Mr. CHARLTON. I never advocated so palpable an
kbsurity as a duty on agricultural products, or
asserted that the farmers could be benefitted by
protection on the grain they raise in this country.

So much for agricultural protection. I shall now refer
briefly in conclusion to a few leading facts in connection with
the financial policy of my hon. friend. Sir, I think I may
reasonably assert that all the promises made by that hon.
gentleman, with regard to the advantages afforded by
ugricultural protection, have been dissipated into thin air.
So far as the duties are concerned, it cannot beshown, it
never has been shown, that the farmers have derived the
slightest advantage from his protectiveiduties. Then 1 niay
remind the hon. gentleman that some few years ago, while
my hon. friends at my right held portfolios, he asserted that
$23,000,000 was as much as should be expended annually
by this country, and yet the hon. gentleman in the
face of that declaration, has carried up the expenditure
of Canada te $31,000,000. The hon. gentleman promised te
cure the evil of an adverse balance of trade, and in the face
of that promise we have an adverse balance of trade last
year of $18,000,000, and this year of nearly double that
amount. Last year he contracted for seten years' prosperity;
ho assured us that we were sure of sevet years good times,
and yet the policy which was to secure that proeperity, when
the sligiitost stress i. placed upon it, ishows signs ôf failure.
H1e has succeeded, in four short years, by the legitimate
operation of the protective policy, in overdoig one of the
great industriesô'f this countYy, 'Èo that it i! Êi1 danger of
disaster. He was to create a home market lbr the farmss,
Which was to absorb al the productions of the soil, and yet
in the face of that ýpromise we have an inereased
exportation of food, of grain, of flour and ineal, by
a sain of $32,000,000, since the hon,. gentleman came
into ofioe. We have increased it 55 per cent. in the face
òf the promise that he was to afford the farinera a
home-market for their productions. ie was to exclude
foreign goods by his policy, and yet, despite his promise,we
have actually gono on increasing the importations of
gôods susceptible of manufacture ini tis country to the
extent of 79 per cent., as compared with the importations of
1819. He was to raise wages, yet in the face of that pledge
it was sbown by the gentleman who furnished him statisties
in regard to cotton manufacture, that the wages of cetten
operatives have fallen from $245 a year, in 1879, to#194 in
1883. He was to give us good times. I remember wet,
when the lon. member assured us in this House, that goed
times had come to stay. Well, Sir, I think the hon.
gentleman assumed rather more power than belonged to
any mortal man in this matter. I think ho arrogted to
himself a degree of influonee which no man in this JIoua.
or out of it possesses. Yes, Sir; good tiies were eone te
stay. He looked iabroad and saw iJhe 1.eparation of 4he
waste of war the settlemntafimmta diffitatie "a Âhe
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United States, after a long period of depression, which
affected them as well as us-he saw these damages repaired;
he saw commerce and manufactures resuming thoir wonted
course, and, looking complacently at us, he said: Behold the
effect of the National Policy 1 He saw our fields waving
with abundant harvests, our farmers gathering in crops
larger than were known for years, and then, with the same
degree of complacency, he pointed to the National Policy.
In fact, the hon. gentleman arrogated to himself blessings
which are dispensed by Providence alone, and I fear
Providence may yet punish the hon, gentleman for his
presumption, by showing him how weak and poor a creature
man is at best, and how short.sighted are all his assumption
of wisdom and power. We have evidence of this in the
fact that this vaunted policy cannot stand the slightest
strain-that it can stand an infinitely less strain than did
the poliey ofmy hon. friends beside me, when they occupied
the Treasury benches during the five years, fi om 1873 to
1878. It le a policy whose inherent weakness is that it in-
creases waste by useless taxation, and by large incidental
taxation. It taxes everyone directly more than is required,
and indirectly its taxes are twice those which are taken
from the people directly. And Sir, when a succession of
good harvests is interrupted, when the $40,000,000
which are to be added to the publie debt of Canada,
in consequence of the so called loan to the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, in consequence of the additional
subsidy to be granted to that road, and when the neoessity
for heavier taxation arises, as it will inevitably arise, when
the full proportions and the actual character of the
monopoiies which have been created hy this Government
have been made apparent to this country, then the people
will remember, if they do not now remember, that the
taxation of the people of Canada from Customs and Excise,
in the last year of the late Administration, was only $4,34,
per head, while it is row 6.65 per head, or an increabe of
more than 50 per cent. They will then remember
that these hon. gentlemen mianaged the aff4irs of the
country during a great commercial crisis, during a
long period of severe depression, which existed over
the whole world-they will remember that they mnanaged,
the affairs of this country with prudence, that they
strouly maintained that economy whieh should be main-
tained by every Government ; that they went out of office
having increased the expenditure but slightly since they
came in, and they will remember their ingratitude in 1878,
for baving withheld their confidence from the only Gioveru.,
ment who managed the affairs of tis country with honesty
for a generation.

Mr. DUNDAS. I had not intended to make any rmarksj
on tis question, at this time, but for some of'
the statements of the last .speaker. I tLought, Sir,
that every person who reada hte newspaerE, knewthat the

rice of wheat in Canada has ery materially been advat ced
by mean of the protective duty which has been imposed.
If the hon. gentleman who has just sat down had read the
Globe to-day, and had taken its reportof the price of wheat
in Chicago and in Toronto, and had intelligently institutedt
a comparison, I think he would have seen that the state- Mr. MAKENZIE. Until itis taken off flouralso.
ment whichi he made was incorrect-tht the farmers derive
no bonefit from the imposition of the duty. The Globe of Mr. D UNDAS. I quite concede that it would be fairer
to-day states that the price of spring wheat No. 2, in Chi. for the millers as well as for the farmers if the duty on
cago, yesterday was 91j cents, against $1. 68 in Toronto, for wheat and flour were equalized, by making the duty on fleur
same grade, leaving a difference ofabout 16¾ cents a bushel proportional to the duty on wheat, which would be about
in favour of Toronto. eow, the freight from Chicago to 75 cents a barrel. Bat 1 would rather leave the Tariff as it
Toronto, I thinkis about 7 cents a bushel. This would leave is, than have the duty on wheat reduced. I have desired to
the difference in favour f Torontoat about 9¾cents a bushel. make this statement to settle this question once for all, but
If it were.not for that duty, why would the priee of wheat more particularly because of a remark made by a paper
be higher in Toronto to-day thau the prioe in Chicago, which is supposed to be impartial in politics; I refer to the
plus the freight fron the latter place ? It i. entrely Moxeary Times. I saw a statement in that paper a few
due to the nduty ict ;bh as beun iposed. :o weeks agotO the that theiupotion of te daty on
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am not going to discuss the question at present
whether it is better for the country that the price of wheat
should be high or low. The farmers of Ontario who have
wheat to sell, of course, desire to have the price as high as
possible, while those who consume wheat desire to have it
cheap. But I think I1can establish, not by the isolated case
of to-day, but by taking the price of wheat at those points
for the last eight or nine years, and striking an average,
that the price of wheat has been advanced in Canada by the
protection which has been afforded since 179. I have
the figures in detail, showing the average price of wheat in
Toronto and in Chigago, each alternate week for the last
eight years. I shall not go into the details, but have
struck an average, and will give the House the resuIt.
In 1875, the average price of No. 2 spring wheat waa$1.01J
in Toronto, and St.02¾ in Chicago; in 1876, it was
$1.03J in Toronto, and $1:02J in Chicago; in 1877, $1.32 in
Toronto, and $1.2in Chicago; in 1878, 96à. in Toronto, and
97 cents in Chicago, and in 1879, until the 15th of March, the
date of the imposition of the duty, 84 cents in Toronto, and
87 cents in Chicago. Taking the average for those five years,
we find that the average in Toronto was 81,03J and in Chi-
cago $1.02î, or 1 cent more in Toronto than in Chicago.
Now let us see what the average was during the five years
next succeeding the imposition of the duty. In 1879, that
is, from the date of the imposition of the duty to the end of
the year, the average price was $1.02à in Toronto, and
$1.Oz in Chicago ; in 1880, it was $1.17¾jin Toronto, and
and $t.05 in Chicago; in 1881, 81.23 in Toronto,and 8L.14%
in Chicago; in 1882, 8L.20% in Toronto, and $1.15 in Chicago,
and in 1883, $1.081 in Toronto, and 81.01J in Chicago.
If I had gone over the first two months of this year, I could
have shown that the difference during that time was still
greater. Now, striki g an average of those five years, we
find that the average price was 81.14J in Toronto, against
81.07î in Chicago. Thus we find that during the five years
bext preceding the imposition of the duty, the difference was
1 cent a bushel in favour of Toeonto, while during the five
yéars next succeeding the imposition of the duty the differ-
once was 7à cents in favour of Toronto. Now, what makes
this difference ? It is nothi6g &!e thai the duty which
kepes American wheat out. But it may be asked, why
is the difference not greater than 7j centa when the
duty on wheat is 15 cents a bushel? Simply for the
reason that four, u n which the duty is lower than on
wheat, is imported instead. &sJ eaid before, I do not
wish ýto argae the point as to whother a ihigh or a
low price of wheat is for the benefit of the country;
but the point I want to make, and to emphasize, is, that but
fer the imposition of the duty on wheat, the average price
of wheat in Toronto, for the last five years,would have been
from 7 to 8 cents a bushel les than it has been. i do
not think you will find a farmer in Ontario, no matter what
his politics are, who desires to have the duty taken of
wheat to-dey, and when 12 say that, I know what I am Bay-
ing ; I believe that the grangers, a majority of whom
support hon. gentlemen opposite, are every day sendiag
petitions to this Parliament, praying that the duty may not
be taken off wheat.
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wheat could in no wise affect the price in Canada, inasmucb
as that the price in Canada was regulated by the price in
Liverpool. That would be the case, provided we had to look
to that port for a market; but, as is known by every person
in the trade, this year at least, we have a market at home for
all and more than all the wheat that has been produced
within the Dominion.

Mr. MILLS. According to the observations made by the
hon. Minister of Finance, the hon. member for Cardwell, and
other hon. gentlemen who have spoken on the other side of
the House, we on this side have been guilty of the atrocious
offence of telling the truth in regard to the actual condition
and circumstances of the country. There is no doubt that
it is not always easy to interest the public in questions of
trade and commerce, or in a discussion of the general
principles of policy which ought to govern the country in
questions of this kind. But the hon. gentleman who leads
the Government, knew how advantageous it was to take
advantage of the depressed condition of the country, in order
to attack with success its fiscal policy, and it seems to me
that at present we have a favourable condition of things
for a consideration of the policy of the Administration
upon its merits. While the great majority of our people are
prosperous, while trade is healthy, while the profits of the
farmers are good and the prices are fair, it is noteasy to in-
terest them in questions which are really of very consider-
able importance to them, and it is only when the affairs of
the country are straitened, when trade is depressed, that
they are able to fully appreciate, and are willing to consider
the important questions such as those relating to the fiscal
policy of the Administration. We know what arguments
wero addressed by the hon. leader of the Opposition, the
present Prime Minister, many years ago, and by those who
were associated with him in the discussion of this question.
The hon. gentleman, in 1878, pioposed a resolution, in which
he declared there were thousands of people leaving Canada
because of their inability to obtain employment hero.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The resolution did not
say 80.

Mr. MILLS. The resolution did say that there were
thousands of people leaving Canada because of their inability
to obtain employînent nearer home, aud the lion. gentloman
proposed to increaso the taxation of tis country for the
purpose of keeping out foreign products and for the purpose
of enabling the people of Canada to engage in manufac-
tures and find a home market for the products of those
industrial establishments. We heard nothing thon of
the unpatriotic character of a course of this sort,
nor did we complain. We contested the accuracy
of those statements, we contest their accuracy still;
tnat now, when the condition of the country bas
been changed, whon the promises then made have
not been fulfilled, when the predictions then made in
reference to the effects of this policy have not been verified,
we hear hon. gentlemen opposite complain of hon. gentle-
men on this side who repeat, as to the present conditions of
things, those very statements made by the hon. First Minister
in the resolution lie then proposed. He thon stated that
thousands of people were leaving Canada because of their
inability to obtain employment. But to-day the number
out of employment is at least three times as great as when
the hon. gentleman declared, and we say incorrectly
declared, this to be the condition that thon existed. Yet
hon. gentlemen opposite say that we are unpatriotic, that
we are seeking to decry the country, that we are seeking
to prevent capital coming here as an investment,
and that we are seeking to keep away immigration from the
country. Well, if we look at the present condition of things
in the towns and cities of this country, I think no great
damage would be done at the prosent time if a large number
of immigrants did not come here, under the existing circum-
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stances. I believe at present we have a very large number
of people who are out of employment, who are perfectly
willing to work, but the work is not to be had; and it does
seem to me that, under these circumstances, even if the
charge were true, and we were successful in keeping away
labourers f rom Canada at present, we should do no great
damage to the country. Now, the hon. Minister of Finance,
in bis Budget Speech this Session, repeated the same state-
monts that he made when ho introduced lis policy in 1879.
He thon said, as his leader said before, that Canada was, in
1878, and under the Administration of my hon. friend from
East York (Mr. Mackenzie), made a sacrifice market; yet ho
tellis us to-day that although Canada was thon a sacrifice mar-
ket to such an extent that the manufacturers in this country
were unable to sell their products in competition with the pro-
duets brought in from abroad, we are to-day in a much more
prosperous condition and our people are supplied with the
goods which they consume at a cheaper rate than ever before;
in fact, the hon. gentleman has been all along saying that
bad as the sacrifice market was, or that good as it was for
the people of this country to get their goods at a low price,
they get thoir goods to-day at still lower prices than they
did thon, when the prices were ruinons to the Canadian
manufacturers. Those ruinons prices of that day have no
such ruinous effect now, and although prices are lower now
and wages are higher,those engaged in manufacturing pur-
suits are reaping handsome profits which they coulid not reap
in a botter market, and when their goods commanded higher
prices. In the first place, I have never been able to under-
stand the proposition which the Finance Minister and
hon, gentlemen opposite put forward on that occasion,
and have repeated from time to time ever since.
I can understand how the people might be injured by
getting less for a commodity than it is worth, but how they
were injured by buying their goods at less than their actual
value-by getting too much for their money, I cannot under-
stand, nor has the hon. Finance Minister ever yet explained
it to Parliament, or clearly and intelligently explained it to
the country. If the American manufacturers sent their
goods to Canada and sold them for less than they were
worth, I eau understand how the American manu-
facturers might be injured-I can understand how
they might isustain a loss, but I have- nevor been
able to understand how the people of Canada were
injured in consequence of that policy. Then we were told
by these hon. gentlemen that the American manufacturers
and others wore sending their goods in here and making
Canada a slaughter market. Well, if you will look back
at the condition of the country at that time, you will
find that the importations into Canada were nearly
$40,000,000 less than they were a few years b3-
fore, and these gentlemen have never yet told us
how it is, if the 8128,000,000 worth of foreign products
coming into Canada do not displace the Canadian manufac-
turers, how these manufacturers could have injured
them when the importations were les by $40,000,-
000. They said the country was prosperous in
1873. Thon we were importing 8128,000,000 worth ofgoods.
The hon. Finance Minister told us that we had every reason
to bolieve that the country would continue to prosper, year
afteryear, not by the restriction of itstrade, but by increased
importations and increased exportations. In 1877 these hon.
gentlemen told us, and they have repeated the same thing
from time to time since, that we were to be helped by high
taxation; that we were to impose high taxes for the par-
pose of making this country prosperous. Well, at that
very time the United States had a system of high taxation,
and Pree Trade policy prevailed in England, as it
does to-day, and yet, where there was a policy of
Free Trade and where there was a policy of high tax-
ation there was alike depression. And, when we
find al over the civihued world . the condition of
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trade depressed, irrespective of the fiscal policy of the
Government, I think we have in this condition of things a
very good evidence that the depressed condition of com.
merce throughout the world in no degree arose from the
fiscal policy of the Administration. At all events, it was the
bounden duty of those gentlemen, before they adopted the
change they proposed, to show us that a better condition of
things would arise from the policy which they proposed.
We asked them again and again, at that time, if Canada was
to be helped by a policy of bigh taxes, how it was that a
system of high taxation had not prevented depression in the
United States. Those hon. gentlemen have never under-
taken to show how that could be. They recommended this
policy, but they did not show that it was a proper remedy
for the condition of things that then existed. When we
look at the circumstance of Canada, we bave no difficulty in
pointing out the causes of the depression which prevailed.
We know that, in consequence of the depression in the
United States and in England, we were unable to find
a market for our lumber. The thousands of men who
were employed in our lumaber woods ceased to obtain
employment. There was not the usual quantity of lumber
cut; there was not the usual amount exported. The people
of the United States who were engaged in manufacturing
pursuits, who bought our lumber for the purpose of making
new mills and cottages, for the .purpose of extending their
manufacturing establishments and giving shelter to their
employés, discontinued their operations. Many of
those manufacturing establishments were closed. The-e
people were thrown ont of employment. Those who were
engaged as operatives in those establishments were obliged
to leave the cities and migrate beyond the .Misissippi River
and engage in agricultural pursuit-, so that we ceased to
have a market for our lumber, and, in all those district of
Canada where the population were depending upon this
particular branch of industry, we know that the trade of
the country was depressed, and that a depressed condition
of industry prevailed. But, in the western section of
Ontario, where the population is largely dependent upon
agriculture, where the crops were fairly good, and the
markets were in their usual condition, the depression was
not felt; and it is well known to almost every resident of the
country west of Toronto that we felt no depression, except
for a few months in the autamn, or the latter part of the
year 1879. When the Finance Minister, the other day,
asked us whether the trade of the country or the condition
of the country was not more depressed in every part of the
country in 1878 than it was at the present time, I said it
was not. I know that that is the case. I know, at
the present time, that the people of the western
portion of Ontario feel the commercial depression,
the industrial depression, during the present year
to a larger extent than they have during the past
twenty years; and I have no doubt whatever that the im-
portations of the country and the amount of revenue col-
lected during the remaining portion of this year, will show
that that is the case. Now, when we know that depression
existed everywhere, it is perfectly obvious that it was
absurd to attribute that depression to the fiscal policy of the
Administration. As I have already said, the lumber market
in the valley of the Ottawa and other portions of Canada
was depressed. Those who usually depended upon the
cutting of lumber for employment were without employ.
ment, and those who supplied them with their goods did
not find their usual market. Everyone in this city knows
that Sussex str'eet was during that period deserted, that
those who furnished the lumbermen with their boots and
shoes and their clothing were unable to sell those goods,
and they were unable to seli them for the very reason
that the lumbermen had ceased to employ those parties
for the purpose of cutting their logs in the lumber
WOOdsWeltswas precisely the oondition cOf things in

other branches of industry. When e examined Mr. Frost
and others who were engaged in 1he manufacture of agri-
cultural implements, and in supplyinz the farmers in the
valley of the Ottawa, lhey told nis thut the farmers here
werc unable to pay tbem. They said: Wo hae our hay and
oats in our barns, but we have not our usual market; we

f sold those products to thoso who wero engagod in the lum.
, ber trade, but the trade boing dull, they are net required.

Well, what was required to change this condition of things ?
Was it additional taxes upon the population ? Not at all.
It was revival of the trade, and when we called the lumber-
men togother and asked them what remedy they proposed
to remove the condition of things of which they complained,
they said they had no remedy; they proposed nothing; they
wisbed for a revival of the lumber trado,and they were obliged
to wait until times bocame prosperous again in the United
States and the United Kingdom. Then those hon. gentlemen,
although they told us of the deprossion that existed and the
remedy they proposed, failed to look ut the parties who were
sufflring and whose business was depressd Now, we had at
that time facilities for obtaining information which donot exist
at the present time. The Insolvent Act was in operation;
there were official assignees in every part of the country;
when persons who engaged in business failed, we could
apply to the official assignees to ascortain who thoy were,
what their avocations were, and the amount for which they
failed, and we obtained returLs fro every portion of Can-
ada, from British Columbia te Halifax. What do those
returns show ? They show that thoso who were engaged
in commercial business were those who were suffering; it
was not the manufacturing class. Tho First Minister,
in the resolution which he proposed toParliament, declarod
that it was the manufacturing classes who were suffering,
and that the policy proposed was a policy in thoir interest;
that was necessary in order to revive trade, in order to
get rid of the depression that then existed. But
when we look at the facts, we flnd that was
not the case. We find that very few manufacturers
failed. Now, I have taken the trouble of going over the
returns we then obtained, and I will read some of these
figures to the House. I find that fourteen dealers in coal
failed for $317,000; sixteen commission merchants, for
$P7,000; one engaged in the sale of crockery, for $8000;
125 engaged in the sale of dry goods, for 84,800,000; t wenty
druggists, for $80,000 ; twelve dealers in fancy dry goods,
for $167,000; 122 grocers, for *1,500,000; thirty-two hard-
ware merchants, for $3,000,000; 327 general mer-
chants, for $2,200,000 ; forty merchant tailors, for $536,000 ;
twenty-eightjewellers for $430,000; four leather merchants,
for $489,000; two paper merchants, for $ 108,000; one
sugar importer, for $128,000; one general importer, for
$160,000, making 745 failures for $15,000,000, in round
xumbers. Now, Sir, when we look at the class of manu-
facturers, we fdnd that they were in a comparaiively pros-
perous condition; that among the cotton manufacturers, one
failed for $7,000; that among the woolen manufacturers,
three failed for $30,000 ; that among the sewing machine
manufacturers, one failed for $99,000, and that those who
failed for the largest amounts, the carriage maker', the
foundrymen and the boot and shoe makers, were those who
bad little or no competition from abroad. Eleven foundry-
mon failed for $324,000; thirty carriage makers, for
$210,000; sixty-five boot and shoe makers, for $840,000. and
of ail the manufacturers of Canada together, in a
single year, the failures amounted to less tban one.twelfth
the amount of lailures of the mercantile classes. Now, Mr.
Speaker, when the Government proposes a remedy for the
depressed condition of things, for what class should their
remedy provide ? Certainly for those who were suffering.
Now, the fiscal policy of the bon. gentlemen, from 1878
until to-day, is a policy to provide for those who are com-
paratively prosperous. There was, perhaps, no cslas in
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Canada that, during the period of depression, weathered
the storm with more success than the manufacturing class.
And why ? Because their business had adjusted itself to
the circumetances of the country, had growa out of the
wants and interests of the population, and had received no
artificial stimulus, or none to a perceptible extent. It had
grown with sufficient ra i 'ily to meet the wants of the
country, and the result w a, that when a period of depres-
sion came, it was enabled to live quite as well as any other
branch of iudustry in which the population of this country
was engaged. When we look at the circumstances
of the country, we see why it was that the mer
cantile classes suffered during that period of de-
pression. Their sales had largely fallen off. The
population of the country consumed, of imported goods,
during the years of prosperity, or of inflation, $128,000,000,
while in 1878 they consumed $91,000,000 worth. The number
of merchants had not diminished. Those who were engaged
in carrying on the trade of the country and in distributing
those products, were the sime in number as before ; but
when the bu-iness of the country, including home products
a. well as irnported gouds, had fallen off more than 3O per
cent., it is perfectly obvious that this would irijuriously affect
a very large class of the population. A man may fairly live
on the profits of a trade of $10,000 a year, but may be drive>
into bankruptcy if yen take off 30 per cent. of his sales, and
precisely so it was during this period of depression. The sales
made by the merchants had largely fallen off, and the result
was that a lai-go number of them had not sufficient profits to
enable them to continuc in business. This being the
cUe, what then was required in order to get rid of this con-
dition of things ? Clearly to lighien their burdens. But what
did gentlemen opposite say ? Why Sir, the Government
came down with the proposition to impose additional burden-t
upon the mercantile lass-tbose who were barely able to
keep their heads above water. The more they suffered the
greater the burdens the Government imposed upon them.
The Governnent took from those who had not and gave to
those who had in abundance. They proposed to help the
class who did not suffer at the expense of those who felt, in
a serions and marked degree, the depression which pre-
vailed. Now, Sir, when a protective policy prevailed for
many years in the United Kingdom, .1 do not remember a
single instance-I say no such instance existed-where,,
during a period of depression, a Government proposed to
relieve the mercantile e las from that depression from which
they were suffering by the imposition of additional taxes
upon them. I say the proper remedy, under these circum-
stances, no matter what may be the views of this Housée or
the country as to the fiscal policy that ought to be pursued,
at other times-the proper remedy was to lighten the burdens
of taxation, had this been possible, instead of imposing addi-
tional taxes upon the population. What do we find hère as
the result ? Why, Sir, when the hon. gentleman, who is at
present the Finance Minister, proposed additional burdens
on the population of this country, we find that the number
of failures during the first year of his policy was greater,
and the amount the aggregate amount larger than in
proviens yeams. The amount in 1879 reached nearly 830,-
000,000, a sum larger by several millions than in any other
year during that depression.

Mr. HESSON. It was the wind up of your bad policy.
Mr. MILLS. I do not hear the hon. gentleman. Now,

Mr. Speaker, these geutlemen are telling the country that
the manufacturing industries of Canada are due te the fiscal
policy they adopted. Why, what are the facts ? Take the
case of the cotton industry. When my bon. friend for East
York (Mr. Mackenzie) came into office in 1873, we find
that the number of pounds of raw éotton manufactured in
Canada was 1,700,000; and when ho retired from office, the
numbr of run manufactamed in Canada was 9,9,O00, a
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four-f£id increase during five years. It seems tg me that
was a very rapid growth of a manufacturing industry; it
was a growth quite rapid enough for a prosperous period,
and any additional stimulus was, under the circumstances,
a very hazardous experiment. Now, let us look at the condi-
tion of things which existed in Canada in 1878, with regard to
manufactures. In lhe case of agricultural implements,we man-
ufactured upwards of 95 per cent. of those that were pnrchased
by the population of this country; of boots and shoes, 99-1
per cent-almost the whole consumption of the country. The
people of Canada purchased, per capita, $4.63 worth of boots
and shoes of domestie manufacture, and ?w of 1 cent per
capita of those that were manufactured abroad. Well, Sir,
it is not necessary to argue that the boot and &boa manufac-
tures could not be helped by additional taxes. Then, in the
case of cabinet ware-upwards of 99 per cent. was manu-
factured in Canada. In the case of carriages, 99 per cent.;
in the manufactures of machinery, 93 per cent.; in the case
of saddles and harness, 98ï per cent.; in the case of woollen
goods, 84 per cent.; in stone and marble cutting, 97 per
cent.; in merchant tailoring, 95 per cent,; in the manufac-
ture of paper, 82 per cent.: in the manufacture of brooms
and brushes, 95 per cent.; in the manufacture of cheese,
9 per cent.; in the manufacture of ropes and twine,
94-1 per cent.; in the manufacture of rubber, 81 per cent.
Se we find that all those industries which I have mentioned
were in a prosperous condition, and so far from being driven
out of the Canadian market by goods brought in feom
abroad and slaughtered, they had nearly the entire Caun-
dian market to themselves. If you loAk at the Trade and
Navigation Returns, you find the différence betwoon con-
sumption and importation, in years of prosperity and clepres-
sion, is about 30 per cent., so it is perfectly obvious that if we
manufacture all the goods required during years of prosper-
ity there would be a considerable industrial disturbance in
years of depression, and it has never been of advantage to
this country and never will be-unless we can find foreign
markets for our surplus products -to press forward our
manufactures more rapidly than they were being developed
under the moderato Taritf which formerly existed. Hon.
gentleman opposite told the country that if they came into
power they would remedy the condition of things which pro-
vailed. I have already pointed out the cause cf the depres-
sion. It was the wattof our usual foreign market. One country
dealing with another is very like a merchant dealing with
bis customers, and his prosperity largely depends upon their
good fortune and success. It is impossible, in these modern
times, when exchanges of commodities are la.rgely carried
on between countries, that one country carn rernain prosper-
ous while the industry of other countrios is very greatly
depresoed. If -Canada suffered from depression betwaen
1874 and 1880, it was net due te any want of wisdom in the
conduct of its public affairs ; it was due entirely to circum-
stances over which the Government had no control, the con-
dition of things which prevailed elsewhere, and so soon as
trade abroad revived, so soon as we bad a good foreign mar-
ket for the products of our forsts, soil and fisheries, the
trade of this country revived, our industries revived,
the products of labour were increased and the purohas-
ing power of the country was correspondingy increased.
The hon. Finance Miister tok us, in 189,as; e àas told us
every year since, tat one important object to be obtained
by this policy was the eohiaios f foreign products. I
always supposed taist it was an advntage 'to sa community
te purchase whatever they oould tain Jby -là* prodtsof
labour eheaper than they could produos it by thatlabour.
If we can produce, with a smalar amount of capital and
labour, certain goode elsewhere,and obtain for them a Jaeger
amount of other commodities than a simi4ar -ameaut of
labour and capital would produce hore, it is an iadvantage
to us ton einthe exhange. t is on -thMt principle
hat ihe = pd ae ofib oae otaâ aeoWoted ad
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it u is that principle that trade is carried on between one
ountay and another. If hon. gentlemen opposite were
oorzt in the views theyentertained, thon the public works
in whioh they engaged are certainly a very great calamity.
Thé effeot of railways and canals is to cheapen
tranaportation and do away with the natural protection
wh"eh existe betweer distant points. It seems a most
erfàordinary state of mind, first, to assume that those
ptblie works are of consequence and advantage te the com-
munity, and then to impose duties and place impediments
in the way of their free use. That is what we are engaged
in doing at this moment. Then, the hon. gentlemen told
nu, as they did in 1879, and have done every year since,
that they were going to put an end to our foreign trade;
they wre going to destroy all those branches of industry
or trade i articles which could be produced in this coun-
try. They were going to put an end to the importation
of éotitbe, woollen goods, the cheaper kinds of porcelain;
thefwere going to engage in the production of steel and
iron-they were going to do all these things for the pur-.
pose of diminishing the importe, for they said our im-
posts are far too large. In my opinion if we produced
ergoÊt with which to pay for imports, we wore as
well employed as if we had obtained those particu-
lar tranches of industry, and produced the articles
impOrted. If we import more than we consume and can-
not pay for the goods, it is a very bad business for those
who trust us; but is not a bad thing for us, materially, what-
everit may be morally. If we purchase several millions worth
of goods abroad,while we do not produce anything to pay for
them, it is perfectly obvions that those who trust us are not
liàble to trust us very long. I have nover yet been able to
understand how hon. gentlemen opposite believo we can carry
on a prosperous trade and export millions more than we
import. What do the Trade and Navigation Returns show ?
Thoy show that the years of the greatest depregsion are the
years in which the exports are relatively larger, and the
yeàrs of the greatest prosperity are the years in which our
importe are largely in excess of our exports. Why ? Be-
cause they are years of our greatest profits. The mer-
chant who ships 50,000 bushels of grain in Montreal, for

5Of00, and sends it to Liverpool and sells it at a profit
in LIverpool, must bring back more than $50,000 worth
ofgeds. If ho makes a profit of $5,000, ho will bring
bak $55,000 worth of goods; if the ship founders at sea, ho
will hae exported $50,000 and imported nothing. Accord.
ing to thé calculations of the Finance Minister, that would
indicate a prosperous condition of the country. Again, what
the Government promised has not been fulfilled. Better
prices have not been obtained for our products. They vary
from year to year, as they did before. The relative prices,
as compared with the United States, are the same as they
were before the duties were imposed. None of
the promisies n that respect have been fulfilled. Then we
do not find that the people have a home market,
i was promised them. Their products are sent abroad,
as they were before. Wheat, cattle, sheep, horses, the pro-
duots 6f the mine and of the fisherie3 are sent abroad
now, as they were before this policy was alopted.
We do not fnd towns turning into cities, villages into towns,
and hamIets into villages. We do not find these manufac-
turingêtablishments within sight of every farmer in Canada,
as thesagentlemen promised we would find. Noue of these
promises have been fulfilled. These hon. gentlemen told us
that the late Government were responsible for the depression
which existed, and that they were gies on the wheel because
they could not remedy it. Yet we flnd, in spite of this
National Policy, in spite of all the efforts these gentlemen
put forward, that the condition of depression is again return-
mg; that trade is stagnant, that labourers are out of employ-
meniidAWed what we did not find before, mnufacturing
e Mb etosed all over the country. The condition
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of things is one not at all to be desired. They
told us, too, that no man would have to leave Canada
in order to obtain employment. At the present tinie
thousands are obligod to leave to obtain employment.
These gentlemen said, when, according to the American
returns, only 23,000 were leaving Canada, that it was be-
cause they could not obtain employment. Put us in powor,
they said, and we will remedy those things. The presont
Minister of Railways told us that mon were not fit to
occupy the Treasury benches who could not produce such
a condition of things as would prevent the young men of
Canada leaving the country and expatriating themeolves in
the United States. What ie the condition of things now ?
Why, Sir, the emigration has reached the enormous num-
ber of 117,000 in a single year. The number of people who
leave Canada now is at least threo timos as great as during
the poriod of the Administration of the momber for East
York (Mr. Mackenzie). During the whole period of the lato
Administration,there were 120,437 people loft Canada, accord.
ing to the returns of the Bureau otStatisties in Washington.
During 1881, under hon. gentlemen opposite, thore were
117,000 left Canada, or witbin 3,000 as many in a single
year as during the whole five years of the late Administra.
tion, according to the samo authority. And, Sir, I have no
doubt that that authority is very nearly accurato. I know
it has been questioned by the Minister of Agriculture, but I
trust that bofore this Session ends we will have an opportu-
nity of discussing that question, when I think it will bo
conclusively shown that the statistics given by the Bureau
at Washington are very nearly accurate, and that the statis-
tics put before the country by the Minister of Agriculture
are altogether wrong and misleading. Now, if these gen-
tlemen are capable of fulfilling the promises which they
made in 1878, and which they have repeated yearly from
that time to this, the time has come when it li
important that those should be redeemod. Wo know,
Sir, that they have not bon rodeemod. Wa know that
the condition of prosperity which ha*s prevailed in this
country, so far as it has provailed, has not been on account
of the policy of the Administration, but in spite of it. Hon.
gentlemen told us, that if they were in power they woald
put an end to emigration. It has increased threefold. They
told us that they would secure constant employment for the
labouring classes. We kn:w that thousands are out of
employment at this moment. They declared that they
would secure to capital a profitable investment, We know
that there are millions inve3ted at this day which are
yielding no return to the ownor. They said they
would assist the agricultural classes, by securing to them
botter prices than prevailed before. We find that the prices,
as compared with those of the United States, are to.day
no better, and in some respects worse, than they
wore before this policy was adopted. I say, thon,
that in every one of these particulars the policy of
the Administration bas failed. Pledges that were givon
have not been redeemed, and the promises of economy which
they gave have been wholly departed from. Why, Sir,
when you look at the amount of money now required to
carry on the Governmont of the country, and compare it
with that which was required before, yon sec that many
millions more are required at the present time to conduct
the Government than was roquired in 1878. In every one
of these particulars these hon. gentlemen have failed to
fulfil the pledges which they have given to the country.
They have failed to prevent that depression which they said
could be prevented. The Minister of Finance and the
Minister of Customs called the mombers of the late
Administration flies on the wheel. They said tbey
were helpless--that they could do nothing to relieve the
depressed condition of 'te industries of the country They
themselves are admitting, day by day, since this ouse bus
met, that they are ies on the wbeel. They admit that they
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cannot help the manufacturing classes. They admit that the people who are ohliged to buy their brcad have toPay,
they cannot help the labouring classes. They admit that they not merely the ordinary market price,.but alo a tax to the
can do nothing to give to the agriculturalists botter prices Government, from which other portions of the Dominion are
for their products than they had before. They cannot do one exempt. I say that this la a groEsly ufjust method of tax-
of those things which they promised they would accomplish, ation. Our whole fiscal system onght te bc reised; wd it
if permitted to obtain control of the affairs of this country. seema to me, looking at the present condition of Lhe coun-
Now, it seems to me, in looking at our financial circum- try, that the time has core when wo, on this aide of Lhe
stances, that we are in a very critical condition at this fouse, rny fairly discus thia question with the hope that
moment. Hon. gentlemen on the Troasury benches have the publie will serionsly considor the character of our fiscl
largely increased the burdens of the people. They have policy, and the mischievous consoquonces whieh iow from
largely increased the annual expenditure of the Govern- that policy upon tho ontîro country.
ment, and prosperous times have favoured them with large
amounts of revenue. We have every prospect, at this moment, Mr. MoLELAN. Mr. Speaker, 1 have listce- with atton-
of serions commercial depression. We have every prospect tion to the speeches delivcred by the hon, gentleman who
of a large falling off in the revenue of the country, bas just addressed the liuse, and by the hon member for
and we have now threatening us a deficit which these hon. North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), who spoko this afternoon.
gentlemen declared ought not to occur under a Government, I have listened to both ol those lion, gentleman with atten-
if the affairs of the country were efficiently administered. Lien,yetwithdisappointmont. Ididexpeetthatweshould
In my opinion, Sir, the taxation of the country ought to b. have had seme variety, at lcast, in their speches-that
imposed wholly with reference to the public interest and we should net have had tho sane old atones that
the public necessities. I have never said that a 15 per cent. have been repeated hereout yoar after year, ever since
Tarif was too small, or that a 20 per cent Tariff was too this National Pelicy has been debated on the floora of
large. I say that the amount of Customs and Excise duties Parliament. I did expect that the hon. menber forBoth-
which we impose, should depend wholly on the necessities woll (M-r. Mille), whose voice w. have net heard here
of the Government. Ifa 15 per cent. revenue is sufficient, for somo months, would have given us something new.
no more taxation should b. imposed ; if 25 per cent. is re- [did expeet that the hon. member for Nerth Norfolk, who,
quired te conduct the affaira of the country and meet'Lb. in 1876 or 1877, dlivered the mot eloquent protectinist
obligations of the Governmont, when its affaira are economi- speech that bas been delivered in Parliament, and
cally administered, I am quite ready to impose a 25 per who ever Eince la beon dclivering long and olabor-
cent. Tariff. Whatever taxation is required to meet the at. Froc Trade arguments, and las te-night pro-
public necessities, I am fro to admit, the Government ought neunced a protoctive policy te bo a transparent
te impose. But beyond that they should not go. The pro- humbug-I did suppose that a gentleman witb sueh variod
sont Administration, as its extravagant expenditures show, accemplishments would have given us aomething new.
and as its large surplus shows, imposed bnrthens on the But noither hon. gentlemen las offered us anything but tho
people altogether beyond the requirements of the State. same old atones whith have been s0 often ropeated. I have
These are not the only burthens the people have to bear. The litt]e le complain of in the speech of the hon; men-
Gôvernmenthave imposed taxes with special reference to tak- ber for North Norfolk; but in the speech of the hon. men-
ing out of the pockets of the people of this country a largo ber for Bothwell, I have this te complain of-and 1 Lhink
amount that finds its way into the public Treasury. Lb. country will complain of it-that net once, but a nm-
My hon. friend from South Huron has poirted that out very ber of Limes during bis cerparatively short êpeech, ho
clearly. Why, Sir, foreign goods could not come in here la announced te the world that people are crewding
at all, were ii not that the people are paying an amount of eut of this country fer the want of employmont. Sir, let
taxes far beyond the amount that finds its way into the me juat say ene word in respect te that. le tola us thaL
public Treasury. Look at the millions of cotton and woollen ho took bis figures from tb. saio autbority from which
goods importcd into this country; how do they find a theK were taken for the years frem 1874 te 1878, and that
market ? By a corresponding increase in the price of the nde that five tues as many have gene eut duning
home article; otherwise, they could not be sold bore at all, tbe ime the present Govornmont have occupied the Treasury
unless,indeed,they were sold at aloss. The revenue which the Bouches as wont eut during the period of hon. gentlemen
Government bas derived during the last five yeais bas been opposite.
wholly dependont upon a corresponding increase in the price Mr. MILLS. No, ne.
of the gooda produced in this country; so that the people of
Canada have paid taxes to the extent of many mil- M. McLELAN. WolI, it was threo tlnes as many,
lions beyond those which are repres nted in the Publie which is a sufficiently bad announcement t have made te
Accounts asflnding their way into the public Treasury. Lb. world. le ehould have explaincd that that sanie
In my opinion, Sr, the Government ought to impose the authoity which ho quotes gives ton Limes as many people
taxes in such a way as te make them pres as lightly upen from Canada as passing westward now as passd westward
the trade ard commerce of the country as possible. They during the Lime his friends occupied the Treasury benches.
should impose them in such a way as to distribute them over W. have opened up communication with our North-West,
the country, so that each will pay, as neary as may be, in and there is a continual tide ef immigrants pasuing through
proportion to hie wealth, and that the people of the different Lb. Amorican Lcrritory te and from "t country, and thaL
Provinces will bear their fair proportions of the public bur- sane autborîty places a lai-ge percentage of tbem as emi-
dens. We know that this is not done. We know that some grants leaving the country. And yet the hon. gentleman
portions of the population are paying taxes from which des net fait te stand up he and announce, witb aU Lbe
other portions are exempt. What is meant by the tax on weigbt sud responsibility which hie position gives hîm, that
breadstuff ? la that not a tax on one section of this country thr.e Limes as many people are crowdîng eut et the ceni ry
that is not borne by another section ? Are not the people of as crowded out of it in 1878.
the Maritime Provinces subjected to a tax that the people ]r MILLS. It le true, ncvcrtheles.
in other parts of the Dominion are not called on to bear ?
What las been the'statement of an hon. gentleman to-night? lin. HESSON. IL isnetse.
That the people of Canada, ths year, have produoed lesu
breadatuffs than they require, and that the duties im- Mr. XoLEliN.
posd by the Government have increasel the price; so that gîven-that liere ie a great intorcourse goiug on betweo

Mr. MILL8s,
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old Canada and the North-West, and that we have to travel and whon the multitude of people there had returned, under
1,100 miles tbrough United States territory to reachl that a high protective policy, to the manufacturing of goode,
country-is the reason why Americans have an opportunity they overdid it, and finding that they had large surplus
of mierepresenting the number of emigrants that pass out stocks on hands, they made of Canada the slanghter market
of the country. The hon. member for Bothwell compli- to which the hon. member for Bothwell has referred, and
ments his Government upon having been able to ascertain flooded this country with their goods. First, under the pro.
the condition of the country by means of a bankrupt law, tectivo policy, thora was a great domand fbr labour in the
and states that they could ascertain, througlh the official United States; a large number of our young men were drawn
assignee, from day to day, how many people failed. But, to the United States and employed in the various factories,
Sir, the hon, gentleman and his colleagues failed to lift a and when those factories over-produced, their over-produo-
band to remedy the evils whieh they found spreading over tion was sent into the Dominion, and the consequonce was
the country. Why, Sir, the hon. gentleman would hare ne that many of our manufacturers had to suspend, or thoir
to believo at one moment that the country was in establishments were entiroly destroyed. But the hon.
the greatest state of prosperity, and that very few member for North Norfolk says that prosperity was
of the manufacturers were failing. It was only the returning to us in 1878 whon the late Government
merchants that were going, day after day, failing for went ont of office. If we go back to the Hansard of
millicns. The merchants were ail in bankruptcy and 1879-80, we find it on record that those hon. gentlemen,
ruin. And why ? Because, he said, they had no customers. even up to 1879-80, claimed that the country was in no bet.
i would ask why were there no customers, why were ter condition than in 1878. Hon. m-mbers of this Houso,
there no people to buy from the merchants, if the who were thon present, will recollect that in the strongest
country was in a prosperous condition and if the and most positive manner they donied, up to 1831, that
people were not going out of it in large numbers. there was any change, for improvement, in the condition of
EBither one or two things must be true: cither the customers the country at large. The improved condition, however,
were not in the country or the people were too poor to give bocame so manifest, that in 1881-82, they took other lines of
thoir custom to the merchants. The hon. gentleman eau argument, and admitted the general prosperity of the
take which ever horn of the dilemma hi chooses. Either country. But the h9n. member for North Norfolk under.
the people were not in the country to give ther cnstom to takes to account for that prosperity by the exporte. in
the merchante, or they were so imp'worished by idleness consequence of Our having an increased export during the
that they could not purchase, and the morchants therefore last four years. Now, admitting that we had an increased
had to go inte bankruptcy. I believe the latter to export during the four years, admitting that, from 1879 up
be the true reason. The hon. gentleman talks of taxation. to the present time, therehas been a larger export than from
Why, if you take the great mass of the labouring 1874 te 1878, still, yon will fld, if you will go back to the
people and keep them idle week after week, month after condition of things under the policy of hon. gentlemen opp:
month, year after year, as they were during the Adminis- site, who then occupied the Treasury bonches, that the
tration of hon. gentleman opposite, they arc more heavily importe largely exceeded the exports; you will find that ail
taxed than they can be by any fiscal policy. No the money coming from the exporte of the country, dating
heavier taxation can be imposed on any people than enforced thoso fâur years, was spent in purchasing manufao-
idleness, and that idleness resulted in such poverty that the tured goods abroad, and that the importe largely exceeded
people at large were unable to purchase goods and the the exports, from 1874 to 1878. Now, the honourable
merchants had to go into bankruptcy. Thon the member for South Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright), in some
system of official assignees came into existenco and they of his speeches, when he was sitting on this Bide of
gave their returns to hon. gentlemen opposite, who did not the liouse, and conducting the financial affaire of the
lift a finger to remedy the evil. The hon. member for Nor- country, told us, that you will always find the importa
folk protends to account for everything in the past and of Canada exceeding the importe by a certain proportion.
overything in the present, and attempts to forecast the Well, now, if we had an increased expert from 1879 to 1883,
future. Both hon. gentlemen indulge in forecaste and they our importe under his policy wou Id have jatt s' much
predict a future of ruin and depression throughout the greater excoeded that export, and what would have been
country. I say such a course is unfair to this country, which the advantage to the manufacturers of this country, if ail the
is so prosperous. I care not what the hon. gentleman money that came to us, all the money value of our exports,
may say as to the depression they pretend is existing. had been expended in Great Britain and in the United
They may proclaim. ruin from day te day, as they have been States in the purchase of manufactured goods, brought into
doing; but I know that the voice that will come up from the Dominion of Canada? The working people of this
the country at large is that the country is in a healthy and country, the manufacturers of this country, the labourera of
sound condition. The hon. member for Norfolk has told us this country, who are dependent upon the manufacture of
that the depression of 1878-and you will note that hon. goode for their daily subsistence, would have been in no
gentlemen opposite do not agree altogether amongst them. better position if all that money had been expended in the
selves-the hon. momber for Norfolk says there was depres- United States and Great Britain. The excess of exports
sion up to 1878, very severe depression, but the hon. mcm- would not have benefitted, to any appreciable extent, the
ber for Bothwell, on the other hand, would have us believe labouring classes of the country. Now, Mr. Speaker,
that the manufacturers of everything were thon in a fleur- take the position given by the lon. the ex-Finance
ishing condition, and there was not much depression, except àiinister, that our importe under his Administration will
that a multitude of marchants were failing for want of always exceed the exporte in a certain ratio, and make a com-
customers. The hon. member for Norfolk says the depres- parison of four year. -the four years that the ion, gentleman
sion was brought upon us by the condition of things existing administered under his policy, and four years under the
in the United States; that that condition of things acted National Policy, and see the result. The hon. gentleman
upon the trade and manufactures of Canada, and produced complains of the Finance Minister taking averages,
that state of depression which ho aoknowledges did and telle us that he is great upon averages. Now, I
exist, and which the whole eountry deplored in ask the House to take the aggregate -to take the aggregate
1879. The war no doubt had something to do with it. of four years of exporte of 1874 to 1878, and I flnd thiat
Daring the war, the prices ofvarions man e gooda in we exported in those four years-
the 'United States were so high liat they were net imported Mr. DAVIES. Which four years does the hon. gentleman
into the Dominion to any very large extent. fter the war, rofer to ?
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Mr. McLELAN. The four years from 1874 to 1878. We
exported in that period, in round numbers, $314,000,000,
and we imported $402,000,000. In the four years, from 1880
to 1883, inclusive, we exported $386,500,000. If we had ir.
ported at the same rate as they did, we should have im.
ported $490,000,000, but we only imported $399,000,000 in
that period. For the sake of comparison, and to mako the
comparison fair, you should deduct the importa into Manitoba
and the North-West Territories. During the period that
the hon. gentlemen occupied the Treasury bonches, there
was very little comparatively imported into Manitoba and
the Torth-West Territories, but, since the opening up of that
country, under the present Administration, the importations
have been very large into Manitoba and into the North-West
Territories. Taking for four years, it amounts to nearly
$20,000,000. Deduct the four years previous, and you have
$ 18,000,000. Take that from the imports of $399,000,000,
for comparison, and you have net $381,000,000 of imports
in to hie old Provinces of Canada. As compared with what
we should have imported, if we imported at the same rate as
tbey did, we have a saving of $109,000,000. That is, that,
if wo take our experts as the basis, and had imported at the
samo rate they did, from 1874 to 1878, we should have
imported $109,000,000 more than we have imported. And
so wo would; but we are not to suppose that the people of this
countryhave used less goods than theydid from 1874 to 1878.
We are not to suppose that there have been fewer customers
to merchants. Fewer merchants have failed, and therefore
the inference is that there have been more customers to
sustain those merchants, and more people to consume the
goods; and it is not to be supposed that we have consumed
8 109,000,000 worth of goods less in proportion, than we did
in tho period from 1874 to 1878. The goods under this
policy have been manufactured in the country, and the
$109,000,000, as shown by this result, have given employ-
ment to the labouring clasa of this country, and that
employment has sustained the merchants and prevented
the bankruptcies to which the hon. member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) has referred. I ought ta make a reference to
the passing blow which the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) gave to a certain class of the manufactures
of Canada. He referred to agricultural implements,
and ho could not pass by the subject without assert-
ing that the manufacturera of agricultural imple-
ments are manufacturing an inferior article to what
thoy did previons to this policy. Did ho not
say that they had to put less of valuable material into
the construction of it? He announced ta the world that
the manufacturera of agricultural implements had to put
less of costly and necessary material into the construction of
their goods, in order to compete with the United States. The
hon. mgnlber for Bothwell, as well as the hon. member for
North Norfolk, has referred to the taxation of the country,
and I notice that both hon. gentlemen, when they speak of the
taxation, and when they approach financial matters, always
refer to and quote, with all due and becoming and party
respect, the words of the member for South Huron (Sir
Richard Cartwright). And, listening to them, I was led to
think that the words of the member for South Huron have
now a peculiar significance in this House and to the country.
Ordinarily, a man comes into the House, and we find him
among a particular party, we give no more than indi-
vidual weight to his utterances in that party; but, when we
find a party gathering together and selecting a leader, we
giveattention to the utterances of that leader; when we
find a party going out into the country and seeking a man,
and saykg to the world that that man is necessary to the
existence of our party in the House of Parliament, as
the expouent of our viewis and a our mouth-piece
in that party, we give to his uttsraaces all the weight
and responsibility of being the policy of that party. There.
fore we should give weight ta the utterances of the hon.

Mr. McLELÂN.

member for South Huron as being the sought-after andi the
accepted mouth-piece of the party. I su se somo mey be
curions to know why, with the great a *ties of tb.
member for West Durbam, and with the fmanil abilig
of the hon. member for South Brant (Mr. Paterson), it was
necessary to sacrifice the very-able and worthy man wbo
last year represented the constituency of Sonth Eure., an
order to obtain the presence of this gentleman in this &oi.
I think I have found the reason. A few evenings g
will be remembered, the hon. member for King's, ., (r.
Woodworth) was speaking and the hon. member for Wt
Durham, in reply, was asked to repeat something th bop.
member f or King's had said, and the hon. member for West
Durham said : "I cannot utter the words, I
cannot foul ny mouth with them." And so, Mr.
Speaker, it just occurred ta me that the Oppoi-
tion wanted a mouth-piece in this House who opild
give vent to all the pent-up feelings of the party, and thy
knew no one who could do that botter than the hon, am -
ber for South Huron. They could look over the rco4 of
his speeches here, and see how he had poured oùt the V14M
of bis wrath upon the hon, gentlemen who now oocupy.,t4
Treasury benches. They knew from the speeches he W
delivered, how ho could assail the manufacturera f
country, how ho could denounce them as " legalized roßþeg,"
and therefore, as they wore warring against the manue-
tures of this country, they could get no botter mout7ie
than that hon. gentleman. They remembered how lsiegld
insult whole races of people, how he could rofer to the
Scotchmen as inheriting the instincts of cattle-stealinop
and when they wanted to insult a whole race, they oggL%
not find a botter man. They knew, too, how he had insultd
the whole country in declaring that it was through waat of
intelligence in the people that the prosent Government )iad
been returned to power in 1878.

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT. Certainly, and I
stick to it.

Mr. McLELAN. They knew that ho was capable of
uttering language which has become som.what hieted,
language which bas been reported even in England and has
become known to the Liberal party there-though perhas
they do not appreciate it. Sir, I hold in my hand a news-
paper, the Pall .Mall GaZette, containing an article with
reference to the hon. gentleman; and the Honse will under-
stand that this paper is edited by a great Beeglish Libéral
leader who, of course, follows the history of the Iiberal
leaders upon this side of the water. And what does he say
of this hon, gentleman? I will road, for the information
of the House, what the Liberal paper mentioned ha ep
out of a few, only, of the speeches delivered by that hon.
gentleman in Canada:

" The following compact vocabulary of descriptive epithets bas been
compiled from the speeches made by Sir Richard Cartright dàar1g <e
electoral campaign of 1878 in Canada:

" Rascal, thief, blackgaard, villain, abandoned man, salp4ar, isfa-
mous person, liar, scoundrel, public criminal, creature, eheat, dbbr f
Canada-"
I suppose this is applied to the manufacturers.

'asquanderer, burglar, fool, fraud, putrid, iufamou-
lical, deviliih, dastardly .eaning, euntyheaded, folhaniin
abominable, wretched, thievish, fraudu eat, Iying, mercenary,

"These adjectives aadanbstantives, appiedtoiso politiSaioppmean
by a canadian Minister of the Crown, sheald give our state 1 p-".
before they complain ot the violence et the abus to 4 e
subjected by the Irish and conserrative Opposition o our

So, Ur. Speaker, the hon. gentleman knew what the were
securing, and the gentleman Vh represented Souu ren
lastyear had to bo sacrificed iaorder th*t te peusenut "enib,
might find a place here. I listened to hüm, in bia s 9
the Budget Speech, with ago de of ou'iisit
he would flt ti exp. pa of bis pWri. 
that for the first half e his speech lhe prêý fil
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customary tone in which debates are conducted in this
House, and I thought to myself, as I looked on the other
side, that there would be disappointnent, that the hon. gen-
tleman would not come up to the expectations which had
been entertained of him. But I saw, by the countenances of
those who were sitting around him, that they had perfect
confidence in his ability. I observed that as the hon. gen-
tleman warmed to his work, as he began to denounce the
people of this country, and as ho attempted to account for
the change of Government in 1878, by saying that it was
due to the betrayal of the then leader of the Government by
his countrymen, in whose honesty and intelligence he had
trusted-when, I say, ho warmed to his work and poured
out the vials of his wrath upon the members of the Govern-
ment and their supporters, I saw that there was no change
in him, and that Richard was himself again. An lion. gen-
tieman beside me quoted "The Ethiopian cannot change
his skin, nor the tiger bis stripes; " and, as the hon. gentle-
man emptied, one after another, the vials of his wrath on
the Government and the country, I, too, felt like quoting the
words of a more modern wri ter, applying them entirely in a
political sense:
"Tell me screaming scAlJ, who, was it curaed taee with such hilmours

and ill-luck ?
" Was it some sullen bear dry-nursed thee, or she-dragon gave thce

suck ?"

But I am satisfied that the party felt they had the worth of
their money before he sat down. It was liko the story of
the old Quaker who employed the boy. There was au old
Quaker who was a little tender-mouthed, and who feared
to- 'Seul his mouth with any kind of abuse. In a contro-
versy with a man, he wanted to give expression to his feel-
ings and desired to find an instrument. In the wide range
of human characters there is no difficulty in finding
a man for anything you want done. The scale runs so high
there is no deed to be dono for kin, humanity or country,
however daring and noble, but thore is a man ready to
execute it; and it descends so low that there is no act,
however mean and contemptible, and no crime against
people or country, however damnable, but there can be
found some-one to do it. So the Quaker was not at a loss.
Ho selected a boy, who seemed to be an outcast, and, going
up to him ha said: "Art thce a profane lad?" The
boy said: "What ?" "Cans't thou say bad words; cans't
thou slander and swear?" The lad said: "Give me a
chance, and you will find I am some on the swear." Sa the
hon. mamber for Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright) had
bis chance to abuse the Government, and lion. gentlemen
opposite thought ho gave them the worth of their money, as
the old Quaker did as regards the lad. I do not mean to say
that the hon.'gentleman is profane. I do not mean to say
that the hon. gentleman is "soma on the swear," or that he
would violate any of the Commandments, but the people
of the country whom he has denounced as degenerate,
that race of people represonted by the hon. member; for
East York, whom ho accused of want of honesty and faitful-
ness, will say thit he has been guilty, in a political sense, at
least, of violating the Commandment: "Thon shall not bear
false witness." But the hon. gentleman says that we have
been unfaithful, because we have inereased the expenditure,
and he goes back to 1867. I have never yet heard the
hon. gentleman make a financial speech but ha las gone
back to 1867, and pointed out that the expenditure which
was then 813,000,000 has ran up to $23,000,000, 825.000,000
and $30,000,000. Is it a crime that the country grows and
prospers and requires more expenditure, and that we are
able to meet it without inordinate taxation ? Why, the lion.
gentleman would have the country warped snd stand-
ing stll], ith an expenditure of $13,000,000. If the
hon. gentleman had been born in China ho would have
bean. famous as a gardener, as a cultivater of dwarfed

vegotables and trees. He would not have this country
grow. To use an Americanism, if the hon. gentleman had
beau born a polywog, he would have become a frog, except
for the satisfaction of being better able to croak over the ills
and misfortunes of other people. I need not elaborate this
question of the expenditure of the country. If the hon.
gentleman will come down to particulars, if he will point out
to the House, wherein large unnecessary expenditure have
beaun made, thon it will be in place to discuss the subject.
But with the growing prosperity of this country, with the
improvements that have been made, with the demands that
have been made on the publie Treasury, in consequence of
the undertakings entered into during the hon. gentleman's
administration, we have also the fact tfat the country has
bean prosperous, and that all these expenditures have been
met from the increased revenue, without taxing in-
ordinately the people. Before I pass away from ibis,
let me rofer to just one point. Tho hon. gentleman
wanted to alarm the country by saying we were
taxed noarly double per head as compared with the
people of the United States. The hon. gentleman did not
stop to explain that in the gross amount which is taken as
the taxation of this country there was included all the
revenues from Publie Works, Railways and Canals, while in
the United States there are no such items entering into the
taxation. Moreover, the hon. gentleman forgot to tell the
House, and we suppose it was entire forgetfulness on his
part, that the taxation in the United States with which he
made the comparison doos not include the State taxation,
while the taxation here in Canada includes the Provincial
taxation, all the Provincial revenues coming from the Fede-
rai Government and being a part of that taxation. In the
United States, every State, to a large extent, produces its
own revenues and taxes its own people for those revenues.
The total State taxation in the United States, independent of
the Federal taxation, the large sum collected through Cas-
toms and Excise is 852,019,959 for State; for county pur.
poses, $69,606,571 ; and for divisions less than counties, $180,-
740,000, or a total of $302,200,694, or $6 per head; while
the indebtedness of the States is proportionately large. So
that, if the hon, gentleman had wished to make a correct
comparison ho would have omitted from the Canadian taxa-
tion the several sums I have named, and added to that
of the United States the taxation that was devoted
to State purposes. The hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) attempted to elaborate the argument
that the farmers do not benefit under this National Policy;
that the farmers have not been benefitted by the introduc-
tion of this policy. The hon. gentleman who replied to the
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), I think, gave a
pretty conclusive answer in that respect. Take allthe men
who are employed in the manufactures of this country, in
the mining operations, both in the east and the west, add
thom all together, and you wili have a large population that,
during the last four years, received employment under the
National Policy and because of the National Policy. I
estimate, Sir, that that number from 25,000 to 35,000 peo-
ple, and if you take those who are dependent upon the
earnings of these men you have a population approaching
150,000 or 200,000 who are supported and kept in this coun-
try because of the National Policy, and the additional
employment which is given to the people under that policy.
Now, Sir, how eau that great body of people be kept here
and employed without the farmers being benefitted ? These
hon. gentlemen have beau desiring for years that we should
have reciprocity with the United States, and the only reason
they have for it or can have for it, is that our farmers shall
be able to supply and feed the people who are manufactur-
ing in the Eastern States. Now, Sir, we have a large
number of these people at home, and if you take up Anierican
statistics and find how'much of agricultural produce it takes
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to sustain a ran a year you will be astonished at the result.
I will give soine of the figures taken from the statistical
tables of the Bureau of statistics of Massachusetts :
Quaitities of Farm Produce thet would be consumei an:su .ly by 200,000

persons, manufactureri a2 I their famlies.
EY MACH PERSON TOTALS.

214 Ibo. Flour and Meal, harreùi, 218,00)
19 3-10 lb,. Bitter,a ounde, 3,860,000
5 9-10 Ibo. Cheese, "4 - 1,180,000
12 9-10 Ibo. Lard,4" 2,440,000
7 1-10 o '. Bean, bushel, 44,375
3 9-10 nuhb. Potatoc, 44 780,000
51 qts. Milk, RallonF, 2,530,000
5 doz. Eggs, dozens, 1,000,000
6 3-10 Ibo. Poultry, pound, 1,240,000

(pound 3
58 8-10 Ibs. Beef, fresh and silt, pud 11,760,000

barrelas)
7 Ibm. Vean, pounds, 1,400,000
10 Ibm. Mutton, 1120001000

or on an average of 5' lbs. per, head Sheep
and Lamb, ............ 40,000

38 3-10 ibs. Pork, fresh, salt and Ham..........................7,666
These figures give some of the agricultural products co-
sumed by a manufacturing population of 200,000, the
dependents and those who are actually employed in manu-
factures. With this large body of people to be main-
tained rand supported by the farmers, it cannot possibly
be but that the agricultural population are benetited by
the employment of mechanics and artisans. Hon. gen-
tlemen say that peoplo are going out of the country,
but if you do not employ them in manufacturing in
the country, how are you going to retain the great
body of the people who do not take to agriculture or
the professions. The member for North Norfolk referred
to the cotton industry, and in fact all who speak on thît side
of the louse seem to bend their energies and direct ail their
powers against the cotton industry. The growth of that in-
dustry bas been very great in this country, and if they could
persuade the people of this country that it is in an unsound
condition, or that the manufactures are charging increased
prices, they think they have accomplished what suits their
party purposes. I remember a year or two ago the leader
of the Opposition paid us a visit down in Nova Scotia. He
came do vn there to arouse the people of that Province
against the National Policy. I remember that his whole
political baggage was an old woman's cotton gown, and a
poor man's shirt, and that shirt had seven yards in it. And
the way that ho held up that old woman's gown and flaunt-
ed that shirt was such that if there had been any argument
wah it, a cotton riot would have been created. But there
was no cotton riot. le did not persuade those poor men and
women that they were taxed and ground to death, because
of the increased duty on the cotton which went into that shirt
and into that gown. The hon. gentleman repeated his argu-
ment on that cotton shirt so often that every boy in all the
villages he visited took to parodying the song of the shirt:

" The hon. member taking the stand and talking of taxes of garset
and seam and band;

"<Taxss on gusset and band and tail, making a sad and doleful wail."

But with all hie ability, the hon. gentleman did not succeed in
creating a cotton riot or in persuading the Government to re-
duce the daty on cotton. The manufacturers were protected,
they had confidence in the Government which stood behind
them, they invested more largely of their capital and they are
now able to manufacture cotton goods as cheaply, more
cheaply than they can be imported. I think the ion. mem-
ber for North Norfolk gave away the whole case. In fact
it generally happens that these hon gentlemen drop some-
thing which has the effect of destroying their whole case.
The hon. member stated that the tendency of manufacturers
was to cheapen gooda, because, he says, of the perfection to
which machinery has come. Well, our manufacturers
knowing that the Government would stand behind them,
and warrant them in investing a large amount of capital in
the most perfect machinery, wont forward and made

Mr. McLELA..

that investment and succeeded in their investment,
But, you may get the most perfect possible machinery, but
until you have acquired some experience and ability to
manage it, you must run it at a loss. The most perfect
machinery requires protection for a time. The machinery
of human life is as perfect in an infantas in a full grown
man, but the infant must have protection and care until he
has acquired experience and development. And so these
manufacturers, even though they have the most perfect
machinery, must have some protection and care until they
have acquired that ability and knowledge necessary to
manage that machinery. But they have had that protection
and have acquired that skill that enables them now to manu-
facture cotton at the lowest possible price. Now I come to
the question, if you do not encourage these manufactures, if
you do not give employment to your own people in this coun-
try, how are you going to keep them from goig abroad?
Hon. gentlemen opposite say that we are driving the people
abroad by the heavy load of taxation that we are eacing
upon them. But if you place the greater load of idleness
upon them, if youhave no employment for them, there is
ten times the inducement for them to leave the country
that there is when there is employment and remunerative
wages to be hzd. Now, it is claimed that a reduction of
wages bas taken place in this country. I find, from some
returns that have been made to the Department of Agricul-
ture, with reference to the cotton manufactures, that there
has not been a reduction, but an increase-that the average
wage of mon, women and children employed in a number
of the.catton manufactories of the country, in 1883, was $30
a ha I more than the average wages paid in 1881, and within
$30 of the average wages of the cotton operatives in the
United States ; and I say that, if we are able to maintain
that condition of affairs, wo shall not only keep
our own people at home, but attract back from the United
States some of our people who havo gone there. The
hon. gentleman stated that the people were all leav-
ing and going to the United States. if you take up the
Census of the United States for 1880, before the oporation
of the National Policy could have any effect on this country,
you find that nearly one-half of the cotton operatives of the
United States were Canadians-that out of 78,000 cotton
operatives in the Unitel States, 36,000 were barn in Canada;
and I say that if so many people left us provious to the
inauguration of this policy to seek employment, there is
hope that, by giving employment in our own country, we
shall not only be able to retain our own young men, but
induce some of those to return. Now, the United States
Census Commissioners, in attempting to account for the
large foreign immigration, say. M

"lu those States where the foreign element is large, the general cares
are apparent. In the north-eastern States, the moving cause is the
manufactures of various kinds, and .the mining of iron and coal. The

immgrants are miinly Iriih, German and French Canadians, with some

So that, the moving cause of Canadians leaving the coun-
try for the United States as been the manufactures, which
have been fostered and have grown up under their pro-
tective policy. Another reason has been the opening of
the prairie lands in the west. Now, however, when we have
a policy which will give employment to our young mon and
young women in our owa country, and when we have the
North-West openel up-and I believe that in two years
more we shal1 have speedy communication with that country
through our territory, in consequence of the Bill that was
passed here the other day, and was so stoutly
opposed by hon. gentlemen opposite-our own people will
be retained in Canada. The hon. momber for South Huron
told us that he believed that 100,000 people had gone into
the North-West and settled there. Well, but for the opening
up of that country and the wonderful progres that has bee
made in constructing railways acros the prairies, I think it
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is safe to say that 50,000 of those people would have gon e t
the United States, and would have been lost to this country
and if we have been able, by almost any sacrifice of money
to save that number of people to the Dominion of Canada, t
contribute to its stability and progrese, I say we have accom
plished a wonderful advantage to the public at large
The hon. gentleman bas announced to the world that 700,00<
Canadians are living in the United States; he says tha
the Census of 1880 shows it. Well, if that is true, thes
people must have left before the inauguration of this policy
But did the hon. gentleman turn to our own Census ? Did
he tell the House and the country that there is a larger per.
centage of American-born people living in Canada than the
percentage of Canadians living in the United States. accord
ing to the population ? With this policy, I believe, we shall be
able, not only to hold our own people, but to offer such
attractions to the people of the United States besides, that
we may reasonably expect a large increase to our popula-
tion from that country. In referring to the North-West, let
me call the attention of the House, for a moment, to
the enormous quantity of goods that are imported
into that country, from the United States-and why?
There, communication is easy and direct with the United
States, and the distance is so great between the manufactu-
ring centres of Canada and that district, that it is almost
impossible for them to trade with us; but when the Pacific
Railway will be opened in two years, it will have an influ-
ence upon the manufactures of this country which it is im-
possible for any man to estimate, not only in the money it
will bring us, but in the very fact that when these people
are trading with us, when they are passing over this rail.
way running through our own country, on our own soi],
they will come to roalize and feel they are a part and par-
col of the Dominion of Canada, which they cannot now. To
get to that North-West, you have to travel 1,100 miles
through a foreign country. A man from the North-
West, coming down to Canada, travelling through the
United States, feels, when he reaches here, that ho is in
almost a foreign country. I know how it was with us in
the Maritime Provinces, before we had direct communication
with this part of Canada, in the winter. 1 know that when
we came up here to attend Parliament we had to go first to
New York or Boston, and there take the railways to get here,
and whcn we came we felt almost that we were in a foreigu
country. Not until the Intercolonial Railway was opened,
and we had direct communiestion with -the western part of
Canada by that railway, did we begin to feel that we wero
ona with this great Canadian people. Having that means
of communication, under this policy there has been, as
the hon. member for Digby represented, an enormous
and growing trade between the people of the'Maritime
Provinces and the people of old Canada. In 1866, before we
were Confederated, wo did a large portion of our trade with
the United States, and we thon, when we were not more
than two-thirds of the population that we now are, imported
from the United States, under a very low tariff, about double
the quantity of goods we imprt now, with our increased
population. With all the facilities that we have for trading
with the United States, surrounded by water, with the
facility of getting our produce carried from almost every
port weekly to the United States, we do net import as
much from the United States as we export to them. Not-
withstanding that the hon. leader of the Opposition went
down to the Maritime Provinces and counselled us to trade
with the Americans-Iasay counselled us,but I do not use that
possessory phrase-that phrase sosuggestive of entire owner-
ship-I do not say "our counsel " told us to trade with the
Unitod States, because we did not amcepthis advice and did
not take his counsel. We found it more to our interest to
trade with thepeople of the west; and I say that, with the
ineesing population that we have, the imports from the
United tate during the past year were only $2,974,936,
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o while the imports of the comparitively handful of people in
; Manitoba and the North-West Territories froin the United
, States amounted to $8,592,112 and thoir experts to the
o United States only amounted te $102,000, while from
- Nova Scotia we exported to the United States to
. the value of $3,814,223. It is not to be wondered at,
0 thorefore, that those people feel a lack of interest
t with the people of Canada, such as they would bave if
e they had more direct means of communication and botter
. facilities of trading with them. I believo that if we are
1 ever to be bound togother, as one people, it will not be by a
- political chord alono, but thera must be also bonds of com-

mercial and industrial union, which will hold the people of
. this Confederation together. If you take up a war map of the

United States, in 1862, you will find that the people who
were bound together by a natural means of communication or
by great lines of railway held together, you will find that the
cleavage between the different States thus connected in that
great contest, wasjust whero the commercial and industrial
interests of the people were clôsely united. So, I say, that
if the people of Canada are to be held togethor, they
must tighten the bonds of trade and industry. The im-
mediate prospects of the North-West being opened to
us, unfolds a future of which any man may be hopofbl
and proud. Tho hon. Minister of Agriculture referred
to the large immigration during the past year and the
year precoding, and te the prospect of immigration this
year, and we know there is employment for all the immi-
grants, notwithstanding what hon. gentlemen opposite may
say. Look te the future the great North-West is opening
to us. Our young men will tind farms there roady and
botter than those in the United States, and others employ-
ment in our factorioe, and lying alongside 50,000,000 of
people that must, in their migration, run over and lap into
our country; thero is a future before us of which we may
be hopeful and proud. The goneration ie now born that
will sec in this Dominion more than 20,000,000 of Canadians,
the most contented, happy and prosperous of any people the
sun shall then shine on or the British flag wave over.

Sir RICIIARD CARTWRIGHT. I cannot say that I
listened very carefully te the remarks of the bon, gentle-
man, but if the rest of his statistics are as accurate as the
statement ho was good enough to make to the House,
respecting certain epithets read by him and alleged by him
to have been used by me with reference to the members of
the prosent Ministry and their supporters, alil i can say is,
that his friends may be proud of their champion.

Mr. McLELAN. I quoted from a Liberal paper.
Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Some few years ago I

had occasion to order a liEst te be propared of the various
names, epithots, adjectives and substantives that had been
used against me by the hon. gentleman's colleagues and the
hon. gentleman's prese. The hon. gentleman, Sir, has only
made one mistake-some people might think it one of some
little importance-he has alleged that I used to those hon.
gentlemen the epitbets which they used te me. That is all
the difference. Now, Sir, the hon. gentleman bas given you
a partial list; and, as I like accnracy, I will supply the
remainder of the list. Mr. Speaker, in the three months
preceding the 21st January, 1878, the organs of that hon.
gentleman, and the colleagues of that hon. gentleman, were
good enough to describe me in the following fashion-as a
man who was unjust, unfair, ungenerous, unprincipled,
unkind, ungratetul, ill-tempered, ill.mannored, vindictive,
reckless, implacable, indecent, foul-mouthod, brawl,
discourteous, cowardly, obstinate, self.willed, conceited,
brazen-faced, sophistical, deceitful, eunning, pedantic,
slanderous, artful, outrageons, churlish, ailly, weak,
changeable, vacillating, insolent, impertinent, brutal,
braggart, despicable, revolting, idiotic, malevolent, igno-
rant, contemptible, crnel, cantankerous, preSuming,
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crafy, harisaical, flippnt, affecto, vulgar and base.
They lrther cbmp id mie, as the hon. genletàan
likes aenoracy, to IR", to Caligla, sud to Mr. Micawbe ;
to Herod, to Pontiàis Pilate, to Judas Isoariot, and to
Legree ; to Belial, to Boelzebub, to Jonah, and t General
Starvation; to Moloch, to Machiavelli, to Junins, to Wilkes,
to Judge Jeffres, and to a mastodon ; to a haugman, a jail.
bird, an ostrioh, e nm anthrope, and a pre-Adamite Tory;
also to a fosuil Tory, a demagogue, a champion bully, and
Benodiet Arnold; to a hypocrite, a felon, a malefactor, and
Janus ; to an apostate, a traitor, a bungler, and a rotten
stick ; to Timon, te Caliban, to Shylock, to a doctrinaire, to
a eloth, an irredeemable ruffian, a scavenger, an aristocrat
and a lunatic. And, within the same feir months, it was
recommnded that, when I next addreussed a public ment.
irg, I should be received with a few brickbats, I should
be tarred and feathered, I should be tossed in a blanket,,
and made to ran tho gauntlet. Now, the hon.
gentleman, next time that ho wishes to make a
a list, not of epithets used by me, but of epithets
used to me, can add te the Ilst those, and ho will have a
tolerably correct secont. And, if the hon. geitleman
wants to know who used thei, sorne dozen of them were
supplied by the Premier of tihis ominion, and a pretty
large proportion of the remaindcr by their illustrions col-
league in the Upper House, tho hon. Mr. Maepherson. The
remainder were supplied from the reources of the Afail
newspaþer; and, thinkig that it night save these
gentlemen a lot of trouble whon I re-entered publie
life, I kindliy mieo thekn a list, in order that in future
they nay have thoir vocabulary ready at their bands. Now,
it gave me great pieasure to hear the Minstr of Ma-
rife express the natural, the proper, the very righteous
indignation that he felt at the thought that it was possible
that 1, or any other mi, oeid useudh language to political
oppeonts. Sir, the hn. Minister knew whereof ho spoke.
Did he ever hear of wokds like these:

"buthe Vlutm, dank a it is, 'hos tomethinX blacker still. I see
there, standR la nthe bsakgrond the Provinl Secretary of Nova
Seotia privately handing over to l samu 4aineer a contract for the
whole work. I se him shroud.it in darkneuinnd bnry itfor-menths in
the grave otseresy. And now the Protinelal BScretary comes forward
and sells s it was so hidden to :serve the public interst; to enable
Sandfora Vl#eig-'"
Did ho every hear of Sandford Fleming, i wonder ?
"to enable Sandford Fleming, after he had tken the contract, ta
make better terms with the old econtraters - to grind a few more dollars
out of them. Public interest, indeed'i kr. Sandford Fleming's in-
terest alone. Sir, I know not wbwt terin to apply to such conduct in a
Government. I kno , t heat o , .H1 it-I hsh1 mot venture an
opinion; but in private life it l cajlled extorti4g money under false pre-
tences, and dar lis mníake it indlctable t av>ry."
Did te hoÊ. gentleman ever heur that sentence before, or
the fefowring?

"They have heard of mon riding in pabL, conveyances with a loost
mante bout them ai t paIr of talseitands folfde in front to luil la-
picion, wile le e real haids ere Endlg their way into thbir fellow-
travellers' pooke*e, and they nøw thi U at, wohen the bon, gentleman
ut on tie manutie cf Berzerb Runngdon and thïeold Reformers, the

hands he pit te the plucgh were nct reat-that the real hands were'
hiddea, that thiy miaht the b»tter ,gt deep to the armpi tain the public
ehes and they waIt the lot g for the potunity to sweep him fron
his position. Therefore, Bir, there was no necessity to bring tbis ce
here tomaete ublic opinion. Bt, Mr. Speaker, if having brought it
here or lanvestgtioin t disobagm1 e of a pblie duty, what If the peo-
pie shoId, oenan eminatien of it, decide that the public interests have
been bartered away and betrayed-that bte ma whom they once be-
lieved lu a$ the apostle f rebrenehment has become the great highpriest'
of Jbbny ud icruptiou? Who then sha'l restrain uits to their juis
inda nas tlëy se ahimo loadod down thogh he may be Vith the
sharé of the oferif- tint fai to the prIest, and impale hlm upon the

Did the hon. gentlaman ever hear thôse eloquent words?]
Did ho ever atter ioe eloquent-wordsi l Iut or ei it not the
truth iat le ' U dose words to w w epruunt Mkister
of Rsifways, l kW geaut 6011 u iåd former opponent ?
I pu't da quot onde fore, two or three years

Sir UrcRan CARTWRiGHT.

ago. I am sorry to say that the hon. gentlemâan walted
a long time to reply, but he did not dony, snd i do not
think he apologized to the Mindster of Railways, oither, for
having used them. Probably the hon. gentleman had Vey
good reason for using them, and I am perfectly willing to
believe that he thon, at any rate, was more aecurate in his
description and in hie estimate, and in the terms ho usd
about the hon. gentleman, than in any of the statistice or
other remarks that he has made to-night. And, althoigh
I am not quite so sure of the faet, I am informed that tbe
hon. gentleman, when contesting Colchester, when Mr.
Jones, of Halifax, and Mr. Longley, were opposing limh,
put what I may Cal a final climax to the language I have
just been reading to you, by describing Mr. Jones and Mfr.
Longley as two unbnptized, buttonless vagabonds fréi
iHalifax.

Motion agreed to; and the Ilouse resolved itself into Cam-
mittee on Ways and Means.

(In the Committee.)

il Soap powdere, a specifle daty of 3 cents per
pound .......................et.......3 cts. per pcu2d.

Mr. BLAKE. The Minister of Customs last night pro.
misod some further explanation of that item.

Mr. BOWELL. The explanation is simply this: The
question was asked why soap powder was made 3 cents pr
pound, while soap itself was only 1½ cents. The reason is,
that soap powder is worth about double the amonut of soap
per pound, so that it equalizes them in that particular.

Mr. BLAKE. Can the hon. gentleman give us an idea of
what the equivalent ad valorem is ?

Mr. BOWELL. It is between 25 and 30 per cent.-per-
haps a medium, 27½ per cent.

15. Steel, in ots, bars, sheets under three-six-
teenths of an inch thick, whole or cut to
shape, but not further manufactured, and $3 per ton of
rolled round wire rode in coils, not else- 2,000 lbs.
where specified, three dollars per ton of and,10per
2,000 pounds, and ten per cent. ad valorem. cent.

hlr. BLAKE. Explain.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Last Session Parliament

imposed a duty of $5 a ton upon these articles. Stel,
ingots, bars, and shoote under three sixteenths of an inch,
are as at present. This large rate that was irnposed last
year varied from 3 to 13 per cent. upon various qualities df
steel imported, and it was found by parties engagéd in the
manufacture of steel that they were three or four
different kinds of pig iron, and one especially, with a large
quantity of manganese pays a duty of $2 per ton. There-
fore parties manufacturing it have very little margin left
except upon certain qualities of it, and lu order to giv
them something like the duty that is colleeted on ieon, ths
amendment was proposed of 10 per cent., and $3 per ton.
'This gives an average of from 13 to 18 pr cent. Thit le
about tho scale. It varies under these pro pBitie. There
are ng> two manufactories of steel, one in New Glasgow,
N S., and the other in London, Ont.

Sir ]RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. At what do you
estimate the value of steel, roughly, per ton ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It varies from j$30 up t0M0
per ton. There is a great difference in the vilue of it.
Therefore, by the specife duty it may be 3 ger e4m. upon
the high quality of steel and 13 per eent. ueon ihe lowor
quality. But this now emios an inverageof freta 13 to 18
per cent., according to &e qaNlty of ste.

Sir RIDEARD OCATWRIGHT. I thlik it was 3
befdre, Wa it not ?

Sir IjAON ARD ET I]Y. Ye; Ut ati tAé hm is,
as 1 aafron the lower grade Of teel, 18 per eui lli On
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the higher, 3 per cent., and the parties paying $2 per ton on
the iron they manufacture had very little margin left
Therefore, this will place it much upon the same principl
as iron. Iron pays a duty of 121 per cent., in a certain form
and up to 171 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. I observed a statement to-day that th'
price of some kinds of cast steel had been largely advanced
Dos the hon. gentleman know anything of that ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; I have not heard.
Mr. BLAKE. Then does the hon. gentleman anticipate

a reduction of revenue from this ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; it will be borne in mind

that the importation of raw material gives $2 a ton. We
get something on that. It will go on, probably, to 820,000.
The hon. member will see that it depends largely upon the
quantity manufactured. Parties say that if they have such
encouragement as will enable them to extend their opera-
tions, they will manufacture largely in the Dominion of
Canada. Some of it will be made from scrap iron, but steel
is largely made from a particular description of iron, im-
ported in the form of pigs, paying 82 per ton.

Mr. BLAKE. What does the hon. gentleman expect the
output to be ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It will be very considerably
increased by the imposition of this duty. The statisties of
last year do not give it a fair basis of an estimate for the
future, because the duty was only imposed in July, and there
las been a very large importation since. But, in the pro-
vious yoar, we had 16,419 tons of this description imported,
and it is orpected, with this encouragement, that the manu
facture will be largely incroased. But there are certain
descriptions of steel that they will not manufacture, and
that we leave on the free list.

Mr. TUPPER. I may state that the capacity of the
works in New Glasgow is about 7,500 tons.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I expect the whole will be
about 8,000 tons, according to the views of the importers.
At bondon they will manufacture what is called crucible
steel, which is of a higher description and more valuable
than that manufactured in New Glasgow. While the
quality may not be as great in value, it will probably
be quite equal to that of J ova Scotia.

Mr. BLAKE. About what tonnage is expected in
London ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The country this year is full
of steel, and the demand will probably be less this year than
it will the year following. The produce in Canada will
probably be from 8,000 to 10,000 tons.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper
just said there would be 7,500 tons in New Glasgow. How
much does that leave for London ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not think there will be
as much, according to the statement of the party who has
charge of the industry there, because it is crucible iron, and
they do not make as many tons.

Mr. BLA KE Has the hon. gentleman any idea of the
expected London tonnage ?

Sir LEONARD TTLLY. I think we may reasonably
expect one-half of the 8,000-a half in both.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. member for Pictou has stated
7,500 tos for New Glasgow ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That is their capacity; they
will be able to produce that'

Mr. BLAKE. Then it is not the output ?
93

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It cannot h the output next
year, but that is the capacity. Our expectation, is 8,000

e tons from both.
Mr. BLAKE. I am anxious to divide it.
SirLEONARD TILLEY. I am not allowing nextyear

. 7,000 tons for New Glasgow.
Mr. BLAKE. I was anxious to understand what the

hon, gentleman was allowing, that is all.
Sir LEKNARD TILLEY. We can only make an esti-

mate from the information we have. The information given
us is, that one-half of the quantity, within a year or two, will
be prod.uced in those two establishments; but as to the
exact proportion between the two, I cannot give it. I esti-
mate that a large amount will be produced at New Glasgow,
because it is a different kind of steel.

Mr. BLAKE. The calculation is an easy one. The hon.
gentleman has stated that there are two establishments in
which this is to be produoed. I quite agree with him that
the inatter is in some degree one of speculation, but we
must have some information as to what will h. the effect of
the proposition, and what portion of the product will be
produced at each establishment. He has told us that prob.
ably the year after this there will be produced 8,000 tons,
or one-half the present importation, and that is from two
establishments. What I desired to know was, how much ho
expeted to be produced by one and how much by the
other.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think it will be in the pro-
portion of 5,000 to 3,000.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Am I correct in sup-
posing that the hon. gentleman expects to get 8,000 tons
manufactured here, from which ho is now reoceiving, at $5
per ton, 840,000, and that 16,000 tons of iron will be brought
in to be manufactured into steel, and that there will b a
loss of 824,000 to the revenue ? That may possibly be made
up from increased duty on the remainder-perhaps it will.
That is a point which will depend entirely on the value of
the steel imported.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Yes; but pro tanto

824,000 will be lost to the revenue under this change, if
8,000 tons of steel are manufactured in Canada.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. My statement was a om-
parison of the duty as at present. I do not expeot a very
large increase as the result of the change. If the manufao-
turers here increase the quantity, the revenue, of course,will
not be increased.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. The hon. gentleman
does not dispute my proposition, that by the manufacture
of 8,000 tons of steel, $24,000 will necessarily be lost te the
revenue. I desire to ask the hon. gentleman what number
of people are likely to be em loyed in those two factories,
producing 8,000 tons of steelf

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I do not know. I know that
about forty are employed at New Glasgow at present; I do
not know how many at the other establishment. The New
Glasgow works have limited their operations, at present, as
there is so much steel in the country; but I am not able to
say how many people would be employed to manufactare
8,000 tons of steel.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. That, according to the
ion. gentleman's theory, would be an important elemnet
when we shall lose $24,000 of revenue by the proposed
change.

Mr. TUPPER. I understand that between forty and dfty
mon are now employed at New Glasgow, but the works are
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iot runing up te their full capacity. When they are

doing so, 10 Ie, I am informed, are required to produce
7,500 tons a year.

Mr. BLAKE. But the Minister does not expect more
th" two-thirds of the 8,000 tons to be produced at New
Glasgow.

Mr1 MODOUGAL). 1 do not see that the proposed
duty ls open to much objection. In looking over the
imports for the last two fiscal years, I fnd that of
ingâta, bars, sheets and coilA imported into Canada,
for the year ending 30th June, 1883, there were
18,585 tons, costing $6L20 per ton; and for the year
ending 30th June, 188, there were 16,419 tons, costing
854.56 per ton. A duty of 10 per cent. ad valorem and $3
per ton specide, gives a protection of 14k per cent. on the
value for the last year, and 15â per cent. for the former year ;
or au average, taking the two years, of 15 par cent.
As tO4he fomnof the duty being mixed and ad valowrn, I
think. it suite the. interests of te indutry fairly, from a
proteaUon standpomat. It provides protection for certai
grades of steel manufactured, and in order to manufacture
the highergrades we require more experience, and reqire.
a larger marktt, and thoee can ba no objection to increausing
the duty on those qualties. As to the quantity which anu
beprodeeed in the esUabl"ihment at New Glasgow, I took
the rtuity, about two months go, of visiting that
mta imeat which is very well equipped, and mi hioh
over $200,000 capital are employed. At that time there
were about forty hands at work, and :h1aink at the present
there are about sixty. They have turned out 500 tons of steel
in pige, and reduced 40 tons to a finished condition, to meet
th various requiremenrts of the trade, They are not pro-
dueing a large quantity, because they want to aseertain the
atte of he m.rket and know what is needed. Eeryone
aeglfftdw ltdi-th trade in aware that steel deteriorates
afte it hasbeenmade foranylength of time. A# to the
<igadily of<thes. works, they are equipped to tM ont 25
tffáper dy ci' over 7,5"0 tous a year, and in order to
raIeiehefr 9l essat 899 mneu wiIhave te be omployed.
These are the statements which I have from the manager
of the works, and I believe they are correet,

1&A4 koee relled round tise roda, ainde hft a
inçh >in diameter, wheu imported by wire
manufacturer, for use in their factories,
five per ett.iad alorem ...................... 5 per cent.

Sir LEIAR TfLEY. This article, when imparted
a1tpreentpays a duty of 10eper cent. Under this propo.
sr, wheit*s imorted for manutacturers of wfre, the
dat wi be reduet teo 5 per cent. The article of wire
pays 15 per cent. duty. There are two modes by which the
indutf can b enouwraged: either byincroeing the daty
on wir or by rediucng the duiy on wire rods, which is the
raw material. As Wrening is 0ming into vry gmral
use all over the count, and eape mUy luthe ith.Weat,-
and as w4re la bemng introdaced into many manufautures, it
is considered desirable that the duty on wfre sbould not be
increed, and it is therefore proposed te ive parties en-
g th&e induetry a reduetion iî de do y on wire roe.

il. Stal,beedleuais:--ylmderneedles, hand
*ame asle tad latch needis, thirty per
emst. dàabess...................... ..... 30 per eont

SW- LUM i TMLIAM. Thisà je new indnst ry
estambeed lu Ontare, for the manufetbore of cylinder
needies, of which we have samples. They are dat needles,
wiuio uf a It isa oet Sid esr» ileurable
to V'. ;- '0 M = prOtw

lia Ri~AR OâL5TWMGI!T. Wb.tjia thêduty ut j
uirasent~

Sir RIO ARD CARTWRIGrHT Thme 10 per omit. in
added.

Mr. BLAKE. Where is the factory ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. At Guelph, I believe.
Mr. BLAIK About what is the production?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is not a large item. With

respect to the item on pins, whioh wa pased-lst night, I
may say that the machinery no* in, operation oost $15600.
The manufactory is either at Brantford or Galt. I think
this manufactory is in Paris.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman maya the importation
is insignificant.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is not much.

Mr. BLAÇ . la this factory a combination ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Nô.
Mr. BLAKE. About how much is the importation f
Sir LEONA RD TILLEY. I cannot eay. Of course this

party expects to increase the production, if ho gets tbe pro.
tcetion, and of courseit not being enumerated, I cannot1ell
the value.

Mr. BLAKE. But I presume, when th hon. gentleman
made a proposition in reference to alteration of this kikd,
for proteetive purposes, he would obtain some informationa
to the probable resut. lie says the manufacturer spects
to increase the production, but the production may be
beyond the demanda of the country.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to bave added to this section
the words "clock springs, corset steels, and shoeushaokIe.
I have here a letter from a personal, though fot a political
friend of mine-a gentleman with whom, I think, the leader
of the Opposition is aeqainted, a hoje isthe Preideneof
the Reform Aseeitton of our eounty, and opposed me at
My election, an4 opposed the Ntional Poiey. H ei a
geatleman ofmeans, who has be. ar ing for a.iunveat
Ment for the last two or three yeam. HereJa nhis latter;
and I am sure theI Finance Minister will pay attention tot,
and I hope, place his gooda in the same poWition asthose in
the present liat:•

"Q.Gwaosge, Oat. March 3, 188
"Geo. Taylor, Esq., M. P., Ottawa:

" Da Sx,-Your k;nd favour of the 28th ultimo to bande 1W
would say that we are in a position to more than supply the trade fli
Doiiou ln the geoda we make. Thatis oie ot our a fioe$im;for in
the States, cerset steels, lock apringa, shoe ahanks, metia gtrt im-
mit, eseli cotitute 4smparae industry ad form, y ieel4 alarge
busnees. HeRmin aada, with our oouq*araively -a"upopuasaos,
the consumption would not warrant an investment in thie aneesq
machinery and plant for mkiug one or tiro ot the above.naned arfi
des. And we have, thorefore-t4 sto at an chanoe of their to
conibire several specialea. This we are doing and sAl hanve
-i thebueiSeoUfet thiapurpese,itn the neighfbou1komef IS,9 Aed
deal of our special machinery n«d skilt ue hre lmd taispett atm th
States, as it could not be obtained here.

" aü wri"ti yeýn befonr vsam thA itsbm4et, s em A.te of
15 per ton ou tAe, steel we ua.,,tdure sàIxwý te Aie a ageoige- duty»at $3
per to,ïaid àa.adfval'o'iiaty eo'f1ope cent. Th hani ouiË
B«oeudy enhargas o Iappliei totho4s is eo.

IWhat we really need, and hop* will -A.e dugi ta bt
in sheets and coils that we use for manufaett agcorset steels, hoe
aA==kqand cock a rie bs adtitted ih ome
three manufacture artices named, be Wacd aN0per cet. aAaroud.

"We legret that we had not written yot eatfieoù thUs mtt but
voé vaee ndos the impression, till a dej or tw* -bera, othat th.Bodet
wotmi btbettdout* eraouptoof- veokhi *fie. Ibe b-
taining oies. coetn--aiwteliaA i italte aporta ast
succesual condacting of our business, that we trust thie «inuter of Gus-
tumwul huM oe o stmAii.uk

«rhktag yen or the trouble youa aar aamats
9" :MWe are, l*

TU H El It eozagin th.suensashd This establishment is now underg W éYm& they ai tman
otn ioturing elock a Kgp.I&w o iunetge aid
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inCmnalaa, nd Uhese goods now Tay omly a daty of 10 per .cent. reduction of the duty colleoted would be .2V0 pr
cent 1.kope the Finance Miniister will give this industry 100 Ibs. At 30 par cent., that would yield 8 t cents pera0
the smeo cauoeeas others of:a similar kind. Ibs.; but if you take 27J per cent., with the charges fme on

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman must appeal te the board, that would yield 8í per cent, per 100 Ibs., or lper
Government if he wants an addition to the duty, as he Can. cent. more than the present Tariff ives, and so on with other
not move an addition of this description to the elause. prices of sugar: it will produce a little more revenue than

P4 à[oLÂ8DRI under the prosent Tarif. The Government also pro.
, h n Importe d direct, without tran, pose that the duty on molasses, when imported from the

hIpumnt, from the country of gowth country of production, ghall be 15 per cent, for all pur.
ad raduetion, above nimber fourteen, poses. At present it it is 15 per cent, for domestic pur-

cen: par p and th -two d a ha! le.per lb. and poses, and 25 per cent. for refning purposes. This will,
per cent. ad valorem ................ aj per ot. of course, be applicable to all parties ongaged in refing

Eanal to number nine, and notabove num- sugar; but i t gives additional employment to the
18. ber fourteen Dutch standard, a specific refiners of the country, and increases Our trade with theduty of three.fourthi, Of a *ent per West Idepend, dn an a hai p .and West Indies, which it is thought, in the interests of the

per cent. ad valor...... ............... 27J per cent. country, that we should extend as far as possible. It is
Below number rnine Dutch standard, estimated that what we lose on molasses can be made up by

a specific duty of one-half cent per
pound, and twenty-seven and one-half je. per lb. and the additional cent or ½ cent a pound on sugar, and
per cent. advalorem .. ..... J per cent. therefore the change will not affect the general revenue.

19. Melade, and concentrated Melado, three-
eights of one cent per pound, and twenty. je. per lb. & Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentle-
seven and one-half per cent. ad uatorem ... ê7? per cent. man intend to take any other means of ascertainfng the

On aIl the above Sugars, Melado, and con- saccharine value than the Dutch standard ?centrated Malado, when not imported
direct, without tranahipment, from the Sir LEONARD TILLBY. Not at present; as I say that
count.ry of growth and proluction-y
Above number fourteen Dutch standard,- is under the consideration of the Government.

a spsuific daty of one cent per pennd, 1 et par lb.
and thirty-five per cent. ad valorem .u and 35 p. et. Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I know that it was

Equaltonnmnber nine, and not above num- found in the United States, some years ago, when they
20. ber fourteen Dauteh standard, a specifie allowed sugar te be imported on the Dutch standard, that

duty cf thre(-f.,irths cf one cent per 1 et. per it wdsgrt e motbo h uthsadrta
pound, and thiry par cent. ad valorem and 30 p. l. grave frands were perpetrated on the revenue by some

Below number nine Duteh standard, a high qualities of sugar being left dark for the expre«s pur-
specific duty of one-half cent per pound, J et. per lb. pose of being bronght in at the lower rate of duty. It
and thirty per cent. ad valorem. and '0 p. et. teems to me that that danger exista in our own country as

21. Melado, and concentrated Melado, a specifie well a in the United States.dnty of three-eights cf one cent par pound, j et. per lb.
and thirty per cent ad valorem............ . a 30 P. Ct. Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There la a good deal in what

23. Oeseentrated Oue Juie, (Joneentrated
Mola.es, Joneantrated Beet Root Jaice, the hon. gentleman says, and that is the argument iafour
and Uoucret, whether imported direct or of the polarisco. But as the daty in the tzted
not, a speele duty of tbree-eights of a , States wa pecif, nd
cent per -pouad, sud thirty per ont. ad# :et. per Ml. Stte wassai c and not opoiflo and a4 v4Wo*»i ais
alo ......... ... ........ . and30 p. et. ours is, the fraud may have eocurred to a greater extent

23. Syrupa, Cane Juice, Refined Syrup Sugar than it has in Canada. 0f course there s the possibility
ouse Syrp or Sugar House olasses, of attempts being made, and sometimes succesefully, te

Syru, whebrer importe drec or notr undervalue the sugar; but, as I stated a few night ago, the
-a specific duty of five-eights of a cent j et. per lb. Department of Customs appreciate the importance of having
per pound, and thirty per cent. ad valorem and 30 p. et. uniformity in that respect, and intended to have a thorough-

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). What are the changeshere? ly efficientstaff organzed for sugar atone. Thero are a

-ir LEONARD TILLEY. There are a good many reo- good many arguments to be urged iu favour of adopting
lations here, that one principle is involved with referenceto the polariscope test, but I do not think the country wii
nearly all classes and descriptions of sugars. Under the ]ose much by waiting a few monthe, until we eau have the

present Tariff, sugar imported from the country of produc- benefit of the experience of the United States,
ties, pays a duty of 30 per cent., net including the charges Mr. PATERSON (Brant). The hon, gentleman will
which are found to be, for the last year or two especially, remember that last year he gave, as a reason whythe duty
very varied in their character. The result hias ben owing on tobacco was reduced, that the reduction was forced upon
to the establishment of agencies in Canada, by the growers us because the Americans had roduced the duty on tobadco.
ofsngar in the East Indies and China, and parties undertaking I understand that their sugar Tariff bas also been materially
to deliver sugar te the refiners in Canada at a certain prie, reduced How la it that we can maintain our high taNri
duty paid. Then the different Customs Departmenta make when they have reduced theirs so much in the article of
up a statement of charges, and these vary in the diffe- sugar, and we could not do it in the article of tobacco ?
rent ports and under different circumstances, from 6 to 23 Sir LEONARD TILLEY. For this reson: that they
per cent. This hs cSused a great deal of difficulty educed their daty on tobacco very far balo our mte;
and dissatisfaction, and it has operated, in many respects, and if we maintained more than 4 cents a poand, a at pro
very unfuirly, because it ls difficuit te asertain at al por sent, there would be a large amount of emuggling ; but the
where the entry la made, whether the charges are excessve dnty we colleat on sugar today lis very much below the
or reasonable. The Cstoms Department have a great deal duty imposed in the United States, and there is no dmgr
of difficulty lu harmonizing these matters, and the Govern- of imp l i.
ment, after being in conforence with the parties on this sub- f segg g.
ject, decided te make the dutiable value of the sugar free on Mr. PATERSON. That la pmscisely what I wantedto
board-to reduce the duty from 30 per cent, te = per cent., get the hon. Finance Minister te say. He has heen eaim-
and this applies te all classes and descriptions of sugar. The ing, all along, that our refiners have been reeeiving no undue
fair, lagitimate charges vary from 6 te 14 per cent., and tak. advantages; but now we find that they have been binging
ing;the average charges dt 10 per cent., it is supposed that in their sugar at a rate much belo the rate imposed in the

cent. reduction will yield about the same revenue. United States. Tf that is true, what protetfon had Our
hetýabg s ai wr,sayi3 at pire@en, and a 10 per relors over the Ameriaans?
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Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It did not make a bit of

difference what protection they had, for the drawback was
absolutely in exces of what was paid by them, and it gave
them an advantage over our refiners.

Mr. PATERSON. It makes a difference, when you put a
duty on the drawback.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. But not in English and
Scotch sugars, in regard to which there is no exception.

Mr. PATERSON. I understood the hon. gentleman to
s ay, the other day, that the Tariff bas been raised only 5 per
cent. above what it was under the old Tarif. If ho looke
at the table before us, I think ho will find that the sugars
above No. 14 are paying more than 5 per cent. above
sugars of the rofining grades. I think the difference is
something like 12J per cent.; and the hon. Minister will
observe that the Tariff is working in such a way that there
is continually coming in large quantities of the tower grades
of refined sugars and lessened quantitics of sugars above No.
14. He will see that the import trade, with regard to sugars
above No. 14, is about crushed out altogether. The com-
parative statement for 1882 and 1883 does not show this so
much as a comparison between the six months ending Dec-
ember 31st, 1882, and the six months ending December 3lst,
1883. During the former period, 1,950,000 Ibs. were imported
above No. 14, and during the latter only 1,297,000 ibs.
Well, in the last six months of 1882, there was imported of
sugar between No. 9 ard No. 14, that paid î of a cent and
30 per cent., 35,000,000 Ibs., while in the six months of this
year we have only imported to the cxtent of 20,000,000 lbs.
of this class. In the six months, ending 1882, all sugars
below No. 9, paying J cent and 30 per cent. were imported
to the extent of 37,000,000 lbs., while during the last six
months the importation reached 60,000,000 Ibs., so that the
decreased importation of sugars between No. 9 and No. 14
was 15,000,000 lbs., and the class below No. 9 has increased
in importation by 22,000,000 lbs., thus showing that the
trado is running in that direction, that the refiners are
getting their sugars in at lower prices than they did before.
Whether they have found that they can use the lower grades
to botter advantage or not, I cannot say, but it muet have au
effect on the hon. gentleman's Tariff. If there is 22,000,000
Ibs. more come in under the j cent per lb. and 15,000,000
less under the î cent per lb., it must make a very consider-
able difference in the revenue; and if, in addition, you take
the importations that pay only j of a cent and 3Q per cent.
you will find the wonderful increase from 2,782,000 to
9,228,000 Ibs. I would like to ask the hon. gentleman if ho
knows what proportion of the rofined sugar can be turned
out from these two difforent grades, as between Nos. 9 to 14
and below No. 9.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. gentleman bas asked
a good many questions and made a good many state-
ment, some of which I shall feel called upon to reply to. In
the first place, hoespeaks of the large and very considerable
increase in the importation of sugar below No. 9, as com-
pared with previous years. During the last year, the hon.
gentleman will observe the increased importe of sugar from
the West Indies was 10,000,000 Ibe. over the average of the
three previous years, but ho will also observe that our trade
with Brasil ias aleo increased, and that Brazilian sugar, with
some from the Est Indies, and some from China, is a sugar
below No. 9, because it bas less saccharine value than the
sugar from Cuba, Porto Rico and the British West Indies.

Mr. PATERSON. le that a well established fact ?
Sir LBONARD TILLEY. Yes. There is another thing,

we have an increased number of refiuers, and they find, no
doubt, at present, we have as many refiners in Canada to day,
if they worked the year round, as wo4ld refine all the sugarI
wo require. Therefore, by importing a cheap clameof sugar,

Ar, PATEESON (Brant).

it gives additional employment to the people, and it is in
the interests ot the refiners to do more of the work hère,
and therefore import their sugar at a lower saccharine value
than they did a year or two ago. The hon. gentleman will
understand that the melado sugar to which ho has referred
will be probably hit little, because in proportion to its value,
the charges on melado are higher than on the better descrip-
tions of sugar, but practically as far as refined sugar is con-
cerned, all above No. 14 stand on the same basis as before.

Mr. PATERSON. The hon. gentleman attributes the
increase in the importation wholly to the low grades having
less saccharine matter in them.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. Partly in some. If you im-
port melado or a raw sugar, whose saccharine value is but
75 per cent., that will not produce the same quantity of re-
fined as 95 per cent,

Mr. PATERSON. Has the hon. Minister any means of
determining how much of this increased import is due to
increased consumption, and how much to loss in refining ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I cannot say at present.
Mr. PATERSON. What is the average rate paid by

the refiners, per pound, under our duty, and the average that
the importer has to pay on sugar above No. 14?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The one above No. 14 is 1 cent
per pound and 35 per cent., and the others pay î and j a
cent and 30 per cent. The hon. gentleman can work that
calculation out; it depends on the value of the sugar and
the number.

Mr. PATERSON. I make it to be $1.50 per 100 lbs. for
the retining sugars and 32.50 on the imported sugars.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. That may be so. The im-
ported sugars vary very much. If you take the whole im-
ports of sugar-I am speaking from memory--I think about
150,000,000 Ibs. of sugar is the import, and that is without
counting melado. I think the whole revenue was $2,400,000.
If it was $81.50 per hundred, it would be $2,250,000.

Mr. PATERSON. I noticed to day, if I worked it ont
right, in working out the molasses entries at 25 per
cent. for reLining, that I reckonod the duty had amounted to
30* por cent. Are there some extra charges on packages,
or how would that come about?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The hon. members must have
taken--

Mr. PATERSON. Must have made a mistake ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY--molasses that are not imported
direct.

Mr. PATERSON. When imported direct from the
country of growth or production, they are 25 per cent. In
working it out, I found there had been 30 percent. collected,
if my calculation was correct, and I did not know how it
had come, or whether it was a mistake in my calculations or
a mistake in the trade returns.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Last year, the quantity of
molasses imported was 41,137 gallons, of which the value,
according to the returns, was 810,938, and the duty collected,
$3,303. That is over 25 per cent. When not imported
direct, it is 30 per cent. Wheu imported direct for refining
purposes, it is 25 par cent.

Mr. PATERSON. I have not got exactly the same figures
se the hon. gentleman. I am speaking of molasses used for
refining purposes, for the manufacture ofsugarwhen imrort-
ed direct from the country of growth or production. There
are 247,494 gallons, at a value of $63,628, and the duty col-
lected ie $19,2à9, which I make to bealittle over 30 per cent,
and it is put down as a 25 percent, article. I did not know
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how it came. And so, with regard to what is. imported not
direct, and subject to the 30 per cent. duty, the amount of
duty figures out to 33 per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There must be some mistake
about that.

Mr. BOWELL. A large quantity of this sugar has been
imported and entered for consumption at 15 per cent.;
afterwards, it has been disposed of to the refiners, and the
extra 10 per cent. paid upon it, and, in making the entries
in the returns that have been sent from the different ports,
these were mixed up, so that I am not at all surprised that
the hon. gentleman bas been misled. As soon as my atten-
tion was called to it, instructions were given that in future
these returns should be made, and the statistics given in
such a way as not to be misleading. This is the cause of
the difficulty.

Mr. VAIL. We know that a considerable portion of the
sugar imported, especially from China and the East Indies,
is imported in baga. Would not that add a great deal to
the cost of the sugar imported on board, in addition to the
sugar imported in wooden packages ?

Mr. BOWELL. No; it bas no effect on the present Tariff
as it exists, because the package, no matter whether it is a
bag or a hogshead or a barrel, is not dutiable, not being
added to the value of the article for duty. The principal
reason for changing the mode of collecting the revenue at
the present moment arises from the fact that we had.
reason to beliee, in fact we had the best evidence
to show, that exporters had doducted from the value of
the sugar and added to the value of the packages; so that,
while the importer dould make the declaration of the actual
value to him of the cargo, the revenue lost, because under
the Tariff, the packages were not dutiable, that is the
principal reasn why the change has been proposed in the
mode of collecting the duty.

Mr. VAIL. Does nòt the Castoms Act require the duty
to be charged on the package?

Mr. BOWELL. If he refers to the Tarif, and not to the
Qustoms Act, he will find that this is a special exemption.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. One of the difficulties the
Department bas experienced is this : A party purchasing a
cargo of sugar in China, when entering it for duty, suppose it
is contained in 10,000 bags, deducts from the invoice price the
value of those bags. The difficulty has been for us, so far
removed from China, to ascertain the real value of these
bags, and they have made it appear double for the purpose
of escaping the legitimate payment of duty. That is one of
the reasons for the cbbnge, to obviate that, so that, if it i
attempted in future, it shall not be successful.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman has said that the
anticipated slight increase of duty on sugars under these
rates will about balance the anticipated reduction on molasses

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.

Mr. BLAKE. Does he anticipate that 1here will be a
larger ipport of molasses to the displacement of a certain
amount of raw sugar for refining purposes, to any consider-
able extent?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Take the year 1881-82; the
values altogether, imported from the country of produce,
and imported from the United States, were $70,000, and
t44,301 of duty was collected. I think theprobabilities are
that that may be doubled, and therefore the duty that we
will receive from the sugar that is produced from the mo-
lasses will not yield us quite as large a return as if that
sugar hd been imported in the raw state and refined ; but
the estimate às that what we lose on the one in that came,
" aball have an equivalent for in the other.

Mr. BLAKE. That is to say, that the caleulation that
the increase on the sugar will balance the loss on the
molasses includes an anticipated doubling of the quantity of
molasses to the displacement of sugar.

Sir LlZONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. As to the statement of the Ministerof Cus-

toms that the package is not included, I find at the bottom
of Item 25, the following:-

" The value Dpon which the ad valorem duty shat1 he levied and sol.
leced shall be the value free on board, as provided by section 77 of the
austoms AcL."

And section 77 of the Customs Act, provides that the value
shall include the value of the packages, and so forth.

Mr. BOWELL. That is applicable to the Tariff as now
proposed. The hon. gentleman asked me a question as to
the ba--

Mr. VAIL. As to what yon propose to do.

Mr. BOWELL. Then I misunderstood the hon. gentle.
man, and ho is quite right.

M r. BLAKE. Then it is intended that clause 77 shall
apply, and that thé value of the bags shal! be included ?

Mr. BOWELL. The bags and all other packages, includ-
ing hogsheads, barrels, export duty, in short all other
charges which the merchant pays for the sugar free
on board, will be the value of the article for duty ; hence
the Fijance Minister has proposed in these Resolutions to
reluce the advalorem dnty f rom 30 to 27j, and from 35 to 32k,
as the case may be. The specific duty romains as it wua.

Mr. VAIL. Can the Minister of Customs tell me how
many bags, te contain a ton of sugar, would coqt, more than
a cask that would contain a ton of sugar ? My object is to
learn what advantages the refiners are going to obtain by
importing their sugar from China instead of from the West
Indies. Of course, if the packages are cheaper from China,
and the sugar is cheaper besides, by this ad valorem duty, it
would be likely to result in lavour of the refiner, and some-
what discriminate againet the West India sugar, which is
imported in casks.

Mr. IOWELL. Bags, hogsheads, and barrels are charged
at such a variety of prices that the Goverument decided to
make this change. Somo of the bags are entered at a cost of
50 cents, holding about 200 Ibs, while other baga of a
larger kind are entered at 25 cents. Some Liogheadis
are entered at 9o. sterling, which, 1 behieve, îs about
their proper value in the market; but, on examination of
the invoices, we found some of them are cbarged as high as
16e., and even 18. And just so with the bags. As
I explained a moment ago, while the invoice of the consign.
ment to the merchant shows the actual cost free on board, and
that as he pays the full value to the shipper, yet the revenue
is defrauded to the amount of the extra charge which is
placed on the packages, and deducted from the value of the
sugar.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon, gentleman expects to find a con.
siderable reduction in the price of barrels and hogsheadu.

Mr. BOWELL. It will not make any difference as far as
the revenue is concerned, what they charge under the pre-
sent proposition.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHIT. Supposing the pro-
duction of sugar from molasses should largely increase, how
will your revenue stand ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It will not make much dif-
ference. The hon. gentleman will see that there is a limit
to the operations mn inolasses, because the very moment the
residue of the syrup, after taking out the sugar, becmes
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considerable, it will depreciate in value, and there will be no
object for parties manufactu ring from molasses, if beyond the
limit at which they can sell the waste.

Mr. PATERSON. I suppose, under this clause, the spe-
cific duty wil 'e levied on the shipping weight and not on
the landing weight ?

Mr. BOWELL. It must be on the landing weight. We
can only charge on the weight which comes into the coun-
try. If the sugar was partially destroyed on the voyage,
the Customs Act would make allowance for it.

24. Molasses, other, when importid direct, with-
ont transhipmnent, from the country ot
growth and production,-fifteen per cent.
ad valorem, on the value thereof free on
board .................................................... 15 per cent.

25. Molasses when not so imported, twenty per
cent. ad valorem...............>..... 20 per cent.

The value up >nwhich the ad valorem duty
shil be levied and collected upon all the
above-named suars, melado, syrups, mo-
lasses, &c., shall be the value th&reof free
on board, as provided by section 77 of the
Oustoms Act, 1883.

Mr. TUPPER. I would like to ask where the different
refining factories are, which will be benefitted by such a
change ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The only boiling establish-
lishment we have at present is in Halifax. But it is open
for every sugar refinery in the country to use molasses.

Mr. TUPPER. Are there any syrup factories besides
the one in Halifax ?

Sir LEONA RD TILLEY, Yes, the Red paths and Drum-
monds have been refining from molasses this last year and
the year before. These are the only two that have been doing
anything up to the present time, but under this provision
no doubt some others will take aavantage of it.

M. BLAKE. I suppose any existing refiners can adapt
their operations to the use of molasses as the raw material ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is open to all of them.

Mr. PATERSON. What proportion of refined sugar cen
be taken from molasses?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Some of the refiners simply
boil the molasses and make a syrup. In 1882, there were
630,000 gallons of molasses used in the manufacture of sugar
or syrupe, and the duty collected was $44,000.

Mr. PATERSON. The Finance Minister has evidently
had the fact brought to his attention that molasses for refin-
ing purposes, whether because it is included in the Tariff or
from some other cause, lias almost ceased to be used. I
presume he is now giving facilities to use molasses. I sup-
pose the 25 per cent. duty that was on it before, made it
more coetly as a raw material for the refiner, than melados
and sugars below No. 9. Now, it is about 15 per cent.
I do not know whether he had some information that would
give us some idea how the 15 per cent. would compare with
the product of 50 per cent. upon melados.

Sir LEON ARD TILLEY. There is but a small per-
centage of sugar in molasses. Last year the refinery at
Halifax had to close; the rate of duty that was imposed
left no margin whatever. Upon a careful examination of
the amount of duty that is collected on molasses in the
United States, for the same purposes, and comparing it with
the revenue of our sugar refiners, we came to the conclusion
that they had not sufficient margin, and therefore it was
considered but right and fair to place them in a position
that they could carry on that industry with a small profit.

Mr. PATERSON. The proportion is about 15 to 50 per
oent.

Sir LEoNAI» TILLr.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is nothing like the
value.

Mr. PATERSON. The calculation is that there is only
15 per cent., where there is 50 per cent. in the other.

Mr. MILLS. The observation of the Minister shows that
he proposes to give corne people an inferior quality of sugar
under this Tariff to that which they have received before.
The proposition is to manufacture sugar from molasses to a
larger extent than heretofore, and the hon. gentleman
knows that the lower grades of sugar and molasses contain
a very much larger percentage of glucose or grape sugar
than the richer grades. The hon. gentleman knows that
sugar mann1irtured from the better classes of raw sugar
contain a larger quantity of cane sugar than those refined
from lower grades, and we know that difference amounts to
as much as 20 per cent. and that there are some varieties of
refined sugar which do not contain more than 80 per cent. of
cane sugar, the balance being grape sugar and glucose, and
the samue tendency applies to sugars produced from molasses.
If ho will look at the report which Prof. Edwards made to the
Department some years ago, the hon. gentleman will find that
verified. Every time sugar is refined, a certain percentage
of cane sugar is converted into grape sugar and into glu-
cose; and what is now proposed will give the country an
inferior grade of sugar to that which it received before.

Mr. STAIRS. I do not think the remarks of the hon.
gentleman exactly apply. I do not think it follows that
in sugar made from molasses there is an increased quantity
of grape sugar in the product. The grape sugar will not
crystallize to siuch an extent, and therefore most of it will
go into syrup and boeso!d as such. The refinery et Halifax,
which is principally aflected by the change, is intended
more to manufacture and refine manufactured syrups and
sell them, than to manufacture crystallized sugar from the
molasses wbich are imported. It was put up for that pur-
pose originally, to import from the West Indies some grades
of molasses not available for grocery purposes, being I pre.
sume, too dark and in some respects inferior, and couvert
them into a saleable syrup. They found they could not
compete with molasses from the West Indies, which were
imported at 15 per cent., whereas they paid 25 per cent.
It may be that they may make a little crystallized
sugar; but, even if thoy do, the remarks of the hon. member
for Bothwell do not apply entirely. He may be correct,
that there is a larger proportion of grape sugar in sugar so
manufactured, but this will not crystallize but will merge
into the molasses and will be sold as sucb.

Mr. TUPPER. I hope the hon. gentleman does not
object to the reduction.

26. Zinc, chloride, salteandsulphate of, ire per
cent. advalorem................................. 5 per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Dry zinc, at the present time,
used for the manufacture of paints, pays 5 per. cent., and
those who are importing these articles wish to manufacture
that very description of dry zinc. These are some of the
color manufacturers. What they say is, and there is much
force in it, that the raw material from which they would
manufacture dry zinc pays a higher rate of duty than the
manufactured article.

Mr. BLAKE. What does it pay?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is in the unenumerated

list, and pays 20 per cent.
On Resolution 3 (page 653),
Mr. DOWELL. I desire to add the follewing words in

the third line from the bottom of this IResolution: "and on
dyed cottons, jeans, coutilles, cambrices, silicias and casbans."
This is the repealing clause, and we found, on looking at the
Tarif Act,ithat there might ho a doubt as to whether that
portion of the old Tarif would be repealed without adding
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these words to the Resolution. The effect is to repeal that
portion of the Tarif now in existence which exempts these
articles from the 27J per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. I do not see how the hon. gentleman will
accomplish his object by this means. He ias not dealt with
cambrics, silicias or casbans at all. Jeans and coutilles are
dealth with for particular purposes, and it will not do to
repeal the existing Tarif, which will apply generally.

Sir LEONAIRD TILLEY. Under the original Tariff,
coutilles, jeans and casbans, and those two or three other
articles named were in the 20 per cent, list. We transferred
the coatilles and jeans, lcaving them at 20 per cent., except
when imported for specific purposes; and in that regard it
was necessary to introduce some amendment. Last year
we passed Resolutions on this subject, and I am told they did
not appear in the Tarif Act. They were to come into
operation on 1st January, and therefore it is necessary to
move the Resolution again. It is necessary to introduce
this IResolution and place all the articles at 27J per cent.,
except coutilles and jeans, for corset purposes.

Mr. BLAKE. The fHouse initiated a measure for legisla-
tion. The Resolution was simply one to be embodied in Act
of Parliament, and if the House did not go any further and
the Session terminated, I apprehend there is no lawful
authority to collect one dollar.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There ias been very little
collected.

Mr. BLAKE. I dare say it was a very little one, but
the offense is the same.

Resolution, as amended, agrepd to.
Mr. BLAKE. What is the effect of the change with re-

gard to milli irons and mill cranks, and wrought torgings for
mills and locomotives

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Great difficulty has arisen
with regard to what is wrought forging and what is not,
and many parties have entered as these forgings, articles
which are really not of that description, in order that they
might get them in at 20 per cent. By this change they are
placed at 25 per cent.

Mr. PATERSON (Brant). How is it with regard to
thoso jeans, coutilles, &c. Do they come in at 20 per
cent. and the others at 27J ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They were calculated before
at 20 per cent., without reference to the purposes for which
they were to be used. Now, in order to come in at 20 per
cent., they must be imported for these two specific purposes.

Mr. BLAKE. Why are they raised this Session ?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Because they are manufac-

tured largely in this country. The corset industry employs
thousands of people today, and it became a question of
whether we would subject what is the raw material to them
to an additional duty of 7J per cent., when the duty imposed
on the manufactured article was 30 per cent.

Mr. BLAKE. I understand that the reason for the
general principle on which the hon. gentleman proposes to
relatively reduce the rate of duty for these corset makers, is
that these articles are their raw material. But 1 did not
understand, until just now, that it was really proposed to
advance the duties on jeans and coutilles. Is that alseo in
reference to the silicias and cambrics?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. I had thought that what the hon. gentle-

man was doing was merely carrying out the Resolution of
the House in favor of 27J per cent., arrived at last Session.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes, with reference to printed
or dyed cottons. But in the list, last year, I think there
was an eoeption of four or five artiles,

Mr. BLAKE. In his Tarif proposition lat year, the hon
gentleman included these jeans, coutilles, cambrios, silicias
and casbans, either expressly or by implication. A consider-
able deputation from the dry goods trade visited the hon.
gentleman, and ho made an alteration in his proposal and
decided that he would net embrace these articles in the pro-
posed increase of duty, but would embrace only the printed
or dyed cottons. He now proposes, without any notice
whatever, to reverse the policy of last Session and te raise
the duty on these articles froni 20 te 27J per cent.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The deputation came te me
last year with reference te jeans and coatilles, net with re-
ference to the other articles. But they were in the list, and
I declined to remove them. At that time the manufactur-
ers wished all these articles to be placed in the 271 per
cent. list. I gave the representatives from the corset
makers an assurance that the duty would net be increased on
jeans and coutilles, these being the only two articles in
which they were interested. After we had gone into Com-
mittee, last year, I should have asked that the other three
articles should be put into the 27J per cent. list; but we allow-
ed them te remain until this year, with this understanding,
that jeans and coutilles should be admitted at 20 per cent.
when imnported for this purpose. But it was found that by
placing tbese at 20 per cent., it would be necessary te insert
these words, se that the trade would understand.

Mr. BLAKE. Se that, when printed or dyed cottons in
inserted, the trade will understand these other articles?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes.
Mr. BLAKE. What increased revenue from this change

does the bon. gentleman expect?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No increase. If anything,

there will be a loss, because there are, in the Valleyfield fac-
tory, some 200 looms at work.

Mr. BLAKE. This is an increase of taxation intended te
effect a diminution of revenue?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It is an increased tariff for the
purpose of encouraging industries and getting the articles as
cheap as before.

On Resolution 4 (page 653),
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. As I stated the other night,

importers are subject te great loss if they cannot get in the
whole of their invoices. For instance, if a man imports large
plates of glass in a case which are included in one invoice,
unless 75 per cent. is destroyed, he can get ne allowance
made. Therefore, it is proposed te change te 25 per cent. of
the whole invoice.

Resolutions.to be reported.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved the adjournment of the
House.

Motion agreed te; and (at 12:50 o'clock, a.m.) the House
adjourned.

HOiUSE OF COMMONS.

MONDAY, I0th March, 1884.

The SPÂaKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

Pa&mas.

SOULANGES CONTROVERTED ELECTION.

Mr. SPEAKER. I have the honour te inform the House
that I have received fron the Registrar of the Supreme
Court of Canada, a certified copy of the judgment and
decision of the said Court in the election appeal relat.
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ing lu the Electoral District of Soulanges, Province of Que-
bec, in which appeal Georges Raoul Leontad Guichard
Humbert Saveuse De Beaujeu was appellant, and Stanislas
Filiatrault was respondent, by which the judgment of the
Superior Court for Lowor Canada voiding the election on
the 27th October, 1832, for the said district, was confirmed
and the appeal dismiued.

FERRIES.

Mr. PATTE RSON (Essex) introduced Bill (No. 115)
respecting ferries.

Mr. BLAKE. Explain.
Mn. PATTBERSON. The objectof the Bill is to take away

from the Dominion Government and fix in the hands of the
municipality directly interested in the ferry, the power
now centralized in the Dominion Government.

Bill read the first time.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. BLAKE. Before the Orders of the Day are called, I
desire to say that I observe a member in another place has
made the statement or insinuation that I had some concern
with, or knowledge of, an article which was published in a
daily newspaper, headed "II it a crisis ?" 1 wish to give
that statement or insinuation the most distinct and unquali-
fled denial.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally considered in Com-
mittee, reported, and read the third timo and passed:-

Bill (No. 23) to incorporate the Vaudreuil and Prescott
Railway Company.-(Mr. McMillan, Vaudreuil.)

Bill (No. 33) to empower the North-Western Coal and
Navigation Company, limited, to construct and work a line
of railway between Medicine Rat and the Company's mines
on the Belly River, and for other purposes.-(Mr. Cameron,
Victoria.)

Bill (No. 34) to incorporate the Alberta Railway and Coal
Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

TiHE SCOTT ACT IN CUMBERLAND COUNTY, NOVA
SCOTIL

Mr. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) enquired, The reason of
the delay until February 6th, 1884, of the issue of the Pro-
clamation bringing in force the Scott Act in the county of
Cumberland, Nova Scotia ?

Mr. CHAPLEAU. There has been no delay in the Pro.
clamation. The election was held on the 25th of October,
1883. The returning officer reported the result of the
election on the 15th of November, 1883. The papers were
submitted to the Privy Council according to law on the
24th January, 1884, and the Order in Council was passed on
the 5th of February, and received in the Department on the
13th of February.· Parties were informed on the 14th of
February, and the Order in Council was published in the
Canada Gazette on the 16th of February, 1884.

PUBLIC DEBT OF CANADA ON 1sT JANUARY 1884.

Mr. CHARLTON enquired, The net amount of the public
debt of Canada on lst January, 1884?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The amount of the public debt
on the date mentioned by the hon. member was 8 106,578,403.

PIER AT CRÂNE ISLAND.

Mr. CASGRAIN enquired, Whether the Government
awarded a contraot, in or about December lasI, for the com-
pletio of the work onthe whrf at Orane alad ? Who

Mr. ieùzas

are the other parties who tendered ? And what are the
amounts of the several tenders ?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. (Translation). In answer to
the hon. mernber, I must say that, in fact a contract bas been
given ont, at about the time referred to in his question, to
complete the works of the pier at Crane Island. The con-
tractors are Messrs. T. E. Normand and Pierre Duclos,
junior. The contract was given to them for the amount of
88,250. The other tenders received are those of Mr. Wilfrid
Vézina, Messrs Isidore Samson and Aubin Lachalne, Mr.
Alexander Guérard, Mr. Etienne Dussault, Messrs. S. Aik-
man and W. Wardle, Messrs. Charlton and Gagnon and Mr.
John S. Thorn. The amount of these varions tenders are
810,000, $10,337.50, $10,700, 811,000, 812,000, $12,800 and
814,800. The lowest tender that of Mesrs. Normand and
Duclos, for $8,250 bas been accepted.

IMMIGRATION AGENT AND QUARANTINE OFFICER
IN VANCOUVER ISLAND.

Mr. BAKER (Victoria), enquired, What occasioned the
delay in making the appointments ofimmigration agent and
quarantine officer in Vancouver Island, after the Estimates
were passed by Parliament, to take effect from lst July,
1883 ?

Mr. BOWELL. The appointment was delayed until the
return of the then Minister of Justice, who was in British
Columbia. Immediately after his return the appointment
was made.

STONE FOR THE NEW DE PARTMENTAL BUILDING

Mr. WELDON enquired, Is it the intention of the
Government to use the stone from the Curryville Quarry in
the county of Albert N.B. in the construction of the inew
Departmental Building?

Sir HECTOR LANGEVIN. A condition of the contract
is that the stone in question may be used or other atone of
equal quality. That matter has not yet been decided.

EASTE RN EXTENSION-INTERCOLONIAL RY.

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury), in moving for copies of all
correspondence between the Dominion Government and
the Government of New Brunswick, relating to a
claim made by the latter Government for the balance
they claim is due them on that portion of the In-
tercolonial Railway, known as the Eastern Exten-
sion, since May, 1876; also, all Minutes of Council
passed since that date, said: This claim is a long stand-
ing one. It was brought before the last Parliament and the
Parliameut previous, on both of which occasions I stated the
grounds upon which it was based, and it was hoped that
long before this it would have been paid. However, noth-
ing has been done in that direction, and as there is no
provision made in the Estimates this year for it, I felt it my
duty to bring the matter before Parliament once more. In
doing so I shall briefly explain the oigin and the
equitable character of the claim. It will be remem-
bered by some mermbers of the House, no doubt, that prior
to Contederation arrangements were being made between
old Canada and Now Brunswick and Nova Scotia for the
building of the Intercolonial Railway, Nova Seotia and New
Brunswick agreeing to pay three and a-half twelfths eaeh
and old Canada five-twelfths of the amount; and the British
Government engaged to guarantee the interest on a loan of
£3,W0,000 sterling for the construction of that work. There
was some difficulty, however, in carrying ont those arránge-
ments. I think the circumstance of the Goverament
of Canada going out of power at that time prevented the
exeoution of the arrangement bing erried out. l the
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meatime the Governments of Nova ScoLia and New Bruns- "Fourth, that the offer of the above terns be accepted within sixty
wick made a contract with an English company to construct days from this date, and if not, that the Coiumissioners h authorised toproceed with the construction of the direct line, sa as notuipdth
a work from what is known as the Shediac road to Truro, a construction ofthe whoIe road." ta the
portion of which was in New Brunswick and a portion in
Nova Scotia. The portion in New Brunswick is about 37 The fact is that the New Brunswick Government wero told,
miles in length, and is what is mentioned in this resolution in so many torms, that the Dominion Governmont woald
as the Eastern Extension Railway. When negotiations give them $24,000 a mile for the rond, which was the price
were going on for the construction of this railway by a it was estimated the Intercolonial would cost. The New
company called the International Company, who were to Brunswick Government were informed that if within throo
do the work through a contracting firm known as Clarke, months they would accept that offer, the matter would he
Pancheon & Co., it was understood that this railway would closed, but if not the Dominion Government would build
become a portion of the Intercolonial Railway when it was another roac parallOl to the Eastern Extension, which
constructed. That arrangement was made with the British would destroy the value of their road. Under these
Government, in proof of which I will just read one clause circumstances the New Brunswick Government were,
from a correspondence between the Under-Secretary of State in a measure, compelled to accept the offor, and lost by the
for the Colonies and E. W. Watkin, Esq, on behalf of the transaction $150,000. They reccived from the Dominion
Company: Government $894,000, but out of this they had topay the

"I am directed by His Grace to inform you in reply, that if contractors $614,000, besides the $100,000 alre paid
the Lower Provinces shal, at their o wn exDense, commence the them, leaving a deficit of $150,000, which the New Bruns-
construction of a railway on a line approved by'Her Majesty's Govern- wick Government had to provide. Though compelled toment between Truro 'and the Bend, and if subsequently the proplaed accept this offer they nover ceased to agitato for an oquit-1 Jan of £3,000,000 sha]l be raised under the Imperial guarantee in virtue
of the offer contained in the above memoranda, the railway between able adjustrnent of this afhir. In 1874 this claim was
Truro and the Bend, and the works constructed thereupon by the formulatod with several others, and a deputation was sont
Lower Provinces, shall (as far as Her Majesty's Government is con- to Ottawa-I think two or three deputations, ut differentcerned) be considered to form part cf the railway on which the loan of
£3,0OO,000 is to be expended, and that Ris Grace sees no reason for times, have buen sont to Ottawa previously to have
requiring any change in that part of the memoranda which declares that it adjusted. The hon. member for Kent, being a
five-twel!ths of the loan shall be chargeable against Canada, three and member of the Local Government, was, I think, on one ora-haLlf twdifths against Nova Scotia, anid three and a-half twelfths...
against New Brunswick." two of those deputations. Again, in 1878, a deputation con-

This shows tbat arrangements had been made that this part sisting of the leader of theIna Govternment and one or
of the road, known as the Eastern Extension, should form ing the Session of t Parliament. The7 called tegether the
part of the Intercolonial Railway. However, these arrange- Senators and Members from New Brunswick on both sides
ments were not carried out, on account of the Confederation Senatrs and Members rom ewBw i on bo es
of the old Provinces being accomplished and an Intercolonial of potes and loft them te deal with the Dominion Govorn-
Railwa .geduo yte.TeCnda uhrte di ment. A Committee was namned, and as one ef that Commit-Raiway agreed upon by them. The Canadian authorities did tee, I brought the matter before the Hlouse-then led by Mr.not, however, think proper to adopt this portion of the road Maee --and ae r pefor th II th cled mi be.
as a portion of the Intercolonial Railway in the first instance. fairly formulated and all information b had on the sub-I presume it was considered by the Canadian Government ject.I owever, it was late in the Se8ion, the papors werethat the price asked for this portion of the road-the thirty- very voluminous, and they wero not printed. The lecseven miles passing through New Brunswick-was more tionscmnohonhynextspring and the Liberal Governmontthan they could pay, basing their figures on the côst of the tie cae onetthe claim was not adjusted. In theIntercolonial Railway, about $24,000 per mile; and they meantime, when the Attorney G neral returned to Newmade an- offer to the New Brunswick Government that they Brunswickyho laid the matter before his G vern ent,would pay them $89,000, which is $24,000 a mile, the pre- and in the Speech froin the Throne, put these words in thesumed cost of the Intercolonial Railway. But it atterwards mouthof the Lieutenant Govonor. They put forward theirturned out that the Intercolonial Railway cost a very much claims in thoee terms :larger sum, which entirely changed the basis of the calcula-
tion. Now, to show that the Canadian Government refused 1 have cau3ed renewed representations to he m.de te the Govern-
to pay the amoant demanded by the Governrnent of New mnt at Ottawa, concerning the claim of th3 Province to the rum of

$150,000, in respect of the Eastern Extension Railway. This matter
Brunswick, I will read fromn a report of the Privy Councilwas brought under the consideration of the Dominion Government in
of Canada, approvel of by His Excelloncy on the 26th of tne month of Decembe-, 1874, and no conclusion having been reached, I
April, 1869' deemed itadvisable to send members of my Government to Ottaws,

early in the present Session of Parliament, to endeavour to obtalu
"The Committee of Council have given their attentiv con3sidr.t'on tbrough the co-operation of the Senators and membera of the

to the memiorial of certain Senators and me-mber? of the [bouse of Com- House of Commons, respectingthe Province, a settlement et this and
mons from New Bruna ick, praying that the General Government may other matters. I an glad to be able ta say that, with few exceptions,
assume the section of railway between the European and North Ameri- the members representing the Province, cordially co-operated with the
can Railway in New Brunswick and the Nova Scotian border, generally memcers cf my Government. The Provincial inveostuent in the Eastern
known as the Eastern Extension, to form portio-s of the Intercolonial Extension Railway was made for a work undertaken for the Province in
lino. 16, se a part of the Intercolonial Railway, and in view of a previos

"The Committee are of opinion, under all the circumstances cou- assurance of the Imperial Government that New Brunswick should not
nected with the construction of that bine, tht while the Generai Govern- be prejudiced by commencing that portion of the work in anticipation
ment are in no way bound to accept it as part of th s Intercolonial road, of a final arrangement for the construction of the whole line, and that
yet au the construction of the la! ter raid parallel t) it, in a strip of the Imperial guarantea them, when given as it was subsequently by the
country thinly populated and averaging about 20 miles wide, must Imperial Government and accepted by Canada, should cover this par-
necessarily, nuder the Eastern Extension, bc almost valueleme, and a tion of the road. TTe road was subsequently adopted by the Imperial
source of aus and embarrassment to New Brunswick te the exýent of Government as a part of the Intercolonial Railway. But this Province
iheir investnent in it, it would be advisable to adept the Eastern Ex- ha, thi far, received from Canada only $250,0jo out ot the $WO.O0O
tensn as part of the Intercolonial Railway, on the following terms put into the roaïi by the Province. There can be no doubt of the right of
and conditions:- the Province te receive thse sum of 150,000 on this account with interest.'

"First, that the entire line from the European and North American
Railway to the Nova Sootian border, ineluding the western abatiment of This puts the case in a nutshell; I woulkalmost be willing-
the bridge over the Missiquash, to be finished to the satisfaction of the to rest the case upon tbat statement. lidwever, the elaim
Interolonia Railway Conmiasioners, and a perfect title given therefor, hus not yet been settled nor is there any provision fJr itinetuding the lande acquired and held for the purpose of the railway.

"Second, that the prîce to be paid fir IL be $394,0, being attthe rate this year in the Estimates. What I wirh to point out
of par mile, to the House is this: that the Province of New Bruns-

hasird thtie Qovernmnent cf Canada be not h li able for any' wick paid $150,000 for that por tion cf the Inter-
claisa, ibitbe fron contractors or others, directly or indirectly con- .fpoI
îested ith the sad work or its contemplated extension tu Truro. colonial more than sh bas received, that the btsis upe4
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which that sum was arrived at was a basis of $24,000 a
mile which it was thon expected would be the cost of the
Intercolonial Itailway, but the Intercolonial Railway has
cost something like $40,000 per mile. You will see that
this road has eost the Dominion very much less than
it would have cost bad the Dominion built it to
the extent of some $500,000 or $600,000. There is
another consideration which I would urge upon the
Government, and that is Ibo fact that New Brunswick
is a sparsely settled country, that we have a large amount
of wilderness land, much of which would be good agricul-
tural land if settled, and that we have to expend a large
amount of money in roads and bridges, and in railroads. I
hold in my hand a statement froni he New Brunswick
GovernmenL of the amount of money paid for railroads
since we went into Confederation. That amount is alroady
83,363,000 in round numbers. Wo also gave acompany for
building a road which will probably forn part of the Inter-
colonial Railway, and should have been in the first instance,
1,617,772 acres of land. lleckoning this at $1 an acre, which
will be a very low value, the totai that we have expended
in building railways since Confederation amounts to
81,981,000. Thon there is a law upon our Statuto-Book
giving a bonus of $3,000 a mile for 250 miles of railway.
There are contracts let for the whole et this amount, whieh
will add 8750,000 more, making $5,73 1,000 in all, besides
$300,000 paid by municipalities. 1 think the Government
sbould consider the faet that New Brunswick has already
since Confederation paid about $6,000,000 of money for
railways to open up and develop the country, that two of
these roads which bave been subsidized by the Local
Government are roally Dominion roads, and will form a
portion of the Diminion road ; that three or four more are
feders of the Intercolonial, and important feeders, when
they are built, which will add to the value of the Dominion
road; we also should consider them in view of the facts that
we have taken a new departure in regard to railways, and
have been subsidizing local roads; ve also have been recon-
sidering old claims of contractors on the Intercolonial Rail.
way, which were previously denied and left to arbitration,
and paid, of less merit than the one in question. I hope
these considerations will induce the Government and the
louse to consider this claim lavourably, and without any
further delay pay New Brunswick this S 150,000 and inteo est
te date.

Sir JORN A. MACDONALD. The papers in this case
have most of them, I understand, been alrcady sent down.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Then the motion will be for those
that have net beon sent down.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Yes, those that have not
been msent down. I am sorry thel Minister of Railways is
unfortunately confined to bis i oom to-day from indisposition,
se that I cannot say anything with regard te the question
the hon. gentleman bas raised. There is no objection to the
motion.

Motion, amended by the insertion of the words "not
already laid before the louse," agreed to.

COMPLAINTS AGAINST MAJOR GENERAL LUARD.
Mr. MULOCK, in moving for opies of all letters of

complaint respecting the conduct of Major-General Luard at
Cobourg, or elsewhere, sont by Lieut.-Col. A. T. Williams,
M..P.,or any person or persons, to the Government or any
member thereof, togbther wi th copies of al replies thereto,
and of all doeuments and other correspondence in the pos.
seimon of the Government relating to euch m-itters, said: In
making this motion, perhaps it will be right that I should
satBe a few matters and circumstances which, I think, suggest
to me, if they do not make it my duty, to call
t? attention of the House to the subject matter,

Mr. BURPEE (Sunbury.)

of this motion. .As is known to all members of this House.
at one time in the history of this country we depended largoly
upoa the Imperial forces for our colonial defence. With
Confederation a change of policy was adopted and we have
seen the Imperial forces gradua!lly withdrawn from Canada,
and, in lien thereof, we have endeavoured to build up a
citizen soldiery of our own. As part of that system, the
Act respecting the militia of Canada provided that the chief
command of the active militia of Canada shall vest from
time to time in an officer holding rank in lier Majesty's
Regalar Army, and whose position thero is not lower than
that of colonel. From time to time, we have had discharg-
ing that high office, men, to all appearance, and as far as their
record went, thoroughly qualified t. dischargo those duties;
and, without tracing the various changes which have taken
place-for commanding officers have come, ard corn-
manding officers have gono-we at last had come to our
shores a gentleman whose military record spoko for itself.
lowever, when ho arrived hore, it appears that ho found
amongst the militia of Canada a man his superior in
military knowledge, and, without wasting time in tracing
his career in command of our forces bore, I wili corne down to
one eventful day which culminated in the correspondence
taking place which is asked for by this motion.
On the 20th Septembor, 1883, the third military district
was enoamped at Cobourg. Major-General Liard, who was
thon commanding officer, was prosent in his official capacity
to inspect the troops. The inspection took place, after
which the officers met in mess as part of the military cere.
monies, and at this mess Major.General Laard was present,
by invitation. At that mess was present, also, a gentleman
occupying a distinguihod place in this louse. le was
there, according to the newspapers, in his official capacity
as Lieut.-Colonel of the 46th Battalion-I refer to the hon.
member for East Durham (Mr. Williams). He had been
presont on parade as colonel, and was present ut that mess,
and it is said that the Major-Genoral was guilly of offences
during his official visit to the camp at Cobourg which
justified a correspondence uponthe subject being opened by
the hon. thember for East Durham, and which, in the opinion
of the editor of the Port Hope Tines, justitied the removal of
Major General Luard fiorn the high position ho was filling.
I do not propose to enter into a consideration of the facts,
but simply to call attention to the procedure adopted. It
is impossible on ex parte statements to dotermine whether
one view or another may be correct, and it therefore appears
to me urjust that criticisms adverse to any person should
be indulged in on the strength of more newspaper state-
ments. Well, Mr. Speaker, it is said that on the 27th Sep-
tomber a lotter was sent from tho town of Port Hope to the
Secretary of State for Canada, written by the hon. member
for East Durham-not written by him as colonel of the
46th Battalion, but written by him as a member of this
iouse-and in that letter ho endorsed certain statements
which appeared in the Port Hope Times, of the 27th Sep-
tomber, 1883. Without reading all the article I will read
only those statements of fact in the article, which were
endorsed by the letter of the hon. member for East Durham
to the acting Secretary of State. The newspaper report
proceeds as fllows:-

"Theinspecti-n coucludel, the m.jr-Gene.alassumed command ofrthe
brigade and put itthrougtu various field movements,in the courée of which
ho displayed those peculiarities of temperament for which he is noted,
showing plainly his inabilîty to grisp or comprehend that spirit of pat-
raotiem and self.-sacrifice which animates our citizen soldiers, &id strong y

n pressing upon thie mmde of those wth wom ho came an contact the
unfavourable opinion of him which prevails so universally throughont
military circles in the Dominion. The conduct of the General. on the
whole, during inspection, vas unworthy of an offleer occupying hie
po-ition, and wain direct disobedienee to the Queen's ftegulations,which
governhim as we1t as the humblest private in the rank, H faied to
show that thorough knowledge, which he evidently desired others to
imagine he posseused, for he was frequeutly shown to be incorrect when
attempting to reprinand officers commandmg corps, and by hie inult-
ing and boisterous toue, ho seemed to desire to weaken their authority,
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and lessen their self-respect in the presence of their respective commands.
Some of the officers to whom he used most unbecoming and profane
language, were men who were quite as well up in the details of their
drill, and the knowledge of their duties as he has shown bimseif to be.
He also made an inulting assanIt upon some of the officers who had
assembled behind his saluting fi g after the inspection parade, bis ]an-
guage being described by the crowd cf civilians standing near as most
indecent, and exhibiting on his part a want of that knowledge which a
man occupying the position ought to posseEs."

And thon passing over some criticisms on that subject, I
come on to another alleged statenont of fact :

" On the termination of the fi 4d moveinents MajorfGeneral Luard was
tendered an invitation to linchon by the commandant and ihe oflicers
commanding corps, which he accepted, and he was entertaiued in the
Rrigade Officers' mess tent. Here, alse, he exhibited himself at a
decided disadvantage, sneering at and insuiiing tht neuibers of the
House of Commons generally, aud taking advantage of his being in
unifoim to make attacks which were urlworthy of any one occupying a
muh more humble position, and which, we are glad to. learn, were
spiritedly resented. The greatest indignation was felt by the majority
of those present, it having been thought that, while lie was the guest uf
the officers, he would at least refrain fromi insulting tlien."

In the editorial columns of that same paper, on the saine
day, is an article referring to the riews item I havo just
road, and which article contains this bfatement

" If the militia of Canada is to ha maintained, it is of param nint
necessity that Major-General Luard shill be removed from his position
in this country, and so:o other cfficer more cogninant of the genius of
our people, and more abreast of Ibe age, suhetituted for him. His use-
fulness is gone, and lie should not be allow! l, g- r to remain.''

Then, after reforring to report ; i n ol,"r papers, the same
editor goes on to state-referî ing t th lia leged occurrences
at mess.-

" Wlnu.t really oceurred was this : A n o"reer at the talle was speak-
ing to Colonel Williams in aspirit of p.leasanit hanter of the small value
which had been ,laccd upon the patriotie elforts o nembarn of the
House of Commons at the late meeting of the Dominiun Rifla Asso-
ciation ; and Colonel Williams replied, deprecatog the remars: which
had then been made. General Luard then, in a loud tone of roice, and
in a very offensive manner, made an attack on the members of the
House of Commons, which Colonel Williams indignautly resented, and
said that lie was satisfied the members of the House of Commons wouli
place even a emaller value upon the opinion of the highest military
auth3rity in the country on such a matter, and that it was to their con-
stituents that tbey looked for appreciation of the value of the*r services.
The Conversation was j ined in by others at the table, and the General
continuel his offensive manner of tone."

Now, Mr. Speaker, as I said before, I understand that the
hon. member for East Durham, in his capacity as a member
of this Ilouse, did on the 27th of September, the date of ihe
issue of that paper, direct a communication to the Socrotary
ofState for Canada, in which letter he made this statement:

"I have the honour, as a membIr of the Flouse of Comnone, to traces-
mit to you a copy--

Sir JOHN A, MACDONALD. This is not in order.
The hon. gentleman canriot quoto a paper that is no.t before
the House.

Mr. BLAKE. Ie is bringing it before the IIouse.

Mr. MULOCK. Very welL I will speak from my in-
formation, and say that in the lotter in question the hon.
member for East Darham endorsel the statements COn-
tained in the report and editorial which I have just read,
as being a correct statement of what occurred, and called
the attention of the proper authorities to the matters com-
plained of. I am told that the newspaper containing these
vague statements was, on the 9th of October, sent te the
Major-General for'his remarks on the statements therein
contained, and that on the same day he replied asking that
if any charges wero to be made against him they. should be
formulated specifically, that ha might have an oppor-
tunity of replying. I understand no charges were formu-
lated ; and that about the 15th of October the Major-General
again directed a communication te the Seeretary of State,
asking that the chargés made should be formulated or with-
drawn, and saying that it was unreasonable to expect him
to defend himself against vague statements contained in the

newspapers made in the loose mariner in which these were
made -and I think every member of the Ifouse will admit
that they were made in a loose manner. This was on the
15th of October. I am told that no roply was sent by any
member of the Governimont to tie letter of Major-General
Luard demanding that the charges should be 'formulated,
that months rolied by, and that those charges were beld
over that gontleman's head and were noither substantiated
nor withdrawn. I am furthor iold that during this period
the Major-General was in expoctation of, and had reaçonable
right te expect, promotion in the regular army. But the
fact of those charges, vague ab they wore, hanging over him,
to sone extent prejudiced his claim to such promotion. le
was excocdingly desirotus of' having those charges investi.
gated or withdrawn in order that not only his character as
a soldior might be clearel, but that ho night have the pro-
per rev-ard of a soldier. if entitled to it, in the regular army.
Frorm 15th October to 15th January, threemonths, I am told
ho roccived no reply whatever to his application, although
those charges were still hanging over him and his promo-
tion was in doubt; and on 15th January, two days before the
louse assem bled, lie called the attention of the Government
to the fact that Parliamont was about to assemble, that
in all probability charges would bo ruade in Parliament, ai d
it was only fuir to hirn that lie should have them formulated
in a proper mranner. [Jo roccived no roply to that letter,
and on the next day, iGth January, he directed another
letter in sinilar languago to the Government; still ho re-
ceived no reply; but worn out at last and failing in health,
in consequenco perhaps-I do not say it is a fact-but
perhaps in consequenco of the irritation, the anriety, e-
casioned by the position in whiclh he was held in spite of
himsof, negotiations wore openo i up to induce his with-
drawal from the force entirely. Lator on it was announced
in the press that ho had applied for leave of absence, and it
is a fair inforence to draw that that leave of absence wAs
intended to be made permanent; on that point, however, I
have rio knowledge whatever. But I wish to direct the
attention of the liouse, in the first place, to the position
taken by the hon. member for East Durham (Nlr. Williams)
and the lino ho adopted. It may b that ho has taken a
proper course-I do not intend at this stage of the discus-
sion to express an opinion on that point; butas he is at
present in his seat ho will no doubt be able to justify the
course ho has taken. He is a military mai, ho bas served
years in the force, ho knows what discipline is, what
duty is, and no donc t ho will bo able to explain how as a
military man ho can at the same time be a member of Par-
liament, and how ho can assert his position as a member of
Parliament in a way different from that whicii ho would
have te assert it as an officer. It would seem te me not in
harmony with military rules that in reference te matters
forming the ground work of a charge in a military court
ho, being a soidier and on duty, should be able te make a
complaint, except in his capacity of an officer. It does
appear to me that if an officer is on duty, if ho is at mes,
that mess being a paî t of the military service, it is irregular
that ho should take advantago of his position as an offleer
and, whon mess is over and his uniform thrown off, should
withdraw from hiz tont and become a reporter. I do not
say that the lion. member for East Durham did report those
matters, but 1 find in certain correspondence it is intimated
that the hon. monber for East Durham did give
information to the editor of the Port Hope Times,
whieh was suibsequently incorporated into the report
which i have read. I dwell upon this point, in order that,
if it is not correct, the hon. member for East Durham may
have full opportunity te contradict it. I do net suppose, I
will not believe, that ho se far forgot bis duty as a soldier
as to wi thdraw from mess and afterwarde vo guitty of what
would seern te be a breach of discipline, by inspiring an
article against his superior offleer. 1 think too much ptfe
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hon. member as a gentleman, to chargo him with having
done any such act; at the same time, as is well known,
it is intimated in the correspondence to which I have refer-
reI, that ho did adopt this course, I think it proper promi-
nently to call attention to the matter, so that he may as
prominently clear up bis position on this point. There is,
however, one point about which there is no doubt: that
h3 did communicate, as a member of this Ilouse, claim-
ing in his letter, the privileges of a member of
the House, and laid the charges before a tribunal in a
way that an officer of ler Majesty's active militia in
Canada should not have donc. It seems to me most impor-
tant for the welfare of the militia force of Canada that this
point should be established: We have in this House many
inembers occupying high positions in the military force of
Canada, and arc they as members of the House to have dif-
feront rigbts and privileges accorded them because they are
members of the louse from Ihose which are enjoyed by
other members of the force? Js our force to be demoral-
ized, I may say, by the circumstance that mon are serving
in the ranks and yet not amenable to their superior officers?
I find in the ordinary regulations applicable to complaints
that whore an officer bas a comp aint to lay against bis
superior officer there is a course rescribed, and that course
is not the course pursued by te hon. member for East
Durham. Ifan officer complains that his superior officer has
been unjust to him or bas done anything which would formn
the foundation for a military enquiry, ho must proceed, as I
read the Regulations, through his next immediate superior
officer, and it is the duty of that officer to place the con-
plaint in the bands of the proper authorities. Why was
not that couise pursucd here? It does net follow, 1 think,
that because Gencral Luard happened to occupy the highest
military position in Canada, that the course adopted by the
bon. gentleman should have been pursued. It would rather
appear that the hon. member for East Durham desired to
lake advantage of bis position and bis influence as a mem-
ber of Parliament rather than to present his claim in the
ordinary way that an officer, being a membor of Parliament,
I submit should have been bound to have followed. I do
not propose at this stage to criticise what is said to have
been done, because we have no state of facts admitted on
all sides. I do not know if it will be regular for me to say
what I have in my mind at this moment-that our military
service does sustain frequently, I think, a good deal of
injury and loss of efficiency by criticisms being made which
are not founded on any admitted or proved state of facts;
but I can fairly call the attention of the House, for the
benefit of the service, to this proposition, whether a mem-
ber of Parliament holding a commission in the active militia
of Canada, bas any privileges or rights other than those
which ho would have as an officer or private were ho not
such a member. With these remarks I beg to move the
motion whichb I have rend.

Mr. WRIGHT. I have the pleasure of seconding the
motion of the hon. member for North York (Mr. Mulock).
1, too, Sir, want some light on this mysterious su bject. The
hon, gentleman bas rond from a newspaper which 1 had
intended to quote from, and I will proceed to rend from the
Toronto Mail:

"Major-General Luard is rapidly becoming an impossible man for the
nosition he holds. He appears to be a survival of one of the very worst
f 'atures of the military service of England-that which permitted in fiald
officers a license of language and bearing quite intolerable among
c îviized society, on the ground, apparen tly, that a dash of profanity and
t ie swagger of a freebooter added a valorous air to men who had few
other qualities to command respect. The idea that men in subordinate
pitions can be goerned readily by the fre use of profanity and abu e
ii one not wholly departed from among u-. It still prevails among the
' boses ' of gangs of railway navvies, and amongst some, at leuat, of the
general officers of Ber 'jeety's service. We believe neither Ber1
Mqesty nor the military authorities are very kindly disposed to encour-
agé the indulgence cf bad temper towards troops; and possibty Generat
Lnae's valuable services may ave ben btainei all the more euily
when his fault of temper were so well known.

Mr. MULOCK.

" We pubitsh elsewhere, from the Port Hope Timus, an account of the
affair which took place at Cobourg. We.have gond grounds for belev-
ing that the account is correct, and was, if at all, on the aide of modérs-
tion,in describing General Luard's language and manners, if the peculiar
exhibition can be called manners at all. We may say here, thatwo have
on previous occasions exhibited all possible friendlines to General
Luard, in the belief, or the hope, that he was doing some good, inb is
way, in creating a stronger sense of the serions nature of ilitia duty.
But recent occurrences, and the general tenor of his condnct put it out
of the question that he can be defended. We go se far as to may that it
is quite impossible that he should be mach longer retained.

'l It is very obvions that the Major-General does not know the coun-
try nor the people. It is clear he fias no adequate understanding of his
duties. It is certain that he lacks all sympathy with the sacrifices made
by the militia service. officers and men, in keeping together as an organi-
zation. He is entirely wanting in tact and kindlness. And we have
left ourselves but one thing to say of him, and that we will not say be-
cause he wears Her Majesty's uniform, and is bound to be, by the tra-
ditions of the service, a gentleman. If the rules in this respect have
been relaxed, they could hardly have had any effect on Major-General
Luard, whose appointment dates from the previous generation.

"I is very obvious that General Luard and Canada must part com.
pany. We have no desire at all to dictateé; but we mean jast what we
say. Public opinion and militia opinion, and parliamentary opinion,
are all pretty much the same. The Minister of Militia, of course, occu-
pies a delicate position in such a matter. If he does not take the mat-
ter in band at once, it will be due to him and to the militia service that
members of Parliament should next Session make action imperative.
This is ail we need say at present. We are expressing what we believe
to be public and professional opinion. If it does not bring about, in the
manner wa have mentioned, the charge we have named, then let us hear
no more about it, and let General Luard iant and swagger as he will."

If this statement be correct, and I am assured by an officer
and member of Parliament who was present, that it is sub-
stantially correct, it proves the existence of a strange con-
dition of things in connection with our militia force, worthy
of the attention of the military authorities of the House and
the country. But there is in it an element of compensation
which proves the truth of Emerson's theory. A great
French vriter tells os that there is something in the mis-
fortunes of our dearest friends which is not displeasing to
an ungenerous mind. I never realized so fully the pro-
found philosophy and wonderfal wisdow of the maxim of
Rochefoucauld, as I do to-day. It will be within the recol-
lection of many members of this Iouse, that a few years
ago, when I ventured to say, that in my opinion, an old
colleague of ours and an old militia officer, one who bad de-
votod much time and attention to the service, with that
courage and zeal which, I am happy to say, animates the
offlcers and men of the entire militia force of Canada-wben
I ventured to say that this old colleague, this gallant officer,
and this kindly and genial gentleman, had been treated with
unnecessary cruelty and harshness in being reprimanded in
general orders, for an offence of which nearly every con-
manding officer who wisbes to preserve the discipline of his
company lad been guilty, the House will recollect that
the honourable and gallant Colonel, whose trials and tribula-
tions form the subject matter of this motion, rebuked me
for the course I pursued on that occasion. be pointed out
the political and military ethics which governed the situa-
tion. lIe told me, in a very pleasant and patronizing man-
ner, that wbile my votes were always right my speeches
and opinions were often wrong, and that a closer and more
logical connection between the two would be more conducive
to political and military discipline. He pointed out that
obedience was the very essence of the military system, a
blind, unhesitating, unquestioning obedience, on the part of
the inforior to the superior authority. I bowed
with submission to this great military authority,
waiting patiently for time, the avenger, to solve this
problem. Well, the whirligig of time brought its re-
venge sconer than I cxpected, and the bitter cup of con-
tumely and humiliation which was placed to the lips
of Colonels Walter ]Ross and Campbell, has been drained to
the dregs by the gallant Colonel. All the circumstances
surrounding this case were of a very mysternous character,
and I am not surprised at the curiosity manîfested by the
hon. member for West York. I, too, share in that feeling,
and I should like to have more light thrown on the dark
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subject. The gallant Colonel occupies an exceptional posi.
tion in this House and in the country. Hle is popular with
the members, with the people and with the soldiery. He
was rcgarded as the Bayard of the militia force, and as being
literally without fear or reproach. "We knew him but to
love him, we namod him but to praise." It was thought by
many that in the event of se great a calamity overtaking
the country as the loss of the Minister of Militia, that he
would be his fitting successor. In the event of that great
strategist going down in some great battle, soma deadly
conifict, in defence of his country, it was felt that the cause
would net be wholly lost so long as the gallant Colonel sur-
vived. This iteis which makes all the attendantcircumstan-
ces so strange and mysterious. It had been ordainel by
fate and the hon. Minister of Militia, that great mil:tary
movements should take place on the western frontier.
Primarily these Fall manouvres wereintended to promote
the organization and increase the discipline of that rogion,
and in the next place, te give our neighbours across the
b->rder an idea of our military strength and powers. The
theatre was prepared in which this great military spectacle
was to take pluce, and the camp was pitched in the vicinity
of the pleaant town of Cobourg. We all know the great
interest which such an event excites in a district. Lt would
I e a gala day throughout the entire region. Ail thobeanty
and the chivalry of the western counties twould be
gathered to witness this great military display. The pomp
and pride and circumstances of glorious war would be
increased by the presence of fair women and brave men.
The strains of martial music would add to the enthusiasm.
Mounted on bis war steed, the gallant Colonel would 'witch
the world with noble horsemanship. As he rode to ar.d fro
along that glittering line, wo can fancy him singing that'
old soldier's song:

"There's not a trade a-going
Worth knowing, or showing,
Like that to glory gowing.
Says the bould Soger Boy."

Popular with bis soldiery, popular with his constituency'
envied by the mon and admired by the women, his cup of
felicity seemed filled to overflowing. But ail is vanity, says
the preacher. Black care rides behind every horseman.
Evory arrangement had been accurately made, every mili-
tary movement carefully considered. He had rockoned
with his host, with bis gallant regiment, but alas
ho had reckoned without the Major-General. That
fierce old warrior had distinguished himself on
many a battle field. When the forts of Canton
were attacked, it is said ho led the stormers. He was
schooled in al the traditions of ancient and modern war-
fare. He was versed in all the modes of Eropean slaughter!
But gallant soldier as he certainly was, he had the weak-
ness of our common humanity-he had net a soul above
buttons! As ho rode grimly and sternly along that glitter-
ing lino ho marked much that was amiss, and muttered
many military maledictions. He saw not the cowed and
craven glances of the scourged soldiery of Europe, but the
bold looks and the dauntless bearing of the free men of the
forest, and the form of the mon who had made for them-
selves fair homes in the wilderness, who were ready to die
at any moment for their Queen and country,and who would
hold the land as bravely as they had won it. But the brave
old soldier could not understand the difference between an
iriegular and a regular force, or between the volunteers and
the regular troops, and so ho clothed himself with curses, asi
with a garment. He swore at everything, in the heavensi
above, at.the earth beneath, and at the water under the carth.
He made an insulting assault upon an offBcer. He swore at
all sorts and conditions of mon. We have been told on good
authority, that our army swore terribly in Flanders, but
we thought that the sweetness and light, the culture and
civilisation of the nineteenth century, had produced their

legitimate results. We thought that a service which had
given us such men as Havelock and Hcadly Vicars,men who
combined the most carnest and fervent piety with the most
dauntless daring. oliminated all such coarse and vuigar ele.
monts. When Mr. Bet Harte, the American humourist.
visited this city,ho told us a tale of the early settlement and
gold fever in California. Among the adventurers who
visited the country was a western teamster. From the first
ho was considered a firat-class swoarer, but by dont of prac-
tice, ho attainod the position of boss bIaphener of the
Pacific Cost. Ono day his team became entangled in a
ravine, and ho entered upon a protracted course of swearing.
Like the Major-General, ho swore at overything in the
heavens above, the eartlh boneath, and the waters under the
earth. An excellent clergyman who was pssing, ventured
to remonstrate with him on this horrid blasphomy. The
teamster turned on him with surprise and indignation : "So
yon call that swearing, do you? I never thought you devil-
dodgers had any practical ability. If you want to enjoy
first-class swearing,you should hear me exhort my impenitent
mule." I fear tho feelings ofthe gallant Colonel must have
been like those of the excellent clergyman. Now, Mr.
Speaker, allow me to ask what would you have done
under like circumstances-you Sir, who represent in the
Chair which you so eminently adorn, all the ideas which
preside ovor the development of the human intellect, the
idea of industry in your commercial, of'justice in your legal,
of war in your military, of the mystic in your religious, aud
of the State in your represeritativo capacity. What would
you have donc, if while the gallant regiment was drawn up
under ilie bleak shades of that magnificent but gloomy pile
where justice presents her malevolent rather than ber
benevolont aspects. Wheore the intelligent remnant, to
borrow th expression of Mathew Arnold, are kept in dur.
ance vile by the malignant and mechanical majority. What
would you have done, if while you wore meditating some
great military movement a military termagant was to tell
you that your military manwavres were on a par with your
cDmmercial capacity, your legal attainments and your
knowledge of constitutional customs and parliamentary
practice? I venture to say that the blood ot the descendent
of him who slew the "Red Comyn " would have mounted to
fever heat, and that "Maksicear " would have been the order
of the day. The logical sequence of the battle is the
banquet. Whon the cruel war is over the warriors rest
upon their laurels, and pass the wine cup, after the fashion
of the heroes of Homer. The Viking of Henven was of all
hollow where the heroes would drink perpetual mede out of
skulls of their enemies. Tho swetness and light of the
modern culture has made the military mess of the modern
Valhalli. That eminent writer on military subjects has
given us many a pleasant picture of" Our Mess." The his-
tories of Charles O'Malley, Jack Hinton, Harry Lorrequer,
Con Cregan, Maurice Tierney, and Tom Burke of Ours, will
last as long as the Commentaries of Coasar and the works
of Jomimi, without violating the miseries of the mess
table, that the gay yonng Canadian soldiers passed the wine
cup and sang pleasant songs and told many a tale of love
and war, as bas been the fashion with warriors from the
beginning. "Why soldierswhy should we be melancholyboys,
whoso business 'Lis to di." But, alas! there is a skeleton to
every feast, and a grim and bony old skeleton was the Major
General. He broke out in a fresh place, ho grumbled, and
growled at everything. Ho laid his mailed hand on the
ark of our constitutional covenant. Horrible to relate, ho
sneered at the members of Parliament and at the House of
Commons. It appears there is nothing sacred to a Major-
General. This is not the it time that great soldiers ex-
pressed their scorn and contempt for the institutions of a
freepeople. Oliver Cromwell purged the English House of
Commons. At the time ofthe coup d'état of Napoleoa III
General Espeness drove out ut the point of the bayone,
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members of the French Assembly. Murat, at the in-
stance of Napoleon J., outraged the representation of
the French people. • And under the very shadow
ot our larliament buildin., that gi-oat soldior and Polish
patriot, Colonel Gzowaki, at a military banquet, and sur-
roundol by his warriors, expressed in language of superb
disdain, his supreme and profoun:1 contempt for the repre-
sentatives of the Canadian people. Allow me to ask what
we have done to merit such malodictions? We havo done
our best to promoto the efficiency of the militia service.
We have always voled the Estimates ; we have listened
with ploasure and patience to long and eloquent specches
of the Minister of Militia ; we have never smiled, more
than was absolutrly ncessary, at anything which appeared
bupremely ridiculous ; wo have nover insinuated that it
was possible that the hide of the lion would cover the form
of a more ignoble animal, and we have given the best and
bravest, the flower of the House of Commons, to the service
of our country. As Hasdrubal devoted, so we have conse-
crated you to the service of your native land. Wo have
taken both your money and your lifo ; we have doomel you
to deadly dinner lugabrations, luncheons and ghastly din-
ner parties. ln addition to this, we have staked all on the
hazard of the deadly dice ; we have given the hon. mem-
lier for Argentouil the power behind the Throne,to tho dogs
of war ; we have given our best beloved, the hon. Minister
of Customs, to the service of Velone ; we have given
our gayest cavalier, our most splendid horseman, the hon.
member for Beauharnois, to the cavalry service; we offered
up our best shot and nost perfect marksman,the hon. mem.
ber for West Elgin ; we have given Cols. Ouimet, Borgin,
O'Brion,Tyr whitt, Coursol andi Thrnpson,in fact al[ our bost
and bravest, the flower of the louse, yet those cormirants
are not satisfied. Like the daughter of the Iborse
Leech, th'ey constantly cry: Give, give. It is manifest ibat a
great breach of the privilege of the House bas been con-
mitted, and that condign punishment should follow. When
that most excellent City Father, Alderman Heney, animat-
ed by bis zeal for the cause of temperance, which is only ex-
ceeded by that of the hon. Minister of Finance, and the hon.
member for King's, when attempting to pluek a brand from
the burning, not wisely, but too well, was brought to the
Bar of the flouse and subjected to great torture. Other
illustrious culprits have expiated their sins by strering ap-
propriate punishment. Now, what shaîl we do with the
Mlajor-General? Shall we demand him from tîe Im.
perial authorities? Shall we give hini a sollior's
dewh and shoot him in the great sqiuaro a Rs.
sl and the French Communist Generals- weire shot
in Satoria ; or shall we put him to do ich by
parliamentary practico and cause him to b3 pierced by the
short rapier of the Sergeant-at-Arms. The punishment
would be too mild for the offence. I would cause him to h
placed at the Bar of this Kouse and force him to liston to a
series of lectures on Canadian warfare as coinparot with
that of the older civilizations, pointing out that the intro-
duction of our system right provent the difliculties and
disasters which occurod in the movements and management
of European armies. I fancy the punishment would be
adequate to the offenco. We can understand how the gallant
Colonelmade his moan to the MinisterofMilitia. You might
remember an occurrence which took place in the reign of
Louis XIV. A French Marshall, more distinguished for
his courtly than lis military achievements, took forcible
possession of a box at the theatre belonging to a French
gentleman. Thegentleman made bis complaint to the King-
Sire, I do not complain of the Duke of Richelieu, who took
Monarcier; I do not complain of thé Marshall de Saxe, who,
won many battles for Your Majesty; I do not complain of
the Dake de Luxenburg, who has captured many cities for
his King, but I do complain of the Marshall de Villars, who
took my box at the theatre, and who took nothing else.

XEr. WRIG T,

We can fancy the gallant Colonel making bis complaint to
the Minister of Justice; I do not complain of Lord Dufferin
or the M arquis of Lorne, who, by the admirable administra-
tion of the affairs of this country, won the respect; and
esteem of all classes in the community; I do not complain
of Lord Wo:sley, who led the expedition to the Red River
and who always behavel, while in Canada, not only as a
gallant soldier, but as a kindly and genial gentleman; I do
not complain of Generals McDougall, Smith, and Rosi,
although s'rict disciplinarians have always been remem-
bered as truc friends of the Canadian soldiery, but I do
eomplain of the Major-Gencral commanding Her Majesty's
Canadiai Militia, who insultel me in my military and
political capacity; who, while in Canada, only captured Major
Scott's towel and never captured anything olse. L ast Session
the hon. me iber for Quebec, anîimated with that love for art,
and that regard for the good, the true, an I the beautiful,
which so eminently distinguishos him, mado a very eloquent
speech, in which he suggested that somo great artist should
be commissionel to paint an historical picture, which would
band down to posterity lineaments of the Fathers of C>n-
federation. I would suggest that some Canadian artist
or some or Iorace Vernet should be requested to paint a
companion picture-the first would mark the inauîg'ation,
and the second the military progress, of the Canadian
people. Tho scono might be laid in tho vicinity of the
Parliament Buildings. A military mystery would be in
pra ·o ts of clucidation. A hollow square would be formed,
-1 ili bronzed veterans and the household troops. The
Mliiister of Militia, mounted on his white charger, sur-
îrîied by a brilliant staff, wotild gaz3with the air of Von
MLltke on tha scene. Suddenly a banner would be seen
approaehing. Is it the starry flag, under which the boys
in blue are marching? Is it the sunburst of O'Donovan
RZos-sa? le chargos tierceoly on the foe and returns covered
with glory. Voltaire tells us that Frederick the Great ran
away fro-mr the battlefield and hid himself in a mill, and
covere I himsolf with glory and with flour. There is a
militairy maxim that " to the victors belong the spoil." When
in the plenitude of the military power of Rome great battles
were won by the soldiers of the Republic, when the victors
were awarded a triumpb, thoy paraded their trophies, cap-
tives and treasures, through the streets of the Imporial city.
This maxim may be true of the military, but it is not true
of political warfare. When, a few years ago, we won the
great political battle; when we stormired the Liberal in-
trenchments; when the dust and smoke of the groat conflict
iad cleared away, we looked down on a very pleasant politi-
cal picture-the broad expanse of the El Dorado of the now
Jerusalem of the North-West greeted our vision; bat, alas,
it was like the banquet vhich was spread before the
Governor of Barataria, but which lis Excellency was for-
bidden to taste. It was like the glimpse which Plato gives
us of the lost Island of Atlantus. Our bugles sung truce, and
everything of power, patronage and advantage was trans-
ferred from the victors to the vanquished. It was the grandest
act of self-abnegation and self-sacrifice in the history of
constitutional government. And to-day, when we have
removed that sacrifice, wo are told, as Mirabeau was, of
the great treason of the Conservative party. Everything
of wealth and power las enured to the advantage of Our
political opponents. To theM, the princely palaces ; to us,
the prospective poor-houses. To them, the sparkling wines
and costly viands; to us, the Spartans' fare. We have the
proud satisfaction of thinking that these sacrifices have
been made in the interest of our common country, and ihat
oar motives have been of the puresit and most exalted char-
acter. The hon. Minister of Militia las had his own troub-
les in connection with these military matters. When he
entered upon the duties of his office, ho succoded many able
strategists and great tacticians. The hon. member for bigby
andfother great warriors preceded him. But young mon are
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heroes of history, and ho was forced to strike ont a path for (Mr. Mulock) becomes of interest to us, and, porhaps, it will
himself. le remembered that war was a conflict of ideae. be expedient to give an account of this eventfuL day, the
On one aida, ho represented four millions of people, imbued 20th September, in which the accusations have been hurled,
with aristocratie and monarchical ideas; on the other side, some on oe side and some on the other, some against the
fifty millions of the fiercest Democrats the world bas ever gallant General who commanded on that occasion, somes
seen. Theodds were great, but he remembored that small na- against the Lieut.-Colonel who commanded the gallant regi-
tions, trained in warlike habits of military discipline often ment, and other officers on that day. My present intention
conqured large ones as illustrated the battles of Plataea and is to show that the gallant Genoral who conmanded on that
Arbela. He resolved to load the dice to make assurance doubly day, an officer loaned to us by the Imperial authori.
secure. He recollected the part which the order of Knight- tics, performed his duty, and solcly his duty. His
hood had taken in the past. The plutonie that stayed the history in the past shows him to bo a gallant soldier, and
progress of heathon Prussia, the Knights of St. John and the the experience which ho bas had in England shows that he,
Templars, wero the bulwarks of Christendom, and stemmed at lcast, ought tIo bewell qualified for the situation. He is
the tide of Mahometan invasion; so be determined to meet an oftieor who graduated from one of the best military
the democratic with the aristocratic idea. On the one side, institutions in Europe; he took bis commission from Sand.
the simple Knights of Labour, on the other the Knights of hurst. By gallant exporience in the Crimea and in China,
St. Michael and St. George. W can imagine the prosent ho showed that ho was a soldier, and one of the right stuff;
and the past Minister of Finance. The Knight of St. John perhap>, as the accounts in the papors which I have hai
and Des de Chalon riding at the head of their men at arme, the opportunity of seoeing show he was one of the most
and the one presenting his brazen and the other bis silver gallant soldiers anongst the most gallant troops in the
shield to the foc. In ail seriousness, I would say that the world, because you will recollect that the troops in the
hon. Minister of Militia has done much to improve the Crimea were composed half of French and half of English,
militia force. He has pitched great camps, ho bas founded and ho gallantly distinguisbed himself thore. His experience
military institutions, he bas made most eloquent speeches, in England shows that ho cught to be particu-
which, like the bugle-call that sounds the charge, bas larly useful in the direction of a volunteer force
awakened every generous, noble and manly sentiment. le in this country. le not only had this experiernce
bas done everything in his power to promote the best inter- in the Crimea, and China, and India, and in several foreigu
ests of the militia. I have a profound respect for the officers countries, but ho was Assistant Inspector-(General of Militia
and men of the militia force in Canada. I think them to be in England, and when temporarily on half pay ho was an
as gallant gentlemen and as brave soldiers as the sun ever Adjutant of one of the miltia regimonts i England. No
shone on. In my own county wo have military organiza- ono that I ever heard of found any complaint with the
tions which are kept up under the most difticult and tryig gaullant General when ho was serving his Queen and country
circumstances. They maintain discipline, however; thoir in all theso different parts of the world. It is only when ho
Rifle Association sends their mon to Wimbledon,where they eomes to Canada that complaint is found against him, and
behave in a mostereditable manner. Some time ago, I was particularly about his bearing on the 20th September laist.
asked to attend a military festival in one of the isolated What are the facts of the case? lHe goes to the camp at
townships. It was in the very heart of the forest. As we Cobourg, and finds troops which he had found two years ago
proceeded to the.place of meeting, the night was dark and to be pretty fair, but which had relaxed in discipline so that
the mountain tops were aflame with the forest fires, where they were not what they had boon two years before. lie
the rapid river ran like a stream of lava. IL was like finds, too, that some of the companies consist of only
a scene in Milton's "Paradise Lost." I was much impressed, four mon, and one of the complaints made against the gal-
as the soldiery were ti ooping to the place of rendezvous1; lant officer is on account cf his swaggering and bullying
some had marched a distance of twenly miles; they were style. le rides up)eto this person who is marching forward
composed of the very flower of our county, and ievery mai, with four mon. lie was astornisbed. lHe asked what
had bis tale of difficulty and bardship to tell; but all were it was. The officer replies: i am Captaii so-and-so,
animated by a spirit of fervent loyalty to their Queen and this is company so-and-so. Captain, ho says,
and undying love for the land beyond the sea. It is of whore is your company? Hne points past a Sorgeant
such men the militia of Caiada is composed. What is and Corporal, and shows one mnan to the right thore,
true of my own county is, I have no doubt, true, and to a The Goeral stops and views the company, looks at them
greater extent, of the other counties. Treat these men well and sco that the fire which, as my hon. friend says, ani-
everywhore, and they will do anything ; treat them like mates the whole militia of theProvince, is in that single corn-
dogs, and they will turn and rend you. pany.- He pays a great deal of attention te them, and, after

revicwing them, ho orders them toform.fours right, and dis.
Mr. HAGGART. Mr. Speaker, there is, perhaps>, no misses them. The company was formed into lino and

question which will come before this louse in -which tho marched oif. Then cornes the wonderful display of bravery
people of Canada are more interested than one affecting the which occurred on that day, and which the General was
Militia of the country. If we are to maintain the country found fault with for criticising too severely. Thero was a
which our forefathers conquered, and whieh was preserved field day, and the gallant 46th, commanded by my friend,
by them in several battles, at Chateauguay, Lundy's Lane, Lieut.-olonel Williams, was one of the most dis-
Queenston Heights, and Stoney Creek, we must see that the tinguished regiments on the field. They bad been orderod
spirit that animated our forefathers is properly and s-ien- to attack the position of the enemy, as reported by the Port
tifically directed. What to us is this immense country, Hope Times, they were marching in echelon battalions, firing
stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacifie; what are these as they a lvanced. Thore was a gallant Colonel of the
linos of railroads which we are building, those immense Cobourg Cavalry-I think it was-who was placed too
prairies, if the spirit which animated our forefathers does far to the left, and the polish which was on the
not remain in the breasta of their undegenerate sons, and we helmet and pipe clay of the halberd did not re-
are not willing to defend this country witb our lives ? As I; ceive safficient attention; ho was too far from the admir-
know that spirit animates the whole population of the ing crowd barrounding the flag-staff, and ho thought his
country, it is the duty of the irepresentatives ofour country, cavalry was not showing off to the best advantage, so ho
to ee that that spirit, when the time comes, receives a galloped up botween two linos for the purpose of getting
scientific direction. In the light of this, this corrospondence near the flag-staff. It may have been some military stroko
which bas been moved for by my hon. friend from York 'of genius whicb raised the Colonel, and certainly thegenim
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of the Lieut.-Colonel of the 46th came in there. He not
only had been posted thoronghly in moeorn tactics, but had
evidently been reading the description of ancient battles.
He had been reading, likely, Aytoun's description of the
battle of Killicranky, and the moment the troops came in
front of him ho took advantage of the posiion and orderod
his men to cease firmg and to fling thomselvos flat on the
ground. After the Cobonrg cavalry passed by, there was
no troops to be seen. As I said, the genius of hie officer
came in there. Down they crouched, like the Highlanders
on the bills at the battle of Killicranky-

Down they crouched amidst the Bracken
Tilthe Lowland troops drew near,

Pantng like the houndsain summ-r
Till they scent the stately deer."

After the cavalry got passed, and when the enerny appeared
in view, yon ought to have seen these gentlemen start froin
their lair. Didn't they rush upon the enemy with a cry
which the 18th Royal Irish might envy ? And at the hoad
of them was the Lieut.-Colonel, his sword flashing in
the air. I will not go on describing the battle, as, porhapq,
I would not be capable of describing it properly. Now, let
us come to the luncheon of the evening. The General states
that among the delinquencies of my hon. friend f rom East
Durham (Lieut.-Colonei Williams) was the fict that ho
arrived late at lunch. That is an unpardonable offence for
an officer. When his superior officer was at luncheon with
him ho ought, at toast, to have arrived in time. Another un-
pardonable offonce was that the conversation turned in the
direction of tho lieuse of Commons, and, as my hon. friend
from Ottawa County (Mr. Wright) has related, there was
a gallant Colonel, an Aido-de-camp of the Queen, presiding
over this distinguished company, who made some disparag-
ing romarks against the louse of Commons on military
matters. We ail know how that on. gentleman comes to
bo an authority upon military matters. We have the mili-
tary history of that gentleman-how ho distinguished
himself in several strategetical manoeuvres along the Grand
Trunk Railway here, and how, after a distinguishod career
in which, as an hon. gentleman suggests, ho shed the b!ood
of his sires, ho finally arrived at a position to make him
capable of performing the high and onerous duty of a res-
poneible officer in the Canadian militia, and was at length
advanced to the high position ofAide-de-camp to Her Majesty
the Quecn, an honour for which, I am sure, the whole Cana-
dian militia, and the wholo Canadian people, feel deeply
grateful to Her Majesty. He had stated at this assembly
that the opinion of the House of Commons-I do not know,
but in fact on every other question as well as on military
questions-was not worth ton cents. Thereupon Lieut.-
Col. Williams disputed that Col. Gzowski was an
authority, or if ho made any such statement it should
ho taken without any criticism upon it. The gallant
gentleman who commands the Forces of the country
knows that*the first duty of a soldier is obedience; ho
had been taught it, as the hon. member for Ottawa says,
by the remarks of the gallant Minister of War, and by the
gallant Colonel hore in the former debate upon Col. Ross.
He aid political questions should be laid aside, and that the
hon. members of this House should remember that the first
duty of every soldier is obedience. This wasa great breach
of discipline on Col. Williams' part, who dared to defy this
high authority, the Aide-de-camp to the Queen, who dared
to take the part of the House of Commons upon the ques-
tion. The Major-General being an old soldier, and knowing
nothing about politics, followed bis line of duty; his busi-
ness was to see that the opinions of an Aide-de-camp to the
Queen were respeoted, and ho very properly cerrected Col.
Williams, and said to him that as Col. Gzowaki had expreseod
au opinion upon that subjeet, that was sufficient for him,
and that no political discussion should take place at the
mss ; that tIe very fact of Col. Gzowski having expressed

Mr. UGGART.

an opinion was enough fr him and ought to be enough for
Col. Williams. Col. Wlliams took advantageof his position
as a member of Parliament to make a complaint to the
Government. lie says the Major-General said that was not
the duty of a member of Parliament nor of a gentleman.

Mr. WILLIAMS. No.

Mr. IIAGGART. Porhaps I am giving a wrong interpre-
tation to it ; the Secretary of State will be more correctly
informed as to the statement. The General stated that he
remained at Cobourg for a day or two afterwards, and that
if Col. Williams was offended there was open to him the
course as between one gentleman and another-he was
there : or that, as a junior officer, ha could take the course
which is provided by the rules and regulations of the
Army, and if he chose to take that course, he had the
military channels, through which to mike his c3m-
plaint. Lieut.-Colonel Williams did not take this course.
He did not go over to see the Major-General and make the
requisite explanation to him, but ho took the course of
sending a complaint directly to Ottawa, which ougbt t>
have been sont through the Major-General's hands. The
Major-General justly complains of such a course as that. ie
says it is extraordinary conduct; that if in the privacy of
social gatherings a gentleman, becauso he happons to be a
member of Parliament, is permitted afterwards to bring to
the notice of Government what occurrel at that gathering,
the question will naturally arise whother, in any society
whore a momber of Parliament is present, ho might not
make similar complaints. Bat T will give you the exact
words of the Major-General :

" Extraordinary conduct. If, in the privacy of social gatherings, a
member of Parliament is surrounded with privileges which permit ofhis
afterwards bringing to ttie notice of Government what has taken place,
will it be possible for gentlemen to meet in society with confidence sq
long as a member of Parliament is present.

The gallant General says afterwards:
"Most certainly I would not attend any m3eting.at which a genti e-

man was present wbo availel himself of any suc privileges as that."

Now, I think it is pretty hard linos if an old gen-
tleman-a kindly old gentleman, I believe ho his, in private
life, a gallant soldier who has distinguiahed himself in
several engagements, who has served in every part of the
Empire-should come here and have fault found with him,
and for what ? Because at a little conversation at lunchoon
ho rebuked a Lieut.-Colonel who happened to be a member
of Parliament because hoe differed from Col. Gzowski, an
Aide de-camp to the Queen. It is hard that an old gentleman
who has so distinguished himselfshould be so perscuted that
ho should have to ask for leave of absence for the purpose of
withdrawing from this country. Now I say that thore has
been no General who has ever commanded the forces in
Canada, so far as I caa learn, who has done more to disci-
pline the Force than Major-General Luard. Instead of
adopting the swaiggering, bullying tone that the hon.
member for Ottawa talks about, ho comes up and talk to
you in your face, as a soldiae should do. e speaks out
sternly to them and tells them to do this or that.

Mr. WR IG LIT. I must correct the hon. gentleman. I
gave my authority. I know nothing of the circumstances
myself. The hon, gentleman did not give his authority,
but ho read from an article where ho was accusod of doing
that.

Mr. HAGGAIRT. I read from the Mail newspaper.
Perhaps ho speaks in a commanding tone, to which th
officers are unaccustomed. Perbaps he does not understan 1
the genius of the people. Are we a lot of Yankees to whom
ho should say: Will yon be kind and condescending esnogh
to do this, and that and I will be under a great compliment
to you ? No,he isean offier and a soldier, and thogen.rat
opinion throughout Militia circles over the whole country ia
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that he bas done more efficient service for the Force than
any officer who preceded him. The trouble which he has
takon and the boldness he has displayed as an officer and a
soldier in doing bis duty to his Government and his Queen,
in speaking out bolily, and where anything was wrong say-
ing it was wrong, encouraging those who wanted encourage-
ment and rebuking those who wore unsoldierliko, are
matters which will cause him to be long remem-
bered in this country ; and the people will always
give credit to the soldier who does his duty, who
sees that the officers and men under his command are kept
up to the regulations, and who uses every possible means to
make the Militia efficient, so that they may be ready when
required. They will remernber him, and remember that he
did hisduty, when they have forgotten commanding officers
who have proceded him, and whose principal duty seemed
to be to teli bis troops that this was the finest regiment he
ever reviewed and that Do troops ho ever saw in bis life
excelled them. It is a most diflicult duty, at any rate, that
the General Commanding Officer of the Canadian Militia has,
to perform. Our Militia contains some as efficient and ablo
officers as are to be found in any Force in the world. All
of us have read the speeches deliverod by a certain gallant
Colonel who commands a regiment which we have bere at
the opening and closing of the louse, and which we are ail
proud of, and we gather outside to watch their martial bear-
ing when they come along, marching to the beat of the drum.
Then there is another Colonel. He was over in Europe a few
years ago, and had an opportunity of witnessing reviews of
the troops of tho different military nations of the continent.
When ho returned ho paid his regiment the coipimenont,y
that the European troups were vory similar to bis own. We
have another gallarnt Colonel in this city who commands
another gallant regiment. He has leisure tine enough to
devote himself to a high course nt study in strategy and
the campaigns of the Dake of Wellington. Then we have a
celebrated Colonel who is Aide-de-camp to Her Majesty-
Colonel Gzowski. So we can all see the difficulty that a
plain soldier like (eneral Luard experienced in coming here
to direct such a scientific corps as that which we have in
this country. Let me make a comparison botween the
state of eftiirency of tne Militia of this country and
that of our Navy. A few moments agi 1 observed Com-
mander Fortin in bis seat. Let us soe how men
in the navy have learnt that the first duty is obedience;
when an order cornes from a superior they at once obey it.
On one of the little excursions down the river St. Lawrence,
Commander Fortin, of the Canadian Navy, was on board.
While going down the river the mon had a line run out aft
for the purpose of catching fish. 'hey hooked a porpoise,
On hauling it on board the steamer Commander Fortin said
it was a shark. The mon all thought it was a porpoise ;
but the Commander said it was a shark, and ever from that
day to this, wherever the broad pennant of the Canadian
Navy floats, a porpoise is known as a shark. 1 draw atten-
tion te this incident to show the value of obedience. That
is the way Col. Williams should have looked at the
matter at luncheon. Colonel Williams was there as Lieut.-
Colonel of the gallant 46th. Whatever might be said,
his first duty was obedience. Col. Gzowski might have
been right or might have been wrong, but Colonel Wil-
liame ehould not have ventured an opinion on the subject.
That is what I call true military discipline. I have
nothing more to say on this interesting subject
further than this : an old General has gone from
us. He has a good military record in the Imperial service;
the people with whom h. is acquainted will remember his
kindhiness; the Militia Force will acknowledge that ho was
a soldier and did lis duty; and after ail this political fuso
has past away, ho will be remembered by the Militia Force
for his kindliness and for his soldier-like qualities and for
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having impressed on the Militia Foree that the chiefduty of
a soldier is to obey his commanding offloer.

Mr. MACMASTER. Mr. Speaker, I regret that this
subject has corne before the House. Evidently it
was the intention of the bon. member for East Durham that
after the end required to be subserved for the Service had
been attained, the matter should be allowed to drop. Never.
theless, it bas been the desire of some hon. members te
bring it before the louse, and as it has been so brought, it
becomes our dnty to discuss it in a temperate spirit.
A great deal in the way of joke and jest bas been
said in regard to this subject. i do net object to an.
thing of that kind, but the question bas a serious aide
to it, and although it is alwaym very pleasing to hear a
speech by the hon. member for Ottawa (Ur. Wright), and it
is presumed in this Flouse that when ho spor l the occasion
is the best show of the season, yet there may be other con-
siderations than extending sympathy to the hon, member
for East Durham, on whieh comment may be fairly made. I
regret, on this occasion, he ventuired to trot out a dead horse
and rake up some imaginary grievances ho bad
in connection with another officer of' Militia 1 do not
wish to say anything vhich might appear disparaging to
the gallant Major-General with regard to this matter. In
fact, if tlie Major-G-enerail had hoard the speeches dolivered
in this House, ho might have truly said : Save me fren muy
friends. There is quite enuuh in the record of the Major.
General to enable the House to look upon the matter now
before it in a thoroughly impartial spirit. I regret, how.
evei, that the bon. monther for Ottawa Connty while dis.
cussing this subjoct -hould have initerjected two other
subjccts thoroughly alien to it. One was the subject whieh
occupied the attention of the louse a few days ago,
and on which, with great liberality, wo undertook to
dispense on certain terms a large sumi of monoy.
I came to the conclusion that the hon. gentleman had in.
tended to speak on that subject, and that because he had no
opportunity, or for some other reason, ho did not speak in
that debate and that, therefore, ho bas thought it proper to
interpolate bis remarks in this discussion. The other was
the reference ho made to the intorest he had in a
galant Moiin officer who, ho thought, had not been faigy
treatel in this Hous. The hon. gentleman -aid that ho did
not think that his opportun ity of repaying the hon. memnber
for East 1u-ham would come so soon, and it would therefore
appear the lion. member was quietly watching for some
opportunity te bring to the notice of the Houe
something which might be amusing to hon. membere and
by which ho might, ut the same time, get even with-I
believe that was the expression ho used-the hon. member
for Durham.

Mr. WRIGHT. I beg the hon. gentleman's pardon. I
never used such an expression. Those words are ths hob,
gentleman's own words.

Mr. MACMIASTER. Perhaps the hon. gentleman did gOt
use the identical expression, but substantially ho took the
position tbat his friend had been injured in a previous diseus-
sion, and that ho did not think that an (Yportunity would
have come so soon of giving the hon. member for East Durliam
a quid pro quo. Now, Mr. Speaker, there is in that view f
the case, a little of the element of ravenge-somothing
which is not quite like the hon. member for Ottawa County.
i think I may apply to him, on this occasion, the language
of a poet of whom he is no doubt an ardent admirer-I
mean Lord Byron:

"Sweet is revenuge-epecially to women,
-Pillage to soidiers, pnize-meuey te Sesmen."

Though revenge is sweet I did not think that it would provo
quite so attractive to the hon. member for Ottawa County,
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that ho should rub it to snob an extent into the gallant
Colonel who represents East Durham. But we all kn<w
so well the excellent qualities of the hon. member for
Ottawa, we are all so greatly pleased to hear him addrcsF
this House with so much ability and pleasantry, that we
could thoroughly understand that good fe ing was under-
1ying his remarks, and that the hon. member for East
Durbam bas no warmer friend or greater ad mirer than the
hon. member for Ottawa County. Now, what is this all
about? The hon. member for York (Mr. Mulock) said truly
that the hon. member for East Durbam was a gallant officer
and knew his duty as a military man. But how did this
discussion originate. We find that on a certain day a tragie
event took place in the Town of Cobourg. I will not attempt
to describe that event, as my hon. friend in front of me (Mr.
Haggart) has described it much botter than I could. The
day was an eventful day-a historie day- the 20th of Sep
tember, the anniversary of the battle of the Alma. It is no
wonder that the Major-General imagined that ho should
carry out his military ideas with greater stringency than on
ordinary occasions. From one end of the country to the
other we find that the press, wbich represents the feeling
and the experience of the country-experience which was
based not merely on the inspection held that day in Cobourg,
but the inspections beld at all the other camps-
represented that the Major-General on that occasion
lobt bis temper, and used language which cortainly
could be called profane; that he damned and jecred
at the officers, and otherwise so deported himself, whether
rightly or wrongly according to military laws, as utterly
to destroy the otherwise good etfects o'f bis Major
Generalship. We find that in the mess-room ho engaged
himself in a dispute with certain officers with regard to the
speeches of the members of the House of Commons on miii-
tary subjects. I think, to say tho least of it, th.t is a subject
which he should have avoided. However, in that discussion
be came in conflict with Col. Williams, who resented the
attack ho made on the members of the IHouse of Commons.
I think in this connection I may be permitted to give the
testimony of a paper, the Port Hope Guide which said:

" Col. Williams is deserving of praise for the manly stand taken by

The press from one end of the country to the other
justified Col. Williams fbr the bstand lie took on that
occasion in defence of members of the House of Com-
mons, and in resenting what cannot be cbaractcrised
otherwise than as a gratuitous insult to members of this
Rouse. I do not think however it is one whieh is wortby
of farther notice from this louse. I do not think it is
nocessary that Major-General Luard should be brought to
the bar of the House, but I say that the attack was an
indisoreet one, and should not have been made.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the Chair.

After Recess.
Mr. MACMASTER. I closed my former remarks by the

enquiry, what was the whole discussion about ? What was
It that theb hon. member for East Durbam did to justify the
hon. member for York (Mr. Mulock), in bringing this
matter to the attention of the House.? Now, it turus out, tbat
the hon. member for East Durham, brought to the notice of
the Goverument certain occurrences of a publie nature in
connection with the public inspection of the Volunteer
Militia Force at the town of Cobourg. In so bringing the
natter to the notice of the Government, the hon. gentle-

man transmitted a copy of a newspaper, circumstantially
setting out certain things which were alleged by way of
misconduct against the Major-General. Col. Williams
did not make specific ebarg-a-it was not for him to make
charges against an offleer of the Imperia] Service; he
did not assume the responsibility of -making such
charges; but ho simply called the attention of the
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Government and of the Governor General to certain
matters wbich bad become of public notoriety in connection
with the officer commanding the Militia Force of this coun-
try. That was all the hon. gentleman did. The Major-
General at once contitu1(d hie hon. member for East
Durham a complainant, a prosecutor, and ho demanded that
ho should spccify bis charges. Sir, these charges were
specified in the public press of the country. The paper
containing them was communicated to the Secretary of
State, and, with Col. Williams' letter, was communicated
to the Major-General commar.ding the Forces. After these
charges were so communicated, what course did the Major.
General take? He did not meet the public issue, ho did
not meetwhat was the substance of the communication of the
hon. member for East Durham-not that he bad a personal
grievance, but that the Force was.being injured and demoral-
ized by the course of conduct pursued by the Major-General.
The Major-General responded, andt endeavoured to turn the
whole affair into a porsonal quarrel. a personal difficulty,
a personal contest, between Col. Williams and himself.
Ho evaded the main issue, that the Service was being
demoralized, and he wished to engage in what practically
amounted to a private quairel with Col. Williams. Well,
the hon. member for East Durham replied. He said :
This is no affair of mine; I bave nothing to do with this
matter personally; I speak as a member of the Canadian
Militia, as a man interested in the public affairs of this
country, and I represent to the Government of this country
that the Militia Force is being disorganized by a want of
discipline, by displays of temper, lack of judgment, and
lack of inct on the part of the chief officer commanding the
Forces in this.country. That was the position taken by the
lion. member for East Durham. le had no quarrel with
the Major-General; he had no cause for quarrel with hirn.
There were only two possible causes of a quarrel. The fir- t
was: Did the Major-General make any char-ge against him1
in connection with bis services as an offlcer? Not at ail ;
because the Major-General, in a letter addresed, a few da) s
afterwards, to the GLobe newspaper, of Toronto, spoke as
follows in reference to Col. Williams:

"I hope a defférence cf opinion on a matter which need net be intro-
duced into this note, may net interfere with the friendly feelings I
entertain tcwards this valuable Mlitia ot!cer."

So we have the Major-Gencral's testimony that Cl.
Williams is a "valuable Militia offleer." Neither was there
any personal quarrel between the hon. member for East
Durham and tho Major-General, in connection wit.h the
affront that was offered to the House of Commons. Why ?
Because at the mess at which the difference of opinion occur
red, the hon. member for East Durham had resented, and
resented properly, and with becoming dignity, the reproach
that was there offered to the House of Commons by the
iMajor-General, in placing the opinions of this Honse on

Militia matters at the low value of ten cents. I
think the Major General should not bave endorsed
that remark if he was a prudent man. Heisabsent to night,
although he is not without able representatives on the
floor of this louse; and I do not wish to do the slightest
injustice to that officer, who holds a high position in the
Service of the Mother Country ; but I do say that to com-
ment on the remarks of hon. mombers in this louse and to
place them at the low value of ten cents, was something
that a gentleman holding the high Commission of Major.
General in the Imperial Army should have refrained from
making. The Major-General, in reply to the statements
made by Col. Williams, set up two or three matters that
had nothing in the world to do with the public considera-
tion of this question. One of the petty matters whichb h
set up was that Col. Williams had bren too late for
lunch. Well, we all appreciate that col. Williams, in
being a minute and a-hali late in oming to lunch, commit-
tcd a very grave offence. But the Major-General, in hie
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answer to Col. Williams, cast a grave reflection on the
members of the House of Commons. This was a second
reflection. Have the members of this louse any regard
for their own dignity ? Have they any self respect ? I
submit the following statements, and lot hon. members con-
sider for themselves. The Major-General says :

"To me it appears that Lieut.-Col. Williams has taken advantage of
his privileges, in the capacity of a member of Parliament, to bring to
notice an article relating to himself in his capacity as an officer of
Militia."

Now, that statement is inadvertently incorrect. What
Col. Williams did bring to the notice of the Government
was, not an article relating to himself, but a matter in which
the public press of the country had commented adversely on
the publie conduct of the Major-General. So that the
Major-General's attempt to make it appear that Col.
Williams had referred to himself, isa complete displacement
of the controversy between those two gentlemen.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I rise to a point of order. I would like
to know what the hon. gentleman is reading from. Is it
something which is before the House ?

Mr. SPEAKER. The hon. gentleman should not read
from any document without placing it on the Table of the
House.

Mr. MACMASTER. I shall bo delighted to place it on
the Table of the House. The Major-General says:

"That bis conduct, which seems to be extraordinary, and naturally
leads to the question, if, in the privacy of a social gathering, a member of
Parliament is surrounded by privileges which peimit of bis afterwards
bringing to the notice of the Government what has taken place, will it
be impossible for gentlemen to meet in society with confidence, Eo long
as a member of Parliament is present."

The Major-General makes an insinuation against members
of Parliament. He might have had, according to bis
own view, a cause fbr quarrel with the hon. mem-
ber for East Durham, but he went beyond that. lie
does not even say this is not applicable to mombers of
Parliament in general, but ho pointedly and broadly makes
the insinuation that members of Parliamont may not, with
confidence, be met in the social relations of life, by reason of
their privileges as such. I do not think any member of
Parliament ever clianed any such privilege. The hon.
member for East Durham, in bringing this matter to the
notice of the Government, did not claim that privilege.
What he did was to voice tho universal sentiment of this
country, expressed from one end to the other, not in the
p ress of any p;olitical party in particular, but in the press of
both of the great political parties of this country, that
the Major-General, notwithstanding his distinguished mili-
tary sorvices-and I am willing to admit thero was a
conscientiousness in his devotion to his duties-he
so p erformed those duties as to completely destroy
the efficacy of his endeavours in the interests of
the Militiaof our country. We find, further, that the Major-
Genoral said :

" I rema'ned at Cobourg until the following day, and Col. Williams
might, if offended with me, have fmund me, and I would have been glad
to have afforded himexplanation, either as between one gentleman and
another, or as hetween twoofficers, the junior diended with the senior."

What is the mening of these words? Was the hon. mem-
ber for East Durharm. wh->so record for twenty years in con-
nection with the Militia Force of this country is entirely
beyond cavil, was my hon. friend who came to this country
not yesterday, but who grew up with and has been for
years connected with the Volunteer Force and obtained a
distinguished position as Colonel of a battalion-was he to
know f.,r what cause Major-General remained over from one
day to another at a hotel in the town of Cobourg ? Later,
a communication is made by the General stating that he
was there. For what purpose ? To give the explanation
that onoprirate gentleman might give to another-he inti-
mates, therefore, that an explanation should be giveu-or to

give a further explanation-which might be interpreted in
another sense if we were to strain the words in this connec-
tion-that one milhtary gentleman might give to another,
the junior offended with the senior. Is this an appeal to "lthe
Christless code that must have life for a blow ? " I hope
I shall not have to come to the conclusion that the Im-
perial oflcer, represonting all that is great and illus-
trions in the arny of thc Motber Country, did loiter
twenty-four hours about the town of Cobourg, un.
til the hon. momber for East Durham, who did
not know the cause of his remaining there, should send him
a challenge to moet in mortal combat. Surely the supprossed
belligerent tono, the unexplained conduct of the Major-Gen-
oral, are not to be commended by the mombers of this House.
But if that be the construction to be put on the document, I
ask overy hon. mem ber of this louse, I ask my hon militar
friend from Muskoka, who bas, I have no doubt, been out
several timos himself-1 ask him il it is not a violation of the
law rogulating the discipline of the Army and Navy, for an
officer to insinuate or suggest nnything in the nature of a
duel. Had the Major-General thrown off this cloud of mys.
tory involved in bis remaining around Cobourg, had ho
communriicatud, as gentlemen and officers do with one an-
other, his dosire for blood, his wish to meet the bon. mem-
ber for East Durham in mortal conflict, I am sure that
the bon. gentleman, who has so froquently whipped into
lino the majority in this House, would not have failed on
that occasion. But Mr. Speaker, what have hon. members
to do with this privato difficulty ? The hon. member for
Ottawa, with that happiness that always characterizes him
ini deba1te, has giveni us the pleasant side of this discussion
and has thrown in a large subsidy of truth under the cover
of comicality. He is always right. This is not a joke, for
the King can do no wrong. But we see involved, on the
serious side of this discu-sion-what ? The honour of
Parliament, which no man would be more ready to main-
tain than the hon. member for Ottawa (Mr. Wright).
We sec more; wo sce involved in it the honour of our
Militia Force, whiclh has not hesitated to come to the
front whon real and serions duty is to be performed. What
was the history of this country in 1866, when a foreign
invasion vas on our shoros ? Who were iirt at tho
front, giving their seovices and lives in the defence of
their country ? I appoal to every hon. member whether
the 13th Ba ttalion of ianilton and the " Queen's Own," from
Toronto were not ahead of the regular Foi-ces of the Empire
by twenty four hours, and the first to engage with the enemy.
From ono end of the"country to the other, irrespective of
nationality or politice, f>r in tho defence of our country wu
have no polities, the Militia Forces of this country,under
the guidance and the instruction and the leadership
of the patriotic men who have undertaken to bring
them to officiency, have always beoen roady t render that
duty to the country which they owe to it, and to conduct
themselves in a manner worthy the traditions of British
arms. I do not think that the officers and mon of this Force
should be wantonly jeored at-I will not use the strong
term, insulted-I think there should have been moderation
in the remarks of the Major-General. The Quoen's Regula-
tions require that officers commanding forcet should
domean themselvos with civility and respect toward those
forces, and it is no part of the duty of the General com-
manding to walk up to officeors commanding regiments, or
even to officers commanding companies, and te ' dama " or
joer at them. That conduct may have suited undei' the old
regime, but it has n> part of the present regime. What say
the Queen's Regalations:

" Courtesy among military men is indispen=abl, to disciplise. Com-
manding officers sbould not only bear this in nind, but they should In-
culcate the principle in those they command.'

I leave it t> you, whether the elithJots actually used-of
coqreo 1 have no personal knowledge of the matter, but 1
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take it for granted that what all say must be true-l leave
it te you whether language of the character attributed te the
Major-General was of a character te improve the discipline
of the Militia. I detract in no respect from the honourable
services of the Major-General in war. No doubt ho rendored
noble services te his country befbre coming here, but weare
not here to pass judgmont on that. We concede all that, but
wbat we are called te pass judgment on is, whether his acts
or deeds were of such a character as to injure our military
forces. Only that and nothing more. Anything more
we may concede, but with that alone we have to deal.
On that point, unfortunaiely, there is a concensus of
opinion, from Halifax to Port Moody. The Major-General,
through an infirmity of temper, has not so conducted
himself as to promote the efficiency of our Forces.
That much must ho conceded. It is te that that the
hou. member for East Durham wished to call the
attention of the proper authorities, and it is to that
I would point. I do net know if' it was the duty of the
Canadian Goverument to institute an enquiry. I believe
that the Major-General commanding is an Imperial officer.
Perhape it was beyond the power of this Government to
inetitute an enquiry, but whether they instituted an enquiry
or net, my hon. friend says that the Major-General bas teit
this country on leave of absence without trial. I am net
aware whether we have the right te try him or net, but
this I conceive, that the Government of this country had
the right, when they found there was a general opinion
among our Volunteer Forces, that his usefuliness had practi.
cally ended, te make such representations as would lead te
his retirement. There is nothing 1 eau sec that is more
regrettable than for a man te retire under a. clod.
The hon. member for East Durham, like the truc and
hon. gentleman that he is, did net press this matter
as a -persecutor. le let it stand, and left the uni-
versal testimony prevailing in this country te bring con-
viction to the offilcer commanding the Forces, and in due
time General Luard aked leare and rceived leave te retire
and did retire, and I believe is net te returr. I amn sure every
hon.gentleman wishes the Major-General succoss in his future
career. We wish that he may be transferred te those scenes
where his temper may net be irritated by the frail perform-
ances of patriotic men, who give their service to this their
n itive or their adopted country for very small considerations;
who at great personal inconvenience, froi year te year, corne
ot todo that drill which many other laggards avoid; who are
riady at all times te render their services te their country;
and that he may be transferred to a sphere with which he
is no doubt more familiar, for which he is moe qualiied,
aid where he my erie in that active service in which, I
have no doubt, ho wili ziatrin, and hope he will attain, that
di itinetion which awaits ail gallant offWie of Ilor Majsty's
Service. Mr. Speaker, as I said, it is reg;ettahe thuat this
subject came up for discussion, and 1 do net inteud todetain
the House longer in the remarks I intended to address to it.
Having corne up, it was necessary te refer te it te a
limited extent. 1 hope i have said nothing-I am sure I did
not desire te say anything-to reflect in terms, beyond what
the necessities of the case required upon the conduct of the
Major.General; but, when the conduct of my hou. friend
from East Durham was put in the balance, whon it was
represented in this House that the controversy now engag-
ing its attention was net the question of the conduct of the
Major-.General, but, as-was sarcastically said, the trials and
tribulations of the hon. member for East Durham, thon it
becomes hon. members of this House te investigate the
question, te weigh it carefully and calmly, and te see
wvhere the blame sbould ho apportioned. I see on one side
a gentleman who is retiring from the service, who is retir-
ing te the Mother Country for reasons it is unnecessary te
diseues furtber, and on the other side the hon. member for
Bast. Darbam wbo bas been au oOecor for over twenty years
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in the Militia Forceof this country, who rendered not merely
holiday service bnt active service, whose characteras a mili-
tary officer is recognized by the Major-General himself, who
had no personal part or lot in this quarrel, and who is
entitled to the vindication of the hon. mernbers of this Hiouse.
When that vi ndication came-not by persecution, not by pro-
secuting to irial the Major-Genera wh bo hard become bis tom-
porary oppo ent in this matter, when the result came gbout
that natural hvowed from the proceedings I have referred to
-what did Col. Williams do? He withdrew bis l'otter,
not his charge. Like a true gentleman, he said: Tho
end being attained, I have no desire to press or harass
any individual, and I therefore will let the matter rest.
The bringing up of this matter is no act of bis; it originates
elsewhero. I do not pretend to characterize the propriety
or impropriety of bringing it up before this House; I only
say 1 regret it should have been brought up; but whether
hon. gentlemen may regret it or not, this must be perfectly
apparent, that my hon. friend from East Durham, whether
you regard hlim in bis military character or in his
character as a member of this House, bas but re-
echoed the universal sentiment of the people of this
country with regard to this subject. Furthermore, I think
I have only to appeal to the hon. members of this House,
to those who are familiar with my hon. friend, year in and
year out, not only to those who know that ho enjoys the
confidence of the great political party with which hoeis
connected, and who know that ho enjoys the confidence of
the chiels of that party, butto our hon. friends opposite, with
whom ho has- had to come in contact frequendy, in order to
secure their and our testimony to one common verdict, that
it is impossible te conceive of any set of circumstances in
which my hon. fi iend from East urham would be untrue
to himself or untrue to the grand old name of gentleman.

Mr. ROBERTSON (HIasing). It is only, my- intention
to Say a few words upon the subject now before the liouse,
as I am suffering fron - very severe bronchial affection,
which renders it not only painful for me to speak,
but an effort to make myself heard ; but I think,
as we are told that Major-General Luard bas left this
country to reside in Englard, it is only due to the people
of Canada that bis successo , wvhoever he may be, should
be made aware of what the people here, and parti-
cularly the volunteers, expect at his hands, and that at
least a little more courtesy should ho extended to them
than was done by that officer. When the Imperial troops
were withdrawn froin this country many years ago,
arid we were left to our own resources, we were told
we had ;'enty of loyal and brave and hardy young men
who woutd form themselves into a Volunteer Force and
aford to us the same protection that we bad received from
the Imperial troops, and who would- defend our homes and
our borders froma those who were hostile to us. This
announcem:nt had scarcely more than been made by
the Imporial Government, the fiat had only gone fortb,
when we foand hundreds and thousands, net only
of young men willing to defend their country, but
of middle-aged men and thoe i bwho had already seen
service, who were prepared to band thomselves to
gether as one man into a Volunteer Force, and who
not only manried the companies but officered them, and
completed the battalions and the batteries, and hare given
to us that of which we have just reason to feel proud, not
only one of the most efficient Volunteer Forces, but nue of
the most excellent Volunteer systems that exist in any part
of the globe. Well do I remember, in the section o coautry
in which I live, when the 15th Argyle Light Infantry was
organized, of which I, was a member, commanded by Lieut.-
Col. Campbell, an excellent officer, and a brother of our
Minister of Justice, how quickl the men responded to the
call ad filled upthe r nl .1e had good mon volunteor-
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ing as officers, and we had more than our oomplement of
men, so that there was not a place left in the ranks for
those who were anxious to become members of the
battalion. I was placed on that occasion in the very
anomalous position of being promoted from the position
of Ensign to that of Sergeant, not through any dereliction
of duty on my part, but because a gentleman was desir-
ous of becoming a Lieutenant of our company, and our
Lieutenant very kindly suggested to me that, if I would take
the Sergeancy of the company, he would take the En-igney.
I did not know much about military matters in thoso days,
and I conceded to his request, but it was not long before I
learned that there wai a great distinction between an officer
and a non-commissioned officer; and, did I not salute my
Ensign in due and ancient form, the probabilities arc,
that I would have gone to the guard-house. We have in the
County of Hastings two excellent battalions, the 49th, which
was commanded by Lieut.-Col. Brown, who sat for many
years in this House, and was an old and tried officer-
and by the way, I might say, it was by certain deeds
of heroism and valour that my hon. friend on my
left (Mr. Bowell) succceded in earning the distinction
he now enjoys of commanding that battalion as Lieut..
Col.-and the 15th Argyle Light Infantry commanded
by Col. Lazier, a very excellent and indefatigable officer.
And I would say en passant to my friend, the hon. Minister
of Militia, that I hope when the Estimates corne down he
willnot forget us, as we are very sadly in need of a drill shed
in our county. Now, Sir, amid the very hard knocks and, I
may say, exposure to the broiling sun in learrning the goose
step as a member of the awkward squad mysoif, and sub
sequently in drillingthe members of that squad, and perfect-
ing myself as far as I could in military knowledge, I eventu-
ally succeeded in obtaining the position of Captain of my
company. Subsequently I went down and passed my ex-
amination before the Military Board at Kingston, securing
first and second class certificates, and though not now an
active member of the Volunteer Force, I feel very proud of
those certificates. Now, it is a very significant and
well known fact that until the time that General Luard
took command of the Forces in Canada we never heard a
word of dissatisfaction or discontent of any kind, there
were no complaints. The men were proud of thoir bat-
tao!ins, they endeavoured to attain efficiency in drill, and
looked forward with a great deal of ploasure to inspection
day. They expected on thatoccasion, to make as presentable
an appearance as possible, after the very lirnited time placed
at their disposal for the purpose of acquiring a knowledge
of their drill. But we find that instead of recciving encour-
agemeritand a kindly word at the hands of the inspecting
officer, they were very ofien treated, not only unkin'rv but
harshly, and even insultingly. Now, a commandiig ordicer
may be a strict disciplinarian, he may pride himself upon
beinlg, even, a martinet; he may be imperious, haughty and
proud, but he should not forget that this is, comparatively,
a nîew country; that we are t a great extent novices in
military matters, and we expect to be treated, if not as
gentlemen, certainly as men, and not as menials or
, erts. Now who are the volunteers in this country ? Who
crmprise the Volunteer Force of Canada? Why, Sir, we our-
selves, our sons, our brothers, and our nephews-
and I was going to say, in the words of the
opera, " our sisters, our cousins, and our aunts,"
beause I believe they are as loyal and as patriotie as we
are. How often do you see the sous of the officers of bat-
talions holding positions in the ranks? The ranks are filled
up by the sous of professionai men, by the artisan, the
mechianic and the labourîng man-ail anxious to do their
duty, and to scure what distinction they can, and to take
their chances for promotion. Now, from the time that the
grand old United Empire Loyalists, true to their allegiance,
ad stisading bythe good old flag, despite privations and con.

fiscations, were driven from the neighbauring Republie to
the wilds and wildernesses of Canada, who hewed out for them-
selves and their families a homo iii the forest, amid great
hardships and trials, and gave to us as a heritage-this great
Do:minion of ours-down to 181'114, t 183-38, and to 1866
when ouryoung mon left their desks and ountmg houses and
their places of business, and maniy of our loyal young mon,
even, who were occupying positions of trust andemoument
in the United States, came forward to de fend our border.
From that time down, even to this present day, a spirit of
loyalty has animated the broasts of every Canadian and of
every Canadian volunteer. It is our duty to do all we can
for the purpose of oncouraging our Voluteer Force. We
should not put any obstacle in their way, wo should not
check their enthusiasm, but we should endeavour to dowhat
we can to make them proud of themselves, proud of their
battalion, and proud of' their country. We may hope that
the time will corne when war will ho no more upon this
earth, when the desire for territorial aggrandizoment and
for the acquisition of a fow additional acros of land-
when a dispute about the navigation of a certain rivi r
or the menace or insult to a subject-will be submitted to
the ar'bitrament and award of some of the great nations; and
when,Sir,instead ofdepleting our oxchequers, and deci mating
our population, and making thousands of widowsand orpl ans,
the sword will ho turned into the pruning hook, and alt our
superfluous popilation will be sent to our great Noi th-West,
where there are thousands of acres of arable and tillable
land awaiting cultivation and ready to receive them and sur.
ply them with homes. But until t * li me does come, I arn
satisfied that sbould our country require thc sçrvices 'of ot r
noble voluniteers, when the bugle shall sound they will be
ready to answer to the roll call, and to defend not only our
rights, but our homes and our firesides, with their lives, if
necessary. I trust that the gentleman who is sent out here
as the successor of Major-General Luard will be one, not
only suitable for the military interests of the country, but
that ho will also be congenial to the feelings of the volun.
teers.

Mr. COURSOL. [ would not have said a word upon this
occasion were it not for an expression that was used by the
mover of this motion. In alluding to the nmbcr for
East Durham, ho said ho was sorry the gallant Col.'nul lad
acted as a sort of reporter, and that in doing so his conduet
was not such as it ought to have been, either for a gentlemau
or for an officer.

Mr. MULOCK. I desire to correct the hon. miember; I
used no such language. I say that it was intimated in the
correspondence, which I was forbidden to read, tihat the
hon. member' for East Darham had communicated to thle
press certain information that had been embodiod in thu
report; but I added, as my own opinion, that I believcd he
was too much of a genileman te do any such thing.

Mr. COURSOL. I am veiy glad to hear the correction.
I heard the word reporter uscd, and 1 thought it was used
in that sonse. I am sorry, Sir, that Goeral Luard is now
on his way to England; I am sorry ho las left our shores
befoe this discuse ion came on, as 1 would have been pleased
had he been piesent in the gallery this evening. lie would
have heard the highest enlogiums passed on his services, he
would have hoard hcn. gentlemen mention his name in
torms of the highest praise on account of his military at-
tainmentsand bis brave conduct on ihe field ofbattle. ButSir,
as a brave inan himsclf, ho would also, doubtless, have heard
witbout offence, some severe criticumis made on his conduct
as General comnianding the volunteors of Canada. Now,
Sir, there is a fact which cuunto be denied, either in this
IIou-e or out of it, enor yet by the press, and that is, that the
wholo Volunteer Force of Canada, and nearly the entiro
presss, gree in stating that Genoral Luard was4 not the right
mau to command our Volunteer Forces. Gueeral Luard,
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I know, is a gentleman of high military attainments, who has
distinguished himself no less on the field of battle than as a
soldier in time of peace, and i would by no means detract
one iota from bis high reputation in this regard.
General Luard was not the fir'st man who had those duties
to perform. Other Generals, equally distinguished witb
himself, have occupied the same position, but never before
did the Volunteer Force complain of such language and
such conduct; never before did commanding officers dare
to insult the Volunt eer Force, or insult its officers, who were
gentlemen, their equal in every respect. GeneralWilliams,
the hero of Kars, bad charge of the Force for a long time,
and during a most memorable event, that of the Trent
affair, and everyone praised his conduct towards the volun-
teers. General Windham had command of the volunicers
also. General Ross, Sir Patrick McDougald, General Syd-
ney Smythe and others had the same duties to perform, and
no complaints were made. They were strict disciplinarians,
and yet at the same time they had the esteem of
the entire Volunteer Force of the country. And why
did not General Luard have it? Because his manners
were not becoming, because on many occasions ho for-
got himself; ho spoke of the voluanteers as if they were
mon coming from the Soudan, as if they wero mon
who were forced to do their.duty and take the shilling
every day. Ho did not know enough to make a distinction
between citizen soldiers and ordinary men, who seek to bo
enrolled for the pay they receive. I know well this, that if
General Luard was commanding the Militia in England, the
proud sons of Albion would not bear such language for one
moment; he would not dare to speak in Eland as he
spoke to ibe volunteers ini Canada, and I hope this is the la-t
time England will send an- officer who will treat the volun-,
teers of this country as ho bas done. What did Col,
Williams do on this occasion in question? Ie was at the mess
dinner which was presided over by General Luard. The
General used expressions which should not have been uwed
before subalternu . If they had been used before officers of
the same rank, and not in uniform, ho would have had to
retract his words. What business had he to ibsult members
of tfe House of Commons; nnd why should Col. William-,
becauso he defended he lihonour of this IIousc, be cailed a
reporter, when the General, after ail, was under the orders
of the Government and of the Minister of JMiiitia. Tie
General had no occasion to do so, be had no right te do s ,
and in adopting the course whieh Col. Williams took
upon that occasion, lie acte I properly. If the, complaintre
had been lodged before a proper tribunal, it might perhaps
have been better. Ve all remomber the "towel " case.
Correspondence took place in the papers. An officer of higb
rank and very highly esteemed, was treated as if ho were a
common private in the ranks. On that occasion the whole
press of Canada supported Maîjor Mudge. No redreas was
obtained. There was noe court to which to go. Was redress.
to be sought at the Ilorse Guards in Eugland ? No. On this
occasion-in question, the Genoral treated the officers in a way
which he had no right to do. No doubt lie was strict, and
ho should be strict on all occasions; but at the saine timue
there is a pi oper way of u>ing expressions, and ho shoutd
not have used the language as ho did use it. The Geneo a'
bas now gone; [wish him God speed, and I hope his grent
services and high education as a military man and undoubt-
ed courage wilt find a suitable field. Lot him do as did
General Gordon, a man known for zeal, urbanity, power and
great courage; let General Luard also ho sent to the Soudan
by the British Government, and he may talk to Osman
Digma and the soldiers there as ho pleases. and I hope ho
will be covered with glory, but never come back again to
this country.

Mr. GUILLET. As representing the Riding in which
Cobourg, where this camp was held, is situated,and knowing

Mr. COURsoL.

something of the circumstances which transpired at the
camp, especially during inspection, I dosire to offer a few
remarks. I may say at the outset that knowing the cir-
cumstances as I did, [felt very much surprised indeed to
observe the manner in which this subject has been discussed
by the.mover arid seconder of the resolition and those who
have supported it. I am sure if they had understood the
circumstances they would not have induied in so much
ridicule and burlesque in discussing this matter, which is a
serious one, and the use of such language under the circuni.
stances cannot but tend to very seriously impair and injure the
Militia Force. Throughout the country there was a strong
feeling that on this, as well as on many other occasions, the
language used by the Major-General was of the most
offensive kind and deserving of severe condemnation.
I was not present during the parade, but upon
all hands the opinion was expressed by our leading citizens
that language most offensive was used, and such as could not
fail to do serious injury to the Force. I think it il[ becomes
hon. members of the House, when the press have noised
abroad the character of the proceodings in question, as they
have done, to treat the matter with riuicule and contempt.
I believe it is our duty to seriously consider matters affect-
ing our Volunteer Militia which have become to prominent,
for it must be remembered th:,t $1,000,000 are annually
expended in maintaining tli Force, whieh is of great
value to the country, which ropresents the military
spirit of the country, and which has within it to-day eloe-
ments for the performance of as noble and dar ing deeds as
have characterized the lives of those who precoded thom ini
the Militia Force of C:n t. I ink it is unj ;, therefo',
when the uouîntry so linera jy supports a Milita Force bat
we should treaot matters conrceted with it with ridieute,
instead of with that seriousness which they desorve.
Cner'al Luard, on tho occasion in question, was specially

offensive to the Force. There were, perhaps, reaons why
bis feelings were arousod. lie probably felt, as
a strict disciplinarian, as an officer who desirod the Militia
to be like the r-egulaLrs, and looked at it fron the standpoint
of an oflicer commanding regulars rather than from one com-
manding Militia. I believo the Force representing the district
cn that occasion was not so efficient as it has been on other
occasions. It is a season of the yearwhen it was difficult foir
offlers to fil their companies. The harvest was backward,
and thero was great difficulty in obtaining men sufficient
to fill the ranks. Tho Adjutant-Ceeral, in reporting
in regard to the camp. states that seven-tenths f tho
me were recruits. They wero in camp only eleven
days, and only nine dtays before inspection, and of
those nine days one was the Sabbath, and of the remaining
cight, only five were available for. drill. One of the days
was devoted to target pracLice and another given to the
reception of the Marquis of Lorne and the Princess Louise,
wbile on anotaer day a heavy rain prevailed. There wcre
really, therefore, but five days devoted to drill on that
occasion, and we eau wetl underctand that neither the
officers nor the men were in such a shape as to perfrm tho
brigade drill with such credit and efficiency as might be
expectod by the commanding officer. Offiers ani men were
at least entithd to the greatest kindness and consideration,
and the most generous construction should havebeen placed
upon their conduet. Instead of that, we find that t hey were
treated with insults, they were brow-beaten and addre-ssed iii
such language as should not ho used even towards menials
and which, I doubt, if the Major Generalwould use towards
bis own fiunkey. On calling the men cut of the ranks,
ho spoke to them &s if they were disgracing them-
selves, and in one case, when an officer was rebuking
the men, ho turned sharply upon him and said that
ho should have shown them a botter example. In
another case, the Adjutant of one of the battalions was
taking A point aad the mon had formed op upon that point
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-- had moved beyond it, and had gathered around the horme.
The Major-GeneraL ssked the Adjutant what ho was doiug,
and told him to move out of that. The Adjutant's horse did
not respond to the spur immediately, and the Major-General
baid to him, with an oath, " If you cannot ride ont of that,
get off and walk." One bon. member bas spoken as if
it were a trifling mratter that this offiler should use profane
language, even to the extent of following the example of the
army in Flanders ; but the Queen's Regulations require
officers to refrain from using prolaue or offensive fan-
guage towards their men. Such language as the Major-
Gereral used was not justifiable, even in a Major-
General, though be inay have led a storming party
again st Chinese braves and captured a Chineso fort. That fact
should not overawe the Canadian Militia, and compel thom
to submit to insult at bis bands. The universal opinion
was ihat the men were treaied in the most unbecoming
marner on that occasion. As an evidence of ihe feeling
Cvir ced on iiat occasion, it was observable that an invita.
tion, wh eh was given by the Superintendent of theCobourg
and Ptiei borough Railway to the officers of the camp, to
i ttend an excursion, out of compliment to the Major-General,
w: s only aîcceptcd by some twelve or fifteeun of the 120 or
100 offlers who werc in camp. I think it is not fair
towards the bon. member for East Durham to assume, a-
has been done on this ocecaion, that be bad actually inspired
the article which appearod ini tbo Port IIope TImes upon
wiich hie complaint is based. I arm personally aware that the
correspondent of the Times was pi esent in the field throngh-
oi t the whole camp, getting such information as would
interest tho readers of that paper. As it was a matter of
univel sal r:otoric ty that the General uised offensive lanruage
in the mess towards Col. Williams, and another person
who was there, it cannot bo assumed for a moment that the
information was given by the bon. member for East Dur-
ham; but, on the contrary, it is only fair toasstme that the
psper received this inflormation by the regular channels for'
obtaining news. I am aware that there was another mem-
ber of the House of Commons present as a civilian, and
therefore I think it was unbecoming in the Major-
Generai ta have used this language, knowing that
he was in the presence of members of the lIouse of
Conmitna, who wure in fact representing the politi-
cal party who suppn tel the Gonment who employed
him-a Goveinment who enjoyed the confidence of the
louse of Common4. Undor these circumstances, I thiink

it was the duty of Col. Williams to call attention to the
matter, in orderthatsuch conductmigbt be resented, aud that
it should not be repeated. I have made these remarks in
justice to Col. William-, and in order to set the matter
right before the Bouse, if possible. We have had distin-
guished English officers in command of the Force heretofore,
and there has been no disposition to complain of their
treatment, so that the conduct of Major-General Luard
appears to bave been entirely exceptional, as far as our own
experience goes.

Mr. MASS UE. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, I cannot let
this incident pass without making a few remarks. In 18r,5, our
volunteers were suddenly called to the frontier to defend our
country f rom a threatened invasion. If we had then had at the
head of our military forces an offleer of the same stamp as
General Luard, who would bave upbraided our volunteers
as they have been upbraided.l ately, . think that those volun-
teers-who nobly did their duty at that time-would hatve
been so thooughly disgusted with these proceedings, that
they would have resigned in a body, and I think that they
would bave been right in doing so.

Mr. LANDRY. (Translation.) Mr. Speaker, as I belong
to the volunteer militia of this country, I think I ought not
to let this occasion pass without saying a few words on the

motion which is now in your hands. We have, on various
occabions, had official dealings with Major-General Luaid.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Louder, louder.
Mr. LANDRY. (Translation.) I believe those who arc

asking me to speuk louder donotunderstand a word of French.
I say we have on several occasions had officiai dealings with
Mfajor-General Luard whose conduet is criticised to day. IIe
bas como twice in the Lévis camp to review our battalions,
and I must say that on both theso occasions, we, tho volun.
teers of the district of Quebec, could only congratulate
oirselves with the dealing wo had with the General. Under
tho-o circumstances, I think I am in as good a position as
anybody tospeakpertinentlyon this subject. I am not actuat-
ed by any personal animosity towards the General; I have no
personal abuse to avenge on him, and consequently the
opitiion I can express is fre from any partyspirit and fron
any ill-foeling whatever. Well, considering the energetie
stand taken by sevoral mombers of this House, by the press
generally, and by ail those who take some interest in militia
mattors, I think that the Government was justiled, 1 may
say, in adopting the policy which has been followed, and
which lias caused the Major-General to leave the country.
It may be considered that tiere are two mon in a military
oilicor: the soldier, and the man who lias to deal with the
military authorities and with the iilitary forces of the
country. If we consider in General Luard the soldier pro.
per, I think we have nothing to say against him, but if
we consider him in bis dealings wirh the officers of our
volunleer force, in his dealings with the volunteers of the
country themsolves, re can reproach him with failings of
a serionus eharacter. The mariner withî whichi lie lias actod
towards our volunteers, especially heio in Ottawa,
a few years ago, at a shooting match, indicates that
this man had no knowledge whatover of the wants
of our country; that from the very outset to the
end, ho las not had the least idea of the requirements of the
service. le was here in rather intimate connection with a
body of men whose good-will, as their title shows, is the
only agent which calls thom to arms. Our militla system
is not the same as that of other countries, and here we have
under armas and in camps only tiiose m hose good-will has
calied and assombled tiem. Tho Goneral ought te have
tuken this elonient itito accouunt, and governcd him elf
accordingly. Failing to do that, lie bas shown his utter
want of tact, and ho bas gathered the storm which to day
breaks upon bis head. lie bas not understood our military
system, and it is because ho bas not understood it that ho
deserves to day the general reprobation of the country. I
think that, in justice to me and te atl those who take an
interest in the udvance:nent of the militia of the uountry,
I ought to raise my own voice in support of those who have
already uttered complaints, and te approve of the action of
the Governmont. This discussion concormnig the General's
conduct will, 1 trust, have a good effect. If it does not heal
the wounds that he haî left after him, his departure will at
least be a lesson to whoever shall succeed him, and I would
fain believe that in the future we will never have occasion
to make such complaints as have been made te day, for his
suecessor will have, besides the ability attributed to him,
the experience of the past services of the man who has just
left our country.

Mr. O'BR[EN. I bave listenel with great attention fo
the course of this debate, and have heard, with sorne amuse-
ment, the remarks whieb were made by some hon. gentlemen..
I thin k, however, amidst ail this amusement and merriment,
tome things have taken place which are not in accordance
with the sense of dignity und honour which should actuate
hon. members of this Ilouse. The bon. gentleman who

1 made ibis motion commenced his speech by attempting to
read some correspondence--something which was contrary
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to the rules of debate-but if I am not mistaker,
an hon. gentleman who spoke from this side of the
House, read, without interruption, precisely the same
letter which thehon. member for York (Mr. Mulock)
was debarredfrom reading. I will retract what I have
said onthis point if I am mistaken, but I believe it
is the fact. The whole caso has been arguel as
though there was any êvidence upon which to base an
attack upon the Major-General. Now, Sir, I say that there
is not a word of evi.lence brought against that gentleman,
whichwould be admitted as evidence in any court of justice
or in any court of enquiry. The whole attack is based
on newspaper correspondence and reports, and there is not
an hon. gentleman in this flouse who doos not know, from
bis own personal experience, what amount cf credit is
generally to bo attached to newspaper reports of that de-
scription. I know nothing about the Port Hope Times,
which appears to have originated this whole report, but
when the hon. member for Ottawa County (Mr. Wright) in
the course of a speech which we all admired for its ingenuity
and for the skilful way in which he dragged in all sorts of
irrelevant matter, which had as much to do with the ques-
tion as the war in Egypt, spoke of charges such charges,
if charges they wore, were based on an extract he read
from the Mail newspaper. Now, the Conservative party
have to accept the Mail as on exponent of their views;
but all I have to say is tbat, if the person who wrote that
article in the Mail respecting General Luard, which
is merely a re-hash of what appeared in another paper,
and was not based on any evidence whatever - I say that if
the person who wrote that article had no more regard for
veracity, to sny nothing of generoity or j stice, tian the
samo paper hlain the remarnrks it makes concerning hon.
gentlemen in tis Houso who are opposed to it in politics,
then I say that vory little confidence ought to be placed in
its statements. Sir, the wlholo thing rests on no evidence
whatevor, and the ncvspuper Ltatements nay go just for
what they are worth. There bas not been a single state.
ment made, except a second-hand statement made by the
hon. member for East Durham, to justify the charge made
agninst the Major-General; and the whole thing is a more
fabric, built up on general rumour, which, I venture to say,
ii not in accoruance with the ros fes if the c:ase. I t hink
that ore thing must ba evident to hor. meimbers of this,
hlou!e, and that is, that this diseuwsion shoukN not have been
allowed to procoed until the papers were before us. WVa
have had bits of evidence and bi's of correspondence com-
mented upon, as the hon. member for GlengaCry (Mr.
Maemaster,) commented; and tho hon. membor, with bis
brief in his iand, was allowed to read oxtracts and to quote
papers which this House bas not seen, and is not able to
Judge of. Some hon. members have asserted that there was
a general consensus of opinion against General Luard
among the militia offleers of Canada. 1, as an officer of that
Force and a memborof this louse, dony that assertion. Isay
nothing of what happened ut Cobourg; I was not thero, and
have no means of iniforming miyself as o what took place, and
I oertainly am not going to believe, as a fact, what is a mere
matter of opinion, or what is read by any member in this
liouse. But I say tbat there were gentlemen present at
that occurrence whose word is certainly better than the
statements of those who speak merely from hearsay, and
they declare that the statements made in that paper were
very grossly exaggerated and misrepresented. We have
-heard bon. gentlemen speak about insnlits to this House
If there was any insult, it was not offered by General Luard,
bat by another gentleman. Threr is no evidence, whatevur,
to show that Gencral Luard made any remark that was de.
rogatory to any of the members of this House. The hon.
member for Glengarry took the trouble to point out to us
how very fair and proper was the condact of the
hon. member for East Durham. Now, I am not going
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to cast any reflection on the conduct of thé hon.
member for East Durbai ; I would be the lest
man in this House te do so; but I would like to
ask this flouse, if it is fair that a gentleman sbould lie
under the imputation that General Luard bas lain under
ever since the month of September last, in regard to this
matter, without being able to learn, until a recent poriod,
from the Government, whether the charges against him
were to be preqed or not. I am surprised that the hon.
Minist'r of Militia bas not yet had a word to say in regard
to this mattor. I am surprised that that hon. Minister, to
whom we ought to be able te entruast all matte; s of this
kind with perfect confidence-that he will, at all hazards
sud under ail circumstances, maintain the honour and the
discipline and the dignity of the Force-has not uttered a
single word on this subject. I say we have a right to
expect that ho would not have sat in his seat while one
member after another rose up and tradueed the character
of a man holding a high office under him. I think
he ought to have put a stop to this discussion, or,
at any rate, to have -stated that he would not
allow gentlemen to stard up, and, on more hear.
say evidence, traduce the character of a gentleman
holding the high position of General Luard. Now, I have
attended two camps at which General Luard was present;
and thore was noth ing in bis conduct, on either occasion,
thit did not call forth the best wishes for him on the part of
every officer anid man lhre. He was careful anl strict in
his inspection, but not a siniglo word eseaped from hiS that
any one could object to. I ray more than this. When
Genernl Luard took conmand ot the force, its discipline was
at the lowest ebb. Wo had had so muchi butter anîd taffey
rubbed on the Force that it was hardly possible for any man
to say anything in criticisn of it; but when General Luard
came to this country, he brought tolightexisting abuse-, ard
in that way did a great deal of good to the Force. Although
we are p- oud of our Force, we must not blind oeu
eyes to its defects. One speaker quoted a remark that
the Major-General did not undorstand the genius of th)
people of this country. I have heard that remark lefore,
and I think it means just tiis: that when a man does net
uinderstand tho genius of the country, it is because ho has
found foilt whero t beo vas good reas mn for doing so. I
was going on io say that wLca Gencral Laard came Io this
cmntry, he found the discipline of the Force in a v.»y bad
state, and I am satisfie't every officer of the Force knows
it, and will admit it; but ho went to work to redr<ss the
ovils ho found, and the result is that the Foi ce stands to-day
in a much botter position, as regards disei.pline, th in it did
when he took command. [ do not say that Generai Luard
bas not faults of tom per, and may not occasionally have
used expressions which gave offence; I do not know that ho
did, for I never heard him use such expressions, but to sho w
the sort of treatment te which ho bas been ex-
posed, oven by officers of the Force under bis command,
I will just read an extract from a letter which, I
hope, bas before this attracted the attention of the hon.
Mimister of Militia. An officer at London, a Col. Cole,
was found fault with by General Luard, because of the con-
dition of his regimen, and what did ho do ? Instoad of even
taking the course pursued by.the hon. member for Bast Dar-
ham, and bringing the matter before the attention of the auth-
orities, ho took the favourite course in this country and wrote
a lotter te a newspaper. And vbat did ho say ? From this
letter, bon. gentlemen ean judge of the sort of attacks to
which General Luard is liable; and they can also judge how
the condition of the Force can be maintained if this sort of
thing is tolerated. This officer, in bis letter, finds fault with
Col. Jackson, the Deputy-Adjutant General of the dis-
trict. He could have no fatult te find with the manner of the
Major-General, because he never saw him and goes on to
say:
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"Mr. Luard recommenda my removai from the command of my regi-

ment In angwer, 1 would say that Luard'a reeommendation troublei
me but very little, I do mot undertand why thia fraud ehould pitoh into,
me and my regimen t, for I never gave hlm any reason ; and further, I
never spoke to him. lu conclusion, I consider there is no necessity of
importing cranis that call themselves military men."

That is the sort of attacks made in the newspapers on
General Luard. Even supposing there was nothing in this
officer's conduct to justify his removal from bis command,
what sort of a regiment is that whoseo commanding officeor
writes in terms like that of his superior? This is just a
sample of the way in which General Luard had been treatod.
by a portion of the press of this coulntry. I totally
deny, as a matter of fact, that there is general con-
census of opinion, to the effect that bis conduct of the
Force bas been other than what it ought to have been.
On the contrary, I say that there was very good room for
fault-finding, and that public opinion is agreed that in the
main the General's comments were justifiable, and bis stric-
tures deserved. I should be altogether wanting in my duty
to this flouse and to the Militia Force if I were to allow the
remarks made concerning General Luard to pass without
answer. From the facts, as I know and heard, of my own
knowledge, I deny that there is any ground for the state-
ment made reflecting on his conduct. I believe the evi-
dence on which they are made is altogether exaggerated,
and I ask this House whother it is consistent with their
sense of justice, that a gentleman should have been allowed
to remain in this country so long, with this charge
pending against him, and no opportunity afforded him fbr
reply. I ask if it isjust that hon. members should arise, one
after another, and make remarks respecting thatofficer which
they know they cannot make with any proper sense of
justice. The hon. member for Glengarry said the Major-
General, in asking for specific charges, made a mistako.
What else could the General do ? Was ho to ask the Gov.
ernment to make an enquiry on this vague statement ? This
charge was made; up to the month of January he was given
no opportunity to reply, and then, just as ho leaves this
country, ho is told that the charge is withdrawn. I hope
the hon. Minister of Militia will give a satisfactory explana-
tion to thislouse. I call on him to explain to this House
bwit happened that t1i officer commanding the Forces of this
country was allowed to remain in the humiliating positioL in
which he was placed. So far as any one can judge from the gen-
oral appearance of the case, it seems bard measure to moto
out toa man, that no opportunity should be given him to meet
attacks; that his month shall be shut and his hands tied,
while ho is made the subject of attack in the newspaper
press, and thon after ie bas left this country that bon. mem-
bers should rise and reiterate those charges. I appeal to
the sense of justice-I will not say geerosity-of hon.
members, to say whether that is the way an Imperial officer,
or any officer, or any man ought to be treated-here, by those
who stand in the position of represontatives of the people
and supporters of the Goverument. I hope the sense of the
Ilouse, apart from ail personal argument, will be that they
have hardly treated General Luard; I hope they will
agree with me that, standing in the position ho did, it is
hardly reasonable to make this attack on him, and I am
very glad to have this opportunity of standing up in his
defence and justifying him, as I believe ho deserves to bo
justified.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I quite agree with the opinion of the
hon. gentleman who has preceded me, that it would have
been far more satisfactory had the papers in connection
with this matter been brought down before the malter was
so thorougbly discussed. I they had, the hon. gentleman
would have known upon what false premises ho has been
arguing. The hon, gentleman would lead the House to be-
lieve that no corr spondence had taken place since the letter
addrested to the Secretary of State by Geueral Luard, in

which he asked that certain charges should be fbrmulated.
Such is not the case. I have alwys been ready to atteénmdiy
court of enquiry, aud expressed my readiness so to do, inny
last letter dated Dacember 6th. As regards the evidence to
sustain the charges, which the hon. gentleman says ha
never been brought forward, 1 took particular pains, before
making the charges, to have evidenoe on which I
could perfectly rely, and went to some expense to gather
evidence, whieh I found was far stronger than I anticipated.
I will not be dragged by the unfair remarks of the hon.
member for North York, nor by the flippancy of the hon.
member for Ottawa, or the badinage of the hon. member for
Lanark, into a personal discussion of this question. I feel,
from the position I am placed, that I am not in a position
to do so, but, under all the cireumstanoes, I deem it
my duty to make a brief statement of my position, which is
this: In view of the early retirement of General Luard to
England, I agreod ta withdraw the letter of complaint
which I had fyled against him, and I feel it would be unbe
coming in me now to enter into any discussion of the merits
of the case. I regret to find that some of the papers have
fallen into the bands of hon. mombers; and that my hon.
friend from North York, who, I had hoped, would have ap-
proached the discussion of this question with a calm, judioiál
spirit, adopted rather the style of an attorney, and spoke
closely to the brief placed in his hands by General
Luard,which is simply a copy of the letters from theGeneral,
and which I regret to have to state are in his own hand.
writing. M y own correspondence I carefully kept back
f rom the liouse, as I felt I was in honour b.'und to,
knowing that whon it was brought down hon.
members and the publie would be able to judge the merits
of the case, and, as far as I am concerned, that my position
would be thoroughly sustained. The hon. member for
Muskoka seems to think that the proper course for me to
pursue was to lodge my complaint with the hon. Minister of
Militia. As far as 1 was concerned, I had no personal
grievance, no personal feeling, but my constituants had a
ulaim on me; if they folt that the public intereist
was in any way being injured, they had a
right to appeal to me, and it was my duty
to fbrward their desiro to the Governmont. Under the cir-
cumstances, I did forward a letter to the Socrotary of State,
asking that an enquiry be made. I took this view thinking
that the Major-General was hardly a Dopartmental officer
and was hardly amenable to the Minister of Militia, and I
considerod that I was pursuing the right course in for-
warding the matter to the Socretary of State, asking hirn
to make such enquiry as might be deemed proper, and
assuring him of my earnest desire and intention to baok up
what I said. I shail not deail with the matter at a-y further
length, but shall wait until the correspondonoo comes down,
when my position will be found to be lully justified.

Mr. CARON. Mr. Speaker, before the motion whieh is
now in your hands is submitted to the House, I may be
allowed to say a few words in reference to the matter
which has been occupying the attention of the House for
some time. Even before my hon. friend the member for
Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) rose and expressed his ardent desire
to har a word from the Minister of Militia, it was my in-
tention beforo the discussion closed to say a few words. I
agree with the hon. member, so far as to believe that the
discussion which bas taken place to-day might possibly
more properly have been put off untit the paperu had been
laid upon the Table of the House, but I cannot regret-the
discussion which bas taken place. I consider that thé
Militia Force of Canada has no reason to regret the discus-
sion which bas taken place to.day. I conaider that the
Militia Force of Canada ha made some very valuable ie.
cruite to-day. My hon. friend the member fur OLtawa
(Mr. Wright), the hosptable King ot the Gatineau, who
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does not often take an interest in discussions affecting the
Militia Force of Canada, has thought fit to-day to assume a
new rôle, and to interest the House, as he always does, with
one of his speeches, so brimful of humour, so brimful of wit,
and so brimful, I may say, of interesting historical allu-
sions, which are always welcome to the members of this
honourable House. Other members have also taken up the
discussion, and, from the discussion which has taken
place, I think that the expressions used in speaking
of the Militia Force of Canada are such that the Militia Force
of Canada can well be convinced that, among hon. members
of this honourable House, this force is appreciated, as it
deservedly should be appreciated. My hon. friend the
member for Muskoka, to my astonishment, has taken up the
cudgels in a manner in which he does not generally take up
questions which come before this honourable House. le
surprised me somewhat, Mr. Speaker, in stating that he was
away in England when all the circumstances which affect
this case took place at Cobourg, and still the hon. gentleman
says that he, absent, away in England, is not ready or pre-
pared to take the statements of hon. gentlemen who were
present at that occurrence, and who have laid their own
statements, from their personal knowledge, before this
House.

Mr. MACKENZIE. He said he had statements from,
other parties who were present, contradicting the others.

Mr. CABON. That may be, but I have statements from
hon. members of this House who were also present, and
have laid their statements before the House, and I consider
that these statements, coming from bon. gentlemen who
were present, were more reliable than other statements that
have been transmitted to us through three or four people
who have received them from one another. Now, the occur-
rence which led to this protracted discussion, is very much
to be regretted. I regret very much indeed that anything
like what took place at Cobourg should have taken place,
but I think that every member of the Volunteer Force of
Canada who knows the bon. member for East Durham, an
hon. gentleman who for so many years bas given so much
of bis time and consecrated so much of his energy to the
maintaining of a battalion in the state of efficiency in which
the battalion he now commands is, will say that, if the hon.
gentleman thought fit to make a complaint to the Gov-'
ernment, he must have done it believing that what
he was doing was in the interest of the Militia
Force of Canada, and that he was acting, as he
always does, in the circumstances alladed to, as
a member of this House who was trying to maintain what
he believed to be the diznity of his colieagues, of hon. mem-
bers who were not pruzent. Now, my hon. friend the
member for Muskoka bas charged me with not having put
an end to this discussion immediately. Evidently,thoo.
gentleman does not know that the charge was not made to
my Department or to me as Minister of Militia. The charge
was made by the hon. member for Eat Durham, as a mem-
ber of the House of Commons, and, as such, was not a charge
that could properly come under me as head of the Depart-
ment of Militia. In submitting his charge, he very properly
submitted it to the Secretary of State. And let me say
here, Mr. Speaker, that, if the matter was not disposed of
immediately, my hon. friend the member for Muskoka for-
gets that a long correspondence took place between General
Luard and the hon. member for Eat Durham, and that
correspondence was continued almost up to the period
of time when General Luard loft the country. Ie may
also state that my hon. friend the member for East
Durham was called away and was absent from Canada after
the matter had been submitted to the Government, and,
naturally, during bis absence, it was necessary that the pro-
eeedings should be suspended until he returned. Naturally,
the matter could not be disposed of, as hon, members wig

Mr. CAUX.

easily understa nd, until the correspondence was closed; and
when, or shortly after, the correspondence was closed, my
lon. friend the member for East Durham withdrew the
charges which ho had laid against the General. The hon.
gentleman has made his own statement. He has shown us
under what ci icumstances he considered it his duty to with-
draw these charges, and, under these circumstances, it was
quite impossiblo for the Government to dispose of the matter
sooner than it was disposed of. I believe if the hon. member
for Muskoka had waited, as he advised us all to do, before
discussing this matter, until the papers had been
laid upon the Table of Parliament, if he had fol-
lowed the idvice he was giving us, he would
have seen that no time was lost in disposing
of the mattor. I repeat that I regret extremely, not
only in this circumstance but in other circumstances, the
difficulties which have arisen between the General and the
Militia Force of Canada. It is not, as I believe, a fitting
opportunity to-day to take up these matters, but let me say
that, in Canada, we-require in command of the Militia Force
a gentleman who not only will be a strict disciplinarian, as
every British officer who is sent out from England is sup-
posed to be, but who also, in dealing with and meeting the
members of the Militia Force, will have the suaviter in modo
which, I believe, is certainly as indispensable to a command-
ing officer as the other qualifications which hon. gentlemen
have spoken of as pertaining to a commanding officer.
Now, Sir, I regret sincerely that any trouble of that kind
should have occurred. Before sitting down, I wish to answer
a remark made by my hon. friend from Glengarry (Mr.
Macmaster), who stated that the General commanding the
Mititia Force of Canada was an Imperial officer. Mr.
Speaker, the General commanding the Militia Force of
Canada is an Imperial officer in so far as belongs to the
Imperial army, but when he comes out to Canada he is an
officer under the control and in the employment of the
Canadian Government. I have always approved of the sys-
tom which is followed in Canada of getting an experienced
officer from the old country, until we in Canada can have
men sufficiently experienced to take command of the Militia
Force, but I believe it would be a great mistake if an efficer,
on coming here from England, imagined himself indepen-
dent of the Government of tanada, and as merely an
Imperial officer coming from England. These are the re-
marks I wished to make before the discussion closed.

Mr. CASE Y. I am very glad the remarks of my hon.
friend from Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) have at last called the
IMinister of Militia to bis feet, and induced him to give the
explanatins on this subject which he really ought to have
given long ago, as that hon. gentleman pointed out. I
think the debate on the resolution of my ion. friend from
NErLh York (Mr. Mulock) has gone entirely beyond the
record. -That motion asked for papers and correspondence
in connection with one definite charge made against Major-
General Luard, as to bis misconduct on a particular occasion;
but the discussion has ranged over the conduct of Major.
General Luard during the whole time he has been here, and
has been made up of attacks and defences of the general
policy he has pursued towards the Militia of Canada. That
having been i he case, it is perhaps impossible to go on to con-
sider the particular case before us without saying something
on the general question. It has been practically ad mitted by
all, that General Luard's mistakes, General Luard's errors,
General Luard's alleged misconducthave been due chiefly to
faults of temper. Nobody has charged that he was
not an efficient soldier, that he was not actuated by the
highest desire to improve the efficiency of the Canadian
Militia. The only charge has been that on an occasion when
he saw things in a shape that appeared to him to be unsol-
dierly, he as given vent to his opinion in language that was
considered by those who made the charge as soaroely gentle-
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manly, and scarcely proper to be addressed to Canadian
volunteers. I cannot speak on this from any personal
knowledge, as I have not been for some years connected
with theForce; however, I think, from all I can hear, from
testimon" brought forward in the House by independent
gentlemen connected with the Force, and from other
quarters, that there is a general agreement that
General L]uard's severity and strictness did some-
thing, at least, for the Militia Force. I quite agree
with my hon. friend from Muakoka, when he says that some
years ago,when General Luard first took charge of the Militia
discipline was at a low ebb-in fact I do not know that even
yet it has reached that point that volunteer discipline should
reach. I am inclined to think that when an officer, who
has had experience in volunteer matters, as General
Luard had long before he came here, found so much to ob-
ject t) in the state of militia discipline, there must have
been some cause for it. We find that this dissatisfaction has
not been general, but it bas been confined to special casei,
and I think it probable that in those cases there was somo-
thing to find fault with. But I have no doubt that some of
the expressions alleged to have been used by him were
rather too strong, and not conducive to the interests of the
Service. Yet I think that, none the less for that, it
is highly improper for us to make this motion an
occasion for a general attack upon General Luard,
who las now left the country, as it is understood,
not to return again to occupy the same position. A man
who is now practically ont of the employ of this Gov-
Government, I think, sbould not be attacked for his past
conduct in this undiscriminating way without, as the lion.
member for Muskoka bas pointed out, the production of any
evidence whatever. Speaking of this particular case, I
must say that the offence against the dignity of this House
charged against General Luard, is a very grave one. If
ho dicL really, on that occasion, express himself in
contemptuous language in regard to the members of this
House, it was something which ought not to have been
passed over. The Minister of Militia has pointed out that
the member for East Durham made the charge which he
did make, in order to sustain the dignity of this House, as
well as to further the interests of the Militia Force. Sir, if
the offenco was as grave as he conceivel it to be ut the
time, if he was not mistaken, as to the import of the Gon-
eral's language, the offence was one affecting the dig-
nity of this House, especially after it became public.
If it had been kept within the walls of the mess room in
which this mess room dispute occurred, I do not know that
the dignity of this House would have been injured in the
slighest degree; but, since those who were present on that
occasion chose to make the affair public, and to spread
abroad over the country that General Luard had attacked
the dignity of this House, then I think the matter was a
serions one, and should be examined, either by the Militia
Department or by this House. If all the facts can be
established and the charges turn out to be as grave as they
appeared to have been to the hon. mem ber for East Durham
when he made them, then I say Generel Luard ought not Vo
be allowed to slip out of the country in the quiet way he
has doue, and to take leave of absence on the understanding
that he is not to return here. If he has insulted this House
he should either be made to apologize to this House, or
should be dismissed, instead of being allowed to retire. The
Minister of Militia has pointed out that he is an
officer fully under the control of this Government. He is
an officer under the control of lis own Department, ha is a
departmental officer, and could have been dismissed at any
time on the recommendation of the Minister of Militia. I
think it was his duty, when these charg3s were made, to
have had them investigated, and either have secured an
apology from the General to the House of Commons, or from
the gentleman making the charges to General Luard, accord-

ing as the facts might turn out to demand upon enqufry,
I say the hon. Minister has been guilty of a grave derelio.
tion of bis duty in allowing a charge of this kind to have
been made te a member of the Cabinet, made in the press
throughout the country, repeated until everybody has taken
aides on it one way or the other, and thon allowmng the oor-
respondence in conneotion with it to b. withdrawn and let-
ting the whole matter fall to the ground.

Mr. CARON. The charge was not made to my Depart-
ment at all.

Mr. CASEY. Well, it should have been made to him as
Minister of Militia, and when ho knew the charges were
made he should have insisted upon their being laid before
him as the proper person, and h. shonld have taken cogni.
zance of the case and prosecuted it. I have no doubt that
the hon. member for East Durham muet have spoken to the
Minister of Militia about the matter, or communicated with
him in some way about it. It is soarcely possible that such
an affair sbould have taken place without some communi-
cation between these two hon. gentlemen. It may have
been on the advice of the Minister of Militia that the charges
were made to the Seocretary of State instead of to bis own
Department-I do not know how that may bave been. The
bon. member forEastIlurhamshakeshishead. Iconolude,
then, that he simply followed hie own idea in writing to the
Secretary of State instead of to the Minister of Militia. He
was undoubtedly mistaken in taking that course, because
the Militia Department was the one to which h.
should have made bis complaints, especially as he
himself was un officer of the Militia. But the
Ministcer of Militia says the charges were made to
the Secretary of State, because the hon. member for East
Durham acted in his capacity as a member of the House,
and not in bis capacity as an officer of the Service. I do
not see what difference this could make. If he acted as a
member of the House, hie proper course was to bring it up
in Parliament and ask that an enquiry be instituted. If ho
acted as an officer, bis only proper course was to make
complaint through the proper military channel. But it
scems the charge was made to the Secretary of State. No
doubt the Government followed the usual course in matters
of this kind, nid referred the complaint to the proper
Department. No doubt the complaint was referred to
the Minister of Militia, although it was not at first
lodged in his Department; no doubt ha was cognizant
of the matter ultimately and directly. Aud the
responsibility, therefore, comes back to him and
rests upon him quite as fully as if the complaint
had been made to his Department in the first instance. It
appears this was not an ordinary complaint, a letter of com-
plaint written by a member of the House, to call attention
to a matter of public interest. It was a case carefully work-
ed up by the member for East Durham, who said he had
gone round with a solicitor and worked up the case and
found it was stronger than ha had anticipated. The case,
he says, was sent to the Government. Now what has be.
come of the case ? The Minister of Militia said the corres-
pondence was allowed to be withdrawn, and the hon. mem-
ber for East Durham makes a similar statement, because
forsooth, the General was about to leave the country. I do
not quite understand what is meant by the withdrawal of
the correspondence. If it means that the letters and cor-
respondence by the hon. member for East Durham and
General Luard were given back to them, it la a vr im-
proper conclusion to a charge of this nature. It should
have been forced to some issue. If the hou. member
for East Durham has withdrawn all the charges
against General Luard, it is a perfect justification
of the General. If that is the meaning of the withdrawal
of the correspondence, it should be clearly stated to the
House, and the General should not be allowed to rest
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under the imputation that the charges are still hanging Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon. gentleman has no right to
over him, unettled. From the silence of the two bon. put such a question. We are discussing a demand to bring
gentlemen, Who alone can answer this question, I am still down papers. Let the discussion be concluded, and let the
left.in doubt. We muet therefore judge from the general answer ho given to the hon. gentleman. I do not want to
tone of their remariks, though not from their express words, be catechised here; the bon. gentleman has no right to do so.
that.the charges are not withdrawn but are still insisted on . Mr. CASEY. If Ministers are not here to be catechised,by the hon. member for East Durham, but that he does not what are they here for ? I say they are here to be cate-care to have an investigation, and the reason he gives is the chised respecting the business of their Deprtments ; thatapproacbing departure of the General. I do not think isd ha t e ie If ther earîmntteh
that is any reason whatever. The General should either is what they are paîd for. If the Secretary of S .aVe, wbo is
leave here as a dismissed official, dismissed because of im. very new to the position, feels so much more dignity than
:proper conduct, or ho should ]eave here with bis any other Minister, and refuses to answer questions, it is no
character unstained. I do not pretend to say use to ask them. The Minister in whose possession the cor-
bor far the hon. member's idea of General Luard's respondence must be, if it still exists, refuses to say whether
meaning may.have been borne out by the General's in- there is any or not, and the Minister of Militia leads the
tention on that occasion. The hon. member for East Dur- Ilouse to infer that it does exist, and will be brought down.
ham may have been mistaken as to the words used by Mr. CARON. I did not tell the hon. gentleman it would
General Luard. I do not know how far this migbt have be brought down.
been borne out by evidence. No evidence has been taken,
and the General has been allowed to leave the country Mr. CASEY. The hon. gentleman said that when the
quietly, neither cleared of the charges nor convicted of correspondence came down "-he did not say, "if it came
them. That is a state of things most damaging to the Ser- down -the bon. member for Muskoka would find so-
vice and unworthy of the dignity of this Houe. The hon. and-so. If that does not imply that it will come
Minister of Militia expressed surprise that the hon. mem- down, I do not know the meaning of language. Leav-
ber for Muskoka (Mr. O'Brien) did not believe the evidence ing him to settie with the Secretary of State as to
given to us to-night, by hon. members who were present on the propriety of making such disclosures beforehand, I
the occasion referred to. I do not remember that any hon. will go on to some other points. I wish to say, before
gentleman has spoken wbo was present on that occasion, closing my remark-, that we had a matter, not exactly
except the hon. member for East Durham himself, of a similar kind to this, but a question in this House,
and ho carefully abstained from making any further two or three years ago, in which the conduct of Gene-
statement about the matter, simply saying that the ral Luard came up for discussion. On that occasion,
whole of the charges were contained in the correspondence. General Luard was not charged with being too strict,
We have no information from bon. members or anyone as as h is now charged, but with being too lenient, althiough
to what took place on that occassion, except from the letter that charge was scarcely borne out by the facts. A
so irregularly read by the hon. member for South Lanark case had arisen concerning the conduct of a Colonel com-
(Mr. Raggart). I, too, felt.curious at that time, an:1 feel manding a battalion (Col.W. Ross), one of as high stand ing
eurious to know how the letter got into the possession of the as the gentleman whose case is now under discussion. 'The
hon member. The hon. member for East Durham said that General reported on that Colonel's conduct, with regard to
none of his letters fell i nto the bands of any member. If the establishment of a canteen, which was complained of by a
they were obtained from the Government, it was a very political supporter of the Minister of the Militia, that the
atrange proceeding. If tho letter was placed in the hands Colonel's conduct was correct, and was in consonance with
of the hon. member by General Luard, it is a different mat- the Militia Regulations. The Minister of Militia, consider-
ter; butthe House should bo informed by the hon. member ing that his supporter, the Conservative member for t ho
as to how he got possession of it. Both the Minister of county of Prince Eýwaid, had a botter knowledge of Militia
Militia and the member for East Darham, have referred to affairs than tho General, induced the General to amend
what we shal see when the correspondonce cornes down; the report in sucli a way as to have a Gazette censure
but if the oorrespondence bas been withdrawn, how can it passed upon the Colonel. That was a case of differ-
be brought down ? Does the hon. Minister mean there is ence of opinion, and a Colonel of as high a position as
stili correpondence in the Department ? the member for East Durham was, in fact, censured for

an act which the Major-General, the fountain of disci-
Mr. CARON. I have already stated that it did not come pline for the Dominion of Canada, declared to be exactly

b3fore my Department. in accordance with usage and the Regulations, and the
Mr, CASEY. The Secretary of State is present in the hon. member for East Durham sustained the Govern-

Hobse, and I hope he will pay attention to the question. I ment on that occasion. Now, I think the hon. gentleman
wish to ask him if there is any correspondence on this ques- bas scarcely put himseolf in the strongest position, when ho
tion in his Department; if the correspondonce making and takes the means ho has taken of attacking this Major-General;
answering the charges is in his Department, and can b r fr, whatever the General's faults and failings might be, he
brought dlown ? deserves at least the courtesy of a proper court of enquiry

. .b into bis conduct before this matter was blazoned all over the
Mr. CHAPLEAU. The hon. gentleman will receive his country. I hope, Sir, the Minister of Militia will yet get

answer when the Government informs him whother the his hands on this mysterious correspondence; which ho does
correspondence can be brought down or not. . not admit his knowledge of at present, that ho will get it

Mr. CASEY. That is not a proper answer to the ques- before bib Department, if not before the House, and will see
tion. Tke question is one which should be answered now, that a proper enquiry is made into that question, that the
Tþe question is, whether correspondence existe and can bo matter is cleared up, whether for the benefit of General
brought down. The Minister of Militia bas led ue to infer Luard or for the gentleman wbo bas made these charges.
liat when it comes down we shall se Bo and1-so, and the It is absolutely necessary for the dignity of the louse and
hon. member for East Durham says the same. Now, the the effiiency of the service that the matter be cleared up.
Seretary of State refuses to say whether there is any cor- I am not proaouneing any opinion on the matter, because I
respondence, and whether it is going to be brought down, am as ignorant of the facts as every other bon. member
T1e question should be answered now, as it might prevent must be until we sec the papers; we are all ignorant of the
uâples and prolpnged discussion, facts, and cannot pronounce an opinion, but T think ýte um4

Mr. CAshET.
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ter should be cleared up, out of regard to our own dignity,
at all evento.

Mr. CARON. I rise to a personal explanation. The hon.
gentleman referred te the case of Col. BR>s-s, and ho has
stated the facts differently from what they wero. He has
stated-wbether he hai forgotten the correspondence whicb
was brought down, or whether ho made the statement for.
the purposes of this case--

Mr. CASEY. Order. I rise te a point of ordor. The
hon. gentleman insinuates the possibility of my making
these statements wrongfully for the purpose of this debate.

Mr. CARON. I did not say wrongfully, but I said for the
purposes of this case. The hon. gentleman bas forgotten the
case of Col. Ross. In that case the Major-General in his
report, states that Col. Ross has been guilty of a gros@
breach of discipline, and the hon. gentleman has stated here
to-night that the General, in his report, stated that Col. R,>s
haq done exactly what ho should have done under the
Militia Regulations. Now, the bon, gentleman must have
fGrgotton completely the tacts of the case, else he would not
have made that statement.

Mr. MACKE\Z[E. I do not think that thoro are such
words in the report, as the hon. gentleman bas st:tted.

Mr. CARON. Yes.

Mr. MACKENZIE. Nothing of the kind.
Mr. CARON. The hon. gcntleman who bas taken bis

seat bas discussed the points with me before, and ho must
remember that the Major General stated most explicitly
that Col. Ross was guilty of a gross breach of discipline.

Mr. MACKENZIE. The General rocommended a dif-
feront course of things from the Minister, and the Minister
over-ruled tbe General.

Mr. CARON. That is another question.
Mr. CASEY. To the best of my recollection, and my

recollection is pretty fair, and is, I think, likely te be as
near right as the hon. gentleman's--my recollection is, that
the first reportof the Major-General was entirely favourable
te Col. Ross; that ho reported that Col. Ross, in demolishing
the canteen which lad bocn erected contrary to his ordors,
had acted within bis rinhts as a Colonel commanding in the
camp. That is my distinct recollection, and befi.ro the
dcbate is over, or at all events before very long, I shall hunt
up the report, and I fancy the Minister will find he bas em.
barrassed himself somewhat by asserting se positively that
the General had reported that there was " a gross broach of
discipline." I recollect, aiso, that subsequently an amended
report was procured froin the General, which came much
nearer the hon. Minister position than in the first instance,
and that probably is the one the hon. Minister refers te.

Mr. CHAPLEAU. I wish to say one word in reference
te an insinuation which was made, perhaps net willingly,
by the bon. gentleman who has just sat down. The hon.
gentleman was pleased to say that correspondence of a more
or less private or confidential character should not have
been brought before this House. I cean etate here, that so
far as I am informed, and I believe I am well informed, the
bon. member for East Durham bas never communicated
those papers since they were sont te the Department. I
can vouch for the Department, for myself, and my officers,
and I say that they have net been communicated te any-
body. Any person wbo bas communicated this information
te members of this House or other people, has doue an act
which I bhall not characterize. It might be military,
perhaps, but certainly it would net be civil.

Sir RICHARD CA RTWR[GH I'. I do not propose to dis-
cuss thq merits of this question as regards my hon. friend from
mst Durham and the GeneraL A good deal has beon said

to night about Gencral Luard's conduct by officers of the
Force. Now, I happen to have come in contact, as no doubt
other hon. mémbers have, with a anumber of militia officers
who have been inspected at various times by Goneral Luard
and I desire te say here, in justice te that officer, that i
have heard from many distinguished offlcers of the Militia
Force, that whother or not General Luard may have
been a little over-zealous at times in the discharge
of his duty, when the corps inspected by him
wore in . a xeally efficient state, General Luard was al.
ways ready to bear testimony te that fact, at d always
spoke very handsomely, when ho could honestly and
fairly speak handsomoly, of the disciplino of the regiments
who paraded before him. I think it is but justice te General
Luard to say that I have heard that from many officers high
in command. No doubt thero have been complainte made
that when the regi monts whom ho inspected were not in the
stato of discipline ho expected them to be, the General ex-
pressed himself wi th much freedom, as I dare say the hon.
gentlemen opposite know that very bigh officers
in tho British service are rather apt to express them.
selves. I dare say that even the most illustrions
officers in the British Service would be found-and
nobody knows it botter than the First Minister-to have
expressed themselves very strongly both as te regiments
of regular troops, and as to rogiments of volunteer troops.
Whenever the discipline of these regiments did not come
quite up to the standard thoy expctod-and I think we
would do well to remember in this debate, in which, as I
understand, we have no ovidence before n, that it would be
rather unta;r te allow Genoral Luard to leave this country
apparently under a cloud. If the Government thougbt
tbere was anything in his conduot whioh doservol consure,
it, ould have been the duty of the Government te express
thoir views, no doubt, te Her Majesty's Government. But
it is not our duty to assail that gentleman without much
botter evidence than ias been, so far as I have hoard the
debate, submitted to the lHouse.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I quite agree with the hon.
g entleman that it would be quite improper to assail General

uard or anybody else without sufficient evidence; but let
us consider fji a moment who has broulit up this
subject and how it has been brought up. It has not been
brought up by the Government as a charge against
General Luard. No charge has been made against him.
It bas been brought by the hon. member for North York.
Whether he brought it it up on bis own mare motion, or as
representing General Luard, he has not told us. Neither has
he told us why ho has made this motion, for wbat purpose
he wants theso paperd, if it is for the purpose of following
up the matter, or if it is net, why he made the motion. It
i a very inconvenient thing, and it is considered exeoptional
in England for discussions te be made about army dis-
cipline or the discipline of the Militia. The hon. gentleman,
in making this motion, evidently did net want the informa-
tion, for ho has seen the papers which he bas movcd for;
and therefore ho must have made up bis mind, wben ho gave
this notice, that ho would bave te follow it up, or cui bono t
For what purpose bas the motion been made? Does the
bon gentleman mean to move for a Committee of enquiry
on General Luard, or on the gentleman who made the
charge against General Luard ? We would like te
know. Porbaps the hon. gentleman will object te
bu catecbied in the matter, perbaps ho will object
to anewer why he made this motion; at whose instance
he made it; where he got theso papers ; and for what
purpose he got them. I think we ought to know all this.
Bat I gather that the hon. gentleman got the papers from
GoneraL Luard, or some friend of Gencral Luard, through
wh nu they were seat to the hon. gentleman. I think either
oune or the other muet have been the case. Now, Sir, I havo
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no hesitation in saying that if so, it is exceedingly unfor.
tunate for General Luard ; for whether his conduct at this
mess meeting was liable to censure or not-whether he was
altogether right, or whether my hon. friend from East Dur-
ham was too sensitive-one thing is clear, and I can state
in my place that i know that General Luard bas made the
gravest possible mistake in giving these papers to any per-
son in the world. General Luard bas boon treated with
the greatest consideration and the greatest for-
bearance ; and it was at my own special instance,
and for the purpose of preventing probably ser-
ious consequences to General Luard, that I asked
my hon. friend who sits behind me, in view of the
probable consequences to a gentleman of bis rank, and
in the interest of the Militia Service, to withdraw the
charge ; because, Mr. Speaker, the question could not rest.
It would involve an enquiry into all the numerous and
various complaints that were made against General Luard;
and some of them, I bad occasion to know, were such as
would probably involve consequences which would have
been the reverse of pleasant to that officer-not in any way
affecting his honour or his status as a gentleman, but as
affecting altogether the question of the possibility of his
continuing in his command; and he has committed a grave
error, so grave that I can only attribute it to a very great
want of judgment on the part of General Luard, or to his
being very badly advised, in inviting, if he did invite, this dis-
cussion, or in inducing the bon. gentleman, if he did induce
him, to bring down these papers. I have no besitation in say-
ing, Sir, that it is a very grave mistake on the part of General
Luard, and I am sorry to say that perbaps he will find it so.
Now, Sir, there is one stattement made by the gentleman
who rnoved this motion ihat ii orroneous. Of course, ho
spoke from bis general acquaintance with the subject. ie
stated that General Luaid's promotion was stopped, that bi
position was affected by the statement made by Colonel
Willians. That is quite a nistike, as i happen to know
from General Luard bimsolf. General Luard, in the course
of the coming summer, was to get his Lieut.-Generalship--
in the ordinary course, he was certain to be made a Lieut.-
General-and then he was going to leave Canada. In no
way did it affect his position, or his promotion, or his rankat
tho Horse Guards, or anywhcre clse, becauso he was obliged
ex necessitate Io go the moment he got tho Liut..General-
ship; and theretorc ho has not suffered anything in the
world from the fact that Col. Williams made this charge.
Well, Sir, General Luard ought, in my opinion, to have been
well satisfied at the result. I may go so far as to say
that those papers were all purposely withdrawn. There
was an understanding to that effect; and if General Luard
induced or authorized any hon. gentleman to use those
papers after that understanding was come to, he committed
a very grave breach of an arrangement which was entered
into in hie own interest, for the purpose of preventing his
having any subsequent inconvenience from this matter,
which, unfortunately, got into the newspapers. The whole
action that was taken since that complaint was made, was
taken with a view of putting au end to these various dis-
contents and charges, some of perhaps some force, sorne of
no force; but they were accumulated ; but the whole effort
was to prevent any injury to that gallant gentleman, to pre-
vent any unseemly or unfortunate discussion like the one
that is going on to-day, and to allow him quietly to go away,
as he was certain to go, in the course of the summer, with-
out injury to himself or to the Militia, and without any scan-
dal or disc.ssion; and if the object which I had in view in
inducing my bon. friond te withdraw the charge has been
lrustrated, it is altogether due to the injudicious and more
than injudicious conduct of General Luard, contrary to the
distinct understanding, in putting these papers into the
hands of the hon, gentleman who has made this motion, or
an body ese.

JOHNY A. MACDONALD.

Mr. PATTERSON (Essex). For my part, after hearing
the discussion, I think the thanks of this fouse are due to
the bon. member for North York for having brought for-
ward his motion, and I compliment him very sincerely on
the dignified and impartial manner in which he made his
statement. I do not intend to occupy the time of the House,
as it has been already too long occupied with this question,
but there are one or two points that I want to take up. I
wish to add my humble testimony to what has been said by
the lion. member for Muskoka with regard to the estima-
tion in which General Luard is held by the Militia Service
throughout the Dominion. I have taken care to communi-
cate with many military men on the subject, and I fully
agree with the bon. and gallant Knight from South
Huron (Sir Richard Cartwright), that the mon who com-
plain of censure deserved to be censured and that they were
so thin-skinned because they were militia officers and
perhaps held other rank, which they considered should
exempt them from criticism. As regards the com-
plaint of the hon. member for East Durham, that complaint
affected the standing of General Luard towards the Militia.
It was a complaint which affected the Militia of this country,
and on that account it ought not to have been withdrawn,
and the Government had no right to allow it to be with-
drawn. With regard te the remark of the hon. First Min-
ister, as to General Luard having committed a breach of
the understanding, he was no contracting party to any under-
standing; I am not aware that Gener-al Luard ever furnished
any papers to any mombar of this House, but I know
that he was no consenting party to any understanding
as to the withdrawal of the charges by the hon. niem-
ber for East Durhan Goneral Luard has left the country
and 1 do not know whether he will return, but I know
it is not fair nor just that he should be made a butt of
here by hon. gentlemen and not a word to be said in his
defence. I cannot listen to this when I know he has not,
for corne time back, received that treatmont he ought to
have received even from'the Governmont of the Dominion.
There is a general opinion throughoit the country that he
has not roceived that treatment from the Militia Department
and the Government that a man, holding the position which he
held was entitled to receivo. There is also a feeling that the
criticisms thrown out against him have emanated from
men who are smarting under well-doserved censure, and
believing that tho discussion bore to night will be reaid in
England by the military authorities and will seriously affect
the standing of General Luard at home, I feel it to be my
duty to rise in my place and add my humble mite to what-
ever has been said in faveur of that gentleman who, in the
discharge of his duties in Canada, has done god service in
the training of our Militia. He found the Militia in a very
inefficient state and succeeded in raising the standard to a
great extent. Every Militia officer who as not a personal
grievance against the General, will add his testimony to
what I say. If it were merely a personal charge between
Colonel Williams, as a momber of Parliament, and General
Luard, we ought to know it. I protest against the idea that
bocause a gentleman may by accident be a member of Parlia-
ment, he is to plume himself on that and on what shall
affect the honour and dignity of the House. That can
only be affeeted by the manner in whieh we carry on
the business of the country in this House, and no lion. gen-
tleman need be uneasy about the dignity of the House, as
far as any remarks falling from any person at an after-
dinner speech at a military mess may affect it. It would
have been much fairer to General Luard if Col. Williams
had persisted in urging his charge and having an investi-
gation. It is extraordinary that six months should be
allowed to go by and no investigation held, and that this
old military gentleman should have been allowed te go home
with a stain on his character. It is very well to say that the
matter would have been quieted and allowed to drop if the
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hon. member for North York had not brought up bis motion.
The hon. member did perfectly right, for these charges have
been circulating during the last six months throughout the
country; they found their way into the English press,
and have been considerably detrimental te General Luard.
In justice to that gallant officer, I add my testimony
to that of the hon. member for Muskoka, in saying that
General Luard deserves the thanks of the Canadian Militia
for the services he has rendered them, and he has their
thanks.

Mr. HESSON. It is of more importance to us that we
should have the good feeling of the Volunteer Force of the
country, and I know from personal knowledge that the
members of the Force, from my own part of tbe country,
were net pleased because General Luard, though a very good
officer, was a gentleman botter fitted to command paid sol-
diers than to command the volunteers of Canada. If
he were to continue in that position for any time, the
effect would be only to injure the position of the Force.
I do not think the General's disposition was suited
to the Volunteer Force of this country. 1 do not
think he was brought up to understand the difference that
existed between a man who shouldered bis musket as a part
of his duty, and another who sbouldered it simply for pay. I
know offence was given to men, very excellent men, in my
own county, officers of a battalion with which I was once
identified, and they expressed very unkind feelings as to the
manner in which they had been treated when brought into
contact with him, and I have come to the conclusion that he
was unfit for the position, and I think it is well ho has been
removed, and I trust he will never be brought back to fill
this position.

Mr. WOODWORTH. I think that this question has
assumed a very wide circumference indeed, and that hon.
gentlemen have taken a latitude inconsistent with the Rules
of Parliament. I intend to move a slight addition to
the motion of my hon. friend from North York,
and I would not have made any remarks at all
-nor do I intend to make any at length-had it not
been for some observations made recently. The conduct of
General Luard seems te have come into question here in a
very positive form, and I think that if any of the hon.
members who have spoken on this question had confined
themselves as closely to the motion as the mover did, with-
ont censuring the conduct of anyone in particular but moving
for theso papers, so wide a range would not have been taken
in this discussion. The hon. member for Muskoka, in particu-
lar, I think, was an offender in this respect. He, however,
gave the answerato himself before he sat down, for ho told the
louse he was not bore and knew nothing about the question.
If he had been here, he would have known that a groat
ripple had been made in military circles, which had extend-
cd to the whole Commonwealth of Canada, in regard to the
conduct of General Luard, not only at Cobourg, but at other
places. I am not saying this for the purpose of censuring
the General, nor do I intend to censure him, but I say that
it is known to everybody, if not to the hon. member for
Muskoka, that the newspapers of the day, net only the Mail
which he has attacked, but the Globe newspaper, its rival, the
organ of the Reform party-the Globe came out in strong
terms censuring the conduct of General Luard. If the hon.
member for Muskoka had been as cognizant of this affairas
ho ought to have been, before he spoke and inveighed
against the hon member for IEast Durham, ho certainly
would not have used the strong expressions he did. I find
the Globe newspaper, its make being followed by the lesser
lights of the same party. On the 24th of September, the
Giobe spoke in this wise:-

"On Thursday, the brigade was inspected by Major-General Luard'
cornmanding the Militia Force in Canada. OUn riding to the saluting
base, preparatory to the march past, ho there discovered everal Staff
pmors, ielading the Camp quarter.ster, he Pabymur, the Burgeon

besides regimental Surgenns, who were not mounted. ge demanded
who they were, and on receiving the required information, peremptorily
ordered these gentlemen off the field. During the field evolutionswhich
t»ok place, it the slighest irregularity occurred, the Geueral seemed to
become beside himself. In the inspection, not only did ho scrutinise,
witb eagle eye, the brigade by battalions, but he ordered the battalions
to be broken up into their respective companies, aud inspected each one
separately. There is no doubt he made many criticistms wbich were de-
erved, and offered innumerable suggestions whi-h were invaluable, but
the effect of these was almost entirely destroyed by the manner in which
they were made. The sligbtest deviation of uniformity was everywhere
made the subject of a military phillippic. % folded overcoat strapped on
upside down was in several cases a sufficient pretext for au onslaught on
both officers and privates. Riding up to one company, hesingled out on
unfortunate young soldier, whose countenance was bronzed by constant
exposure, sud denounced him as dirty and disgraceful. Turning te the
officer in command, one of the most respected in the regiment, ho

litely informed him that ho (the officer) did not look any too clean
imself, and could not expect his men te be tidy vith such an exemplar.4 TH LUNCHEON.

"Wheu the review was over---"

An hon. MEMBER. This is good.

Mr. WOODWORTH. This is good.
Koran.

Yes; it is from the

" Wheu the review was over, the General was gracious enough to ae-
cept an invitation to luncheon with the brigade and regimental Staff.
During a conversation which took place thereat, in which Colonel
Williams, of the 46th-"

That gallant 46th, that has been so often alluded to in this
House--

" and the General were the chief participants, the former was gitea
the lie direct by the latter."

This ls the Globe.
' A painful lull in the conversation ensued,-"

I should think it would be painful-
" and shortly afterwards the General, accompanied by his A. D. C.,
arose and beat a hasty retreat. Colonel Williams will call the attention
of the House te the question of the General's conduct. It is also
rumoured that an arran enent has been made by influential members of
the Militia Who aisO hold seats in Parliament, te agitate for his imme.
diate recall by the Imperial authorities."

Well, Sir, afterward the Globe newspaper, in an edi-
torial in the following issue, among other things, said the
following:-

S'A few things seem te be forgotton by General Luard,
This is under the head of " General Luard again."

"(1) That the volunteers of Canada are not regular soldiers. (2)
That they give thoir time and services gratuitously. (3) That there is
not an otticer in the Force whose connection therewith dues not in-
volve-in keeping up bands, uniforme, and other expenses-sacrifices,
alike in money and li time. If these things are borne in mind by in-
specting Generals in Canada, their criticism will be more apt tu be
marked by moderation, justice and common sense."
Now, some hon. gentlemen, and especially the hon. member
for Muskoka, have inveighed in very strong terns about
this matter being brought up, about Major-General Luard
being discussed at all, and the Mail rewspaper has been
attacked amid the plaudits of hon. gentlemen opposite, who
did net seen te know-altbough the member for Bothwell
(Mr. Mill@) knew, as a journahst, right well, for I think he
had a hand in it-that the Reform uewspapers universally
condemned the manécfore he was heard here in Parliament
at all. And who is to be thanked, as the First Minister lias
said, for bringing this matter up ? Is it any bon, member
on this side of the flouse ? No ; it was brought up on that
side of the House; but, I must say, in justice te the member
for North York (Mr. Mulock), in that calm and judicial
manner which became a scholar and a gentleman. le
brought it up fairly and impartially, as he had a right te do
as a mem ber of this House; but it has been taken up without
moderation, and sometimes without very good sense by
some hon. men bers. Hon. mombers inveighed bore as if it
was a shuttlecock to be thrown about between parties,
when Canada has been saturatel from one end to the
other with newspaper articles on the conduet of General
Luard, and I do not think it behoves any gentleman in thi.
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House to attempt to make this a party question at ail. IT
has been said that the Militia has been insulted. I do not!
know whether it has or has not. I am not a militiaman or
a militia officer. If it has been insulted, lot the blame rest 1
upon the proper shoulders. It has been said that this
Parliament bas been imnulted by this gentleman corroborat
ing the remarks of Col. Gzowski as to the opinions of
this Parliament being not worth ton cents. I do not think
we hold our seats arenable to any Polish officer, or any
officer, no matter how high, and I think, in England, any
officer who inveighed against the Ministry of Gladstone, or
the Parliament of England, and said that the members of
that Ministry, or the members of that Parliament, did not
understand their business, and that thoir opinions on,
military affairs were not worth ton cents whoever he was,f
would stand a very poor-chance of promotion. We are nott
officers here, but we represent independent constituencies;1
and, if we have no information at hand on military subjects,1
we have the means of information and can inform ourselves,3
and we do 1 hat before we speak to any question in thist
House, and I think, without reforence to party at ail, that thej
esprit de corps of members of this House has been offended2
by both those gentlemen who have spoken in such terms.1
I move, in amendment to the motion-and I believe my
hon friend will accept the amendment, becanse it is in
keeping with lis statements here-that the words "and allt
other papers and correspondence containing complaintst
against Major-General Luard " be added to the motion already1
made.

Mr. McNEILL. I had not intended, Mr. Speaker, Io say t
anything on this question at ail. NoL only hud I not in-
tended to say anything, but I had made up my mind not to
say anything, However, after some remarks which haveL
fallen during the course of this discussion, and especiallyt
from my hon. friend who bas last spoken, I think it would
be scarcely right if I held in my land a letter which I haveb
received from the Colonel commanding the battalion in my
conuty, without reading, at ail events, a portion of it to the
House. I do it in order that it should be seen that the
statement made that there is a concensus of opinion among
the Militia hostile to General Luard, and that his conductc
in his position has been detrimentil to the Volunteer Force,
is incorrect, and that there is no such corcensus of opinion.
This is a letter from Col. Cooper, a man who i, I may
say, a gentleman respected by everyone who knows him, a
man of high education, and a man of very sober judgment.P
This is what ho says of General Luard :

'-Time and again have Iseen attacks made on the Major-General in the
press, which [ would have liked to reply to had I not been an offieer
under command of the party attacked. Personally, L[have only seen in
Major-General Luard the signs of a soldier, desirous that everything
should be done to make our Volurteer Force eficient. Wherever he has t
found fanit, it bas, so far as I am aware, been deserved, and the fault
bau seldom been asto the men, but more as to their equipment, and at
times so as to remind those in command of their duty to the Force.
Where praise hau been all deserved, it has been best.owed, but not int
such a way as to be fulsome. I can imagine that some, who think that
the only use to be made of volunteericg is to secure a littie recreation
and show and no work, may at times have teen severely rebked forg
remisaness. And it may be that the expressionssred have been severe. h
Of this I know nothing but from hearsay, and in this I place little depen-
dence, as I know that the actions of the Maj"r General were grosily
mierepresented in the Campbell affair at London, in 1881. I think I may
safelysay that the officers of my battalion, speaking from their own ex-
perience, will agree with me in saying that Alajor-General Luard has j
endeavoured to do more for the comfort and efficlency o the Force than
sone of his predecessors, and that Bo far as they have come in contact b
with him, they have nothing to complain of.b

"If inefficiene can ooy be removed by harshness, it ma be necessaryh
to use it. An.ya rhness I have known in Major-General Luard1 if go
hard a tom of harshness can fairly be used, with anything vithin my i
knowledge, has only tended to remove inefficiency and strenghten the f
Force. I cau underetand that even the reviving of efficiency may gve tsotte ffence which possibly for a time would, in some localites, proaceà
ill-felling. A popular offlicer, utterly unfit, however, for the position,
may succeed in a section in bringing ont for a tim - a good body of men t
who might, but for him, have remained ut homu. Such instances, no
doubt, lajor-General Luard has found, and if he bas ofended such a one
the res to the force might, by some, b e sden intudous pthe".

ir. WOO>WORTE.

"I have heard the Major-General speak te an olfmcer, finding a good
deal of fault as to the appearance, etc., of the mon of his company, for
which neiuher the oicer nor the men were responsible, bt the fault ly
wilh others in furnishing improper, or failing to provide oroper equip-
ment. But he would at th same time be careful to state thit this fauIt
was found, not with the officer or his mon, but to.show to each and aIl
what was really reqtimte, to what they should aspire, and as a reminder
to themI to use their exertion, in the righlt direction.

"I wish J could have expressed my feeling at less length, but I have
always felt ndignant at the attacks made so trequently on one who is,
in a great measure, prevented from defending himself."

Now, Sir, I think it w.s only right and proper that that
letter from Cal. Cooper should be read, in order that hon.
gentlemen on both aides of this House might know that
there is not that concensus of opinion that has been referred
to. I think, Sir, there are three old British rules of fair
fighting, that have been to a great extent transgressed here
to-night. There is un old rule, that you should not strike a
man when hoeis down ; there is another rule, that yiu should
not strike a man below the blt; there is a third rule, that
you should not strike a man when his back is turned, and I
think those three rales have been transgresscd here t-night.
As to striking a man below the bolt, I refer to the fact of
accusations being brought against Genoral Laard upon a
matter which is not before the flouse at aIl, and which
should be dealt with only by thcso in possession of the facts.
As far as striking a man whea ho is down is conoerned, I
think that sufficiently explains itself. I think that
to any body composed of English gentlemen, and of
French gentlemen, who are quite as gallait as English
gentlemen, those three rules ro rules that will cmmend
themselves. I wish to say that st ftr as C >1. Williami is
concerned.and so far as U>ajor-(enaral LDard ii concerne 1 , I
have bad the pleasure of knowing them bath, aad I beiicv
they are both courteous and kind-hearted gentlemen, and I
believe, upon this occasion, they are probably, both of thom,
to a certain extent right, and both of them, to a certain ex-
tent, wrong. I think it is a great pity that this matter has
been brought before this House. I think, perhap3, it is
more to be regretted for the reason that the hon. gentleman
from Montreal East (Mr. Coursol) las stated what 1 am quite
sure, if ho had been better informed, ho woukd not have stated
-that Major-General Luard had treatel the volunteers of
Canada in a dilfferent manner to that in which ho would bave
troated the voluînteers of Britain. If that hon. gentleman were
to go to England and introduce himself there as a Canadian,
he woulj find that the fact ofthis being aCanadian would boa
passport to the hoarts of the people of B'igland ; and I am
quite sure that so far from any 3ritish officer dong, as ho
fhncies General Luard has done, any officer coming bore
from England would feel that ho was bound to treat the
voluntoors of Canada with even greater consideratioD and
greater respect than ho would treat the Militia or volun.
eers of England.

Mr. OUIMET. This discussion reminds me of something
that occurred when I commenced my law practice. One
day I was applying to a Judge of the Queen's Bench to
grant bail to a client of mine. I had the record in my
bands, and I tried to show, to the best of my ability, that my
client was not gnilty. After examining the record, the
rudge quietly remarkA: to me: "Mr. Outmet, your client
may not be guilty, Fut certainly ho has been very ufo-
tunate." Well, Mr. Speaker, if General Luard is not gu Ity,
he bas certainly been very unfortunate; and as bail has
been granted to him, as it was to my client, and if we do not
hear any more of him, as we did not hear any more of
ny client, thon I think it would be a very pleasant thing
or us all. As to Gencral Luard's effleiency as an offleer of
the British army, I have nothing to say; but I think le h1ia
âhown himself very deficient as an oficor entrusted with
he command of our Militia. le has very often insulted-
and I us. the word advisedly-gentlemen commanding
orpe, *Who, Io my personal knowlodge, did not deserve
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it. I do not say that he meant to insult them, but said he was very sorry to see the report, as ho was
ho was very unfortunate in his expressions. Having a great friend of the General, and ho asked me whether the
been myself Commandant of a volunteer battalion in reports were correct or not. I replied that I knew nothing
Montreal, I once had occasion to send a communi- about the matter, except the reports in the newspapers, I
cation to the Department, through the Brigade Officer asked him not to place too much confidence in the newspaper
in Montreal. It was written in French. I supposed it was reports, and said if there was anything in the charge it would
my right to write in French on a military matter as well as be investigated by the Government and he would learn more
on any other matter. A few days afterwards, I received about it from official sources. Ail I have to say in regard
the communication back again, with a marginal note, writ- to General Luard is, that I have known him for a long time.
ten in pencil: " Do translate that into English." I thought During sone three or four years he was Milîtary Secretary
that the command was military, but it was certainly not at Halifax. He was known to be a thorough soldier, a man
very civil. I might cite other instances. One day I asked who stood high in the service, and who attained very noarly
for an armoury for the use of my regiment. We ail know the highest position in his profession; and I am very much
that the Militia in this country, and more especially in astonismhed to see this statement made in regard to hie
Montreal, are not well provided with drill sheds. My regi- conduct, because cvery one who is aequainted with
ment was quartered in a public hall, open to the winds and him intimately, knows him to be a gentleman. I am sorry
to the public, and wanted an armoury in which to keep the the First Minister was not.able to rise in hie place and assure
equipments and accoutrements under lock and key. Well, the House that the charges had been made, perhaps, without
I received an answer from the General, stating that ho was giving the matter proper consideration, and that after all,
very much astonished that the friends of the battalion, who there was not much in them and that the General had left
were the only parties, in hie opinion, who could be received the Dominion with his character unstained.
in that drill shed, were capable of stealing the accoutrements.
Well, I found that the friends of the battalion were the Mr. MULOCK. Before the debate is closed, I desire to
general public. Well, Mr. Speaker, I suppote that here in offer a few remarks in reply. In making the motion, I think
this House we are ail very honest men, but wo have heard I eau safely say I did net venture to offeran opinion onany
of' caps and other things being stolen from the corridors, alleged state of tacts. I did not criticise adversely or favour-
and yet it was never supposed that the friends of hon. mem- ably the action of the gentlemen concerned in this matter;
bers, who were introduced into the corridors, were but from a sense of dutv, to which I will refer further on, I
capable of committing petty larceny. I might relate made this motion. Why I made it, I will state, and I will
another instance. I was present last fall when the gallant take the responsibility of il. Before, however, passing to
5th Royal Scots were inspected in Montreal by General that branch of the case, [ will refer to some remarks by
Luard. They were thoroughly equipped ; they wore -ihe some hon. gentleman directed towards a gentleman not a
traditional plaid and kilt, and I supposo these cost the member of the IIouse, and which were not, in my opinion,
officers of the regiment several thousand dollars, njearer material to a discussioîi of this question; I refer to the refer-
S 10,000 than $5,000. It was late in October, or the begin- ences made to Col. Gzowski, Other hon. members are
ning of November; it was a rainy day and cold, and I as fully erititled to their opinion as I am to mine, and I sim-
thought it was very creditable to sec the regiment turn out ply state my opinion, in ordor that it cannot be said there
as they did, and i certainly thought they did splendidly. was no miembor to be found in this louse who would
The only remark made by the General to the regiment was stand up and utter a word in his defence when hie name
this. He said-I will not repeat the word he placed at the was referred to in not flattering language. I think that he
head of the sentence-" Just think of a reginent going into is entitiei to the thanks cf this country for the service he
service with such accoutrements." Th at was the only com- ilas rendered in cettain directions in developing an interest
pliment paid to the battalion, and he tben left. In my in military mauors. le may not, as is the case with
opinion, it was not becoming an inspeting officer to use General Liard, have succeeded in pleasing ail classes; but
such a disagreeable and unpleasant expression to a rogiment still I think wo will ail be willing to admit that he as been
which certainly did credit, not only to the Canadian Militia, animated by a sincere and disinterosted desire to do good to
but more especially to the Scotchmen who reside in Montreal. the cause he had at heurt. The hon. member for Glengarry
I did not intend to take any part in this discussion, but I (Mr. Macmaster) has stated that the hon. member for East
desire to say, in conclusion, that the General was certainly Durham was not desirous of shielding himself behind his
very unfortunate, and yet it was very fortunate that he left position as a member of the fouse. I am sorry that I
under such good circumstances, and if he has something to cannot agree with him in that statement. When I made
complain of, it is that his friends were indiscreet in raising the motion, I endeavoured to make clear two distinct propo.
such a discussion bere, which may bring back to him some sitions, not taking the responsibility of stating that the facts
unpleasant reminiscences of Canada. existed on which the propositions could be proved, but

giving the facts, if facts they were, and asking and
Mr. VAIL. I did intend, Mr. Speaker, to have offered hoping for a denial. I first of all called the attention

some remarks.on this subject; but after the statement made of the hon. member for East Durham to the tenor of
by the First Minister, 1 feel I ought not to say anything certain observations, both in the press and in the corre-
beyond this : That it is very unfortunate for General Luard spondence, a portion of which I have, and how I got it
that this matter has been brought up; that it is very unfor- I will explain for the benefit of the First Minister and the
tunate also for Col. Williams, the hon. membor for East Hlouse. I say that correspondence pointed to this state of
Durham, and it is, I am afraid, rather unfortunate for the, affairs: That after mess, after the officers had retired from
Militia as well. I think it was unwise on the part of' Col. parade, when the troops were disbanded, and each man had
Williams to have allowed this matter to get into the press. returned to his calling as a citizen, thon it is intimated that
I do not know who is responsible for the circulation of it ; the hon. member for East Durham gave information to the
but I received two Port Hope papers marked, each refor- Port Hope Ttmes, and inspired the article which subsequently
ring to this case and giving an account of the whole matter. formed the foundution of hie communication to the Socrotary
I was sorry to see it, of course. I happened to be iu ot State. I stated that pointedly, and invited a contradiction.
England ln 1882, and found sonme of the articles copied into The hon. member for East Durham has not contradicted it;
English papers, and I was several times spoken to on the sub- ho has not denied that lie had connection with the publica.
jec and asked if the reports were true. One gentleman, high tion of that article; and sitting in hie place in this louse,
in authority, asked me particularly about it there, and if he does not deny it, I muet, I think, b fairly entitled to
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assume that he had a band in the inspiration of tbe article.
And if he does not now deny it, I will take the liberty of
reading to the House what the Military Law upon such con-
duct is. Since the hon. member for East Durham has not
now denied his connection witb that article, I think I
am fairly entitled to assume that he had a part in inspiring
it. I shall now read from the Regulations and Orders for the
Militia of Canada, 1883, page 48, section 170:

" If officers, non-commissioned officers or men, whether on actual
service on otherwise, have any complaint or accusation to bring against
a superior or other officer, such complaint muet be forwarded to the
. complainant's comman ding officer, who will transmit the same, with his
remarks, through the Deputy Adjutant-General commandingthe district,
for consideration at Headquarters if necessary. It cannot be permitted
that they shall bring accusations against superior officers or coirades
before the tribunal of public opinion, either by speech or letters
inserted in any newspaper; such a proceeding would be in glaring viol-
ation of the rules of military discipline and in contempt .of authority."

l also refer to a higher authority, that isî to the Queen's
Regulations, which are in substance part of the Rogulations
applicable to the Active Militia of Canada, section 6, sub-
section 46 :

" The practice of making anonymous complainte or publishing any-
thing through the medium of the press, calculated to act injuriously on
the interests of the Service, or to exciteldiscontent in the army, is strictly
prohibited."

I merely say, in passing, that to my mind it is not wise and
proper for the efficiency of the Service for any person con-
nected with the -V olunteer Service to resort to the medium of
the pres uin order by means of anony mous communications
to ventilate his grievances. If he has a grievance, the dis-
cipline of the Service provides a remedy. His duty is to
transmit his complaint through the next superior officer.
The next superior officer to the hon. gentleman was the
Deputy Adjutant;General for the district, Be should have
direoted hie complaint to the Deputy Adjutant-General of
the district, and he would have seen that it was transmitted
to the proper tribunal. If that tribunal was the Secretary
of State, there it would have gone; if the Minister of Miii.
tia, there it would have gone, and he would have discharged
his duty if he had adopted the clear course marked out
by the Regulations for the Miliia of Canda. It is said
that the hon. gentleman is not shielding himself behind his
position as a member of this House. If not, what is
he doing ; if not, why does he not adopt the regular course
provided by the Regulations ? I say that under the military
law he bas no privilege, which is not possessed by any
private in the Service, which could justify his communica-
tion. I refer to a high authority on this point, to the case
of a member of Parliament serving in the army, who was
under arrest. His Majesty King George III communicated
to Parliament that for a breach of military duty a certain
member of Parliament was under arrest, and he asked,
whether, under the circumstances, Parliament deemed i
proper to consider the matter. The reply was that Parlia-
ment thanked His Majesty for his careful consideration for
the privileges of its members, but did not deem it proper to
interfere. I refer to Clode, on the Military Forces of the
Crown, vol. 1, page 177, where this, the case of Major Stan-
hopeisreferredto. I have not brought this motion forward for
anymeresentimentalreason. Ihave not broughtit forward as
the First Minister intimated, at the instigation of anybody.
I brought it forward on my own motion and responsibility,
-on my duty to the House and as a citizen, and as one in-
terested in the efflciency of the Service. Sir, the hon. gentle-
man asked me how i becamo possessed of this correspon-
dence-for, no doubt, he referred to me. Ho did not refer to
lon. members on his own side of the louse, who are oqually
in possession of this correspondence, but I wiU tell him how
I became possessed of it. I placed this notice on the notice
paper when I saw in the newspapers that General Luard!
had been retired, or was about to retire, or was asking for
leave ofabsence. If thermotion had beenallowed te come1

Mr. MULOCX.

up when it was first reached, J would not have had the
advantage of the correspondence. The motion was enlarged at
the request of the Government, and an hon. member chose to
forward to me by letter-a gentleman to whom I had never
spoken, a gentleman who is a supporter of hon. gentlemen
opposite-this correspondence, stating that he had intended
to make a motion himseolf, but as I had a notice on
the paper, he forwarded the correspondence. As soon
as I received it, I placed it in the hands of the hon.
member for East Durham and told him that I had that
information upon which to base my remarks, and be
could take such a course as he saw proper. If the First
Minister desires to have the name of his own supporter who
sent the correspondence to me, I am prepared to give it. [
have not the honour of the acquaintance of General Luard,
and I have not lad any request to make this motion. I
repeat, that I make this motion in the general interest of the
publie and in no other interest. [ think it is in the interest
of our Service that we should have it clearly estab-
lished, first, whether a member of this louse, in the ranks
as a soldier, bas any rights and privileges cifferent from
those of another soldier, except during the time he is dis-
charging his duties as a member of this louse. If the hon.
member for East Durham felt that the dignity of the louse
was offended,what was his course? His course was when the
House met, to bave moved in the House, and then to have
availed himself of his position and privilege as a member of
this House. But he did not do so. Instead of that, he
allows this charge to hang over the head of a man of who m
I eau only say I do not know whether lie is innocent or
guilty. It is true, they may have succeeded in destroving
hisreputation, but unfair as that is to him, it is trifling
in comparison with interfering with the efficiency ot
the Militia Service of Canada. I have moved in
this matter because I have seen, in the first place,
a man who strikes me from observation as having
been unjustly tieated-charged and yet not charged-no
definite accusation, no opportunity of trial-stru:k below
the belt, driven and exiled from the country which invited
him here. What an example is that to the Militia of
Canada! Is there a soldier in the Servce who deserves that
treatment. Whatever the faults the General may have been,
there is not a man, from a Colonel down to.the lowest
in tihe Service, who would desire to have the whole
Governinental power of Canada united in expehling
from Canada, on an unproven charge, a vague charge, a
man who is sent here at our request, a man having
the record of Major-General Luard. Why, Sir, his
greatest opponents did not treat him like that.
The hon. nmember for Lanark (Mlr. llaggart) told us
of his record; that he had entered the bervice in
early life; that he had risen from a low position to bec what
he ie, an ornament to the Service; that in the Crimea, in
India, and China, lie bas fought for his country. I believe
I eau add to that record, that he served even against the
barbarians, and that even the Zulus gave him a chance for
lis life, treatment denied him in free Canada. Surely I am
entitled to make this -motion without being addressed as I
have been addressed by the First Minister. I simply then
say, in conclusion, that I make the motion in the interest of
the Service, and also in the interest of a man, who in my
opinion has not had a trial.

Motion, as amended, agreed to,

THE CREDIT OF CANADA.

Mr. McDONALD (Cape Breton), in the absence of
Mr. MITCHELL, moved for copies of all correspondence
between the Government of Canada of any of iLs
members, and Sir John Rose, or between either' of them,
and Meséra: Baring & G ynn) the Financia-Agents of
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he Dominion, or either of them, in the year 1875, in
relation to the conduct of Mr. Potter, the President of the
Grand Trunk Railway Company, in decrying the credit ot
Canada; also the credit of the Province of Quebec, in rela.
tion to the effort of the latter to effect a loan in London, or
the credit of that Province for the construction of railwnysl
therein. Also, copies of letters, correspondence, or com-
munications, written by Mr. Potter, or by him as President
of the Grand Trunk Railway Company, reflecting upon or
discrediting the credit of Canada, or the Province ot Que-
bec, or written by any officer of the said Company in the
year aforesaid, which led to the writing the letter or letters
to Sir John Rose, before referred to, by any member!of the
Govèrnment.

Motion agreed to.

BANKING FACILITIES FOR AGRICULTURISTS.

Mr. ORTON moved that the House resolve itself into
Committee of the Whole on the folow ing Resolution:

That it is expedient to bring in a Jtll to extend better banking facili-
ties to the agriculturists of the DTrniiu of Canada.

Mr. BLAKE I think tio hon. gentleman has a Bill on
the order paper on this subject, for wbich the House has
appoine(d a day for the second reading. I think there is a
rule by which, when an hon. member has made, a motio-n
with reference to a measure, and the flouse has alrcady up
pointed a day for its discussion, it shall have to be pro
ceeded with in that forn. I thini we shall have to get rid
of the Bill before we can go on with the resolution. J
suggested this difficulty to the hon. gentleman when ho was
in-troducing his Bill.

Mr. ORTON. I may not have been heard, but when the
matter was under discussion, I asked leave to withdraw the
Bill.

Mr. BLAKE. Perhaps the hon. gentleman might now
be allowed to have the order discharged, and then we could
go on regularly.

Mr. SPEAKER. The order for the second reading of the
Bill las nlot been discharged. I am not, at present, prepared
to give a decision in the matter.

SirJOHN A. MACDONALD. It is now half-past eleven,
and 1 move that the debate be adjourned.

Mr. BLAKE. I am glad that the lion. gentleman bas
followed the suggestion of the First Minister, to get this
matter in the Banking and Commerce Conmmittee, amonig
the gold.

Motion agreed to, and debate adjourned

Sir IECTOR LANGEVIN moved the adjournment of the
Heuse.

Motion agreed to; and (at 11:30 o'clock, p.m.) the House
adjonmed.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

TUEsDAY, 11th March, 1884.

The SPEAKER took the Chair at Three o'clock.

PEAYEBs.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Mr. FOSTER. I desire to say a word on a question of
privilege. I find in an issue of the Chicago Inter Ocean, a
copy of which I hold in my band, the following special
telegram: -

" OTTAWA, Ont., March 5th.
"A resolution to test the members views on prohibition, was brouglit

up in the Huse to-night by Prof. Foster of New Brunswick. le gave a
lengthy speech, so it was impossible to reach a votA, mnah to the dis-
gust of the tenhperance people, and the motion was therefore put at the
foot of the order paper, whieb inakes it doubtful its comiug up again
this Session. It i staited openly that Fester ,rranged ti do this with
theý Government, as the Minsters were in a quandary how toact, with the
prohibitionists on one siie, and the licensed viotuallers on the other."

I had the curiosity, after receiving this from a very earnest
and warm friend asking what I meant by such action, to
look thronigh the files of tho nowspipors in the reading
room, and I found tho majority probably of the papers
bolonging, 1 arn bound to sny, to one political party alone,
represented cither that I was ordered by the Government,
or askod by the Grovernment, or of my -own will and pur-
pose did deliberately engage to talk out and kill the Reso-
lution. Now, Sir, I wish simply to state this: the mannor
and the matter of my speech are lcgitimato subjects for cri-
ticism but my motives I hold are my own property, and I
have a right to explain them to the fouse. With respect
to those statemonts 1 may say that as regards fact and
intention tihey are bsolutely without foundation; they are
utterly, entirely and complotely falso.

CERTIFICATES TO MASTERS ANI) MATES.

Mr. McLELAN moved that tho House resolve itself
into Comomittee of the Wholo to consider the following
Resolution :-

That it is expedient to amend "The Seamen's Act, 18e3," and " The
Act re cting Certificates to Masters and Mates of ships, 1874," as to
apply certain provisions thereof to Cariadiari foreign-going ships over
oi hundre .trit rýgiGter, in:tead of over oano huindre d atd fifLy tons

le said: The explanation of this iRosolution is this: Under
the Act whieh was first passed only vessols of over 150 tons
wore requirod to have cortified master and mates. An Act
was passed last year respecting e isting vessels, in which
the limit waàs placei at 100 tons. This proposition is framed
with a view to bring the two Acts into harnony.

Motion agreed to; and the House rosolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Commitee.)

Mr. WELDON. Will the hon. gentleman explain the
difference between the Acts in force and the prescnt Bill ?

Mr. McLELAN. At present if they are for the West
Indies o olhther foreigu ports, the Acts applyto those between
100 nid I,) Lons. Tihe At of 1873 applies only to vossels
of 150 tons cngaged in thi coasting trade ; but last year's
Act respecting coasting vessels limited ià to 100 tons This
Resolution is intcnded simply to harmorizo the two.

Mr. VAIL. Wben do you propose to bring the Bill in
force ?

Mr. McLELAN. On the first of July.

Resolution reported, read the first and second times, and
concurred in.

Mr. MoLELAN introduced Bill (No. 116) to amend An
Act respecting certifleates to Masters and Mates of Ships,
and the Seamen's Act, 1873.

Bill read the first time.

ENQUIRIES INTO SBIIPWRECKS.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the Flouse resolve itelf
into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
Resolution :-

That it is expedient to amend " The Act respeeting enquiries and
investigatiou into shipwrecks and other mattere,'' as to the power of
the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in certain cases reported to hlm
under it.
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He said: The chief amendment made by this Act is to
provide, that instead of the decision at these enquiries being
announeed in open Court, the report of the officer shall be
made to the Minister of Marine, so that the Minister may
have an opportunity of amending it in any way, or ordering
a further investigation into any particular points.

Mr. BLAKE. The hon. gentleman does not propose, I
suppose, that the report shallh be altered by his authority.
He may over-rule it but the two reports are to stand, just
as in the case of a court-martial.

Mr. MoIELAN. Yes, that is the case.
Mr. WETIDON. How would the party be able to appeal

when he does not know what the decision of the court below
l?

Mr. McLELÉAN. The decision in all cases will be
announced immediately, and an appeal could be made as in
other cases.

Motion agreed to; and the House resolved itself into
Committee.

(In the Committee).

Mr. WELDON. Under the present law a master or
mate) who is punished by the withdrawal or suspension of
his certificate, bas an appeal to the Minister of Marine; but
under the proposed amendment the report is not published,
but sent to the Minister of Marine, who then and there gives
in roality the primary decision. This would therefore ap-
pear to deprive the parties of the right to appeal.

Mr. MoLELAN. No; it is not intended to do away with
the appeal, but we think it is well that the Minister ·of
Marine should have some intimation of the decision the
Court- bas reached before it is announced in public. The-
decision of the Court will stand as the decision of the Court.
The amendment is for the purpose of obviating the un
pleasantness which sometimes arises in having the decision
announced publicly when that decision may be amended or
referred back for the purpose of having further evidence on
particular points-evidence which might affect the decision
of the officer as well as the decision of the Minister. Some
points of the evidence might appear weak, and it might be
desirable to strengthen them.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. The analogy drawn by
the hon. member for West Durham to the court-martial is
a very apposite one. The court-martial acts and communi-
cates its action to the Commander-in-chief, but it is not pro-
mulgated l any way, and for a very obvious reass-ssemong
many, that the Court may have acted illegally; and the
Deputy-Adjutant General may send the matter back on
account perhaps of some irregularity. But I quite agree
with the point taken by my hou. friend opposite, that it
would be very improper that the Minister should in any
way alter the report of the Court below. That is quite,
clear; and it is also clear that before making up his mind
before declaring his judgment either in support of, or ad-
versely to the report of the Court below, the party should
have an opportunity of expressing his opinion; because
human nature is human nature, and if the Minister of Marine
once gave bis approval of the judgment of the Court below,
that would be deciding without the chance of an appeal. I
think this can be provided for in the Bill which my hon.
friend proposes to found on his Resolution.

fResolution reported, read the first and second times, and
concurred in.

Mr. MoLEAN introduced Bill (No. 117) to amend the
Act respecting enquiries and investigations into shipwrecks
and other matters, as to the power of the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries in certain cases reported to him under it.

Bill read the first time.
Mr. MoLT.q.

CO-OPERATIVE LIFE INSUIRANCE.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the House resolve

itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the follow-
ing Resolution :-

That it is expedient to amend the Consolidated Insurance Act, 1877,
with respect to companies trarsacting the business of Life Assurance
under the title of1" Co-operative Life Insurance Uompanies," "Mutual
Benefit Associations," and the like.
He said : Perhaps I shall best explain the nature of the
Bill and the necessity for it by reading a memorandum
which has been placed in my bands by the Inspector of
Insurance :

"Associations of the nature described in this Bill have been declared
to be Life Insurance Companies by several decisions of the Courtsin the
United States and, according to the opinion of our Department of Jus-
.tice, come witlin the scope of our Life Insurance Statate, and cannot
therefore legally do business in Canada without a license -and without
making the deposit of $50,000.

" In their original form, these were institutions of a fraternal or bene-
volent character, merely collecting assessments on the death of a mem-
ber to pay funeral expenses, or a beneficiary gift te the family. Thus
having no capital or accumulated funds, nr needing a reserve teobe
kept in hand, they would clearly be unable to comply with the Statute
by making a deposit. It appears, therefore, to be necessary te apply
special legislation te them (as bas been done in most of the States of the
Union), and the present Bill proposes in effect te exempt them from the
operation of the Life Insurance Act under certain conditions, and thus
te legalize the action of the numerous ben volent associations which are
at present under the ban of the law.

"Although the origin of these associations was as above etated,
numerous companies have been started on the same system for
the purposes of profit, and come into competition with the regular
life companies, assérting that thev can give insurance at a cheaper rate
and thus appealing successfu1ly te a large claso cf the population.
Whether such a system can be permanently carried on or not (which
need net be d iscussed) it is clear that it opens a road for an immense
amount of fraud ; because, as the profits and charges for commissions
and expenses are mae on each assessment, the more numerous the
deaths the greater will be the returns, and hence arises a temptation te
increase the number of deaths by insuring bad lives and by other fraudu-
lent artifices. This has been repeatedly done asin the notorious 'grave-
yard' insurances in the State of Pennsylvania and elsewhere, immense
gains having accrued te the managers before lhe inevitable collapse
came. There seema no safeguards against this except

"(1.) A directorate which shall be known to the people and whose
characters may be jadged of. This is attempted te be secured by requir-
ing the Company te be incorporated within Canada.

"(2.) By requiring a full statement of their business and accounts
annually or oftener. If these accounts are satisfactory, the Minister of
Finance is empowered te exempt the Company from the operation oftthe
Insurance Act, and to continue such exemption so long as the Company
appears to be houestly and satisfactorily managed.

" The publication of these accounts in the Annual Report of the
Superintendent of Insurance will insure all the publicity necessary to
enable the public te judge the quality of the Company.

" The Goverunment berein accept no responsibility except that of re-
fusing the exemption when a Company appears te ba badly mismanaged
or tainted with fraud ; and the necessity of retaining this power of
refusal may be illustrated by the fact stated by the Commissioner of
Pennsylvania, that out of 236 such companies organised under a statute
of 1876 it was found in 1881 that 171 e these had been dissolved by the
courts ; 7 had voluntarily ceased business; 21 had failed te report te
him, having probably become disorganized, and only 37 had reported
te his Department.

" With regard te foreign companies, the Bill does net affect them, but
leaves them as at present te enter Canada by complying with the Life
Assurance Act. This is no hardship upon them, because if they are
really benevolent or fraternal associations they can readily obtain In-
corporation for their Canadian branches; and if they are companies
worked merely for the sake of profit, it is net too muchtorequire that
they shall make the deposit of $50,000 as a guarantee of good faith, and
be otherwise subjected te the same stringent. rule of supervision as the
regular life companies with whom they are competing."

As stated here, it has been decided that these companies are
operating contrary to law. No action has been taken in
any of the Provinces that I know of, but communication
has been had with the Government, urging that some step
should be taken to authorize them to do business, and this
measure is proposed for that purpose. It requires from
these benevolent societies no desposit, but it requires that
they should be incorporated, that they should have offiees
for the transaction of business, and that they should trans-
mit te the inspecter of insuance, once a year, or as often as
the roverniment requires, a statemnt of their business and
organization.
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Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does it cover both

American and Canadian companies?
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. It covers American compa-

nies, if by their branches they are incorporated-not other-
wise.

Motion agreed to; Resolution considered in Committee,
reported, and read the first and second times, and con-
ourred in.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY introduced Bill (No. 118) to
modify the application of the Consolidated Insurance Act
1877.

Bill read the first time.

SALE AND DELIVERY OF COAL.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved, that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
Resolution :-

That it is expedient to provide that al contracts for the sale and
delivery of coal shall be made for such sale and delivery by weight,Çand
that all sales of coal shall be by weight.
He said: The object was to make the sale of coal uniform
throughout the Dominion. In the Western Provinces it was
sold by weight, but in some places in the Lower Provinces
it was sold by measure. If necessary the Act could be
amended and power given to inspect these measures ; the
representatives of the trade generally were of opinion that
the weight system was the most acceptable and just. A
man was surer of getting his money's value by weight than
by measure. The ton would be the short ton.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. W hat penalty, if any,
for infraction of the Act do you proposo ?

Mr. COSTIGAN. I will propose that in the Bill.
Motion agreed to; Resolution considered in Committee,

reported, and read the first and second times, and con-
curred in.

Mr. COSTIGAN introduced Bill (No.~119) respecting the
sale of Coal.

Bill read the first time.

OFFENCES AGAINST WEIIGHTS AND MEASURES
ACT.

Mr. COSTIGAN moved that the House resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole, to consider the following
Resolution:-

That it is expedient to amend "The Weights and Measures Act of
1879," so as to provide better for the prevention and punishment of of-
fences against it.

HUe said this amendment was intended to provide~ for the
better enforcement of the Act by extending the penalties to
the amendments of the original Act.

Motion agreed to; Resolution considered in Committee,
reported, and read the first and second times, and con-
curred in.

Mr. COSTIGAN introduced Bill (Na. 120) to amend the
Weights and Measures Act of 1879.

Bill read the first time.

STEAMBOAT INSPECTION ACT AMENDMENT.

Mr. McLELAN moved that the louse resolve itself
into Committee of the Whole to consider the following
Resolution:-

That It is expedient to amend the Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, by
reducing the fees payable on the renewal of Engineers' Licenses.

Motion agreed to, and the louse resolved itself into (Com-
mittee.

(In the Committee.)

Sir RICHARD CARTWIR[G H T. I want to call the atten.
tion of the Minister of Marino Io a matter which may as
well be treated of in this connerion with this proposition
of his as at any other time. I my memoiry serves me
right, the Inspection Act does provide that tho Minister of
Marine or officers appointed by him should see that steam
vessels, particularly those which are in the habit of taking
passengers on excursions, are not overloaded. The
law, I believe, is good enough, but I desire to
call the attention of the hon. gentleman to the
fact that that law is habitually violated in almost every
port in our inland waters. Every gentleman who has any
experience in these matters, will, I think, bear me out in
saying that it isa very frequent thing indeed to see steamers
going ont of port very seriously overloaded, so overloaded
that, if any accident, either by fire or otherwise, should
occur, an enormous proportion of the excursionists must
perish. Now, I desire, without impeding the progress of
the measure, to take the oppitunity of calling the atten-
tion of the Minister to that ûtorious fact. This is the
proper time for precautions to be taken to prevent any
accident occurring during the summer. On the whole, we
have been free from such accidents in Canada, but the hon.
gentleman will-know that, in England and other places, an
enormous loss of life has over and over again resulted
from the carelessness or greediness of owners of steam-
boats in over-crowding their vessels ; and as our
vessels are usually made of wood, not of iron, any accident,
and particularly any accident from fire, would be exceed-
ingly difficult to guard against. I have seen vessels so
overloaded that, when a slight accident caused the people to
go to one side, the vessel would almost roll over on her beam
ends; and I can answer, from my own experience, for this
fact, that the number of boats and life-preservers kept on
those vessels was utterly and entirely inadequate to give
the passengers the least chance of safety. I do not want, as
I have said, to delay the progress of the measure, but I take
the opportunity of calling the attention of the Minieter to
the facts of the case, and to the necessity for greater vigi-
lance on the part of the officers whose duty it should be to
guard against such danger to human life.

Mr. MACMILLAN (Middlesex). I am very happy that
the member for South Huron has called the attention of the
Minister to this important matter; but, when the hon. gen-
tleman says that accidents of that kind do not occur in the
inland waters of Canada, he must have forgotten the melan-
choly fact of the accident which occurred two or three years
ago in the neighbourhood of the city of London.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I said only a few.

Mr. MACMILLAN. When, on a small stream, a rivulet
you might almost say, from 160 to 180 people were drown-
ed, in consequence of the unfortunate circumstance of the
vesse being overloaded. I am not aware of the contents of
the hon. Minister's Bill, but I would strongly urge that the
greatest care shLdld be taken in this way, and that it should
be made criminal, not only for the owners, but for all par-
ties connected with it, that anything of the kind should be
allowed as the overloading of these vessels.

Mr. McLELAN. Since the accident to which the hon.
gentleman refers, I have had passed through the House a
Bill providing for the inspection of the huils of steamboats
as well as the boilers and engines, and the inspectors of the
hulls and the inspectors of the boilers and engines have to
corne together and to decide the number of passengers
which a vessel should be entitled to carry. The law is, per-
haps, stringerit enough, and I arn aware of the necessity r
having it carried out. The law bas only been in opera n
a year, and perhaps we have not quite got up to the stand-
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ard of vigilance, but we have been impressing on tho in-
spectors the necessity of vigilance in this pnatter.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I dare say the law is
quite sufficient, if it were enforced. As I mentioned in my
remarks, it is-not the law itself that I think is defective,
but ths enforcement of the law, and my object in calling the
hôn. Minister's attention to it, was that further pains should
be taken in enforcing the law.

Mr. D A.WSON. There have been a great many accidents
in the waters of Lake Huron and Lake Superior. I think
it woulbi bë very desirable that some Government officer
should have authority to prevent vessels that were over-
loaded from going out, and that vessels should have certain
-marks upon them for good weather and for the fall. A
good' many of these losses which occurred on Lake Huron
and Lake Superior, arose from overloading in the fall of the
year, and I think, if the Oustom House officers, for
instance, at the ports had authority to prevent the vessels
going out overloaded, that would be a step in the right
direction, at all events.

Mr. BERGIN. I am not aware to what extent the Mi-
nister proposes to reduce the fees payable by engineers.
Perhaps he will be good enough to Jet us know.

Mr. McLEL&AN. The Act passed in 1882, provided that
engineers having obtained a first-class, should be exempt
from fees, and that engineers holding second class certificates
should be examited annudlly, and should pay annually a fee
of $5. Lt was 4upposed that the second-class enginees
would not romain in that clasi very long, but would pas-; up
into first-class engineers as rapidly as poisible, and the law
was so framed to induce them to pasi from the second to
the first-ciass and become first-class engineers, and the f e
was kept at $5. Lt is found in p-ract ice that there are not
many boats of suffiiont capacity i.nd power of origines to
afford facilities to many of the second-clas engineers to
qualify for first, and become exempt from payment of the
annual 85 charge. It is proposed to reduce the fee for
second-class engineers from $5 to $2.

Mr. BERGIN. Sa far as the explanation of the Minister
goes, as to the position of thosewho have not been able to
obtàiu certificates as fir4class ongineers, it is very satifac-
tory, but I regret that ho has not seen his way-and I would
press him now-to reduce the fee from $2 to $1. At first
sight, it may appear that $2 is not a very large sum f r
these men to pay, but it means a day's pay for each one of
them. We know that, each year, owing to the competition
with railways and other causes, the number of men employed
as second-class engineers is diminishing, and the majority
of these men are obliged to go to an additional expense in
presenting themselves before the Board of Examiners.
These men, as a rule, are subjected to great expense in going
up for examination to Toronto and Montreal, and this is
a matter of serions consequence to them and their families.
The men employed as engineers have no other means of live-
lihood, as a rule. They are employed only about seven
months of the year, and during the other five months they
are idle; in other words, they consume during the winter
what they earn during the summer. I think the Minister
would be doing an act of justice to these men in reducing
the fee from$2 to $1.

Mr. COCKBURN. I think, also, it ought to be reduced
to $1. That was the old rate charged.

Mr. McLELAN. I would suggest that this matter
would be more conveniently considered in Committee of the
Whole.

Mr. COCKBURN. When that time comes, I hope the
'inister will have his mind made up to reduce the fee to
. With reference to the unsafety of a class of vessels, I

may say that this trouble will be much obviated by a
Mr. M çLhl N.

hystem of hull inspection. Unless a boat is properly con-
el trcted, it is very easy to keel it over when it is loaded in
a certain way. That was the cause of the accident at
London. That vesset was not a steamer, and if there had
then been a hull inspector to supervise the construction of
steamers, I am satisfied no such craft would ever have been
passed. It is the shape of a boat rather than its size that
makes it unsteady, and the danger arising from bad con-
struction of vessels will be obviated by the hull inspector,

Resolution reported, and read the. first and second times
and concurred in.

Mr. McLELAN introduced Bill (No 121) to amend "The
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882," by'reducing the fees pay-
able on renewal of Engineers' Licenses.

Bill read the first time.

NORTH-WEST GRIEVANCES.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Bas the hon. gentle-
man brought down the information asked for regarding the
North-West grievances ?

Sir ,TOHN A. MACDONALD. Yesterday.

THE CENSUS.

Mr. BLAKE. As the hon. Minister of Agriculture is in
his place perhaps he can answer when the second volume
of the Census is to be ready, and when bis report is coming
down.

Mr. POPE. I hope the report will be down this week.
E promised the second volume of the Census before this
time, and expected it would have been ready, but I could
not get it sooner.

Mr. BLAKE. I suppose it is the printers' fault.
Mr. POPE. It is the same old story. It bas been in the

printers' hands for a long time, but it is a kind of work
that printers cannot do very fast. A great deat of the time
they have only been able to get out 16 pages a day, and
that means 16 pages a week. I mean to say that we get
from them the proof of 16 pages,. and these have to be re-
vised by us and sent back. As a rate we only get one of
those proofs a week. That rate has c->ntinued for three or
four months, and now they have promised that we will get
two or three proofs per week for the rest of the cime. If
we get three proofs, two weeks will carry us through; if
we do not get more than two, it will take three weeks.

IMPERFECT RETURNS.

Mr. CHARLTON. When a return in reference to tim-
ber leases was laid on the Table yesterday, I thought I
would have the pleasure of complimenting my right hon.
friend for great promptitude; but I find in looking it over
that it is a return o? a motion made last year, an Order of
the House of the l5th March, 1883. I begin to fear that
the return to the motion made on the 24th of January, this
Session, will not be laid upon the Table of the House tin time
to be available this Session.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. We hay6 got a great
many extra hands in the Departments for the purpose of
making all these innumerable returns that were ordered.
The inquiring mind of the House is so great that it is almost
impossible to satisfy it. We are putting forth the most
active exertions.

Mr. CHARLTON. I may also remind the right hon.
gentleman that notwithstanding the ample time that bas
been taken, this return that is laid on the Table is quite
worthleus. It gives the names of the applicants, but the
most essential information called for, the names of the
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lessees, is not given at all. We have a liEst of leases an , the
numbers given, but not -ono name.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. 1 suppose the return is
prepared to meet what was asked for.

Mr. CHARLTON. No; the retaru asked for the names
of the lessees, and for the places where the limits granted
were situated. It does not give either of these items.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. Give me a little slip of
what you want and I will send for it.

WAYS AND MEANS-CONCURIRENCE.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the Resolutions
adopted in Committee on Ways and Means (p. 735) be re-
ported and read the first time.

Motion agreed to; and Resolution reported and read the
first time.

On motion for second reading,
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Before these Resolu-

tions are read the seconid time and concurred in, I desire to
say a few words in respect to theni. Up to the present time
we have hardly had aiy opportunity of discussing them col-
lectively; we have not had the information which was
necessary to enable us to disess them intelligently,
and it was only after the discussion which took place
in Committee, that we havp been at ail àble. to under-
stand the whole drift and bearing of these Resolutions,
Now, 1 do not think that we have had sufficient information
on various important points; but at the same time I
propose to deal with thuse on the information that the
hon. Minister of Finance bas supplied to us. I will deal
with them, as far as it is possible to dcal with them in
accordance with the statements ho made in Committee.
The first statement the Minister made, if I understood
him correctly, is that we need expect no additional revenue,
or no additional revenue of any moment, trom these altera-
tions in the Tariff. He also said, which in a sense was cor-
xect enough, that the changes in themselves were not of any
very great importance. No doubt they are not ot any very
great importance as compared with those sweeping changes
which the hon. gentleman made in the Tariff a few years ago,
or indeed with the changes he made on several sub-
sequent occasions. But at the same time, Mr. Speaker,
it is rather noteworthy that these changes so trifling and
so insignificant do nevertholess, when they come to be
added together, appear to involve the addition of consider-
able burde;,s on the people of this country. No revenue, i
presume, will go into the Treasury, therein, no doubt, the
Minuiter was correct; but it by no means follows that no
additional burdens are going to be placed on the people. I
cannot pledge myseit at ail to the accuracy of the results
which I have deduced from the Minister's statement. I am
obliged to take these as ho gave them, and presume, for the
sake of argument, that they are appt oximately correct; but,
as I have said, they do not givue us the full information which
I desire on these points. I believe that if we choose fairly
to comipuZe the additional burdens imposed on the people by
these Itesolutions, they will be Iound not to ho less than
8300,000 a year; they may amount to a considerably larger
sum. That will depend almost entirely on the extent to which
the various manufacturers whom the hon. gentleman de-
sires to encourage, avail themselves of the provisions of
this measure. Wel, Sir, 1 cannot agree with the
Minister in thinking that a moasure which will involve at
least an arditional 8300,000 to the bardons of the people,
and that may possibly involve a considerably larger sum, is
al together a triflmng addition just now. Moreover, I find that
the iumber of bands likely to receive employment in those
various industries, if I may judge from the hon. gentleman's
statements ànd from such iniormation as Ihave beenable,40

obtain, is likoly to bo very small. I shall give the House
britfly, but in detail, the results that I have worked out;
but 1 beg to state that I do not hold myself at all respon-
sible for ther because they are based on the statements of
the hon. Minister himself, so far as I under tand them.
First of ail, let us take the duties on steel The hou.
Minister of Finance said those duties were about $5 per
ton, and ho is so reported. If I understand correctly
the bearing of his measure, he is going to add 83
per ton or thereabouts on the average to these duties,
so that the duties on steel from being $5 per ton, are
going to become 88 per ton. And as we imported last
year, according to his own statement, about 16,000 tons
of steel of the classes affected by this measure, it is
clear that we shall pay directly about $48,000 more for
the steel consumed in this country; although it is true that
no part of this will go into the Treasury, beoause, as the
hon. Minister explained, the additional duty will just about
equal the amount which will be lost by the manufacture of
8,000 tons, that being the quantity that lie expects will be
manufactured in future under the operation of this Tariff.
$48,000 increase on an article like steel, which is a raw ma-
terial for many other manufactures, does not represent the
whole loss to the consumer. At least 25 per cent. muet be
added to represent the true loBs to the consumer. There-
fore, we would get on this one article an addition to
tho burdens of the people, without paying anything
into the Treasury, amounting to about 860,000. In
return for that burden the hon. Minister computes, and
bis estimate was corroborated by the hon. member for
Pictou (Mr. Tupper), that ho will be able to give
employmnent to about 150 hands; another hon. gentleman
named a larger number, but 160 hands appears, from what
little enquiry 1 have been able to make, a sufficient number
to produce the quantity of steel to which the Minister
referred. So, Sir, we arrive as to the duties on steel at
this result: that the consumer will be be charged $60,000 a
year, and 160 hands will receive employment. Thon we
come to the duties on prints of various kinds. The hon.
Minisner pi oposes, with an exception in lavour of the corset
makers, to alter the duty from 20 per cent. to 27J per cent.
Here again, if I understand him cor rectly, ho is of opinion
that no loss will accrue to the revenue and no gain. Now,
if that be the case, it is clear that the print makers will ho
obliged to manufacture about one-fourth of the print
import. The print import last year was of the value
of $i,645,000, and therefore it follows that we would
have a production of about $400,000 worth per year.
That may be increased ; if it b. increased, of course the cal-
culations would require correction ; but i will suppose, for
the sake ef argument, that the hon. Minister is correct, that
the increased production wilL not interfere with the revenue,
but only thst amount will be produced which will bo com-
ponsiated for by adding 7j per cent. Now here, Sir, il the
position in which the consumer would ho placed: 7j per cent.
on $1,645,000 worth would give about $128,000, and adaing
as before, as we ought to aud, I think, 832,000, which is
equivalent to 25 per cent, the ultimate cost to the consumer
would hardly be less than $160,000 a 3 ear. I do not exactly
know how many bands will be employed in producing thie
quantity cf goods, and the Minister oould not tel us;
but on looking at the United States Census returns, 1 find
that about 250 people wilt be quite able, if the production
ho as much per head here as there, to produce ihis
$400,000 worth of goods; and, consequently it will follow
that under this apparently trifiing addition we will give
employment to about 250 hands, and the people will be
taxed or burdened, which ever term the Minister chooses
to employ, to the extent of $160,000 a year. Then we
come to a third rather curious proposition, to which I
will call the attention of the House; that is, clauses 10 and
1, by which the hon,,MLmier provided that knife and fork
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handles, and knife-blades and forks unpolished, may be
brought into this country at a cuninal duty cf i0 per cent.
I call the hon. gentleman's atten tion to the fcet that this can
hardly be called a manufacture. elore we have the articles
already practically manufactured ; they are brought into
this country; the forks, and perhaps the knife-blades may
receive some polishing and they will then bu fastened
together. A very smaîl number of hands, indeed, are able
to produce an enormous value under sucli a system as
this. I have not been able, nor apparently was the Minister
able, to obtain accurate statistics as to the quantity which
might be imported, bat I to >k occasion to obtain such infor-
iation as I could f on getlemen connected with the trado,

and they are of the opinion that, looking at the
fact that those articles are very largely used, it will be quite
possible, even within a year or two, ior the manufacturers
(so-called) who are going to indulge in this particular oscu-
pation, to import over $100,000 worth of these goods. They
also pointed ont, which is clear enough, that a tax of 10 peri
cent. on soparate portions is by n ieans equal to a
tax of 10 per cent, on the finished article; that if you
bring in knife handles and forks and unfinished blades,
at a duty of 10 per cent., it will in ail probability
only represent 3 or 4 per cent. on the finished article,
so that there would be a much more considerable loss to the
revenue than would appear at first sight. Now, here, as I
say, the Minister did not appear to have the information,
and I cannot pledge myself as to the accu racy of the- state-
ment made, but the parties whom I consulted were of
opinion thut a comparatively small number of hands, pro-
bably not more than thirty or forty, perhaps not so many,
could do ail the work which would remain to be done when
these articles wore brought in in this particular fashion,
and that the probable loss to the revenue, which now re-
ceives about 30 per cent. ont the amount inported, if I re
member rightly, would amount to a considerable sum-
scarcely less, perhaps, than $ý5,000 a year. Then, in the
fourth place, we have a provision for encouraging the
manufacture of steel wire and certain minor articles.
ilere we have the same peculiarity again to a certain
extent. A tax of 5 per cent. on the steel rods which
are to be made ino wire, doe n t by any means re-
present à par caut. on the Iinisle 1 artile ; doubt if i t
represents 2 per cent., and it is quite possible that a
large sum will be lost in futuro to the revenue of the
country. Everyone knows that in many parts of Ontario
at least, and perhaps also in the other older Provinces, there
is a growing disposition to use this article for agricultural
purposes, and that in Manitoba aad the North-West it is al-
inost an article of necessity for the farmer. It is not easy
to estimate what the revenue will lose, but everyone
knows that in a very short time wooden fences ail over the
country will become so expensive that people will beobliged
to have recourse to steel wire, and I doubt whether the loss
to the revenue, supposing the hon. gentleman has allowed for
the increased importation, could be be put down at mach less
than $50,000 a year. And after all is said and done, it
appears very doubtful whether this particular industry is
likely to give emnpioyment to more than frorm 120 to 150
hands. Now, Sir, if the revenue has to be reduced, if the
hon. gentleman is going to lose in presenti or in futuro, it
seems to me it would be battor to do it for the benefit of
the agriculturista by reducing the duty on wire, than to
keep it up to the present standard, and compel The agricul-
turist to pay a duty which will not go into the Treas-
ury of the country at ail, but into the pockets
of two or throe manufacturers. But it is in connection
with the duty on steel that I wish particularly to call
the attention of the Minister and the attention of
the Huse to the injury which will be inflicted on a
great number of other manufacturers. As everybody
knows this steel is a raw material used very largely

. Sir Rica» COATWaIaaR.

by important classes of manufacturer@. The agriculture im
plement manufacturers use it very largely, the sewing
machine manufacturera also use it, so do cabinet-makers,
and carriage-makers, and I might go on with a great variety
of trades all of whom will be more or less affected by the
additional duty on steel imposed in the way the hon. gen-
tleman means to impose it. Now, it is clear that if he is
going to help one class he is also going to injure others, and
if he puts an additional duty on steel, which, as he
admits, and as I contend, will bring no revenue into the
Treasury, one of three things must inevitably happen.

either the manufacturera must reduce their profits,
or they must reduce the wages of their workmen, or they
must raise the price of the goods they have to sell. One of
these three things must occur, and i do not sec thatthe hon.
gentleman can possible escape f rom that result. Now, Sir,
I am taking his own arguments, and his own figures, and I
find that there is likely to be imposed on the people an ad-
ditional burthen of about $300,000 at least, under these
alterations in the Tariff of Ways aun Means. I find that
apparently we will not be able to employ more than 560 to
600 hands in return for that additional burthen of
8300,00). That means that everyone of these hands will
cost this country, will coast the consumera of this country,
to al! intents and purposes, $520 a year. Sapposing
this kind of thing goes on for ten years, the hon. gentleman
will see that by attempting to found these special industries
the sum of $3,000,000 will be lost to the country; and I in-
vite him to carry that calculation out on a little larger scaie.
What he does for one he will be expected to do for the
others; and if it costs $300,000 a year to create industries
which employ 500 to 600 hands, it follows ex necessitate
that if he adds 15,000 or 16,000 hands to our popu-
lation by employing them in similar manufactures,
it would involve a loss to the country of about $8,000,000.
I think, Sir, that is paying altogether too dear for
the establishment of these small industries. I am not
now discussing the abstract idea of protection, but I
am pointing out the cost which would probably be
involved in establishing these small industries to which
I have referred, and which the bon. gentleman expects to
oncourage by this Tariff. I will not point ont -to hira,
though I might do so, what would be the result of attempt.
ing to encourage the 600,000 agriculturists ofthis Dominion
in a similar fashion-I say I will not deal with this matter,
though it is a question which might profitably be worked
out by some other gentleman. I think it is time the
hon. gentleman should stay his fostering hand. I think he
should give us soma idea of what the policy of the Govera-
ment is going to be in respect to this matter. S) far as I
eau understand from his explanation the other evening, the
hon. gentleman has practically come to this conclusion, that
whenever any man-I will not say any friend of his-pro-
poses to spend a certain amount of money-100,000 or
$200,000-or even $10,000 or $20,000 in establishing a par-
ticular industry, the hon. gentleman appears quite ready to
give him the protection he asks without much further en-
quiry. We could not find, though we cross-examined him
in some detail, that he had made any careful estimate
in most of these cases of what the cost would be. We could
not find that he had gone into any very careful calculations as
to the effects upon other trades, and that is a point which
I call attention to, as he desires to protect ail other manu-
facturera. In the case, for instance, of the duties on steel,
he cannot give these gentlemen what they desire without
imposing an additional burthen on a number of other trades,
which, I have no doubt, ho deaires to protect and foster. It
was said by the hon. member for Northumberland (Kr.
Mitchell) the other night, that this was protection being
run into the ground, and I think myself it is. I think
that if the hon. gentleman goes on mach further in this way
he will protect everybody to such an extent that it will be
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impossible for a great number of people to stay in this
country; and I ropeat, that one of the causes, and a very
important cause of the emigration from this country, which
we ail deplore, is the extent to which Canada is being con-
stantly, by just suh acts as these, made a dear country to
live in, by which the price of all necessary articles are
being raised to all classes of the community. If I have
misunderstood the hon. gentleman, if I have misquoted him,
if I have made any mistake in these calculations, the hon.
gentleman can take this opportunity of setting me right.
I do not pretend to say that all these calculations are correct,
but I say that they are the result which appeair to me to
follow from the position taken by tho bon. gentleman, that
he was not going to increase our taxes, but that this
arrangement was only made by him for the purpose of foster-
ing these particular manufactures. If he does not add to our
revenue, and does not take from our revenue, then I say
that apparently these results will follow. I think the hon.
Minister would do well to point out if I have been in error,
and if I have not, I think he would do well to point out
how it can be worth while for the people of this country to
submit to an additional taxation of $300,000 a year for the
purpose of getting, at the outside, five or six hundred
additional hands.

Mr. TUPPER (Pictou). I think. Mr. Speaker, that the
narrow style of criticism in which the hon. gentlem in who
has just taken bis seat is wont to indulge, is best evidenced
by the fact whieh we have seen to-day, that when alluding
to the discussion which took place in Committee a few
nights ago, he based part of bis argument against the steel
duties upon my statement that 160 men would be the num-
ber which the steel works at New Glasgow, in the County
of Pictou, would be able to employ when working at their
full capacity. Now, the hon. gentleman, if he listened at-
tentively to the discussion brought out by the cross exami-
nation, as ho styles it, of the hon. Finance Minister, ought
to have remembered, and ought to have stated to this
louse, that my colleague, the senior member for Pictou,
corrected the statement I made.

Sir RICHARD CARIWRIGHIT. So I did.
Mr. TLJPPER. Not to-day.
Sir RICHARLD CR f WRIGHT. Yes, I did to-day.

Mr. TUPPER. Well, I failed to hear it, and I do not
think the hon. gentleman went so far as to state accurato!y
the number which that hon. gentleman gave to tho liouse,
upon the information of the mdanager' of thé steel works,
that would be employed by that company, if it were fully
occupied, because that number, insteadofbeing 160,which
was the only number that came across the House to my
ears to-day, was 300. I only state that to show that the
desire of the hon. gentleman is not to fairly discuss this
subject, but simply out of pure party spirit-

Mr. SPEAKER. Order.

Mr. TUPPER. I think this is not unparliamentary
language; but if it is, I have no intention of infringing the
rules of the House. What I mean is that the Fpirit which
actuates the hôn. gentleman is a very noarrow spirit, and
not such as ought to actuate an hon. member of this House;
because, in criticising a matter of this kind, all the facts
should be placed before the liouse. Now, I do not suppose
that any person in this country, or any member of this
louse, believed that when the hon. Finance Minister brought

thi, matter before the House it would be possible to please
the bon. gentleman or any of his friends. I do not for one
suppose that the hon. Finance Minister, in carrying forward
the National Policy and suiting it more and more to the
requirements of the people, is ever to reach that happy state
when he will command the confidence and support of hon.
gentlemen opposite. I should be sorry if the hon. Minister's
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policy ever tended in that direction, for the simple reason that
I would fear that he was retrograding and going back to the
views which these hon. gentlemen wish to have enforeod.
Now, this change is entirely consistent with the policy
announced by this Government at the polls and in this
House. That policy is well and thoroughly understood in
this ceuntry; and the whole case of the hon, gentleman
opposite depends upon setting class against class, and inter-
est against interest; and this is ovidenced to-day by the
fact that the hon, gentleman now seeks to show that when
the steel industries are assisted and encouraged, some other
industry must suffer. That is nothing new. We have heard
that argument over and over again from these hon, gentle-
men, in regard to every foature of the National Policy; but
the people of this country did not believe that that criticism
was correct. The people of this eountry are willing that
every industry that is undertaken in this 'ountry and which
will benefit the country, and is calculated to thrive
under a fostering protection, should receive that protection;
and I believe that the Liberal-Conservative party to-day, have
shown that the people of this country from one end to the
other, are not bound down by sectional views to ask pro-
tection only for an interest which may be peculiar to their
section ol the country. We have had an evidence of that
fact with regard to the fiQur and coal duties. That matter
was discussed everywhere in this country on the same line
upon which the hon. gentleman has discussed the question
of the steel duties to-day ; but the people of this country
do not approve of that kind of reasoning. Now, the hon.
gentleman endeavoured to show that the consumers were to
suffer by the change proposed to be mado, and that other
manufacturers would suffer by having t'ho price of an article
inereased when it entered largely into their industries. Well,
the same argument applied to coal ; but why did the hon.
gentleman not candidly confess that in the United States,
where the same argument was urged against the steel and
iron duties, time bas shown that the theory of the hon.
gentleman is not borne out by the facts ?

Some hon. MEMBERS. Hear, hear.

Mr. TUPPER. Time has shown that the protection
afforded to the s'ol and iron industries of the United States
not only caused them to expand and grow, not only in-
creased the number of people who ob ained constant and
remunerative employment, not only developed the coal
mines of that country to an extraordinary extent, but went
hand in hand with the reduction in the price of the articles
manufactured.

Some hon. MEMBERS. Iear, hear.
Mr. TUPPER. Hon. gentlemen do not seom to acquiesce

in the statement I have made. I would turn their atten-
tion, thon, for a few moments, to some figuras; because, al-
though we have had figures ad nauseum for severaL days
past, I cannot forbear troubling the louse with a few on
this question. The hon. gentlemen will remember that Great
Britain had complete control of the American iron market in
1796; and it was after that that legislation was adopted
with the view of encouraging that industry in the United
States. Changes were frequently made, and I would refer
Io the effect these changes had on the price of the article
in question. In considering the iron and steel industries,
we must remembor that they are so ideutidod with each
other that the sane argument applies to both-that the pro-
tection given to iron should also be given to steel. In
1832 the tariff on iron was reduced in the United States,
and in 1842 it was very low indeed; and the hon gentlemen
will find that the priee during that time increased with
every reduction made. In 1832, for instance, bar iron cost
£5, while in 1841 it cost £6 los. Railway iron' increased
from £6 15s to £î. In 1828 the duty on bar iron
was increased, anl the result was that bar iron
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which was sold at $118 in 1821, sold at $114
in 1829, and ultimately sold as low as $96¾, thongh
no corresponding decrease took place in the other
iron markets of the world. Again we find that
in 1824, the daties were increased 'on hammered
iron, yet the price was not increased one farthing.
In 1840-41, however, the duties on iron were reduced, and
then nearly ail the factories connected with that great
industry throughout the Union were closed, nearly 300,000
men thrown out of employment, and great suffering ensued.
We know that in consequence of that experience the duties
were afterwards replaced, and the result bas been that the
increse in that industry in the United States bas been
enormous and the duties have remained. To give the House
a better idea of this result, I will call their attention to the
development of that trade, which, in the United States, has
been extraordinary. The production in 1854, for instance,
instance, of pig iron, was 736,218 tons; and in 1882 that
production had risen to 5,178,122 tons. In 1882, those indus-
tries consumed coal to the value of $2,210,000. A similar
development has been experienced in Germany and France,
protection having enabled these countries to give constant
employment to an immense number of labourers; and it is
also a fact that the prices, under. the different tariffs, of the
articles consumed, instead of increasing, have decreased.
One item of rolled bar iron, which I will mention out of
many in the United States, bears out this contention. In
1844, the average price of bar iron was 885.62; in 1876, it
was $52; in 1877, $45; in 1878, $44; in 1879, $51; in 1880,
$60; in 1881, $58- in 1882, $61. I think, therefore, if the
hon. gentlemen will take, not only these articles to which I
have alluded, but the other articles in reference to wbich
similar prophecies were made-the articles of cotton and
the others that we discussed during the last few days- he
will find that in every case, so far from the prophecies of
the hon. gentlemen opposite having turned out to be correct,
the very reverse has been the case. I say therefore, that
this industry is one that is likely to thrive; it is one which
nature points ont as peculiar to Canada, and which is
peculiarly suitable to the coun ty and Province from which
Icome. It is an industry which trusts to the Liberai Con-
servative party, at least, to which it is now appealing, and
whioh deserves at their hands the same encouragement that
other industries have obtained.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Before the motion is adopted
I desire to make a few remarks in reply to the hon. gentle-
man opposite (Sir Richard Cartwright). He carried us
back, in his speech, to 1879. Hon. gentlemen who were in
the House at that time will recollect that not only in the
House but cut of it, it was stated with reference especially
to the duty that was to be imposed on sugar to encourage
the refluer in the country Lhat this industry would employ
only a certain number ot men, that this Tariff would only
gve employment to a certain number, and that the cost to

e country would be equal to about $400 or $500 a year
to each of the men employed; and they went so far as to
assert that it would be better to send those people to a hotol
and pay their expenses there.

Sir RI CHARD CARTWRIGHT. So it would.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. What is the position to-day ?

Does the sugar coSt the people anything more?

Sir RIOHARD CARTWRIGHT and other hon. mem-
beri. Yes.

Mir LEONARD TILLEY. We know well that the
sugar to-day, upon the very basis taken the other day by
the hon. member, is not only cheaper than it ever was
before, but than it would have been if the Tariff of 1b77-78
were in o ration. That has been clearly established. The
bon, genteman argues on the basis, that if you impose 10-

oeut. additional duty on an article, that article will
air BroaAKD COirwaragz,

necessarily cost the consumer that much more. But, the
facto do not establish that to be the case. We know well that
there is scarcely a manufacturer in the country to day
who will not, in order to get bis goods into the
market here, place them at a lower price than the
price at which t hey could have been imported. The same
principle holds good in this case. There are exceptional
cases, it is true, but wherever an article is manufactured in
the country, and its manufacture produces sufficient com-
petition among the manufacturers in the country, the price
is bound to recede ; and as I stated in reference to sugar
and grey cottons, this bas been the effect. Grey cottons
to day are purchased here for less than the price they
are sold at in M assachusetts in certain lines. The hon. gen-
tleman calls attention to one item, the item of prints or
dyed cottons, I stated distinctly-so mach so that the bon.
gentleman put some further questions to me-that it would
not have been necessary to modify the Tariff, perhaps at all,
except as affecting one or two articles, if it had not been
that by an omission of the Clerk of the House or in some
other quarter, the article of dyed or French cotton was
omitted from the Tariff Act of last Session; so that we are
therefore simply putting on record what this House agreed
to last Session. As it was not in the Tariff Biß, I did not
refer to it in any shape or form whatever. Except as far as
coutilles and jeans are concerned, there would not be an
additional duty, because on those 7J per cent. more will be
paid than was paid last year and the year previous, except
on the portion used by the manufacturers of corsets. With
reference to steel, the hon. gentleman omitted to say that
the manufacturers of steel pay $2 per ton on the raw
material.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. I mentioned that.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. How does he rake up the
amount ?

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Easily, by adding $3
per ton.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. In whatever way he made the
calculation, the hon. gentleman based it on the supposition
that the consumer pays the increased duty imposed. That
may be at the outset. but I hîo n doubt that these two
establishments, when in fuli force, w ill flnd that they will
have te sell-in fact I understand at present they are offer-
ing to parties who require it, steel at a price more favour-
able than the price at which they eau import it. If that
be the case, and that is the natural result under similar
circumstances, the hon, gentleman is not warranted in put-
tiLg down the additionai duty as an additional lax on the
people. W ah reference te knife handles, we import at pres-
ent knife blades for silvering and plating at 10 per cent.,
and the celluloid that is brought into the country is simply
imported in a pressed form. It then has to be cut to form the
handles; there is very little work indeed, and it is imported
free of duty when used by piano manufacturers in making
keys. This comes in the rough shape, shaped somewhat in the
form of two handles. These are eut in two, finished and
manufactured, to be placed upon the knife or the fork. The
proposition made bere is not for ail cutlery to come in in
the rough state at 10 per cent., but there is a description of
cast iron forks which are not made in the-country. The
parties now manufacturing are making ail descriptions of
cutlery, and they only ask that cast ion forks, which are
not made or likely to be made in the country, whieh require
powerful machinery, which are limited in the quantity of
consumption, shall come in in that form, at 10 per cent.;
and it forme but a very small proportion of this indus-
try, which hs been established for the manufacture of
cutlery, in all its forms. Therefore, the amount lost to
the revenue in that respect will probably be made up by the
additional employés in those outlery factories, and the
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duties they pay on the goods consumed. These are the
three items to which the hon. gentleman referred. The
cotton was not taken into account, bocause it is simply a
renewal of the Resolution which was passed last Session
under which, right or wrong, we have been collecting that
duty since the 1st January.

SirRICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Does the hon. gentie.
man expect to get revenue out of that? lie stated that ho
expected to encourage the manufacture.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Of what ?
Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Of this kind of

cottons.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I stated that last year. It

was the ground given in the Resolution.
Sir RICHIARD CARTWRIGHT. Y ou cannot get revenue

and encourage manufacture together.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. 1 did not look upon that as a

change at all, because it was simply passing what we passed
last year, and supposed was really in the law; but, when we

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. They are engaged in dyed
cottons almost exclusively.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Unless they produce
much less than the average in the United States, that
number of hands would produce probably $1,200,000 worth
of these articles.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I think that is what they
told me.

Mr. CHARLTON. The hon. gentleman's argument pro.
ceeds on the assumption that the imposition of a duty on
goods will not raise the price of the domestic prodaction.
I think he is not warranted in making that assertion. I
think, on the contrary, the operation of a protective Tarif
is invariably to raise the price of the goods upon which the
duty is levied, to raise the price of the articles to within a
fraction of the cost of the article imported with the duty
paid. That is the object of the duty.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The object is to give them
the manufacture in the country.

VuLiu tA. 0 Li IU, Wevunu ilUU I s W5 inL lne &et, ana I Mr. 0 HARLTON. If it does not raise the price in thatdid not refer to that as affecting the revenue in any form, way, it does not effect the object. The hon, gentlemanbecause it was confirming the decision of Parliament on a says g cottons are sold here as cheaply as they areprevious occasion. The hon. gentleman was not bere at sold inre assachusetts. We have heard that before, andthat time, but the Resolutions were passed. The defeot n I should have been glad if it had been backed up by proof.
the hon. gentlemen's line of argument is that they lay down I do not believe it. I think the hon. gentleman isthe proposition that whatever duty you impose is Païd by entirely mistaken. I am told by importers that the differ.the people of the country, and over and above that, ho s ay s , once is nearly the amount of duty, that thore is a differenceare the profits to the parties engaged in the manufacture of at least 20 per cent. between the cost of the Americ inHundreds of illustrations have been before this House gre cotton and the cost of the product of the Canadianduring the last five years te, ihow that that s ro ycttnedhoctcft rdutfth (Jndn
tho cae a ventears atedon ho tht ther dy n mill. That, in my belief, is true, and I bolieve his refer.the case. A gentleman waited on me the other day ences to other matters in connection with this question arein reference to an industry he had started, which did equally erroneous. I believe, when proof is sought for, andnet require a very large amount cf capital. The Amer- when proof is laid upon the Table of this louse, it will becans at once put down the price, and he had to put seen that the cost of goods is in every instance very essen-down his price, and they drove him to such a low figure tially increased by the duty. The hon. gentleman fromthat ho had ta time, and Pictou gave us some statisties with reference to Americanthon the Americans put up the price, and it cost the people manufacturers, with regard to the American iron interest.of the country more than when ho was carrying on his He gave statistics claiming that, during periods of protec-operations. And that is the case generally. There are tion, the price of iron had been reduced in that country.some industries where there is ,not sufficient competition to I would ask why the importation cf iron increased
reduce the price, but the feeling iu the country is, and hon. from $8,621 000, in 1882, to $51;000)000 in 1883. Imembers understand, and men in business understand, that would ask why the importation of cotton themanufacturers here have to sell at less than cost abroad and importation of silks, the importation of flai andthe duty, in order to get the market. That is the answer. linen goods, the importation of woollens, have largely

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon, as I understand increased, have almost quadrupled under the opera.
the hon. gentleman, this 7j per cent. duty is merely carry- tion of a protective tariff during tho last twentyyoars. The
ing out wbat was intended to bc done last year. He also fact that these goods are brought in in largely increased
stated that he expected to encourage manufactures. Doos volume from year to year is a sufficient answer to the
he expect, if the manufacture starts, to gain or lose revenue statement of the hon. gentleman that the price has been
by this operation? roduced under the operation of protection. The experiene

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. The manufacture is in opera- of the United States demonstrates, from the very com-
tion, employing 800 or 900 hands, and I think the increase mencement, that protection does not proteot, and the
probably will make up for the manufacture in the country, healthiest advance which has been made by the manufac-
and the parties who are manufacturing will sell for less, I turers of the United States was made during the period
am satisfied, than it will be imported for, as far as their from 1846 to 1860. The woollen interest and the cotton
manufactures are concerned. interest made more rapid advances thon than at any time

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Thon you do not ex- since, and, when the protective tariff policy came into
youneoperation in 1861, the United States almost ceased to be a

pect any revenue nation exporting manufactured goods. The year previeus
Sir LEONARD TILLEY. No; I stated that. I to that tarif, the United States exported over $10,000,000
Mr. CHARLTON. Do I understand the hon. gentleman of domestic cottons. That fell almost immediately to a

to say that the print factorles of this country are employing more bagatelle, and it did not again reach the figure at
500 to 600 hands ? which it was in 1860 until ayear or two ago. The hon. gentle-

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. He said 800 or 900. man from Pictou tells us that the number of hande required
S to produce 7,500 tons of steel will be 300. I find, in theSir LEONA RD TIL LEY. I understood o. I under- report of the Bansard, ho claimed that 160 would be thestood that at the factory at Valleyfield, I think it is, they number roquired to produce that amount. Well, Sir, if iAare employig 800 or 900 Hands. requires 160 mon to produce 7,500 tons of steel at New

Sir b[CARD CARTWRIGH L. Not in that one article Glasgow, the production of those works will be only half as
surely ? great as the production per man in the United States. ,
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find by the Census returns of the United States, that the
average production per hand is 90 tons per annnm, and that
the average value of the production per hand is $5,000 per
annum, and the hon. gentleman, in placing the number of
bands employed in producing 7,500 tons of steel at 160, is
probably placing it 100 per cent. greater than it is.

Mr. TUPPER. I said the manager. I said I was cor-
rected by the managers' statement which my colleague gave
to the House.

Mr. CHAlRLTON. At all events the impression conveyed
to the House was that the production of 7,500 tons of steel
would require at least 160 hands. On the basis of produc-
tion in the United States, it would not require any more
than 80. He also accused my hon. friend at my right (Sir
Richard Cartwright) of a desire to set class against class,
There is no desire of that kind manifested on this side of
the THouse. There is, however, on the other side of the
House, a desire manifested to croate a favoured class, and a
policy of that kind is a policy designed to set class against
class. Where undue and unjust favours are bestowed
on any class of the community, that is a policy cal
culated to incense the o!her classes of the community,
and to set class against cluss. It is for that reason,
among others, that the policy advocated by the hon.
gentlemen opposite, is opposed by hon, gentlemen on
this side of the House-because it is an urjust policy
of taxing the great mass of the people of this country
for the benefit of a fcw favoured rings; because it is
a policy calculated, as iny hon. friend has shown, to in-
crease the burdens upon this country of $300,000, without
adding anything to the revenue; because it is calculated to
Increase the burdens of the people by $300,000, for the
beneft of a few pet intereste, for two or three steel works
In the Province of Nova Scotia, perhaps; for the benefit of
a few men engaged in the importation of cutlery; for the
benefit of ono or two print works. That is the essential
principle,the essential animus,of the protective policy-a pol
lcy designed to benefit the few at the expense of the many.
The proposed changes are not of a very serious character it
is true, but if they do not largely increase the bardens
of the people, they are as objectionable in character,
if not in degree, as were the more radieni changes
formerly made by the Finance Minisor. Sir, I think
the bon, Finance Minister utterly failed to establish the
principles ho laid down. He failed utterly to show that
the price of goods was not increased by the imposition of a
duty. I hold that in order te induce this Hlouse to believe
that assertion, it would require something more than the
more assertion of a gentleman which is opposed by com-
mon sense and by the experience of all who have had any-
thing to do with this matter; and I believe -my hon. friend
at my right was perfectly correct in the position lie took
that a duty of 83 upon steel would diminish the importa.
tions by 8,000 tons and diminish the revenue by 824,000.
And, 1 believe he was warranted in saying that it would
increase the cot of the article produced here to
tho extent of $3 above the cost of the imported article;
and it is fair to add to tbis increased cost, as it always is,
the profit of the wholesale dealer and of the retail dealer, and
that would increase the cost by &t least 25 per cent. It is
fair to say that a duty of 7j per cent. additional on printed
eloths resulted in reducing the importation of that article
by one-fourth ; and the effect would be that the court'y
would loe the enhanced cost upon one-fourth the quantity
of goods manufactured bore, while the revenue would be
maintained at the expenee of increasing the duties 7j per
cent. I believe it was a perfectly fair argument for my hon,
friend to Eay that the total number of bands afIorded em-
ployment by the operation of these Resolutions wou!d net
exceed, at the outset, 600 ; and their wages at $200 each
would amount to 8120,000 per annum. ln order

Mr. CHARLTON.

to secure the disbursement of $'-20,000 per annum
in wages, these Resolutions proposed that the country
should sufler to the extent of $300,000. Certainly
this is very wasteful process, a verv wastful mode of
securing employmenL for the labour of this country. It
would be better to take $120,000 and pay it to these men
out of some other source, or tax the people to the extent of
that sum for the purpose of giving that amount of employ-
ment, than to tax the people $300,000 in order that the
labourers of the country might receive $120,000 of that surm.
i believe, 1 repent, that the position taken by my hon. frieLnd
at my right is a perfectly correct one. I believe that his
position was not impugned in the slightest degree by the
remarks made by either of the gentlemen who followed him.
I believe that the reasons advanced by him are unanswer-
able-certainly they bave not been answered in the course of
this debate so far.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). We have heard much said
about grinding monopolies, about giving advantages to the
few ut the expense of the many, it would not, therefore, be out
of place for me to make a few remarks on these points. I am
told that the hon. member for North Norfolk the other day, in
addressing this liouse, said that the manufacturers of the
country wero producing inferior articies to those produced
under the old Tariff and sell them at a greater price. Mr.
Speaker, what are the facts ? Frost & Wood, of Smith's Falls,
in 1875-76, manufactured, if I mistako not, 200 reapers,
500 mowers, 600 or 700 rakes, and about 1,000 or 2,000
ploughs. They are now manufacturing 1,000 reapers, 2,000
mnowers, 3,000 horse rakes, :ind 6,000 plows. It is so
with Cosset & Co, of Brockville ; with Glen, of
Oohuwa; with Massey, of Toronto, and with the manufactur.
ing establishments at Brantford. Now, Mr. ýSpeakcr,
the fact is that reaping machines, mowing machics, heoiso
rakes and ploughs are ail of a superior character. As ie.
gards the reaping machinez, they are froi 00 to 400) bs,
lighter than theywero manufatctured then. They were manu-
factured out of wrougbt iron, out of cast iron, but now ont of
malleable steel, and the best of Swcedish iron. I defy the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) to contradict
this statement-that these machines are 300 pounds li hter
than they were, that they are manufactured out of superior
material, and that they are sold from $10 to $15 chenptr
than they were under the Tariff of the late Government.
He cannot contradict that statement. Then are we not getting
a superior article, and are we not getting a cheaper article ?
An hon. gentleman beside me, a farmier, says "l ear, hear! "
because he knows the statement I make is correct. if the
farmer gets a botter machine, a lighter machine, manufac-
tured out of botter material, and gets it $10 or $15 cheaper,
I ask this House if this policy is injurious to the agrieultural
community ? The hon. gentleman will not contradict my
statement that the machines are of a superior quality and
are at the same time cheaper. Mr. Speaker, 1 have just
told the House that the number of machines manufactured
in this country is five times greater than it was under the
old Tariff, and under the old Administration. Now, Sir, where
are these machines going ? Thousands of them are going
to the Province of Quebec, and thousands to the Lower Pro-
vinces--to markets that we did not have then and that we have
now. Mr. Watson of Ayr, is manufacturing machines this year
which he sella at from 5 to 10 per cent. less than last year,
and ho bas shipped a large quantity this year to Russia
and different parts ot Europe, to British Columbia and the
Maritime Provinces, and I am proud to say that when he
gets bis present establiLrhment now under construction
completed, ho will bave one of the finest agricultural
implement establidhments in the Dominion. Our machines
are going to Russia, Australia, France and even Eng-
land, and our manufacturer are competing with the
manufacturers of the world, and they are prepared to
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do it. All they ask is encouragement under the Tariff, and
to have the home market. What is the duty paid by manu
facturers to the Government on different machines? Resper
mowers, ploughs and rakes would average about $1 each.
Why is there to-day an increased demand, and why are the
machines so mach superior? Because the material enter
ing into their manufacture is of much higher quality thar
before. Why can they afford to sell the machines cheaper
Because the manufacturers have botter buildings, better
machinery, better mechanies and have the homo market.
These are the reasons, and they are sufficient roasons for thc
success of the policy. The hon. member for South Huron
will not contradict these statements.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. Certainly, I do.
Mr. WHITE (Hastings). Certainly, you cannot contra

diet them successfully. Will the hon. momber for Brant
(Mr. Paiterson) deny that the machines manufiactured in his
own town are not of a much superior character to what they
were in 1870, and that there are two to one manufactured
now to one there was then ?

Mr. PATE RSON (Brant). Th3y are the best machines
made.

Mr. WHITE (Hastings). YeR, they are better than were
manufactured then. Why do bon. gentlemen opposito con-
tinually maintain that those machines are sold dearer to day
than under the old Tariff. I can tcll the Ilouse that they
are sold at from $10 to $15 cheaper. I contend that Mr.
Glen, of Oshawa, is manufacturinxg a botter machine and sell.
ing it at from $10 to $15 cheaper thanr in 1876; that Mr.Marscy
of Toronto, is doing the same; that Frost & Wood, Smith's
are doing the same, that Mr. Cosset,ofBrockvilleis doing the
same; that manufacturers in the hon. gentleman's (Mr.
Paterson) own constituency are doing the same thing. I con-
tend, moreover, that we are making, to-day, in this eountry,
tive machines to one manufactured under the oll policy
that we are successfully competing with manufactures
the world over ; that we are putting better material into
our machines, and under these circumstances it is
imprudent and unjust of hon. gentlemen 'opposite to
rise in this Ilouse and say the agricultural community
are suffering. They are not sufféring. They are not
suffering in regard to the price they pay for their sugar.
Sugar k cheaper now than it was 10 years ago. The cheese
rnanufacturer is not suffering on bis bandage-cloth, which
is cheaper now than formerly. I wish bon. gentlemen
opposite would endeavour to contradict these facts I have
stated. Before the debate closes, I shall be able to
submit statements under the signature of' these parties,showing that My statements are correct. I hope
hon. gentlemen opposite will take into consideration the
amount of benefit and advantage which the different places
derive where manufactures are establishod. They are
the means of paying out $2,000 to $5,000 per weex to the
labouring classes. Does not this money pass into the hands
of the merchants, go to pay the taxes and contribute to the
support of the country generally; and yet hon. gentlemen
opposite are continually saying that we are building up a
few at the expanse of the many. I say we are benedttin'g
the many and injuring none. We have no desire to injure
anyone; we are anxious to do our dnty to the country, and
we are going to do it no matter whether hon. gentlemen
opposite object or not. They say we are going into debt
and excessively increasing the burdens of the country. If
we are increasing the public debt, we are doing it to build
railways, canals and public buldings f>r the benefit of the
country generally. I hope our manufacturers will still con-
tinue to grow and prospg', and will still go on and improve
their machinery, increase the number of their sales and
successfully -compote with manufacturers over the wide
world.

Mr. WIGLE. Mr. Speaker, I do not think I would say
- anything on this occasion if it were not that hon. gentle-
a men opposite constantly run down the National Policy,

and claim that the manufactured products of this country
are not cheaper than they were before the National Policy

. was introduced. This is the second time we have hoard
i friom the hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)

on this subject, and ho has challenged any hon. member to
show that goods are cheaper now than before the introduction
of the National Policy.

Mr. CHARLTON. No.
Mr. WIGLE. And the hon. gentleman always quotes

tho trade policy ofthe United Stafos. What produced the
National Policy of the United States? We find that in
1789, they started with a revenue tarif of 81 per cent. ; a
year or two afterwards it was increased to 11 per cent.; in
1792 it was further advanced to 13J per cent., and in 1816
they commenced their National Policy. What caused
thon to inaugurate that policy in 1816 ? It was the war
of 1812. They found they were depending on England
for the guns with which to fight her, for the powdor
and shot for the army, for cloth fur the clothing of the
soldiers, for blankets to cover the troops; and so they set.
tled the war question, and immodiately afterwai ds they in-
augurated the National Policy, which averaged 21 per cent.
That continued for four years. Aftor the next presidontial
election in 1820, what did the manufacturers of England
do? They rented warchouses at the seat of Government
in the United States and brought manufactured goods there
to provo tihat they could not bo manufauturol clheanor in
the United States. What did the people of the United
Statcs say ? They said if we ever intend to be a great
prosperous and independent nation we must bring manu-
factures to this country. So that our people shall,
bo bcnefitted by having the factories established hore.
They said we do not object to English manufacturers
selling goods here, but to our people being compelled
to take their farm produce to England, leave the money
there and bring back manufactured goods. We have
no objection to English manufacturers selling goods to
peoplo of the United States, they said, but wo intond to
impose such high protective duties as shall compel English
manufacturers to come to the United States and manufac.
ture their goods and thus our people will spend their money
at home. In 1820 the tariff was advanced to 36 per cent.
Four years afterwards it was incroased to 38 per cent; in
1828 to 42 per cent; 1832 the compromise tariff was intro-
duced, which was on a sliding scale for 10 years, rodncing
2 per cent. per annum, which had the effect of diminishing
the duties from 42 per cent. to 20 per cent. After the ten
yeirs the tarif was inreased to 33 per cent, then it was
reduced to 24 per cent., and in 1857 it was reduced to a
revenue tariff of 19 per cent. In 1861 it was decreased,
and in 1872 it was increased, averaging 42 per cent. What
is it to day ? It averages 40 per cent. on cottons, over 61
per cent. on cloths, over 53 per cent. on carpets, and on
leaf tobacco grown in any other country, 3b cents per
pound. If the arguments used by hon. gentlemen opposite
be correct, the consumers of leaf tobacco in the U nited
States must pay 35 cents per pound additional What i4
the Tarif to.day in this country ? On woollen blankets and
cloths, 7ï cents per pound and 20 per cent.; cottons, 35 per
cent., and hats, 25 per cent. What produced the National
Policy in thib country? We had a Reciprocity Treaty with
the United States fora period of ten years, from 1856 to 1866.
At the time of its abrogaf ion, what did the Americans say ?
They said we are establishing a protective policy ; we think
the bet course to pursue is not to renew the Reciprocity
T. t aty, and they would not renew it. Then we had to do that
which we thougbt best for ourselvets. What did hon. gentle.

1 men opposite do when they were in power ? They sent Hon.
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George Brown to Washington at an expense of $6,000 to
see if he could not bring about another Reciprocity Treaty.
The Americans, however, said to him that ie had b Atter
return to Canadathat they bad a ReciprocityTreaty for ton
years and did not want another, that they were very well
satisfied with their trade policy, and when they wanted
reciprocity with Canada they would let the Dominion know.
It was when the hon. gentleman came back that the leader
of the Conservative party, though he was in Opposition,
asked hon. gentlemen to bring down a protective Tariff, and
the Conservative party would assist them in carrying it out.
When the ex-Finance Minister was urged to adopt this
policy, he stood up in the House and said they were nothing
but flics on the wheel of this great nation, and that it would
be useless to attempt to do anything of this kind. As I
said on a former occasion, they are nothing but flies
on the wheel, and they are like all other flies. If
you have a sore on your hand, first one fly comes,
then another, and another, until it is covered with flies,
not for the purpose of trying to heal the sore, but to
make it worse. If we have any little sore in the
National Policy these gentlemen light upon it, not for
the benefit of the country, but to run it down. They told
the people of this country that if this National Policy were
brought in the people of the United States would retaliate,
and that it would be disloyal to the mother country to
bring down a Tariff which would put a duty on English
goods the sane as the duty on American goods. Have the
people of the United States retaliated ? Why did wo bring
down this policy ? Bocause the United States had a pro.
tective olicy averaging about 40 por cent. They had a tcn
rail fotice all around the country iii tb way of a 40 per cent.
tarif; ve had a four rail fenco in the way of a 174
per cent. tariff. Their manufacturers could jump over
the four rail fonce with thoir shoddy goods and
jump back again. But whon our manufacturera tried
to get over, they found the fence so high that
they could not jump. We said, pull down your ten rail
fonce to our foui, or else wo will make ours a ten rail fonce
too. la not that the way every farmer would act, and yet
hon. gentlemen said they would retailiate. Yes, they are
retaliating by saying: If you take the duty off our coal we
will take the duty otf youis. So far as the loyalLy of this
policy is concerned, p, otection has been tried over five
years, and I will guarantee that the mother country consider
us as loyal as hon. gentlemen opposite, and we can stand on
the great Liberal Conservativo platform, and sing, "God
Save the Queen" with as much grace as they cau, yes, even
a little more, because we are talking in favour of
Canada, and these hon. gentlemen are wound up to
sing " Yankee Dood! " about half the time. Now, Sir,
you will remember that on the 29th of January of this
year, there was an election iu West Kent. It happened at
the sane time tiat election trials were going on in Both-
well and ln Wo3t Kent. In the town of Wallaceburg, there
was a Young Men's Liberal Association, and about four
weeks before the clection in West Kent, the hon. leader of
the Opposition went there in order that the people might
be educated as to the bad effects of the National Policy.
I have hie speech here, and I say it cannot be borne out
by the facts, for I have the goods to prove that they are as
cheap in Canada to-day, as they are in the United States.
I wish to read an extract or two from the hon. gentleman's
speech. I shall not take it out of Bansard, but ont of the
Hansard of West Kent, that is, the Chatham Banner. He
said :

"I am told that it is a very different matter to go to a Conservative
farmer, if he is an intelligent man, and discuss the beauties of the National
Policy. There was a time when he was eager to boast of its achievements
and to dilate on the benefits accruing therefrjm. But now bis ardor is
somewhat cooled and he is glad to whip up his horses and et away
frei the viciai y of his interrogater as speedily a sible. a
guod sigu, and showo that men are be«inning to see f r theinselves what
they do ot lik- to say-the fality of the National Policy, the juggl.ry of

r WiL.

the men who promiîed a period of nndisturbed prosperity,and who, having
attained to powar, fail to redeme that pledge, and set about paving the
way teo retaining it contrary to the expressed will of a majority of the
people."

This speech was reported on the 2nd of January, 1884. I
happened to be in West Kent on the 29th of January, elee-
tion day, and I saw the farmers of West ient whipping up
their horses to bring the votera to the polls for Henry
Smith, the Conservative candidate, and they put him in by
a larger majority than before. That, however, is not the
point I wish to refer to. The hon. gentleman was discussing
the duties on different goods, and endeavouring ta prove to
the Young Men's Liberal Association of Wallaceburg that
the poor man is paying the burthen of duty, and the rich
man is getting off scot froe, or nearly so. What does he
say :

''We have the item of blankets. À. good article costing 6?j cents
per pound., is taxed 35 per cent., so that in order to get three you have
to pay the price of four, or, if you brought in four it cost you mcre than
the price of the fourth blanket for the duty. Those at 17 pence, 40 ner
cent.; and the cheaper article in more common une, 70 per cent. The
goods la demand by the wealthy pay 35 por cent.; those used by the
working classes pay 70 per cent.-a most unrighteous discrimination.
Who l it that pays the 70 per cent. ? The man who is the least able
and who la obliged to buy the poorer classes of goods. Who pays the
least? The man whose circumstances enable him te pay the most. In
ladies' jackets and mantles. too, they have a kind of sliding sale, illus-
trated by the following : Goods at 3s. l1., 51 per cent.; 4a. s., 48
per cent. ; 5s. 114., 42 per cent.; 7s. Bd., 40 per cent.; 93. lld., 37 par
cent.; 9î. 9d , 30 per cent. ; 29s. 9d., 28 per cent. This is the
Tariff as it affects woollens. I coniti go on andi give you the

otton instances to, if tie permitted. Now, if yonr Government ha
put on the Statute Book in words to this effect: Whereas it is desirable
that an Act should be passed putting the burden of the taxes upon the
poor te the exemption of the rich, theretore be it enacted that th)
cheaper classes of blankets be taxed 70 per cent. and the best blankets
ortly pay 35 per cent. aul the cheaper classes of cloths pay 53 per cen'.,
and the fine Clotho only pay 23 per cent.; that the poorest carpets pay
3i per cent., and the rich goods ouly 20 per cent; also that the poorer
mantle cloths pay 54 per cent., and the high class cloths only 28 per
cent. Suppose that If either Mr. Hawkins or Mr. Smith hal voted for
snch a Bill you would have condemned him when he returned for re-elec-
tion, for having sanctioned suchan unjust and iniquitonsmeasure. And
because they knew you would, that is not the way they did I. They say
the rich man shall bay a pound of cloth and pay no much; a poor man.
shal buy a pound and pay the sane. But, geatlemen, it is kept in the
back ground that the rich man's pouand is light and costly gonds, while
the poor mans la iheavier and cheap."

We had the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr, Mills) there
too. I had the pleasure of listening to him, and I think ho
spoke a grat deal bitter in the countsy than ho does hore.
lt seemed to me the other night that ho was not really sure
whether he was bore representing the views of the majority
af the people of Bothwell or not. I have heard the lion.
gentleman illustrating this Protective Policy witb his bat.
He would say, "Gentlemen there is a hat. Suppose wo had
not the National Policy and I went into the United States,
I would have paid 1 !or the hat ; I would come over froi
Detroit to Windsor, and pay 17à per cent., so that it would
cost me 81.17à. Under thia policy, however, I pay $1 for
the Iat lu the States, I would come over to Windsor and
pay 25 per cent. duty, so that the hat would cost $1.25."
Then his friends would cheer the hon. gentleman and say
"that is splendid." But the 25 per cent. was not put there
ta burthen the poor man, but to give our manufacturers the
home market for ail kinds of goods they manufacture.
Now, supposing that hat is made in Canada, and the
Canadian maker sells it for $1.20; another man comes,
and makes the same kind lor $1.15; thon, No. 3 brings
the price down to a dollar; and another man stili comes
along and says, I will not allow the Americans to get this
trade, and I will seli the lat for 90 oets. So honle compe-
tition brings down the price. But that is not the best of
it. Without this National Policy, we would be compelled to
get these hats lu the United States, from the manufacturers
of hats, because they would have ail that country to seli
their hats in, and would bring the surplus here. Now, with.
out this policy, we would have to pay that dollar. Where
would it go to ? Every man knows that it would go to
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the United States. The hatter would pay the dollar to when I said in Nova Scotia that it took 9 yards to make a
the wholesale man, the wholesale man would pay it shirt, am I wrong now in telling you that it will
to the retail man, the retail man to the laborer, the take 9 yards for a shirt after your pants are all worn out."
labourer to the butcher, the butcher to the farmer, the Well, Sir, when we went to West Kent, we found that the
farmer to the blacksmith, and the blacksmith*to someone Reform candidate and all the speakers for the Reform party
*Ise, and every man whose bands that dollar went through were attacking the National Policy, just as it was attacked
would make from 10 to 25 per cent. and it would iere by the leader of the Opposition. They all say the same
benefit thousands of pple in the United States. Where thing. It puts me in mind of the two lttle boys who wero
would the hat be? In Canada, and in six months it would quarrelling. One says it is so, and the other says it is not so,
be worn out, and then we would have neither hat nor " Weil, I tell you it is so," says the first boy," " because
money. I have a hat that was bought in London at the mother says it is so, and when she says it is so, it is so, if it
rate of $4.50 a dozen, or three York shillings a piece. That is not so." That is just the way with hon. gentlemen oppo.
hat can b. sold for 50 cents, giving a profit of 33J per cent; site. They say it is so if Mr. Blake says it is so, because
and the result is than when that hat is worn out, the money when he says it is so, it is so, if it is not to. It happens
is in the country, and the poor man can buy another with it. that West Kent sent to the Ontario Legislature a supporter
But the argument of hon. gentlemen is that the poor man of the Reform Government, from 1879 to 1883, with a major-
has to pay this duty. Now, how is it ? The poor man comes ityof 140. But the party were not satisfied with that m ajority,
ixto a store where there is a bat for 50 cents, another for 75 and at the general election they sent Attorney.General
cents, another for a dollar, another fbr $1.25, all manufactured Mowat, to Chatham to have a grand mass meeting the night
in Canada. But if he wants a finer hat, he takes a fine wool before the election. Well, they had a grand mass meeting; the
bat, and pays the duty on it; and I say that if he buys a Attorney-General was there, and Mr.Meredith was there to
$4.00 bat, that is his business, and not the business meet him; and the result was that the people of West Kent
of the Reform party of this country. The poor decided to send to the Ontario House a supporter of Mr.
man is not compelled to buy that kind of a bat, Meredith, with 400 majority. At the last generat election
but if he wants a hat like the one the leader of the Opposi. for this House, Mr. Smith was elected by only 156 majority.
tion wears, and he pays his three or four dollars for it, that His opponent, Mr. Sampson, was sick in bed, and it wassaid
is lis business, and not the business of the Reform party. that it he had been up, he would have been'elected. Well,
Now, Sir, we will come to the question of a particular kind there has since been another election, when the leader of
of cloth. The hon. gentleman, when talking to the people the Opposition went to Wallaceburg, and the hon. member
of Wept Kent, told them that the poor class of people paid for Bothwell also went into th j Riding to edu.
50 per cent. on their cloths, while the rich man paid only cate the people, so that they would be sure
23 per cent. Well, I had occasion to go to a factory in West to send Mr. Sampson here with a large majority.
Kent and I said: "I want a part of a yard of your heaviest Instead of Smith coming back with 156 of a majority, after
cloth." There is the piece of cloth I got (holding it up). It the people heard from all these gentlemen, they sent him
has a pound of wool in it, and I paid 50 cents a yard for it. back with 283 of a majority. I do not pretend to say that
It cost 30 cents to manufacture it. Now, I would like to know I can argue constitutional law with the leader of the
where is the 50 per cent. is paid on that piece of cloth. I will Opposition ; I do not pretend to say that I can argue
promise the hon. gentleman that if he or any of bis supporters Chancery law with the hon. gentleman; I do not pretend
behind him-and there are a lot of merchants there-can that I have had the experience in public speaking, or the
stand up and show the House that there is 50 per cent. of education he as had; but I say that when I am talking
duty paid on this kind of cloth, I will leave this side of, about bats, cloths and cottons, I know as much of what I am
the flouse and go and support the hon. gentleman. Well, talking about, as ho knows when he is arguing a question
I explained this at a meeting in West Kent. After I got of chancery law. In the matter of law, i only have
through, an old French gentleman came up to me and said: the theory where lie has the practice, but in the matter of
" Do you see that cloth in these pants ?" slapping his hand these goods, ho las the theory and I have the practice.
on bis leg; "I grow that sheep, I cut the wool off bis Now, he puts me in mind of lenry Ward Beecher. Honry
back, my wife spins it, and my girl weaves it, and I would Ward Beecher was a great preacher and a great theorist. ie
like to know how I pay 50 per cent. on that?- What is found out by reading and observation-he had read a
the difference whether my wife spins it and my girl great many books on farming and lie made up his mind ho
weaves it, or whether Mr. Taylor spins it and weaves would try the farming business-he found out by reading
it n bis factory? ILt is all done in West Kent, and and observation that dried apples were worth more that
I would like these hon. gentlemen to show me h ,v green ones, so the first year ie planted $1,500 worth of
there is a cent of duty paid on it." But it is just dried apples. It was a dry sumner and tLe apples did not
like the case of the hat. A poor man goces into a come up. The next thing he tried was pork. He bought
store, and ho sees different kinds of cloth there at from a pig for $3, fd it with $25 worth of corn and
60 cents a yard to a dollar or 81.25, all manufactured in sold it for $9; and thon he said: I did not mind that so much,
Canada, but if ho must have Scotch go.ds or goods for though I lost a little on the corn, but I made on the pig.imported from other countries, then he pays the 2,j per The bon. gentleman argues the Nat ional Policy upon theory,cent. the hon. gentleman-spoke of. So that it la the rich man as Mr. Beecher argued farming. I say he cannot show, nor
that pays 23 per cent. or 5k per cent. more than ho paid can one of lis supporters show, where the poor man pays a
under the Cartwright Tariff of 17½, which is about 35 cents single cent of duty on the mass of goods worn by him. The
more on a suit of clothes, and the poor man does not pay any- hon. member for North Norfolk said the Finance Minist er
thing at all. Now, w. will carry this argument a little bas stated in this House that grey cottons were as cheap in
further. If hon. gentlemen's arguments were correct, then Canada to-day as in Massachusetts, but ho would like some one
if the duty was 75 per cent., the poor man would have to to show him that they are as cheap. I will give the
pay 75 per cent. more for his cloth; if the duty was a dollar, hon. gentleman practical proof. Hore is a pioce of cotton
the poor man would have to pay a dollar more; and if the (holding iL up) manufactured in Canada, ayard wide. Itdoes
cloth were prohibited altogether, then the bon. gentleman not tako 9 yardsof that to make a shirt cibher. That cotton
would have to go back to Wallaceburg and tell the boys there, costa b¾ cents a yard, and I defy anyone to show where le
" Unless you put us back in power before your last pair of' can get goods cheaper in the United States. Why cannot
breeches are worn out, you cannot get another pair." Then, 1 cotton be manufaotured here as cheap as in the United
of coure, hie would have to say: "Gentlemen, if I was wrong States? The raw Cotton is brought from the United Statu,
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into Canada free, it is taken into the manufactories and
there worked up; it is sold to the wholesale dealer who sells
it to the retailer, and why should it not be sold bore as
cheap as in tho United States? <Competition is bringing
it to a figure as cheap to-day as in the United States. These
gentlemen say that the competition would bring the prices
down, but did they not also say that the manufacturer makes
40 per cent. ? That the rich would get richer and the poor
man poorer ? Thoir policy was to make the rich man
poorer and then starve the poor man to death. They told
us that goods would bu dearer. Did they not tell us that
when we put 35 per cent. on cotton, that cotton would cost
the poor man 2 or 3 cents a yard more ? Did they
not tell us that nails, that sugar, that overything on which
a duty was put, would cost the people more? Did they not
tell us that people would have to pay more for agricultural
implements ? Now the ex-Minister of Finance himself
says: You are right when you say they are cheaper than
ever before.

Sir RIG IAIRD CARTWRIGHT. I do not.
Mr. WIGLE. The hon. gentleman said "hear, hear,

when I said they were cheaper to-day than evor before. He
said "bear, hear," when 1 said competition among the
manufacturers brought the prices down. He cannot dony
that. If he did not say it, he ought to say it. When the
Conservative party were in Opposition, did they stand up
here and whine at the Government and say your policy is
wrong but we have nothing to propose? No; they stood
up and said your revenue Tariff of 17J per cent., under the
circumstances, is not what wo want. We want a Protective
Policy, and if you do not give it to us, wewill go the people,
and we went to the people With a platform. But when we
ask these gentlemen what their platform is, what their
principles are, what do they say? Principlei-we have no
principles; we are not in power. That is their whole action.
When the hon. member for North Norfolk stated that the
manufacturers were making 37 per cent., another hon.
gentleman on that side said the competition among manu-
facturers was breaking thom all down. i would be
glad to know the manufacturers are making a fair profit.
1 w>uld much rather they made a good profit than sec our-
iselve keeping up manufacturos in other countries. These

people do not manufacture gooda for nothing fo- Canada,
and why should we ask ours to do so. These gentlemen
would rather read from the Blue Books of the United States
that manufacturers there were making from 10 to 15 per
cent., than read in our Blue Books ihat our own manufic-
turers wore making a good profit. That is their policy.
Our policy is to build up our manufactures, and we hope
they will make good profits. Hon. gentlemen opposite, all
through their spoeches, have said this National Policy bas'
caused so many manulacturers to extend thoir capital that
it is ruining thom. But that is their own business, if they
choose to put their ioney into enterprises of this kind. We
all take our risk. They go into the bu-iness with their
eyes open, and if they come out unsuccessful, they cannot
blame the Government. We all have the liberty to put
our money into manufactures or to keep it out.

It being Six o'clock, the House adjourned.

After Recess.
Mr. WIGLE. When the House rose at six o'clock, I was

discussing the National Policy. I was discussing some of
the pointe that were made by the hon. the leader of the
Opposition, and published in a newspaper printed in the
town of Chatham, in West Kent, known as the Chatham
Banner, a Reform paper. I find in one portion of the hon.
gentleman's speech before the Young Men's Liberal Associa-
tion in Wallaceburg, ho pointod to the Finance Minister of
the present Conservative Government, and said: "Gentle-

Mr. WieLs.

men, what would you think if a. Reeve of your township
would come before you for re-election, and would claim your
support on the ground that ho had a surplus of $5,000 fro m
the last year ?" 11e was arguing that the surplus of this
(Government was a wrong thing, and not a good thing for
the country. He asked them what they would do if
this Reeve, claimir g ho had a surplus of $5,000, asked
them to elect him on that account. "You would
ask him where ho got his $5,000, and ho would reply that
ho took it from the pockets of the people. Would you send
a man like that back agUin as your representative in the
County Council ?" That was not a fair argument. The
hon. gentleman ought to have told the young men of that
association the truth of the case. lie did not tell them that
there was a great difference in the way municipal affairs
were carried on, and the way Government affairs were
carried on. He did not tell them that municipal affairs
were carried on by direct taxation. Every man in this
country knows that municipal affairs are not carried on in
the way the affairs of Government are carried on. They
know that applications are put in for money for ditferent
parts of the municipality, and on a certain day the assessor
bas the assessment roll completed, and al[ the municipil
Reeve bas to do is to figure up how much is appropriated
and sec how much the assessment ie, and figure out so
much on the dollar on the amount the township is assessed,
and ho need not have a surplu i ut ail. Oa the other side,
the Government have to look to the future, and guess as to
imports and exports, and so on; so it is very different. But,
when ho was putting this as ho did, why did he not put it
as it was, and say: "Gentlemen, this Finance Mnister, the
Finance Minister of the Conservative Governnorit, lefu uw
this last year with a surplus of $6,000,00a; the ex Finane.
Minister left you with a deicit of $tll,000,0)0 in five years ;
which would you rather have to represent you, the one who
leit you with a surplus of $6,000,00 *i0, or the oher who left
you with a deficit ot $11,000,000 ?" That would be the way
to put it., if his argument was correct. That is one part of
the bon gentleman's speech. I was just thinking it would
be a fine thing for him to go over and make a speech to the
American young Liberals against the National Policy there.
Would it not bo a nice thing for the hon. gentleman to
stand up there. and say to the youag Liberals in the
United States: "Boys, see boe, the Government of the
United States have put 35 cents a pound duty on leaf
tobacco coming from Canada, and so you will have to pay
35 cents a pound more for your tobacco." Why, vcry little
b y would say: Il'That is not so; I eau buy le oil bbacco hero
for 5 cents a pound ground in the States." Suppose ho said
the poor man'selothing cost 60 por cent. m)re becauseof the
tai iff on coarse goods from Canada or England, they would
say: "No; we have no Canadian or English goods bore for
the poor mann; we manufacture our own goods, we grow our
own wool and make our own clothes, and we do not pay a
single cent duty." This speech of the hon. gentleman,
where ho tells the people that the poor man bas to pay 50
per cent. on eloth, and 70 pur cent. on other goods,. à per
cent. on mantle cloth, and so on, would bo a tine pamphlet
for an American emigration agent in foreigu countries?
1 imagine I sec an Americaia emigration agent in a
foreign country saying : "The United States is the place
to go to. ILt i truc that we have protection and that they
have protection in Canada, but the protection that we
have is not the same kind as they have in Canada.
In the United States we protect the poor man. le pays
nothing for his coarse cloths in the way of duty, but bore
is the hon. Edward Blake's speech, the leader of the Reform
party in Canada, and he says it is the pour man who pays
for tbe protection in Canada. Go to the United States,
where the poor man is protected and the rich man bas to
pay the duty, and not to Canada, where the poor man has
to pay aIl the burdons," Would not that be a nice pamphlet
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for a Yankee emigration agent? What do we find in the
Boston Kerald? The Boston Berald says Canada is over-
protected, that the high protection bas made agricultural
implements dearer than before the National Policy; and
what do they give? They give the Globe for their author-
ity. There would be another nice little sheet to put in the
American emigration pamphlet, to read in foreign countries.
Why is it the Americans always copy from the Reform
papers? It is because they are always running Can-
ada down, and the average American editor would
rather that his people should read that Canada was lagging
behind the United States than that she was coming even
with the United States, under her policy. hu would net do
for us all to see alike; I admit that. It is necessary to have
an Oppbsition. There were some ministers of the Gospel
once discussing this question, and one said: " It would not
do for us all te see alike; if we had all seen alike, if every
one had seen with my eyes, every person would have been
after my wife." Another said : " Yes, that is se ; but, if
everyone had seen as I seé, no one would have been after
ber." That is just the same with the Reform party. If
everyone saw as bon. gentlemen opposite see, everyone
would have gone for a 17- per cent. revenue Tay iff, and we
would have had a deficit every year; but, if everyone lad
seon as the vast majority of the people have seen during the
last two general elections, there would not be an hon.
gentleman on that side of the House opposing this Govern-
ment. That would not be right. We want thom there.
It makes the people in the country feel botter, te think
there are a few here as an Opposition to any Govern-
ment. I will teityou what I believe put those gentlemen
out of power. It was thoir Finance Minister, now the ex-
Finance Minister; and that puts me in mind of anotbor
comparison. A lady applied to a child for something for
charitable purposes. " No," she said, " we cannot afford
it, our father is poor, he is a merchant, but he took a bad two
dollar bill and burst." So with these gentlemen; they took a
bad two dollar bilbin the person of the member for Huron (Sir
Richard Cartwright), and burst them, and I am afraid they
will never get back te power as long as ho is their cashier.
Under this policy, over 600 organs, made by Bell & Co., have
been sold in Europe during last year; and in West Kent we
find there was a capital stock of $100,000 taken, and that was
on condition that there was to be waggon works started there
if the National Policy was adopted and the Conservative
party returned te power in 1882. They were returned on the
20th of June, 1882, and on the next day the company com-
menced hauling the bricks, and in less than four monthis
from that time they were building 70 waggons per week;
and while tie farmers in that part of the country were
paying $60 to $65 before this shop commenced, they are
now paying from 819.50 in cash up te $55, on a year's time.
That shows the benefit of the National Policy.

Mr. MILLS. But it is closed up.
Mr. WIGLE. Yes; and I will tell you the reason why.

They were making seventy waggons per week. The hon.
gentleman said the other day that times were not as good
in the western part of this Province as they were before the
National Policy, and that is true; but he did net tell the
reason. In the first place, our wheat was not half a crop in
that country; the frost last year killed the wheat. In the
next place, that country depends mostly on the corn crop,
more especially in Kent and Essex, and the early frost
killed the corn, and the result was that we did not have
corn to fatten pork, and that is the reason why times were
hard thore. When corn is killed, that touches the farmer,
and as the farmer is the man who buys these wazgons, yen
now have the reason why that factory closed down. We
all know that we are ia a depressed state at the present
time, but we all know this, that we will get out of it with
the National Policy a great deal sooner than we would

9s

without it. Now, Sir, hon. gentlemen opposite have saId
that the manufacturers of this country had formed a ring,
that the manufacturers of cotton had formed a ring, and
that after the surplus that they had on hand was worked
off, they would run up the price, and we would have to pay
whatever they charged. Well, would not that apply to any
country? Would it not apply te this country, if we had Free
Trade ? Do they not form rings in the United States, and
do they not form rings in Free Trade England, where there
are more factories in any industry than are needed ? That is
no argument at all. Now, Sir, as I said before six o'clock,
we find that the cheap goods are those that the poor man
uses. Why bas the poor man been able to increase bis earn-
ings in the savings bank ? It is because, instead of having to
pay 17½ per cent. on his shoddy clothe from the United States,
he gets them without paying any duty ; instead of paying 17
per cent. on his boots and shoes, he gets them here at home
withont paying any duty, and se with everything else. He
gets his tea free of duty, his coffee free of duty, and the
result is that he saves more money and puts more into the
Savings Bank than he did before. Now, if these hon. gentle.
men say that the National Policy bas not cheapened goods,
that tbe poor man bas to pay as higb as 50 and 75 per cent. for
many of the goods ho buys, why do not they propose their
romedy? Why do they not stand up and say: "lHere
is a piece of cloth, and we intend to reduce the duty on
it. Here is a piece of grey cotton, here is .a blanket,
and we want the duty taken off." They are not
ready to do se. Why do they net bring these
things up and then we can discuss them ? The hon.
gentleman. in talking about blankets, said the poor
man paid 70 per cent. on bis blankots. I have a letter here
from a manufacturer where ho says that he will make blankets
60 by 80, with a pound of good pure wool in it, and sell that
blanket for 50 cents a pound and a grey blanket for 45
cents a pound. Now here is a pound of good, pure wool in
that blanket, 20 cents for the wool and 30 for the manufac.
turer. Now let the hon. gentleman say where the poor
man pays 70 per cent. on that blanket. It applies to every
thing else in the same way. Of course, I admit, if we sent
to the United States and bought blankets,we would have to
pay 70 per cent. on them, but we don't do that. We first
find out the price of the article in the foreign country, and
thon the price in our own country, and if we find it chcaper
in our own country, we will not go into tbe foreign country
te buy it. The hon. gentleman from West Elgin (Mr.
Casey) said in bis speech, that goods were dearer now than
before the National Policy. Well, Sir, the hon. gentleman
certainly don't know what he is talking about when ho
says that. Every man in this House knows that ho can
buy boots and shoes cheaper now than at any time since
Confederation. Every man knows that ho can, buy sugars,
tois, ready-made clothing, and every thing cheaper than ho
could before the National Policy. Now, Sir, one of the
Reeves in the county I have the honour to represent, who is
one of the strongest Reformers in that county, said to me a
whila figo: " How is it that times are so bard now ? W e
havn't so much money as before. You told us the National
Policy would be a good thing for us." I said, well, lot me
ask you this: " Have you any wheat te sell ? It is worth S1
per bushel." He said, no. This gentleman is a farmer, he
has 100 acres, and is worth $6,000 or $7,00a. He said he
had no wheat te soll. I said : " Have you any dressed pork to
sel? It is worth 87.50 per hundred." He said, no. I ask-
ed him: " Have you any dressed beef to sell? It is worth
$8 a hundred." He said, no. I said: " Have yen any beans to
sell ? They are worth $1.75 per bushel." He said, no. " Have
yen any potatoes to sell ? They are worth 60 cents. per
bushel." He said, no. " Have yon any peas ?" No." Well," I
said, "bWhat are you blaming the National Policy for, if yen
have nothing te sell ?" Now, I said te him, i will take you
in another way. " Do you want te buy any cotton ? it is
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cheaper than it ever was before." Hie said, no. I said: "Do
youa'wnt to-buy' a it-of-eluthes cheaper than yon could
ever, bey thenr befr?-" l-H said, no I shid : "What is
the reason ?- Why,-he said, I bave no money to buy with.
He bad nothing-tosel; stnd consequently ho had nothing to
baywith.'When théy-bave pooi dI'ps and have ne money,
s8mé "people-blame the N ational Policy for it. But if we
hive &good crop abother year, I guarantee that you will'
swthe-41afional-Poliy lome out on top, and that every-
thing*ilt be ai right, Now, Sir, I cannot understand how
it ià-thât hon. gehtlemen who pretend to have good comnmon
seoe should stand' up bore ani denounce the National
Policy,- and 'say that it makes prices of manu-
lactured goods that the poor man las te buy higher. I
say the -high =duty was' put-on, not for the purposo of
meaking thé jioor man 'May higber for the goods ho
bays, but to keep the American shoddy out of this
country; and to give- our own manufacturers a chance to
make their living. Any man ought to see that who las got
goôd common sense; I am surprised to hear these gentle-
men talk such nonsense. A gentleman who is well known
up west was arking why se many people left this
country, and ho instanced a man named John Hardy. He
said that John Hardy-went to the North-West and bought a
farm, and -stayéd- bthere a short time, but ho found that
ho had to pay snob a high duty on agricultural implements
that ho would not stay there any longer, and so ho went
oiter into-the-United States, where·he ould' buy these thingg
cheaper than in Canada. -Well; this story was told at an
election meeting in favour öf the candidate, who was a friend
Of thre lion. gentlemen from Bothwell, and a gentleman
came up and told me that ho knew all about this poor John
H&rdy. He said John Hardy did go into the United States
and he told him ho made the greatest mistake ho ever made
in his life. Ho said the reason why he went into the United
States was because the Reform papers and the Reform party
ilthis country said that they ;ould never get theCanadian
PaeifûcaRnilway, andihat bis ]hmd in the North.West would
nat be worth 5 cents an acre without a Railway. But now,
h*esaid,-after they had built the railway, he was satisfied
thathe had made the greatest mistake ho ever made in his life.
and while ho was telline that another gentlcman stepped up
and said: :'Yespand t is same John Hardy is one of the
1,000 Canadians who bave-retnrned to live under the old,

fag once more." It is not necessary for me to say more on
this subject.. I could bring forward many more facts to
strengthen my case ; but before I sit down, I desire to rend
what thre Amei-ican Consul at Port Sarnia said about the
protective policy. Consul Pace, in November, 1883, said:

To uay that Canada has not been benefitted by the policy of Protec-
tion would be te ignore facts in the outeet. At this point is shipped, by
a-tri.w4kIy'ine et tteanmers-, the implemente of agriculture and toolu ot
takmde-whlh aetiqed:to play a ,important part inthe deveopment
o(aragia's great aorth-western poseessioùs,.; These products of the1
Idem, 'he anil, the farnace, the field, the worysbbp, and the factory arei
att the produets of Oahadian industry. Také away the Tarif, and a
niore tontenient marke'± -would doubtless be found for the pioneers of
thieBritiek territory; but the factories and worksbops of Ontario, which,
are now orowded to their fullest capacity, would have to close their
doot and'discharge their artisans."

W4ti L thébreport hemade to the American Government1
lio *0o n'denthQAinericans keep up théir National Policy. I

IVô'-owü-iiffèrent articles manufactured in Canada whichi
Idety tou.geütemen opposite to say were manufacturdi
cheaper beföe tie~atiobal IPolicy was adopted. I -'u1d
like them t-o take cloth, and denonstrate tö the people that
thie poor man really pays 50 per cent. duty on it.

Mr. McMULLEN. We have listened with a good deal of1
attentiona 'nd in'terest to the speech delivered ofl thé bon.
rsenibyr iho has just taken his seat. 'He has beei trying,i
bf his remarka, to speow thatt under the operation uf thei
NaRoidat Pdicy thepeople'bf thiscountry, and espeeially
the joorerclasses, praitally bùy goods*ebeäper then they

Mr. WIrLZ.

could do if we had no National Policy. I have been think-
ing, while listening to the remarks of the hon. gentleian,
that there is no neceFsity wby we should continue in exis-
tence that policy, when ho maintains it is not owing
to its existence that the poorer classes obtain goods
cheaper, but simply owing to the fact that geods
are manufactured bore, and bave to meet with sueh
keen competition that they are placed in the hands
of consumers as low as they would be in the
absence of any such policy. If our manufacturers are
producing these goods and placing.them in the banda of the
consumer as low as the hon. gentleman makes out, vory
much lower than they could be imported for and sold under
the operation of the present Tariff, where is the necessity
for Protection ? What is the use of having it longer con-
tinued in force when it is a dead letter ? According to his
showing, it is impossible to import goods from England or
theUnited States and sell them in competition with goods
manufactured here, simply because the goods mainufactured
here are sold so cheap that imported goods cannot be success-
tully sold in competition with them. If that be the case,
we do not want the National Policy any longer. It bas had
Its day; it is claimed that it has done a great deal of good
in creating competition in goods, so that ail classes
are now getting them as low as they could possibly
be purchased in any part of the world. Let us then d*
away with this thing, and with ail the fuss and argument
in connection with the matter. The hon. member for
South Essex (Mr. Wigle) exhibited a bat, in order to
demonstrate that such an article might be bought at retail
for 50 cents each, or $4.50 a dozon. In order to prove that
the hat is really good value at that price, the hon. member
shjould bava exhibited, also, an imported bat, and allowed a
com parison to be made.

Mr. WIGLE. I cannot btiy an imported bat at that
price.

Mr. McIULLEN, That very hat is manufactured i
this courntry to compete with a hat of the same knd wh ich
is imported, and pays a duty of z5 per cent. It must,
moreover, be rememberod that the same class of hats
was manufacturod here before the Nat;onal Po;icy
came into existence. One of these bat manufacturers was
at one time a strong Reformer and supported the Macknczio
Administrationand ho urgeldveryforcibiy on the Gdvôrn ment
that the duty on hats should be increased. The Governinent
refased to do so; but after the inauguration of the National
Policy, the duty was raised froni 17f to --5 per cent, which
is equal to 8 cents per hat, or 96 cents per dozen. If the ma-
nufacturer produces 10Q,000 dozen and makes a profit of 96
cents per dozen, is ho not wise inb is own interest to sup.
port the National Policy which is giving hlim 100,000 extra
profit, as compared with a 17½ per cent. Tariff. fleforè the
inauguration of the National Pelicy, there was strong com-
potition in the trade, but since the 25 per cent. Tariff, these
manufacturers have been very successful and have been
inaking lots of money. I Lis impossible to prove that hats
are sold as cheap under the operation of the present Thriff
as they would be if there were no National Policy in exis-
tence. Anyone acquainted with the trade and who is in the
habit of examining stocks, is-aware that the imported article
and thè arficle of ho'mi manufacture are sold in competition
every diay.

Mr. HESSON. Are not bats as cheap as before the duty
was increaséd:

Mr. Mc IULLEN·. That is an argument constantly used
by hon. gentlemen opposite.* It is a most fallacious One.
Tie'question is not as to whether the article isas eheàp as
it was before the introduction of the National PolicYgthat
is not the question before the House and the country. The
question is this, is the article as cheap as it would have
been were not the National Poliey in full force ? Theoien.
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gentleman alseo exhibited some samples of woollen goods
and said they were cheaper than fox merly. Were net
woollen goods manufactured in this country before the
National Policy, and were net those manufacturers pros-
perous ? Such was the case. We had manufacturers who
were doing a good business, in fact a large trade, befbre the
National Policy was introduced ; consequently, it is unfair
to make a comparison in that particular line of goods.
When the hon gentleman claims that the people of this
country can get every class of goods as cheaply now as
before the National Policy, I would like to ask him if coal
oil bas been sold as cheaply for the last two or three years
as it sold before. Has there been any combination in that
article, and why is it that a number of coal oil factorios
in this Dominion have shut down, and that year after year
they have been paying a percentage. They have been
receiving the same profits, while a number of their
factories are standing still. ,How is that ? Simply because
an understanding bas been come te, that a certain amiount
of oil is required throughout the Dominion, and they have
agreed that they will manufacture just about that
amount, and that it shall be sold at a certain price. The
result is that the consumer can only get it at that price and
that there is no competition. I would like te know if that
is not the result of the National Policy? Every farmer in
this country, every poor man, is a consumer of coal oil, and
I ask the hon. gentleman if ho does not know as well as I
know, that the manufacturers bave an understanding by
which every man in this country bas paid an extra price
for bis coal oil in years past, that ho is now paying an extra
price, and that he will continue to pay an extra price se
long as this policy lasts, I would like to ask hon. gentle-
men opposite with regard te the article of salt. Does ho not
know that salt is dearer than it was before, and does he net
know that it is an article which every farmer i n this country
consumes. The Finance Minister, no doubt, was approached
by tbe salt manufacturers of this country, and it was
represented to him very strongly that there should be a duty
on this particular commodity, that it sbould have some
advantage under the National Policy, and being anxious to
foster all kinds of manufactures, ho gave them that pro-
tection. I believe if he was asked to afford the protection
te the manufacturers of gravestones, ho would give it. Some
yoars ago you could buy t ait, for 65 cents per barrel at the
wel; now Vcu have to pay &1 or 81.10 at the welsé. And
why? Just' bocause it is protected, and bec use the manu-
facturers have net to place it on the market in competition
with the imported salt. That is a fact, ard I do net thinlc
even the hon. member for Essex (Mr. Wigle) will dure to
deny that salt is dearer. I could go on to name a number
of other articles which have been increased in cost
in the rme way. Take, for example, the article of stoves.
ias there been a combination among hie manufacturers in

that article ? If hon. gentlemen d, not know it, every'far-
mer who has to buy a stove kçnows it. I know that every
single Atove, according to the original catalogue under
which stoves were sold before tbe introduction of the
National Policy, has just been bitched up in proportion te
the duty placed upon it. I would like -iao te refer te the
article of Jurniture, and I would ask if it is not higher than
befoîre the National Policy was introduced.

S>me hon. MEMBE RS. No, ne.
RM1r. McULLEN. It is all very well for lion. gentle-
mon te sit in their seats and say, no; but I can
tell them that i have bought furniture myseif within
ihe last six months, and paid more for it, te the ex-
tcnt of $20 on a be.iroom set, more than I 1 aid for exactly
the sane set five years before. I asked the parties in
Toronto, from whom L purchased, why it was that they
asked me so much more, for the same article than I paid
before. Tbey replied that paints had gone up, that varnish

had gone up, that materials of all kinds had gdne up, under
the National Policy ; that they had te pay a little more fer
this and that and the other thing, and that therefore theY
had te get a better prico now than they used te get. That
is a fact which cannot be denied. It is all very well fbr
hon. gentlemen te come here with one article, such as a hat,
but lot them take a list of all the articles which enter into
tho ordinary cousumption of the farner and the meOhanli,
and see whethor the prices have net increased. I say
they have increased, though there are some articles,
such as tea and coffee, from which tho duty bas been taken,
but what is that in comparison with the numerous articles.
which enter into public consumptien. The hon. gentleman
referred to the fact that the United States had a protective
Tarif. It is true they have, and it has been in existence
some time; but what are the facts ? In the fdret, piàce,
when the United States introduco their National Policy,
as the hon. gentlemen call it, they had a population
of 30,000,000 people; we have a population of 4,500,000.
I say that the idea of surrounding a country like
this, with its limited population, with a National Poliy,
for the purpose of encouraging manufactures, is a most
unwise and imprudent course. I say that by increasing
the cost of living in the country, you are retard,
ing its seuLlement and progress. What is the great
backbone of this country4? What is it that le ýgoing
tc make it a great country ? Are we net an agricultuPa
country ? We have recently beard bankers and others
speaking of hard times; the Finance Minister himself
ad mits that there is a stringency, a certain amount of bad-
times, and if so what is our hope of relief. Everbody talks
about a gond crop ; but has any body expressed the hope that
tho manufacturers of this country will continue te manu-
facture a large amount of stuff this year ? Do we expeet the
hard times will be relieved by the large amount of cotton
goods or sugar nanufactured in the country ? What do we
expect will relieve us ? A good harvest. That is what is
gong te relieve us, if we are going te get relief, and if that
is the faot, should net wo, in all our legislation, endeavour
to build up the agrieultural interest. But, in place of that,
we are pulling it down. We are increasing its bardens,
instead of settling this country and making it a great, rich
agricultural country in the first place. I say that before
cncouraging our ianufaictures we should first fililup the
country, and the only way te do that is te offer every
inducement te the people to cultivate their lands and to
induce other people to settle bore, by showing them that
it is the cheanest country on the earth to live in. That
is the way, and the only way te do it. In -place of that,
we have been creating monopolies of every kind-manu.
facturing monopolies, ]and company monopolies; and in
evtry shape and way we have been retarding the settle-
ment and the progress of the country, by tho coursa
we have ben adopting. A nd what is the result?
We find that some of the manufacturer are shutting
down, that some of them are working batf time, and some
are in financial ombarrassment. What is the cause of ail
this? Simply, that we have not population enough, we have
net consumers cnough. Wo want to get consumers inte
the country, and the only way te do that is te offer ovory
inducement te the agricultarists of other countries te settle
among us, by showing them that everything they require
for everyday use is sold bore, at as low a price as in other
courtries. What is the trouble in the United States ? There
the farmers are among the poorer classes. I say that the
farmirg community there bas been groaning for years under
the unjust burdons of their so-called National Policy, and
they are bogitining te see it at last. At the last general
election they saw it, and a strong feeling was exproteed in-
faveur of the reduotion of the duty, se that tbe
Government bas te come down and take - less than they
have been exacting lheretofore from the people of that
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country. The farmers have been pauperized in what
should be a rich agricultural country, by the operation
of that policy, and the same thing is taking place here.
Now, we bave no desire to crush ont our manufacturing
institutions; we want to see them prosper; we have no
desire in the world to throw a stone at then. But we say
that we want simply to impose on the people a Tariff that
is sufficient to produce a sum necessary to meet the annual
expenditure of this country. Hon. gentlemen opposite will
net deny that we are collecting some $30,000,000 a year,
instead of $23,000,000, as we collected in 1874 or 1875; and
yet hon. gentlemen opposite say that the people are not
now more heavily taxed than they were in 1874 or 1875.
Well, if not, where does the extra money come from ? Has
our population increased very much ? We bave about the
same population now that we had then-some 4,500,000 or
5,000,000. Where, then, does this extra money come from ?
It comes ont of the pockets of the people, under the opera-
tion of this Tariff. Surely the hon. gentleman opposite will
not say that the cost of the goods which we import and
consume under the protective Tariff is not increased. Surely
he wilt not say that if a man imports a dollar's worth, and
has to pay 25 cents of duty on it, it does not increase the
price to him more than if he imported the same dollar's
worth and paid only 17J per cent. duty on it. I think he
will hardly make that contention. Well, supposing the
4,500,000 people in this country purchase goods te the extent
of $30 worth for every man, woman and child; and suppos-
ing that the duty on these goods is increased from 17½ to
25 per cent.; that is an increase of $2.40 or $2.50 on the
$30; that would be equal to about $10,000,000 of an incrense
per year on 4,500,000 people. The hon. Finance Minister
admits that he bas 86,000,000 of that as a surplus Now,
I would like to know where the other $4,000,000 bas
gone to. I say that the people have been imposed
on to the extent of that $4,000,000, and that has gone
ino the pockets off those who have manufactured
goods in the country. That is the way the Revenue bas
been increased. Another thing: Last year the hon. Finance
Minister placed a measure on the Statute Book that provided
that, after the first of January, 1884, the duty on printed
goods should be increased 7 per cent. He told us, at the
time he introduced that measure, that we were going to
have a print factory established in this Dominion, where
prints were going to be manufactured and where the weav-.
ing and dying was going to be done; that this factory was
going to give us a manufactured article as good in quality
as the imported article, and that it was therefore higbly
desirable to grant the protection it asked. The hon.
gentleman comes down now and tolls us that thej
people are not going to manufarture thete go, ds at
all, but only piint then, the manufacturing being
done somewhere elkc, and in order to get them printed in
this country, we bave to pay an incrcase duty of 7j
per cent. i was enquiring of a who'esale nerchart, a few
few days ago, what effect this would have on the print
trade of this country, and whether print goods were
higher this year than they would have been but for this
increase. lie said that this year importers had imported
largely what they required before the first of the year,
and that oonsequently the increased price would not be felt
so seriously this year; but, said he, as eoon as the
stocks now in are sold out, the natural result will be that
we shall have to creep up te the higher figure and charge1
the higher price. I say that it was a most unwise and1
imprudent act to increase -that duty. If there is any oue1
article that is largely consumed by the poorer classes of this1
country, that is used for the clothing of women and children,
and in many other ways, it is the article of prints ; and I
say it was unfair and unjust, simply because a few men were(
snxious to make money by establishing a print factory,t
that the entire working plass of this Dominion ehouldi
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be subjected to pay an increased price for this article.
Yon may go from one article to another in the came way,
and you will find that yon will be increasing the duty from
year to year, until you will make this an exceedingly
exponsive country to live in, and those who would other-
wise corne here will find that out, and will steer their ship
in another Jirection.

Mr. ORTON. XWould the hon. gentleman take the duty
off wheat to make it a cheap country to live in ?

,Mr. Mc NIULLEN. The hon. gentleman who last spoke
would lead us to suppose that the county of Kent was
carried in the last election largely by the very potent
arguments that he used, with regard to the operations of the
National Policy. Well, I think there were other causes
why hon. gentlemen opposite secured that particular con-
stituency at the last election. If I am rightly informed, a
very short time after the hon, gentleman who now sits for
that constituency was elected before, and his election was
protested, immediate steps were taken by the Government
to show their readiness and willtngness to erect a very
respectable post office in the town of Chatham, as well as to
dredge out a river and a number of creeks and streams in
that constituency. I think they tried to show their
willingness to do anything to satisfy the people of that
constituency, if they would only return that hon. gentleman.
I fancy that they saw breakers ahead, and thought the best
thing to do was to prepare for them ; and for that reason a
large amount of money was spent there, in the ways I have
stated, to secure that c:mstituency, in the event of its being
re-opened by the courts. I fancy that this is the principal
cause why the same gentleman was sent here to represent
that constituency, and net the very potent and eloquent
arguments of the hon. gentleman who preceded me. Now,
there is another question which I would like to refer to. I
was saying a moment ago that if there is any one interest in
this country to which we should lend our aid and assist-
ance, an d which wo should legislate to foster and encou-
rage, it is the farming interest. We have often hoard
the question of feeding cattle spoken of, and the cost of
importing corn from the United States for that purpose.
Now, I hold that it is only right that the farmers of this
country should be permitted to bring in corn for the pur-
pose of feeding cattle or hIs for export, free of duty, or
that they should be alloweu a rebate of the duty. 1 hold
that we should do everything in our power in the direction
of building up their interest, if we are going to build up the
interest ofothers. I do not know what the existing arrange-
ment is between the Government and the manufacturers of
spirits in this country, but I have reason to believe that
th ose who bring in corn here are allowed, when they
mai ,njeture it into liquor, something in the way of a
reduction or rebate, when that liquor is exported. Is it
prudent on the part of the Government to permit men
to import corn for the purpose of manufacturing it into
liquor and allow them a rebate when sending it-to some
other part of the world, to be used for the purpose of demor-
alizing and killing people ? Would it not be better and
more prudent on the part of the Goverment to allow the
farmer to bring in corn, for the purpose of putting it into
beef or pork, and to export that without asking him to pay
the duty ? I trust the Government will see that it is their
duty to permit the farmers of this country to bring in corn
for feeding cattle, without compelling them to pay the duty
they are now compelled to pay. I am sure that would be
a step in the right direction. The hon. gentleman aiso re-
ferred to the fact that the Globe had been quoted by some
American journal, with regard to something connected
with this National Policy, or the settlement of the
country, and charged us with continually decrying our
country and endeavouring to injure it. Hon. gentlemen
who talk in that way should think rst for a moment,
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They ought te go back (to the year 1874, 1875,
1876 and 1877. They oueght to turn up the Journals
of the flouse and the Conservative papers of those days be-
fore they make such charges. I have seen the Mait myself.
quoted by an Ameripan paper with regard to matters con-
nected with the fiscal policy of this country; and i am sure
that if bon, gentlemen would take the Ransard of this
flouse and turn up the arguments then used, they would
see that those hon. gentlemen spoke as strongly and as
pointedly on questions conneeted with the policy of the
then Government, with regard to this country, and did
more to injure the country then than las ever been
done by the Reform party. The Reform party hias
the country's good at heart. As I said a few nights
ago, the organs of that party have beeen showing that
the Government's course in regard to the North-West
has been insane, imprudent and unwise. They remon-
strated against the system of monopoly introduced by this
Government, and pointed out that the people would not stand
it. We have been challenged with regard to that, and we
have been charged with trying to croate disturbance. But we
simply pointed out what the result of the course adopted by
the Government would be. The Government were warned
by the leader of the Opposition and by several other mem.
bers of the Opposition, of the result that would follow, andi
to-day we see the verification of our predictions. We sce
the North-West in a state of ferment. The hon. gentleman
talked about a sore on his hand, and about the flies lighting
on it and picking at the sore place; but there is a sore upi
there, and some of the flies that belong to the same politicali
creed as hon. gentlemen opposite, have been lighting on it,1
and trying in vain to cover it up. The people1
there are making known the fact- that they will riot
submit to the tyranny imposed on them; and hon.,
gentlemen opposite will have all they can do to
settle the difficulty. The hon. gentleman referred to the1
waggon factory in bis county. le said it was turning out
seventy waggons a day, but when twitted with the fact that
it is now closed, he said: Well, if that was the case, we had
a frost, the wheat of the country had been injured, the
people had been reduced in circumstances by matters over
which the Government had no control. But before the
intioduction of this policy, I heard the hon. First Ministert
saying that the sun shone upon them, that there was alwaysF
good times, that everything was pleasant, that the countryI
was always prosperous when they were in power, that
under the operation of the National Policy everything
was smiling, the country would prosper and every
man would make money. Last Sesion the hon.
Finance Minister said he had no doubt of the
future of this country. He said that prosperity wasc
dawning upon us in all directions; that were he a young
mian, le would put out all sail and have nothing to f-ir, and
that prosperity and success would attend his folrts in
every shape and form for the next seven years. To-day,
however, we fiud a very different state of things existing. I
tell you, Sir, that hon. gentlemen in this flouse do not
know, in many cases, the position of a very large portion of
the farming community of this country. A very serious
state of affaira exista in this Dominion in some sections, and
a very large portion of the farming class of this Dominion
is sufferitg very seriously. Their resources have been b
largely curtailed-I admit, somewhat by frost-but, on
the other band, I maintain that the greatest distress is t
owing to the inducements bld out to them to enter into
speculation. For one or two years we had a stroke of good
times, no doubt. This was foolishly taken advantage of h
tûo too great an extent, and the farming community now fir)d
theraselves, in many sections of the country, in a very un,
pleasant position; so much seo, that if we should happen to
have a poor crop another year, a very disastrous state of t
things would ensue. We have to depend entirely upon the

farming community of this country for anything to relieve
the present state of things, and we should do everything in
our power to build up that interest instead of, as I hold we
are doing under the operation of the National Policy in this
instance, crippling their resources by imposing exactions in
excess of what is necessary and of what they can afford to
bear. In that way, we are limiting their ability to
procure those things which are netessary for them.
selves and their families. I notice that the lion. member
for Cardwell, when speaking on the subject of cottons,
said that whereas at the introduction of the National
Policy we had beven cotton mills in this country, we now
had over twenty, and that only three were obligod to shut
down. In regard to this question, I would only say a few
words. There bas been for some time a monopoly in cot-
ton, a combination was formed for the purpose of keeping
up the prices of cotton, as combinations have been formed
in other things. That combination lasted for tho last three
or four years, until quite recently. What has been the re-
sult? The result bas been the keeping up of prices, and
there has not been a wholesale establishment in the Domin.
ion that is not crowded with cotton. These cottons were
placed in the hands of those wholesale merchants, and a
price list furnished thom, below which they were prohibited
solling. Within the last few days, however, a break oc-
curred in the monopoly, simply because one of these hbolers
got so straitened financially that he could not find
ineans enough to meet his engagements, and he had to
force a very large quantity on the market. A morchant
in Toronto bought a very large quantity of this at 12J cents
below the price list, and ho placed this in competition with
the full priced goods, with tho reno of course, of hroaking
the markiet, and putting an end Lo Lhe combination. Now
we are getting cheaper cotton; but will anyone say that
before this occurred the consumer was getting cotton cheaper
than he would have got it, had we not imposed this heavy
Tariff ?

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. Yes ; and I will prove it.
Mr. McMULLEN. Well, I am sorry to think that the

hon. the Finance Minister appears to be so intentionally
blinded to the fact, because any man that will tell me that
the cotton, before the breaking of that combination, was
sold over the country by the retailer as çheap as iL i-s to-day,
tells me what I have secn with imy own eyes and know by
experience is not the fact.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. I have a paper, prepared in
December last, with the prices, which I ar only waiting an
opportunity to give to the louse, to show the cost of grey
cottons, and it gives the nuiber, and the marks, and the
character of the goods, in Canada and in the United StaLos.

Sir RICHARD CARTWRIGHT. And in England ?

Sir lEONARD TILLEY. No; in the United States.
That is the market we are coming in contact with. It
shows that per pound in the United States it was 23-36 cents,
while in Canada it was 22-36 cents per pound. I will use
it presently. These are the facts.

Mr. MoM ULL EN. I have stood behind the counter fo r
the last quarter of a century, and have had experience in
buying and selling goods. The hon. gentleman who
addressed the Rouse before me, in reply to the leader of
the Opposition, said ho had the theory but the hon. gentle-
man himself (Mr. Wigle), had the practical experience.
Well, the hon. Finance Minister has the theory, but I have
had the practice.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. ere are the figures.
Mr. McMULLEN. I have imported the goods and sold

hem here. I would like to have before mo and lay on the
Table of this House, samples of the goods sold a month ago
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and'sold now. I would like to have samples of the goodsj
sold a month ago for l t cents and sold to day for 10 cents
and 10 cents. If the Finance Minister can show mO that
11 cents is not more that 104 cents, 'I will believe it,
but 'be cannot do so. I say factory cottons to-day,
owing to tho breaking of that monopoly or of that
combination, are sold cheaper than before it, and
I say it is the result in everything else; because, wherever
combination exists, the price is higher than wliere it doos 'not
exist; there is no doubt about it. I think I have gone over
almost all the notes I made in connection* with the hon:
gentleman's Ppeecb. Had I an opp'ôrtunity of prejaring
for the purpose of offering an address on this question, I
possibly might have been able to'submit more arguments
to this House than I have submitted. I am quite sure I
could have done so. I am qui te sure I could have produced'
arguments sufficient to persuade any reasonable man that,
owmig to the operation.of thiý Tariff, people have in the past
paid more, are now paying more, and's' wil continue to pay
more for the goods thpy consume, until once the manu-
facture of goods in tlü' counftry reaches a point that
we will have competition bore 9f a charactet that
will secure the article at the very lowest prie;
but, as long as ever the manutacture, is limited
to such an extent as will enable those, who do.
manufacture to enter into these combinátions, we
never will have the goods at such a price as we woôld havé
them, in the absence of such a policy as is now in force. It
is not fair; it is unjust and it is unwiié that we should in
this way limit the resources and curtail the' means of the
great labouring classes and the farming communify in this
country. They are the backbone of the country, as I said
before, and anything hlic. tends to curtail their resources
and to limit their a and cripple ther, injaros thé
county. Let us ·st þ oe'ry tiUled up, and thon, if
it is thought wise to en ourago mañufa'ctures, very well; but
in the meantime, it is exceedingly unwise to pursé the
policy we have.

Mr. HESSON'. Mr. Speaker, if I occupy the time of the
]aouse on this ocasgipa nt any length thé hou. gentleman who
bas j dt taken his àset Wi al e4 to be charged with it. 1 have
taken the troubie to foTlow i with a few notés, to
which I shalt rcfer. My hor. frien I frorn North Welling-
ton said ho would give his reasôns against the National
Policy, and almost the first word he says is: Do away with
that policy; it isa great ,ijastice to the country and is doing
it an injury. I have tried for the pasIt fivo or six years to
reason with myself whether tbis policy is not boing, cach
your, more and more perfectedand spre sleeply improssed
on the minds and hear.ts of the .people of Canada. I. bave
thought it was the duty of members of this House, so far as
it was possible with human isngenuity, huian onquiry, and
human power, to devise a policy best adapted to evey
varied industry and interest in this country. Wehave men
to-day who will stand up, like the lember for North,
Wellington, and denounce this policy stil, and say it is an
injustice to the people, and ougut to be dope away witb. I
will follow my, hon. friend for a few moments ou the ques-
tions he deait with, and I will endeavour, before I have
done with my remarks, to show what 1 conceive to
be the difficulties of the party in Opposition to.day,
and what was the difficulty whon they were in
the Government, from 1874 to 1879. My hon. friend
starts upon the proposition of the bat question, subnitted bly
thé hon. member'for Essex (Mr. Wigle). He said that hats
could be purchased in tho United States or elsewhere and
laid down in this country at the samle price, and that was a
fair test, and pay the 25c. duty. Now, I happon to be in
the business as well as my hon. friend, and t have been
loriger beliind the counter than my hon. friend, and I profess
to knôw more about the trade than he does. He lhas still
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something to leari. I have been more than thirtyifive years
'engaged in the mercantile busiïnèss in this country, and I
know whereof I speak. I have purchased il Canada and in
the Urited States; I have purcased in the Boston market,
and in th.e Elnglish mrkot, and in the Scotch market iI
have bought'in Glasgiow, and finally I have found it to
xpy advantage to confine my entire purehases to the
Caiádian trade, within last fewv years. We never had
hati of good valué at as low a price as we have to-day.
If my hon. friénd would attempt to prove that he can buy a
soft bat, fit for- the Canadian trade, as cheap in the United
Sftàés, he would have to purchase the hat at $30 per doa;
add 25 per cent. to that, and make the cost 84.50 laid
dorwn here. He cannot prove that lie can purchase any
suh hats as that in the U¯ited States, or in Enigland oither.
It is a fact that the CanÏdian hat trade to-day is successful,
very largOlyin consEqu'ènce of the pati-onage and the aidi-
tional protection extended by the Government to eneourago
that trade, an l it is only an illustration of Ill the Qther
industries which have had ome slight encouragement to
induce mçùn to put thëir capitaI into these industrieand
carry theùi on successfuity. The hon. gehtlenan sai, in
reply fo my queztion a s to tho increase i the þr1ee at which
they could be laid down or sold to.day, that it was not lower
than it was under the' previous policy. He says the
price is not in question. I thought it *as thé price lie
was diWscsng bore all the evening, and that the lealer
of the Oppoåition had been debatiùg through- the country.
That'hon. gentleman; the othe nigit, said they hadbno par-
ticular antiyathy to the manufacturens of Canada, butI
hare come to tho conclusion Ibat they have som1e hard
feelings agaînst tho manufacturers of Canala, and ag:ainst
the capitalists who have tho oourage of thoir cnvicîtions,
anid who desire to build up Canadian industries in their own
cognry by inv&sting inonöy in thoin. Wel Sir, My hon.
friiend finds fuit m lthe, mattor bf coal oil. le said we
w.re oblige1f te pay a higher price for coal oil. I deny
thàt enmphatica5y, an d I apea' to any peion who has had
te purchase coai oil i the past few years, whetcr h ii not
on-y cheapr' but of i supeoi6r nuality. It 'has'to besub-
mtted to a te'tnow, 1whiéhit did not underg- when those
hon. geètlem nhî were in power. Coat oil to-da5ý ses in
Cana!a 1l cents a gallon, Imperin measure, cheipo? thanî
it was befgi-e. and it is abolit 25 pr cont. more in bu:k. My
hon. friend d'so had to talk about saL He could not lot
tho sal irterezte of the country alone, although ho lives
close to a connty larg'eTy interested in that ind ustrv. lie
says salt was originally sold frorm 60 cents -to 65 cents per
barrot ut Ibo mine. Well, that is true and I arn sorry to
say that producers were ever obliged to sell at euch
a price. Bat wben you deduct the value of the barrel,
25 or ;7 cents, you can see that it left a little enough
margin cf profit fer the money that was invested in the sait
works. Now I appeaI to any hon. gentleman in this louse
if a trade like that is to be crushed out for the sake of get.
ting salt for 40 or 45 cents a barrel? It may be, the farmer
is obliged to use more than he formerly did, because he finds
it usetul as a fertilizer. Then the hon. gentleman touched
upod the stove question. I do not know that stoves, as a
rule, are pewro expensive in Canada to-day. But I wish to
draw the attention ot the Iloàse to this fact, that the peo-
.le of Canada to day are not satisfiod with the same

quality of stoves that they used ton or fifteen years
ago: Thore is not a man in the country who does not
know that.stoves are being made now of a very expensive
and veiy stylish appearance and finish, that were never
dreamed of in the old days, when people bought cheap
cooking stoves and plain box stoves. Yeu can buy the
sare class of stoves to-day that you could ton years ago at
the same 'price; but if yeu wish to buy the finer qualities,
paloranndhalÏ stovi ol' hi er style of finish, very likely

y *uNihaveè'to pay mo e r themand I think the reaseon
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is that we ha7e not yet aufficient competition in that line of
industry. My hon. frieid also had a dig at the furnit ure
manufacturers. He says this policy vas designed in. the
interest of the mantfscturers all over the country, and
especially in the interests of the manufacturers of furniture.
Well, the same remarli applieh to furniture that I applied
to stoves. Every one kuows that if you bay a stylish set
of furniture; a bedroom, parlor, or drawing-room suit, yeu
have to pay a high price for it; but the old fashioned style
of furniture made in the days when furniture was cheap,
can be got to-day cheaper than it was ever male in this
country before. The hon. gentleman dealt with the tua and
coffe question. He said: " What if there was a little ru-
duction in tea and coffee ? That was of no great advantage
to the people." Well, Sir, I remember when these lion.
gentlemen opposite made a great cry of this question on the
hustings. They used-to impose a high rate of duty, 6 cents
a pound on the poor ifan's tes, which was worth 40 or
50 cents; while the man who couild afford to buy tea-
worth $125 a pound, bad to pay no more duity than th o
poor main. lhose hon. gentlemen did not complain thon,
but they seen to think it is of no consequence now that the
duty is taken off tea altogether. Lot me point out to you
how mach advantage the eountr'y has roalized fron the re-
duction of dtuties made by the present Governumont A very
considerablo item, and one that'comes home closely to evêry
house-keeper in Canada, whother rich or poor, is
tho icduction of the duty on tua, which amouantt to
$844,016. Thon there was a reduetion of the duty
on coffàe, amountIng to $76,313; on tin, amounting
to$9179; stamp tax, $20),000, pou-tage on newspapers,
850,000; reduction on tobacco, $700,000; scrap iron,$1,000;
periodicals $14,250; turpenutino, wire and other articeie,
850,000; making a total reduction of $2,027,298, and
that is what the Lon. gentleman calls a trifling roduction
made by this Government in favour of the people of this
country. My hon. friend could not let the National Poliey
alone, in regard to the amount of rovenue reaized. lie
must find fault because w. had a surplus. Well, Sir, wo are
not likely to have as much surplus as we would like to have
this year; but the past surpluses have been turned to good
account in carrying on the great works of improvement
destirned to develope every part of this country.
Tho hon. gentlemen opposite were not trou)led with
surpluses ; they were troubled with deficits,-a circuin-
cuinstance that will not be forgotten in the history of'
this country. My hon. friend also refera to the discontent
in the North-West, which he referred to the Government's
land policy. Now, he seemed to forget that there was a
cause of that agitation,not entirely attributablo to.the polloy
of this Government. He secmed to forgot that there were
mon in that country who had nothing else to d. but to on-
deavour to create discontent and indignation against the Ad-
ministration-mon who have gone np thera tomake money,
out of the country and have failed, and now they are endea-
vouring to raise an agitation against the Government.
Political lines are beinug drawn closely in the North-West
to-day, and we know that the agitation is based upon
political differences rather than upon any real grievances
the settlers have to endure. I hold in my hauds a letter
received from a Iriend in the North-West, dated at Moose
Jaw, on the 28th of February, and these are hbi remarks:

"-Te Farmers' (Grit) Union advertis-d a meeting, and, to draw it
mild, it was a fizzle. There were only tùee persons prt in an arpear-
ance. and it was a fine day, so uh«t could not be urged as an exenue.
The delegates got disgusted. and left by the first trainS. When the Maie
Belt question and the Reserves, are opened up here, the Grits will not
have a leg to stand upon."

I have a so a communication from a gentleman well known
to some of the hon. members o! thiilieoase, a member oftho
Local Goernme t in tþie Northfet,' who writes to me as
folloWaS J

" The 1intente egitatini,' 'popular excitementl &. c. here. .e
largely i àh xrs oÛfy of a few wound-be itato T? erride
pronounced Grits, and mostlY bhuktupt specu!ators, whob raVe bua
stranted hrgh and dry by the ' boom,' and ore now strnggliar as drown-
ing men, to catch at anything that promises to give them a lilte help.
The country as a whole is ound; one good croy wàuld bury ill this-
except the Strong desite to have the Hudson Bay opened. T hat, I think,
must be accomplishel, if practicable."

Now, Sir, that is a communication from a member of the
Local Government, one of the most intelligent membors of
that Governnint.

An hon. MEMBER. Name.
Mr. HESSON. Dr. Harrison, of Minnedosa, the gentle.

man that defeated David Glass, one of your own frio»ds.
A mian that is likely to make his mark does not go there to
create discontent and ill-feeling, but to invest his money and
build up that country. Mon who go thore to live and to
better their condition do not engage in agitationas the Grits
,are doing there to day. Lot me quote a few linos from
another source, the Brandon San. That journal qays:

A number of the speakers were alwayu particularly careful to say
that it was of a purelyr no-party complexion, and the principal reason
#iven for this was that., In their treatmeut of the North-West, ode pariy
was as bad as the other. As was pointed ont some tiàe ago. thb tniove-
'n®ent la ntirely a politiral one, for t is imponible that ie iuil be ary.
thlig elga. And w.è sald farther, that we cou Id not complain of grieo
suces without also eonpkiainng of the authors of them."

That is a paper whih supports hon. gentlemen opposite and
doèw everything possible, in its own littlo way,to stir up
farmers grievancos'and make as much of them as possible.
It confesses that this is a political question. Let us trace a
little furiher the cause of discontont. I shall be able to show
by a quotation from the ex Mayor of Brandon, also taien
from the Brandon Sun, the kind of information that he has
given in his lecturing tours amonig th fariers of thoNorth.
West. l is from my own town, having leit theore several
years ago, where he was considered a good citizen ; but it
appears to me that he is in the North-West endeavouring,
because probably he has not been so successful as he
expected, to create discontent, in the hope that possibly he
may come to the surface by that excitement. What did
that gentleman do in his perigrinations through the country
-for ho is paid, I presume, to go round to establish farmers'
unions and talk up farmers grievances ? Here it is, as stated
in tho Brandon Sun:

' We find the Donmirion Government, in the i.atereat of the Ontario
millere, lowering theý dutv on wheat from 15 to 7J cents per biubi. The
Goverument compei3 the'farmers of Manitoba to buy their implements
froma Ontario mauufactureré,but does not esay tothe Ontario millers, buy
your wbeat In Manitoba, but allows them to buy wheat In Amerlean
mnarkets, entirely ignoring the iiterests of the people of this country."

,\Vhat would you say to such remarks, made by a man who
possesses intelligence, who has'been. Mayor of Brandon, and
who has gone anong the people, some of whom are, unfor-
tunately, deprived of the privilege of post offlce accommo.
dation, and only her once a week or fortnight lrom the
centres. No wonder those farmers got up and s;id that if
'the'Govermrnment are so neglectful of our interests as to pro.
pose to reduce the wheat duty from lô to 7t cents as there
is a short crop in Ontario, we have good çause for agi-
tCtlion. It is with that kind of talk that tbose gentlemen
have agitated the North-West, ftiat they have been able to
induce sore of out friends to follow them for a time; but,
thankLrodl, they are geutting their eyes opened, and the day
is not -ar distant wheu they wilt leave the ranks and come
to the conclusion that this was only another Refo'rm tiap to
divide thie Cònservative party. lhe hon. genleman who pro.
e&ded me spoke about distress. He did not, like a ao4 itevery
other gentleman on that side of the House, say the Finance
Minister *às obliged to apologize when he introd'aced the
Bàdgot. 1»e did not go so far as to make that remark, but
he aid the country was in very great distress and in as bad
a condition as it was when the Liberals were in power. I
coul.dnot pppy gbotter test than that whiéh has ben ap-
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plied before-the Post Office Savings Bank returns
Hon. gentlemen opposite must thank themselves if these
statements are reiterated; when they stand up and make
declarations which the people of Canada have again and
again refuted, among others, that the National Policy was
not a curse but a bilsing, they will find members on this
side of the House prepared to contradict those state-
ments. Let me give these savings bank figures. In
1869 the deposits were 8856,814. In 1874, when the
Reform party came into power, they had increased
to 3,207,051. From 1884 to 1878, the period when
the Liberals were in power, the deposits declined to
$2,754,484j a decline of $453.567. The Conservative party
came into power in 1879. They took up the National Policy
and the country began to revive under the wise counsel ot
the leader of the Govornmcnt and his colleagues, who so
ably assist him. The result was that in 1883 the deposits
had increased to 811,976,237, an increase during the five
years of $9,221,753. Thatastatement is only up to last year,
and we might properly add another $1,000,000 or $1,500,000.
It may be said, however, that those deposits might be
increased without general advantage to the people,. and
without showing any great improvement in their condition
In reply, I would point to these facts. In 1874 the number
of depositors was 45,329, and the number declined under the
regime of hon. gentlemen opposite to 40,097. In 1883 the
number of depositors was 100,489. I do not think wealthy
men, as a rule, are depositors in savings banks; the deposi-
tors are working men, and labouring men and small property
owners; wealtby men have always some other use for their
money than to invest it in this way. They place it in one
of the chartored banks far a time, until some spocu
lation openg, and then they withdra\ i t, and baving
large sums they can comnand the trade of the country.
Now, Sir, I have to make a few further comments on the
policy of that Government. My hon. friend from North
Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), in the discussion the othor day-
and I have in my hands the report ofl is speech in Ransard
-in reforring to the imports and exports, complained that we
had not good harvosts from 1874 to 1879, and hence they
had lost in the money coming in from the exports of the
farm. He took a few of lhe products of the farrm and tried
by then to illustrate to this House, that daring the five
yearsi succeeding their Administration we lad been more
lavoured with good crops than previoisly, and hence the
great success of this Administration. I think, Sir, I shall
be able Io show another reason for the trouble which fell
upon the country from, 1874 to 1879, and I must again
trouble theHouse with some figures,whieh are taken from the
Trade and Navigation Returns. The total im ports from 1869
t, 1874 were $480,810,965, and the experts, $380,651,474.
leaving an excess of imports arnountirg to $100,159,491.
Those figures cover the first period of the administration of
the Conservative party after Confederation. I have given
you the total imports and exports for those years, showing
what was the balance of trade, and that, of course is another
very important question which we do not agree about in
this louse. My own impression is that it is always better
to have the balance of trade in your favour, if possible. I
know it is better to have a balance in the bank in your
favour. But, at any rate, in that period of the Conservative
Administration, when the affairs of the country were going
on prosperously and happily, when there was nothing but
rejoicing on every side that the Confederation had become,
not only a probability, but a grand success; when in-
dustries had been created and every branch of trade
was busy, even at that time, we had apparently
8100,000,000 of excess of imports over exports. Now,
Sir, we come to the period of the Ainiristration of the
hon. momber for Bast York (11r. Mackenzie), and I was
interested in ascertaining, if possible, whether the want of
success in the administration of that Government had arisen

Mr, RissoN.

entirely from the fact that our exports were smaller during
their period of Administration and that the balance oftrade
being so largely against us, the country was therefore so
much the poorer. I find that from 1874 to 1879, we im-
ported $529,256,154 worth of goods, and we exported
$403,403,402, the excess of imports over exports being
8 125,752,782. Well, Sir, this was a little against the hon.
gentlemen. It was against them to the extent of $25,000,000
worse than it was during the previous Administration. But
it was not there that their folly lay. It was not alone
that Providence had not furnished them so large a quantity
of farm produce, or farm surplus, to export, as during
the previous Administration. I say it was not in that that
their whole crime lay-because I charge that it was a crime,
or at least a blunder, and a very grave biander, they made
in the importations into this country.. Now, Sir, I will give
you the figures for the period from 1879 to 1883. In that
period the imports were $179,521,507, and the eoports
$456,916,543, leaving an excess of imports over exports of
$22,604,964. Now, Sir, of course this is a very favourable
state of affairs. I confess that Provide nce did smile on the
Conservative party in those years, and I confess there is
something, whieh to my mind, would apparently justify
the leader of the Opposition and other gentlemen on
that side in saying that Providence had favoured us
with better harvests, and all that sort of thing. But
when I corne to enquire into those imports, I will
show wherein the difficulty lay, and I must be pardoned
bv the House for troubling the House with some figures.
We find that the imports of froe goods during the five years,
from 1874 to 1878, were $183,3u7,627. Now, I say that
there was great folly, and I will show you why I consider
it so. In those figures we have, unfortunately, a record
that stands out very badly for the gentlemen who are
charged with the administration of the affairs of this coun-
try. We find that they allowed fiour to come into the
country to the extent of $12,388,485 worth; corn,'$ 15,285,929;
other small grains and meal, 83,429,064; and wheat,
of all things, $33,995,349-all free of duty. Here was
no less than $65,000,000 worth of these articles
admitted free, articles in which our honest farmers had
to compote with every day against the American producer.
Now, Sir, I think these hon. gentlemen wore chargeable of
folly in that respect, and I say that these bon. gentlemen
would perpetuate the sane things to-day if they were in
power. If they are true and honest to the expressions of
opinions which they give in this House and in this country,
lhey would have to stand by that policy to-day and still ad-
mit the products of the American farms to come in com-
petition with the hardy farmers of our own country. If I
am wrong, I wili sit down and allow any hon. gentleman
opposite to get up and state that I am wrong. If I arn
correct what about the protection for farmers, what about
the farmei s' grievances, which an hon. member opposite
was talking about a few minutes ago ? We all know, of
course, that the farmers are the backbone of the country,
and I say is it any wonder that the right arm of
our trade was struck such a blow when we find
that over $65,000,000 worth-not including all farm
products-but merely grain and grain products; came
into this country free to compote with our farmers here. I
have simply taken those figures, that I feel we have a
right to deal with here, and I show by them that the gentle-
men on the other sido of the Blouse may thank their col-
eagues for the course they pursued with reference to the
imports they allowed of that class of goods. Now, Sir, it is
only fair that I should deal with the free importa which have
come in under the present Administration. I find that in
1879, before our policy got fiairly te work-bcause it came
into force very late in the spring, and consequently there
was very little to export before the next season-we had to
permit $8,755,839 worth of grain and the products of grain,
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such as fl'sur and meal, to come in free of duty. But let us
take the four following years, and what do we find ? During
1880, 1881, 1882 and 1883, there was imported into this
country, of the same class of goods, for home consumption,
810,357,000 worth from the United States, upon which this
Goverument imposed adutyof$ 1,323,838, equivalentto almost
13 per cent. Now, I think I cau find a reason in this fact
why wheat and other grains were always higher in price at
Oswego, New York, Buffalo, and Chicago in previons years,
under the Administration of the Reform party than in this
country. To the extent of that $1,323,838, the fariners of
Canada had a protection during the last four years on grain
and the produce of grain, or no less than 13 per cent, or a
fraction over 12 per cent. I think that is the answer to be
given to these gentlemen, as to the imposition of duty on
wheat and corn and flour. Now the total imports of grain
and its products during the Conservative Administration,
including 1873, amounted to$51,303 477against$182,307,627
of free goods during the Administration of the Reform
party. From this $.>1,303,177, deduct $10,357,900, the value
of the goods that came in under a duty, and you have
$40,945,577 worth of grain and the products of grain
imported into this country under the Conservative
Administration, and which were merely in transit
through the country, being ii bond while in the
country, and atterwards exportod. I think that
ought to be a sufficient rea-on. to the mind of any
person responsible for his own jiidgment and opinions
for the low prices of grain that prevailed in this country
from 1874 to 1879, against the high prices that prevailed
in the United States. Now, I think I shall be able to
prove that, by a reference to an au thor.îy which hon. gentle-
man on the other side will not deny. I an going to quote
now from the columns of the Globe the prices of grain at
Toronto, as against the prices at Oâwego, for several years
back. I have chosen Oswego, beeause I think it more
closely assimilates to the port of Toronto than any other
American port we can name. My hon. friend froin North
Norfolk, referring to this matter the other day, made use of
these words, which drew my attention to the subject, anc
induced mie to look up the figures. lie said:

" We ha e always maintainel that the duty on whetat could no'
affect the price, except in years that we could not raise sufficient for our
owa consumption."

Well, we will say that this is one of the years when we
have not raised sufficient. i think i will show, trorm the
Trade and Navigation Returns, that we have raised sufficien t,
and have had an excess for export. Now, i am going to
show what have been the prevailing prices of grain at the
ports of Toronto and Oswego, and i am going to give the
hizhest price and the best quality of whoat-Michigan
White, as it is quited-in both cases:

Toronto.
Wheat.

1874-December 30.- $0 93
1875 ". 29.......... 0 96
1878 30. ......... 1 28
1s77 . 28.......... 1 25
1878 " 28. ....... 0 85

Oswego.
Wheat.
$1 36

1 55
-1 50
1 45
1 Os

Differ-
enle.

43 c.
59

22
20
24

Now, we find that the average difference in favour of
Oswego, during that five years, was 33¾ cents a bushel. If
the National Policy had no effect on the price of grain in
this country, we would naturally expect the same state of
things to exist to-day. I was led to look further, to see if
it did continue to exist-to see if this National Policy
not only affected the price of wheat in the years when
we had a short crop, but extended to those years when we
had a good crop and a surplus to export. I found that the
pries at these two places, at the same period of each year,
were as follows:

99

Toronto
wbeat.

1879 ................. ..... -i
1880 ................. ... 1i6
]881 ......... ........ ..... ... 28
IP82 ...... ................. ..... 092
1883 ........................... 16

om ~ego
Wheaî$1 40
1 15
1 39
1 07
1 12

Diference.
Toronto. Os"go.

· ·- ¿ 15

Now, Sir, during this period we find the price in favour of
Toi onto, in one case, of 1 cent, and in another case of 4
cents, making a total of 5 cents, which, taken from the 35
cents in favour of Oswego, gives us 30 cents to be divided
among the five years. That makes 6 cents per bushel for
each year for the tive years we have just pissed through,
against 33 cents in favour of Oswego, from 1874 to 1878 1
wish to be distinctly understood, that from 1874 to 1878,
the difference in favour of O.,wego, as against Toronto, was
333 cents, whereas, from 1879 to 1883, it was only 6 cents.
If the National Policy has not to do with it, what has ? I
would like hon. gentlemen opposite to explain how it was
these differences have existed, and why they are distributed
over the period of years so nuch in favour of my proposi.
tion and n favour of the policy ~ot the Govern-
ment. lIt has not happened by more chance, but
must have occurrod through some action of the
Government on trado. Under what other system
caun hon. gentlemen explain this away ? Lat us cone a
little co-or to our day, and see if the state of things now is
not more favourable than it was at the end of 1883. In the
Globe of the Sth March, of this year, the price of wheat is
quoted in Toronto at $ 1.10, and in Oswego at $1.11, or 1 cent
per bushel in favour of Oswego. I have given the exact
state of the case during the Adminis ration of the Reform
party, and I have given you, in contrast, the actual state of
the case during the Administration ofthe Conservative
party, and the actual state of the case to.day, and i defy
any non. gentleman to contradict those figures; for in order
to be correct, I examined the Montreal flerald and some
other papers, and founi there might bu a difference of i or
2 cents between tbem, one way or the other. I want to
g> further than that. i want to prove that we
have a botter market here than they have anywhere
on the American side ; that in Montreal you have
a better price to-day for grain than in the
City of New York. The same quality is sold in
Montreal for 81 22 w iich in New York City only bringo
$1.07; at least, that was the case on the 8th March. I ask
lion gentlinn ijopposite to explain that away, if they can.
They cannot tind ithat state of things existing during the
period they alministored the affairs of the country; no,
nor had we then the conitrol of our own home market. We
all know the advantage of having a home market for bulky
goods, such as grain, which forms so large a portion of our
larm products, bit under their Administration it was im-
possible for us to find a market at home. We were driven
out of our own market by the $183,307,627 worth of grain
and other products that were thrown upon this market dur-
ing the Administration of'the Reform Government.Itracethe
whole misfortune of Canada to that fact. I trace to it the
sad state of the farming interest, which is the backbone of
the country, and if piralyzed, every other interest becomes
equally paralyzed. So much for the price of grain and the
effect of the National Policy. i wish to say a few words on
the price of coal, on which the hon. gentleman opposite
dealt at some length. They say: You tax the poor man
unreasonably by put ting a tax on coal, an article that we
do not produce, at all events in the western Provinces. I
have often had to meet that argument at political meetings,
and I have shown that this tax was counterbalanced by the
duty we impose on flour going into the Lower Provinces,
in order to get a home market there for our own flour.
Politicians have often tried to excite the people on this coal
question. I will give you a few figures from the Globe,
tiowing the state of the coal market during the Administra-
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tion of the Jate Government and this Government, and 1 intelligent business men in the city of Brandon to.day.
will give you the dates in each case, and the price quoted flreure the prices ho quotes for me for American and
in Toronto Canadian implements. :-askedhim to furnish a statement

Hard Coal. Soft Coal. to cover the period of the sales in that country, so that 1
15th October, 1874............... $8 00 $7 0.)
30th December, 1875 ............... 50 7 00
27tb December. 1876............... 6 50 7 00 of a tax on agricultural implements by this fouse, and
2ob December, 1877.................... 6 tO 6 50 ascertain what the efftct had been on the prices there. This
25th December, 1878...................... 5 50 5 50 is bis price limt:

The average price of bard coal for these hve years is $7 per 18RVE1T8RS-883$1884

ton, and soft coal $6 50. Tak- the period fromn 1879 to 1883. McCormack (American).............................350 330
Quotations again from the Globe Jou Elliott&Son (CRDPýdian) 340 340 340 830

QBttos gi arris, Son C o. (Cajia ) .... 340 340 340 320
Hard Coal. Soft Coal. MOWERs-

21st December, 1879......................$4 75 $6 50 Eiiott à;Son...................100 100 1(0 90
23r1 De cember, 1,80................. 7 <0 6 50 Barris, Son & Co.....................100 90 85 85
ý9th December, 1881..................7 00 7 00 WAGG NS-
28ih December, 188 . ........... ......... 6 50 6 [)0 Moine Waggn Co. (American)............. 100 95
20th December, 1883........ ......... 7 00 6 50 Plummer & Son (Canadian) 90 90 80

P. Adamxs (Oanadiai) ................ 9() 90 85 85
Average from 1874 to 1883, $6.45 for bard coal against $7.00 Saowball (Ganaian).............100 100 90 85
du the Administration of bon. gentlemen oppoite. RROWS-

driugteAdiitato fbognlee po Ct. 1owan & Cowan (Canadian)............ 22 22 22 20
When there was no duty, the soft coal tigured up to 86.60 SEDER-
for the average of these tive years, a difference of ten cents. Vau Brunt, Davis & Co. (Anetican). 100 100 100 90
In refer ence to that, I would say that tven if it were proved A. Barris, Son k Co................... 90 90W 85
that we had, by the imposition of a duty, created a higher That is the price lists given by Mr. Wastie. Wherever there
price for coal, a is not illustrated by the figures quoted in bas ben a change, it bas been a reduetion in faveur of the
Toronto for those past ton years. I have given you my buyer. The following is the listfnrnished by W. Johnson &
authority, and I think that facts speak louder than any Co.,"steamu and torse powur, buggies, buckboard8, &c.":
p ditical proposition that can be got up in order to cover 18î2. 1883. 1881.

up the case that hon. gentlemen try to make, that the poorB$.. .0
miain is taxed for bis coal by this tGovernmenît. î<eaers............... 345 275
They may say: Well, lake the duty off coal, and what Mow r. . 100 160 80 to 86
wouId be the j esult ? Would it decline by 50 cents per ton ?akes................45 to 50 45 to 50 30 to 35

am not prepared to admit that. confss I have sriouos..............90 to 00 90 tIOJ 080
Ilar o dmttht IcofssIhae eietIroù aros2z .... . 16 to 18

doubts wbether it would decline, except perhaps for a few Ploughs (Oanadian)... 24 to 26............16 10 22
months at first, because, as soon as the Americans found the "4 (American)... 25 to ý7.... 24 to 26
duty was off, tey would again put up their prices, I sup- Buckboards...........65 to 80 30 to 60

duywsofie eeders ............. ... 9U to 100 50 to 85 50 to 85
pose, to suit their own trade, as they did in days gone hy. Sleighs............... 6 to 15 2L to 35 20 to 35
I do not say, because there are other hon. members in this Land rollers..........55 10 70 50 Vo 60 50 te 60
House who are botter versed in the subject than 1 am, what Now, these are romarkable reductions, and 1 wisb that some
the effect of this policy has been on the output of coal in notice would be taken of them, bacause they are very im-
the Lower Provinces. There are gentlemen in this fouse portant factors in thoutfit of an immigrant going to the
who could tell botter what the effect lias been there, and Nortb-West, and have Vo bo taken into consideration, and I
ihis is a great national question, and is not an Ontario ques-would like hou, gentlemen te observe what oxtraordinary
tion alone. We have to fight that batle there with the reductions bave taken place in this case, in the face of an
politicians of the country, but there are very few people incase of duly. Sir, 1 hiuk that ouglt Vo boa sufficient
who ae finding fault with the price of coal to-day, who answer as to tbe inoroased cost of agricultural implements
remember what it was under the Administration of that by reason ofihe additional duty. There are the quotationg
Govern ment. I with to trouble the flouse for a of the dealers in that country, Who will ho happy te fil the
few minutes with the prices of agricultural implement orders of any gentioman vsiting the North-West for the
in the North-West. Hon. gentlemen have made a very purpose of seulement. Beloro sitting down, I wish Vo say
great outcry about that, and have said we were taxing the that if it should over faitt the lot of Canada Vo have an
farmers of the North.West, and it was one of their great Adninistration led by the bon. membor for West
grievances. I did not know but that there might be sone Durham, 1 trust ho will have the good sense Vo
truth in the matter, and I took the trouble to investigate it. change lîs policy in the interest8 of Canada. If he should
I wrote to the dealers in the North-West, and I have their arrive at power, i.ceuld desire nething more favourable to
letters and their prices here, and I shall be happy to give my party than that Lo should continue bis present policy,
them to bon. gentlemen on the opposite side, and I should as I ar certain that ho would Lo very soon turned eut again
like them to go on the records of the House, for reference and that the Conservative party woutd core back Vo power.
hereafter, because I think it is of great importance to people But I would pi efer te see the hon. gentleman opposite accept
who are goirg to the North-West, to know what tbey have the tacts wbich are patent te every body in Canada, and Vo
to expect in that country when tbey go there; because, if admit that we are in a more prosperons condition on every
you took the information obtained from some hon. gentie- baud than we were under the Mackenzie Administration.
men-bon. gentlemen on the other side of the House, I am I do net thing it woald ho necessary Vo appeal Vo intelligent
glad to say-one would be deterred from going in there for people te prove that almoat every item that enter into the
fear one would have to pay a much higber price for expense of tho houehold is choaper new, as well as of better
agricultural implements than that which existed: quality, than it was in the days of the Mackenzie Goveru.
previous to the additional duty, than that which one ment.1lmigbt appeal Vo tho old ladies of the country as Vo
'would bave to pay if one lived in Dakota. Now, I am in the pricos of cotton, of woollens, of dres goods, and of
possession of the figures bore from the dealers in Brandon, aliost every article that enters into the eonsntption of the
and I would like to put some of them on record, and contrast hontebeld, Vo prove that in alnost every instance we now
the prices to-day with the prices of 1881-82. I will first get botter quality and at botter pries. Mr. Speaker,
take Captain Wastie, the Canadian Pacifie Railway Coin- thanking the leuse for the indulgence extended to me, 1
missioner, in the city of Brandon, probably one of the Most resun e My seat.

Mr.nslitssoy.
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Mr. ARMSTRONG. We bave had two very important

admissions made to-night, which show that friends opposite
are getting more light. Thé first admission was that whenu
our people buy articles from another country, on which
there is a high duty, they pay that duty themselves; tho
other is that Providence had a littie to do with the success
of the National Policy. The hon. member for East Iast-
ings (flr. White) and the hon. member for South Essex
(bir.Wigle), both asserted that the National Policy was not
intended to benefit the manufacturers by making the con-
sumer pay higher prices, but it was intended to bonefit the
manufacturer solely, by giving him the control of the homo
market, Now, Sir, that is just what the National Polivy
ha@ not done. Instead of giving him the home market, it
has, in a great measure, taken the home mairket from him.
In 1878, before the National Policy was inauguratod, we
imp rted immensely less of manufactured goods than we
did in 1883, showing conclusively that the National Policy,
instead of giving our manufacturers the possession of tie
home market, had deprived them of a portion of il. In respect
to agricultural implements, we have been told to night tliat
we could get them choaper to-day thain before Protection was
inaugurated, and that the National Policy was intended to
give manufacturers of these implements the control of the
market, and not for the purpose of raisi ng prices. Now, Si r,
how lamentably it has failed in giving the posiession of the
home market is apparent from the faet that in 1878, of
agricultural implements, we impor-ted into this country
$63,175 worth ; whi e in 1883, after the National Policy had
had full swing for four years, we importel $581,859. These
things speak louder than all the declamation that bon. gen-
tlemen can indulge in. lt is all very well to make theûe
general statements. I notice that our friends opposite
always wax eloquent in general statements, but when they
come to deal with facts, they find the fhcts are against them
and I suppose that, like the man who was hard up for an
argument, they are ready to exclaim : So much the worse for
the facte ! We have beeri told that thee articles are cheaper
now than before we had Protection. That is just the point
we dispute. They are not only dearer but they are also, as
a general rule, of poorer quality than they were before.
Great stress has been laid on agricultural implements.
Thore is no use in wasting time going over the
whole class-let us take a few. Let us take the
self-binding harvecter. You cannot tell whether that is
dearer or cheaper, becau-e it was not manufactured in this
country before tie National Policy was brouglt into exist-
ence. Figures have been read over to us to-night, showing
that from $>00 to $350 have been paid as the price of that
article; but 1 tell you, from the knowledge I have of its
manufacture, that it is not worth balf that sum to-day, and
that if we bal a proper fiscal policy that did not handicap
our manufacturers,they could make it, at good profit for less
than half the nmoney; and we are paying the other half as a
direct resuIt of Protection. The bon. member lor South
Essex bas i idiculed the idea that Protect:on produces rings.
He says that rings will exist whether we have Pro-
tection or not. That is just the point wbere we take issue.
Rings are not possible whet e there is not Protection.
It is only Protection that bi ings them into existence.
How can men combine to keep up prices if there are ont-
siders beyond the ring standing ready to furnish the articles
at a lower price? Allusion has been made to-night on both
sides of the House to the article of coal oil. No'w, I ha p
pened, not many years, to live where the refining industry
was carried on. Before the Mackenz;e Government came
into power, you all remember there was a very high tariff
on oil, and we were chargel from 40 to 50 cents a gallon for
refined oil. I paid under that tariff 45 cents a gallon, and
the gentleman who so!d it stated to me that he favoured me
5 cents, and that bis selling price was 50 cents. At that
very moment, if you took up a newspaper and looked at the

quotafions in Liverpool, you found thoy were selling that
oil in England for 18 cents a gallon-all the diference was
money that was robbed froi the people f this country. A
few months afterwards, tho Mackeze Crovernmernt rovised
the duty upon oil, amd the reosult was that you could get
refined oil of the best quality foi' 15 cents a gallon, rotail.

Mr. FARROW. What year was that ?

Mfr. ARMSTRONG. I do not remember the exact year,
but it was beforo the Maekenzie overnment changed the
Tariff. The saine hol is good with ail other manufactures.
It is only a few weeks since I was eoning down to this
iouse, and I was riding on the train with a hardware mer-

chant, who told me that he has now comnenced the impor-
tation again of Americar nails int t his counritry I had to
use a great deal of Canadian nails last sumner, and I an
ready to vorify what that gentleman stated. lie stated that
the difference in the intrinsic value bel ween a keg of Anieri-
can and Canadian iails was S t in faivour of the American,
and I believe lie was rigrht. I had reauon to use a great
many during last sumeinr, and I found the Canadiai nails
were an inferior artile and cou1ld not be, drivon into hard
wood as well as the Anerican nails, and there was a very
large pereentago of wasto amongit them. li told me, also,
that in the matter of spades, he is now beginning to import
the American article. Time wa- wieun no one who knewany-
thing about a good spade would use any other. But hon.
gentlemen opposite so arranged the Ti iif as to give the
Canadian manufactir-ers the nmnopoly of the market, tho
consequence of which was that the people hvai to use poorer
spades. They are now beginning to pay higher prices in
or-der to get the A mericarn article, becau-eo it is cheanpor in
the long run. The hon membor for S uth Essex (14r.
Wigle) made morry at the expense of the leader of the
Opîposition, in regard to somo remark lie lad made about a
suirplis. I hold the leader of the Opposition was right,
The (overnment having no right to collect a larger amount
of revenue fron the people than is required to carry oi
the Government ; if they do collect more, >t is dishonest in
the extreme. Hie says the hon. gentlemnan should have
gone on and given an illustration. Suppose, he said, the
Reeve of a township was to ce back for re-election, and
boast that he had collected during the yeur a surplus et
$5,000 and claim re-election on that ground. I have been a
great many years ii County Couneils and I never yet met a
Reeve simple eniough to come gack and make suchi a plea.
It is, however, the ilea t hat the Governîmert is now matkinîg
to the country. The Gover'nment are saying in effoct :
Hlere ai-c $5,00,00i, $6,000,000 orS ,000,000 ayoar taken out
of the pockets ot' the peoplo; look at our surplus; on this
grotund we ask the confidence of the people. AIluion hus
been made, over and over again, to the fact that our manu-
facturing interests have reachod a crisis. It his been shown
that we have a vory limited marke!, that Protection lias
cut us off from the markets of the world, that our export
trade is much less now, with all the improved machinery
and appliances for the manufacture of gools, than it was
before ProtVetion in Canada was thought off. The country
feels that we have reached the point of over-production.
List year, when the Finance Nlinister wîs making his an-
nual statement, or during the debate, ho maie the prophecv
that there wore yet seven years of prosperity before vs.
The statement was challenged at the time, and it bas not
taken twelve months to show how egregiously ho was
mistaken. I do not mean to say that the Government are
always to blame for bard times. I believe, as a general
rule, thev have very little to do with it. I believe th it
hard times and prosperity are under the control of the
people and not under the Government, except to a very
limited extent. Ali the Government can do is to adopt
a wise fiscal policy, and to remove obstructions in
the way of free trading. But there is another
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respect in which the Government never can do much.
They never can make up for want of industry and for what
the people spend in reckless extravagance. Ido not say
that the Government are altogether to blame for the crisis,
because it would come at some time; but what we charge
them with is, that it has come three or four years before it
was due, and its coming is a direct result of the course of the
Government in the matter of Protection. With regard to
manr.factures, we have been charged with being opposed to,
and enemies of, manufacturers. No greater mistake could be
made. No one class of the community has a right to rejoice
in distress happening to another class. I hold that no one
important cl.asa in the nation can suffer distress without
another class suffering. But we, on this side of the Nouse,
hold that this over-production, this stagnation of business,
this locking up of capital in unproductive goods, which can-
not find a market, are direct results of the protective policy.
They brought about stagnation four years before it was due.
Instead of the manufacturers being permanently benefitted,
I am afraid they have been permanently injured. lon.
gentlemen opposite always assume that our manufacturers
were making nothing before Protection was adopted. No
greater mistake can be made. Taking man for man, I
believe that at the beginning of 187V, before Protection was
inaugurated, the manufacturers were botter off than they
are to-day. I know, at least, that just before Protection was
inaugurated, two at least of the old manufacturers of London
were able to retire withfortunes. I believe, and 1 have my
information on good authority, that there are not manufac-
turers in that large manufacturing city who have made
anything like competencies since Protection; in fact, scarcely
ene has retained his own. No doubt manufacturers made
large profits when they were able to charge increased prices,
owing to the protective duty; but soon the business became
overdone. They had the home markel, but there were so
many producers they could not ali make a living,
and they could not sell to foreign nations, because they
were handicapped in the race ; so our manufacturers, I
repeat, instead of being permanently benefitted have been
permanently injured. Allusion bas been made to the iron
industry. There is the important fact that dozens and
dozens of iron furnaces in the United States have beeni
standing idle since 1876, a circumstance which is a result of
Protection. We are going to have a similar esperience ini
this country, I am af-aid-manufactories closed up, the
capital expended in them completely lost to the cou ntry, thej
Grovernment, by its fiscal policy, being directly chargeablei
with that result. The hon. member fer South Essex (Mr.«
Wigle), has repeated the old story of "flies on the wheel."
le talks about hon. gentlemen opposite as flues on the
wheel, who did nothing to relieve the sufferings of the
manufacturers. What botter have the hon. gentlemen now
in office done ? I do not say they are flies on the wheel, but
they are vampires, sucking the life-blood out of the people.
I repeat that we have no reason to wish manufacturers ill;
we have every reason to wish them well, because when they
are prosperous other classes will have a share in the pros-
perity ; but what we do object to is, that one class should be
set above another and protected at the expense of all, and«
the Government pick the pockets of the people under the1
guise of protecting them.i

Mr. WATSON. I had not intended taking part in this
debate, but as certain allusions have been made to the
North-West, I think it is my duty to express my opinions
on the subject before the louse. The member for Perth
(1r. Hesson) has made some reference to a movement
which has been going on in the North-West for the past
few months, and as to which, I suppose, most hon. members1
are well informed by the press, so that it is not necessary
for me to say very much about it. I may state, however,
that there bas been a feeling of discontent in that country,J
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and I think this feeling has been provoked by the present
Government in Ottawa. There may have been some meet-
inga at Moose Jaw, such as the hon. gentleman refers te,
but it must be remembered that the people at Moose Jaw
have not suffered in the same way as the farmers in the older
sections of the Province of Manitoba, because at Mooe Jaw,
at the present time, there is little, if anything, produced, as
the country there bas only been settled about a year. For
that reason, the people there have not suffered to the same
extent from the grievances which are complained of in
Manitoba. There is one thing against which I have risen
to enter my protest, and that is the high duty on agricul-
tural implements, which are necessaries of life to the far-
mers of the North-West. I do not belong to Ontario, and
therefor I have no interest in protecting a few manufactu-
rers who reside in the constituencies of hon. gentlemen
in that Province. I speak for the farmingcommunity, and
especially for ihe farmers of the North-West, and 1[say that
the high Tariff is a great grievance te those people.
It bas always been the idea that, as the hon. Finance
Minister gave this high Protection te enable the implement
manufacturera in Ontario to build up that industry,
to a certain extent he might see fit to reduce the Tariff on
such articles. I find that that Tariff is not only annoying
the farmers of the North-West, but the farmers of Ontario.
I find that at a meeting of grangers, representing the farm-
ers of Ontario, which was held here last week, a petition
was sent to the Finance Minister, asking that the duty on
agricultural implements bo reduced. If this Tariff bears so
heavily on the people of Ontario, it must bear much more
hoavily on the settlers of the North-West. We require in
that country certain kinds of machinery, which have not
been ,made a sufficient length of time in the factories of
Ontario to attain the quality which we desire it should
attain, and we can buy, in some instances, machin-
ery from the 'United States much better adapted
te a prairie country than the machinery from On-
tario. I am glad to soe that the manufacturers of Ontario
are improving in their machinery, but at the same time, I
cannot see that they should require 35 per cent. protection.
If the Goverument are desirous of having that country
settled, they should offer all possible inducements te settiers,
not only by a liberal land policy, but by placing that
country in the position of being able te buy their imple-
ments as cheaply, if not more cheaply, than on the other
aide of the line, and of as good quality. The hon. gentle-
man stated that a person from Ontario who had gone across
the boundary lino said that ho found that he bad te
pay the duty, " but thank God the people who left
Ontario for the United States were coming back into Mani-
toba, te the exteut of 11,000 last year." For my own part,
coming from that Province, I have not seen any such influx of
people from Dakota:and Minnesota te the North. West. 1
am sorry te say that the movement has been the other way,
though I do not glory in that fact, or take any pride in it.
The people of that country are not seeking for grievances
as hon. gentlemen on the other side of the Ilouse wouid
wish us te believe. It bas been stated that we are disloyal.
Now, I do not think that the people of that country are dis-
loyal; I do not think there are more loyal subjects in the
Dominion of Canada than there are in the Province of Man-
itoba to-day; but while they are loyal te the Dominion, as a
whole, they feel t'iàt they should be loyal te theinselves,
and they-do not consider it being disloyal te agitate or com-
plain of their grievances. As I stated before, this
high duty on implements is a great grievance. If
we had manufacturera in that country who could
produce these implement, they might share in
the benefits of this Tariff equally with the manufacturers of
Ontario; but that is not the case, and the high Protective
Tai iff ia, I believe, injuring the many for the sake of the
fewe and especially is this the case in the North-West,
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where we have no manufacturers. We require, as I stated
befbre,certain machinery which is not so well manutac-
tured in Canada, is not so well adapted to our prairie
country, and is not as good value as what we could obtain
from the United States, and consequently we have to pay
the duty and bring these articles in from the United States.
There are different articles of that kind, such as the straw-
burning steam engines, for threshing machines; Deering
binder, and others. I was told only last Friday, by a large
manufacturer in Ontario, who was handling the Deering
binder in the North-West, that there was something
peculiar about the people of the North-West which he could
hardly understand. That, strange to say, he could sell that
machine of the American make for $30 more than ho could
sell the Canadian machine. The reason for that is simply
this, that in that country they have to take off a large crop
in a very short time, and in order to do that they must have
the best machinery that can be made, even if they pay
more money for it. For that reason, the people will not
stick at $20 or $25 on the price of a machine, when they
have to take off their crop, probably, in a few days, for if
there should be any flaw or breakage in the machine, owing
to the manufacturers not having had experience in making
it, it might result in a great loss of their crop. I might
state also, that at one time the Province of Manitoba had
a special fariff, and I do not see any reason why it should
not have a special Tariff now. It was stated by the First
Minister that it was not possible to make a special Tariff for
any particular Province, but we knîow that for a time after
Manitoba was taken into the Confederation, the tariff was
only 4 per cent. Now, as there are no manufacturers in
that Province, and as we have to import all our implements
from Ontario or the United States, I think it is unjust to
that Province that it should not have a special Tariff. Mani.
toba is in a peculiar position, inasmuch as she has lad to
pay more since coming into Confederation, in proportion to
what she has received than any other Province. I will take
the figures for the last ton years :

Manitoba, net revenue................. ...... ......... $1,858,9'8
British Columbia ..................................... 2,755,588

Balance in faveur of Manitoba...... $1,103,350

Manitoba ... ... ..... .... ....... .. .. ......... $3,858,938
Prince Edw'rd Island ............ 535,5 5

Balance in favour of Manitoba ..... $3,323,383

Disbursements made by Federal Government:
British Columbia....... ............. $2,793,513~30
Manitoba . ....... 1.541,448 10

$1,252,095 zu

Contributions of Vanitoba in
excese of British Uolunibia.$1,103,350 92

Receipts less ....................... 1,252,095 20

$2,355,446 12

Manitoba worth more to Canada than British Columbia.
Disbursements made by Federal Government:

Prince Edward Island ......... .. $2,249,920 15
Manitoba-............ ................ ,541,448 10

$1,708,472 05

Contribution of Manitoba in
excesu of Prince Edward
Island........... ........ ..... 43,332,383 73

Receipts leu ......... .............. 1,708,472 05

$5,031,55 78

Manitoba profit to Canada over Prince Edward Island. Now,
I shaIl give the amounts derived from the revenue for the
last ten years, althongh it is probable that the figures do
not place Manitoba in as high a position as she ought to

occupy with reference to the irst two or three years after
she went into Confederation. The following is the propor-
tionate net revenue and the cost of Government in the
Provinces named during the last ten years :

Net Revenue. Costof Government
Nova Scotia.................... $10,611 7q8.30 $6,198,833.64 or 1§ profit.
New Brunswick....... ........ 9,053,128 40 6,1 '9,296.25 or 1i "
British Columbia... ...... 5,559,131.30 2,793,543 30 or 1 ,9
Prince Edward Island .. 535.559.19 2,249,920.15 or 4 loss.
Manitoba.. .................. 3,858,938.92 1,511,448.10 or 2 profit,

The amounts per hod contributed to the Dominion by the
difforent Provinces for the last ton years were as follows:-

Ontario .............. ..... $ 31.46 ; average per year $ 3.14
Qiuebec ,........... ..... 51 65 " " 5.16
Nova Scotia. ............ 34.89 " " 8.48
New Brunswick. ......... 42.10 " " 4.21
Vianitoba ................ .. 107 62 " " 10 7f3ý
British Columbia ........ 172.76 " " 10.27ý,
Prince Edward Islan d... 24.14 " " 2.41F

This shows that each Manitoban contributes to the Dominion
twice as nuch as a Quebecker, two and one-third times as
much as a New Bunswicker, threo times as mach as a
Nova Scotian, three and one-fourth times as much as an
Ontarian. and four and one-fourth times as much as a Prince
Edward Islandor. Now, I think that as Mar.itoba holds
that position with reforence to the contributions to the
revenue of the Dominion, the (overnment might see fit to
make a special Tariff for Manitoba. There is another
article hesides agricultural implements, that I might men-
tion, with regard to which the Tititin is very heavily felt in
Manitoba, that is, c·inned goods. With refèrence to this. I
may read what Mr. Mackenzie, the President of the Win-
nipog Boat d of Trade, has to say :

" The canned goods industry is perhaps one < ' the leat of the manu-
facturing industr:es of the Eastern Provinces, aud I refer tu il quite as
mucli to show how ready the G. vernment is to listen and te assist any
demands made upon it by hlie eastern people -quite a contrast to lits
treatment o the demands of Manitoba-as te show how enormou the
protection afforded on canned fuits is, and how peculiarly hard it
presses on the country, owing to tie fact thatall fruits, green or canned,
have te be brought bere. lie du.y on canned vegetables, up te a year
ago, was 2O per cent. ad valoremn; on canned fruits, 2 cents per pound.
This was not considered enougi, and the manufacturer@ went te the
Governmenit and bad the duty arranged so that it was caculated to
make other msanutacturers sick with envy. There is no allowance for
quality, pour paying a higher rate than good. Here is the Tariff:

Canned apples,
" gooseberres,
"i pears,
cc strawberriee,
" peaches,

3 ets. per lb........... 58 per cent.
3 ' ' ........... 60 " "
3 "£ ............ 62J " "

3 4 ... ......... 84 " £
3 " " ... 74 ti. 105 & "

CANNED VEGETABLES.

Tomatoes, 2 etE. per lb.................. ... 78 per cent.
Corn, 2 "i "' ............ 80 " "

Peas, 2 " " ........ ............... 87 " "
And the weight of the cans te be always included ; jam, 5 ets. per lb.,
equal to 60 per cent."

Now, I think I have shown that Manitoba suffers very greatly
from this high protection, and I had hopod that the hon.
Finance Minister would see fit to adopt a special Tariff in
order to relieve the people of that country from some of
their burdens. A good deal bas been said bere in the way
of comparison between American and Canadian manufac..
tured articles. I do not wish to run down Canadian manu-
factures, but I think the effect of this higher protection is
that Canadian manufacturers are producing an inferior
article to what they would if they had outside competition.
An hon. member of this iouse from British Columbia stated
to me the other night, that even the Chinamen in British
Columbia, who could not read or write, would select Ameri-
can manufactured goods, even at a higher price, in prefer-
ence to those manufactured in Canada. One article that the
Chinamen use out there, is long rubber boots, and he stated
a Chinaman would pay $10 for the American make when he
would not give $8 for the Canadian; and he said the same
thing was true with regard to -hovels. Now, while I be-
lieve it is right to build up our manufacturing industries in
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Canada, I do not think they sbould be protected to such an
extent as to compel Canadians to buy inferior goods. I
think a reasonable revenue Tarif ought to be sufficient, and
I hope and trust that ere long the present high protection
will give place to such, for the Nort h.West will welcone
the day when the Tariff is reduced. The hon. member fcr
East Hastings stated that machines that were sold formerly
for $100 were now soid for 815 less ; and he went on to state
that these machines were 300 pounds lighter. [ do not see
why a machine, whieh is 300 pounds ilighter than it was,
should not be manufactured for less money than it was before
I think we ought to manufacture goods to day cheaper than
we did five or ten years ago. There is no reason why a
machine which was sold for $100 ton years ago shouid not
be sold to day for 875, and I do not think it is a fair com-
parison to contrast the prices at which machinery wa
bought in Ontario previous to the high Tariff with the prices
of to-day, because, as any person who understands the manu-
facturing of these implements knows, there is more profit
in selling machines at $75 to-day than there was ton years
ago at $100.

Mr. TEMPLE. J should like to say a few words on the
National Policy; but before entering on the subject, I feel
called upon to pay a deserved tribute te the mernory of the
gentleman who preceded me, and who sat in this House
for a number of years, Mr. John Pickard, a gentle
man who was, I think highly respe:tnd by both sides of
the House, and who was loved and respected by his country
and by the county which ho had the honour to represent.
and which to-day I have the honour of representing. That
gentleman ran his eloction in 1882, when iie National Pol-
iey was the chiet issue and was returned by a majority
of 917 over his opponent, the Hon. John Fraser. Ho,
to the great regret of all, passed away, and on the 29th
January, 1884, I ran the election in that county;
and as is well known to this House, I replaced Mr. Pickards
majority and had 178 besides over my opponent, wLich
made a difforence of over 1,100 votes in favor of the Gov-
ernment, and this was run under the National Policy. I
merely state this to show the growth of the teeling that
exists in our section of the country, and the difference now
compared with wuat existed when the National Policy w s
introduced. So much has been heard for the last thrce o7
four months about the taxation under the National Policy,
that this cy of taxation has been ringing in muy ears over
since; but, as far as I can see, we hear nothi1ng of it in our
part of the country, except from politicians, during the
elections. The whole ci-y seems to be in Ontario a.d in the
west. Far and wide it is asserted that this policy means
ruin and desolation to the country and nothing else; but
as far as my county is concerned, it was never in a
botter c6ndition than it is at prosent. That is my experi-
once, and it is that of the people, or I would not be ohere
to-d ay. One of the richest mon we have in our county,who
opposed me in my election, is putting up to-day one of the
largest cotton factories there is in this country. Fi om that
fact it is impossible to think otherwiso than that ho cannot
be fully convinced of the views ho pretended to h ld, or he
would not have gone to work te put. up this factory. A few
days before I left home, I maCi some conv-r'sation with that
gentleman, and speaking on the question of cotton goods, of
which we bave hoard se much for tue [ast few days, I said :
The Americans are now bringing in cotton to Montrea aud
overfiooding the market and uuderselling our manufacturers,
and I asked him what ho was going to do. He replied that ho
did not see any other course than that the Govern ment should
puton more duties. Yetthis is a gentleman who holds the same
views as hou. gentlemen opposite. We have hoard a great
deal about farming implements, but in Fredericton, we
have an establishment for the manufacture of reaping and
mowing machines and all kinds of fariing implements; anu
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the gentlemen who own that factory have greatly enlarged
their business since the National Policy was introduced.
A It hough previously they had an immense business, still
since that time they have more than doubled the capacity
of their establishment, and yet are unable to supply tne
demand. One of those gentlemen is now a member of our
Local House and is the gentleman who, in one of bis speeches
agtinst me, during the canva-, said the tree had not yet
grown to m tke a chair to hold a Tory in at Ottawa
I never knew I was a Tory before. We have
another establishiment, the head of which happens
to be a good Conservative; and in thiq connection I may say
that one thing has occurre I to me since I have been here -
that is, that hon. gentlemen opposite, judging from their des-
pondency and theirdiscouragirg views, must have a bad case.
I cannot find any other reason for their despondency and
gloom. The bon. gentleman to whom I refer has an establih-
ment in the parish of St. Mary's, opposite Fredericton, in
which he makes hames and othe r articles for the lumber trade;
and during the last year ho bas more than doubled the capa-
city of bis factory, without yet being able to begin to make
enough goods to supply the wants of the country. le
sends his articles as far as Winnipeg, and receives orders
from Toronto and all over the country. I mention these
instances to show the improvement that exists in trade to-
day, owing to tbe intioduction of the National Policy in
our section of the country. J cannot understand this over-
production, about which we h vir >o much. In our section,
the factories cannot supply the demands and have to en-
large their capacity every year. I have not heard anyone
spoaking espeeially in reference to the Eastern Provinces,
but I know our people are well contented with the National
Poiecy and the general policy of the Government.

Mr. CAMERON (Inverness.) Mr. Speaker, it appears to
me you have istened to representatives from all the
Provinces of the D)ominion, and from all sections of all the
Provinces of the Dominion, and I feel that it is about time
you would hear some person from the old Province of Cape
Breton. At this late hour, it would be painful to you, Sir,
and not very pleasant to myseli, to detain you very much
longer in your present po-ition, so it is my intention to be
as brief as possible. I have listered with a great deal of
pleasure, I may say, to the discus-ion of this very important
question, and 1 have taken a very considerable interest in
the views expi esse 1, from all points of view. My hon. friend
from South Middlesex (Mr. Arm-trong) came boldly forth,
and advocated direct t ixation as the only course to pursue,
in order to raise a revenue to meet the necessities of the
country. Every hon. gentleman who bas spoken on the
O>position side, if I understooi him, presented bis
own views, and the views of each one seemed to be
very different from the views expressed by every other
person; so that I have come to the conclusion that unless
tbey concentrate their ideas and adopt some common policy,
it will ho absolutely impossible for them to lead any party
to power on the so-called Revenue Tariff policy. I entertain
views somewhat d itferent from nearly ail that were expressed
by all parties. I observe that every person in Opposition
claims that the consumer pays the duty, and I observe
also that a great mnany on the Government side admit that
the con-urmer pays the duty, and argue from that standpoint.
[ occupy the position that the producer pays the duty more
frequently than the consumer. I have listened, with a great
deal of pleasure, to my hon. friend from Essex (Mr. Wigle),
who has delivered one of the most practical speeches that
I have heard delivered in this Parliament, and, before going
further, I beg to endorse every word and sentiment that ho
expressed to this ouse It was not only practical, but
it was common sense fron beginning to end. Now,
I would ask-and I regret that my hon. friend from
South Middlesex is not in his seat, because he represents a
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ine agricultural county, like myself-I would like to ask
him, when he is exporting barley to the United States, on
which they impose a duty of 5 cents, who pays the du y in
that case ? Re will isay, true to his idea of the polcy, that it
isthe consumer in the United States who pays it, but [ differ
with him. He will find by experience, if ho will attempt
to place bis barley in thé American market, that he will psy
every cent of that 15 cents duty on bis barley. Let him try
barley malt, on which they impose a duty of 20 cents a bush-
el, and he will find, just as surely as he tries the experimrnt,
1hat the producer irn that case will pay evory cent of duty
that is imposed in the United States. Let him try peas,
beans, and other articles on which they impose a duty of 10
cents a bushel, and he will find that ho, as exporter from this
Dominion into the United States, will pay ail the duty, and
the American consumer will pay not one cent. Let him
try his wheat, and ho will tind that the producer in Canada
will puy every cent of the duty. Let him try but ter. If but-
ter is sold on the American side for 25 cents a pound, and on
the Canadian side for 25 cents a pound as weil, how can he
place butter at any profit on the Americun market, when
ho has to pay 4 cents duty on it to get there.

An hon. MEMBER. It does not get there at all.

Mr. CAMERON. It doos not get there at ail, I admit;
but, if it does get there at ail, the producer in Canada wouild
pay the duty. There are some circumstances which will
compel the Canadian producer to send bis butter to the
Uited States, even at 4 eents a pound loss, a d it il not
only tothe United State he is compelled to do so. When
ho basa large quurity on hand, ho muit sell short to mneot
bills, and take as much fùr his butter as ho can obtain for it
in the markets of the w*oid. Let him try any other article
produced by the fairmers of this country, and exported to
the American market, and every practical farmer in thi:
Dominion must admit that the producer will puy the duty.
But the Free Trader says, and with some reason : " Oh, it
is all true; when we export to a foreign mai ket, it is truc
we pay the duty." That seems to be the position taken by
ai. the Free Traders. Well, it is a bad rule that doos not
eut both ways. If the American exporters find a
necessity for exporting their goods into Canada, is
it not equally reasonable that they pay the duty ?
But this reaoning is met in this way. Wheu we import
from the United States we psy the duty; and, when we
export to the United States, we puy such duty as
they impose on such goods as we export ; but it is not
the case at all. Practically, now, the producers or the mid.
diemen are the importers into foreign countries. For the
last twenty-five years, business transactions made as great a
revolution as did the slow coaches in former days, when
transposed juto the iron horse. In former days, we did
import goods from foreign countries. Nowadays, the goods
of foreign countries are placed in our market by the produ-
cers or the middlemen from those countries, in the same
way exactly as if the producers or the middlemen in foreign
ceountries transposed themselves into importers into our
country. . Down by the sea, years ago, we have been tauglit
by experience, that whatever duty the Americans imposed
upon goods exported by us, we invariably paid the duty.
We tried to export potatoos there ; we were met by
a 15 cents per bushel tariff, and no farmer in the Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia, or even lu Cape Bretor, will
ever deny that ho, when ho reaches the American
market, pays all the duty imposed. It is the sume
witb horses and cattle and all the p-oducts of the
farm, that we are obliged to export to the Unikd States.
There is another matter in whieh we take great interest in
the Maritime Provinces, particularly in Cape Breton, and
that is the article of coal. We had been shipping coal to
the United States undor a Tariff of $.25 a ton,,and the

result was that the carriers and the miners were rediued to
a starving condition. The cost of raising coal and the comt
of shipping it were so great that the whole industry col-
lapsed, The duty was reduced to 75 cents a tor, and even
thon it was found impossible for our miners to place coal in
the American market at any profit, and the result was that
during the four years that the late Government was in
power, starvation and ruin prevailed in the mining secti )ns,
When our coal mines in Nova Seotia are in a state of depre4-
sion, the agricultural interest suffers to an equal extont. On
the Island of Cape Breton, with which I am more familiar,
during the four years that the Jute (Government was
in power, the farmers were appealed to, and not
in vain, to contribute to the maintenance of
the starving coai miners of that Island. But
sinîce the inauguration of the National Policy, no class of
people in the Province of Nova Seotia occupy a more com
fortable and a more independent position than do the minors
of that Island, and as a consequence, the farmers find a ready
market for ready cash for ail the products of the soil in
eastern Nova Scotia. I have no besitation in saying, and I
say it within the hearing of my constituents, that nover in
the history of the Island were the farmers, the fishermen
and the minors in a more prosperous condition than at pre-
sent, and I attribute it almost wholly to the National Policy.
Another mistake is made by hon. gentlemen belonging to the
Opposition in this House. They seem to assume that the
whole object of the National Poiey is to raise the taxes of
the people. In this they make a mistake. The object of the
National Policy should ho, first, to encourage an increse in
the produc of the soil, the sea, the mine, the faotory
a id the forest; second, to afford facilities for distribut.
ing ail fthese productions; third, to place in the han<ds
of the consumer, at h ume, ail necossary and useful
goods at the lowest possible economnic value; fourth, to
induce our own people to remain in the country ; fifth, to
convince immigrants from other countries i hat the D)omiriion
of Canada affords room for the sober and indusatri us te
make homes for themselves and tainiies; and lastly, to
secure the best foreign markets fr our surplus products.
These, in my humble opinion, are the objocts of the National
Policy, nothing more and nothing less. The botter way of
encouragine the produets of the soil is to secure ail the
home market for our people, and if we can produce a sur-
plus, thon it is our duty to secure the best markets abroad
for that surplus, and without so doing we fail in our duty
as representatives of the people. Again, it is our duty to
encourage the products of the sea. The presont Govern-
ment, 1 have no hesitation in saying, bas taken a stop in
the right direction No wiser rtep has ever been taken by
the Government of Canada to encourage an inerease in pro-
ducts of the ses than that of giving a bounty
to the fishermen of the Maritime Provinces. It has
not only encouraged the fishermen to fish for a cert ,in
period of time, but it has encouraged them to pay
greater attention to the fishing, which will add to their
success. By the adoption of that wise policy, we now
find that the fishermen of the Maritime Provinces have
learned that great attention is absolutely necessary to insurs
a lai go produt from the sea. The policy adopted by this
Government has largely tended te encourage them in that
direction, and the result is a very largo increase in the pro-
ducts of the sea. Again, the Govern rent have wisely and
well encouraged the increase of the products of the mine,
of the products of the factory, and of the forest, and in
this way they have fulfilled the great object of the National
Policy. I observe that many hon. gentlemen in the Oppo.
sition complain that there is a great deal of emigration from
Canada to the United States. To my mind, that only proves
that we have not gone far enough.

Mr. BLAKE. We are going further.
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Mr. CAMERON. I am glad to see the leader of the

Opposition smile. If b could only show me that our
emigrants go across to Free Trade Erngland, then bis argu-
ment would have some force ; but when we find that they
are going into a country wbere the industries are more pro.
tected than in Canada, to my mind that is an argument in
the direction of affording greater protection to the indus-
tries of Carada, as they have done in the United States.
But when we hear complaints that there is a tide of emi-
gration from certain courities and certain sections of the
Dominion, I think it behoves the Government to enquire
the reason, for it may be that the evil may be remedied.
One of the reasons for this emigration fron certain locali-
tics in the great Province of Ontario, so far as I could
learn from statements in this House, is the fact that
they have not facilities for distributing the products of
those localities. If there is anything calculated to drive
the population from a section of country, it is want of
facilities in distributing the produce of that section ; and
the reason they go to the United States is, that they find
in that country greater facilities for distributing the pro-
ducts of the mine, the soil and factory. If you glance at
the map of the United States, you sec a net work of
railways.

Mr. BLAKE. So you will in Ontario.

Mr. CAMERON. Unfortunately you will not in Cape
Breton ; and in Ontario you wili find that in those sections
where they have facilities for distribution, there is much
less emigration to the United States than from those sec-
tions in which they have not those facilities. Now, I wish
to say a few words in auswer to my hon. friend, the ex-
Minister of War, who bas row the honour of representing
the county of Digby (Mr. Vail). That bon. gentleman said
we were promised, in Nova Scotia, before Confederation,
that the tax would not be increased beyond 15 per cent. I
fail to see what connection this question can have witb the
National Policy. He ha'r shown also, by some extraordi-
xary calculation, that while we paid $1,200,000 as Customa
duties in Nova Scotia prior to Confederation, on a large im-
port, at the present time we pay a very much larger sum on
a small import. This agai n does not prove anything against
the National Policy. But the bon. gentleman is like ail fre
traders. If the fr-e trader is allowed to argue against Protec-
tion, be is sure to convince every intelligent business man that
bis theories are not practically correct. le is sure to appeal
to the prejudices of the masses against theI" bloated monopo-
lists," to dilate on "legalized robbery," and to shbed a tear
over the miseries of the poor man who pays the taxes. But
before concluding, he is sure to expose the fallacyof his rea-
soning by reference to practical results. The hon. member
for Digby (Mr. Vail) has, like al bis predecessors, fallen
into his own trap. After referring to the iniquitous effects
of the National Policy, he said:

" The great object of the protective policy was to assist ourstruggling
industries. Well, I cannot see, for my own part, that the struggling
industries bave been helped in the slightest degree. It is true, that the
protective policy has led to increased manufactures in some parts, and
there are more running now than in 1878, but I think, when we find that
the cotton stocks, for instance-and that industry was to be more bene-
fitted than any other industry by th B policy-are worth now about 50
per cent. of the par value; and they were, even under the old trade
policy of the Government of the member for East York, over par, or at
least from 80 to par, that it will be easily seen that the cotton industry
bas not been very much benefitted. While on that question, I would re-
fer to a remark made by the member for Cardwell in regard to the prices
for cotton. I think it was unfair on the part of that hon. gentleman to
compare the pices in the United 8States with the prices in the Dominion
lat year. Everyone knows that last year there was a surplus quantity of
cotton lying in the manufactories in this country, and that in the Mari-
time Provinces the agents were very numerous and were olfering to sell
Cotton goods, delivered last autumn, and consider them as being delivered
the spring of this year, in order to get them off their bande; and the
consequence was, of course, that the over-production and the quantity
they had on band mdea competition which reduced the value of cotton
very much lower, and it was therefore an unfair thing to take the price
last year and compare it with the price in the United States."

Mr, CAMERoN (Invernes).

In this way when arguing this question of Free Trade, al
persons who advocate Free Trade must admit that competi-
tion will bring down the prices of ail goods manufactured in
this country. They must come to the conclusion, as does
every sensible man in the Dominion, that deman: and
supply will always regulate the prices of all goods and place
them within the power of the consumer to buy. That being
the case, the policy of the Government has been to increase
the product of the soil, of the sea, of the factory and of the
forest, and by increasing those products it bas placed in the
bands of the consumera of the Dominion those articles at the
lowest possible value. The National Policy, besides en-
couraging competition at home, has not discouraged the im-
portation of goods from foreign countries. It has not built
a Chinese wall which prevents. competitors froim abroad
coming into Canada and competing with the factories at
home; and the result is that by the sharp competition which
is going on between home manufacturers and manufactur-
ers abroad, goods of ail classes are now placed in the hands
of consumers at lower prices than they ever were previously
known to bein thehistory ofCanada. This isourexperience in
Cape Breton, and I have not the slightest doubt that every
person who will examine thîs question carefully and look at
the practical resuilts of the National Policy, must e ,me to
the conclusion that it bas the same effect in every section of
the Dominion.

Mr. KIRK. It is not my intenton to occupy much of
the time of the House, at this late hour of the night, and at
this late stage of the debate. The question of Free Trade
and Protection, or revenue tariff policy and protective
policy, bas been so fully discussed that I feel that it
is not necessary for me to say much upon it. I would not
have rison now to say a word, were it not for a remark
which full from the lips of the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries, whom I an glad to see in his place, on the occa-
sion of his making an hour's speech, which if it did not
instruct the House, amused it. That bon. gentleman,
speaking in justification, I take it, of his vote on the Pacifie
Railway question, that is for granting $30,000,000 to assist
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company to build the railway
round the north shore of Lake Superior, stated that the
people of Manitoba and the North-West, when they came
down to Canada, must feel they came into a foreigu country,
bocause they had travelled such a long distance through
United States Territory. The hon. gentleman also said
th at such was tho way he and other Nova Scotians felt when
they came up here, because we had to travel a long distance
through United States Territory. I will reaI what the hon.
gentleman said on that occasion:

"To get to that North-West, yonu have to travel 1,100 miles through
a foreign country. A man from the Norh-West, coming down te
Canada, travelling through the United States, feels, w- h hereaches
here, that he is in aImost a foreign country. I know how it was wit1i
us in the Maritime Provinces, before we had direct communication with
this part of Canada, in the winter. I know that when we came up here
to attend Parliament we had to go firest to New York or Boston, and
there take the railways to get bere, and when we came bere we feit
almost we were in a foreign country. Not until the Intercolonial Rail-
way was opened, and we har direct communication with the western
part of Canada by that railway, did we begin to feel that we were part
and parcel with ihis great Canadian people."

There was a feeling of that kind in the bosoms of the greater
proportion of the people of Nova Scotia when they came up
here. But I deny in toto that this feeling existed in conse-
quence of having te travel through United States territory.
1 will remind the hon. gentleman why it was that the peo-
ple of Nova Scotia had that feeling, and in doing so I will
take the liberty of reading some choice extracts of speeches
which the hon.gentleman himself delivered in the Legislature
of Nova Scotia on the question of Confederation, and then
I will leave the House to judge whetber it was because of
travelling through United States territory, the people of
Nova Scotia foit they were coming to a foreign country
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when they came here. In the Nova Scotia Debates, 1866,
page 277, 1 find the hon. gentleman, in a speech, said this-

Mr. PAINT. What has this to do witb the subject?

Mr. KIRK. I find that the hon. gentlejnan in his speech
said :

"I oppose this proposition because I believe it wrong in itself-; be-
cause territorially situated as we are, it will tend to destroy the har-
monyand good feelingexisting among these Provinces, by bringinginto
conflict their diversified interests ; that it will retard the prosperity of
this Province, by imposing upon, us heavy financial burthens ; that it
will weaken our connections with the Mother (Jountry and our means of
defencei by rendering the people less attached to their form of Govern-
ment, and ultimately carry ns into the arms of the Great Republie."

The hon. gentleman' tried, indeed, to scare the people after
we became united with Canada, by saying that thoy would
surely fall into the hands of the Republic, and it is no wonder
that he was afraid in travelling through the United States.
Now, in the same Debates'of 1867, after Confederation was
carried, on page 27 of the report, I find the hon. gentleman
making use of this language:

" We are so situated that a gunbcat can shell almost any part of our
territory, and not .only the trea ores of coal and minerals we have
within, cal for protection, bt our commerce, without; our ships on
every sea cemaand it ; and yet tûis scheme which is being forced upon us
will leave us unly tothe protection of Canada. What ! leave us only
under the protection of Canada? What absurdity. Why, Sir, it could,
not protect one of our poitato shallops. Put one in the harbour and
bring to its protection the whole navy of Canada, and there is hardly
a fifth rate naval power in the world but would consider it a light task
t take possession of the boat and perhaps pelt its defenders to death
with the cargo. And then as to the protection of our fisleries against
the Americans-it is simply preposterous. They could not prevent a
amoked ,oerring in Digby, much less a live codfiah or a school of mack-
arel, sporting along our coast."
js it any wonder the hon. gentleman was afraid to come
to Canada. He felt he was coming into a• strange country
wben he:was coming here, and though he did not then have
tfo travel over an American hne to get here, he knew how
ho would feel when he arrived. The hon. gentleman went
to the polls in 1867, after making this speech. He made
some speeches before the people, and he led them to believe
that their burdens would be enormously increased, that the
people of Nova Scotia would be unduly taxed in proportion
to other parts of the Dominion, and though I have not a
report of the speech delivered by himself, I have a letter
irom a correspondent in his own county, which the hon.
gentleman has never answered. The hon. gentleman was
runniDg an election, in 1867, and he was elected by a
larme majority. He was an opponent of Confederation, and
the opposition candidate was Mr. A. G. Archibald, a gentle-
man who had strongly advocated Confederation. The
correspondent says, addressing the hon.-gentleman:

Why did you, at a meeting ,in your own village, when answering
A; G.-Archibald, draw a map on the wall to show that the proposed
Gonfaderation would comprise a 'narrow strip of land,' and that
eova Scotia was at the extreme end and had no natural relationship
With¢'the Upper Provinces? Why did yon tell us that if we were con-
federated that we would have to buy largely of Ontario and sell her
people nothing in return? Why did you tell us that Ontario would
seni us ber beef, butter, cheese, and all kinls of manufactured goods
and take litte or nothing from us exceptthe 'hard cash,' and get that
as we ceuld T"

I think tbat statement is pretty nearly correct. Ontario
sends us her beef, her manufactured goods, everything she
raises, and she takes little or nothing back but hard cash.
Theo correspondent goes on to say :

'' Why did you repeat to us, a thousand times, that the raising of our
Tariff from 10 per cent. to 15 per cent. would entail upon us a taxation
grievous to be borne, and by adroit calealations proved what the addi.
tional burden would be to each of us indivislually? You told us,-too,
that our our 'revenues were to be taken from us to enlarge the canals
of Upper Canada.' You told us ala 'hat Quebec would rmle the Con-
federation ; Quebec, the ignorant, the priest-ridden Province, that spoke
a foreign tongue, would make our laws. When yon were told that his
coud not happen, for the Maritime Provinces would combine with On-
tario and hold Quebec in check, you said, ' No; the Tories of the Mari-
time Province i wili bid for the French vote and the Bleui of Quebec will
rule us.'1".
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The hon. gentleman was elected, as I have said, in 1867, and
be came here a rabid anti-Confederate, and repeal of the
Union was bis war cry. He never could submit to such a
confederation as had been forced upon us. He said that we
had been dragged into the Union against our will, and that
therefore he would oppose it and obtain its repoal if pos-
sible. But more than that, he charged those who advocated
Confederation with corrupt motives. I will read some of bis
remarks on that point. He said :

"The member for Inverness says all the lawyers-all the leading
statesmen-all the professed politicians favour the scheme, and therefore
the strong inference is that it is right. I beg to differ with him in his
conclusion. When the professional politicians of a coutry-the men
who make a living by politics-agree upon any measure, I cannot regard
it as evidence that it will be beneficial to their country. The simple fact
that it is to improve the position of those of then who may be successful.
may make them unanimous in supporting it, and comparing the list of
salaries'in Canada with those in Nova Scotia, we find se great a differ-
ence that it is not impossible but it has influence here. Let me mention
a few of the salaries on that list.

Canada. Nova Scotia.
Attorney-General, East and West..............$10,000 $2,000
Solicitor-General do 6,000 800
Contingencies do ......... , 3,800 000
Provincial Secretary............................. 5,000 2,800

From this comparison we might, if so disposed, draw the inference that
the unanimity~of our professional politicians arises from the fact that
Confederation will give them very much larger salaries."

These arethe motives ho attributed to those gentlemen, who
are called to-day the fathers of the Confederation. Bat had
he no motives when, after coming hore pledged to obtain a
repeal of the Union, he joined with the leading politician
whom he had always bitterly opposed, a man whom lie felt
it would be a contamination to join, a man whom lie had
describod as one who had a pair of false hands in his pockets,
whilo with his own hands ho was picking other people's
pockets, a man whom he had charged with being a high
priest of corruption. What was it influenced the hon. gen-
tleman in coming under the very winigs of this high priest
of corruption ? Have we not somo reason to suspect that
the influences which he charged against those gentlemen
who supported Confederation were those which induced him
tojoin with an hon. gentleman whom ho had so often reviled
on the public platform, as the leading corruptionist in Nova
Scotia. Now, Sir, although so much has been said on the ques-
tion of Free Trade and Protection, while I am on my feet I
think I should say.a few words on that subject. Tho policy
of Protection was forced upon us, on the ground that it
would foster all the industries of this country. Well, I can
point out one of the greatest manulacturing industries of the
Maritime Provinces that it has not fostered, but absolutely
injured, that is, the. shipping industry. I remember very
well that in 1874, whon the Minister of Finance of that day
proposed to increase the Tariff from 15 to 17J per cent., the
present Minister of Railways, thon as now the member for
Cumberland, opposed the proposition, on the ground that it
would have the effect of closing down thousands of ship-
yards in the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. FARROW. How many are there ?
Mr. KIRK. Well, that question was asked the hon. mom-

ber for Cumberland at the time he made the statement, and
ho was told that there were not even hundreds, much less
thousands. Well, ho said it was going to close them ail. But
it did not close them all then, and it has not closed thoma yet,
although it came pretty near doing so. The hon. member for
Cumberland declared thon that the effect *of an increase in
the Tariff would be the same as it was in the United States,
where ie pointed out it had had the effect of sweeping the
American flag off the ocean. I took the trouble of looking
into the condition of the shipping of thé United States at
that time, and I found that when the United States adopted
a protective policy, they had a tonnage of about 6,000,000
afloat on the ocean. To-day they have not 2,000,000. That
was the effect of their protective policy, and thaftwas what
the hon. member for Cumberland said would be the effect
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of such a policy as was then introduced by the Minister of havo been thrown out of employment in consequenceof the
Finance. And what do you suppose the Minister of Fiiance falgii off in the ship-building industry. I have said that
proposed to do at that time. Simply to place. . uty of 10 there was an averago annual decrease of sbips built in the
per cent. on materials entering into shi-build ing, which four last years of 79,162 tons, or there were 396 vessels less
were thon free. The hon. member for Cumberland ceoclared built, of an average of 200 tons. Now the building of each
that the effect of that would be to close down hundreds ofthese ships would employ ten mon, and the sailing of ý9'6
of ship-yards and to destroy the industry altogether. ships would employ 3,960 men more, so that there was that
It had not that effect; but I will show what effect it had. many at least thrown out of employment by this falling off
Although the Minister of Finance proposed to fix the duty in the ship-building industry. In the Dominion of Canada
at 10 per cent., the representations of bis friends in the build ships to sail not so much to sell ; now, how many we
House induced him to lower it to 5 per cent. Now, I find, sailors would be required to run those ships ? Allowing ton
on looking at the Blue Books, that under that policy we men to each ship of 200 tons, that would show that 3,960
built 188,098 tons of shipping in 1875, 165,041 tons in 187d, men had lost employment as sailors in one year, in conse-
127,291 tons in 1877, and 1n6,160 in 1878, or a total in the quence of the National Policy. Since the introduction of
four years of 606,596 tons. That was a very large amount, this taxation policy, we find that employment has dimin-
and its value, at $21 a ton, the price at which ships were isihed for ship builders and sailors to the extent of 23,760
sold at that time, was about $12,675,616. 1\ow, let us sec rnen; or, in other words, had the shipping trade been as pros-
what the ship-building amounted to since thc adoption of the perous during the last four years as it was previously, that
National Policy. I leave out the year 1879, because both num1ber would have been employed in the country. This is
policies extended to that year. In 1,80 we built 68,756 tons ; how thL e National Policy bas affected the ship building inter-
in 1881, 79,364 tons; in 1882, 68,240 tons, and in 1883, eit of the Dominion. But they may say that is not true.
73,576 tons, or a total, in the fôur years, of 289,936 tons, The hon. Finance Minister has said: We gave them draw-
or less by 313,660 tons than the quantiy built in the acks eg ual to the amount of duty. We are giving them now
four years immediately preceding under th previous î bounties, as the United States Government did; but though
policy. In other words, we had more than twice as mueh Fie United States gave their ship-builders drawbacks and
ship-building in the four years previous to ihe adoption olf bounties equal to the amount of duties imposed, yet their
this taxation poliey thani wo had »i the our years since.tective policy has driv ±e. their flag froni the ocean; our
The annual average decreased ship-building dnring the last policy bas had the very same effect in this Dominion. If
four years was 79,162 tons. Now, Sir, we have heard hon. we take the value of those ships, as an item of import and
members here talking of the number of additional men who an item of mai>uiacture, and tbey are worthy to be
have been employed in the country, iO consequence of considered in that ligh, wo find that in 1878 we sold
fostering our manufacturing aind coal indutries; but w'e and exnoirted $1,2314, weI th of ships. That is a pretty
have heard nothing of the mn wio have beu iîrown out nice expotaion. iow many did we export last year ?
of employment in consequence of the destruction of the Just $506,538 wo! t1.; or we exported in 1878, more
ship-building interest. Now, I do not know and I do not tian i n 18831, $729,607 worth. Yet we are told we are
think any man knows the number of extra hands that have fostering all the iainufacturing interests of this country.
been employed since the adoption of the National Policy, in This is one, at least, we have not fostered. It is one we
consequence of the increased number of manufactures that have destroyed, and it is an industry peculiar to the Mari-
have been established. I do know the number of men and time Provinces. I want to know what the Minister of
boys who have been employed in the coal mines, more thain Marine andiFisberies las te say about h, fer I believe ho
were employed previously. las au intýrest in shipping. But the hon, gentlemen op-

Mr. PAINT. The hon. member knows very well that posite say that in Nova Scotia a large number of men are
ship-building has doubled inb is own county during the last e d ye ,ni-,tI1,co00 minbts.fIam île numberdlas
two years. icesdyn~11Q o n osIa -ayt ditwoyeas. lut te dtyplaced on coal was sm benefit îl te ceai

Mr. KIRK. If the hon. gentleman wishes to reply tomines; t was a benefit Lu this extent, that h kept eut tbe
me, he will have an opportunity after I have finished ; but I cônl thut came frornthc Oid Country, and replaced that by
know nothing of the kind, and even if the ship-bailhig ad urs. Lt la cd tbat eti and ne more; and that quan-
increased in my county, it would b no proof that Ie iLyha- beûn plaed by Mr. Litlgew, in lis letter, read
National Policy caused it. In 1878 the number of' bands te the tîe otber day by tle hon. membor for Digby,
employed in the coal mines of Nova Scotia was 3,135 men at 100,000 tons. That the coat mining industry is ina pros-
and boys, includiug mechanies, both over the ground and perous condition, there *-u be ne question. Cape Breton
under theground; while in 1882 there were 4,2'15 employed is in a îrosperous condition. Why se? The manner of
all told-mechanics and miners, both mon and boys. That doing business is clanging every year and duiug the lut
is a very small increase; yet the Ion. member for Inverness few years i bas changed very materially; and slips now
(Mr. Cameron), told us that the fact of so many more sailing between Europe and America, instead of taking full
men being employed in the coal mines of Cape Breton las supplies et bunker ceai wlen they leave port, manage te
given an impetus to agriculture and to every other industry tale only smaii supplies, and thon eau at Sydney and
in the Island, whereas the fact is, that very little more than take iu a further suppiy there. In this way, the Cape
1,000 additional men have been employed in the coalBreton mines are iargely benefited. There are other
indust u in the whole Province of Nova Scotia. reasons ef importance aitogether outside of the National

Mr. CA RON (Inverness). would like toak the iat explain his prsperity. When I firscame

hon. gentleman how many mon were employed in vessels cf Mari n Fihe 87os1bamadthghortin cf
exporting five or six hundred thousand tons more of coaloîlearned Sies, and aI foud,île mailwaportioned
than was exported in 1877-78.athat e burned nothing but wood. The Inter-

Mr. KIRK. Just as many men as could carry away the colonial, wlen h was first epened sud for yearo aftorward,
col that was raised by the extra thousand men, and that burned searcely auything but wood, but to-day neariy al
*ould not employ a great many. As I said, I do not know îhe ailways use ceaI exciusively. People in tbeir bouses
how many extra men have been employed in manufactures, use more coai iban tley used te formerly; tle farmors and
but I do not believe there were balf as many as las been peeple in villages and lu towns aise consume more, and tle
said by hon. gentlemen opposite. Let us see how many rosuit is ilat the minera sali more ceai and receive greater

Mr.- Kiux.
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benefitthetëby than in former 'days. I do not believe the
hon. méníber for IThverness prètends to say that they geb a
greaterprice for their coal, for they do not by any means;
and I kôw that the miners would have been benefited in
this way even häd the Natiònal Poliey never existed, though
I o not believe auch a policy should be dignified by such a
name as the National Policy. There are other mining in-
dustries in the Dominion of Canada besides coal, which, I
ai;n sure, the National Policy has not improved. Take the
gofd mining industry, a very important industry in Nova
Scotia, which employs a great number of men, though not
soIýpa|ny as are etaployed in the dOal industry. How does
the Tariff affect the gold miners? Will any one tell me
that tiegold mñiners are not injured by the National Policy?
Iay they are. Veryone knows that gold is found in this
country ln quartz, in hard rocks, and it takes a great deal
of labour and material to extract it. Powder and dynamite
are used to a very large extent, and the increased duty
placed6ön powder itself affects the gold miner very seriously.
The effect of the increased duty on powder was to raise the
priOe 0 cents on a keg of 25 pounds, or $2 per hundred.
which is ~a serious item in this industry. Then it had
iie effect of increasing the price of steel, and iron,
aind iii.binery, and everything the gold miner uses.
A. very intelligeñt gentleman, who was managing a mine
inNova Scotia a year ago, informed me that he had made
a minute calculation, and he ascertained that the additional
duiy placed on miring material cost his company 4 cents
for every hole they mede and every shot they discharged
in lodsingfihe rock, in order to obtain the gold. That
is a.vey heavy tax, and you tell me the mining industry
lias been benefittd in consequence of this taxation policy.
I sa io, ithàs ben seriousIy in jured. But we are told the
farmer is beèlited. Now I do not concede that the farmer
is benefited in the slightest degree, but he is very materially,
ihjgi-ed by the INational Policy. The agricultural interest
in this country is the largest industry in the Dominion,
Although it is the largest, and perhaps as profitable as'any,
yet there àre not-more -than half the farmers of ihis Domi-
nion who raise wheat enough for their own families, much
less to sell. Take the four Eastern Provinces, and the
farmers there do not raise enough flour for their own family
use, much less to sell. Therefore, I maintain that the policy
which places a duty on wheat does not benefit the man who
has noue to sell. But if lie has to buy, and the-policy in.
creases the price of wheat and flour, it affects him injuriously.
I am not prepared to say whether it increases the
price of wheat or flour, or not. I see hon. gentlemen in
this House differ on that point, hon. gentlemen supporting
the National Policy differ. One says it increases the price,
and others say that it does not. My impression is that it
dòes imcrease the price of wheat and the price of flour. A
Committee was appointed here in 1882 for ithe purpose of
enquiring into the effect of the National Policy upon the agri-
ciltural intèrest, and it took, I suppose, a great deal of pains
to ascertain the effect. At any rate, after compiling a great
many figures, and nmaking a grot many calculations, they
cane to the conclusion that the effect it had had, during
the years it was in operation, was to increase the price
of spring wheat 10* cents per bushel. That is the report of
the Committee of which my hon. friend from Centre Wel-
lington (Mr. Orton) was the chairman. If that is correct,
it incr'eases the price of the wheat that goes to make a barrel
of flour-thatis four and a-half bushels, as I understand-
45 cents, or a little over, per barrel. If it increases the
price of wheat that much, although I scarcely believe it
does, though we must accept it as a fact, when the lion.
gentleman says 8o, then, after it is made into flour, it has to
compete with flour coming fron the United States, upon
which 50 cents is paid. Therefore, I maintain that the
argument which will prove tliat the wheat itself is increased
in value to the -ertent of 10J cents per bushel, will prove

that it will increase the price-of the -our after it is put.inuto
the barrel. Therefore, we have the barrel of four,
consumed by the farmers as well as other classes
of the community, increased more thau 45 cents,
more than 50 cents, and perhaps more tha; 60 cents.
Now, we have the fishermen, and it is claime'd
that the fishermen are greatly benefitted in consequenee of
the bounty that has been given. It has been said thàt,in
consequence of this bounty, ship-builders have gone more
largely into ship-building than before. Have they ? lu 1881,
there were 79,364 tons; in 1862, 68,240 tons; arùd!latt year,
only '71,576 tone, and those ships were built without the know-
ledge of the fact that a bounty was to be given. There-
fore, I maintain that the bounty has had, yet no effect "hat-
ever'in increasing the tonnage of shipping, nor had it any-
thing to do at all with the fact that more ships went into
the business of fishing last year than the previous,year.
The reason why more shipping was employed last. year in
the prosecution of the bank fisheries. was, that those Who
engaged it in the year previous had made a good thig of£it.
It was a prosperous season, and I am glad to know .that
last year, too, was a prosperous season, and that 'is he
reason why, in the counties of Cape Breton, the people
are so well off this year; not 'because there was -'so
much more done in mining, but because the fishernient have
done so well, and from the fact that the farmers :had good
cro ps, thus making good times in Cape Breton. -I . have ,no
doibt that the increased output of coal had some effectiaiso,
but it has no right toi the credit of the whole of4the 'good
times in Cape Breton. But we are told that the - fisheneien
get a bounty, and therefore they have no reason to oomplain.
The fishermen, it is true, did receive a bounty last yearpbut
they received only that which·was their right -to receive.
They did not receive the bounty in lieu of.4he increased
taxation placed upon them, but in libu of the moneyrecetved
by the Fishery Award; and I maintain that the fishermen:of
this Dominion did not receive full justice iwhen theyouly
received $150,000. They ought to receive$200,00; Per
year; that is their proper right, the iintorest at 5,per
cent. on $4,000,000. Why should they not reweiee It
all ? If they are entitled to $150,000, if they are
entitled to a portion, they are entitled to the whole,
and why do they not get the whole ? But what is the
use of giving it to them with one hand if yon'take
it from them with the other ? Last year the Tariff was
increased ; increased duties were placed upon the material
which the fishermen used. The duties were -doubled
on cordage and on cotton duek. It is true that a provision
was made that a drawback should be given to fishermen-for
cotton duck used in boat sails. I have asked fora 'return,
some time ago, which has not yet been brought down,
to ascertain what amountý was paid back to fishermen fOr
this drawback. I do not believe there was any paid»back
to fishermen. If there was any benefit obtainéd 'by
this drawback, it was obtained by the importer, and not
by the fishermen at all. ,I pointed out that that wouid
be the effect of it when the measure was beford the :lese,
and I am of opinion now-that it has been thejeffbct; but
this we will see when the return I asked for ,comesAdown.
A manufacturer's agent told me last fall that it wweeuch
a trifling matter that the importers took no -aeeant
of it, and the fishermen had to pay --the 'whole of
the duty just the same, because the wholesale dalers
would not be bothered keeping the accounts. I find ;the
increased duty on cordage is very great. In 1878 the duty
on cordage was a little over 03,000 ; last year itýwas yver
$25,000. This is paid by fishermen. This is the'wayathe
fishing industry is fostered. They give a bouanty with one
hand of that money which is their due, and they takeit Out
of their pockets with the other-money whichdoes not be-
long to the Dominion, but which the Dominion takes:from
them. We are told thâtthere is a very:-large Immigration
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going on to the North-West, that there is a large immigra-c gos to the United State-. he wants a freight to return with, and
tion tothis country, and it is denied that any of our people; -l"say to him yon shal not bring back four fromn the United States,

' ths fr te *but you must tura your shallo 9 up the St. Lawrence and make a twenty-are leaving this country for the United States. If I am not five urthirty days' voyage to Quebee. A trader cau only makt, two
mistaken, I have heard the hon. member for Inverness, in a or three tripý to Queh(.c in the course of a whole summer, while he can
speech he made some time ago, say the people of his countymake twent tite United States, turniag his money orer andi

- J again. Yet we try to turu water up hili and try to aeiid our fishermenwere going away to the United States, and he advocated the up the St. Lawrence in Bearch of food."
building of a road to the North-West on the ground that it And the Minister of Xaricle aad Fisheries cheerec him to
would give these people a chance to go to the North-West the echo when he made that speech. AJ again, referring
instead of to the United States. Well, Sir, the young people
are leaving and we cannot keep them at home. J spee r.llone sida

Mr. DALY. They are coming back, too. secM.IoesiiMir DAL. Thy ae coing acktOO 'Our nelghbours may have their faults and their misfortunes, but then
Mr. KIRK. Some of them are coming back, but if the there are 34000,000 of them, high spirited and encrgetie, divided from

bon. gentleman lived in the country as I do, he would find us by the Bay of Fundy as by a street-they on the une aide and we on
the other. Where will be our market for coal foreve-? Ia the Un.ited

that they are only coning back to visit their friends, to States. Wbere wiIl be the market for our grindstones? ln the Uitel
return again. I scarcely ever saw a young man or woman States. Where wiIl be our martzet for fish and pîastcrand ourptat es?
who stayed a year or two in the United States, come back Here are fi7e great staples, and there is our market, and yet these meuhave been saying aud doing everythiug to irrilate and uno that
here to remain. people. True, that Goverument did refuse to renew the Recijtroity

Mr. DALY. I have sceen a great many. Treaty, but why? She put discriinating Suties upan he- canais and
raised lier i mport dutiee."

Mr. KIRK, Probably you have, but that is not my ex- N
perience. I know that the young men and the youngwomen now S beered t th , co o t oulyJby phHiief
in the country are leaving their parents and going to the anarho ad Fiheres, btbeery otherlyal Nova Sco
United States just as fast as they grow up. I am speaking Evryne i NovaScota kows hatthenaoyaloarkt of
of my own county-I do not know how it is with the rest our people is the United States. They require evervthing
of the Dominion, but I believe it is the same all over we have to seil, and tley are ready to buy everytbiug we
Nova Seotia, at any rate. In the municipality to which have to seil. The Minister of Marine and Fisheries las
I belong, since the National Policy was adopted, tli told us that we export more to the Uited States than we
decrease in the taxable population in 1880-81 has been import from that country. Weil, if it is true, as the hou.
17 per cent. What became of these people ? ; Did they go member for Inverness says, that the Americans pay the
to the North-West ? Not one of them; everyone of them
went to the United States. In the face of this fact, we all
know that it is not true that our people ae not emigrating ; put on a higher Tarif, and make the Americans payit?

while it is true that our people are going to the Unitedry faet that we do nt make the Tarif higlir, ad
whui itis ructha ou peple re oin totheIJntedmake the United States psy it instead of paying i t ourselves,

States-going almost every day. Some of them are coming I think ought to be proof positive that the duty is paid by
back, it is true, but not to stay. Now, with regard to the ourselves, and that the revenue collected is money paid by
money in the savings banks. I do not know how it 15 the people of Canada. Iwillsnot detain the flouse sny
throughout the -Dominion, but in my own maunicipality, moreanI hnteho.m brsfrhi teto.
than half the money deposited in the savings bank is sent
home by young men and women who have gone to the Resolution 1, read the second time and concurred in.
United States. They moan to come back, perhaps, but they iResolution 2, road the second time.
will take their money away wit.h them -gain. It is nLot 1 On moion fr cencurrerîtoe,
earned in this counitry ; it is earned in tho Ulited StaLes,
by persons who send it home to their friends to Mr. BLAKE. 1 do not intend, Mr. Spea to detain the
deposit it in the bank for them. The Minister of Marinej ouse a moment, after the discussior _i bas taken
and Fisheries said the leader of the Opposition went down place in Committee; but I think it right te -rd tsy viis
to Nova Scotia and advised the people to trade with wiib îepect to the items of crockery and -heawu:. i
the United States. Well, I think I can point to thereere move in ameudment thoreto, to I. 'vout nl the
other gentlemen who belonged to Nova Scotia and who wes after that" and insert tho following
advised the people to trado with the United States, long The duty of 0 percent. ou common crockery or earthenware ia, hav-
before the leader of the Opposition was in Nova Seotia. ing regard tu the hcavy duty paid ou packages and hre',kag ýs, equal ta
1 think I can remember when the hon. Minister of a tax of about 35 per cent., and increases the cost of importing this
Marine and Fisheries was a humble follower of the late necessary, over its cost at the potteries, to uearly 90 per cent ; that theduty on china is 25 per cent., sud leaves the cost cf importiug ibis
lamented Hon. Joseph Howe, that he was ready to clap and îuxury, over its cost at the potteries, at about 45 per cent., or %bout
cheer him at every word he uttered, and when Mr. Howe one-baif th2 cost of împorting cruckery.sdvied he of ovaSf e tade h te I'td That the duty ot 30 per cent. on commau crockery is oppressive anud
advised the people of Nova Scotia to trade with the Unitedunual, sud that the tesoirtion be referred back to a Uommittee of the
States, when he pointed to the fact that the United States Whole on.Ways sud &eaus, with power to reduce the proposed duLy, su
were our natural custoemors and we never could, under any that it may fot bear more heavily on the purchaaer of crockery or
circumstances, do a profitable trade with Canada, the hon. earthenware, thau the duty on china bears ou the purchaser of china.
Minister of Marine and Fisheries still remained an abject Amendment negatived on the following division
follower. Now let me read a short extract from the speech YEÂs:
delivered by the late Hon. Joseph Howe, of whom the Messieurs
Minister of Marine and Fisheries was, as I said, an humble Paterson (Brant),
follower and au ardent admirer. The flon. Mr. lowe 'made Burpee •Suury), King, Trow,
a speech in Halifax at which I dare say the Minister of Cartwright, Kirk, Wtson,
Marine and Fisheries was present, and I will venture to say ae, Lauderkin, Weldon,
he did not call any of the statements in ques tion. Mr. Fisher, MIls,
lowe said: :Nys:

Il will not detain you long with the storyor o the flour duty. I wouldi

l"Qf I&ulrrnor threeftrips e ouQuebec in theMrcourseof9apwholenlsnmmer, whileeheican

just asK you, ntour dear enougn now at $u2y? But onepays tn emarket price cheerfully, knowing that it is regulated by supply and Bain (Soulanges),
demand i but when a man is told that he must pay a shilling more to baker (Missisqui>,
make him eat Canadian flour, how does he feel? Is not the trade in Baker (Victoria),
flour with the United States a natural trade? The man with a shallop of Bl,

Mr. KLnR.

Dodd,
Far row,
Guillet,
lesson,

Moffat,
O' Brien,
Orton,
Paint,
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Baker (Victoria),
Bell,
orger,

Blondeau,
Blourbea,
Bowell,
Oameron (Inverneas),
Oariing,
Ohapleau,
Daly,Y
Desjardinas,

Guillet, Orton,
Reeson, Paint,
Riokey, Beid,
Kaulbach, Sial1,
Kinney, Stair,
Krana, Taylor,
Lan vin Temple,
Maodnald(Sir John), Tlley,

MoDonald(O ae Breton) White (Renfrew),
McDougald, Wigle,
MoLelan, William.-39.

Resolution 2, concurred in.
R =eln+lc i a3 d ua çcxAillv da thd sectondtie

Mr. BLAKE. Then, it is not the hon. gentleman's in-
tention to retain the duties ho bas levied since the firat of
January on dyed and printed cottons, because if it were his
intention ho would have to; make that duty retroactive, as
far as that class is concerned.

Sir LEONARD TILLEY. There is onething in that.
There has been very little imported, and under the cireums-
tances perhaps, it would be as well to make the refunds.

Motion agreed to.

IMand ZIOng ooneurSir JOHN A. MACDONALD Dmoved the adjournment ofand concurred im. the House.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved that the foregoing Reso-

lutions, with respect to duties of Customs, shall take effect Motion agreed to; and (at 1 o'clock, a.m.) the House
upon and after the 12th of March instant. aJjourned.
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Abbreviations of well-known words and Parliamentary expressions are used in tbe following:-1°, 20, 8, First
Reading, Second Reading, Third Reading; 3 m. h., 6 m. h., 6 w. h., Three Months' Hoist, Six Montbs' Hoist, Six
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Can., Canada or Canadian; C.P.R., Canadian Pacifie Railway; Com., Committee; Co., Company; Cono., Concur, Con-
curred, Concurrence; Consd., Consider; Consdn., Consideration; Cor., Correspondence; Deb., Debate; Dept., Department;
Depts., Departments ; Div.,'Division; Dom., Dominion; Govt., Government; His Ex., His Excellency the Governor
General; H., House; H. of C., House of Commons; Incorp., Incorporation; Ins., Insurance; Intercol., Intercolo.
nial; Man., Manitoba; Mess., Message; M., Motion; Ms., Motions ; m., moved; Neg., Negatived; N.B., New Brunswick;
N.W.T., North-West Territories; N.S., Nova Scotia; O.C., Order in Council; Ont., Ontario; P.E.I., Prince Edward
Island; P.O., Post Office; Par., Paragruaph ; Priv. and Eloc., Privileges and Eloections; Prop, Piroposod; Quo., (Q'aobec;
Ques., Question; Recom., Recommit; Rof., Refer, Referred, Roference; Rep., Report, Roported; Reps., Reports; Res.,
Resolution ; Rot., Roturn; Ry., Railway; Rys., Railways; Sel., Select; Son., Sonate; Sp., Spociil; Stmnt., Statement;
Sup., Supply; Suppl., Supplement, Supplementary; W. & \1,, Ways and Means; Wthdn., Withdrawa, Wthdrl., With-

drawal; Y., N., Yeas and Nays; Names in italic and parentheses are those of the movers.

Abbott, Hon. J. J. C., Argenteuil
Crimiinal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

in Com,, 291.
De Nederlandsch.Americansche Land Maalschappij (B.

30, 10*) 83.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R Lease (B. 32, 1°*)

83; M. for Com., 810.

Allen, Mr. B., West Grey
Chinese Immigration into B. C., Prohibition of, on Res.

(Mr. Shakeapeare) Amt., 1285.
Fishery Act Amt., Pets. praying for, on M. to ref. to

Sel. Com., 299.
Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on

M. for Ret., 609.
Maritime Court of Ont., Extension of Jurisdiction (B.

70, 1°*) 162; 2° m., 461.
Owen Sound Dry Dock, Ship-building and Nav. Co. in-

oorp. (B. 45, 1l) 131.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 804.
SUPPLY:

Legislatio: Miscllaneou (Printing, Paper, kc.) 1008.
Micllaaeoua (British Association Meeting) 1311.

Allison, ]Kr. W. H., Hanta
SuPPLY :

Riiways-capital: O. P. B. S(ection B, Award of Arbitrators)
one., 1489.

Allison, Mr. D. W., Lennox
Collector of Customsat Napanee, Appointment of (M.

for Papers and Cor.) 208.
SUPPLY:

Public Works-Income .-Harboura and Rivera (Ont.) 1225.

Amyot, Mr. G., Bellechasse
Beaumont, Expropriation of (M. for Ret.*) 1200.
Certificates to Masters and Mates and Seamen's Acte

Amt. B. 116 (Mr. McLelan) on M. for 2°, 1057.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1102; (Amt.) to Fifth
Rep., 1272.

Dominion Arbitrators, Complainte or Pets. of Mers.
Gosselin and Chabot (Louis and Charles) ofSt. Charles,
Bellechasse, presented to (M. for oopies*) 28.

Government Lands in Richelieu Co., Sale of (Ques.)
1109; (M. for Ret.*) 1126.

Governor General's Commission, &c., on M. for copies,
521.

Library of Parliament, on M. to cono. in Joint Rep. of
Com., 964.

License Commisioners, Que., furnishing of blank
forms, &c. (Ques.) 966.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir
Hector Langevin) to Ros. (Mr. Houde) 938.
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Amyot, Mr. G.-Continued.
Pilots for and above Harbour of Quebec, Acts respecting

(Ques.) 655.
Pilots, Montreal and Quebec, incorp. (B. 18, 10*) 67;

M. to discharge Order referring B. to Sel. Com. on
Banking and Commerce and to ref. B. to Com. on
Miscellaneous Private Bills, 131.

St. Charles Branch, Expropriation of Beaumont (M.
for Ret.*) 1200.

St. Martin's Junction and Quebec Ry., Subsidy to, in
Com. on Res., 1493.

School of Navigation, Quebec (M. for Cor.) 200.
Statutes, Dom., Distribution of (Ques.) 797.
Subsidies to Provinces, Readjustment of, on M. for Cor.,

154.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1493, 1495; in Con. on B.,
1624.

SUPPLY:
Civil Governnent: Marine and Fisheries, 1467.
Public Worka-Income: Buildinga (Que.) 1193.

Armstrong, Mr. J., South Middlesex
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 373.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on Res. (Mr. Poster)

986.
Tarif9-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com. on W. &

M., 690.
Ways and Means-on conc., 787.

Auger, Mr. M., Shefford
Canadian Paci fic Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com. on Res.,
430

Debates, Official Rep., on M. to conc. in Fifth Rep. of
Com. (Amt.) 1271.

Lachine Canal, Wharfingers on (Ques) 1387.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1597.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 147 (Sir Charles Tupper) on Amt.

(Mr. Blake) to M. to conc. in Res. (Amt.) 1552.

Bain, Mr. T., ,North Wentworth
Hunter's Island, Sales of Land or Timber on (Ques.)

1054.
SUPPLY:

Immigration: (Salaries, kc.) 1404, 1407, 1413, 1414, 1418.
Publie Workla-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1197.
Quarantine, 1012.

Baker, Mr. E. C., Victoria, B. C.
A, B, and C Batteries, in Com. of Sup., 1164.
Adjournment of the House (m.) 513.
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. ifomer) to M. for Oom. on
Res., 1034; on Amt. (Mr. Reid) 1039; on Amt. (Mr.
Gordon) to M. for 3° of B., 1173.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)
on Amt. (Mr. Watson) to M. to conc. in Rep. from
cm., 494.

Baker, Mr. E. C.-Continued.
Chinese Immigration into B. C., Prohibition of, on Reo.

(Mr. Shakespeare) M. to adjn. deb., 976; (Ques. of
Priv.) 977; on Res. (Mr. Shakespeare) 1282; on
M. to adjn. deb., 1285.

Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.
Chapleau) in Com., 1392; on M. to conc. in Sen
Amts., 1652.

Dominion Employés in B. C. (M. for Stmnt.) 514.
Dominion Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1094.
Emigrant Sheds at Victoria (Ques.) 336.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, Reimbursements for outlay

(M. for O. C.) 514.
Excise, in Com. of Sup., 1317.
Fisheries, in Com. of Sup., 1235.
Geological Survey, conc., 1452.
Government Steamers, in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Health Statisties, in Com. of Sup., 1095.
Hudson Bay Navigation, on M. for Sel. Com. (withdrl.

of name from Com.) 208.
Immigration Agent and Quarantine Officer, Duties and

Salary of, Vancouver Island (Ques.) 336; Delay in
Appointment (Ques.) 1736.

Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1266, 1608.
Legislation, in Com. of Sup., 1340.
Lighthouses and Fog Alarms, construction, &c., in Com,

of Sup., 1233.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1597, 1599.
Mail Service in B. C. (M. for Ret.) 605.
Masters and Mates Certificates (M. for Ret.) 606.
Masters and Mates, Examination of, in Com. of Sup.,

1229.
Meterological Observations, in Com. of Sup., 1255.
Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1022.
Mounted Police for B. C. (Ques.) 336.
Naval Brigade and Torpedo Corps (Ques.) 285.
Naval Station at Esquimalt (Ques.) 285; (M. for Rot.)

515.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America incorp.

B. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 928.
Point Escuminac Breakwater, on M. for Papers (re-

marks) 515.
Postmaster for Victoria (M. for Ret.) 605.
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1320.
Public Works, Agent and Contingencies, B.C., in Com.

of Sup., 1319.
Public Works, Income, in Com. of Sup., 1198, 1606.
Publishing Debates, in Com. of Sup., 1340.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1012.
Rifle Associations, further aid to (Ques.) 285.
School of Gunnery, Fortifications and Militia (Ques.)

285.
Schools of Gunnery, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1164.
Sir James Douglas, Steamer, Expenditure on (s. for

Stmnts,) 514; Officers and Crew.; ank, Pay, &c.,
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Baker, Mr. E. C.-Continued.
514; Repairs, hauling out, and launching, &c. (X.
for Cor.*) 1200.

Steamboat Inspection, 1256.
SUPPLT:-

Arts, Agriculture, and Statistics (Dominion Exhibition) 1094;
(Health Statistics) 1095.

Collection ofRevenues : Excise, 1317; Post Office, 1320; Public
Works (Telegraph Lines, B.C.) 1318, (Agent and Contin-
gencies, BC.) 1319; Weights and Measures and Gas, 1318.

Fisheries (Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &;c.) 1235.
Geological Survey: conc,, 1452.
Indians: Annual Grant (B.C.) 1266; (Printing Vocabularies

of Dialects, B.C.) 1608.
Legislation: House of Commons (Publishing Debates) 1340.
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouses and Fog Alarms, con-

struction, &c.) 1233.
Militia (A, B, and C Batteries, Schools of Gannery, &c.) 1164;

(Clothing, &c.) 1022.
Ocean and River Service (Government Steamers) 1227; (Masters

and Mates, Examination of) 1229.
Public Works-Income: (Buildings, B.C.) 1198; (Repaire, &c.)

1198. Harbours and Rivers (B.C.) 1606.
Quarantine, 1012,
Scientifie Institutions (Metereological Observations) 1255.
Steamboal Inspection, 1256.

Telegraph Lines, B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup., 1318.

Baker, Mr. G. B., Missisquoi
Judicial Salaries, Readjustrment of (Ques.) 1387.

Barnard, Mr. P. J., Yale
Chinese Immigration into B. C., Prohibition of, on Res.

(Mr. Shakespeare) 1286.

Beaty, Mr. J. jun., West Toronto
Battleford and Peace River Ry. Co. See "Souris" below.
Civil Service Board, in Com of Sup., 989.
(Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com., 1579 ; on Amt. (Mr. Wells) to M.
for 3', 15%4.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
on M. to adjn. deb., 668.

Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John
A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 865.

Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of (B. 79, 1°*)
198.

London LifeInsurance Co.'s (B. 139) Petition presented,
1290; 1°* of B., 1386; M. to suspend Rule 65, 1511;
M. for Com., 1515; in Com., 1516.

Orange, Loyal, Association of British America incorp.
B. 93 (Mr Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2', 925.

Parkdale Village and G. T. R. legalization of Agree-
ment B. 82 (Ar. Wallace) 504.

Private Bills, Petitions for (Ms. to extend time) 40; Pre-
sentation of, 162, 1240, 1359.

Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on prop. Res, (Mr.
Poster) 1114.

Real Estate Loan Co. of Canada (B. 88, 1°*) 285.
San Francisco, Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.

oincrp. B. 83 (Mr. Boyal) on M. for 2°, 505.

Beaty, Mr. J., jun.-Continued.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co.'a inoorp. Act Amt.

(B. 81, 10*) 231.
SUPPLY:

Civil Government: Civil Service Board, 989.
Militia (Construction and Repaira) 1162.

Toronto Board of Trade and Corn Exchange Associa-
tion amalg. (B. 14, 1°*) 43.

Traders' Bank of Canada incorp. (B. 92, 1°*) 304.

Béchard, Mr. F., Iberville
Copyrights Act Amt. (B. 113, 10*) 655.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

cone. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1104.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1597.
St. Césaire Postmaster, Charges against (M. for Rot.*)

1199.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Auger) to M. to cono
in Res., 1558.

Belleau, Mr., I. N., Lévi8
Address, The (sec.) 6.
Arbitrators, Dom., Claims of Messrs. Dorion and Le-

clerc, of the Village of Lauzon (M. for copies') 88.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charlea

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. to cono. in Res.,
1575 ; in Com., 1626.

Bell, Mr. J. W., Addington
Napanee, Tamworth and Queboc Ry. Co.'s inuorp. Act

Amt.(B. 80, 1°') 231; M, to cono. in Son. Amts., 1176
Rideau Canal Water Supply (M. for Cor.*) 1200.

Bonson, Mr. W. T., South Grenville
Tarif-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com. on W. &

M., 679.

Bergeron, Mr. J. G. H., Beauharnois
Lavallière Bay, Yamaska River, Explorations on (M

tor Rep.) 820.
Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas-

grain) on M. for 2°, 293.
Question of Privilege, inaccurate newspaper correspon-

dence (remarks) 469.
St. Francis River, Explorations on (M. for Rop.) 820.

Bergin, Mr. D., Stormont and Cornwall
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114.

(Mr. Costigan) in Com., 1247.
Brigade Majors' Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1017,

1018.
Civil Service Board, in Com of Sup., 991.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &o. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

in Com., 291; on Amt. (Mr. Foster) 667.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1104; on Amt. (Mr.
Landry) to Fifth1 Rep., 1272.

McCourt, Daniel, Dismissal of (remarks) 885.

iii
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Bergin, Mr. D.-Continued.
Ontario Pacifie Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. (B. 67, 10*)

162.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1005.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on Bos. (M. to adjn.

deb.) 986.
Public Contracta, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas-

grain) in Com., 819.
Public Health, in Com. of Sup., 1014-1016.
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 766.
SUPPLY:

Canals-Income: Cornwall (Drain between Town and Canal)
1053.

Civil Government: Civil Service Board, 991.
Legislation: Miscellaneous (Printing, Paper, &o..) 1005.
>filitia (Brigade Majora' Salaries, &c.) 1017, 1018.
Quarantine (Public Health) 1014-1016.

Welland Ry. and G. T. R., Transfer authorization (B.
44, 1°*) 89; M. for Com., 860; M. to recom., 886.

Bernier, Mr. M. E., St. Ryacinthe
Montreal Drill Shed, Contracts for Rebuilding (Ques.)

966; (M. for copies*) 1201.
St. Hyaointhe Post Office, Erection of (Ques.) 966.

Bfl.ly, Er. L. A., Bimouski
D'Anjou, Joseph, Claim of (Ques.) 798.
Lavoie, Geo-., Claim of (Ques.) 797.
Skiffington, Detective, Action of, against Messrs.

Michaud and Dumais of St. Pasohal, on M. for copies
of Reps., 622.

Survey Contract No. 10, Transfer of (M. for Ret.*)
1201.

Blake, Hon. E., West Durham
Address, on the, 9.
Adelaide, Scow, compensation for loss, in Com. of Sup.

1365.
Adjournment for Easter (Ques.) 1422.
Administration of Justice, in Com. of Sup., 994-997,

1474l
Administrator of the Govt. of the N.W.T., on M. for

0. C. &c., 518.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs Acta Amt. and Consol.

B. 109 (Mr. Costigan) on M. to introd., 598; B. 114,
on M. for 2°, 1137; in Com on Res., 1244; on M. for
Com. (Ques. of Order) 1244; in Com., 1246, 1294.

Agricultural, Industrial, &c., Statistics, in Com. of Sup.,
1095.

Agrioultural Industries, Eneouragement of, on M. for
Sel. Com., 74.

Agriculture and Immigration, Rep. of Minister (Ques.)
709.

Agriculture, Dept.-of, in Com. of Sup., 1337.
Allan, W. F., Allowance in lieu of Board, in Com. of

Sap., 1381.
Allowances to Manufacturers of Goods required by

C. P. R. (M. fr. Cor.) 63.

Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
Analysts, Public, in Com. on ReB. (Mr. Costigan) 1244.
Archives, care of. in Com. of Sup., 1088.
Armouries, Public, in Com. of Sup., 1344.
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics, in Com. f Sup, 1088,

1091-1094.
Ballot Box, New Model of, on M. for Sol. Com., 800.
Banking Facilities for Agriculturists Provision B. 105

(Mr. Orton) on M. to introduce (Ques. of Order) 524;
on M. (Mr. Orton) to conc. in Res., 763.

Boucher, de la Bruère, Payment to, for type, &c., in
Com. of Sap., 1375.

Boundartes between Man. and Ont. (M. for Ret.*) 88.
Bounty on Manufactures of Iron (M. for O. C., &c.) 70.
British Association Meeting, in Com. of Sup., 1310.
British Columbia, Agreement with, on prop. Res. (Sir

John A. Macdonald) 68; B. 126 (Sir Charles
Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Blomer) to M. for Com. on
Bos., 1030; in Com. on B., 1138; on Amt. (Mr. Gor-
don) to M. for 3°, 1174.

B. N. A. Act, Cases decided under, Publication of, in
Com. of Sup., 1378.

Canadian Immigration (Ques.) 44.
Canals, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1050-1052, 1350-1352;

Income, 1053, 1352-1354; conc., 1464.
Cariboo County Qourt Judge, Salary -of, -on prop. Res.

(Sir John A. Macdonald) 69.
Census, in Com. of Sup., 1092.
Census, remaining Volume (Ques.) 72, 766.
Central Ontario Ry. B. 73 (Mr. .Piatt) on M. for Com.,

1175; in Com., on Amnt. (Mr. White, Eastings) 1202.
Certificates of Masters and Mates, Refusal of Board of

Examiners to grant (Ques.) 1444; -non-enforcement
of Act (Ques.) 85.

Charges of Management, in Com. of Sup., 830, 831.
Chinese Immigration into-B. C., on Ques. of Priv. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 977.
Civil Government, in Com. of Sup.,'832-837, 1334-1366,

1466, 1468, 1474.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.

Chapleau) in Com. on Res., 1360; in Com. on B.,
1388, 1394, 1422.

Civil Service Board, in Com. of Suip., 1336; cono., 1459.
Coal Lands in the N.W., Sales and Leases (M. for

Stmnt.*) 71.
Coal, Sale and Delivery of, B. 119 (Mr. Costigan) on M.

for 20, 1058.
Collection of Revenues, in Comn. of Sup., 1316, 1382.
Commereial Treaties, Negotiations of (M. for O.0., &o.,

touching) 57.
Compensation for Injuries on P. B. L Ry., in Com. of

Sup., 1348.
Concurrence-CivilBervioe Board, 1459; Catoms, 1456;

Dominion Statutes (Consolidation) 1463; Geological
Survey, 1462; High Oommismoner (Contingencies)
1440; JMnie Graham (Shooner) 1461.; Mail Bubsidies
(Ganadataud West Indies %nd rasi) ;1453, (Lakes

iv
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Blake, Hon. E.-Continu&
Euron and Superior) 1452; Marchand, L, W. (Pro.
fessional Services) 1464; Refund of Duties to Mer-
chants in P.E.L, 1454; Returning Officers (Claims of)
1459; Si. Andrews (Schooner) 1461.

Construction Account, Intercol. Ry., in Comn. of Sup.,
1345.

Centracte, Publie, Fraud in relation to, B. 1? (Ar. Cas-
grain) on M. for 20, 294; on non-meeting of Sol.
Com., 654; in Cor. of W., 818, 819; Mr. Fortin's
Vote, on point of Order, 81.

Cotton, in Com on W. & M., 696.
C. P. R., in Com. of Sup., 1047-1049.

- Allowances to Manufacturera of Goods re-
quired by (M. for Cor.) 53.

--- Contracts made by Co. for construction of any
part of line (M. for Address*) 66.

Co.'s Agreement (Ques.) 71.
Co.'s Cash Deposit with Govt. (Ques.) 72;

as to Deposit of Securities (Ques.) 72.
-- Co's Steamers from Oien Sound (Ques.) 458

- - Cost of (Ques.) 603.
Further information re Construction Co.

&c. (Ms.) 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224.
Guarantee to Co. (Ques.) 72; as to further

Reps. on sarne (Ques.) 72; (M. for copies of Cor.,
&c.*) 79.

-- Information respecting Guarantee, purchase
of Securities, &c., of other Rys., Expenditure and
Receipts of Co., &c. (M. for ]Rot. and SLtrnts.*) 66.

- Information respecting subscribed Stock of
Co. (M. for Address*) 66.

- - Lake Superior and Nipissing Divisions, Cost
of (Ques.) 458.

- Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper) on M. for
Com. on Res. (reply) 113-131; on Amt. (Mr. Vail)
6 m. h., 415; in Com., 454-456; on M. (Sir John A.
Macdonald) for Res. to take precedence, 468; respect
ing further Amts., 503; on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald)
for B. to take precedence, 524; on M. for 2°, 525; on
M. for Com., 536; on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) to re.
com., 568; (Amt.) 568.

Location of (M. for Maps, &c.) 53.
Modification of arrangement between Co. and

Govt. (Ques.) 72.
- Payments on Construction, Contract and Sub-

sidy Accounts (Ques.) 1055.
Payments or Advances to Co. (M. for O. C.,

&c.) 1055.
-- Payments to Co. on account of Floating Debt

(Ques.) 1054.
- Postal Subsidy to (Ques.) 72; (M. for Papers)

79.
Rumours of inadequacy of arrangements

(Ques.) 1273.
Summit of Rocky'Mountains to Kamloops,

Oost of (Ques:) 458.
Tarif of Rates on (Ques.) 79.

Blake, Hon. E.-ontinued.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3. (Air. gmeroa'

Euron) on M. for Com., 279; on M. for Com. to rise'
671.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B.6 (,Mr. Charlton)
in Com., 289; on Amt. (Mr. Foster) 667; on name
of Member being omitted from Div. on B., 709.

Criminal Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1091.
Cumberland, Seat for (Ques. of Priv. 542; (Res.) 547;

on Amt. (&r John A. Macdonald) 561.
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 1316; ccnc., 1457.
Debate, Past, reference to (Ques. of Order) 1544.
Debates, Official Rep., on M. to add naines to Sp. Com.

43; on M. to cone. in First Rep. of Com., 260 ;
Second Rep., 883; Third Rep., 1100; Fourth Rep.,
1103, 1105; on Amt. (Mr. Landry) to Fifth Rep.,
1272; in Com. of Sup., 1340.

Departmental Reps., Publication of, in Newspapers
(remarks) 141.

Disallowance of Provincial Acts, on M. for copies of
O.C., &c., 42.

Disputed Territory between Man. and Ont. (M. for
Ret.*) 88.

Dominion Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1093.
Dominion Lands, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1384;

Income, 1385.
Dry Dock, B. C., Estimated net cost (M. for Ret.*) 79.
Dual Representation B. 13 (Mr. Ouinet) on. M for 2°,

144.
Duty on Freight Charges (M. for O.C.) 82.
Eastern Extension ]Ry., acquisition of, B. 125 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 882; on M.
for 3°, 1131.

Electoral Franchise B. 7 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on M.
for 1, 81.

Erthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 696-698, 701, 702, 704;
(Amt.) 796.

Escheat (Queen and Mercer) Proceedings before Judicial
Com. of Privy Council (M. for copies of shorthand
writer's notes, &c.) 74.

Exchange Bank Notes, Instructions to Intercol. Ry
Officers respecting (Ques.) 1055.

Exchange Bank of Canada, on M. for Stmnt., 35.
Excise, in Com. of Sup., 1382.
Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1305, 1308.
Factories, definition of Offences against Persona em-

ployed in, B. 106 (Sir Leonard Tilley) on M. for 10,
524; (Ques.) 1241.

Factory B. and Manufacturers' Association (M. for
Ret.) 82.

Fisheries, in Com. of Sup., 1370.
Fortifications and Military Buildings B. 124 (Bir Hector

Langevin) on M. for 20, 1061.
Fortins, Mr., Vote on Contracts B. 12 (Mr. Casgrain)

on pointiof Order, 821.
Frenoh Tranulation, in;om, ofSup., 1340.
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Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
Gag and Gas Meters Inspection Acts Amt. B. 108 (Mr.

Costigan) on M. for 20, 1056; in Com., 1129.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com. on Res., 1056.
Geological Survey, conc., 1452.
Geological Surveys, Mining and Metallurgy, on M. for

Sel. Com., 515.
Government Business, on M. for C. P. R. Res. to take

precedence, 198; (remarks) 469; on M. to take in
Thursdays, 625; on M. to take in Mondays, 1023;
State of, 1170.

Governor General's Sec's. Office, in Com. of Sup., 832.
Great Britain and Germany, Treaty between respecting

Immigrants (M. for copies of despatches, &c.) 800.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Ourran) on M. for 20,

890, 894; on M. for Com., 978; Sen. Amts., on Ques.
of Priv., 1513.

Grinding in Bond (M. for O.C., &c.) 53.
Halifax Extension, in Com. of Sup., 1049.
Halifax Street Railway Co. vs. The Queen, in Com. of

Sup., 1345,
Harbours and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1365.
Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1094.
High Commissioner and Immigration, Letter and Cable-

grams of Minister of Agriculture (M. for copies) 799.
High Commissioner (Contingencies) in Com. of Sap.,

987; suppL, 1336; conc., 1440; (House and Furniture
for) in Com. of Sup., 1367.

High Commissioner for Canada (Sir Charles Tupper)
Appointment of (M. for O.C., &c.) 53,56.

High Commissioner, Reps. respecting Commercial
Treaties (M. for O. C., &c.) 57.

High Commissioner (Sir A. T. Galt) payments on ac.
count of (M. for copies of Cor., &c.) 56.

High Commissioner (Sir Charles Tupper) on Emigra.
tion (M. for copies of Reps.) 49.

High Commissioner to Eogland, o iRes. (Mr. Mills)
in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1043.

Hodge vs. The Queen, Judgements, &c., respecting (M.
for copies*) 43.

Holden, Clara, Compensation to, in Com. of Sup., 1352.
Hudson Bay, Expedition to, in Com. of Sup., 1379.
Hudson Bay Navigation, on M. for Sel. Com., 207.
Hughes, Judge, Charges against, on M. for copies of

Pets., 59.
Immigrants, Applications for Services of, on M. for Rot.

511.
Immigration and Emigration, on Res. (Mr. Paterson,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1078.
Immigration, in Com. of Sap., 1404, 1408, 1411, 1412.
lndependence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for leave to introduce (Amt.)
624; in Com., 1423; on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1446.

Indian Act, 1880, Amt. B. 87 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
on M. for 2°, 1063; in Com., 1397, 1399.

Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
Indian Affairs, Dept. of, in Com. of Sap., 841; suppl.,

1336.
Indian Islands in Lake Ontario, on M. for Ret., 87.
Indian Lands, Fort William, Cancellation of Timber

Licenses (M. for copies of 0.0.) 51, 52.
Indian Self-Government B. 22 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on M. for 10, 67; in Com., 541; on M. for 3°, 625.
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1372, 1373.
Infantry Schools, in Com. of Sap., 1366.
Inland Revenue Act, non-enforcement of (Ques.) 85.
Inland Revenue, Dept. of, in Com. of Sap., 1334.
Inland Revenue, Resignation of Minister of (Ques.)

506; on correction, 513; (Explanations asked) 525·
Intercol. Ry., in Com. of Sup., 1049, 1345, 1346.
Interior, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1466.
Iron, Bounties on Manufactures of (M. for O. C., &c.) 70.
Jeans and Coutilles, in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Jennie Graham, in Com. of Sup., 1352; conc., 1461.
Justice (Penitentiaries Branch) in Com. of Sup., 833.
Lands Sales within limita of 0. P. R. and price re-

alized, on M. for Ret., 77.
Legislation, in Com. of Sup., 1007, 1009, 1339, 1340,

1475.
Library of Parliament, on M. to cono. in Joint Rep. of

Com., 1167; on presentation of Third Rep., 14 13.
Licenses for Sale of Liquor in the N.W.T. (M. for

Ret.) 73.
Liquor License Act, Expense in putting Act into opera-

tion, in Com. of Sap., 1382.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com. on Res., 1476.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal, on

M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to take precedence
(Amt.) 823; on point of Order, 825.

London Life Insurance Co.'s B. 139 (Mr. Beaty) on M.
for leave to present Pet., 1290;ý on M. for Com.,
1515; in Com., 1516.

Lottery Firm at St. Stephen, N.B., on M. for Stmnt.
of Receipts of P.O., 614.

MacDonell, Alex. & Co., Arbitrators Award to, in Com.
of Sup., 1346.

Mail Subsidies, cone., 1452, 1453.
Manitoba and Hudson Bay Ry. Land Grant, on prop.

Re. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1590.
Manitoba Judiciary B. 146 (Sir John A. lacdonald) in

Com. on Res., 1478.
Manitoba, Persons entering by Rail, Number of (M.for

Stint.) 49, 50.
Manitoba Public Schools, Aid to, Res. (Sir Leonard

TIley) on M. for conc., 68; in Com., 69.
Marchand, L. W., Professional Services, in Com. of Sup.,

1353; conc., 1464.
Marine and Fisheries, Dept. of, in Coin. of Sap., 1468.
McDourt, Daniel, Dismissal of (M. for Cor.) 516.
McLaughlin, Geo. E., Gratuity to family of, in Com.

of Sup., 1373.

vi
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Blake, Hon. E.--Continued.
Miall, E., Commissioner of Standards, in Com. of Sup.,

1382.
Militia, Dept. of, in Com. of Sap., 834-837; suppl.,

1334.
Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1344.
Mining Regnlations for the N.W., on M. for Ret., 512.
Ministerial Changes, on Explanation (Sir John A; Mac-

donald) 29.
Miscellaneous Printing, in Com. of Sap., 1009.
Money Order Regulations (M. for cooies) 613.
Mounted Police Barracks, in Com. of Sup., 1378.
Naval Station at Esquimalt, on M. for Ret., 516.
Newspaper Correspondence, on personal Explanation

(Mr. Ouimet) 457.
North American Construction Co., Instrument of In-

corp., Names of Shareholders, &c. (M. for copies*) 66.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57 (Mr. Small) on Sen.

Amts. 1547.
North-West Coal and Nav. Co.'s B. 33 (Mr. Cameron, Vic-

toria) on M. for 1°, 84.
Nova Scotia Coal I npoi tation, into U. S. (M. for copies

of despatches, &c.) 70.
Ocean and River Service, in Com. of Sup., 1369.
O'Connor, Hon. John, Sums paid to (M. for Stmnt.) 70.
Ontario and Quebec in acconnt with Canada (Ques.) 72;

(M. for Stmnts.*) 79.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. Acts Amt. B. 46 (Mr. Wells)

on unparliamentary language, 888.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R. confirmation of

Lease B. 32 (Mr. Abbott) on M. to change name of
mover, 843; in Com., 857; on M. for 3', 859, on
Amt. (Mr. Wallace, York) 860.

Orange, Loyal, Association of British Arnerica, B. 93,
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) 904-919.

Ottawa, Roman Catholic Diocese of, B. 95 (.Mr. Tassé)
in Com., 889.

Page, John, payment to, as Arbitrator, in Com. of Sup.,
1351.

Parliamentary Practice, on -Mr. Speaker's Ruling on
Members being called on to vote, 458.

Parry Sound P. O., Postal Thefts at (Ques.) 1109.
Penitentiaries, in Com. of Sap., 1339.
Perley, H. F., Services of, on St. Peter's Canal, in Com.

of Sup., 1350.
Personal Explanation respecting newspaper article, 736.
Pilote, Montreal and Quebec, incorp. B. 18 (Mr. Amyot)

on M. to discharge Order referring B. to Com. on
Banking and Commerce, 132.

Pontiac, Roman Catbolic Episcopal Corporation of, B.
84 (Mr. White, Renfrew) in Com., 888;

Post Office Dept., in Com. of Sup., 1336.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 806.
P. E. L Ry., in Com. of Snp., 1348.
Prince Arthur's Landing and Kaministiquia Ry. Co.,

Bonuses to, by inhabitants of Neebing (M. for copy
of Lemorial to His Ex.*) 523.

Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
Prince Leopold, Death of, Resolution of Condolence to

Her Majesty, on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to conc.
in Mess. from Sen., 1293.

Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1007; conc., 1440.
Private Bills, Petitions for, on Ms. to Extend time,

40 ; Presentation of, 1359.
Privileges and Elections, on M. to cono. in First Rep.

of Con., 1291.
Privy Council, Judicial Com. of, Judgment of, re Hodge

and the Queen (M. for copies*) 43.
Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup., 1334, 1336.
Provincial Subsidies, B. 154 (Sir Leonard Täley) in

Com. on Res., 1584.
Public Buildings, Heating of, Cost (M. for Stmnt.) 83.
Public Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1355, 1359, 1362.
Public Contracts, Frand in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Caï-

grain) on M. for '°, 294 ; on non-meeting of Sel. Com.,
654; in Com. of W., 818, 819; Mr. Fortin's Vote, on
point of Order, 821.

Public Work s of Canada Act A mt. B. 134 (Sir Ilector
Lengevin) on NI. for' . (Ques. of Orde) 1445; on M.
for 20, 1586.

Question of Privilege, Minister of Rys. and Iligh Com-
missionership (speech) 542; (Res.) 54i ; on Amnt.
(Sir John A. Macdonald) 58 1.

Quotations from newspapers, incorrect, on Ques. of
Priv. (Mr. Orton) 1582.

Railways and Canais, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1334.
Railways, Assistance to, since Confederation, on M. for

Stmnt., 616.
Railways, Capital, in Con. of Sup., 1047-1049, 1245-

1348.
Railways, Subsidies to. See "Subsidies."
Redemption of Small Loans B. 156 (Sir Leonard Til'ey)

in Com. on Res., 1589.
Refund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I., in Com. of

Sup., 1312, 1314; cone., 1454.
Reid, W. G., Refund to, in Com. of Sp., 1382.
Repaire, Heating, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1359, 1362.
Returning Officers, Claims of, in Com. of Sup., 1341;

conc., 1459.
Returns, Imperfect (remarks) 198; re High Commis-

sioner (remarks) 459; respecting drawbacks on
Sugar Refining Macbinery, 671; production of
(remarks) 1128; preparation of, in Com. of Sup.,
1382.

Robertson, John, Claima of (M. for Ret.) 614.
Rochette, Fabien, Claim of, for Land, in Com. of Sap.,

1345.
School of Navigation, Quebec, on M. for Cor., 202.
Secretary of State's Office, in Com. of Sup., 1474.
Seizures, &c., at Ports of Entry (M. for Stmnt ) 71.
Select Standing Committees, on M. for Sp. Com. to pre.

pare Liste, 28.
Self-Government among tho Indians B. 22 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 10, 67; in Com., 541; on M.
for 3°, 625.
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IN DEX.

Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
Sessional Indemnities, in Com. of Sap., 1339; suppl.,

1475.
Sessional Returns, Expenditure on (M. for Stmnt.) 83.
Shipwrecks, Enquiries into, B. 117 (Mr. McLelan) on

M. for Com. on Res., 764; on M. for 2°, 1131; in
Coma., 1132; on M. for 30, 1170, 1293.

Sick and Distressed Mariners Act Ant. B. 129 (Mr.
McLelan) on M. for 2°, 1360.

Soap Powders, in Com. on W.& M., 728.
Statutes, Consolidating, in Cor. of Sap., 1303; purchase

of type, &c., 1379, cone., 1453.
Steel, Ingots, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 729; Needles,

&c., 730.
St. Andrew's, Schooner, in Com of Sup., 1352; cone.,

1461.
St. Charles Branch, in Com. of Sup., 1049; suppl.,

1345.
St. Croix Cotton Factory, importation of machinery for,

on M. for Stmnt., 808.
St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry., Expenditure by C.P.

R. Co. in connection with (M. for Simnts.) 516.
St. Patrick's Day, on M. for adjournment, 885.
Subsidies to Man. (M. for Ret.¥) 88.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Ris., 1486-1492, 1496-1500,
1502-1504, 1507-151 t; on M to conc. in Res.,
1517; Amt., 1533; on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Auger)
1568-1572.

Subsidies to Rys. (M. for 0. 0., &o.*) 88.
Subsides to Provinces B. 154 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

Com. on Res., 1584.
Sugars, Syrups, &o., in Com. on W. & M., 733.
Superannuation Fund (M. for Stinuts. respecting*) 43.
SUPPLY:

Administration 0f Justice, 994-997, 1474.
Arts, Agriculture and Sttistics (Agricultural, Industrial, &c.,

Statistics,) 1094; (Archives, Cars of) 1088; (Oesus, revote)
1092; (Criminal Statistics) 1091; (Dom. Exhibition) 1093;
(Health Statistics) 1094.

Canals-Capital: Carillon (Dam and Approaches) 1052;
(John Page, Payment to as Arbitrator) 1351; Cornwall,
1050; Murray, 1051; St. Peter's (H. F. Perley, Services) 1350;
Trent River Nav. (Locks, &c.) 1052; Welland (unpaid labour-
ers) 1350; Williamsburg: Rapide Plat Division (Clara Holden,
Compensation) to 1352. Income: Cornwall (Drain between
Town and Canal) 1053; Rideau (Land Damages between
Lower Brewers and Kingston Mille) 1354; Welland (Schoon-
ers St. Andreos and Jennie Graham) 1352, conc., 1461.

Charges ofManaement, 830, 831.
Oivil Goverameni: Agriculture, 1337; Civil Service Board,

1336, cone., 1459; Governor General's Secretary's Once,
832; High Commissioner (Contingencies) 987, suppl.,
1336, cons., 1440; ladian Afairs, 841, suppl., 1338; Inland
Revenue,1334;Interior,1468; Justice (Penitentiaries Branch)
833; Marine and Fisheries, 1468; Militia, 834-837, suppl.,
1334; Post Office Dept., 1336; Privy Council Office, 1334,
1336; RaRways and Canals, 1334; Secretary of State's Ofce,
1474.

Collection of Re.stuea: Oustoms, 1316, come., 1457; Ereise
(Refuud to W. G. Beid) 1382; Liquor Licease Act (Expenms of
putting Act into operation) 1382; Weights and Measures (E.
Miall, Commissioner of Standards, Allowanceto) 1383.

Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
SUrPPLY.-Continued.

Dominion Lands-Capital (Examination of Snrveyors' Plans and
Field Notes) 1384. Income (Settlement of Land Claime) 1385.

Fisheries (Fishing Bounty) 1370.
Geological Survey, conc., 1452.
Immigration (Salaries, &c.) 1404-1408, 1411, 1412.
Indiana (B. 0.) 1372; (Kan. and N. W. T.) 1373.
Legislation; House of Commons (Publishing Debates) 1840 ;

(Rteturning Officers, Olaims of) 1341, conc., 1459. Miscel-
laneous (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1007, conc., 1440; (Miscellane-
ous Printing) 1009; (Sessionu] Indemnities) 1339, suppl.,
1475; (French Translation) 1340.

Mail Subsidies (Canada and West Indies and Brazil) 1453;
(Lakes Huron and Superior) 1452.

Militia (Public Armouries, care of) 1344.
Miscellaneous (Allan, W. F., Allowance in lieu of Board)

1381; (Briish Association Meeting) 1310; (B. N. A. Act,
Cases decided under, Publication of) 1378; (Boucher de la
Bruère, Payment to, for Type, &c.) 1375; (Consolidating
Statutes) 1303, (Purchase of Type, &c.) 1379; (Hudson Bay,
Expedition to) 1379; (McLaughlin, Geo. t., Gratuity to
ftmily of) 1373; (Monnted Police Barracka) 1378; (Mr. Fabre's
Salary, &c.) 1305, 1308; (efund of Duties to Merchnts in
P. E. I ) 1312, 1314, conc., 1454; (Returns, preparation of)
1382; (Marchand, L. W., Professional Services) 1007, conc.,
1464.

Ocean and River Service (Quebec Water and River Police) 1 69.
Penitentiaries (Kan.) 1339.
Public Worlcs-Income; Buildings (Ont.) 1355; (Repaire, Heat-

ing, &c.) 1353, 1362 ; Harbours and Rivers (P.E.I.) 1365;
(Man., scow Alelaide) 1385. Miscellaneous (Infantry Schools)
1366; (High Commissioner, House and Furniture for) 1367.

Railways-Capital: C. P. R. (B. C.) 1048; (Inspecting En-
gineers, Salaries, &c.) 1348 ; (Prince Arthur's Landing
to Red River) 1047; (Subsidy) 1019; Thomas Temple,
Patent Flanger, 1349. Intercol. Ry. (Alex. MacDonell & Co.,
Arbitrators' Award to) 1346; (Oonstruction Account) 1345 ;
(Fabien Rochette, for land) 1345; (Halifax Extension)
1049; (Halifax Street Ry. Co. vs. The Queen) 1345; (St.
Charles Branch) 1019, suppl., 1345. P. E. I. Ry. (Compen-
sation for Injuries) 1348.

Supply Farm, No. 20, Fish Creek, on M. for Ret., 47.
Supreme Court Judgments re Sale ofIntoxicating Liquors

(M. for copies*) 43.
Temple, Mr. T., M. P., Protest against (Ques.) 1110.
Temple, Thos., Patent Flanger, in Coi. of Sup., 1349.
Timber Licenses, Cancellation of (M. for copies of 0.0.)

51, 52.
Volunteers of 1837-38, Surviving, on M. to aseertain

number, &o., 89.
Ways and Mans-in Com.: on Res. 1 (Free List) 653.

On Res. 2 (jeans and coutilles) 696; (Cotton) 696 ;
(earthenware) 696-698,701,702, 704; (soap powders)
728; (steel, ingots, &c.) 729 ; (steel, needles, &c.)
730 ; (sugars, syrupa, &C.) 733. On aRe. , 735. On
conc. (Ant.) respecting duty on orokery and
earthenware, 796.

Weighta and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.
Costigan) in Com., 1242.

Weights and Measures and Gas, in-Com. of Sup., 1382.
Wheatley, PoStmaster at, on M. for Rep., 604.
Wilkinson, J. A., promise of Appointment to (Qaes.)

1054; Payments t, 1066.

*etMi
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Blake, Hon. E.-Continued.
Windsor Custom House, Appointments in (Ques.) 261;
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. and Steamship Co.'s

incrp. Act Amt. B. 131 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on
M. for 2°, 1281.

Blondeau, Mr. 0. B., Kanouraska
Arbitrators, Official, and Secrotaries (M. for Stmnt.) 972.
Caron, Clovis, complaints against, &c. (M. for Ret.

1200.
Intercol. Ry. between ladlow and Rivière du Loup,

Sale of buildings on (M. tor Stmnt.) 624.
Porpoise Fishing at River Ouelle (M. for Reps.) 86.
Skiffington, Mr., employment of (Ques.) 603; Action of,

against Messrs. Michaud and Dumais, of St. Paschal,
&c. (M. for copies of Reps., &c.) 621.

Ste. Anne and St. André, Surveys in (M. for Ret.*)
1199.

Bolduc, Mr. J., Beauce
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1597.

Bossé, Mr. J. G., Centre Quebec
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,

Buron) on M. for Com., 278; M. for Com. to rise,
671.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
M. for Com. to rise, 286; M. wthdn., 289; (Amt.) 6
m. h., 980.

Great Northern Ry. Co. (B. 90, 1°*) 285.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir

Hector Langevin) to Res. (11r. ifoude) 943.
Ottawa, Roman Catholie Diocese of, B. 95 (Mr. Tassé)

on M. for 3°, 890.
Quebec Ry. Bridge Co. incorp. (B. 69, 1°*) 162.
Railway Bridge at Quebec (Ques.) 1635.
Subsidie to iys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Auger) to M. to conc.
in Res., 1557.

Bctnrassa, Mr. F., St. Johns, Q.
Isle-aux-Noix, completion of Works at (Ques.) 966.

Bourbeau, Mr. D. Q., Drummond and Arthabaska
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com., 1599.

Bowell, Hon. M., North Hastings
Acetic Acid, in Com, on W. & M., 695.
Allowances to Manufacturers of Goods required by

C. P. R., on M. for Cor., 53.
Caplins, in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Carpeting, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Cast Iron Forks, in Com. on W. & M., 704.
Celluloid, in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s 1. 73 (Mr. Platt) on M. for

Com., 1175; in Com. on Amt. (Rr. White, Hastings)
1204, 1213; 3° objected to, 1214.

2

Bowell, Hon. K.-Continued.
Collector of Customs at Napanoe, Appointment of, on

M. for Rot., 208.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Oaa.

grain) in Com., 818.
Cotton, in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Customs Act, 1883, Amt. (B. 123, 10) 885; 2° m.,

1059; in Com., 1060.
Customs Appraisers (Ans.) 285.
Customs Dept. at Windsor, Employment of Officers, on

M. for Rot., 509.
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 841, 842.
Customs Officers in Invorness County, on M. for Rot,

466.
Debates, Officiai Rop. (LU. for Sol. Com.) 28 ; (M.

te add namos te Com.) 43; Translation (Ans.) 86.
Drawbacks on Goods manufactured for Export, on M.

for copies of Claims, 39.
Duty on Freight Charges, on M. for O.C., 82.
Grinding in Bond, on M. for O.C., &c., 53; (Personal

Explanation) 57.
Immigration Agent and Quarantino Officer in Van.

couver Island, Dolay in Appointmont (Ans.) 736.
Immigrants, Applications for Services of, on M. for

Ret., 510.
Imports, Statement of, on M. for Rot., 28.]
Jeans and Coutilles, in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Labels, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 704.
Library, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1003.
Mossage from Jis Excellency (presented) 1240.
Personal Explanation, Ques. misunderstood, 57.
Pine and Spruoe Legs, Export Duty on (Ans.) 655.
Port Mulgrave, N.B., as an Out-port (Ans.) 285.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1005, 1007.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on Amt. (Mr. Robert.

son, Shelburne) te prop. Res. (Mr. Foster) 1121.
Quebec, Lieut.-Governors' Commissions, &c., on M. for

copies, 522.
St. Croix Cotton Factory, Importation of Machinery for,

on M. for Stmnt., 808.
Soap Powders, in Com. on W. & M., 728.
Sugars, Syrups, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 733.
SuPPLy :

Civil Government : Oustome, 841, 842.
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Stlaries, ke., Library) 1008%

(Printing, Paper, &c.) 1005, 1007.
Trade and Navigation Returns (presented) 27.
United States Customs Duties on lHay, on M. for Rot.&

520.
Ways and Me:ns-in Com.: on Ras. 1 (Free List) 695é'

On Res. 2 (acotic acid) 695; (caplins) 696 ;
(celluloid) 696; (carpeting, &c.) 696; (jeans and
coutilles) 696; (cotton) 696; (cotton warp) 696;
(earthenware) 696, 698; (india rubber) 704; (cast
iron forks) 704; (labels, &c.) 704; (pins) 704;
(soap powders) 728; (sugars, syrups, &c.) 733. On
Res. 3, 734.

Windsor Custom louse, Appointments in (Ans.) 261.
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Brecken, Mr. F. De. St. a., Queen's, P.B.I.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loin B. 101 (Sir Charl* Tupper)

on 6. for Com. on Res., 331.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) on Ami. 6à m. h. (Mr. Tupper) to 1M. for 20,
95.

Customs Officers in P. E. I., on M. for Ret., 466.
Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on

M. for Ret., 613.
Prince Edward Island and the Fishery Award, on Res.

(Mr. Davies) 1277.
SUPPLY:

Ocean and River Service (Glendon, steamer to replace) 1229;
(Life-boats,_8tations, Life Preservers, &c.) 1229.

Railway-Capital: P. B. I. Ry. (Compensation for Injuries)
1848.

Bryson, Mr. J.,Pontiac
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1498, 1499.
SUPPLT :

Public Workl-Income: Harbours and Rivers (Ont.) 1225;
(Que.) 1223.

Burpee, Mr. C., Sunbury
Cânadian Pacific .Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Weldon) to M. to conc. in'les. from
Com., 502.

Committee on Agricultural Interests, 1882, Expenses
(M. for Stmnt.) 132.

Eastern Extension, Intercol. Ry. (M. for Cor.) 736.
Intercol. Ry. between Rivière du Loup and Moncton,

original cost of (M. for Ret.*) 623.
New Brunswick Ry. Co. (B. 54, 1°*) 141; 2° m., 504.
Railways, Assistance to, since Confederation, on M. for

Stmnt., 617.
Swan Creek, N.B., Surveys (M. for Reps.) 605.

Burpee, Hon. J., St. John, N.B. (City and County)
SUPPLY:

Collection qf Revenues: Railways (Repairs, &c., Intercol. Ry.)
1257.

Cameron, Mr. Hector, North Victoria
Alberta Ry. and Coal Co. incorp. (B. 34, 1° ) 83.
Canada Temperance Act, 1878, Amt. B. 136 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com. (Amt.) 1621.
Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 73 (Mr. Plati) on M. for

Com., 1175; in Com. on Amt. (Mr. White, Hastings)
1204, 1210,

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Aimt. B. 135 (Sir Charles
Tupper) in Com., 1578-1681.

Coniolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles
Pupper) on Aint. (Mr. Wells) to M. for 30, 1593.

Criminal uases, Law of Evidence in, B. à (Mr. CaMeron,
heron) on M. to restore B. to Order Paper, 707.

Crinïinal Law Amt., Seduction, &o. B. 6 tMr. Charlton)
on Ant. (Mr. Fosttr>yQues. of Order,'666; on Amt.
667.

Cameron, Mr. Hector-Continued.
Fortin'%, Mr., Vote on Contract B. 12 (Mr. Casgrain) on

point of Order, 821.
Grand -Trunk ILy. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Curran) on M. for

20, 890, 896; Sen. Amts., on Ques. of Priv., 1513.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (ir John

A. Macdonald) dn .1r 2*, 86e.
Irondale,; Bänroft 'anfd Ottawa Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in

Coiù on Rés. (Si' OCÀrlw Tupper) 1497.
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co. incorp. (B. 31,

1°I*) 83"'
Library of Parliament, on M. to conc. in Joint Rep. of

Gôm., 1168.
Liqùur License Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal, on

Aint. (Mr. Blake) to M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to
take precedence, 824.

Manitoba and North.Western Ry. Co. of Canada Acts
Amt. (B. 64, 1°*) 162.

Methodist Churches Union, Pets, against (M. to read
and reccive) 335.

Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act&
Amt. B. 80 (.Mr. Belli on M. to eonc. in Sen. Amts.,
1176.

Niagara Frontier Ry. Co. incorp. (B. 91, 10*) 285 ; M.
to conc. in Se. Amts., 1548.

North-Western Coal and Nav. Co.'s (B. 33, 1°) 84.
Orange, 'Loyal, Asgociation of British America incorp.

(B. 93, 1Q*) 304; 20 m., 897, 929.
Permanent Building Societies and Loan and Savings

Co.'s Acts Amt. (B. 122, 1°*) 822; 2° m., 986.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on prop. Res. (Mr.

Foster) 1116, 1118.
Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (.Mr. Cas-

grain) on non-meeting of Sol. Com., 651.
St. Patrick's Day, on M. for adjournment, 884.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1497.
SUPPLY:

Canale-Capital: Trent River Nav. (Locks, &c.) 1051, 1052.
Welland lRy. and G. T. R. Transf er authorization B.

44 (Mr. Bergin) in Com., 860; 3° objected to, 861.
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. and Stearmship Co. (B.

131) Petition read and received, 1201; Rule sus-
pended ant l* of B., 1241 ; 20 me., 121.

Cameron, Mr. Hugh, Inverness
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper>

on Amt. (Mr. Watson) to M. to conc. in -Res. from,
Com., 491.

Customs Officials in Inverness County, increase of (M.
for Ret.) 462.

Reciprocity, on Res. (Mr. Davies) on Amt. to Com. of
Sup., 1189.

Subsidios te Ry. Co.'s, Amounts paid under, on M. for
Stmnt., 264.

Subsidies to- Ryo., authorization B. 147 (Sir CAarle
Tpper) on Amt, (Br. aurier) to M. to cono. ia
Re., 1574.
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*Oameron, Mr. Hugh-Cntinued.

Fisheries (Oversers and Wardens, Saiari&S *e) 12'8.
Public Workafcovsa: BuihI#ggs (N. 8.) 1191.

Ways and Means-conc., 790.

<sameron, Mr. D. M., West Middlesex
A, B, and C Batteries, and Cavalry and Infantry Schools,

Officers of (M. for Rot.) 808.
Canada Temperance and General Life Assurance Co.

incorp. (B. 28, 1°*) 83.
London Life Insurance Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 139

(Mr. Beaty) on M. for Com., 1516.
Smith, H. H., Employment of (Qies.) 261, 457.
SUPPLY:

Militia (Ammunition,Clothing, &c.) 1020-1022; (Brigade Miajorsa
Salaries,&c.) 1019; (Oavalryand lnfantry Sehools) 1185; (Oon-
struction and Repairs) 1162; (Drill Instruction) Ioea.Mili.
tary PropQeies, care of) 1161, suppi., 1344; (Royal Mili-
tary College) 1163.

.uP"lic Workla-Income; Buildings (Ont.) 1197.
Wilkinson, J. A., Employment of (Ques.) 966.

Cameron, Mr. M. C., West Huron
Administrator of the Govt. of the N. W. T., Appoint-

ment of(X. forO). C., &c.) 5 t7,,
A,§inibqia and Calgary, Land Agents for (Ques.) 27.
Bell Telephone Co. of Canada Act Amt. (B. 51, 10*)

131.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on lies. 347; (Amt.) 359.
Chapleasu S. E. St. Onge (Ques.) ý86; Appointment of

as Sheriff (M. for O. C., &c.) 145.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in (B. 3, 1°*) 27; 2°

m., 93; M. for Com., 271 ;in Com., 277, on M. for Com.
to rise, 671; M. to restore B. to Order Paper, 705.

Criminal Law Amt., Incest, &c. (B. 2, 10*) 27; 2° m.,
79; en M. for 20, 92; M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 97; M.
for Com. of W., 8î9.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
in Com., 292.

,Cumberland, Seat for, on Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald)
to Res. (Mr. Blake) 549.

Drgdgea an4 Tag, constraotion of (Ques.) 603,
Election Act Amt. (B. 5, 1° *) 28; B., wthdn., 1290.
Fort MacLeod, Public Buildings at (M. for O. C., &c.)

619.
Government Ilerd in the N. W. (M. for Ret.) 618.
Government Mills in N.,W. T., Sale or Lease of (Ques.)

199; (M. for Ret.) 507.
lomo and Indian Instruction Farms (M. for Ret.) 59.

iflomestead and Preemption Lands, withdrawal of, &c.
(M. foriO. p.*) 79.

Zfouse of Commons, Election of Members to (B. 5, 1°*)
8 B. wthdn., 1290.

louse of Gommons, Representation of Territories in

(B 10 1°) 598.
lnde4ence gf Pa.rlignentt 4t. nt. B. 111 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 844.

Cameron, Mr. M. C.-ontinued.
IntQxicating Liquorm 4ct Repeal (B. 17, 10*) 57.
Land Agents fQr Assiniboia and Calgary (Ques.), .
Lands wit4 in Mile Blt, withdrawal of from Homestead

and Preemption, &c. (M. for O. C.*) 79.
Liquor License Act, 1883 (M. for.Cor.) 0 18.
Mining Regulations for the N. W., on M. for Ret., 518.
North-Wes Grievances (Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup.)

1.8-1147.
North-West Territorial Administration (M. for Rot.) 754
Ontario and Que.bec and C. P.BR. confirmation of Lease

B. 32 (Mr. Abbott) on M. for Com. (Ques. of Priv.)
810; on M. to change name of mover (Ques. of Order)
843; (Ques. of Priv.) 857.

Orange, Loyal, Association of Britisir America, B. 93
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 898. -

Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to (B. 12, 1°) 40;
on Order for 2°, 80; in Com., 818.

Regina, Location of N. W. Capital at (M. for Cor., &c.)
37.

Squatters, Claims of, on Homestead Lands (M. for
-0. C.*) 79.

SUPPLY:
-Public Work: Buildings (N. W. T ) 1198; (Ont.) 1198: Dredg-

iug (new plant) 1225. Harbours and Rivera (Ont.) 1224.

Supply Farm No. 20, Fish Creek (Ques.) 27; (Ms. for
Rets.) 44, 48; (Ques.) 285.

Supply Farm on Pincher Creek, Sale or Lease of (Ques.)
* 200; (M. for O. C.) 617.

Town Reserves on line of C. P. R. (M. for Ret.) 75.
Town Site at Fort MacLeod, Reservation of (M. for

O. C., &c.*) 624.

Volunteers of 1837 (Ques.) 57.

Campbell, Mr. C. J., Victoria, NS.
Ingonish Breakwater (M. for Cor.) 89.

Carling, Hon. J., london
Concurrence-Mail Subsidies (Halifax and St. John vid

Yarmouth) 1453, (Lakes Huron and Superior) 1452
Post Office, 1458.

Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 183, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.
Chqpleau) in Com. on Res., 1360.

Daart, Postmaster at, on M. for Rot., 510; (Ans.) 1053.
Fort MacLeod and Medicine Hat Mail Service (Ans.)

506.
Governmental Express System (Ans.) 57.
Lnsdowne, Post Office at (Ans.) 336.
Letter Postage Rate, Amt. of Existing Law (Ans.) 89.
Ietter Postage, Reduction of to two cents (Ans.) 57.
Lottery Firm at St. Stephen, N. B., on M. for Stmnta

Of receipts of P.O., 613.
Mail Service in New Reswick, on M. for Re., 78.
Miail Service North of Palneraton, :Ont. (Aus.) 89.
Money Order,.Regulations, on M. for copies, 614.

Montred Poet Office Service (Ans.) 797.
Newspaper Mail Service, Delays in Transmission, on

M. for Cor., 216.
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Carling, Hon. J.-Continued .
Parry Sound P. O., Postal Thefts at (Ans.) 1109.
Postage Stamps, Sale of, at Windsor (Ans.) 655.
Postal Orders, France and Canada (Ans.) 967.
Stayner, Ont., Postmaster at (Ans.) 1109.
St. Clotilde Post Office, establishment of (Ans.) 1273.
St. Gilles, Daily Mail for (Ans.) 73.
SUPPLYT.

Civil Government: Post Office Dept., 842; suppl., 1627.
Collection of Revenues : Post Office, 1319 ; cene., 1458.
Mail Subsidies and Steamship Subventions (Halifax and St.

John via Yarmouth) 1299, cone., 1453 ; (Lakes Huron and
Superior) conc., 1452 ; (U. B. and Victoria, B.C.) 1298.

Wheatley, Postmaster at, Charges agains3t, on M. for
Rep., 6o4.

Caron, Hon. J. P. R. A., Quebec County
A, B, and C Batteries, Schools of Gunnery, &c., in Com.

of Sup., 1164.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) on Ques. of Order (Mr. Blake) 1246.
Ammunition, Clothing,'&c., in Com. of Sup., 1019-1022,

1343.
Artillery competition at Shoeburyness, in Com. of Sup.,

1166.
Brigade Majors' Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1018,

1019.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.

Chapleau) in4Com., 1382.
Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup., 991.
Concurrence-Militia"(Dept. of) 1440; (Military Proper.

ties, care of) 1441.
Contingencies, Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1158, 1343.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr.

Oasgrain) in Com., 816, 818.
Construction and Repairs, in Com, of Sup., 1158, 1343.
Debates, Official Rep., on Ant. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

conc. in FourthlRep. of Com., 1104.
Departmental Reps., Publication of, iu newspapers

(remarks) 14 1,
Dominion Rifle Association, in Com. of sup., 1602.
Drill Instruction, in Com.,of Sup., 1096.
Drill Pay, &o., in Com. of'Sup., 1098.
Drill Sheds, &c., in'Com. of Sup., 1160.
Fortifications and MilitaryBuildings B. 124 (Sir -Hector

Langevin) on M. for 2°,31062.
Fortin's, Mr., Vote on 'Contract B. 12 (Mr. Casgrain)

on point of Order, 821.
Infantry Scboole, in Com. of Sup., 1366.
Library of Parliament, on M.'to conc. in Joint fRep. of

Com., 1162.
Luard, Major General,'J.Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 753; (Personal Explanation) 757.
Manitoba, Increase of Force in, in om. of Sup., 1343.
Militia and DefencevAnnual;Report (presented) 98.
Militia Matters,ïReturns respecting (remarks) 1127.
Militia Tents, Manufacture of (Ans.) 506.
Militia, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup.,.833, 1334; conc.,

1440.

Caron, Hon. J. P. R. A.-Continued.
Military Properties, &e., care of, in Cou). of Sup., 1060,

1602; conc., 1441.
Naval Brigade and Torpedo Corps for B. C. (Ans.) 285.
Ottawa Rifle Range, in Com. of Sup., 1602.
Pontiac, Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of, B.

84 (Mr. White, Renrew) in Com., 888.
Public Armouries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1095, 1343,

1602,
Rifle Associations, B. C., further aid to (Ans.) 285.
Rifled Ordnance, in Com. of Sup., 1166.
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1163.
Russian Leather Permeator, in Com. of Sup., 1165.
School of Gunnery, Fortifications, and Militia, B. C.

(Ans.) 285.
Smith, H. H., Employment of (Ans.) 261, 458.
SUPPLY:

Civil Government: Civil Service Board, 991; Militia Dept., 833,
suppl., 1331, conc., 1440.

Militia; (A, B, and 0 Batteries, Schools of Gunnery, &c.) 1164;
(Ammunition, Olothing, &c.) 1019-1022, uppl., 1343; (Artil.
lery competition at Shoeburyness) 1166; (Brigade Majors'
Salaries, &c.) 1018,1019; (Cavalry and Infantry Schools) 1165;
(Construction and Repairs) 1162; (Contingencies) 1159,
suppl., 1343; (Dominion Rifle Association) 1159, suppl., 1602;
(Drill Instruction) 1096 ; (Drill Pay, &c.) 1098; (Drill Sheds,
&c.) 1160; (Militia Force, Man.) 1343; (Military Properties,
care of) 1060, conc., 1441, suppl., 1602; (Ottawa Rifle Range)
1602; (Public Armouries, &c.) 1095, uppl., 1343, 1602 ;
(Rifled Ordnance, improved) 1166; (Itoyal Military College)
1163; (Russian Leather Permeator) 1165.

Pensions (Veterans of 1812) 1016, 1017.
Public Work-Income ; Miscellaneous (InfantrySchools) 1366,

Veteraus of 1812, in Coin. of Sup., 1016, 1017.
Volunteers of 1837 (Ans.) 57.

Cartwright, Hon.-Sir Richard, South Euron
Acetie Acid, in Com. on W. & M., 695.
Administration of Justice, in Com. of Sap., 994.
Adulteration of Food, in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Agriculture, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 842.
America, Works on, in Coin. of Sap., 1009.
Ammunition, Clothing, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1019, 1020.
Archives, care of, in Com. of Sup., 1088.
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1088-

1091; conc., 1440.
Auditor General's Office, in Com. of Sup., 841.
Bayfield Harbour, damage to by Storms (Ques.) 40.
Biography of Sir Charles Tupper, in Com. of Sup., 1439.
Boucher de la Bruère, payment to, for type, &c., in

Com. of Sup., 1374; conc., 1464.
Brigade Majors' Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1018,

1019.
Canadian Pacifie Ry., Bridge across Red River, in Com.

of Sup., 1348.
Canadian Pacifl Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 173 ; on M. (Sir John A.
JfacdonIald) for Res. to take precedence (Amt.) 304;
in Com., 455; (Pq-soxal Explanation) 491ù493.

xii
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Cartwright, Hon. Sir Richard-Contisued.
Canadian Pacifie Ry., on Ms. (Mr. Blake) for further

information, 221, 229.
Canals, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1050-1052, 1351; In-

come, 1352-1354; conc., 1461.
Cape Tormentine Harbour, in Com. of Sap., 1608.
Carpeting, &c., in Com. on W & M.,, 696.
Cavalry and Infantry Schools, in Coin. of Sup., 1165.
Census, revote, in Com. of Sup., 1091; conc., 1440.
Charges of Management, in Ci of Si p., 825-832.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 188;, Amt. B. 1.30 (Mr.

Chapteau) in Com., '1390- ¼92.
Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup, 988-990, 1337.
Coal, Sale and Delivery of, B. 119 (Mr. Costigan) on M.

for Com. on Res., 765.
Colietion of Revenue-, in Coin. of Sup., 1256, 1261,

1317-1319; cone., 1419, 1456, 1458, 1464.
Concurrence-Arts, Agriculture and Statistics, 1440;

Bocuber de la Bruè -e (Payment to, for type, &c.)
1464; Civil Service Board, 1458; Culling Timber,
1458 ; Customs, 1456, 1464; Excisomen (Promotion
of) 1617; High Commissioner (House and Furniture
for) 1615; Hudson Bay (Expedition to) 1617; Immi-
gration, 1464; Indians (B.C.) 1617; Intercol. Ry.,
1449; Jennie Graham (Schooner) 1461, 1613; Mail
Subsidies (Halifax and St. John vid Yarmouth) 145.;,
(Lakes Huron and Superior) 145- ; Marchand, L W.
(Professional Services) 1461; MilitaryProperties(Care
of) 1440; N.W.T. (Expense of Govt. in) 1611 ; Page,
John (Payment to, as Arbitrator) 1618; Port Arthur
Harbour, 1616; Post Office, 1458; Refund of Duties
to Merchants in P. E. I., 1455; Returning Officers
(Claimas of) 1611; Temple, Thos. (Patent Flanger)
1460; Waterhen River (Man.) 1616.

Confederation, Historical Picture, in Com. of Sap.,
1309.

Consolidated Fund, Receipts and Expenditure charge.
able to (Ms. for Rets.*) 28, 140 ; (M. for Stmnt.*)
1200.

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, B. 52 (Mr. Mulock) on M.
for 2°, 461 ; on M. to withdraw B. 987.

Consolidating Statutes, in Com. of Sup., 1302.
Contracts, Public, Fraul in relation to, B. 12 (1r. Cas-

grain) in Com., 815, 818.
Cotton, in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Crirminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

in Com., 286, 289; on Amt. (.Mr. Poster) 667.
Criminal Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1090.
Culling Timber, in Com. of Sup., 1317; conc., 1458.
Customs, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 841-842.
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 1316; conc., 1456, 1464.
Departmental Contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 843.
Depoits of Govt. money in Banks (M. for Stmnt.*) 28.
Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Armt. B. 138 (Sir Jpln A.

Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1622.

Cartwright, Hon. Sir Richard-'Continued.
Dominion Lands, Capital, in Coin. of Suîp., 1384, 1423;

Income, 1385, 1427-1429, 1435.
Dominion Police, in Com. of Sup., 997.
Dominion Rifle Association, in Coi. of Sup., 1159.
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1098.
Drill Sheds, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1160.
Earthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 702.
Estimates, Soppl., 1883-84, on boing conmmunicated to

the Press before laying oun Table (remarks) 1240.
Excise, in Con. of Sup., 1316; couc., 16 ,7.
Exchange Bank of Canada (M. for Stmnt) 35; (iRes.)

155.
Exports and Imports, distinguishing prodnots of Canada

from other countries (M. for Rlet.*) 28.
Exports and Imports Io 1st Maci-h, 1883 and 1884 (M.

for iRet.*) 12)0.
Finance and T-oasury Board, in Coin. of Sup., 841.
Finance Minister's Mission to England (Ni. for Papers)

86,
Fisheries, in Coin. of Sup., 1234.
Fort Macueod, Public BuiMdings ut, on M. for O.C.,

&c., 620.
Gas and Gas Metors In'spection Acts Amt. B. 108 (Mr.

Costigan) in Coin., L130.
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sup., 1261.
Gove-nor General's See.'s Office, in Com. of Sup. 832.
Health Statistics, conc , 1440.
High Commissioner (Contingencies) in Coin. of Sup.,

9d7, 1336; (House and Furniture for) 1367, conc.,
1615.

Hudson Bay, Expedition to, in Com. of Sup., 1607,
1617.

Immigrants settled in Ontario (M. for Ret.*) 28.
Immigration, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1404, 1407,

1410, 1412, 1414, 1416; conc., 1464.
Imports, Statement of (M. for Ret.*) 28.
Indian Affairs, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 840, 841.
Indian Islands in Lake Ont., on M. for Rot., 87, 88.
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1263, 1266, 1269, 1372, 1373.
India Rubber, in Com. on W. & M., 704.
Infantry Schools, in Com. of Sup., 1366.
Inland Revenue, Dept. of, in Coin. of Sup., 841, 1335.
Intercol. Ry., Refund to N. B. (Govt., in Coin. of Sup.,

1628; Award ofCommissior, 1629,
Interior, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 838-840, 1646.
Jennie Graham, sc-hooner, in Com. of Sup., 1352; conc.,

1461, 1613.
Justice, Dept. of (Penitentiaries Branch) in Com. of

Sup., 833.
Keewatin, Expersos of Govt. in, in Coin. 0f Sup., 1302.
Legislation, in Com. of Sup., 1003-1007, 1339, 1439,

1611.
Library, Salaries, &c., in Çom. of Sup., 1004.
Life-boats, .Stations, Life-preservers, &c., in Com. of

Sup., 1230.



IN!*EK:

Cartwright, Hon. Sir Richard-Contined.
Life Insurance Co.'s, Co.operative, &. B. 118 (Sir

Leonard Tilley) on M. for Com. on Res. 7 6 5 .
Lighthouse and Coat Service, in Com. of Sup., 12ï2-

1234.
LDård, MajorGenèil, onplainti against, on M. for

copies, 757.
Loan of 84,0ÔbO0 (M. for Deptl Ordö#, &c.*) 40.
Maclean, Roger & Co., Award of Ref¿rees, in Oom. of

Sup., 1607.
Iddnitoba Public Schools, Aid to, Res. (Sir Leonard

Tilley) in Com., 68.
Marchand, L. W., Professional Services, in Com.of Sap.,

1353.
Marine and Fisheries Dept. B. 140 (Mr. McLelan) on

M. for 3° (Amt.) 1609.
Marine and Fisheries, Dept. of, in Com. of Sap., 1468.
Meteorological Observations, in Com. of Sap., 1254.
.Military Properties, care of, in Com. of Sup., 1161;

conc., 1440.
Militia, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 833-837.
Militia Matters, Returns respecting (remarks) 1128.
Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1018-1020, 1093, 1159-1166;

conc., 1440.
Miounted Police, Pay of Force, &c., in Com. of Sap.,

1294.
Newfoundland, Trade with (remarks) on M. for Com.

of Sup., 1361; (Quies.) 1653.
Niagara Falls Commission, in Com. of Sup., 1303,
liorth-West Grievances (Ques.) 766; on Res. (Mr.

Qameron, Huron) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1152.
N. W. T., Expenses of Govt. in, con., 1611.
Óõean and River Service, in Com. of Sup., 1230, 1232.
Page, John, Payment to, as Arbitrator, in Com. of Sup.,

,1,51 ; conc., 1618.
PàtWtnt Rconl, in Com'. of Sup., 109.
Peaitontiaries, in Con. of Sr4., 995-1002.
Pensions, in Com. of Sup., 1016, 1017.
Personal Explanation respecting Liberal press, in deb.

oi C.P. R. Loan B., 491.
1%rt Arthur Harbour, in Coi of Sup., 1663; coc.,

1616.
Post Office and Finance Dapts. (Contingencies) in

Cem. of SUp., 987.
Pó6t Odile Dapt., in Com. of Sup., 842.
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1319, 1383; conc., 1458.
Post Offces, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 8.
Printing and Advertising, Cst of, on M. for Ret., 303.
Printing Com., on M. (SirJohn A. Macdon,d) for Mess.

tò Sen., 31.
Printing, &c., the Laws, in Com. of Sup., 1004.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1004, 1005, 1007

conc., 144.
Private Bills, Presentation of, on M. to extend time,
Privy Council Offcee, in Com. of Sap., 833, 1333.

1359.

Cartwright, Hon.-Sir3EchUn-Contide
Provincial Subsidies B. 154 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in

COum. on Res., 1584.
Pu)jlic Contracts, Fraid i relation to, B. 12 (r.

Casgrain) in Com., 815, 818.
Palie Expenditurq,.pn Res. (Mr. Charlton) in Amt. te

Com. of Sap., 1328.
Public IRealth, in Com. of Sup., 1013.
Public Works, Dep. cf, inCom. o Sap., 43
Public Works, Capital, in Con. o,Srip.,,160 3 ; InoS

1190, 1191, 1193, 1194, 1198, 1218, 1223, 1223, 1226,
1354, 1355, 1362, 1604, 160q,

Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1010, 1013.
Railw4y ,ýct,.Çonsolidated, 1879, B. 52 (Mr. .Mulock)

on M. for 2°, 461.
Railways and Canals, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 84$,
Raiways, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1049, 1064, 134t-

1350, 1628-1630.
flodemption of Small Loans B. 156 (Sir Leonard

ZWey) in Dom. on Ros., 1538.
Refund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I., in Com. of

Sup., 1455t
Returning Officers, Claims of, cone., 1611.
Return, Missing, re Timber Licenses (remarks) 460.
Rifled Ordnance, improved, in C(Jom., of Sup., 1166.
Roberteon, John, Claims of, on M. for Ret., 615,
Rolling Stock, P. E. I. lRy., in Coi. of Sup., 1347
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1162-1164.
Scientific Institutions, in Com. of Sup., 1254.
Secretary of State's Office, in Com. of Sup., 837.
Section B, .Award of Arbitrators, in Com. of Sup., 1630;

cone., 1645.
Sýnate, Salaries &c., in Coin. of Spp. 1627.
iýessonal Indemnties, in Com. of Sup., 1339.
Sifton, Ward & Co., Cla im of, in Com. of Sup.,135.
8î. Alndrew's, schooner, in (om. of Stip., 1352; con*.,

1461, 1613.
Stationer-y Oce, in om. of S ' 987 .
Steaioat In9eòtion Act, 18kZ it. B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 765.
S"an>6a Inspection, ci (om. ofiSu 1

Steamship Si6v:entions, in Com. of sUp., 129p.
Steel, lagots, tä,InComi on W. È M., 728; Neiidle%

Subsidies to Provinces B. 154 (S& Leónaid 7iMy) im
Com. on Ries., 1584.

1i#s, S rauýp, &c., in Ceom. on W & M , 73

Adinistration of Justice, 994.

revote) 191, 0onr., ig0 ;,f(rimin Stiag00; at
8tatistics) 0ono., 1440; (Paten* Record) 1089.

d1f7apita1: Qarillen John Pagl», Payment to as Arbitr&-
tor),13*J, cono., 1618 ; Jernwal½1960; Lachine, 1050 ¡ Xar

Labaare s 1350; Wiia.g $a>
051. Incete : Beanhanois(.W. MarchandProf

Servies) 1353, on.,13; Rteau (and Damnais) n'Mt

xis
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CartWright, Hon. Sir Richard-Continued.
PPLY.-Contined.

Welland (Schoones St. AndmW's and Jennie Graham) 1352,
enef, 1461;-1413.

charger o Manaement, 825-832.
Càiw Gouenment; ÂAricnlture, 842; Auditor General' Office,

;ivil Service or, eÏ18-99>, supp., 13 ne, nc. , 1458;
ohstoms, 84fi,842 Deprtmaf0erìfgèneè, 843; Finance
and Treasury Board, 841; Governor General's'Secretary's
Office, 832; High Commissioner (Contingencies) 987, suppl.,
1336; Indian Affairs, 840, 841; Inland Revenue, 841, suppl.,
1335; Interior, 838-40, suppl., 1466; Justice (Penitentiaries
BÏench) 8 V3 Marine and F'isheries, 1468- MilitistDept.,
833-837, conc., 1440; Post Office'and Fiiance'Depts. (Con-
tingencies) 981; Post Office Dept., 84; Privy Oouncel Office,
833, suppl., 1333; Public Works, 843; Railways and Canals,
843; Secretary of State's Office, 837; Stationery Office, 987.

Collection of Revenues: Adulteration of Food, 1318; Canais
(Maintenance, &c., Salarife, Lx.f1261 ; CUlling Timber, 1317,
eon., 1458; Customs, 1316, conc., 1456, 1464; Exdise (Sal.
aries, increased) 1316, conc., 1617; Post Office, 1319, 1383,
conc., 1458; Public Works (Telegraph Lines, B.0.) 1318,
(Agent ana Contingenciem, B.C.) 1319. 'Railways (Repairs,

c., Iütercul. RI.) 1256, conc., 1449; Weights and Measures
and Gas,-1318.

Dominion Lands-Capital (Examination of Surveyors' Plans
and Field Notes) 1384; (Surveys) 1423. Income (Qutaide
Seï 4 ice) 1427-14U), 1435; (Seitlement of 'Land Claimv) 1385.

Dominion Police, 997.
Fisheriei (Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &e.) 1234.
Geological Survey, 1261.
Immigration (Salaries, &c.) 1404, 1407, 1410, 1412, 1414, 1416;

conc., 1464.
Indanà: Annual Grant (B. C.) 1266, muppl , 1372, cone., 1617;

(Man. and N. W.) 1269, suppl , 1373; (Ont., Que. and Mar.
Prove.) 1263; (P E. .) 1266,

.Legislation; Huuse of Couamons (Returning Officers, Claime of)
conc., 1611 ; (Sessional Indemnities) 1339. Miscellaneous
(Biography of Sir Charles Tupper) 1439; (Library, Salaries,
&c.) 1003>; (Printing, &c., the Laws) 1040 ; (Printing, Paper,
&e.) 1004, 1005, 1007, conc., 1440 ; (Works on America) 1009.
Sente (Salaries, &c.) 1627.

Lighthouse and Coaet Service (Agencies, Rents, &c.) 1232;
(Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries, &c.) 1232; (Lighthouses and
logAlarnis, construction, Le.) 1233; (Signal Stations) 1234.
ilitia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 1019, 1020 ; (Brigade
Majors' Salaries, &c.) 1018, 1019; (Cavalry and Infantry
Schools) 1165 ; (Construction and Repairs) 1162 ; (Contin-
gencies, &c.) 1158; (Dominion Rifle Association) 1159 ;
(Drill Pay and Incidental Expenses) 1098 ; (brill Sheds, &c.)
1160; (Mílitary Properties, care of) 1161, cone., 1440 ;
(Rified Ordnance) 1166 ; (Royal Military College) 1162-1164.

Xi#cellane ous (Boucherde la Brnère, Paymentto, for type, &c.)
1374, conc., 1464; (Confederation, Historical Picture) 1309;
(consolidating Statutes) 1302; (Hudson Bay, Expedition to
160, suppl., 1617,; (Keewatin, Expeuses of Govt.'in) 1302;
(Maclean, Roger & Co., Award of' Réferees) 1607; (Niagara
Fall Cmmission) 1303; (N. W. T.,1 xpenses Of Govt. in)

cone., 1611; (Refund of Duties to Merchauts in P. E, .) 1455.
Korth-West ounted Poic (Pay of Fpree, &e.) 1294.

Riê S e viB e (life-boate, St4tions, flfe-preserv-
erg, &c.) 1230; (Obsteétions iu'Navfgabtl fivers) 1232.

Peslustiaries (B.0.) '1002; ,(Drchetet) 1000, (KjEUgston)
998 - (Man.) 1000; (St. Vincent de'Peul) 999.

o(Cmpensation im lienof lan 01ô (Veterans of-
1812) 1016, îori'tf.ii~~'l Vtrn t

-pue t lew N. B. (Cape Tormentine Barbour)
-160sPhrt ArOsmFa(0o rnden o Esbâr)11D,'one.
-116Inc~me.;:Buildings (N. W. T.); 8 (N,.) 1190,

Cartwright, Hon. Sir Richard-Contnued.
AUPPLY--Co0inued.

suppl., 1604; (Ont.) 1194, suppl., 1355; (P. E. I.) 1191; (Que.>
119, *suppl., 1354; (Repairs, &o.) 1198, suppl., 1362. Har-
hourisad Rivera (4an.) 1305, cone., 1616; (9. R.) 1232; (N.
S.) 1218; (Ont.> 1233, supp1., 160; ( 1. . I.) 1362; ÇQue.)
â%23. Miscellaneou †Hig Commissiouer, House and Purn-
ture for) 1367, conc., 16à; (rinfatry ohools) 1366; (Tle-
graph Lines) 126.

Quarantine (Picton Cattle Disease) 1010; (Public Health) 1013;
(Tracadie Lazaretto) 1010.

Railways-LCapital: 0. P. à. (Bridge across Red River) 13848;
(Inspecting Engineers, Salaries, &c.) 1348; (Prince Arthur's
Landing to Red River) 1064; (Section B., Award of Arbitra-
tors) 1630, cone., 1645; (Sifton & Ward, Red River and Crois
Lake) 1350; (Temple, Thos., Patent Flauger) 1394, cone.,
14J6. Intercol. Ry. (Ulaims arising out f construction, Award
of Oommissioners) 1629; (Expenditure on by Govt. of N.B.)
1628; (St. Oarles Branch) 1049. -P. E. 1. Ry. (Rolling

Stock) 1347.
Scienti(fc Institutions (Meteorological Observations) 1254.
Steamboat Inspection, 1255.
Steamship Subventions (lifax and St. John via Yarmiouth)

1299.'
Unprovided Items, 1383.

Supply Farm, No. 20, Fish Creok, on 3. for Rot., 47,48.

Surveys chargeable to Capital in Public Accounts (M.
to ref. to Com. on Pub. Acets.) 303.

Tarif-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com. on W.&
M., 727.

Telegraph Lines, B. C., in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Templo, Thos., Patent Flanger, in Com. of Sup., 1349;

cone., 1460.
Town Resorves on line of C. P. R., on M. for Ret., 77.
Tracdie Liazaretto, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
Unprovided Items, in Com. of Sup., 1383.
Veterans of 1812, in Com. of Sup., 1016, 1017.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech (reply to) 584; in

Corn.: on Res. 2 (acetic acid) 695; (carpeting, &c.)
696; (cotton) 696; (earthenware) 702; (india rub-
ber) 704; Qsteel, ingots, &o.) 728; (steel, needles,
&o.) 730; (sugars, t-yrups, &c.) 731, 733. On conc.,
767.

Weights and Measures and Gas, in Con . ofSup., 1318.

Ca&r, 1]r, G. E., West Elgin
Adulteration of Food aid Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) in Com., 1251.
Ammunition, Clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1020-1022.
Audet, Alphonse, appointment of (M. for O. C.*) 1201.
Brigad? Majors' Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 10L8,

Britton, eplhraim, Pos(master at, Conplaints against
appointment (1. for Pet.*) 120.1

Canadian PacifiQ .fy. Loan B. 10f. (Sir Charlae Tupper)
on Amt. (Mr. Waton) to M. to conc. in Res. from
Com., 417.

Canadian APaific Railway, Pzince Arth,'s Landing to
Red River, ini Corq. of Spp., 1048.

Çattle, Live, Trade w rea Brhaigrea

Cattle Lations, Qarantine, in Com. of Snp., 1Q2.
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Casey, Mr. G. E.-Continued.
Chapleau, S. E. St. Onge, further appointment (Ques.)

1387.
Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup., 990-994, 1337.
Criminal Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1090.
Cumberland, Seat for, on Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald)

to Res. (.Mr. BMake) 556.
Dominion Grange and Farming Legislation (M. for

Ret.*) 1201.
Dominion Lands, Capital (Surveys) in Com. of Sup.,

1424.
Dominion Police, in Com. of Sup., 1338.
Drill Instruction, in Com. of Sup., 1096.
Duart, Postmaster at (M. for Ret.) 509; (Ques.) 1053;

Complaints against appointment (M. for Pet.*) 1201.
Harbours and Rivers, Ont., in Com. of Sup., 1244.
Hudson Bay Navigation, on M. for Sel. Com., 206.
Life-boats, Stations, Life-preservers, &c., in Com. of

Sup., 1232.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1600.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 754.
Morpeth Ilarbour, Construction of Works at (Ques.)

1054.
Mounted Police Supplies, Tenders and Advertisements

for (M. for copies*) 1200.
Penitentiaries, in Com. of Sup., 1338.
Public Armouries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1095.
Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr.

Casgrain) on M. for Com., 814; in Com., 815.
Public Health, in Com. of Sup., 1013-1015.
Section B, C. P. R., Transfer of .Contract (M. for

Ret.) 77; further Sums paid to Contractors (M. for
Estimate) 77; Award of Arbitrators, &c. (M. for
copy*) 1200; in Com. of Sup., 1631.

Secretary of State, Dept. of, Chief Clerks (Ques.) 797.
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture anl Statistics (Crimimal Statistics) 1090.
Civil Government: Civil Service Board, 990-994; suppl., 1337.
Dominion Lands-Capkal (Surveys 14.)
Dominion Police, 1338.
Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 1020-1022; (Brigade

Majors' Salaries, &c.) 1018, 1019; (Drill Instruction) 1096;
(Public Armouries, &c.) 1095.

Ocean and River Service (Life-boats, Stations, Life.preservers,
&c.) 1232.

Penitentiaries, 1338.
Public Works-neome: Harbours and Rivers (Ont.) 1224.
Quarantine (Cattle Sttions) 1012; (Public Health) 1013-1015.
Railways-Capital: 0. P. R. (Prince Arthur's Landing to Red

River) 1048; (Section B, Award of Arbitrators) 1631.
Tariff-on M. (Sir Leonard Tiley) for Com. on W. &

M., 672.
Thames and Lake Brie Canal (Ques.) 797.
Whitcher, W. F., Complaints, &c., against, and retire-

ment of (M. for 0. 0., &o.*) 1200.

Casgrain, Mr. P. P., L'Islet
Arbitrators, Official, and Seoretaries, on M. for Btmnt.,

974.

Casgrain, Mr. P. P.- Continued.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 186.
Crane Island Wharf (M. for Ret.) 516; (Ques.) 736.
Elgin Road Station, L'Islet (Ques.) 199.
Fabre, Hon. Hector, retention of services (Ques.) 337.
Governor General's Commission, &c. (M. for copies)

521.
Ministerial Changes, on Explanation (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) 29.
Mousseau, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, to the Bench, on

M. for Rot., 137.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R. confirmation of

Lease B. 32 (.Mr, Abbott) attention of Mr. Speaker
called to expiration of hour for Private Bills, 811.

Porpoise Fishing at River Onelle, on M. for Reps., 86.
Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to (B. 12) 20 m.,

292; *ref. to Sel. Com., 294; on reducing quorum of
Sel. Com. (remarks) 624; non-meeting of Sel. Com.
(remarks) 654; M. for Com. of W., 813-819; M. to
restore to Order Paper, 820 ; Mr. Fortin's Vote, on
point Cf Order, 821.

Quebec, Lieut.-Governors' Commissions, &o. (M. for
copies) 522.

St. Jean Port Joli Wharf (M. for Ret.) 517.

Catudal, Mr. M., iVapierville
United States Duties on Hay, on M. for Rot., 520.

Chapleau, Hon. J. A., Terrebonne
Agricultural Industries, Encouragement of, un M. for

Sel. Con., 74.
Assistant Post Office Inspectors, &c., Salaries (prop.

Res.) 1215 ; in Com., 1360 ; incorp. with B. 130, 1388.
Civil Government, in Com. of Sup., 837, 988-993, 1336.
Civil Service A.ct Amt (Ans.) 655.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. (B. 130, 19)

1169; prop. Res. (Assistant Post Office Inspectors,
&c.) 1215; in Com., 1360; ref. to Com. on B., 1388;
in Com. on B. 1388-1394, 1422; M. to conc. in Sen.
Amts., 1652.

Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup., 988-993; supp1,
1336.

Concurrence-Returning Officers, Claims of, 1611.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B.3 (Mr. Camerona

Huron) on M. for Com., 281; on M. to restore to
Order Paper, 707.

Cumberland, Seat for, on Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald)
• to Res. (Mr. Blake) 554.

Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Landry) to M. to
cone. in Fifth Rep. of Com., 1272.

Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1304, 1306.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt.'.B. 111(Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 872.
Legislation, in Com. of Sap., 1004, 1005, 1341.
Luard, Major-General, complaints against, on M. for

copies, 757

xvi
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Chapleau, Hon. J. C.-Continued.
Ottawa, Roman Catholie Diocease of, B. 95 (Mr. Tassé)

in Com., 890.
Printing, &c., the Laws, in Com. of Sup., 1004.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1005.
Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr.

Casgrain) in Com., 818, 819.
Returning Officers, Claims of, in Com. of Sup., 1341;

conc., 1611.
Returns, Missing and Imperfect (Explanations) 459,

460.
School of Navigation at Quebec, on M. for Cor., 203.
Scott Act in Cumberland Co., N. S. (Ans.) M6.
Secretary of State, Dept. of, Chief Clerks (Ans.) 797,

vol. ii; in Com. of Sup., 837.
Statutes, Dom., Distribution of (Ans.) 797.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (&Sr Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. to conc. in Res.,
1530-1539; on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Auger) 1552.

SUPPLY:
Civil Goeernment: Civil Service Board, 988-993, suppl., 1336;

Secretary of State's Office, 837.
Legislation ; House of Commons (Returning Officers, Claims of)

1341; conc., 1611. Miscellaneous (Printing, &c., the Laws)
1004; (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1005.

!Miscellaneous (Mr. Fabre's Salary, &c.) 1304, 1306.

Charlton, Mr. J., North Norfolk
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1093.

British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles
Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. ilomer) to M. for 3°, 1175.

Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)
on M. for Com. on Res., 379; in Com., 456; on M.
for Com. on B., 537.

Canals, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1052.
Cape Tormentine Harbour, in Com. of Sup., 1604.
Census, revote, in Com. of Sup., 1093.
Chapleau, S. E. St. Onge, further appointment of (Ques.)

1387.
C.P. R., Station Accommodation, conc., 1449.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. (B. 6, 1°*) 28; 2°

m., 141; M. for Com., 286; in Com., 290; on Ques.
of Order, 667; on Amt. (Mr. Foster) 668; on reprint
ofAmts., 812; on M. to adjn. deb., 813.

Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Amyot) to M. to
conc. in Fifth Rep. of Com., 1272; in Com. of Sup.,
1002, 1340.

Deserters from American Army, Arrest of, in Can. Ter-
ritory (M. for Cor.*) 1200.

Dominion Lands.Act, 1883, Ait. B. 138 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Com., 1623.

Dominion Lands, Income, in Com. of Sup., 1428, 1429.
Emigration Statistics, Can. and «U. S. (M. for Cor.*)

1199.
Fortifications and Military Buildings B. 124 (Sir Hec-

tor Langevin) on M. for 20, 1061.
Geological Survey, cone., 1450.
a
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Charlton, Mr. J.-Continued.
Homesteads and Preemptions, Number of acres entered

for (M. for Ret.*) 78.
Immigration and Emigration, on Res. (Mr. Paterson,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1086.
Indian Self-Government 13. 22 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on M. for 2>, 539.
Intercol. Ry. (Miscellaneous) in Com. of Sup., 1050.
Lands sold under Regulations and price per acre (M. for

Ret.*) 78.
Lands Surveyed in Manitoba and the N. W., number of

acres and cost (M. for Ret.*) 78.
Legislation, in Com. of Sup., 1002, 1003, 1005, 1009,

1340.
Letter Postage, Reduction on (M. for copies of Cor.) 87.
Library, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1003

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A,
Macdonald) in Com., 1599.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal, on
Amt. (Mr. Btake) to M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to
take precedence, 824.

Maclean, Roger & Co., Award of Referees, in Com. of
Sup., 1607.

Mail Subsidies, in Com. of Sup., 1298.
Miscellaneous, in Com. of Sup., 1607.
Miscellaneous Printing, in Com. of Sup., 1009.
Mounted Police, in Com. of Sup., 1297.
Ocean and River Service, in Com. of Sup., 1230.
Pasture Land Leases (M. for Ret.) 73.
Penitentiaries, in Com. of Sup., 1002.
Port Arthur Hlarbour, in Com. of Sup., 1603.
Printing, &c., the Laws, in Com. of Sup., 1003.
Public Debt of the Dominion (Ques,) 736.
Public Expenditure (Res. in Amt. to Com. ofSup.) 1322.
Public Works, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1603, 1604;

Income, 1199.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sap., 1010.
Railways, Capital, in Comr. of Sup., 1049, 1050, 1449.
Reciprocity, on Res. (Ar. Davies) in Armt. to Com. of

Sup., 1184.
Returns, Imperfect, in reference to Timber Leases

(remarks) 766.
Returns, Production of (remarks) 1128.
Sale and Management of Lands in N. W., Regulations

respecting (M. for copies*) 78.
Statistics, Emigration, Can. and U. S. (M. for Cor.*)

1199.
St. Charles Branch, in Com. of Sup., 1049.
Steamboat Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1256.
Sunday Excursions, Prevention (B. 112, 1°*) 655.
SUPPLY:

Ar te, Agriculture and Statistice (Census, revote) 1093.
Canalt-Capital (Trent River Nav. Locks, kA.) 1052.
Dominion Lands-Income (Outside Service) 1428, 1429.
Geological Survey, cone., 1450.
Legislation: House of Commonu (Publiahing Debates) 1002,

suppl., 1340. Miscellaneous (Hiacellaneous Pdntiag) 109;
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Charlton, Mr. J.-Continued.
SUPPLY-Continued.

(Printing, &c., the Laws) 1003; (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1005;
(Salaries, &c., Library) 1003.

Mail Subaidies (U. S. and Victoria, B.0.) 1298.
Miscellaneous (Maclean, Roger & Co., Award of Referees) 1607.
North-West Mounted Police (Pay of Force, &c.) 1297.
Ocean and River Service (Lifeboats, Stations, Life Preservers,

&c.) 1230.
Penitentiaries (B. C.) 1002.
Public Works.-Capital: N. B. (Cape Tormentine Barbour)

1604; Port Arthur, 1603. Income: Buildings (Repairs, &c.)
1199.

Quarantine (Tracadie Lasaretto) 1010.
Railways-Capital: C. P. R. (Station Accommodation) conc.,

1449; (Subsidy) 1049. Intercol. Ry. (Miscellaneous, not pro-
vided for) 1050; (St. Charles Branch) 1049.

Steamboat Inspection, 1256.

Tarif-:-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com. on W. & M.,
709.

Timber Lieenses and Permits (M. for Ret.*) 78.
Tracadie Lazaretto, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
Trent River Nav. (Locks, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1052.
United States Army, Deserters from, arrest of on Cana-

adian Territory (M. for Cor.*) 1200.
Ways and AMeans-conc., 771.

Cockburn, Mr. A. P., Nrth Ontario
Forestry Exhibition at Edinburgh, on M. for Cor., 799.
Gravenhurst and Callander Ry. (M. for copies of Cor.,

&c.) 40.
Bunter's Island, Land or Timber Sales (Ques.) 965,

1054.
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. B. 121 (M1 r.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 766.
St. Lawrence Canals, Enlargement of, Rapide Plat and

Cornwall, Tenders for (M. for copies*) 1200.
Superior, Lake, North of, character and resources of

land, on M. for Ret., 971.
SUmIPLY:

Dominion Landa-Inome (Outaide Service) 143.
.Militia (Formation of new Companies) 1343.
Public Works-Income : Dredging (new plant) 1226.
Steamboat Inspection, 1256.

Colby, Mr. C. C., Stanstead
Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 73 (Mr. Platt) in Com., on

Amt. (Mr. White, Hatings) 1208.
SUPPLY:

Dominion Landa-lcome (Outaide Service) 1438.

Cook, Mr. H. H., East Simcoe
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com. on Res.,
448.

Government Mills in the N. W., Disposal of, on M. for
Ret., 508.

Indian Agent at Penetanguishene (Ques.) 31.
Indian Agent's Office, Toronto, closing of (M. for O. C.)

269, 294.
Leamington, Post Office at, on M. for Cor., 802.
Public Buildings of the Dom., on M. for Ret., 41.

Cook, Mr. H. H.-continued.
SUPPLY:

Dominion Lands-Inome (Outaide Service) '429-1433.
Supply Farn, No. 20, Fish Creek, on M. for Ret., 47.
Timber Licenses, cancellation of, on M. for Ret., 52.

Costigan, Hon. J., Victoria, N B.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs Acts Amt. and Consol.

(B. 109, 1°) 598; Order dschgd., 1057; Prevortion (B.
114, 1°*) 655; 2° m., 1132; (Explanations) 1137;
prop. Res. (Public Analysts) 1215; Res. in Com.,
1244; M. for Com. on B., 1244; in Com., 1246, 1249,
1294.

Adulteration of Food, in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Adulteration of Food Rep. (presented) 1321.
Analysts, Public (prop. Res.) 1215; in Com. on Res.,

1244; inéorp. with B. 114, 1294.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B.101 (SirCharles Tupper) on

M. for Com. on Res. (M. to adjn. deb) 414; (Explana-
tion) 415.

Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.
Chapleau) in Com., 1394.

Coal, Sale and Delivery of (B. 119) M. for Com. on
Res., in Com. and 1°* of B., 165; 2° m., 1058;
Order dschgd. and B. wthdn., 1618.

Concurrence-Culling Timber, 1457; Castoms, 1457;
Excise, 1617.

Culling Timber, in Com. of Sap , 1317; cono., 1457.
Customs, cono., 1457.
Excise, in Com. of Sup., 1316, 1383; conc., [1iT.
Excise Officers at Perth and Quebec (Ans.) 132.
Gas and Gas Meters Inspection Acts Amt. (B. 108, 1°*)

598; 2° m., 1056; in Com., 1129.
Gas-Inspection in B. C. (Ans.) 506.
General Inspection A et Amt. (B. 128) Res. prop. and in

Com., 1055; 1°* of B., 1056; in Com., 1394.
Inland Revenue Act, non-enforcement of (Ans.) 85.
Inland Revenue, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 841, 1335.
Inland Revenue Rep., Rets. and States. (presented) 27.
Inland Revenue Warehouse at St. John, N. B. (Ans.)

1212.
License Commissioners, Que., furnishing blank forms,

&c. (Ans.) 966.
Liquor License Act, Expense of putting Act into oper-

ation, in Com. of Sup., 1383.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1598.
Logs and Lumber, Measurement of (Ans.) 337.
Minor Revenues, in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Publie Analysts, prop. Res., 1215; in Com. on nes.,

1244; incorp. with B. 114, 1294.

Civil Government: Inland Revenue, 841; suppl., 1335.
Collection of Revenues: Adulteration of Food, 1318; Culling

Timber, 1317, cono., 1457; Customs, conc., 1457; Excise,
1316, suppi., 1383, conc., 1617; Liquor License A«t, 1383;
Minor Revenue, 1318; Weigbt and Meauru and Gas, 1818,
suppl., 188.
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Costigan, Hon. J.-Continued.
Weights and Mezsures Act, 1879, Amt. (B. 120' M. for

Com. on Res., in Com., and 1°* of B., 765; 2° n.,
1050; in Com., 1242, 1294.

Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of i up., 1318,
1382.

Weights and Measures Rep. (presented) 1321.

Coughlin, Xr. T., North Middlesex
Carriers by Land, Liability of (B. 103, 10*) 504.

Coursol, Mr. C. J., East Montreal
Criminal Law Amt., Sedaction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

in Com., 287.
Debates, Oflicial Rep., on M., to conc. in Fourth Rep.

of Com. (Amt.) 1101.
License Act, 1883, Police organization under (Ques.)

505.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 749.
Ptivato Bils, Presentation of (U, to extend time) 71.
Quebec, Claims of Province against Dominion (M. for

Cor.*) 79.
SuPPrLY:

.XJscellaneous (Mr. Fabre's salary, &c.) 1307.

Curran, Mr. J. J., Centre Montreal
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 305.
Concurrence-Returning Officers, Clains of, 1612.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

in Com., 286.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s (B. 21, 10*) 67; 2° m., 890,891.
Immigration and Emigration, on Res. (Mr. Paterson,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1077.
Insolvent Debtors Assets, Distribution of (B. 71, 10*)

162.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British Arnerica incorp.

B. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 923.
Superannuation Contributions, Refur.d of (Ques.) 285.
SuPPLY :

Legislation: House of Commons (Returning Officers, Olaims of)
1612.

Wellington Bridge, Lachine Canal (M. for Cor.) 798.

Daly, Mr. M. P., Balifax
Atlantic Mutual Marine Ins. Co. incorp. (B. 48, 1°*) 131.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Weldon) to M. to conc. in Ras. from
Com., 502.

Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron
Euron) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Tupper) to M. for 2°,
95.

Custons Offices at Halifax, on M. for Ret., 466.
Halifax Mutual Marine Ins. Co. incorp. (B. 27, 10*)

83.
Nova Scotia Mutual Marine Ins. Co. incorp. (B. 49, 1°*)

.131.
St. IPatrick's Day, adjournment (M.) 884.

lx

Daly, Mr. M. P.-Continuei.
SUPPLY:

Charges of Management, 829.
Civil Government: Marine and Fisheries, 1471.
Fisheries (Overseers and Wardens, Salarie, &c.) 1237.
Militia (Cavalry and Infantry Schools) 1165.

Davies, Mr. L. H., Queen's, P. E. J.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) in Com., 1254.
Archives, care of, in Con. of Sap., 1089.
Arts, Agriculture and Statistios, in Com. of Sup., 1089,

1091-1093.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. L 'an B. 10 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on lies., °31.
Canals, Income, in Com. of Sup., 1614.
Cape Tormentine Harb:ur, in Com. of Sup., 1608; cono.,

1616.
Census, in Com. of Sup., 1092.
Charges of Management, in Coin. of Sup., 826, 829,
Civil Government, in Com. of Sup., 14M7, 1470.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Ant. B. 130 (Mr.

Chapleau) in Com., 1390.
Collection of ]Revenues (Railways) in Com. of Sup.,

1258.
Compensation Claims for repairing Piors, &c. (5f. for

O. C.) 1169.
Concurrence-Cape Tormentine Hirbour (N. B) 1816;

Harbours and Rivers (P. E. 1.) 1443, 1464; Hudson Bay
(Expedition to) 1617; Jennie Graham (Schooner,)
1614; Public Buildings (Charlottetown) 1604; R.
fund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I., 1455.

Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Ca.
grain) in Com., 818, 819.

Criminal Cases, Law of Evidenco in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,
laron) on M. for Com., 283.

Criminal Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1091.
Dominion Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1993.
Fisheries, in Com. of Sup., 1236, 1369.
Freight Charges on Intercol. Ry., on M. for Stmnt., 808.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Cistigan) in

Com. on Res., 1056.
Glendon, steamer to replace, in Com. of Sup., 1228.
Government Steamers, in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Halifax Street Ry. Co. vs. The Queen, in Com. of Sup.,

1345.
Harbours and Rivers. P. E. J., conc., 1443, 1464.
Hudson Bay, Expedition to, conc., 1617.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 868.
Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on

M. for Ret., 610.
Intercol. Ry., Claims arising out of construction, in

Com. of Sup., 1630.
Legislation, in Com. of Sup., 1343.
Library of Parliament, on M. to conc. in First Rop. of

Com., 965.
Life-boats, Stations, Life-preservers, &c., in Com. of

Sup., 1229.



INDEX.

Davies, Mr. L. H.-Continued.
Lighthouse and Coast Service, in Com. of Sup., 1234.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) in Com., 1599, 1638.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir

Hector Langevin) to Res. (iMr. Boude) 949.
Maclean, Roger & Co., Award of Referees, in Com. of

Sup., 1607.
Maritime Court of Ont., Extension of Jurisdiction, B.

70 (Mr. Allen) on M. for 2°, 461.
Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1166.
Miscellaneous, in Com. of Sup., 1303, 1312, 1315, 1607,

1617.
Ocean and River Service, in Com. of Sup., 1227-1229.
Piers in P.E.I., payments for repairs on (Ques.) 1054;

(M. for copies of O. C.) 1169.
P. E. I. and the Fishery Award (Res.) 1273.
P. E.I. Ry., Payment of Labourers on (Ques.) 965.
P. E. I. Salaries of Employés (M. for Stmnt.) 298, 299.
P. E. I. Steamboats, Inspection of (M. for Papers) 59, 63.
Public Buildings (Charlottetown) cone., 1604.
Publie Buildings, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 805,
Public Works, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1603; Income,

1221,1355,1362, 1366, 1604.
Public Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 134 (Sir Hector

Langevin) on M. for 2°, 1586; in Com., 1588; on M.
for 3o, 1609.

Railways, Capital, in Com. of Sap., 1345, 1347, 1630,
1648.

Reciprocity (Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup.) 1176.
Refund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I., in Com. of

Sup., 1312, 1315; cone., 1455.
Returns, production of (remarks) 1128.
RiSed Ordnance, improved, in Com. of Sup., 1166.
Section B, Award of Arbitrators, cone., 1648.
Shipwrecks, Enquiries into, B. 117 (Mr. McLelan) on

M. for S°, 1170, 1293.
St. Andrews and Jennie Graham, Schooners, conc., 1614.
Steamboat Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1255.
Steamboat Inspectors' Rep. (Ques.) 460.
Surveys, Lakes Huron and Superior, in Com. of Sup.,

1303.
SU'PPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Archives, Care of) 1089.
(Census, revote) 1092; (Criminal Statistics) 1091 ; (Dominion
Exhibition) 1093.

Canala-Income : Welland (Schooners St. Andrews and Jennie
Graham) conc., 1614.

Charges ojfManagement, 826, 829.
Civil Government: Marine and Fisheries, 1467-1470.
Collection ofRevenues: Railways (Repairs, &c., Inter col. Ry.)

1258.
Fsheries (Fishing Bounty, distribution of) 1369 ; (Overseers

and Wardens, Salaries, &c) 1236.
Legislation: House of Commons (dessional Indemnities) 1343.
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouses and Fog Alarma, con-

struction, &c.) 1234.
Militia (Rified Orduance, improved) 1166.
JficeUaneous (Hudson Bay, Expedition to) conc., 1617; (Mac-

lean, Roger & Go., Award of Referees) 1607; (Refund of,

Davies, Mr. L. H.-Continued,
SUPPLY-Continued.

Duties to Merchants in P. E. I.) 1312, 1315, conc., 1455; (Sur-
veys, Lake s Huron and Superior) 1303.

Ocean and River Service (Glendon, steamer to replace) 1228;
(Government Steamers) 1227; (Life-boats, Stations, Life-pre-
servers, &c.) 1229.

Public Works-Capital: N. B. (Gape Tormentine Harbour)
1603; cone., 1616. Income: Buildings (P. 1E. I.) conc., 1604.
Harbours and Rivers (Man., scow Adelaide) 1366; (Ont.)
1355; (P. E. I.) 1221, suppl., 1362, conc., 1443, 1464.

Railways-Capital: 0. P. R. (Section B, Award of Arbitrators)
cone., 1648. Intercol. Ry. (Claims arising out of construc
tion, Award of Commissioners) 1630; (Hallfax Street Ry. vs.
The Queen) 1345; P. E. I. Ry. (Compensation for Injuries)
1347.

Steamboat Inspection, 1255.

Washington Treaty, Fishery Clauses, termination of
(M. for Ret,*) 1200.

Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.
Costigan) in Com., 1243.

Wharves and Piers in N. B. (Ques.) 458.
Wharves and Piers in P. E. I., Inspection cf (Ques.) 261.

Dawson, Mr. S.J., Algoma
Boundary, Legal Expenses in connection with, in Com.

of Sup., 1379.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 392.
Concurrence-Geological Survey, 1452.
Disputed Territory B. 144 (Sir John A. Macdonald) on

M. for 3', 1640.
Fisheries in Com. of Sup., 1236, 1371.
Geological Survey, conc., 1452.
Hudson Bay Navigation, on M. for Sel. Com., 204.
Immigration, in Com, of Sup., 1417.
Indian Act, 1880, Amt. B. 87 (Sir John-A. Macdonald)

in Com., 1402.
Indians, Annual Grant, in Com. of Sup., 1265.
Indian Self-Government B. 22 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com., 541.
Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior

(M. for Ret.) 606, 613.
Keewatin, Expenses of Govt. in, in Com. of Sup., 1302.
Life-boats, Stations, Life-preservers, &c., in Com. of

Sap., 1229.
Mission School at Fort William, in Com. of Sup., 1608.
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 766.
Superior, Lake, North of, character and resources of

land (I. for Ret.) 967.
SUPPLY:

Fieheries (Overseers and Wardens,. Salarie, &o.) 1236; (Fishing
Bonnty) 1371.

Geologqical Survey, conc., 1452.
Immigration (Salaries, &c.) 1417.
Inian. Annual Grant (Mission School at eort William) 608;

(Ont. Que. and Mar. Provs.) 1265.
Miscellaneous (Bourdary, Legal Expenses in connection with)

1379; (Keewatin, Expenses of Govt. in) 1302 ; (Surveys, Lakes
Huron and Superior) 1303.

Ocean and River Service (Life-boats, Stations, Life-preservers,
&c.) 1229.
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Dawson, Mr. S. J.-Continued.
Surveys, Lakes Huron and Superior, in Com of Sup.,

1303.
Timber Licenses, Cancellation of, on M. for ]Ret., 52.

De St. Georges, Mr. J. E. A., Portneuf
Subsidies to Rys. authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com., 1627.

Desjardins, Mr. A., Hochelaga
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) in Com., 1248.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 6 (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) on M. for Com. to rise, 671.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. (Mr. Charlton)

in Com., 288; on reprint of Amts., 812; on M. to
adjn. deb., 813.

Pebates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Ir. Coursol) to M. to
conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1102, 1106.

French Translation, in Com. of Sup., 1340.
Governor General's Sec.'s Office, in Com. of Sup., 833.
Grand Trunk Ry. Crossing in Montreal (Ques.) 1387.
Library, Salaries, &o., in Com. of Sup., 1003.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A

Macdonald) on M. for Coin., 1596.
Newfoundland Prohibitive Duty (Ques.) 1214.
Post Office, in Com. of Sup., 1319.
Public Health, inTCom. of Sup., 1012.
Railway Crossings on Roads and Streets (Ques.) 1273.
Steamshipi Subventions, in Com. of Sup., 1300.
SUPPLY :

Civil Government: Governor General's Secretary's Ofce, 838.
Collection of/Revenues.: Post Office, 1319.
Legislation: Miscellaneous (French Translation)1340; (Salaries,

&c., Library) 1003.
Quarantine (Public Health) 1012.
Sleam8hMp Subventions (France and Quebee) 1300.

Dundas, Mr. J. R., South Victoria
Tarff-on M. (&ir Leonard Tilley) for Com.

M., 717.
Wheat and Wheat Flour, Imported and Dutyi

&C. (M. for Ret.*) 66.

on W. &

collected,

Dupont, Mr. F., Bagot
Subsidies to Ry. Companies, Amounts paid under (M.

for Stmnt.) 261.

Fairbank, Mr. J. H., East Lambton
Canadian Paeific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 255.
Chinese Immigration into B. C., Prohibition of, on Res.

(.Mr. Shakespeare) 1286.
Liquor License Act, 1883, IRepeal of, on Amt. (Sir

Hector Langevin) to Ries. (Mr Houde) 963.
SUPPLY:

Legislation: Miscellaneous (Priating, Paper, 4e.) 1001, 1008.
XilitiaZ(Olothing, hc.) 1021.

xxi
Farrow, Mr. T., East Euron

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Mulok)
on M. for 20, 461.

Earthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 704.
Governmental Express System (Ques.) 57.
Moneys paid by Dom. to Local Govts. since Confedera.

tion (M. for Stmnt.*) 1200.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America inoorp.

B. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 924.
Payments on Settlers' Lands (Ques.) 57.
Postfflees, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 805.
Two cent Letter Postage (Ques.) 57.
Ways and Means-in Com., on Res. (earthenware)

702.

Ferguson, Mr. C. P., North Leeds and Grenville
Ballot Box, New Model of, on M, for. Sol. Com., 800.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper) on

Amt. (Mr. Watson) to M. to cono. in Res. from Com.,
486; on challenged quotation, 492.

Earthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 704.
Public Health, in Com. of Sup., 1016.
Quebec Lieut.-Govcrnors' Commiesions, &c., on M. for

copies, 522.
SUPPLY

Dominion Lands-Income (Outside Service) 1435,
Legislations (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1005, 1006, 1009.
Immigration (Salaries, &c.) 1422.
Pensions (Veterans of 1812) 1016.
Quarantine (Publie Health) 101.

Veterans of 1812, in Com. of Sup., 1016.
Ways and .Means-in Com.on Ries. (carthonware) 704.

Ferguson, Mr. J., Welland
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B, 101 (Sir Charles Tupper) on

M. for Com. on Res., 32).
Saskatoon and Northern Ry. Co. incorp. (B. 41,1°*)

89.
SrPPLY.:

Canals-Capital: Welland (UnpaId Labourers) 1861.

Fisher, Mr., S. A., Brome
Beemer, H. J., Claim of, for work on Gates, ko, Que.

bec (Ques.) 604.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Corn., on nos., 309.
Drill Instruction, in Com. of Sap., 1097.
Forestry Exhibition at Edinburgh, on M. for Cor., 799.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt, B. 111 (Sir John

À. Macdonald) on M. for 3> (Amt.) 1449.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for Com., 1596; in Com., 1597.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on prop Res. (Mr.

Foster) 980.
Reciprocity, on Res. (Mr. Davies) in Amt. to Com. of

Sap., 1189.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Auger) to Amt. (Mr. Blake)
to M. to conc. in Re., 156J.



INDE X.

Fisher, Mr. 8. A,-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Militia (Drill Instruction) 1097.
Pubhta Works-Income; Buildings (Que.) 1605,

Fleming, Mr. J., Peel
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res.,317.
Goodwin Jas., Claim of, for erecting Wall around

Parliament Grounds (Ques.) 601.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1598, 1602; on Amt. (Mr.
Mccarthy) to M1. for 3°, 1637; in Com.,1639.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir
Rector Langevin) t Res. ( Mr. iHoude) 940.

Fortin, Mr. P., Gaspé
Bounty to Fishermen, Claims paid and amount (M.

for Stmnt.*) 140.
General Inspection Act A.mt. B. 128 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com. on Res., 1056; in Com. on B., 1395.
International Fisheries Exhibition (M. for copies of

Reps.) 80.
Newfoundland Herring, Inspection of (M. for Ret.) 31.
«Personal Explanation, mis.statement of fact by Member,

808.
Pablic Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas-

grain) Vote challenged after div , 821.
School of Navigation, Qcaebec, on M. for Cor., 202, 203.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Çtharles

Tupper) in Com., 1626.

Pater, Mr. G. E., King's, N. B.
Agricultural Industries, Eacouragement of, on M. for

Sol. Com., 74.
Canada Temporance Act, 1878, Amt. B. 136 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Co -n. on Amt. (Mr. Ives) 1620.
Canadian Pacifie Railway Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 242.
Chinese Immigration into B. C, Prohibition of, on Res.

(1fr. Shakespeare) 1286.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &o. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

in Com. 287; (Amf.) 291; (Amt.) 668, nog., 980.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 141 (&ir John A.

.Macdonald) in Com., 1599.
Orange, Loyal, Association of Di itish America incorp.

B. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 927.
Personal Explanation on newspaper paragraph, 763.
Post Offces, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 803.
Prohibition of the Liquor Trafflo (Ris.) 656; deb.

rsmd., 980; on Amt. (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1119;
(Personal Explanation) 1122.

Gault, Mr. M. H., West Montreal
British Association Meeting, in Com. of Sup., 1310.
Civil Service B3ard, in Com. of Sup., 989.
Collection of Revenues, in Com. of Sup., 1318, 1320.
Concurrence-Military Properties (Care of) 14 1; Retarn-

ing Officers (Claims of) 1459 ; Schooners St. Andrews
and Jennie Graham, 1614.

Gault, Mr. M. H.-Continued.
Customs Appraisers (Quos.) 285.
Customs, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 842.
Customs Offieers in'Montreal, on M. for Ret., 466.
Dominion Exhibition (Ques.) 1215.
General Inspection Act, 1874, Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costigan)

in Com., 1395.
Lachine Canal, Contract for New Basins (Ques.) 1215.
Military Properties, Care of, conc., 1441.
Montreal Carnival, Adjournment for (Ques.) 88.
Post Offlee, in Com of Sup., 1320.
Returning Officers, Clairms of, conc., 1459.
St. Andi ews and Jennie Graham, Schooners, in CÔm. of

Sup., 1614.
SUPPLY:

Canal-.-Income: Welland (Shooners St. Andrews and Jennie
Graham) 1614.

givil Government: Oivil Service Board, 989; Customs, 812.
Colketion of Revenues: Pout Office, 1320; Publie Works (Tele-

graph Li. es, B.C.) 1318.
Logislation: Bouse of Commons (Returning Officers, Olaims of),

conc., 1459.
Militia (Military Properties, Care of) cone. 1441.
Miscellaneous (British Association Meeting) 1310.

Telegraph Lines, B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1318.

Gigault, Mr. G. A., Rouville
Agricultural Industries, Encouragement of (M. for Sel.

Com.) 74; Rep. of Com. (Ques.) 1337.
Agricultural Industry and Mechanical Arts, Essays,

&c., on (M. for copies of Pets.) 33.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sr John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1601.

Gillmor, Mr. A. H., Charlotte
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. to Amt. (M-. Blake) to M. for Com. on Res.,
442.

General Inspection Act Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costigai)
in Corn. on Res., 1065.

Mail Serviee in New B-answick (M. for Cor.) 78.
Reciproeity, on Res (Mr. Davies) in Amit. to Com. of

SUp., 1188.
Sick and Distressed Mariners Act Aimt. B. 129 (Mr.

MeLelan) on M. for 2°, 1360.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1486.
SUPPLY:

Fisheries (Fishing Bounty) 1371.
Public Works-Income : Buildings (N. B) 1192; Harbours and

Rivers (N. B.) 1222.

Girouard, Mr. D., Jacques Cartier
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 315.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Wells) to M. for 3°, 159 3.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 1l1 (Sir

John'A. Macdonald) on 1M. for 2°, 851.
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Girouard, Mr. D.-Continued.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1598. 1599 ; on M. for 3°
(Amt.) 1636; in Com., 1639.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir
Hector Langevin) to Res. (Mr. Houde) 947.

Mousseau, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, to the Beach,
on M. for Ret., 139.

Privileges and Elections, Firat Rep. of Com. (pre-
sented) 1270; M. to conc. in, 1291.

Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Chales Tup-
per) on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. to conc. in Res.,
1549; on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Auger) 1553, 1556.

Union Jacques Cartier Ry. and C.P. Ry., on M. for
Cor., 42.

Gordon, Mr. D. W., Vancouver Island
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mfr. Homer) to M. for Com. on
Res., 1027; on Amt. (Mr. Beid) 1038 ; on M. for 30,
1171; (Amt.) 1172.

Chinese Immigration into B.C., Prohibition of, on
Res. (Mr. Shakespeare) 976; on M. to adjn. deb.,
1285, 1288.

Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. (Ques.) 85.
Nanaimo Post Office, on M. for Cor., 805.
SUPPLY:

Indian Afairs: Annual Grant (B.O.) 1266.

Grandbois, Mr. P. E., Témiscouata
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. to conc. in
iRes., 1576. 0

Guillet, Mr. G., West Northumberland
Committee on Agricultural Interests, 1882, Expenses,

on M. for Stmnt., 132.
Inspection of Vessels on LakAs Huron and Superior,

on M. for ]Ret., 610.
Luard, Major-General, Complatints against, on M. for

copies, 750.
SUrrPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Maritime Court of Ont.) 996.
Civil Government: Oustome, 842.
Legislation : Miscellaneous (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1007.

United States Deserters, Arrest of (M. for Ret.) 86.

Gunn, Mr. A., Kingston
Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s (B. 68, 1F*) 162.

Backett, Mr. E., Prince, P.E.L
Prince Edward Island and the Fishery Award, on Res.

(Mr. Davice) 1280.
Prince Edward Island Steamboats, Inepec4ion of, on M.

for Papers, 63.
Reciprocity, on es. (Mr. Davies) in Amt. to Com. of

Sup., 1182.
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Railways (Repaire, kc., lt ercol, Ry.)
1260.

Fùheries (Overeers and Wardean, salarie, kc.)1234, 1281.

Haggart, Mr. J. G., South Lanark
Frontier Police, South-\Vestern Ontario (Ques.) 1054.
Government Mills in tho N. W., Disposal of, on M. for

Ret., 508.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. and A mts. made by Sen., on

Ques. of Priv., 1512.
Luard, Major.General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 743; Explanation of reference in dob. to Mr.
Fortin, 809.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. Acts Amt. B. 46 (Mr. Wells)
on Amt. (Mr. Wilson) to M. that B. pass, 888.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R. confirmation of
Lease B. 31 (Mr. Abbott) M. for Com., 810; M. to
change name of mover, 843; in Com., 857; 3° m.,
859; M. to conc. in Sen. Amts., 1281.

Hall, Mr. R. M., Sherbrooke
Brigade Majors' Salaries, &o., in Com. of Sup., 1017.
Concurrence-Geological Survey, 1451.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com., 1580; on Amt. (Mr. Well) to M.
for 3, 1593.

Geological Surveys, Mining and Metallurgy (M. for
Sel. Com.) 515.

International Ry. Co.'s (B. , 0*) 131.
Life Annuities, Sale of (Ques.) 199.
Logs and Lumber, Measurement of (Ques.) 337.
London Life Ins. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 139 (Mr.

Beaty) on M. for Com., 1516.
Quebec Central Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com. on Res.,

1492.
River St. Clair Tunnel Co.'s incorp. B. 62 (Mr. Mach

master) M. for Com., 603.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1492.
SUPPLY:

Geological Survey, 1261 ; conc., 1451.
Militia (Brigade Majore' Salaries, ke.) 1017.

Weights and Measurces Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.
Cosligan) in Com., 1242.

Hesson, Mr. S. R., North Perth
Banking Facilitios for Agricultuiists, on M. for Sel.

Com., 213.
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Homer) to M. for Co m. on Ries,
1030.

Chinese Immigration into B. C., Prohibition of, on Res.
(Mr. Shakespeare) 1286.

Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup., 989.
Concurrence-Returning Officers, Claims of, 1460.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

on M. to adjn. deb., 669; on Name being omitted
from div. on B., 709.

Customs Examination of Baggage at St. Vincent (Ques.)
144t.

Dominion Exhibition, in Com. ofSup., 1094.
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Hesson, Mr. S. R.-Cotinued.

Duval, Geo., Précis Writer, Supreme Court, Statutory
increase, in Com. of Sup., 1474.

Earthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 699, 702; conc.,
782.

Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1308.
Government Business, on M. to take in Mondays, 1023.
Intercol. Ry., Coal carried by, on M. for Ret., 65.
Immigration, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1407, 1413,

1414, 1420.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 759.
Land Improvement Fund, Ont. (Ques.) 1215.
Ontario and Que. Accounts and Dom. Govt. (Ques.) 73.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 803.
Postal Statistics (M. for Stmnt.) 90.
Public Buildings at Fort MacLeod, on M. for O. C., &c.,

620.
Post Office Dept., in Com. of Sup., 842.
Quebec, Lieut.-Governors' Commissions, &c., on M. for

copies, 523.
Returning Officers, Claims of, conc., 1460.
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agrieulture ani Statiatics (Dom. Exhibition 1094).
Aiministration of Justice: Supreme Court (Statutory increase

to Précis Writer) 1474.
Chargea of Management, 829, 839, 832.
Civil Government: Civil Service Board, 989 ; Post Office, 842.
Collection of Revenues: Railways (Repairs, &c., Intercol. Ry.)

1260.
Legislation: House of Commons (Returning Officers, Claims of)

con o., 1480.
fiscellaneous (Mr. Fabre's Salary, te.) 1308.

Pensions (Veterans of 1812) 1017.
Union Trust Corporation of Can. incorp. (B. 43, 1°*) 89.
Veteraus of 1812, in Com. of Sup., 1017.
Ways and Means-in Com. on Res. 2 (earthenware)

699, 702; on conc., 782.

Hickey, Mr. 0. E., Dundas
Ottawa, Waddington and New York Ry. and Bridge

Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. (B. 40, 10*) 89.
Sanitary Journals, Subsidies to (Ques.) 1387.

Holton, Mr. E., Chateauguay
Exchange Bank, Security for Advance to (Ques.) 199.
Montreal Post Office Service (Ques.) 797.
Ogilvie and Buntin, Messrs., as security for Exchange

Bank (Ques.) 261, 336.
St. Clotilde Post Office, Establishment of (Ques.) 1273.

Homer, Mr. J. A. R., New Westminster
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. [26 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 10268; (Amt.) 1027,
1037; in Com. on B., 1138; on Amt. (Mr. Gordon)
to M. for3°, 1173; (Amt. 6 m. h.) 1176.

Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101l (Sir Charles Tupper)
on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com. on
Res., 448.

Chinese Immigration into B.C., Prohibition of, on Amt.
(AMr. AUn) to Bos. (Air. Shakepeare) 1285.

Houde, Mr. F., Maskinongé
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com. on Res.,
441.

Grand Trunk Ry. Crossing in Montreal (Ques.) 1387.
Kazuabazua and Le Desert Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res. (Bir Charlu Tupper) 1500.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal (B. 25, 1°) 71; Res.,

932.
North Shore Ry., St. Martin's to Quebec (Ques.) 1388.
Postal Orders, France and Canada (Ques.) 967.
St. Martin's Junction and Quebec Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1493.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1490, 1493, 1499, 1500 ; on
Amt. to Amt. (UMr. Auger) to M. to conc. in Res.,
1552-1556,

Union Jacques Cartier Ry. and C. P. R. (M. for Cor.)
41.

Innes, Mr. J., South Wellington
Freight Charges on Intercolonial Ry. (M..for Stmnt.)

807.
Guelph Junction Ry. Co. incorp. (B. 72, 10*) 198.
St. Croix Cotton Factory, Importation of Machinery for

(M. for Stmnt.) 808.

Irvine, Mr. D., Carleton, N.B.
Concurrence -(istoms, 1457.
Customs Officers in Carleton County, on M. for Ret.,

466.
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1417.
Kearney and Jacques, Messrs., Appointment of (M. for

Cor.) 218.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1640.
Liquor License Inspectors, Payment of (Ques.) 337.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 803.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on prop. Res. (Mr.

Foster) 1125.
SUPPLY:

Collection of Revenues: Oustoms, 1316; cono., 1457.
Immigration (Salaries, kc.) 1417.

Tariff-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com. on W. &
M., 695.

United States Customs Duties on Ray (M. for Ret.)
519.

Ives, Mr. W. B., Richmond and Wolfe
Ballot Box, New Model of, on M. for Sel. Com., 800.
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Homer) to M. for Com. on Res.,
1034.

Canada Temperace Act, 1878, Amt. (B. 104, 1°*) 504;
B. 136 (Bir John A. Macdonald) in Com. (Amt.) 1619,
1620; on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1621.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Bir Charles Tupper)
on M. for Com. on Bo., 163.
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Ives, Mr. W. B.-Continued.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Wells) to M. for 30, 1592.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,

Euron) on Amt. 6 -m. h. (Mr. Tupper) to M. for 20,
94; on M. for Com. to rise, 671.

Immigrants, Applications for Services of, on M. for Rot.,
511.

Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 803.

Jaokson, Mr. J., &uth Nrfolk,
Lansdowne, Post Office at (Ques.) 336.
Morpeth Harbonr Improvements (Ques.) 132.
Port Rowan Lifn-saving Station (M. for Cor.) 521.
Steam Tags, Dredges and Dumping Soows, purchase of

(M. for Ret.*) 1201.
Timber Land, Sale of, in the N. W. (Ques.) 73; (M.

for Ret.) 90.

Jamieson, Mr. J., North Lanark
Graham, John, Relief (B. 107, 1°*) 580; 20 m., 665;

30 m., 979.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Con., 1598.

Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on prop. Res. (Mr.
Poster) 1117.

Kaulbach, Mr. C. E., Lunenburg
Fisheries, in Com. of Sup., 1237.
General Inspection Act, 1874, Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costigan)

in Com., 1397.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on Amt. (Mr. Btake) to M. for 3°, 1448.
Internatioaul Fisheric Exhiition, on M. for Reps., 81.
Newfoundland Herring, Inspection of, on Ml. for Ret.,

33.
Sick and Distressed Mariners, Exemption of Fishing

Vessels from Paying Duties to Fund (Ques.) 199 ; (M.
for O. C., &c.) 216.

SUPPLY:
Administration of Justice (Vice-Admiralty Courts) 997
JJhariea (Overmeers and Wardens, Salaries, kc.) 1237.

Vice-Admiralty Courts, in Com. of Sup., 997.

Kilvert, Mr. J'. E., Ramilton
Hamilton and North-Western Ry. Co. (B. 65, 1°*) 162.
South Saskatchewan Valley Ry. Co.'s incorp. Act Amt.

(B. 10, 1°*) 40.
Toronto, Grey and Bruce Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 9, 1*)

40.

King, Kr. L+. G., Queen's, N.B.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Weldon) to M. to conc. in Res. from
Com., 498.

bredging at Jemaog (M. for copies of tep.) 295
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on ReS. 1510.
4

Kirk, Mr. J. A., Giysborough
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (.Mr. Watson) to M. to conc. in Res. from
Com,, 494.

Drawback on Cotton used for Sails, to whom paid, &c.
(M. for Ret.*) 624.

Elevator at lalifax (Que.) 603.
Fishing Bounty, in Com. of Sup., 1370.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Cosagaw) ln

Com. on Res., 1056.
Goose Island, Lighthouse on (Ques.) 655.
Harbours and Rivers, N. S., in Com. of Snp., 1220.
Hearn, James, Superannuation of (M. for Cor.) 1110.
Liquor Lioense Act, 1883, Commissioners under (Ques.)

458.
New Harbour and Indian Harbour (Ques.) 182.
Ogden, Alfred, Eimployment of (Ques.) 798, 965.
Oyster Pond Breakwater (Ques.) 132.
Port Mulgrave as a sub-port (Ques.) 285.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 804.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffie, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Uardwell) to prop. Res. (Mr. Foster) 1122.
Publie Buildings, N. S., in Com. of Sup., 1191.
Reciprocity, on Res. (Mr. Davies) in Amt. to Com. of

Sap., 1189.
SUPPLY:

Fisheries (Fishing; Bounty) 1370; Harbours and Rivers (N, 8.)
1220.

Legislation: Miscellaneous (Printing, &., the Laws) 1004;
(Printing, Paper, &o.) 1006, 1008.

Pubie Workl-Income: Buildings (N. B.) 1191.
Ways and Means-ono., 793.

Kirkpatrick Hon. G. A., Frontenac
SUPPLY:

Legilation : House of Oommons (French Translation) 1340;
(Publishing Debates) 1340; (Salaries, Increase of) 1476; (Seo-
sional Indemnities) 1476.

[See SPEAKER, Mr.]

Landerkin, Mr. G., South Grey
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 328.
Concurrence-Military Properties, Care of, 1441.
Landry's, Mr., Vote on Contraot B. 12 (Mr. Caegrain)

on point of Order, 821.
Mail Service North of Palmeston (Ques.) 89.
Masters and Mates, Examination of, in Com. Of SUp.,

1229.
Military Properties, Care of, in Com.'of Sap., 1441.
Orange, Loyal, Assoiation of URitish Amerios IanOli

B. 93 (Mr. Camero, Tictoria) on M. for 2°, 903
Post OEce, in Com. of Sup., 1319.
Printing, Paper, &o., in Com. of Snp., 1606.
Public Health, in Com. of Sup., 1015.
Railway Bonuses given by Townships, &c., and Prov,

Govts. (M. for Stmnt.*) 1200.
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Landerkin, Mr. G.-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Collection of/Revenues : Post Office, 1819.
Lgislation : Miscellaneous (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1006.
Militia (Military Properties, Care of) cone., 1441.
Ocean and River Service (Masters and Mates, Examination of)

1229.
Quarantine (Public Health) 1015.

Landry, Mr. A. C. P. R., Montmagny
Agricultural Industry and Mechanical Arts, Essays,

&c., on M. for copies of Pets., 34.
Arbitrators, Official, and Secretaries, on M. for Stmnt.,

972.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas-

grain) on M. for Com., 814.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

on reprint of B. (M. to adjn. deb.) 812.
Debates, Official Rep., on M. to conc. in Fifth Rep. of

Com. (Amt.) 1271.
European immigrants, Port of Landing (Ques.) 89.
Excise Officers at Perth and Quebec (Ques.) 132.
Intercol. Ry., Claims for Losses on (Ques.) 655; Ferry

or Bridge ut Quebec, 86; Office at Quebec, 86; Tariff
between Quebec and St. Charles, 260; Officials (M.

for, Stmot.) 303.
international Forestry Exhibition (Ques.) 260.
Lislois, C. J., Claim of, before Dom. Arbitrators (Ques.)

260, 965.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 751.
Oaths, Governor-General's and Lieut.-Governors' of

Quebec (M. for copies*) 79.
Ontario's Provincial Debt to Canada (Ques.) 199.
Petrolum in Miontmagny and St. Maurice (Ques.) 85.
Public Works in the different Provinces, Expenditure

on since Confederation (M. for Stmnt.) 161.
Quebec Central Ry. and Intercol. Ry., Arrangements

between (M. for copies*) 230.
Quebec's Provincial Debt to Canada (Ques.) 199.
St. Charles Branch (Ques.) 260.
School of Navigation at Quebec (Ques.) 141; on M.

for Cor., 202.
Statutes, Consolidation of, Appointment of a French

Canadian (Ques.) 73.
Subsidies to Provinces, Readjustment of, on M. for

Cor., 152.
Supreme Court in Appeal, limitation of Jurisdiction

(B. 15, 10*) 43.
Traverse, Union Station at the (Ques.) 260.

Landry, Mr. P. A.., ent, NB.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) on MI. for Com., 274; in Com., 669.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

in Com., 291.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

cone. in Fourth Rep. ofCom., 1106; in Com. of Sup.,
1341.

Landry, Mr. P. A.-Continued.
Fredericton and Miramichi River Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res. (Sir Charles Tupp er) 1506.
Subsidies to Rys., autho rization B. 147 (ir Charlea

Tupper) in Com. on Re ., 1506.
SUPPLY:

Legisation : House of Commons (Pablishing Debates) 141.

Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector, Three Rivera
Adjourument for Good Friday (M.) 1476.
Agent and Contingencie, B.C., in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Agricultural Industries, Rep. of Com. (Ans.) 1387.
Agricultural Industry and Mechanical Art, Essays,

&c., on M. for copies of Pets., 35.
Amherstburg Public Buildings (Ans.) 79; on M. for

Ret., 298.
Arbitrators, Oficial, and Secretaries, on &!. for Stmnt.,

973, 974.
Bayfield Harbour, damage to by storms (Ans.) 40.
Beemer, H, J., Claim of, for work on Gates, &c., at

Quebec (Ans.) 604.
Belle River, Essex County, Pier in (Ans.) 655.
Boucher de la Bruère, Payment to, for Type, &c., in

Com. of Sup., 1374; conc., 1464.
Boularderie Wharf, N.S., conc., 1618.
Car3adiun Pacifie Ry., Further aid to, on statement in

Globe (contradiction) 1821; Tarif of Rates on
(Ans.) 79.

Cape Tormentine Harbour, in Com. of Sup., 1603.
Carleton, N.B., Post Office (AUs.) 966.
Chapleau, S. E. St. Onge, further appointment of (Ans.)

1387.
Cheticamp Harbour, N.S., Dredging entrance (Ans.)

967.
Chinese Immigration into B. C., on Ques. of Priv. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 977.
Civil Service Board, conc., 1458.
Concurrence-Boularderie Wharf (N. S.) 1618; Civil

Service Board, 1458; Consolidating Statutes (Pur-
chase of Type) 1464; Harbours and Rivers (Man.)
1616, (P. E. L) 1464; Moncton Post Office (N. B.)
1616; Newfield (Cost of Working) 1458; Returuing
Officers (Claims of) 1460.

Consolidated Statutes, Purchase of Type for, conc.,
1464.

Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr.
Casgrain) on M. for 2°, 294; on M. to reduce quorum
of Sel. Com., 624; on complaints of non-meeting of
Com., 651; on M. for Com. of W., 813, 818.

Crane Island Wharf, on M. for Ret., 516; (Ans.) 736.
Criminal Law Amt., Incest, &c. B. 2 (Mr. Cameron,

Buron) on M. for 2>, 80.
Criminal Law Amt,, Seduction, &o. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

on reprint of Amts., 812; on M. to adjn. deb., 813.
Criminal Laws, Extension to B. C. (B. 132, 1°¥$) 1320.
Debates, Offcial Rep., on Am.L (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1103, 1106.
Pominion Employés in B. 0., on M. for timnt., 514.
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Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector-Contnued.
Dredges and Tug, construction of (An'.) 603.
Dredging at Jemseg, N.B., on M. for Rep., 296.
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1225; suppl., 1365.
Emigrant Sheds at Victoria, B. C. (Ans.) 336.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, in Com. of Sup., 1603.
Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1303.
Fairford River, Man., Improvements, on M. for Rep.,

210.
Felonies and Misdemeanours, Speedy Trial of, Extension

to B. C. (B. 133, 10*) 1321.
Floating Gas Lights on the St. Lawrence, on M. for

Cor., 217.
Fortifications and Military Buildings (B. 124, 1°) 965;

2° m., 1061.
Goodwin, Jas., Claim of, for Walls, &c., around Parlia-

ment Grounds (Ans.) 604.
Government Lands in Richelieu Co., Sale of (Ans.)

1109.
Graham, John, Relief B. 107 (Mr. Jamieson) on M.

for Com., 979.
Harbours and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1218-1224; conc.,

1464, 1616, 1618.
High Commissioner, House and Furniture for, in Com.

of Sup., 1367.
Hudson Bay and Straits, Exploratory Expedition to

(Ans.) 132.
Hughes, Judge, Charges against (Ans.) 1109.
Immigration and Emigration, on Res. (Mr. Paterson,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1071.
Indian Agent's Office, Toronto, closing of, on M. for O.

C., 295.
Infantry Schools, in Com. of Sup., 1366.
Ingonish Breakwater, on M. for Ret., 90.
Isle-aux-Noix, completion of Works at (Ans.) 966.
Judges, Equalization of Salaries of (Ans.) 40.
Kingsville Harbour, Ont., Works (Ans.) 86.
Lachine Canal, contract for new Basins (Ans.) 1215.
Lévis Graving Dock further Provision (B. 149, 1°*)

1581; in Com., 1618.
Lights on the St. Lawrence, North of Island of Orleans,

on M. for Ret., 218.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for Com., 1596; in Com., 1598.
Liquor license Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Res. (Mr.

Houde) 936; (Amt.) 937.
Lotbinière, construction of Wharf at (Ans.) 1054.
McLaughlin, Geo. E., Gratuity to family of, in Com. of

Sup., 1378.
Methot, Mr., M.P. for Nioolet, on resignation of seat,

1108.
Michaud and Dumais, Skiffington vs., on M. for copies

of Reps., &c., 622.
Militia, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 837.
Moncton Post Office, N.B., conc., 1616.
Montreal Drill Shed, Contract for Rebuilding (Ans.)

966.
Morpeth Harbour Improvements (Ans.) 182, 1054.

Langevin, Hon. Sir Rector-Continued.
Mousseau, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, to the Benoh, on

M. for Rot., 137.
Naval Station at Esquimalt (Ans.) 285.
Ntwfield, Steamer, Cost of Working, in Com. of Sup.

1318 ; cono., 1458.
New Harbour and Indian Harbour (Ans.) 132.
North Shore Ry., St. Martin's to Quebec (Ans.) 1388.
Ottawa, Additional Buildings, in Com. of Sap., 1190.
Ottawa Gas Co., Claim of, for Leakage (Ans.) 604.
Oyster Pond, N.S., Breakwater (Ans.) 132.
P. E. 1., Piers in, Payments for repairs on (Ans.) 1054;

on M. forO. C., 1169.
P. E. I., Wharves and Piers in, Inspectionof (Ans.)

261.
Perley, H. F., Services of, in oonnection with St. Peter's

Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1350.
Personal Explanation on article in Globe newspaper,

1465.
Pilots, Montreal and Quebec, incorp. B. 18 (Mr. Amyot)

on M. to dschrg. Order ref. B. to Com. on Banking
and Commerce, 132.

Port Arthur Harbour, in Com. of Sup , 1603.
Port Stanley Harbour Revenue, on M. for Stmnt., 295.
Pé>st Office, in Com. of Sup., 1320, 1383;
Post Offices and Public Buildings, Ereotion of, on M. for

Cor., 805.
Printing and Advertising, Cost of, on M. for Ret., 303.
Printing of Parliament, on M. to conc. in Sixth Rep. of

Joint Com., 1108.
Private Bills, Reception of Reps. from Com, (Ms. to

extend time) 567, 1100; on M. to extend time for
Presentation, 1354.

Privileges and Elections Com. (M. to add name) 569.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffie, on Res. (Mr. Foster)

986.
Public Buildings, Cost of Heating, on M. for Stmut., 83.
Public Buildings of the Dom., on M. for Ret., 41.
Public Contracte, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas-

grain) on M. for 2°, 294; on reducing quorum of Sel.
Coin., 624; on non-meeting of Com., 654; on M. for
Com. of W., 813, 818.

Public Works, in Com. of Sup., 1190-1198, 1218-1226,
1354-1366, 1603-1606; cono., 1458, 1464, 1616, 1618.

Public Works Dept., Extra Clerks in, on M. for Stmnt.,
82.

Public Works, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 843.
Public Works of Canada Act Amt. (B. 134, 1°*) 1321;

2° m., 1445, 1586.
Public Works Rep. (presented) 27.
Quebec Tidal Dock further provision (B. 148, 1°*)

1581; 2° m., 1618.
Return, Imperfect, respecting Drawback on Machinery

for Sugar Refining (remarks) 672.
Returning Officers, Claims of, conc., 1460.
School of Navigation, Quebec, on MI. for Cor., 202.
Seocretary of State's Office, in Com. of Sup., 1474.
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Langevin, Hon. Sir Hector-Continued.
Ski*ngton v8. Mossrs. Michaud and Dumais, on M. for

copies of Reps., &c., 622.
St. Hyacinthe Post Ofce, Brection of (Ans.) 966.
Bt Jean Port Joli Wharf, on I. for Ret., 517.
St. Thomas, Public Buildings at, on M. for. Ret., 92.
Standing Committees (M. to add names) 569.
Stone for New Departmental Building (Ans.) 736.
Rubsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sr Charles

Tupper) in Oom. on Res., 1493, 1495, 1511; in Com.
of W., 1624.

BSPPLT :
Canal-CapitaZ; St. Peter's (B. F. Perley, Services of) 1350.
aIisl QossrnmestC: Civil Service Board, oono., 1458; Militia,

837; Public Worke, 843; Secretary of State's Ofiee, 1474.

Coledio» je/eea4: PstOii.4, 1320, 1383 ; Publie Works
(Steamer Newfield, Cost ot Working) 1818; (Telegraph Lines,
B.C.) 1318; (Agent and Contingencies, B.C.) 1318.

Legslation: House of Commons (Returning Officers, Olalms of)
cone., 1460.

Mia.eanoua(Bouedur de la Bruère, Payment to, for Type, &c.)
1374, cono., 1461; (Oonsolidated Statutes, Parchase of Type
for) cono., 1464; (Fabre, Mr., Salary, &o.) 1303; (MoLanghlin
Geo. B., Gratuity to family of) 1373.

Peniten*iaries (Oorchester) 1000; (Kingaton) 998; (Manitoba)
1001, suppl., 1338-; (St. Vincent de Paul) 1000.

Pubfli Worke-apital: B.O. (Esquimalt Graving Dock) 1603;
N.B. (Oape Tormentine Harbour) 1603; Ottawa (Additional
Buildings) 1190; Port Arthur (Construction of Harbour) 1603.
Income: Buildings (B.C.) 1198; (Man.) 1198; (N.B.) 1191,
suppl.,1604, eono., 1616 ; (N.B.) 1190, suppL., 1604; (N.W.T.)
1198; (Ont.) 1193-1197, suppl., 1335, 1605; (P.E.I.) 1191,
suppL., 1604; (Que.) 1193, suppl., 1354, 1605; (Repaire, &c.)
1198, suppl., 1358, 1862. Dredging, 1225, suppl., 1365. Har-
boura and Rivers (B. 0.) 1606; (Man.) 1365, conc., 1616;
(N.B.) 1221, sono., 1442, 1616; (N.B.) 1605, conc., 1618;
(N.W.T.) 1606; (Ont.) 1223, suppl., 1365, 1606; (P.E.I.) 1220,
quppl., 1,62, cono., 1464; (Que.) 1222, suppl., 1365. Miseli-
laneous, 1226, suppl.; (Infantry Schools) 136î; (High Oom.
missioner, Bouse and Furniture for) 1367; (Newfield,
Steamer, Cot of Working) conc., 1458. Telegraph Lines,
1220, suppl., 1306.

Talbpt, Aohiile, Employment and Salary of (Ans.) 966.
Tolegraph Linos, in Com. of Sup., 1226, 1318 ; suppl.,

1366.
Thames and Lake Erie Canal (Ans.) 797.
Wharves and Piers in N. B. (Ans.) 458.

Mauier .Eon. W., East Quebec
0anaian PaciAc Ry. Loan B. (&r CAarkes Tupper) on

M. for Com. on Res., 411.
Consaidated ly. Act, 1879, Amt. R. 135 (&r Charles

4pperw) îi 0cm., 1581.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (MXrïOameron,

Huron) on M. for Com., 283.
Og4ing Timber, ir Com. of Sap., 131
Dominion Subsidy to Que., Readjustm.ont of (M. for

40.*) 120.
Emigrant Bui1dingsat Lévis, Removal of( . for 2or.)90.
Fabre, *e, Salary, &c., in Com. of Sap., 1303, 1807.
Zqibrary of Parliament, ou M. to conc. in Joint Bop. of

Uom., 964.

Laurier, Hon. W.- ntinwed.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Mri John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1597.
Liquor License Act., 1883, Repeal of, on Amt (B&r

Hector Langevin) to Res. (.Mr. Kude) 914.
Mousseau, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, to the$ench

(M. for Ret.) 183, 139.
Subsidies to Rys. B. 147 (Sir Charles Tupper) on Amt.

(Mr. Blak) to M. to conc. in Re., 1539-1543; on Main
Motion, 1573; (Amt.) 174.

SUPPLY:
Collection of Revenues: Culling Timber, 1317.
Mi8cellaneoua (Mr. Pabre's Salary an4 Contingencies) 13QS, 1307.

Lesage, Mr. C. A., Dorchester
Adalteration of Food and Brugs, Prevention i. 114

(Mr. Costigan) on M. for r, 1182.
Debates, Officiai Rfep. of, Translation (Ques.) 86.

Lister, Mr. J. F., Wes Lambton
A, B, and C Batteries, in Com. of Sup,, 1164.
Amberstburg Public Buildings (Que&.) p»; Land pur.

chased for (M. for Ret.*) 83.
Belle River, Pier on (Ques.) 65&.
Benefit Matual Insurance Societies (Qqes.) 337.
Canadiau Pacifûe Railway Loan B. (&r Charle Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 337..
Colchester Reef Lighthouse (Ques.) 86, 199.
Corbett, John, Employment of (Ques.) 199.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B.3 (A&r. Cameron,

Huron) on Amt. 6 m. h. (fr. Tupper) to M. for 2°,
93; on M. for Com., 275.

Criminal Statisties, in Com. of Sup.,'1090.
Dominion Rifle Association, in Com. of4Sup., 116I0.
Drill Pay, &c., in Com. of Sup., 198.
Fishery Act Amt., Petitions praying for, on M. to ref.

to Sel. Com., 300.
Gold Mining in the N.W., Act relating to (Ques.) 43.
Goodwin, James, Claims of, for Peue around Parlia-

ment Grounds (M. for Rep.i) 1109.
Independence of Puarliamet A Ain*. R111( rJohn

A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 5 .
Inspeotion of Viessls on Lakes Humon and 8nperior, on

M. for Rot., 600.
Kingsville Harbour Works (Ques.) 86; (M. for Ret.)

216.
Leumingto, Post OiRce at (M. for 0r800; (reply)

80e.
Maritime Court of Ont., Extension of Juàiiction B.

70 (Air. Allen) on M. fer 2°, 461.
Maritime Court of Ont., in Com. of Sup., 996.
Militia Contingenoie", &c. iu Com. of Sup., 4108.
Mining Licenses in the N.W., Bsker Omeek(Ques.) 44.
Mining ]Regulationa fer thoe N.W. (M. fur Ret) 612.
Miscellaneos Printig, in Com.-ofSa, 1009.
Ottawa Gas Co., Claim offor skagg (QUes,) 604.
Pelée Island, Long Point and Rondeau I.gh.thouses,

Repairs o <* fo Se ,%
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ITDRX.

Lister, ,Mr. J. P.-Contiaue.
Postage taips, Sale of, at Windsor (Ques.) 655.

rint~ing, &c., theI Lws, in Cem. of Sup., 1004.
Printing Paper, &c., in Com. of Sp., 1007.
Public Bgildings of the Dominion (M. for Ret.) 41.
Publie Works Department, Extra Clerks in (K. for

stmut.) 82.
Quarantine, in Com. of Slp., 1010.
Schools of Gunnery, in Cm. of Sup., 1164.
SVP1PLY.

Administraion of Justice (Mar. Court of Ot.) 996.
Arts, Agriculture and Staiaticg COriminal Statistics) 1090;

(HFealthýEtatistes) 1#94.
ZVislâsee&n iicellaneous (WaWllaneun Printing) 1009;

(Prmntiu, ., the Laws) 1004 ; (Printing Paper, &c.) 1007.
Militia (A, B, and O Batteries, Schools of Gunnery, &c.)

1164 ; (Contingencies, &c.) 1158 ; (Dominion Rifle Associa-
tion) -1190 ; Drill Pay, o.) 18 .

Quaranine, 1010.
Wheatley, Postmaster at, Charges against (K. for Rep.)

604.

Îivliigstone, Mr. J., BegA Waterloo
Land Sales in the N. W., Names of Purchasers and

AmonMsteof rebate (m. for Ret. *) B23.

Macdonald, Mr. A. C., eing's, P.E.I.
Prince edlward Island Steamboats, Inspection of, on

M. for Papers, 62.
SUPPLY :

Fisher*s (Overseerso and Wsdens, Salaries, kc.) 1239.
Ocean and River Service (Glendon, steamer to replace) 1228;

(Lighthenses AnI Fog Alarms, construction, & c.) 1233.

N1acdonald, Rt Hon. i8r John A., Carleton, 0.
Address, on The, 20 ; M. for Cam. to draft, 27 ; draft

rep. 28; His Excellency's reply, 304.
Adjournments (Ms.) Ash Wednesday, 524; Annuncia.

tion Day, 1053; Baster, 1422.
Adjournment ol the flouse, on M. for (remarks) 514.
Administrator of the Govt. of the N. W. T., on M. for

0.0. &e., 617.
Administration of Justiee, in Com. of Sup., 994, 997.
Administration of Oaths of Office (B. 1, 1°*) 2.
AdulteratMi of:Food and Drugo, Prevention B. 114 (Mr.

Costigan) on Ques. of Order (Mr. Blak) 1245; in
Com,, 436.

Agrieg1ture, Dept. of, in om. of Bap., 1387.
Agriaulture and Immigration, Rp. of Minister (Ans.)

909.
Alberta Baidge Ce. inorp. B. 76 (Mr. Raqs) Qn M.

for 20, 504.
A a, W.P,allowance in lieaof Board, &4in Com.

ofîSp., 1381.
America, Works on, in Co&. of Sp,, 1409.
mero, eger, Case of,'on*J. for Ret., 623

Archives, Qare fe in Com. of Sup., 1088.
Asin i 4eued Agent for (Ans.) 27,
Ballot Box, New Model, on M. for Sel. Con., 800.
Banlkiag F*siliti for ep.iculturists Provision B. 1o

(1f, Qrto) en Quei. of Order (Mr. Blake) on intro-
duction, 524.

Macdonald, Sir John A.-Continued.
Banking Facilities for Agriculturists, on M. for Sol'

Com., 215.
Boundary between B. C. and the N.-W. T. (Ans,) 261.
Boundary, Legal Expenses in connection with, in Com.

of Sup., 1379.
British Association, Meeting of, in Com. ofnSup., 1310.
British Columbia, Agreement with (B. 126) prop. Res.

67 ; on Amt. (Mr. Gordon) to M. for 30, 1175.
B. N. A. Act, Cases decided under, in Com. of Sup., 1378.
Cabinet Representation for B. C. (Ama.) 58.
Calgary, Land Agent for (Ans.) 87.
Canada Temperance Act, 1IS, Ait (B. 18 , 1°*)

1386; 2 M., 1618.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (&r Charls Tupper)

Ms. for Ros. to take preoeence, 304, 48; M.
for B. to take precedence through ail stages, 524;
on M. (Sir Charle8 Tupper) to recom., 568.

Cariboo County Court Judge, Salary of (B. 136) prop.
Bes., 69; in Com. and 10* of 13,, 85.

Cttl Sation, Quarantina in Com. of Sup,, 1010.
OJiapleau, S. E. St. Onge (Ans.) 86 ; Appointment of, as

Sheriff, on M. for O. C., &c., 149.
Chinese Immigration into B. C., Prohibition of, on

Res. (Mr, Shakespeare) 1287, 1289.
Civil Government, in Com. of Sup., 836-840, 841, 937,

989, 990, 1334-1837, 1466.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt B. 130 (3[r.

Chapleau) in Com., 1389-1392.
Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup., 989, 990.
Coal, Sale and Delivery of, B. 119 (Mr. Costigan) in

COQm., 1059.
Concurrence-Geological Survey, 1451; Expenses of

Govt. in N. W. T., 1611; rndians (Man. and N. W.)
1610 ; Refund of buties to Merchants in P. E. L, 1455.

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, B. 52 (Mr. Mulock) on M.
for 20, 461.

Consolidating Statutes, in Com. of Sup., 1302.
Consolidated S.tatutes, Purchase of Type for, in Com. of

Sup., 1379.
Contract, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas.

grain) M. to substitute name on Sel. Com., 655; on
M. for Com. of W., 814; in Com., 815-819 i on chal-
lenge of Vote aiter div., 821.

County Court Judges' Travelling Expenses (Ans.) 603.
County Judge of Elgin, on M. for Com. of Sup.

(remarks) 1217. SeC "Elgin."
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr.

6tmeron, Huron) on M. for 29, 98; on M. for Com.,
284.

Criminal LawAmt., Seduetion, &c. B.6 (Mr.Okharlton)
in Com., 287, 289-292 ; on Amt. (Jr. Fosktr) 667;
on reprint of Amts., 812.

Criminal Laws, Extension to B. C. (B. 132), 20 m., 1581.
Criminal Statistic, in Com. of Sp., 10»0.
Cumberland, Seat for, on Quea. of Priv. (M». Bflake)

on Re., 547 ; (Amt) to ref. to Com. on riv. and
Rlc, J40; (ramarks) 564.

e"w
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INDEX.

Nacdonald, Sir John A.-Continued.
Dangerous Weapons, Carrying of (Ans.) 458.
Disputed Territory (B. 144) 2° m., 1634; 3° m., 1640.
Dominion Lande Act, 1883, Amt. (B. 138, 1°*) 1386;

2° m., 1622; in Com., 1623, 1624.
Dominion Lands Capital, in Com. of Sap., 1384, 1423-

1427; Income, 1385, 1427-1429, 1435-1438.
Dominion Police, in Com. of Sap., 997; suppl., 1338.
Dual Representation B. 13 (Mr.Ouimet) on for IL.2, 144.
Eastern Extension, Intercol. Ry., on M. for Cor., 738.
Electoral Franchise (B. 7, 10) 31.
Elgin, County Judge of, Charges against, on M. for

copies of Pets., 59; (remarks) 967; on M. for
Com. of Sup., 1217.

Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. (Ans.) 85.
Fabre, Hon. Hector, Retention of Services of (Ans.)

337.
Factory Bill (Ans.) 1242.
Forestry Exhibition at Edinburgh, on M. for Cor., 799.
Frontier Police, South-Western Ont. (Ans.) 1054.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costigan)

in Com. on Res., 1056.
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sup., 1261, conc. ; 1451.
Geological Surveys, Mining and Metallurgy, on M. for

Sel. Com., 515.
Geological Survey in B.C. (Ans.) 505.
Gold Mining in the N. W., Act relating to (Ans.) 44.
Goverument Business, C. P. R. Res. (M. to take pre.

cedenoe) 198.
Goverunment Business, Progress of (remarks) 469; (Ms.

to take in Thursdays, 625; State of, 1170; Mondays,
1023; Wednesdays, 1549; Saturdays, 1332.

G)vernrent HeQrd in the N. W. (Ans.) 536.
Goverument Mille in N. W. T, Sale or Lease of (Ans.)

199.
Governor General's Commission, &c., on M. for copies,

522.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Curra) on M. for

20, 890, 895, 896; Son. Amts., on Ques. of Priv.,
1514, 1543.

Halifax Reformatory for Juvenile Offenders (B. 141)
2° m., 1621.

High Commissioner (Contingencies) in Com. of Sap.,
987; (House and Furniture for) 1367.

High Commissioner for Canada (Sir Charles Tupper)
Appointment ç, on M. for O.C., &c., 55.
igh Commissioner to England, on Res. (Mr. Mill)
in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1042.

House of Commons, Representation of Territories in,
B. 110 (Mr. Cameron, Huron) on M. for 10, 602.

Hudson Bay Navigation, on M. for Sol. Come., 207.
Hughes, Judge, Charges against, on M. for copies of,

59; (remarks) 967; on M. for Com. of Sup., 1217.
Hunter's Island, Land or Timber Sales on (Ans.) 965,

1054.
Immigration, Salaries, "., in CoM. of Sup., 1410.

1acdonald, Sir John A.-Continued.

1
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Independence of Parliament Act Amt. (B. 111) M. for
leave to introduce, 624, 2" m., 844; M. to ref. to
Com. on Priv. and Ele., 878; in Com. on B., 1423,
3° m., 1446; on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1447.

Indians, Annual Grant, in Com. of Sup., 1263, 1266,
1269, 1372, 1373, cono., 1450,1610, 1617.

Indian Act, 1880, Amt. (B. 87, 1°) 260; 2ç m., 1063;
in Com., 1397-1404; M. to conc. in Son. Amts., 1653.

Indian Affairs, Rep. of Dept. (presented) 68; in Com.
of Sap., 840, 841; suppl., 1336, 1466.

Indian Agent at Penetanguishene (Ans.) 31.
Indian Islands in Lake Ont., on M. for Rot., 87, 88.
Indian Lands, Fort William, Cancellation of Timber

Licences, on 9. for Ret., 51, 52.
Indian Self-Government. (B. 22, 1) 67; 20 m., 538;

in Com., 539-542; 3° m., 625.
Inland Revenue, Minister of, Resignation (Ans.)

505; (correction) 513; (further remarks) 525.
Insolvent Banks, Insurance and Loan Co.'s (B. 145) 2°

m., 1645.
Interior, Dept. of, Rep. (presented) 844; in Com. of

Sap., 838-840; suppl., 1466.
International Forestry Exhibition (Ans.) 260.
Intoxicating Liquors, Traffic in, Act Amt. B. 102

(Mr. Robertson, Selburne) on Order for 20, 1290.
Judicial Salaries, Readjustment of, on M. for Cor., 58 ;

(Ans.) 1387.
Judiciary of Manitoba, Additional Appointment to

(B. 146) prop. Res., 1422; in Com., 1478; 1* of B.,
1549; 2° m., 1622.

Justices of the Peace out of Sessions, Duties of, Act Amt.
(B. 137, 1°*) 1386; 2° m., 1618.

Juvenile Offenders, Reformatory at Halifax for (B. 141)
2° m., 1621.

Keewatin, Expenses of Govt. in, in Com. of Sup., 1,102.
Land Agents for Assiniboia and Calgary (Ans.) 27.
Land Sales within limits of C. P. R., on M. for Ret.,

77.
Legisiation, in Com. of Sup., 1002-1006, 1008, 1009,

1340, 1339.
Library of Parliament Com. (M. for Mess. to Sen.) 31;

on M. to conc. in First Rep. of Com., 964, 965, 1168;
on Second Rep., 1240; on presentation of Third
Rep., 1443; Salaries, &c., in Con. of Sap., &c., 1003.

Licenses for Sale of Liquor in the N. W. T., on M. for
net., 13.

Liquor Lioense Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal
(M. to take precedence) 823; on point of Order, 825;
(M.) 932; (Ans.) 964.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. (B. 143) prop. Res.,
1422; in Com., 1476; 2° andM. for 0om., 1595; 3°
m., 1636; on Amt. (Mr. McCarthy) to IL for 30,

1637; in Com., 1637.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Commissioners under (Ans.)

458; InspectorS, Payment of (Ane.) 337; Police or.
gaintion under (An&.) 505.



INDEX.

Xacdonald, Sir John A.-Contined.
Lottery Pirm at St. Stephen, N. B., on M. for Stmnt.

Of receipts Of P. O., 614.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 621, 757.
Manitoba and Hudson Bay Ry. Land Grant (prop- Res.)

1590; in Com., 1591; Res. ref. to Com. of W. on B.,
138.

Manitoba and Hudson Bay Ry,, Land Subsidy to
(prop. Res.) 1476,

Manitoba Judiciary (B. 146) prop. IRes., 1422; in Com.,
1478; 1°* of B., 1549; 2° m., 1622.

Manitoba Lands, Settlement of claims by Occupancy
(B. 150, 10*) 1586.

Manitoba Public eSchools, Aid to, Res. (Sir Leonard
Tiley) on M. for Com., 68.

Maritime Court for Canada (Ans.) 965.
Maritime Court of Ont., Extension of Jurisdiction, B.

70 (Air. Allen) on M. for 2° (M. to adjn. deb.) 462.
McCourt, Daniel, Dismissal of, on M. for Cor., 51t,.
Messages from Ris Excellency (presented) 27, 304.
Militia, Dept. of, in Com. of Snp., 836, 837.
Mining Licenses in the N. W., Baker Creek (Ans.) 44.
Mining Regulations for the N. W., on M. for Rot., 512.
Minister of R ilways and Iiibh Commissionorahip, on

Res. (Mr. Blake) 547; (Amt.) 549.
Ministerial Changes (Explanation) 28, 29.
Miscellaneous Printing, in Com. of Sup., 1009.
Moncton Post Office, &c., in Com. of Sp., 1616.
Mounted Police, Pay of Force, &c., in Com. of Sap.,

1294-1298; Barracks, in Com. of Sp., 1303, 1378.
Mounted Police for B. C. (Ans.) 336.
Niagara Falls Commission, in Com. of Sup., 1303.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57 (Mr. Small) on Sen.

Amts., 1547.
North-West Grievances (Ans.) 766.
North-West Territorial Administration, on M. for Rot.,

75.
North-West Territories Act, 1880, Amt. (B. 152, 1°*)

1586, 2° M., 1651.
North-West Territories, Expenses of Govt. in, in Com.

of Sp., 1301.
Oaths of Offce (B. 1, 1°*) 2.
Official Incomes, Taxation of (Ans.) 1054.
Ogden, Alfred, Employment of (Ans.) 798.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R., confirmation of

Lease B. 32 (Mr. Abbott) on M. for Com., 810 (Ques.
of Order) 811; Assent of Crown announced, 886.

Parliamentary Practice, on Mr. Speaker's Ruling on
Members being called on to Vote, 458.

Pasture Land Leases, on M. for Ret., 73.
Patent, Rights, Fraud in Sale of, B. 26 (Mr. Mulock)

on M. for 31, 460.
Payments on Settlers' Lands (Ans.) 57.
Penitentiaries, in Coin. of sup., 988-1002, 1338.
Pensions, in Com. of Sp., 1017.
Petroleum in Montnagny and St. MauieS (Ans.) 85,

Macdonald, Sir John A.-Cntinued.
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Post Office, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 806.
Prince Leopold, Death of, Resoluton of Condolence to

Her Majesty (M.) to consider Mess. from Senate,
1273; M. to cono. in, 1291.

Printing, &c., the Laws, in Com. of Sup., 1004.
Printing Com. (M. for Mess. to Sen.) 31.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1004-1006, 1008.
Prisoners, Transfer of, from Gaols (B. 151, 1°*) 1586;j

2 M., 1645.
Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup., 1334.
Public Buildings at Fort MacLeod (Ans.) 506 ; on M. for

O. C., &c., 619.
Public Contracte, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (1fr•

Casgrain) M. to substitute name on Sel. Com., 655;
on M. for Com. of W., 814; in Com., 815-819; on
challenge of a Vote after div., 821.

Public Health, in Com. of Sap,, 1013.
Public Works, Income, in Com. of Sup., 1367, 1616.
Publie Works in the different Provinces, Expenditure

on, since Confederation, on M. for Stmnt., 162.
Publie Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 134 (Sir Hector

Langevin) on M. for 20, 1587; in Com., 1588.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1010, 1013.
Quebec, Lieut. Gbvernor's Comnisnion &c., ou M for

copies, 522.
Quebec, Subsidy to (Ans.) 883.
Railway Act, Consolidated, 1879, B. 52 (Mr. Mulock)

on M. for 2°, 460.
Railway Bridge at Quebec (Ans.) 1636.
Railways, Assistance to, since Confederation, on M. for

Stmnt., 616.
Railways and Canals, Dopt. of, in Coin. of Sup., 1335.
Reciprocity, on Res. (1r. Davie.) in Amt. to Com. of

Sup., 1186.
lRefund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I., in Com. of

Sup., 1312, 1314; conc., 1455.
Regina, Location of N. W. Capital at, on M. for Cor.,

&c., 38.
Registration of Deeds and Instrumente in the N. W.

(Res.) 1635.
Repatriation of Canadians (Ans.) 965.
Return, Imperfect, re ligh Commissioner (remarkd)

460; in reference to Timber Leases, 766.
Richardson, H., Rental allowanoe, in Com. of Sup.,

1379.
Robertson, John, Claims of, on M. for Ret., 615.
Royal Society, Publication of Proceedinge, in Com, of

Sup., 1374.
Select Standing Committees (m.) 2; M. for Sp.

Com. to prepare Liste, Z8; Liste presented, 29, coo.
in, 31.

Self-Government among Indians (B. 22, 10) 67; 20 m,
538; in Com., 539-542 ; 3° m., 625.

Sessional Indemnities, in Com. of Sup., 1002, 1339.
Shipwreck, Enquiries into, B. 117 (Mr. McLelan) on

14. for Com. on Res., 764; on M. for8B°, 1293.



INDEX.

Macdonald, Sir John A.-Continued.
Speech from ithe Throne, consideration of (m.) 2.
Speedy Trials, Pelonies and Misdemeanours, Extension

to Man. (B. 183) 2° M., 1581.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charls Tup-

per) in Com., 1492, 1501, 1503; on Amt (.Mr. Auger
to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. to cone. in Res., 1564-1568.

St. Patrick's Day, on M. for Adjournment, 884.
Statutes, Consolidation of, Appointment of a French

Canadian (Ans.) 73.
Summary Convictions, &e., Act Amt. (B. 137, 10*)

1386; 2° m., 1618.
SUmPPLY:

Administration çf Justice, 994-997.
Art, 4griculture and Statistica (Archives, Qare f) 1088; (Orim-

inal Statistics) 1090.
Civil Government: Agriculture, 1337; ciril Service Board, 989,

990; ffigh Commissioner (Oontingentise) 987; Indian Affaira,
840, 841, suppl., 1336,1466; Interior, 838-840, suppl., 146; Mili-
tia, 836, 837; Privy Council Office, 1334 ; Railways and Canals,
1335.

Dominion Land-Capital (Examination of Surveyors' Plans
and Field Notes) 1384; (Surveys) 1423-1427 ; Income (Ont-
aide Service) 1427-1429, 1435-1438 ; (Settlement of Land
Qiaims) 1385.

Dominion Police, 997, suppl , 1338.
Geoliaqial Survey, 1261, conc., 1451.
Immigration (Ba.lries, &c.,) 1410.
Inlian*: Annual Grant (B. C.) 1266, suppl., 1372, conc.; 1617;

(Man. and N.IW.) 1289, cane., 1450, 1610, suppl., 1373; (Ont.,
Que. and Mar. Provo.) 1263; (P. E. I.) 1266.

Legislation: House of Commons (Publiahing Debates) 1340;
(Sessional Indemnities) 1002, suppl., 1339 Miscellaneous
(Library, Salaries, &c.) 1003; (Miscellaneons Printing) 1009;
(Printing, &c., the Laws) 1004; (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1004-
1006, 1008 ; (Works on Ameriea)1009.
iseel'azneos (Allan, W. P, Allowance in lien of Board, &c.)
1381 ; (Bindary, iezal rpenses in caLnec.ioa with) 1379 ;
(British Association Meeting ) 1310 ; (B. N. A. Act, Cases
decided under) 1378 ; (Consolidating Statutes) 1302 ; (Conso-
1idated Statutes, Purchase of Type, c.) 1379; (Keewatin,
Expenees of Govt. in) 1302 ; (Mounted Police Barracks) 1303,
suppl., 1378; (Niagara Falls Commission) 1303; (N. W, T.,
Erpenses of GoTt. in) 1301 ; (Refund of Duties to Merchants
in P. E. 1.) 1312, 1314, conc., 1455; (Royal Society, Publica-
tion of Proceedings) 1374; (Richardson, H., Rental allow-
ance) 1379.

INorth-West Mounted Police (Pay of Ferce, &o.) 1294-1298.
.Petentiaries (B. C.) 1002, suppl., 1338; (Dorchester) 1000;

(Kingaton) 998; (Man.) 1001, snppL, 1338; (St. Vincent de
Paul) 999.

Pensions (Compenstioa in lieu of land) 1017.
Public Works-lacome: Buildings (Moncton Post Ofice, &o.)

1616; Misellaneous (sigh omsinsioner, HoSsand Farni-
ture for) 1367.

Quaranstne (Cattle Stations) 1010; (Public Health) 1013; (Tra-
cadie Lazaretto) 1010.

SupplyParm No. 20, Sale of (Ans.) 27; on M. for
Ret., 46, 47; (Ans.) 285.

Supply Parm on Pincher Creek, Sale or Leams of (Ans.)
200; on M. for O.C., &o., 617.

Timber Lands in N.W., Sale of(An.) 78; en M. for
net.,90.

Timber Licoueem, Cancellation of, on M. for Ret.,
1 ut) es.1

Nacdonald, Sir John A.-Ctinued.
Town Reserves on line of C. P. R, on X for Ret.,

75, 77.
Tracadie Lazaretto, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
United States Deserters, Arrest of, on M. for Ret., 86.
Volunteers, Surviving, of 1837-88, on M. to asoertain

number, &c., 89.
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.

Costigan) on M. for 2>, 1059; in Com., 1243.
Wheatley, Postmaster at, Charges against, on M. for

Rep., 605.
Wilkinson, .. A., Promise of Appointment to (Ans.)

1054.
Wyandotte Indians, Distribution of moneys to (Ans.)

967.

Nackenzie, Hon. A., East York
Adelaide, Scow, in Com. of Sup., 1365; seonc.,1616.
Administrator of the Govt. of the N. W. T., on M. for

O. C., &o., 518.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) in Com on Res., 1244.
Analysts, Public, in Com. on Res. (Mr. Costigan) 1244.
Canadian Pacifio Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charleg Tupper)

on Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) to M. (Sir John A.
Macdonald) for Res. to take precedence, 804; on M.

for 2', 534.
C. P. R, Station Accommodation on the, conc., 1449.
Canals, Capital, 1617; Income, 1462, conc., 1463, 1614.
Central Ontario Ry. B. 73 (Mr. Platt) on M. for Com.,

1175.
Civil Govt., in Com. of Sup., 83.-838, 1334, 1386; conc.,

1458.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.

Chapleau) in Com., 1391, 1394.
Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup., 1336; conc., 1458.
Collection of Revenues, conc., 1457.
Conceurrence-C. P. R. (Station Accommodation) 1449;

Civil Service Board, 1458; Culling Timber, 1458;
Customs, 1451 ; Fishing Bounty (Distribution of)
1617; Geological Survey, 1451; Harbours and
Rivers (Man.) 1616; High Commissioner (louse and
Furniture for) 1615 ; Hudson Bay (Expedition to)
1617 ; Intoxieating Liguors Act (Expenses in
putting Act in force) 1453 ; Indians (Man. and N.
W.) 1610 ; Jennie Graham, (Schooner) 1462, 1613 ;
Legal Advisers (Payment to) 1617 ; Marchand, L.
W. (Professional Services) 1463 ; Moncton Post
Office (N.B.) 1616; NaofiIl (Cost of Working)
1458 ; Page,,Tohn (Payment to, as Arbitrator) 1617;
Perley, H. F. (Services on St. Petoe's Canal) 1460 ;
Returning Officers (Claims of) 1459, 1612.

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. R. 135 (&r C7ares
Tupper) on M. for 11, 1322; en Amt. (fr. Wels) to
3. f r°, 1598.
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INDEX.

Mackenzie, Hon. A.-Continued.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas-

grain) in Com., 817, 819.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

on reprint of Amts., 812.
Culling Timber, conc., 1458.
Customs, cone., 1457.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1105; on Amt. (Mr.
Landry) to Fifth Rep. of Com., 1272.

Dominion Lands, Income, in Com. of Sup., 1437.
Eastern Extension, Intercol. Ry., on H. for Cor., 738;

on M. for 3° of B. 125 (Sir Charles Tupper) 1131.
Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c., 1304.
Fisheries, Distribution of Fishing Bounty, conc., 1617.
Flag Treaty between U. S. and Spain, on M. for Com. of

Sup., 1361.
Fortifications and Military Buildings B. 124 (Sir

Hector Langevin) on M. for 20, 1061.
Fort MacLeod Public Buildings at, on M. for O.C., &c.,
6 :0.

Gas and Gas Meters Inspection Acts Amt. B. 108 (Mr.
Costigan) in Com., 1129.

Geological Survey, conc., 1451
(-overnment Dredge for Man., Building of (Ques.) 210.
G.and Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Curran) on M. lor 1°,

891*; on M. for Com., 978; Amts. made by Sen., on
Ques. of Priv., 1512.

Harbours and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1218, 1221,
1223, 1224, 1362, 1365; conc,, 1616.

High Commissioner for Canada (Sir Charles Tupper)
Appointment of, on M. for O. C., &c., 55.

High Commissioner, House and Furniture for, in Com.
of Sup, 1367; conc., 1615.

IRudson Bay, Expedition to, conc., 1617.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir

John A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 844, 865.
Indian Act, 1880, Amt. B. 87 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com., 1403.
Indians (Man. and N.W,) con., 1610.
Infantry Schools, in Com. of Sup., 1366.
Insolvent Banks, Insurance and Loan Co.'s, &c. B. 145

(Sir John A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 1645.
Interior, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 838.
Intoxicating Liquors Act, Expense of putting Act into

operation, conc., 1453.
Kamloops to Spencer's Bridge, B.C., Mail Service (M.

for Ret. -Y) 1126.
Keewatin, Expenses of Govt. in, in Com. of Sup., 1302.
Legal Advisers, Payment of, conc., 1617.
Legislation, on C"rm. of Sup., 1340, 1459; cono., 1612.
Library of Parliament, on M. to conc. in First Rep. of

Joint Con., 1161.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1599; on Amt. (Mr. MLcCarthy)
to M. for 3°, 1637.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal
(Ques. of Order) 824.

5

Mackenzie, Hon. A.-Continued.
London Life Insurance Co.'s incorp. Act Amt. B. 139

(Çlr. Beaty) on M. for Com., 1515; in Com., 1516.
Marchand, L. W., Professional Services, in Com. of Sup.,

1463.
Militia, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 833-837.
Moncton Post Office, N.B., cone., 1616.
Mounted Police, Pay of Force, &c., in Com. of Sup.'

1297; Barracks, in Com. of Sup., 1303.
Napanee, Tamworth and Quebec Ry Co.'s incorp. Act.

Amt. B. 80 (Mr. Bell) on M. to conc. in Sen. Amts.,
1176.

Neufield, Cost of Working, conc., 1458.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57 (Mr. Small) 1546.
North-West Territories, Expenses of Govt. in, in Com.

of Sup., 1301 ; conc., 1611.
North-West Grievancos, on Res. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)

in Am. to Com. of Sup., 1156.
Ontario and Quobec Ry. and C. P. R. confirmation of

Lease B. 32 (Mr. Abbott) ont Ques. of Order, 811.
Page, John, Payment to, as Arbitrator, conc., 1617.
Perley, H. F., Services on St. Petor's Canal, conc.,

1460.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 803, 80t.
Prineo Edward [sland and the Fishery Award, on Res.

(Mr. Davies) 1277.
Printing of Parliament, on M. to conc. in Sixth Rep. of

Joint Com., 1108; Seventh Rep. (Ques. of Order)
1321.

Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sup., 1334.
Public Buildings of the Dom., on M. for Ret., 41.
Public Works, Income, in Com. of Sup., 1218, 1221,

1223, 1224, 1362, 1365, 1366-1367; conc., 1616.
Quotations froin newspapors, Incorrect, on Ques. of

Priv. (Mr. Orton) 1582.
Railways, Assistance to, since Confederation, on M. for

Stmnt., 617.
Railways, Capital, in Com. of Sup., 1449, 1648.
Registration of Deeds and Instruments in the N.W.,

on Res., 1635.
Returning Officers, Claims of, conc., 1459, 1612.
Retirns, on production of (remarks) 1128.
Robertson, John, Claims of, on M. for Rot., 615.
St Andrews and Jennie Graham, Schooners, conc., 1462,

1613.
St. Martin's Junction and Quebec Ry. Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1494.
Section B, Award of Arbitrators, in Com. of Sup., 1648.
Sovereign Fire Ins. Co., Winding-up (B. 94, 1*) 304.
Steamship Subventions, in Com. of Sp., 1301.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1494, 1498, 1499; on Amt
to Amt. (Mr. Auger) to M. to con. in Res., 1553.

SUPPLY:
Canal8-Oapi/al: Welland (Page, John, Payment to as Arbitra-

tor) conc., 1617; St. Peter's (Perley, H. F., Services of) conc.,
1460. Incme: Beauharnois (Marchand, L. W., Professional
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Mackenzie, Hon. A.-Continued.
SUPPLY -Continned.

Services) conc., 1463. Welland (Schooners St. Andrews and
Jennie Graham) conc., 1462, 1613.

Civil Government; Civil Service Board, 1336, conc., 1458
Interior, 838 ; Militia, 833-837 ; Privy Council Office, 1334.

Collection of Revenues: Culling Timber, conc., 1458; Customs,
cone., 1457.

Dominion Lands-Income (Outside Service) 1437.
Fisheries (Fishing Bounty, Distribution of) conc., 1617.
Geological Surpey, conc., 1451.
Indians (Man. and N. W.) coac., 1610.
Legislation: House of Commons .(Publishing Debates) 1340;

(Returning Officers, Claime of) conc., 1459, 1612.
Miscellaneous (Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c) 1304; (Hudson Bay,

Expedition to) conc., 1617; (Intoxicating Liquors Act, Ex-
pense of putting Act into operation) conc., 1453; (Keewatin,
Expenses of Govt. in) 1302 ; (Legal Advisers, Payment of)
conc., 1617; (Mounted Police Barracks) 1303; (Newuield, Coat
of Working) cone., 1458 ; (N.W. T., Expenses of Govt in)
1301, conc., 1611.

Mounted Police (Pay of Force, &c.) 1297.
Public Works-Incone: Buildings (N.B.) cono., 1616. Har-

bours and Rivers (Man., Scow 4dÎclaiie) 1365, conc.,
1616; (N.B.) 1221, conc., 1616; (N.S.) 1218 ; (Ont.) 1224;
(Quebec) 1223; (Repairs, &c.) 1362. Miscellaneous (High
Commissioner, Bouse and Furniture for) 1367, conc., 1615;
(Infantry Schools) 1366 Telegraphs, 1366.

Railways-Capital: C. P. R. (Section B, Awa:rd of Arbitrators)
1648; (Station .Accommodat on) cene, 1449.

Steamkdip Subventions (France and Quebec) 1301.
Telegraphs, in Com. of Sup., 1366.
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt, B. 120 (Mr.

Costigan) on M. for 2°, 1059.
Wheatley, Postmaster at, Charges against, on M. for

Rep., 605.
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. and Steamship Co, B.

131 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. to read and receive
Pet., 1202.

Macmaster, Mr. D., Glengarry
Address, The (moved) 3.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr.

Casgrain) in Com., 818.
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)

inCom., 29L.
Eastern Ry. Co. of Canada consolidation (B. 63, 1°*)

162.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir

Hector Langevin) to iRes. (Mr. IHoude) 953.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 745.
River St. Clair Tunnel Co. incorp. (B. 62, 10*) 162.

Macmillan, Mr. D., East Middlesex
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B, 6 (Mr. Charlton)

on M. for 30, 812.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. Acts Amt. B. 46 (Mr. Wells)

on Amt. (Mr. Wilson) to M. that B. pass, 887.
Pontiac, Roman Catholie Episcopal Corporation of,

B 84 (Mr. White, lRenfrew) in Com., 889.
Provinicial Bank incorp. (B. 39, 1°*) 83.
River Thames, Surveys of (M. for Reps., &c.*)J199.

Macmillan, Mr. D.-Continued.
Steamboat inspection Act, 1882, Amt. B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com. on Res., 765.
SUPPLY :

Militia (Drill Instruction) 1096.

McCallum, Mr. L., Monck
Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on

M. for Rt.,y609.

McCarthy, Mr. D., North Simcoe
Carriers by Land (B. 4, 10*) 27.
Commercial Bank of Man. incorp. (B. 42, 1'>) 89.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com., 1578-1581; on Amt. (Mr. Wells) to
M. for 30, 1594; (Amt.) 1594.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. and Sen. Amts., on Ques. of
Priv., 1514.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.
.Macdonald) 1595; in Com., 1597-1602; on M. for 3°
(Amt.) 1636; in Com,, 1637; M. to conc. in Sen.
Amts., 1653.

Methodist Churches Union (B. 1l, 10*) 40.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57 (Mr. Snall) on Son.

Amts ,1547.
Railway Commissioners for Canada (B. 8, 1°*) 31.
Titles to Land, Transfer of (B. 16, 1°*) 43.

McCraney, Mr. W., Ealton
Intoxicating Liquors Imported and Duties Paid (M. for

Rot.*) 67.
Liquot License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A&

Macdonald) on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1636.
Morpeth Harbour, Construction of Works at (Ques.)

1054.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on prop. Res. (Mr.

Foster) 1118.
Rideau Hall, Expenditure on, since Confederation, all

services (M. for Ret.*) 1201.
St. Lawrence Canals, Expenditure on, since Confedera-

tion (M. for .Ret.*) 1201.
SUPPLY:

Jilitia (Russian Leather Permeator) 1165.
Welland Canal, old and new works, Expenditure on since

Confederation (M. for Ret.*) 1201.

McDonald, Mr. W., Cape Breton
Credit of Canada, Decrying of, by Mr. Potter (M. for

Cor.) 763.
Railway Matters in N. S. (M. for Cor.*) 65.
Railways, Assistance to, since Confederation, on M. for

Stmnt., 617.

McDougald, Mr. J., Pictou
Ocean Mutual Marine Ins. Co.'s Act Amt. (B. 20,10*) 67.
Pictou Marine Ins. Co. incorp. (B. 35, 1°*) 83.
Ways and Means---in Com.: on Res. 2 (steel, ingots, &a.)

730.
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MoIntyre, Mr. P. A., King's, P.E.L
Concurrence -Refund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I.,

1453.
Peake's, Station at, on P. E. I. Ry. (Ques.) 261.
Prince Edward Island and the Fishery Award, on Res.

(Mr. Davies) 1278.
Prince Edward Island Steamboats, Inspection of, on M.

for Papers, 62.
St. Peter's Harbour Breakwater, Contract for (M. for

copy¥) 1200.
SUPPLY:

Fiskeries ( Jverseers and Wardens, Salaries, &c.) 1238.
Xiscellaneous (Refund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I.) conc.,

1453.
Public Works-Income: HEarbours and Rivers (P. E. I.) 1220.

Mclsaac, Mr. A., Antigonish
Antigonish Public Works, Expenditure on (M. for

Stmnt.*) 66.
Bounty to Fishermen, Paynent of (Ques.) 655.
Great American and European Short Line Ry. (Que s.)

57.
Preventive Officer at Morristown (M. for Cor.*) 140.
Public Buildings, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 804.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1490.
SUPPLY:

Fisheries (Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &c.) 1234.
Public Works-Income: Buildings (N.S ) 1190; Harbours and

aivers (N. S.) 1218.

McLelan, Hon. A. W., Colchester
Agriculture, Deptl. Rep. (presented) 1055; in Com.

of Sup., 842; suppl., 1337.
Agriculture, Industrial, &c., Statistics, in Com. of Sup.,

1095.
Archives, Care of, in Coni. of Sup., 1088.
Automatic Buoy in Lockport Harbour (Ans.) 604.
B:mnty to Fishermen (Ans.) 603, 655.
Census of Canada, Second Vol. (presented) 1322.
Census, revote, in Con. of Sup., 1091.
Certificates of Masters' and Mates' Act, non-enforcement

of (Ans.) 85.
Certificates of Masters and Mates Act, 1874, Amt. (B.

116) M. for Com. on. Res., 763; in Com. and 1°* of
B., 763J; 2° m., 1057.

Certifleates of Masters and Mates, Refusal of Board of
Examiners to grant (Ans.) 1444.

Civil Government, in Comn. of Sup., 842, 1337, 1467,
1471. '

Colchester Reef Lighthouse (Ans.) 86, 199.
Collection of Revenues, in Comn. of Sup., 1316; conc.,

1456, 1464.
Concurrence-Arts, Agriculture and Statistics, 1440;

Customs, 1456, 1464; Fishing Bounty (Distribution
of) 1617; Hudson Bay (Expedition to) 1617; Im-
ports and Exports of Fish (Tables respecting) 1464;
Lighthouses and Fog-alarms, 1443.

Corbett, John, Employrment of (Ans.) 199.

McLelan, Hon. A. W.-Continued.
Orininal Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1090.
Customs, Examination of Baggage at St. Vincent

(Ans.) 1444.
Customs, in Com. of Sup., 1316; conc., 1454, 1456.
.Dominion Exhibition, in Com. of Sup., 1093.
Eathenware, in Com. on W. & M., 701.
Fishory Act Amt., Petitions praying for, on M. to ref.

to Sel. Com., 300.
Fishing Bounty (Ans.) 603,655; Distribution of, in

Com. of Sup., 1369; conc., 1617.
Fishery Overseer for Digby County (Ans.) 89.
Georgian Bay, Survey of, Steamer for, in Com. of

Sup., 1374.
Glendon, Steamer to replace, in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Goose Island, N. S., Lighthouse on (Ans.) 655.
Grovernment Steamers, in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Harbours and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1605.
Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1094; cone., 1440.
Hudson Bay, Expedition to, in Com. of Sap., 1379,

1607; cone., 1617.
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1404-1414.
Imports and Exports of Fish, Tables respecting, conc.,

1464.
Inspection of Vessels ou Lakos Huron and Superior, on

M. for Rot., 611, 6i3.
International Fisheries Exhibition, on M. for Reps., 82;

outstanding Claims, in Com. of Sup., 1374.
Lakes Huron and Superior, Surveys, in Com. of Sup.,

1303.
Life-boat at Wellington, Ont., Cost of (Ans.) 603.
Lifo.bats, Stations, Life-preservers, &c., in Com. of

Sup., 1229.
Ligthouse and Coast Service, in Corn. of Sup., 1232-

1234; cone., 1443.
Marine and Fisheries IDopt. (B. 149, 1°*) 1386.
Marine and Fisheies )eptl. Rep. (presented) 260; in

Com. of Sup., 842; suppl., 1467, 1471.
Masters' and Mates' Certificates, B. C., on M. for Rot.,

606.
Masters and Mates, Examination of, in Com. of Sup.,

1229.
Meterological Observations, in Com. of Sup., 1255.
Navigable Rivers, Obstructions in, in Com. of Sup.,

1232.
Observatorios, in Com. of Sup., 1254.
Ocean and River Service, in Com. of Sup., 1227, 1229,

1232, 1369.
Ogden, Alfred, Employment of (Ans.) 966.
Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

1234, 1238.
Patent Record, in Com. of Sup., 1089.
Pictou Cattle Disease (Quarantine) in Com. of Sup.,

1010.
Pilots for and above Harbour of Quebec, Acts respect-

ing (Ans.) 655.
Port Rowan Life-saving Station, on M. for Cor., 521.
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McLelan, Hon. A. W.-Continued.
Prince Edward Island Stearmboats, Inspection of, on M.

for Papers, 61, 63.
Princess Louise, Steamer, on M. for copy of Contract,

&c., 36.
Public Health, in Com. of Sup., 1010, 1014.
Public Works, Buildings, in Com. of Sup., 1357.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1010-1014.
Returns, Production of (remarks) 1128.
Sanitary Journals, Subsidies to (Ans.) 1387.
School of Navigation at Quebec (Ans.) 141 ; on M. for

Cor., 202.
Scientific Institutions, in Com. of Sup., 1251, 1255.
Seamen's Act, 1863, and Masters' and Mates' Certifi-

cates Act, 1874, Amt. (B. 116) M. for Com. on Res.,
763; in Com. and l' of B., 763; 2° m., 1057.

Shipwrecks, Enquiries into (B. 117) M. for Com. on
Res., 763; in Com. and 1°* of B., 764; 20 m. and in
Com., 1131 ; 30 m., 1170, 1293.

Sick and Distressed Marinera Act Amt. (Ans.) 269.
Sick and Destressed Marinera Act Amt. (B. 129)

prop. Res. and 10* of B., 1126; 2° m., 1360.
Sick and Distressed Mariners, Exemption of Fishing

Vessels from payment to Pand (Ans.) 199.
Signal Stations, in Com. of Sup., 1234.
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. (B. 121) M. for

Com, on Res., and Res. in Com., 765; 10* of B., 766;
2° m. and in Com., 1059.

Steamboat Inspection, in Com. of Sup., 1245.
Steamboat Inspector's Rep. (Ans.) 460.
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statsstics (Agricultural, Industrial, &c.,
Statistics) 1095; (Archives, Care of) 1088; (Censu2, revote)
1091; (Criminal Statistics) 1090 ; (Jominioa Exhibition)
1093; (Health Statisties) 1094, conc., 1440; (Patent Record)
1089.

Civil Government: Agriculture, 842, suppi., 1337; Marine and
Fiaberies, 842, suppl., 1467, 1471.

Oollection of/Revenues: Custome, 1316; conc., 1456, 1464
Fisheries (Fishing Bounty, Distribution of) 1369, conc., 1617;

(Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &c.) 1234, 1238.
Immigration, 1404-1414.
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Agencies, Rents, &c.) 1232;

(Lighthouses and Fog-alarms, Construction, &c.) 1233, conc.,
1443; (Lighthouse-keepers, Salaries, &c.) 1232; (Signal
Stations) 1234.

Miscellaneoua (Imports and Exporta of Fish, Tables respecting)
conc., 1464; (International Fishery Exhibition, outatanding
Claims) 1374; (Georgian Bay, Survey of, Steamer for) 1374;
(Surveys, Lakes Huron and Superior) 1303 ; (Hudson Bay
Expedition to) 1379, suppl., 1607, conc., 1617.

Ocean and Raer Service (Glendon, Steamer to replace) 1227;
(Government Steamers) 1227 ; (Life-boats, Stations, Life-pre-
servera, &c.) 1229; (Masters and Mates, Examination of)
1229; (Obstructions in Navigable Rivera) 1232; (Water and
River Police) 1232, suppl., 1369.

Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1357; Harbours and
Rivers (N. S.) 1605.

Quarantine (Picton (attle Disease) 1010; (Public Health) 1010-
1014; (Tracadie Lazaretto) 1010.

Scientific Institutions (Meteorological Observations) 1255; (Ob-
servatories) 1254.

Steamboat Inspectiea, 1255.

McLelan, Hon. A. W.-Continued.
Tariff-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com. on W. &

M., 722.
Tracadie Lazaretto, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
Water and River Police, in Com. of Sup., 1232; suppl.,

1369.
Ways and Means-in Com.: on Res, 2 (earthenware)

701.
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.

Costigan) in Com., 1243.
Weller's Bay, Ont., Range Lights (Ans.) 336.
Wellington, Ont., Life-boat House (Ans.) 336.
Wilkinson, J. A., Payments to (Ans.) 1055.

McMillan, Mr. H., Vaudreuil
Vaudreuil and Prescott Ry. Co. incorp. (B. 23, 1°*) 71.

McMullen, Mr. J., North Wellington
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Çom. on Res., 322.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Wels) to M. for 3°, 1594.
Dangerous Weapons, Carrying of (Ques.) 458.
Hearn, James, Superannuation of, on Ms. for Cor., 1111,

1289.
Immigration Agents, Salaries and Expenses (M. for

Ret.) 303.
Improvement Fund, Money due Township of Wallace

(Ques.) 200
Intercol. .Ry. Claims Commissioners, Services of

&c. (M. for Ret.) 303; (Ques.) 1387.
Intercol. Ry., Coal carried by (M. for Rot.) 65.
Judges, Equalization of Salaries of (Ques.) 40.
Printing and Advertising, Cost of (M. for IRet.) 303.
Scott Act, Enforcement of (Ques.) in Com. of Sap., 1383.
Section B, Arbitrators or Commissioners on (Ques.) 1386.
Senate, Expenditure in connection with (M. for Ret.*),

1200.
Superannuation Fund (M. for Ret.) 65.
Returns, Production of (Ques.) 1128,
SUPPLY:

Legislation (Printing, Paper, &e.) 1007.
Ways and Means-conc., 778.

McNeill, Mr. A., North Bruce
Canadian Pacifie Ry, Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com. on Res.,
426.

Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on
M. for Ret., 607.

Luard, Major.General, Complaints against, on M. for
copies, 760.

SUPPLY:
Indian Afairs; Annual Grant (B. C.) 1267.
Lighthouses and Coast Service (Lighthouses and Fog.alarms,

Construction, &c.) 1234.
Militia (Clothing, Ac.) 1021.
Afiicelaneous (Hudson Bay, Expedition to) 1380.
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Massue, Mr. L. H., Richelieu -
Agricultural Fertilizers (B. 38) Res. in Com. and 1*

of B., 88; 2° and ref. to Sel. Com., 294.
Bank Returne, Inspection of (Ques.) 44, 1444.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 751.

Methot, Mr. F. K. O., Eicolet
Besignation as Member tendered, 1108.

Mills, Hon. D., Bothwell
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) on M. for 20, 1137 ; in Com., 1246
1248.

Administration of Justice, in Com. of SUp., 997.
Agriculture, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1337.
America, Works on, in Com. of Sup,, 1009.
Ammunition, Clothing, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1019, 1020.
Archives, Care of, in Com. of Sup, 1089.
Arts, Agriculture and Statisties, in Com. of Sup., 108 9,

1092, 1095.
Ballot Box, New Model of, on M. for Sel. Com., 800.
Boucher do la Beuère, Payment to, for Type, &c., in

Con. of Sup., 1376.
Ca' ais, in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Census, revote, in Com. of Sup., 1092.
Civil Government, in Com. of Sup., 833, 836-840,

988-990, 1337.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Ant B. 130 (Air.

Chapleau) in Com., 1390, 1392.
Civil Service Board, in Com. of Sup., 988-990.
Coal, Sale and Delivery of, Bill 119 (Mr. Costigan) on

M. for 2°, 1058; in Com., 1059.
Collection of levouuos, in Comi. of Sup., 1 60.
Concurrence -Indians (Mian. and N. W.) 1450, 1610 ;

IHigh Commissioner (louse and Furnituro for) 1615 ;
Returning Officers (Claims of) 1612.

Contracte, Fraud in relation to, B. 141 (Mr. Casgrain)
in Com., 815, 817, 818.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
on reprint of Amts., 812.

Criminal Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1089.
Cumberland, Seat for, on Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald)

to Res. (Mr. Blake) 553.
Dominion Lands Aet, 1883, Amt. B. 138 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1622.
Dominion Lands, in Com. of Sup., 1384, 185, 1425,

1428,1433.
Earthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 703.
Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1304.
Fishery Exhibition, outstanding Claims, in Com. of Sup.,

1374.
Fortifications and Mili tary Buildings B. 124 (Sir Bector

Langevin) on M. for 20, 1062.
Fortin's, Mr., Vote on Contract B. 12 (Mr. Casgrain)

on point of Order, 821.
Geological Survey, in Com. of Sup., 1262.

Mills, Hon. D.-Continued.
Government Business, on M. to take Mondays, 1023;

Measures abandoned (remarks) 1653.
Governor General's Secretary's Office, in Com. of Sup.,

833.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Curran) on M. for 2°,

896.
iarbours and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1219, 1224.
Health Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1095.
High Commissioner (Contingencies) in Com. of Sup.,

987; (House and Furniture for) cone., 1615.
High Commissioner to England (Res. in Amt. to Com.
o Sup.) 1039-1041.

Hudson Bay, Expedition to, in Com. of Sup., 1380.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 20, 855, 861; on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) to M. for 30, 1447.

Indian Act, 1880, Amt. B. 87 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
on M. for 2°, 1063; in Con., 1400-1403.

Indian Affairs, Dept. of, in Con. of Sup., 840.
Interior, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 838-840.
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1263, 1267, 1269, 1373;

conc., 1450, 1610.
Intercol. Ry., Repaiirs, &c., in Com. of Sup, 1260.
Keewatin, Expenses of Govt. in, in Com. of Sup., 1302.
Legislation, in Com. of Sup., 1003, 1005, 1009, 1339;

conc., 1612.
Library of Parliament, on M. to cone. in Joint Rep. of
Com., 964, 1168; in Com. of Sup., 1003.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) on M, for Com., 1596 ; in Com., 1600 ;
on Amt. (Mr. McCarthy) to M. for 3°, 1636 ; in Com.,

1t37 ; (Arnt.) 1640.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of (Quos.) 964.
Maclean, Roger & Co., Award of Referees, in Com. of

Com. Sup., 1607.
Manitoba Judiciary B. 146 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
in Com., 1622.

Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1019, 1020, 1163.
Militia, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 836.
Molasses, in Com. on W. & M., 734.
Mounted Police, Pay of Force, &c., in Com. of Sup.,

1295.
North-West Council, Constitution of (M. for Stmnt.*)

1200.
North-West Grievances, on Res. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1135.
Orange, L'yal, Association of British America B. 93

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 898.
Penitentiaries, in Com. of Sup., 1000, 100?.
Pensions, in Com. of Sup., 1017.
Printing, &c., the Laws, in Com. of Sup., 1003.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1005, 1009.
Public Buildings at Fort MacLeod, on M. for O. C.,

&c., 620.
Public Health, in Com. of Sup., 1014.
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Mills, Hon. D.-Continued.
Public Works, in Com. of Sip., 1192, 1219, 1224.
Public Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 134 (Sir Rector

Langevin) in Com., 1587.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1014,
Quotations from newspapers, Incorrect, on Ques. of

Priv. (Mr. Orton) 1582.
Railways, Assistance to, since Confederation, on M. for

Stimnt., 617.
Railways, cono., 1650.
Reciprocity, on Res. (Mr. Davies) in Ant. to Com. of

Sup., 1188.
Returning Officers, Claims of, conc., 1612.
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1163.
Secretary of State's Office, in Com. of Sup., 837.
Section B., Award of Arbitrators, conc., 1650.
Sessional indemnities, in Com. of Sup., 1339.
Shipwrecks, Enquiries into, B. 117 (Mr. McLelan) on

M. for 30, 1170, 1293.
Steamship Subventions, in Com. of Sup., 1300.
SUPPLY:

Administration qfTusticc (Vice Admiralty Courts) 997.
Arts, Agriculture and Statistica (Archives, Care of) 1089»: (Cen-

sus, revote,) 1092, (Criminal Statistics) 1089 ; (Heaithi Statis-
tics) 1095.

Canala-Capital : Trent Rivir Nav. (Locks, &c.) 1051.
Civil Government: Agriculture, 1337 ; Civil Service Board, 988-

990; Governor General's Secretary's Office, 833; High Com-
missioner (Contingencies) 987; Indian Affaira, 840; Interior,
838-840; Militia, 836; Secretary of State's Office, 837.

Collection qf Revenues: Railways (Repaire, &c., Intercol. Ry.)
1260.

Dominion Landa-Capital (Examination of Plans and Field
Notes) 1384; (Surveys) 1425. Income (Outside Service) 1428,
1433; (Settlement of Land Claims) 1385.

Geological Survey, 1262.
Indzaui: Annual Grant (B. 0.) 1267; (Ont., Que. and Mar.

Provs.) 1263; (lan. and N. W.) 1269, suppl., 1373, conc., 1450,
1610.

Legislation: House of Commons (Returning Officers, Claime of)
conc., 1612; (Sessional Indemnities) 1339. Miscellaneous
(Library, Salaries, &c.) 1003; (Printing, &c., the Laws) 1003 ;
(Printing, Papera, &c.) 1005, 100); (Works on America)
1009.

Militia (Ammunition, Clothing, &c.) 1019, 1020; (Royal Mili-
tary College) 1163.

Miscellaneous (Boucher de la Bruère, Payient to, for Type, &c.)
1376; (Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c.) 1304; (Fishery Exhibition, out-
standing Claims) 1374; (Hudson Bay, Expedition to) 1380;
Keewatin, Expenses of Govt. in) 130.1; Maclean, Roger & Co.,
Award of Referees) 1607.

North West Mounted Police (Pay of Force, &c.) 1295.
Penitentiaries (B. U.) 1002; (St. Vincent de Paul) 1000.
Pensions (Veterans of 1812) 1017.
Public Work&-Income: Buildings (N.B.) 1192. Harbours and

Rivers (N.B.) 1219; (Ont.) 1224.
Quarantine (Publie Health) 1014.
Railway&-Capital: C. P. R. (Section B, Award of Arbitrators)

oonc., 1650.
Steamship Subventions (Canada and West Indies and Brazil)

1300.
Tariff--on M. (Sir Leonard Titley) for Com. on W &

M., 718.
Trent River Nav. (Locks, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1061.
Veterans of 1812, in Com. of Sup., 1017.

Mills, Hon. D.-Continued.
Vice-Admiralty Courts, in Com. of Sup., 997.
Ways and Means-in Com.: on Res. 2 (earthenware)

703; (molasses) 734.

Mitchell, Hon. P., Northumberland, N.B.
Adjournment of the House, on M. (remarks) 514.
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Gordon) to M. for 3°, 1172.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Weldon) to M. to conc. in Res. from
Com., 497; on M. for 20 (Personal Explanation)
528; on M. (Sir Charles Tupper) to recom., 567.

Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 73 (Mr. Platt) in Com., on
Amt. (Mr. White, Bastings) 1208, 1211.

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles
Tupper) in Com., 1577; on Amt. (Mr. Wells) to M.
for 30, 1592.

Customs, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 842.
Customns Officers in Northumberland County, on M. for

Ret., 466.
Dominion Employés in B. C., on M. for Strnnt., 514.
Earthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 700, 703.
Eastern Extension Ry., acquisition of, B. 125 (Sir

Charles Tupper) on M. for Com. on Bes., 882.
Fishcry Act Amt., Petitions praying for, on M. to ref.

to Sel. Com., 301.
Fortin, Mr., Services of (remarks) 809.
Fredericton and Miramichi River Ry. Subsidy, in

Con, on Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1504.
General Inspection Act, 1874, Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costi-

gan) in Com., 1395.
Government Business, State of (remarks) 1170.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Curran) on M. for

20, 892, 978; (remarks) on prop. G vt. B. to amend.,
1608, 1635.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s Stockholders (M. for Stmnt.*)
1200.

Hamilton and North-Western Ry. B. 65 (Mr. I<lvert)
on M. to ref. back to Ry. Com., 977.

Intercol. Ry. (Repairs, &c.) in Com. of Sup., 1258.
Interior, Dept. of, in Com. of Sap., 839.
Jack Head River Timber Limits (M. for Cor.*) 1201.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal,

on point of Order, 824.
Marine and Fisheries, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1472.
Naval Station at Rsquimalt, on M. for Ret., 516.
New Brunswick Ry. Co.'s B. 54 (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury)

on M. for 2°, 504.
Nova Scotia Ry. Agreement 13. 125 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 882.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R confirmation of

Lease B. 32 (Mr. Haggart) on Amt. (Mr. Wallace)
to M. for 30, 859.

Parkdale Village and G. T. R. legalization of Agree.-
ment B. 82 (Mr. Wallace) on M. for 20, 504.

Private Bills, Presentation of, on M. to extend time,
1359.
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INDEX.

Mitchell, Hon. P.-Continued.
Point Escuminac Breakwater (M. for Papers) 514.
Question of Privilege re Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. (re.

marks) 1511-1515.
Returns, Imperfect (remarks) 1128.
San Francisco, Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. Co.'s B.

83 (Mr. Royal) on M. for 2°, 505.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles Tup.

per) in Com. on Res., 1504, 1506, 1507; in Com.,
1625.

SUPPLY:
Civil Government: Onstomas, 842; Interior, 839; Marine and

Fisheries, 1472.
Collection oJ Revenues: Railways (Repaira, &c., Intercol. Ry.)

1258.
Ways and Means-in Corn.: on Res. 2 (earthenware)

700, 703.
White, Mr. (Hastings) on Personal Explanation (re-

marks) 1241.

Moffatt, Mr. R., Restigouche
SUPPLY:

Fisheries (Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &c.) 1237.
Tariff-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com. on W. &

M', 695.

Montplaisir, Mr. H., Champlain
Intercol. Ry., Passes on (M. for Stmnt.*) 1201.

Mulock, Mr. W., NYorth York
Disallowance of Provincial Acts (M. for copies of

O. C., &c.) 42.
Fishing in Ontario Waters, Regulations (M. for Ret.)

71.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. and Construction Co., on Ms.

(Mr. Blake) for Rets. (Armts.) 221, 225.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co.'s Shareholders (M. for

Stmnt.) 513.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for Com. on Res., 409.
Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 73 (Mr. Platt) in Com.

on Amt. (Mr. White, Eastings) 1208.
Concurrence-Geological Survey, 1451; High Commis.

sioner (Contingencies) 1610.
Consolidated Railway Act, 1879, Amt. (B. 52, l°*)

131 ; 2° m., 460 ; B. withdn., 986; on B. 135 (Sir
Charles Tupper) in Com., 1577-1581 ; on Amt. (Mr.
Wells) to M. for 30, 1592.

Geological Survey, conc., 1451.
Hamilton and North-Western Ry. B. 65 (Mr . Klvert)

on M. for Com. (Ant) 977.
High Commissioner (House and Furniture for) in Com.

of Sup., 1368; (Contingencies) conc., 1610.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A. Mac-

donald) on Amt. (Mr. McCarthy) to M. for 3',
1636.

Luard, Major-General, Complaints against (M. for
copies, &c.) 295; M. wthdn., 506 ;.(M. for copies,

Mulock, Mr. W.-Coninued.
&c.) 621 ; (speech) 738 ; (correction) 749 ; (reply)
761.

Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1158, 1161.

Military Properties, Care of, in Com. of Sup., 1161.
Patent Rights, Fraud in Sale of (B. 26, 1°) 71; 2° m.,

145 ; ref. to Sel. Com., 145 ; Rep. from Sel. Con.,
230; 30 m., 460.

Public Buildings, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 804.
Publie Works, in Com. of Sup., 1355, 1368.
Railways, Assistance to, since Confederation (K. for

Stmnt.) 616.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1486.
SUPPLY:

'Civil Government (High Commissioner, Contingencies) coac.,
1610.

Geological Survey, conc., 1451.
Militia (Contingencies, &c.) 1158; (Military Properties, Care of)

1161.
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1355. Miscellaneous

(High Commissioner, Ilouse and Furniture for) 1368.

O'Brien, Mr. W. E., Muskoka
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Provention B. 114

(Mr. Costiqan) in Com., 1251.
Brigade Majors' Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1018.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. to Ant. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com. on Res.,
453.

Cavalry and Infantry Schools, in Com. of Sup., 1165.
Clothing, &c., Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1021.
Concurrence-Military Properties, Care of, 1441.
Consolidatod Ry. Act, 1879, B. 52 (Mr. Mulock) on M.

for 20, 461; on 13. 135 (Sir (harles Tupper) in Com.,
1580.

Drill Instruction, in Com. of Sup., 1196 ; Drill Pay, &c.,
1199.

Fishery Act Ant., Pets. praying for (M. to ref. to Sel.
Con.) 299, 303.

Gravenhurst-Callander Ry. (Ques.) 604.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 874.
Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on

M. for Ret., 608.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 751.
Military Properties, Care of, in Com. of Sup., 1161;

conc., 1441.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 803.
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1163.
Superior, Lake, North of, Character and Resources of

Land, on M. for Rot., 972.
SUPPLY:

Militia (Brigade Majora' S.laries, &c.) 1018; (Oavalry and In-
fantry:Schools)'l 165;1(Clothing, &c.) 1021; (Contingencies,
&c.)'.1158; (Drill Instruction) 1096; (Drill Pay, &c.) 1099;
(Military Properties, Care of) 1161, conc., 1441; (Royal
.Military College) 1163.
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INDEX.
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Ouimet, Mr. J. A., Laval
Ballot Box, New Model (M. for Sel. Com.) 800.
Canada Temperance Act, 1878, Amt. B. 136 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com. on Amt. (Mr. Iveg) 1621.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Tupper) to M. for 2°,
94.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &o. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
on M. to adjn. deb., 812.

Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to
conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1107.

Dual Representation Repeal (B. 13, 1'*) 40; 2° m.,
144.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) on M. for Com., 1595, 1638.

Liquor License Act, 1883, ]Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir
Hector Langevin) to Res. (Mr. Boude) 963; (Amt. to
Amt.) 963.

Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for
copies, 760.

Mousseau, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, to the Bench,
on M. for Ret., 135.

North Shore Ry., St. MarLin's to Quebec (Ques.) 1388.
Personal Explanation respecting article in Toronto

Mail, 456.
St. Martin's Junction and Quebec Ry. Subsidy in

Com. on Res., 1494.
Subsidies to Provinces, Readjustment of (M. for Cor.)

150.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1494.

Orton, Mr. G. T., Centre Wellington
Agricultuiral Banking and Loaning Provision (B. 105,

10) 524.
Banking Facilities for Agriculturists (M. for Sel. Com.)

210; (Res.) 763.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. (Sir Charles Tupper) on

M. for Com. on Res., 343.
Dominion Lands, Income, in Com. of Sup., 1430.
Earthenware, in Com. on W. & M., 699, 702.
Fairford River, Man., Improvements (M. for Reps.)

208; (Explanation) 210.
Forestry Exhibition at Edinburgh, on M. for Cor., 799.
Health Statistics, in Corn. of Sup., 1094.
Hudson Bay and Straits, Exploratory Expedition to

(Ques.) 132.
Hudson Bay Navigation, on M. for Sel, Com., 206.
Question of Privilege, on M'r. Sykes' letter in Regina

Leader (remarks) 1582.
San Francisco and Winnipeg and Hludson Bay Ry. Co.'s

B. 83 (Mr. Royal) Mi. to withdr., 1169.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co.'s Act. Amt. B. 81

(Mr. Beaty) in Com., 979.
Supply Farm No. 20, Fish dreek, on M. for Ret., 47.
SUPPLY:

Art, iAriculture and Staisstica (Health Statistics) 1091.
Dominion Land-Income (Outside Service) 1430.

Orton, Mr. G. T.-Continued.
United States Customs Duties on Hay, on M. for Rot.,

520.
Ways and Means-in Com.: on Res. 2 (earthenware)

699, 702.
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. and Steamship Co. B.

131 (Mr. Camreon, Victoria) on M. to read and receive
Pet., 1202; on M. for 2° of B., 1281.

Paint, Mr. H. N., Richmond, Y.S.
Customs Officers in Richmond County, on M. for Ret.

465.
Inspection of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on

M. for Rot., 610.
Subsidies to IRys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Laurier) to M. to conc. in
Res., 1575.

SUPPLY:
Fisheries (Fishing Bounty) 1371 ; (Overseers and Wardens,

Salaries, &c.) 1236.
Legislation (Miscellaneous Printing) 1009.
Militia (Drill Instruction) 1097; (Royal Military College) 1164.
Miscellaneous (Hudson Bay, Expedition to) 1381.
Ocean and River Service (Giendon, Steamer to replace) 1228;

(Life-boats, Harbours, &c.) 1230; (Obstructivns in Navigable
Rivers) 1232.

Publi WoJcrks-Income : Buildings (N S.) 1191.

Patterson, Mr. J. C., North Essex
Amherstburg Custom House and Post Office (K. for

Reps.) 297.
Ballot Box, New Model of, on M. for Sel. Com., 800.
Coal Oil Barrels, Seizure of, at Sandwich, &c. (M. for

Papers) 298.
Customs Dept. at Windsor, Employment of Officers (M.

for Cor) 508.
Duart, Postmaster a , on M. for Ret., 509.
Ferries (B. 115, 1°) 736.
Frontier Police, South-Western Ont. (Ques.) 1054.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Curran) in Com.

(Amt.) 9788
Harbour in Essex County (M. for Rot.) 506.
Kingsville Harbour Works, on M. for Rot., 216.
Leamington, Post Office at, on M. for Cor., 801; on

withdrl. of Stmnt. reflecting on a Member, 802.
Maritime Court for Canada (Ques.) 965.
Pajot Farm, Claim of Indian Dept. to (M. for Rtet.*)

1201.
Wyandotte Indians, Distribution of moneys to (Ques.)

966.

Paterson, Mr. W., South Brant
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) in Com., 1253.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co.'s Funded Debt (Ques.) 337.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Oharles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 315; on M. for Z° ofJB., 532;
on M. for Com., 538.

Clothing, Militia, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1021, 1022.
Census, revote, in Com. of Sup.,-1091.
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Paterson, Mr. W.-Continued.
Custoins Act, 1883, Amt. B. 123 (Mr.Bowell) in Com.,

1060.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. CoursÀl) to M. to

conc. in Fourth Rep. of Coin., 1108.
Dominion Exhibition, in Cjm. of Sup., 1094.
Dominion Lands (Outside Service) in Com. of Sup.,

1438.
Drawbacks on Goods manufactured for Export (M. for

copies of Claims) 38.
Grinding in Bond, on M. for O. C., &c., 53.
Great Britain and Germany, Treaty btween, respecting

Immigrants, on M. for copies of Despatches, &c., 800.
Immigration to Manitoba and the N.W., Agreement

between Govt. and C. P. R. (M. for Cor.) 83.
Imnigrants, Applications for Services of (M. for Rot.)

510.
Immigration and Emigration (Res. in Amt. to Coin. of

Sup.) 1063-1071.
Indian Act, 1880, Amat. B. 87 (Sir John A, Mfacdonald)

1399-1404.
Indian Self-Government B. 22 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

on M. for 2°, 539; in Com, 539-542; on M. for 30,
625.

Leamington, Post Office at, on M. for Cor., 802.
Maritime Court of Ont. Extension of Jurisdiction B.

70 (Mr. Allen) on M. for 20, 462.
Molasses, in Coin. on W. & M., 734.
Post Offices, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 802.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1008.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
Sugars, Syrups, &c., in Coin. on W. & M., 731, 732.
SUPPLY:

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Census, revote) 1091; Do-
minion Exhibition, 1094.

Dominion Lands-Income (Outside Service) 1438.
Indian Afairs: Annual Grant (Ont., Que. and Mar. Provo.)

1264, (B.C.) 1266.
Legielation : Miscellaneous (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1008.
AJilitia (Clothing, &c.) 1021, 1022.
Pensions (Veterans of 1812) 1016.
Public Works-Income: Buildings (Ont.) 1197.
Quarantine, 1010.

Veterans of1812, in Com. of Sup., 1016.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 641; in Coin. : on

Res. 2 (sugars, syrups, &c.) 731, 732; (Molasses) 734.
Wheat and Flour Importations (M. for Ret.) 38.

Platt, Mr. J. M., Prince Edward
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Corn. on Res., 437.
Central Ontario Ry. (B. 73, 1°*) 198; M. for Com.,

1175; in Com. on Amt. (Mr. White, Hastings) 1202,
1212.

Indian Islands in Lake Ont. (M. for Ret.) 87,
Life-boat at Wellington, Cost of (Ques.) 603.
Life-saving Stations, Life-boats, &c. (M. for IRet.*) 1199;

in Com. of Sup., 1232.
6
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Platt, Mr. J. M.-Continued.
Lighthouse and Coast Service, in Coin. of Sup., 1232,

1233.
Murray Canal, in Comn. of Sup., 1051.
Public Hlealth, in Com. of Sup., 1014.
Public lealth Officers (M. for Rot.) 88.
Return, Missing, re Mail Service in P. E. County (re-

marks) 459.
SUPPLY:

Quarantine (Public Health) 1014.
Canais-Capital: MNurray, 1051.
Ocean and River Service (Life-boats, Stations, &c.) 1230.
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries, &c.)

1232; (Lights, Fog.whistles, &c., Maintenance) 1233.
Weller's Bay Range Lights (Ques.) 336.
Wellington Lifo-boat House (Ques.) 33i.

Pope, Hon, J. H., Compton
Canadian Immigration (Ans.) 44.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Watson) to M. to conc. in Res. from
Coin., 483.

Census, remaining Volume (Ans.) 72, 766.
Emigrant Buildings at Lévis, on U. for Cor., 90.
High Commissioner on Emigration, on M. for Ret., 49;

Letter and Cablegrams to, on Immigration, on M.
for copies, 799.

Immigration Agent and Quarantine Officer, Duties and
Salary of, Vancouver Island (Ans.) 336.

Manitoba, Persons entering by rail, on M. for Stmnt.,
49, 50.

Patent Rights, Fraud in Sale of, B. 26 (Mr. Mulock)
on M. for 2°, 145.

Port of Landing for European Immigrants (Ans.) 89.
Public Health Officers, on M. for Rot., 88.

Reid, Mr. J., Cariike
Boundary bctween B. C. and the N. W. T. (Ques.) 261.
Briti8 Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Borner) to M. for Com. on
Res., 1037 ; (Amt.) 1038.

IRinfret, Mr. C. J., Lot binière
Immigration and Emigration, on Res. (Mr Paterson,

Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Sap., 1074.
Lotbinière, Construction of Wharf at (Ques ) 1054.
Mail Service in the County of Lotbinière (M. for

Papers, &c.) 296.
St. Gilles, Daily Mail for (Ques.) 73.
Talbot, Achille, Employment and Salary of (Ques ) 966.

Riopel, Mr. L. J., Bonaventure
School of Navigation, Que., on M. for Cor., 201.

Robertson, Mr. A., West Bastings
Irondale, Bancroft and Ottawa Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in

Com. on Res., 1497.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 748.
Subsidies to Rys., authorizition B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com.on Res., 1497.
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Robertson, Mr. T., Hamilton
Chinese Immigration into B.C., Prohibition of, on Amt.

(Mr. Allen) to Res. (Mr. Shakespeare) M. to adjn.
deb., 1285.

Criminal Law Amt., openings, &c., cnt in the Ice (B.
97, 1°*) 457.

Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in (B. 96, 1°*) 457.
Criminal Cases, Procodure in, Duties of Justices of the

Peace out of Sessions (B. 98, 1°*) 457.
Speedy Trial of Persons charged with Felonies, &c.,

Acts Amt. (B. 97, 1°*) 457.
SUPPLY:

Legislation (Printing, &c., the Laws) 1003.

Robertson, Mr. T., Shelburne
Automatic Buoy in Lockport Harbour (Ques.) 603.
Bounty to Fishermen, Names, &c., of those who received

sarne (M. for Stmnt.¥) 67; (Ques.) 603.
Intoxicating Liquors, Traffic in, Act Amt. (B. 102, 1°*)

504; Order for 21 allowed to stand, 1290.
Ogden, Alfred, Employment of (Ques.) 965.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic (Amt.) to prop. Res.

(Mr. Foster) 1123.
Scott Act in Cumberland Co. (Ques.) 736.
Sick and Distressed Mariners Act Amt. (Ques.) 29.
SUPPLY:

Steamship Subventions (Halifax and St. John via Yarmouth)
1298.

Upper Wood Harbour, Wharf and Bridge at (M. for
Ret.*) 1199.

Ross, Mr. A. W., Lisgar
Alberta Bridge Co. incorp. (B. 76, 1°*) 198.
Bank of Winnipeg incorp. (B. 29, 10*) 83.
Calgary Omnibus, Tramway and Transfer Co. (B. 78,

1°*) 198.
Calgary Waterworks Co. incorp. (B. 77, 10*) 198.
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 404.
Manitoba South-Western Colonization Ry. Co. (B. 75,

1°*) 198.
Ranchers' Bank of Canada incorp. (B. 74, 1°*) 198.

Royal, Mr. J., Provencher
Alberta Bridge Co. incorp. B. 76 (Mr. Ross) 2 m.,

504.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) te M. te

conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1105:
Hudson Bay, Navigation of (M. for Sel. Com.) 203.
San Francisco, Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. Co. in-

corp. (B. 83, 10*) 231; 2° m., 505.
SUPPLY :

Hisc.llaneous (Mr. Fabre's Salary, &c.) 1308.

Rykert, Mr. J. C., Lincoln
Canadian Pacifie lRy. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Blake) te M. for Com. on Res., 359.
Commercial Cable Co. (B. 19, 10*) 67.
Welland Ry. and G. T. R. Transfer authorization

(B. 44, 1°*) 89; 2° m, 271.

Scott, Mr. T., Winnipeg
Canad ian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles lupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Watson) to M. to conc. in Res. from
Com., 493.

Scriver, Mr. J. C., Huntingdon
Canada Temperance Act, 1878, Amt. B. 136 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Com. on Amt. (Mr. Ives) 1621.
Debates, Official Rep., on Amt. (Mr. Coursol) to M. to

conc. in Fourth Rep. of Com., 1103; on Amt. (Mr.
Landiy) Fifth Rep., 1271.

Earthenware, in com. on W. & M., 699.
Library of Parliament, First Rep. of Joint Com., Ms. to

cone. in, 964, 1167; Second Rep., 1240; Third Rep.
(presented) 1443; M. to conc., 1476.

Liquor Liconse Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Com., 1598.

Newspaper Correspondence, on Personal Explanation
(-Mr. Ouinet) 457.

Prohibition of the Liquor Trafflc, on prop. Res. (Mr.
Foster) 1123.

United States Customs Daties on Hay, on M. for
Rot., 520.

Ways and Means-in Com.: on Res. 2 (earthenware)
699.

White, Mr. (Hastings) on Personal Explanation (re-
marks) 1241.

Shakespeare, Mr. N., Victoria, B.C.
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Chairles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Homer) to M. for Com. on
Res., 1028; on receiving Rop. of Com., 1039; on
Amt. (Mr. Gordon) to M. for 3°, 1172.

Cabinet Representation for B. C. (Ques.) 505.
Chinese Immigration (M. for Cor.) 616 ; Prohibition of

into B. C. (Res.) 975 ; on M. to adjn. deb., 1287.
Gas Inspection in B. C. (Ques.) 506.
Geological Survey in B. C. (Ques.) 505.
Indian Act, 1880, Amt. B. 87 (Sir John A. Macdonald)

in Com., 1399.
Indian Troubles at Metlakatla and Dept. of Indian

Affairs (M. for Cor.*) 83.
SUPPLY :

Militia (A, B, and 0 Batteries, Schools of Gunnery, &c.) 1164,

Small, Mr. J., East Toronto
Civil Service Acts Amt. (Ques.) 655.
Northern and North-Western Junction Ry. Co. (B. 59,

1°*) 141.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada (B. 57, 10*) 141; on Son.

Amts., 1546.
Toronto Esplanale and Iarbour Accommodation (B 60,

1°*) 141.

Smyth, Mr. H., Kent
Huron and Brie Ry. Co. (B. 85, 14*) 260.
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Somerville, Mr. J., North Brant
Blackeby, A. H., Employment of (Ques.) 966.
Canadian Express Co., Transport Requisitions on Militia

Dept. (M. for copies*) 523.
Fishery Regulations, Fines imposed under, and Receipts

(M. for Ret.*) 1201.
Le Courier de St. Hyacinthe, Payments to (U. for

Stmnt.*) 66.
Militia, Returns respecting (remarks) 1127.
Militia Tents, Manufacture of (Ques.) 503.
Ministerial Expenses to England and elsewhere (M. for

Ret.*) 66.
Moccasins, Purchaso of, by Militia Dept. 'M. for

Cor.*) 624.
Rivers and Streams, Rental of, Sums received on ac-

count of (M. for Rot *) 1201.
SUPPLY:

Militia (Contingencies) 1343.
Miscellaneous (Boucher de la Bruère, Payrment to, for Type,

&c.) 1375; (Consolidated Statutes, Purchase of Type, &c.)
1379.

Tents, Purchaso of, by Militia Dept. (NI. for Cor.*) 624.

Speaker, Mr. (HoN. Gzo. A. K1aKPATaLIrem) Fronfenac
Accountant, Receipts and Disbursements (presented) 31.
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. Il : on

Ques. of Order (ruling) 1246.
Albert Election: Judge's Rep. (read) 1.
Banking Facilites for Agriculturists, Provision B.

105: on Ques.of Order on introduction, 524 ; on M.
for Com. on Res., 763.

Berthier Election : Judgment of Supreme Court (read)
1443.

Blake's, Mr., Speech on the Orange B.: on Ques. of Priv.,
1544, 1545.

Bothwell Election: Judgment of Suprenie Court
(read) 52 1.

Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan Res.: Member requested not
to use unparliamentary language, 342 ; on reference
to Member sitting by the grace of others, 448 ; on
Members being called on to vote, 451 ; flat contradic.
tions restrained, 484 ; unparliamentary language, 532.

Chinese Immigration into B. C.: on Ques. of Priv., 977.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12: on objec-

tion taken by Member who introd. B. moving its 20,
80.

Controverted Elections: Jugos Reps. (read) 1, 337,
524, 735, 1321, 1443.

Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in B. 3 : on Member
speaking twice, 97.

Criminal Law Amt., Soduction, &c. B. 6: on an Amt. to
30, 668; on name of Member boing omitted from
div. on B., 709; on reprint of Amts., 812 ; unpar-
liamentary language checked, 813.

Cumberland, Seat for: on using offensive words in de.
bate, 561.

Debates, Officiai Rep.: on Amt. to ref. Fifth Rep.
back to Com., 1271.

Speaker, tur.-Continued.
Fortin's, Mr., Vote on Contracts B. 1": on hearing

question read from the gallery and subsequent with-
drawal from seat (ruling) 824.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21: on Amt. topassing of B.,
978; on Ques. of Priv., respecting Amts. mado by
Son. (ruling) 1515.

Hamilton and North-Western Ry. B. 65: on Ques. of
Procedure, 977.

Huron, West, Election: Judg's Rep. (read) 1.
Kent Election: Judge's Rep. (read) 1; Notification of

Return of Member elect, 198.
Leamington, Post Office at : Member requested to with-

draw certain Stmnts., 802 ; reference to former
deb. checked, 807.

Lennox Election: Judge's Rep. (read) 1.
Library of Parliament: Rep. of Librarian (presented)

2; on M. to conc. in First Rep , 964, 1167, 1169; on
Second Rep., 1240; on presentation of Third Rep.,
1443.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143: on Amt. (Mr.
Mills) to repeal (ruling) 1640.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal:
on M. to take precedence, Ques. of Order, no notice
having been given (ruling) 825.

Luard, Major-Gen, on M. for Complaints against, 295·
Lunenburg Election: Judge's Rep. (read) 1.
Megantie Election: Judgment of Supreme Court (read)

1321.
Messages from His Excellency (read) 27, 56, 145, 304,

1240, 1439, 1576.
Middlesex, West, Election: Judge's Rep. (read) 1.
Montcalm Election: Judgment of Supreme Court (read)

337.
New Members, Return of (announcement) 1, 198.
Nicolet, Vacancy in the Representation, Warrant issued,

1126.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canala B. 57: on Sen. Amats (rule

read) 1547.
North-West GrievancesPersonal allusions cheched,1152.
Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R. confirmation of

Lease B. 32: on promotion of B. by Member who is
paid Solicitor of Co. (ruling) 810, 811 ; on M. to
change the name of mover (ruling) 843; on Ques. of
Priv., 85Y.

Orange, Loyal, Association B. 93: Personal allusions
cheeked, 920; Member requested to withdraw un.
parliamentary language, 923.

Parliamentary Practice: respecting Member being
called on to Vote, 458.

Pilota, Montreal and Quebec, B. 18: on hi. (Mr. Amyot)
to discharge Order referring B. to Sel. Com. on
Banking and Commerce, 131.

Prince Leopod, the late, Resolution of Condolence to
Her Majesty, Mess. from Senate (announcement) 1273.

Printing of Parliament: on M. to adopt Sixth Rop. of
Joint Com., 1109.
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Speaker, Mr.-Continued.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic: on Anmt. to prop.

iRes., 1233.
Prorogation, Letter from His Excellency's Secretary

(read) 1652.
Public Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 13 1: on Ques. of

Order (Mr. Blake) 1415; (ruling) 15,6.
Quotations from newspapers, Incorrect: on Quos. of

Priv., 1582.
Receipts and Disbursements of Accountant, House of

Commons (presented) 31.
Return, Missing, re P. E. County Mail Service (ex-

planation) 459.
Royal Assent to C. P. R. Loan B. (announcement)

661.
Secretary, His Excellency's, Letter from, respecting

Royal assent to C. P. R. Loan B. (read) 655.
Sick and Distressed Mariners' Fund: on Membor con-

fining himself to Ques., 217.
Sinicoe, South, Ele3tion: Judge's Rep. (read) 1.
Soulanges Election : Judgrnent of Supreme Court

(read) 735.
Speech from the Throne (Rep.) 2.
St. Patrick's Day: on M. for adjournrnent, 885.
Vacancies : Notification of, 1, 1126; 1321
Warants issued for new Elections (announcements) 1,

1126, 1321.
[See, "KIRKPATRICK Mr.," 1126; also "OaDEa," ".PRIVI-

LEGE," and " PROCEDURE."]

Sproule, Mr. T. S., East Grey
Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention B. 114

(Mr. Costigan) in Com. 1246.
Banking Facilities for Agriculturists, on M. for Sel.

Com., 213.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com. on Res ,
432.

Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amat. B. 130 (Mr.
Chapleau) in Com., 1389.

Debates, Official Rep., in Com. of Su p., 1311.
Dominion Lands (Outside Service) in Com. of Sup.,

1435.
Fisheries, in Com. of Sup., 1237, 1372.
Inspeoction of Vessels on Lakes Huron and Superior, on

M. for Ret., 608.
Newspaper Mail Service, Delays in Transmissioi (U.

for Cor.) 216.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57 (.11r. Small) on Sen.

Amts., 1548.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America incorp.

B. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 928.
Public lealth, in Com. of Sup., 1014.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co.'s Act Anmt. B. 81

(Mr. Beaty) in Com., 979.
Superior, Lake, North of, Character and Resources of

Land, on M. for Ret., 971.

Sprottle, Mr. T. S.-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Dominion L.4n.s-Income (Outside Service) 1435.
Fisheries (Overseers and Wardeas, Salaries, &c.) 1237; (Fishing

Baunty) 1372.
Immigration : Salaries, &c., 1418.
Legislation: House of Commons (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1006;

(Publishing Debates) 1341,
Public Works--Income ; Buildings (Repairs, &c.) 1199.
Quarantine (Public Health) 1014.

Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.
Costigan) in Com., 1243, 1249.

Sutherland, Mr. H., Selkirk
Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 138 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) in Com., 1623.
Eraminer Under D:m. Lands Act at Brandon (Ques.)

1109.
Public Buildings at Brandon, Erection of (Ques.) 1110.
SUPPLY:

Penitentiaries (Manitoba) 1001.

Sutherland, Mr. J., North Oxford
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. Auger) to Amt. (Mr. Blake)
to M. to conc. in Res., 1572.

Stairs, Mr. J. Fitz-William, Balifax
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 326.
Charges of Management, in Com. of Sup., 829, 830.
Coal, Sale and Delivery of, B. 119 (-Mr. Costigan) on

M. for 2°, 1058.
Gas and Gas Meters Inspection Acts Amt. B. 108 (Mr.

Costigan) in Com., 1130.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Curran) on M. for

20, 897.
Halifax Stearm Navigation Co. incorp. (B. 24, 1°*) 71.
Molasses, in Com. on W. & M., 734.
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. B. 121 (Mr.

McLelan) in Com., 1058.
Subsidies to Ry. Co.'s, aments paid under, on M. for

Stmnt., 269.
SUPPLY :

Charges of Management, 829, 830.
Tariff-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Corn. on W. & M.,

686; in Com.: on Res. 2 (molasses) 134.

Tassé, Mr. J., Ottawa City
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.

Chapleau) 1392.
Kazuabazua and Le Desert Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1501.
Ottawa, Roman Catholic Diocese of (B. 95, 10*) 304;

M. for Com., 889.
Repatriation of Canadians (Ques.) 965.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1501; on Amt. (Mr. Auger)
to Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. to conc. in Res., 1559-
1561.
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Taylor, Mr. G., South Leeds
Customs Officer at Gananoque, on M. for Re t, 465.
Gananoque, Perth and James' Bay Ry. Co. (B. b8, 10*)

141.
Gananoque, Post Office at (correction) 802.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America B. 93

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2', 904.
Rideau Canal, Extension of (H. for Cor.*) 1201.
Tarff-on M. (Sir Leonard Tiltey) for Com. on W. &

M., 693.
Ways and Means -in Coin.: on Res. 2 (steel, needles,

&c,) 730.

Temple, Mr. T., York, N.B.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Str Charles

Tupper) on Amt (Mr. Wells) to M. for 30, 1593.
Customs Officers in York County, on M. for Rot., 466.
Ways and Means -conc., 790.

Thompson, Mr. D., Elaldinand
Letter Postage Rates, Amt. of Existing Law (Ques.) 89.
Library of Parliament, First Rep. of Joint Çom., on M.

to conc. in (Ques.) 964,
SUPPLY:

Militia (Construction an d Repairs) 1162 ; (Dominion Rifle As3o-
ciation) 1160; (Drill Sheds, &c.) 1160; (ilitary Properties,
care of) 1162

Public Works-fncome: (Buildings, Repairs, &c.) 1199.

Tilley, Hon. Sir Leonard, St. John, N.B.
America, Works on, in Com. of Sup., 1009.
Auditor General's Office, in Con. of Sup., 841.
Auditor-General's Rep. (presented) 27.
Bank Returns, Inspection of (Ans.) 44,1444.
Benefit Mutual Insurance Societies (Ans.) 337.
Blackeby, A. H., Employment of (Ans.) 966.
Boucher de la Bruère, Payment to, for Type, &c., in

Com. of Sup., 1375.
Bounty on Manufactures of Iron, on M. for O. C., &c.,

70.
Canada Temperance Act, 1878, Amt. B. 136 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) in Con. on Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Vic-
toria) 1621.

Canadian Pacifie Ry. Co.'s Agreement (Ans.) 71; De-
posit of Securities (Ans.) 72; Funded Debt (Ans.)
337.

Canals, in Com. of Sup., 1608; conc., 1618.
Cape Tormentine Harbour, in Con. of Sup., 1604.
Chloride of Zinc, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 734.
Civil Government, in Com. of Sap., 832, 833, 839, 841,

843, 987, 1333, 1336, 1602; conc., 1440, 1610.
Clothing, &c., Militia, in Con. of Sup., 1020.
Collection of Revenues, in Con. of Sup., 1457.
Commercial Treaties, negotiations, on M. for O. C., &c.,

58.
Concurrence-Customs, 1457; High Commissioner (Con-

tingencies, &c.) 1610; Legal Advisers (Payment to)
1617; Page, John (Payment to, as Arbitrator) 1617;

Tilley, Hon. Sir Leonard-Continued.
Refund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I., 1454; Re-
turning Officers (Claims of) 1459, 1612.

Confederation, Historical Painting, in Con. of Sup.,
1310.

Customs, conc., 1457.
Customs, Tariff of Duties of (B. 142, 1°*) 1413.
Debates, Official Rep., in Con. of Sup., 1002.
Departmental Contingencies, in Com. of Sup., 841.
Disallowance of Provincial Acts, on M. for copies of

O.C. &c., 42.
Dominion Exhibition (Ans.) 1215.
Dunsville, Waste Weir at, in Con. of Sup., 1608.
Estimates, The, 1884-85: Mess. from His Ex., 145; ref.

to Con. of Sup., 145; Suppl. Est., 1883-84, 1240;
Suppl. Est., 1884 85, 1439; Further Suppl. Est.,
1884-85, 1576.

Exchange Bank of Canada, on M. for Stmnt., 35; on
Res. censuring Govt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) 159;
Security for advance to (Ans ) 199 ; Ogilvie & Buntin,
Securieies for, 261, 337.

Examiner under Dom. Lands Act at Brandon (Ans.)
1109.

Factories, definition of offenes against persons em-
ployed in (B. 106, 1°) 524.

Factory B. and Manufacturers' Association, on M. for
Ret., 82.

Flag Treaty, between U. S. and Spain (remarks) 1361.
Finance and Treasury Board, in Com. of Sup., 841.
Finance Minister's Mission to England, on M. for

Papers, 87.
General Inspection Act, 1874, Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costi-

gan) in Con., 1395.
Governor General's Secretary's Office, in Con. of Sup.,

832.
Grain, Tariff on, Readjustment of (Ans.) 336.
Harbours and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1222.
High Commissioner (Removal Expenses) in Com. of

Sup., 1336 ; (Contingencies) conc., 1440, 1610.
Immigration, Dept. of, in Con. of Sup., 1602.
Indian Affairs, Dept. of; in Com. of Sup., 1602.
Indians, in Com. of Sup., 1608.
Iron, Bounties on Manufactures of, on M. for O. C., &c.,

70.
Insurance, Superintendance of, in Com. of Sup., 1423.
Interior, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 839.
Justice (Penitentiaries Branch) in Com. of Sup., 833.
Land Improvement Fund Money due Township of

Wallace (Ans.) 200.
Land Improvement Fund, Ont. (Ans.) 1215.
Legislation, in Con. of Sup,, 1002-1004, 1008, 1009,

1602, 1627.
Lévis iG'raving Dook, further advance towards com-

pletion (prop. Res.) 1516.
Library of Parliament, on presentation of Third Rep.,

1448; Salaries, &c., in Con of Sup., 1003, 1602.
Life Annuities, Sale of (Ans.) 199.
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Tilley, Sir Leonard-Continued.
Life Insurance Co.'s, Co operative, &c. (B. 118) M. for

Com. on ]Res., 764; in Com. and 1°* of B., 765.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) M. for Com., 1595.
Loans, Redemption of Small (B. 156) prop. Res. 1516;

in Com., 1588; 10* of B. 1610.
Maclean, iRoger & Co., Award of Referees, in Com. of

Sup., 1617.
Mail Subsidies and Steamship Subventions, in Com. of

Sup., 1298-1301; conc., 1453.
Manitoba Public Schools, Aid to (B. 36) prop. Res.

43; M. for Com., 68 ; in Com., 69; conc. in and 14*
Of B., 85.

Messages from His Excellency (presonted) 145, 1240,
1439, 1576.

Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1020.
Mission School at Fort William, in Com. of Sup., 1608,
Molasses, in Com. on W. & M., 734.
Newfoundland Prohibition Duty (Ans.) 1214.
Newfoundland, Trade with (rernarks) 1361.
Ogilvie and Buntin, Messrs., as Security for Exchange

Bank (Ans.) 261, 337.
Ontario and Quebec Accounts with Dom. Govt. (Ans.)

72, 73.
Ontario Land Improvement Fund (Ans ) 1215.
Ontario's Provincial Debt to Canada (Ans.) 199.
Optional Subjects, on conc., wthdn., 1602.
Page, John, Payment to, as Arbitrator, in Com. of Sup.,

1608; conc., 1618.
Post Office Dept., in Com. of Sup., 1336.
Printing of Parliament, on M. to conc. in Sixth Rep. of

Joint Com., 1108.
Printing, Paper, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1004, 1008;

conc., 1440.
Printing Vocabularies of Indian Dialects, in Com. of

Sup., 1608.
Private Bills, Presentation of, on M. to extend time,

1360.
Privy Council Office, in Com. of Sap., 833; suppl.

1333, 1336.
Prohibition of the Liquor Tr-affic, on prop. Res. (Mr.

Foster) 1124.
Provincial Subsidies, Readjustment (B. 154) prop .Res.

1215; M. for Com., 1583; in Com., 1584; 10* of B.
1610.

Public Accounts (presented) 27.
Public Buildings at Brandon, Erection of (Ans.) 1110.
Public Debt of the Dominion (Ans.) 736.
Public Expenditure, on Res. (Mr. Charlton) in Ami. to

Com. of Sup., 1326.
Public Works, in Com. of Sup., 1193, 1222, 1362, 1C04.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
Quebee's Provincial Debt to Canada (Ans.) 199.
Quebec Tidal Dock, further advance towards comple-

tion (prop. Res.) 1516.

Tilley, Sir Leonard-Continued.
Railways and Canals, in Com. of Sup., 843.
Redemption of Small Loans (B. 156) prop. Res., 1516;

in Com,, 1588; 1* of B., 1610.
Refund of Duties in P. E. I., 1312; conc., 1454.
Returning Officers, Claims of, conc., 1459.
Returns, Imperfect, re High Commissioner (remarks)

460.
Returns, Preparation of, in Com. of Sup., 1381.
Secretary of State's Office, in Com. of Sup., 1602.
Senate, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1627.
Stationery Office, in Com. of Sup., 987.
Steel, Ingots, &e., in Com. on W. & M., 728; Rolled,

&c., 730; Needles, &c., 730.
Subsidies to Provinces, Readjustment (B. 154) prop.

Res., 1215 ; M. for Com., 1583; in Com., 1584; 1°* of
B., 1610.

Subsidies to Ry3., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles
Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1496.

Sugars, Syrups, &c., in Com, on W. & M., 731-733.
SUPPLY:

Res. for Com., 28; Mss. for Com., 825, 987, 1039, 1063, 1138,
1176, 1215, 1245, 1291, 1322, 1361, 1404, 1423, 1465, 1602, 1626.

Canals-Capital: Welland (Page, John, Payment to as Arbitra-
tor) 1608, conc., 1618. Income : Welland (Wasto Weir at
Dunsville) 1608.

Civil Government: Auditor General's Office, 81; Depar'mental
Contingencies, 843; Finance and Treasury Board, 841 :
Governor General's Secretary's Office, 832; High Commip-
sioner (Removal Expenses) 1336, (Contingencies) conc., 1440

1610; Immigration, 1602; Indian Affairs, 1602; Interior, 839;
Justice (Penitentiaries Branch) 833; Post Office, 1336; Privy
Council Office, 833, suppl., 1333, 1336; Railways and Canals,
843; Secretary of State's Office, 1602; Stationery Office, 987.

Collection of Revenues: Customs, conc., 1457.
Indians: B.C. (Printing Vocabularies of Dialects) 1603 ; Ont.

and Que. (Mission Sc.hool at Fort William) 1608.
Insurance, Superintendence of (Expenses, &c.) 1423.
Legislation: lHouse of Commons (Publishing Debates) 1002;

(Returning Officers, Claims of) conc., 1459. Senate (Salaries,
&c.) 1627, Miscellaneous (Library, Salaries, &c.) 1003,
suppl., 1602; (Printing, Paper, &c.) 1004, 1008, conc., 1440
(Works on America) 1009.

Mail Subsidies and Steamship Subventions (Canada and West
Indies and Brazil) 1299, conc., 1453; (France and Qiebec)
1300; (Grand Manan, N.B. and Mainland) 1298 ; (Halifax and
St. John vid Yarmouth) 1298; (Liverpool or London and St.
John and Halifax) 1301.

Militia (Clothing, &c.) 1020.
Miscellaneous (Boucher de la Bruère, Payment to, for Type, &c.)

1375; (Confederation, Historical Painting) 1310; (Maclean,
Roger & Co., Award of Referees) 1617; Refund of Duties to
Merchants in P.E.I.) 1312, conc., 1454 ;(Returns, Preparation,
of) 1381.

Public Works-Capital (N.B., Cape Tormentine Harbour) 1604;
Income: Buildings (N.B.) 1193; (Repairs,&c.) 1362. larbouru
and Rivers (N.B.) 1222.

Quarantine (Tracadie Lazaretto) 1010.
Unproviùed Items : Vide Auditor Gen's. Rep., 1383.

Supply (B. 155) 1°*, 2°*, 30*, 1651.
Tracadie Lazaretto, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
Unprovided Items, in Com. of Sup., 1383.
Ways and Means-Res. for Com., 28; Budget Speech

569. [For Debate see " WAYS AND MEANS."] In
Com.: on Res. 1 (Free List) 653. On Res. 2 (steel,
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INDEX.

Tilley, Sir Leonard- Continued.
ingots, &c.) 728; (steel, rolled, &c.) 730; (steel,
needles, &c.) 730; (sugars, syrups, &c.) 731-734;
(molasses) 734; (zinc, chloride, &c.) 734. On Res.
, 735. On Res. 4, 735. On conc., 770. Res. rep.

from Com., 1651 ; see Supply Bill.
Zinc, Chloride, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 734.

Trow, Mr. J., South Perth
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Watson) to M. to conc. in Res. from

Com., 484.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupvper) in Com., 1581.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (1-r.

Casgrain) Mr. Fortin's vote (Ques. of Order) 821.
Government Herd in the N. W. (Ques.) 506.
Medicine Hat and Fort MacLeod Mail Service (Ques.)

506.
Publie Buildings at Fort MacLeod (Ques.) 506.
Superior, Lake, North of, Character and Resources, on

M. for Ret., 970.
SUPPLY:

Legislation (Printing, Paper, &c) 1006.
Quarantine, 1011.

Tupper, Mr. C. H., Pictou
Administration of Justice, in Com. of Sup., 1474.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,

Buron) on M. for 2° (Amt. 6 m. h.) 93; on M. for
Com., 271.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
in Com., 292.

Great American and European Short Lino Ry. Co. (B.
89, 10*) 285.

Molasses, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 731.
Montreal and European Short Lino Ry. Co. See B. 89.
Prince Edward Islanil and the Fishery Award, on Res.

(Mr Davies) 1279.
Privileges and Elections, Com. on, withdravwal from

serving, 569.
Sessional Indemnities, in Com. of Sup., 1339.
Spring Hill and Parrsborough Coal and Ry. Co. wind-

ing-up and transfer (B. 47, 1°*) 131.
Steel, Ingots, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 729.
SUPPLY:

Legislation: House of Commons (Sessional Indemnities) 1339.
Administration of Justice (Statutory increase to Geo. Duval,

Précia Writer, Supreme Court) 1474.

Ways and Means-in Com.: on Res 2 (steel, ingots, &c.)
729; (molasses, &c.) 734. On conc, 769.

Tupper, Hon. Sir Charles, Cunberland
Accommodation at St. John, in Com. of Sup., 1049;

suppl., 1344.
Annapolis and Digby Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1509.
Aylmer and Pembroke Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res,

1497.

Tupper, Sir Charles-Continued.
Beauce Junction and International Boindary Subsidy,

in Com. on Res., 149 1.
Beauharnois Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1353, 1354; cone.,

1463.
Bogart and Bridgewater Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1502.
Bridge over Red River at Emerson, in Com. of Sup.,

1348.
British Association Meeting, in Com. of Sup., 1310.
Britiàb Columubia, Agrecment wih (B. 126) prop. Res.

67 ; M. for Com., 1023; on Amt.*(Mr. Bomer) 1032;
Res. in Com. and 1°* of B., 1039; in Coin., 1137;
3° m., 1171.

C. P. R. Bridge over Red River at Emerson, in Com. of
Sup., 1348.

-- British Columbia, revote, in Com. of Sup.,
1048.

- Cost of (Ans.) 603.
Cash Doposit with Govt. (Ans.) 72.

- - Guarantee, Mess. from Iis Ex. (presented) 56.
-- Guarante3 to Co., further Cor. respecting

(Ans.) 72.
Inspecting Engineers, Salaries, &c., in Com. of

Sup., 1348.
- Lake Superior and Nipissing Divisions, Cost

of (Ans.) 458.
Loan (B. 101) prop. Res., 84; M. for Com. on

Res. (statement) 98-113; (remarks) 182; on Amt.
(Mr. ail.) 6 m. h., 419-424; in Com., 454-456; M.
to conc. in Res., 469; (10* of B.) 503; 2° m., 525,
529; M. for Com., 535 ; M. to recom., 567; on Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 568.

on Ms. (Mr. Blake) for further information, 220,
221, 225, 228.

-- Payments to Co. on account of Floating Debt
(Ans.) 1054.
- Payments to Co. on Construction Contract and
Subsidy Accounts (Ans.) 1055.

Postal Subsidy to Co. (Ans.) 72.
Prince Arthur's Landing to Red River, in Com.

of Sup., 1046, 1048.
-- Rumours of inadequacy of arrangements (Ans.)

1273.
- Section B, Award of Arbitrators, in Com. of

Sup., 1630; cone., 1646.
Sifton & Ward, Red River and Cross Lake, in

Com. of Sup., 1350.
Smith & Ripley, Georgian Bay Braneh, in Com.

of Sup., 1349.
- Station accommodation, in Com. of Sup., 1049;

cone., 1449.
--- Subsidy, in Com. of Sup., 1049.

Steamers from Owen Sound (Ans.) 458.
-- Summit of the Rocky Mountains to Kamloops,

Cost of (Ans.) 458.
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Tupper, Sir Charles -Continued.
C. P. R. Temple, Thomas, Patent Flanger, 1349; cone.,

1460.
Canals, in Com. of Sup., 1050-1053, 1350-1354; conc.,

1460-1463, 1612.
Caraquet and Shippigan Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.

1510.
Carillon Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1052, 1351.
Central Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res,, 1510.
Claims arising out of construction (Intercol Ry.) Award

of Commissioners, in Com. of Sup., 1628.
Collection of 1evenues, in Com. of Sup., 1256, 1261;

conc., 1449.
Compensation for Injuries (P. E. I. Ry.) in Com. of

Slp., 1347.
Concurrence-C. P. IR. (Station Accommolation) 1450;

Collection of Revenues (Intercol. Ry.) 1449; High
Commissioner (louse and Furniture for) 1615; Jennie
Graham (Schooner), 1461, 1612; Marchand, L. W.
(Professional Sorvices) 1463; Perley, H. F. (Services
on St. Peter's Canal) 1460 ; Temple Thomas (Patent
Flanger) 1560; Welland Canal (Unpaid Laborers)
1460.

Construction Account (Intercol. Ry.) in Com. of Sap.,
1345.

Consolidated R y. Act Amt. B. 52 (Mr. Mulock) on M.
to wthdr. B., 987.

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. (B. 135, 10) 1322;
2°m., 1576; in Com., 1577-1580; 30 m., 1591; on
Amt. (Mr. Wells) 1592; on Amt. (Mr. McCarthy)
1594,

Cornwall and Perth Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,
1507.

Cornwall Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1053.
Dalhousie Branch, in Com. of Sup., 1344.
D'Anjou, Joseph, Claim of (Ans.) 798.
Derby Station and Indiantown Ry. Sabsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1511.
Eastern Extension Ry., acquisition of, B. 125 (prop.

Res.) 825; M. for Com. on Res., 878 ; in Com., 882;
cone. in and 10* of B., 987; 3° m., 1131.

Elevator at Halifax (Ans.) 603.
Elgin Road Station, L'Islet (Ans.) 199.
Erie and Huron Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com. on Res..

1507.
Exchange Bank Notes, Instructions to Intercolonial Ry.

Officers respecting (Ans.) 1055.
Fabre, Mr., Salary, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1305.
Falconer, James, land damages (Intercol Ry.) in Com.

of Sup., 1346.
Ferguson, William, purchase of land (Intercol Ry.) in

Com. of Sup., 1347.
Fredericton and Miramichi Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1503.
Galops Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Gatineau Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com. on Res., 1499.
Grand Piles and Lake des Isles Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1509.

Tupper, Sir Charles-Continued.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'s B. 21 (Mr. Carran) on M. for

2°, 895; on M. for Com., 977; in Com., 978; Amts.
made by Sen., on Ques. of Priv., 1513.

Grand Trunk Ry. Crossing in Montreal (Ans.) 1187.
Gravenhurst-Callander Ry. (Ans.) 601; on M. for

copies of Cor., 41.
Great American and European Short Line Ry. (Ans.)

57.
Great Northern Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com. on Res.,

1508.
Halifax Extension, in Com. of Sup., 1049; suppl., 1344.
Halifax St. Ry. Co. vs. The Queen, in Com. of Sup.,

1345.
Hamilton and North-Western Ry. B. 65 (Mr. Kilvert)

on Ques. of Procedure, 977.
IHigh Commissioner, House and Furniture for, in Coin.

of Sup., 1367 ; cone., 1615.
Holden, Clara S., Compensation to, in Coin. of Slp.,

1352.
Hopowell and Aima Ry. Subsidy, in Coin. on Res.,

1509.
Immigration, in Com. of Sup., 1405-1409, 1415.
Immigration, Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1405-1409,

1415.
Inspecting Engineers (C.P.R.) Salaries, &c., in Com. of

Sup., 13 48.
I. C. R., Accommodation at St. John, in Com. of Sup.,

1049; suppi., 1344.
-- Claims arising out of constructior, Award of

Commissioners, in Coin. of Sup., 1628.
Claims Commissioners, Payment of (Ans ) 1187.
Claims for Losses on (Ans.) 655.

-- Construction Account, in Com. of Sup., 1345.
Dalhousie Branch, in Com. of Sup., 1344.
Falconer, James, land damages, in Coin. of

Sup., 1346.
-- Ferry or Bridge at Quebec (Ans.) 86.

Ferguson, William, purchase of land, in Com.
of Sup., 1347.
- Halifax Street Ry. Co. vs. The Queen, in Com.
of Sup., 1345.

Halifax Extension, in Com. of Sup., 1049;
suppl., 1344.

MacDonell, Alex., Award of Commissioners, in
Con. of Sup., 1346.
-- Miscellaneous, not provided for, in Coin. of Sup.,
1050.

- New Brunswick, Refund to Govt. of, in Com. of
Sup., 1627.

--- Office at Quebec (Ans.) 86.
Rivière du Loup Branch, in Com. of Sup.,

1344.
-- Rochette, Fabien, for land, in Com. of Sup.,

1345.
St. Charles Branch, in Coin. of Sup., 1049;

suppi., 1345.
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Tupper, Sir Charles-ontinued.
I. C. R., Tariff between Quebec and St. Charles (Ans.)

260.
Irondale, Bancroft and Ottawa Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in

Com. on Res., 1496.
Jacques Çartier Union Ry. and North Shore Ry. Sub-,

sidy, in Com. on Res., 1508.
Jennie Graham, Schooner, in Com. of Sup., 1352; conc.,

1461, 1612.
Kazuabazua and Le Desert Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1499.
Kingston and Pembroke Ry, Co., Subsidy to, in Com.

on Res., 1508.
Lachine Canal, jurisdiction of wharfingers (Ans.) 1187.
Lachine Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1050.
Lake Simon and Le Desert Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1503.
Lavoie, Geo., Claim of (Ans.) 797.
Lislois, C. J., Claim of, before Dom. Arbitrators (Ans.)

261, 965.
Lower Brewers and Kingston Mills, Land Damages, in

Com. of Sup., 1354.
MacDonell, Alex., Award of Commissioners, in Com. of

Sup., 1346.
Marchand, L. W., Professional Services, in Com. of

Sup., 1353; conc., 1463.
Message from His Excellency (presented) 56.
Metapediac and Paspebiac Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res,

1510.
Miscellaneous (Intercol. Ry.) not provided for, in

Com. of Sup., 1050.
Mississippi and Renfrew Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res.,

1508.
Miramichi Valley Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com. on Res.,

1503.
Montreal and Western Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com. on

Res., 1503.
Murray Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Napanee and Tamworth Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com.

on Res., 1502.
New Brunswick, Expenditura by Govt. of (Intercol Ry.)

in Com. of Sup., 1627.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57 (Mr. Small) on Sen.

Amts., 1546.
North-West Grievances, on Res. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)

in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1147, 1152, 1156.
Ontario and Pacifie Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com. on

Res., 1507.
Oxford and Sydney or Louisburg ly. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1490.
Page, John, Payment to, as Arbitrator, in Com. of Sup.,

1351.
Peake's, Station at, on P. E. I. Ry. (Ans.) 261.
Perley, H. F., Services on St. Peter's Canal, in Com. of

Sup., 1350; conc., 1460.
Pontiac Pacific Junetion Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Bes.,

1496

Tupper, Sir Charles--Continued.
Prince Arthur's Landing tolRed River, in Com. of Sup.,

1046-1048.
Prince Edward Island Ry.,ISalaries;of;Employés, on M.

for:Stmnt., 298; Payment of Labourers on (Ans.)
965; in Com. of Sup., 1347.

Public Works, in:Com. of Sup., 1219, 1221,31367; cono.,
16L5.

Quebec Central Ry. Co., Subsidy to, in Com.lon Res.,
1491.

Raceway between 'Feeder andâChippewa River (*Wel.
land) in Com. of Sup., 1051.

Railway Crossings on roads or streets, Level (Ans.)
1273.

Railways and Canals, Rep. (presented) 43.
Railways, in Com. of Sup. (C. P. R.) 1046-1049, 1348,

1350, conc., 1460, 1646; (Intercol. Ry.) 1049, 1050,
1344-1347, 1627, 1628; (P. E. I.) 1347.

Rapide Plat Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Repairs, &c. (Intercol Ry.) in Com. of Sup., 1256, conc.,

1449; (Windsor Branch Ry.) 1261.
Returns, Imperfect (Explanations) 198, 1128.
Rideau Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1354.
River St. Clair Tunnel Co.'s incorp B. 66 (Mr. Mac-

master) on M. for Com., 603.
Rivière du Loup Branch, in C ,n. of Sap., 1344.
Rochette, Fabien, for land (interool. Ry.) in Com. of

Sup., 1345.
Rolling Stock (P. E. I. Ry.) in Com. of Sup., 1347.
Section B, Award of Arbitrators, in Com. of Sup.,

1630; conc., 1646.
Section B, further sums for Contractors, on M. for

Estimate, 77; Arbitrators or Commissioners (Ans.)
1386.

Short Line Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on Res., 1486.
Sifton & Ward, Red River and Çross Lake, in Com. of

Sup., 1350.
Skiffington, Mr., Employment of (Ans.) 603.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 81

(Mr. Beaty) in Com., 979.
St. Andrew's and Lachute Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1509.
St. Andrews, Schooner, in Com. of Sup., 1352; conc.,

1461, 1612.
St. Charles Branch (Ans.) 260; in Com. of Sup., 1049,

suppl., 1345.
Ste. Anne's Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1052.
St. Jérôme and New Glasgow Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res., 1508.
St. Lawrence River and Canals, in Com. of Sup., 1051.
St. Martin's Junction and Quebec Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res., 1492.
St. Peter's Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1350; conc., 1460.
Subsidies to Ry. Co.'s, Amounts paid under, on M. for

Stmnt., 268.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization (B. 147) prop. Res.,

1444; M. for Com., 1479; in Com., 1486-1492, 1496-
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Tupper, Sir Charles-Continued.
1511; M. to conc. in Res., 1517; on
rier) 1574; 1°* of B., 1576; 2° m.,
1624-1626; M. to recom., 1640.

Superannuation Contributions, Refund

Amt. (Mr. Lau-
1624; in Com.,

of (Ans.) 285.
SUPPLY:

Canals, Capital: Carillon (Dam and Approaches) 1052;
(Page, John, Payment to as Arbitrator) 1351; Cornwall,
1050; Lachine, 1050; Murray, 1051; St. Lawrence River and
Canal, 1051; Ste. Anne's, 1052; Trent River Nav. (Locks
&c.) 1051; Welland, 1051; (Raceway between Feeder and
Chippewa River) 1051 ; (Unpaid Labourers) 1350, cono., 1460;
St. Petera' (Perley, H. F., servises on) 1350, conc., 1460; Tay,
1053; Williamsburg (Clara S. Holden, Compensation to) 1352;
(Lock at Rapide Plat Canal) 1051 ; (Galops Canal) 1051.
Income; Beauharnois (Marchand, L. W., Professional
Services) 1353, cono., 1463; Cornwall (Drain between Town
and Canal) 1053; Miscellaneous, 1053 ; Rideau (Land dam-
agesbetween Lower Brewers and Kingston Mills) 1354; Welland
(Schooners S. Andreioa and Jennie Graham) 1352, conc., 1461,
1612.

Collection of Re9enuca-Railways : Repaire, &c. (Intercol. Ry.)
1256, conc., 1449; (Windsor Branch Ry.) 1261. Canals:
Maintenance, &c. (Salaries, &c. Canal Officers) 1261.

Immigration, (Salaries, &c.) 1405-1409, 1415.
Miscellaneous (Kr. Pabre's Salary, &c.) 1305 ; (British Associa-

tion Meeting) 1810.
Public Worka-Income : Harbours and Rivers (N.B.) 1221

(N.S.) 1219. Miscellaneous (High Commissioner, House and
Furniture for) 1307 ; cone., 1615.

Raloaya, Oapital: 0. P. R. (Bridge over Red River at Emerson)
1348; (British Columbia, revote) 1048; (Inspecting Engineers,
Salaries, &o.,) 1348; (Prince Arthur's Landing to Red
River) 1046-1048; (8ection S., Award of Arbitrators) 1630,
conc., 1646; Sifton & Ward (Red River and Cross Lake) 1350 ;
(Smith & Ripley, Georgian Bay Branch) 1349; (Station Ac-
commodation) 1049, conc., 1449; (Subsidy) 1049; (Temple,
Thomas, Patent Flanger) 1349, conc., 1460. Intercol. Ry.
(Accommodation at St. John) 1049, suppl., 1344; (Alex.
MacDonell, Award of Commissioners) 1346; (Claims arising
ont of Construction, Award of Comnmissioners) 1628; (Con-
struction Account) 1345; (Dalhousie Branch) 1344; (Fabien
Rochette, for Land) 1345; (Halifax Extension) 1049, suppl.,
1344; (Halifax Street Ry. Co. va. The Queen) 1345 ; (James
Falconer, Land damages) 1346; (Miscellaneous, not provided
for) 1050; (Refund to Govt. of N. B ) 1627; (St. Charles
Branch) 1049, suppl., 1345; (William Ferguson, purchase of
Land,) 1347. P. E. 1. Ry. (Compensation for Injuries) 1347;
(Rolling Stock) 1347.

Surveys chargeable to Capital in Pub. Acets., on M. to
ref. to Pub. Acets. 0om., 303.

Tay Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1053.
Temple, Mr. T., M. P., Protest against (Ans.) 1110.
Temple, Thomas, Patent Flanger, in Com. of Sup.,

1349.
Traverse, Union Station at the (Ans.) 260.
Trent River Nav., in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Union Jacques Cartier Ry. and C. P. R., on M. for

Cor, 42.
Unpaid Laborers on Welland Canal, in Com. of Sup.,

1350; cone., 1460.
Wallaceburg and Sarnia Ry. Subuidy, in Com on les.,

1507.
Welland Canal, in Com. of Sup., 1051, 1350, 1352; conc.,

1460, 1461, 1612.

v

Tupper, Sir Charles -Continued.
Welland Ry. and G. T. R. Transfer authorization B.

44 (Mr. Rykert) on M. for 2°, 271.
Wellington Bridge, Lachine Canal, on M. for Cor., 798.
Williamsburg Canal, in Com. of Sap., 1051, 1352.
Wilkinson, J. A., Employment of (Ans.) 966.
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay Ry. and Steamship Co. B.

(Mr Caneron, Victoria) on M. to read and receive
Pet., 1202.

Tyrwhitt, Mr. R., South Simcoe
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America incorp.

B. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 927.
Volunteers, Surviving, of 1837-38 (M. to ascertain num.

ber, &c.) 89.

Vail, Hon. W. B., Digby
A, B, and C Batteries, in Com. of Sup., 1164.
Ammunition, Clothing, &o., in Com. of Sup., 1020-1022.
Annapolis and Digby lRy. Subsidy, in Com. on Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1509.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res. (Amt. 6 m. h.) 415; (speech)
424.

Carpeting, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 696.
Certificates to Masters and Mates and Soamen's Acts

Amt. B. 116 (Mr. AcLelan) on M. for 2°, 1057.
Charges of Management, in Com. of Sap., 826, 828, 829.
Civil Government, in Com. of Sup., 1471.
Collection of Revenues, in Com. of Sup., 1258.
Concurrence-Harbours and Rivers (N. S.) 1442, 1616

Lighthouses and Fog-alarms, 1443; Militia (Military
Properties, Care of) 1441.

County Court Judges, Travelling Expenses (Que.)
603.

Dominion Rifle Association, in Com. of Sup., 1159.
Dredging, in Com. of Sup., 1365.
Drill Instruction, in Com. of Sup., 1097.
Eastern Extension Ry., acqusition of, B. (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Res. for Com., 879.
Fishery Overseer for Digby County (Ques.) 89.
Fishing Bounty, in Com. of Sup., 1369.
Flag Treaty between U. S. and Spain, on M. for Com.

of Sap., 1361.
Harbours and Rivers, in Com. of Sup., 1605; cono.,

1442, 1616.
Immigration, in Com. of Sup.ý, 1408, 1409.
Ingonish Breakwater, on M. for Ret., 90.
Intercol. Ry., Repairs, &c., in Con. of Sup., 1258.
Judicial Salaries, Readjustment of (M. for Cor.) 58.
Lighthouse and Coast Service, conc., 1443.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 761.
Marine and Fisheries, Dept. of, in Com. of Sup., 1471.
Military Properties, Care of, in Com. of Sup., 1160;

conc., 1441.
Ifilitia Clothing, Tenders for manufacture of (M. for

copies*) 1201.
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Vail, Hon. W. B.-Ontinued.
Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1020, 1022, 1095, 1097, 1159,

1160, 1164; conc., 1441.
Pine and Spruce Logs, Export Duty on (Ques.) 655.
Public Armouries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1095.
Public Buildings, Erection of, on M. for Cor., 805.
Publie Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 134 (Sir Hector

Langevin) in Com., 1587.
Public Works, in Com. of Sup, 1365, 1604, 160j; conc.,

1412, 1616.
Schools of Gunnery, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1164.
Steamship Subventions, in Com. of Sup., 1300.
Subsidies tQ Ry. Co.'s, Amounts paid under, on M. for

Stmnt., 269.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1509.
Sugars, Syrups, &c., in Com. on W. & M., 733.
SUPPLY •

Charges of Management, 826, 828, 829.
Civil Government; Marine and Fisheries, 1471.
Collection of Revenues: Railways (Repairs, &c., Intercol. Ry.)

1258.
Fisheries (Fishing Bounty) 1369.
Immigration (Salaries, &o ) 1408, 1409.
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lighthouses and Fog-a1arms)

1443.
Militia (A, B, and 0 Batteries, Schools of Gunnery, &c.) 1161;

(Ammunition, Olothing, &c.) 1020, 1022; (Dominion Rifle
Association) 1159; (Drill Instruction) 1097; (Publie Ar-
mouries, &c.) 1095; (Military Properties, Care of) 1160, conc.,
1441.

Pensions (Veterans of 1812) 1017.
Public Worklc-Income : Buildings (N.S.) 1604; Dredging

(Maritime Provo.) 1365; Harbours and Rivers, (N. S.) 1605,
conc., 1442, 1616.

Steamship Subventions (Canada and West Indies and Brazil)
1300.

Tarift-on M. (Sir Leonard Tilley) for Com on W & M.,
679.

Veterans of 1812, in Com. of Sup., 10 17.
Ways and Means-in Com.: on Res. 2 (carpeting, &c.)

696; (sugars, syrups, &c.) 733.

Valin, Mr. P. V., Montmorency
Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Oharlton)

on M. to adjn. deb,, 813.
Floating Gas Lights on the St.Lawrence (M. for Cor.)

217.
Lights on the St. Lawrence, north of Island of Orleans

(M. for Ret.) 218.
Quebec Lieut.-Governors' Commissions, &o., on M. for

copies, 523.
School of Navigation, Quebec, on M. for Cor,, 201.
St. Martin's Junction and Quebec Ry. Subsidy, in

Com. on Res., 1495.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1495; on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Auger) to M. to conc. in Res., 1556.

Vanasse, Mr. P., Yamaska
Lavallière Bay, Yamaska River, Explorations on (M.

for Rep.*) 820.
St. Francis River, Explorations on (M. for Rep.*) 820.

Wallace, Mr. N. C., West York
Ontario and Quebac Ry. and C. P. R., confirmation of

Lease B. 32 (Mr. llaggart) on M. for 30 (Amt.) 859.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America incorp.

B. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Vrictoria) on M. for 2', 928.
Parkdale Village and G. T. R., legalization of Agree-

ment (B. 82, 1°*) 231; 2° m., 504.

Watson, Mr. R., Marquette
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. to conc. in Res. from Com. (Amt.) 469; on M.
for Com. on B., 538.

Dominion Lands Act, 1883, Amt. B. 138 (Sir John A.
Macdonald) in Com., 1623.

Fairford River, Man., Improvements, on M. for Reps.,
210.

Hudson Bay, Navigation of (M. for Cor.*) 71; on M. for
Sel. Com., 205.

North.West Grievances, on Res. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1155.

Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co.'s Act Amt. B. 81.
(Mr. Beaty) in Com., 979.

Subsidies to Provinces B. 151 (Sir Leonard Tilley) in
Com. on Res., 1585.

SUPPLY:
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Dominion Exhibition) 1094.
Collection ofRevenues: Post Office, 1320.
Dominion Lands-Capital (Examination of Plans and Piold

Notes) 1384; (Surveys) 1425.
Dominion Lanc-Income (Outside Service) 1429.
Indians (Man. and N. W.) 1373.
Militia : Manitoba (Pay of Force) 1343.
Public Work-Income : Buildinga (&Man.) 1198.

Ways and Means-conc., 788.
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.

Costigan) in Com., 1242.

Weldon, Mr. C. W., St. John, N. B., City and County
A, B, and C Batteries and Cavalry and Infantry Schools,

Officers of, on M, for Ret. (Amt.) 808 ; in Com. of
Sup., 1164.

Administration of Justice, in Com. of Sup., 995.
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics, in Com. of Sup., 1091.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) for Res. to take pre.
cedence (Amt.) 305; on M. to conc. in Res. from
Com., 495; (Amt.) 497; on M. (Sir Charles Tupper)
to recom., 568.

Carleton, N.B., Post Office (Ques.) 966.
Census, revote, in Com. of Sup., 1091.
Coal entered Ex-Warehouse (M. for Rot.*) 67.
Coal, Sale and Delivery of, B. 119 (Mr. Costigan) on M.

for 2°, 1058; in Com., 1059.
Collection of Revenues, in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Consolidated Ry. Act. Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles Tup-

per) in Com., 1580; on Aînt. (Mr. Wells) to M. for
30, 1593 ; on Amt. (Mr. McCarthy), 1594.

Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (2Mr. Oameren,
Huron) on M. for Com., 280; in Com., 671.
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Weldon, Mr. C. W.-Continued.
Customs Act, 1883, Amt. B. 123 (Mr. Bowell) in Com.,

1060.
Derby Station and Indiantown Ry. Subsidy, in Com.

on Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1511.
Drawback on Ship-building Materials (M. for copies of

Claims*) 67.
Drawback on Sugar (M. for copies of Memorials, &c.*)

67.
Fredericton and Miramichi River Ry. Subsidy in

Com. on Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1505.
Gas and Gas Meters Inspection Acts Amt. B. 108 (Mr.

Costigan) on M. for 2°, 1057.
General Inspection Act Amt. B. 128 (Mr. Costigan) in

Com. on Res., 1056.
Glendon, Steamer to replace, in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John

A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°, 875.
Infantry Schools, in Com. of Sup., 1366.
Inland Revenue Warehouse at St. John (Ques.) 1212.
Intercol. Ry., Casualties, &c. (M. for Ret.*) 79.
Intercol. Ry. Claims Commission, Moneys paid to (M.

for O. C., &c.*) 66.
Intercol. Ry., Purchase of Rolling Stock (M. for

Ret.*) 66.
Intercol. Ry., Revenue and Working Expenses (M. for

Stmnt.*) 66.
Intercol. Ry., in Com. of Sup., 1050.
Legislation, in Com. of Sup., 1004.
Library of Parliament, on M. to conc. in First Rep. of

Com., 965.
Lighthouse and Coast Service, in Com. of Sup,, 1233.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A.

Macdonald) on M. for Com., 1595; in Com.,1597-
1599.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal of, on Amt. (Sir
Hector Langevin) to Res. (.Mr. Boude) 958.

Lottery Firn at St. Stephen (M. for Stmnt. of Receipts
of P. O.) 614.

Mail Service in New Brunswick, on M. for Ret., 78.
Meteorological Service at St. John, Expenses, &o. (M.

for Ret.*) 1200.
Military Properties, Care of, in Com. of Sup., 1161.
Militia, in Com. of Sup., 1161-1164.
Observatories, in Com. of Sup., 1254.
Ocean and River Service, in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Penitentiaries, in Com. of Sup., 1000.
Princess Louise, Steamer (M. for copy of Contract, &c.)

35; Loss of the (M. for Rep. of Capt. Scott, R.N.*)
40; Amount paid J. O'Brien for building (M. for
Stmnt.*) 623; Steamer to replace, contracts for (M.
for Rot.*) 820.

Printing, &e., the Laws, in Com. of Sup., 1004.
Pablic Works, in Com. of Sup., 1191, 1192, 1366.
Public Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 134 (Sir Bector

Langevin) on M. for 2°, 1586.
Pullma Cara on Interool. Ry. (M. for Oor.) 77.

Weldon, Mr. C. W.-Continued.
Quarantine, in Com. of Sap., 1010.
Railways, in Com. of Sup., 1050.
Royal Military College, in Com. of Sup., 1163.
Scientific Institutions, in Com. of Sup., 1254.
Shipwrecks, Enquiries into, B. 117 (Mr. McLelan) on

M. for Com. on Res., 764; on M. for 3°, 1170, 1293.
Sick and Distressed Mariners Act. Amt. B. 129 (Mr.

McLelan) on M. for 2°, 1360.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tuoper) in Com. on Res., 1505-1507, 1511; in Com.,
1625.

St. Charles Branch, in Com. of Sup., 1050.
Stone for New Departmontal Building (Ques) 736.
SUPPLY:

Administration of Justice (Vice-Admiralty Courts) 995.
Arts, Agriculture and Statistic (Census, revote) 1091.
Collection of Revenues: Weights and Measures and Gas, 1318.
Legislation; Miscellaneous (Printing, &o., the Laws) 1004.
Lighthouse and Coast Service (Lights, Fog-whistles, &c., main-

tenance) 1233.
Militia (A, B, and C Batteries, Schools of Gunnery) 1161;

(Construction and Repairs) 1162; (Military Properties, Care
of) 1161; (Royal Military College) 1163.

Ocean and River Service (Glendon, Steamer to replace) 1227.
Penitentiaries (Dorchester) 1000.
Public Works-Inco-me : Buildings (N. B.) 1192; (N. S.) 1191.

Miscellaneous (Infantry Schools) 1366.
Quarantine (Tracadie Lazaretto) 1010.
Railwaye-Capital; Intercol. Ry. (St. Charles Branch) 1050;

(Miscellaneous, not provided for) 1050.
Scientéîc Institutions (Observatories) 1254.

Tracadie Lazarotto, in Com. of Sup., 1010.
Vice-Admiralty Courts, in Com. of Sup, 995.
Vice-Admiralty Courts of the Dom. (M. for copies of

Imp. despatches*) G5.
Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. B. 120 (Mr.

Costigan) on M. for 2°, 1059 ; in Com., 1243.
Weights and Measures and Gas, in Com. of Sup., 1318.

Wells, Mr. R. M., East Bruce
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com., 1580 ; on M. for 30, 1591; (Amt.)
1592.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. Co. (B. 46, 1°*) 131.
Public Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 134 (Sir Hector

Langevin) in Com., 1587.
Solway, Postmaster at, Appointment of (M. for Ret.*)

1200.

Wheler, Mr. G., West Ontario
Tariff on Grain, Readjustment of (Ques.) 336.

White, Mr. J., East Hastings
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on Amt. (Mr. Watson) to M. to conc. in Res. from
Com., 473.

Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 73 (Mr. Platt) on M. for
Com., 1175; in Com. (Amt.) 1202, 1211; on M. for
30 (Amt.) 1214.

Indian Self-Government B. 22 (Sir John A. Macdonald)
on M. for 2°, 539; in Com., 539.
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White, Mr. J.-Continued.
Onario an)d Quebec Ry. AoLs Amat. B. 46 (lr. Wells)

on Amt. (Mfr. Wison) that B. pass, 888.
Orange, Loyal, Assoia of' Britisi Atneriia B. 93

(Mr. Caîneron, Victria) on M. for 2°, 898-921.
Ottawa, Ronan Catholie Diocese of, B. 95 (ir. Tassé)

in Comi., 88.
Personal Explaniation of renarks in Ry. Committee,

1241.
Prorogation (remarks) 1654.
SUPPLY:

Ocean and River Service (Life-boats, Stations, &c.) 1231.
Ways and Means-conu., 7i2.

White, Mr. P., North Renfrew
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.

Chapleau) in Com., 1391, 1422.
Concurrence-Culling Timiber, 1457.
Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt B. 135 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on Amt. (Mr. WelLs) to M. for 3*, 1594.
Forestry Exhibition at Edinburgh (M. for Cor.) 798.
Patent Act, 1872, Amt, (B. 86, 10*) 260.
Pontiac, Roman Catholie Episcopal Corporation of (B.

8ý4, l*) 260; in Ccm., 888.
Post Offices, Erection of, ou M. for Cor., 805.
Sup.rior, Lake, North of, Character and Resources of

land, on M. for Rot., 970.
SUPPLY:

Collection of! Revenues : Culling Timber, conc., 1457
Dominion Lands-Income (Outside Service) 1430.
Immigration (balaries, &c.) 1417.

White, Mr. T., (ardwell
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. (Sir Charles Tupper) on

M. for Com. on Res., 180.
Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 73 (Mr. Platt) in Com.,

on Amt. (Mr. White, Eastings) 1212.
Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B. 130 (Mr.

Chapleau) on M. to conc. in Son. Amts., 1652.
Debates, Official Rep. of: M. to cone. in First Rep.

of Com., 260; Second Rep. (presented) 704; M. to
conc. in, 883; Third and Fourth Reps. (presented)
1022; M. to cono. in Reps., 1100; (remarks) 1102,
1104; Fifth Rep. (presented) 1240; M. to conc.
in, 1270; in Com. of Sup., 1340.

General Inspection Act, 1874, Amt. B. 128 (.Mr. Cos-
tigan) in Com., 1394.

Immigration and Emigration, on Res. (Mr. Paterson,
Brant) in Amt. to Com. of Sup., 1084.

Live Stock Insurance Co. incorp. (B. 55, 1°*) 141.
Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57 (Mr. Small) on Sen.

Amts., 1546.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America B. 93

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 902.
Printing of Parliament (Ms.) to conc. in Fifth and

Sixth Reps. of Joint Com., 1108 ; Seventh Rep., 1321,
1359; Eighth Rep., 1543.

Private Bills, lour for (Ques.) 811; on M. to extend
time for presentation, 1359,

8

li

White, Mr. T.-Continued.
Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic, on prop. Res. (Mr.

Foster) Amt., 1113.
Public Expenditure, on Res. (Mr. Charlton) in Amt. to

Com. of Sup., 1334.
Rlyal Canadian Insurance Co. (B. 53, 10*) 141.
St. Glair Friontier Tunnel Co.'s incorp. B. 62 (ar. Mac-

master) M. to conc. in Son. Amts., 1281.
St. Lawrence and OLtawa Ry. Co. Bondholders (B. 56,

1°*) i41; M. to conc. in Son. Amts., 1281.
SUPPLY:

Legislation: Miscellaneous (Printing, &c., the Laws) 1003
(P-inting, Paper, &c.) 1004, 1007, 1008; (t'ubliahing De-
bates) 1340.

Miscellaneous (British Association Meeting) 1311.
Unlawfu Associations and Oaths (B. 100, 1°) 468.
Ways and Means-on the Budget, 625.

Wigle, Mr. L., South Essex
Post Odieus, iGirection of, on M. for Cor., 807.
Ways an. Means-conc., 773.

Williams, Mr. A. T. H., East Durham
Langtry vs. Dumoulin, Petition (M. to read and recoive)

57.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 753.

Synod of the )iocese of Saskatchewan Act Amt. (B. 61,
10*) 162.

Wilson, Mr. J. H., East Elgin
County Judge of Elgin, on M. for Com. of'Sup., 1215.
iughos, J udge, Charges against (M. for copies of Pets.)

59; (remarks) 967; (Ques.) 1109 ; on M. for Com.
ofSup., 1215.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. B. 46 (Mr. Baggart) on M.
that B. pass, 886, 888.

Port Stanley and Port Burwell as Harbours of Refuge
(M. for Rot.) 519.

Port Stanley larbour Revenue (M. for Stmut.) 295.
Stayner, Postmaster at (Ques.) 1109.
St. Thomas, Public Buildings at (M. for Rot.) 92.
SUPPLY:

Ocean and River Service (Life-boats, Stations, Life-preservers,
&c.) 1229.

Pemnions (Veterans of 1812) 1016.
Public Works-income ; Buildings (Ont.) 1194, suppl., 1605.

Harbours and Livers(Ont.) 1225, suppl., 1606.
4.uarantine (Cattle Disease) 1011; (Public Health) 1012.

Watson, Chas. T., Services of, and Moneys paid (M. for
Stmnt. *) 820.

Wood, Mr. J. F., Brockville
Chinese Immigration into B. C., Prohibition of, on Res.

(AIr. Shakespeare) 1286.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cam-

eron, EHuron) on M. for Com., 279.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America B. 93

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 904.
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Wood, Mr. J., Westnoreland
Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 376.
Maritine Bank of the Dom., Capital Stock reduction (B.

66, 1°*) 162.

Woodworth, Mr. D. B., King's, N. S.
Amèro, Roger, Case of (M. for Ret.) 622.
Canadian Pacifie Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper)

on M. for Com. on Res., 189.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Tupper) to M. for
20, 94.

Criminal Law Armt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
in Com., 292.

Cumberland, Seat for, on Amt. (Sir John A. Macdonald)
to Res. (Mr. Blake) 558; (Personal Explanation)
566.

Intercol. ]Ry., Coal carried by, on M. for Ret., 65.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 759.
Orange, Loyal, Association of British America B. 93

(.Mr. Cameron, Victoria) on M. for 2°, 919.
Public Butidings at Fort MacLeod, on M. for O. C., &c.,

621.
Qaestion of Privilege, Mr. Blake's Speech on the Orange

B. (remarks) 1544.
Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co.'s Act Ant. B. 81

(Mr. Beaty) M. for Com., 979.

Woodworth, Mr. D. B.-Continued.
SUPPLY:

Immigration; Salaries, &c., 1420.
Public Works-Income (Ont.) 1355.

Wright, 1fr. A., Ottawa County.
Forestry Exhibition at Edinburgh, on M. for Cor., M.

to adjn. deb., 799.
Kazuabazua and Le Desert Ry. Subsidy, in Com. on

Res. (Sir Pharles Tupper) 1499, 1500.
Land Sales within limits of C. P. R and average price

realized (M. for Ret.) 77.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against, on M. for

copies, 740 ; (correction) 744.
Subsidies to Ry. Co.'s, Amounts paid under, on M. for

Stmnt., L68.
Subsidies to Rys., authorization B. 147 (Sir Charles

Tupper) in Com. on Res., 1499, 1500.

Yeo, fMr. J., Prinee, P.E.I.
Prince Edward Island Ry., Payment of Labourers on

(Ques.) 965.
Prince Edward Island Steamboats, Inspection of, on M.

for Papers, 64.
SUPPLY:

ftcellaneous (Refund of Duties paid by Merchants in P. E. I.)
conc., 1454.

Temperance Act, 1878, Medical Certificates given under
(M. for Ret.*) 1201.

liv



INDEX-PART II.

SUBJECTS.

" A," "B " AND "C " BATTEERIES, OFFICERS, &c.: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Middlesex) 808; and SCHooLS 0F
GUNNERI, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1164.

AoADur oy ARTS: in Com. of Sup., 1608.

ACCIDENTS ON THE 1. C. R.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon)
79.

ACCOUNTANT, HOUSE oF CommoNs: Receipts and Diaburse-
ments, presented (Air. Speaker) 31.

ACTS, PROVINCIAL, DISALLoWANCE OF, &o.: M. for 0.0.
(Mr. Mulock) 42.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO is EXCELLENCY's SPEECH: MCVed
(Mr. Macmaster) 3; see. (Mr. Belleau) 6; reply (Mr.
Blake) 9 ; answer (Sir John A. Macdonald) 20 ; agreed
to, 27; His Ex.'s Reply, 304.

" ADELAID," Scow, Loss 0F: in Com. of Sup, 1365.
ADJOURNMENTS: M9., Rideau Hall Festivities, 513; Ash

Wednesday, 524; St. Patrick's Day, 884; Good Friday,
1476.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs, cohsolidation
Act Amt. B. No. 109 (Mr. Costigan). 1', 598;
wthdn., 1057.

Adulteration of Food and Drugs, Prevention
of, B. No. 104: (Mr. Costigan). 1°*, 655; 2° m.,
1)32; 0, 1137; prop. Ru-. ([ui Analyst,) 1215; in
Com., 1244; M. for Com. on B., 1244; point of Order
(Mr. Blake) 1244; Ruling (Mr. Speaker) 1246; in Com.,
1246; recom, and 30*, 1294. (47 Vic., è. 34.)

ADULTERATION oF' FooD AND DRUGS: on M. for 21 of B,
(Mr. Lesage) 1132; (Mr. Costigan) 1137.

ADULTERATION OF FOOD, EXPENSES UNDER ACT: in Com.
of Sup., 1318.

ADULTERATION OF FoOD: Rep. presented, 1321.
ADMINISTRATION oF AFFAIRS IN THE N.W.: M. for Ret,

(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 75.
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: in Com. of Sup., 994,

1474.
Administration of Oaths of Office B. No. 1 (Sir

John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 2 (pro forma).
ADMINISTRATOR FOR THE N. W. TERRITORIES, APPOINTMENT

OF : M. for O. C., &c. (Mr. Cameron, Buron) 517.
AGENT AND CONTINGENCIES (PUBLIC WoaKs) B. C.: in Com.

of Sup., 1318.
AREEimENT WiTH B. C.: Mess. from Ris Ex., 27; prop. Res.

(Sir John A. Macdonald) 67 ; M. for Com. (Sir Charles
Tupper) 1023; Amt. (Mfr. Bomer) 1026 ; Deb. (Mr.
Gordon) 1027; (2Mr. Shakespeare) 1028; (Mr. Blake)
1030; (Sir Charles Tupper) 1032; (AMr. Baker, Victoria)

1034; (Mr. -Reid) 1037; (Mr. ifomer) 1037; Amt. neg.
1038; Amt. (Mr. Reid) 1038; deb. (Mr. Gordon) 1038;
(Mr. Baker, Victoria) 1039; neg., 1039; on M. for 3°,
Amt. (Mr. Gordon) 1171 ; deb. (Mr. Mitchell) 1172;
(Mr. Shakespeare) 1172; (Mr. Homer) 1173; (Mr.
Baker, Victoria) 1173; (Mr. Blake) 1174; (Mr.
Charlton) 1175; neg., 1176 ; Amt. (Mr. Bomer) neg.
(Y. 29, N. 121) 1176.

Agricultural Fertilizers, Prevention of Fraud
in Manufacture, &c., B. No. 38 (Mr. Massue).
Res. and 10 of B., 88; 2° and ref. to Sel. Com., 294; in
Com. and 30*, 669. (47 Vic., c. 37.)

AGRICULTURAL, INDUSTRIAL, &C., STATISTICS: in COru. Of
Sup , 1095.

A ORICJLTURAL INDUSTRIES AND MECIANICAL ARTS, ESAr
oN: M. for 0. C. (Mr. Gigault) 33; M. for Sol. Com.
(Mr. Gigault) 74; Rep. of Com.: Ques., 1387.

AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS AND TUE TARIurF, Rep. of Com.,
Distribution of: in Com. of Sup., 1003, 1006-1009.

AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS, EXPENSES oF COMMITTEE ON: M.
for Stmnt. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 13.

AGRICULTURAL LANDS, &c., M. for Rat.* (-Mr. Charlton) 78.
AGRICULTURE, DEPTL. REP.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 709; pre-

sented, 1055; in Com. of Sup., 842, 1337.
AGRICULTURISTS, BANKING FACILITIES FOR: M. for Sel. COM.

(Mr. Orton) 210; wthdn., 216.
Agriculturists, Banking and Loan Facilities

for, provision B. No. 1.05 (Mr. Orton). 1°, 524,
AIDES-DE-CAMP, GOVERNOR GENERAL'S: in Com. of Sup.,

832.
Alberta Bridge Co. Incorp. B. No. .76 (Mr.

Ross). I°*, 198; 2*, 504; wthdn.

Alberta Ry. and Coal Co. Incorp. B. No. 34
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1°*, 83; 2°*, 173; in Com.
and 30*, 736. (47 Vic., c. 86.)

ALBERT CONTROVERTED EL ECTION: Judge's Rep., 1.
ALDRICH, E. P.: Reference to, in Com. of Sup., 1334.
ALLAN, W. F., ALLOWANCE IN LIEU OF BOARD, &C.: if

Com. of Sap., 1381.
ALLISON, Mr. D. W.: ertifleate'of«Eleetion and Return

of, 1.
AMERICA, PUR.HASE OF WORKS ON: in Com. of Sap., 1009.
AMERo, ROGER, ARREST op, &o. : M. for Ret. (Mr. Wood-

worth) 642.
AMHERSTBURG, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, LAND SOLD 7ope: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Lister) 83; M. for Reps. (Mr. Patterson,
Essex),297.



INDEX.
AMMUNITION, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1019.
ANALYSTS, PUBLIC: prop. Res. (Mr. Costigan) 1215.
ANNAPOLIS AND DIaBY RY. SUBSIDY: prOp, Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1509.
ANNUAL GRANT TO SUPPLEMENT INDIAN FUND, Ont, Que.

and Mar. Provs. : in Com of Sup., 1263.

ANNUITIES, LIFE, SALE OF : Ques (Mr. Hall) 199.
APPOINTMENTS, MILITIA DEPT. : in Com. of Sup., 833-837.
ANTIGONISH, PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT, EXPENDITURE ON: M.

for Stmnt.* (Mr. Mc1saac) 66.
APPRAISERS, CUSTOMS: Ques. (.Mr. Gault) 285.
ARBITRATORS ON SECTION B: Ques. (Mr. McMullen) 1386;

in Com. of Sup., 1630.
ARBITRATORS. See " Dominion " and " Official."

ARCHIVES, CARE OF, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1088.

ARCHIVES, TRANSFER OF TO LIBRARY: Ques (Mr. Mils) in
Com. of Sup., 1009.

ARMOUR, MR. JUSTICE: Reps. on Lennox, West Middlesex,
West Huron, and South Simcoe Controverted Elections, 1

ARTILLERY COMPETITION AT SIIOEBURYNESS: (withdrawn)
1166.

ARTS, ACADEMY OF : in Com. of Sup., 1608.
ARTS, AGRICULTURE AND STATISTICS: in Com. of Sup., 1088-

1095 ; conc., 1440.
AsIH WEDNEý-DAY: Adjournnent for (M.) 524.

Assets (Insolvent Debtors) Distribution of, B.
.No. 71 (r. Curran). 1°*, 162.

"AsIA," Loss OF THE. See " Lakes Huron and Superior."
ASSINIBOIA AND CALGARY, LAND AGENTS FoR: Ques. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) 27.
ASSISTANT P.O. INSPECTORS, &c.: prop. Res. (Mr. Chapleau)

1215.
ASSURANCE COMPANIES. See respective headings.
Atlantic Mutual Marine Insurance Co. Incorp.

B. No. 48 (Mr. Daly) 1°*, 131;:3*, 173; in Com.
and 3'*, 665. (47 Vic., c. 94.)

AUDET, ALP loNSE, APPOINTMENT OF: M. for O. C., &c.*
(Mr. Casey) 1201.

AUDITOR-G-ENERAL'S OFFICE: in Com. of Sup., 841.
AUDITOR-GENERAL'S Rep. for 1883: presented, 27.
AUTOMATIC Buo-Y IN LoCKPORT HARBOUR: Ques. (Mr.

Robertson, Shelburne) 603.
AYLMER AND PEMBROKE RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1497.
BACON, COL., APPOINTMENT oF: in CoM. Of Sup., 833.
BAIE DE CHALEURS RY., CARAQUET to SKIPPIGAN, SUBSIDY:

prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1510.
BAIN, Mr. J. W.: Certificate of Election and Return of, 1.
BAKER CREEK, N. W., MINING LICENSES ON: Ques. (U1r.

Lister) 44.
BANKING AND COMMECE : Sel. Standing Com. on, 30.
BANKING FACILITIEs FOR AGRICULTURISTS: M. for Sel. Com.

(1fr.- Orton) 210; wthn., 216.
Banking and Loan Facilities for Agriculturists

provision B. No. 105 (Mr. Orton). 1°, 524.
Bank of W innipeg Incorp. B. No. 29 (Mr. Ross).

1°*, 83; z°*, 173; in Com. and 3°*, 1035. (47 Vic., c. 49.)

BANK RETURNS, INSPECTION or: Ques. (Mr. Massue) 44,
1444.

BANKS, GOVT. DEPOSITS IN: M. for Stmnt.* (Sir Richard

Cartwright) 28.
BANKS. See respective headings.
BARRY, JAMES, PREPARATION oF TABLES OF EXPORTS AND IM.

PORTS oF F1sH : conc., 1464.
BATTLEFORD AND PEACE RIVER lY. Co. See "Souris."
BAYFIELD HARBOUR, DAMAGE TO, BY STORMs: Ques. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 40.
BEAUCE JUNCTION AND INTERNATIONAL BouNDARY Ry. SUB•

SIDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com.,
1491.

BEAUHARNOIS CANAL. See " CANALS."

BEAUMoNT, EXPROPRIATION oP : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Amyot)
1200.

BEEMER, H. J., CLAIM OF, FOR WORK oN GATEs, &c., QUE-
BEC: Ques. (Mr. Fisher) 604.

BELLEAU, Mr. J. N.: Certificate of Election and Return of, 1.
Bell Telephone Co.'s Incorp. Act Amt. B. No. 51

(Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com.
and 30*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 88.)

BENEFIT MUTUAL INSURANCE SoCIETrES: Ques. (Mr. Lister)
337.

BERTHIER CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judgment of Supreme
Court, 1443.

BILL, COMMITMENT OF: Ques. of Procedure, 131.
BILL (No. 1) Respecting the Administration of Oaths of

Office.-(Sir John A. -Macdonald.)
10*, 2 (pro forma).

BILL (No. 2) To amend the Criminal Law, and to extend
the provisions of the Act respecting Offences against

the Person.-(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)
1°*, 27; 20 m., 79; 20, 92; M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 97;

31. for Comn. of W., 819.
BILL (Mo. 3) To further amend the Law of Evidence in

Criminal Cases.-(Mr. Cameron, -Huron )
le*, 27; 2° m., 93; Amt. (Mr. Tupper) 6 m. h., 93; neg.

(Y. 53, N. 100) and 2°, 97 ; ref. to Sel. Com. on a div.,
98; M. for Com. of W., 271 ; in Com., 285, 669; Amt.
(Mr. Bossé) that Com. rise, 671 ; agreed to, 671; M.
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) to restore to Order Papery
705; neg. (Y. 63, N. 87) 708.

BILL (No. 4) Respecting Carriers by Land-(Mr. McCarthy.)
10*, 27.

BILL (No. 5) To consolidate and amend the Acts respecting
the Election of Members of the House of Commons.-
(Mr. Cameron, Huron.)

1°*, 28; wthdn., 1290.
BILL (No. 6) To provide for the Punishment of Seduction

and like Offences.-(Mr. Chariton.)
1o*, 28; 2° m., 141; in Con., 286; Amt. (Mr. Charlton)

to recom., agreed to (Y. 79, N. 70) 666; Arnt. (Mr.
Foster) to recom., 666; M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) to
adjn. deb., 668; agreed to (Y. 96, N. 63) 669; rsmd.,
980; Aint. to Amit (Mr. Bossé) 6 m. h., neg. (Y. 69,
N. 74) 980; Amt. (Mr. Poster) neg. and 30, 980;
killed in Sen.
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FN DE X.
BILL (No. 7) Respecting the Electoral Franchise.-(Sir

John A. Macdonald.)
1°, 31; wthdn., 1627.

BILL (No. 8) For constituting a Board of Railway Commis-
sioners for Canada, and to amend the Cons'olidated
Railway Act, 1879.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

10*, 31.
BILL (No. 9) To amend the several Acts relating to the

Toronto, Grey and Bruce Railway Company.-(Mr.
Kilvert.)

1°*, 40; 2°*, 57; in Com., 861; 3°*, 886.-(47 Vic., c. 66.)
BILL (No. 10) Further to amend the Act to incorporate the

South Saskatchewan Valley Railway Company.-(Mr.
Kilvert.)

10*, 40 ; 2°*, 88; in Com. and 30*, 504.-(47 Vic., c. 71.)
BILL (No. 11) Respecting the Union of ccrtain Methodist

Churches therein named.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
1°*, 40; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 30*, 665.-(47 Vic., c. 106.)

BILL (No. 12) To amend the Act entitled An Act for the
better Prevention of Fraud in relation to Contracts in-
volving the Expenditure of Public Moneys.-(.Mr.
Casgrain.)

1°, 40; Order for 20 read, 80; 20 m., 29A ; 2° and ref. to
Sel. Com., 294; M. for Com. ot W., 813 ; in Com., 815 ;
killed in Com. of W. 819; M. to restore to Order
Paper neg. (Y. 69, N. 96) 820.

BILL (No. 13) To repeal an Act to render Members of the
Legislative Councils and Legislative Assemblies of the
Provinces now included, or which may hereafter be
included, within the Dominion of Canada, ineligible
for sitting or voting in the House of Commons of
Canada.-(Mr. Ouimet.)

1°*, 40; M. for 2° neg. (Y. 59, N. 102) 144.
BILL (No. 14) To amalgamate the Board f Prade of the

City of Toronto and the Toronto Corn Exchange Asso-
ciation.-(Mr. Beaty.)

1°*, 43; 20*, 88; in Com. and 3°*, 504 -(47 Vic., c. 46.)

BILL (No. 15) To limit the Jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court in Appeal.-(Mr. Landry, Montmagny.)

1°*, 43.
BILL (No. 16) For the declaration of Titles to land, and to

facilitate its Transfer in the Territories of Canada. -
(Air. McOarthy.)

1°*, 43.
BILL (No. 17) To repeal an Act respecting the Sale of In-

toxicating Liquors, and the issue of Licenses therefor.
-(Mr. Cameron, Buron.)

10*, 57.
BILL (No. 18) To incorporate the Pilots serving between

Montreal and Quebec.-(Mr. Amyot.)
10*, 67; 20*, 89 ; Preamble not proven.

BILL (No. 19) To grant certain powers to the Commercial
Cable Company.-(Mr. Rykert.)

1°*, 67; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 3°*, 504.-(47 Vic., c. 87.)
BILL (No. 20) To amend the Act incorporating the Ocean

Mutual Marine Insarance Company.-(Mr. Tupper,
Pictou.)

1°*, 67; 20*,89 ; in Com. and 30*,'504.-(47 Vic., c. 19.)

Bar (No. 21) Respecting the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany of Canada.-( Mr. Curran.)

1°*, 67; 2°*, 89; M. for Com. 890; "deb. adjd., 897;
rsmd., 977; in Com., 978; 30, 978.-(47 Vic., c. 52.)

BILL (No. 22) For conferring certain privileges on the
more advanced Bands of the Indians of Canada, with
the view of training them for the exercise of Municipal
Powers.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

10, 67; 20 m., 538; 2° and in Com., 539; 30, 625.-(47
Vic., c. 28.)

BILL (No. 23) To incorporate the Vaudreuil and Prescott
Railway Company.-(Mr. McMillan, Vaudreuil.)

1°*, 71; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 3°*,.736.-(47 Vic., c. 84.)
BILL (No. 24) To incorporate the Halifax Steam Navigation

Company, limited.-(Mr. Stairs.)
1*, 71; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 30*, 580.-(47 Vic., c. 98.)

BILL (No. 25) To repeal the Liquor License Act, 1883.-
(Mr. Boude.)

10, 71.
BILL (No. 26) For the botter Prevention of Fraud in connec-

tion with the Sale of Patent Rights.-(Mr. Mulock.)
10, 71; 2° and ref. to Sel. Com., 145; rep. from Sel. Com.,

230; in Com. of W., 285; 30, 460.-(47 Vic., c. 38.)
BILL (No. 27) To incorporate the Halifax Mutual Marine

Insurance Company, limited.-(Mr Daly.)
1°*, 83; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 3*, 504.-(47 Vic., c.

93.)
BILL (No. 28) To incorporate the Canada Temperance and

General Life Assurance Company.-(Mr, Cameron, Mid-
diesex.)

1°*, 83; 2°*, 173 ; in Com. and 3°*, 580.-(47 Vic., c.
97.)

BILL (No. 29) To ;ncorporate the Bank of Winnipog.-
(Mr. Ross.)

JO*, 83; 2°*, 171; in Com. and 30*, 1035.-(47 Vic., c.
49.)

BILL (No. 30) To extend to the Dominion of Canada the
powers of the corporation called De Nederlandsch.
Americansche Land Maalschappij (The Netheriands-
American Land Company.-(Mr. Abbott.)

JO*, 83; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 3°*, 665.-(47 Vic., c.
102.)

BILL (No. 31) To incorporate the Lake Nipissing and James'
Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

10*, 83; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 3°*, 715.-(47 Vic., c.80.)
BILL (No. 3z) To confirm the lease of the Ontario and Que-

bec Railway to the Canadian Pacific Railway Company,
and for other purposes.-(Mr. Abbott.)

1°*, 83; 2°*, 173; M. for Com., 810; objection (Mr. Car-
eron, Huron) Ques. of Priv., 810; M. to substitute
name of Mr. Haggart for promoter, agreed to, 843;
in Com., 857; 3° m., 859; Amt. (Mr. Wallace) 859;
neg., 860; 30, 860; B. passed,;886.-(47 ic., c. 54.)

BILL (No. 33) Empowering the North-Western Coal and
Navigation Company (limited) to construct and operate
a railway from Medicine Hat.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

10, 84; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 3°*, 736.-(47 Vic., c. 74.)
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IND EX.
BILL (No. 34) To incorporate the Alberta Railway and Coal

Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
1OD,83; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 30*, 736.-(47 Vic., c. 86.)

BILL (No. 25) To incorporate the Pictou Mutual Marine
Insurance Company, limited.-(Mr. McDouqald.)

1°*, '83; 20*, 173; in Com. and 3°*, 504.-(47 Vic., c.

95.)
BILL (No. 36) To anùhorize a further advance to the Pro-

vince of Manitoba in aid of the Public Schools therein.
-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Bes. prop., 43; in Com., 68; 1°* of B., 85; 2°* and in
Com., 542; 30*, 625.-(47 Vic., c. 7.)

BILL (No. 87) To provide for the salary and travelling allow-
ances of the Judge of the County Court of Cariboo, in
the Province of British Columbia.-(Sir John A. Mac-
donald.)

Rea. prop., 69; in Com. and 1°* of B., 85; 2°* and in
Com., 542; 3°*, 625.-(47 Vic., c. 12.)

BILL (No. 38) For the prevention of Fraud in the Manufac-
ture and Sale of Agricultural Fertilizers.-(Mr. Mas-
sue.)

Res. and 1° of B., 88; 2° and ref. to Sel. Com., 294; in
Com. of W. and 3°*, 669.-(47 Vic., c. 37.)

BILL (No. 39) To incorporate the Provincial Bank.-(Mr.
..Macmillan, Middlesex.)

1°*, 83; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 3°*, 504.-(47 Vic., c. 48.)
BILL (No. 40) To amend the Act incorporating the Ottawa,

Waddington, and New York Railway and Bridge Com-
pany.-(Mr. Hickey.)

1°*, 89; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 3°*, 603.-(47 Vic., c. 58.)
BILL (No. 41) To incorporate the Saskatoon and Northern

Railway Company.-(Mr. Ferguson, Welland.)
1°*, 89; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 30*, 897.-(47 Vic., c. 85.)

BILL (No. 42) To incorporate the Commercial Bank of
Manitoba.-(Kr. McCarthy.)

1°*, 89; 20*, 173 ; in Com. and 30*, 504.-(47 Vic., c. 50.)
BILL (No. 43) To incorporate the Union Trust Corporation

of Canada.-(Mr. Hesson.)
1°*, 89; 2°*, 173 ; in Com. and 30*, 504.-(47 Pic., c. 100.)

BILL (No. 44) To authorize the Transfer of the Welland
Railway to the Grand Trunk Railway Company of
Canada.-(Mr. Bergin.)

1°*, 89; 2°, 27 1; in Com., 860; recom. and 30, 886.-(47
Vic., c. 53.)

BILL (No. 45) To incorporate the Owen Sound Dry Dock
Ship-building and Navigation Company, limited.-(Mr.
Allen.)

1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 30*, 580.-(47 Pic., c.
99.)

BaiL (No. 46) Respecting the Ontario and Quebec Railway
Company.-(Mr. Wells.)

1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 30, 886 ; on M. that B.
pass, Amt. (Mr. Wilson) to recom., 887; neg.
on a div. and B. pass.d, 888; Son. Amts. oonc. in,
1281.-(47 Vic., c. 61.)

BILL (No. 47) Respecting the Winding-up of the, Spring
Hill and Parrsboro' Coal and Railway Company, and
the Sale of the Property thereof to the Cnmbéeland
Coal and Railway -Company.-(Mr. Tspper, Pictou )

1°*, 131 ; 2°*, 173 ; in Com. and 30*, 580.-(47 Vic., c. 77.)
BILL (No. 48) To incorporate the Atlantic Mutual Marine

Insurance Company, limited.-(Mr. Daly.)
1°*, 131; 20*, 173; in Com. and 30*, 665.-(47 Vic., c. 94.)

BILL (No. 49) To incorporate the Nova Scotia Mutual
Marine Insurance Company.-(Mr. Daly.)

1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 3°*, 665.-(47 Vic., c. 92.)
BILL (No. 50) Respecting the International Railway Com-

pany.-(Mr. Hall.)
1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 30*, 580.-(47 Vic., c. 56.)

BILL (No. 51)0To amend the Act incorporating the Bell
Telephone Company of Canada.-(Mr. Cameron, vic-
toria.)

1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; ini Cnom. and 3°*, 604.-(47 Pic., c.
88.)

BILL (No. 52) Further to amend the Consolidated Railway
Act, 1879.-(Mr. Mulock.)

1°*, 131; 2, 460; wthdn., 986.
BILL (No. 53) To authorize the Royal Canadian Insurance

Company to reduce the number of their Directors.-
(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

10*, 141; 20*, 199; Preamble notproven.

BILL (No. 54) Relating to the New Brunswick Railway
Company, and to the Railways leased to the said Com-
pany.-(Mr. Burpee, Sunbury.)

1°* , 141; 20, 504; in Com. and 30*, 1035.-(47 Tic., c.

75.)
BILL (No. 56) To incorporate the Live 'Stock Insurance

Company.- (Mr. White, Cardwell.)
1°*, 141; 2°*, 199; in Com. and 3°*, 665.-(47 Vic., c.

96.)
BILL (No. 56) To empower the Bondholders of the St. Law-

rence and Ottawa Railway Company to vote at meet-
ings of the Company.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

JO*, 141; 20*, 271; in Oom. "and 30*, 715; Sen. Amts.
conc. in, 1281.-(47 Yic., c. 76.)

BILL (No. 57) Respecting the Northern Railway Company
of Canada.-.(Mr. Small.)

1°*c, 141; 2°*, 199 ; in Com. and 30*, 1175; M. to conc.
in Sen. Amts., 154.-(47 Vic., c. 65.)

BILL (No. 58) To incorporate the Gananoque,Rorth and
James' Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Taylor.)

10*, 141; 29*, 199; in Com. and 3°*, 603.-(47 Vic., c.
83.)

BILL (No. 59) Respecting the Northern and North-Western
Junction Railway Company..-(Mr. Small.)

1°*, 141; 20*, 199; in Com. and 30*, 810.-(47 Vic., c.
67.)

BILL (No. 60) To increase the Harbour accommodation of
the City of Toronto, to extend the Esplanade, and to
provide for the control of the use thereof by Railway
Companies.-(Mr. Bmall.)

1°*, 141; 2°*, 199; wthdn.
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,BILL (No. 61) To amend the Act to incorporate the Synod

of the Diocese of Saskatchewan, andfor other purposes
connected therewith.-(Mr. Williams.)

J°*, 12; 2°*, 199; in Com. and 3°*, 665.-(47 FTic., c.
103.)

BILL (No. 62) To incorporate the River St. Clair Tunnel
Company.-(Mr. Macmaster.)

1J*, 162; 2°Y, 199; M. for Com., 603; in Com. and 3'*,
665; Sen. Amts. cono. in, 1281.-(47 Vic. c. 82.)

BILL (No. 63) To consolidate certain iRailway Companies
therein mentioned under the name of the Eastern Rail-
way Company of Canada.-(Mr. Macmaster.)

1P*, 162; 20*, 542; wthdn.
JBILL (No. 64) To amend the Acts relating to the Mani-

toba and .North-Western Railway Company of Canada.
-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

1°¥, 162 ; 2°*, 271; in Com. and 3°*, 504.-(47 Vic., c.
69.)

BILL (No. 65) Respecting the Hamilton and North-Western
JBailway Company.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

1°*, 162; 2°*, 504; Order for Com. of W. dschgd. and
ref. baek to Ry. Com., 977; in Com. and 30*, 1175.-
(47 Vic., c. 63.)

BILL (No. 66) To reduce the Capital Stock of the Hfaritime
Bank of the Dominion of Canal, and o make other
provisions respecting the said Bank.-(Mr. Wood,
Westmoreland.)

1°*, 162; 20* 199; in Com. and 30*, 1214.-(47 Yic., c.
47.)

BILL (No. 67) Further to amend the Act to incorporate the
Ontario Pacifie Railway Company.-(Mr. Bergin.)

1O*,162; 2°*, 271; in Com. and 3°*, 603.-(47 V.ic., c.
57.)

BILL (No. 68) Respeciing the Kingston and Pembroke -Rail-
way Company.-(Mr. Gunn.)

J°*, 162: 20*, 199; in Com. and 30*, 568.-(47 Vic., c.

59,)
BILL (No. 69) To incorporate the Quebec Railway Bridge

Company.-(Mr. Bossé.)
1°*, 162; 2°y-, 271; in Com. and 3°*, 1035.-(47 Vic., c.

78.)
BILL (No. 70) To extend the Jurisdiction of the Maritime

Court of Ontario.-(.Mr. Allen.)
1°P, 162; 2° m., 461 ; deb. adjd., 462.

BILL (No. 71) To provide for the distribution of Assets of
Insolvent Debtors.-(Mr. Curran.)

10*, 162.
BILL (No. 72) To incorporato the Gnelph Junction Railway

Company.-(Mr. laIns.)
1°*, 198 ; 21*, 542; in Com and 3°*, 1035.-(47 TFic., c.

80.)
BILL (No. 73) Respecting the Central Ontario Railway.-

(Mr. Plati.)
1°*, 198; 20*, 504; M. for Com., 1175; in Com., 1202;

Amt. (Mr. White, -Hastings) 1202; neg., 1214; 30
m., 1214; Amt. (Mr. White, Bastings) neg. (Y. 60,
N. 9.1) end 3°*, 12I -(47 Fic., c. 60.)

BILL (No. 74) To incorporate the Ranchers' Bank ofCanada.
-(Mr. Boss.)

1°*, 198; 2°, 271; wthdn.
BILL (No. 75) Respecting the Manitoba South-Western

Colonization Company.-(Mr. Boss.)
1°*, 198; 2°¥, 504; in Com. and 30*, 810.-(47 ie.,

c. 73.)
BILL (No. 76) To incorporate the Alberta Bridge £Com-

pany.-(Mr. Ross.)
1°*, 198; 20, 504; wthdn.

BILL (No. 77) To incorporate the Calgary Water Works
Company.-(Mr. Ross.)

1°*, 198; 2°*, 504; wthdn.
BILL (No. 78) To incorporate the Calgary Omnibus, Tram-

way and Transfer Company.-(Mr. Ross.)
10*, 198; 2°*, 504; wthdn.

BILL (No. 79) For the Equitable Distribution of Insolvents'
Estates.-(Mr. Beaty.)

1°*, 198.
BLL (No. 80) To amend the Act incorporating the Napanee,

Tamworth and Quebec Railway Company.-(Mr. Bell.)
1°*, 231; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 810; Sen. Amts.

cone. in, 1176.-(47 Tic., c. 62.)
BILL (No. 81) Further to amend the Act incorporating the

Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway Company, and to
change the name of the Company to the Battleford and
Peace River Railway Company.-(Mr. Beaty.)

1°*, 231; 2°*, 504; in Com., 979; 3°*, 979.-(47 Vic.,
c. 72.)

BILL (No. 82) To legalize a certain Agreement between the
Village of Parkdale and the Grand Trunk Railway
Company of Canada, and other Railway Companies, and
for other purposes.-(Mr. Wallace, York.)

10*, 23 1; 2°, 504; wthdn.
BILL (No. 83) To incorporate the San Fraicisco, Winnipeg

and Hudson's Bay Railway Company.-(Mr. Royal.)
1°*, 231; 2°, 505; wthdn., 1169.

BILL (No. 84) To incorporate the Roman Catholic Episoopal
Corporation of Pontiac.-(Mr. White, RBnfrew.)

1°*, 260; 20*, 504; in Com., 888; 30*, 889.-(47 Fic., c.
105.)

BILL (No. 85) Respecting the ]luron and Erie Railway.
-(Mr. Smyth.)

1°*, 260; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 30*, 979.-(47 fVic., c.
68.)

BILL (No. 86) Further to amend the Patent Act, 18U2.-
(.Mr. White, Renfrew.)

1°*, 260.
BILL (No. 87) Further to amend the Indian Act, 1880.-

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
1°, 260; 20, 1063; in Com., 1397, 1422; 3°*, 1422; .en.

Amts. conc. in, 1653.-(47 Tic., c. 27.)
BILL (No. 88) Respecting the Real Estate Loan Company

of Canada, limited.-(Mr. Beaty.)
1°*, 285; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 1035.-(47 ic., c.

101.)
BILL (No. 89) To amend the Act incorporating the Great

American and European Short Line Railway Campany,
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and to change the name thereof to the Montreal and
European Short Lino Railway Company.--(Mr. Tupper,
Pictou.)

10*, 285; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 810.-(47 Vic., c.
89.)

BILL (No. 90) Respecting the Great Northern Railway
Company.-(Mr. Bousé.)

JO* 285; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 979.-(47 Vic., c.

64.)
BILL (No. 91) To incorporate the Niagara Frontier Bridge

Company.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
1°*, 285; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 30*, 1214; Sen. Amts.

conc. in, 1548.-(47 Vic., c. 81.)
BILL (No. 92) To incorporate the Traders' Bank of Canada.

-(Mr. Beaty.)
10*, 304; 20*, 504; in Com and 3Q*, 665.-(47 Vic., c.

51.)
BILL (No. 93) To incorporate the Loyal Orange Association

of British America.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)
10 on a div., 304; 2° m., 897; neg, (Y. 68, N. 105) 931.

[For deb. see "Orange."]
BILL (No. 94) To empower the Sovereign Fire Insurance

Company to relinquish their Çharter, and to provide
for the winding-up of their affairs,-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

1°*, 304; 2°*, 542; in Com. and 30*, 663.-(4; Vic.,
c. 90.)

BILL (No. 95) Relating to the Roman Catholie Diocese of
Ottawa.-(Mr. Tassé.)

10*, 304; 20*, 504; in Com., 889; 3° on a div., 890.-
(47 Vic., c. 104.)

BILL (No. 96) For the further amendment of the Law of
Evidence in Criminal Cases.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamil.
ton.)

10*, 457.
BILL (No. 97) To amend the Criminal Law, and to declare

it a Misdemeanour to leave unguarded and exposed
holes, openings, &c., in the ice on any navigable or
frequented water.-(Mr Robertson Hamilton.)

1°*, 457.

BILL (No. 98) To amend the Law with reference to Pro-
cedure in Criminal Cases, and the Duties of Justices of
the Peace out of Sessions in relation to persons charged
with Indictable Offences.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton )

1°*, 457.
BILL (No. 99) To consolidate and amend the Acta for the

more Speedy Trials of Persons charged with Felonies
and Misdemeanours in the Provinces of Ontario, Que-
bec and Manitoba.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

10*, 457.
BILL (No. 100) Further to amend Chap. [0 of the Consoli.

dated Statutes of Lower Canada, respecting Seditions
and Unlawful Associations and Oaths.-(Mr. White,
Cardwell.)

1° on a div., 468.
BILL' (No. 101) To amend the Act intituled An Act respect-

ing the Canadian Pacifie Railway, and for other pur-
poses.-(&ir Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 84; M. for Com., 98; Amt. (Mr. Cameron,
ifuron) 359; neg. (Y. 62, N. 132) 414; Amt. (Mr.
Yail) 415; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Blake) 418; neg. (Y.
62, N. 137) 454; Amt. (Mr. Vail) neg. (Y. 63, N.
136) 454; Res. in Com., 454-456; M. to conc. in Res.,
469; Amt. (Mr. Watson) 473; neg. (Y. 49, N. 112)
495; Amt. (Mr. Weldon) 497; neg. (Y. 43, N. 104)
503; conc. in and 1° of B., 503; 2° m., 525; agreed
to (Y. 111, N. 52) and 2°, 535; in Com., 538; Amt.
(Sir Charles Tupper) to recom., 567; recom., 568;
M. to conc. in Amt. rep. from Com., Amt. (Mr.
Blake) to recom. neg. (Y. 58, N. 122) 568; Amts.
(Mr. Blake) to recom. neg. on same div., 569; 3°
on same div. reversed, 569.-(47 Tic., c. 1.) [For
deb. see " Canadian Pacifie Railway."]

BILL (No. 102) To amend the Act 41 Victoria, Chapter 16,
intituled An Act respecting the Traffic in Intoxioating
Liquors.-(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne.)

10*, 504.
BILL (No. 103) Respecting the Liability of Carriers by

Land.-((Mr. Coughlin.)
10*, 504.

BILL (No. 104) Further to amend the Canada Temperance
Act, 1878.-(Mr. lves.)

1o*, 504.
BILL (No. 105) To provide Banking and Loan Facilities to

those engaged in the pursuit of Agriculture.-(Mr.
Orton.)

10, 524.
BILL (No. 106) To define certain offences against persons

employed in Factories.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)
10, 524; wthdn., 1627.

BILL (No. 107) For the relief of John Graham-(A) from
the Senate.-(Mr. Jamieson.)

10 on a div., 580 ; 2° agreed to (Y. 85, N. 65) 665; in
Com. on a div., 979; 30 agreed to (Y. 84, N. 56)
980.-(47 Vic., c. 107.)

BILL (No. 108) To amend the Acts respecting the Inspec-
tion of Gas and Gas Meters.-(Mr. Costigan.)

1°*, 598; Res. in Com., 1055; 2° of B., 1056; in Com.,
1129; 30*, 1131.-(47 Vic., c. 35.)

BILL (No. 109) To amend and consolidate, as amended, the
several Acta relating to the Adulteration of Food and
Drugs.-(Mr. Costigan.)

10, 598; wthdn., 1057.
BILL (No. 110) Respecting the Representation of the Ter-

ritories in the House of Commons.-(Mr. Cameron,
Huron.)

10, 598; 2°, 1058; in Com., 1059.
BILL (No. 111) ReSpecting the Independence of Parliament

Act of 1878, 41 Victoria, Chapter 5.-(Sir John A.
MacdUnald.)

Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. to introd. neg. (Y. 55, N. 101)
624; 1°*, 625; 20 m., 844; deb. rsmd., 861 ; 2°
agreed to (Y. 105, N. 56) 878; ref. to Com. on Priv.
and Elec. on a div., 878 ; B. in Com. of W., 1423 ;

3° m,, 1446 ; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1446 ; neg. (Y. 58,
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N. 117) 1448; Amt. (Mr. Fisher) neg on same div.,
1449 ; 30 on same div. reversed, 1449.-(47 ic.,
c. 14.)

BILL (No. 112) To Prevent Sunday Excursion.-(r.
Charlton.)

1J*,655.
BILL (No. 113) To amend the Act 38 Victoria, Chapter 88,

respecting Copyrights.-(Mr. Béchard.)
10*, 655.

BILL (No. 114) For the Prevention of Adulteration of Food
and Drugs.-(Mr. Cotigan.)

1°*, 655 ; 2° m., 1132 ; 20, 1137 ; prop. Res. (Public
Analysts) 1215 ; in Com., 1244; M. for Com. on B.,
1244; point of Order (Mr. Blake) 1244; Ruling
(Mr. Speaker) 1246; in Com., 1246; recom. and 30*,
1294.-(47 Tic., c. 34.)

1ILL (No. 115) Respecting Ferries.-(Mr. Patterson,
Essex.)

10, 736.

BILL (No. 116) To amend An Act respecting Certificates
to Masters and Mates of Ships, and the Seamen's Act,
1873.-(Mr. McLelan.)

Res. prop., in Com. and 10* of B., 763 ; 20, 1057 ; in
Com., 1131 ; 30*, 1175.-(47 Vic., c. 19.)

BILL (No. 117) To amend the Act respcetin Enquiries and
Investigations into Shipwrecks and other matters as
to the Powers of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
in certain cases reported to him under it.-(Mr.
McLelan.)

Res. prop., 763; in Com. and 1°* of B., 764; 20 and in
Com., 1131 ; ° 'm., 1170 ; 30, 1293.-(47 Tic., c.
22.)

BILL (No. 118) To modify the application of t-e Consoli-
dated Insurance Act, 1877.--(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. prop.,764; in Com., and 1°* of B.,765 ; wthdn., 1652.
BILL (No. 119) Respecting the Sale of Coal.-(Mr. Cos-

tigan.)
Res. prop., in Com. and 10* of B., 765; wthdn., 1618.

BILL (No. 120) To amend the Weights and Measures Act
of 1879.-(Mr. Costigan.)

Res. prop., in Com. and 10* of B., 765 ; 20, 1059; in
Com., 1131, 1242; Order for 3° dschgd., B.
recom., amended and 30*, 1294.-(47 Vic., c. 36.)

BILL (No. 121) To amend the Steamboat Inspection Act,
1882, by reducing the Fees payable on renewal of
Engineers' Licenses.-(Mr. McLelan.)

es. prop. and in Com., 765 ; 10* of B., 766 ; 2°, in
Com. and 3°*, 1058.-(47 Yic., c. 20.)

BILL (No. 122) To amend the Acts 40 Victoria, Chap-
ter 49, and 45 Victoria, chapter 24, being Acta re-
lating to Permanent Building Societies and Loan
and Savings Companies carrying on business in
Ontario-(B) from the Senate.-(Mr. Cameron, Vic
toria.)

10*, 822; 2°, 986; in Com. and 3°*, 1282.-(47 Tic., c.
40.)

BILL (No. 123) To Amend the Customs Act, 1883.-(Mr.
Bowell.)

10, 885; 2°, 1059; in Com., 1060; 30*, 1129.-(47 Vic.,
c. 29.)

BILL (No. 124) Repecting Fortifications and Military Build-
ings and their Maintenance and Repair.-(Sir Hector
Langevin.)

1°, 965; 2°, 1061 ; in Com., 1063; 3°*, 1129.-(47 Vie., c.
17.)

BILL (No. 125) For giving effect to an Agreement therein
mentioned between the Government of the Dominion
and that of Nova Scotia.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

Res. prop., 825; M. for Con., 878; in Com., 883; conc.
in and 1°* of B., 987; 2', in Com. and 30, 1131.-
(47 Vic., c. 5.)

BILL (No. 126) Respecting the Vancouver Island Railway,
the Esquimalt Graving Dock, and certain Railway
Lands of the Province of British Columbia, granted to
the Dominion.

Res. prop., 67; M. for Com., 1023; in Com. and 1°*of B,
1039; 2°*and inCom., 1137; 3° m, 1171; Amt. (4fr.
Gordon) 1172; neg., 1176; Aint. (Mr. Homer) 6 m.
h. neg. (Y. 29, N. 121) 1176; 30*, 117.-(47 Vc.,
c. 6 )

BILL (No. 127) To amend the Criminal Law.-(fr. Cameron,
Jfuron.)

10*, 1053.
BILL (No. 128) Further to amend The General Inspection

Act, 1874.-(Mr. Costigan.)
Res. prop. and in Com., 1055; 1°* of B., 1056; 20* and in

Com., 1394; 3°*, 1422.-(47 Vic., c. 33.)
BILL (No. 129) To amend the Act respecting the treatment

and relief of Sick and Distressed Mariners.-(lr.
McLelan.)

Res. prop., and 10* of B., 1126; 2°, in Com. and 30*,
1360.-(47 Vic., c. 21.)

BILL (No. 130) To amend the Civil Service Acts of 1882
and 1883.-(Mr. Chapleau.)

M. to introd., 1169; 1°*, 1170; 2°*, 1360; Res. (Assistant
Post Office Inspectors, &c.) in Com., 1360; Res. rep.
and B. in Com., 1888, 1422; 30*, 1422; Sen. Amts.
conc. in, 1652.-(47 Tic., c. 15.)

BILL (No. 131) To amend an Act to incorporate the Winni-
peg and Hudson's Bay Railway and Steamship Com-
pany.-(Mr. Cameron, Victoria.)

1J*, 1241 ; 2°, 1281 ; in Com. and 3°*, 1386.-(47 vic.,
c. 70.)

BIL (No. 132) To amend the Act 37 Victoria, dhapter 42,
intituled An Act to extend to the Province of British
Columbia certain of the Criminal Laws now in force in
other Provinces of the Dominion-(G) from the Senate.
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

70*, 1320 ; 20 and in Com., 1581; ° 1583.-(47 Vic.,
c. 41.)

BILL (No. 133) To amend the Act 38 Victoria, Chapter 54,
intituled an Act te extend to the Province of Mani-
toba the Act for the more Speedy Trial, in certain cases,
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of Persons charged with Felonies and Misdemeanours, in
the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec-(F) from the
Senate.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1321 ; 2° and in Com., 1581 ; 3°*, 1583.-(47 Vic.,
c. 41.)

BriLL (No. 134) Respecting the Publie Works of Canada-
(Et) from the Senate. -(SirBector Lanjevin.)

10*, 1321 ; 2 m., 1445, 1586 ; 2° and in Com., 1587;
recom. and 30*, 1609.-(47 Vic., c. 16.)

BILL (No. 135) Further to amend the Consolidated Railway
Act, 1879, and the Acts amending it.-(Sir Charles
Tupper.)

10, 1322 ; 2° m., 1576 ; 2° and in Com., 1577 ; 3° m., 1591;

recom., 1594; 30*, 1595.-(47 Vic., C. 11.)
BILL (No. 136) To amend the Canada Temperance Act,

18T8-(C) from the kenate.-(Sir John A. Macdonald)
1°*, 1386; 2° m., 1618; 2° and in Com., 1619 ; 30 m.,

1621; Amnt. to recom. (Mr. Ives) neg. (Y. 55, N. 93)
1621 ; 30*, 1621.-(47 Vic., c. 31.)

BILL (No. 137) Further to amend the Act respecting the
Duties of Justices of the Peace out of Session, and in re-
lation to Summary Convictions and Orders-(I) from
the Senate.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1386 ; 2°*, in Com. and 30*, 1618.-(47 Vic., c. 43.)

BILL (No. 138) To amend the Dominion Lands Act, 1878-
(D\ from the Senate.--(Sir Jo liA. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1386 ; prop. Res., 1590 ; 20 and in Com., 1622; 3'*,
1640.-(47 Vic., c. 25.)

BILL (No. 139) Respecting the London Life Insurance
Company.-(Mr. Beaty.)

1°*, 1386; 3o*, 1465 ; M. for Com., 1515; in Com. and
3°, 1516.-(47 Vic., c. 89.)

BILL (No. 140) Respecting the Department of Marine and
Fisheries.-(Mr. McLelan.)

10*, 1386; 2° and in Com., 1602 ; 30 m., 1609 ; Amt. 6
m. h. (Sir Richard Cartwright) neg. (Y. 54, N. 100)
1609; 3° on same div. reversed, 1609-.-(47 Vic.,
c. 18.)

BILL (No. 141) ROspecting a Reformatory for certain
Juvenile Offenders in the County of Halifax, in the Pr.o-
vince of Nova Sootia-(E) from the Senate.-(Sir John
A. Macdonald.)

1°*-; 20*, in Com. and 30*, 1621.-(47 Tic., c. 45.)
BILL (No. 142) Further to amend the present Tarif of

Duties of Custom.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)
Io*, 1443; 2°¥I, in Com. and 30*, 1621.-(47 Vic., c. 30.)

BILL (No. 143) To amend the Liquor License Act of 1883.
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

ReS. prop., 1422; in Com., 1476; 1°* of B., 1478; 2° and
M. for Oom. 1595; in Com., 1597; 31>m., 1636; Amt.
to recom. (Mr. McOraney) agreed to (Y. 75, N. 62)
1636; Amt. (Mr. Girouard) neg. (Y. 49, N. 88) 1636;
recom., 1637; 3°*, 1640; Sen. Amts. cono. in, 1653.
-(47 Vic., c 32.)

BILL (No. 144) Rospecting the Territory in Dispute between
the Dominion of Canada and the Province of Ontario
-(K) from the Senate.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

** -; 2° and in Cem., 1634; 30*, 1645.--(47 Vic., c. 24.)

BILL (No. 145) Further to amend the. Act 45 Vintoria, Chap-
ter 23, intituled An Act respecting Insolvent Banks,
Insurance Companies, Loan Companies, Building Socie-
ties and Trading Corporations-(J) from the Senate.-
(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°* -; 2°, in Com. and 30*, 1645.--(47 Vie., c. 39.)
BILL (No. 146) To provide for the Salary and Travelling

Allowances of an additional Puisné Judge of the Court
of Queen's Bench, in the Province of Manitoba.-(Sir
John A. Macdonald.)

Res. prop., 1422; 1°* of B., 1549; 20 aud in Com., 1622;
recom. and 3°*, 1627.-(47 Vic., c. 13.)

BILL (No. 147) To authorize certain subsidies and grants
for and in respect of the construction of the lines of

Railway therein mentioned.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)
Res. prop., 1444; M. for Com., 1479; in Com., 1486; M.

te conc. in Res., 1517; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1530; deb.
adjd., 1543; rsmd., 1549; Amt. (Mr. Auger) 1552;
neg. (Y. 56, N. 110) 1572; Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg.
(Y. 55, N. 111) 1573; Amt. (Mr. Laurier) 15741; neg.
(Y. 52, N. 109) 1576; Res. conc. in (Y. 128, N. 35)
1576; 104¥ of B., 1576; 2'* and in Com., 1624;
recom. and 3°*, 1640.-(47 Vic., c. 8.)

BILL (No. 148) To authorize an advance to the Quebec
Harbour Commissioners towards the completion of
their Tijal Dock. -(Sir Rector Langevin.)

Res. prop., 1516; in Com. aud 1°5 of B., 1581; 2°, in
Com. and 3°*, 1618.-(47 Vic., c. 9.)

BILL (No. 149) To authorize au advance to the Quebec
larbour Commissioners towards the completion of

their Graving Dock.-(Sir Rector Langevin.)
Res. prop., 1516; in Com. and 1°* of B., 1581; 2°, in

Com. and 3°ic, 1618.-(47 Vie., c. 10.)

BILL (No. 150) To extend the limitation of time under the
Act 43rd Viotoria, Chapter 7, intituled: An Act for the
final settlement of claims to lands in Manitoba by
occupancy, under the Act 33 Victoria, Chapter 3-(N)
from the Senate.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*,1586; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 1640.-(47 Vic., c. 26.)

BILL (No. 151) To authorize the Transfer of Prisoners from
one Gaol to another in certain cases-(M) from the
Senate.-(Sir Jqhn A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1586; 2, in Com. and 3°*, 1645.-(47 Vic., c. 44.)
B:LL (NO. 152) To amend the North-West Territories Act,

1880--(L) from the Senate.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
1°*, 1586; 20, in Com. and 3°*, 1651.-,(47 Vic., c. 23.)

BILL (No. 153) Farther to amend the Post Office Aot, 1875.
-(Mr. Carling.)

Not introduced.
BL L (No. 154) To readjust the yearly subsidies to be allowed

by Canada to the several Provinçes now included in
the Dominion.-(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. prop., 1215; M. for Com., 1583; in Com., 1584;
10* of B., 1610; 2°, in Com. and30°¥, 1645.-(47 Vic.,
c. 4.)

BILL (No. 155) For granting to Her Majesty certain sums of
money required for defraying certain expenaes ofthe
Public Service, for the financial years ending-respec.
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tively the 30th June, 1884, and the 80th June, 1885,
and for other purposes relating to the PublicService.

iRes., 1°* of B., 20* and 30*, 1651.-(47 Vic., c. 2.)
BILL (No. 156) To authorize the raising by way of Loan, of

certain moneys required for· the Public Service.-
(Sir Leonard Tilley.)

Res. prop., 1516 ; in Com., 1588 ; 1°* of B., 1610 ; 2°, in
Com. and 3°‡, 1645.-(47 Vic., c. 3.)

BILLS ASSENTED TO: 664, 1654.
BLACKEBY, A. H., EMPLOY11ENT oP: Ques. (Mr. Somerville,

Brant) 966.
BLACK RoD, GENTLEMAN USHER : Messages summoning

Commons to Sonate, 1,664, 1654.
BLANCHET, Hon. J. G. B.: Notification of Resignation (.Mr.

Speaker) 1.
Board of Ry. Commissioners for Canada B. No.

8 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°-1, 31.
Board of Trade, Toronto, and Corn Exchange

Association amalg. B. No. 14 (Mr. Beaty). 1°*,
43; 20*, 88 ; in Com. and 3°*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 46.)

BOND, GRINDING IN: M. for O.C., &c. (Mr. Blake) 53.
BONDHOLDERS oP THE ST. L. & O. RY., VoTING AT MEETINGS.

See B. 56.
BONUSES TO RYs., PROVINCIAL AND MUNICIPAL: Ms. for

Stmnts. (-Mr. Mulock) 616 ; (1fr. LanderKin) 1200.
BoTHWELL CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judgment of Su-

preme Court, 524.
BOUCHER DE LA BRURE, PRINTING CIVIL SERVICE LisT: in

Com. of Sup., 1374; conc., 1464.
BOUNDARIES BETWEEN B. C. AND N.W.T.: Ques. (Mr. Reid)

261.
BoUNDARIEs, MAN., EXTENSION OP: M. for Ret.* (.Mr. Blake)

88.
BOUNDARY, LEGAL EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WITH: in COm.

of Sup., 1379.
BoUNTY To FIsHERMEN, OWNERs OF AND TONNAGE OF VESSELS

APPLYING FOR SAME AND REFUSED: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr.
Robertson, Shelburne) 67 ;nues., 603; Clairms paid (Mr.
Fortin) 140; Payment of: Ques. (Mr. McIsaac) 655.

BOUNTY TO MANUFACTURERS OF IRoN: M. for O. C., &c.
(1Mr. Blake) 70.

Bow RIVER TIMBER LANDS, SALE OF: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Jackson) 90.

BRANDON, ERECTION OF' PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT: Ques. (Mr.
Sutherland, Selkirk) 1110.

BRASSARD AND BUsHELL, MESSRS., SERVICES oF: M. for Cor.
(Mr. Patterson, Essex) 508.

BRAzIL, COMMERCIAL TREATY WITH: M. for O. C., &c. (.Mr.
Blake) 57.

BREAKWATER, INGONISH, COR. AND ENGINEEB'S REPS., &c.:
M. for copies (Mr. Campbell, Victoria) 89.

BREAKWATER, POINT EscUmiNAo: M. for Papers (Mr.
JMitchell) 514.

BREAKWATER, ST. PETER'S, P.E.I., CONTRACT FOR: h. for
copies* (Mr. McIntyre) 1200.

BRIDGE COMPANIEs. See respective headings.
BRITISH AsoOCIATIoN, MEETING IN MONTREAL: in Com. of

Sup., 1310.
1

BRITISHI COLUMBIA:

Arrangement with, B. No. 126. Mess. from His
Ex., 27; prop. Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 67;
M. for Com. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1023 ; in Com.,
and 1°* of B., 1039; 20* and in Com., 1137; 3° m.,
1171; Amt. (Mr. Gordon) 1172; neg., 1176; Amt.
(Mr. Hlomer) 6m. h., neg. (Y. 29, N. 121) 1176;
30*, 1176. (47 Vic., c. 6.) [For Deb. see "Agree-
ment."]

Boundary between, and N.W.T.: Ques. (Mr. Reid) 261.
Cabinet, Representation : Ques. (.Mr. Shakespeare) 505.
" C " Battery : in Com. of Sup., 1164.
C. P. R. (revote): in Com. of Sup., 1048.
Chinese Immigration, Prohibition of: Res. (Mr. Shake-

speare) 974; Amt. (Mr. Allen) 1285.
County Court Judge. See " Cariboo."
Departmental Officers: M. for Stmnnt. (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 514.
Differences between, and Dom.: Reference to, in Speech

froin the Throne, 2.
Dry Dock: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Blake) 79.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry.: Ques. (Mr. Gordon) 85.
Excise: in Com. of Sup., 1316.

Extension of Criminal Laws to, B. No. 132
(Sir John A. Macdonald). l°*, 1320; 2° and in
Com., 1581 ; 3fQ$, 1583. (47 Vic., c. 41.)

Emigrant Sheds at Victoria: Ques. (Mr. Baker, Vic-
toria) 336.

Esquimalt Naval Station: Ques. (Mr. Baker, Victoria)
285; M. for Ret., 515.

Fisheries: in Com. of Sup., 1235.
Gas Inspection : Ques. (Mr. Shakespeare) 506.
Geological Survey : Ques. (Mr. Shakespeare) 505.
Graving Dock at Esquimalt: M. for 0. C. (Mr Baker,

Victoria) 514.
Health Statisties: in Com of Sup., 1095.
Immigration Agent and Quarantine Officer, Vancouver

Island: Ques. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 336; Delay
in Appointment, 736.

Indians, Surveys, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1266, 1372;
conc., 1617.

Indian Troubles at Metlakatla: M. for Cor.* (Mr.
Shakespeare) 83.

Lighthouses and Fog-alarms: in Com. of Sap., 1233.
Mail Service: Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 605;

Tenders for: (Mr. Mackenzie) 1126.
Masters' and Mates' Certificates: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 606.
Meteorological Observations: in Com. of Sup., 1255.
Mounted Police Force: Ques. (Mr. Baker, Victoria)

336.
Naval Brigade and Torpedo Corps: Ques. (1fr. Baker,

Victoria) 285.
Naval Station at Rsquimalt: Ques. (Mr. Baker, Vic-

toria) 285; M. for Ret., 515.
Penitentiary: in Com. of Sup., 1002, 1338.
Postmaster at Victoria: M. for Ret. (Mr. Baker, Vieo

toria).605; in Com. of Sup., 1320.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA-Continued.

Public Works: in Com. of Sup., 1198, 1319, 1606.
Quarantine Station: in Com. of Sup., 1198.
Rifle Associations, Further aid to: Ques. (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 285.
School of Gunnery, Fortifications and Militia: Ques.

(Mr. Baker, Victoria) 285 ; in Com. of Sup., 1164.
Sir James Douglas, Steamer, Expenditure on: Ms. for

Stmnts.: (Mr. Baker, Vi*ctoria) 514; Officers and
Crew, Rank, Pay, &c., 514; Repairs, &c. ; M. for
Cor.,* 1200; in Com.of Sup., 1227.

Steamboat Inspection : in Com. of Sup., 1256.
Telograph Lines: in Com. of Sup., 1318.
Torpedo Corps and Naval Brigade, B. C.: Ques. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 285.
Waters, H.M. Ships of War in: M. for Rot. (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 515.
Weights and Measures and Gas: in Com. of Sup., 1318.

BRITIsH NORTH AMERICA ACT, CASES DECIDED UNDER, PUB-

LICATION OF: in Com. of Sup., 1378.
BROOKE, Mr.: Reterence to, in Com. of Sup., 1336.
BUDGET, TIE: Speech of Finance Minister (Sir Leonard

Tilley) 569. [For Deb. see " WAYS AND MEANS."]

BUILDINGS, PUn1C, COST OF, &c.. M. for Ret. (Mfr. Lister)
41 ; in Corm. of Sup., 1191-1199, 1335, 1604.

Building Societies and Loan and Savings Co.'s
Acts Am.t. B. No. 122 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 10*,
822; 2c, 986; in Com. and 3°*, 1282. (47 Vic., c. 40.)

Building Societies and Trading Corporations,
Insolvent Banks, &c., Act Amt. B. No. 145
(Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*-; 2°, in Com. and
30*, 1645. (47 Vic., c. 39.)

BUoY, AUTOMATIC, IN LoCKPORT HARBOUR: Ques. (Mr.
Robertson, Shelburne) 603.

Boors AND BEACONS, MONTREAL HARBOUR: in Com. of Sup.,
1369.

BURLINGTON CANAL. Se6 " CANALS."
BURPEE, J. L.: Roference to, in Com. of Sup., 1333.
CABINET REPRESENTATION FOR B. C.: Ques. (Mr. Shakes-

peare) 505.
Cable, Commercial, Co.'s B. No. 19 (Mr. Rykert).

1°*, 67; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 30*, 504. (47 Vic., c.87.)
CALLANDER AND GRAVENHURST RY. SUBSIDY : M. for Cor.,

&c. (Mr. Cockburn) 40.
Calgary Omnibus, Tramway and Transfer Co.

Incorp. B. No. 78 (Mr. Ross). 1°*, 198; 2°¥, 504;
wthdn.

Calgary Water Works Co. Incorp. B. No. 77 (Mr.
Ross). 1°*, 198; 20*, 504; wthdn.

CALGARY, SUPPLY FARM No. 20, SALE OR LEASE OF: M. for.
Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 44; Ques. 285.

CAMERON, Mr. D. M. : Certificate of Election and Return of, 1.
CAMERON, Mr. M. C.: Election sustained on Judge's Rep. on

Controverted Election Potition, 1.
CANADA AND WEST INDIES AND BRAzIL SUBVENTION: in

Com. of Sup., 1299; conc., 1453.
CANADA, G.T.R. DEORTING CREDIT oF: M. for Cor.* (Mr.

MacDonald, Cape Breton) 762.

CANADA AND ANTWERP SUBVENTION,' in Com. of Sup.,
1301.

Canada Temperance A.ct, 1878, Amt. B. 136 (sir
John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 1386; 2° m., 1618; 2° and
in Com., 1619; 3° m., 1621; Amt. to recom. (Mr.
Ives) neg. (Y. 55, N. 93) 1621; 3°*, 1621. (47 Vic.,
c. 31.)

Canada Temperance Act, 1878, further Act
Amt. B. No. 104 (Mr. Ives). 1°*, 504.

Canada Temperance and General Life Assur-
ance Co. Incorp. B. No. 28 (Mr. Cameron,
Middlesex). 10*, 83; 29*, 173; iÙ Com. and 30*, 580.
(47 Vic., c. 97.)

CANADIAN EXPREss Co., TRANSPORT OF MILITIA SUPPLIES:

M. for copies* (Mr. Somerville, Brant) 523.
CANADIAN IMMIGRATION: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 44.
CANADIANS, REPATRIATION OF: Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 965.
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY:

Acquisition by Co. of Stock of other Rys.: M. for
Strmnt.* (Mr. Blake) 66.

Agreement: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 71.
Allowancos to Manufacturers of Goods required by Co.:

M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 53.
Arbitrations arising out of claims for construction, &c.:

M. for copy* (Mr. Casey) 1200.
Atlantic and North-Western Ry. Co.'s Charter: M.

for Stmnt. (Mr. Blake) 223.
Bridge over Red River at Emerson: in Com. of Sup.,

1348.
British Columbia, revote: in Com. of Sup., 1048.
Callander, cost to Co. of 40 miles west, and payments

to Construction Co. for work donc west to Sudbury
Junction, &c., Port Arthur eastward, and cost of
Algom a Milis Branch: M. for Stmnts. (Mr. Blake)
219.

Canadian North-West Land Co.'s Stock: M. for Stmnt.
(Mr. Blake) 223.

Cash Deposit with Government: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 72;
as to deposit of Securities, 72.

Cost of: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 603.
Construction Co., Payments to, on account of lino from

45 miles east of the Saskatchewan westward; cost
to Co. of line from above point to Summit of the
Rockies; estimated cost to complete lino between
Callander and Port Arthur; also betweon Rocky
Mountains and Kamloops: M. for Stmnts. (Mr.
Blake) 220.

Construction Contract and Subsidy Accounts, Payments
to Co.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1055.

Oontracts made by Co. for constroction : M. for copies*
(Mr. Blake) 66.

Engineers, Inspecting, Salaries, &c. : in Com. of Sup.,
1348.

Extension from St. Martiu's Junction to Quebec Sub-
sidy: prop. Res., 1444; in Com., 1492.

Floating Debt, Payments to Co. on Account of: Ques.
(Mr. Blake) 1054.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-Continued.

Funded Debt of Co.: Ques. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 337.
Georgian Bay Branch: in Com. of Sup., 1349.
Guarantee by Govt. of interest on Stock of Co.: Meess

from Ris Ex., 56.
Guarantee to Co.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 72; as to further

Reps. on same, 72; M. for copies of Cor., &c., 79;
Reports, &c., respecting, and modifications of
same: M. for copies* (Mr. Blake) 79.

Immigration to Man. and the N. W., Promotion of, by
Co., Amount expended: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Pater-
son, Brant) 83.

Lake Superior and Nipissing Divisions, Cost of: Ques.
(Mr. Blake) 458.

Lands sold within Ry. Bolt, Price of: M. for Rot. (Mr.
Wright) 77.

Loan, Application for further:: contradiction of Stmnt.
in Globe newspaper (Sir Hector Langevin) 1321.

Loan B. No. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper) prop. Res., 84;
M. for Cor. (speech) 98 ; (Mr. Blake) 113 ; Deb.
adjd., 131 ; rsmd. (Mr. Ives) 163; (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 173; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 180 ; (_Mr.
Casgrain) 186 ; (Mr. Woodworth) i89; (Mr.
Davies) 231 ; (Mr. Foster) 242 ; (Mr. Pairbank)
255; (Mr. Curran) 305 ; (.Mr. Iïsher) 309 ;
(Mr. Girouard) 315 ; (Mr. Fleming) 317 ; (2Mr.
Ferguson, Welland) 320 ; (Mr. McMullen) 322;
(-Mr. Stairs) 326 ; (_Mr. Landerkin) 328; (Mr.
Brecken) 331; (.Mr. Lister) 337; (Mr. Orton) 343;
(.Mr. Cameron, Huron) 347.

Amt. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 359 ; Deb. (Mr. Rylcert)
359; (.Mr. Armstrong) 373 ; (Mr. Wood, Westmore-
land) 376; (.Mr. Charlton) 379; (Mr. Dawson) 392;
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) 395; (Mr. Boss) 404; (Mr.
.Mulock) 409 ; (Mr. Laurier) 411 ; Amt. neg. (Y. 62,
N. 132) 414.

Amt. (Mr. Fail) 415; (Mr. Blake) 415; Amt. to
Amt. (Mr. Blake) 418 ; Deb. (Sir Charles Tupper)
419; (Mr. Vail) 424; (.Mr. McNeill) 426; (Mr.
Auger) 430 ; (Mr. Sproule) 432 ; (Mr. Plait) 437 ;
(.Mr. Houde) 441; (Mr. Gillmor) 442; (Mr. Rlomer)
448; (Mr. Cook) 448; (.Mr. O'Brien) 453 ; Amt. to
Amt. neg. (Y. 62, N. 137) 454; Amt. neg. (Y. 63,
N. 136) 454.

Res. in Com., 454-456.
Ms. for Res. to take precedence, 198, 304; Amt. (Sir

Richard Cartwright) neg. (Y. 51, N. 107) 304 ; Amt.
(Mr. Weldon) neg. (Y. 53, N. 108) 305.

M. that conc. in Res. take precedence, 468.
M. for conc., 469.
Amt. (Mr. Watson) 469; Deb. (Mr. White, Hastings)

473; (Mr. Casey) 477; (Mr. Pope) 483; (Mr. Trow)
484; (Mr. Ferguson, Leeds and Grenville) 486 ; (Ai-.
Cameron, Inverness) 491; (Mr. Scott) 493 ; (Mr.
Kirk) 494; (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 494; Amt. neg.
(Y. 49, N. 112) 495.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-Continued.
Amt. (11fr. Weldon) 495; Deb. (Mr. Mitchell) 497;

(.Mr. King) 498; (Mr. Daly) 502; (Mr. Burpee,
Sunbury) 502; Amt. neg. (Y. 43, N. 104) 503.

Res. cone. in, 503.
B. introduced and 10*, 503; 2° m., 525; (Mr. Blake)

525; (Sir Charles Tupper) 529; (11fr. Paterson,
Brant) 532; (Mr. Mackenzie) 534 ; 2° agreed to
(Y. 111, N. 52) and 20, 535; M. for Com., 535; in
Com., 538; recom., 567, 568; Amt. (Air. Blake) to
recom. neg. (Y. 58, N. 122) 568; Amts. (ir. Blake)
neg. on same div., 569 ; 3° on samo div. reversed,
569 ; Royal Assent, 664. (47 Vic., c. 1.)

Loan of 64,000,000, prop., Deprtl. Orders, &c.: M. for
copies* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 40.

Location, Maps showing, and Branches: M. for copies
(Mr. Blake) 53.

Mileage cost of line 615 miles West of Winnipeg to
49 miles East of the Saskatchewan, and contracts
for same: M. for Stmnts. (Mr. Blake) 221.

Moberly and McCallum, Messrs., Momerial of,re Bonus
to Prince Arthur's Landing and Kaministiquia
Ry.: M. for copy* (Mr. Blake) 523.

Modification of Arrangement between Co. and Govt.:
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 72.

North American Contracting Co., Instrument of In.
corp., &c. : 11M. for copy* (Mr. Blake) 66.

North American Contracting Co., Statements concern-
ing: M. for copies (Mr. Blake) 222.

Official or Public Memoranda of Co. as to its position,
&c.*: M. for copies (Mr. Blake) 66.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. Lease confirmation
B. No. 32 (M0r. 1 bbott). 1°*, 83 ; 20*, 173; M. for
Com., 810; objection (Mr. CJameron, Huron) Ques. of
Priv., 810 ; M. to substitute name of Mr. Jlaggart for
promoter, agreed to, 843; in Com., 857; 30 m., 859;
Amt. (Mr. Wallace) 859; neg. and 30, 860 ; B.
passed. 886. (47 Vie., c. 54.)

Payments or advances to Co. on any account: M. for
Stmnt.* (Mr. Blake) 1055.

Postal Subsidy: Ques. (-Mr. Blake) 72; M. for Papers, 79.
Postal Subsidies and Transport Services: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Blake) 79.
Prince Arthur's Landing to Red River: in Com. of

Sup., 1046.
Receipts and Expenditure of Co. fÈr different services:

M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Blake) 66.
Red River and Cross Lake: in Com. of Sup., 1350.
Returns by Co. under the Consolidated Ry. Act: M.

for Stmnt.* (Mr. Blake) 66.
Revote: in Com. of Sup., 1048.
SL. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry., Expenditure on by Co.:

M. for Stmnts. (Mr. Blake) 516.
St. Lin Branch or Laurentian Ry., Purchase of, by Co.:

(1M1r. Blake) 223.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-Oontinued.

Section B, Arbitrators or Commissioners on: Ques.
(Mr. Mc.Mullen) 1386.

Section B, Transfer of Contract: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Casey) 77; further sums paid Contractors: M. for
Estimate, 77; Award of Arbitrators, &c.: M. for
copy,* 1200; in Com. of Sup., 1630; conc., 1646.

Shareholders and Stock held, Names of: M. for Stmnt.
(Mr. Mulock) 513.

Sifton & Ward, Red River and Cross Lake: in Com.
of Sup., 1350.

Smith & Ripley, Georgian Bay Branch, in Com. of
Sup., 1349.

South Eastern Ry. Co.'s Securities: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Blake) 223.

Speech from the Throne: Reference in, 2.
Station Accommodation: in Com. of Sap., 1049; cono.,

1449.
Steamers from Owen Sound: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 458.
Stock of Co., Issue of, and price received: M. for

Stmnt. (Mr. Blake) 224.
Subscribed Stock of Co. prior to increase of its Capi-

tal: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Blake) 66.
Subsidy: in Com. of Sup., 1049.
Summit of Rocky Mountains to Kamloops, Cost of:

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 458.
Tariff of Rates on: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 79.
Temple, Thos., Patent Flanger: in Com. of Sup.,

1460. P
Town Reserves along line: M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) 75.
Union Jacques Cartier Ry., Opening of, to Co. (Mr.

Houde) 41.
CANALS:

Beauharnois: in Com. of Sup., 1353; conc., 1463.
Carillon, Dam and Approaches: in Com. of Sup., 1052;

Page, John, Payment to, as Arbitrator, 1351.
Cornwall, Enlargement of: M. for copies* (Mr. Cock-

burn) 1200.
Cornwall: in Com. of Sup., 1050; (Drain between Town

and Canal) 1053.
Galops: in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Holden, Clara S., Compensation to: in Com. of Sup.,

1352.
In Com. of Sup.: 1050-1053, 1350-1354, 1608 ; conc.,

1460-1463, 1612-1617.
Lachine: in Com. of Sup., 1050.
Lachine, Contract for new Basins: Ques. (Mr. Gault)

1215.
Lachine, Wharflngers, Jurisdiction of: Ques. (Mr.

Auger) 1387.
Marchand, L. W., Professional Services: in Com. of

Sup., 1353; conc., 1463.
Miscellaneous: in Com. of Sup. 1053.
Murray: in Com. of Sup, 1051.
Page, John, Payment to, as Arbitrator: in Com. of Sap.,

1351, 1618.
Perley, H. F., Services on St. Peter's Canal: in Com.

of Sup., 1350; conc., 1460.

CANALS-Continued.
Raceway between Feeder and Chippewa River (Wel-

land): in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Rapide Plat Lock: in Com. of Sup., 1051.
Rideau, Land Damages between Lower Brewers and

Kingston Millis: in Com. of Sup., 1354.
Ste. Anne's: in Com. of Sup., 1052.
St. Lawrence River and Canals: in Com. of Sup., 1051.
St. Peter's: in Com. of Sup., 1350; conc., 1460.
Salaries and Contingencies: in Com. of Sup., 1261.
Schooners St. Andrews and Jennie Graham: in Com. of

Sup., 1352; conc., 1461, 1612.
Tay: in Com. of Sup., 1053.
Trent River Nav., Locks, &c.: in Çom. of Sup., 1051.
Unpaid Labourers (Welland Canal): in Com. of Sup.,

1350; cono., 1460.
Welland: in Com. of Sup. 1051.
Williamsburg: in Com. of Sup., 1352.

CAEAQUET AND SHIPPIGAN RY. SUBsIDY: prop. Res. (Sir
Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1510.

Cariboo County Court Judge Provision B. No.
37 (Sir John A. Macdonald). Res. prop., 69; in Com.
and 1°* of B., 85; 2e* and in Com., 542; 30*, 625.
(47 Vic., c. 12.)

Carriers by Land B. .No. 4 (-Mr. McCarthy). 1'*,
27.

Carriers by Land, Liability of, B. No. 103 (Mr.
Coughlin). 1°*, 504.

CARLETON, N. B., PosT OFFICE: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 966.
CARNIVAL, MONTREAL, ADJOURNMENT FOR: Ques. (11r.

Gault) 83.
CARON, CLOVIS, COMPLAINTS AGAINST.: M. for Ret.* (.Mr.

Blondeau) 1200.
CARTWRIGHT, Hon. Sir R. J.: Certificate of Election and

Return of, 1.
CASUALTIES, &o., ON THE INTEROL. RT.: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Weldon) 79.
CATTLE QUARANTINE: in Com. of Sup., 1010.
CATTLE TRADE, LivE, wITH GREAT BRITAIN: M. for O. C.

&c.* (.Mr. Casey) 1200.

CAVALRY AND INFANTRY S0HooLs: in Corm. of Sup., 1165.
CENsUs: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 72, 766 ; in Com. of Sup., 1091;

Second Vol. presented, 1322.

Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. No. 73 (Mr. Platt).
1°*, 198; 2°*, 504; M. for Com., 1175; in Com.,
1202; Amt. (Mr. White, Hastings) 1202; neg., 1214;
31>m., 1214; Amt. (Mr. White, Hastings) neg. (Y. 60,
N. 91) 1214; 3°*, 1214. (47 Vic., c. 60.)

CENTRAL ONTARIO RY. B.: in Com., Amt. (Mr. White, Hast-
ings) 1202; Deb. (Mr. Platt) 1203, 1212; (Mr. Cameron,
Victoria) 1204, 1210; (Mr. Bowell) 1204, 1213; (Mr.
Mulock) 1208; (Mr. Colby) 1208; (Jifr. White, Hastings)
1211; (Mr. Mitchell) 1211; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1212;
neg., 1214; on M. for 30, Amt. (Mr. White, Eastings)
neg. (Y. 60, N. 91) 1214.

CENTRAL Ry., N.B., SunsIY : prop.Res. (Bir OJares Tupper)
1445; in Com., 1509.
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Certificatet to Masters and Mates Act Amt. B.

No. 116 (2Mr.cLelan). Res. prop., in Com. and 1°* of
B., 763; 20, 1057; in Com., 1131; 3°*, 1175. (47
Vie., c. 19.)

CERTIFICATES TO MASTERS AND MATE ACT, NoN-ENFoRCE-

1ENT Or: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 85.
CERTIFICATEs TO MASTERS AND MATES: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 606.
CERTIFICÂTES OF MASTERS AND MATES, REFUSAL or BOARD

OF EXAMINERS TO GRANT: QUes. (Mr. Blake) 1444.
CHABOT, L. & C., PETITIONS To DoM. ARRITRATORS: M. for

copies* (Mr. Amyot) 28.
CHAPLEAU, S. E. ST. ONGE: Ques; (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 8i;

APPOINTMENT OF, AS SHERIFF IN TE N. W. : M. for O. C.,
&c., 145; PURTHER APPoINTIENT or; Ques. (Mr. Casey)
1387.

CHARaES OF MANAGEMENT-: in Com. of Sup., 825-832.

CHASTITY, OFFENCES AGAINST. See Criminal Law Amt., Bs.
Nos. 2 and 6.

CHATEAUVERT, E.: Reference to, in Com. of Sup., 1335.
CHINESE IMMIGRATION: M. for Cor. (Mr. Shakespeare) 616.
CHINESE IMMIGRATION INTo B.C., PROHIBITION OF: Res. (Mr.

Shakespeare) 974 ; Deb. (Mr. Gordon) 976; (Mr. Baker,
Victoria) 1282; Amt. (Mr. A lIen) 1285; (3essrs.

Rormer, Bobertson and Gordon) 1285-; (1Messrs. Barnard,
Fairbank, Foster, Wood and Hemon) 1286; (Sir John
A. Macdonald) 1287; (Mr. Shakespeare) 1287; (Mr.
Gordon) 1288.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT: in Com. of Sup., 832-843, 987, 988,
1300-1337, 1466-1474, 1627; cono., 1440, 1610.

CIVIL SERVICE ACT AMT.: Ques. (Mr. Small) 655.

Civil Service Acts, 1882 and 1883, Amt. B.
No. 130 (Mr. Chapleau). M. to inr'6 , 1169; 1**,

1110; 2-*, 1360; Res. (Assistant Post Office lnspec-

tOrs, &c.) in Com., 1360; rop. and B. in Com., 1388,
1422; 3°*, 1422; Son. Amts. cone. in, 1652. (47 Vic.,
c. 15.)

CIVIL SERvicE BoARD: in Com. of Sup., 988, 1336; cono.,
1459, 1610.

CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND: M. for Stmnt.
(Mr. Blake) 43.

CLAIMS ARIsING OUT 0F CONSTRUCTION (INTEROoL. RY.)
PAYMENT 07: in Com. of Sup., 1628.

CLAIMS FOR LOSSES ON INTEROOL. RT.: Ques. (Mr. Landry,
Montmagny) 655.

CLAIMS 0 PIov. OF QUEBEO AGAINST DOM.: M. for Cor.*
(Air. Coursol) 79.

OLARE, Mr.: Roference to, in Com. of Sup., 835.
CLOTHING AND GREAT COATS: in Com. Of Sup., 1020,

1343.
CLOTHING TOR THE MILITIA, MANUFACTURE or, TENDERS : M.

for copies* (Mr. Vail) 1201.
CoAL CARRIED ON TNTERCOL. RY. AND BY WATER FROM

N. S..: M. for Ret. (Mr. Woodworth) 65.
CoAL CAR, INTERoOL. IRT., ADDITIoNAL: in Com. of Sup.,

1627.
CoAL ComPArfEs. See rdspective headings.

COAL ENTERED EX-WAIREHOUSE, FREE OR FOR ExPoRT: M.
for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon) 67.

CoAL LANDs IN TE N.W., SALES AND LEASES: M. for
Stmnt.* (31r. Blake) 71.

COAL OIL BARRELS, SEIZURE OF, AT SANDWICH, &C.: M.
for Papers (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 298.

Coal, respecting the Sale of, B. No. 119 (Mr.
Costigan). Res. prop., in Com. and 1°* of B., 765;
wthdn., 1618.

CoRER, Mr. See "Inspection of P. E. I. Steamboats."
COLCHESTER REEF LIGHTHoUsE: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 86, 199.
COLLECTION OF REVENUEs: in Com. of Sup., 1256-1261,

1816-1318, 1382, 1383, 1608; conc., 1453, 1456, 1457,
1458.

COLONIZATION Co.'8 See respective headings.
COLONIZATION PLANS Nos. 1 AND 2, APPLICATIONS UNDER:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
" COLUMBIA," Loss OF THE. See," Lakes Huron and Superior."
Commercial Bank of Manitoba Incorp. B. No.

42 (Mr. McCarthy). 10*, 89; 20*, 173; in Com. and
30*, 504. (47 Fie., c. 50.)

Commercial Cable Co.'s B. No. 19 (Mr. Rykert).
1°*7, 67; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 30*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 87.)

COMMERCIAL TREATY BETWEEN CANADA AND FOREIGN

PowEns: M. for copie of O. C., &c. (Mr, R(ake) 57.
COMMISSIONER OF STANDARDS, ALLOWANCE To: ilu Uom. Of

Sup., 1382.
CoMMISSION ON INTERCOL. RY. CLAIMS, SITTINGS OF: M. for

Ret. (Mr. McMullen) 303.
COMMISSIONER To ENGLAND. See " IGHI COMMISSIoNER."

Commissioners, Railway, Board of, for Canada,
B. No. 8 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°*, 31.

CoMMIssIoNERI UNDER LIQuoR LICENSE ACT, 1883: Ques.
(Mr Kir.k) 458.

COMMITMENT OF A BILL: Ques. of Procodurte, 131.
COMMITTEES, ADDITION OF NAMEs To: 569.
COMMITTEES:

Agricultural Industries, Encouragement of: M. for

Sol. Com. (Mr. Foster) 74.
Debates, Official Rep.: M. for Com. to Supervise, 28.
Hudson Bay, Navigation of: M. for Sol. Com. (Mr.

Royal) 203.
Library: M. for Joint Com. to assist -Mr. Speaker, 31.
Mining and Motallurgy: M. for Sol. Com. (Mr. Hall),

515.
Printing: M. for Joint Com. of both Houses, 31.
Select Standing: M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 2; M. for

Com. to prepare Lists, 28; Lists prosented, 29;

conc. in, 31.

Commons, House of, Election of Members of,
consolidation Act Amt. B. No. 5 (Mr. Cameron,
Huron). 1°*, 28; wthdn., 1290.

COMMONS. See f"lousE oF COMMONS."
COMMITTEE oN TARIFF AND AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS, Ex.

PENSES op: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 132.

COMPTROLLER, N. W. MOUNTED POLIOE: Reference to, in
Com. of sup., 840..
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CONCURRENCE. See "SUPPLY."
CONFEDERATION, EXPENDITURE FOR PUBLIC WORKS SINCE: M.

for Stmnt. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 161.
CONFEDERATION, IsTORICAL PICTURE COMMEMORATING: in

Com. of Sup., 1309.
CONSOLIDATED FUND, RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE CHARGU-

ABLE To: Ms. for Rets.* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28,
140, 1200.

CONSOLIDATED STATUTES, EXPENSES: in Com. of Sup., 1202;
conc., 1453.

Consolidated Ry. Act, 1879, Amt. B. No. 52 (Mr.
Mulock). 1°*, 131; 2°, 460 ; wthdn., 986.

Consolidated Ry. Act further Act Amt. B. No.
135 (Sir Charles Tupper). 1°, 1322; 2° m., 1576; 2°
and in Com., 1577; 3° m., 1591 ; recom., 1594; 30*,
1595. (47 Vic., c. 11.)

CONSOLIDATEDI RY. ACT, 1879, RY. Co.'s RETURNS UNDER: M.
for Ret.* (Mr. Blake) 66.

CONsOLIDATIoN OF THE STATUTES. See "Statutes."
CONSOLIDATION OF STATUTES, APPOII4TMENT OF A FRENCH

CANADIAN-: Ques. (1r. Landry, Montmagny) 73.
CONSOLIDATED STATUTES, CosT oF TYPE, &C.: in Com. of Sup.,

1379; cone., 1464.
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT, 1.C.R.: in Com. of Sup., 1344.
CONTINGENCIES, &c., ARTILLERY AND RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS,

&u.: i Comd. of Sup., 1158.
CONTINGENCIES, DEPARTMENTAL: in Com. of Sup., 843.
Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, Act

Amt. B. No. 12 (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 1°, 40; Order
for 20 read., 80-; 2° m (Mr Casgrain) 292; 2° and ref.
to Sel. Com., Z94; M. for Com. of W., 813 ; in Com.,
815 ; killed in Com. of W., 819; M. to restore to Order
Pap. neg. (Y. 59, N. 96) 820.

CONTROVERTED ELECTIONR. Sce "Elections," tnd reppective
DisLricts-; aiso "IlioUs E cF COMMONs."

Copyrights Act Amt. B. No. 113 (Mr. Béchard).
1°*, 655.

CORBETT, JIOHN, EMPLOYMENT OF: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 199.
CORN AND CoRN MEAL, IMPORTS AND EXPORTS: M. for Ret.

(Air. Paterson, Brant) 36.
Corn Exchange Association, Toronto, and

Board of Trade amalg. B. No. 14 (Mr. Beaty).
1Q*, 43; 2°*, 88; in Com. and 3°¥, 504. (47 Vic., c.

46.)
ÇORNWALL AN]) PERTH RY. SUBeIDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1445 ; in Com., 1507.
COTTON DUCK, DRAWBACIC ON: M. for Ret. (Mr. Kirk) 624.
COUNTY JUDGE OF ELGIN, CHARGES AGAINST-: M. for copies

of Pets. (Mr. Wilson) 59. See "Hughes."
COUNTY COURT JUDGES, TRAVELLING EXPENSES OF: QUes.

(Mr. Vail) 603.
Cox, Mr., POsTMASTER AT WHEATLEY, CHARGES AGAINST: M.

for Rep. (Mr. Lister) 604.
CRANE ISLAND, WHARF AT: M. for Ret. (Mr. Casgrain) 516;

Ques., 736.
Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, Further

Act Amt. B. No. 96 (Mr. Robertson, Bamilton).
10*, 457.

Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. No. 3
(Mr. Cameron, Huron). 10*, 27 ; 2° m., 93 ; Amt. (Mr.

Tupper) 6 m. h., 93; neg. (Y. 53, N. 100) 97; 2°, 97;
ref. to Sel. Com. on a div., 98; M. for Com. of W., 271;
in Com., 285, 669; Amt. (Mr. Bossi) that Com. rise,
agreed to, 671; M. to restore to Order Paper, 705; neg.
(Y. 63, N. 87) 708.

Criminal Cases, P r o o e d ur e in, Indictable
Offences, B. No. 98 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton),
10*, 457.

Criminal Law Amt. B. No. 127 (Mr. Cameron,
Huron). 10, 1053.

Criminal Law Amt., Incest, Punishment of,
B. No. 2 (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 10*, 27; 2° m.,
79; 2°, 92; M. to ref. to Sel. Com. 97; M. for Com. of
W., 819.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c., B. No. 6
(Mr. Charlton). 1°*, 28; 20 m., 141; in Com., 286;
Amt. (Mr. Charlton) to recom. agreed to (Y. 79, N. 70)
666; Amt. (Mr. Foster) to recom., 666; M. (Sir John
A. Macdonald) to adjn. deb., 668; agreed to (Y. 96,
N. 63) 669; rsmd., 980; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Bosse)
6 m. h., neg. (Y. 69, N. 74) 980; Amt. (Mr. Foster)
neg. and 30, 980; killed in Sen.

Criminal Law Amt., unguarded and exposed
holes, openings, &c., in the Ice 3. No. 97
(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton). 1°*, 457.

Criminal Laws, Extension to B. C., B. No.
132 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 1320; 2° and in,
Com., 1581; 3°*, 1583. (47 VFic., c. 41.)

CRIMINAL STATISTICS: in Com. of Sup., 1089.

CUBA, CoMMERCIAL TREATY WITH: M. for O. C., &c. (Mr.

Blake) 57.
CULLING TIMBER, MJýNTiREAL AND QUEBEC: in Com. Of

Sup., 1317; cone., 1457.
CUMBERLAND CoAL AND RAILWAY Co. See " Spring Hill."

CUMBERLAND, SEAT FOR. See "Minister of Railways."

Customs Act, 1883, Amt. B. No. 123 (Mr. Bowell).
10, 885; 2°, 1059; in Com., 1060; 3°*, 1129. (47 Vic.,

c. 29.)
OTJSTOMS:

Amherstburg Custom House, Sale of Land for: U. for
Ret.* (Mr. Lister) 83.

Appraisers: Ques. (Mr. Gault) 285.
Brassard and Bushell, Services of, at Windsor: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 508.
Collector at Napanee: M. for Papers and Cor. (Mr.

Allison, Lennox) wthdn., 208.
Corn and Corn Meal, Imports and Exports: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Paterson) 36.
Dept. of: in Com. of Sup., 841.
Drawbacks, Claims for, on Goods manufactured for Ex-

port.: M. for copies (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 38.
Examination of Baggage at St. Vincent: Ques. (Mr.

Hesson) 1444.
Excise Duties collected on Intoxicating Liquors Im-

ported: M. for Ret.* (Mr. McCraney) 67.
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Froight Charges, Duty on: M. for O. C. (Mr. Blake) 82.
Grinding in Bond: M. for O. C., &c. (Mr. Blake) 53.
Imports, Stmnt. of: M. for Ret. (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) 28.
Jacques, Jas. H., Appointment of: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Irvine) 218.
Officials, Increase of, at Ports in Inverness, N. S.: M. for

Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Inverness) 462.
Port Mulgrave as an Out-port: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 285.
Pine and Spruce Logs, Export Duty on: Ques. (Mr.

Vail) 655.
St. Croix Cotton Factory, Importation of Machinery

for: M. for Stmut. (Mr. Innes) 808.
Salaries, &c., of the several Ports: in Com. of Sup.,

1316; conc., 1456, 1464.
Windsor Custom House, Appointments in: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Patterson, Essex) 508.
[See "DRAwBACKS."]

DALHoUsIE BRANCH, INTERCOL. Ry.: in Com. of Sup., 1344.
DANGEROUS WEAPONS, CARRYING OF : Quos. (Mr. McMullen)

45 9.
D'ANJOU, JOsEPH, CLAIM OF: Ques. (Mr. Billy) 798.
DALTON, Mr , TRANsFER or: in Com, of Sup., 841.

DEBATFS, OFFICIAL REPORTING OF: Com. to Supervise ap-

pointcd, 28; names added, 43; Translatiou of: Ques.

(Mr. Lesage) 86; M. to conc. in First Rep., 260 ; Second

Rep. prosented, 704; M. to conc. in, 833 ; Third and

Fourth Reps. presented, 1022; M. to conc. in, 1100;
Fifth Rop. presented, 1240; M. to conc. in, 1270; Amt.

(Mr. Auger) neg. (Y. 61, N. 101) 1271; in Com. of
Sup., 1340.

DE BEAUJEAU, Mr. R.: Notification of Resignation of (Mr.

Sjeaker) 1.
Debtors, Insolvent, Assets of, B. No. 71 (Mr.

Curran). 1°*, 162.
DEEDS, REGISTRATION OF IN THE N, W.: prop. Res. (Sir John

A. Macdonald) 1635.
DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS, PUBLICATION OF, IN NEwsPAPERs

remarks (Mr. Blake) 141.

DEPARTMENTAL OFFicERs IN B. C.: M. for Stmnt. (Mr.
Baker, Victoria) 514.

Department of Marine and Fisheries B. No. 140
(Mr. McLelan). 1°*, 1386; 2° and in Com., 1602; 3°

m., 1609; Amt. 6 m. h. (Sir Richard Cartwright) neg.
(Y. 54, N. 100) 109; 30 on same div. reversed, 1609.
(47 Vic., c. 18.)

DEPOSITS OF GOVT. MoiiEY IN BANKs : M. for Stmnt.* (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 28.
DERBY STATION AND INDIANTOWN (I. C. R.) SUBsIDY: prop.

Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1510.
DESERTERs FBOM U. S. ARMY, ARRESTED ON CANADIAN TER.

RITORY: M. for Ret. (Mr. Guillet) 86; M. for Cor.*

( Mr. Charlton) 1200.
DEWDNEY, LIEUT.-Gov., ABSENCE OF: M. for O. C., &c. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) 517.
DINGMAN, Mr.: Reference to, in Com. of Sup., 841.

DISALLOWANCE OF PROVINCIAL ACTS, &c.: M. for O. C., &c.

(Mr. Mulock) 42.
Disputed Territory, Dom. of Can. and Prov. of

Ont., B. No. 144 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*-;
2Q and in Com., 1634; 30*, 1645. (47 Vic., c. 24.)

DISPUTED TERRITORY: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Blake) 88; on M.
for 3° of B. 144 (Mr. Dawson) 1640.

Distribution of Insolvents' Estates, B. No. 79
(Mr. Beaty). 1°*, 198.

DIVISIONS:
British Columbia, Agreement with, B. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper) on M. for 30, Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Homer)
neg. (Y. 29, N. 121) 1176,

Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan B. 101 (Sir Charles Tupper):
on M. for Com. on Res., Amt. for Select Com. to
enquire into condition of Co. (Mr. Cameron, -Huron)
359, neg. (Y. 62, N. 132) 414; Amt. 6 m. h.
(-Mr. Vail) 415; Amt. to Amt. respecting Subsi-
dies to Provinces (Mr. Blake) 418, nog. (Y. 62,
N. 137) 454; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Vail) nog. (Y. 63,
N. 136) 454; on M to conc. in Ros, Amt. Linos

south of (. P. R. in Manito ba (M1r. Watson) 473,
neg. (Y. 49, N. 112) 495; AmL. restricting Co. as
to Terminus (Mr. Weldon) 497, neg. (Y. 41, N.
104) 503; on M..(Sir John A. MarhniN) for P. fo
tako precedence (Y. 11:2, N. 47) 5à4 > M. for 2°
carried (Y. 111, N. 52) 535; Amt. plodging Securi-
ties and Railways to Govt. as additional socurity
(Mr. Blake) nog. (Y. 58, N. 122) 569 ; Amt., Con-
tracts to be lot conditionally and on approval of
Govt,, neg. on same div., 569; Amt., Exponditure
subject to audit of Auditor-Gon., nog. on samo div.,
569; 3° agreed to on samo div. reversed, 569.

Canada Temperance Act, 1878, Amt. B. 13G (.<ir John A.
Macdonald) : on M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Ives) nog. (Y.

55, N. 93) 1621.
Central Ontario Ry. Co.'s B. 73 (Mr. Platt): on M. for

30, Amt. (Mr. White, Hastings) neg. (Y. 60, N. 91)
1214.

Contracts, Public, Fraud in relation to, B. 12 (Mr. Cas-
grain) : M. to restore to Order Paper, neg. (Y. 59,
N. 96) 820.

Criminal Cases, Law of Evidence in, B. 3 (Mr. Cameron,
Huron): on M. for 2°, Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Tupper)
neg. (Y. 53, N. 100) 97 ; M. for Com. agi eed to (Y.
86, N. 81) 284; M. to restore to Order Paper (Mr.
Cameron, Euron) neg. (Y. 63, N. 87) 708.

CriminalLaw Amt., Incest, &c. B. 2 (Mr. Cameron, Hu-
ron): M. for Com. of W., 818; nog. (Y. 65, N. 86)
819.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c. B. 6 (Mr. Charlton)
M. to recom. agreed to (Y. 79, N. 70) 666; M.
to adjn. deb. (Sir John A. Macdonald) agreed to
(Y. 96, N. 63) 669; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Bossé) nog.
(Y. 69, N. 74) 980.

Cumberland, Seat for; Res. (Mr. Blake) 547; Amt. to
ref. to Com. on Priv. and Elec. (Sir John A. Mac-
donald) 549 ; carred (Y. 122, N. 57) 566.
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Debates, Official Rep.: on MX. to conc. in Fifth lRep. of
Com., Amt. (Mr. Auqer) neg. (Y. 61, N. 101) 1271.

Dual Representation B. 13 (Mr. Ouimet) : M. for 2° neg.
(Y. 59, N. 102) 144, 145.

Exchange Bank of Canada.: Res. censuring Govt. (Sir
Richard Cartwright) neg. (Y. 60, N. 97) 161.

Graham, John, Divorce B. 107 (Mr. Jamieson) : M. for
20 agreed to (Y. 83, N. 65) 665 ; M. for 3° agreed
to (Y. 84, N. 56) 979, 980.

Riigh Commissioner to Eng/and: Res. in Amt. to Com. of
Sup. ( Mr. Mills)ineg. (Y. 51, N. 95) 1046.

Immigration and Emigration: Res;. in Amt. to Com.
of Sup. (Mr. Paterson, Brant) neg. (Y. 50, N.
101) 1088.

Independence of Parliament Act Amt. B. 111 (Sir John
A. Macdonald): on M. for leave to introduce, Amt.
(Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 55, N. 101) 624; Main Motion
agreed toon same div. reversed, 625; M. for 2° agreed
to (Y. 105, N. 56) 878; on M. for 30, Amt., (Mr.
Blake) neg. (Y.58, N. 117) 1418 ;Amt. (Mr. Fisher)
neg. on same div., 1449; 30 on same div. reversed,
1449.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. 143 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald): on M. for 3°, A m t. (Mr McCraney) agreed

to (Y, 75, N. 62) 1636; Amt. (Mr. Girouard) nog.
(Y. 49, N. 88) 1636.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Mr. Houde's M. to repeal:
Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for precedence (Sir
John A. Macdonald) neg. (Y. 70, N. 102) 824; Amt.
Ques. of competency of Parit. to pass Act referred
to Supreme Court or Privy Council (Sir Hector
Langevin) 937; agreed to (Y. 117, N. 63) 963,
904.

Marine and Fisheries Dept. B. 140 (Mr. McLelan): on
M. for 3°, Amt. 6 m. h. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
nog. (Y. 54, N. 100) 1609.

Mousseau, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, to the Bench: M.
for Papers, &c. (Mr. Laurier) 133; neg. (Y. 47, N.
89) 140.

North-West Grievances: Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup.
(Mr. Cameron, Euron) neg. (Y. 57, N. 116) 1157.

Orange, Loyal, Association of British America incorp. B.
93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria): M. for 20, neg. (Y. 68,
N. 105) 931.

Prohibition of the Liquor Traîc.: on prop. Res. ( Mr.
Poster) Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) neg. (Y.
55, N. 107) 1221; Main Motion, as amended,
agreed to (Y. 122, N. 40) 1126.

Privileges and Elections: M. to cone. in First Rep. of
Com. agreed to (Y. 107, N. 55) 1291.

Public Expenditure: Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup.
(Mr. Charlton) neg. (Y. 57, N. 111) 1333.

Reciprocity: Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (31r.
Davies) neg. (Y. 60, N. 105) 1190.

Section B, C. P. R., Award of Arbitrators to contractors:
conc. in. Res. rep. from Com. of Sup. agreed to
(Y. 82, N. 34) 1651.

DIJISIONS-Continued.
Subsidies to Rys., autherization B. 147 (Sir Charles Tup-

per) : on M. to conc. in Res., Amt. (Mr. Blake)
1530; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Auger) 1552; neg. (Y.
56, N. 110) 1572; Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 55,
N. 111) 1573; Amt. (Mr. Laurier) 1574; neg. (Y.
52, N. 109) 1576; Main Motion agreed to (Y. 128,
N. 35) 1576.

Ways and Means: on cono., Amt. respecting duty on
Crockery, &c. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 17, N. 39) 797.

Divorce, John Graham, B. No. 107 (Air. Jamie-
son). 11 on a div., 580; 2° agreed to (Y. 85, N. 65)
665; in Com. on a div., 979; 3° agreed to (Y. 84, N.
56) 980. (47 Tic. c. 107.)

DoMINION ARBITRATORS, CLAI3Is BEFORE: Ques. (Mr. Landry,
Montmagny) 260, 965.

DomINIoN ARBITRATORS, PETS. OF E. GossELIN AND L. & C.
CHABOT: M. for copies* (Mr. Amyot) 28; E. Dorion*
(Mr. Belleau) 88 ; M. Leclerc1g, 88.

DoMINION EXHIBITION: in COm. Of Sup., 1093; Ques. (Mr.
Gault) 1215.

DoMINION GRANGE, MEMORIAL oF : M. for copy, &c.Y (Mr.
Casey) 1201.

Dominion Lands Act, 1878, Amt. B. No. 138
(Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 1386; prop. Res. 1590;
2° and in Com., 1622; 30*, 1640. (47 Vic., c. 25.)

DOMINION LANDS:
Agents for Assiniboia and Calgary: Ques. (Mr. Cam-

eron, Buron) 27.
Agricultural, Mineral, Timber and Pasture Lands and

Town Sites, Sales since 1881: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Charlton) 78.

Coal Lands, Sale of; in the N.W.: M. for Stmnt.* (Mir.
Blake) 71.

C. P. R., Homestead and Preemption, South of: M. for
O. C.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 79.

Claims, Settlement of: in Com. of Sup., 1385.
Claims, Settlement of, in Man. B. No. 150

(Sir John A. Macdonald). 10*, 1586; 2°*, in Com.
and 3°*, 1640. (41 Vic., c. 26.)

Colonization Plans, Nos. 1 and 2, Applications under :
M. for Ret.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.

Examiner under Act at Brandon : Ques. (Mr. Suther-
land, Selkirk) 1109.

Homesteads, Entries for: M. for Rets.*(Mr.Charlton) 78.
Homestead and Preemption,Withdrawal of Lands from

south of main line o. P. R., Settlers and Squatters',
Claims, &c.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 79.

In Com. of Sup., 1384, 1385.
Jack Head River Timber Limits: M. for Cor.* (Mr.

.Mitchell) 1201.
Lakes Huron and Superior, Region North of : M. for

Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 967.
Land Companies. See respective headings.
Mile Belt, Wthdr]. of Homestead and Preemption Lands

within : M. for O. C.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 19.
Pasture Land Leases, grantedin 1883: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Økarlton) 78.
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Region North of Lake Superior: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Dawson) 967.

Regina, Moose Jaw, &c., Town Reserves, Withdrawal of,
from Homestead and Preemption: M. for Ret.*
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 75.

Regulations respecting Agricultural, Timber, Pasture,
Mineral Lands and Town Sites: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Charlton) 78.

Sales, during 1883, total acres, average price, and
amount: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.

Sales, Purchases and Rebate: M. for Ret. (Mr. Living-
stone) 523.

Sales, within C. P. R.Belt: M. for Rot. (Mr. Wright) 77.
Settlers' Lands, Payments on: Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 57.
Settlers' or Squatters' Claims on Town Reserves along

line of C. P. R.: M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
75; within Mile Belt,*y 79.

Supply Farm No. 20, Fish Creek, Sale of: Ques. (Mr.
Cameron, Huron) 27; Ms. for Rets., 44, 48; Ques.,
285.

Supply Farm, Pincher Creek: Ques., 200; M. for O. C.
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 617.

Surveys, Man. and N. W. T. in 1 883, acres: M. for Ret.*
(Mr. Charlton) 78.

Timber Lands or Limits sold since March, 1883, near
Bow River: Ques, (Mr. Jackson) 73; M. for Ret., 90.

Timber Licenses, Cancellation of, on Indian Reserves:
M. for copies of 0. C. (Mr. Blake) 51.

Town Reserves in the N. W. T. : M. for Rot. (Mr. Came-
ron, Huron) 75.

Town Site Reservation ut Fort MacLeod: M. for O. C.
&c.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 624.

Town Sites, Sale of : M. for Ret,* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
DOMINIoN RIFLE AssoCIATION: in Com. of Sup., 1159,

1160.
DoMINION POLICE: in Com. of Sup., 997, 1338.
DOMINION, PUBLIC DEBT OF THE: Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 736.
DoMINION EXPENDITURE: Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (Mr.

Charlton) 1332; neg. (Y. 57, N. 111) 1333.
DOMINION STATUTEs, DISTRIBUTION OF: Ques. (Mr. Amyot)

797.
DOMINION SUBsIDY TO QUEBEC: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Laurier)

1200. See " Subsidies."
DOMINION STEAMERS:

Inspector's Reps. upon Steamers St. Lawrence, Prince of
Wales and Northern Light: M. for copies (Mr.
Davies) 59.

Maintenance, &c. : in Com. of Sup., 1227.

O'Brien, Jotham, Contract, &c. for building Princess
LouWise: M. for copy (Mr. Weldon) 35; amount paid
on same, &c , M. for Stmnt.,* 623.

Princess Louise, Steamer to replace, Tenders, &c., 'M.
for copies* (Air. Weldon) 820.

Scott, Capt. R. M., Rep. of, on loss of Princeu Louise:
M. for copy (Mr. Weldon) 40.

Sir James Douglas, Steamer, Expenditure on : Ms. for

Stmnts. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 514; Officers and
11

DOMINION STEAMERS-Continued.
Crew, Rank, Pay, &c., 514; Repairs, &c., M. for

Cor.*, 1200; in Com. of Sup., 1227.
DoNALDSsN, Mr., APPOINTMENT OF: in Com. of Sup., 833.
DORION, EUSTACEE, CLAIM OF: M. for copy* (Mr. Belleau)

88.
DORCHESTER PENITENTIARY: in Com. of Sup., 1000.

DRAWBACKS :
Cotton Duck used for Sails, Amounts paid and to whom:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Kirk) 624.
Goods manufactured for Export, Claims presented:

M. for copies (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 38.
Goods required by C. P. R., Claims : M. for Cor. (Mr.

Blake) 53.
Shipbuilding Materials, Claims presented: M. for

Stmnt.* (Mr. Weldon) 67.
Sugar, refined in Canada, Memorial, &c., asking for:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon) 67.
Wheat, Flour, &c. : M. for copies of Claims (Mr. Pater-

son, Brant) 38.
DREDGEs AND DUMPING SCows. M. for Ret.* (Mr. Jackson)

1201.
DREDGES AND TUG, CONSTRUCTION OF : Ques. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) 603.
DRILL PAY AND INCIDENTAL EXPENSEs: in COm. of Sup.,

1098.
DRILL INSTRUCTION, ALLOWANCE FOR: in Com. of Sup., 1096.
DRILL SHED, MONTREAL, CONTRACT FOR REBUILDING: Ques.

(Mr. Bernier) 966 ; M. for copies, 1201.
DRILL SHEDS AND RIFLE RANGES: in Com. of Sup., 1160.

DRY DocK, B.C.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Blake) 79.
Dual Representation Repeal B. No. 13 (Mr. Oui-

met). 1°*, 40; 4. for 2° neg. (Y. 59, N. 102) 144.
DUART, POSTMASTER AT: M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 509 ; Ques.,

1053; Complaints against appointmont: M. for Pet.,*
1201.

DUCKETT, MRs. EDWARD, REVOTE: in Com. of Sup., 1343.

DUTY ON FREIGHT CHARGES: M. for O. C. (Mir. Blake) 82.
DUVAL, G., PRÉCIS WRITER, SUPREME COURT: in Com. of

Sup., 1474.
DYKE, Mr., EMIGRATION AGENT: in Com. of Sup., 1305, 1408.

Eastern Extension Ry., Acquisition of, B. No.
125 (Sir Charles 7upper). Res. prop., 825; M. for
Com., 878; in Com., 883; conc. in and 1°* of B., 987;
2°, in Com. and 3°, 1131. (47 Vic., c. 5.)

Eastern Railway Co. of Can. B. No. 63 (Mr.
Macmaster). 1°*, 162; 2°*, 542; wthdn.

ELLSWORTH, ARREST oF, Bf U. S. SOLD1ERS: M. for Ret.
(.Mr. Guillet) 86.

ELEVATOR AT HALIFAX: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 603.

ELECTORAL FRANCHISES, ASSIMILATIoN OF. See " Franchise."

Electoral Franchise B. No. 7 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald). 10, 31.

Election of Members to House of Commons
consolidation Act Amt. B. No. 5 (Mr. Cameron,
Huron). 1°*, 28; wthdn., 1290.
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ELECTIONS, CONTROVERTED:

Albert: Judge's Rep., 1.
Berthier: Judgment of Supreme Court, 1443.
Bothwell: Judgment of Supreme Court, 524.
Huron, West: Judge's Rep., 1.
Kent Ont.: Judge's Rep., 1; Election and Return of

Member, 198.
Lennox: Judge's Rep., 1.
Lunenburg: Judge's Rep., 1.
Megantic: Judgment of Supreme Court, 1321.
Middlesex, West: Judge's Rep., 1.
Montcalm: Judgment of Supreme Court, 337.
Simcoe, South: Judge's .Rep., 1.
Soulanges: Judgment of Supreme*Court, 735.

ELGIN, COUNTY JUDGE OF: M for copies of Pets. (Mr. Wil-
son) 59; remarks, 967; Ques., 1109; on M. for Com. of
Sup., 1215.

ELGIN RoAD STATION, L'ISLET: Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 199.
EMIGRANT BUILDING AND QUARANTINE AT LÉVI&: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Laurier) 90.
EMIGRANT SHEDS AT VICTORIA, B.C.: Ques. (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 336.
EMIGRATION STATISTICS, CANADA AND U. S. : M. for Cor.*

(Mr. Charlton) 1199.
ENGLAND, EXPENSES OF MEMBERS OF GOVT. IN: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Somerville, Brant) 66.
ENGINEERS, INSPECTING, C. P. R., SALARIES AND EXPENSES:

in Com. of Sup., 1348.
Engineers Licenses, Reduction of Fees, Steam-

boat Inspection Act Amt. B. No. 121 (Mr.
McLelan). Res. prop. and in Com., 765; 1°* of B.
766; 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 1058. (47 Vic., c. 20.)

« ENTERPRISE," Loss or THE. See 4«Lakes Huron and
Superior."

ERIE AND HURON RY. Co., SUB1Dsr To: prop. Res. (Sir
Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1507.

ESCREAT, MATTERS OF, SHORTHAND WRITERs' NOTES, &c.: K.
for copies (Mr. Blake) 74.

ESPLANADE, EXTENSION. See Toronto.

ESQUIMALT AND NANAIMo Ry.: Ques. (Mr. Gordon) 85.
Esquimalt Graving Dock B. No. 126 (Sir Charles

Tupper). Res. prop., 67 ; M. for Com .,1023 ; in Com.
and 1°* of B., 1039; 2°* and in Com., 1137 ; 3° m.,
1171 ; Amt. (Mr. Gordon) 1172; neg., 1176: 30*, 1176.
(47 Vic., c. 6.)

ESSAYa, &0., ON AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: M. for copies

of Pets. (Mr. Gigault) 33.
ESTIMATES, THE: Mess. from His Ex. transmitting Same

for 1884-85, 145; ref. to Com. of Sup., 145; Suppl.
Est., 1883-84, 1240; Suppt Est., 1884-85, 1439;
Further Suppl. Est., 1884-85, 1576.

EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS, PORT OP LANDING OP': Ques. (Mr.
Landry, Montmagny) 89.

Evidence, Law of, in Criminal Cases B. No. 3
(Mr. Cameron, Huron). 1°*, 27; 2° m., 93 ; Amt. 6 m.
h. (Mr. Tupper) 93 ; neg. (Y. 53, N. 100) 97 ; 2°, 97 ;
ref. to Sel. Com. on a div., 98 ; M. for Com. of W., 271;

Evidence, Law of-Continued.
in Com., 285, 669 ; Amt. that Com. rise, (Mr. Boué)
agreed to, 671; M. to restore to Order Paper, 705; neg.
(Y. 63, N. 87) 708.

Evidence in Criminal Cases, Law of, further
Act Amt. B. No. 96 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton).
1°*, 457.

EXA MINER IUNDER DOM. LANDS ACT AT BRANDON: QueS.
(Mr. Sutherland, &Slkirk) 1109.

ExoHANGE BANK, GOVT. DEPOSITS IN: M. for Stmnt.
(Sir Richard Cartwright) 35 ; Res. censuring Govt.
155; ueg. (Y. 60, N. 97) 161.

ExOHANGE BANK, SEOURITY FOR ADVANCE TO; Ques. (.Mr.
Bolton) 199, 261, 336.

ExoIsE OFFICERS AT PERTH AND QUzEBz: Ques. (Mr.
Landry, Montmagny) 132.

EXC08E, SALARIES, &C., oF OFFICIES AND I1NSPECTORS. in
Com. of Sup., 1316, 1608.

Excursions, Sunday, Prevention of, B. No. 112
(Mr. Charlton). 1°*, 655.

EXHIBITION. &e respective headinge.
EXPENDITURES FOR PUBLIO WORKS IN EACH OF THE PROVS.

SINE JCONFEDERATION; M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Landiy,
Montmagny) 161.

EXPENDITURE, DEPTL., ON SESSIONAL RETURNs: M. for

Stmnt. (Mr. Blake) 83.
EXPENDITURE, PUBLIC: ReS. in Amt. to Com. of Sap. (Mr.

Charlton) 1322; (Sir Leonard Iilley) 1326 ; (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 1328; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1332; neg.
(Y. 57, N. 111) 1333.

EXPIRING LAwS : Sol. Standing Com. on, 30.
EXPLORATORY EXPEDITION To BUDSoN BAY AND STRAITS:

Ques. (Mr. Orton) 132. See "Hudson Bay."
EXPORT DUT'Y ON PINE AND SPRUCE LoGs Ques. (Mr. Vail)

655.
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS, STMNT. or, distinguishing products

of Canada from those of other Countries: Ms. for Rets.*
(Sir Richard Cartwright) 28, 1200.

EXPORTS, SUMMARY STMNT. OF: M. tor Ret.* (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 28.

EXPRESS Co.'S AGREEMENT WITH INTERCOL. RT.: M. for Cor.
(Mr. Weldon) 77.

FABRE, Hon. HIECTOR, RETENTION OF SERVICES: Ques. (,
Casgrain) 337; Salary and Contingencies: in j.
Sup., 1203; conc., 1453.

FACTORY AcT AMT.: Reference to, in Speech from the
Throne, 2.

FACTORY BILL, COR. WITH TRE MANUFACTURERS' AssoCIATION
oR TRADES AND LABoUR COUNCIL: M. for copies, &c.
(Mr. Blake) 82.

Pactories, definition of Offences against per-
sons employed in, B. No. 106 (Bir Leonard Til.
ley). 1°, 524; wthdn., 1627.

FAIRFORD RIVER, LJAKL MAN., IMPROVEMENT OF: M. for
Reps. (Mr. Orton) 208.

FALOONiR, JAMEs, FOR LAND DAmAGzs, INTIROOL. UR. : in

Com. of Sup., 1346.
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Felonies and Misdemeanours Law, extension to FORESTR EXHIBITION AT EDINBURGH: QUes. (Mr. Landry,

Manitoba B. N o. 133 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*,
1321; 2° and in Com., 1581; 39*, 1583. (47' ic., c. 41.)

Felonies and Misdemeanours, Speedy Trial of,
B. No. 99 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton). 1°*, 457.

FERGUsoN, WM., PURCHASE OF LAND, INTEROOL. RlT.: in
Com. of Sup., 1347.

Ferries, respecting, B. No. 115 (Mr. Patterson, Es-
sex). 1°¥, 736.

FEaRY OR BRIDGE AT QUEBEC, INTERCOL. RY.: Ques. (Mr.
Landry, Montmagny) 86.

FINANCE MINISTER'S MISSION TO ENG.: M. for Papers (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 86.

FINANCE, DEPT. OF, AND TREAsURr BOARD: in Com. of Sup.,
841.

FISH CREEK, SUPPLY FARx No. 20 : M. for Rot. (Mr.
Cameron, Huron) 44. See " Dominion Lands."

FISHERIES :
Amts. to Fishery Act, Pets. for : M. to ref. to Sel. Com.

(Mr. O'Brien) 299.
Award and Claims of P. E. I. : Res. (Mr..Davies) 1273 ;

Deb. (Mr. Brecken) 1277; (Mr. Mclntyre) 1278 ;
(Mr. Tupper) 1279 ; (Mr. Hackett) 1280.

Bounty, Claims paid under: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr.
Fortin) 140.

Bounty in aid of: M. for Stmat.* (Mr. Robertson, Skel-
burne) 67.

Bounty, Payment of: Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
603; (Mr. McIsaac) 655 ; Distributica of: in
Com. of Sup., 1869 ; conc., 1617.

Exhibition. See "International."
In Com. of Sup., 1234, 1369; conc., 1617.
Ogden, Alfred, Employment of: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 798;

(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 965.
Overseer for Digby Co. : Ques. (Mr. Vail) 89.
Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &c.: in Com. of Sup.,

1234.
Regulations under Act Prohibiting Fishing in Ont.

Waters: M. for Ret. (Mr. Mulock) 71 ; Fines
under: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Somerville, Brant)
201.

Washington Treaty, Fishery Clauses of the : M. for
Ret.* (Mr. Davies) 1200.

"FITZGERALD," Loss OF THE BARQUE: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Jackson) 521.

FLAG TREATY, U. S. AND SPAIN: on M. for Com. of Sup. (Mr.
Vail) 1361.

FLoUR AND WEAT, IMPORTS AND ExPORTS: M. for Rot. (fr.
Paterson, Brant) 38.

Food and Drugs, &dulteration of, Act Amt. B.
No. 109 (Mr. Costigan). 1°, 598; wthdn., 1057.

Food and Drugs, Adulteration of, prevention
B. No. 114 (Mr. Costigan). 1°*, 655; 21> m., 1132;
20, 1137; Res. prop. (Public Analysts) 1215; in Com.,
1244; M. for Com. on B., 1244; point of Order (Mr.
Blake) 1244; ruling (Mr. Speaker) 1246; in Com.,
1246; recom, and 3°*, 1294. (47 Tic., c. 34.)

Montmagny) 260.
Fortifications and Military Buildings, B. No.

124 (Sir Hector Langevin). 1°, 965; 2°, 1061; in
Comi., 1063 ; 3°*, 1129. (47 Vic., c. 17.)

FORTIFICATIONS, SCHOOL OF GUNNERY AND MILITIA, B. C.:
Ques. (31r. Baker, Victoria) 285.

FORT MACLEOD AND MEDICINE fIAT MAIL SERVICE: Ques.
(Mr. Trow) 506.

FORT àIACLEOD, PUBLIC BUILDINGS AT: Ques. (Mr. Trow)
506; M. for O. C., &c.* (Mr. Cameron, Buron) 619;
Town Site Reservation, 624.

FORT SIMPSON, INDIAN TRoUBLES: M. for Cor. (Mr. Shake-
speare) 83.

FORT WILLIAM INDIAN RESERVE, CANCELLATION oF TIMBER
LICENSES: M. for 0.0. (Mr. Blake) 51.

FRANCE AND CANADA, POSTAL OaDEaS BETWEEN: Ques.
(.Mr. Houde) 967.

FRANCE AND QUEBEC SUBVENTION: in Com. of Sup., 1300.
FRANCE, COMMERCIAL TREATY WITH: M. for O.C., &c. (Mr.

Blake) 57.
FRANCHISES, ELECTORAL, ASSIMILATIoN OF: BefereDCe to in

Speech from the Throne, 2.

Franchise, Electoral, B. No. 7 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald). 1°, 31.

Fraud in relation to Public Contracts Act
Amt. B. No. 12 (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 1°, 40;
Order for 2° read, 80; 2° m. (Mr. Casgrain) 292; 2°
and ref. to Sel. Com., 294; M. for Com. of W., 813;
in Com., 815; killed in Com. of W., 819; M. to restore
to Order Paper neg. (Y. 59, N. 96) 820.

Fraud, Prevention of, in Sale of Agricultural
Fertilizers, B. No. 38 (Mr. Massue). Res. and
V of B., 88 ; 2° and ref. to Sol. Com., 294; in Com. of
W. and 30*, 669. (47 Vic., c. 37.)

Fraud, Prevention of, in Sale of Patent Rights
B. No. 26 (Mr. Mulock). 10, 71; 20 and ref. to Sel.
Com., 145; in Com. of W., 285; 3°, 460. (47 Vic., c.
38.)

FREIGHT CHARGES ON INTEROL. RY.: M. for Stmnt. (Mr.
Innes) 807.

FREIGHT CHARGES, DUTY ON: M. for 0. C. (Mr. Blake) 82.
FRENCH REPREBENTATION IN THE SENATE : Ques. (Mr. Tassé)

1549.
FRONTIER POLICE, SOUTH-WESTERN ONTAMO: QueS. (Mr.

Baggart) 1054.
FUNDED DEBT, 1883 (C. P. R LOAN): QUeS. (Mr Patr0n,

Brant) 337.
GABOURY, J. E., CHARGES AGAINST: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Béchard) 1199.
GALOPS CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1051.
GALT, Mr. JUSTICE: Rep. on Kent Controverted Eleo.

tion, 1.
GALT, Sir A. T., CLAIMS OR ALLOWANCES ON AC001UNT OF, AB

HIGH COmmISSIoNER : M. for copies of Cor., &c. (2ir.

Blake)..56.
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Gananoque, Perth and James' Bay Ry. Co.
Incorp. B. No. 58.(Mr. Taylor). 1°*, 141; 2°*,
199; in Com. and 3°*, 603. (47 Vic., c. 83.)

Gas and Gas Meters, Inspection of, Acts A.mt.
B. No. 108 (Mr. Costigan). 1°*, 598; Res. in Com.,
1055; 2° of B., 1056; in Com., 1129; 3°*, 1131. (47
Vic., c. 35.)

GAS FLOATING LIGHTS BELOW QUEBEC: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Valin) 217.
GAO INSPECTION IN B. C. : Ques. (Mr. Shakespeare) 506.
GAs, NATURAL, IN HIONTMAGNY AND ST. MAURICE CoUNTIES:

Ques. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 85.
GATINEAU VALLEY RY. Co., SUBSIDY TO: prop. Res., 1415;

in Com., 1499.
GAZETTE " (MONTREAL) SUMS PAID TO PROM 1874 to 1883:

M. for Rot. (Mr. McMullen) 303.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY IN B. C.: Ques. (Mr. Shakespeare) 505.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY: in Com. of Sup., 1261; conc., 1450.

GeneralInspection Act further Act Amt. B. No.
128 (Mfr. Costigan). Res. prop. and in Com,, 1055; 1°*
of B., 1056; 2°* and in Com., 1394; 30*, 1422. (47
Vic., c. 33.)

GENERAL LITE ASSURANCE Co. See "Canada Teiperance."
GENTLEMAN USHER. See 4lBlack Rod."
GIRoUA RD, Yr. G. A. : Notification of Resignation of (Mr.

Speaker) 1.
'GLENDON," STEAMER TO REPLACE: in Com. of Sup., 1227.
"GLOBE " NEWSPAPER: Contradiction of Stmnt. respecting

application for further Loan by C. P. R. Co. (Sir Jiector
Langevin) 1321.

GOLD MINING IN THE N.W., ACT RELATING TO: Ques. (Mr.
Lister) 43; M. for Ret., 512.

GooD FRIDAY: Adjournment for (M.) 1476.
GOODWIN, JAS., CLAIM OF, FOR ERECTING WALL AROUND

GROUNDS: Ques. (Mr. Fleming) 604; M. for Rep. (Mr.
Lister) 1199.

GOOSE ISLAND, LIGHTHOUSE ON: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 655,
GOSSELIN, EUGÈNE, PETITION OF, TO DOM, ARBITRATORS: M.

for copies * (Mr. Amyot) 28.
GOVERNMENTAL EXPRESS SYSTEM: Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 57.
GOVERNMENT BUSINESS: C. P. R. Res. precedence, 198;

Franchise B., 469; State of, 1170,1241; Ms. (Sir John A.
Macdonald) to take in Thursdays, 625; Mondays, 1023;
Wednesdays, 1549; Saturdays, 1322.

GOVERNMENT DEPosITs IN EXCHANGE BANK: M. for Stmnt.
(Sir Richard Oartwright) 35.

GOYERNMENT DREDGE FOR MANIToBA, BUILDING OF: Ques.
(Mr. Mackenzie) 210.

GOVERNMENT HERD IN THE N. W.: Ques. (Mr. Trow) 506;
M. for Rot. (Mr. Oameron, Huron) 618.

GOVERNMENT LANDS IN RICHELIEU Co., SALE OF: Ques. (Mr.
Amyot) 1109; M. for Rot., 1126.

GOVERNMENT MEAsUREs ABANDONED: remarks (Mr. Milis)
1653.

GOVERNMENT MILLS IN THE N. W. T., SALE OR LEAsE OF:
Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Euron) 199; M. for Rot., 507.

GOVERNMENT MONET ON DEPOSIT IN BANKs: M. for Stmnt.*
(Sir Richard Cartwright) 28.

GOVERNMENT SAVINGs BANKs: in Com. of Sup., 828.
GOVERNMENT STEAMERs. See " DOminiOn."

GOVERNMENT WORKSHOPS ON INTERCOL. RY., RoLLING STOCK

BUILT IN: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon) 66.
GOVERNOR, DEPuTY: Summoning CommOns tO Senate and

Royal Assent to C. P. R. Loan B., 664.
GOVERNOR GENERAL:

Commons, Summoning of to Senate, 2, 1654.
Speech from the Throne on opening of Parliament, 2;

Reply to Address, 304.

Speech from the Throne proroguing Parliament, 1655.
GOVERNOR GENERAL'S COMMISsION, OATH, &c. : M. for

copies (Mr. Casgrain) 521.
GOVERNOR GENERAL'S OATI: M. for copy* (Mr. Landry,

Montmagny) 79.
GOVERNOR GENERAL's WARRANTS, PAYMENTS UNDER: M. for

Stmnt.* (MUr. Somerville, Brant) 66.
GOVERNOR GENERAL'S SECRETARY: Communications from.

read (Mr. Speaker) 655, 1652.
G-OVERNOR GENERAL'S SECRETARY'S OFFICE : in Com. of

Sup., 832.
Graham, John, Relief B. No. 107 (Mr Jamieson).

j° on a div., 580; 2Q agreed to (Y. 85, N. 65) 665
in Com. on a div., 979; 3° agreed to (Y. 84, N. 56)
980. (47 Vic., c. 107.)

GRAND MANAN, N.B., AND MAINLAND MAIL SUBSIDY: in
Com. of Sup., 1298.

GRAND PILES AND LAC DES ISLEs RY. SUBsIDY: prop. Res.

(Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1509.
GRAND SOUTHERN Ry., CONVETANCE OF MAILS : M. for Cor.

(Mr. Gillmor) 78.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co. of Canada Acts Amt. B.

No. 21 (Mr. Curran). 10*, 67; 2Q*, 89: M. for Com. of

W., 890; deb. adjd., 897; rsmd., 97; in Com. and o,

978.. (47 Vic., c. 52.)
GRAND TRUNK Ry. Co.'s B. 21: Deb. on M. for Com. (Mr.

Cameron, Victoria) 890; (Mr. Mackenzie) 891; (Mr.
Curran) 891; (Mr. Mitchell) 892; (Mr. Blake) 894; (Sir
John A. JMacdonald) 895; (Sir Charles Tupper) 896;
(Mr. Mills) 896; (3fr. Stairs) 897; (Sir Charles Tupper)
977; Ques. of Priv. (Mr. Mitchell) 1511; remarks, 1608,
1635.

GRAND TRuNK Ry. CROSSING IN MONTREAL: Ques. (Mr.
Boude) 1387.

GRAND TRuNK Ry. STOCKHOLDERS: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr.
Mitchell) 1200.

GRANT, Mr., SUPERANNUATION: in Com. of Sup., 842.
GRAVENHURST AND CALLANDER RY. SUBsIDY: M. for copies

of Cor., &c. (Mr. Cockburn) 40; Ques. (Mr. O'Brien)
604.

GRAVING DOCK AT EsQUIVALT, PAYMENT ON ACCOUNT OF: M.
for O. C. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 514.

Graving Dock at Lévis, further advance B.
No. 149 (Sir Hector Langevin). Res. prop., 1516; in
Com. and 1°* of B., 1581; 2°, in Com. and 30*, 1618.
(47 ViC., c. 10.)
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Great American and European Short Line Ry.
Co. change of Name B. No. 89 (Mr. Tupper,
Pictou). 1°*, 285; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 30*, 810.
(47 Vic., c. 89.)

GREAT AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN SHORT LINE Ry.: Ques.
(Mr. Mclsaac) 57.

Great Northern Ry. Co. B. No. 90 (Mr. Bossé).
1°*, 285; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 979. (47 Vic.,
c. 64.)

GREAT NORTHERN Ry. Co., SUBSIDY TO: prop. Res. (Sir
Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1508.

GRENVILLE CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1053.

GRINDING IN BOND: M. for O. C., &c. (Mr. Blake) 53.
GRIST AND SAW MILL SoUTH OF CALGARY, SALE OR LEASE

.oF: M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 507.
GUARANTEE BY GOVT. TO C. P. R. : Mess. from lis Ex., 56.

Guelph Junction Ry. Co. Incorp. B. No. 72 (Mr.
Innes). 10*, 198; 2°*, 542; in Com. and 30*, 1035.
(47 Vic., c. 80.)

GUERIN, Mr., EXPLORATION ON THE YAMASKA RIVER: M. for
copies of Rep.* (Mr. Vanasse) 820.

HALIFAX AND ST. JOHN vid YARMOUTH, SUBVENTION: in

Com. of Sup., 1298; conc., 1453.

HALIFAX ANI ST. PIERRE, SUBVENTION: in Com. of Sup.,
1301.

IHAi»FAX, CITY ANI COUNTY: Announccement of Vacancy in
Ropresentation of (Mr. Speaker) 1.

HALIFAX, ELEVATOR AT: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 603.
HALIFAX ExTENsIoN, Intercol. Ry.: in Com. of Sup., 1049,

1344.
Halifax Mutual Marine Insurance Co. Incorp.

B. No. 27 (Mr. Daly). 1°*, 83; 2°*, 173; in Com.
and 3°*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 93.)

Halifax Steam Navigation Co. Incorp. P. No.
24 (AIr. Stairs). °*, ; ?°, 69; in Com. and 3*
580. (47 Vic., c. 98.)

HALIFAX STREET RY. Co. vs. THE QUEEN: in Com. of Sup.,
1345.

HALL, Mr. (INLAND REVENUE) PBOMOTION OF: in Com. Of

Sup., 841.
HALL, Mr. (INTERIOR): Reference to, in Com. of Sup., 838.
Hamilton and North-Western Ry. Co.'s B. No.

65 (Mr. Kilvert). 10*, 162; 2°*, 504; Order for Com.
of W. dschgd. and ref. back to Ry. Com., 977; in Com.
and 3°*, 1175. (47 Vic., c. 63.)

HARBOUR ACCOMMODATION. See Toronto, and respective
headings.

HARBOUR 0F REFUGE, PORT STANLEY: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Wilson) 519.

HAY, T. S. CUSTOMS DUTIES ON: M. for Ret. (.Mr. Irvine) 519.
HEWITT, COL.: Reference to, in Com. of Sup., 837, 1163.
HERRING, NEWFOUNDLAND, INSPECTION oP: M. for Rot. (Mr.

Fortin) 31.
HEATING PUBLIC BUILDINGS, COST OF: M. for Stmnt. (Mr.

Blake) 83.
HALTH STATISTICs: in Com. of Sup., 1094; conc., 1440.

HÂALTH OFFICERS, PUBLIC: M. for Rot. (Jr. Plgt) 88.

HEARN, JOS., SUPERANNUATION OF : M. for copies of Cor.
(Mr. Kirk) 1110; deh. rsvid., 1289.

H.M. SIrs OF WAR IN B. C. WATERS: M. for Rot. (Mr.
Baker, Victoria) 515.

HIGH COMMISSIONER:
Appointment of present and duties of Min. of Rys.

during absence, &c. : M. for 0. C., &c. (Mr.
Blake) 53.

Claims or Allowances, on account of (Sir A, T. Galt
and present Incumbent) payments to, &c.: M. for

Cor., &c.(Mr. Blake) 56.
Commercial Treaties, Reports of : M. for copies (Mr.

Blake) 56.
Contingencies : in Com. of Snp., 987, 1336 ; conc.,

1440.
House and Furniture for : in Com. of Sup., 1367.
Immigration to Canada, Roports of: M. for copies

(Mir Blake) 49.
Letter and Cablegrams of Min. of Agriculture, re

labour in Canada : M. for copies (Mr Blake) 799.
Res. in Amt. to Coin. of Sup. (Mr. XMdls) 1639.

[See " Ministcr of Railways."]
IGoINS, Mr., SUPERANNUATION : in Com. of Sup., 841.

1oDGE vs. Tu QUEEN, J UDUMENT AND SIIoRTHAND WRITERs'

NOTES BEIraF JUDIcIAL COM. OF PRIVY CoUNCIL: M.
for copièb* (Mr. Blakv) 43.

IoLT, E. B.: Reference to, in Com. of Sup., 1334.
HoME FARMs, RESPECTING: M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) 59.
HOME OR SUPPLy FARM ON PINCHER CREEK, SALE OF, &C.

M. for 0. C. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 617.
HOMESTEAD AND PREEMPTION LANDS SOUTE OF TEE C. P. R.:

M. for O. C. (Mr. Cameron, Euron) 79.
HoMESTEAD AND PREFMPTION LANDS WITHDRAWN FROM THE

MILE BELT : M. for 0. C.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 79.
IIOMESTEADS, PUBLIC LANDS ENTERED As : M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Charlton) 78.
IoPEWELL AND ALMA RY. SUBSIDY : prop. Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1444 ; in Com., 1509.
HOUSE OF COMMiONS:

Accountant, Receipis and Disbursements of, 31.
Albort Elec.: Judge's Rep. read (Mr. Speaker) 1.
Bert hier Elec.: Judgment of Supreme Court read

(Mr. Speaker) 1443.
Bothwell Elec.: Judgment of Supreme Court read (Mr.

Speaker) 524.
Catudal, Mr., Sessional Indem.: in Com. of Sup., 1475.
Colby, Mr., Sessional Indem.: in Com. of Sup., 1339.
Gevernor Gen.'s Secretary: Communications from, read,

655, 1652.
Hour of Meeting: remarks (Mr. Blake) 376.
Huron, West, Elec.: Judge's Rep. read (Mr. Speaker) 1.

Kent Elec.: Judge's Rep read (Mr. Speaker) 1.
Labrosse, Mr., Sessional Indem.: in Com. of Sup., 1608.

Lennox Elec.: Judge's Rop. read (Mr. Speaker) 1.
Library of Parliament: IRep. presented (Mr. Speaker) 3.

Se i Library."
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HOUSE OF CO RMONS-Continued.

Lunenburg Elec.: Judge's Rep. read (Mr. Speaker) 1.
Members Introduced, 1, 27, 200, 335.
Megantic Elec.: Judgment of Supreme Court read (Mr.

Speaker) 1321,
Mitchell, Hon. P., Sessional Indem. : in Com. of Sup.,

1608.
Middlesex, West, Elec.: Judge's Rop. read (Mr. Spea-

ker) 1.
Montcalm Eloc. : Judgment of Supreme Çourt read

(Mr Speaker) 337.
New Members, Roturn of, 1, 200, 335.
Official Rep. See " Debates."
Opening: Communication from Gov. Gen. by Black-

Rod, 1 ; Speech from the Thronc, 2.
Prorogation: Communication from Gov. Gen's Sec.,

1652; Speech from the Throne, 1654.
Receipts and Disbursements of Accountant, 31.
Robertson, Mr., Sessional Indem.: in Com. of Sup., 1476.
Royal Assent to Bills, 664, 1654.
Rykert, Mr., Sessional Indem.: in Com. of Sup., 1608.
Salaries, &c., in Com. of Sup., 1476.
Select Standing Coms.: M. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 2.

See " Committees."
Senate, Summc»ed to, by Mess, 1, 641, 1654.
Simcoe, South, Elec.: Judge's Rep. real (Mr. Speaker)1.
Soulanges Elec.: Judgment of Supreme Court read

(Mr. Speaker) 735.
Vacancies, Notification of (Mr. Speaker) 1.
Vail, Hon. Mr., Sessional Indem.: in Com. of Sup., 1339.
Writs of Election, Warrants issued for, 1.

[Sec " ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE.")

House of Commons, Election of MYeml'ers of,
consolidatio. Act Amt. B. No. 5 (Mr. Cameron,
Huron). 10*, 28; wthdn., 1290.

HUDSON BAY AND STRAITS, EXPLORATORY EXPEDITION TO:

Ques. (Mr. Orton) 132; in Com. of Sup., 1379, 1607;
cone., 1617.

HUDsON BAY, NAVIGATION: M. for Cor.* (Mr. Watson) 71;
M. for Sel. Con. (Mr. Royal) 203; Deb. (Mr. Dawson)-
204; (Mr. Watson) 205; (Mr. Casey) 206; (Mr. Orton)
206; (Sir John A. Macdonald) 207; (Mr. Blake) 207;
Com. appointed, 208.

HUGHES, D. J. (COVNTY JUDGE OF ELGIN) CH&RGES AGAINsT:

M. for copies of Pets. (Mr. Wilson) 59; remarks, 967;
Ques., 1109; on M. for Com. of Sup., 1215.

HUNTER's ISLAND, LAND oR TIMBER SALES: Quos. (Mr.
Cockburn) 965; (Mr. Bain) 1054.

Huron and Erie Ry. Co.'s B. No. 85 (Mr. Smyth).
1°*, 260; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°h, 979. (47 Vic., c.
78.)

HURON, SOUTH: Announcement of Vaoancy in Representa..
tion (Mr. Speaker) 1.

HURON, WEST, CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep., 1.
HUTOHINSON, GEO., ALLOWANCE TO: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Wel-

don) 1200.

Ice, unguarded and exposed Openings, &c.,
Criminal Law Amt. B. No. 97 (ir. Robertson,
Hamilton). 1°*, 457.

IMMIGRANTS, APPLICATION FOR SERVICES oF: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Paterson, Brant) 510.
IMMIGRANTS SETTLED IN ONT. IN TTEuAR 1879 to 1883,

RESPECTIVELY: M. for Ret.* (SirRichard Cartwright) 28.
IMMIGRATION AGENTS, NUMBER, NAMES, &c.: M. for Ret.

(Mr. McMullen) 303.
IMMIGRATION AND COLONIZATION: Select Standing Com.

on, 31.
IMMIGRATION: in Com. of Sup., 1404-1422, 1602; cone.,

1464.
IMMIGRATION, REPS. oF THE HIG COMMISSIoNER ON: M. for

copies (Mr. Blake) 49.
IMMIGRATION: Res. in Amt. to Com. Sup. (Mr. Paterson,

Brant) 1063; Deb. (Sir Miector Langevin) 1071; (Mr.
Rinfret) 1074; (Mr. Curran) 1077; (Mr. Blake) 1078;
(Mr. White, Cardwell) 1084; (Mr. Charlton) 1066; neg.
(Y. 50, N. 101) 1088.

IMMIGRATION to MAN. AND THE N. W., AGREEMENTS BETWEEN

GOVT. AND C. P. R.: M. for Cor.* (Mfr. Paterson, Brant)
83.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF WHEAT, FLoUa, &C.: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) 38.

IMPORTS, SUMMARY STMNT. QF: M. for Ret.* (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 28.

IMPROVEMENT FUND, MONEY DUE ToWNsHIP oF WALLACE:

Ques. (Mr. McMullen) 200.
IMPROVEMENT FUND, LAND, ONTARIo: Ques. (Mr. Iesson)

1215.

Incest, Punishment of (Criminal Law Amt)
B. No. 2 (Mr. Cameron, Buron). 1°*, 27; 2° m., 79
2°, 92; M. to ref. to Sel. Com., 97; M. for Com. of W.,
819.

Independence of Parliament Act B. No. 111
(Sir John A. Macdonald). M. to introd., 624; Amt.
Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 55, N. 101) 624; 1°*, 625; 2° m.,
844; deb.rsmd., 861; 20 agreed to (Y. 105,N. 56) 878;
ref. to Com. en Priv. and Eleoc. on a div., 878; B. in
Com. of W., 1423; 3° m., 1446; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1466;
neg. (Y. 58, N. 117) 1448; Amt. (Mr. Fisher) neg. on
same div., 1449 ; 3° on same div. revereed, 1449. (47
Vic., c. 14.)

INDEPENDENCE OF PARLIAMENT B 111 : Deb. on M. for21
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 844; (Mr. Girouard) 850; (Mr.
Lister) 853; (Mr. Mills) 855, 861; (Mr. Cameron,
Victoria) 868; (Mr. Mackenzie) 865; (Mr. Beaty)
865; (Mr. Davies) 868; (Mr. Chapleau) 872; (Mr.
O'Brien) 874; (Mr. Weldon) 875; (Mr. Brecken) 876;
agreed to (Y. 105, N. 56) 878.

Indian Act, 1880, further Act Amt. B. 87 (Sir
John A. Macdonald). 10, 260; 20, 1063; in Com., 1397,
1422; 3%, 1422; Son. Amis. conc. in, 1653. (47 Vic., c.
27.)

INDIAN HIARROUR AND NEW HARBOUR, N. S.: Ques. (Mr.
Kirk) 132.
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INDEX.
INDIANS:

Agent at Penetanguishine: Ques. (Mr. Cook) 31; Parry
Sound, 1548.

Agent's Office, Toronto, Closing of : M. for O. C. (Mr.
Cook) 269; deb. rsmd., 294.

Dept. of : in Com. of Sup., 840, 1336, 1467, 1474.
Deptl. Rep. presented, 68.
In Com. of Sup., 1263-1269, 1372, 1673, 1608; conc.,

1450, 1610.
Instruction Farms, Respecting: M. for Ret. (Mr. Cam.

eron, Buron) 59.
Islands in Lake Ont.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Platt) 87.
Metlakatla and Fort Simpson, B. C., Troubles at : M.

for Cor.* (Mr. Shakespeare) 83.
Reserves, Fort William, Timber Licenses: M. for O. C.

(Mr. Blake) 51.
Self Government, Conferring Municipal

Powers on, B. No. 22 (Sir John A.IMacdmald).
1°¥, 67; 20 m., 538; 2° and in Com., 539; 3°, 625.
(47 Vic., c. 28.)

Supplies for Man. and N. W. T., Tenders and Adver-
tisements: M. for copies* (Mr. Casey) 1200.

Troubles in B. C.: M. for Cor. (1Mr. Shakespeare) 83.
Wyandottes, Distribution of Moneys to: Ques. (Mr.

Patterson, Essex) 966; Claims to Pajot Farm:
M. for Ret.,* 1201.

Indictable Offences Criminal Law Amt. B. No.
98 (Mr. Robertson, Bamilton). 1°*, 457.

INLAN» REVENUE ACT, NoN-ENFORCEMENT OF : Ques. (Mr.
Blake) 85.

INLAND REVENUE, DEPT. oF: in Com. of Sup., 841, 1335.
INLAND REVENUE, REsIGNATION OF MINISTER: Ques.

(Mr. Blake) 505 ; on correction, 513 ; Explanations
asked, 525.

INLAND REVENUE RET AND STATISTICS: presented, 27.
IELAND REVENUE WÀaEuoUsE AT ST. JOHN, N.B.: Ques.

(AMr. Weldon) 1214.
INLAND TRANsPORT: Reference to, in Speech from the

Throne, 2.

Insolvent Banks, Ins. and Loan Co.'s, :&c., Act
Amt. B. No. 145 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 10*
-; 2°, in Com. and 3°*, 1645. (47 Tic., c. 39.)

Insolvent Debtors' Assets, Distribution of, B.
No. 71 (Mr (urran). 10*, 162.

Insolvent Estates, Equitable Distribution of, B.
No. 79 (Mr. Beaty). 1°*, 198.

Inspection Act, General, further Act Amt. B.
No. 128 (Mr. Costigan). Res. prop. and in Com.,
1055; 10* of B., 1056; 2°* and in Com., 1394; 30*,
1422. (47 Vic., c. 33.)

INsPECTION oF BANK RETURNs: Ques. (Mr. Mas8ue) 44,
1444.

Inspection of Gas and Gas Meters Acts Amt. B.
No. 108 (Mr. Costigan). 1°*, 598; Res. in Com.,
1055; 20 of B., 1056; in Com., 1129; 3°*, 1131. (47

ic., c. 35.)
INsPECTION Or NEWfOUJNDLAND HEBRINQ: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Fortin) 31.

INSPECTION 0F P. E. I. STEAMBOATS : M. for Papers (Mr.
Davies) 59.

INSPECTION O7 VESSELS ON LAKis HURoN AND SUPERIOR
M. for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 606.

Insurance Act, 1877, Consolidated, modifica-
tion of Application of B. No. 118 (Sir Leonard
Tilley). Res. prop., 764; in Com. and 1°*r of B., 765.

INsURANCE CoMPANIEs. See respective headings.
ISLANDS LEAsED IN LAKE ONT. : M. for Ret. (Mr. Platt) 87.
INTERCOLONIAL RAIL WAY:

Accommodation at St. John: in Com. of Sup., 1049,
1344.

Award of Commissioners: in Com. of Sup., 1628.
Casualties, with loss of Life, &c. : M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Weldon) 79.
Claims arising out of Construction: in Com. of Sup.,

1628.
Claims for Losses : Ques. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny)

655.
Coal, carried, Tonnage, &o. : M. for Ret. (Mr. Mc

Mullen) 65.
Commissioners, Board of, Matters referred: M. for

O. C., &c.* (Mr. Weldon) 66.
Commissioners appo:n ted to investigate Claims, &e.:

M. for O. C.* (.Mr. Weldon) 67.
Commissioners, Board of, number of Sittings, &c. : M.

for Ret. (Mr. McMullen) 303.
Construction Account: in Com. of Sup., 1345.
Dalhousie Branch: in Com. of Sup., 1344.
Eastern Extension, Claim of N. B. : M. for Cor. (Mr.

Burpee, Bunbury) 736.
Employés on Intercol. Ry. and P. E. I. Ry. : M. for

Stmnt. (3Mr. Davies) 2P8.
Falconer, James, land damages : in Com. of Sup., 1346.
Ferguson, Wm., purchase of land: iii Com. of Sup.,

1347.
Ferry or Bridge at Quebec: Ques. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) 86.
Freight Charges: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Innes) 807.
Freight Charges: M. for Ret. (Mr. Innes) 807.
Hadlow and Rivière du Loup, Sales of Buildings be-

tween, &c. : M. for Stmnt.* (Mr Biondeau) 624.
Halifax St. Ry. Co. vs. The Queen: in Com. of Sup.,

1345.
Halifax Extension : in Com. of Sup., 1049, 1344.
MacDonell, Alex., Award of Commissioners: in Com.

of Sup., 1346.
Miscellaneous: in Com. of Sup., 1050.
New Brunswick Govt., Refund to: in Com. ofSup.,

1627.
Nova Scotia, Ry. matters in, Cor. between Local Govt.

and Dept. of Rys. and Canals : M. for copies*
(Mr. McDonald) 65.

Office at Quebec: Ques. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 86.
Officiais, in service of Govt., Salaries, &c. (Mr. Davies)

298 ; Names, &c. : M. for Stmnt. (.Mr. Landry
Montmagdy) 303.
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H<q~Ex.
1NERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-ontinued.

Passes granted froin Jan. 1874 to Jan. 1884 : M. for
Stmnt. * (Mr. Montplaisir) 1201.

Pullman Car and Express Co.'s Agreements: M. for
Cor. (Mr. Weldon) 77.

Quebec Central Ry. Co.'s Right of Way over St. Charles
Branch : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Landry, Montmagny)
230.

Repairs, &c.: in Com. of Sup., 1256; conc., 1449.
Revenue and Expenditure for six months ending 1883 :

M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Weldon) 66.
Rivière du Loup and Moncton, Mileage between, &c. :

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 623.
Rivière du Loup Branch: in Coin. of Sup., 1344.
Rochette, Fabien, for land: in Com. of Sup., 1345.
Rolling Stock purchased, and built in Govt. Work-

shops : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon) 66.
St. Charles Branch: in Com. of Sup., 1049, 1345.
St. Charles Branch : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) 230 ; Ques., 260.
Tariff between Quebec and St. Charles: Ques. (Mr.

Landry, Montmagny) 260.
INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES EXHIBITION, REPS OF COMMIs-

SIONERS: M. for eopies (Mr. Fortin) 80.
1,NTER.N ATIONAL FISH ERY EXHIBiTION: Reference to, in Speech

from the Throne, 2; in Com. of Sup., 1369; Outstanding
Claims: in Com. of Sup., 1374.

INTERNATIONAL FoRESTRY EXHIBITION AT EDINBURGHU: QueS.
(Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 260.

International Railway Co.'s B. No. 50 (Mr.
Mall). 1°*, 131 ; 2°*, 173; in Coin. and 3°*, 580.
(47 Vic., c. 56,)

INTERIOR, DEPT. OF: in Com. of Sap., 838, 1466.
INTERIOR DEPT.: iRep. presented, 844.
INTOXICATING LIQUORS:

Amt. B. No. 102 (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne). Il*,
504.

Amt. B. No. 143 (Sir John A. Macdonald). Res.
prop., 1422; in Com., 1476; 1°* of B, 1478; 2°
and M. for Com., 1595; in Com., 1597; 3° M.,
1636; Amt. to recoin. (Mr. McCraney) agreed to
(Y. 75, N. 62) 1636; Aint. (Mr. Girouard) neg.
(Y. 49, N. 88) 1636; recoin., 1637; 30*, 1640; Sen.
Amts. conc. in, 1656. (47 Vic., c. 32.)

Commissioners under Act: Ques. (Mr. Eirk) 458.
Expenditure in putting Act into operation: in Com. of

Sup., 1382; cono., 1453.
Imports, Manufactured and Entered for Consumption,

Custoins and Excise Duties: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Mcraney) 67.

Inspectors, Payment of: Ques. (Mr. irvine) 337.
Liquor License Act, 1883, Cor. between Govt. and

Local Govts.: M. for copies (Mr. Cameron, Huron)
618.

Liquor Licenses and Permits in N. W. T.: M. for Rot.
(Mr. Blake) 73.

N. W. T., Importation into: M. for Cor..(Mr. Blake) 73.
P. E. I., Certificates granted by Medial mon under

INTOXICATING LIQUORS-Continued
Canada Temperance Act: M. for Ret.*(Mr. Yeo)
1201.

Privy Council, Judicial Com, Judgment re Hodge
against The Queen: M. for copy (Mr. Blake) 43.

Repeal B. No. 17 (Mr. Cameron, Huron). 1°*, 57.
Repeal B. No. 25 (Mr. Boude). 10*, 71.
Shorthand Writers' Notes: Hodge vs. Queen and Russell

vs. Queen: M. for copies (Mr. Blake) 43.
Supreme Court Judgments re regulation of Sale: M.

for copy (Mr. Blake) 43.
[See "Liquor and License."]

IRON, BoUNTY To MANUFACTURERS OF: M. for O. C. (1fr.
Blake) 70.

IRONDALE, BANCROFT AND OTTAWA RY. Co., SUBSIDY TO:

prop. iRes. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1496.
ISLE-AUX-NOIX, COMPLET10N OF WoRs AT: Ques. (-Mr.

Bourassa) 966.
JAcE HEAD RIVER TIMBEa LImiTs: M. for Cor.* (-Mr.

Mitchell) 1201.
JACQUES CARTIER UNION RY. JUNCTION AND ST. MARTIN's

JUNCTION, RY. AND BIDGE BETWEEN, SUBS1DY: prop.
Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1508.

JAOQUES, JAS. H., APPOINTMENT OF: M. for Cor. (Mr. Irvine)
218.

James' Bay and Lake Nipissing Ry. Co. B. No.
31 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1'*, 83; 2°*, 173; in
Com. and 30*, 715. (47 Vic,, c. 80.)

James' Bay, Perth and Gananoque Ry. Co. In-
corp. B. No. 58 (Mr. Taylor). 1°*, 141; 20*, 199;
in Com. and 30*, 603. (47 Vic., c. 83.)

"JANE HURLBURT," Loss oF TE. See "Lakes Huron and
Superior."

"JANE MILLER," Loss OF THE. See "Lakes Huron and Su-

perior."
JEMsEG, N.B., DREDGING AT: -. for Rep. (,Mr. King) 295.

'JOSEPHINE KIDD," Loss 0F THE. See ILakes furon and
Superior."

Judge, Puisne, for Court of Queen's Bench,
Manitoba, Salary, &c. B. No. 146 (Sir John A.
Macdonald). Reti. prop., 1422; 1°* of B., 1549; 20 and
in Com., 1622; retom. and 3F*, 1627. (47 Tic., c. 13.)

JUDGES, EQUALIZATION OF SALARIES OF: Ques. (Mr. McMul-
len) 40.

JUDGES, SUPREME AND COUNTY COURT, MAN.: in Com. of
Sup., 994.

JUDIOIAL SALARIES, RE-ADJUSTMENT OF : M. for Cor. (Mr.
Tail) 58; Ques. (Mr. Baker, Missisqucn) 1387.

JUsTICE, DEPARTMENT OF: in COM. Of SUp., 883.
JUsTICE, MISCELLANEOUS: in Com. of Sup., 994.

Justices of the Peace out of Session and Indict-
able Offences B. No. 98 (Mr. Robertson, Hamil-
ton). 1°19, 457.

Justices of the Peace out of Sessions, Summary
Convictions, &o., B. No. 137 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald). 1°*, 1386; 2°*, in Com. and 3°*, 1618. (47

Tic., c. 43.)
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INDEX.
Juvenile Offenders, Reformatory at Halifax

for, B. No. 141 (Sir John A. Macdoaald). 1°* -;
20*, in Com. and 3°*, 1621. (47 Vic., c. 45.)

KAZUABAZUA AND LE DESERT RY. SUBSIDY: prop Res. (Sir
Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1499.

KAULBACE, Mr. C. E.: Certificate of Election and Return
of, 1.

KEEFLER, Mr. T. T.: Election declared null and void on
Judge's Rep. on Controverted Election Petition, 1.

KENT (N.B): Announcoment of Vacancy in Reprosenta.
tion of (Mr. Speaker) 1.

KENT (ONT.) CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge's Rep., 1;
Election and return of Member, 198; introduced,

200.
R.EEWATIN DISTRICT, EXPENSES oF GOVERNMENT IN: in Com.

of Sup., 1302.
KIMBER, RÉNÉ EDOUARD. See " Black Rod."
KING, Mr. JUSTICE: iRep.on Albert ControvertedElection, 1.

Kingston and Pembroke Ry. Co.'s B No. 68 (Mr.
Gunn). 10*, 162; 20*, 199; in Com. and 3°*, 568. (47
Vic., c. 59.)

KINGSTON AND PEMBROKE RY. Co., SUBsIDY TO: prop. Res.
(Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1508.

KINGSTON PENITENTIARY: in Com. of Sup., 998.
KNIGHT, Mr., APPoINTMENT OF: in Com. of Sup., 834.
LABOURERS, PAYMENT OF, P.E.L RY.: Ques. (Mr. Yeo) 965.
LABOUR TRADES COUNCIL AND FACTORY BILL: M. for Rot.

(Mr. Blake) 82.
LACHINE CANAL, CONTRACT FOR NEW BASINS: Ques. (Mr.

Gault) 1215.
LACHINE CANAL: in Com. of Sup., 1050.
LACHINE CANAL, JURISDICTION OF WHARFINGERS ON: QUO.

(Mr. Auger) 1387.
Lake Nipissing and James' Bay Ry. Co. Inoorp.

B. No. 31 (Mr. Caneron, Victoria). 1°*, 83; 20*,
173; in Com. and 3°*, 715. (47 Vic., c. 80.)

LAKE ONTARIO, 1SLANDS LEASED IN: M. for Rat. (Mr. Platt)
87.

LAKEs HURON AND SUPERIOR, 1NSPECTION OF VESSELS ON;

M. for Rot. (Mr. Dawson) 606; Deb. (Mr. McNeill)
607; (Mr. Sproule) 608; (Mr. O'Brien) 608; (Messrs.
Allen, Lister, McCallum and Stairs) 609; (Messrs. Guil-
let, Paint and Davies) 610; (MIr. McLelan) 611;
(Meurs. Brecken and Dawson) 613.

LAKES HURoN AND SUPERIOR MAIL SUBSIDY: in:Com. Of

Sup., 1298; conc., 1452.
LAKES HURON AND SUPERIOR, REcGIoN NoRTH oF: M. for

Ret: (Mr. Dawgon) 967.
LAKE SIMON AND LE DESERT RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1503.
LAND AGENT FOR ASSINIBOIA AND CALGARY: Que. (Mr.

Cameron, Huron) 27.
LAND AND ToWN RESEivES : M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron,

Euron) 75.
Land Carriers B. No. 4 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°*, 27.
LAND COmPANIES. S6e respective headinge.

LAND CLAIMS, SETTLEMENT O : in Com. of SUp., 1385.
12

LAND IMPRoVEMENT FUND, ONT. : Ques. (Mr. Wmom)
1215.

LJAND LEASES, PASTURE, GR.ANTED IN 1883 : M. for >t,
(Mr. Charlton) 73.

LAND REGULATIONS: M. for copies* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
LAND SALES IN THE N. W.: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Livingstone)

523.
LAND SOLD IN 1883, AND PRICE PER ACRE: M. for Ret,*

(Mr. Charlton) 78.
LAND SURVEYED IN MAN. AND N. W. T. IN 1883 : M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
Land Titles, Transfer of, in Territories of

Canada, B. No. 16 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°*, 43.
LANDS ENTERED AS HOMESTEADS IN 1883 : M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Charlton) 78.
Lands, Settlement of Claims to, in Manitoba,

by occupancy, B. No. 150. (Sir John A. Mac-
donald). 1°*, 1586 ; 2°*, in Com. and 30*, 1640, (47
Vic., c. 26.)

LANDS, TIMBERED, SOLD IN Bow RIVER COUNTRY: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Jackson) 90.

LANDRY, Mr. P. A.: Certificate of Election and Retura
of, 1.

LANSDOWNE, PoST OFFICE AT: Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 338.
LAVALLIÈaE BAY, EXPLORATIONS : M. for Reps.* (Mr.

Vanasse) 820.
LAVoIE, GEO., CLAIM OF: Ques. (Mr. Billy) 797.

Law of Evidence in Criminal Cases B. No. 8
(Mr. Cameron, Buron). 1Q*, 27; 2 m., 93; Amt. 6 m.
h. (Mr. Tupper) 93; neg. (Y. 53, N. 100) 97; 2*, 97;
ref. to Sol. Com. on a div., 98; M. for Com. of W., 271;
in Com., 285, 669; Ant. that Com. rise (Mr. Bbu)
agreed to, 671; M. to restore to Order Paper, 705; neg.
(Y. 63, N. 87) 708.

LAW oF EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES, B. 3: on M. for Com.,
Deb. (Mr. Tupper) 271 ; (Mr. Landry, Kent) 274; (Mir.
Lister) 275; (Mr. Caneron, Euron) 277; (Mr. Boass)
278; (Mr. Wood, Brockville) 279; (Mr. Blake) 279;
(Mr. Weldon) 280; (Mr. Chapleau) 281; (Mr. Davies)
283; (Mr. Laurier) 283; (Sir John A Macdonald) 284.

Law of Evidence in Criminal Cases further
Act Amt. B. No. 96 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton).
1*, 457.

LEAMINGTON, ERECTION OF P. O. AT : M. for Cor. (Mr. Lister)
800.

LEAMINGTON HARBOUR: M. for Rot. (Mr. Patterson, Essez)
506.

LECLERC, MoISE, CLAIM oF: M. for copy* (Mr. Belleau)
88.

C'LE CoURIER DE ST.HYACINTHE," PAYMENTS TO, UNDE1 Gov.
GEN.'S WARRANTS: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Somervl,
Brant) 67.

LEGAL ADVISERS, PAYMENT TO: conC., 1617.
LEGISLATION: in CoM. of SUp., 1002, 1009, 1339, 1475,1602,

1608, 1627; cono., 1440, 1459, 1611.
LENNOX CONTROVERTED ELECTION: Judge'S Rep., 1.
LETTER POSTAGE, Two CENT: Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 57.
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INDEX.
LETTER POSTAGE, REDUCTION IN : M. for copies of Cor. (Mr.

Charlton) 87.
LETTER POSTAGE RATES, AMT. oF EXISTING LAW: Ques.

(Mr. Thompson) 89.
LtvIs: Announcement of Vacancy in Representation of

(Mr. Speaker) 1.
LÉvis, EMIGRANT BUILDING AND QUARANTINE : M. for Cor.

(Mr. Laurier) 90.
Lévis Graving Dock, Further advance, B. No.

149 (Sir -Hector Langevin). Res. prop., 1516; in Com.
and 1°* of B., 1581 ; 20, in Com. and 3°*, 1618. (47
Vic., c. 10.)

aIBRARY oF PARLIAMENT: iRep. of Librarian presented (Mr.
Speaker) 3; M. for Joint Com., 31; Ms. (Mr. Scriver)
to conc. in First Rep., 964, 1167; Second Rep., 1240;
Third Rep. presented, 1443; M. to conc. in, 1476; in
Com. of Sup., 1002, 1602.

LICENSE ACT, 1883, POLICE ORGANIZATION UNDER: Ques.

(Mr. Coursol) 505.
LICENSE COMMISSIONERS, QUE., FURNISHING OF BLANK FORMS,

&c.: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 966.
LICENSE LAW, REPEAL OF THE. See Bs. Nos. 17, 25, 102 and

143; also "Intoxicating Liquors."
LICENSES, TIMBER, CANC4LATION OF, ON INDIAN RESERVES:

M. for O. C., &c. (Mr. Blake) 51.
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNORS' OATIIS: M. Jor copies (Mr. Lan-

dry, Montmagny) 79.
LIEUTENANT-GoVERNORS OF QUEBEo, Commissions, Oaths,

&c.: M. for copies (31r. Casgrain) 522.
LiFE ANNUITIES, SALE oF: Ques. (Mr. Rall) 199.
LIFF-BOAT AT WELLINGTON, COST OF: Ques. (Mr. Platt) 603.
LIFE-SAVING STATION AND CREW AT PORT RoWAN: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Jackson) 521.
LIFE-SAVING STATIONS, LIFE BoATs, &c.: M. for Rot.* (Mr.

Platt) 1199; in Com. of Sup., 1229.
LIGITHIDUSE AND COAST SERVICE, AGENCIES, IZENTS AND

CONTINGENCIES: in Com, of Sap., 1232.
LIGHTHOUSE AND COAST SERVICE : in Com. of Sup., 1232-

1234, 1369 ; cono., 1443.
LIGHTHOUSE ON GOOSE ISLAND : Ques. (Mr. Eirk) 655.
LIGHTHOUSE KEEPERS, SALARIES, &C.: in Com. of Sup.,

1232.
LiGHTHoUSES AND FoG-ALARIS, CONSTRUCTION OF : in Com.

of Sap., 1233 ; conc., 1443.
LIGHTS, FOG.WHISTLES, BUoYS AND BEACONS, &C., MAINTEN-

ANCE AND REPAIRS : in Coma. of Sup., 1233, 1369.
LIGHTS NORTH OF ISLAND OF ORLEANS : M. for Ret. (Mr.

Talln) 218.
LIquoa LICENSE ACT, 1883, COR. BETWEEN GOVT. AND PRoV.

GoVTs. : M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 618.
LIQuoR LICENSE ACT, 1883, COMMISSIONERS UNDER : QUeS.

(1Mr. Kirk) 458.
LIQUoR LICENSE ACT, EXPENDITURE IN PUTTING ACT INTO

OPERATIoN: in Com. of Sup., 1382 ; conc., 1453.

LIQUoR LICENSE INSPECTORS, PAYMENT OF : Ques. (Mr.
Irvine) 337.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal B. No. 17
(Mr. Cameron, Huron). 10*, 57,

Liquor License Act, 1883, Repeal B. No. 25.
(Mr. Houde). 1°, 71.

LIQuoR LICENSE ACT, 1883, REPEAL : prop. Res. (Mr.
Boude) 932; Deb. (Sir Hector Langevin) 936; Amt.,
937; (Mr. Amyot) 938; (Mr. Fleming) 940; (Mr.
Bossé) 943; (Mr. Laurier) 944; (Mr. Girouard) 947;
(Mr. Davies) 948; Mr. Macmaster) 953; (Mr. Weldon)
958; Ant. to Amt. (Mr. Ouimet) neg. on a div., 963;
Amt. agreed to (Y. 117, N. 63) 963.

Liquor License Act, 1888, Amt. B. No. 102 (Mr.
Bobertson, Shelburne). 1°*, 504.

Liquor License Act, 1883, Amt. B. No. 143. (Sir
John A. Macdonald). Res. prop., 1422; in Com., 1476 ;
1°* of B., 1478 ; 2° and M. for Com., 1595 ; in Com.,

1597; 3 *m., 1636; Ant. to recom. (Mr. McCraney)
agreed to (Y. 75, N. 62) 1636 ; Amt. (M1r. Girouard)
neg. (Y. 49, N. 88) 1636; recom., 1637 ; 30*, 1640;
Sen. Amts. conc. in, 1656. (47 Vic., c. 32.)

LIQuoR LICENSES AND PERMITS IN THE N. W.: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Blake) 73.

LIsLOIS, C. J., CLAIM OF, BEFoRE DoMINION ARBITRATORS.

Ques. ( Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 260, 965.
Live Stock Insurance Co. Incorp. B. No. 55 (Mr.

White, Cardwell). 1°*, 141; 2°*, 199; in Com. and
30*, 665. (47 Vic., c. 96.)

LIvERPoOL oR LoNDoN AND ST. JOHN AND HALIFAX SUBVEN-

TION.: in Com. of Sup., 1301.
LOANS AUTHORIZED:

Canadian Pacifie Railway B. 101.
Lévis Graving Dock B. 149.

Manitoba Public Schools B. 156.
Quebec Tidal Dock B. 148.
Redemption of Smail Loans B. 156.

LoAN CoMPANIES. Sée respective headings.
Loan, Moneys required for the Public Service,

authorization B. No. 156 (Sir Leonard Tilley).
Res. prop., 1516; in Com., 1588; 1°* of B., 1610; 21, in
Com. and 3°*, 1645. (47 Vic., c. 3.)

LoAN, PROPOßED CANADIAN, oF $4,000,000, DEPARTMENTAL
ORDERS AND ADVERTISEMENTS: M. for copies* (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 40.

LoCKPORT HARBOUR, AUTOMATIC BUoY IN: Ques. (Mr. Robert.
son, Shelburne) 603.

LoGS AND LUMBER, MEASUREMENT OF: Ques. (Mr. Hall) 337.
London Life Ins. Co. B. No. 139 (Mr. Beaty). 1°*,

1386; 20*, 1465; M. for Com., 1515; in Com. and
30, 1516. (47 Vic., c. 89.)

LONG POINT LIGHTHOUSE, REPAIRS ON: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
Lister) 230.

LoTBINIÈRE, CONSTRUCTION OF WHARF AT: Ques. (r. Bin.
fret) 1054.

LOTTERY FIRM AT ST. STEPHEN: M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon)
614.

Loyal Orange Association of British America
Incorp. B. No. 93 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1° on
a div., 304; 2° m., 897; neg. (Y. 68, N. 105) 931. [For
deb. see "Orange Association."J
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LUARD, MAJOR-GENERAL, COMPLAINTS AGAINST : M. for

copies, 621 ; (Mr. Mulock) 738; Deb. (O1r. Wright) 740;
(2Mr. haggart) 743 ; (Mr. -Macmaster) 745 ; (Mr. Robert-
son, -Hastings) 748; (Mr. Coursol) 749; (Mr. Guillet)
750; (Messrs. Massue, Landry, Montmagny, and O'Brien)
751; (Messrs. Williams and Caron) 753; (Mr. Casey)
754; (Messrs. Chapleau, Sir Richard Cartwright and
Sir John A. Macdonald) 757; (Messrs. Resson and
Woodworth) 759; (Messrs. McNeill and Ouimet) 760;
(Mr. Vail) 761; reply (Mr. Mulock) 761.

LUNiNBURG CONTROVERTED ELECTIoN: Judge's Rep., 1.
MACDONALD, foN. SIR JOHN A.: Election declared null and

void on Judge's Rep. on Controverted Election Petition
re Lennox Electoral District, 1.

MACDONELL & CO., ALEX., AWARD OF, INTERCOL. RY. CLAIMS
CoMMIssIoNERs: in Com, of Sup., 1346.

MAODONELL, J. A.: Reference to, in Com. of Sup., 1355.
MÂCLEAN, RoGER & Co., AWARD OF REFEREES: in Com. of

Sup., 1607.
McCALLUM, W. A., MEMORIAL OF: M. for copy* (Mr. Blake)

523.
McCOLLUM, E., POSTMAST1R AT DUART: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Casey) 509; Complaints against appointment: M. for
Pet.,* 1201.

MOCoURT, DANIEL, DISMISSAL OF: M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake)
516.

MCELHINNEY, CAPT. See "Inspection of P. E. I. Steam-
boats."

MoLAIGHILIN, GEo. E., GRATUITY TO FAMILY OF: In Com.
of Sup., 1373.

MOMILLAN, Mr. JoHN: Notification of Reignation of (Mr.
Speaker) 1.

MAGDALEN IsLAND: in Com. of Sup., 1298.
MAIL SERVICE IN B. C.: Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Baker, Victoria)

605; Tenders, &c.* (Mr. Mackenzie) 1126.
MAIL SERVICE IN TI COUNTY oF LOTBINIÈRE: M. for Papers,

&c. (Mr. Rinfret) 296.
MAIL SERVICE NoRTH OF PALMERSTON: Ques. (Mr. Lander-

kin) 89.
MAIL SERVICE, SALARIEs AND MISCELLANEOUS: in Com. Of

Sup, 1319, 1383; conc., 1458.
MAIL SUBsIDIEs AND STEAMSHIP SUBVENTIONS: in Com. of

Sup., 1298-1301; conc., 1452, 1453.
MANITOBA:

Dominion Lands Act, Examiner under, at Brandon:
Ques. (Mr. Sutherland) 1109.

Extension of Boandaries: M. for Ret.* (2r. Blake) 88.
Extra Militia Force for: in Com. of Sup., 1343.
Fairford River Improvements: M. for Reps. (1r.

Orton) 208.
Felonies and Misdemeanours, Extension of

Law to, B. No. 133 (Sir John A. Macdonald).
1°*, 1321; 2° and in Com., 1581; 3°*, 1583. (47
Vic., c. 41.)

Indians: Annuities, &o.: in Com. of Sup., 1269, 1373;
conc., 1450, 1610.

Jack Head River Timber Limits: M. for Cor.* (Mr.
Mitchell) 1201.

c. 7.)
Robertson John, Claims of: M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake)

614.
Subsidies to: M. for Ret.* (.Mr. Blake) 88.

[See "DOMINION LANDS," "PUBLIC WoRKs" and "S-up.
PLY.")

Manitoba and North-Western Ry. Co. of Can.
Acts Amt. B. No. 64 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria).
1°*, 162; 2°*, 271; in Com. and 30*, 504. (47 Vic.,
c. 69.)

Manitoba South-Western Colonization Ry. Co.'s
B. No. 75 (Mr. Ross). 1°*, 198; 2°*, 504; in Com-
and 3°*, 810. (47 Vic., c. 73. )

"MANITOULIN," Loss oF THE. See "Lakes Huron and
Superior."

MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION AND FACTORY BILL : M. for
Rot. (Mr. Blake) 82.

MAP SHoWINo LoCATION OF C. P. R.: M. for copy. (Mr•
Blake) 53.

Marine and Fisheries, Dept. of, B. No. 140 (2r.
McLelan). 1*, 1386; 2° and in Com,, 1602; 30 m.,
1609; Amt. 6 m. h. (Sir Richard Cartwright) neg. (Y.
54, N. 100) 1609; 3' on same div. reversed, 1609. (47
Vic., c. 18.)

MARINE AND FIsHERIES: Rep. presented, 260.
MARINE AND FISHERIEs, DEPT. OF: in Com. of Sup., 842,

1467.
MARINE:

Automatic Buoy in Lockport Harbour: Ques. (Mr.
Robertson, Shelburne) 604.

Certificates to Masters and Mates, Refusal of Board of
Examinors to grant: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1444.

Colchester Reef Lighthouse: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 86,
199.

Corbett, John, employment of: Ques. (Mr. Lister 199.
Glendon, Steamer to replace: in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Gooso Island Lighthouse: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 655.
Government Steamers. See " DoMINIoN."
Harbours and Rivers: in Com. of Sup., 1605.
Hudson Bay, Expedition to: in Com. of Sup., 1379,

1607; conc., 1617. See " Hudson Bay."
Lakes Huron and Superior, Inspection of Vessels: M.

for Ret. (Mr. Dawson) 606.
Life-boats, Stations, Life-preservers, &c.: in Com. of

Sup., 1229.
Life-saving Stations, Life-boats, &c.. Ms for Ret.*

(1dr. .platt) 1199.
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Lands-Settlement of Claims by Occu-
pancy, B. No. 150 (Sir John A. Macdonald).
1*, 1586; 2°*, in Com. and 30*, 1640. (47 Vc.,
c. 26.)

Penitentiary: in Com. of Sup., 1000, 1338.
Persons leaving and entering for year: M. for Stmnt.*

(1Mr. Blake) 49.
Public Schools, Aid to, B. No. 36 (Sir Leo-

nard Tillg). Res. prop., 43; in Com., 68; 1°* of
B., 85; 21*, and in Com., 542; 30*, 625. (47 Vic.,



INDEX.
MARINE-Continued.

Lights, Fog Whistles, Buoys and Beacons, &c., main-
tenance and repairs: in Com. of Sup., 1233, 1369.

Lights north of Island of Orleans: M. for Rat. (Mr.
lTalin) 218.

Lighthouses and Fog Alarms, construction of: in Com.
of Sup., 1233; cono,, 1443.

Lighthouse and Coast Service: in Com. of Sup., 1232,
1369; conc., 1443.

Masters' and Mates' Certificates, Non-enforcement of
Act: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 85. See "Masters and
Mates."

Meteorological Observations: in Com. of Sup., 1255.
Navigation, School of, at Quebec: Ques. (Mr. Landry)

141 ; M. for Com. (Mr. Amyot) 200.
Observatories: in Con. of Sap., 1254.
Pilots for and above Quebec, Acts respecting: Ques.

(Mr. Amyot) 655.
Port Rowan Life-saving Station: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Jackson) 521.
P.E. I. Steamboats, Inspection of: M. for Papers (Mr.

.Davies)59; Ques., 460.
Sick and Distressed Mariners' Act Amt.: Ques. (Mr.

Bobertson, Shelburne) 269; Exemption of Fishing
Vessels from payment to Fund: Ques. (Mr. Kaul-
bach) 199.

Signal Stations: in Com. of SUp., 1234.
Burvey of Georgian Bay, Steamer for: in Com. of Sup.,

1374.1j
Surveye, Lakes fluron and Superior: in Com. of Sup.,

1303.
Ater and River Police: in Com. of'Sup., 1232, 136e.

Weller's Bay, Ont., Range Lights: Ques. (Mr. Plati)
336.

Wellington, Life-boat at, Cost of: Ques. (Mr. Platt) 603.
Earine, Ocean Mutual, Insurance Co.'s Incorp.

Act Amt. B. No. 20 (.Mr.Tupper, Pictou). 1°*, 67;
2°*, 89; in Com. and 3°*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 91.)

Mariners, Sick and Distressed, Relief of, B. No.
129 (Mr. McLelan). Res. prop. and 1°* of B., 1126;
20, in Com. and 3°*, 1360. (47 Vic., c. 21).

Maritime Bank of Dom. of Can. Capital Stock
reduction B. No. 66 (Mr. Wood, Westmoreland).
1°*, 1G3; 2°*, 199; in Com. and 30*, 1214. (47 Vie.,
c. 47.)

MARITIME COURT FOR CANADA: Ques. (Mr. Patterson, Essex)
965.

Maritime Court of Ontario (extension of juris-
diction) B. No. 70 (Mr. Allen). 1°*, 162; 2° m.,
461; deb. adjd., 462.

Masters and Mates, Certificates of, Act Amt. B.
No. 116 (Mr. McLelan). Res. prop., in Com. and
1°* of B., 763; 20, 1057; in Com., 1131; 3°*, 1175.
(47 Vic., c. 19.)

AsTERS AND MATES, CERTIFICATES To, NoN-ENFORCEMENT
or AOT.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 85; Certificates: M. for
Ret. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 606; Examination of; : in
Com. of Sup., 1229,

MECHANICAL ARTS AND AGRICUILTURL INDUsTRIESsEASaTS

ON : M. for copies of Pets. (Mr. Gigault) 33.
MEDICAL CERTIFICATES GRANTED IN P. E. I. UNDER TEMPERa-

ANCE ACT, 1878 : M. for Ret.¥ (Mr. Yeo) 1201.
MEDIINE LAT AN) FORT MAOLEoD MAL SERVICE : Ques,

(Mr. Trow) 506.
Medicine Hat, ity. from, B. No. 33 (Mr. Cameron,

Victoria). 1°, 84; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 30*, *136. (47
Vic., c. 74.)

MEQANTIC CONTROVERTED EL ECTION: Judgment of Supreme
Jourt, 1321.

MELGUND, LoRD. See "Gov. Gen.'s Sec."
MEMBERS INTRODUCED, 1, 27, 200, 335.
MESSAGES FROM HIS EXCELLENCY:

Address, Reply to, in answer to Speech, 304.
Agreement with B. C., 27.
Estimates, The, for 1884-85, 145 ; Suppl., 1883-84, 1240;

1884-85, 1439; Further Suppl., 1884-85, 1576.
Guarantee by Govt. to0 C. P. R., 56.

METAPEDIAC AND PASPEBIAC RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1510.
ME TLAKATLA, B. C., INDIAN TROUBLES: M. for Cor.' (Mr.

Shakespeare) 83.
METEOROLOGICAL OBsERVATIoNs, &C.: ii Com, of Sup., 1254.
METEoROLOGICAL SERVICE, ST. JOHN AND TORONTo: M. for

t.* (Mr. Weldon) 1200.
Meth odist Churches Union B. No. 11 (Mr. Mc

Carthy). 10*, 40; 2°*, 89; in Com. and 30*, 665.
(47 Vic., c. 106.)

METHODIST CHURCH UNION, PETS. AGAINST: M. to read and
1 receive (Mr. Cameron, Middlesex) 366.

MÊTHOT, Mr., M. P.: Resignation of Seat announced, 1108.
MIALL, E., COMMISSIONER OF STANDARDs, ALLOWANCE: in

Com. of Sap., 1382.

MICHAUD AND DUMAIs, SKIFFINoToN Vs. : M. for copies of
Reps. (Mr. Blondeait) 621.

MICHAUD, C., REP. ON EXPLORA TION OT RIVER ST. FRANCI8 1

M. for copy (Mr. Vanasse) 820.
MIDDLEsEx, WEST, CONTROVERTEI ELECTION: Judge's Repd

1; Member introduced, 27.

MILE BELT, WITRmDAawAL 0 LANDS FROM lMETEA ANI

PREEMPTIoN : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 79.
MTLITIA :

A, B, and C Batteries, Officers and men, &c.: M. for
Ret. Mr. (Cameron, Middlesex) 808; in Com. of
Sup., 1164.

Ammunition and Clothing: in Com. of Sap., 1019-
1022, 134.

Armouries, Public: in Com. of Sup., 1095, 1343, 1602.
Artillery, Competition at Shoeburyness : in Com. of

Sup., 1166.
Brigade Majors' Salaries, &c. : in Com. of Sup., 1018.
Branch and District Staff : in Com. of Sup., 1017.
Clothing, Tenders for Manufacture of : M. for copies*

(Mr. Vail) 1201.
Construction and Repaire: in Com. of Sap., 1158,

1343,
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MILITIA-Continued.

Contingencies : in Com. of Sup., 1158, 1343.
Depti. Rep. presented, 98.
Dept. of : in Com. of Sup., 833, 1334 ; conc., 1440.
Dominion Rifle Association : in Com. of Sup., 1602.
Drill Instruction : in Com. of Sup., 1096.
Drill Pay, &c. : in Com. of Sup., 1098.
Drill Sheds : in Com. of Sup., 1160.·
Fortifications and Military Buildings B.

No. 114 (Sir -Hector Langevin). 1°, 965; 2°
1061 ; in Com., 1063 ; 30*, 1129. (47 Vic., c. 17.)

Infantry Schools: in Com. of Sup., 1366.
Luard, Major-General, Complaints against: M. for

copies, &c. (Mr. Mulock) 295; M. wthdn., 506; M.
for copies, &c., 621, 738.

Manitoba, Increase of Force in: in Com. of Sup., 1343.
Military Properties, Maintenance, &c.: in Com. of

Sup., 1160; Construction and Repars, 1162, 1602;
conc, 1440.

Moccasins, Purchase of: M. for Cor.* (Mr. Somerville,
Brant) 624.

Ordnance, Rifled, Improved: in Com. of Sup., 1166.
Ottawa Rifle Range: in Com. of Sup., 1602.
Regulations and Orders, Printing: in Com. of Sup.,

1343.
Returns, Enquiries respecting (Mr. Somerville, Brant)

1127.
Rifle Associations, B. C., Further aid to: Ques. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 285.
Russian Leather -Permeator: in Com. of Sup., 1165.
School of Gunnery, &c., B. C.: Ques. (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 285.
Stores: in Com. of Sup., 1022.
Tente, Manufacture of: Ques. (Mr. Somerville, Brant)

505 ; M. for Cor.,* 624.
Veterans of 1812 : in Com. of Sup., 1016.
Volunteers of 1837 : Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 57.

M[LLs, Hon. D.: Return of, on Judgment of Supreme
Court, 524.

MINERAL LANDS, SALE OF, &C. : M. for Rot. (Mr. Charlton)
78.

MINING LICENSES IN THE N. W., BAKER OEiK : Qnes. (Mr.
Lister) 44.

MINISTERIAL CHANGEs : Explanation (Sir John A. Mac.
donald) 28, 525.

MINIsTER o RAILWAYS As HIGH CoMMIssIoNER : M. for Ret.
(Mr. Blake) 53..

MINIST3E or RTs., APPOINTMENT OF, As 111IG Commis-

sIONER: Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (Mr. Mills)
1039; (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1042 ; (.Mr. Blake)
1043 ; neg. (Y. 51, N. 95) 1046.

MINIeEmR OF RYs. AND THE Hr1aH COIMssIONERsHIP : Ques,
of Priv. (Mr Blake) 542 ; Res., 547 ; (Sir. John A.
Macdonald) 547 ; Amt. to ref. to Com. on Priv. and
Elee., 549 ; Deb. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 649 ; (Mr.

fWll)%68·; (Ar, CapiSau) 564 ; (Mr. Cauy) 6;6

MINISNER OF RYs. AND THE 1MIGH CoMMIssIoNERlsHIP-Con.

(Mr. Woodworth) 558; reply (Mr. Blake) 561; Amt.
agreed to (Y. 122, N. 57) 566.

MINoR REVENUES, DOMINION LANDS: in Com. of Sup., 1318.
MIRAMIcIR VALLEY RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1503-1507.
MISCELLANEOUS: in Com. of Sup., 1202, 1203, 1301-1310,

1373-1381, 1607, 1617; conc., 1464, 1611, 1617.
MIsCELLANEoUS JUSTICE: in Com. of Sup., 994.
MISCELLANEOUS WORKS, INTERCOL. RY., NOT PROVIDED FOR:

in Com. of Sup., 1050.
MISSION SCHooL AT FORT WILLIAM: in Com. of Snp., 1608.
MIssIssIPPI AND RENFREW RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupptr) 1444; in Com., 1508.
MOBERLY, FRANK, MEMORIAL OF: M. for copy* (Mr. Blake)

523.
MocCASINS, PURCHASE OF, BY MILITIA DEPT. : M. for Cor.*

(Mr. Somerville, Brant) 624.
MoNEY ORDER REGULATIONS: M. for copies (Mr Blake) 613.
MONEYS PAID BY DOM. To LOCAL GOVT. OF ONT.: M. for

Stmnt.* (Mr. Farrow) 1200.
MONTCALM CONTROVERTED IELECTION: Judgment of Supreme

Court, 337.

Montreal and European Short Line Ry. Co.
B. No. 89 (Mr.. Tupper, Pictou). 1°*, 285; 2°*,
504; in Com. and 3*, 810. ('7 Vc., c. 89.)

Montreal and Quebec Pilots Incorp. B. No. 18
(Mr. Amyot). 1°*, 67; 2°*, 89; preamble not proven.

MONTREAL AND WESTERN RY. Co., SUBSIDY TO: prOp. Res.
(Sir Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1503.

MONTREAL CARNIVAL, ADJOURNMENT FOR: Ques. (Mr. Gault)
83.

MONTREAL DRILL SHED, CONTRAOT FOR REBUILDING: Ques.

(Mr. Bernier) 966; M. for copies*, 1201.

MONTREAL, G. T. R. Ry. CRossING IN: Ques. (Mir. Iloude)
1387.

MONTREAL PosT OFFiCE SERVICE: Ques. (Mr. Holton) 797.
MONTREAL TO ST. JOHN, MIALIFAY AND SYDNEY Ry. SUB.

arDY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com.,
1486-1490.

Moosz JAw, ToWN REsERVE : M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron,
Huron) 75.

MORPETH HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS : Ques. (Mr. Jackson)
132; (.Mr. Casey) 1054.

MORRIsTOWN, N.S., PREVENTIVE OFFICER AT: M. for Cor.*
(Mr. McIsaac) 140.

MOUNTED POLICE BARRACKS, ERECTION OF: in Com. of Sup.,
1203, 1378.

MOUNTED POLICE FOR B. C.: Ques. (Mr. Baker, Victoria)
336.

MOUNTED POLICE SUPPLIES AND TRANSPORT, TENDERS, &c.S

M. for copies* (Mr. Casey) 1200.
MOUSSEAU, MON. J. A., APPOINTMENT OF, TO THE BENCH: M.

(Mr. Laurier) 133; Deb. (Mr. Ouimet) 135; (Mr. Cas-
grain) 137; (Sir Hector Langevin) 137; (Mr. Girouard)
139; reply (Mr. Laurier) 139; neg. (Y. 47, N. 89)
140.
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MowAT, Hon. OLIVER, PAYMENT FOR SERVICES: in Coim.

of Sup., 1379.

Municipal Self Government for Indians of
Canada B. No. 22. (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*,
67; 2° >m., 538; 2 uand in Com., 539; 30, 625. (47

Vic., C. 28.)
MURRAY CANAL: in Com. of SUp., 1051.
MUTUAL BENEFIT INs. SOCIETIEs: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 337.
MUTUAL MARINE INS. Co.'s. See respective headings.
NAVAL STATION AT ESQUIMALT, B. C. : M. for Ret. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 515.
NAVAL BRIGADE AND ToRPEDo CoRPs, B.C.: Ques. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 285.
NAPANEE AND TAMWoRTH Rr. Co., SUBsIY TO: prop. Res.

(Sir Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1502.
NAPANEE, COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS AT, APPoINTMENT OF: M,

for Papers and Cor. (Mr. Allison, Lennox) wthdn., 208.

Napanue, Tamworth and Quebec Ry. Co.'s In-
corp. Act Amt. Bill No. 80 (Mr. Bell). 10*,
231; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 810; Son. Amts. conc.
in, 1176. (47 Vic., c. 62.)

"1APOLEON III." See "Inspection of P. E. I. Steamboats."
NAvIGATIoN CoMPANIEs. See respective headings.
NAVIGATION, SCHOOL oF, AT QUEBEC: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Amyot) 200.
Nederlandsch-Americansche Land Maalschap-

pij B. No. 30 (Air. Abbott). 1°*, 83; 2°*, 173; in
Com. and 30*, 665. (47 «Vic., c. 102.)

NELSON RIVER, OBSTRUCTION IN: M. for Reps. (Mr. Orton)
208.

NEW BRUNSWICK:
Caraquet and Shippigan Ry. Subsidy: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1445 ; in Com., 1510.
Carleton Post Offloe: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 966.
Eastern Extension, Intercol. Ry.: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Burpee, Sunbury) 736.
Fredericton and Miramichi River Ry. Subsidy: prop.

Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1503.
Grand Southern Ry., Convoyance of Mails: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Gillmor) 78.
Hopewell and Alma Ry. Subsidy: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1509.
Inland Revenue Warehouse at St. John: Ques. (Mr.

Weldon) 1212.
Intercol. Ry. between Rivière du Loup and Moncton,

Cost of: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Burpee, Bunbury) 623.
Intercol. Ry. See general heading.

Jemseg, Dredging at: M. for copies of Rep. (Mr. King)

295.
Kearney and Jacques, Messrs. Appointment of: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Irvine) 218.
Lottery Firm at St. Stephen: M. for Stmnt. of Receipts

of P. O. (Mr. Weldon) 614.
Mail Service in: M. for Cor. (Mr. Gillmor) 78.
Moteorological Service at St. John, Expenses, &c.: M.

for Ret.* (Mr. Weldon) 1200.
Point Escuminao Breakwater: M. for Papers (Mr.

M itchell) 51A.

NEW BRUNSWICK-Continued.
" Princess Louise." See "DomINIoN STEAMERS."
St. Louis and Richibuoto Ry. Subsidy: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1444.
Stone for new Deptl. Building: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 736.
Sussex and St. John iRy. Subsidy: prop. Res, (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1444 ; in Com., 1510.
Swan Creek Surveys: M. for Reps. (Mr. Burpee, Sun-

bury) 605.
I. S. Customs Duties on Hay: M. for Ret. (Mr. Irvine)

519.
Vice-Admiralty Courts, Imp. Despatches respecting:

M. for copies* (Mr. Weldon) 65.
[See "PUBLIC W oRKS" and "l SUPPLY."]

New Brunswick Ry. Co.'s B. No. 54 (Mr. Burpee,
Sunbury). 1*, 141; 2°, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 1035.
(47 Vic., c. 75.)

NEW MEMBiRs, Return of, 1, 198, 335.
NEWsPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, DELAT IN TRANsMITTING:

M. for Cor. (Mr. Sproule) 216.
NEw HARBOUR AND INDIAN HARBOUR, N.S.: Ques. (Mr*

Kirk) 132.
"NEWFIELD," STEAMER, COST OF WORKING: in Com. Of

Sup., 1227, 1318; conc., 1458.
NEWFOUNDLAND, PROHIBITIVE DUTy: Ques. (Mr. Desjar-

dins) 1214.
NEWFOUNDLAND, INEGOTIATIONS wITH: Ques. (Sir Richard

Cartwrghi) 1653.
NEwFOUNDLAND HERRING, INSPECTION oF: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Fortin) 31.
NIAGAs FALLS COMM1sSION: in Com. of Sup., 1203.

Niagara Frontier Bridge Co. Incorp. B. No. 91
(Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 1°*, 285; 2°*, 504; in Com.
and 3°*, 1214; Sen. Amts. conc. in, 1548. (47 Tic.,
c. 81.)

NICOLET, VACANCY IN THE REPRESENTATION: Resignation

of Member, 1108.

Northern and North-Western Junction Ry.
Co.'s B. No. 59 (Mr. Small). 1°*, 141 ; 2°*, 199;
in Com. and 30*, 810. (47 Vic., c. 67.)

"NoRTHERN hLIT," REPORT oF INSPECTORS, &C. : M. fer
Papers (Mr. Davies) 59.

"NoRTHERN LiGHT:" in Com. of Sup., 1227.
"NORTHERN QUEiN," Loss OF THE. See "Lakes Huron and

Superior."

Northern Ry. Co. of Can. B. No. 57 (Mr. Small).
1°*, 141; 2°*, 199; in Com. and 30*, 1175; M. to
cono. in Sen. Amts., 1546. (47 Vic-, c. 65.)

NORTH AMERIACAN CONTRACIING Co., INSTRUMENT OF IN-
CORP., &C., AND C. P. R. CLAIMs OP SHAREHOLDERS: M'
for copies* (Mr. Blake) 66.

NORTH SHoiE Ry., ST. MARTIN's To QUEEC: Ques. (Mr.
Boude) 1388.

NoRTH-WEST GRIETAN0Es: Ques. (Sir Richard Cartwright)
766; Res. in Amt. to Coin. of Sap. (Mr. Cameron,
Euron) 1138; (Sir Charles Tupper) 1147; (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 1152; (Mr. Waton) 1155; (Mr. MilLa)
11*5; (»r. Mackn iei) 1156; eg. (Y. 57, N. 116) 1157.
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NoRTH WESTERN COAL AND NAVIGATION 00, See " Medicine

Bat Ry."
North-West Territories Act, 1880, Amt. B. No.

152 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 1586; 2°, in Com.
and 30*, 1651. (47 Tic., c. 23.)

NORTBi-WEST TERRITORIES:
Amt. to Act referred to in Speech from the Throne, 2.
Administration of Affairs: M. for Ret. (fr. Cameron,

Buron) 75.
Administrator for, Appointment of: M. for O. C., &c.

(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 517.
Bow River Timber Limite, Sale of: M. for Rot. (Mr.

Jackson) 90.
Council, Members of: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Mills) 1200.
Expenses of Govt. in: in Com. of Sup., 1301; conc.,

1617.
Governmont Herd in: Ques. (Mr. Trow) 506; Sale of:

M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 618.
Gold Mining, Act relating to: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 43;

M. for Rot., 512.
Land Sales in: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Livingstone) 523.
Liquor Licenses and Permits: M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake)

73.
Miining Licenses on Baker Creek: Ques. (Mr. Lister)

44.
Mount3d Police: in Com. of Sup., 1294.
Registration of Deeds, &o.: prop. Res. (Sir John A.

Macdonald) 1635.
Sales and L aas of Lands, Coal: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr.

Blake) 71.
Settlera in other Provo.: M. for Rot. (Mr. Blake) 49.
Town Site Reservation at Fort MacLeod: M. for O. C.,

&c.* (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 624.
[See "DoMINION LANDS," " PUtLIC WoRKs" and I Sup-

PLY."]

NOVA. SOOTIA:
Agreement, B. No. 125 (Sir Charles Tupper).

Bs. prop., 825 ; M. for Com., 878; in Com., 883;
cono. in and 1°* of B., 987; 2°, in Com. and 3°,
1131. (47 Vc., c. 5.)

Amero, Roger, Case of: M. for Rot. (Air. Woodworth)

622.
Antigonish, Public Buildings at, Expenditure on: M.

Stmnt.* (Mr. McIsaac) 66.
Automatie Buoy in Lockport Harbour: Ques. (Mr.

Robertson, Shelburne) 603.
Bounty to Fishermen, Names, &c.: M. for Stmnt.*

(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 67; Ques., 603; Ques.
(Mr. McIsaac) 655.

Cheticamp Harbour, Dredging : Ques. (Mr. Cameron,
Inverness) 967.

Coal Carried on Intercol. Ry. and by Water: M. for
Rot. (Mr. Woodworth) 65.

Coal Imported into the U. S. for Ocean Steamship pur-
poses: M. for copies of Despatches (Mr. Blake) 70.

Oustoms Officials in Invernes': M. for Rot. (Mr.
Cameron, Inverne=s) 462.

NOVA SCOTIA-Continued.
Digby County, Fishery Overseer for: Ques. (Mr. Tail)

89.
Eastern Extension Ry.: paragraph in Speech from the

Throne, 2.
Goose Island Lighthouse: Ques. (Mr. Krk) 655.
Great American and European Short Lino Ry.: Ques.

(Mr. McIsaac) 57.
Hearn, James, Superannuation of: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Kirk) 1110.
Ingonish Breakwater, Cor. and Engineer's Reports, &c.:

M. for copies (Mr. Campbell, Victoria) 89.
Morristown, Preventive Officer ut: M. for Cor.* (Mr.

Mclsaac) 140.
Mutual Marine Insurance Co. Incorp. B,

No. 49 (Mr. Daly). 1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com.
and 3'*, 665. (47 Vic., c, 92.)

New Harboar and Indian Harbour: Ques. (Mr. Kirk)
132.

Ogden, Alfred, Employment of: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 798,
965.

Oyster fond Breakwater: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 132.
Port Mulgrave as a sub-port: Quos. (Mr. Kirk) 285.
Railways: M. for Cor.* (Mr. Macdonald, Cape Breton)

65.
Scott Act in Cumberland: Quos. (Mr. Robertson, Shel-

burne) 736; (Mr. Tupper) 1548.
Upper Wood Harbour: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Robertson,

Shelburne) 1199.
[See " PUBLIC WoRKs " and 4 SUPPLY."]

OATH OR OATHS TAKEN BY GoV. GEN. AND LIEUT..GoVs.: M.
for copies.* (2Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 19.

Oaths of Office B. No, 1 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*,
2; (pro forma).

O'BRIEN, JOTHAm, AmOUNT PAID To: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr,
Weldon) 623.

OBSERVATOBIEs: in Com. of Sup., 1254.
OBsTRUCTION, REMOVAL OF, IN NAVIGA1LE RIVERS: ip CoM,

of Sup., 1232.
OEAN AND RIVER SERVICE: in Com. of Sup., 1227-1232,

1369.
Ocean Mutual Marine Insurance Co.'s Incorp.

Act Amt. B. No. 20 (Ur. Tupper, Pictou). 1°-, 67;
20*, 89; in Com. and 30*, 504. (47 Tic., c. 91.)

O'CONNOR, Bon. JOHN, SuMs PAID TO: M. for Stmnt. (2fr,
Blake) 70.

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON. See Criminal Law Amts.
OFFICIAL ARBITRATORS AND SECRETARIES: M. for Stmnt.

(Mr. Blondeau) 972.
OFFICIAL INCoMEs, TAXATION orP: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 1054.
OGDEN, ALFRED, EXPLOYMENT 0F : Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 798;

(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 965.
OGILVIE AND BUNTING, Messrs., As SEcURITY FoR ExcHANGE

BANK: Ques. (Mr. folton) 261, 336.
O'MALLEY, LIEUT.-COL,, CHARGES AGAINST: Ques. (Mr,

Vail) 1549.
OmNiBus Co.'s. See respective headinge.
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ONTARIO:

Accounts with the Dom.: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 72 ; (Mr.
Besson) 73; M. for Stmnts.* (Mr. Blake) 79.

Amheistburg, Public Buildings, Land sold for: M. for
Rets.* (Mr. Lister) 83; Mr. Patterson, Essex)
297.

Belle River Pier: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 655.
Boundaries between Man. and Ont. : M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Blake) 88.
Britton, Ephraim, Complaints against appointment

M. for Ret.* (.ir. Casey) 1201.
Colchester Reef Lighthouse: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 86,

199.
Cornwall and Rapide Plat Canals, Tenders for En-

largement :.M. for copies* (Mr. Cockburn) 1200.
Customs Employés at Windsor : M. for Cor. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) 508.
Dominion Grange and Farming Legislation: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Casey) 1201.
Duart, Postmaster at: M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 509;

Ques., 1053 ; Complaints against appointment : M.
for Ret.,¥ 1201.

Eseheat, Queen and Mercer, Shorthand Writers' Notes:
M. fcr copies (Mr. Blake) 74.

Fishing in Ont. Waters, Regulations: M. for Ret.
(Mr. 1ulock) 71; Fines under: M. for Stmnt.*
(31r. Somerville, Brant) 201.

Frontier Police, Souti-Western Ont. : Ques. (Mr.
Patterson, Essex1 1054.

Gravenburst and Callander Ry. Subsidy: M. for copies
of Cor., &c. (Mr. Cockburn) 40; Ques. (Mr. O'Brien)
604.

Goodwin, James, Claim of: Ques. (Mr. Fleming) 604;
M. for Rep.* (Mr. Lister) 1199.

Uarbour in Essex County: M. for Ret. (Mr. Patterson,
Essex) 506.

ilodge vs. The Queen, Judgment, &c., respecting: M.
for copies (Mr. Blake) 43.

Hughes, Judge, Charges against: M. for copies of Pets.
(Mr. Wilson) 59; remarks, 967 ; Ques. 1109; on
M. for Com. of Sup., 1215.

Hunter's Island, Land or Timber Sales: Ques. (Mr.
Cockburn) 965; (Mr. Bain) 1054.

Immigrants settled in, from 1879 to 1883 respectively:
M. for Ret.* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28.

Indian Islands in Lake Ont.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Platt)
87.

Kingsville Harbour Works: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 86; M.
for Ret., 216.

Lake Superior, Region North of: M. for. Ret. (Mr.
Dawson) 967.

Land Improvement Fnd: Ques.. (Mr. Besson) 1215.
Lansdowne Post Office: Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 336.
Leamington Post Office: M. for Cor. (Mr. Lister) 800.
Life-saving Stations, Life-boats, &c.: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Platt) 1199.
Long Point Lighthouse repairs: Ques. (Mr. Lister)

230,

ONTA.RIO-Continued.
Maritime Court (extension of jurisdiction)

B. No. 70 (Mr. Allen). 10*, 162; 2° m., 441;
deb. adjd., 462.

Morpeth Harbour Improvements; Ques. (Mr. Jackson)
132; (Mr. Casey) 1054.

Ottawa Gas Co., Claims of : Ques. (Mr. Lister) 604.
Pajot Farm and Claim of Indian Dept.,- M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1201.
Palmerston, North of, Mail Service: Ques. (Mr. Lan-

derhin) 69.
Parry Sound P. O., Postal Thefts at: Ques. (11r. Blake)

1109.
Pelee Island, Long Point and Rondeau Lighthouses:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Lister) 230.
Penetanguishene Indian Agent: Ques. (Mr. Cook) 31.
Port Rowan Life-saving Station: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Jackson) 521.
Port Stanley and Port Burwell as Harbours of Refuge.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Wilson) 519.
Port Stanley Harbour Revenue: M. for Stmnt. (1r.

Wilson) 295.
Provincial Debt to Canada: Ques. (Mr. Landry,

-Montmagny) 199.
Railway Bonuses given by Townships and Prov.

Govts.: M. for Stmnt.* (1r. Landerkin) 1200.
Rideau Hall, Expenditure on: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

McCraney) 1201.
St. Lawrence Canals, Expenditure on: M. for eet.*

(Mr. McCraney) 1201.
St. Thomas, Public Buildings at: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Wilson) 92.
St. Vincent, Examination of Baggage at: Ques. (Mr.

Hesson) 1444.
Solway, Postmaster at: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Wells) 1200.
Stayner, Postmaster ut: Ques. (Mr. Wilson) 1109.
Thames and Lake Erie Canal: Ques. (Mr. Casey) 797.
Volunteers of 1837-38: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Tyrwhitt) 89.
Waters of, Regulations under Fisheries Act, Prohibiting

Fishing: M. for Ro. (Mr. Blake) 71.
Weller's Bay Range Lights: Ques. (Mr. Platt) 336.
Wellington, Life-boat at: Ques. (Mr. Plait) 603.
Whcatley, Postmaster at, Charges against: M. for Rep.

(Mr. Lister) 604.
Windsor Post Office, Sale of Stamps at: Ques. (Mr.

Lister) 655.
Wyandotte Indians, Distribution of Moneys to: Ques.

(Mr. Patterson, Essex) 966.
Ontario Pacific Ry. Co.'s Incorp. Act Amt. B.

No. 67 (Mr. Bergin). 1°*, 162; 24*, 271; in Com.
and 30*, 603. (47 Vic., c. 57.)

Ontario and Quebec Ry. and C. P. R. Co. Lease
confirmation B. No. 32 (Mr. Abbott). 10*, 83;
2°*, 173; M. for Com., 810; objection (Mr. Cameron,
Huron) Ques. of Priv., 810; M. to substitute name of
Mr. Haggart for promoter agreed to, 843; in Com.,
857; 30 m., 859; Amt. (Mr. Wallace) 859; neg. and
30, 860; B. passed, 886. (47 Vic., c. 54.)
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Ontario and Quebec Ry. Co.'s B. No. 46 (Mr.
Wells). 1°*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 3°, 886; on M.
that B. pass, Amt. (Mr. Wilson) to recom., 887; neg.
on a div. and B. passed, 888; Sen. amts. conc. in, 1281.
(47 Vic., c. 6 1.)

ONTARIO AND PACIFIo iRY. Go., SUBSIDY To: prop. Res. (Sir
Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1507.

OPENING oF PARLI&MENT, See "Parliament."
Openings in the Ice, Criminal Law Amt. B. No.

97 (Mr. Robertson, Bamilton) 1*, 457.
Orange Association of British America Incorp.

B. No. 98 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria). 10 on a div., 304;
2° m, 897; neg. (Y. 68, N. 105) 931.

ORANGE, LOYAL, AssoCIATIoN OF BaITISH AME RICA B. 93:
Deb. on M. for 2° (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) 897; (Mr.
IMills) 898; (Mr. Cameron, Bugron) 899; (Mr. White,
CardweNl) 902; (Mr. Blake) 904; (Mr. Woodworth)
919; (Mr. White, Bastings) 921; (Mr. Outran) 92e;
(Mr. Farrow) 924; (-Mr. Beaty) 925; (Mr. Tyrwhitt)
917-; (Mr. Foster) 827 ; (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 928;
(Mr. Wallace) 928; (Mr. Sproule) 928; (Mr. Camero,
Victoria) 929.

ORDBR, PRWVILEGE AND PROCEDURE, QUEsTIONs OF:
ORDER:

Adjournment. Member cannot allude to a subject in an
irregular manner under cover of a M. to adjn. (Mr.
Speaker) 1545.

lBanking Facilities for Agriculturists B. 105. On 1°,
Ques. by -Or. Blake as to initiation of same in Com.
of W.: Ans. (Mr. Speaker) that- Member intro-
duces B. at the risk of having its progress stopped
at some subsequent stage, 524. See also "Pao-
CEDURE.

Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan Res. Unparliamentary
language, 342, 532; correction in deb. (Mr. Foster)
353; reference to Membcr having a seat by the
grace of others, 448; fat contradictions in deb.
restrained (Mr. Speaker) 484; personal explanation
re condemnation of conduct of Liberal press (Sir
Richard Cartwright) 491; personal explanations in
deb. in Order '(Mr. Speaker) 493; mover of sub-
stantive motion has right of reply (M r. Speaker)
494; allusion to Member as a criminal condemned
(Mr. Speaker) 532. See also "PROCED."

Central Ontario Ry. B. 73. Referenc to proceedings
of Select Standing Com. objected to (Mr. Bowell)
1204. See also <'PRooED."

Oriminal Cases, Law of Evidence B. 3. Member can only
speak once, except mover of motion, who has the
right of reply (Mr. Speaker) 97.

Criminal Law Amt., Seduction, &c., B. 6. Stmnt. re-
&oing on Members wthdn., 813.

Debates, Oflcial Rep. Accuracy of Rep. ohallenged
(Mr. Orton) re quotation from Regina Leader:
Reference to a past deb. objected to by Mr. Blake,
1582; in Order (Mr. Speaker) 1583.

Iskiry Bounty. in Com. of Sap.: Discussion declared
out of Order, no aubject before Com. on which
general question can arise, 1239.

OR DER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDU RE-Continued.
ORDE R-Continued.

Luard, Major-Gencral, Complaints againet. Aeesation
of making wrong statements for purpose of deb.
contradicted (Mr. Casey) 757; Documents read
without plaeing same on Table, 747.

Minister of Rys. and the HighCommimioner8hip. Members
speaking disrespectfulty of each other: Rule read
(Mr. Speaker) 561; personal explanation can be
made atter Member has finished hia speech, 561.

North- West Grievances. Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup.:
Reference to a Member not having a, salt in the
flouse checked (Mr. Speaker) 1152.

Ontario and Quebec 1y. B. 46. Insinuation of Member
repudiated (Mr. Wilson) 888.

Orange Incorp. B. 93. Personal allusions in deb. checked
(Mr. Speaker) 920; anparliamentary language
wthdn., 923.

Personal Albusions checked, 920, 1152.
Personal .:hplanations in Deb. in Order: 493, 1123; can

be made after Member has finished speaking, 561.
Post Offices, Erection of. M. for Rot. : Unparliamentary

language wthdn., 802; reference to former deb.
checked (Mr. Speaker) 807.

Prohibition of the Liquor Traflc. Personal explanation
in deb. in Order (Mr. Speaker) 1123.

St. Patrick's Day. M. to adjn. to a future period
not in Order (Mr. Speaker) 885.

Sick and Distressed Mariners Act. On M. for Reti:

Member requested to confine himself to Ques. (Mr.
Speaker) 217.

Unparliamentary Language, 342, 532, 802, 813, 888, 922,
923.

Ways andMeans. Duties on packages containingcrock-
ery, in Com.: Membei referring to packages con-

taining fiour in Order, 700.
PRIV[LEGE:

Contradiction of Stmnt. made by Member in another
place (Mr. Blake) 1512.

Denial of insinuations by Member re newspaper article
(Mr. Blake) 736.

Departmental Reports. Publication in newspapers

before presentation to House: remarks (Mr. Blake)
141.

Explanation of article in Toronto Globe (Sir Hector
Langevin) 1465.

Explanation of paragraph in Montreal Herald and other

newspapers reflecting on a Member (Mr. White,
Hastings) 1'41.

Explanations respecting reports in Toronto Mail and

Montreal Gazette: renarks (4 essrs. Ouimet, Scri-

ver, Blake and Sir John A. Macdonald) 457.

L'Etendard. Inaccurate correspondence: Explanation

(Mr. Bergeros) 469.
Grand Trunik y. Co.'s B. 21. 'Amts. made by Senate:

remarks (Mr. Mitchell) 1511. See also "Pao-

CEDUE.f"
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ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE--Continued.
PIMLEGE-Continued.

Luard, Major-General, complaints against. Personal
explanations (Mr. Caron) 757; (Mr. Fortin) 808.

Minister of Bye. and the High Commiionership. Position
in House challenged (Mr. Blake) 542; Res., 547.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. B. 32. Ques. of Privilege must
conclude with a motion (Mr. Speaker) 811.

Orange B. 93, Mr. Blake's speech on: Accuracy of Rep.
challenged (Air. Woodworth) 1844.

Begina Leader. Misquotation: remarks (Mr. Orton)
1582.

Return. Missing and Imperfect: remarks (Mr. .Platt
and others) 459.

Wheat and Flour Equivalents. Ques. misunderstood:
explanation (Mr. Bowell) 57.

PROCEDURE:
Adulteration of Food and Drugs B. 114. M. for Qom.

(Mr. Costigan) objected to by Air. Blake, the B.
containing money clauses should bave originated
in Com. of W., authorities quoted to sustain objec-
tion, 1244; ruled (Mr. Speaker) that the money
clauses should not be considered as part of the B.
but should be passed over by the Chairman of the
Com., authorities quoted in support of same, 1246.

Banking Facilities for Agriculturists. M. for Com. on
Res. objected to by Mr. Blake, there being a B. on
Order Paper for 2° on same subject: Mr. Speaker
not prepared to give a decision in the matter, 763,
See also "Oanz."

Canadian Pacific Ry. Loan Re. Members being called
on to vote having pecuniary interest in same:
Rule read (Mr. Speaker) 454; practice defined (Mr.
Speaker) 458. See also "Onnia."

Central Ontario Ry. B. Amt. moved in Com. by Mr.
White, of Hastings, objected to by Mr. Cameron, Vic-
toria, no notice having been given: objection sue-
tained by the Chairman, 1202. See aiso "Oana."

Chianes immigration into B. C. M. to adjn. deb. on es.
moved (Mr. Baker, Victoria) through want of know-
ledge of Parliamentary Practice ; Order adjng. deb.
asked to be rescinded: remarks (Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Baker and Mr. Blake) 977.

Commitment of a B. M. (Mr. Amyot) to dischrg. Order
of the House referring B. to a Com.: Practice
(Air. Speaker) and Precedent (Mr. Amyot) quoted
131.

Contracts, Fraud in relation to, B. 12. Order for 2° being
called, change of name of mover suggested (Mr.
Cameron, Huron). ruled (Mr. Speaker) that Mem-
ber having moved introduction B. must stand in
bis name; no B. can be moved in name of absent
Member, 80.

Criminal Lawo Amt., Beduction, &c., B. 6. Mover of B.
(Mr. Charlton) seconding an Amt. to Main Motion
objected to byMr. Cameron, Victoria, 666; oorreo-
tion (Mr. Speaker) 667.

ORDE R, PRIVILEGE àND PROCEDURE -Continued.
PROOEDURE-Continued.

.DivWion List. Member's name having been left out of
division on B. 6, same was asked, by Mr. Hesson,
to be rectified: ruled (Mr. Speaker) not the prac-
tice to alter same, 709.

Grand Trunk Ry. Co.'sB. 21 Amt.(Mr. Patterson, Essex)
to M. that B. pass: ruled (Mr. Speaker) that no
Amt. can be moved at this stage, must be obtained
in the Senate, 978.

Grand Trunk By. Co.'s B. 21. Amts. made by the
Sen.: remarks (Mr. Mitchell) 1511; Practice of
Parliament (Mr. Haggart) 1512; (Sir Charles
Tupper, Mesrs. Mitchell, Cameron, Victoria, and
Blake) 1613; (Mesre. Mackenzie, McCarthy, Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1514: ruled (Mr. Speaker)
that in future Amts. made by the Sonate must be
put on the Order Paper, 1515.

Liguor License Act, 1883, Mr. Boude'& L to repeal. M.
(Sir John A. Macdonald) for same to take preced-
enee on a private day objected to by Mr. Mackenzie,
no notice having been given, 824; authorities
quoted by Mr. Mackenzie and objection sustained
by Mr. Speaker, 825.

Luard, Major-General. Order for Notice of Motion
called, and a Member being absent who wanted to
speak on it, the same was asked te be allowed to
stand : ruled (Mr. Speaker) that Notice of Motion
after being called cannot stand, except at request
of Government, 295. Sée also "Onnma."

.Northern Ry. Co. of Canada B. 57. M.(Mr.Small) to conc.
in Amts. made by the Senate: Rule read (Mr.
Speaker) 1547.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. B. 32. M. for Com. on B.
objected to by Mr. Cameron, Huron, the mover
(Mr. Abbott) being Solicitor of C. P. R.Co., 810:
ruled (Mr. Speaker) that Membor acting as such is
ineligible from voting, but he is not restrained
from proposing a motion or an amendment, and
authorities quoted to sustain same, 811; Rule of
English H. of C. read (Mr. Speaker) 857.

Ontario and Quebec Ry. B. 32. M. (Mr. Haggart) to
change name of mover objected to by Mr. Cam-
eron, Huron, no notice having been given: ruled
(Mr. Speaker) no notice required after B. is intro-
duced, 848.

Printing of Parliament. Sixth Rep. of Com., Amt.
(Mr. Mackenzie) to conc. in, except last paragraph:
not usual to adopt a Rep. of a Com. in part, it is
generally ref. back to the Com. (Mr. Speaker) 1109.

Public Works of Canada Act Amt. B. 134. Remarks
by Mr. Blake on M. for 2°, as to whether B. ought
not to have been initiated by Com. of W., the B.
authorising the disposal of a portion of the Publio
Domain, 1455: ruled (Mr. Speaker) that B. does
not come under clam of Bille appropriating any
portion of the Publio Revenue, 1586.
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INDEX.

ORLEANS ISLAND, LIGHTS NORTH OF: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Valin) 218.

OTTAWA AND GATINEAU VALLET RY. CO., SUBSIDY TO:

prop. Ros. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1445.
Ottawa and St. Lawrence Ry. (Bondholders

voting at Meetings) B. No. 56 (Mr. White,
Cardwell.) 1°*, 141; 2°*, 271; in COm. and 3°*, 715;
Sen. Amts. conc. in, 1281. (47 Vic., c. 76.)

OTTAWA GAS CO., CLAIX OF, FoR LEAxAGE. Ques. (Mr.
Lister) 604.

OTTAWA RIFLE RANGE: in CoM. of Sup., 1603.
Ottawa, Roman Catholic Diocese of, B. No. 95

(Mr. Tassé). 1°*, 304; 2°*, 504; in Com., 889 ; 3° on

a div., 890. (47 Vic., c. 104.)
Ottawa, Waddington and N. Y. Ry. and Bridge

Co.'s Incorp. Act Amt. B. No. 40 (Mr. Hickey).
1°*, 89; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 3°*, 603. (47 Vic., c.
58.)

Owen Sound Dry Dock, Shipbuilding, and Nav.
Co. Incorp. B. No. 45 (Mr. Allen). 1°*, 131; 20*,
173; in Com. and 30*, 580. (47 Vic., c. 99.)

OXFORD STATION AND SYDNEY OR LOUISBURG RY. SUBSIDY:

prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Coin., 1490.
OYSTER POND BREAKWATER, N. S.: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 132.
PAGE, JOHN, PAYMENTS TO, AS ARBITRATOR: in COM. Of Sup.

1351, 1608 ; conc., 1617.
PAJOT FAR AND CLAIM OF INDIAN DEPT. : M. for Rot.*

(Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1201.
PALMERSTON, NORTH OF, MAIL SERVICE: Que8. (Mr. Lan-

derkin) 89.
Parkdale Village and G. T. R. Co., legalization

of Agreement B. No. 82 (Mr. Wallace, York).
1°*, 231 ; 20, 504 ; wthdn.

PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE: Members called on to vote
(ruling) 458. See " ORDEa," &o.

PARLIAMENT, 5TH, SECOND SESSION, 1884, 47 VICTORIA :

Opening, 1; Speech from the Throne, 2; Bills a8sented

to, 664, 1654 ; Prorogation, It54. Ses " HousE oF
COXONS."

PARRY SOUND, INIAN AGENT AT: QUes. (Mr. Cook)
1548.

PASSES OVER INTEROOL. Ry.: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. .Mont.
plaisir) 1201.

PASTURE LANDS, LEASES GRANTED IN 1883: M. for Ret.
(Mr. Charlton) 73 ; Sale of, &o., 78.

Patent Act, 1872, further Act Amt. B. No. 86
(Mr. White Renfrew). 1°*, 260.

"PATENT RE00RD :" in o. Of Sup., 1089.
Patent Rights, Sale of, Prevention of Fraud in,

B. No. 26 (Mr. Mulock). 1°, 71; 2° and re. to Sel.
Com., 145; in Com. of W., 285 ; 30, 460. (47 ic., c.
38.)

PAYMENTS ON SETTLER8' LANDS: Ques, (Mr. Parrow) 57.
PeÂAn'8, STATION AT, ON P. E. L R.: Que8. (Mr. McIntyre)

261.
PELE ISLAND LIGHTHOUBE, REPAIES ON: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Lister) 230.

PENETANGUISHENE, INDIAN AGENT AT: Ques. (Mr. Cook) 31.
PENITENTIARIES BRANCH oF DEPT. OF JUSTICE : in COM. Of

Sup., 833.
PENITENTIARIES: in Com. of Sup., 998-1002, 1338.
PENSIONS : in Com. of Sup., 1016, 1343.

PERLEY, H. P., SERVICES ON ST. PETER'S CANAL : in COm. of

Sup., 1350; conc., 1460.

Permanent Building Societies and Loan and
Savings Co.'s B. No. 122 (Mr. Cameron, Victoria).
1°*, 822; 20, 986; in Com. and 30*, 1282. (47 Vic.,

c. 40.)
PERSONAL EPLANATIONS. See " ORDER, PRIVILEGE," &c.

PERSONS ENTERING AND LEAVING MANITOBA FOR YEAR: M.
for Stmnt.* (Mr. Blake) 49.

PERTH AND QUEBEC, EXCISE OFFICERS AT: QUies. (Mr. Landry,
.Montmagny) 132.

PETROLEUM IN MONTMAGNY AND ST. MAURICE: QueS. (Mr.
Landry, Montmagny) 85.

PICKARD, Mr. JOHN: Notification of Vaoanoy by deoease

(Mr. Speaker) 1.
Pictou Mutual Marine Insurance Co., Incorp.

B. No. 35 (Mr. McDougald). 10*, 83; 2°*, 173 ; in
Com. and 3°*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 95.)

PICTOU CATTLE DISEASE: in COm. Of Sup., 1010.
PIERS IN P. E. I., PAYMENTS FOR REPAIRS ON: QUeS. (Mr.

Davies) 1054.
PILOTS FOR AND ABOe H1ARBOUR OP QUZ., INORP. ACT& ]M-

SPECTING: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 655.

Pilots, Montreal and Quebec, Incorp. B. No. 18
(Mr. Amyot). 1°*, 67; 2°*, 89; preamble not proven.

PINCHER CEEEK SUPPLY FARx, SALE OR LEASE : M. for
O. C. (Mr. Cameron, Buron) 617.

PINE AND SPRUCE LOGS, EXPORT DUTY ON: QUeià (2r.
Vail) 655.

PLUMMER, Mr., TRANSFER oF : in Com. of Sup., 841.

POINT ESCUMINAO N. B., BREAKWATER: M. for Papers (Air.
Mitchell) 514.

POLICE ORGANIZATION UNDER LICENSE ACT: Ques. (Mr.

Coursol) 505.
PONTIAC PACIFIO JUNCTION RY. CO., SUSIDY TO: prop. Res.

(Sir Charles Tupper) 1445 ; in Com., 1497.

Pontiac, Roman Catholic Episcopal Corpora-
tion Inoorp. B. No. 84 (Mr. White, Renfrew). 10*,
260 ; 2°¥ , 504; in Com., 888; 3**, 889. (47 Vic., c.
105.)

PORPOISE FISHERT AT RIVER OULLE : M. for ROPe. (Mir.

Blondea) 86.
PORT oF LANDING FOR EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS: Ques. (Mr.

Landry, Montmagny) 89.
PORT MULGRAVE, N. S., As A sUE-FORT: Ques. (Mr. Xirk)

285.
PORT ROwAN, LIrE-AVING STATION AND CW AT: M. tbr

Cor. (Mr. Jackson) 521.
PORT STANLEY, HARBOUR OP REFUGE: M. for ROt. (Mr*

Wilson) 519.
PORT STANLEY HARBOUR REVENUE: M. for Stmnt. (Jr.

Wilson).295.
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INDEX.
PORT ToWNSEND AND VICToRIA, B. , MAIL SERVICE: M. for

Ret. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 605.
POST OFFICE:

Carleton, N.B., Post Office: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 966.
Duart, Postmaster at, Complaints against: M. for Pets.

(Mr. Casey) 509, 1201.
Fort MacLeod and Medicine Hat Mail Service : Ques.

(Mr. Trow) 506.
Landsdowne Post Office: Ques. (Mr. Jackson) 336.
Leamington Post Office, Erection of: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Lister) 800.
Letter Postage, Reduction in: M. for copies of Cor.

(Mr. Charlton) 87.
Letter Rates, Amt. of existing Law: Ques. (Mr. Thomp-

son) 89.
Mail Service in B. C.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Baker, Victoria)

605.
Mail Service in Lotbinière County: M. for Rot. (Mr.

Binfret) 296.
Mail Service in N. B.: M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 78.
Mail Service North of Palmerston: Ques. (Air. Lan-

derkin) 89,
Mail Subsidies: in Com. of Sup., 1298;. conc., 1452.
Money Order Regulations: M. for copies (Mr. Blake)

614.
Money Orders, France and Canada: Ques. (ir. Boude)

967.
Montreal Post Office Service: Ques. (Mr. Bolton) 797.
Newspaper Mail Service, Delays in Transniission: M.

for Cor. (Mr. Sproule) 216.
Offices in operation in the Dom.: M. for Stmnt. (Mr.

Besson) 90.
Parry Sound P. O., Thefts at: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 1109.
Postmaster-General's Dept.: in Com. of Sup., 842,

1336, 1627.
Post Office and Finance Depts.: in Com. of Sup., 987.
St. Césaire, Postmaster at, Charges against: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Béchard) 1199.
St. Clotilde Post Office: Ques: (Mr. Bolton) 1273.
St. Gifles, Daily Mail for: Ques. (Mr. Binfret) 73.
St. Hyacinthe Post Office, Eroction of: Ques. (Air.

Bernier) 966.
St. Stephen, N.B., Post Office Receipts: M. for Stmnt.

(Air. Weldo) 614.
Stamps, Sale of, at Windsor: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 655.
Statisties: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Besson) 90.
Stayner, Postmaster at: Ques. (Mr. Wilson) 1109.
Subsidies to C.P. R. Co.: M. for Papers (Mr. Blake) 79
Victoria, B.C., Postmaster at: M. for Ret. (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 605.
Wheatley, Postmaster at, Charges against: M. for Rep.

(Mr. Lister) 604.
[Ses "PUBLIc WoRKs " and "SUPPLY.")

PRECEDENoE, Ms. FOR C. P. R,: Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald)
198, 304; Amt. (Sir Richard Cartwright) neg. (Y. 51,
N. 107) 804; Amt. (Mr. Weldon) neg. (Y. 53, N. 108)
305; M., 468; M. for B., 524. See "INTOXICATING
LIqUous AcT, Mr. Houde's M. To REPEaL."

PRÉCIs WRITER, SUPREME COURT, STATUTOUT INORESAE : in
Com. of Sup., 1474.

PREEMPTION ENTRIES IN 1883: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
Prescott and Vaudreuil Railway Co. Incorp. B.

No. 23 (Mr. MciAfllan, Taudreuil). 10*, 71; 20*,
89; in Com. and 3°*, 736. (47 ic., c. 84.)

PREVENTIVE OFFICER AT MoRRISToWN, N.S.: M. for Cor.*
(Mr. Mclsaac) 140.

PRINCE ARTHUR's LANDINo AND KAMINIsTIQUIA IRy. Co.,
BoNUsEs TO: M. for Copy of Memorial from Mesars.
McCallum and Moberly to iLs Ex.n (2Mr. Blake) 523.

PRINCE ARTHUR's LANDING TO RED RIVER: ih Com. of Sup.,
1046.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND:
Charlottetown Public Building: conc., 1604.
Compensation for Injuries on P. E. I. Iy.: in Com. of

Sup,, 1347.
Customs Officers: M. for Rot. (.Mr. Brecken) 466.
Glendon, Steamer to replace: in Com. of Sup., 1227.
Harbours and Rivers: in Com of Sup., 1220; cono.,

1443, 1464.
Indians: in Com. of Sup., 1266.
Lighthouse and Coast Service: in Com. of Sup., 1234.
Officers' Salaries, &c., on P. E. I. Ry.: M. for Stmnt.

(Mr. Davies) 298.
Payment of Labourers on P. E. I. Ry.: Ques. (Mr.

Davies) 965.
Peake's, Station at, on P. E. I. Ry.: Ques. (Mr. Me

Intyre) 261.
Piers, Payments for repairs on: Ques. (Mr. Davies)

1054; M. for copies of 0. C., 1169.
Refund of Daties to Merchants: in Com. of Sup., 1812;

conc., 1453.
Repairs, &c., on Ry.: in Com. of Sup., 1.58.
St. Peter's Breakwater, Contract for: M. for copios*

(Mr. .McIntyre) 1200.
Steamboat Inspector's Rep: Ques. (Mr Davies) 460.
Steamboats, Inspection of: M. for copies of Reps. (Mr.

Davies) 59.
Temperance Act, 1878, Medical Certiflates under: M.

for Ret.* (Mr. Yeo) 1201.
Wharves and Piers, Inspection of: Ques. (Mr. Davies)

261.
[See "lPUtIo Wos" and "SUPPLY."J

PRINCE EDwARD IsLAND AND THE ,IsHERY AWARD : Res.
(Mfr. Davies) 1273; Deh. (Afr. Èrecken) 1217; (Afr.
McIntyre) 1278; (Mr. Tupper) 1279; (21fr. ackett)
1280.

PRuIscE LEOPOLD, THE LATE, REs. oF IoNDOLENCÈ TO H. M.
Ness. from Sen., with Address, 1273; M. to conc. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) 1291; seconded (Mr. Blake) 1292.

"PRINcEss LouIaE," STEAMER, CONTRACT, &O., FOR BUILDING:

M. for copies (Mr. Weldon) 35; Loss of: Reports of
Capt. Scott on, 40; Contract for building, 9Î; Tenders
for Steamer to replace,* 820.

"PRINCEsS OF WALEs," STEAMER, IËEP. 0F INsPECToRs, &0.

M. for Papers (Mr. Davies) 59.
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iqDEX.
PRINTINO, MIsCELLANEoUs: in Com. of Sup., 1009, 1373.
PRINTING OF PARLIAMENT: M. tO conc. in Sixth Rep., 408;

Seventh Rep., 1321, 1359; ighth and Ninth Reps.,
1543.

PRINTING, PRINTINU PAPER, &o.: in Com. cf Sup., 1004 ;
cono., 1440.

PRINTINO : Sel. Standing Com. on, 30.
PRINTIN VoCABULARIEs 0F DIALECTs, B. C.: in Com. of

Sup., 1608.
Prisoners, Transfer from one jail to another.

authorization B. No. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald).
1°*, 1586; 2°, in Com. and 30*, 1645. (47 Vic., c. 44.)

PRIVATE BILLe, HouR FoR : Ques. (Mr. White, Cairdwell) 811.
PRIVATE BILLS, MIsCELLANEOUs: Sel. Standing Com. on, 30.
PRIVATE BILLs, PRESENTATION op': Ms. (Mr. Cotrsol) to

extend time, 71; (Mr. Beaty) 182, 1240, 1359.
PRIVATE BILLS, RECEPTION oP REPS. oP CoMs.: Ms. (Sit

Reùtcr Langevin) t éxtend titne, 932, 1100, 1240, 1359.
PRIVATE BILLS, R1?NCEIVING Purs. FOR: Ms. (Mr. Be4ty) to

extend time, 40.
PRrVILEGES AND ELECTIONs: Sel. Standing Com. on, 30;

wthdrl. of name from (Mr. Tupper) 589; First Rep,
presented, 1270; M. to tconc. in agreed to (Y. 107, N.
55) 1291.

PR VIL V GE. See " ORER, PRIVrLEGE," &c.

PRIvr COUNCIL, JUDIGIAL CoM. 0F: Judgment and Short-
hand Writer's notes re Hodge vs. The Queen, and Rus-
sell vs. The Queen : M. for copies (Mr. Blake) 43.

PRIvY CoUNCIL OFFIcE: in Com. of Sup., 833, 1333, 1336,
1627.

PROCEDURE. See " ORER, PRIVILEGE," &c.
PRoHIBITION OF THE LIQUoR TIRAFFIc: Res. (Mr. Foster)

656; Sec. (Mr. Fisher) 980; Amt. (Mr. White, Cordwell)
agreed to, 1113; Deb. (Mr. Beaty) 1114; (Mr. Cameron,
Vzetoria) 1116; (Mr. Jamieson) 1117; (Mr. McG<raney)
1118; (AIr. Foster) 1119; (Mr. Kirk) 1122; (Mr.
Scriver) 1123; Amt. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) neg.
(Y. 55, N. 107) 1123; (Sr Leonord Tilley) 1124; (Mr.
Irving) 1125; Main Motion, as amended, agreed to
(Y. 122, N. 40) 1126.

PRoHIBITIVE DUTY IN NEWPOUNDLAND (Mr. Desjardins)
1214.

PRoROGATIoN OF PARLIAMENT: Communication from Gov.

Gen.'s Sec., 1652; His Ex.'s Speech, 1655.
PRoVINCIAL AcTs, DIsALLoWANOE OF, &C : M. for O. C.,

(Mr. Mulock) 42.
PROVINCIAL AND MUNICIPAL BONUBES TO YS. SINCE CON-

PEDERATION: M. for 8tmnt. (Mr. Mulock) 616.
Provincial Bank of Ont. Inoerp. B. No. 39 (Mr.

Macmillan, Middlesex). 1°*, 83; 2°*, 89; in Com. and
3°*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 48.)

PbovINcIAL DEBT, ONTARlO AND QUEBEo, TO CANADA: Ques.

(Er. Landry, Montmagny) 109.
Provincial Subsidies, readjustment of, B. No.

54 (Br Leonard Tilley Res. prep., 1215; M. for
Com., 1583; in Com., 1584; 1°* of B., 1610 ; 26, in
Com. and 3V*, 1645. (47 tio., c. 4.)

PROVINCIAL SUBSIDIES UNDER CONFEDERATION ACT: M. for
Cor. (Mr. Ouimet) 150.

PUBLIC AC0oUNTS FOR 1883 : preSented, 27.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS : Sel. Standing Com. on, 30.
PUBLIC ANALYSTS: prop. RHs. (Mr. Costigan) 1215.
PUBLIC ARMOURIES, &C.; in Com, of SUp., 1095, 1343, 1602.
Public Contracts, Fraud in relation to, Act

Amt. B. No. 12 (Mr. Camenron, Huron). 11, 40; Order
for 20 read, 80; 2° m., 29:,; 2° and ref. to Sol. Com.,
294; M. for Com. of W., 813; in Com., 815; killed in
Corn. of W., 819; M. to restore to Order Paper neg.
(Y. 59, N. 96) 820.

PUBLIC DEBT OF THuE DO uINION: Ques. (Mr. dharlton) 736.
PUBLIC EXPENDITURE: Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (Mr.

Charlton) 1322; (Sir Leonard Tilley) 1326; (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 1328; (Mr. White, Cardwell) 1332; neg.
(Y. 57, N. 111) 1333.

PUBLIC REALTII: in Com. of Sup., 1012-1016.

PUBLIC HEALTH OFFICERS: K. for Ret. (11fr. Platt) 88.
PUBLI LANDS SURVEYED IN MANITOBA AND NW. T. IN 1883:

M. for Rot. (Mr. ChArlton) 78.
Public Schools, Manitoba, Aid to, B. No. 36 (Sir

Leonard Tilley). Res. prop., 43 ; in Com., 68; 1°* of B.,
85; 20* and in Com., 542; 30* 625. (47 Vie., c. 7.)

Public Service, Moneys required for, authori-
zation B. No. 156 (Sir Leonard Ttuey). Res. prop.,
1516; in Com., 1588; 1°¥, of B., 1610; 2°, in Com. and
30*, 1645. (47 Vic., c. 3.)

Public Works of Canada, B. No. 134 (Sir Hector
Langevin). 1°*, 1321 ; 2° m., 1445, 1586 ; 2° and in
Com., 1581; recom. and 30*, 1609. (47 Vic., c. 17.)

PUBLIC WORKS:
Àgent and Contingencies, B.. C.: in Com. of Sup.,

1318.
Amherstburg Public Buildings : Ques. (Mr. Lister)

79 ; M. for Ret., 83; (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 297.
Àntigonish, Expenditure on Public Buildings : M. for

Stmnt.* (Mr. McIsaac) 66.
Bayfield lHarbour, Ont., Damage to, by Storms: Ques.

(Sir Richard Cartwright) 40.
Beemer, H. J., Claim of . Ques. (Mr. Fisher) 60 t.
Belle River, Essex County, Ont., Pier in: Ques. (Mr.

Lister) 655.
Boularderie Wharf, N. S.: cono., 1618.
Brandon, Erettion of Publie Buildings: Ques. (Mr.

Sutherland, Selkrk) 1110.
Buildings, Cost of, since 1874, &0. : M. for Ret. (Mr.

Lister) 41.
Cape Tormentine Hlarbour: in Com. ofSap., 1603.
Carleton, N. B., Post Office: Ques. (M.. Weldon) 966.
Cheticamp Harbour, N. S., Dredging : Ques. (Mr.

Camron, Inverness) 967.
Crane Island Wharf: M. for Rot. (Mr. Casgrah) 516;

Qtes., 736.
DeptL Hep. presented, ý7; in Com. of Sap., 843.

bredges and Tug, Construction of : Ques. (Mr. Cateron,
Huron).603.
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INDEX.
PUBLIC WORKS-Continued.

Dredging at Jemseg : M. for Rep. (Mr. King) 295.
Emigrant Sheds at Victoria, B. C.: Ques. (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 336.
Esquimalt Graving Dock: in Com. of Sup., 1603.
Expenditure on, in different Provs., since Confederation:

M. for;Stmnt. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 161.
Extra Clerks Oharged to: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Lister)

82.
Fairford River, Man., Improvements: M. for Rep. (jMr.

Orton) 208.
Fortifications and Military Buildings B. No. 124 (Sir

Mectgr Langevin). 1°, 965; 2° m., 1061. See B.
Fort MacLeod, Publie Buildings: Ques. (Mr. Trow) 506.
Goodwin, James, Claim of: Ques. (Mr. Fleming) 604.
Heating Public Buildings, Cost of: M. for ,Stmnt. (Mr.

Blake) 83.
In Com. of Sup., 1190-1198, 1218-1226, 1354-1366,

1603-1606; conc., 1443, 1458, 1464, 1616, 1618.
Indian Agent's Office, Toronto, closing of: M. for O. C.

(Mr. Cook) 294.
Ingonish Breakwater : M. for Rot. (Mr. Campbell, Vic-

toria) 89.
Isle-aux-Noix, Completion of Works at: Ques. (Mr.

Bourassa) 966.
Kingsville Harbour Works: Ques. (lWr. Lister) 86;

M. for Ret., 216.
Lachine Canal, Contracts for new Basins : Ques. (Mr.

Gault) 1215.
Leamington Post Office: M. for Rot. (Mr. Lister) 800.
L Atbinière Wharf: Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 1054.
Moncton Post Office, N.B.: cono., 1616.
Montreal Drill Shed, Contract for Rebuilding : Ques.

(Mr. Bernier) 966.
Morpeth Harbour Improvements: Ques. (Mr. Jackson)

132; (Mr. McCraney) 1054.
New Harbour and Indian Harbour : Ques. (Mr. Kirk)

132.
Ottawa, Additional Buildings: in Com. of Sup.,

1190.
Ottawa Gas Co., Claim of: Ques. (Mr. Lister) 604.
Oyster Pond Breakwater: Ques. (Mr. Kirk) 132.
Piers in P. E. I., Payments for Repaire: Ques. (Mr.

Davies) 1054; M. fer O. C., 1169.
Port Arthur Harbour : in Com. of Sup., 1603.
Port Stanley Harbour of Refuge : M. for Ret. (Mr.

Wilson) 519.
Port Stanley Harbour Revenue: M. for Stmnt. (11r.

Wilson) 295.
Post Offices and Public Buildings, Erection of: M. for

Rot. (Mr. Lister) 800.
Public Buildings, Cost of Heating: M. for Stmnt. (Mr.

Blake) 83.
Public Buildings of the Dom.. M. for Rot., 41.
St. Hyacinthe Post Office, Erection of: Ques. (Mr.

Bernier) 966.
St. Jean Port Joli Wharf: M. for Ret. (Mr. Casgrais)

517.

PUBLIC WORKS-Continued.
St. Thomas, Public Buildings at: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Wilson) 92.
Salaries of Officers, Charged to: M. for Stmnt. (Mr.

Lister) 82.
Stone for Deptl. Building: Ques. (Mr. Weldon) 736.
Talbot, Achille, Employment and Salary: Ques. (Mr.

.Rinfret) 966.
'felegraph Lines: in Com. of Sup., 1226, 1318, 1366.
Thames and Lake Erie Canal: Ques. (Mr. Casey) 797.
Wharves and Piers in N. B.: Ques. (Ar. Davies) 458.
Wharves and Piero in P. E. I., Inspection of: Ques.

(Air. Davie8) 261.
PUBtisIaNG DEBATEs: in Com.'of Sap., 1002, 1389. [Se

" DEBATEs. "]
PULLMAN CAR Co.'s AGRIEMENT WITH INTEROOL. RY.: M.

for Cor. (Mr. Weldon) 77.
QUEBEC: See [" SuPLrY."J

Accounts and Dom. Governmont: Ques. (Mr. Hesson) 73.
Account with Canada: Ques. (Mr. Blake) 72; M. for

Stmnt.,* 79.
Aylmer and Pembroke Ry. Subsidy: prop. Res. (Bir

Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 1497.
Beaumont, Expropriation of: M. for Ret. * (Mr. Amyot)

1200.
Beemer, H. J., Claim of, for work on Gates, &c.: Quea.

(Mr. Fisher) 604.
Caron, Clovis, Complaints against, &o.: M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Blondeau) 1200.
Central Ry. Co. and Intercol. Ry. Arrangements: M.

for copies (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 230.
Central Ry. Co., Subsidy to: prop. Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1491.
Claims of Province against Dominion: M. for Cor.*

(Mr. Coursol) 79.
Crane Island Wharf: M. for Ret. (Mr. Casgrain) 516;

Ques., 736.
Calling Timber: in Conm. of Sup., 1317.
D'Anjou, Joseph, Claim of: Ques. (Mr. Billy) 798.
Dominion Subsidy to Quebec, Readjustment of; M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Laurier) 1200.
Dorion and Leclerc, Messrs., Claims of: M. for copies*

- (2Mr. Belleau) 88.
Elgin Road Station, L'Islet: Ques. (Mr. Casgrain) 199.
Emigrant Buildings at Lévis, Removal of: M. for Cor.

(,Mr. Laurier) 90.
European Immigrants, Port of Landing: Ques. (Mr.

Landry, Montmagny) 89.
Excise Officers at Quebeo: Ques. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) 132.
Ferry or Bridge at Queboo: Ques. (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) 86.
Floating Ga Lights on the St. Lawrence: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Valin) 217.
Goselin and Chabot, Meure., Complaints cf, against

Dom. Arbitrators: M. for copies (Mr. Amyot)28.
Government Lands in Richelieu County, Sale of: M.

for Ret. (.Mr.jAmyot),126.



INDEX.
QUEBEC--Continued

Grand Trunk Ry. Crossing in Montroal: Ques. (Mr.
Desjardas) 1387.

Intercolonial Ry. Office at Queboo: Ques. (Mr. Landry,
Montmagny) 86.

Kazuabazua and Le Desert Ry. Subsidy: prop. RS.
(Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1499.

Lachine Canal, Contracte for new Basin: Ques. (Mr.
Gault) 1215.

Lavallière Bay, Yamaska River, Explorations: M. for
Rep. (Mr. Bergeron) 820.

Lavoie, Geo., Claim of: Ques. (Mr. Bily) 797.
Lévis Emigrant Building and Quarantine: M. for Ret.

(Mr. Laurier) 90.
Levis Graving Dock. [See B. 149.]
Lieut.-Gov.'s Oaths: M. for copies* (Mr. Landry, Mont-

magny) 79; Commissions, &c.: M. for copies (Mr.
Casgrain) 522.

Lights North of Islnd of Orleans: M. for Ret. (Mr.
Valin) 218.

Lotbinière Wharf at: Ques. (Mr. Rinfret) 1054.
Mail Service in Lotbinière Couinty: M. for Papers, &c.

(Mr. Binfret) 296.
Montreal Carnival: Ques. (Mr. Gault) 83.
Montreal Drill Shed, Contract for rebuilding: Ques.

(1fr. Bermer) 966; M. for copies,* 1201,
Mousseau, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, to the Bench:

M. for Ret. (Mr. Laurier) 133.
North Shore ]Ry., St. Martin's to Quebec: Ques. (Mr.

Ouimet) 1388.
Ottawa and Gatineau Valley Ry. Co. Subsidy to : prop.

Res. (Sir Charles Zupper) 1445.
Pilots for and above Harbour: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 655.
Porpoise Fishing at River Ouelle: M. for Reps. (Mr.

Blondeau) 86.
Provincial Claim against Dom.: M. for Cor. (Mr.

Coursol) 79.
Provincial Debt to Canada: Ques. (Mr. Landry,

Montmagny) 199.
Public Buildings: in Com. of Sup., 1193.
Railway Bridge at Quebec: Ques. (Mr. Bossé) 1635.
Ry. Bridge Co. Incorp. B. No. 69 (Mr. Boss).

1°*, 162; 2Q*, 271; in Com. and 30*, 1035. (47
Vic., c. 78.)

Ry. Subsidy to: prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444.
Ste. Anne and St. André, Surveys in: M. for Ret.*

(Mr Blondeau) 1199.
St. Césaire Postmaster, Charges against : M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Béchard) 1199.
St Clotilde Post Office: Que. (.Mr. Rolton) 1278.
St. Francis ,River Explorations: M. for Rep. (Mr.

Bergeron) 820.
St. Gilles, Daily Mail for: Ques. (Air. Binfret) 73.
St. Hyacinthe Post Offoe : Ques. (Mr. Bernier) 966.
St. Jean Port Joli Wharf : M. for Rot. ( àr. Casgrain)

517.
St. Martin's Junction and Quebec Ry. Subsidy : prop.

Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1493.

QUEBEC-Continued.
School of Navigation: M. for Cor. (Mr. Amyot) 200.
Skifflington va. Michaud and Dumais . M. for Ret. (Mr.

Blondeau) 621.
Subsidy to: Que.. (AIr. Coursol) 883.
Survey Contract No. 10, Transfer of: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Billy) 1201.
Tidal Dock, further provision B. No. 148

(Sir Hector Langevin). Res. prop., 1516; in Comn.
and 1* of B., 1581 ; 2°, in Com. and 39*, 1618.
(47 Vic., c. 9.)

Union Jacques Cartier Ry. and C. P. R.: M. for Cor.
(Mr. Houde) 41.

Wellington Bridge, Lachine Canal : M. for Cor. (Mr.
Curran) 798.

Yamaska River, Explorations on: M. for copies of Rep.*
(Mr. Vanasse) 820.

Quebec and Montreal Pilots Incorp. B. No. 18
(Mr. Amyot). lo*, 67 ; 2°*, 89 ; preamble not proven.

QUEEN AND MERCER, NoTEs AND JUDGMENT Or PRIVY COUN-
OIL: M. for copies (Mr. Blake) 74.

Queen's Bench, Puisne Judge for, Man., Salary,
&c., B. No. 146 (Sir John A. Macdonald). Res.
prop., 1422; 1°* of B., 1549; 2° and in Corn., 1622;
recom. aLd 3°,) 1627. (17 V-c., c. 13.)

RAOEWAY BETWEEN PEEDER or WELLAND CANAL AND CHIP-
PEwA RIVER: in Com. of Sup., 1051.

Railway Act, 1879, Consolidated, Amt. B. No.
52 (Mr. Mulock). 10*, 131; 2°, 460; wthdn., 9q6.

Railway Act, Consolidated, further Act Amt.
B. No. 135 (Sir Charles Tupper). 1°, 1322; 2° I.,
1576; 20 and in Com., 1577; 30 m., 1591; recom.,
1594; 3°*, 1595. (47 Vic., c. 11.)

RAILWAY BONUSES GRANTED BY MUNICIPALITIES AND Paov.
GOVT. OF ONT.: M. for Stmnt.* (Mr. Landerkin) 1200.

RAILWAYS, BONUsEs TO, PROVINCIAL AND MUNICIPAD: M, for

Stmnt. (Mr. Mulock) 616.
RAILwAY BRIDGE AT QUEBEC : Ques. (4fr. Bossé) !635.

Railway Comminioners, Court of, for Canada
B. No. 8 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°*, 31.

RAILWAY CRossINGs ON ROADS AND STREETS: Ques. (Mr.
Desjardins) 1273.

RAMWAYS AD CANAL.: Rep. presented, 43.
RAILWAYS AND CANAL@, DEPT. oF: in Com. of Sup., 843,

1474.
RALWAT, CANALS AND TELEGRAPH LINEs: Sel. Standing

Com. on, 30.
RAILWArS, CAPITAL: in Com. of Sup., C. P. R., 1046-1049,

1348-1350, conc., 1449, 1460; I. C. R., 1049-1050,
1344-1347, 1627-1628; P. E. I. Ry., 1347.

Railways, Subsidies to, authorization B. No. 147
(Sir Charles Tupper). Res. prop., 1444; M. for Com.,
1479; in Com., 1486; M. to conc. in Res., 1517; Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 1530; deb. adjd., 1543; rsmd., 1549; Amt.
(Mr. Auger) 1552; neg. (Y. 56, N. 110) 1572; Amt.
(Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 55, N. 111) 1573; Amt. (Ar.
Laurier) 1574; neg. (Y. 52, N. 109) 1576; Re. conc.

xei
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in (Y. 128, N. 35) 1576; 1°* of B., 1576; 2°* and in
Com., 1624; recom. and 3°*, 1640. (47 Tic., c. 8.) [For
Deb. see " SUnsIDIEs."]

RAILWÂYs, SUBsIIIEs TO: M. for O. C., &c.* (Mr. Blake) 88.
RAILWAYS. See respective headings.

Rancher's Bank of Canada Incorp. B. No. 74
(AMr Boss). 10*, 198; 2°*, 271; wthdn.

RAPIDE PLAT CANAL, ENLARGEMENT, TENDERs, &aC.; M. for
copies* (Mr Cockburn) 1200.

Real Estate Loan Co. of Canada B. No. 88 (Mr.
Beaty). 1°*, 285; 2°*, 501; in Com. and 30*, 1035.
(47 Vic., c. 101.)'

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE CHARGEABLE To CONSOLIDATED

FUND: M. for Rets.* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28, 140,
1200.

RECIPRoCITY: Res. in Amt. to Com. of Sup. (Mr. Davies)
1176; Deb. (Mr. fackett) 1182; (Mr. Charlton) 1184;
(Sir John A. Macdonald) 1186; (Mr. Mill) 1188; (Mr.
Gillmor) 1188; (Messrs. Kirk, Fisher and Cameron,
Inverness) 1189; neg. (Y. 60, N. 105) 1190.

"RECORD, PATENT:" in Com. af Sup., 189.

Redemption of Small Loans Authorization B.
No. 156 (Sir Leonard Tiey). Res. prop., 1516 ;
in Com., 1588; 1°* of B., 1610; 2c,in Gom. and

10*, 1645. (47 Vic., c. 3.)
UED IVER BRIDGE AT EMElUsON: in Com. of Sup., 1348.
RED RIVER, REMOVAL 0F SAND BAR AT: M. for Reps. (Mr.

Orton) 208.
REDUCTION IN LETTER POSTAGE: M. for copies of Cor. (Mr.

Charlton) 87.
Reformatory at Halifax for Juvenile Offenders

B. No. 141 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°* -; 2°*,
in Com. and 3°*, 1621. (47 Vic., c. 45.)

REFUND OF DUTIES TO MERCHANTS IN P. E. I.: in Com. of
Sup., 1312; cone., 1453.

REFUND OF SUPERANNUATION CoNTRIRUTIONS: QUes. (Mr.

Curran) 285.
REFUND TO GOVT. oF N. B., I. C. R.: in Com. of Sup., 1627

REGINA AS CAPITAL OF THE N. W. LoCATION, &C.0: M. for

Cor., &c. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 37.
REGINA TowN RESERVE : M. for Rot. (.Mr. Cmaeron, Huron)

75.
REGION NORTII OF LAKE SuPEaIoz: M. for Bet. (A*r

Dawson 97.
REGISTEATION F DEEDs IN THE N. W. : prop. Res. (Sr

John A. Macdonald). 1635.
REGULATINNS CONCERNING THE SALE AND MANAGNMENT QF

PUBLIC LANDS: M. for copies (Mr. Charlton) 78.
REID, W. G., REFUND TO: in Comn. of Sup., 1382.
REPATRIATION OF CANADIANS: Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 965.
REPORTS PRESENTED:

Adulteration of Food (Mr. Costigan) 1321.
Agriculture (Mr. Mc Lelan) 1055.
Auditor General (Sir Leonard Tilley) 27.
Census of Canada, Vol. 2 (Mr. .McLelan) 1322.
Indian Affairs (Sir John A. Macdonald) 68.
Inland Revenue (Mr. Costigan) 27.

REPORTS PRESENTED-Continued.
Interior (Sir John A. Macdonald) 844.
Library of Parliament (Mr. Speaker) 3.

arine and Fisheries (Mr. McLelan) 260.
Publie Accounts (Sir Leonard Iey) 27.
Public Works (Sir Bector Lagevin) 27.
Railways and Canale (Sir Charles Tupper) 43.
Trade and ]Xavigation (Mr. Bowell) 27.
Weights and Measures (Mr. Costigan) 1321.

Representation, Dual, Repeal B. No. 13 (Mr.
Ouimet). 1Q*, 40; M. for 2°, neg. (Y. 59, N. 102) 144.

Representation of the Territories in the House
of Commons, B. No. 110 (Mr. Cameron, Euron).
10, 598; 20, 1058; in Com., 1059.

RETURNING OFFIOERn, OLAIMS 0F : in Com. of Sup., 1339;
oc.~ 1459, 1611.

RETURNS, STATEbLENTS, &o., MOTIONS pou:
A, B AND 0 BATTERIES, Offoera, &o. (Ur. Comeron, Hiddlusez) 808.
Acrs, PRovrn«iAL, Disallowance of, &c. (Mr. ilock) 42.
AOOLDINTS ON INTEROOL. RY.* (Mr. Weldon) 79.
ADUINISrRATION oF AFFAIRS in the N. W. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 75.
ADMINITRATOR FOR TR N. W. T., Appointment of (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) 517.
AGROULTURAL INDUTRIE and Kechanical Arts, Essay8 on (Mr.

Gigault) 33.
AGRIOULTURAL INTERUITS, Expe ases of Oom. on (Mr. Burpee, Sun-

bury) 132.
AGRI0ULTURAL LANDa, &0.* (Mr. CharUton) 78.
Axmao, REousa, Arrest of, &c. (Mr. Woodworth) 622.
AMHBRTBURG VusTox RouSE and Post Ofece, Site for (1fr. Lister)

83; (Mr. Patterson, Basez) 297.
ANTIGONIBH PUvLiao BUILDn s, Expenditure on* (Ir. M&cIsaac) 66.
&RBITRATORB. See " Dominion "and "IlOfcial."

AUDaT, ALPEONSE, Appointment of* (Mr. Ca8sey) 1201.
BAnsa, GovuaaxwNT Duroigr IN (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28.
BEAUXONT, EXPRORIATION O* (Mr. Anyot) 1200.
BOND, GRINDINQ IN (Mr. Blake) 53.
BoNusua TO RYs., Provincial and Municipal (ifr. Mulock) 616.
BoNUsEs TO Rys., by Municipalities and Provincial eovt. of Ont.*

(Dr. Lanierkin) 1200.
BOUNTY To FisHaRuas, Claima paid* (Xr. Fortia) 140.
BouNrr To FISEEMEN, Ownera of and Tonnage of Veusels applying

for same and ref used' (Mr. Robertson, Skelburne) 67.
BOUNTY To MANUFACTURERS OF IRON (Hr. Blake) 70.
BoUNDARis, MaN., Extension ofr (Af. Blahe) 88.
Bow RIvsa e 'wuua LANDs, Sales of (Mr. Jack4on) 90.

BRASBARD AND BUsHULL, Mesmrs. (Hr. Pqttoragn, Essez) 508.
BaAzIL, CoXIMKRCIAL TRuATY wiTH (Afr. Blake) 57.
Barrau Co.mUxtL Be general hesding.
BRAixwrwAR, INGONISE, Engineers Rep., &4. (Ar. CampbelU, Vi-

gria) 39.
BaIgEAï , PINT 19SOIeupAc, N. B. (Er. Mitave) 514.
BREAKWATR, ST. PETR's, P.E.I.* (fr. McItyrq) 1200.
BUILDINGS, PUBLIC, Cost of, &c. (Mr. Lister) 41.
CAIFaà Y, SuPPLY FÂU No. 20 (1fr. Cameron, Huron) 44.
CALLA NDE R AND GRAYENEUET Railway Sabuidy (Xr.. Cockburn) 40.

OêAujý.a, G. T. 4. decrying Credit of* (Ar. McDonald, Cape Bre.
ton) 762.

OANADIAN ExPausu Co., Transport of Militia Supplies* (Mr. Somer-
ville, Brant) 523.

CAN4%aN Loia, ropgd, of S,Of0,000, Departmenal Orderu and
Ad"ert#ements* (Si RpOhard Cartwright) 40.

0ANADIAN PÂcIro RArsWAY. Bae general heading.
OAoN, OLovis, Oomplaints against. (Mr. Blondeau) 1200.
OATTLs TRwa, Livu, with Great Britain* (Mr. Owy) 1200.
C&UsÂLums, 4e., on thbe lateroL Ry.* (Kr. Welden) 79.
OURTIÇATUs TO e&$g"D T W MAs (1r. B ker, BtV4oria) 606.
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RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.-Centinued.

CHABOT, L. and C., Copies of Petitions of, to Dominion Arbitrators*
(Mr. Amyot) 28.

CHAPLEAU, S. E ST. ONGE, Appointment of as Sheriff in the N. W.T.
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 145.

CRINEsE IMMIGRATIoN (Mr. Shakespeare) 616.
CIVIL SERVICE SUPERANNUATION FUND (Mr. Blake) 43.
CLAIMS oF PRoV. OF QUEBEc against Dominion* (Mr. Coursol) 79.
CLOTHING FOR THE MILITIA, Manufacture oP (Mr. Vail) 1201.
COAL OIL BARRELS, Seizure of, at Sandwich, &c. (Mr. Patterson,

Basez) 298.
COAL ENTERED EX-WAREIOUsE, Free or for Export* (Mr. Weldon) 67.
COAL LANDS IN THE N. W., Sales and Leases* (M r. Blake) 71.
COAL CARRIED ON INTERCOL. Ry. and by Steamboat and Sailing Ves-

sel from N. S. (Mr. Woodworth) 65.
COLONIZATION PLANS Nos. 1 and 2, Applications under' (Mr. Charl-

ton) 78.
COMMERCI&L TREATIEs between Canada and Foreign Powers (Mr.

Blake) 57.
CoMMIsSIoNER TO ENGLAND. See "'High Commissioner."
COMMUIsSION ON INTERO0L RY. CLAIMS, Sittings of (Mr. McMullen) 303.
COMMITTNE ON TARIFF and Agricultural Interests, Expenses of (Mr.

Burpee, Sunbury) 132.
CONrEDERATION, ExPENDIruRE for Public Works since (Mr. Landry,

Montmagny) 161.
CONSOLIDATED FUND, Receipts and Expenditure chargeable to*

(Sir Richard Cartwright) 28, 140, 1200.
CoNsoLIDATED RAILWAY ACT, 1879, Railway Co.'s Returns under*

(WVr. Blake) 66.
CORN AND COR\MEAL, Imports and Exports (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 83.
CORNWALL CANAL, Enlargement* (fr. Cockburn) 1200.
0OTToN DucK, Drawback on* (11r. Kirk) 624.

COUNTY JUDGE OF ELGIN, Charges against (Mfr. Wilson) 59.
Cox, Mr., POSTMASTER AT WHEATLEY, Charges against (Mr. Lister)

604.
CUBA, COMMERCIAL TREATT WITH (1fr. Blake) 57.
CUSTOMS AND ExcIsE DUTIEs Collected on Intoxicating Liquors im-

ported for Consumption* (Mr. McCraney) 67.
CUsTosS HoUsz AND PoST OFFICE at Amherstburg, Sale of Land for*

(Mr. Lister) 83.
CUSTOMS, COLLECTOR o, at Napanee (Mr. Allison, Lennoz) wthdcn.,

208.
CU3TOMS OFNIOIALS, increase of at Ports in lnverness, N.S. (Mr.

Cameron, Inverne8s) 462.
DEPARTMENTAL OFFICESs IN B. 0. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 414.
DEPoSITS oF GOVT. MONEY in Banks' (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28.
DEsERTERs FROM THE U. S. ARMY Brrested on Canadian Territory

(1fr. Guillet) 86; (Mr. Charlton) 1200.
DawDNEY, LIBUT.-Gov., Absence of (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 517.
DISALLOWANCE OF PROVINCIUL ACTS, &c. (Mr. Mulock) 42.
DISPUTED TERRITORY* (Mr. Blake) 88.
DoMNoN ARBITRATORS, copies of Petitions of E. Gosselin, L.

Chabit, C. Chabot* (Mr. Amyot) 28,; E. Dorion* (Mr. Belleau)
88; M. Leclerc,* 88.

DoMINIONO LANDS. Sde general heading,
DoMINIoN SUBssmY TO QUBEo' (Mr. Laurier) 1200.
DoMuoN GRANGE, Memorial of' (Mr. Casey) 1201.

DORION, EUSTACHE, claim of" (Mr. Belleau) 88.
DRAWBACUs. See general heading.
DREDGEs AND DUMPING SCows' (Mr. Jackson) 1201.
DRILL SHED, MONTREAL, Rebuildiag of' (Mr. Bernier) 1201.
DRY DocK in B. C.* (Mr. Blake) 79; (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 514.
DUART, PoaTsKTER AT (Mr. Casey) 509; M. for Pet.,*•1201.
DUTY ON FREIGHT CHARGES (Mr. Blake) 82.
EIIN, COUNTY JUDGE or, Charges against (1fr. Wilson) 59.
ELLSWORTH, ARREsT o, hy U. 8. soldiers (Mr. Guillet) 86,
EMIRATlN STATIsTloS, Canada and U. B.* (Mr. Charlton) 1199.

EMIGRANT BUILnuG and Quarantine at Lévis (Air. Laurier) 90.
ENGLAND, Ex.PNsEi oF' MEMBERs of the Goverument in* (Mr. Som-

erville, Brant) 66.
ESOenAT, MATTERs op (Mr. Blake) 74.

il

RETURNS, STATEL9NTS, &o.--Continued.
EeoUMINAO POINT, N. B., BREAKwAT@R (Mr. Mitchell) 514.
ESqUIMALT GRAVIsG DocK, Paymnent on account of (1fr. Baker, Vic-

toria) 514.
ESQUIMALT NAVAL STATION (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 515.
EssATs, &c., on Agricultural Industries (1fr. Gigault) 33.
ExORANGE BAN, Govt. Deposits in (Sir Richard Cartwright) 35.
EXPENDITURE, DJPARTMENTAL, on Sessional Returnas (Mr. Blake) 83.
EXPENDITURE or MoNEYs for Publie Works in each of the Provinces

since Confederation (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 161.
EXPORTs, SUMMARY STATEMENT O* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28.
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS, STATEMENT or, distinguishing products of

Canada from those of other countries (Sir Richard Cartwright)
28, 1200.

ExPREss Co.'s AGREEMENTS with Intercol Ry. (fr. Weldon) 77.
FACTORY BILL, Cor. with the Manufacturera' Association or Trades

and Labour Council, &c. (Mr. Blake) 82.
FAIRFoRD RIVER, Lake Man., Improvement of (1fr. Orton) 208.
FINANCE MINIsTER's Mission to England (Sir Richard Cartwright)84.
FIsa CREEK, Supply Farm No. 20 (M r. Cameron, Huron) 44.
FIssERIEs, BoUNTY IN AID or* (Mr. Robertson, Sheiburne) 67.
FIsNERIEs ACT, REGULATIONs UNDER, prohibiting Fishing in Ontario

Waters (Mr. Blake) 71 ; Fines under' (1fr. Somerville, Brant)
201.

FISHERIES EXHIBITION, Reps. of Commissioners (Mr. Fortin) 80.
FIsHERIRS BoUNTY, Claims paid* (Mr. Fortin) 140.
FIsnERY CLAUSES oF WASHINGTON TREATY' (Mr. Davies) 1200.
F1suERY REGULATIONS, FIXEs UNDER' (Mr. Somerville, Brant) 1201.
Fitzgerald Loss of the Barque (Mlr. .Jackson) 521.
FLOUa ANI) WIIEAT. Imports and Exports (fr. Paterson, Brant) 38.
FOUT MAc oD PUBMC BUILDINGS (ilr. Cameron, Haron) 619.
FORT MAcLEoD ToWN SITE RESIVATION' (Mr. Cameron, fluron) 624.
FORT SIMPSON INDIAN TROUBLES* (Mr. Shakespeare) 83.
FORT WILLIAM INDIAN RESERVES, Cancellation of Timber Liocenses

on (1fr. Blake) 51.
FRANCE, COMMERICAL TREATY WITH (Mr. Blake) 57.
FREIGHT CHARGEs, DUTY ON (Mr. Blake) 82.
FREIGIIT CHARGES, INTERCOL. RY. (Mr. Innes) 808.
_ ABoURY, J. E., Charges against* (Mr. Bchard) 1199.
GALT, Sir A. T., Claiîms or Allowances on account of, as High Com-

missioner (Mr. Blake) 56.
GAS FLOATING LIaRTs below Quebec (Mr. Valin) 217.
Gazette (MONTREAL) PRINTING Co., Suma paid to from 1874 to 1883

(Air. McMullen) 303.
GOLD MINING IN THE N. W. (Mr. Lister) 512.

GOODwIN, JAs., Claim of* (Mr. Lister) 1199.
GOSSELIN, EUGENE, Petition of, to Dominion Arbitrators' (Mr.

Amyot) 28.
GoVENUoU GENERAL's WARRANTS, Payments under' (Mr. Somereille,

Brant) 66.
GOVERNoR GENERAL'S OTe' (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 79.
GOVERNoR GENERAL'S COMMISSION, &c. (Mr. Casgrain) 521.
GOVERNMENT RERD IN THE N. W. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 618.
GOVERNMENT MONEY on Dep. in Banks* (Sir Richard Cartwrifgt) 28.
GOVERNMENT DuEP. in Exchange Bank (Sir Richard Cartwright) 3.
GOVERNMENT WORKSnoPs on Intercol. Ry., Rolling Stock built in

(Mr. Weldon) 66.
GOVERNMENT LANDS in Richelieu Co. (Mr. Aagot) 1126.
GRAND TRUNK Ry. Stockholders* (Mr. Mitchell) 1200.
GRAND SOUTHERN RY., Conveyance of Mails (Mr. WeJdon) 7.

GRAvING DocK AT ESQUIMALT, Payment on account of (Mr. Baker,
Victoria) 514.

GRAVENHURsT AND CALLANDER RY. SUBsmnY (Mr. Cocirbun) 40.
GRINDiNG IN BOND (Mr. Blake) 53.
GRIST AND SAW MILL South of Calgary (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 507.
GUERIN, Mr., Explorations on Yamaska River* (Mr. ranas) 820.
H. M.'s SmPs op WAR in B. O. Waters (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 605.
HAY, U. 8. CUSTOMs DUTIEs ON (My. Irvine) 519.
HEALTE OFFIcUas, PsLIc (fMr. Platt) 88.
HEARN, JAMEs, SUPERANNUATIoN o p(Mr. Kirk) 1110.

HEATING PUBLIO]BUILDINGS, Coot of (Mr. Blake) 83.
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RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.-Continued.
HERRING, NEWFOUNDLAND, Inspection of (Mr. Fortin) 31.
HIGH COMMISSIONER. See general heading.

HODGE vs. Ti QUEEN, Judgment of Judicial Committee of Privy
Council and Shorthand Writer's Notes* (Mr. Blake) 43.

HoME FARMS, respecting (Mr. Cameren, Huron) 59.

HOME OR SUPPLY FARM on Pincher Creek (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 617.
HOMESTEAD AND PREEMPTION LANDS SOuth of the 0. P. R.* (Mr.

Cameron, Buron) 79.
HOMESTEAD AND PREEMPTION LANDS withdrawn from the Mile Belt*

(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 79.
HOMESTEADS, Public Lands entered as" (Mr. Charlton) 78.
HUDSON BAY, Navigation of* (31r. Watson) 71. See " Hudson Bay."

HUGHES, D. J. (COunty Judge of Elgin) Charges against (3ir. Wil-

son) 59.
HUTCHINSON, GEo., Allowance to* (Mr. Weldon) 1200.

INDIAN AGENT'S OrricIm, TORONTo, Closing of (Air. Cook) 269.
INDIAN INSTRUCTION FARMS, respecting (Air. Cameron, Huron) 59.
INDIAN RESERVE, FORT WILLIAM, Timber LiceseS (Mir. Blake) 51.

INDIAN SUPPLIES FOR MAN. AND N. W.* (Mr. Casey) 1200.
INDIANS AT METLAKATLA AND VORT SIM.PSON* (ir. Shakespeare) 83.
INDIANS, WYANDOTTES OF ANDaRDoN* (3r. Patterson, Essez) 1201.
IMMIGRATION, Report of High Commisioner on (ir. Blake) 49.
IMMIGRATION TO MAN. AND THE N. W , Agreement between Govt.

and C. P. R.* (Jfr. P'ater) o Brint) 83.
tMMIGRATION -A GENTS, Number, N mes, &c. (Air. MIfcMullen) 303.
IMMIGRANTS, AI'PLICATION FOR1 SEImviCES (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 510.
IMMIGRANTS SETILED IN ONTARIO in Ihe years 1879 to 1883 respec-

tively* (Sir Richard Cartwriqht) 28.
IMPORT-i AND E;XPORTs Of Wheat, FlOur. Corn and Cornmeal (iWr.

j erson, Brant) 38.
IMPORTS.1, SUMMARY STATEMENT oF* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 28.
INGONISH BiiAKwATER, Engineer's Reps., &c. (Air. Campbell,

Victoria) 89.
INSPECTION OF NEWYOUNDLAND HERRING (Mr. Fortin) 31.
INSPECTION OF P. E. 1. STEAMBOATS (Mr. Davies) 59.
INSPECTION OF VESSELS on Lakes Huron and Sup. (Mr. Dawson) 606.

INTERNATIONAL FISHERiIES ExHiBITioN, Reps. of COmmissioners (11r.
Fortin) 80.

INTEROOLONIAL RY. See general heading.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS. See general heading.
ISLANDS LEASED IN LArE ONTARIO (Air. Platt) 87.

liRON, BOUNTY TO MAI UFACTURERS op (Air. B ake) 70.
JACK HEAD RIvsR TIMuER LIMITS* (Air. MIitcitell) 1201.

JACQUES, JAMES H., Appointment of (Mr. Irvine) 218.
JEMNEG, N.B., DREDGING AT (.Mr. King) 295.
JUDICIAL SALARIES, 11cadjuStment of (Mr. Vail) 58.
KAMLOOPS AND 8PENCER'S BRIDGE, B.O., Mail Service, Tenders, &c.*

(Mr. -Mackenzie) 1126.
REARNEY, CHARLES, AppOintment of (ir. froine) 218.
KINGSVILLE HAREOUR WoRxs (Air. Lister) 216; (Air. Patterson,

Essex) 508
LABOUR TRADES COuNciL and Factory Bill (Mgr. Blake) 82.
LARES HURON AND SUPARIOR, Region north of (Mr. Dawson) 967.
LAKE ONTARIO, islands leased in (Mr. Platt) 87.
LAND LEASES, PASTURE, granted in 1883 (Air, Charlton) 73.
LAND REGULATIONS* (11r. Charlton) 78.
LAND AND TOwN !EsERvEs (Air. Cameron, Huron) 75.
LAND SALES AND REBATES IN THE N.W.* (Mir. Livingstone) 523.
LANDS SURVEYED IN .IAN. AND N. W. T in 1883* (Mr. Charlton) 73.
LANDS ENTERED AS HOMESTEADS IN 1883* ýAMr. Charlton) 73.
LANDS SOLD IN 1883 and price per acre* (ir. Charlton) 78.

LANDS, TIMBERED, sold in Bow River COunty (Mr. Jackson) 90.

LAVALLIRE BAY LXPLORATIONS* (Mr. Vanasse) 820
LE AMINeToN HARBOUR (Air. Patterson, Essex) 508.
LEAMINGTON, ERECTION OF P. O. AT (Mr. Lister) 800.

LECLEUC, MOISE, Claia uf* (ir. Belleau) 88.

Le Courier de St, Eyacinthe, Payments to under Gov. Gen.'s
WarraLts (Mr. Somerville, Brant) 67.

LETTER POSTAGE, Reduction in (Ar. Charlton) 87.
LivIs ExIGRANT BUILDING AND QUARANTINE (Mr. Laurier) 90.

RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.-Continued.
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNORS' OATHS, &C. (Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 79;

(Mr. Casgrain) 521.
LIFE-SAVING STATIONS, Life-boars, &c.* (Mr. Platt) 1199.
LIFE-SAVING CREW at Port Rowan (Mr. Jackson) 521.
LIGHTS NORTH OF ISLAND OF ORLEANS (Mr. Malin) 218.

LINCENSES, TIMBER, CANCELLATION OF, on Indian Reserves (.Mr.
Blake) 51.

LiqwoR LicENsES AND PERMITS IN THE N. W. (Mr. Blake) 73.
LIQUoR LicENsE ACT, 1883, Correspondence between Govt. And

Provincial Govts. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 618.
LoAN, PROPOSED CANADIAN, of $4,000,000, Departînental Orders

and Advertisements* (Sir Richard Cartwright) 40.

LONG POINT LIGHTHOUSE, Repairs on' (Mir. Lister) 230.
LOTTERT FIRM AT ST. STEPHEN, N. B. (Mr. Weldon) 614.
LUARD, MAJOR-GENERAL, Complainte against (Mr. Mulock) 621, 738.
MCUALLUM W. A., Memorial of" (Mr. Blake) 523.

MCCOLLUM, E., Postmaster at Duart (Air. Casey) 509.

MICCOURT, DANIEL, Dismissal of (Mr. Blake) 516.

MAIL SERICE AT ST. GILES, St. Patrick and St. Sylvester (Mr.
Rin/ret) 296.

MAiL SERVICE IN B. C. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 605 ; Tenders, &c.*
(Mr. Maokenzie) 1126.

MANITOBA, SUBSIDIES TO' (Ar. Blake) 88.

MANITOBA, PERSONS entering and leaving for year* (Mr. Blake) 49.
àfANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION AND FACToRy BILL (Mr. Blake) 82.
MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF 0. P. R. (31r. Blake) 53.
MASTERS AND MATES CERTIFICATES (Wr. Baker, Victoria) 606.
MECHANICAL ARTS and Agricultural Industries, Essays on (Mr.

Gigault) 33
MEDICAL .JERTIFICATES grantei in P. E. I. under Temperance Act,

1878* (Mr. Yeo) 1201.
METEOIIOLOGICAL SERVICE, St. John and Toronto" (Mr. Weldon) 1200.

METLAKATLA, B.C., INDIAN TROUBLES* (Mr. Shakespeare) 83.
MICHAUD ARD DuMAIs, Skifington v8. (Mr. Blondeau) 621.
MICHAUB, C., Rep. on Exploration of River St. Francis* (Mr.

Vanasse) 820.
MILITIA CLOTHING, Manufacture of* (Ar. Vail) 1201.

MILITIA. See general heading.
MILE BELT, Withdrawal of Lands from Homestead and Preemption*

(11r. Cameron, Buron) 79.
MINERAL LANDS, Sale of, &c.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
MINTSTER OF RAILWAYS as High Commissioner (Mr. Blake) 53.

MOBERLY, FRANK, Memorial of* (Mr. Blake) 523.
MOCCASINS, PURCHASE oF, by Militia Dept." (Mr. Somerville, Brant)

624.
MONEY ORDER REGULATIONS (Mr. Blakre) 613.

MONEYS PAID BY Dom. to Local Govt. of Ont.* (Mr. Parrow) 1200.

MONTREAL DRILL SHED, Rebuilding of" (Mr. Bernier) 1201.
MoosE JAw ToWN RESERV (AMr. Cameron, Huron) 75.

MORRISToWN, N.S., PREVENTIVE OFFICER AT' (Mr. Afelsaac) 140.
M OUNTED POLICE SUPPLIES and Trans 9ort* (Mr. Casey) 1200.

MOUSsEAU, Hon. J. A., Appointment of, as Judge (Mr. Laurier) 133.
NAPANEE COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS (Mr. Allison, Lennoz) wthdn., 208.
NAVAL STATION AT ESQUIMALT (Air. Baker, Victoria) 515.

NAVIGATION, SCHOOL oF, at Quebec (Mr. Amyot) 200.
NELSON RIVER, OBSTRUCTIONS IN (Mr. Orton) 208.
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, Delay in transmitting (Air. Sproule)

216.
NEW BRUNSwICK, Mail Service in (Air. Gillmor) 78.
NEWFOUNDLAND HERRING, Inspection Of (Mr. Fortin) 31.

NORTH AMERICAN CONTRACTING Co. and 0. P. R.0 (Mr. Blake) 66.
Northern Light, Rep. of Inspectors, Ac. (Ar. Davins) 59.

NORTE-WEST, ADMINISTRATION oF AFFAIRS (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 75.
NORTH-WEST COUNCIL, Members of* (Mr. Mills) 1200.
NOUTH-WEST, SALES ANs LEASuS or COAL LANDS (Mr. Blake) 71.

NORTH-WEST TERITORIES and other Provinces, Settlers in (Mr.
Blake) 49.

NORTH-WEST TERRITOBiES, Appointment of Administrator (1fr.

Cameron, Huron) 517.



INDEX.
RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.-Continued.

NORT-WEsT TERIToRIEs, Liquor Licenses and Permits (Mr.
Blake) 73.

NoTA ScOTIA COAL imported into the U. S. for Ocean Steamship
purposes (Mr. Blake) 71.

NoVA ScoiA RAILwAY* (Mr. McDonald, Cape Breton) 65.
OATE oa OATRs taken by.Gov. Gen. and Lieut.-Governore* (Mr.

Landry) 79; (Mr. Caygrain) 521.
O'BRIEN JOTIHAN, Amount paid to on contract (Mr Weldon) 623.
O'CONNOR, Hon. JoiN, Suma paid to (Mr. Blake) 70.
OFcIAL ARBiTRATORS AND SECRETARIES (Mr. Blondeau) 972.
ONTARIo AND QUEBEC, Accounts with Canada* (Mr. Blake) 79.
ONTARIO, IMMIGRANTS SETTLED IN SINCE 1879* (Sir Richard Cart-

wright) 28.
ONTAIGo. See general beading.
ONTARIo, WATERS or, Regulations under Fisheries A ct prohibiting

Fiahing (Mr. Blake) 71.
ORLEANS ISLAND, Lights north of (Mr. Valin) 218.
PAJOT FÂ Asxand Claim of Indian Dept,* (Mr. Patterson, Essez) 1201.
PASSEs OVER INTEROOLONIAL R.* (Mr Montplaisir) 1201.
PASTURE LAND : LEAsEs GRANTED IN 1883 (Mr. Charlton) 73; Sale

of, &c., 78.
PELEE ISLAND LIGHTROUSE, Repairs on* (Mr. Lister) 230.
PINCHEaR REEK SUPPLY FARm (Mr, Cameron, Huron) 617.
POINT EsoiIerc, N. B., EREAKWATER (Mr. Mitchell) 514.
PORPOISE FISHEaY AT RIVER OUELLE (Mr. Blondeau) 86.
PORT STANLEY, HARBOUR oF REFUGE (Mr Wilson) 519.

PORT RowAN, Life-saving Crew at (Mr. Jackson) 521.
PORT TowNsEND AND VICTORIA, B.C., Mail Service (Air. Baker,

Vicona) 605.
PORT ST'ANET 1ARBOUR REVENUE (MI. Wil9o) 295.

POST OFFICS IN OPERATION in the Dominion (A[t. Hesson) 90.
POST OFFICEs, Erection of (Mr. Lister) 800.
POsTAGE, LETTE, Reduction in (Mr. Charlton) 87.
PoSTAL STATISTICS (Mr. ilesson) 90.
POSTAL SUBSIDIES TO C. P. a. Co. (Mr. Blake) 79.
PosTMASTER AT VicTomIA, B.C. (Air Baker, Victoria) 605.
PREEMPTION ENTRIES IN 1883* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
PnEVENTIVE OFFICER at Morristown, N.S.* (Ar icisaac) 140.
PRINCE ARTHUR's LANDING and Kaministiquia Ry. Co., BoDuses to*

(Mr. Blake) 523.
P!a1l0E EDWARD ISLAND Ry., Names o [Oticers. L. (fr. DJavies) 298.
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND TEAM9OATS, 1aepection of (fr. Davies) 59.
Princess Louise, Steamer, Contract, &u , for uuiiding (AIr. Weldon)

35; Loss of: R uports t Ca.t. Scott on, 40; Contract for
Buildin g,* 623; Tenders for ýteamer tu replace,* 820.

Princess of Wales, 8teamer, Rep. of laspector, &c. (Mr. Davies) 59.
PasvY COUNCIL, Judicial Committee of: Judgment and Shorthand

Writers Notes re floige vs. The Queen and Russell vs. The
Queen (Mr. Blake) 43.

PROVINCIAL Acis, Disailowauce f, &c. (Mr. .Mulock) 42.
PaovuesiAL AND MuNIcIPA.L Bonuses to Rys. (Jr. Mulock) 616.
PROVINCIAL SUBSIDIES under CJontderation Act (Mr. Ouimei) 150.
PBiiLIC IULDiuàG,, ANUnlaoisa, kapenditure oi* (Mir. AcIsaac) 66.
PUBLIC 1 U3iL es, Cost of, &u., since 1874 (Mr. Lister) 41.
PUBLICB BUILDINGS, CJoSt of Heatirig (Air. Blake) 83.
PUBLi;C HIEALTa OFFICERS (Mr. Platt) 88.
PUBLIc LANDS SURVEYED IN MAN. and N. W. T. (ir Ciariton) 78.
PUBLIc WoRxs, Expenaiture on in different Provinces, since Con-

federation (Air. Landry, Mcn'magny) 161.
PUBLIC WoRKS, SALARIES of Officers charged to (Mr. Lister) 82.
Pk LLMAN CAR 00.'s AGREEMENT with Intercol. Ry. (Mr. Weldon) 77.
QuâEN AND MuhcEi, Notes and Judgment of Privy Council (Air.

Blake) 74.
QuB3CECzNTRAL RY. Co.* (Air. Landry, Montmagny) 230.
QUmrzc, PRov. or, Claims against Dominion (Mr. Coursol) 79.
QUuEBo, LIEUT.-GovanUoRs' OATS* (Mr. Landry, Montmiagny) 79.

QUuImc SCOOOL OP NAVIGATION (Air. Amyot) 200.

QuaBuO. Be& general heading.
RA.ILWAY BoNusa granted by Municipalitie and Provincial Govt.

of Ont.* (Ar. Landerkin) 1200.

RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.-Continued.
RAILWAYs, BONUSES To, Provincial and Municipal (Mr. Mulock) 616.
R AILwaS, SWRIDIES TO* (Ar. blake) 88.
RAPM PLAT CANAL Enlargement* (Mr. Cockburi) 1200.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE chargeable to Consolidated Fund* (Sir

Richard Cartwright) 28, 140, 1200.
RED RIVER, Removal of Sand Bar at (Mr. Orton) 208.
REDUCTION IN LETTER POSTAGE (Mr. Charlton) 87.
REacimA TOWN RESERTE (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 75.
REGINA AS CAPITAL OF TEE N. W., Location, &c. (Mr. Cameron,

Huron) 37.
REGULATIONS CONCERINO the Sale and Management of Public

Lands*' (Mr. Charlton) 78.
RICHELIEU COUNTY, Govt. Lande in* (Mr. Amyot) 1126.
RIDEAU CANAL EXTENSION' (Mr. Taylor) 1201.
RIDEAU CANAL WATER SUPPLY* (Mr. Bell) 1200.
RIDEAU RALL AND GROUNDS, Expenditure O' (Air. MeCraney) 1201.
RIVEa OUELLE PoRPOISE1 FIBHERY (Air. Blondeau) 86.
RIvERs AND STREAUS, Rental Of* (Mr. Sumerville, Brant) 1201.
RIVER ST. FRANCIS EXPLORATIONS* (Mr. Vanasas) 820.

RIVER TuimEs SURVEYS* (Mr. Macmillan, Middlesex) 1199.
ROBIRTSON, JORN, Clailus of (Mr. Blake) 614.
ROLLING STOCK, Intercolonial Ry., Purchase of* (Air. Weldon) 66.

RONDEA U LIGHTROUsR, Repairs on' (Air. Lister) 230.

RUSSELL v-. THE QUEEN, before Privy Council* (Mr. Blake) 43.
RoYAL SOCIETY, Publication of Proceedinge of* (Mr. Somerville,

Brant) 66.
SALARIFS. JUDICIAL, Readjustmen t of (Air. Vail) 58.

SALEs AND LEASEs or OACo LASNDSin the N. W.* (Mr. Blake) 71.
SANWClan, SEIZURE Jof' CO&)il Barrelh lt (Air. .Pottrso Essex) 298.
SCEOOI, oF NAVIGATION at Quebec (Mr. Anyot) 200.

SCOTT AND FULLER, Messrs., Reps. of, re Olaim for Fencing Parliament
Grounds* (Mr. Lister) 1199.

S.ECioN B., Ganadian Pacifie Ry. (Mr. Caaey) 77; Arbitrator'
Rep,* 1200.

SEIZURES AT PORTS oF ENTRY and Fines exacted (Mr. Blake) 71.

SE PATE EXPENDITURE* (Mr. McAlullen) 1200.

SESSIONAL RETURNs, Expenditure on (ffr. Blake) 83.
SETTLERS IN N. W. T. and other Provinces (Air..Blake) 49.

SETTLEaB' ORt SqUATERS' CLAIMS on Town Reserves along line of

U. P. t. (Air. Cameros,, Huron) 75; within MIle Plt,* ?9.

SIIPBUILDINO MATERIALs, Di wb:aCks u* (Mr. 4 eldon) 67.

SHORTHAND WRITEaS' NoTEs, re odge va. The Queen a.id Russell
vs. The Queen, before ',ivy Council* (Mr. Blake) i 1.

SICE AND DISTRESSED MARINERS, Exemption of Fahing Vebsels from
payment of Duties for relief of (Mr. Kaulbach) 216.

Sir James Douglas, Steamer, Expenditure on (Mr. Baker, Victoria)
514; Names of Crew, &c., 514; Repairs, &c.,' 1200.

SINNOT, Jo HN, Oontract with' (Mr. AcIntyre) 1200.

SKIFFINGToN, DEtECTIVE (Mr. Blonde'au) 621.
SOLWAY, POSTMASTER AT, Appointment* (Mr. Wll) 1200.
SPAIN, COMMERCIAL TREATY WITB (Air. Blake) 57.

STEA M DREDgEs sand Dumping Scows* (Mr. Jackson) 1201.

5T, PRANCIS RIVER EXPLORATONS* (Mr. Janasse) 820.
ST (ÉsA1RE, POSTIASTER AT* (Mr. Béchard) 1199.
ST. CHARLES BRANCI, Expropriation of 3eaumont*(Mr. Amyot) 1200.

ST. CHARLES BRAYOH, Intercol. Ry. (Mr. Landry, Monimagny) 230.

S-. CROIX CovTON FACTORT, Importations of Machi. ery (Mr. Inne)

808.
ST. GEORGE MAIL SERVICE (Mr. Weld.n) 78.
ST. GILEs, ST. PATRICK and ST. SYLVESTER Mail Service (Mr. Rin.

fret) 296.
ST. JEAU PORT JOLI, Extension of Wharf at (Mr. Casgrain) 517.
ST. JOUN AND MAmNE RY., Conveyance of Mails on (Mr. Weldon) 78.
ST. LAwREEcE CANALE, Expenditure on* (Mr. -McCraney) 1201.

ST. LAwSeNcE CANALs, Rapide Plat and Cornwall, Enlargement*

(Mr. Cockburn) 1200.
ST. LAWRENCE RIVER, Isalnds leased in (Mr. Platt) 87.
St. Lawrence, Steamer, Inspector's Rep. on Condition. of, &c.

(Air. Davies) 59.

xcvii
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RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.-Continued.
ST. PETER's HARBoUR, P.E.I., Breakwater* (Air. Mc/ntyre) 1200.
9T. STEPHEN AND WOODSTOCK MAIL SERVICE (Mr. Weldon) 78.
8T. STEPHEN'S POST OrrioE Receipts (Mr. Weldon) 614.
ST. THoasA POST OFFICE and Custom House (Mr. Wilson) 92.

STE. ANNE and ST. ANDRÉ SURVEYs* (Mr. Blondeau) 1199.
SIuGAn, DRAwEAcK oN* (Mr. Weldon) 67.
SUnsIDIEs TO MANITOB' (Mr. Blake) 88.

SUBSIDIES TO PRovINos under Confederation Act (Mr Ouimet) 150.
SUBSIDIES 'o RAILWAYs* (Mr. Blake) 88.

SUBSEID To THE GRAvENHURST and Callander Railway (Mr. Cocd-

burn) 40.
SUusmv TO QUEBEC, Readjustment of0 (Air. Laurier) 1200.
SUPERANNUATION FUND (Mr. McHullen) 65.
SUPERANNUATION FuND of the Civil Service* (Mr. Blake) 43.
SUPERANNUATION OF JAS. HEAAN (Air. Kirk) 1110.

8UPPLY FARx No. 20, Fish Creek (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 44.
SUPPLY FARx ON PINcHER OR»E (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 617.
SUPREME COURT JUDGMENT re Sale, Ac., of Intoxicating Liquors"

(Air. Blake) 43.
SURvEY CONTRAOT NO. 10* (Mr. Billy) 1201.
SuRvuy o, PuLIc LANDS in Man. and N. W. T. in 1883 (gr. Chari.

ton) 78.
SwAN OREEK AND LAKE, Surveys (Mr. Burpec, Sunbury) 605.
SWITZE, FRANELIN, Arrest of, by U. S. soldiers (Air. Guillet) 86.
TARIFF AND AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS, Expenses, &c., Of CoM.

(Air. Burpee, Sunbury) 132.
TENTS, PURCHASE or, by Militia Dept.* (Mr. Somerville, Brant) 624.

TEXPERANQE AoT, 1878, Medical Certificates under, in P. E. I.* (,Kr.
Yo) 1241.

TERRITORIAL ADMINISTRATIoN OP TEe N. W. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 75.

TERRITORY, VIOLATioN of neutrality by U. S. Troopa* (Air.

Charlton) 1200.
TIouiRED LANDE sold in Bow giver Country (Mr. Jackson) 90.

TnasR LANDS, Sale of, &c.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
TIMBER LICENSES AND PERMITS (Mr. Charlton) 78.
TIeuiR LcisUEEs, (ancellation of, on Indian Reserves (Mr. Blake) 51.
TiuenR LIMITS on Jack Bead River* (Mr. Mitchell) 1201.

TowN RESERVES IN THE N.W. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 75.
TOWNSEND, PORT, and Victoria, B.C., Mail Service (Mr. Baker,

Victoria) 605.
TowN SITES, Sale of, &c.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.

TRANSPORT OF WHEAT THROUGH U. S. (Mr. Blake) 53.

TRANSPORT, REQUISITIONS and Vouchers rendered by Canadian
Express Co.* (Mr. Somerville, Brant) 523.

TREATIEs, CoxxERCRL, between Canada and Foreign Powers (Mr.
Blake) 57.

TREATISES, &c., on the Mechanical Arts (Mr. Gigault) 33.

UNION JACQUES CARTIER RAILWAY, Opening of (Mr. Boude) 41.
UPPER WoDr>s HARBoUR N. S., Wharf and Bridge" (Mr. Robertson,

Shelburne) 1199.
UNITED STATES, Commercial Treaty with (Mr. Blake) 57.
UNITED STATES CUSTous Duties on Hay (Mr. Irvine) 519.

UNITID 'STATES CUsToMs, Regulations respecting Transport of
Wheat (Mr. Blake) 53.

UNITED STATES, N. S. Coal imported into, for Ocean Steamship pur-
poses (Mr. Blake) 70.

UNITED STATES Soldiers in Canada (Mr. Guillet) 86; (Mr. Charlton)
1200.

UNITED STATES, Wheat and Flour importations (Mr. Dundas) 66.
VIOE-ADMIRALTY COURTS, Change of Procedure in' (Mr. Welden) 65
VIcTORIA, B.C., City Postmastership (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 605.
VOLUNTEER O 1837 and 1838 (Mr. I'yrwhitt) 89.
WARRANTS, GOv. GEN.'s, issued to Le Courier de St. Hyacinthe, &c.

(Mr. Somerville, Brant) 66.
WASHINGTON TREATY, Termination of Fisery Clauses' (Mr. Davies)

1200.
WATSON, C. T., Payments to, for Services' (Mr. Wilson) 820.
WATSON, HENRT, Arrest of, by U.S. soldiers (Mr. Guillet) 86.
WELLAND CANAL, Expenditure oR' (Mr. McCraney) 1201.
WEEAT AND FLOUE Imported from U. S. and Duty collected' (Mr.

Dundas) 66.

RETURNS, STATEMENTS, &c.-Continued.
WEEAT AND FLOUR, Importe and Exports (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 38.
WHEATLEY, POSTMASTER AT, Charges against (Mr. Lister) 604.

WIIEAT, TRANSPORT OF, through U.S. (Mr. Blake) 53.

WHITOHER, W. F., Retirement of* (Air. Casey) 1200.
WINDSOR AND WALKERVILLE, Seizure of Coal Oil Barrels at (Mr.

Patterson, Essez) 298.
WoODsTooCK AND ST. STEPHEN Mail Service (Mr. Weldon) 78.

WYANDOTTE INDIANs, Claim to Pajot Farm' (Mr. Patterson, Essez)
1201.

YAMisKA RIVER BIPLOATIONS* (Mr. Fanasse) 820.

RETURNS, IMPERFECT: remarks (Mr. Blake) 198, 459, 671,
1127, 1128.

RETURNS, MISSING, re P. E. COU1N TY MAIL SERVICE : remarkB

(Mr. Platt) 459.
RETURNs, PREPARATION oF, EXTaA CLERKS SERVICES: in

Com. of Sup., 1381.
RICIRARDBON, H., ALLOWANOE FOR RENT: in Com. of Sup.,

1379.
RiCiRY, Mr. M. H.: notification of Resignation of (Mr.

Speaker) 1.
RICHELIEU COUNTY, SALE OF GOVT. LANDS IN: Ques. (Mr.

Amyot) 1109; M. for Ret.,F 1126.
RIDEAU CANAL EXTENSION: M. for Cor.* (Mr. Taylor) 1201.
RIDEAU CANAL, WATER SUPPLY: M. for Cor.* (Mr. Bell)

1200.
RIDEAU HALL AND GROUNDS, EXPENDITURE ON: M. for ROt.*

(Mr. McCraney) 1200.
RIDEAU HALL FESTIVITIES: Adjournment for (M.) 513.
RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS, FURTIIER AID TO, 13. C.: Ques. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 285.
RIFLED ORDNANCE, IMPROVED: in Com. of Sup., 1166.
RIGBY, Mr. JUSTICE: Rep. on Lunenburg Controverted

Election, 1.
RIVIÈRE DU Loup ToWN BRANCH, I. C. R.: in COm. of Sup.,

1344. SeC "INTERCOL. RY."
RIVER OUELLE, PORPOISE FISHEaY: M. for Reps. (Mi. BIon-

deau) 86.
RIVER ST. FRANCIS EXPLORATIONS: M. for Rep.* (Jfr. Va-

nasse) 820.
RIVERS AND STREAMS, RENTAL oP': 11. for Ret. (Mr.

Somerville, Brant) 1201.
RIVER THAMES SURVEYS: M. for Repý, &c.* (Mr. Mac-

millan, Middlesex) 1199.
ROBERTSON, JOHN, CLAIMS OF: M. for Ret. (Mr. Blake) 614.
ROCHETTE, FABIEN, FoR LAND TAKEN, I. C. R.: in COm. of

Sup., 1345.
ROLLING STOoK, INTEROOL. RY., PURCHASE OF: M. for Ret.*

(1Mr. Weldon) 66.

Roman Catholie Diocese of Ottawa B. No. 95
(Mr. Tassé). 10*, 304; 2°*, 504; in Com., 889; 3° on
a div., 890. (47 Vic., c. 104.)

Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of Pon-
tiac Incorp. B. No. 84 (Mr. White, Renfrew). 1°*,

260; 2°*, 504; in Com., 888; 30*, 889. (47 Vic., c.

105.)
RONDEAU LIGHTHOUSE, .REPAIRS ON: M. for Ret. (Mr. Lister)

230.
Ross, Mr. G. W.: Election delared null and void on Judge's

Rep. on Controverted Election Petition, 1.



IN»IP.XO
ROYAL ASSENT TO BILLS, 664, 1654.
Royal.Canadian Insurance Co.'s reduction of

Directorate B. No. 53 (Mr. White, Cardwelu). 10*,
141; 2°*, 199; preamble not proven.

]ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE: in Com of Sap., 1162.
ROYAL SOCIETY, PUBLICATION OF PROCEEDINGS OFo: M. for

Stmnt.* (.Mr. Somerville, Brant) 66; in Com. of Sup.,
1374.

RULE, SUsPENSION OF: M. (Mr. Cameron, Victoria) 1241.
RUSSELL vs. THE QUEEN, JUDGMENT OF AND SHORTHAND

WRITER'S NOTES BEFORE PRIVY COUNCIL : M. for copies.*
(Mr. Blake) 43.

RUSSIAN LEATHER PERMEATOR: in Com. of Sup., 1165.
ST. ANDREW'S AND LACHUTE Ry. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1444; in Coin., 1509.
ST. CÉSAIRE POSTMASTER : M tor Ret.* (Mr. Béchard) 1199.
ST. CHARLE8 BRANCH, EXPROPRIATION oF BEAUMONT: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Amyot) 1200. See " INTERCOLONIAL RY."
St. Clair River Tunnel Co. Incorp. B. No. 62

(Mr. Macmaster). 10*, 162; 2°*, 199; M. for COm.,
603; in Com., and 3°*, 665; Sen. Amts. conc. in, 1281.
(47 Vic., c. 82 )

ST. CLOTILDE POST OFFICE, ESTABLISHMENT OF: Ques. (Air.
ilolton) 1273.

ST. CROIX COTTON FACTORY, IMPORTATION OF MACHINERY:
M. lor Stmint. (llr. Innes) 808.

ST. FRANCIS RIVER .E2LoIeN: M. for Rep.* (Mr.
Vanasse) 820.

ST. GEORGE MAIL SERVICE: M. for Cor. (Mr. Gillmor) 78.
ST. GILES, ST. PATRICK AND ST. SYLVESTER MAIL SERVICE :

M. for Rot. (Mr. Rinfret) 296.
Sr. GILES, DAILY MAIL FOR: QueS. (Mr. Rinfret) 73.
ST. HYACINTHE POST OFFICE, ERECTION OF: QueS. (Mr.

Bernier) 96fr.
ST. JEAN PORT JOLI, EXTENSION Or WHARF AT: M. for Ret.

(.Mr. Casgrain) 517.
ST. JÊROME AND NEW GLASGOW Ry. SUBSIDY: prOp. Res.

(Sir Charles Tupper) 1444 ; in Com., 1508.
ST. JOHN AND MAINE RY., CONVETANCE OF MAILS ON: M. for

Cor. (Mr. Gillmor) 78.
ST. JOHN, INCREASED ACCOMMODATION AT: in COM. Of Sap.,

1049, 1344.
ST. JOHN RIVER, BRIDGE ACROSS: in Coin. of Sup., 1627.

St. Lawrence and Ottawa Ry. (Bondholdèrs
voting) B. No. 56 (Mr. White, Cardwell). 1°*, 141;
20*, 271; in Coin., and 3°*, 715; Sen. AmtS, cone. in,
1281 (47 Vic., c. 76.)

ST. LAWRENCE CANALS, EXPENDITURE ON: M. for Ret.* (Mr.
McCraney) 1201; in Coin. of Sup., 1051.

ST. LAWRENCE CANALB, RAPIDE PLAT AND CORNWALL,

TENDER FOR ENLARGEMENT: M. for COpies.* (Mr.
Cockburn) 1200.

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER, ISLANDS LEASED IN: M. for Ret. (.Mr.
Platt) 87.

iS. LAWRENOE." See "1Inspection of P. E. I. Steamboats."

ST. Louis AND R IIIBUTO RY. SUBsIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tuper) 1444; in Com., 1508.

ST. MARTIN'S JUNCTION AN]) QUEBEC RY. SuBsIDY: prop.
Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444 ; iii Com., 1492-1496.

ST. MARTIN'S TO QUEBEC, NORTI SHORE RY. BETWEEN: Ques.

(Mr. Ouimet) 1388.
ST. PATRICK's DAY: Adjournment for (M.) 884.
ST. PETER'S CANAL: in COM. o1 Sup., 1053; PERLEY, H. F.,

SERVICES, 1350; conc., 1460.

ST. PETER'S HARBOUR, P. E. 1., 3BREAKWATER : M. for copy*
(Mr. Mentyre) 1200.

ST. STEPIIEN AND WOODSTOCK MAIL SERVICE : M. for Cor.
(Mr. Gillmor) 78.

ST. STEPHEN'S POST OFFICE RECEIPTS : M. for Stmnt. (Mr.
Weldon) 614.

ST. THoMAs POST OFFICE AN) CUSTOM fOUSE : M. for Rot.

(Mr. Wilson) 92 ; in Com of Sup., 1194.
ST. VINCENT, CUSTOMS EXAMINATION OF BAGGAGE AT

Ques. (Mr. Messon) 1444.
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL PENITENTIARY: in COm. Of Sup., 1499.

STE. ANNE AND ST. ANDRÉ SURVEYS : M. Rot.* (Mr. Blon-
deau) 1199.

STE. ANNE CANAL: in Coin. of Sup. 1052.

SALARIES AND CONTINGENCIES, HOUSE Or COMMON8 AND
SENATE: in Com. of Sup., 1002, 1627.

SALARIES AND CONTINGENCIES, CANAL OFFICERS : in COM.
of Sup., 1261.

bALA.iUEs utO J : EuJa[IaIZAT['N OV Qu . (M[. lc-
Mullen) 40 ,1. fur r. (Mr. Vail) 5,.

SALE OF POSTAGE STAMPS AT WINDSOR ; Qîues. (Mr. Lister)

655.
SALES AND LEASES OF COAL LANDS IN THE N. W.: M. for

Stmnnt.* (Mr. Blake) 71.
SANDWICH, SEIZURE OF COAL OIL BARRELS AT: M. for

Papers (Mr. Patter8on, Essex) 298.
San Francisco, Winnipeg and HIudson'3 Bay

Ry. Co. lncorp. B. No. 443 (1fr. Royal). l?*, 231 ;
20, 505; wthdn.

SANITART JOURNALS, SUBSIuIES TO : Ques. (Mr. lickey) 1887.
SASKATCHEWAN, DIOCESE oF. See 'SYNOÇD."

Saskatoon and Northern Ry. Co Incorp. B. No.
41 (Mr. Ferguson, Welland). 1°*, 89; *, 173; in
Com. and 3°*, 897. (47 Vie., c. 85.)

SAVINGS BANKS, GOVERNMENT: in COm. Of Sup., 828.

SCHOOL OF GUNNER, FORTIFICATIONS AND MILITIA, B. C.
Ques. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 285.

SCHOOL OF ŽNAV. AT QUEBEC: M. i Cor. (1fr. Amyot)
200.

SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS: in COm. Of Sup., 125'.

SCOTT ACT IN CUMBERLAND Co.: Qucs (4r. ]obertson, Shel-
burne) 736; (Mr. Tupper) 1548.

SCOTT AND FULLER, MESSas., REPORTS OF, re CLAIMS FOR

FENCING PARLT. GROUNDS: M. for Co)ieS* (Mr. Lister)

1199.

Seamen's Acte1873, Amt. B. No. 116 (Mr. McLelan).
Res. prop., in Com. and 10* of B, 763; 20, 1057; in

Com., 1131; 3°*, 1175. (47 Vic., c. 19.)
SECTION B, C. P. R. ARBITRATORS OR COMMISSIONERS ON:

Ques. (Mr. McMullen) 1386.

XCIx
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SECTION B, C. P. R., AwARD oF AREITRATORS: in Com. of

Sup., 1630; on conc. (,Sir Richard Cartwright) 1645;
(Sir Charles Tupper) 1646; (Mr. Davies) 1618; (Mr.
Allison, Hants) 1649; (Mr. -Mackenzie) 1649; (Mr. Mills)
1650; cone. in (Y. 82, N. 34) 1651.

SECTION B., 0 P. R., TRANSFER OF CONTRACT, &C. : M. for
Rot. (Mr. Casey) 77 ; Arbitrator Rejp.,* 1200.

tSEORETARY oF STATE, DEPT. oF, CHIEF CLERKS IN : Ques.
(Mr. Casey) 797 ; in Com. of Sup., 837, 1474.

Seditious and Unlawful Associations and Oaths
further Act. Amt. B. No. 100 (Mr. White, Card.
well). 1° on a div., 468.

Seduction, &c. (Criminal Law) Amt. B. No. 6
(Mr. Charlton). 1°*, 28 ; 2° m., 141 ; in Con., 286 ;
Amt. (Mr. Charlton) to recom., agreed to (Y. 79, N.
70) 666 ; Amt. (Mr. Foster) to recom., 666 ; M. (Sir
John A. Macdonald) to adjn. deb., 668 ; agreed to (Y.
96, N. 63) 669 ; rsmd., 980; Amt. to Amt. 6 in. h.,
(Mr. Bossé) neg. (Y. 69, N. 74) 980 ; Amt. (Mr. Foster)
neg., 980 ; killed in Sen.

SEIZURES AT PORTS OF ENTRY AND FINES EXACTED ; M. for

Stmnt. (Ar. Blake) 71.
SELECT COMMITTEES. S9e" doMMrITEE8.
SENATE EXPENDITURE : M. for Ret.« (Mr. McMullen) 1200.
SENATE, FEINCII REPRESENTATION IN : Ques. (Mr. Tassé)

1549.
SERGEANT AT ARMS, SALARIES AND CoNTINGsNCIES : in Com.

of Sup., 1002.

Saskatchewan, South, Valley Railway Co.'s In-
corp. Act Amt. B. No. 10 (Ar. Eilvert). Il*,
40 ; 21*, 88; in Com. and 3°*, 504. (47 Vie., c. 71.)

SESSIONAL 1NDEMNITIES : in Com. of Sup., 1339, 1475, 1608.
SESSIONAL RETURNS, EXPENDITURE ON : M. for Stmnt. (Mr.

Blake) 83.
SETTLERS IN N. W. T. AND OTHER PROVINCES DURING TRE

TEAR: M, for 5tnint. (Mr. Blake) 49.
SETTLERS' LANDS PAYMENTS ON.: Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 57.
SETTLEtLS' OR SQUATTERS' CLAIMS ON TowN RESERVES ALONG

LINE OF C.P.R.: M. for Rot. (Air. Cameron, -uron) 75.
SETTLERS' OR SQUATTERS' CLAIMS WITHIN THE MILE BELT:

M. for O. (J.* (Mr. Gameron, Huron) 79.
SHIPBUILDING COMPANIES. See respective headings.
SHIPBUILDING MATERIALS, DRAWBAoKs ON ; M. for copies

of claitns* (Mr. Weldon) 67.
Shipwrecks, Enquiries and Investigations into,

Act. Amt. B. No. 117 (Air. McLelan). Res.
prop., 763; in Com. and 1°* of B., 7(34 ; -° and in
Com., 1131 ; 3° m., i10 ; 3', 1293. (47 Vic., c. 22.)

SHokTHAND WRITEaS' NOTE re HODoE vs. TaE QUEEN AND
RUSSELL vs. TUE QUEEN, BETORE PaIvr CoUNCIL : M.
for copies* (Air. Blake) 43.

SICK AND DISTRESSED MARINERS' ACT AMT.: Ques. (Mr.
Robertson, Shelburne) 269 ; reference to Notice on Order
Paper, 269.

SIOK AND DISTRESSED MARINERS, EXEMPTION OF FISmING
VES8ELS FROM PAYING DUTIES TO PUND : QUeS. (AMr.
Kaulbach) 199 ; M. for 0. C., &c., 216.

Sick and Distressed Mariners, Relief of, B. No.
129. (Mr. McLelan). Res. prop. and 10* of B. 1126;
20, in Com. and 3°*, 1360. (47 Tic., c. 21.)

SIFTON & WARD, RED RIVER AND Cuos LAKE: in Com. of
Sup., 1350.

SIGNAL STATIoNS : in Com. of Sup., 1234.
"Sixo," Loss oF TH. See " Lakes Huron and Supe-

rior."
SIMOoE, SOUTH, CONTROVERTED BLECTION : Judgle'S Rep., 1.
SINNOT, JOHN, CONTaACT WITH : M. for copy* (Mr. Mc

Intyre) 1200.
"SIR JAMES DOUGLAS," STEAMER, EXPENDITURE oN: M. for

Stmnts. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 514; Names, Offleers and
Crew, &c., 514 ; Repairs, &c. : M. for Cor.* 1200.

"SIR JAMES DOUGLAS:" iin Com. of Sup., 1227.
SKIFFINGToN, DETECTIVE: M. for copies of Reports (Mr.

Blondeau) 621.
SLOGQETT, Mr. See "Inspection of P. E. I. Steamboats."
SMITH & RIPLEY (Georgian Bay Rranch G. P. R.): in Com.

of Sup., 1349.
SxIT, H. H., EMPLOYMENT oF: Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Mid-

diesex) 261, 457.
SmYTH, Mr. HENRY:t Election declared null and void on

Judge's Rep. on Controverted Election Petition, 1;
return of, 198 ; introdueed, 200.

SOLWAY, POsTMASTER AT, APPOINTMENT OF: M. for Ret.*y
(-Mr. Wells) 1200.

SOULANGES: Announcement of Vacancy in Representation
of (Mr. Speaker) 1; Judgment of Supreme Court, 735.

Souris and Rocky Mountain Ry. Co.'s Incorp.
Act Amt. B. No. 81. (Mr. Beaty). 1°*, 231; 2°*,
504; in Coin., and 3°*, 979. (47 Vic., c. 72.)

Sovereign Pire Ins. Co.'s winding-up B. No. 94
(Mr. Macecnzie). l°*, 304; 2°*, 54; in Com. and
30*, 665. (47 Vie., c. 90.)

SPAIN AND U. S., FLAG TREATY BETWEEN : o M. for Com.
of Sup., (Mr. Vad) 1361.

SPAIN, COMMERCIAL TREATY WITH: M. for O. C., &c. (Mr.
Blake) 57.

SPEECHFROMTHETIHRONE, 2,1654. [Foc the Address,
see "lAddres."J

Speedy Trials of Felonies and Misdemeanours
in Ont., &c., B. No. 99 (Mr. Robertson, Hamil-
ton). 10*, 457.

Spring Hill and Parrsboro' Coal and Ry. Co.'s
winding-up B. No. 47 (Mr. Tupper, Pictou).
10*, 131; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 30*, 530. (47 Vic.,
c. 77.)

STAIas, Mir. J. FITz-WILLIAM: Certificate of Eleotion and
Return of, 1.

STANDING ORDERS: Sol. Standing Com. on, 30.
STATION ACOoMMODATION, C. P. R.: in Com. of Sup., 1049;

cone., 1449.
STATIONERY OFrFIE: in Com. of Sup., 987.
STATISTIoS, AGRICULTURAL, INDUSTRIAL, &C. '. in Com.of Sup.,

1095.
STATISTIOS, CRIMNAL: in Com. of Sup., 1089.
STATITIOs, HEALTE: in Com. of Sup., 1094; cone., 1440.
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STATUTES:

Appointment of a French Canadian-: Ques. (Mr. Lan-
dry, Montmagny) 73.

Distribution of: Ques. (Mr. Amyot) 797.
Expenses in connection with Consolidation : in Com. of

Sup., 1202; conc.. 1453.
Purchase of Type: ini Com. of Sup., 1379; conc., 1464.
Reference to, in Speech from the Throne, 2.

STAYNER, POsTMASTER AT: Ques. (-Mr. Wilson) 1109.
Steamboat Inspection Act, 1882, Amt. B. No.

121 (Mr. McLelan). Res. prop. and in Corn., 765;
1°* of B., 766; 20, in Com. and 3*Y, 1058. (47 Vic., c.
20.)

STEAMBOAT INSPEOTION: in Com. of Sup., 1255.
ST2AMBOAT INSPECTORS' REP.: Ques. (Mr. Davies) 460.
STEAM DREDGE AND DUMPING Scows: M. for Ret.* (Mr.

Jackson) 1201.
STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATES, TRAVELLING EXPENsEs, N.W. T.:

in Com. of Sup., 994.

STONE PoR NEw DEPARTMENTAL BUILDING: Ques. (Mr.
Weldon) 736.

SUBSIDIES8:
Applications by Ry. Co.'s., Naines, &c. : M. for Stmnt.

(Mr. Came-on, Inverness) 264.
Canadian P Rific Ry. : in Com. of Sup., 1049.
urravLs or Pa>1aeeis to Rys.: M. for Stmnt. (Mr.

Mlock) 616.
Gravenhurst and Callander Ry. : M. for copies of Cor.

&c. (Mr. Cockburn) 40.
Mail Subsidies and Subventions. See " SUPPLY."
Manitoba, Grants to, re Boundary, Disputed Territory,

&c. : M. for Stmut. (Mr. Blake) 88.
Provincial, Readjustment of, B. No. 154 (Sir

Leonard Tilley). Res. prop., 1215; M. for Co m.,
15)3; ia Com., 1584; 10* of B., 1610; 2°, in
Com. and 3°*, 1645. (47 Vic., c. 4.)

Provincial, under Confederation Act: M. for Cor. (Mr.
Ouimet) 150.

Rys., authorization B. No. 147 (Sir Charles
Tupper). Res. prop., 1444; M. for Cor., 1479;
in Com., 1486 ; M. to conc. in Res., 1517 ; Airt.
(Mr. Blake) 1530; Deb. adjd., 1543; rsmd., 1549;
Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Auger) 1552; neg. (Y. 56,
N. 110) 1572; Amt. (Mr. Blake) neg. (Y. 55, N.
111) 1573; Ant. (Mr. Laurier) 1574; neg. (Y. 52,
N. 109) 1576; Res. conc. in (Y. 128, N. 35) 1576 ;
j°* of B., 1576; 2°* and in Com., 1624; recom.
and 3°*, 1640. (47 Vic., c. 8.)

RlYs.: Prop. Res. (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444; speech,
1479 ; in Com., 1486-1511 ; on conc., Amt. (Mr.
Blake) 1517.: Deb. (Mr. Chapleau) 1530; (Mr.
Laurier) 1539; (Mr. Girouard) 1549; Amt. to
Amat. (Mr. Auger) 1552; (Mr. Boude) 1552; cor-
rection (Mr. Mackenzie) 1553; (Mr. Girouard)
1556; (Mr. Valin) 1556; (Mr. Bossé) 1557; (Mr.
Béchard) 1558 ; (Mr. Tassé) 1559 ; (Mr. Fisher)
1563; (Sr John A. Macdonald) 1564 ; (Mr. Blake)
1568 ; (1r. Sutherland, Oxford) 1572.

SUBSIDIES-Continued.
Sums paid by Can. to Ry. Co.'s under 46 Vic., c. 4: M.

for O. C., &c.* (Mr. Blake) S.

Rys. under 46 Vic., c. 25: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Dupont)
261; Deb. (Mr. Cameron, Inverness) 264; Mr.
(Wright) 268; (Sir Charles Tuppcer) 268; (Mr.
Vail) 269; (Mr. Stairs) 269.

Quebec: Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 883; Roadjustmot of: M.
for Ret.* (Mr. Laurier) 1200.

Sanitary Journals: Ques. (Mr. Bickey) 1387.
SUGAR, ID>RAwBAcK oN : M. for copies of Memnorials, &c.*

(Mr. Weldon) 67.
Summary Conviction and duties of Justices

of the Peace out of Session fur LherAct Amt.
B. No. 137 (Sir John A. Macdonald). 1°*, 1386;
20*, in Com., and 30*, 1618. (47 Vic., c. 43.)

"SUMKERsIDE." See "Inspoction of P. E. 1. Steamnboats."

Sunday Excursions, Prevention of, B. No. 112
(Mr. Charlton). 1°*, 655.

SUPERANNUATION CONTRIBUTIONs, REFUND OF: Ques. (1fr.
Curran) 285.

SUPERANNUATION FUND OF THE CIVIL SERVICE : M. for

Stmnts.* (.1r. Blake) 43.
SUPERANNUATION FUND: M. for RtoL (Air. MeMullen) 65.
SUPPLY:

[Only subj>edLs which caused remark or d.eusio noted
under this head.]

Mess. from His Ex. transmitting Estimates for 1884-85,
145; Mess. from His Ex. transmitting Suppl. Esti-

mates for 1883-84, 1240; Mess. from His Ex.
transmitting Suppl. Estimates for 1884-85, 1439;

Mess. from ls Ex. transmittiug further Suppl.

Estimates for 1884-85, 1576.
Res. for Coin., 28; in Com., 825, 987; Res. in Amt.: High

Commisioncrship for Canada (Mfr. Mills) 109;
in Com., 1046; Res. in Amt.: Immigration and

Emigration (Mr. Paterson, Brant) 1063; in Com.,
1088; Res. in Amt. : North-West Grievances (Mr.
Cameron, Huron) 1138 ; in Com., 1158 ; Res. in
Amit.: Reciprocity (Mr. Davies) 1176; in Com.,
1190, 1218, 1254, 1294; Res. in Amt.: Public Ex-

penditure (.Mr. Charlton) 13'22; in Com., 1333,
1361, 1404, 1423, 1466, 1602, 1626.

COMMITTEE:

Administration of Justice:
Duval, G., Précis Writer, Supreme Court, Statu-

tory incroase, 1474.
Miscellaneous Justice, 994.

Supreme and County Court Judges, Man., 994.
Supreme Court of Canada, 994.
Travelling Expenses, Stipendiary Magistrates, N.

W. T., 994.
Vice-Admiralty Court, Queboc, 995.

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics:
Agricultural, lndustrial, &c., Statistics, 1095.
Archives, Care of, &c., 1088.
Oenaus, 1091.



INDEX.
SUPPLY-Continued.

COMMITTEE-Continued.

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics-Continued.
Criminal Statistics, 1089.
Dominion Exhibition, 1093.
Health Statisties, 1094; cone., 1440.

Patent Record, 1089.
Charges of Management, 825-832.
Civil Government :

Agriculture, Dept. of, 842,; suppl., 1337.
Auditor-General's Office, 811.
Civil Service Board, 938; 1336; conc., 1459, 1610.
Contingencies, Departmental, 843.

High Commissioner, 987 ; 1336; conc., 1440.
Post Office and Finance Depts., 987.

Customs, Dept. of, 841.
Finance, Dept. of, and Treasury Board, 841:
Governor General's Secretary's Office, 832.
Indian Affairs, Dept. of, 840; suppl., 1336, 1467,

1474.
Inland Revenue, Dept. of, 841; suppl., 1335.
Interior, Dept. of, 838; suppl., 1466.
Justice, Dept. of, 833.

Penitentiaries Branch, 833.
Marine and Fisheries, Dept. of, S42; suppl., 1467.
Militia and Defence, Dept. of, 833; suppl., 1334;

conc., 1440.
Postmaster-Gen.'s Dept., 842; suppl., 1336, 1627.
Privy Council Office, 833; 1333, 1336, 1627.
Public Works, Dept. of, 843.
Railwa.ys and Canals, Dept. of, 843; suppl., 1335.
Secretary of State, Dept. of, 837; suppL., 1474.
Stationery Office, 987.

Collect on of Revenues:
Adulteration of Food: Expenses under Act, 1318.
Canals-Maintenance and Repairs: Salaries and

Contingencies Canal Officers, 1261.
Culling Timber: Montreal and Quebec, 1317; conc.,

1457.
Customs: Salaries, &c., of the several Ports, 1316;

cone., 1456, 1464.
Excise: Refund to W. G. Reid, 1382; Salaries, &c.,

of Officers and Inspectors, 1316; suppl., 1608.
Liquor License Act: Expenditure in Putting Act

into operation, 1382; conc., 1453.
Minor Revenues : Dominion Lands, 1318.
Post Office: Mail Service, Salaries and Miscel-

laneous, 1319; conc., 1458; Additional Amount
required for year, 1383.

Public Works: Agent and Contingencies, B. C.,
1318; SteamerNewfield, Cost of working, 1318;
conc., 1458; Telegraph Lines, B. C., 1318.

Railways-Repairs, &c. : Intercolonial Ry., 1256;
conc., 1449 ; Prince Edward Island Ry., 1258;
Windsor Branch Ry., 1261.

Weights and Measures and Gas: Miall, E., Com-
missioner of Standards, allowanee, 1382.

SUPPLY-Continued.
COMMITTxEE -ContinUed.

Dominion Lands-Capital:
Surveyors' Plans and Field Notes, Examination of,

1384.
Dominion Lands-Income:

Settlement of Land Claims, 1385.
Dominion Police, 997; suppi., 1338.
Fisheries :

Fishery Overseers and Wardens, Salaries, &c., 1284.
Fishing Bounty, Distribution of, Services, 1369;

conc., 1617.
International Fishery Exhibition, 1369.

Geological Survey, 1261; conc., 1450.
Immigration, 1404-1422; suppl., 1602; conc., 1464.
Indians :

Annual Grant to Supplement Fund-Ont., Que.,
and Maritime Provinces, 1263.

British Columbia-Indians generally, Surveys, &c.,
1266; suppl., 1372; conc., 1617.

Manitoba and the North-West-Annuities, &c.,
1269; suppl., 1373; conc., 1450, 1610.

Mission School at Fort William, 1608.
Prince Edward Island-Indians generally, 1266.
Printing Vocabularies of Dialects, B. C., 1608.

Legislation:
House of Commons:

Claims of Returning Officers, 1339; conc., 1459,
1611.

Publishing Debates, 1002; suppl., 1339.'
Salaries and Contingencies (Sergeant at Arms)

1002.
Sessional Indemnities, 1339; suppl., 1475, 1608.

Senate:
Salaries and Contingencies, 1002; suppl., 1627.

Miscellaneous:
Library, Salaries and Contingencies, 1002; suppl.,

1602.
Miscellaneous Printing, 1009.
Printing, Printing Paper, &c., 1004; conc., 1440.
Purchase of Works on America, 1009.

Lighthouse and Coast Service:
Agencies, Rents and Contingencies, 1232.
Buoys and Beacons, !dontreal Harbour, 1369.
Lighthouse and Fog-alarms, construction of, 1J33;

conc., 1443.
Lighthouse Keepers, Salaries, &c., 1232.
Lights, Fog-whistles, Buoys and Beacons, &c.,

Maintenance and Repairs, 1233; suppi., 1369.
Signal Stations, 1234.

Mail Subsidies and Steamship Subventions:
Canada and Antwerp, 1301.
Canada and West Indies and Brazil, 1299; conc.,

1453.
France and Quebec, 1300.
Grand Manan, N.B., and Mainland, 1298.
Halifax and St. John, vid Yarmouth, 1298; conc.,

1453.

* a
î
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SUPPLY-Continued.
COMI TTEZ-CntinUed.

.Mail Subsidies and Steamship Subventions-Continued.
Halifax and St. Pierre, 1301.
Lakes Huron and Superior, 1298 ; conc., 1452.
Liverpool or London and St. John and Halifax,

1301.
Magdalen Islands, 1298.
United States and Victoria, B.C., 1298.

Militia:
A, B and C Batteries, Schools of Gunnery, &c., 1164.
Ammunition, &c., 1%19.
Artillery competition at Shoeburyness (wthdn.)

1166.
Cavalry and Infantry Schools, 1165.
Clothing and Great Coats, 1020; suppl., 1343.
Contingencies, &c., Artillery and Rifle Associa-

tions, &c., 1158.
Dominion Rifle Association, 1159; suppl., 1602.
Drill Instruction, Allowance for, 1096.
Drill Pay and incidental Expenses, 1098.
Drill Sheds and Rifle Ranges, 1160.
Manitoba, Extra Militia Force for, 1343.
Military Branch and District Staff, 1017.
Military Stores, 1022.
Military Properties, Maintenance, &c., 1160; Con-

struction and Repairs, 1162; suppl., 1602;
conc., 1440.

Militia Regulations and Orders, Printing, &c.,
1343.

Ottawa Rifle Range, 1603.
Public Armouries, &c., 1095; suppl., 1343, 1602.
Rifled Ordnance, Improved, 1166.
Royal Military College, 1162.
Russian Leather Permeator, 1165.

/iscellaneous :
Academy of Arts, 1608.
Allan, W. F., Allowance in lieu of Board, &c.,

1381.
Barry, James, preparation of Tables of Exports and

Imports of Fish, conc., 1464.
B. N. A. Act., Cases decided under, Publication of,

1378.
Boucher de la Bruère, printing Civil Service List,

1374.
Boundary, Legal Expenses in connection with,

1379.
British Association Meeting in Montreal, 1310.
Confederation, Historical Picture commemorating,

1309.
Consolidated Statutes, Cost of Type, &c., 1379;

conc., 1464.
Consolidated Statutes, Expenses, 1202; conc., 1453.
Fabre, Mr., Salary and Contingencies, 1203;

conc., 1453.
Hudson Bay, Expedition to by water, 1379 ; suppl.,

1617; conc., 1617.
15

SUPPLY-Continued.
COMMITTE1-Continued.

Miscellaneous-Continued.
International Fishery Exhibition, Outstanding

Claims, 1374.
Keewatin District, Expenses of Govt. in, 1302.
Legal Advisers, Payment to, conc, 1617.
Maclean, Roger & Co., Award of Referees, 1607.
McLaughlin, Geo. E., Gratuity to Family of, 1373.
Mounted Police Barracks, 1203, 1378.
Mowat, Hon. Oliver, Payment for Services, 1379.
Niagara Falls Commission, 1203.
N. W. T., Expernses of Government in, 1301; conc.,

1611.
Printing, Miscellaneous, 1373.
Refund of Duties to Uerchants in P. E. J., 1312;

conc., 1453.
Returns,Preparation of, Extra Clerks'Services,1381.
Richardson, 1-., Allowance for Rent, 1379.
Royal Society, Publication of Proceedings, 1374.
Survey of Georgian Bay, Steamer for, 1374.
Surveys, Lakes Huron and Superior, 1203.

North-West Mounted Police
Pay of Force, &c.>, 1294.

Ocean and River Service:
Glendon, Steamer to replace, 1227.
Government Steamers, Maintenance, &c., 1227.
Life-boats, Stations, and Life-preservers, &c., 1229.
Masters and Mates, Examination of, 1229.
Obstructions, Removal of, in Navigable Rivers,

1232.
Water and River Police, 1232; suppl., 1369.

Penitentiaries :
British Columbia, 1002; suppl., 1338.
Dorchester, 1000.
Kingston, 998.
Manitoba, 1000; suppl., 1338.
St. Vincent de Paul, 999.

Pensions :
Compensation in lieu of Landi, 1017.
Duckett, Mrs. Edward (revote) 1343.
Veterans of 1812, 1016.

Public Works-Capital:
Public Buildings:

Ottawa (additional buildings, Wellington St.)
1190.

Public Works:
British Columbia, 1603.
New Brunswick, 1603; cone., 1616.
Port Arthur, 1603; conc,, 1616.

Harbpurs and Rivers:
Cape Tormentine Harbour, conc., 1616.

Public3 Works-Income:
Buildings, Publie:

British Columbia, 1198.
Generally, 1198.

cii
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SUPPLY-Continued.

CoMITTEE-Continued.
Public Works-Income-Continued.

Manitoba, 1198.
New Brunswick, 1192 ; suppl., 1604.
Nova Scotia, 1190; suppl., 1604; conc., 1616,

1618.
North-West Territories, 1198.
Ontario, 1193; suppl., 1354, 1605.
Prince Edward Island, 1191; suppl., 1604.
Quebec, 1193; suppl., 1354, 1604.
Repairs, Furniture, Heating, &c., 1198; suppl.,

1358, 1362.
Dredgîrig, 1225; suppl., 1365.
larbours and Rivers :
British Columbia, 1606.
Manitoba (Adelaide, Scow) 1365; (Waterhen

River) conc, 1616.
New Brunswick, 1221.
Nova Scotia, 1218; suppl., 1605; cone., 1442.
N. W. T. (Saskatchewan River) 1606.
Ontario, 1223; suppl., 1605.
Prince Edward Island, 1220; suppl., 1362; conc.,

1443,1464.
Quebec, 1222; suppl., 3165.

Miscellaneous:
figh Commissioner, purchase of House, 1366;

cone., 1615.
Monument to Joseph Brant, 1226.
Monument to Sir Geo. E. Cartier, 1226.
National Art Gallery, 1226.

Telegraph Lines, 1226; suppl., 1366.
Quarantine :

Cattle Quarantine, 1010.
Pictou Cattle fDisease, 1010.
Public lealth, 1012-1016.
Tracadie Lazaretto, 1010.

Railways and Canals-Capital:
Canadian Pacifie Railway:

British Columbia (revote) 1048.
Bridge over Red River at Emerson, 1348.
Inspecting Engineers, Salaries and Expenses,

1348.
Prince Arthur's Landing to Red River, 1046.
Section B, Award of Arbitrators, 1630.
Sifton & Ward (Red River and Cross Lake) 1350.
Smith & Ripley (Georgian Bay Branch) 1349.
Station Accommodation, 1049; conc., 1449.
Subsidy, 1049.
Temple, Thomas, Patent Flanger, 1349; cone.,

1460.
Intercolonial Raiiway:

Bridge across St. John River, 1627.
Claims arising out of Construction, Payment of,

1628.
Coal Cars, additional, 1627.
Construction Account, 1344.
Dalhousie Branch, 1344.

SUPPLY-Continued.
CoMMITTEE-Continued.

Railways and Canals-Capital-Continued.
Expenditure on, by Govt. of N. B., 1627.
Falconer, James, for Land damages, 1346.
Ferguson, Wm., purchase of Land, 1347.
Halifax Extension, 1049 ; suppl., 1344.
Halifax Street Ry. Co. vs. The Queen, 1345.
MacDonell & Co., Alex., Award of Commission-

ers, 1346.
Miscellaneous Works not provided for, 1050.
Rivière du Loup, Town Branch, 1344.
Rochette, Fabien, for Land taken, 1345.
St. Charles Branch, 1049 ; suppl., 1345.
St. John, increased Accommodation at, 1049;

suppl., 1344.
Prince Edward Island Railway:

Compensation for Injuries, 1317.
Rolling Stock, 1347.

Canals :
Carrillon, Dam and Approaches, 1052; (Page,

John, Payment to, as Arbitrator) 1351.
Cornwall, 1050.
Grenville, 1053.
Lachine, 1050.
Murray, 1051.
Ste. Anne, 1052.
St. Lawrence River and Canals, 1051.
St. Peter's, 1053; (Perley, HI. F., services) 1850;

conc., 1460.
Tay, construction of Works, 1053.
Trent River Nav., Locks, &c., 1051.
Welland, 1051; construction of Raceway between

Feeder and Chippewa River, 1051; Unpaid
Labourers, 1350; conc., 1460; Page, John,
Payment to, as Arbitrator, 1608 ; cono., 1617.

Williamsburg-Lockat Rapide Plat,1051; Galops
Canal,:1051; (Clara S. Holden, Compensation
to) 1352.

Railways and Canals-Income:
Canals:

Beauharnois (L. W. Marchand, Professional Ser-
vices) 1353; conc., 1463.

Cornwall-Drain between Town and Canal,1053.
Miscellaneous, 1053,
Rideau (Land damages between- Brewer's Mill&

and Kingston) 1354.
Welland (Schooners St. Andrew's and Jennie Gra-

ham) 1352; conc., 1461, 1612; suppl. (Waste
Weir at Dunsville) 1608.

Scient:fic Institutions :
Meteorological Observations, &c., 1254.
Observatories, 1254.

Steamboat Inspection :
Expenses in connection with, 1255.

Unprovided Items:
Tide Auditor-General's Rep., 1882-83, page 44,

1383.
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BUPPLY-Continued.

CONCURRENoE:
Arts, Agriculture, and Statistics, 1440.
Barry, James, Preparation of Tables of Imports and

Exports of Fish, 1464.
Boucher de la Bruère, Payment for Type, &c., 1464.
Boularderie Wharf, N. S., 1618.
Canada and West Indies and Brazil, Subvention, 1453.
Canadian Pacifie Ry., Station Accommodation, 1449.
Cape Tormentine larbour, 1616.
Civil Service Examiners, Board of, 1459.
Consolidated Statutes, Type for printing, &o., 1464.
Culling Timber, 1457.
Customs, 1456, 1464.
Dominion Statutes, Consolidating, Expenses, &c.,

1453.
Excisemen, Increase of Salaries to, 1617.
Fabre, Mr., Salary and Contingencies, 1453.
Fishing Bounty, Services in connection with Distribu-

tion, 1617.
Geological Survey, 1450.
Halifax and St. John, vid Yarmouth,

1453.
Harbours and Rivers, N. S., 1442, 1616.
Harbours and Rivers, P. E. I., 1443, 1464.
ligh Commissioner, Contingencies, &c.,

flouse and Furniture, 1615.
Hudson Bay Expedition, 1617.
Immigration, 1464.
Indian Dialects, B. C., Printing of, 1617.
Indians, Man. and the N. W., 1450, 1610.

Subvention,

1440, 1610;

Intercolonial Ry., Collection of Revenues, 1449.
Intoxicating Liquors Act, Traffic in, Expenses under,

1453.
Lakes Huron and Superior, Mail Subsidy, 1452.
Legal Advisers, Payment to, 1617.
Legislation, Claims of Returning Officers, 1459.

Lighthouses and Fog-alarms, 1443.
Marchand, L. W., Professional Services, 1463.
Military Properties, Care of, 1440.
Militia, Dept. of, 1440.
Moncton Post Office, &c., 1616.
Newfteld, Steamer, Cost of working, 1458.
N. W. T., Government in, Expenses, 1611.
Page John, Services of, on Welland Canal Arbitration,

1617.
Perley, H. F., Services on St. Peter's Canal, 1460.
Port Arthur Harbour, 1616.
Post Office, 1458.
Printing Paper and Bookbinding, 1440.
Refund of Duties to Merchants in P. E. I., 1453.
Beturning Officers, Claimas of, 1611.
St. Andrews and Jennie Graham, Schooners,

1612.
Temple, Thos., Patent Flanger, 1460.
Waterhen River, Man., 1616.

1461,

WelUand Canal, Chargeable to Income, 1461, 1612.
WeUand Canal, Unpaid Labourers' wages on, 1460.

Supply B. No. 155 (Sir Leonard Tilley). Res., 1°*
of B., 20*, and 30*, 1651. (47 Vic., c. 2.)

SUPPLY FA&Rm No. 20, Fisi CREEK: Ques. (Mr. Cameron,
Huron) 27; M. for Ret., 44; Ques., 285.

SUPPLY FARM ON PINCHER CREEK, SALE oR LEAsE OF: Ques.
(Mr. Cameron, Huron) 200; M. for O. C., 617.

SUPREME AND COUNTY COURT JUDGEs, MAN.: in Com. of Sup.,
994.

Supreme Court in Appeal, limitation of Juris-
diction of, B. No. 15 (Mr. Landry, Montmagny.)
1°*, 43.

SUPREME COURT JUDGMENT re SALE, &c., OF INTOXICATING
LiQUoRs: M. for copies* (Mr. Blake) 43.

SUPREME COURT OF CANADA: in Com. of Sup., 994.
SURVEY CONTRACT No. 10: M. for Ret.* (Mr. Billy) 1201.
SURVEY oF GEoRGIAN BAY, STEAMER FOR: in Com. of Sup.,

1374.
SURVEY OF PUBLIC LANDS IN MAN. AND N. W. T. in 1883:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
SURVEYoRs' PLANS AND FIELD NorEs, EXAMINATION OF: in

Com. of Sup., 1384.
SURVEYs, LAKEs HURON AND SUPERIOR: in Com. of Sup.,

1203.
SUSSEX AND ST. JoHN RY. SUBsInY: prop. Res. (Sir Charles

Tupper) 1444; in Com., 1509.
SWAN CREEK AND LAKE, SURVEYS: M. for Reps. (Mr. Bur-

pee, Sunbury) 605.
SWITZER, FRANKLIN, ARREST OF, BY U. S. SOLDIERS: M. for

Rot. (Mr. Guillet) 86.
Synod of Diocese of Saskatchewan Incorp. Act

Amt. B. No. 61 (Mr. Williams) 10*, 162; 2°*,
199; in Com. and 3°* 665. (47 -Vic., c. 103.)

TALBOT, ACHILLE, EMPLOYMENT AND SALARY oF: Ques. (.Mr.
Rinfret) 966.

TARIFF AND AGRICULTURAL 1NTERESTS, EXPENSES, &O., OF

CoM.: M. for Stmnt. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 132.
TARIFF, INTERCOL. RY., BETWESN QUEBEC AND Sr. CHARLES:

Ques. (.Mr. Landry, Montmagny) 260.
Tariffof Duties of Customs further Act Amt.

B. No. 142 (Sir Leonard Tiley). 10*, 1443; 2°*, in
Com. and 30*, 1621. (47 Vic., c. 30.)

TARIFF oN GRAIN, READJUSTMENT OF: Ques. (Mr. Wheler)
336.

TAY CANAL, CoNSTRUC.ýIoN OF WORKS ;in Com. of SUp.,
1053.

TELEGRAPH LINES, B. C.: in Com. ofSup., 1318.
['ELEPHONE Co.'s. See respective headings.

remperance Act, Canada, Amt. B. No. 18 (Sir
John A. Macdonald). 10*, 1386; 20 m., 1618; 2° and
in Çom., 1619; 30 m., 1621; Amt. to recom. (Mr. Ive)
neg. (Y. 55, N. 93) 1621; 30*, 1621. (47 Vic., c. 31.)

'EMPERANCE AcT, 1878, MEDICAL CERTIFICATES IN P. E. I.:
M. for Ret.* (Mr. Yeo) 1201.

Lemperance, Canada, and General Life Assur-
ance Go. Incorp. B. No. 28 (Mr. Cameron, Xiddlé.
sex). 1°*, 83; 2°*, 173; in Com. and 30*, 580. (47
Vic., c. 97.)

er
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TEMPERANCE. See " Intoxicating Liquors."
TEMPLE, Mr. T., M.P., PROTEST AGAINST: Ques. (Mr. Blake)

1110.
TEMPLE, THOMAs, PATENT FLANGER: in Com. '>f Sup., 1349;

conc., 1460.
TENTS, MILITIA, MANUFACTURE OP: Ques. (Mr. Somerville,

Brant) 505; Purchase of, by Militia Dept.: M. for
Cor.,* 624.

TERRITORIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE N. W. T. : M. for
Rot. (Mr. Cameron, Buron) 75.

Territories, Representation of the, in the House
of Commons B. No. 110 (Mr. Cameron, Buron).
10, 598; 20, 1058; in Com., 1059.

Territory in dispute between the Dom. of Can.
and Prov. of Ont.:B. No. 144 (Sir John A. Mac-
donald). 1* -; 2° and in Com., 1634; 30*, 1645.
(47 Tic., c. 24.)

TERRITORY, VIoLATION oF NEUTRALITY Br U. S. TrooPs:
M. for Cor.* (Mr. Charlton) 1200.

TUMES AND L.AKE ERIE CANAL: Ques. (Mr. Casey) 797.
THoRBURN, Dr.: Reference to in Com. of Sup., 839.

Tidal Dock at Quebec, further provision for, B.
No. 148 (Sir Hector Langevin). Res. prop., 1516;
in Com. and 1°* of B., 1581; 2°, in Com. and 30*,
1618. (47 Vic., c. 9.)

TIMBER LAND, SALE OF, IN THE N. W. : Ques. (Mr. Jackson)
73; M. for Ret.,90.

TIMBER LANDS, SALE OF, AND PERMITS, &c. : M. for Ret.*

(Mr. Charlton) 78.
TIMBERED LANDS SOLD IN Bow RIVER COUNTRY: M. for Rot.

(Mr. Jackson) 90.
rIMBER LICENSES, CANCELLATION OF, ON INDIAN RESERVES:

M. for copies of O. C. (Mr. Blake) 51.
CIMBER LIMITS ON JACK HEAD RIVER: M. for Cor.* (Mr.

Mitchell) 1201.
Citles to Land, Transfer of, in Territories of

Canada B. No. 16 (Mr. McCarthy). 1°*, 43.
Loronto Board of Trade and Toronto Corn

Exchange Association amalg. B. No. 14 (Mr.
Beaty). 1°*, 43; 2°*, 88; in Com. and 30*, 504. (47
Vie., c. 46.)

'oronto, Grey and Bruce Railway Co.'s Act
Amt. B. No. 9 (Mr. Kilvert). 1°*, 40; 20*, 57; in
Com., 861; 3°*, 866. (47 Vic., c. 66.)

'oronto Harbour and Psplanade B. No. 60 (Mr.
Small). 1°*, 141; 20*, 199; wthdn.

3WNSEND, PORT, AND VICTORIA, B.C., MAIL SERVICE: M.
for Ret. (Mr. Baker, Victoria) 605.

)WN RESERVES IN THE N.W.T. : M. for Rot. (Mr. Cameron,
Buron) 75.

)WN SITES, SALE OF, &c. : M. for Ret.* (Mr. Charlton) 78.
tACAD1E LAZARETTO: in Com. of Sup., 1010.
ADE AND NAVIGATION RETURNS: presented, 27.
aders ank of Canada Incorp. B. No. 92 (Mr.
Beaty). 10*, 304; 2°*, 504; in Com. and 3°*, 665.
(47 1Viç., c. 51.)

TRAMWAY AND TRANSFER Co.'s Sée respective headings.
TRANSLATION OP TUE OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES a

Ques. (Mr. Lesage) 86.
Transfer of Prisoners from one Gaol to another

authorization B. No. 151 (Sir John A. Macdonald).
1°*, 1586; 20, in Com. and 3°, 1645. (47 Vic., c, 44.)

TRANSPORT, REQUISITIONS AND VOUCHERS RENDERED BY

CANADIAN EXPRESS Co.: M. for copies* (Mr. Somerville,
Brant) 523.

TRANSPORT OF WHEAT THROUGH U. S.: M. for O. C. (Mr.
Blake) 53.

TRANSPORT. See " Inland."
TRAVELLING EXPENSES OF COUNTY COURT JUDGES: QueO.

(Mr. Vail) 603.
TRAVELLING EXPENSES, STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATES,N.W.T.z

in Com. of Sup., 994.
TRAVERSE, UNION STATION AT THS: Ques. (Mr. Lbandry,

JMontmagny) 260.
TREASURY BOARD AND FINANCE DEPT.: in Com. of Sup.,

841.
TREATIES, COMMERCIAL, BETWEEN CANADA AND FoRIaN

PoWERs: M. for O. C., &c. (Mr. Blake) 57.
TREATISES, &C., ON THE MECHANICAL ARTS: M. for Copies of

Pets. (Mr. Gigault) 33.
TRENT RIVER NAV., LoCKS, &C.: in Com. of Sup., 1051.
TRUST Co.'s See respective headings.

TUNNEL Co.'s See respective headings.

TUPPER, SIR CHABLES. See "High Commiesioner."
Two CENT LETTER POSTAGE: Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 57.
TYaWHITT, Mr. R. : Election sustained on Judge's Rep. on

Controverted Election Petition, 1.
UNION JACQUES CARTIER RY., OPENING OF: M . for Cor. (Mr,

Boude) 41.

Union of certain Methodist Churches B..No. 11
(Mr. McCarthy). 1°*, 40; 20*, 89; in Com. and 3°*,

665. (47 Vic., c. 106.)
UNION STATIoN AT THE TRAVE RsE: Ques. (Mr.- Landry,

Montmagny) 260.
Union Trust Corporation of Can. Incorp. B. No.

43 (Mr. Besson). 10*, 89; 2°*, 173 ; in Com. and
30*, 504. (47 Vic., c. 100.)

UNITED STATES AND SPAIN, FLAG TREATY BETWEEN: on M.
for Com. of Sup. (Mr. Vail) 136 1.

UNITED STATES AND VICTORIA, B. C., MAIL SUBSIDY: in Com.
of Sup., 1298.

UNITED STATES, COMMERCIAL TREA&TY wITH: M. for 0. C.,
&o. (Mr. Blake) 57.

«UNITED STATES CUSToMs DUTIES ON HAT : M. for oet. (Mr.
Irvine) 519.

UNITED STATES CUSTONS REGULATIONS RESPECTING TRAN-
PORT OPF WHEAT: M. for O. C. (Mr. Blake) 53.

UNITED STATES, N. S. COAL IMPORTED INTO, FOR O»N
STEAMsHIP PUEPOSES: M. for copies of Despatches (r.
Blake) 10.

UNITED STATES SOLDIERS IN CANADA: M. for Rot. (Mir.
Guillet) 86; M. for Gor.*,(Ar. Charlton) 1200.
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UNITED STATES WHEAT AND FLOUR IMPORTATIONS: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Dundas) 66.
UNPROVIDED ITEMS: in COm. Of Sup., 1383.

UNPAID LABOURERS, WELLAND CANAL: in COm. Of Sup.,

1350 ; conc. 1460.
UPPER WOODS HARBOUR: N.S., WHARF AND BRIDGE: M. fOr

Ret. (.Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 1199.
VACANCIES IN THE REPRESENTATION, 1, 1108.

Vancouver Island Ry. B. No. 126 (Sir Charles Tup-
per). Res. pPrp., 67 ; M. for Com., 1023; in Com. and

1°* of B., 10-39; 2°* and in Cow., 1137 ; 3° m., 1171 ;

Amt. (-r. Gordoni) 1172; neg., 1176 ; Amt. 6 m. h.,
(M1ir. Homer) neg. (Y. 29, N. 121) 1176; 30*, 1176.
(47 Vic., c. 6.)

"VANDERBILT," LosS OF THE. See " Lakes Buron and

Superior."

Vaudreuil and Prescott Railway Co. Incorp. R.
No. 23 (Ir. McMillan, Vaudreuil). 1°*, 71 ; 2°*, 81)
in Com. and 3°*, 736. (47 Vic., c. 84.)

VETERANS OF 1812: ii Com. of Sup., 1016.

VICE-ADMiqALTY COURTS, CHANGE OF PRO<>CEDURIE IN: M.
forî copies of Imp. Despatches* (.IJr. jWe ldqn) 65.

VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT, QUE.: in COm. Of Sup., 995.
VICTORIA, B.C., CITY POSTMASTERSHIP: M. for Ret. (Mr.

Baker, Victoria) 605.
VOLUNTEERS OF 1837 AND i)8: M. for Rut. (Mr. Pyrwhitt)

89 ; Ques. (Mr. Cameron, Huron) 57.
"WAÈUNO," Loss OF THE. See " Lakes Iuiorn und SuperiOr.
WALLACEBURGH AND SARNIA RY. SUBSIDY: prop. Res. (Sir

Charles Tupper) 1445; in Com., 507.
WALLACE, Mr. JOHN: Electo i deuared iiull ait void on

Judge's Rep. on Controverted Elecion Peition, 1;
Certificate of Eiection and returu of, L.

WALLACE, TOWNSHIP OF, IMPROVEMENT FUNDi MONEY DUE

TO: Ques. (Ar MgcMullen) 2u0.

WARRANTS, Gov, iENs, susED TO Le Lourter de St.
llyacinthe, &C. :M. or Stmut.* (3Mr. SomÉerville,
Brant) 66.

WASIUINGTON TBEATY, TERMINATION OF FIsHERY CLAUSES :

M. for Ret.* (31r. Davies) 1200.

WATER AND RIVER POLICE : ii Corm. of Sup. 1282, i369.
WATER WORXS CO.'S See respective headirrg.
WATSON, T. C., PAYMENT TO, FOR SERVICES: M for ýLinnt.*

(Mr. Wilson) 820.
WATSON, HENRY, ARREST OF, BY U. S. SOLDIERS : M. for

Ret. (Mr. Guillet) 8E6.
WAYS AND MEANS:

RcS. for Com. (Sir Leonard Tilley) 27 ; The Budget
Spe(ch, 569; reply (Sir -Richard Cart wright) 591 ;
Deb. adjd , 598; rsmd. (Mr. White, ''ardwell) 625 ;
(Mr. Paterson, Brant) 641 ; Res. I in Com., 653 ;
On U. for Com. on Res. 2 (Mr. Ca.,ey) 672; (Mr.

Benson) 679 ; (Mr. Vail) 679 ; (MUr. Stairs) 686;
(Mr. Armstrong) 690; (Mr. Taylor) 693; (Ar.

WAYS AND MEANS-Continued.

irvine) 695 ; Res. 2 in Coma., 695-704; on M. for
Com. (Mr. Charlton) 709; (1fr. Dunda8) 717 ;
(Mr. Mills) 718 ; (Mr. McLelan) 722; (Sir Richard
Cartwright) 727 ; Res. 2 in Com., 728-734 ; Res.
3 and 4 in Com., 734, 735; on M. to. conc. in Res.
(Sir Richard Cartwright) 767 ; (Mr. Tupper) 769;
(Sir Leonard Tilley) 770; (1Mr. Charlton) 7 1.;
(1r. White, Hastings) 773; (M1r. Wigle) 773 ;
(11r. 3cJIul!en) 77 3 ; (Mr. Hesson) 782 (JIr.
Armstrong) 787 ; (Ar. Watson) 7S8 ; (Mr.Temple)
790 ; (Mr. Caneron, laverness) 790 ; (Mr. Kirk)
792 ; Amt. (Mr. Blake) nog. (Y. 17, N. 39) 796
Ros. conc. in, 797.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES : Rep. prosontod, 1321.

Weights and Measures Act, 1879, Amt. P. No.
120 (M/r. 'os:an). Ros. prop> , in Com and 1°* of

B., 765; 2°, 1059; in Coin., 1131, 1242; Order for 30

dschgd., recom., amended, and 3°*, 1294. (47 Vic., c.

36.)
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES XNn GAvs, in Com. of Sup., 1382.
WELLAND CANAL, EXPENDITURE ON, SINCE CONFEDERATION:

M. for Ret.* (Mr. McCraney) L201.
WELLAND CANAL: in COM. Of Sup., 105i.

Welland Railway transfer to G. T. R. Co. au-
thorization B. No. 44 (Mr. Bergin). 1°*, 89; 20,
271; in Com., 860; recom. and 3°, 886. (47 Vic. c.

53.)
WELLFrat's BAy, RANGE LIHIITS: Quies. (Mr. Platt) 336.
WELLINGTON, LIFE-BOAT OUSE: Ques. (Mr. Platt) 336.
vVELLINGT>N, ONT., LIFE BOAT AT: Ques. (Mr. Platt) 603.

WESTERN COUNTIES, ANNAPOLIS AND DIGBY RY. SUBSIDY:

piop. Res (Sir Charles Tupper) 1444.
WIIARI'fINUERS, JIURISDICTION OF, ON LACHINE CANAL: QUOS.

(JMr. Auger) 1387.
WIARVES AND PtERS IN . B.: Ques. (Mr Davies) 458.
WHARVES AND PIERS IN 1. E. 1., [NNPECT[ON OF : QUMC. (Mr.

Davies) 261.
WHEAT AND FLOUR IMPORTS AND ExIP'LRTs: M. for Rle. (Ar.

Paterson, Brant) 38.
WHEAT AND FLOUR IMPORTED FROM U. S. AND DUTY COL-

. LECTED : M. for Ret.- (Mr. Dundas) 66.
WHEAT, TRANSPORT OF THROUGII U. S. : M. for O. C. (Mr.

Blake) 53.
WHEATLEY, POSTMASTER AT, CHARGES AGAINST: M. foi' Rep.

(Mr. Lister) 604.

WHITCHER, W. F., COMPLAINTS AGAINST AND RETIREMENT OF:

M. for O. C., &c.* (Mr. Casey) 1200.
WILKINSON, J. A , EMILOYMENT OF': Q0x. (31r. Caneron,

Middesex) 966
WILKINSON, J. A., PROMISE OF APPOINTMENT TO : QueS.

(Mr. Blake) 1054; Paymienls to, 1055.

WILLIAMSBURG CANAL, LocKç AT RAPIDE PLAT : in COM. Of

Sup., 1051.
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INDEX.
WINDSOR AND WALKERVILLE, SEIZURE OF COAL OIL BAR.

RELS AT: M. for Papers (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 298.
WINDSOR BRANCII RY., REPAIRs, &c. : in Coin. of Sup. 1261.
WINDSOR CUSTOM HOUSE, APPOINTMENTS IN: Ques. (Mr.

Blake) 261.
WITNESS, DEFENDANT, COMPETENT AS. See Liw of Evidence.
Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Ry. and Steam-

ship Co. Incorp. Act Amt. B. No. 131 (Mr.
Cameron, Victoria). 1°*, 1241; 20, 1281 ; in Com. and
30*, 1386. (47 Vic. c. 70.)

Winnipeg Rank Incorp. B. No. 29 (Mr. Ross).
1°*, 83; 2°*, 173; in Goin. and à°*, 10â5. (47 Vic.,
c. 49.)

WOODSTOCK AND ST. STEPHEN MAIL SERVICE: M. for Cor.

(Mr. Gillmor) 78.
WRITS OF ELECTION; Warrants issued for, 1, 1126, 1321.

WYANDOTTE INDIANS AND CLAIMS TO PAJOT FARm: M. for

Ret.* (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1201.

WYANDOTTE INDIANS, DISTRIBUTION OF MONEYS TO: QueS.

(Mr. Patterson, Essex) 966.
YAMASKA RivER EXPLORATIONS: M. for Rop.* (Mr. Vanasse)

820
YORK (N.B.): Annouincemnent of Vacancy in Repiesoeta.

tion of (Mr. Speaker) 1.
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